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The Design Argument.
We hav received from Mr. B. R. Anderson, of Concordia, Kan., a request for further elucidation of
the problem of design in nature. His letter we
could not find room for here, but as. the charming
picture which it contains of a Freethinker's happy
fireside, to say nothing of its other features, forbade its exclusion altogether, we hav inserted .it in
another part of this issue.
Many readers will remark the difference between
the tone in which this Freethinker engages argument, and that which marks the Christian. "Please
think carefully," he says, "on my mental difficulty
here and help me out of it, my brother, if you see the
way out yourself." This is the true style of address
from one rational being to another when he meets
a difference in opinion. That day will be pleasant
when Liberals shall everywhere hav supplanted by
this fashion of speech the angry attack of the Christian upon every dissentient. Enjoyable will be the
age when this method of settling variances of
opinion shall hav taken the place of St. Bartl::.olomew's eves and Homesteads. We will indeed,
Mr. Anderson, giv you our best aid; depending
that· if we fall into any of ratiocination's all too
numerous pitfalls you in turn will "help us out of
·~ it, brother, if you see the way out yourself."
,~
It is our opinion that the error of the person
'\ who thinks he perceives design in nature lies in his
~ viewing each phenomenon as isolated, independent.
~ He is not sufficiently aware of the many relations
(~ which connect that phenomenon with the past. . He
'. takes that old view of nature which we call the statical,
.J which regards nature as a fixed state, instead of the
~ modern and correct view called the dynamical,
~ which regards nature as a proc.ess. He usually is,
~ it is true, more or less conscwus tha~ each phenomenon is the outcome of a long tram of causes
;;: and modifications, but he is only faintly conscious of
it. That train of causes and modifications does
B:i not make a sufficiEI,Jlt figure in his mind. His
UJ taking this view is because of his rearing under the
old systems of thought which regard the universe
as having been created as it now is. He will leave
this view and grow into the correct one as his
environments become gradually permeated by the
·Jlew-found doctrin of evolutioJl, under which we

contemplate each phenomenon in its relations to an degree in the plant and animal kingdoms. These
immense past.
kingdoms present both molecular motion-or that
It may be noticed that the design advocate finds of the molecules or atoms of which a mass is conadaptation in those parts of the universe which are stituted-and molar motion-or that of the mass
mobil, :flowing, moldable, instead of in those itself. The atoms of the plant and the anhnal, we
which are immobil, stationary, unmoldable. He know, are in a state of incessant change; and both
cites as instances the physique of the animal, which plant and animal move their various members or
is exceedingly mobil, :flowing, and moldable; the limbs. And the aniJ:nal has the power, unpossessed
structure of the plant, of which the same may be by the plant, of transportation of its total frame
said, and the heavenly bodies, which indeed are from one part of the globe to another. This last
never out of motion and change. On the other species of mobility, the function of locomotion, givs
hand, he does not cite such parts of the univeise as its possessor the signal power of selection of its
the rock-masses of the earth, or the under-layers of environment. As the drops of water throughout a
the soil, which are comparativly fixed and change- wide region are by their mobility enabled to colless. Now, the reason of this is that the moving lect in a river, the animals throughout a region
and moldable bodies, first named, hav from their are by their mobility, or locomotion, en9.bled to
motion and moldableness in tiJ:D.e become shaped to collect in whatever part they find most favorable.
whatever courses they hav been passing through, The plant, to be sure, may be said to possess nearly
and in addition hav shaped their courses to their as great a mobility in this point. For it possesses
own selvs; and the results are what the design what is nearly as serviceable as locomotion-the
advocate calls adaptation.
While the stationary faculty of sending its seeds afar off and thus reachbodies, last named, hav had very slight chance to ing other places in its descendants if not in itself.
shape themselvs to the rest of the universe or to It produces many seeds, which are conveyed everyshape that to themselvs.
whither by winds and bees and birds, and while
It is clear that if any single phenomenon of a those which reach unfitting soils fail those which
class that is mobil or moldable be viewed by itself find fitting ground :flourish. And this point of
alone, without knowledge of how its class has pre- reproduction now brings us to one of the most imviously shaped its course and been shaped by it, portant features of the matter. For it is by means
the marks of that shaping, or adaptation, will ex- of this function of the plant and animal lines, of
cite wonder. But if it be viewed as the terminativ discontinuing in normal form at short intervals
link of a long chain of phenomena, each of which and reappearing in fresh individualities, that those
acted on, and was acted on by, its environment, the lines hav acquired their unusual number of adaptaground for surprise disappears.
tions; their manifold faculties, and that the latter
To make this clear, examples will be needed. A has reached its climax of all-subduing man. For
river belongs to the mobil and moldable class at each of these quasi discontinuances of the plant
Its course presents infinit instances of adaptation. or animal line, that line reappears not merely in a
It is adapted to its bed, as it perfectly fits and fills single form to counterbalance the loss of the norit. That bed, on the other hand, is adapted to the mal or adult form, but in a number of forms, and
river. It has been worn into suitability for the as these are all different and all cannot find room
river's requirements at countless points. Inequal- for survival it follows that the one which will surities both at the bottom and at the sides hav been vive will be the one most adapted to its environremoved. Many streams feed the river, each of ment. Hence at each generation every species
them presenting a like adaptation. The river holds becomes more highly and complicatedly fitted to
a course to the sea direct or nearly direct. Now, its environment, until in the course of ages the
if we view any one section, any one cubic foot, of fittedness has attained that degree which draws
water in the river by itself, disregarding the prior the attention of the advocate of design. This is
operation of its predecessors, we shall· see what not all. To this means of improvement, known as
seem peculiar marks of design for its conduit. natural selection, or the survival of the fittest, there
Likewise if we view any one Section of the line of is added another, the name of which is seroual selecvegetable or animal life by i~self, disregarding its tion. The females of each species hav varying.
predecessors, we shall see what seem peculiar marks tastes; those which chance to select males endowed
of design for its preservation. But we, as matter with qualities advantageous in ·the struggle for exof fact, are aware of the predecessors of the section istence breed young which are more likely to liv
of water and so do not make the error; and mankind than the young of females who hav chosen poorly
will soon become aware of the predecessors of endowed males ; and as like begets like the female
present plants and anhnals, and their operation in young of the first-named inherit the same taste,
making the present ones what they are, and not and choice of the well-endowed ID.ales is again
make the error there. Electricity may be chosen made, and so on until it becomes firmly fixed by
for another example. The electricity in any given heredity. In the human species, the choice by
inch of wire finds that inch suitable for its passage females of lusty and prowessful males is an exbecause the electricity in preceding inches found ample; the occasional choice by a woman of a
those inches suitable for its passage. This case weakling is an exception, induced partly by the opis somewhat different from that of the river, being eraUon of the emotion of pity with which materone merely of selection of a possible course, with- nity fills the feminin sex, and partly by the harmful
out any operation upon a course to produce fitness. over-compassion for the incompetent instilled by
In the case of magnetism we find the initial pas- the unnatural teachings of Christ. The female
sages of that force adapting the course to succeed· choice in the human species, however, has become
ing passages in a way peculiar to itself; all hav no- a case of social taste perpetuated by custom rather
ticed that a piece of steel once brought in contact than of instinct fixed by heredity. lt is proper to
with a magnet becomes a magnet itself. Further ex- mention that female choice in the lower animals
amples may be found at will among the other has been denied altogether by some investigators.
A second variety of sexual selection, choice by
mobil and circulating species of existence.
It will be found that the chief property which males of healthy and vigorous females, as for inwe said a class of natural substance must possess stance of a thriving cow by a bull in preference to
in order greatly to affect its environment and be an ailing one, has been suggested, but not suffia.ffected by it-vi~., mobility~is present in a. high ciently grounded on observa.tion. Tha.t is, ite ex·
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istence in the lower animals has not been sufficiently and do not marvel at his organs having during that motion. These laws we will deal with in our next
grounded on observation; its presence in the hu- time been nourished and preserved by vital force ; issue. They are not half so beautiful a J our friend
man species is obvious-what are called beauties in then if we meet not him but a part of him that has fondly opines. They are about like the laws of
the female are in a large portion of case-1 merely been separated into what we call an infant, we need the state of New York. We will besides handle in
marks of health and vigor. Finally, there is not marvel at that part of him having had its organs our next issue or issues such other points of our
a third form of sexual selection th~t is admitted by nourished and preserved by vital force. As in Theistic friend's letter as most require canvassing.
The main points of this foregoing article of ours
all-battle by males for the possession of fe- th& case of the river any one section or foot of its
males, in which the abler wins, and perpetuates course could not by itself hav effected the excell- may be compressed into one sentence, thus :
his gifts in his offspring. To these two agencies ing provision for it which its bed constitutes, but Every moving species of existence becomes shaped
of rapid improvement, natural selection and sexual this is the work of countless antecedents, so a~y to its course and often shapes its course to itself;
selection, a third is to be added. This is develop- one section of animal life could not by itself hav plant and animal life are moving species of existment by use. When any organ is put to unusual ex- effected the excelling provision for itself which its ence and hav become shaped to their courses and
ertion it draws from the rest of the system an eye, etc., constitute, but this is the work of count- shaped their courses to theinselvs; and three of the
unusual snpply of nutrition, and increases in size. less antecedents. By the way, as the construction of most striking processes by which they hav done so
Familiar examples are the arm of the blacksmith, the eye raises more wonder in the design-believers are natural selection, sexual selection, and develop•
and the chest of the athlete in general. Hence than that of any other organ, they are recom- ment by use.
To facilitate comprehension we are in this reply
when any organism has been thrown into an en- mended to study up in evolutionary biology the
vironment where it has had need to exercise a cer- development of that organ from the simplest and using the words "fitted to" and "adapted to " in
tain part unusually, that part has tended to grow rudest beginnings in the jelly-fish and such low senses where simply "capable of" would be more
till equal to the need for it. · This latter forms of life.
So much in the way of caution exact. We hav also spoken of some adaptations as
agency is supposed to hav been of inconsiderable against taking too isolated a view in the matter of "complex" when they are not, from a strict point
effect in bringing about the present development a young creature's possessing organs already pro- of view, more complex than anything else. But
of plant and animal life, when compared with the vided for his needs ; now let us turn to something changes must be made one at a time. We do not
two first mentioned.
·
which equally puzzles many-the fact that each in- expect men to alter at once the whole of their
It is in the point of the peculiar continuance of dividual is born in a suitable environment, and customary terminology as well as systems of
the life-line of plants and animals by death of thus placed, even before he has shown what he de- thought. Rebuilding a brain is no work of an
individuals and substitution of their progeny, mands for his existence, in conditions capable of hour or a month. We hav, too, omitted some parthat we ha.v the greatest need of applying the supplying his demands. Here we as above recur ticulars which would make too cumbrous and recaution given at the beginning of this arti- to the fact that he is not an independent creation, pellent certain conceptions. As an instance, our
cle, to consider any link of a chain of phe- preceded by phenomena perhaps ~:~o opposit in nat- oft-used formula of "mobility, flow, moldableness,"
nomena not as .though it were isolated and inde- ure that their conditions would be just the con- may well take remodeling, both by the addition of
pendent but as a part of a whole-a long-modified trary of those required by him, but he is a continu- the quality of a certain amount of stability, and
product of a past. The design advocate makes the ation of a living line which must hav existed up to in other ways. We write for immediate apprehenerror of paying attention only to the fto.ct that each his birth in conditions capable of it, and hence he sion ; once interested, our readers will peruse works
individual of a species is provided at its birth with is born in conditions capable of him. The electricity on the subjects and reach sufficient completeness.
the organs fit for its survival, without noticing that in any given inch of wire finds, as we said before,
The Fair.
it is but a part of its parent who beforetime pos- that inch capable of it because the electricity in
The Freethought Federation is doing strenuous
sessed those organs, and he in turn a part of his preceding inches found those inches capable of it,
parent who possessed them also, and so on. The par- and so a fish finds the sea, or a bird the air, or a land work for personal liberty and against Puritanism in
ticles of our body are continually being worn out animal the land, capable of it because its anteced- the matter of the World's Fair. The secretary,
and renewed, we know, the old saying being that ents found this sea, or air, or land, capable of them. who is traveling through the Western part of the
we hav a complete new body every seven years. Of course, the electricity sooner or later finds the country, is distributing leaflets and other literature
Now, as we do not wonder at the new particles thus ·end of the wire and disappears; and so does each upon the question of Sunday opening. He recently
betaking themselvs in an adult form to the several species of animals sooner or later find the end of visited Minneapolis, as the guest of Mr. Charles
organs of that form, as eye or ear or foot, so we the line of environment capable of it, and disappear Lownd, and the Tribune of that city prints this
need not wonder at such particles betaking them- -our earth abounds with fossils of species which sketch of his purpose: "I hav been sent out by the
American Freethought Federation. Our organizaselva in the womb of that adult to the several hav thus disappeared.
organs of the young therein, as eye or ear or foot.
It is by the natural agencies which we ha v roughly tion has taken a special interest in the opening of
Each is but a case of self-propagation, self-extension, outlined above-with possibly the aid of one or two the World's Fair on Sunday. Of course our efforts
self-maintenance, or like reproducing like. If this more, equally natural-it is by these, we say, super- are directed toward Congress. That is the body
very self-propagation in itself seem mysterious, it posed upon other and simpler workings of the ele- that is responsible for the Sunday-closing act and
should be recollected that it is but a case of mentary forces of heat, light, motion, etc., that the the only one that can repeal it. Our president, S.
a common law of which other examples abound. present adaptation of vegetable and animal life to P. Putnam, who, by the way, recently lectured in
One bad apple rots the whole basket, one bit of their surroundings has in every instance been Minneapolis, is now in Washington, and when theyeast leavens the batch of dough, one magnet produced. There are many volumes that set the repealing bill comes before its committee will apmakes thousands. The tendency is no more won- matter forth in convincing detail, which may be pear and make an argument in favor of Sunday
opening. All the petitions were from the religious
derful than any other in nature. Suppose the case procured by whomsoever wishes.
were the opposit, self annihilation instead of selfOur correspondent mentions the fact that element," said he, "and Congress very naturally
reproduction, the Theist, if he existed, would won- the pollen, or male seed, of many species of thought their petitions represented the sentiment
der just the same. Of course, if one is determined plants is found on one individual plant, and the of the people. The fact is that some of these
to wonder, and assign supernatural causes, he can female seed ready for it on another. If this arrange- petitions were a fraud perpetrated upon Congress.
.not be prevented from it while there exists some- ment be viewed in the way which we admonished The petition presented from the state of Michigan
thing for him to do so upon. The phenome- against, as unpreceded by an infinit number of has been examined and it is found to contain
non of reproduction, we will here interject, loses its varying arrangements one of which finally suc- 1,500,000 more signers than the entire population
seeming of marvelousness when studied in the ceeded in propagating the plant, of course it will of the state-male, female, adult and infant-aclower forms of life, where it is accomplished by surprise. But if the history of plant-life be studied, cording to the census of 1890. So with Ohio.
processes much more simple than those seen in if the pa>t be taken fully into the mental view, The petition presented from that state had upon it
our species; and it is desirable that all inform the need for wonder will vanish. Some plants, our 500,000 more names than the entire population of
themselvs on these lower forms of reproduction. correspondent adds, admit to their flowers insects the state. We propose to present these facts to
Adding that there is no better book for that pur- which by unconsciously bearing away their seed Congress and to accompany them with a monster
pose than Spencer's "Biology," we will go on with favor their fertilization, and exclude injurious ones. petition, signed only by voters, which shall show
our main line of argument. Trendelburg and However, the plant does not know that any insect the real sentiment of the people. The Freethought
others insis~ on the fact that the eye is not formed will be helpful or that any will be injurious to it. Federation will secure a petition with 1,000,000
in light, or after the young creature has been born Neither does any extra-natural being know it and signers. The Chicago papers hav scattered petitions
and found the need of sight, but before it was cause the plant to act thus. But among the all-over the country, and all the labor organizations
born, in the darkness of the womb, for light ; countless individuals of those species some chanced and the Adventist church are activly engaged in
and this they say proves an aim of a superior In- to hav flowers with shapes that were more conven- the cause of the opening. We will accept no comtelligence that the creature shall be equipped with ient to useful insects than to harmful, and that promise. We either want Sunday opening or SunThe religious element apparently
sight.· Here we must look at the fetus in the expanded when pressed in those parts where certain day closing.
womb, according to our caution, not as a totally useful insects trod and contracted when pressed believe that the Fair will be opened and are sugdistinct and new-projected organism, but as a in those parts where certain harmful insects of other gesting a compromise by which the mechanical and
part of the parents, a continuation of the total life- shapes trod; and these plants thus succeeded in machinery departments would be closed and the
line of the species. We are not to wonder at ma- propagating their like, and the others perished. art gallery opened. This art gallery concession
terial for eyes being supplied on the inside of an As for the bird's quill, the process of expla- they make in the interests of the poor workingman.
animal any more than at its being supplied on the nation of this, or any other phenomenon cited Th9 faci is the workingman would only appreciate
outside. One is just as wonderful as the other, by design champions, lies on the same lines, and the departments which the religious element demand
and just as unwonderful and natural as the other. we leave it to be constructed by anyone. Finally, be closed; the art gallery would hav little interest
We 111eet a man whom we hav not seen for a, week our friend speaks of the laws of the planets' orbital to:r llim. A-nother thing they ask for is religious ser~
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vices if the Fair shall be opened. Personally I
would not oppose this .because it would place faith
and science on trial and show which of the two has
the greater attractiv power to interest the masses."
Mr. Putnam, the president, is in Washington,
working incessantly, getting hold of Congressmen
and impressing upon them the views of Freethinkers and the necessity of Congress to hearken unto
them. Mr. Putnam is working for resolution No.
177, printed in his Notes. The other two resolutions are simply intended to let the gates be opened
that the admission fee can be collected. They are
compromises-letting the principle involved go in
order to get in a dollar. Liberals want none of them.
The prospects are that the matter will be decided
during the month, and then Mr. Putnam will resume his lecturing work.
Our readers can very materially assist Mr. Putnam in his work by ~vriting at once to A. C. Durborow, chairman of Exposition committee, House
of Representativs, Washington, D. C., urging, 1.
That House resolution No.177 be adopted; 2. That
Mr.. Samuel P. Putnam be given a hearing before
the committee to voice the sentiment of the Freethinkers of the country. Letters upon these points
should be written at once, as the time for reporting
the resolutions .is near. We earnestly urge every
one of our reader 3 to do this, to aid their leaders in
this fight which is being waged for them. Let our
lawmakers know that there are some people le~t
who adhere to the principles of our government
and desire their perpetuation. The Christians are
exerting themselvs to the utmost to complete the
union of church and state, and aside from the
temporary aid of :financiering Chicagoans Liberals
are the only ones to oppose them. It is time for
work-hard work, persistent work I

turb you or steal your soul overnight. Christians are excited to no inconsiderable amount of
grinning by these mystic paraphernalia. But they
are not a bit more ridiculous than the grinners'
own charms and talismans of holy water and scapulars and relics and eucharistic br£>ad.
When Mr. Samuel P. Putnam finishes his labors
with the Congressmen ·at Washington he desires to
make a lecturing trip through the states of Virginia,
North and South Carolina, and Florida. Liberals
residing in that section of the country are requested
to write him at once at 1,325 G street N.W.,
Washington, D. C. While in Washington he will
make trips to near-by places if desired, and Liberals
in the East should not neglect the opportunity.
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One Thing and Another.
The price of W. F. Jamieson's pamphlet, "Is Controversy Dangerous?" has been reduced to 25 cents. The
tract, "The Bible in Favor of Debate,'' is also 25 cents.
We hav them for sale. An Eastern paper says: "Mr.
Jamieson believes if the Christian will but agree to argue
with the non-Christian that half the victory for the latter
is won. So he has written this pamphlet, and asks
Liberals to help him publish and circulate it." This is
from H. D. Ballard, of Iowa, to ]}fl-.· Jamieson: "Your
pamphlet, 'Is Controversy Dangerous?' is one of the
best publications I ever met with to set the reader to
thinking and asserting his mental manhood. It comes
home with logic to answer any criticisms offered by an
orthodox slave. I hav handed them all out and know
they hav sown seed that will bear fruit. The parties in
whose hands I placed them hav kept them going in many
instances, to my personal knowledge, where they hav
made the readets bold enough to express an opinion upon
the social intolerance of the orthodox churches for those
who differ with their inconsistencies."
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the thousands. In
December or January we shall send them to Congressmen
and to others who may be influenced by argument. We
need money to do this, and those who can afford to aid
are requested to do so. '!'he price of the Leaflet is 25
cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will
distribute five hundred or a thousand can obtain them at
special rates.

The St. Joseph, Missouri, News givs an account
of a "terrific combat" which recently took place in
a Methodist church in that city during an evening
meeting. Deacon Jones, a professor in the high
school, struck Brother Dr. Crossland a blow during
the engagement which dislocated his left shculder
and rendered him hors du combat. No lives were
lost, but many black eyes and bloody noses were
carried away as souvenirs of the battle. All of
We shall shortly publish the fourth edition of the
·which goes to show how dearly the brethren love "Crimes of Preachers." If our readers see any records
of the clergy being guilty ~f ministerial conduct,
one another.
from lying to murder, they will add to the world's
knowledge and the cause of truth by marking the report
Everybody who read THE TRUTH SEEKER a few and forwarding the paper con tuining it to this office. We
short years ago will be glad to know that George desire to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy
E Macdonald, a distant brother of the Editor, who who so kindly constitute themselvs our moral and re·
wore a gold-mounted Badge Pin, will again contrib- ligious guardians.
ute to these columns. He has had a varied expeLectures and Meetings.
rience in the wild and wooly West, and inhabitJOHN
R.
CHARLESWORTH'S
lecture appointments are:
ants of that neck-o'-woods will know their country
Jun.
6-8
Selma,
Cul.Feb. 16, 17
Reardon,
Wash
...
better when he relates it. He is now editor of the
Salem, Ore. (conMerced,
" "
19
Snohomish Eye, but has promised to :find among
vention).......... "
11 Savanuh,
" "
27
Generous Friends.
" "
28
the multiplicity of the duties of a country editor Seattle, Wash.(de- " 13-16 Ell\'[onte,
bate with Braden).
"
" Mar.
1
We hav received during the past week some aid time to greet his old friends once more and fre17 Santa Ana,
" "
5
Tacoma, Wash .... "
in the shape of donations, for which we return quently.
Buckley Wash., " 23-25 ::!an Pasqua] " " 16, 17
Forest tfrove, Ore." 27-29 Tucson, Ariz ...... " 23-26
hearty thanks, and which we shall use in distributing
Silverton ....... " " 30, 31 Albuquerque, N.M."
31
Freethought literature.
Touching the parliament of religions to be held Silverton, Ore .... Feb.
1
"
"April 1, 2
3-5 Trinidad, Col...... "
4-7
Mr. J. G. Shuman, in remitting for THE TRUTH at the World's Fair, the Catholic Review says: Barlo~~ Ore....... "
Grass valley, Cal "
8, !.1 Leadville, " ...... " 10-12
SEEKER, adds: "I inclose five dollars to agitate and "We can hardly be expected to take part in any
J. E. REMSBURG will start East early in January. His
aid the cause of Freeth ought and religious liberty." parliament of religions that would put on the same list of appointments, as fur as arranged, is as follows:
Our good old friend, R. Butterfield, sends for some level Christianity and Buddhism, Mohammedanism Macon City, Mo ... Jan.
3
9 East Otto, N. Y...Feb.
4
10 Newark, N.Y ...... "
books, and contributes a balance of $1.55 to print- and Mormonism." In this sentiment, that these Louisiana Mo..•.. "
5
Ill.......... "
11 Constantia, N.Y.. "
ing and distributing the World's Fair leaflets. Mr. religions should not be put on the same level, we Nauvoo,
6
Chillicothe, Ill..... "
12 De Ruyter, N. Y. "
7-9
A. S. Allison makes the Editor a present of a dollar quite concur. Christianity should not be put on Reddick, Ill......... "
13 Glens Fulls, N. Y. "
10
Ill .......... " 14, 15 SHarutogud, N. Y.... ;:
balance, which goes the same way, and Mr. Joseph the same level with other faiths. It would be a Elwood,
11
Chicago, lll...... ... "
15 artfor , 0 onn .. .
12
E. Alexander asks us to use four dollars as we derogation to the other faiths. Christianity is Belvidere, TIL. ..... " 16-18 Boston, Mass ....... "
12
19 Worcester, Muss .. "
think best for the cause of Freethought. Ernest considerably more vile. It has shed more blood, Renselluer, Ind ... "
13
Dowagiac, Mich.. "
20 Cotuit, Muss ....... "
Platz makes THE TRUTH SEEKER a present of five smothered more civilizations, set at variance more Allegan, Mich...... "
14
21 Osterville, Muss... "
11)
22 Manchester, Conn "
dollars, and 1\frs. Mabell Tarbell sends us two countries, disrupted more nations, more bolstered Gr'd Rapids, Mich "
16
Shepherd, Mich... " 23-25 Bristol, Conn....... "
dollars, along with five for the Freethought kingcraft, more persecuted investigators, and more Leslie, Mich ........ " 26, 27 New Yor_!r.,~ N. Y... ::
17
18
28 Orange, .N. J ..... ..
Federation. Mrs. Tarbell says, what her gift im- repressed education. We owe scant consideration Detroit, Mich...... "
19
0............ "
29 Newark! N.J....... ::
plies, that she is pleased with the paper. J. w. to other religions, still let us keep our disesteem Toledo,
19
Findlay, 0.......... " 30, 31 P-hilade phiu, Pa..
20
"
" .......... Feb.
1 Lebanon, Pa. ...... "
Gilbert donates the change from a V after a year's shown them within bounds at least decent-let
21
Cleveland, 0 ........ "
2 Washington, D. C. "
subscription i~ paid, and Charles Laperche puts in not Christianity be ranged by their side.
Appointments
to
be-filled
on
his
way
West
will
be
anan extra dollar when renewing.
nounced later.
The generosity of these friends is fully !J.ppreThe pope writes of the Catholic educational ex- He will return via Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
ciated. It makes our task lighter, besides spread- hibit at the World's Fair that "this undertaking Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those states desiring
ing a good deal of Liberal literature over the will tend to show that the Catholic church does not lectures should address him at 345 West Randolph street,
country.
We hav a great ·many Freethought countenance any lack of education or culture, nor a Chicago, ill.
pamphlets and TRUTH SEEKERS on hand, and it is a condition of ignorance." The fact is that a truthful
INGERSOLL SECULAR SocmTY meets at Paine Hall, Bossource of great satisfaction to scatter them broad- presentation of the Catholic record would show an ton, Sundays, at 2:45P.M.
cast, which we do to the extent of our means.
THE Newark Liberal Leagufl meets at 177 Halsey street,
antagonism to education, and a fosterment of ignorance, which has been extreme just in proportion as corner Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M.
The New York Sun sapiently remarks: "The the surrounding civilization has allowed it to be.
Omo LmERAL SocmTY meets at Douglass Hall, northproject of a congress of religions at the Chicago It would show that before modernism insisted on west corner Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnuti,.SunFair is attr11ctiv, but in view of the well-known universal education the Catholic church taught days, at 7:30P.M.
effects of theological and religious discussion upon very few youth, and taught those few worthless
THE Chicago Secular Union meE)ts every Sunday eventhe bile, a congress to preserve the peace in the things, and did' this only to procure clergy and ing at Lincoln Hull, 68 Adams street, between State and
congress of religions might be necessary."
supporters for its own self, while it not only allowed Dearborn streets.
J. E. REMSBURG will come East about the last of Debut compelled the masses outside to remain in midbar
and Liberals desiring lectures should address him
In front of a Japanese store in Twenty-third night ignorance. . Such a presentation wou~d show at ~nee at Atchison, Kan.
street New York city, a little sandpot stuck full of that in each nation of Europe and South and North
THE Liberal League ·holds seflsion at Industrial Hall,
taper~ or incense sticks, is displayed with a sign America the masses remained totally uninstructed Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:30
' these words: "Incense-good for gr1p.
. " while under Catholic dominion, and hav begun to and 7:30P.M. Lectures and debates.
bearing
This beo ets a theory closely uniting disease-germs gain learning only within a few late years since
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Frawith evll spirits, because in China those same little that rule has been abated. Finally, a truthful ternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street,
sticks of punk, seasoned with ground sandalwood, pres£·ntation would show that the present Catholic Brooklyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M.
schools-established, as we said, only because inW. S. BELL's address will be for two months, 246 S~te
are said to keep evil spirits out of the room. You
dispensably demanded by the modern spirit-are street, Chicago, Ill. Persons wishing to 1!-rrange Wlth
light a few and keep them by your bedroom door
him for Freethought lectures can address hrm there.
incomparably inferior to non-Catholic ones.
with full confidence that no demons can dis•
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.Soienos· ana 'I)rogrsss.
Trophies of Faith.
The managers of the Miracle-church at Canton,
Minn., recently exhibited a wheelbarrow load of
crutches, left behind by crippl.os cured by the
"apparition of the Holy Virgin." If the accounts
of the local press can be credited it would take a
large-sized express-wagon to transport the boodle
left behind by idiots.
Modified Gratitude.
Revivalist Moody thinks that the passengers of
the Spree ought to join the church in token of
their miraculous preservation, i.e. for having encountered a southwester that tossed them, splashed
them, sickened them, but like other storms finally
exhausted its fury and permitted them to reach a
haven of refuge. The only parallel is the story of
the Berlin sportsman who met a friend on the
porch of a village hotel and pointed out a farmer
on the other side of the street: "See that fellow?
He will never forget me as long as he livs. He
owes me the pre:ervation of his life." An hour
later that friend met the same granger in a liverystable and mentioned the remark of the Berlin visitor : " He! The fact is he mistook me for a deer
and pumped me full of lead," said the farmer," but
most of the shot got stuck in my hunting-pouch,
and that's what he calls saving my life."
A. Business Oversight.
The police of Naples, Italy, hav discovered a man
who makes a business of smoke-curing manuscripts
and paintings, and thus giving them an appearance
of venerable antiquity. The manufacturer of the
Syrian gospels ought to hav secured the services of
that specialist, before announcing his treasuretrove.
Bottled Spirits.
The Street-car Saint pleads guilty to the strictly
private enjoyment of medicated bitters. He also
admits an occurrence of that sort on the day when
ths plaintiff in a pending damage suit pretends to
hav brought him home drunk, but denies the charge
of disorderly conduct. "If thou longest for communion with the spirit, enter thy cupboard-room
and close the door behind thee," would make a fine
temperance motto for the Mail ana Express.
Lupus in Fabnla.
' The Hebrew firm Lowe has been acquitted of
the charge insinuating the manufacture of worthless
muskets, but the Jew-baiters are now trying to impeach the defendants for their relationship to one
Isadore Lowe, who, years ago, offered to sell the
French government a set of machine11 used in the
process of rifling small arms. They might as w( 11
hav added that a Spanish Jew of the fourteenth century sold the Moors a job-lot of arrow-flints. The
trade secret of the Jew-hunt was divulged by a
Moscow official who admitted that the Hebrew citizens of the Russian empire hav abstained from
political intrigues more strictly than any other subjects of the czar. "They a void litigation, too,"
said he, " and pay their taxes as long as they are
anyways abie, but they hav to go all the same.
Our mujiks get drunk twice a week. Those cirllumcised sharpers keep sober and as a natural consequence the circulating medium gravitates to their
pockets, till in the course of time there would not
be a copper copek left for a true believer."
Human Cattle-markets.
Africa is not the only continent where the slavetraffic defies exorcism. In southern China coolbs
are bought at prices varying from ten to twentyfive dollars and sold to the highest bidders of the
Malay peninsula-often to planters living within a
day's voyage of Singapore. Peru, too, imports
hundreds of such "immigrants," and not more than
a year ago a steamer was wrecked on the coast of
southern California on her return from a "blackbirding cruise" in the Southern archipelago.
Three hundred slaves, destined for the West Mexican seaport towns, are said to hav got drowned on
that occasion, but the contractors had no difficulty
in supplying their places. The Brazilian republic
has not yet revoked the law obliging freedmen to
hire themselvs out within a month after quitting
their former employer. The commissioner of public works is authorized to gather in idle darkies by
a sort of press-gang process, and of course,
manages to dispense with voluntary laborers
altogether. The Russian serfs hav changed only
their taskmasters, and the ukase of emancipation
merely transferred them from the often lenient
bondage of a feudal landlord to the control of a
hungry government official. The Dark Continent,
however, still holds its own as leading slave-market.
Emin Pasha estimates the number of negroes exported from the equatorial regions at 130,000 a
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year. One-third of that number go northeast to
Zanzibar and the borders of the Soudan; the rest
north to Tunis, Fezzan, and Morocco. The farms
of the Morocco tableland are worked almost exclusivly by slave-labor, and the sheiks of the highland tribes rarely visit the capital without propitiating the favor of the sultan with a present of prize
niggers.
A. Risky Reform.
There is a etory of a Chinese philanthropist who
tried to organize a society for the suppression of
opium-smoking among the Tae-ping rebels, but
who renounced his project when he learned that the
collection of the prescribed fines would requir3 an
army of 500,000 regulars. The attempt to enforcethe proposed Texas temperance laws might get
wrecked against a similar difficulty.
Fuel Prospects.
A few years ago the Pennsylvania coal-barons
spread a report that our stores of underground
fuel would giv out, like natural gas, before the
end of the twentieth century. The British geologist
Wilson now computes the North England coal-beds
to be good for hundreds of years, and those of
North America for thousands, though he thinks
it possible that after thirty centuries of continual output the Ame1ican surface mines of bituminous coal will begin to get rather scarce. The substitution of electricity for steam and hades for hell
may hav helped to modify former estimates.
San Domingo.
A New York dispatch states that a syndicate of
New England capitalists has secured the privilege
of collecting the revenue of the island of San Domingo. The farming out of public taxes was a frequent expedient of medieval monarchs and in
France was practiced up to the very eve of the
French Revolution, but in the present case it might
prove rather difficult to hold the government to the
terms of the contract. The Domingans themselvs
seem indifferent to the prospect of changing
masters, as long as they can keep out of the
clutches of Spain. The nativs of the West Indies
hav not yet forgotten the fact that the rule of the
most Christian king involved the yearly massacre of
twenty-five thousand human beings.
Christmas in Spanish America.
Christmas trees are unknown in Mexico Clutside
of the foreigner colonies, but in many of the larger
cities the churches celebrate a festival known as
Pastores (shepherds) and representing the Galilean
herdsmen receiving the angelic messengers and
listening with open-mouthed wonder to the "tidings
of great joy." Before the collection of his holiday
boodle the priest orders a thanksgiving hymn and
enumerates the blessings of Christian civilization,
forgetting to mention such trifles as the Holy .Inquisition and the thousand years' reign of despotism·
an~ ignorance. In Peru Christmas (the midsummer
perwd of the southern hemisphere) coincides with
a harvest festival, but in Buenos Ayres the 25th
of December is observed only a.s a church holiday, and the exchange of presents is postponed
to New Year's.
Model Christians.
A Boston charity associatioR estimates the numher of "vagrant · shiftless idlers "-tramps in
short-at forty thousand for New England al~ne.
There is evidently no cause for the complaint that
practical Christianity is getting a tradition of the
past. In tile United States and British North
Amerlca there are at present at least half a million
Christians who not only indorse, but practice, the
instructions of their moral exemplar, taking no
thought of the morrow, and preferring back-porch
prayers to labor. "After all these do the gentiles
seek." "Ask and it shall be given you."
F. L. OswALD.
-----------

The Secret of Clerical Pessimism.
The world is growing better every dayOur cares and sorrows not as they were wont to be
When superstition swayed the world at will,
And priesta ruled kings and law was despoty.
The world is growing better every day·
No more the heretic at stake is burned,
No longer tortures of the past are givenThe lesson of humanity is learned.
What grief and sorrow still remains
To chill the opening bud of life
Is due to superstition's iron will
That through the past brought agony and strife.
All honor, then, to those brave men
Who seek to loosen human chain;
Who make this world grow better every day,
Who superetitious errors all diedain.
Why should we mind if from the pulpit grand
The clergy tell us that the world is worse,
Since all their earnestness and grace
Mean naught but-open wide our purse?
Chicago, nz.
LOUISJil E. RoWLJrr•

Religion in the West •
During a recent trip to British Columbia and
Washington I kept on the alert for signs of progress in Liberal thought. At Winnipeg on a Sunday I found that God reigned supreme and the
usual orthodox stagnation prevailed. No cars ran
in the streets, and though I hired a hack, as it was
engaged by the hour the driver's conscience would
not allow the horses to break the Sabbath on a
trot. My next stopping-place was Revelstoke, the
irreligion of which may be guessed from a reference to it that I saw in the journal of a rival boomtown. A man in Revels toke died. He was a
tough character and found himself speedily consigned to hades. He had no hopes of a happy
hereafter, and when he looked about the place he
exclaimed with surprise, "Why, this is heaven I"
"No," he was told, "this is hell." "Well," he replied, " I came from Revelstoke, and this place is
so much better I thought it must be heaven."
All through the mining regions there was no
church and no Sabbath. Work went on every day
alike; the prospectors explored, the miners dug
and blasted, and the stamp-mills rattled. I came
one day to a town of five hundred people, and seeing one fine large building towering above all the
rest, I thought at first, with my Quebec impressions
uppermost, " There is the priest's house and the
convent." I asked, "What building is that!"
"The schoolhouse," was the reply. "Where is the
church?" "We ha.v none." "Oh," I exclaimed,
"what a delightful place, where the best house is
for the children and there is none whatever for
God!" I traveled several hundred miles and never
saw or heard of church or. parson, until one day
I saw a large log-house abandoned when about half
built. "What is that?" I asked of the driver.
"Oh !" said he, "a minister came along one day
and coaxed some of us into building a church ior
him. We started it, but we got discontented about
it and left off. I worked two days on the damned
thing !" The tone in which this was uttered expressed, more fully than a written volume could hav
done, the indifference and contempt that is generally felt toward religion by the workingmen of the
West.
When I came to the large towns where the comforts of life were more abundant, there I found the
parson rearing his church by the help of the ladies
in concerts, and begging of the large-hearted and
unreligious men who believed that the "gospel
sharp" was entitled to a living and were willing to
chip in something for his support, though Baying
"We don't want none of your damned religion."
In the large cities I inquired for Secular societies
or avowed Freethinke.rs, but never could hear of
them. At Salt Lake City, however, the clerk of the
hotel responded ~o the quest.ion by_ saying, '.' Wh~e
no. o~e m~k~s hrmself promm~nt m declanng his
opnnons, It Is a fact that outside of the Mormons
n_early all the mell: are Freethi~kers. In the whole
crrcle of my acquamtance I don t know of more than
one or two men who are religious." With the exception of a few keen real estate dealers, who were
Methodists on Sunday, I met with no sign of
religious thought among all the men that I conversed with during a tour of nearly three months.
Re~gion i~ dropping. awaY: from the practic.al men
so msensibly that Its ~sa:J?pearance exmtes no
thoug~t, and ~h?Y are too md1fferent to care to tear
away Its. remammg rags.
The only truly religion~ people that I _met ·we:e
the Mormons. I could discover no parhcul.ar.difference between the~ and ·~astern C_hnshans
e~~ept that they wer~ more thnfty and built better
mties. Af~er t~e law for~ade polyg~y and a few
men were Impnsoned, therr God gracwusly gave a
revelation forbidding polygamy, and now the chief
difference is that they accept one more revelation
than do the Christians. But iL does not appear
any more rational to despise one who believes in
the revelation of Joseph Smith than one who accepts the revelation of St. John the Divine. The
story is as credible th!rl the angel Maroni showed
the golden plates to Joseph as that another angel
gave a little book to John to eat, which _made his
belly bitter ; and yet the bitter belly believers persecute the golden plate s:1ints. The appearance of
the young people of the place speaks well for the
syl!ltem of plural marriage, which was based, professedly at least, not upon lust but upon respect
for maternity and consideration for ths mother. A
young man, six feet in hight, in whose presence
some one said, " Mormonism debases the rae'," replied, "I am the smallest of twenty-six brothefs."
After seeing the works of these Mormons, I exclaimed to the caretaker of the Tabernacle, "A. people who can build a city like this deserve to hav
their opinions respected."
One day while travelina- on a mountain trail I
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overtook a train of pack-horses. The driver,
mounted upon the hind 'horse, urged him along
with leather thongs hanging from a broad strip of
leather. When he dismounted he placed this strip
over the horse's eyes as a blind to prevent his straying. What an emblem of religion is this blind, I
thought. The priest uses it to scourge hls victim
as long as he can force him to do his will and
when he has no use for him he uses it as a blind to
prevent the dupe from making any researches on
his own. account. But the Western man, in the
wild regions that are too uncomfortable for the men
of God, too sparsely settled for the minions of the
law, and too unceremonious for socialleaders,-free
from the tyranny of the three big G's-God, Government, and Grundy-is brought by nearness to
nature into harmony with the three great L'sLiberty, Learning, and Love, the all-sufficient
saviors. The spirit of the age, the spread of knowledge, the absorbing practicality of new pursuits, are
all foes of superstition, and although hierarchies
appear to gain material power individuals are outgrowing their sway and erelong will dethrone
them.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
Montreal, Dec. 18, 1892.

The International Freethought Congress at
Madrid.-(Continued.)
October 12th at 11 o'clock A.M. the congress
was opened in the large hall of the Theater Circle of
Pr;nce Alphonso, one of the largest public buildings
in Madrid, capable of seating five thousand persons.
A large number of ladies in fashionable and elegant toilets adorned the two rows of loges. Among
the numerous persons of eminence present one
perceived Mr. Nicholas Salmeron, ex-president of
the Spanish republic, and present representativ of
Barcelona at Cortes, surrounded by his whole
family; General Riva Palazio, embassador of the
republic of Mexico, who represented at the congress the Mexican Grand Orient and French Freemasonry. The speakers' stand was decorated in all
simplicity, but very tastefully. In the background,
draped by a green silk curtain, was an excellent oil
portrait in natural size of Victor Hugo, the work
of citizen Lozano, the son of our friend Fernando
Lozano. On either side of the portrait were the
words "Free Thought·" surrounded by draperies
in Spanish, French, Italian, Belgian, American, and
other national colors. 'rhree tables covered with
red velvet, one for the president, one for the orators, and a third for membera of the press, completed the scenic decoration.
On this the first day the president's chair was
occupied by Antonio Machado, professor at the
University of Madrid, while at the same table were
seated the three editors of Las .Dominicales.; citizen Ramon Chico, municipal councillor of Madrid ;
Fernando Lozano (Demofilo ), and Odon de Buen,
professor at the University of Barcelona. A large
number of foreign delegates and members of the
committee of organization surrounded the scene.
Among these we may mention citizens De TarresSalanat, of Barcelona; Rispa Porpina and Lucas
Guera, of Maglia, and Francas Rodriguez. After an excellent opening speech by the president
of the day, Antonio i\lachado, which will appear in
a later number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the secretary of the congress, Prof. !don de Buen, gave an
account of the preparatory work of the congress,
pointing out the significance and importance of
the congress itself, and read a condensed account
of the numerous adhesions, besides letters from several eminent Freethinkers who for various reasons
were prevented from personal participation in the
congress. Among the adhesions, the secretary
called special attention to all the American republics and most of the European states, besides the
French Freemasonry of the two worlds.
Among the societies repr~s~nted by la.dies we
may mention the French someties Protectrwe d~ la
Femme 'and La Solidarite des Femmes. Speakmg
about the representation of Spain at the congress
we must mention that it was rather mixed. Particularly noticeable was the large delegation representing the conservativ Republican party; but as
an offset there appeared several delegates representing both Socialistic and Anarchisti_c societies,
some of which belonged to the ultra-Radwal groups,
but as they at the congress simply repr~sented the
Freethought tendencies and only to a slight e~tent
their peculiar social views, we can but be satisfied
and rejoice in their presence.
When Prof. Odon de Buen had finished his report citizen Francas Rodriguez e~tertained the
audience by the excellent declamatiOn of a roen;t,
"To the Free Conscience," the author of whiCh IS
· a Freethinker-Curros Enriquez. The declamation as well as the author were vigorously applaudeJ.
. Citizen Auguste Bourceret; in the name of the

French Freethought Federation, greeted the
generous and tolerant Spanish nation, and claimed
Spain as the dignified sister of the French republic. He explained 'to the audience the true extent
and signification of the liberties accorded the
French Freethinkers by the republic, and the
actual aspirations of the French Freethinkers.
Mr. Le Lubeg, vice-president of the National
Secular Society of England, expre~sed his satisfaction and recognition of the ability of the Spanish
Freethinkers, who had organized so brilliant a
congress. He stated that Spain was rapidly progressing through the influence of Rationalistic organization, through the medium of work and persistency, and little by little nearing that stage of
emancipation which it is the mission of Freethinkers
to bring about.
The next speaker was our friend Mr. Leon
Furnemont, editor of La Raison, communal councillor of Brussels, and delegate of the Freethought
Federation of Belgium. He paid a tribute of satisfaction with Spain, not the tyrannical and oppressiv
Spain which has burnt at the stake her best sons,
but the actual Spain, the Spain of Freethought, the
Spain of Salmeron, of Torilla, of Piry Margall, and
of Las .Dominicales. He showed how difficult was
the road of Freeth ought. Against it were the monarchical governments, the privileged classes, and
tradition. But Freethinkers do not mind them,
for at last Reason and Justice are bound to reign.
In conclusion Mr. Furnemont spoke against militarism, and stp.ted that all Freethinkers ought to work
for universal peace.
Citizen Thirian presented to the congress the
homage of the Belgian Socialists.
Citizen A. Sluys, in the name ·of Holland, said
that he had heard Spain, Holland, and Belgium
called the three countries containing the smallest
number of Freethinkers, but the assembly to-day
proved the contrary. He declared furthermore
that Freethinkers ought not to divide on the social
question.
The word was next given to Magalhais Lima,
editor of the Freethought journal 0 Seculo, Lisbon, Portugal, wto represented the Grand Orient
of Portugal. He took · the stand while cries of
"Liv the Portuguese republic!" sounded through
the large theater. Magalhais Lima, in an elegant
discourse, spoke on the modern formula of Freethought: ''A free church in a free state."
Cit.izen S. Chaux, delegate from the Republic of
Columbia, saluted the congress in the name of the
Spanish-American republics. Finally, citizen Fernando Lozano (Demofilo) explained the aspirations
of the Spanish Freethinkers. He paid a glowing
tribute to the memory of S9rvetus, Giordano Bi·uno,
and other martyrs of intolerance. He asksd that
foreigners giv their assistance so as to help the
Spanish Freethinkers in finishing the glorious
work which they had undertaken.
Relativ to Portugal, he stated that the Spaniards
were disposed to form a peninsular federation so as
to aid one another in surmounting the difficulties
and demolishing the institutions which to-day prevent a realization of the wishes and aspirations of
Freethinkers.
Lozano having finished his speech, a letter of adhesion to the congress from the president of the
Mexican republic was read to the audience. This
closed the first day's meeting. GusTAVE NELSON.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Importance of Education.
I venture to offer you a few. thoughts on the
education question, which is fast brewing a storm
round our heads.
The recent conclave of bishops in this city for
the purpose of discussing the question points out
the course of the impending storm. While I am
in no way an alarmist, neither am I a Napoleon in
the burning Kremlin-! am not of those who think
it time to draw the hose when the firebrands are
crackling around the edifice.
Ce marechal· lui
montre des maisons convertes de fer.; eUes sont
tontes fermees, encore intactes.
We see Amhbishop Corrigan instructing his
minions to build parochial schools in every parish.
We may'look for the same course being pursued
by nearly all, or all, the others. And what are we to
do about it~ This question is easy to ask and difficult to answer. I can only repeat a few linea I said
many years ago, commenting on Rev. Mr. Feet's
lecture on Temperance and Evolution, delivered at
McPherson, Kan. He said in part, "Kansas was
against slavery, first against whisky, and would be
first to lead a crusade against Infidelity." I asked
him, Did this mean a return to the scenes which
characterized the blood-seethiDg and -congealing
chronicles of the butcheries, the burnings, the
gloom of the Dark Ages T Does it mean the perse-
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cutions and hangings of the early annals of our
country~
He left uncharitable doubt to draw its
own inference. ·
I hav little.faith in half-hearted laws. When my
country is regenerated, when we hav a higher
standard of honor, a finer sense of delicacy, a loftier
ideal, then will men be too noble to poison each
other for lucre. The pulpit has failed and law has
failed to cleanse the land of intemperance. I hav
based all my hopes on a higher standard of education. This, though some eight or nine years old,
is still my only hope. I hav no other panacea, no
other love. She will aid and comfort you and me
in every pain or sorrow, in every hour of life. I am
uneasy when education is in danger. I hav sacrificed time and means to acquire even the rudiments
of an education. Now, where shall we stand regarding parochial schools 1 The state must preserve itself. It must at the same time guard our freedom.
Can the state prevent the erection of sucl: schools!
Doubtfully. Ought it to do so? Perhaps not.
Can the state be injured or impaired by them T
Only slightly, and in this manner: The church is
the party which cannot avoid injury in the outcome
directly, and the state indirectly. The church
simply throws round itself a Chinese exclusion
wall, which will result in less than a generation in
making Catholics the pagans of the twentieth century. Their advance will be that of the cowardly
deserters from the army marching into battle. Its
members in the great majority will know nothing
more than to say the rosary, the catechism, and the
mere rudiments. This is about the status of the
parochial schools to-day. I remember well four of
my classmates at Exeter, two of whom had taken
three years Lat.in in the parochial school and were
obliged to take first year Latin at Exeter. They
told me their professors were utterly unable to
translate Cresar's bridge across the Rhine. One of
them told me of a young priest acquaint1mce who
had that same fall attempted Harvard entrance examination and failed to even pass Latin, and that
is their hobby. Most of your readers will remember how very easily an Englishman successfully
criticised Leo XIII.'s little poem of thirteen or
fourteen verses or lines. The gentleman in question lived in this city at the time and was attacked
by a Catholic Latin "prof," who showed Virgil had
taken the same license which Leo was convicted of
taking. The critic pointed out to the Latin "prof"
that Leo had used the liberty in a few verses as
often as Virgil did in the whole "1Eneid."
I know my Catholic parents saw little need of
my studying much beyond the three R's and a good
and thorough knowledge of the catechism and
prayer-book. I ha.v knelt on my knees and counted
rosary beads till I ached at every nerve and my
head was a howling pandemonium. I had not had
a Bible in my hands before I was seventeen years
of age. I was then under the guidance of the
notorious Father Sweinberg, who mortgaged his
church and school and gambled it away at Newton,
Kan., and then ran away to France. I hav heard
nothing from him since. I defendeil. my religi?n
then in every manner, and a lady told me Catholics
did not dare to read the Protestant Bible. I knew
it was to all intents and purposes true, but I denounced it as false. · She asked me if I would read
her Bible. I said "Yes." I took it home, and began to put my spare moments on it. But my father
denounced me so bitterly that I put it away and
soon took it back. I nursed my wounded pride,
and did not tell her my father would not let me
read it. I hung on to my religion about five years
more. I took up the Bible then, asking "Who
shall make me lay it down ?" I read and read. I
read with a terrible vengeance. I went to confession no more. No more humbug Christa went
down my throat. I no longer was a Catholic. No
longer a Christian. I read the Irish World from
boyhood for fifteen years, and wo;s so poisoned
against Darwin and evolution tbat I rankly abused
them ; demolished Ingersoll daily. In short, I was
an ignorant, rude Catholic fanatic of the type so
exactly portrayed by Draper in "Intellectual Development of Eu!ope." I was too well aware of all
this; no one knew or appreciated the fact keener
than I. My weekly contributions continued to be
read. I had completed a cycle. I was young,
poor friendless, and ignorant, with an unquenchable 'thirsting for knowledge. Here is where the
church left me, or where I left it. I know all my
relativs, with one or two saved, are still Catholic,
and I know not one of them has ever read a page
of the Bible. I had occasion to visit my old home,
and I found only one of my old acquaintances possessed a Bible. They still pay their fees anJ go
to the convent poor and needy. I went in my old
church to hear a forty hour devotion sermon.
The sermon was poor, the congregation poor, the
collection plate displayed a great preponderance of
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copper. This scene is in the state of New York.
The West is worse, where poor, foreign blabbers
try to preach in English, who do not know enough
English to ask for a morsel of bread. . Passing by,
a few months ago, the parochial school in Norwich,
Conn., I noticed with pity the little scholars were
ragged and scantily clothed, dirty-looking-of that
sort which tells moaningly of want at home. The
better-off and brighter ones go to the academy
there.
I hav seen how parochial schools lower the
standard of education by poor instruction poorly
paid, by diminished hours of study occasioned by
increased praying and religious study, by some
studies being rejected totally, and more importance
being placed on souls than bodies for the put"pose
of keeping the dollars coming in through fairs,
picnics, and pilgrimages to humbug shrines down
the St. Lawrence, and showing them how much
better they are than their Canadian fellow-slaves.
These increased burdens increase poverty, and
poverty hurts the state. How this effects elections
is beginning to be noticed. The state may be unable to interfere. But where this system is used
th t"d f 1
t t
o urn e I e o e actions or corrupt law-makers
it is time for something to be done. When this
machine uses its church sacraments to compel pay,
and to compel parents to keep their children away
from the public schools, the affair becomes serious.
I see nothing now but conspiracy equivalent to
treason.
The state certainly has no right to
attempt to make beliefs for anyone. Least of all
h "t
· ht t
d
b
as I a ng
o a vance any sect or re1igious mo ·
Will the state endure with a large portion of its
population in comparativ poverty and ignorance'
Yes. But it is unlikely to suffer it for any long
· d h
peno w en the abuse is patent.
The finger of scorn will be pointed at the
twentieth-century progress. I call to mind a discussion with a priest a few months ago in which he
utterly demolished Evolution. He told me heat,
ld
d li ht
d
·t
· b
co , soun , g , an graVl Y were pondera le
substances. He mistook bathybius for protoplasm, said species included family, and was appalled
when I quoted authority for saying the bishop of
Rome prayed on banded knee for the death of
Arius before the council could meet, and that he
was poisoned before the night fell down.
He
frankly told me he had not heard that before.
. k I h
tat d th
I
If any thm
av overs e
e case
refer
them to a book published by a priest in Ohio named
Thein and entitled "Christian Anthropology,"
which purports to be a text-book for priests, to enable them to hold their own against "Infidels."
He says you may make a little concession in the
length of time since the creation, provided you do
not make too much; say make the period eight
th
d t t
th
d
t
ousan o en ousan years, no more.
The state has one undoubted remedy for this
evil. This lies in compulsory attendance at school,
an? if the Catholics insist on the right of attending
pnvate schools the state can insist on its own standard and inspection. The church can only command respect while they can force contributions,
and with increased burdens and increased poverty
the dollars must stop their onward flow.
·
To the Agnostic it is of small import. The last
census shows the Catl:olic church, notwithstanding
foreign immigration, has not kept pace with the
pop ulation. The defection is constant-among the
lower classes through indifference and among the.
better educated through conviction. And the defection will be greater according as Agnosticism be.
.
coi?-es ~b 1~ to offer empl?yment and somal standing,
whiCh It IS fast becommg able to do. Many and
many do I meet who tell me they go to church for
the sake of relativs and social standing Th
t
. .
.
·
e vas
mass _of Christians are Simply pro tempore
hypocnts. I hav heard many and many a Catholic quote Ingersoll correctly and approvingly
and one only a few days ago said if he were
h"'
·
b d h h ld
.
on . IS
d ymg e.
e s ou
not allow a pnest near him.
The family are all Catholics; one is leader in the
choir; allliv together. Thus there is a-constant defaction all over the world far exceeding the accessions. T~ough the church will e:Ifdure long, it is on
the defensiv, and the church militant is driven under
cover of parochial foolhouses. This does not remove them from intercourse with the world of progress, and Science will creep at first and finally
flourish. It is too late to attempt to de-educate
this world. The grandeur of the lives of men like
Huxley and Darwin and Spencer can well divide
the hcnors heretofore accorded Christ. These are
trinities of trinities. Suppose I add another trio to
the golden galaxy : Dana, Lyell, Tyndall. Yet
another: Renan, Ingersoll, Romanes. The world
needs no other gods than they.
D. R. BARRY.

News and Notes.

I ~U"rived at Washingkn on Wednesday, Decemher 21st, in time to confer with the Exposition
committee of the House of Representativs as to the
Sund~y-opening mo_vement. Nothing will now be
done m the House until after holidays. Meantime
there is necessity for outside work. The following
joint resolutions, Nos. 163, 168, and 177, hav been
introduced and referred to committee:
JOINT RESOLUTION
To provide for opening the World's Columbian Exposition on Sunday.
Whet:eas, by an act of Congress approved August fifth,
eightee~ hundred and ninety-two, five millions of
Columbian half dollars were appropriated to provide
for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of
the disc?very of America by Christopher Columbus
by holdmg an International Exposition of arts, industries, manufactures, and products of the soil
mi?e,,and sea in the city of Chicago, in the state of
Illinois, on the condition that the said exposition
shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and
Whereas the World's Columbian Exposition was not authorized, nor has the work of preparation been proseentad, for the promotion of local interests, but on the
contrary is purely of a national and international
character and designed to promote the best interests,
not only of all the people of our own nation, but of all
the nations of the world who are to take part in, and
contribute to, said exposition; and
Whereas within said exposition there will be representationa of all that is good and useful, beautiful and
artistic, all of which will be object lessons in science,
art, edl!cation, and history such as are not likely to
be agam offered to the present generation; and as
said exposition should be so conducted, managed
and controled as will best promote the social moral'
and educational interests of all the peoplei There~
fore,
, Be it resolvld by the Senate and House of Representatws of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That section four of ''An act to aid in carrying
o!lt the act of Congress approved April twenty-fifth,
eighteen hn~dred and ninety, entitled 'An act to provide
for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the
~covary of America by Christopher Columbus by holdmg an International Exposition of arts, industries mannf'!'ctures, a~d pr~dncts of the soil, mine, and se~ in the
~Ity
of Chicago,
m t~ebe,
stateand
of the
Illinois,'
appropriatmg money
therefor,
same and
is hereby
repealed.
'
SEo. 2. That it shall be, and is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columl>ian Commission, created by the
act of _Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred
and mnety, to make such rules or modification of the
rules of said corporation known as the World's Columbian
E:x:position as will prohibit the use, on Sundays, of mo.~hinery, unnecessary ~anna~ labor, and all merchandismg, and at the same time giV opportunity for the study
of the highest standard of artistic and mechanical science·
tha:t ~e at:t gall~ry, ho:ticultural building, and all othe;
buildings m which exhibits of mechanical art are installed
sha¥ be thrown open to the public on each and every day
durmg the entire term of the Exposition, and that each
employee of said exposition shall be given one day of
each week for rest, study, or recreation.
JOINT· RESOLUTION
To provide for opening the World's Columbian Exposition on Sunday.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representativs
of the United States of America in Congress assembled
'l'hat s~ction four of an act of Congress approved August
!ifth, eighteen hundred and ninety· two, to aid in carrymg out the act of Congress approved April twenty-fifth
e~ghteen hundre~ anl1 ninety, entitled •• An act to pro~
VIde for celebratmg the four hundredth anniversary of
the ~iscover:y of Am!lrica by C~r.istopher Columbus by
holding an mternat10nal exposition of arts industries
man~actnres,_ and p~odncts of the soil1 mj.ne; and sea, i~
th~ c~ty of Chicago, m the state of lllmms, •: and approprlatmg money ther!lfor, be, and the same Is ~!lreby, so
amended as to permit the gates of the Exposition to be
open on each and every day of the week: Provided,
That all machine:ry, ~er<?handising, and unnecessary
l~bor shall be stopped mthin the grounds of said Expositwn on the first ~ay of the week, commonly called Sunday: And promded further, Tha.t no employee shall be
required to work more than six days in each week and
that it shall be, and is hereby, made the duty of the
World's Columbian Commission, created by act of Cong!ess approved April twenty-fifth, ei_ghte~n hundred and
nmety, to make such rules or modification of the rules
of the corporation known as the World's Columbian Exposition as will giv full force and effect to the provisions
herein contained.
JODlT RESOLUTION
To repeal religions legislation pertaining to the World's
Columbian Exposition.
Whereas the United States Constitution specifically states
that " Congress shall make no laws respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof:" Therefore, be it
.Resolved by the Senate and House of Representativs
of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
That the act of Congress approved August fifth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-two, appropriating five millions of
Columbian half dollars to ,provide for celebrating the
four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America
by Christopher Columbus by holding an international
exposition of arts, industries, manufactures, and products
of the soil, mine, and sea in the city of Chicago, in the
state of Illinois, on the condition that the said exposition
shall not be opened to the public on the first day of the
week, commonly called Sunday; and also that section
Please renew your subscription and obtain an- four
of "an act to aid in carrying out the act of Congress
other subscriber.
approved April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred a.nd

ninety, entitled 'An act to provide for celebrating the
four hn~dredth anniversary of the discovery of America
by C~stopher Columbus, by holding an international
exposition of ~he a:.:ts, industries, manufactures and prodnets of the soilii mme, and sea in the city of Chicago in
the state of linois,'" be, and the same is hereby,
am~nded BC} a~ to leave the matter of Sunday observance·
entirel!. witbm the power of the regularly constituted
anthont1es of the World's Columbian Exposition.
It will be seen that the first two resolutions are
compromise resolutions. They are wrong in principle. They emasculate the Exposition. And for
what purpose ~ Evidently to please the Christian
element. Why should the machinery be stopped
running on Sunday ? Why should there not be
merchandising on Sunday as well as other days?
Simply because it is a "holy day." No other reason
can be given, and therefore these compromise resolutions are a surrender of the Secular principle,
and contain the germ of all sorts of ecclesiastical
rule in the state. The third resolution, No. 177,
is the correct resolution. It puts the whole matter on the right basis, that there shall be no religious legislation whatever, that Congress has nothing
to do with the management of the World's Fair,
that the commission should hav sole authority.
!tis not known which of these resolutions the
House committee will report. There will be a discussion before the committee January lOth, 11th,
and 12th. The committee will report about January 16th. I am frank to confess that I don't want
any compromise. Let there be a plain sharp issue.
Let the World's Fair be open on Sunday as on any
other day or let it be entirely shut. To stop the
machinery is in itself as much a surrender as to
close the gates.
However, undoubtedly the bigoted religious element will oppose the compromise resolutions. as
heartily as a resolution throwing the entire Fair
open on Sunday. The compromise resolutions will
be a blow at old orthodoxy, if not a declaration· of
equal and exact justice. It will be a gain for
"sweetness and light," but not a gain for real liberty.
I must confess that it is pretty difficult to get the
hang of a politician. He is a "bright uncertainty."
You can't pin him down. He is an "airy fairy
Lillian" kind of a fellow. His reasons are plt>ntiful,
but there seems to be no logical basis. His springs
of action are somewhat unaccountable. A prominent member of the House told me that he didn"t
want to discuss the Sunday bill as to its constitutionality, or upon religious or anti-religious
grounds, but simply as a matter of justice. But
how can you get at the justice of legislation without considering its constitutionality~ If unconstitutional is it not injustice Y And if legislation is
religious, can we ignore the religious element? Evid_ently politicians are not guided by abstract prinmples at all, not by logic, not by the Constitution
but simply by the popular will. All the argument~
in the world, all the truth in the world, all the
lo~ic, will not make a politician ·do an unpopular
thing. . Convince a politician that the people want
a certam measure and he will favor it, Constitution or no Constitution. I had an idea that a constitutional argument on the Sunday question would
be of some avail, but I am told that it will do no
good. I am told thatFreethoughtwill be excluded,
and also religion, in the debate before the committee.
I am pretty well convinced that the only way to
deal with a politician is not by law or logic, but by
th~ pow_er ~f pub~ic opinion. Fortunately public
opmwn IS With us m this case, and we must use it
t~ the utmost advantage. If we could appeal
directly to people our cause would be easily won.
But the World's Fair commission hav surrendered
their rights. They hav accepted the money granted
by Congress and the conditions annexed.
Congress alone can change the conditions. "The comm~ssion needn't come here and plead the baby-act,"
s~d a Congressman to me. "They hav made a
faiT and square bargain. Let them stick to it."
The vote on the repeal will be a close one. Says
the W:J.shington Post:
The last canvass of the House in the matter of Sunday
closure of the World's Fair is credited to Representativ
Baker. The result showed five majority against opening
on the Sabbath. Representativ McGann says however,
that he has since polled some of the member~ upon Mr.
Baker's anti list and finds that they will vote to throw the
gates wide, providing that no labor is done on the
grounds other than that which is absolutely necessar_y.
Though admitting that the race is desperately close Mr
~IcGann is fairly confident that the Liberals will~- It
IB prol;lable that the resumption of Congressional business will see a large number of prominent Chicagoans on
hand, whose business it will be, of course, to present to
members the reasons why the Fair should remain open
all the six months around.
Now then, in view of th6 situation what should
the Liberals of the country doT We hav pl€nty of
arguments, but the politician does not want arguments; he doesn't want the Constitution; he
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doesn't want the abstract right; but he wants to
know the wish of the majority of the people.
When he knows that he will decide without a moment's hesitation. I should advise this: Let every
subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER write a letter to
the Congressman of his district; get his neighbor
to write a letter; pour in petitions. If you are
personally acquainted with any Congressman send
me a letter of introduction. I will see him. A
personal conference is of value. The vote will be
close-five or six majority either way.
Quite a
number are wavering. Bombard them with public
opinion. Make them realize what the people desire. All this must be done in the next three
weeks.
Never was there greater necessity .for
Liberal effort. I honestly believe that the victory
is ours if all the Liberals of the country will bestir
themselvs and giv Congress a full expression of the
people's mind. It is not the rightfulness of the
thing but the popularity of the thin~· that we must
present to Congress. I am sorry that we must
plead before such a tribunal, but we cannot help
ourselvs. Let us accept the restrictions of the situation and pour in a concentrated fire of public
opinion.
We are with the majority this time.
Let us make the majority felt. Write, write, write
instantly to your Congressman.
These paper
bullets will tell.
On my way to Washington I stopped over a train
at Lafayette, Ind., to see what might be done in
this place for Freethought lectures. Mr. William
Case, with whom for years I hav been in correspondence, holds the fort. But there are very few to
stand openly by him in the cause. Outwardly Lafayette is a very . orthodox community.
The
churches are old and gloomy and seem to hav full
sway. Mr. Case is one of our stanch pioneers. He
is seventy-seven years of age and looks strong and
cheerful enough to liv to be a hundred. He is a
mighty hunter and can still shoot straight to the
mark, and could tire me out with his day's wanderings over the prairies. He delights in music, is a
skillful player, and has roamed through almost
every state in the Union in the Thespian circles.
He is a-delightful companion, freigh · ed with reminiscences of a long and interesting career. A few
more like him and I think we could make Lafayette
a grand place for Liberal effort. Under present
circumstances, however, it is too forlorn a hope.
I lectured Sunday evening, January 1st, at the
Temple, 425 G street N.W., in this city, on "The
Bible and Modern Thought."
Address all communications to 1,325 G street
N.W., Washington, D, C. I shall be pleased toreceive any suggestions as to the work in hand from
the Liberals throughout the country.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Colonel Ingersoll on Progress.
Colonel Ingersoll again lectured in this city on
Sunday evening, January 1st. Every seat in the
big Broadway Theater was filled, although it was
storming furiously. In beginning his lecture he
paid a tribute to the old and new years: "For
countless ages the old earth has been making in
altern'ltinoo light and shade, in gleam and gloom,
the whirli~g circuit of the sun, leaving the record
of its flight in many forms-in stone, in growth of
tree and vine and flower, in glittering gems of many
hues, in curious forms of monstrous life, in ravagelil
of flood and flame, in fossil fragments stolen from
decay by chance, in molten masses hurled from lips
of fire, in gorges worn by waveless, foamless c~ta
racts of ice, in coast lines beaten back by the Imprisoned f'ea, in mountain ranges andi~ ocean.reefs,
in islands lifted from the under-world, m contments
submerged and given back to light and life.
"Another year has joined his shadowy fellows in
the wide and voiceless desert of the past, where,
from the eternal hour-glass, forever fall the sands
of time. Another year, with all its joy and grief,
of birth and death, of failure and success, of love
,
and hate. And now, as the first day of the new o erarches all, standing between the buried and the babe,
we cry 'Farewell and hail!'"
Continuing the colonel said : "Only a few years
aooo our ancestors lived in dens and caves, lived on
b~rries and nuts-on everything that could be
caught and killed with stones and clubs. Most
people are chilled wit? ho:ror at the thought of
cannibalism of man eatmg his fellow-man, but after
all is not ~annibalism the most merciful way in
which man has ever lived on his fellow-man~ Is it
not far better to fatten, and kill, and eat, than to
enslave T The pain of dying is momentary, the
sorrows of slavery may drag the lengthenin~ _ch~n
for seventy years. For instance, a woman hVIng m
a tenement surrounded by hungry children, sewing
with tear-fllled eyes for a few cents a day, would it
not hav been better for her at the age of fourteen,

He advocated restricting the right of franchise
happy, fleshy, dimpled, to hav been killed, roasted,
and eaten? A grand dish at a festival, instead of to the owners of homes, and passing laws for ena skeleton at a famin."
couraging the establishment of homes, which, he
Colonel Ingersoll spoke of the great strides that said, were the nation's greatest need. He wanted
hav been made during the past half century-the laws passed also that would prevent us becoming a
telegr.ap~, the telephone, the phonograph, the race of landlords and tenants, that would compel
electric hght and motor were all one. Speaking of landlords to sell all the land they had and didn't
this later on he said: " I believe that Thomas A. need.
Then the colonel spoke of crime. " There are
Edison has reflected more light upon the world
only two objects in punishing a man; one is to
than any millionaire that ever lived.
.
" What do we want next ? We want Free- prevent him from doing. more harm, the other to
thought. Let each brain furnish its quota of ideas. try and reform him. Let the very best men we
It is the great reservoir of human knowledge to hav control the penitentiaries and other institutions,
which every man should be able to contribute. and not the basest. Mercy is better than cruelty.
There are three things that a man must do-tell We know it because it brings happiness. After all
what he thinks, keep still, or lie. The respectable is said and done there is only one crime, cruelty ;
way is to lie. It was not until lS28 that a man only one virtue, generosity. If 1 had the power I'd
was allowed to bring his ca.se into court and then hav a man's arm paralyzed when he struck his
the man was not allowed to tell his story. They wife, paralyzed when he pulled a revolver to shoot
said: •Why, he'll be tempted to commit perjury.' his friend, and so on.
There is nothing more foolish in my opinion than • "Compare the great inventors of our day with
swearing a witness. Whenever a man is sworn the the millionaires. The inventor of matches, for
jurors put him on an equal with God and believe 'instance, has done more for the world than all the
he is in partnership with him. Let every man tell rich men.
"I want you to know that surgery and medicin
his story to the jury. Let them take into consideration the man's character.. If you believe he tells hav made great progress. That's because men hav
stopped looking at the stars and gone to looking at
the truth stand by him, if not, act accordingly.' "
In reference to two cases which hav recently at- natural causes.
"After all, we get our real throbbing joy from
tracted much attention of the religious world he
said:
death, and if there was not any death I'm afraid
"A little while ago in this city a priest who had there would not be so much love. It may be that
dared to think and to giv utterance to his thought love is a little flower that grows on the grave.
was anathematized by the one infallible priest of I want to see a world without a slave and without
priests, whose edicts of excommunication made caste."
Among the other things said by Colonel Ingerthrones tremble in the past.
'·This great ruler of priests, this vicar of Christ, soll which evoked bursts of laughter or applause
issued his curse upon this priest who had dared to were:
"I do not believe we want a popUlation of landthink-cursed him from his head to his feet, while
he was eating and sleeping, while he was walking lords and tenants. We want the people who occupy
or talking, for all time, no matter what he was do- the land to own the land."
"lhe island of Manhattan once sold for $25, and
ing.
"And he called on God and the Holy Ghost and when we consider the undesirability of the neighthe mother of God and all the cherubim and sera- bors at that time I think the man who bought it
phim and all the potentates of heaven and all who harp paid too much for it."
"I would exempt the home from taxation. We
about the throne and the whole celestial outfit to
join in the infinit chorus and curse this poor man. can much better afford to pay for homes than for
And they all joined in. Yet the priest continued poorhouses and penitentiaries."
"Once when a man was found struck by lightto hav good health.
"But after a while the infallible one for some rea- ning with a black mark on his breast, everybody
son, or without reason, sent over a messenger to this thought he had spoken disrespectfully to a priest.''
country, one called the Rev. Monsignor Satolli, to re- . When Colonel Ingersoll had gathered up his
view the action of the pope and hierarchy of heaven notes and started from the stage, and while the
and the apostles of the Lord and the rest of them, audience was applauding, he stopped, and turning,
and after looking into the matter, he informed them said:
"I want to add that I never received a greater
that they were all mistaken. And, according to
compliment than such an audience on such a night."
report, the curse has been taken back."
The colonel proceeded to argue that this showed
a healthy spirit and that the cursing power was
DuRING the Middle Ages
we find croplosing force right along. ·
ping out everywhere the feeling that, since super"A little while ago, too," he continued, "there natural means are so abundant, there is something
was a trial in this city of a Presbyterian minister irreligious in seeking cure by natural means : ever
for a horrible heresy. Oh! an awful thing! Just and anon we hav appeals to scripture, and espethink of it ! This minister, it was agreed, had said cially to the case of King Asa, who trusted to phyhis beliefs, not of a flattering nature to the old-time sicians rather than to the priests of J ahveh, and so
faith, which declared that there was only one path died. Hence it was that St. Bernard declared that
to heaven, and a mighty narrow one at that, in monks who took medicin were guilty of conduct unwhich you mustn't look ahead, and not very far becoming to religion. Even the school of Salerno
back.
You mustn't swerve to one side or the was held in aversion by multitudes of strict churchother, and if you got one foot over the edge you men, since it prescribed rules for diet, thereby indiwere gone.
cating a belief that diseases arose from natural
"Well, this minister hai the unheard-of temerity causes and not from the malice of the devil; ;moreto say there were several ways to heaven and he over, in the medical schools Hippocrates was studwas yanked up for heresy. He even went so far as ied, and he had especially declared that demoniacal
to admit that thA church, the Bible, and reason possession is " nowise more divine, nowise more inwere things of actual exist9nce, and he said that a fernal, than any other disease ;" hence it was,
man could go to heaven by reason. That's the way doubtless, that Pope Innocent III., about the behe ought to go !
ginning of the thirteenth century, forbade physi"Old John Knox and Calvin and the rest of their cians, under pain of excommunication, to undercrowd must hav turned in their graves, I think, take medical treatment without calling in ecclesiaswhen it was decided by the Presbyterian church tical advice.-Ex--President 'White of ·Cornell Unithat this man was right, and that you don't hav to versity in Popular Science Monthly.
hav reason to get to he:1.ven, but if you do hav it it
won't keep you out.
The Last of the Priests' Tithe-barns.
"Why, do you know that in a little while that
The "last in England of the mon11stic tithe-barns, the
Presbyterian church will be wanting to take me in T edifices in which the medieval abbots were accustomed
Fact. And they'll say they always did think there to gather the tribute of those who oweil them rent and
service, is in process of demolition. It 1s the survivor of
were three ways 'to heaven, anyway."
Telling what kind of a world he wanted to see, the two that were built at Peterborough, and dates back
to 1307. It is a long and narrow structure with low walla
Colonel ingersoll said, referring to Evangelist and a massiv oak frame supporting a singularly beautiful
Moody's recent experience at sea:
roof of gray stone slates. There is not a nail in the
"I want a world where people will not hire a building, stout wooden pegs being used throughout.
man to pray and where they won't think that vessels The historic edifice was bought by a builder for $5,500,
and a vain endeavor was made by local antiquarians to
are saved from shipwreck by the prayers of a hav it preserved. But as Peterborough cathedral had
wandering missionary. On the steamship Spree just expended $45,000 for a new and very modern marble
while in a storm there was prayer and they claimed floor, there was no .money left for sentiment of that sort
that it saved her. On the Noordland, while in and commerce claims one more conquest of antiquity.
grave peril a little later, the passengers did not
VISITOR: "Is that your little son in the next room
pray, but some of them actually played cards in the whistliug,
'I Want To Be a Soldier of the Cross?'"
smoking-room. The event showed that so far as
Fond mother (making for the door): "Yes, he's trying
the power of salvation was concerned the two things to drown out the sound of the key turning in the pantry
loek."
were equal-poker and prayer.''
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but it is commonly used of one who thinks
freely on the particular subject of religion. As whoever thinks freely on
religion invariably becomes without faith
Will Try Picture and Ridicule.
in it-an Infidel; and whoever loses faith
KANSAs CITY, Mo., Dec. 13, 1892.
in religion goes to thinking freely on all
MR. EDIToR: I inclose $1 in ca•h to P"'Y or about all topics and thus becomes a
for "Old Testament Stories Comically Freethinker, the two terms are practically
Illustrated." I want to try it on some identical.-En. T. S.]
Christians hel"e whom I hav not penetrated
by verbal ~rgument.
T. J. TANNER.
Yes, Comment Unnecessary.
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 14, 1892.
Can Anyone Tell Him ~
MR. EDITOR: Carl Janda, a Polish workTAcoMA, WASH., Dec. 19, 1892.
ingman, is in jail here for an indefinit stay.
:MB. EDIToR: I hav seen several articles He was committed a week ago in default
in your journal concerning the Topolo- of payment of a fine of $25 and costs,
bampo Integral Coi:iperativ Colony of making $34in all. His offense is described
Sinaloa, Mexico, and being much inter- in the warraut as "carrying a gun in the
ested, I address you in the hope that you open air on the first day of the week, comcan giv me some information concerning monly called Sunday." It does not apit · or inform me where I can obtain pear that he discharged the gun or even
literature or circulars by which I may get that he was looking for game, although he
a fuller idea of their workings, manner of was arrested under a section of the game
government, etc.
E. W. GRANT.
law. He worked six days a week and
could not go hunting, as can wealthy men,
They Do Steal It Now.
upon any day but Sunday. After three
HANoVERToN, 0., Dec. 16, 292.
months in jail he may declare himself an
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find $1
for some books. I used to giv all the money insolvent and be released, if he c~n pay
I had to spare to the church. After I read the cost of that proceeding.
Two years ago a German union of car" The Age of Reason" I got that notion
out of my head. I was in a neighbor's penters here decided to assist one of their
house some time ago, and they commenced members, a· small contractor who had
on hell. I told them if it was not for hell fallen sick, leaving a Pmall house on which
the churches would hav nothing to do. It he was at work unfinished. They went to
made the woman mad and she said I must· work on a Sunday and nearly finished the
be orazy. If the churches get any of my job, which would enable their sick comrade to draw his pay, when they were armoney they will hav to steal it.
rested for working on Sunday. Each of
P. H. JoHNSON.
the prisoners lost a day's work in attend·
What Kind of Women Preachers Love. ing court and each was fined $5 and
costs. Comment unnecessary.
GETTYSBURG, PA , Dec. 21, 1892.
ALBERT TALCOTT HoLMES.
MR. EDITOR: What fol!ows is substantially what was said by a clergyman in a
Spiritualism and the Bible.
sermon preached near this town a few
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Dec.-24, 1892.
Sabbaths ago from Luke vii, 36-46:
MR. EDITOR: One of your friends kindly
The strumpets who in us* believe
lent me a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
And love for us declare,
December 3d. I noticed an article headed
Who wash our trotters with their tears
''Spiritualism," by C. Severance, Los
And wipe them with their hair,
Are dearer to the God of love
Angeles, Cal. He tries to kill two birds
Than purest women are
with one stone. I think he knocks out
Who such profession do not make
Spiritualism. But I think he will hav
But on a virtuous life the soul's salvation
more than his match to knock out the
stake.
great I am and all the .religious world.
M. R. S.
Be may fail to knock out Spiritualism if
* The clergy, of course.
he has to contend with such champions as
• Letter from the Devil's Chief Angel.
I find in the same paper who quote from
YANKTON, S. D., Nov. 27, 1892.
our Bible and quote it wron!?. "But
MR. EDIToR: I will now seat myself and there is a spirit in man: and the inspirasay a few words in regard to Freethought tion of the almighty giveth them underhere. I hav had a great many arguments standing." The writer in THE TRUTH
with the people since I came here about SEEKER quotes it "him." And all that
eight months ago. I hav made some con- try to build up immortal-soulism, which is
verts to Freethought, and a few enemies. Sphitualism, and those who quote that
The pious people think I am the devil's verse in Job "him," are those who first
chief angel, and it makes them mad when got up an eternal hell-fire for the wicked.
they try to corner me and fail to do so.
Now, Mr. Editor, I had E. W. Capron,
Mrs. Mattie Krekel gave us three lect- the man who first brought to notice the
mes on the 14th, 15th, and 16th of this Fox family, called Spiritual rappers. I
month, and a good audience was present. had the charge of him one year and
She is a good reasoner and pleases even eighteen days. He died Apr. 18, 1892.
those who are oppoliled to Liberalism, for And now people are asking me, "Hav you
she speaks pleasantly and unoffendingly. seen or heard from Capron since he left
Yanktcn has a great many Liberals this world?" I say positivly, No. I hav
within its limits, and some of them make written to the Banner of Light and one
themselvs heard.
other paper, and I hav not heard a
I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is getting whimper from any of them. About forty
better every issue-not meaning tha~ any years ago I was refused membership in an
one issue is bad, but all good things, we orthodox church because I did not believe
know, are capable_ of improvement as well that man had an immortal soul in him
as the bad. I enJoy hugely the way you that will liv in heaven or hell. Our Bible
knock superstition on the head. May you does not teach it, so I think. And yet I
succeed in your every effort in behalf of claim to be a follower of Christ.
humanity.
MERTON HIMEs.
READER.

The Meaning of Two Terms.

Preachers.

KREBS, !ND. TERR., Dec. 10, 1892.
Ma. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for
$1.50, for which you will send me the
Bible Picture Book in cloth. Please publish in your first issue of the new year
the difference between a Freethinker and
an Infidel.
LEo BECKER.
[There is practically no difference between a Freethinker and an InfidBl. The
word "Infidel" means one who is without
faith or is unfaithful, being derived from
the Latin in, not, and fideli8, faithful,
from fide8, faith. In Christendom it is
applied to one without faith in the Christian religion; in Mohammedan countries,
to one without faith in the Mohammedan
religion, and so on. "Freethinker " in
its widest application might be made to
designate one who thinks freely, or without bonds and restriction, on any subject;

MILAN, Mo., Dec. 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I notice you are about to
issue an extra edition of ''Crimes of
Preachers," and desire all who hav examples to send them to you. Here are
one hundred and twenty-five, gleaned from
the few papers that came to my office in
the space of eight months, when I began
to gather them in. I thought to extend
the good work indefii:J.itly, but the crop
was too large-could not spare the necessary time for the harvest. One day in
my search for the beautiful I found in a
St. Louis journal what might be termed
an object-lesson-three preachers arrested
for bigamy and kindred crimes, and in
another column the account of our noble
Ingersoll giving a lecture for the benefit
of the penniless orphans of Ex-Speaker
Witter, of Montana, buying tioketr for

himself and party, the lecture netting
$1,500 for the children. How glaring the
contrast-the most noted Infidel in the
world by his generosity bringing sunshine
and happiness and driving want from the
home of the destitute, and God's chosen
on the other hand carrying misery and
shame perchance to a score or more, besides wrecking happy homes and destroying- that which they can never restore.
And yet this miserable crew by a little
jugglery with God will get into heaven.
Let heaven catch them, if there is a
heaven and an after-life. There certainly
must he, from the very nature of things,
a place much superior to the orthodox
preachers' home, where the Infidel, the
intelligent, the great and the good, will
H. T. KNIGHT.
find an abiding-place.

Dechristianizing His Neighbors.
.CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose herein $1.30, for
which please send me the foi:owing hereinmentioned pamphlets which you adverti•e. Also will you kindly send sample
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER to the inclosedaddresses? They are rather Liberalminded, and at least some of them may
be induced to become subscribers to the
paper, which is certainly deserving a large
circulation. And if you will send me a
few extra ropies I will take pleasure in
distributing them. I wish to add that I
hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for a few months past, and to say that I
hav bePn greatly interested thereby and
highly amused by Heston's pictures is
indeed expressing it very mildly. Although raised among orthodox Christians
I hav never since I hav been old enough
to be capable of doing a little thinking on
my own account believed their eternal
damnation story, and therefore I was
ea~ily converted to the noble cause of
Freethought I do not hesitate in the
least to declare my unbelief in orthodoxy,
and since taking the stand which I hav
I am surprised to find among my orthodox friends that some of the strongest believers are those wl:.o hav not read the
Bible, and when asked certa;n questions
hesitate to say whether they believe certain
things or not; but if told that it is found
in the Bible will then say that they believe· it. It reminds me of what a boy
once said: "If pa says it's so, it ·s so,
whether it's so or not." If it is in the
Bible they will believe it "whether it's
so or not."
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER, and ditto
Hestcn. I remain,
Yours for reason,
M. J. CUNNING.

True Christianity Kills.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Dec. 13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Christian Science is once
more triumphant, and this time in this
inter-mountain region in the shadow of
the great Mormon Temple. That is, it
has succeeded in sending another unbelieve-r in that idiotic superstition to kingdom come, and has once more demonstrated the efficiency of prayer in a manner that would ·cause the "vile " Freethinker to smile audibly were it not so
pitiful. But a few more examples of this
kind will hav a decidedly beneficial effect
upon the poor dupes who profess a belief
in this criminal nonsense, if you will permit the expression.
Mr. P. F. Youngblood was a laborer
living "over the Jordan" with his wife
and two or three children. Now, Mrs.
Youngblood is a disciple of Clu:istian
Science, and when her husband was taken
down with a low fever she refused to call
in a physician, and determined to giv him
a goocl dose of prayer and trust to God to
pull him through. The sick man, who
was an unbeliever, insisted on having a
doctcr, but his wife would hear of no such
thing. She accordingly continued to administer prayer in great doses, but her
husband continued to get worse, and his
ailment finally developed into a case of
typhoid fever. Then a frif'nd sent Dr. S.
Ewing to see him, who found the poor
man in a very critical state, caused by
failure on the part of the wife to summon
help in time. She informed the physician
that she did not believe in medical treatment, as she was a Christian Scientist.
He, however, left medicin. for the sick
man, and it is eaid that it was not given

him. He died. And then an application
was made to the doctor for a certificate of
death and burial. He informed tbe committee that the only certificate he would
issue was that the deceased met his death
from an overdose of Christian Science.
But that did not suit them a bit. However, the body was buried on Friday.
Great indignation was expressed on all
sides at the case, and the matter received ·
a good deal of unfavorable comment in
the daily press here. · HARRY E. GLENN.

Tlte Truth Seeker Makes a Disturbance
Down South.
FLAT CREE¥, LA., Dec. 10, 292.
MR. EDITOR: I write to inform you that
I am not able to renew my subscription,
and I do not want to break or cripple
THE TRUTH SEEKER by taking the paper
11.nd not paying for it. It is now the tightest times about money thatlhav ever seen
in this country or any other. I cannot
get money on debts, for anything which I
hav, nor for anything that I can do. But
cotton is going up and we are hoping for
better times. I am now disabled from
earning a living by labor by reason of
diabetes, rheumatism, and the infirmities
of old age. And I hav an invalid wife to
carry. I hav made application for an invalid soldier's pension and perhaps I will
hav some money after a while. I saw T.
P. Christy the other day. He had received a sample copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and said that he was going to subscribe for it. I hav heard that a Mr.
Sasser, of Caldwell parish, found a TRUTH
SEEKER which I dropped on the road last
year. When he went home he sent for
his neighbor, Mr. I. C Parker, now of
Kelly, and they sat up all night and read
THE TRUTH SEEKER and talked over it.
My niece, Miss Ida Noble, went over there
last summer to teach a school. She found
out that Mr. Parker was a Freethinker,
and took him into her confidence and gave
him some copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and some other Freethought literature.
He engaged activly in the propaganda,
and won some converts from the church's
flock. The chairman of the board of
trustees of the school raised a racket with
Miss Ida about it, an!lo-roke up her school
three weeks before her time was out.
But he did not hurt her in any other way.
All of the other patrons and neighbors
backed her, and he has had to retreat two
or three times to keep from being
whipped about it. The preachers hav
prejudiced the minds of the people against
Freethought But I am breaking down
that prejudice by living a correct life and
letting them know that I am a Freethinker, and by scattering around some
Freethought literature.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
[Mr. Shumaker has our sympathy in his
affliction, though some may say that it is
at another man's expense, for we hav
credited Mr. Widdicombe's $2.50 to him,
and set his date ahead one year, which
allows us to get in fifty cents' worth of our
own sympathy anyway. Mr. Shumaker has
been on our list a long while, has written
many valuable articles for the paper, and.
he shall hav it right along whether he gets
the pension or not.-En. T. S.]

An

Affair

of

Cigars Between Two
Veterans.

NEw YoRK, Dec. 16, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In the last issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER a notice from your correspondent W. H. Fulton, dated November
19th, attracted my attention. It said: "I
voted for Jackson in 1832 and now I hav
voted for Cleveland, making sixteen presidents I hav voted for. If you hav another
subscriber who can go that an'done better,
he shall hav the cigars." The writer of
this. article voted for Andrew Jackson in
1818-the first vote he had-which makes
him now in his eighty-fourth year. At
that time there were three days' election
at the polls. And it was thought smart to
get in a vote for Old Hickory. I hav
voted for every president since, the last
one Grover Cleveland. So now, friend
Fulton, hand down those cigars-without
any "ifs" and "ands." I should .be. delighted and much pleased if you could· come
and bring the bundle yourself, when we
two old veterans will hav a good, jolly old
time over ginger ale and a good smoke at
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the Chapin Home, Sixty-sixth street, New
York city.
I notice also you read THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and cannot well do without it.
That .shows your head is level. How
singular it is that as we grow old we hav
more reason than when we were young.
This comes by experience, for it is our
schoolmaster, which teaches us that supposing a thing to be so may not make it
truth. I find by observation all the smart
men are Freethinkers.
A good deal of work is to be done in our
Freethought world, and much is crude,
coarse work. The work that endures is
that performed by the intelligent brain.
The Dr. Briggs trial for heresy has
opened a wide field for the Freethought
mind. He contends that the Bible is a
proper subject for human criticism, that
it is full of manifest errors, and hence he
denies that it is the word of God. Dr.
Briggs denies that Moses was the author
of the Pentateuch, ·and has on his side the
preponderance of modern biblical scholarship. Dr. Birch on the trial said that
Briggs had read Paine's "Age of Reason."
That was one grand admission gained for
Fre~thought.

The more the Bible is investigated and
examined after truth the wiser will mim
become in respect to their future destination. All the th9ories, suppositions, and
faith will evaporate and fly away like
chaff before the wind.
Mr. Editor, don't let the above lie over
too long-I want the cigars.
S. B. THORNE,

Jesus Heard From.
GmLESPmVILLE, 0., Dec. 17, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I did not know that Jesus
was a subscriber for your valuable paper,
though I had thought if he was living in
our day he would be-whether he is or
not I cannot say-but by some means be
read my article, "Which Was the Better
Christian?" in your columns, and he
straightway wrote me a letter. What do
you think of that? A letter from Jesus!
In the first place he gets off a sickly pun
upon my name-which is a good one, by
the way, and one I am not ashamed of,
which is more than can be said of his, be
it what it may, for he was ashamed to
sign it to his communication, and I do not
blame him. I suppose he felt called upon
to vindicate the Christian religion. Well,
all I hav to say is, if that contemptible,
disreputable superstition of a mythological :age can find no more able defender
than ".Tesus alive" (as my unknown correspondent signs himself) it is truly in a
deplorable, pitiable condition. It is now
in order to sing the requiem, for it is dead,
and "Jesus alive" is the putrid dead left
to bury the dead. Then let me exhort
you, bury it; and burv it well, that no
noxious gases may escape to foul the
breath humanity must breathe.
He denies being the author of the passage which I Quoted, and which is ascribed
to him by thfl gospel writers. The passage
is Matt. v, 39: "Whosoe·ver shall smite
thee on thy right cheek turn to him the
other also." He said in his let 'er: " P ositivly it was your spiritual father Judas
who wrote it." It may hav been Judas
who wrote it for aught that I know, but
why Mr. Jesus alive should call Judas my
spiritual father is a mystery. Judas
never denied Jesus, whereas I do; therefore, I think, there was another disciple
whom it would hav been more appropriate
to hav called my spiritual father. Not
that I would giv a snap for the difference,
but it would hav been more consistent. I
refer to Peter. He denied Jesus, cursed
and swore, and so do I.
It has . struck me, since writing the
above, that the letter was not from Jesus
at all, but from some impostor. Well,
stranger, I will sav you are not the first
impostorwhohasdisgraced thatname; and
you, straTlger, are not only a disgrace to
that name, but would be to any name you
might usurp, John Calvin's not excepted.
You were afraid to sign your own name to
your infamous letter, which shows you
are a coward, and your letter be~peaks you
a· fool or a crank. Stranger, your true
Dame is unknown to me, nor do I wish to
know it.
You say water ran in Judas's veins but
blood ftows in yours! All right, let it
dow. I hav no wish to stop it, If mean-

time you coufd get a little reason to flow
into your superstitious cranium it were
well.
You may be a woman for aught I know·
if so, I plead as excuse for my harshnes~
your using a masculin nom de plume.
If you are a woman, and what I hav said
seen:s harsh, I beg your pardon, for I hav
no right to abuse any woman except my
wife; and it was yonr Bible, and your religion, and your Christian-made laws,
which gave me the right to abuse her, Do
I abuse her? No. I hav too much love
for her for that, and also too much inborn
justice. I hold and concede her to be as
free as myself. But your Christian laws
make a wife her husband's slave in all except barter. If he mal!es his bed in hell
there must she also lie.
In conclusion I would say, r.orrespondence solicited with all the "Jesuses "
and " Christeses" in Christendom or any
other dom. If you write on postal cards
plea~e inclose stamp for reply. I am,
Yours in Progression,
JAMES PoE CRYDER.

large sums of money to men who try to
tell them something about something or
nothing that they know nothing about and
hav no way of finding out?
We need the spirit of a Henry, the wisdom and reason of a Paine, and the broadness of an Ingersoll to fight 1llis cobra of
superstition that has for ages been and is
now poisoning the minds of so many that
otherwise would be bright and shining
lights. Archbishop Ryan, of Philadelphia, said in a recent interview: "The
daily schools should combine education
and religion." What religion 2 Whose
religion? He also said, "The head of the
Catholic church was the son of a carpenter, and born in a manger." This informs us what religion and whose religion
should be taught in our schools. Is it
coming to this? Must grand old Liberal
.America giv up her libert.y? Must our
grand free school system drift into nunneries? Must our old flag be devoluted
aud dishonored into the Catholic cross?
Time can tell. We believe with Jefferson
that eternal vigilance is the price of liberty,
and our salvation depends upon the energy of the Liberal intellectual giants.
Guard the Schools.
Yours for freedom and the discontinuIPAVA, ILL., Dec. 16, 1892.
ance
of all religious creeds in our free
MR. EDIToR: Home and freedom can liv
C. S, RANDOLPH,
onlyina secular country. Therefore every schools,
Liberal should inculcate Freethought into
The Design· Argument.
the minds of his children. Om forefathers
CoNCORDIA, KAN., Dec. 16, 1892.
had a great struggle to get out of the
MR. EDIToR: I hav read with pleasure,
bloody clutches of the church, and we hav and no doubt with profit, your scholarly
as great a work before us if we keep for attempt to arouse me from the lethargy
our children that glorious freedom so into which you deem I hav fallen. Permit
dearly bought. '.rhe self-named God's me to say that you are the first combatant
vicegerents are advising their dupes to vote I hav encountered in some years who atany wav to promote the growth of their tends courteously to the subject and fails
peculiar c;eed and thus help God. They to cry, '·Fool!" I hav ever entertained a
attack the school system because it opens high opinion of the "young philosopher"
up the channel for thought and makes men at THE TRUTH SEEKER's helm and am thus
cry out against their. hellish schemes. strengthened in that opinion.
There never was a time when the free
I hope that I may indulge sufficiently in
school system needed to be more sacredly egoism to hint as modestly as possible
guarded. The people should see to it that, while I believe from your article you
that every school board is composed of think me a kind of antediluvian fossil, I
patriotR, and" demand that they employ am not indeed such. I am not made
only patriots to teach their schools. In that way. I hav seldom been so oppressed
fact, no man or woman who holds any by business as not to be able to apply
peculiar creed more sacred than country from two to three hours of that day to
should receive a certificate. "These such studies as shall keep me abreast of
called-of-God men" (if men they are) are the times. This period is the happiest of
like cuckoos: they lay their eggs in the the day, and is usually in the evening
homes of their dupes, that they may be about a circular table surrounded by a
hatched and reared at the expense of the good modern library, with one o l the best
unthoughtful. They make their snp- little women on earth keeping along with
Porters .believe that it is God's will that me.' The authors which you advise me to
they do all they can to promote their read are our constant companions.
creed and destroy others. This kind of
You seem to misunderstand my position
teaching is a curse to any country, and in- as to design somewhat. I am not led to a
stead of developing men and women it belief in design because of the "wonder"
·makes them haters and destroyers of one or mystery of a thing. When you place
another. Such teachers are the ual ene- me on that ground you hav an easy target
mies of the human race; they suck the indeed. I am led to a belief of this kind
life-blood of the rommunity in which they wholly freed from any thought of mystery,
liv and liv like kings upon the contribu- but because of certain phenomena in
tions of the deceived. All reading people nature which seem to move consciously
know the origin of the s!'heme of salva- toward a certain attainable result. Now,
tion and the canso leading to so many as to the watch I hav no quarrel with you
different denominations. The Apostle' so far as your blows fall upon the theocould not agree and did not agree, and the logian. But when you assume me as
"called of God" do not agree to-day. thinking the watch indicates a designer
There are so many parasites that they must because of its mystery I protest. I think
divide the dupes so all can liv. All stu- you evade the subject when you state you
dents of history know the origin of Prot- know the watch to hav had a designer by
estantism and the character of the origina- previous experience. That makes your
tor. He was about as virtuous as the case easy indeed. As shrewd a metaphys"man after God's own heart," and like icist as you show yourself to be must
David he was a murderer. The religion know that a lack of experience was prethat compels honest, unthinking people to sumed; otherwise we would hav no quescontribute to the support of such charac- tion to discuss. Then again you notice
ters is ridiculous and a bad religion. Such this point, and assume that I am moving
a scheme could only hatch in the brain of on the theory of mystery ns before.
the cast~ who pray to nothingness, and When you come to this point and waive
believe in a kingdom on earth-for those the previous knowledge, I think you do
who believe in Christ believe that he will not help the matter by referring to the
yet establish his kingdom among us. millions of other phenomena. in nature
Poor, deluded faith! Reason teaches that which present (at least to me) apparent
This makes it very
such a thing cannot be. Bnt there is marks of design.
danger that the people may attempt such much like an identical algebraic equation,
a thing in Christ's name. We are all con- from which we find x=x. That there are
vinced that kingdoms on earth hav en- millions o£ such things does not help to
slaved and starved men and women. If explain.
But with just how much light must we
earthly kingdoms are t&tal failures, so far
as justice and righte of individuals are endow the finder of this legendary watch
concerned, why should we work for a to make the parallel? Surely you would
kingdom come? In the name of justice not take from him all other knowledge
and common sense call a halt and investi- and then say, "Behold! he does not now
gate, think, before it is too late. We bav seek a cause for this new creation, this
been imposed upon long enough. The watch, but he is content to look upon it as
money paid to the self-called if judi- he does on every other phenomenon!"
ciously handled would drive poverty from This would be an unmerited joke on
the land. Why should ·the people pay Atheiats; who, I grant, are among our

finest thinkers. I suspect you hav carried
this disrobing point too far to be logical.
You say, "Anothel' glance or two at '
the subject will hardly fail of bringing
him where stand all genuin reasoners who
hav given the matter adequate attention."
This is made stronger where further along
you say, ". . . we recommend you to
look up the late progress made in bringing
them under natural law and you will find
a call for a designer no longer." I am not
aware of any remissness in this direction on my part. Yet perhaps had you
grasped my weak point a little more
clearly-reflecting more in keeping with
yom acknowledged mental vigor-you
would not hav written thus. Please think
carefully on my mental difficulty here and
help me out of it, my brother, if you see
the way out yourself. Here it is. In con·
nection with the above statement you say,
"Darwin, Spencer, Haeckel, Bain, Mill,
and Buchner will meet the purpose!"
Now, my embarrassment is to understand
how a still closer acquaintance with these
philosophers would at all aid me in rising
to the Atheistic plane when these men
themselvs never (with all their wisdom
and knowledge) a1·ose to this plane. I
do not think you can find any positiv evidence that any one of them is an Atheist.
We often quote Darwin as to the origin of
life, while the fact is he never entered
upon a discussion of any such subject.
The popular quotations from Darwin, and
Darwin himself, are very different things.
In his "Origin of Species " he shows us
(essentially) how by certain accidental
variations by reason of special environments and limitations species may change,
vary, multiply, or disappear. But nowhere else has he di~cussed a subject in
which the God question might be involved.
Spencer has taken especial pains to explain
that he is neither a Materialist nor an
Atheist. I now allude to various published
letters of his of more recent date in refutation of those who style him a Materialist.
Further as to the point of our belief
in design vanishing after reading these
men, why did not Professor Zollner, the
great German scientist, whose very profession made him necessarily familiar with
the works of all such scientists as the above
-why, I say, did they not make an
Atheist of him? He believed in a supreme
being, and a life after this, if we may believe him in his "Transcendental Physics." Prof. Wm. Denton, the peer of
Darwin as a thinker, at least, who lost his
life in search of the expansion of natural
law, was necessarily familiar with these
same authors and many others·-he was
not an Atheist but a Spiritualist in belief;
also Professor Varley, A. Russell Wallace,
Aksakoff of Russia, all men of science, all
believers in a superi'lr intelligence, and
Spiritualists. Verily I see no proof of
your statement that an acquaintance with
such men would raise me to the muchcoveted knowledge of Atheism.
You tell me that cyclones, comets, and
storms are now fully understood. It is
really your duty now to let our astronomers and meteorologists know this.
What you overlook is the underlying
cause of all things-not the proximate
causes, which often a mere child could
comprehend. For instance, you speak of
tracing things to natural laws. Does it
never strike you as being absurd to speak
of there being a law with.,ut design?
When I see the pollen dust upon one
tree or shrub, and its receptacle on
another; a flower that clo~es its calyx to
an injurious insect and opens it to one that
will be of advantage to it; when I study
the form of the bird's quill, the laws of
the planets' orbital motion with the exact
repulsion and attraction that has kept
them to their places for millions of years
-shall I be called a dunce for concluding
these things indicate design?
I would beg to say that I once occupied
the same belief you now entertain; by the
study of nature's phenomena I think Ihav
advanced from it. The human egotism
to which you allude, is far more on the
side of the Atheist than upon the side of
the Deist.
But I fear I am taking too much of
your space. Again I thank you for you~
courtesy, and the patient and masterly
effort you make to help me on the God
question.
Fraternally yours,

B. R. ANDBBSoN;
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And to whom do we owe more than to the
poor man? Goldsmith says:
.·
.
Pnnces and lords may flouriSh or may
fade,
Bdited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- A breath can make them as a breath has
made;
.
,
tions tor this Oorner should be sent.
But a. bold peasantry, thell' country s
pride, d t
d
b
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Wh en.
once es roye can never e supWhen the night is beginning to lower,
phed.
Comes a pause in the day'~. occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
[The above creditable essay was written
by a bright young gentleman of fourteen
-a high-school student. It was read in
Who Is King1
school. W ~regret that o~r young fr~Pnd:s
He who-controls his appetites
modesty will not permit n!! to giv his
And holds his~passions bound,
On sea or land, or aerial flights,
name to our readers, but as genins.is alHe to the core is sound.
ways recognizable, his name will probably
some day be widely known.-ED. C. C.]
He worthy is to wear a cl'own,
A royal signet-ring;
With flowers his pathway should be strewn,
For;he:alone_is king.
SUBAN,H. WIXON.

Open the

World~s

Fair on Sunday.

It is a strange, unaccountable fact that

,)

so many men should stoop to better themSPlvs at the expense of the community in
which they liv. Man always has been,
and probably always will be, selfish, but
such sefishness as closing the Fair on
Sunday is an open slander against American people and American ideas. It is to be
abhorred and denounced in whatever form
it appears, whether clad in the multifarious
robes of sanctity, or the envious greed of
the rnms8ller.
Why should priesthood and clergy dictate the rule of a free country? Let them
hav a care. The horrors of the Inquisition,
the beauty of witch-burning, a practice
propagated by learned and refined Christians, the terrors of the Nether lands when
state and church were one, show conclnsivly what the church can do when in
power. The horrors of the Reformation
must not be repeated.
What an edifying spectacle is pre.
sented to the world, the rnmseller and
the clergyman uniting in an effort to close
the Fair. The hour comes when the very
men who owe their existence to the different creeds will find that popular indignation, like a Inighty inundation that
started in many a little rill, will sweep the
country of that nli!eless element of modern
civilization, the egotism of the clergy.
If they continue to interfere with the liberties of the people, they in turn will
lose their influence, power, and position.
Like the blast of a trumpet the clarion
notes of a freeman ring out. The alarm has
sounded. The cry" Shamel" comes from
many thousand workmen. The repeal of
that law is not far distant. The days of
such kind, beneficial Christians as Constantine, Philip of Spain, and Mary
of England are passed. Men no longer
look with religions veneration, but with
contempt, upon bigotry. The framers of
our Constitution declared state and church
must always be separate, and we should
follow their advice to avoid danger.
The clergy must keep their place nor
infringe upon the rights of the people.
Human liberty is too precious to be hampered by any fetters. If J esns their
leader has sounded the keyncte of human
kindness, his disciples would do well to
follow his example. Why not giv all
classes a chance, all races an equality, and
all opinions a free, uncompromised toleration?
·
Open the World's Fair on Sunday. Let
the poor man view the grandest things of
earth without losing a single day of labor,
without sacrificing the wages of a single
hour. If yon do this yon not only present to
view of the world your country's products,
your country's wealth, but also your
country's freedom, pure and undefiled.
Yon thus giv your countrymen the
strongest possible position,
For manhood is mighty where manhood is
free.
You may close the Fair on Sunday,
partly fill the churches, and keep intact
the name of intolerance the early settlers
bequeathed us; but, on the other hand,
you add many thousands to the already
innumerable victims of all sorts of current
'vice. Yon benefit the churches and the
wicked, but you deal a terribl~ blow at
liberties of the country, home, and
people.
Finally, if yon treat the poor man fairly
the others :will look out for themselvs.

Correspondence.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 5, 1892.
Miss WIXoN: Now you hav been good
enough to giv publicity in the Children's
Corner to my letter of the 11th of November last, I take the liberty of calling
your attention to another impropriety I
hav noticed in this city, and I suppose is
the same all over the country.
On the elevated railroads, surface cars,
and other public conveyances I hav invariably seen the men comfortably seated
reading newspapers or sleeping--,-this
when returning from picnics-while the
ladies were standing up, suffering nll sorts
of inconveniences. Is the world upside
down? Can there be anything more
ridiculous than such sights in a nation
that pretends to be at the head of civilization?
JOSEPH FELIX GoNzALEz,
Nativ of Porto Rico.
NoBILITY, TEx., Nov. 30, 1892.
MISs WIXoN, ])_ear Friend: I thought I
would write to the Corner, as I hav never
seen anyone writing from this place. My
papa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER ever
since before I could remember. I am
thirteen years old. I like to read THE
TRUTH BEEKER, especially the Children's'
Corner. I hav just returned from a trip
to St. Louis. Papa went with me; we
were gone fifteen day@. St. Louis is six
hundred and fifty miles from here. I hav
been sick for some time, and will not be
able to go to school this winter. I h11.v
one brother; we are the only children
mamma has.
There is a young girl
living with us. Her name is Agnes 'l'aylor.
We see a. heap of fun here. There are not
many Freethinkers here in this little village. There is one dry-goods store, one
grocery store, and a blacksmith shop.·
As thiS is my first letter, I will close
for fear of the waste-basket.
From your Liberal friend,
DoRA MoRRow.
CARLSBAD, CAL., Dec. 12, 1892.
Mrss WrxoN: I would like to obtain a
small space in thfil Children's Corner.
My father has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
for seventeen years, and will always take
it. I am a young Freethinker and am not
ashamed to say so. I am not one of the
kincl of Freethinkers who is a Freethinker
when he is with the Freethinkers and a
Christian when he is with the Christians.
I say, Be a Freethinker or a Christian;
clon't be astraddle of the fence; come over
one side or the other! I do not hav anything to do with the church or church
doings. This town is not much of the
church order. Some people are afraid to
talk as they believe. I am not. I talk
just as I believe and like to see other people do the same. This is a free country.
~gain I say, speak up for your rights.
Wishing to see this in print, I will close for
this time.
From your Freethinking friend,
CLINT CULVER.
[There's a brave, candid, outspoken lad
for yon. Who shall say we hav not as fine
a lot of lads and lassies as can be found in
the country? And they are all willing to
stand up and be counted as stanch and
true Liberals!-ED. C. C.]

1

up my music lessons for the winter, thinking my school studies are !3nongh, as I am
not a very healthy little gll'l. .
Christmas will soon be here and I shall
be anxious to see the Children's Corner to
see what presents they all received.
Mamma thinks I am getting too old to expect to get many toys, so I shall look for
something that will be of some benefit to
me.
If yon make a visit to the World's Fair
next summer I would like very much to
hav yon make ~s a visit if y~n can do so.
Grandpa says if I was a little older I
coA~d ~ letter is rather lengthy I will
write no more at present. With my best
wishes toyon and my Corner friends, I
remain, Sincerely, BERTHA E. WEED.
-SEIAD VALt.EY, ORE., Nov. 30, 1892.
DEAR Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN AND THE
CoRNERITEs: Seeing that the communications are scarce in the Corner, I thought
I would write a few lines for it, as I ha v
been wishing to do so for some time. We
take THE TRUTH BEEKER all the time and
we think it a very good and interesting
paper for everyone to read. Well, this
is my first article on this subject to any
newspaper. As I hav been for· several
years studying the Indian's ways, I
thought it would be best and interesting
to put a small piece in the Corner. When
the wltites first came on the Klamath
river, about 1850, there were several hundreds of Indians, and they were doing
well. They liv principally on acorns,
manzenetta, and all kinds of meat and
berries. The race grew weaker every
year up to this present moment. I will
say that it would now be a great job to
scare up one hundred and fifty. Tbe increase is very small.
Most of the squaws were bought by the
miners and settlers.
The Indians are all fond of whisky,
and would sell anything they hav for it.
When drunk they are fightin~, squalling,
and howling. They believe m the devil
and Holy Ghost. They do not believe
in education.
They will keep their dead five days before burying.
All this time a fearful
howling going on, swearing, and cutting
of hair.
The bigger the devil the more they like
him. They are more superstitions than a
lot of ignorant CatholicR.
Now, all do your best, and believe me
to be your Liberal friend.
Well, my letter is too long already, so
I will close.
I hope to see it in print.
Success to all.
S. C. PmLt.IPS.
Got His Cards.
Tommy had just returned from Sundayschool, and his mother asked him if he
had been a good boy.
"Not very," he replied.
"Then yon didn't get a good-behavior
card?"
"Yes, I did. I saved the money yon
gave me for the heathen and bought two
cards with it from the other boys."
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NoRTH HURoN, N.Y., Dec. 5, 1892.
THE
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I hav not written a
letter since yon returned home, so will
write a few lines to-day for the Children's Astronomical and AstrologicCorner.
al Origin of all Religions.
For a week past we hav had beautiful
sleighing, and I as well as my little dog
BY pR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Bruno hav enjoyed onrselvs very much
riding on my handsleigh. I hav a little
-oExplanatory notes compiled and arranged by
harness so I can drive him the same as a the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realm
horse, but he is not large enough to draw
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
disclose the most Startling
me.
Revelations.
1\fy school commenced November 21st,
-oand my teacher's name is Albert Richardson, this making three winters with us,
Proving
Christianity
and we like him very much, as he takes
great interest in the school. I study this
to be of
term geography, history, grammar, writBy Prof. John Tyndall.
Heathen
Origin.
ing, arithmetic, and spelling.
Sketch, and Articles
I will be eleven years old the 22d of this With Portrait, Biographical
[ILLUSTRATED.]
on Prayer.
month and I am thinking of attending
Paper, I2mo, I05 pp., 25 centll.
Price, $I.50. Address
school at Clyde next term. I hav given
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 1{1 cents.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

Advancement of Science.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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THE .,?.~.~~~TH.l.7fow• of tM w""It. FRHTHINHRS' PICTOR~AL TEXT-BOOK.
.A Thorough .Examination and Refutation of the Olaims of the
Sabbatarians.
Price,

10 cents.

--------------...:..:....:..:.=
Th e S u n d a y Q u e st 'I 0 n
I

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ftEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Price,

15 cents

---------------....::..::.~

J11ateriaZism:

Its History anil Its InfltMYJ~ce
Upon Society.
By DR. Loins BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Bible r emperal\Ce.
~---LIQUOR

DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E.

c. wALKER.

10cent;

Apocryphal New Testament.
THS GOsn:reL.S,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the N0w Testament.
Price,
$1

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
Price,
75 cents

BIBLE IN INDIA
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al").d C~r"istial").
elatiol")..

~ev

Price,$"

By LOUIS JAOOLLIOT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
/uJ

UNGODLY

-BYWo:JLUT.OFTBENDIETEENTR CENT
UBY.

Oloth, -

75cents.

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS liV AJtJI.N H!J!L CONVENT.
W a fow Words on Auricular Confession,
&Joe.
moont>

Pro aud Con of

Supernatural Religion~
B:ave We a Supernatural, Inspired. MirfoOc
ulous Religion?

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A la~ re~
lating human conduct on the Sabbath IB an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-ni~e Aryicles of
the Christian church are thuty-nme poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a miniRter's praying God to. kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!"
Price, 10 centil.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 7
Price, 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public· Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
A.noient E&"YPtian Civilization and Hebrew Nar•
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
B7 V B'IJUN DENSLOw, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

u

THE important statement is made by expelled Rabbi Rosenburg, of New York
city, that he did not eat ham.
AT Hamilton, Ont., Evangelist Edward
Best stood at his open window and prayed
to the Lord to curse and destroy his neighbor with cholera and small-pox. He was
arrested and fined $10 and costs for disorderly conduct.
AT Coloma, Mich., Thurston Carter,
leader of a new sect called the Chosen
Seven, declared that God had commanded
him to sacrifice his child.
His wife
wrenched a butcher-knife from him before
he could plunge it in the infant.

EDw. lliLLINGER, a colored Baptist
preacher, was hanged at Jersey City for
the murder of his mistress. He !:lpent his
latter days in cons•1ltation with his spiritual adviser, the Jesuit father Finnigan,
and in reading the great Catholic work of
St. Thomas Kempis.
" SEE Chicago and die," it is said, is a
maxim that will be literally carried out
this year by many. Typhoid fever and
other contagious diseases are expected to
spread there. Diarrheal diseases caused
by fatigue, exposure to cold or heat, and
improper or unusual diet, will abollnd at
the Fair and after return home. Ell this
'even if cholera does not enter,
IN the late Irish elections, says Justice
Andrews, who, with Justice O'Brien, unseated Fullam, "the whole organization of
the church was thrown into the contest.
Every priest was a canvasser. They canvassed everywhere, on the altar, at the
houses, on the roads." It is alleged, and
Mr. Justice 0 Brien thinks it true, that
they canvassed in the confessional.
THE board of estimate and apportionment
of New York city, which does not hesitate
to squander the people's money on Catholic il!stitutions and jobs by which politicians can profit, has refused to giv the
Museum of Art such a sum as will enable
it to keep open Sundays. Unless something unexpected intervenes, the Museum
will resume· its former custom of Sunday
closing.
BEFORE the opening of the Protestant
church in Madrid, Spain, in which country any church not Catholic has rarely
been tolerated, a deputation of eight
duchesses, seven marchionesses, eight
countesses, and several of the queenregent's ladies-in-waiting viAited Premier
Sagasta to protPst. He declined to interfere and the ladies departed angry. The
Catholics of Madrid organized a street demonstration against the premier in which
the schoolchildren took part.

SHOWING
'l'BE ABSURDITY AND UNTIIUTB:FUI.-

NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAm .
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RBVEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHURCH AND
.>TATE.
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MR. O'BEIRNE, of New York city, a
member of the board of aldermen, at the
latest session of those functionaries
moved that as "this large city, so plentifully supplied with clergymen, affords
every opportunity for those anxious to enter the matrimonial state," the legislature
divest the aldermen of the power to perform the marriage ceremony. Alderman
Flynn replied: "If the gentleman from
the Telescope district lrnew a little more
law he'd know that a civil marriage is
necessary for ~oreign perso~s if th_e union
is to be reco~mzed as legal m their countries. If he d study up his Blackstone,·
Kent and Marshall a little more he'd
kno,; more about the necessity for these
marriages. The gentle~an ~hrows a pad
odium over the board mth hls resolutiOn.
He's very conscientious in this. There
may be something he ain't so conscientious
about." The resolution failed.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS IJio

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

a

McGLYNN has been readmitted to the
exercise of his priestly function. It is not
thought that he will be allowed to return
to the same church. No one knows the
negotiations which hav passed. It is believed that he has made some pledges or
submission. It is commonly supposed
that the motiv of the church is unwillingness to lose the large number of members
who were psrsonally attached to him, and
especially to lose their present financial
contributions. The Peter's Pence from
America fell off considerably because of
his affair.
THE priest of the church at Canton,
Minn. which possessed a miraculous picture o~ a window, said before it bad been
removed : "From the expression I am
confident that some great plague-cholera
or something-is to visit the earth. The
crucifixion and Mary and Joseph hav also
appeared .on the glass. Skeptics hav gone
up there and scraped that. glass and poured
burning acid on i~, but Our Lady is still
there. The skeptics all went away convinced. , , • The list of absolute cures
is enough t,) confirm any ~keptic that the
mother of God is here. One of the moBt
marvelous of recent cures is that of F. H.
McBride, of Chicago, who, after being
advised by physicians to hav hls legs amputated was carried here. He walked
away. 'The cures number hundreds."

Full-Page
lUustrafloqs.

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
:DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:N.
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are
J&reP.fE!sent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
"
The Church Robbing the People.
I
"
Thanksgiving.
&
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
lO ·
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
(
I
The Bible and Science.
15
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
"
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
"
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Warks.
J
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

classified as follows:
ll represent Samples of Christianity's Work.
II
"
Misswnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Reslllla
1
The Church and Slavery.
~
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
~
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churob.
II
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
Heaven.
8
Hell.
7
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be.
rore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
Jished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of P!ltting the book in the reach of all.
A.t twice the price i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de.
gigner is a wonderful successJ and we judge from our own fe~lings that nearly every Liberal in
Ainerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustmtions, and secondly as texts to p~ove the uttet
falsity o'f the church's professions and the hl1?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in th•
bands ofFreethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
:PY.i~,

board covers, $2 ;

clot~,

$2.80.

Life of Homas Paine, !~~1.!.~~;,~~~:1~.~~az~
WITH A
History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY •
Author of "Omitted OhaJ)ters of History Disclosed in the Life and Pa11ers of Edmund
Randolpb,'' ".George Washington
andMountVernon,''"Washington's Rn1es of Civility," etc.
To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called L1vllB of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. P~!ne was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imll9rtant 11.art in revolutionar:y
movements in the United l:lt.ates, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount il).~erest and
iml)ortance. Mr. Conway has .J>ersonall't searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
obtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e01inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished corre.spondence has been included in the volumes.
l\ir. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a ll'eneral appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pageu that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Eurove and
America, bypersnns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religions or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearinl{ on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vola., royal oot., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Price, 15 centll.
Address this offtoo.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
Radical Rcl'llal'\ce.
ByWx.lllclDoKKKLL. sooop., paper, 50 cents.

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not ChriAtians]~ from
the time of Menu to the present. ByD.m.Bennett. 1,07q pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Champions of the Church: Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical
slwtches of prominent Christians. A com_jlanion book to • '.rhe World's S~ges,'' etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119:pages. Morocco, gilt edges.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Jtlodern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the Jl'Ods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding_ J ehovn.h, Satan, tlw
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virjljn Mary! and the
Bible. 83.~ pages 8vo. v ol. l l descri >es fully
all religious systems of the world, including
JuduiAm, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying 372_pag~s, being fully gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tfie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhamtive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
Inclu!lin_g '.rhe Age of Reason, Examination of
PropheCies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Jllr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille J ordnn, The Religion of Deism1
Common Acnae, The Crisis, and the RightA or
1\Ian; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.
Analysis of Religions Belief. An examination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superatructure. •
BY W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 voL, 12mo, 899pp., $1.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY
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0. M. B£NN£T"r {; W()RKS.
ADDRESS TilE TRUTH SEEKEB OFFICE.

Su pe rstiti 0nin All Ages.

IIJ'j

1898

Books by s. p. Putnam.

/L Trutll Seeker Arouml tile Wodd. Fom
large volumes. With steel-plate eni(ITaving of
the author in VoL I, and aach volume Illustrated
with forty-seven cut... Handsomely bound i•
red cloth, $6.50,

BY JSAN

Prof. wm. Denton's Books.

.MS.SLI:e~,

A

l'b.e World's Sages, Tllinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,076 pages, Svo. Cloth,
$8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50

rhe Humpllrey·:Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity betw~e.n
D. M. Bennett and lt67. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a_s_plendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Cbristian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett· Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Eartr. Paper,
OOcents. r.
What ObJections to Christianity~ A discussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrowed
or copied from much older systems of religion
:It Miracles and supernatural achievements have
'been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by oontemwraneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,

i,.

Christian-

ity and Exposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

Tile New God. Price, 10 cents.
Tile Problem of tile Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo!U": Price1 20 cents. -

Waifs and Wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth,. $1.00; J>aper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tlie living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

$1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de-postting_ p:t:ohibited matter in the maiL Thill g1ve8
a full history of this celebrated case and shows
what monstrous (njustica was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

I

An Open Letter to Jesus Cllrist.

o cts.

Golden Tllrone, A. Romance. "The au-

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firm Des,.

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; clot.b.
'I'll cants.

,J

fte Book of Chronicles of tile Pilgrims
fn tile Land of Yallwell: also the Epistle

of Br.nnett the Apostle to the Trnthseekere ·
Oloth, $1.

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words.....,the transcript of a manly mind.
E~y Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[In&:El_rsoll. Price, $1.

B:v PBol'. F. W. NlllWMAN.

Price
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Ingersoll and Jesus.

rhl'Jlle between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilea.n Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harm<lny between
them. Price, 10 cants.

'lents.

A1lami and Heva.

POPES AHD Tlitlll DOINGS.
AOOOUNT OJ'

The First Epistle of Bennett tile Apostle
to tile Trutll Seekers. 10 ~ents.
.b. Hour with tile Devi1. 10 cer=. ~.
file Gods and Religions ef Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

A conversation in

A poetic version of

the Judian story of the Garden of Eden in
whiu1 ita superiorit:y to the mutilated copy'the Genesislell.eAd-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Lire. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cants.

in ~"'ison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo-

From Behind tile Bars. A series ofletterE
'Written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

SALADIN
Editor of the

LONJJON AGNOSTIC JOURNAL •.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
0

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You have earned the
thanks of all who really think.'' It is a work of vast research, of sound criticism of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, !>f pathos and elog.uence. it is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the J eW1sh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the C'hild.'' The obiect of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeaC'on his error, and he has succeeded. An English w' iter said of it:
'"This cprtainly IS one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cit.ed are unquestionable, and the result is convincing.''
In two volumes, cloth, g1lt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?

•

The evidence for the r• surrection is in this book C'arefully considered and found wantin!). It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aiieged miracle, for
it Id c rtainly one ·of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condeneation of the known facts upon this subject, proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only l::laladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
ROSES AND RUE.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied. at Special lJiscounts.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
Price. cloth, $1 : DaPer, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.

Price, cloth, $1.·

I
l'aper, 50 cents.}'
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,""4B
·
28.La.!a.yette Pl~We, New York•.J

Christianity. 10c.

'ladical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

With Author's Por-

Light. PaPer, $1; cloth, $1.25.

fho are Christians 1 10c.
4-'lil,.A•• 'T'"Rli:

TRUTH SEEKER.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

Influence of Christianity U}lOn Civil!za
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
Wltat Liberalism Offers in l'lace u
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its lUeau:a;; an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
·Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine tile Political and Religious Re•
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Bet:
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will tile· Coming Man Worsllip God I
10 cents.

l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog•

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In .one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Oloth,
$3.21;-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in SMry; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in ever:v
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.

~>~

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
· are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and ever.v verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every Page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:l'" one who endnred it. Based upon a manuscript in tlae possession of Saladin
In paper, 10 cents.

Boy Doctor, and SponSl€ the Troubles.ome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumcs~eparate, flexible cloth\ 50
cents ];lel' volume i .Lted Line edition, snit a ole
for holiday presems, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for tile Young.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Omtrt
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's itor.v, • Is
This Your Son, l\ly Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
·.

o

Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Lignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; He:- Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Crimina,! Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
i
For all of these works &ddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lu.fayette Plll\lth N\lw ¥or~......

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
Volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Healtll Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

once of Christianity on UiYilizatiou; Un·is
tianity and lVIaterialisni; Whut LiLuralism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scicnt1lic l\JateriiLliSlll
Woman ; Spiritualism from a l\laterir.li<ti
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
Heformeri Materialism and Crime; Will thi
Coming1uan WorshiJ> God? Crimes and Crn.-I
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the 1:i i • '"
FreethoughtJudged by: Its Frmts: Vnr •·•• a
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

(

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
)Ibn of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
ill Poverty; God in the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

fs Darwin Rigllt 7 Origin of Man. $1.
[s Spiritualism True ' 10c.
1Ian's True Saviors.
10c.
)rtllo[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
'ocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

leaL 20 cents.

•

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

Men, Women and Gods,

for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
[rreconcilable Records. Genesis and

FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Es~ays and Lectures. Embracing Jnl!u

(W. STEWART ROBS),

Judaism, Cllristianity1 and Mohammedan·
ism examined histoncally and critically.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

$1.50.
~od Proposed

B. F. tJNDERWOOJ.ns l'l'vu--""

Illuding_ Allah, Jehovall, Satan, the Holy Ghost.
JesnEJ Christ, the Virgm iVlary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are uevoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a. first-class God.• &Jalarge pages. Paper covers
60cents; cloth, $1. ·

J

25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

''hat Is Rigllt 7 10o.
Vhat Was He 7 Jesus in 19tb Century

BY

lng upon the Gods of the Semitic nation!!, in.

i

10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
fieologist and RadicaL By J. H. Powell.

ermon from SJtakspere's Text. ·10c.
·oul of Things. Psychometric Re-

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

10c.

Deluge in tile Ligllt of Modern Scienee.

·,earches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
~1. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

lettere written during a visit of ten weeki in
Europe, Givin~ some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brns·
aels, to which 1\'Ir. Benne~t was a. delegate~,fol
loweci by a. descri,ption of what he saw in .u;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
tram Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
8liO pages. $1.50.

of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large;
J)ll.Jl€19. Price. $1.00.

Spiritualism

Common-Sense TJtougJtts on tile Bible.

trait. $1.25.

A. Trntll Seeker in Bnrope. A series of

It is thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit

Superior. 10c.

tadical Rllymes.

BOOKS

rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Be TJtyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Comprising ••Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin!<" Pregnancy, Labor,
and Buckling," and" AdviCe to a Motlier on th8
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume·, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Healtll Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
~
ArMrP••
THE TRUTH !'!BEREa

Spiritualism Sustained.~
·

FIVE LECTURES.

By Jobn Ho .K.ebo, 4tlf.J•
;s~mo, l!!~~h.tl!·~:

't'HE TRUTB. .SEE:K.ER, JANUARY 7,

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
Delu~e.
By
McCann. 15 cents. Ten co:~;nes, $I. It
is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I J:tave
ever read.-B. F. Underwoqd, . '.!'o read i~ i.s to
be astonished at the possibihties of rehg10us
crednlit_y.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy tq atoJlli!.A,. B. Bradford. It ong)lt to meet Wlth a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of NllW Y.ork
city. The most learned, accu_rate, sm.entifi<_l,
and philosophical analysis of his sa tam<: maJesty ever published. The bo9k c9ntams 66
pages is beautifully bound, Wlth hkeness of
antho~ on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.
Ingersoll's Address before the )S"ew: York
Unitarian Club. The firs~ t:me m tJ;le
history of the world that a Chnstian assomation ever invited a noted _Infidel to lecture
before them. 'rhe lecture I.s a gran<). one, and
was received bv tl).e t;lnb with contmnons ap.
plause from beginnmg to e~d. The .. Pam:Qhlet contains 12 pa\tes, beanhfnlly prmted.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be~ore
the New York legislature l\'Iay 9, 1888. Pnce, 4
cents.
Dwi ht L. Moody. An interview l?Y Susan
H. ~ixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for_.30
cents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolop.el Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover Wlt~ hkeness
of author. Price,lO cents. Twelve copies for$I.
What Would Follow the Effacement of
Christianity t By George Jac~b ?olyoake This is a most valnab1e cqntnbnt10n. to
Freethonght literature. B9und m paper Wlth
good likeness of author. Pnce,lOcents. Twelve
copies for $1.
Life and Career of Charle_s Bralfl:augh.
By George Jacob Holyoa.ke. With good liken~ss
of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, I5 cents. Ten copies
for $1.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
:L Green editor of the Freetninker:s Magazine.
A. good nussionary document. PrlCe, 15 cents
per dozen.
Ingersoll's Great Address on T!Iom~s
Paine, at the late Paine oelebrat1~n m
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.
Standing Up for Jesus; or what tJ:te ed~tor of the F1·eet11.tnkers' Magazine th~nks of
him. Price, .4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

The Mvth . of the Great
James~.

Self -(ontradiGtions of

the B!nle.

----1 44.---Morill, Theological, Historical, rmd Speculative
Propositions.
Prioo,
~·
15 cents
AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRENCH R[VOLUTION~
Its. Causes al)d Results.

By W. S. BELL.

Paper, 12mo, 25 ctB.

Paine Viiiflicateo
Reply to New York

)b!!~.

Sy ~. G. ING:e~~()V""L.
With" A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANAR"D."
Price, 1!\ cents.

Holy Bible

Abridged~

The passages unfit tot' family reading.
Paper, so cent~; cloth, 50 cen t11.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

BY OAPT. ROBERTO. ADAMS.
Being the story of his m!Jntal. journey from
orthocioxy to Rat10nalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

Itir1_893...M
Edited bY OHARLEB A. WATTS.
OONTENTR:

Gems of ~hou;g'ht.

) villi b.

1~9o:s.

1telllSDUfg s Hooks.

ALL excess is incompatible with health
and with happiness.-Epicurus.

IT is the duty of every man to destroy
the superstitions of his time.-Ingersoll.

ADVOCATES
EQUAL RICHTS.
Send for a sample copy of the little Yankee
Cheesebox. It has I2 pages the size of the ordinary. magazine, and is issued weekly at $I per year
in advance. It is absolutely impartial, although
necessa,rily opposed to the popular isms of the
daywhwh contravene Equality.

-Thoreau.

WE are fooled with martyrdoms that
make us break out into laughter. The
Tituses, the Trajans, the Marcus A.ureliuses, are painted as monsters of cruelty.
Fleuri, abbe of Loc Dieu, has disg-raced
ecclesiastical history by tales which a sensible old woman would not tell to little
children. • . • A. hundred tales c?J this
sort are found in the martyrologies. Tho
narrators hav hoped to render the ancient
Romans odious, and they hav rendered
themselvs ridiculous. Do you want good
well-authenticated barbarities-good and
well-attested massacres, rivers .of blood
which hav actually flowed -fathers,
mothers, husbands, wives, infants at the
breast, who hav in reality had their
throats cut, and been heaped on one another?
Persecuting monsters!
Seek
these truths only in your own annals: you
will find them in the crusades against the
A.lbigenses, in the massacres of Merindol
and Cabriere, in the frightful day of St.
Bartholomew, :in the maPsacres of Ireland,
in the valleys of the Pays de V au d. It
becomes you well, barbarians as you are,
to impute extravagant cruelties to the
best of emperors; you who hav deluged
Europe with blood, and covered it with
corpses, in order to prove that the same
body can be in a thousand places at once,
and that the pope can sell indulgences!
Cease to calumniate the Romans, your lawgivers, and ask pardon of God for the
abominations of your forefathers! • • •
What name shall we. giv to your executioners? Phalaris and the Busiris were the
gentlest of men in comparison with you.
Does not your inquisition, which still remains, make reason, nature, and religion
boil with indignation?- Voltaire.
To say that every vegetable and animal
species is the special result of a distinct
divine fiat is to put a veto upon all scien-.
tific inquiry in the region of biology. But
to-day such a veto comes too late. The
world has learned too much under the
guidance of the doctrin of evolution, too
many regions of knowledge hav been fertilized by it, too many individual minds
hav found in it a never-failing spring
of instruction and intellectual stimulation, for any overthrow, or even any obscuration, of the idea to be possible. What,
we ask, havits opponents to teach? They
are compelled to recognize the general principle of evolution in history,
geology, and many other fields of research,
and so far as they do, their intelligence
has free. scope. But what do they teach
instead of it in the field of biology? Absolutely nothing, They . simply draw. a
line and say, "Here begin wonder, miracle, mystery, all that is arbitrary and
thought-confounding." To the opponent
of evolution the resemblances, analogies,
and homologies that run through animated nature are simply so many false
lights,. ignes fatui, suggesting community
of origin where .community of origin. th~re
is none. Rnd1mentary organs signify
nothing, neither do the facts of embryology. All that can be said is that God
made things as they are, rudimentary
organs and all, just as suited himself. If
different species and genera show resemblances, it is simply because the same
ideas kept running through the Divine
Mind. Such is the sm;n and substance of
anti-evolutionist teaching. That it is antiscientific, and that it tends to nothing less
than paralysis of the intellectual po~er~,
is evident at a glance. Fortunately 1t 1s
confined nowadays to synods and conferences, and even there is not received
with entire favor. At the recent <Ecumenical gathering of Methodists at Washington an earnest divine from the Southern states found some of his brethren,
particularly those from England, badly
infected with evolutionary ideas. A
similar discovery might be made in aln;wst
any similar assembly to-day. EvolutiOn-.
ists may therefore proceed very co~tent
edly with their studies. They are m the
right path, because they beli~ve in the
universality of nattU"al causation.-Pro-

The Moral Sanction, Leslie StepJ:ten; Reverent
Ag_nosticism, Amos Waters; The Jl'!oth~r Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; .vogmat1sm m MTheol0
Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the onnt,
S~~uel Laing; The City_ of the Dead, W. 8_tew art
Ross (Saladin)• On the Duty of .HoJ:!eStl'_ i~ 0 nr
Convictions. d. E. :rlumptre; SmeJ:!t!fic .t!ehgJOn,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Sqperstlt10n, Charles
Watts· Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olodd! The Disap~earance of the ;Neth~r :World.
F. J. Gould; Relig10ns. Ideas.: Their. Ongm a_nd
Development, Frederwk 1\~illar; SI~n~s With
Mars: A Poem, G:· H. Mat:tm; Matenalism and
Idealism Harmomzed, Luman Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
fessor Youmans,
M¢1ress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TOCSIN
is the title of a little Reform paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb.~ that bursts mto the harbor of politics ana religion like the mighty
little Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy Merrimac. It
the reign of Right and Justice, and comes indorsed b7 a score of the leading thinkers and
writers o America; it tunes its tone and measures ~'ruth according to the natural law of

THE eye which can appreciate the naked
and absolute beauty of a scientific truth is
far more rare than that which is attracted
by a moral one. Few detect the morality
in the former, or the science in the latter.
THE Middle Ages were more religious
than ours in proportion to their greater
ignorance and barbarism; and at present
the same difference exists, for example, between Spain and Germany, or in Germany
between Tyrol and Saxony. Religion and
civilization accordingly occupy not an
equal but an inverted position in regard
to each other, so that with the progress of
the latter the former retreats.-'-Strauss.
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PATENTS

OBTAINED.

Thirty~11Te

Terms Easy.

years' experience. Examinations and n.eports tree. Prompt attention. Send Drawing and deeeription to L. BAGGER ct Co., AU::r's, Washington,D.V

hlse Claims. Revised and Enlarlzed
As a Missionary Document it is
Among the snbJ ects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: '.rhe Church and l\loralit_y; Criminal Statistics, showinR the creeds of tbe
prisoners in the. penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; t.h~
Church and Learning; the Ch1trch and Lib·
ertyi~the Ch_nrch and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights l\Iovement; the Temp~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture ·l Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T wft and Robbery!·
Adultery and Prostitution;, 1\furder; Wars o
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to 9hildren~ Cr)le1 ~.Y to
Animals· Human Sacnfices; vanmbansm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intomper~nce;
Povert:~; and V~granqy; lgnora.nce and ldio~y;
Obscemty. Pnce, smgle cop:esi 25 cents, .6
copies, $I. Special discount on arge quantities.
.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
·most. thorough. work eyer wri~ten on the Sabbath from a ratwnal pomt of VIew .. Lar!(e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; SiX copws, $I.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Wns!Jinyt,on
an Uubelieveq Jefferson o.n Unbehever; l ume
enu Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Eacb 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
rhomas Paine. Tells the Story. of tJ;le
Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.en~mg traits
of his character and genms, and vmdJ.catc,s J.us
name from the aspersions cast noon it. .rnbntes to P nine's character are giveq from mor~
than one hundred noted per~ons of Eurore a!ld
America many of the.n1 wntten expressly fo~
tbis work. Second editwn1 I60 pages, prmted
on fine tin ted _paper, nen t1y bou;:d, and c_on•
, tainimr a handsome steel portra~t Qf PaW"

THE BESTt

nneic81Jed:

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Perfected new model, I6 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, col~i. and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all 'llodern improvements; (11laranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $I7" 8-onnce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $23
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2€;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting:, $8I to $35; I4
carat, solid gold, $45 to $I50. Nwkel works, $2
more.
Ile!;"ular Grade ADlerlcan WatcbesoSilverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.60; I5
jewelsf $9; dit~o, adjusted, $11; ditto, I7 iewels,
$I5. n finer cases. add as above.
Ladies• American (;lold Watchello-All
latest st.Yles in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$I4; 11 Jewels, $I5.50; I5 jewels, $20; I4 carat solid
gold, $IO more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $IOO more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order I year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, ~tnd $3. Best spectacles, $I; best razor, $2;
best tripl.e-plated teaspoons, $I.80;. table spoo~s1
$3.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; au for $6. Soha
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $I, $1.25, $1.50 1!12 to $8.
'I'be Colonel IngerMo'il.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr&
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
·
"The Time to lie Happ!J is Now,"
50 cents extra.
'I'he '.l'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$IQ,_ $I5, $20, $80.
viamonds\ 20 per cent. below market pr1oe.
Send
for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
clotu, ·,., c\:lL""·
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prwaia (exThe Apostle of Liberty. An address <leo cept knives anti forks) and cash refunded at opliverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Ft:eeo tion. Watch cleaned $I, and returned free.
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. !'nee.
OT1'0 WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
nnnfq
1('

WAT:e~

O:fll LI:fll:e

Is Doing Wonden In Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barril, Pa.

"WHY''
I specially want 500 orders for bookii within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.

ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville, Va.
.11..<.1

.;, •

iJ

~-r,th .. l.

~

lt.O

STOrv'iP.CH, LIVER
ArlO

80\NELS,

R~PlHlS

TAKE

TABULES.

The Bible: What Is It~ A pamphlet containing eight chapters. in .refnt~t1.on bof :h~
assumption that the Bible IS a !h vme oo o
:Qnre thongbt, and correct in all Its utterances.
Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theology. A. cl~ar e~po~~tion
of the biblical st9ry of man's. crea~}on, an1,
"C)lrse," theologiCally denommated the fall.
Pnce, IO cents.
. .
The Bible Against Itself. Cont~~:m~ng
one hunilred and fif~y plain s~lf-contra<hctwns
of the Bible involvmg gnest10ns of theology,
morals, and history. Pncc,l.O cents.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A. re~u~a
tion of the assumption that. he was a d~vme
12_erson and that he was the fulfillment of Old
'l'estanient prophecies. Price, IO cents.
Liberalism.. Treati~g the subJect from a
negative and affirmatlV:e )ltandnomt, showmg
what it is not and what it IS. Prwe, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKElt.
28 Lafayette place, New York.

For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, a,s the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Disql!arges\.Vancocele,. Mental
and Physical Debility, Iruocy, Insamty, and
D~a;ihose afll.icted and who are des\rons of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will.be sent !o
their address for ten cents\ sealed m a flam
envelope, giving canae~ ~na S.Ylllptoma o ~he
Complaint and a .descnptwn of the Doctor's ~m
portant medical discovery-an Outward Apphcation-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P, FELLOWS,
Vmeland, N. J.
And sa_y yon 'saw thill advf'rti.eelllent · ip. 'l'IU!
TBUTH ~II:BXJlB.
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THE TBUTH SEEKER LIBBABY.
Issued Monthly~

Subscription ·price, $3 per a_nnum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUEIJ.
Prtoe.
1- The Tmth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 11391 ...... __ .............. ..
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener..·................................ ..
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... .. __ ..
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett .. ; ........ , ............ ~ ....... ..
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck...... ..
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratit>n on Voltaire.,_ ____ _
10
7. The Crisis ................................. .
40
B. Sabbath Breaking ....................... ..
25
9- Travels in Fdth. R. C. Adams ........... .
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller .. , ..
25
11. My Religious Ex:{lerience. B. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Crit1eism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Long_shore, ........... ..
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ...... ..
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
tO
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
tO
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg,._, __ _
25
50
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ..... .
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............ ..
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gar, dener.-......................................
50
2t. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.; ..• __
20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearl:y subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

INGERSOLL'S WORKS.
ONI

x

AUTHORIZED EDITIONS.

JERRY'S JOSS IS AN EARLY RISER.
Since the day that your fathers came forth out of the land of Egypt unto this day I hav even sent unto
you all my servants the prophets, daily rising up early and sending them. -Jere. vii, 25.

IRON~CLAD

THIRD EDITION.

AND MANNA SERIES.

IRON•CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlangb. ........•.... 25
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoa.ke ..... 10
4 Infinence of Christianity on CiVilization. 5
Underwood . . . . • . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Pro:!:. Max Mueller .... .
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
lO Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philoso£h_y of Spiritualism. Marvin.... . . . . 50
12 TYndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
18EssayonMiracles. DavidHume ............ 10
14 Land Question. Oharles Bradlaugh .. __ . __ .. 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents 7
Oharles Bradlaugh ......................... 5
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Oharles Bradlaugh ..... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake...... 5
20 Su~!lrstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. :Austin Holyoa.ke.... ..... .. 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ........ 5
28 The Christian Deit;y. Charles Watts ........ 5
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts... 5
25 Freethous-ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts............... 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin HoJyoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake ............... _..... .. .. .. II
80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
88 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla1,1gh .... --.... 5
89 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
48 Christian Scheme of Reolemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh_y Should the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. HoJyoake .......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen." . . . . . . . . 5
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard...... 20
5 200 t,!uestions Without Answers .............. _ 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ...... _....... .. .. .. 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian ... _...... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
oake.......................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ..... __ 5
10 A Few Words about theDevil ................. 5
11 New Life of Jacob ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hoh'oake ..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H.. . . . . . . . 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
17 Who Was Jesus Ohrist? C. Bradlaugh....... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh,.... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
On orders for Iron Olad and Manna we will send
$t.10 worth for $t; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $8, and $tO worth for $5.

MYTHS~

BIBLE

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A.

~mparlson of the Old and New Testament l!lyths and l!llratles with thOIII

of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEm ORIGIN AND MEA..~G.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTBA.TIONS,

'rincipal Works: Gods a.nd Other Leet;.

ures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mis·
t,akes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; Wha.t
\[ust We Do to Be Saved? Blas_phemy; Crimes
\gainst Criminals. 1141 pages~ In one vol., hall
1alf, $5.

·t·ose Poems and Selections. From hie

IVritings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.00; half
:alf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.00;
:ree calf, $9. ·

·ods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, OOc. ; cloth, $1.

·hosts and Other Lectures. fncluding

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child;_,_,The Declaration of Independence; About .!!·arming in
illinois; Speech Nominating_ James G. Blaine
for Presidency in t876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The l'ast Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A 'l'ribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, liiJc.; cloth ~1.
·

orne Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
The Eundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in the"r actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.
l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. I'rice, $2.50.
Sent post·paid by the

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photo~ra~;>h

of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild 1n his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this oftice for
ftfty cents.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
11BB TBB

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In_ your meetings, to make them lively and interestillg. Tmi: LIBERAL Hnnr-Boox contains son11:1
bT the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It iL' hi&!!l:y reoommanded by Messrs. Wakeman,
Panon. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker.
and, indeed, by all who bav examined it. Price
lll oeDtl.
AddreH '1!u Tatrr118Buu Oe..

Mistakes of Moses·'wFree Schools;,.,_ The Politicia.n•; i'IIan and
oman; The rentateuch;
Monday, Tuesday_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
M:ade the Rtars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
~Iake Man.\.Sunday, The Necessi~y for a Good
Memory, The Garden The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plag1,1es, The Flis-ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Lib·
erty; Conclusion. Paper, I\Oc.; cloth, $1.

[Heathln Illustration ofthe Temptation.]

fnterviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orato:r on Six Sermons
) by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. .Paper.
liiJc,; plain cloth, $1.25; do. gilt bps extra, $1.5().

llaspltem;r, Argument by R. G. Insersoll
in tbe Tr1al of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstr wn,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth\ 50C.

>VII at Must We Do to Be Saved 7 Analyzes

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, J!ivangelical A.lliance, and answers the
question. of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25C.

l'homas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

TRUTH SEEKER,

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution.._ by R. G. Ingersoll;,.,.tqgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by vv. H. Burr. Paper, t5c.

NATHANifL, VAUGHAN~

Brain and the Bible.

,,imitations of Toleration. A DiscussioD

Conflict Between Mental Science and TheiJiogy.

Prie•t &1'\d Mal'\•

By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

)rthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
•Jivil Rights Speech. With Speech of

A NO VEL.

Preface 'oy B. G. INGERSOLL.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circumstance such as eveL
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. - . • A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nauure of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consisten'
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, t2mo, 400 pp., $t.oo.
AddreBB
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Unanswerable.

Price, $t.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LJTTL£. FOLI{S.
By MRS, E. D. BLENKER.

Boards,

-

40cents,

between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Govern#\" Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, tOe.

Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, tOe.

•pening Speech to the Jnry: In the suit
&; M. Tel. Co. v.a, W. "U. Tel. Co .• 1886.
Pe.per,locents.

of the )3.

BIBLE MORALS

JTw~:

Twenty Crlnnes and
Sanctioned by Sc'l"iptu'l"e.
By J. E. BDIBBlJBG. Price, 15 cents.

A Journal of Freeth ought and Reform.
No.2. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, January 14, 1893. {28 LA.FA.IETr:E PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians nse force to repress free
speech. Its leg11l acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely: circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,

A judicial consideration of the questionliand the
decision against the scriptures &nd the C ristian
tra.dition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKElL

Force al\d 11\atter;

Oll,
r;,~
Principles of the Natural Order of the Unl~
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

BY PROFEssOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D•
.;u,~.'iTENTS:

Force and Ma.tter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
.
Immortality_of For~~. Ma~,
Infinity of Matter,
Bmm and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon!;(ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soi:tl,
Immutability of Natnral Innate Ideas,_
The Idea of uqd,
Laws,
Universality of Natural PerRonal Contmnance,
Laws
Vital Force,
The H~avens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free ')'ill,
of the Earth, .
1\'iC'rahty, ...
Original Genera~wn,
Co. n c l n d:I n g Observ&··
SecUlar Gcneratwn,
bans.
l'rice. 1111.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKlllH
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INFIDELI
DEATH· cs.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
::
--o-

Beinj!t true accounts of the passing away of tpe
followmg_ persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and otaers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Piefl"e Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, HellJ"Y
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle ,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anaoharsis Olootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet~ROb~r t
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varw1n,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, H\)nry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, VIctor Hu_go,
Hnme, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, ~ohn Stuart Mill, Mtrabean, Roberv
Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer,_Rabelais Winwood Rea.de, Ma.dame Roland, ueorge
San'd, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Voln!)L Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 oen ta.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A HOPELESS CASE-WHY THE CHRISTIAN CAN'T GET ON A HIGHER PLANE.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-o-

The Clergyman's Victims, Is Controversy Dangerous?
A LIBERAL s1.oRY.

.A. COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

•

:ron

BY Mns•• E. J BALL·

Price. 25 cents.

San Ga~riel Valley, Southern Cal.

"Liberal al'\cl Stl\ioal Societies,
Choice Lands for sale by_ Jil· J. BALD~ in
the famous SANTA ANI rA and adJa.oent
for So~ools al'\cl
Ranchos. Tracts one acre to t~n thousand. ~er·
tl\e Homa.
feet for Orange, Lell).on English Walp.nt, Olive,
-With Mnaic Written to .All the ~oncs.Corgn;.;r;p~¥L. K. WASHBURN.

Price, $1.!10,

For ialli at THIS OFFICE.

&nd alldecidnons frmt~General Farmmg, ~tack,
and Dairy. Combines .nest Land.JV ater, Ol).mate,
and location in the world. !·or particulars
address H. A. UNRUH, Arcadia, Los Angeles
county, California.
8t68

ByW.F.JAMIESON.
This little book goes do~ to the very bedrock of human liberty.
-

Price,
Addreas

25 cents.
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A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

1
P u L P T • PEw·
and CRADLE.
By Helel'\ H. Garclel'\el".

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.

l'rl.oe, olotlJ., 150 oe11t11.

l'rl.oe, 10 oe11ts. AdcU'els tbl.l oft!Qf!.

THE CASE AGAINST THE . CHURCH.
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A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Tne Order of Creation.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

THE

GEOUl~Y.

CONFUIIT BErWEEN GENFBIS AND
A Coi>l:R0VERBY
HoN. W. E. Gr.A.DBTONE,

BETWEEN THE

T. H. HUXLEY,

PRoF.llix ll~ULLEB-

M. REVILLE,
E.' LYNN LINToN.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, liO cts.; cloth, 75 etll.

PnoF.

RSLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

€.1eposure

€.Jtposure

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
lOcents.

Price,

•

·Answers to Christian

Facts.

l\.idicule.

And Arguments.

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

~nestions

THE

400

Pages.

200

Fun ...Page
Pictures.

LOGIC OF DEATH)
--DR,-

Why Shvuld the Atheist Fear to Die ?
!3y J. G. HoLYOA.KE.
Price, 5 cents

CONTENTS_:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abra'Jiam, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and E.sau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Sam13on the Strong,
Rutli and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Barak

Boards, illunrlna-ted covers, S 1; clo-th, gil-t side s-taDJ.p, S 1.50.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUAUSM
AND TBEJ.TMENT OF MEDWMA.NIA.

By R. F. MARVIN, M.D.

-~MBERLEY'S

LIFE OF jESUS.

illS CHARA,CTER AND DOCTRINE>~.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief.\

Bv VISOOUNT .AHBERLEY.
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"It has been stated that Dr. Briggs knows more about
the Bible than all his co-presbyters taken together."
If Dr. Briggs does not know more, he at all
FOUNDED BV D, Jn, BENNE'.r.l'e
events tells more. He has not the ignorance of
some, or the mendacity of others. He is not a fool
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor .and Manager.
like
some or a liar like others.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
Prosecutor Lampe next insisted:
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"But the Presbyterian church places faith above
mere scholarship. It recognizes the truth that the one
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that "the Presbyterian church places faith above
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mere r::oholarship." It indeed places faith above
scholarship, and above fact, logic, and all that has
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postal order, draJt on New Yor~. or lltl reotstered letter.
any relation to common sense.
.Address communtcattons and ma~e draftS, chec~s. post-o(ftce
It is with smile-wreathed faces thnt observer!
and express monev orders pavable to
E. M. M.A ODONALD,
28 La.tavette place, New Yor~.
will assent that "the distinguishing characteristic
of Christian people is that they are believers."
Freethought Converting Clergymen.
SPECIAL NOTICE~We shall be obliged to our
reader• if they U'ill •end us the name and addres• of
Two weeks ago we narrated the progress for sev- "Believers" is indeed the apt term for Christian
any Freethinker U'ho is not a regular subscriber,
. eral days of the trial of Rev. Dr. Briggs for heresy. people. Never, never would Christians hav been
On succeeding days the process of beyelping and designated by us as examiners, investigators, disProblems for Freethinkers.
benibbling this gentleman for not being a dunce or cerners, or judgers.
.A. press of matter this week compels us to defer a hypocrit continued. Dr. Birch, assisted by Dr.
"Not learning," continues the pulpiteer, "but
till our next issue our. further reply to Mr. B. R.
fai'_h
itself, givs them strength." If all that is
Lampe, headed the horde of theologs who were so
Anderson on Design and Theism. This matter of determined on keeping the oath which they had needed to please this divine is an abstinence on our
Theism, we will take this opportunity to say, we takeri at their ordination not intellectually to ad- part from accusing Christians of strengthening their
believe to be of considerable significance. For a vance. Birch's physiognomical appearance is what cause by learning, we assure him that he shall be
very large portion of the people, we estimate, who one would expect-that of a narrow-souled old pleased.
By this faith, we are further informed, Christians
hav detected the falseness of Christianity, never- bigot. Dr. Brig<.;s's aspect is one of. pleasantness
theless still entertain a belief that there is a God, and courage, not without a certain degree of in- "lay hold of the arm of the Lord." If they will stop
at this and not go on to lay hold of the arm of the
though not the Christian one. .A.nd as people betelligence.
state, we shall make no plaint. We flatter ourselv!
lieving thus incline to sympathize with worshipers
On some days the preachers got to quarreling
that
we could very creditably. contend against the
of the Christian and such gods, thinking that as among themselvs, and displayed much bitterness.
there is a God it is perhaps better that he be Once one told another in so many words that he arm of the Lord ; it is the governmental arm which
adored under varying and mistaken forms was no gentleman. We do not stick to say that these dissemblers hav always insisted on using as
than under none at all, the outcome is harmful. most of the preachers present were no gentlemen. backin~, that has overcome and despoiled us .
Rev. Mr. Lampe rounds his paragraph with an
.A. mam reason of the indifference of Infidels, so It is essential to the character of a gentleman that
often complained of, is this fact tl·at a large part of he be a truth-teller. Over half of the clergy at the admonition to the church to guard against "a dethem are Theists. Atheists are much better help- trial, we estimate, must be aware that what they sire for new things." It would never hav occurred
to us that that institution needed such a caution.
ers in the fight against ecclesiastical tyranny than preach weekly is lies.
That body has, to be sure, introduced in the line
are Theists. If our readers will ask of each of
In summing up his defense to the two charges o:
their Liberal friends in turn if he believes m a denial that Moses was the author of the Penta- of machines of torture some innovations and imGod, and if so just what piece of evidence it is that teuch, and that Isaiah was the author of a certain provements. Some such instruments as the rack,
leads him so to believe, and write to us the result half of the book that bears his name, Dr. Briggs the thumbscrew, the iron boot, the pincers for
tongue-tearing, eic., hav been either elaborated,
of the canvass, it will, we think, be interesting. To
said:
or wholly invented, by the Christian church, with
be sure, unless the letters are short we fear that
"The Westminster Confession of Faith nowhere states
some will get shut out of our crowded columns, that Moses wrote the Pentateuch or that lilaiah wrote the no little radical ingenuity; but apart from this adwhich are unable to contain all the good matter whole of the book that bears his name. Therefore there vancement in a branch of mechanics.of only subcan be no lawful case against me in the Presbyterian ordinate usefuhie~s we find no evidence of guilt of
waiting even now.
Further, we may remark that our readers will church. The testimony of holy scripture in the passages the horrible sin of progress.
Next blusters this parson militant:
find much entertainment and improvement in fol- adduced does not show that Moses wrote the Pentateuch
and that Isaiah wrote the book that bears his name.
lowing out for themselvs the lines of thought Therefore my statements are not in conflict with holy
"Objections are raised only against the methods of
opened up by this Theistic problem. Such ques scripture and there is no valid case against me on the what is known as the higher crit.icism, the most dilltiona as (a) Is there a God! (b) Why was one ground of holy scripture. Holy scripture makes it evi- tinguishing feature of which is its audacity. Intoxicated
with its own immensity, it has brought itself under desuppoliled 1 ( o) If there be, just what is the evi- dent that Moses did not write the Pentateuch and that served suspicion. It brands a distinguished company of
Isaiah did not write half of the book that bears his name.
dence7 (d) Is he most evidenced by our intuTherefore my statements are true and th11 prosecution Christian scholars, who hav done yeoman service in the
maintenance and defense of God's truth, as mere traitions! (e) Or by our moral principles~ (/)Or are in conflict with holy scripture."
ditionalists, who, in ignoranc11 and prejudice, hav deby our intellectual faculties! (g) Or by the physical
Much more a.s pointed was said. by the abandoned spoiled the people of their Bible by erecting impassuniverse T (h) Or by design in vegetable or aniheretic, who finally declared that his opponents able barriers about it, nnd presents it.self as the one great
mal nature~ (i) If there be not a God, what is the
dwell in a cave of dogmatic faith and are as blind oracle of truth and certainty."
evidence 1 (}) Is Atheism or Agnosticism the more
Certainly if the traditionalists baa "despoiled
as bats to the world of reality, the truths of history.
reasonable T-such questions as these, we say, asked
Rev. Jos. Lampe, D. D., made a lengthful de- the people of their Bible by erecting impassby everyone of himself, and pushed to an answer,
fense of his preposterous scriptures. One of his able barriers about it," we should place ourselvs
will elicit interesting and useful reflections. These,
plump in favor of them. But this phrase, like o.
observations was:
again, lead to other problems-which, by the way,
verse of scripture, "means something else." Those
"A biblical scholarship which is not in subjection to
Christians often demand that Freethinkers solve- faith has always led to doubt, negation, and weakness." poky animals known as traditionalists hav not
such as (k) What is life 7 (l) Where does it begin 7
really takeu the J3jb!e fro;JD the people bodily R!lcl
Quite SO· Theu cried Lampe indignantly ;
(m) What is coJlsciousJless, or mind 1 (n) Where

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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...

does ~t beg~~ (o) What is morality? (p) Where
does It begm 'l (q) How can it be fostered! and a
thousa.nd others. Freethinkers need not stop short
at demal of Christianity and arraignment of priest
craft and preachercraft. This denial and arraignment are necessary, most necessary. But the negativ and fault-finding character of these activities
may often pleasantly be alternated with work on
line~ more ~ectly constructiv and more genial.
While the pwus are bedeviling their unfortunate
brains over their barren and profitless nonsensi?alities, Freet~kers may be enjoying and upbuild
mg themselvs m trains of thinking pleasant and
far-reac~g.
We hope to get, during the
year, e:- ough r.emission from such of our editorial
labors as are more specially directed against historical Christianity and ecclesiastical abuses to
indite some columns on these subjecls. Evolution
a principle which runs through all of them and
which is of particular fertility and charm, we ~uraly
must not fail to touch. Engaged in such researches,
our readers will find-as it has been phraseddivine Philosophy not harsh and crabbed, as dull
fools suppos~, but musical as is Apollo's lute.
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bolus-bolus. They hav only misexplicated all its
parts after their own happy way. Sometimes doing
good, as by cloaking the lasciviousness of Solomon's
Song under the pretense that the book is all
about Christ's love for the church, they hav, as Dr.
Briggs intimates, done more harm, by feigning that
the books had known and dependable authors, and
by this means preventing the whole volume from
sinking to its true human level. But we must not
pause to enlarge upon the doings of these traditionalists, but proceed to the enjoyment of the next
gem of thought dealt out by our amusing Lampe :

•

"Nothing, this higher criticism claims, hs s been settled
by the great thinkers of the church during more than
eighteen centuries."
·
This charge of Dr. Briggs, or of the higher
criticism, is undeniably warranted. Christian commentators, as Thomas Paine remarks in his epigrammatic way which produces such comic effects,
"hav disputed and wrangled, and anathematized
each other, about the supposable meaning of particular parts and passages ; one has said and insisted that such a passage meant such a thing; another, th!J.t it meant directly the contrary; and a
third, that it meant neither one nor the other, but
something different from both; and this they call
understanding the Bible."
Pretty soon this dullish old parson got upon the
article of indictment which charges Dr. Briggs
with teaching the doctrin of sanctification after
death. This teaching is to the effect that after the
death of the body the soul enters a state in which
it gradually develops and improves.
On viewing
over the mental and moral make-up of this prosecutor, we are moved to express-not, to be sure, a
belief, but-at least a hope that this is so.
Next we light upon something shocking. A
childhood's ideal is shattered:
" Dr. Briggs illustrates his idea of sanctification in the
next world by a reference to Abraham. In this life, he
affirms, the old patriarch lived on so low a stage of moral
advancement that, did he liv now, we could not receive
him in our families, and might be obliged to send him to
prison lest he should defile the community by his example. But he states that 'when he went into the abode
of the dead he held his preeminence among the departed.
He made up for his defects in this life by advancing in
the school of sanctification there open to him.' "
In reply to this Dr. Lampe warily forbears canvassing Abraham, contenting himself with wanting
to know "where Dr. Briggs gathered all this inc
formation" about progressiv sanctification. Then
he tackles a new: point :
" But, says Dr. Briggs : 'It is unpsychological and unethical to suppose that the character of the disembodied
spirit will all be changed in the moment of death.' And
this is probably the real ground of his objection to the
received doctrin. The fact has already been referred to
in this case that Dr. Briggs, unconsciously to himself it
may be, is under the influence of a philosophical principle
of naturalism. It runs in a greater or less degree through
all his writings, and here he yields to it so thoroughly
that anything contrary to it must not even be supposed
to be true. According to this psychological and ethical
principle the transformation of a saint of God in the dying
hour to perfect holiness must be held to be a magical
illusion. But the divine grace often works great transformations very suddenly which are not at all magical nor
illusory."
Lampe thinks it deplorable that Dr. Briggs
should be, "unconsciously to himself," "under the
in1lue1ice of a philosophical principle of naturalism."
Abhorred of the church has ever been naturalism,
like everything else commendable and beneficent.
But just as true as that this clergyman and many
of his brothers are under its influence, with which
we Freethinkers are tirelessly imbuing all the
branches of thought-just so true is it that in the
end this hated Naturalism, and naught but it,
shall triumph and reign, and its enemy, Supernaturalism, be cast into outer darkness forever.
Then, too, our prosecutor is disquieted by the
apprehension" There is also so thin a wall or partition between
this doctrin of progressiv sanctification in the middle
state and the Roman Catholic doctrin of purgatory, that
the former will very readily slide into the latter. It will
also open the door to far wider divergencies from the
faith."
The doctor forgets the exceptional utility of
the doctrin of purgatory for bringing in money-
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for which end, indeed, some say it was specially
got up.
"Dr. Briggs presents a doctrin of the holy scriptures
which completely undermines its infallible authority as
the only rule of faith and conduct. With an extensiv
:field of circumstantials pervaded by errors of which no
one knows the number, and in which it is impossible-to
draw the dividing line between what is essential and nonessential, and with a text that is merely human, in which
the exact residuum of divine truth cannot be determined,
we hav a Bible on which no one can rest with certainty
or build with joyous confidence."
Yes, it is to be feared that if the Briggsian doctrills prevail we can no more "build with joyous
confidence " on those beautiful beliefs such as that
most of our brothers and sisters and sons and
daughters will enter at the broad gate to fire-girt
writhings everlasting.
However" The Presbyterian church feels in conscience bound
to continue her unbroken testimony for a truthful Bible.
. . . It is plain that Presbyterians desire to keep their
old faith in this respect in its purity. They do not want
to foster these new doctrine of Dr. Briggs. . . . J ealous regard for the old faith is a good thing, and is especially to be commended when the .minimizing of great
truths is so much in fashion. The tendency of our age
to believe as little as possible is sapping the strength of
faith and depriving the Christian life of its vigor."
When the vote came to be taken Dr; Briggs was
acquitted on each of the six counts. The votes
varied on the several charges. On the third count,
which was
"Teaching that errors may hav existed in the original
text of the holy scripture as it came from its authors,
which is contrary to the essential doctrin taught in the
holy scriptures and in the standards of the said church,
that the holy scripture is the word of God, written,
immediately inspired, and the rule of faith and practice,"
the votes were 68 to 61.
The fourth charge was that the accused had
taught that the Pentateuch was not written by
Moses, but consists of two parallel narrativs by
different men, these subjected to changes by
ancient Jewish editors. On this the vote was 72 to
53.
On the sixth charge, which was
" Teaching that sanctification is not complete at death,
which is contrary to the essential doctrin of the holy
scripture, and of the standards of the said church, that the
souls of believers are at their death at once made perfect
in holinese,"
the vote stood 69 to 57.
Neither the parties engaged nor any of the public
hav been able to make out whether the vote was on
the question whether these doctrine are true, or on
the question whether the accused had uttered them.
Dr. Briggs, for his part, avowed the utterance, and
continued it throughout the trial.
No one knows
just what the voters hav done, not even themselvs.
The plainest thing about the matter is that a good
many clergyme~ admired Dr. Briggs personally
and voted as they thought would help him.
The trials of the case hav but begun. It must
now go through heaven knows how many synods
and general assemblies.
When St. Elliot P. Shepherd heard the verdict he
lugubriously inserted in his pious Mail and Express
the following solemn reproach :
"When the ministerial judges confront their congregations to-morrow morning many of them may :find that
their people think that they havpronounced, as agreeable
to the Bible and laws of their church, the assertions that
the Bible is fallible, that reason can ma\e a man a representativ Christian as well as the scriptures, and that
when our Lord taught a certain doctrin of the Old Testament he taught what was not true, and when he quoted
writings as being by Moses he did not know what he was
doing, but merely adopted mistaken popular opinion."
While the East has been edified by the acquittal
of Professor Briggs-an acquittal which practically
nullifies the creed of Presbyterianism-the Middle
states hav been grieved by the conviction for heresy
of Professor Smith-a conviction which has worked
something like a boomerang, for the executiv committee of the board of trustees of Lane Theological
Seminary hav given Professor Smith notice that he
·will be expected to retain his chair in the seminary
in spite of the action of the presbytery, and Professor Roberts, who was activ in the prosecution of
the "heretic," has been informed that his resignation
at the end of the year would be acceptable. Truly
these be queer times among the brethren.
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Acknowledgment.

Not being able physically to write, nor financially
to hire others to write, letters of grateful acknowledgment to the friends who are helping us out of
our most unpleasant situation by increasing the
number of readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we hav
this week printed a large nur~1ber of therr letters.
It will be noticed that these epistles are short, but
they are just as the friends wrote them-barring
personal allusions. Short as they are, they are
mighty pointed and tell a tale as well as any poet
could tell it, sweetest of singers though he be. This
added number of readers means that Freethought
is going to be known in scores of places hitherto
dead in their superstition, and we believe that the
good effects will be apparent. And we hope to put
THE TRU:TH SEEKER permanently into a great many
other hands, and shall be able to do it with the assistance of our good friends. A great number of
names hav been sent us and to all of them we shall
send copies of the paper. We hope some of them
will subscribe, but feel morally sure that some
stagnant thoughts will be set circulating.
We hav also to thank our old and true friend
Alexander Cochran for a gift of $6 50-balance of
a ten-dollar check. Also Mr. H. L. Wright, who
sent a dollar to help along. Also Captain Silas
Latham, of the Nutmeg state, who is of the salt of
the earth as well as a salt of the sea. Every
time the Gertrude Summers gets in from the
South with a few thousand bluefish stowed away
in the hold Captain Latham comes up and tells
us where he caught them, and before she unmoors he
drops in to get some books to read when his anchor
is down, the Summers head on to a big sea, and
the spray flying ove:r her so that "on deck " is
like being under a !Shower-bath. The captain
never goes outdoors when it rains, he says. He
sailed from this port last week, making his usual
call here for good luck-and he is the luckiest, or
the keenest, fisherman of the fleet-and when he
went away he left a "little something to keep THE
TRUTH SEEKER afloat," as he put it-twenty-five
good dollars and two years' subscription. May the
bluefish swarm merrily around every hook from
the Summers-may ice be cheap and the bluefish
heavy, and never a sheet or halliard part on any
schooner he owns. May the winds blow from the
north when he wants to go •south, and hard from
the south when his bowsprit points this way. May
topsail breezes and schools of fish attend him ever !
And W. K. Blodgett sent seventy cents more than
the books he ordered came to, and Jacob Josephs
made it a dollar. Mr. N. C. Creede, vice-president
of the Amethyst Mining Co , writes :
"DEAR BROTHER IN THE FAITH: Hav just :fini.ed
reading • Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,'
sent me by you recently, and outside of the Amethyst
mine think it the richest thing I hav struck for many
years ; will send it to Brother Talmage. And now I want
another, to wit: ' The Freethinker's Pictorial Textbook,'
bound in silk cloth, ink and gold side stamps, price$2.50.
Inclosed :find ten dollars-$2.50 will buy the book. Keep
the remainder, $7.50, for your own :use; it is not much,
but will help to buy the babies (in case you hav any) a
bowl of bread and milk.
Yours out of Christ."
Fearless Samos Parsons, eighty-nine years of
age, mourning the recent long separation from his
helpmate, and listening to the rustle of the wing
which love hears, sends us ten dollars as our share
of the two hundred dollars he has distributed among
the activ workers for the cause he loves. He also
uses the opportunity to read us a little lecture for
our various shortcomings-which his years and
good works amply entitle him to do-although he
is wrong, as a matter of course.
To all of these, and to all of those who hav
written us ordering books and renewing subscriptions, we return our thanks and a New Year's wish
for their continued prosperity and good health.

Some Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of" Bible Myths"

($2.50).
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For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated " in cloth covers ($1.50). ·
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.

O'Gilvie has not lost her infatuation, and refuses proves the growth of the Bible, and backs his arguments
to leave with her husband.
up by the highest authority."

We hav purchased the plates of W. S. Bell's "HandThe "restoration" of Dr. McGlynn may not be so
book of Freethought," as well as the remainder of his
complete as reported. The church desires the im- stock, and they are now on the way across the continent.
pression to prevail that Mr. McGlynn has taken it We shall be glad to get orders for the book again, havall back, and the priest would hav people believe ing been out of them for some time, and when those are
that he has taken back nothing, but that "the gone we shall print a new edition. It is too valuable a
church" ha1 been with him all the time, and that it book to lie on publishers' shelves. The price is $1.25.
was only the men then in power he was opposing.
We are glad to see that Mr. Eckler is pleased, testirhe restoration, consequently, is limping along till mony to which effect is found in the subjoined letter:
"NEwYoRK, Jan. 5, 1893.
the pride of one or the other of the parties suffers
"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Dear 8ir: I
a collapse. But however it turns out, the attempt am pleased to learn that Mr. Geo. E. Macdonald, 'a disto get Dr. McGlynn back is a weakening on the tant brother of the Editor,' and my old friend, is again to
become a contributor to THE TRUTH SEEKER. His
part of the church.
The excommunicated priest writings were always popular and interesting; and the
had a following, and they were gradually drifting sooner he commences to write, and the oftener he sends
his communications, the better for theFreethought cause
away from Rome, helped along by the spirit of in- a.nd for the enjoyment of your readers.
«Yours truly,
P. EcKLER."
dependence which people will acquire in this country
in spite of theological fetters.
The church was
A book that we think Liberals will find of great value
The Disruptiv Influence of Religion.
weak enough to want them to return to the fold, and usefulness is one just published out West. It is
Among the manifold evil effects of religion, one and evidently has made concessions. It is a good written by James B. Alexander, and the title is ''The
Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind." It i& an attempt,
is its tendency to hostilize nation against nation, sign that the people are gaining strength and the as the author modestly puts it, to construct a system of
and one part of a nation against another part. church is losing it.
rationalism in harmony with science. It is, however,
----------~----------quite as usefnl for its condensation and plain stating of
During past ages religion continually bred war of
Sidney H. Morse writes in the Conservator: what evolution has taught us, and the authorities cited by
one nation on another and of one section of a
"Ingersoll has had great audiences here in Chicago the author are all acknowledged as leaders.' We shall
nation on the rest. No agency has been more pofor his lectures on 'Voltaire' and 'Miracles and soon publish an extended review of the work, by a com·
tent in raising those nationat differences and
Myths.' It can't be all eloquence or curiosity that petent philosopher. The work is large, as it must neces·
prejudices which yet keep the Old-World nations in
sarily be to cover even partially such an extensiv field,
draws the multitude. It may be said of him also and the price is consequen,tly $2. 75. We hav ordered
their costly and brutalizing war posture.
'The people hear him gladly.' They see his points quite a number of them, because we think it a work
We will here giv some instances of religious
and applaud without reservation. The query is, worth circulating.
antipathies struggling to disrupt nations at the
Who are all these people, and where do they come
present day, and failing to do so only because of
Lectures and Meetings.
from~
One does not see many faces from the
the strenuous counteraction of government.
JoHN
R.
CHARLESWORTH's
lecture appointments are:
Unitarian churches there--more, perhaps, from the
Germany yields one example.
The struggle
Seattle,
Wash.(
deJan.13-16
Jliierced,
Cal. Feb 19
Ethical Society. But, all told--empty all the
bate with Braden).
Savanah,
" " · 27
there between Catholics and Protestants is bitter,
Liberal churches and Ethical people in Chicago into Tacom~, Wash.... "
17 El Monte,
" "
28
and the news comes :
"
" Mar.
1
McVicker's Theater, and they would no more than Buckley, Wash., " 18-20
Port Angeles " ... "
22 Santa Ana,
" "
5
"The religious antagonisms reawakened in Prussia
6-8
will be found to hav stimulated the growth· of particular- fill the gallery. The great body of Ingersollians Forest Grove, O:r:e." 27-29 San Pasqua], " "
Silverton....... " " 30, 31 Tucson, Ariz ...... " 23-26
ist, and perhaps even secessionist, sentiment in the South are from the.outside somewhere. And a very in- Silverton;. Ore .... Feb.
1 Albuquerque, N.M."
31
telligent, well-clad crowd it is. The same was true Barlo~ ure....... "
German states."
3-5
"
"April 1 2
8, fl Trinidad, Col...... "
4-7
From India we receive this communication, by at Duluth a year ago--a large theater crowded from Grass valley, Cal "
San Jose,
" " 12-14 Leadville, " ...... " 10-12
way of Col. F. Hilder, formerly of the British army :B.oor to ceiling--sitting or standing there over two Selma,
" " 16, 17
hours to hear him discourse on 'Shakspere,' and He will return via Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
there:
"It is an open secret, one which the nativsthemselvsare taking great care to applaud all his religiously Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those states desiring
by no means slow to admit, that the moment the strong heretical talk. It means somewhat. The Unitarians lec~ures should address him at 340 West Randolph street,
hand of England was removed the old feud between the generally speak of Ingersoll as lacking in culture, Chicago, ill.
J. E. REMSBURG will start East early in January. His
Mohammedans and Hindoos would break out in terrible not up in all the later biblical criticisms. All of
list of appointments, as far as arranged, is as follows:
force.''
which may or may not be true without much affect- Elwood, Jll.......... Jan.14, 15 De Ruyter, N. Y.Feb.
6
In Ireland Catholics and Protestants hav been
ing the common sense of the man.
The time will Chicago, Tll......... "
15 Glens Falls, N. Y. "
7-9
fighting from time out of mind. The ProtSaratoga, N. Y. ... "
10
probably come when all this fine 'criticism' will Belvidere, lll....... " 16-18
19 Hartford, Conn... "
11
estants of Ulster province, being in the minority, carry little weight anywhere. People will liv from Rensellaer, Ind... "
Dowagiac, Mich. . "
20 Boston, MaBB... .. .. "
12
are piteously pleading that Home Rule be not the facts, experiences, insights of to-day--knowing Allegan, Mich ...... "
21 Worcester, Mass.. "
12
Gr'd Rapids, Mich "
22 Cotuit, Mass....... "
13
granted. They know that an Irish parliament at
quite as well as the ancients what each moment or Shepherdt Mich... " 23-25 Osterville, Mass... "
14
Dublin would make short work of them. The Cath15
emergency calls for or demands. All those old 'in- Leslie, Mich........ " 26, 27 Manchester, Conn "
Detroit, Mich...... "
28 Bristol, Conn....... "
16
olics assume the same indignation when accused by
spirations ' were born of a genius that yet clings to Toledo, 0 ............ "
29 New Yor!rJ N.Y ... "
17
the Ulsterites of tyrannical intentions that they do
18
human nature, and provides men and women more Findlay, 0 .......... " 30, 31 Orange, 1'1. J ....... "
when charged by us with past crimes and present
"
" .......... Feb.
1 Newark1 N.J....... "
19
!tnd more with a ready, opportune wit and wisdom Cleveland,
0...... .. "
2 Philadelphia, Pa.. "
19
eagerness to commit more. They declare them'
3 Lebanon, Pa ....... "
20
so that they speak and act from th'2mselvs, rather East Otto.z.~N. Y... "
.. selvs pitiably aggrieved and outrageously insulted
Newark, 1'1. Y...... "
4 Washington, D. C. "
21
than from hearsay or tradition. It is a part of the Constantia,
N. Y.. "
5
by the assertion that their· gaining control would
democratic urge that is so conspicuously liberating
Appointments to be filled on his way West will be anplunge Ireland in " disorder, violence, and bloodthe nations and endowing individuals with reason nounced later.
shed."
anll. vim. Mangasarian's 'Luther and Ingersoll,'
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for January are
Samuel P. Putnam will deliver the Paine anni- the other Sunday, was a poor interpretation of the as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
January 6th, "Education and the Power of Public
versary oration on the 29th for the Liberal League latter, describing Ingersoll's work as wholly negativ Opinion,"
Wm. Hansen.
of Philadelphia. It is probable that the battle with --a denial, and not an affirmation, of truths or
January 13th, "'fhe Growth of Sentiment on the Peace
Congress for the opening or closing on Sunday of virtues. The speaker did not heed his own saying Question," Belva Lockwood.
January 20th, "Has Man a Soul?" Henry Rowley.
the World's Fair will be over by that time, and Mr. that ' one must first comprehend another's thought
January 27th, "'fhe Potency and Promis of Modern
Science," Dr. Wm. H. Von Swartwout.
Putnam will again be in the lecture field. In the before he can criticise it.' "
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Framean time he will accept calls to lecture in places
Notes About Boolrs and Other Things.
ternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street
within a short ride from Washington. Address
Dentist Caleb Weeks has reduced the price of his books. Brooklyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M. The pro:
him at 1,325 G street N.W., Washington, D. C.
" Human Life" is now one dollar; "Selections from the gram for Januaty is as follows:
January 15th, '' The True Philosophy of Shakspere's
There seems to be more trouble in store for Poets, with Responses," one dollar; and "Songs of the Poetry," Mr. A. G. Sullivan.
Morning," seventy-five cents. The doctor's friends will
· January 22d, " Prophecy and Miracle," Mr. H.
Christ Schweinfurth, ex-Methodist preacher, and appreciP.te his sacrifice.
Rowley."
.
present duper of religious idiots. Mr. James
January 29th, ''Celebration. of the Birthday of Thomas
We shall soon hav ready a new edition of "Liberty in Paine," Mr. T. B. Wakeman.
O'Gilvie, who has spent a year at the "Heaven," is
Literature," Colonel Ingersoll's address at the Testi.
on the warpath, having fallen from grace, and now monial of Walt Whitm_an, delivered in Philadelphia,
INGERSOLL SECULAR SoCIETY meets at Paine Hall, Bosthreatens to expose Schweinfurth. O'Gilvie came October 21, 1891, to which we hav added the oration at ton, .Sundays, at 2:40P.M.
THE Newark Liberal League meets at177Halseystreet,
from Canada with his wife two years ago and took the funeral of Whitman, in Camden, in March, 1892.
up his abode at the famous Schweinfurth heaven. This is the first time this latter oration has been put in corner Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M.
Omo LIBERAL SociETY meets at Douglass Hall, northWhen he joined the colony he turned over all his permanent form, and adds value to the other, completing
Colonel Ingersoll's tender estimate of the people's poet. west corner Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, Sun·
possessions, about $4,000, to Schweinfurth, and he
days, at 7:30P.M.
has now placed the case in the hands of an attorney
Mr. B. 0. Fenton, the indefatigable reader, of BunTHE Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday evenfor collection. Life at "Heaven" was not as full dysburg, Ohio, writes of Keeler's "Short History of the ing at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street, between State and
Bible:"
"This
is
certainly
one
of
the
greatest
producof delight for the old man as he had hoped, and he
tions of the age. Short but unanswerable are the ar- Dearborn streets.
promises, whether Schweinfurth settles or not, that guments that it contains, highly indorsed by 'Bob.'
THE Liberal League holds session at Industrial Hall,
he· will turn the eyes of the public to the way in Every Freethinker ought to hav ten copies and lend Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:30
which things are done at this famous place. Mrs. nine and thoroughly study the other one. He clearly and 7:30P.M. Lectures and debates.
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Soien.oe CL:nd 'I}rogress.
Russian Cresarism.
The Russian empire at present claim'l 117,000,000
inhabitants, and since the beginning of this century
the territory subject to the sway of the hideous
despotism lu~s increased at the average yearly rate
of 22,000 square miles. The system of espionage
and government interference with personal rights
is also getting worse from year to year, but the
Christian hypocrits of the Old World hav, after all,
no right to complain. The Roman world-empire,
with its worship of joy and free circus games in the
paradise of southern Europe, was not moral enough
for them; their Holy Alliance combined against
the heir of the French Revolution and made him
expiate his reform plans on the rock of St. Helena
They hav now to submit to a knout-revival of
Cresarism in the frozen deserts of the North.
An Eastward Exodus.
The cholera blockade has depressed the rate of
immigration one-third below its usual average, but
that decrease does not appear to affect the equanimity of our passenger-agents any more than the
delay in the expected Chicago boom. They probably foresee a chance to recoup themselvs next
March by the Eastward rush of meritorious officeseekers ·and Christian crank reformers.
The
Sabbath-law saints hav already begun to forge signatures for their proposed monster petition.
Jesuit Pets.
Guzman Blanco, who knew Jesuit morals from
personal experience, described the South American
mission Indians as "creatures whose viceil degrade
them much lower beneath the level of beasthood
than their degree of intelligence can be said to raise
them above that rank."
Cause and Effect.
The darkies of northwestern Kentucky are indulging in a revival resembling the ghost-dance
craze of the Sioux Indians. In the larger cities
their meetings are protracted till long after midnight and are being watched by the local police.
The result is an unusual ~tringency of the poultry
market.
Christi1~n Ethiml.
Thomas of Aquina, a model saint of the Christian
church and quoted by numerous popes as a chief
exemplar of the faith, holds that "farmers and
mechanics are too much engaged in worldly purl!uits to hav a claim to enjoy the full rights of citizen~hip." .A.s a rule he objects to the selling and
buymg of human chattels, but remarks that if slaves
are kept it is good policy to select those of strong
body and weak mind (mente deficientes), and get
them, if possible, from foreign conn tries, to les5en
their chance of exciting successful insurrection
against the authority of their masters.
Monk Literature.
Rohrbacher, in his Histoire de l'Eglise Catholique, states that the monks of the Franciscan convents were instructed to scratch their ears like dogs
whenever they felt disposed to intimate a hankering
for a peep at a pagan author (such curs as Virgil
and Plato being now and then admitted to the files
of their libraries) ; and the canons of criticism held
by their modern successors tue well characterized
in an orthodox almanac published at Donauworth,
Germany. The editor of that edifying periodical
calls the philosopher Lessing a "shameless thief,"
a~d the poet Goethe a "sneaking egotist, who was
directly responsible for the early death of his rival
Schiller."
'
Fashions in Pets.
. The fashions of the dry-goods market appear to
become international much quicker than those in
dogmas or dogs. The pot-bellied pug-dogs that hav
multiplied so rapidly in the United States were discarded in Europe long ago, so thoroughly indeed
that in Austria and France the breed ha~ becom~
almost extinct. In Vienna they hav been superseded
by black poodles and in P.aris by Italian greyhounds
while the Russians, like their Prussian neighbors'
delight in canine Jumbos, St. Bernards, and
Dani~h mastiffs. At the beginning of this century,
spamels ~ere all the rage, but the undeniable beauty
of the Kmg Charles breed could not compete with
the grotesque ugliness and cunning tricks of the
Scotch terrier.
Grease Vs. Prayer.
The steamer Umbria, after a week's battle with
storms much worse than those encountered by the
Spree, has reached port without the assistance of
any praye~ experts 'Yhatever, by the prosaic device
of plastermg her ICe-clogged machinery with a
triple dose of axle-grease.
Post-Mortem Troubles.
The cremation controversy ought to be decided
1>1 the fact th~t the frequency of grave robberies

has almost doubled in the course of the last ten
years. A stoneware urn, with a handful of ashe11,
would be tolerably safe against the greediest burglar, but the churchyard hyenas appear to defy private vigilance committees as successfully as the public guardians of the law.
A Martyr of Freethought.
A Valparaiso firm has published a volume of
"Mem:>irs and Correspondence" of the late Manuel
Balmaceda, who, judging from the changed tone of
the Chilian press, stands a fair chance of being
canonized as a martyr of patriotism. Patrick Egan,
with all his political sins, is unquestionably a shrewd
observer, and there seems no doubt that the leader
of the South American Liberals fell a victim to the
intrigues of the church party. . His reforms extended to every branch of industrial and administrativ concerns, but he was guilty of the neverpardoned sin of having attempted to emancipate
education from the control of the clergy. Personally he was a· radical Freethinker. "Our chief advantage" (in Chili), he once told a representativ
of the Lima press, "is the neighborhood of the
P_atagonian snow-fields, for it seems that the fury of
bigotry cools as we approach the poles on either
hemisphere. Valparaiso, New York, and San Francisco are safe enough, but Lima and New Orleans
hav to be on their guard against revivals of hierarchy." Near his Valdivia summer-home he had
made the acquaintance of an American family whose
youngest son accompanied him on all his rambles,
but declined repeated invitations to follow his patron to St. !ago. Among the papers captured by
the commissioners of the victorious Junta there was
a note to that summer friend-twelve words, written
~n a large envelope, in tolerably orthographic Enghsh: "My dear little Diogenes, I step out of your
sunlight. Good-bye."
Tricky Gnomes.
.
_The priests of the south European mining distncts managed to impress their parishioners with
the belief that the hobgoblins of the mountains
would hide their treasures in the most secret
places unless their evil influence had been counteracted by well-paid prayers. On our own side of
the Atlantic the neglect of that precaution seems to
hav led to similar results. The California bonanzas had eluded the pioneers for two hundred years
and ceased almost completely as soon as the Transcontinental railroad had crossed the Sierra Nevada.
The Black Hills boom. too, lasted only while the
~uriferous district had to be reached by a wagon
JOurney across vast stretches of intervening deserts.
The latest Eldorado almost defies the competition
o~. Eastern treasure-hunters. With the sole exceptiOn of central Alaska the new gold-placers of the
San J nan district are located in the most inaccessible region of our national territory-the bleak
tableland of southern Utah, swept by blizzards in
-yvinter and by .sandstorms in summer, and as poor
m water and trmber as the Staked Plains of western Texae.
Microscopic Problems.
The traveler Wartegg observes that weak eyes
do not afilict the population of our Western states
near as much as the composit population of the
East-the state of New York, for instance where
he clai.ms to hav seen twelve spectacled g~ests at
one dinner-table. The eminent ethnologist must
hav attended a Brooklyn church fair banquet, with
the usual menu of delicacies invisible to the naked
eye.
F. L. OswALD.
CATHOLICS ~nd Protes.tants hailed alike the great
work of Delrio. In this the power of devils over
the elements is proved first by the holy scriptures
since, he declares, "they show that Satan brought
fire down from heaven to consume the servants and
flocks of Job, and that he stirred up a violent wind
·which ov2rwhelmed in ruin the sons and daughter~
of Job at their feasting;" next, Delrio insists on
the agreement of all the orthodox fathers that it
was the devil himself that did this, and attention is
called to the fact that the hail with which the
Egyptians were punished is expressly declared in
holy scripture to hav been brought by the evil angels. Citing from the Apocalypse, he points to the
four angels standing at the fmir corners of the
ea~th, holding back the winds and pieventing their
domg great damage to mortals ; and he dwells especially upon ~he fact that the devil is called by the
Apostle a " prmce of the power of the air." He
then goes on to cite the great fathers of the church
Clement, Jeroi?e, Augu~tine, and Thomas Aqui~
nas.-Ex-Pres~dent Wh~te of Cornell University.
H?STE_ss: ''What hasbecome of Sandy Smith, who stood
so high m your class?"'
Alumnus: '' Oh, he's taken orders."
Hostess: "He's in the ministry then?"
Alumnus: "No; in a restaurant."

.{Sommun.ioCLtion.s.
Popular Delusions.
· An eloquent lecture on this subject was recently
delivered in our town by that zealous champion of
orthodoxy, Ron. George R. Wendling, who, accord·
ing to his own statement on the platform, has uttered the same opinions before very large and
highly delighted audiences in many cities, including, I think, New York. It is well worth while to
.know what people like to hear, and how far ·it is
good and true. Such a vigorous ·denunciation of
the practice of urging one's own election to office is
certainly a public benefit; for it is only those who
work disinterestedly who can keep politics pure. I
also agree cordially with the lecturer's denial of the
value of merely emotional religion, and with his
affirmation of the unequaled superiority of the present age, not only in physical vigor but ·in moral elevation. His tribute to modern philanthropy dwelt
very properly upon the emancipation of women, as
well as on the cessation of hanging and burning
witches.
It is rather queer, though, for a man who delights in this progress, to deny any intellectual
s~perior~ty of the present age to the past. He
did admit that the steam-engin, the telegraph, and
one or two other recent inventions were worth
men~ioning ; but he in.sisted that, in other respects,
our mtellectual supenority to the past is merely
that there are more of us who know, but not that
any one ~f us kn~ws more. Among the subjects
about whiCh he said that nothing has been found
out during this century was the origin of the colors of flowers. I should not hav supposed
that even a popular lecturer could be so utterly
ignor_ant of Darwin's works. It was equally refreshmg to hear that substantially everything which
has yet been discovered about mathematics is inscribe~ on a stone, about twenty inches long by·
ten Wide, carved in ancient Nineveh. This of
course, is the same stone spoken of in the fa~ous
lecture on " The Lost Arts " by Wen dell Phillips;
but he merely speaks of it as "containing an entire
treatis on mathematics." It looks as if all that
was known about mathematics then could be told
briefly. I was not surprised at the repetition of
the statement by Phillips that Nero used an operaglass; but it wa? rather startling to be told, as we
were the other mght, that not only the principles
of hygiene were fully understood by the ancient
Hebrews, but also the art of war. Here I suspect
that the eloquent lecturer had a grateful remembrance of the mighty deeds achieved by Samson
with a jawbone like that still in use.
Ridicule of a speaker who tries to make his audience put science down among popular delusions is
perfectly just. Better men than he take the same
ground that science is merely an aid to useful inventions but _no guide to truth. The great conflict
of the age IS between scientific and theological
methods o_f t~ought. Every reader of this journal
k~ows which It was that abolished punishment for
witchcraft. The lecturer I criticise said this great
reform was not due to Rationalism but to a revival of
interest in the gospels. He could not hav mentioned •
a~y books which d~d so much to strengthen belief in
Witchcraft by teachmg the kindred fancy of possession
by Satan. The atrocities at Salem were largely due
to the ministers ; clergymen held firmly to the
reality of witchcraft after educated laymen had given
it up; and among its latest advocates was that mighty
champio~ of _gospel ~hristianity, Wesley.
This
century IS philanthropic, because it knows better
~han _any of its. predec.essors how to put kind feelmgs mto practiCe. It IS the best proof of our intellectual superiority that we know so much more than
our ancestors about the rights of women, the claims
upon _us of the insane, the limits of just punishment
of cnme, the proper treatment of criminals the
duties of man to man. Much of this pre~ious
knowledge was given us by Bentham, Mill and
other Rationalists.
'
The value of the light recently thrown by science
upon the ~istory of o?r planet, including the process by which the vanous races of plants animals
and especially men, hav developed, ought to b~
plain enough to every educated man. The disc?very by Huxley, Pasteur, and other living investigators of the potency of germs is of particulqr
importance in three directions. It has led to the
invention of the canning process, now so widely
used by h?usekeepers and professional packers, to
the great mcrease of comfort and improvement of
health in all civilized lands. It has reduced the
danger of blood-poisoning in surgical operations so
much as to save a countless number of lives which
must otherwise hav been lost. It has taught
p_hysicians how t~ check the spread of consumptiOn, hydrophobia, and other deadly diseases,
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Much might also be said about recent discoveries
in. chemistry, a:r;d other practical departments of
smence. The highest truth is valuable for its own
sake ; and no book ever written has, I think, done
so much t.o enlarge this. most precious of all
?ur po.ssesswns as the "Prmciples of Psychology,"
m wbch Herbert Spencer showed what is the
origin and authority of conscience and the other intuitions.
There are, of course, many conflicting opinions
about the value, in all respects, of the work
done by Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, and their
co~w?rkers; but there ought to be only one
?Pimon about the justice of ignoring that work
m a lecture about the intellectual character of the
present age. If I fee a lawyer for his opinion
about my legal rights and privileges, but find out
that he has paid so little attention to recent
statutes and decisions as to make his opinion worthless, I hav a right to think I hav been swindled.
If I buy a book just published as an account of recent discoveries in Africa, and find that the writer
has taken n·o notice of Stanley, or any other explorer during the last fifty years, I can complain
JUstly that I hav been imposed upon. What else
can I say of a lecturer who comes out of the shadow
of a great library to make large sums of money by
tel~ing to one big audience after another, a story
whiCh has been prepared so hastily and with such a
plain desire to make a sensation rather than to tell
the truth as to giv a thoroughly false idea of our
intellectual privileges and duties? Hav I no right
to require of a man who takes money from me and
my neighbors for showing us a picture of the age
in which we liv that he should at least take
ordinary care to make his picture tolerably acccrate!
Is it right that a lecture should be at the same
time so plausible and so erroneous as to tempt the
hearer to say that its title ought to run thus,
"Popular Delusions, by One of Them~,
Concord, Mass.
F. M. HoLLAND.

McGlynn's Worthlessness.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Dr.
McGlynn, the poor Jesuit priest that was excommunicated by Archbishop Corrigan two years ago,
has been ever since cringing and fawning to be
restored again to favor with the bishops and priests,
and has at last succeeded, by the power of the
pope, delegated to · his holiness Monsignor Satolli
to settle the case.
That F~ther McGlynn never was since·e and
honest in all his remarks about the pope and the
bishops and priests in his discourses delivered in
the Cooper Institute and other places through the
country is well considered.
He touched on the
course of Rome very gingerly on all occasions.
People said: He will be back in the church of
Rome before long. "That great toe of the pontiff
Leo XIII. is destined to be kissed." Protestants
knowing the prevarication, deceit, and intrigue
practiced by the church of Rome put but little
faith in all the pretense of Father McGlynn.
On his ordination he swore to support the pope
in all matters of religion emanating from his holiness.
Right or wrong, implicit obedience is de•manded.
"I," says the pope, "am God's vicegerent on earth, and hav the keys of heaven and
hell.
Whatever I lock up is locked up, and whatever I choose to loose is loosed, and there is no use
trying to get around it. Hav I not the key d'lngling in front of me with a chain about my neck as a
warning to the faithful and a terror to the timid
and disobedient?"
'Tis true that in the sixteenth century Pope
Paul refused to grant the request of a Spanish
knight, Ignatius Loyola, for a religious order, until
he proposed that, besides the three vows of poverty,
chastity, and m~riastic obedience, his society
should take a fourth vow of obedience to the pope,
binding themselvs to go whithersoever he should
command for the service of religion and without
requiring anything for their support.
Paul granted the most ample privilege to the
.members by a bull, and appointed Loyola to be the
first general of the order. Before the expiration
of the sixteenth century they had obtained the
chief direction of the education of youth in every
Catholic country in Europe, as they are. now striving
to gain the ascendency in this beloved land of ours.
Witness with what assiduity and perseverance they
continue to agitate our free school system.
Poor Father McGlynn. He is to be pitied. He
has lost many friends who were in favor of his
previous determination not to be humbugged by an
order from a presumptuous Irish bishop. But now
he is like "the dog that returned to his vomit"pat him on the head and say, "Poor doggy, poor
fellow,".and he will lick the hand that smote him.
Dr. McGlynn has actually declined to say anything on the subject. If he was an honest, fearless
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man he would s~and erect and cry out, "Liberty of
thought and actwn in all matters of religion!" and
not succumb to tyrannic power.
By wh~t right does this Italian· pope hav power
~o send his legate, Satolli, as representativto AmerICa to settle any matter over which our government
~as control? The sending of Satolli is an assumptiOn of power that the American people should not
tolerate for a moment. Suppose the Protestant
churc.hes should send a delegation to Great Britain
to adJust the system of public-school education in
that kingdom. Does anyone need to be told what
a. Tory ~r Liberal would hav to say of such impertmence. Are our people to govern themselvs or
are they to take law from the Vatican!
. ~atrick Corrigan, of Hoboken, N. J., who was
mdi~ted by the bishnps of the Catholic church for
sentrments expressed by him on the school quec,tion,
has repented of all that his reasoning mind had
previously affirmed to be true, thus: "I now take
It all back and will never again make another attack
on Bishop Corrigan or Bishop Wigger, and pray
both of you to overlook it." There you hav the
Jesuitical power in a nutshell.
For the good of Holy Mother Church those proceedings must be kept secret-not be known to
the common people. That is the policy of the
church of Rome.
They cannot, dare not, hav an independent mind
of their own. Pope Pius XIII. has them all, soul
and body, .under his control. They do not dare to
do otherwise, for fear of excommunication. Poor
blind leaders of the blind, in fear of the tortures of
purgatory! They will never listen to reason until
they without prejudice read Thomas Paine's "Age of
Reason." Enough of reason at times has been
said to eulist the inquiring mind and drive superstition out of the head. But, alas, how lonely does
it sound! Since .writing the above Dr. McGlynn
addressed the Anti-poverty people in Cooper Union
hall, where he extoled the mission of Archbishop
~~tolli to this country, and said, "I sincerely reJOICe over what has happened, and 2till more what
is portending. I rejoice because of my love for the
Catholic religion, both spiritual and temporal." He
said the clergy seemed to feel that America had no
r?ligion except such as was brought over by foreigners. They looked upon it as a misfortune that
a man should be born an American. Great Scott !
Holy Moses 1 what havwe come to? During his discourse some one in the audience cried out, "How
about the reconciliation !" McGlynn paid no attention to it. Again came the voice, "How about
the restoration?" He was dumb as an oyster to
the question and went on speaking louder. "We
Americans," said he, "thought we knew it all,
and now Archbishop Satolli, that good man, comes
from Rome to teach us. something." Now the
great question is, where are ~oe now?
The Protestant churches appear to be dead to the
matter that is going on in the Roman Catholic
church. They appear to be ab~orbed in Professor
Briggs's Infidelity, and about Moses, whether he or
somebody else wrote Genesis and the other b:;oks
attributed to him. As also the middle state after
death. What nonsense to bother about that which
no man or woman can know.
The only true mind is the Freethinker. He has
Reason to guide him, not superstition and bigotry,
which is_ nothing more than presuming . o know
something about the unknowable.
Professor Townsend, of Boston University, last
week h:ld independence of mind to assert that "a
Jesuit Inquisition sits at the elbow of every editor
and reporter in Boston." "The aim of the Catholic
church," he said; "is to suppress free thought,
silence free speech, and extinguish the intellect.
Should Cleveland appoint a Roman Catholic
postmaster-general, that official, under Cardinal
Gibbons, would not allow a book ·or tract containing criticisms of the Roman Catholic church to
pass through the posts."
If that is so, then we will hav a fight. I want to
be here to see. It will be "Johnny get your little
gun."
Since writing the above the Jesuit priest has
been restored to fnll communion with the church,
and celebrated mass on Christmas day in one of
the Brooklyn churches. In the evening he had a
high old time at Cooper Union before an audience
of Anti-poverty seekers. He had nothing to say
about the restoration of himself to the priesthood.
He forgot all he had previously sa.id about his
being excommunicated by that old woman, as he
called the pope, and said: "I would be burnt at
the stake before I would retract one word I hav
said about the ownership of land," which was one
of the offenses against the teachings of the church
while under the ban of excommunication.
He had said: "I defy the malignity of Rome.
I giv them warning now, that if they attempt to
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hound me with the arts of which they are such
masters, I will expose them. I hav ouly told·
things whic~ politicians and well-informed people
hav known m tt e past. But I giv them warning
that I am full of knowledge of events the tale of
which will make the country too hot to hold them.
They had better let me alone." What do you think
of that ? There was an admission, and for fear of
exposure the Jesuit priest has been restored by the
Old Woman at Rome.
S?me of his foll?wers look upon the Jesuit priest
as If . he ha~ gamed ~ great triumph over his
super~ors, w~ile. Freethmkers look upon him as a
snea~mg, crmgmg coward, full of hypocrisy and
deceit.
Poor McGlynn is now back safe under the protection of the church of Rome, but he will hav to
do penance for his sin against the superstition of
the mother church. Oh, what fools these Christians
are!
He will hav to take back all he said in the Antipoverty Society. What humility from a man who
professes to hav, and boasts of, liberty to think and
act.
When Dr. McGlynn was excommunicated two
years ago, the Protestants thought he would throw
off the mask of Rome and come out on the Protestant ~ide, and they encouraged him and spoke fairly
of him a.nd sought his friendship; but the power of
the VatiCan was too strong for him. He wanted
to taste again the body and blood of Christ in the
sacrament. Deluded mortal! But he had his
wish gratified last Sunday in offering mass. I
detest the whole thing and I don't care who knows
s. R. THORNE.
it.

The Cause in Washington.
The following extract from the Tacoma News
tells its own story:
Th~ 'l'acom~ Ministerial Alliance at its meeting this

~orDII!g cons~dered

the questi~n of gambling in this
city. The actwn of the Secularists and their insistence
on the exclusion of all recognition of God in the form of
religious exercises in the public schools recAived rebuke.
Revs. W C. Stuart, D.D., of Sumner; W. H. Atkinson,
of Lake Park, and H. Schncknecbt are the committee of
correspondence with other religious bodies in the state
to secure a consensus of sentiment on the subject of tax~ng .the. property of schoo~, church, and eleemosynary
mshtutwns, and to secure 1f possible exemption of the
same from the burdensomeness of taxation.
·

This is a subtle scheme to create sympathy by
falsehood thinly covered.
They declare they seek passage of a law to save
them from the burdensomeness of taxation on their
charitable institutions. Under the existing law all
church property is exempt from taxation to an
amount not to exceed $5,000.
"Hospital J for the care of the sick, whether
supported in whole or in part by charity." This
means that all the immense buildings, and acres of
adjoining land called garden-held for raise of
value-shall be exempt from taxation, because in a
little dark corner of the attic, or basement, there is
one narrow iron cot, called the charity bed. This
is enough to comply with the law. The institution is partly sustained by charity, so is exempt
from all taxation.
"Orphanages and orphan asylums, institutions
for the reformation of fallen women, and homes for
the aged and infirm," areexempt from all taxation.
Yet the various Ministerial Alliances throughout
the state are banded together to demand more.
By bribery and intimidation they expect to secure
legislation which shall justify them in their infamous extortions and theft of public money to sustain Christian institutions, compelling those opposed
to pay for their support.
Their purpose is plainly decla· ed. What shall
be the action of the Liberals of Washington to
counteract their nefarious designs?
The executiv co.mmittee of the Washington Secular Union recommend:
Distribution throughout the state of the pamphlet against exemption from taxation of church
property) so the people can be thoroughly posted
on the injustice and iniquity of exemption.
The writing of a personal letter to representativs
at Olympia by every Liberal of the state, urging
complete divorce of church and state, the abolition
of all exemptions of church property or church institutions from taxation.
·
Contributions, to the extent of their ability, by
all the Liberals of the &tate toward the fund to keep
at Olympia during the next session of the legislature able representativs of the Washington Secular
Union to work for the repeal of all laws exempting
church property or church institutions from taxation ; and to vigilantly watch that no underhand
scheme, or sudden or hurried passage of an iniquitous law, be rushed through under the influence
of the Ministerial Alliances.
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Unity, persistence, and a little self-sacrifice will
keep the state of Washington in her proud preeminence as the banner state for Liberalism.
Immediate responses by payment of dues and
remittance of contributions to the Washington
Secular Union will insure defeat of the combined
Ministerial Alliances and victory for right and justice.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.

420 N. L st., Tacoma, Wash.
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gressman who does not want to be "put on record
will join them in this policy.
It is extremely doubtful if Congress with its
enormous rush of business, together with the cunning diplomacy of tbe orthodox, will allow any time
to be given to the debate ·of the resolution, even if
reported by the committee.
If the same sentiment and expression and organization of Liberal sentiment had existed at the
time of the vote to close last session, as exist now,
the restriction would never hav passed.
But
Liberals were careless; they let the thing go by
default and as a consequence the orthodox forged
ahead, and the work we hav to do now is tenfold
increased. We are not simply to overcome an adverse majority, but we hav got to fight even for
a chance to bring the matter to a vote. The
policy of the church party is, to delay, and delay is
fatal to the hopes of the Liberal party.
If we could only hav a "field day " in the House
we could win, but the orthodox will try and prevent
that. They hav all to lose and nothing to gain
by further action. It would be seen that the
Liberal party needs not only push, but a deal of
patience, and the most skillful tactics of war. It
will require keen parliamentary maneuvering to
bring the question of Sunday opening before the
House for a decision this winter. · How sharply
we learn the lesson in this case that " eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty."
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

1893.

Clellan McDonald McKinney, Meredith, Meyer, Miller,
Millike~, Morse, 'Norton, Oates, O'Donnell, O'Neill
(Mass.), Page (Md.), Parrett Patterson (TPnn.), P~el,
Pickler, Pierce, Post, Randall, Rayner, Reed, Richardson Rife Robertson i_La.), Rusk, Russell, Sanford,
Sco'tt, She'll, Shonk, Snow, Springer, Stahlnecker Stephenson, Stevens, Stockdale, Stone (Ky.), Storer,
Stump Sweet, Taylor (E. B.), Taylor (J. D.), Tracey,
Tucke; 'l'urpin Walker Warwick Wever Wheeler
(Mich.): White, Whiting, W~llcox, williams c'f4.ass.), Wilson (Ky.), Wilson (Mo.), Wilson (W; Va.), WIBe.

Leave Sundar Opening to God.
It seems that the question of closing the gates
0..1 Sunday at the World's Fair is not satisfactorily
settled, and many ways ·and plans are proposed by
many who are interested for and against its closing.
Those who want the Fair to be made as much a
success as possible, insist that the gates of admission be open seven days in the week, that all who
want to see the Exhibition on Sunday and cannot
see it on any other day, can do so, and that by so
doing many will be accommodated, and the benefits
of the Fair will be greatly enlarged, and no harm
will be done to anyone.
Those who insist that the gates be closed oneseventh part of the time do it on the ground that
it is a violation of the Lord's command to keep holy
and sacred th~J Sabbath day, and that it is on God's
account, not theirs, that they want to injure the success of the occasion by the shutting up of the
greatest, most interesting event the world ever
had.
Now, as I understand things, I think the only
and best way to settle this thing is to leave the
whole thing to the parties most interested in this
matter, and they are "the Lord of the Sabbath,"
and the World's Fair commissioners. And to come
at the thing, hav those commissioners say to the
Lord, they wish to act in good faith in this matter
toward him as well as all others, and wish to know
of him what is his mind as to closing the Fair on
Sundays ; that they are willing to be governed by
his desires; are willing to shut up the Fair Sundays if he so desires-that all they want is to know
his mind. That if he wants the gates c]osed Sundays, he is to make it known by some sign in the
heavens or on earth, so that the commissioners and
all others can be satisfied it is the will of the Lord
of the Sabbath the gates of the Fair be closed Sundays during its continuance ; and if he make it
sufficiently understood that such is his mind, such
will be done and no complaint will be made by
those who wish to witness the Fair on Sunday, all
will be satisfied, and all will be quiet on that day.
Hav a day set by the commission when the Lord
will answer this request, and if he wants the gates
shut he certainly will be present. He used to do
so very often in Bible times, and he can do so now
as he did in times without number.
Let the Lord make known his pleasure in any way
he sees fit, only hav it in a clear manner so there
can be no mistake, and it will be as evident as it
was when the prophet Elijah asked of the Lord to
rain down fire and he did.
Christian people ought to unite with the commission in this arrangement, and pray to God to be -~t;
on hand at the time set. Should he say, "Shut up
the Fair on my holy Sabbath day," it would be the
best thing for hi:in he ever did as far as promoting
the observance of the Sabbath is concerned, and
people who believe in him will never be sorry the
thing was settled in this way.
I know of no better way to dispose of this vexing
question than this way. The plainer the sign, the
more satisfactory will it be to all. The commission
will see to the preliminaries, and the Christian
community oug~t to comply with some such ar- "
rangement.
.,CARLTON RrcE.
Hamilton, N. Y.

The following clipping shows the drift of events
and the issue of the future :
PlTl'BBUBGH, PA., Jan. 3.-A call has been issued for
men and women to meet at 163 Fourth avenue next Monday afternoon to form a new political party. The call
~~ays:
"
"Recognizing almighty God as the author of civil
government, the lJord Jesus Christ the ruler of nations,
and the Bible the standard to which all human action
should conform, and that all our people are entitled to
equal rights, without respect to race, color, or sex.
"We hereby unite in calling a conference of all persons who will join in a political party for the abolition
or suppression of the drink traffic in the United States,
and for such other moral, economic, financial, and industrial reforms as are needed in the country."
Arrangements will then be made to hold a convention
for western Pennsylvania in February. The call for the
new party is the result of five hundred signatures of How Senators and Congressmen Voted on Sabprominent men and women who def!ixe a unificatio~ C?f
bath Closing Last Summer.
interest from adherents of other parties on the Prohibition and equal suffrage platform. The nominee for the
Letters and resolutions of thanks should be sent
presidential chair of the new part;r1 it was stated, would
undoubtedly be Miss F'ances Wlllard. The promoters to all who voted right to encourage them to do so
again, and appeals should be sent to those who
of the new party are sanguin of success.
voted wrong to bring them to a better mind. Find
The Freethought Federation was organized none
the record of your Senators and Congressmen.
too soon. The question is forced upon the American
The names are alphabetical in each paragraph.
people publicly: Shall this be a Christian state or
On July 13th on a motion of Senator Sanders to
secular state? Shall it be freedom or slavery, the
lay Senator Quay's Sabbath-closing amendment on
Dark Ages or civilization?
t:C.e table Senators voted as follows:
I hav received this message from a Western
Yeas, 11-Blodgett, · Carlisle, Daniel, Gibson (Md.),
comrade:
Hunton, Palmer, Peffer, Sanders, Sawyer, Vest, Vilas.
Well, since you were here I hav lost a brother. He
Nays, 45-Aldrich, Allen,"Allison, Bate, Berry Brice,
left here without eaying good-bye. After a few weeks he CameTOn, Chandler, Cockrell, Coke, Colquitt, Cullom,
wrote: "I cannot feel toward you as I would if you Dolph, Felton, Frye, Gallinger, Gibson (La.), Gr~ty,
were a Christian man, for, as you must know, by turn- Hale, :Hansbrough, Hawley, Higgins, Hiscock Jones
ing away from the teachings of your mother and allying (Ark.), JonEis (Nev.), Kenna, Kyle, McMillin, Mitchell,
your11elf with scoffers of the religion of Christ you hav Paddock, Pasco, Perkins, Pettigrew, Platt, Power,
alienated ;rourself from companionship with your Quay, Ransom, Sherman, Stewart, Stockbridge, Voorbrothers. We are Christian men and our fa.milies are hees, Walthall, Washburn, White, Wolcott.
Christian families, and we will not hav your unbelief
Not voting, 32-Blackburn, Butler, Call, Carey, Casey,
11pread out before us. You must see this yourself, that Davis, Dawes, Dixon, Dubois, Faulkner, George, Gorwhile you persist in being as you are it cannot possibly don, Gorman, Harris, Hill, Hoar, Irby, McPherson,
be conKenial. You bar yourself from all good society. Manderson, Mills, Morgan, Morrill, Proctor, Pugh,
I wish, oh, how I wish, it could be otherwise, but this Shoup, Squire, Stanford, Teller, Turpie, Vance, Warmost assuredly I do not look for, so I suppose It will hav ren, Wilson.
to continue through life. I know very well and hav ofIn the House on July 20th, the Sabbath-closing
ten noticed that you are generous in very many ways,
but this can never bridge the gulf that lies between us, resolution of Congressman W. A. Stone was carwhen we know that you openly scoff at and deapise our ried by the following vote:
Jesus upon whom alone our hopes of heaven depend."
Yeas, 147-Alderson, Alexander, Amerman, Atkinson,
No wonder that Jesus said, "I came not to bring Babbitt, Baker, Bankhead, Beeman, Bently, Bergen,
peace on earth, but a sword." Such is the religion Bingham, Blanchard, Branch, Bretz, Brosius, Bruner,
Buchanan (N.J.), Buchanan (Va.), Bunn, Bunting,
that would enthrone itself in this republic. Such Byrns, Caminetti, Capehart, Clark (Wyo.), Clover, Cobb
is the religion that closes the World's Fair on Sun- (Ala.), Compton, Coolidge, Coomb!!.t Cooper, Colvert,
day. Such is the religion that has made more Cowles, Cox (N. Y.), Crawford~ urosby, Culberson,
blood and horror in the pages of human history Curtis, Dalzell, Davis, De Armona., De Forest, Dingley,
Doan, Dockery, Dolliver, Dungan, Edmunds, Ellis,
than all other forces combined.
English, Enloe, Enochs, EpesJ.. Everet, Forney, Fowler,
The movement for the opening of the World's Geissenhainer, Goodnight, ltorman, Grady, Grout,
Fair on Sunday is moving amidst rocks and shoals. Hallowell, Halvorson, Hamilton, Hare, Harmer, Harter,
The way before it is full of peril, and defeat threat- Hatch, Haynes (0.) Heard, Hemphill, Henderson (N,
C.), Henderson (Ill.), Hitt, Holman, Hooker (Miss.),
ens. The sentiment in favor of opening is largely Hooker
(N.Y.), Houk (0.) Houk (Tenn.), Hull, Johnson
on the increase, but the organized power is not (Ind.), Johnson (N. D.), Johnstone (S.C.), Jolley, Jones,
with it. It has to struggle merely as a sentiment, Ketcham, Kribbs, Kyle, Lanham,Lawson(Va.), Lawson
the political force is lacking. The committee on (Ga.), Layton, Lester (Ga.),Lind, Livingston, Lon~.! Martin, Mc<Jreary, McKaig, McKeighan, McMillin, lVlcRae,
Columbian Exposition are one majority in favcr of Montgomery, Moses, Mutchler, O'Ferrall, O'Neill (Pa.),
a resolution in favor of Sunday opening. A can- Otis, Owens, Pattison (0.), Patton, Payne, Paynter,
vass of the House givs about two majority in favor Pearson, Pendleton, Perkins, Powers, Price, Quackenof closing. Still I hav no doubt if a day could be bush, Raines, Ray, Reilly, Reyburn, Robinson (Pa.),
----------.--------Rockwell, Scull, Simpson, Smith, Snodgrass, Sperry,
An Open Letter.
set apart by the House for a fair discussion of this Stewart (T~x.), Stone, C. W., Ston~>, W. A., Stout,
question, and popular opinion be allowed its 'l'aylor (Tenn.), Taylor, V. A., Terry, Turner, Van
To THE REv. CHAs. AuGUSTUS BRIGGs, New York
legitimate influence, as represented by petitions Horn, Wadsworth, Watson, Waugh, Williams (N.C.), City, .Dear Sir: Believing that you are one of the
with nearly a million names, that the proposition Wilson (Wash.), Winn, Wolverton. Wright, Youmans. " elect " to rule in the domain of Reason, I l ubmit
Nays, 61.-Bailey, Barwig, Bowman, Breckinridge
to open on Sunday would carry by a good majority. (Ark.),
Brickner, Bullock, Bushnell, Butler, Cadmus, the following questions to your consideration,
The Senate is pretty evenly divided, but if the Campbell, Caruth, Castle, Cate, Clancy, Clarke (Ala.), trusting to your sincerity to favor us with a reply:
resolution passed the House by fifty majority, it Cobb (Mo.) Coburn, Crain (Tex.), Cummings, Daniel,
1. How can a conversion of sinners to your faith
would I think pass the Senate. If, however, it Dickerson, Dixon, Dunphy, Durborow, Fitch, Fithian, affect the future destiny of those who are preForman,
Greenleaf,
Haugen,
Hayes
(Iowa),
Hopkins
passed the House by a small majority, its fate in (Til.)./ Lagan! Lane, Lapham, Lester (Va.), Little, Lock- ordained to everlasting hell-fire, or debarred from
the Senate would be extremely doubtful, and it is wooa., Lyncn, Mallory Mansur, McGann, Mitchell, .entering the kingdom of heaven?
pretty certain that if it did pass the Senate by a Moore, Newberry, 0 1Neill (Mo.), Outhwaite, Page
2. What difference can it make to those who are
vote or two, the president would damn it with a (B. I.), Sayers, Seerley, Shively, Steward (Ill.), Tars- predestined to be saved whether they listen to
ney, Taylor (Ill.), Til.l.mau, Townsend, Warner, Washveto. To secure the signature of the president ington,
Weadock, Wheeler (Ala.), Wike, Williams (Ill.). your sermons every Sunday or enjoy themselvs elsethere must be a large majority in both houses for
Not voting, 120-Abbott, Allen, Andrew. Arnold, where!
Bacon, Bartine, Belden, Belknap, Beltzhoover, Bland,
the resolution.
3. Is it not in direct contravention of the alBut the orthodox bigots hav the inside track. So Blount, Boatner, Boutelle, Bowers, Brawley, Breckin- mighty's will for you to endeavor to save those
ridge (Ky.), Broderick, Brookshire, Brown, Bryan, Burfar they hav the legislation on their side. They rows,
Busey, Bynum, Cable, Caldwell, Catchings, Causey, whom he has destined to be damned? Are you not
are intrenched; are on the defensiv, and as such can Cheatham, Chapin, Chipman, Cockran, Cogswell, Cox thereby antagonizing his dictates~
resort to dilatory tactics.
Possession is nine (Tenn.), Craig (Pa.), Cutting, Donovan, Elliott, Fellows,
4. Do your constant revisions of the Bible and of
points of law. The orthodox hold the winning Flick, Funston, Fyan, Gantz, Geary, Gillespie, Gris- your Confession of Faith not prove that the Bible
wold, Hall, Harries, Henderson (Ja.), Herbed, Hermann,
card up to date. All that the orthodox hav to do Hoar,
Hopkins (Pa.), Huff, Johnson (0.), Ke~! Kendall, is the product of fallible man? How dare you
~ to keep things intact, and every cowardly Con- Kilgore, Lewis, Lodge, Loud, Ma~ner, Mc.IUeer, Me- tamper with or revise God's word?
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.5. Do you not by t~ese revisions virtually con-

On the contrary, the science of theology is the senses with the ceremonies of an exterior worship,
science of the Bible, which considers the earth as a cultris, appealing at the same time to the s9ntiplane (although the globular shape is proved), be- ments, and in this underhand way dulls reason, the
cause the fathers of the church, ignorant of the law sole empire of which is lost in modern society.
Speaking of the incompatibility between state and
of gravitation, insisted that it was absurd to suppose the existence of the.antipodes.
church, he declared that the unique form of governThe later saintly church · fathers affirmed and ment of modern times is the republic, and
sustained the belief that the earth is flat, since if demonstrated the opposition which exists between a
it was spherical the people on the antipodes would republican form of government and that of the
be walking about on their heads with their feet ex- church.
tended into the air. (Laughter.)
Speaking of France, he said that there were certain
.The discovery of America is the realization of an timid spirits who feared that a separation of church
epoch in the Renaissance, and a legitimate child of and state would bring about a destruction of the
the Renaissance. If it had been a work of Chris- republic, but it is certa.in that the republic and
tianity it would hav taken place in the fifth century, Catholicism are united simply by the law.
and if it had been a child of Catholicism it would
In constitutional states also the incompatibility
hav been realized in the twelfth century.
between the two institutions manifests itself,
What part can the church hav in a work which is because said states represent the transition between
th~ product of scientific labor performed by phi- the government which founded its power on divine
losophers, astronomers, and physicists whom she law, and the republic, where it is derived directly ·
anathematized, excommunicated, and bUriit ?
from the people.
The one who sustained Columbus was a heretic,
Citizen Moreno Barcia, principal of the commercial
like Galileo, like him who headed the English Revo- school in La Carogne, and delegate for the Freelution, like the Puritans in the United States- thinkers of this city, spoke about the baneful influheretical like the authors of scientific transforma- ence of the Jesuits-how they entered the family
tion in Germany, like the participants in the great and by influencing its female members produced
French Revolution, and like this assembly, which domestic strife and misery.
He furthermore
represents a universal coalition the sum of which is pointed out the incompatibility of Catholicism with
to call to order, to settle, the royal scepters and the economic and domestic life, and thereby with the
popes. (Prolonged and enthusiastic applause as tendencies of present times. He concluded by comcitizen Lozano (Demofilo) left the platform after plimenting the foreign delegates.
his eloquent discourse.)
Citizen Francois Rodriguez, delegate from Murcia,
The discussion which followed was on the sub- was the next speaker. He began by stating that
jects 3 and 4.
\
on this occasion he was not brought face to face
3. THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF CATHOLICISM AND MODERN with an intransmutable audience, because he beheld
LIFE.
here a congress of Freethinkers-that is to say, one
Citizen Enrique Roger, delegate from Merida, of progress and tolerance. In eloquent words he
The International Freethought Congress .at said: Religion and science are two absolutely op- attacked the fanaticism found in 8.II faiths as opposed spheres, are antithetical elements. Science is posed to progress.
:Madrid.-(Continued.)
a volcano of resplendent light which illuminates
In Greece Socrates is the victim of polytheistic
SECOND DAY'S MEETING, OCTOBER 13TH.
the mysteries of life. Her spirit is reason; her fanaticism, the same which in Rome persecuted the
The president of this day's meeting was Mr. tendency the elevation and dignification of man. Stoics. A man appears, born in Galilea, and beLeon Furnemont.
Religion is an accumulation of darkness which longing to the sect of Essene's ; he preaches
The secretary, Mr. Odon de Buen, after having smothers all by its weight ; faith is its soul, the liberty, but the Jews destroy his temple, he is cruread the minutes of the previous meeting, an- strangulation of the free expression of thought ite cified, and. another drama of religious intolerance
nounced to those present the death of a delegate of tendency. How can we bring about a conciliation is at an end.
Carlet, citizen Gensotru. The president spoke of these opposed terms T How unite science and
Christianity is triumphant, and although the
the words of regret and pronounced a eulogy over religion, reason and faith, the free expression of voice of liberty is heard in Rome, intolerance arour departed brother.
rives, seeks -out another prey: Abelard is the
conscience and the petrification of the mind ?
The congress decided that secular funerals are
This tendency of Freethought is admirably em- victim of fanaticism.
the proper thing, and a delegation appeared later bodied in the democracy and in the republic.
In the name of religious intolerance Spain has
for the special committee and asked that the exhorDemocracy is liberty, she is equality, she is poured over Flanders a sea of blood.
tation to perform such ceremony be recorded in brotherhood, and reason is the liberty of science,
Protestantism, which reformed the church in the
the minutes and urged upon the different nations. the inspiration in art, in morality, and in law. And na'lle of tolerance, whicll has made love to tolerance
The secretary announced a large number of ad- it is in vain for one to oppose the victorious march itself, has numerous victims, among these Michael
herents to the congress received since the day pre- of modern life. See, the ghosts, the monsters, the Servetus, who died at the Golgotha of science.
All religions hav preached tolerance, but science
vious.
thrones, the Vaticans, shake on their foundation.
Citizen Magalhais Lima said : " Over our Behold, the dust rises over their remains. The alone is capable of reigning impartially. Therefore instruct, teach the nations.
congress presides the spirit of Victor Hugo; democracy is the evu.ngelism of modern times.
The speech of citizen Rodriguez received a thunlet us therefore render homage to France, the
Religion divides people into· classes ; science
classical land of Freethought. I propose that we makes brothers. Religion offers to those who suffer dering applause.
Citizen Ruiz, delegate from the Anarchist groups
send a telegram of symp:1thy to Auguste Vacquerie, here a future eternal life of pleasures ; science
and one of condolence to the widow of Ernest seeks to transform the earth, to-day steril and of Madrid, declared himself not to hav come as an
miserable, into a paradise of indescribable splendor. Anarchist but as a Freethinker, and asked the auRenan." (Great applause.)
The struggle is eternal. Let us fight for emanci- dience to consider him and his brethren as '' true
Citizen Odon de Buen paid a warm tribute to
the memory of Cesar de Pape, which was much ap- pation of conscience, and proclaim as immortal and soldiers of reason and Freethought." (Applause.)
Citizen Tarrens, representativ of the Socialists
eternal the sublime tendencies of the democracy.
plauded.
of Barcelona, reported to the congress t~e adhesion
Citizen Ramon Chies moyed that the proposition (Acclamation.)
of Magalhais Lima be adopted. This was done 4. THE MOST EFFICACIOUS MEANS TO PURIFY MODERN of the greater part of the workingmen of the second,
erelong the first, city of Spain. He said that FreeLIFE FROM THE CATHOLIC VIRUS.
unanimously and by acclamation.
Citizen Bourceret, as delegate for the French thinkers were the only sincere friends of the workNext the discussion of Question 8 began.
INFLUENCE OF THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA ON THE Freethought Federation, expressed on its behalf his ing class.
It is impossible to harmonize Catholicism with
thanks and recognition of the tribute paid by
EMANCIPATION OF THOUGHT.
Citizen Simon Chaux (Republic of Columbia) the congress to the memory of Victor Hugo, and Socinlism; the former regards work as a punishment,
brought forward a series of historical facts which Ernest Renan, and for the communication sent to a degradation, while the latter regards it as the first
natural and social condition.
since the discovery of America had brought about the Rappel.
The priests who pass their time in distributing
He affirmed that the church is not alone incomthe evolution of Freethought in the New ·world.
Citizen Fernando Lozano (Demofilo) _said: 'l;o patible with liberty, equality, and brotherhood, benedictions are useless members of society. Their
appreciate the participation of the church in the which constitute the basis of modern life, but also, constant cry of poverty is contradicted by the
splendor of their cathedrals and con.vents, erected
discovery of America at its true value, it. will not do as a consequence, with mankind individually.
The Catholic religion, he said, is founded on pre- by hard-earned pennies wrenched by threats and
to regard the results as the product of an ingenious
conception of Columbus, but as a result of human tended truths which hav not been and cannot be extortions from the people. (Ovation.)
The workingman is not the master of the machine,
work in the field of science, even if the mariner demonstrated, and as a consequence she is incompatible with the life of our times, which adheres to he is .the slave.
from Genoa has to suffer.
This very energetic and at the same time learned
The work of Columbus is incontestably the work and depends upon positiv science, not alone the
speech was vigorously applauded by the audience,
of science, which had established the globular demonstrativ but also the experimental.
Headded that the sphere in which the pretended which nearly filled the large hall, and numbered
shape of the earth, and the art of navigation. If
the creation and development of science was due to movements of religion take place is the spiritual several thousand persons.
A large number of ladies in elegant toilets were
the church, it would be the same church which to life, the life of the soul. But before examining if
a great extent would profit by the glory of having religion really moves in this sphere, we must inquire present on this as on the preceding day.
Citizen Jean Dons, delegate from Be1gium, deinto what we mean by the term soul, to see whether
discovered America.
livered an eloquent speech, in which he proved the
But the church, far from being a contributor to this idea corresponds to reality.
·To this end citizen Bourceret began a minute and incompatibility of Catholicism with. a republican as
science, has at all times opposed rational investiga.tions, has opposed the proclamation of truths curious psychological analysis, at the close of which well as a monarchial state. He was vigorously apwhich human intelligence has arrived at, has form- he arrived at the conclusion that the idea of the plauded.
After a few eloquent remarks of the president, the
existence of the soul is an innocent confusion with
ulated.
second
day's meeting came to an end amid a great
the
idea
of
the
psychological
activity
of
man,
which
Demofilo gave then numerous historical proofs of
this assertion, and especially called attention to the is the result of the pure materialistic organism of enthusiasm, and cries of " Long liv the republic!"
"Long may Freethought liv I"
persecution of both temporal and spiritual powers man.
GusTAVli: NELsoN.
In
place
of
this,
religion,
although
it
limits
itself
which characterized the Middle Ages, and even
(TO
Jill:
OONTINUBD.)
in the direction t>f the spiritual, tries to caress th"
later centurie1.
stitute yourself. the arbiter of the future destiny of
y_our fellow-bemgs, thus arrogating to yourselvs
nghts that are the exdusiv prerogativ of your
divine master!
6. Is the salvation of billions of souls whose fate
depends upon your present construction of the
Bible not again jeopardized by your next meddling
with the "word of God!"
. 7. Does ea~h revision not produce a correspondmg change m the preordained destiny of the individual?
8. If a human parent consigned his children to
pain untold would you not regard him as a veritable
monster! Then why should a heavenly father who
predestines his offspring to everlasting tortures
not be held in the same execration !
9. How can the rite of baptism alter the fate of
a dying infant that is predestined to eternal damnation?
10. How do you reconcile your ideas of justice
with your belief in infant damnation whether the
child is baptized or not!
11. How do you reconcile your ideas of justice
with anyone being damned when it is in the power
of an omnipotent and merciful being to save him
by the mere fiat of his will !
12. Seeing that the revisions of all Christian
religions hav a tendency to gradually abolish such
an abominable creed, why not throw the whole superstition overboard at once and "done with it?" To
use a common similitude: If the dog's tail has to
go, why not cut it off at once rather than only a
small piece at a time !
Respectfully yours,
HERMAN WETTSTEIN.
Marengo, Ill., Oct. 20, 1892.
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MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find
of Creation." Please send catalog of your
check for $8-$3 for arrears and $2.50 for
EuREKA, UTAH, Dec. 30, 1892.
books.
PAUL SIMoN.'
renewal and $2.50 for a new subscriber.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find postal-note
J. c. HATCH.
for fifty cents. Please send your paper
SUNSET, TEx., Dec. 30, 1892.
for
three months to me as a trial subMR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2, for which
CmoAGo, ILL., Nov. 4, 1892.
STEPHEN LossMAN.
send your paper as directed. Both men
MR. EDITOR: Please send your paper for scriber.
are Liberals and will stay with the paper.
one year to the new subscriber that I inMoNTEREY, CAL., Dec. 8, 1892.
This is three subscribers I hav sent you
close.
G. E. WILSON.
MR. EDIToR: Incloserl you will find $5.
this year. I am going to beat that next
Send
TaE
TRUTH
SEEKER
to
the
inclosed
EAGLE PoiNT, ORE., Dec. 10, 1892.
year-if I can.
JoSEPH A. HEARN.
. MR. EDITOR: I renew my subscription addresses of two new subscribers .
Yours truly,
AuSTIN SMITH.
PELLA, IA., Dec. 11, 1892.
and add another which I hav obtained.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10 for new
:F. A. NEWMAN,
AsHBY, MINN., Dec. 14, 1892.
subscribers. We hav deferred our renewal
MF. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, for which from June 1st to the present time trying
ToLEDo, 0., Dec. 2, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I remit$5 for renewal and please renew my subscription to your pa- to get up a $2-rate club, and hav failed in
a new subscriber-name and address ap- per for one year, and send the same one one name. I advance the $10 myself and
year to the new subscriber inclosed.
collect off the other pHties. Success to
pended.
W. WINTER.
W. H. FITCH,
Freethought.
H. M. 'FISK.
PARKFIELD, CAL., Nov. U, 1892.
LAMoNT, IA., Nov. 21, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I remit $5 for a renewal
BERLIN HEIGHTs, 0., Dec. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith find
for myself and a new subscription for
MR. EDITOR: Please send me your paper
draft for $10, for which please send your
another.
C. N. MAPES.
for one year. I am a new-com•·r to your
paper to the inclosed five names at Lalist.. Will you please tell me if you hav a
BLooMFmLD, Dec. 7, 1892.
mont.
Respectfully,
WM. QurcK.
book called ''Leaves of Grass,". and also
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5 to renew
the price ?
Mns. E. BRUNDAGE.
my subscription and for one new subRusSELL, IA., Dec. 24, 1892.
[The price of "Leaves of Grass" is $2.
scriber.
G. W. DoANlll.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find ex- We keep it for sale.-ED. T. S.]
press money order for $7.50 to apply on
GRASS VALLEY, CoL., Dec. 14, 1892.
subscription to your paper-two renewals
DESDEMONA, TEx., Nov. 19, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I send $5.50 for two new
and one new subscriber. F. H. TINKER.
MR.
EDIToR:
Inclosed find post-office orsubscribers and my renewal.
der fnr $14.12 for four new subscribers and
T. s. LAKI<l;
E. MAUCH CauNK, PA., Nov. 29, 1892.
my renewal, and the books named. I am
MR. EDIToR: Find within $5, for a new shaking up the dry bones in these parts.
CAPETOWN, CAL., Nov. 30, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for subscriber, and a lithograph of Colonel I am always alive to Freethought. Libtwo subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEll. Ingersoll, "What Must We Do to Be erals, work for the cause, ·and let us down
Saved?"etc.,_formyself. THEo. GASTER.
S. W. MoRRISON.
priestcraft!
Yours for freedom,
ALFRED H. GRALL.
MILEs CITY, MoNT., Dec. 27, 1892.
INDTANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find $3.
FREDONIA, N.Y., Nov. 8. 292.
for one year's subscription to your paper. Please send me your paper one year for
MR. EDIToR: I durst not withhold my
A. new subscriber,
the same. It is a new paper to me.
suscription for fear that it might cause
GEORGE EI<lHliiNBBRG.
Yours respectfully, FRANK PEARsoN.
THE TROTH SElllKER to relax its grip it
0

now has on Old Superstition in the same
proportion, As we become more and
more united our grip is firmer and the
breath of Superstition grows shorter and
weaker. We will fight it out on this line
if it takes a lifetime. What say you?
PLINY SMITH.

If you do not hear from me before the
time paid for expires, please stop my paper then, for I am almost eighty-three
and may pass in my checks before that
time, though I hope to circulate more
tracts and books before leaving for good.
Accept my best wishes. J. S. SHEPARD.

ELLwooD, N.J., Nov. 23, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed
express money order for $1.20 for the following matter: THE TRUTH SEEKER for
three months, com :nencing with the first
November number, 75 cents; "What Must
We Do To Be Saved?" by Ing-ersoll, 25
cents; "Christianity a Reward for
Crime," by 0. B. Whitford, M.D., 10
cents; "Why Don't He Lend a Hand, and
Other Agnostic Poems," by S. P. Putnam,
10 cents. Also please send list of all your
reading-matter. Please send as soon as
possible and oblige,
WILLIAM w. MILLARD.
GALVESToN, TEx., Dec. 22, 1892.
MB. EDIToR: Having had strange and
peculiar views concerning religion, a• d
happening to meet a gentleman who was a
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
borrowed a few copies, and was very
fairly pleased, as I found a good many
ideas and items in it which were a good
deal to my own way of thinki" g-alth ugh
I had never rPad any work which con·
fl.icted with religion. So I herewith inclose $3, for which yon will please send
one year's subscription. Also, find $2
for which you will send the following
pamphlets,
J OBN J. RAPHAEL.
GARRETTSVILLE, 0., Dec. 30, 1892.
1\fn. EDIToR: Inclosed find post-office
order for $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for
another year.
I should hav renewed
befnre this date, but hav bel'ln fl.Rhing ~or
subscribers, throwing out TRUTH SEEKEliS
for bait. I guess they like the bait, but
few ever come back to me. I was qnite
sure of one, but when I pulled in the line
the bait was gone and not a damned fish
on the hook. I am almost eighty-four
years old, and realize that I am failing
physically and mentally; still I intend to
fish on, hoping to yet pull some up into
clearer water.
Yours for truth and justice,
A. c. LAKE.
BARRE, MAss , Dec. 23, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3.50
for renewal of my paper for 1893, and
"Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." I hav read every number of your
paper since its first four issues-nineteen
years-and do n0t intend to giv it up
while you are "death on" Catholicism,
the Bible in the schools, Sunday closing
of the Exposition, to say nothing of the
numerous other bad things you condemn
and good things you advocate.
I rejoice that the "Holy Bible Abridt;ed"

is in such good demand, for all who read
its "sacred pages" will be convinced that
it is the :filthiest book in existence-though
every word in it is Bible-and because it is
an easy reference fol.' all the obscene passages in "God's most holy wora."
ELLA E. GIBSON.

the reason and excited the enthusiasm of love of liberty, in Liberalism? If there
CRooKSTON, MINN., Jan. 2, 18!13.
men and women.
RUTH BRETTELL.
MR. EDITOR: John R. Charlesworth has
is not, let us seek safety under the cloak
of churchism before the storm arives. I come and gone, and while he was here we
FLAGSTAFF, ARiz., Dec. 28, 1892.
had a lively time. Mr. Charlesworth is a
am an old man and nearly bedridden.
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I send yon $10
most eloquent and forcible speaker, but as
WILLIA.M c. DECKER.
to renew my subscription for THE TRUTH
The
[We are not aware that the Secular a dehater he surpasses himself.
SEEKER another year, also to pay for four Union is doing anything.-ED. T. S.]
second evening he lectured here the
new subscribers to the same. I might add
Baptist sky-pilot at this place, the man of
TAPPAN, 0., Nov. 11, 1892.
that I :find among the business men and
MILFoRD, MASs., Dec. 23, 1892.
God who is conceded the ablest and best
MR. -EDIToR: I hav neither religion nor best-educated people of this town a very
MR. EDIToR: J. D. Fulton preached in talker of all the divines in the whole city,
politics. And before I vote for Ingersoll strong tendency toward Freeth ought and Music Hall, Boston, Sunday, December
rame up with the Bible under his arm,
I would like him or some one to explain most Liberal and enlightened ideas. 4th, on " The Good and Bad in Colonel
and when the lecture was over he was
the difference between tithes and tal.'iff. Witches, Holy Ghosts, Gods, and devils Ingersoll's Work." He said: "Inger- :fil' ed with the Holy Ghost and showed
I claim that tariff is only another name evidently hav long since been to them a soll's description of the Inquisition ought :fight at once. In the course of his refor tithes. Tithes reduced Italy to a thing of the past, but policy, seemingly to be studied by the people that seem bent marks the man of God claimed that the
crank-organ and Germany to a month- another kind of ignorance, prevents these on glorifying Romanism.
His descrip- Bible was the infallible word of God, and
org>ln, and tariffs reduced England to a Powerful minds from expressing their true tion of Romanism as Voltaire knew and that it was the purest, the holiest, and the
hovel of paupers and a Honse of Lords, thonghfs to tbe public and subscribing fought it is matchless. I suppose if there most sublime book that ever could be
and reduced America to a nation of tramps for THE TRUTH SEEKER. May the time is one thing Ingersoll would dislike to do, revealed to man, and that no book has yet
and a mansion of devils. I would as lief soon come, however, when this great it is to help God, and yet for some inex- been found that can compare with it. He
be ruled by the king's club as ruined by curse to humanity, superstition, will :find plicable reason he has said the worst and urged upon all to take the Bible and read
the president's bayonet. I would as soon its ranks weakened by educating and truest things against Romanism of any- it from end to end. And as a most conbe Jeff Davi'l's negro as Pierce's blood- training the people to reasonable, sensihle, one of the century. It is not unlikely he clnsiv argument he claimed t-hat nobody
' hound, Lincoln's bnlldo~, or Grant.'s and true ideas until every priest will hav has done this that he might strike the re- could limit God almighty.
yellow pup: I would rather pay tithes, become ashamed of his calling or be com- ligion of Christ under pretense of assaultTo this Mr. Charle8worth an8wered
tenths, to a priest's God, than tariff, :fifty pelled to seek more fertil :fields to reap a ing superstition." Such an acknowledg- that he would join with the reverend genharvest to support himself and a great por- ment of good is worse than the bad can tleman in urging everybody to take the
per cent, to a politician's devil.
Inclosed :fi!ld $5, for which date my tab tion of his dupes in idleness, is the wish of be, as no pretense was needed, Fulton and Eible and read it from end to end, as
Yours truly,
C. A. NICHOLs.
the pope both living on the sweat of su- there was no book he knew of that
two years forward.
SIMEON SMITH.
perstition.
would make so many Freethinkers as thi8
CANTRIL, !A., Dec, 21, 1892.
HOLLYROoD, KAN., Dec. 29, 1892.
Yes; superstition is the Christian Yahoo's very book. It was for a great part the
MR. EDITOR: I stmd yon to-day $2.50 for
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed :find draft for $5.
curse
meanest and the most obscene book ever
Please send your paper for one year, com- a book entitled "Antiquity Unveiled." That strips the Hock to cram the parson's
printed. It was too obscene to be read
purRe.
mencing with the :first number in Janu- Price, $1.50. The other $1 to go on my
aloud in an assembly of decent people,
ary.
Also send "Men, Women, and subscription. This is a hard town on beFulton said the Chicago Tribune did and he defied the reverend gentleman to
Gods," and the Bible Picture Book. I lief. Yon hav to believe what those min- not publish that Voltaire fell in love
open the Bible he held under his arm
hav read a few copies of your paper and I isters preach or els<'l go to bell. The and to the girl he wrote: "Do not exand read Gen. xxxviii to the audience
thin\: it is a wonderful eye-opener. Long CampbellitesandMethodistshavbeenhold- pose yourself to the fury of your mother.
without the bln1h of shame overmay it liv. Your paper was shown io me ing forth for three weeks. The Method- You know what she is capable of. You
mantling his face.
As to limiting
by John P; Dnrr, one ofyonr subscribers, ists hav quit with three additions to the hav experienced it too well. Tell her yon
God almighty, he asked the man of
and one of the most free-minded men in church, but the Campbellites are still going hav forgottfln me; then after telling her
God if God could make a clock strike
America, who is in possession of a Bible for the water. They put me in mind of that, love me all the more." Fulton said:
less than one, if he could make a twowhich is a hundred and :fifty-three years beavers. Yon know that they build their "In this utterance, Colonel Ingersoll says,
year-old colt in a day, if he could make a
old and was translated by Dr. Martin huts under water and of course hav to en- we :find the keynote of the character of
body that he could not himself lift, and a
Luther.
Why are they changing the ter the door in the hut under water. Voltaire; and he, tbesonof a Presbyterian
number of other questions. The sky-pilot
Bible? Mr. Dnrr and I are trying to do Alas, the Campbellites hav to follow snit, minister, went from New York to Chicago
got confused. He did not dare read Gen.
something toward Freethonght. We need or lose a trick. · It is to my mind absurd to praise a liar and to :find fault with minxxxviii, and in his dilemma he turned pale
your support, hence our subscription. to think that God is good to all alike here isters for not doing the same. Christianas a sheet. AHer a few minutes of tremWe are the only two outspoken Free- on this earth but as quick as the breath ity makes men tell the truth if they suffer
bling and despair he gathered himself up
thinkers here among the Catholics, Ger- leaves yon turns against you just becansA for it." Does Fulton travel all over the
again, and with the assistance of Jesus
man Lutherans, Baptists, and Methodists. yon did not giv one of his agents· your country to praise a liar? Paul is reported
Christ and the Holy Ghost he opened his
Yon will hear from us again.
hand and say "My redeemer liveth."
to hav said (Rom. iii, 7): "For if the Bible and found ll. place where the Holy
Awaiting your paper, I am,
One of my good Christian friends asked truth of God hath more abounded
Ghost himself had treated such offensiv
Yours truly,
J .. A. PAULL.
me the other day why I did not become through my lie unto his glory why yet am questioners. He proclaimed that God did
a Christi <ln. I told him in politics I was a I also adjudged a sinner?" Was Paul a not care about wise men after the flesh,
OsWEGo, N.Y., Jan. 1, 293.
Republican, and when it came to God and liar?
and that the Holy Ghost had answered
MR. EDITOR: I many, many times get religion I was a Granger. "Why," says
Acts xxi. 39.
1
Acts xxii, 27.
those that would search into and question
mad at the damned cowardly Freethink- he, "how is that?" "Why," says I, "it
Paul said, I am al Then the chief the mysteries of God with "Thou fool!"
ers of Oswego. Last winter I tried hard is this way-what little business I hav man which am a Jew captain came, and
Having pronounced his " Thou fool!" this
to raise interest enough to hav Mr. John with God I will attend to myself." He of Tarsus, a city in 1 s"id unto him, Tell
disciple and witness of Christ took to hi8
Cilicia,
a
citizen
of
me,
art
thou
a
RoE. Remsburg lecture here, but I could put off. He has not spoken to me since._
no mean city.
man? He said, Yea. hat and went for the door. Mr. Charlesnot. But this winter I think I am sure of
Yours alway!<,
ALEX. Frx.
worth asked him to wait, as it would not
Hndibras said:
him. I hav far more encouragement. If
For the s\ints may do the same thing by require more than :five minutes to reply to
ORAWFORD, MICH., Dec 22, 1892.
I was not pluck to the last drop I should
him, and he would better stay and listen to
The
spirit in sincerity,
MR.
EDIToR:
Please
send
your
paper
to
get discouraged and drop the :fight. I am
it. No, the Christly man could not wait,
Whicb other men are tempted to,
disgusted with Freethinkers of Oswego, the following address for one year. In- And at the devil's instance do;
he had some appointments to :fill and he
and thousands all over the country. closed :find $3 in payment of the same. I And yet the actions be contrary,
had to go. Seeing there was no use in
There are many books yon advertise I am a new subscriber. Please state Just as the sqints, and wicked very.
arguing on this point, Mr. Charlesworth
want, but I cannot spare the price of through the columns of your paper what
THE TRUTH SEEKER began the year with started at once with his reply, and to the
them. If there is any other man in Os- the Secular Union is doing in the inter- a new dreRs and a mo-re modern make- surprise of the audience the reverend
wego that takes your paper I wish I had est of Liberty, as I am unable to learn up, although in sore need of money dne on gentleman stopped and listened to it.
his name. I would call on him. There through the secular press, your paper, or subscriptions. Has the change improved
In substance Charlesworth said: If God
are more than twenty professing Infidels the Sentinel, that they hav done anythinsr. the :financial standing of THE TRUTH did not care about wise men after the
herA, and some of them a:i:e very rich. We hav an organized foe in every church SEEKER? In every other respect it is :first- flesh, why did he make them? According
They should help more. I many times organization--in every Women's Temper- class. Yon hav assumed the responAibility to"th~ Bible Christ himself said that" Whowonder why the workers do not get dis- ance Union, and every Young Men's of the "business end," and the old stale so~ver shall say, Thou fool, shall be in
and Sabbatb- problem coJ}fronts you yet~how to get an danger of hell-fire," and if Christ, therecouraged and stop work. I know I should Christian Association
if it were not for educating myself. I hav S"hool Union. Our foes are using these hone~t dollar out of so-called Liberals. fore, is to be relied on, the Holy Ghost
done my best in trying to get up a liter- organizations for the pnrpose of suppress- Thariksgiving has pll.Bsed, and what did ..-ou too is in danger of hell-fire.
ing the Liberty of thought, the liberty hav to be thankful for? Certainly not for
ary club, but '' no go."
The discussion lasted about one hour,
of conscience, the libertv of spePch, and those overdue subscriptions from "Lib- and I never saw a man collapse so wretchJASPER J. BROWN.
the liberty of the press. And while they erals," as the editorial of the :first TRUTH edly as this preacher did. Armed with the
are organized, the Liberals, as far as I SEEKER after ThankRgiving Ahowed. Har- Bible as be was, and :filled with the Holy
RocHESTER, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks since one of can learn, are wholly unorganized. Can rison's message said God stayed the chol- Ghost and faith in J esns Christ as he
the friends put forth the idea that it would we expect to cope with an organize«:J. foe er·•-perhaps he kept Liberals from meet- claimed, it avail~d nothing. The little
be a good thing to build a monument in while we the Liberals act singly all over ing an holfest obligation to an honest giant of Freet.honght routed him on every
honor of Colonel Ingersoll while he was tbe land? There are many Atheists and p~tper The last paper says: "TnE point and put him to an ignominious
still living. I second the motion, but the Liberals all over this section of the conn- TRUTH SEEKER has received so little flight. Trembliug and pale he gave up
best monument that can be built in his try, but many of them are poor and un- money during the past summer that the the discussion, and when the meeting was
honor need not be either stone or bronze, able to pay $3 a year for a paper. They large bills referred to hav accmnulated, over and ladies and gentlemen wanted
but a determination on the. part of each of are all asking us to wake up, but was there and the persons to whom we owe them to pass out the minister was so confused
us that we will do all we possibly can to ever an army, a successful one,- without a want their money." If those ''Liberal" that he did not notice he 8tood right in the
support the Liberal papers now in exist- leader and thorough organization? Now, subscribers hav any of the milk of human doorway and obstructed the passage, and
ence and assist the lecturers now in the I hav reason to believe there are more kindness it is not unreasonable to infer his attention had to be called to it three or
:field. The Secular Union, the Free- Liberals in the land than there are churC~h that many of them could relieve your four times before he became aware of the
Then he was in no hurry to :fill his
thought Federation, to hav Sunday- tyrants, and would it not be well to form troubles by being good to thAmselvs on fact.
talked-of appointments. On the contrary,
organizations
in
every
city,
town,
village,
the
plan
advised
by
the
best
life
insurschools for the yomag wherever it is
he stood by the door and tried to dispossible, a~d endeavor to the utmost and hamlet, and thereby be in shape to ance companies:
tribute some tracts to the passers-by, 110
he was of the last ones to leave the hall,
extent of our power to draw out the social speak to our legislators, .our Congressmen,
The price each day of a single beer
thereby convincing everyone present that
Will pay insurance through the year;
and sympathetic feelings which should and our Senate, and make it impossible
his appointments were a lie; so he sucAnd one cigar a day the less
form a part of the religion of hmrianity. for such things as Parkhurst and his inceeded nicely in adding to his utter deInsures your life and happiness.
quisitors
to
exist?
Poor
as
we
are,
I
This action on the part of each of us will
feat a willful priestly faleehood. Thus
Inclosed
:find
$7
to
renew
my
subscripbelieve
we
might
maintain
a
reasonable
be the best monument that can be erected
this meeting served wonderfully to open
in honor of Colonel Ingersoll, and· he will number of lectures if wo were properly tion till Jan. 1, 1894, alRo Henry Willard's the eyes of many about these holy imbe enabled while he livs to see that his organized, and also a number of Liberal to the same date, and $1 to help the '' busi- postors and heavenly vipers.
OLE E. fuGJfl(,
CHARLES C. JOHNSON,
words hav not been in vain, but hav aroused papers. Or is there no patriotism, no ne8& end."
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THE TRUTH BEEKER. J"A'Nt.tA.RY
Chats With- Correspondents.
SHARLOTT M. H., AmzoNA,-Your interesting article will appear soon, Be patient.
Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall Always glad to hear from you,
JoHN D.-Do not be discouraged. This
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for tl!is Corner should be sent.
world is improving all the time. As the
boy said when asked if he did not want to
go to heaven, "No, Detroit is good enough
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
for me." So we can make this world good
Comes a pause in the day's occnrations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
enough for anybody to liv in. When all
hav plenty of wholesome food, warm
clothes, comfortable shelter, and can livin
Bells of the New Year.
peace with each other, then there will be
How the mellow bells peal to-night!
an approach toward a very good sort of
Their echoes sound so dear
heaven on earth.
To the patient watchman yonder,
As he records the dying year.
GEo. J. REMSBURG,-Thanks for kind
congratulations, and your interest in the
The great white brow how wrinkled
With toil and care and strifeCorner. We are pleased always to note
Would yon know his age and name?
your progress, and congratulate you on
'Tis Time; the dispenser of life.
your responsible position on the staff of
See! the aged hand is writing
the Champion. We hav prophesied that
The accomplishments of man.
your qualities of mind are calculated to
Above the eons of ages past
Is inscribed-" He_ who can."
bring you to distinction and success. Be
careful of your physical health, as so much
Oh, ye weary bellR, toll on!
Awakening memory so dear.
in life depends upon a sound physical
'Tis the close of Time's short day,
foundation.-ED. C. C.]
': ; .-. ~
'Tis the close of man's long year.
One sharp peal, my ear it thrills,
Echoes dying at midnight day,
Like the notes of a joyful June,
O'er the meadows far away.
Then comes piping forth a lay
Of hopeful joy so full and clear,
In memory of long years past,
Joyful notes of & glad new year.
Time, looking np so wearily,
Turns the immortal pages o'er,
"No rest here for a sage like me,
Toil on, toil on for ages more."
Again, upon the new-born page
His glorious record to scan,
Wrinkled Time patiently writes
The noblest deeds of man.
Ganem Ottv, Ool.
ORELLA LoCKE.

:Mounds in Cowley County, Kan.
Mounds are numerous in Cowley county.
The most important of these is located on
a hill on the Wright farm just north of Arkansas City. This mound is probably the
largest ever discovered in the state. It is
about two hundred feet in diameter at the
base and about twenty-five feet in hight.
It is quite conical in shape. At each cardinal point on the sides of the mound is a
stone slab, each slab being of a different
color. No attempt to open it has been
made except by two students, who undertook to tunnel through it from side to
side. After working half a day and finding the earth fairly baked, they abandoned the work. One of these students
relates that when a small boy he took occasion to visit the mound quite often for
the purpose of throwing the peculiarstones that were found on its summit, as
these stones were just the right size to
throw. This is singular, for nowhere else
in the surrounding country could similar
stones be found. Unfortunately, however, all these hav fallen prey to the
schoolboy's sport. The young man who
related the above is very honest and his
word is not to be questioned. A great
many shell beads and large quantities of ore
blossom hav been found on the mound,
the latter having probably been carried
there from the mountains.
Dr. James Young, an archeologist from
Ohio, while visiting in Arkansas City several years ago, observed a number of
mounds along the Arkansas and Walnut
rivers. There are also several south of
town on the opposit side of the river, and
still more just east of town on Grouse
cret> k, None of these mounds hav ever
been disturbed, except two on Walnut
river, which were opened by Mr. Reinsch.
They contained nothing but pottery fragments, flint chips, charcoal, bones, and
arrow-points. These mounds were about
thirty feet in diameter and were originally
between three and four feet in hight.
Mr. Reinsch found a hollowed mortar, or
grinding-stone, in the vicinity of these
mounds. It is made from whitish limestone.
Just south of Maple City there are some
mounds which, from all appearances, were
opened many years ago and the contents
taken, except once in a while an arrowpoint is found in the dirt that was thrown
out. Large trees are now growing on this
dirt. Old settlers are inclined to believe
that the mounds were opened by the early
Jesuits or their followers.
GEO,

J.

REX.SBUR••

Correspondence.
WooDLAND, Mo., Dec. 24, 1892.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is the first time
I hav written to the Corner. I am a boy
eleven years old, and I liv on a farm in
Missouri. My father takes the paper and
I like to read the Children's Corner. I go
to school every day, I study grammar,
arithmetic, and geography. I guess I
will close. Wishing good luck to THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
Your friend,
DELBERT SEAR.
[We hope this will not be the last letter
from our friend. Study hard and learn
all you can, Education is better than
gold,-ED. C. C.]
ATcmsoN, KAN., Dec. 18, 1892.
Miss WIXoN, Kind Friend and 'leacher:
I see by the papers that you hav been
reelected a member of the Fall River
school board, and I wish to extend to you
my heartiest congratulations,
I inclose a short article descriptiv of
the mounds in Cowley county, Kan.,
thinking it would be of interest to some
of the readers of the Corner. I notice
that a number of our Corner friends are
interested in archeology.
I wish I could get time to write to you
and the Corner friends more often, but I
am working on the Daily Champion here
as assistant city editor, and consequently
am kept very busy. Nevertheless, I hav
not lost in•erest in the Corner, and never
will. With best wishes,
Your sin cere friend,
GEo. J. REMSBURG,
TURNER, ORE., Dec. 22, 1892.
EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER: I thought
I would write to the Corner again.
We are having our first snowstorm, I
want to run and play and wallow in the
snow, but I guess I bad bettsr not.
We hav flowers in bloom out of doors,
if they are all covered with snow.
There is going to be a Christmas tree in
the Baptist church here ; also a dance in
the Masons' Hall on Friday before Christmas,
There are not any outspok,en Freethinkers in Turner but my papa and
mamma. We take the only TRUTH SEEKER
that is taken in Turner. There was a protracted meeting going on in the Methodist
Episcopal church across the street. They
hav been going on with their meetings for
nearly three weeks, but finally stopped,
with but two soles or souls saved.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year,
I remain truly yours,
KATIE D. MATTESON.
[Very glad to hear from Katie once
more.-ED. C. C.]

14,

1993.

meddle with our innocent sport, and the
waste was not too great, the boys ought to
bedrabble his suit.
I was out yesterday to the young people's
AND
prayer-meeting, and heard the doleful old
tunes which always bring the juice from a
THE TRUTH SEEKER
believer's eye, and cause the corners of his
ONE YEAR,
mouth to drop down and the skin to Will be sent for $4.50. The $2.75 Pin and THE
wrinkle across his face.
TRUTH SEEKER Qne year for $5.
I will turn the string loose for this time,
THE
as I must go on to school. When I get my
head filled up I will write again, Hoping
this will miss the waste-basket, I remain ·
Yours for Freethought,
AND
JNo. B. HALE,

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

J ERVISPO~ KY., Dec. 22, 1892,
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I want to write
to you a conversation I had with a Roman
Catholic friend. I handed him a sermon,
or letter, delivered in New York by H. 0.
Pentecost, on "An English Monk," then
in New York preaching to save souls and
collecting money for the ministry in
Wales. My friend said, " You read, I
will listen." He said, "That lecture is all
right." He then said: "Mr. Smith, Ihav
heard you talk your religion ever since I
was a boy. I then thought your ideas
were good; now I know it. But you are
the only one on earth I would say so to."
"Why so, my friend?" "Because if I
were to tell a Protestant he would make
capital out of it for his religion. If I were
to tell a Catholic my wife might hear it,
and if I were to die before her the priests
would mob her and our children and take
what we hav worked hard for." This
good man was brought up in a creed. He
is all his life a prisoner. Will God thank
him for being a slave? Is it not a fact
that his country needs all the best things
he can do for her? Afterward I asked
why he had not made an effort to free his
wife and children. He said: "My dear
sir, you can't understand my troubles-a
priest coming around-I could not afford
to cross my wife, the mother of my children. If I ever could it is too late now."
My friend was raised a slave. How many
are in the same boat!
I think it wae Mr. Paine who said,
"Time, opportunity, and the ambition of
some and the weakness of o-thers do everything in this world." My friend did not
take time by the forelock. Now he can
not. Good fellow, but I cannot help him,
GEORGE SMITH.
NoRTH HYDE PARK, VT., Dec. 24,1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav been a reader
of the Children's Corner for some time,
and hav enjoyed it very much, especially
your article "Across the Atlantic."
My uncle takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
he and my father value it very highly.
I am now attending the Johnson Normal School, about five miles from this
town.
During the past week, a Baptist preacher,
by the name of Macgeorge, bas been
holding meetings at Johnson. There was
a great excitement, and a great many people, including nearly all of the students,
went" to Christ."
In the course of his talks Mr. Macg-eorge
said a great deal against Infidels, and Mr.
Ingersoll especially. He made cne statement of which I am rather doubtful. It
was to this effect, as I understand it. Mr.
Ingersoll was to debate with a preacher,
and just as the time came when the talk
was to begin, Mr. Ingersoll got so intoxicated tbr.t it was several days before the
debate could go on, He also affirmed that
Mr. Ingersoll was beaten.
I did not hear the gentleman say this,
but it was told me by a young lady who
heard him say it..
Will you please tell me if Mr. Ingersoll
is a man of intemperate habits?
Hoping to hear from you soon, I am,
Yours truly,
BERYL HARRINGTON,
[Revival ministers generally carry about
so many falsehoods as part of their stock
in trade. Little dogs bay at the moon,
The ignorant and narrow-minded are apt
to attack the noble and good whose opinions differ from their own. The beloved
leader of Freethought, Colonel Ingersoll,
is not a man of intemperate habits, and
it is well known that he never was and
never can be beaten in any religious debate, He is as a star in the sky compared
to the little tallow-candle of a minister
who spends his time spreading falsehoods
and declaiming against his superiors,ED. C. C.]
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BOO~S BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of N atnre. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent

Disorders of the Hnman Organism. Cloth, $1. -

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrated by H Faber. Cloth, $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
BEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY.'

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Chris
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to mtet the calumny, Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
BEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia., Pa..
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
ANEW WORK
BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
An thor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order at once,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HEcToR, ARK., Dec. 18, 1892.
DEAR Miss WrxoN : As my education is
quite light, the readers of this piece need
not expect to catch any new words, or to
get an over-gorge of information. I like
to read the Children's Corner, and
after so long a time hav concluded to add
one to your number of writers.
My father has taken the dear old TRUTH
SEEKER for fourteen years, and he could
-ono more do without it than a preacher
could do without telling a lie. The
Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realm
saints (?) had a big hallelujah time at this
disclose the most Startling
place last summer, and about ninety-five
Revelations.
5aid by their actions that they were tired
-oTHE
of sin. Their sins were washed off in a
small creek near by, washing down against
Proving
Christianity
Astronomical and Astrologica water-gap, tearing it loose. '
to be of
I guess the little preacher John Williams
al Origin of all Religions.
imagins himself almost as great as Sam
Heathen
Origin.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Jones, the saint(?).
The preacher says he is coming up this
[ILL USTRATED.l
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
week to spoil our Christmas for r.s with the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Price, $1.50. Address
his heavenly cries. If he should come to
Addre11 THE TRUTH SE~B.
THE ~UTH SEEKEB.

Christianity a Fiction.

..

Antiquity
Unveiled.
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SHOWING
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1
NESS OF THE CIIUROH S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RJio
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
WUON OF
CHURCH AND
,.,TA. TE.

'WORKS.
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185

Ol").Iy A utl).ori.zec:l :ec:litiOl").So

WITH

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Fun...Page
Jnustrafioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS Of

FACTS~
HISTORY~

Compristi~g Thhe Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,:Heretics and Heresies.
P aper, 50 cen s, cot
1 , $1.

GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Incmding .Tl~e G;host~. Liberty of Man, Won;tan, and Child; Tbe Declara.tion of Inde end~~ce,JboutBFai mmg m Illj.nms, Speech Nommatmg James G Blaine for Preaidenoy inp1876

STATISTICS,

e A. ,r,a\}bt t antquEebt, A. CTnbute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, 1'he Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream:
an d 1 r1 u e o
on . Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1 •

AND

. SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

OPINIONS oF SCHOLARS

Contents: Soma Mistakes of~'[oses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman The
PdentaLteuch, Monday; Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars A.lso Friday Satur
ay, et us Make 1\'lan, Sundax, The Necessity for a Good l\femory The GS:rden 'l'he Fall·
D~tmAne~s, Bacc)ms and Babel, l!'~ti~h in Filth, 'Tqe .Hebre:vs, The Plagues, The Flight, Confes~
~fci\h,v$i~d, Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religwus Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

BLASPHEMY.

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:ZW
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

Be(ng Six Interview~ wi~h tbe Famo,ns Orat,or on Six S~rmons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talm1aghe, o~ Brooklyn, to which 1s added a Tahnag1an Catechism. Paper 50 cents· oloth $1 25·
cot , g1lt, $1.50.
.
'
'
' · '
Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N J This is
the greate~t ~rgument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for. t'he'bS:r so long
the Chr1st1ans use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed its elo·
quenc.e never equaled in a trial for "blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution ls going
on th,ls argument should be free! r circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occaswn. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
liB

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED 1

Analyzes the so.called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evangelical A.lliance and ll.n~wers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religIon of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

· The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
'

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A. Reply to the New York Ooserver's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G . Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

A Discussio~ between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A. Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

CIVIL RIGHT8 SPEECH.

With Speech of Han. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
in the suit of the B. & l\1. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886. Paper, 10 cents
.
CRIME S AGAI:s'Sl' CRIMINALS.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 centii.
9 ,(13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.

LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges,
LITHOGRAPII OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
22x 28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

A LAY SERMON.

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 centli!.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.

The illustrations are classified aa follows:
J&represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
::
The Church Robbing the People.
I
Thanksgiving.
S
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
lO
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Scienco.
25
Tbe Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
C
The Lord and His Works.
I
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Ohristians and Mohammedans.

A. most e:x;trao~dinary publicat~ol!. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared m th~s country, and 1t 1s very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published.. We mus~ g1-.;-e the Truth Seeker CoQ'i.p!my the credit of putting the book in the r"ach of alL
4t tWlc;e the price 1t would have beet). a cihell;P book. Artis~ H!Jston as a portrait-painter and de.
s1gne~ 1s a. wonqerful success~ !LUd we JUdge from our own feelmgs that nearly every Liberal in
Afuenca will des1re a copy of tD!s most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful an~ noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. Thero are nearly two hundred pages of reading
>uat~er that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
.als1ty of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them Altogether the
book is one of t.he best weapons again~t Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
b&nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
~rice,

(A home picture.) 50 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL), 7i x 13 inches, $1.50.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.

A.n Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on -the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, a cents.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL CATECHISE». Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

'The lecture i~ a grand one, and was received by the club with continuous applause from
beginpingto c:nd, whJCh.speaks well for tl1e Unitarians. The pamphlet contams 1~ page•,
beautifully prmted. l'ncc, 6 cent;; ten cop1es, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL ORlTION ON ROSCO:C CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE \JONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRE \.T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

A.t the Paine colcbr<1tion iu New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLmiE.

CO :'!'l'ENTS.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individuality· Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of J\la:' Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declaration of Independence, July 4, 187u; \Vha\ I Kno1Y About Farming in lllinoi;; Spee Jh at Ciucinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre3idenc v; Tho PMt Rises Before ii'Ic,
or, Vision of War, an exoract t'r·1m a Sneech made at the Soldiers· and Sailors' Heuniou
at Indianapolis. lui., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
Crimes A.gamst Crimio.als; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Cl!trke; Som1 Mistakes of 1\lose•;
What 1\fu t We Do to be Saved? Stx Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. Da W,tt 1'alma!W, D D.; to which is added a Talmagian Cate~hism, aml Four
Prefaces, which CO'l t>tin som1 of 1\Ir. Inger:nll's wittiest and briglltest sayings.
'This volume h'ts tbe greatest popularity, is be\Lutifully bound in half calf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,337 page', good paper, large type, post 8vo. Price, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY lN LITERATURE.

Testimonial to Wnlt Whitman. "Let ns put wreathH on the 1J1·owg of the livlnu." An Ad-

dress delivered in Philltdelphia, Oct. 21, 1890. with portmit of Whitman. Containing alAo
COLONEL I.N«,<EUSOLL'S ADDRESSA'J' 'J'U:E IFUNEitAL OFWAL'.l' WIII'J'JUAN, at H>trleigh, Camtleu, N.J., 1\Iarch 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELEC'riONS.

Fifth etlition, cnl>trged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3 ·3 pages. This i;.
beyond question, tho cheapest and most ele~ant volume in Liberal literature. its mechanical
finish is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expen>cJ has been spared to make it the thing or
beauty it i~. The type is i:Lrge and cle:J.r. the paper heavy, highly calendered, and ri·•hly tinte<l.
the presswork faultless, aud the binding as pc1·fect as the b<bt material' atHl skill can make it
As t'l the conte,<Ls, it is enough to say th:Lt they i~tclucle all of t!le choicest mteranceJ ol
the greatest writer ou tlte topics treat.ed that has eYer Jived.
Those who nave not the good fortune to own all of i\lr. Ingersoll'" published work", wi;J
have in this book of selection; many bright samples of hi; lofty thought, his tnatchl· s:; elo.
quence, his won<lerftll imrwer.!, at1Ct his epigrammatic and poetiepowcr. 'l'he rollection includes all of the "Trilmtes" that have become famous mliterature-not:tbly those to his brOLhe
K C. Ingerooll, Lincoln, Grant. Beecher, Conkling, Courthtudt l\1. Pa\mer, iHary :f!'i,ke, Elil<lll
Wright: hii peerlosR monographs ou "The Vision of War," Love, LJberty, Art antll\fomJit.y.
Science, Nature, 'l'he Imaginat.ion,..Decomtion Day Oration! What is l'oetry, i\Insic of Wagner,
Qrigin and De~ tiny," Lrave; of urass," ancl on the gr.eat wroes of, intellectual Liberty. BeSides these aro mnnmetable·gem;; taken here and there from t..he ora~JOns, speeches, ar, nments,
toasts. lectures, letters, interviews, ancl day by day converstttJO)lS of t1t~ author.
1'he book is designed for, anrl will bo accepted by. a<~llllJ'\nt:; fnen<ls as a,rau, personal
souvenir. To help it serve this J:llUJlOSC, a flue steel portmit,,wi.th ~uto!fr;tph ~ac-Sllllile.,Jms
been prepared especially fol" it. In the more elegant styles of buulmr; 1t Is cmmcntJy s1nted
for presentation purposes, for nny season or occasion. .
.
.
.
PRlCES.-ln cloth, bcvclctl boards, gilt edges, $2 oO: 111 hal{ morocco, gilt ,C\lges. $~: 1n hall
!lll.lf, mottled :-;tlg.es, libral'Y ,etyle, lji4 50; in full 'l'url\CY morocco, gtlt, cx<Illlslte!y line, ,p.r.u;
m full tree calf, highest posslblG fimsh, $B.

Any of t11e above ~ent to any address, by express, ]ll"eJJaid, or m,ail, 11ost free,
oo receipt of price. Address THE Tl!.UTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette 11., New York.
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Life of T~omas Paine I
WITH A

HI story of HI s LJ terary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England.
B Y MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY ,
Author of " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Pa~s of Edmund
Randolp!,J.," "George Washington
andMonntVernon,""Washington's Rules of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett,
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religions heres1es. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an im~rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the reli_gions conflict initiated
by him, his political servwes and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has personally searche<l
such records, in Europe and America, and has
obtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, bnt on various e"'inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A. large amount of unrmblished correspondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a !!eneral appreciation of its" importance,
and it Will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Europe and
America, by pers nns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religious or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oot., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A..
Address this oftloe.

Price, 15 oentll.
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Freethinker~.

E. B. ~ 8DW6r. Ben.

The Truth Seeker Library.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians) from
the time of Menu to the present. ByD.M.Bennett. 1,07~ pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, g1lt edges, 1!!4.50.

The Champions of the Church •. Tlteir
Crimes and Persecntions. Biographical
sketches of prominent Christians. A com_llanion book to' The World's S11ges," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges.
Price, $4 50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancil'nt and
Modern Times. VoL .I gives a full account of ali the ,gods the natwns of the earth
have worshined, mcluding Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ; Vir1r.in Ma.ryband the
Bible. 835 pages 8vo. v ol. l l descri es fully
all religious systems of the world, includin~r
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
tbe latter occupying 872_pag~s. being fully__gone
into. 949 pages. By D. J\1. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernatnralisln ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including Tbe Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Heply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Jtlr, Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deisml
Common i:lense, The Crisis, and the Rigl!ts o
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, SVo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edge!,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex·

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount A.mberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
Tbe foregoing volumes are called "Tbe Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together ll.nd
sent by express hone dollar will be deducted from
the price of eac .

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contruted with lh Superstructure,
BY W. B. GREG.
Oomplete in 1 voL, limo; SWpp~. $·1.50.
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0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEXEB OFFICE.

A. Truth Seeker Around the Wodd. Fom
large volumes. With steel-plate en@:aving of
the author in Vol. I, and <~ach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i'
red cloth, 11!6.50,

Superstition in All Ages.
BY J:eAN

J.4,

1.898.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

MS.SLI:e~,

A

l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers.
1, 075 pages, 8vo. Cloth
$8.00; leather, $4.00:

moro~co

rrilt erl!!'PR. $4.50

rhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and RE>7. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very largP. saJ.e, and is a_sjllendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Eartl·. Paper
OOcents. r.

ChristianityandExposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

What Objections to Christianity 7 A dis-

cnssion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. 1\lair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrower]
or copied from much older systems of religion
J. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
Oeen as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach4lrs and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
a tory of J esns and his mission in the world is
nnhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemwraneons history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$Ui0.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Cr1ticisms of
Universolo&:~ Price~ 20 cents.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
first pag:e to last with the living spint of today."-...I.lohn Swinton's Paper.

Trial of D." M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de'!lositing prohibited matter in the mail. Thia giVeS
a full history of this celebrated case and shows
what monstronR injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 ct&

Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The au-

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Exa.mina.tion of the Mora.l.B a.nd History
of the New Testament.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. FirBli Dear

eon of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
Church incidents and his evolution from Chris
tianity to LiberaJ.ism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth

~cents.

l'he Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrim~
ln the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistl1
of Bmnett the Apostle to the Trnthseekerf
<lloth,$1.
.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 ~entl5.
An Hour with the DeviL lOeeL::'--.
fiLe Gods and Religions er Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volmnes. Written

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine·
creative sparll; is withm him. The book is
1llled with manly thon_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcrwt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Tlirone.'"
-[lnger~oll. Price, $1.

ByPBmr. F. W. NEWliUN.

POPES AHD Tl{tl{l DOINGS.
Yicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

mance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

From Behind the Bars. A series ofletten
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.5()

lettere written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin!l' some account of the Inter
national Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Benne~t was a. delegate fol.
lowed by a. description of what he saw in Eng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letter8
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author
8110 pages. $1.110.

SALADIN
LON])ON .A.GNOSTIO JOURNAL.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
4

When he had read thiq book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yon have earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound criticism, of caustic
humor, of sledgehamm. r vehemence, of scathing satire, of pathos and elog,nence. It is.one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that " Christianity elevated the woman: it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded- An English w iter said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever iesned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing.''
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?

•

The evidence for the r• snrrection is in this book carefully considered and found wantin~. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this alleged miracle, for
it IB certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only l:laladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

•

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

a

Men, Women and Gods£

·

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Traae Su:p:pztea at Special ])iscounts.

IS THIS YOUR SOBJ MY LORD 1

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Fome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpicnltnre: Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God In the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature·
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

Price. cloth. il!1: Paver, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thonghtfnl, and ever:v verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every Page glows with passion and throbs with lift~.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:r one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in tlae possession of BaJ.adin
ln paper, 10 cents.

A NE'W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $1.
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
ill L&fr.:vette place, Now York.

.F.

tJNDERWOUll'~

H \1 u. ..... .._,.

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Ohri1>
tianity and Materialism; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientific Materialism
Woman i Spiritualism from a Materialisti
dtandpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
Reformer· Materialism and Crime; Will th.
Coming:JVlan Worshii> God? Crimes and Crnd
ties of Christianity; the Anthoritr, of the Bible
Freethonght Judged by Its Frmts; Our Ide11
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
\Vhat Liberalism Offers in Place 0:
Christianity. 10 cents.
{cientiflc Materialism; Its Meaning ani
Tendency. 10 cents.
.,piritualism from a Materialistic Stand
point. 10 cents.
Paine tlle Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Het
Rigllts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
.tlaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God f
lOcents.

flvelve Tracts. Scientific and Theolow
ical. 211 MntR.

Or. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volmne

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrate.]. Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2-00, poRtage
prepaid; 5 volnmes...!leparate, flexible cloth\ 50
cents per volume· Heel Line edition, snitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volnme.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oaurt
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's iltory, 'Is
This Your Son, J\Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

o

Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; 1'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun: Extracts from Dens and l.ignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have .Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Contineucy even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndnlEence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
~
For ..U of these works a.ddresa
THE TRUTH B:lilEKER, 28 Lafayette Pla.Q~. ~~~W '¥0{1s·

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
SnbjectR; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from mannscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
l\L F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
Vhat Is Right~ 10e.
Vhat Was He~ Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
Vho are Christians~ 10c.
AililrARA 'I''FTF. TRUTH SEEKER

Science in Sti)ry; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

This book reminds one of Sir WaJ.ter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

With Author's Por-

:s.;;ays and Lectures. Embracing Infiu

Editor of the

Judaism, Cbristianity1 and Mohammedan.
Ism examined histoncally and critically

Books by Helen H. Gardener

Christianity. 10o.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.

FOR fi'ALR .A.T THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

(W. STEWART ROSS),

cluding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost.
.1esn9 Christ, ihe Virgm 1\Iary, and the Bible
To the latter 280 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production foi
e. first-class God.• 883 large pages. Paper covers
OOcents; cloth, $1. ·

has appeared. 000 lar2•

Geology. Paper, 25c.i cloth, 40o.

i.

Ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in-

Ohristu~nity that
PM "A iR' ""'

$1.50.

~ermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
~oul of Things.
Psychometric

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat-

~)ailE'S.

25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

trait. $1.25.

oi

It is thon!l'ht to be the most damaging exhibh

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Radical Rhymes.

B-OOKS

rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

of

10o.

$1.25.

in r-ison. In oloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo

A. Truth Seeker in Buro.l'e• A series

10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

[s Darwin Right~ Origin of Mllln. $1.
Is Spiritualism True~ 10c.
Man's True Saviors. 10c.
Ortho[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit. of

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Ro-

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.

A poetic verSion of

the Jndia.n story of the Garden of Eden in
whir..a itii snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lellend-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

ACCOUNT OJ'

Spiritualism

God Proposed for Our National Constitution. 10c.
lrreconcilable Records. Genesis and

rh:yme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the GaJ.ilea.n Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

Superior. 10o.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Price 25 '3&nts.

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin!<' Pregnancy, La,bor,
and Suckling," and "AdviCe to a Mother on th~
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood:" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.

~

Arlilrnoo

'l''l'T'W 'l'TllT'l'l'T <fl<'li1Tl'li1'R

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

Jtl' John B. Ieboo9 AoDio
liiii.Oo ol"*h,ltl•OG.

THE ~I'RtJTB ciEEKER. JANU~Y
GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
The Myth oCthe Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most com·
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read it is to be astonbhed at
the possibilities of religious credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It
ought to meet with a very largesale.-C.P.Farrell.
Tile Evolution oC the Devii.-By Henry
Frank, the independent p1·eacher of New York
City. The most learned, accurate. scientific and
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
before published. The book contains 66 pages, is
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title
page. Price, 25 cents.
Ine:ersoJI's Addre ..s before the NewYork Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever im·ited a noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with continuous applause from beginning
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifnlly printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods, By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
pamphlet of forty page•, with likeness of Ingersoll.
Price, 20 cents. The most profound address
that Ingersoll ever delivered.
The Bruno MonUJrnent. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
inches, for framing; pot up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. Price 12 cents.
(Jhurch and State; the Bible in the Public
Schoolsi the New ·'American" Party-By "Jefferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pamrt•let of 28 pages is the most thorough presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Reli~cton ot: Humanity: A. Pili•
losoplty ot LiCe. By J. Leon Benwell. A
benlltiful paper-bound namphlet, with liken e._ of
author. A most v lnable pnhlication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.
l'IJ:entorial Or·ation by Colonel lng<'r•
soli ou Roscoe Conklin~. D•·livered before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price,.4 cents.
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by su,an
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Religion. ·what is to be its
jlnaZ onlcome? By an Old l!'armer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingers• 11
ever w1·ote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would Follow- the Effacement
oC Cluistianity ~ By George Jacob llolyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Life and Career ot'Cba·~Ies B,.aiflau~h.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good like·
ness of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents.
In~<>rsoll's Great A<>iiress on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents.
Stan din~ np "for Jesus; or what the editor
ot the Freethinkers' .illayazlne thinks of hlm.
Price, 4 cents.

Address,
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEw YoRK CITY.

Self ~contradictions of the B!nle.

Gems of ~hought.

14.

1
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.

lating hnman conduct on the Sabbath 1s an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-~e ~cles of

OF tw<1 evils we should not only choose
the least, but endeavor still to derive some
advantage out of that.-Cicero.

the Christian church are thrrty-nme poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t
Price, 5 cents.

Great to Voltaire.

THE BEST%
r alse

Claims.

Revised a.nd Enlarlled

As a Missionarr Document it is unexcelled
Among the subJects considered by Mr. CR~llll!·
burg are: The Church and Jlfortility; nnn·
nal Statistics, showin!; the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitent1aries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights Movement; the Temp~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

TBl!l

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Tells the Story of the

Perfected new model, 16 Jewels, full a<ljustsd
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all 'llodern improvements; ouaranteetl
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, t17' 8-ounoe coin silver, •22; 4-ounce_. $.23.
In best ruled gold case, open-faoe,dust-prooi, •llf:
hinged case, $28 to $80; hunting:, es1 to $85; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to Cl150. Nwkel workt, e~
more.
ReiJ'Ular Grade Americaa Watche••Bilverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, t7.110; 1&
jewelsf: Cl9; diho, e.djusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. n finer oases, e.dd e.s above.
Ladies' American Gold Watche••-.A..ll
latest styles in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $1MO; 15 jewelll, eoo; 14 oa.rat 11olid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guan.ntee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for
and returned free.
Sundrieoo.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best trip~e-platod teaspoons, $1.80;. table spoons1
$8.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; loll for $6. Bolla
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, e1.110if2 to ...
TheColoncllnll'ertro .-Tea,$2.110;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $8;__gilt bowls, &0 cents more. Extr&
heavy te&e, $8. Etched:

The Apostle of Liberty. An aadress deo

50 cents extra.
.
The Torch of Reason Bad~re, solid gold
en&meled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.110,
$1Q, $15, $20, $80.
.
.uiamond•~ 20 per cent. below market prtoe.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badll'e, tracts, eto., free. All ll'oods prf!Paia (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tion .. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

VOLTAIRE examined the Bible for himself, advocated int··llectualliberty, struck
from. the brain the fetters of an arrogant Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vicea
faith, assisted the weak, cried out against
Sanctioned by Scripturei Falsehood and Dethe torture of man, appealed to reason,
ception; Cheating; Tneft and RobberYj
Adultery and Prosttt-qtio11; l\furder; .Wnrs m
endeavored to establish universal toleraConquest and Extermmatwn; Despot1sm; Intion, succored the indigent, and defended
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
the oppressed.-In,gersoll.
Woman; Unkindness to Children,; Cruelty to
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Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane t Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

GENIUS makes for itself a path where no
one went before ; it pursues its course
without guide, .without art, without rule ;
it goes astray in its career, but it leaves
behind all excellence that is merely reasonable and correct.- Voltaire.

Thoreau.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill (fl'a.sshoppers,
or trying to induce tho Deity to undertake &
crusade of one against the <Jolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 oentil.

You show by the character of Gusman
[in a play] that Christianity, ill understood
and guided by false zeal, renders men
more barbarous and more cruel thm
paganism itself.-Letter of Frederick the

WE check and repress the divinity that
stirs within us to fall down and worship
the divinity that is dead without us. I go
to see many a ~ood man or good woman,
so called, and utter freely that thought
which alone it was given me to utter, but
there was a man who lived a long, long
time ago, and his name was Moses, and
another whose name was Christ, and if
your thought does not, or does not appear
to, coincide with what they said, the good
man or good woman bas no ears to hear
you
They think they love God ! It is
only his old clothes, which they make
scarecrows for the children. When will
they come nearer to God than in these very
children? A man lately preached here
against the abuse of the Sabbath, and
recommended to walk in the fields and
dance on that day. Good advice enough,
which may take effect after a while. But
with the mass of men, the reason is convinced long before the life is. They may
see the church and the Sabbath to be
false, but nothing eloe to be true.-

.

,uuu J1J.Itemsburg's Hooks. ~.~!· .!.~~~.~~.~'s A~!~~~

VICE is sufficient of itself to make a man
thoroughly nnhappy.-Aristotle.

AN ignorant people take instinctivly to
the severer modes of religion, as they do
to the severer schools of law and physic.
They like their medicin, whether for mind
or body, exceedingly nansecus and painful.
They love the terrors of the law.-Parton.
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Animals· Human Sacrifices; uannibailsm;
Witchcraft: Slavery; Po\ygamy; Intemper(lnce;
Povert:'( and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscemty. Price, single cop:es~ 25 cents; .o
~pies, $1. SpeciO.l discount on large quanti·

~s.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd

most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view." Lar!l'e and
handsome print. Prtce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Bt·eaker. Six Lectures:

D~cline

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance:,:Washmg~on
an Unbeliever· Jefferson nn Unbenever: Pame
enu Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

rhomas Paine.

Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.eaqing trai~s
of his character and g~nms, and vmd1_catcs, l;ns
name from the asperswns cast. upon, 1t. 1 r1 butes to Paine's character nro g1ven from more
than one hundred noted per~ons of Etuo2e ap.d
America many of them wr1tten expressly for
this work. Second editioaf IOO pages, prmted
on fine tinted paper, neat y bmL~1, and c,on•
, tainim: a handsome steel portraJt of Paw~
ClOtili, '1u n.;ah~·

liverea in· Paine ~all, before the N. E. Ft;eethinkers' ConventiOn, January 29, 1884. Prioe,
10 ~PntR.

.J.D. S4a~'s Boo~s.
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THE results of the working out of the
Moral, Theological, Historical, rrnd Speculativ. .agnostic principle will vary accor?-ing to
individual knowledge and capamty, and
Propositions.
according to the l!'eneral condition of
'?riG:J,
15 cents
science. That which is unproved to-day
I specially want 500 orders for booki within the
next three months.
may he proved by the help of n~w disAN OUTLINE OF THE
coveries to-morrow. The onlynegativ fixed
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
points will be those negat.ions which
WHY.
flow from the demonstrable limitations of
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
our faculties. And the only obligation
Snowville, Va.
accepted is to hav the mind always open
to conviction. Agnostics who never fail
in carrying out their principles are, I am
Its Causes al')cl Results.
afraid as rare as other people of whom
By W. ~- BELL. Paper, !2mo, 25 ct<~. the s~me consistency can be truthfully
predicated. · But, if you were to meet with
such a phenix and to tell him that you
had discovered that two and two make five,
he would patiently ask yon to state your
reasons for toat conviction, and express
Reply to New York )b~erwr.
his readiness to agree with you if he found
l3y ~- CS. INCSE>N~G}'~,L.
them satisfactory. The apostolic injunc- The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet conWith ".A. ROMAN CATHOLIO Cf.liiAR.l)."
tion to "suffer fools gladly " should be
taining eight chapters. in ,refut!j.tl,on bof kth~
assumption that the B1ble !B a d1vme oo o
Price, 15 cents.
the rnle of life of a true Agnostic. I am
J:>Ure thought, and correct in all its utterances.
deeply cons~ons how _fa~ I myself fall
Price, 25 cents.
short of this Itleal, but It 1s my personal Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
conception of what Agnostics ought to be.
of the biblical story of man's." crea~~on," an~
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Paper, 30 cent": cloth. ~0 cents.
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1ocent:o.

Price.
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Jar1_893..M
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:

The Moral Sanction, Leslie Step)len; Reveren~
Ag!].ostici~m. Amos Waters· The ~oth~r Nature.

A Poem Gerald Massey; Dogmatism m MTheol0
Alfrefi Momerie; Sermons on the
ount,
si~uel Laing; The Cttr_ of the Dead, W. ~tewart
R
(Sala.din)· On the Duty of .Ho~esty 1~ Our
Cg~~ctions 0. E. Plumptre; Scte~t!fic Re~1g10n,
R Bithell· The Blight of S®erstJtwn, Charles
Watts· A.llthropology and Orthodoxh, Edward
Olodd! The Disap:pearanoe of the ;Net ~r :W or1d1
F J Gould • Religwus Ideas: Thetr . Or1gm a.na
Development, Frederick ~illa~i Sl!;n~~;ls wtth
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Mar.:tm; matenal!sm and
Idealism Harmonized, Lucum Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Addre111 TBE.:.TBUTH SEEDB.

-Huxley.

THE Penn8ylvan_ia ~Jagazine, in the
time that Paine edited 1t, was a seed-bag
from whieh the sower scattered the seeds
of great reforms, ripening with the progress of civilization.
Through the more
popular press he. sowed also.. ~he whole
circle of human I~eas and prmmJ?les were
recognized by this lone, .wayfarmg m~n.
The first to urge extenswn of the prmciples of independenc~ to tb,e enslaved
negro ; the firRt to arraign ~onarch;v, a~d
to point out the danger of 1ts Ant'Vlv~l m
th~> presidency; the firs~ to p~opose artiCles
of a more thorough natwnahty to t.he. newborn states· the first to advocate mternational arbitration;, t~e ~rst t.o expose
the absurdity and criminality of ~nelmg;
the first to sn"'gest more rahonalicleas of
marriage and divorce; the first to _advocat.e
national and internatio~al copyright; the
first to plead for the ammals ; the ~r~t to
demand justice for woman-what brilliants
would our modern reformers hav contributed to a coronet for that ma.n's brow
had he not persistently worshtpod the
God of his fathers after th~ way that
theologians call heresy 1---:-Remew ~~Con-

·way's Life of Paine m the Lzterary
DigeBt.

"cJirse," theologically denommated the fall.
Pnce, 10 cents.
. •
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one hundred and fifty plain s~lf-contrarltctwns
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morals, and history, Pncc, 1.0 cents.
The Hnmau Nature of Jesus. A re~n~a
tion of the assumption that ho was a rltv m de
person and that he was the fulfillment of 0 1
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.

Libera1ism. Treating the sub_jeet frol!l a
negative and affirmath:e )ltandP.omt, showmg
what it is not and what 1t ts. Prwe, 5 cents.
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BLAINE seems to be dying.
THE Colorado House of Representatin
on itsaBBembling was thrown into uproar by
a prayer of Chaplain Peck containing disgraceful partisan allusions.
DURING the time since the New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art has been
open Sundays, it has been visited by
405,411 persons-an average of 5,869 each
Sunday.
THE Mexican clergy are striving to foment a rebellion a!!'ainst President Diaz
whom they hate because he has established
secular schools, and rules them with a rod
of iron.
THE Rome correspondent of the London 1.imes says: "Since the bull against
the comet no pope has issued a more futil
condemnation than that against Freemasons."
AT Fuon Santa, Spain, burglars tortured
a priest to make him reveal the bidingplace of some valuable offerings that had
been made to the church. Finally they
shot him dead.
A NEW sect has sprung up about Raleigh,
N. C., called the Holy Ones. It numbers
several hundred members. They condemn resort to medicin in illness, and one
woman; Mrs. Rosa Hill, recently permitted her child to die rather than call a
doctor.
REVIVAL of the whipping-post in New
Jersey is being canvassed. The opinion of
the wiser heads is against it, sayipg that it
almost inevitably makes the offender more
reckless than before, and prepares him, if
WHEN DID THIS HAPPEN ?-Jere. viii, 1, 2.
not for the repetition of the offense, for
others even more iojurious to society.
A STATEMENT cabled to London from
Shanghai purports to giv the views of the
THIRD EDITION.
educated clat:~ses of Chinese in regard to
IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
foreign missionaries and demanding the
IRON•CLAD SERIES.
withdrawal of the foreign missions from
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlauglt ............. 2li
Chinese territory, which, it is claimed,
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake ..... 10
hav utterly failed in the objects they were
' In1llf~3~:WgJd ?.~~~~~~~~ ~~. ~i-~~-~~~~~: g
intended to accomplish and tend only to
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGH)NS:
7 Buddbist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
foment revolt.
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
BEING A
· 9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
REv. MR. WooD, a Protestant clergy10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
Cemparlson of the Old and New Testament l!lyths and l!firaeles with th0111
man of Detroit, Mich., who disapproves
11 Philoso-eh~ of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
of
Heathen
Nations
of
Antiquity,
the Protestant crusade in that city against
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
18 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ............ 10
Catholics, in a sermon against it the other
CONSIDERING ALSO THEm ORIGIN AND MEA.lUNG,
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
Sunday said: "Some brothers are now
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
WITH NUlllEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
standing in shame on the platform of the
Charles Bradlaugh......................... 5
111 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
church and instead of preaching the words
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 10
of Jesus Christ are telling their congrega19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoalie.... .. 5
tions where to buy their things."
20 Bulll!rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.... ....... 5
A OIRCULAB is being distributed repre21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
2f.l Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts...... . . 5
senting the pope as calling upon the
28 The Christian Deit:l':. Charles Watts ........ 5
priests and laymen of the United States
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts . . . 5
to use their political influence as citizens
2li Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts .... 5
26 Christiamt:y: Its Nature and Influence on
of America in securing for him comCivilizat10n. Charles Watts ............ " .. 5
plete control over temporalities in this
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Hojyoake.... 5
country. It states that the meeting of
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 5
Congress is to be the signal for the
80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts .. 5
seizure of the government by the Cath88 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla1;1gh.......... 5
olics. The Catholic prelates are denounc89 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure . .M.G. H ..... 10
ing it as a fabrication of Protestant anti42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
Catholic societies.
48 Christian Scheme of Re• !emption. C. Watts 5
« Logic of Death: or, Wh..r Should the Atheist
THE Catholic church at Albuquerque,
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .......... 10
N. M., which had its image of Christ
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Charles Bradlaugh ... 5
Hindoo Virgin and Child.
'' desecrated," on the next night was visited
MANNA SERIES.
by anothPr party who with axes and
1 Original Manna for" God's Chosen.".... . . . . 5
sledgehammers battered in the doors of
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Q_ueen of Heathe church, the adjoining residence of the
4 Whr I was Excommunicated. Barnard. ..... 20
ven,"
the
"Mother
of
God,"
etc.,
which
has
become
one
of
6 200 yuestions Without Answers............... 5
Jesuit fathers. and the sisters' convent.
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
The fathers were deterred from showing
and a Chinese Mandarin.... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 10
themselvs hy fear of what acts might be
1 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
faith
for
centuries
before
the
virgin
now
adored
was
born.
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
prompU!d by the anticlerical spirit, which
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
In India. they have worshiped for ages, Maha Devi-The
has in Mexico reached a pitch of inoake .......................................... 5
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
dignation against priestly fraud unknown
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh....... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
in the United States. ·
Like
her
Roman
counterpart
she
is
the
Goddess
with
a
11 New Life of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho;!yoake ..... 10
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother of Vishnu,
A coMPANY of business men are digging
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods,
for buried gold at Typozottan, Mex. It
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H.. . . . . . . . 10
16 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
is said that Jesuits once controling the
invisible to mortals," says the Vishnu Purana, (p. 5o2)
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
cathedral acquired $25,000,000 in gold,
"celebrated her praise continually from the time that Vishnu
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh.. .... . 5
and on being banished by the government
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh ...... 5
was
contained
in
her
person."
She
is
represented
in
Moor's
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5
about 1790 could carry off only $3,500,000
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
Hindu
Pantheon,
adorned
with
jewels,
and
the
infant
Saviour
and buried the remaining $21,500,000.
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
A few years ago while repairs were being
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will senti
1!11.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
made in the cathedral $500,000 in gold
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.
for $8, and $10 worth for $5.
was found under the altar. The government, which in the last few decades has
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50,
brought the clergy under and is ruling
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER·
them harshly, confiscated it. If, however,
the present treasure is found the government will claim but five per cent.
A SlllRIOUS conflict has broken out in the
Philippine islands betw~en the Spanieh
viceroy, General De~puJols, and the rePhoto~a~;~h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
ligious orders-Jesmts, Augustines, and
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
Conflict Brdween Mental Science and Theology. Franciscans-whose chiefs hav telegraphed
America's greatest orator and Freedom's g!'eatest
champion at home, may be had at this ollice for
to the Madrid government that they will
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.
Priest •lld .M.•ll•
ft.ftycente.
leave the islands if the viceroy be not imPreface oy R. G. INGERSOLL. mediately recalled. These powerful orA NOVEL.
ders hav more influence over the native
Unanswerable.
Price, $1.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
than the Spanish authoritieli, and this inBING, BROTHERS, BING.
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
fluence the viceroy attempts to check.
'DSll: TBll:
These orders prevented the Bible aociety
An independent and respectable study of char
from establishing a depot in Manila, and
acter in the hiw of circumstance such as ever.
they were the promotQrB of the action of
In 70111 meetines, to ma.ke them lively and inter· George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
!llltinir. TBll: LIBEIU.L HYliiN·Boox contains songa own as her first novel. . . • A more vigorous
the Spanish authorities againlit the Prot>resentment
of
the
mischievous
nature
of
modern
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
estant missionaries recently maltreated
in its most honest and consisten~
Ii ill hi&!P:r recommended by Me8Brs. Wakeman, Christianity,
and expelled from the Caroline islands.
Panon, Wl'lfrht. Green, Underwood, lllrs. Blenker, form, need not be desired.-[W estminster Review
By .MRS, E. D. BLENKER.
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
where they had been filstablished and
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
•oatl.
Addreo 'l!o 'l'BUTB SuDll 0¢. .
Boards,
Address
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others by having a less motion and being more ex- to-ctay under uure!y natural laws-we will add to
posed to the attraction of the sun would be drawn those already named two more classes of bodies ininto
that body, some few in which the impulse of their volved in the process. Theso two are the comets
FOUNDED BY D. 111. BENNETT.
motion, or centrifugal force, just balanced the attrac- and the meteorites. These stray fragments perhaps
E. M. M:AODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. tion of the sun, or gravitative force, would continue to were thrown into such co11rses at the time of the
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
revolve about the sun as separate bodies indefinitely; formation of our solar system that they could not
SATURDAY,
- JANUARY 21, 1893. and of the eight planets which h~ve done so our unite with any of the larger bodies, or perhaps they
earth is one. One more leading feature of our are continually being projected from our sun by exSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
solar system remains to be accounted for-the plo2ions, or perhaps they emanate from some other
Single subscription, in advance ......•.......•................. sa oo heat and light which we find the sun outpouring; source.
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One subscri.pti.on wi~h one new subscriber, in one remittance. li 00 the densening of the primary world-mist, in obedi- heavenly bodies, and lend. their countenance to the
One subscr1pt10n With two new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ ,. 00 ence to the law by which all matter when condens- doctrine of world-growth as opposed to that of a
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remiting throws off heat.
finished creation by a god. These two classes we
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These laws named ate not remote or little known. shall have more to say upon a little farther along.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ............•...........................•......•.••.•..10 00 They conduct the commonest operations of nature
We have said that world-development may be
A:ny number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.
about us daily. If the Theist while inditing his seen proceeding in the mists, or nebulre, in comets,
reasonings will pause and relax his fingers, the and in meteorites; now we add that it may likeADVJH~'.I'ISING RA'.I'ES.
Per ~ine, nonpareil, - $ .10 One-half column •
$ 6 00 small mass of his pen will be drawn to the greater wise be observed in the larger and more mature
Per mch,
1.00 Three-fourths coiumn, 9:00
One-quarter column,
- 3.50 One column,
•
11.00 mass of the earth by gravitation, as all of the pri- bodies.
The sun itself exhibits one stage of the
mary world-mist was drawn to the sun. If he will process. The planets present various others. The
Money shoultZ be sent b'l/ express cCYmpanv's money oraer, tie the pen to a string and twirl it about, its rotary moon, burnt out and dead, displays the final term.
postal ortZer, IZra.J't on New Yorlc, or lJ!I regtsterelZ letter. motion will counteract the attraction of the earth
Tho million~'~ of stars which spangle the sky represent
.AtZIZress communtcattons ana malce dra.J"ts, checlcs, post-otflce
and express money oraers pavable to
E. M. M.A. OJJON.ALJJ,
a11d till he relaxes the motion it will not fall, as the the same state, newly condensed and glowing with
28 La.favette place, Net~~ York.
earth does not fall into the sun. ·If he will set his heat and light, as our sun.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our ink-bottle in the snow outside, the condensation of
Before leaving this point of world-formation, we
readers if they W"iJl send Us the name and address of the ink into ice will be accompanied by the comwill add that satisfying detail of all the declaraany Freethinker W"ho i111 not a regular snbscril)er.
munication of its warmth to the surrounding colder tions that we have made on it may be obtained in a
substance, as the condensation of matter in the sun number of late works by Evolutionary scientists,
Astronomy and Design.
is being accompanied by the communication of its the best probably being Spencer's "First PrinIt is sometimes said that the phenomena of warmth to the earth. Or he may arrange more ciples."
Now let us turn to some other aspects of the
astronomy-the positions, motions, and tempera- elaborate experiments, like those of M. Plateau:
matter.
If this earth were the only body known in
tures of the sun and the earth, and of all the other
"A 'mass of oil poured into a mixture of water and
heavenly bodies-exhibit evidence of an intelligent alcohol of the same density as itself, will be seen to as- space besides the sun, advocates of design would
designer. The fact is, however, that they do not sume the spherical shape which molecular attraction consider this fact as highly favorable to their
would tend to give it. If it is made to turn around its ~heory that all has been arranged with a view
present a vestige of such evidence.
vertical diameter at an increased rate of speed, the sphere solely to the production and service of man. The
All the heavenly bodies have arrived at their will be found first to flatten, and after a certain length.
present compositions and motions through the of time to detach a ring similar to that of Saturn. As case is, however, that space swarms with other
working of simple physical laws. Among these the speed is still further increased, the ring will be bodies, all of which we fairly well know to be uninlaws involved in the case, the chief one is Gravita- broli:en up, and form into small spheres revolving upon habited and uninhabitable by any creature like
their own axes and around the main mass."
man. And as we see that all these other bodies
tion.
The mention in the above quotation of the ring of were produced without any intention of providing
The system of heavenly bodies to which this
earth belongs was, our latest science teaches, once Saturn leads us to the fact that the processes for man, we infer that the earth was produced
in the condition of an exceedingly thin vapor or which we have outlined above are going on around without any intention of providing for man. Inmist. Now, given this condition of things, we can us now. We need not try the experiments recom- deed, some of them, as we shall soon show, operate
see how there must necessarily have resulted from mended above, for we can look upon the heavens to man's injury. Then, too, their irregularities of
it the present constitution and motion of the sun and see the actual processes of world-formation size, composition, and motion, together with thei.T
and planets. We can trace step by step how this now going on about us. For there are fragments conflict, change, growth, and decay, all form an agconstitution and motion have come about, at each of this primary world-vapor yet remaining in our gregate of confusion, waste, and blindness of
point governed by none but the elementary laws system of sun and planets, not yet merged and con. activity quite what we should expect from brute
of nature which we see in operation in our homes densed in the larger and dens.{lr bodies. And there nature, and just the opposite of the finished and
and gardens every day. The process is usually are still larger masses of it outside of our system planful work which we should exp~ct from a god.
stated about in the following language : Any slight amid the stars. These masses of gas are of various The first class of these bodies which we shall meninequality in the density of this world-mist would, degrees of rareness. Some have solid centers, thus tion is
The stars. These bodies-consisting of all the
in obedience to the law of gravitation by which apparently being well advanced toward solidification
fixed
luminous points that we behold in the skies
greater or denser masses attract less great or dense into worlds such as ours. Many of them have a double
on
clear
nights, except the moon and the seven
motion
resembling
that
of
our
sun
and
its
planets,
ones, result in the drawing of the rarer parts to
sister
planets
of the earth-all are molten and glowand
are
likely
to
develop
into
such
in
the
end.
By
any part that was denser ; and as these rarer parts
ing
masses
like
our sun. Those already distincomparison
of
early
with
recent
observations
we
could not move toward the denser in straight lines,
guished
number
over sixty million. As at each
been
able
to
recognize
changes
going
on
in
have
but would be deflected by the medium through
enhancement
of
telescopic power we discover
some
of
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The
planet
Saturn,
a
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of
the
which they would have to move into curves, the
more,
their
number
may be looked on as limitless.
same
system
as
our
earth,
is
yet
encircled
by
a
ring
whole mass of the world-mist would presently be
These bodies all appear to have a Of course none is inhabitable. It is not known
moving about in a curve; and thus· our present of such gas.
that any of them, with the exception of one, posmotions have resulted. And as the denser part rotary motion, like our earth.
Indeed, this rotary motion is the rule among sesses a planet, which might be inhabited as is the
continued to draw more and more of the matter
and grow yet denser, and the whole mass con- the heavenly bodies. Equally general is the sun's planet the earth. Some astronomers, to be
tinued to whirl about faster and faster, the parts curved line of motion in their progress through sure, class the lesser member of each of those
which were most tardy in becoming dense would space. Among t.hese masses there is found no pairs of stars called binary stars as a planet; but
take the shape of a ring around tlie denser part; motion in straight lines. ·Hence our earth's rotary as each is incandescent, in the state which our own
and this ring would because of its inequalities of motion, and its revolution about its sun, are not to planet was in ages ago, it is untenantable by life:
The planets of our solar system-Mercury,
·density presently split up into separate bodies; be supposed specially assigned to it. that it may be
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
habitable
by
life,
but
instead
are
merely
particular
:and thus the forms of the sun and the planets reand the earth-are with the exception of the latter
volving around it have resulted. And while some instances under general laws governing countless
apparently
uninhabitable. Some are too near the
of these parts of the ring, or planets, perhaps other bodies.
sun
to
support
life, and others are unfitted by
Further
•
upon
this
point-that
we
may
observe
would by their motion be carried out of the influother circumstances. Mars is that which comes
the
processes
of
world-formation
going
on
about
us
ence of our .sun off to other .suns or stars, and
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the nearest to fulfilling the conditions of life, but
is still a good way from being capable of any such
life as we are acquainted with.
Smaller planets, or asteroids, to the number of
nearly two hundred, are found circulating in our
solar system like the main planets above spoken of.
Satellites of the planets are another . of these
classes created with as much labor as the earth yet
not bearing life like the earth, and hence giving
support to the belief that the earth was not
created especially for life. These r:mall bodies,
which revolve about the planets as 1he planets
themselves do about the sun, are twenty-one in
number. The earth has one, our familiar friend
the moon. Neptune is the owner of two; Jupiter
is attended by four; Uranus has six, and Saturn
enjoys the luxury of eight.•
The comets are what may be termed the tramps of
the heaven, and reflect the same discredit on its
government that the flesh-and-blood tramps do
upon the administration of earthly states. That is,
they blemi10h the conception of a heavenly system
ordered to man's use, and finished therefor by a
competent workman without loose ends and waste.
Of course, with the correct and physical view of
the universe they fall in harmoniously, as do all
things else.
This term " comet " is applied to
masses of fiery gas, sometimes with and sometimes
without a solid center, which every year or oftener
burst into view suddenly and unexpectedly, and
usually fall nearly toward the sun at a prodigious
speed, whirl around that body in curves of curious
and exceptional shapes, and fly off into space nearly
in the direction from which they came. Some of
these vagrant objects are of such luminosity as to
be visible at mid-day, as for instance that of 44 B.c.,
and those of 1402 and 1532. Some are of huge
size. That of September, 1853, flourished a tail as
broad as the space which separates the moon from
the earth, viz., two hundred and forty thousand
miles. It amused itself by flying along its profligate
course at the rate of five hundred and seventy-six
thousand miles a day. These giddy creations are
so easily seducible by every nymph of Gravitation
along the wayside that their revolutio:.1s are performed with great irregularity. A Middelburg
astronomer went to infinite pains to calculate the
return of the comet which nearly scared the life
out of the good Christian folk of 1556, and he
found that it should reappear in 1848, but it has
not yet shown its face. As we know of no papal
bull being issued against it, we are at a loss to
divine the cause of its belatedness. Now, in addition
to the general unnecessariness, confusedness, etc.,
of this class of bodies, they appear to possess the
character of dangerousness to the human race.
Many astronomers think that the gases of some of
them would poison the atmosphere of the earth if
they should enter it; and exterminate mankind. It
is to be hoped that the creator of this prettyish
universe will not derogate from the credit which
he enjoys in the minds of too, too Theistic mankind by poisoning them all off like a brood of rats.
Certainly, the fear that he will commit some such
ill-advised act-the belief from appearances that he
has arranged things so that this unpleasant event
may sooner or later come about-tends to shake
confidence in him in the views of many.
We find that to cover this theme of Astronomy
and Design will require, besides this article, all the
space at our disposal in our next issue ; and that to
answer the other points in the letter of Mr. Anderson will occupy our available columns the week
after that. So, here, we may say to our readers, as
the Puritan divine used to say in introducing his
sermon on The Torments of Hell-" Here you see
your future before you."

Some Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths"
($2./iO).

For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
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view of the situation. But the Washington correspondent of the Times of that city describes the
situation in this way:
"What Sunday opening is in danger of is inaction.
The committee has taken little interest in the hearings.
·At no time has a quorum of the committee been present.
The committee shows no disposition to act, and there are
reasons to apprehend that it will not report the Durborow resolution at all. If it should report the resolution it would be difficult to get the matter before the
house unless a majority of the members wanted it considered, and a majority of the members would rather not
hav the question brought up.
''Of course, all the Sunday closers want to sidetrack the
resolution, and of the members who individually want
the Fair opened many would rather not be called on to
vote again on the Sunday question. They will not ask
the committee on rules to giv the resolution a day, and
if it got a day they would be likely to absent themselvs.
This would probably leave the Sunday closers in a majority.
'' The most sanguin advocates of Sunday opening only
say that the chances of success are reasonably good.
Other advocates of Sunday opening say privately that the
House will :not repeal the Sunday-closing condition. Inaction by the committee and House rather than adverse
action is the thing feared."
This agrees with our advices from Mr. Putnam,
who will be compelled by the attitude of the committee to stay in. Washington for several weeks
longer. If the committee conclude to report the
Acknowledgment.
resolutions, the subject can only be brought before
Credit to Mr. E. Smith should hav been given the House by special vote of the Committee on
several weeks ago for a $5 bill presented to us to Rules, which has already reported enough to take
spread the light of Freethought. It has gone the up two years' time of Congress. It will be Mr.
way of the others, to scatter papers and leaflets. Putnam's ·task to induce the committee to report
We also acknowledge recent gifts from our valued the resolutions and then to induce the House to act
friends N. F. Griswold, of $2 ; L. C. Geertson, $5; upon them. Naturally any action will be opposed
Wm. T. Carter, M.D., $1; John Morse, 50 cents. by the Sunday-closing element, which is manifesting.
The wish of '1'0st of these donors is that the money itself very strongly. The churches and ministers
be used to distribute World's Fair leaflets. This are hard at work, and, we are sorry to say, with
has been done. We are willing to be almoners in apparent effectivness. They are making Sunday
this matter, but we recommend to the attention of closing' an issue and hav no hesitancy about bullopposers of ~unday Closing the example of Mr. dozing their Congressional representative or anyone
Louis Adler, of Lexington, Ky., who sent for $5 else they can get hold of. The Congressmen are
worth to use in his town. More than a few people overwhelmed with letters from churchmen, and it
in that city will get their eyes opened.
has had an effect upon them. The trouble is that a
We are truly grateful for these lifts in the work, large number of members who believe in Sunday
and no less for the encouraging words which accom- opening on principle and as a matter of right are
pany them. To those also who hav sent new sub- too timid to vote their convictions in the face of
scribers we return heartiest thanks. We assure all organized opposition from the churches and
that we fuliy appreciate their aid, without which ministers.
These statesmen argue that the men
substantial progress cannot be made. And we trust who want the Fair open on Sunday are reasonable
that we shall deserve it also from others.
men who will not permit their judgment or their
votes to be affected by failure to get what they
We send this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER to want. While on the other hand the church people
many hundreds of people throughout the country who a':e for Sunday closing will, if their wishes are
who will now see it for the first time. Every one thwarted, lose their tempers and at the next election
of them may know that he has been remembered make trouble for those who vote against them.
by some Freethought friend, who has sent us his This reasoning shows that the Freethinkers could
The
name, and a keen sense of courtesy for that friend's resort to a little bulldozing with advantage.
vote of a Freethinker counts as large a one as the
thoughtfulness ought to induce the recipient to
vote of the most bigoted preacher in the country.
subscribe, which he is hereby invited to do. But
Our " statesmen" should be told of this fact.
whether we get a subscriber or not, hundreds of
The thing to do then, is to write early and write
brains will be given an impetus to think in a new often and write hard and loud to the men who fill
direction, and that is ha.I.f the battle. These new representativ positions in Washington. And while
readers are assured that this issue is but a fair ex- writing to representative drop a friendly note also
ample of what THE TRUTH SEEKER is every week- to Mr. Putnam, at 1,325 G street N.W., telling him
of what you hav done and assuring him of your aid.
filled with solid food for thought, intelligence not
He is working single-handed and alone there for
obtained elsewhere, and scientific expositions of
our cause, and deserves and should hav all the
great value to one who thinks for himself. So we moral and financial support Freethinkers can giv
invite them, one and all, to send us a year's sub- him. Write to your Congressman at once!
scription, or such part thereof as they find convenient.
Rev. J. F. Carson, of a Brooklyn Presbyterian
church, a Sunday or two ago preached a sermon
Our Work With Congress.
entitled "The Vaporings of Robert b.gersoll."
The Columbian Exposition Committee of the He said: "The religious sentiment of Brooklyn
House of Representative was compelled last week was outraged on last Sabbath evening by the utterto listen to good solid Freethought reasons why ances of a man who is recognized as the leader of
the World's Fair should not be closed to the great modern infidelity. In his lecture on 'The Gods'
American public on Sundays. They were much Mr. Ingersoll asserts that God is a creature of the
averse to hearing any arguments, but were forced imagination and that every nation sets up for itself
to by the various interests. They found also that its own peculiar god. If Mr. Ingersoll's assertions
Mr. Putnam had a few thousand people with him, are true, then the history of the world must be
and they were compelled to listen to him with the revised, aye, rewritten, and it must be shown that
rest.
Judas Iscariot was a better man than Jesus Christ;
The prospects for repealing the Sunday-closing that Bradlaugh was a better man than Gladstone;
clause are not so encouraging as we coUld wish, that Robert G. Ingersoll is a better citizen than Rev.
though Mayor Washburne of Chicago takes a rosy Phillipl;l ~:J:"Qol!:s." It is as pleasing as it is rare to

year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook "in cloth ($2.50).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.
For $5.00 we wip send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and" Paine's Great Works Complete,"
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
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~eet a pulpiti~ utterance with which we can agree
m so many pomts. For true it is, good parsonling
that (1) Go~. i8 a creature of the imagination, that
(2) everynatwn does set up for itself its own peculiar
god, that (3) the history of the world must be revised, aye, rewritten, that (4) Judas Iscariot was a
better man than Jesus Christ, that (5) Bradlaugh
was a better man than Gladstone, and that (6)
Robert G. Ingersoll is a better citizen than Rev.
Phillips Brooks.

Our Distant Brother Manifest.
MY DEAR BRoTHER: When I first jarred loose
from my nativ state of Maine and took my way
toward the West, I did n::t think that I should
make so long a journey before settling down permanently. It is always hard to tell how such breaks
as I then made will "terminate in the end," as we
say here, but I suppose one reason why I did not
reflect more accurately upon the subject is that I
was only a year old at the time to which I allude.
But we will let that pass.
You remember that possibly ten years ago you
put on the exchange list of THE TRUTH SEEKER a
news:raper with a big eye in the head of it; and
that It was one of those papers which struck the
reader as having somebody behind it actuated by a
cer~ain a.mount ?f cussedness.
It was the Eye,
which still flourishes and the editor of which I
now am. My associate, Packard, is the actuated
party.
This city of Snohomish is quite an old town. I
suppose that white people came to this vicinity and
settled as much as forty years ago. · We hav a
character in this western country that older parts
know nothing about. It is the Father of the City.
The father of the city came here to the northwest
before the war. Why he did so I hav never-inquired.
· He took up a claim or two, agriculture or timber,
or both. Perhaps he opened a tavern or a store, or
both, and by swapping red liquor for the red man's
product, labor, or land, acquired a whole lot of desirable dm;nain. In some cases he sorted out the bestlooking squaw available and so had a housekeeper.
Logging men from Maine and Wisconsin were the
pioneers of the region, and their trade built up the
settlements. The prospectiv father of the city
hung on to his land and got more as fast as he
could.
The lat~ H. L. Vesler was called the father of
~eattle and saw it grow from a lumber camp to a
City of upward of fifty thousand inhabitants. Down
the river a few miles from where I pen these lines
is the town of Lowell, the father of which still exists,
and he isn't an old man either. The townsite
that a few gallons of whisky and a plug of tobacco
would hav bought at the time Mr. Smith attained
his majority is now worth a half a million or so.
The sire of Snohomish is the Hon. E. C. Ferguson,
who is called Ferg. to show that we are not stuck
up. He got here early and stayed, and now he has
his reward. A well-located lot 60 x 120 is worth as
much to-day as the townsite would hav sold for
when he discovered it, and as he has more lots than
there are shingles on a barn, I presume he feels that
hislifehasnot been wholly thrown away. The people
here who hav made our city's parent wealthyhav also
made him distinguished. Until within the past. few
years he presided over all public meetings, and
over conventions Democratic or Republican with
equal dignity; he has been to the legislature and is
the permanent mayor. Of late the county has got a
trifle too large for him to handle, but the city is
his.
The aborigin of the Sound country still walks
the streets of its cities. He is not a high type of
humanity, being undersized, intellectually feeble,
and constitutionally opposed to labor. The Snohomish Indian is known as the Siwash, and he looks
upon himself as the noblest work of an ingenious
creator. The term Siwash, as I understand it, is
Indian for man, from the original and genuin type.
The whites are Boston-men and classed with the
Chinese as no mold. The Snohomish Indians were
always tolerably friendly to white men, in which
respect they differed from the Northern or Klickitat
Indians, who regarded the early settler as his game
and therefore hunted him.
A good many of the pioneers in this section a
generation ago took Indian women for companions
and housekeepers, and proceeded to populate the
country. In those days it was the respectable
thing to do. Some very fine young men and some
very handsome young women are· the result. Also
others who are not so fine or so handsome. The
half-breed y:mng man, in many instances, is more
given to loping over the trail on a cayuse than to
following industrial pursuits.
Those that hav
inherited ranches make first-class farmers. Some

years a?~ the courts ordered that all squaw men fog rather, before our color sergeant was out of
(m~n livmg with Indian women) should marry bed.
therr h?us~keepers or leave them. The result was
If t~e:e remarks do not cause you to lose any
sep~ratwn m some cases and marriage in others. subs~nbers who hav taken your paper from its
Vbite men who left their Indian wives often did first Issue, but hav to draw the line somewhere I
.vor.se later on. Those who went through the for- may write you again. Snohomish differs more' or
mality of a marriage ceremony hav, so far as I can less fr?m New York, and you may be interested to
see, no reason to regret it. Their sons are well know m what regard. I send greeting to sucn of
reared and their daughters marry well. Custom, your readers as recall the Man with the Badgepin,
h~wever, does not permit public allusion to the who, chastened by experience and sobered by
illlx~d bl~od. If a pioneer dies, the .newspaper re- paternal responsibilities, is
P?rtm~ ~s deat~ may not with propriety say that
Your affectionate brother, GEo. E. MAcDONALD.
his.relict IS a nativ. If a daughter marries, no alSnohomish, Wash.
luswn to her mother is permissible though her
father's history may be given in full a~d he will reOne Thing and Another.
new his subscription the next time he comes into
town.
. The rat~er pious house of Funk & Wagnalls publishes
. I go.t myself into trouble once by going too deep m the Ltte1·a1·y Di.qest THE TRUTH SEEKER's recent
mto history before I found out how things stood. statem~nt upon the effect of Professor Briggs's teaching.
An old and wealthy rancher died and had a largely The editor of the Digest regards our journal as an "Inatte~ded funer~L In the front pew sat an intelligent- fidel organ. "
looking lady m deep mourning, two or three
~he_ new lectures by Colonel Ingersoll are not yet in
handsome youn&' women, and as many well dressed
prm~ m pamphlet form, and may not bs until Mr. Farrell
and we~-appearmg young men. They composed publishes new editions of his books. We hav a few
the family of the deceased. While noticeably of copies of THE TRUTH SElllKER returned from newsdealers
the brunet ~ype the said family was one of which ~ontain~g.the lecture on Voltaire, but even that supply
any man might be justifiably proud. In reporting Is very hm1ted. What ~e hav, however, will be sent to
t~e. funeral I alluded to the visible traces of abo- early purchasers-14 cents for the two numbers.
ngmal blood, which was a very serious break· but
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
I ripped things all the way up the back by adding
that the swarthy young preacher who pronounced World's Fair oughtto be scattered by the thousands. We
the funeral discourse might easily hav been mis- are now sending them to Congressmen and to others who
taken for one of the family. ·rt didn't take me long m~y be influenced by argument. We need money to do
to find out that I had been indiscreet for all the th1s, and those who can afford to aid are requested to do
friends of the deceased held me up at' the first op- so. The price of the Leaflet is 25 cents per dozen; $1.50
portunity and inquired if I couldn't let the dead per hundred. Anyone who will distribute five hundred
rest. When I explained that no slur was meditated or a thousand can obtain them at special rates.
they made remarks from the tenor of which I judge
We shall shortly publish the ·fourth edition of the
that t?ey really ~nderestimated my intelligence. I '' Crimes of Preachers." If our readers see any records
hav s.mce been mstructed in the etiquet of such of the oltllgy being guilty of ministerial conduct from
occaswns, but am still waiting for some one to tell lying to murder, they will add to the world's kno~ledge
me why the man with an Indian wife, or the son of and the cause. of truth by marking the report and foran Indian mother, and the daughter of one, may warding the paper containing it to this office. We desire
not be as proud of their connection and as self- to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy who
respecting as anybody else, provided they know as so kindly constitute themselvs onr moral and religious
much and behave as well as the balance of the pop- guardians.
ulation.
We hav received the book spoken of last week, "Dy. Snohomish has seven or eight church organiza- namic Theory of Life and Mind," and on another page
tiOns and five church buildings.
The Catholic will be found a compreherisiv notice of it by Mr. A. L.
branch has the least local strength. Since that old Leubuscher, who was so much taken with it upon seeing
reprobate, Father Francis Xavier Guay, was tarred a copy in our office that he calls the review a labor of
and feathered and unanimously requested to accept love. The value of the work, he says, grows upon one
some other charge, the church has not been able to as it is read, and he holds it to be one of the best ever
r?cover its former hold upon the community. The published in the interest of Rationalism and Freethought.
Sisters of mercy held on for a while, but when the The work is fully illustrated, with explicit contents table,
mother sup~rior sequestered a small-pox patient, and compact index. Price, $2. 75.
started a private burying-ground in thA backyard,
Our readers who are acquainted with Dr. Edgar C.
and then got out of town in the night, under the Beall, the well-known author of "The Brain and the
well-grounded apprehension that she would other- Bible," and a phrenologist as well of Cincinnati, may be
wise be burnt out, good Romanists were heard to interested to learn that he is now a resiilentof New York,
say that Snohomish appeared to contain an element occupying a position in the editorial department of
prejudicial to the spread of Catholicism.
the Phrenolo,qical Journal. His professional services
Th; state of Washington suffers (so I under- may be obained hereafter at the consultation rooms of
stand, though I havn't heard her groan) from the the Fowler & Wells Co. Mr. Beall is a bright writer, as
lar>k of a law against Sunday labor, and our city his "Brain and the Bible" ~how, and he can probably
ordinances contain no referenr.e to such desecra- tell as much about a man's character fl'Om looking at him
tion. There came pretty near being a test case of as any other phrenologist-perhaps more than most.
.the matter last summer, in which your correspondColonel Ingersoll will start on his Western tour January
ent was selected as the defendant. The offense
20th
for the purpose of delivering a series of lectures in
consisted in the digging of a hole, by myself and
others} for the reception of a liberty pole to be Western cities. On the 22d he will lecture in Detroit on
dedicated on the Fourth of July. Our Presbyterian "Voltaire." From there he will go to Chicago, where
clergyman opened hostilities by commanding us to on the 23d he will deliver his new lecture on "Robert
Burns." He also has some law business to transact in
desist, and upon our refusing to do so brought the
the Windy City, which he expects to finish in time to
city marshal to the spot. In the absence of any allow him to lecture at Dowagiac on the 25th, the subordinance to work under, the marshal's interven- ject being "Shakspere." His other dates are, Clevetion was merely advisory and did not prove effec- land, January 27th, "Shakspere;" Cincinnati, January
tiv. The county officials were appealed to, but the 29th, "Voltaire ;·• Louisville, January 30th, "Shakprosecuting attorney had his sporting clothes on spere; '' Lexington, January 31st, "Shakspere."
and would not abandon the project of catching
a few trout, Sunday or no Sunday. The clergyman
Little Blasr11wmies.
had not proceeded far toward the sheriff's resiThe
man
who
throws
a banana skin on the sidewalk
dence, before he ran across one of his deacons never trips over it himself,
and yet we wonder at the
hoeing potatoes in his garden. This raised in his spread of Infidelity.-New York Herald.
mind the question whether hoeing potatoes on
Some boys thinks they is awful good 'cause their folks
Sunday was not quite as culpable as raising a
liberty pole, and he turned homeward in a state of never misses church, rain or shine, but I notice when
they has a apple they never offers me a bite. They always
great depression.
The flagstaff went up, and I chums
with some boys wot's got poor front teeth.-Little
suppose the potatoes got hoed, but in view of the Johnny.
hostil attitude of the clergy the liberty pole was
:M:erlin : "Rev. Longwind will be glad to enter eterdedicated and the flag raised without religious services. However, the mayor presided, the city nity, I fancy."
Godwin: "Why?"
attorney delivered an oration, a member of the bar
:M:erlin : ''He will then hav time to preach as long a
read the Declaration of Independence, and our sermon as he likes."
county auditor gave us Webster's invocation for the
preservation of the American Union. The flag and
Elder Berry: "I think I made an impression on Jobthe pole were presented to the city, but I expect lots to-day; I was reading him about the many manthat the clergyman has repudiated the whole outfit, sions. 'T' h" dl "D"d h
t
?"
for h e Imme
·
a·Ia t e1y go t a fl agof h'IS own, wh'ICh , on . Elder
Dr. Berry:
1r y: "He1 didn't
e wango one
as far as that; but he adColumbus day, he had flung to the breeze, or the , mitted that flats had their advantages."
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.Soienoe ana 'I)rogress.
Consistent Spaniards.
A committee of duchesses and countesses called
upon Premier Sagasta last week to make him veto
the proposed inauguration of a Protestant church
in a suburb of Madrid. Our evangelical reviews
justly remark that Spain is at least a hundred years
behind the progressiv nations of Europe, but we
should add that Spanish Freethinkers are generally radicals and begin to form ·an influential faction in national poli,tics. Spain, indeed, has no
lack of Protestants, but they are consistent enough
to protest against Jerusalem as well as Rome.
They prefer positiv facts to half-wayisms, and do
not try to compromise science and the New Testament. As the philosopher Schopenhauer aptly
summed up the standpomt of the Christian sects:
"You teach myths," says the Anglican bishop to
his Roman Catholic brother. "And you don't
teach Christianity," justly retorts the Catholic.
For or against, Science or Bible. We cannot dispute our brother's privilege to prefer faith to reason, but if we wunt to collect tithes in the name
of the man of Galilee, we hav no right to reject
penance and the monastic worship of sorrow.
Where the Birds Go.
''What becomes of dead birds?" is a question
that has puzzled the naturalists of all nations.
How is it that their bodies are so rarely found by
hunters and peasants ? Even Professor Agassiz
despaired of fathoming the mystery, but a gleam of
hope comes from Transylvania, where a hermit has
founded a new sect on tl:te principle that repentance is unavailing unless followed by a public confession of sins. If the worthy reformer should
establish a mission among our rural darkies, the
problem of ages might yet be solved, as far as the
total disappearance of turkeys is concerned.
A Chamber of Science.
When the emperor Napoleon visited the city of
Amsterdam he was struck by the stately appearance of the new custom house and the large number of rooms sheltered by the roof of the vast
edifice. "I hear you are going to start a bureau
of commerce in one of these halls T" he asked the
burgomaster, who had volunteered the fun~tions
of a cicerone. "Yes, but we had better stiCk to
the right name ; they call it a 'chamber of commerce,'" · said the frank Dutchman. "Your
majesty has not left us commerce enough to fill a
hall." On the same principle the city of Vienna
ought to call her new academy a chamber of commerce. Count Taaffe, the Jesuit politician, has not
left the Austrian empire science enough to justify
the need of a "lyceum."
Climate and Freethought.
On our own side of the Atlantic the prevalence
of Freethought seems to increase with th~ distance from the equator. In Europe, too, RatiOnalism is a product of the higher latitudes, and the
dominions of the czar make only an apparent exception from that rule. Baron Hanstein, w?o
can claim a thorough acquaintance with the somal
condition of the Russian empire, remarks that the
"creed of science" (Agnosticism) has become a
sort of Freemasonry among the educated cla.,ses of
northern Russia, and that at the fashionable supper tables of St. Petersburg the ridicule of orthodox
absurdities forms a favorit topic of conversation,
even in the presence of government officials. Pr~
fessional spies, he adds, swarm among the upper
ten, but' they connive at such indiscretions and
limit their attention to the discovery of political
infidelities.
Fairies and Fire-Fiends.
Frederica Bremer, in one of her popular novels,
describes a romantic boy retiring to a mountainmeadow to indulge his visions of the good old
times when such solitudes were peopled with
gnomes and fairies. The screech of a locomotiv
awakens him from his day-dream. "Hav the days
of the idyls departed forever '?'' he asks himself; but
in his revolt against the tyranny of Materialism he
changes his purpose of becoming a merchant and
resolves to study for the ministry. The conception
is really poetic and full of suggestivness, but it
should not hav been ·prostituted in the service of
the clerical interest. The hideous dreariness of
our latte~-day life is compatible with the Chri >tian
worship of sorrow far . more than with the pagan
worship of joy. For centuries the forests of southern Europe were enlivened by the dances of nymphs
and fauns; dryads whispered in the thickets, and
the voice of the Echo awakened the tradition of a
maid pining away in search of her lost lover.
Every spring, every grove, had its tutelary deity;
and no reasonable philosopher objected to the

popularity of such harmless fancies. But the creed
of the Galilean fanatics peopled the wilder~ess
with demons, the exponents ··of anti-naturalism
scented a fiend wherever the pagans had worshiped
a god; the pantheon of the outdoor world became. a.
pandemonium. A medieval woman, captured m
the attempt to revisit the moonlight haunts of
Diana, would at once hav been burnt as a witch; and
the belief in fairies, once so popular in northern
Europe, was merely a revival of paganism, and was
fiercely suppressed by the priests, who cut down
sacred groves and arrested ballad-singers to crush
out the last lingering traces of nature-worship.
Indiscreet Bigots.
The revelations of the Panama scandal hav
awakened the hyena-howls of bigots all over Fra~ce,
and the chttmpions of the Orleanist party plamly
insinuate that the prevalence of corruption is due
to the social and religious license incident to a republican form of government, and that .an ho~est
'administration of public affairs is impossible Wlthout the restoration of the royal exiles. Boodle
epidemics seem, indeed, to hav spread from the
United States to the transatlantic republics (for the
Swiss Bund is now investigating a scandal of its
own), but the Orleanists forget that all the national
and international swindles of this century are
dwarfed by the monster fraud of the "1.\.iississippi
Land Company,'' organized by the mountebank
Law, and that the chief patron and accomplice of
that landsbark was a prince of the house of Orleans.
A Business Opening.
The colonies of the Congo country seem unable
to hold their own against the inroads of the Arabs,
though liberal inducements hav been held out to
almost any kind of permanent settlers-Chinamen
not excepted. Some five hundred thousand square
miles of productiv uplands hav been practically
abandoned, though there is no doubt that a few
thousand resolute colonists could maintain themselva with ease against the blunderbuss-armed followers of the Prophet.. The Belgian paupers
prefer their slums to the wilderness of the Dark
Continent; but are the Latter-day Saints not I!lissing a rare opportunity for the reestablishment of
their lost Zion? Compared with the sandhills of
Utah the valley of the Congo is a paradise, and the
Mohammedans would welcome the doughty polygamists as natural allies.
A Peasant Philosopher.
A little mountain house near the village of Goisern in the Austrian alps has become an object of
interest to numerous tourists, and even a go::tl of
international pilgrimages, like the cottage of Henry
Thoreau at Walden pond Its former rroprietor,
Anton Deubler, was in many respects the greatest
living curiosity of the Alpenland. His education
was that of a poor highland boy, but by reading
books and newspapers wl:enever he C()uld get hold
of them he managed :o widen his mentnl horizon
to a degree altogether abnormal among t.he nativs
of that wildern".>s. At sixteen years of age he had
become so aisgusted with the mummeries of his
village church that he preferred to pass hi3 Sundays in the solitude of the mountains. At twentyfour he began to ccrrespond with such men as
Buchner, Huxley, and the chevalier Feuerbach,
though he continued to attend to a little gristmill
and shared the fare and the hardships of his
rustic neighbors. Those neighbors suspected his
metaphysical doxy, but respected him as a man of
the most honorable principle> in his dealings with
his fellow-men-so much, indeed, that in 1869 they
elected him mayor of Goisern. Deubler assumed
the authority of that office just long enough to
banish sectarian theology from the public schools,
and then returned to his gristmill, having no taste
for "playing the village Bismarck,'' as he expressed
it. In midsummer he increased his emoluments by
guiding tourists to the upper Alps, and thus managed to save money enough to open a little
summer hotel of his own, which soon became a
favorit vacation resort of the Austrian Freethinkers. The success of that venture enabled the old
man to devote the few remaining years of his life
to his favorit studies. Being a convert to the
gospel of physical exercise, he worked a few hours
at a carpenter-bench every morning; but alongside of his workshop he had a library adorned with
the busts of his literary idols and the framed autographs of many distinquished visitors of his hostlery. Deubler died as he had lived, and at his
special request was buried without any religious
ceremonies, under a block of granit inscribed
merely with his name and the date of his death.
F. L. OswALD.

:1898.

A Digest of Science.

Rationalism received a. New Year's present of
immense value. It is in the shape of a volume
presented by James B. Alexander, of Minneapolis,
and its full title is: "The Dynamic Theory of Life
and Mind: an attempt to show that all Organic
Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the
Dynamic Agencies of their respectiv Environments."
In other words, it is a careful digest of scientific
facts upon the principle that environment explains
everything. 1-'his comprehensiv work contains
1,067 large pages, over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters,
and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
The title of the book is somewhat misleading to
most people, as they might conclude from the
phrase, "The Dynamic Theory,'' that the work is a
philosophical treatis, whereas it is nothing but a
. collation of undisputed facts silently showing by
their cumulativ force how moving matter molds all
forms. But let the author speak for himself:
"lt is my endeavor in this volume to point out
that organisms, instead of being hand-made and
purposiv, are machine-built machines, and operated, when built, by forces outside of themselvs.
As we are more interested in ourselvs than in other
organisms, especial.care has been taken to ascertain
the relationship of man . to other animals and to
point out their resemblances and contrasts. To
this end I hav cited a large number of facts that
cannot fail to interest every intelligent person,
whether he agrees with my conclusions or not."
The following incidental summary is extracted
from his chapter on "Habit," on page 315, and is a
good example of the author's thought and style:
"If we now pause to take a brief retrospect of
the ground thus far passed over we shall find
Habit appearing as the immediate and visible
cause of almost every organic change, whether in
development or evolution. In the development of
the embryo the successiv changes follow each other
in the order which the habits of myriads of generations hav established. In the advance by way of
these habitual changes the embryo is carried
through numerous forms of no permanent use to
it ; forms which are maintained for only a brief
space and then modified and altered out of recognition. No rational account of such an indirect
and wasteful mode of developmental progress can
be given, except that nature possessed no cheaper
way, in general, than the way of habij;. Whenever
new habits hav been introduced, such introduction
has been effected by extremely slow processes,
which hav invariably consisted m the gradual
modification of old habits-a modification so gradual, and taken on by steps so infinitesimal, that
every habit is, to a greater or less extent, always an old
habit. What has been said on bilateralism, on the
evolution of the osseous system, on t.he effects of
food, periodicity, temperature, water and dessication, on respiration and parasitism, shows how the
slow modifications of ancient habits hav slowly modified the anc.ient· organic forms. How different degrees and qualities of activity between the two
sides of the body hav conferred dexterity upon one
side at the expense of the other, how the periodicity
of the molar movements of the universe hav entailed
a corresponding periodicity on organic habits,
which has in time been reflected on habitual organic forms, how varying habits of respiration hav
begotten varying forms of respiratory apparatus,
and how, in the cases of animal and vegetable
parasitism, the disuse of functions and habits is
followed by the suppression of their characteristic
organs.
'· It is to habit, therefore, the habit of function
or movement, that we must attribute the creation
and modification of organs. This is conspicuously obvious from the numerous illustrations that hav been
given, andfr.om the numerous other illustrations that
cannot hav failed to come under the observation of
everyone. This induction implies that the function ereists before the organ. It may be asked how
a function can be performed before an organ for
its performance has been crealed. The answer
will be plain enough when we shall hav considered
the bottom facts and ultimate nature of differentiation and habit. As already observed, the habit of
the organism depends on the impulses of its environment. Some of our illustrations conspicuously
point this out. Such is the case in 'periodicity,'
in which the movements of the solar universe. entail corresponding effects in the habits of all organic beings. The degrees of saltness or freshness
in water has its effect on the organisms within its
influence. The force of currents of water and
air has its effect in first causing new uses to be attached to old organs of locomotion, and second, by
this means of new habits, creating modifications of
Please renew your subscription and obtain aa- the organs. Endless argument might be brought
other subscriber.
to prove that the organism is made by its enviro•-
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ment. To maintain otherwise is to hold that the
. organis~ is originally ~elf-existent, that something
may spnng from ~othing, that the organic being
may create something from nothing, and giv more
than it receives. This cannot be. Whatever force
or energy an organism manifests must hav been
loaned to it from a source outside of itself.
"Fortunately, in the matter under consideration
the original cause of organic modification may b~
traced and located beyond the boundaries of the
organic world-using the term organic in its accustomed sense, as disting¢shed from the mineral
or inorganic. All. the habits of organic bodies,
whether vegetable or animal, are traceable directly
or indirectly to habits of the motion and affections
of matter, which, if not original and innate, were at
least anterior to organisms." The remainder of
this chapter on Habit is too specific to be quoted
here.
The author therefore holds and shows that the
Mind is not, and cannot be, what spiritualists claim
it to be, a subJtance, a piece of sublimated matter,
a thing/ but that it is and can be naught else than
a habit incorporated from the environment, an
aptitude, a process. He says : "I believe the
present state of knowledge to be sufficiehtly advanced to furnish plausible, if not demonstrativ, proof
that the mind is not a person or thing at all, but that
mental action is a form of physical energy. This
thE!ory would take mental action out of the region
of fancy, whim, and caprice, and place it along with
everything else in nature, under the dominion of
law which we can learn to watch in its operation
and trace in its certain and inevitable effects."
He disagrees with the theory of phrenology, and
seeks to overthrow that system, but the two systems
can be easily reconciled, and in their reconciliation
the true philosophy will be found.
To quote a
short passage on this point from an elaborate exposition, he says (page 646) : "As assumed by that
-(phrenological) system, the brain is the organ of the
Mind," as proved by scientific research, it is the
organ of the Environment. In the simplest animal
forms there is no perceptible nervous system. The
animal is moved by external stimuli directly applied
to move the whole ~ody of the infinitesima~ animal,
or. some p~rt of him. . When, by ~volutwn, ~he
ammal at~ained such a SIZe that a stimulus apphe_d·
on one Bide was too far away to affect the opposit
side by direct contact, the stimulus ma?e for itse~f
a pathway across the body of the ammal.
This
pathway cons~it~tes the earliest f?rm o~ th_e nervous
sys~em, but It Involves the entrre prinCiple. upon
whiCh all the subsequent developme.nts of It are
fo~nded.
No matter . how extenBIV and .co~plicated th~ nervous system becomes, It IB
never anyt?IDg more _than a pathway ~etween
the body In the envrronment from which the
stimulus is projected, all:d the muscle which. is
adapted to be moved by It. ~he fact of the I~manse development of the bram, .as. a part of this
pathway, does not al~er the prinCiple. The development of the brai~ has come ~bon~ by the
great number and variety of the st~uli on one
side, and the great num?er and vanety of the
muscular movements possible on th_e other. The
brain may be compared (remotely) With the central
office of a city telephone system. If there were
but two subscribers to the telephone, no 'central'
would be required. But when there are three, It
simple ganglion of switches is necessar;y to sh~nt
t~e message and enable ~ne to c~mmumcate With
either of the others. This shunting arrangement,
acting under the direction of the sender, no ma~ter
how many subscribers, never becomes anything
more than an inserted adjunct in the pathw!l'y of
communication, qualifying the pathway, but. In Il;O
manner affecting the message. The companson IB
general, but is incomplete in important pa7ticulars.
The body is a community of _par~s havm~ general identical interests. ?-'he stimuli fro~ ~erent
parts and from the e_nvrronmell;t, meeting In the
brain, modify, neutralize, and reinforce each ot~er,
so that the stimulus, starting from any giVen
source, may reach a different muscle an_d accomplish a different motor action frot;n what It would
hav done if the brain had been diffe7ent or absell;t.
But the passage of every stimulus Into th~ bram
modifies it, and renders it liable. to o_ffer a ~erent
reaction against subsequent stimuli. In this respect the central organ may be compared _to a bar
formed in the bed of a river by the deposit of alluvial matter, which t.hereafter deflects and arrests
the current by which it was created."
When the author controverts the doctrin of
phrenology and the dicta of common sense,_ which
assert that the brain is the organ of the mind, he
forgets what he himself argues elsewhere; ~e forgets that the mind is but the stored propenswn of
the environment, stored through countless ai'es of

habitude;_ and all that phrenology and common
sense clarm is that a new suggestion or stimulus
from the environment may liberate the storagebattery called the brain, and may use its stored
propensity and aptitude to attend or mind a thing,
that is, may point its discharge. We would like to
hear from the author on this aspect of the case.
The author marshals his facts by the thousand
to prove that all organs are the outcome of their
environment. The implication from this doctrin
appears to be that the Environment (or the universe
~t large) pressing upon. the local (locked-up) organIBm, seems to seek for entrance and utterance; as
we find that through the discharge of the tension
which the Environment created in the organism, it,
the environment, expresses itself. Obstacle, pressure, evil-in a word, environment--is the only god
that can possibly exist. It is a goad• driving us
on to progress, to fuller and finer good.
In my opinion the dynamic theory alone is insufficient to explain the problems of existence; but it
is a most important point of view-the point of
view of the whole scientific world at the present
time. The author's exposition is simple and direct,
and he quotes from hundreds of works, making his
treatis a vade mecum for the rational world. I hav
been able to do no more than to glance at passages
here and there, and will not therefore point out
what I conceive to be the inadequacy of the philosophical argument. But I can confidently r_ecommend the work to all. Price of the book, $2.75.

A.

L. LEUBUSOH:&R.

• Goad is· the true etymological origin of the word god,
though this fact is unknown to the empirical tribe of
philologers and lexicographers. The word goad assumes the two formsf{ad and god. The an<lient Saxons
evidently viewed Go as a. goad and as a goat the latter
as evidenced by the Germanic form Gott for God. Gott
is the go-at. Let a goat go at you from behind and you
will realize whether or not he is a goad.

Mr. Charlesworth on His Travels.
Upon leaving Crookston, Minn., where I had done
good work, I repaired to Jamestown, N. D.,
where I gave three more lectures. My advent into
these Northwestern states had been looked for with
an eagerness mingied with curiosity, and from the
results of my labors I feel confident that good will
come. My first lecture was given in the court
house before a scant audience· the weather was
extremely cold, and the peopl~ preferred to stay
indoors before the warm stove rather than venture
out into the cold night with the thermometer hovering around zero. The next night we had a hall
nearer town, and I was favored with a little larger
audience; and upon the occasion of my last lecture
not an empty seat could be found in the hall. One
by one the people overcame their timidity and ventured to our meetings-a good sign I think. The
local press gave very favorable reports of my lectures,
and spoke of them in highly commendatory terms.
The avowed Freethinkers are very few here in this
little North Dakota town, hence it is a good field
for Liberal work, and in this respect it should not
be neglected. James T. Ceager and Mr. Walker
are among the faithful, but not "the Lord's elect."
I was pleased to meet with these valiant Liberals,
who are almost alone in their heterodox opinions.
I was also very pleased to meet with Miss H.
Putnam, who is conducting a Unitarian church in
this place. Even this lady has an uphill fight before
her, and has received the abuse of the masculin
preachers in the community just because she iE! a
woman and had dared to do the same as they''preach."
Since my last report I hav received in behalf of
the Federation the following amounts, which hav
been duly placed upon our books:
Nathan Griswold, of Meriden, Conn., a vicepresident of the Federation, $25; T. S. Lee,
Grass Valley, Cal., $2; H. Wettstein, Marengo,
Ill., $1; S. F. Benson, Pierson, Ia., $2, besides
various other sums, the list of which has been
mislaid but will be published in my next letter.
We are still receiving lists of names for membership, and a large quantity of petitions to Congress
for the Sunday opening of the World's Fair.
During my recent visit to Minneapolis I was interviewed by a Tribune reporter upon this topic,
and through this I hav received the following
unsolicited letter from the mayor of Little Falls,
Minn.:
Lrr.rLE FALLS, MINN., Dec. 14, 1892.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Minneapolis, Minn., My
Dear .Sir: I learn of your object in traveling through the
Northwest by the Mmneapolis Tribune of yesterday. I
am a believer in the principles advocated by the American
Freethought Federation. Although this is a small city with
a population of about five thousand, I am certain a large
majority w_ould favor Sunday open!ng _of the. '"forld's
Fair at Chicago. I presume your time IS too limited to
make this place a. visit. I will say, however, that I
would circulate or hll.v circulated 11. petition here asking
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Congress to repeal the act closing the Fair on Sunday.

If you can send me headings for the purpose and instruc-

tions with regard to the matter I should be very much
obliged to you.
Yours very respectfully,
N. RICHARDSON.

Is it not strange where we find Freethought
principles creeping to-day? In every nook and
corner of our vast territory they may be found. Will
ye not help us then to weld this mass into one solid
phalanx, so that we may be enabled to meet our
enemies upon an equal footing T In view of the
election of a United States Senator for Minnesota
during the month of January, I hav written to the
five candidates to ascertain their position upon our
principles, and without waiting for their replies to
appear in regular order with my letters, they shall
be published immediately upon their receipt, that
Freethinkers in that state may know just what
candidate to support. Our friends all over the
country would render us valuable assistance in this
direction if they would giv me the names of all
candidates for political offices in any and every
election, together with their residence. Our thanks
are due to Andrew Steenerson, of Crookston,
Minn., for his help in this respect.
Over the broad sweeping plains of North Dakota,
I continue my journey. Leaving behind the frozen
Missouri river, we plunge into the hills and mountains of Montana. Here are scenes that are capable
of stirring the deepest emotions of the human
heart. Here are scenes sufficiently beautiful to inspire anyone with a love of nature. Never does she
seem so grand as when viewed in all her rugged
beauty. Massiv rocks, towering high into the
clouds, obscuring the tops of them from view, are
capped with almost eternal snow. What wealth,
abundant wealth, lies buried under I What secrets
are hidden there I Time alone mrty reveal them
and present their histo~ to the scrutiny of inquiring minds.
We stop for twenty minutes in Missoula, and A.
M._ Stevens, with a few. friends, come to the depot
in order to see me as I pass through. On the
mountains we encounter a severe snowstorm ;
the elements are raging, and our progress being
hinder<!d we arrive in Spokane four hours late.
Spokane is quite a busy town. Surprising it is to
see such large and beautiful business blocks. The
buildings will compare in size and durability with
those in most of our Eastern cities. It has a population of about fifty thousand, comprising business men of tremendous enterprise and S:flei·gy. I
had contemplated eating my Christmas dinner alone,
stowed away in some hotel, but fortunately for me,
I fomid a hospitable welcome at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Monroe, who had ventured out
into this part of the country to tempt fortune.
They had come from the Buckeye state, and are
relativs of Mr. Joseph Simpson, president of the
Ohio State Secular Union. I met several Ohio
people in this city, many of whom seemed quite
anxious to talk with me, if only for a short time,
about their old home. I spent a few days here and
then repaired to Rosalia, where I was down for a.
COUJ,'Be of lectures. Arriving at Rosalia., I soon
found myself among good friends, who gave me a
cordial welcome to these parts. In order to reach
the home of Mr. P. Proff, I had to wade almost
through a river of mud, consequent upon the
melting of snow. It is a vast rolling country.
Hills abound in every direction; the water rushes
down their sides, filling up the passes; which makes
them almost impassable. The mud is like a true
friend, inclined to stick to you. But despite the
adverse condition of the roads, a few came out
from the country districts to attend my lectures,
and these combined with the townspeople gave me
a very fair audience upon the first night of my
lectures-that is, considering that the town has a
population of about four hundred. In most of
these towns a little timidity is exhibited at first
about attending a Freethought lecture, but as they
proceed the people get a little more courage, and
learning that they are not quite so dreadful as the
p:t:eachers would hav them believe, they venture
out in large numbers, so that our remaining lectures were given a better attendance.
James Whaley and several other friends came
from Plaza, a distance of seven miles, to hear my
lectures. I was pleased to see them ; also Peter
Proff and- family, A. Dorsey, M. Terry, and
many others. I regret exceedingly that the
weather prevented our venerable friend Mr. Fiske
from being with us. He is a well-known Freethinker, now up in the seventy-fourth year of his
age, and is almost universally admired and respected. I hope, though, to see him the next time
I shall visit these parts. Several names, including
those mentioned, were enrolled upon the lists of
the Federation.
The woods are fairly teeming with Libe~als, and
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the state of Washington· can boast the most liberal
constitution of any state in the Union. Through
the unflinching efforts of our co-worker, C. B. Reynolds, religious exercises are prohibited in the
public schools-no prayers said, not even a hymn
sung-and all church property exceeding a valuation
of $5,000 is placed upon the taxable list. And to
show the honesty of Christians and their esteem
for the law, many of their churches, it is claimed,
though really worth more than the exemptory valuation, are valued at an exceedingly low figure in
order to avoid paying their just dues as required
by law. How reluctant they are to "render unto
Cresar the things that are Cresar's," and what a
larger percentage over his proportion do they render unto God-or rather unto the clergy, which is
·about the same thing. What a difference here
from the state of affairs
Tennessee. There
Christians are persecuting Christians merely for
opinion's sake. There the sunny South is blighted
with the curse of Christian bigotry. There are
deeds performed that will ever stand as a dark
blot upon the historical records of our nation,
simply because opinions differ regarding Sabbath observance. But here, in the state of Washington, the Sabbath bears no special significance
over any other day, except to those who regularly
attend church upon that day. While in Spokane
I heard the blows of hammers, the grating of saws,
upon the first day of the week. Here, business
comes before religion ; human welfare here, instead
of human speculations somewhere else. The stores
open upon that day and do a thriviilg business,
and all this tends to confirm the fact that just as
the competition for trade becomes keener, just as
this struggle for existence becomes sharper, society
will lose its sense of the sacred in the same proportion. I was very p~eased to meet with Dr. G ..
W. Cary, who accompanied me upon the platform
and introduced me to the audience. Dr. Mrs.
Mary A.' Latham is also a very Liberal woman, and
counts herself upon our side.
Mr. and Mrs.
Moehl, with their little ones, attended our lecture,
and gave me a glad welcome to the coast. Mr.
Merchant, recently from Springfield, Ill., made himself known to me and shared in the common congratulations. Owing to my rapid flights from one
town to another, my mail is very difficult to reach,
and in consequence I hav experienced considerable
delay in attending to it. On looking over some of
my correspondence, I find that several friends hav
sent post-office orders and checks payable to me.
Friends would avoid considerable delay, and save
us much labor and expense, if they would make all
drafts, etc., payable to the treasurer, instead of
myself, for as each requires my indorsement, they
hav to be sent to me for that purpose, and then returned to headquarters again.
I am constantly receiving lists of names for the
Federation. Our numbers are still increasing, and
we thank those of our friends who hav so generously contributed to the movement and helped us
to make it a success. Some time ago Frank Everly,
of Marion, 0., sent us $5 to the funds, which had
been overlooked or the name had been forgotten at
the time he was among the first to respond to my
letter, and we beg leave to acknowledge the same
now. What are we to do for Freethought during
the World's Fair 1 Are we to keep up our heads
above the stream of desuetude? Or are we to
show the world that we hav an existence? So far,
the responses to our appeals hav not been such as
would warrant us taking any definit action. Still,
the Federation is well out of debt, and we hav a
small balance on hand to begin operations. But,
if we can only secure pledges of assistance, we are
willing to run the risk, because a Freethinker's word
is as good as his bond. We certainly should do
something for the Freethinkers that will attend the
Fair. We hav told you what ought to be done ;
but whether it shall be done, or not, rests with you.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

m

An Irish Story.
From the Lonaon Spectator.

An Irish peasant brought a litter of kittens to a Protestant vicar in a certain town in county Wicklow, requesting him to purchase them. The vicar declined. "Your
reverence, they are good Protestant kittens," urged
Paddy, but his reverence remained obdurate. A few
days after, the Roman Catholic priest (who had meanwhile been informed of the offer to his brother clergyman) was approached, and on his refusing to make a purchase, the would-be seller ur~ed a sale: "Sure, fathe1·
dear, they are good Catholic kittens." "But how i~
this, my man?" replied the priest. "You said a day or
two ago thejY were good Protestant kittens." "And so
they were,' said the peasant, "but their eyes weren't
opened."

''IT's a poor way to get people into the church to throw
cold water on 'em," as the baby said to himself when he
was christened. · ·
•

News and Notes.
The battle royal has come off this week beneath
the dome of the Capitol. The orthodox hosts hav
rallied from every quarter of the Union. Ponderous
Joseph Cook, sleek Colonel Sheperd, cunning
Wilbur Crafts, and dozens of glib clergymen,
bishops, etc., with white neckties and saintly
countenances, hav worked like a machine in perfect
order, well oiled for the occasion, to maintain the
piety and Christian grace of the Cmigress of the
United States, and ignore the Constitution and the
rights of man. On the Liberal side brilliant talent
has arrayed itself-though not with the force and
disciplin and absolute unity of the church army.
For four days a tremendous agitation has been
going on in the little space allotted to the committee
of the Columbian Exposition for its work, but the
sounds of that war will reverberate in every part of
our land and throughout the world. That such a
scene, however, should be witnessed in the chambers
of legislation is a portent of immense significance
to the republic. To allow for a moment that a
legislativ committee should be made the tribunal of
theological and religious questions is opening the
door to a vast usurpation.
The battle opened on Tuesday morning with an
admirable address by Mayor Washburn of Chicago,
seconded by members of the city council, and arguments in favor of opening the World's Fair on
Sunday were presented in a straightforward and
business-like manner. They confined themselvs
simply to the expediency of Sunday opening,
practically admitting the right of Congress to interfere in the matter. President Gompers made an
excellent plea for the working-people, and clearly
showed the huge injustice of barring the gates of
the Exposition to the toilers of this land. The
even flow of discussion,.however, was broken when
Rev. A. T. Jones, of the American Sentinel, made
his points, namely, on the basis of the Constitution.
He was called to order-it being decided by the
committee that the constitutionality of the proposed
legislation should not be .attacked, only the policy
of the thing, for though Congressmen might mistake as to the policy of a measure, it is not to be
supposed for a moment that they would ever do
anything unconstitutional. On that point they are
infallible, for the same reason that a king can do
no wrong. Mr. Jones's appeal to constitutional
law was not according to the program.
The whole of Wednesday morning was given up
to Colonel Sheperd and his obedient followers,
who, like clockwork, obeyed his mandates. The
speakers were so numerous that only abqut five
minutes were given to each. In opening £he discussi9n Colonel Sheperd said: "We are now
pondering heavenly things, let us do it reverently."
For a while it seemed as if a prayer-meeting would
be inaugurated. There weJ:e appeals to God; to the
angels, to saints. Hell-fire flashed its lurid horror,
the wrath of God was depicted, deathbed scenes portrayed, eternity unfolded, in fact all the paraphernalia of the pulpit appeared in this committeeroom. Every sort of argument was resorted to,
and it would be useless to review them. The main
argument was the " boycott," that it would injure
the Fair financially to open its gates in violation of
the Christian conscience. One speaker figured it
out that the church could boycott thf' Fair to the
extent of a loss of $6,000,000. Although constitutional questions were expressly excluded . by the
committee, still the clerical exhorters were constantly
insisting upon the fact that this is a Christian
nation and the law must sustain the Christian
Sabbath. Said Joseph Cook: " Without the Sabbath
there is no church." This is the secret of the
enormous struggle for Sabbath laws. The Sabbath
is the bulwark of the church, and of course the
clergymen will fight for it. It is their forlorn
hope.
Thursday morning one hour was given to the
church party and one hour to the Liberal party.
Dr. Herrick Johnson delivered the main speech for
the Sunday closing. H;e has a thoroughly inquisitoriallook, and I am sure he would burn me at the
. stake if he had a chance, and every heretic besi'des.
His argument was: "Close the gates or be
damned."
The ladies on this occasion made the most notable
display for LI'beral thought. They were graceful,·
dignified, and eloquent in their presentation of the
desire of the Women's Club of Chicago to see the
gates of the beautiful Exposition thrown open to
all the world. Susan B. Anthony spoke to the same
effect. Also, the only Freethinker there, the writer
of these notes. Rev. Mr. Cross, Rev. Mr. Savage,
Dr. Lewis, a Seventh Day Baptist ; and Mr. Ring-

gold, of Baltimore, made pleas for Sunday opening,
and others againsk-the time for debate being extended thirty minutes.
•
Saturday morning the orthodox held the fort for
an hour, and fired their big guns at the committee.
The arguments for the other side were presented
by Thomas P. Morgan and Mr. Askew, of Chicago,
and Rev. Dr. Thomas. After a little running fire
between the opposing sides, the great debate of
four days was closed. It is impossible for me to ·
giv more than a summary of this important discussion. The papers throughout the country will
more or less report ·the proceedings and the addresses. The first round has been fought, but the
end is not yet. What was before the committee is
but a prelude of what will come before Congress,
and eventually before the whole American people.
Never was I more deeply impressed with the fact
that we are in the midst of a mighty revolution.
It was not mere fireworks that flashed in the committee's room, it was not mere rhetoric, but the
earnest of a conflict vast and terrible, whose issue
is not yet. It is the old contest of freedom and
slavery.
I am sorry from my standpoi:p.t that the fight for
Sunday opening has opened upon the line it has.
I think a very great mistake has been made-not
only as to matter of principle, but of policy also.
In fact, to stick to principle is after all the best
policy. Mr. Jones, of the American Sentinel, and
myself, are both excluded at present from working
along the line selected by the majority of the
friends of Sunday opening. They hav chosen to
concede somewhat to the Sabbath sentiment and
to ask only for a modification of the present restriction, enough to allow the gates to be open,
but no machinery to be in operation. That is, the
friends of Sunday hav concluded to support Resolution 163 as printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 31st.
As a matter of principle I. cannot support this
resolution. It equally violates the Constitution
with the onginal restriction. Congress has no
jurisdiction in the matter. That is the only position for a Secularist to take. Of course if Congress has a right to stop machinery, it has a right
to close the gates. This is not a matter of policy,
therefore, but of constitutional law.
I was granted the opportunity to speak before
the committee, but did not speak to Resolution 163,
but to Resolution 177. My argument, like tlat of
Mr. Jones, is entirely constitutional. I would not
argue the policy of the thing before the committee,
for by so doing I should grant the jurisdiction of
Congress, which jurisdiction I ab~olutely deny.
I am satisfied from a survey of the situation that
if the friends of Sunday opening had adopted the
line of Mr. Jones and myself they would hav been
successful, simply because they would hav been impregnable.
The legislation concerning Sunday observance is
beyond doubt one of the reserved rights of the
states, and if Mayor Washburn and the common
council of Chicago, and the Sunday Opening Association, and Chairman Durborow, and the Woman's
Club, had concentrated their efforts upon the
constitutionality of the law, they would hav .
won by a large majority, especially in a Democratic
House, where there is still some tradition of the
principles of Jefferson. I am sure that the friends
of Sunday opening must eventually accept this
line of battle. It will .not do to compromise. It
has not lessened the Christian "opposition. It has
rather intensified it. The orthodox don't want
half-way work. They want all or nothing. I say
so too. Let us hav a fair and square issue.
This compromise divides our own ranks ; but if
we take the constitutional question on that we are
a unit. Rev. Mr. Savage was willing to hav the
Fair closed Sunday mornings. I am not willing.
On that point we differ materially. Rev. Mr.
Thomas was in favor of religious services on the
Fair grounds. I am not. But as to the question
of the constitutional power of Congress there can
be no division. The Illinois Senate and House of
Representative in the resolutions now before them
take the same ground as Mr. Jones and myselfthe ground of unconstitutionality.
One Congressman says: ''I wish it was out of
Congress. Whichever way we vote now we . make
enemies." That's a general feeling in Congress as
things now are. It does not want the responsibility,
and would gladly get rid of it ; and the Constitution helps them out of the difficulty, but the compromise resolution does not. It equally thrusts
the responsibility upon Congress, and it will say,
"Let things remain as they are," while if the
constitutional point were vigorously pressed by
petitions by the city of Chicago and the state of
Illinois, I hav no doubt that Congress would admit
the plea, and throw off the responsibility 0~ any
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I don't giv up the fight by any means. I wouldn't
be much of a Freethinker if I did simply b
I
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was I_n e mmonty. I know that I am right and
I believ~ th~ question will be settled eventually as
a constitutiOnal question. I shall remain with
Cong:ess throughout the session. There is no
questiOn but that this is my post of duty. It is a
matter of . supreme importance. If this action of
Congress. Is not reversed, the orthodox party hav
won a VIctory over human rights that it will take
years of conflict to annul. I had hoped when I
first c_ame to Washington that the matter would be
speedily settled. I find that it will not be, and between now and the 1st of March there must be
th~ most strenuous labor for the cause of Secula~Ism.
T?e oppo:tunity will never come again.
With the hfe of this Congress is the triumph or
the defeat of ecclesiastical tyranny.
Many Liberal friends throughout the country
hav contributed generously to my support here
and I thank t?em for their cordial aid; but I would
say to any Liberal friend who reads these notes
and ~ealizes that this is one of the greatest struggle~
for liberty that has taken place in this country-!
would say, Giv a little help. Send what you can.
I do not need much, but something from every
co~rade.
I shall remain at Washington until
this Congress ceases to be, and the battle is transferred to other :fi~lds .. I know well enough that I
shall hav the assistance which will enable me to
carry. on this warfare on. the line marked out~ not
o_f compromise and expediency, but of constitutiOnal law and human right.
Let every friend answer this immediately with
what he can conveniently contribute, at 1,325 G
st:J:"eet N.W., Washington, D. C.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

The Constitution and Holy-days and Holidays.

In his autobiography Jefferson also relates:
. The bill f~r establishing religious freedom, the prin~~~ei~ which h~d. to a oert~in degree been enacted beIt ' t !!;dthdrawn ~ all the laM:tud!l of reason and of right.
me WI • opposition, but With some mutilations in the
~rea.mble It was finally pa~sed; and a singular propositw~ proved that Its protection of opinion was meant to be
~mversal. Where the preamble declares that coercion
Is ~eparture from the plan of the holy author of our
re gwn an amendment was proposed by inserting the
words "Jesus Christ" so that it should read "A departur~ f~om,the p~an of .Jesus Christ the holy a~thor of our
~eligwn; the msertion was rejected by a great majority
m proof that they meant to comprehend within the
maD;tl~ of its protection the Jew and the gentile, the
ChriStian and t~e ~ohammedan, the Hindoo and Infidel
of every denommatwn.
'I'here is no need of any further quotations to
s??w that any legislation for the Christian, the rehgwus, or the holy observance of Sunday is
entirely beyo~d the legal power of Congress.
Every sentiment and every argument in favor of
the observance of Sunday as a Sabbath should
t~erefore have no weight with this committee, or
With Congress.
~he ~nly possible ground left therefore for any
legislatiOn as to the observance of Sunday is the
fact that it is a holiday or rest-day.
A holiday is for physical recreation ; it is a relief
from toil ; it is for leisure, or rest from ordinary
vocations.
~at has. Congress. to. do about Sunday legislati~n, grantmg that It Is a holiday or rest-day?
Simply to r~cognize it as a holiday-but beyond
that the functiOn of the national government does
not extend.
To start right in this discussion I will again quote
from Jefferson :
. Our le~isl.ators ar!;J not snfficiently apprised of the
rightful limits of theu power; that their true office is to
declare and enforce only our natural rights and duties
and to take none of the~ fr~m us .. ~he idea is quite un:
founded _that on entermg mto society we give up any
natural right.

ll
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of these sacred names, but using only the secular
name, the framers of the Constitution beyond question meant to recogni~e Sunday as a holiday, or
rest-day, o~ly,_ and not m any sense as a holy-day.
The ConstitutiOn therefore recognizing Sunday as
a holiday, how does it regulate its observance~ It
does not regulate it at all. It leaves the president
perfectly free. It gives him the holiday, but it does
not command how he shall observe it. It simply
allows a privilege. The president can work on
Sunday if he chooses; or play; or go to theaters
and operas; or hunt and :fish; m· travel; or stay at
home. If the presi~ent is a Jew in religion, or a
Seventh J?ay ~dventist, o~ a Seventh Day Baptist,
the ConstitutiOn does not mterfere with his religious
convictions. He can keep holy the Saturd.1y and
work on Sunday.
This is an admirable example for Congress to
follow-shinin~ in the Con~titution itself, placed
there by the WISe and far-seemg founders of this
republic.
The moment Congress legislates concerning the
obse;rva;nce of S~nday as a holiday, or rest-day, by
forbiddmg any kmd of labor, it violates the religious convictions of many of the people of this
country. They consc~entiously observe Saturday
as a holy-day. What nght has the government to
c?mpel them to lose th~ v~ue of the following day,
either on the plea that It IS a holy-day, or holiday,
or rest-day~· This is a manifest injustice. Follow
the Constitution and no injustice will ever be done.
In giving the appropriation to the World's Fair
Congress .does not undertake to 1·egulate the observance of other holidays far more national, important, and glorious in their significance than tho
Sunday. It annexes no condition as to the observance of. the Fourth of July or Decoration day.
Surely, If Congress can leave the due observance of
the Fourth of July and Decoration day to the discretion of the World's Fair commission, it can also
leave the observance of Sunday to the same judgment. ~o~gress _does not regulate the expenditure
of the milhons given to the commission. It has
the utmost confidence in the wisdom and integrity
of the commission so far as the use of vast sums
of mon&y is concerned. Why not leave with the
commission the regulation of Sunday ~ Are the
commissioners honest and able six days of the
week and inefficient on the seventh day 7 or the
first day~ As the Constitution left the observance
of Sunday ~ntir~ly to the president, let Congress
be equally Wise, JUst, and business-like in its treatment of the commissioners of the World's Fairmen . selected for their preeminent fitness to carry
on. I:U all respects this magnificent enterprise.
This Is my argument, therefore, to the committeethat in the very nature of the national government,
and according to the Constitution itself, Congress
should not make any laws as to the manner of the
observance of holy-days, holidays, or rest-days.
The_ Sunday, therefor~, whe~her it is a holy-day,
or hohday, or rest-day, IS entrrely outside of Congressional enactment. If there is to be any regulation it should be by municipal and local governments.

It is the American principle that the government
is for the people, and not the people for the govARGUMENT BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM BEFORE THE CO- ernment. If at a~y point government infringes
LUMBIAN EXPOSITION COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE upon any natural nght at that point its action is
OF REPRESENTATIVES, JANUARY 12TH, AGAINST THE null and void.
SUNDAY-CLOSING CLAUSE.
It is a contradiction in terms to say that in order
So far as ~un_day _is different from any other day to uphold th~ natural rights of any human being,
of the week, It IS either a holy-day or a holiday. the_ natural rights of any other human being should
~f therefore there is to be any legislation concern- be mvaded. The exercise of all human rights is
mg the observance of this day, it must be on the perfectly harmonious.
ground that it is a holy-day or a holiday.
Whatever legislation there is, therefore, for SunA holy-day is necessarily a religious or church ~ay. as a holiday, or rest-day, there must be no
day. If there were no religion or no church there m~nngement upon the natural rights of any human
would be no holy-day. Legislation therefore for bemg.
the observance of Sunday as a holy-day is religious
It is the natural right of every man to labor.
legislation-that is, it is legislation for the estab- Government has no right to forbid labor on Sunday.
lishment of a religious or church observance, and If one chooses to labor on that day as on any other
therefore for an establishment of religion itself. But day it is his right to do so. For government
such legislation is absolutely forbidden by the Con- to enforce phys~cal idleness on Sunday is simply
~titution. "Congress shall make no law respect- t;rranny.
Physical ~ecreation, physical recuperamg an es.ta!>liu~ment. of religion." Madison says twn, do not necessarily demand physical idleness.
that "rehgwn Is entirely beyond the purview of A change of physical activity is oftentimes the most
government." Washington says, "In no sense healthful physical recreation, or rest.
whatever is this .government founded upon the
Government cannot enforce idleness any more
Christian religion." Jefferson has stated the un- than it can enforce sleep. As well command a man
Lectures and Meetings.
constitutionality of religious legislation. In a to sleep all day Sunday as to command him to be
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
letter Jan. 23, 1808, to the Rev. Mr. Millar he idle all day Sunday,
·
writes :
This point is well stated in the decision of the Port Angeles, Wash. Jan. 22 El Monte, Cal. Feb. 28
Forest Grove, Ore. " 27-29
"
" Mar
1
Washington, January 23, 1808.-Srn: I have duly re- 'suTphr?me court of ~alifornia:
"
" 30, 31 Santa Ana,
" " ·
5
ceived your favor of the eighteenth and am thankful to
~s argument-namely, that for the benefit of the Silverton.......
Ore .... Feb.
1 San Pasqua!, " "
6-8
you for having written it, because it is more agreeable to workmg J?eople government shoul~ enforce idle~ess on Silverton"'Barlo'!~ vre....... "
3-5 Tucson, Ariz ...... " 23-26
prevent than to refuse what I do not think myself autho- ~tmday-I~ founded _on the assumptwn that mankmd are Grass
valley, Cal "
8, {l Albuquerque, N.M."
31
rized to comply with. I consider the government of the m _the habit of_ workmg too mu~h, and thereby entailing
Jose,
" " 12-14
. ."
" April 1, 2
United States as interdicted by the Constitution .from ev:il upon soCiety; and that withou~ comp!llsion, they San
Selma,
" " 16, 17 Trmtdad, Col~····· "
4-7
intermeddling with rel·igious institutions their doc- will not seek the nece~SR!Y repose which their exhaus•ed Merced,
" "
19 Leadville, " ...... " 10-12
trines, diseip_li_ne, or exercises. This res~lts not o?lY natu;res demand. _This Is to us a new theory, and is ?on- Savanah,
" "
27
from the provision that no law shall be made respectmg tradicted by the history of the p~~;st and the observatwns
the establlshment or free exercise of religion, but from o_f the present. We have _heard m_all ag~s of declama- He will return via Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
that, also, which reserves to the states the powers not twns and reproaches agamst the VICe of mdolence; but Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those states desiring
delega~ed to the p~ited States. Certainly, no power to we have yet t? learn .that there ha~ _ever been any lectures should address him at 345 West Randolph street
prescnbe any. religious exercise or to assumf'l authority general c_omplamt of an Intemperate, VIClOus, unhealthy, Chicago, ill.
'
in religious discipline, has been 'dele~ated to the general· or m~rbid mdustry: On the .contrary we know that
J. E. REMSBURG will start East early iU: January. His
government. It must, then, rest With the states as far mankind seek cessatw~ fr~m toll, from the natural influas it can lie in any human authority. But it is only pro" eD;ces of self-preservatwn, m the. same mann.er and as car- list of appointments, as far as arranged, is as follows:
posed that I should recomm~nd, not prescribe, a day of tamly as th~y seek slumber, relief from pam, or food to Allegan, Mich ...... Jan.
21 Saratoga, N. Y.... Feb. 10
fasting and prayer. That IS, that I should indirectly appease theuh:nnger .. · . If, we ~annot trust fre~ ag~n~s Gr'd Rapids, Mich "
22 Hartford, Conn... "
11
assume to the United States an authority over religious t<! regulate theu own labor, rbs tm~es and quantity, It Is Shepherd, Mich... " 23-25
Mass....... "
12
exercises, which the Constitution has directly pre- difficul~ to trust them to m~ke their own contracts. If Leslie, Mich........ " 26, 27 Boston,
Wprcester, Mass.. "
12
eluded them from. It must be meant, too, that this the le_g~slature could prescnbe the days of rest for them, Detroit, Mich...... "
28 Cotuit, MaRs....... "
13
recommendation is to carry some authority, and to be then It would seem that the same power could prescribe Toledo,
"
29 Osterville, Mass... "
14
sanctioned by some penalty on those who disre""ard it· the hours to work, rest, and eat.-Ex parte Newman, Findlay,0............
0 .......... " 30, 31 Manchester, Conn "
15
not, indeed, of :fine andimpriPonment, but of som~ degre~ ~ Gal.' 509, 518.
"
" .......... Feb.
1 Bristol, Conn....... "
16
of prosc~iption, perhaps in public opinion~ And does the
The Constitution of the United States plainly de- Cleveland, 0.. ...... "
2 New Yor_!rJ N. Y... "
17
change .m the nature of the penalty make the re~o~- clares the manner in which the national gover
t East Otto, No Y
3 Orange, .N J. o•
18
mendatwn less a law of conduct for those to whom It Is h 0 uld l . l t
th
.
nm~n Newark, N. Y...... "
4 Newarkf N.J....... "
19
directed? I do not believe it is for the interest of re- s .
egis a e, or ra er non-leg~slate, concermng Constantia,
N.Y.. "
5 Pbilade phia, Pa.. "
19
ligion to invite the civil magistrate to direct its exercises, hohdays, or rest-days. In the Constitution Sunday De Ruyter, N.Y. "
6 Lebanon, Pa ....... "
20
i~s _discipline, or its doctrines; nor of the relig:ious so- is recognized as a holiday, or rest-day, and only as Glens Falls, N. Y. "
7-9 Washington, D. C. "
21
m~ties, that the general g?vernment ~houl~ be myeated such. When a bill has passed both houses of ConAppointments to be :filled on his way West will. be anmth the power of effectmg any umformity of time or
f th ·
t
f
·
·
matter amoog them. Fasting and prayer are religious gress or e signa ure o the p:esid_ent, the presi- nounced later.
exercises; the enjoining them, an act of discipline. dent shall have ten days to consider It, Sundays exTHE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for January are
~ver.y rel~gious society has !1 right to de~rmine for cepted, says the Constitution. Sunday il5 not a re- as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
Jtself the times fo_r these exe;rcises, and ~he obJects proper ligious or a Christian word. It is simply the seenJanuary 20th, "Has Man a Soul?" Henry Rowley.
for them, accordmg to theu own particular tenets; and l
f th d
Th Chr" t"
t
· th
January 27th, "The Potency and Promis of Modern
this right can never be safer than in their own hands ar name 0
e ay.
e
IS Ian erm IS
e
where the Constitution has deposited it,
' "Sabbath," or "the Lord's day." By not using either Science," Dr. Wm. H. Von Swartwout.
0

0

0

"

0

0

0

0

0

"
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~etters of P,riends.
~o.Torches Lighted.
BERTRAND, NEB., Jan. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav succeeded at last in
procuring two new subscribers for the
paper.
H. J. ·oLMSTEAD.

'THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY 21, 1898.
the great unknown world beyond. He had
always been a Liberal from youth, and
told us on his dying bed that he had not
changed his opinions in regard to the
future. He was a believer in all that is
good in the Bible, but rejected the supernatural part. He left a wife, and a son,
the writer of this article, to mourn his loss.
I hav never taken much interest in Liberal
literature, but I am a Liberal in my views,
and I am well pleased with THE TRUTH
SEEKER and wish you great success with
your paper.
CHARLES ZEIGLER.

Buys a Full Round of Ammunition·.
SAN FRANciSco, CAL., Dec. 23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please send to the new
subscribers inclosed THE TRuTH SEEKER
for one year, I also wish to renew my Yes, Being "Frank and Candid" Is Our
subscription. And send to me "Bible
Purpose in Existing.
Myths" and Saladin's books "The ConCIMARRON,
RAN., Dec. 18, 1892.
fessional," twenty-five cents, and "Isaure
MR.
EDITOR:
I
found
an old copy of
and Other Poems," seventy-five cents.
your
paper
not
long
since,
and
was so struck
Inclosed please find $8.50 to pay for all,
with the frank and candid manner in
and oblige
J. E. P ALANOA.
which you handle the ''orthodox experts"
and "Holy J oes " that I must hav a
Let Others Do the Same.
sample copy. I am all alone in this neighGEORGE STATION, P A., Dec, 13, 1892.
borhood
in my belief. I think there are a
MR. EDITOR : The Freethinkers of
Greensburg organized on last Sunda;r. few who would " denounce the faith" but
We named our order the Greensburg Pro- for one thing-if you liv with howlers you
gresaiv Liberal Union, and will meet Sun- must howl. This town is in "bloody
day afternoon of each week in future at Kansas." We hav four saloons (now
Armbrust Hall, West Otterma11. street, please .do not think I mean joints, or
Greensburg, Pa. Dr. M. Pattersop. is "blind tigers" as they are sometimes
called, for I do not, as they are fullcorresponding secretary.
I hope to send you some new subscrib- blooded saloons) and three churches, so
you see this is one town where the Hon.
ers.
ALEx. STOREY.
John Barleycorn has an edge on Christ.
Wishes Us Portraits of Eminent Men. Please send the sample copy and- oblige,
Yours respectfully,
JoHN QUINN.
HARPER, !A,, Jan. 4, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : To keep THE TRUTH
Wants to Learn and Help.
SEEKER coming, even if my atoms should
WANDEL, OKLA. TERR., Dec. 12, 1892.
dissolve partnership, I inclose $5, for
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7,
which please exchange the 3 on my label
to a 5. May your path be strewn by for which send two copies of THill TRUTH
small papers, 3 by 7k inches, with the like- SEEKER and two Bible Picture Books, one
nesses of celebrated men, to uphold you to each man. I am a silent worker in the
whilst you are melting the clouds of good cause, and shall continue to do all the
ignorance hanging over this so-called land good I can for Freethought and Reform.
Later on I expect to write a letter to
of the free.
CHARLES NAUMAN.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but for the present I
A. Clu1plain Whom We Support Debars will only ask a question. I see the FreeOur Paper.
thought Federation spoken of. Will you
kindly make some explanation, as I do not
CHICAGo, ILL., Dec. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Messrs. Schwab, Neebe, know fully the meaning, etc. ?
Yours for Science and Education,
and Fielden at Joliet penitentiary havre0. E. BREWSTER,
quested me to ask you to discontinue your
paper, as for the last two years the prison
[The Freethought Federation is an
authorities hav not allowed it to go to organization formed to work upon legisthem. The former chaplain they claim to latures, or in any other feasible way, for
be the cause of it. This individual's name the actual separation of church and state.
was Phillips, and I am informed that he A letter addressed to the Federation at 345
left with a somewhat undesirable record. West Randolph street, Chicago, Ill., will
I am instructed to thank you for our com- bring documents to the writer explaining
rades for your kindness to them.
the purpose of the Federation more in deFRANK A, STAUBER.
tail.-ED. T. S.]
Secularists Should Hav a Congress at
the Fair.
WEST SUPERIOR, Wis., Dec, 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : The new Congregational
or Hope church was dedicated last Sunday
evening, and it caught fire from a chimney
the same night and burnt to the ground.
The value of the church was $5,000.
I should think the Secularists would
issue a circular for a congress next summer
to keep in line with their brothers the
Catholics. I see the latter are going to
hav a congress next summer at Chicago.
Respectfully,
K. STEENERSON,

A. Whole-Souled Friend of Man.
SAN J os:E, CAL,, Jan. 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR-Editor of the grandest
Liberalizer, the greatest superstitionknocker-out; the most deadly and worsthated foe of priestcraft; the best friend to
the poor, superstitious, deluded dupes
who pay their coin and homage to the
support of tLose pious, deceiving tramps,
the priests; the weekly illustrated paper
that ought to be in the home of every
liberty-loving family in this broad land
that should be absolutely free-but is
not by a good deal-THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I wish a happy and prosperous New Year
for each and all. [And he sent for $10
worth of books, with a new subscriber,
just to help it along.-ED. T. S.]
Fraternally,
L, R. TITUS.
Obituary.
Du QuoiN, ILL., Jan. 4, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : It is with the most profound sorrow that I write to you to renew
my father's subscription for THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Father-the late Charles Zeigler
-after a painful illness of three weeks,
passed from this world Aug, 22, 1~92, to

A. Lecturer Disseminating Truth.
SPOKANE, WASH., Jan, 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Yesterday, the first day
of this new year, the principal hall of
Spokane, namely, the Music Hall, was
well filled with ladies and gentlemen to
hear our great leader, John R. Charlesworth. His main subject was "Do We
Liv After Death?" The audience was so
interested that any little move could be
heard. It is too bad that a city like
Spokane could not be interested enough
on the subject to hav him lecture once a
day for one week. Then I know they
would want him to stay a month, for the
people were very much pleased. Everybody that can.hav Mr. Charlesworth stop
and giv a lecture will never be sorry unless
because he could not stay a month. And I
hope he will liv long, and hav success as
long as he livs, I hav been a reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKER for three or four
years. While in Dakota my brother kept
it, and here I hav never failed to read it.
Yours for truth,
D. J. MUNTER.
A. Long-time Fighter for the Cause.
EDELSTEIN, ILL., Jan, 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to reinit subscription to the Grand Old TRUTH SEEKER.
But I am getting considerably weatherbeaten after battling with the storms of life
on sea and shore for seventy-eight years,
and may soon hav to slip my cable-giv up
the ship-be put under hatches where
creeping things revel in their spoil and fit
my clay to fertilize the soil. But I hope
to go with the Grand Old TRUTH SEEKER
at the masthead, waving to all nations.
Yours fraternally,
J. G. KENDALL,
P.S.-Mr. Macdonald, perhaps you remember the old fellow who introduced

himself to you at the Pittsburgh Liberal
congress and spoke to you again next
year in Philadelphia. Yours very respectfully, J. G. K.
[We remember Mr. Kendall very well,
and hope to meet him at many more conventions in the coming years, in spite of
what he considers his "age." Elizur
Wright attended several of our conventions when considerably past eighty.-ED.

T. S.]
A. Lonely Freethinker.
GRAYSVILLE, TENN., Dec. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Your three papers came in
good time, and I hav had a feast in reading them over and again. It has been
fifteen years since I hav had any reading
matttJr of this kind in my house. I hav a
son and daughter, fourteen and sixteen
years old. The son, the church caJil take
him, he is all right; but the daughter I
will hav to giv some reading, as her
mother is just what any Bible-bellower
wants to see.
The Adventists here are having a good
time. This week is devoted to telling
God what to do-prayer. Their king-bee
reminds me of Old Rocket in Macdonald's
"Heathens of the Heath." His dupesall they need is power, and I would not
trust one of them soon!ll' than I would any
other so-called Christian. I am the lone
one here in the village, and they hav
already begun to lie a bout me because I told
the class-leaders that I had no ducats for
their preacher; that I thought less prayer
and more work was needed.
Yours for the truth,
J. F. WILSON.
Friendly Sentiments.
LmBY, MoNT., Dec. 31, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: You tell me you can furnish me a volume of this year's TRUTH
SEEKER bound for $4. You will find inclosed $5 to pay exprelils or other expenses
and what is left use as you hav a mind to,
and if it is not enough charge it to me and
let me know and I will remit by first mail
I received THE TRUT:d SEEKER for December 24th yesterday, and must say that
that cartoon caps the climax to a 'I. I
think it is one of the best since that with
the Congressman's head appeared here
some time ago. That was the only TRUTH
SEEKER I ever sold, I lent it to a friend
to read, as I often do, and somebody saw
it, and bought it. But that was all. It is
a hard matter to even get people to read,
if it does not cost them anything. The
most of them condemn it before they
hav read the heading. But that does
not matter. Little by little THE TRUTH
SEEKER will gain its way to the people's
heart-and will make them so much
the happier, for it will teach them
to exchange the love of God for the love
of man.
To all of you a Happy New Year.
Yours truly,
J. S. ODEGAARD.
Heston

[Blasphemously

Compared to

God.
BUFFALo, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: A Happy New Year to you
and all mankind. I hav received some
specimen pages of the '' Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," and if the remainder of
the work is as good as this four-page tidbit, every honest heart in this benighted
world should sing the praise of Watson
Heston. I bow in homage to his undisputed genius. He has constructed indeed
a Krupp gun for honest thought-one that
is sure to shatter any battle-ship along the
line that Christian craft or crookedness
may try to float. Within the home where
minds are free it flashes forth a lighthouse
glare on every hidden rock and shoal and
bank of Christian duplicity. The hero of
such a work has made his name immortal.
It owns the subtle, secret power to push
from every thinking mind the false and
cruel curse of this senseless superstition,
this unrelenting tyrant whose nerveless
hand has cramped and crushed for ages
past the brain and heart of man. A few
more like our great artist and ·with tears
of joy we could wish an everlasting farewell to those hideous monsters of the
mind. For this world what a happy parting this would be, when all could honestly
say: "Good-bye, Mr. God; farewell, Mr.Christ, you hav fooled us now for the last
time."

The Lord is mighty, I know, but Watson
Reston-gentlemen, let me ask you,
Where does he come in?
WILL HARRINGTON.
Unpursed.
DELBA, TEx., Oct. 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: December the 14th I wil
be seventy-two years pld, and ~not able
to do much but sit and knif and read,
and the only pleasure I hav is the reading
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I will hav to
tell you to not send it after March 1st, for I
will not be able to pay for it, nnless some
kind friend would send it me. But I do
not expect to find one so generous. It
will hav to be dven up, I expect.
We had J, Remsburg to lecture for us
the last of May. Afriend brought him out
from Leonard, and he stopped and talked
with me an hour or so. A neighbor
woman was at our house, a good Baptist
sister, who asked after he left how much
he charged fm· a lecture. I told her for
three $8 apiece, $9 each for two, or $10
for one. She said he came here to drain the
money all out of the country. I asked
how much they paid their preacher a
year. She said $400 for twelve sermons a
year. And they went around ·this fall to
raise funds to pay that servant of God
and got only seventy-five cents. The parson has gone, the sheep are without a.
shepherd. Remsburg got the shekels.
Political matters hav run the people
crazy here this fall. There has 'been powder enough fired to feed all the widows
and orphans in the country had the money
been put to that use, and it is not over
yet. Ever your friend, HARRmT DAVIS.

A.

Congressman A. vows: His Despotic
Principles.
RIDGWAY, N.Y., Dec. 30, 1892.
JAMEs W. WADswORTH, Representativ in
Congress of the Twenty-ninth Congressional district of the state of New York,
Sir: I cut this from the Medina, N. Y.,

Tribune:
Congressman Wadsworth is all right on
the question of Sunday closing of the
World's Fair, expressing himself in a dispatch to an Albion clergyman as follows:
"I hav been and am opposed to the opening of the World's Fair on Sunday and
shall so vote."
If it correctly reports your position on
the above question, I wish to say to you
that I voted for you for the present Congress, and also for your reelection, but if
you come up again for any office in this
district I will do what I can to defeat you.
The Constitution of the United States

BeparateB church and Btate ab8olutely,
and every man of you who voted to interfere with the management of. the World's
Fair at the dictation of the priest!tand
clergymen, to enforce any rule or regulation of any church, in my opinion; vio-

lated hiB conBtitut·ional oath of office.
And the inclosed leaflet entitled "Beer,
Bishops, and Bribery," expresses my
sentiments and opinion on all such.
·
I sincerely hope you are not correctly
reported. If so, I will be only too glad to
make due apology.
GEo. L. PRATT.
P.S.-Wadsworth has acknowledged the
receipt of my letter, but avows his intention to vote to close the Fair Sundays.

A. Noble Old Friend of Humanity.
SAN Jos:E, CAL., Dec. 23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I saw in THE T:RUTH
SEEKER some kind words of sympathy on
the death of my beloved wife, for which
I thank you sincerely. A good woman
has gone to her rest at a ripe old age-a
loving wife, mother, and friend to everybody. Blessed be her memory. In age
I am but little behind-almost eighty-nine.
I must soon be laid by her side. With
my philosophy there is not much occasion
for grief. Death to such old persons is
generally more a friend than foe, if many
and painful infirmities must be borne,
My health is pretty good yet. I enjoy
life. Hearing failing, eyesight getting
dim, but I enjoy reading my good TRUTH
SEEKER papers and writing to my friends,
and as old as I am I write this letter
without "specs "-and if you can read it
you are an expert. But what was ever
scribbled that an editor or printer could
not read? The fine type and dim impression which is the fashion nowadays

bothers ine to read, but I hav to put up
with it.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is one of ,the clearest prints I ~et hold of, and I hope my
daughter will keep up her subscription,
although we are overrun with reading
matter. THE TRUTH SEEKER is a paper
of great power and influence, and I hope
is well sustained.
Priestcraft is rampant-may you hav
abundant success in your warfare against it.
SAMos P A:RBONS.
SAMOS PARSONS'S DONATIONS TO THE FREETHOUGHT OAUSE FOR THE YEA:R 1893.
The American Secular Union $50 · the
Boston Investigator, $10; the New York
TRUTH SEEKER, $10; the Independent
Pulpit, $10~ the Ironclad Age, $10; the
Freethinkers Ma,qazine, $10; Lucifer,
Moses Harman, $10; C. B. Reynolds, $10·
W. F. Jamieson, $10: Parker Pillsbury;
$5; J. R. Cha•lesworth, $5; J. E. Remsburg, $5; J. H: Cook, $5; R. M. Casey,
$5; N. F. Ravlin, $5; E. B. Foote, Jr.,
$5; Lucy N. Colman, $5; Ella E. Gibson, $5; Eliza M. Dunning, $5; Elmina
D. Sl!3nker, $5; Sarah C. Todd, $5;
J eremtah Hacker, $5; Francis Graves,
$5; Total. $200.

regardin~ his sins, or offenses against
God, which are not at all identical with
vices or crimes which injure men. The
four chief sins of his of which we know
are dancing, ringing the bells of the
parish church, playing at the innocent
open-air sport of tipcat and reading the
history of Sir Bevis of S~uthampton. The
evil of this latter book consisted in its
being a romance, instead of a crabbed
work of piety such as his puritanical
church alone permitted to be read. Most
of the above acts we should applaud as
healthful and commendable diversions.
The Christian church, which gets everything wrong end foremost, pronounced
them sins. Then, as Bunyan had a powerful imagination, he realized the punishments which the church taught would be
meted him so intensely that he became
mad with terror. He perpetually fancied
fi~nds about him, whispering heresy in
his ears or trying to fly away with him.
He envied, he says, the brutes, and the
stones on the street and tiles · on the
houses, for they were not endowed with
an immortal part destined to eternal
agony. His biography is an instructiv
exposition of. the misery suffered by millions in the old ages because of the detestable teaching of Christianity. The
notion that he had been a very wicked
youth was given additional currency by
the divines of his denomination, who like
many of the present day exaggerated the
former turpitude of the.brand·whom their
faith had plucked from the fire. The
"Pilgrim's Progress" is a pleasant, readable allegory describing the progress of
a Christian pilgrim through this world of
trials and temptations. The "Holy War"
is a work in similar style describing the
conflict between God and Satan, holy
men and unholy. You say, "Tell me all
about the holy wars." This class of wars
over religion, with which you supposed
the book to deal,· would require a library
for their narration.
Bennett's "Champions of the Church: Their Cruelties and
Crimes,'' ·would do to begin with.ED. T. S.]

Hebrew word is not Elohim, and in the
plural number, from which God is translated in the first verse of Genesis. The
plural pronoun in the first chapter ·of the
Bible, aided by the first epistle of John
v, 7, helped form the impossible trinity of
"Father, Son, and Holy Ghost" of the
ghostly Christian church.
. "Which was created first, the serpent
or Adam?" Neither was ever created.
They evoluted, as did all other productions, good, bad, and indifferent. The
fable in Genesis that teaches this monstrous lie should, with Santa Claus and all
sinillar Christian lies, be relegated to the
shades of the deepest dungeon of obscurity.
ELLA E. GrnsoN.

question is: Is history all true? Is it not
the duty of a Freethinker to weigh it in
his own intellectual scale-to parboil it in
the crucible of his own judgment? History and the Bible tell us that Moses
turned his cane into a snake by the power
of God, and that Pharaoh's magicians did
the same thing by asimple sleight-of-hand,
but what Freethinker believes that Moses's
claim was true ? We know that in the
American war both armies prayed God .
for assistance, but who knows that they
were not both praying to empty space?
Possibly Mr. Chapman intended to show
·by history that the belief in God is innate
in man, but who knows that it is? Why
could it not be invented by ,kings and
priests to help them subdue the people? ·
Again, what if it .is innate in man, does
that prove anything? An old African
king would not believe but that Stanley
could charm him back into a young man
again if he wished. Is Mr. Chapman prepared to b!3lieve Mr. Stanley a wizard becanse a .savage did? Savages always did
and always will believe in witchcraft,
while the belief has entirely vanished from
the mind of civilized man. If innate belief proves nothing in the case of witchcraft, why does it prove 80 much in the
case of deity? Is not the weakness and
ignorance of savages, stimulated by hope .
and fear, sufficient to induce a belief in
God, devil, spooks, ghosts, and all the
other supernatural fancies?

Reply to the Theist,
HoWIOK, CaN., Dec. 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
November 26th I notice a long letter by
A. A. Chapman to which you invite answer. I think I can see why you do not
take it in hand yourself. It is long and
tedious to study out for the amount of
intelligence it contains. The author professes belief in a supreme being, but on
Prohibition Saps Man's Self-Rule.
considering all he says for and against,
WALNUT, TEx., Dec. 27, 1892.
one is at a loss to know if he is in earnest
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER No.
or only joking.
46, I noticed that Mr. Andrew Steenerson,
It is, however, no wonder ~that Mr.
a Freethinker, is a Prohibitionist This is
Chapman calls himself a Freethinkerindeed very seldom the case. For after a
where is the man who does not, even
person has cultivated his brain sufficiently
among the greatest fanatics?
"Freeto study himself out of the church he
thinker," like the words "liberty " and
generally sees far euough to see that the
"Christianity," has no meaning until one
Another. queer idea of Mr. Chapman'sProhibition law is not a desirable law; and
has disconred what the utterer means by he says man annihilates God and deifies
more than this, it will not- overcome the
it. No religion boasts more about relig- himself to take the place, and to show
evil, as anyone can know who has traveled
ions liberty than does the Roman Catholic w?-~t a sorry figure man makes on _the
through Prohibition states. And besides
chain-gang hierarchy. No Christian de- divme tlu·one he enumerates the ~nJ~t
this, the Prohibition law. would also do
bater ever attempts to defend Christianity . and cruel .deeds of man recorded ~ hisaway with a good law now in force.
from the standpoint of any creed. He tory, seemmg~y to show that. man IB too
The best and only intelligent way to
always formulates a nice little religion of cruel and WICked to be deified, overovercome the evil of drink is by proper
the mildest possible form of Christianity looki_ng the fa.ct t~at. if ther~ is a G?d
and when garrisoned behind this impreg- who IB responsible for everythmg that IB,
penalties. I think that a man arrested for
nable breastwork he fights the Infidel but t~e same bad record must apply to him.
an ill conduct while partly intoxicated
denies that there is any Christian but .l! urther~or_e, ~e f~rgot that man enacted
should always receive at least twelve hours
himself. Likewise, if anyone wishes to all_ of. this villamy 1~ the ZJa~e ~f God and
of rest, and then work out his penalty in
striped clothing on the public road nearest
criticise Freethought he begins by calling thinking ~e was domg_ God s Wll~, and has
ceased domg so only m proportiOn as he
himself a Freethinker.
his home; for to drain the purse of a man
In this case Mr. Chapman is either a has ceased to believe in _that infamous
partly intoxicated has as much effect on
Freethinker or very young in th think- God. If Mr. Chapman obJects that man
him as you would hav on a ground-hog by
.A. Biblical Confusion Explained,
ing bnsiness.
e
was mistaken in his belief that God inmaking the sign of a cross on the end of
BABRE, MASs., Dec. 30, 1892.
If he is candid, there is hope f
h · . structed him to commit such evils, then
your coat-tail.
MR. EDITOR: Having seen no reply to if not answering him is a waste of~~ :m, what becomes of his historical proof of
Prohibition law takes away man's selfM/ Chapman proves the existen::of a deity? Supposing he claims that God is
judgment, and thereby degrades mankind. the queries of S. R. Thorne in THE TRUTH
A law should always be so constructed as SEEKER, Sept. 17, 1892, with your permis- supreme being by what he calls "the better than was suppos~u by the poor deto strike the violator only, and not the sion I will venture a few remarks on two threefold logic of nature, experience, and luded ~an_ wh~ comm1tteu murders and
honest or sober party, as the Prohibition of his most important questions, viz.: history." Rather thin reasoning for a other eVIls m his nam~. I say_ such a God
"Will not some of your able correspond- Freethinker. He says, "If the universe cannot be .. Any mans _expenence ought
law does.
lf- to be suffiCient to convmce one of sound
A Prohibitionist's second word is that ents enlighten me on the following ques- were self-derived self-centered
Freethinker ' 8:eb judgment that there is no supreme being
you hav no privileges in this country, and tions: 'And God:said, Let us make man in snstained " etc
that you hav no right to break your neigh- our image after our likeness. So God one who' sub~its his beliefs to ~~ 0 ~ outside of_ nature, or if there is that he
bor's window, use your neighbor's wood, created man in his own image. In the judgment. Matter being uncreatahle and dt~es _nothmg. good bu~ what nature co_uld
or shoot certain birds, etc. I say that image of God created he him.' Now, I indestructible according to human judg- do Without h1m, and Is. at the s~me ~1me
any man who says that any of his liberty is desire to be informed, Who was God ment, the universe must be eternal. to b~ame f?r all the ev? that ensts, ?moe
taken away by such laws is a very bad talking to at that time? And which was Hence it was never derived at all. As to he IB a:Imighty and either causes It or
its being self-sustained, self-developed, ll~O~B It to b~ caused, ~r .. C:apma.~ exman. Such laws hav no effect on me; created first, the serpent or Adam?"
If the first verse of the Bible was trans- and self-governed-that is to say, that pa Ia es g~ea Y_ on man s m ~am Y to
they take away no part of my liberty.
The only law that interferes with my lated correctly it would read, "In the be- there is no intelligence connected with it, man, bla~mng him for all the Wicke~ and
liberty-in this state-is the Sunday law, ginning the Gods created the heaven and I do not know of a Freethinker that says cruel cnn:es that we~e ever commttt_ed.
for on Sunday I cannot go hunting, or to earth. " It is an Egyptian or Chaldean there is or there is not. Furthermore, Yet he believes t~ere Is a sup~eme bemg
a beer-garden, or to picnics, or even to a legend, picked up by the ·Bible-makers, what difference does it make to us whether aml_nev~r asks him where he IB _and what
dance. The wealthy people take time these nations believing in a plurality of there is or not? And who is ever going to he IS ~?mg that he does_ not ~nte~for_e
during the week to indulge in such pleas- gods, being polytheists, not monotheists. finditout sinceifthereisitneverm 'feats Well, If that God does enst he IB w1se m
the not in~erfering with _the misdeeds of man,
Another legend, contradicting the itself to :Uan? Do we not know
ures, but the laborer who is compelled to
put in six days of the week in his shop is former, begins at verse fourth of the sec- laws of nature are inexor~ble-that liaht- lest his weapon might be turned back
deprived of such pleasures by this obnox- ond chapter of Genesis. There, this ning will as soon strike an angel as a d;vil, against himself. l\!an is inhuman ~oman
ious Sunday law. And another such curse wonderful creator is styled "Lord God," if he does not get out of the way? If when he must be m order to acq~ue the
on this country would be the Prohibition in an entirely different account of the same there is an intelligence above, behind, or fo~tune, rank, and aflluence he Wlllhes to
law, for whisky is a very good and eflectiv transaction. Please read the two chap- within the universe that controls every- e~Joy. But does not God do the same
medicin for home use in a variety of ters for yourselvs; ·do not take my word thing (call it God or Nature if you like), himself? 'Yhen he ha~ a surplus of water
does it not let the wicked prevail over does he mmu ~rownmg a few thousand
cases, and entirely harmless should an for it.
Now, when these foolish barbarians the good just as often as the former hap- people to store It away? When ·he gets
overdose be administered so long as the
translated the first verse they changed the pens to be the strongest? If Mr Ch _ jolly enough to display fireworks, is he
patient is taken care of.
plural
noun, Elohim, into the singular man can convince himself of th~ e 1~:t- mindful as to what go:~d man, his horse
GEORGE SOHUBERT.
number, God, instead of gods, as they ence of a supreme being by experienc~ he or his cow, th~ rockets _may ,_hi~? _No,
Bunyan Better Than Most Christians. were monotheists and believed in one god can certainly outdo any Freethinker 1. not at all; he fires away m all dtrectwns
~egardless of consequences.
He does
only. But they w:erenot "smart enough" ever knew.
MoNTEZUMA, IA., Dec. 22, 1892.
He makes out that Freethinkers worship JUSt what nature would do i_f he was not
MR. EDITOR: There are a considerable -to use a Yankee phrase-to translate the
number of agents selling "Pilgrim's Hebrew pronouns into the singular so Nature. I do not know what he means by there at all-lets nature take Its course and
Progress," written by Bunyan. Will they would correspond with the singular worship. I respect nature as I do the effect follow cause.
you state to me what kind of a man -God-therefore you will read in chap- butcher, the baker, and the spring that
At last Mr. Chapman makes a grand
he was? I think he was a bad man. Then ter i, 26, that this one God apparently supplies me with water-for what it is, no display of good sounding phrases, out of
there is the "Holy War." What kind of says to himself, "Let us make man in more and no less. And I fail to see any which I can only make out that a supreme
r-uler is desirable.
Welt, I confess I
a war was it that made it holy? Tell me our image," etc. ; whereas, these many worship in that.
But I would like to ,knnw wha~ experi- would like myself to see a good, wise,
all about the holy wars, and all about the gods were conferring together. You may
well inquire the meaning of the plural ence he has had (he a Freethinker) that kind, and honest god, ,but I hav not yet
''Pilgrim's Progress."
pronouns "ns" and " our" all through helps to prove the existence of a supreme been fortunate enough to find such a god.
JOHN CHAMBERLIN.
Mr. Chapman is trying to manufacture
[Bunyan was so far from being a bad the account of this stupendons creation, being.
The climax of absurdity is not yet. It one of his strong desire, a thing I cannot
man that the only serious fault he seems provided there was but one god at work
to ha v possessed was a belief in Christianity. on the job, in which case it should read, comes when Mr. Chapman tries to prove do. Mine must exist without the help of
Of what are commonly accounted vice11 he "I will make man in my image," etc.- God by history. Indeed, if history could my desire or imagination, and the only
had none. The notion that he had arose this one God talking to himself! Please be trusted there would be no trouble in means.! hav to recognize him is by his
CHAS. LAPEROim.
from the strong language which he nsed inquire of any Hebrew scholar if the proving any quantity of Gods. But the works.
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rjAiZdren' s {jorner.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the· daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day'~- occur.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Humanity.
Humanity pleads for the_fallen and shorn,
And will yet rule the world with its golden
light;
It pleads for the living and those to be born,
With a higher ambition to be and do right.
Memphis, Tex.
U. J.

.A Trip to .Arizona.
I had a trip last week to a part of Arizona which it may interest readers of the
Corner to hear of. This is the Verde
river valley. The river has its source in
the highest of our mountains, the San
Francisco range, fourteen thousand feet
above the sea-level. This Rio Verde, explored and mapped by Francisco Colorado
and his daring adventurers early in the
Spanish conquest, flows southwest through
a series of long narrow valleys and pours
'ts waters into Salt river.
I say a series of valleys, for the high
mountains that border the stream sometimes shut in till the river flows through a
narrow box canyon, then they open out
again and a narrow valley is seen. There
are three of these valleys-upper, middle,
and lower Verde-and they all hav a small
population of farmers. But it is not for the
people who now farm the valleys that they
are noteworthy, but for the fact that they
contain some of the best-preserved ruins
of the race that once peopled the country
west of the Rooky mountains.
The ruins consist of cliff-dwellings,
tilled fields, great stone dams, and an
intricate system of ditches for the purpose of irrigation. All crops must be
watered artificially in this section, and
these forgotten people made use of more
land than the irrigation schemes of our
government can hope to redeem in a
century. Immense canals may be traced,
and farm(laid out in small beds are yet
to be seen. There is no doubt that all
this barren land was once the home of a
numerous and, oomparativly speaking,
highly civilized people. The lower valley
s the most interesting and the most difficult to reach.
The only entrance for
wagons is through Copper canyon. I wish
I had the power to picture it as I saw it.
It looked to me as if some giant force had
torn the grim, black mountains apart to
make this wild and impressiv gateway.
The canyon is six miles long and often
three thousand feet deep from the top of the
mountains to the bed of the gorge. The
wagon road, in many places blasted out
of the solid rook, winds in and out down
the sides of this awful place. On the
right hand going down, tower gigantic
cliffs of white limestone, half hidden in a
coat of dark pinon pine and tangled underbrush. They look cool and stately and
solemn. On the left the mountain is a
mass of lava, piled in fantastic shapes and
covered with a scant growth of cactus and
stunted cedar and juniper trees. The
ava is in many shades of brown and red,
and along the very top of the mountain
is piled in huge blocks almost as evenly
laid as masonry. So noticeable is this
that one can readily fancy one's self looking at the stronghold of a feudal baron.
The· canyon is nowhere more than three
or four thousand feet across. Sometimes,
riding in the wagon, we could lean out
and touch the cliffs that rose overhead,
while on the other side, not six feet from
the road, the ravine dropped down many
hundred feet with scarce a break. Tops
of tall trees growing in the bed of the
canyon were far below us. Here and there
tall spurs of rook and masses of lava
masquerade in strange shapes.
One
showed the face of a man with an enormous nose and wearing a peaked cap.
Others look like crouching animals.
Above us on the left wound the old
military road bnilt by General Crook
nearly thirty years ago, when the Apache
was "lord of the land," and lower down
mounds dotted here and there show

..

that many a trooper fell under the fire of
the hidden enemy before the work was
done.
The cliffs above were most admirable
places for ambush. There is a tiny stream
of water in the canyon, and thickets of ash
and ghostly-looking sycamore trees.
Three miles from the mouth of the
canyon is Camp .Verde, a military post
now abandoned. It is the "Camp Sandy"
of Capt. Charles King's military novel,
"The Colonel's Daughter." This story
describes quite accurately that part of
Arizona lying between Prescott and the
Verde river.
A few miles south of the fort rises a
magnificent peak, probably six thousand
feet high. It is called Squaw peak and on
its very summit a desperate battle was
fought between the United States troops
and the Apache Indians. The valley is a
veritable wonderland in look and history.
On the west bank of the river the valley
is from two to four miles wide, then come
low salt hills. At one point there is a
valuable salt mine. Back of this rise
great brown and red peaks, the top of
the mountain wall which shuts in the valley. On the east comes first a narrow
strip of valley, then low hills of white
lime, looking very barren and dreary and
desolate; then high peaks of red clay. To
the north are the gorgeous reds and yellows
of the "Red Rook Country," once the
favorit lurking-place of the Apaches, and
a land wondrously rich in ancient ruins.
My visit was very short, but I found
time to visit an ancient dam uncovered
by recent high flcods. Two years ago the
river ran half a mile from the spot and the
dam was buried under at least ten feet of
solid earth. After a period of heavy floods
the river turned and out the earth away
back to this ancient channel, uncovered
the dam it had long ago buried, and now
flows where it did in the long-forgotten
days when this valley must hav been the
garden-spot of D orthern Arizona. The
dam is built of large rooks in front, with a
mass of small stones back of them, and
will compare very favorably with the
work of the present day. It is about two
hundred feet long. We could trace
clearly the point where the ditch left the
dam, and long stretches of similar ditch
are to be found elsewhere in the valley.
To all appearances the ditches hav had a
lining of clay similar to that used in making the ancient pottery. Some pottery
and stone implements are occasionally
found in the valley-and one stone ax
with the handle attached was found last
year in a cave a few miles up the river.
With good wishes for all readers of the
Corner, I am,
Yours respectfully,
Prescott, Ariz.
SHARLOT M. HALL.

Correspondence.

1898.

The Freethinker'sBa~ge-pin

guess we will continue to take it. I hope
so anyway, for I think it is the best paper
there is. I think Mr. Heston is truly a
genius, for the pictures are just fine;
AND
they are worth one-third of the paper
nearly. We hav saved every one of them
THE TRUTH SEEKER
in taking the paper two years, and expect
ONE YEAR,
to keep all the rest.
Will be sent for $4.50. The $2.75 Pin and THE
Eliza said she would not write this time,
TRUTH BEEKER one year for $5.
and as my letter is becoming very long I
THE
guess I will close, hoping this will not
find its way to that dreadful waste-basket
and fearing it will take up too much
valuable space. Your Liberal friend,
AND
Lou VINA FARMER.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
THE TRUTH SEEKER

CROMWELL, lA., Dec. 28, 1892.
To THE READERS OF THE CoRNER: I was
reading a little in THE TRUTH SEEKER
to-day, and a desire seized me to write to the
Corner once more. I seldom resist such
temptations.
.
Prof. W. S. Bell gave an interesting address at Creston last month and spent a
few days at our home. I presume you all
hav seen an account of it in THE TRUTH
SEEKER or the Investigator. He acquaints
you with almost all that transpired, so there
is little left for me to tell. However, I
wish to extend my thanks to him for his
complimentary remarks and also to inform the readers that you will always
reg-ret it if you do not hav Mr. Bell stop
with you when it would be possible for
him to do eo. He can keep a house in uproarious laughter hour after hour.
Mr. Franklin Steiner also lectured a~
Creston on the 18th inst.
His lecture
was ·splendid and was appreciated by all
present. I am lending THE TRUTH SEEKER
to a friend, and am doing all I can to
make "full-feathered Liberals" of a
family of six. I think the wings are
started, and with the help of a few more
such educators as Messrs. Bell and Steiner
will grow rapidly.
I noticed a letter from Lura M. Fenton
in the Children's Corner in which she says
she would like to hear if some of the young
Freethinkers hav to draw maps. I am
glad that I can answer Miss Fenton's
question. I bav attended school up to
the present time, and of all my duties at
school, map-drawing and philosophy were
my favorite. I hav Shakspere's complete
works, which I received as first prize for
drawing a map of my own state. I hav
numerous maps drawn when I studied
physical geography, which are colored,
not with crayon, but. with inks.
I think if you would get Diamond dyes,
and make inks for coloring maps, you
would like it much better. Above all, keep
your maps. In future years ·they will be
a great source of pleasure to you; at least,
I find it so. I read a sketch in THE TRUTH
SEEKER to-day which made the blood rush
angrily through my body. It was of the
attempted murder of M. W. St. J obn. I
sincerely hope t4at the would-be murderer
may be brought to justice and the most
severe punishment inflicted.
Wishing
Mr. St. John a long life set with gems of
peace and happiness, I am,
Yours truly,
MINNIE W. GEIER.
[A splendid letter from a splendid girl.
May she liv long and prosper.-ED. C. C.]

Antiqujty
Unveiled.

McMINNVILLE, 0BE., Dec. 18, 1892.
MissSusANH. WIXoN, MyDearFriend:
I again take the pleasure of writing to you
and the little Corner friends, as it has
been a long time since I hav written to the
-oCorner.
Well, I am glad you arrived home in Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realm
good health from your foreign travel.
disclose the most Startling
Your letters about your trip were very
Revelations.
interesting indeed. I missed the Corner
-overy much while you were away off in
Europe, but I am very glad
enjoyed Proving Christianity
your visit. By what you sai in your letto be of
ter you did not get seasick durmg your
trip. I am very much afraid that if I
Heathen Origin;
were to start on so long a voyage I should
[ILLUSTRATED.]
get seasick. Well, we hav had a rather
nice winter; we had lots of rain in the . Price, 11!1.50. Address
early autumn, and on Thanksgiving day
THE TRUTH SEEKER
the snow was about four inches deep in
the morning, but it melted off before
night. Well, Christmas is coming; it
soon will be here, the very best time of all
THE
the year. I do not hear much talk about
having Christmas entertainments around Astronomical and Astrologichere. I hav received two presents. We
al Origin of all Religions.
are not going to school now. School
closed the 28th of October and will not
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
start till spring. I did not get my letter
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
finished last night, so will finish to-night. the
late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
It has been snowing all day to-day;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the snow is two or three inches deep.
Lots of snow falls almost every winter
ANEW WORK
here and we hav a good time riding snowBY
shoes. I think it is very pretty to see
ARTHUR B • .MOSS,
everything covered with snow, as it is now,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
especially the evergreen fir-trees. They
are so large and tall; some of them are
three hundred feet high. In the winter
time the grouse stay in the fir timber all
With preface by
the time and liv by eating the leaves.
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of F'reetntnker.
They are very pretty birds A.nd are nice
Price, $1. Order at once.
to eat.
We still take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I
AddresJ
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

lou

Christianity a Fiction.

ChristianityNTand Evolution.

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind <Tea or Sugar) Spoon
with gilt bowl 50c. more.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Other Ne-vvspapers
WITH

The Truth Seeker.
A~y of our readers who desire a New York
weekly tJolitical pa-per can obtain one of the following m connectiOn with THE TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Tribune (Republican) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, $8 50
Tribune (Republican) semi-weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
4 25
The Bun (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH BEEKER, 8 50
The Worla (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
8 50
THE ARENA ana THE TRUTH BEEKER
Will be sent one year both for $6 00
With large picture premium with the Arena, 6 50
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TRU'l'H BEEKER will be sent one year
for $6 75

BOOl{S BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Futw·e. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrated by H Faber. Cloth, $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
BEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY."

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to mt et the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OR,

THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia., Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Isl!lued Monthly.

Subscription price, 13 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891........................
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... ........ .........................
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... .. .. ..
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
10
7, The Crisis................ .... ...... .... .... .
40
s. Sabbath Breaking.......... .. .. .. . . ... .... 25
9. Travels in Fc~ith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.....
25
11. My Religious Ex-perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Long_shore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19. Pocket Thaologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gard(!ner .............. ,..........................
50
21. History of Rehg10n. E. E. Evans.......
20

OTHER NUMBERS lN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
Raclical Ro.J:'rl&l'\ce.
B:v

w.. liiODOIIIlll&ll.

BOOPP

I

paper, i)O con ill.
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"A Digest of Science."

ROBERT' G.

THf OYNAM.IC THfORY Of Llf[ ANU MINU:

INGERSOLL'S

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and ~perated ~y the Dynamic Agencies
of the1r respect1ve Env1ronments.

WORKS.

By JAMES H. ALEXANDER.

--a--

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chaptr:rs, 1, 087 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only S2.7i).
This wor!r endeaorors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books such as those of the
"Humboldt ~Ibra:ry of S~ience," the" International Scientific t:!eries," etc., by' bringing together, in
si!'»-Pll! and direct form •. w.tth proper cqrresp_ondenqe be.tween them, all of the known factors contnbutmg toward the ongm and evolutiOn of orgamc bemgs.

Do you WiSh

~0

be well informed(

THEN BEAD A CHAPTEB. OB. VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE OF
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as.enlightening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature

-i.e., appreciate the worth of the Universal!Vlother.

You must own thie book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTURIAL TfXT-BOOK~
.~
'!'or

SH<IWING

'l'HE ABSURDITY AND UNTittlTHFUL<
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO I!E A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND !UJoVEALING THE AI!UBES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH .. AND
,.iTATE,

185
WITH

Full-Page
lllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS Of

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND
OF

OPINIONS SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:N
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified aa follows:
Jere~sent

1
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e
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I
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6
4

It
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1

4
t

I
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1

"

Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His W arks.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
·1
2
4

2
1
4
II
12
8
6

"
"

7

SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
l\ofiss10naries.
"
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resultl.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chlll'Oh.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture t4e assertion tha~ nophin.g like it h!lS ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful If an.oth~r one. hke It will ~·er agam be published. We must give the Truth Seeker ColllPany the credit of J.l...Uttmg the book 1;1 th~ reach of all
At twice the price H would have beet;~ a <tte~~:p book. Artist H!'ston as a portratt-pamte~.and d!Jsigner is a wonderful success~ and we Judge from our own feelu;.gs that near~y every Llllera.l m
A.iilerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.

Mr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius. to
Freethought and has done faithful a.nd noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the mctures do not 'm~tke up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg
>natter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondiy as texts to p~ove the utter
·alsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogethl)r tthhe
book is one of the best weapons ~tgainst Christianity and the church that hll8 ever been put ln I
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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Prioe, board oovers, $2 ;
.A.ddrelli!ll The Trw'!IJI>t

olot~,

$2-.SO.
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·90DS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,~Heretics and Heresies.·
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

'mOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Including The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independ·
ence, About Farming in Illinoi;, Speech Nominating James G. Blaine for Presidency in 1876,
The Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a. Drea.!l4
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Soma Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politici.,ns, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, Satur·
day, Let us Make llian, SundaJT, The Necessity for a Good Memory, The Garden, 'l'he :Fall,
D"'mpness, Bacchus and Babel, l!'.,ith in Filth, 'l'he Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, .Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sermons bythe Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which is added a •ralmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; oloth, $1.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.

Argument by R. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N. J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will IJe a model for the bar so long
as the Ohristians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen i; unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian pergecution IS going
on thjs arg_ument should be freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occaswn. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED~
Analyzes the so-called gos11els of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, MethodistshPres1Jyterians 1 Evangelical Alliance, and l!.n·
swers the question of the Christians as to what e proposes instead of Christianity-the ,·eligionof sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.
·

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingerooll, thq heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revclution, IJy
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A Lecture. Paper,10cents.

CIVIL RlGHT3 SPEECH.

With Speech of Han. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

"OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:

In the suit of the B.&; M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886. Paper, 10 cents.

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association.

Paper, 10 cents.

LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x13 (for mantel, wall, or case!), 50 cents.
LITHOGRAPII OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A. LAY SERMON.
22 x 28 inc~cs,

h~nvy

platJ paper, W

ccn~s.

On the Labor Question. l'aller, "cents.

PIIOTOGRA.PH (CAllHET) OF R. G. lSGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 cents.

7~

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

(HIPERIAL),

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.

x 13 inches, $1.50.

An Interview on their Comparative Jl'lerits, nnd Opinions on -the Trial of the
Anarohists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.

Chi~ago

l>aper, 3 ~cuts.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

INGERSOLl. CATECIIISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLA·rRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF IIISTORY.

Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomtts Paitw recanted, and that hi.; own children had joined the church.
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE TilE NEW YORK UNlTARIAN CLUB.

'fhe lectut·o i; "grand one, and wa~ received by tho club with continuous ~tpplan<o from
beginning to cn<l, which spe1tk~ well for tho Unit>~.riaus. The pamphlet con tams 1~ va!fed,
beautifully priute1l. !'rice, 6 C3nt.J; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR\.TION OY ROSCO"C CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE 00NSl'ITU1'ION.

One of the hest Papers Uo'onel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRE ,T

ADORE~~

ON 'l'HOliAS PAINE,

At the Paino celcbution in New York city in 18G2. Price, 0 cents; ten copieg for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IX ONE VOLUME.

CO.~TEN'l'd.-l'he Hods; Humboldt; Individuality· Thomas Paine: Heretics and Heresies; 'l'he Ghosts; 'rile Liberty or 11111 · Woman, and UhilZI; The Centennial Oration, or Decla.
..;, ration of Indopcndeuce,.Tuly 4, 187G; \'flut\ I Knm,- Alwut Far min!( in Illiuoi'rt" Speech at Ciucinnati in 1876, nomiu"ting J~trnes <1. Blaine for the Pre3illencn The Pagt ises Before Me.
or, Vision of W1Lr, a 1 cx·.ra•:t fr 1m a HPeech made at the Holuiers' and Sailors' Heunion
at Indianapol's. In 1., Sept. 21 1RI'ti; A 'l'ribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; 'l'he Grant Banquet;
Crimes Agatnst c, imi '"ls; Tribute to tho Hev. Ale:mndcr Clarke; Some Mistakes of !Vloses;
What J\Iu -t Wu Dot> h:J Saved? f:li" Interviews wit it Hobert G. lnf,(ersoll on Si" Sermons by
the Rev. '1'. D~ W tt 'l'alnu1ge, D D.· to whic.h iH ailded a TtLlmag1an Catechism, and l!'our
Prefaces, whir:h co·' t>Li:! BO!ll'J of Mr. Ingers~ll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
'rlli'l volume h " t~w greatest popularity, i.i he au tifully bound in half calf or half morocco,
mottled euges, 1,3,)7 page 'go"d paper, largo type, post 8vo. l'rice, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITE ItA TURE.

"'

'l'estimoni.d to W1dt Whitman. "Let •t< put 1/J.-eaths on tlw brows of tile livlnfl." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1~90, with portrait of Whitman. Containing alHo

COLONEl, INC;EJlSOLL'S ADDUESS A.'J' 'I' Ill~ t'IJNERAL Ot' WAI,'I' 'VHI'I'•
JUAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., J\Iarch 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE·POEM.S AND SELECTIONS.

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.00;
paper, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y

Fifth edition, cnl:trgecl and revised. A handsome qttarto, cont11ining 3'3 po,ges. This is.
beyond question, the cheapest and most cle.:ant volume in Liherallitcratnrc. It.; meehunic1d
finish is worth v of its iutrtnsic excellence. No ex pen;' has been spared to rn11ko it the thing 0f
- beauty it is. 'l'ho type is large and clear, the pi1per heavy, highly cr,lendere<l. ~tn1l ri"hly tinted,
the presswork f:cnltless, an<l the binding as perfect as the ho.<t materi<cl; 1111<1 skill c:trl make it.
As t l the contcntshit is enough to say th~tt they i'1clude all of tho choicest utterances of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of l\fr. Ingerso:l's publiHhe<l work', will
have in this book of selections many bright samples of his Iotty thought, his matchl• ss clo.
quence, his wonderful imager.v, and his epigrammatic and poetiepowur. Tho collection includes all of the" Tributes" that have become famous in literature-not:tbly th<Mc to hb hroLuer
E. C. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher, Conkling, Courtlandt l\1. 1'11lmcr, i\Iary lo'i-kc,Eli:<ur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "'l'he Vision of War," Love, LibertY, Art nud 1\Iora!it.y,
Science, Nature, The ImaginatiOn1..,Decoration Day Oration! What is l'oetry, Mm;in of Wagner,
Origin and Destiny," Leaved of urass,"
and on the great wroes of in tel cctnat J"iL.:rty. Be·
sides these are innumerable gems taken here and there from the omtions, speeches, ~tr- uments,
toasts. lectures, letters, interviews, and day by day conversations of the 1111thor.
The book is designed for, and will he accepted by, a<l·nirtn~ frienol.; as a rare p3rsonal
souvenir. To help it serve this J.lnr).JOSe, a fine steel portrait, with autograph be-simile, has
been prepared eHpecially for it. In tho more elegant styles of Lincling it is eminently suited
for presentation pnrposc.~. for any RC:<s:Jll or occasion.
PRICEs.-In cloth, bevclcil boards, gilt C<lges >!12 50; inlmlf morocco, gilt c<lgcs, $5; in half
ca:f, mottled ·c,lges, !ilwnry etyle, $4 50; in full 1l'urkcy morocco, gilt, CX<!IIisitely fine, $7.50;
in fnll tree calf, highest possible tinish, $9.

- Any of the above sent to any ad"dress, by express, 11repaid, or mail, post fr·!'e,
on receivt of price. A_ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY

Oa.M. BENNETT'JJ WORKS.
ADDRESS TilE TRUTH SEEKEB OFFICE.

~1~

1898,

Superstition in All Ages. Books byS.P.Pntnam. Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

A. Trutlt Seeker Around the World. Fom
large volumes. With steel-plate enf;l:raving ol
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. HandsomelY bound i'
red cloth, 1!!6.50,

BY JSAN

.M.S.SLI:e~,

A

rhe Worlrl's Sages, Thinkers, and Re"
rormers.
1,076 pages, 8vo. Cloth,
~!tOO;

leather, 1!!·1.00: morocco, gilt edges, $4.Eil

fhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and 1:<>7. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a s]llendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pagss. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Sennett and Cyrus Homnlns R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Eartr. Paper,
aocents. r.

Christian;tyandExposed the
Falseness
olthatRe-

What Objections to Christianity t A dis-

cussion between D. l\1. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
ilivided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrowed
or copied from much older systems of religion
¥. :i}Iiracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
atory of J esns and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denias. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Ita

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 eta.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firm; Dea-

oon of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth
75 cents.

i'he Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Brunett the Apostle to the TruthseekerE
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 ~ents.
An Hour with the DeviL 10oeu ~.
1'11" (i!ods and .Ueligioml et Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

can Story•. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5lJ
cents. "A '(lrose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tlie living spirit of today.' -[John Swinton's Paper.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Dible.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Exa.i:nination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
B:rPBoF.F. W. NEWMAN.

Price

26

AOOOUNT

OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

mance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 Lafavette place, New York.

'Yhat Is Right 7 10e.
'11!at Was He 7 Jesus in 19tb Century

(W, STEWART ROSS),

Editor of the

:60N.DON .AGNOSTIO JOURNAL.>

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yon h&ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research 1 of sound criticism of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elog.nence. it is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
·''""

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the rfsurrection is in this book carefully considered~.and found wantin&". It ought to convince every Christian of the nntrntbfnlness of this &LLeged m;racle, for
it IB certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
·
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condemation of the known facts upon this subjec~ proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·.m which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In pa.per. 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
ROSES AND RUE.

PRAY
A

YOU~

SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

NE'W NOVEL.

Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
118 Lafayette pl110e. New York.

rnft.nence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and :Materialism. 15.cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place o'.
Christianity. 10 cents.
-lcienti:ll.c Materialism ; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
\Voman: Her Past and Present: Bet
Rigi1ts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
tlaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God t
lOcents.

fwelve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog•
M nP.ntR~

'"

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and :Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustratetl. Cloth,
$a.2!?-m English or German. A new cheap
edit1on at o!llv $1.50.

Science in Stilry; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.
111

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty. poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it .. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
In paper, 10 cents.

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes..!!eparate, :flexible cloth\ 50
cents I>er volume· .tted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young,

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.

.

A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's litory, • Is
This Your Son, J\Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
·

c

Being an exiJOsure of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atten pts at Continency even more Hninons than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Crimi11al Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
41
Fer ,Jl of thess "'lorks 11.ddress
THE TRUTH S&EKER, 28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('!'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Mori.tltly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
St!biects; ninth year. Subscription, with prellllnm, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

Mother's :Mannitl.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

n un.n...:>

I

Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gemus; An Esoay on Stirpicnlture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Ptice. cloth. $1: Paper. 50 cents.

tJNJJJ!.<lt WUU1Y~

cnce of Christianity on Civilization ; Cbl"is
tinnity and Materialism; What Lil:.cr<J.Jism oJh·l"
in Place of Christianity; Scientific i\Iaterialism
Woman ; Spiritualism from a Materiali,ti
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Relig-ion
Heformer· Materialism and Crime; Will th
Coming_l\fan Worship God? Crimes and Cruel
ties of Uhristianity; the Authority of the Bible
E'reethought Judged by Its Frruts; Our Idea
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

·i,...fl,l.

A consideration of the antagonism. of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.
·

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social 1\fatters.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

·:s.•ays and Lectures. Embracing Infln·

The Hev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wliter said of it:
"This cprtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

IS THIS YDUB SONJ MY LOBD 1

.

.i

FOR £ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade SuJJplf.ea a.t Special Discounts.

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

vt'ho are Christians 7 10c.
), .F.

Judaism, Christianity, and :Mollammedau
Ism examined historically and critically

With Author's Por·

s~arches, etc. 3 vols. <Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
3!. F. Denton.) Pervol., $1.50.

SALADIN

1ng upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, i,;
illuding Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghosi
Jesus Christ, the Virgm l\Iary, and the Bib!<
To the latter l!30 pages are uevoted, showin•
that book to be a very inferior production fo
IL first-class God. , 833 large pages. Paper coven
OOcents; cloth, $1. ·

ROBERT G. mGERSOLL.

Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religions Snbjeets.
'ermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
~oul of Things.
Psychometric Re-

lll.e Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treai

Introuuction by

Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40o.

trait. $1.25.

BY

!l)ttere written during a visit of ten week~ ir
Europe. Givin;; some account of the Inter
national Frecthmkers' Congress held at Brns
sels, to which i\lr. Bennett was a delegatc_,.,fol
lowed by a descqption of what he saw in J!;ng
land, France, flolland, and Italy. The letter:
t'rom Home alone are worth the price of th·
book. With a steel-plato portrait of the author
850 pages. $1.50.

Men, Women and Gods(

$1.50.

Radical Rhymes.

BOOKS

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series o:

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

$1.25.

Behind the Bars. A series ofletterf

books by Helen H. Gardener

10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

ls Darwin Right t Origin of Man. $1. .
[s Spiritualism Trne t 10c.
Jlan's True Saviors. 10c.
Ortl10i:oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Ro·

written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.5(,

It is thou!'ht to be the most damaging exbllk
of Chriatu~nity that has appeared. 500 hv'o<•
l)llges. Pr1ce, $1.00.

.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
whien its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le![ep.d-lB shown: Price, 10 cents.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

10c.

Spiritualism

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion, 10c.
hTeconcilable Records. Genesis and

rhyme between the Nineteenth Centu.ry
Infidel and the Galilea.n Reformer, wherein
it is sh<t..Wl). there is much in har;mony between
them. .l:'nce,10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

Superior. 10c.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

?ents.

POPlS AHD Tf{tlll DOIHGS.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~Jenius. The divine
creative sparK is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind .
Every Liberal should read • Golden Tl:irone.'"
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.

:iu r":ison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
f.:..r the ~wo volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo'to~co, gilt edges, $8.00.

:!''r~.~

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de_postting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thill giVel!
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous (njustice was perpetrated upon
.Mr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 eta.

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~ Price1 20 cents.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management ol: Her Own
Health, especially Durin!'" Pregnancy, Labor
and Suckling," and ·• AdviCe to a Mother on th~
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 hooks in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 1118 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKE'f(

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John B.. Kelso, A.M.
.12mo, oloth.l*l.oo.

'THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 21, 1e9s.
GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
·The Myth oft~e Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Pr1ce 15 cents. It is the most com·
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read It is to be astonished at
the possibilities of religions credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has
blown the falla.cy to atoms.-A. B. Jlradford. It
onghtto meet With a very largesale.-C.P.Farrell.
The Evolution or the Devtl.-By Henry
Frank,_the independent preacher of New York
City. The most lea.rued, accurate. scientific and
philosophlco;>l analySIS of Bis Satanic Majesty ever
befor~ published. The hook contains 66 pages is
beautifnll;r bound, with likeness of author on title
page. Pr1ce, 25 cents.
Jne;ersc>ll's A~dre"s before the New
Vork Unltar1au Club. Theftrsttimein the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever in vited .a noted Infidel to lecture before them.
The lector~ IS a g~aud one, and was received by
the Club w1th contmuous applause from beginnin~
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages beautlfnlly printed. price, 6 cents.
'
The Gods, By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
Pa':"phl,etof forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll.
) Price, 20 cents. The most profound address
that Ingersoll ever delivered.
The Bruno ltlonUJment. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
1nches 1 fo1• framing; put up ln pasteboard tubes
for m8.lling. Price 12 cents.
«Jhurch and State; the Bible in the Public
Schoolsi the New "American" Party-By "Jefferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pam·
~hlet of 28 j)ages is the m:>st thorough presenta.
tlon of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion of Humanity: A .Phi•
losophy ot LiCe. By .J. Leon Benwell. A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness of
author. A. m_ost valuable publication to circulate
among Chnst1an people. Price 15 cents.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ing.,r.
soli on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be.
for.e the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Pr1ce, 4 cents.
Dwlg~t L. l':loody. An interview by Snsan
H. W1xon. Pnce, 5 cents; ten copies for30 cents.
The Christian Religion. What i8 to be its
·flnaZ outC/Yiroe f By au Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price,15 cents.
God In the Constitution. By Robert G.
Inge1·soll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
·
What Would Follow the Eff'acement
oc Clnistianity1 By George Jacob Hoi·
yoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
LiCe and Career oCCha1'les B1'adlaU~J;h.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents.
Ine;ersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Stan dine; up 1'or J el!ms; or what the editor
ot. the .Freethinkers' Magazine thinks of him.
Pnce, 4 cents.
Address,
i
Truth Seeker Co.,
1
28 Lafllyette Place, NEW YoRK CITY.

Self-Contradictions of the

Bi~le.

Gems of <p!oug!t.

Paine Virirlicated

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

·

The False Teachin~ of the Christian
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a. mini•ter's pra:ving God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a.
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.

neither aversion nor diadairi.
toward those whose minds are deficient·
expect not men to be perfect in all re~
spects. '!!o co~ceal the faults of others,
and publish then virtues . . this is the
way to make ourselvs beloved.--Chinese
author.
l!,EEL

Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

WHY should not a man be as free to say
that he ~oes not believe as to say that he
~oes beheve? Perhaps the real question
1s whether all men hav an equal right to
expreBI! th~ir opintons.. Is it the duty of
~he. punor1ty to keep silent? Are maJOrities always right? If the minority
had never spoken, what t'l-day would hav False Claims. Revised and Enlarazed
As a Missionary Document it is unexc61J.ed,
been t~e .condition of this world? .Are
Anibong the subJects considered by Mr. Remsthe maJority the pioneers of progress or
urg are: The Church and Moraliw; Criminal Statistics, showin~ the creeds of the
does the pioneer, as a rule, walk alon~?-
prisoners in the penitent1aries; the Church and
Ingersoll.
Civilization; the Church and Science· th~
Church and Learning; the Church and Lib·

ertyi..the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
is both honest and advanthe woman's Rights l\fovement; the TemJlertageous is proper and becoming, and we
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
are attached to virtue because it includes
~rice, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
both these qualities. Virtue is an orna- Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
ment that sets off the whole person of him
Sanctioned by Scriptureh• Falsehood and Dewho possesses it--his exterior and· his in- ception; Clieating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery
and Prost1tution; J\furder; Wars ol
terior. To the mind it communicates inexConquest and Extermination; Despotism; Inpressible beauties and perfections. To the tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to ChildrenA Cruelty to
body it produces delightful sensations.
AnimalS; Human Sacrifices; uanuibalism;
. . . It is the property of virtue to calm
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
the heart and preserve peace there so
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single cop:es, 25 cents; 6
this inward tranquillity and secret joy procopies, $1. Special discount on large quantiduce a certain serenity in the countenance
ties.
an air of goodness, kindness, and consider: Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ...nd
ateness which attracts everyone's esteem.
most thorough work "ver written on the Sab--Confucius.
bath from a rational point of view. Lar!(e and
·wHATEVER

SoULs communicate with souls, and can
measure one another without need of an
- - - - 1 4 4 . ' - '- - intermediate body. It is only the greatMoral, Theological, Historical, ant! Speculative ness or the worth of a sonl that ought to
frighten or intimidate us. To fear or to
Propositions.
respect the body and its accessories-15 cents
force, beauty, royalty, rank, office-is
pure imbecility. Men are born equal and
AN OUTLINE OF THE
die equal. Let us respect the virtue, the
merit of their souls, and despise the imperfections of those souls. . . . Doubtless we should by prudence avoid the evil
which that ph5'sical force can do us, as we
should guard ourselvs against a crowned
bull, an enthroned monkey, a savage dog
Ite Causes a11d "Results.
let loose upon us. Let us beware of such.
By W. S~ BELL. Paper, :12mo, 25 ctfl. Let us even endeavor, if possible, to
moderate them, to soften them; but this
sentiment is very different from the esteem
and respect which we owe to souls. . . .
By having it well at heart that men are
equal, and clearly in the ·head that exReply to New York Jb.seroer.
. ternals distinguish them, one can get on
:Sy ~. G. ING:9~5(}~L.
very well in the world.-- Voltaire.
With ".A. ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."
THE central idea of Secularism is attenPrice, 15 cents.
tion to this world, on the ground that it is
the only world that we know anything
about. Attention is the synonym for
remedy. When an evil is perceived, the
The passages unfit for family reading.
spontaneous remark of everyone is-that
Paper.>ID cent": cloth. 50 cents.
affair needs attention. If the people of
Toronto want their city to excel all others
in attractivness and comfort they must attend to Toronto rather than to Timbuctoo;
and if we want the world to grow better we
must think of earth rather than of heaven.
Bv M. BABOOOK.
Price,,____________________________1_o_o_e_n_ts_. There is no greater enemy of progress
than the religion which teaches people,
who hav come to liv seventy years in a
place, that they hav "no abiding city"
there, that their abode is cursed, that they
must not try to improve it, but should liv
in self-denial, hoping for •' a city yet to
-FORcome," "a home beyond the skies."
Secularism tells people that it is worth
while to be happy even for seventy years,
Edited bY CHARLES A. WATTS.
and that they should do the best for themCONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction, Leslie Step]1en; Reverent selva and their neighbors with the means
Agnosticism, Amos Water~!;. The Mother Nature: at hand, no matter whether there is
A Poem, Gerald Massey; vogmatism in Theol- another life or not. If men gave up yearnogy, Alfred Momerie· Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The dt~ of the Dead, W. Stewart ing for heaven and set to work in good
Ross (Saladin); On the Duty of Honesty in Our earnest to improve the condition of manConvictions, C. E. Plumptre; Scientific .tteligion, kind through the knowledge of nature's
R. Bithell; The Blight of S®erstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward laws' and wise application of her forces,
Olod4J The Disap:pearance of the Nether Worldl possibly life in time would become so pro·
F. J. uould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin ana longed that men would cease to consider
Development, Frederick J\1illa!i Si!(nals with
Ma.rs: A Poem, G. H. Martin; mater1alism a.nd the question of future existence as "the
Idealism Harmonized, Luci~tn Armstrong.
chief concern of mortals here below."-- Price, 25 cents.
Robt. C. Adams.

fAfNCH RfVOLUTION,

,vnn h. liemsburg's Books. ~:••~; .!'!~~~~.~s. A~~~1~

PRJ!!SENTED rightly to the mind, the diacoyerles and _generalizations of modern
sCience constitute a poem more sublime
than. has ;yet l;>een addressed to the intellect
and unagmation of ma.n.--Tyndall.

WHY can we not oftQner refresh one
another with original thoughts? If the
fragrance of the Dickson.ia fern is so
grateful and suggestiv to us, how much
more refreshing and encoura~ng, recreating, would be fresh and f1 a.grant
thoughts communicated to us from a
man's experience. I want none of his
pity nor sympathy in the common sense,
but that he should emit and communicate
to me his essential fragrance, that he
should not be forever repenting and
going to church (when not otherwise
sinning), but as it were going a·huckleberrying in the ·fields of thought, and enriching all the world with his visions and
his joys.--Thoreau.
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handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Unbelieve~ Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
e.nu. Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

rhomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast uuon it. Tributes to P nine's character are give1• from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editioni 160 pages, pr1nted
on fine tinted Jlaper, neat y bon.:'d, and con•
, tainimr a handsome steel pnrtrai& of Pai.P•·
clotiu,
\d•~·Jo
The Apostle of Liberty. An address <leo
liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, l884. Price.
10cents.
j ...

\

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

THE TOCSIN
is the title of a little Reform paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb., that burstR mto the harbor of politlCs and religion like the mighty
little Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy Merrimac. It

Reitgions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was J esns Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

THE BEST%
THl!l

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautifUl double sunk
dial, and all 'llOdern improvements; oua1·anteea
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17' S.ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
In best ruled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2E;
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin_g:1 $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. N1Ckel works, $2
more.
Re!fU)ar Grade American Watches.Silverme ca.se1 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels., $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer cases. add as above.
Ladles' Aineriean Gold Watehes.-All
latest styles\ in plush cases; best·filled, 7 jewelsl
$14; 11 jewe s, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solia
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best· razor, $2;
best trip~e-plated teaspoons, $1.80j, table spoo~sl
$8.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; au for $6. Solin
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $8.
'.l'heColonel Ingerso'll.-Tea,$2.50~orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
.
" The Ttme to IJe Hapw ts Bow,"
50 cents extra.
'.l'be Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, 1!12, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5,$8. LR.rge, $5, $6, $7.50,
$1Q,. $15, $20, $80.
vlamonds\ 20 per cent. bolow market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepata (except knives and forkR) and cash refunded at option. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
WAT:e~

OP. LIP.:e

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphl~t to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

2'o

ADVOCATES

J~Pyulate

tlte

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKI:

the reign of Right and Justice, and comes indorsed by a score of the leading thinkers and
writers of America; it tunes its tone and measures '!'ruth according to the natural law of

RIPANS TABULE&

EQUAL RICHTS.
Send for a sample copy of the little Yankee
Cheesebox. It has 12 pages the size of the ordinary magazine and is issued weekly at $1 per year
in advance. It is absolutely impartial, although
necessarily opposed to the popillar iMms of the
day which contravene Equality.

Holy Bible Abridged.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

The Agnostic Annual

YHt HOYtD SPECIALIS1'1

$25 to $50 ro·x;.,c~l!;

Ir1893..8f

Address THE :'l'BU'l'H SEEKER.

:'j-~~~~~ Lndle11 or
1

?.(iil ~~~:bt:·~ra~~-::;~~~
pra.ctical way to replate rust,. ao•l

... r.._...,,.. ~:r:k~~~~:~b~~~;~tlg0~~e~~.~

metal. No cxpt>rieoce, pollshlog,
or ma.cblnery, Thick plate o.t one
opera.Uon; l~ts 6 to 10 years; floe
finish Wben taken !rom tbeplatt·r.
:Every !~t.mtly baa plating to do.
Plater llcllR reaill!y. ProOtli lnr6!'c.
P. Uarrl&ou .1; Co. CohambUDa 0.

w.
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PATENTS

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy.

rhirty.11:Y"e years' experience. Examinations and RO•
porte free. Promp" attention. Send Drawing and d~
iierlptlon to L. B.uw:aa a: Vo., AUy'a, W"shlngton,D.v

For Men Only,:
Is a. physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
trea.ts all those peculiar disea.ses of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of llfanhood, Wasting Discharges, VariCocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and

D¥';~hose affiicted and who are desirous of being

cured a booklet of some 33 pages will,be sent ~o
their address for ten cents~ sealed m a p!am
envelope, giving causes ana S_yJ)lptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's imj)ortant medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success. ,
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.::
And 18.lf.i~.·sa.w this a.dvElrti.llement in THE
buTil
0

\
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Jtews of the Weelt.
FATHER PAuL, a Catholic priest of Vera
Cruz, Mex., has been sentenced to life
imprisonment for murdering his brother.
GEN. BENJ. BuTLER died on the 10th, of
pneumonia resulting in heart failure. He
was aged seventy-four, He wa.s worth
about $7,000,000.
MR. CARTER, the leader of the new sect
of Carterites at Coloma, Mich., has promulgated an order received by him from
the Lord that all members make over to
their leader a tenth of their property.
IN Russia an old woman named Darya
Vasilleva has been beaten to death by a
mob for having, they assert, caused illness in a young woman by witchcraft.
The said illness appears to hav been epilepsy.
SUNDAY before last, at Anderson, Ind.,
the Swinford and the Lawson factions
fought a battle in church, in which two
were killed and seven wounded. Both
gangs are vindictiv and barbarous, but
thoroughly religious.
.
THE California legislature has been
flooded with circulars stating that Stephen
White, candidate as Senator, is a strong
Catholic and an enemy of the public
school system. It is moreover charged
that he is the paid agent of the Catholic
church on that coast.
·"'-.:t·~-=-~~ '"'\ ~
MoiliYNN is now lauding the pope,
')!~
"'---calling him '' the Grand Old Man." He
_--::-- /(" .~
/U--denies that he used to call him "an old
lady," " an old woman," and "a poor old
bag of bones." This has caused newspapers to hunt up and republish from their
files evidence thnt he did do so. His conTHEY ARE ALL ALIKE-PARALLEL CASES.
duct is lowering him in the eyes of inde- '
pendent observers.
WILLIAM LLoYD GARRISON, son of the
great agitator, has forwarded to Bepresentativ Andrew for presentment to ConIRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
gress a monster petition for repeal of the
IRON•CLAD SERIES.
Chinese Exclusion act. Along with the
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugp ............. 25
signatures Garrison inserted Colonel In2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake ....• 10
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization. 5
gersoll's letter in which he says: "Above
ARGUMENT
By R. WHEELER.
Underwood .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5
an statutes rises the figure of Justice, and
IN TilE
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
above all religions is humanity. I giv to
This book is just what its title implies-thump·
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison .....• 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10 ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
all others the rights that I claim for myeffect
of
Christianity
on
the
world,
showing
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
self, without regard to complexion or
11 Philoso~h.Y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50 what Christians have done to advance their religAt Morristown, N. J.
race."
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25 ion and impede the progress of man. It shows
18 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ............ 10 that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gosiJels
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
FoR the second time the desk of the
are
not
authentic,
and
that
Christianit~
is
a
bor·
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh .... ,.... 5
of this kind, and will be a mouel for the Bar so
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not long as the Christians use force to repress free clerk of the national Senate has been
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents 7
Charles Bradlaugh...... ......... .. ... ..... 5 in accord with Science, that the atonement speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo- turned into a Boman Catholic altar, and
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5 scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is quence never equaled. Wherever Christian per18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 10 not a real benefit to man.
secution is going on this argument should be the Senate chamber into a Boman Cath19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.,.... 5
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
freely circulated, read. to the Christians, and ex- olic· place of worship. On the 12th the
20 Su~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
pounded on every occasion.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
funeral services of Senator Kenna wore
William Pitt. :Austin Holyoake,..... .. . . . 5
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
performed there by Bishop Kean, of the
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable 7 Charles Watts...... .. 5
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Catholic University at Washington, with
28 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts........ 5
28 Lafayette place, New York.
the assistance of twenty priests, two aco24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts . . . 5
lytes, and a crucifix-bearer, and using all
25 Freethoul;l"ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
the Catholic paraphernalia of holy water,
Civilizatron. Charles Watts............ . . 5
candles, processions, etc.
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoak e.... 5
-o29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe 7
THE pope has published another of his
Austin Holr,oake ...... , ................... , 5
A COLLECTION OF
protests againstsuchactsof theltaliangov30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
B8 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
0RI GI NAL AN D SEl ECTED HYMNS ernment as the conscription of semina40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradlal).gh....... ... 5
rists beyond the necessary limit; the clos89 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. l\1. G. H ..... 10
FOB
ing of convents and monasteries; "the in42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
-o-43 Christian Scheme of Re• !emption. C. Watts 5
Beinjl' true accounts of the ;passing away of the Liberal al").d Stl).ical .Societies, vasion of the public schools;" the intro44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'J Should the Atheist
duction of civil marriages and funerals;
Fear to Die? By G. . Hojyoake .......... 10 followmg persons, thus refutmg the many Chrisfor .Scl).ools al").d
tian slanders upon them and others:
delusiv promises to protect the dignity
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the l'olitical CondiLord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
tl).e Hon').e.
and independence of the pope. The letter
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
!UANNA SERIES.
abounds with such phrases as "satanic
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
-With Music Written to All the Songs.1 Original :1\Ianna for" God's Chosen."........ 5
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle'
intention of substituting naturalism for
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
William Kingdon Clifford; Anacharsis Clootz, AnCol!U'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Christianity," and the like.
4 Wh)C I was Excommunicated. Barnard..... , 20
thony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet~Robert
5 200 lJnestions Without Answers............... 5
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
"""" ~alA D.t, TlHR Oli'll'JOF.
MoNSIGNOR SATOLLI, who has just been
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre,. Denis Diderot,
and a Chinese Mandarin .................... 10 Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
appointed permanent papal delegate to the
7 Queries Submitted to the Beqc~ of Bishops
Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
A S H 0 RT
United States, to supervise all church matby a Weak but Zealous Chr1st1an .......... 10 Gambetta
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hethters here, states: "It is hereby publicly
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5 erington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
oake.......................................... 5
made known that Dr. McGlynn, besides
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.. ... .. 5
James Mill, ~ohn Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Robert
I professing his adherence to all the doctrine
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5 Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer,_Rabeand teachmgs of the Catholic church, has
11 New Life of Jacob............................. 5
BEING
lais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolan.l, ueorge
12 Daniel, the Drean'\er. Austin Ho!xoake, .... 10
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John A Popular Account of the Formation and Developmen expressed his regret (saying that he would
18 SpGcimcn of the Bible: Esther. Holyoak e .. 10
TolanJh Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
of the Canon.
be the first to regret it) for any word or
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ...... ,., 10
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
act of his that may hav seemed lacking in
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
Prioe, 25 cents.
Address
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
the respect due to ecclesiastical_ authority,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh....... 5
and he thereby intends to repair, so far
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... .. 5
CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes- as he can, any offense which may hav
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.. .. 5
tament.
The
Early
Controversies.
The
Books
a
b
·
t C th0 1'
F' ll
D
20 New Life of 1\Ioses. Charles Bradlaugh... . 5
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
een g1ven
a
res.
ma y,
r.
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
Competent?
The
Fathers
Quoted
as
Scripture
McGlynn
has,
of
his
own
free
will;
declared
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
Books
Which
are
Now
Callea
Apocryphal
The
and
promised
that,
within
the
limits
of
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
· d of t'une, h e will go t o
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
Paver. 5o cents: cloth. 75 r.snts
a not 1ong per10
o:a,
,/ ')
Rome, in the spirit and intention which
Principles of the Natural Order of 'the (lni~
are becoming to a good Catholic and a
verse, with a System of Morali.'y
priest."
Based Thereon.
REv. DR. CLARK has taken the occasion
~~With
BY PBoFEsSoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
of the Briggs incident to present to the
~u.~.~NTS:
New York presbytery hie withdrawal
Fo:I:'OO and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
from the church. His reasons he givs
Immortality of 1\'Iatter, Nature (Teleology),
ByS.P.Putnam.l
thus: "I cannot consent to certain doc·
Immortality of For<'~. 1\Ian,
Brain and Mind,
trins considered essential by the great
Photo!ir&J?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his infinity of Matter,
Value
of
Matter,
Thought,
grandchild 1n his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
majority of the Presbyterian church,
Consciousness,
Being the stqv of his relijl'ious life and mental
a.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest Motion,
Seat of the Soul,
lonrneyings. Written in h1s happiest and most namely: First-The inspired word as it
champion at home, may be had at this office for Form,
Immutability of Natural Innate Iueas,_
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid came from God is without error. Second
fifty cents.
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
-The scriptures are false and Christ is
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance
THE TRUTH SEEKER
untruthful unless Moses wrote all the
Laws,
Vital Force,
·
- Pentateuch and Isaiah the entire book
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
BING, BROTHERS, BINGo
of the Earth,
llwrality,
which bears his name. Third-The om-

---

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

**

**
iNFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTe.
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readers if they -.viii send us the name and address of which the stones fell was about six miles long by gloom by the moon's light. And he would not
any Freethinker -.vho is not a regular subscriber.
three miles broad. In the Guernsey fall we have no have slighted the respectable residents of the Arctic
definite account of the meteorite during its flight zone by putting off on them any such by-products
Astronomy and Design.
through the atmosphere. This occurred also in the of his workshop as days six months in length and
We will continue our presentation of the evi- daytime, a little after 1 o'clock, when three or four nights of the same absurd elongation.
In a similar line of thinking, Buchner remarks :
dence. that the fac~s of astronomy do not indicate distinct explosions were heard, like the firing of
heavy cannon, with the interval of a second or two
an intelligent designer.
"In the well-known inclination of the axis of the earth
We were pointing out of each class of heavenly after each report. This was followed by sounds toward the plane of its orbit, known by the name of the
bodies in turn that it is either useless or inju- like the firing of musketry in quick succession ; angle of the ecliptic, which is the cause of the change of
rious to man. · The only class that remains is which ended with a rumbling noise like dis- the seasons, many perceive a design of heaven intended
the meteorites, or aerolites, or shooting-stars tant thunder ; and this continued two or for our welfare. But they do not consider that they are
three minutes. The first reports were so heavy confounding effect and cause, and that our organization
(though the term shooting-stars is applied differwould most probably be different were the inclination of
ent1y by some).
The species of bodies known as to produce a tremulous motion like heavy thun- the ecliptic different or non-existent. Besides, this very
by these names is perhaps more hostile than der, causing the glass in the windows to rattle; the angle of the ecliptic, the object of such mistaken praise,
any other to the hypothesis that the universe was sound was so singular that it caused excitement does not even seem to be in any way conducive to our adgot up for man's use. For the action of these and alarm, many supposing it an earthquake. The vantage; and if it were in our power to change this slope
number of stones that fell must have exceeded one of the axis of the earth toward the plane of the earth's
bodies represents the creator engaged in throwing
orbit, we should most certainly do it and thereby bring
stones at his own handiwork. These bodies con- hundred; there were about twenty-eight of them about a greater equality in the seasons. For if the earth's
sist of lumps of stone or metal continually dashing discovered, the largest weighing over three hun- axis were perpendicular to its orbit, there would be in
against the earth in profuse numbers. They are dred pounds. The stones as they passed our latitude, for instance, a perpetual spring, calculated
near observers were heard to emit a buzz- in all probability to lengthen human life."
various in bulk, some being no bigger than a pea
An "equality in the seasons," which Buchner
and others being large masses of several tons' ing sound. Now, these projectiles for which our
weight. The scriptural text of Josh. x, 11, is sup- unoffending earth is perpetually made a target are here speaks of, is indeed to be desired. The extraposed to be an account of one of these phenomena, signally out of place in any system of worlds manu- ordinary heat of last summer in many n~ighbor
dressed up in the legendary garb which invests all factured by an omnipotent creator for the use of hoods killed off the children like flies, as well as
narratives of those times. The historian Pliny de- man. They are, viewed in any such connection, as numerous adults; and at the time of writing a cold
scribes a stone which fell near lEgospotamus in useless as anything t-hat can be imagined. And wave of equal extremeness is paralyzing industry
'fhrace 467 B.c.; it was as large as a cart. At besides, in the course of the long ages past one of and destroying unnumbered lives. Meteorologists,
Mecca there is preserved a celebrated meteorite them, it way be inferred, must have hit somebody we learn, having searched for the cause of these
called Haja1· el Aswad, the Black Stone; upon its or other, in which case-unless, of course, the two excesses of temperature among conditions
arrival at our well-meaning but not over-intelligent luckless individual was some Atheist engaged in originating on the .earth, are now imputing both
sphere it was pronounced a sacred thing from the denying his creator-the glory of God as shown in of them to a disturbance and over-issue of heat last
gods, and has ever since been an object of worship his care for his creatures must have been anything summer in that body so admired by the advocates
of design-the sun.
To the design-believers
by the Mohammedans. Some think that the object but augmented.
Then,
too,
some
of
the
notions
as
to
the
origin
this
fault-ftndi:ag
with
what
they account the very
called in our translation of Act3 xix, 35, an
of these meteorites are sadly discreditable to an chief of God's provisions for our good we suppose
"image," which was worshiped by the Ephesians,
also was an aerolite. In number these objects are imputed governor of these affairs. Meunier, who must seem nothing short of blasphemy. Notwithhas made a special study of them, says : "Putting standing, these meteorological investigators go on
countless. Kepler said that the heavens are "as
all hypotheses on one side, it appears that the to conjecture that our earth's equatorial regions
full of comets as the sea is of fishes;" and these
meteorites are derived from some planet, now in a grew so hot last summer that they are still unusumeteorites or aerolites are yet more numerous.
state of disaggregation, of which they form the· ally warm, and hence the air over them, becoming
Thick showers of them now and then fall in limited
debris." To Theists, the falling apart of one of heated and thus lighter, is continually rising, and
areas, they being in such cases of the smallness of
these pieces of work of that individual whom they to fill its place a current sets in from our neighborhailstones, or sometimes a mere powder-reduced to
style the Great Artificer and vouch for as possessing hood and brings the icy air of the pole sweeping
this state, it is supposed, by the friction of the air
of our .earth. They are believed to be attended a thorough journeyman skill at all of his various down over us.
Favorers of design notice only the good
crafts, must needs be a disagreeable occurrence.
with envelopes of fiery gas until deprived of them
This bad is made worse by the bothersome thing things that befall us, and ignore the bad.
by our atmosphere. Thus they· are scarcely disnot only falling to pieces but falling on us. A To arrive at a correct estimate in the matter, we
tinguishable from comets ; and it has been procarpenter who should present his sons with a house should not devote ourselves entirely to considering
posed to merge the two classes in one. Each year
one part of which should fall in on them would how good is any helpful happening, but think in
p, shower of these meteorites is seen by all of us on
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regard to each, how much better it might have been.
The conditions under which human life has been
evolved by the solar system and this earth fall f&r
behind our wishes on every hand. There is, to be
sure, a promising outlook for the future; we will not
deny th&t the progress made by man since he has
begun to break away from devotion to a God and
direct more of his service to himself, renders reasonable an expectation of a very pleasant future some
gener&tions hence. And at present man's condition
is somewhat ameliorated. But the misery suffered
by the misguided generations who have led to this was
fearful, and remains sealed and unrecompensed.
And indeed the present has "not become so vastly
mildened; to-day we can only by means of often
very uncomfortable travail and turmoil force our
brief way through life impeded by such obstacles as
drouth, cold, cholera, and Theists.
In our next issue we shall conclude our treatment
of Astronomy and. Design, and be set at liberty
to consider certain other argumeJ?.ts for the existence of a God.

The World's Fair on Sunday.
There is little news from Washington regarding
the Sunday opening of the World's Fair. The
committee having the matter in charge hav not at
this writing reported their cenclusion to the
House. Mr. Putnam is ]aboring with the representativs-lobbying, as it were-for our side, and
the fanatics are lobbying on the other. They hav
the advaatage of numbers and popular prejudice,
but Mr. Putnam has with him the material interests of Chicago and the state of Illinois, and that
would even things up somewhat if it were not for
the cowardice of the " statesmen " who make our
laws. The duty of Liberals is still to write to these
men and endeavor to infuse them with a little
courage. A large number of them are in rooson
and sentiment in favor of a Liberal policy, and if
they find a considerable number of their constituents urging Sunday opening they may possibly giv
expression to their views in their voting. Therefor~,
write to them, write at once, and get .all Liberalminded people to write.
We will add that the newspapers contain statements that intimates of President Harrison hav
been informed by him that he is resolved to veto
any bill for Sunday opening that reaches him.
Among the press of the country, nearly all the organs of free and really intelligent opinion advocate
opening. Representativ papers in all the states,
even those journals usually conservativ, do eo.
Such are the Des Moines State Register, the To~
peka Oapital, and the Augusta, Me., Kennebec
Journal. This latter, for instance-a typical New
England newspaper-calls attention · to the fact
that the most zealous advocates of Sunday closing
are the saloon-keepers and dive-keepers, who expect to reap a golden harvest if the gates are
closed; that the army of workingmen and women
within a few hours' reach of the grounds ought not
to be denied the opportunity to enjoy their weekly
holiday in so educating and elevating a place, and
so on. The New York Post, a journal commanding
considerable influence by its high level of intelligence
and its just judgments, very correctly says :
"The whole argument for opening the Chicago Fair
on Sunday is simply the same argument that has been
indorsed by public sentiment wherever it has been put in
practice on a smaller scale. The opening of the Metropolitan Museum in Central park disturbs no New Yorker
who prefers to spend the whole of Sunday in religious
worship or meditation, or who collliliders it a sin to gaze
upon 11o work of art on Sunday. All that such a peri!IOn
has to do to avoid contamination is to stay away. In like
manner, the viBitor to Chicago who wants tg spend the
day in church-going or in religious reading in his room
will not be a:rmoyed by t:kose whose tastes lead them to
prefer other employment of their time. In fact, it would
be hard to imagin a method whereby those who differ in
their views as to the best way of spending Sunday osn be
more easily accommodated than by opening the grounds
for those who choose to enter. Nobody proposes torequire any person to visit the Exposition on that day, so
that no one who has conscientious scruples againsil so
doing will need to violate them-nor, indeed, to see them
violated by others. On the other hand, nobody who
considers a visit to the grounds the most profitable way
of spending the day will be prevented from following his
predilections. The _Sabbatarian will not be.:driven into
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the Exposition against his will, and the Liberal will not all government and all authority. This is a fundabe barred out of it against his will Each class will spend mental religious principle in which church and
the day as it thinks wisest, and neither will disturb. the state meet. From it follows the correlativ principle
other."
that as God alone is the source ~f human rights, so
God alone can 4ilffi.eaciously maintain them." The
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Also to others who hav promptly renewed their
Africa.
subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER. And to this
last we may add that it will materially lighten our
The relations between the Vatican and the
burden if others will promptly follow the good exBrazilian government are so strained that a rupture
ample. We hav made our necessities very plainly
is imminent. The pope, it is said, has intimated
known to our friends ·and dislike to refer to the
that he will excommunicate the president, hill
subject again-but what else can we do' There
cabinet, and the members of the Brazilian congress
is more than enough due us on subscriptions
unless measures are taken to renew the former reto make our financial affairs easy, if it could only be
lations between church and state in Brazil. The
sent us. And we hope these friends will make an
Vatica!l has received numerous complaints from the
extra effort to do this. We so dislike to make apBrazilian clergy of the disastrous effect upon
peals of this kind that our readers may know that
church interests of the policy of separl!otion adopted
when we do, it is a matter of pressing necessity,
by the republic. It is s;:tid that many churches are
and they can shape their actions accordingly.
without pastors, and the seminaries are being
deserted because the government refuses to conSome Handsome Premiums.
tinue contributions for the maintenance of the
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- clergy and of chairs in the seminaries. The prelates
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- and priests are still nomiBally in receipt of salaries
ing handsome premium offers:
from the federal treasury, but when a bishop or
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one p1iest retires or dies the salary is not continued to
year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete," his successor, so that the death of a priest means
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a the cessation of salary to his charge, and perhaps
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be the closing of
church. We are thankful whenerected in Chicago, and of his monument in New ever we find a country where the people are not
Rochelle.
fools enough to support priests any longer than
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one they are compelled to. Would that the people of
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, the United States would follow suit.
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
The Poles of New York city are indignant at one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths" Dr. Lewandowski, whom they charge with playing
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($2.50).

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will sendiTHE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.
The catalog of those blessed places which posseillil
Holy Coate of Jesus has now swelled to these propodions: Loeeum in Hanover, Safed near J ernsalem, Santiago, Oviedo, May4ilnce, Ghent, Mantua,
Mallorca, Halle, Cologne, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Friaul, Moscow, and the Lttter1m in Ro::rne.
Present-day carpenters, of one week-day eoat and
one g{}-to-meeting one, can scarce choose but ewell
with envy.
The Roman Catholic Freeman's Journal delivers
the following utterance without a blush: "The
Declaration of Independence acknowledges that the
rights it proclailll~;~ QQ!Jl{l ff9~ God as tbe f.?()lJrge of

upon their religious proclivities to effect a real
estate swindle over at Ca~tle Hill, N. J. They
say that this Dr. Lewandowski, after considerable agitation, induced a large crowd of
Polanders to join a picnic to Castle Hill. When
they got out there the doctor said he would like to
found a Polish colony there. After he had got the
people worked up to a high pitch of enthusiasm by
his patriotic words he turned to them and s&id :
"You hav but to dig a few feet and get the best of
water." A shovel was quickly secured and a man
began digging in the ground. He had uncovered
but a few feet of earth when the shovel struck
something hard. The people collected around
when the object was found to be a picture of the
Virgin Mary. When the people saw the picture
thEly cried out: "A miracle! A miracle!" The
doctor then had no difficulty in selling lots to these
enthusiastic Catholics. He sold eighty of them at
price!!! ranging from $125 to $200. Shortly afterward the real estate boom fell :flat, it being found
tha\ the doctor had no title to the land and the
people had lost t1teir money. But this il!! a trivial
imposition upon these people's supei'stitions, in
comparison with the course of like swindling which
has been practiced for centuries by state-authorized
Lewandowskifil in gown and band.
The new lectures by Colonel Ingersoll are not yet in
print in pe.mphlet form, and may not bQ until Mr. Farrell
publishes new editions of his books. We hav a few
copies of THE TRUT:a: SEEKER returned from newsdealers
containing the lecture on Voltaire, but even that supply
is very limited. What we hav, however, will be sent to
earlr :purcijase:r~-H C«;lnte for the two numbers.
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into this far-reaching and desperate tyranny under possible there should be any difference of op1mon
the forms of a republican government. It is this any more than. on the question of church taxation.
News and Notes.
enormous danger to all free institutions that the If a nrofessed Liberal should argue for the exempli
Liberal~ of this country must thoroughly under- tion of churches from taxation that very argument
After '_stening to floods ~f orthodox bellicose a.p- stand, and they must be prepared for a long and would show that he was not a Liberal. So he who
peals du~g the past week It was an exquisit pleas- tre~endous c?ntest. Until I came to Washington argues for Sunday closing cannot be a Liberal. I
ure to begm the new week with the charming con- I did not realiZe the depth and peril of this move- do not question at all the honesty of Dr. Westtrast of, Ingersoll's lecture on Voltaire. The house . ment to. unconstitutional and arbitrary legislation. brook. I do not doubt that he is true to his own
was crowded to its utmost capacity and the words
~now 1t now, and the struggle for political liberty convictions, and from his standpoint he has made
of the or~t~r were greeted with continuous applause lB rmmeaslll.'.ably increased. If we could appeal to an able argument, and the orthoiox party uses his
by the brilliant assembly. It was an ovation to the th e Cons t 1t u t'wn, we co ul d ea.sily di'spose of the argument and scatters it broadcast, but it is sinlply
still vigorous and splendid eloquence of the Icono- World's Fair and religious enactments ; but when an abuse of the English language to say that Dr.
clast. The dramatic fire has not grown less, and that bulwark is denied, where are we, what can we Westbrook is a Liberal. He joins the orthodox
the voice has its old-time ring and melody and· depend upon T
party and enforces his opinionlil by brute force and
thrills with the intensity of thought. What a pictNotice a remark ~de by a member of the Co- rejoices that he has the power of the state to back
ure of Voltaire W!tB unrolled in glittering periods, lumbian Exposition committee. I heard him make his convictions against the equally honest convicwith wealth of imagination, pathos, and sublimity, . i~ myself, and was simply astonished at the assump- tiona of millions of American people. Dr. Westand s;par~ing humor like th~ gloz:io:us Sum:ffier'a tion. He said: "You hav no constitutional right brook is in the orthodox ranks to-day, and as he is
lil~shine 1~self. How. the shafts of ridicule, ~ged t~ forbid .1). man to go into a saloon, but if you giv not a "convert" or "pervert" but expresses his
With J?OetiC fervor, p1er0sd th~ church! the B1ble, him $5 w1th the understanding that if he accepts life-long belief, then he always was in the orthodox
the pnesthood, and the Go~ .of inhumam~y. It was· the money he shall not go in, then if he accepts ranks, and as a matter of fact the American Secthe splendor
the past g1vmg J?rophetiC glory to· you hav a constitutional right to forbid him to go ular Union for three years was under orthodox
the future, whiCh fills the heart. Wit~ h~pe.
into the saloon." Can the foree of artificial logi.c leadership. We might as well confess the blunder
I really neede~ s11;eh an msprratwn fo: the go any further! No cat has nine tails, but one cat and try not to be so sadly "sold" in the future.
arduous work whiCh lies bef?re the reformer ~ the has one more tail than no cat. Therefore one cat has Dr. W9stbrook denies ecclesiastical legislation, I
h~ls of Congress. Abnost like. the gloo~y salem- ten tails. That's the logic of words minus ideas. admit, but he affirms paternal legislation and patermty of a churc~ to:wers o11;r m1ghty Cap1t~l. The It is assumed that by purchase Congre~s can acquire nallegislation is in direct opposition to the prinhand of the ~rlSst lB upon 1t and the cross lB above an unconstitutional power. The closing of the ciples of a purely secular government. Grant
the flag. Will the tyranny of the past make the World's Fair on Sunday is in itself unconstitutional, paternalism and the church has the logical basis
New ~orld a.s bloody as t~e Old: .
.
without any conditions whatever, as treason is un- of all its political surveillance. As Huxley says:
I t~mk we ~re at a turn1~g-:pomt m the ~1story constitutional. Oan Congress purchase a right to "Grant the right of the state to supervise a man's
of th1s republic. If eeclesutst1cal P?Wer tnumphs . make treason unconstitutional? Can I by giving breakfast and you grant the right to supervise his
now, th~ re must be an~ther revolution b?fore the a man $5 acquire the right tq compel him to steal? religion." Grant the right of the state to close the
flag ~f libert;y can float m p~ace and secur1ty.
. If I hire a man to stay out of a saloon, he stays out·· gates of the World's Fair on Sunday for physioIt IS no.t Simply the questwn of ~he.World's ~arr, ·willingly. But hav I a right to giv a man $5 and logical reasons and you grant the right to close for
but o~ umversal and .permanent pnnmples. It IB a .. then draw a club and force him to stay out of a religious reasons. Scratch paternalism and you
questiOn whether th1s shall be a government of ~he saloon! Oh, what wise legislators we hav 1 For find ecclesiasticism every time. To go from the
people or a governlll;ent of Congress and pnest $5 I can acquire the exquisit privilege of knocking latt~r to the former is like jumping out of the
above t~e peop~e. R1ght b~fore our eyes a vast a man down.
frying-pan into the fire. Randolph Tucker, of
usurpatwn is gomg on! t~ which the Ame:i~an peo~ : The heart of the people is right yet, and to the Virginia, thoroughly and justly allf!wers the logical
ple seem ~o .be ~tterly mdi:fferent, not reallZllg ~hat people we must appeal. The most a.pplauded pas- basis of Westbrook's argument:
we ar? ~riftmg mto a church tyranny, but also mto sage in all of Inglilrsoll's magnificE)nt oration was,
Paternal gove~me~t is falsehood. I~ takes the patera. political tyranny that one day can only be over- "The use, and the only use of any government is nal name to sa.nctwn 1ts absolute authority, and discards
thrown by the most stupendous efforts and by the preservation of human' liberty." It was like the paternal d~ty in admin~teri~ government. It is
't lf Wh t t
·
t 'bl
th t f
.
only a father m name and 1s without natural love to
bl
. oo d 1 s~ .
a .yranny IS so ern e as a. o an the thunder of the waves of the sea the greetmg of mitigate tyri\DDY or to do equal justice among the people.
Irresponsible body lik~ Cong:ess? Rea? tlle his~ory that splendid sentiment by the vast assembly. As It cl~ims power J:o rule ~tho~t restraint, and to dispe~se
of the French c~mv~ntwn which sent Fame to pnson 'long as we hav an In~ersoll I guess we can regen- blessmgs or .eursmgs at 1ts Will. It has pe~ted parasites
and almost guillotmed him and we shall behold . erate even Congress itself with the fire of th peo- attached to 1tsel~, that ~hey may feed upon 1t, and draws
d
f
lib t'
t d
,
e
the resources With wh1ch to supply them from the nnd ·
th e thr eat ene. mva er 0 o~.
er 1el!l <>: R_Y· ple s thought.
favored ana disinherited mass, whom it only exhausts
.The very fact that ~he r?lig10us an~ Chr1st1an
It was the convention that imprisoned Paine, and and n~ver .helps. ~t has . its ~os~r children and its
fnen~s o~ Su~day openmg d1d ;not questwn the un- murdered noble men and women during the-French foundlmgs, 1ts favor1ts and 1ts VIctrms, and burdens the
co~st1tutwnality ~f a C~mgress1?nal en~ctment, but Revolution, the convention that refused to giv a many for the benefit of the few.
.
relied upon the 1mpolicy and mexpediency of the constitution to the people of France. We are in
UnderliMnd, I do not attack the mot1vs of Dr.
legislations, demonstrates the short-sightedness even danger to-day of the tyranny of a Congress without Westbrook. I honoL' his bravery. I simply define
of professed Liberals to the dang,!lrB of the situation. · a Constitution, and the irresponsible dictatorship his position. He is orthodox and always has been
The whole battle for Sunday opening should hav of a Murat and Robespierre. From that fearful orthodox, and the history of Liberalism in this
been fought along Constitutional lines. In no other time, from the shadow of death, comes the voice of country will be better understood when we realize
way is victory possible. But it was declared to be Paine himself, with political wisdom for the com- this fact. Liberalism, as I understand it, is not
an insult to Congress to attack any legislation on ·bat o£ to-day. He writes to the French people:
merely good feeling, good nature ; it ie not slush
the ground of unconstitutionality. So it seems
Had a Constitution been established two years ago, as and gush and sentimental confusion of ideas; it is
that we are to regard Congress as infallible on ought to hav been done, the violences that hav since a well-defined political philosophy, a theory and
constitutional questions, like unto the pope on desolated France and injured the character of the Revo- practice of government, as well as a social and
theological questions-a most absurd proposition. lution, would, in my opinion, hav been prevented. The intellectual advancement, and so defined, Dr. WestThe tendency in C. ongress is to the abrogation nation would hav had a bond of union and every indi- brook is and always has been in opposition to that
vidual would hav known the line of conduct he was to
of the Constitution. One member affirms ilhat follow. But instead of this, a revolutionary government, political philosophy. With all my heart I giv him
Congress is above the Constitution. His reasoning a thing without either principle or authority, was sub- to the Gad-in-the-Constitution party who now weiis as follows. The Constitution was made by the stituted in its place. Virtue or crime depended upon come him with salvoes of applause.
eople. The people can unmake it. Congress accidents,· and that which was patriotism one day became
I hav enlarged upon these matters in order that
treason the next. All these things hav followed the want
P
represents the people. Therefore Congress can of a constiimtion; far it is the nature and intention of a the Liberals of America may understand the great
unmake the Constitution at any time, and transcend constitution to prevent governing by party, by establish- and dangerous tendencies now in legislation, and
the Constitution in its legislation. This is a true ing a common principle that shall limit and control the that the World's Fair business is simply an index
. al
· ·
f
hi h I power and impulse of that party, and that says to all f f
t
t'
d · 1 t'
f h
statement of C o:agreBBlOD
opm10n or w c
parties, Thu,s jar shalt thou go, and no farther. But in o ar grea er usurpa wns an V10 a lODB o uman
can vouch. Does it not sound truly Pickwickian! the absence of a constitution men look entirely to party; rights in the future, that they may learn as I hav
Another Congressman says, I give his very and instead of principle govarning party, party governs leuned in the last few weeks that beneath the
words: "Damn the Constitution. We pass an act. principle.
dome of our Capitol is a vast and silent conspiracy
If the people approve it, the Supreme Court will
How applicable are these words to the situation of against individual lib?rty; that the Constitution is
declare it constitutional. If the people do not ap- to-day. France went from the convention to the looked upon as a thmg of the past, no more the
prove it, the Supreme Court will dealare it uncon- constitution on the path of progress. It seems as conservat~r of universal fr~edom. The battle is on
stitutional and tha.t ends the matter." According it we were going from the constitution to the us. It lB not a questiOn as to whether we
to this Co~gress, the Supreme Court and the peo- · "convention " on the way of retrogression. Read shall win or lose.
We must fight, even if
ple are not to regard the Constitution. There is Conway's "Life of Paine," and the importance of it is a forlorn hope:
'Y'fe hav been ·absoto be an iroosponsible majority rule. The legisla- ·this point will be seen.
lutely robbed of. our libert1e~, and what can we
tion of Congress on the World's Fair is an index'
Only think of it, before the House committee do but plunge mto the conflict? I shall appea.l
of the prevalence of these &entiments in Congress. last week, the Rev. Mr. Jones and myself were the to Congr.ess in every possible way ~or a r?ver~al ~f
It will be seen that the conflict for personal liberty only ones who argued the question on the basis the verdict. ·As Dr. Thomas says, 1ts leg~.sl~twn lB
iJJ. this country is far deeper than any question of constitutional rights.
Even the friends of an eternal menace to freedom. If we fail m Conabout the World's Fair. The very nature of Sunday opening abandoned an impregnable po- gress then we mu~t appeal to the peop~e. The
republican institutions is being tried to-day as sition for fear of "insulting" Congress. A great church. par~y has maugurated ~ revolutiOn. If
never 'before. Are !lll conetitutional safeguards to blunder was made, but it only makeii! the work revolutiOn lB ~he order ~f. the trme-forced upon
be overthrown by the mere arbitrary will of the of Freethought more imperativ and important. us by a .decaymg .sup?rstitlOD;-let us be prepared
people! The Constitution is for th& benefit of the And think of this also. Dr. Crafts deelared before to meet 1t, and mamtam our nght~ at every hazard.
minority, not of the majority. A majority ne!ids the committee that Dr. Wei!tbrook, ex-president
I lectured last .sunday at Balt1more an~ found
no constitution to maintain its rights, but of the American Sec'ular Union, had written the some stalwart allies. I shall lecture. aga~ next
the minor'ty does and the Constitution was es- ablest pamphlet on their ;side of the question, and Sunday, and hope to report progress m this contablished ~or that' purpose, to defend in all cases Dr. Crafts :flaunted the Investigator in my face, and servativ city. I ~hall ende~vor to ~rrange for
the rights of the mmority, even if that minority is said that even Libera.ls were divided on this matter Fre~thought ~eetmgs both m Washington a;nd
only one. It seems, however, that Congress is to of Sunday opening. I told Dr. Crafts that he was ~altrmor~ .d~ng February. I loo~ forward ~t~
ignore the Constitution and substitute in its plaoo welcome to Dr. Westbrook, for Dr. W eatbrook was hig~ ant101patwn~ to th~ celebratiOn ~f Pame s
"majority rule." Save us from a despotism like not a Liberal, nor did he represent a single Liberal a~mversary at Philadelphia and the greetmg of ~ld
that. Better the tyranny of one man than th!IA; of an in our land, nor was t.here any division in our ranks fnends, where the Secular flag has waved so grandly
irr&sponsible multitude. Yet we are eom.ing right on the queation of f~unday op&ning. It W&ll im- and iiO long.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
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.Soienos ana ]}rogrsss.
Religious Mementoes.
The Mexican priests are going to build a memorial chapel on the spot where "the first mass was_
celebrated on the soil of the western continent,"
and propose to display the portraits and statues of
"missionaries who gained the crown of martyrdom
in endeavoring to baptize American Indians in the
name of Jesus the son of Mary." If our neighbors
would exhibit the portraits of the American Indians
butchered in the name of that same personage,
they would hav to build a picture-gallery as long as
the Rio Grande del Norte.
Unrewarded Zeal.
The private motiv of the czar in continuing the
persecution of his Jewish subjects is said to be the
desire to propitiate the favor of heaven by suppre_ssing the enemies of the true faith, for the Pohsh
Catholics and the Lutherans of Courland and Finland are likewise harassed within an inch of their
lives. Heaven's reply comes in the form of more
and more ruinous calamities. Famin has assumed
proportions that threaten to bafi:le the efforts ef the
relief committees. Cholera has broken out afresh
in the southern provinces, and even in some of the
larger central cities, though the present winter is
the most severe known since 1861, when the farmers
of the upper Volga were almost n:.ined by the destruction of their cattle. Brigandage has spread
from the Caucasus to the western border-districts
(the Polish provinces), and the investigation of the
last conspiracy proves that Nihilism is begmning to
make converts among the staff-officers of the imperial army.
Pious Landsharks.
Max O'Rell (Monsieur Blouet) sums up his
opinion of Johnnie Bull's political ethics in an anecdote of two Frenchmen who were discussing the
temporal rewards of piety. "Take the instance of
the religious Britons," said Mr. Huguenot; "the
sun does not set upon their territorial possessions."
"Yes, I know," said his friend, "he cannot trust
the rascals." "But let us be just," adds M. Blouet,
"and see if such unprecedented success in the realestate business is not really founded on superior
merit. The Russians, you know, invade the land
of their unbelieving neighbors to divert attention
from home affairs. The French do the same for
glory, but John Bull visits the land of the heathens
only to distribute revised copies of the Bible.
Then, before long, those heathens hav the Bible and
John has got their land."
The "Good of It."
A few days ago Willie Cunningham, a boy of ten
years, who supports a widowed mother by working
in the rolling-mill of Brazil, Ind., lost both eyes by
the explosion of a potful of molten iron.
His
hands, neck, and face, too, were terribly burnt, and
this morning I bad a conversation with a roughand-ready laborer of that same rolling-mill who had
endeavored, and partly succeeded, to relieve the
mother of the unfortunate lad. Only one of the
neighbors, a financial and dogmatical pillar of the
church, limited his proofs of sympathy to the remark that" we must not lose our trust in the Lord,
and there is no saying what good may y~t come of
it." "The only 'good' he can hav had in his
mind," said the honest laborer, "is the chance that
the boy might die and furnish an opportunity for
funeral boodle, for which the preacher would not
fail to sue the widow."
The Muses of Golgotha.
Edwin Arnold's "Light of Asia" is from a literary
point of view so far superior to its orthodox
companion-piece, the "Light of the World," that
the latter production might almost be suspected of
being a secret satire on the creed of its admirers,
like Cesar Vanini's "Amphitheatre," intended to
ridicule Christianity by the most absurd arguments
in favor of its dogmas. But Sir Edwin, perhaps,
really did the best he could, under the circumstances. Lord Jeffrey, the semi-skeptical, and
wholly candid, editor of the Edinburgh Review, has
already called attention to the hopeless mediocrity
of orthodox literature. "How is it," he asks,
"that we hav no church-hymn at all comparable
to the productions of secular poetry? Milton had
to metamorphose his angels and patriarchs before
he could utilize them for epic purposes." Goethe
risked a similar comment on Klopstock's "Messiah,"
and· added that " the muses of Golgotha can evidently not compete with their rivals of Mount
Parnassus."
Cross and Knout.
The dean of St. Paul and the grand duke Constantine of Russia pronounce in favor of "striking
arguments in education," as a. witty pedagog ex-

pressed it, while the French Freethinker, Floquet,
as unhesitatingly commends the plan of substituting the stimulus of ambition for cowhide tonics.
"If it had not been for the enthusiasm of competition," he asks, "would there hav been Olympic
festivals?
Would there hav been Grecian prize
odes, nay,- would there hav been Grecian civilization ?" A majority of his countrymen indorse his
protest against the proposed knout-revival. though
there are French schoolteachers who regret the
decadence of the good old times when the cross
and the whipping-post stood side by side, and the
proceedings of the parish schools resembled those
of a carpet-beating establishment.
Fact vs. Fiction.
An artist of my acquaintance, who recently returned from a trip to Jamaica, describes a most
amusing scene on board of a West Indian steamer
with a motley crew of Spanish priests and SpanishCuban skeptics. "See that "double-peaked mountain there?" said the padre Jose, when the coast of
Cuba hove in sight, "that's Pinar del Rio, where
our missionaries converted a Cuban chieftain, just
four hundred years ago." "Yes, and made away
with his wife the next year," whispered Captain
Gonzales, who likewise knew a .hing or two about
tlie history of his nativ island. "And that smoke
on the right here," continued the padre, "that's
San Juan de Felipe, where our people baptized a
thousand nativs in one day." "Yes, and chased
them with bloodhounds when they did not want to
work like niggers," muttered the captain in the
background. "And over yonder,'' mused the
padre, "there's a gap in the Sierra that reminds
me of the Silla de Cobre where we collected a multitude of young men and built a tabernacle school
to instruct them in the doctrins of the blessed
faith." "Oh, yes," whispered the captain, "and
made them believe in hell, anyhow, when they
burnt them at the stake," and so on, till the
Spanish-speaking passengers were convulsed with
laughter-all but the slightly deaf padre, who continued his sentimental reflections with total disregard of the sotto voce comments.
American Candor.
A crusade against Hebrew merchants has broken
out in the neighborhood of .Tackson, Miss., but the
prosecutors are frank enough not to mention sucl:!
pretexts as the proceedings before the court of
Pontius Pilatus. "Those hawknoses," they say,
"make $5.for every nickel they spend, and we hav
no use for them."
Crow~ed Philosophers.
Under the reign of King Humbert and his Freethinking advisers Italy has progressed at a rate unparalleled during the fourteen centuries of monkrule. In Austria, too, the most important reforms
of feudal abuses were effected by the heretic
Kannitz and his pupil, the emperor Joseph II.,
whose private theory about the vicar of Christ may
be inferred from his letters to the philosopher
Alembert and the curious memoirs of the Prince de
Ligne. Bernadotte, the adoptiv king of Sweden,
was a confirmed Agnostic, and the resolute Rationalism of Frederick the Great had more to do with
the revival of German literature and science than
the Prussi~tn parsons like to admit. "The fact that
Kant's 'Critique of Pure Reason' could pass the
censor," says Arthur Schopenhauer, "can be explained only by the circumstance that since the
time of the Dives Julius and the Dives Julianus"
(Cresar and the Apostate) "it was the first time that
a philosopher had mounted a throne of absolute
power. But the moment the great king was dead
we see Kant seized with dread of his orthodox
enemies, and mutilate his masterpiece, or endeavor
to explain away its heresies by all sorts of pitiful
concessions to the champions of the dominant
creed."
Uninspired Provhets.
For the last fourteen days the visionaries of the
weather bureau hav continued to predict a milder
temperature, while the frosts persisted in getting
more intense. With all the recent improvements of
meteorological apparatus it does not seem to hav
proved quite easy to find a fit successor to the
Freethinker Hazen, who was literally badgered to
death for having dared to expose the incompetence
of his official superior, a young fellow whose ignorance was equaled only by his vindictivness in asserting his cheap-bought authority.
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LuTHER supported this [meteorological] superstition zealously, asserti ug at times his belief that the
winds themselvs are only good or evil spirits, and
declaring that he had himself calmed more than
twenty storms raised by the devil.-Prof. A. .D.

W7tite.

The International Freetbought Congress at
Madrid.-(Continue•l.)
THIRD DAY'S MEETING.

Citizen Bourceret, delegate from the French
Freethought Federation, presided at this meeting.
The verbal proceedings of the last meeting being
approved, numerous letters and telegrams announcing new adhesions were read to the congress.
Citizen Delorme, delegate from the Junior Central Republicans of Madrid, proclaimed the presence of a large Freethought majority of the above
body.
Citizen Menendez Pallares demonstrated the im.:.
portance of an assembly of Freethinkers in Cat.holic
Spain, the land of Philip II. and of Torquemada.
He gave an exposition 'Of Freethought in general,
and affirmed that freedom of thought is principally
·due to thought itself, hence advocated obligatory
secular instruction of children. The orator distinguished between freedom of thoug~t and the
exercise of this freedom. The first Is a result
which is not derived from the law. and the exercise
and application of Freethought is but little realized
so long as we do not liv under republican government. Wherever the state has a religion the application of Freethought would be a veritable
Utopia. Castelar has said many a time he could ·
not see a single reason which juRtified a state religion, inasmuch as the state could neither conf~ss
nor partake in any communion.. Th~ Cathohcs,
intolerant with uEl, affirm and claim with us Freethinkers the necessity of the exercise of liberty of
thought in countries where their dogmas are not
officially professed. Therefore, when we call so
plainly show their inconsistencies, i~ is but justi~e
to demand the cessation of the•r tyranny m
Spain. He stated that the separation of church
and state was not prejudicial to a parochial clergy;
those who were opposed to the separation were
the bishops and other high church dignitaries who
woUld thus be deprived of the fat state offices and
salaries which they are the recipients of to-day.
_Catholicism is opposed to the ethics and thought
of modern times ; she attempts to reduce the country to six feet of earth in the convent graveyards,
in opposition to cosmopolitanism wbch manifestly
is the ruler in modern sccieties. (Applause.)
Citizen Picart, workingman delegate for Catalogne, said that the enslavement of the laboring
classes was due principally to religious tyranny.
The church is -the greatest criminal. Behold the
pope, who, while thousands of people hav. ro
shelter, inhabits a l;milding which would giv ample
accommodation to fifteen hundred f(lmilies. He
said that certain liberties may hav been given, but
they were of a kind which gave bread to everyone
else but the common people-that i.,, to workingmen, to republicans and SocialistR, and these, therefore, ought to unite to conquer for themselvs
liberty of conscience and liberty of action.
Citizen Llunas, editor of the Tramontana, of
Barcelona, speaking of the ways whereby the conscience became perverted through religious prejudices, stated that in his opinion the present popular
enlightenment, public education, was not sufficient.
It ought to be complete, not a partial education.
It should be such as is given in polytechnic schools,
where the special faculties of each individual are
developed, and through them the exact pointing-out
of his future vocation.
He said the penal c'lde needed a revision such
as would render criminal any teachings which aimed
at a falsification of morality-ethics-and scientific
truths.
The Catholic religion is immoral, but said to be
promotiv of morality because it offers in a future life
rewards for being good in this. He next gave an
explanation of what constitutes true morality.
Citizen A. Sluys, principal of the normal school
in Brussels, said that public education js but a
saying, and in most instances a fairy tale. He
pointed out in an excellent speech the ideas and
the work of complete education, bodily, intellectual,
moral, esthetic, and technical, and sounded the
truth that all the children of the people had a
moral right to a complete education, and it was the
duty of the state to guarantee them such. The
speech was vigorously applauded.
.
.
. Citizen Morayta, professor at the Umversity of
Madrid, protested against the outrageous legal
privileges given to the clergy, the only reason being
that they wear the cassock.
THE CLOSING OF THE CONGRESS.

The latter part of the meeting was marked by a
characteristic incident. A police sergeant entered
and notified the committee and the orators to proceed to the judge's office to receive instructions.
They were subjected to a long series of questions.
The speeches made at the congress, and all the
doings of the same, were laid, nicely written 011,
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official and judicial foolscap, on the table before rus
honor (7). The judge insisted upon two points:
1. Where and when the program of the congress
had been published ..
(The program had been published for six months
in all European languages, and yet the Madrid police officials .ignorant!)
2. Injurious attacks had been directed against
the Catholic church, which was the state church.
Friday, October 15th, at noon, the numerous
delegates presented themselvs at the Prince. Alphonso Theater to assist in the fourth meetmg.
The members of the committee were about to take
their seats, when a police official appeared, and in
the name of the law and the governor of Madrid
declared the meetings of the congress suspended.
The public left the theater, and moved through
the city, where all stopped opposit the offices of
Las .Dominicales, where a great ovation took.place,
closing with the cries of "Long liv Freethought !"
"Long liv the republic!"
GusTAVE NELSON.

Equality: Where 1
The planets and stars differ in size, density, co] or,
and attractiv and repulsiv forces. There is similarity, but no equality, in the astral world, so far as
we know. Variation appears to be a law of nature.
That law is found operating everywhere. On the
earth is seen variety in every department-mineral,
floral, and fauna. From its soil comes a vast
vocabulary of plants, with their endless shades of
difference. Its waters contain marvelous structures
of life with bewildering variations. This diversity
is witnessed as well in land animals. And evolution
is constantly working changes in life organismsdestroying some and improving others; that is, destroying those that will not, or cannot, adapt themselva to their environments, and improving those
which best do so.
Man is subject to the same laws of evolution and
adaptation. Food, climate, sociology, etc., affect
stature, weight, temperament, col~r, . and feature.
Hence there are endless human vanatwns.
As the different zones produce different or
peculiar plants and fauna, it is reasonable to believe that they hav produced or evolved different
human beings. It would be no more unreasonable
to hold that all the many varieties of the different
bovine families on earth sprang from one sole
parentage, than is the sacred notion that all the
diverse human races descended from one lone
Adam. The jaguar of South America is called t~e
American lion but it bears little resemblance to Its
African name;ake ; the Papuan islander is called a
mali, and he shows as little resemblance to the Caucasian.
,
A few million years ago, when perhaps the earth
was so tipped on its axis as to submerge the northern zones and elevate the southern, there was a va~t
unbroken southern continent inhabited by a cultivated race from which the present Papuan is but a
degenerate relic preserved on a mountain peak left
above the waters. In the course of a few milli~n
years more, perhaps, the position of the poles, m
fulfillment. of a law of precession not now fully
known, may be again rever~ed, an_d some venturesome navigator, Columbus-like, sail from a proud
old country in the south into the unknown _seas of
the north to discover a remnant of poor Thibetans
on the top of the Himalayas; or a few degenerate,
starving Caucasians on a peak of ~he Alps; or. l!erchance some curious human spemmens, contammg
a mixture of red, white, and black ancestry, on
Mount Elias. The mental effort to grasp and apprehend the few million yt:ars required to a~c~m
plish such reasonable results should be a triflmg
matter to the believer who is familiar with ort~~dox
teaching, that when the sinner has suffered mllli?ns
upon billions oi ~ears in hell-fire the everlastmg
business has only JUSt begun.
Leaving these far-off and appar~ntly slow changes
that are ever going on, and commg down t? ?ur
own time and place, we see change and variatwn
all around. Difference is universal. No ~wo p_ersons are exactly alike-do not reason or thmk alike
for any length of time. Each brain shows so.me
peculiarity. Hence appear all grades of mmd
from weak to strong. Probably no ~erso~ could
b 3 found, however, who does not feel mferwr to a
few and superior to many others. It may flatter
an imbecil to be told that in the sight of some
·god he is the equal of a Gould or a Parkhurst;
but it is ·not true. He has not the business sa·
gacity of the one, nor the pious meanness of the
other.
.
.
Having in mind these facts of div~rsity, h?w absurd appears the priest demand~ng umversal
acceptance of and belief in ru~ a~b1trary creed of
impossibilities-demanding behef m supernatural
dogmas wholly beyond proof and reason-under-
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taking to force every individual mind through the riety, with a little spice of contention; and mother,
same narrow theological slot. Had a creator in- nature kindly grants it.
tended such a demand, merciful common sense
Some years ago an English Methodist minister,
would hav impelled him to make every brain exactly who came to this country in search of prey, related
alike.
a little of his experience.. He was assign_ed to. the
The priest boasts of the long-continued extensiv spiritual vineyard of Sullivan county and Its nei~h
following of ruB Jesus-god, and claims for them a borhood. In climbing a spur of the Catskills
substantial agreement. But universal history, un- looking for game, he encountered an elderly Scotch
disputed outside of conven,ts, describes these relig- woman who had been well trained in Presbyterian
ious fanatics as having had no bond of agreement certainties. On making known his pious b?siness,
during the first three hundred years of the era.· and rubbing his hands in hopeful expectatwn, the
A chaos of supernaturalism prevailed-quarreling good woman, feeling strong in the _truth as she
all that time about the quantity and quality of a knew it, frankly informed him that if there was
god in their Jesus, etc. But about 325 A.D. the anything in the world she hated more than the
emperor Constantine, having made use of them in devil it was a Methodist minister.
gaining the -throne, for his own security organized
The continuance of just such loving bate gin
a portion and supported them in inaugurating . a joy and safety to the Freethinker. L. G. REED.
system of superstition and fear that culminated m
centuries of Dark Ages. Back of these Christians
Our London Letter.
was the sword, already stained with domestic
Mr.
St.
George
Mivart, ·the Roman Catholic
blood, of the first Christian emperor; in front of
scientist,
who
was
at
one time a strong opponent
them the cries of mercy were remorselessly stifled.
The sword forced Christianity on the peoples of of the theory of evolution propounded by Chas.
Europe, many of whom had enjoyed a degree of Darwin, but who, on studying the question more
happy freedom. Then began a· tendency toward fully, honorably acknowledged tha_t he had ?een led
equality, broken only by caste. The common p_eo- to believe in the doctrin, has JUSt published a
ple, impoverished, venerating the priest, spendmg magazine article on "Happiness in liell," which is
their time in mumbling prayers to goblins, became scarcely in accordance with the orthodox pal!al
mere dummies. The priest succeeded in reducing idea of the delights of that mythical place, as ne
them to a condition of equality well-nigh that of conveys the impression that the:e _is rea~on to
a like number of geese. Long-continued habits believe the climate and company IB ImproVIng on
and enforced opinions had dwarfed and deformed what it was during the Dark Ages. This is a
their minds. The monotony of thought was such great concession to advanced opinion on the part of
that the brain became torpid and ceased to act fur- one who still owes allegiance to the pope, and
although there are many Catholics who are o~ly
ther.
nominally such, and hold very heterodox theories,
But in process of time this monstrous hierarchy their utterance of these would not carry such
was rent and torn by its own vast extent. A weight nor deal such a blow to the church as so
priest here and there chafed in his theological prominent a man as Mr. Mivart. Thoug~ t~e
strait-jacket, and began to think and speak heresy. church of Rome claims to be unchangeable m Its
Some of the princes of Europe yearned to be free views evervone knows that this is far from the
from papal dictation. And hence the elector of Sax- case ~nd w~re it not for the Jesuit faction there
ony is promptly in alliance with Luther. The sword wouid be nothing to fear from its proselytism.
established the papal power. Twelve hundred years This pernicious branch of the church would only
of almost passiv equality of ghostly thought pass by, be too pleased to hav the opportunity of co.mpul~ory
and then the sword undertakes to demolish it. It conversion by means of the rack and ?th_er mgem~ul
succeeded only in part. For the next two hundred medieval instruments of torture, wmdmg up with
years, cruel religious wars and persecutions deso- an occasional Auto-dfi.-fe, though it is not at all
lated heretical Christian homes for the love of likely that the mass of the people will ever lend
God. A large chunk was detached from the papal themselvs to support such atrocities again.
trunk; and the chunk claimed the original trunk.
Persecution to a greater or less ~xtent will ~ways
In support of this claim, Protestants can point to
be as it always has been, a favorit weapon m the
its pious zeal in not suffering a witch to liv, etc.
At any rate the Reformation brought about another ha~ds of the clergy of all de~ominations of t~e ~?-is
named Christian church, andm the country distncts
chaos of supernatural notions. The detached trunk
of this happy Proteetant England it is carried on by
soon broke into fragments, each one having some
·the state parsons as far as lies in their power.
intangible, senseless hobby, to try to elucidate
They carry out this peculiar line of argument as
which an endless stream of books and sermons hav
far as they are able, but their power ~s continually
failed.
decreasing, owing to a f~w h?nest JOUrnals who
The chaotic condition of the gropers in supersystematically
expose thei.r dou~gs and act as an
naturalism still continues. Episcopalians and Preseffectiv check upon their actwns. That such
byterians are now deeply exercise_d on two mothings are done is not surprising ~hen such I?-en as
mentous questions, to wit: Do therr creeds mean
tbe marquis of Ailesbury, who IB not considered
what they say? and, Did their God, in writing his respectable enough and has been consequently
story-books, confine himself strictly to truth ? . ~he warned off Newmarket racecourse, hav the power to
Newtons, Briggses, Smiths, etc., are slowlyvomitmg·
appoint clergymen to various livings. At ?De time
portions of the divine panacea, but they hate to this eminent and worthy member of the anstocracy
acknowledge that the entire drug is bad. Through
had forty presentations, but they are no": reduced
these godly contentions we gain a goodly degree in consequence of his having sold part of his esta~es;
of freedom. But should the Christian factions and it is quite competent for any blackguard rwh
again be united, the g~dly hierarchy would strive enough to purchase livings to hav the power of apto ag~in reduce the mmds of the people to one pointment. The only wonder is that people should
narrow line of thought-to mental slavery.
be such fools as to submit to hav a parson so
But having equal rights does not insure equal appointed to minister to their spiritual wants, but
conditions. They hav little relation one to the they seem to fancy they must be peste:ed with these
other. Any citizen has the right to obtain a man- guides to paradise, and a bad one IB better than
sion on our Fifth avenue. The chances are a none at all.
.
.
hundred to one that his conditions are not equal
That high-class Christian and erstwhile Afrwan
to the task. Fortunately, nature produces variety filibuster Henry Stanley has given his op~nion on
of conditions. Heredity says, men are not born missionaries and their work, which was highly ~p
equal.
preciated by his audience who were connected With
What a dull world this would be if pe~ect the Wesleyan body, He informed his hea.rers that
equality prevailed-if .W:e were all_ ex~ctly alike. he had met missionaries in all parts of the worl~
There could be no ambitiOn, no admrratwn, no con- and although there might hav been a few who did
tention, no progress, no saints, no heroes, no love. not quite come up to the standard, he had seen none
No one loves an exact counterpart. We could hav who did not deserve his esteem. As Stanley has
no races, no games, no fun at the expense of others, such an opinion of the most meddlesome, quarrelno back talk, and no-excuse for Comstocks.
some body of individuals on tile face of the eart~,
Well, this stagnant condi~ion . was appr~achi~g we can fairly well judge what manner of man he IB
under complete church dommat~on. Nothmg m- himself. He went on to say that " the love that
vented, nothing discovered, nothmg learne?, dur- undertook the ·conversion of savage races _must _be
ing a period of a thousand years. The life and pure, forgiving, and .disint~r~sted, aboundmg ,with
I
heat of the solar sun were opposed by ~he. death self-sacrifice and with abidiDg hopefulness.
and freezing fear of a ghostly son. The mVIgo~at cannot quite understand whether he really meant
ing light of the one gave place to the paral;rz~ng all he said or was only poking fun at them. "There
hell-flame of the other. We want no more Chnstian were those who looked at the number of years they
unity leading to imbecil equality of mind through had been established and were dissatisfied _with t~e
iear ~nd non-use of reason. Why, the Christian's result. They would find such statements m offimal
heavE>n, with its supposed ~variableness, must reports, but the writers of _th~se r~ports had forprove intolerable to a Freethmker, should ~ne be gotten the simple fact that nusswnanes were huma~
so unfortunate as to ever get there. We like va. and that the savages were the most depraved spem-
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mens of the race." What a noble sentiment and
how worthy of a true believer in the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of Christ. Compare it
with Thomas Paine's : " The world is my country,
mankind are my brethren, and to do good is my
religion." There is no occasion to ask which is the
nobler sentiment of the two.
Anthony Collins is writing a series of very interesting articles in the "Agnostic Annual " entitled
"Stray Recollections of· a Freethinker," which embraces the history of the movement and the country during a very momentous portion of the present
century. The relation will, I trust, be elaborated
and published in book form, and, if possible, at a
popular price, to enable the needy Freethinkers, of
which there are many, to possess a copy.
It is to be regretted that prominent men in the
Established church are giving public vent to heterodox views, and it will make it all the harder for
Freethought to find an enemy to strike, and giv a
longer lease to the apostles of Christianity. In a
few yea.rs, what is now known as open and terrible
blasphemy will be held as most orthodox, and Freethinkers will hav to find fresh fields to fight in and
new subjects to fight over.
J. D.

Reply to Otto Wettstein.
DEAR SIR : In your able and courteous letter in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 31st, in reply to
my communication of November 4th, you put some
direct questions to me; and I take pleasure in availing myself of the courtesy of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
reply to them, and at the same time to pass in review the principal points of your argument and
correct some misapprehensions on your part as to
my position.
I do not find the idea of God so necessary in
order to account for the outer material universe as
for the inner or spiritual one, for the world of
matter as for the world of mind. A soulless, willless nature may be safely left to its own devices,
which must speedily resolve themselvs into one-to
lapse into a. state of inertia. For myself, who am
conscious of possessing both soul and will (and if
I could not demonstrate the first to Mr. Wettstein's
satisfaction, I could speedily convince him, at least,
that I am well endowed with the second), something more is necessary to solve the otherwise
inexplicable riddle of my own existence. For I
find in myself a ceaseless hunger and thirst after
righteousness-an instinctiv craving for absolute
perfection which only the Infinit can satisfy-the
capacity to conceive of an ideal which has never
been realized, nor ever can be save in the Deity.
Without God and eternal life, human nature and
human existence are a hopeless enigma and our life
a. dreary muddle. Admit the divine factor and the
problem is solved re!Ldily, rationally, and satisfactorily; hence I .do but take the course which
common sense and reason dictate, viz., cease to
squander my time on meaningless and aimless
hypotheses, but bend my energies to the study and
comprehension of the principles that are seen to
underlie the true solution.
That •'something exists" is demonstrably true.
That "something cannot spring from nothing "
is also self-evident. 'l'hat " existence to-day proves
eternal existence" is a logical deduction that evidently means more to me than it does to you. To
my mind, as well might we assume a time when the
universe-the effect-was not, as to assume a time
when God-the Cause-was not.
The only existence per se in the universe, you
say, is matter. This statement may mean much,
little, or nothing, according to your definition of
matter. If you define it as science usually does as
being whatever possesses the inseparable attributes
of extension, ponderability, impenetrability, divisibility, and inertia, and manifests itself to our consciousness only through the five bodily senses, I
take issue with you at once, as I am made conscious
every moment of my life of the existence of much
that is not matter at all, according to this definition, though it matters a good deal to me. My
thoughts and feelings are a very real and important
part of me, though I can neither see, hear, smell,
taste, nor handle them. On the other hand, only
make your definition of matter elastic enough, and
the term may be made to cover all degrees and
forms of existence from the Supreme Beill.g to the
mote that dances in the sunbeam, in which case it
no longer has any distinctiv meaning whatever.
After all, what is matter, however defined, in
itself! Do any of us knowT Can science inform
us 1 Material phenomena surround us on every
side; but when we attempt to analyze them into
their primal elements, at every step the process
takes us further and further into the realm of the
unknown and the unknowable. Under the searching liCru. .y of science solids resolve themselvs
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into liquids, these into invisible, almost intangible
gases, these again into undemonstrable, almost inconceivable molecules or atoms, until at the final
analysis matter fairly eludes our grasp and vanishes
ghost-like from the realm of sensation, guarding
jealously to the last the secret of its being. "Canst
thou by searching find out God 1" demands Holy
Writ. "Canst thou by analysis find out substance?"
echoes science. When we shall hav solved the
mystery of the latter, it may prove to be a revelation, also, of the former. "I am "-essential Being
-is the mystic name of God.
But matter is also force, you say, which involves
the converse proposition that force is matter. This
seems to me not merely putting the cart before the
horse, but confounding the oart with the horse, and
insisting that both are identical. I hav not so
learned natural philosophy. To me the distinction
is not more marked between the Me and the Not-me
than between the Force that acts and the Matter
that is acted upon and furnishes the base of
·
resistance.
You designate nature as soulless and will-less,
and in the same se·ntence speak of it as selecting
genial elements and evolving into trees, :flowers,
etc. Does not selection necessarily imply choice
and purpose, and these again desire or will? Can
we possibly hav the one without the other 1
Thus by one stroke of the pen you hav logically
and unavoidably endowed nature with a will, but
Whose will? my friend, is an important question.
Is Nature, so-called, a sentient, intelligent, selfexistent, eternal entity? Then is Nature but another name for God.
Let me explain here what l mean by creation.
Not a single arbitrary act at some remote period
of the long-forgotten past. Creation, as I understand it, is a perpetual process, a ceaseless giving
forth of Divine Energy which when we meet with
it on the material plane we designate as Force,
which is but another name for the same thing.
Do not imagin for a moment that I believe in a
divine idler, loafing in somnolent torpor through
an eternity of blank ages, "in absolute dark
vacuum" (as if the Sun of Righteousness, the true
Light that lighteneth every man that cometh into
the world, could ever be. in the dark!), until the
idea suddenly occurred to him to relieve the dull
monotony by going to work and creating a universe
out of nothing! and having furnished it with a set
of ready-made laws, warranted to work automatically, going to sleep again, leaving the machine to
run itself, or only interfering occasionally when it
threatened to run off the track. I hav no use for
any such God as this. To me, God is essential
Life, and life, as we know, is action. Inactivity is
death. To my .mind creation has neither beginning
nor ending. And yet as creation is a perpetual
work existence is ever new, because ever renewed
from the Eternal Fount of Being : hence we are
always ''in the beginning" of some new phase of
life, and in every beginning the creativ hand is
visible. There never was a time-there never will
be a time when the Creator is not creating; should
the creativ work cease, he would cease to be the
creator. Are y~11 answered?
The instinct1 '!"'yearning of the human heart for
human companionship of either "persuasion" is
but a faint reflection of the infinit desire of Infinit
Love for objects upon which to expend itself.
The " divine necessity of loving " is ineradicably
impressed upon all sentient life becaul!!e the Infinit
Source of all existence is Love eternal. I cannot
imagin a period when essential Life was not living
and operating, when essential Love was not engaged in loving and benefiting.
You counsel me to discard a. God of perfect Wisdom, and then invite me to join you in the pursuit
of greater wisdom than the world has yet attained.
For you are conscious of the dismal hiatus between
what is and what should be that must impress all
thoughtful, conscientious minds. This demand of
yours, my friend, for higher attainments in the outer
world to respond to the more perfect ideal within
is, to my mind, a more c~nvincing proof of God's
existence than is the whole material universe. The
moral sense is more a stupendous miracle under the
no-God theory than are the revolutions of the
spheres. For it constitutes, so to speak, a sixth
sense through which God, who is essential Good,
must be apprehended, if at all.
"No more Catholics, Methodists, Mohammedans,
or Jews, but only men and brothers." Good. But
why stop here1 Why not add: No more high or
low, rich or poor, bond or free, learned or ignorant, believers or unbelievers, saints or sinnersonly men and brothers, which includes, of course,
women and sisters, for it will riever. do to overlook
"t'other persuasion." I believe in my heart this is
what we are coming to by the grace of God and the
power of free thought, which are not incompatible
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to my mind, and I don't mean to be left out in the
cold if I can help it.
"No more devotion of time and money to the unknown, but only to the true, the pure, and the
beautiful." Good again. But can we diligently
and faithfully pursue the true, the pure, and the
beautiful without being irresistibly carried back to
their Divine Source-to Him who is the Truth, the
Way, and the Life? I confess I cannot.
It is easy enough for me to "let the gods go,"
but God-eternal Verity-will not let me go.
"Whither shall I :flee from thy presence?" If I look
up into the heavens I see His Name written there
in characters of light by that dazzling orb which
is His glorious type and symbol and whose quenchless fires are fed by His deathless energy. If I look
abroad, beyond the limits of our solar system, I see
the boundless paths of space gemmed with countless dazzling hieroglyphics, every one of them a.
perfect system of worlds, and spelling out through
infinitly varied combinations the same eternal Name.
And if I take refuge from the immensity without in
the microcosm-the little universe within-still He
is there. The Divine footsteps echo through the
inner halls of being and memory, and in the inmost
chamber of the soul I am su4denly brought face to
face with the Divine Presence through some overpowering conviction, and then, though I hav doubted
with Thomas and denied with Peter, I am constrained to cry out in wonder and reverence, "My
Lord and my God!"
The persistent tendency of matter toward the
vanishing-point under scientific investigation has
led a large and growing school of thinkers to deny
its existence altogether, to claim that mind or spirit
is the only real entity and that all so-called material
phenomena are purely subjectiv. There would seem
to be some grounds for this assertion in the fact
that matter so persistently declines to be interviewed.
If the world was not created "out of nothing,"
as theologians claim, it would certainly seem to hav
evolved out of what is "next to nothing." For an
atom is no more tangible or demonstrable an entity,
physically speaking, than a ghost. Both are pure
deductions or assumptions, and an assumption does
not appear, from a materialistic standpoint at least,
like very solid material out of which to construct a
universe unaided.
To claim, therefore, that matter is the only existence per se, is to make an assertion fully as incapable of material or even logical demonstration as is
the existence of God-to my mind far more so. I
no more know that nature exists than I know that
God exists; for I hav the same sort of evidence for
the existence of both, viz., the testimony of reason
and personal consciousness.
I hav not space in the limits of this article, without monopolizing this whole issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER for the purpose, to meet your arguments as
fully as they deserve, but must be content to review some of them very briefly, if I touch them at
all. For instance: "Two infinit entities are impossible." True, but God only is infinit; nature is
finite; and the infinit and the finite must be correlativ and coexistent.
Again: "A God implies being "-granted-" an
organic being "-granted again-" this, physical
being "-if by physical you mean material in the
ordinary sense of the word, I dispute it. "An
unlimited being is an absurdity"-not necessarily" but a limited being cannot be God "-of course
not.
" A God can only be conceived of in the form of
a man." Here you touch upon a profound necessity
and law of human nature and in so doing strike
the key-note of the Gospel. By man, created in
His image, God can be apprehended only in and
through the human image· made divine ; hence the
universal demand by all forms of religion for the
incarnation of the deity.
My idea of personality is not boundfd by outward shape or limited by space and time. I hav
known a vigorous, far-reaching personality to be
lodged in a weak and diminutiv physical frame ;
while on the other hand, a. large, powerful body
may contain a puny and feeble personality. The
essential elements of personality, as I hav shown,
are not so many inches or ounces of organized
matter, but the spiritual qualities of love, wisdom,
and power, or will, intelligence, and activity. God
is the essential Soul of the universe: the inexhaustible Source of Being ; but He is likewise an
infinitly perfect, omnipresent Personality. So
while He dwells "in the temple of his holiness"the divine human nature assumed at his incarnation, through which alone he may be apprehended
by the mind and heart of man-he is at the same
time present, as all-pervading Life, in every part of
his boundless universe, somewhat as the sun is ever
present with us by his energizing, fructifying beams,
and his image is the glory of our sky, though mill-
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ion's of miles of space separate his glowing orb from
ours.
I do not fear to trust the Deus-Homo of my
faith amid the blazing suns He has created and of
whose deathless fires He is the energizing soul. God
is a Spirit, not a clay image or idol to be knocked
to pieces by a fast-flying world. Your thought can
traverse the interstellar spaces to the remotest
star without being " frozen out " in the transit.
Your love of science can explore the sun himself
without being "incinerated." Are thought and
affection absolutely nothing? Then why spend
time and money for "the moral and intellectual
elevation of mankind," as you suggest, since this
consists merely in the cultivation of nonentities~
Those elements of being which, divided in the
creature, constitute the distinction of sex, are united
in the Creator, of whom, consequently, gender can
not be predicated, since He is the all-in-all of humanity, which in the creature is not completed in
either man or woman taken separately, but only in
the two united in one perfect soul. "For the man
is not without the woman nor the woman without
the man in the Lord."
·
But while science teaches us that the sun ever
shines in undimmed splendor, we know that earthborn clouds and mists often arise to hide his glorious
image from our sight. But for the see-ring
anomaly of sin and suffering in the handiwork of a
perfect Creator reflectiv minds could never hav
doubted the love and wisdom, still le s the existence, of the deity. I hav not time now to enter
upon this phase of the subject, which is capable of
rational explanation, but you will admit, ijly dear
sir, that it cannot but be comforting and sustaining
amid the trials and tribulations, the sorrows and
sufferings of which we all hav our share in this
transitory life to feel assured that through all and
and in spite of all, eternal, changeless, unfailing
Love dwells ever at the heart of the universe, and
that unerring Wisdom guides and overrules all
things for eternal and beneficent ends.
A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN.
302 .N. Eden st., Baltimore, Md., Jan. 13, 1893.
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liv pleasant lives always die a pleasant death, and
those who liv miserable lives die miserable deaths.
The other critics were Mr. HoHand, Mrs. Dunlevy,
and Mr. Moses Oppenheimer.
Mr. Rowley's reply to his critics was a very
caustic one. His quick wit silenced several of the
audience who were inclined to interrupt him with
remarks that were not quite pertinent. He took
each of the critics separately, and, with the exception of Mr. Oppenheimer, treated them " without
gloves," so to speak.
On January 27th, Dr. William H. Von Swartwout
will lecture on " The Potency and Promis of
Modern Sci~nce."

The regular meeting of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association was held last Sunday in the Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second
street. Mr. Henry Rowley, secretary of the association, was the lec~urer. By the time he s:epped
forward to speak there was not a vacant seat in
the hall. Joseph Warwick, president of the association, presided. The lecture was on " Prophecy
and Miracle." "Like many other words used by
theologians, the word prophet," said Mr. Rowley,
"has been twisted into something it never meant
in ancient times. It originally meant a singer,
musician, seer, or one wise in divine things.
Abraham was called a prophet; so was Aaron, the
brother of Moses. A good idea of the original
usage of the word is given in 1 Sam. x, 5, 6." The
lecturer then read the various prophecies that are
supposed to refer to the coming of Christ, and
showed how the writers of the New Testament
had endeavored to make him the long-promised
messiah.
Mr. Rowley then took up the second part of his
lecture, "Miracle." He gave the different definitions of the word according to various theologians,
and answered each in a manner that elicited much
applause.
There were a number of critics, of whom Messrs
Sullivan, Hansen, and Bellows took the same ground
as the lecturer. It was in answering his adverse
critics that the lecturer's keen wit came into play.
Uberal Societies.
Next Sunday the.entire afternoon will be devoted
to
celebrating the birthday of Thomas Paine.
The meeting-room of the Manhattan Liberal
Club in Masonic Temple was well filled with an
attentiv audience Friday evening, January 20th, to
The Newark Liberal League held a very successlisten to a most interesting lecture by Henry ful meeting last Sun Jay afternoon at No. 177
Rowley, the question being, " Has Man a Soul~"
Halsey street. Mr. Bird, president of the League,
Owing to a death in the family, Miss E. Schach- was the principal speaker of the day. His subject
tel, the recording secretary, was unable to be pres- was " The Godly or the Godless." His critics
ent, and the reading of the minutes of the last were Mrs. Smith, Dr .. Wright, Mr. Walker, and Mr.
meeting was dispensed with. After several com- Gillen. The members of the League are activly enmunications had been read, the lecturer of the gaged in raising a fund for a larger and more
evening was introduced. Mr. Rowley had chosen commodious hall. Next Sunday afternoon the
a subject which.was calculated to excite consider- birthday of Thomas Paine will be celebrated with
able controversy from the fact that a large number appropriate ceremonies.
of Spiritualists were present. The lecturer dwelt
on the derivation of the word " soul" and its usage
at different periods. In primeval times, he said, To the Freethinkers in the State of Minnesota.
when a man could not explain a phenomenon of
In view of the approaching election of a United
nature he ascribed it to the· soul of nature, which States Senator in the above state, I addressed
he called god; in bygone ages the soul was to the an official letter to each candidate, asking for their
people the unknown quantity, the m, of life. particular views upon our principles and objects.
The pagan-Christian church accepted the doctrin
Among the questions asked were, their position
of a material soul only because the Christian fathers upon
believed that they must hav a material soul to
1. " The taxation of church property upon an
burn in a material hell. The church had not always equalitywith all other property."
taught that every man had an immortal soul. St.
2. "The keeping of our public schools absolutely
Augustine was the upholder of a doctrin that is at free from any and all religious influences."
the present day gaining considerable foothold
3. "The abrogation of all so-called 'Sunday laws'
among church people, i. e., that immortality is the and especially the repeal of the recent law closing
gift of God. Mr. Rowley then took up the subject the World's Fair on that day."
of consciousness and thought and argued
Among the answers that I hav received from the
from an empirical point of view. He quoted and c!l'ndidates is the following:
dwelt at some length on the doctrin of Locke :
MINNEAPOLis, MINN., Dec. 31, 1892.
" Nihil est in intellectu quod non prius fuerit in
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Secretary Freethought Fedsensu." Curiously enough not one of the lectur- eration of America, Chicago, Ill., .lrfy Dear Sir: Yours
er's critics thought of retorting with the epigram from Spokane, Wash., under date of 26th inst., is at
of Leibnitz, "Nisi intellectus ipse," so well expli- hand, and I hasten to :reply.
I am a candidate for the United States Senate it is
cated by Kant. Mr. Rowley closed his lecture ofIfa party
so largely in the minority that there is not the
with an eloquent appeal to those of his audience remotest prospect of an election; but' nevertheless I am
who had found salvation in a truer and better light, pleased to avail myself of the opportunity your letter
to teach the less fortunate that there is no soul offers to testify to the 'faith that is in me regarding the
.
.
touched upon by your ques~ons.
and that it is their duty to do whatever they can to matters
First I am not in favor of '' puttmg God m the Conbetter themselvs on this earth and not, at the cost stitutio~," am irrevocably opposed to uniting church and
of their present happiness, prepare themselvs for state.
Second I can see no good reason why church property
some place which they know nothing about because
should n~t he taxed: in fact I am in favor of taxing all
it does not exist.
property, in which event the per cent of taxation would
The first critic was Mr. Wilson McDonald, be so small that taxes would not be burdensome to the
second vice-president of the club. He is one of poorest church society.
Third, I am in favor of absolutely non-sectarian
the oldest members of the club and is an enthusil'b .
.
astic Agnostic Spiritualist. Mr. McDonald said he schools.
Four The World's Fair, public 1 rar1es, art ga11enes,
believed there were souls because he had often re- parks ftelds and woods should be open to the public on
ceived communications from the souls of his friends Sund~ys an'd the world's toilers should be encouragedvisit them on that day.
who had departed this life. Mr. Wilson was the even helped-to
Very respectfully yours,
S. M. OWEN.
next critic. He said that he believed there was a
In
view
of
the
above
statement
so
definit and
hereafter, because he had noticed that all those who
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clear one cannot help being struck with admiration at the candor of the writer.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
How slowly, as a consequence of its dependence,
the conception of causation evolves, a glance at the
evidence shows. We hear with surprise of the
savage who, falling down a precipice, ascribes the
failure of his foothold to a malicious demon; and
we siD.il.e at the kindred notion of the ancient
Greek, that his death was prevented by a goddess
who unfastened for him the thong of the helmet by
which his enemy was dragging him. But daily,
without surprise, we hear men who describe themselva as saved from shipwreck by " divine interposition," who speak of having" providentially" missed
a train which met with a fatal disaster, and who
call it a "mercy" to hav escaped injury from a
falling chimney-pot-men who, in such cases, recognize physical causation no more than do the uncivilized. The Veddah who thinks that failure to
hit an animal with his arrow resulted from inadequate invocation of an ancestral spirit, and the
Christian priest who says prayers over a sick man
in the expectation that the course of his disease will
be so stayed, differ only in respect of the agent
from whom they expect supernatural aid and the
phenomena to be altered by him: the necessary relations among causes and effects are tacitly ignored
by the last as much as by the first. Deficient belief in causation is, indeed, exemplified even in those
whose disciplin has been specially fitted to generate
this belief-even in men of science. For a generation after geologists had become nniformitarians in
geology, they remained catastrophists in biology ;
while recognizing none but natural agen<,~ies in the
genesis of the earth's crust, they ascribed to supernatural agency the genesis of the organisms on its
surface. Nay more-among those who are convinced that living things in general hav been
evolved by the continued interaction of forces everywhere operating, there are some who make an
exception of man, or who, if they admit that ·his
body has bee~ evolved in the same manner as the
bodies of other creatures, allege that his mind has
been not evolved but specially created. If, then,
universal aud necessary causation is only now approaching full recognition, even by those whose investigations are daily reillustrating it, we may expect to find it very little recognized among men at
large, whose culture has not been calculated to impress them with it, and we may expect to find it
least recognized by them in respect of those classes
of phenomena amid which, in consequence of their
complexity, causation is most difficult to trace-the
psychical, the social, the moral.-IIerbert Spencer.

Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Silverton..!.. Ore .... Feb.
1 El Monte, Cal. Mar.
1
Barlo'!t ure....... "
8-5 Santa Ana,
" "
5
Grass valley, Cal "
8, 9 San Pasqua!, " "
6-8
San Jose,
" " 12-14 Tucson, Ariz....... " 23-26
Selma,
" " 16, 17 Albu<Juerque, N.M."
31
Merced,
" "
19
'
" April 1, 2
Sava.na.h,
" "
27 Trinidad, Col...... "
4-7
El Monte,
" "
28 Leadville, " ...... " 10-12
He will return via Arizona New Mexico, Colorado,
Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those sta-tes desiring
lectures should address him at 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill.
J. E. REMSBURG will start East early in January. His
list of appointments, as far as arranged, is as follows:
Findlay, O.......... Jan.30, 31 Worcester, Mass.. Feb. 12
"
" .......... Feb.
1 Cotuit, Mass....... "
13
Cleveland, 0.. ...... "
2 Osterville, Mass... "
14
East Otto N. Y... "
B Manchester, Conn "
15
Newark, k Y...... "
4 Bristol, Conn....... "
16
Constantia, N.Y.. "
5 New Yor!rJ N. Y... "
17
De Ruyter, N.Y. "
6 Orange, .N. J ....... "
18
Glens Fall~~ N. Y. "
7-9 Newarki N.J....... "
19
Saratoga, .N. Y.... "
10 Philade phia, Pa., "
19
Hartfor<!_.. Conn... ...
11 Lebanon, Pa ....... "
20
Boston, Mass....... "

12 Washington, D. C. "

21

Appointments to be filled on his way West will be announced later.
W. S. BELL's lectures: Waterloo, Ind., January 25th
and 26th; North Baltimore, 0., January l27th; Dayton,
0., January 28th; Cincinnati, 0., January 29th; Gillespieville, 0., January 30th and 31st; Middlefield, 0.,
February let and 2d; Ferndale, 0., February 3d; Pittsburgh, Pa., February 5th; Philadelphia, Pa., l!'ebruary
12th; Boston, Mass., February 19th. He is open for engagements to lecture on his return to Chicago during
February and March.
THE Newark Liberal League will observe the fifteenth
anniversary of its formation and the birthday of Thomas
Paineatthesame time. Mr. Henry Rowley, of Brooklyn,
will lecture on ''Thomas Paine, His Life and Work."
THE Liberal League holds sessions at Industrial Hall,
Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:30
and 7:30P.M. On January 29th, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam
will deliver the Paine celebratio~ oration. Lectures an4 ·
debatee.
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ways of godliness, 'actions of kindness and
love. He took the Bible for his rule of
faith and practice. People thonght and
still think that from the inspired word
Let the Good Work Go On.
could come no lies. From the doctrin of
DEL NoRTE, CoL., Jan. 7, 1893.
This Missionary lias Lit On Peculiarly
love could spring no fires of hate. In
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5,
Obdurate Heathen.
this they are wrong. · "To speak the truth
for which send the following books. Let
against the lies inspired places God's
CoNCORDIA, KAN., Jan 9, 1893.
the good work go on. 1 am,
temple in danger of destruction from
MR. EDITOR: I will send you a few
Yo.urs for Truth and Liberty,
God's people. To differ on points of
names of gentlemen whom I know to be
. M:Rs. M. A. JERoME.
superstition has in the past been a
rather Liberal-min~ed, to whom you may
perilous undertaking.
Monopolists of
send salllille copiPs. I hav been trying to
Back Numbers Furnished.
Vice and corruption, priests were zealous
get some new subscribers, but hav failed
GARNET, RAN., Jan. 9, 1893.
in the enforcement of the tenet "unquesso far. I believe I liv in one of the worst
MR. EDITOR: As I hav, with very few creed-bound neighborhoods on earth.
tioned obedience." To think was a crime;
exceptions, the unbroken files of THE. We hav all the different religions imto reason, blasphemy.
TRUTH SEEKER for ten or twelve years ·aginable, from the Presbyterian up to the
The Christian may disavow the doctrin
back, I will send to anyone wanting single Latter Day Saints'. About ninety-nine
of plurality .of wives. In this is he not an
copies if they will remit return postage per cent of the people look as if they were in
Infidel? Can the teachings of an unchangand two-cent stamp for my trouble; or if the last stage of dyspepsia, so . you see
ing God be altered? Can God correct his
more than one copy is wanted, at the rate they are rather a tough set to tackle with
own work? Can he correct himself? If a
of three for two two-cent stamps and post- THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially with lfeathing was right in Genesis, why should it
age. I will supply almost any numqer ton's finishing touch. I hav a round-up
be wrong in Revelation? Christians of
wanted within the time before mentioned now and then, but I am going to keep "at
to-day condemn human slavery, yet the
to the person applying personally or ad- 'em."
God who said "Love thy neighbor as thydressing Box 190, Garnet, Kan.
self" commanded the enslavement of an
I hav been taking your paper for sevVery respectfully,
CHARLES GREGG.
unfortunate people. For what reason? A
er!tl years, and could not get along withboy laughed at the frolics of a drunken
out
it.
I
like
its
present
management
as
The Preacher Looked for Ingersoll
well as the past. I fully indorse Mr. Impassioned Appeal for Liberty and man and his posterity should bow beneath
First.
chains. Had Noah used his reason instead
. Charlesworth's suggestion with regard to
Truth.
ATLANTA, G.A., Jan. 10, 1893.
of wine would he hav been drunk?
the future success of the Freethonght
VERA CRuz, IND., Jan. 11, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 for
We are told that water can be no purer
Federation. I would like 'to hear from
1\fR.
EDIToR:
Longer
neglect
may
be
a
which send me the herein-named books.
than
its fountain; yet the water of life,
others
on
the
same.
Where
are
Uncle
crime, for why should we permit our
Atlanta is a much priest-ridden city. In
John Peck, Will S. Andres, ali d B. B. thoughts to lie dormant when all around spiritual life, issues from this receptacle
fact, I hav only been able to find two outAnderson? I hope they hav not dropped us we see not only the weeds of super- of corruption. There is no doubt that the
spoken Freethinkers since I came to this
out for good. You may send me some of stitions error and folly thrive and blossom church is better now than a few hundred
place, two months ago. The Rev. Sam
the "Text-Book" pages.
but the deadly fruits felling our fellow- years ago. We admit this. For this imSmall preaches here, and has as large a
provement there must be a cause. Is the
Yours for Liberty,
beings on the right and left?
turnout as do the operas. I went to hear
cause of improvement in the church? No.
J. L. BowLING.
Winter
time
is
revival
time.
During
a
him a few nights ago, but he disgusted
short time here under my immediate ob- The creeds are as dangerous as ever. It
me so that I hav not gone back again. He
A. Bible Bungle.
servations two victims from an overdose is man that has improved. The few brave
attacked Colonel Ingersoll's doctrin, but
NEOLA,
IA.,
Jan.
11,
1893.
of religion were handcuffed and dragged souls who lifted their voices in behalf of
looked all over the house first to see that
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the to the insane asylum at Richmond, Ind., man, of the rights of man, are the source
the colonel was not listening. I would
of this improvement. Such men as Volhav given a half a cent, and a dollar to second ropy of THE TRUTH SEEKER through as raving maniacs. Such results are almost
the
agency
of
Mr.
E.
0.
Howard
and
am
unbearable to an intelligent Freethinker. I· taire, Hugo, Paine, and our own brave
boot, if Ingersoll had been in the audipatiently
waiting
for·the
next.
I
gave
one
feel
it to be a duty to address our legisla- Ingersoll whom the church would gladly
ence to pull him down a little. Wishing
to
a
£riend
who
is
a
firm
adherent
to
the
ture
not only for investigation but for a f'xile to climates warm, hav brought about ·
the Editor and readers of THE TRUTH
consecrated
wafer
doctrin.
remedy,
especially since the whole flock, this change; As men advance along the
SEEKim a Happy New Year,
Now,
I
hav
a
problem
from
the
Bible
and asses, seem disposed to pathway of truth they will find it solid
sheep,
goats,
Yours for freedom,
underfoot and well lit by the torch of
s. B. PRICE. (devil's encyclopedia of crimes) that I wish conceal the real cause of the shocking con- reason.
Supersti.tion's dark and marshy
ta submit to any pulpit-pounder, amen dition of the victims.
man, or sanctified yelper. In 2 Chron.
"I hav known deeper wrongs. I that way for want of travelers must be closed,
Considerateness in Argument.
xxi, 20, we find the following: "Thirty speak to you'' see daily our dear youths, and in time will pass from out the memory
GRATTAN, Mwu., Jan. 10, 1893.
JOSEPH REILLY,
and
two years old was he when he began bright-eyed boys and girls with tender, of man.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just read in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of the 7th inst. your edi- to reign, and he reigned in J ernsalem eight giant little intellects and hearts pure and
Obituary.
torial, ''The Design Argument,'' and am years and departed without being desired simple, utterly robbed of reason, and the
DECATUR, ILL., Dec. 23, 1892.
constrained to congratulate yon on the Howbeit they buried him in the city of fangs of credulity gradually fastened upon
MR. EDITOR: Maurice D. Leahy is dead.
spirit, tone, and temper, as well as ability, David but not in the sepulchers of the them. And when reason begins to dawn
it manifests. Also I send my esteem to kings." In the succeeding chapter we find within them they are informed that they This announcement can bring joy to no
Mr. Anderson for his "Please think care- these words: "And the inhabitants of are all too ntterly depraved by nature to breast-it must bring sorrow to the hearts
fully on my mental difficulty and help me Jerusalem made Ahaziah his youngest son understand the things pertaining to their of all true Liberals who hav heard his
out of it, my brother, if yon see the way king in his stead, for the band of men that best interest. By the time they are cate- name and fame. There ~as no paseness
out yourself.'' Let us all try to help each came with the Arabians to the camp had chi.Bed they are prepared to seek out a in his nature; every thought was pure and
other to reason together in that spirit and slain all the eldest. So Ahaziah the son mental thralldom, willing to crush down ennobling. He was the most unselfish
yon may do much in that way for the of J ehoram king of Judah reigned. Forty any thought of doubt regarding the ab- man I ever met. And, while ambitions,
cause of Liberal Freethonght. Dming and two years old was he when he began surd creeds they had instilled during the his ambition was of tbe kind which seeks
to promote the welfare of all mankind
the past year I think there has heen a to reign." By an inspection of history prime period of development.
Hence the selfish tendency of govern- without thought of personal advantage.
marked improvement in THE TRUTH we find the son was crowned the same
SEEronRin that respect~ Arguments should year in which his father died. Thirty-two ments, the disregard of the sacredness of Conscious of his own power, comprehendbe strong and forcible, but may be more years, a.ge of father at coronation, plus life, the cruelty in society and in the ing the weakness of others, 'he valiantly
led them onward to intellectual warfare,
effectual if clothed in language that draws eight, length of reign, would make him homes.
A religion that claims for its author glorying not in the struggle except for the
opponents to us rather than repels, by forty at death. But the same year this
friendly words of truth and soberness. king's snn was forty-two! Intelligent blood and tyranny and eternal punish- fruits it promised-" Universal Mental
"A little word in kindness spoken," etc., young man-two years older than his dad, ment could not be expected to bring any- Liberty!"
and the youngest, too! Now, if the young- thing but such deplorable results.
Truth, right, honesty, and virtue were
is the better way.
CoNVERSE CLoSE.
Lovers of justice, truth, and liberty, words of meaning to him; falsehood;
est son in this remarkable family was two
years older than his papa, how much older who hav at heart the elevation and happi- wrong, dishonesty, and immorality reHere Is a Pleasant Mountain Breeze.
than the old man were the other kids who ness of the human race, let us earnestly ceiVing no countenance at his hands. He
BoDm, CAL., Jan. 10, 1893.
were slain? Many times when solicited but winningly expose the errors which
Mn. EDIToR: We liv, move, and hav a by my pupils to demonstrate a problem I surround us. Let us consider that this lived above his fellows, yet kindly sought
to lift them to his plane. His· conception
being in the Golden state, nine thousand
think of referring them to Jas. i, 5. How- monstrosity is supported by money, the of life and its duties was of the highest
feet above the sea level in a mining town
ever, some of them might turn the tables ruler of the world, in the churches from possible order, and it required no special
on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada
on me and as a refutation refer me to the high carnival to the penny-,box to relieve effort on his part to liv up to his ideal.
mountains. And as you will see by the
first part of thelastsen'enceofJer. xv, 18. the rich of their surplus and to rob the
While naturally oggressiv, he also posfollowing list of Freethinkers, we read
With success to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I poor of their hard earnings.
sessed a sound judgment and acted with
and digest in our brain both ancient
When, oh, when will the people permit calmness and deliberation, showing suffiam, Respectfully,
J. THOMPSON,
and modern writers, and hav decided that
the wool of blindness to be drawn from cient conservatism to insure practicaNature is our only true Good. Disobey
their enslaved vision?
Nature's laws and we here on this earth Will Never Expect Sense in Sermons · Let us liv pure lives to the best of our bility. Politically, he was a worshiper of
Again.
Jefferson, and an admirer of Cleveland,
suffer the _penalty. Other life we know
knowledge, and truth in our hands shall whose famou'l tariff message he styled
NEwToN, IA., Jan. 12, 1893.
naught of. However that may be when
MR. EmToR: As I never see any account triumph. The next time I write I shall "Our Second Declaration of Independwe quit. this life, we are prepared for what
say something. Yours for Freethought,
ence." The able poem bearing this name
there is to be .. Nature is our dictator and in your paper of what is going on in this
J. J. M. MILLER,
part
of
the
Lord's
vineyard,
I
thought
I
appeared in the Cairo Bulletin of Nov. 22,
guardian. Honor is a true principle,
1891, and may hav helped to secure the
virtue its guidance. We all hav a Bible would let you know we hav fourteen shops
and all read it the same as other history. from which the gospel is retailed. There Polygamy, and Other Vileness of the nomination of Cleveland for the campaign
Bible.
of 1892, as it was widely quoted and fired
Our. mountains are full of Freethinkers. is a good deal of competition for the trade
ST. Lours, Mo., Jan. 18, 1893.
the Cleveland heart. Professor Leahy
Some are ca)ltions and will not express of the town, which contains three thouAN EX-CHRISTIAN TO THE READERS OF was an earnest, eloquent speaker, a brilltheir views on religion or politics for fear sand people. We do not hav to wait six
of o:ffending and losing the frie~dship of mOnths before we are members in good THE TRUTH SEEKER: In the December 4th iant writer, and combined the elements of
some one in position or their patronage in stimding. After declaring our intention issue of the St. Louis Globe· Democrat is poet, philanthropiat, philosopher, and
of becoming such, they ask us to join an account of Mormonism, by Mrs. Pratt, state~man. Had he lived a few years
trade.
Would that we could hav a good Lib- in with them regardless of our belief. a sufferer and a victim. When listening longer doubtless his voice would hav heeD.
eral talker with us to lecture two or three All that we need to do is to go to church, to the teachings of Joseph Smith she he~trd in Congress. His highly sympaevenings and spread the facts before ue pay the prencher, and hav all the fun out thought she heard the voice of a prophet thetic nature made him the friend of the
like a map, But theD. we are 110 isolated of the church sociables we can get. They divine, a man chosen of the Lord, with oppressed, aD.d with voice and peD. he
from the regular thoroughfare that it
would be a hardship for a good lecturer to
call on us. We are happy in our belief
and pity the hypocrit. N.J. SALISBURY.

w·.

sometimes preach a sermon in which the
most radical would find very little to object to. Such sermons are sops thrown
out to catch Freethinkers. I am sorry to
say that they hav drawn quite a number
of professed Liherals in. I listen<>d to
one of these sermons and was so well satisfied I could not help congratulating the
preacher. I hav been several times since,
'expectjng tp hear some more of the same
kind, but every time hav been disappointed, so I hav come to the conclusion
that life is too short and.time too precious
to be thrown away in listening to them.
We had Franklin Steiner, Jrom Des
Moines, Sunday, the 8th, who gave two
lectures to small but very appreciativ audiences. He is quite a young man, of good
address, an interesting speaker, well able
to present the objections that Secularists
take to the Christian religion. He should
be eucouraged by all Freethinkers.
With regard to the management of the
paper I am well satisfied, and hoping that
you will soon be released from your
financial strait, I remain,
Yours truly,
A. WAnswORTH.

·=s
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pleaded their cause, appealing to the better
judgment of men. To him it did not
seem fitting that such a high civilization
as ours should breed and foster abject
poverty and want.
After leaving Liberal, which he had
helped to fo'und, he became president of
the Business College of Hutchinson, Kan.;
later accepted a chair in the faculty of the
college at Great Bend, Kan., and still
later the principalship of the high school
at Cairo, Ill., and with th" close of this
year there his life-work ceased. In all of
these places he had served with credit and
honor and greatly endeared himself to
those with whom he came in contact.
Last Fourth of July Prof. M. D. Leahy
was my guest and for the last time,
Bronchial •.catarrh soon claimed him for
its victim, and, after monthR of suffering
he sleeps in the public cPmetery at Osag~
Mission, Kan., where loving hands laid
him with appropriate ceremoniPs. He
died Sept. 27, 1892,. aged twenty-seven
years: seven mo~ths, and nineteen days.
He died a Freethmker.. In his death we
lose an ideal man, but his example will
not be lost, and his words, whether by
tongue or pen, willliv forever.
W. S. ALLISON.

m~rly we said the fluid in his followers'
vems was vitriol, but we never undertook
to define what his was, though we never
for a moment supposed it was anything
so harmless as water. Had we been compelled to answer, probably we might hav
said it was something of a very combustible nature.
·In conclusion we will add, should any
of our friends receive similar communications, however vague, we implore them
not to treat the matter lightly, for the
safet;y and welfare of our bodies, if not
our Immortal souls, may depend on our
keeping out of. sight. We remain, your
much honored and thoroughly frightened
friend,
HERRIBSA MARIE CRYDER.

A Product of Religion.

ELSINORE, C.AL., Jan. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITqR: During the' past week I
had occasion to visit the city of San Diego,
and Tuesday morning I was awakened by
the unearthly moanings and miseries of
an unfortunate young lady who had
become suddenly insane at the hotel
during the night. Upon investigation I
found she had been attending some meetings in connection with a Presbyterian
Young People's Christian Endeavor convention.
Communication from Christ.
The statement made by the press that she
GILLESPIEVILLE, 0., Dec. 17, 1892.
had attended a Spiritual meeting was inDEAR MR. EDITOR, TRUTH SEEKER tended to shield the guilty parties who
FRIENDS, AND ALL WHoM IT MAY CoN- worked the "overflow " business, and
OERN : We desire to apprise you of the who, while they are Perhaps no wone
honor recently conferred upon us. Indi- than Spiritualists, nevertheless occur in
vidual honors are generally of but little larger numbers at San Diego, and hence
importance to the public ; but we con- throw the blame on the weaker party by
sider this to be of importance to the whole virtue of their heavenly father's political
world. Previously we were quite obscure influence in the "City of Bay-andand unknown; but as great honors and Climate."
great mysteries always descend to the
The meetings held each evening were
lowly, it is not strange .that we should be called '' overflow meetings," and this sad
so exalted above our fellows. This honor case was a portion of the overflow aforecomes in the form of a miracle 1 as usual said. It seems that this young girl had
although it is well authenticated that sine~ been led astray and seduced by a promiChrist's time there hav been no miracles. nent follower of the example set by "our
Nevertheless, we hav received a letter savior " when he used to make those sudfrom Jesus Christ purporting to hav been den and unexpected historical pilgrimages
written and posted at New York city. At across country from Jerusalem to Jericho
least, we hav received one sci signed as in company with the Marys and Marthas
described in my husband's letter in THE and the devil of holy remembrance. When
TRUTH SEEKER of the 7th.
this sanctified cuss found out how matters
Now, friends, look to yourselvs. Pre- were he at once hastened to make one of
viously we hav always had a· great desire those forced marches, and is now doubtto visit the metropolis of our country, but less preaching the gospel and following
please excuse us at present. You could the example of his distinguished predenot now hire us to come within a hundred cessor in some remote part of Washingleagues. of your much-honored ~ity. We ton. When he had disappeared the urifeel for you, friends; but we are very fortunate ~irl could only find comfort and
thankful we cannot reach you. We sup- solace in the company of the heavenly
pose this to be the second advent of the protector of whom she had heard so much
messiah. In wHat guise he bas made his favorable report, through the medium of
appearance, this time, we know not.
these "overflow" meetings where she was
Look about you, friends, and discover continually reassured that "all things
whether or not you hav recently had any are possible with God," and that "his
miraculous conceptions among you. It ways are not as our ways," which latter
is our opinion you hav, and this savior is she has only found out to her shame at
like Kallikrates, who died and after two the sacrifice of her reason, her property,
thousand years was born again,
and her virtue.
During all that day
It. is so long since the first advent of until night it became my duty as a human
Jesus Christ, that what his promises were being to protect her life against her own
for the 11econd is in our mind a little hands, While the neces~ary red tape was
vague. However, it will not tax our being measured off so that she might rememories much to recall what the first ceive the needed care and accommodations
brought. He says, "Suppose ye I am at the county hospital, and during all of
come to giv peace on earth? I tell ye which time not one solitary ministering
nay; but rather division" (Luke xii, 51). angel or professor of the sustaining re"For I am come to set a man at variance ligion of Jesus Christ and him crucified
with his father, and a daughter against put in an appearance.· Of all the hearther motller, and a daughter-in-law against rending, pity-inspiring scenes I hav ever
her mother-in-law" (Matt. x, 34). "And witnessed this was the most wretchedly
the brother shall deliver the brother up to piteous. Having given her confidence to
death, and the father the child, and the a man on account of his supposed comchildren shall rise up against their par- panionship with God, she had been led
ents and cause them to be put to astray, betrayed, deserted, and had
death" (Matt. x, 21). "Think not that I fallen. In the excitement an(i exorbitant
am come to send peace on earth. I come statements and promises of a series of
not to send peace on earth, but a sword " "overflow meetini(B" is it any wonder she
(Matt, x, 34). "He that hath no sword went crazy when these promises were not
let him sell his garment and buy one " realized? Often in ber frenzy she would
(Luke xxii, 36). Jesus also spoke of those mistake me for he.r heavenly father, which
who did not believe his teachings as fools, of course I strenuously denied, and, fallhyp()crits, vipers, etc. Now, friends, we ing upon her knees, implore my forgivrepeat, look to yourselvs; for we fear you ness, which I could not deny, asking me
may be in. danger of hell-fire and damna- to take her to heaven at once away from
tion: Think of the pent-up wrath of God, the world of friends who had deserted her
that has been gathering, like a tempest, in her hour of need. Sometimes, in ocmight !tnd strength throughout the ages, casions of more rational moments, she
about. to burst over your defenseless would imagin that I was the devil, when
heads. He must in that time hav laid up she would crouch down like a frightened
many a grudge against you. Further- animal and emit the most hellish, earmore, he informs us that the fluid in his splitting shrieks ever described by those
yeins if! uot water but blood. Now, for- pious partners of God, Milton and Da:ute,

in their lurid pen· portraits of portions
of the accommodation below preprtred for
those who refuse to believe it.
B~1t to make a long story short, l succeeded in convincing her that God had
sent me for her-being thus compelled at
last to use one of his infernal deceptionsand succeeded in removing her to quarters
where Infidelfl could administer the kindness of humanity.
If you think I refrained from unbosoming an;~- of my thoughts on the ''beauty
and power of religion" that evening, for
fear of hurting the tender feelings of
any dear religious soul who now rushed
in to offer aEsistance, and information to
newspaper reporters, you are mistaken and
do not know me as well as some of my
pious neighbors do.
F. H. HEALD.

Eloquent Portraiture of the Clmrcli.
BRADFORD, PA., Jan. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: It does me an immeuee
lot of good to learn that the New
York presbytery at last, after a very
lengthy investigation in which no stone
has been left unturned to convict Professor Briggs of heresy, has, to its eternal
honor, sided in with the professor who in
his iraugural address claimed that t.here
are errors in holy writ; that Moses ilid
not write the first five books in the Bible,
known as the Pentateuch; that Isaiah
wrote but few, if any, of the manuscripts
in the book bearing his name. These fire
glorious admissions. These are what
the Infidels hav been contending fur
for many long years. For the8o same admissions thousands of the bra>est of the
human race hav been burnt at the stake,
torn asunder upbn the rack, stoned to
death in dungeons, lingeringly suJLred
and died in exile, met death uncler the
collar of torture, had their feet crushed in
iron boots-in short, suffered all the tortures of the fabled damned!
Just think of it, a presbytery in the
nineteenth century, and in New York city,
at that price has made the admiHsion that
l\foses was an impostor, and also his inspired friend Is doh. The Infidels hav
forced them to do these things. A presbytery in Detroit, Mich., not long ago
did away forever with infant damnation.
If we listen now very attentivly we can
hear John Calvin in his grAve groaning
that pious Presbyterian groan, and thumping the walls of hiB grave in Christian
fury and calling out in his religious insanity, "You infernal heretics, isn't that
what T taught you?" Ah, John, your
followers ht~.v slightly fallen away from
your harsh ideas, and they are to-day trying to make amends for your ignorance,
and the suffering antl misery you caused
by your infernal inflnenc,•, in the legacy
you left that part of the human race
who unfortunately happened to follow
you.
Thl're is yet an immense lot to be done
in the line of retribution. We ask now
that every other religion along with the
Presbyterian quit telling lies about Infidels, and giv them a little credit where it
belongs. Professor Briggs has, it is reported, quoted from the works of Thomas
Paine, which made up part of his memorable inaugural addres~. These things will
go down in history, and Thomas Paine
will reap the harvest of his great labors.
It will take some time to educate the
church, but these things must eventually
come. Ignorance cannot always predominate. The champions and their
creeds will be educated, for in the nature
of things this must needs come to pass.
We hav read with tears in our eyes of the
persecutions and murderings of all those
infernal dcgmas. We hav seen enc...-ugh
of the brute nature of man displnyed,
and we ask you Christian creeds and
champions one and all to make a.clmowledgment, giv back in an excuse (it is all
ye can giv) Bruno's ashes, with those of
Voltaire. Giv us back the burnt ashes
of tbe bones of Wycliff, that lay reposing
for forty years in the grave and were then
exhumed and burnt, to appeaEe the wrath
of your infernal God; You hyenaB, return
the ashes of John Huss, who was guaranteed all the protection necessary to go
from his home on a long journey to the
council of Constance, where you perfidious monsters put him to death.
Side with the Pre11byterians just for
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once, as far as making a truthful admission is concerned, and in good time the
Infidels will undoubtedly forgiv you for
the wrongs perpetrated against the human
rae~. I do not purpose to speak her"
concerning the five million human beings
that the Catholics hav in the years past
put to death with that most infernal of all
contrivances,· the Catholic Inquisition.
Go into France, Spain, Italy, Portugal,
England, and Scotland, and see the piles
of human bones that are to-day bleaching
and whitening beneath the sun and rain,
the results of the fierce hatred and bigotry
of the champions of Christianity. No
sane man can hav auy respect for dogmas
and creeds that caused so much human
woe as he reads of in the profane histories
of the world. Hemove the secular laws
and governments, and the Catholic church
would do all in its power to return the
human race back to chaos and eldest
night. In a couple of centuries bigoted
and ignorant priests, popes, and the like
would again be taking it upon themselvs
to burn, slay, and crucify the populace for
t.he glory of their God, the most infernal
of all the monsters ever conceived by the
imagination of man.
Since I hav read the histories of the
largest number of the Christian sects aud
hav seen what the race has suffered in the
long night, I hav concluded 1 would do
what little I can against the further influence of ecclesiastlCiBm, with its begging
and loafiug army of useless ministers.
We hav, I pre8ume, about one hundred
thousand idlers in the ~hape of priests,
ministerd, parson~:~, etc , In this cvuntry
alone, who Jiv on the wages. of the underpaid toiling, suffering, ignorant millions,
going nbuut in fine raiment, and from
their pulpits on ~undays telling their congregation~ to ''take no thought for the
morrow," to "consider the lilies of
the field," prey their mite into the
contribution-box and support their pastor, rmd if they don't receive their rewards
hero they will hereafter. Here in our
own town the Ctttholics are building a
$30,000 edifice, nnd every male and female member of that absurd sect ha:; been
told by their sky-pilot they must contribute $500 by all means and manners toward its completion. ~ee the vast sums
of money that are expended the world
over w foolishly. Suppose this wonderful wealth wns appli:ed to the education of
the people I It would bc only a little
while, cumnarativly speaking, until people would get the fear out of their hearts
of an eternal punishment. It is a que£tion of educated intellect. When the
human race gets the means and opportunities to this end, then the bloated vampit-cs that hav been fed, I may say, on the
heart's blood of the community will hav to
get down, and perhapl:l will hav to go to digging ditches to get enough to sustain life.
This latter will after all be a higher position, considering the one they left. It is a
question in my mind if they·know enough
of other vocations to take them and bring
out the desired results. In all the history
I hav ever read I hav not as yet seen
where one of those idlers bas invented
anything of use. Not one single invention is credited to t.he entire ho&t of them,
save those in~>truments of torture whereby
millions hu.v suffered all the agonies of
the mythological damned.
The theological star is setting. Across
the barren fields of ·the cruel past I see
its lingering ray fast fading out of the sight
of people of common sense. ·nut we still
hear the sorrowful moans of the widows
and the painful cry of the orphans of its
cruel, unrelenting, and tyrannical sway.
The men and women of common sense
will soon be called upon to erect its monument, and write it a suitable epitaph,
Whomsoever amongst us then livmg this
ttt~k will fall to, we hav no doubt it will
hav justice done it. If the burning tears
shed from ftar of it could be accumulated, or if it were possible to gather all
tho blood that has been shed in its name,
together in one vast reservoir, we should
hav a body of fluid sutlicient to float the
pope of Home from the Vatican to New
York city in a boat as large as tlle Gr.;at
Eastern.
I hav been told lately that I hav g-iven
up my heretical ideas. '!'his looks It
dcesn't it? I shall giv them up with my
last breath if shown I am wrong. This Id
not likely. A Happy New Year!

,

J AS.
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXON, Fall malia," '' Reptils and Birds," '' Ocean
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- World," "Vegetable World," "World
Before the Deluge."
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
" Between the d&rk and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dJ!.y's occnP.ations
That is known a.s the Children s Hour."

Emblematic.
The six-sided cube for an emblem of.trnth,
solid and true, is easy to measure;
For the side that is down, one need never frown,
And to turn it to view e'er is a pleasure.

~ ISo

Mem:phts., Tex.

To~ldncate

r

U. J.

the Children.

DEAR MISS WIXoN: Allow me to call the
attention of the readers of that very important part of Tim TRUTH SEEKER, the
Children's Corner, to a handsomely bound
and printed book of one hundred and ten
pages called "Truth in Fiction," written
by the editor of the Open Oourt, Dr. Paul
Carus, and published, price $1, at the
office of the paper last mentioned, 169 to
175 Ln. Salle street, Chicago. I welcome
this book, because all that is needed to giv
ou(lview(~ the victory is to make them
widely known ; and one way to do this is
to take advantage of the relish of all children, even grown-up ones, for romance.
The volume contains twelve tales, and
begins by telling how an Indian girl
offered up her life to abolish the oustom
of sacrificing maidens to the Great Spirit
by making them float in the " canoe of
death" over Niagara falls. Then we hav
a fable about a convention of the animals,
who try in vain to agree on who is the
greatest and noblest. This title, however,
is fairly claimed, says Dr. Carus, by the
man; for he has established his dominion
over other animals by making his mind
'' an image of the laws of nature." To the
same effect is the story called "The Clock
or the Watches." There was once a
church which had on its steeple a clock
which people supposed to hav been made
by a mysterious person who was named
Time, and had to be always spoken of and
written about with capitals. The clock
went so badly that: some people ventured to
make watches for themselvs, according to
rules laid down in a very old book supposed to hav been written by old Time
himself. The strife between the believers
in the clock and the believers in watches was
very bloody three hundred years ago, and
has not yet been quite made up. So many
mistakes are now known to exist in clock,
watches, and almanac-church, consciences, and Bible-that we need a still
higher authority than any of the three.
This best of guides is science.
He never leads us astray, but it is by no
means easy to find out what path he
wishes us to take. I am glad to find the
readers of this column unlearning theology
so readily; but I hope they will excuse
one suggestion.
Unlearning theology
does not necessarily mean learning science.
Error ought to be rejected anyway; but
how much we gain by rejecting theology
depends entirely on what we put in its
place. Truth does not come cheap to
anybody, but demands much study, careful observation of the facts around us,
and just appreciation .of what has been
observed and thought out by others.
Scientific habits of thought are not to be
formed by merely wishing for them, but
need a great deal of mental disciplin.
This is best given by making observations and experiments for one's self systematically; but valuable help toward beginning and keeping up such a course of
diEciplin may be gained by reading scientific books and magazines. I venture to
add a list of some which may be found
interesting and useful by boys and girls
in the high school. Many other books
might be mentioned:
Agassiz, '' Journey to Brazil."
Broderik, ''ZoOlogical Recreations."
Buckley, Miss Arabella, "Fairy Land
of Science," "Life and Her Children,"
'' Through Magic Glasses."
Darwin, "Descent of Man," "Voyage
of the Beagle," "Life of Darwin," by
Darwin.
Draper, "Conflict of Science and Reigion."

Fiske, "Darwinism," "Excursions of an
Evolutionist," "Myths and Mythmakers."
Gosse, ''Evenings at the Microscope,"
"Introduction to ZoOlogy," "Letters
from Alabama," '' Ocean," "Romance of
Natural History."
Haeckel, " History of Creation" (rather
difficult), "Visit to Ceylon."
Holder, "Along the :.r1orida Reef."
Humboldt, "Views of Nature."
Huxley, "American Addresses," "Lay
Sermons," ''Man's Place in Nature."
Lubbock, "Beauties of Nature."
Miller, Hugh, "Cruise of the Betsy,"
"My Schools and Schoolmasters," "Old
Red Sandstone."
Mitchell, '' Popular Astronomy."
Peffer, "Boy's Playbook of Science."

Popular .Science Monthly.
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THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent one year
Tyndall, ''Fragments of Science."
Explanatory
notes compiled a.nd arranged by
$6 75 the late Jona.than M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
for
Wallace, ''Malay Archipelago."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ooncord, Jlciass.
F. M. HoLLAND,

Christianity a Fiction.

Corresponden_ce.
GRoVE, TEx., Jan. 11, 1893.
MISs WIXoN: This is the first time Ihav
written to the Corner. Papa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for two years. I like
to read the Children's Corner. I am ten
years old. The people in the village where
I liv are religious cranks; they say I will
go into torment forever and burn. I will
close for this time.
A friend of the Freethinkers,
LALm BRADLEY.
KENT, 0., Jan.12, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN : This is my first
letter to the Corner. My stepfather takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am thirteen
years old. We liv on a farm near Brady
lake, where there is a large summer resort. On Sundays they hav Spiritualist
meetings. I hav never been to one, but
I go to the picnics. I go to school, and
study reading, grammar, spelling, physiology and hygiene, geography, and arithmetic. I go to Sunday-school, but not
for religion. There are not many Freethinkers around here. If this escapes the
wastebasket, and I see it in print, I will
write again. Please correct mistakes.
RAY NICHOLS.
Yours, a Liberal,
Box BuTTE, NEB., Jan, 4,1893.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am eleven years
old. I go to echool and study reading,
spelling, arithmetic, geography, physiology, writing, and drawing. I hav two
sisters and two brothers. My mamma
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. Papa reads it,
but would not take it if it were not for
mamma. We like to read the Children's
Co.rner. We hav the "Story Hour."
There are no Freethinkers here but us.
I spoke a short sermon Christmas eve
that you published in the Children's
Corner. Your friend, CAMMI SAULTS.
P.S.-I am glad you returned safe from
your trip across the ocean.
C. S.
[We hope Cammi will write again,-En.
C. C.]
PENNSBOROUGH, W. VA., Jan. 1, 1893.
DEAR MADAM: This is my second letter
to the Corner. It is a pleasure to me to
read the letters, especially. We hav taken
THE TRUTH S:ilEKER for only two years.
The Methodist revival has just closed.
Six were converted. There are people
here who steal, cheat, gamble, and
lie, go to the ''mourner's bench" in the
winter, ~nd the next year they will do the
same thing. The United Brethren revival will begin soon. The Brethren always hav a big time.
F<?r fear of making my letter too long,
I wtll close. I would like some of the
readers of the Corner to correspond with
me. I am correBponding with two boye.
Your Liberal friend,
FRANK CROMWELL.
P.S.-My address is Pennsborough,
Ritchie county, W.Va.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure.

BY W. R. GREG.
OomPl'IIM ID 1 To~. 1lllll.o,I99PP., fl.DO.

BOOl{S BY

ANEW WORK

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

ARTHUR B. MOSS 9

The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth, $1.
The Secret of the East; or, The' Origin
of the Christian Re.ligion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
Physical Education; oi:, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Or3JI,Ilism. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illns.trated by H. Faber. Cloth, $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SI::EKER,
28 Lafayette place, New·York.

FILE BINDERS.

BY

An thor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WJI.EELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnl:er
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER.

A

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS.

BEING
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
of the Results of Scientific Research
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on A Condensed Account
and Philosophical Criticism.
receipt of one dollar.
lay :elizabetl\ :a. :evall••
Paper. 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
~~INFIDELS

AND CHARITY."

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christia.n statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to m~et the calumny. Price,
fi cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address 'rHE TRUTH
Sl!:EUR, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology

By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-o-

Anctent Voices
.from the S:pirit
Realm <Zisclose the
most Sta!"tlin(l Revelations.
-0-

Provlng Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price, - - - - 1111.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
o:B, TBE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WID.ICOMBE,

:Philadelphia, P&.

Preface _.y R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

~

WAS

CHRIST

CHEAP EDITION.

Traveis in Faith.

BY CAI'T. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
lleing the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, pa.per, 25 cenia: eloth, 7ft cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the qnestioniiand the
decision aga.inst the scriptures &nd the C ristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEK..

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
- 25 cents.
Price,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Addr!lBS

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81. OR Y.
By Mns.. E.

:Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.

Prioe, $1.

J BALL.

Priee, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By RBV. G. T. Fox, M..A..
Pries, 15 oentll.
Address tkll omoe.

THE CASE AGAINST TME CNURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF
ARGtiMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
I'rl04l, oloth, w ow.,,

•
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HAND-BOOK

ROBER1" G.

OF

FREETH OUGHT.

INGERSOLL'S

By W. S. BELL.

WORKS.

Containing in condensed and systematized form 11
Vf\St amount ?f ,evi!fence against the superstitions doctrmes of Christ1aroty. As a book of reference and aid
to all .truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of su,bJects mak.es it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
.
Pai1lfl's "Age _of R~jason" It enable~ somebod:y m every vlllag!l tg ".comer the parson." Its wide
va.nety of su~Jects mclnde all the disputed pomts between Chnstuo.n1ty and Freethon_ght. Price,
$1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

'

--o--

'

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

~~A

Comprising The Gods, Humbuldt, Thomas Paine, In<lividna,lity•. HeretiOJI and Heresies.
Paper, 50 cents; cloUt, $1.

Digest of Science."

GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

THE DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ ANO MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respe<;tive Environments.

Including Tl;le G:host~, Liberty of Man, Wm~an, and Child; T4e De_claration of ln4epend·
ence, About Farmmg m Illinms, Speech Nommatmg James G Bhune for Presidency m 1876,
The. Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Past Hises Before Mo Like a Dream.
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 00 cents; cloth, $1.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Some Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, Tho Politicians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, '.rhnr"day, Ho Made the St».r• Al~o, Friday, Saturday, Let nH Make Man, Snnaay, The Necessity for a Good Memory, 'rhe Garden, 'l'he Fall,
Dampness, Bacchus and Babel, lhlith in Filth, '.rho Hebrews, The Plagues, The :I!' light, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Pavor, 50 cm1ts;
cloth, $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Ileing Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons bythA Bov. T. DoWitt Tulmage, of Brooklyn, to which Li added a Taimagian Catechism. Papor,liO cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, g1lt, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.

By J .A..:M:ES H. ALEXANDER.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. D. Reynolds at 1\foiTietown N.J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a on.se of this kind, and will be a motlel for tho bar so long
a.s tlie Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal aoumon i~ unsurpttssed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for"blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution 1s going
on th~S;arg_ument should be freelv circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occas10n. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
·

Qver 400 illustrations, 87 chapters; 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only $2.,-:>.
This wor"k endeavors ~o embrace the field covered by tJ10usands of books, such as those of ~he
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
:rlmple and direct form, with proper correspondenc_e be~ween them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of orgaroc bemgs.
Do !IOU tllfsh to be Well f1\(orme<l r

TREN BD~IE~O~~APTER OR l"EBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BmLE OF

It is entertaining as well as enli!ilhtening, and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature
-i. 11., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, f.B La.fayette Place, New York.

~

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED 1

Analyzes the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, an<l devotes a cluLpter
each to the Ca.th')lics,Episcopalutns, MethodistshPresbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and !Lnswers the question of the Christians as to what e proposes instead of Christiauity-~he religion of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

. THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon by Coloue; Ingorsoll, the heated replies of the ministors,
and Colonellngersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution,
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

[)y

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

fRffT HI NKfA S PIC TO AIAL T[ XT- 800Ka
1

A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick B. Condert, o.nd Ex-Governor
St9Wart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

185
WITH

Full-Page
lllustratioqs.

COPIOfJS

CITATIONS Of

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND
OF

OPINIONS SCHOLs
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
:DESIGNS BY WATSON IIESTOJ:P,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE lJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified aa follows:
18repr_esent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
"
The Church Robbing the People.
1
..
Thanksgiving.
11
"
Sabbath Laws.
H
"
Children and the Church.
JO
Woman and the Church.
6
"
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
"
Studies in Natural History_
1
"
The Bible and Science.
:15
..
The Clergy ~Lnd Their Flocks.
1
"
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
o&
..
The Atonement Scheme.
o&
The Lord and His Works.
• 1
Prayer.
10
i•
The Creeds.
1
"
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
5
••
MissiOnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Resulil
1
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
2
4
Ireland and the Church.
2
Church's Idea of Ci vi!ization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churoh.
II
Persecutions of the Church.
12
"
Some Allegories.
S
Heaven6
Hell.
Miscellaneous.
7

A.. most extraordinary publicd~o~. We venture t~e assertion tha~ nophing_like it h~ts ever be.
fore e.ppeared in this country, and It 11 very d<'Jnb>tfnl1f ~Ln_other one. like 1t will ~ver ~Lgam be pnb.
li.Bhed. We mnat give the Truth Seeker ComPany the credit .of I>._nttmg the book 1p th~ reach of all
At twice the price U would have been a OO:eap book. Art1st H!!ston ae ~ portra1t-pamte~,and d.e.
li~rUer ia a. wonderful sucoess and we judge from our own feelil).ll"B th,a.- near)y every Lil)eral m
America will desire a copy of ibis most wonderful volnme.-[l'reeihinkers Magazme.
Jllr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. I:re has dedicat9d his genius. to
Freethought and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. Bnt the p~ct
u:res do not ·'make up the whole of this volume. There 1ue nearly two hundred pages of readmg
matter that serve first as explanations of the illns.trations, and secondly as texts to xrove the nttei
"alsity of the chu:rch's professions and the hYl?ocnsy of those who uphold them.
togeth~r j;l~~
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been pnt m .....,
Pnds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

)

:Prloe, board covers, $2; clotl~, $Z.SO.
4ddreaa Tile 'J:rRQI S~luia>a

'

In the snit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs.
AGAI~Sl'

SPEECH.

With Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
CRIMES

THE ilSURDITY AND UNTil trTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHUitCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND ItJIIo.
VEALING THE AEUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
"TATE.

RlGIIT~

CIVIL

CRIMINALS.

W. U. Tel. Co.,11!86. Paper, 10 oonts.

Delivered Before tho New York Stn,to Bar Association.

Paper, 10 cents.

LIFE. A Pro.~e-Poom. In color, on board, gilt edges, Ox 18 (for mantel, wall, or easeD, 50 cents.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22 x 28 inccJCs, heavy platJ

p~per, 50

cents.

On the Labor Question. l'aper,:; cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CA. BINET) OF R. G. I~GERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITII BABY BROWN.
·''

(A home picture.) 50 cents.

PHOTOGRA.PH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inohee, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7! x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE .AND TilE PULPIT.

An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on :the Trial of tho Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

Paper, 8 cents.

INGERSOLL CATECHISE». Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Comments on the Msertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had ioined the church.
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

'.rhe lecture it! a ~rrand ono, and was received by tho club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, whwh speaks well for tho Unitarians. 'rho pamphlet conta.ms 1~ pages,
beautifully printed . .Price, 6 cent.<; ten COJ>ies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL ORA.TION ON ROSCOJJ CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 76 cents.

GOD IN THE 'DONSTITU'l'ION.

Ono of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
an thor. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRElT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

At the Pn,ine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

C0:-11'EN'l'i::!.-The Gods: Humboldt: Individuality- Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghot!t~; The Liberty of Ma·t, Woman, and Child; Tho Centennial Oration, or Decla-

.!/J ration of IndcporHl<moe,,July 4, 187ri; \Vhn,o I !{now About -"'arming in Illinoi•; Spco•Jh at Cin-

cinnati in 1876, no ruin tting J,LrnCJ.< Ll·. lllrLino for the l'ro~idcncy~ The Pa.tRises Before Me,
or, Vision of War, a:1 cxc.raet fr >m :>. Hpoech nm<lo at tho l:lolaiors' and Srtilors' lt•11nion
~>.t Indianapolis. lnl., Sept. 21 1R7G; A 'l'ribnto to Ebon C. Ingersoll; Tho Grant llanqnet;
Crimes Against Crimi'lalt!; 'l'ribnto to the Hev. Alexander Cho.rko; Homo 1\Iistakes of llloses;
What 1\Iu,t We Do .to h~ l:ln,vetl? Hix Interviews with Hobert G. Ingersoll on Six Hcrmom by
the Rev. '.r. Dr• Wrtt 'l'alm~tl{e, D D.; to which is 1ulderl 1>. 'l'almag-1an Catechit!m, uud Fou~
Prefac~s, whkh contlLin som-J of !lfr. Ingcr.<<>li't! wittiest n,ncl brightest sayings.
'l'his volume ha' ttte greatestpopuln,rity, is heautifnlly bound in half calf or half moroc!lOmottled edgcs,1,337 p:tge,, good p~tper, l~trgo type, po~t 8vo. l'ncc, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimoni~l
1

"

to Walt Whitman. "Let n.• vut wreaths on the brows of tile ltvtnu." An Ado
1

~~~~J~ ~t'"ea'V.~.fJi~~~~ i!F!~~'~t.(iiilii~;;~~~;,.~~i~j!.nriNlN~~ilk~mii~; wSr~'.~i·i~t'l.:t!J~

MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., 1\frlrch 30, 18Q2. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

'Fifth etli tion, cnln.rgerl and 1"1lvise<l. A handsome quarto, containing 3 3 pages. This is
beyon<l question, the cheapest and mo~t ele'!ant volumo in Lihemlliteratnre. Its mechanical
No expen; J ha• been spn,red to makA it the thing ? '
beauty it is. Tho typo is h1rge antl cle~r, the paper heavy, highly c•dondercrl antll"i··.hly tintet.
the presswork ft>.Llitle;c;, anti the binding as perfect as tho best material; and skill can make itAs t'> the contenLt!, it i~ enongh to Ray th~t th9y ir10lnde all of tb.e choicest mterance3 Oi
the greatest writer on the topics treat.erl that has ever lived.
Those who lmve not tho good forturw to own all of 1\fr. Ingersoll's published work•, will
ha.ve in this book of "elect•orB m~tnY bright sn,:nples of hi~ lorty thought, his matchleso eO·
quence, hi.; wonrlerfrtl ima~er.1·, "''"! his crngmmmatic and noetierrowcr. Tho t•ollectinn includes all of the" TributeR" that have 1Je0ome fanwn• in literature-notably those to his bro ... er
K C. Ingersoll, Lin,,olu, Grant, Beecher, Conkling, Conrtlar>dt ill. P>tlmer, ~Iary Fi .ke, Eli~nr
Wright: his pcerlc<H monographs on" rlw Vi•ion ,,f War," Love, Liberty, Art and 1\Iorality,
Science, N:ttnrc, 'l'lie Irnaginaunn, De .. ordion Day OrationhWhnt is !'netrv, Musi' of Wn,gner,
Origi11 awl De.,•iny, "Leave; of Gra<s.," and ott the great eroeo of inteJ,(,ctnal Liberty. Beside-< tbe.,e are innnmemhle ge111" taken hernanrl thorn from t.hc orations, Rpeecbes,ar,nments,
toasts,lectnre,,l, tters, interview,, rw<l dav bv day conversat-ions of the an thor.
The Look i-< <let!igned for, ant! will he accepted by. 1trh1irin..- fricntl~ as a rare p~rsonal
souvenir. 'l'o help ir, serve thic; purpose, a fi:H\ steel p<>rtmit-, with autol{raph f~tc-simile, has
been preporcd espedally for it. In the more elegant style~ or bindmg it is cmineut.y suited
for presentation pnrposf'H, for auy HCas· ·nor occasion
ParcEs.--;-In clntb, lH!Vr:le•llJoartls, g-ilt etl({es i!2 oO: in half morocco, gilt c<l~;·ee, $5; in half
calf, mottle,! ~>ilge", lihrar.v Ptylc, $4 50; in full 1l'nrkey morocco, gilt, ""'lni.;itely Jine, $7.5u;
in full tree calf, highest J>Ossiblc finish. ~9.
,

<i/11 finish is worth v of it< intrrnsic c:<cellence.

'--' Any of the above sent to any a<ldress; by express, prepaid, or mail, post free,
on receipt of price. Address THE 'TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl.. Ntlw Yo,.k

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY 2??.
IJ, M. JJtNNETT'£ WORf<S.
ADDRESS TilE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.

! Trntlt l'!eeker ft. round theW<[)rAdo Fom

Superstition in All Ages.

i

8'• 8.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

Prof. Wm. uenton;s Books.

large volunw~ \V!th !"t-ud-rlntc CE.f.Z!.·aviug ·J·
the !tntiL)ri.l \l-)l.l.:tn.l c;l~h vnhuue illnstra~e:
with fort.r·".J\··_'11 l'!.l t...... Hand::-;omelv bound ~
red cloth. $6 GO,

fhe World's Sa!('"~. TJtlnkm'g, and l\(·
?ormers.
l,07ti ra:;es, 8vc,
Cloil:
~3.t:,.C; leu.tb~:~r.

:B"-

rl{'l

l¥"1:-:t·"·.... f~O-

rrilt

ed~os- w.j_.f\:

A

rhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. l\1. Bennett aH<l l:e 7. G H. Humphrey. Thit
book ha& had 11 <'~J"y hug" sale, and is a splcmdi,~
work for Freeth: nlc~r>< r.o loan to Christia,r
neighbors. 550 ~·a~e<. Price. $1.

6ennett-Teed

Hiscit~sion.

BetweeD. D M

tlennett and Cyrn,; !lomulus lt. Teed. Jesns tb•
Lord God Ureu\ol' of iicmvc,n and Eart.r. l)E.·oe1·
00 cents.
·
What Objecti:ms tf• C'Itristianity ~ A d1."
ilnssion between D. ~;l Bennett and G. J'.l. ~lair
divided into the f'ol!owirw theses: 1. Christ'r"r.tty is neither new nor original, being bo!·.rowe-1
or cqpied from much older syste)US of religion
~ l\ollracles and supernatural achwvements hP"W
i>een as fully and truly ascribed to other teachi!rs and founders of religion as to Jesus a The
atory of Jesus and hio mission in the world is
tmhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett ttffirms; Mair denias: This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some CriticisliiJJ of
Universololil: Price: 20 cents.

Waifs and wandenngs, A New Amari-·
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. ".A. })rose epio of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breeEy from
first pag_e to last with the living spir1t of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Umt-ed

States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:tJOB·
fting prohibited matter in the mail. Thla glVei!
a fnll history of thi" celebrated case and shows
what monstrom jniust.ice "\Vas perpetrated npon
Mr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Cltrist. 5 ct&
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First; Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving mans
church incidents and his evolution from Chrie
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; clotll.
7IS cents.

l'be Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrim,
In th1.1 Land of Yahweh: also the Epistl•
of Br.nnett the Apostle to the Trn thseeker•
Cloth, $1.

l'he First Epistle of Bennett the Apostl•
to the Truth Seekers. 10 -cents.
An Honr with the Uevi]. lOoor:c.-ftte Gods and Religion!! of Ancient an<~
Modern Times. Two volumes. Writt.-e!:
in r'ison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or

Golden Throne, A Romance.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PRoF. F W. NEWMAN

Price

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

the B:u:s,

A

BOOKS

series ofletten

written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $l.5D

'tt·mmon-Sense Thoughts on the .. Bible.
iO~

!Oc.

l:u-rison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
~~·ologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
~5c.

nology. Past and Future of-our Planet.
'iil.50.

"d Proposed for Our National Constitn· .

!ion. 10c.
reconcilable

ing upon the Gods of the Remitic nation.,, in
elndiug_Allah, Jehovah, Hatan. the Holy Ghost
1esn9 Uhrist, the Virg-m Marv. and the Bible
.ro the latter 230 pages are c'ievoted, showin<:
that book to be a ven· inferior production fo·

a first-class God 8J3 large pu.ges. Paper
60cents; cloth, $1.

{W. STEW.ART ROSS),

Editor of the

e(f\'e!'2

fudaism, Christianity, and lllolmmmedau.
lsm examined histoncally and critica!Jy
(tis thon~,:ht to be the most damaging exhiH
of Chrut1anity tha~ l.ms aPPeared. 500 la.n:<·
paJZeB.

D.-i,e l!n.!'tL

Books by Helen H. Gardent#

.h0N])ON .AGNOSTIO .TOURN.AL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
"-"h~n he had read this book Qolonel Ingersoll wrote to the a~thor: "Yo:n.h~ve earned t:qe
than1<s of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research, of sound cnt1msmiof canst1c
humor of sledgehammtr vehemence, of scathing sat1re, of pathos and elo9.nence. t 1s one of
tuu he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOl\IAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeac.on Farrar said that" Christianity ~ley,ated the .wom~n; it ~hronded
as with a h:tlo of sacred mnocence the tender years of the child. The o]?Ject o~ Salad~n s work
is to sbow the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee~ed. An Enghsh W11ter sa1d of 1~:
•· Tuis certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever 1•sned from the press. The anthorltie., cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
'fhe evidence for the r• snrrection is in this book carefully considered~.and found wantin!)'. It ougl1t to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aueged nih·acle, for
it 1a c rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
Inpuper, 25 cents.

OHUISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TUADE.
A conden,ation of the known facts upon this subject, proving that Christianity did not
aboli,;h Lut aid~d this infamous traffic in human beings, To which are added such comments
a:J oaly i:ialadin ca.n make. In paper, 30 cents.

Christianity. 10c.

iadical Discourses on Religious Subjects.

.A. consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and GodsE
Introc1nction L·r

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
:l'ne Trade SuiJplied at Special l!iscount·s.

IS THIS YDUB SDNI MY L~BD 1

tn•lt. $1 25.

Price. cloth, $1 ; pa.per, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

·..-rmon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
11l
of Things, Psychometric Re.,arches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
i. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

A

NE"W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
1/.8 La.fayette place, New York.

hat Is· Right 7 10e.
in: t Was II e ~ Jesus in 19tb Century
' hht. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

rrbo are Christians 7 10c.
AlilirP•s THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are· fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, und every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every l•age glows with passion and throbs with life.
,
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A l!..,EAUFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
In paper, 10 cents.

:·'OR

SALE

.AT THE TRUTH SEEKER o..,.H..;E.

·:s3ays and Lectures. Embracing Inilu
once of Christianity on Civilization ; Ghris
tianity and lVIaterialism; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\oiateri~t!ism
Woman i Spiritualism from a l\"Iaterialisti•
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
HeformeG Materialism and Crime; Will thr
Comin" man Worship God? Crimes and Crud
ties of 'Christianity; the Authority of the Bihle
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our lJ,~•r
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 c-ents.
\That Liberalism Offers in Place a'
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific lUaterialism;. Its Meaning an(
1'mdency. 10 cents. ·
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine tl1e Political and Religious Re·
former. lO cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rigf1ts and Wrongs. 10cents.
.llaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship Godi
lOocuts,

l'wdve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog•
)Jl OP.nf,R

~"

.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works .
(

Plain Home Talk and Medical Commo~
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nen.rly 1,000 _pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. .A. new cheap
edition at onl v $1.50.
Boy Doctor, and Spons!l- the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2-00, postage
prepaid.; 5 volnmes,JJeparate, flex1ble cloth, 50
cents per volume· !ted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for tile Yonng.

WHIRL WIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Optm Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's itory, • Is
Thb Your Son, ~Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

o

Beinr; an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Cburch; Lecher:rof the ConfessiOnal; 1'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nnn; .b.xtracts from Dens l<nd I,iguori; Examination of the Church's.Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her .A.tte • pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
·
In paper, 25 cents.
w
For rJl of these works &ddresa
'l'HE 'l'BUTH SlllEKEB, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.- I

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('rhflofifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cimts per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript iu the hands of i:ialadin. In paper, 10 cents.

o;.

J?. tJNUERWOOD':S tt ,, •.. -·-"

Science in SMI'Y; o!", Sammy Tubbs, the

This hook reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.
411
ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

With Author's Por-

.

Being Random Notes and Sketches. tome of its subjects are: .A. Last Interview with a
Man of G:emns; .A.n Essay on Stirpicnltnre; Asceticism a.nd Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God in the Const1tntion; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Sala,..
din's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
A Fascinating Story of Radical 'I'rut.bs o:u
Religion and Social l\latters.

J 25.

ladiPal Rhymes.

~~.fl.t

THE TRANSITION.

Genesis and

' Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
' Stliritualism True 7 10c.
· an's True Savi01·s. 10c.
l'tliO[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
l'rne. 10c.
-~easset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

J.

rhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat

Records.

· reology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40o.

BY

SALADIN

.

. luge in the Light of Modern Science.

A. Trnth Seeker in Euro)le. A series o;
tetterp, written during a Yis1t of ten week~ h:
Europe. Givin(; souie r•cconnt of the Inter
national Freethmkers' OongTess held at Brussels, to which 1\Ir. Bennett w:ts a delegate, followed by a descrtption of what he s~.w in Eng
land, France, llollund. anu Itttly. The lettert
t'rom Rome alone are worth the lJl"ice of th,
book. With a stcel-pl::te portruit o:l' the author
850 pages. $1.50.

Spiritualism

:iuperior. 10c.

~

$5.'J(

f._r the two volumes; in leather. $7.00; in ill.o
':·?'JCo, gilt edges. $8.00.
~'r~.oUI! Behin~l

A poetic version of

the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whica its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lellend-18 shown. Price,10 cents.

AOOOUNT OF

Yicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

'Hi ~ants.

POPES AHD t'f{tlli DOINGS.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative spar!!: is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcrtpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal shonld read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[ln!['l_l"!loll. Price, $1.

,;,~ Thyself. 10c.
. 'hristianity No Finality.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the Management o1 Her Own
Health, especially Durin? Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdviCe to a Mother on th6
lHana.gement of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 hooks in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

IIand-Bool• of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
. A.rli1mR•
THE TRUTH REF.KF.~

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

py John R. Kelso, A..u.
1lllno, oloth,l•looo.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 28,
GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

'The Myth ot'the Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most com·
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwo~d. To read it is to be astonished at
the possibilities of reli7,ions crednlity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann s dinamite bomb. has •
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It
onght to meet With a very large sale.-C.P.Farrell.
The Evolution ot' the Devil -By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
Ci~Y- The most learned, accurate, scientific and
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
before published. The book contains 66 pages, is
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title
.
page, Price, 25 cents.
lne;ersc>ll's Address before th.; New
York Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with continuous applause from beginning
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beauti·
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful.
pamphlet of forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll.
, Price~ 20 cents. The most profonnd address
that .lllgersoll ever delivered.
The Bruno l-'Ionmment. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
inches, for framing; put up in ·pasteboard tubes
for maillpg. Price 12 cents.
(lhureh' .and State; the Bible in the Public
Schoolsj' the New "American" Party-By "Jefferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages is the most thorough presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Bellglon ot' Humanity: A. Phi·
losophy o:t LICe. By J. Leon Benwell. A
beantifnl paper-bonnd pamphlet, with likeness of
anthor. A most valuable publication to circnlate
among Christian people, Price 15 cents.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Inger•
soli on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered befo"e the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Pnce, 4 cents.
Dwight L. lJioody. An interview by Snsan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Relild.on. Wha- ill to be its
ftna~ outcome? By an Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.
God In the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would FoJlow the Effacement
ot' Christianity 'f By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribntion to
Freethought Literature. Bonnd in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Llt'e and Career ot'Charles Brad laugh.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good like.
ness of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents.
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Standing up f'or ,Jesus; orwhattheedltor
ot the J!'reethinlcers' Maua.tne thinks of him.
Price, 4 cents.
·
Address,
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEW YoRK Cin.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Bu M. BABOOOK.

Pri~ce~·~--------------------------t_n_c_e_n~~~·

The Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

... i893 ...
Edited bY OHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction Leslie Stepb,en; Reverent
Al@osticism,Amos Waters.;. The Mother Nature:
A Poem, Gerald Masse:y:; l.Jogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; l:!ermons on the Mount,
Sa.muel La.in~, The 01t~of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin • On the uuty of Honest:!':. in Our
Oonvictions~..,~. E. Plumptre; Scientific .Religion,
R. Bithell; Tne Blight of S®erstition, Oharles
Watts; Aiithropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod4,j The Disap"llearance of the Nether World~
F. J. u-ould; Religious Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Millar· Si!(nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; Materlalism &nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lucian Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TBUTB RREKEB.

Gems of q:Aoug'ht.

JtHiil

1898.

n.1temsburgis Books. BIBLE .MORALS.
Twenty Orilmes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

w~ should liv with our fellow-citizens
as With equals, without obsequiousness or
meanness. -Cicero.

By J. E.

WE should _be men fir~t, and subjects afterward. It 18 not desl.l'able to cultivate
a. respect for the law, so much as for the
rrght.-Thoreau.

.1.

"Otto Wett~tein" W!TCH:
Perfected\ new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
t<! heat, cola, and position, beautiful double sunk
d1al, and all '110dern.1mprovep1en~s; guaranteea
a perfect timer. Pn.ce, ~n silverme dust-proof
cases, $17" 3-ounce com s1lver, $22; 4-ounce $23
II). best ft!Ied gold case, open-f>t!le,dust-proof, $2€;
hmged case, $28 to $30; huntmg 1 1!181 to $35• 14
:~~!: solid gold, $45 to $150. N1ekel works: $2
.Rer;-ul~r Gra~e American Watclles.~lllverme ca~e 1 7 Je'Yels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
Jewel~ $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. ~n finer cases. add as above.
'
I.adics' American Gold Watches. All
latest styles! in plush cases; best filled, 7 je~ls
$14; 11 jewe s, $15.50; lg jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heav1er, more elaborate, and
diamond-sot cases, from $5 to $100 more
. All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
m order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundrics.-Lower grade nickel watches $5
$4, anq $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor,' $2!
best tnple-plated teas!>Oons, $1.80· table spoons
I!I!J.6o, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ali for $6. Solid
s1 1yer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvemr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $3
The Colonel J_ngersoii.-Tea: $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; !nit bowls, 50 cents more. Extr&
heavy teas, $8. Etched:
" 'l'he Ttrne to be HappiJ tslVow,"
50 cents extra.
·
'rile •ro~cll of Reason ~adge, solid gold
enameloq m .5 colors, small pms, $2, 11!2.75, and
$3.50. W1th d1amonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
ano, illi5, $20, l!l3o.
Di":ltl01!d"'i·20 por con~. below market prlce.
Send for pnco !Sts, .cards m colors and gold of
badge, ~racts, etc., free. All goods prepatd (exC!Jpt kmves and forks) and cash refunded atoptiOn. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OT'.rO WETTS'.rEIN, Rochelle, ill.

thinkers' Convention, January 29, llJ84. Price,

10

~PntfL

~

WATB~

OI=o LII=oB

1!i Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for P,amphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Mam street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for book& within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER
Snowvme:vo.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

.ld

..~. .. ~·t/'ttttto

tlte

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKII:

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar· ·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUllEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

R'PANS TABULES.
~"•
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.,,. ••

t

ot

,,·,wnr""C..

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law refPI·

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of tl1e Christian
Church. "The -Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

·a miniRter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle!"
Price, IO cent~.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Facti
l'rice, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
IF a truth dishonors a family, ought the Church. Price, 5 cents.
historiographer or historian to inform the
public of it? No; doubtless he is not
bound to reveal the shame of individuals;
history is no satire. But if the scandalous is the title of a little Reform paper hailing
truth belongs to public events, if it enters from Omaha, Neb., that bursts mto the harinto the interests of the state; if it has bor of politics and religion like the mighty
Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
·produced evils of which it imports to little
know the cause, it is then that the Roads and ran astern the clumsy llierrimac. It
ADVOCATES
maxim of Cicero, that we ought not to
dare to conceal any truths, should be ob- the reign of Right and Justice, and comeR. indorsed
by
a
score of the leading thinkers and
served; for this law is like all others, writers of America;
it tunes its tone and measwhich must be executed, tempered, or ures Truth according to the natural law of
neglected, according to circumEtances.
EQUAL RICHTS.
Let us beware of this humane reRpect,
Send for a sample copy of the little Yankee
when treating of acknowledged public Cheesebox.
It has 12 pages the size of the or<lifaults, prevarications, and injustices, into nary magazine, a,nd is issued >yeekly a,t $1 per year
in
advance.
It 1s absolutely Impartial, although
which the misfortunes of the times hav be- necessarily opposed
to the .Popular isms of the
trayed respectable bodies. Tbey cannot day which contravene Equality.
·
be too much exposed; they are beacons
which warn these always-existing bodies
against splitting ae:ain on similar rocks.
If an English parliament has condemned
a man of fortune to the torture; if an as·
sembly of theologians has demanded the
l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 838 blood of an unfortunate who differed in
pages, $3.
opinion from them~elvs, it should be the
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
duty of an honest historian to inspire all
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, a~es with horror for these juridical assas138 pages, 50C.
sms.-We should always make the AthenSpiritualism Sustained.
<Jiotb., 12mo. ians· blush for Lthe death':of Socrate!.,.;
·- 245 pages, $1.
Voltaire.
Unherse A.8lll.pM.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Price, l!6 cents.

THE BESTI

Tms fright£~ doct~in [of witchcraft]
filled every fnend wrth suspicion of his
friend; it made the husband denounce the
wi!e, children their parents, parents their
children. It ifestroyed the amenities of
humanity; it did away with justice in the
courts; It broke the bond of friendship· it
~lied with poiso~ the golden cup of life;
It turne~ earth mto a very perdition pOO·
pled mth abominable, malicious and
hideous fiends. Such was the result of
the belief in the supernatural· such was
the result of giving up the evidence of our ~ alse Claims. Revised and Enlartred
As a Missionary Document it is nnexc81led.
o:w~ senses and relying upon dreams,
Among the subJects considered by 1\Ir. RemsVIsions and fears. Such was the result of
burg are: The Church and Morality; Crimin::tl Statistics, showin ~ the creeds of the
the attack upon the human reason· such
prisoners in tlle penitentiaries; the Church and
the result of depending on the imagiCivilization; the Church and Science; the:
nation, on the supernatural· such the reChurch and Learning; the Church and JJib·
ertYi. the Church and the Antislavery Hcform;
sult of living in this world f~r another- of
the Woman's Hights i\Iovement; the 'l'em}>Crdepending on priests instead ·of upon ~ur
auce Reform; the Church and the Republic.
selvs.-Ingersoll.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Itlorals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
A.Lr.. the priests of the Scarlet Woman Bible
Sanctioned by Scripturei Falsehood and De·
hold Bible-reading to be an abomination.
ception; Cheating; 'L'neft and llobbery·
. . . I was always told that the Bible Adultery and Prost1tution; 1\Iurder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Inwas "the word of God." It seems, howtolerance and Persecution; Injno tice1 to
ever, that a large~ sect of Christians than
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Crne t_y to
Anilnals; Hnm:tn Sacrifices; Oannibans1n;
that to which I belonged regarded and reWit.chcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper;cnce;
gard it, in the words of Leo XII. as
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignor:tnce amlld10cy;
" the gospel of the Devil." Now that I
Obscenity. Price, single cop:es 25 cents; ~
covies,
$1. Speci>tl discount on large quantihav come to the years of discretion I adties.
mit that, from internal evidence I ~hould
attribute the authorship to the latter rather Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
moRt thorough work ~vcr written on the Huhthan to the former claimant. The wickedbath from a rational point of view. Larf!e uud
ness of the volume is suggestiv of the Inferhandsome print. Price, 25 cents; six CO!JlCs, $1.
nal Penman. But God and the Devil were Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
so very friendly in ancient times (teste their
of F:tith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
amicable interviews in tbe Book of Job)
an Unbeliever· .Toil'erson an Unbeliever; Paine
r.nu. Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Eadt 5 cents;
that the work is, perhaps, their joint effort
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
which they brought out on the under:
standing that they should share equal rlwmas Paine. Tells the Story of the
Author- Hero's life, delineates the leading truits
profits from probable sales. If my surof his character and genius, and vimlic11te>l his
mise be correct, their Divine and Satanic
name from the aspersions cast unon it. Tributes to Paine's character ore give1o from more
majesties must hav had a row over the
than
one hundretl noted P<'rsons of Europe and
division of the profits-most probably the
Anwrica, many of them written ex)Jrcs"ly for
former tried to chisel the latter-for they
this work. Soconrl eL1itioni 160 pages, prmtlld
on fine tinted Jl8.prer, neat y bou.'•l, nn<l con•
hav produced no such volume since for
tn.ininli a handsome ntf'cl pm·tra.it of Pair• ·
which the world may be inexpres~ibly
thankful.-Saladin in God and His
·l'lie Apostle of Liberty. An aadress deo
Book.
livercJ in Paine Hall, before the N. E. FreeWE hav seen that the animal world may
be considered a unit, a more or less closely
connected ascending series of diverging
organisms.. Then we hav also seen that
the plant world is linked ·together in a
manner that suggests progressiv development from its simplest to its most varied
forms. But it is found that animals and
plants are joined by intermediate forms
that puzzle naturalists to tell which kingdom they belong to Haeckel calls these
forms Protista. They combine certain
peculiarities of the lowest forms of the true
realms of life, and thus establish the unity
of all life that exists upon the earth.
They represent a stage of exist~>nce, early
in the world's history, before life divided
into tbe two branches of animal and plant.
Thus we find that the quarter of a million
of species of animals and plr..nts can be
fairly assumed to hav arisen from a common origin. If they were created at once
in all these distinct forms, we are at a loss
to see any meaning in their construction,
but if we conceive that the present condition of living things is the result of continued modification of the parent forms,
then the whole chain of life becomes intelligible to UB.-Robt. 0. Adam8.
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TH£ HO"l€.0 SPECIAllS"1 1
For Men Only,
Is a Physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. 'L'he Doctor
tr\lats all those peculiar diseases of young anrl
mlddle-agedmen,as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Lose of Manhood, Wasting Discharges Vancocelc, Mental
and Physical Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, anil
Death.
To those affiicted and who are desirous of 1 eing
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents~ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving causes ana ~ymptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's imp_ortant meqiSlal discovery-an Outward Applies,..
t10n-a pos1t1ve cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of succe""·
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWA,
Vineland, N.J.
And say you saw this adv~>rtisement in TnE
Tllli'JTIJ REEKEJl.
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JYetea of t:h.e Woelt.
Ex-PRESIDENT HAYES died on the 17th,
of neuralgia of the heart.
IN a discussion going on in English papers over the existence of the alia-serpent,
Huxley is taking the negativ.
A BILL making it obligatory for a civil
marriage to precede the religious cere.
mony has been introduced in the Italian
parliament.
INVESTIGATORS hav found that greenback8 which hav been much handled bear
many bacteria. Congress will be asked
to provide for the frequent replacement
of old paper money by new.

THE MYSTERIES OF GODLINESS.-Jere. xiii, 2-7.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is iust what its title implies-thum3)ing whacks at superstition. lt deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Bein,g trne accounts of the .Passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Panl Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Brnno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle'
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.t..Robert
Ceoper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
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Price, 211 cents.
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This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use for~e to repress free·
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution· is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents·.
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28 Lafayette place, New York.
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A Popular Account oi the Formation and Development
of the Canon,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Pa.ner. 110 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

MY R[LIGIOUS [XP[
I
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By s. P. Putnam.

Being the sto_nr of his reli,gious life and mental
lourneyings. Written in hls happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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San Gabriel Valley, Southern Cal.
Choice Lands for sale by E. J. BALDWIN in
the famons SAN'.I'A ANITA and adjacent
Ranchos. Tracts one acre to ten thousand. Perfect for Orange, Lemon..._ English Walnut, Olive,
and all deciduous fruit ueneral Farming Stock,
and Dairy. Combines Best Land.,.,Water, Climate,
and location in the world. .r·or particulars
address H.. A. pNRUH, Arcadia, Los Angeles
COUilt:V, Cll.hforlll&.
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MR. CARTER, the leader of the new
sect of Carterites at Coloma, Mich., has
promulgated an order received by him
from the Lord that all members make
over to their leader a tenth of their prop.
erty.
IN the creation of a permanent Apos.
tolio I)ele!?ate in the United States, some
Protestants say they see-with insufficient
evidence, perhaps-some crafty work of
the pope, and eventual supremacy of the
Catholic church in this nation.
THE central figure in a new play at the
Haymarket Theater, J_,ondon, is Hypatia,
the beautiful maiden who taught mathe·
matics and philosophy at Alexandria, and
for her successful rivalry of Christian
proselyters was torn to pieces by a mob of
monks.
IN Russia the famin is growing. In
the provinces of Archangel and Petro·
zavodsk one-third of the people hav
turned beggars and robbers. The condi·
tion is what that of France was before
the Revolution, and has been produced by
the same cause- suppression of knowledge
and freedom by church and state.
IN all the Catholic churches in the country there were read last Sunday letters
from the respectiv archbishops announc.
ing the period for contributing Peter's
Pence.
Archbishop Corrigan of New
York, after likening Mr. Pecci to "the
sun, which fails not," exhorts that the
collection this year surpass even those of
preceding years.
CATHOLICS complain that Commissioner
Morgan of the Indian Schools is deter·
mined to use the remaining two months of
his term in continuing his persecution of
their sect. Despite protests he retains in
office "a maleficent agent" named Rust
who "interferes with the aborigine and
deters them from sending their children
to the Catholic schools." To a complaint
againfl,t such doings, Senator Vest has
written in reply: "Commissioner Morgan
is a narrow-minded bigot whose chief
idea seems to be that all government
powers should be used. to prevent Indians
being made Catholics."
D. STANTON CoiT, wlio founded a Social
Reform Club in London, has come to
America to organize another to purify
what he calls Darkest New York. He isi
he says, disprovingtheassertionof Genera
Booth of the Salvation Army that no
other organization than that will raise the
fallen.
He is being assisted by Prof.
Felix Adler, of the Society of Ethical
Culture. He will furnish, instead of gospel, soap and water, food, clothes, shelter,
and education. He will first attack the
Tenth ward, which he says is twice as
densely populated as any part of
London.
'l'he society will sell coal,
groceries, etc., etc., at wholesale rates;
establish swimming baths; create parks;
provide tenements with roof gardens;
institute social and temperance societies
with coffee and reading a.nd billiard
rooms, and gymnasiums and dancing parlors, with lectures and classes, and
dramatic, musical, and art societies; and
keep the streets clean and the houses in a
sanitary condition.
·
AT Hawleyville, Conn., a new sect has
risen, calling its belief the Fourfold Gospel.
Fourteen years ago a rich farmer named
Hawley was reduced to his bed by nervous
prostration. During his confinefnent he
had taken to reading the Bible assiduously,
and suddenly conceived the idea that he
would be cured by faith if he threw away
physic while reading James v, 14, 15: "Is
any sick among you? let him call for the
elders of the church ; and let them pray
over him, anointing him with oil in the
name of the Lord. And the prayer of
faith shall save the sick, and the Lord
shall raise him up."
He took his
son, Frank K. Hawley, into his confidence, explaining that he had heretofore
been a church-member and a member
only, but that he had now found salvation
in the word of God. He wrote to a band
of faith curers in Boston that they should
pray for him, at that distance, and soon
after the hour appointed for the prayer
Mr. Hawley, it is reported, arose and
walked. He grew completely well, and
lived till a year ago, when he died of cancer, From this eveut the fleet has risen•
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which keeps them from colliding is not, as the
Contemplation of the vastly long continuance of Theist formerly proclaimed in enthusiastic admiraSPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
this mad hurly-burly-this
tion, unchangeable and enduring. It must sooner
readers i f they -will send us the nant.e and address of
"Wild abyss,
any Free~hinker -who is not a regular subscriber.
or later be destroyed.
The womb of nature and . . . her grave.
There are two stars in the constellation of HerOf neither sea, nor shore, nor air, nor :fire,
cules
toward which our sun, with its whole retinue
Astronomy and Design.
But all these in their pregnant causes mixed
of
the
earth and the other planets, is moving at the
Confusedly"We will conclude our presentation of the evirate
of
eight hundred thousand miles a day. Not
dence that the facts of astronomy do not indicate contemplation, we say, of the periods wasted in this
merely
do the members of each solar system influturmoil will bring the mind into seeing the age of
an intelligent designer.
another by their gravitation, ·remarks
ence
one
We have referred to the many spheres that have man's existence as what it really is, a brief and
Spencer,
but
each solar system influences and is
fleeting
second
amid
ages
of
manless
duration.
been created without any view to the inhabitation
influenced
by
the others. If our movement into
Man's
short
day
is
but
a
ripple
on
the
ocean
of
the
of man; we will now speak of the empty space
other
parts
of
space continues, it is likely that the
which has been produced with equal lack of a pur- infinite continuance of the universe. Even when
new
conditions
under which our planets will be
pose to harbor him. To the ordinary view the the earth had become so cooled as to bear life,
thrown
will
greatly
alter their present relations ;
space between our earth and other bodies does not thousands of other life-forms than man succeeded
and
a
slight
change
of
the temperature of the earth
seem so vast as to suggest waste and unnecessari- one another during ages compared with which man's
would
abolish
its
life.
ness. .it seems to most to be about the right dis- term is but as a tiny speck. For a long period
Then, too, did the above contingency not occur,
tance to obviate a clash of these bodies, and at the the air wa 1 so thick with carbonic acid gas as to be
it
is nevertheless believed that our solar system
same time allow the passage of' heat and light. unbreathable by any species resembling the human.
must come to an end within itself-by causes
Plants,
whose
appetites
are
for
substances
just
the
The truth is, however, that the interspaces of
originating in itself merely. Astronomers have
the heavens are infinitely too vast to fall in with opposite of those required by mankind, throve, and
lately
obtained reason to believe that the interthe Theistic conception of a universe whose end is reached titanic size. The coal which burns in our
spaces
of the universe are filled with a very thin
the inhabitancy of living races. If we were to grate is their remains. To deposit a coal layer
fluid,
which
they have termed ether. While the air
state the distances between this earth and almost of a few rods. in thickness required inconceivable
about
no
planet
extends farther out than a few miles,
any of the stars in the form of miles merely, the periods. Then, we find other ages as long during
this
ether,
it
is
conceived, fills every nook and cormind would be unable to make so much as a be- which ·the earth is inhabited solely by gigantic
ner
of
the
universe
out of-which it is not crowded
ginning toward conceiving the enormous numbers reptiles-ages during which
by
more
solid
matter.
The existence of this fluid,
"Nature
breeds,
that we should have to present. To reduce these
but hypothetical, first received
which
was
once
Perverse,
all
monstrous,
all
prodigious
things,
huge sums, astronomical writers have introduced
Abominable, inutterable, and worse
proof-or what is some degree of proof-from the
the device of "light-time." ~ight travels at the
Than fables yet have feigned, or fear conceived,
retardation
of Encke's comet. This comet has at
rate of 186,000 miles a second; a second of lightGorgons, and Hydra,s, and Chimreras dire"present
a
period
of twelve hundred and ten days,
time is therefore taken to mean 186,000 miles. ages while uncouth creatures,
and
it
returns
each
time two hours and forty-five
Now, the distance "of the earth from the nearest
" huge of bulk,
minutes
sooner
than
calculation
requires. Since 1789
Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,
fixed star is three and three-quarters light-years.
its
period
has
shortened
two
days
and sixteen hours.
Tempest
the
ocean;
there
Leviathan,
The distance of the brilliant dog-star is seventeen
Hugest of living creatures, on the deep
Similar
diminution
of
orbit
has
since been dislight-years, or a million times that of the earth
Stretched like a promontory sleeps, or swims
covered
in
the
comets
of
Brorsen,
Faye, and
from the sun. Many other stars are removed to
And seems a moving land, and at his gills
D'Arrest.
The
only
thing,
astronomers
say, that
Draws in, and at his trunk spouts out a SQa.
the extent of two or three thousand light-years.
could cause these comets to take each time a
Meanwhile
the
tepid
caves,
and
fens,
and
shores,
Thus the ray by which to-day we are enabled to
smaller circle, is a substance pervading all space.
Their brood ail numerous hatch."
know the existence of these bodies, left its source
The consequences of this discovery are stupendous
Among
these
monsters
one
was
a
frog
that
when Homer and Moses trod the earth, and the
beyond conception. For if this fluid exists, and
sages of Greece and doctors of Egypt lived and weighed a. ton. Of what good to human beings is
by its friction impedes comets and forces them
taught. "Yes," says Du Prel, "there can be no a frog that weighs a ton! There were, too, large
into smaller circles, it will impede our planets
doubt that there are new-born stars which give us companies of the Stegosaurus Ungulatus. These
likewise and force them into smaller circles; and
, no light simply because their rays have not yet were lizards thirty feet. long. It is repugnant to
as these circles go on contracting some one of the
reached our earth ;" and there as presumably are belief that a God would prefer the society of lizards
planets
will get so near the sun a.s to be drawn
others which have become cold and dark whose thirty feet long to that of a party of well-conditioned
into it; and the immediate diffuiion of this body,
New
Yorkers.
The
Atlantosaurus
was
a
creature
light, shot forth scores of millions of years ago, is
melted to a mist like that from which it was in the
to-day still beating upon our sphere. Now, all these sixty feet long, beside whom our elephants would
first place formed, 'Yill check the rest of the bodies
seem
pygmies.
He
often
erected
h1mself
and
inconceivable spaces might as well have been studded
and permit them to be hurled upon the sun also,
with inhabited worlds, but they were not; and as ambled about on his hind legs, after the fashion of
and the solar system will again be chaow
we find these spaces existing without any view to a man, letting his tail drag. He would have been
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And formless ruin of oblivion."
The time when this catastrophe will come to pass
is indeed remote. While the light body of Encke's
comet will at its present rate lose half its velocity
in twenty-three thousand years, a ponderous planet,
it is true, can be retarded but minutely. The
planet Jupiter, for instance, would take seventy
million years to lose one-thousandth of his speed.
But the length of the period has nothing whatever
to do with the certainty of the resdt. If space
is filled with a fluid however thin, a fatal end is as
demonstrable, may be made as plain to all of us
earth-dwellers, as the fall Qf an rerolite to our
sphere. Says Whewell: "Since there is such a
retarding force perpetually acting, however slight
it be, it must in the end destroy all the celestial
motions.
The moment such a fluid is
ascertained to exist, the eternity of the movements
of the planets becomes as impossible as a perpetual
motion on the earth." Helmholtz says: "A time
will come· when the comet will strike the sun; and
a similar end threatens all the planets, although
after a time to conceive the length of which bafil.es
our imagination." Mayer likewise contemplates
the precipitation upon the sun of all the bodies
that now revolve about it. It is true that the
period which will elapse before this disaster will
be millions of millions of years ; but such periods
are now passing/ such periods have ab·eady
passed; and they will be passed again.
Not merely this, but the doom which awaits our
solar system must be that, at one time or another, of
all the other systems throughout the universe. If
the other stars have planets revolving about them, as
does the star which we call our sun, the same end
must ensue in the case of every one of them.
And not only must each system be destr' yed in
itlil own borders, but, says Spencer, the systems
altogether must sooner or later lose their balance
with one another, and fly together tl:.emselvs.
.All these uniting masses, hypothesis farther
proceeds to mark out, must by the shock of their
collision be fused into such primary world-mist as
that from which they first sprang; and this must
cool and condense again ; and the process be repeated how long conjecture falters in saying. Nature, in the words of Du Prel, " am uses herself
with an eternal building-up and destroying, the
beginning of which is like the end, and the end like
the beginning."
But the race of man will be no more. Such is the
transiency, the ill contrivance, the failure to meet
the requirements of the human race, of the system
of heavenly bodies whose temporary balance,
chancing at the present moment to vouchsafe us
mortals a brief and fleeting day-one paltry moment amid eternities-was formerly pointed to in
pride as an unchanging and wondrous work emblazoning to the gaze of all the wisdom and goodness of a God.
Even mpposing that the heavenly bodies preserve their present cour:::es, life on the earth must
nevertheless terminate, from another cause, infallibly certain. This is the exhaustion of theheatofthe
sun. This heat is being diffused in immense quantities. As a passing mark of the absence of design
everywhere found, the part of that heat which this
earth receives is but the 2,300-millionth, the rest
being squandered, in a small degree on a few uninhabitable planets, but mostly in empty space. The
sun's supply of heat, be it ever so great, must
necessarily become exhausted.
Then the earth
must become
"A continent
Dark, waste, and w:ild, ttnder the frown of night
. . . Exposed, and ever- threat'ning storms
Of Chaos blust'ring round, inclement sky."
These dire doings we cite only to drive from
human conception the harmful notion of a God.
We do not dwell upon this winding-up of the
affairs of the universe, and retirement from business of that now eminent and widely credited
concern, in any spirit of dolor. We do not indeed
see much that requires to be said upon it at all,
except that it discredits the notion of a man-serving
Designer. It is well to say . this, because that
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notion of a God has caused woe to the race, and
should be thrust out. But it would be of no good
to say anything else, because anything else will not
help mankind. If the end is to be thus. our fretting over it ~1 not tend in the slightest degree to
prevent it. So we may as well be jolly. Crying
over spilt milk and over a spilt universe is equally
to be discommended. If some generation or
other has. to die and terminate the race, why, it
will beyond doubt be able to do its own dying;
we don't intend to die for it.
Rather the
conception of the end admonishes us to make
pleasant use of the time remammg.
Our
achievements sir ce we have begun to emerge from
the groping dark of superstition show _pretty clearly
that we can do this-i. e., be happy-much. The
time to be happy is now ; the place is here; the
way to be so is to "crush, conclude, and quell"
Theists.
The sum of this whole matter of adaptation in
the system of the heavenly bodies may be expressed
in few words. We laid down, a week or two ago,
the proposition that moving and moldable bodies
fit themselves to their courses, and fit their courses
to themselves. Now, the stars and planets, etc., are
moving and moldable bodies, and have simply fitted
themselves to their courses by getting themselves
into such shapes and sizes that they could'-pass
without colliding; and the way that they did this
was, such mnsse: as did at first .collide welded
themselves into one so that they cannot collide any
more. And they have fitted their courses to themselves by what is the same process stated in other
words-drawing into themselves all the smaller
interfering bodies or impeding mists so that these
bodies and mists do not obstruct the passage any
more.
This· even brings us to a way of looking at the
matter still more unacceptable to the Theist--we
cannot say that these bodies do not collide, for they
did do so. We can say only that they-or the
largest of them, at any rate-are not colliding just
at the present moment / and after all the onlv reason that they do not is that they did in the past.
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Some Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete,"
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statu~ proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of " Bible Myths "
($2.50).
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ·($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1). ·
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.
Mr. S. P. Putnam came over to this town from
Philadelphia after the Paine celebration there and
made a few calls around before going back to labor
with-and belabor-the Congressmen on the Sunday opening question. He reports the hearing had
before the House committee, as the eager result o.f
a most wide awakening of the people. Over fifty
speakers were present.
The fanatics had apportioned their time in a most systematic manner, and
Elliot Shepard sat watch in hand to pull down the
long-wind~d of his crowd at the expiration of the
allotted time. Jo Cook had ten minutes, the little
ministers from one to five minutes. The repealers
were less well organized, but each individual did
the best he could in the time given him.
The
mayor of Chicago was the principal speaker. Dre.
Thomas, of Chicago, and Savage, of Boston, were the
next in order. The organized working-people wer
represented by Mr. Morgan, the Seventh Day Adventists by Mr. Jones. Mr. Putnam was alone
representing Freet.hought, and he won his place
against the declared wish of Durborow to hav
nothing to do with Freethought by having some
friends who showed the chairman of the committee
that Mr. Putnam had a solid backing which would
not be ignored.
Mr. Putnam and Mr. Jones were
the only ones who argued from the right standpoint,
that Congress had no business to legislate in
religious matters or for a state. The prospect for
rPpealing the law is not good, the committee being
afraid of the effect upon their political fortunes anti
desirous of allowing the matter to rest, when they
will claim that lack of time prevented action. The
average Congressman does not stand high in Mr.
Putnam's opinion.
The only one he met, he says,
who impressed him as knowing much is a reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, who lost one political job
because of the ministers of the town. Mr. Put.nam
returned to Washington Wednesday, and will dis_
tribute his speech to the Congressmen and otherwise work upon their better natures to induce them
to do an act of justice and redeem their flitting
reputations.
He then resumes his work in the
lecture field.
Through the Federation he will
shortly acknowledge the generosity of those friend A
who by their contributions of money hav enabled
him to remain in Washington and force a recognitir n
of Liberalism from reluctant lawmakers.

Although the heavenly bodies do move, it is quite
as true, on the other hand, that there are equally
great masses of matter that do not move-that is,
the parts of which each heavenly body is composed
do not move amidst themselves. These were separate and moving once, but they falsified the Theist's
assertion that such bodies do not collide by actually
colliding, and now they (for a while) can do so no
more. We view each heavenly body as a whole,
but we may just as well contemplate it as composed
of twenty partR or smaller bodies, and complain
that these do not stay_ separate and revolve about
among one another without colliding. But the
fact is that they cannot do this; they tried it once
and did collide-this earth is covered with rerolites
and rerolite-dust that did collide, and these move
as separate bcdies no more. Thus some of the
universe gets a chance to move, and moves, and
the Theist calls it evidence of a God; and some
other of the univer!'e does n,1t get a chance to
move, and does not move, and he calls it evidence of
a God. At this rate, anything is evidence of a
God.
Some things move ; others don't- therefore God.
Such is the Theist's logic when reducf'd to plain
words. This seems to us like saying : Some things
are round; others square-therefore God. Or:
Some things are red; others blue___:_ therefore God.
Or to change the point, we will say that this
proposition of the Theist can as easily be used to
prove anything at all else as a God. Thus:
Some things move; others don't-therefore God.
Some things move; others don't-therefore the
tariff should be maintained.
Some things move; others don't-therefore the
tariff should be abolished.
Some things move; others don't-therefore tight
lacing is harmful.
Some things move ; others don't-therefore the
cow jumped over the moon.
We thank Messrs. S. L. Hogan and Edward
Next week we will deal with other arguments for George, the former for 50 cents donation, the latter
the existence of a God advanced by Mr. Anderson. for $1. Also Mr. W. J. Locke for a long list of
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yearly renewals from his town, amounting to $34,
and several others for hew subscribers and generous renewals, whose letters of ·encouragement will
be printed soon. We are exceedingly grateful for
the assistance rendered us during the past three
months, and hold a lively sense of obligation toward
those who contributed in any way to our relief.
Prompt renewals on the part of those whose subscriptions expire this winter will place us beyond
the necessity of so often recurring to the financial
part of our work.

Wit'h 0ur 6ongrsssmsn.
News and Notes.
The twenty-fifth annual convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association was
held in Washington last week, and the exercises
were exceedingly entertaining. There is no question of the smartness of tl:e average woman and her
capability of ruling, as well as talking, in every
sphere of human life. The essays and lectures
were bright, witty, learned, and argumentativ.
Mrs. S. B. Anthony presided with dignity, equipoise,
exquisit good nature, and womanly impartiality.
Mrs. Anthony is growing handsomer every day-or
year-and when she is a hundred years old she will
be quite a belle. In her way she is a woman of
genius, and very few men hav ma]e so honorable
and glorious a career or done more good to humanity. Of course the argument is all on the side of
woman suffrage, and some day these reformers will
win the victory.
· But these women, who hitherto hav been so brave
and e!l.rnest and ready i;o meet any question of universal human rights, are wily politicians in these
latter days, and can be "artful dodgers" in a way
that would do credit to any member of Congress,
and in this regard I m~1st speak more in sorrow
tha'l in anger. The following rasolutions were introduced and at once the wild waves of excitement
dashed to and fro :
WHEREAS, The Constitution of the UnitedStatespromises non-interference with the religious liberty of the
people; and
.
WmmEAS, Congress is now threatening to abridge the
liberty of all in response to ecclesiastical dictation from a
portion of the people.
Resolved, That this association enters a protest against
any national attempt to control the innocent inclinations
of the people, either on the Jewish Sabbath or the Christian Sunday, and this we do quite irrespectiv of our individual opinions as to the s<tnctity of Sunday.
. Nesol·ved, That we especi~lly protest against this present at·empt to force all the people to follow t.he religious
dictates of a part of the people as establishing a precedent
for the entrance of a most dangerous complicity between
church and state, thereby subtly undermining the foundation of liberty so carefully laid by the wisdom of our
fathers.
These are admiJ:able resolutions and distinctly
state the issue, and had th9 whole matter from the
beginning been stated to Congress in this fashion I
am quite sure it would hav been effectiv. Whoever
drew up these resolutions evidently understood the
far reaching consequences of this illiberal legislation,
and that woman as a citizen was as much interested
in its serious results as man. Yet the women of
the Suffrage Association were afraid to record
themselvs on this question of fundamental human
rig::;.ts. It wouldn't do to take a stand. The fear
of the church was upon them, and so, after a lively
debate, the matter was injefinitly postponed. What
will the preachers say~ was the main argument.
How can we make a declaration against their
claims? How can we antagonize the Women's
Christian Temperance Union? It was said that the
a.ssociation being organized for the purpo ·e of obtaining woman suffrage, it was entirely out of its
line to state its opinion on Sunday opening. As a
matter of policy, therefore, no action was taken.
A few undaunted ones were in favor of simple and
absolute right, but most went along the current of
expediency. It was a sad mistake, and to my mind
woman suffrage has received a blow from wbich it
will not soon recover. If women pursue the line
of expediency and refuse to help overthrow a g7eat
wrong how can they expect men to J.o otherwise~
One might say, I admit the justice of the plea fer
woman's suffl'age, but the prejudiee is too strong,
and as a matter of policy I cannot advocate the
cause.
What can these womBn reformers say,
when ttey hav pursued the same course, when they
hav shown timidity and indecision in dealing with an
all-important question of constitutional rights~ If
woman thus forsakes justice before she has the
ballot, will she not equally iorsake justice when the
ballot is in her hands 1 Can we t- ust women to
improve politics when on a question of pure right
they hav not dared to express an honest thought?

If i~ comes to a matter of expediency I shall vote
agamst woman suffrage, for with this example before me I am afraid that with the ballot in her
hands she would vote for a union of church and
state.
The church will never giv woman the right to
suffrage, never. She may bend and kneel and
cringe, but the church in its very nature and
theology is opposed to the absolute equality of
woman with man. If woman ever receives the
ballot she will receive it by the vote of Liberals,
and not by t~e vote of priests; and yet to-day, out
of the fear of priests the leading women of this
movement for their own freedom hav dared to take
no stand against wrong. Can they expect Liberals
to make sacrifices for their benefit when they hav
deliberately refused to speak a word for liberty'
They call upon the working-women to unite with
them, and yet there are one hundred thousand
working-women in Chicago, typewriters, clerks, etc.,
who by this action are shut out from the noble
and splendid inspirations of the World's Fair.
Will not these women be indignant at the fact that
this association did not dare to speak a word for
their liberty and exaltation to highest advantages
of the world's advancement T I am afraid the
working-women of this country will think the
National American Woman Suffrage Association is
too aristocratic and select for their toiling thousands when it sees a huge injustice against them and
is dumb.
·
The Liberal spirit prevails among the members
of this association. If the resolution had been
pressed it would hav passed, but weak counsels
lost to woman this glorious opportunity to exercise
her noble privilege to stand for liberty. I hope for
better things hereafter.
Rev. Anna H. Shaw made the closing speech of
the convention, and although she is in good and
regular standing in the Methodist church, with a
few exceptions she made a sparkling Freethought
address. She cordially indorsed Ingersoll's splendid declaration that all the use of a government was
to maintain personal liberty. Said the Rev. Anna,
"I had rather be free in perdition than a slave
in heaven. I had rather be a free sinner than a
bonded saint; for if I were free in the depths of
hell I'd climb to paradise or know the reason why."
This was received with unbounded applause. I
guess the women will come out right one of these
days and giv the priests an unexpected blow.
The women hav an institution ·here, with a most
mystical transcendental name-the Wimodaughsis.
I couldn't make it out at first. From what language originated this wonderful name? ·What's
in a name? Oh, there's a good deal in this nameenough to make the masculin heart tremble. Wives,
mothers, daughters, sisters-the first syllable of
each of these names compose this supreme wordWimodaughsis. The house so called is a pleasant
gathering-place for social, literary, reform, and scientific matters. I listened to a lecture the other
evening on "Chinese Poetry," by Dr. Collins, a
missionary, I believe, who has lived for twenty
years in China. The lecture was not only interesting, but Liberal from my point of view, for the
speaker showed that four thousand years ago in
China were all the essentials of the Christian
religion in reality, passion, philosophy, and virtue.
The love poems were beautiful, and there were
poems of war, industry, and reform as noble as the
strains of Whittier and Lowell, and as fresh and
powerful asthemajestic messagesofWalt Whitman.
How true it is that human nature is the same everywhere-that really there is nothing new under the
sun-that even in Chinese literature four thousand
years ago we find grandeur of philosophical speculation, noble pathos, tender passion, the exquisit
and beautiful sentiments which are as immortal as
the human race itself.
What about the Sunday opening 1 I can report no progress this week. 'fhe great orthodox
lion is here, ready to growl if the slightest thing is
done for human liberty. The committee are not
prepared to report. I am satisfied that a majority
of the House would vote for repeal if the question
was presented. In the Senate, however, the fight
is almost hopeless, and when it comes to the president there is another enormous barrier. The members of Congress are constantly besieged with letters,
telegrams, and petitions from the well-organized
Christian forces all over the land, and so fast and
furious do these come that the impression is conveyed that a large majority of the people are in
favor of Sunday closing. Some Congressmen hav
told me that personally they are in favor of opening but that the majority of their constituents
we~e the other way and that they might vote to
please those whom they represent. I am satisfied
that there is no real majority in favor of Sunday
closing, unless in the Southern districts; but every

Christian tries to make himself heard through the
power of the great organization to which he belongs, while not one in ten of the Liberals is heard
from. Yet, as a matter of fact, the real signatures
in favor of opening outnumber by far t;hose on the
other side. I should judge there were nearly two
million signatures to Sunday-opening petitions,
while there are less than half a million on the
Sunday-closing petitio~s. But the churches come
to Congress not with genuinly signed petitions,
but with organizations, and in this way roll up a
mass of forty million names in favor of Sunday
closing, and some Congressmen are fools enough
to believe in this array of fictitious names. It is
true, as Rev. Mr. Savage said to the committee,
"Figures never lie, but liars will figure. 11 There
never was such a colossal lie on record as this lie
of the Christian churches to-day. But this lie is
producing a tremendous effect. It has the. sevenleague boots. It has the wings of an archangel,
the voice of God, and the gall of the devil himself,
and plays a bold hand, as if it held the royal flush.
It takes a brave Congressman to "see" the bluff.
The House committee on the World's Columbian
Exposition wrestled for two hours Tuesday morning last with the Sunday-opening proposition, and
when it adjourned to attend the meeting of the
House neither the Sunday-openers nor the Sundayclosers had secured a decided advantage. The
result of the meeting, however, was not satisfactory
to Chairman Durborow, nor was it promising of
success in his efforts to hav Congress rescind its
action closing the gates on Sunday. The disposition of the members of the committee apparently
was to leave the subject alone and not to stir up
further agitation of religious bodies by bringing
in any recommendation to Congress.
The discussion in the committee was discursiv
to a considerable degree, and frequently was not
directed with definitness to the proposition as it
was embodied in the resolution before the committee, members offering suggestions as to the
manner in which it might be possible to hav Sunday
opening in some modified form which would be less
obnoxious to r\:lligious sentiment. Representativ
Honk of Ohio was one of these members who
favored a partial Sunday opening. His idea, in a
general way, was that the gates should be opened
on Sunday afternoon, but that the public should
be admitted only to the art galleries and to other
kindred exhibits. He was also in favor of the
proposed religious hall in which all denominations
should hold devotional exercises.
There was more support to this view of a modified Sunday opening than to the kind of opening proposed by the Fair managers. Mr.
Houk's plan also involved sacred music and
a strict requirement that employees should not
work more than six days in the week. Much of
the time he occupied during the season was taken
up in reading the long letter heretofore referred
to addressed to President Higginbotham. 'l'his
letter was largely in the nature of suggestions, and
asked whether or not, in view of the opposition
shown by religious organizations, it might not be
that the receipts would be diminished by continued
agitation, and it might not, on the whole, be well
to withdraw the proposition. A letter was read
from Fred Douglass favoring Sunday opening.
Such is the present condition cf affairs. But we
say to Liberals, keep sending letters, petitions, etc.
It's no use to giv up. Don't let agitation cease.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Business Notes.
New editions are now in press of Paine's "Great
Works " complete, his "Political Works," and Ingersoll's
"Liberty in Literature," to which we hav added the
Funeral Address, now for the first time in print.
Mr. Alexander's new book, "The Dynamic Theory of
Life and Mind," showing that organized beings are tho
result of natural laws and shaped by their environment
rather than the manikins of some huge creature created
for his pleaai:tre and governed by his caprice, is meeting
with much deserved appreciation. It is just about what
Liberalism needed to complete the philosophr which
overthrows the Christian superstition. It explams Darwinism as no other work does except Haeckel's "History
of Creation," which is too technical for general purposes.
We hav received a new supply of "Government Analyzed," by the late Colonel Kelso, and shall be happy to
supply them at $1. 50 each, not $1 as previously announced.
The work has created considerable excitement among the
political reformers, and has much to justify an attentiv
study by those interested.
We shall close the collection of ministerial doinllB
February 15th and proceed to the making of the book,
Orders will be received if our friends desire to send the
same with their renewals and filled as soon as the printers
allow us to hav the book.
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Survival of the Fattest.
The young gorilla in the Berlin Zoo was getting
thinner from week to week since his transfer to the
new monkey-house, and has at last succumbed to the
climate-or rather to the idea that health and happiness depend upon the careful exclusion of fresh
air: Ear-aches and a penchant for bombastic
speeches, however, are so compatible with longevity, that the Berliners may console themselvs with
the survival of at least one superlativ ape.
Profits of Superstition.
About a year after the elect.ion of Pope Alexander
VI., Prince Pico de Mirandola held an audience at
the Vatican, and was so amazed at the Rationalistic
remarks of the Holy Father that he ventured a
bold question: "In that case, why does not your
holiness reduce the creed of the church to a pure
Theism ? '' The vicar of Christ tapped him on the
shoulder and conducted him to a room where a lot
of Peter's pence boodle .lay stacked up like wheat
. d"
in a granary. ''Look at that, my young f nen
,
said the frank pontiff; "do you think it would be
wise to discourage so useful a superstition?" The
cogency of that argument still holds good. The
"Grand Metropolitan" of the Greek church receives a yearly salary of 65,000 roubles. The archbishop of Toledo practically controls the revenues
of 900 square miles, and some of his brother prelates in Andalusia and Aragon boast incomes that
contrast strangely with the pittance salaries of
Spanish pedagogs. In Portugal, too, the clergy
has to be surfeited, no matter who starves, and the
emoluments of the Anglican primates equal those
of a German grand-duke.
Rapid Conversion.
Since the reorganization of the French army the
supercilious tone of the East European press has
undergone a change as remarkable of that of tl;le
Paris newspapers during the hundred days of the
Restoration. " The monster has left his den; "
"The usurper has landed at Frejus ; " "The insane ambition of the exile hurries him from venture
to venture and will hurry him on to destruction ; "
" Bonaparte has captured Grenoble; " "Napoleon
has raised the tri-color flag at Lyons ; " " The emperor is approaching Fontainebleau ;" "His imperi~l
majesty has entered Paris amid the acclaims of his
faithful subjects."
Accounts ·to Settle.
"A falsehood," says Paley, "is a breach of promis,
for whosoever addresses his discourse to a fellowman tacitly agrees to speak the truth, because he
kno;,s the truth is expected. " What breach of
contract suits will confront the orators of Jesuitism if the eyes of their fellow-men ever get opened !
A Proxy Stigma.
The Catholic clergy of the East-Austrian provinces are on their hindlegs with rage at the civilmarriage law. In Transylvania they appoint committees to watch every pair of lovers, and in Hungary they openly threaten to refuse Christian burial
to persons who prefer the marriage contract of the
law to the ceremonies of the orthodox church. The
married life of the worldly-minded, they insinuate,
will be denounced as concubinage, and their children denounced as Auswuerjlinge ("whelp brats").
The philosopher Diderot sum~ed up th.e. wh?l~
grievance in a memorable aphonsm : " An illegttimate child," he said, " is a wretch who dares to
exist without having given the church an opportunity to make boodle nine months before hie
birth."
The Other Side.
The church papers of our Southern border-states
affect a fit of indignation at the Sunday bull-fights
of our next neighbors, which they maintain ought
to be suppressed in the interest of law and order
(the Sabbath Blue laws), but also as a common
duty of humanity ; and the hen~hmen. of the
ult.ra-pious governor of Texas plamly hmt that
Uncle Sam ought to try the arguments used in the
abolition of the African slave-traffic and put a stop
to the immoral proceedings on the other side of
the Rio Grande. The sympathy of the orthodox
may naturally chnmpion the cause of the oxen; but
suppose some Mexican moralist should appeal to
the "common instincts of humanity" and preach a
crusade against the Sabbath bigots who suppress
popular recreations on the only day when ni~e out
of ten workingmen find their only chance of leisure,
and who thus drive millions of young men from the
greenwoods and baseball-grounds to the ~ram-shop,
from athletic sports to sloth and secret VIces?
Secular Saints.
The graves of the most venerated men in almost
every country of Europe happen to be tho!!e of

Freethinkers: Voltaire's, Mirabeau's, and Gambetta's, in France; Bruno's and Garibaldi's, in
Italy; Rousseau's, in Switzerland; Goethe's, Lessing's, Frederick the Great's, the emperor Frederick's, Schiller's, and Humboldt's, in Germany;
Byron's, Burns's, and Darwin's, in England; and
Joseph the Second's, in Austria. Louis Kossuth
may find his last resting-place in exile, but if his
remains should be transferred to his nativ land, his
countrymen will not permit the evergreens of his
tomb to wither.
Curious Hybrids.
The Darwinian theory at first seemed as irreconcilable with the phenomena of hybridism as Lucian's
"slow and steady sunrise of culture" with the long
mid:B.ight of the Middle Ages; but the alleged permanence of species has evidently been greatly overrated. Professor Karsen, of Riga, reports that the
European roe can be readily crossed with several
varieties of deer, and a correspondent of the
Journal de Physiologie describes a "rabbit farm"
near Angouleme, France, where M. Charles Roux
succeeded in cross-breeding hares and conies-the
hybrids having in several cases proved more fertil
than either of the parent species. The Munich
zoo exhibits a pair of lynx.kittens, and the Zoological Garden of Cincinnati, 0., bo~sts a similar
curiosity, a litter of wolf-puppies-the progeny of a
gray wolf and a female Esquimaux dog. In more
than one menagerie the union of tigers and shelions has resulted in the birth of striped whelps.
The ibex (steinbok) of the Alps has been successfully crossed with the common goat, and the male
goat with ewes, and even with several species of
antelopes.
A Cheap Luxury.
The counts Louis and Emile Vendome, descendants of the famous marechal, are a. curious pair:
the one passes his time in entomological pursuits,
the other in collecting " evidences of the Christian
miracles." Count Emile is going to visit the
United States before the end of this year, but is
not apt to become a society pet, as he renounces
all fashionable amusements for the pleasure of
hunting insects. The illustrious savant ought to
try a Bowery lodging-house.
Vices of the Age.
The besetting vices of ancient Greece were
wine-worship and sensuality ; of Rome cruelty and
the lust of power; of the Middle Ages gluttoRy,
drunkenness, bigotry, and mental prostitution
(voluntary subjection of reason to faith); of the
eighteenth century frivolity and gallantry, in the
due de Richelieu's· sense of the word; of the present age dollar-worship and hypocrisy.
The
prevalence of joint-stock associations for the suppression of truth and the perpetuation of otherwise untenable fictions has reached a degree that
clearly indicates the beginning of the end and the
near advent of a better religion.
Green-Winge1l Angels.
The naturalist Walker collected a large number
of talking birds for the purpose of testing their
intellectual capacities, and after years of experiments now comes to the conclusion that his pets
" do not attach the slightest meaning to the phrases
they hav been taught to repeat." Parrots would
make model Sunday-school pupils.
Chronological Preference.
A medical journal publishes a "symposium" on
the working habits of literary men. Some of the
respondents confess that they follow no fixed rule,
but write whenever the spirit moves them. Others
prefer the early morning, or think it· at least the
best plan to finish the bulk of their 'work: before
dinner. Very few only recommend late hours; but,
judging from the literary record of the benighted
ages, religious writers evidently succeed best in the
dark.
F. L. OswALD.
UNLESS the authenticity of the historical books of
the New Testament can be certainly established,
we hav no eye-witness of the Christian miracles at
all; and, in the absence of such testimony, the adverse arguments derived from the uniformity of
nature, and from mythological analogy, which traces
the belief in miracles to the universal propensities
of uncritical ages, rush in with overwhelming force.
In fact, in almost any book written by a learned
man who feels himself at liberty to say what he
really thinks you will soon find the miracles abandoned, though it may be with evident reluctance.-

Goldwin Smith.
--------~~--------

FAITH without verification is the greatest of theological virtues-Blessed are those who believe like
little children.-John Wilson, M.A.
Please renew your subscription and obtain aaother subscriber.

{Sommunica.,tions.
"The Saturday -Globe" and Thomas Paine.
The Saturday Globe, a rival of the Police Gazette, and a publication the would-be editors of
which are provided with more boodle than brains
for its pl'Oduction, has recently furnished the "our
million readers," who thus "attest its popularity"
and their intellectual inferiority, a column of lies
and abuse respecting America's sublime savior,
Thomas Paine.
When I attempt to think of the mighty struggles
in the past for human liberty, of the long-time
evolution of the Christian masses from slavery· to
partial manhood, when I remember that present
comfort has come through the sacrificial blood of
millions of sons of nature, then my body is shaken
with Infidel indignation knowing how the skunks
of superstition hav squirted their noxious perfumes
over the rt nown and memory of the most unselfish
man, the noblest lover of liberty, and the most
effectiv patriot of the last century.
I do not wish to be understood as asserting that
one of the two proprietors of the said sensationalistic journal originated the article on Paine, for I
hardly think either of them possesses mentality
necessary toward such accomplishment. But as
the infamous statements hav been very widely
circulated, it is deemed desirable in the interest of
truth, or Infidelity, which is merely a synonym for
honesty, progrrssion, and happiness, that the impartial TRUTH SEEKER allow room herein to reply to
the Saturday Globe. Certainly the most direct
course to profitably refute slander is through the
paper in which it appeared. But the managers of
Police Gazettes are cautiously aware that if such
papen print the truth concerning famous Infidels
and Infidelity, a malady called lackofreaders will
destroy their business, prevent success, and force
them into an asylum or almshouse.
The scandalous article in question, a review of
which serves to deepen our disgust for the priesthood and strengthen our pity for the laity, is as
self-contradictory as man's revelation about God.
We first read that Paine was a "Patriot Infidel,"
and further on that he "was a very bad man." We
are told that after Mr. Paine returned to this
country from France in 1802 he " found himself almost an entire stranger in the country, poor
and friendless," and we are also informed by the
same miscreant or lunkhead that Mr. Paine· owned
during this his time of poverty a "farm at New
Rochelle which had been confiscated during the
Revolution." It is probably difficult for one not
an orthodox Christian to comprehend why a worthless farm was confiscated, and how a farm-owner
could hav been poor. We see Mr. Paine, "a very
bad man," had been honored with the friendship
and confidence of Washington, Franklin, and J efferson. But enough of the self-contradictory parts of
the villainous balderdash hav been specified.
We notice that "William Cobbett, the celebrated
English refor!ller, had Mr. Paine's bones disinterred,"
etc., but we do not discern it stated that this "celebrated English reformer " was himself a PainiM
Infidel. So we wish to penetrate the brain of the
Globe contributor, if possible, with Cobbett's
words on Paine. They were, "I saw Paine first
pointing the way, and then leading a nation through
difficulties of all sorts to independence, and to
lasting liberty, prosperity, and greatness,
Old Age having laid his hand upon this truly great
man, this truly philosophical politician, at his expiring flambeau I lighted my taper." Evidently
the Globe knew not Cobbett's, their "celebrated
English reforme~:," opinion of Thomas Paine.
The villainous article calls Paine the "great
assailant of-first, earthly kings, and then the King
of Kings." If by the words "King of Kings"
God is meant, then the Globe writer is either a
scamp or an igno1·amus. There is not living to-day
a human being who has more belief in God than
ha:i Thomas Paine. I would advise the latest assailant of freedom's greatest champion to read ''The
Age of Reason," as he has not yet reached that
period. Continuing, we read, "The history of
Paine affords rich matter for thought, and his monument by the roadside is an object-lesson to the
contemplativ mind." Very true. Yes, the history
of Paine exhibits the ingratitude of succored bigots,
the relentless hatred of those who pretend to love
their enemies, and the malice of hypocrits. But
we ought not to forget that only until very recently hav even a small part of the American populace been sufficiently Infidelized to appreciate true
benevolence and love of man by m~n. The Globe's
fabricator urges the usual orthodox arguments relating to Paine, and with a. vehemence seldom paralleled. He remarks that Mr. Pa.ine died "utterly
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friendless, and was buried by drunken negroes who
sang his requiem in coars~ and fiendish jests. To
what a depth of degradation must he hav fallen
when only such chara~ters could be found willing
to bury his. mortal remains, and even they regarded
him with such contempt that they sang while shoveling the earth upon him :
" Old Tom Paine, here he lies,
Nobody laughs and nobody cries;
Where he's gone and how he fares,
Nobody knows and nobody cares."
Of such writers it is appropriate to say, " Of such
is the kingdom of (priestcraft's) heaven." I am of
the opinion that these late lies about Paine will as
effectually keep little lambs from wandering from
the Christian fold as the prophet-baldhead-urchinshe-bear story. Let us look at these last false statements philosophically. Suppose them true. Then
we are compelled to conclude that the American
people when Mr. Paine died, instead of being Christians who ever are notorious lovers of enemies,
were surely beasts who neglected their illustrious
dead, or, perchance, they were adherents of that
clique of Christians who act upon that curious
ancient suggestion, viz., "Let the dead bury the
dead." The treatment of Paine living and dead by
the American people is a dark blot on our national
character equaled only by our former system of
negro slavery. And no better man ever lived.
History is powerless to set forth the equal of Paine
in unselfish motivs, nobility of conduct, capacity
of discernment, grandeur in purpose, and immens-.
ity of world-benefiting achievement.
There is much more in the Globe article which
perhaps ought to be referred to, but as time passes
in penning these lines the writer is approaching that
degree of disgust, caused by the calumny considered,
that effort is required to linger longer on the subject. This latest falsifier of history, who says Paine
was honoredwith the friendship of Jefferson, should
hav thundered in his ears what Jefferson said of
Paine after he was friendless, poor, and buried by
drunken negroes, etc. Here is what Jefferson did
say-Thomas Jefferson the Infidel, he who wrote
the "great Declaration": ''You ask my opinion of
Lord Bolingbroke and Thomas Paine. They·were
alike in making bitter enemies of the priests and
pharisees in their day. Both were honest men!
both advocates of human liberty.
No
writer has exceeded Paine in ease and familiarity of
style, in perspicuity of expression, happiness of
elucidation, and in simple and unassuming lan7
guage."
So we see that the great Jefferson could not agree
with the gentleman who has lately pronounced Mr.
Paine "a very bad man." It is always unpleasant
to attack a skunk. Such animals should be homeopathically dosed with apole-cat--o'-nine-tails, not with
a pen.
EnwrN N. BEECHER. _

English Notes.
After the summer season there always comes a
period of rep~se ~ our En~lish S~cularism. Such
a thing seems Illogical, I Will admit, but on closer
inspection it will be found to be not altogether unreaRonable. First of all it must be remembered
that ours is a most unpopular party. As soon as a
man becomes settled comfortably in the world and
gets beyond the reac~ of pec·~mi~ry. anxieties, he
begins to feel an attractiOn to Umtanamsm and other
low-grade forms of religion which do not exclude
him from social circles. He believes no more than
he did hitherto, but suppresses the avowal of his
disbelief and disappears from Freethought societies.
The consequence is that our party is ever poor, since
those of moneyed powers who are honorable
enough to remain amongst us are few and far between. Nothing remains, then, but to work our
branches on the most economical lines, to push our
views in the open air during summer months and
to. forego the expense of hiring halls with the
probability of small audiences.
It will be readily understood that large and enthusiastic gatherings under the broad canopJ: of
heaven do not prognosticate similar meetings m a
Secular hall. Ten thousand excuses, such as
"Happened to be passing by and stopped to listen,"
come to the lips of those who feel they need ap~l
ogize for their presence when th~y are ca~ght m
the open air. No such excuse avails them if they
pay for admission and deliberately enter a lect~re
hall. Even newspapers can be found to chromcle
an outdoor meeting which would never dare to report one within walls. So we hav to cut our coat
to our cloth-to knock off expensiv and disappo~t
ing indoor gatherings and content oursel~s with
speaking by the wayside when the sun IS good
enough to shine upon us.
So far as those places are concerned where halls
can be had (no easy task, I can assure you), a very

fair amount of success is rewarding the laborers,
especially where a due regard is had to public announcements.
Perhaps the most important thing to record in
these days of comparativ monotony is a new departure by the Rochdale branch. Many truth
seekers will remember Rochdale as the birthplace
of the famous John Bright. The town is very fortunate in many respects. First of all, it is only
some ten miles from Manchester, which is the
London of the north. Then its vicar is a very
broad-minded clergyman of unimpeachable life and
universally respected. The mayor, a Wesleyan by
the way, is equally liberal and ready to take part in
all good works. When I paid Rochdale my first
visit last summer I found the Secularists in a disconsolate condition. They hav a lovely hall w~
holds at least six hundred people. The expenses
of the hall were covered by receipts from dancing
classes and so on; but they much preferred using
the place for its legitimate purpose, and were
on the point of selling it to others who could make
more use of it. My advent prevented that calamity.
Friends turned up as if by magic; and regular
Thursday night lectures and Sunday concerts with
occasional addresses became at once the order of the
day. Not satisfied with that the branch set about
to see what was wrong with Secularism, that it did
not become more popular amongst the masses.
Briefly stated, it was considered that the program
was too metaphysical and far too little practical.
Men want measures, not theories. To teach men to
rationalize morality, to dignify labor, to bring about
the general well-being of the people, and so on, is
very nice on paper ; but it is not enough to get
enthusiastic over. Men want more; they will hav
more if they are to hav anything. And so the
Rochdale branch set to work and drew up a program of activ warfare, here annexed. They aim at:
1. Al:olition of the oath and substitution of
affirmation in all cases.
2. Repeal of the blasphemy laws and those concerning Sunday observance.
3. Compulsory non-religious education in all
day schools drawing any government pay.
4. Abolition of all workhouse, prison, army, navy,
and other chaplaincies paid for out of the public
purse.
5. Compulsory civil marriage and an extension of
the laws facilitating divorce.
6. Repeal of all laws granting to Christian
churches, chapels, schools, and other such buildings
an exemption from taxation.
The next step was to lay the matter before the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Secular Federation, a
combination of local branches of the National
Secular Society representing about one-fourth of
the area of England. This body met at Bradford
last Sunday and discussed the program, adopting
it with the following modifications. Point 3 was
changed to" That education in all week. day .s~hool~
receiving government pay shall be non-rehgwus.
In point 5, the words " Compulsory civil marriage "
were struck out. This program now becomes the
"object'' of the Federation, and it will be laid
before the councils of the Northeastern and London
Secular Federations in the hope that those impo;rtant bodies will se~ their w~y to ad~pting it,
either as it stands or with certam alteratiOns. In
case of any change the amendments will be remittt>d to the three Federations in order to get a
unanimous program, and the executiv council of
the National Secular Society will be asked to adopt
it and giv it forth to the world as the militant program of the Uni.ted_Secular party._
Our Bradford fnends are lookmg forward to a
lively work in the coming summer. Outside t~at
famous town is a village of five or six thousand Illhabitants called Baildon. Here but little Freethought work is possible owing to the bigotry of
the people. Now it turns out that one of Baildon's
daughters who died in Australia, remembered her
birthplace' and bequeathed $125 to be spent in
Freethought literature in that now interesti~g
village. When it comes we sh~l _sta~tle the villagers with lectures and free distributiOn of good
and useful books to. those who attend. Our scheme
is ready.
Unfortunately, under our abominable
blasphemy laws, it is all but impossible to get
hold of such legacies.
SAM STANDRING.
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reading clerk of the lower house of Illinois. He
also edited various Republican papers in that state,
and claimed the honor of being the first to propose
Colonel Ingersoll for governor of lllinois. Political
intrigues, however, prevented the nomination. Mr.
Magie was a violent partisan, and in national_ campaigns usually took the stump for the Repubhcans.
He was equally as earnest in religious as in political
matters, and was a pronounced Agnostic. But
through the pious inclinations of a business partner
of his son the Episcopal service was read over his
coffin.
This was somewhat atoned for by the
tribute of Col. D. A. Ray, who spoke a few words
when the priest had finished, saying:
I bav come here to join in a last tribute to a long-time
friend. .I do not come to talk nor to add words, in compliance with any formal custom of such occasions. I
come because, of all the immediate neighbors of JamesK.
Magie, I am one of those who has known him lon~est,
one who has known him socially, politically, and offiCially
for more than twenty years. I hav known him and his
family for so long a time that I seem almost to hav known
him always. But of his early life I can only speak from
the knowledge of others. He was one of the people, one
who always was with and for the people. He would
voluntarily leave the association of the wealthy and
the prominent to affiliate with and instruct those whose
walk was with the laborer, the mechanic, the workman.
He was ever seeking to elevate and improve the condition
of the people. His own advancement was always secondary. Even where his personal pride and his sensibility
was wounded he would hide the wound and await a vindication in its due time. He was a man of incisiv and
clear argument, of deep thought, and convincing speech.
He was not always appreciated by those who criticised
him, but in the later years of bJs life I had the plen:sl!r.e of
receiving from many of those who ha~ formerly cntiCis~d
him the most beaTty approval and mdorsement of h1a
ability and power in the vocation which seemed most
suited to him.
He came to be recognized as a most earnest, honest,
and powerful advocate of ~he views he had espoused, and
his family and friends could, if he left no other legacy,
be justly proud of the record for honesty of pu,rpose and
simple earnestness which he has left.
He' was nothing if not honest, when honesty meant poverty ~nd ;vant, and hia grave could bear no more truthful epitaph than, "Here lies an honest man."
Mr. Magie was no humorist; he was no trifler. His
best addresses and his most entertaining conversation
were valued and valuable because of their seriousness
and truthfulness, and not because of any element of
mirthfulness or humor. He was quite as impressiv in
conversation as in his public addressee.
It may not be denied that he had his peculiarities and
his hobbies, but any peculiarity which he manifested
was always marked by its leaning toward the interest of
the common people, the masses of American humanity.
With his views of modern thrology, or his belief regarding the unknown future, although they are not
mine, I hav nothing to utter in criticism. His peaceful
ending, and his statements at various times to me and to
those who had his love and confidence, that he "had no
fear of death," that he was " ready to die," prove to me
that he had full justification, and left us in the fullness of
time. A just life and peaceful death, who among us
shall leave that record?
Major Magie enjoyed the acquaintance of many
noted politicians, was employed and trusted by
them, and was a useful person for the dominant
party in the war of the Rebellion. In his home
life he was kind and loving, and thought much
of his children, who reciprocated his affection.
ltE~ms

of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.

Friedrick von Hellwald, the well-known German
Freethought author, is seriously ill from inflammation involving the spinal cord.
In France local congresses are being held everywhere. In fact, an unusual activity is visible all
over. But then, our French friends propose to bav
a voice in this year's election.
We call the attention of our Spanish friends to

El IJiablo (the devil), a comic political and Freethought paper, published weekly in Caracas, Venezuela, the editor of which is Lucas Gomez.
The Swedish state minister of religion· and education has indicted Professor Harnack for giving
expression to Freethought sentiments. The professor had stated in one of his lectures at the
university that he doubted the truth of Christ's
miraculous birth.

Lady Somerset, the English head of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, owns one thousand
two hundred houses, and twelve of these contain
saloons, says a Bristol, Eng., daily. That is nothing
James K. Magie.
new: Rum and religion, church prominence and deIt will giv many Freethinkers a pang of sorrow ceit, ever go nicely hand in hand.
to learn that James K. Magie died of heart failure
In England, from October, 1891, to October, 1892,
on the 12th ult. He was then living at the residence of his son in Brooklyn. His . demise was 12 ministers hav committed suicide, 14 hav broken
very sudden. A widow and four children survive the marriage promis, 17 committed various crimes,
him, one of whom, Miss Lizzie Magie, is slightly 18 misused animals, 109 violated women, 121 been
but favorably lqlown to the readers of THE TRUTH indicted for drunkenness (habitual), 254: cheated
SEEKER. Mr. Magie was for several sessions the their creditors, and 84 committed minor offense1.
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That is 2.75 per cent of the English ministry, says added, ''That if the Lord wished him to continue and some one had sent for a Mr. Pershall, a
the Pall Mall Gazette, who hav in one year been in in the good work, and keep up the meetings, he Swedenborgian exhorter, to come and "pitch into
(the Lord) would giv him strength to do so, and me." He did make a ludicrous attempt, but being
trouble with the law.
sustain him in the work." Twenty minutes later totally unprepared for a discussion he did not wish
The Freethought society in Keil, Holstein, has a the reverend gentleman had fainted in his pulpit them to think that he was attempting anything of
badge for Freethinkers. It is a needle with a head and fallen to the floor. Although I sympathize the kind. However, it was decided that we discuss
repre!!enting the sun, in the central point of which with the gentleman in his hour of misfortune, still the question of "A Life Beyond the Grave" on the
are the letters F. D. (Frei Denker, i. e., Free- I thought the incident was rather suggestiv. Evi- following night, as the gentleman assured us that
thinker). In our humble opinion either the Pansy dently the Lord did not wish him to continue the he had made a thorough study of tile question and
or the Wettstein badge is decidedly preferable.
meetings, and took him at his word. He had· was capable of talking upon it. The next night
doubtlessly been humbugged enough with their came. Early in the afternoon teams could be seen .
Bj6rnstjirne Bjornson, the well-known Norwegian railings of cant and hypocrisy, and took these steps entering the town from all directions. Crowds
poet and Freethinker, who for some time has played to show to them his displeasure. Had this hap- came in from the country, and it was safe to say
the politician, is, we are pleased to state, to giv up pened to me while giving my lecture, the band of a that every rancher for miles around had come and
the last vocation and devote himself to literature. supernatural providence would bav been visible to brought his family. The place was fairly alive with
The orthodox do not like this, for his works are them; but being a preacher, a servant of the Lord, excitement and expectations were away up. Many
altogether too Liberal even for a Liberal theologian. it could be accounted for by purely natural causes. of them came specially to hear me lecture and when
The preacher's name is Campton, pastor of the they learned that a debate was to take place, and
The Free-Religious Society at Vienna, Austria, South Methodist church.
whom'with, they appeared disappointed. Some of
did not celebrate its Christmas, but more than made
Our :first meeting brought an audience that took them announced their intention of returning home,
up by a splendid New Year's celebration. The fore- up every chair, and each night the audiences were and in order to keep them it was put to a vote of
noon was devoted to speech-making, and the even- increased to such an extent that the seating ca- the meeting whether they should hav the lecture or
ing to sociability. Whatever our friend Ed. pacity was not sufficient and many had to stand up. the debate. The vote resulted in a unanimous one
Schwella, editor of .Der Lichifreunil-whose biog- An invitation had been given to the clergy to at- for the lecture. So the debate was declared off,
raphy we will giv in the near future-takes a tend and discuss the issue, but discussion being unless the other gentleman was willing to underhand in is bound to be a success.
the better part of valor they made themselvs con- take it at the close. It was a real treat to see such
spicuous by their absence. The Freethinkers here an audience, many of whom had come miles to hear
The Swedish Freethinkers are activ, as usual. are so strong numerically that all election issues me, applaud and cheer during the lecture. The
Lecturers travel through the country, and sweral are fought on purely local grounds, and the two churches hav received a shock here that they will
discussions with clergyme:n. hav taken place. Christ- contending factions are clericals and anticlericals- never recover from. At the close the Christians
mas was celebrated in the usual fashion, with Christ- religion and liberty, Christianity and Freethought. tried to raise a disturbance, and here in this little
mas tree, singing, speeches, and music. The large The party of progress, Liberty, and Freethought W ashingtcn town the tables were completely turned
hall was crowded to overflowing. Mr. Lennstrand hav in . he main been tolerably successful. They against them. It was amusing indeed to see them
must hav entirely recovered his health. Besides are now affiliating their forces with the Federation, piteously begging to be heard, but the crowd
editing his bright, crisp paper Fritankaren he is which will giv them all the assistance possible in whooped and yelled with delight at their discomfiof late delivering speeches almost every day.
future elections. An organization was formed ture and mortification. In this neighborhood Freeafter my last lecture, when about forty persons put thought is growing rapidly, the church has lost its
In canton Bern, Switzerland, the Socialistic down their names as members. The organization power over the people, and the priest can no longer
editor Steck was elected to the canton congress. will associate itself with the State Secular Union of influence the people either by fear of punishment
He refused to take the oath, and the congress by a Washington for state issues, and affiliate with the or a hope of reward. Charles Blake, W. H. Childs,
vote of one hundred and thirty-four against forty Federation for national affairs. This is the way for E. H. Childs, the Garper brothers, Mr. Wickham,
refused to allow him to make an affirmation. He us to work hand in hand. We can form a chain and scores of others too numerous to mention, are
has appealed to the Swiss Federation congress. that the powers of darkness could not break among the Freethought hosts here. H. L. Wilson
Whether his side will be sustained or not, dis- through. This chain welded together link by link and Peter Seide came all the way from Davenport
cussion and legislation upon the oath question will will assure us success. Hundreds of Liberals re- to hear my lectures, and stayed in town until the
result. According to the Federal constitution no side in the country immediately surrounding this close of the meetings. A good time indeed was afone c!l.n be compelled to perform a religious act.
little town, many of whom could not attend the forded me here and I was compelled to promis that
meetings owing to the almost impossible condition I would come again upon my next visit to this
At the recent international Freethought congress of the roads. Nevertheless several of them did state.
at Madrid it was resolved that the next congress manage to get in, and every evening Mr. and Mrs.
Another list of names was added to the Federashould be held at Brussels, Belgium, unless other- Drew could be seen entering the town upon horse- tion membership, and liberal assistance was given
wise determined later by the general committee. back, rather than miss the lectures. Our eques- me to aid me in my work.
This last clause was due to a letter of ours in which trians had to ride a distance of eight miles each
The Federation and World's Fair leaflets are
we stated that the Freethought Federation would way, a fact which shows the enthusiasm of Free- all over this town.
They are good missionary
likely invite our foreign brethren to Chicago. Mr. thinkers in and around Palouse. Our friends documents, and should be widely distributed. They
Charlesworth's letter arrived at Brussels after Mr. treated me with utmost kindness and considera- were especially pleased with the World's Fair lea.flei·,
Furnemont had left, hence was not known to him. tion. Mr. R. J. Anderson and Mr. W. L. Farns- and it has certainly made a great hit here.
But from later advices we are pleased to state that worth are outspoken Freethinkers, and both are, I
I wish to call to the attention of our friends that
the general committee will, at its first meeting, act believe, ex-mayors of Palouse. R. Pfaendtner, R. President Putnam is now in Washington to work
upon the measure, and, we hav no doubt, report Crimmins, Judge Northrope, and many other for the repeal of the World's Fair closing clause.
favorably.
prominent business men, comprising merchants, H has a hard :fight before him, but buoyed up
traders, and bankers, are reckoned among the Free- with the hope of success, he will conduct a strenuThe recent international Freethought congress, thought hosts, and on the whole Freethought is ous :fight upon that issue. · Money is needed to
which in such a disgraceful and tyrannical way was having a real boom here. An amusing incident keep him there, and for the fulfillment of the
broken up by the Spanish authorities, has thor- occurred here. One of our friends asked a nativ pledges we hav given. We are in earnest about
oughly stirred up the Spanish nation. Protests who had heard my lectures what he thought of this, and our sole d.esire is to do what we hav
and resolutions are raining down, and we don't them. He replied, rather naively, "I don't like promised to do. We hav made a good start, victory
know but that the conduct of the government has that man." "WhyT" asked his interrogator. is within our reach, and once more I appeal to you
done Freethought in Spain more good than would "Well," he said, "because, he said that my God for that :financial help that will put it into our
a successful congress. Many people who probably was a liar, and what is worse he proved it." hands. Let us put our life and energy into this
had never heard of the existence of organized Everywhere Freethought is in the air, groups are cause. It is a glorious one, well worthy of your
Freethought hav become aware of it; discussions in the hotels, stores, and on street corners dis- support, and every Freethinker should help us to
and investigations will result, the consequences of cussing " 'ligion."
the extent of his power. JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
I journey again to Reardon, where I am to giv
which can but be, in many instances, the kicking
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
three more lectures. I arrive here upon an early
overboard of the orthodox superstition.
train, but Charles Blake is here to meet me. Excitement ran high in this little town. My arrival
liberal Societies.
The Freethought Federation of America.
was eagerly looked for. Mine were the :first Free[Headquarters, 84f! West Randolph street, Chicago, Til. thought lectures ever given in this place and the
The Newark Liberal League observed the
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secre- people were anxious to hear about them. An hour :fifteenth anniversary of its formation and the birthtary; George L, Robertson, treasurer.]
before the time of meeting the hall <was packed to day of Thomas Paine last Sunday in a becoming
Elated with the success that attended my lect- overflowing. They came out in crowds, many had manner. Besides vocal and instrumental music
ures in Spokane, I went on a!:{ain the next day-to to stand up, and scores could scarcely crowd in. there was an eloquent lecture on "Thomas Pain~,
Palouse City, where I was billed for three lectures. An evangelical preacher was present who, on the His Life and Works," by Henry Rowley, of BrookThree of our Palouse friends were at the depot to previous Sunday, had stated within his church that lyn.
welcome me in their midst, but expecting to see a the "Infidels :filled our jails, and all were on the
Mr. Rowley reviewed the life of Paine and reman more advanced in years, they allowed me to way there, and those that were not in ought to be." lated many instances to show his kind and magpass on to the city without it, although we became I had been apprised of this and assured that he had nanimous nature. " As an instance of magnanimacquainted a few minutes later. This town is fairly really given utterance to the above statement. He ity, I would refer you to his opposition to the exswarming with Freethinkers. They are as thick had ventured he1 e th1:ough compulsion, but as soon ecution of Louis XVI. Lover and preacher of liberty
as . bees in a hive, and the meetings we had here as my lecture was over he slunk away like a that he was, still he was opposed to the death of the
were attended with such enormous crowds that the whipped cur with his tail between his legs.
man 'Kill the king, but spare the man,' were his
clergy were driven to desperate measures in order
I started in for him right away, but he was too words. But the people of France had not the
to cope with the " pestilence " that had come much of a moral coward to get up and defend him- depth of thought to see that the institution may be
amongst them.
self. He left town next day and was not seen destroyed without destroying individuals. This
An incident occurred in one of their meetings again until I had got fairly away. At the con- incident also shows his love for mankind." Speakwhich is certainly deserving of comment. One of elusion of my :first lecture Charles Blake said to ing of the slanderous stories told by the Christian
the preachers, in consequence of the severe mental him: "Now get up and say something. We had clergy of Paine's death, Mr. Rowley, in refutation,
strain upon his poor benighted brain, was not feel- to sit and take your abuse on Sunday last, but you read the words of Cheetam, his greatest slanderer:
ing well when he entered the church. He acquainted hav had to sit and talre physic to-night."
"He died placidly and almost without a struggle."
his dearly beloved brethren with the fact, but
The next night the crowds were larger than ever, · The lecturer related a number of instances to show

?'3
how he was pestered by intruding people on his ' denied that the source of evil was money· he
?eath-bed .. "The same clergymen who pray, thought that the honor ought to be given' to
F~om m~rce and all un~haritablene~s, good Lord, women. Mr. T. B. Wakeman defended the lectdehver us, denoun~e Pame a~ an mcarnate fiend urer, saying that the doctor was one hundred years
from the same pulpit. What IS the reason of this in advance of the times. Mr. A. T. Sullivan will
d~ep-seated hatred~ . ~st, his. unanswerable in- lecture next Sunday on "Direct Legislation."
dwtment of the Christian religion. Second, his
complete refutation of the theory of biblical infalliJ. E. Remsburg lectured in Chicago Sunday
bility. But why is it Paine is so savagely attacked night, January 15th, on " Sunday and the World's
whiM such men as Tyndall, Huxley, Clifford, and Fair." The Herald, Tribune, and other papers
Spencer, who hav been much more thorough in giv flattering reports of his lecture. The Tribune
their criticisms of bibles and religions, are not says:
denounced? These men talk to the scientists,
E. Remsburg of Kansas lectured last night before
while Paine spoke to the common people. Voltaire ·theJ. Chicago
Secular Union on "Sundav and the World's
and the Encyclopedists attacked the church and its Fair." It was a presentation of the view that in the interests
of
the
great majority of the people and especially
clergy, but Paine was the first to take up the Bible
and examin and criticise it, verse by verse.... Mr. of the laboring classes and of morality and education the
should be open Sunti.ay. He claimed that
Rowley then took up the works of Paine andre- Exposition
there was nothing intrinsically or divinely sacred in any
viewed them separately. He showed how much the day of the week, and that the Secular Union had· as much
country owes to "Common Sense" and "Rights of right to compel ministers and priests to work on Sunday
Man." He advised those in the audience who had as they had to insist that the people should remain idle
on that day. One of the critics of the lecture after its
not already read the "Age of Reason" to immedi- conclusion
wished to emphasize the statement that the
ately procure a copy and study it. "It is one of priestly Sab batarian cry and crusade was arrant pretension
and
pure
hypocrisy
because the day they regarded as so
the best books that were ever written."
Mr. Henry Bird also made a few appropriate holy was about the only day on which they did any work
themselvs.
remarks. He said that Paine had done away with
During the last Exposition in Paris America, he said,
earthly kings, and if he were living at the present was the laughing-stock of the world. On Sunday four
day he would do away with the heavenly king which hnndred thousand people thoughtfully and religiously
he believed in. Mr. Bird said he had no sympathy saw the wonders of science, the triumphs of invention,
and the glories of art, and the little American exhibits
with these people who are not satisfied unless they were covered up with cheap calico. The act of Conhav a heavenly power, a divine power, or something gress ordering the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday,
of that sort. It seems to be a lingering hope which he declared, was one of the most infamous and bigoted
men cannot cast off.
Among the other speakers pieces of legislation ever enacted in this land. It was a
criminal, puritanical, and inquisitorial attempt to create
were Mrs. Marian Smith, Dr. Wright, Mr. Gillen, a union of church and state. It was a scheme of bigots
and Mr. Walker.
and fanatics to legalize a Sunday-school fad at the exMr. Rowley, in replying to one of the speakers pense of the culture and enlightenment of the people.
who had spoken disparagingly of Paine's life and It would be better for the profit and education of the
masses that the Fair should be opened on Sunday and
death, said: "Supposing these stories to be true, closed ever:v other day in the week. When theology
what does it matter how a man died 7 We ml.lst claimed the Fair should be closed he demanded in the
judge him by what he wrote and said in the vigor name of intelligence and tlie people that it should be
of his manhood, and not by what he said on his opened. The bats of bigotry and superstition h11v no
right to obscure the light of this century's civilization.
death-bed, when pestered by cranks. He told the
The lecturer was frequently applauded during his distruth, and what he afterward said is of no conse- course and a unanimous vote of thanks was given to him.
quence. In every right-angled triangle the square The hall was filled, many of those present being women.
described on the hypothenuse is equal to the sum of
Westbrook Replies to Putnam.
the squares on the other two sides, even if
MR. EmTOR: It is very evident that the EditorPythagoras would deny it."
On February 5th Mr. Oppenheimer will lecture, in-chief of the late lamented F1 eetlwnght newspaper, and the founder of the defunct Freetlwztght
and on February 12th Hugh 0. Pentecost.
Publication Society of San Francisco, has no hope
Prof. Felix Adler delivered a special lecture at of success in the lobby at Washington! He is
Chickering Hall last Sunday morning on " The terribly angry with certain Congressmen who hav
evidently " set down " upon him!
Higher Life." As usual the hall was crowded.
But why does he so unceremoniously hand me
Professor Adler began his lecture by remarking
that there were not nowadays enough people who over to the " Orthodox?" Suppose the Orthodox
viflw life as a whole.
In this respect he said we will not hav me ; and suppose the Liberals will not
were greatly behind the ancients, and there are no giv me up 7 Suppose I object to the transfer?
Now it is a matter of perfect indifference to me
men at present whom we can compare with Socrates
or Plato. The ancients were much superior to us whether this liberal lecturer thinks I am a Liberal
in another respect While we are daily endeavoring or not, or whether he thinks I was a hypocrit or
to lessen pain, they cultivated the pain-bearing not, all the while I was. President of the American
faculty. "They recognized that there will always Secular Union. But I want to make a few quotabe poverty, disease, and pain, and they did the tionb from the speech which was not read at the
opposit of what we do to day.
The secret of the late congress of the American Secular Union, as I
higher life is to cultivate the pain-bearing faculty." requested, but which was subsequently published
Local pride or patriotism, the professor continued, (not in pamphlet) but in several newspapers, and
may giv birth to acts worthy of the higher life. But which will show my real status:
Neither Congress nor any state has any right to pass
the higher life should be the daily life.
In order
to lead the higher life one must be familiar with laws regulating the religion of our citizens, because our
federal Constitution prohibits it, in these words: "Conboth the higher and lower parts of life.
The in- gress shall make no laws respecting au establishment of
tellectual is the higher and the sensual the lower. religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." To
"I dq not mean to say that we should be ashamed establieh the Hebrew law concerning the s~bbath, would
to so far establish the Fr ebrew religion; and to esof our lower life, but that we should keep it low. be
tablish the first d11y of the week as a religirms instituLet the lower life be but the means of attaining tion would be to establish so far the Christian religion
-though they h~v no authority whateYer for keeping
the higher."
"There are three tokens that are necessary to the the first day of the week.
In the Girard will case, Judge Story bas decided that
higher life; they are purity, serenity, and wisdom." persons
professing no religion, or those opposed to all
In speaking of the first the professor addressed religion hav just the same rights that those h11v who are
himself mostly to the young men present. In thoroughly orthodox. The rights of A:mostics, Infidels,
speaking of the second he declared that there was and Freethinkers are just as much sacred under our
no greater enemy of ~he higher l~fe than, impulse. American laws as are the rights of Bnddhists, Jews, or
Christians.
"There is no such thmg a"> good Impulse.
If the United States has any laws enforcing the obProfessor Adler will start on a Western trip, but servance of Sunday as a religious institution-or if any
of the states hav any such laws-let us lauur with all our
will be heard in the city again in a short while.
might and main to repeal them.
The several ecclesiastical bodies hav a perfect right to
Dr. William H. Von Swartwout was the lecturer pass rules requiring . their members to obRerve the
at the Manhattan Liberal Club last Friday night. Sa•·•bath-day as a religiou,q institution, but they. hav no
The subject was " The Potency and Promis of right to enforce such laws upon others-even If John
Knox did travel to Geneva on '-'nnday and found John
Modern Science." The doctor undertook to prove Calvin playing a game of ball. Martin Luther >yaB right
that money was the source of all evil and that in advising people to dance, and to do anythmg they
without money mankind would be happ;y. .. ~e pleased-even to spit-upon that da · by way of showing
said that in man there were the latent possibilitieS that the old Tewish Sabbath is not binding upon Chrisof a God and as soon as mankind was released tians.
If it be proper to number the how·s of labor, it is
from the ~urse of money the happiness of the race proper to number the days of labor. If we hav the right
to say that eight hours shall b~ a day's w~rk, we hav a
would be assured.
Mr. Wilson McDonald was the first critic. He right to say six days shall constitute a weeks work.
is a firm disbeliever in the doctor's theory and for
I hav said nothing of a Sabbath or Runday establiBhed
the past twenty-five years has taken evay oppor- by divine authority, because I know of none such. The
tunity to criticise Dr. Von Swartwou~ whe~ever he stories in the Pentateuch are supposed by m.•ny .to be
lectured. Messrs. Wilson and Sterling Wme also very ancient; and we are often told that the Bible IB the
spoke adversely. Dr. Foote, president of the club, oldest book in the world. Nevertheless, I affirm that the

five books of Moses were not written until after the return of the Jews from the captivity in Babylon, which
was only in the sixth century before the Christian era.
If we admit the orthodox chronology, Moses must hav
been dead several hundred years before the Pentateuch
was written. The fact is, that about all the Jews ever
knew they learned in their capt·vit.y in Egypt and in
Babylon. I could go into an elaborate argument, and
prove this to a demonstration; b r1t I ~iv only one fact,
which summarily sfolttles thfl matter. No book in the Old
Testament makes any mention of the stories of the creation, the fall, the fiooil, or any other matter recorded in
the Pentateuch. that was not written after the return of
the Jews from their captivity in Babylon; for the obvious
reason that th<>se stories were previously unknown to
them. George Smith, of the British Museum, in 1873
dug up the cuneiform tablets which let out the secret that
the Jews got all their stories from Babylon, and that
these stories were well known in Assyria for at least two
thonsand yearA before Moses was said to hav been born.
So far from the seventh day of the week originating
with Moses and the Jews, the fact is that the day was oilserved by the Egyptians, the Assyrians, and other enlightened nations for centuries before; and it is distinctly
stated in the "Records of the Past" that the Acadians
celebrated the seventh day of the week eleven hundred
years ~efore the J flWB had an existence.
Now. I ask: Is it lik~ily that God appeared on Mount
Sinai, and wrote with his finger on tables of stone just
what the most e:alight-ened nations of the earth had known
for centuries and centuries before?
The fact that the seventh day of the week was observed
centuries ago as a day of rest, !'!uggests to my mind the
query whether there be not som9thing in nature, something in economics, something in physiology, which requires the setting apart of onfl day in !Seven for. other than
our ordinary occupation?
We are not bounti. to admit the religious arguments of
the Sabbatarians. The question has not been settled on
reli,qiou.s grounds at all-though individuals hav used
religious arguments. The opening or closing of the doors
of the Exhibition on Sunday is not even a moral question. It is neither moral nor immoral, per se, to open or
to close the Exhibition on Sunday. It is only a local and
temporary question at most. It is nonsense to say that
because it is a" World's Fair,'' we should drop everything that is American about it, and accommodate ourselva to the .notions a-nd habits of those wuo may visit the
Fair from distant nations. We should show them how
we do things. Let us drop this petty local question of a
few days, and turn our attention to:
1. 'rhe repeal or amendment of all improper Sunday
laws-that is, laws which may be called religious.
2. Agitate the great question of the taxation of church
property, in co:mection with other property, for the common defense.
3. Oppose the reading of the Bible in our public schoolR,
and the offering of prayers, written or oral, and the
singing of hymns or songs of a religious character.
4. Last, but not least, let us join in that grand effort
being made by the National League, for the protection
of American institutions, to secure a Sixteenth Amendment to our federal Constitution, which is as follows:
"No state shall pass an.y: law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohib1ting the free exercise thereof,
or use its property or credit, or any money raised by taxation, or authorize either to be used, for the purp Jse of
founding, maintaining, or aiding, by appropriation, payment for services, expenses, or otherwise, any church, religious denomination l!lr religious society, or any institution, society, or undertaking, which is wholly, or in part,
under sectarian or ecclesiastical control."
I close by emphasizing the fact that the Sunday
opening question has been settled by the commissioners
of the Columbian Exposition themselvs. They were free
to refuse the gift of $2,500,000, but they most deliberately accepted it and the condition upon which it was
given.
Congress did not decide that the Fair should or should
not be open on Sunday, but only stipulated that if the
commissioners accepted the gift, they must not use the
money in keeping open a Sunday exhibition; believing, as
they doubtless did, that they were carrying out the wishes
of their constituents.
All this hue and cry about "favoring the views of
Sab batarians " and the '' union of church and state," is
an empty sound, signifying nothing.
There are my real views. I am not responsible
for what Dr. Crafts has said of me. If he can
swallow the abo,·e extracts from my article I am
content. My record is before the people, and I
am willing to abide their decision. I hav no favors
to ask, and am able to stand alone, if need be. I
wrote and stereotyped a pamphlet on "Chumh
Taxation" and another on "Shall the :Sible be
Read in Our Public Schools 7'' when I was president of the American Secular Union, and by these
I am willing to be judged. I hav just issued the
most radical book ever published in the United
States, besides several other liberal works previously printed.
If Mr. Putnam persists in saying that I am not a
liberal and never was, and that I am " Orthodox:''
and hands me over to the " God in the Constitution party," 1-_e simply does not speak the truth, or
act fairly. If because I honestly differ with many
liberals concerning a matter of mere administr&
tion, in regard to the World's Fair, I am to be denounced as a traitor, we need not go to Romanists or orthodox Protestants for examples of intolerance and bigotry.
R. B. WESTBROOK.
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of (jiri.ends.

Thanks.
W OROESTER, MAss., Jan. 14, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2 for new
subscriber.
W. B. CLARK.
Five Papers Started on Their Missions.
SEWARD, NEB., Jan. 11, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : I send herewith $15-$5
to pay for my paper, and $10 to pay for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for five new subscribers.
Yours,
LEWIS MoFFITT.
A Good--Recruiting Sergeant.
OREGON CITY, ORE., Jan. 10, 293.
MR. EDITOR: I hav succeeded in getting
five trial subscribers to THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Inclosed find $2.50.
Always with best wishes,
KATIE KEirn SMITH.
A Suitable

Present From Friend to
Friend.
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Jan. 12, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed
seventy-five cents in stamps for a threemonths' trial subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER to be sent to my friend of the inclosed addre~s.
Yours for the cause,
WILL L. SHEPHERD.
A Worker for Rationalism.
WATSON, MINN., Jan. 19, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find cbeck for
fifty cents, for which send THE TRUTH
SEEKER for three months to the new subscriber whose address I inclose. It is a
small start, but I think we can keep all
such for permanent subscribers. I am trying to get you subscribers and I hope
you will hear from me quite often.
Yours truly,
OLE ERDEM.
A Valiant Warrior in the Fight.
BALTIMORE, Jan. 9, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $9.50
for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the
following-named parties. I should also
like my name and address enrolled on the
books of the Freethought Federation of
America. I am rather late for a man who
has been working for the cause of Freethought for the last twenty-five years, but
as the old adage says, better late than
never. I hav been and always shall work
for the cause of liberty. Jf the Liberals
of the United States would work half as
ha~:d as our opponents we would see a
marked difference in the condition of our
government. But giv them rope enough
and they will hang themselvs.
Truly yours,
J. M. KAUFFMAN.
This Missionary Makes Use of Buggies
and Sleighs.
THREE RIVERS, MICH., Jan. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to say THE
TRUTH SEEKER paper that comes to JUY address as regularly as clockwork every passing week still holds its own admirably in
giving its readers vast ammmts of grand
progressiv scientific religion, free and
Liberal thought, etc. I would like to keep
each number on file, but., believing I can
do greater good by placing them in the
hands of othpr men, when I hav perused
each copy I lay it by until I get a goodly
number, then, on some pleasant Saturday
afternoon, I take them over to the main
street and drop one each into selected
farmers' buggies or sleighs; in this way I
hope to do them and you some acceptable
service.·
E. D. BLAKEMAN.
An Enlightener of His Race.
PLEASANT GRoVE, IDA., Jan. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I at last hav obtained
two new subscribers to the good old
TRUTH SEEKER. It is a hard and slow
process to get people educated in mental
liberty, but we will get them there yet.
Inclosed find $10-$5 for the two new
subscribers, and the other $5 for yourself
or any good purpose you can put it to.
You may send me one dozen of your Congressional eye-openers. I wonder if it
ever occurred to Brother Putnam that the
demonetization of silver was more the
cause of the downfall of the paper Freethought than any other. It was for the
reason that it made money scarce and alwoat impossible to get hold of, hence the
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if I will not confe~s him before men he
will not confess me before his father; we
are to believe all this and the fish story
thrown in, and he that doubts is damned
-if that is so you and I are "gone suckers
We Will Distribute Civilizing Literature. sure."
Long may THE TRUTH SEEKER wave.
PENACOOK, N. H., Jan. 18, 1893.
· Yours for truth, · LEVI BANCROFT.
MR. EDITOR: We are pleased to send
you $2 with liberty to use where you think
it will do the most good. If not too late, Distributing the Pamphlet for .Open·
. ing the Fair Sundays.
it might go to help brace up the spines of
those timid Congressmen, or to the bold
ADRIAN, MicH., Jan. 16, 293.
yet gentle Putnam who seems to be close
MR. EDITOR: I hav put that one hunon to them.
dred leaflets into the hands of different
THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 14th leading men and women of t1i.is city. But
looks like what they call in prayer-meetings I could not succeed in getting a few of our
a quickening of the spirit.
best men and women to help me to anything
I remarked to my husband that I had like cash, to help me pay for themgot a few quite interested in the paper, though some of the more Christian folks
and he said he was afraid I sbould find out would giv me a damn, or if they would
it would not come up to $3 worth; and not speak it out, just in that way, they
that is about the way of· it. But still I would think it all the same, when I would
mean to "try and try again." I hav been tell them that this was the first time that
sending into .Vermont this winter some of I ever knew the church and the saloons to
the most telling pictures. This may be a be working together for the same purpose.
fire that will catch. Sincerely thine,
And now, as these little leaflets seem to be
MRs. J. E. MARDEN.
stirring· up the thoughtful, I hav con·cluded to send down for another hundred,
Description of a Numerous Class.
or as many more as you please for the
KENNEWICK, WASH., Dec. 18, 1892.
$1.50. Of course, this is out of my own
MR. EDITOR : I am putting up some individual pocket, but I can see just where
buildings, and when I get through I think it is going, while in the latter days of
I will get a good supply of Liberal books our Ameri01m Secular Union, when I gave
and see if I can get people to read Infidel my $5 a year to that institution I could
books along with the growth' of our town. not see where my money went, that
I will send you $5 this time-$3 for THE amounted to anything. But in this case I
TRU'I'H SEEKER, and for the balance you can see that these little leaflets are doing a
may send me suitable literature for well- good work, and so I send for more, hopeducated and apparently inteJligent men ing that others may do likewise.
and women who are not informed about
S.D. MooRE.
science and Rationalism. 'l'hough they
are Freethinkers, they are too much bound
An Activ Missionary.
outwardly by conventional church and
CLAREMONT, Mo., Jan. 8, 1893.
superstition. They do not believe in the
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed draft
church and yet they pay their money to it.
They hav no taste for Liberal reading. please send the grand old TRUTH SEEKER
They liv a false life every day of their as per list. I hav done the very best I
existence. I regard those persons as the could under the present circumstances to
greatest drawback to our movement. For procure all the subscribers I could. But
them our biggest cannon should be planted, this place is truly orthodox, there being
our strongest force made to bear down three churches to a population of three
npon them, and we shou)d educate them hundred, and ouly a few brave enough to
into Rational thought. I hope to be able express an honest doubt.
Last winter, through the columns of
to send you a good many subscribers
our local paper, I engaged in a controversy
before very long.
C. A. CANTONWINE.
with one of the elect, which lasted nearly
six months, and finally ended by the
Commends Ridicule.
popular bigots threatening to boycott the
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 11, 1893.
paper. Of course I gave them the InMR. EDITOR: I inclose $1.50 for six
fidel's objection to orthodoxy and the
months only, as I am, being a sailor,
Bible in the very best way that I could
likely to leave the country during that
present it, and, judging by the commotime.
tion it created, scored several points, and
I hav read your splendid paper about thus sowed the seeds which I hope in the
ten months, and I always look forward to near future will bring forth "an hundredits coming with delight, as I am sure to fold."
find some good reading and information
I found the "Text-Book" and the
in it. I certainly admire your bold and "Bible Analyzed" works which were inundisguised attacks on superstition and valuable for the occasion. I hav been a
hypocrisy, and I also admire Mr. Watson reader of THlll TRUTH SEEKER for several
Heston and his pictures of ridicule. I am years, and expect to be as long as I am
sure that ridicule is the only thing that
able to compensate the Brave Editor.
will bring a Christian to think about the
Yours for Mental Liberty,
absurdities in which he is thought to beJAMES F. LANE.
lieve.
It was through ridicule of the
''Book" and its absurdities, that I became
Who Wants Cacti 1
a truth seeker and investigator, and I can
EL RENo, 0. T., Jan. 17, 1893.
name many that hav through ridicule
thrown the "Book" and its superstitious · MR. EDITOR : I wish to thank some
teachings aside and followed the " Torch of kind friend for sending me the grand
TRUTH SEEKER, having received it reguReason."
May you prosper and may you long larly since moving to this place from Dorwave the banner of Freethought, is the chester, Neb. It is looked for almost as
much now as a letter from father and
wish of
Your sincere friend,
mother, Jesse B. and Rachel Johnson,
WILLIAM WEST.
who are very ag-ed. I am an old soldier,
The Kind of Work That Indictttes "De· and not blessed with much wealth, and
THE TRUTH SE'EKER as a New Year's gift
sign."
was truly a thankfully received present.
Jan. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As to there being any de- My son Jesse sometimes wri tea for the
sign in the world, I think it would be very Children's Corner. He and his grandpa alstrange if there were any in it when made ways read THE TRUTH SEEKER clear
in such a way as the Bible tells of. That through, and now it is the first paper
is, that God in his infinit wisdom created read.
We came to this place for our health,
all things and called them good, and then
though unchangeable found he had made and am glad to say it is very much ima mistake and man was ~oing wrong con- proved. This is a very religious city. It
tinually; and so had to cohabit with his has five churches and twenty-two saloons
virgin daughter to get a son who should and nobody knows for sure how many
preach in parables, and deceive-for he bawdy-houses. But for all that, it will
says that one with faith as a mustard-seed soon be a very prosperous city. One
can move mountains, :while any man with thing I hav already found out is that
sense as big as a grain of sand knows that nearly everyone with push and vim is
if he had faith as big as the Rocky mount- not connected with any church. We hav
ains he could not move a mustard-seed no Freethinker society here as yet, but
with it. Then that this godship says that hope insid~ of a year to hav one started.
failure of the brave little Freethought. I
did all I could for it.
With best wishes for your success, I remain,
Yours,
L. C. <lEERTSON.

l

Keep Heston, keep the pictures, and
keep a sharp lookout for the sky-pilots,
and sooner than you expect Freethought
will conquer. If anyone reading THE
TRUTH SEEKER or hill friend!! want
for ornamental flower!! any of the
cactus, I will send them to them
for just the postage - about , eight
cents each, or maybe less, according to
size, and not charge them ·anything only
for postage and packing and gathering. I
will surely send them their money's worth,
much or Jittle. Wishing you success, Iremain,
I. M. K. JOHNSON.
A Short Biography.
BERRYVILLE, !LL., Jan. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav been sailing on
that glorious ship of yours for some years,
I hav become very much attached to it.
Not only hav I sailed through and all over
the great states of America, but also all
over the Old World. Through my travels
I hav become acquainted with some of the
greatest men of the world. I enjoy their
company, and hav but one way of receiving that enjoyment and that is by sailint:
with you.
I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER that Liberals
from all parts of the country are testifying,
or giving their experience. As it has become a practice and the roll-call has come
round to me I will hav to answer the call.
I am not like some who claim to be
thoroughbred Infidels or Liberals. My ..
disbelief in inspiration has been growing
stronger for many years. From my youth
I hav been a doubter, but did not hav the
courage to speak out my thoughts. I am
now fifty-five years of age, and never hav
belonged to any creed whatever and never
hav had any notion or intention of joining
any. When a boy I would go with my
parents to church and hear the preacher
speak of that endless hell where the sinner
would burn forever. At night I would go
to bed, pull the covers over my head, and
think of that endless hell. Oh, what terrible feeljngs I would hav! I would lie
there for hours and could not sleep thinking of that awful place of torment. This
hell business is one of the most damnable
thiDgs which can be uttered by mankind.
It has caused more sorrow, more grief, and
more pain than can be imagined. I can
not see how any sensibie man can preach
such a doctrin. It takes a soft-brained,
selfish, impudent scoundrel to teach children that a just God will burn souls in
hell for errors done on earth.
D. M. GADDEY.
Please Giv One Answer to Prayer.
BRONSTON, TEx., Jan. 17, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: The Briggs trial for heresy
is certainly a grand thing for the whole
world. Just to think that a regularly
organized body of educated Presbyterian
ministers should in the year 1892 decide
that the Bible contains some things that
are not true.
We Liberals may take
fresh hope and courage from this decision
and persevere in studying the Bible as we
would any other book, applying the same
reason and common sense to it that we
do to all others.
The Atlanta, Ga., Constitution-which
is, except its theology, a most excellent
paper-takes decided ground against the
decision of the majority in the Briggs trial,
and thus winds up a tirade ogainst that
decision: "We had rather believe that the
Bible is wholly related to the truth than
that the men who affect 'the higher
criticism' are infallible.'' I would like to
know what the learned editor of the Constitution means by the Bible being wholly
related to the truth. Does he mean first.
cousin or grandpa or what? Who, I pray,
are claiming infallibility except it be
his holiness at Rome?
I think that the Christians should in all
kindness feel themselvs bound to convince
the balance of the world that their God
can and does answer prayer. Just giv
two or three absolute tests, similar to that
said to be given by Elijah ·at Mount
Carmel (1 Kings xviii). I tell yon if they
would do it they could in less time than
three years with the present facilities of
railroads, telegraphs, and telephones convert the whole world.to Christianity. They
need not take this as an idle banter or
thrust at p~:ayer. Just prove beyond dispute that there is a personality somewhetQ
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who, when a person prays to him, hears
his prayers, and can, if it accords with his
will, giv him whatever he asks. I say in
all candor and earneetnese Do this and
yon will convert the world~ a very short
time. I look upon prayer to an almighty
God as the greatest power that keeps the
masses in f!nbjection to priestcraft We
ought to know the truth about this praying
business. There is nobody but would
willingly believe it if it was true. Now,
gentlemen of the cloth, please just hav one
good substantial old hickory tree plucked
up by the roots by prayer and cast into
some river and I will be eyer
Yours in the faith,
J. N. BRoWN.

Adventure with the Devil.
JEANNETTE, PA., Jan. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I get what I consider the
most sensible and reasonable paper in existence, to the best of _my knowledge, and
that paper is THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is
nearly one year now since I threw off the
chains of superstition and became a man.
Ghosts, devils, or anything in that line
hav no terror for me. Neither do I fear
priest or preacher. · A.s for Christian
fanatics, I liken them to a dog barking at
a ragman, because yon cannot get any
sense out of them. I study everything in
the shape of Liberal reading, and the
more I study the more I become convinced
that there is no god. If there should be
one or more he or they do not show themselva in any shape or form, or by_works
of any kind. There is nothing on earth or
in sky to show a God's presence. Nothing
happens, nothing is done, except what
can be traced to a natural, human, or animal cause. The people in general giv
thanks to nothing for what good they
themselvs or some other persons hav done
them. And the poor devil gets all the
blame for the evil that is done. But my
opinion of the devil is better than that.
And though I do not believe in dreams,
yet one night I dreamed that the devil, a
friend of mine, and I went to a dance
together, and I found him a very sociable
person. Indeed, he went so far as to
oblige me by going home for an overcoat
for me before the dance was over, as it
happened to be cold toward morning,
and he did not want me to catch cold. I
do believe in devils, and I know seven of
them in our own town-one in every
church. They do more mischief than anything else I know.
In regard to the Sunday law, my opinion is that anything done in the name of
the church is all right whether it is wrong
or not:, as this case goes to show. The
Catholic church needed funds (they always
do), so some of the young members got
. np an amateur dramatic company. Although they profess to keep the Sunday,
the priest gave them permission to rehearse every Sunday, acting and dancing,
with music, until they could appear before the public, and when they counted
_over the proceeds the leader of the company said he was ashamed to giv the priest
what he got because it was not over $100.
Poor fools ! Such people are worse than
dogs, and ought to be k;ept like dogs with
a chain around their neck, until like the
worm they perhaps would turn.
I would like to hav the address of your
Greensburg correspondent, as that place
is only five miles from here.
Please send me these books : three
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible;" three
"Was Christ Crucified?" one "Infidel
Death-Beds;"' one "The Case Against the
Church;"· three "The Logic of Death;"
one "Epidemic Delusions;" one " Were
Adam and Eve Our Parents?" two "Is
There a God?" Bradlangh; five "Two Hundred Questions Without Answers;" "Dialog, Christian and Chinese." Inclosed
please find check for $3, and if there is
anything left keep it. Yours forever
against superstition, J. ADAMSoN & Co.

Spiritualism and Christianity Alike Su·
perstitions.
FLAT CREEK, LA., Dec. 13, 292.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago I purchased
of the Oriental Publishing Company, of
Philadelphia, two books called "Christianity a Fiction," and "Antiquity Unveiled." These are the first SpiritnaJ.istic

books that I ever hav read. They contain
much valuable information, and in my
judgment attack the Christian superstition in the right place and in the right way
to destroy it. They tear off the veil of
allegory and mysticism . and expose the
sandy foundation upon which theology is
built. But I regret that these Spiritualist!! thought it necessary to fight the devil
with fire, or to fight superstition with
superstition. "Christianity a Fiction,"
by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall, is a masterly
poetical work, and I believe that the
author givs the real explanation of the
Christian allegories, but the book ought
to be accompanied by astronomical maps
to enable people to properly understand
it who are not learned in astronomy.
''Antiquity Unveiled" uncovers many important secrets of the church. It contains
many truths and much important information which is supported by history, but
the many spirit communications embodied
in tM work hav one individuality rnnnin:g
through them all, which proves to me that
they are all the children of one brain, and
when Mr. J. M. Roberts represents the spirits as shaking hands with him I think he is
spreading on the taffy too thick.
The God idea is a theory to account for
phenomena. The idea of living spirits of
dead persons is the same.
The God of theology is a creature of
man's imagination by which the theologians account for phenomena. Man
created gods in his own image, in the image of man created he them. The spirit.
are creatures of man's imagination by
which the Spiritualists account for phenomena. Man has created spirits in his
own image, in the image of man created
he them.
I account for phenomena in a different
way. I hav become convinced by a careful investigation of nature and by hard
thinking that there are no entities in
nature except Electricity and Matter.
John William Draper said some forty
years ago that heat, light, and electricity
produce all phenomena. Later developments of science seem to prove that heat
and light themselvs are only phenomena
or effects and electricity the only cause.
When two suns or worlds are pulling
against each other·and holding each in their
orbits they revolve around a common ce~
ter of gravity in vacuity and neither goes to
it. So I find that truth is always to be sought
in the unoccupied space lying between
contending forces, and if a man goes to it
and takes his stand tipon it he will be exposed to a cross-fire from both the contending lines. I hav found truth lying in unoccupied space, a common center of gravity
around which Theism, Atheism, Spiritualism, Materialism, etc., are revolving, and
I shall not attempt to stay with it and defend it, where I shall be exposed to so
many cross-fires.
It is entertaining to see two superstitions,
Christianity and Spiritualism, engaged in
mortal combat. The latter, being the
younger and more vigorous, appears to be
getting the best tlf the fight.
P. F. SHUMAKER.

The Design Argument.
Jan. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please permit me to say
that I hav read your article on design
with interest and profit. I hav been much
gratified by the kindness manifested by
some of the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
I hav received three postal-cards, nine
letters, and eighteen pamphlets from persons no doubt concerned in my psychic
welfare. I think that your very full and
rich elaboration of the evolution theory
does not in any degree whatever, tend to
disprove the existence of an intelligence
coeval with matter. I am simply led to
conceive of matter as being thus endowed
because to my mind it seems· absurd to
think of an unintelligent ocean of matter
(ta.king any definition) moving from cycle
to ·cycle and all of this without thought.
I hav hence come to the conclusion that
intelligence is a necessary property of
matter. I do not mean to say that I believe that this intelligenc.e is a certain
malignant or kind spirit watching over us
like the orthodox God. I hav already
briefly stated my reasons for this belief
and until I can see some logical reason for
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the change shall not be able to think
otherwise. As to the chief question I hav
no more to add.
Will yon let me add a few words for the
benefit of some of those who wish to help
me to think out the problem? One kind
soul tells me I am in a rut and then demonstrates that he is in a rut himself by
again cracking the old chestnut, Who
made the designer? My answer precedes
in this article.
There are just two ruts in which this
god question can move: first, the mangod; secondly, pure Atheism. Now, as I
know of no one entertaining ideas exactly
like my own, I hope my brother will think
better of his statement. Another good
soul sends me a copy of "Evolution of
Animal Life," by Rossiter W. Raymond,
Ph.D. I knew this gentleman to be a
recognized authority, and so this morning
I took my position in my easy-chair, book
in hand, with a determination to learnand with a feeling of heartfelt thanks to
the donor. On page 143 I read with some
surprise as follows: "Evolution does not
exclude the divine agency, but simply
presents a process in which that power
may act as truly as in the process of birth."
Again: "In short, the whole controversy
can be carried on perfectly well by Atheists or by Theists on both sides; and the
od~um antitheologicum as well as the
odium theologicum is quite out of place
in it." This position is made still stronger
by further comment. Had my good
brother read it himself he would not hav
favored me with the copy.
The point is that evolution surely does
not controvert the idea of a superintending intelligence, but it is only a plan of
creation instead of a discussion concerning
an author. Although apparent break& occur in this plan, still the whole presents
an unbroken cycle of everlasting development. Upheavals come and the work
seems retrograding. Yet time shows it to
be a part of this intelligent design, ever
arching up higher, throwing its banners
of prophecy still wider, so evolving the
predestined ultimata of design-that even
man may at last predict the future by observing plans of Nature's laws of the past.
The view, then, that is presented by this
panoramic advance (I do not like dynamic)
seems to me to warrant the presence of
intelligence.
Fraternally,
B. R. ANDERSON.

Denunciation of the Fair Despots.
BELVIDERE, ILL., Dec. 19, 1892.
Mn. EDITOR: It begins to look as if those
who propose to attend the World's Fair
are not to hav any right or title therein,
and that their interests and wishes are not
to be consulted at all, but that it is to be
run in the interests of saloons and other
vicious institutions under the guidance of
Sabbathites of antiquated intellects. Too
late we find that by a combination of
saloonists and Sa.bbathites the Fair gates
hav been bought, with the assistance of a
lot of long-eared statesmen, for the mm of
$2,500,000. And now railway managers
tell us that they mean to charge ns full
fare except that on slow trains there will be
a. discount of twenty per cent. That means
that if we are willing to be shipped in on
cattle trains like hogd they will throw off
twenty cents on the dollar. One would
reasonably suppose that if they mean to
treat us like hogs they would be willing
to take hog prices. Now, do the Fair
managers take the people for fools to
suppose that in these enlightened days
they will submit to be r os )d around by
any combination of Pmitan l and .rum-·
sellers? Do they think that they can
slam the gates shut in our face~ and drive
us like sheep into their churches and saloons whether we will or not, or take our
choice cf wandering aimlessly up and
down the streets of Chicago or sweltering
in hotels and boarding-houses all day?
Do the Sabbathites imagin that they can
thus deliberately swindle ns out of our
time? Do railway magnates think they
can do the same with our money? Do
they really think that we are so very innocent that we won't kick? If they do, then
they will find themselvs grandly mistaken.
Now, we can easily understand why saloonists and owners of disreputable dives
are in favor of Sunday closing, for it

means to them an immense sum of money
that they will get from the multitude in
consequence of their being shut out of
the Fair; but what object the Sabbathites
hav in view is hard to say, unless it be
that the more damage the devil does the
more employment·it will giv the parsons
in repairing the damage. But on the
constitutional grounds of equal rights and
privileges to all men we defy them to produce the ghost of a reason. Do we attempt or even wish to compel them to go
to the Fair on Sunday? Not at all, for
we cheerfully accord to them their full
constitutional privilege of spending the
whole day in church if they want to, or if
they prefer they can spend it in any saloon
or immoral dive if they want to, or they
can spend all their week-days in either
church or saloon, if they want to-w~ will
not interfere with their taste or privilege a mite. All that we ask is that we
shall not be compelled to accompany them
in their choice of pleasures. All that we
ask is that we be given the same constitutional right that we accord to them of
choosing our own way of enjoying ourselva on Sunday. But the Sabbathites
are determined that we shall not choose
our own way of enjoying ourselvs that
day, and to make doubly sure that we
shall not they hav secured control of the
Fair gates.
Well, what are we going to do about it?
If everyone who feels the gross injustice

of this Sunday-closing scheme will do as
I propose to do, we will do just this: We
will giv the Fair a good letting alone.
The Sabbathites can devote one of the
immense buildings to prayer-meeting purpoRes, the saloonifilts can set up their saloons in another, and they can mutually
comfort each other, and pray and drink
whisky to their heart's content, and we will
not molest them. They and their Fair
can all go to Halifax for all we will interfere. We will let them know that though
they may be able to shut us out of the
Fair, they will never be able to make us go
there. Now, I had set my heart upon attending the Fair and spending on it considerable time and money. My piau of
doing so was this. I find that my business occupation is of sncli a nature that I
must attend to it five days in the week.
In a pinch I might make four days do.
So J proposed to go in on Friday night,
enjoy the Fair on Saturday and Sunday,
then come home on Sunday night, and
attend to my business the restofthe week.
By repeating this process at different
times during the summer I would be able
to see a good deal of the .Fair. Of course,
to economize my time I would want to
get access to the Fair on Sunday, and to
economize my cash I would want cheap
rates to the Fair; but if the Fair and railway managers propose to beat me out of
both then I shall be compelletl to abandon
my purpose, and instead of going to the
Fair to spend money I will stay at home
and save it. Now, I am certain that there
is a vast multitude of people who are situated exactly as I am, and will do exactly
as I propose to do if balked iu their purpose. Now, we will not do this from auy
design to boycott the Fair, but from neC'lssity, and a determination to save our
time and protect our pockets from any
combination that proposes to beat us out
of either. We hav petitioned and petitioned, but alas, to no purpose! For a
lot of narrow-brained Puritans whose befogged consciences will not ·allow them to
enjoy in a pure 11.nd common-sense manner the day called Sunday, are determined
(dog-in-the-manger like) that no one else
shall enjoy it, and so for the sum
of $2,50:J,OOO the Fair managers hav
yielded to their wishes. It is certain
that the managers hav made a bad bargain. Far better that they had spent
that much less money and remained unfettered. Then by opening the gates on
Sunday they would hav perhaps doubled
their receipts; and hav better pleased the
majority of the visitors and lessened crime
and immorality by furnishing the masses
a more healthy place to spend Sunday
than in grogshops and other vicious places.
But if it is now too late, and if the Fair
managers conclude to persist in their
blunder, then they must expect the most
etnpendous failure on record.
RoBERT SwAIL,

·.J~.fi.E

TRUTH

~.EEKER.

Square.
I bav not kept my square; hut that
Shall all be done by rule.
I think many of us are like ShakepereEdited by MISs SusAN R WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommnnica- we hav not kept our square-hav not done
tions for this Corner should be sent.
the square thing, the right thing, the best
thing, at all times; but we will keep trying
"Between the dark and the daylight.
to liv more and more up to the rule of
When the night is beginning to lower,
squareness and bestness.
·
Comes a pause in the day's occUJ:>ttions
That is known as the Children s Hour."
The carper-ter could not build a good
house without his square, and neither can
we build a good life unless we square our
Walt Whitman.
conduct by good rules. Be honest, true,
'!'he voice of the ~inger is mnte,
An!l bl'okcn the string of his lute.
and square.
He's passed from our calling and ken,
A great many of our g-ames are played
F'rom the poor crowded hives of nH:n,
on
boards laid out in squares. We hav
And the worltl is lonely to-clay,
public squares of green grass and trees in
Since he's h<id in ~Hence away.
cities. Then there is what is called the
Bnt we whom the singer has blessed,
"magic square"- a series of numbers in a
Whom he g:we his brightest anrl best,
We, heirs of all goocl that has beeu,
regular progression disposed in parallel
Whom he <lowore<l with wealth of his pen,
and equal rows in the form of a square, so
\Ve know that our b3r<l cannot clio.
that each row taken vertically, horizonThough silent nnrl quiet he lie.
tally, or diagonally shall giv the same
He .•ing" in the voice of the breeze
sum, as:
As it whispers :md plays through the trees,
He siT gs in each jubilant note
That swells from the m~adow-lark's throat,
2
7
6
In the hum of the bees passing by,
In the blue of the deep su.nmer sky.
'l'hough hirlclen away from our eyes,
1
9
5
In the great heart of Nature be lies
And sings for us still in her voice,
Birlding all with her gladness rejoice.
Nor grieve for the clays that are past,
But trust to her wisdom at last.
4
3
8
For the great and the small upon earth,
I
.All the life that her life brings to birth,
AuNT ELMINA.
Go back to her bosom at length,
Go hack in their weakness or strength,
And she folds them in silence away
A. Queer Pet.
To rest after life's busy day.
At the Valley Falls home of Mrs. ElizaNone can say on what morrow they wake,·
beth B. Chase, the reformer, well known
Nor-the paths that their parting feet take,
But the worst of the earth and the beot
in this city, there was recently a visitor
All must. pas" to this calm, dreamless r~st,
that attracted great attention. It was a
So it cannot he evil I think,
pet butterfly, which was with Miss Abby
This hemlock, which all men must drink.
Gove, who livs at Hampton Falls, N. H.,
SHARLOT 1\f, HALL.
in the house where Whittier died.
For several summers past, previous to
Birthday•.
his death, John G. Whittier passed the
TO flEO. ~r. DAVENPORT ON ll!R SEVEl<TY-FIFTII
season at Hampton Falls at the old Gove
Rin'fllllAY.
homestead. The only member of the old
I am content
name now left there is Miss Abby Gove,
To let the added,- oars
to whom Whittier was greatly attached.
That come to me
Roll back into t-ho past so far,
The day following Whittier's funeral,
That memory
which service was held in the old· house,
Can only find along the shore
Miss Gove opened the windows of the
Some perfect. shells and nothing more.
quaint, old-time "keeping-room," and
I am content
following the burst of sunlight and sumThat seaweed, bits of wreck,
And pebbles gray,
mer breeze came a large golden-brown
Drift out of sight Into the sen.
butterfly. It lighted on the casement, its
For them to staY
pulsating wings a bronze dazzle of color.
Would he to cherish grief and pain,
Miss Gove gave the tiny guest welcome,
I woulrl not, must not, feel again.
and left it to enjoy its rest. The followI am content
ing day it was there just the same, and it
'rhat none of life
Can ever be
flew about the room making light, graceI,ivctl o'er with selfsame throb and thrill.
ful
poises between its flittings. Three·
Nevermore to me
days passed, but the butterfly remained.
Will former song, or book, or toy,
Trill the same measure of my joy.
On the fourth day Miss Gove took it, with
I am content,
gentle touch, putting it outside the
For age upon this heart
window, thinking perhaps it might hav
Can never creep.
forgotten its way to liberty. But on the
And when, at la,t, in stillest night,
next day, when the window was opened,
I seem to sleep,
·
A birthday comes to me in truththe little guest came back. Twice afterThe gift it brings-immortal youth!
ward it was put out but it invariably returned.
Miss Gove then took a plate and one of
One World at a Time.
the old-fashioned wire screens, such as are
It is quite enough and contains all the associated in one's mind with the cheesematerial with which we are able to cope. dishon the farmer's dinner-table, and taking
It is of vital importance that we engage the butterfly she put it on the plate, coverin doing the work thatlies nearest at hand. ing it with the screen. It seemed conAnd it is not necessary that we waste our tented and happy. Food was required for
precious time in discussing whether we it, so its owner bought a toy cup in which
hav immortal souls or not. If we hav and she mixed honey and water, and this the
they are destined to liv on for countle~s tiny insect evidently appl'Oved A new
ages, it is all right. If such is not the cage like that med to house canary-birds
fact, we bav no need to worry, and the one wa~ bought and around it a piece of fine
dispensation of nature is as beautiful and wire netting pln.ced. This is the buttercorrect as the other. The eternal laws of fly's permanent home now.
nature are as worthy as they are inexoIt has learned to know and to be fond of
rable, whether they suit us or suit us not. Miss Gove. When she opens the door of
Our place for the present is here. Which- the cage the butterfly poil:ieS at once on
ever way we turn many wrongs confront her outstretched baud, and while there
us. Work awaits us everywhere. Silly makes a purring noise, exactly similar to
superstitions, a foolish and ignorant ca&te, that of a contented kitten, only of slightly
a great deal of bigotry and intolerance, less volume of sound. If anyone comes
exist all over the world. I-;norance pre- near Miss Gove the insect flies away,
vails, and many grope in darkness. Theft, seemingly much perturbed, but when the
arso11, murder, and many high crimes and stranger withdraws it returns to her hand,
misdemeanors take place daily. This resuming its happy purr.
Its mistress now always feedR it. Its
world should be a far better place than it
is. It requites the mite of your help method of absorbing its food is this: The
and mine to make it so. A hasty glance cup of honey and water being hPld in the
over the array of reforms before us is hand of Miss GovP, the lm•terfly lights on
her finger and runs out a needle-like
quite sufficient to show that
One world at a time is all we can manage; proboscis an inch aLJd a half long; this it
More would result in a great disadvantage. thrusts into the liquid, cm·ling it around
on the surface of the substance; then it
S.H.W.
1
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thrusts, with quick strokes, the ~nd of !his
natural tube into its mouth When it has
eaten all it wants, the proboscis is drawn
in, and it is then the purring is loudest.

Oorrespondence.

Iwas mad
sto~ped.

?.on t

A

out of nothing and then J

'fh~t was too big to. swall?w-

you thmk so? .Well, M.IBs Wixon,

If you Pr any of our Liberal fnends come

to Michigan I should be pleased towelcome you or them. I hav one of your
good books entitled "The Story Hour,"
which I hav read a good many times. I
also like Hden H. Gardener's works. I
hav two of her books; .one is "A Thoughtless Yes," and the other is ' 1 Is This Your
Son, My Lord?"
Bertha E. Weed, please ask your grandfather if he remembers a man that u•ed to
liv in New York by the name of S. H.
Ellinwood. Tell him the same gentleman
still remembers him yet and he enjoys
your letters vE>ry much.
.
Well, I will clo~e for fear of that dreadful waste- basket.
From WILD RosE.
[We are pleased to get such a nice letter
from a " Wild Rose" in the winter. She
must be quite a favorit to receive so many
beautiful presents. We were remembered
by many friends in useful, sub8tantial, and
ornamental ways, but the love that accompanied the gifts was more valuable
than all.-En. C. C.]

AusTu<, NEv., Jan. 16, 1893.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Seeing- our cause
is speeding on 1 thought I would try to
make it speed a little faster. With the
help of Ingersoll, Heston, Wettstein, and
otht>rs, we will make our mark in the
world. Where I liv some are afraid to express their belief, but I am not. I never
waste my breath with any of the pope's
followers.
They say, "You will be
damned if you curse the priests." Well,
to tell the truth, if there was a God, and if
he came before my eyes and said, "Here
I am," I would not worship him. I am
going to be independent as I liv.
My
teacher at school is one of the lambs, and
is always talking about his one-horse
God, but will never convert me. If we
hav a majority for president in the future
it will be by hard labor. I hav the l'Omplete works of Shakspere, but in all the
works no God is apparent.
My father bas many debates, but not .
one of the holy can solve one of God's
problems.
NEW PUHLI(JA'J.'IONS.
Well, with good luck for the New Year
I will close the letter I shall hav to answer
in the resurrection for.
Cl{All.L~S
'W~BST€.ll. ~CO.
Yours for truth,
HARRY Moss.
~HAVE JUST PUBLISHED~
[Always be brave and independenttrue to the right as it appears to you.
Every day we are more and more proud
of our boys and girls. Their hands are to
Being an examination of Mr. Herbert Spencer's
uphold the banners of Freedom when
var~ous utfetances on the Land (Juestion.
older hands drop them.-ED. C. C.]
with some mcidental reference to
his synthetic philosophy.
LEWISPORT, KY., Dec. 22, 1892.
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN: I believe it is
true, as said, "old folks like to talk of
themselvs." When T waR a child, my good
mother joined the Presbyterian church.
The doctrines of which Henry George is the
After a while she concluded to hav her great
apostle are reiterated with all the power of
children haptized.
I was the eldest. Henry Gem·ge'" strong mind and ready pen.When they commenced to make the little Washington (D. C.) /::,tar.
. The pook is good-natured, and a delight from
ones cry, I got my eldest sister by the 1ts
lucid style and masttrly arrangement of facts
ha-nd: away we went to the garden. They and arguments.-.Ntw Yorlc RecoTam·.
AH an educational work in the sense of clearing
sent our old nigger man, Uncle Ben, after and
stimulat-ing thought)" A Perplexed Philosous. We bid in the grapevines (much like pher"
must be great y useful.-Cineirmatt
Adam and Eve, I ween). Uncle Ben came UommeTcial- Gazette.
up. "I will tell them I can't find you,"
320 Pages, 12mo., Cloth, $1.00. Paper, 50 Cents.
he said-the best lie I rec,)llect now. . We .also. puh]ish o~her.works by Mr. George, a
As I think at this age of se venty-eie-ht it is hst of wh1ch w~ll h,e furmshecl on application.
•• Our pubhcatwns are for sale by aU booka misfortune to tie a string on mind or
neck. When we join a creed we make sellers or are sent postpaid on receipt of price.
our last will or testament; it is a good deal
like having your life insured, paying some
Charles L. Webster & Co.,
corporation to take care of your money,
which prudence would care for so cheaply. 6'7 Fifth Ave., New Ym·k City.
Just so, if we do what is right, we never
need repentance. Repentance can never
put anything where it was before. The
clergy talk much about the stool of repentance. I hope our children won't need
AND
that stool. Go ask that tender woman
when this stool was an easy seat in church
.THE TRUTH SEEKER
or out of it A misguided confidence! As
ONE YEAR,
for us her mistake, if she made one, can't
Will
be
sent for $4.50. The
hurt us, but it puts money in the pockets
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
of the corporation called fathers, unSEEKER one year for $5.
married, and reverend. Why are thev
THE
reverend ? Are they not made of the
same clay as the rest of us? The world
seems to be weighted down with titles,
but whoever deserves the title of honest
AND
child will most surely des1re to be an honTHE TRUTH SEEKER
est man or woman, whose walk will be
ONE YEAR,
erect and whose step will not be weighted
down with dreams of fear and coward- Will be Hent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH.
ice. Stand erect, little children, keep SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
50c. more.
out of debt.
Debt never added to a with gilt bowl\.address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
solitary comfort of mankind You were
not born in debt. You could not contract
Other Newspapers
so heinous a crime. No ~tate can morallv
WITH
contract or aiel so great a misery, adding
the dogma of church to state,
GEORGE SMITH.
·Ally ·of our readers who desire a New York
weekly J?Olitical paper can obtain one of the fol·
FENToN, MraH., Jan. 16, 1893.
lowing
1D connectiOn with THE TRUTH SEEKER
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I thought I would at reduced
rates:
write a few lines to the Corner, if you Tribune (Republican) weekly. and THE
would let me in.
TRUTH SEEKER, $8 50
I liv on a farm of one hundred acres, Tribune ( HePUblican) semi-weekly, an c1 THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
five miles south and east of Fenton. My The s,~n (Democratic) weekly, and THE 4 25
grandfather has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
TRUTH SEEKER. 8 50
for nearly thirteen years; and we hav the The Worza (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
3
50
numbers of ·five years bOlmd. He has THE ARENA ana THE TRUTH SEEKER
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER so long that he Will be sent one year both for $6 00
thinks he cannot do without it. I always With large picture premium with the Arena, 6 50
read the Corner and enjoy it very much. THE NORTH AlriERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TR UJ.'H SEEKER will be sent one year
I, as did Gertrude, missed you from the
~~
Corner, but en oyed the pieces about - ~
your voyage. I will now tell you what I
received for Christmas: I got a gdd
watch and chain, gold eardrops, a violin,
an autograph album, a lovely little purse,
a boo~ a handkerchief-box, and a neck- The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
tie. what did you get? Grandpa gave
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.
me my watch and chain. I hav always 'fhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
Jived with him and always shall unless
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
something happens more than I know of Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
now.
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Tbe other day a lady friend of mine was Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.
here and we got to talking about Christianity and about being posted on the Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illusBible. She said she had read Gene,.is a.nd
trated by H Faber. Clotht-.$2.
got so disgusted she stopped. I did not
Address
THE T.ttUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
get it all read; I read to where the world
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INGERSOLL'S

FREEl'H OUGtiT.
By W. S BELL

WORKS.
-o--

0r)lY' A 1.lt}).orizacl BclitiOl)S•

Containing ·in condensed and systematized form a
v'¥3t >tm<;m,nt !lf .evip.ence against the superstitions do.ctrmes of Chnstuunty. As a book of reference and a.1d
to :til tntth 'eekers it is invaluable. Its chtssification
of subjects makes it a hand-boolt. As Ingersoll sa.id of
Pa.ipe'" "Age _of Reasont it enable~ somebod:(' in eve1·y villa.g~ t<;> "corner the parson." Its wide
vanety of subJects mclune all the d1sputetl polllt< bet1veen Chnstumit.y anu Freethou!fht. Price.
$1.25.
Address
'l'HE 'rRUl'H SEEKEH.

GODS 'AND. OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Pa.ine, Individna.lity,lHeretics and Heresies .
Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

"A Digest of Science."

HHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Including T:(le <J:host~. Ljberty of Man, yY Oll).an, and Child; ~e Declara.tion of Independ
ence, ;\bout Farmmg 1n Ill~nms, Speech Nommatmg James G BI.ame for Presidency in 1876.
The GraJ;~t Banquet, A Tr1bute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Pa.st RlBes Before Me Like.a Drea.m
and A Tnbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '$1.

SOliE .MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Some Uistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday Satur
da.y, Let u• Ma.ke Ma.n, Sunda_y, The Necessity for a Good Memory, The Garden The Fall
D .• mpness, Bacchus and Babel, Faith in l<'ilth, 'l.'he Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight, Confeb
an rlhAvoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, .Religions Liberty, Conclusion. Po.Per, 50 cents
cot
1 , $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Befing Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Ta;

m age, o . .1:1rooklyn, to which is added a Ta.lmagia.n Ca.techism. Paper,IIO cents; cloth, $1.2<
c1oth, g11t, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

c.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of B. ReY'IlOlds at MotTistown N.J. This i
the grea.test a.rgument ever made in a. case of this kind. and will be a. model for the bar so Ion;
a.s the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quenceneverequaledin a trial for"bla.sphemy." Wherever Christian persecution 1s gain;
on th!s arg_ument should be freely- circnla.ted, rea.d to the Christia.ns, and expounded on ever,
occa.swn. Pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

~

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SA.VED W

J

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff ANO MINO

Ana.lyzes the so-called gospels of Ma.tthew, Ma.rk Luke, a.nd John, a.nd devotes a. cha.pte:
each to the Ca.th.~lics, Episcopalia.ns, MethodistshPresbyteria.ns, Evanfelica.l Allia.nce, a.nd an
~wers the questton of the Christia.ns u.s to what e proposes instead o Christianity-the relig
10n of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

By JAMES B. ALEXANDIGR.
Over 400 illustrations. 87 chapters, 1, 067 pages. and a 3-col:~mn index of 11 pages.
Price, expr<~ss prepaid by us, only 82.7:i.
'J'his WO!'k endetWOrS to embrace tho field !'<lVOI"O!l !Jy thOUK!LlltlH of boob HllCh as those of tho
"HuntiJoJdt ~ibra~·y of t;~ience,'' the" lnterna.tionu.l ~ciUutitic ."'iene~,·r cto., by,Griugoit.lg togetlwr, in
simple autl direct form, With pro pur correspon<lonce between them, lLll of tho known factoro contributing towar<l the origin and evolution of orgomic bomgs.
Do 1/0U Wislt to be welt i?>,Jormed.T

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

The fa.mous Christmas SArmon bv Colonel Ingersoll, the hea.ted replies of the ministers
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Pa.per, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

-1..

THEN

A O!!AP'l"lm OU Vgl\RI~ DAILY l<"l\Onl •rms JJIDLg OF
HOIENOE!

READ

It is enterta.ining as well a.s enli![ht. ningi and will

e., a.pprec1ate the worth of the Umveroal .1\> ot.her.

let~d

you to" worth-ship" (worship) na.turo

You must own tllie book some cla.y: why not NOW?
Address
'l'HE 'fltUTII SEEKEH, 28 L111'11yutto Plotce. Now York.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Atta.ck upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, bJ
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LI~UTA.TIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, a.nd Ex-Governor

Stewart L. Woodford. Pa.per, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.

A Lecture. Pa.per, 10 cents.

With Speech of Hon. Frederick Dougla.ss. Pa.per, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:·
CRIMES

In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W U. Tel. Co., 1886. Pa.per, 10 cents.
A.GA.I~s·r

FAttTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL. r[Xl-BOOK.

CRIMINALS.

f

SHl\WING

Delivered Before the New York State Ba.r Associa.tion. Pa.per, 10 cents.
A Prose-Poem. In color, on boa.rd, gilt edges, 9 :c 13 (for mantel, wa.ll, or easel), 50 cents.

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

THE A1JSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE OHUROH'E CLAIM
TO llB A J>!VINE AND llENEl<'I•
CENT INS'fl'.rU'.riON, AND IIEVEALING '.rilE ABUSBS
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUIIOII AND
,•.rATE.

A. LAY SERliON.

22 x28 inches, hea.vy pla.te paper, 50 cents.

On the Labor Question. Pa.per,:, cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) 0]\' R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 cent2.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL),

7~

x 13 inches, $1.50.

An Interview on their Compa.rative Merits. a.nd Opinions on the Tria.! of the Chioa.go
the Catholic Church, etc. Pa.per, 3 cents.

Anar~hists,

DECLARATION OF INI>EPENDENCE.
Centennial Oration. Pa.per,

6

185

INGERSOLL ON :McGLYNN.

cents.

Paper,

3

cents.

INGERSOLL CA.TECHISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLA l'RY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

WITH

Comments on the assertion by a.n eva.ngelist tha.t Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
ha.d !vimittecl that Thoma.s Pa.ine recanted, a.nd that his own children had joined the church.
Pa.per, 3 cents.
'!'he lecture io ot gra.nd one, a.nd was received by the club with continuous a.ppla.use from
beginning to e_nd, whwh. "pea.ks well for tl\e Unitaria.ns. 'rhe pamphlet conta.ms 1~ pa.ges,
bea.utifully prmted. .Pnce, 6 cent;; ten copJes, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR1TION OY ROSCO:C CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature .Ma.y 9, 1888. Price. 75 cents.

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS

One of the !Jest papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
6

ec'nts; ten copies for

50 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CO~'l'EN'rS.-'I'he

Gods; Humboldt; Individuality; Thoman :Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Ma:> Woma.n, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declil.rati,m of Independence, July 4, 1876; \Vhal I Know About Fa.rming in Illiuoi<;. i:lpueJh at Ci .,.
ciunaci in 1876, nominating Jttmes G. Blaine for the Pre>idencv; The Pa.,tRJses Before ole
or, Vision of War a.n extraet fr0m a fuJeech m".de a.t the Sold\ers' a.nd Sailors' Hen:JLJ,,
at Indianapolis. l~-1., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The. Grttnt BanC]_uut;
Crimes Aga.inst Criminals; Tdbute to the Rev. Alexa.nder Clarke; Some ~Itstakes of J1Lo,es;
What ~Iuot We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on 8ix Sermom b}·
the Rev. T. De Witt Talma~e. D.D.; to which is a.dded a. •ra.Ima.gJan Catechism, and :Fou•
Prefaces, which co•>tain som~ of lVIr. Ingersoll's wittiest a.ntl brightest sayings.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is be:1utifnlly bound in half calf or half morocOt'
mot'led edges, 1,357 page3, good pa.per, large type, post 8vo. Prwe, postpa.id, $5.
~-,

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

CITATIONS 01·

AND

GOD IN THE DONSTITUTION.

At the Paine celebution in New York city in 1892. Price,

COPIOUS

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

INGERSOLL'S GRE \T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

Full-Page
JUustratioqs.

"

Testimoni~l to Walt Whitman. "Let MS put wreaths on the brows of the U·vinfl." An Ad
dress delivered in Philadelphia., Oct. 21, 1890, with portmit of Whitman. Containing als<

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS A'I' 'I'HE FUNERAL OF WAL"J' \VHI'£•
lliAN, a.t Harleigh, Camden, N.J., Ma.rch 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

Fifth edition, enhl.rged and revised. A handsome q!lart9. cont~inin~ 3<3 p:tges. Thi~ is
be.,-ond question, the chea.pest a.nd most ele>!ant volume lll Liberal literature. Ip.; mech~mcal
fimsh is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expense ha.s.been spa.red to mttko It, the thJng o'
bea.uty it is. The type is large a.nq cl~ar, the paJ?er hea.vy,lughly c<Lle.uderetl, an!lnchly tmte.r
the presswork faultless, aucl the bmdi.ng as perfect as Phe best mat~n\tl' a.nt\ skill can ma.ke 1
As to the contents, 1t is e)1ough to say thu.t they 1!)-Clude all of tne chowest utte-mnce.J!
the greatest writer on tue topws treated that has ever ln:ed.
,
.
. .,
Those who have not the good fortupe to own all o.f ~.lr. Ingersoll s publ\shet! wc>rk<, Wl1.
ha.ve in this book of select lOili! many bnght. samples <;>f his Iotty. thonght,lm ma.tchle.s,; e. o
quence, his wonderful imager.v, and his ep1g~a.mma~1C .and uoetwpower. Tho ··ollectwnw·
eludes aU of the "Tl'ibutes" that have become famous ill hteratnre-uot:tblytbose t?.hu l>ro~ .. c
l!]. 0. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher., ConkFJ?g, Courthtr!,dt :ill. Pa!mer, Mary I• i'h, Ell>'''
Wright: his peerless monographs on Th~ V1swn of w:ar, Love,,L1bcrty, Art a,n<l ~Iorah·y.
Science, Na.ture, The Imagina.t.lon Decomtwn Day Oratwnj Wha.t lB. .)'oetry, i\Iusw. ot W>Lgu;'r.
Origin a.nd Destiny," Leave3 of Gra.ss," and on the grea.t 1eroes of.mtd•cctnal L11J"rty. ],~;.
side" theRe are innumerable gems t:tken here and there from t.)1e omt10ns, speecll8s, ar "nmeuts,
toa.sts.lectures letters interviews, ann da.y by clay conversat1ops of th~ an thor.
The book 'is designed for, a.nrl will be accepted by. ac!mn·t.ng fnendo as a..rar<: p~rsonnl
touvenir. 'l.'o help it serve this. purpose, a fine steel portrtt1t,,wJ.th auto;.;r!Lph ~ac-sumle •. has
oeen prepared especia.lly for it. In the more eleg>_tnt styles of lnndmg 1t 1s emmcnt,y smtetl
for presentation purposes, for any sea.son. or occaswn~ ;
.
'"" . . ·l
PRICEs.-In cloth hcvelc<l boards, g1lt edges, $2.o0; mhalf morocco, g1lt .eikes. ~·'· I '!'0 f
ca.lf, mottlerl 'edges litn·,u·y ptyle. $4.50; in full 'Turkey morocco, gilt, <>X>!t11SJtdy lmc, ,, • '' ,;
in full tree calf, higl1est possible finish, $9. _)
.~

...J Any of the above sent to any. address, by _express, prepaid, or mail, post. r •"1'<',
on rMeiDt of vrice. .AdilreAA THE TRUTH SEEKER. Q"'l T,aftwP.t.t.A Pl.. N AW .
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The illustrations are classified as follows:
Ulre~esent
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Uncle Ham anrl the Priests.
The Church Hohbing the l'eopl~
Tha.nksgiving.
Sabbath L~tws.
Children and tho Church.
Woman anrl the Church.
'l'!Je Church anrl 'J."homas l'a.lllo.
Studies m Natural Hi"tory.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and '!'heir FlockBPiety in Our Penitentia.ries,
The Atonement Scheme.
"
The Lord and His Works
Prayer.
The Creed~.
Christia.ns and Moha.=eda.llll.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.

5
1

25

1
~

4
~

1

4
II
12
3

6
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"

MiaHtonarieA.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines amll'heir ltesuUI
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland a.nd tho Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The 0scs of tho Cross.
Unkind Hetlections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscella.neong.

A most extraordinary pnblica.tion. We venture the a.ssertion that nothing like it has ever be.
lore appeared in this country, 11nd it is very doubtful if a.nothor one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the l'rnth Seeker Compa.ny the credit of putting the hook in the re11ch o a.IL
At twice the price it would have been a. cheap book Artist Heston as" portmit-ptdnter a.nd. de.
signer is a wonrlcrfnl successJ and wo judge from our own feelh;gs that nearly every Liberal in
America. will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called tho artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght. ~tnd bas clone faitbf:J.l and noble work for the ca.use of nght a.nd truth. But the picture• do not m>Llw up the whole of this volume. There are nea.rly two hundred pa.ges of reading
>ua.tter that serve first flS exnln.n!ltions of the illnstrt~tions, a.nd secondly as texts to P!OVe the utter
~a.lsity of th" church "s profession., an.l the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Cbri:;ti>Lnity and the church that ha.s ever been nut in tb•
b&!'-:1.~ of F•·~ot.hinkcrs.-[Boston Investigator.
'Pri~e.

boar"d ~overs, $2 ; ~lot})., $2.SO•
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IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IKON•CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugp ..... ..•. :• •• Bi
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holy<>ake ....• 10
4 Inftuence of Christianity on CiVilization. II
Underwood.... . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... I
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison .....• 25
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall,. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 PhilosoP.h~ of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 110
12 TYndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
18 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ...•..••.•.• 10
14 La.nd Question. Charles Bradlaugh...... •.. IS
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents ?
Charles Bradlaugh ......................•.. IS
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 10
19,Large or Small Families? A. Holyoalie.... •. 5
20 Su~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.... ....... IS
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... IS
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ........ IS
28 The Christian Dei~. Charles Watts ....... IS
24 Moral Value of the ible. Charles Watts . . . IS
25 Freethoui>ht and od. Progress. Watts
IS
26 Christiamt:y: Its Nature and Influence"oD.
Civilizat10n. Charles Watts............ . • IS
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Hojyoake .• :. 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake .. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
as Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla~gh.. .. . • . . .. 5
89 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ...•. 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
48 Christian Scheme of Re•lemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist
.,., Fear to Die? By G. J. Ho]yoake. :. ....... 10
47 ..-overty: Its Effects on the .Political Condition of the PeoPle. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
lliANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for " God's Chosen.".. . . • . . . IS
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... . . 5
4 Whr I was Excommunicated. Barnard. •.... 20
5 200 f,iuestions Without Answers............... IS
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin........... ~:... . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted te the Bench of .oishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- IS
oake.............••...............•......••... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh. .... .• IS
10 A Few Words about the DeVil................. 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................. IS
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin HolYoake ..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H... . . . . . . 10
16 Ludicrous .AI!pects of Christianity. A. H ...• 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. .. . . . .• 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh....... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlaugh ..... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ....•. 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

NATHANifL

Superstition in All Ages.
BY J•AN

Books byS.P.Putnam.

..M.SSLI:e~,

A

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Price 20 cents.

Universolo~U:

Waifs and wanderings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
9en.ts. "A prose epi(,l of the war, rich with
mc1dent and dramat1c power; breezy from
first page to last with tl:ie living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper•

Golden Throne, A. Romance.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By P.BoJ'. F. W. NEWHAll'.

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10C.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of oux Planet.
$1.50.

[s Darwin RighU Origin of Man. $1.
[s Spiritualism True~ 10c.
Man's True Saviors. 10c.
OrtllO[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

l'a.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Spiritualism

A poetic version of

the Indian stozy of the Garden of Eden in
whie.a itli superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le![_ep.d-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

ACCOUNT OF

Super10r. 10c.

God Proposed for Our National Constitution. 10c.
[treconcilable Records.. Genesis and

rhYl!le between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price.10 cents.

A.dami and Heva.

He Thyself. 10c.
Christ~anity No Finality.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Price 25 'len ts.

POPES AHD Tf\€-lll DOlHGS.

"The au-

thor certainly has 11enius. The divine
creative ,sparli: is withm him. The book is
filled Wlth manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcri_pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Tl:irone."'
-Cin!(!lr~oll. Price, $1.

BOOKS

Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40C.

Christianity. 10c.

·

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.

$1.25.
Rad~cal Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
Soul of Things. Ps:ychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wni. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

VAUGHAN1

SALADIN

A NO VEL.

Books by Helen H. Gardene1

Editor of the

SJONDON .AGNOSTIC JOURNAL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You ha.ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound criticism of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of pathos and elog.uence. it is one of
the heaviest iconocl!tstic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English W> iter said of it:
"This certainly ie one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing.''
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered. $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r• surrection is in thi& book carefully considered, and found wantin!f. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this alleged m.U"acle, for
it 18 certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but a!ded this infamous traffic in human beings. To_which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied at Special Discoun£8.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LDBD l
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social 1\:Iatters.
:Price. cloth. $1 ; Ds·Per, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
Ill : DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W N O V E L : - ~-P•n•ce.,4Jrl;;th7 $1~- I ,,cPaper, 50 centl.
4.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,-i..JIS Lafayette place. New York.

Inf,luencc of Christianity npon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 1Scents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place «
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning ani
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistie Stand.
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: He1
Rights and Wrongs. 10cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 2
10cents.

rwelve Tracts. Scientific and TheologQJl..,Anf.R

.

,s

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gemus; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment·
Ppverty; God m thf! C_onstituti~m; Bruno; G;ods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called SalS.:
din's own book, for 1t 1s poetry m prose, and 1s one of the books that lovers of strong literature
liketo read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly .1000 pages, fully illilstrate<l. Cloth,
$8.25-m .u;nglish or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in Stoi'f; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

ence of .Christianity on Civili>~ation; Ghri»
tianity and Materialism; What Literalism offen
iu Place of Christianity; Scientific lVIateri>tlism
Woman; Spiritualism from a l\'Iaterialiotil
Staudpomt; Paine the Political aud Religion
ll&formerf· Materialism and Crime; Will th1
Coming i\o an Worship God? Crimes and Crnel
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible
Freethought Judged by Its Frn1ts; Our Iue:J~
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

'rm.l

THE TRANSITION.

Men, Women and GodsL

WOitn~

l<:s3ays and Lectures. Embracing Inilu

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

FOR lil.ALE .A1' THE TRUTH SEEKER OFJo'lUE.

(W. STEWART ROSS),

An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . • . A more vigorous
:2resentment ofthemischievousna~ure of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
'f·HF, 'I'RTT'T'H Rli'.F\Kl?.R

.Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.

H. .F. UNDERWOOD'S

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.

What Is RighU 10c.
What Was He 1 Jesus in 19tb Century

BY

Priest &l").d Mal).

AililreRR

Prof. Wm. Denton;s Books.

~

The title'poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
.
.
•
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:r one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in tlle possession of liJIIJ.ad.iD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. l'rinted from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short stor[ of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Oven Caurt
said: "This nove will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, 'Is
This Your Son, J\oly Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Beil!g an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformatlOn Church; LecherY of the Confess10nal; The Priest in Absolution· Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Selflndnl_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
w
Jl'or .U of these works &ddreu
'1'HE TBUTH BEEKER, 18 L&fayette Place, New YO&'k. ~

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie. the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes in one, cloth, :Jl2.00, postage
prepllld; 5 volumes,Jleparate, flex1ble cloth~ 50
cents J?er volume• .Lted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated aud cloth-bound. (The :fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
S-qlijects; ninth year. Subscription, with prefjO c~n ts per year. S pec1men copies free
on applwat10n.

Illi urn,

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

'to a Wrfe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially During Pregnancy, Labor
and. Sucliling," and" Advwe to a Mother on th~
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 hooks iu 1"volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Jlealth Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
.t.<'l<'lr"""

'!'HE 'I'HTT'I'H RRRKR'R

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
Ry John K. :Keuo, A.JD,
tP.mo. a loU, at,QQ.

THE TRUT.El dEEKER. FEBRUARY 4.
GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
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The l'llyth ofthe Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read it is to be astonished at
the possibilities of reli?,ions credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann s dynamite bomb has
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It
ought to meet with a very large sale.-c.P.Farrell.
The Evolution of the Devll.-By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
City. The most learned, accurate. scientific and
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
before published. The book contains 66 pages, is
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title
page. Price, 25 cents.
Jne;ers<>Jl's A.ddrel!ls before the New
York Unitarian CJnb. Thefirsttimein the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with contiqnous applause from beginnin~
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beantitnlly printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
pamphlet of forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll.
The most profound address
1 Price, 20 cents.
that Ingersoll ever delivered.
The Bruno M:ouu11nent. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
Inches, for framing; put np in pasteboard tubes
for Dl8lllng. Price 12 cents.
{lhurch and State; the Bible in the Pnblio
Schools; the New "American" Party-By "Jefferson." Third edition. This beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages is the most thorough presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion of DuUlanitn A. Phi•
losophy ot Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, With·likeneSR Of
author. A most v·•lnuble publication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.
Memorial Oration by Co1onel Inger•
soil Oil Roscoe ConkUne:. Delivered before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price, 4 cents.
Dwi~ht L. Moody. An Interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Religion. Wha' ia to be its
jtnal outcome 1 By an Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would Fo1low the Eft"acement
of Christianity 'l By George Jacob Holl'Oake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethonght Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Life and Career ofCharles Bradlangh.
-By George Jar.ob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents.
Ine;ersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Standing up f'"or Jesus; or what the editor
ot the Freethtnkers' Ma(l1111ine thinks of him.
Price, 4 cents.
Address,
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEW YoRK Cxn.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
B11 M. BABOOOK.

Price.

10 cent....

The Agnostic Annual
-FOB-

... i893.A!Jf
Edited~

by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction, Leslie Step!Ien; Reverent
Al{!losticism, Amos Waterl!.i. The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; vogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount1
Samuel Laing; The Citvl>llof the Dead, W. Stewar~
Ross (Saladin): On the
ty of Honesty in Our
Convictions,..C. E. Plumptre; Scientific .Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Su_perstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod'!i The Disap:pearance of the Nether World~
F. J. uould; ReligiOUs Ide§.~: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick M.illa!'i Si&:nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; materialism a.nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lucia.n Armstrong,
Price, 25 cents.
A.ild:ress THE TRUTH REEKER

Gems of ~hought.

Jicmsburts Hooks.

WE should c~nduct ourselVil toward
others as we would expect them to act
toward ouraelvs.-.Aristotle.
W~:>ULD you. be avenged of an enemybe VIrtuous, that he may hav nothing to
say against you.-Diogenes.

Pre aild Con of

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a. Supernatural, Inspired. Miraoulous Religion?

LET us be unremitting in. our endeavor
to a.oquire new virtues, and never be satisfied merely with those we hav already attained.- Confucius.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Cri!Jnes and Vices
Sa'JWtioned by Scripture.

To conquer ourselvs is the means for us
not to be overcome by others, to be masters
·of ourselvs is the way not to hav other
masters.-Ohinese .Author.
·

BY J. E. REMBllllBG. Price, 25 cents.

THE best office that literature renders a
nation is to keep it vividly acquainted
with its history, and to giv that history its
true interpretation.-Parton.
WE should desire nothing but what is
right, ~nd contribute by our example to
the mamtenance of good order in society,
and everyone should conform to this good
order.-Oicero.
RELIGION, raging with inhuman zeal,
.Arms every hand, and points the fatal
steel.
Whatever names divine the parties claim,
In craft and fury they are both the same.

-Voltaire.
I HAV not so surely foreseen that any
Cossack or Chippeway would come to disturb the honest and simple commonwealth,
as that some monster institution would at
length embrace and crush its free members in its scaly folds.-Thoreau.

THE BEST%
I! alse Claims.

Revised and EnlaNed

As a Missionary Document it is nnex~elled

Among the subJects considered by Mr. Rem~
burg are: The Church and morality; Crinnnal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and ScienceJ th~
Church and Learning· the Church ana Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform:
the vvoman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vicea

Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Deception; Clieating; 'l' eft and Robbery ·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder: Wars o1
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
AnimalS; Human Sacrifices; Cannibaiism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; IntemJ>er~nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single cop:es~ 25 cents: .8
copies, $i. Special discount on large quantities.

"Otto Wetlstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adJusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all 'llodern improvements; ~aranteea
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2t;
hinged case, $28 to $80; hunting_, $81 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Re~JUlar Grade A.merlcau. Watclaes.Bilverme ca.se, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
lewelsi' $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. n finer ci!J!es. add as above.
Ladles• American Gold Watcheso-All
latest styles in plush cases; best ftlled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $15.50; 15 Jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set oases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundrles.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1· best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.BIJ'• table spoons~
$8.60, knives, $1. 75; forks, $1. 75; all for $6. Soli a
silver spoonil, $1.50 per ounce: solid silver souvenir svoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 1!!2 to $8.
'.l'he (Jolonellngerso'll.~Tea,$2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $8;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
heavY teas, $8. Etched:

WHEN Voltaire was born the church Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
ruled and owned France. It was a period
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational ;point of view. Lnr!le anJ
of almost universal corruption.
The
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six cop>Cs, $1.
priests were mostly libertins, the judges
cruel and venal. The royal palace was a Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith· Protestant Intolerance; Washington
house of prostitution. The nobles were
an Unbeiieve~ Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
heartless, proud, arrogant, and cruel to
mu Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
the last deg-ree.
The common peoPle
"The Ttme to be Hapw ts :Now,"
were treated as beasts. It had taken the rhomas Paine. Tells the Story of the
cents extra.
church a thousand years to bring about Author-Hero's life, delin.ea tes the l_eaqing trai~s 50The
Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
of his character and g~nms, and vmdi.cates },lis enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
this happy condition of things.-Ingersoll.

YouR poems hav qualities which render

name from the aspersiOns cast upon It. Tributes to P nine's character nre given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Em·o!)e and
America many of them written expressly fo~
this work. Second editioR1 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted Jlaper, neatly bott.'il, and con•
, ta.ining a handsome steel. portra.it of Pain·"

$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$1Q, $15, $20, $80.
.uia1nonds\ 20 per cent. below market prtoe.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prep6tttl (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

them respectable, and worthy the admiration and study of honest people. Thfly
form a course of morals wherein one can
learn to think and to act.
Virtue is
clotiu, ,v,,
painted therein in the most beautiful TJie Apostle of Liberty. .An aadress <leo
colors. The idea of true glory is clearly
livered in Paine Ij:all, before the N. E. F~eeo
thinkers' Conventwn, January 211, :1884. l'noe.
defined in them; and you insinuate a taste
WAT.e~ OP. LIP..e
10 cents.
for the soiences in a manner so fine and so
ls Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
delicate that whoever has read your works
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
cherishes the ambition to follow your
No. M South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
footsteps. How many times hav I not
said to myself, "Unhappy man, lay down
a burden the weight of which is beyond Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar•
your strength; no one can imitate Voltaire
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
unless it be Voltaire himself!" At such
I specially want 500 orders for book11 within the
moments I hav felt that the advantages of By VAN BllBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.
next three months.
birth, and the halo of grandeur so flatterFriends
will
please
send stamp for circulars and
ing to our vanity, are things of very small
WHY.
account, or. in truth, of no account at all.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
They are distinctions foreign to ourselvs,
Snowville, Va.
which adorn only the exterior. How far
preferable to them are mental gifts! Sunday and the Sabbath. "A la~ re~
lating human conduct on the Sabbath IS an ImTo It~uulato the
What do we not owe to pBrsons whom Natpertinence." Price, 10 cents.
STOMACH, LIVER
ure herself has distinguished by merely
The
False
Teaching
of
the
Christian
AND BOWELS, TAKC
making them what they are l She pleases
Church. "The Tbirty-nii~e Ar~cles of
herself in forming some men whom she
R~PANS TABULE&
the Christian church are thuty-mne poor.
endows with all the capacity necessary for
HOJ,J~ Rlf O~l.IT~l4.lf"TL
broken-down opinions." Price,,10 cents.
carrying forward the arts and sciences;· The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
and it is for princes to recompense their
a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
toils.-Letter of Frederick the Great to
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a

Pyramid of Cizeh.

"WHY"

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Voltaire.

·

IN the broadest sense, Evolution is the
theory that all the varied details of the
universe are the result of a gradual
development from simpler conditions,
through the working of the laws of nature
which now surround us. Worlds, minerals, phmts, animals, man, language,
morals, laws, literature, arts, and sciences,
as they exist to-day, are the outcome of
the unceasing successions of cause and
effect that hav taken place, through the
preceding ages, in accordance with natural
law. But the term as popularly used refers more especially to life, and in this
sense, ~volution is th,e theory that all existing forms of life hav been produced
from simpler forms by a gradual process
of change. Instead of an unchangeable
universe continuing just as it was first
created, the Evolutionist, seeing consta·•t
variation in each kind or species of plants
and animals, has learned that these variations may increaEe, until, in a long
course of natural descent, forms are produced that appear to be distinct species.
In the breeding of domestic animals and
in the crossing of planes, such marked
differences result in a short time, that it
becomes certain such variation continued
through a Ion~.; period would produce
l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83i forms appearing to differ in kind from
pages, $3.
their ancestors. It is therefore seen to. be
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
both possible and probable that all existThe Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, ing forms of life hav developed from a
138 pages,- 50c.
few simple forms, or even from one ~orm,
Spiritualism Sustained.
Olotb. 12mll. by slow processes of change contmued
245 pages, $1.
through vast s.ges.-Robt. 0 . .Adams.
Unherse A.wllpiL tl.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

.villi~.

1898.

crusade of one against the <Jolorado beetle 1"
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t
'Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane t Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cenU!.

THE TOCSIN
is the title of a little Reform paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb., that bursts mto the harbor of politics and religion like the mighty
little Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy Merrimac. It

ADVOCATES
the reign of Right and Justice, and comes indorsed bl' a score of the leading thinkers and
writers o America; it tunes its tone and mei!J!ures ~·ruth according to the natural law of

EQUAL RICHTS.
Send for a sample copy of the. little Yanke_e
Cheese box. It has 12 pages the size of the ordinary magazine, and is issued weeltly at $1 per year
in advance. It is absolutely impartial, although
necessarily opposed to the ;popular isms of the
day which contravene Equahty.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. BLENKER.
Boir.rds.

-

COcents.

1'8~

H01'tD SPECJALJST.
For Men Only,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar disea.ses of young and
middle-aged men, a.s the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wa.stin_g Discharges~.Varicocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, laiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
.
f i
To those amicted and who are desirous o be ng
cured a booklet of some 88 pages wil.l.be sent ~o
their address for ten cents~ sealed m a flam
envelope, giving ce.uses ana 8J'l)lptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of ~he
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.l.
~~.,.:ag.:~:._saw this a.dv!'rtilement in THE
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Jf ews of tAo Weelt.
THE New York city rabbi who was expelled for eating ham, in revenge accuses
the president of the congregation of robbing the synagog poor boxes.
THE Catholics of Italy are petitioning in
large numbers against the bill for giving
the civil marriage rite precedence over
the religious ceremony. The measure
was rejected by the senate in 1880, when
a hundred thousand Catholics petitioned
against it.
IN Ireland the province of Ulster has
again been holding great meetings and
announcing its unalterable resolve not to
submit to a Dublin parliament. A million a11d a half of Irishmen, mostly Protestants, are now again protesting against
the rule of the priests.
AT Des Moines, Ia., the 25th ult. was
like a Sunday. The revival meetings conducted by Rev B. Fay Mills had reached
a climax, and the busmess houses big and
little closed and the people united in religious services. The conversions for that
day alone numbered hundreds.

THE Catholic congress at Quito, Ecuador,
resolved "That the Supreme Pontiff has
received his authority, not from man, but
from God, and ought consequently to enjoy perfect independence and absolute
liberty in the exercise of this authority,
and should not be in any way dependent
on any eartbly power."
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HOW THE LORD ENCOURAGED DRUNKENNESS.
Then shalt t-hou say unto them, Thns saith the Lord, Behold, I will fill all the inhabitants of this land,
even the kings that sit upon David's throne, and the priests, and the prophets, and all the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, with drunkenneAs.-Jere. xiii, 13.

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
£-posure
by

THE prime minister of Spain has yielded
to the loud cry raised in all parts of the
peninsula by the people of all classes, including bishops of all dioceses and nobility,
religious confraternities, and workingmen's clubs; he has consequently assured
the nuncio of his holiness Leo Xill. in
Madrid that the Protestant New Temple
shall not be opened until all exterior signs
o_f every kind to attract attention hav been
removed. All this means a delay of some
months, besides a considerable expense in
the radical alteration of the facade.
IN Holy Russia the sufferings of tho people are growing worse than ever. The
misery from want of food and fuel, and
from epidemics of all kinds, is indescribable. A foreign consul at Odessa writes
that the "people are dying off as flies die
at the end of summer." Commercial
prospects hav been looking blacker each
month since the Jews were expelled in
deference to Christian fanaticism. The
government is uneasy over the bankruptcy of man?,' prominent houses. "We
find ourselvs, ' says Count Bobrinsky,
"face to face with a bad harvest under
worse circumstances than last year."

JAMES G. BLAINE died at Washington,
D. C., on the 27th ult., of kidney disease,
complicated with tuberculosis. The imFacts.
ll.idicule.
mediate occasion of death was heart failure. His mother was a Catholic, and he
was br.ptized as one, and served mass in
church as a boy. When he reached manhood he joined the Presbyterian church.
HESTON.
He was a regular attendant at his church,
and during his illness was visited regu•
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
larly by his pastor, Rev. Dr. Hamlin.
Fun ...Page
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
His last spiritual conversation was with
Pages.
that clergyman. "He died," say reports
Pictures. ·
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each, Picture.
from Protestant sources, "a firm believer
in Protestantism." However, Catholics
CONTENTS_:
are claiming him. As one instance, the
Sustaining a Theory,
Jacob and Esau,
Jephthah and His Human Sacriftce,
last issue of the New York ~unday
Some Giants,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Sam_son the Strong,
nemocrat, a Catholic paper, says: "We
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
Holy Moses,
Ruth and Boaz,
hav good grounds for believing that Mr.
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Balaam the Diviner,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
Blaine was restored to membership in the
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
Bloody Joshua,
David, God's Favorite,
Catholic church before he died. The visit
A Queer Family,
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
of Cardinal Gibbons to Mr. Blaine's house
Isaac and His "Sister,"
Against Jabin and Sisera,
Adventures of the Prophets,
during his illness, and the fact that Father
One of Twins,
General Gideon,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
Sherman, S. J., appears satisfied with the
spiritual condition of his distinguished
Boards, illu:rnina.ted covers, $1; cloth, gilt side s-ta:rnp. $1.50.
relativ, seem conclusiv that the wanderer
returned.,. Editor Michael Walsh of that
AJld'r(~.·;:.: THn Tf:T'TH SEEKER 00.
paper also prints a letter from Ellen E.
Sherman to himself touching Mr. Blaine's
religious feelings. It is in part as follows:
ANEWWOUK
"You are right about my cousin, Mr.
BY
Blaine. He was baptized a Catholic and
ARTHUR B. MOSS,
was a good practical member of the church
THE
Author of " The Bible and Evolution.''
A LIBERAL S'I OR Y.
until he entered a non-Catholic college.
Astronomical and Astrologic- Like others he became indifferent and fell
away from the faith of his sainted Irish
ChrisfianityTanEd Evolution. _By.-Mns_.
E._.r.
_Pri_ce.2_5cen_ts.
al Origin of all Religions.
mother. His marriage with a non-Catholic
lady, and, I suppose, his ambition, led
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
.r. M
Freethinkerhim to attend the Presbyterian church at
Explanator~ notes compiled and arranged by
Augusta, Me. He is a strayed sheep, and
Price, $1. Order at once.
By RE..-. G. T. Fox, M.A.
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
at heart a very good man. I hav every
Pr!oe, 15 cent•
A.drlreRo this ofiiM.
Ad dreAR
THF. Tll.TITH RF.F.RF.ll.
A.ililrARA THE TRUTH REEKER.
hope he will die in the faith." Mr. Walsh
said to a reporter: "I believe Mr. Blaine
died a Catholic, and I believe that all his
WAS
life his heart was with the Catholic church.
That he had returned to the church is
manifest from the fact that Cardinal
Gibbons was summoned to his house
during his last illness. Such a call means
CRUCIFIED?
By s. P.
something. A priest at such times is not
BEING
called from motive of friendship alone."
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research Mr. Walsh said he bad known the Blaine
.
Being the story of his religious life and mental
and Philosophical Criticism.
family for many years, and fwm private
A judicial consideration of the questton 1al)d ~he jonrneyings. Written in his happiest aL!d most
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnr1st1an brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
information his belief that Mr. Blaine
:Sy
Sli.zabetl'\_
e.
:eva!"\&•
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
died a Catholic had been strengthened so
THE TRUTH SEEKER
THE TRUTH SEEKElt
Paver, 25 cents; clotb. 50 cents.
that ~e gad p.o li!_>!Jl;>t about it.
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AMERICAN WATCH AND CHAIN.

PRICE, $ t .50.

DUST-PROOF GOLD-PLATED CASE .

...American Lever Movement, Patent Escapement and Regulator, Patent
Winding and Setting Attachment Requiring no Key, 240 Beats
to Minute; Hour, Minute, and Second Hands.
THE CHEAPEST GENUINE AMERICAN WATCH EVER SOLD.
TllJIED, TESTED, AND REGULATED. EVERY WATCH GUARANTEE)).

r
i..

The case is strong and tight, of solid composition metal used the world over as a substitute for Gold, with an elegant
Gold-Plated Chain. Packed in a neat box and mailed to any address for $1.50 each; 3 for $4-0~ by Express; One Dozen for
_
II- ii! 15.00byExpress.
FULLY GUARANTEED TO KEEP A(J(JUHA'rE TIME.
} '1)
It is fullY as durable as the most expensive watch, and with fair usage will keep good time for •ren Years. This
watch is being manulactnred in lots of 100,000 at th6 rate of 1,000 per Day by the largest watch manufacturing concern in
the world. This constitutes the sole reason for its low price. It is a vr"'ctical illustration of what may be done in this
country by machinery and skilled operators when an arttcle can be sold m large quantities. Its parts are not made by hand
by" Pauper European labor" as are most of the cheap watches now sold, which never run long and can never be repaired.
Automatic machinery does everything on this watch and everY part is as true as a die can make it. The movement is the
same as in all American W.ttches 'and is readily understood and repaired by any jeweler.
,.
Every Watch •rimed, •rested, and Regulateu before leaving our hands, and carefully packed with chain.

A FEW TESTIMONIALS FOR YOU TO READ. WE HAVE THEM FROM EVERY STATE.
,
WEBB CITY, Jan. 9,1893.
~
GENTLE~lEN: I am much pleased with the Watch yon sent me, and I will say it keeps right up on time. It has not varied
.~any as yet.
Most truly yours,
Dn. Jan.
ANDERSoN.
CATO, MAss.,
6, 1893GENTLEMEN: I take plea•m·e in saying the Watch you sent me gave perfect satisfaction- It is a good time-keeper and
all you recommend it to be. You will be favored with an order from me soonYours truly,CALDWELL,
W. G.Jan.
DoNN>
LL.
3 1893.
Sms: IrcceivedyourWatchandfonndittobeas represented in the Twentieth Centurv advertisement. Itwonld be
Yours trruy,
MosEs
;o. hard to improve on its time-keeping qualitie~FonTHI!WHCLIFFE.
WAYNE, INn.
R. H. INGERSOLL & Bno., Room 133, 65 Cortlandt street, N~w York •. Ktna Sirs: It is a sta_nri~ng r:nle of mine ~hen_ I se.e
a.n admirable trait in any character, or a marked eJ<;cellence m anythmg, to ex.J>ress appreo111t10n either m pnblig or m pn. vate. 'faffyis better than epita..lfU·. Po;t-~ortern pra1ses do th.e dead no good. '~'he corpse sm~l!g no flowers. on Its casket.
Hence I want to say that I am delighted wit4 your Watch-ahttle g;em. I keep It on my type"nter desk dnnng week-days,
: right before my eyes, and it keeps splenata time.
Faithfully yours,
STEPHEN A. NoRTHRoP.

~~
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R. H. INGERSOLL & BRO., Sole Mfrs., Room 133, 65 Cortlandt st., New
·(I,
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A.ge of Reason. Pap., ~5c. ;
6 copies for $1; clo., 5{)().
•
A.ge of Reason and Examma·
tion of the Prophecie&.
l'ap ...,40c.; clo., 75c.
·A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
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The Existence of a God.
We will answer the remaining points in Mr.
Anderson's letter asserting the existence of a God.
Mr. Anderson says, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
January 7th:
"You speak of tracing things to natural laws. Does it
never strike you as being absurd to speak of there being a
law without design?"
We are at a loss how to interpret this remark,
except on the supposition that our friend misunderstands the word "law." We will, at any rate, reply to
it on the line of that supposition, for we know not
how to treat it otherwise; and at all events the
misconception of the term natural law is common,
and a correction of it will come in usefully in the
cases of many into whose hands this paper will fall.
One meaning of the word "law" is: The command
of a superior to an inferior ; a rule or order of
conduct established by authority; an edict of a ruler
or government; an expressed regulation; a decree.
Here law involves the idea of personality. But
in the phrase "law ef nature" the word law
h!J.s a meaning totally different. It here means the
order in which natural facts occur. A law of nature is an unvarying order, method, condition,
or relation in which things happen. For instance,
it is a law of nature that "Every particle of matter attracts every other particle of matter with a
force proportional directly to its mass and indirectly to the square of the distance." For another
instance we may take the law of fluid pressure:
"At any point in a fluid at rest, the pressure is
equal in all directions." That is, these facts are
connected in order of existence, so that when we
find one of them, we shall always find the other.
The confounding of these two meanings of the
word law-viz., human command, and order of
occurrence-is not at all uncommon. For the
word in its latter sense George Henry Lewes in his
philosophic writings attempted to substitute a term
which should not be liable to this confusion of
signification. In his "Problems of Life and Mind"
he says:
"By one of the illusions into which Philosophy easily
glides, a Law of Nature is supposed to hold a position
with respect to natural objects which is analogous to that
held by a legislative enactment with respect to social
life. Laws are a kind of wise police keeping Nature in
order. How far the connotations of Language inevitably
transfer this conception of the regulation of conduct to
t:b{! fe~tion of N!!otm.-e1 it may h~ ~cult to ~y; but
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the fact is that, having once named Process by the word succeeding events is fruitless and unmeaning ; and
tiOns d1stmct. Even careful writers are apt to express here we are to rest-except that when we wish
~hemselves ambiguously on this point. . . . Strongly we may look on these causes as being themselves
~pressed with the mischievous tendency of its sugges- effects of other causes, like them in being perfectly
tions, I was many years ago led to propose the abandon- natural, and seek for the causes of them.
ment of the word Law in relation to physical phenomena;
The fact that discoveries have so far extended
but I soon found that the reform was impracticable· the
only
a certain distance back, can, we should say, be
word is too deeply rooted."
'
no more used to prove the existence of a God than
Natural law is simply order, or uniformity. The it can to prove the existence of anything at all else.
fact that we find everything pervaded by the We fail to see how this fact tends in the Elightest
quality of order or uniformity does not evidence degree to indicate the existence of a supreme Soul
a God. If we find al).ything at all, it must possess or Intelligence. It seems to us no more sequent
some quality. The quality .of order or uniformity to say:
has no more weight as Theistic evidence than the
We have as yet explored only so far back : therequality of-say, relation, or quantity, or generality, fore a manlike beingor particularity, or number, or changeableness, or
Than to r.Jay:
durability. Here are some syllogisms of exactly
We have as yet explored only so far back : thereequal degrees of logicalness:
fore all was created by a beast with seven heads,
Certain things are always attended by certain
Or than to say :
other things; therefore God.
We have as yet explored only so far back: thereCertain things are always attended by certain fore the owl and the pussy-cat went to sea in a
other things; therefore a dog has ten tails.
beautiful pea-gre'3n boat.
C~rtain things are always attended by certain
There is, however, something that we may
other things ; therefore what's yours is mine.
legitimately infer from the result of our tracing
Another conception which our correspondent back the course of cause and effect. As we have
seems to entertain, is that all the natural causes found only natural causes as far as we have
which scientists industriously point out for every- gone, we may infer that we shall find only natural
thing are but secondary causes passively handled causes as far as we shall ever go. We have so far
by an intelligent .First Cause to the production of found for every event (except, of course, those
the ends which he chooses. This notion is that all events admitted by both sides to be caused by men
the processes of world-formation, of natural selec- or other animals) a cause which is not an intelli.
tion producing the faculties of living creatures, etc., gence like the human, so we generalize, as we have
which we have been naming over, are but the a right to do, and lay down the law: All events
means which a God has employed, and not suffic- (with the exception noted) have causes which are
ing causatives in themselves. Our correspondent's not intelligences like the human. The Theists,
words are:
however, absurdly turn this about till they have got
it just the opposite of what it was, saying: We
"Evolution surely does :not controvert the idea of a
superintending intelligence, but is only a plan of crea- have so far found for every event a cause which is
tion instead of a discussion concerning an author. . . . not an intelligence like the human: hence, all
What you overlook is the underlying cause of all things events have causes which are intelligences like the
-not the proximate causes, which often a mere child human. How would these Theists like this kind of
could comprehend."
reasoning carried out in anything else ?-'for a
Our correspondent seems to us to have an inexact taste:
idea of what cause is. we think that he would do
We have so far in every case found it disadvanwell to examine the notion of cause until it has tageous to throw our pocketbook away in the
become to his view perfectly clear and accurately street : hence in all future cases we shall find it
defined. The cause of an event is not superior advantageous to throw our pocketbook away in the
to an event itself in any such quality as occult street.
power or mysteriousness. It is as simple a~d
OrWe have so far in every case found flour, yeast,
natural as the effect. Its only bearing on the
effect is that of order in time. When it occurs, water, and heat combined to produce bread: hence
the effect occurs. A cause of a given event is : in all future cases we shall find them to produce
Some other event, which happening, the given ladies' and gentlemen's wearing apparel.
As to an intelligent first cause, which our correevent happens; and which failing, the given event
fails. It is: The entire aggregate of conditions, spondent affirms by the names of "author'' and
of whatsoever nature, which being present, the "underlying cause," it seems to UB that there can
given event follows. When we have observed a par- be no such thing. For science, proceeding upon
ticular event always following a certain other event, experience, has felt justified in laying down the
or aggregate of conditions, we for convenience axiom, Every event that had a beginning had a
desire some term to designate the earlier event or cause. Now, the consciousness or nature of God
conditions, and choose the word cause. The rela- could not have been the same after he had conceived
tion between the two is nothing more than that the design of creating a uuiverse, or begun to
(here we suppress some trifling qualifications) of act upon it, that it was before he had conceived
succession in time. It h supposed by many that that design, or begun to act upon it; this change
there is involved something more than this-some in him must have had a beginning at some particuinterior power by which the one event has brought lar time; hence it must have had a cause; hence
about thCI other, and which we should try to dis- God is subject to cause; hence he is not a first
cover. But modern positive science has abandoned cause.
Here is as good a place as any to note the tendthe notion of such a power or quality, and occupies itself solely with ascertaining the order in ency of Theists to consider as a god, and erect into
which events occur. Now, when we find the exist- a hallowed and worshipable eminence, whatever
ence of the world preceded by certain natural natural principle scientists have at the time being
conditions, we are to pronounce these natural con- found to be the cause of a great number of pheditions the cause, the competent and sufficing nomena. As just at present science has rendered
cause; search for any mystic or supernatural force about the most prominent and talked-about
mft-uence by which they are enabled to produce the thing, we find Theists a.scribing tba.t a.ttribute to
~aw, \~e ~ave great difficulty in keeping the two concep-
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A Massachusetts minister allowed his little
We will then show why
their god in preference to the quality of spirituality Atheists themselv~s.
which was formerly their favorite. Now they more we made the above-named supposition, and what daughter to die of typhoid-pneumonia because the
Lord did not interfere to save her, and three girls
often talk of an Ultimate Force, as a First Cause, was the belief of those men.
contracted pneumonia recently by being baptized
than of a Universal Soul. Gravitation, too, since
Some Handsome Premiums.
in a river covered several inches deep with ice, and
the wide generalizations of science have discovered
that principle to be the callJle of so very many
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- still the Christians want laws against unbelief!
phenomena, is becoming popular in the distin- als on the part of our friends we make the followIt is rumored that the Rev. Mr. Parl,iliurst's ~?py
guished role of God. A clergyman the other day ing handsome premium offers:
ing
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this of Gravitation as any other. Gravitation is Rochelle.
about as far as we have got. It is a wide-swaying
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Because the Berkeley, Cal., .Advocate printed two
of Gravitation, we cannot at once say. However,
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
columns
of reading matter written by a Unitarian
the process of becoming godlike as much as possi- year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of" Bible Myths"
clergyman
the evangelicals of the town hav boyble, we should conjecture, would in this religion ($2.50).
cotted
the
paper.
The boycott was begun by the .
consist in growing to exercise all the gravitation
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
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other
profession
or trade in their bill, and we certhe disorderly and convulsive processes of this earth's
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generation finally to reach his highest level in so which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceed- tainly hope the attempt will fail, for the newspapers
faulty and self-antagonistic a race as ours. We ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail an the hope of the people in the matter of repealing
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the average secular editor won't fight very hard for
around him and try what fortune he may have in the values offered.
liberty. Abolish Sunday newspapers in Pennsylfitting them to his conception of a divinity. He
Acknowledgments.
vania and the statute of 1784 would hav to go.
may, as we will now, turn to the newspapers at
We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the folhis side and see how the latest ongoings of the
The Cleveland World thinks Mr. Moody's staterace or the world appear viewed in this light. lowing sums presented to us to push ahead the work
Here in one journal, for instance, we find God of Freethought: E. B. Foote, Jr., $5; M. E. At- ment tl:at the steamer Spree was saved only by an
catching himself in a trap. In the form of a wood, $1; Mrs. M, A. Jerome, $.50; N.C. Creede, act of " divine providence" is remarkable, but that
grocer, God had often missed goods from his store. $4; Edward Butler, $1. This is the second time nevertheless it is quite probable that the captain
Reflecting, with the sagacity which we have often Mr. Creede has done this thing to us recently, and of the steamer that rescued it and towed it into
heard attributed to him by his admirers, th>.t the Dr. Foote is doing it several times a year to port will put in a claim for salvage. And other
loss proceeded from nightly thefts, he one evening somebody. These amounts are exceedingly useful, unkind people are recalling to Mr. Moody's someset a huge trap by his coun~er so that the floor for there is always some one willing to distribute what imperfect memory the case of his old friend
when trodden would give way and precipitate the Liberal papers but too poor to pay the necessary and co-worker, Mr. Bliss, who was killed in the
intruder into the trap's jaws. The Lord was, it expense, and such we supply liberally. In this way terrible Ashtabula disaster a few years ago, alturned out, correct in suspecting himself of the many people in many localities are reached who though presumably he prayed as fervently as those
who were on the Spree. "Even a man as gifted in
roguery.
For when he entered the store next otherwise would never know the light of reascn.
prayer as D. L. Moody," adds the Boston Tranmorning he found himself securely caught in the
Colonel Ingersoll on Abraham Lincoln.
script, "should giv the larger laws of the ruler of
trap. On another page of the journal we learn of
the
universe a little more humble praise, and the
Colonel
Ingersoll
will
lecture
at
the
Broadway
his having, in the form of the late comet, scared
efficacy
of ev~ngelical praying a little less." We
Theater,
Broadway
and
Forty-first
street,
on
Sunhimself, in the shape of some Carolina negroes,
would
like
to get up a match between Mr. Moody
day
evening,
February
12th.
He
will
talk
about
pretty nearly to death. All matter may, as Mr.
and
a
steam
derrick to see which could move a
Abraham
Lincoln,
and
all
who
hav
heard
Mr.
InAnderson supposes (THE TRUTH SEEKER, February
4th, page 75), be intelligent, but surely he ought to gersoll speak of this great president know that a mountain the quicker-he by prayer or the der· ·
admit that it cannot be very much so. The next great occasion is before them. We advise an early rick by shovelfuls.
incident which we come across is that of God being purchase of tickets to avoid the speculators.
It is pleasant to read the following summary of
found by a policeman trying to get into a wagon
the beneficent labors of a certain noble body of
We
hate
to
mention
it
again,
but
we
sadly
need
standing in the street to sleep overnight. This
men: " These men are engaged in altnost every
was on a bitter cold night, when the tramp, in the money due us from subscribers whose time has
branch of scientific investigation and exploration.
whose form the Creator was engaged in this trans- expired. We want it badly, and we want it right
They are botanizing from Labrador to Lower Caliaction, would infallibly have been frozen. Before off in order to pay bills long past due. These bills
fornia. Some are scaling the glaciers of Alaska;
leaving this incident it is our duty to add that the were incurred in furnishing the paper to these
some surveying canals in Central America, and '
tramp was prevented from accomplishing his aim, negligent readers, and they will only show a fair
some seeking the north pole across the table-lands
so that our readers' feelings may be '3et at rest and
spirit in remitting at once. Friends, do not force of Greenland; some are triangulating the continent
not left under the disquieting apprehension that
and some are sounding the deep seas; some are
God is dead. A corner of the paper which we have us to again ask for this. It is but a small sum to
studying the germs of diseases, fighting pests and
been scrutinizing is occupied by an account of God you individually and none is so poor that b:e cannot
contagion in man and beast and plant; some are takin the shape of a cat watching for himself under pay it, but the aggregate is a large sum to us and
ing substances to pieces and finding the ultimate
the character of a mouse. Merely remarking-for just what we want to make us square with the
elements, and others are constructing huge ships
in the latter form the deity had been gnawing some world.
and forts ; some digging into the earth to find
book-covers very annoyingly-that we hope God
what
the ages hav deposited, others in Texas are
The St. James Gazette bas been chasing Salvation
will succeed in meeting himself, we will bring this
sending
explosivs into the heavens because, alas!
Army Booth up, and finds that he has used the
article to a close.
there
is
no
rain in the land." This is what was
money obtained from his cheap converts to specuIn another issue we shall speak to the one point
said
of
the
scientists
of America in an address at the
late in stocks. On one transaction it is reported
yet remaining out of those offered against us by
latest meeting of the American Association for the
that he lost over $10,000.
Mr. Anderson. This is : We expressed a belief
.Advancement of Science.
that the writings of Darwin, Spencer, Haeckel,
The Christian Statesman, organ of the extreme
Bain, Mill, and Buchner would lead him to "find a fanatics who are trying to take this nation back to
The Ohio .Democrat makes some pertinent recall for a designer no longer." He replied that it Pmitan times, calls our vVorld's Fair leaflet a " devil marks which the Sabbatarian fanatics will not li.ke:
was unreasonable to expect that these writings. tract." It is a devil-ish good tract, and that is what "Every once in a while," it says," somethirg transshould so affect him, and that the authors were not hurts our Christian enemy.
pires in history which throwf> t:P.e antagonistiG.

forces of the church and saloon together as effectually as though their interests were identical. This
fact of history has occurred twice in Ohio ~ithin
our own recollection. The first was when the formation and adoption of the Constitution of 1851
was under consideration, both forces uniting to
defeat the reenactment of the 'Tavern License
Clause of the Constitution of 1802.' The next instance is that in reference to the closing the
World's Columbian Exhibition on Sunday. That
the churches are in favor of such closing the ministers, very generally, openly proclaim, and in this
they are joined by the liquor-dealers, Sunday theaters,
and dive-keepe't'B of the 'Windy City,' who hav
swung into line the like elements of all the states.
That this is true of Ohio is shown by the record.
According to the Porter census of 1890, Ohio has
a population of 3,672,316, but the petition presented from this state to Congress praying for
Sunday closing contains 4,053,426 signatures, as
shown by the tally-sheets in Secretary Dic~inson's
office, or 381,108 more than the total number of
inhabitants. Excluding from account the number
of church-members who do not favor the Sundayclosing scheme, and the infants who hav no opinion, it is fair to presume that more than half a
million of the names appearing on the petitions are
forgeries."

a mere mechanic God outside of the universe, but support of his position I should not hav declared
the spirit of man's moral nature itself and entirely him illiberal, but he is in favor of the use of brute
harmonious with it, for, says Thomas Paine, "any force to sustain his position, and for that reason 1
system of religion that shocks the mind of a little put the tyrant's brand upon him. Dr. Westbrook
child is for that very reason a false religion."
indorses, justifies, and exults in an unjust, arbitrary,
Industrial Hall was packed to its utmost capacity and unconstitutional act of Congress, one of the
on this auspicious occasion, and wa.s marked by a most detestable acts of tyranny in human history.
new departure in the work of Friendship Liberal That makes him orthodox and the foe of every
League, which in times past has done so much to Liberal man and woman in the country. Who can
keep alive in Philadelphia the patriotic and Liberal doubt this~ It is as plain as that two and two
spirit of Paine and Franklin, which to-day is make four. If Dr. Westbrook had confined himstronger than ever, and looks with hope to larger self to the expression of his opinion and let his
enterprises. It has $300 ahead in the treasury and opinion stand for what it is worth, all right; he
is thus on a solid basis. Next year Friendship might still be a Liberal in the magnanimity of his
Liberal League expects to meet in its own hall. A spirit, but when he joins the inferna1 brood of
joint stock company is being organized and over bigots and unites with them in violating the Conone thousand shares were subseribed for at this stitution, invading human rights, trampling upon
anniversary meeting. This is a splendid uilder- personal liberty, and using the club and compeltaking, and the torch of reason will :flame in the ling millions of people to stay away from the
Quaker City as bravely as it burnt in the breast World's Fair, then I say he is orthodox. He is
of Thomas Paine, whose soul now "goes marching against the Liberal movement on a most vital point.
on" victorious over the dark and bloody supersti- The attitude of Dr. Westbrook justifies the persetions of the past. Friendship Liberal League will cmtion of every heretic in human history. Dr.
make a new landmark in hum!ln progress.
Westbrook is in favor of chains and slavery. Let
I see that Dr. West brook does not like the logic him escape this syllogism if he can:
of his position, and will npt accept his welcome
1. He who is in favor of the unjust, arb~trary, uninto the orthodox ranks, and accuses me of bigotry constitutional act of Congress closing the World's
and intolerance because I hav placed him where he Fair on Sunday is not a Liberal ;
belongs as a matter of justice.
It is a ques2. Dr. West brook is in favor of said act of
tion of definition-that is all. Is Liberalism a Congress;
well-defined political philosophy or not~ Does it
2. Therefore, Dr. West brook is not a Liberal.
mean anything and everything! Is it a conglomeraIs there any :flaw in that reasoning! Answer
tion of ideas and sentiments, or is it a consistent, fairly, Dr. Westbrook. Stand by your colors now.
We hav in press for Dr. Hartmann of this city a book firm, uncompromising mental and moral attitude On whose side is the bigotry and intolerance? Who
which contains enough scientific information to di5abuse concrrning the great questirms of human life 1 I is it that kindles the fires of persecution~
at least some human minds of the God idea. Dr. Hart- claim it is the latter. It is a grand, harmonious.
Let us see. To-day eleven Seventh Day Admann attempts to show that God is the creation of his and constructiv system of human advancement. It ventists are on trial in the criminal court of Henry
so-called creatures instead of their creator. He dissects is not a mere batch of opinions, but a body of county, Tenn., charged with violating the law of
man as a watchmaker takes apart a timepiece, and puts opinions coordinated into a living whole.
Dr. Tennessee by working on Sunday. These are
him on exhibition for himself. The Christian explanation West brook replies to my criticisms by quoting his hone~t men-good citizens. They hav committed
of things is fully considered, and the creation part of the most advancfd opinions in regard to the Bible, the no crime. They hav simply labored for the benefit
Bible receives a thorough overhauling. The book is origin of the Sabbath, taxation of church property, of their families. Yet the laws of the state of
illustrated with a diagram showing where our intellectual etc. But these opinions are held by many an or- Tennessee will send them to the chain-gang. The
faculties lie, another making plain the theological retro- thodox scholar-. Rigid Sabbatarians maintain that circular of the National Liberty Association, which
gression of the era, and a map of the country wherein the Sabbath is a universal institution and ditl not was headed "The Chain-Gang for Conscience Sake,"
the Garden of Eden is supposed to hav been, as well as
originate with Moses. Indeed, the position of Dr. concludes as follows :
where the deluge is alleged to havoverwhelmed the world.
West
brook is the modern stronghold of religious
July 18th, in the year of our Lord 18!J2, witnessed a
The book makes over four hundred pages, and the price
sight
that revives the memories of religious persecution of
legislation
concerning
Sabbath
observance.
The
will be fifty cents in paper and one dollar. in cloth bindNew York Independent, an orthodox journal, is in the Dark Ages. At Paris, Tenn., four Christian men had
in g.
lying in jail since June 3, 18!J2, for the crime of
favor pf church taxation, and so are some of the been
following their common vocations on Sunday by working
most creed•bound churches in the country. John on the farm plowing, hoeing, etc. The term of one
Calvin was more Liberal as to. Sunday observ- having expired, the other three, after lying in jail fortyance than Dr. West brook. I don't deny that four days, were Monday, July 18th, marched through
the streets in company with some colored criminals and
Dr. West brook holds some LibPral opinions Put
to work shoveling on the common highway. All
equally with Luther, Wesley, Dr. Briggs, and other three were men of family, one fifty· five, another sixty-two
News and Notes.
great lights of the church. I do not deny that he years of age.
Industrial Hall was ornamented m beautiful is a thinker, a scholar, and a gentleman. I do not
In free America, beneath our :flag, the horrible
fashion in honor of the Author-Hero of the Revo- accuse him of hypocrisy. I hav not attacked his persecutions of savage times are repeated, and
lution. The star-spangled banner was wreathed character in the least. I hav declared that he is every one of these persecutions is justified by the
about the walls and over the platform. In the not a Liberal, and if he held the same opinions logic of Dr. Westbrook. The same hand that closes
center of the stage was the portrait of Thomas when president of the American Secular Union that the World's Fair on Sunday sends the Christian to
Paine in a frame of red, white, and blue. A large he holds to-day, then he was not a Liberal when in the chain-gang. Perhaps Dr. West brook does not
audience gathered l:ioth afternoon and evening and that office, and the sad failure of his administration understand the terrific nature of his argument, but
music :flowed and speech was uttered; and the is explained by this fact. Why mince the matter? such it is. Dr. Westbrook is in favor of Sunday laws,
martyr of the past became the prophet of the f~t- Dr. Westbrook knows that he wouldn't hav received not on rE-ligious grounds but physiological grounds.
ure whose life was expressed m the motto whiCh a vote in the Secular Union if he ha.! published his Throw out religion, then, and take physiology.
glittered iu the central arch, "The world is my address on the Sabbath question before he was I '3 the tyranny any the less? According to Dr.
eountry, to do good is my religion." The .addre~ elected president His addre~s was .not read. be- West brook labor should be forbidden on Sundayof the afternoon was given by Mr. Atchison, m fore the last Congress because It was m such direct that is, for physiological reasons idleness is enwhich the career of Thomas Paine as the author of, violation of all the principles of Secularism. I forced on Sunday. Suppose Dr. Westbrook makes
" Common Sense," of " The Crisis," of "The l challenge Dr. West brook to find a single Liberal in his law. Law is not advice; it is compulsion. But
Rights of Man," and of "The ~ge .of Reason" was this la:·1d ~ho will indorse his argument: Let him the Seventh Day Adventist rests on Saturday,
pictured in a-lowing and enthusiastiC language, and advertise m THE TRUTH SEEKER, Invest~gator, etc., Therefore he wants to work on Sunday. But Dr.
not only wa~ Thomas Paine the reformer and brill- and see what kind of a response he will get.
West brook says no, physiology forbids; and thus Dr.
iant writer celebrated, but also Thomas Paine the inWhat is the deepest question of all to-day be- Westbrook robs the Adventist of fifty-two working
ventor, who first suggested the use of steam for ocean tween Liberalism and orthodoxy~ It is the ques- days. Isn't that tyranny? But suppose the Seventh
navigation and was the design~r and builder of.the t~on of hum m rights. Liberalism stands for human Day Adventist won't submit to the tyranny, and works
first iron arched bridge by whiCh to-d y the high- nghts absolutely, orthodoxy does not. Orthodoxy on Sunday. What then~ Under Dr. Westbrook's
way of civilization spans the sweeping river. The would employ force for the advancement of its law-physiological law, not religious-the Adventist
contributions of Thomas Paine to human progress claims. This has been the curse of orthodoxy is arrested, fined, imprisoned, and sent to the chainare simply incalculable in their effect. The address through all the . ages. T~is has made bloody the gang. Is it not plain to be seen that Dr. Westof the evening was made by Samuel P. Putnam, path of human history; this has made the dungeon, brook is enacting the role of a despot? Do we not
who delineated the crowning work of Thomas the cross, the fagot; this has slain millions of the hav the same tyranny, injustice, wrong, and horror
Paine in the field of Bible criticism where to-day human race. Orthodoxy has drawn the sword and under "physiology " as under " religion!" In both
the battle rages so fiercely, and where the banner compelled men to accept its dictates.
cases liberty is stabbed, rights are destroyed, conof "The .Age of Reason" is uphel.d ~y ~ver.y adNow, as to the employ~ent of phy~ic.al force science is in vade d. I challenge Dr. West brook to
-vanced Christian scholar. It was m vmdiCatwn of for the advantage of a certam set of opmwns Dr. meet this issue. It is a question of universal
a just conception of God and the true worth of the Westbrook is entirely orthodox. He is the foe of principle. Let us understand it thoroughly. I am
B'bl that "The Age of Reason" was written, and human liberty. He is with the tyrant. ~('he gates opposed to tyranny of every kind-to any invasion
it Iha~ marked out the lines of t~e scientific and of the ~orld's F~ir are closed by act ?f Congress of individual rights. On no grounds whatsoever
historic study of the Bible, whiCh at pAresentf -Tthhat Is, by ~hysiCal force, f~r as Wb atshfmgto~ saDys, are any laws to be made to enforce idleness on any
· t ·umphant in the church itself. "'fhe ge o "
e state IS not persuasiOn, u
orce.
r. day or any hour of the week. It is the unalien~ea~~n" is an epoch-making book, a living book West brook does not appeal to reason and rely on able right of every man to work whenever he wants
to-da
and for all time, a book unanswer~d re~s?n, but he depends on brute pow~r, ~nd he to work.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
d y, nswerable. In modern thought is Wit- reJOices because he has brute power on his side and
an dunath
glory of Thomas Paine
In can use it. That is what constitutes his a damnable
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absurdity that made its defense a favorit topic of
the monkish controversialists, and John Wesley
plainly tells his disciples that "to giv up witchcraft
Sche:mjng to Avoid Taxes.
is to giv up the Bible." The frankness of that adRepenting at leisure.
mission
is
rivaled
only
by
the
reply
of
Martin
The official organ of the Mexican cJ:mrch party
THE MINISTERIAL ALLIANCES OF THE ENTIRE STATE OF
is preaching a crusade against President Diaz, and Luther, when Zwingli reduced the insanity of
WASHINGTON UNITED IN NEFARIOUS SOHEMES TO
predicts that he will come to an evil end, unless he "transubstantiation" to mathematical evidence:
BOB THE PEOPLE.-THE MAGNIFICENT OHUBOHES AND
should hasten to make his peace with the clergy and "From a secular point of view you may be right,
OOLLEGES AND ALL THEIR SURROUNDINGS TO BE
obtain their pardon for his numerous and grievous but you forget that theology has nothing to do
EXEMPT FROM ALL TAXATION.
acts of hostility. The president's reply is apt to be with logic."
The
following from the Post-Intelligencer of
A. Memorable Publication.
a paraphrase of a remark credited to Gen. Bob
Sunday, January 22d, tells its own story, and is a
A Washington weekly collects a "symposium" of
Toombs, when his Georgia friends urged him to
more powerful appeal to every Liberal of the state
petition the government for a removal of his civil press comments upon the Chicago Sabbath ques- to help sustain the Washington Secular Union in
disabilities : "Ask their pardon ~ Why, God damn tion, and the Smithsonian Institute ought to frame its work, than anything any Liberal could write :
their cheek, do they know that I hav not yet begun a copy of that journal for the benefit of the twentieth
century. Without the evidence of numerous wit- TO FREE OHUROHES FROM TAXES.-PETITION FOR ORANGE
to pardon them ?"
OF LAW.-MINISTERIAL ALLIANOE TO AOT.
nesses the chroniclers of the next centennial might
A. Linguistic Problem.
Rev. Dr. W. P. George, president of the Seattle
His holiness, the pope, employs a secretary for find it difficult to credit that outrage upon common Ministerial Alliance, has issued the following call:
the special purpose of collecting international press sense and civil rights.
"The ministers of religion of every denomination are
invited to meet at the First Methodist Episcopal church,
Christian Consistency.
comments, relating to the affairs of the Vatican, but
corner Third and Marion street~:~, on Monday afternoon
it appears that the translator is in the habit of
Orthodox writers try to question the existence of next
at 2:50 o'clock, to consult with deputations from
modifying the offensivness of disrespectful re- the Therapeutre (a monkish sect of ancient Egypt) Tacoma and ntJighboring cities, to take measures looking
marks,· and when a French paper called the holy on the ground that the treatis .De Vita Contem- to the relief of church property from taxation.
"All persons interested in this matter, both ministers
father " the Arch-enemy of Reason," his reporters plativa may hav been falsely ascribed to the author.
metamorphosed it into an " Opponent of Rational- ship of Philo, and that the strange ascetic habits of and laymen, are earnestly invited to attend.
'' W. P. GEORGE, Pres. Seattle Ministerial Alliance."
ism." It might be worth knowing how they will those " Christians before Christ " are not mentioned
The petition now being circulated in this and other
translate Dr. McGlynn's "Poor Old Bag of Bones." by any other classic historian-as if the chroniclers communities is as follows:
of the Roman empire could hav found time to "To the Honorable the Members of the Senate and
Sensitiv Despots.
House of Representative of the legislature of the
A correspondent of the Volks Zeitung states record the customs . of every one of the wretched
state of Washington in legislativ session now assemthat whenever the family of the czar review their little subdivisions of Buddhism wriggling in the
bled.
troops at Czarko Zelo, the Hebrew soldiers are superstition-crazed East like maggots in a stale "Honored and Honorable Sirs:
"WHEREAS, Subdivision 2 of Section 1,022 of the code ·
confined to their barracks, under the pretext that cheese. Yet those same critics pretend to reconcile
general laws of the state of Washington says that,
"it would hurt the czarina's tender feelings to see their faith in the "New Testament" with the fact of
'All lands used exclusivly for public burying-grounds
the enemies of Christ." It seems much more prob- that not one of the numerous circumstantial and or cemeteries, all church property used exclusivly for
able that the czar himself is af1·aid to get his tender keenly observant classic writers of the first century public worship, shall be exempt from taxation, to an
mentions the stupendous prodigies said to havoc- amount not exceeding $5,000;' and
feelings hurt by a ri:fl.e-ba11 some of these days.
"WHEREAS, We believe that to tax church edifices,
curred in a Roman province: The descent of an angel
Tlle Alias God.
parsonages, and institutions of learning, their necessary
swarm,
the
birth
of
a
virgin-child,
the
murder
of
Among the students of comparativ mythology it
grounds and appurtenances, at all, is prejudicial to the
is beginning to get a pretty open secret that "Jesus countless infants, voices from the sky, and the interests of society and state for the following reasons:
''First: The aforesaid institutions are a ·gift from
the son of Mary," is merely an alias of Buddha the appearance of a God, who cures the lame, the
those who desire to benefit the public; are not estabson of Maya. Their biographies agree in forty., blind, and even the dead, and finally returns visibly lished
nor maintained with a view to private or corporate
three points .that cannot be explained away by to heaven.
gain, and if taxed are liable to be sold and diverted to
A. Misnomer.
other uses.
sophisms about " concurrence of religious senti"Second: By putting the gift in jeopardy we discourA religious periodical quotes the instance of the
ment"-the less so, since most of these parallels
age liberal- minded representative of our various
hav no analog in any other of the numberless re- "manful Tyrolese," as a nation that has not de- churches
from bestowing their benefactions on many, or
ligions of the world. They cannot both hav lived teriorated under the influence of Christian institu- any of our institutions in the great state of Washington,
the same life, and since Buddhism antedates Chris- tions. But is it true that the nativs of ·the Tyrol and they will build no magnificent churches nor coltianity by at least five hundred years the conclusio.a highlands are " Christians " in anything but the leges in a state that compels them to pay annually a tax
their gift to the people.
seems inevitable that the "New" Testament is only name~ They are passionate hunters. Their thrift on"Third:
From the fact that but one other state in the
rivals
that
of
the
Scotch
peasants,
and,
so
far
from
a modification of the Buddha legend, slightly purged
Union taxes the church edifices, the impression produced·
·encouraging
reliance
on
prayer,
they
hav
eliminated
on the minds of religious people in other states is unfaof its crass pessimism and adapted to the national
traditions of the Hebrew nation. Of a historical tramps and plant bann-waelder (barrier-forests) vorable to our new and growing state.
"Fourth: If the present law remains in force no deChrist and his twelve apostles there is less positiv to checkmate •the Lord's penchant for punishing nomination
can build and maintain church edifices or
evidence than of a historical King Arthur and his their worldliness by means of avalanches. They college buildings that will be creditable to them without
positivly
decline
to
"
hate
their
father,
mother,
sisbecoming a secular rather than a· religious corporation
twelve giant-slaying paladins, while the sacred scriptures of Buddhism agree that the Nepaulese savior ter, and brother" for Christ's sake, but are very and going into business for revenue."
" Therefore, we the undersigned citizens of the state of
appointed a dozen home-missionaries, one of them apt to hate their enemies, so much so, indeed, that Washington,
and residents of--- county, being over
a ''rock of the faith," another a bosom-friend, a between 1807 and 1812 their insurgents killed some twenty-one years of age, .do pray that Subdivision 2 of
·twenty
thousand
Frenchmen
and
sixty-five
hundred
Section 1,022, be amended so as to read as follows, to wit:
third a traitor who tries to ruin his master and
" 'All lands used exclusivly for public burying-grounds
meets a disgraceful death. Buddhism had been Bavarians.
or cemeteries ; all church properLy used exclusivly for
Secular Propllets.
gradually working westward since the time of Alexpublic worship · parsonages belonging to any religious
Science works more miracles in a year than faith organization,
ander the Great (who witnessed the self-cremation
when used exclusivly as the residence of
of the ascetic Calanos on the palace-square of Per- in a century, and secular authors would seem to hav the minister or priest in charge of said religious organizasepolis), and it is a suggestiv fact that some fifty beaten "inspired" writers even at their own game: tion, and institutions of learning; with the necessary
furniture, libraries, ana equipments for the
years before the alleged appearance of Christ the the art of prophecy. "A time will come," said Seneca grounds,
said churches, parsonages, and institutions of learning.'"
(fourteen
centuries
before
Columbus),
"when
old
Buddhist missionaries reached the border cities of
The Washington Secular Union instantly preGrecian Asia-a region then swarming with mer- ocean will rela;x: his fetters and reveal the existchants from the coastlands of the Mediterranean. ence of a vast new continent." "Nee erit terris pared and commenced distributing throughout the
The "local color " of the Christ-myth was probably mtimaThule,"he adds, asifhehadeven foreseen that' entire state copies of the following counter-petition,
added in the course of the two centuries interven- the New World would be discovered in the far West. for signatures :
ing between the advent of a Hebrew-Buddhist In 1765 Fedor W ernihora, a peasant of the Ukraine, To the Honorable the Members of the S'enate and
apostle and the publication of the synoptic gospels predicted the fate of Poland with all the details of
House of Representative of the legislatnre of the state
the successiv divisions and insurrections; and
of Washington, in legislativsession now assembled.
in anything like theil". present form.
about the same time the Freethinker Rousbeau re- Honored and Honorable Sirs :
Faitll-Cure Privileges.
WHEREAS, our present revenue law, entitled : "An act
The arguments of the Faith-Cure party practically corded a still more remarkable augury: "J'ai un to provide for the assessment and collection of taxes in
amount to a plea for the privilege of suicide-a presentiment que la Corse va aproduire un homme the state of Washington, enacted at the le_gislativ session
personal right eloquently, and even passionately, qui etonnera le monde-" I hav a presentiment that of 1891, in Section 5 of said act (being Section 1,022 of
the Code of General Laws of the state of Washington)
urged by many pagan philosophers. Pliny thought Corsica is about to produce a man who will aston- makes specia.l exemption from taxation of church property
F. L. OswALD.
the lot of mortals happier than that of the gods, ish the world."
and church institutions, to wit : Subdivision 2 reads :
"All church property used exclusivly for public worship
"because man has the power of ending sorrow by
Christianity
and
Slavery.
to an amount not exceeding five thousand ($5,000.00)
flight to the tomb;" and Cicero exhausts his eloThe men who advocated liberty were imprisoned. dollars."
quence in lauding the voluntary death of Cato.
And in Subdivision 7 of said section : " Hospitals for
racked, and burnt, so long as the church was strong
"To death alone is it due," says Seneca, "that life enough to be merciless. The Rev. Francis Minton, the care of the sick, whether supported in whole or in
is not an intolerable burden, that, erect beneath rector of Middlewich, in his recent volume on the strug- part by charity, orphanage and orphan asylums, instituthe frowns of fortune, I can preserve my mind un- gles of labor, admits that "a few centuries ago slavery tions for the reformation of fallen women, and homes for
aged and infirm." And
shaken and master of itself. As I choose the ship was acknowledged throughout Christendom to hav the theWHEREAS,
We believe all such exemptions from
divine
sanction.
·.
.
.
Neither
the
exact
cause
nor
the
in which I will sail, and the house I will inhabit, so precise time of the decline of the balief in the righteous- taxation of church property and church institutions are
I will choose the death by which I will leave life." ness of !!lav~ry can be defined. It was, doubtless, dne to in violation of justice and equal rights, for the following
The exponents of Christian Science might argue, a combmation of causes, one probably being as indirect reasons:
Because all such exemptions from taxation are
with Epicurus, that "a man's life is his most un- as ~he recognition of the greater economy of free labor. inFirst:
direct violation alike of the letter and spirit of the
W1th
the
decline
of
the
belief,
the
abolition
of
slavery
doubted possession and therefore indisputably at took place." The institution of slavery was actually constitution of our state, which provides :
"Axt. I, Sec. 11.-No public money or property shall
his own disposition," but the question remains if a existent in Christian Scotland in the seventeenth century,
man has a similar right over the life of his wife or where the white coal-workers and salt-workers of East be appropriated for or applied to any religious worship,
exercise, or instruction, or the support of any religious
the life of his child. Unle.3s the Faith-Cure fanatics Lothian were chattels, as were their negro brethren in establishment."
the
Southern
states
thirty
years
since,
and
"went
to
propose to reestablish the paternal absolutism of those who succeeded to the property of the works, and
Second: Churches are corporations other than municancient Rome they should therefore at least avoid they could be sold, bartered, or pawned." There is, ipal. Each church consists of a " ola.ss of citizens"
to enforce the practice of their theory upon their says J. M. Robertson, "no trace that the Protestant leagued together on account of -belief or adhere;nce to
cle~gy of Scotland ever ra~sed a voice against the slaverr. certain religious dogmas.
relativs.
Our constitution declares: Axt. I, Sec. 12: "No
which
grew up before therr eyes. And it was not until
Candid Jolin.
1799. after republican and irreligious France had set the law shall be passed granting to any citizen, class of
The witchcraft delusion implies a quintessence of example, that it was lega::J.y abolished,"-Bradlaugh,
citizens, or corporation-other than municipal-privileges

Soisnos
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and immunities which upon the same terms shall not
equally belong to all citizens or corporations."
Third: The aforesaid institutions are not gifts to the
public. for . public use. O_wners of church buildings, or
these m control of them, mil not permit them to be used
for public purposes ; on the contrary, they will not
permit priest or minister of a rival denominationalthough believing in the same God, the same savior,
and the same Bible-to officiate in their church.
Fourth : Churches and all church institutions are
managed in the interests of the denomination to which
they belong.
Every chnr<lh exists for itself, for the gratification of
its own members. Self-aggrandizement is the governing
ambition of every church. The main desire is to obtain
the largest amount of dollars so they can hire better
musicians, more talented vocalist~ and a more popular
and eloquent pulpit declaimer, ana thus draw larger attendance, and win more wealthy people as members
than their rival churches.
Fifth: People who are attendants or members of
churches are no kinder, more moral, or more trustworthy than those who are not.
Examination of prison statistics reveals the utter falsity
of the claim that churches are of great benefit to the
community, restraining from vice and inculcating moral-.
ity, for the great majority of the prisoners in our penitentiaries are avowed believers in Christianity, are attached to some denomination, and claim to hav been
regular attendants at church and Sunday-schools in their
youth. ·
Content, virtue, peace, industry, happiness, do not
abound in proportion to the number of churches.
In what city did the erection of a "magnificent church
or sectarian college" ever result in decrease of the police
force, or render needless the jail, or make marked decrease in poverty and crime?
Sixth : Sectarian hospitals, schools, and so-called
charitable institutions are run solely in the interest of
the sect or denomination controling them. They are
run for what money there is in them, the same as a
butcher shop or any other business. ·
Even in those rare cases where no pay is demanded it
is still a matter of pecuniary advantage, for it proves
cheaper thus to gain converts t" their faitb. than to hire
evangelists and hold revival meetings to swell their numbers.
It is manifestly unjust that the state should charge
upon the whole people the support-even partial-or
compel anyone to contribute one cent to any institution
restricted in any measure to private or sectarian uses.
Therefore, we, the undersigned citizens of the state of
Washington and residents of ---county, being over
twenty-one years of ag-e, do pray that Subdivision 2 of
RAction 1, 022 of the code of general laws of the state of
Washington be amended by striking out the words, "All
church property used exclnsivly for public worship to an
amount not exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars."
And that from Subdivision 7 of said section be stricken
out the words: "Hospitals for the care of the sick,
whether supported in whole or in part by charity, orphanage and orphan asylums, institutions for the reformation
of fall un women, and homes for the aged and infirm."
Appeal to the genuin Liberals for means or help
to carry on any real practical work that was needed
to advance the cause has never been made in vain.
Times are hard, work and money scarce. "These
be the times that try men's souls'' From the
selfish and the apathetic, any more than from the
loud-mouthed Bible-kicker falsely claiming to be
Liberal, we ask nothing.
.,
But to the true Liberals of Washington who hav
not yet joined the Union or aided in its constant
arduous work, to you we appeal to join our forces
so that you can rejoice with lis in the grand victory.
Ye who dare to giv utterance to. your honest
convictions. Ye who are ever willing to stand up
and be counted on the side of justice, truth, and
humanity. Ye who dare to investigate and court
investigation, whose lives giv evidence of the
ennobling influence of the truths and principles of
Liberalism. Ye who do good deeds, scorning musty
church creeds, who earnestly desire to help shed
abroad the light that is enabling honest men and
women, tossed on life's tempestuous sea, to avoid
the rocks and quicksands of superstition, and anchor
in the harbor of truth. Ye who do right from love
of honesty. Ye who would rather wear the rags of
honesty than strut in the gaudy robes of hypocrisy.:_to the genuin Lib8rals, to you, true saviors
of men, we appeal for help and means in this
emergency.
If you hav not received copies of the petition,
write at once to 0. B. Reynolds, secretary of the
Washington Secular Union, 420 North L street,
Tacoma, Wash. Send name and post-office address
-and if not already a member inclose $1 and request to be enrolled as a mem~er of the ,Washi~gton
Secular Union; the $1 pays SIX months dues madvance. If you cannot .do this :~rite an~way, !l'nd
you will receive copies of the petitiOn, and If desll'ed
properly addressed envelopes to your senator and
representativ at Olympia.
. .
.
Meantime cut out the petitiOn from thiS paper,
paste it· on a sheet of writing-paper, and proceed
at cnce to obtain signatures, and use every persuasion to induce all to sign, to write personal lette~s
to their representa.tivs and state senators at Olympia
urging them to work and vote for the repe~l of all
laws exempting church property from taxatwn.

c. B. REYNOLD!,

Sec. Washington Secular Union.

Tacoma, WaBh.

"Inspired" Song.
DEDIOA.TED To THE SA.LVATION ARMY.

Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday like other days;
Where Liberty reigns the gods don't care
Who works, or sleeps, or prays.
CHORUS.
Open the gates, open the gates,
'fhe pagan gods sleep well;
Open the gates, open the gates,
While the colonel rings the bell.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On the Sabbath like all the rest;
Let the eager crowd go fast or slow
On the days they like the best.
CHORUS,
Let the clergy and Congress heed the law
That governs the J aokson park; ·
Let the Constitution bring them to tow
And make Clll'istians toe the mark.
CHORUS,
Giv back the money to Uncle Sam
That Congress gave as a bribe
To shut the gate with a pions slam
On Sunday to please God's tribe.
CHORUS,
The bloodiest day in all the week
Is the Clll'istian day of rest,
Set apart by Constantine the meek
For priests to feather their nest.
CHORUS.
Open the gates for the rich and poor.
Let's see what man has wrought
With cunning hand from wood and oreThe outcome of Freethonght.
CHORUS.
Open tlie gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday for men of brains;
Compare them with the grim nightmare
While the clergy holds the reins.
CHORUS.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday for "Japs "and "Laps."
Let all put on their Sunday wear,
' From the pope to the Russian "paps."
.
CHORUS.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday for work or feast;
Let God's elect take special care
Of heathens from the East.
CHORUS.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday, stop the dram,
Remove the bait from the pulpit snare,
And see whom God will damn.
CHORUS.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday for science' sake ;
Let the gods of Olympus get on a "tare "
With Eden's sober snake.
CHORUS,
Open the gates of the World's great Show
On Sunday for devils from hell;
Let the Salvation Army of Illinois
Shout and blow and swell.
.
CHoRus.
Open the gates of the World's great Show
On Sunday for change and air,
And let our pions Congress know
This is no Christian Fair.
CHoRus No. 2.
Open the gates, open the gates,
The gods are all aBleep;
Open the gates, open the gates,
Let the people take a peep.
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Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday. For every book
From Moses down to great Voltaire
Let saints and sinners look.
CHORUS,
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday. Let Heston in,
And Ella E. Gibson's Bible rare
That points out pions sin.
CHORUS.
Open the gates of the World's groat Fair
On Sunday for Annie Besanti
Let the Goody-ear Co. hold family prayer
By the India-rubber plant.
CHoRUS.
Open the gates of the World's great Fair
On Sunday for Talmage to fight
The colonel whose wit kills inspired bear
And saves the children of night.
R. H. TEN<lH.

Shall Such Things Continue 1
I hav just returned from our state prison at
Joliet. I went to visit the last and most outrageous
in many of its details of the Comstock penecutions.
George Wilson, sent up for two years, is a bright
young man, an Agnostic, full of enthusiasm and
push. Several years ago he started a Liberal bookstore on a small scale, and by close attention to
busil).ess he gradually increased his stock of goods,
at length becoming a publisher of some importance.
His place was quite conspicuous as "The Only
Agnostic Publishing House in Chicago." Prominent
among his publications were the works of Paine,
Ingersoll, Besant, and other noted Liberal writers.
Success seemed to crown his efforts and prosperity
smiled upon him. But alack! no one is safe from
the clutches of the hyena Comstock and his saintly
crew except Christian bigots and cowardly Liberals
who will bend to him the servil knee, who dare
not defend citizens' rights to send through the
people's highway, the post-office, whatever they
may please to write or print without being "held
up" by these assassins, dubbing themselvs the antivice society, and subjected to indignities that no
common highwayman would ever inflict upon his
victim.
McAfee, Comstock's lieutenant, by the
means of a decoy letter, obtained the catalog or
printed list of the books Wilson kept on sale, and
upon the mailing of this list alone was he indicted,
no books having been sent.
Two of the books condemned are lil:lted in our
public library, and if any one of these "protectors
of the public purity" should, under any assumed
name, write to the innocent librarian for a list of
books there kept, and if he should send one, he
could be imprisoned tive years and :fined one
thousand dollars. Beautiful law, isn't itT The
other two are on sale at all of our prominent bookstores. "The one most referred to in the trial is a
trashy French n~r\rel, but compared with some of
the classics, such as the "De cameron " of Boccaccio,
the holy Bible, 11nd many others, " i3 as pure as
ice."

A MISSIONARY DEPARTING FROM CHINA.
From a recent cartoon in the Pekin RluBtrated Weekllf,
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Now, why was George Wilson selected out of the which in turn were surrounded by the external the chairman of said committee. No copy of the
four hundred booksellers of our city and railroaded world of sights, sounds, pressures, tastes, etc., the resolution was kept, but the substance of it was
through to Joliet, tried, convicted, sentenced, and influences of all of which were conveyed to the that the Oregon State Secular Union indorse Mr.
incarcerated within prison walls in less than forty- embryo and entered into its "formation.
Putnam's work, appoints him its representativ
eight hours 1 Anyone. with a grain of perception
So that the embryo was under the control of its before the World's Fair committee, and asks said
can see at once. Simply because he was publishing environment from the moment of its conception. committee to giv him a hearing. A letter from
and selling literature that antagonized the church, And if you choose to go back further, the elements Hon. C. Beal, the father of Liberalism in
and hence these human vultures, servants of the which preceded it were under like control. After Oregon and the ex-president of the Oregon State
church and anti-vice society, must serve these .the youngster is born the first thing it does is to Secular Union, was read by President Schroeder.
masters by destroying as far as possible any and squawk. That is the way we express it, but in The convention adjourned to meet the following
all who dare to oppose them.
reality it is the motion of the air (a force in the day at 10 A._M., at which time the president
Judge Bunn, before whom he was tried-as great environment) that acting on the lungs stimulates promptly called the convention to order.
a bigot as ever disgraced the judicial bench- tbem drives air through the windpipe and squawks
A report of the committee on order of business
showed such feeling and made such rulings as it, just as a boy blows through a whistle and was adopted, reports of o:lp.cers called for, report
would do honor to the memory of Judge Taney of whistles it. The first mental act performed by the of president adopted, and reports of Secretary D.
Dred Scott decision notoriety. During the trial, infant is suction. It is as mechanical as a squawk, C. Stewart, Forest Grove, and Treasurer Reuben
when a witness was put upon the stand with book but is more complicated. The contact of the nipple Wright, Molalla, referred for examination to the
in hand and bill therefor just dated, who testified with the lips producPs a nervous current to the committee consisting of Messrs. Hyland and Beaty
he had purchased the same at the store of Jansen medulla oblongata, from whence a return current and Katie Kehm Smith. The committee on order
& McClurg, the judge simply replied, "They are is sent back to the muscles in the lips causing their of business, etc., recommended that the Oregon
not on trial and I am loth to believe they deal in contraction. . This is reflex action, the lowest form State Secular Union be incorporated. The greatsuch literature."
·
of mentality. The further and higher forms con- est interest was manifested in this recommendation,
I hav been holding down my indignation at the stituting thought I think I hav thoroughly proved and on motion to adopt discussion followed as to
request of friends who believed that they could, by are equally mechanical and equally the product of the advisability of such a step. Several wished to
bringing the case before Judge Gresham, get from the environal energies. Hence I call the brain- know what benefits, if any, would be derived
him a c 1pias granted on the ground that the send- and all the rest of the body for that matter-the thereby. Judge Smith, being called upon, exing of the catalog could not be called sending organ of the environment. There is a common idea plained the benefits. He was followed by Messrs.
obscene literature, "too vulgar, obscene, and that there is a mind having an existence of its own Charlesworth, Hyland, Reynolds, and others, who
indecent to be mentioned," as charged in the and that the brain is an organ used and driven by strongly favored incorporation. The substance of
indictment.
Gresham admitted the f.wt, but this mind. It is this idea that I try to refute. An the arguments in favor of incorporation was: It
would not act, advising them to take the case to epigram may be entirely true, and yet need some gave the Union a legal existence, made it someWashington, for the reason that if a capias was explanation. If a man bas a clock destitute of a thing tangible; everything it did was under augranted in this case, others would be demanded. mainspring he can substitute the pressure of his thority of law and had the law to sustain it. It
Too bad ! I am, however, more ashamed of the fingers on the machinery and can run the clock was especially important in order that the Union
people who bear and wink at such villainous perse- thus as long as his patience endures. But if there could own and receive bequests; as a legal body it
cution than of the politicians who wear ermin. is a spring in it, all he has to do is to wind it up could appoint lecturers and with great propriety
And esp2cially am I ashamed of professed Liberals and go about his business. We then say the spring ask the legislature to giv these lecturers every
who either are so ignorant as not to perceive that runs the clock. And so if a man gets up this morn- privilege now accorded preachers. . Its lecturers.
this is the club with which the church intends to ing and goes about the performance of something being regularly commissioned by an incorporated
beat out the brains of the Liberal movement, by he resolved on three weeks ago, it looks as if his body, could go before the Liberals of the state
destroying the business, usefulness, even the lives, mind were operating him, and we are apt to lose with a guarantee of their fitness, could hold its
of those whom they cannot cower into servil sight of the energies that hav wound him up, that officers to more strict accountability, and various
silence, or are so weak as not to dare defend the is, given rise to the motion called the mind.
other cogent reasons were advanced. The motion
rights upon which all our liberties depend, i. e.,
A portion of the brain is used by the mind after to adopt being put was unanimously carried. On
the right of free speech and a free press.
it is for red in another portion, as I hav pointed motion the president appointed Messrs. Smith,
Think of intelligent men and women sitting out on pages 982, 983, and 987, but as the mind Sears, and Charlesworth as a committee to draft
silently submitting to hav a set of Christian bigots itself does not exist till forined through the brain, and report articles of incorporation. To this
and conscienceless politicians decide what they it only uses a sm9,ll part of the ·brain-as a cant- committee Messrs. Forstner and Reynolds we re
may write to a friend even, and opening their hook turns over a log-that is, merely as an intel'- added, the same committee to draft by-laws. · They
letters in transit to ascertain what they hav written, mediate instrument.
adjourned to 2 P.M., when the convention was adas is being done, what books they may put upon
The Dynamic theory is purely mechanical. The dressed by J. R. Charlesworth on "The Philosophy
the market, what pictures they may hav in their causes are ·all mechanical-the energy of moving of Freethought."
homes.
Oh, the shame of it, that we are such a matter. When the theory is tried by the law of
At the evening session Elder W. W. Sharp, of the
race of slaves !
the conservation of energy it will be found to ac- Adventist church, delivered an address on "The
What can we do~ Agitate the subject.
Many count for everything. Whenever we retreat into Evils of Sunday Legislation," which was followed by
citizen~ do not know of these infamous proceedings. the fog and mysticism of metaphysics it means a short address by J. R. Charlesworth. The busiAwaken a public sentiment against it. Write what merely that some form of energy we are in pursuit ness meeting was held after this address, when the•
we please and print it, and send it through the of has become so delicate and refined as to elude committee on resolutions submitted its report and!
mails to whom we will at any ahd all costs. Do our observation, as latent heat used to get away the following resolut1ons were adopted:
this till every intelligent, honest, liberty-loving man from the old philosophers, and as consciousness gets
WHEREAS, The legislativ assembly of the state of
and woman is in prison, if it come to that. Better away from the modern ones (see chapter on Con- Oregon having passed a resolution favoring the opening
of the World's Fair on Sunday, and
a thousandfold hav a free mind and wear the con- sciousness).
JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
WHEREAS, We, the members of the Oregon State Secuvict's stripes, than to be a slave outside, cringing
Union, believing that the Sunday opening of the
before such corrupt laws and conscienceless de- Report of tile Fourtlt Annual Convention of lar
Fair will tend to increase morality, to better the educar
cisions. Demand in thunder tones the repeal of
tiona! interests of the whole country, and assist in the
Oregon State Secular Union.
better success and prosperity of the ]'air, therefore be it
all laws such as these, that, if continued, will soon
ReBolved, That we, the said members of the Oregon
Wednesday, January 11th, at 10 A.M. the Oregon
destroy all the liberty that was once our country's
State Secular Union, in convention assembled, do hereby
boast.
Cease to regard law as superior to State Secular Union convened at the Salem Opera approve
of and indorse the action aforesaid of the Oregon
individual rights, a fetich to be worshiped, and see House, President J. Henry Schroeder in the chair, ~tate legislature, and the secretary shall notify them to
that effect.
to it that all laws are made to serve humanity by and adjourned to meet at 2 P.M.
ReBolved, That the Oregon State Secular Union
Upon reassembling President Schroeder adprotecting instead of restricting individual liberty.
heartily favors and recommends the holding of an interdressed the convention. At the close of the address national
Chicago.
JuLIET H. SEVERANcE, M.D.
convention of Freethinkers at Chicago, Ill, durhe called on Katie Kehm Smith to [deliver the ing the World's Fair.
Resolved, That we demand the amendment of the marMr. Alexander Enliglttens Mr. JJeubuscher. opening address. Mrs. Smith responded briefly. riage
law of the state of Oregon so that it shall authorize
J. R. Charlesworth, secretary of the Freethought
The question whether or not the brain is the Federation of America, followed with general re- any Liberal lecturer commissioned by the Oregon State
Union as such to solemnize marriages as priests
organ of the mind demands first a definition. marks on the cause of Freethought. C. B. Secular
and preachers are now by law authorized to do.
People very often controvert each other when Reynolds, secretary of the Washington State _SecResolved, That we demand the abrogation of all laws
they are really in agreement, because they attach ular Union, reviewed some of the work done by the exempting church property from taxation, and we re-different meanings to the terms they use. A wind- Union and made pertinent suggestions on organiza- spectfully urge the state legislature to take immediate•
action and repeal all such laws whereby church property
mill such as they use in Holland, adapted to be tion.
is exempt from taxation.
driven by the wind, may be called the organ of the
On motion C. B. Reynolds, of Tacoma ; Judge D.
Convention adjourned.
wind.
Out West a fanning-mill which is used to W. Smith, of Oregon City, and J. W. Beaty, of
January
13th, the convention was called to order
produce wind is also called a wind-mill. But the Chemawa, were appointed by the president a comat
10
A.M.
The committee on articles of incorporalatter cannot be called an o1·gan of the wind in the mittee on order of business and recommendations
tion reported the following, which were adopted,
sense the former is. What I mean by the epigram- for the good of the organization. On motion the
matic proposition on page 646 is that the brain is president was added to this committee. Short one article at a time :
Know all men by these presents, That we, J. Hen~
not an organ driven by the mind but an organ speeches were made by Messrs. Reynolds, Charles- Schroeder,
president; D. C. Stewart, secretary; B. F.
driven by the environment for the purpose or worth, Hyland, Smith, and others. Committee Hyland and J. K. Sears, vice-presidents, of the Oregon
rather with the effect of producing mind.
on resolutions: Katie Kehm Smith, C. B. Rey- State Secular Union, do hereby make, sign, and execute
the following articles of incorporation of the Oregon
The brain does not constitute mind, but its nolds, and J. R. Charlesworth.
State Secular Union for the uses and purposes hereinafter
motions do.
Mr. Charlesworth announced to the convention set forth:
This is expanded on page 1001, wh~re it is af- receipt of letters from S. P. Putnam, president of
Art. I. The name assumed by this corporation and by
firme::l that the mind ceases the moment the brain the Freethought Federation of America, who was which it shall be known is the Oregon State Secular
comes to an absolute rest.
then in Washington, D. C., in the interest of the Union, and its duration shall be unlimited.
Art. II. The object, business, and pursuit of said corAlso see page 936~ The new-born infant is ab- repeal of the World's Fair Sunday-closing clause, poration
is : 1. The repeal of all laws that exempt church
solutely destitute of ideas, perceptions, and sensa- and stated further that Mr. Putnam was meeting property from taxation; that force the observance of
tions, consequently it has no mind, but it is a with difficulties in his efforts to obtain a.hearing Suuday as the Sabbath; that appropriate public funds for
delicately adjusted machine which has been built before Congress in a committee, whereupon on sectarian institutions; that tolerate any religious exerschool,
up by its antenatal environment-the uterus of the motion a resolution was unanimously adopted, cises, readings,- display, or prayer in any puolic
body, or institution maintained wholly or in part at
mother, and her vascular and nervousorganization, copies of which were sent to Mr. Putnam and to public expense, and generally, to accomplish the total
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separation of church and state and effect the complete
Amount paid out at convention:
secularization of government-local, state, and national. To
2. To charter, organize, and assist auxiliary Secul.ar
J. R. Charlesworth .................. .
$32 50
unions aud Secular science schools throughout the state
Bills printed ..... : ..................... .
2 50
and appoint and commission lecturers.
Postage .................................. ..
3 so
3. To prescribe, adopt, publish, sell, and distribute
C. B. Reynolds ........................ .
31 00
books, pamphlets, leaflets, and papers advocating its
Membership fee of B. F. Hyl11nd
2 00
objects and principles.
"
" " J. K. Sears ...
2 00
4. To protect, by every lawful means, any member
whose equal religious or civil rights are infringed.
Total expended...............
$73 SO
5. Generally, to do and encourage every act, proceedBalance subscription fund in treasUl'y...... $8 70
ing, and thing necessary or conduciv to the attainment
Membership dues paid at convention....... 36 25
of its objects.
Art. III. The estimated value of property and money
Balance now in treasury ................ $44 25
possessed by said Oregon State Secular Union at the
time of making these articles of incorporation is $250,
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
and the sources of revenue and income of said corporaI hav never seen a more earnest congregation of
tion are membership fees, charter fees, dues, donations, Liberal men and women than that assembled at the
contributions, gifts, legacies, bequestsl !\nd devises.
Salem Opera House. Everyone seemed to realize
Art. IV. The titles of the officers malting these articles that something must be done, or the response so
d
of incorporation are president, s~cretary, and vi~e- .
presidents, and the mode and the t1mes of the election often met with, "It's no use paying our money an
of their successors in office are as follows, viz.: Annually, getting nothing in return," would become universal.
as the by-laws of the society may prescribe.
Liberals of Oregon, ca>:efully read the report of
Art. V. The location of said O:t:egon State Secular the financial condition of the Oregon State Secular
Union shall be at Salem in Mar10n county, state of
Oregon, but sessions may be convened and held any- Union. What will you do to better that condition?
where in the state under regulations which the by-laws Had it not been for the untiring efforts of the
may prescribe.
president and secretary, it would hav been almost
Committee on by-hws reported by-laws, which impossible to meet expenses of the convention.
after discussion and amendments were adopted. The thanks of every Oregon Liberal are due to J.
The officers consist of president, four vice- Henry Schroeder and D. C. Stewart.
presidents, secretary, and treasurer, and these
John R. Charlesworth made a splendid impresconstitute the only standing committee, which is sion on the members of the Oregon State Secular
the executiv committee. Any person in sympathy Union. He is an enthusiastic worker; well.posted,
with the objects may become a member; dues and is, and will be, a power for good in the Liberal
were placed at $2 per annum, payable semi- cause.
annually in advance, for gentlemen members;
Mr. B. Forstner and his estimable wife, Louise
optional with ladies to pay any dues ; annual Forstner, tendered the use of their parlors to the
sessions at time and place appointed by executiv committees and extended the hospitality of their
committee; meeting must be advertised three weeks home to visiting members of the Union. The enin three Liberal papers prior to meeting; all tertainment of these generous friends will long be
persons entitled to vote at annual convention must remembered.
hav been members of Oregon State Secular
It is our opinion that C. B. Reynolds is doing
Union three months prior to such convention. grand work for the cause in Washington. He is a
Adjourned to meet at 2 P.M., when Katie Kehm splendid example of what can be done for LiberalSmith addressed the Union and friends on" Woman ism, when meetings are held at regular times and
and the Church." After address, auditing com- places.
mittee reported that the reports of secretary and
The executiv committee of the Oregon State
treasurer had been examined and found correct, Secular Union havauthorized the printing of letterwhereupon the report was adopted. A motion to heads, in tablets of one hundred sheets each, showproceed .to the election of officers was carried. ing names of officers, objects, and digest of
Messrs. Swaysgood and J. B. Quinn, both of Salem, by-laws; the same to be sold to members wishing
were appointed tellers. The election resulted as them at $1 per tablet, the purchaser's business
follows: W. W. Jesse, Barlow, president ; J. Henry card to be printed thereon if he wishes it.
Schroeder, Arago, first vice-president; B. F. Hyland,
Those of our members who are not acquainted
Corvallis, second vice-president ; D. W. Smith, with our new president may be interested to know
Oregon City, third vice-president; J. K. Sears, that he is a successful merchant of Barlow; is one
McCoy, fourth vice-president; Katie Kehm Smith, of those brave Liberals, ever ready to ccampion
Oregon City, secretary ; D. C. Stewart, ]'orest his principles; whose integrity is so well known
Grove, treasurer. Adjourned.
that Christians themselvs render the verdict, " His
The evening session was addressed by C. B. word is better than gold." He has a beautiful
Reynolds on "The Nine Demands of Liberalism." home at Barlow; his noble wife, the mother of
. Business meeting after address.
A system of seven tine Liberals, is "Mamma Jesse", to hundreds
registering membership was adopted, consist~g of of friends who hav enjoyed the hospitality of her
a printed page showing names of officers,, o.bJects, home. Such a father, such a mother, and such a
and that portion of the by-laws pertammg to family are the best monuments Liberalism can
membership and dues, with blanks for name. of build.
person wishing to become a member, to subscnbe
Let every Liberal in Oregon, and all others interto the objects. Every person wishing to become a ested, send to the secretary for membership blank,
member is require:l to sign one of these blanks and and identify themselvs with the Oregon St:;tte Secufile it with the secretary, accompanied by dues. iar Union incorporated. Let us hear the verdict
Katie Kehm Smith, having made application, was of Oregon Liberals on the work of the fourth aacommissioned a lecturer, under the auspices of the nual congress of the Oregon State Secular Union.
Oregon State Secular Union. A vote of thanks Let us hav your opinion, whether favorable or
was extended to Messrs. Charlesworth, Schroeder, otherwise. There never was a more opportune
Smith Stewart, Reynolds, and K. Kehm Smith for time for us than now, and let us take advantage of it.
Right here let me call particular attention to the
servic~s rendered the convention. Convention adscope of the work contemplated by the new organijourned.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
zation. Most important of all, it contemplates the
Oregon State Secular Union.
organization of science Sunday-schools throughout
1891.
the state to take the place of the Christian SundayOct. 14. Cash on hand ........... ..
$28 00
schools thus providing the retreat which has so
28 00
Dec. 16. Paid Sarah C. Todd... .
long be~n desired by Liberals for their children, so
1892.
Receipts.
that they may not feel obliged to attend Christian
Mar. 30. From John Price ....... $5 00
schools or stay at home. This step alone, it must
June 2. " Sarah C. Todd .. 5 00
be conceded, is one of the most important ever
Disbursements
$9 2.'i
June 7. Paid Sarah C. Todd ... .
taken by a Liberal organization, as it reaches the
75
Dec. 31. Balance ..................... .
children. It is our desire to prepare a series of
lyceum lessons to be used in our science Sunday$10 00$10 00
Bi'hools and which will be printed in leaflet form.
REUBEN WRIGHT, Treasurer O.S.S. U.
. KATIE KEHM SMITH,
'.Monliy l'ooeived on account of Oregon Syate Secular
Union by D. C. Stewart, secretary.
Secretary Oregon State Secular Union.
By contribution :
E. Stewart, Daville, Grant Co....
$16 00
l iberal Societies.
John Diamond, Coburg,............
10 00
Dr. A. K. Olds, McMinnville....
5 01)
Mrs. Imogen Fales delivered an interesting lectS H Hazard EmpireCity.........
5 00 ure last Sunday at the Brooklyn Philo 'ophical
T. G Todd Forest Grove.........
10 00
. :
' "
"
5 00 Association. As usual, there was a large and apM. B1sbee,
"
"
5 oo
H. Buxton,
,,
oo preciativ audience present. The subjec.t was the
1 oo "Labor Question."
Among other thmgs Mrs.
J. A. Abbott, "
"
1
John Pr~cket, ; ;
,,
Fales said : " The industrial system is no longer in
2
00
T. M. Hmes,
10 00 harmony with the needs and tendencies of the age
W. W. West, Scappoose...... .....
B F Hyland Corvallis............
5 00 and through unlimited competition fortunes are
W :Ei: Schroeder Arago............
2 50 amassed by the few and the many are becoming
.L~e Laughlin, N~rth Yamhill. . . .
5 00 poorer and poorer. Not only is there competition
among the employers but among the laborers.
$82 50
Total receipts ................ ..

This is owing to the fact that the supply of laborers
exceeds the demand. Labor organizations are the
only barriers against the entire and complete control of monopolies, but the former are ha~dicapped
by not having an entire and mutual cooperatiOn,.
and instead of taking and working contracts themselva, thus gaining all the profit obtainable and controling their own wages, they allow contractors to
undertake the work which they could accomplish·
without their assistance. Machinery does not help
the poor men; it has in reality done them injury~
for children are now able to do the work of men,
and the person who attends a machine :loing ten
times as much labor as he previously did without
its aid, works the same length of time, showing it is
a gain of the employer and not of the laborer."
The critics were Mr. Hanson, Mr. Bellows, Mrs.
Sleine Dr. King, Mr. Snook, Mr. Rowley, and Mr.
Elweli. Next Sunday Dr. M. L. Holbrook will
lecture on "The Transmission of Acquired Character
from Parent to Offspring."
At the meeting of the Liberal Club held Friday
evening, February 3d, Mr. J. W. Sullivan lectured
on "Direct Legislation."
Mr. Sullivan dwelt at some length on the benefits
which Switzerland enjoyed under a system of direct
legislation. He said, in th~s respect w_e had ma~y
things to learn from our Sister repubhc. He sa1d
he believed that the tendency of the times was in
favor of direct legislation, and that it would ultimately be procured.
The other speakers of the evening were Robert
Blisserh, W. A. Wilson, Dr. Kinget, Dr. Weeks, and
Mr. Prigsley. On Febru~1ry lOth H. C. Lockwood
will lecture on "The French Republic;" on February 17th, J. E. Remsburg on "One Hundred
Flaws in Christ's Credentials;" on February 24th,
Mrs. Imogen C. Fales on "The Labor Question."
Prof. A. B. Severance writes : " The Liberal Club
of our city celebrate:l the anniversary of the birth
of Thomas Paine, Sunday evening, January 29th.
We first had appropriate music; then a selection
.was read by Prof. A. B. Severance, taken from a
portion of Robert G. Ingersoll's works. Then a
patriotic song by the whole audience, that ~ade
the hall ring with their melody. Dr. H. S. HIXon
opened with a short address, followed ~y Robe~t
Schilling, ex-Congressman Henry Sm1th, Cohn
Campbell, and many others. It proved a. grand
meeting. All the speeches were good; especially so
was Schilling's speech-it was perfectly grand.
The German society of Freethinkers had a celebration at the same time at their hall with appropriate
exercises."
J. F. Lawrence, of Cincinnati, 0., writes: "It is
aqtonishing to note the progress that has been
made during the last year in Cincinna~i.. We no~
hav two strong societies here, both givmg pubhc
lectures and employing every other honorable means
devisable to promulgate Secular principles.
"The Ohio Liberal Society holds forth in Dug las
Hall every Sunday night, and the Cincinnati Secular Society givs its public lectures in College Hall.
Both societies hav a large membership, and are
growing rapidly and are financially strong. 0~
the 29th of January three of the most prominent Liberals of this place were to speak in three
different halls under the auspices of three different societies: Col. R. G. Ingersoll, at the
Grand Opera House ; Prof. W. S. Bell, at College
Hall ; and B F. Underwood, at Duglas Hall. It
was indeed a trying time for Christians."
C. Severance, of Los Angeles, Cal.; sends this
report: "A successful and satisfactory celebration
of Thomas Paine's birthday was held in the Los
Angeles Theater January 29th, w~ich is the th~d
time in the history of this church-r1dden commumty
that the memory of this great man has been duly
honored. Mr. Geo. T. Bruce, the eloquent orator,
about to· take the Freethought lecture field,- delivered the principal address ; and the generous
applause that greeted his remarks reve~ed the
satisfaction and approval of the fine aud1ence before him. Mr. Bruce has oratorical gifts of a high
order, and his advent as a Freethought lecturer
givs the cause of m:mtal freedom an able defender and the priesthood a det<'rmined foe. He
should receive the support of all 'our people '
who hav the opportunity to hear him, for such
speakers are needed to spread the light and continue the work which Paine began. Following on
the program came the writer with a short address,
and then Mr. Christian Michelsen, a nativ of Denmark who paid a high tribute to Paine and his penprod~ctions. Interspersed with the speaking were .
fine music, solos, and recita.tions."
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Vigorous Work Against Snnday Tyranny.
LEXINGTON, KY., Jan. 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please express by Adams's
as per inclosed check $5 worth .of World's
Fair Leaflets to distribute in this city.
I hope you will succeed and bav a religious exhibit at the World's Fair. If so,
let me know and I will remit $25.
LoUis ADLER.

Preachers, ":and ask for newspaper report!!
re recent crimes of the clergy. I therefore send the Moncton, N. B., Times, in
which is an article bearing on the subject.
Last summer I began cutting articles of
this sort out of the papers, referring to
the peccadilloes of the clergy residing
within a radius of two hundred miles of
this place-for amusement and pastime.
And within the course of a couple of
months I had a drawer full of clippings of
the doings of these followers of the "meek
and lowly," and the task of keeping a
record of all of them was too much for
me, so I destroyed all the records in
disgust. The clergy are endeavoring to
make it a ''hot place " for us Infidels, but
it will be hotter for them when you get
out the new edition. A. E. McDoNALD.

Obituary.
CEDAR DALE, ONT., Jan. 16, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to inform you that
Mr. Brooks is dead. He died September
21st, after a long and tedious illness,
caused by paralysis. He was a veteran
of Freethought for many years of his life,
Death Ends All.
and as such died, and was buried, with a
ST.
LoUis, Mo., Dec. 25, 117.
Secularist funeral oration, at the ripe age
MR. EDITOR: I SElnd you this little poem
of seventy-seven years.
I wrote yesterday and set to music, for
MRS. s. BROWN.
publication, as it is very appropriate for
Praise.
Secular funerals and may be appreciated
by my fellow-Freethinkers. I will hav the
GILLESPffiVILLE, o.,.Jan. 15, 1893.
I MR. EDITOR : Dear friend of Liberty, music published soon. DR. C. W. MAK.
find inclosed $1.50 to pay on THE TRUTH
SOON,
BEEKER. I hav taken several Freethought
Soon the summer's gone,
publications, also had copies of many of
Soon the flowers die,
the leading journals of Liberalism, but
Soon the night succeeds the dawnSo quick the moments fly.
please excuse me, and do not deem it
flattery, when I say I consider THE TRUTH
Soon all love will die,
BEEKER better adapted to the needs of the
Soon all hearts must break;
masses, and also cheaper, as it furnishes
Soon this fleeting life will fly,
And room for others make.
more reading for the price, than any journal that has hitherto fallen into my bands.
Soon the dream is o'er,
HERRISSA MARm CRYDER,
Soon our life is past. Soon we're gone forevermore,
Eight Beacons~Lit in the Gloom.
In death to sleep at last.
GoLDEN PoND, KY., Jan. 19, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: We hav done the best we
A Conscientious Preacher.
could to help THE TRUTH SEEKER by sendSALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 19, 1893.
ing in eight subscriptions for 1893. We
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find order for
trust that by another year we may be able THE TRUTH BEEKER. After preaching
to increase the number. We find that Methodism for a term of five years, I
many ·are willing to read the paper now came to the conclusion, by studying and
but do not like to subscribe, Hoping that reasoning, laying aside prejudice, that
THE TRUTH BEEKER may long come to us, what I presented as a fact was only a
as we are fully in the faith and work of theory. I met, to my astonishment, in
Freethought and trust that when our days Eureka a body of men who were truth
are numbered it may be said that we lived seekers whom I found to be men of
as we professed to believe,
principle and reason to such an extent
Yours truly,
BoGARD & RoDES.
that I was made to say, giv us more freeLet Every-City Hav a Freethought Dis· dom. Let us throw aside yokes of sectarianism and superstition, and investigate
•
seminator.
for ourselvs. I mention in connection
SAN JosE, CAL., Jan. 15, 1893.
with this article Mr. Stephen Lawsmon
MR. EDITOR: I usually do missionary work
and Mr. McKensie, whom I found ready
with THE TRUTH SEEKERS not sold, and
to reason fairly, and who carried with such
would take more of them if able. Nothing
reasonings conviction. Giv us more such
has ever given me such supreme pleasure
men. Let the good work roll on. I will
as the flaunting of THE TRUTH BEEKER in
the face of superstition and bigotry. I do in the future lend my aid to the advancement of Freedom. I am,
not wish to flatter you, friend Macdonald,
Sincerely yours in the work,
but there is no paper, no book, no arguG. M. THoRP, Ex-Methodist preacher.
ment that is so intensely hated and feared
by these colossal humbugs the priests as is
THE TRUTH BEEKER with its cartoons.
And if our rich Liberals could be induced
to start some poor devil who has courage
and no money in a little news-stand in
every city for the sale of Liberal papers
and publications, they would be astonished
at the result.
L. R. TITus.
A Good Way to Push Freethought.
OAKLAND, CAL., Jan. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Some time ago I wrote to
you that I had made a bargain with a
newsdealer to keep two TRUTH SEEKERS
on his stand and keep them where the
pictures could be seen by the public, and
keep them for a week; that I would pay
him ten cents a copy for all that he did
not sell. Well, I hav had to buy only two
copies, and he told me this morning that
he had calls for more than he could supply
some weeks. I am not a bit sorry that I
made him the proposition, for I cannot get
anyone to subscribe for it. I took that
method to circulate it, and it has worked
well so far.
I should be lost without THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Wishing you all a Happy New
Year, I remain,
Yours for truth and liberty,
FRANK BUTLER.
The Preachers Show the Immoral In·
fl.uence of Christianity.
CHARLOTTETOWN, P. E. I., Jan. 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I see that you intend publishing another edition of "Crimes of

1898~

starved on in "the good old times." I
hope the young Libera.ls in every state
had the Little Freethinker -as one of their
holiuay presents. If they did not get it
then it is not too late yet. Fifty or one
hundred families, and as many more as
can, should send in their fifty cents to
Elmina Drake Blenker, Snowville, Va.,
then the Little Freethinker would come
out in a new dress and we should all feel
proud of it.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
A Determined Foe of Sabbath Bigotry.
MILFORD, MAss., Jan. 16, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I like THE TRUTH BEEKER
better than ever since you changed it last
year. But I hav got. away behind on reading it, which I do thoroughly or not at
all. The reason for this is, I hav been
very busy for several years past, and then
hav other papers which must be read at
once or never, while your paper cannot
grow old-certainly not until the Nine
Demands are adopted and put in force
easily.
Inclosed find check for $6-$5 of it
for THE TRUTH BEEKER two years from
date, and $1 for the leaflet demanding
opening of the World's Fair ori Sundays.
Send me only twelve leaflets; I would like
to hav you distribute the rest-or use the
balance in any other way you think best
to keep the Fair open.
Last summe1· I addressed postal-cards
to the New England Homestead World's
Fair vote, and got several persons to sign
for it to be open Sundays But the vote
went over two to one in favor of closing it.
Wishing you a Happy New Year, Iremain, Yours respectfully, C. C. FisK.

Some Spiritualists May Reply.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Jan. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR; Will you please inform
me through THE TRUTH SEEKER whether
the following story told by some
Spiritualists is true? Charles Dickens
left at his death a half-finished book.
Several years after an uneducated carpenter from Boston (medium) in a trance
wrote the remaining part, without having
any knowledge of Charle1.. Dickens or his
works. And the best and ablest critics
shall not hav been able to show any break
or fault in the work. If that story is true,
how will the Materialist explain it?
I hav just attended the State Alliance
meeting, and among other resolutions,
there was one passed favoring the opening
of the World's Fair on Sundays. There
was some opposition to the resolution, the
claim being made that it did not concern
the Alliance whether it was open or not.
I suppose the antagonists were afraid of
showing the public their color. Amongst
its advocates I noticed Senators Trobstfi.eld
and Steenersen, who showed clearly. that
it was a deal between the saloon and the
church to rob the people. I inclose
An Enemy to the Design Theory.
stamps, for which please send me a few
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 12, 1893.
pamphlets containing the three assesMR. EDIToR: I herewith send you some that is, the pictures of the clergyman,
suggestions on. the Design theory. My the saloon man, and the Fair commissioner.
contention is that we must begin square,
KRIST WILSON,
clear, and plain, and establish its possibility, if not its certainty, before we can
What All Should Hav-A Library.
properly take one step forward in defense
HousToN, TEx., Jan. 18, 1893.
of the theory. Let us settle the premises
MR. EDIToR: I belong to a newly organon a consistent., rational, and indisputable ized workingmen's club by which I was
basis, then proceed to the details one way appointed a committee of one to select a
or the other. I hav read your editorial. small list of books amounting to $10 as a
It may be useful and instructiv to a large starter to a library for the club's use in
class of casual thinkers and excite them to discussions and enlightenment. In doing
further inquiry. But I should like your so I hav been careful not to select too
astute friend Mr. Anderson to go back and many of an anti-religious nature, as the
begin again and start his theory on an average man has a weakness of etomach
impregnable basis, then for one I should in this particular respect, ·but hav
be interested in what he might say in paid more attention to books of apoliticokeeping close to the point at issue.
philosophico-economic nature, as being
I inclose $5 for some delinquent sub- more suitable to the use of our club till it
scribers on the lists I hav sent from time can stand a stronger dose.
to time, for which I hav generally paid
This is only a starter and we intend and
from my own purse. T. E. LoNGSHORE.
expect to make more and larger orders in
the future. A great many of these books
A Freethought Paper for Children.
I could hav got here in Houston, but
PUEBLo, CoL., Jan. 20, 1893.
preferred to order through you.
MR. EDIToR: That all denominations
We especially want books of a politicohav literature for their children is an un- economic and monetary nature at present.
disputed fact, but the Liberals are en- One book, on the abolition of interest,
tirely too negligent in regard to the minds we want, but do not know by whom it is
of the young, the result of which is that published or the price If you can rethey too often fall back into the old ruts place something on the list which you do
of superstition that the parents imagin not hav by this book, please do so.
they are freed from. The children need Furthermore, send your catalog and pricegood mental food, and not a rehash of the list, and greatly oblige. Long liv THE
pious fables that the fathers and mothers TRUTH SEEKER.
H. w. NELSON.

Death of an Excellent Man.
PERKINS, CAL., Jan. HI, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. Abna Burns died last
Saturday, the 14th, about 4 o'clock in
the evening, of pneumonia. He was
buried at. Sacramento on the 17th. He
lived about two miles from me for thirty-six
years. He was a good Freethinker, and a
speaker for the Farmers' Alliance. There
were eighty-five carriages at his funeral.
Mr. Burns was the first man that ever
mentioned the name of Col. R. G. Ingersoll to me. He and I were together at the
meeting when Samuel P. Putnam came
the first time to Sacramento. Afte:r he
mentioned Col. R. G. Ingersoll's name he
gave me about ten of his pamphlets, which
were just what I needed. I shall never
forget it. I bought the first $5 volume of
S. P. Putnam that I ever saw of Col. R. G.
Ingersoll's. Mr. Burns was sixty-two
years of age. He was an old friend of
Samuel P. Putnam.
OWEN T. DAVIES.
Mr. Wettstein Hears About Bible Wor·
thies.
LAWRENCE, RAN., Jan. 4, 1893.
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill., Dear
Brother: I am glad to know .that you are
sending such a bright light into the world,
bright enough to open the eyes of the
blind, that they may see their condition.
Now, if I had the means, I would travel
and lecture, and try to emancipate and
liberate the minds from superstitious
ideas. You hav expressed my views better than I could. Let me add a few
thoughts to what you hav already said,
Was Noah, after the flood, inspired to
plant a vineyard and make wine and get
drunk, and curse one of his own sons, and
teli him he should be a fugitiv and a
vagabond, and a servant of servants unto
his brothers? I suppose he was, because
he was a preacher of righteousness. If
he was not inspired, then it is a history of
what transpired.
Was Abraham inspired to take his
servant-girl and raise up a child by her
and then drive her and the child away
from home to starve to death in the wilderness?
Were Lot and his two daughters inspired to take wine and go into a cave and
drink so much wine that Lot did not know
anything? I suppose he died of insanity,
as that is the last account it givs of Lot.
Was Aaron the high priest inspired to
make the children of Israel a golden calf
for them to worship?
Was Moses inspired to order a -man to
kill his brother and companion and
neighbor?
Was Samson inspired to take the jaw.
bone of a donkey, the grandfather of a
mule, and slay a thousand men with it?
Was David inspired to take Uriah's
wife and then put Uriah in front of the
battle to get him killed, so as to get his
wife?
Now, if all these men were not inspired,
it is a history of what transpired,
If you publish any literature, please
publish this. If not, please send it to
some Liberal paper that will publish it.
You know that these words coming from a
speaker, mixed in with anecdotes, would
sound better than being read.
Any literature you may send me I will
distribute, to the best of my judgment,
where it will do the most good.
I would like very much to hav one of
your badges, but do not feel able at present to buy one. I am proud of one thing
-there is not a minister here that will
meet me in a debate upon the Bible.
ALEXANDER RosE, F. L, T,
Thinks Spiritualism Like the Old Re·
ligions.
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 9, 1893,
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH BEEKER can
find enough to do to keep it busy for the
next century seeking for the truth in the
claims for Spiritualism as made by A, H.
Frank, of Buffalo, N. Y., in his letter
headed, "What Spirits Hav Done," which
was published in THE TRUTH BEEKER
December 31st in reply to an article by
M. C. Severance which had previously
been publiShed in your paper.
More wonderful to me than all the
sublime works of nature, even the bound·
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lessness of time and space, is the blind
credulity of some men who claim to be investigators. Reading between the lines
of Mr. Frank's article, I should judge him
either a willful fabricator or .the unconscious dupe of some medium, who, while Mr.
Frank is busy constructing machinery, is
inventing some new trick with which to
victimize him; and I believe the latter to
be the fact, for he seems to be honest in
his belief, and there are many such apparently intelligent persons ready and
willing to believe any absurd story they
hear no matter how unphilosophical the
proposition may be. How can we convince them? How can we show them that
they are but the victims of unscrupulous
tricksters, so that they will investigate before accepting any theory no matter how
convincing or plausible? How, Dear
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, can we
paint the picture of truth in such glaring
colors that people will become ashamed to
advocate such doctrine as that a medium,
a man or a woman, can intercept the laws
of nature and perform such phenomena
as described by Mr. Frank? Science has
long ago driven out of the world even the
thought of caprice, and has shown that
all things in the universe are governed by
an uninterruptible and consistent law, and
the rational philosopher regards no causes
but such as are reducible to this natural
law.
n· seems that there is nothing so absolutely absurd or ridiculous but it can be
accepted or appear reasonable fo a mind
filled with omens and prognostics. How
can you reason with a man who believes
that a medium can overcome the laws of
gravitation and cause a piano to float in
mid-air around a gas-jet, to say nothing
about the excellent music the instrument
played without the touch of human fingers
during its aimless flight, or that minerals,
plants, and even live animals can be transported by spirits from one country to another and paBBed (presto!) through a
solid wall in case of the doors and windows
being closed, or who still believes in the
cld slate trick?
The fact is,:Spiritualism is but a new
form of a supernatural religion which like
all other religions grows involuntarily.
It feeds on the impossible and incredible
as its natural element and cannot liv a
day on what is true or even possible. It
must hav something grotesquely absurd
as its basis, as only the undemonstrable
can be advocated forever.
Science has torn the mask of orthodox
miracle and Spiritualistic phenomena
from the face of nature and revealed the
marvelous features that no skill may interpret; and many popular delusions it is
dispelling. The beliefs in gods, ghosts,
devils, witches, 'angels, goblins, spooks,
imps, fairies, spirits, etc., etc., are
loosening their hold on the imagination
of even children. Touched by the finger
of science these phantoms vanish like
empty vapor. Many are the dreams she
is dispelling and many the visions she is
J. F. LAWRENOE.
dissolving.
Wonders How Christ fans Can Believe.
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 4, 1893.
MR.· EDITOR: I find in my experience
that the prevailing idea among Christians
is, that Freethought will license crime and
vice of all kinds. Of course the trouble
is, they will not think, for if they did they
would see the beauty of Freethought.
These and the words ''truth seeker" they
do not analyze; if so, they would see that
what we"want is the truth. We' do not
condemn their Bible before sifting it to
the very bottom. If it is true we want to
know it. If not, we also want to know it.
If a man says to me that he has studied
his Bible and after reasoning in his own
mind finds it is impossible to believe it,
my respect for :him goes up a number of
degrees, for I see in him an intelligent
and noble creature-intelligent, from the
fact that he reasons for himself, and noble,
for if he did not love truth he would not
seek after it. · The trouble with the
shallow-minded Christians is, they look
only at the surface, for the Bible draws a
thick veil of superstition over their eyes
so they cannot see clearly. They go on
having blind faith in a myth, for the Bible
does not allow th~m to judge its almighty.

In other words, we must not use our
reason, but God makes us, just as we are,
reasonable creatures, and then givs us a
book to believe and worship that is not
reasonable, that contradicts itself goes
against all laws of nature, and for ~ clear
and unprejudiced mind (in my opinion)
is impoBBible to believe. As the boy said,
faith is "believing something we couldn't
or. didn't. believe." A lady acquaintance
Bald to me a short time ago that she "believed the Bible," and finally wound up by
saying that "it was best to keep on the
safe side." Now think for one moment of
the justice of God (for "God is just "),
when this one will not use her reason for
fea~ her faith will be shaken, but says she
believes so as to get a reserved seat in
heaven and gets it, while another one who
is no hypocrit cannot believe it and says
so, and is sentenced to punishment for ever
and ever, just for not believing what one
cannot. Now, if we are blinded, God is
all-powerful and merciful, and can read
all hearts, and he loves his people and
with one word could change our hearts
and make us believe, guide us as a father
would his child. But no, he gave us a
book that is not fit for children to read,
and we hav not heard from him since.
My dear friends, how can human beings
love such a monster as the Bible pictures
him? I say they cannot. It is nothing
but fear.
The Christians say we take all hope
away from them. I say we do not; we
take away their fear. Again, they cite
what good Christian people hav done. I
do not question this, for I hav known very
good Christian people, but that does not
prove their belief to be true by any means.
It is not the people but their belief that
we despise. Think for one moment what
bloodshed, what anguish and despair, that
one book has caused in the world. I remember some time ago seeing an illustration in a book called "The Beautiful
Story." It was of the flood. There was
a rock, and poor helpless human beings
were trying to climb up for safety. Some·
were lying dead. Others were holding
their little innocent babes in their arms
and vainly trying to lift them on the rock
for safety as they were being swept away.
Their love was so great for their children
that they would perish to save them. Also
wild beasts were scrambling up the rock
with their young in their mouths, trying
to save them. I do not know that I ever
had anything strike me so forcibly as that
picture did. I sat and looked at it and
studied it. And we are to believe that
" God is love." Yet he would destroy his
people that he created, innocent babes
that knew no wrong. It touched my
heart to look at it. But my humanity can
not be compared with his.
That is not alL His wrath is not appeased. On the judgment day he will
raise these poor creatures and send them
to hell to be burnt in fire of brimstone.
How any intelligent, clear-minded human
being can believe such things I am not
able to say, for I cannot understand it. I
often think what a nice thing it would be
to hav an invention to take down one's
thoughts. When I get to thinking on the
"Truth Seeking" question I seem to think
a bookful. But it is another thing to
take these thoughts out and clothe them
properly-to get them down on paper.
Our eloquent thoughts are so badly spoiled
that we feel too discouraged to make
another attempt. But I am a strong adMARY C. VAN TINE.
vocate of truth.

A Congressman Who Favors Uniting
Church and State.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Jan. 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed a:n
article by the Hon. John Davis, member
of (our) Fifth Kansas Congressional district, and also my reply to· the same. I
suggest you publish both.
THE COLUMBIAN EXJ?bSITION-BIIALL IT BE
OPEN ON SUNDAY?
There is much public interest manifested in; this subject, and the matter is
worthy of earnest consideration. The.
great majority of the clergy and most of
the church-going people say: "Close the
gates on Sunday; do not desecrate the
Sabbath!" But a very considerable minority are careless on the subject, or say,
"Open the gates!"

Then, there is another very large class I the subject, and knowing that Mr. Davis
of people whp are entirely careless f!-B to is a very liberal-minded gentleman, I
the chru;ch VIew of the Sunday subJect. cannot help but think he is very hypoThey VIew Sunday as any other day of
· ·
· his
N t th t i d
t
the week, and decide at once that the Ex- critical m
re~a~ks..
o
a.
o ~o
position must be open on Sunday in order respect Mr. DaVIS B right to differ With
to enable laboring people to see it. This me, but I can respect a.n opponent withc~ass of people who are solicitous f?r th_e out supporting him, and when anyone
nghts of labor are so numerous1 so I!J.~lli- does support a person that differs with
gent, and so earnest, that therr oprmons h
nl
· f
th
·
must be respected. It is from this point t. em, they can o y do It rom e mo~v
of view that I now write. I claim that the either they_hftv more respect for the opmrights of labor and the laboring people ions of their opponents than their own,
must be considered and gr!'nted. The or they hold so many opinions in commen and women o_f . Amer~ca who hav mon on other subjects that they feel
made_ the great e~bi~ possible, must be that they can a.fli d to sacrifice this
pernutted to see It m Its very best aspects
or
.
and to the fullest satisfaction.
one. But as for me, I exalt this above
But what of the Sunday exhibit? Will all other opinions that Mr. Davis and I
the Sunday exhibit be a full and fair one, hold in common.
My opinion is that
such as labor should see? In my opinion Mr. Davis is establishing a very danit will not and cannot be. Many admit gerous precedent in taking ~the posithat the machinery should cease its mo- tion he does on this subject. He is liable
tion on Sunday, All admit that states, t thr
thi8
t b k · t th Chr"
countries, and individuals should be per- 0
ow
coun ry ac m 0 e
18mitted to close their buildings or to cover tian Dark Ages and barbarism from which
their exhibits on Sunday if they choose to it sprang. He says, " There is another
do so. All agree that there should be no very large and intelligent class whose
coercion in this line to compel a Sunday opinions must be respected." Will Mr.
show where states, nations, and individ- Davis please point out from the beginning
uals desire to respect the Sabbath by clos- to the end of his chapter where he has the
ing their buildings or covering their exhibits on Sunday.
least inclination to respect this "very
In the face of these facts it is plain that large and intelligent class," except the
the Sunday exhibit will be only an emascu- taffy and very flattering notice he has
lated one. The laboring, people who see given us in the above quotation? With
the Exposition only on Sunday will see a that exception, has he not wholly ignored
very poor affair. The laboring people
· ·
? Q
M D ·
d
should not be satisfied with such an ex- our opimons · ueer way r. avlB an
hibit as can be seen on Sunday, when the his Christian coadjutors hav of showing
very best is done that can be done on that their respect for their opponents by the
day. Nor will men and women who hav position that Mr. Davis admits the Chrisworked six days of the past week, and tians would take provided they were demust work six days of the coming week~ feated on the question of Sunday opening.
be in very good condition to see ana.
examin an emasculated, silent half-open, I wo~d ?ke to ask in the_ na~e of fairness
half-closed, half-dead Sunday Exposition. and Justice, of all that IB nght. between
Working people must rest as well as other man and man, If they did not intend to
peop~e. _Th~y hav a ri~ht to see the Ex- . stand by the decision when they carried
positiOn m ~ts very b~Ightest colors, and · the quesi;ion before the national House of
they hav a right
to therr Sunday
R epresentativs, wh ere I•t d"d
.
. . rest.
I no t b e1ong,
The_labormg l?eople of the Cltie~, shops, what did they take it there for? But it is
factories, and nunes, also hav a right to a · t
f ·
d
"d
d
weekly half-Saturday holiday. In many JUB . as arr a~ consi e_r~t?, a~ not more
places they hav been demanding this right. so m proportion, as civilization has adIn some instances this half-Saturday holi- vanced in spite of them-as their past acts
day has been granted. It should be will show. So Mr. Davis takes up on the
granted eve~ywhere. Then a very sm~ll side that he admits would stand by the
change durmg the summer of 1893 will d · ·
"f •t
d ·
d
solve the Sunday-closing question. In~CIBJOn I I. was reverse , m~tea of
stead of the half-holiday on every Satur- VIrtually BaYJng to such an unJust and
day, let there be granted to all laborers unfair-minded people, "Begone with you!
desirin~ to attend the Exposition a wh~le- I know you not! You are only fit comday holiday every alterLJate week durmg pany for John Calvin, Constantine and
the ·months of May, June, July, August, Torquemadal"
'
and September, ~893. Let the day of the
.
.
week for the hohday be arranged to suit
Whenever a persongiVB a different plan,
the mutual.convenience «;~f employers and as he has done, in polemics, it is called
e~ployed I_n each part~cular case; pro- dodging or begging the question. And
VIded that, m case of disagreement, the~ taking in consideration the cramped coneach alternate Saturday shall be the holi- diti
f th 1 b
M D · ·
daL
ons o
e a orer, as
r.
aVIS IB
With this arrangement the plea for Sun- willing to admit, it is not holidays that
day opening to accommodate laboring peo- the laborer is suffering for. It is lock-outs
and the meager pittance that he gets for
ple falls to the ground.
As t)li~ plan insures Sunday closing, in his labor that hurts. And it stands
my opimo_n the clergY:men f!-nd <;~hurc~es laborers in hand to not lose a mo
t'
of the natwn should JOm therr voices with .
men 8
the laboring people in their just and trme tha~ c~n be u~ed to g?od ~dvan.tage.
equitable demand for a whale week-day Mr. DaVIs IB very hberal w1th his holidays
for the laborer, but the question is, Can
holiday every alternate week.
If the clergy and the churches will join they afford to lose the time, and at the
in the demand that . tp.e ~b~ring people same time spend more than they would
aha~ see the ExpoBltion m Its _brightest hav earned in a previous week besides
glories on week-days, there will be no
hil th
t
·
'
longer any demand to see an emasculated w e
~ .grea er portio~ of the~ hav
show on Sunday. The Christian Sabbath large families to support, With exceedingly
will be observed by a complete and high house-rent to pay? No, I repeat, it
sensible closing, giving all a day of rest.
is not holidays that the laborer is suffering
Religion, humanity, and justice all de- for. I suggest to the laborer that it is
mand that labor shall see the Fair on dangerous to "reciprocate" with the
'!eek-days. The sacre.dness of the·Chris- church. They will "want the whole
tian Sabbath and the rights of labor can h , th
th
· ·
be maintained by closing the Exposition og
. e same as ey hav been ~triVI~g
gates on Sunday, and by giving to labor for, as. m the case of the Worlds Farr,
ample opportunities to see it on week-days. and will go back on you and be your worst
In my opinion, this is the more liberal and enemies if they do not get it.
the better policy.
JoHN DAVIa.
M D · t lk
d
r. aVIS a sa goo deal abou~ civiliI must confess that I was laboring un- zation and Christianity, as if they were
der a mistake as to the position the Hon. synonymous terms. I would like to ask
J ohn)!,avis occupied in regard to Sunday him if the Holy Inquisition, the Crusades
opening of the World's Fair. I was of the Dark Ages, hanging witches, burnmisled as to his position by the leading ·ing Bruno and imprisoning Galileo,
People's party papers.
They reported and killing and imprisoning discoverers
him and Senator Peffer opposing the and inventors even down to the disclosing of the World's Fair on Sunday. It covery of printing and .inventing of the
is true they claimed that this was done on fanning-wheel, had a great deal to do
account of the appropriation attached, with bringing about civilization. If so,
and although I hav taken the Nat~onal how has it happened that anything apWatchman almost from its first issue, proaching anyway near civilization has
and notwithstanding I always scan the happened within the last two or three
headings closely, and would hav been very centuries, notwithstanding Christianity
much interested in an article headed as has existed for eighteen hundred years?
the above, yet I entirely overlooked it, or Has not civilizfttion advanced. just in proit was issued as a supplement and one was portion as Christianity has lost power?
not inclosed to my address. But the mis''Keep church and state forever septake, whether it was made on my part or arate." '' This government in no sense is
the publisher's, saved Mr. Davis a vote, founded on the Christian religion."
because I hav very decided opinions on
J OlilN W. Alwoft,
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Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, J[all
River, Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d!!,Y'S occur.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

The Burial of Summer.
The summer dies with crimson stain,
September pours her azure rain,
Whose purple wine and reddened lees
Make torches of the maple trees.
We welcome glad the gold and red
As once the lVIay that joyous led
The summer's bridal boon and cheer
To fill and round the harvest ear.
We will not pierce through autumn dyes
To find the gray of wintry skies,
But reap our gladness now, to-day,
With crimson leaves that cannot stay.
The poor dead summer, pale and thin,
Sad breezes bear her funeral hymn;
Yet birth has been, so death must be
With evolution's mystery.
Pueblo, Col.
MARY BAIRD FINCH·

Dick.
DEAR FRIENDS IN THE CoRNER: May I
tell you about my pet lamb Dick and the
happy times we had together, and how
after all these years I find a certain joy in
thinking of him.
It happened in this way: Father kept a
large flock of sheep, and one spring Sister
Matt and ·I used to go with him every
morning and evening to look after the
lambs.
How plainly I remember every part of
the road with its three narrow paths and the
strips of grass between, looking ·so much
like a striped ribbon, green and gray, out
past the watering-trough by the orchard
.to the bars.
No wonder artists so love to paint them
on so many of our Christmas cards and
other little souvenirs.
Memory holds for me this charming
picture of that old pasture on the side of
the hill painted by that best of all artists
Nature. There is the rough stone-wall
with the pole-fence on top, and the great
grim rocks scattered around like so many
houses, with paths around them for streets,
with here and there a stump, all that now
remains of the once noble trees. They fittingly fill the place of the soldiers' monuments we see now in nearly every village.
Then comes the wood br low for background with its varying shades of green
and browu. This was the sugar place, and
was the sweetest place of all. Farther
down is Bell Water pond looking so much
like the blue sky.
This is the way I see it yet. I know
for many years the iron horse has rushed
along through those quiet fields startling
bird and beast with its shrill whistle and
ring of progress. But to me it is the same
dear place and can never ch11nge.
Well, one evening we went down just as
the lambs were having their good-night
romp; they run and play, chase each
other up on to rocks, and jump off, and
away they all go again like so many little
girls. The old sheep will look up from
their feeding and watch them in a thoughtful way, although wondering, perhaps, if
they ever could hav been so rude and
gay.
This evening we found one little wee
fellow that did not seem to hav any name,
so father took him up and brought him to
the house and told us we might hav him
for ours.
I really don't think he ever lacked for
love or care after that.
What a dear little pet he was! Such a
clean, sweet face, with his dark, intelligent eyes! How fast he grew! We named
him Dick-very soon he knew it meant
him, and that shows that sheep understand a great deal and learn so easily.
If he was feeding and he heard our
voice!', no matter where we were, he would
come. Perhaps all of you don't know
that sheep can go anywhere girls can,
over fences, up and down stairs, and all
about.
I don't remember that he ever ''followed
us to school" as Mary's little lamb did,
but he went raspberrying once. We had
gone off slyly, for he had a habit of think-

ing every pail or dish held something
good for him. We had a pail placed on
a rock, and were picking in small dishes ;
we had marly filled our pail, when what
should we see but Dick standing with his
nose in the pail? Not finding anything he
liked, he gave it a poke, and over it went
like "Phebe's blackberries;" but there
were plenty more, and we were not picking to sell in order to get nice clothes to
wear to church, but to make a shortcake.
I never remember feeling angry with
Dick when he did such mischief. Mother
did not allow him in the house, but it was
fun for us to hear his little feet go patter,
patter on the floor, and we were always
quite willing to run out with him.
One of the farm buildings was a large
hoghouse, the top part finished off to
store farming tools, etc.; for stairs there
were planks quite wide put .up on the outside with cleats nailed on for steps-it
made a fine place for us to run up and
down. One day we were jumping off here
and having great fun when Dick came
running to join. He came under the
walk just as Matt was jumping off, so she
landed astride of his broad, soft back with
her face toward his tail. He ran about
with his strange load crying, ba-a·rr!
ba-a-rrr! till she fell off. We all laughed
and clapped our hands till she was so
angry she began to cry. Dick came walking up to her looking so sober, and he
seemed to say, "Please don't cry, little
mate, I feel as sorry as you do."
Be loving and kind to your pets, dear
children; study their habits, you can
learn so much from them. My New Year's
wish to you all is that you will be true and
good. Let nfinement and morality be
your religion and ever keep on the sunny
path of Freethought; and that I may meet
you somewhere along the road, is the great
desire of your friend,
ETTA MARDEN.
Pennacook, N. H.

Correspondence.
MEDONTE, ONT., Jan. 20, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner, and I hope it will not
be the last. My father has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER the last three years, and he
likes the paper immensely. I am sixteen
years of age, but I do not go to school. I
hav three brothers and one sister and
they all like to read the Children's Corner
and look at the pictures and compare them
with the Bible. I was down at Orillia
Sunday evening to hear Mr. Ellis lecture,
but I did not care much about it. There
were quite a number of men there, but the
women were scarce I think my letter is
long enough for this time, so I will close.
Your Liberal Friend,
I remain,
LuCY M. TAYLOR.
PUEBLo, CoL., Jan. 17, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav long wanted
to write ap.d tell you how much·I enjoyed
your description of your trip abroad, especially the scenes in Scotland I seem
to see it all with new vision. I always
like to read letters of travel from a woman.
Th.:y see and tell of the details that men
ignore or forget. It would be fine if you
could publish it in pamphlet form. I am
glad to see the renewed interest in the
Uhildren's Corner, and new letters from
new writers. I read every one and like to
know all they are doing in their far-off
homes. I hope they will describe the
scenery about them, the different varieties
of trees flowers, soil, etc., etc. I am
always delighted to read the articles from
the pen of Ida Ballou and George Remsburg.
I hav been very ill or should hav wr:tten to you before to tell you how glad
I was to see you are reelected to the
school board of Fall River. I notice your
name in the 1Vomar.'s 11·ibwne too.
Keep on; you are a power in the land.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
[Thanks for kind and appreciativ
thoughts. Sorry you hav been ill and
trust you are much better now, dear
friend. The weather has been severe, and
hard for everyone.-ED. C. C.]
ELMo, Mo., Jan. 25, 1893.
FRmND MIRS WIXoN: This is my first
letter to the Corner. I hav been a constant reader of the Corner for about one
year, and am comparativly young in the
Liberal belief, but as I hav had experience
in the so-called conversion, which I think
is nothing more than an excited state
of mind1 I am as strong a Liberal
as if 1 nad been one from my birth
up. I am almost the only young Liberal in our town. Mnst of the people
are of some religious belief, and it is not
popular to be a Liberal, but I will not
be a hypocrit. That which I believe I am

always willing to express openly aJad above•
board. Some of my acquaintances say to
me, "'I would be afraid to doubt there
bein~ a God." It seems to me as if they
were living in the dark ages of superstition. WhPn they say "You must believe
or be persecuted" I often think if the
money that is expended for religious purposes was contributed to the school fun<ls
we would hav a much mo1·e enlightened
class of people. For illush:ation I will
take our own town: we hav here three
churches, which if they were convertEd
into one building would make a good
college building, and taking the salary of
each minister at $500 a year (which is
small), would make a t~>tal of $1,500 a
year, which would pay the salary of a
good instructor, which, I think, would he
more beneficial to the rising generation
than an hour devoted to the worship of
an unseen being every Sunday. We hav
had this winter about six monthR of school
and about eight months of revival meeting. Which is the more elevating to
mankind? I would like to correspond
with some of the Corner readers. I am,
Your Liberal friend,
J. E. KRAFT.
[The above is a very sensible letter, and
friend Kraft is a sensible young man If
churches could be converted into colleges,
or schools of science, hygiene, and philosophy, everyone could become well
educated, and we should not then hav the
standing disgrace of a penitentiary iu every
state in the Union, and a vast array of
paupers and imbecile to support.-ED.
C. C.]
ELCELSIOR, WASH., Jan. 20, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I want to tell you,
and all the little friends of the Corner, of
my experience with a Christian lady, one
of the regular blue kind. She wanted a
little girl to work for her. I went to see
her about it, 11nd found her in the back
yard with two fine chickens that she said
she wa!'l going to send to her minister. I
thought first, I would go right home, but
afterward I thought I would stay and
talk with her.
.
She said that she wanted me to stay and
help her, that her work was not hsrd.
After getting my wages down by saying
that I would hav a great part of the time
to myself, she kept me at work every
minute, from 6 in the morning till 9
at night, and then she engaged two boarders. I told her that I could not stay if
she was going to keep a boarding-house.
She said, "You will hav to stay, or I won't
pay you for what you hav done." That
afternoon her ministPr and wife came and
stayed to tea. The minister talked badly
about Mr. Ingersoll-he called him "old
Bob Ingersoll" and "old Bob." I was
indignant and wanted to tell him that Mr.
Ingersoll knew more and was a better man
than all the preachers in the world. I
went to church with them Sunday even..:;
ing, and she got up and cried in church
and said she was a great sinner. I thought
she told the truth then, if she did lie about
her work. I went home and she did n,)t
pay me. I hope there will none of you
hav to work for a Christian. From your
Liberal friend,
BLANCHE L. REITER.
[Blanche did well to go away from that
employer. Always stand for your principles and do right.-ED. C. C.]
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Col., a crowd of five hundr·~d persons gathered at Dean Hart's house and stoned
it. Their anger had been provoked by the
dean's continued instigatiOn of raids on
Sunday theatricals. Patrol wagons were
driven through and over the crowd, clubs
freely used, and revolvers drawn. The
By W. S BELL.
police bad difficulty in protecting themConflict s,tween Mental Science and Theology selvs, and were unable to make an arrest .
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.
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agam as a priest without his going through
the form of saying 'Pater peccavi ' to the
archbishop of New York shows not only
utter lack of tact on the part of the papal
delegati', but it also sanctions a breach of
disciplin unheard of in the history of
Rome."
:Sy Helel'l H. GardeJler'.
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hav an r.rm of 6,640 square miles. The
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR population consists of 34,436 negro nativs,
15,301 Chinese, 12,360 Japanese, 8,602
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Portuguese, 1,928 Americans, and 1,344
Price,
15 cents
British-total 80,000. Nine-tenths of the
trade is with the United States. Hawaii's
importance to us would be as a maritime
(
defense.
.:;,
BH<'WING
Its History anrl Its Injf.":-t-e'!fWe IN England pietists proposed a sociefy
for the suppression of profanity. PresTRill ABSURDITY AND UNTil UTHFUL~
Upon Society.
ently they found that a law punishing it
NEBS OF THlll OHUROH'E CLAIM
By DB. LoUis BUCHNER, Author of "Foree anct already existed. It was passed in the
TO BE A DIVINlll AND BENEFIMatter," etc.
time of George II., and for a profane
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RKTranslated from the German.
oath uttered by a laborer imposed a fine
VEALING THE ABUS!tS
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
of one shilling; for one uttered by a perOF A UNION OF
son above the degree of laborer and bPlow
OHUROH AND
that of gentleman, two shillings, and
,;TATE,
for one by a gentleman or upward, five
shillings. The action is culpable if com·
mitted in one's own bouse, the same as on
---LIQUOR DRINKiNG--the street. The first case punished under
Commended, Defended, and this revival of the law was a few days ago,
lllustratioJlS.
when a laborer at Wisbeach named
Enjoined by the Bible.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS Of
Abraham Pye was fined for four profane
10 cents
Bl' E. c. WALKER.
words one shilling each, and thirteen
shillings costs.
NrJw
A NEGRo ravished a four-year-old girl at
Paris, Tex., and then murdered her by
THB GOSP:SLS,
tearing her in two. The entire populaEpistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles, tion of the surrounding country, numberand not Included In the N0w Testament.
AND
ing thousands, turned out and _assis~eil in
Price,
$1
burning him at the stake. The r~'lat1vs of
OF
the girl burnt his feet with red-hot irons
and finally put out his eyes with them.. As
be struggled out of the fire several t1mes
By FRANCES 'VRIGHTo
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01'
be was thrust back. No s•10h scene bas
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the been witnessed since the religious tortures.
THE ARTIST.
Of the many opinions express~d fo~ and
Breek philosopher, and the author.
against, perliaps th9 most sens1ble 1s the
DESIGNS BY WATSON llEST()B.
75 cents
Price,
one that it was well enou<>b so far as
WITII PORTRAI'l' Olf'
TIIE DESIGNER.
the negro was concerned, but not well
concl'rning the torturer~, wh~ by sncb
cruelties are molde I to commit a dozen
The illustrations are classified as follows:
more crimes of a violence equal to the
ill re~ent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
ll represent SamJ?les of Christianity's WoriL
-HINDOO ORIGINnegro's.
5
"
MissiOnaries.
_
li
"
The Church Robbing the People.
fl
"
Thanksgiving.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
Or Habrew aJld C~ristia!l RevGEo. RuDoLPH, an ex-priest, was de5
Sabbath Laws.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their ltesuUI
livering an anti-Catholic lecture at Lafayelatiol'\•
l4.
Children and the Church.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
!0
Woman and the Church.
Priests and Politics.
Price, $2 ette, Ind., on the night of the 26th ul~,
By LoUIS JAcoLLIOT.
5
Tbe Church nnd Thomas l'aine.
4
Ireland and the Church.
before an audience of three thousand In
t
Sturlies m Natural History.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
the Opera House, when a Catholic mob
~
The Bible and Science.
1
The Gses of the Cross.
1i
The Clergy and Their Flocks
4:
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
broke in the stagA doors and began shooti
Piety in Onr Penitentiaries
II
Persecutions of'the Church.
ing at him. He- drew a revolver and fired
~
The Atonement Scheme.
12
Some Allegories.
back. Members of the A~eric!tn Protest-. '
8
Heaven.
The Lord and His Works.
!
Prayer.
6
Hell.
ant Association came to h1s a1d. and the
A HISiORY OF ALL
lC
The Creetlq.
7
Misoolla~eons.
firinO' became general. The aud1~>nce was
l
Christians and Mohammedar.a.
seize"d with panic, and men and women
knocked
down
and
trampled
in
flight,
were
A most extraorrlinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ~ver be.
-BY:ore appeared in this conn try, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
AN UNGODLY WoMAl>!' oll' T:a:E NINETEENTH CEN'I· All but determined members of each s- ct ished.
must give the Truth Seeker Company the crerlit of pptting the book in the reach of all
presently got out It was learned that U twiceWe
'UBY.
the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
'lli oents.
\.JJnt h.
Rudolph bad been hit in the hand. He ligner is a wonderful snccessJ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Lioeral in
atte~ pted to resume the lecture, but was Unerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Frcethinkers' Magazine.
prevl'nted by a shower of rotten ~ggs fro!ll
SISTER LUCY
_
Mr. Heston deserves to b!l called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has derlicated his genius. to
the gallery, and forc~d to retire, amtd ~'feethought,
and has done faithful and noble work for the canse of nght and truth. But the pwt-ANDboots and biAses. Thts w~s repeated s~v ll't:S do not mak~ np the whole of this volume. 'There are nearly two hundred pages.of reading
-uatter
that
serve
first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the nttot
eral times. Sheriff Gaddis and depnttes al•ity of the church's
professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
arrived just in time to prevent the Catb"- Jook is one of the best weapons against Chris~ianity and the church tbat has ever been put in t.h•
lics, who had now formed in full strength, ll~-:1~ 0f Fraethinkers.-rBoston Invc~ti gu '-·)~ _
and under desperate leaders, from overPrl~. boar"d covere, $2 ; olc:rU~, $Z.SO.
whelming the ex-priest and his _guard.
AS 'rJO tl~f/1 H!J!.L CONVENT.
Rudolph was got into a. cab a.!ld dnv~n off
4ddreee Th• TrR.~ s..1w1t1o
W lil row Words on Auricular Confession,
at a speed that outdistanced hls enemteB,

Photo{ra:{lh of Oolonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild 1n his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
otmerica's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
ftftY cents.

Bral·n and t-he BI.ble.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

OF

FREEl'H OLTGHT.

"A Digest of 8 cience."

TH[ DYNAMIC TH[ORY Of Llf[ AND MIND 1

THE SABBATH.
The Sunday Question.

FA ffTH INK [As~ PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

J/1atsriaZism:

Bible 1empera11ce..
Apocryphal

Testament.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Godly Women of the BiOleo
The Women Who figure in the Bible.

Her Awful Disclosures

'&Ice.
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IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlang]l .•..•....••.• liS
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake ....• 10
4 Influence of Christianity on CiVilization. 6
Unde~ood .....•.......•.................•• I
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
ll Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 111
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall •• 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ......•......... 10
11 Philoso~h_y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 1>0
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
18 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e ....•••.•••. 10
14 Land Question. Charlee Bradlaugh......... 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh ......................... 5
16 Why Do :lrlen Starve? Charles Bradlangh... 5
18 A Plea. for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake...... 5
20 Snp(lrstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake...... ... • . 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts ...• 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ........ 5
28 The Christian Deit;y:. Charles Watts........ 5
~Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts . . . 5
25 Freethon~Iht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts............ . . 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Ho]yoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol_yoake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... ... 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla~gh .... o..... 5
89 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
48 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'f. Should the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. . Holyoake .......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Charles Bradlangh ... 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen." . . . . . . . . 5
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh... .. . .. 5
4 Wh;y I was Excommunicated. Barnard•..... 20
5 200 ~nestions Without Answers............... 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese 1\iandarin.......... . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak bnt Zealous Christian..... . . . . . 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
oake. ..................•...................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh. ...... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
11 New Life of Jacob....•........................ 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol;v:oake ..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
14. Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh..... .. 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... .. 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlangh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.5Qworth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
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Books byS.P.Pntnam.

Superstition in All Ages.

Prof. Wm. Denton;s Books.

SV JB.AN .M.BSLIBJ.:ot.,
A

Christianity and Exposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Cnticisms of
Universolo!U! Price: 20 cents.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pa~e to last with the living spir1t of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance. "The au-

thor certainly has . ~enins. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thon_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcrwt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[lnger~oll. Price, $1.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
~

A COLLECTION OF

ORIG~NAL

AND SELECTED HYMNS

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Centlll"y
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price,10 cents.

FOR

Liberal al").d at~ieai Societies, Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
for' Se~ools al").d
whir.n its superiority to the mutilated copythe Geuesis le![ep.d-ls shown. Price, 10 cents.
t~e Home.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
l>rU:o, $1,50,
For s&le at TRIA OFFICE.

mance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette vlace. New York.

r

BOOKS

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Ga1Tison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Onr National Constitn·
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records. Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
ls Spiritualism True~ 10c.
Man's True Saviors. 10c.
Ortho[oxy False, Since S}liritnalism is
True. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

·

Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects.
$1.25.
Rad~cal

Rltymes.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by W m. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

NATHANI[L VAUGHANt

BY

SALADIN

Priest al").d Mar')..

A NOVEL.

(W, STEWART ROSS),

An independent and respectable study of chart.

acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
presentment ofthemischievons nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
AodreRR
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Books by 11e1en H. Gardenet,

Editor of the

.r.ONDON .AGNOSTIC JOURN.AI..,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl)e
thanks of all who really think.'' It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cr1t1msml:of canst1c
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satne, of patnos and elo9.nence. tIs one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
·
'

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman·; it shrouded
as with a halo.of sacred innocence the tender years of the child.'' The object of Saladin's work
is to show t.he archdeacon his error, and he has snccee(l.ed. An English wdter said of i~:
"This certamly is one of the most marvelous books ever Issued from the press. The anthonties cited are nnqnestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt· lettered, $2.50.
J

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r<snrrection i~ in this book carefully considered\.and found wantinfl'. It ought to convince every Christian of the nntrnthfulness of this aueged m.ix~J.cle, for
it 15 certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec_i, proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J:o_which are added such comments
as only !:laladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and

Gods~

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Traae Suppltea at Special Discount&.

IS THIS YOUR SOB~ MY LORD 1

Being Random Notes and Sketches. tome of its snbjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book. for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read agaiu at.d again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
8

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows wit.h passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;v: one who endured it~ Based upon a manuscript in the possession of lil&ladin
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Pzice. cloth. $1: Dai>er, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
QAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.

Price. oloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
;fill Lafayette place, New Y2!!:_

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

B.

By FBEDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., eto.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.

What Is Riglit ~ lOe.
What Was He t Jesus in 19tb Century

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the JralloW!. Printed from m&D.l!•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short storr of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Court
said: "'l'his nove will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's &tory, 'Is
This Your Son,lVIy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
THE CONFESSIONAL.
~
Being an exposure of that infamous reliJt'ions rite. Contents: Licentio11Bness of the PreReformation Church; Lecher.! of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts uom Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have .Fostered Learning; Her Atte·• pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
8
For &11 of these works addzen
'l'HE TBUTH SEEKER. 38 Lafayette l'laoe, New York.~

1!~.

UNDE.RWOlHJ'~

VH1n.1 .. ,.,

FOR liiALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

gssays and Lectures. Embracing Infiu.
ence of Christianity on Civilization ; l.llriR
tianityandlVIaterialism; WhatLitcmlism offtl>
in Place of Christianity; Scientilic lliateri~tlism
Woman; Spiritualism from a l\Iateri"li'Li
Standpomt; Paine the Political ann Hcligi;m
Reformer- Materialism and Crime; Will th
Comina llfan Worship God? Crimes and Crud
ties of 'Christianity; the Anthorit~ of tho Bible
FreethonghtJudged by Its Frmts; Our Idea·
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. Z5 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place o
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific ]laterialism ; Its Meaning an{
Tendeney. 10 cents.
Sph·itnalism from a :tn:aterialistic Stand
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political antl Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Het
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worsldp God!
lOcents.

l'welve Tracts. Scientffic and Theolog•
ical.

~.0

cents.

Dr. E. B.

,

~,oote,s

0

Works.
(

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illnstratecl. Cloth,
$8.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in Story; .:>:r, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, aua Sponsu, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ijl2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes...._separate, flew1ble cloth~ 50
cents J>er volume· !ted Line edition, snitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.'') 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Jlonthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin({ Pregnancy. Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdviCe to a Mother on thll
Man~.tgement of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 hooks in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Boolr of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
"'

Address

'l'HE TRU'rH R~F.KI<:~

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .Tolin R • .KeiJ!Io, AeMo

:tllm.O. cloth, 81oi!Q.

THE TRUTH t"3EEKER. FEBRUARY
GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

1898.

!Norks of Charles Watts.

(._

·The Myth o:fthe Great Deluge. By James
l\1. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read It is to be astoni~hed at
the possibilities of religions credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It
ought to meet with a very largesale.-c.P.Farrell.
The Evolution of" the Devll.-By HenrY
.- Frank, the independent p1·eacher of N~w York
Ci~y. The most learned. accurate. scientific and
philosophic~! analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
befor<_~ pnbhshed. The book contains 66 pages, is
beanhfnlly bound, With likeness of author ou title
page. Price, 25 cents.
Ine:ers~>Jl's Addre"s bef"ore the New
York Unitarian Club. Thefirsttimein the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with continuous applause from beginning
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifnlly printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
pamphlet of forty pal(eR,With likeness of Ingersoll.
) PriceJ 20 cents. The most profound address
that mgersoll ever delivered.
c
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
inches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. Price 12 cents.
(lbu~'ch and State; the Bible in the Publio
Schools; the New "American" Party-By ••Jefferson. • Third edition. This beautiful paml'hlet of 28 pages is the most thorough presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion of" Humanity: A Phi•
losophy o:t LiCe. By J. Leon Benwell. A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likenes• of
author. A most v··Juable publication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Inger.
soli on Roscoe Conklin~~:. Delivered before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price, 4 cents.
Dwight L. llioody. An interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Rell!don. Wltae is to be its
final outCJOme! B;r an Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.
God In the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, With likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
.
What Would Follow the Eftacement
of" Cbrlstlanity' By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most. valuable contribution to
Freethought Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Llt"e and Career ot"Char]es Bradlangh.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents.
Ine:ersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents.
Stan dine; up f"or .:resus; or what the editor
ot the Freethtnkers' Magatline thinks of h!m.
Price, 4 cents.
Address,
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEW YoRK CITY.
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Pre. C..ml Con oT

Supernatural Religion.

: Suc.H is the. destiny of great men; their
snperwr geruus always exposes them to
the envenomed darts of calumny and
envy.-Letter of Frederick the Great to
Voltaire.

E£ave We a Supernatural, Inspired.l\firaoulous Religion?

A~FRmN:J? is one who incessantly pays us
the .c_omphment of expecting from us all
~he vutnes, and who can appreciate them
m us. It takes two to speak the trnth,one to speak, and another to hear.Thoreau.

BIBLE MORALS.

TRANQUILLITY or peace of mind which is
also ?alled wi~dom, is a thing so desirable
that. Its v;alue IS beyond all estimate. PossesR~g 1t we wonder. at nothing, we fear
notbmg, and we enJoy everything, for
when we know how properly to frame our
manners, order our actions, and moderate
Teacl!ings of Secularism Compared
our des~es, we are continually happy.- t'he
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.
Democntus.
·
Price, 25 cents.
So far as principles were concerned Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
Voltaire was the greatest lawyer of his
of ~Iankind Z Debate between t1e Edtime. I do not mean that he knew the
itor of the Halifax Evening llfail and Charles
terms and decisions, but that he clearly
Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and Oolonel Ingersoll, and an
perceived not only what the law should be
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
but the application and administration:
25 cents.
He understood the philosophy of evidence
Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
the difference between suspicion and A of
Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
proof, between belief and knowledge, and
he did more to reform the laws of the IJhristianity : Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 1~ cents.
kingdom and the abuses at courts than all
the lawyers and statesmen of his time.- Tlte Horrors of the French ReYolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
In,qersoll.
·
·Secularism: Destructiv an!l Constructiv.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
IF you wish depth, genius, imagination
taste, reason, sensibility, philosophy' Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown. to
Be Contradictory and Defective as an Ethical
elevation, originality, nature, intellect'
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
fancy, rectitude, facility, flexibility, pre:
Ag11osticism
and Christian Theism :
cision, art, abundance, variety, fertility
Which Is the . ~lore Reasonable 1 24
warmth, magic, charm, grace, force, a~
pages. Price, 10 cents.
eagle sweep of vision, vast understanding
instr~ction ri.ch, tone excellent, urbanity: EYolntion aml Special Creation. 10 cents.
and Sinners-WhicM 24 pages ii;.
suaVIty, dehcacy, correctness, purity Saints
cover. Price, 10 cents.
cleanness, eloquence, harmony, brilliancy' The Superstition of tl1e Christian Sun·
rapidity, gaiety, pathos, sublimity and
day : A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
universality, perfection indeed, behold
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Voltaire.- Goethe.
The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.

Twenty Crl!mes and Vices
Sanctioned by Sc'r'tptu're.
By J. E. RDI&lll!BG. Price, l!IS cents.

THE BESTt
THill

"Otto Wetlstein" WATCH.

Perfected new model, 16 jewels, fnll adjusted
to hea.t, col~l, a.nd position, beautiful double sunk
dia.l, and a.ll '!lodern improvements; ouaranteea
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
ca.ses, I!!~Xi B-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28.
In best nued gold ca.se, open-face, dust-proof, $2€•
hinged ca.se, $28 to $30; huntin_g:1 $31 to $35; 14
ca.ra.t, solid gold, $4ti to $150. N1ckel works, $2
more.
Re!fUlar Grado American Watches.Bilvenne ca.se, 7 Jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewel~ $9; dit~o. a.djusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. m finer casesJ a.dd u.s a.bove.
Ladles' Au1or1can Gold Watches.-All
la.test styles in plush ca.ses; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.50; 15 Jewels, $20; 14 ca.rat solid
~rold, $10 more. Hea.vier, more ela.bora.te, a.nd
dia.mond-set ca.ses, from $5 to $100 more.
All wa.tches sent with written guara.ntee, kept
in order 1 year, and after tha.t time clea.ned for $1
and returned free.
Snndrles.-Lower grade nickel wa.tches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best ra.zor, $2;
best trip~e-pla.ted teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons
$3.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; a.h for $6. Solid
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvemr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50,_1l12 ~o $8.
The Colonel Ingersod.-Tea., $2.50 ;ora.nge
$2.75; suga.r, $8;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extri
heavy teas, $8. Etched :
" The Ttme to be Ha:PW ts Now,"
50 cents extra..
The
Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
Price, 10 cents.
eua.meled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2. 75, and
Nature and the Supernatural; or, Belief $8.50. With dia.mqnds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
ami Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10 $11l,_ $15, $20, 1!180.
vlamondsi 20 per cent. below market price
cents.
Bend for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
The American Secular Union; Its Ne· ba.dge, tracts, etc., free. All goods vrwata (excessity and the Justice of Its Nine De- cept knives and forks) and cash refunded a.t op.
clea.ned $1, a.nd returned free.
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert tion. WatchOTTO
WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Lo.RD BACON knew not N atura,'but he
knew and pointed out all the paths that
lead to a knowledg-e of her. He despised, earlyin his career, that which fools
in square caps taught under the name of
philosophy, in those madhouses called
colleves; and he did all that he could to
keep them from continuing to confuse the TI1eological Presnm]Jtion : An Open Letmind by all those words which not only
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. 8.
WATBR OP LIPS
In Chis letter the following subjects are dealt
ignorance rendered respectable, but which
with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid Debate 1 2. I• Doing Wonders In Curing tho Sick.
a ridiculous blending with religion
The Position of Agnostimsm Toward OhrisWrite for pa.mphlet to J. R. PERRY,
rendered sacred. He is the father of extianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science.
No. M South Ma.in street, Wilkesbarrw, Pa.
4. The :Difference Between Facts and OJ?inions.
perimental philosophy.- Voltaire.
5. Ohrist and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 p!l-@s.

Price~

cents.

A FRENCH stude~t who now begins the
Addres~
'!'HE TRUTti BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette DL. New York.
10 oents. study of the law buys for three francs a
Price.
copy of the " Code Civil," a volume about
I specia.lly want 500 orders for books within the
as large as a pocket Testament, and as
next three months.
easy to understand as the Ten Commandstamp for ciroula.ra a.nd
ments Napoleon may hav caught the Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law regu- Friends will plea.se send
WHY.
idea of reducing French law to this simple
la.ting huma.n conduct on the Ba.bba.th is a.n 1mELMIMA DRAKE BLENKER,
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
form from a sentence in one of Voltaire's
Snowville, Va.
-FORletters in 1739. "What disgusted me Tlte False Teaching of the Christian
with
the
profession
of
advocate,"
he
wrQte,
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
--~893..To R~uulat" tlte
"was the profusion of useless things with
the Christia.n church a.re thirty-nine poor.
Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
STOMACH, LIVER
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
which they wished to load mv brain. To
AND BOWELS, TAKI:
.
CoNTENTS:
THE POINT is my device."-Parton's Life Tlte Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a. minister's pra.y.ing God to kill grasshoppers,
The Moral Sa.noti<m> Leslie Step!:ten; Reverent
R~PANS TABULE&.
Agnostioism,Amos wa.ter'U The Mother Na.ture: of Voltaire.
or trying to induce the Deit-y to undertake a
B11 M. BABOOOK.

The Agnostic Annual

A Poem~ Gerald Ma.ssey; .uogma.tism in Theology, Ahred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount
Ba.muel La.ing; The 01ty of the Dead, W. Btewari
Ross (Sala.dinl: On the Duty of Honesty_ in Our
Oonvictions,p. E. Plumptre; Scientifio J:teli~rion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Bu_perstition, Oha.rles
Wa.tts; Anthropology a.nd Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod'!i The Disa.pveara.nce of the NetherWorld~
F. J. u-ould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin a.na
Development, Frederiok Milla.r· Bil'(nals with
Ma.rs: A Poem, G. H. Ma.rtin; Ma.tenalism a.nd
Idealism Ha.rmonized, Lucia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
AfldrBRR THE TRUTH .REEKER

WoULD it then be just to conclude, with
Christendom, that the career of Jesus
presents phenomena wholly unique in the
world's history? Such is, perhaps, the
natural impulse of the human mind, after
contemplating a life of heroic selfabnegation and devotion to the welfare of
human kind. With a like thought, we
hav doubtless risen from the perusal of the
noble tribute to the founder of another of
the world's greatest religions in Edwin
Arnold's "Light of Asia." We are
touched in a similar manner by the contemplation of the noblest cha•acters of
fiction-the Jean Valjeans and the
Romolas, ideal exemplars of this religion
of lofty self-sacrifice. But sober second
thought should lead us to question whether
we ought not rather to bear in mind the
human limitations of even the noblest of
those who hav lived and died for ms.n, lest
we fall into a species of idolatry and heroworship inconsistent with the mandates of
rational religion. At least let us not exalt
one unduly by the disparagement of all
others. Old Father Taylor, of Boston, the
seamen's missionary, whose abundant
humanity outweighed the depressing implications of his creed, when he was asked,
"Do you think there ever was as good a
man as Jesus?" instantly replied, "Yes,
millions of them!" Hav not you and I
also known hearts as true and souls as full
of manly courage? Let us not deny Jesus
his proper place in the world's history,
The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, RHf nor place him so far above the level of our
pages, $3.
common manhood that he shall fail to be
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
to us always a rational example and in-:'he Real Blllsphemers. Paper, 12mo, spiration to all noble things. Let him liv
188 pa.ges, 50c.
in our hearts and minds a heroic, manly
12mo. character, "not too l!aintly to be human."
Spiritualism Sustained.
~5 pages, $1.
-Lewi8 Janes,
vm.n:r11e ~ tt.
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L K. Washburn's Works.

crnsa.de of one against the Uolora.do beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.
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Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 7
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesns"Insane7 Price, 10 cents.
Tlte Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

1'Bt. H01't.D SPECJAI.JS1'f
I!'O'l' Men Only,

PATENTS

OBTAINED.
Term·s Easy.

fbirty-11Te years' experience. Examination& and Re ..
porte tree. Prompt attention. Send Dra.wJng a.nddV

HrlpUoa W L. DIL4l'IU <t ~'9., Atv'o, Wa~o,l).\1·

Is a _physician of a wide and extemive pra.cti~
and his remedies a.re of the best. The Doctor
~rea.ts a.ll those peculiar diseases of youn~r and
middle-aged men, &B the result of youthful errors
and excesses, ca.using Ea.rly Deoa.y, Loss of Ma.nhood, Wastin_g Disoha.rges\,Va.ncocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Jnsa.nity, a.nd
De&th.
To those afll.ioted and who a.re desirollll of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
their a.ddress for ten cents\ sealed in a. flain
envelow, IP.ving oe.uaes a.na BYJP,Pt!nll! o the
Oompl&int a.nd a. description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-a.n Outward Applioa.tion-a. positive cure-the only remedy of ~he
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. B. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. I.
And sa.y you saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dit Fellows is an Infidel.
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CHARLES H. KeRR & CO.'S

The Open Court Publishing (om~any's
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Publications.

'-The Last Tenet_l Imposed upon the Khan of '
Tomathoz. J:S.Y Hudor Genone, author ;

'l'hree Introductory LectUI·es on the
Science of Tllought. By F. Max Mtil-

of "Inquirendo Island." Copiously illustrated '
with original drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

ler. l. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The
Identity of Language and Thought, and 8.
The Simplicity of Thought. With an IJ.ppendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between 'F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.

Inquirendo Island. A novel. By Hudor

Genone. 12mo, 353 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50c. "This book is to me a delightful surprise. In mv judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
merclless exposure of Pharisaism and hypocr~sy, which is so prevaJ.ent in fashionable Christlanrty of to-day. It 1s a good book and while
it will offend many, shoulu be reau1 by all."(TheArena.

Three Lectut·es on The Science of Lan•
gnage. By Prof. F. Max: Muller. The

Oxford University Exteniiion Lectures. With
a supl!lement, •· l\1y Predecessors." an ess~y on
genesB of "Thq Srience of Thought.' 112
pages; cloth. Price, 'i'5c.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, _past.or of the Theistic church of London, with a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'l'aft Root. Pnper, 37 page"; 2Qc.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, prof'es~or of Comparative and Exi>eri•
mental P~ychology at the College de France,
and editor of the Rel!ue PhUosophique. Ail·
thorized translation. •rreating 0 r tho followiilg
topic,: 1 ,Spontaneous, or. Natural, Atteution.
-a, Emot10nal states; .b, Physical manifestations; c, Surprise. 2. Voluntaryi·or Artificial,
Attention.-a, Its mechaniRm; b, nhibition; c,
'l'he feeling of effort. 3. The l\Iorbid Htates of
A tention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c, b'ixed ideas and ecstasy; a Iilioc•y; e, Attention in sleep and hypnosis. C1oth, 75c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Br:tdford. Paper,l8mo,l8 pages; toe.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
2!mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.·
By Minot ;r, Savage. Paper. 31 pages, lQc.

.A Study of Primitive (,hristianity.

By

Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 'op, uncut
·edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is eVIdently
'!L thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
im_pressed w1th the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of truth\ the
conservatism exhibited throughout thi• amnirablc volume."-[Popular Science llfonthly.
Us~

What Can Etllics Do For

F111ulamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy a~ a flystematic Arra·H~ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Pan! Carns. Price, $1.

Tlte Psycllic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-I'.'t:rodnctory. 2. The Structural and PsychologiCal Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and .S!JUSO~ Orcran~. 3. The Ps¥chology of
Nutntwn: Holophyt1c 7 Saprophytw, and Animal Nutrition; .Predatory
.Habits of Certain
~nimalcu'a. 4. Co!onies of Unicellular OrganIsms. 5. Fecundatwn of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Hie< her Animals anrt Plants 7
The Physio'ogbal Function of the Nucleus:
Correspondence be-tween Alfred Binet and Oh.
Uichet (proL~sor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psycliol·
ogy. lO.no, 185 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50e..

By

William l\Iackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 82
pages,10c.

:Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By

William l\Iackintiro Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, toe.

'Th~

M.omlR of Christ. A comparison

w1th .th~ contemporaneous syst~ms of Mosaic,
P]lansa1c, ani! Grreco-Roman eth1cs. By Austin
B1erbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 500.; cloth,
$1. "l\Ir. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical systems which chiefly concern the modern civilized world, and in this
hook he has so classified the elements revealed
l'.Y that anal~~~s as to 15ive them a high scientific value. H1s book 1s almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stanns in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and whlCh
leads us nowhcre."-[Chicago Daily News.

a:

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Conproversy with !VIr. Lyman F. GagA on the
Eth1cs of tl!e Board of Trade;_ anrl also t.hrl Cvntroversy With Mr. HMh v. Penteco•t, and
"<·thor•, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,]Jortrait of the author, and auto•
graph latter. Price, $1. ·

Liberty aml Life. S;•venteen discourses

on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religion. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages·
cloth, $1; paper, soc. "Strong, even bold,
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studie<l the cloctrine of evolution long and
carefully, :md bas not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reaS\)n ~f their fund of anecdote and bipgraphical
01tatwn, and to the seeker for rellgious and
~~i~~~ruth they offer many helps."-[Literary

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo
·75 pages, 30c. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
.sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide, reading ani! investigation. It is a helfful
one,1s thoroughly interesting reading, on• its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffalo Express.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.

Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 500,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tlte Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Cartts.
Bei~g

JERRY'S JOSS IS OUT OF HUMOR AGAIN.
And I will dash them o~e ogainst another, even the fathers and
the sons together, saith the Lord: I will not pity, nor spare, nor have
mercy, but destrqy them.-Jere. xili, 14.

a disquisition on the de<;-elopm~nt of
the 1dea of God m buma.n thought and h1~tory;
discussing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. B. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conception'l_of God (Polytheism,
Monoth· ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
~he Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Tltree Sciences. 1. Com-

l!arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Ol!leni:Jerg, of the University of Kiel.
b, From Jones to La~
sen; c, The biscovery of the Veda; a, The I»terp;retation of the Veda; e, The Histor:r of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
fu Prolt Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany: c, Psychologx m
France and Italy; d, Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
His tory: or, The Rise of the peOIJle of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
K~nl.gsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People of
Isl:'i!Jel: b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
!Brae!.; c, The ConQt!_est of Palestine and the
Kin_guom oflsrael. With es!lecial introductions
b y Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and ·:Qrefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

-a, Sanscr1t Research;

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. ''INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

Uv PROF. F. W. NEWMAN.

Price 2li '.lents.

I

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
trruor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTR
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

A· NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a SCience; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 500.

invi~ation

Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents.: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychologym France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical E¥e.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciou-ness? 6. '!'he
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

: The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By

£1eposure
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i

1

£.1eposure
f.;.
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b'/

I

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life d·Jes not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activitv of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed, Price, $4.

Di$eases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

:Facts.

1\idicule.

P,.u thori~ed translation. 1'reating of the followmg subJects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Disorders. 3. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

Tile Soul of Man. An Investigation of

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

200

:Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
11 Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon, '

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacri11ce,
Sam,son the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illu.:nrl.n.at;ed covers, 8 1; cloth, gilt; side st;aDJ.p, 8 1.50.

.Address THE :L'RDTH SEEKER 00.

the Factd of Ph:vsiological and Experimental
Psychology. By:br. PuulCarus. With 152I!lustra,tive Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
Prmted on extra fine paper, handsomely boun<l
in cloth. The bubject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Org_al).ic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActHJty. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
t]le Data of fropagation. 5. The Investiga~wns of ExP.ei;lmentalPoycholog:y. 6. '£he EthICal and Re11g10us Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'!'HE '.l'RUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

San Gabriel Valley, Southern Cal.
Choice Lands for sale by E. J. BALDWIN in
the famous SANTA ANITA and adjacent
Ranchos. Tracts one acre to ten thousand. Perfect for Orange, Lemon.,~, English Walnut, Olive,
&nd all deciduous fruit ueneral Farming_, Stock,
and Dairy, Combines Best Land._Water, Ulimate,
and location in the world. .lfor particulars
address H. A.. UNRUH, Aroadia, Los ADgeles
county, California.
stc!l
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WHO HAS THE TRUTH?-ASSERTIONS NOT ASSURING ARGUMENTS.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-0-

A n cient Voices
from the Spi!'it
Realm aisclose the
most Sta!'tlin(J Revelations.
-0-

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.)

Price, - - - - $1.50.
'!'HE TRUTH REEKER

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB,TRE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T.

c. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
~his little book goes doW!). to the very bedrock of human hberty.
- 25 cents.
}'rice,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address.

Christianity a Fiction.

THE TRUTH SEEKER liBBABY. Hard

Inned Monthly.
Subscription
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the public schools. It would add immensely to
their usefulness." Several priests of that city hav
expressed themselvs as favorable to the submission
of such a proposition to city councils, providing
Cardinal_ Gibbons indorsed it.
This plan carried out would be nothing more or
less than a presentation of Baltimore's educational
facilities to the Roman church. It would be an
outrage upon every non-Catholic in the city, and
the fact that the church is bold enough to propose
the scheme is evidence that it is not unlikely to be
perfected. Rome makes few political mistakes, and
scarcely ever openly extends her hand for a plum that
is beyond her reach. Her single thought is to perpetuate and extend her power. For this she intrigues politically and socially, in and out of season,
and allows no opportunity to escape her. By forming the minds of children she captures the coming
generation, and Catholic politicians and parents are
her most submissiv slaves. It is for these reasons
that her growth is dangerous, and that the figures
in the new directory should cliuse alarm to all who
love liberty.

by the week, like the agents of this society, or by
the crime, as in common cases, is in general a man
of very indifferent character.· So much fraud and
FOUNDED BY Do ltlo BENNETT.
deception are necessary for carrying on his trade-E. M. MAODONALD, - - - - • Editor and Manager.
it is so odious to his fellow-subjects~that no man of
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
respectability will ever undertake it. It is evidently
impossible
to make such a character otherwise than
SATURDAY,
- FEBRUARY 18, iB93.
odious. A man who receives weekly pay for prying
into the transgressions of mankind, and bringing
S'UBSCKIPTION KATES.
them to c~nsequent punishment, will always be hated
Single subscription, in a.dva.nce ................................ $3 00
One subscription two years, in a.dva.nce ........................ :S 00
by mankind, and the office must fall to the lot of
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some man of desperate fortunes and ambiguous
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremitta.nce. :i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitcharacter. If it be lawful for respectable men to
ta.nce ........................................................ '1 00
combine for the purpose of turning informers, it is
One subscription with three Dew subscribers, in one remitta.nce ........................................................ S :SO
iawful for the lowest and most ~despicable race of
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitinformers to do the same thing ; and then it is
ta.nce ........................................................10 00
Any number over :five a.t the sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
quite clear that every species of wickedness and exremitta.nce.
tortion will be the consequence."
The opinion current in this city regarding these
Monev shQ'Ula be sent llU npress oompanv's monev oraer,
postal oraer, ara.tt on New York, or llU regtsterea tetter.
fellows is that they punish when they cannot blackAaaress oommuntoattons ana make ara.tts, checks, post,.o~
mail. That on small salaries many of them !tCCumuana express monev oraerspavable to
E. M. MAClJONALlJ,
28 Lafavette place, New York.
late considerable property seems to bear out this
more than whispered suspicion. Personally, they
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
----------~---------are of the classes they follow, and if seeking conreaders i f they will send 1UJ the naDle and addreu of
Justice Done in at Least One Instance.
genial companions or amusement would go to the
any Freethinker "W"ho i• not a re&"Ular •nb•crlber.
The Rev. Parkhurst's chief spy has been convicted saloons and dives, unless, as some do, they "work
of blackmailing a keeper of a disreputable house, the religious racket" and pose as models of morality
A. Growing Danger.
and now inhabits a cell in the city prison. There when in reality ihey are the grossest of hypocrits.
Advance sheets of the Catholic directory re- seemed to the jury to be no doubt of his guilt, and
A bill has been introduced in the legislature of
port a growth of that church at once gratifying to probably there is not, whatever one may think of the state to make inducers of crime equally guilty
the pope and dangerous tci the country. At the the motivs of the police who " made a case" against with the one committing it. It ought to pass into
head of the list of officials is Satolli, the "apostolic him.
law, and another law ought to pass into force
delegate," or pope's henchman. Then comes CarThis Gardner is not the only " agent" of a private abolishing all private societies of the kind presided
dinal Gibbons. The archbishops number 14 ; the society who ought to be in jail. There are two over by Parkhurst and Gerry ·and the soapboiler of
bishops, 73; the priests, 9,338 ; the seminarians, other societies in this town which interfere in the John street. Our constitutional officers are quite
2,575; the churches, 8,431; the chapels and sta- public business and whose agents are charged with capable of coping with all the crime committed, or
tions, 3,920; the seminaries, 33; the colleges, 117; acquiring wealth through corrupt dealings. In if not they can be removed and capable ones subthe academies, 644; the parochial schools, 3,585 ; fact two "detectivs" employed by one of them are stituted. There is no earthly need for the Society
the pupils in the parochial schools, 731,385; the now in limbo, we believe. And the chief "agent" for the Prevention of Crime, or Cruelty to Children,
charitable institutions, 647; and the total Roman of the other ought to hav been long ago deprived or Suppression of Vice. All that they do that is
Catholic population is reported at 8,632,521.
of his liberty to injure others. From Parkhurst well can be done better by the regular officials, and
It is a bad showing, if correct. Every Romanist masquerading as a "Western gent" witnessing in- their wretched agents would then be deprived of
is at heart an enemy of republicm institutions. decent orgies to the boy carrying the smutbags of such their power to use the machinery of law to punish
The church officials are despots, greedy of power fellows as the John street soapboiler employs, the those who will not pay.
and money, and willing to use both in the most whole lot are the outcome of a vicious principle enunscrupulous manner to further their purposes. grafted on our system of criminal jurisprudence, and The World Grows Better As It Grows Impious.
Because religion is declining, the· clergy say that
Already they hav the two chief cities of the country naturally induce and commit more crime than they
in their political grasp, the public schools in many prevent. What Sidney Smith said of the English the world is growing worse. This is egregiously
places are under their control, and a large portion prototypes of these kind of moral scavengers is as true false. In every respect, mental and moral and
of the property is held by them tax-free and useless to now as then : " It is hardly possible that a society for physical, mankind is improving.
For instance, the annual report of the Toynbee
the community. Pplitically they are working the suppression of vice can ever be kept within the
Hall
Settlement, in the East End of London, for
bounds
of
good
sense
and
moderation.
If
there
are
quietly, though surely, but boldly as to the schools.
It is their desire to turn the public into what would many members who hav really become so from a 1892, says that there has been improvement in the
be practic1lly parochial schools, and to do this they feeling of duty, there will necessarily be some who housing of the poor and in the order of the streets,
use every means of bargain and compromise that enter the society to hide a bad character and others a distinct rise in the rate of wages, baths and
the cases respectivly call for. In Baltimore a whose object it is to recommend themselvs to their libraries hav become more numerous, and
circular embodying the views of Archbishop Ireland betters by a. sedulous and bu&tling inquisition into altogether the standard of living is higher.
George du Maurier, the English artist, is ~uthor
on the school question has been quietly circulated the immoralities of the public. The loudest and
ity
for the statement that women are growing taller,
in the last week among the priests, Catholic members noisiest suppressors will always carry it against the
broader,
and generally healthier. This pleasing
of the city council, and officials of the municipal more prudent part of the community; the most
change
is
ascribed to physical culture, and it is
violent
will
be
considered
as
the
most
moral,
and
government. The circular suggests the following
being
prophesied
that in time women will become
those
who
see
the
absurdity
will,
from
the
fear
of
legislation: " 1. If the city and state would
the
physical
equals
of men.
being
thought
to
encourage
vice,
be
reluctant
to
affiliate our schools to the public schools, placing
The
use
of
wine
at dinner, remarks Chauncey
oppose
it.
Beginning
with
the
best
intenthe secular education under the superintendent of
the same. 2. By renting our schools at a nominal tions in the world, such societies must in all Depew, has been decreasing for several years. In
price, which would exempt the state from a. con- probability degenerate into a receptacle for every novels and autobiographies of fifty and one hundred
siderable expense.
3. That our teachers be species of tittle-tattle, impertinence, and malice. years ago "one-bottle," "two-bottle," and" threeOatholic. 4. That we grant to the commis- Men whose trade is rat-catching, love to catch rats; bottle" men formed a feature of the description of
sibners of the public schools the right the bug-destroyer seizes on his bug with delight ; the society of the period. They did not take light
to exami:a
our teachers and
also
the and the suppressor is gratified by finding his wines either, but solid sherries, ports, and Madeiras.
right to examin the pupils, to know if their progress vice. The last soon becomes a mere tradesman We learn that it was common at these entertainments for a number of the guests to be hopelessly
in secular education be satisfactory. 5. That we like the others ; none of them moralize
intoxicated. The fact that the diner-out was apt
or
lament
that
their
respectiv
evils
should
exist
in
would claim all the rights and privileges of the
to get in this condition did not impair his popularpublic schools for the support of our schools. the world. The public feeling is swallowed up in
ity or his standing among his friends. One may
the
pursuit
of
a
daily
occupation,
and
in
the
display
These are all the conditions the state requires, and
dine UQW every :night in the year and never meet with
hence we demand all the ·rights and privileges of of technical skill. • . . An informer, whether paid
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' Men never do wrong so thoroughly and cheerfully,' says Pascal, 'as when they are obeying the
prompting of a false principle of conscience.'"
Russia is an example of true Christianity valuable beyond all theories as an object-lesson. If
the people of this country will only study her history arid take note of her present condition they
would want no union of church and state and no
real Christianity. The Greek Catholic church is the
older of the two branches, and, while its operations
Holy Russia..
hav been confined to eastern Europe, it has wrought
Reports from Russia continually direct attention its work no less completely than has its Roman
to the baneful results of religion and despotism. sister in the countries she controled.
The soil of that country is fertil, minerals abound,
and all the natural conditions of prosperity are
Horace Greeley's Sanity Sustained.
present. But the church has suppressed education,
The Detroit, Mich., .Evening Journal of January
science, and every form of knowledge, in order 27th printed this:
that people should not question her dogmas ; and
" Horace Greeley on ThomaR Paine.
the government has eradicated all habits of inde''Horace Greeley in 1850-was invited to attend a ball and
pendence and self-improvement, so that its extor- supper in honor of the birthday of the great Infidel. Intionate rule may be perpetuated. The consequences stead of going, he wrote an editorial in the Tribune, from
which we take an extract:
are dreadful.
'' '(Paine's) writings are grossly distasteful to us, not
Count Bobrinsky writes:
merely nor mainly on account of their Infidelity. Skep"Apart from their need of daily bread, fuel is likewise ticism may be and has been so expressed as to .win the
requir~d by the distressed population. There is a dearth profound respect of the most devout believer. But when
of straw, of coal, and of wood, and the shivering inmates a man places himself in ostentatious hostility to the contear down the thatched roofs of their huts or break up victions of the wise and good of fifteen centuries, ' a
their carts and other UB(Jful domestic appliances to provide decent respect for the opinions of mankind' (as the
fuel. To crown all, typhus and epidemics among children Declaration of Independence phrases it), should teach
are appearing. The scene present<'d on a walk through a man to speak considerately, tenderly, respectfully.
any part of the district is ghastly in the extreme, heart- But Paine had no such idea. He sat down in the French
rending spectacles meeting one's gaze at every turn- prison, to which his brother Infidels had most causelessly
cold, damp huts, with moldy walls, the snow falling consi~:tned him, to overthrow the religion of the Bible
through the apertures of the roof (the thatch having been without a copy of that book at hand-without having ever
used as fuel), the flooring coated with mud, while on the carefully or dispassionately considered its claims to
top of the sp'lcious stove lie huddled together five or six credence, or the evidence which sustains them-assuming
individuals in the paroxysms of typhus fever, unattended, that such and such were the doctrins of Christ, because
and without even bread and milk,. and several months of somebody said so, and that Christ was an impostor because
winter weather still before us."
those doctrine did not square with his notions of reason
A correspondent of Selslciya Vieaomonsti from and divinity. The tone of his work is presumptuous,
the province of Viatka givs a description of scoffing, ribald, dogmatic, insolent. . . . .such a work
could hav but these effects-to encourage lewd .reprobate
the manner in which the peasants of his locality boys in pursuing the course dictated to them by their
plowed their fields last spring and autumn. "In fierce, unregulated passions, on which the religion of the
our region," he says, "the ground is turned up Bible was their only practical check, and to impel devout,
with the plow only once in the season, and always reverent, exemplary Christians to a deeper dislike of Inwith the archaic pickax plow (an implement seen fidelity in all its forms, judging its intrinsic character by
this God-defying manifestation.'"
only in Russia). For want of horses the peasants
Mr. Wm. Lewis, of the same state, forwarded it
drew the plow themselvs by the following conto
us with an inquiry as to its falsity. We sent it
trivance. Between the thills, in the place where
the hind legs of the horse are to go, a common to the Tribune repeating the inquiry; the followcartwheel is fixed to mark the track for the plow ing note is the result :
"NEw YoRK, Feb. 9, 1892.
and to keep the thills from falling to the ground.
"MR. E. M. MACDONALD, THE TRUTH~SEEKER, 28 LafayIn the place where the fore legs of the horse are ette place, New York, Dear Sir: Your note of the 3d
to go a man is hitched, so that while he helps inst., inclosing a note from Monroe, Michigan, is just at
pulling the plow he holds the ends of the thills hand.
"We hav been searching the files of the Tribtme for
with his hands to keep them steady, that they should
1850, but hav not found the editorial to which reference
not dangle sideways. To the hook of the plow, is made. And judging from the extract itself, I should
above the ground, a rope is attached, from which say that it is very unlikely that it was written by Mr.
four lines with loops are drawn. These are the Greeley, or was published in the Tribune. I return it
Very respectfully,
pulling lines, which the men take over their herewith, and am,
''D. NICHOLSON."
shoulders. Another peasant walks behind the
We
agree
with
Mr.
Nicholson
that Mr. Greeley
plow pressing it down in the usual way. Six perwas
not
the
man
to
hav
written
it,
inasmuch as he
sons are required to pull the plow, but where
was
the
first
president
of
the
New
York (now the
the ground is hard one more person is needed to
help push it from behind. Men and women to- Manhattan) Liberal Club, and held the office for
gether worked at their plows in this manner last many years, which organization particularly delights
in celebrating the birthday of Thoma.s Paine and
spring and autumn."
The organ of the English Jewish committees, honoring his memory. The extract reads much
.Darkest .Russia, suspended publication awhile ago more like the ranting of some little Christian minison the assurance that, if it ceased, Russia would ter than the deliberate opinion of a great editor.
modify her persecution. Those who knew Russia
Som~ Handsome Premiums.
laughed at this, but the promis came from a
quarter which could not well be ignored. Now
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewthat oppression has become worse than ever, .Darla- als on the part of our friends we make the followest .Russia will appear again.
ing handsome premium offers:
A writer in the English Contemporary .Rwiew
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
says that the czar persecutes the Jews not because year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
of innate cruelty but through religious zeal. He (3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
states : "Those who maintain that the czar is kept picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
in complete or even partial ignorance of the cruel erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
measures adopted in his name, or else that his Rochelle.
boasted love of his people is but the varnish of
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
hypocrisy, are as much astray in the matter of fact year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
as in their appreciation. Cold-blooded cruelty or and Reformers " ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
savage hatred is not the correct name of the motivs
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
that inspired the slaughter of the Amalekite)3 by year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths "
Saul, or the Autos-ilafe of Arbues de Epila; and ($2.50).
it should not be forgotten that there is a moral
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
ailment called a false conscience, the effect of which year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textis to poison the" action without vitiating its source. Book" in cloth t $2.50).
a tipsy person. It is because we drink very much
lighter wines, and less of them. Mr. Depew goes
on to say : " As matters are now progressing in the
social world the next generation will be found
dieting under medical directions. They will be
enjoying ~better health, doing a larger amount of
work, and enduring a greater social strain in a
festiv way, and having a better time than .their
fathers did."

For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).·
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the ·values offered.

On Abraham

Lincoln~

Every seat in the big Broadw;y Theater was sold
clear to the top gallery last Sunday night, the
standing-room was all occupied, the stage crowded,
and hundreds turned away unable to get in. It
was the largest audience ever assembled at the
theater.
The occasion was the lecture of Colonel
Ingersoll on Abraham Lincoln. Colonel Ingersoll
spoke for over an hour and a half, and the audience
listened with intentness to a magnificent tribute to
a grand man. Lincoln was one of Colonel Ingersoll's own sort-gentle, loving, and wise-and the
greatest of orators had a most congenial theme in
recalling the career of one of the greatest of statesmen.
The reports in the daily papers are of course but
fragmentary and disjointed. But by special permission THE TRUTH SEEKER will print a full and accurate report next week, with thanks to Colonel
Ingersoll and Mr. Farrell for the opportunity.

Acknowledgment.
Credit for a proper missionary spirit must be
given to Charles P. Ludwig, T. N. Sherman, and
Charles Wolsfeld. They want something done with
Congress and the Christian superstition generally,
and to hav it done the two former send us a dollar
each and the latter three dollars.
The money has
already been used for the purpose indicated, and
the gentlemen will please accept our thanks for
their welcome aid.
Seattle, Wash., is not a particularly pious place,
but the Christians there are just as ugly as those
anywhere. Two weeks ago two men were .arrested
for sliding downhill on Sunday, a most horrible
crime as all will acknowledge, and it is surprising
that the jus-tice did not sentence them to state
prison instead of discharging them.
The Theistic discussion between Miss Chapman
and her numerous critics in THE TRUTH SEEKER
recently has aroused John Peck, of Naples, and he
sends us a contribution telling what he knows
about God. Those who know Mr. Peck's pungent
and epigrammatic style will realize that when we
print it-the week following Colonel Ingersoll's
speech on Abraham Lincoln-the Jewish Jehovah
will get a raking over which would throw him
into an old-fashioned passion if he were anything
but a myth.
These are the views of the state of Illinois, officially expressed by its senate and house of representative, upon the power of Congress to
virtually enact a Sunday law for that commonwealth: "WHEREAS, There is now enjoyed by the
people of the state of illinois the reasonable liberty
of devoting the first day of the week, commonly
called Sunday, either to religion exclusivly or to
religion and rest or to religion, rest, and recreation, without undue restraint; and any attempt by
the Congress of the United States by compulsory
legislation or otherwise, to determin which of these
modes of Sunday observance shall prevail anywhere within the limits of this state is deemed by
our citizens entirely beyond the jurisdiction of
Congress, an encroachment upon their liberty and
direct and dangerous opposition to the genius of
American institutions.'' There is some slight hope
that Congress' will itself take this view of the mat-
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ter and rescind the Sunday-closing clause of the person as Clark Braden, or that Liberal societies or
World's Fair appropriation.
individuals would consent to treat with him when
he "challenges" them to produce their representIt is good riews which our special correspondent
ativs. Braden has lied concerning every prominent
at Paris, Tenn., sends us of the trials of the AdLiberal in the country; has slandered their families,
ventists there. The Christian persecutors of their
an:l applied to the great body of Freethinkers the
fellow-Christians hav about given up the attempt
foulest epithets his low imagination could coin.
to jail the despised Adventists and there are· hopes
He is himself a fugitiv from justice-being under
that the supreme court of the state will render a
indictment in Missouri for disposing of mortgaged
decision making future persecutions under the
property-yet has the indescribable impudence to
same law impossible. It is more than noteworthy
ask decent folks to hold converse with him. The
-it should be burned into the Christian memories, latest victim of this blatherskite is Mr. Charlesworth,
and particularly the Adventists' memories-that a newcomer 'in the lecture field, and possibly therethis persecution has been stopped by the rulings fore excusable. A partial description of the enof a Freethought judge-Judge Swiggart-who counter will be found elsewhere in this paper,
presided. Our correspondent's compliments to though it will not be found as Mr. Charlesworth
him-considering that the correspondent is a wrote it. Our columns are not to be soiled with
church-member-1!-re graceful and well deserved. the language of the rowdy and the .dive-frequenter,
The principles of the judge are of the greatest and that excludes a perfect report of one of Braden's
moment in cases like these.
·
speeches. Mr. Charlesworth promises more next
week; but it wii.l be printed only if it is not like
The Washington correspondent of a Western
Braden's usual "answers" to Freethinkers. The
paper writes of Ingersoll's recent incursion into
debate at Seattle should be the last one in which a
Washington: "Once in a while' Pope Rob' comes Liberal representativ so demeans himself as to
over from New York, and takes the best theater for meet the odorous defender of Christian superstition.
a Sunday evening service. Instead of passing the The fur is not worth the clothes spoiled in getting
plate, he piratically demands a $1.50 per chair for it.
the best seat, and fifty cents for the peanut gallery,
which he fills with ladies and gentlemen instead of ·The school-readers ofourearlyNewEnglanddays
negroes and boys. He never fails of a crowded had a little story in them which some of the presenthouse. Instead. of a thirty-minute discourse which day preachers ought to read. A little boy came
seems too long for fifteen, he holds that brilliant home to his father one day with the tale of a l:undred
crowd entranced for two hours of solid and rapid dogs seen in the street. The number gradually
oratory; and he goes home with over $1,000 of our diminished under judicious questioning until, half
offerings. His recent historical discourse on Vol- defiantly and half sobbingly, this embryo revivalist
taire was one that every lover of human liberty declared he had seen " our Bose and another dog."
Some time ago a harrowing tale of sudden death to
might profit by hearing."
a whole Infidel club of Newburgh, N. Y., an inflic· The fanatics of Denver, Col., led by an imported tion of divine wrath because a few people made fun
bigot, a.re trying to close the theaters of that city of the Lord's agents, was printed all over the
on Sunday evenings. The prospect of their success country. Not a few wrote to us asking the needless
may be learned from this paragraph in the Denver question if such were probably true. The editor of
Times of last Monday: " The crowded theaters the Newburgh .Registe1· takes delight in helping
last night was an evidence of what people think of refute pious lies, and a short while ago printed this
the crusade against Sunday amusements. At the paragraph in his paper: "D. McLaren, of Warren,
Tabor Opera House there was standing-room only 0., is needlessly alarmed about a story that has
within a very few minutes after the doors were been set afloat by a revivalist who has been holding
forth in that city. His alarm has caused Mr.
thrown open, and Hetr Stark and his popular HunMcLaren to write letters to a number of Newburgh
garian orchestra were vociferously cheered as soon
people asking for a confirmation or a denial of the
as ever they made their appearance. It was the
story. The revivalist in question is a Mr. Potter,
same at Wonderland and East Turner Hall. Both
and at a church gathering he told of the fearful
places were crowded to the doors, and the happy,
end of the members of an Infidel club in this city.
merry .crowds seemed bent on showing by their
He said they burnt a Bible, baptized a cat, and
plaudits how much they appreciated the Sunday
gave communion to a dog. The same night two
amusements."
died in bed, one had a fit and died, and within five
Once upon a time-and much more recently than years two starved, seven were drowned, eight shot,
·when "pigs drunk wine "-in this country beautiful five committed suicide, seven went to the gallows,
female slaves used to be sold to licentious men and the and one froze to death, while three died what were
money used fot' the glorification of God (or for the called accidental deaths. What a nonsensical story
support of the church, which is the same thing). It is for an,y divine or layman to tell au intelligent congood to know that this degrading custom has gregation. Think of seven persons going to the
vanished before the onward march of civilization, gallows in one city within five years, and all
but its relics still remain among the Methodists, if members of a single club ! That man needs the
we may believe a church paper, which prints this services of Mrs. Van Cott or Dr. Reed to convert
him from the lying habit. ~['he only basis known
paragraph:
"The Epworth League of the Methodist Episcopal to exist for the story is the fact that back in the
church will hold an auction social at Union Hall on Tues- thirties some men baptized a dog. The divines of
day evening, January 17th. Forty beautiful ladies will the city "roundly pounded" the parties interested
be sold at auction, and the gentleman who bids tlle high- in the act. Ward Gazeley, an epileptic, who was
est will escort to partake of a sumptuous repast, which editing a paper, became deeply interested in the
will be prepared for the occasion. One of the most endiscussion, and while writing an editorial article in
joyable times of the season is anticipated."
defense
of the men whose characters were assailed
The purchase of women seems to be the last pre-not the act itself-died in his chair from an
rogativ the religious people are willing to giv up.
But it is a matter for sorrow that women will allow apoplectic stroke." 'fOur Bose and another dog"
were a multitude beside the remains of Revivalist
themselvs to be sold for any purpose. It is a defect
Potter's blood-curdling yarn.
in their natures, however, for which religion is
solely responsible. The godly men of the Bible
A " Card " from Mr. Westbrook, in reply to Mr.
purchased wives and concubines, and the godly Putnam, and a short and pithy letter from E. C.
women of the Bible were in many cases what we Walker in reply to Mr. Westbrook will be printed
now call abandoned women. The women of to-day, in the next issue.
even if they are pious, ought to be away and beyond
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
the coarse females who figure in those · barbaric of Market.-Snnday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, J. E. Remsburg wHl speak on "Five Hundred Flaws in Christ's
pages.
Credentials."
It has for some years been a surprise to us that
FRANKLIN· STEINER will lecture in Chicago Sunday
'b al 1 t
ld
1
· th
1
t 0 evening, March 25th; in Cincinnati April2d, and would
ec urers won
so ower
ems~ VB as
like engagements in the states of Iowa, Ohio, Indian<J.,
L 1 er
consent to stand on the same platform w1th such a 1 and Illinois. His address in Des Moines, I a.
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A. Tribute to a Generous Man.
While in Dowagiac, Mich., recently, Colonel
Ingersoll had an opportunity which . must hav
pleased him greatly, which was to dedicate a new
theater to the memo1·y of a generous man and a
Liberal. And his short speech is another gem
added to our literature. He said :
" Nothing is nobler than to plant the flower of
gratitude on the grave of a generous man-of one
who labored for the good of all, whose hands were
open and whose heart was full.
"Praise for the noble dead is an inspiration for
the noble living.
"Loving words· sow seeds of love in every gentle
heart. Appreciation is the soil and climate of
good and generous deeds.
"We are met to-night not to pay but to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to one who lived and
labored here-who was the friend of all and who for
many years was the providence of the poor. To
one who left to those who knew him best the memory
of countless loving deeds-the richest legacy that
man ean leave to man.
"·We are here to dedicate this monument to the
stainless memory of Philo D. Beckwith, one of the
kings of men.
" This monument, this perfect theater this
beautiful house of cheerfulness and joy, thi~ home
and child of all the arts, this temple where the
architect, the sculptor, and painter united to build
and decorate a stage whereon the drama with a
thousand tongues will tell the frailties and the
virtues of the human race, and music with her
thrilling voice will touch the source of happy tears
-this is a fitting monument to the man whose
memory we honor-to one who, broadening with
the years, outgrew the cruel creeds, the heartless
d~g.mas of his. time ; to one ~h.o passed from superstitiOn to b~lence, ft'om religwn to reason, from
theology to humanity, from slavery to freedom,
from the shadow of fear to the blessed light of love
and courage ; to one who believed in intellectual
hospitality, in the perfect freedom of the soul and
hated tyranny, in every form, with all his heart.
"To one whose head and hands were in partnership constituting the firm of Intelligence and Industry, and whose heart divided the profits with
his fellow-men. To one who fought the battle of
life alone, without the aid of place or wealth, and
yet grew nobler and gentler with success.
"To one who tried to make a heaven here and
who believed in the blessed gospel of cheerfuiness
and love, of happiness and hope.
"And it is fitting, too, that this monument should
be adorned with the sublime faces, wrought in
stone, of the immortal dead, of those who battled
for the rights of man, who broke the fetters of the
slave; of those who filled the minds of men with
poetry, art, and light; of Voltaire, who abolished
torture in France, and who did more for liberty
than any other of the sons of men ; of Thomas
Paine, whose . pen did as much as any sword to
make the New World free; of Victor Hugo, who
wept for those who weep ; of Emerson, a worshiper
of the Ideal, w:ho filled the mind with suggestions
of the perfect ; of Goethe, the poet-philosopher ;
of Whitman, the ample, wide as the sky, author of
the tenderest, the most pathetic, the sublimest
poem t-hat this .continent has ever produced; of
Shakspere, the kmg of all; of Beethoven, the divine;
of Chopin and Verdi, and of Wagner,. grandest of
them all, whose music satisfies the hea.rt and brain
and fills imagination's sky; of George Eliot, who
wove within her brain the purple robe her genius
wears; of George Sand, subtil and sincere passionate and free, and with these, faces of 'those
who, on the stage, hav made the mimic world as
real ai'J life and death.
"Beneath the loftiest monuments may be found
ambition's worthless dust, while those who lived
the loftiest lives are sleeping now in unknown
graves.
"It may be that the bravest of the brave who ever
fell upon t1:J.e field of ruthless war was left without
a grave to slowly mingle with the land he saved.
"But here and now the Man and Monument
agree, and blend like Bi>unds that meet..and melt in
melo?~-a monument for the dead-a blessing for
the hvmg-a memory of tears-a prophecy of joy.
" Fortunate . the people where this good man
lived, for they are allhisheirs-andfortunate for me
that I hav had the privilege of laying this little
laurel leaf upon his unstained brow.
"And now, speaking for those he loved-for those
who represent the honored dead-! dedicate this
home of mirth and song, of poetry and art, to the
memory of Philo D. Beckwith, a true philosopher
a real philanthropist."
'
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.Soisnos ana, ])rogrsss.
.A.n Unanswered Question.
"Will you kindly let us know what you mean by
heaven?" asked a Freethinker who conducted his
own defense during the recent trial of the Antwerp
Socialists. "Heaven" (" le ceil"), replied the
quick-witted lawyer, ''is a place I am afraid you
will not see when you die, my friend." But the
Socialist, too, was pretty good at repartee. " Oh,
you need not tell us," he remarked, "that I shall
hav to share the common fate of humanity in that
respect."
Wailing in Vain.
The financial crisis in Portugal has reached a
point that reduces the government· to the alternativ of announcing the bankruptcy of the nation or
of confiscating the estates of the monastic orders,
who hav so long drained the lifeblood of the people and inculcated the superiority of faith to s:.~i
ence. The English . creditors are getting peremptory ; but the government still hesitates-probably
to giv heaven a fair chance to work a miracle in
favor of the church.
Tlte Old Gentleman.
The theological mountebank who has had the
honor to accompany the American charity commission to St. Petersburg, still spouts hosannas in
praise of his reception, and calls the imperial despot "in all respects a born gentleman." There is
a story of a Sunday-school youngster who referred
to the prince of darkness as "the gentleman who
lives in hell."
One-Sided Virtues.
Thomas de Quincey tells a suggestiv anecdote
about a committee of Eton schoolboys who called
upon Commodore Sidney Smith, the paladin of the
Syrian expedition, with sore misgivings that they
would be dismissed after a brief matter-of-form reply to their rehearsed little speeches. To their
surprise they were eagerly welcomed, and requested
to call again and accompany the hero of many battles to a hall where the aldermen of the city had
prepared a public ovation. It afterward appeared
that the prospect of that ceremonial had appalled
the distinguished commander, and that he had
invited his escort for the special purpose of
"breaking the concentration of the public gaze."
There are bullies who turn pale at the thought of
seeing their names in the local newspaper, and
moral heroes who shudder at the sight of a spider.
Countless members of so-called temperance societies i:ldulge freely in coffee, tea, tobacco, and
unwholesome condiments. Life insurance agents
could tell curious stories of "cautious" individuals whose dread of death deters them from
railway trips and winter sports, but who night
after night breathe the lung-destroying miasma
of unventilated bedrooms. In 1863, when the
Philippine islands were visited by a dreadful
earthquake, the citizens of Manila .sold their very
household goods to raise funds for the relief of the sufferers ; yet the same models of benevolence wage a war of extermination. against the Negritos, the aborigines of the highland districts, and
maintain a brigade of professional manhunters who
shoot and poison human beings as they would the
carnivorous beasts of the wilderness. The virtue
of truthfulness, too, is apt to become specialized,
and many of our pious fellow-citizens who would
stick to facts even in a horse trade, think it highly
meritorious to lie for the glory of Jesus.
Reckless Vengeance.
A Virginia negro evangelist is trying to boom his
revival by representing the recent snow-tornado as
a divine judgment upon the multitude of American
unbelievers. If the messengers of the Lord l:av
really whirled on white wings of that kind, their
zeal appears to hav got the better of their discretion. The Sabbath-breakers of Cincinnati and New
Orleans got off with a mere sleet-storm, while in
the strictly orthodox mountain districts of east
Tennessee the retributiv snow fell to the depth of
forty-five inches.
Alcohol Ethics.
The Chicago Champion, the o~cial organ of the
Liquor Dealers' Association, calls the advocates of
temperance a lot of "maundering sentimentalists,"
and charges them with trying to ruin industries of
infinit value in order to diminish the " noise of a
few inebriates." The noisiness of the liquor traffic
is perhaps not its most pleasant feature, but it
might be questioned if the Prohibition party proposes to connive at the practice of the " speak
easies." The Champion, by the way, quotes
scripture, and ornaments its headings with a stack
of angel protected beer barrels.
Dream Revelations.
Inspired dreams are not a privilege of Christian

zealots, and theii- occurrence has been recorded
centuries before the beginning of our chronological
era, but the gods of paganism appear to hav used
that expedient at least for manlier purposes than
the spirits that troubled the sleep of hysterical
nuns.
Thus Livy (II, 36) mentions the case of a
man whom Jupiter commissioned in a dream to
summon the senate and express the God's anger at
the cruel treatment of a slave during the public
games.
Western Buddhists.
The Theosophists of the United States claim a
rapid growth of their brotherhood, and there is no
doubt that in California the kindred sect of NeoBuddhists is making hundreds of converts. The
presence of eighty-five thousand Chinamen may hav
something to do with that curious reversion to the
Oriental sources of Christianity, but the moral contagion of the Buddhist root-dogma has asserted
its power at all times and under all circumstances.
It is based upon the tendency to life-weariness, incident to an over-refinement of civilization, as well
as to periods of national affiictionl and the hope of
final refuge to the sanctuary of eternal sleep may
be the secret solace of millions who hav never
heard the name of Buddha Sakyamuni.
A Fatal Ally.
The disasters of Marshal Daun, the Austrian
champion, during the Seven Years' War against
Frederick the Great, date from the year when the
successor of St. Peter sent him a consecrated sword
and a hat ornamented with an image of the Holy
Ghost. King Alfonso of Spain died a few weeks
after his holiness had invited him to accept the
presidency of an association for the defense of his
temporal rights, and the rapprochement between
Dom Pedro and the holy see was followed almost
immediately by the outbreak of the Brazilian
revolution. France, too, has experienced a series
of reverses since the vicar of Christ declared in
fa~or of the republic, while a hundred years.ago the
repudiation of his alliance was followed by an unparalleled succession of semi-miraculous victories
over the united armies of orthodox Europe.
Barefoot Agnostics.
Dr. G. H. Kellogg, who recently visited the City
of Mexico, statea that several Indian tribes in the
land of our next neighbor hav lost their ancient
religion without having acquired that of their
Christian conquerors. "The average citizen of the
United States," he says, "is certainly unconscious
of the fact that so vast an extent of uncivilized
territory lies so close to his nativ land. Outside of
the cities, which can certainly not be said to be
numerous in Mexico, the civilization of the nativs
is much inferior to that of China and Japan. By
far the great majority of the aborigins are unChristianized, as well as uncivilized. The Spanish
conquerors appear to hav done little in the way of
substituting anything for the civilization which they
destroyed almost to complete obliteration." In
Peru, too, there are thousands of creedless forestdwellers (the inhabitants of the vast eastern foothill
region known as the Montasso), and the Araucanos
of southern Chile content themselvs with practicing
a sort of divination. They hav augurs who endeavor
to read the decrees of fate in the entrails ot
slaughtered animals; but that oracle is consulted
only in special emergencies; the hunters and herders of the valiant nomads, as wei! as the hardworking squaws, are too busy to trouble themselvs
about supernatural concerns, and the augurs themselva frankly admit their ignorance of questions
concerning themystery of the hereafter.
F. L. OswALD.
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Why I .A.m Not a Christian •

I am not a Christian because I am unable to accept as truth statements intrinsically improbable,
such as constitute the historical basis of the New
Testament. I do not say these accounts as given
are impossible, but they transcend the range. of
ordinary human experience and are therefore improbable.
To accept these or any other improbable narrativs
ought to require a very different kind of evidence
from what would be sufficient iri. ordinary historical matter, where the events described are probable
in their nature and sequence. It seems to me that
anything short of personal knowledge would be
unsatisfactory to anyone who has given attention
.o the abnormal propensity of the human mind for
the strange and unearthly, and the consequent ease
with which the myths of one country and religion
·are transferred to another. Second-hand evidence
to such an inquirer in matters pertaining to the
miraculous is valueless, regardless of what the
character or number of the witnesses may be; and
especially in the case of the New Testament, where
it takes a miracle to prove a miracle, are we justified
in withholding our assent.
All the knowledge we possess of Jesus Christ
comes to us from Christian sources. It is derived
from the four gospels written by men activly engaged in the propagation of the new religion. It
is not claimed by the latest Christian apologists
that these gospels were written d11ring the life of
Jesus Christ, or immediately following his death;
but the earliest, that of St. Luke, was written about
A; D. 79, or fifty years after that event. Ample time for
the myth element to develop, even without the special
incentiv that we might reasonably expect would influence these writers. But just here these apologists posit a miracle to answer this reasonable conclusion. To use the language of one: "The earlier
production of the gospels was unnecessary, as the
story was repeated orally so often and with such
care as to render it impossible that imposition or
misstatement could creep in." Yet from Mosheim
and other ecclesiastical historians we learn that the
first centuries of the Christian era were known as
the age of pious frauds, that fraud was prevalent
even in the Christian church beyond the date assigned for the appearance of the gospels, that the
principle was even earlier adopted by the sectaries
of every belief that to advance the cause of rightthat is, their cause-by deception was commendable.
What assurance hav we that this principle was not
acted upon by the evangelists ? But more than
this, the mythical character of the gospels is proved
beyond a doubt, for they do not possess the merit
of originality. The history of Jesus Christ is but a
metastasis of that of Buddha Sakyamuni and
Buddha's that of the old Indian god Krishna. All
the principal points in the history of each are common to all, while the concordance between Buddhism and Christianity is that of identity-traditionally and dogmatically.
Both Buddha and Christ were of royal lineage.
Both were born of a mother who, though married,
was still a virgin. Both virgin mothers were overshadowed by the Holy Ghost and though found with
child remained immaculate. The birth of both is
announced by a heavenly messenger. Both husbands of these virgin wives renounce their connubial rights until after these gods were born. A
star in the East heralded the birth of both. In
both cases angelic messengers announce the tidings
of great joy. Wise men bring gifts and worship
both. The Brahmin Asita in the case of Buddha,
and the pious Simeon in that of Christ, hav the
advent revealed to them by the Holy Spirit. Each
Called Away.
visit the new-born child and utter very similar
That Sabbath eve the bells tolled forth,
rhapsodies over him. Both dispute with the docCalling the blessed to prayer.
tors, who marvel at their understanding. Both hav
And as they went they sorrowing cried,
a forerunner who announces their mission. Both
''It's our preacher's last night here.
return to the desert and undergo a long fast.
" Among us his work has never tired,
Both are tempted by the prince of darkness. Both
He's labored hard and long;
go down into a river, Buddha to bathe, Christ to
But now another call he's got
be baptized; the heavens open and a shower of
And erelong will be gone.''
fragrant flowers descend on Buddha, a dove on
No comfort could these sorrowers find,
Christ. Christ holds an interview with Moses and
And here he used his art.
Elias on the mountain, Buddha with the two
He told them 'twas the will of God,
That thus we all should part.
Buddhas who prec:ded him. From under the
fig
tree both choose their first disciples, who were,
He said, the Lord l.Jad called him forth,
in both cases, disciples of their heralds. Each apTo rescue Christ from spoilers,
But forgot to say, the other church
points seventy apostles, selects five favorit disciples,
Pays one more thousand dollars.
and afterward increases the number to twelve, one
WILL HARRINGTON.
of whom tries to betray his master and meets a
disgraceful death. The Sermon on the Mount is a
Little Blasphemies.
repetition from the sayings of Buddha. 'fhe
If cholera is due to the wrath of God it is because slop woman at the well is told of Buddha. He walked
barrels "smell to heaven."
upon the Ganges, healed the sick by the mere
touch of his hand, and was the original in the
Surface: "It was brave of Dav~d to overcome Goliath
miracle of the loaves and fishes. At the death of
with a sling and stones."
Rowley: ''Yes; but youth willhav its fling, you know." Buddha the earth trembles, rocks are split, phan-
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toms and spirits appear. Almost exactly the
.same is told of Christ. These and many other
analogies bespeak the derived character of the
Christian tale and that it was impossible to hav
been true of Jesus Christ.
The plagiarism of the New Testament was well
known and understood by the learned pagans of
the second and third centuries and to meet this
charge Christian apologists c]ai~ed that the history
?f Jesus Christ was copied beforehand by demons
m or~er to dest~oy its effect when it should appear.
Stnpped of h1s borrowed garb what remains to
us of Jesus Christ ~ His existence seems uncertain.
His . ch~racter a~ teacher and as a pattern of selfsacnficmg devotiOn to what he believed to be the
good of his fellow-men remains. He was unquestionably an Essene; and who were the Essenes?
Nothing more, nothing less than a Judaized sect
of Buddhists, the fruit of that propaganda of Asoka
now known to hav swept over the empires of the
Selucidffi and the Lagardffi two or three centuries
before the Christian era, and where missions and
churches were numerously established. In the
time of Christ these communities, separated
from the parent stock by conquest, had by
contact with Magianism, Mithracism, Judaism, and
·influenced largely by Greek thought, developed
germs that afterward grew into the mighty tree of
Gnosticism with its hundred branches. Of these
the Judaic Buddhists wandered least from the
original faith. Jesus Christ preachecl the doctrine
of Buddha Sakyamuni, modified by the eschatology
the Jews had imbibed from their Persian conquerors.
The proofs of this lie in dogmatic concordance of
:Buddhism and Christianity.
The root-dogma of
Buddhism is anti-naturalism. Unlike every other
ancient religion, prior to the advent of Christ, it
demands the renunciation of all the pleasures and
enjoyments qf this life and the complete abnegation of
self-existence, which is regarded as an infliction that
can only be cured by death. The indulgence of our
natural instincts, no matter how innocent their
character, is a deadly sin. Submission to injustic~
and tyranny is enjoined. It teaches that virtue and
m3rit consist in renouncing earthly possessions,
living upon alms, dressing in rags, abstinence from
.marriage; that everything beautiful in nature or
art, the pursuit of human knowledge, affection for
kindred, anything that excites pleasurable emotions,
ought to be suppressed, as it interferes with the
highest wisdom, which consists of self-denial and
self-abhorrence.
It is easy to see that the inevitable outcome of
the practice of these doctrins means the destruction
of industry and lapse into ignorance. It generally
followed; material prosperity must die and earth
become a waste. · To endure injustice passivly is to
invite fresh encroachments from the oppressor. It
obliterates self-respect and independence, two of
the noblest qualities of the human mind, and introduces an element destructiv to social life.
Let us turn to the doctrins of Jesus Christ. He
is represented in the New Testament as sanctioning,
by his example and command, mendicancy, and
from this authority the mendicant orders in the
Catholic church hav arisen. He condemns human
kriowledge and commends the wisdom of children
and the unlearned. He dwells upon the merit of
poverty, and speaks of the possession of riches as a
crime. He interdicts industry, commanding that
no provision be made for future wants.
He inculcates self-renunciation and the doctrin of penance,
suffering here being one of the essentials for happiness hereafter. Celibacy is meritorious; passiv
submission to injustice he distinctly enjoins;
hatred of kindred, hatred oflife, contempt for everything that makes for human comfort or pleasure, he
repeatedly avows. In short, his is a religion of
pessimism like which there is only one other, that
of Buddha.
We are told that Christianity is the sequel of
Judaism, the New Testament the complement of
the Old.
It· seems incredible that such a view
could ever hav obtained. in the Old Testament
every command, every inculcation h~d for its ob~ect
the rapid increase of the race, espemally the J ew1sh,
careful regard for sanitary con~ition_s, impos~ng
and sensuou~;~ displays for the grat1fi?at10n of _P~Ide
and national vanity in the dispensatton of rehg10n,
industrious and prudent methqds for the accumulation of material wealth, and everything that tends
to giv ease and permanence to a people. In the
New Testament everything is exactly reversed;
there is nothing like concordance between Judaism
and Christianity ; there is identity between the
latter and Buddhism.
I want to call attention to the result of this
propaganda of Buddhism. Its advent into western Asia, northern Africa, and southern Europe,
found these countries enjoying a civilization with-
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out parallel in the history of the world. Through- singular is given in the usual "smart" Latin gag:
out the limits of the Roman empire, peace and "Pluralibus excellensis," that is, "Plural of exmaterial prosperity reigned, human life and tenure cellence." The reason why the pronouns were not
of property was well secured, schools of philosophy translated in the singular is not for lack of" smartand institutions for the dissemination of learning ness," but for lack of pronouns. The Hebrew has
were founded in every city or town which crowded no present, future, or pluperfect. It is difficult for
the confines of that mighty empire. Agriculture one to see why there are no pronouns in this phrase
had reached a high state of perfection; the peasant, unless they are familiar with a foreign language.
secure in the fruits of his labor, was contented and In Latin, amo, amas, amat, must be written Ilove,
happy. ·Public baths were open to all. Works of you love, he, she, or it loves. This 26th verse in
art abounded, architecture was grand and noble, the Hebrew starts out: "wiyomer elohim nace
literature sublime and beautiful. To be sure, a adam besalmenu kid muthenu." These are very
despot reigned at Rome, but at his worst he could close to the original sounds, and read: " and
scarcely cause a ripple on the general sea of pros- elohim -[gods] said we-will-make, or let-usperity and contentment.
make man, in-image-our according to-likenessSlowly began the change. Christian fanaticism our." The only evidence we hav of a pronoun in
found in every element that went to make this nace-"let us make "-is the letter n, which is one
mighty success a foe to the Christian scheme. It letter of the first person plural, we, and is woven
began a warfare against art and destroyed all it into the verb; so "in our image" the suffix nu is
could reach of the divine creations of the great only the fragment of a pronoun tied on the tailRoman artists. It attacked literature, and we hav end, and really ought to read "image-we."
only its mutilated fragments at the present day.
The serpent was created first. I am speaking
It destroyed the baths and inaugurated an era of according to the myth, as I understand the quesdirt, so that for hundreds of years a man's piety tion was relativ to it. The serpent was among the
was measured by his filth. As soon as its power " soul-of" life of the creeping things and the very
was assured, it abolished the schools of the philoso- same word, "soul-of," is applied to man.
phers and forbade every kind of learning except such
This craftiness of the serpent is altogether preas was dispensed by its priests. Agriculture vious. How could it hav been crafty when Adam
waned, tenure of life and property became more and Eve knew nothing? You will notice that
and more insec~e, until at last held only by suf- "father" and "mother " are used in ii, 24, when
ferance of the strongest; until, after the lapse of a no such relations had yet existed.
thousand years, we behold as the effect of this sysThe word "rib" is not found.
"And-he-took
tem a mental and moral obscurity so dense that we one from-sides-his and closed flesh instead-of-it;"
wonder at the returning light that surrounds us and the following verse should read, and does
now.
read in Hebrew, "and built Yahwe Elohim the side
Whence came this light? Its first glimmerings which he took from the man for~woman." The
coincide with the unrest that began to disturb the question is: Of which side was Eve built T and
bosom of the Christian church in the early part of the ar-swer is: The other side. Now, Adam could
the sixteenth century. It broadened and deepened not know that any of his sides was taken away, bejust in proportion as the anti-natural tenets of the cause he was hypnotized, and he probably prevariGalilean Buddhist were repudiated. The name cated.
Here is the 18th verse, ii, as it reads in the
Christian has survived, but the thing, except in
Roman Catholic communities, is largely a thing of original: "And-said Yahwe Elobim : not good bethe past. Christ is still worshiped, but the root ing of man to separation-his; !-will-make for
dogma of his religion, pessimism, is sparingly him help as-over-against-him." And iii, 19, should
preached and never practiced by respectable read, "sweat of thy nostrils."
In iv, 1, we see Adam knew his wife. The word
Christians.
The mendicant Christian of to-day goes by the know is identically the same as is used in iii, 22, to
name of tramp. He who takes no thought of the know good from evil, and we are to infer simply
morrow as shiftless and undeserving. He who sells that he recognized her as different from the beings
all his possessions and bestows them upon the poor, around them. Eve says, "I hav gotten a man
or who seeks divine favor by self-mutilation, as with Yahwe," which we are to believe as strictly
insane. He who has no appreciation of the beauti- accurate. Her eyes were too well opened to adful in art and literature as coarse and vulgar. The mit of any of this innocent gush. Simply Adam
Christian who does not insist upon his rights in a was not in it. Now in the very preceding verse it
manly way is looked upon as a fool and unworthy reads, "And so he drove the man out." There is
respect. Communities that practice Communism nothing said about driving the woman out. We
or celibacy are put outside the pale of Christianity conclude he had use for her, and did not then
altogether by the great mass who go by the name drive her out; and her testimony is pretty strong
Christian. Were Jesus Christ to visit a Christian evidence of the correctness of this reasoning.
I do not rest my case here. There is still
community at the present day he would not recognize a single feature of the cult as emanating from stronger evidence for believing that this beguiling
was altogether of another character. Eve was
the peculiar doctrine he preached.
tampered with either by Yahwe or this crafty serHIRAM c. BROWN.
pent; Cain and Abel were not sons of Adam, but
they were of Eve. The generations of Adam, Gen.
A New Explanation of "the Fall."
v, are given ; but there is no generation of Eve;
Being greatly amused by the article of Ella E. and in that genealogy Cain and Abel do not apGibson, and admiring the plucky fight of the little pear. There is not the slightest doubt but that
heroin struggling in the dark and turbid waters of some such transaction as this is woven into the
which there is no" bottom," I am impelled to "fish" old Chaldea.a. story, and written up in some fairly
her out. The whole Bible, and all similar books, attractiv way.
hav been written by people who had very limited inThe word Yahwe originally signified "he who
formation on the subjects treated, and, consequently, causes rain to fall" and had no divine attribute.
drew on imagination to supply what ignorance left After having filled that office for a while, it began
undone. The result is always the same. Our little to be associated with fear and dread; when it be- .
heroin has done just this, and her article, like the gan to be recognized that lightning somewhat
Bible, is partly true and partly not true.
caused, and accompanied rain, and when the lightThere is no doubt but that the Hebrews at the ning struck anyone, or a building or other object,
time they heard the story were polytheists, as other it was awe-inspiring. Thus fear of Yahwe, as
peoples hav been. If the first verse of the Bible lightning, was driven into everyone's head. And
were translated correctly it would read thus: "In to-day, I hav heard it still said, where _I should
the beginning created gods [there are no capitals expect better things, that fear of God IS the bein Hebrew] the heavens and the earth.'' The He- ginning of all wisdom. It has been very clear, for
brew is : "Bereshieth bahrah elohim ha-slwmahyim a long time, that the hand of a third compiler is
wehaharets." The word eloMm is the plural and very distinctly seen in Gen. ii, 4. More anon.
D.P. BARRY.
means gods or spooks or some such trash. The
word shamahyim is also in the plural and means
Evolution.
heavens, skies, clouds, air. It is used four hundred
From tl!e Galveston DailY News.
times in the Old Testament. It is translated in
The original man was made of clay. Man is a brick.
one place as "wheel," meaning that which turns
round, showing, of course, that they were gaoNo Design in Nature.
From the InrUanapolis Jow;nal.
centrists. There is a Chaldf'an form (shemayin)
"Things never does go right in this world," said the
used about forty times in Ezra, Jeremiah, and
hired man. "Bobwire fences didn't come in
Daniel. It occurs in the singular only two or three pessimistic
until after leather pants had gone out o' style."
times. Paul (Cor. xii, 2) tells about a man "caught
No One Else Had Any Sllow.
up even to the third heaven." Notice that the
FromLtfe.
singular of elohim is elohe, and the form el means
Brobson: ''Who was the greatest show man- Ba:~;num ?"
"god." Pronounce the accented e as in they.
Craik: "Oh, no; Noah. You see, when he got his
Each a in the Hebrew quoted sounds like a in far-· menagerie together he was the only man on earth who
ther. The reason why the translators used the had any show at all."
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There is an impassable chasm between Dr. McGlynn and all true Liberals. He affirms that morality is based upon the existence of a God-that
News and Notes.
without God there is no such thing as moral law.
On this deepest intellectual point of all he vaunts
Dr. McGlynn lectured to a large audience last the power of the church and degrades humanity.
Sunday evening, and was enthusiastically greeted. No wonder the church opened its doors. · If God
He speaks well and evidently has no fear of the is necessary, then of course the church is necessary
church authorities. His subject was "The Politics as the representativ of God.
of the Lord's Prayer." This was admitted by the
The only way to maintain liberty is to dethrone
doctor to be a somewhat advertising title, for as a God. He who affirms that the moral law of man is
matter of fact, it is pretty difficult to find any based .on the existence of a deity is not the absopolitics in the Lord's Prayer. The doctor did not lute disciple of freedom. He is in favor to a certain
analyze the prayer. He merely confined himself to extent of chains and slavery.
the first two words, "Our Father," and his lecture
Human rights are self-evident, but God is not
was a discourse on the ''Fatherhood of God" as self-evident; God is not a demonstration, but an
the necessary foundation of political morals. His object of faith, an "incomprehensible object," as
t.ext was merely a gateway by which he entered into Dr. McGlynn admits. If, therefore, human rights
a discussion of what might be called '' transcen- are founded upon God, and God is not self-evident,
dental politics," and in which both his strength and then human rights cease to be self-evident. They
his weakness were displayed. As Father McGlynn are remanded to the realm of faith, and therefore
is a representativ man it is well to understand his come under the control of the church. We hold
position thoroughly.
our rights, therefore, by the sanction of the church,
In the first place Father McGlynn is a born and there never was a tyrant yet who was not dechurchman. He believes in the church as an insti- lighted with a proclamation of this sort.
tution of human progress. He does not believe
Dr. McGlynn's position on this point is perfectly
that the present church organization is perfect, but orthodox, and places him in opposition to universal
he does believe that the basis of the church is cor- human liberty. I admire the honesty and fearless~
rect, and that the church must be maintained in ness of Dr. McGlynn, his eloquence and philanthropy,
spite of its mistakes. Father McGlynn is. a Oath- but he is not with us, but against us, intellectually,
otic, always has been a Catholic, always will be a and because he has thus laid the foundation-stone
Catholic. He is built that way. He is thoroughly of the church's authority he is welcomed into its
religious and a most ardent believer in God. To bosom, and Rome, with its usual far-sighted policy,
him a belief in God is absolutely necessary to the has avoided minor antagonisms, because of this
support of the moral law. He is utterly antago- unity on a question of supreme and universal imnistic to Atheism and Agnosticism. He considers portance. The sole foundation of all human moralthese to be stumbling-blocks in the path of civiliza- ity is human liberty itself, but Dr. McGlynn puts in
tion.
- the place of liberty an undemonstrable deity, and
It will thus be seen that Dr. McGlynn is not a this deity is the corner-stone of the church itself.
Liberal, never was a Liberal, and never will be a
With this explanation the reconciliation of Dr.
Liberal With this understanding the attitude of McGlynn with the pope is easily understood.
Dr. McGlynn is perfectly consistent. He has not
The Sunday-opening question drags its slow
changed, nor has the church of Rome theoretically length along. It is almost impossible to get the
changed in its treatment of him,. Dr. McGlynn committee together to make any report or settle'
was not a heretic. He has always been a follower the matter one way or the other. The Illinois
of the church, but not blindly. He has exercised delegation is unanimously in favor of Sunday openhis own judgment; he is humanitarian; he is in ing, and on the line adopted by the Illinois senate.
sympathy with the toiling masses and would do all and assembly would push the repeal of the Sundayin his powe¥ to relieve human suffering.
closing clause on constitutional grounds. But the
Dr. McGlynn believes in the trinity, the divine difficulty is to bring the matter in any shape before
incarnation, and the authority of the church. He the house. Benjamin Butterworth published an
believes in the supernatural, the mysterious, and elaborate article in the Washington Post in favor
accepts through faith that which is above and beyond of Sunday opening, but Sunday opening of such a
his reason. Therefore he is, and always has been, in character that I could not indorse it. With his reharmony with the fundamental ideas of the church strictions the World's Fair on Sunday would be alof Rome. Had he ever surrendered a single cardinal most as solemn as a graveyard. It wculd be perdoctrin of the church his reinstatement would hav vaded by a holy silence unbroken save by the
been impossible.
sermon and the prayer and song of worship. It
The difference between McGlynn and the pope seems as if the gloomiest Puritan might be satishas been merely a question of interpretation, and :fied with such a tribute to the sanctity of the Sabnot of any doctrin. The shrewd advisers of the bath as this proposed compromise. But the average
pope hav found out that Dr. McGlynn is in touch Congressman knows better. He understands the
with the people, that hundreds of thousands of the power of provincial bigotry, and he says to the inmembers of the church are with him, and to cut quiring reporter:
him off would in:flict a terrible blow upon the
You see, I am debarred from public utterance on this
power of Rome. What is the result! With cun~ matter. Perlionally, I believe that the opening of the
ning diplomacy the church has accommodated gates on the Sabbath, with no machinery running and no
itself to the spirit of the times. Rome has not sur- liquor sold, will be a great thing for the workingman,
rendered a single vital point-not a single claim. who is compelled to toil six days in the week. It would
be hard upon the Chicago saloons too. But there is a
It has simply shifted its position, with the wisdom wonderful lot of church people in my district who are
of a serpent, but it has not lost a fang. Neither opposed to what they call a desecration of the Sabbath,
the pope nor Dr. McGlynn has triumphed. They ·and they vote just as hard and often as anybody.
hav simply agreed to disagree on an incidental
I am constantly meeting with just this plea.
question, but join forces still in essential matters. The votes of church people bulldoze Congress.
Dr. McGlynn appears to be very broad in his Where are the votes of the Liberal people' Are
theology, much more so than an orthodox Prot- they not to be counted 1 The necessity of the
estant, but he is supported in his position by the Freethought Federation was never more manifest.
greatest theologians of the church of Rome. For
Representativ Honk of Ohio proposes a modiinstance, Bible critics say that the Lord's prayer is :lied Sunday opening. Among other regulations he
not original with Jesus. "I do not care whether it would hav no restaurants for the benefit of the
is or not," says Dr. McGlynn. Why! Because all sightseers. That would be fasting if not prayer
revealed religion is founded on natural religion. with a vengeance. Think of a hundred thousand
Without natural religion there would be no re- people on the grounds with 'nothing to eat, and
vealed religion, as without reason there would be this by act of Congress. The only possible way
no faith. Faith must be founded on reason, and for poor devils to get a bite would be to celebrate
revealed religion must be the expression of natural the Lord's supper. What a crowd there would be
religion. Therefore, whether the Lord's Prayer around the communion table. I think after several
was uttered by Jesus as revealed religion, or was hours of hunger even my Infidel stomach would
expressed in anterior literature as natural relig- like a little bread and wine, and I would even eat
ion, it has for us the same value and the same "a piece of God" to satisfy my cravings for a beefauthority. ''Many utterances outside of the Bible," steak. Can the farce of religious folly any farther
says Dr. McGlynn, "are inspired of God" This is go ?
something like the position of Dr. Briggs, and is
I want the World's Fair on Sunday to be just as
rank heresy, according to the Presbyterian creed, interesting as on any other day of the week, full,
but is sound philosophy according to the great live, splendid, joyous, noisy with laughter, gaiety,
teachers of the Catholic church.
sport, mirth, children playing, shouting. I want
However broad-minded Dr. McGlynn may be, and all the paraphernalia of a magnificent entertainhumanitarian, he has never really stepped outside ment. I want art, poetry, industry, the picture,
the magic circle of the church. He has never bee,n the statue, the machine, in sparkling splendor. I
unsound in theology. It has all been a question want humanity to be broad, free, beautiful, merry
of political economy.
on this great day. I want gay costumes, decorated

pathways, jolly melodies. I want in:finit joy and
every kind of beauty and attraction for the World's
Fair on Sunday, or let it be shut up with the black
wings of superstition over it, and let the people
know by an image and symbol that none can dispute what a damnable thing is the orthodox religion. No compromise at all. In no way, shape, or
manner do I want the World's Fair to recognize
the sanctity of the Sabbath. Let it recognize
simply the humanity of man, and the glory he has
accomplished.
Senator Quay since his election is not quite so
chipper on the Sabbath question. He is not so
anxious to help God now that he is secure of his
Senatorial dignity. The following good story is
told of this pious politician. It is not in the Congressional Record but is nevertheless veracious.
On introducing his resolut.i~'n to close the Fair
on Sunday he carried to the clerk's des;k a copy of
the Bible open at the twentieth chapter of Exodus.
Handing it to the clerk Mr. Quay pointed to one of
the verses and dramatically commanded : "Read
that. It's the eighth Commandment." The clerk,
who has a loud and resonant voice, began in his
most stentorian tones: "Thou shalt not steal."
It took the Senator several minutes to recover
his equanimity and the fourth Commandment.
The Six O'clock Club, a literary and social institution of Washington city, met last night around
the festiv board. Among other speeches by W.
A. Cro:ffit, well known to Liberals, Major McElroy,
of the National Tribune_; Hyland C. Kirk, and
Mrs. Sara Spencer, I made a short address in
favor of opening the Fair on Sunday, and with but
one dissenting voice the club voted for Sunday
opening, machinery running and all This shows
the drift of the intelligent public opinion. Some
day it will be felt and the peanut, pious politician
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
will disappear.

To a Minnesota Congressman.
CRooKsToN, MINN., Jan. 10, 1893.
HoN. KITTEL HALVORSON, Washington, D. C.,
.JJear Sir : Within a short time the cloRing or
opening of the World's Fair on Sunday will again
come up in Congress. More than any other thing
this question is now agitating the public mind.
Even up here in this remote part of the country
people are awakening to the importance of the
principles involved. The laboring classes are indignant over the closing act of Congress of last
year, as they consider it a direct slap in the face,
for the reason that the only chance they hav to
visit the Fair is on Sunday, as everybody .will
readily see. The poor fellows who hav to work the
six days of the week in order to make a livelihood
hav just as much right to see the ennobling and
moralizing presentations of industry, art, and
science as hav the rich ones. Those that are
making their bread by the sweat of tb.eir brow are
just as much entitled to the mental development
and industrial instruction that the Exposition offers
as anybody else. By closing the Fair on Sundays
the opportunities of the laboring classes are shut
off and they hav just cause to complain.
Furthermore, the liberty-loving population in
general are awakening to the fact that the effort of
the Sabbatarians to close the Fair on Sunday is a
shrewd game played in the interest of uniting
church and state. It is therefore well to remember at this time General Grant's wise advice when
he said, "Keep church and state forever separate."
The Sabbatarians claim that they want the Fair
closed for the sake of good morals, but the people
at large are now aware of the fact that the Sabbatarians themselvs, in order to impose upon Congress,
manufactured bogus petitions by the wholesale and
that in several states they presented far more names
than the entire population within the reepectiv
borders. In Michigan, for instance, 1,500,000 more
petitioners than the entire population of the state
prayed Congress to close the Fair on Sundays.
What a monstrous fraud! And still these bigoted
Sabbatarian cranke pretend to plead for morality.
How can fraud and morality be reconciled! Another class of people too a>:e in this case pleading
for the cause of morality-the saloon-keepers.
How would it look to other nations-Christians,
Mohammedan, Buddhistic, Brahmaistic, and the
highly civilized Japanese-to see the Americans
close the World's Exposition on Sunday and
keep open the saloons! I hope that Congress
will repeal its hasty action of last year and I hope
that the American institutions will be upheld, and
that the wisdom of the founders of our republic in
separating the church and state will prevail. I am
afraid that I take up too much of your time, and
can hardly expect that you will find time to read a
much longer letter, but an incident, or rather a discussion, I ran into before election, will probably in-
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terest you. In the New York TRUTH SEEKER I wrote
an appeal to R. G. Ingersoll to pronounce for the
People's party and our ticket. For this I was
vigorously attacked by Freethinkers and it was the
Sunday-closing act and the vote ~f the People's
party members in the case that they used as an
argument, and there are no doubts that the People's
party lost thousands of votes on account of it.
Now,~ do not believe that the People's party intends
to umte church and state. I believe there is
enough intelligence and foresight in the party to
see. the da.nf!er of i~. There are enough religious
stnfes as It rs, and If the churches should be given
the smallest chance in that direction they would all
of them, all the one hundred and eighty different
Christian denominations in this country, commence
to strive for supremacy. What that"means everyone can see. I hope our part.y will not do anything
in a way to subject our government to church rule,
as we all know what that means. History tells its
story about church rule (and its rule of sword and
fire), and to-day we see Russia with her Christian
church rule, a living hell. When George Washington said, "In no sense is this government founded
on the Christian religion," he no doubt knew what
he was talking about, and the only safeguard is to
follow out Washington's and Jefferson's wise
course. Just look at the Catholic church now,
grabbing out for the control of our common school.
It must be stopped.
There are no earth]J reasons why the World's
Fair should be closed on Sundays, and I defy
anyone to show even a single solitary ground from
a religious point of view, consistent with the
Christian religion. It is conceded from all sides
ethat the Bible Sabbath is not Sunday but Saturday,
and scripture says that "whosoever doeth any
work on the. Sabbath day shall be put to death."
If this law was enforced there would not be anybody left to attend the Fair or any other place.
The observance of Sunday as a day of worship was
decreed by the emperor Constantine, 321 A.D., and
in honor of the sun.
Sunday observance was
decreed by this cruel tyrant, this Christian monster,
who murdered his own wife by suffocating her in a
kettle of hot water; the heart-rending ruffian who
cut the throat of his own son, and murdered his
father-in-law and brother-in-law, and a great many
other near relativs, and maintained at his court a
set of bloodthirsty and bigoted priests, one of
whom was sufficient to incite one-half of the world
to massacre the other. I hope that our People's
party members will vote for an open Fair on Sun-·
days. I hope that they will show justice to the
living, and not bend their knees before the bloody
hand of the dead and buried Roman emperor. I
hope my defense for the People's party shall not
come· to shame. I hope our representa.tivs prove
to be as broad-minded as I believe them to be, and
tha,nking you in advance for whatever you may do
to open the Fair on Sundays, I remain,
Yours truly,
OLE E. HAGEN.
P. S.-It is very seldom that the majority is
right, but it happens in this case. If the Sunday
opening was put to a vote of the people, it would
carry with an overwhelming majority. In the name
of labor and honest toil, I shall expect a unanimous people's pal'ty vote for Sunday opening. The
church has always been the oppressor, pious and
bloodthirsty. It has always been the archfiend of
labor and the enemy of liberty. It is not the
church of the real Christ and it never was, but it is
the church of that pious perjurer and abominable
robber and murderer, the Roman emperor Constantine, called tlie Great. Not only as a laborer,
but as a lover of liberty and peace on eal'th, I shall
ask of our representativs their vote for Sunday
opening. I shall ask their vote for honest toil, and
J sincerely hope that they will not go into partnership with the disciples of Constantine-these lazy
drones who loaf around the whole week and make
. their living by telling ignorant and superstitious
dupes some hobgoblin and fish stories on Sundays.
OLE HAGEN.

Mr.

Charlesworth Encounters the Striped
Animal.

Since writing my last letter I hav given a course
of lectures in several towns and cities upon the
Puget sound, all of which hav terminated in a
brilliant success. From Seattle I went to Buckley,
where I was favored with large and enthusiastic
audiences at each of my lectures, and our friends
seemed highly enthused at the result. Martin G·:au
had made the arrangements for the lectures, and
quite successfully too. The town literally swarms
with people who are of Liberal thought; my
lectures were well received and entire satisfaction
was experienced all round.
On my way there I
called at Tacoma, where E. G. Bixler, secretary of
the Tacoma Secular Union, assisted by our inde-
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fatigable co-worker C. B. Reynolds, had arranged first personal attack. I stopped for a moment in
for me to giv a lecture before the society. I was my address and gave him a home thrust for
once more favored with a good audience ; the his ungentlemanlike conduct, which brought
members and friends of the Union gave me a very down the house with a perfect storm of applause.
cordial and hearty reception, and liberal assistance From that moment to the close of the debate the
too in the matter of finance.
•
sympathy of the audience went on my side. Even
Tacoma is blessed and honored with a large ele- ministers of his own sect denounced him for his·
ment of enthusiastic Liberals. A splendid society action, and withheld their support and sympathy
is in activ operation here, and every Sunday even- from him. The Ministerial Alliance of Seattle,
ing Mr. Reynolds lectures to a crowded he use. The which had indorsed him as their representativ,
chief interesting feature of the society is the large never favored him with their presence, and made
number of lady members, who are activ in their th mselvs conspicuous by. their absence. The
efforts to make the society and its endeavors a Rev. Mr. Williams, of Salem, Ore., reproached him
success. Its business meetings are well attended, for what he had done and urged him to keep his
and an enthusiasm in the cause is met with here temper and abstain from such conduct in the
unexcelled by any society in the land.
Mr. and future, as it would be detrimental to the interests
Mrs. C. B. Reynolds are unflinching in their work of the church. The second night resulted in a
here for men!al freedom and the emancipation of greater victory than ever, and our friends were
the human mind from the thraldom of priestcraft. highly enthused at the way the debate was going.
They find earnest and willing supporters in Mr. So far I had kept entirely clear from any personal
and Mrs. Charles Babcock, Dr. and Mrs. Angus, attack upon my opponent, a rule that I had laid
Mr. Howden, George Leon, Mr. Ford and his down for myself to follow. On the third night he
father, E. G. Bixler, Miss Lucy Lowe, and many commenced an attack upon the personal character
others too numerous to mention in these columns. of great Freethinkers, our leaders past and present.
Port Angeles was my next point, where I gave Ingersoll, Putnam, York, Bell, and many others
three lectures, through the efforts of Frank Morse. came in for their share of the filthiest viThe Opera House was well filled upon each occa- tuperations that ever fell from . the lips of
sion. Professor Seymour and many other well- man. I became so incensed at the attitude he
known Liberals were among the audience, and my had taken in this debate that I could scarcely
lectnres were a great success. A large number of constrain my feelings; and gave him a bitter shot
friends signed the constitution of the Federation, in return for what he had done. I felt that I had
and placed their names upon our list of members. done wrong, perhaps, but my rebuke won me the
Next I found myself at Forest Grove, Ore., where renewed confidence and sympathy of my audience.
I gave a course of four lectures. They hav a I had made an attempt to conduct the debate
. splendid Liberal hall here built by a bequest of Mr. honorably and fair, but I was foiled in anything of
Vert and which the Freethinkers hav for their own tbe kind by his slanderous abuse and grossly indeuse. I found a large crowd awaiting me at the cent personalities. From now on I was fully dehall and they gave me an enthusiastic reception. A termined to fight the cur with his own weapons.
Thomas Paine celebration was held on the Sunday It requires courage to face and confront this infamorning, which went off in good shape. Our meet- mous disseminator of filth, and to meet this
ings here were enlivened by sweet music. D. C. notorious equivocator on such grounds. To be
Stewart is a good worker for our cause, and through surrounded by people whose very intelligence and
him the lectures and meetings were attended with freedom revolts at such assaults upon personal
a grand success. The district representativ is a character as issued from the mouth of this ingrate,
well-known .Freethinker and succeeded in his alec- was a task no man of honor need envy. In the
tion campaign notwithstanding the fact that the course of his remarks he said, "I can always tell a
name of Infidel was hurled against him as a means dirty, low-down, mean, sneaking Infidel by the
to cause his defeat. It is a university town and a manner in which he will discuss sacred things."
large number of the students attended each of my To this I gave reply in the following words: "I
can always tella dirty, low-down, sneaking Chrislectures.
I had a close call before me to reach Seattle in tian by the hissing noise hewould make with his
time to meet the champion of orthodoxy in debate mouth." This brought down a perfect storm of
for six nights. A storm impeded the progress of applause. I added, " There were only two animals
the train somewhat and I arrived in Seattle at 8:20 in the world that hissed, one was a snakE~, the other
o'clock. The time called for the meeting was 8 was a goose; they both had about the least amount
o'clock, so I immediately hurried off to the Armory of brains of any animals in tl::e world; and the
Hallandfoundtwoorthreehundredpeopleawaiting reverend gentleman could classify himself in the
to witness the contest of opinions, the battle of words. order with either of them that he saw fit." Again
Without anything to eat, or even a wash, without the audience broke out in a roar which made Bradm
time to remove the dust of travel from my clothes, wince, not with shame, but with anger. He then
I mounted the platform and was introduced to J. proceeded to abuse and insult his audience. He
T. Ronald, the mayor of Seattle, who had been se- told them "their brains were in their heels, not in
lected to act as moderator. We immediately took their heads," and from this forth he played a deup our positions upon the platform, and after a cidedly losing game.
The Rev. Mr. Williams, who is pastor of a church
few prefatory remarks by the mayor, Mr. Braden
led off in the debate upon the first proposition. belonging to the same sect as Braden, evinced his
He is a man sixty-two years of age, about five feet abhorrence of the man by denouncing him and reseven inches in bight, and weighs about two hun- turning home. Rev. McCallom, of Olympia, foldred pounds. He has small ferrety eyes which lowed suit, and the two returned together. It was
bespeak distrust, a prominent nasal organ, with utterly impossible to keep a fair debate now, all
iron-gray beard and mustache. He had his argu- rules and "regulations were entirely ignored, the
menta prepared in manuscript, which he proceeded character and sincerity of individuals were assailed
to read in the form of a essay. The first night by this man of God and champion of the Minpassed off well without anything savoring of per- isterial Association of Seattle. He called his
sonal vituperation. I took clreful notes of what audience swine, hogs, clackers, gees~>, serpents, and
he said in his first speech, and my first thirty every vile name that an evil disposed mind could
minutes was taken up with a criticism of what he call up.
The church party were dejected ; they resorted
had said. In his second speech he read again from
his manuscripts, and never attempted to make re- to falsehood in their attempts to extricate them~<elvs
ply to my criticisms. So after a brief review of from the mutl in which their champion had placed
what he had said again, I commenced in my clos- them. The press manifested a respectful silence,
ing argument for the first night an attack upon the but in what little they did say concerning it they
language of the Bible, whicn he had to defend by carefully omitted to mention his obscenities,
the terms of the propositinn under discussion. although they gave me the best of the encounter.
Never once did he throughout the whole debate The third night was passed away, the victory to onr
confine himself to the subject at issue, or even to cause was kept up, and the Liberals went home remake a decent attempt to answer my criticisms of joicing in the conquest we had made.
I shall finish the report of the debate in my next
his own statements, or to answer my objections to
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
biblical doctrin and language. The first night re- letter.
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
suited in an overwhelming victory for our side, and
the local press gave me a favorable report in their
J. E. RElllsnuna's appointments, after leaving Washcolumns. Upon opening the discussion for the ington,
will be as follows:
second night, he made a frantic effort to meet my
Greensburg. Pa .. Feb. 23: Vera Cruz, 0 ..... Mar.
4
criticisms for a few minutes, which he read off again Butler, Pa .......... "
24 Bluffton, 0 ......... ''
fi
from his paper, having had about twenty-one hours Tarentum, Pa ...... "
25: Mnncio, 0 .......... "
5
26 Daleville, 0 ........ "
fl
to prepare it. The.debate started out well, but on Pittsburg,_ Pa ...... ;;
27 NoblesvillE', Ill.. .. "
7, 8
the second night, while I was in the midst of an Tappan, v....... ...
Connotton, 0 ...... "
28 Redmon, 111.. ....... "
8
argument, a hiss was plainly heard by those in the Cortlandt,O ....... Mar.
1 Coles,Ill.. ........... ''
!J
hall. Imagin my surprise and disgust when I knew Findlay, 0 ......... "
2 Highland,Ill.. ..... '' 11, 12
3
that it emanated from the" reverend" gentleman on Pleasant Lake, Tnd "
Mr, Remsburg will go from lllinois to Texas,
the platform, Mr. Braden himself. This was the
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read his books. I will close and wait worked side by side in the ranks of Free- thinkers of our community somewhat and
with patience for the arrival of the books. thought, in this state, in California, and perhaps put them to work in the Liberal
Arizona. We hav many friends who can cause.
Yours respectfully, JoBS. JoHNSON.
You publish a great many books I should
only learn of her death through the
Two Converts to the True Church.
Changes His Mind When He Pleases.
columns of our home idol THE TRUTH like to hav, but I shall hav to defer getting
ELSINoRE, CAL., Jan. 30, 1893.
NEw RoCHELLE, N.Y., Feb. 10, 1893.
SEEKER and hence at this late date I write them until fortune smiles on me more
MR. EDIToR: The illustration of Jan- you of the sad event. I should bav done it plentifully.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed check
One question I wish to ask you. If you·
· for $7 for two new subscribers and my uary 21st representing the harvest-home of long ago, but was at the time blind, and
inspired witchcraft is one of the best pro- hav only been able to read or write for a can answer me, please do so through the
renewal for one year. WM. BRo.ADBELT.
columns. of your dear, good paper. When
jections of Mr. Heston's genius which it few days.
L. H. HAWKINS.
A Lover of Kno"ftledge.
and where did a Catholic priest by the
has ever been my good fortune to contem.
GRAND FoBKs, D.AK., Jan. 26, 1893.
name of Lambert make our famous orator
plate. Although there is at this time a
The Impudence of Preachers.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose two trial sub- Methodist revival in progress at Elsinore,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll take a back seat in an
WAGENOR, I. T., Jan. 23, 1893.
scriptions, a small order for books, and my I hav received the right of religious libMR. EDIToR: The following does not argument on religion? I think you will
renewal. I am a poor man but would like erty which I believe to be accorded to come properly under the head of "Crimes know if such is the case. I hav seen no
to get some more books. The spirit is an American citizen, by hanging the of Preachers," yet I think it worth com- such argument in any journals or papers.
willing but the purse weak.
picture in my office window-as I am in municating to you. One Methodist " sin- A gentleman in this city told me so. I
LEVI BANCROFT.
the habit of doing-by the side of the last killer" who had been "sent" to the charge told him I did not believe it.
Wasp's colored cartoon of "The Modern at Tahlequah, Ind. Terr. (capital of the
One of the Salvation Army women asked
To Spread the Good Word.
Samaritan." Of course I shall be abused Cherokee Nation), by name Elliot, for me if I thought I would get to heaven. I
DEL NoRTE, CoL., Jan. 29, 1893.
and preached about and cursed, but, 1892, was-as usual-a constant beg- told her, yes, if there is a heaven I would.
MR. EDIToR: I received your books all brethren, I am with you always when it gar, and not only this but last spring She said, "Be careful you don't get left
OK. I am well pleased with them. The comes to doing what I think is right and actually sent a note to every member of behind." l said, '' Don't you believe it.
fifty cents you hold you may use for pub- changing my mind when I think I am his flock asking them to send their chil- I will sit on a higher seat in heaven than
lication of pamphlets for the cause of wrong.
Very truly,
F. H. HEALD.
dren around to hoe out his garden. Some you will." She walked out and said no
Freetbought, and oblige,
·
of th~ poor fools did so, and he stood more to me,
A Champion Truth Spreader.
Yours for truth, MRs. M.A. JERoME.
May success crown your every effort in
among the little fellows with an umbrella
ILwAco, WASH., Jan. 6, 1893.
over him directing the work. This is the advancement of Freethought, and also
Propaganda.
MR. EDIToR: I, too, say, let us put what I term -"gall." And only such Brother Heston's. I remain,
YATEs CENTER, KAN., Jan. 25, 1893.
laurels on the brow of the great and splenYours truly for truth and liberty,
MR. EDITOR: I hav nearly every num- did man. Only Wilson Macdonald should hypos po!!sess it.
MilS. c. A. BERLETH.
I read THE TBUTH SEEKER. My friend
ber of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the past five hav said, a monument of figures of flowers,
Wells
has
gone
and
left
it
to
me.
When
[The
answer
to
your
question is, Never
years. I would be willing to giv them to wrought in the finest of marble, with the
any person or persons who would distribute deserved emblems. Ingersoll has voiced his time expires I shall subscribe for it and nowhere.~ED. T. S,]
them as samples or in any way that they the first ,!:reat psalm of morn-Truth and myself. ".The Bible in India" long ago Search for Truth Never Displeasing in
established my former convictions upon
migbt do some good. I will send them to Love. We owe him a debt of gratitude.
God's Eyes.
all the subjects of religion. I am a great
any lecturer who is traveling and disWith a few TRUTH SEEKERS and a Bible
WAusEoN, 0., Feb. 1, 1893.
admirer of Mr, Ingersoll.
tributing Free thought literature, or divide Picture Book I walked to town, five miles,
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is dljiInfidels are plentiful out here, but they
them among several. Let me know.
and sold ten Bible Picture Books and ining a good work in educating the p_eople
are
not
much
on
reading.
Yet
I
think
I
M. A. WECKERLY.
duced E. J. Colvin to subscribe for the pashall be able to send you some subPcribers and broadening the minds of seekers of
per a~d a book. Friends, if you would put
the truth. In that notable interview beLiberals Want to :Meet.
your shoulder to the wheel right the lift soon.
tween Mrs. Annie Besant and the late
like
G.
E.
Macdonald,
of
Snohomish.
I
Gl!EENSBURG, P .A., Feb. 4, 1893.
would not be so hard. My way .of overDeau Stanley, the latter said: "RememMr.
Putnttm's
argument
if!
by
all
odds
the
MR. EDIToR: I see by your paper of coming. the repulsiv atmosphere that
ber that our God is the God of truth, and
February 4th that a writer from Jeannette, generally surrounds book-agents is by clearest on the subject of any I hav seen. that therefore the honest search for truth
G.
A.
PLACE.
Pa,, would like the address of the Greens- complimenting myself like this: "Friends,
can never be displeasing in His eyes."
burg writer. I wish to inform him we with this staff I hav walked five miles.
In accord with such Liberal views is the
Not
Surprising,
for
Preachers
Are
Prohav an organization here named the lVIy $8 pension will not keep wife and me
address recently delivered by Col; J. H.
.
fessional
Thieves.
Greensburg Progressiv Liberal U Irion, both, but she is loyal to the cause of
Brigham, master of the National Grange
HUBBARD, Jan. 23, 1893.
that meets every Sunday afternoon in Truth and Liberty, and goes out and
Patrons of Husbandry, on the occasion of
MR.
EDITOR:
I
send
you
.
a
small
list
of
Armbrust's Hall. We would be pleased to works to keep back the wolf, and if I
the death of a neighbor who was a Freemeet the gentleman from Jeannette any should sell a hundred books I would not names of men who, I think, would like to thinker. The following is the extract:
see
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
time, aod if you will giv us his name we make a cent." All of which is a fact. In
Our friend and brother did not accept
I sometimes ·think we are a Httle too
will send a committee to wait on him and our heart we carry your burden, but this
the views and beliefs entertained by many
hard
on
the
poor
preachers.
A
friend
of
extend an invitation to visit us.
of our people, but he was a firm believer
is all we can do at present.
mine tells me this little story: "I went to in the greatness and goodness of an infinit
J. P. LEASURE, Secretary.
J. A. SEEBER.
Pittsburgh the other day, and took a seat God. And as he saw and understood his
Will Our Ohio Subscribers Reply to Whoever Helps Ecclesiasticism Is an in the car immediately across the aisle from character and teachings, he trusted to him.
is not for you and me to say he should
'l'bis 1
· a clerical-looking youth. This person had It
Enemy to His Country.
hav discarded his belief and hav accepted
on
the
high-cut
waistcoat
and
frock
coat
OLD SoLDIERs' AND SAILORS' HoME,}
PELLA, !A., Jan. 26, 1893.
ours, He, like all of us, must finally meet
I::!ANDUSKY, 0., Feb. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to send a list of of a preacher, and he wore the look of one the judge of all the earth, and when that
MR. EDIToR: Will you please be so kind names for membership in the Freetbought of the oldtime itinerant psalm-singers, time comes we will not be tried by any
as to inform the readers of your valuable Federation of America, as I regard it as who thought the cooking of Sunday meals creed of any church, but will meet face to
journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER, if the Bible one of the grandest movements that hav was a sin against the Lord God. This face a just and loving father who will not
is read in the public schools of Ohio? ever been made. But simply to get men particular youth had the melancholy look condemn without reason. "Shall riot the
judge of all tbe earth do right?" In the
And also if the public schools of Ohio are to consent to hav their names sent in for of a man who had lost his best friend and bands
of that judge we leave our departed
opened with prayer? We hav put this membership upon my explanation of the was himself on the road to perdition. The friend and brother.
question to quite a number of the dailies objects of the order, occurs to me to be newsboy soon came through the car and
Broad-minded humanitarians are surof our state, but can elicit no reply. superfluous. I want every man whose distributed packages of candy, leaving one prised'at the action of certain persons who
Hoping you can giv us the facts in the name I send in to feel that anything that on the seat beside the theological student, are striving to close the World's Fair on
case, we are constant readers of your has any appearance of ecclesiastical usurp- and went on to the next car. No sooner Sunday. And the most disreputable
paper, and earnest friends of Freethought ation is of vastly more importance than was the boy gone than the sanctimonious means are adopted by the bigots to accomand reform,
DR. GEoRGE H. BoYD,
party affiliations, and is sufficient cause to youth carefully opened one end 'of the plish the closing, The fact that the
GEoRGE BAKER,
brand a man as an enemy of, and traitor box and abstracted six or seven of the "pious frauds" claim 4,050,518 names
tissue-paper-wrapped candy-balls and
The Meanness of the Baltimore Press. to, our institutions and the liberties of our closed the package. He removed the from Michigan when that state contains
only 2,093,389 people is a sample of their
country; hence I would suggest that we
BALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 30, 1893.
hav printed preambles with blanks for paper from one and put the candy in his scala.wagism. THE TRUTH SEEKER's leaflet
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed the names written by each one wishing to be- ~outh, then opening his grip he took out on the World's Fair closing should hav a
address of Father Stafford. This is a new come a member. The object of this his Bible and commenced to read. I was wide circulation, The plea that this is a
departure, for a Catholic prelate to appear method is that each one may fully under- beginning to be interested in this religious Christian nation is a"nother of the mistakes
before a free discussion society. He was stand the nature and importance of the thi.ef, and watched when the boy came of the superstitionists. The Father of this
replied to most effectivly by aFreethought obligation he is taking when he signs his back. He shook his head when asked if Nation, George Washington, above his
Liberal, and notes were taken by a re- name. It may be that such plan has been he wanted to purchase one. This hypocrit official signature in the t1eaty with
porter, yet not a word of the reply was adopted. If so please send me a few pre thEm read his Bible until Pittsburgh was Tripoli declared: "The government of
published in our city papers- which shows ambles with blanks attached, and I will7 reached, in the meantime eating the oandy the United States is not in any sense
the meanness of our Baltimore city press. get as many to sign as possible and remit he had purloined from the boy." Do the founded oh the Christian religion." He
Mr. Putnam has delivered two or. three on receipt of same.
commenting yourself, but believe me, the further said, " The United States is not a
fuLL FisH.
lectures before this association, not a word
story is absolutely true.
·
Christian nation any more than a Jewish
of which could be ~rot in our papers.. He
A Secular Funeral.
Yours for the truth,
or Mohammedan nation."
was not present at this meeting, Verily,
GnAND RAPIDS, MINN., Jan. 25, 1893.
ADAM Al!CHBOLD,
J AS, H. SHERWOOD.
our press is muzzled.
E. LIVFZEY,
MR. EDIToR: Your old subscriber Lizzie
A Sample Lie.
P. Hawkins died suddenly on Nov. 20,
A Brush With the Enemy.
Lectures or Books.
LAKEPORT, S. D.AK;, Jan. 19, 1893.
1892. She died as she had lived, a conTRTNIDAD, CoL., Jan. 15, 1893.
CoLES, ILL., Jan. 11, 1893.
sistent Liberal. And following out her oftMR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2, for
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for the reMR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 for repeated request, she was laid in her last newal of your valuable paper. I havtried which please send me the following books:
four books, entitled, "Age of Reason," by resting-place without any priest or preacher very hard to get some new subecribers, "Force and Matter," $1.50; the great
Thoma l Paine; "Travels in Faith," by or religious service of any kind. My but my efforts hav been of no avail. I Ingersoll controversy, 25 cents; "Did
R. C. Adams; ''My Religious Experience, " brother, H. H. Hawkins, late candidate shall send you a few names of persons Jesus Arise?" by Saladin, 25 cents; total,
by H. P. Putnam; "Bible Morals," by for lieutenaut-governor in this state, de- who call themselvs Freethinkers. I hav $2.50.
J. E. Remsburg.
livered her funeral address. He paid a thought several times, like our Liberal · I hav just finished reading Ingersoll's
We thought we were going to hav a glowing tribute to the memory cf one brother Shumaker, that I would hav to "Interviews on Talmage," aod think it
Freethinkers' lecture by J. E. Remsburg whom, as my cherished wife, he had known discontinue THm TRUTH SEEKER for a while, is, for keenness of argument; and sharpin this month, but I see we are not billed for eighteen years.
He spoke of her but I do not see how I could get along ness of· sarcasm, far above anything I hav
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, He wrote us be ability and perfect honesty ; and though without it.
ever read.
woull be here in January, but I guess he many Christ;ans were present, there was
Your paper is also a welcome guest. I
I feel happy to know that we are to hav
has forgotten us, and if we can 'lot hav the not a dry eye in the audience,
Brother Charlesworth to lecture for us in think it contain; nothing but good and
pleasure of hearing a good leoture we oan
For many years my wife and myself hav April, I think it will arouse the Free- useful information,

THE TRUTH. 8EEKER. FEBRUA:t?,Y
I wish you would admit to your colum
a few words which I hav to say concern!· ns
"
.. t
ng
a mims er of the gospel." A few days
ago . there happened to pass through this
secti~n of the co~nt:ry one of those semi_
lunatics who claim to. be called b th
" Holy Gh os t •" a " servant of the Lord
Y
"e
etc. Being asked where he was from, he
d~cl~red ~hat he was one of a company of
misswnanes, consisting of three hundred
members, sent out by "the missionary
society." He was dressed up like a gentl.eman, with plug hat and white linen, and
his. ~onversation was that of a first-class
r~ligwus crank.
He stopped here one
mght, as this happened to be the first
house he struck; and as Infidels are
always kind and hospitable, even to
P~eachers, he was of course invited to rest
htm.self overnight from his weary travel
durmg the day, in searcbing for lost sinners. He tried pretty much to stuff some
of his religious nonsense down our throats
such as " to become one of the Lord'~
children,"' to ".consecrate ourselvs entirely to Jesus Christ," etc. The reader
may judge as to how far he succeeded.
However, he soon made known his business, which was that of a missionary beg.
gar, after a religious discourse in a·
n~ighboring schoolhouse.
But, alas 1
his speech had made but little effect
or he had failed to make the right
combination with the holy trinity, in order to make the Holy Ghost work on the
audience, as there was but one contributor.
I remain, yours as ever for Freethought,
J. c. NELSON.

Woman Suffrage plank in fue Prohibition
platform: "They <_the ProhibitionIsts) are fair enough to allow the women
to vote." I would say they are smart
enough. If people imagin that plank was
put in from any sense of fairness to the
fair sex fuey are wofnlly mistaken.
ere women allowed to vote, the Prohibition party would not be the political
cipher it·is to-day. A lady schoolteacher,
a. strong female suffragist, told the undersigned a short time ago, "If we could
only vote we would soon put a stop to the
liquor business, and the :first thing we
would hav would be a Sunday law in California." Nice to contemplate, is it not?
The preachers hav abandoned the Prohibition party, and are flocking to
the standard of the People's party,
the party of the Masses, the Lasses,
and the Asses. Although in their
platform they did not come out flatfooted for woman suffrage, they threw out
some mighty strong hints. Almost all of
the leaders, writers; and speakers of the
party are in favor of woman suffrage, and
I hav met very few People's party men,
at least here in California, who were Freethinkers. There is no use to deny the
fact, religion has a strong hold on fue
women, and the prea<Jhers are smart
enough to recognize the fact. Duty to
God before man would be the women's
political battle-cry. (I speak about the
majority of . women, of course.) No,
fellow-Freethmkers, woman is not freeminded enough to hav the power of the
bttllot in her hands. The time will come
I doubt not, but at present it would be th~
death of the Freethought Federation of
Womeo Will Abolish What Little Liberty America,
ALBERT SANDBERG.

'
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We Hav.

NUNAOH, CAL., Jan. 24, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: There is one question
among the multitudes discussed in THE
TRUTH SEEKER which I think most Freethinkers do not see in its true light and
that is woman suffrage. Now that' the
FreethougM Federation of America is an
established fact it behooves us as intelligent electors to closely examin, from more
than one ~tandpoint, whefuer our sisters
mothers, and wives should share with th~
men that greatest of responsibilities, the
ballot. As our work as members of the
Freethought Federation of America will
almost wholly be to keep church and state
separate, we should look more closely at
that side of the woman suffrage question
than any other. Mrs. R. H. Schwartz, of
San Jose, Cal., in an article in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 24, 1892, has won
my lifelong admiration for her sensibleness (a scarce article with the fair sex, by
the way). She says: "I want to v.ote,
but I would rather die without voting fuan
see women vote now. • • • It is highly
necessary to arouse her to her position in
the Bible, church, an·i dress reform.
First, she must realize the littleness of
dreps, novel-reading, gossip, etc., and
that outside of this limited space her mind
is blank." Truer words were never
spoken. Liberals surely must be aware
that nearly all preachers !l.nd very religious people desire the women to vote.
Why? They want their help and cooperation in their damnable work of
putting God in the Constitution. With
the women composing half of the population of the country, and about four-fifths
of the congregation of the land, we hav
an army, and as an army must hav leaders
this one is led by the priesthood, that at
one fell swoop at the ballot-box can
annihilate what little personal liberty Comstock, Harrison, and Wanamaker hav left
us. Think of the danger to our treasured
freedom of conscience if the fanatical
Womim'sChristian Temperance Union, led
by that very able female suffragist Miss
Frances Willard, were turned at large
with the ballot in their bands. There are
Liberal-minded women, it is true, but in
what ratio do they stand as compared to
men? The Liberal woman's vote in a general election affecting some religious issue
would be snowed under so badly that the
late lamented Harrison would not be in it.
I am aware of the fact that most Liberal
papers, including 1he old standby, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, advocate woman suffrage.
In an issue of THE '!'RUTH SEEKER some
months back, in an editorial reviewing
the obnoxious parts to Liberals of political
platforms, the editor says about the

We Must Be Surprised at Nothing That
Credulity Does.

j_

s.

lighted such easily pleased audiences.
Heston seems destined to rival the ancient
Hogarth as a satiric artist, and the follies
of .the .world make him a necessity.
While asmgle trace of superstition lin"'ers
i';l the mind of !Dorta! man, Heston's ;enell and Macdonald's pen will remove it if
anything can.
Annie Besant has just delivered two
lectures here on Theosophical subjects,
and while I sat nearly two hours at one
of them, with pencil and paper to jot
down an idea new or startling, I failed to
catch one; and came away feeling as a
man does who partakes of an oyster stew
at a church entertainment-that he has
been the victim of misplaced confidence.
Her ability a~ an orator is unquestioned,
for the past IB too full of evidence but
Theosophy, that compound of wind' and
words, that jngglery of tenuous theories
affords little scope for oratory based o~
common sense; and based on anything
el~e it can never be effectiv.
Why
this once brilliant Materialist has absorbed
a do~trin that reason has no use for, and
demonstrated facts hav no connection
with, will remain a puzzle to those who
watch the mutations of the human mind.
H.er mind is now absorbed and mystified
With a double triangle marked with San~krit letters that signify sat, which means,
Ill fue king's English, existence; and other
characters on this six-pointed enameled
star worn on the right shoulder, signify
awn, which is another "sacred" word
meaning fue principle which underlies ali
existence,
Having read more or less
about this sacred word aum, and . the
proper way to pronounce it to generate
power and set force in motion I recalled
to mind what Voltaire said ab;ut such sacred words in his dav, and would recommend its careful perusal in this. When
persons surrender reason to such trivial
things they are fast approaching that mental condition where it will require no
effort to believe the walls of Jericho
tumbled at the blast of a ram's horn.
Credulity apparently has no limit and we
must learn to be surprised at nothing.
We are making arrangements to properly celebrate the birthday of the grandest cha·acter in human history Thomas
Paine, and hope for successful r~sults.
Prof. W. C. Bowman will establish the
Church of the New Era next Snnday io.
this city, and· it is expected to be a Freethought organization.
REV. Dn. C. SEVERANCE (Devil's Church).

Los ANGELES, CAL., Jan. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Jt was with much pleasure
that I read your editorial note saying that
Geo. E. Macdonald would again be heard
through the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. For one, I think his long and
profound silence in the shade of Puget
sound has been a moral crime against
Freethought and the great family of Freefuinkers that derived so much benefit and
satisfaction from his mental powers and
th~ products of his brain. No Freethougbt
wnter has been more widely missed than
he in his temporary disappearance and
his legion of friends will rejoice ;t the
chance to renew his literary acquaintance,
and to forget now and then that life has a
An ArchbishOl)'s Foolish Babblings
stern and serious side. Since Freethought
Rebuked,
suspended and failed to make its weekly
visits on this comJt, it.has seemed as though
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Jan. 17, 1893.
an old acquaintance had climbed the
MR. EDIToR: A few months since Archgolden stair; for we had got so used to bishop Janss{'ns, while officiating at a
the weekly supply of fresh and facetious funeral, said : " The church prays for the
thoughts from the Man With the Badge- dead. There is a life beyond the tomb the
pin, that their cessation was like cutting life eternal, with its eountless myriad; and
off the liquid refreshments of a man ac- myriads of souls, gone to their last account,
customed to his daily dram. I fuink, for eternal reward or everlasting woe !"
This everlasting woe doctrin is still the
however, that his long silence will be
generally forgiven, provided he does not drawing card of the church, which is 80
profitable to the high priests, for it gathel:s
repeat the offense.
I would further remark, that next to the in the tithes; without it the pews of these
writings of the man mentioned above, the structures of superstition would be as
pictures of Heston seem to fill a " soul empty on the first day of th9 week as on
want;" and so lifelike and accurate are any other day. Though there is no doubt
some of them that I wonder at times if he that there are many priests and preachers
does not catch the facial expression of who themselvs do not believe in this hell
some of those old chicken-eaters with a doctrin, yet they cannot very well afford
kodak and transfer it with a pencil. In to abandon the preaching thereof, for well
his "exact description of the clergy " he they know that the time would be near at
must hav taken them from life, or had a hand when they would hav to toil for an
flash of inspiration; for all are so true to honest living in another caracity. It is
nature and tbe profession that they only astonishing that people in this enlightened
lack the power of speech to convince one age will still believe such bosh, that an
he is gazing on the real presence. That all-merciful God would damn man, his own
old Methodist parson in the group I hav creation, to everlasting woe because he has
seen a thousand times, and I guess every- made him imperfect, so much so indeed, that
body else has; and the Church of England at one time it repented him very much of
man I am positiv I knew back East. That having created him at all, in consequence
description in words which Jeremiah of which he concluded to drown all save a
givs is too accurate to admit of question, few, and he an unchangeable and perfect
and both should be widely circulat.ed as God at that, supreme in his wisdom, inmissionary documents for our church. I capable of making any blunders.
He continues: "The souls of those who
was also particularly pleased with Gabriel's picture, for it revealed a knowledge die in the f,.ith are not forgotten by the
of heavenly characters not to be expected church. She is nn ever-remembering
from an old resident of Missouri; and the mother, and when her children die she
fact that Gabriel had adopted one of our intercedes for them and obtains aRsUa"'elatest classical productions in mu~ic goes ment of their punishment in the other
to show there has been an imitat.iv pro- world, if by any sins of omission or comgression. in heaven, where "Old Hun- mission they hav been temporarily denied
dred" has held sway so long and de· access to the realms of the blessed. This

custom ofprayi:Q.g for the dead is sanctioned
by the holy book, for it is written therein
that, after the battle between the children
of God and their enemies, Judas Maccabeus sent ail ver offerings to the high
priests for the purpose of offering services
for the repose of the souls of the dead
soldiers."
That caps the climax! Is not such preaching and teaching encouraging to the eviL
doers? Is it not a consolation for the
criminal to believe that, even after his
death, the silver offerings sent to the high
priests by. his relativs or friends will secure
him a clear pass? Correctly Thomas
Paine says: "The invention of purgatory
and of the releasing of souls therefrom, by
prayers, bought of the church with money,
are revenue laws without bearing that
name or carrying that appearance."
But what else is th,e so-called holy book
but a fabrication of man, and where can
we find a book which contains more demoralizing, obscene, and immoral reading
matter than that very one? Those who
honestly believe in a God ought to consider
that so-called holy book 1he most blasphemous publication ever manufactured by
roan-as an insult to their God.
but this
practice of praying and interceding for the
dead by the church, I suppose, is only
established for the wealthier classes; the
poor seem to hav a poor show; they may
console themselvs by reading the scripture:
"Blessed are the poor, for such is the
kingdom of heaven," and this is a great
consolation indeed, for well they knowand many have experienced it-that if the
shekels are not forthcoming punctually,
no goods will be delivered. 1 know of
several instances in which the high priests
refused to officiate unless the ail ver offerings were paid in advance. Here is one:
A poor man, personally known 1o me,
whose earnings are but $41 per month, lost
his fifteen-year-old son. He went to the
priest and told him of his sorrows and misfortune. 'rhis good servant of the Lord
expressed his sympathy, but told him he
could not officiate ut the funeral unless $25
were paid in advance. The poor fellow
explained his condition to this good man,
and after much pleading the bargain was
reduced to $20, then to $15, to $10; and at
last to $5, with the understandin!;:' that it
had to be paid cash in advance; that services would only be held at the house, and
that a carriage would hav .to be sent to the
parsonage to convey him to the house of
deceased and back to parsonage, although
the street-car was passing within half a
square of both places. Now this hardhearted scalawag did not care a farthing
if he took the last cent out of this poor
man's pocket (which in fact he did, as he
had to ask his employer for an advance of
pay), even though he did not hav the
wherewithal to buy bread for his wife and
children the next day; the meanest moneyshark could not hav acted more contemptibly. Verily, there are none so blind as
those w.ho will not see. But as long as
they bow to priests they will not see, and
as long as they will not see, but blindly
believe, we must continue to fight this
monster of superstition. Blind belief has
been, and still is, fattening thousands of
priests; blind belief still prevents thousands
of Protestant preachers to sacrifice their
fat salaries for truth; it still is the cause of
many being sent to insane asylums; it hurls
disc rd into the happy family by the fireside, etc , etc. ; therefore curse to this
blmd belief which is the cause of so much
misery. Let all lovers of justice and
mental freedom do their share to destroy
these doctrins of superstition and fanaticism until mental slavery will be a thing of
the past. True, that time is still distant,
but it will surely come.
·EawrN HuFFURTH.
P.S.-Robert Ingersoll has arrived-that
is, not the great orator and teacher of
humanity, but a little stranger, well and
hearty, made his appearance on the 4th
inst. (for further information see letter in
THE TRUTH SEEKER d 8ct. 22, 1892
page 683). With out two boys, the eldes~
a bright little lad of six years, who will in
the near future be one of Miss Wixon's
Cornerit6il, we exclaim: "Home is our
heaven." It is needless to mention that no
priest or preacher will be called upon to
perform the baptism ceremonies of orthodoxy.
E. H.
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~ l:dldren' s {jornsr.

"I don't kuow, darly; I don't know.
Something awful I know by the way that
bad man said it."
"What makes you cry and talk that
way?" asked little Atha Merton, who had
been watching and listening to them unobserved for some time.
''Because mamma is dead," replied
Trenn.
'"Tarue mamma's dead, ".echoed Nonna.
"My mamma isn't dead," said Atha,
"and you come right home with me and
she will take care of you."
"Oh, will she? But we isn't her children."
"Yes, you are, because I hav heard her
say many times that all · children were
, hers, and all little boys and girls were my
' brothers and sisters. But here comes
'mamma now. Oh, mamma, these little
· clrildren's mamma has died, and they don't
want a bad woman to ha.v them, or go to
the 'poor' us ' I guess they mean poorhouse. Won't you love and take care of
them?",
'' Certainly I will," replied mamma. I
hav plenty of room in my heart and home
for two more children. Come, dears, just
up this little hill."
" Oh, I tant," said N onna. "I'se so
hungry and shaky, and my 'tomach aches
so I would fall. I'll has to stay here."
"Are you so hungry as that, you little
darling?" and she lifted the baby in her
arms and with Atha helped Trenn up the
hill and in the house. They were given a
nice warm supper, but not too much because they had fasted so long, and then
were put to bed. In a few days they were
well and happy, loved and loving; and
Atha, being an only child, was dElighted
to hav a l rother and sister and to be no
longer lonely. I wonder how many mothers
can truthfully feel and say, "All children
are mine." I fear they are not many.
Yet there are a few who hav sufficient of
that divinest of attributes, love, to do this.
One dear woman in this "City of the
Angels," when I thanked her for doing a
great kindness to my daughter, replied:
"You thank me for doing a kind act to
your child. Your child? Is she not mine
also? Why, I feel that all children are
mine."
If we had a heaven upon earth-as I
hope we will hav some time-I believe that
not only mothers, but all people will feel
likewise. Shall we not, old and young,
work and strive to attain this great end?
Little children, begin first by trying to
feel like Atha-that every little boy or
girl you meet or know is your brother or
sister. Then, if your mammas hav not
already felt this, when they see their
darlings' loving fraternal spirit they can
not help saying: "If they are Susie's, and
Mamie's, and Roy's, and Robin's brothers
and sisters, they must surely all be my
children. Yes, all children are mine."
SADIE ATHENA MAGOON.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Edited by MIBs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occnrations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

The Coming Woman.
She's just a rosY little lump,
Laughing, kicldng, cooing;
She keeps her nurse upon the jump,
Seeing what sht: 's doing.
She talks, and says" Ah goo, ah ge·~ !''
And douhles up her fist;
But when you take her on yl:ln.l" knP~
Her eyes arc all a-mist.
She cries and shrieks as if she's n1ad,
Or hurt, or sadly seared;
To hear her sob you'd think she ha'l
::\lost seriously fared.
She's always wanting this or thiltThere's naught she does not dareFrom morn till night, both soon and late,
She needs a deal of care;
And:now she's playing peek-a-booA little vixen, sheWho pinches, bites, and scratches you,
Then chuckles in great glee.
She reeks not of the world outside
Or cares its work to greet;
She's no ambition and no: pride
Its varied ways to meet.
But she's a charming.:darling one,
Deny: it, ye who can;
So full of frolic and of fun,
She's the coming woman!
-Susar~ H. W·i:wn in Woman's Tr'ibune.

All Children Are Mine.
The mother of two wee mites, Nonna
and Trenn, was dead, and they had just
removed the body to the morgue. Nonna
was a baby of four years, while Trenn
was two years and a half older, but little
more than a baby himself. The father
and husband had failed in business and
died, leaving his wife a half invalid dependent upon her needle for the meager
support of herself and two little ones-so
meager that they were often hungry
and cold.
"The brats 'l hav ter go to the pooru&,"
remarked one.
" LeBB old Mag Jones takes 'em ter beg
'ith, or suthin," said another.
"Their marm was tu grand an' hupper
crusty tu liv in our wicinity, an' that's
w'y she kicked the bucket," added another.
"Poorus, beg, Mag Jones," rushed
through poor little Trenn's mind, and
when unobserved he took his httle sister
by the hand and walked away with her.
"Where we going, brother?" she asked.
"I don't know, darly."
Tren n often called her " darly," and
sometimes only darl, instead of darling.
They wandered on and on, stopping sometimes to rest until they saw the great
ocean like a sheet of glass in its tranquillity
spread out before them. They walked
down to the water's edge just before .the
·sun sank b_elow the horizon. The sky
was QVercast with heavy clouds, and the
• great luminary was thus invisible until
they had stood there for a moment, then
they parted just sufficiently to allow one
golden ray to gleam upon the sea.
'' Oh, see, brother!" exclaimed N onna,
"see the pretty path of gold. It's jes'
wide enough for us two, less we walk on
it."
''Yes," replied Trenn, "we will, but
we must be careful and not get shaky,
because we are so hungry, and iall in the
water. A man they call a minister said
mamma was walking streets of gold now,
and perhaps this gold path goes right to
where she is."
"Oh, won't that be sp'endid-only we's
so hungry we most falls down, but we'll
be careful, and mamma will giv us some
supper when we find her, won't shP,
brother?"
"Yes, piles and heaps of it, darl', just
all we want; but oh, oh; it's gone now;
the gold path is gone!" he cried.
"Oh, oh; it's gone, it's g<.r!J.Ed" wailed
the baby.
"And we won't see mamma or hav any
supper," sobbed Trenn. "0 dear, 0
dear!"
"What's a beg, and a poor'us, brother:'"

Chats With Correspondents.
ETTA M.-We are indeed pleased to hear
that you will soon be well again. Good
health is better than religion, better than
wealth or fame. Thank you for your kind
interest in the Corner.
SADIE A. M.-Wish we had time to write
you a good long letter in return for yours.
You must take the will for the deed.
'' Claud," the story, was lost, but is found
again. It is all right for the Comer some
time. Hav sent you papers, and will send
more another time. You are not well, but
do not be discouraged. Health will come
again.
J. F. GoNzALES.-We did not think you
intended it for publication. Hav never
heard whether the nurse of George Washington was white or black, but think it
likely _that she was black, as such were, and
are still, nurses of the children of Southerners.
GEoRGE A.-Do not fear to show your
true colors. It is not best to be too aggressiv, but always stand for the right.
Sustain yourself well, and read that you
may hold your own in argument.
KATE B.-Yes, TnE TRUTH SEEKER is
reliable. It does not make incorrect statements knowingly.
JoHN B. F.-Five and six novels a week
can never do you or anyone good. It is
dissipation to read so many. Many novels
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are not worth the time to read them. Read
history, travels, and books of science.
Read few books of fiction, if any, when
books of truth can be procured. The list
by F. M. Holland recently published in
the Children's Corner is a good one to
select from. Send for TRUTH SEEKER
catalog. Liberal books will help you and
also the authors and publishers of the
same.
JANET C.-Yes, read the Bible through
if you hav time. It is the best way to discover its errors, inconsistencies, falsehoods, and foolishness.
PUBLIO ScHooL.-Please giv your real
name. The schools are the bulwarks of
our civilization. They cannot be too
closely guarded, and should be entirely
secular. Good morals in place of religious
teaching should prevail in schools supported by public money.

Gladstone, of England, and say he is a
Christian. I tell them that "it is hard to
teach an old dog new tricks," and that
Mr. Gladstone sticks to his superstition
mostly for the sake of policy.
While such papers as THE TRUTH
SEEKER are published, I am surpriB()d
that the whole world is not converted to
Rationalism and common sense.
Your Liberal friend,
ALVIN J. TANNER.
[Another sensible boy, from whom we
shall always be pleased to hear .. He is
right-the flings of bigotry and ignorance
cannot harm us. Aim to do right, be
true and honorable, seeking ever the approval of conscience, and you need not
fear.-ED. C. C.]

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

Correspondence.

THE TRUTH SEEKER

Feb. 5, 1892.
ONE YEAR,
DEAR MisS WIXoN: I want to speak a
!Will be sent for $4.50. The
good word for the Children's Corner, also
~2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
for the Little Freethinker. We need
SEEKER one year for $5.
more Corners and more paperA for the
children instead of less, and I feel to exTHE
press a hope that the Children's Corner
will grow or expand into a children's
paper or magazine, and that the Liberals
AND
and Freethinkers will keep alive the
Little Freethinkm·, of which our good
THE TRUTH SEEKER
"Aunt Elmina" is the editor.
ONE YEAR,
SADIE A. MAGOON.
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

STAPLEToN, S. I., Jan. 28, 18!J3.
DEAR Miss WixoN : As I hav the op·
portunity I thought I would write you a
While you were on your.
few lines.
voya~e I missed the letters very much in
the Uorner, still I was greatly interested
with the continued story "Across the
Atlantic." I was corresponding with Laura
Carlton in Idaho, but as I hav not hearu
of her for several months I suppose she
wishes to drop the correspondence.
·
Hoping some other girl will write to me,
I remain,
Your Liberal Friend,
ELSIE L. SEIDEL.
P.S.-1\Iy address is, 112 Broad street,
Stapleton, S. I., N.Y., Box 468. E. S.
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Jan. 26, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My elder brother
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and several
other Liberal papers, but I like THE
TRUTH SEEKER better than the rest on account of the pictures and the Children's
department.
I am fourteen years old, and a regular
attendant at the Long school, where I am
acquiring a good education. The teachers
and the principal are all religious, and
spend some of our valuable time in singing hymns and repeating the "Lord's
prayer," but I notice that a goodly number of the pupils remain ignorant and
incorrigible. I think I am about the only
Freethinker in the whole school, and of
course I hav to bear the slurs of some of
the boys and girls whose minds are
twisted by superstition.
Sometimes I
become vexed at them, but reason tells
me I should not long remember offenses
which spring from ignorance. Sometimes
I show them Mr. Heston's cartoons, but
generally they are unable to comprehend
them.
I hav enjoyed George Remsburg's letters in the Corner~ and think I should
like to help him aig into some Indian
mounds.
When I get a little older I hope to take
up the studies of geology and astronomy.
I also want to learn all about evolution .
I would like to become a scientist, but as
I will hav to work for a living I will hav
to be satisfied in the rank and file of Freethinkers. I will never be a Christian
under any circumstances, because I know
the Christians are mistaken about God
the Bible, and several other things, and
they will always be behind the times.
When I tell some of the rPligious people
that all the great men nowadays are either
Infidel or Liberal in their religious views
they never fail to point with pride to Mr:

S!j:EKE~, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
With gilt bowl1 50c. more.
address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Other Nevvspapers
WITH

•

The Truth Seeker.
Any of our readers who desire a New York
wee~y J?olitical pa{ler can obtain one of the folloWing lll connectiOn with THE TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Tribune (Republican) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, •
$3 50
Tribune (R.epnblican) semi-weekly, and THE
TRUTH BEEKER,
4 25
The Sun (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, 8 50
The Worla (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
•
3 50
THE ARENA ana THE TRUTH SEEKER
W!ll be sent 9ne year both for $6 00
With large picture premmm with the Arena, 6 50
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TRU:J.'H SEEKER will be sent one year
f~
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BOOI{S BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secre~ ~f the_ J):ast; or, The Origin
o~

.the Qhnstian Rel~g10n and the Significance
of Its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H Faber. Cloth~$2.
Address
THE T.ttUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Col. R, G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargnmentevermadein a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecutio~ is going on this argument should be
freely Circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

CuriOUS Revelations· From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By M.RS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. llins~
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.60;
paper, 75 cents.
't'liE TBUTH SEEKER 00., 281Lafayette place, N. Y.
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OF
IN the present Canadian ministry there
Photo,r&:{lh of Colonel Ingersoll with h'
{r&ndohfld In his l&p, &delicate little ~onvenir ~~ are ssven Catholics.
~eriQa s greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
THAT Cardinal Gibbons visited Blaine
~~t~~t!.&t home. may be had at this ollioe for
while the latter was in his last illness, though
once deniPd by a relativ of Blaine, appears true. Blaine, however, was too weak
THOMAS PAINE·
to return a word to the prelate's quesBy W. S. BELL.
WAS HE JUNIUS? tions.
CATHOLICS P.re pleased to receive the
news that Senor Montero, of Corunna,
By W. H. BURR.
Containing in qondensed .and systematized ·form a
Second editiop, enlarged tq 32 pages; with ths Spain, has abjured his t(>nets antagonistic
v~~:st amount !Jf ~JVlpence agamst the superstitions doebest engraved hkeness of Pame. Price, 10 cente. to them, including his Masonic principles,
trmes
of Chnstiamt:y;. .As. a book of reference and ~tid
Address . 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
and publicly been reconciled to their faith.
to all .truth •eeke~s It IS mvalnable. Its claasificatwn
He has discontinued the free non-Cp.tholic
_
of subJects makes It a hand-book. As Inger>oll said of
Paine's::l" Age ,of ;!Ieason," [it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson " Its wide
school that he formerly supported.
variety of subjects include all the disputed points between Christianitv and Freethon_lrht. Price,
A N9w Number of The Truth Seeker Library.
$1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SoME think that our acquisition of
Hawaii as a mal'itim defense may one
day be necessary to repel the vast hordes
of Chinese, who, though now inert, may
some day yield to one .of those impulses
which hav in past ages buried civilization
under a wave of barbaric invasion.
Sy Helel'\ H. Gar'del'\er'.
THE Russian priest; Johann Cronstadt,
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, ana is increasing in his reputation as saint and
miracle-worker.
Crowds press round
Strongest Lectures .Against
him so that he has to be protected by the
the Bible.
police, aud on more than one occasion his
Every Woman Should Read It garments hav been torn to threads by An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Condevotees anxious to carry away a rag as a
and
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
relic.
of their respective Environments.
Know. Her Enemies and Her Friends,
CARDINAL p AROCCRI has proposed to the
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
pope the erection on Mt. Vanicule, Italy,
of a cathedral equal to that of St. Peter's,
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
now the first in the world. The cost, $20,000,000, is to be contributed by Catholics
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chaptus, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
throughout the world. The labor will rePrice, express prepaid by us, only 82.75.
quire fourteen thousand workmen six
By M. FARRINGTON,
years.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of bookR, such as those of the
.A Thorough Exami•>,ation and .Ref"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific l::leries," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors conTHE
details
just
received
of
the
att<>mpt
utation of the Claims of the
of Antichristians in China to murder the tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Sabbatarians.
Very Rev. Father Hugh, Catholic proA OIIAI'TER OR VERSE DAILY FROM TIIIS DIBLE oF
Price,
10 cents. vicar apostolic, relate that he was stoned Do VOU wish to be we!l i'IIJ'ormeclt THEN READ
GOIENOEI
till believed dead. " One would hav
It is entertaining as well as enlightening, and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature
thought," says an account, "that they -t. e., appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.
were killing a mad dog and not a fellowYou must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
creature."
Address '£HE TRU'fH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW,
LIEUTENANT ToTTEN has resigned from
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR
the army, in connection with which he held
Bu GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
the position of professor of military science
Price,
15 cents
at Yale. He says: "I resigned for the
purpose of continuing my work of vindicating the Bible, of establishing Moses
and the prophets in the arena of human
~
judgment as more creditable than any
SH<'WING
Its Hlstot•y a1vl Lts Injh.e~oo history
whatsoever."
Upon Society.
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL•
THE British minister to Turkey has comNESS 01!' THE CHURCH'~ CLAIM
By D:s. Lours BuciiNER, Author of "Force and plained to the sultan that that potentate's
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFIMatter," etc.
press censor can no longer be allowed to
CENT INSTITU'.riON, AND Rill•
Translated from the Ge:r;:uan.
make editorial changes in the Bible before
VEALING THE ABUSI~S
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
allowing it in his dominions. The changes
OF A UNION OF
were of such a nature as, for instance, the
OHURCH AND
insertion of th" word "Christian " before
..;TATE.
"sinners" in the passage, "Christ came
into the world to save sinners."

FREEl'H OUGHT.

'

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

"A 0 i g est of 8 c i en ce."

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND 1

The Sunday Question.

FRfETHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

J/1atsriaJism:

Bible 1 emperaqce..
--'---LIQUOR DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E. C. WALKER.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
THS GOSPeLS.
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In !he Now Testament.

WITH

Godly Women of the Biblee

Her Awful Disclosures

•

CITATIONS Of

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

a:ll

COPIOUS

AND

$1

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Full-Page
lllustratioqs.

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

rabid.

ANNEXATION of Canada is being more
and more talked of. The three ways in
one of which that country is most likely
to come to us are: admission at her request, which we should probably grant
By Fl'!l!.ANCES \VKIGH'I'.
regardless of a British war ; purchase,
.Fmbe!lished with the portrait of Epicurus, the which, however, is not so likely, as England probably would not sell, and .c~n
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents quest, which of all would be most InJUPrice,
dicious, necessitating an endless strife to
repress unwilling subjects.
THE 3d inst was St. Blase's day, observed by the Catholic church with the
ceremony of blessing throats. In Cath-HINDOO ORIGINOf Hebr'eW al)d C~r'istial) :Rev- olic churches on this day a special blessing is given to candles, "thot
w~ose
elatiol).
throats are touched therewith m prous
Price, $2 faith may be freed by the merits of St.
By LOUIS JACOLLIOT.
Blase's martyrdom from sor~ throats of
any kind." Two candles are hghted, a~d,
placed in the form of a eros~, are apphed
to the throat of the person seeking the
blessing, while the priest says: "By the
A HISTORY OF ALL
intercession of Blessed Blase, may God
you from sore throat. Amen."
The Women Who figure in the Bible. free
THE
controversy over Blaine's religion
-BYAN UNGoDLY WoliiAlT ov TRB NINETEENTll CEN'D has caused reference to be made, among
other things, to his letter to Rev. James
' UBY.
'liS cents.
King, in which he said. that a~thou~h poOloth, litical enemies were usmg agamst hun th_e
assertion that he was a devotee of CatholiSISTER LUCY
cism he would not publiclv disavow that
-ANDfaith. His reasons were, first, that he
abhorred religious tests in politics, and,
second "because my mother was, as you
well k~ow a Catholic. I would not for
a thousand presidencies speak a disrespectful word of my mothe_r's religion, and
AS 'aD AJtlW H!JU CONV~NT.
no press~re will dr~w ~e mto any av?w~~
Al'ld 11 fow Words on Auricular Confession.
of hostility or unfnendliness to Catholics.
&Joe.
lOoonis.
Price,

185

IN Spain, the Convent of Santa Maria
de la Rabida, which was connected with
the fortunes of Columbus, has on account
of the commemoration been restored to
the Franciscan fathers. Its queel' name,
the Convent of our Lad v of the l\fadness,
has attracted attention. Tbis name proceeds from the fact that on the site of the
convent formerly stood a cross reputed
to cure those bitten by mad dogs-that is,

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
])ESIGNS BY WATSON HEST'.JJII
WITH PORTRAI'l' ulf'
THE DESIGNEB.

The illustrations are
Jerepresent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
..
The Church Robbing the People.
I
..
Thanksgiving.
G
Sabbath Laws.
M
Children and the Church.
:10
Woman and the Church.
8
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
t
The Bible and Science.
l6
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
"
Piety in Onr Penitentiaries.
4
"
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
1
Prayer.
:10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

classified 118 follows:
2 represent Sam~;>lcs of Christianity's Work.
li
"
Missionaries.
"
The Lord's Instruments.
1
25
Bible Doct1ines and Their ItesuUI
1
The Church and Slavery.
~
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
~
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
•
Unkind Reflections on the Churob.
II
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
MisoollaneoUB.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fnb.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach o all
A.t twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freeth ought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pict.
nres do not mak1l up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the nttel
.alsit;y: of the church's professions and the hYJlocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in ~
h1.nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

:Pr-ice, board covers, $2 ;
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Ey COL. JOHN R. ~BL.SO.
Cg~tents:

Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Varions Forms of Government;
Gfeneral Principles of Government; Functions
o.. Gov;ernment: Origin of Government; Declara.tlOfn of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
D e ects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Co~stitution of the United States; Taxation;
~anff for Protection; War; Punishment: l\farrGJage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; What a
ovet'llment Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analYtical
J?OW~r, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed" and
• De1ty Analyzeil," will realize that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn what
R:gvernment is. Whether they will agree with
his statement of what government is depends
!IP!>n w~ethPr they lean to Socialistic or AnarchIStiC philosophy. But at all events everyone can
lear~ something from this hook.
Pnce, $1 50. F:old by THE TR.UTH SEEKER.,
~8 Lafayette place, New York City.

Moral, Theological, Historical, rmd Speculative
Propositions.

A

l>rbo,

liS cents.

AN .OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.
Its Caueae al)d Reeulte.

By W: & BELL.

Paper, :12mo, 25 ctfl.

Paine Viridicated

of

Reply to New York .)b~.

WAS

lily ~. G. ING:e~£©!-..:L.
With "A ROMAN OATH OLIO CA:Nlill."D.,.

~

CHRIST

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question,a.nd the
decision against the scriptures &nd the Christian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-oA COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

Pro ar•<J Con or

FOB

Su~ernatural Religion.

Liberal al)d :et~ioal .Sooietiee,
for .So~oole al)d
t~e Horr)e.

Rave We a Supernatural, Inspired. Miraoulous Religion?

-With Music Written to All the Sohgs.CoMl'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Price, $1.50,
For ~ale at THIS OFFIOF.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Dible •
Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

The passages unfit fvr family reading"
Paper. !JO cent~: cloth, l!O centz.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

Geology, Past and Future of our Planet.

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar.
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D, BLENKER.
Boards.

-

40cents.

BOOKS
BY

A NO VEL"
By FltEDERIKA l\'IACDONALD,
An thor of the •· Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

SALADIN

An independent >tnd respect>tble study of char
acter in the law of circumstance such as ever.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
')resentment of the mischievous na,;ure of modern
lJhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-lW estminster Review

$1.50.
l~od

Proposed for Our National Constitu·
·
tion, 10c.
frreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40e.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
f s Spiritualism True ~ 10c.
llan's True Saviors. 10c.
)rthoi:oxy False, Since Slliritnalism is
'l'rue. 10c.
;•ocasset 'l'ragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10e.

!adical Disconrses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

;ad!cal Rhymes.

With Author's. Por-

tral t. $1.25.

·,ermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
'onl of Things. Ps;ychometric Re-

(W. STEWART ROSS),

Editor of the

..,.,ONDON AGNOSTIC JOUBN.AI..,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You have earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work qf vast. research, of" sound criticism o{ caustic
humor, of sledgehamm.r vehemence, of scathmg satue, of patnos and elog,uence. it 1s one of·
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
"

WOJ.\I:AN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with >t halo of sacred innocence the tender yetLrs of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English W• iter said of it:
"Tbis certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered. $2.50.
o

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
'The evidence for the nsurrection is in this book carefully considered and found wantin!;. It ought to convince every Christian of t-he untruthfulness of this &u:eged m;racle, for
it IS c,rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the snbject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon· this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only l::ialadin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
New Eclition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Godsi

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and ot the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Uemusj An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment·
Poverty; God 111 the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Sala.:
din's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

\,y

I~GERSOLL.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
.The Trade Snppliea at Special l!iscaunt~.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

IS THIS YOUR SON. MY LORD l

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

A Fascinating Story of Hadical Truths
Religion 11.nd Social l\latters.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.

OD

Price. cloth. $1 : paPer. 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
NE"W NOVEL.

Price, cloth, $1.
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
""J,o.fo.vAt.tA nla.M. NAw Ynrk.

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy.

ifhirty-ftTe y_:ears' experience. Exn.mmatio_ns a.nd Reports free. Prompt attention. Be,nd Drn:w;mg a.nd df
..r1p~on ~o L. B41111Jrn &: (.Jo., AUJ" o, Waahillglon,D.v

l\I. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
"\Vllat Is Right ~ 10c.
What Was He ~ Jesus in

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

19tb Century

Who are Christians 1 10c.
AddrAAs THE TRUTH SEEKER

\'\'Utl>.n...::..

FOR ii!ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OF:J,'IGE.

Books by Helen H. Gardene1

PATENTS

25c.

B. F. UNDERWOOD':S

1 vol., extra cloth, bevelecl, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
A~rh· ..... ~·o
'I q~ "'f"?TT'f'TI qvvrrvn

A

10c.

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.

Prie•t &l)d .Mal).

ROBERT G.

10c.

Holy Bible Abridged.

NATHANitL vAUGHAN~

Introtluction

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Price, 15 cents.

•

•

i.le Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thonghtfnl, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
B;r: one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in tlae possession of S&lr.din
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from m&nU•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Court
sai!l: "This nove! will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's iltory, 'Is
Th1s Your Son, l\fy Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.
THE CONFESSIONAL.
~
Being an exposure of that infamons reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lecher:v of the Confesswnal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nnn; hxtracts from Dens and Lignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have l<osterell Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; '.rhe Relative Criminal Stati•tics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
~
For a.ll of these works a.ddrlHII
'l'HE 'l'BUTR SEEKER, 15 Lafayette Phlce, New York.--'

Es;;ays and Lectures. Embracing InJlu

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; t hris
tianity and lviateria.lism; What Litcmlism ofl'tm
in Place of Christianity; Scientific M:tterialism
Woman ; Spiritualism from a l\Iateriali"ti
Standpomt; Paino the Political and Religion
Hl,former· 1\Iaterialism r.nd Crime; Will t.h
Coming l\Ian Worship God? Crimes ancl t'l"l! I
ties of Christianity; the Authority of tbe J;iJ..e
Freethou.;ht Ju,dge<l by Its Frmts; 01u ld,-a
of Gotl ;JOO pp., paper, 60 cents.

lnffuencc of' Christianity U}IOD Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15.centR
ll1tat Liberalism Offers in l'lac<J d
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its lileanin;; un(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present; Het
Rigiit!l and Wrongs. 10 cents.
llaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God I
10 cents.

l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog·
;,.n1

?,nronnf.f:l

,-e

Ur. E. B.

~,oote's

Works.
(

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-m En_glish or Geiman. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in SMry; :>:r, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and SponSl• the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volnmes in one, cloth, lj!2.00, poRtage
prepaid; 5 volumes~epamte, flexible cloth~ 50
cents }ler volumci Heel Line eclition, suitanle
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
.

-sexual Physiology for the Yonng.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Su15jects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, fjO c~nts per year. SpeCimen copies free
on applicatiOn.
.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Dnrin!l" Pregnancy, Labor
>tnd Suckling," and" AdviCe to a Mother on th~
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 hooks in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

lland-llookeof Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphl9t
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Arl<lr"""
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Spiritualism ~Sustained. ~1
FIVE LEOTURES.
By .John.B."Kelso, A~~·

:t2Q1o, c!oth, ·~·~·. ·
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- ....-GEMS-OF-FREETHOUGHT.
The Myth oCthe Great Deluge. By Jame8
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most com·
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read it is to be astoni,hed at
the' possibilities of religious credulity..:...T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has
blown. the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It
ought to meet with a very largesale.-C.P.Farrell.
The Evolution oC tlte Devil-By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
Ci~y. Th!J most lea_rned, accurate, scientific and
phliosoph!C~l analysis of His Satanic Mnjesty ever
before pnbhshed. The book contains 66 pages is
beautifnll;v bound, with likeness of author on tltle
page. Pnce, ~5 cents.
ln~ersPll's A.ddre"s before the New
York Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever invited!' noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lectur~ IS a g~and one, and "jVllS received by
the Club w1th contmuous applause from beginnin~
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
pamphlet of forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll.
J Price, 20 cents.
The most profound address
that Ingersoll ever delivered.
The Bruno Monument. A fine engr:vlng
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
Inches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. Price 12 cents.
Chul'eh and State; the Bible in the Publlo
Schools; the New "American" Party-By "Jefferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages is the most thorough ·presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion oC Hu~nanity; A. Phi•
losophy ot LiCe. By J, Leon Benwell. A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeneso of
author. A most voluable pnblication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.
J.U:emoriat Oration by Colonel Inger•
soli oa Roscoe (Jonkllng. Delivered be~ fore the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price, 4 cents,
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Reltu:ton. Whal i8 to be its
jlna~ outcome 1 By an Old Fanner. A splendid
orthodox eye·opener. Price, 15 cents.
God In the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would FoJio-w the Eft"aee~nent
oc Cltristlanity 'I By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable. contribution to
Freethought Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
LICe and Career oC(Jhal'les Bradlaugh.
-By George Jar.ob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents.
Inl!;ersoll's Great Address on ThoiDaS
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Standing up f'or Jesus; orwhattheeditor
of the .Freethtnfcers' Magaeine thinks ot him.
J Price, 4 cents.
Address,

11/orks of Charles Watts.

Twenty Orilmes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

A GOOD man cares -not for the abuse of
bad men.-Democritus.
JusTICE is'the virtue of rendering every
man his due.-.Aristotle.
-THE wise man seeks for the cause of his
errors in himself; the fool, excusing himself, seeks for it in others.-Confucius.
A MAN who is perpetually conversant
with the blessings which reason can bestow
seems to be superior to the rest of man-

By J. E.

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Price, 2:J cents.

Ingersoll;

Tms is true liberty, when free-born men
Having to advise the public, may speak
free;
Which he who can, and will, deserves
high praise;
Who neither can, nor will, ~may hold his
peace;
What can be juster in a state than this?

-Euripides.

ne ·Agnostic

Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beantiful double sunk
dial, and all 'llodern improvements; ouaranteea
a perfeot timer. Price, in silverine dust-pr 0 of
cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $21';
hinged case, $~to $30; huntin_g, $81 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. N10kel works, $2
more.
Replar Grade AIDericau Watcbes.Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewel~ $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. ~n finer cases. add as above.
Ladies' AIDerican Gold Watcheso-All
latest styles in plush cases; best ftlled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver sou venir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $8.
'.l'be Colonel Inger11oll.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
heavy teas, $8. Etched:
"The Ttme to !Je Hapw is :Now,"
50 cents extra.
The '.l'orch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
Dia~nondsi 20 per cent. below market pr1ce.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle, Til.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
of l\lankin111 Debate between tl.e Editor of the Halifax Evenina llfail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatorr Letters by George Jacob Holyoalw an<l Co,onel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.
A Reply to Fat11er Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
mn·istianity: Its OI·i~iu, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
Tlte Horrors of the Frencl1 Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destrnctiv and Constructiv.
22 pages in cover. ri·ice, 10 cents.
Bible lllorality. Its Teachings Showo to
Be Contradictory nntl DPfectivc ns an Ethical
Guirle. 24 page8. Price, 10 cents.
Agnosticism and Cluistian Theism :
Which Is tl1e lllore Reasonable 1 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution :uul Special Creati9n. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-WhicM 24 lJttges i:G.
WATBR OPt LIP.B
cover. Price, 10 cents.
The Superstition of the Cltristian Sun· 111 Doing Wonders In (Juring the Sick.
day: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barr!!, Pa.
Tl1e Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Nature and the Su1Jernatural; or, Belief
and Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.
I specially want 500 orders for booki within the
next three months.
The American Secular Union ; Its Ne·
cessity and the Justice of Its Nino De· Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
WHY.
G. Ingersoll.) 32pages in cover. Price, 10ccnts.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Theological Presumption : An Open LetSnowville, Va.
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax. N. S.
In t'l!is letter the following subjects are dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid De hate? 2.
To R"Uitlate the
1'he Position of Agnosticism Toward ChrisSTOMACH, LIVER
tianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science.
ANO BOWELS, TAKE
4. The Difference Between Facts and O"{linions.
5. Christ nnd Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
R~PANS TABULE&
Slavery. 16 pag~e~ Price~ cents.
Addres~
'.rHE TRUTtt SEEKER CO.,
~ Lafayette nl., New York.

"WHY"

WE hav already suggested that there
may be a certain historical foundation for
the alleged phenomena of demoniacal
possession and exorcism, interpreted as
the relief of nervous diseases, such as
Truth Seeker Co.,
epilepsy or hysteria; and a like germ of
8
"28 Lafayette Place, NEW YoRK CITY.
actual fact may lie at the basis of other
stories of miraculous cure found in the
synaptical tradition. The influence of a
powerful mind and will over impressionable natures is so frequently illustrated in
the affairs of our every-day life that it reBIJ M. B.A.BOOOK.
Price,
to eent~. quires no supernatural hypothesis for its
explanation. A trusted physician or nurse
often exercises a more potent influence
ANEW WORK!
over an invalid than that derived from
BY
medicin or the more obvious hygienic apA.RTHlJR B. MOSS,
pliances. Belief in the curativ efficacy of
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
religious rites and priestly manipulatwns
-FOBis common among alL ignorant peoples,
ENTITLED
resting, doubtless, on similar, wholly
natural, and non-miraculous facts, exagEdited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
gerated by the imagination. We hav only
CONTENTS:
to suppose a like exaggeration, such as
With preface by
The Moral Sanction Leslie Step!J.en; Reverent universally occurs in the oral transmission
J. M WHEELER. Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Agnosticism, Amos Waterl?.i. The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; lJogmatism in Theol- even of the reports of ordinary every-day
Price, $1. Order at once.
ogy, Aifred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount, occurrences, to account for the greater
Samuel Laing; The C1t:\'. of the Dead, W. Stewart
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest:\'_ in Our number of the alleged miraculous events
Oonvictions,.,Ci. E. Plumptre; Scientific J:teligion, recorded in -the Synaptical Gospels.R. Bithell; The Blight of Su_perstition, Charles Lewis Janes.
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
IN earlier times it was believed that the
Olod'!; The Disap:pearance of the ;Nether WorldJ
F. J. uould; Relig10us ldell,!l_:__Theu Origin ana earth was a flat surface of moderate exDevelopment, Frederick Milla!'i Sil{llals with tent, roofed over by a solid sky, under
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; roatenalism and
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law rel;iUwhich were placed sun, moon, and stars,
Idealism Harmonized, Luci~tn Armstrong,
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an liDpertinence." Price, 10 cents.
Price, 25 cents.
small orbs designed to giv light to the
A.ililrA~• 'I'IJlil TRUTH Rlilli:KlilR.
earth around which they revolv~d. These The False Teaching of tbe Christian
people believed that all the existing forms
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
of nature were made out of nothin!!', at the
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
word of a Creator, during six days of
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
evening and morning. They thought that
Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
all forms of life were originally made in The
a minioter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
their existing form complete, whether inor trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle!"
sect or elephant, grass-blade or oak-tree;
Price, 10 cents.
and they believed that since the day of
creation each species had reproduced its Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cents.
kind without important variation. These Spiritualism: Is It a Faith. or a Fact~
theories of the earth and heav.ens were genPrice, 5 cents.
erally accepted, until Copernicus and
Religions
Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Galileo began to influence opinion by calling attention to evidences that the earth Was Jesns Insane 7 Price, 10 cents.
was .round and that it moved; ideas that
were afterward demonstrated by Kepler The Public Schools and tbe Catholic
and Newton. But, although some think- Cburch, Price, 5 cents.
ers suggested other views, the early theory
of life remained without serions opposition till the present century, when Lamarck in 1801 formulated, and Darwin in
1858 supported, the theory of EvoLUTioN.
These writers studied the laws of Evolution as applied to organic life upon the
'rhe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oetavo, 83: earth· but Herbert Spencer, prior to the
pages, $8.
publi~ation of Darwin's great work, "The
Deity Analyzed; Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
Origin of Species," began to tr~at of
;-:'be Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, Evolution as the method of the nll1verse,
>38 pages, 50c.
and to apply its doctrins to every departSpiritualism Sustained.
O.kllh, 12ro.0. ment of material and mental existence.245 pages, $1.
Robt. C. .Adams.
l.J'niverse ~ tl.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

Price, !!5 cents.

THE

WE should always act in a way so as to
be able to render satisfactory rea~ons for
our conduct. This rule defines almost the
extent of our duties.-Oicero.
THE end of philosophy is to subdue the
passions, n.nd to qualify us for every condition in life. No event can happen for 1'be Teachings of Secularism Comllared
which the philosopher is not prepared.with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.
To succor the needy, to Protect innocence, to instruct and guide erring humanity; such are the virtues that yield a
man satisfaction, and render him useful to
his fellow-beings.-Oh~nese .Author.
I FEEL it to be the bight of wisdom
not to endeavor to oversAe yourself, and
liv a life of prudence and common-sense
but to see over and above myself, enter~
tain sublime conjectures, to make myself
the thoroughfare of thrilling thoughts
liv all that can belived.-Thoreau.
'
THE church firmly believed in the existence of witches and devils and fiends. In
this way the church had every enemy
within her power. It simply had to charge
him with being a wizard, of holding communications with devils, and the ignnrant
mob were ready to tear him to pieces.:__

REMBBUBG.

THE BESTt

kind.-Epicurull,

Dio,qene~>.

BIBLE MORALS.

Annual

... i893..-

Christianity and Evolution.

L K. Washburn's Works.

Colonel l{elso's Works.
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HOT£D SPECIALIST*
For Men Only,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all thos~ peculiar diseMes of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges~.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical DebilitY, laiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent tn
their address for ten cents~ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving causes ana Symptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in exis tence-w! th evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. l'.
And say you saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH BEEKER.
Dn Fellows is an ln1ldeJ.
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CHARLES H. KERR & CO.'S

The O~en Conrt Pu~Iishlng [om~any's

PUBLICATIONS.

Publications,

The Last Tenet;_ Imposed npon the Khan of
Tomathoz. .Hy Hudor Genone, author

Three introdnb!ot:f tectul:e$ on !he
Science of Tli.o.uglit. . By ~. Mai:. Mill~

of " Inguirendo Island." Copiously illustrated
with onginal drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
12mo,165pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language; 2.!li~
Identity of La.ngnage p,rld Thdp.ght;.,a,n ~3.
The Stmplicity of T~ought.. Witli 11-li~ap · i:
which contains a corWtspolidelice on", ·9 ~
Without Words;" b.e · !l!lrl,F. Mltx ..M U~/.",,&11'
Francis Galtdii~ tlte like of Ai:g:Y;if;. eorg~. .
Romanes, arid others. Neatly bonnd iri cloth.
Price, 75o.

·tnquirendo Island. A novel. By Hudor

'Geaone. 12mo, 353 pages; cloth, $1; paper,
!5oc. "This book is to me a delightful snrvrtse. In m~_jndgment it is a stronger piece of
~ction than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
mermless exposure of Pharisa.ism and hypocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Christiamty of to-day. It is a good book1 and while
it will offend many, should be reaa by all."[The Arena.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
guage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

Oxford Universi,_ty Extenaion Lectures. With
a snpJ?lement, •· My Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Science of · Thought." 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles

Tbe Psychology of Attention. BJ; Th.

Voysey, past.or of the Theistic church of London, wtth a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'!'aft Root. Paper, 37 pages; 20c.

Ribot, t>rofessor of Oompar~tive and xperi•
mental .PsYchplogr J.fi. the. . q!le.ge ~tfe. .riiiltie;
and . editor of the ntHiite P t!OsQ.tlnilii.i@. Alithodzed trarlslatioii. Treating of tne followirlg
topics: i..SiJontaneons• i:h; Natliral; Attention.
-a, Emotional states; li, Physical manifestations; o, Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Attention.-a~Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c,
'rhe feeling or effort. 8. The Morbid States of
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; dl Idiocy; e, AttentiOn in sleep and hypnosis. C oth, '1'5c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper,18mo,18 pages; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F_ Underwood. Paper,
'24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.
:By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 10c.

A Study of Primitive {;hristianity. By

Fundamental Problems. The Method of

Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op, uncut
'!ldges, 819 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
• a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
impressed with the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout thi• admirable volnme."-[Popular Science Monthly.

What Can Ethics Do For

Philosophy as a Systematic Arran~tement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

Tbe Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Stndy in Experimental P~ycholQgy. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following s nbjects: 1. The Psychology of the Oell
-Introdnctor.r. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character. of Proto-Organisms: Motor~
and Benson' Organs. 8. The Ps¥chology of
Nutrition: Holo].)hytic, Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; Predatory Habits of Certain
Animalcnla. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7,
'rhe Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and dh.
Richet (prof~ssorof physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) resl!ecting cellular psycho!•
ogy. 10mo, 18!1 pages; Cloth, 75c.; paper, 60c. ·

Us 7 By

William Macldntire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
p&ges, lflc.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, 10c.

The M.orals of Christ. A comparison

with the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Anstin
Bier bower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "1\Tr. Bierbower h&s carefully analyzed the 1
old-world ethical systems which chiefly con- ·
cern the modern civilized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
by that anall'§is as to ,give them a high scientific value. His book IS almost as systematic as
a treatise npon one of the exact sciences ann
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so mnch and wh,ch
leads ns nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on tbe Labor Question, Including the
Controversy :with Mr Lyman F Gage tltl the
Ethics of tlie Boar. d of Trade I b.Qd !Llso the c. 0.n~~
troversy with 1\Ir.. IIugh .0. Pentecl:i.!!,t 1 !Ln
uthers 1 on the Single Tax Qiiestiort. EHlga,n
cloth binding 1 jlortra!b of the antlior, and atitt:l•
graph letter. Price; $lo

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religion. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the docti·ine of evolution long and
carefnlly, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by rea,;on of their fund of anecdote and biographical
·citation, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 1Bmo,
75 pages, 30c. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes mnch valuable
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.

Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rnfns Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tbe Idea

ot

God. By :br. Paui dahis.

Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in human thonght and histo!"Y;
d1scus•ing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
Ide11.. 4. The Conceptions. of God. (Polytheism;
Monoth~ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. ii. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, i5c.

Epitomes of 1'hree Sciences. 1. ComA QUESTION JERRY WOULD NOT HAV ASKED HAD HE LIVED
NOW.-Jere. xiv, 29.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. "INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
y P&OB'.

F. w. NEW.MA.N.

Price 25 'Jents.

A Leatlet showing that the oft-repeated Ohristian statement that Infidels do not contribnt~
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address 'l'RE TBUTB
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York •.

------------------------------------~-------

l!aratlve Philology! The StQgy.of Sanserit.. By
Prof. H. Olden berg, of the..,Uhiv~rsity bf Kiel.
b; .rrolh Jones to Lassent u1 The Discov~y of the Veda; d, The Illterpi'etation of the Vefla: e, The Hii!tory of the
Vedic Epoch. l!.. Experim(lqtal Psychology
Jlv PrOf. Joseph Jastrow, of the Upiversity of
.Wisoonsin.-tt; Aspects of Model'Il Psychology;
IJ. Psycholpgy in Germanyt c, Psy~olog:l' m
Ftance and Italy; it, Psychology in teat Britf!.in !Lnd the United States. 3. Old estament
History: or, The Rise of the J)eqple of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cprne11, .of the University of
Konigsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Con@!)St of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom oflsrae!. With especial introductions
by l'rofeasors Olden berg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

-a, Sanscrit..Research;

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Cnltnre of Chicago at the
invitation of the B"ard of Trustees: 1. Ethice,
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; a. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory;, Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proor of Double Conscionsne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 3. The
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical ~e.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The
Graphio Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intenstty of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper- Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A Novel.

€-~posure

B.v

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popnla1· German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble bnman
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activitv of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. 1'reating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Disorders. 3. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

1\idicule.

The Sonl of Man. An Investigation of

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

CONTEN'TS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon, ~

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Sampan the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, ill'&.DI.i.n.ated covers, S 1; cloth, gilt side sta:an.p, 81 .50.

.Addlress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00"

the Facts of Phxsiological and Experimental
Psychology. Bl'Dr.PanlCarns. With 152Illnstrative Cnts and Diagrams. Price $8, pa&es 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely oonnd
in cloth. The subject-matter of the wm·k is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of lVIind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. a. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psycholog:y. 6. The Ethical and Religions As11ects of Soul-Life.
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and location in the world- .lfor particulars
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A DJNGEROUS AMUSEMENT-COLUMBIA FLIRTING WITH ROMAN CATHOLICISM.

AMERICAN WATCH AND CHAIN.

$1 .50.

DUST-PROOF GOLD-PLATED CASE.
I

.·;~merican Lever Movement, Patent Escapement and Regulator, Patent

Winding and Setting Attachment Requiring no Key, 240 Beats
to Minute; Hour, Minute, and Second Hands.
THE CHEAPEST GENUINE AMERICAN WATCH EVER SOLD.
TIMED, TESTED, AND REGULATED. EVERY WATCH GUARANTEED.
r.
The case is stron_g and tight, of solid composition metal used the world over as a substitute for Gold, with an elegant
Gold-Plated Chain. Packed in a neat box and mailed to any address for $1.50 each; 8 for $4.00 by Express; One Dozen for
1$15.00 by Express.
FULLY GUARANTEED TO KEEP A(J(JURA'.l'E 'I'I!IIE.
1

t

"' l
It is fully as dnrable as t.he most expensive watch, and with fair usage will keep good time for Ten Years. This
r watch is being manufactnred in lots of 100,000 at the rate of 1,ouo per Day by the largest watch manufacturing concern in
1 the world. This constitutes the sole reason for its low price. It is a vr..ctical illustration of what may be done in this
country by machinery and skilled operators when an article can be sold m large quantities. Its parts are not made by hand
by" Pauper European labor" as are most of the cheap watches now sold, which never run long and can never be repaired.
Automatic machinery does everything on this watch and every part i~ as true as a die can make it. The movement is the
\same as in all American watches and is readily understood and repaired by any ieweler.
Every Watcll '.l'imed, Tested, and Regulatetl before leaving our han.ds, and carefully packe<l with chain.
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A FEW TESTIMONIALS FOR YOU TO READ. WE HAVE THEM FROM EVERY STATE.
WEBB CITY, Jan. 9,1893
GENTLEliEN: I am much pleased with the Watch you sent me, and I will say it keeps right up on time. It has not varied
Ja.ny as yet.
•
Most truly yours,
DR. ANDERSON.
CATO, MAss., Jan. 6, 1898.
.
GENTLEMEN: I take pleaRure in saying the Watch you sent me gave perfect satisfaction. It is a good time-keeper and
'jail yon recommend it to be. You will be favored with an order from me soon.
Yours truly,
W. G. DoNN· LL.
'
CALDWELL, Jan. 8,1898.
,
Sms: I received your Watch and found it to be as represented in the Twentieth CentUJ"I/ advertisement. It would be
•hard to improve on its time-keeping qualities.
Yours truly,
1\los~s HINCHCLIFFE.
FoRT WAYNE, hm.
.
R. H. INGERSOLL & BRo., Room 133, 65 Cortlandt street, Nf~W York •.Kind Sil'S: It is a stallil~ng r:nle or mine ~hm. I se,e
an admirable trait in any character, or a marked e~cellence m anythmg, to e~press appreciation either m pubh~ or m pnvate, Taffy is better than epita.tf'y. Post-mortem pratses do th.e dead no good. ~he corpse smells no flowers. on It.s casket.
Hence I want to say that I am delighted with your Watch-a httle g;em. I keep It on my typewnter desk durmg week-days,
)right before my eyes, and it keeps splenditl time.
Fruthfully yours.,.
STEPHEN A. NoRTHROP.

R. H. INGERSOLL & BRO., Sole Mfrs., Room 133, 65 Cortlandt st., New York.
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refuses to insert advertisements of pleasure ex- however, hav disturbed the people, and it is just
cursions on Sundays and fete-days, submits himself possible the .Revue may recover damages. The
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unqualifiedly to the directions of the sovereign case is exciting considerable interest.
E. M. MAODoN.ALD, • - - - - Editor and Manager. pontiff, and is prepared at all times to listen to the
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advice and warning of the bishop of the diocese. of the church despotism that oppresses Canada,
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kind of man. Besides doing the forbidden things merged with ours it will take brisk work by lovers
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Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
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God,
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the least of the shames of Chrisremittance.
flocks from reading or cooperating in the editing,
tianity.
Manetl slwula be 11ent btl ezpress compan'/ls mon8fl oraer, management, printing, publication, and sale of
The persecution is, naturally, the severest in
postaz oraer, araft on New Yorle, or btl reg!Bterea tetter. these bad journals. They may find that the jour.A.aaress communfcatfons ana malee ara,ftB, checu, po~ot/ICB
that country which is the most thoroughly Chrisnals are teaching things at variance with truth
ana ezpress mon8fl oraerspaflabZe to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
tian, viz., Russia. From that land the latest tidings
28 LiiJatlette pZace, New Yor7c.
and Catholic doctrins, or that they are animated by
are that six new edicts hav been issued aiming to
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our a bad spirit; in either case the laity must be prereaders if they -will send us the name and address of vented from reading them. Colorless journalism, disperse the Jewish subjects, weaken their position
and trading centers, and crush out their religion.
any Freethinker who is not a relrU)ar subscriber.
the journalism which, while abstaining from evil as
These edicts are enforced with the utmost rigor in
here defined, does not exert itself in the interest of
many parts of the empire and with severity everyCanada.
Catholic truth, is also to be denounced, though
In consideration of what seems to be the ap- much will depend on the circumstances of the case. where. Thousands of Jewish working people hav
been driven from their employment to become begproaching annexation of Canada to the United
To illustrate their exact meaning, the ecclesias- gars and wanderers. Old soldiers, who wore
States, lovers of religious liberty must scan with
tics put the case of the imaginary personage medals for faithful and gallant service in Russia's
some concern the mischievous condition of Quebec,
Perejus. Perejus was a well-to-do man, of excel- army, are treated with as little D).ercy as other Jews.
the Catholic province of that country, in the point
lent character,. who desired to liv like a good Cath- No recognition whatever is given to their claims
of superstition and devotion to church tyrannies.
olic, and to be looked upon as such. He went to upon the country. Merchants of the best standing
Just now a conflict is p~oceeding in that province
church every day, attended carefully to his relig- are driven out like the poorest laborer, and not only
between the hierarchy and two newspapers, the
ious duties, gave to charities, visited the sick, and deprived of their business but robbed of the money
particulars of which are instructiv to us.
The
so on. But he did not wish to be regarded by his that is owing to them, for their debtors, encouraged
Canada .Revue, a Montreal journal, and the Echo,
neighbors as a militant Catholic; hence, though he to injustice by the unjust course of the authorities,
a weekly paper published in the county of Deuxmight easily hav exerted a wholesome influence upon refuse to pay the debts, well aware that their JewMontagnes, in the district of Terrebonne, comfriends who were in the meshes of Liberalism and ish creditors are virtually without remedy.
mented severely on certain clerical scandals which
other grievous errors, he refrained from doing so
The Moscow papers boast that since the beginoccurred a few weeks ago. They informed the
on the ground that he wanted to be at peace and ning of 1891 twenty thousand Jews hav been conhierarchy that the people were tired of putting up
to respect the opinions of others. Query : Was Pere- verted to orthodoxy. The unhappy converts, who
with immoral priests, and recommended it to show
jus's conduct proper or blameworthy? The answer hav been driven to a pretended denial of their regreater consideration for the feelings of the laity.
of the professor of moral theology, which is com- ligious faith in order to escape intolerable persecuOther newspapers. dealt with the scandals in a more
mended to the attention of colorless journalists in tion, hav been deported to the district of Tcherkior less vigorous fashion, but these two deliberately
Quebec, was that Perejus sinned against charity in jova, about five miles from Moscow. There they
threw away the gloves. Archbishop Fabre, with
not correcting the faults of his friends, and ex- are rigorously governed by priests of the Russian
· the approval of Cardinal Taschereau, has conse- posed himself to danger in refusing, out of an
Orthodox church, who require them to attend the
quently put them under the ban of the church. exaggerated respect for their opinions, to defend
services of that church and to comply with its variThe Echo has ceased publication, but the .Revue
and proclaim the tru~h before the world
ous rules, wat-uhing narrowly for any sign of evaintends to fight him in the courts. From this
The decrees likewise contain instructions with sion or repentance. These priests hav entire
kind of ecclesiastical ban, reports a correspondent
reference to special cases which may arise when a supervision of the wretched colony, and the alleged
of the New York Post, a good many journals hav
newspaper has been banned at the tavern of a converts from Judaism are only allowed leave to
died. The Bien Public, which protested against
diocese. For instance, shall a hotel-keeper be al- return to Moscow upon a certificate from the priests
the undue interference by the clergy in elections;
lowed to subscribe to a bad journal which has been certifying that the convert holding sach certificate
the .Reveil, which advocated secular education;
banned when he sets up the plea that he takes is assured in the faith of the Orthodox church.
L'Aveni1·, which attacked the tithes and clerical
good journals, and that the good ones counteract When thus released from the ordeal of Tcherkijova
domination with the energy of a Paris red; Le
the mischief wrought by the bad 1 The answer is that their troubles are not over. The police and police
.Dejricheur, edited by Mr. Laurier, now leader of
a distinction must be drawn between bad journals. spies keep a careful watch over them, and if they
the Liberal party in the Dominion Parliament, who
In
a mixed community like Quebec it is necessary fail in attention to their religious obligations as
in former days was an extreme Radical-these
to display a· certain amount of tolerance toward members of the Orthodox church they are reported
and others hav perished miserably. On the other
Protestants in order that friendly relations may be as recanting to the Jewish faith. Should the charge
hand, what the church calls "good" journalists hav
maintained. Hence Protestant journals that are of recantation be established the usual punishment
been rewarded.
The editor of Le Courier clu
not bad ex professo may be taken by a French is deportation to Siberia.
Canada received the blessing of Pius IX. for himThe Smolenski station, whence trains start for
hotel·keeper, especially if he has Protestant cusself and children to the third generation.
foreign
parts by way of Poland, has been the scene
tomers. But no journal banned for teaching
In prohibiting his :flock from reading the two
errors, or for as?ailing the clergy, may be taken, of some of the most painful spectacles. The
most outspoken journals, under .pain of sin, MonMoscow correspondent of the London .Daily News
particularly if it be printed in French.
signor Fabre is acting well within the decrees of
A few years ago the proprietors of the Revue describes the scene. In the tlu'ong at the station
the provincial councils of the Roman Catholic
there were old men and women upward of eighty
church in Quebec. The councils hav dealt would not hav stood much chance in trying a fall years of age, and half-clad little children. All
with what constitutes "good" as well alii with with the archbishop in the courts. Under the were crying, cursing, or praying. One's heart can
what constitutes "bad 11 journalism. The good decrees and canons a layman who brings a cleric but bleed for these victims of that diabolical belief
journalist possesses some knowledge of les lettres before the civil tribunals on account of anything
the Christian religion.
et les sciences, but above all else is an earnest be- the cleric may hav done in the rightful discharge of
In the other European lands the anti-Jewish
or
sacerdotal
functions,
is
ipso
facto
his
episcopai
liever in the doctrine of the church. He teaches
crusade
is waxing in proportions. The correspondnothing contrary to those doot1·ins, excludes every guilty of sin ; and so are the jury, if Catholics, who
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ent M. Jacques St. Cere believes that it is certain
eventually to bring about a revolution. In Austria
popular agitations against the Hebrews are frequent.
In Germany, on several occasions of late, crowds
hav passed along *he Friederichstrasse crying
"Down with the Jews !"
In our own country minor incidents of Jewish
persecution now and then appear. In New York
city the practice of rowdies of pulling the beards of
Jews has been growing since the influx of the
latter from Russia. Perhaps a dozen cases of
beard-pulling hav been heard of here, and two OJ;
three of them hav been brought before our judges,
who, however, hav failed to punish the offenders as
they deserved. In Shenandoah, Pa., a bitter
race war i'l raging between the Hebrews of
the place on the one side and the Hungarians,
Lithuanians, and Polanders, who constitute a large
percentage of the population, on the other. Resolutions were lately passed by the latter rendering
any Lithuanian or Pole found patronizing a Hebrew,
especially a clothing dealer, amenable to a fine of
$3 for each offense. Several thousand copies of a
disgraceful circular were then distributed throughout the city, notifying people of the action taken
on Sunday.
The circular, which is printed in
Lithuanian and Polish languages, was headed with
an offensiv cut.
The Hebrews are endeavoring to
discover the authors of the circular and the instigators of the attack, with the intention of bringing
criminal prosecutions against t·hem.
Such is the working of Christianity. Such are the
diabolical feelings and conduct which it breeds
from notions utterly ungrounded.
Such is the
hell which, as if in anticipation of its predicted one
hereafter, it ever strives to produce on this earth.

Scientists Investigating Spiritualism.
Several scientists of the highest .standing hav
made an investigation of Spiritualistic phenomena
at Milan, Italy. Great interest in their proceedings
was felt throughout Europe. Signor Schiaparelli,
one of the committee, is an astronomer and the discoverer of tne lines on Mars. Professor Brofferio,
another of the inquirers, is the winner of the tenthousand-franc prize offered by the Italian government for the best scientific article of last year.
The majority of the invel!ltigators were not believers in Spiritualism ; each came with his own
theory explaining the phenomena. Schiaparelli was
perhaps the only one who had no theory whatever
concerning them. He had been told by his friend
Zollner, the astronomer, that there was something
true in Spiritualist phenomena ; of this Zollner had
become convinced during his researches for proofs
of a fourth dimension.
These scientific men met in Milan in September
last, and held seventeen sittings, between the hours
of nine and twelve in the evening. The medium
was Eusapia Paladino, a Neapolitan, whose fame
h>1s spread throughout Europe.. She is, reports the
NAW York Sun, a robust-looking little woman
about twenty-five years of age. She is married.
Her husband is a carpenter and she is an ironer.
It was discovered when she was quite young that
she seemed to possess some strange power. No one
could understand what it was. When she was
asked what she thought it was she said: " How do
I know what it is~" The people of the class to
which she belonged ridiculed her; and, as the
fatigue of exerting the strange force was very great,
she concluded that it was not worth while to exert
it. Indeed, she took such an aversion to the
mysterious influence that for ten years she never
experimented with it. It was only through the
insistence of Signor Ercole Chiajia that she was
induced to do so again. So, at least, the report
runs.
Signor Chiajia is a gentleman living in
Naples. He has been distinguished by the king,
and is a man of means. He could, says our report, hardly be suspected of having dubious
motivs in bringing Eusapia to the attention of
people, especially as she does not giv public sittin,gs. His motiv has been to call her to the att~n
tion of scientists.
When it became known that these sittings were
baing held in Milan, an editor of one of the daily
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papers published an article in which he offered to·
bet three thousand francs that Eusapia was a humbug, and that the phenomena were produc_ed by
trickery. He professed to be able to explam the
tricks, and declared that she could not produce one
of the phenomena under conditions named by him.
This journalist explained the phenomena as being cleverly performed by Eusapia changing
her hands and feet about in such a way that the
two persons holding her believed that they each
held a hand and a foot, while they both held the
same hand and foot; thus she had the other band
and foot free to work with. The lights he explained as being phosphorus on her fingers. The
moving of heavy objects at a distance, the appearance of hands, figures, and the like, he accounted
for as being the work of an accomplice. This explanation satisfied the public at large, but seemed
to hav no effect on the scientific men, who continued their researches. From time to time remarkable things were told of what took place at the
sittings.
In the light, tables were tip :ed, and also lifted
wholly into the air, without visible means of propulsion. While this was done the hands of the investigators rested on the table. Photographs of
the table suspended in the air were taken. The
medium then seated herself in a weighing-scale and
at will produced variations in her weight of twentyfive pounds. Next, while at a distance from the
scale, she caused it to oscillate up and down.
Chairs moved about the room apparently of their
own accord.
Under the next condition of complete darkness
phenomena occurred which are thus described by
the committee :
"The hands and feet of the medium were held by those
sitting next her. In this condition of things the most
various and singular facts invariably began immediately
to present themselvs, which, under a full light, we might
wish for in vain. Darkness manifestly facilitated these
manifestations, which may be classified as follows:
"(1) Raps on the table much stronger than those which
we heard beneath or inside the table when it was light.
"(2) Knocks and blows given to the chgirs of those nearest the medium, so forcible at times as to turn the chair
around, with the person seated in it. At times, the person rising, the chair was taken entirely away.
"(3) Flying through the air of different objects, such as
instruments of music; percussion and sounding of the
same.
"(4) Elevation upon the table of the body of the medium, together with the chair in which she was seated.
"(5) Apparition of phosphorescent torches of brief duration (a fraction of a second), and of sparks or luminous
disks, some millimeters in diameter, which sometimes unfolded.
"(6) The sound of two hands clappingin the air.
'' (7) Gusts of air sensibly felt, like light wind localized
in a small space.
" (8) Contact of a mysterious hand, either upon the
portions of our body which were covered, or on the uncovered portions, such as the hands and face, in which
case one· experiences precisely the sensation of touch and
warmth which a human hand produces.
"(9) Appearance of one and even two hands projected
against a phosphorescent background or upon a window
slightly illuminated.
"(10) Divers things done by such hands, such as the
tying and untying of knots, pencil marks (apparently)
left by the same on sheets of paper and in other placei!,
and impressions of such hands on sheets of blackened
paper.
"(11) Contact of our hands with a mysterious face,
which certainly was not that of the medium.
"Those who deny the possibility of mediumistic phenomena usually explain these facts by the supposition
that the medium has the faculty (declared impossible
upon the competent authority of Professor Richet) of
seeing in the complete obscurity in which we performed
these experiments, and that by artifice she succeeded in
making both the persons guarding her holcl the same
hand, thus liberating the other to produce the contact.
Those of us who had custody of Eusapia's hands are
obliged to confess that she did not conduct herself in a
manner to facilitate our work. When an important
manifestation was about to take place she began to move
about with her whole person, pulling herself away and
trying to liberate her hand, as if from a contaminating
touch. In order to maintain control, those holding her
were obliged to follow every movement of the hond
which wished to escape, and repeatedly, for an instant,
the contact of her hand was lost exactly at the moment in
which it was most desirable that it should hav been
maintained. Neither was it always easy to assure ourselva whether it was the right hand of the medium which
we held or the left one. For that r~>ason many of the
numerous manifestations observed in darkness were
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considered by us of insufficient demonstrativ value, while
yet being intrinsically probable. We make no report of
such experiments, giving ouly cases where it was not
possible to ha.v the least doubt."
Finally, phenomena previously obtained only in
darkness were secured while the medium was in
light and all the rest of the room about her in darkness.
The committee closes its report with these conelusions:
'' 1. That, in the circumstances given, none of the manifestations obtained in a more or less intense light could
hav been produced by any artifice whatever.
"2. That the same conviction can be uffirmed in re
gard to the greater number of the phenomena taking
place in darkness.
''For the rest, we recognize that from a strictly scientific
point of view our experiments still leave much to be desired. They were undertaken without the possibility of
our knowing what we should need, and the instruments
and different appliances which we were obliged to use
had to be improvised. Nevertheless, that which we hav
seen and verified is sufficient in our eyes to prove that
these phenomena are most worthy of scientific attention.
We consider it our duty to express publicly our esteem
for and our gratitude to Sig. Ercole Chiajia for having
pursued for so many years with such zeal and so much
patience, in spite of opposition and protest, the development of the mediumistic faculties of this remarkable subject, calling the attention of the studious to her, having
but one object in view, the triumph of an unpopular ,
truth.
GIOvANNI ScHIAPARELLI, Director of the Astronomical Observatory, Milan.
" CARL nu PREL, Doctor of Philosophy,
Munich.
'' ANGELO BROFFERIO, Professor of Physics in
the Royal School of Agriculture, Portici.
" G. B. ERMACORA, Doctor of Physics.
"GIORGIO Frnzi, Doctor of Physics."
Signor Schiaparelli, being asked by a reporter if
he believed in the phenomena, said:. "How can
I say that I believe a thing which I cun account for
in no way? I should define the phenomena as
mediumistic, and I consider them of great interest
to science."
' Professor Brofferio said that he thought the
way to explain the phenomena collectivly, in the
easiest and most probable way, was to call them
the work of spirits.
We highly approve of these investigations of
Spiritualistic phenomena by scientists. This class
of men is preeminently the one for the work. The
methods of science are certain to giv us the truth
on this subject, whether that truth be for or
against. We expect the facts of the matter to be
by blessed and all-solving Science proved to demonstration and beyond possible challenge before many
decades pass.
--------~~--------

The Evil Exemplars of the Bible.
What are called the great men of the Bible do
not always meet at the hands of the world the same
reverent treatment they do from the Sunday-school.
The free speaking Dr. Briggs recently gave a very
activ clapperclawing and mangling to that object of
our childhood's veneration, Abraham; and the
doctor's views were well disseminated by the press.
Now comes the New York Sun and givs Solomon
such a character as must amaze many a person
who still entertains the conceptions of his youth
and pious teaching. A Jewish correspondent of
that ruthless sheet asks: " Could a really wise man,
such a man as Solomon for example, be elected
president of the United States 1" The Sun replies
that Solomon could not be elected, beca1:1se in truth
he was not a wise man, but wicked and foolish.
He would not be an available candidate for any
party. If Solomon were living now, and if he pursued the career with which his name is associated,
he would hav no standing in respectable society.
All virtuous Isrctelites, honest Christians, and square
Infidels would wi;;h to vote against him if he were
running for high office. He was a man of vicious
life, grossly vicious: he oppressed the people,
squandered the public funds, governed his
country badly, levied taxes in the most reckless
way, corrupted society, and violated the Commandments openly, even the Commandment
against murder while yet he was a boy.
All
the facts of his history are given in the Bible.
The Sun goes on to declare: "If l:.e were up for
president in our times, we should struggle to defeat him. It is true that he built a temple, a
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palace, and other gorgeous edifices in Jerusal
but he bnilt them with the blood of his subJ' eetm,
c s.
.
h
I t IS true that e talked very wisely, but he acted
most foolishly and wickedly.
We would not
oppose him because he encouraged the worship of
Moloc~ and, oth~r. false gods, for in this country
a cacn~dat~ s religious views are not brought up in
a presidential campaign; but we should stand out
in relen~l~ss opposition to him on account of his
bad politiCs and his profligacy. No Solomon for
ns! Th~ brave yet patient Jews suffered terribly
under hiS yoke, and he left his country in a shocking condition. We therefore tell our. Jewish correspondent who wants to know if Solomon would
hav any chance of election to the presidency, that
he would not."
.
Bravely done, friend Sun. High time it is that
the scoundrels who parade in the Bible's licentious
pages be cast down from their pedestals of exemplariness, and the emlulous view of youth be turned
instead upon its fit models of the scientists and
humanitarians, upon that which is good and true.
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News and Notes.
On Saturday, Februal'y 11th, I pursue my way
over the Blue Ridge into the historic Shenandoah
valley; around which will ever linger tragic, beautiful; !l.nd sublime memories of an immortal struggle.
A hundred miles away from Washington I finish
n;ty journey at Luray, Va., and the first thing that
greets my eye as I step upon the platform is the
blazing badgepin which Otto Wettstein has made
familiar to our Freethonght ranks; and it did not
take more than a glimpse for me to recognize a
true and fearless comrade, namely, M. V. Dadisman,
the pioneer Liberal of this country. He and his
brothers, George and William, are the only out
spoken Infidels in this community, and by their
united enthusiasm I entered upon a somewhat uncertain campaign. No Freethought lectures had
ever been given in this place. There are about
eight churches in Luray, with a popnlat.ion of a
thousand or fifteen hundred, and these churches
exercise a very depressing influence upo L the
average individual, and it takes uncommon boldness
to express an opinion not consistent with the ortho~

dox creed. No hall of any kind could be procured
at Luray, nor the use of the courthouse and I was
obliged to giv my lectures in the country-two at
Leachville, ~ the old schoolhouse, at present unused, .I believe, a new schoolhouse having been
built, ~therwise I suppose we could not hav secured 1t; and two lectures at Hubbard in a most
anci?nt meeting-house, and this also ~as at our
servwe because a new church was for the accommodation of the Christians. Some dreadful rumors
were afloat as to what might be the outcome of
t~ese Infidel proceedings. Some expected personal
VIOlence-rotten eggs at least, if nothing worse.
Even those .of a Lib.eral turn remained away, for
fear. they might be mvolved in the scrimmage and
receive an egg or two from the hands of the excited
saints, who whispered all sorts of dire reprisals.
The. leading papers of the country refused to
advertise the lectures and advised Mr. Dadisman
to telegraph me at once not to come. However,
we pursued the even tenor of our way, and amidst
the rural comforts of the old homestead of the
Dadismans I enjoyed an afternoon's rest, and after
supper proceeded to the picturesque little old
church for the lecture. This church is about a
hundred years old, the oldest I hav seen fo~ some
time, and it was a truly venerable structure. The
pulpit was a r~gular wooden box, the gallery for the
colored worshipers was on the two sides, tbe seats
were rude benches, and a big stove stuffed with
wood sent. ont its cheerful heat as about thirty
straggled m from the somewhat stormy outside.
It was a rather odd experience that I E~honld giv
my first lecture in Virginia in a church where
thousands of sermons hav been preached for over a
century and saturate~d every timber with the gospel
story. It was a quamt aspect, something like the
look of Noah's ark, that greeted my unaccustomed
vision. The area was dimly lighted with lanterns
and curious eyes were fixed upon the "ne~
preacher." The Dadisman brothers and their sister, who are excellent singers, made the rafters
rin~ with a Freethought 1relody, and then I gave
a discourse on the Demands of Liberalism, which
was received quite favorably. There was not the
least disturbance, and at the close of the lecture
many declared it was their sentiments exactly.
On Sunday morning I lectured to a fair audience
in the Leachville schoolhouse. I was to lecture
Sunday evening at Hubbard again, and if the
weather had been fair I no doubt should hav had a
crowded house, for a wide interest was in the community to know more about Freethought. But it
began snowing late in the afternoon and by night
the air was full of flakes and the ground was white,
and the storm was so violent that the lecture was
adjourned. It continued snowing until Monday
afternoon, when it cleared off and I lectured to a
good audience at Le!l'chville on Monday evening,
and on Tuesday evenmg to a much larger gathering than before at Hubbard. In every lecture I
was listened to with the most respectful attention,
and I am sure that great good has been accomplished in giving these people a correct view of
Liberalism. They are ready for it when they see
that it is simply common sense and justice. I hav
enjoyed the campaign, and my uncompromising coadjutors, the Dadisman brothers, hav don~ all they
could to aid me in my labors and hav won a deserved victory. Through many years they hav
horne our flag aloft with no support from halfhearted Liberals and with the hostility of churches,
but they hav never flinched. They hav boldly
maintained their position, distributed books and
papers and agitated and educated the community.
M. V. Dadisman, the eldest of the brothers, generously bore the expense of the lectures, and a more
earnest supporter I hav not met. I could not hav
had a better companion for my first Virginia campaign.
On Monday I descended into the Luray cave,
perhaps, all things com~idered. the most remarkable
cave in the world. It is not so large as the Mammoth cave; it has not the extent of gloom and
majesty of space which impress with such grandeur, but the formations of Luray cave are much
more magnificent and varied than those of the
Mammoth or those of any other cave now known.
Chamber succeeds chamber, and as the light flashes
over the walls and roofs and dim spaces a most
wonderful effect is produced. All colors greet the
eye, gorgeous, delicate, like gold, or like the tints of
a rich garment, or like the effulgence of a cathedral,
or the splendor of a sunset sky. Sometimes we
look into a profound abyss, out of which shadowy
forms emerge, white and brilliant or gigantic and
grotesque. Sometimes t.he formations are like a
frozen cataract-then like a lady's dress, even in the
latest style crinoline and all-then like a fluttering
veil-then like an elephant, or like a camel traversing the desert-then like a couchant lion or a
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basket ?f flowers, a fish-market, a vegetable garden,
a hangmg sword, stat~ary, the wings of birds, a
stone hand thrust straight from the wall, a mer~aid, a bath, a lady's toilet-table, a silvery fount·
am? an outspread .tent, a column, a lady's riding~hip, a handkerchief, a shawl, a blanket, a sleeping
mfant, a tower, a coffin, a nest with eggs, etc.all these things can be seen in these. numberless
formations, where time for a million years has
~een tracing out these exquisit and superb delineatiOns. We wander through the Giant's Hall-the
Ballroom-the vailt Cathedral, with its natural
organ, and as you touch the daintily colored pipes
t~e most sweet and solemn music rolls through the
dim recesses, and by the organ the chimes respond
to the touch with the same rhythmic call and an
enormous stalagmite not far away sends f~rth the
deep bass of the drum. So ear is charmed as well
as vision in this glorious underworld. We gaze
upon the Crystal Springs, clear as diamonds, and
through tl::e interminable archways behold the still
waters and know not where in the shining chamber
ends the limpid tide. We dream by the Fallen Column. Four thousand years ago this column fell,
and men of science say that it was seven million of
years in its growth. Wbat a pigmy thing Adam is
by the side of this mighty column, even in its fall
telling a story more wonderful than the Bible tales.
Imbedded in the dripstone at the foot of a precipice in Shelton gorge I gaze upon the bones of a
man-real bones-and how long they hav been
there, whence they came, the awful mystery none
can tell ; but long, long ago some life was ended,
solitary, with teiTor and despair, in this lonely
tomb. Earth, with its wild magnificence, held in its
grim embrace the creature of light and air from
above, but the echo of the story is lost forever in
the measureless gloom.
Once more back to the everlasting struggle for
human right after drinking deep of nature's pristin glory. How goes the battle 1 Well, it is
something of a drawn battle. The orthodox hav
not got the advantage altogether, and they shake
somewhat in their boots for fear the victory may
after all slip from their grasp. It is pretty definitly
settled that Congress will take no further action
pro or con on this Sunday question. But the fight
1s not ende J, and will not be ended. until the World's
Fair itself is ended. Congress cannot put it down,
and it will rise in still greater vehemence at Chicago.
The orthodox party hav endeavored to pass more
regulations-to make a penalty for Sunday opening.
Senator Quay made a rather faint effort in this
direction, but was sat down upon by his colleagues.
Congress has simply resolved to let things drift
and will not enforce any more rigid Sunday restrictions upon the commissioners. Even if the commissioners should open the gates on Sunday I
doubt if Congress would do anything to prevent
this or to recover appropriations.
The public
opinion is so evidently in favor of Sunday opening,
and -the matter has been so thoroughly discussed,
that Congress is disposed to let the commissioners
open anyway if they hav the requisit courage.
Congressmen hav told me that they wish now they
had never meddled with the subject, but that it is
too late to remedy the action taken, and they say,
"Let the commissioners open. There won't be
any trouble about it so far as Congress is concerned." G0od lawyers declare that the condition
can be interpreted as applying only to government
exhibits. This indeed was the understanding of
Senator Stewart, who voted for the condition, but
is in favor of Sunday opening. It is a nice question
as to the legal meaning of the restriction. As there
is no penalty attached, it cannot be a law. The
very fact that the orthodox party hav tried to
amend the legislation shows that they realize its
looseness and that it is not legally effectiv. Leading
Congressmen hav said to me that they expected the
Fair would be open on Sunday, and that there was
really no need of repeal. A condition with no
penalt.y attached they say is practically no condition at alL
A compromise measure allowing the Fair to be
open a half-day on Sunday has been introduced. I
do not want this bill to pass, and shall not support it nor present petitions in its favor. I doubt
if Congress takes any action on this bill. It
would be a shrewd thing for the church to
support the bill, for it would practically
gain its point and at the same time avoid
the almost overwhelming indignation of the
people, which is sure to beat against the church if
the gates are shut the whole day. By its present
policy the church will alienate millions who heretofore hav been somewhat friendly to it, not realizing what a harsh master it is, giv it the power.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
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Abraham Lincoln.
Eighty-four years ago to-day, two babes were
born-one in the woods of Kentucky. amid the
hardships and poverty of pioneers; one in England,
surrounded by wealth and culture. One was
educated in the University of Nature, the other at
Oxford.
One associated his name with the enfranchisement of labor, with the emancipation of millions,
with the salvation of the Republic. He is known to
us as Abraham Lincoln.
The other broke the chains of superstition and
filled the world with intellectual light, and he is
known as Charles Darwin.
Because of these two men the Nineteenth Century
is illustrious.
A few men and women make a nation gloriousShakespeare made England immortal, Voltaire
civilized and humanized France, Goethe, Schiller,
and Humboldt lifted Germany into the light.
Angelo, Raphael, Galileo and Bruno crowned with
fadeless laurels the Italian brow, and now the most
precious treasure of the Great Republic is the
memory of Abraham Lincoln.
Every generation has its heroes, its iconoclasts,
its pioneers, its ideals. The people always have
been· and still are divided, at least into two classes
-the many, who with their backs to the sunrise
worship the past; and the few, who keep their
faces towards the dawn-the many, who are satisfied with the world as it is; the few, who labor and
suffer for the future, for those to be, and who seek
to rescue the oppressed, to destroy the cruel distinctions of caste, and to civilize mankind.
Yet it sometimes happens that the liberator of
one age becomes the oppressor of the next. His
reputation becomes so great--he is so revered and
worshiped-that his followers, in his name, attack
the hero who endeavors to take another step in
advance.
The heroes of the Revolution, forgetting the
justice for which they fought, put chains upon the
limbs of others, and in their names the lovers of
liberty were denounced as ingrates and traitors.
In our country there were for many years two
great political parties, and each of these parties had
conservatives and extremists. The extremists of
the Democratic party were in the rear and wished
to go back ; the extremists of the Republican party
were in the front and wished to go forward. The
extreme Democrat was willing to destroy the
Union for the sake of slavery, and the extreme
Republican was willing to destroy the Union for
the sake of liberty.
Neither party could succeed without the votes of
its extremists.
This was the political situation in 1860.
The extreme Democrats would not vote for
Douglas, but the extreme Republicans did vote for
Lincoln. Lincoln occupied the middle ground, and
was the compromise candidate of his own party.
He had lived for many years in the intellectual territory of compromise-in a part of our country
settled by Northern and Southern men-where
Northern and Southern ideas met, and the L!eas of
the two sections were brought together and compared.
The sympathies of Lincoln, his ties of kindred,
were with the South. His convictions, his sense of
justice, and his ideals, were with the North. He
knew the horrors of slavery, and he felt the unspeakable ecstacies and glories of freedom. He
had the kindness, the gentleness, of true greatness, and he could not have been a master ; he
had the manhood and independence of true greatness, and he could not have been a slave.
He
was just, and was incapable of putting a burden
upon others that he himself would not willingly
bear.
He was merciful and profound, and it was not
necessary for him to read the history of the world
to know that liberty and slavery could not live in
the same nation, or in the same brain. , Lincoln
was a statesman. And there is this difference
between a politician and a statesman. A politician
schemes and works in every way to make the
people do something for him. The statesman wishes
to do something for the people. With him
place and power are means to an end, and the
end "is the good of his country.
The Republic had reached a crisis.
The conflict between liberty and slavery could
no longer be delayed. For three-quarters of a
century the forces had been gathering for the battle.
After the Revolution, principle was sacrificed for
the sake of gain. The Constitution contradicted
the Declaration. Liberty as a principle was held

in contempt.
Slavery took possession of the
Government. Slavery made the laws, c~rrupted
courts, dominated presidents and demoralized the
people.
In 1840, when Harrison and Van Buren were
candidates for the Presidency, the Whigs of
Indiana issued a circular giving reasons for the
election of Harrison and the defeat of Van Buren.
The people of Indiana were advised to vote against
Van Buren because he, when a member of the
New York Legislature, had voted to enfranchise
colored men who had property to the extent of
two hundred and fifty dollars. This was the
crime of Van Buren.
The reason why the people should support
Ha1rison was that he had signed eleven petitions
to make Indiana a slave State.
Mr. Douglas voiced the feeling of the majority
when he declared that he did not care whether
slavery was vot3d up or down.
From the bights of philosophy-standing above
the contending hosts, above the prejudices, the
sentimentalities of the day-Lincoln was great
enough and brave enough and wise enough to
utter these prophetic words :
A house divided against itself cannot stand. I believe
this Government cannot permanently endure half slave
8.nd half free. I do not expect the Union to be dissolved;
I do not expect the house to fall; but I do expect it will
cease to be divided. It will become all the one thing or
the other. Either the opponents of slavery will arrest
the further spread of itJ and place it where the public
mind shall rest in the oelief that it is in the course of
ultimate extinction, or its advocates will push it further
until it becomes alike lawful in all the States, old as well
as new, North as well as South.
This declaration was the standard around which
gathered the grandest political party the world
has ever seen, and this declaration made Lincoln
the leader of that vast host.
In this, the ·first great crisis, Lincoln uttered the
victorious truth that made him the foremost man in
the Republic.
The people decided at the polls that a house divided against itself could not stand, and that slavery
had cursed soul and soil enough.
It is not a common thing to elzct a really great
man to fill the highest official position. I do not say
that the great presidents have been chosen by accident. Probably it would be better to say that
they were the favorites of a happy chance.
The average man is afraid of genius. He feels as
an awkward man feels in the presence of a sleightof-hand performer. He admires and suspects.
Genius appears to carry too much sail-lacks prudence, has too much courage. The ballast of dullness inspires confidence.
By a happy chance Lincoln was nominated and
elected in spite of his fitness-and the patient,
gentle, and just and loving man was called upon to
bear as great a burden as man has ever borne.
II.

Then came another 'crisis-the crisis of Secession, and Civil War.
Again Lincoln spoke the deepest feeling and the
highest thought of the Nation. In his first message he said :
The central idea of secession is the eBBence of anarchy.
He also showed conclusively that the North and
South, in spite of secession, must remain face to
face-that physically they could not separate-that
they must have more or less commerce, and that
this commerce must be carried on, either between
the two sections as friends, or as aliens :
This situation and its consequences he pointed
out to absolute perfection in these words :
Can aliPns make treaties ea.sier than friends can make
laws? Can treaties be more faithfully enforced between
aliens than laws among other friends?
After having stated fully and fairly the philosophy of the conflict, after having said enough to
satisfy any calm and thoughtful mind;he addressed
himself to the hearts of America. Probably there
are few finer passages in literature than the close
of Lincoln's inaugural address:
I am loth to close. We are not enemies, but friends.
We must not be enemies.. Though passion may have
strained, it must not break, our bonds of affection. The
mystic chords of memory stretching from every battlefield and patriotic grave to every loving heart and hearthstone all over this broad land, will swell the chorus of
the Union when again touched, as surely they will be, by
the better angels of our nature.
These noble, these touching, these pathetic words,
were delivered in the presence of rebellion, in the
midst of spies and conspirators-surrounded by
but few friends, most of whom were unknown, and
some of whom were wavering in their fidelity-at a
time when secession was arrogant and organized,
when patriotism was silent, and when, to quote the
expressive words of Lincoln himself, " Sinners were
calling the righteous to repentance."
When Lincoln became President, he :was held in
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contempt by the South-underrated by the North
and East--not appreciated even by his cabinetand yet he was not only one of the wisest, but one
of the shrewdest of mankind. Knowing that he
had the right to enforce the laws of the Union in
all parts of the United States and Territoriesknowing, as he did, that the secessionists were in
the wrong, he also knew that they had sympathizers not only in the North but in other lands.
Consequently he felt that it was of the utmost
importance that the South should fire the first shot,
should do some act that would solidify the North
and gain for us the justification of the civilized
world. He so managed affairs that while he was
attempting simply to give food to our soldiers, the
South commenced hostilities and fired on Sumter.
This course was pursued by Lincoln in spite of
the advice of many friends, and yet a wiser thing
was never done.
At that time Lincoln appreciated the scope and
consequences of the impending conflict. Above all
other thoughts in his mind was this:
"This conflict will settle 1the question, at least
for centuries to come, whether man is capable of
governing himself, and consequently is of greater
importance to the free than to the enslaved."
He knew what depended on the issue and he·
said:
·
"We shall nobly save, or meanly lose, the last,
best hope of earth."
III.

Then came a crisis in the North.
It became clearer and clearer to Lincoln's mind,
day by day, that the rebellion was slavery, and that
it was necessary to keep the border States on the
side of the Union. For this purpose he proposed
a scheme of emancipation and colonization-a
scheme by which the owners of slaves should be
paid the full value of what they called their "property." He called attention to the fact that he had
adhered to the Act of Congress to confiscate property used for insurrectionary purposes-that the
Union must be preserved, and that, therefore, all
indispensable means must be employed to that end.
If, in war, a nation has the right to take the property of its citizens-of its friends-certainly it has
the right to take the property of those it has the
right to kill.
He knew that if the border States agreed to
gradual emancipation, and received compensation
for their slaves, they would be forever lost to the
Confederacy, whether secession succeeded or not.
It was objected at the time, by some, that the scheme
was far too expensive ; but Lincoln, wiser than his
advisers-far wiser than his enemies-demonstrated
that from an economical point of view, his course
was best. ·
He proposed that $400 be paid for slaves, includin~ men, women, and children. This was a large
pnce, and yet he showed how much cheaper it was
to purchase than to carry on the war.
At that time, at the price mentioned, there were
about $750,000 worth of slaves in Delaware. The
cost of carrying on the war was at least two millions of d<>llars a day, and for ~;me-third of one day's
expenses, all the slaves in Delaware could be purchased. He also showed that all the slaves in
Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri could
be bought, at the same price, for less than the
expense of carrying on the war for eighty-seven
days.
·
This was the wisest thing that could have been
proposed, and yet such was the madness of the
South, such the indignation of the North, that the
advice was unheeded.
Again, in July, 1862, he urged on the Representatives of the border States a scheme of gradual compensated emancipation ; but the Representatives
were too deaf to hear, too blind to see.
Lincoln always hated slavery, and yet he felt the
obligations and duties of his position. In his first
message he assured the South that the laws, including the most odious of all-the law for the
return of fugitive slaves-would be enforced. The
South would not hear. Afterwards he proposed to
purchase the slaves of the border States, but the
proposition was hardly discussed-hardly heard.
Events came thick and fast; theories gave way to
facts, and everything was left to force.
The extreme Democrat of the North was fearful
that slavery might be destroyed, that the Constitution might be broken, and that Lincoln, after all,
could not be trusted ; and at the same time the
radical Republican feared that Lincoln loved the
Union more than he did liberty.
The fact is that he tried to discharge the obligations of his great office, knowing from the first that
sl~very must perish. The. course pursued by
Lmcoln was so gentle, so kmd and persistent, so
wise and logical that millions of Northern Democratli sprang to the defense, not only of the Union,
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but of his administration. Lincoln refused to be had made a nation, and he did not believe the
The Father of waters again goes unvexed to the sea.
led or hurried by Fremont or Hunter, by Greeley restoration of the American Union by force attain. This line is worthy of Shakespeare.
or Sumner. From first to last he was the real able.
Another:
leader, and he kept step with events.
From the Vatican came words of encouragement
·IV.
Among freemen there can be no successful appeal
for the South.
THE GREATEST CRISIS.
It was declared that the North was fighting for from the ballot to the bullet.
On the 22d of July, 1862, Lincoln called to- empire and the South for independence.
·
He draws a comparison between the white men
getlier his cabinet for the purpose of showing the
The Marquis of Salisbury said: "The people of against us and the black men for us:
draft of a Proclamation of Emancipation, stating the South are the natural allies of England. The
And then there will be some black men who can reto them that he did not wish their advice, as he had North keeps an opposition shop in the same depart- member
that with silent tongue and clenched teeth and
made up his mind.
.
steady eye and well-poised bayonet they hav.e helped
ment of trade as ourselves."
After the Proclamation was signed Lincoln held
Some of their statesmen declared that the sub- mankind on to this great consummation; while I f~ar
will be some white ones unable to forget that With
it, waiting for some great victory before giving it jugation of the South. by the North would be a there
malignant heart and deceitful speech they strove to
to the world, so that it might appear to be the child calamity to the world.
hinder it.
of strength.
Louis Napoleon was another enemy, and he
Under the influence of this letter, the love of
This was on the 22d of July, 1862. On the 22d endeavored to establish a monarchy in Mexico to
country, of the Union, and above all the love of
of August of the same year Lincoln wrote his the end that the great North might be destroyed.
liberty, took possession of the heroic North.
celebrated letter to Horace Greeley, in which But the patience, the uncommon common sense,
The Republican party became the noblest organhe stated that his object was to save the Union; the statesmanship of Lincoln-in spite of foreign ization the world has ever seen.
that he would save it with slavery if he could/ hate and Northern division-triumphed over all.
There was the greatest moral exaltation ever
that if it was necessary to destroy slavery in order And now we forgive all foes. Victory makes forgive- known.
·
to save the Union, he would; in other words, he ness easy.
The spirit of liberty took possession of the peowould do what was necessary to save the Union.
Lincoln was, by nature, a diplomat. He knew ple. The masses became sublime.
'!'his letter disheartened, to a great degree, the art of sailing against the wind. He had· as
To fight for yourself is good.
thousands and millions of the friends of freedom. much shrewdness as is consistent with honesty.
To fight for others is grand.
They felt that Mr. Lincoln had not attained the He .understood, not only the rights of individuals,
To fight for your country is noble.
moral bight upon which they supposed he stood. but of nations. In all his correspondence with
To fight for the human race-for the liberty of
And yet, when this letter was written, the Emancipllr- other governments he neither wrote nor sanctioned hand and brain-is nobler still.
tion Proclamation was in his hands, and had been for aline which afterwards was used to tie his hands.
As a matter of fact the defenders of slavery had
thirty days, waiting only an opportunity to give it In the use of perfect English he easily rose above sown the seeds of their own defeat. They dug the
all his advisers and all his fellows.
to the world.
pit in which they fell. Clay and Webster and thouNo one claims that Lincoln did all. He could sands of others, had by their eloquence made the
Some two weeks after the letter to Greeley,
Lincoln was waited on by a committee of clergy- have done nothing without the great and splendid Union almost sacred. The Union was the very
men, and was by them informed that it was God's generals in the field; and the generals could have tree of life, the source and stream and sea of
will that he should issue a Proclamation of Emanci- done nothing without their armies. The praise is liberty and law.
pation. He replied to them, in substance, that the due to all-to the private as much as to the officer;
For the sake of slavery millions stood by the
day of miracles had passed. He also mildly and to the lowest who did his duty, as much as to the Union, for the sake of liberty millions knelt at the
kindly suggested that if it were God's will this highest.
altar of the. Union; and this love of the Union is
My heart goes out to the brave private as much what, at last, overwhelmed the Confederate hosts.
Proclamation should be issued, certainly God
would have made known that will to Jrim-to the as to the leader of the host.
It does not seem possible that only a few years
But Lincoln stood at the center and with infinite ago our Constitution, our laws, our Courts, t_he
person whose duty it was to issue it. .
On the 22d· day of September, 1862, the most patience, with consummate skill, with the genius of Pulpit and the Press defended and upheld the Inglorious date in the history of the Republic, the goodness directed, cheered, consoled, and con- stitution of slavery-that it was a crime to feed the
quered.
· Proclamation of Emancipation was issued.
hungry-to give water to the lips of thirst-shelter
VI.
Lincoln had reached the generalization of all
to a woman :flying from the whip and chain!
Slavery was the cause of the war, and slavery was
arguments upon the question of slavery and freeThe old :flag still :flies-the stars are there-the
dom-a generalization that never has been, and the perpetual stumbling-block. As the war went stains have gone.
on question after question arose-questions that
probably never will be, excelled:
VIII.
could not be answered by theories. Should we
In giving freedom :to the :slave, we.::assnre freedom to
Lincoln
always
saw
the
end. He was unmoved
hand back the slave to his master, when the master
the free. ·
was using his slave to destroy the Union~ If the by the storms and currents of the t~es. .J;I~ adThis is absolutely true. Liberty can be retained, South was right slaves were property, and by the vanced too rapidly for the conservative politiCians,
can be enjoyed, only by giving it to others. The laws of war anything that might be used to the ad- too slowly for the radical enthusiasts. He occupied
spendthrift saves, the miser is prodigal. In the vantage of the enemy might be confiscated by us. the line of safety, and held by his personality-by
realm of Freedom, waste is husbandry. He who Events did not wait for discussion. General Butler the force of his great character, by his charming
· puts chains upon the body of another shackles his denominated the negro as a "contraband." Con- candor-the masses on his side.
The soldiers thought of him as a father.
..
own soul. The moment the Proclamation was gress provided that the property of the rebels might
All who had lost their sons in battle felt that
issued, the cause of the Republic became sacred. be confiscated.
they had his sympathy-felt that his face was as
From that moment the North fought for the huLincoln moved along this line.
man race. From that moment the North stood
Each step was delayed by Northern division, but sad as theirs. They knew that Lincoln was actuated
by one motive, and that his energies we~e bent to
under the blue and stars, the :flag of Nature- every step was taken in the same direction.
.
sublime and free.
First, Lincoln offered to execute every law, In- the attainment of one end-the salvatiOn of the
In 1831 Lincoln saw in New Orleans a colored cluding the most infamous of all; second, to buy Republic.
Success produces envy, and envy often ends in
girl sold at auction. The scene filled his soul with the slaves of the border states; third, to confiscate
conspiracy.
. .
indignation and horror.
.
.
the property of rebels ; fourth, to· treat slaves as
In 1864 many politicians united against him. It
Turning to his companion, he saJ.d, "B?ys, ~f _I contraband of war; fifth, to use slaves for the purever get a chance to hit slavery, by God Ill hit It pose of putting down the rebellion ; sixth, to arm is not for me to criticise their motives or their achard!"
these slaves and clothe them in the uniform of the tions. It is enough to say that the magnanimity of
The helpless girl, unconsciously, had planted in Republic; seventh, to make them citizens, and Lincoln towards those who had deserted and
a great heart the seeds of the Proclamation.
allow them to stand on an equality with their white endeavored to destroy him, is without parallel in
the political history of the world. '!'his magnaThirty-one years afterwards the chance came, the brethren under the :flag of the Republic.
oath was kept, and to four millions of sla~es, of
During all these years, Lincoln moved with the nimity mado his success not only possible, but cermen, women, and chil~ren, was restored hberty, people-with the masses, and every s.tep he took tain.
During all the years of war ~i:J?-c~ln stood, the
the jewel of the soul.
has heen justified by the considerate Judgment of
embodiment of mercy, between diBCiphne and death.
In the history, in the fiction of the wor~d, there mankind.
He pitied the imprisoned and condemned. He ~ook
is nothing more intensely dramatic than this.
.
VII.
the unfortunate in his arms, and was the friend
· Lincoln held within his brain the grandest
Lincoln not only watched the war, but kept his
truths and he held them as unconsciously, as hand on the political pulse. In 1863 a tide set in even of the convict. He knew temptation's strength
easily,' as naturally as a waveless pool holds against the administration. A Republican meeting -the weakness of the will-and how in fury's
sudden :flame the judgment drops the scales, and
within its stainless breast a thousand stars. .
was to be held in Springfield, illinois, and Lincoln
Let us think for one moment of the. distance wrote a letter to be read at this convention. It passion-blind and deaf-usurps the throne.
Through all the yea7s Lincoln will ?e known as
traveled from the first ordinance of secessiOn to the was in his happiest vein. It ~as a perfect defe:J?-se
Lincoln the Loving, Lmcoln the Merciful.
Proclamation of Emancipation.
of his administration, includmg the ProclamatiOn
Lincoln had the keenest sense of humor, and
In 1861 a thirteenth amendment to the Consti- of Emancipation. Among other things he said:
always saw the laughable side even of disaster. In
tution was offered to the South. By this proposed
But the proclamation, as law, either is vali_d or it ~s his humor there was logic and the best of sense.
amendment slavery was to be made perpetual. not
valid. If it is not valid it needs no retractwn, but 1f
Thi~;~ compromise was refused, and in its stead came it is valid it cannot be retracted, any more than tho dead No matter how complicated the question, or how
embarrassing the situation, his humor furnished an
the Proclamation. Let us take another step.
can be brought to life.
answer, and a door of escape.
.
In 1865 the thirteenth amendment was adopted.
To the Northern Democrats who said they would
Vallandingham was a friend of the South, and did
The one proposed made slavery perpetual. The not fight for negroes, Lincoln replied:
what he could to sow the seeds of failure. In his
one adopted in 1865 abolished slavery and made
fOr you-but no opinion everything, except rebellion, was unconSome of them seem willing
the great Republic free forever.
sti tu tiona!.
The first state to ratify this amendment was mattsr.
He was arrested, convicted by a court martial,
Of
negro
soldiers:
illinois.
and
sentenced to imprisonment in Fort Warren.
v.
But nel<!'oes like other perplP, '\~t np)n motives.
There was doubt abQut the legality of the trial,
FOREIGN FOES.
Wh should th~y do anything for ns if we will do nothing
We were surrounded by enemies. Many of _the for rhem? If they stake their lives for Uf:l they mm,t be and thousands in the North denounced the whole
by the strongest motive-e~en the promise of procee ·ings as tyrannical and infamous. _At the
so-called great in Europe and Englan_d were ag~m~t prompted
freedom. And the promise, being made, must be kept.
same time millions demanded that Vallandmgham
us. They hated the Republic, despis~d our mstiThere is one 1\ne in this letter that will give it should be punished.
tutions, and sought in many ways to aid the Sout~.
Lincoln's humor came to the rescue. He disapMr. Gladstone announced that Jefferson DaVIs immortality·
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proved of the findings of the court, changed the
punishment, and ordered that Mr. Vallan dingham
should be sent to his friends in the South.
Those who regarded the act as unconstitutional
almost forgave it for the sake of its humor.
Horace Greeley always had the idea that he was
greatly superior to Lincoln, and for a long time he
insisted that the people of the North and the people
of the South desired peace. He took it upon himself to lecture Lincoln, and felt that he in some way
was responsible for the conduct of the war.
Lincoln, with that wonderful sense of humor,
united with shrewdness and profound wisdom, told
Greeley that, if the South really wanted peace, he
(Lincoln) desired the same thing, and was doing
all he could to bring it about. Greeley insisted
that a commissioner should be appointed, with
authority to negotiate with .the representatives of
the Confederacy. This was Lincoln's opportunity.
He authorized Greeley to act as such commissioner.
The great editor felt that he was caught. For a
time he hesitated, but finally went, and found that
the Southern commissioners were willing to take
into consideration any offers of peace that Lincoln
might make. The failure of Greeley was humiliating, and the position in which he was left absurd.
Again the humor of Lincoln had triumphed.
Lincoln always tried to do things in the easiest
way. He did not waste his strength. He was
not particular about moving along straight lines.
He did not tunnel the mountains. He was willing
to go around, and he reached the end desired as a
river reaches the sea.
IX.

One of the most wonderful things ever done by
Lincoln was the promotion of General Hooker.
After the battle of Fredericksburg, General Burnside found great fault with Hooker, and wished to
have him removed from the Army of 'the Potomac.
Lincoln disapproved of Burnside's order, and gave
Hooker the command of the Army of the Potomac.
I{e then wrote Hooker this memorable letter:

that the first allegiance of the citizen is not to his
State, but to the Republic, and that the first duty
of the Republic is to protect the citizen, not only
when in other lands, but at home, and that this
duty cannot be discharged by delegating it to the
States.
Lincoln believed in the sovereignty of the people
-in the supremacy of the Nation-in the territorial
integrity of the Republic.
XI.

A great actor can be known only when he has
assumed the principal character in a great drama.
Possibly the greatest actors have never appeared,
and it may be that the greatest soldiers have lived
the lives of perfect peace. Lincoln assumed the
leading part in the grt:atest drama ever acted upon
the stage of a continent.
His criticism of military movements, his correspondence with his general3 and others on the conduct of the war, show that he was at all times
master of the situation-that he was a natural
strategist. that he appreciated the difficulties and
advantages of every kind, and that in "the still
and mental " field of war he stood the peer of any
man beneath the flag.
Had McClellan followed his advice, he would
have taken Richmond.
Had Hooker acted in accordance with his suggestions, Chancellorsville would have been a victory
for the Nation.
Lincoln's political prophecies were all fulfilled.
We know now that he not only stood at the top,
but that he occupied the center, from the first to
the last, and that he did this by reason of his intelligence, his humor, his philosophy, his courage
and his patriotism.
In passion's storm he stood unmoved, patient,
just and candid. In his brain there was no cloud,
and in his heart no hate. He longed to save the
South as well as the North, to see the Nation one
and free.
He lived until the end was known.
He lived until the Confederacy was dead-until
Lee surrendered, until Davis fled, until the doors
of Libby Prison were opened, until the Republic
was supreme.
He lived until Lincoln and Liberty were united
forever.
He lived to cross the desert-to reach the palms
of victory-to hear the murmured music of the
welcome waves.
He lived until all loyal hearts were his-until the
history of his deeds made music in the soul of men
-until he knew that on Columbia's ·Calendar of
worth and fame his name stood first.
He lived until there remained nothing for him to
do as great as he had done.
What he did was worth living for, worth dying
for.
He lived until he stood in the midst of universal
Joy, beneath the outsttetched wings of Peace-the
foremost man in all the world.
And.then the horror came. Night fell on noon.
The Savior of the Republic, the breaker of chains,
the liberator of millions, he who had "assured freedom to the free," was dead.
Upon his brow Fame placed the immortal
wreath.
For the first time in the history of the world a
Nation bowed and wept.
The memory of Lincoln is the strongest, tenderest tie that binds all hearts together now, and
holds all States beneath a Nation's flag.

I have placed you at the head of the Army of the
:Potomac. Of course I have done this upon what appears
to me to be sufficient reasons, and yet I think it best for
you to know that there are some things in regard to which
I am not quite satisfied with you. I believe you to be a
brave and skillful soldier-which, of course, I like. I
also believe you do not mix politics with your profession
-in which you are right. You have confidence-which.
is a valuable, if not an indispensable, quality. You are
ambitious, which, within reasonable bounds, does good
rather than harm; but I think that during General
Burnside's command of the army you have taken counsel
of your ambition to thwart him as much as you could-in
which you did a great wrong to the country and to a
most meritorious and honorable brother officer. I have
heo.rd, in such a way as to believe it, of your recently
saying that both the army and the Government needed a
dictator. Of course it was not for this, but in spite of it,
that I have given you command. Only those generals
who gain successes can set up dictators. What! now ask
of you is military successes, and I will risk the dictatorship. The Government will support you to the best of
its ability, which is neither more nor less than it has done
and will do for all commanders. I much fear that the
spirit which you have aided to infuse into the army, of
criticising their commander and withholding confidence
~n him, will :uow turn upon you. I shall assist you, so far
as I can, to put it down. Neither you, nor Napoleon, if
he were alive, cllJl get any good out of an army while such
a spirit prevails in it, And now beware of rashness.
Beware of rashness, but with energv and sleepless
vigilance go forward and give us victories.
This letter has,-in my judgment, no parallel.
'l'he mistaken magnanimity is almost equal to the
prophecy:_
I lll,ucb, fear that the spirit which you have aided to
infuse into the army of criticising their commander and
XII.
withholding confidence in him, will now turn upon you.
Strange mingling of mirth . and tears, of the
Chancellorsville was the fulfillment ..
tragic and grotesque, of cap and crown, of Socrates
x.
and Democritus, of lEsop and Marcus Aurelius, of
Mr. Lincoln was a statesman.
all that is gentle and just, humorous and honest,
The great stumbling-block-the great obstruc- merciful, wise, laughable, lovable and divine, and
tion-in Lincoln's way, and in the way of thou- all consecrated to the use of man; while through
sands, was the old doctrine of States Rights.
all, and over all, were an overwhelming sense of
This doctrine was first established t.o protect obligation, of chivalric loyalty to truth, and upon
slavery. It was clung to to protect the inter-State all, the shadow of the tragic end.
slave trade. It became sacred in connection with
Nearly all the great historic characters are imthe Fugitive Slave Law, and it was finally used as possible monsters, disproportioned by flattery, or
the corner-stone of Secession.
by calumny deformed. We know nothing of their
This doctrine was never appealed to in defense peculiarities, or nothing but their peculiarities.
of the right-always in support of the wrong. For About these oaks there clings none of the earth of
many years politicians upon both sides of these humanity.
questions endeavored to express the exact relations
Washingtonisnowonly a steel engraving. About
existing between the Federal Government and the the real man who lived and loved and hated and
States, and I know of no one who succeeded, ex- schemed, we know but little. The glass through
cept Lincoln. In his message of 1861, delivered which we look at him is of such high magnifying
on July the 4th, the definition is given, and it is power that the features are exceedingly indistinct
perfect:
Hundreds of people are now engaged in smoothWhatever concerns the whole should be confined to ing out the lines of Lincoln's face-forcing all
the whole-to the General Government. Whatever con- features to the common mould-so that he may be
cerns only the State should be be left exclusively to the known, not as he really was, but, according to their
State.
poor standard, as he should have been.
When that definition is realized in practice, this
Lincoln was not a type. He stands alone-no
country becomes a Nation. Then we shall know ancestors, no fellows, and no successors.

He had the advantage of living in a new country,
of social equality, of personal freedom, of seeing in
the horizon of his future the perpetual star of hope.
He preserved his individuality and his self-respect.
He knew and mingled with men of every kind; and,
after all, men are the best books. He became acquainted with the ambitions and hopea of the
heart, the means used to accomplish ends, the
springs of action and the seeds of thought. He
was familiar with nature, with actual things, with
common facts.
He loved and appreciated the
poem of the year, the drama of the seasons.
In a new country a man must possess at least
three virtues-honesty, courage and generosity.
In cultivated society, cultivation is often more
important than soil. A well-executed counterfeit
passes more readily than a blurred genuine. It is
necessary only to observe the unwritten laws of
society-to be honest enough to keep out of
prison, and generous enough to subscribe in public
-where the subscription can be defended as an
investment.
In a new country, character is essential: in the
old, reputation is sufficient. In the m w they find
what a man really is ; in the ol J, he generally passes
for what he resembles. People separated only by
distance are much nearer together than those
divided by the walls of caste.
It is no advantage to live in a great city, where
poverty degrades and failure brings despair. The
fields are lovelier than paved streets, and the great
forests than walls of brick. Oaks and elms are
more poetic than steeples and chimney!'!.
In the country is the idea of home. There you
see the rising and setting sun ; you become acquainted with the stars and clouds. The constellations are your friends. You hear the rain on the
roof and listen to the rhythmic sighing of the winds.
You are thrilled by the resurrection called Spring,
touched and saddened by Autumn-the grace and
poetry of death. Every field is a picture, a landscape ; every landscape a poem ; every flower a
tender thought, and every forest a fairyland. 1n
the country you preserve your identity-your personality. There you are an aggregation of atoms ;
but in the city you are only an atcm of an aggregation.
In the country you keep your cheek close to the
breast of Nature. You are calmed and ennobled by
the space, the amplitude and scope of earth and
sky-by the constancy of the stars.
Lincoln never finished his education. To the
night of his death he was a pupil, a learner, an inquirer, a seeker after knowledge. You have no
idea how many men are spoiled by what is called
education. For the most part, colleges are places
where pebbles are polished and diamonds are
dimmed. If Shakespeare had graduated at Oxford,
he might have been a quibbling attorney, or a hypocritical parson.
Lincoln was a great lawyer. There is nothing
shrewder in the world than intelligent honesty.
Perfect candor is sword and shield.
He understood the nature of man. As a lawyer
he endeavored to get at the truth, at the very heart
of a case. He was not willing even to deceive himself. No matter what his interest said, what his
passion demanded, he was great enough to find the
truth and strong enough to pronounce judgment ·
against his own desires.
Lincoln was a many-sided man, acquainted with
smiles and tears, complex in brain, single in heart,
direct as light ; and his words, candid as mirrors,.
gave the perfect image of his thought. He was'
never afraid to ask-never too dignified to admit;
that he did not know. No man had keener wit, or·
kinder humor.
It may be that humor is the pilot of reason_
People without humor drift unconsciously into absurdity. Humor sees the other side-stands in the
mind like a spectator, a good-natured critic, aJ!d
gives its opinion before judgment is reached.
Humor goes with good nature, and good nature is
the climate of reason. In anger, reason abdicates
and malice extinguishes the torch. Such was the
humor of Lincoln that he could tell even unpleasant truths as charmingly as most men can tell the
things we wish to hear.
He was not solemn. Solemnity is a mask worn
by ignorance and hypocrisy-it is the preface,
prologue, and index to the cunning or the stupid.
He was natural in his life and thought-master
of the story-teller's art, in illustration apt, in application perfect, liberal in speech, shocking Pharisees
and prudes, using any word that wit could disinfect.
He was a logician. His logic shed light. In its
presence the obscure became luminous, and the
most complex and intricate political and metaphyRical knots seemed to untie themselves. Logic is
the necessary product of intelligence and sincerity.
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It cannot be learned. It is the child of a clear
head and a good heart.
Lincoln was candid, and with candor often deceived the deceitful. He had intellect without
arrogance, genius without pride, and religion without cant-that is to say, without bigotry and
without deceit.
·
He was an orator-clear, sincere, natural. He
did not pretend. · He did not say what he thought
others thought, but what he thought.
·
. rr you wish to be sublime you must be naturalyou must keep close to the grass. You must sit by
the fireside of the heart: above the clouds it is too
cold. You must be simple in your speech: too
much polish suggests insincerity.
The great orator idealizes the real, transfigures
the common, makes even the inanimate throb and
thrill, fills the gallery of the imagination with
stg,tues and pictures perfect in form and color,
brings to light the gold hoarded by memory the
miser, shows the glittering coin to the spendthrift
hope, enriches the brain, ennobles the heart, and
quickens the conscience. Between his lips words
bud and blossom.
If you wish to know the difference between an
orator and an elocutionist-between what is felt
and what is said-between what the heart and
brain can do together and what the brain can do
alone-read Lincoln's wondrous speech at Gettysburg, and then the speech of Edward Everett.
The oration of Lincoln will never be forgotten
It will live until languages are dead and lips are
dust. The speech of Everett will never be read,
The elocutionists believe in the virtue of voice,
the sublimity of syntax, the majesty of long sentences, and the genius of g'sture.
The orator loves the real, the simple, the natural.
He places the thought above all. He knows that
the greatest ideas should be expressed in the shortest words-that the greatest statues rieed the least
drapery.
Lincoln was an immense personality-firm but
not ob>tinate. Obstinacy is egotism-firmness,
heroism. He influenced others without effort, unconsciously; and they submitted to him as men
submit to nature-unconsciously. He was severe
with himself, and for that reason lenient with
others.
He appeared to apologize for being kinder than
his fellows.·
He did merciful things as stealthily as others
committed crimes.
Almost ashamed of tenderness, he said and did
the noblest words and deeds with that charming
confusion, that awkwardness, that is the perfect
grace of modesty.
As a noble man wishing to pay a small debt to a
poor neighbor, reluctantly ofters a hunured-dollar
bill and asks for change, fearing that he may be
suspected either of making a display of wealth or a
pretense of payment, so Lincoln hesitated to show
his wealth of goodness, even to the best he knew.
A great man stooping, not wishing to make his
fellows feel that they were small or mean.
By his candor, by his kindness, by his perfect
freedom from restraint, by saying what he thought,
and saying it absolutely in his own way, he made it
not only po sible, but popular, to be natural. He
was the enemy of mock solemnity, of the stupidly
respectable, of the cold and formal.
He wore no official robes either on his body or
his soul. He never pretended to be more or less, or
other1 or different, from what he really waR.
He had the unconscious naturalness of Nature's
self.
He built upon the rock. The foundation was
secure and broad. The structure was a pyramid,
narrowing as it rose. Through days and. nights of
sorrow, through years of grief and pain, with ~n
swerving purpose, " with malice towafds no~e, With
charity for all," with infinite ~ati~nce, With unclouded vision, he hoped and tmled. S~one after
stone was laid, until at last the ProclamatiOn found
its place. 0 a that the goddess stands.
He knew others, because perfectly acquainted
with himself. He cared nothing for place, but
everything for principle; nothing for mone_y, ~ut
everything for independence. -~here no prmmple
was involved, easily swayed-w_Illmg ~o- go slowly,
if in the right direction -sometimes willing to stop;
but he would not go back, and he would not go
wrong.
He was willing to wait. He knew that the event
was not waiting, and that fate was not the fool of
chance. He knew that slavery had defenders, but
no defense, and that they who attack the right must
wound themselves.
He was neither tyrant nor slave. He neither
knelt nor scorned.
With him, men were neither great nor smallthey were right or wrong.
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Through manners, clothes, titles, rags and race
he saw the real-that which is. Beyond accident,
policy, compromise and war he saw the end.
He was patient as Destiny, wh~se undecipherable
hieroglyphs were so deeply graven on his sad and
tragic face.
Nothing discloses real character like the use of
power, It is easy for the weak to be gentle. Most
people can bear adversity. But if you wish to
know what a man really is, give him power~ This
is the supreme test. It is the glory of Lincoln that,
having almost absolute power, he never abused it,
except on the side of mercy.
Wealth could not purchase, power could not awe,
this divine, this loving man.
He knew no fear except the fear of doing wrong.
Hating slavery, pitying the master-seeking to conquer, not persons, but prejudices-he was the embodiment of the self-denial, the courage, the hope,
and the nobility of a Nation.
He spoke not to inflame, not to upbraid, but to
convince.
He raised his hands, not to strike, but in benediction.
He longed to pardon.
He loved to see the pearls of joy on the cheeks
of a wife whose husband he had rescued from
death.
Lincoln was the grandest figure of the fiercest
He is the gentlest memory of our
civil war.
world.

article that calls for a few words from me. These
are the lines :
If it be proper to number the hours of labor it is
proper to number the days of labor. If we hav the right
to say that eight hours shall be a day's work, we hav a
right to say that six days shall constitute a week's work.
Let us make a little further use of the Westbrookian logic.
If it is proper to number the hours and the days
of labor, it is proper to number the years of labor.
If we hav the right to say that eight hours shall be
a day's work and that six days shall constitute a
week's work, we hav a right to say that nine years
shall be devoted to labor and the tenth year to
idleness.
Mr. Westbrook has assumed the legitimacy of
one piece of indefensible meddlesomeness and then
made this justify another. So reasoning, any man
can make out a case for any tyrant and cause any
usurpation to appear plausible and harmless.
If Mr. Westbrook chooses to work eight or ten
or fifteen hours per day neither Mr. Putnam nor I,
neither the state of Pennsylvania nor the United
States government, hav any warrant to interfere
with him. If it is his pleasure to labor two or six or
seven days each week neither of the persons or
powers named has any business to punish him for
his choice.
All this talk about a law-enforced day of rest is
rot. It makes no difference to the person fined or
imprisoned whether the theft of labor-fruits or the
The. for~oing lecture by Col. R. G. Ingersoll is alienation of liberty is accomplished in the name of
copyrighted, and published in THE TRUTH SEEKER by " religion " or " physiology." What idea of Liberalspecial permission.
ism can a man J:av who would fine or jail his neighbor for attending to his own affairs in a strictly
Synopsis of the Credo.
Don-invasiv mannerT Does Dr. W!3stbrook imagin
that he is better qualified than Mr. Putnam to deOf things unknown 'tis claimed we need,
With priest and church, a sacred creed,
cide how many hours or days of work are beneficent
To tell us how the world was made,
to
the latter?
E. C. WALKER.
And why the walls of hell were laid·
How man was made, and how he febDarwin on Christianity.
Just how the snake made Eve rebel
And pluck the fruit all love so well;
''I
never
gave up Christianity until I was forty
To teach us what we must believe
years of age," said Charles Darwin to Dr. Ludwig
About a devil and Adam and Eve;
Buchner and Edward B Aveling, in 1881. And on
To let us know, what no one knows,
Where after death the sinner goes;
further inquiry as to why he abandoned Christianity
And in the morn of eternity,
he
said: "lt is not supported by evidence."-A
How 'twas decreed that a deity
tract, by Edward Aveling, London, 1884.
Should come through some virginity,
And stand on earth and dwell with man,
A few to save, the rest to damn;
Lectures and Meetings.
How came the God in nick of time
And proved his claim by many a sign:
J. E. REMSBURG recently gave a lecture at Caddo, in
Turned pure water to festal wine,
the Choctaw Nation. In a review of the lecture, the
On two small fishes some thousands fed,
Caddo Banner srtys: "The lecture at the court-house on
And cast out devils and raised the deadtho evening of the 8th inst., by the eminent J. E. RemsThis king of the New Jerusalem,
burg, on 'False ClaimR '· of the church. was, perThis scion traced to old David's stem;
And how in sorrows the earth he trod,
haps, one of the most scholarl.v as well as masterly disThis singular, this plural God-·
courses ever delivered in Caddo on any subject. The
One equal three, three equal onelecturer provt>d himself a thorough scholar and investi ·
A Christian puzzle for Christians dum hi
gator, a sound and logical reasoner, and an eloquent
How on a cross he suffered death,
speaker-presenting his subject in such a manner that
And sacrificed his godly breath;
carried conviction to everv unprejudiced mind present.
How rose from tomb and went somewhere
To sit and listen to Christian prayer:
The evidence produce·l in support of his position was so
How again will come with angel host,
strong, so clear-his conclusions so just-that none could
This Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
question the truth of what he advocated He has the
The elect to judge in heaven to dwell,
happy faculty of pres~ntiug his subject in such a pleasing
The reprobates with the devil in hell.
and gentlemanly mrtnner that none could become offended
This is the creed the priest hath made,
Our mites to get, and make afraid;
though they might differ with him. And while his obWe may not ask the why or wherefore:
ject was to expose the false claims of the cburch, and
"Thus saith the Lord," he shouts, and therefore
while he was very severe in his strictures on the policy of
We must believe and chip the cash in,
the church as an org-anized body, yet there was not one
Or suffer an eternal thrashing.
word said that could possibly hav offended the feelin~s
Of thing-s unknown a creed is made
To fortify a priestly trade.
of the most de:;out church-member."
0 shame on the priest who knows that we know
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments, after leaving WashThe lies that he tells he knows are not so!
ington, will be as follows:
L. G. REED.
---------e--------Greensburg, Pa .. Feb. 23 Vera Cruz, 0 ..... Mar.
4

A. Card from R. B. Westbrook.

MR EDITOR: I cannot reply to Mr. Samuel P.
Putnam directlv and preserve my self-respect, in
view of the ungentlemanly epithets he applies to
me. He has placed himself outside of the limits of
honorable controversy. I am not ''the foe of human
liberty." I am not in favor of "brute for~e." I
am not ''with the tyrant." I am not guilty of
''damnable orthodoxy." I am not "in favor
of chains and slavery." I am not a " despot at
heart." I am not the kind of Liberal that Mr.
Samuel P. Putnam is. It would be easy to show
the falsity of his so-called syllogistic conclusion,
from a false premia, but while he shows such an
absolute disregard for truth, I must leave him to his
vulgar ravings. I wish him no harm. He is his own
worst enemy.
R. B. WESTBROOK.

Butler, Pa.......... "
Tarentum, Pa...... "

24 Bluffton, 0 .•....... "
25 Muncio, 0.. ........ "
26 Daleville, 0 ........ "
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Pittsburg"' Pa ...... ;;
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27 Noblesville, IlL. .. "
7, 8
Connotton, 0 ...... "
28 Redmon, Ill.. ....... "
8
Cortlandt, 0 ....... Mar.
1 Coles, Ill............. "
9
Findlay, 0......... "
2 i Highland, Ill ....... " 11, 12
Pleasant Lake, Ind ''
31
Mr Remsburg will go from Illinois to Texas.
FRANKLIN STEINER will lecture in Chicago Sunday
evening, March 25th; in Cincinnati April 2d, and would
like engagements in the states of Iowa, Ohio, Indianq,,
and Illinois. His address in Des Moines, I a.
THE Investigator Society of Detroit, Mich., meets
every Sunday in Arcanum Hall, Hilsendegin Block,
Monroe avenue. Mary Kleindienst, secretary.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club meets every Sunday
night at 7:30 o'clock at Severance's Hall, 421 Milwankee
street. A lecture by some one and discussion foll'lwing.
INGERSOLL SECULAR SocmTY meets at Paine Hall, Bos·
Legal r ours and Legal Days.
ton,
Sundays, at 2:45P.M.
EnrTOR TRUTH SEEKER : Mr. Putnam has well
answered Dr. Westbrook on most points raised by
Bound Volumes of The truth Seeker.
the "tatter, and I imagin that the ex-president of the
We hav a few hound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER !or
Secular Union will not find it an easy task to
the year just closed (1892) which will be eent on receipt
demonstrate to Freethinkers the alleged com- of
$4 We also hav a few of previous years which can
patibility of Sabbath laws and "Liberalism." But be soid for $3. Readers desirous of keeping files as rethere is one paragraph in the reverend gentleman's oeived weekly oan obtain the File Binder for $1.
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man accept it as a personal challenge, and every man, woman, or child who has sense did not neglect the Sabbath question.
fanaticism will more than regret its tem- enough to see the piety-covered infa- After he had gone the pulpits " rang with
,
Inies practiced under that sheep's coat wrath divine."
porary victory.
F. F.
In
February, 1890, J. E. Remsburg
of
religion
to
do
all
that
is
possible
A. Real Enemy to Su.verstition.
Religion Can Teach Only Revenge and to be done to expose it and down lectured on the Sunday question. The
PUEBLo, CoL., Jan. 31, 1893.
Savagery.
it and put a better and more universal Opera House was full, and the interest
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a couple
PARIS, TEx., Feb. 8, 1893.
mode of justice and decency in the place great. On his return trip from Texas
of Colonel Ingersoll's books on BlasMR. EDITOR: I never see any account in of it. I long to see the time when honest, Remsburg lectured on " The Fathers of
phemy (cloth). Inclosed find the needful y 0ur paper of what is going on in this
deep-thinking men can express their Our Country." Here he met Rev. Mr.
$5. Send the books and keep the rest of southern part of our Lord's vineyard. I
thoughts without being condemned and Akers and arrangements were made for a.
the change.
Yours in true faith,
thought I would giv a hint of just one in- abused by a set of superstitious, ranting four nights' debate on the inspiration .of
N. c. CREEDE.
cident. On the 1st inst. a man in this idiots who hav neither decency nor honor the Bible. Mr. Akers was a man of more
city was run and caught, tied and staked, enough to own the truth if they were than average ability as a minister, yet
We Do Not Know.
tortured and
burnt. Burnt? Yes, capable of seeing it.
because he adinitted that there were seemKREBs, IND. TERR., Feb. 2, 1893.
burnt to death by his avengers for a very
When truth abounds philosophers re- ing contradictions in the Bible that he
MR. EDITOR : Please state Ill your next atrocious crime which he had committed.
issue an answer to the following: Did Among the ten thousand people present joice. But when superstitious error holds could not understand or explain he lost his
Thomas Paine, Colonel Ingersoll, or any were priests, parsons, ministers, deacons, the sway it is forced upon the world as a position as minister in charge of the
other noted Freethinkel belong to the in fact, every disciple of Christ, all exult- beacon-light of truth by designing men Christian church at this place. Some of
and its infamy made popular through the the members were very indignant.
Freemasons or any other secret organiantly rejoicing, mocking, and reviling. use of prejudice, brute force, or a majority
W. F. Jamieson was here in 1891, but
L. BECKER.
zation?
Bad example for Christians in this high vote from the credulous many who never other matters 'were too pressing to get
state of civilization. Now, there were a think for themselvs but follow the old manvout.
A.n Infidel of the Deepest Dye.
few Freethought men in one corner of this bell-wether of their gang with fear and
On May 24, 1892, the debate between
RENo, NEv., Feb. 4, 1893.
The
MR'. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6 for large concourse of people who did not be- trembling and dare not move unless he Hall and Remsburg commenced.
the works named. I liv in a community lieve in human torture, sacrifice, slavery, sanctions it. The Old Mother Grundy of Baptists were here in great force. The
in which there are a great many Liberals, etc., and would hav rather seen the poor, church bigotry is their law and gospel. Opera House was crowded five days and
but we are like all the people in the state ignorant form of humanity turned over to
s. B. DAVIS. five nights. Hall is a forcible speaker,
keen and unscrupulous. He undertook to
of Nevada, no two of us ever acting in the sheriff and dealt with according to the
Mexicans Starved by Priests.
laws of the state.
ride over Remsburg rough-shod. But his
concert.
A religion that claims for its author
BISBEE, ARiz., Jail. 18, 1893.
tactics did not work. Remsburg, calm
If we could hav an organization of some
MR. EDITOR: In reply to your esteemed and deliberate, stood by his guns and won
sort we could do much good. I think we blood and tyranny and eternal damnation
Good
would hav a membership of one hundred could not be expected to bring anything letter of the 31st ult., I would say that the respect of the very elect.
in a short time, but the people here are but such deplorable results. I believe a nothing would giv me more pleasure than Christians came to the debate fully exafraid to speak their thoughts. I am not good Freethought lecture in this town to be a constant member of your family; pecting a wrangle, or perhaps a fight, arid
but as a true Liberal I hav denied myself when the meeting closed with good feeling
only a Liberal but an Infidel without one would be of great benefit.
ThoFe who love juf;ltice, truth, and lib- this pleasure for over five years, to gratify prevailing they were disappointed. They
redeeming feature. I hav met people who
were unbelievers, yet were shocked at erty, and who hav at the heart the eleva- the wishes and happiness of one other, and hardly knew what to do. Some are very
tion and happiness of the human race, during this five years I hav added two to kind personally, but hire vagrants to giv
being called Infidels.
According to Webster an Infidel is one should be free to expose the errors which my family, and I am confident that we us "L "from "coward's castle." They anwill, all four of us, come in THE TRUTH nounce large numbers of souls saved, ocwho rejects the scriptures, so I do not see surround them.
The more I read THE TRUTH SEEKER SEEKER circle in the future. And if you casionally. If these announcements are
what is so odious about the name.
Let every unbeliever come out in his the better I like it. Mr. Heston's cartoons do not find it too monotonous to read, I true our souls are all saved, or some hav
will tell you of an incident that happened been saved several times.
true colors, and not be ashamed to own alone are well worth the subscription.
Yours !or Freethought,
about two months ago. This, the town
his belief, and we will soon hav unity in
The present outlook is favorable.
JACK SMITH.
Bisbee, is, as you probably well know, a
the ranks, so that when we go to the polls
Rev. Mr. Penn, the evangelist, has been
mining. town on the frontier of Arizona, holding forth some two weeks, ccmmencfour years hence we can cast a solid vote
God or Nature.
only about ten miles from the border of ing about the 1st of December. His
for that grand Infidel, patriot, soldier, and
KENT, 0., Jan. 29, 1893.
old Mexico. And here are a great num- accessions were not large, and Christians
statesman, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
MR. EDITOR: While I am much inter- ber of Mexicans employed, and you will seem to be ashamed of his methods. This
A prominent lawyer in this place once
said to me, ''You are an Infidel because ested in the articles on God and creation know that they are all Catholics. Promi- indicates a great change.
If Liberals
you are ashamed to acknowledge Chris- by Otto Wettstein and A. Augusta Chap- nent among them are the Irish, the lead- would only come out square for their
tianity." I replied that I wished there man, yet neither reveals what I wish to ers. And while the field is not great cause, the contest would be short. Will
were ten million more who were ashamed know. They seem to differ in but one enough for a priest to come here and take they do it? My opinion is, we will hav it
of Christianity, because the world would thin~, and that is what name to giv the up his residence, one made arrangement to do or be snowed under.
author of creation. One calls it " God," here last spring to build a church, by begbe better without it.
Respectfully,
H. M. McGAUGHEY.
Still, I know it takes more courage to the other "Nature," and it matters not ging money for the same from everyone,
A. Future Life.
be an Infidel than it does to be a Chris- which name we use, as both seem endowed and now he comes in here regularly from
with the same attributes. They agree his residence in Tombstone, about the
tian.
ToLEDo, 0., Jan. 30, 1893.
I hope the good work will continue until that creat-ion was not created, but is still lOth of every month-that is, pay-dayMR. EDITOR: When we combat the
"on the way" via evolution-which de- and robs this people, that is, the Mexicans, Christian's theory of a future state, we are
our country is free from superstition.
stroys the "infinity " of both God and out of their small earnings. And conse- met with the question, "You take away
A. F. DERRICK.
Nature. .The word "God" sounds no quently they hav to liv in dug-outs, or our hope, but what hav you to giv us inThe Church Has Declared War On Lib· better to me than "Nature," unless it can wicky~ups made out of brush, and in stead?" Those who hav built up a belief
erty.
be shown to hav a higher and " superior" great poverty; and the only thing they on an eternity of existence are slow to giv
meaning, and if God is the author of hav in plenty is children, and they run it up. Life is sweet, and many still cling
SILVERTON, CoL., Jan. 23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Fanaticism and hypocrisy nature, he certainly can be no better than about half naked. Well, it was on a cold to the hope of its continuance after they
are gaining a victory which will cost them nature, to cause or allow nature to day in the latter part of October. My begin to doubt the truth of the Bible.
more than they can ever regain, by open- smother her " happy smiles" with little girl, Lillian, had been out on the They hav so schooled their minds to acing the eyes of every intelligent man to the " frowns of sorrow." It matters not road and had seen a small number of these cept superstition in place of reason that
wolf in the Christian lamb's hide. The which of the twain spreads the carpet of unfortunate children platting through the they prefer a theory that contains eomeWorld's Fair to be closed on Sunday by a green at our feet in springtime, for the mud barefooted, shivering with cold. thing of a supernatural or mysterious
power claiming not only to be man's best same covers our bleaching bones with the She came in. I was sitting looking over a nature. When they are brought to know
friend here, but to provide for him in a hoary frosts of winter. Neither God nor newspaper. She went over to her mamma, that the Bible is unreliable they are ~
Nature seems worthy of our adoration, for who was getting supper ready, and said, pleased if some opportunity is given to remythical hereafter, cash in advance!
And now these sanctified agents of " under every blossom there is a lurking "Mamma, why did God make Mexicans?" tain a belief in some kind of future existHeavenly Real Estate (theNew Jerusalem, sting," and we can only reap the joys of Well, mamma, my dear, good wife, was ence. Spiritualism supplies that want,
the oldest known boom town) will thank the good and shun the sorrows of the bad. baffled, and could not giv a s:~tisfactory and to my mind that is the secret of the
their three Gods for what they hav ob- What I wish to know is, hav they seen answer, and I told my wife to be on the partial success that ism is for the time
tained, not through prayer and fasting, J ahveh or "Old Nick" in their intellectual lookout for more questions like that after meeting with. Spiritualists are no doubt
but through fraudulent petitions and travels? If so, which is the more to be a while.
doing some good in opening the eyes of
N. ERICKSON.
threats to boycott.
feared? Must I become a devotee of God
deluded Christians to a partial appreciaSt. Elliot F. Shepard, of the "one glass for the little good r see in his works, or
Freethought and Religion in Rogers.
tion of the light of reason and common
of whisky" fame, said that the nrguments worship Satan to avoid his wrath in
RoGERS, ARK., Dec. 26, 1892.
sense. From the dizzy bights of Chrisof the advocates of Sunday opening were the future? I do not care to follow the
1\IR. EDITOR: The" Gem of the Ozarks" tian fanaticism to the solid terra firma of
not entitled to reRpect on account of their examples of most Christians, to worship is eleven years old and has about two Infidelity is a great tumble, and the disnot being "blessed by religion." He God but serve the devil.
A. D. SwAN.
thousand inhabitants. Its being on the tance holds many a skeptical person back.
meant that they were unanswerable by any
Ozark range, having pure soft water dis- Spiritualism provides one of the stoppin!..narrow-minded bigot who is cursed by lhe Priests Rage Because They A.re Spoiled tributed by the water-works, the Electric places on the way where the seeker after
Children.
superstitions of the past, dragged through
springs near at hand, and the altitude giv- truth can rest awhile and get familiar with
the blood of innocence and intelligence,
VERA CRuz, Mo., Jan 23, 1893.
in"' a much cooler climate than the low- the first lesson in mental freedom-that
and that men of his stamp are the kind
Mn. EDITOR: I am weak in finance and la~ds of the state, all conspire to make the. Bible is not all true. When he has
that history blushes to mention, as they ability, but strong in disposition, hence I this a health resort, while our people are learned this lesson well, he will soon know
are and always hav been clogs on the write to giv the names of a few who I tr.ying to make it a manufacturing and an that holy Bible is holy humbug, It is a
wheels of progress.
think will be liable to become subscribers educational center.
There hav always pity that teachers of Spiritualism do not
On the other hand, Mayor Washburne to your fearless exponent of liberty and been a few Freethinkers in or near Rogers, teach their doctrine for the good there is
made a speech that was a masterpiece of justice, TH~>. TRUTH SEEKER. I hate shams, and while they hav met the usual opposi- in them rather than for the money they
sound logic untainted by any narrow- impositions, and injustices as dealt out by tion they hav been treated as kindly as can make out of it I attended a Spiritualist
minded bigotry, and was a credit not only a set of tyrants known as priests· and could be expected.
meeting at Howard's Hall, St. Louis, Mo.,
to Chicago but to the whol~ country.
preachers who fly into a rage of condemThe Seventh Day Adventists held a last Sunday. The sermon was followed by
Prior to this great exposure of the nation (like a spoiled child who has always camp· meeting here in 1889. Their neatly "Tests by a Dr. Stanley," I understand
church's power in this count y, the Liberals had its own way) every time they meet kept grounds, the order and system main- Mr. Stanley has rooms in the city where
saw little necessity of organizing. but now with anything that does not agree tained, produced a favorable impression, he givs seances. "Calls up spirits from
that they hav been beaten by lack of or- with their all-wise course or notions and while the boldness of their attack on tbe vasty deep," as it were, and sells the
ganization as ID11ch as anything else, they fill th<>ir pockets with the filthy lucre so Sunday as the Sabbath caused quite a stir. information he gets from them for a
should hesitate no longer. The church needful for the manufacture of idiots and The camp-meeting was followed by a course consideration.
His object in giving
bas declared war on Liberty. Let every persecuto;rs. I think it is the duty of of lectures by Rev. Mr. Henderson, who the tests at the meeting was to ad-

~etters

of P,riends.

vertise himself, in fact, he announced
from "de preach box," as he called the
pulpit, the location of his rooms; that he
. would be in attendance every afternoon
during the week to deliver messages from
spirit-land to all applicants at the price of
$1 per measage. In giving the tests he
claimed to be controled by the spirit of a
squaw, and from the silly broken dialect
he used, I caught the idea that he wished
·his audience to believe it was the squaw
who talked to us through him. I hav
spent many years in the wilds of America,
and am familiar with nearly every tribe of
Indians. I know, as a ·:race, they are
ignorant and stupid. If Dr. Stanley's
squaw was a fair average Indian in intelligence when in the flesh, and he repre. sented her fairly to the audience last
Sunday, then certainly her standard of
intelligence has not been improved, and
she has very materially retrograded ·in her
language, since·her departure from earth.
Upon the whole the tests were the gauziest
kind of nonsense, and ought not to hav
been permitted by the people who controled the meeting. The greatest thing
in man is mind, and so far as Spiritualism
teaches that it is right to think with perfect
freedom, so far it is entitled to the thanks
and support of all who love liberty. Men
like Dr. Stanley can only injure Spiritualism, and the great number of his kind
who are clinging to it will soon prove its
destruction.
W. WINTER.

Lively Correspondence of a Christian and
an Infidel.
GILLESPIEVILLE, 0., Jan. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of January
7th, was an article from my feeble pen,
and the outgrowth of it is, I hav relleived
some fifteen letters from as many different
states, penned by just as many cranks.
They mostly agree in calling me villain.
Another name for gentleman, I suppose.
I will insert the most loving letter here,
and my answer follows. Here is the
letter:
HoRNELLSVILLE, N.Y., Jan. 91 1893.
JAs. P. CRYDER, Dear l:lir: A friend
handed me THE TRUTH SEEKER of
January 7th, and I hav read it through
and hav seen your article. I am a Christian, and try to aid in its promulgation,
but I believe that missionary work should
be done where the unbeliever is. I hav
singled yon out from the names of the
"wanderers" found in that sheet; because I think I understand your peculiarities; for I am, as you will see, a philosopher.· My decision in your case is, that
yon are a nervous, impulsiv, misguided
sinner.
In conclusion of your article yon try
to be funny, of course. I can see by your
article that yon are ambitions beyond
your ability, and, consequently, hav pity
for you instead of censure Yon see that
I am your friend, and as such I want to
instruct you in the true way to find liqht
I hav done a great deal of good in missiOnary work in my days, and hav saved a
good many worse sinners than yon; for
they were responsible for their misdeeds.
My advice to you, my erring friend, is,
to " believe and be baptized and be saved"
as the Bible tells yon. Never attempt to
argue the truth or falsity of the Bible with
anyonei for that is dangerous ground for
any behever, for, as the Bible says, God's
ways are not man's ways, and the sensible
man knows that he is not capable to reason
on God's methods If you will giv him
(God) a chance he will tell yon the true
way to light, and, my unfortunate fliend,
he tells no nntrnthq,
In conclusion I
will tell yon how God told me the way to
my salvation, so yon can see that I know
what I am talking about. I married my
first wife, a Baptist, and one part of the
understanding with her was, I was to be
one after we were married. .
She
was human, and by her imprudence became mixed up in a serious church scandal,
was the cause of a divorce, a good many
indignities, and ~ black eye. I tried to
retaliate on my w1fe, to do presnmptu~us
things with the sisters, but God was w1th
me, and I made a failure; got my mouth
slapped by the sister, my eye blackened
by her husband, and the other eye opened
to the true light by God. . . . I made
peace with my wife, joined the true Methodist church, and since then I do not
think a churchful of the most licentious
clergymen could make my wife untruth
ful to the Ten Commandments.
A. BERTRAN.
P.S.-If I can do any further good, aildress on postal card and inclose stamp.
No. 8 Elizabeth street, Hornellsville,
N.Y.
"A nervous, impul~iv, misguided sinner." Nervous I am not. I do not know

what it means of myself, "I am fair
forty, and fat." Impnlsiv I am in th~
cause of truth and justice,
Misguided I
was when I listened to the teachings of
the " sky-pilots," but now I am guided in
the ways of truth by the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER.
"Try to be funny." Did it seem funny
to you, Mr. B.? No? Then why think I
tried to be funny? If I tried to be funny
and was funny, where is the disgrace? If
I was not funny yon cannot accuse me of
trying to be. I am a poor man, and cannot
afford to correspond with cranks unless
they furnish the stamps. He says, "You
are ambitious." Brutus and Cassius said
Coosar was ambitions, and they were
"honorable men,'' and so may my correspondent be; but I doubt it. A dog is
known by his company, and this one got
into bad company when he joined the
Methodist church.
I am ambitious, and he knew.by seeing
my name in THE TRUTH SEEKER that I
had the ambition to get into proper company. But that is not the top round in
the ladder of my ambition.
"Your ambition is beyond your ability." Very probable. The top round in
the ladder of my ambition is, to embowel
the mythological tri-headed God my correspondent so ignorantly worships. Is
this ambition beyond my ability? It may
be, but I will add my stab to the many
already inflicted by greater minds than
mine.
He says, "I hav pity for you inetead
of censure." I care not for his pity or his
censure. Either is like the tree which
bore it, as he is like the God he worships,
and that God is a God without honor,
without princjple, a stranger to justice or
mercy or truth, a tyrant, a fiend, and a
double-dyed monster.
"I hav done a great deal of good in my
days." Self-praise, like scandal, is half a
lie. "I hav done a great deal of good."
Doesn't that sound like the arrogance of
the meek and lowly Moses, when he says
(if the books ascribed to him were written
by him, which of course they were not),
" And Moses was the meekest man on all
the face of the earth?" And, too, it
breathes the air peculiar to the bigoted,
assumptiv, arrogant Christian of the day.
"I hav done a great deal of good."
Well, I would let some one else tell it.
"I hav saved a great many sinners
worse than you." Jesus said: '' I am the
door. He that entereth by another way
is a thief and a robber."
" For they were more responsible." Is
that true? Is it possible that one man is
more responsible to his maker than another? If this be true, then, if both
are lost and eternally damned, the one
who is least responsible will receive the
same unjust punishment the one of greater
responsibility receives. This, then, is another example of the impartial justice and
mercy of his infernal God.
"Believe, be baptized, and be saved, as
the Bible teaches· you." Be saved from
what, pray? I hav no apprehension
whatever of being lost. Do yon think, Mr.
Macdonald, that he meant for me to believe so I might escape hell? Well, let
me tell him and all others whom it may
concern, I don't want to escape hell!
Voltaire is there, is he not? And Volney,
and Goethe, and Byron, and Shelley, and
Paine, and Franklin, and Lincoln are all
there, are they not? And Ingersoll, and
Putnam, and Charlesworth, and Helen
Gardener, and Miss Wixon, and Mrs.
Besa.llt, etc., will all be sure to go to hell,
will they not? Well, then, I would not
fail to get there for all the bauble of a
heaven the God of Moses could offer.
And another thing, I am sare in such
company as the above named, hell will be
cooler than heaven, with such a batch of
hypocrits, thieves, wh.>remongers, and
blathering bitches as heaven will be filled
with.
"God's ways are not man's ways." No,
thanks be to evolution In the slums of
our great cities you cannot find a being so
depraved as he. In the years agone it
was different. 'rhe creators of God made
him in their own image, and thus they
made him vile ignorant, brutal, and in
short a monstr~sity. Neither man, devil,
or G~d but a conglomeration of all, but
that whlch is good. The old patriarch,

Abraham, was much like him. One of the
most atrocious crimes conceivable old
Abraham was in the act of perpetrating,
to murder his own son, in cold blood and
premeditation to take that life which in
no manner had harmed him; and the great
Jehovah reckoned it as righteousness.
And the great Jehovah must hav thought
it a beautiful thing; for in a few years
after we see him doing the very same
act. He isn't about to do it, but he actually does the horrid deed. Crucifies his
only begotten son, one whom he loved. I
am glad he doesn't love me. Still the God
of our day is better than he was a few
hundred years ago. He is growing more civilized, more enlightened.
He has taken to study the sciences,
has learned a little in aqtronomy.
He formerly thought the sun flew
around the earth in twenty-four hours,
and he thought the sun, moon, and stars
were all made for the benefit of this little
planet. He thought the earth was fiat,
and burnt Galileo at the stake for disputing with him upon the subject. He
thought everything was created for the
benefit of this world, and this world and
all that pertaineth thereto was made for
none other than the holy Jew. But our
advanced ideas hav caused the scalesto
fall from his eyes in part, and he sees, if
he wishes to remain sovereign of the universe, that he will hav to be a betterbehaved God in the future than he has
been in the past.
"If you will let God alone, he will tell
you the true way to light." If he did I
would not believe him, for, you know, a
liar cannot be believed although he speak
the truth. Look through his holy (?)
word and there yon will find he is a falsifier
and a perjurer. He did not keep his word;
he broke his contracts, violated his
covenant, and when he swore to do a thing
he failed to perform it.

with no intention of returning that which
was borrowed.
There was not a single command which
he kept unless it was this: "Thou shalt
hav no other God besides me." " Thou
shalt bow down to no graven images."
But we hav no evidence that he did not
bow down to Baal. It is likely he did. If
he did it made him no better and it is certain it could hav made him no worse, for a
bad egg is hard to addle.
In conclusion, let me say, if A. B., or
anyone else in Christendom, wishes to
criticise this article, let him send his
criticism to the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and if he deems it worthy a reply,
and he wishes one from my pen, he will
forward the criticism to me and I will
gladly respond at my earliest convenience.
Since writing the above I hav received
another letter from Jesus alive, acknowledging the authorship of the former letter.
In his first letter he used a Bible name, in
the last he used a Shaksperean name. In
his last he called me a villain, a coward,
and a disgrace to humanity. And my pen
is too dull to tell how mean I did feel. I
didn't feel quite as menu as a Christian,
but very near it. And you will never
know how scared I was. I am " sceared"
of that " feller," for " he is wonderous
brave." I remain,
Yours tojlefend the truth,
JAMES PoE CRYDER.

Encounters With the Enemy.

ADRIAN, 1\'[TCH., Jan. 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH Sn:EKER still
holds its reputation as the best Freethought paper published in the whole
world. At least, that is my opinion.
I am still having plenty of amusement
with the clergy of our city. Last April
the Episcopalian minister preached an
Easter sermon on the resurrection of
Jesus, in which he made the statement
that it was a great consolation to every beIn order to get his wife my correspondent lieving Christian that God in his infinit
was to join the Baptist church. I may not goodness had condescended to giv such an
be responsible, as he says, but I hav never abtmdance of historical proof in support of
seen that woman yet whom I would sacri- this, the chief cornerstone of the Chrisflee my birthright (my reason) to get. I tian's faith and hope-proof that no
am a married man, but I entered the mar- skeptic or unbeliever could evade or set
riage bond with reason untrammeled. I aside. After reading his sermon, which
hold myself free to express my convictions, was published in one of our daily papers,
as my wife is free to express hers. We are I wrote to the reverend rector, c. H.
both Liberals, but not of the same degree. Channer, and requested him to be kind
She worships at the shrine of Voltaire, enough to furnish me with the historicll.l
while I bow to Paine.
proof of the resurrection of Jesus, as I
Again he says his wife was human. had never been able to find anything of
Well, I hav never doubted it, I am sure. the kind outside of the New Testament.
Who ever accused him of lying with a In a few days the Rev. l\'[r. Channer called
beast? She became too int.imate with the at my house to talk the matter over. He
minister. I don't doubt it in the least. came fully prepared to floor me on the
What could be more natural? It is of spot, for he brought with him his bishop
every-day occurrence. And this he ad- from Detroit, Davies. They came armed
vances to prove his wife was human. Why, with abundance of proof, as they supbless his pusillanimous soul, I don't care posed, to prove that I was wrong. And
whether she was human or not., or whether what was my surprise, when they presented
he had any wife. "Get thee behind me their so-called proof, to find it nothing
Satan, thou art an offense unto me."
but the forged passage in Josephus. I soon
Then it seemed he tried his hand at the disposed of that, as well as all the other
game the preache~ played, got his mouth proofs they presented. I think they left a
slapped (good), h1s eye blacked (better), little wiser than when they came. I gave
and the other eye opened (best) to the., each of them a copy of Bierbower's " Was
light.
Christ Crucified?" with an earnest request
And when he had his eye opened, what to read it and report. No report yat,
did he do? He gave one blink, batted it
The churches of our city are at the
shut again, and went it blind as before. present time holding a union revival
Left the Baptist church and joined the meeting, and the writer of this received a
Methodist.
"Jumped from the frying- very polite invitation t'l attend. I acpan into the fire." "A devilish change cepted the invitation for one meeting,
indeed," as Burns says. "I don't believe and went to hear Bev. Mr. Wilson Whita church full of the most licentious clergy- ney, of the First Baptist church. The
men could make my wife untrue to the reverend took his text from Rom. xviii,
Ten Commandments." If the clergy 1: "Let every soul be subject to the
could not make her untrue to them nothing higher powers." His sermon was a plea
else in heaven or earth could. But if she for God in the Constitution, a Christian
is true to them she is more than human, nation, God in government. I answered
more than God. The Christian's God did his sermon, and showed from the Bible
not keep the Commandments. He said in how God had governed his own chosen
his word, "Thou shalt not lie," yet he did, people when he was their supreme rul&r
and he taught his followers to do the same. and king-that he frequently sold his
He sent Moses to Pharaoh with a lie in his chosen people into slavery to the heathen
mouth, and he also sent lying spirits to tribeP, and destroyed them by the hunhis prophets. "Thou shalt not kill;" yet dredR of thousands, for the awful crime of
d
d d h' 0 h
preferring other gt ds to him; that he
he kill e 0 , an
comman e
ls
osen often repentNl of choosing them for his
people to murder. "Thou shalt not covet pets. I showed that God made a miserthy neighbor's wife;" yet David, a man able failure in governing his own people
after God's own heart, coveted Uriah's -and was it at all likely that he would be
wife, and murdered Uriah to eover his any more successful in ruling this great
tracks. "Thou shalt not commit adul- American nation? The reverend gentleman, as stran~e as it may seem, answered
tery;" yet his migh ty ebon wing over- this commumcation, and I wrote a long
shadowed a betrothed damsel, and she reply to this squib. But he has not rebecame with child.
" Thou shalt not sponded, nor do I believe he will.
steal;" yet he taught the Jews to borrow • Yours fraternally,
P. B. REASONER,
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spired in spots, and Christians who are
more Infidel than Christian. You will
never reach the Promised Land unless you
Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall slay that giant. K;JI Doubt or Doubt will
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- kill you. How to overcome this giant?
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
Pray for faith, go with people who hav
faith, read everything that encourages
faith, avoid as you would ship fever and
"Between the da.rk and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
small-pox the people who lack faith."
Comes a pause in the day's occuEations
That is known as the Children s Hour.",
This reverend gentleman uttered the
truth when he made the above statement.
Dare To Be True.
Infidel books are the food of Doubt in
BY BUBAN R. WIXON.
one sense; for no one can read such InDare to be true, whatever your station.
fidel books as those of Paine, Voltaire,
No matterwhatyour name or your nation.
Bennett., Ingersoll, Seaver, Saladin, and
Undaunted and fearless, and every thought
many others without experiencing a doubt
Your earnest conviction, honestly wrought.
as to the divinity and inspiration of the
Dare to be true, though the fierce scorners rail,
Christian religion. Skeptical lectures bear
And your brave conduct revile and assail;
Let the scoffers scoff, and the haters hate,
the same results. Probably many who
Be steadfast and firm, whatever your fate.
listened to Colonel Ingersoll on " Myth
Dare to be true-a.ll unshackled and fre~.
and Miracle," o.t Cincinnati recently, went
Unfettered and bold on land and on sea;
away impressed with the great orator's
Determined ne er to let blinding error
logical dissertation and with a doubt in
Inspire with dread, or fill yon with terror.
their minds as to the truth of the religion of
Dare to be true, wheresoever yon are,
''myth and miracle." This being so,
Though the curse comes bitter, near and afar:
Though fair- weather friends are far away fled,
they are now, in all probability, investiAnd unthinking mortals would yon were dead.
gating the matter, and paving the way to
Dare to be true, and mark strictly your way
an ultimate rejection of the dogmas of
By the truth's steady light, day after day;
Christianity. Thus it will be seen, Infidel
Rafely 'twill lead yon all dark dangers past,
books and skeptical lectures lead to doubt,
And happiness here on earth 'twill forecast.
doubt leads to investigation, and investiDare to be true, though public opinion
Would make yon a cringing, slavish minion;
gation leads to knowledge. Mr. Talmage
Would, as it rattles its numberless seals,
speaks of "ministers who do not know
Crush out your life wi'h its Juggernaut wheels.
whether the Bible is inspired at all, or
Dare to be true! Let no blinding passion
inspired in spots," when at the same time
Lead yon astray, or giv yon occasion
he is one of these ministers himself, for
'l'o blush for yourself, or weep bitter tear~
one minister knows no more about the inBecause of a stain on your ripening years.
spiration of the Bible than another.
Dare to be true! Never let clanking chain
Hold yon its victim for greed or for gain;
My letter is getting rather lengthy, so I
}'or Freedom and Right your banner unfurl,
will close with best wishes to you all.
All forms of oppressio.n away to hurl.
Always your friend,
Dare to be true! In this great world of ours,
Oak Mills, Kan. GEo. E. REMSBURG.
Where deceit and falsehood mark many hours;
[The above was received some time ago,
Where thon8ands of cowards constantly rise,
'l'he true, honest soul is the one that we prize.
but was mislaid,_::__
and has just come to
light.-ED. C. C.]
Dare to be true, both in word and in deed,

__

Let love for humanity be your creed!
Be true to yourself, whether young or olil,
For the wealth of truth is better than gold.
Dare to be true, and forever obey
The spirit within that leads not astray;
To nobody bow for praise or for pelf,
But, aim to be always Kinu of Y011rself.
_______
of Gold.
-_:A::cP::cP~l::.:es

A Convention of Young Freethinkers.
DEAR MISS WIXON AND READERS OF THE
CoRNER: A few leisure moments afford me
the blessed opportunity of chatting with
you all once more. I see that many new
faces are constantly entering the galaxy of
our Corner. We welcome you all, and
Miss Wixon is, no doubt, proud of her
noble young army of Freethinkers.· I
am proud of you all, and oh, how I wish
we could meet some day and hav a glorious time! We could call the occasion
''the convention of young Freethinkers."
We could select Colonel Ingersoll, Miss
Wixon, and others who are the friends of
the young, to speak for us; and it would
be a good idea for all the young Freethinkers to prepare a declamation, an essay, a
song, or a short address, and assist in
making an interesting program. Why
cannot we hav a convention? Such an affair would, if properly managed, be a
credit to the cause of Freethought.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, it seems to me,
could not be improved upon; it is a perfect specimen of journalism. I enjoy
reading l\lr. Putnam·s "News and Notes,"
they are so interesting, and are couched
in mch vivid and flowery language. I like
his style. There is so much sentiment in
his wl"itings, and he is so eloquent. I consider his" Glory of Infidelity" one of the
grandest Freethought discf1urses ever uttered, and one never tires of reading his
''Religious Experience;" it is interesting
from the first page to the last. l\fr.
Charlesworth's letters are also interesting,
and I am glad that he is having snch good
success in the lecture field. He is an able
and courageous young man, and he deserves the support of the Freethinkers of
this country. All honor to him.
The Rev. Dr. Talmage in a recent sermoR says: "Do you know the name of
the biggest giant that you can· possibly
meet-and you will meet him? He is not
eleven feet high, but one hundred feet
high. His bedstead is as long as the
continent. His name is Doubt. His common food is Infidel l ooks and skeptical
lectures, and ministers who do not know
whether the Bible is inspired at all or in-

_____

Correspondence.
RoCKVILLE, IDA., Jan. 23, 1893.
Miss S. H. WIXoN: This is the second
time I ever wrote to the Corner, so I
t.hought I would drop you a few lines. I
hav been :writing to Edwin Friend. I
would like some of the little boys of the
Corner to write to me.
I am twelve
years old. I had a book and three cards
for Christmas. I liv on a farm in a low
valley about ten miles from the nearest
post-office. My father is very lame in the
back. I c'hnnot think of much to write,
so I will close for this time.
From your Liberal friend,
CHARLES CALVJN CARLTON.
MILwAuKEE, Wis., Jan. 30, 1893.
MisS WrxoN: This is my firstletterto the
Corner. .Although I am but twelve years
old I am a firm believer in Freethought.
Grandpa BushneH has taken THE 'rnUTH
SEEKER for a great many years. He presented me with a year's subscription of
the same for my birthday, which was very
acceptable. I hav neither brother nor
sister, but hav a pleasant home and a
great many pleasant associates. Trusting
I may be as honorable, honest, and upright as my Liberal grandpa, I remain,
A friend of the Freethinkers,
CoLIE lNGLTS.
RoCKVILLE, IDA., Jan. 23, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav written to the
Corner before, but I like to read the Corner. My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I would like for the boys and girls to write
to me. I got a doll and three cards for
Christmas, and my mother and father had
a cup and saucer. We hav "The Story
Hour," and it is a very nice book. I am
ten years old. The snow is not very deep
here; is it very deep there? I hav a
brother William, a brother Charles, and a
brother Oliver, a sister Laura, and another
brother, Robert Ingersoll Carlton. I
write to a boy, and his name is Edwin
Friend, and I like to write to him. Excuse bad writing and mistakes for this
time. I will close, hoping to see my letter
in the Corner.
From your Freethinke1· friend,
RosE AuiOE CARLTON.

815. 1898.

I would like for some of the girls and
boys to write to me. Please excuse mistakes. If this letter escapes the wastebasket I will try and write a~ain.
From your Liberal friend,
LAURA CARLTON,
DRESDEN, IND., Feb. 1, 1893.
Miss WIXoN, Dear Friend: This is my
first attempt to write a letter to the Corner although my father has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER ever since I can remember. I like to read the paper, and always
turn to the Corner first. There are several
Freethinkers around here, but some are
afraid to say so. The Methodists are talking of commencing church here soon, but I
think it of no use, for they hav now all the
converts they can take care of. I will
never join any church and be tied down to
their superstitious beliefs.
I go to school and am having a good
time. I hav a good teacher. We hav just
finished our examination. I think I made
a good grade in most of the branches.
Our teacher does not read the Bible or
pray in· school. I go to church and
Sunday-school, but do not believe anything in them. I will close for fear of the
waste-basket.
Your Freethinker friend;
LAURA AsHCRAFT.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 17, 1893.
Miss WIXoN: In the Humanitarian for
this month, edited by Mrs. Victoria
Woodhull-Martin, Mrs. Zula Maud Woodhull, and Miss Ca-rrie Miles, -appears an
article under the title of "The Women of
Ohina," which is very interesting. In
China women are treated worse than
slaves. To g-iv you an idea allow me to
quote the following:
"If a child strikes his father and that
father does not kill him on the spot, then
the authorities will take that child and
not only consign it to ignominious death,
but to slow and awful torture. But if a
boy should strike his mother the father
would look on with a sort of pride."
" There is a missionary foundling
asylum in Canton, China, with not a boy
baby in it."
" In Foochow there is to be seen this
sign on the banks of the river: 'Do not
drown female infantq here.' "
All those who murder females, abuse
their mothers, wivesi sisters, and daughters, are nothing e se but whitewashed
CLinese or Africans, no matter their present nationality or religion. They are all
brothers of Moses, sons of the celestial
dragon-in one word, they are celestials.
The New York Herald of this morning
in giving an account of the trial yesterday
of captains and inspectors of the police
department of this city says that Inspector
Williams asked Superintendent Byrnes,
"Can gambling be suppressed in New
York?" "No," replied Mr. Byrnes with
emphasis. " It can be regulated, but
never suppressed." I will close with this
remark: When females govern this country, as they will, gamblers, drunkards,
etc., will hear another story.
JoSEPH FELIX GoNZALEz.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.
"H-'1·tte me no mo1·e fables, lest I be a fool and
read tll.e riddles awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I> peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and .Modern Litera1isp:1· Astral Keys to Bible
Stonesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .adam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Ch.r~st; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; The Things That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. For sale at this office.

Apollonius of Tyana
IDENTIFIED AS THE

CHRISTIAN JESUS
An important and remarlmble revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonins of
Tyaua, the great sage aud philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Uhristian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apolloniu"-1
especially in view of the historica referenc~s ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.
Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Collegei
London. The purpose of this book is to tel
something of Darwin's worlt to those who have
neither the time nor t.he ovpm·tlmity_to investigate it fully for themselvee. 1. The .Naturalist's
Voyage AI·onnd the World.
2. Geolocical
Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. PI"ice, $2.

Pedigree of :Man, and Other Essays.

By

Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. The Darwinian Theory; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of Man; CellSouls and Soul-Cells. Part U. The Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Peri_genesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in Relation to
Science; The OI·i~in and Development of the
Sense Organs. Pnce, $2.

The Natnral History of Religion. David
Hnme's Celebrated E"ssn.y, so foully mutilated
by Christian publishers, printed complete, with
an Introduction by John .1\'J. Robertson, editor
of the National Reforme1-. Price, 50 cents.

The 'l'rne Source of Christianity; or, A.
Voice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the qne8tions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Addr•ss 'l'H.I!: 'ltlU'l'.h t>.l!:l!:li.l!;n.

CHARLES
BRAD LAUGH'S
WORKS.
THEOI.. OGICAL ESSAYS.

In two volumes. Vol. I.-Heresy; Its li'Iorality and Utility· Is There a God? Has l\'Ian a
Ron!? Were Arlam and Eve Onr First P•rents? Who was Jesus? What Did Jems Teach? The
Atnnfment; Life of Abraham; Life of Jacob; Life of Moses; Life of David; Life of Jonah;
The Twelve Apostles; When Were Our Gospels Written? A Plea for Atheism. Price, $1. Vol.
H.-Humanity's Gain From Unbelief; Notes on Christian Evidences. In Reply to the Oxford
Honse Papers; A Cardinal's Brolien Ont.h; Supernatural and Rational Moralit-y; Mr. Glad~tone's Reply to Colonel Ingersoll on Christianityf• A Few Words About the Devil; Has Man a
Soul? Two 'Nights' Debate at Burnley with t-he lev. W. M. Westerby; Secularism UnphiloSOJ?hical, Unsocial, and Immoral. Three nights' Debate in London with the Rev. Dr. McCann.
Pnce. $1.

THE FREETHINJ{ERS' TEXT-BOOK.

Part 1.

Man; Whence and How? Or, Revealed and Real Science in Conflict. Religion: What and
Why? Or, God -X. Price, $1.25.

HUMANITY'S GAIN FROM UNBELIEF.

RocKVILLE, IDA., Jan. 23, 1893.
His No1·th American Rwview article reprinted. 10 cents.
J?EAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would HERESY : ITS UTILITY AND MORALITY.
wnte to th.e Corner for the second time.
A Plea and a Justification. Third edition.· Price, 25 cents.
~ am . wr1tmg to two girls, one of them
1s Allee Moss and the other is Elsie WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN?
Fourth Editi
cents.
Seidel.
There are not many Freethinkers around here. They have been NOTES ON CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.
Being CI·iticisms on the " Oxford Home Papers," with Heplies by their authors.
hav ng prayer-meeting here all winter exPrice, ~5 centH.
cept lately. I am almost fourteen _years
~ACTS.
,
old. My father has taken THE TRTTTH
Land Question 5 cents; Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents? 5 cents· Why Do Men
SEFKlllR for a long timlc'. We hav "The
Starve? 5 cents· A Plea for Atheism, 5 cents; Is There a God? 5 cents; Labor's Prayer, 5 cents;
Story Hour," and the B·ble PictnrP
Poverty,Its Effects on the Political Uondition of the People, 5 cents; New Life of David, 5 cents;
New Life of Jonah, 5 cents;· A Few Words About the Devil, 5 cents; New Life of Jacob, 5 cents;
Book, and the "Pictorial Text-Bo,.k "
Twelve
Apostles, 5 cents; Who Was JesnR Christ? 5 cents; What Did Jesus •.reach? 5 cents•l New
My smallest brother's name is Rolwrt I~
Life of Abraham, 5 cents; New Life of Mosesh5 cents. On orders for the~e Tracts we wil send
gersoll Carlton, and we think a great deal
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 wort for 1!<3; and $10worth for $5.
of him.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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HAND-BOOK

ROBERT G.

OF

FREEl'H OUGHT.

INGERSOLL'S

By W.

WORKS.
--o--

~·

BELL.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. A.s a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
, .
of subjects makes it a hand-book. A.s Ingersoll said of
Paine's," A.gE~ of Re.ason, it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjeets mclude all the disputed points between Christiani~ and Freethon_ght. Price,
$1.25.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER.

GODS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individua.lity,:Heretics and Heresies.
P a per, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

"A Digest of Science."

GHOSTS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.

Including TJ;te G:host~. Liberty of M&n, YfOIJ).an, and Child; T4e Declaration of Independ·
eTnce, A.bout Farmmg m fllinolS, Speech Nonunatmg James G Blame for Presidenoy in 1876
hdeA.Gra!lt Banquet, A. Tribute to Rev. A.lex:. Clarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream
an
Tnbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Some Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politicittns, Man and Woman, The
Pdentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday;Thursday, He Made the Stars Aldo, Friday, Saturay, Let us Make Man, Sundax, The Necessity- for a Good Memory, The Garden, The Fall
Dttdmpne~s, Bacchus and Ba;bel, l!'aith in Filth, The Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight, Confes~
an thA.vold, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, Wa.r, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;
c10 • $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TA.LMA.GE.
Befing Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talm1aghe, oil.Brooklyn, to whioh is added a Talmagia.n Catechism. Paper, M cents; oloth, $1.25;
o ot: , g t, $1.00.

BLASPHEMY.

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND:
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

,.,

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

Argument by R. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. Reynolds at Morristown N. J. This is
the _greate~t ~rgument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a m9del for the bar so long
as the Chnst1ans use force to reiJress free speech. Its legal acumen id unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a. trial for "blasphemy.'' Wherever Christian persecution iS going
on th~s a.rg]lment should be free! v circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occa.s10n. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WHA.T MUST WE DO TO BE SA.VED t
•

iii>

Analyzes the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Cath'Jlics, Episcopalians, Methodists Presbyterians Evanfelical Alliance, and &n~wers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead o Christianity-the religIon of sword and fittme. Paper, 25 cents.
.

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters. 1, 067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only $2. ')'5,
This work endeavors to em brace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

IJo '1/0U Wish to be tnel! inJormecU

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICA.TION.

It is entertaining as well as enli~htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
A. Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

THEN READ A OHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE OJf
SOIENOEI

LOIITA.TIONS OF TOLERATION.

A. Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederick R. Condert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A. Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

OPE~ING

i::Ril'llES

CIVIL

RIGHT~

SPEECH.

With Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

SPEECH TO THE JURY:

In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W U. TeL Co.,1886. Paper,10 cents.
A.GA.I~Sl'

FAffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

CRIMINALS.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
A. Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt' edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

SH~WING

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTllUTHFULNESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLA.UII:
TO DE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RBVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
,.;TATE.

A. LA.Y SERMON.

22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

On the Labor Question. Paper,;, cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. HGERSOLL, 50 cent11.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BA.BY BROWN.
•

(A. home picture.) 50 cents.

PHOl'OGRA.PH (PA.NEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE A.ND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIA.L), 7} x 13 inches, $1.50.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.

A.n Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
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Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL CA.TECHISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLA.rRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

WITH

Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 3 cents.
'fhe lecture i~ a grand one, and was received by the club with continuuus ap(Jlause from
beginning to end, wh10h speaks well for tile Unibrians. 'fhe pamphlet coutums U pages,
beautifully printed. l'rice, 6 cento; ten copies, 50 cents.

llEMORIA.L OR:\.TION 0-S' ROSCO- CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

INGERSOLL'S GRE lT ADDRESS ON THOMAS P A.INE,

A.t the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

r

The illustrations are classified as follows:
:l&re~sent

Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put,un·eat/I.S O'!- the brol{ls of the livln(J.:' . A.n A.d
dress delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, With portrait of Whitman. Contammg alst

MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

S

PROSE-POEMS A.ND SELECTIONS.

I

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTf.Jh
WITH PORTRAI'l' 0./!'
THE JJESIGNER.

I
I
S
H

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESSA'.l' '.l'HE FUNERAL OFWAL'r WHl'r•

Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A. handsome qJlart!>• cont~ining 8'3 pages. Thi~ isi
be~ond question, the cheapest and most eler:ant volume 111 Liberal literature. I~s mech~mca,
fimsh is worthv of its intrmsic excellence. No expense has_been spared to make it, the th!ng q
beauty it is .. The type is large and cl~ar, thepaP.er heavy, highly cale.ndered, au~ri 'h!y t1nte_c
the presswork faultless, and the bindmg as perfect as phe bAst matenals and, skill can make 11
A.s t<> the contents it is e_nough to say that they 1~clude all of the chmcest utterances Cl
the greatest writer on the topics treated that has ever hved.
,
.
.
Those who have not the good fortupe to own all o.r J\:Ir. If\gersoll s :rmbl~shecl workR, will
have in this book of selections many b~ight. samples <)! his lofty. thought, h!s matchle.ss e)oquence, his wonderful imager.v and h1s epig!amma~lC _and poetlcpower. 'I he coll~ctwn mcludes all of the "'fributes" that have become fl!-mous m llterature-notablythose to_ his bro~her
E. n Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, .Beecher, Conk)iJ;Ig, Co.urtht~,dt M. Pajmer, ltfary Fi<ke, Eh:;::ur
Wright: his peerless monographs on" Thfi VIsion of w:ar, Love,,Llberty, A.rt ~nd Morallty,
Science, Nature, The ImaginatiOn, Deoomt.10n Day OratwnhWhat iS foetry,l\{uslC_or Wagner,
Origin and Destiny "Leaves of Grass.'' and on the great eroes o( mtel1ectual Liberty. Besides theHe are inmuherable gems taken here and there from t)le orat10ns, speeches, ar 6 uments,
toasts lectures, letters, interviews, ani\ day by day conversatlOp.~ of th!l author.
The book is designed for, and will be accepted by, ac~miqng f'nends as a rar~ p~rsonal
1onvenir. To help it serve this }lnrpose, a fine steel portrait,,wiph ~uto!l'r!lph ~ac-s1miie,_has
oeen prepared especially for it. In the more eleg._.,nt styles of bmdmg 1t iS emmently smted
for presentation purposes, for any seasun or occas10n.
.
.
./
PRroES -In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half moro.cco, gilt _e(lges, ~5; m half
calf mottled ·edges library ptyle. $4 50; in full 1Turkey morocco, gilt, exqmsitely fine, $7.50;
in f'~ll tree caif, highest possible finish, $9. 0
0

A.ny of the Above sent to any address, by express, prepaid, or mail, post free,
on rec~ipt of price. Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette PL, New York.

CITATIONS Of

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In va.per cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

"

COPIOUS

AND

GOD IN THE 1JONSTITUTION.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

Fun . . Page
lUustratioJlS.

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

INGERSOLL'S .ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNll'A.RIA.N CLUB.

CONTENTS.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individuality- Thomas Paine; Here~ics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of 1\lan.~ Woman, and Child·'.FThe Centennial Orat10n, or Decla) ration of Independence, July 4, 1876; \v hati Know A. bout arming in Illiuoi • :. Spee~h a~ Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre>idencv; The Pa~tRises Before Me,
or, Vision of War, an extract from a Speech made at the Soldiers' and Sailors' RAunion
at Indianapolis, In<l., Sept. 21 1876; A. Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The. Grant ~nquet;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Hev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mtsta_kes of llfoses;
What Must We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews witil Robert G. In~;rersoll on ~ix Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D. D.;,. to whie.h is_ ap.ded a Ta)magian C~tech1sm, and Four
PrefaMs, which co'ltaiu some of l\'[r. mgersoll's Wittiest and bnghtest saymgs.
Th1s volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifully boup.d in half !Jalf or half morocor
mottled edges, 1,357 pages, good paper, large type, post Svo. Pr10e, postpaid, $5.
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Uncle Bam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Moha.mmed&ns.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1
~

(

~

1
4
D
12
8
6
7

BamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResuUt
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscell&neous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
rore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it Will ever again be published. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of I>_utting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and cie
signer is & wonderful success1 !1-nd we judge from our own feelir.gs that nearly every Liberal in
Americ& will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Libera.lism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the callf!e of right and truth. But the }lictnres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondiy as texts to p~ove the uttet
alsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
k is one of the best weapons against Christianity &nd the church that has ever been put in ~
ds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

~

'

Prfoe, board eovers, $2; elotl~, $2-.SO.
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G0VE Bu EBT AB AL yZED . Sup erstiti 0nin All Ages. Self -(ontradicti~n~! the Bi~le. Prof. wm. Denton;s Books.
:By COL. JOHN~. ~.eL.SO.

...
·
n· ·
d s
1 ·
Mo!'a/, .neolog,cal, IStoncal, 'in pecu at/Ye
Propositions.

BY JSAN M.B.SLI.BR,

Cgi)tents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government•
Gfeneral Principles of Government; Functions
o. Government; Origin of Government; DeclaratiOn of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
~ariff for Protection; War; Pnnishment..,MarnGage; Religion; Pronibitiop; Money; wnat a
overnment Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analvtical
pow~r. as shown in his "Bible Analyzed r, and
"Detty Analyzed," will realize that in "Government Analyze<:[" they will hav the bedrock of
human autho_nty exposed, and will learn what
ll'!>Vernment 1s. Whether they will agree with
h1s statement of what government is depends
!lP~n w~ether they lean to Socialistic or AnarchIstic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learJ] something from this boolr.
Prtce, $1.50. Sold by THE TRUTH SEEKER
~Lafayette place, New York City.

A
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15 cents

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fR[NCH R[VOLUTION.
Ite Causes al'\d Results.

By W: S. BELL.. Paper, :!2mo, 25 ct'l.

Paine ViridicateG
Reply to New York JOOBr?Je't'.

WAS

:By :R. G. ING:e~~Ol,.,L.

~

CHRIST

•

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.,.
Price, 15 cents.

•

•

'~e<..-

IlL Jl!.. Gi1'1Ln-

P•.nA'?"

flit ~Ard·,A ~

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

The passages unfit !or family reading.
Paper, lJO centH; cl.oth,IIO oent.l.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

Ancient Egyptian Oivilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D.

FOB

Liberal al'\d .Btl).ieal .Soeieties,
for- .Sel).ools al'\d
tl).e Home.
-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

l"lotr.,., JO Mntr

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
For sale at THlS OFFICF..

l'rlca, $1.50,

Price, 15 cents.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LI11Lt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E .. D. 8LENKER.
Bos.rdJl.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN:

- m,.,nts.

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc,

IYhat Is Right t 10c.
Yl!at Was Ret Jesus in 19tb Century

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.·
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Cltristianit:y elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his_ error, and he has succeeded. An English writer said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authoritie8 cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt· lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE ·DEAD?
The evidence for the l"fSUr:rection is in this book carefully considered\.a.nd found wantin!!'. It ought to convince every Christian of the untrutbfnlness of this a..ueged miracle, for
it 1s c. rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjecb proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J:o which are added such comments
as only 1:\aladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian· Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism ana Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This maY be called Salaffin's own book, for it is poetr:~e.in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong litera.ture
like to reacl again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book rem;nds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
·
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

~

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths
Religion and Social Matters.

oil

Ptioe. cloth. $1 : Da.per, 50 cents.

PRAY YOIJ_, SIR, WHOSE

DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W NOVEL.

Prioe. oloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
9SI LIILf.. "''j:l.+.t.A nlanA N,::.w Vnl"'k:

PATENTS

0 BTA IN ED.

Terms Easy.

!hirtY·11Te years' experience. Exa.mina.ti~ns and RB•
ports free. Prompt attention. Send Drn.wmg and d7

iierlption to L.

B.A.GGKB &

Co., Attr'•, Washington,D.v

t.JNDERWUUiJ>~

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Cltri~
tianity and l\1ateriali8m; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientifio Materialism
Woman; Spiritualism from a JI.Iaterialisti•
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
R~.>former· Materialism and Crime; Will th
Coming_IVfan Worship God? Crimes and Crud
ties of Christianity; the Authority of tbe Bible
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frults; Our Idea
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

z-ONI>ON .AGNOSTIO .TOUBN.AL.')

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1 ISAURE and

//

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

l!:ssays and Lectures. Embracing Influ

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve ea.rned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound cnt1e1sm'-of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elo9.uence. J.t is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Btble.
<:3'
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
._ ~

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae Supp!iea at Special Discount3.

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10o.

FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Editor of the

·

·With Author's Por-

'ermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

$1.25.

~oul of Things.
Ps:ychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
]\I. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

ffl. STEV{_ABT BOBS),

Books by Helen H. Gardenet

·

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.

H. .I!'.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Aililr"""
'T HR 'T'll.DTH RRRKKR

Introduction by

Geology, Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

[s Darwin Right t Origin of Man. $1.
ls Spiritualism True t 10c.
llan's True Saviors. 10c.
Ortho[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

trait. $1.25.

SALADIN

An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circnmRtance sucli as eveL
George Eliot lnight not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
TJresentment of the mischievous na~ure of modern
Dhristiani~y, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westlninster Review.

$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
lrreconcilable Records. Genesis and

Radical Rhymes.

BY

Men, W·omen and Godsl

10o.

Christianity. 10o.

BOOKS

Prieat &l)d Mal).

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible •

25c.

-oA COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

Rave We s Supernatural, Inspired. .Mirao
nlons Religion?

Spiritualism

Holy Bible Abridged.

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question1ai)d the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tra.dition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEH.

Supernatural Religion.

Superior. 100.
10o.

CRUCIFIED?

Pre ana Von ot

ile Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

OTHER POEMS.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of B&l&diD
In paper, 10 cents.

fnfluence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tiou. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15'cents.
What Liberalism Offers in l'lacc 11
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning au(
Tendency. 10 cents.
~piritnalism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine tlte Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
.
·woman: Her Past and Present: Hel
Rigltts and Wrongs. 10cents.
.tlaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God f
10cents.

l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog.
lc~tl.

20 ""nt..

,.

Ur. E. B.

~'oote's

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallolfll. Printed from :m&D.U•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short storf of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oaure
said: "~'his nove will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, • Is
This Yom• Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; LecherY of the Confessional; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; .l!:xtra.cts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have .Jf'ostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
For aJl of these works addreu
'l'BE 'l'BUTH SEEKER, IS L&f&yette Place, New York. -i

e

(

Plain Home Talk and Medical Corumo:t
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of ne~trly 1,000 pages, fully illustrate/]. Cloth,
$3 ..21i-lll En_glish or German. A new cheap

edition at onlv $1.50.
~tory; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsit the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes in one, cloth, lji2.00, postage
prepard; 5 volumes,J!eparate, flexible cloth\ 50
cents Jler volumej .tted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Science in

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

!)r. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
H:ygicne, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Suojects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, flO C(\nts per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

Works.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wtfe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin~ Pregnancy, Labor
and Buckling," and" Advice to a Mother on th~
Man~gement of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

lland·Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
A<iilrARR

THE TRUTH SEE:lrElt

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTUBES.
D'J' John R. Kelso, A..U.

12'11lo ololih. u uo.
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• GEMS OF- FREETHOUGHT.
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·The l'IIyth o:fthe Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 ceo Is. It is the most com•
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever rearl.-B. F.
Underwood. To read it is to be astoui,hed at
the possibilities of reli?,ious credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann s dynamite bomb has
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B. .Bradford. It
ought to meet With a very large sale.-C.P.Farrell.
The Evolution o:f the Devll.-By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
before published. The book contains 66 pages, is
beautifully bound, with llkeness of author on title
page. Price, 25 cents.
lne;ers.-ll's Addre1111 before ,the Ne-w
York 1Jnltarian Club. Theftrsttimein the
Wstory of tile world that a Christian Association
ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with contin nons applause from beginnin~
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beanttfully printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods, By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful
pamphlet of forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll.
t PrlceJ 20 cents. The most profound address
that rogerson ever delivered.
..,
The Bruno l'IIoou~nent. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
lnches 1_for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mo.ulng. Price 12 cents.
(Jhurch and State; the Bible lh the Pnblio
Bchoolsl the New "American" Party-By ",Jef·
ferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages Is the most thorough presentation of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion o:f Humanity: A. Phi·
- losophy ot Ll:fe. By J. Leon Benwell, A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness of
author. A most valuable publication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cants.
Diemortal Oration by Celonel Ingerlloll oa Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the New York. Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price, 4 cents.
"'
D'Wlr:ht L. Dioody. An Interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian ftelldon. Wha' u to be it/1
j!na~ outcome 1 By an Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price,l5 cents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would Follow the Effacement
o:f Chrlstlanity't By George Jacob Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought Literature.. Bound In paper With
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Ll:fe and Career of' Charles Bradlanll;h.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradiangh. Price, 15 cents.
Ine;ersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Standlne; up f'or .Tesus; or what the editor
ot the Freelhtnlcers' Maga~~tne tWnks of him.
Price, 4 cents.
·
Address.
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEw YoBK Cxn.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Bu M. BABOOOK.
Price,

ne

to oents.

Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

.... 1_893..Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Mor&l Sanction Leslie Step'b.en; Reverent
Al{!lostioiem, Amos Waters,;. The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; .uogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Lain~· The 01ty of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin • On the Duty of ,Ho~!est:r_ it} Our
Oonviotionsl..¥. E. Plumptre; So1entifio llehglon,
R. Bithell; ·~·ne Blight of Superstition, Oharles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olodq; The Disap:pearanoe of the Nether World~
F. J. t:tould; Religwus Ideas.: Their. Origin a.na
Development, Frederick M1llarM· Sl&:nals With
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; atenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lucian Armstrong.
Prioe, 25 cents.
A.ddreAA THE TRUTH REEKRR

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Vlorks of Charles Watts.

Twenty Orlhnes and~ Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

THE knowledge of the truth is a man's
highest attainment.-Oic&o.
WE had better blame our own faults
than those of others.-Democritus.
LmEn_TY is the greatest good and the
foundatiOn of all the rest.-DiogeneR,

By J. E. RI'MBBUBG. Prioe, 25 oents.

THERE are no miracles in nature, except
for· those who hav not stlfficiently studied
her.-D'Holbach.

' Otto Wettstein" W!TCH.

THE BEST%
THlll

SINCERITY of heart is the first of virtues;
nothing is so indispensable in the commerce of society as sincerity.-Oonjucius.
IN the eyes of science all miracles are
alike, they are the outcome of an ill·
rPgulated fancy, combined with an utter
ignorance of the laws of Nature.Buchner,
'.l'he Teacltings of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Cltristianity, !JG pages.
EVERY sr.cred, book, successivly, has
Price, 2:; cents.
been accepted in the faith that it was to Secularism : Is It Founlletl on Reason,
be the final resting-place of the sojourning
and Is It Sufficient to Meet tlte Needs
soul; but after all, it was but a caravansary
of Mankind 7 Debate between tl.e Edwhich supplied refreshment to the traveler,
itor of the Halifax Evening llfail anrl Charles
Watts. With Prefatorl LetterA by George Jaand directed him farther on his way.cob Holyoake and Co,onel Ingersoll, and an
Thoreau.
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,

Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all '!lodern improvements; uuaranteea
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $23
In best ruled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2€;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hnnting1 $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Re!fUlar Grade AinericaR Watches.Silvenne case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
Jewel~ $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. .m finer oases, add as above.
Ladies' American Gold Watcheso-AU
latest styles !sin plush cases; best ftlled, 7 jewelsd
$14; 11 jewe , $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat soli
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set oases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundrles.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best trip~e-plated teaspoons, $1.80'! table spoo~sJ
$3.60, klnves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; a l for $6. Soba
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 1!12 to $13.
The Colonel Ingersoil.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar1 $8;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, 11!8. Etched :
" The Ttme to be Ha:P'P'IJ ts :Now,"
50 cents extra.
'.l'he Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$1.2, $15, $20, $30.
.
viamondsi 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price ists, cards .in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. AU goods :Pre.vata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at op.
tion. Watoh cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle. lll.

25 cents.
THERlll is nothing in this world too sacred to be investigated, to be understood. A. Reply to Father 'Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
l'he philosopher does not hide. Secresy
is not the friend of truth. No man should IJltristianity : Its Orig-in, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
be reverent at the expense of his reason.
Nothing should be worshiped until the The Horrors of the French Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
reason has been convinced that it is Worthy
of worship.-Ingersoll.
Secularism: Destructiv an1l Constructiv.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 ce11ts.
WHEN we PaY that pleasure is the sovereign good, enjoyment the chief end of life, Uible Morality. Its Teachings Shown ta
Be Contradictory nn<l Def.,ctivc as an Ethical
we are far from meaning the pleasure, or
Guide. 24 pages. l'ricc, 10 cents.
rather indulgences, of voluptuousness, or Agnosticism and Christian Theism:
those which consist in gross, excessiv, and
Which Is tlte 1\lore Reasonable '! 24
pernicious gratifications, as some ha,y mapages. Price, 10 cents.
licio11Bly represented, for it is not riot and Evolution a111l Special Creation. 10 cents.
dissU>ation, nor the other consuming ex- Saints and Sinners-Which! 24 pages ir;.
citements of the senses, which render life
cover. Price, 10 cents.
WATBR O:P. LI:P.B
really pleasant, but it is the sober exercise The Superstition of the Christian Sun· 111 Doing Wonders In (Juring the Sick.
of reaaon. .,....Epicurull.
day : A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
Write for pamphlet to J, R. PERRY,
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Tms is what [we] aim at-to teach the
No. S4 South Main street, Wilkes barn, Pa.
The
Glory
of
Unbelief.
22
pages
in
cover.
importance of attention to a known
Price, 10 cents.
earth, rather than to an unknown heaven, Nature and the Supernatural; or, Belief
to uphold the motto, "One world at a
allll Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
time," and to instruct people that the ills
cents.
500 orders for booka within the
of life are to be cured by natural means, The American Secular Union; Its Ne- I specially wantnext
three months.
not by supernatural remedies. Instead of
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De- Friende will please send stamp for circulars and
saying "Earth has no sorrows that heaven
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
WRY.
cannot heal," we should sav, "Earth evils
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. l'rice,JO cents.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
can be cured by earth knowledge." Ig- Tlleological Presnm11tion : An Open LetSnowville, Va.
norance is the sorirce of all evil, and as
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. R.
Iu Chi~ letter the following subjects are dealt
man becomes master of nature's forces he
with: 1. WhyDothe ClergyAvoidDcbnt"? ,2,
will gain control of his own destiny. It is
To :RPuttlate the
The Position of Agnosticism TowtLrd Clmsin man that walketh to direct his steps,
STOMACH, LIVER
tianitv. 8. Freethought and Men of Science.
4. The Difference Between Fact~ aml. O{linions.
and the sooner he learns that no heavenly
AND BOWELS, TAKE
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
helper nor earthly counselor can insure
Slavery. 16 pa!t~S. Price~ cents.
RIPANS
TABULE&
his welfare, but that with best foot forward
Addres9
'fHE TRUTu SEEKER 00 ...,_
28 Lafayette nl., New YorK.
and right arm ready he must make his
own way, the sooner will his path be plain
and his progress be assured.-Robt. C.
A NliJW WORK
.Adams.
BY
EVERY thinking being who is not of
ARTHUR B. MOSS,
their [the theologians'] opinion is an AtheAuthor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ist; and every king who does not favor
ENTITLED
them will be damned. You know, Monseigneur, that the best course one can take
is to abandon to themselvs those pretended
preceptors and real enemies of the human
race. Their words, when they are disreWith preface by
garded, are ~ost in the ai.J; ~e th~ win~;
J. M WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freetntnker.
but if the wmght of authonty1s enhsted m
Price, $1. Order at once.
their support, that wind acquires a force
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
which sometimes overturns the throne.
I see, Monseigneur, with the natural joy
of a heart filled with love for the public
good the immense distance which you put
betw~en men . who peacefully seek the
truth and those who wish to go to war for
and the Sabbath. "A Ia~ reguwords which they do not understand. I Sunday
lating human conduct on the Sabbath 1s an Imsee that the Newtons, the Leibnitz, the
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
TB£ HOT£0 SPECJALJST •
Bayles, the Lockes, souls so elevated, so
enlightened, and. ~o gentle, are those 'Yho The False Teaching of the Christian
For Men Only,
Church. "The Thirty-ni~e Ar~icles of
nourish your sp;mt, and that you .reJect
the Christian church are thirty-mne poor, Is a physician of a wide a~d extensive practice,
other sham aliment which you find pOisoned
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
or without substance.- Voltai1·e to Fredtreats all those peculiar dise&Res of young and
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
erick the G1·eat.

VoLTAIRE believed in a varied culture.
He was prone to undervalue the man of
one talent· the nature with only one cultivated fieid; the poet, like .J. B. Rousseau,
who could do nothing but poetry;_ the
man of business who was only a busmess
man· the philosopher who always and only
phil~sophized. He said, more than once,
that he should hav vene.rated Newton the
more if Newton had wntten some vaudevilles for the London stage. . Friends .remonstrated with him upon his abs01;phon
in pursuits that seemed to them form~ t?,
his nature.
"What sbl!'ll you gam,
asked Cideville, "by knowmg the pathway
of light and the gravitation of Saturn?"
"We must giv our souls," he repli~d, "all
the forms possible to them. It 1s a fire
which God has confided to us; we ought
l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83li to nourish it with whatever we find t~at
pages, $3.
is most precious. We must hav all ·liDDeity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
a inable modes of intellectual life •. open
"""'he Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, aft the doors of our souls to all th~ SCiences
188 pages, 50c.
and all the sentiments; and, proVId.ed that
Spiritualism Sustained.
(J)otb. 12mo, they do not enter pell-mell, t~Qre 1s room
245 pages, $1.
within for every one of them. -Parton.
Unherse Al.llllpM.

.1.

BIBLE MORALS.

"WHY"

Christianity and Evolution •

L K. Washburn's Works.?

a minieter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!'
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spirftnallsm: Is It a Faith or a Facti
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insanei Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

and excesses, ca.using Early Decay, Loss of Ma.nhood, Wasting Disoharges~,Vartcocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiooy, Insanity, and
Death.
.
fb.
To those amioted and who are desuons o emg
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will.be sent !·n
their address for ten cents~ sealed m a plam
envelope, giving OQUSll!l l!ona S~mptoms
phe
Oomplaint and a descnptwn o the Doctor R Important medical discovery-an
tward Applic&tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. I.
And saS you saw this advertisement in THE
TBUTR EEK~~ Fellows i~ au Infidel. ~.;:;;:._.

or

~~re'fa~t@!:~i!!~~!:~rUJ!!Il¥~ oYa'JMf!~!

'"

comfort and safety, th.reby completing a radl~ eare. of. all cura)>le
eases. JIDpel"'l'ioas to -•UU.re, may be used tq bathtng, and }itt'""
perf•ctlv to tbe form of body are worn witpout tnCODT~nienco by tbe
young""t child1 moat delicate la<h ,or the lab!>nng man, a'foJdl,ng \'1180ar,
aweat;r paaded o a p l _ a , a - bemg Ll!rb'- . : -.. U1eaa1;r.
and a.lwa:ye .-..liable.. The correct and skillful mechanical treatment of
J1EB1UA OK B1TPTUBE .& llll"Et......&LTY. EITDE.B IN PERSON OK BY JI.&IL.. '·
25 Y•ABS Bzr•a•NcKS :-Profs. S.D. Gross, lJ. J:laJJes .Rgne1D, Wt.ll4rd Parkw, W. H. Pancoast. J.Jr. Thoma;.
G M t
nd Surl!eOft.-Ge11erals of th1 U. S . ./lrmJI at&d Ht~t17J. O~r ••Be.. bauleal Treatm.en&, o
H
Rapture and Prl~ Lie&." with illuatratione and direction' for self·mea.epremeo_tl.. mailed
ei'BpnUcation.
1. B. SEELEY 4 UO.. 2$South lith Stree,, PHIL.&DELPUL&,. P.&.
ona,
~~~1!!ffilji!!Jill."'l

or,:'.;;
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The Freethinker's Badge-pin ~~-~~AN AW~~~
AND

A

ONE YEAR,

:=__

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
with gilt bowl 1 50c. more.
address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Other Nevvspapers

NEG ItO FIEND, AT PARIS TEXAS, OUTRAG.;S -AND

v ,;

~~~

T~£~ .MU~S-~~

>'\ I"OUR-Y.E:AR-OLO WHITE GIRL,
HE IS CAPTURED AND TORTURED,~:f;
RED-HOT IRONS ARE APPLIED TO HIS ·QUIVERING FLESH, HIS EYES AR£ ~":.=:'

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and •.raE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for$5.

THE

-=-~4

.A l-«ORROBlE PUNOS)lH!Milt:No

THE TRUTH SEEKER

1!!5!!

CRIME'''

1898.

BURNED OUT ANO THE HOT IRONS PLUNGED DOWN HIS THROAT

-- _.

-- HE
-

~AGONIES
j'f NOTE:-

~

>:

IS THEN BURNED TO DEATH AND HIS BODV REDUCED TO ASH,ES I
rii'TEEN THOUSAND PEOPLE WITNESS THE MURDERER.S DYING
_:",c~

AND APPLAUiJ·HIS

THE NEGRO WHO

IN 0/RtSTIANITY

TO~MENTORs!!=(Newspo.p•t'f!lippln.fS)~~:

CO~·M;T';·;;;

THE CRIME WAS A BELIEVEfl

TilE MOB WHO TORTURED HIM SO FIENOISIJLY

WERE ALSO BEliEVtRS IN THE CHRISTIAN .RELIGION, THEREFORE All

:__;

=
C"~

§" WERE TRUE BELIEVERS IN THE GOSPEL OF' CHRIST AND NOMINALLY CHRISTIANS.:
~QUESTION:- I)OES BEliEVING INCHRISTANDHIS DOCTRINES PREVENT CRIME
~
.

__

INSPIRE MERCY. OR ElEVATE~NITY?

::=:

WITH

The Truth Seeker.
Any of our readers who desire a New York
weekly :{>olitical pa:{>er can obtain one of the following In connectiOn with THE TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Trtbune <Republican) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER. •
•
•
•
$3 50
Tribune (Republican) semi-weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
•
•
•
4 25
1'he Sun <Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, •
•
•
•
3 50
The Worza (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
3 50
THE ARENA ana THE TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent one year both for $6 00
With large picture vremium with the .Arena, 6 50
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TRU7'H SEEKER will be sent one year
for
$6 75

-

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significanc~
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Ph}'sicaiEducation; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth. $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
DiAorders of t.he Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Nat ural History. Illustrated by H Faber. Cloth. $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SREKER,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

San Ga~riel Valley, Southern CaL
Choice Lands for sale by E. J. BALDWIN in
the famous SANTA ANITA and adjacent
Ranchos. Tracts one acre to ten thousand. Perfect for Orange,Lemon..~,Engligh Walnut, Olive,
and all deciduous fruit ueneral Farming, Stock,
and Dairy. Combines Best Land,_,Water,Climate,
a.nd location in the world. .1ror particulars
address H. A. UNBUB • .Arrfl.clio.. Los Angeles
~oTirt..,.,.

f"!R.li.f'n~!q

Qt,P;,J

AGENT GARDNER of Parkhurst's society
has received a sentence of two years.
AnMmERS of Walt Whitman are trying
to raise money to purchase and preserve
his humble home at Camden, N.J.
AT Topeka, l{an., Populists and Republicans are contesting Possession of .the
chamber of representative. Fighting has
heen done bordering on civil war. The
governor has called out the state militia.·
OuR government has prepared the text
of a treaty to be submitted to. Hawaii, by
which we acquixe full dominion of that
territory, paying the ex-queen $20,000 a
year. President Ha.rrison has recommended its immediate ratification.
AT San Francisco Collector of the Ports
Quinn is preparing to collect and deport
to China twenty thousand Chinese on May
5th. The Geary Exclusion act provides
that at that time all Chinese who hav not
rPgistered and been photographed shall
be shipped back. Few hav done so.
_
A T·ARGE pilgrimage of Catholics has
left England for the Vatican. The chief
motiv is to protest against what is called
"the iniquitous spoliation of the Holy
See," and "to promote by every lawful
means the restoration of the Holy Father
to his legitimate rights as sovereign of the
States of the Church."
CLlilVELAND has so far announced his
cabinet appointments thus: secretary of
state, Walter Q. Gresham, of Illinois;
treasurer, John G. Carlisle, of Kentucky;1
postmaster-general, Wilson S Bissell, of
Buffalo; secretary of war, Daniel S.
Lamont, of New York: secretary of the
interior, Hoke Smith, of Georgia; secretary of agriculture, J. Sterling Morton,
of Nebraska.
The posts of attorneygeneral and secretary of the navy remain
to be filled.

ST. TERESA, or Teresa Wires, the living
patron-s.aint of the Yaqui Indians, who
was baniShed from her mountain home in
New Mexico several months ago by order
of government authorities, the charge
CAUSE FOR CONGRATULATIONS.
against her being that she was working up
a spirit of warfare among the Indians, is
making her home at Nogales, Ariz.,
just across the Mexican line. She continues t<> perform many so-called miraculous cures by simply laying on her hands
and thousands of ignorant Mexicans and
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Chris- Indians hav visited her since she was
Examination of the Morals and History
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to exiled.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY. u!NFIDELS AND CHARITY."
of the New Testament.

By PEo!'. F. W. NEWJIU.l(,

Price 25 'Jents.

be widely circulated to m"et the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address '£HE TRUTR
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
~-...,

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Old Testament Stories
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t.Jtposure

Facts.

l\idicule.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Totd:.....And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTEl'lTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
J1 Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
IBflllC and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

SEvEN new planets, all small, were discovered dudng January.
YALE students are agitating against
compulsory att~ndance at chapel.

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dl'fKlms,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon, e)

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrif1ce,
Sam.son the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illu.urlna."ted covers, 81; clo-th, gilt; side s"taiD.p, 81 .50.
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THE Zion Methodist church at Wilkesbarre, Pa., is being crowded with cripples
and invalids seeking the mixaculou11 cures
of "the Healing Evangelist," Rev. P.
W arnon. Among his reported cures are
large numbers of cases of rheumatism
neuralgia, asthma, heart disease, paraly:
sis, deafness, and so· on.
One account
reads: ''The four-year-old child d J
Barne:y had distorted legs. They had
been Immovable from birth. The child
was held up in view of the audience and
the healer only drew his hands once down
the limbs and they became perfectly
straight."
THE National Divorce Reform League
a society composed mostly of New Engla~ders, report~ t?at eight states hav appomted commiBBlons to secure uniform
divorce laws. If it fails to secure its ends
through the states it will endeavor to hav
the federal Constitution amended so as to
giv Congress power to regulate the matter
for the whole Union. However, a proposed constitutional amendment to that
effect has been adversely reported by a decided majority of the judiciary committee
of the House of Representative, on the
sound ground that it was in violation of
the essential ~rinciples of our federal system. The Divorce Reform League disavows responsibility for its introduction as
premature.
PRINTED slips containing suggestions for
legislation on the school question and
apparently expressing the views held by
Archbishop Ireland on that subject are
being received through the mail bycl~rgy
men, educators, and prominent laymen of
every denomination in New York 01ty. It
is said that these slips are being quietly
circulated throughout the whole country.
Following is a copy of one of them received in this city: "1. The citv and state
might affiliate parochial schools to the
public schools, the secular education
being under the state or city superintendent. 2. The parochial school buildings
might be rented at a nominal price to the
state. 3. The teachers could be Catholic
holding their certificates from the publi~
commiss}oners, who would hav the right
to examm both teachers and pupils at any
time."

P.t,. Journal of FreethOught and Reform.
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Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
'rhomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle'
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcethRobert
Cooper; D'Alembert, Danton, Charles uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Do let, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
ByS.P.Putnam.l
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, LrttrEl,> Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Mrrabeau, Robert
Being the storr of his relijl"ious life and mental Owen....Jhomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer.~.Itabe
lourneyi.ngs. Written in hrs happiest and most lais, vvinwood Reade, Madame Rolan.l, u-eorge
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Strauss John
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
Tolan,!h Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
Jobn vvatts, Thomas Woolston.
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Price. 25 cents.
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orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
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The Clergyman's Victims.

Price, $1.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enhtrged to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Price 110 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEiillll.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. 'rhe Early Controversies. The Books at
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CHEAP EDITION.
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the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H Faber. Clothh$2.
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Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its leg~tl acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever ChriMtian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Daughter's Babe Upon
RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
His Knees."

Photo~raJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild 1ll his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
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he holds his episcopal mission. Again we repeat that whose sole use and cause of being is to fatten liars
there is no human power that can force the archbishop of and rogues.
Montreal to take away his ban."
"The more a Catholic and husband believes and the
FOUNDED BY D. lU:. BENNETT.
Now, the land where such sentiments as the more he loves the sadder becomes the essential difference
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor a.nd Manager. above are popular is, observers predict, soon to be- between his wife and him."
come part of our United States. How this annexa28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
True, alas! When there are anyway many question will affect the extraordinary privileges which tions of real pith and significance over which there
SATURDAY,
- MARCH 4, 1893. the Catholic church enjoys in the province of
must necessarily be some dissent and uncongeniQueb3c, is exciting interest in many quarters. ality, how infamous to add an unneeded and fictiSUBSCRIP'.I'ION RA'.I'ES.
Single subscription, in advance .........•.....•........•....... $3 00 Some fancy that a change would be necessary. tious one.
One subscription two years, in advance .....•..••...••......... :i 00 But this is not so. Among the clearest expositions
"In Germany, in Bavaria, for instance, in Ireland, in
Two new subscribers .................•.......................•.•• !i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 of the matter is that of the New York Sun, the Tipperary, for instance, marriages are made on the basis
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitlanguage of which we shall here adopt. The status of religion. A young man does not dream of ' paying
tance ..................................•.• ; ...•.............. '1 00
of the Cath6lic church need not, as a matter of con- attention' to a young woman not of his religion."
One subscription with ihree new subscribers, in one remittance
s !) o· stitutional law, be altered in the least. Our federal
The circle of opportunities for choosing a lifeOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance .......................................•....•....•.•.•..10 00 government is prohibited by o'ur federal Constitu- mate would in most cases be narrower than could
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
tion from making any law for the establishment of be wished even were there no religious limitations.
remittance.
·
religion; but there is nothing to prevent any of It is deplorable that this none too wide range
Monev shoull! be sent 1YIJ exPress company's money oraer, our states from establishing a particular church should be halved, at least, perhaps. quartered, by
postal oraer, ara.tt on New Yorio:, or 1YIJ reotsterea letter.
Aaaress commun1cattons ana ma~Ce ara.tts, chec~Cs, post-otftce within its own territory. If the state constitution false and imbecil distinctions over nothing.
ana ezp1·ess monev oraers payable to
E. M. MA CIJONALIJ,
Mr. Egan goes on to repeat that the state which
forbids such a law, the people who made that con28 LaJaYette PlaCe_, New Yor~;. ·
stitution can alter it. The Church ·of England was results from " so many mixed marriages" is
SPECIAL NOTlCE.-We shall be obliged to our established in Virginia at the outbreak of the Revo- "wretched unhappiness." Wretched unhappinessreaders if they urill send us the name and address of lutionary war, and, if the people of Virginia had naught else indeed is seen springing from religion
any Freethinker urho is not a. regular subscriber.
desirbd its continuance, that church might hav re- in every respect.
The writer urges that the number of these marmained established to this day.
The federal
Canada As a Member of Our Union.
government could no more interfere with the col- riages "must be reduced."
"The young people must be drawn into those social
The determination of the Quebec paper, the lection of tithes under a state law than it could
Canada .Revue, to appeal to the courts for redress with entailed eshtes, which, by the way, existed in circles where the d~nger of making marriage engageof the grievance which it suffers by the archbishop's New York for some years after the entrance ments with others of a different belief can be avoided.
Intelligent parents must shake off their love of comfort,
The same thing their habit of lett.ing the young people alone, and begin
ban, is breeding much excitement. The ire of the of the state into the Union.
supporters of the archbishop, we learn from the may be said with regard to the application of to think seriously of the future of their children. The
correspondent of the New York Post, is great, and a part of the state revenue in Quebec to the main- young must be saved from themselvs, and this can only
all sorts of pains and penalties are threatened tenance of Catholic schools. That is something be done by the experience and prudence of t.heir elders
nseil with intelligence."
against the .Revue, but the proprietors of the with which the federal government has absolutely
Thus Catholics and Protestants, already so
journal remain firm. One of the bitterest attacks nothing to do; it lies solely within the competence
separated
in intercourse that rarely can either party
comes from the .Om~r1·ier du Canada, which says of the people of Quebec, speaking through their
compare its ideas with those of the other, and perthat by their threat to take a mandamus against the state constitution and state legislature. Some exchance catch a gleam of light on their validity, must
archbishop, the publishers of the interdicted journal press the opinion that the ecclesiastical taxes now
be
yet more sedulously kept apart.
show themselvs to be rebels and traitors, for such collectible by law would be voluntarily abolished
The
writer concludes with the reiteration that as
is any Catholic who asks civil authorities to interfere by the people of Quebec before they entered
to
preventing
the young from making these marBut,
in the doctrinal or disciplinary direction of the the Union. Such a course is unlikely.
riages,
church. A Catholic is a man who submits himself at all events, the abolition of the ecclesiastical
"The fathers and mothers, whom God holds primarily
to the authority of the Catholic church.
If a taxes now leviable in Quebec under the provincial
responsible
for their children, can if they will. "
dignitary of a church does an injustice to anyone, constitution is a matter which our federal governThe
person
who holds parents responsible for
the offended one has a right to appeal until the ment could not touch.
their
children
is
not God, but the priest. There is
It
will
be
decidedly
unsatisfactory
to
hav
in
our
supreme tribunal of the pope is reached. But if,
no
God,
there
is
only the priest. The word" God"
Union
such
states
as
Quebec
will
make.
instead of following this course, he asks the interBesides the ill example of states with an estab- means" priest." Thus the priest, the swilled and
vention of a lay authority, he becomes a rebel and
commits the enormous crime of a traitor who opens lished church, there will be the further baneful insolent prieS'G, holds parents responsible that, to
perpetuate the race of victims and burden-bearers
to a stranger the gates of his country. The article thing of an increase to the Catholic vote.
ofhil!l
fraudulence and preying, they shall tear apart
This nation of ours will be called upon within
then goes on to say that if a Catholic chooses to
matched
and thrilling hearts, trample the sweetest
obey the order of his bishop forbidding him to read the next hundred years to solve questions of govspringing
flowers of the breast, and set in affection's
an impious journal, there is no court, no mandamus, ernment of import indeed deep. May fate grant
blessed
place
cold, sour, and sick distaste. Damned,
no monarch, no despot in the world that can force that the requisit wisdom and sanity be not wanting
damned
religion
!
in
the
hours
when
they
are
needed.
him to read it. Such an order on the part of the
bishop belongs to the spiritual and religious domain,
A Freethonght Poet's View of the World.
Marriage Marred by Religion.
and no human power can interfere with it. After
'fhe late discussion in England over the choice
congratulating the archbishop upon his conduct,
Maurice Francis Egan, a writer of distinction in
by
the government of a poet-laureate, occasioned
the Catholic papers, has just contributed to one of
the article adds:
persons on this side the wave to propose
some
"We c(tn declare to him that he has the support of the those journals an article on mixed marriages, or
the
establishment
of a laureateship here. But to
whole Catholic church. Yes, we stand there behind the marriages of persons who differ in r ligion. This
them
it
was
replied
that we hav no poet worthybishop, whose ha'lds it is sought to tie up, ready to de- article throws strong light on that of which all of
fend the sacred power of the one who has been inducted us are already aware to our pain and shame, the that we hav had only one poet of genius, and that
with the crozier and miter to look after the safety of the
was Edgar Allen Poe. Now, Poe, we take delight in
flock and prevent them drinking from poisonous waters. operation of religion in breeding discord an<_l grief informing such of our readers as are not already
Let the people of the Canada Revue take out their in wedded life. Mr. Egan says:
aware of the fact, was a thorough and outspoken
mandamus, let them drag their archbishop before the
"Congeniality of taste, community of interests, equal
courts, let them try and find a judge able to tell a bishop cultivation, deep affection, will not atone for the lack of Infidel. Verily the pleasures and prides of us
Freethinkers are many; to whatever department of
that he has no jurisdiction over readings that are danger- union in the one greatest thing-religion."
ous for the Christian soul, let them exhaust proceedings
These precious fitnesses, these choice and human affairs we happen to turn, we find the
and vexations. It may be well for Catholics to know
greatest men therein to be those of our party.
what will be the result of all this. If by any possibility sweet harmonies of spirit-community of taste,
Mayhap some of our readers of a meditativ and
accordance
of
culture,
heart
affection-are
to
be
the archbishop of Montreal should puffer the insult of a
mandamus from a judge having no doctrinal mission and defeated, cast away, and wasted, and place opened philosophizing turn would be pleased to survey a
no spiritual authority, the people would then see that a instead to jarring difference and dislike, simply be- view of the nniverse entertainecl by this Freethinkbishop, where the soul and conscience of his people are cause the poor young two hav chanced to grow up ing poet. This view, which constitutes QD,(:l Qf bin
at stake, stoops but before the divine mandamus of the
1'!!9~t ll!dmi.r~d poems 1 :runs thqs;
OJl.e who will judge llJl tenes~rial powers, and from who~ unde:r -qnlike' systems of fraud and impositioll
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" Lo! 'tis a gala night
Within the lonesome latter years!
An angel throng, bewinged, bedight
In veils, and drowned in tears,
Sit in a theater, to see
A play of hopes and fears,
While the orchestra breathes fitfully
The music of the spheres.
" Mimes, in the form of God on high,
Mutter and mumble low,
And hither and thither fly;
Mere puppets they, who come and go
At bidding of vast formless things
That shift the scenery to and fro,
Flapping from out their condor wings
Invisible Wo!
"That motley drama!-oh, be sure
It shall not be forgot!
With its Phantom chased forevermore,
By a crowd that seize it not,
Through a circle that ever returnetb in
To the self-same spot; ·
And mnch of Madness, and more of Sin
And horror, the soul of the plot!
" But see, amid the mimic rout
A crawling shape intrude!
A blood-red thing that writhes from out
The scenic solitude!
It writhes l-it writhes!-with mortal pangs
The mimes become its food,
And the seraphs sob at vermin fangs
In human gore imbrued.
" Out- out are the lights-out all!
And over each quiveriug form
The curtain, a funeral pall;
Comes down with the rush of a stormAnd the angels, all pallid and wan,
Uprising, unveiling, affirm
That the play is the tragedy, 'Man,'
And its hero, the conqueror Worm."
The "angel throng" who figure as spectators
of this drama of man on the stage of the universe,
we are to suppose introduced by the poet solely to
fill out the scene and embellish the conception.
Poe did not believe in the actual existence of the
supernatural races of the Bible.
" The orchestra breathes fitfully
The music of the spheres."
This is a sublime circumstance. It is true that
our life-drama is played to the rhythm of the
spheres. Our play of existence is fladenced, not, as
was once supposed, by the mental motions of a
trivial and earth treading deity, but to the roll and
pulse of orbs multitudinous, mighty, and magnificent.
" Mimes, in the form of God on high."
That the mimes, or actors, in this play of human
existence, are not cast in the form of any God on
high, our writer well knew.
But he was fain to
avail himself of every suggestion which he thought
added a poetical interest.
To be told that we
"Mutter and mumble low"
is not very gratifying to our pride, but it is to be
feared that our speech is too aptly described thus.
Occasionally, to be sure, from some one of us such
as we term a" great man," a" genius," an "eminent
scientist," there is for a moment heard what may be
called a distinct utterance, a tone clear and ringing.
But to a being from another and a higher sphere,
to a perfectly wise man, the great human hum we
sorrowfully admit would seem but muttering and
mumbling-perhaps not so much, perhaps 011ly
bedlamite maundering and gibbering.
However,
we are learning to speak better every day.
And mankind
"Hither and thither fly;
Mere puppets they, who come and go
At bidding of vast formless things
That shift the scenery to and fro."
That the scenery of our life is shifted to and fro
by "vast formless things" is the modern view which
is superseding the old notion that it is shifted by
persons, not things, these persons being so far from
formless that they possess perfectly defined forms,
of the ·same figure as the hum_an. "Vast formles~
things" is an expression for the natural forces of
the universe that is very apt.
That they are
"vast" nee .is not discussion. That they are "formless" is, unfortunately, true to a great extent.
Unfortunately, we say, because their formlessness largely prevents man's manipulation of them.
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They are often so formless, so vague and fugitiv, that
we cannot with any satisfactory certainty estimate,
foreknow, and de:~l with them. Some, to be sure,
hav been cast into neat, exact, and wieldable
shapes-mathematics for inst~nce. And the whole
body of the sciences, constantly being added to, is
a noble and hope-giving congeries of forms, exact and
gageable, crystallized through long ages of endeavor. But alas, too much remains shapeless and
undigested yet.
Next we come to the sentiment that these forces
which urge onward our lives do so through passages
of bitterness and sorrow. They are represented as
" Flapping from out th~<ir condor wings
Invisible W o !"
And the Phantom of Happiness though chased
forevermore is seized not. Indeed, the whole drama
of life is composed but of
"Much of Madness, and more of Sin,
And horror, the soul of the plot."
The gloom of this view belongs solely to the
temperament of this particular poet, who was by
nature cursed with a desponding and somber
spirit. It does not, by any means, belong to the
modern and scientific view of the world. This
scientific view is one of serenity and hope. Mr.
Samuel P. Putnam, to be sure, in his latest poem,
on the death of a friend, has some lines, of which
Poe's expressions put us in mind, which are equally
mournsome. For instance,
" I only see the darkness,
And the force which will not spare ''
But we shall pay little attention to this unpretty
little piece of despondency, for elsewhere, even in
the same poem, our friend nullifies it by views of
quite the opposit character. In this one passage
he givs himself over to the contemplation of the
glooms and severities of human experience; but
in all the rest of his writings he abounds in
cheery considerations of the joys of life-being, to
t·.ll the truth, one of these joys, and that not the
least, himself.
Next in the poem "a crawling shape" intrudesthe hateful worm of death. What shall be said to
this? A good thing to be said to it, we fancy, is
that the worm is being delayed in his appearance
later and later with each generation. That is, science is steadily lengthening the average term of
human life. So we may look forward with pleasing
anticipation to the time when the appearance
of his wormship on the scene will be very late indeed.
So much for a poet whose language on some
great themes of the universe is strangely impressiv, but who should hav been a bit ashamed of
himself for losing heart.

Some Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete "
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRuTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths"
($2.50).
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new nbscribers can avail
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themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.

Donations.
We bav received the following sums to help us
in our work: Andrew Sward, $1; James Thompson,
50 cents ; 0. F. Thornton, $2; Henry Dannenbrink, $1. Also $1 from a friend who says: "Don't
publish this letter, for the president of the corporation with which I am connected is a Y.M.C.A. old
man." This prohibition, however, is a strong plea
for a wider dissemination of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Fre!i)thought books, until mental liberty shall prevail, and no one be afraid of losing the means of
sustaiuing life because of the free and frank expression of his opinion.
A Catholic paper, treating upon the British missionaries in Africa and India, strikes out, strange to
say, a little bit of truth-" Some of those British
agents with the Bible in their hands hav been more
solicitous about the land of the heathen than about
his soul.''
Three-quarters of a million of people visited the
Metropolitan Museum of Art last year, of whom
one-third made Sunday their calling-day. That is
very encouraging to th_ose who began the Sundayopening agitation, and i 3 a sufficient reward for
their labors.
Within a week or two we shall print an examination into" The True Genesis of Christianity,"
by Thaddeu~;~ B. Wakeman. Some recent and some
older books serve as a text of Mr. Wakeman's to
expose the emptiness of Christianity's pretensions
and at the same time expound his philosophy of the
"Higher Integration."
--------~~--------

After consulting the Japanese government and
obtaining its consent, the Vatican has now established
in Japan an ecclesiastical hierarchy with territorial
titles derived from that country.
As fast as the
wretched pest of Catholicism is abated in one
country it mounts and waxes in another.
When
wretched man will obtain final relief from the
hateful curse, it pa~ses ·human foresight to tell.
The opposition of the clergy to the great scientific
doctrin of evolution finds vent in daily utterances,
of which take this sample deliverance at a Methodist
council: " To a plain man it is not enough to say
that evolution is not proved. Even if proved, it is
only shown to affect certain departments of nature.
Only extreme men carry it into psychology and
ethics; the outlines of orthodox faith are therefore
safe and sound."
A European Catholic writer says : "I venture
without fear of being mistaken the assertion that
the pope has derived from the United States if not
a gcod share of the democratic inspirations which
he bas been sending out over the world from the
Vatican, at least a solid encouragement for them."
The church ha!=! of course derived .the whole of such
rational and civilized sentiments as it exhibits from
secular sources without.
In France the warfare of Radicals against the
As~ociation de Notre Dame de Lnsine, in the department du Nord, is still being waged.
This association is composed of a number of large manufacturers who hav demanded of tleir e nployees
that they all observe the Roman Catholic ceremonial.
l\'[embers of the parliament hav declared the action
illegal as being an attack on religious liberty, and
demanded the dissolution of the association.
In some districts of England and Wales there
continually occur outbreaks of popular indignation
against the oppression of the Church of England.
This church, being established by tbe state, enforces
by civil law the payment of tithes. These taxes are
frequently refused, and upon distraint by tli.e
authorities t.o collect them mob-violence ensues.
The vicar is not unoften mocked and burnt in
effigy, or threatened with personal injury.. The income of this despotic church, wrung from the needy
and laborious by brute force, is $1,000,000 a week.
Abomination !
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The honesty which the Christian religion is
capable of producing when given full control, is illustrated in a communication from Holy Russia:
"From all sides comes the same tale of inhuman
villanies, of adulteration and rapacity. Seed-corn
sent from the Caucasus to a certain district was
delivered ground, and mixed with forty per cent of
gypsum. The 'special' bread made by a St. Petersburg firm was refused by hungry dogs, and stank
even when fresh."

upon the causes of the awful sufferings with which tack, we went against the blustering winds to Fort
the Russian people are being aft!icted. "Every- Ethan Allen, and took a view of the place where
where," he says, "were marks of the most reckless thirty years ago we had tramped and stood guard,
extravagance. Immense forests hav been wantonly and looked forth in the moonlight upon the straggling city, the broad river,thechain bridge, and faintly
cut, rivers neglected, and the climate ruined. The luminous in the distance the vast dome of the
land is exhausted and the agricultural system is a Capitol. The vague sweet hopes of youth and
hopeless failure." The investigations of this gentle- patriotism were then throbbing in our bosoms, and
man show that what the superstitious Russians hav in spite of the difficulties and dangers of our
regarded as a visitation from God is but the nat- position the world seemed grand and beautiful.
ural consequence of man's ignorance and misdevo- We hav learned much since then. We are wiser·
to-day. We know the world. We don't hav to eat
tion. It is evident that no mere system of relief,
hard-tack any more, or clean our musket, or pace
Next week we shall print Otto Wettstein's rehowever widespread and generous, can meet the the midnight beat, or drill in the hot sun, or march
joinder to Miss Chapman. It is perhaps a little
situation. What is wanted is Freethought and against the storm, but I do not think we are any
ungallant that Mr. Wettstein should so worst a
education.
happier than in those days of brilliant youth, when
lady, and she must attribute it to the logical weakdreams were plentiful and martial music stirred our
ness of her cause, which is, so far as reason can see,
The European edition of the Herald notes that pulses ; when an ineffable glory filled the spacious
absolutely without facts to sustain it. But Miss Naples and Rome owe their reputation of unbealth- air and we tramped onward with reckless spirit.
Chapman is a brilliant and versatil champion and fulness to a, state of things which no longer exists To stand upon the old parade ground with old
can giv the average male minister several points on Until a few years ago Naples drew all its waters comrades and think of the thirty years that hav
how to argu€1. It is a pity that she cannot get from wells, and typhoid fever was virtually epidemic passed, be compelled to admit that we are growing
hold of the right end of the matter, but we hope in the city. Since the introduction of the Serino old and that we hav not quite so much faith as we
bad then, was a somewhat sad and strange experithat light will break upon her one of these days.
water and the closing of the wells the disease has ence, but life rolls on and the battle is not ended.
Mrs. Tel Sono, a Japanese convert to Christian- almost disappeared. In Rome before it became The conflict is far gre11ter, far more terrible, far
ity, considers that the way to spread that religion the capital the drainage was bad, and in spite of more sublime, than we ever thought it to be in those
days of sunny and stormful youth.
is to build for the girls of the nobility a great the numerous aqueduct11 a large number of wells
We visited the Capitol, etc. Remsburg struck
school. If one of the higher rank, she says, should were in use. The Italian gcvernment has thoroughly Simpson, the famous Kansas representativ, not a
become a Christian, so great is the force of example drained the city, and when the cholera last ap- large man by any means, rather small and wiry, but
there the conversion would be imitated by hundreds peared in Italy the government closed the wells, intelligent and with a shrewd look for the main
in the lower classes. The fact is that this is the which still remain closed. The result has been to chance. He thinks that Congress will yet repeal
way in which about all of the nations of Christendom reduce the deaths· from typhoid fever to less than the Sunday-closing clause. He is in favor of Sunday
hav attained their present belief. Cunning ecclesi- three per week in a population of four hundred and opening and states that a majority of the representativs are in favor of it also; that a great change
astics applied themselvs to the conversion of the fifteen thousand. Our object in reproducing these
has been wrought by the agitation of the matter.
facts
is
to
add
that
the
period
during
which
these
great, whose force and fashion then made a ready
Italian cities lapsed into their unsanitary condition All t.his is true, but how the matter is to be brought
conquest of the rest.
befo1·e Congres('J I cannot see. The committee will
----------~---------was that of papal rule, and the present era of their not report. Perhaps by skilful manipulation of
The Catholics hav a great university and head- redemption is that of Freethought.
parliamentary rules the question may yet be
quarters at Washington, the Methodists are taking
brought before the House and decisiv action
up collections to build one, and the Baptists are
On the utterances of William II. of Germany the taken. One week more will define the attitude of
talking of following suit. Now President King of New York rieralcl remarks: "The emperor labors Congress.
The churches will not accept the Honk compromise
the Washington Hebrew Congregation says that be under the delusion that the almighty is his personal
"would like to see the Jews of the United States champion, and that the almighty doesn't care a bill. The Pennsylvania Sabbath Association meeting
raise a worthy religious edifice in the nation's farthing for the vast populace whom William rules at Harrisburg in the House of Representativs thunders its disapproval. This same association was
capital." The headquarters ·of powerful organiza- by the accident of birth. The people, on the other
addressed by the governor of the state, Governor
tions would better be anywhere than in the capital hand, hav an impression that the almighty bas Pattison, who was president of the convention.
city of a nation. George Washington counseled the wearied of the empty pomp and ceremony of earthly He declared the old law was as broad and liberal
selection of washington as the capital, in preference kings and bas handed over to the multitude the re- as if it had been written within the hour. Not a
This latter line or sentence expressed narrowness or bigotry.
to a greater city, on tlie consideration tnat ::articular sponsibility of social development."
He said the people who favored the Sabbath of
bodies or interests could there less readily master opinion is ours, and we believe further that " the
the founders of the republic were willing that the
the national legislature and wield it to their own almighty has wearied of" pretty much all other
law should be posted at the heads of newspapers
earthly things as well. In these lonesome latter as an evidence of the virtue, patriotism, wisdom,
ends.
days we search and search for his earmark uvon and morality of the men who frnmed it. The act
Our readers may be entertained. in passing, by some piece of work. We really cannot remember
of 1794, he said, givs all the liberty and opporthe following exceipt from a history of the use of when we bav seen his finger in a pie. Yes, there tunity.
anesthetics : " One objection offered to the use of has been "handed over to the multitude the reIt will thus be seen that the churches of this
anesthetics was that man was born to suffer, that pain sponsibility of social development" and everything country-backed up by politicians, by governors,
was a part of the curse of Adam, and that the an- else. The " almighty" does nothing ; the people Congressmen, the judges of the court-are determined to maintain the infamous legislation of a
nulment of pain was sinful and opposed to the must do all.
hundred
years ago.
divine decree. In answer to this, Dr. Simpson
The
Chicago
'l'irnes urges the commissioners to
showed that the first operation performed on man
giv back the money and open the gates on Sunday.
was the excision of a rib from Adam, out of which
The New York Wo?"lcl says, "Open the gates anyto make man, and that before beginning to operate
way.'' One thing is sure, if the gates are closed,
God himself cast the man into a deep sleep. We
.there will be a tremendous agitation in Chicago,
News and Notes.
and it will" increase from Sunday to Sunday. We
can laugh now at the objection and the argument;
The Freethought Exchange has been organized say to Liberals, keep up the agitation. Don't for
but fifty ye&rs ago it was on such objections and
arguments that hung the question of the continua- at Washington city. I lectured before it on Sun-· a moment think that the battle is ended. Who is
day, Fehrn'lry 10th. I am in hopes that by means the. revolutionary party in this matter? Congress.
tion or cessation cf the conquest of pain."
of this exchange the large Freethought element of It has absolutely defied law and Constitution.
the
capital can be gathered together for practical Why, then, should we be bound by its action, when
Elbridge T. Gerry, of New York city, president
effort. In my address on " The American Republic its action is treason?
of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to -Its Principles and Its Perils," I outlined the
I am sorry that Dr. West brook has allowed him·
Children, a few days ago stigmatized the morality of methods of action by which the Freethought Ex- self to fall into personalities. I hav treated him
the dramatic profession in language which has called change might arouse Liberals to harmonious activity. with the utmost courtesy. I hav not called names.
forth much indignation. He is, too, pushing with Especially is the necessity of this now emphasized I hav stuck to the argument; Dr. Westbrook bas
unusual strenuousness his work of excluding child by the present religious legislation of Congress not. He has not answered me on any point. He
says he is not in favor of "brute force." I :my he
actors and actresses from the stage. Colonel Inger- concerning the World's Fair.
J. E. Remsburg added greatly to the interest of is, for the act of Congress to close the World's Fair
soll bas expressed himself on the matter to a reporter
our movement by his lecture on Tuesday evening on Sunday is an expression of brute force. He is
thus: "At the bottom of the Gerry society"s ob- on "False Claims." It was an inclement night, but in favor of this legislation, which is "damnable
jection to the singing and dancing of children you the hall was full, and the discour.se was received orthodoxy," which is "chains and slavery.''
If
will find the Puritan idea that those who enjoy with warm approvaL The matter was presented Dr. West brook upholds this act of Congress,
tbemselvs in this world will be damned in the next. in a light undoubtedly new to many present, but he upholds and defends everything that is in
When I think of the thousands of children engaged the logic of the speaker won the entire audience to this act ; and therefore I hold him responsible
This lecture will bo a and will hold him responsible at the bar of public
in all kinds of work, half fed and halfclotbed, it his udical positions.
opinion for all the wrong, oppression, and meansplendid impulse to further work at Washington.
seems to me the very extreme of absurdity that
I had the pleasure of spencliog the whole of ness that is in this act. Not until he repudiates
these children shall not be <tllowed to drop their Wednesday with Remsburg, and it was a delightful this act can he redeem himself. I condemn him
burdens, to wipe away their tears, and celebrate recuperation after laboring in the somewhat arid only by his own argument. I bav not attacked his
fields of Congressional volubility and uncertain character as a man. I hav only attacked the logic
their deliverance with dance and son g."
promis. It happened that we had camped during of his position. I consider the discus·sion to be
A special correspondent of a leading English the late war on the same ground, and toget.herwith all-important. We must thoroughly understand
paper recently made a tour of the famin-stricken Hyland C. Kirk, who was also in my regiment 1.mcl the situation. That is my sole reason for engaging
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
districts of Russia. His revelations throw light with whom I used to talk theology while eating bard- in the controversy.
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Soienoe anti I}rogress.
A Prudent Adjective.
A religious weekly denounces the recent A?,ttodafe at Paris, Tex., as an "outrage unparalleled
and unapproached by the horrors of the pagan dark
ages." The word "pagan" redeems the absurdity
of the proposition. During the Christian dark
ages some 3,500,000 worse outrages were perpetrated
under the auspices of our Holy Mother Church.
Degrees of Danger.
In the Padernal range of RiQ Ariba county, New
Mexico, a slumbering volcano has resumed activity,
and the eruptions of flaming cinders are accompanied
byfrequent earthquake shocks. The apprehensions
on the score of the latter phenomena are, however,
allayed by the report that the orthodox nativs are
marching in procession and shouting hymns of
penance. Our Mexican neighbors divide earthquakes into three classes, calling for three dift:erent
method,; of salvation. Temblores (mere tremors)
can be remedied by means of religious ceremonies.
Golpes (more violent shocks) are apt to lead to an
appeal for government assistance. Teremotos, or
earthquake proper, call for self-help, and the nativs at once remove their wives and children to a
place of safety.
A Superlativ Compliment.
The most flattering tribute to the memory of Volta.ire was, after all, paid by a priest, the Jesuit Dujardin, who summed up his diatribe with the remark that "the individual activity of that monster
has done more injury to the interests of the Church
than the attacks of all the Protestant sects, combined with those of the Turk and the Devil."
Progress of Tolerance.
In spite of an avalanche of orthodox petitions
Premier Sagasta, of Spain, has refused to sup~r~ss
the Madrid Protestant church, and merely enJoms
its t.rustees to avoid superfluous advertisements of
its existence. And in spite of ecclesiastic bluster
Spanish Freethought journals continue to multiply.
Don Moreno Acosta, of Barcelona (the Spanish
Chicago), announces a new magazine, La Piqueta
del Libre Pensamiento (The Vanguard of Freethought, as we might translate it), a fearless, radical little monthly, that is sold openly in every
larger town of the peninsula. Imagin the fate of
the writers and printers two hundred years ago !
Pork·fed Prophets.
The state of Illinois can claim to lead the world
in the production, not only of pork and corn, but
of millennium prophets. George Schweinfurth, the
idol of the Rockford Angel Association, still maintains his divine mission and keeps up his " Rea venly
Hog Harem," as Brick Pomeroy describes his
angel-roost. Dr. Cyrus Teed ('' Koresch ') continues to favor his converts with revelations, but
must yield the palm of modesty to Harold Brodrick,
the Chicago Messiah, who has just published a
new testament, "dedicated to my dear father, the
Lord, by his son, Harold, the Christ." Messrs.
Baird & Lee hav issued that latest version of
Illinois scriptures, which in platitudes is perhaps
rivaled by Salvation Army pamphlets or the
Book of Mormon, but in absolute nonsense certainly only by the Revelation of St. John, "Apocalyptic Jack," as a German humorist calls him. In
the exordium of his gospel Mr. Brodrick warns unbelievers against the danger of ridiculing his pretensions and repeatedly clinches his argument
with the remark that "the Lord ,old me so in
Bury street."
Signs of the Times.
Louis Kossuth remarks that "great revolutions
are not nearly so apt to break out under wickedintelligent as under weak and foolish rulers "-a
truth certainly confirmed often enough to dismay
the present sovereigns of Europe with "fears of
change." The present incumbent of the Prussian
throne is intellectually the least favored of all the
successors of the Great Elector. Queen Victoria is
fast becoming a female George III., and the
emperor Francis Joseph a male Maria Theresa,
with her home inquisitions and literary blue laws.
Spain is getting restiv under her cowl-and-petticoat
yoke, and a correspondent of the Contempora1·y
Review informs his readers that the present czar
is quizzed by his own relativs, and .that in his
crown-prince days his countrymen used to nickname him "the young steer," and now call him the
"steer," with or without qualifying adjectivs.
Battle Creek.
The county-seat of Calhoun county, Mich., is
for its size about the most prosp9rous town of the
prosperous Northwest. With a population of not
quite fifteen thousand inhabitants it supports four-

teen newspapers, sixteen hotels, flourish_ing machine
factories, printing-press factories, furmture works,
flour mills, knitting-mills, rolling-mills, and the
largest sanitarium west of Cleveland, 0. Drunkenness is rare, mendicancy almost unknown ; y~t a
stranger visiting the town on a Sunday might
come to suspect the correctness of his almanac.
The shops are kept wide open, hucksters ped~e
their wares from house to house, and the big
factories resound with the boom of steam-engins.
Battle Creek is a stronghold of the Seventh DD:y
Adventists, and after tentativ att~mpts at their
suppression their neighbors hav WISely conc~uded
to let tnem alone, or even to encourage thei_r enterprise on the day which neither nature nor smence
can be said to distinguish from any other day of the
week.
Gleams of Daylight.
The Freethinker Vanini (burnt at th3 stake A.D.
1619) had a trick of propagating _his views by
stating the theories of pagan phil?sophers as
plausibly as possible and then pretendmg ~o ref~te
them by quoting the idiotic objections of his Christian contemporaries. In a similar way gleams of
light begin to penetrate the darkness of holy
Russia and the secret skeptics of the St. Petersburg p~ess are groaning about the impiety of t~e
late editor Katkoff of the Moscow Gazette, who, m
a private letter, remarks that "the evidence ~gainst
the historical truth of the New Testament IS such
that no inquirer of common intellectual honesty
can resist it any longer."
Celestial Bombshells.
The Morning News, of Dallas, Tex., describes a
thunder-storm which visited the neighborhood of
Gray Hill a few weeks ago, and which seems to
break the record of the American hail chronicle.
Some of the ice chunks picked up in the open fields
weighed four pounds, and varied in size from four
to seven inches. The correspondent of the News
adds that some of these aerial bombs were hollow,
and contained particles of black dirt, a circumsta~ce
not easy to explain, unless the heavens are weepmg
tears of soot at the anti-Sabbatarian tendency of
the Texas press.
A Complication of Horrors.
Ex-queen Natalie of Servia threatens. to publish
her memoirs, and as the Danube, too, IS about to
overflow its banks, the wretched little kingdom is
thus menaced with the compound calamity of a
water and mud deluge.
Industrial Coliseums.
The gun foundry of Essen covers an area of
twenty-two acres, and the woolen mills of Saltaire,
England, contain brick enough to build t?ree ordinary villages. Some of the St. Paul gram elevators can store the produce of a good-sized county,
and in Glasgow, Scotland, there is a factory chimney four hundred and sixty-eight feet high and
another four hundred and fifty-five-;-both considerably exceeding the hight of St. Paul's cathedral.
Certainly an encouraging change since the times
when the best architects limited their enterprise to
the construction of heaven-kissing church-steeples,
and hell-approaching dungeons for the confinement
of heretics.
Rejected Compromise.
The " Happiness in Hell" article of the Nineteenth Century is denounced by our orthodox
friends in a way suggesting t.he probability that
they would renounce their pet winter resort altogether, rather than consent to impair its usefulness
as a bugbear institution.
Outbidding Jehovah.
Baron Hirsch is trying to provide homes for
millions of refugees, and is sending his agents to
Mexico and the Argentine Republic; also to Algiers
and Queensland, without renouncing the hope of
finding a suitable site for a colony somewhere in
the southern highlands of the United States. As
for his proteges, they are willing to go almost anywhere, even back to Russia, rather than to the
"Promised Land" of their Jehovah-ridden forefathers.
F. L. OswALD.
The World G.rowing Better as Religion Declines.
F1·om

the

New Yorlc Sun.

Mere existence is sufficient reason for thankfulness
on the part of the generation which iq on earth at this
period of its history. Never before was the pursuit of
knowledge so swift as now, and never before was the
chase so well directed to the goal The remaining years
of this century are few, but measured by their uccomplishment in polit.ic11, society, and science, they are
likely to be of more value and more interest than whole
centuries which hav already passed.
This is a wonderfully interesting-, a peculiarly exhilarating time in which we are so fortunate as to liv. '.rhe
world is more beautiful than ever before and a better
place to dwell in. Let us, then, sound the notes of rejoicing and pour forth the songs of thanksgiving !
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~ommunioations.
What I Know About God.
There has been quite a little discussion going on
recently in THE TiiuTH SEEKER in regard to the existence of a God. I do not propose to take any hand
in this discussion, but propose to show the kind of
God the Christians worship.
They say that their God is possessed of all power,
all knowledge, is unchangeable, everywhere presen~,
forbearing, tender, forgiving, has a care fo: his
children which no earthly parent can mamfest,
"and his mercy endureth forever."
We read that God performed his great creativ
act in six days and rested on the seventh.
Now, it is to be suppose.d that when he began
his work he was fresh and vigorous and tore away
like a young stallion when his bridle-teeth begin to
start; He worked six days and got worn down and
tired and took a day to rest. He couldn't res·t unless he was tired.
Could God pass from this vigorous, forceful,
energetic condition, and then rest and be rest?red
to his former vigorous condition, without changmg?
Impossible.
Tally one-God is not unchangeable.
Didn't
God make man, and after due deliberation pronounce him a gQod job, and afterward repent of
making him! Tally two-God either lacked the
power to fashion a man to suit him, or else he had
not the foresight to see how he would turn out.
After he had found out his great mistake, and
repented, did. he not keep right _on bringing ~en
into existence, when he knew, with the exceptiOn
of one old bummer and his family, he was going to
drown the whole God-forsaken batch, good, bad,
and indifferent, tagrag and bobtail? Does this act
show forth his mercy, tenderness, and forbearance!
Does it not show indignity? Why should he
bring all the animals into existence when he knew
that he would drown them all in a flood~ Why
should ·he show a preference for the few animals
which Noah selected for his caravan and drown all
the rest ~ Did they run riot and displease God, and
bring down his wrath~ Doesn't this show that he
either got muddled or fuddled~
Doesn't God know all about the tyrannical acts of
the czar of Russia-about the inhuman treatment
of the Jews 1 Doesn't he know that women are
outraged and starving children cry~~ for b~e~d?
Doesn't he know about the suffering up m themmmg
prisons of Siberia, when the· cruel la_sh takes the
last remaining spark of manhood and mdependence
out of the subject, and leaves him a mental and
physical wreck~ He witnesses the cruel torture of
the knout; sees the condemned victim writhing
in agony, and does not lift his almighty finger t_o
prevent it. These great wrongs cannot escape his
knowledge, he must hav the power to prevent them
and does not do it. We would curs3 and execrate
a man who would act in that way. Get down on
your marrowbones, 0 ye slabbering C~r~stians, and
turn yourselvs into savages by worshipmg such an
irrational, savage God.
Ever since I was a boy no sermon has been considered complete without a fling at Infidel France.
In point of humanity France stands as far above
the Christian nation of Russia as the heavens are
above the solid earth.
It is supposed by Christians that God stood at
the elbow of Watts and other great hymn-writers
and gave them a touch of inspiration when they
composed their sacred songs. These hymns proclaim the glory of God and play a conspicuous part
at protracted meetings, and Christians aver thn.t
Watts and the other hymn-writers are in heaven,
while Burns and Byron dishonored God by their
irreverent writings and therefore must be in hell.
But their writings are found in every respectable
library, while not a hymn-book is found ~n . one
library out of a hundred, even of Christmns.
"Holy Willie's Prayer," "Tam O'Sbanter," and
"Don Juan" are read by thousands in spite of hell
and the fear of God. Doesn't it beat all bow God's
holy lickspittles are overlooked and neglected, while
these hell-deservinrr sinners are courted and
honored 1 It shows"'that in spite of the protecting
care of the Christian's imaginary Joss, wit and
genius will triumph over superstition and holy slush.
It shows that pious fools are not fwored on earth
if they are in heaven. It shows that sensible
people find most pleasure. in what Chr~st_ians co~
sider the service of the devil. In my opmwn he IS
a great deal the best fellow-the cutest, anyway.
God was present when the iron collar, the thumbscrew, the rack, the iron boot, and all the other instruments of Christian torture, were invented, and
knew the groans and agonies they would produce,
and let the hellish work go on without interference
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or sign of disfavor. "And his mercy endureth for- made a little too free with old Dave and Josh and wouldn't be nn Atheist on the ground. "Every
ever." He was present when human beings had men of that ilk. And I think it must hav beEm knee would bow and every tongue confess," and
their hearts. cut out, their tongues torn from their when one of these spells was on that he got into a your fame, Mr. Talmage, would be heralded to the
thr?a~s,_ their ears cropped, their noses slit, and rage and " swore in his wrath," and ordered women utmost corners of the earth.
~heir JOmts pulled apart in pulleys. He saw the to be ripped up alive and little children to be killed,
Bring us nearer to this God, Mr. Talmage, that
mnocent flayed alive, hanged crushed skinned and raised "1" generally.
we may study him more closely. There is too much
· roa.sted, b~il~d, and suffer ever; measure 'of tortnr~
0 thou almighty God, high and lifted up! I hav that we do not understand. You say he is a God
whwh Christian crueHy could inflict. He had the a question for you, and you need not be afraid to of mercy, possessed of all knowledge and power.
power t~ stop their infernal torture. Why did he giv a square answer, for it will not be spread all And yet he created the aniJnals and knew th~tt a
~ot do It? If he could not he is not omnipotent; over the neighborhood: Did you write all the part of them would be the natural food of another
If ~e would_ not he is a savage. Women hav been nauseous, disgusting, filthy stuff found in Genesis, part, and that the most savage and ferocious would
whipp_ed, Witches hanged, fires hav raged, epidemics Leviticus, Numbers, and elsewhere through your old claw and tear the most innocent and helpless. If
hav laid thousands low, men hav butchered each scrap-book? If so, hadn't you been taking a little he had all knowledge and power, where is the
mercy? If God did these things, the "claw" and
other by millions, famins hav laid whole countries too much for your ·Stomach's sake'
desolate, storms hav raged, and drouths and floods . It may be that he had been taking an old "tear" l11USt hav been in him. He plows up the
hav done their destructiv work. Is God the author " stomach-settler " and Moody took him just in the solid crust of the earth with an earthquake and
of all things 7 Then to whom shall we attribute nick of time when he saved the Spree. Now this thousands perish. Does not this look like bringing
these destructiv agencies? Must it not be admitted may seem blasphemous to some, but it is all 1·ight human beings into existence only to destroy them 7
that God is the author of all evil as well as the if taken in a "spiritual" sens?, as much of the old Where is his mercy?
I had just finished this paragraph when an· evenauthor of all good 7
scrap-book is. To be serious, I will bet Moody a
village lot in the New Jerusalem that he may pray ing paper was brought in giving an account of an
God moves in a mysterious way,
Just how no one can tell;
to God when at his best, and I will make an image earthquake in one of the Mediterranean islands,
He sometimes makes a grand display
out of wood and daub it over with yellow clay and which shattered the buildings and killed and
And sometimes raises hell.
get just as many fav01·s from the image as Moody wounded hundreds of people. What did he do
that for 7 If he is fond of earthquakes why did he
Christians claim that God answers prayer. Can he can from his God.
do a thing in answer to prayer which he would not
Now, if Moody cannot succeed in forming a com- not get up one in mid-ocean, where it would not
hav done, without chan~ing? Mountebank Moody bine with the old woman-"ripper" and child- endanger human life? The general effect would
claims that he saved the Spree by prayer. If this "killer" he ought to unite with Sam Jones and hav been far grander. I should think he would hav
is so, these great steamship lines would pay him fab- Talmage and form a sort of holy trinity. The .been as much pleased with the splashing water as
ulous prices to persuade God not to send storms three combined would form a spiJ:itual battery that with the shattered buildings and the groans of the
to endanger their vessels. It would be the cheap- would make the throne of God tremble.
They wounded and dyin~. Perhaps he had been taking
est insurance in the world. I should think it could hypnotize God and obtain any desired favor. a "little" for his stomach's sake.
He touches a slow match to a volcano, and gets
would be a good scheme for God to take in Moody If the services of the combine could be secured at
as a partner and giv him entire charge of the storm the World's Fair at Chicago neither the cholera a safe distance away, and then lets it belcli forth
department. Moody could giv his entire attention nor any other calamity would come within gunshot. and bury cities out of sight under the lava. Such
to saving vessels, and God would hav more time to Why, such a spiritual battery could handle a storm an act of perfidy would condemn any human being
devote to protracted mePtings and wayward minis- with the utmost nonchalance. It could stop chain to everlasting infamy. He sends terrific storms,
ters and religious services in schools and heresy lightning or an earthquake under full head and and knows that vessels will go to the bottom
trials, and more time to turn the faucet, as repre- snuff out a volcano as an old woman would a candle. freighted with human beings. Yet he givs them
sented by Heston (see THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Now, this man Talmage is a man of ponderous no warning before they start on t.heir voyage,
February 4th), at the World's Fair, when the corporosity. He knows more about God and his' neither will he lessen the fury of the storm. Does
gates are closed on Sunday. I think this would be old scrap-book than any other man living. God is he possess all knowledge-does he possess all
a grand scheme for both God and Moody. The perfect, and whatever he does must be perfect- power 7 Then get down on all fours like spaniels
style of the firm would be '' Father, Son, Holy and he made Mr. Talmage. He doesn't believe and bark and howl to this celestial savage, who
Ghost, Moody & Co."
· the Bible in "spo.ts" and "streaks." He knows does not do as well as he knows or as well as he
God has talked with a great many men and in- that every line and syllable in the old scrap-book can. "And he drove the inhabitants out of the
valley, but could not drive them out of the mountstructed others how to write for his old scrap-book. was written by the finger of the almighty.
He has filled others with the Holy Ghost, but not
Now, Mr. Talmage, will ·you please tell us how ain because they had chariots of iron." Where is
one of these has ever told us how God looks. many books· God. has written 7 The ChriRtians hav his almighty power? Cut another notch in the
Jacob met him in a wrestling match, and through a book which they know was written by God, the tally-stick. "And it repented him that he had made
foul play, got his leg broken, not being on his guard, Mormons hav one, the Mohammedans one, the man." Should a being possessed of all knowledge
and believing that a champion of his reputation Persians, the Hindoos, and you and your God know do a job in such a bungling way that he would re' would observe the rules and not take undue ad- how many more. Did God write all of these books 7 pent of doing it 7 Don't forget to tally.
Why bring such a monster as Probst into existvantage. Jacob must havbeen a man of good stay- If he did not, then some man or men must hav
ing qualities, for he wreRtled all night, and might hav written them to deceive the people. Mr. Talmage, en!3e, knowing that he would murder a whole family,
won the match if God had not "touched the inside of will you giv us a rule so that we can tell the God- including helpless children 7 He lived but a little
wh1le, was a curse to his kind, and dropped into an
his thigh." Jacob tells all about this great match, written from the man-wriLten 7
and says he saw him face to face, and yet givs us
If God wrote the old scrap-book, wasn't he en- eternal hell, where the worm dieth not and the fire
no clew to his appearance. Moses saw him on one gaged in rather scurvy business 7 If God is the. is not quenched. Put almighty power into the
occasion, and although he had the peculiar gift of author of such stuff as is found scattered through hands of a being who makes such blundering calcuwriting an account of his own death and burial, the Bible, then everyone has a license to use the lations and who could tell what would come next'
givs us no account of his great posterior propor- foulest language which he can force through his Who would trust a man who is just as apt to sink
tions. I hav talked with a great many who claimed lips, and should be commended for getting a sniff the boat as to land you safe on shore!
Think of the condition of the human family. Up
to know all about God, but when I hav asked them at Comstock's bag of Fijii curiosities. What would
to giv a description of him it has proved a flat you think, Mr. Talmage, of a part of Genesis and to the time of Christ all the countless millions
failure. And with candor it must be said, that to Leviticus and Solomon's Song as literature for boys were created for no other purpose than to keep up
the genius of Heston is due the credit of giving the and girls 7 What would you think of making the fires in hell. And Christ has not made our
most accurate delineation of God which has ever liberal quotations from those and other books of the prospect much brighter; for, according to the
been attempted. Sometimes he represents God holy "what-is-it" and having them put in pamphlet creed, the multitude are to be damned, the few only
entire-head, heels, and stomach-then only his form to lie around loose in the common schools 7 saved.
Broad is the road that leads to death,
head and a horn. I never saw him take a "horn," . Don't you think it would giv the young exalted
...:>,And thousands flock together there,
yet I know that he has a taste for the "critter," ideas of the great heavenly mogul?
while wisdom shows a narrow path
With here and t.here a traveler.
and often gets gloriously fuddled, or else he would
• He plants his footsteps on the sea
not do a thing and pronounce it all right, and then
And rides upon the storm.
If there is no way on earth or among men
get mad and swear in his wrath, and destroy what
Now, Mr. Talmage, did you ever see his footsteps 7 whereby the human family can be saved, then
he pronounced in his sober moments very good. I Did you ever see him ride the storm 7 Just giv us nineteen-twentieths of the race were brought into
tell you God has queer streaks. It may be owing the size of his footsteps and we can calculate his existence only to be damned, for there is that porto birthmarks, but anyway I never could get the proportions. Did he hav a saddle when he rode tion who never did and never will hear of a savior.
hang of him. How can anyone account for his the storm, or did he ride bareback? Did he wear
Christians claim that whichever way we turn our
bringing a human being into existence when he spurs 7 Since you are on such intimate terms with eyes we see the work of a designing hand. But
knows that he can liv but a little while and will be the great monarch of the skies, would it not be a does not the plan of bringing a great proportion
buffeted and abused by brainless Christians, and grand scheme for you to put him on exhibition at of the race into existence only to send them to hell
then die and be compelled to report at the head- the World's Fair and hav him ride the storm booted show that t.he designer is on a level with the most
quarters of old Splitfoot, where the worm dieth not and spurred before the assembled multitude? brutal savage? I hav no use for such a God.
and the smoke of his torment ascendeth up forever Wouldn't it be a grand spectacle to see him walk
Assuming that the workings of nature are but
and eved
up and down the lake? Heston would be there the designs of God, is there not about as much
0 ye Christian nincompoops, is that the best and giv us a picture from reallif('.
reason to blame as to praise! If we praise God
your God can do?
.
And then would it not be well to hav him per- for an abundant harvest, should we not with as
The most charitable view is suggested by Heston's form a few miracles? Not of turning water into much reason blame him when he sends the drouth,
cartoon where he is represented as turning the wine, or rods into serpents, or of making the lame the flood, and the famin ?
Is it not plain that if there is a being who has allfaucet to the bnrel in the clouds to supply the walk or the blind see ; there is too much of the
guzzling saints below. Occasionally he takes a thimblerig about such performances.
But hav power and who presides over the affairs of this
"smile" himself, and when his head begins to him call the dead from their graves. I presume world, he must be pleased with what we suffer, or
. swell a job doesn't look to him just as it did when their old friends would be glad to see them. I he would order things in such a way that we would
he commenced it.
would not hav him turn all the water of Lake not suffer?
Some day it will be made known that there is no
He advises his chosen ones to take a little for the Michigan into blood; but just ht him try his hand
•' stomach's sake," and he would not be unlikely to on a mile square out in front of the Exposition. power on high who is affected by what we suffer,
do what he advised others to do. And, having Such an exhibition would attract visitors from every who sees our t.roubles or Rympatbizes with us in
what Shakspere calls an "unbounded stomach," it quarter of the globe, and help to make up the loss any way. That supposPd power is deaf to our
takes an " old snifter" to settle it. And during 1 whi~h will be sustained by closing the gates on cries, blind to our condition, dumb to our ensuch times he doubtless got into bad company and Sundays. After such a demonstration there treaties. The race is a blind ehance. Man is a
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creature of circumstances governed by the conditions of birth, environment, and other influences
beyond his control. There is no imaginary hell
to punish a man for wha.t he cannot help, no imaginary heaven to reward him for what he is compelled to do. To us there was no existence before
this life commenced. There will be no existence
after this life ceases. God's angels and devils are
creatures of the huma.n imagination "and their supposed attributes are but the reflection of th3 love,
fear, hatred, and revenge of the mind of man.
The supernatural will pass away, the natural will
be left.
JOHN PEcK.
Naples, N. Y.

The Cause in Washington.
The following extract from a synopsis of the
farewell sermon of Evangelist Brown, of the
Baptist church, givs evidence of the spirit that
actuates the clergy. The remarks of Brown were
hearLily indorsed by the ministers of the Ministerial Alliance:
The address of the afternoon was made by Evangelist
Brown on the suhject "The Home, the School, Temperance, and Good Government."
The saloon is a school for the prison and the brothel.
It is a hot-bed of the gambling-den, and leads on to
defalcation and forgery. It is the source of irreligion
and Infidelity.
The honie must be protected, the public schools must
be protected. I say to Romanism," "Hands off the public schools!" I say-to Infidelity, "Hands off the public
schools!" The leaders of the Infidel Club of this city hav
been terrorizing the schoolteachers who hav been singing
Christian hymns in their schools. A man who would do
this in the South would not be permitted to remain in
the community.
What are the facts 1 .A large number of the
members of the Washington Secular Union are
total abstainers. .A. majority of the members of the
Tacoma Secular Union are earnest temperance work-·
ers.
No genuin Infidel can possibly be a drunkard,
for the one great principle of Liberalism is justice;
the first lesson, " Make heaven for yourself, for
your loved ones, by promoting the happiness of all
around you." The drunkard makes a hell for himself, a hell for his home; instead of promoting the
happiness all around him he destroys it. The assertion that Infidelity promotes intemperance is a
foul calumny, scarce justified by Rom. iii, 7, but
worthy of the clergy who, until Infidels raised agitation by advocating abstinence, indulged in a
drunken orgie at every ordination and convocation,
in obedience to the teaching of God's holy word
(Prov. xxxi).
The statistics of the state prison prove that the
Sunday-school is far ahead of the saloon in supplying criminals, even according to the public declarations of Dr. Buckley, editor of the Christian
Advocate, the great Methodist organ.
The avowed Christians who were regular attendants at Sunday-school in their youth fill our prisons and penitentiaries, while Infidelity is without a
representativ.
There hav been a few instances of some Biblekickers, graduates of Sunday-school and church,
who, disgusted on account of real or fancied injury,
denounce Christianity, but hav never evoluted
from its teachings far enough to make application,
much less to be admitted, as members of any Secular Union, having landed in state prison; but
cases even of such miscalled Infidels are few and
far between.
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES IN P.UBLIC SCHOOLS.
Protestants generally, and none more fiercely
than Brown and the members of the Ministerial
.A.lliance, would denounce the using of the Douay or
Roman Catholic Bible in our public schools. To
offer prayers to the Virgin Mary or to sing parts of
high mass would render them frantic in efforts to
suppress what they would denounce as gross outrages. They do not realize that the use of the Protestan.t ~ible, p~ayers, and revival hymns is just
as obJectiOnable, JUSt as outrageous to the Catholic
Jew, and Liberal, and that they owe to the effort~
of the Washington Secular Union protection from
objectionable religious exercises and instruction in
our publi'l schools, and they now show their gratitude by desiring to drive us out of tbe community,
together with all who are not as bigoted and fa
natical as themselvs.
CHARLESWORTH BRADEN DISCUSSION.
The shameless duplicity and lack of honor of the
best educated of the Seattle clergy were exemplified
at the Charlesworth Braden discussion. The
Ministerial Alliance made the arrangements-that
is, they appointed a committee to act for Braden
and decide conditions of the debate. On the last
night, witnessing the utter and complete defeat of
Braden and the disgust of the audience, including
even the Campbellites, up serenely bobs Rev. Mr.
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George. president of the Seattle Ministerial Alliance, and announces that the Ministerial Alliance
never had indorsed Braden ; that Braden was simply and only the representativ of the Campbellite church.
They repudiated Braden because of his defeat.
but how they would hav insisted on a full share of
the honor and glory had Braden met success instead of utter and overwhelming defeat.
The Christians could hardly reconcile the public
repudiation of Braden, after the Alliance had appointed a committee to arrange debate; !lnd so
Rev. Mr. George had to publish in the Post-Intelli{Jence1" an equivocation attempting justificafion of
his course, in which, although one of the most bitter haters of Roman Catholics, he lauds the silly
sophisms and slush of Father Lambert, and givs
a Roman Catholic publisher's address and recommends purchase of the Roman Catholic priest
Lambert's attempted defense of Christianity-a
tacit confession that all Protestant ministers' efforts
in that direction had proved utter failur< s; and
to-day the Ministerial Alliance sneak behind the
skirts of a Catholic priest's frock as their only refuge and defense from the assaults of the boyInfidel, Charlesworth.
SUNDAY LAWS.
The Olympic Theater continues to be well patronized every Sunday evening, and our prosecuting attorney Snell asks the Ministerial Alliance and
the city council, "Why is it unlawful to ba v vocalists
and musicians exercise their art in one building,
and right, praiseworthy, and lawful in another?
Why should it be made a crime for one man to
draw on his imagination and by impassioned declamation appeal to the emotions of the audience
in one building, and yet be a virtue if done in
another building 1"
TACOMA SECULAR UNION-PAINE CELEBRATION.
The most severe snowstorm that perhaps ever
raged in the Sound country was at its worst on
Sunday afternoon and evening, January 29th.
Most of the churches shut their doors. The snow
was two to three feet deep, street-cars were blocked,
and even the cable-cars unable to run, while the
snow fell and was whirled around in the chilling
wind that pierced to the very marrow. Yet over
one hundred ladies and gentlemen assembled at
Germania Hall and greatly enjoyed the "Paine
celebration." The dramatic class of the Tacoma
Secular Union made its deb~tt and achieved grand
success. The lecture of Mrs. F. C. Reynolds on
" The Services of Thomas Paine in Behalf of Liberty" was listened to with absorbing interest, and
punctuated with enthusiastic applause. .A. general
desire is expres~ed for a repetition of the entire entertainment.
EXEMPTION OF CHURCH PROPERTY FROM TAXATION.
I hav a reliable party watching legislativ action
at Olympia. I paid one visit to t-he capital, and shall
go there as soon as our petition is presented.
~ hav distributed two thousand petitions throughout the state, leaving out all but constitutional
objections, so that all Christians who favor justice
can frePly sign it. I hav had five thousand letters
to Senators and representativs printed, urging
them to use their influence and vote to secure
amendment and repeal of all exemption of church
property from taxation.
The work of filling out 5,000 letters and mailing
them to all parts of the state is very heavy, but I hav
labored night and day, and now, if all Liberals will
do the little "all they can to help," our success is
certain.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
Tacoma, Wash .

-------------The Freethought Federation of America.

[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
THE DEBATE WITH BRADEN.
Owing to the somewhat severe and unprecedented
snowstorms we hav experienced during the past
two weeks on this Pacific coast the trains hav all
been delayed and the Eastern mails hav been a few
days late. This has prevented me from getting
my mail matter as regularly as usual. So friends
will please excuse the seeming neglect occasioned
by my long delay in answering their correspondence.
I am overjoyed to state that the much talked-of
interest manifested by the Freethinkers in the
Federation has not relaxed, nor even dec· eased, in
its ardor; but on the contrary, their enthusiasm iA
still increasing rapidly and perceptibly, and we feel
more confident than ever of the great success that
will follow our footsteps in the work of the Federation.
Upon my arrival at Barlow, Ore., I found two
large packages of letters awaiting me. Among
them were letters from friends who v;-ere interested
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in our work and had made application for further
instructions concerning our principles and objects.
Others contained lists of names for memberl"hip,
which are causing our roll of members to increase
beyond our most sanguin expectations.
Others
again had large World's Fair petitions inclosed,
which hav been forw!irded to the place where they
are needed and likely to do the most good. And
again, otters of our friends had inclosed a little of
the "sinews of war," by which we are alone enabled
to keep up our fight against bigotry. Among those
who hav so generously contributed to our funds are:
R. Butterfield, Sacramento, Cal., $5; G . .A.. Cooper,
Nevada City, Cal., $3.50; J. Josephs, Pittsburgh,
Pa , $1 ; L. L. Babbit, Bushnell, Ill., $1. Total,
$10.50. We can assure our friends, who hav nobly
helped us in this movement, that the money given
shall be spent in useful work-in the distribution
of Freethought literature. We hav $100 worth
printed for the use of the Federation, and anyone
desiring copies of our constitution with blank ate
tached for signatures and other leaflets for free distribution may hav the same by applying to me.
The fourth night of my debate opened as usual,
but differing from the others inasmuch as I was
in the affirmativ now, being on the second proposition.
I commenced this side of the debate with a
criticism and an investigation of the evidences
afforded us for the belief in the existence of God.
Instead of dealing with my arguments be commenced to read a prepared essay which had no
bearing upon the subject at all. Tie utterly refused
to discuss them, telling the audience that '' it was
his intention to entirely ignore my arguments "-an
admission which showed his utter inability. to
grapple with the proposition we were discussing.
He resorted again to the flagrant abuse and conducted himself in such a manner as to receive the
sneers and contempt of his audience. He quibbled
and squirmed to extricate himself from his unfortunate predicament, but he was on a quagmire
and every step taken put him deeper into the
"Slough of Despond." He has been well described
as a veritable " mud-slinger," and his capacity in
that relation is unequaled by any other individual
upon the surface of the globe.
He gnashed and ground his teeth with rage and
pouted his lips with anger and disdain.
The fifth night was a repetition of the fourth, and
his language was too filthy to be described. Its
very nauseousness must be its own protection, fo;
few people of decent feelings would like to disturb
so foul and so prurient a pool. I hurled back his
slanJerous abuse at him, which was the means of
completely bringing him into submission. On the
closing night he uttered the most flagrant falsehoods
and base equivocations, which he calls "debating."
He then read the copy of a letter challenging me
to repeat the debate, which he had given to me a
day or so previously, and which I still hav in my
possession, and giv here below :
SEA'rTLE, WASH., Feb. 1, 1893.
J. R. CHARLESWORTH: Yonr adherents are already
boasting, in Seattle and Tacoma, of the gre11t victory that
you are achieving. Such boa~ts are being sent abroad.
To expose the insincerity of such boasting, and to forever
end them, and all such false statements as you ann the
Tacoma Infidels made yesterday to Mr. Dunlap, I hereby
challenge you to repeat this debate (in which you arc
achieving such a victory) in Tacoma, ou precisely 1he
same terms as we are now debating in Seattle. That the
Ministerial Association in Tacoma do precisely what the
Ministerial Association in Seattle rlid. That you accept
it as you did similar action of the MiniRterial Association
in Seattle. This challenge ends all such boast.ing and all
such false statements as were made to Mr. Dunlap. If
you do not accept, in writing, this challenge before the
close of the service on Saturday night, February 4th, I
will read this communication to the auoionce and expose
your back·out and the back-out of the Tacoma Infidels.
CLARK BRADEN.
Yours,
This letter is sufficient in itself to show the way
in which the debate terminated, and which side got
tbe better of it. Observe, that in his ungentlemanly
manner he did not even dif!play the common courtesy of addressing me as "Dear Sir," and at this
time we were debating together upon the platform.
It is needless for me to say that I ignored bis
"challenge " until he read the above letter to the
audience; when I read the following letter to show
who wanted to back out of the debate after the first
night:
. SEATTLE, WASH., Jan. 31, 1893.
J. R CHARLESWORTH, Dear Sir: You will remember
that we pledged ourselvs to assume the financial responsibility of the debate. Pay the loss if a failure, take the
profits if a success.
You may hav one hundred dollars to waste as your
share of the two hundred dollars It will1ake to run the
debate. I hav not.
I propose to accept the inevitable. Adjourn thedeba'e
until we are sure of a fair chance to be heard.
·
If there are m£ n in Seattle who would be so foolish as to
pay twenty-five dollars per night for the Arniory in such
weather as this, I will not be so foolish to stand, shivering
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Ih·n an overcoat, to talk to them, shivering so they cannot
ear.
""/!e wi~l.not hav one hundred out if we attempt to
SI? ahkt to mtghh:t. We cannot get an audience together to
mg ' nor IS week I propose to
Accept the inevitable. Adjourn un~1I ocnoemmcon ~ense.
rio-ht and h
h
an ilo-nre
t"I"'th
~vt a c ance to succeed. Let us ad Jour; un
I something.
e commi tees can assure us that we h av a c-h ance todo
1._ The_ weat_her must be such th t
a peop1e will attend.
I will wait until such is the case.
2.t. The committees attend to their business and ad
ver Ise properly. That has not been done.
'
ru~ti~~~ Armory secured for one week, without interWhe~;~ t~is is done, I am ready to go on. But will not
before It IS done.
. I insist that it he done, thoroughly cion e. And I inSJSt th!1t the debate be resumed-when it is done-withaut failure.
I want no failure in the debate arrangements. N 0 failure to hav the debate .
. No failure when it is held in anything connected with
CLARK BRADEN.
It.
Yours,
I declined to accept his challenge, saying that-" I
only debated with gentlemen," and I proceeded to
read a letter sen~ to R. J. Wilson, of Seattle, by G.
H. Walser, of Liberal, Mo.
As soon _as I had mentioned the name of G. H.
Walser~-t~IS "_reverenc~" gentleman was instantly
upon his feet With an obJection, saying that the letter
was ~ personal attack, and asked the chairman to
rule It_ out of th~ debate. He knew what kind of a
stor~ It was gomg to tell.
A "guilty conscience
reqmreth no accusin 3·" and his heart trembled before
the exposure that was to follow. The chairman
however, ruled it out of the debate, and I was com:
palled t_o subm:t to his ruling, but I announced to
my audtence that I would read it aloud to them at
my l~cture the following night. The promis was
k~p~, and I read it, whereat a murmur could be
distmctly heard passing through the audience.
The letter spoke of Braden's extradition from
Nebr~~:ska to Missouri, of his arrest by the sheriff,
and hts subsequent answer in a criminal court to a
charge of felony. This letter tamed the rascal. He
almost begged of me to be merciful with him, and
aske~ me not to make the contents of that letter
pubhc.
The best answer to giv biro was, "Do
unto others as ye would hav them do unto you."
Here was a n;tan who had defamed the memory of
every Freethmker he could name, living and dead,
~nd now that he was caught like a rat in a trap, he
Implored that I should show him mercy. The best
mercy that I would show him woul<;l be to drive him
off the earth. The man is not a debater he can
not even giv a fair lecture; all his uttera~ces are
read from manuscript, and that is filthy enough, but
when he leaves that he becomes worse. At the
conclusion of the debate the audience congratulated
me upon the success that had been achieved, while
the representativ of the Ministerial Alliance of
Seattle was completely ignored.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

Liberal Societies.
J!rof.. Felix Adler resumed his lecturing in
Ch10kermg Hall last Sunday, his subject being
"Shall the World's Fair be Opened on Sunday~"
The lecture was begun by telling an incident illustratin T the questionable methods employed by those
who are working to keep the Fair closed on Sunday.
In order to understand the question thoroughly
the professor said, it was necessary to know some~
thing of the history of the observance of the Sabbath. The custom arose in Chaldea; it was borrowed
by the Hebrews, who hav transmitted it to the
Christians. The Chaldeans were great astronomers,
and while they worshiped both the sun and moon
they paid especial attention to the latter. It was in
accordance with this respect for the moon that it
was decreed that the seventh, the fourteenth, the
twenty-first, and the twenty-eighth days of t.he
.month should be set aside for moon-worship. No
'Work was done on those days from the fear that the
moon-god might become angered at man's thus displaying his powers and independence. From the
inscriptions we learn that no flesh could be cooked
on that day, no medicins administered, and no festiv
garments worn. " It is the Chaldean element that
must be eliminated from the Sabbath, leaving us
the American Sabbath, the day of rest and recreation." That there should be one day
rest, the
professor said, is an absolute necessity. The
directors of the World's Fair hav promised th!J,t the
men who work on Sunday will get a clay off during the
week. Professor Adler then dwelt on the necessity
of opening the Fair on Sunday, and the benefits
that would accrue to the people at large. He also
spoke of the good that might be accomplished by
influential men organizing societies to help reduce
the expenses of workingmen who wished to visit the
Fair.
Next Sunday Professor Adler will lecture on "Is

of

it true that Virtue is its own reward, and Evildoing its own punishment~,
The meeting:rooms of the Newark Liberal
Leal?"ue were well filled last Sunday to ~isten to an
admn·able lecture on "Liberty and Morality" by
W. S. ~ell. :M:r. Henry Bird presided as usual.
In openmg the lecturer said:
''Every hum~ heart loves liberty. With it life
may become a JOY; but without it life is one prolonged sorro:v. _w_e all sigh for liberty. We all
struggle for It ; It IS the thing that the poor and
oppressed of all nations pray for. Tne downtrodden of every country hav lightened their
burdens ?Y trusting to a coming day of deliverance.
The captlv and prisoner hav soothed their pains by
fondl~ ~reaming of liberty. No degradation and
oppressiOn hav been so great as to extinguish the
hope of the human heart. How greatly mankind
has been crushed! Slavery of some sort seems
always to hav been the lot of mankind. A few hav
always lived ?ff the ~any. The few who managed
to become_ chiefs or kmgs got rich. The multitude
became toilers and slaves and lived in poverty and
w_retch~dness.
The king claimed them bodily as
his subJects and as soldiers-to work for him and
to go to battle for him whensoever he willed
The priest claimed them as his mental slaves Th~
poor votary must often visit the· sacred temple.
He must pra~ often and sing praises often to the
gods for m~kmg him a poor miserable being, and
~~st ~o~bme songs and praises, lest they should
VISit h1m Ill wrath. He must pay tithes of all he
possessrs. We can hardly imagin the wretchedne_ss of the sla_v:es in the earlier stages of human
existence. If It had not been that the poor
wretches knew so little about real happiness, they
co~1l~ . not hav endured their misery. But the
pnmttlvness or undeveloped character of human
nature and its environments produced a stolid and
rude peopl~. Their feelings were not keen. They
knew nothmg about any other conditions than
those t_hey ~e~e in. It is true they saw the king
and pnest hv m superior conditions but then they
were divine agents-the chosen ~nes of God.
They were divinely commissioned. Thus the poor
people hav always toiled and slaved for church and
state._ At tin;tes they hav protested-hav resisted
taxatwn and Imposed beliefs, but king and priest
hav compromised, usually in mere words while the
burdens would remain nearly the same. '
The lecturer 1hen spoke on morality. He said
that "man's guide-his moral standard, was the
consequences of his actions." Among those who
spo~e after the lecturer were Mr. Parker, Mrs.
Smith, Mr. Brill, and Mr. Sexton.
Next Sunday, T. B. Wakeman will lecture on
"What the World Owes to Charles Darwin."
A young man's debating club has been started in
Newark. Most of the members are Freethinkers
and_ the subjects de?ated will always be those likel;
to mterest Freethmkers. At the next meeting
held Saturday evening, March 11th, Mr. Henr;
will lead the discussion, the subject being" Flowers
and their Origin."
·

Resolutions.
WHEREAs, The Constitution of the United States
and the constitution of the state of Minnesota expressly forbid any enactment tending to favor any
religion in preference to another, and
WHEREAs, The first day of the week has been set
aside by certain religious denominations as their
Sabbath day, be it therefore
Resolved, That the members of the Crookston
Freethought League believe any and all enactments
tendi~g to enforce_sai~ ~abbath day are favoring the
establishment of rebgwn, and therefore are in
violation of said constitutions which we consider
the fundamental law of the state and nation, and
therefor~ m?st ~mphatically protest against any
such legislatiOn either state or national, and be it
further
Resolvecl, That we consider the act of Congress
of last year closing the World's Columbian Exposition on Sunday as unconstitutional and condemn
the same as a usurpation of the rights of a free and
confiding people, and further be it
Resolved, That we look upon the action of the
World's Fair committee in not allowing the question of "Sunday opening" to be argued from a
constitutional standpoint as despotic and arbitrary
and unworthy the representativs of the America~
people.
Unanimously adopted by the Crookston Freethought League of Crookston, Minn., Feb. 18, 1893.
OLE E. HAGEN, Secretary.
ELIAS STEENERSON, President.
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Minor Mentions.

.The r~vival s~ason is upon us and many backsliders will be stncken down with annuals again.

--·-

If the great apostle Paul bad married some nice
girl who loved him he would not hav been half
such a crank about women.
The 1:e~Ron why angels do not appear to apostles
and mimsters nowadays is on account of the
chances they would hav to take of being wronged..
N~ver wait for God to_ do anything for you if you
are m a hurry to hav It done. It is surer, safEr,
che~per, and much more satisfactory all round to
do It yourself.

?NE of the things on which they [Jesuits] most
pnded themselvs, was introducing themselvs into
the houses of the great in their last illness, as embassadors_ of God, ~o open to them the gates of
heaven without then· previously passing through
pm·~atory. Under Louis XIV. it was considered as
havi~g a bad aspect, it was unfashionable and disC'reditable, to die >:ithout having passed through
t~e hands of a Jesmt; and the wretL·h, immediately
alter the f_atal scene had closed, would go and
boa~t to h1s devotees that he had just been conv_ertmg a duke and peer, who, without his protec~wn, would. hav beL'n inevitably damned.
The dymg man might say:
"By what rio·ht
you college
.
b
'
~xcremen t , co
l you mtrude yourself on me in my dymg moments~ Was I ever seen to go to your cells
when any of you had the gangrene or fistula, and
~vere about to return your gross and unwieldy bodI~S t(' the ear~h '?
Has God granted your soul any
right.;.; OYer rome 1 Do I require a preceptor at the
age of sev_enty~ Do you carry the keys of paradise
at your gn·?le? You dare to call yourself an embassador of God: show me your patent. And if
you hav none, let me die in peace. No Benedictine,
Ch_artreux, or Premonstrant comes to disturb my
dyi11g _mon;ents; they hav no wish to erect a trophy
~o th~n- pnde upo~ the ~ed of our last agony ; they
~emam peacefully m then· cells; do you rest quietly
m yours ; there can be nothing in common between
you and me." A comic circumstance occurred on a
tmly mournful occasion, when an English Jesuit, of
the name of Routh, eagerly strove to possess himself of th0 last hour of the great 1\fontesquieu.
"He came," he said, "to bring back that virtuous
soul to r_el!gio~l ;" as if 1\fontesquieu had not known
what rehgwn IB better than a .Houth; as if it had
be_en tlJ_e will of God that Montesquieu should
thmk hke a Routh! He was driven out of the
chamber, and went all over Paris exclaiming, "I
hav co~verted that celebrated man; I prevailed
upon him to throw his 'Persian Letters' and his
'Spirib of Laws' into the fire." Care was taken to
prmt the narrativ of the conversion of President
~fontesCJ,uieu by the revere1·cl father Routh, in the
libel entitled "The Anti-Philosophic Dictionary."*
-Voltaire.
:We _hav already observed, that no one ventured to
lnm aw~y; he attentlecl at the instant of the death
of 1\iontesqmeu to steal his papers : in this he was preventecl ; b1~t he took hiR revenge on the wine, ancl WitS at
j~~~th citrnecl away <leal! clrunk to his convent.-Frenc!L
d~Ive

"Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Selma,
C~~- ~~r. 1-3 Tuct:on,
Ariz. Mar. 23-26
Tulare,
4, 5 Trinidad, Col. '' 30 31
~resno,
" "
6, 7
"
" April i, 2
" "
9 Canon City "
"
5 6
El Monte,
' "
"
8' 9
Savanah,
" " 10 11 Denver
" "
' 12 Boulder'
'
'Santa An a,
"
" 10-12
Orange!
" " 13, 14 Ellsworth Kan. " 18-20
Esconcltdo,
" " 15-19
'
MR. _FllANii:~IN S•rEINER will start on a lecture trip East
the middle of March. His appointments, so far as
settlellupon, are:
Des Moines, Ia. Mar.
5 ChicRgo,
Ill. Mar.
26
Pella,
"
"
12 Rpringfie lcl, " "
27
Marcus,
"
" 15-18 L;ytchfield, " " 28 29
Clinton,
"
" 20-22 Cmcinnati, 0. April ' 2
He is open for engagements on his return in Michi'
gan, Illinois, Indiana, ancl Iowa.
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
Savannah, Ga. ru;~r. 1, 2 Ft. Faidield, Me. Mar. 24,31
Jac~sonv_Ille, Fla.
4, !i Montreal,
April 2 9
" 7, 13 Boston,
"
'16
Ind1an R1ver, "
Ocals.,
"
" 18, 1!1 Cincinnati, Ill. "
23
AT the Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street,
corner of Market, Sunday afternoon March 5th at 3
o'cl,~ck, Thaddeus R Wakeman, of Ne; York, willl:cture
on What the World Owes to Charles Darwin."
PRoF. W. S. BELI/s address is 312 State street Chicago, Ill., in eare of Wilson's bookstore. He will ~Iiswer
calls to lecture, and t.tke. the names of subscribers to
Trrrr TRUTH SEEKER,
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A

Friend

Interested, Studious, and
Helpful. •
MERIDEN, CoNN., Jan. 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I received your books OK.
They are just the thing for pef\ple to read
that uses a little common sense. I am a
believer in Spiritualism, but no Spiritualist because I do not think I am good or
perfect enough, but I am trying to do the
best I can.
Well, I hav said enough, so I will send
for three more books. I did not notice
them when I sent before or I should hav
sent in that order. EDwARD M. RADER.
Christians Who Read This Book Will
Leave Their Courses.
ANTRIM, N. H., Jan. 29, 18!J3.
MR. EDIToR: 1 hav received the Bible
Picture Book all right, and it is just what
the good Christians should hav and read.
Then, if there was one particle of shame
ill them they would turn their attention to
something different from what they all
practice. For, as one of their tribe said,
when he was arraigned before a court for
bad conduct with the women of his church,
they all do it more or less; and he told
the truth and shamed the devil for having
one of his children tell the truth about the
gang.
I distribute all of my papers
around, and show the fine passages of
their blessed book to them whenever I
get a chance. But they do not like to
take the same medicin that they want
other people to swallow.
Respectfully yours, H. B. RALEIGH,
Matter Did Not Exltibit Mind.
CLARKSVILLE, JA., Feb. !J, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I de~ire to thank you and
others, including Mr. Anderson, for the
many excellent articles on the subject of
evolution, and desire to say a few words
in reply to Mr. Anderson's letter in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 4th.
In his former letter of inquiry he is
not satisfied becanse in some particulars there remains to be given a solution that has not been reached. What
of that?
Does it invalidate the overwhelming mass of ·testimony to the truth
of evolution? What a sweeping declaration Mr. Anderson makes when declaring
"that what you hav written does not in
any degree whatever tend to disprove the
existence of an intelligence coeval with
matter;" and procreds, "It seems absurd
to think of an unintelligent ocean of matter
moving from cycle to cycle and all of this
without thought." But does Mr. Anderson show its opposit? Does he show in
what manner it is demonstrated that matter in its primarv condition evinces intelligence or thought? It is true it yields
obedience to mechanical and chemical law,
but so far as we know or can apprehend
thought, it results from highly organized
matter as exhibited on this earth and nowhere else. Thought is an effect and
found only in connection with living
things. To be told that gravity or mechanics or chemistry is thought in my
opinion is absurd. No one will dispute
with Mr. Anderson or R•ymond that evolution can be set forth with or without
affirming or denying divine agency, but
the whole implication of evolution forbids
and denies any such a\!'ency. Certainly
Mr. Darwin did not call in the aid of a
divine agency or thonght, but rather says
that life, such as it is and has been, is the
result of conditions. "That evolution
.~w·ely does not contro..-ert the idea of a
superintending intelligencA."
Mr. Anderson ought to hav the benefit of his
opinion. But the fact is, when one undertakes to account for the way things a.ct in
the universe by investing them with intelligent power superior to and distinct
from things acted on he is transcending
all knowledge and trampling on all deductions of science. Concluding, Mr. Anderson says, " He cloee not like dynamic."
Why not?-perhaps for the same reason the
devil is said not to like holy water.
With very much respect I remain,
E. FoWLE.
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which you are working has no superlativ.
Surelv, what could be more worthy than
an act to promote liborty, and further the
idea of progression and civilization?
I take pleasure in expressing my sympathy for you, especially in your efforts
to hav the World's Fair open on Sunday.
Now that the government has usurped
its power, violated the Constitution, and
dict.atetl to the people of Illinois how they
shall spend their SntJ days, as shown by
their decision regulating the closing of
the World's Fair on Sunday; and all this
in the face of th@ best wishes of the enlightened people of the whole country, it
follows that it is the duty of every person
who loves liberty and country to ri•e up
and protest against such indignities perpetrated against their freedom at the
hands of our government officials who are
so timid as to allow themselvs to be controled by bigots who revel in suPerstition,
and who take delight and find comfort in
following in the footsteps of their barbarian ancestors.
We would further say that a man could
do tbe laboring man, who has no other
day_than Sunday for studv and recreation,
no greater injury than to use his vote or
influence in such a manner as would deprive him of the benefits to be derived
from this wonderful entertainment and
series of grand object-lessons affordPd by
the World's Fair.
For my part I am doing all in my power
to help you along in your task, having
sent Mr. Putnam a small sum of money,
and now am getting subscribers to apetition to Congress praying that the World's
Fair shall be opened on Sunday. Our
town is but a small place, but I hav succeeded in getting the names of almost
everyone whom I hav asked, including
even many church-members.
You will please find inclosed money
order for $4, for which please renew
my subscription to THE TRuTH SEEKER,
and also send me a copy ol the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" in boards.
I also wish my name enrolled as a member of the " Freethonght Federation of
America," for it is through this that I expect grand results. Hoping that success
will crown our efforts, I am,
Yours for truth, PETER GRAVELLF.

Some Deep-delving Theories.
MINNEAPoT.IA, MINN., Feb. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : In your essays on astronomy and design, you seem to base
your argument on the time it has taken
for our globe to arrive·atitspresentcondition upon the assumption that at first it
was in a red-hot molten con,lition, and
that it required millions of years to cool
it .and form a crust before it became in
a fit condition for life. At which time
most certainly there could be no life
upon it. The assumption is a myth to
begin with. All that can be said on the
subject must be speculation, and no positiv knowledge can be obtained by such
method of argument.
The Darwinian theory of the origin of
species is of the same method of reasoning, requiring untold a'-l'eB of time to accomplish the feat of changing one species
to that of another, with no beginning for
primal life, nor no ending of time for its
accomplishment.
Why not abandon all theoretical methods of reasoning, since the facts show
that no positiv knowledge or proof on any
subject whatever can be obtained by it,
that will be satisfactory to all, and adopt
Newton's method by taking some actual
phenomena of natur~, which she has actually produced, and manifested the operation to our senses, as her ways are uniform
and abiding, and the "·ay she produces
one thing must be the way she produces
all things?
All things are alive when in their riativ
condition. By induction primal matter
must be alive, and is composed of only a
very few snbstances in masses, being
indPstructible and of definit character.
Nature, by the law of generation in combining them, shows that they are of the
nature of characters, and that in com bin.
inl?, it is only synthetizing subjects the
same liB the printer does from masses of
characters of type, which principle is
It Is Time to Rise.
obtained from nature.
We call the combining process growing.
MU:KIL'l'Eo, WASH., .Tan. 15. 1893.
l\{R, EDITOR: I believe the cause for We know that all things on the earth grow
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when they a"e alive, and are the product
of only a few characters, called elements.
Nature's laws being univerRal, why not all
things in n11-ture grow, and a product of a
very few primal characters? Which, from
their nature, character, and power, and
being alive and definit, constitute them
cause, law, and all the power there is in
the universe to run it, and the entire individual machinery belonging to it.
The behavior of our elements suggests
to chemistry that themselvs are compounds, even when they are deprived of
such material as life, electricity, magnetism, temperature. etc.; which are
always known to exist in them when in a
living organism (machine), and they always display their nature, their character,
energy, force, motion, and sufficient power
to run all machines' known~each machine
generating and controling its own: power
in the general economy of ·the whole
down to the crystal, the cell, and atom.
In all the elements, both primal and
those belonging to our globe and itq products, as there is nothing else in the universe, no one, to my knowledge, has ever
claimed that of or in themselvs there was
any intelligence or knowledge to be discovered except in the products of the animal kingdom, which are synthetized subjects a long way off from original characters.
In combining our elements,
chemistry informs us that they are always
constant and consistent in their likes and
hates, thus showing their nature and
character. The product of their combination is a sequence of their combination.
Things hav got to be what they are, and
there is no help for it. Fate is stamped
upon all things. No design in nature is
possible, for the reason that the elements
of nature alone are the cause and the law
governing the universe and all things in
it, and they in their nativ condition are
insensate. Believe ·me,
Yours, etc.,
GEo. DAvis.

with spirit manifestations of any phase.
He caUs spirit phenomena supernatural.
Now, I will giv a handsome reward to any
one of unquestionable veracity who ever
heard a veteran Spiritualist speak of the
phenomena as supernatural.
It is amusing and disgusting to see those
who never attended a seance in their lives
attempt to inform the public how spirit
phenomena are produced, assume to know
all about it, and those who hav witnessed
phenomena hundreds of time's, although
they number millions of the best minds,
are wholly incapable of judging what they
see and hear.
It is the privilege of all who wish, to
judge at long range and misrepresent even
to the degree of being ridiculous; bnt we
would think there is more wisdom in first
investigating a subject before attempting
to instruct the world at large on it.
As ever, for truth,
N. A. PIOKENB, M.D.

No God Cares for Man.
BELVIDERE, ILL., Feb. 6, 18!J3.
MR. EDITOR: It is well sometimes for a
man to try to comprehend, or at least to
make some feeble attempt to grasp, some
idea about the immensity of space if for
no other purpose than to teach him
humility, his utter insignificance, and to
disabuse his mind of that ccnceited
notion that nature or any higher power
ever bends to his self-esteem, his
wishes, or his whims, or takes the least
notice of him or his affairs whatever.
For· the purpose of knocking everv particle
of superfluous self-importance out'of each
of us let us consider some of the truths of
astronomy. We are told by investigators
of that science that the star called Sirius is
that much larger than this earth that if its
inhabitants (if there are any) al'e as large
in proportion to that star a<~ we are to this
earth, this earth would only be to them
about the size of a common apple; that if
this earth was to fall on that star at the
feet of one of its inhabitants he might
What Spirits Actually Do.
CAMP ALAMo, LowER CALIFORNI•, 1\fmx., 1_ look around in surprise and wonder who
threw that stone at him. If he picked it
Jan. 13, 1893.
·
)
MR. EDITOR: I read in the next to the up he might remark how cold it felt at
last issue the article by 1\fr. C. Severance each end aJ:I.d how damp it was on two of
on Spiritualism. I discover in the long its sides; by putting on his spectacles he
array of misrepresentations onP- patent might notice a little roughness on the
truth, and that is, that the truth is not skin where the Rocky mountains and Alps
are located; with his thumb he would uninjured by opposition.
One would be led to think from his consciously wipe out of existence the cities
representations of Spiritualism that a of Chicago, New York, and L0ndon. By
spirit nevPr had been known to announce means of these comparisons we get some
his or her departure ·from the body to notion of the utter insignificance of our
friends previous to the news reaching the planet when compared with countless
friends by mail or telegram. Now, there millions of others that are floating in the
is a medium within arm's-length of me immeasurable immensity of space.
To go further, let us try to catch a faint
this moment who, while on a prospecting
trip in Arizona, was informed by his spirit- idea of the supposed creator of all the
mother of her demise in Ohio. He had starry host. We hav ofttimes been inhad no correspondence with any of the formed that he is omnipresent-that is, his
family for a long time, and was not ex- person is boundless-in other words, he
pecting the event, hence he could not hav fills all space, but as it is impossible to
improvised it in his mind. The intelli- comprehend all space we will only try to
gence came with such force that he gave imagin his size to be that large that his
up prospecting and proceeded at once to eye alone is so vast that by placing to it a
Prescott, where he was told there was a microscope of a million times greater
letter awaiting him from one of th" family, power than any we possess and looking
and that report corresponded in date with through it he could but barely discArn this
mighty Siriu!l. And yet infinit ~pace is so
the spirit message.
When I resided in Riverside, Cal., I was vast that a million such deities might
personally acqmi.inted with a Mrs. Caleph, wander about it forevPr and never meet
who was informed of the demise of her each other.
Now, if we were to look into a large
mother by the freed spirit at the same
hour that it occurred in Minnesota, as she room which had been lhoroughly cleansed
and from which every article of furniture
was informed later on by telegram.
I also knew a Mr. Heap, of San Bernar- had been removed we would feel justified
dino, who was informed of the depa,.ture in saying that there was nothing in it. In
from earth-life of his father in England- like manner it would seem that this great
what day a letter would arrive giving the deity (to whom in ·size the greatest star
news and all the particulars concerning would be but an invisible speck) would
his father's death. One item which no also be justified in saying that there
one would be very likely to conjure up was nothing in existence. To him moving
in his mind was that the other heirs to the through space with not a star visible to the
estate would manage to get in possession eye it would still appear necessary to say,
of all of the estate and prevent him from "Let there be light." Indeed, it would
getting any of it. All the facts narrated seem to the eye of deity in looking over
by the spirit-fat.her were found true to the the boundless fields of space that no
natural law or even nature itself could be
letter, unwelcome as they were.
These threA persons I am well acquainted in existence. Fo.r where could a finger be
with, and their veracity is at par with all put on such things as light, heat, force, or
the laws of attraction, or in fact any poswho know them.
Besides, anyone who reads the Spirit- sible law of nature? By reflecting on this
ualist papers can see recorded every week subject of unfathomable space, and the
instances where spirits relate all soriR of immensity of the omnipotent being that is
facts known to no one on earth at the time. supposed to fill it, onr minds irresistibly
Mr. Severance's article shows conclusivly revolt at the thought and we find it imall the way through that he is not familiar possible to divest ourselvs of tbe impres-
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sion that there has been a great mistake
made about it. How can an intelligent
being of such magnitude exist? And if
he .did, how could he possibly take any
notiCe of man when it seems impossible
that he could take any cognizance of even
such mighty orbs as Sirius? If such a
being exists, what mamm,ath gall and impertinence a man must be possessed of
who claims to know anything about him.
And yet there are such men. Their most
ridiculous pretense we can only attribute
to egotism, ignorance, knavery. It may
be asked, what profit is it for us to thus endeavor to grasp at that which is impossible
for us to comprehend? Simply for the
reason that we are constantly advised to
seek and know this infinit being. By
making the attempt we learn the uselessness of the advice. And also to show
us that by grasping at a God so large as
to be useless we lose our grip of some
smaller ones that might hav been of more
utility. Oh, yes! a lesson we can learn
by thus allowing onr minds to dwell on this
great subject of infinit space and the assertion of an infinit God. By balancing the
pros and cons we are compelled to C'ry,
"Oh, this great God is far too big for us;
a smaller one would suit our wants and
wishes better. Then, 0 ye clergymen! do
tell, hav ye a smaller God to giv us?"
Hoping that some useful, loving one
will soon be found, I remain,
Yours, a truth seeker,
RoBERT SwAn..

Judicial Decisions Usnr11ing Our Rights.
VAN BuREN, ARK , Feb. 15, 1893.
MR. Ei>ITon: How plain it is that the
decision delivered Feb. 29, 1892, of the
United States Supreme Court, making this
a religious nation, has ignored the plain
words of the Constitution and the
maxims of the patriotic framers of the
Constitution and our republican form of
government.
Before the late war such men as Dallas
Tansy, Wright, Clay, Cass, Webster, and
a host of others thought the Constitution
should be in the reach of every freeman;
that it ought to be a text-book in our
schools and colleges, and be found in the
cabins of the poor u.s well as in the mansions of the rich; and upon this depended
the safety and perpetuity of our freedom;
and to this end the Senate of the United
States had printed tens of thousands of
copies of the Constitution for free delivery,
edited and prepared by W. Hickey.
I hav the sixth edition before me, and
after the dedication of the people, the Congress, the president, and the Supreme
Court of the United States, I find these
·words: "The Constitution in its words
is plain and intelligible and is meant
for the homebred, unsophisticated understanding of our fellow·citizens. The
people alone are the absolute owners and movers of such sovereignty as
human beings can claim to exercise-subject
to the eternal and unchangeable rules of
justice, of truth, and good faith." The
moral law is out of its reach, sovereignty
cannot violate that antl be more justified
than the humblest individual. And
Thomas Jefferson, at his second inaugural
address, said: "In matters of religion I
hav considered that its free exercise is
placed by the Constitution independent
of the powers of the general government."
This is what the court ought to hav said,
"That Congress could not prohibit the
free exercise of religion." But they went
back to the commissiCin of Ferdinand and
Isabella, taking us back to the times of
the horrid Inquisition, and the bigoted
and intolerant colonial times, when they
burnt witches and hanged Quakers. By
this they hav tried to make the Constitution sophistical, and stultified it, taking it
out of the range of their fellow-citizens.
For all of which I fully believe they should
be impeached; and in former times I believe they would hav been.
The
president-elect ought to recommend it in
his inaugural.
HENRY SHIBI,EY.

Spiritnalis11l Again.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Feb. 15, 1893.
MR. EorTon: In touching the subject of
Spiritualism again, I would say to A. H.
Frank that I did not use the words he

quotes to my credit-that I was a Spiritualist only from having been reared by
Spiritualist parents. My mind was influenced by them and their positiv convictions, the same as it would hav been
against Spiritualism had they been somatists and used their influence in that direction; but the varied phenomena, of
which I hav seen much, led me to believe
in Spiritualism until reason, observation,
and experience forced me to disbelieve
that said phenomena were produced by the
spirits of dead mortals. I distinctly said
I had had years of experience with spirit
mediums, and yet A. H. Frunk says,
"not having investigated the evidences of
Spiritualism, my belief had no foundation
to rest on." I hav seen many of the best
and most noted mediums between Boston
and San Francisco, and never faiJ.ed when
floating around the country, to attend a
Spiritualist seance or hav a priva~e interview with some medium, wheu I had a
dollar in my pocket. I hav seen all the
phenomena Mr. Frank refers to, and once
bad the privilege of embracing the fair
but firm form of a " materialized" female
spirit, whose breath from the other shore
indicated garlics for supper, or a bad case
of indigestion. No, I hav not risen to
deny the existence . of phenomena, but to
state a disbelief in the causes claimed for
the effeC"ts; for I hold that the free
expression of individual opinion is the
equal right of the doubter as well as the
believer. The immortality of the soulthat is, the vital force that animates the·
body,. has ever been an open question, and
is such to-day; for all men are not Spiritualists, nor believers through faith in the
continuity of consciousness. When the
whole world is convinced one way or the
other, then doubt and discussion will
cease, and not before.
It is a favorit style of discussion with
Spiritualists to bring in the weight of
great names, and Hare, Crookes, Wallace,
Zollner, etc., hav been utilized so often
for that purpose they hav become what is
termed in vulgar parlance, chestnuts.
All great men-great only in comparisonhav their weaknesses, and the belief in
Spiritualism may be theirs for aught I
know to the contrary. However, if the
names of great men are arguments the
ot.her side might introduce a few, like
Bradlaugh, Biichner, Huxley, Ingersoll,
etc. But the question would not then be
settled, so great names should not come
between the conflict of facts, which must
ultimately reveal the living truth. I
much doubt whether the time will ever
come when a dying man will depart any
different than did V oltair<l, by '' a leap in
the dark;" for absolute knowledge of another world and another life has never
been demonstrated; and faith plays an important part even in Spiritualiom. All
the Spiritualists I ever knew were continually running after tests, and presumably to bolster up their belief; for convictions seem t.o weaken in many C'ases, as
a Methodist backslides when he gets out
of the inflnenceli that rouse~J his emotional insanity and made of him a convert.
Spiritualists do not see spirits nor a spirit
world, consequently they believe in them
and it, through faith, engendered by
phenomena that work upon the five
senses. What a "spirit" is composed of
or a spirit world, no Spiritualist can tell,
though they talk learnedly of "sublimated
matter " that is indestructible, being a
different kind, if so, than the matter that
composes our physical bodies. Then
hack of t.his sublimated matter is something else, they tell us, and that is the
'' soul," which animates the spirit body
and is utterly invisible in the spirit world,
as it was when occupying a body of flesh
and blood in this one. Asked to define the
composition of the soul, and they wisely
declare it to be a "principle," and there
they stop and leave us with a word that
conveys no meaning to the senses, for
back of "sublimated matter " even the
imagination cannot go without running
into nothing, and nothing is a very poor
composition for a soul that thinks, moves,
and inherits conEciousness. "Gross and
tangible matter" is a term much used by the
spiritual-minded, and many of these people with lofty conceptions of a soul and its
destiny really profess to despise the body
that nature has . here given them and
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think eternal, unalloyed happiness will
eventually be attained by passing into a
spiritual body that shall constantly become more and more eternal, until somewhere out in the limits of space, far, far
from this ball of earth, their little cup of
joy will bubble over, and what there is
left of them will go on " progressing"
until the end of time and a while after.
This is Spiritualism, and it is proved by
"phenomena that cannot be explained on
any other basis than that of spirit communion," we are told.
Well, I once believed this nonsense of
life eternal, of consciousness everlasting
in an ethereal body like unto, in shape, the
one I now feed and clothe; but reason has
rejected it as too improbable for belief,
and now I not only think, but expect, that
consciousness will expire with the body
that made its existence possible.
It is said that one can be too skeptical
as well as too credulous, but credulity has
always led the human race into error, and
has ever predominated over skepticism.
Spiritualism opens up a fine field for
creduJit.y, and Spiritualists are, as a rule,
just as credulous as a Catholic devotee,
each swallowing about the same amount
of nonsense, only of different kinds.
Catholics believe in devils, and Spiritualists in obsessing spirits, and I once knew
a very intelligent woman. on subjects pertaining to t.his world, who used. to burn
coffee to drive out from the house "dark
spirits." And she would use language
more violent than complimentary_ when
holding audible but one-sided conversation with them, as she often did. Her
nervou!l system was in a disorde?ed state
from excesses not spiritual, and it required
little to bring on hysteric conditions,
when dark spirits were considPred the
cause. The netvous ~<ystem is, as everybody knows, a most delicate and complicated affair, and I do not believe that a
single case of so-called 'obsession ever occurred to a person wh0se nervous system
was in every way sound and healthy.
Some of the worst physical wrecks I hav
ever met were sPirit mediums, and when
hysterics and epileptic fits are considered
desirable I should say mediumship would
be.
P. B. Randolph, the noted author and
erratic genius whose name was once most
prominent in the movement of. Spiritualism; left these words on record when his
mind was in the zenith of its power, and
long before he ended his own existence: ''I
turn with loathing and horror from the
bare recollection, even, of my mediumship.''
Whatever mediumship is, one thing is
certain, the mind is seldom in a normal
or healthy coni!it.ion, and to follow that
vocation is to be unfitted for any
other. Erratic, discordant inharmoniou~,
and unsettled is the state of mind
that attends mediumship, and if "mediumship as a revelativ power is worthless," as
Randolph declared, it is hardly worth the
penalty to be a medium. Mr. Frank asks,
''How are plants, minerals, birds, and
small animals brought long distances and
into a closed ro0m?" I do not know.
But for a hazardous gue~s should say, in
your mind-same as Noah brought the
animals for the ark. But I will call up P.
B. Randolph, who was once a medium.
His written words are these: "Jugglery
has been so systematized in these days
that not more than one so-called physical
manifestation in fifty is to be relied on
for what they purport to be." Moral:
Do not believe too readily or too much.
While ready to admit that phenomena are
produced and do occur that I cannot ex·
plain, some one else may later on, so I
see no necessity to pronounce juilgment
at once by saying, "Spirits do it." It is
said that "by the aid of concave mirrors a
figure can be projected upon the air so
perfectly that one would swear it was a
real person standing there and not an
image. •· Moral No. 2: Do not swear too
soon.
I will now ask 1\fr. Frank a question.
On July 14, 1884, a young lady was hypnotized in Paris and told: "On Jan. 1,
1885, at 10 A.llf., you will see me. I shall
come to wish you a Happy New Year.
After that is done I shall immeiliately disappear." On New Year's day these two
persons were lleparated by many miles

and no other person knew anything of this
hypnotic arrangement; still she told
several persons that this party knocked at
her door that day, came into the room,
wished her a ~appy New Year, and to her
surprise disappeared. Query: Was she
the victim of an illusion of the senses or
did she see what Spiritualists would call a
ghost?
When a boy I had the cold chills of fear
run over me many times from reading
Robert Dale Owen's "Footfalls on the
Boundary of Another World," but to·day
I believe those terrifying tales, when true,
to hav been founded on illusions of the
senses, produced in what manner I do not
know; and all the ghosts that ever haunted
the imagination of mortal man I believe
to hav been the produ~tt of his own disordered or hypnotized brain. Unconscious hypnotism, at a distance from the
operator, without previous agreement, is
an established fact, and when we consider
the multiplicity of forces at work of which
we know little and understand less, it is
not necessary to create an imaginary
world peopled with spooks to account for
the mysterious or the seemingly marvelous. To place a spirit, unseen and invisible, back of that not clearly understood
is genuin nonsense, and credulity should
be restrained by those who recognize the
value of reason.
Mr. Frank tells us Edison is a meilium,
and somebody has discovered that Shakspere was; but it is generally understood
that Edison is a Theosophist-whatever
that is-and the report of his mediumship
needs confirm11tion.. Many Spiritualists
f!eem to consider all men as mentally equal,
and where a man towers abo:ve his fellows
in art, science, or literature, he is a
''medium" every time,
Ingersoll_has
been included with " our brother Jesus"
among the mediums and I learn that he
could never write and speak as he does if
not aided by the "inv1sibles." He is to
be congratulated on such able assistance.
I hav a friend born with the gift of oratory
the "same as I was horn with the faculty of
sawing wood, and he recently delivered
llUCh a torrent of eloquence in an address
prepared for the occasion that a good sister who believes in the "invisibles" rushed
up and congratulated him, saying: ''You
needn't deny it any more. I saw 'em all
around you I"
It is an easy matter to claim that Professor Morse had spirit help in the invention of telegraphy, but a little proof is
always satisfactory in such cases.
I am ready to believe all inventions and
scientific discoveries are due to "spirits"
when the existence of spirits is established,
and men with no taste or talents for science
or inventions are the ones who make the
discoveries. Every genius in art, science,
or literature has been a product of nature,
and spirits hav had about as much to do
with them as they hav in finding Charley
Ross or saving the supposed dead from
premature burials.
Randolph said that ''the agency of the
higher class of spirits ceased with the dem~nstration of human existence beyond
the grave, and whatever of lying and
b"asting followed or follows thereafter,
must be set down to the private account
either of spiritual or vainglorious or
half-demented mediums.''
I dislike to
expose contradictions from a spiritual
source, but it seems necessary when too
much credit is bestowed on spirits. By
the way, spirits, mediums, Spiritualists,
and all who know, are still disputing
among themselvs as to the existence of
animals in the spirit world; and latest rep')rts showed th~t they stood just where
they did twenty years ago; some affirming
with force and fervor that they do, and
some asserting with vigor and vehemence
that they do not, but are annihilated at
death, aR God tells us through Solomon.
When they hav settled this important
question among themselvs, I hope thPy
will make renewed and successful efforts
to convince thfl world that the spirit of
man goeth upward and liveth forever.
Meanwhile, as I wait for the evidence, I
must continue to believe that when the
vital force which animates our bodies of
flesh and blood is extinct, mental activity
will cease forever, and consciousness depart as mysteriously as it came.
·
0. SEVERANCE.
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Let us think deeply, do much for. the
bettering of our country, and say httle.
Let us not condemn every man who knows
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, .!!'all a little more than we, be he American or
River, j}lass., to whom all Oommumca- foreigner, as an Infidel and traitor, irreverent and unpatriotic. Much must be
tions for this Oorner should be sent.
done, and very soon, to restore our country to its old standing as" "the land of
"Between the dark ~d tq.e d.aylight,
When the night IS begu;mmg to lgwer,
the free."
Comes a pause in the da,y·~ occnP-atwns ,
That is known as the Children s Hour.
Finally, giving our best to ou~· country
and to the world, each doing h1s or her
share, none shirking, traitors shall cease to
Flowers in l'\ inter.
exist. ·when we hav given our best ser0 pinks and roses fair and gay,
How Lright :ron smile this winter day!
vices let us leave it to posterity to define
Violets too, of azure hue,
Patriotism.
Look uv, as if they almost knew
In concluding such an article it may
Their fragrance sweet would cheer and grace
be well to add that this composition was
The very lowliest dwelling-place.
drawn forth by a hotly discussed question
0 daisies modest as the spring,
on the merits and n1periority of America
What good and gracious thoughts you bring!
And hyacinths and lily-bells,
and Americanisms over the rest of the
You breathe of springtime's grassy dells,
world and the writer has tried to answf'r
When soft and warm the sun will shine
the c~ntending points.
F. S.
And lift to life the flower and vine.

~hiZclren' s ~orner.

Nestled within your bed:of green,
So beautiful in lustrous sheen,
0 flowers with palpitating life,
With joys complete and blessings rife,
You cha~e all cares and griefs away
And winter clothe with charms of 1\fay.
Still bud and bloom, 0 flowers bright,
Like thoughts of infants, pnre and whit~!
In hearts and homes both far and near
Leave thy glad brightness and good cheer;
Thy thouPand tongues with word and smile
Shall many weary hour; beguile.
SUSAN H. WIXON.

What Is Patriotism?
Very few of us are willing to agree with
the Frenchman who said, "Patriotism is
the last refuge of a scoundrel," but it is
beginning to dawn upon us that the term
is far too often misapplied. So often now
we hear men who gave their services to
their country in the war branded as unpatriotic by men who stayed at home.
Why? Because the critic oversteps the
boundary of common sense and refuses to
recognize the difference between patriotism and fanaticism.
If that sort of patriotism had existed
among our forefathers in 1776 monarchial
government could not bav be('n Burpassed
and republican government must never
hav been given life by the Anglo- Saxons of
America. Patriotism is tbe noblest of
man's social attributes, but this is not patriotiEm but rank prejudice, and is at lEast
un-American. Where we find that inestimable quality degraded to the common
level of unauthorized exaggeration and
petty prejudice we feel obliged to protest
against such wanton use and abuse of the
term.
England has better ships than we;
France grander and nobler works of art,
but is it unpatriotic to recognize the superiority of any country in any manner
over ourselvs? We protest we are freer
than any other country, but Pinkerton
hirelings are still maintained; (qual in culture and in refinement, but our internal
troubles contradict and dispute the statement.
If Americans are so loyal to their religion and country as to refuse opening the
World's Fair on Sunday, why should they
not maintain the rights of each and every
citizen? We look rack with horror on the
bloody deeds of the Dark Ages, but what
can be said in honor of a country that per
mitted a negro citizen unprotected, untried, and unconvicted to be lmrntall this in liberal, civilized America? Can
any term too strongly attack HJCh acts in
a Christian lancl?
Before we pose as a grand success in
the republican form of government and
thereby render ourselvs the laughingstock of monarchiql EuropA, let u~ render
ourselvs safe from the critic. Let us
make a repetition of such affairs as the
Homestead riot, the New Orleans lynching, and the rece• t ~isgusting .atrocity. in
Paris, Tex., imposs1hle. Natwnal pnde
must not descend to the le\'el of local infatuation!
Let every man honor the flag that has
given him life and liberty, home and happiness. Let him ever feel grate~ul to the
men who made, defended, and mcreased
his country. Let him stand ready to
shoulder his musket, draw his sword, or
freely lay his best services on the altar of
his country's need. Such a man as this is
a patriot deserving of all praise, a worthy
exponent of the grandest sort of patriot. ism.

Legend-Continued.
"Oh what a fearful winter," said Ravy,
as he dame in with $2 for the cl1ildren.
Seth caressed, and held him close to the
small fire. "Frosty nights shall .never
find you in the tree again; but when the
sweetbrier blooms, 'whose scent could
wake the dead,' we will inhale her breath
there early in the morning, while the
balmy' bueze bathes om· heated b rows .."
I he11r a great deal about chanty.
The beloved mayor smcl the public are
disposed to be kind and generous, but the
deathly clutch of the church keeps me
hungry and emaciated. They even say
that Ravy is a member of the high church,
and that I must go there for flour, and
not " cast a slur " on so holy a congregation. I went humbly to the elect for provisions, and they drove me back tc:i Ravy.
"Roast and eat the little fiend," they
said, '' I prefer him, even if he is a devil,
to the one who made him. What influence bad the clergy to help the freezing
and starvingpoor, until the mayor arou?ecl
pity and piety enough (or somethmg
better) to prevent a famin? Christian
intrigue reveals the working and wreathing Of vipers which cluster around the
pedestal of the Ftatue of Mammon-the
god of this world-whose Christian piety
is the poisonous breath which exhales
from the den of the cockatrire.
These Mammon-worshiper~, wrapped
in fur meet you as you freeze along the
street: refusing the well-kllown, industrious poor a little money. Oh, God, are
such beings saints, future angel~, or are
they hyenas, crocodiles, hypocrits? Gold
and jewels nestle in the partly finished
world; the moral; of saints are loathsome
in decay, instead of unfolding slowly a
great and lovely principle. '' Orthodox
anaels come not near us," said Seth.
Th~y 'say we are apes, great in feeling,
but without mental exercise; they can do
anything but stoop, as Felix in "Faust"
might hav said or intimated. Kelso tells
us to follow nature, which would cause
our hearts to be very hard and depraved
sometimes. '' Oh, hav mercy," said the
archbishop, coming in; " shall I help yon
from my little store ?"
'' Hav mercy
youraelf," Seth answered. '' The clergy
are dying of fatigue. Do you care? Your
great machine is beautiful.
Does that
comfort the fainting heart? One jewel
from the zone of a madonna would support a poor family for a winter."
"Ancl now," added Seth, "to shut the
gates of the Fair, a fierce bomb is thrown
aruong us by religion. New hea~ens and
hells are constructed, so that hohness can
liv like the angels. Swedenborg remarks
that God givs them their board and lodging gratis, surrounded with stained glass
and things.
''God and his universe hav not done
much more than a gorilla village, where
the one that snatches the most plunder. is
the greatest man.
"Even the s£1vage who buihls the finest
hut expects, of course, to share it with his
,
neighbors." Said Seth: ' If it was not
for Mammon I should receive enough for
my work to buy me an overcoat.
"I bav lived purely on the edge of
1
another sphere, nature or no natnre. I to
not think self-indulgence brings happiness.
A stern duty alwuys carries a fragrant
sense of beauty in its breast. Death is the
highest point of life. Are you dying?
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Borrow Mon taigne's pillow of flowers. Its
name is not 'fear.' Yonr life has been
holy." Seth raised his lustrous eyes; his
marble brow became paler. "0 death
where is thy sting, 0 grave where is thy
victory? Christ cannot improve und save
us. \V e must clo it oursel vs."
Lexington, .Ery.
ALHAZA.

Chats With Correspondents.
J. B. M.-Keep to the right as the law
'directs. That is sufficient.
Wlii. L. P.--" Cliff Dwellers" received.
It is very interesting, and will soon appear.
Thanks.
EDNA H.-You hav the true poetic
gift. Your poem will appear soon. The
sentiment is fine.
U. J.--" The Queen" is good, hut you
can do better than that. No time to write,
am always in a hurry.
G. J. R.-All you send to the Corner is
good. The interesting bit of history will
appear soon. Many thanks for your kindness.
JoBNNY B.-Try to liv so that you
would not be ashamed for anyone to see
all your motivs as well as acts, and do as
nearly right as possiblP.
SALLY G.-You ask if he can he a true
friend who pictures your faults in company, thus holding you up to ridicule. We
should not so regard one. Hav little to
do with such a person.
GERALDINE AND PoRTIA B.--Thank you
for the beautiful doily. It is lovely, and
we shall always remember the dear little
fingers that embroidered it so finely. The
drawn work is done elegantly.
E. Dos B.-Thanks for Port-of-Spain
Gazette, in which we note your embarkation in business. We wish you great success and prosperity, and hope yon will
continue to remember our Corner, where
you are always welcome.
MARY A. L.-You should try to control
such ~n unfortunate temper, not hav it
control you. Next time you get so angry
as to "kick the t£1ble over," run and look
at the reflection of yourself in the mirror,
and see what you think of the representation.

She does not belong to the church, but
the family she boards with is very pions,
and she dare not express her opinion. I
lent her a lecture by Helen H. Gardener,
entitled ''Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." She
saw there were many good points about
it. Religion has I ot much of a grasp in
this locality in which I liv. Well, as this
is the first time I hav written to the Corner
I will write no more for the present.
Yours for truth and liberty,
GEO. c. SMITH.
REvERE, MAss., Feb. 6, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I heard something
yesterday that I thought would interest the
readers of the Children's Corner.
One of my Catholic playmates told me
she was gning to hav the priest bless her
tbroat to prevent its being sore (and she
was going to buy a five-cent package of
cough drops to make the blessing more
effectual).
Since I wrote to the Corner I hav had a
double promotion. I study arithmetic,
reading, writing, geography, drawing,
..history, and physiology. I do not like
physiology very well.
I received twenty-seven Christmas presents; among them were a large doll, two
boxes of stationery, a pink feather fan,
two nice books,. and a bottle of perfumery.
I am glad you returned from Europe
safely. I enjoyed your letters very much.
Mamma and I would like to bav :vou
come to Revere some time. It only bikes
forty minutes, w:Sen the cars are on time
My schoolteacher is a Liberal, and another in the same building is a Catholic.
One of my school friends asked me where
my teachet· went to church, and I told her
she did not go anywhere. She said,
"Why, it seems so fum.y not to go to
church." She had been brought up to go
regularly. Good-bye.
MABEL F. WASHBURN.
[We are always pleased to get a letter
from Mabel, the sensible little daughter
of tho editor of the Bo~ton Investigator,
and hope she will write often to the Corner.-ED. C. C.]

New Publications.

Darwin

an~

After Darwin.

An Exposition of the Oar win ian Theory.

Correspondence.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs.

PAULINA, 0REJ., Jan. 30, 1803.
DEAR MISs WixoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner. I am a boy eleven
years old. Mv father takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER and I like to read the Corner. I
liv on a farm, an<l go to school in the summer. We hav a good teacher and like him
very much. I guess I will close, wishing
good luck to THill TRUTH SEEKF.R.
Yours t1uly,
OTTO HARDISTY.

A systematic ExiJosition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, an<l intended to be of
service to the general reader rather than to profe•sed naturalists.
Mr. Homanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Hnxle;r in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
•his <'Onclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapt~t
tion or to those of bea.uty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural desiQn. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the bands of a purely mechanical philosophy. . . .
All nature has tlms heen transformed before f.be
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the cha.nge which has taken
place hao taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, an<l this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intr>rprctation of nature universal, it
ie no wonder if the religions mind bas suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in t.he
wor<ls of its tra,litional enemy-Where is now
thv Go<l?"
Illustrateil. Price, cloth, $~.
Address,
'l'HB 'l'HUTH SEEKER

SELLWOoD, ORE., Feb. 1, 1803.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought that as it
was near recess, and as I h!1d. my work
done, I would write to yon. This is my
first letter to the Children's Corner. My
father takes THE 'fRUTH SEEKER, and I
like to read the Cou er. My name is Roy
Yount, and I am eleven years <?ld. I h~J:V
a little brother whose name Is Frankie
Yount. I will close, hoping to see this
in print. I remain,
Your friend,
Roy YouNT.
[A very good letter for the first, and
may it not be the last from our new friend.
-ED. C. C.]

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

SANJAC'INTo, CAL., Feb. 2, 1893.
DEAR MISs WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Children's Corner. It is a pleasure to me to read the letters of this Corner.
We hav been taking 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER
for about three years. It has been raining
here for the last three days;· but is quite
pleasant to· day. The snow in the mountains is very brantiful.
We liv about
thirty milns from Strawberry Vf!-lley, wbic_h
is a l£1rge summer resort. Th1s valley IS
about six thousand feet above sea level,
among the pine trees of the San Jacinto
mountains.
We hav Dunkard church
here. I go almost every Sunday; but.
not for religion I would like for Rome of
the Liberal readers of this Corner to
correspond with me. If this letter es('apes the wastebasket, I will write agttin.
Your Liberal friend,
HATTIE L CLARK.
CAT'MUS, KAN., Feb. 8, 1803.
Miss SuSAN H. WixoN, Dear JJiarlam:
I will now make my first effort to write to
you and the Cornerites. My f£1ther has
taken THE TRUTH SERKER ever since I can
rem em her and I am eig-blPen years of
age. \Ve ~lso bav tbe ''Pictorial 'fextBook , the Bible Pictures, and pamphlets,
the w~rks of Liberalis.m, too numerous t_o
mention. Well, I am going to school th1s
, wint•-r. Our teacher'-s name is Cora Rice .

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotai SeGrets.
"vV1·ite me no 11W1'e frtiJ/es, lrst I IJe a fool

1·eaa the 1·iaazes awry."

rt11d

·

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., ll.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole 1'rnth; Sacerdotalism
I peached; Tho Fahnlous Cl11ims of ,Jlvlnism;
!VIoses awl tlw Pcnt>)-tench; Ancient Symbolism
nntl l\lo,lcrn Literalism; Ast.ml Keys to Bible
1-\toricRi The Falole of the Fall; RPRrch for the
"Last A<lam;" What Is Known of the New 'l'est!Lmcut; 'l'he Drama of the Go~pels; The Ideal
Cbri>t; JeHUS and Ot.lwr Chnsts; A HevPrent
Cdtiqne on Jc:o;us; A Few I 1'ragn1e11ts; Blood
Salvation; rJ,he ThingR ~rhat TiemniJ!·

Price, cloth, $1.50. Fo1 t sale at tins office.

APOLlONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
Au import1111t aiHl remarkable revelation concerning- the life U!Hl times of Apo!lonins of
'l'yaun, the groat Hltgc an<l philosopher of the first
century. It is here cl.nintc<l that l!is lifo nnd
teachings were n.ppropl'lt>.tc<l uml nttii:ocd by 1 he
tormnlators of the Uhristinn religion in tho intcrcst of so-e~IIP<l.UhriHt!nnit.y. 'l'he plnginl'iHm
iHlll!1flC plttllllll tins hnef ]llstory or ApoJlonmeRpccially in VieW Of tl1e )1iHt•"rica l'~~fCI'GlWI H und
commentH tlH'rcon. It JS rpute endent. thn.t t.o
concca.l the plagiari·lll, the name of ApolloniuH
waA suppre~~cd.

Price, 15 cent<
Add ·ess

'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 4, 1898.

I
N~W PUBLICA~IONS. -----

!!EPopo~~~YThoi~~~~!.,, ~~~~:
ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Chl'ist alid vicegerrnts of Gail, showing what
they have rloue, and what kinrl of men they. were.
It contn,lns very pbiil statements, in very ilnvai'nished ln,ngtial!e; and the unmasking is complete; proving them to have been cr\tel, ilitriguing, and licentimis men. Considering the
r)Lnirl growth of C•lholidsm in this country,
this book Cannot be too widely i!isseminated.
Price; paper, 50 cents; cloth; 75 cents.

Tiie Mother of Harlots; a Synotlsis of
Popery, as It Was and as It Is. By

vALuABLE EN GLIs H

BRAD LA UGH'S

The ~tudent's Darwin. By Edward B.

Avehng, D. Sc., Fellow of University College
London. The Purpose of this book is to teli
SOJ?lething o~ Darwin's work to those who have
nelt4er,the t~me nor the opportunity_to investigate It fully for themselvee. 1- The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2. Geolo: leal
War ks. 3. Botanical IV arks._ 4. Zoological
Wo~ks. _ 5- Works_ on Evolution.
With a
copwus mdex. Pnce, $2.

WORKS.
THEOLOGICAL ESSAYS.

In two volumes. Vol. I.-Heresy; Its 1\Iorality !Lnd Utility; Is The 1'e a God? Has l\Ian a
Soul? Were Adam and Eve Our First Pa1·ents? Who was Jesus? What DHl Je•n~ Teach? The
Atonement; Life of Abraham; Life of Jacob; Lif~ of 1\Ioses; Li,fe of D~vid; Ll~e of Jonah;
The Twelve Apostles; When Were Our Gospels Wr1~te,n? A ~lett for Athc1snL Prwe, $1. Vol.
H.-Humanity's Gain From Unbelief; Notes on Chr1st1an Ev1dences, In lteply.to the Oxford
House Papers; A Cari!inal's Broken Oat.h; Rnpernat.ural and Ratwnal 1\Ioraht,:v; 1\fr. Gladstone's Replv to Colonel Ingersoll on Christianity; A Few Words About the DeY!l; Has lVI"on a
Soul? Two Nights' Debate at Bum ley with the Rev. W- lVL Westerqy; Secularism Unphllosophical, Unsocial, and Immoral. Three nights' Del)ate in London w1th the Hev. Dr. lllcCann.
Price, $1.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of

l\fnn; Whence and How? Or, Revealed n,nd Real Science in Conflict.

Why? Or, God

A Plea nnd a Justification.

IssuEs

oF

1891.-$3.

l'rire.
1. Truth Seeker Ammal, 189[ ............... _.~0 ~5
2. lVIen, Women, and Gods. Helen H. G:trdener,..................................... 50
3- The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustrated........ -....... -........... -.--..
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. l\I.
Bennett .................... --.- ... -..... _. 25
5- Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... 20
6. Victor Hugo's Orat on on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illnst.ratetl. 40
8. SabbathBreaking. John E. Hemsburer...
25
· 9. Trttvels in Faith from 'l'ruclitiou to Hcason. Hobert C. Adams ...... -.-......... 25
10. Strike of a Sex. George N. 1\Iillcr . -.... -.
25
11. lVIY Heligious Experience.
Hmnnel P.
Putnam................................ .. 25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology au.!
Religion. T. E. Longshore ......
50

IssuEs

Ol!'

25

14-

40

Rilm~d~~. ~r-~n .... ~~~~~as.. ~~~~:: .. ~~:~'~:
15. Was Christ Crucified? Aus tin Bier bower
16. Pulpit. Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gard~ner _....................... ___ ........ ..
17'. Bible lVIora!s. John E. Remsburg ....... .
18. Awfnl Disclosures of 1\hria lVIonlt. ...... _.
19. Pocket Theology_ Vo!tait·e-.- .. -....... -.
20. Why Don't God Kill the Devil? 111. B:tbcock, ..................... -.............. .
21. Liberty in Literature. 'l'estimoni>tl to
WalfWh1hnan, with Funcml Addn•ss.
Bv Col. Robert G. IngersolL ... _... _.....
22. Sh -LecturES on A.Btronomy. Hichnrll A.
Proctor ....................... -...... _.. ..
23. Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Httrt .................................... .
2-l. The Holy Bible Abridged ... _... _._ ....... .
25. False Claims of the Church. John E.
Hcmsburg................................ .
IssUEs

oF

10

10
~)

50

25

mann.....................................

Spi7'it

Address·

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S BELL.

By R. WHEELER.

Containing in condensed and systematizerl form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctl'ines of Christianity. As 11 book of reference and aid
to all truth seclwrs it is inv!Lluable. Its chLssification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's;" Age of l\eason" it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the disputed points between ChristilLnit.y and Freethonght. Price.
$1.25.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER

This book is just what its title implies-t.Jmmping whacks at superstition. lt duals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advanr.e their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was " false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianity is a ])orrowed system of religion. Thtt< the Bible is not
in accord with :,;cience, that the atonement
scheme is futile and fooli.~h. ttnd that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Digest of S c1 en ce."

The Freethinker'sBa~ge-~in THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ ANO MIND
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.;

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and TH~< TRUTH
Hl!.EKER one year for $5.

THE

By .:T AM'I:<-::S B. A:2.LEXANDER.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1.067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only liZ.7i).

AND

THE TRUTH

SEEKER

This war!< endeavors to embrace the field coverccl hy thousands of books, such as those of the
"HmHboldt Library of Hcience," the" Jntcrnational :,;cientific 1-lcries," etc., by bringing together, in
stuwle ami direct form, with proper COIT~sponclencc between them, ttll of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic !Jcings.
.

ONE YEAH,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
with gilt bowl 50c. more.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH.

Do you Wtslt tO be well tnf01'medl

15

Anv of our readers who desire a New York
weekly :political paper can obtain one of the following Ill connect10n with 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Trtbune <Hepnblican) weekly, and THE
1'RUTH SEEKER, $3 50
Tribune (Hepublican) semi-weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
4 25
The Sun (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, 3 50
The World (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
3 50
THE ARENA and THE TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent one year both for $6 00
With large picture premium with the Arena, 6 50
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW ana
THE TR U'l'H SEEEER will be sent one year

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
.This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
'!'HE TRUTH;SEEKER.
Addres~

b

.

CUTTER.

A

CHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BillLE OF

SCI1~NCE!

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the

MR

Life of a Trance Medium.
1

I

Custom cutter and practical tailor, 38; 12 years
experience as cutter, with best dty re'erenu,s;
thorough ltnowlet!ge of the trade lll the Ronth
and Eastern states; Feeks position in city or j
country;, speaks l!:nglioh, German. and Hwedish; t
salary moderate. Answer to N. N. :JS, care of
'l'RUTH SEEKER office, 28 Lafayette rlace, N.Y.

I

·1t9

THEN READ

It is entcrtniuing as well aR cnli!!'htmlin!!l ancl will len.tl you to" worth-ship" (worship) n>Lture
-t. e., ~LPPrecittte the worth of the Uni vcrHal n1other.
You must ownthi~ book some <lay: why not NOW?
TilE THU'I'H SEEKEH, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address

WITH

The Truth Seeker.

50

OF

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

10

28. Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
lVI. E. Billings .................... _.. .. .. . 25
2!!. Resmrcction of Jesus......................
50
Duxing the year other st,tndard Frect.honght
worl<s will be pttblished and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $3 recei\'e all the numbers
pnblished in one ye>Lr. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
Hi ogle nu'lll.Jers sold at prices qnotcd.
THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HAND-BOOK

'!'HE 'I'RTI'I'll RF.F.KF.R

Other Newspapers

1803.-$3.

::!6. 1'homas Pttine Vindicated. Col. Hobert
G. Ingersoll...............................
27. The Creation of God. Dr. Jttcob Hart-

Land Question 5 cents; Were Arlltm and Eve Our First Parents? 5 cents; Why Do 1\Ien
Starve? 5 cents· A Plea for Atheism 5 cents; Is There a Goi!? 5 cents; Lal]<;>r's PraJ'~r, 5 cents;
Poverty, Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People, n cents; New L)~e o~ Dttvld, 5 cents;
New Life of Jonah, 5 cents; A Few Words AbQUt the Devil, 5 cents; New Lf(e of Jacob, 5 cents;
Twelve Apostles, 5 cents· Who Was Jesus Chnst? 5 ceuts; Wllat DH~ Jesus leach? 5 cent~·l New
Life of Abraham 5 cent~· New Life of Moses. 5 cents. On orders for these Tracts we w1l send
$1-10 worth for $i; $2.50 worth for$~; $5 worth for $3; and $10 worth for $5.
Address THE TRU1'H SEEKEU, 28 L~tfavette Place. New York.

[ILLUSTRATED.]

21

15

Being Criticisms on the "Oxford House Pttpers," with Replies !Jy t.hdr nnthors.
Price, 25 cents.

TRACTS.

Price. - - - - $1.50.

1892.-$3.

1:1. Infidel Den.th-Beds. G. IV- Foote .. __ ._. __

Fourth Editiou. Price, 25 cents.

NOTES ON CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.

-o-

Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore-

Publislwd M{)uthly at $3 pPr Yra1·.

1'hirc1 edition. Price, 2ii cents-

WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN?

PrOVillg Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

A lecture by

Truth Seeker Library.

Religion: What aud

His No1·t11. American Rc'lllew article J•cnrintc<l. 10 cents,

Realm disclose lite
most Sta1·tlina Revelations.

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Dnrlmm, Eng- land. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pari"hes of the _Roma1i decree that
priests shall not mttry. Pnce, paper, 15 cents.

'I' HE

the

Price, $1.25.

HERESY: ITS UTILITY AND MORALITY.

Ancient Voices
rrom

~X.

HUMANITY'S GAIN FROM UNBELIEF.

-0-

the system of auricular confession, including
copioi1s extmcts from the "Confessional Unmasked." from the "lVl~tstcr Key to Popery,"
etc. The work ts a protest against a-nd an appeal
to every American citizen to examine cu.refully
and t\Hiughtfully a J•elJgio.us svs.tel}l so. invo.sive
of pnvacv. so ]Jowcrful for ev1l lll hcent10ns
hand•, sa· fraught with d•mger to female mo<lesty; to the iugenuot,~s ODcnness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 CDlts.

Part 1.

THE FREETHINKERS' TEXT-BOOK.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

ham. Essex, Engla-nd. Showing that convents
are inimical to cha•tity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ,
28 Lafayette Place, Ne"- York City.

CHARLES

PliD LICATJO NS,

Wifliam Hogan, for twent>•-five years lL confessing priest. The obJect of this hook is to expose Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By
popery, acquaint the neople of the ~ountry with
Ern_est HaeckeL Contents: Part I. The Darthe iiangerons ma<"hiniLtions of the church in
wiman Theory; 1'he Origin of the Human
the United State8, and warn them against givRace: 'J'he Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
ing it any countena.nce or support. Price, pa- · Labor m the Life of Nature and of lVIan; Cellper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Souls and S~ul-Cells. Part U. Tbe Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
The Awful Disclo~nres of 1\laria Monk,
Life-farticles
and the Perigenesis of the
as exhibite<1 in a narra-tive of her suffe1·ings durPlast1dule; -~he P~·oofs of Evolution; Tl1e
in• her residence of five years as a nm•ice. and
Present
Pos1t10n
of Evolut10n in Relat10n to
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel Die~t
Science; The Orif;in and Development of the
Nunnery, at lVIon tr~al. Perhaps not any antlSense
Orgttns.
Pnce,
$2.
Catholic book published Juts. crPat~d more e:<s:citement., and had su<'h a mrcnla.twn ns tins The Natural History of Religion. David
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
Hume's Celebrated E~sa.y, so foully mutilated
eirculated a story that lVf•ria nfnnk was "no
by Christian :publishHs, printed complete, with
better than she shoul.l be," but investigation
Ul). Introduct1pn by John J\:1. Robertson, ed1tor
disclosed that her "child of "hamc" was none
of the National Reforme1·. Price, 50 cent-e.
other than the child of hm· priest-seclncer. Tlle. True Source of' Christianity; or, A
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
V01ce From the Ganges. By an Indian Oflicer.
Auricular Confession and Popish NunAnsJVers to ,the que>tions-who was Jesus
Chnst? and from what source were the docneries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
trines derived which he promulgated? Price,
:vea.rs a confessing priest. A revelation of the
75
cents.
Address THE 'LKU'l'.li t::IEEEEh
licentious pra.ctices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There i$ no question
that Ex-priest Hogan knew the truth of the
ta.Jes of vice, seduction, and infanticide he gives
in tbis volume, and eqnall:v there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it ],y our various citv
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 7'5
cents.

Priestly Celibacy Expose<l

141

By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.~0;
paper, 75 cents.
T !IE 1'RUTH SEEKER 00., 28 L&fayette Pl&ae, N. Y

i898
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60YE BHM EHT AB AL YlED.

Superstition in All Ages. Seff-(on!radi~i~n:~f the

By COL. JOHN ~- ~.9L.SO.

:BY JStAN

C?!]tents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Principles of Government; Functions
of Government: Origin of Government; Declaration of IndePendence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Co~stitution of the United States; Taxation;
-r:anff for P!'otection; War; Punishment: Jlfarnage; ReligiOn; Prohibition; Money; What a
G~vernment Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
pow~r, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed;, and
·• Deity Analyzecl," will realize that in "Govern·
ment Analyze<j." they will hav the bedrock of
human autho_nty exposed, and will learn what
l!!JVernment Is. .Whether they will agree with
h1s statement of what government is deptnds
!IP!Jn wl_1etliPr they lean to Socialistic or AnarchIstiC phllosop.hy.. But at all ev~nts everyone can
!earl). sometlnng from this hook.
Pnce, $150. Sold by 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
:!8 Lafayette place, New York City.

WAS

~

CHRIST

.

•

.

•

M.9.5Ll.9~,

15 cents

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~
By W. S. BELL.

Paper, !2mo, 25 ct'!.

Paine Viiiflicateu

of
Pr

Reply to New York

hOfld. Pa-

... er, 6(1
~Jents;

)i)sSMJer.

:E3y ~. G. ING:eN~~:r,.,L.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO OANJUID."

Pre and Con of

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

-oA COLLECTION OF

FOR

Liberal al)d .9tf\.ical Societies,
for .Scf\.ools al)d
tf\.e Hol'X).e.
-With Music Written to All the Songs.. CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Prlr.e, $1.50.
Fm• oo.lA ..t. THUl OFFifll<l.

Common-Sense Tl10ughts on the Bible •

The passages unfit !or family reading.
PaPBr. M cBntH: cloth. 50 oent1.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

Ancient Egyptian Oivilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis a.nd Exodus.
By VAli.BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS, E, D, 8LENKER .
Boards.

40C"..ents,

BOOKS
BY

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MAODONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

SALADIN

An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circumstance such as evei:.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . • A more vigorous
'Jresentment of the mischievous na~ure of modern
lJhristianHy, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westmiuster Review.

1';W. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the

'T · FfF. 'T'RTI'T'H !0\FFR"T<'TI

Books by Helen H. GardeneJ

JUONI>ON .AGNOSTIC JOUBN.AZ.).

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound cntimsm of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, pf pa.tnos and elo9.uence. i:t is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
~~
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
·

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English writer said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most mai"Velous books ever i•sUed from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
·
. In two volumes, cloth, gilt. lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evldence for the r'surrection is in this book carefully considered\,and found wantin!!'. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aueged m.iracle, for
it I3 certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec.t proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided ·this infamous traffic in human beings. ·.w_which are added such co=ents
as only l:;aladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

Introduction Ly

ROBERT G. INGEHSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
'l'he Trade 8U1J1Jltea at Special Dtscount3.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism ann Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr:y in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being t'Omantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
·

and OTHER POEMS.
IS THIS YOUR SOH~ MY LORD 1 ISAURE
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told.
~Fascinating

Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

!'rice. cloth. 1!11 ; PaPer. 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A. NE"W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
no 'T,.q.f'o.,...Qf.+,.

PATENTS

T'lola.~A

N.a"CCI" Vn'l"k

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy.

!hirty-t'lTe years' experience E.xamma.tu~ns and H.e·
ports free. Prompt n.ttentiou. Send Dra":mg and d~
iierlpUon tu L. B.I.GIIBB .t llo., Att]'&, W"'•hilll:tOn, D.v

25c.

$1.50. .

God Proposed for Onr National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
.
lrreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
[s Spiritualism True 7 10c.
llan's True Saviors. 10c.
OrtltO[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True, lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

ls Darwin

Christianity. 10c.

·

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$125.

Rad~eal

Rhymes.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

~ermon

'loul

from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
of Things. Psychometric Re-

What Is Right 7 10o.
What Was He 7 Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.

H•.F. UNDERWOOD'S \Vvu_.._._,

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.

Men, Women and Gods.

lOc.

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and. Eliz ..
l\1. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50. ·

Prieat al)d Mal).

, New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

A<1 Clrooo

Spiritualism

Holy Bible3 Abridged.

By AUSTIN B!ERBOWER,

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

de Thyself. 10o.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. 10c.

Price, 15 cents.

1-c~iii"'!~;J.~

A indicia! consideration of the qnestion,and the
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Christian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

llave We a. Supernatural, Inspired. .Mira~
• ulous Religion?

~esults.

Its Causes al)d

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Religion.

Prof. Wm. Denton;s Books.

Mo!'a!, Theologi'cal, Historical, tlntl Speculative
Propositions.

A

CRUCIFIED? ,m~.$1.~~~~~~~~~~~

Su~ernatural

B!~le.

The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75.cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:l' one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of S&l&diD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from ma.nuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Optm Court
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, • Ia
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous relil)'ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escape•! 1\un; l x.tracts frL>m Dens ~tml J.ignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have l·ost~rc<l Learmm.:; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than ller SelfIndulgence; 'l'he Relative Criminal Statisticij of Catholicism and Protestantism.
ln paper, 25 cents.
_,
For &11 of these works &ddrea1
THE TRUTH SlilEKER, as La.fa.yette :PJ.a.ce, New YOI'~

FOR IMLE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OJ!'l!'l<.;.t,:.

Es;;ays and Lectures. Embracing lntiu

ence of Chrbtianity on Civilizatiou ; Un·is
tianity and Materialism; Whttt Literalism ofh·n
in Place of Christianity; Scientific ilfaterialiRlll
Woman; Spiritualism from a ilrat.f'rin!i,ti·
Standpomt; Paine the Political and J(eJJ "ion
Udormer· Materialism and Crime; \Yit1 th
Comin" Man Worship God? CrimeR and Crn l
ties of Christianity; the Authority of tbe llil,.A
Freethmu;ht Judged by Its Frmts; Our lu~a
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

{nfluence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and .Materialism. 15cents.
Wl1at Liberalism Offers in Place It
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning an{
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from n. Materialistic ..Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine tlte Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her rast and Present: Hm
Rigltts and "Wrongs. 10 cents.
.tlaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Viorship God 1
10 cents.

l'welYe •rracts. Scientific and Theolog.
~no 1

(}[) n()nt.R

,.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

Plain Home Talk and Medical Commor.
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
English or German. A new cheap
edit10n at onlv $1.50.

$8.~m

Science in Stilry; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsiec the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumest,_(leparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents .Per volumei lted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presen~s. $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Pltysiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('!'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Snbscri,Ption, with premium, qO C(\nts per year. SpeCimen copies freo
.on applicat10n.

M.otltcr's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management ol Her Own
Health, especially During Pregnancy, L~tbor
and Suckling," and" Advice to a Mother on th~
Management of Her Children in Infancy ttJ](l
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, ~1.

IIand-Boolr of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
~clclrP•·o

THE TRTITFT qT<'T<'lT"f''i';

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
IIJ' .Johu:R. Kel,.o, A.M.

.limo. cloth, •x-og,

·

1'48

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
·The Myth oCt he Great Deluge. By James
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible
Story of the Deluge that I have ever read.-B. F.
Underwood. To read It is to be astoni,hed at
the possibilities of religious credulity.-T. B.
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has
blown the fallacy to atoms.-A. B . .Bradford. It
ought to meet with a very large sale.-C.P.Farrell.
The Evolution ot' the Devil.-By Henry
Frank, the independent wencher of New York
City. The most learned, accurate. scientific and
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever
before published. The book contains 66 pages, Is
beautifully bonnd, with likeness of author on title
page. Price, 25 cents.
ln~terst>ll's Addre .. s before the New
York Unlturiau Club. Thefirsttimeln the .
history of the world that a Christian Association
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by
the Club with continuous applause from beginning
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beaut!~
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.
The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beimtiful
pamphlet of forty pal(es, with likeness of Ingersoll.
Price, llO cents. The most profound address
that Ingersoll ever delivered.
G
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
inches, for framing; pot up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. Price 12 cents.
(lhurch and State; the Bible in the Publio
. Schools1• the New "American" Party-By "Jefferson.' Third edition. This beautiful pamphlet of 28 pages is the most thorough present!l·
tion of the Church and State question that has
appeared. Price, 10 cents.
The Religion of' Hulllanity: A. Phi•
losopby o:t Lit'e. By J. Leon Benwell. A
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likenesR of
author. A moRt v•lnable pnhlication to circulate
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.
ltlelllorial Oration by Colonel Ing4'r•
soli 010. Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888.
Price, 4 cents.
\5I
Dwight L. Moody.- An interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents; ten copies for 30 cents.
The Christian Religion. Whal ill to be its
flnaZ outcome·' By au Old Farmer. A splendid
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of
author. Price 10 cents.
What Would Follo-w the Eft"acelllent
of' Cbristianity 'J By George Jacob Hoi. yoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought Literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.
Llt'e and Careerot'Cha.-IesBradlangh.
-By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents.
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New
York City. Price, 6 cents,
Standina- up f'or Jesus; ot·whattheedltor
ot the Freefhtnlcers' Magaoine thinks of him.
Price, 4 cents.
Address,
Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, NEw YoRK CrrY.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
B11 M. BABCOCK.
Price,

ne

Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

.... i893-M
Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction Leslie Stepilen; Reverent
Ag!J,osticism, Amos W'ater~U The JY!:othe.r Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; JJogmatism m TheoJ"
ogy, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laipg; The C1tl' of the Dead, W. ~tewart
Ross (Saladm)· On the Duty of Honest:\' 1~ Our
Convictions,_C. E. Plumptre; Scientific Rehgwn,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Superstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clod<!; The Disap:pearance of the Nether World~
F. J. tlould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla!:i Si~nals with
Ma.rs: A Poem, G. H. Martin; roatenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lucia,n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
o\ililrARR THF. TRTTTH RF.'lil'R:111R

Colonel Kelso's Works.

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo,

83~

pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
__,he Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mu.
i38 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
245 pages, $1Unherse ~

fl,

Cloth, 12m'-•

Gems of q:'holZg'ht.

Vlorks of Charles Watts.

THE BEST%
THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

RlilASON and truth should be more regarded by us than vulgar opinion. Cicero.

DEATH, that word which makes the
vulgar shrink, does not harm us, for as
long as we are alive it is not death, and
when it is death we are no longer alive.Epicurus.
I HAY never known one who could bear
criticism, who could not be fl.attereil, who
would not bribe his judge, or was content
that the truth should be loved always
better than himself.-Thorcau.
THE moral law can pitch its tents quite
as well, if not better, on the new territory
of a natural order of the universe left open
by science, than on the old one of religion
and of belief in spirits.- Buchner.
Foa many centuries the theologians hav
taught that an unbeliever-au Infidelone who spoke or wrote against their
creeds, could not meFt death with composure ; that in his last moments God
would fill his conscience with the serpents
of remorse. For a thousand years the
clergy hav manufactured the facts to fit
this theory.-Inrrrsoll.
THERE is no appearance that the first
principles of things will ever be well
understood. The -mice which inhabit
some little holes of an immense building
know not if that building is eternal, nor
who was its architect, nor why that architent built. They try to presetve their
lives, to people their holes, and to escape
the destructiv animals that pursue them.
We are mice, and the divine architect who
has built this universe has not yet, aa far
as I know, to1d his secret to any of us.Voltaire.
THE.great work of Darwin was to point
out the main process through which the
evolution of forma takes place. More organisms come into life than the means of
subsistence can support. This leads to a
struggle for existence. There is some
variety in the forms of individuals of each
species of plants and animals, and those
possessing the variations most suited to
their conditions are enabled to survive,
while those less adapted to the circumstances perish. This is called the survival
of the :fittest. These individuals reproduce
in their offspring the variations that hav
benefited them, and new variations occur,
those that are useful being perpetuated.
Thus there is a continual divergeuce from
the parent stock, wherever there is a
change of surrounding conditions that
makes variations serviceable to existence.
When these variations aTe long continued
they form new species. But where there
is no change in the circumstances of life,
and the means of existence are abundant,
there is little or no change in the forms of
life. This process by which nature selects
the forms best suited to their surroundings is called by Darwin NATURAL SELECTION.-Robt. G. Adams.
WE believe-and when we say "we" we
mean all persons with any pTetensions to
education or intelligence-in evolution as
applied to the physical history of our
globe. We believe that it passed through
successiv stages or pha"es, each of which
prepared the way for the one followin~.
"Evolution," says Professor Le <:;lont~,
"is the central idea of geology. It IS this
idea alone which mal!-es geology a distinct
science. This is the cohesiv principle
which unites and givs cohesion to all the
scattered facts of geology; which cements
what would otherwise be a mere incoherent
pile of rubbish into a solid and substantial
edifice." That. the Silurian age passed
naturally into the Devonian, w~ich served
as a transition. to the Carbomferons, no
one who has given any thought to the subject for a moment doubts. The. trouble
arises when it is proposed to consider successiv animal species as genetically connected. The scientific world at large has
no difficulty in framing the concep~ion. or
in adopting the idea, but to a few sCientific
men and a multitude of non-scientific
persons there is impiety in the suggestion
that one animal species-or one plant
species, for that ~atter-:-could possibly
hav passed into or ~ven buth to anoth!lr.
The creation of speCies was an office whiCh
their theology had reserved for a supernatural being, and they cannot assign to
natural causes or processes the honor of
introducing to existence ~o much. as the
tiniest parasite. Whatever lB most htdeous,
uncouth destructiv, and loathsome in the
animal iingdom mu~t be regarded. as the
special and intentwna.l production of
divine wisdom no less than the noblest
forms of life. None the less do men set
themselvs to destroy wh!ttever in. creati<?n
they find hurtful ?r mconvement_; In
practically dealing mth plants and ammals
they ask-not "Did divine wisdom crea~e
it for a wise p~rpose ?" but, "Does it smt
our interests to allow it to exist ?"-Professor Youmans.

'i'he Teachings of Secularism Compared
with OrthO<lox Cln·istianity. · !l6 pages.
Price, 25 cents.

Secularism : Is It Foumle1I on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
of Mankim11 Debate between tl.e Editor of the Halifax Evening J.lail ann Charles
Watts. With Prefator;v Letters by George Jacob Holyoake aml Co,oncl Ingersoll, aml an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 Dages,
25 cents.

A. Reply to Fat11er Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
lJ!lristianity : Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
T11e Horrors of the French Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv mul Constructiv.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Bible l\Iorality. Its Teachings Shown to
Be Contradictory and Defective us an Ethietl.l
Guide. 24 pages. Price, JO cenb.

A.grwsticism all{} Cln·istian Theism :
Which Is the l\lorc Reasonable '! 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.

Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, col;_-\. ani! position, beautiful don ble sunk
dial, and all 'I!odern improvements; ouaranteed
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $2.1
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2f;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting:, $31 to $:J5; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. .NICkel works, $2
more.
Re10n1ar Grade A01ericau 'Vatd•es.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewel'!> $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer cases. add as above.
Ladies' ADlcricau Hold Watchcs.-AlJ
latest styles! in plush cases; best filled, 7 iewelsJ
$14; 11 jowe s, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat soliu
g 0ld, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoonsJ
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for $6. Soliu
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50,_$2 to $3.
'I'he Colonel Ingersoll--Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; ¥,ilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
heavy teas, $3. Etched:
"T!i.e Ttme to IJe HaPW ts .Now,"
50 cents extra.
·
'.l'he '.l'orch of ILeasou Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Dia1nouds\ 20 per cent. below market Price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods pre.patd (except knives and forks) and cotsh refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and retumod free.
OT'l'O

WJ<jT'rR'I'T•~IN, Roch~ll~~.

W.ATB~

ni

OP. LIP.B

in

Is Doing Wonders
Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PEIUW,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr11, Pa.

"WHY"

Evolution aml Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints ami Sinners-- Which~ 24 pages ii;. I specially want 500 orders for bookil within the
cover. Price, 10 cents.

next three months.

The Superstition of the Christian Sun- Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
day: A Plea for Liberty ancl Justice.
WHY.
26Dages. Price, 10 cents.

TllC Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

Nature and the Sn1)ernatnral; or, Belief
ami Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.

The American Secular Union ; Its Ne·
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll.) 32l)agcs in cover. l)rice, 10 cents.

Theolo"'ical Presumption : An Open Letter to 'fhe Rev. Dr. R. F. Durns, of Halifax, N. R.
In £his letter the following subjects nrc cleult
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoiil Del>atr? 2.
The Position of Agnostimsm Towttrd Christianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts and O:pinions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 pa@s. PriceJ} cents.
Addres~
THE TRUT.tt SEEKER 0 0 .,
28 Lafayette nl., New York.

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va..

$25 to $50 r::~::l;;
~:WJ ft~Yi:b.:"i~fn~~.:~~:
1

praedeo.l way to r<>plllft>rnd.rtt.orl

u-,. __,_,,_..., ;~,i~~~~~~.,:~1 b~ ~~j~ptJ;:~c~~~j
0

metal. No cxpl'ricnce, poli11hinq-.
or machinery. Thick plat-e at ono
operation; la.!!tafi to JO yf'ara: fin a
finish whnn taken from the plater.
I~VI!ry rn.mlly ho.a pls.tlng to do.
f"latcr 1Jf'1ltt readily. Pr•1.I1L, ln.rJ.!'e.

W.l).llurbuu NCo, tuliUUbw., 0.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Orinnes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.
BY J. E. REIIIS:BUBG. Prioe, 25 oents.
ANEW WORK
BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Auth'or of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnlcer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A

la~

regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath IB an 1m·
pertinence." Price. 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are ·thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit_y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle l'
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane 7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
To

]l1'f!ulate

Ute

STOMACH, LIVEft
AND BOWELS, TAKE

R~PANS
iO!:J}

TABULE&

.8~ B."~~~hr~&'K&I.

•

t'H£ H01'€.D SP£CJALJS'J',
For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide a.nd extensive practice,
aud his remedies a.re of the best. 'rhe Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseMes of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\ Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
.
b.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of emg
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents. sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes and Symptolll!l o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P, FELLOWS,
Vmeland, N. J. ·
And saY yon saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
'.t
Dr; Fellows iB an Infidel.

.
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J'f ews of tbo Weolt.
1\ins. :WM. _WILBUR, of Rowan, :ia., has
!:>een dnven msane by a description of hell
In a sermon.
T~E archbishops and bishops of Brazil
hav 1s~1.1ed a joiut letter, emphatic in its
tone, m favor of the restoration of thii
temporal sovereignty onhe Holy See.
IN opposition, to the attempt of Premier
Wekerle of Hungary to pass a bill making
civil I?atriage suf?cient in law, the bishops
hav Issued maiufestoes denouncing the
proposed lltw as contrary to the law of God.
THE choice of Judge Gresham as secre~
tary of st~tte has received the approval
both of Democrats and of Republicans.
Gresham has ever been a terror to di~hon"
est railroad manipulators. lie has been
dubbed ''the defender of the people.''
~fl brooks ~o dishonesty in politics. iie
1s a Freethmker, and the personal friehd
of Colonel Ingersoll.
T!JE passing by tbe Senate of a l;ill ailowmg Russ1a to extradite political offenders from the UnitE·d St.utes is excitiiJCY
c«:>nsnre. John Swinton, for iilstanet:''
says tbat the extradition trraty is "themost rascall v and abominable evej· di'awn ;,
Tt w<;>uld establ~sh a czar in America, ahd
COllBlgn to prison mahy Jioble pattiots 1
euemies of dePpotism.

A CONFOUNDED PRAYER.
Let them be confoumled that 11ersecute 111e, but ld nut me be CJDL>unded: let tuem be Llismayed, but let
:nut me be dismayed: bring npon them the tl•lY of evll, and destroy them w th double destrnctiun.-Jere; xvu, lt;.

The Truth Seeker library. Force a11d P\atter;

'l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hlmdred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)i from
'the time of Menu to the present. B:l' D.lV . Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Champions of tlte Clmrch: Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical
sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to' The World's S11,ges," etc. By D.l\I.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges
Price, $4 50.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the Jl'Ods the nations of the eat·th
have worshiped, mcluding Jehovah, Sa.tan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgin 1\Iary\ and the
Bible. 835 pages, svo. vol. II descri )CS fully
all religious systems of the world, inclndiug
Judaism, 1\Iohammedanism, antl Christianity;
the latter occupying 372_pages, heing fully gone
into. 949 pttges. By D. i\1. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volnmes; in leather, $7;
Sin morocco, gilt edges, $8.
Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decideclly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
The Great Works of Tltomas Paine.
Incluclin_g The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophemes, Reply to Bishop of IJlandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Drettms, Lett~r
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Pttine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 P'!-J>es, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.
Analysis of Religions Belief. An examination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .
A Naw Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

o:a

-p

'

tinclples of the Natural Order of the l/niverse, with a System of Morali y
Based Thereon.

Bx PBm'EssoR I,UDWIG BUCHNER, :M.D.
.vuB'!'ENrs :
~'o:!'ml and Matter,
The Fitness of Things it
Immortality of Matter, :Nature (Teleology),
[mmortalitv of ForP~, l\Ian,
mfinity of Matter,
Brain and 1\lind,
Value of l\Iatter,
Thought,
llotion,
Consciousness,
Form,
Settt of the Soul,
[mmuta.bi!ityofNatural Innate Ideas;.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Cfnivorsality of Natural Personal Coniinuanee
La'i\'s,
Vital Force,
l'\;0 Heavens,
'£he Soul of Brutes
P"riods of tho Creation ~rce Will,
of the Earth,
:il'tcrality,
Uri;:;inal Generation, Con cl u dTn g Obsen>.
~e•,•Jlar Gen•Jration,
tions. F+cs, en.w. Atlrlnms THE 'T'HTITH SJU~l\ I•: II

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
Prioe,

lfi

By REv. G. 'J'. Fox, M.A.
cent•Address thie oi'II~A.

IT

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL l'lEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR
By CiEORGE W. BROWN, 1ll.D.

Priee,

J/1 a:bePia.Zism.:
.Its History nnA I.ts Injf·-t..Z'n·C(
lljwn Soe'lety.
By DR. Lours BrrcHNER, Author of "li'otce a.n

l\latter ,"etc.
Transla,ted from the Gm-~an.
Paper, 12mo, 15 c~nts.

Bible T~mperance.
----LIQUOR DRINKiNG---

Commended, Defended, anc
Enjoined by the Bible
By E. C: wALKER.

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nqr foun.d charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be w1dely Clrculated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

10 cent>

;~\Yorks on the Labor
til

~uestion.

I'be Conventional Lies of Onr Civilizatiotr;
By llia,x Nprtlau. 90)'!TENTs-Mene,. Tckcl
Uv.harsm;, The.. Rehg10us, )\Tonnrch~c, nud
Anstocratl~1 Poht1Cal, Econonucal, 'VlatrlmoniaL
and ThiisccuancouR Lirs; CUosin5 IIarmany
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.:
clotl"" $1.00.
'l'hc imperial Council of Vienna prohihit8d the
;Vole of this hook in Austritt, and confiscated al!
eo pies of it they could find.
Economic Equities. A Compencl of the
Ntttnral Laws of Industrial Production ttnd Exchange. By J. J{. Ingalls, author of "Socia.)
Wealth.'' Paper, 25c.
Fruits of Pl1ilosoplty. A TI·eatise on the
Po'(luhttion Question. By Dr. Chas. Rnowlton.
Ed1tcd by Cliarles Bracllaugh andAnnieBesant
25c.

Episties 1 etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles
and no! included in the 1\10w Testament.
?rice,

$1

-

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By IFEANCES \VKIGH'J'.

Fmbelfished with the portrait of £picurus, th1
Greek philosopher, and the author.

Price

--

-

-

-

-

75 cent>

BIBLE IN -INDIA
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew alj_d. Cl)_dst.ialj_ Rav
elatiolj_•
By J~oms JACOLLIOT.
Price,$"

Godly Women of the Bible
A H!SiORY OF ALL

The Women Who
Ali

UNGODLY

WoM.Allf

f~gure

in the Bible.

--llYOil' 'Rlfm NiNETEENTH CEN1

URY.

7IS centa.

Cloth, -

SISTE11t LUCY

Her Awful Disclosures
1/JS 'rC t"CC~t· H!JJL CONVf:tll!.
W ~« r,')w Wijrcs ~~ l\uriet1l:u Cm1fusslc~
-.~

_

-

--

-

THE latest proclamatio:U of the Holy
Congregation of the Propaganda at. Rome
~? the clergy of. the
nited States opens:
The supreme pontdf bas many reasons
of _sadness on .account of the dist-res~es
w~lCh
the ImpudPnt enfleavors of
w1c~e~ ~en are ~rying. to bring upon
Chnstiamty, eepe~IulJy m Europe. On
the <;>lher hand, It. 1s a great consolation
to. b1m to .Fee _the mcrease of Ca!holici~m,
with Gods a1cl, elsewhere in the world
~his is especially true of the great I'erub~
he, for where, scarcely a C('nturv ago
there was hardly a vestige of Catholicity'
yre,see now everywhere the church flout·:
IShlnp,-,"

p

New Testament.
"INFIDELS AND CHARITY." Apocryphal
THE< GOSF:SLS,

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the working classeH may
:Sy Helel'\ H. CSa:r-del'\er.
rai:Je themselves from their present stn.to of lo"'
w_a.gcs anr;l ceaseless toil to one of comfort, digmty, and l.ndependengo, ai)d which i~ alko cnpnOne of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
bl·3 of eJ1tll"!llY rcm\)vmg_, m course of time, the
Strongest Lectures .Against
other prmClpal SOClal cv1ls. By loi. G. H. lOc.
the Bible.
[,ar;-e or Small Families~ On which Sicle
the Balance of Comfort? Ily Austin llolyEvery Woman Should Read It Lic5
oake. 5c.
and
Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Know Her Enemies and Her Friende,
Bradlangh. 5c.
Why Do Men Starve~ By Chus. BradPrice, 10 cents. Address this office.
laugh. !JC, e
fhc Land Onestion. Large Estates Inimi·
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
cal to tho \Velfare of the l'cople. By Charles
Dratllaugh. 5c.
t.
USB THI:
Labor's Praye1·. By Chas. Bracllaugh. 5c.
AddreBR THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter·
ting, THB LIBERAL HYJIUT·BoOK contains songs
the beat poets, adapted to well-known tuues.
THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
i~ hi&l!lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
A SUMMARY OF
Par'r.on. Wr~ght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
~RGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
and, indeed, b:v all who hav examine!! it. Prio~;
• oenU.
.t.ddre1111 'Elnl Tmvnt Slllli!Ull ~
l'rioe, oloth, 50 oante.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

The Sunday Question

THE M~thodists on applying for spaM
at the Fau learned that. they could hav
but 400 square feet, while the Catholic a bad
be~n assigned 20,000; The l\fethodists
cla1m that their application was in befoi·e
that of the Catholicf'. They are indig~
nan~ •. and say they probably will not
exhibit. They add: "The 20,000 square
feet does not _represent ~II the space given
to the C11tbohcs. That IS for their educational exhibit only, They hav space for
other shows."
P?STMASTER-GlllNERAt. WANAMAKER made
a tnal of the pneumatic tube for the transit. of mail o~ the 17th ult. The first
?bJect trans}mtted was a Bible, wrapped
~~ '!'n Amencan flag, with the message:
Fus~ use of th~ first pneumatic postal
tube m . the Umtf'd States is to send
through It a copy of the holy scripture
the greatest message ever given to the
world. Covering the Bible is the American flag, the emblem of Freedom of sixtyfive million happy people,"

'.<1 "· nte

For all of the above ariclreRR
li'i'i'l~·
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

THE annexation ?f Hawaii iR being dir·

cusse~ for and agamst. The ol•jcctors say
tba~ It could not be ;received into the

Umon &s a self-governmg str.te, equal to
the other states, but, as "a far-away de·
pendency, would hav to be ruled by a pro·
?onsul-a s~~ange and dangerous anomaly
In our pohtJCal system, an inexhaustible
so1u?e of tyranny, profligacy, and corruphon, the beginning of radical changes
in our free institutions." Again urge
these .?PPO~ers: "We are told that the
Ha'Yanan Islancls would be a splendid
sta~I?~ for. our navy, and giv it great
faCJht1es m those important waters
Gra~ted. But _is it not worth while t~
consider that If we get such outlying
posts for our navy we must build a navy
large enough to _protect the outlying
posts, and that, while we are unassailahly
strong in our continental home every faraway possession will be a vulne;able I,; oint
an element of weakness?"
'
AN interestin~ question recently came
up before Justice Dykeman in the supreme C<?urt at White Plains, N. Y. Rev.
Mr. D~n.lel S. ~oy has b~en requested by
authontles to g:tv some evidence in an important suit. When the minister refusecl
Lawyer A. N. Mayer made an application before Justice Dykeman to
compel 1\ir. Toy to testify, The motion
w~s opposed by Lawyer D. H. Hunt, who
said 1\ir. Toy would not testify because
the evi~ence he had was in the form of a
confessiOn and was protected by Matt
xviii,_15, which has been adopted by th~
Baptist church as a .rule of disciplin,
Judge Dykeman demed the motion of
Lawyer l\Tayl:!r•. under section 833 of
~~e code of c1vll proced~re, which says:
. A clergyman or other mmister of religIOn ~hall not be compelled to disclose a confessiOn ma~e to him in his professional
?b.aracter, In the course of clisciplin enJOlned by the rules of practice of the
religions body to which he belongs."
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AN ALMIGHTY SPIDER.
Think of an almighty spider weaving a web to catch the souls of men, etc.-Ingersoll.

1'

HAND-BOOK

A 0 i g es t of S c i e n ce . "

OF

THE DYNAMIC THEORY Of LifE AND MIND 1

FREEl'H OUGHT.

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1, 067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only S2.7a.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousanp.s of books, su,ch _as those of t~e
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Senes," etc., by brmgmg together, m

By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enable~ somebodY. in every villag~ t9 "_corner the parson." Its ~ide
variety of subjects include all the disputed pomts between Chnst1amty and Freethou_ght. Ppce,
$1.25.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

simple and direct form, with proper corresponden~e be.tween them, 8Jl of the known factors con-

tributing toward the origin and evolution of orgamc bemgs.
IJo '1/0'U wish to lJe well in.formea t

THEN READ A OHAl'TER OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE OF
BOIENOEI
It is entertaining as well as enlightening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-~. e., appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.
You must ownthi8 book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF. THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Bitween Mental Science and Theology
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

l

By s. P. PutnBD1.

Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure,
By W. R. GREG.
OomPlete iD 1 vol., l'lJ:Uo, a\19pp., 81.50.
I

I RIEN CE
I

Being the sto_v of his reli~ious life and mental
Journeyings. Written in his happies~ and mo.st
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Sunernatural
Religion.
r

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. .Miraouloua Religion?
1,
_l,l'f .1.

E. GUILD. Paper, 20 cents: clotll, !0

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan III. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Addrels THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE SABBATH.

Pre and Con of

Preface ·oy B. G. INGERSOLL.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. 1'he New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspire --I. We~e the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callta Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE-

oe~-~

A

Thoroug~y
~:~:~~,,~:~:~and Eej
utat·im~ of the Ola·ims of the
Sabbatarians.

Price,

10cents.
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Order of Creation. Thomas Paine's W arks.
A.ge of Reason. Pap., :&5o. :
6 copies for $1; clo.~50c.
Age of Reason anu Examination of the Prophecie&.
P&p ...40c.; clo., 75c.
Aposbe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B"\
J. ~.Remsburg. Portrait. Pap:,
50c.; clo., 75c.

RCLIGION OF HUMANTr'

Common Sense. Written :ir.
1776. 15c.
.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.•

BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT~

clo., $3; leather, $4;
~t edges $4.50.

By M. BABCOCK.

Price,

10 cent.-

~uestions

Answers to Christian

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.;· clo., with
portrait, 600.

Life of.

•"' And Arguments.

With Explanatocy

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, 22>:.28, $1.
Political and Religions Rf-•
former. By B. F. Underwood. lOc.
Political 1Vorks: "Common

Bll' D. liL :BlmuTT.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATH 7

Sens~,"

--on,-

Man.

"Crisis," "Rights
$1.50.

of

Rights of :Man. Answer to

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
By J. G. HoLYoAXE.

morocc~o

Life of. By J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap~c.
Life of. with Remarks olo

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Price, 5 cents

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. tOe
Theological Works: "Age of

PH[OSOPHY OF SPIBITUILISI

Reason,"" Examination ofPro:(Jhecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

'Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

Mum, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.
AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
B:r B. !I'.

taining eight chapters in refutation of the
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of
I>ure thougbt, and correct in all its utterances.
Pnce, 25 cents.
·

StUdies In Theology. A clear expoaition
of the biblical story of man's "creation,'' and
"CJirse,'' theologically denominated "the falL"
Pnce, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. Containing

one hunored and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblehinvolving guestions of theology,
morals, and istory. Pnce, lO cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta-

tion of the assumption that he was a divine
J:l.erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old
'.restament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standpoint, showmg
what it is not and what it is. Price,5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTHJ:"!EEKER,
28 Lafayette place, :New York.

Observer. By KG. Ingersoll. tOe.

l\.3eeke:a- Cons.uany-:

HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE~.
From the "Analysis of Rc..igious Belief.'

,Pocket Theology.

POPES AHD Tl{tJll DOJHGS. J FILE BINDERS.
1

Bv VISCOUNT .AMBERLEY.

The Bible • What Is IU A paropblet con-

01
• ACCOUNT • '

•

By VOLTAIRE.

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TBUTH

Yta_ars of Cht'lst and Ytcegerents of God. _ SEE~B need a File Binder, which we will send on

:::::=

;Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Terse, witty, and sarcastic dafinitiona of thPO·

receipt of one dollar.

lo<d<I'Ll t.oJ.'llJJI. PriM. l1ti centll.

(§E~MS AND SUBSG~IPJI!ION BLAN:f\

Spread
Freethought.
••

••

-OF-

~Cfhe Cfrutll SeeJter.~
6ft '1>~, eh~ aM-b ~'"e-IJ' ~-t.bU6 1 to. .&e. 'l»~C. -pa-~aUe to
E. M. MA.CDONALD.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

,... Fill out the accompanying Subscription
Blank and fOrward

to

The Truth Seel~er, 28

Lafayette place, New York.

We mail this issue of THE TBuTH

S~:a

to many Lib-

1'bree months, (trial subscribers,) In advance,
$0.75
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
Six
"
"
u
1.50
one remittanc~,
Single subscription, one year.
3.00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years,
5.00
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
remittance,
5.00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.

$7.00
8.50
10.00

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers
be will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own
r~PP anrl gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share
with them the advantages of the club rates.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.

erals who are not now subscribers with the hope that they

will forward their subscriptions.

·---18

As a special inducement we will send the paper to new

~h.e ~xn:tb:

Trial Subscribers

.§.e.elt.ex

(!];~.,

28 Lajayetie Place, New York.

Please send The Truth Seeker to the .following address ...._ for ....-...- ....... year

Three Months for 50 Cents.

Inclosed .find $.-........ in payment o.f the same.
We

feel

confident

that everyone

who

reads

THE

three months will renew his subscription.

TRUTH SEEKER fm·

-·--

POST OFFICE, [Box ST.

NAMES.

A

No.,

IF ANY.J

& STATE.

We respectfully urge our present subscribers to bear
ills offer in mind when sending their renewals, and make an
effort to send us

A Club of Trial Subscriptions.
For

clubbing

terms

for

renewals

use

the

Blank

adjoining this at the rates given.
We hope that

an

readers to whose notice the paper now

{

---

{
{

comes for the first time will send us a six or twelve months'
subscription, but if they do not feel like subscribing for either

{

term we shall be thankful if they will fill the blank out for

.• 'll:riaJ

~;~:g.bscription

..

of three months.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.88 La.:faye"tte Pl., Ne-w York.
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great force and value, makes it worth while to giv his agreed upon, or that what he buys to eat is adulterposition in his own words:
ated with innutJ:itiv matter. Manifestly, by any
FOUNDED BY D. m:. BENNETT.
"Where no covenant hath preceded, there hath no of these deeds which we condemn as unjust, and
right been transferred, and every man has right to do which are punished by law, there is, as before, an
E. M, MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. everything; and consequently no action can be unjust. interference with the normal adjustment of
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
But when a covenant is made, then to break it is unjust; physiological repair to physiological waste. Nor is
and the definition of INJUSTICE is no other than the
SATURDAY,
- MARCH 11, 1893. not performance of covenant. And whatsoever is not it otherwise when we pass to kinds of conduct still
unjust is just. . . . Therefore, before the names of more remotely operativ. If he is hindered from enSUBSCRIPTION KATES•
just and unjust can hav place, there must be some co· forcing his claim, if class predominance prevents
!Single subscription, in advance .... ~ ........................... 83 00 erciv power to compel men equally to the performance him from proceeding, or if a bribed judge givs a
•One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :J 00 of their covenants, by the terror of some punishment
verdict contrary to evidence, or if a witness swears
"Two new subscribers ............................................. :J 00
'One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :J 00 greater than the benefit they expect by the breach of falsely, hav not these deeds, though they. affect him
their covenant" (Leviathan xv).
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
more indirectly, the same original cause for their
tance ........................................................ 'f 00
These two views, along with that of the intui- wrongness? Even with actions which work diffused
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, ih one remit·
tance ......................................................... S :JO tionists, are satisfyingly shown to be fallacious. The
and indefinit mischiefs it is the same. Suppose that
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................10 oo latter part of the reasoning against these views, the man, instead of being dealt with fraudulently, is
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
which moreover introduces what Mr. Spencer con- calumniated. There is, as before, a hindrance to
remittance.
siders the true conception, we will present in the the carrying on of life-sustaining activities, for the
Monev should: lie sent Ziti ezpress comvanv's monev ord:er, original language : "If, by tying its main artery, loss of character detrimentally affects his business.
postaZ ord:er, d:ra,ft on New York, or Ziti regtstered: Zetter.
The mental depression caused
Ad:d:ress oommuntoattcms and: make d:ra,fts, checks, vost-otf!ce we stop most of the blood going to a limb, then, Nor is this all.
and: ezpress monev ord:ersvavaliZe to · E. M. MACDONALD,
for as long as the limb performs its function, those partially incapacitates him for energetic activity,
28 La.favette ptace, New York.
parts which are called into play must be wasted and perhaps brings on ill-health. So that maliSPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our faster than they are repaired ; whence eventual dis- ciorisly or carelessly prop:1gating false statements
readers if they urillsend us the name and address of ablement.
The relation between due receipt of tends both to diminish his life and to diminish his
any Freethinker urho is not a regular subscriber.
n1:1tritiv matters through its arteries and due dis- ability to maintain life. Hence its flagitiousness.
charge of its duties by the limb is a part of the Moreover, if we trace to their ultimate ramifications
The True Ground of Right and Wl'ong.
physical order. If, instead of cutting off the the effects wrought by any of these acts which
Among the tasks on which science is entering, supply to a particular limb, we bleed the patient morality called intuitiv reprobates; if we ask what
one of the most vital is that of showing to the largely, so drafting away the materials needed for results, not to the individual himself only, but also
people the true ground of morality. It must make repairing not one limb but all limbs, and not limbs to his belongings; if we observe how impoverishclear to the whole of the race, as it has already to only b:llt viscera, there results both a muscular ment hinders the rearing of his children, by entailsome, the true cause why we call certain acts right debility and enfeeblement of the vital functions. ing underfeeding or inadequate clothing, resulting
and others wrong-must distinctly point out the Here, again, cause and effect are necessarily related. perhaps in the death of some and the constitutional
reason for doing right, the source of the feeling of' The mischief that results from great depletion results injury of others-we see that, by the necessary
ought.
apart from any divine command, or political enact- connections of things, these acts, besides tending
The attempts to do this that hav been made by ment, or moral intuition. Now advance a step. primarily to lower the life of t.he individual agChristians will all be found on examination to be Suppose the man to be prevented from taking in gressed upon, tend, secondarily, to lower the lives of
futil.
The elucidations essayed by theological enough of the solid and liquid food containing all his family, and, thirdly, to lower the life of
writers are on analysis seen to be but random col- those substances continually abstracted from his society at large, which is damaged by whatever
Jlections of words to which no definit meaning can blood in repairing his tissues : suppose he has da~ages its units."
Here in the last few lines we hav been led to a
lbe attached. The late encyclicals of the pope on cancer of the esophagus and cannot swallow-what
·,the labor question, so lauded as blessed and illu- happens~ By this indirect depletion, as by direct point slightly different from the main theme, viz.,
minating deliverances of divine wisdom, are but depletion, he is inevitably made incapable of per- the interdependence of society-the truth that what
instances of this sort.
forming the actions of one in health. In this case, injures one injures all. If Leo XIII. had said in
The object of this article is to introduce a short as in the other cases, the connection between cause his encyclicals that we must see to it that the workpiece of reasoning from our great luminary Herbert and effect is one that cannot be established or ingman gets his due, not because of any of the folSpencer in which he shows that the relations of altered by any authority external to the phenomena derol considerations which he did assign, but
right and wrong rest not on any of the misty sup- tilemselvs. Again, let us say that instead of being because the worker if underpaid will remain
ports which unscientific writers hav alleged, but stopped after passing his mouth, that which he ignorant and ~~nhealthy, and by his misvoting and
on natural connections of cause and effect. Con- would swallow is stopped before reaching his contagions injure us-if he had said this his delivduct, he says, is good or bad accor~ing as its mouth; so that day after day he is required to erance would hav possessed some worth.
The above is but a glimpse of the whole great
aggregate results, to self or others, or both, are waste his tissues in getting food, and day after day
pleasurable or painful. He dissects, and shows the food he .bas got to meet this waste he is forcibly question of morality. We hope in future issues to
the falsity of, the old notions that wrong is per- prevented from eating. As before, the progress to- do more in exposition of this important subject.
ceived to be wrong by divine revelation, or legal ward death by starvation is inevitable-the connecMohammedanism vs. Christianity.
enactment, or inborn intuition.
tion.between acts and effects is independent of any
An attempt to plant Mohammedanism in this
In exploding the first, the notion of supernatural alleged theological or political authority. And
country is being made. Mr. Alexander Russell
determination of morals, he chooses as a typical similarly if, being forced by the whip to labor, no
Webb, formerly United States consul at Manila, has
case for his opposition the affirmation of Jon a than adequate return in food is supplied to him, there
embraced that religion, and returned to New York
Dymond, a Quaker, in his "Principles of Moral- are equally certain evils, equally independent of
to "establish a Mohammedan paper, to publish
ity :" "The authority of the deity [is] the sole sacred or secular enactment. Pass now to those
books that will educate Americans into a knowledge
ground of duty, and his communicated will the only actions more commonly thought of as the occasions
of Islam as it is, and to organize circles for the
ultimate standard of right and wrong."
for rules of conduct. Let us assume the man to be
study of the Koran and of Islam in general."
Coming to the second of the above doctrins continually robbed of that which was given him in
In the lands where this religion of Islam, or Mowhich he sets himself to overthrow, to the effect exchange for his labor, and by which he was to make
hammedanism, prevails, polygamy is practiced.
that moral distinctions depend on legal enactment, up for nerve-muscular expenditure and renew his
On this institution Mr. Webb makes some remarks
Mr. Spencer preludes: "Following Plato and powers. No less than before is the connection beworthy of weighing :
Aristotle, who make state enactments the sources tween conduct and consequence rooted in the con"Polygamy is the idea uppermost in the minds of
of right and wrong, and following Hobbes, who stitution of things; unchangeable by state made Americans
when Mohammedanism is mentioned. Our
holds that there can be neither justice nor injustice law, and not needing establishment by empirical American idea of polygamy is got from the Mormons.
till a regularly constituted coerciv power exists to generalization. If the action by which the man is We think that it means for a man to marry as many
issue and enforce commands, not a few modern affected is a stage further away from the results, or wives as he pleases, and that naturally fills us with dis·
thinkers hold that there is no other origin for good produces results of a less decisiv kind, still we see gust.
"You must remember, in the first place, that Moham·
and bad in conduct than law." The illustriousness the same basis for n;lOr~lity in the physical order. med found the Arabs mar·rying as many wives as they
of Hobbes, as a modern writer who1 though erring lmagin that payment for his services is made partly chose, He cut down the number so that they could
.on this one point, on tbe wbole possesses ver-, . ~n bad coin, or tpat ~t i.s qeJ,aye9 beyond th,e .9ate l)larry one1 two, three, or four wives, ~Wcordiug to cir•
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oumstanoes. I am not foolish enough to suppose that Islam. What religion has as bloody a record as Chris"WASHINGTON, March 1, 1893.
polygamy could be engrafted upon our system of civili- t;anity? WheJ! Omar and his army entered Jerusalem
"RoN. GROVER CLEVELAND, Lakewood, N. J.: Your
zation. But you must know that prostitution does not in the religious war not a drop of blood was shed. When telegram received. Orders were issued already forbidexist in purely Mohammedan countries. In India, where the Crusaders entered it seventy thousand men, women, ding the use of the pension building on Sunday, and I
the English are, the Christian English government sets and children were put to the sword. Even in their am gratified that this action is in accordance with your
aside on its official Indian budget each year a certain bloodiest wars the Mohammedans spared the old men wishes.
JOHN W. NOBLE, Secretary."
sum for providing prostitutes for the army. I did not and the women and children."
Before the telegram from Mr. Cleveland had
believe this when I first heard it, but I looked into it and
Our Moslem proselyter well continues:
been received Secretary Noble had forwarded the
found that it was true.
"Think, in the eighth century Moslem Spain was following communication to the chairman of the
"The harem is not an institution created by Mohammed, nor is the custom of keeping the women in seclusion the home of the arts and sciences, the highest type of inaugural committee:
a part of his system. He taught that women should civilization in the world, while Christian Europe was
"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, }
dress modestly, and this precept has been carried to the plunged in ignorance and in blood and was overrun with
"WASIDNGTON, D. C., March 1, 1893.
monks
who
thought
it
a
sin
to
be
olean."
extreme through the adopting of an Indian custom. In
"CoL. JAMES G. B.ERRET, Chairman Inaugural Coman Oriental city I lectured before about fifty MohamAn important point is the following, made on mittee, Sir: My attention has been called to the fact that
medan women. They were separated from me by a the scriptures of the rival faiths:
it is the purpose of the inaugural committee to open the
screen and I could not see them, I lectured upon the
pension building on Sunday, the 5th inst., for one or more
"Read the Bible, then read the Koran. And if any musical entertainments at which a charge for admission
customs of English and American society about women.
They could all speak and understand English. As I fair-minded man does not say that the Koran is the bet- will be made. I hav to inform you that, in granting the
heard afterward, they were terrified and scandalized by ter book, I'll eat it.
use of this building for the inauguration ball, it was not
"The Old Testament is in every Christian household. contemplated that the building should be open to the
what I told them about the way our women went about
the streets. The Mohammedan women are well content, I hav two little girls. With God's help I shall see that public on Sunday, and as there will be opportunity on
and regard their Western sisters with fully as much they never read it. For it is the most obscene book I the subsequent day, during which the building is at the
pity and horror as their Western sisters hav for them. know of. It contains things that are utterly filthy. disposal of the committee, to giv the concerts referred to,
And furthermor~>, I know that their rights are as well There is not a line in the Koran that anyone could object the use of the pension building on Sunday for that purto, that could not be read anywhere or by anybody."
pose will not be permitted. Very respectfully,
protected as are the rights of our women."
The morality connected with these two religions
'' JOHN W. N OBLH, Secretary."
The above is very snggestiv. Our system of
The correspondence upon the subject concluded
sexual regulation is thought by many of us the is further touched on :
''Islam in its highest form is the broadest, freest, most with the following additional note to Mr. Berrett:
most perfect thing in the world. To these persons
of local prejudice and narrow knowledge nothing satisfying formulation of ethical truth known in this
"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,}
world.
·
"WASHINGTON, March 1, 1893.
could .be more beneficial than such criticism from
"It has been said that if you strip Christianity of its
"CoL. JAMES G. BERRETT, Chairman Inaugural Comdistant viewpoints.
three errors, the immaculate conception, the vicarious mittee, Sir: Since my letter to you of this date, relativ
This missionary goes on to attack next the in- atonement, and the trinity, you hav Islam. The moral to the use of the pension-office building for a musical
temperance which prevails in lands influenced by teachings of all systems, of Islam, of Buddhism, of entertainment on Sunday next, I hav received a telegram
the Christian religion. Christianity does not for- Christianit.y, are the same. All the great inspired teach- from Mr. Cleveland of which I inclose you a copy, exers taught the same ethical code."
pressing his strong opposition to the use of the building
bid or even discourage the use of intoxicating
Here, however, is a certain error, or exaggeration. for a Sunday concert, and objecting to such concert as a
liquors; indeed, it commends it. But Mohammedfeature of the inauguration. I also inclose for your inamsm forbids the practice. African tribes con- It is not true that religious founders hav taught formation a copy of my reply thereto. Very respectfully,
verted to Christianity soon are weltering in alcoh,olic the same morals. Their ethical systems hav been
''JoHN W. NoBLE, Secretary."
besottedness, while those who instead are under alike only to a certain degree. The rules of conThis action of the preachers is an impertinent
Mohammedanil!lm remain or become abstinent and duct to which it is necessary that men conform in interference with the rights of those who wish to
order to exist in society, of course are nearly the
prosperous.
make music or to listen to it. In its influence
same
in all lands, and in so far as founders of reThis apostle to us poor Christian heathen next
music is refining and uplifting. There is no more
points to the significant fact that there are no ligions took these up the various religions embody possibility of " sin" in listening to it on Sunday
priests as such in Islam. The iman who leads the similar moral injunctioml; but these founders of- than on any other day; no more harm in enjoying it,
prayers may be a butcher or baker or tailor. There ten failed to select the right conceptions on morals as the New York World aptly puts it, than in reis no class of priests, and therefore there is no from those which they found about them, and joicing in the sunlight or the songs of Sabbathinducement for a man to cling to error. The often added erring and pernicious notions oj their ignoring birds.
--------~.--------Christian minister educates himself at great ex- own, and often coupled with their moral teachings
Shakspere.
pense. His occupation becomes a means of liveli- supernatural doctrins whose effect was to vitiate
hood, his only means of livelihood, in fact. A and defeat the former. The codes are not the same. • Colonel Ingersoll lectures at the Broad way
We hope that our Antichristian friend MuhamChristian minister in St. Louis said to Mr. Webb
Theater, 41st street and Broadway, this city, next
med
Alexander Russell Webb-the "Muhammed"
once : " I do not believe a great many things. But
Sunday
evening, March 12th, on Shakspere. Peowhat am I to do 7 I am fifty-five years old. I can was prefixed to his name on his entering Islample
who
havn't heard this lecture are but slightly
not cast myself adrift. I must go on preaching, for will hav huge luck, not in establishing his religion,
but in lacerating, dilapidating, deracinating, and acquainted with the immortal William. It is calcuif I quit, I starve."
Among the reasons why Christians should take otherwise making away with the doctrins and lated to pain friend Burr somewhat, but that must
usages of Christianity.
be forgiven, considering the opportunity such a
up Islam are:
subject givs such an orator. Tickets should be
"Because it makes every man individually responsible
Government Hand-in-Hand "ith Religion.
for every act he commits and every thought he thinks,
purchased early to get the better of the speculators.
It was arranged that as a part of the ceremonies
and does not encourage him to sin bv teaching him a
vicarious atonement. Because it is elevating and refining of the presidential inauguration at Washington
in its tendencies, and develops the higher, nobler ele- the marine band should giv a concert on Sunday, The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Standments of humanity when it is faithfully, wisely, and inpoint.
the 5th, in the pension building. At this the
telligently followed."
In
May
we
shall
begin
the publication of a series
preachers of that city sent to the Senate a protest
The essentials of Islam Mr. Webb sums up as
of
letters
which
will
be
of great interest and
against this rival entertainment on the day of which
the unity of God, the inspiration of the Prophet,
they hav been allowed a monopoly. They declared beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
cleanliness, prayer, fasting, fraternity, alms-giving,
that the rendering of music by a national band in Chicago, ana they will be about the World's great
and pilgrimage.
a national buildi:n.g on Sunday would be "a national Fair, which opens in that lively and booming town
The Mohammedan tenet of the unity of God Mr.
sin." One feature of the protest we find com. Webb opposes to the Christian dootrin of the trinon May 1st. Mr. Putnam's description-as everymented on by a popular daily in these words:
ity, which he considers as the dootrin of three
one who knows him knows-will not be the comgods.
"Those Washington clergymen who are aghast at the
monplace
matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
sinfulness of permitting the marine band to giv a conThe religion of Mohammed secures cleanliness in oert next Sunday seem strangely deficient in the correspondent, but the impressions made upon a
the following way:
sense of humor. For their mouthpiece, chosen to utter
cosmopolitan poet by the aggregation of samples of
"The Mohammedan must pray five times a day, at their protest against the • national sin' of music on
sunrise, at noon, between four an_d five o'clock, just at Sunday, they selected Matthew Stanley Qu11y, a notorious the world's progress in mechanics, art, literature,
sunset, and at bedtime. He must pray at each of these political corruptionist and a man who a few years ago know ledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
times, and in this way he is at least five times during the embezzled nearly half a million dollars from the treasury
broad, wide and deep-a picture and a panorama,
day reminded of his religion. Each time he prays he of this state, and by virtue of the statutes of limitation has
must make his ablutions, and thus the virtue of oleanli- escaped the punishment which might hav }Jrought re- a history of human advance from "that man in the
ness goes hau din hand with prayer."
pentanoe for his 'sin.' "
dug. out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
A merit of Islam is laid before us thus:
Upon the presentation of the pr~test, the men nature-so far as these forces are subdued. The
"The great central idea of Islam is brotherhood. All who govern our nation at once began scurrying letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of
men stand upon a level. The rich merchant, the noble- about to purchase the favor of the religionists. the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows,
man, the beggar are brothers. Mohammed taught and The president-elect sent the following telegram:
and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
practiced this most earnestly. And I hav never known
"L
N
· h
l
b h
AKEWOOD, . J., March 1, 1893.
of a Moslem being m uman or orne to a rot er Mos"To THE SECRETARY oF THE INTERIOR: I am strongly correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
lem."
opposed to the use of the pension building for a Sunday letters to be written by them, there will be none
We commend to the attention of Christians, concert on the 5th inst., and object to regarding such a like the writer of the Freethought views and his
with their judgments perverted by their one-sided thing as a feature of inauguration.
descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes "
education, the following truth :
"GROVER CLEVELAND."
will
agree with us in this estimate, we know.
"They say that Islam is the religion of the sword.
Secret1ry Noble immediately sent the following
We shall be obliged to our friends if the;r wil~
This is a strange reproach for Christianity ito bring to 1 reply to Mr. Cleveland:
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call the attention of their friends to this announcement and suggest to them that a six months'
subscription will insure them the receipt of these
letters, which will alone be worth many times the
cost of the paper.

Why Don't God Kill the Devil ~ By M. Babcock, of
St. Johns, Mich. Including the poem by that title. A
racy and direct little work, unanswerable by Christians.
On this we hav reduced the price to 15 cents.
The Priest in Absolution. This work is a protest
agaiust, and an appeal to every American citizen to examin carefully and thoughtfully, a religious system so invasiv of privacy, so powerful for evil in licentious hands,
so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth, and to the freedom of thought,
speech, and action. Price, paper, 25 cents.·
Paine's Great Works Complete. Comprising all his
religious and theological writings, with a Life. Illustrated. Cloth, $3; with THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, $5.
The Crimes of Preachers. This book is on the press,
and if the pressmen keep their promises will be ready
for delivery next week. Orders may be sent and will he
filled as soon as the book is in hand. Price, 25 cents.

first removing my lot, keeps me from enjoying my
estate as I thought I should when I consented to
own it.
I hav spoken of the roads which disappear in the
woods. Of course these roads are disappointing to
people who would like to travel somewhere over
them, but you hav no idea what a bank they are
----------.---------for country editors to draw on. We couldn't very
Some Handsome Premiums.
well get along without them, because after a while
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew"
if we had not "The Necessity for Good Roads" to
als on the part of our friends we make the followwrite about we would hav no subject at all. The
ing handsome premium offe~s:
new editor may start off blithely on the resources of
the country (we havn't got so far as "products"
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
yet), and tell about our lumber, our concealed
year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
mineral wealth, and our vast undeveloped agricult(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
ural domain. He of course says that as yet little is
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
known about these, and the general and nonerected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
committal style of his remarks proves the statement.
The subject will not pan out more than one good
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
The Joys and Otherwise of a New Country. article. Twice or three times a year, maybe, there
is a fire in town that catches the volunteer firemen
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
MY DEAR BROTHER: There are some drawbacks out of hearing of the bell and the engin-horses
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
about living in a country with a semi-tropical climate hauling sand. This furnishes an excuse for a
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one like that of Washington. Sometimes the climate for- powerful article on the apathy of the city council
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- gets what is expected of it and does not appear. The touching protection against fire, but interest in the
prospectus calls for two months of damp weather on subject dies out before the hose is dry. The owner
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year or about January 1st. The rest ofthe time we are to of the burnt building gets his insurance and don't
be supplied with Italian skies. There is a legend
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" that years ago the sound country had a severe understand what the editor is roaring about.
Politics doesn't last long, religion is not conspicuous
in boards ($2).
winter, and now when a cold '!map comes on the enough to need dressing up very often, and so before
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year old inhabitant remarks that this is mild weather
he knows it the editor has nothing for his blood to
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- compared with what we had while Washington was boil over. Here is where the virtue of bad roads
a territory. He was believed last year and two shows itself. The poor road is like the Mormons.
ally Illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one years ago, though I think he was prevaricating It hasn't a friend in the community, and the editor
then, but the present winter has robbed him of his can yeli "Giv Us Better Roads" and not lose a
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comi?ally
occupation as a liar; for the latest arrival has seen reader of his valuable paper. The county commisIllustrated" in board covers ($1).
ice in the river, the thermometer 10° below nothing,
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books and three feet of snow on the ground. The old sioner is elected on his promis to see that the
farmers hav bet.ter roads to haul their produce over,
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceed- settler stood by the territorial temperature until he and the representativ to Olympia agrees to introingly low price. Old and new '3'bscribers can avail had to turn his thermometer. People who came duce a bill for a state system. We hav a special
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present here from the East to escape the severity of your election o0easionally to bond the earth for a road
readers will call the attention of their friends to winters expressed some surprise at the way zero and bridge fund, when everybody goes to the polls
climbed over the mercury.
A revivalist from and votes against the proposition. Fin ally the
the values offered.
Rhode Island joined us at the time ·cold weather settlers build the road themselvs, and then to keep
did, and was heard to express some apprehensions
Having apparently succeeded in getting Con- about the prudence of frequently alluding to the them from shooting outsiders who travel it the
gress to cripple the World's Fair at Chicago by temperature enjoyed by lost souls during his labors county commissioners accept it. Until our county
highways are all paved and hav patent sidewalks
requiring it to be closed on Sunday, the ultra- among us.
roofed over, our cry for better roads will be repeated.
The only tropical growt b .in Washington is the We hav a standing sarcasm to the effect that the
puritans hav now begun a crusade against "the
nude in art." They would like to put a basque on boom town. Soon after I reached Snohomish in road to hell is much pleasanter than that from here
the Venus de Milo and drape the nether limbs of the middle of 1891, I went down the river eight or to Hyas City, because it is paved.
ten miles one Sunday to look at a town site that
I presume you hav heard of our senatorial deadthe Apollo Belvedere in trousers. They want
was then attracting some attention and real-estate
nothing shown in the art galleries which presents speculators. It was mostly stumps and swamps. lock, and hav inferred that political fences are built
the human form outside of the dreary bags made Its inhabitants were dwellers in tents. I met the very high by our people. I~ is quite tru~ that
sentiment is divided by party lmes, but that IS not
by the tailor or the dressmaker. In every age the editor of the paper there, and to giv our conversa- what troubles the legislature. We are overwhelm"respectable'' hav, says Colonel Ingersoll, "been tion a literary varnish, told him the place re- ingly in favor of getting appropriations from Conopposed to the works of real genius. If what minded me of New Eden, which showed that I had gress to grade our lots, dig our ditches, and water
are known as the best people could hav had their read Dickens and also that he hadn't. He had on our yards during the dry season. The man to repreboots th9.t reached to his hips, and I was afraid he
way, if the pulpit had been consulted-the pro- would kick me with one or both of them when I sent us in Washington city is the man who can
vincial moralists-the works of Shakspere would explained myself. The town now has five or six steal the most out of the United States treasury.
It is admitted that any senatorial candidate would
hav been suppressed. Not a line would hav reached thousand inhabitants, who refer to Snohomish as a steal as much as he could get· away with, but the
our time. . .
If the Scotch kirk could hav suburb. I may add that it also has a big shipyard, split has come over the question of divi~ing. the
decided, nothing would hav been known of Robert one of the largest nail factories in the country, the wad. For instance, we want the Snohomish river
Burns. It is not too much to say that every book leading paper mill of the West, an electric light improved so that ocean steamers can discharge
system, and a water system, and is the sal~-water cargo and passengers at Ferg's wharf. Residents
now held in high esteem would hav been destroyed,
terminus of the Great Northern Transcontmental
if those in authority could hav had their will." .eailroad. It now proposes to incorporate as the along Swinomish slough desire that inle~ made
over into a ship canal so they can get their cranAnd so, if the present puritanical domineerers of o_ur city of Everett with some forty square miles or so berries into the markets of the orient; while, as I
government could hav their will, art would be crip- within its limits. The people down there are try- understand i'G, the bunch-grassers east of the
pled and smothered. Is they could really hav their ing to steal our court-house and hav assurance Cascade range hav a scheme in view to irrigate the
whole will, what of pleasure . or use would be left enough to ask for the state capitol. Their cheek is Great American Desert. The Swinomish slough
in good repair and they do not propose to let con- folks are not enthusiastic for irrigation, as they hav
in the world?
cealment, like a worm in the bud, feed on the to wear gum boots the year round now ; the bunch
---------4--------grassers, with the Rocky mountains on o~e side an_d
In our next issue we shall print our concluding damask roses of the same.
My residence in this city.is on Nob hill. My lot
words to Mr. Anderson, showing what certain is 60 x 128 feet, and has but eleven trees and eight the Coast range on the other, think a ship canal IS
impracticable, and neither of them care ~hether
great men believed on design in nature.. We a~e stumps on it, besides those covered by the house.
the snags are taken out of the Snohomish nver or
pleased, too, that a lif~ of Ch_arles Darwm by his The stumps are comparativly small, being not not. Hence the lack of unity of purpose among
son Francis; just published, Will enable us to pre- much larger than the platform of a Coney Island representativs from the different sections. If we
sent to our readers in the same number the views merry-go-round. When I get t.hese out al'd hav finally elect a senator who doesn't steal a cent from
of that illustrious discoverer not only on design eradicated old Stinson's skidroad that he logged the rest of the country we shall probably be sorry
over in the sixties I shall be ready to plow and put that we did not return the man who has been
but on Christianity, revelation, and various arguin garden truck. The avenue I liv on goes more drilling at the treasury for the past two years.
ments for the existence of a God.
than a block beyond my house before it gets lost in
Speaking of legislators, ~o. Y?U remember John
the
woods: Any Snohomish person that you meet Brown Smith, who went to Jail m Massachuse~ts a
New Editions.
at the Fair will tell you that I liv in the heart of dozen or fifteen years ago rather than submit to
N editions of the following books are in the binder's the city. I shall try gardening this summer, and taxation without representation~ He is now a
han~: and will be ready by the time this reaches our expect to succeed at it if the mortgage note doesn't resident of this state and represents Douglas
readers:
drop due on my vegetables and put their light out. countv at the capitol.
I received a letter from
Liberty in Literature. A testimonial to Walt Whitman We hav the mortgage here as in the East and its him the other day in which he inquired after you.
b c l Robert G. Ingersoll. To which we hav added notes keep people awake nights when everything
t:e f~~eral address by the same appreciativ friend of else is quiet, although this is a new country. The He also referred to his experience as a convict, and
America's most ori~inal poet. This is the only form in lot I liv on is my first attempt at cornering the observed "You see I hav not reformed, but I am
which the funeral address can be obtained. Price 25 soil. I hav not been a monopolist before, and in the l~gislature instead of the jail."
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
cents, paper; 50 cents in cloth.
when I think of the troubles that afflict wealthy
Snohomish,
Wash.,
Feb.
26,
1893.
Six Lectures on Astronomy. By Prof. Richard A. gmbbers like mysf1lf I cannot wonder that so many
Proctor delivered in Chickering Hall. A popular and remain poor.
To look at a cedar stump whose
most iu'teresting summary of the scienc~ of astronomy, roots extend back to the carboniferous era, and
Please renew your subscription and obtain anand particularly interesting to . Fr~ethmkers as overother
subscriber.
contemplate
the
task
of
getting
them
out
without
throwing the l\iosaic legend. PriCe m paper, 20 cents.
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Soienoe ana "[)rogrsss ..
Boodle Resources.
"Take away the fear of hell," says the abbe
Lamenais, "and the support of the clergy would be
gone." But who knows T Even in heaven the
abbe's colleagues might sell furlough-tickets to
Christians doomed to pass eternity whining psalms
in praise of Jesus.
An American Expert.
The Annual of the Swiss Tourist's Guide publishes an article under the title, " How to Combine
Pleasure with Profit." The Rev. Dr. Parkhurst
might furnish some interesting hints on that
problem.
Natural Allies.
The Chinese bonzes consider opium a necessary
evil, needed to assist true believers in the final re ·
nunciation of worldly vanities, and deserving toleration, as long as the poison-venders do not expose
their merchandise in the pagoda bazars (sacred to the
sale of holy relics). Our gin-shops, too, hav prepared millions of souls for the gospel of antinaturalism, and the opposition of our clergy to
the progress of the liquor traffic would largely cease
if they could stop the sale of spirituous stimulants
on the day they wish to reserve for the dispensation of spiritual tonics. Some of the Old World
priests, in upper Austria, for instanee, contrive, indeed, to assist their parishioners in their heavenward progress by brewing beer, or operating large
vineyards and wine-presses.
A Sensible Precedent.
In the early days of Mohammedanism the chalifs,
as successors of the Prophet, were, ex officio, the
primates of Islam ; but the Bagdad commander of
the faithful snubbed and bulldozed the provincials
till they got tired of his insolence and openly defied
his authority by electing pontiffs of their own, like
the iman of Muscat and the Persian sheikh-ul-Islam.
Suppose our American Catholics should solve the
"autonomy problem " in a similar way? What
transatlantic cable expenses and worry about suppressed appeals that plan would save!
Imported Pests.
The rabbits which some foolish colonists brought
to New Zealand hav multiplied till hundreds of
fertil farms hav had to be abandoned by their
owners. They devour the growing crops, ruin
orchard-trees, and cause inundation by undermining
the irrigation-dikes. The aggregate of mischief
thus caused is estimated at $5,000,000 a year, and
the Duneddin Herald denounces the importation of
the ruinous rodents as " an unparalleled folly, considering the fact that the little pests were not indigenous to the country, and had to be petted and
acclimatized at considerable expense." But were
our priests and parsons indigenous to the soil of
the New World? Were not their importers, too,
guilty of a most gratuitous folly, and hav they a
right to complain that the long-eared pets hav
multiplied till their aggregate expense to Australia
and the two Americas amounts to something like
$500,000,000 per year ? To some degree, however,
we can also share in the consolation of the affiicted
. New Zealanders that "the wretched parasites can
not subsist upon the nativ products of the soil, and
may be starved out by withholding their artificial
means of support."
Mount Stromboli.
The continuous earthquakes on the island of
Zante appear to extend their influence to the
Lipari archipelago, where the volcano of Stromboli has for weeks illuminated the sky with the
glare of its fire-storms. One branch of its network of volcanic clefts is in a state of almost perpetual activity, emittiDg blasts of cinders, with a
wheezing noise resembling the puffs of an old engin.
Its lava-streams, too, hav formed quite a bank of
bituminous deposits, and once in four or five years
the crater indulges in a first-class eruption, like
that of February 7th of the present year, when jts
whirls of black Emoke were plainly seen from
Monteleone, on the west coast of Italy, at a distance of sixty-five miles. The Lipari islands are
· only sparsely inhabited, and our theological moralists would not fail to point out the goodness of
Providence in that life-saving· arrangement, if the
much more ruinous hell-vent of Mount Vesuvius
had not been planted in the midst of the most
densely populatEd districts of southern Europe.
An Eye-Opener.
The managers of the Buddhist missions at the
beginning of our chronological era, had no hesitation in resorting to bribery, in order to increase
the number of their converts, and like our Christian propagandists in the East Indies, had a keen
scent for getting on the track of talented individ-
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uals in necessitous circumstances, and putting
them in a way of bettering their spiritual and secular prospects at the same time. Is it not possible
that a light of that sort dawned upon Paul, alias
Saul, when he journeyed to Damascus in quest of
employment?
Widowed Infants.
In Catholic Spain, twelve years for a girl and
sixteen for her inamorato is considered a marriageable age, but the Spanish Americans go still further,
and in Peru babies of ten years are now and then
betrothed to rich Don Juans, old enough, with such
marriage laws, to be their great-grandfathers. The
traveler Burmeister, in the chronicle of his sojourn
at Porto Santo, mentions a little vixen of eleven
years who had been widowed twice, once by the
death and once by the desertion of her husband.
With the clerical moralists the promotion of a
chance for nuptial and baptismal boodle has always
outweighed the objections against premature marriages, and in the island of Corsica the evil had to
be abated by a junta of strong-minded rustics, confronted with the peril of overpopulation under circumstances that encouraged them to defy the protests of their priests.
A Tearful Privilege.
In this best of all possible worlds the " solace of
tears" is not strictly a human prerogativ. Antelopes,
llamas, and reindeers, in distress, as well as in a
state of sexual disap~intment, weep like Methodist
revival preachers, and the East Indian Rhesus
monkey, if provoked to rage, will flush crimson and
use the back of his hand to rub the_ tears out of his
eyes. Laughter, on the other hand, is a more
specific human function. Animals left at the tender
mercy of · their Christian flilllow-creatures hav
"nothing to laugh," and the grin of our Darwinian
cousins is intended rather as a menace, analogous
to the snarl of a dog showing his teeth.
A Banner Bird.
Among the zoological curiosities of southern
Australia there is an "owl parrot," half hawk and
half cockatoo, and rivaling the plumage of the
silver pheasant. In captivity it amuses its owner
by its ii:quisitivness and its insatiable appetite ; it
will prowl about a darkened room like a cat and
make a spring at every bit of organic substancedead mice, herrings, potatoes, fishballs, and cockroaches. But the sudden opening of a window
shutter throws it into a flutter of still more ludicrous excitement. It will shriek out a more and
more emphatic protest, and finally take refuge in
the darkest corner and refuse to be consoled till
night or the closing of the shutter restores the congenial darkness. That light-hating fowl could not
be rivaled for a banner-bird of Jesuitism.
Silencing a Watchdog.
Our Mexican neighbors tame savage dogs by
chaining them to a log that breaks their energy by
its weight and checks attempts at too rapid progress by knocking against the knees of the racer.
With a similar iDgenuity our Christian countrymen
limit the enterprise of a meddlesome scientist by
chaining him to a college professorship and hampering his liberty and liberalism with the implied
duty of discretion.
F. L. OswALD.
Grace Before Meat•
From Kate Field's Washin(lton.

When Julia carves at household feastA figure so benignly sweetAcross my brain will often fljt
The saying of an old-time wit,
" Grace before meat."
When Julia carves with dainty hands,
Whose every touch is light and neat,
The toughest breast should tender grow,
The dryest joints new flavor show" Grace before meat."
When Julia carve!', her gracious smile,
Which givs to me a welcome sweet,
Sends through my heart a curious thrillDevotion doth my spirit fill,
"Grace before meat."

The Effect of Religion.
De bigger dat you see de smoke
De less de fire will be,
And de leastest kind o' possum
Climbs de biggest kind o' tree. ·
De darky at de old campground
Who kin loudest sing and shout
Is agwine to rob some henroost
Afore de week is out.

A Secret Out.
The elder was sad and the preacher was dumb,
That scandal was ripe it was clear;
For instead of a dime the deacon had dropped
In a check, reading "Good for one beer."

The Preacher's Make-up.
Little drops of wisdom,
Great big chunks of gall,
Make the mighty preacher
, In the pulpit tall,
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The Grandem.- of the Skies Proclaims: "There
Is No God!"
To A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN, Esteemed Friend:
When we contemplate existence, and with our
limited capacity endeavor to grasp the depth of
space, the vastness of distances, the colossal pr?portions and the countless number of cosm1c
bodies, and the lightning speed with which they
whirl on through their interstellar prbits; then
place this knowledge, together with the aggregate ·
of science, in the crucible of reaso•, it seems strange
that so intelligent a lady as you can continue to
believe, that among or within this whirlpool of revolving, gyrating, flyiDg masses, a living, breathing,
sentient being can exist, whom or which you please
to call "God," "Soul of the Universe," "Omnipresent Personality," and kindred names.
If a telegraphic message could be sent to the
moon from our earth, it would reach its destination
in about a second. It would traverse the distance
between here and the sun_:_92,000,000 of milesin eight minutes; yet there are stars-suns, worlds,
and systems-even in reach of our telescopic vision,
so remote that it would take a message years to
get there; saying nothing of the countless number
which exist beyond the range of our strongest
lenses. Please permit your thoughts to ponder
upon the aspect of boundless space and all it implies and tell me, is it reasonable, comprehensible,
that a single living, breathing gigantic being-a
personality--can exist on each and all of them and
within the interstellar spaces between these gigantic, whirling, moving bodies, and survive T
Astronomy emphatically proclaims to all candid
and comprehensiv minds: "There is no God!" To
those· whose power to grasp the actual magnitude
and aspect of coEmic existence is inadequate, the
result, of course, is the opposit ; they are awestruck, bewildered, and failing to comprehend actual
existence, are prone to accept a supernatural solution therefor.
But you, my friend, are now subjecting your
faith to the behests of science and reason. Pray,
then, tell me of what nature is the God you worship,
where is "He," what is his outline, and what are
" His" characteristics ?
If we gaze through the great "Infidel " telescope
on Mount Hood, to the remotest star, we do not
discover God. Changing its range but a hairsbreadth we traverse distant space for billions of
miles, but, alas I no God. We change again, again,
a:.1d again, and could contiDue the search for ages.
Still we behold space filled with countless suns and
systems in every direction, all flying with inconceivable velocity, never ceasing for ages and ages,
yet we hav not discovered a trace of your God or
any other God.
Where then is the ·God you worship? What is
"He" whom you invest with personality'? In all
our researches we behold nature, supn:me and
grand, here and there and everywhere_:_never a .
God. In our closest analysis we see nature only,
its order and operations, but absolutely not a vestige
of any "God," "Deity," or "Supreme Intelligent
Power." What then is it you cling to, what basis
remains for your faith, having discarded the God
of your fathers and a faith in the Bible !
You say "a soulless nature would speedily lapse
into a state of inertia." Nothing 'Could be farther
from existiDg facts. All matter is pregnant with
life and vitality, physical and chemical forces, ever
"struggling "-yes, fortuitously-to evolve into
shrub, flower, tree, man, world, or sun. I will giv
you a pound of gold for every grain of "inert
matter " you may bring me, the teachiDgs of your
childhood days to the contrary notwithstanding.
Would animal life cease to evolve from inorganic
matter without your God? Would bodies cease to
fall, fluid forms in space cease to assume a globular
form, in a soulless universe? Would fire cease to
burn, powder not explode, poison not kill, or water
run uphill without a God? Would cosmic phenomena
come to an end and eternal chaos exist in space!
Bosh ! If phenomena necessitate a Creator, infinit
simultaneous phenomena necessitate an infinit
number of Creators! I would rather believe that a
single mechanic could make every watch, clock,
sewing-machine, locomotiv thrown in, in the world
in a single day than believe that a single God
could create every human being, horse, cow, hen,
fish, snake, elephant, shrub, tree, and flower at one
and the same time. How does your God make
them? You well know all these phenomena are the
inevitable results of existing natural causes and not
tbe achievements of caprice or mind. It would, indeed, require the energy of countless millions of
Gods to stop the motion, growth, and development
of all of nature's products, and th~n they-couldn't
do it!
Hav you ever pondered concerning the
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nature of the Divinity you still believe in, and which
or whom you honor with the appellation "He,';
"His," the "Deus Homo" of your faith, and whom
you invest with the personal attributes, such as
wisdom, love, omnipotence, etc.'? Did you realize
that such attributes necessitate physical organic
being, and that in all the realms of nature such
attributes only exist concomitant with limited,
finite organic forms '? Can you worship such finite
God as the ruler of an infinit universe'?
All your definitions of the various Deities yo~
hav spoken about sadly lack consistency, but an
"Omnipresent Personality" is the easiest exploded.
An 0 mnipresent God would monopolize all space,
crowd out you, me, everyone, and all the universe
besides. Hence, by parity of re!lsoning, the presence
of you, me, and one billion five hundred million other
mortals, this world and all other worlds, absolutely
crowds out such " Omnipresent Personality." Is
your" 0. P." something or nothing'? If something
" He" must occupy space. But it is the nature of
things that two personalities cannot occupy the same
space at the same time. (Destructiv of the dual or
spirit human body also.) You, I, and the universe
occupying space, explodes the notion that any other
personality can occupy all space.
But a God implies more than Omnipresence. It
implies .that such a God fills all space, but in addition can be in you or in me, or in the eye of a
needie also, at one and the same time. It implies
he can be everywhere, in one or in countless millions
of places-each a perfect God-at the same time.
Not, indeed, in part, but the entire God! It implies that a complete God can be in every human
being, in every eye of a needle, and still only one
God in the u,niverse. It means this and nothing
less. To believe in a "Divine Personality," and
believe that only part of " Him" is in the eye of a
needle or in you or me, is absurd. Because such a
part of a Divinity which fills all space would be so
infinitesimally small that the one billion five hundred million human beings of this world wouldn't
get as much as a part of "His" big toe to divide
among themselvs; and as God is " Divine" only by
virtue of his completeness such small part of
divinity in you and me could not possibly represent
the "Divine Presence" you adore. You are compelled therefore to allege that the "0. P." you believe in can divide itself into innumerable little Gods
-but each remaining an entire and complete God
-and "inhabit" each monad, insect, bird, reptil,
man, on this world and on all other worlds, and in
addition still be the only solitary " Omnipresent
Personality" filling the entire universe; or you must
discard every God idea, as you hav the Bible God,
as miraculous and absurd. Choose I
But permit me in kindness to further show the
absurdity of all God-ideas. To be a God and all
it implies absolutely necessitates organic being,
and this you concede in your last letter. Now
please assist me to grasp your ideas correctly. This
organic being, implying form and material to cause
such form, anatomy, respiratory and circulating
organs, nervous system, brain, etc.-for without
these living beings are impossible-you say is
"Omnipresent," everywhere. But you are somewhere. Then you and I and 1,500,000,000 other
beings-leaving out "varmint "-move around in
Him! and the entire universe moves around in
Him! I I Or how is it'? You say this boundless
being reaches from here beyond the last star and
system. If so, then all must move around in Him!
Am I correct'? But now, if we are in God, and the
entire universe is in God, and this in perpetual
motion, each planet gyrating around itself with
lightning speed and besides swe3ping through
space-or God-at a fearful rate, how can such
Divine Organic Being survive such terrible turmoil going on in " His " body or bowels '? " Oh,
stop! this is ridiculous,_" I hear ~ou say. W e~l,
my dear friend, I know It, but don t blame me If,
in an honest analysis of your idea, it turns out so.
But if we are not in God, "He,. must be in the
universe. Is this more reasonable'? Well, where
and how does such a being exist on this, on all
other worlds and in the interstellar spaces between
them also'? 'Remember all is a gigantic perpetual
mobilw. Please imagin yourself boarding a train
passing by you at the rate of B: thousand miles an
hour and it would not approx1mate the danger a
livin~ being would hazard to "board". this world
revolving with incomprehensible velomty even on
its onward march with like speed through space.
In fact, to accomplish· such a feg,~ and surviveeven if not incinerated by the movmg atmosphere,
or frozen into an icicle in space-is a physical im·
possibility.
But suppose a "Divine Being "-were it thinkable
-should attempt to visit the earth, as "He " is
said to hav done in days of old, what part of
"Him " would come in contact with the earth! and
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it seems to a crude reasoner like myself that the
first contact would be a good deal like placing one's
nose against a grindstone, making sparks :fly, to
say the least I Then if successful on the earth, and
at the same time on Mars, Jupiter, Sun, Sirius,
etc., and all these revolving in diverse directions,
how can any personality survive such conditions!
But you say : " God is a spirit, not to be knocked
to pieces by a fast-flying world. Your thoughts
can traverse interstellar spaces without being
frozen out or incinerated." A ., spirit." Well,
when science and philosophy come to an end and
wiseacres desire still further to penetrate the
realms of the unknown, they then resort to assumptions like "God" and "spirits," and are content in thus solving existing mysteries, never considering that of all mysteries these are the greatest.
.Now, my friend, please guide me through your
realms of spirits, both human and Divine. Most
Spiritists insist that they are an exact counterpart
ot man in appearance, attributes, and functions.
But what are they composed of'? What are their
constituents'? Where was your spirit or mine a
hundred years ago ; and if not in existence before
the physical body, how can it survive when the latter exists no more'? If the body is a necessity to
originate and continue the spirit during life, is it
not a necessity during eternity'?
Is not the human mind, you call" spirit," simply
the function of the living phisical organism, created or generated from this animal body, its heat,
electricity, magnetism, etc.'? Are body and mind
not cause and effect'? Is the effect ever known
without the cause'? There is no mind or spirit in
the air, in electricity, in ether, or in any form of
inorganic matter, either on the earth or off in
space; and we must first discover an animal, either
high or low, before we can reasonably predicate
mind or a God. This not being discovered, and
life being impossible in interstellar space, in between the moving bodies, all acute and honest
investigators must concede that a God or spirits
do not exist.
.
So with human spirits, so-called. This belief,
based principally upon intense yearning of frail
humanity (which you confess) for life and eternal
bliss, has no foundation upon fact, but a cunning
priesthood was ever shrewd enough to make lots
of capital out of such morbid desires. But there is
no such thing as mind or spirit per se, apart frol;ll
the animal form. The duality of man is a physical
impossibility which students of physiology must
concede. There is no room within man for such
dual body, no more than for a God in nature.
A spirit-body and all it implies, if it exists at all,
must resemble man. But the outline of man
necessitates anatomy, organs, :flesh, and muscles, to
cause such outline. What causes the outline of
such dual man, which you claim survives man during
all eternity, when all that which originally constituted man is buried and not a grain left out of the
coffin to canstitute a spirit or anything else'?
What is this surviving spirit'! Please define this
phantasm. It has never ·been done.
What
is inside of this spirit which causes it to resemble
man! Is there another spirit-body within this
spirit-body you believe in'? How can it resemble
man without physical organism? How can it liv
without blood and circulating organs, breathe without lungs, see without eyes, and think without a
brain and nervous system '? Is physiology a farce
which teaches that all these are a necessity to produce the various functions of man'? How can itthis most delicate ·organism thinkable-(if indeed
it is thinkable!) while still in the "grosser body "
survive decapitation, electrocution, or a dynamite
explosion'? And last but not least, by what law of
nature is it exempt from the general order of nature which decrees that all forms which begin, from
the tiniest to the grandest sun in the universe, must
sooner or later come to an end '? Even all cosmic bodies and all they contain will again be resolve.d
into their constituent elements, hence the audacity
of frail monads like man clamoring to outliv suns,
and worlds, and systems, caps the climax of audacity!
"Traversing in thought" interstellar space is
simply a mental feat-one of the memory
and imagination-and to insist that every time we
think of distant stars or friends in distant lands,
our " spirit " actually "escapes " from our physical
body and accomplishes such journey, defying all
laws of nature and distances, is to insist that
miracles are the order of the day.
When speaking of matter " selecting" other
matter, we use the term in the sense of chemical
affinity or natural selection, a purely chemical process and not one of volition.
I will define and prove the existence of matter,
and trust our good friend will be as successful to
prove the existence of her God and spirit in her
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next : Do you exist! If yes, then you are something. This something is matter. If you are something, no matter what-the antithesis of nothingthen you are matter. Is the universe something or
nothing'? If something it is matter, if nothing we
would not be here to debate this question.
Rochelle, nz., Feb. 14, 1893. OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
We are pleased to announce to our GermanAmerican friends that Frau Wilhelmi, the wellknown Freethought lecturer, has so far recovered
from her recent injury as to be about again.
Our friends in Victoria, Australia, are not afraid
to let the world know that they are Freethinkers.
At a recent census 5,028 stated they were Freethinkers; 2,658 said they had no religion, while 306
named themselvs Atheists.
We call the attention of those of our German
friends who are peacefully inclined to the monthly
publication .Die Wajfin .Nieder I published by
Bertha von Suttner. The publication, which is an
excellent one, is the organ of the international
peace organization.
It is stated upon good authority that the Italian
government 'Contemplates the removal of the remains
of Garibaldi, the great Freethinker and national
hero, to the Pantheon at Rome. The island Caprera, where he is resting at present, will be used
as a naval station and strongly fortified.
The Freethinkers of Anderlecht, Belgium, are
on the warpath. They are bound to frustrate the
plana of the vrthodox to introduce priests in the
communal schools. It would be well for this
country would Freethinkers join the Freethought
Federation of America and do some activ political
work.
The Spanish government and the Catholic church
are evidently doing some hard thinking. The treatment of the recent international Freethought congress at Madrid is arousing indignation everywhere. Public meetings are being held and resolutions condemning the government and the church
are the order of the day.
· In the German army the reading of Freethought
papers is prohibited. Dr. Specht's Menshenthum
has caused trouble for a private soldier, who is a
regular subscriber of that paper. "If I find it
again, you will march to the guardhouse," sa~d the
captain on finding the second copy of the Iconoclastic paper. How those Christians do love their
enemies!
Our esteemed Hungarian contemporary, Onallas
(Independence), is very indignant becau~e w~, some
time ago referred to Hungary as a "proVInce. We
are fully aware of the fact that Hungary is a state
by itself, but as the Austro-Hungarian constitution
is about as intelligible to us as the doctrin of the
trinity, we preferred to follow the common political
rule and refer to Hungary as an Austrian appendage.
In Sweden "Freethought is having another boom.
Victor L( nnstrand and Dr. Wicksell seem to be
everywhere. But at the same time we cannot fail
to notice that Stockholm seems to be the only seat
of the boom. The rest of the country appears
dead. When Capt. Otto Thomson, to whom Swedish
Freethinkers, and Victor Lennstrand especially, owe
so much, was at the helm; Freethought was heard
all over the country and not in one or two places.
The organizers of the recent international Freethought congress at Madrid hav been put in bonds
of one thousand francs each to appear for trial. In
the name of the Freethought Federation of America
we send our Spanish brethren our best greeting.
The Inquisition has not yet died in Spairi. But
the treatment of Freethinkers, as given of late, will
act worse than a boomerang.
Freethought is
bound to win, for Freethought means progress.
Several prominent German-American Freethinkers
hav issued a manifesto and call therein upon all
German Freethinkers in the United States to join
the "Society for Propagation of R~dic~l Prin~ipl~s."
Tbe religious part of the new somety s constitutiOn
calls for an " absolute emancipation from all faiths,
all authority, and all ghosts of a spiritual world."
Politically, it demands equality, direct democracy.
Socially, some kind of Socialism. Among the pro-
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moters of the society we may mention Frau Wil- present. I did the best I could. A Liberal organhelmi, Hermann Lieber, and Karl Schmemann.
ization was effected, and it is hoped that something
GusTAVE NELSON.
will be done for Freethought in this delightful land
where the magnolia trees spread their brilliant
blossoms.
News and Notes.
Savannah is an old city for this continent. It has
I remained at Washington as long as I could see an ancient look in its streets and houses. It is,
any possible chance of a reversal of the infamous however, a beautiful city. Oglethorpe gave it plenty
act of Congress. So far as public sentiment is of "breathing space" when he laid it out. Parks
concerned a vast gain has been made, but what has are plentiful and the trees are mighty and venerable.
been accomplished among the people has found no These many parks, or " squares" as they are more
voice in Congress. The issue has been avoided, commonly called, were described as " breathing
and now other means must be employed if liberty spaces" by Oglethorpe, and these antique adornis to triumph. The church has won a costly ments still abide and giv the city a refreshing apvictory. Liberalism will only be strengthened by pearance. There are numerous churches-to the
the mighty battle which is before it. To surrender value of about $5,000,000. The Catholics hav a
at this point would be cowardice indeed.
stately cathedral. The building in which Wesley
I had no heart to enjoy the gorgeous display of preached is still here.
.
the inauguration. It means nothing for the adThere are a number of institutions of learni~g,
vancement of the human race. It covers up a great some of which were founded over a hundred years
wrong. In the midst of all this splendor there is ago, and are the pride of the state. There is
rottenness. President Cleveland has shown him- direct water communication between Savannah and
self to be the puppet of the church. He has of- Liverpool and large quantities of cotton and rice
ficiously interfered to prevent the concert which are shipped. There is but little wheat or corn
was to be given at the pension building on Sunday produced in Georgia-not enough for home conevening. This is simply an outrage. Why should sumption: Savannah has a population of sixty
President Cleveland forbid the innocent amuse- thousand. It is slowly growing, has but few
ments of the people? Is that democratic or in factories, and depends mainly upon commerce. It
accordance with the principles of a secular govern- has one of the finest harbors on the coast, and the
ment 1 A vast number of people will be in Wash- largest vessel can anchor alongside its wharves.
ington on Sunday, the pension building will hold It ought to be ten times more populous than it is,
an audience of twelve thousand, but the· pension with a great country back of it and a vast ocean in
building is shut against these people on Sunday front of it, but for some reason-slavery perhapsnight, and at the request of President Cleveland. the tides of trade flowed in other directions.
It looks as if Cleveland would be as bigoted and The country about Savannah is lovely; br.oad
narrow-minded as Harrison himself, and that no fields and noble forests greet the eye. My friends
gain for justice has been accomplished in his drove me out to the Hermitage, one of the oldelection. He bows down to the church. He tries time magnificent residences of Georgia, now
to enforce a puritanic Sunday. He is a hypocrit, abandoned, left to a state of wild luxuriance and
and a hypocrit is generally worse than an honest splendid decay. It was once a famous plantation,
fanatic. I had some hopes of Cleveland. I with twelve thousand acres of land, and in the
thought he was Jeffersonian in his ideas, but he is heyday times of the "patriarchal institution"
not. He takes up his quarters at the Arlington at five hundred and fifty head of negroes lived here,
$475 per day. He has all the luxury and enter- not·counting the children, or the "undergrowth,'· as
tainment he can desire. He is a rich man and a our colored coachman picturesquely described the latlucky man, but he is no genuin American or genuin ter. It must hav been a lively village before the war.
democrat when in the midst of his wealth and honor The McAlpines lived here-of Scotch descent-and
he shuts the gates of a great building against for three generations ruled this vast plantation.
thousands who hav not his opportunity of enjoy- All is ruins now-the mansion, the hundred little
ment, who are crowded together, who want some brick huts, the hospital, the gin cotton mills, etc.
recreation, who must stay at home o:r roam the A melancholy desolation appears. The orchards,
streets because this fortunate individual prefers to the gardens, etc., are draped in somber wastefulhav the pension building dark and silent instead of ness. The trees, centuries old, broad-branching,
illuminated and glorious with a magnificent musical stand like blasted giants, with gray habiliments of
festival which would gladden the hearts and ennoble moss, so that the sceneries are like solemn cathedral
the minds of all those who attended it. Cleve- arches. One arch stretches in dim vista a mile
land wields the tyrant's hand in behalf of the away, the ancient drive from the house to the
church. He begins his administration with an act main road, and 'aS we look along its quivering disthat should arouse the indignation of every Liberal tances it seems in its pale effulgence to reach to
in this land.
the very land of ghosts. Never were beauty and
I am in the field once more, and it is a relief to the aspect of death more strangely mingled than in
touch the heart of the people-which after all is this old .hermitage, where the past is vivid with
sound and true-and to deal no longer with those pictures and the future is like a blank. The very
false representativs of the people, who dare not ex- roses and green grass seem the garniture of corpress an honest thought unless they are mighty ruption, yet all is so lovely and so attractiv.
sure beforehand that it is with the popular side. I
I am sure there is a large Liberal element in
hav been in an atmosphere of insincerity, of vacilla- Savannah. Under more favorable circumstances
tion, of palaver. I hav not struc_k one in Congress there would hav been crowded houses. I hope
who is a thorough and fearless leader. I hav found that next time nature will be more smiling upon
smart men-men of business, men of society-who our efforts. It is no use to pray, and we must take
make a brave show, who can appear well and talk our chances with the sunshine and the storm. But
well, who are very kindly as the world goes, and on Savannah is a place of pleasant memory and of
the average are honorable and upright. I don't find bright anticipations. .
any out and out bad men. Respectability prevails in
Sam Cherry, John A. Windburn, Arnold Becken,
the halls of Congress. The " good man in politics " and others, are among the stalwart Liberals of
seems to be in the majority. He is well dressed Savannah who hav borne the brunt of the battle,
and sublimely virtuous before the eyes of his con- and who can be depended upon for future work.
stituents, but I hav not found a born leader-a Mr. Sam Cherry is a TRUTH SEEKER subscriber and
genius for command. I hav not found the splendid is ready on all occasions to vindicate his principles and
spirit that would dare all for the sake of justice. I to show THE TRUTH SEEKER to his orthodox friends
hav not found a single original man. The success- without fear or favor. I am indebted to him and
ful politician is tediously commonplace.
.
to others for kind attentions while in Savannah
I hav not lost my faith in the people, but some- and for a view of the city and its surroundings, and
how the genius of America finds but little expression I hope I shall strike hands again with these brave
beneath the dome of the Capitol.
and generous allies.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
I leave Washington on Tuesday evening and
Savannah, Ga., March 3, 1893.
journey toward the sunny South, where I hav
never ·been before. I am booked for Savannah
The Adventists Winning.
March 1st and 2d.
The train is delayed a little
beyond China Grove, in North Carolina, for three
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Your
hours. The engin breaks down and we are obliged readers are more or less familiar with the facts in
to wait for another engin to push us forward. I am the persecution of Seventh Day Adventists in this
thus half an hour behindtime for my Savannah en- state. For several years members of this sect hav
gagement, but the audience patiently waits. I hav been pursued by the authorities, especially in the
a most favorable reception in this city, where, I western portion of the state, and various persons
guess, a Freethought lecture has never been given hav been fined and imprisoned for doing ordinary
before. The prospects were bright for a full house farm work on the first day of the week commonly
on Thursday evening. But alas, it rains very easily called Sunday. Last summer in this county, four
in this country. It clouded up over the bright blue Adventists convicted of maintaining a nuisance (!)
sky of the morning, and at the hour of the lecture by Sunday work, were imprisoned in the county
it was pouring like a flood and only a few were jail here and worked in the chain-gang with vicious
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negro criminals, imprisoned for theft and kindred
offenses.
In harmony with a threat made at that time that
he would "prosecute every man, woman, and child
of them until they quit it," Attorney-General
Lewis secured last September indictments against
eleven of the male members of the Adventist
church at Springville, in this county, and even
made inquiry about what the women did on Sunday in the privacy of their homes. Six of these
indictments hav just been quashed, one case has
been tried and the defendant found not guilty, one
case remains yet to be dispo2ed of, and three of the
indicted persons hav not yet been arrested.
Prior to last summer about $5,000 had been
spent in this state fighting the Sunday laws, but
apparently nothing :was accomplished by it ; and in
the cases in this county at the May term of court
last year practically no defense was made. Each of
the Adventists arraigned at that time made a statement to the court to the effect that he was conscientious in working on Sunday, believing that he
had a constitutional and a God-given right so to
do. But four of the five then on trial were convicted, and upon refusing to pay the fines and costs
amounting to about $25 in each case, were committed to jail and subsequently were worked in
the streets in the chain-gang with brutal negro
criminals.
The facts just stated coming to the knowledge
of Prof. Jas. T. Ringgold, a member of the Baltimore bar, and professor of law in the Baltimore
University, that gentleman proposed to the National
Religious Liberty Association, through whose publications he had learned the foregoing facts, that if
permitted to do so he would appe~r in defense of
the persecuted men in the present cases. His kind
offer was accepted both by the Association and by
the several defendants, and in order to afford him
every facility possible, Mr. W. Carter of the Henry
county bar was employed to assist him in the
defense.
At this stage of proceedings ex-Senator Tolley
of this state appeared upon the scene, having been
attracted by the notoriety of the cases and by his
interest in the principles involved. The ex-Senator
at once proposed that his friend ex-Governor Porter, formerly judge of this judicial circuit and
subsequently chief magistrate of the state, should
also be brought into the cases. Some doubt was
expressed as to the willingness of Judge Porter to
appear as counsel in behalf of the persecuted men,
as he had been entirely out of the law practice for
twelve years; he not only consented, however, but
like Professor Ringgold, proposed to giv his services freely because of his interest in the cases, his
respect for the parties interested, and for the sake
of the principles involved.
Upon examination the attorneys found that six
of the indictments were defectiv, and these were
quashed by the court upon motion. This left only
two cases for trial and at this writing only one of
these has been disposed of-namely, that of W. D.
Dortch, described in the indictment as "Billy
Dortch." This case was tried on the 3d in st. and
resulted in a verdict of acquittal without the jury
leaving their seats.
It was proved in Mr. Dortch's case that he had
worked on two separate and distinct Sundays. On
one occasion he was seen by two witnesses "doing
something in his garden," just what they could not
tell; while upon another occasion he was seen by
one witness "piling chunks " in a clearing on the
back part of his farm. · The attorney-general made
a desperate attempt to show that it was Mr.
Dortch's custom to work on Sunday, even going so
far as to subpena and attempt to put on the
witness-stand the defendant's own son, a boy only
ten years of age. But this the judge would not
permit.
In his plea to the jury the attorney-general made
an effort to excite their religious prejudices, but
upon objection the judge directed him to confine
his remarks to the record. This left him with
but little to say, and not in first-class humor to say
even that. Nevertheless he continued for several
minutes pleading for conviction and insisting that
if true to their oaths the jury must bring in a verdict of guilty.
It was evident, however, that the attorneygeneral was waging a losing fight, and whatever
hopes he had of victory for bigotry and intolerance
were dashed to the ground by the judge's charge
to the jury, which was so exceedingly favorable to
the defendant, and at its conclusion the prosecuting
attorney abandoned the case by asking the judge
to enter a ve:t:dict of acquittal, which the court willingly did with the consent of the jury, as willingly
given.
But this favorable termination of these cases
settles . nothing. The decision of the. supreme
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court that habitual Sunday work is indictable as a
nuisance still stands, and Attorney-General Lewis
declares that he will continue to indict and prosecute these people. For this and other reasons the
attorneys in the cases are very anxious to take a
test case to the supreme court, feeling confident
that they can secure a reversal of the decision given
some years since which makes this persecution possible. They hav proposed to Mr. Lewis to submit
the· remaining case upon such a statement of facts
as will cover the salient points at issue, but it is
doubtful if he will agree to anything in this line.
He is feeling too sore over the defeat he has already
suffered to again put himself in jeopardy, and as
two of his witnesses are absent he can refuse either
to submit the case by agreement, or to try it at this
term of court, and will probably take that course.
Judge Swiggart has evidently grown tired of
having his court used as a religious inquisition to
compel people to observe the customs of so-called
orthodoxy, and while he will doubtless, in the ~uture
as in the past, administer the law as he finds It and
as it has been interpreted by the court of last resort,
the luckle3s Adventist on trial before him will be
P unished if at all, according to the law, and not
according' to some of Attorney-General Lewis's perversions of the law. .A. decided victory for liberty of
conscience has been gained in Henry county, and it
will doubtless be followed up by a vigorous and
aggressiv campaign having for its object the further
education of the people of this community and of
the state along the lines of perfect liberty of
thought and action in all ma:tters of religi_ous ~elief
and practice. The Adventists are nothmg If not
aggressiv, and if they fail to follow up the advantage
gained they will forfeit much of the sympathy
hitherto freely bestowed upon them by alllo.ve:s of
liberty, whether Freethinkers, Jews, or Christians.
Paris, Tenn., Feb. 6, 1893.
SPECIAL.

newspapers, what he could find in his Bible on
very many of its pages.
What a glorious thing it would be for the human
family if government would study to be just ; if
another life could be forgotten in making this one
a heaven; if, instead of inducing crime for the sake
of punishing it, we would all seek to prevent it, and
so giv our officers something nobler to do than trying to inflict punishment upon the human family
of which they themselvs are members.
My little political talk has spread itself too far,
but before I close let me congratulate the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that, added to our excellent
menu, we may expect a dessert always rich from
"the Man with the Badgepin." LucY N. CoLMAN.
412 Gifford street, Syracuse, N. Y, Jan. 8, 293.

An Energetic Epistle.
The difference between Congressman Jerry
Simpson-whose letter to Mr. Powell, one of our
subscribers, appears among the Letters from
Friends-and Congressman Bowers, of California
-whose letter to a minister appears below-is that
the former had his mind changed for him, and the
latter has a mind of his own. The letter was
written to a preacher, the Rev. George Glung, Barsdale, Cal. Mr. Bowers says:

DEAR Sm: I hav yours of the 20th inst. regarding
Sunday closing of the World's Fair.
It is not usual for members to reply to such letters, for
they come in such numbers-from both sides of the controversy-that it is impossible. But I hav disposed of the
mail that has come to me in the House this afternoon,
and must sit here to vote on the bill now under discussion, and will occupy the time in answering your letter.
It is much like hundreds of others received. You say
that you "want your representativ on record as opposed
to any violation of the explicit command of God."
You are askin_g a good deal of me, to fill such a bill,
Do you do it? Do you know anyone who doPs?
But who is to say what are "the explicit commands of
God?" Who among the contending sects is authorized
Lucy Colman Talks Politics.
to pronounce the law for <?thers? The history of t_he
world shows that for centunes the people of one rehgI hav weeks ago written to the chairman of the· ions sect burnt the people of·other ~ects a~ the ~tf:tke in
Exposition committee at Washington, but most public for the sol~,reaso;n_that they differed m ,~Pinion as
· d 0 f that committee has been made to what were the exphcit command~ ?f Go~. The rel .k 1 th
.
.
.
.
former who broke away from "rehgwus bigotry"-as
I e Y; e mm
up smce the day of Its appomtment, but It IS soon as he acquired the power-burnt those who differed
pleasant to feel that I hav done the little requested from him ~n religious b,~lief. TheY. t~ll us the Pur.itan.~
in behalf of J'nstice though it has apparently come came to this co~ntry to esCf:tpe rehgwus. persecutwn,_
.
and to "worship God accordmg to the dictates of their
to nothing.
. .
own consciences." But they tortured those whose conI do not often m:B.ICt upon your readers mu~h sciences did not dictate in the same line with theirs.
talk that is directly political, but having had withm
It seems to be taken for granted that t~e day~ of
the past week quite a political confab I think I will religious persecution, when men wer_e thr~w.n mto pnson
•t "t
t
I th" k some of your readers may and cruelly treated because of their rehgwn,_ are long
wri e ~ on as . ~n
past. Would to God they were. Vf e are esp~c~ally fond
not obJect to reading It.
.A. gentlema~ from ~ew of boasting that under the Amen~~n flag CIVIl and r~
York city called on me to get some mformatw_n ligious liberty is g~aranteed to all Citizens. The boast Is
about myself for a publishing house of which he IS a lie. The evan~ehca! churches of Arkansas and Te~nes"t · t b
t .·
) .A. 0 g see hav made It a he. The shameless persecutwns,
agent (how easy I IS 0 e no ouous ·
m n
engineered by these churches, of Christians in those
other questions the gentleman asked: "To what states, who only command, was of that right under the
political party do you belong~"
Constitution to select one's own day, whatever day_it may
"To none. I hav no political power whatever; I be, and to work the other da,vs. And Congr_ess Is p:-ot e resented and so cannot hibited by the supreme law of the land from mterfenng
am a woman an d am no r P
between these citizens making laws establishing the
be misrepresented by father, brother, husband, or religion of one and prohibiting the religion of the other.
son."
Yet this is unquestionably wha_t Co_ngress attempted tu do
"B 11 t hav you not a preference~ Would you not in its World's Fair Sunday legislatiOn.
t M H
·
h ld hav been
In all the history of the world the blackest pages-the
hav preferred th a
r.
arnson ~·~ on
saddest-are thosewhere?nare recorded the cruelties, the
elected rather than Mr. Cleveland ·
horrible murders committed by those who spread and
"Notatall. No! Indeed,Iamverygladthatwe enforce their religion with t~e s~o~d. Those who in
elected by the party calling itself Demo- these days seek to enforce theu re!Igwn upon others !>Y
h
av ~ ~an
1;mploying the sheriff's posse are JUst as cruel and mcratiC.
.
finitly meaner than those who used the sword.
,, Yes, but you were an antislavery woman;, Don't
Cannot the evangelical churches se~ that their ve~Y_ exyou think Mr. Cleveland favors the South ~ ·
istence depends upo!l _the absolute hberty of the Citizen
in all matmrs o! religwn, upon th~ utter absence _of _all
".A.nd if he does, what of it~"
till
t" 1
~"
religious legislatwn, of laws regulatrng and estabhshmg
t
.A.
" re you no s
an IS avery ·
. religion ? Can they not see the danger they invite by
"Certainly, with ~ll my heart, but I am. n?t ant~- letting down the constitutional bars ~II:d dema_nd~g that
South. I was entirely opposed to admittmg the the nation enter upon a syste~ of rehgwus legislation?
, C f d ·ated States' back into the Union. To my
Do they not realize that JUSt as surely as they do le;t
. on e ei
t W h" t
h ld down those bars and open the gates, the "mother church '
JUdgment the government a
. as mg on s on
will make the laws, and they will not be in accord with
hav said, You are con_quered t~rntory and . as such evangelical doctrin?
.
.
you must remain until you brmg forth 'frmts meet
Are they blind to the signs of the times, deaf to the
f
t ce.' Your present generation are em- public, bold avowals of t~e.manager~ <?f mo~her ch~rch?_
or rep en an
h· h h
d
d
The preservation of CIVIl and rehgwus liberty m this
bittered beyond cure .by thAnewar, w IC
as re ~c.e country depends wholly upon the absence of religious
you to poverty-wa~t.
d to the negro so Ier legislation.
..
.
I would hav given suffrage, but to the slaves I would
I believe the best c;tizen of the Un_It~d States-th~ b_est
h
·
1 d so that they should begin a free man in the world-Is the real Chnstmn whose rehgwn
av given an ' .
th
. t
•t
hile has taken all the cruelty out of his heart and filled it with
love of his fellow-man-that has taken all the devilishness
life, with the feelmg that ey ~eie. 0 wai aw
-five or even ten years-by whiCh time they would out of his disposition; who, rejoicing in his freedom to
h v learned better than to be trading their votes worship God according to the dictates of his own. conscience, freely accords to others the freedom he.enJoys;
a
.
t "
away to either par Y·
.
h
I aid "If who if he cannot persuade others by reason and arguMy friend seeme_d_ ast?mshed :' en
s ?
ment to believe as he does, never thi!lks of employing the
there is to be favontism m a family, whether It be sword the sheriff's club, or the pnson to compel them.
· t family in the home or in a family of states, And the worst man-the most dangerous man-is, and
ahpriva e t th
eed ones receive iU"
always has been, the religious l~g~t who would for~e h!A
s ould no
en
Y.
Cl l d' favorit- religion upon others by the shenff s club and the pnson s
Now, I know nothmg of Mr. eve ~n s
disciplin and the more conscientious he is the more
ism. I hav very little hope that I, b_emg a wom_an, dangero~s he is.
.
.
shall be very much better satisfied With the commg
As for me, I shf:tll keep my oat~, as I mterpret. It by
· · t t•
th with the last· but we shall be the ordinary meamng of the Enghsh words used m the
admmis ra IOn an
' h
a not Comtitution and shall strive to keep up the bars, and
rid of Mr. Wanamaker, and, thong we mY
thegatesclo;edagainstthereligiouslegislationdemanded
hav what we would like, I trust we shall not _h~v a by mistaken c~urchmen-and forbidden by the Constituhool teacher so ignorant and superstitiOus tion of the Umted States. Very truly yours,
S d
thua~ ::·!~ll shut out of the mails, when printed in
W. W. BoWERs.

Liberal Societies.
'rhe meeting-rooms of the Newark Liberal
League were unusually well filled last Sunday
when T. B. Wakeman lectured on" What the World
Owes to Charles Darwin." The lecture was as replete with knowledge as an almost unlimited acquaintance with Darwiniana could make it, while
the lectui·er was as eloquent as only Mr. Wakeman
ean be.
The life of Darwin was reviewed and many incidents of his boyhood days were vividly described.
The works of the author and their effect upon the
scientific world were then spoken of. "'The Origin
of Species' is one of the best books ever written.
It is an epoch-making book. It is one of the greatest works that hav ever been bestowed on the human race. What Newton and his 'Principia ' did
for the inorganic world, Darwin and 'The Origin
of Species ' did for the organic world."
.
Mr. Bird also made some interesting remarks.
He was in London when "The Origin of Species"
was published in 1859 and had a splendid opportunity of hearing the outcries of the press and pnlpit against Darwin. The other speakers of the
afternoon were Mr. Walker, Dr. Wright, Mr. Ackerman, Mrs. Smith, Mr. Laxe, and Mr. Mayo. Next
Sunday Mr. Henry Rowley will lecture.
Professor Adler's lecture last Sunday was on the
question, "Is it true that virtue is its own reward,
and evil doing its own punishment t" The usual
large and attentiv audience was present, but it was
the opinion of many that the professor did not make
his point as clearly as he usually does. He admitted
that certain elementary virtues hav beneficial results, e. g., the giving of alms is followed by a gladness of the heart. "The higher class of virtues
hav often no actual reward." To prove this statement the lecturer enumerated many instances
where virtue has had as its continual companion a
certain amount of pain. Mr. Adler argued, therefore, that since no pleasure followed to compensate for the pain borne for virtue's sake, the virtue
was not rewarded. "They who do right because
they expect satisfaction are in reality refined
pleasure-seekers. They are not moral in the true
sense of the word. We should elimin:;tte from the
idea of virtue the idea of reward."
The second part of the lecture was then taken
up. Professor Adler claimed that evil-doing is not,
in the vast majority of cases, its own punishment.
He recounted instances where men having become wealthy through questionable practices, went
to their graves feeling no pangs of remorse. He
quoted an English prison authority to show that
out of one hundred and fifty women in prison either
for assassination or complicity in a murder, only six
were troubled by their consciences. "We see around
us every day men who hav violated the rules of right
with a high hand, and yet hold their heads erect as
though they belonged to the elect of the land."
The desire to believe that evil doing is its own
punishment comes from the old barbaric desire for
revenge-the desire to see a man who has done
wrong suffer.
Next Sunday Louis R. Ehrich will lecture on ".A.
Temple-not made with hands." Hereafter the
doors will close at 11:20 instead of 11 o'clock.
Dr. T. R. Kinget lectured at the Manhattan
Liberal Club "Friday evening, March 3d, on the
"Relation of the Individual to Society and State."
Dr. Gunn, who is presiding officer for the month,
was in the chair. The lecture was in the form of a
dialog and was in character denunciatory of the
present governmental system. In opening his remarks the lecturer declared that the words "representativ government" were inconsistent.
The
government of the United States is "a government
of, by, and for the capitalists." According to Dr.
Kinget the so-called representativs of _the people
are in reality their masters.
"There IS a larger
minority who are not represented, and there is no
denying the fact that they are slaves. Ninety per
cent of all the crimes can be traced to government ;
were there no government there would be no
monopolies."
All governments, continued the
lecturer, are diametrically opposed to the rights of
man. In proving this the Spencerian formula of
justice was cited and dwelt upon: "Every man is
free to do what he wills, provided he infringes not
the equal freedom of anyotherman." Dr. Kinget's
description of the time when governments will be
no more resembled in many respects the descriptions
we are wont to hear from our Christian brethren of
the millennium.
Mr. Hanson in a short speech of ten minutes ably
sustained the lecturer. The other speakers were
Dr. Gunn, Dr. Foote, Mr. Roberts, Mr. McDonald,
and Mr. Oppenheimer.
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~etters of P,:riends.
We Will Distribute Literature .With It.
LoNG LAKE, Mnrn., Feb. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $6
money order, for which renew my subscription for another year, and use the
balance for the best interest of the cause.
Yours truly,
CHAs. WoLSFELD.
A Spreader of Civilization.
CENTRALIA, ILL., Feb. 6, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Being anxious to see THE
TRUTH SEEKER spread the truth, I send
you the names of a few who I hope will
take the paper after the trial subscription
is out. I inclose check to pay for the
same.
Please send me fifty copies of
Stephenson's ''Prayer," and the balance
of check use for your Literature Fund.
Yours truly,
F. D. REXFORD.
An Interested Reader.
LuDINGToN, .MICH., Feb. 14, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : The '' Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" that you sent me the
other day by express is just a splendid illustration of the charges against Christianity. That book should be in every
home in America.
If you publish anything new from
Colonel Ingersoll's pen, do not fail to mail
me a copy regardless of cost.
Yours truly,
JAMEs LoVELY.
Two or Three Little Points.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Feb. 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : The wran~le between
Westbrook and Putnam must seem
funny, if not painful, to all readers of THII
TRUTH SEEKER. Keep cool, gentlemen.
Don't get excited. The best way is to be
good-natured in all your discussions, especially in this matter of Sunday opening
at the so-called World's Fair, which is a
misnomer, as the inhabitants of the largest
empire of the world will be barred out.
We celebrated the four-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America in
October, 1892, when it should hav been
done, here in New York, and I will wager
will beat anything that will take place in
Chicago in 1893.
JNo. C. RoE.
Clerical Tyranny Is Especially Prominent
·
This Year.
WATERLoo, ONT., Feb. 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: We are always full of admiration for your admirable paper. This
year, 1893, should afford you a golden opportunity. Clerical aggression and tyranny
hav so offensivly asserted themselvs in the
United States and Canada that your views
should find increased favor in influential
quarters. You want to get among the
moneyed men so as to develop the sinews
in proportion to the brains of your paper.
Heston is immense; his blows tell every
time.
Some of your correspondents,
though, if you will allow me to say so,
might better reserve their contributions ;
they mean well but lack judgment ; others
appear to write for the sake of seeing
themselvs in print. Your leading articles,
notes, and correspondence are always
good-up to the mark every time, and will
eventually gain you a_support of the right
sort.
May THE TRUTH SEEKER flourish, is the
wish of
"Yours fraternally,
W. S. HoDGINS.
Written to John T. Powell, Waterloo,
Kau.
HouSE oF REPRESENTATIVS U.S.,}
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 17, 1893.
l\b. JoHN T. PowELL, Dear Si1·: In reply to yours of recent date, seeking information as to how I voted in the last
session of Congress on the Sunday opening of the World's Fair, will say that if
you had gone to some newspaper office,
and hunted up the Congress·ional Record,
as they neal'ly all hav it, you could hav
gotten ·that information for yourself, as
my vote is on record, as voting for the
closing of the Fair.
I voted that way because there were so
many petitions sent in from our country in
regard to that, coming directly from religious organizations, it did seem as though
that was the general desire of the people,
but later, when the real people began to
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the eyes of the ignorant. I ani a poor
workingman, but the newsman at the
corner findl!l me every Saturday calling for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, also now and then
ordering one of the advertised books. I
find Mr. Bennett's "Answers to Christian
Questions" a· good book to work with.
Still another good way to make people
think, which helped me along, is by asking
the following quastions, which I would
like to see appear in your valuable paper:
If God wants us to know, love, and fear
.
him, why does he not appear?
Is he good, as the priests say?-what
reason do we hav to feaT him?
Is he Oinniscient?-why do we molest
him with our private matters and prayers?
Is he omnipresent?-why build him
churches?
Is he righteous?-why think he will
punish those whom he himself created full
of weakness?

1

viz. : Shall the rich religionists shut out
; the poor from the only privileged day
they hav?
The author of the verses is Thomas
Love Peacock. Mr. Peacock was an
English writer in proPe and poetry, of
/much genius, but his books do not delight
very many people. Among them the best
1
are two works in the flhape of novels,
1
called "Headlong Hall" and "Nightmare Abbey." Mr. Peacock died some
ten years ago or more.
The point of the third stanza is clear
enough to a Londoner. In that city multitudes of poor folks get their Sunday dinner cooked at the baker's, and it is
brought home hot for the tahle.
F. B. PERKINS.
RIOH AND POOR.
The poor man's sins are glaring
In the face of ghostlv warning.
He is caught in the fact
Of an overt act
Are we benevolent through God's grace?
Buying greens on Sunday morning.
-what cause has he to reward us for it?
The rich man's sins are hidden
Is he omnipotent?-why does he allow
In the pomp of wealth and station,
us to be blasphemous?
And escape the sight
But is he incomprehensible?-why do we
Of "the children of light,"
Who are wise in their generation.
meddle with him?
Is the knowledge of God necessary?The rich man has a kitchen
Freethought Feeble and Cowed in an why does he hover in obscurity?
And cooks to dress his dinner;
The poor who would roast
Environment of Orthodoxy.
In last Saturday's TRUTH SEEKER I find
To the baker's must post,
our friend E. Livezey complaining about
ORANGE, N. J., Feb. 15, 1893.
And thus becomes a sinner.
the
meanness
of
all
Baltimore
papers,
but
MR. EDIToR: For many years past I hav
The rich man has a cellar
been talking Freethought principles, in I must say that our Philadelphia is just as
And a ready butler by him;
the private walks of life here in Orange, black in that matter. The only paper here
The poor must steer
which is a hot-bed of orthodoxy; and a that does not favor churches is the GerFor his pint of beer,
few months" ago, as such a. large number man Philadelphia Tageblatt.
Where the saint can't choose but
Yours for Truth,
JoHN FoLLERT.
spy him.
expressed their Freethought views in such
emphatic language and signified a readiThe rich man's painted windows
Calls It the "World's Church Fair."
ness to cooperate by way of employing
Hide the concerts of the quality;
The poor can but share
some lecturer to come to Orange and
CRAwFoRD, MICH., Feb. 13, 18:13.
A cracked fiddle in the air,
speak, I paid the rent ($5) for the use of
MR. EDIToR: A word as regards. the
Which offends all sound morality.
Central Hall, Sunday, February 19th, World's Fair. Having talked with quite a
The rich man is invisible
and agreed with Prof. J. E. Remsburg to number of Liberals in this vicinity, I find
In the crowd of his gay society;
speak on "False Claims." (Orange is a that they are unanimous in declaring that
But the poor man's delight
city of about sixteen thousand inhabitants, they will not attend the World's Church
Is a sore in the sight,
only a short ride from New York city.) I Fair of 1893, made so by Congress and by
And a stench in the nose, of piety.
induced editors to publish good notices, the Fair commissioners at the instigation
where more than one hundred thousand of a class of men who hav never contrib- If We Hav Sin, We :Must Inherit It from
readers in the county of Essex woUld uted to any of this world's goods and are
Our Father, God.
be likely to see and read them prior to nothing but leeches on the world and
NEwARK, N.J., Dec. 8, 1892.
Sunday. I also paid for printing and their parishioners. And furthermore, we
MR. EDIToR: Christians declare that all
circulating, by mail and from-door-tc-door want nothing to do with the World's Fair mankind is depraved-born in ein and
distribution, more than a thousand invita- souvenirs, as we look upon them as noth- prone to evil. Now, that is a rascally,
tions to come and hear a free lecture, etc. ing more or less than badges representing damnable assertion to make. I hav seen
Friend Remsburg appeared at, the ap- superstition and ignorance, and but little libertine when brought to justice plead
pointed hour, and gave us one of his ex- better than stolen from the people without as an excuse for their wrong-doings that
cellent lectures on " False Claims." Mr. their consent or knowledge by a Yahoo they inherited their animal passions from
Henry Bird, president of the Newark Lib- Congress and Senate, or perhaps more their parents. Now grant that is a fact,
eral League, also appeared in good time, appropriately the devil's Congress and which is not wholly true, then God must
with an expert pianist and with their Senate. And now, Christian- and robber- hav been a very corruptible being or his
Liberal singing books, so that a very small like, they want to sell the¥! back to the children would not hav inherited so much
audience heard a capital lecture and some people from whom they took them for one depravity. I know that children can insoul-stirring music. I regret to state that hundred per cent profit on their ill-gotten herit the diseases of their parents and
only two of my numerous Liberal friends gains. In ouT opinion it would not well sometimes their temperaments to some
in Orange appeared at the lecture. They become an honest Liberal to either be seen extent. And then again I hav seen very
dare not let anyone know that they hav at the Fair or hav the Yahoo badge.
bad parents hav the best of children, honSince writing the above I hav just read est and virtuous, and nothing could inattended a Freethought lecture. Yet in
private conversation they will declare, as the piece by Robert Swail, of Belvidere, duce them to do a wrong. The Christian
I hav often heard them: "The Bible is a ill. He seems to be in exact harmony teaches out of evil cometh good; then
falsehood from beginning to end; and I with om feelings here, and if it is the devils can beget angels and God beget
can prove it." But orthodoxy is so power- feeling generally and is acted upon the devils. That is the true solution of all
ful here in Orange, and Freethought Fair will be as destitute of sight-seers as mankind being born in sin. I think the
principles are so unpopular, that we can the churches are of hearers, and their Christian a little off on the God question.
not induce enough to say '' we " to take a coffers will be as empty as a church I do not believe any human being was
stand and form a Secular Union. But I contribution-bQK and they will hav but conceived or born in sin. That is one of
hav a little paradise in our suburban re- little need to run their machine on any the Christian fibs, To say the Christian
treat, for my wife cooperates with me in day. Please let us hear through Tm: lied would be vulgar, but I do say it is
all my thoughts and plans; and we flatter TRUTH SEEKER the opinions generally of blasphemy to charge the god of Nature
ourselvs that we liv in a higher realm of the Liberals by some of our best writers with bringing her children into this
life than the multitudes of Christians on the above subject.
beautiful world in sin. It is also wicked
around us, who lie to one another, who
I am doing all I can to get subscribers fol' children to commit crimes against their
cheat their neighbors and try to get the for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but it being tax- fellow-man and when brought to the bar
best of everyone, and who believe in paying time hel'e money is very scarce. of justice plead, to save them from punspooks and superstitions.
But this will soon be over. Quite a num- ishment, that they inherited their
Faithfully your Liberal friend,
ber of the Liberals said they would take it wickedness from their parents. Why not
SERENo E. ToDD.
as soon as they could get around to it. I t~ll the naked truth, and teach that nature
am carrying mine as fast as I get them is very fickle but not perfect and that acQuestions Awaiting Answers.
read and distributing them amongst them. counts for so much wickedness in manWILLIAM C. DEOKlllR,
PHILADELPIDA, PA., Feb. 22, 1893.
kind and cruelty in the brute creation?
MR. EDITOR: Some years ago I listened
If nature is fallible, then it follows that
The
Sunday
Despots
Do
Not
Deny
Themto Mr. Fritz Schutz's lectures on Liberalthere is no perfection in man or nature's
selvs Anything.
ism. This forced me to search for truth,
creatures. Every man or woman that
and I commenced to read more religious
SAN FRANOisoo, Feb. 11, 1893.
commits crimes against their neighbors
as well as enlightening papers. Soon I
MR. EDIToR: I found the following can reform and become good by cultivatfound that I was kept in darkness through pithy verses at the end of a speech made ing moral thoughts and will force to overreligion, and now I hav the satisfaction to some thirty years ago in the English come their evil habits. Prayer will acsee all my relative and righteous-thinking House of Commons, by Mr. P. A. Taylor, complish nothing. Nature cannot be
friends Infidels. Only two-faced and in- against a bill for shutting off sundry coaxed or persuaded to alter her laws.
sidious people in my acquaintance still small trades in London on Sunday. This She cannot return our bodies to dust bestick to the church. Now that I feel my- bill was "knocked higher than a kite." It fore we die. If she could, it wolild be
self free from all religious humbug, instead occurred to me that you might like to unnatural to die. The Catholic priest and
of giving ten cents to a church I gladly print the poem, as it shows how a sensible Protestant minister preach that they will
spend twenty-five cents or more for Liberal Englishman looked at the same question be cleansed by the blood of Jesus. Cathpapers, and work hard with these to open that is up about the Chicago Exposition, olics declare Mary was the mother of

be heard from, I find that a very large
majority are opposed to the Sunday
closing. Furthermore, it is in evidence
and has been proved that the whisky
shops, gin-mills, and gambling-houses of
Chicago are very much in favor of the
Sunday closing, as that will leave the
large crowd assembled there no other
place to go to but their "hell-holes,"
therefore, when the measure comes up
again, I shall vote for Sunday open~ng, as
I believe that will be for the best interest of
those who attend the Fair, and will enable
them to hav a place to go to on Sunday
that will be instructiv, as well as amusing,
and will be for the best interests, morally
and every other way, of the community
there assembled.
Now, then, I hope you are satisfied
with the information.
Now, in regard to your supporting me
in the future, I don't suppose you will,
and I hav my doubts that you ever did.
You are left free to take whatever course
you like, but one thing you can be sure
of, that I shall pursue what I consider my
duty regardless of whether you support
me or not.
JERRY SIMPSON,

I
1

•
God, Christ was Father, Son, and Ghost.
Then all three were put to death, and
Mary, the mother, also is a dead gosling
-all four, including God. There is no
such thing as a dead God and a live Jesus.
Then, Christians, what is the use of praying to dead gods, three in one, to save
your rotten souls conceived and born in
sin? Your gods died, did they? But your
devil was a tough cuss and the oldest inhabitant living. He did not die. But
you acknowledge that Jesus died but his
father lived. If three was one and one
was three, how could there be one living
now?
In conclusion, Christian theologians,
make up your minds to turn over a fresh
leaf from nature's storehouse of knowledge and study Nature's law~ that never
die and yon will see your true God in all
his beauty and loveliness. And resolve to
liv by the sweat of your brows an honest
life, be virtuous and become true fathers
as your parents did and obey Nature's laws,
and you willliv happy and die hap);>y and
hav no fear of the future.
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRis.

them forever be separated ! And for my
part I would turn every church into a
college, every Sund~y-school into a day
school, and every pnest and preacher into
a _teacher of. science. Hoping you will
thmk o_ver this _matter and receive my remarks m a feeling of kindness I am
Ever your old friend,
. '
'
WM. PATTERSON,

From the Midst of Activ Warfare.

ing a petition of that sort and energetically
urging the people to sign it soon shows the
viper-like feeling that exists in the breast
of the average church-member. Although
I hav a good many names of members of
different churches to the petition that I
sent in, there were very many who were
very bitter against opening the Fair on
Sunday and just · as bitter toward the
bearer of said petition. The insults I received were many. One Christian crank
told me I had better be at home tending to
my business than making a public nuisance
of myself. I told him he had better go
home and stop looking cross-eyed at me
because my work did not suit him. He is
a gardener, and works a good deal on
Sunday, but I was not aware of that fact
or I would hav referred him to his disregard for the "Sabbath," as they call it.
Another man here who seduced his wife's
sister, and is a good Methodist brother,
said, "What do you want to take away our
Sabbath for ?" I replied, "Your Sunday
will still remain, even if the Exposit.ion is
kept open on that day." He said, " I
think you are committing a sin in what
you are trying to do." I then asked him
why he could not let people choose for
themselvs what they would do. To me it
appeared that he would take the responsibility upon himself to close the Fair on
Sunday if he could. "Yes," he replied,
" I would." " Then," I said, " yon would
not be as liberal with your brothers as
God is with you and tbe human family."
" I would, too. " " No, " I said, " you
would not. God allows all of his children
to do as they please, whether good or bad,
and never withholds his blessing from the
evil more than the good, while you wvuld
not leave the gates open Sunday so they
could choose the good from the evil, but
by sheer force make everyone do what you
thought was right no matter what another
might think. And that is the true church
idea of everyone outside of it-either rule
or ruin everyone who does not believe as
t-hey do." The brave man who was fighting one of the Lord's battles went his way
without even replying to what I had said.
He evidently did not wish to cast any more
pearls before swine,
I am truly glad to hear from that Man
With the Badgepin. His letters are both
amusing and instructiv, and one who has
lived on the Pacific slope can vouch for
the truthfulness of his letter. Long may
he liv and may his Eye never grow dim
but shine with the brilliancy of the stars.
. I hav two clippings from the Kansas
City Sta1· in regard to ministers. If I had
kept all I hav read I believe I could hav
saved over one hundred.
We hav a
Methodist minister here who was moving
out on a fa.rm and he stole some fence
posts and other lumber from the lumberyard and was caught at it. He said he
would pay for it, and did; he then wanted
a receipt, whereupon Mr. J. Pressny
wrote the right reverend gentleman a
receipt: "Received of Rev. J. B. Orwig
$5 for lumber he stole." The reverend
demurred, but that was all the receipt he
could get. Then one of the posts was
stood up in front of a saloon and placarded,
"This is the lumber that J. B. Orwig
stole."
SARAH F. METZLER.

SEATTLE, WASH., Jan. 17, 1893.
To THE TRUTH SEEKER: I hav long
wished to hava chat with you. I hav been
a reader of you so long I think I can appreciate it, and would like to giv an encouraging word- from this locality. I am
sixty years old; hav been a Freethinker
for forty years; bav never refused to show
my colors and never hauled them down
but when or where I meet a sky-pilot o;
one of his victims, be it in pulpit, shop, or
road, if be shows any disposition for an
encounter, I unlimber and at him, and
although my guns are of small caliber,
be soon finds I bav ammunition of a superior kind, and I always take that fort.
Quite a number of pilots bav lost their
bearings, and many of their passengers
A. Senator Taken to Task.
bav gone with them off the seas of superstition and are now to be found on the
OoEAN BEAOH, Feb. 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In accordance with my rock of Reason. Many others are lost in
promis I hav written to Senator Maher the woods, and if Elisha's she-bears do
relativ to his bill "to set aside one day in not tear them, will come out all right
the week as a day of rest." The following in time. The small guns are doing their
duty in their sphere. Even the wellis a true copy of my letter:
educated high priest dare not tackle them.
PROSPECT MINING CAMP, l
Shame to those who claim to preach a
OOEAN BEAOH, Feb. 20 1893.j
HoN. THoMAS MAHER, STATE SENAToR, good thing and dare not defend itHon. Bir and Oldtime Friend: In perus- cowards, dastards, not worthy the respect
ing this letter I hope you will accept it in of an honorable man or woman on the
the same spirit that actuates me in writing
it, and I earnestly beseech you to giv it face of the earth!
The~ woods of W ashingtou are full of
your most careful consideration, as, in my
opinion and knowledge, the matter herein Freethought, and, like its namesake,
contained will greatly affect your political George, are not to be outgeneraled,
interests in the future, which you, upon a Progress is Washington's motto. It is
careful investigation, will honestly admit.
, , . While reading the Examiner of not content to run in the ruts o1 three
the 16th of the present month I came thousand years ago. In fact, this coast
across a paragraph which stated that you from Mexico to British Columbia is noted
had presented a bill to the Senate the ob- for its liberal religious views. There are
ject of which was to set aside one day of plenty of God-houses, for the people for
the week "as a day of rest," which I presume to be Sunday. Now, dear Senator, the mo~t part are made up of Eastern emif my surmises are correct, to say I am igrants who, like the Chinaman, brought
surprised does not express my feelings. the dragon with them, But this is not a
Believing you to be a well-read gentleman, good climate for them, for I find them
both of profane and of religious history, badly in debt, and begging worse than a
and thus knowing the condition of all
governments where church and state were deadbeat tramp, Such a good thing they
combined, I bad thought that you would say-By giving you lay up treasures in
bav been the last person on earth wb,) heaven; but I see all of them rather bank
would advocate such a measure. Surely on earth, and I do not see as their note
you would not see our beloved state in the passes for less discount than mine. They
same condition as Ireland Spain, or do not ask one what creed or church he
Mexico. Yet such would be the inevitable
result under church-and-state rule. The belongs to, but what about the man, If
word " rest " in your bill is a blind, the . Christianity makes men good, such quesdefinition of which, when fully realized, tions would not be asked, for all good
means "worship." Are you aware that men pay their honest dues, and their innowhere in the Bible does the word Sunday tegrity is never questioned. The church,
occur? No, the word found there is the
word "Sabbath," the seventh day of the like myself, condemns lotteries and gamweek, and not Sunday, the first day of the bling, etc., yet the church folks will get
week. Who changed the day of worship up lotteries, fish-ponds, sell little jugs,
from Saturday to Sunday? Pope Con- auction off their wives and daughters for
stantine of the Roman church. So you the evening entertainment to men well
will see by investigation that the Protestknown to be frequenters of houses of
ant~, with one exception (the Seventh Day
Adventists), do not follow the teachings of ill fame and gambling dens-for what?
the Bible, but do follow the decree of the The dirty dollar they receive to keep up
Roman church. . , . Believing you to the house of God. From whom? Look
be a gentleman of progressiv ideas, you for yourselvs and blush th~ you are akin
are certainly aware that the majority of the
0 consistency, thou
population of this country are . Free- to such as they.
thinkers, who look upon the Bible, and art a jewel. Truly there is another Christ
upon all religions, as the product of man, wanted to clean the temple of its rottencreated by man and by man alone. Yon ness, that decent and honorable men can
Inspired Painting.
are also aware that the churches and with respect to themselvs look therein.
church property of this country alone
TURIN, GA., Jan. 1, 1893.
Inclosed list of seventeen books I want
would yield in taxes billions of dollars
1\fR. EDIToR: Let me call, Attention,
from which they are exempt. Should this for missionary work. I will loan them
be so ? Should they not be taxed as well until some Christians destroy them, as lovers of sacred pictures! Crape for one
as the home of the poor mechanic ? Ah, they hav several times done, and then lie that recently sold for $13,000!
dear Senator, if you frame a bill to tax the about it for Christ's sake. JoHN DAVIS.
· A few days ago a young lady of the sochurch property of this state you would
called orthodox Christian persuasion, who
hav the support and the heartfelt thanks of
is taking a "fine course" at an art school
the thousands of Liberals throughout the
state. , , . Now, dear Senator, I must Gootl Friends Can Come in for Anytlling, eJ~:hibited a picture she had just copied
from an original "inspired " design and
ELLSWORTH, ]u:r<T., Jan, 27, 1893.
inform you that the Liberal element of the
United States are consolidating in one
MR. EDITOR: In the cause of Liberty, asked me to giv my opinion of it. As the
grand body which is known as the Free- after heartily thanking you for continuing company present was so sensitiv-being
thought Federation, tbe main object of to send me the Light (THE TRUTH SEEKER) composed of '' theo-sheolistic" materialw.4ich is to prevent the unio.q of church
and state, and to keep unsectarian our for a year without receiving your clues on and differed so widely on ''immaterial"
public schools. We are pledged to sup- the same, I will now proceed to send you things-about which they knew nothingport only candidates who will pledge them- $6.25 for which, if a delinquent may come ! asked to be excused, for the present at
selva to these great principles. It is a in as a premium subscriber, you may send least, from rendering an opinion which
political organization, but we make these me THE TRUTH SEEKF.R another year, and would necessarily involve a subject the
pledges irrespect,v of party. If you hav
picture so forcibly illustrated.
not heard of it, you may hear of it ere- " Old Testament Stories Comically Il"Oh, I can't excuse you," said the fair
long. In conclusion I will say that I need lustrated," and twent.y-five cents' worth of
not remind you of the barbarous cruelty leaflets to open the World's Fair on Sun- artist, "I am so anxious to hear your
and enslaving ignorance of the past, as re- day. I used the heading for the petition opinion."
cordPd in history, in all countries, yes, in THE TRUTH SEEKF.R to keep the Fair
"Please excuse me and I will hav my
even in this beloved land, where church open on Sunday. In two clays I got five opinion published in the best paper in the
was. paramount to state, or where there
world and send yon a copy."
was a union of church and state. No! let hundred and ninety-one signatures. Carry-

" Oh, I can't excuse you," insisted the
fair artist. "I brought the picture for
you to see, knowing your admiration for
pictures."
I th~n asked her if she wanted my opinion of the artistic work or the idealistic.
" Oh, I am not fishing for a compliment
for the work I did-certainly not. I want
to know what you think of the original design-that is, the 'inspiration' that
brought it into existence."
"Inspiration," said I. " Do you mean
the idealistic?"
"No, not exactly," said she: "The
word 'idealistic' is better suited to fancy
sketches; this is not a fancy sketch, but a
real ' inspired ' picture, and the original
sold recently for $13,000."
"Is that so?" said I. "Then I infer the
picture was inspired by Mammon,"
At this point a pensiv smile lit up the
pious parlor at the expense of the fair
artist.
" The idea of such a lovely picture as
this being inspired by the god of money is
too ridiculous even for a first-class
comedy," she said with an expression of
mixed sorrow and sarcasm. "I made a
sad mistake in mentioning the price."
But the fair artist was in robust health
and it was hog-killing time in the neighborhood and everybody had plenty of
bac~bone, sparerib, sausage, souse, chitterlings, and fatty-bread; so there was no
chance for a swoon in this case.
After placing the picture on the mantelpiece, she asked: " Whu.t is your idea of
inspiration, anyway?"
"Well," said I, "if you must hav it
anyway, I suppose I had better get to
work." So I gave, as near as I could,
Colonel Ingersoll's definition, thinking
perhaps no one present would detect the
"little draw" I was making on the "bank
of brains." But to my astonishment I
was caught before I got half through and
charged with literary piracy. Owing to
the extreme restlessness of the company,
which consisted of Catholics and Protestants, I was excused on the grounds that it
would be a breach of Christian ethics to
render an honest opinion of the picture
under the circumstances.
The picture in question, which was first
conceived-that is, "inspired" -by J eu.n
Millet, is entitled "Angelus," and represents a pair of pious peasants in a potato
patch in an attitude of worship while the
bell chimes in the tower of an old cathedral
in the background, a mile distant perhaps.
The old cathedral has the appearance of
being in existence long .before Martin
Luther quit the Catholic church for
reasons that would make anybody blush in
the nineteenth century, except a Protestant. Notwithstanding all this," Angelus"
is universally admired, not only by Catholics, but Protestants as welL "Angelus"
would fail to attract the attention of a
Freethinker, except to serve as a text to
show how priestcraft has degraded men
and women in all ages, All grades of
Christians admire this picture for its simplicity and earnestness of devotion.
:::;ow, let the reader imagin an inspired
camera, fresh from the design-gallery of
museland, loaded with a pair of pious
peasants in a potato patch, with an old
thin-pronged pitchfork like Neptune and
a wheelbarrow like one of Heston's, with
bowed heads, near an old cathedral, and
you will hav the inspired picture that
was "kodaked" for the impressiv mind of
Jean Millet. The attitude and facial expression of these peasants show ignorance,
cowardice, and dependence.
One writer says, "Show me a man's
oracle and I will tell you that man's character." Another says, "Tell me a man's
character and I will name the god he worships." When I saw Heston's picture of
Constantine, I said: "Here is a picture
representing all the obstacles in the way
of progress and civilization." When I see
a picture of a man in full armor I think of
Constantine. When I see men and women
in the attitude of worship it reminds
me of the Auto-dd-fe. By way of conclusion I will say that the artistic work
expended on the picture entitled "Angelus" is faultless, but the "impiration" is
doubtless the result of perspiration. From
experience I find that grabbling potatoes is
dirty work, and when mixed with worship
it is worse.
R. M. TENOR,

•
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G'Ai.Zdrsn' s eorner.
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXON, I;all
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunwations {or this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is begi.J;tning to lqwer,
Comes a pause in the dl!¥ s occur.atwns
That is known as the Vhildren s Hour."

A Child's Gethsemane.
[The author of the poem below is, we are proud
to say, one of our girls of the Corner. The sentiment of the JlOem is deep and strong, showing
genius of a high order, which should not be allowed to languish or grow dim.-ED. C. C.]
My sweet-voiced mother's song was hushed
As you hav heard some timid bird

Break off its song half sungAs if some mesmeric call is heardOr else bec:1use the chilling breezes stung
Its tender breast
And made it seek a warmer nest.
Her soft, low mother-song was not half doneWhy, it was only just begun.
But God-motherless you say-still holds the key
Of death, of life, and mystery,
And nothing-no, not deity itself-can frel·
For others what itself has never felt.
It is a hard, hard hand the gods hav dealt.
The solemn pines cast shadows on her grave;
Frail, sweet, old-fashioned pinks dip deepUrged deeper by the tears I weep,
And let their rootlets round her fair hair playPerhaps some treasured secret sip
From the poor, helpless, death-damp lip.
Sometimes a deep, wild longing just to see her
face
And feel the oft-told rest of lying on a mother's
breast
Fills me with mad desire to tear the dust,
'l'o mock the pines, uproot the pinks.
I think sometimes to loose the sands with great
salt tears,
And tear them with my childish hands,
Dig nown deep and wrap me in her golden hair
And let the sad pines still be singing there.
-Edna Heald 1:n the Ca!ifornin Golclen Era.

Pardee Butler and the Raft.
A STORY OF THE EARLY DAYS IN KANSAP.
One of the most interesting episf)des in
the early history of Kansas, and one that
occasions renewed interest whenever related, is the story of Pardee Butler's voyage down the turbulent Missouri in 1855.
:1\'Ir. Butler was a prominent figure in the
early strugg-les of the territory, and his
name will ever stand out on the pages of
Kansas history with those of John Brown,
Jim Lane, Charles Robinson, and others.
Mr. Butler emigrated to Kansas from
Illinois in the spring of 1855, settling on
the banks of Stranger creek in Atchison
county. In August he concluded to go
back to Illinois and get his wif J and children. He went to Atchison, where he
was to stay over night and take the steamboat in the morning for St. Louis. A
public meeting was held io Atchison that
night to consider Mr. Butler's case, but
he was not aware of the proceedings. He
was sitting at a table in the boardinghouse writing letters when he was suddenly
startled by some one calling his name
from the outside. He arose to go downstairs to find out what was wanted when
he was unexpectedly met by six men
armed with bowie knives and revolvers.
The fiTst thing they did was to present
Mr. Butler with some resolutions, at the
same time speaking in the vilest terms of
Free-State men and demanding that he
should sign the resolutions. Mr. Butler,
who was always a man of undaunted
courage and in whose heart burned a
yearning love for freedom, emphatically
declared that he would not sign the res~J
lutions. The angry mob then seized him
and dragged him to the bank of the Missom·i river, where they threatened to
drown him; but after a moment's hesitation the following clial0g ensued:
"Did the Immigrant Aiel Society send
you here?" asked the leader of the mob.
"No," replied Mr. Butler with firm
voice and resolute countenance. "I hav
no connection with the Immigrant Aid
Society."
" Well, what did you come for?" again
queried the mob.
"I came because I had a mind to
come," Mr. Butler emphatically answered.
" What did you come for?"
They made no reply, but asked 1\fr.
Butler if he came to make Kansas a free
state.
"No, not primarily," answered Mr.
Butler, "but I shall vote to make Kansas
a free state."

A whole volume of such questions were
hurled at him on ·every side, and Mr.
Butler answered them in a decidedly cool
manner. All the issues of the day were
discussed at length. Finally, Mr. Butler,
becoming disgusted with the talk, said to
them: "Gentlemen, there is no use in
keeping up this debate any longer. If I
liv anywhere, I shallliv in Kansas. Now,
do your duty as you understand it, and I
will do mine as I understand it. I ask no
favors of you."
One of the crowd then said, '' My
friends, we must not hang this man. He
is not an Abolitionist, he is what we call a
Free-soiler. The Abolitionists steal our
niggers, but the Free sailers do not do
this. Therefore, I propose that we make
a raft, and send him down the river as an
example.''
The crowd finally agreed to do this.
They secured two logs which they fastened
together, and after tar-and-feathering Mr.
Butler, and painting the letter "R" on
his forehead, which stood for "Rogue,"
they ordered him to get on the rude raft.
The men then took a skiff and towed the
raft to the micldle of the river where the
current was swift, and started him off on
his perilous journey down the "Big
Muddy." As he floated away he called
out to the men: "Gentlemen, if I am
drowned I forgiv you; but I hav this to
say to you: If you are not ashamed of
your part in this transaction, I am not
ashamed of mine. Good-bye."
On looking around Mr. Butler observed
that they had placed a flag on the raft.
As he started to take down the flag the
men called to him and threatened to follow
down the river and shoot him if he touched
the flag. But with liis usual fearlessness
he cut the flag from the staff and put it in
his pocket. The men did not follow him,
however. On this flag was the picture of
a white man on horseback galloping away
with a negro behind him. Just above the
picture were the words, ''Eastern A.id Expres~:~," and from the man's mouth was
flowing the expression: "Greeley to the
rescue, I hav a nigger." On the horse's
neck were printed the .words, "From
Atchison," and underneath the picture,
"Rev. 1\fr. Butler, agent for the underground railroad."
Mr. Butler took the staff, which was a
small sapling, and used it for an oar. He
managed to land about five miles below
Atchison, near the town of Sumner. From
there he walked down to Port Williams,
another village further down the river,·
where he remained over Sunday with Mr.
Hartman and Dr. Oliphant. The next day
he resumed his journey to St. Louis on
the steamboat. From there he went over
into Illinois, where he joined his family,
and after a brief sojourn he returned with
them to Kansas.
Atchison, ICan. GEORGE J. REMSBURG.

Correspondence.
NoRTHBENTON, 0., Feb. 25, 1893.
Mrss WixoN: This is my first letter to
the Children's Corner, and I hope it will
not be the last. I am fourteen_years old.
I like to read the Children's Corner very
much.
My grandfather Bedell has
taken THE TRUTH BEEKER ever since it
has been published in New York. I hav
no brothers and sisters, and I often think
myself very lonely. I go to school and
study reading, grammar, spelling, geography, physiology, and arithmetic.
I will close for this time.
A friend of the Freethinkers,
GERTRUDE BEDELL.
PERRYSVILLE, p A , Feb. 20, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner. This is my first
letter, but I hope it is not the last one.
My uncle gets THE TRUTH BEEKER but I
see it every week. I am ten years old, and
I go to school. My sister and I are the
only Freethinkers in our school. My
teacher reads the Bible every day. Well.
'
I guess I will close for this time.
From your friend,
N ANNIE p BEVERIDGE.
[Nannie and her sister are two brave
girls. May they liv long to do good l-ED.
C. C.]
0

CoRVAuLrs, ORE., Feb. 15, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
try and write to the Corner. I don't see
any correspondence from this place.
The picture of the mi<:sionary departing
from China is a very fine picture.
I think that the Chinese ought to rout
all the gospel-stuffers out of China.

.t

1,

1898.

I would like to correspond with some of
the readers of the Children's Corner.
Hoping that this letter may escape the
wastebasket, I am
Your Liberal friend,
HESTER JrCKLING.
[There! we call the above a good, nicely
composed letter. Hester will always find
a welcome in this Corner. We would like
to take that bright little girl in our arms
and kiss her-the one who wanted to say
PORT ANGELES, WAsH., Feb. 3, 1893
EmToR CHILDREN's CoRNER: :1\'Ir. "My papa is ju11t as good as you!''-ED.
Charlesworth was here lecturing January C. C.]
22d and 23d. He lectured in the Opera
House and had a good house both nights.
NEw .RooHELuE, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1893.
He gave Christians the privilege of speakDEAR Mrss WrxoN: Mamma has just reing after he was through,. but if there ceived your letter, and it has reminded
were any there they did not say anything. me of a duty I must perform-that is, to
God, Abraham, David, Solomon, and tlie write a letter to you.
·
rest, got a dose from which, in the mind
Of course mamma has written to you
of any sane man, they can never recover. and has told you all about our trip to
He is in my judgment a very able speaker. Europe, but I thought I would like to
By what I hav read of the debate with write a little too.
Clark Braden I think Braden has hooked
We remained eleven weeks away and
the wrong fish. Mr. Charlesworth was spent one month in London.
getting all the applause and Rev. Mr.
Papa took sister and me out every
Brad~>n said he did not want any applause day, and we visited many places of interas those that apphuded had their brains est: the Crystal Palace, where they hod
in their heels instead of their heads. Mr. a dog show, and poultry-there were
Charlesworth said this was an insult to the over sixteen hundred dogs; Covent Garaudience, and was rewarded with applause. den. where they sell so many vegetables
I hope he givs Braden such a send-off he and flowers; "Big Ben,'' the clock on the
will not show up again.
House of Parliament, whose minute-hand
I think there are a great many Free- is seventeen feet long and hour hand twelve
thinkers in this town. At the school to feet.
which I go the children are mostly FreeI was always pleased when papa took us
thinkers, and what Christians there are through the ''Arcade." Such pretty toys
know enough to keep still, and when we I saw-dolls, drums, soldiers, swords, gun~:~,
are talking they do not say a word.
wooden horses, and pretty china cups and
As this is my first letter I will close, with saucers.
best wishes to the Corner.
We went to the British Museum, where
Yours truly, CHARLES A. WooD, JR.
we saw such wonderful things-mummies
which were discovered in Egypt; mounted
[Write again.-ED. C. C.]
crocodiles and other animals; beautiful
statues from Rome and Greece, and handAsPEN, CoL., Feb. 10, 1893.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I am a reader of some vases from all p9rts of the world.
Papa took us through St. James's park
the Corner. I like to read the Corner
better than anything else I read, except and we saw the soldiers pass through on
the letters I receive from home. I am a their way to Marlborough square.
We visited the zoological gardens and
nativ of Texas, where my father and
mother now reside. I liv here with my annt saw the monkeys; also the bear who climbs
Jennie and uncle Amos Akers, so that I the pole. They were being fed. And we
saw the seal kiss the keeper. He was becan go to school.
Where I lived in Texas I could not ing fed on small fish.
When you were in London did you see
always go to school.
There are three large public school the "blue coat" boys? They are barebuildings and a Catholic school in Aspen, headed and wear long blue coats and
yellow stockings. It is a charity school.
with full attendance.
I attend the Lincoln school. I am The school is in Newgate street, I think.
Papa and mamma went to the lord
eleven years old and am in the fourth
grade. The snow is from three to five feet mayor's show, but they were afraid to take
us because the crowd was so great. A.ll
deep and it is still snowing.
Uncle Amos takes several Freethought the busses and cabs had to be stopped
papers and we never miss a Freethought during the parade, so the people had all
lecture held in this place. 1\frs. Mattie P. the streets to themselvs.
I am afraid I am making my letter too
Krekel gave us two lectures about Christmas, and everyone said her lectures long, and I hav not told you a quarter of
were splendid and wished she could stay what I saw, but mamma says you are very
busy, and I would not like to take too
longer.
The Aspen Liberal Union held a Paine much of your time.
Mamma and Geraldine send their kindcelebration this year, in which I took a
part. I spoke a piece from Aunt Elmina est love toyou and your sister, and papa,
his kindest regards.
with which all seemed to be pleased.
I am glad you like the Freethinkers
I often wish that you and Mrs. Blenker,
or somebody else, would write short mamma sent you.
With much love, dear Miss Wixon, and
pieces suitable for a girl to speak on such
to your sister, believe me,
occc,sions or at school.
Your young Liberal friend,
If my letter appears in the Corner, the
PoRTIA BRoADDELT.
paper will be sent to my friends in Texas.
With best wishes to yourself and the
P.S.-Was little Susie that you wrote
Corner, I am,
Respectfully,
"The Story Hour" in memory of, your
JENNIE MoBRmE.
sister's child? She is awfully sweet[We shall always be glad to hear from looking. And next time when I write will
you mind if I call you "Aunt Susan?"
Jennie.-ED. C. C.]
[Yes, little Susie was my sister's only
LrsTOWEL, ONT., CAN., Feb. 11, 1893.
child. She was very dear to us all. I
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would would be pleased to hav you call me aunt
write another J.etter to the Children's
Corner, as it is so long since I wrote that if you wish to.-S. H. W.]
you will hav forgotten me altogether.
My father has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
ever since I can remember. And I think
it is well named.
There are not many Freethinkers around
OR
here. Sometimes a few of them meet at a
Liberal house and hav a talk about the
nonsense found in the Bible, and about
other things.
We liv on a farm of one hundred "}V?·ite me no more fable-•, lest I be a fool ancl
imd fifty acres, about three miles south of
rea a the ?"icldles aw?·y."
Listowel. The most of the people around
here keep a number of cows and send their
By R. B. Westbrook, D.D;, LL.B.
milk to a cheese-factory. There is not
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
much bush around here, and most of the
The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
farms are pretty well cleared. The prin- !·••peached;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
cipal trees found in the bush are maple, and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
oak, elm, some pine, ash, hemlock, and a StoriesA· 'l'he Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last damb·" What Is Known of the New Testalittl~> cedar,
ment; 'l'he rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
The principal fruit trees are apples, Chri•t; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
plums, cherries, and pears. The small Salvation·
The Things That Remain.
fruits found around here are strawberries,
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.
raspberries, gooseberries, currants, and
tomatoes.
I will now tell you about a little Liberal
friend wh-o livs not far from here.
There was a lady who called for her and
OR, THE
her sister on Sundays to take them to
church. One Sunday the ministPr was
Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
talking about the Freethinkers, and she
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
jumped up in her seat and would hav said
Philadelphia, Pa.
"My pais just as good as you!" had not
the lady whom she was with pulled her
Price, 10 cents.
down in her seat. But the little girl would
never go to church any more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 00.
The Chinese would not do as badly as
the founder of the Christian religiOn,
the great Constantine-hav their wives
bathed in boiling water.
I think my letter is long enough for
the first time, so I will close.
I remain your Liberal friend,
H. c. NOEL.
[A. good letter for the first. Let it not
be the last.-ED. C. C.]
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Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
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New Publications.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

J'fews of tlto Weelt.

IRON•CLA.D SERIES.

1 Atonement. Ch!J-r~e.s Bradlaugh............. 5
2 Seflrular Res ronsibllity. G. J. Holyoake..... 5

Darwin an~ After Darwin.

4 In uence of Christianity on Civilizatio1 .

Underwcod .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. p. of.l\Iax 1\fueller .....
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Helation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. III arvin ................
11 Philosophy nf Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inangural~and Portrait ..
13 Essavs on Miracles. David Jiume ...........
14 l•and Question. Charles Bradlough........
15 Were Adam ·and Eve Our J<irst Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh.................... ,....
16 Wh:v Do Men Htarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Rr~dlaugh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake .....
20 Sunerstitio • Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. .. . . .. ..
'1 Defeme of Secula.r Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is thA Bible Heliable? Charles Watts.......
23 The Ch•istian Deit:v. Charle" Watts.. ... . .
24 Moral Value of'the Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Christianity: It< Nature and Influence on
Civilizat!on. Charles Watts . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 'Thoughts on Atheism. Austin HolYoake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlatwh.... .. ..
39 Lab01·'s Prayn·. Charles Bradlaugh
. .. ..
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Ant>tgonisti•. C. Wo,tts ..
43 Christiau Srheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Log~c nf De.,th: or, Whv Sh"uld the Atheist
Fear to Die? H:v G. J. Holyoal<e ......
47 Poverty: Its Effect.s on the Politi•al Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh ..

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEORGE J. ROMANES,
A systelp.~ticE:x;p_ositi~n of w~at may be termed
the I;>arwm1sm of Darwm, and mtended to be of
s erv1qe to the general l'eader rather than to profe•sed naturalists.
. Mr. Rqmane~ is we.ll known as one of the most
mtl)restmg qf En15hsh writers upon evolution,
b_es1des rankmg With Professor Huxley- in scientific knowlec~ge and ability. And this 1s a Part of
his . conclusw!l regarding the great subject of
Des1gn, to whiCh the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet With abundant
evidence of l!atural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pltrelymechanical philosophy....
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intArpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new ancl a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:v God?"
lllustrated. Price, cloth, $2.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE three men who lead the new sect of
"the Holy Ones" at Raleigh, N. C., hav
5 induced several weak women to desert
5 their families, and sell their property and
giv the proceeds to these reli15ious leaders.
5
b

A BILL of unusual character has been
introduced in the New Jersey legislature.
5 It provides that the utmost sum bequeath5
5 able to one's heirs shall be $1,000,000, all
lO that one may leave over that going to the
10 state.
5

5
5

10

MA.NNA. SERIES.

1'his book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianit:£: on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gosJlels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY.: is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Antiquity
The Clergyman's Victims.
Unveiled
A LIBERAL S'l OR Y,

•

-aAncient Yoices
from the SpiJ'i t
Realm aisclose the
most Startling Bevelatio ns.
-a-

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

I

By Mas. E. J', BALL.

Prioe. 25 cents.

A Naw Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Mrss RACHEL CALLAHAN, of Sweet
water, Tenn., will soon conclude a forty
days' fast, unless she expires previously.
Her brother has whipped her severelv to
make her l'at, but without success. Her
motiv is religious zeal.
PAUL M~NTZ, of New York city, driven
crazy by Bible study while trying to determin whether he should remain a Catholic or become an Episcopalian, created a
scene in the church of St. Vincent de
Paul last Sunday, and has been sent to
the asylum.
AMoNG the criticisms against the proposed annexation of Hawaii are the cbarge
that it is a contrivance of jingoism to
buy popularity, and the allegation that it
is an intrigue of the sugar trust of Chms
Spreckels and associates. The project has
failed for the present.
THE local directory of the Fair incline
to the opinion that prayer will not be
necessary to its opening. Some members,
however, are swayed by precPdent, saying
that such a thing as omitting prayer or
inv~cation from the inauguration of a
great exposition h!1B never been heard of.
THE Methodist conference has appointed
a committee to visit President Clevelanu,
Cardinal Gibbons, and Archbishop Satolli, and urge them to procure the relea·e
of Rev. Mr. Nelson, a Methodist missionary imprisoned in Brazil for remarks on a
Catholic patron saint which were offensiv
to the authorities.

:Sy Helel') H. Gardel')tn•.
IN Columbus, 0., the scene of the late
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and riot against an anti-Catholic lecturer, a
human ear was found nailed to a telegraph
Strongest Lectures Against
pole one morning recently.
It was
the Bible.

[ILLUSTRATED.]

Every Woman Should Read It

Price, - - - - $1.50.

and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.

AddNS&

J os. VAN Br.ARCON, of Bergen county,
N. J., has been arrested on counts one of
which is that he stood in the public highway and swore profanely thirty minutes.

5
5
5
5

1 OriginallVIanna for "God's Chosf n. ". . . . . . . 5
Charles Bradlaugh.. .. 5
5 20J Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian lVIissionary
a'ld a Chinese Mandarm ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian. .
. . 10
8 Search Aft~r Heaven and Hell. A Holy.oake ... . .. ... . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ..... ... .. .. 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Cha.s. Bradlaugh.. .. ... 5
10 A Few Word" about the Devil. ............... 5
11 NewT ife of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. A1tstin Jlolyoake ..... 10
13 Sperimen of the l3ible: J<~sther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apost!e·: A Fa· ce. A. II . . .. 10
1p Lu·licrons Asperts of Christ.ianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. .... .. 5
17 Who Was Jesns Christ? C. Bra~ laugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? n. Bradlauvh.... .. 5
19 liTtwLife of Ab·aham. Charles Bradlaugh, 5
20 New Life of 1\'Ioses. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 5
21 A Secular Pntyer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 wortb for $1; $250 worth for $2; $5 worth
for *3, and $10 worth for $5.

By R. WHEELER.

IT is proposed that Monsignor Satolli
open the Fair.

5
WM. CoY, hanged at Pittsfield, Mass.,
5 on the 3d, announced on the scaffold that
5 he" had "given his heart to God." His
10 crime was killing a man, of whom he was
5
jealous, with an ax while his victim slept.

3 New Life of David.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

1ts98.

Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

CHARLES

placarded as from "the first anti-Catholic
victim." It is believed to be the prank
of some medical student, but the police
are investigating.
THE demand for restriction of immigration, formerly based on the beliefs that
labor needed protection, and that the
foreigners are more largely criminal than
our nativs, has received the additional
motiv of excluding cholera. It has been
suggested that admittance be denied immigrants possessing less than a certain
sum of money-perhaps $100 or $200.

M. TAINE, the eminent French philosopher and critic, died on the 5th. His
"History of English Literature," though
the work of an alien, is the best exposition
of its subject extant. This great work in
1863 was eutAred in competition for the
prize of the French Acoclemy, but on motion of Bishop Dupn,nloup rPjected on
account of its l\Iaterialistic and Atheistic
tone.
As the enactment of Horne Rule for
Ireland seems more likely just now than
ever before, the Protestants in the provTHEOLOGICAL ESSAYS.
Tn two volumes Vol I -Heresy· Its 1\Iorality and Utility· Is There n. God? Has lVIn.n n. ince of Uls~r are preparing for forcible
It is
Raul? ~Were Ai!a.m n~d Eve' o'ur First Pnrents? Wl)O was Jesus? ~Vhn.t, DDit~_.Jl~Tle1uY? Tk~ resist.ance to Catholic tyranny.
Atonement.; Life of Abraham; Life of Jacob; J,Ife of 1\Ioses; L1_fe at 1!-':", 'I.e o . ana ,
The Twelve Apostles· When Were Our Gospels Wn~t~_n? A P_lea for Athemm. Pr1ce, $ 1- . Yo!. being arranged that all the Orangemen
ii.-Hnmanity's Gain']• 1·om Unhelief; Notes on Chnsttan EVlilenccs, In 1\cply_to _th? Oxford shall simultaneously withdraw their deHonse Papr,rs; A Cnrclinal's Broken Oa.t;h;_ Snpern<l_;;,nra1 •md Hatwnal fi~Dh·t-i-, flr· 11ylad- posits from the post-office savings-banks
stone's Reply to Colrmel Ingersoll on Cln·!stin.mty; A-" cw Worols Al~01;~ ~w
e'.! .'
h~.y a and purchase arms. Pmyers against the
Soul? Two Night,s' Debate <tt Burnley wt~h t.he !lev. W· 1\L Westetl~Y h tl 80]_~1
1\InC I oRoJ?hical, Unsocial, a.nd Immoral. Three mghts' Debate m LoJHlon Wit
JC
ev. r. 0 ann. Home Rule bill are being offered in tho
Protestant churches.
Prtce, $1.

BRAD LAUGH'S
WORKS.

""I\';

THE FREETHINKERS' TEXT-BOOK.

Part 1.

f/

COO'!'t BOOKS FOR LIBER·
ALLY INCLINED PEOPLE.

CHARLES H. K.ERR & CO.'S
PDBLIGATIONS.
The Last Tenet;_ Imposed upon the Khan of
Tomatiwz. 1:5y Hudor Genone, author
of" Illl:n~irendo island." Copiousl:villustrated
Wlth origmal drawings by Louis 1\I. Glackens.
12mo,165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
Inquirendo bland. A novel. By Hudor
Genoue. _12mo, 353 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50q. Tlus book is to me a delightful surpn~e. In my_judgment it is a stronger piece of
fictwn th~n Edward Bellamy's • Looking Backward,' whtch at times it reminds one of. It is u.
n:JerCJles.s eJ<Posure of Pharis~tism and hypocr!SY, wluqh 1s so prevalent in fashionable Chris·
~Ian~t.y of to-day. It is a good book and while
It wlll offend many, should be read by all."[The Arena.
Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, Jlast.m· of the Theistic church of Londpn, with a new introduction by Hev. Herbert
'Iaft Root. Paper, 37 pages; 20c.
Go<l h~ the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bra!lford. Paper, 18mo,l8 pages; tOe~
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.
TlJe Change of Front of the Universe
By Minot J. Savage. Paper, 31 pages, 10c.
•
A Sb_1dy of Primitive {;hristianity. By
LeWJs G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt lop uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
!" thoron!;fh _scholar, and ono Mnnot fail to bo
Impresse<t W!th tho_ca.re, the honesty, the faithfulness, tl)O unpartJ:tb tl·, the love of trnth the
conservatism exhibite,[ throughout this admirable volume."-[Popu!Ju· Science 1\Ionthly.
What Can Ethics Do For Us 1 By
William 1\Iackiutire Salter. Paper, 12mo 3Z
pages, 111c.

'

Fr~e<lom of Thought nllll of S}>eecll. By
Willi am l\Iacldntiro Salter. Paper 12ma 29
pn.ges, 10c.
Tlt~ lllorals of Cbrist.

'

'

A comparison
With _th<! contemporaneous systems of 1\iosaic,
P!utnsaic, and Grmco-Homan ethics. Dy Austin
Bwr~,owcr. _Paper, 16mo, 200 pa.gcs, 50c.; cloth,
$1.
l\fr. Bier bower has curcfnlly anah·zcd the
o1d-world ethical systems whicli chiefly concern the modern civili:<ed world and in thi.<
b''"k ho has so classiliu•l tho clements rcveale<l
bx tlutt analvs)s ns to ~Iivo them a high scientific Vtt_lue. l-hs book Is almost as systematic as
a trcat1~e l~]Jnn one of the exact iuiences and
stands _m 1mo CQntrast to tho rambling, ethicttl
discussiOn of wluch we hear so much and which
leads us uowhcrc."-[Chicugo Dttily Nows.
Liberty atul J,ife. Seventeen discourses
on tho ~·P_l1licatinns of sdent.itic truth to nwrnls
and rchg-wn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
cloth, $1; naper, 50c. "i'ltrong. even bol,J
essa)'s on ethical all!l religions suhj.,cts. 'l'hey
are the '~ork of a mal\ of viJ;Orous intellect, who
has s,tu<lw<l tho <loctrme of evolution long all!l
carefully, ""'~ hils not found it ncccssllry to
aball!lon a~l Jus ol1l reverences. Tho 1lisconrscs
are fn)l of.mterest ~o tho C>tsual ro11rler ]Jy reaS!Jn '?f theu· tuntl of nncc<loto and bimn·~tphic:tl
mtatwn, aml to the seeker for religions an<l
w~~!],\~ruth they offer many helps."-[Litemry

Evolntio!I all(l Christianity. A Study.
Dy .T. U. F. Grnmbnw. Cloth, sqnaro 18mo,
75

I):t.[.!C~,

30c.

H

JHr. Grn1nbinc':-;

sttttmncnt~

are

som11l mHl well fmt. HiK hook iK the fruit or
wide_rC!t!ling- ltll< inveotigation. It is a helpful
one, IA

th9rou~-ehly

inturcstinJ.; reading, nn1l it~

presentation of the rdation between evolution
and Ohdst.i:mity inclu<les much valuable
thought."-[Duff:ilo Express.
Lessons From the Worl1l of ~latter allll
the Worl<l of lllan. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12ma, 130 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
AddreBs
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"With Daughter· s tiaoe u iJOn

His Knees."
of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild in his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
4-merica's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, m&Y be had at this office for
!iftv oent.
Photo~raph

Other Newspapers
WITH

T"he Truth Seeker.
Any of our readers who deHire a New York
weekly (JO!itical paver can obtain one of the following m connectwn with 1'nE 1'RUTn i:lEEKER
at reel need rates:
:L'rtbune (Republican) weekly, and 1'IIE
TRUTII SEEKER, $3 50
Tribune (ltepublican) semi-weekly, and 'l'm,;
TRUTII SEEKER
4. 25
The Sun (Demo'cratic) weekly, and TIIE
TRuTH SEEKER, a 5o
The Worla <Democratic) weekly, and TnE
TRUTH BEEKER,
3 50
TIIE ARENA ana TIIE TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent one year both for $6 00
With large picture premium with the Arena, 6 50
1'lll!,' NORTJJ AMERICAN REVIEW and
THE 1'RU1'IJ SEEKER will be sent one yeRr
for
$6 75

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-~in

DAVID and John Deem, who claim to
be inspired from on high, hav founded a
new religious sect in Columbus, Kan. It
AND
HUMANITY'S GAIN FRO~i UNBELIEF·
combines the old faith-cure cloctrin with
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
His ~N01·t/l. Americnn Review article reprinted. lil cents,
a literal interpretation of the scriptures.
ONE YEAR,
It is gathering in converts from all the
HERESY: ITS UTILITY AND _MORALITY.
Will be sent for $4..50. The
A Plea and a .Jnst.itication. 'rhirtl edition. PrJCe, 25 centR.
surrounding country. According to the
~2-75 Pin and THE TRUTH
Deems, the present· are the dark days
WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN?
SEEKER one year for $5.
which precede the millennium. These
Fourth Edition. Pri~e. 25 cents.
dark days will last for only a few years, and
THE
NOTES ON CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES. .
.
then the millennium will be ushered in.
Being Criticisms on the" Oxford Home Papers," with llcplies by thmr authors.
As a result of the Deems' teachings husPrice, 25 cents.
bands and wives hav separated, children
TRACTS.
.
E
Fir t parents? 5 cents; WhyDollfcn
AND
Land Questwn 5 cents; Were Adam an'1 ve.0 nr 0 s cent,· Labor's Pra:ver 5 cents· hav been deserted by their parents, and
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Starve? 5 cents; A Plea for A~h!Jis nC 5 ';f~~s; I~ tt~ep~~Pfc ~~~nts· :New Life ~f David: r; cents; font men hav already been sent to the inONE YEAH,
Poverty, Its Effects on the Pohtlca on 1 lOll o 1 D .1•5 t': New Life of Jacob, 5 cents; sane asylum. David Deems, the teacher,
New Life of Jonah, 5 cente,;, A Few WJ ordsc1,b_C? 1l~ t/ge t~~\'vh~~nD~rl Jesus 'l'each? 5 cent~il· New works not. He reads the Bible literally Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
T:w.elve Apostles, 5 cents; wNho WL~f~ e ~n •
ns5 ce"nts n 'o'n orders for these Tracts we wt send and says the Lord will provide. The fact SEF.KER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
L1fe of Abraham 5 cents· ow I eo 1 11 1 oses,
··
th f $5.
with gilt bowl, 50e. more.
@PO worth for $£; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth for $3; and $10 war
or
N y k
is that his disciples provide for him.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
. . . . ..
A,.dqreBs THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, ew or .
Man; Whence and How? Or, Revealed and Heal Science in Confhct. He!igion: What and
Why? Or, Gorr ~X. Price, $1.25.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

1

•
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Superstition in All Ages. Go YERHMEHT

ROBERT G.

ABALYlED.

Sy COL. JOHN~. ~:eL.SO.
Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Principles of Government; Functions
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; 1'axation;
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment· Marriage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; What a
Government Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed" and
.. Deity Analyzed," will realize that in " Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn what
government is. Whether they will agree with
his statement of what government is depends
upon whether they lean to Socialistic or Anarchistic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this book.
Price, $1.50. Sold by l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
~Lafayette place. New York City.

A

INGERSOLL'S
Christian-

WORKS.
--o--

ity and Exposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

GODS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.

Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,'Tfferetics and Heresie&
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

IHIOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Including The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declara.tion of Independ
ence, About Farming in Illinois, Speech Nominating James G Bla.ine for Presidency in 1876,
The Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. .Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
·

Priost af)d Mal').·

SOJIE MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Contents: Soma Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, l\fondayi. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let us Make .1\'l an, Sundn._y, The Necessity for a Goocl li'Iemory, 'fhe Garden, l'he l<'all
Dd.mpness, Bacchus and Babel, l!'aith in FilthO:l'he Hebrews, Tho Plagues, The Flight, Conf<·s;
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, ueligious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents
cloth, $1.

A NOVEL.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., eto.

-o-

.An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed tO>
own as her first novel. . • • A more vigorous·.
'>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern.
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent·
form, need not be desired.-[W estminster Review ..

A COLLECTION OF

fNTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Tal·
mage, of Brooklyn, to which is added a Talmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; oloth, $1.25:
cloth, gilt, $1.50.
·

r'"

BLASPHEMY.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. Reynolds, at Morristown, N.J. Thio iE
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, it; e lo·
quence never equaled in a. trial for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution IS going
on th~s arg)lment should be free!' circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on svery
occasiOn. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED~
Analyzes the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chaptel
each to the Cath')lics,Episcopaliaris, MethodistshPresbyterians, Evanfelical Alliance, and ~n
~ ~wers the question of the Christians as to what e proposes instead o Christianity-the religIon of sword and fhtme. Paper, 25 cents.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOR

Liberal al').d :etl).iea.I .Societies,
for .Sel).ools al').d
tl)e Hon)e.

: vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00;.
Addrese
~lHE TRUTI£ RF.Rl\ll~rt.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

A SUMMARY OF

Com>ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
For oa.T ....t. THT>l Ol<'ll'Tn~.

AliGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITT.
P?it\~.

TilE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

olot.h. flO

"Anto~~~.

TIIO.llAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

BOOKS

LUIITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

BY

'l'he famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers.
n,nd Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack npon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
11. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll. Hon. Frederick R. Condert, and Ex-Govern'?r
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10cents.

ORTHODOXY.

SALADIN

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.

A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

With Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents

OPE HNG SPEECH TO THE JURY:

In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W U. TeL Co., 1886. Paper, 10 cents.

CRIMES AGAus·r CRIMINALS.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 150 cents.

J,IFE.
LITHOGRA.PU OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

r;W. STEWART ROSS),

A LAY SERMON.

22x 28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents

~

~JONDON

(A home picture.) 50 cents.

PliO rOGRA.PII (PANEL), 18 X 24 inches, $5.
SrAGE AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL),

7~ X

13 inches, $1.50.

An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the Trial of the ChicagG
Ananhists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.

DECLARAriON OF INDEPENDENCE.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
I~GERSOLL CATECHISED. Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL ON :McGLYNN.
Paper, 3 cents.

BIBLE IDOLArRY. Paper, 3 cents

THE TRUTH OF HISl'ORY.
Col)lments on the asserti<;m by an evangelist that Cplonel Ing:ersoll had become a Christian.
hall admitted that Thomas Pame reca.n ted, and that his own cliildren had joined the church
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNil'ARIAN CLUB.

. TJ;!e lecture i~ a grand one, and was received by the club with eontinuous applause from

hegm~!ng to e.ml;whwh. spe~ks well for tl!e Unitarians. 'l'he pamphlet con tams 1~ pages,

beant1fu!ly prmted. J:'rwe, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL ORA.TION ON

ROSCO~

~ONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper. cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRE.\.T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
.

C03'l'EN1'S.-'rhe ~ods; Humboldt; Individuality• Thomas Paine; Heretics and Here-

) Sie~; The Ghosts; The Liberty of lVIan Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration or Decla-

.

!lr In<!epende!lce •.July 4, 1876; 'Vhat. I J{now About Farming in Dhuoi•; Spe;~h at Ciucmnn.~Im 18• ~. nOI;unatmg Jam!'s G. Blaine for the PresidencY; .The Pa~t Ri~es Defore l\Ie,

r~twn

or, VI~ton of .Wa1, an extract from a fu>eech made at the Soldters' and Sailors' R~uniou
at _Indiana polls. lJ?.d ..• Sept. 2~ 1876; A 'l'ribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
Crimes Agmnst Cnmmals; Tnbu,te to the .Rev. A.lexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of !Hoses;
What i\Iu't Wo Do :to be Saved? Stx Intervi<!WS .With Hobert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Hev. T. :pe W.tt Jalmage, D D.·'rto whiCh IS added a '£almagtan Catechism and Fmv
Prefaces, whiCh co'ltamsoma of 1\Ir. nge~soll:s wittie~t and brightest sayings.
'
This volume has the greatest populanty, IS beautifully bound in half calf or half moroc<r.
mottled edges, 1,357 page3, good paper, large type, post 8vo. Price, postpaid, $5.
~
Tes~imonial to W.a~t Whi~man. "·Let n.~ put. wreaths o'.' the bro19s of the living." An All

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

dress delivered In Phli.~elelphla, Oct. 21, 1890, w1th portrait of Whitman

AGNOSTIC JOURNAL.).

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.ha.ve earned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. researchhof sound criticismiof caustic
humor, of sledgehamm< r vehemence, of scathing satue, of pat os and elog,uence. tIS one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
q

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.l
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Chris~ianity ~ler,ated the .wom~n; it ~hrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ:>Ject o~ Salad~n's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee9.ed. An English W!lter said of 1~:
"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever IPsued from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable, and the res11lt is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r< surrection i8 in this book carefully conside~ed, a.nd fonpd wanting. It ought to convince every Christian of the untrutbf)llness of this alleged m.u-a.cle, for·
it IS certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subJect.
In paper, 25 cents.

CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE

Editor of the

1.

PHOTOGRA.PH (CABINET) OF R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 centll.
,.)
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
1

Containing alsl

COLONEL JN«;EUSOLL•S ADDUESSA'J' '.I'HE FUNERAL OFWAL'.I'WHIT•
MAN. at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fif&h ed(tion, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. containing 3'3 pages. This is
, be:fon<;l que:twn, t)w !lheape~t and most ele!l"ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
:J fimslli~ ":ort~v of Its I!}tru~siC excellence. No expense has.been spared to make it the thing o'
beauty It Is. rJ;l.e type IS large ancl clear, the paP,er heavy, highly calendered, andri ·hly tintei
the presswork faultless, au~l the bmdmg as perfect as phe bAst materials and skill can make i;
As to the qontentshit Is e,nough to say that they Include all of the choicest utterances 0
the greatest wnter on t e topiCs treated that has ever lived
:rhos!) who ha'\'e nob the goou fort~ne to own all of li'Ir. Ingersoll's ·published wnrke will
have m tl)Is book of.sel~ctwns many b~Ight .samples 9f hio Iotty thought, his match!.-s~ eloquence, Ins wonrlerfnl nnager.;, and his epigrammatic and Poetic power. 'l'he, ollcction in
eludes ali of the ":rributes" that have become f~_tmous in litern.ture-not>tblythose to his brothe~
lU).hint geh~aoll, Lmcoln, Grant, Beecher, Conklmg, CourthLn dt i\L Palmer, Mary l''i ,ke Eliznr
W :t:Ig : ~s peer,less monf!graphs on "Th<i Vision of w:ar," Love,_Libet·tv, Art and Moral[t.y,
Sc!e~ce, N,tture, J'he Jmagmatwn, Decomtwn Day Oratwnl Wha.t Js J:'oetry, Musi<l of Wagner
Qngm anll De~tmy, Leaves of Grass!' and on the gr.eat l8roe' of intel•ectnal Liberty. Be~
Bide~ these arc mnnmer~_tble g~ms taken here and there from t.he orations, speeches, ar. uments
toast~lectures,_!etter~, mterVIews, an•1 day by day convers:tcions of the ttuthoc.
·
'
'.l'~e took IS d.esigned f~r, anrl Will be accepted by, nrlmir(ng friends as a rare personal
1ouvemr. To help I~ serV!J t)?Is I>Ur)lose, a fine steel portrait. With a11tograph fne-simile hao
~;>een ~repare~l espemally fo!· It. In the more eleg11nt styles of binding it is eminent,y sU:itcd
for piesentatwn pnrroses, for any seas en or occasiOn.
_.,
PRICEs.-:;-In clot!~\ bevelecl boarrls, gi]t e~lges $2 50; in half morocco, gilt cdgcq, $:>; in hall
9alf, mottled .~dg_es, llorary _Pt_yle, !jl4 50; Ill full 1rurkey moroceo, gilt, "-''lLiisit"ely tine :117 5u·
m full tree calf, highest possible finish, $9.
' · ·

- Any.. of tlte ~bove sent to any address; by express, prepaid, or.· mail, 110.st rr%e
on receiJ.It of price. 4.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafa:vetU! PI., New York.'

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden8ation of the known facts upon this subjec~ proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J:o_which are added such comments
as only Salaciin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpre·ted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and f'lketches. Eome o.f _its subjects are.: .A Last ~terview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; AscetiOIS~ and S_uperstitiOJ:!; Capital Pnmshment;
Poverty; God Ill the ConstitutiOn; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This maY be called Salaclin's own book, for it is poetr~ in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
Bll: one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the posnession of B&l&dbl
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who·was cut down from the 2allows. Printed from ma.nu.
script in the hands of Salaclin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy fonnqed on fact. Of this book the Ol>.m Court
sairl: "1'his novel will commttnd the same. or more, mterest than Helen Gardener's atory, • Is
·rhiH Your Son, 1\iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Reing an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Ex.tracts from Dens and Lig~ori; Examination of t.he Church's Claim to
have l!'ostered Learnmg; Her Atte" pts at Contmency even more Rmnous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Itolative CriPlill~~>!Statistios of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
e
la~ ..U
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GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
The Mvth of the Great Delu!fe•

By

James ~•. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?Ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhehnmg refnta.tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read i. is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religions
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. JlfcCann's dy·namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug_ht to meet with a very
iarge sale.-C. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank, the independent pr_eacher of ~ew York
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The book cpntains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with hkeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the

history cf the world that a Christian associa.tiou ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. 'rhe lecture i.s a granq. one, and
waB received bv tha club w1th contmnons applause from beginning to end. The pamI>hlet contains 12 pa\(es, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

To aim at the liberty of a fellow-creature
!"Ppears t? me !l' crime against humanity;
rt rs the sm agamst nature.- Voltaire.
DARWIN notes another cause of the
variation of species, which he calls Sexual
Selection. The male animals battle for
the possession of the females. The
strongest wins 1 and transmits his peculiarities to his descendants. In many
~ases the female selects the male possessmg the most perfect form, the most
pleasing voice, or the most attractiv colors, and these advantages are perpetuated
in their offspring. An improvement in
the song and beauty of male birds arises
from this selection. In savage races the
females select the strongest men, best
qualified to be defenders; but in civilized
races the choice is more influenced by intellectual and moral qualities, and in each
case the race shows sn increasing variation in the direction of these selections.-

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before Robt. 0. Adams.
the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4
cents.

IF· ever Christian views could become
An interview by Susan general and practical, so that life and
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for .30 thought should be ruled by them, then
cents.
man would cease to strive after earthly
God in the Constitution. By Robert G. improvement and perfection and would
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolopel In- subside into a uassiv faith, turning up his
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover Wltl). hH;eness eyes like a dying duck in a thunderstorm.
of author. Pnce, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
"For," as Ludwig Feuer bach tersely and
Wh~tt Would Follow the Eftacement of cogently remarks, "if we are born for
Christianity t By George Jac~b ~oly heaven, we are lost for earth." When
oake. This is a most valuable cqntnbntwn. to
Freetbought literature. B9und m paper With man has onne got used to regard himself
good likeness of author. Pnce, 10cents. Twelve as a poor, miserable sinner, who can only
copies for $1.
escape eternal damnation by unceasLife and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. ing genufl.exions and undignified selfBy George Jacob Holypake. With good liken~ss abasement, it is obvious that there is an
of Mr. Bradlangh. Pnce, 15 cents. Ten copies end not only of human dignity and human
for $1.
pride, but also of human energy and
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. vigor. If we allow supernatural wisdom
L. Green editor of the Freethinker's Maaazi'i"<e.
A good :rirlssionary document. Price, 15 cents and power to lord it over usand to provide
for us, then an existence worthy of the
per dozen.
end of humanity becomes au imposIngersoll's Great Address on Thomas true
sibility. "The malicious devil," says
Paine, at the lat:e Paine celebrati?n in Luther,
"the enemy of God an!l Christ,
New York city. Pnce, 6 cents; ten cop1es for
endeavors to allure us to think and care
5o cents.
Standing Up for Jesus; or what t~e ed- for ourselvs, so that we may presume to
itor of the Freethinlcers' Mauazine th.mks of usurp God's office, which is to care for us
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five cop1es for and be our God. "-Buchner,

Dwight L. Moody.

Addre8s THE TBUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

50 cents.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Btl M. BABCOCK.

Price,

tn

cents.

--------------------------------

The Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

I*ri893...M
Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
OONTENTB:
The Moral Sanction Leslie Stepllen; Reverent
AgJiosticism, Amos Water~!; The Mother Nature:
A PoemJ Gerald Massey; J.Jogmatism in Theology, Alrred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount
Samuel Laing; The C1ty of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)• On the Duty of Honest:\', in Our
Convictions1_{i E. Plnmptre; Scientific lteligion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of 81lJlerstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olodc!i The DisaPJ?earance of the Nether WorldJ
F. J. uould; Religions Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla!:i Si!fllalS with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; matenalism s.nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lncis.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
A.iiiirARR THlil TRUTll R"E"EKF.R.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

'I'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oct&vo, l:l3!
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
;-:'he Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12m<
188 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.

(Jioih, 12m,,..

245 pages, $1.
1'TnhP.l'AP. ..li.AI.~

~~

Essay on Miracles.
1

By DA VJD .HUME.
l'rioe.
<3911\'t!l
'

r"'

VoLTAIRE's favorit scheme was still the
history of the reign of Lonis XIV., which
he meant to write on a system unattempted yet in prose or verse; that of
dwelling upon things of real and lasting
importance, and passing as lightly as possible over wars, quarrels, controversies,
and conquests. Here he is the faithful
servant of truth. To Thieriot, as to many
others, be writes thus on the plan and
spirit of this long-projected work:
"When I asked Y9ll for anecdotes upon the
age of Lonis XIV., it was less upon the
king himself than the arts that flourished
in his reign. I should prefer details relating to Racine·and Boileau, to Quinault,
Sully, Moliere, Lebrun, Bossuet, Poussin,
Descartes, and others, than to the battle
of Steinkerque. Nothing but s name remains of those who commanded battalions
and fleets; nothing results to the human
race from a hundred battles gained; but
the great men of whom I hav spoken prepared pure and durable delights for generations unborn. A canal that connects two
seas, a picture by Poussin, a beautiful
tragedy, a discovered truth, are things a
thousand times more precious than all the
annals of the court, than all the narrativs
of war. You know that with me great
men rank first; heroes last."-Parton.

Popular Evolution Essays and LetJtures.

1: HERBERT

SPENCER: His life and ;personal
characteristics ; his views on education; his
religions opinions .. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAlr
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancest:nc,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoiD! w.
CHAD"WICK.
s. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning? By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTIGN OF THE EARTH: Thestoryof
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES ..
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
generation. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi..
dances from g"!ology, geogra~hical distribution.
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMoND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dura.tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
COPE, Ph.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RonT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitiveman;
growth of the family, city and state: develqpment of the domestic relations; marriage. J;Sy
JAMES A. SKILTON.
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religions beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology ; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e\ from rudimentary organs; f, from geograpnical distrioution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_llrevailing philosophical systems. By STARR Horr NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINoT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLvAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception~ sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g__notations from many authorities. ByRoN. A.
.N. ADAMS.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders~
primitive implements and tools; proofs oz
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY 8Ali!PsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a J>rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; pol;}'gyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marr1ag~ by
cal!ture; monogam:y the highest form of the relation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
BTANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By .JOHN A. TAYLOR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law~ the conversion
of customs into laW. By PROF.l~UFUS SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. Tbe
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS
development of the human han<l; the earliest
use of rmplements and tools. By .JAMES A. SKILToN.
en. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PRo!!'. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN OIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt, Persia, China Greece and
Rome: early Christian 1de>~cs of education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
.
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mlts.
MARY TREAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PRo!!'. JOHN FISKE.
17"' Each Number, Ten Cents. ~ _
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
!ll Lafayette pl~tce, New Yor!!".

THE doctrin of evolution teaches that
the cP,anges which take place in the universe both of mind and matter follow an
orderly sequence, and that each preceding
stage potentially contains the succeeding
one-that every succeeding change can
only be explained and understood through
a comprehension of a preceding one. It
incites u•, therefore, to a study of cause
and effect, and encourages us to believe in
the possibility of a rational interpretation
of Nature. Strictly speaking, evolution
is nothing more than a generalization of
the idea of cause. Every man within
certain limits is an evolutionist, and we
hav little hesitation in saying that the
limits within which each man is an evolU:tionist are the real limits of his intelligence. ' When he ceases to be an evolutionist he resigns all attempts to comprehend, and merely records his acceptance
of unexplained facts. In the sphere of
human history the principle of evolution
seems to be fully recognized. The historian who would fold his hands and turn
up his eyes before any given event, and
say that it was utterly incomprehensible,
having no relation, save the abstract one
of time, to previous subsequent events,
would be scorned by every intelligent
reader. We look to the historian to attack
such problems with a view to bringing
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
them under the operation of some law of
historical development; in other words,
A judicial consideration of the qnestionlia~d~he
we believe fully in evolution as applie~ to decision against the scriptures &nd the C r1st1an.
the social and political history of mankmd. tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
TJP!l TBVJ,'JJ S~Q~.
-Professor Youmans,
~-

WAS

CRUCIFIED?

"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
A Leafiet showing that the oft.- repeated Christian statement that Infidels do nut contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to m• et the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address 'l"HE TRUTH
BEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty C'ri!mes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. E.

Rlu!BBUBG.

Prioe, 25 cents.

A NEW WORK

BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freetl!inlcer
Price, $1. Order at once.
A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and tbe Sabbath.

"A law reS'll-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1m
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
·

The False Teaching of "tile Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a miniAter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the <Jolorado beetle I'
Price, 10 cent~.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 «ents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane f Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and tile Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

W ATB~ OP. LIP.:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarnt, Pa.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for booki within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

TH£ HOTtD SPECJALJST t
JJ'or Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges, Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving <muses ana 8}'I!J.ptom8 of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Apl!lica.tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P . .I!'ELLOWS,
Vineland, N. X.
And 11ay yon saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH BEEKER.
Dr FP-ll?wR iR an Infidel.
J.u

..J.t,~·yul-uc-c

LlttJ

STOMACH, LIVE II
AND BOWELS, TAKE

R~PANS
-

TABULE&·

;"l!!l,;,U }!'![ 'Jo.IJ.H;,!'•l!!~¥.

I
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Scientific Works.
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The
Identity of Language and 1'hought;, and 8.
The Stmplicity of Thought. With an B.I>Pendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, tbe duke of Argyll, George J.
Homanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.

Three Lectures on Tlle Science of Lan•
guage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

Oxford Univers~t_y Extension Lectures. With
a supplement. •· .My Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, @Ofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de France,
and editor of the Revue Philosophique. Authorized translation. Treating of the following
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; c. Surprise. 2. Voluntary or Artificial,
Attention.-a, Its mechanism; b, 1nhibition; c,
The feeling of effort. 8. The Morbid States of
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c1 Fixed ideas and ecstasy; d, Iiliocy; e, AttentiOn in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 75o.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy a~ a Systematic Arra'll\'ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motorl'
and Sensorx Organs. 3. The Ps:y-chology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; Predatory Habits of Certain
Animalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Hio:her Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Hichet (proftssorof physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

THE PIETY OF ONE OF GOD'S MOUTHPIECES.

Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on tho
Ethics of the Bo"ard of Trade;_ and also the Controversy with l\Ir. H~IEh u. Pentecost, and
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding, _portrait of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

Truth Seek";;r Library.!

The Itlea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.

Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in human thought and histog;
discus,ing: 1. TheN ature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 3- God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
Monotheism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15C.

Pnblishetl Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssuEs OF 1891.-$3.
·

Price.

1. Truth Seeker Annual, 1891 ................. $0 25
2. 1\'Ien, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener,.....................................
· 3. The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated..................................
4, Answers to Christian Questions. D. l\1Bennett.................................. .
5. C!J_ristian Absurdities. John Peck ...... .
6. VIctor Hugo's Orat on on Voltaire ....... .
7. The Crisis. Thomas Prtine. illustrated.
8. Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...
9. Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams..................
10. Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller . . . . . . . .
11. l\fy Religious Experience.
Samuel P.
Putnam................. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshor~........... ..

IssuEs

oF

oF

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

I>arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenoerg, of the University of Kiel.

25

-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to Lassen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; d, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the

25
20
10
40
25

Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology

:fur Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of

25
25

WILL BE GLAD TO STAI<T A

50

GARDEN

1892.-$3.

13. Infidel Dea.th-Beds- G. W. Foote.........
14. Right' of l\1an. Thomas Paine. illustrated .....................................
15. Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bim·bower
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. H8len H. Gardener .......... _.... __ .................. ..
17- Bible ilforals- John E. Remsburg._ .. _. __ .
18. Awful Disclosures of l\Iaria Monk....... ..
19. Pocket Theology_ Voltaire .. _... _...... _.
20. Why Don't God Kill the Devil? l\I. Bab!)Ocl<, ............... _....... _....... __ ....
21. Liberty in I"iterature. 'I'estimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral AJdress.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll .. _...... _....
22. Six Lectuns on Astroiwmy. Richard A.
Proctor .. _........................ _.......
23. Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart......................................
24. The Holy Bible Abridged...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
25. False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg.................................

IssUEs

50

25

25

FOR ANY ONE, IN THIS ANNIVERSARY YEAR.

40
10

FREE OF CHARCE.

10
25

50

25

10
25

HOVV?

10

1893.-$3.

BUT THIS IS NOT ALL,

Col. Hobert
G. Ingersoll............. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . ..
15
Dr. Jacob HartIp.ann..... ... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 50
28. CrunPs of_ Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billmgs............................
25
3C. Iles1u reetiou of .Tesns..................... .
50
Durin!!' the year. other st-andard Frcethonght
worl;s Will be vubhshc<l and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Ye~rl,l' su_bscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
pnr!!Ishe<lll_l one. year. In ordering vlease stty
winch year 1s desire<l.
Siogle numbers soltl at prices quoted.
THE 'l'llUTH SEEKEH CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

for with every Collection they will also adcl, Free, their Catalogue for 1893 of
"EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN," provided yo" wilf state where Y?n
saw this aclvertbement. Every copy of this grand Catalogue alone costs 25 cts., au<l Its
150 pages are strewn with hundreds of new engravings, and embellished with eight beautiful colored plates, all of which truthfully portray the Cream of everything in Seeds
and Plants.

EVERY EriPTY ENVELOPE

26. Thomas Paine Yiudic:tted.

27. The Creation of Gael.

IN THIS WAY.

fien<l them 25 cents to pay postage an<l packin?: and they will mail yo\l gratis,
their COLUMBIAN COLLECTION OF SEEDS, consisting ofSuccession
Cabbage, New York Lettuce, Ponderosa Tomato, Bonfire Pansy, ?<ebra
Zinnia, and Shirley Poppies. (The six packets of seeds named, composmg the
Columbian Collection, cannot be bought elsewhere for Jess than 50 cents.)

15
40
30

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the

Is worth to the buyer 25 cents.

Purchasers of the Columbian Collection will receive the seeds in a red envelope,
which they shonl<l preserve, because every such envelope, when enclosed with an order for
goods selected from the Catalogue here referre<l to, will be accepted as a cash payment
of 25 cts. on every order amounting to $1.00 and upward. 'fhese Collections call be
written for, or if more convenient., be ohtainetl at the stores of PETER HENDERSON & CO., 35 and 37 Cortlandt Street, New York, where Seeds, Plants,
etc., are; sold at retail all the year round. Postage stamps accepted as cash.

Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of l\Iodern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psycliology m
France and Italy; d, Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the people of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg.-a, 'l'he Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Conqt1__est of Palestine and the
Kingdom oflsrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Olden berg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul

Carus. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
invitation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The The.
aries of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50C.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental

Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical ]]xe.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. 'I'he
Graphic lVIethod and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
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What Some Great Men Irav Thought on the
Existence of a God.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER bearing date of the 26th
of last November, we conjectured that the propensity of Mr. B. R. Anderson to see a designer in
the workings of life and mind, arose from an insufficient acquaintance with the degree to which
those workings hav recently been discovered to depend on natural law, in place of supernatural
determination. We said:
Life and mind hav originated from the operation of
the simple elementary forces of the universe. "We
recommend you to look up the late progress made in
b1·inging them under natural law, and yoa will find a call
for a designer no longer. Darwin, Spencer, Haeckel,
Bain, Mil, and Buchner will meet the purpose. "
In our columns of January 7th our friend replied:
"My embarrassment is to understand how a still closer
acquaintance with these philosophers would at all aid me
in rising to the Atheistic plane when these men themselvs
never (with all their wisdom and knowledge) arose to this
plane. I do not think you can find any positiv evidence
that any one of them is an Atheist."
By a very pardonable oversight, Mr. Anderson
has here confounded the two distinct things of
finding a call for a designer no longe1·, and
Atheism.
One may recognize the fallaciousness of the
argument from design, and still believe in a God,
grounding his belief on other considerations, such
as revelation, intuition, or various metaphysical
notions. Or, still again, he may discredit design
and all these other evidences for a God, and yet think
that while there is no evidence that there is one there
is no conclusiv evidence that there is not, and so
remain what is called an Agnostic, pronouncing
neither for nor against. Thus it was not necessary
that these men should be Atheists. It 1Vas required only that they should not find a call for
a designer. This requirement is fulfilled ; these
men do not find a call for a designer; not one of
them !=Jntertains the argument from design ; thus
our statement was proper.
Our reason for supposing that Mr. Anderson would
after reading these authors become a discrediter of
design was, that out of every hundred of intellectual men who read them ninety-nine become such,
hence the chances were ninety-nine to one that
this gentleman would ; thus our inference was
proper.

New York, Saturday, March 18, 1893. {28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
While it is thus seen that it is not necessary
that the men named should be Atheists or Agnostics,
the fact nevertheless is, very pleasingly, that each
of them is an Atheist or an Agnostic. None of them
affirms the existence of a God.
Buchner (Force and Matter) pronounces the idea
of God "nonsense." He goes on to say that
"the Pantheistic or universal God is not one
hairsbreadth better than the personal God of the
Theist." For his Atheistic declarations Buchner
was removed from his professorship at Tubingen,
and has since practiced medicin in his nativ town
of Darmstadt.
Haeckel denies a personal God with equal flatness. He ridicules the idea of one unmercifully,
and declares the notion of an immortal soul equally
incompatible with the doctrin of evolution.
Bain's anti-orthodox utterances were such that
on his accession to the chair of logic in the
University of Aberdeen, the religious folk
throughout
the
country were greatly enraged, and many of the students made disorders that were with difficulty quelled: The
whole tendency of his works is against all forms of
supernaturalism, or Theism. Referring to Evolution he says : "Properly speaking there is no rival
hypothesis. The Special-Creation view is a phrase
that merely expresses our ignorance" (Logic). His
expressions of disbelief in Theism often take the
form of a contemptuous ignoring of it in cases
where failure to notice is equivalent to denial. In the following passage we find him
oblivious of the possibility of life-forms being adapted by any cause except evolution:
"The propositions or laws of Structure, affirm
coexistence, as order in. place, between the different
parts of living bodies. Human Anatomy is a vast
congeries of such propositions.
How far the
coexistences are ultimately dependent on Causation,
rests with the theory of Evolution. In the mean
time, they are to be regarded mainly as Coexistence
without Causation" (lb.). In like manner he again
remarks: "There are numerous and striking coexistences between Structure and External circumstances, the so-called Adaptations of one to the
other; but in these there is a great presumption of
cause and effect ; they furnish the best support to
the doctrin of Evolution." Any more direct denial
of the existence of a God than these, we hav not
met in his chief works. He feared, as do so many
college instructors, the anger of the pious, and
cloaked his radic~tl printed utterances in those ways
familiar to ~he knowing. We do not doubt, however, that there hav been preserved from his conversations with his friends some thoroughgoing
Atheistic utterances ; and perhaps one of our
English readers will send us some. At present,
our friend Mr. Anderson may if he• likes except
Bain from the number above affirmed to be either
Atheists or Agnostics.
Spencer devotes some pages in each of his books
to assailing the idea of a personal God. "In one
case after another," he writes in his "Biology," "is
abandoned that interpretation which ascribes phenomena to a will analogous to the human will,
working by methods analogous to human methods."
The Unknowable which h9 affirms has nothing to
do with a God. As to the hand of a deity being
concerned in the development of life, he says:
"All organic beings hav gradually arisen through
the action of natural causes " (Biology).
John Stuart Mill expresses his views on the
subject in "Three Essays on Religion." He finds
valueless the arguments for the existence of a God
from the general consent of mankind, from consciou~ness, and from revelation.
The only evidence

for one that he can discover is that of design, and
this he esteems but slight. And, what is particularly to be marked, he grants legitimacy to this
evidence of design only in case that Evoiution be
not allowed. If Evolution be once established, he
thinks, the evidence of design, previously slight,
vanishes altogether. Now, he wrote these views
many years ago, when Evolution was not out of its
cradle; so of course if he were living now when
that doctrin has expanded to imperial and unassailable proportions, he would discard design utterly
and be a thorough Agnostic. His language will
prove interesting. After going over the usual
formula of the design advocates he says: ·"I regret to say, however, that the latter half of the
argument," viz., that an intelligent designer is inferrible, "is not so inexpugnable as the former
half," viz., that there is adaptedness. "Creativ
forethought is not absolutely the only link by
which the origin of the wonderful mechanism of the
eye may be connected with the fact of sight. There
is another connecting link on which attention has
been greatly fixed by recent speculations, and i.he
reality of which cannot be called in question,
though its adequacy to account for such truly
admirable combinations as some of those in Nature,
is still and will probably long remain problematical.
This is the principle of the survival of the fittest.
This principle does not pretend to account for the
commencement of sensation or of animal or vegetable life. But assuming the existence of some
one or more very low forms of organic life, in
which there are no complex adaptations nor any
marked appearances of contrivance, and supposing,
as experience warrants us in doing, that n.;any
small variations from those simple types would be
thrown out in all directions, which would be transmissible by inheritance, and of which some would
be advantageous to the creature in its struggle for
existence and the others disadvantageous, the
forms which are advantageous would always
tend to survive and those which are disadvantageous
to perish. And thus there would be a constant
though slow general improvement of the type as it
branched out into many different varieties, adapt.
ing it to different media and modes of existence,
until it might possibly, in countless ages, attain to
the most advanced examples which now exist.
It must be acknowledged that there is something
very startling and prima facie improbable in this
hypothetical history of Nature. It would require
us, for example, to suppose· that the primeval
animal of whatever nature it may hav been, could
not see, and had at most such slight preparation for
seeing as might. be constituted by some chemical
action of light upon its cellular structure. One of
the accidental variations which are liable to take
place in all organic beings would at some time or
other produce a variety that could see, in some imperfect manner, and this peculiarity being transmitted by inheritance, while other variations continued to take place in other directions, a number
of races would be produced who, by the power of
even imperfect sight, would hav a great advantage
over all other creatures which could not see and
would in time extirpate them from all places,
except, perhaps, a few very peculiar situations
underground. Fresh variations supervening would
giv rise to races with better and better seeing
powers until we might at last reach as extraordinary a combination of structures and functions
as are seen in the eye of man and of the more important animals. Of this theory when pushed to
this extreme point, all tha.t can now be said. is
that it is not so absurd as it looks, and that the
analogies which hav been discovered in experience,
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The effect of this release is to end totally and
"The constitution of the state provides that 'No donafavorable to its possibility, far exceed what anyone
could hav supposed beforehand. Whether it will tion of land or appropriation of money shall be made by discharge the judgment in the O'Neill case. He has
ever be possible to say more than this, is at the state or any municipal corporation to or for the use yet to meet the case in the district court in which
of any society, association, or corporation whatever.' I
present uncertain." Fortunately, it has become am of the opinion that the act attempts to appropriate the :five years' sentence was set aside-that cause
possible "to say more than this." Mr. Mill con- money to the use of a corporation within the prohibition having been reversed with instructions to the district.. court to" proceed according to law." As the
t.inues, "Leaving this remarkable speculation to of the constitution."
The ecclesiastics accordingly withdrew the meas- reversal was upon the ground that the judgment,
whatever fate the progress of discovery may hav
in store for it," the "present state of our knowl- ure. They had not, indeed, been sanguin of pass~ in its very terms, was unlawful, and as the court
edge" affords us "no more than a probability in ing it at once, but wished to feel their way to pre- has once tried the case and once pronounced judgfavor of creation by intelligence." Our evidence is senting a bill in such manner as to get it through ment, the question arises, what further step can
" altogether insufficient for proof." So, he con- at some future time. They desired to awaken the the court take "according to law 1" Overmyer is
cludes, "the whole domain of the supernatural is sentiment of their following, and will memorialize of opinion that the court has exhausted its juristhus removed from the region of Belief into that the legislature from time to time, and conduct diction in the case, an~ that the accused must be
of simple Hope."
popular agitations, in the direction of this end. discharged.
The long delay in getting Mr. Harman released
As to the views of Darwin the great and good, Father Corrigan, of Hoboken, said last Sunday to
upon
habeas corpus was because of the inaccessiour correspondent will :find an interesting pres- his congregation of two thousand :five hundred
bility
of the proper court.
people
that
the
matter
was
not
ended,
but
from
entation of them on another page of this paper.
The ground of this release was purely technical.
This concludes our answer to the points thus this time the priests would educate their people so
far presented by our Theistic friend. We presume they would be in a position to demand justice. The court in no way touched the actual issues of
that we hav frequently misinterpreted his expres- He severely scored United States Senator Smith, principle involved. The judge found that the imsions, and stated, as perhaps his, Theistic positions who had assailed the bill. Father Corrigan ex- prisonment was "without authority of law," basing
which he does not hold. However, some do hold plained the bill's provisions and denied it was un- that judgment on the one given in a certain Baldwin
them, and so our warfare upon those positions will constitutional, as had been alleged. Anybody case, in which there were imposed several terms of
be of use in certain directions. And misconception could receive the same privilege if they complied imprisonment for several counts, but as the order
of his tenets was unavoidable from the modest with the law, he said. Religious Hercises would not in which the term for any particular count was to
briefnel!s of his expression. We, and, we doubt be used in any way in the contemplated schools be served was not specified, a pardon for any cernot, our readers, will be pleased to hear from him during regular school hours. Catholicism 'vould tain count could not clearly be applied because
at greater length-not for the purpose of contro- be taught in the afternoon after school hours. He while one side would claim that the term for that
verting him, but that we may examin his ideas continued:
count was one that had perhaps been served the
in our search of truth. We will venture to insinu" Every school board conducting a school nowadays other side would claim that it was for one yet reate that in the matter of equality of exchange he is is a corporation. The vital objection to our bill was not maining to be served.
hardly treating us fairly. It is but just that who- on constitutional grounds, but simply because we were not
We shall print next week Mr. Harman's version
Protestants.
soever sends forth a certain amount of ideas shall rein
detail of the matter, received too late for this
''Rutgers College, a private corporation, asked for
ceive back an equal quantity. Then, too, if Mr. An- $5,000. They were not answered, 'Not constitutional.' issue.
derson will but drop the idea of a personal God, and The legislature said, ' Constitutional or not, we will giv
Last Chances of Having the Fair Open.
discard that harmful term "God" itself-if he them the money,' and gave it. The college then asked
will, as in his latest letter he seems disposed to, for $25,000 more. Mind you, this is a private corporaAn
effort is being made to induce the national
tion allowed $5,000, and were it not for the excitement
content himself merely with the notion that all our bill created it would hav got $25,000 more.
commission of the World's Fair to open the gates
matter possesses intelligence, we shall moderate
"We could hav had the bill passed if we were Prot- on Sunday, on the ground that the recent action of
our language toward him not a little. Both the estants, but we are Catholics.
Congress in voting $570,000 for premiums and
''But let me say again, this bill is not a Catholic awards, and directing that the amount be returned
inventor Edison and the scientist Haeckel we find
lately expressing the belief that all matter is living measure. Any denomination may avail itself of it."
to the national treasurer, absolves the Fair from
Demands like this one in New Jersey are continand conscious. We, it is true, do not believe this,
the provision closing the gates on the first day of
but we esteem investigation in such directions ually heard in every state. At any moment some the week. The national commission meets at Chirational and legitimate, quite different from the state may, in an exigency of politics, giv itself over cago next month and this question will be brought
to these requirements. And one precedent would up.
meaningless endeavors of supernaturalism.
tend
to occasion many imitators. Grave evils
That it may not be said that we hav left any
It. is claimed that Congress has violated its conthreaten.
Would that Freeth ought were being
means untried to convert inquirers on Design to
tract with the Exposition management in regard to
the doctrin of the true church, we will conclude more activly diffused.
keeping the Fair open on Sundays, and many lawwith a story. One day some mice said to one
yers say that if the Fair should open on that day
A Plain-speaker Released.
another, "How charming is this world! What an
Moses Harman, of Topeka, Kan., has been re- Congress can do nothing. The consent of the
empire is ours! This palace so superb was built for
national commissioners must be obtained, however,
us; for all eternity God made for us these doors leased from his second term of imprisonment. and it is doubtful if this can be got.
and galleries. Do you see those fat hams under Both his :first and ·his second term-we will
Then, again, an attempt will be made to get the
yonder ceiling1 They were created there for us by say to our new readers, and to such of our old ones United States Supreme Court to issue an injuncNature's hands; those mountains of meat, eternal as may hav forgotten-w~re imposed on him for tion against closing the Fair gates on Sundays.
aliment, will be ours to the end of time. Yes, we printing denunciations of certain sexual abuses in The suit will hav to be brought in the name of the
are, great God, if our sages tell us the truth, the plain terms, calling a spade a spade. His motivs state, and Attorney-General Moloney has given his
end, the aim, the masterpiece, of all thy works. were pure and good. Opinions differ on the ad- consent. The grounds of complaint will be tha.t the
Cats are dangerous and prompt to devour, but it is visability of his method. The animus of his prose- Fair is an Illinois corporation and that therefore
cutors was hatred of his Infidelity, and a general
to instruct and correct us."
Congress has no power to make the restriction.
hostility to radical speech.
A Milwaukee workingman asks that he may
Catholics Grasping at New Jersey's Schools.
'l'hree years ago next month Mr. Harman was
work
Sundays in order that he may be able to atOn the 6th thirty of the Roman Catholic priests sentenced by Judge Foster, of the United States
tend
the
World's Fair on Mondays. The Indianof New Jersey assembled at the capital of that state district court for Kansas, to :five years' imprisonapolis
Neu:s
in reporting this adds : "A comand had p1·esented in the legislature a bill allotting ment in the state prison, and to pay a :fine of $300.
mentary
on
this
from tbe Sunday-closing advocates
state school funds to religious scht>Ols, at the rate This sentence was based upon one only of the four
would
be
read
with
great curiosity."
of $10 a pupil. They were headed by Rev. Father counts upon which he had been found guilty by the
Connelly, of Perth Amboy, and Rev. Father trial jury, the remaining three being held in reSome Handsome Premiums.
Sheppard, of Passaic. The true nature of the bill serve.
was cloaked under innocent wordings, and profesLawyer Overmyer procured a writ of error from the
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewsions that the schools would not teach sectarianism. circuit court (Judge Caldwell) and in proceedings in als on the part of our friends we make the follow"We Catholics," said Father Corrigan," are willing error before him, the judgment rendered by Foster ing handsome premium offers:
to go a long way toward meeting the state on this was reversed, upon the ground that the judgment
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
educational question.
We want the state to omitted to provide for imprisonment "at hard year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
cooperate with us in carrying out the Liberal views labor."
(3.00). !rhis edition of Paine's works contains a·
of Pope Leo XIII., as expressed through Monsignor
While proceedings in error were pending, in this picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
Satolli, the apostolic delegate. In fact it may be case, Mr. Harman was convicted by Judge Phillips erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
said that we go nine-tenths of the way to meet the in the 0 Neill letter case, and· sentenced to four Rochelle.
state." Their first effort was to induce a member months' imprisonment on each of three counts, beFor $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
identified with the Protestant church, or at least ing one year in all. From this judgment a writ year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
one not identified with the .Catholic church, to pre- of error was sued out beforeCircuitJudgeCaldwell. and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
sent the bill. Unable to accomplish this, they He affirmed the judgment, and Mr. Harman was
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRuTH SEEKER one
:finally placed the bill in the hands of Mr. Coyle, sentenced to the state prison in accordance with year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textof Hudson, and he sent it to the clerk's desk. Op- the judgment. It was to avoid this judgment that Book" in cloth ($2.50).
ponents declared it unconstitutional, and it was the writ of habeas corpus was applied for, upon
For $4: we will send T:aE TRUTH SEEKER one year
sent to the state attorney-general for an opinion on which proceeding the prisoner was released on ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book''
its constitutionality. This official reported:
the 19th ult.
in boards ($2).
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For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires tQ hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail·
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.

The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Standpoint.
In May we shall begm the publication of a series
of letters which will be of great interest and
beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
Chicago, and they will be about the World's great
Fair, which opens in that lively and booming town
on May 1st. Mr. Putnam's description-as everyone who.knows him knows-will not be the commonplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
corr9spondent, but the impressions made upon a
cosmopolitan poet by the aggregation of samples of
the world's progress in mechanics, art, lite~!l'ture,
knowledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
broad, wide and deep-a picture and a panorama,
a history of human advance from "that man in the
dug-out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
nature-so far as tnese forces are subdued. The
letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of
the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows,
and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
letters to be written by them, there will be none
like the writer of the Freethought views and his
descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes"
will agree with us in this estimate, we know.
We shall be obliged to qur friends if they will
call the attention of their friends to this announcement and suggest to them that a six months'
subscription w1ll insure them the receipt of these
letters, which will alone be worth many times the
cost of the paper.

News and Notes.

•

While it was snowing and raining and pouring
down upon the devoted head of President Cleveland and a hundred thousand P.eople were shivering
in the gloomy air, I was in· the sunny land of
Florida, with brilliant skies above me, and flowers
blooming upon every side and green grass adorning
tne sparkling area.
On Saturday, March 4th, I am in Jacksonville,
the metropolis of Florida, which presents a busy
and charming scene to the looker-on~ The majestic St. John's river, five miles in width, stretches
aWR:Y• covered with the paraphernalia of commerce.
The streets, the beautiful gardens, with ranks of
mossy oaks on either side, the magnolia, the orange
trees, the elegant hotels, giv an attractiv variety.
Jacksonville has a population of twenty-five
thousand. It has forty churches, I am sorry to
say, and these are offset by ten fine school buildings. There are iron and brass foundries, electric
light works, ice factories, and many other industries
in which over a million dollars are invested. There
are two lines of ocean steamers, six of river steamers, besides railroads to the number of twenty,
which make the city quite a center of trade and
travel for this great semi-tropical country. Artesian
wells flow nearly.five million gallons of water every
twenty-four hours.
There is a sturdy and progressiv Liberal element here, which is an index of the real civilization
of the state. A.t the last session of the legislature
an act was passed making Agnostics and Atheists
competent witnesses.
This places Florida far
ahead of Massachusetts in the line of reform, for
to-day in Massachusetts an Atheist is not a competent witness.
Wandering along Bay street after my arrival my
eye falls upon the attractiv establishment of James
Douglass. The name is familiar to me ; for besides
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its Scotch and heroic significance, it is also in tbe is named, to flash over the limpid St. John. Alcolumns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I step in, and the though she goes to the Sunday-school, I guess she
first thing to greet my vision is THE TRUTH will never join the church, for the atmosphere of
SEEKER fair and prominent with Heston's pictures superstition will never darken her bright eyes. I
in the midst of an alluring display of magazineEt, hav the pleasure of making the acquaintance of
newspapers, and books representing the literature Mrs. Garner and Judge Greer, her father, and my
of the whole world. I introduce myself to Mr. visit is made most enjoyable. Judge Greer, having
Douglass, and find a warm welcome at once. I been in this country quite a number of years, givs
find also that I hav been ttmong the missing-that me a good deal of information about its resources.
a delegation in the early morning was at the sta- It is suited to general farming, stock-raising, etc.
tion to recc:ive me, but having no other way of rec- Oats and rye, corn, tobacco, sweet potatoes, waterognizing me except the picture in THE TRUTH me~ons, cabbage, peaches, plums, pine-apples, are
SEEKER they failed to discover the original. It mamly_ produced, although at present its great
didn't take long to make up for lost time, and I am staple 1s the orange, and more attention is paid to
soon acquainted with Captain Rhoads, Captain this than any other product. Judge Greer tells of
Garner, J. W. White, Captain Hardee, and others· going into the country and coming across a somewho are on the watch for the Secular Pilgrim, who whut original specimen of the Florida frontiersman.
having traveled from Maine to California, has at He owned three hundred and twenty acres of land
last found his fortunate way to the Italy of the and didn't want any more settlers to come in. In
~ ew World. A.s California with its golden splendor passing through Jacksonville on his way to his
IS the new Greece, so here on this peninsula will homestead, he bought a couple of oranges for his
spread a new Italy with the same soft skies and wife. She saved the seeds and planted them, and
magnificent expanse.
several noble orange"'trees were the result. A.t the
I giv two lectures at Jacksonville in the Knights time of Judge Greer's visit they were loaded with
of Honor hall. I hav fair audiences, Sunday fruit. One was about thirty-seven feet in hight and .
afternoon and evening. Of course Freethought is about two feet through. 'l'he judge inquired how
still in its struggling days. . The Jacksonville many oranges there were on the tree. The man
Liberal League was organized about two years ago. answered, "Five thousand." Being a hardshell
Only a few hav the courage to stand for its princi- Baptist, of course he told the truth; but I must
ples, but these few are of the kind that will never confess it seemed to me all a joke to say that one
surrender.
tree could produce in one season five thousand
Capt. J. F. Rhoads, the librarian, has established oranges. But I am assured that it is actually so.
a somewhat new method of advancing the popular It is stated on good authority that one tree in the
mind-the "Free Reform Library." He has state produced fifteen thousand oranges in one
a large number of books on all questions of season. 'l'his would make one hundred boxes,
reform-social, industrial, etc.-which he loans which at the usual price would giv from $100 to
to anyone who desires to read them. The only $150 profit. Captain Hardee took· the pains to
condition is that the books shall be returned count the oranges on one hundred trees in his
in good condition.
The captain tells me brotht>i"s grove, and the average was three thousand
that most of the books are returned-and in this oranges per tree. Of course these are exceptional
way one book reaclies a large number of readers, cases, but it shows what the orange trees of l!'lorida
and many are induced to read reform literature are capable of doing when of sufficient; growth and
who otherwise woul.i not. Up to the present time with favorable circumstances. Some of the orange
Captain Rhoads has borne the expense of this work, trees Of Florida are one hundred years old and are
but others are now joining him, and it looks as if still bearing.
it might be a permanent institution, and will break
Green Cove is celebrated for its warm sulphur
the way for radical Freethought. Captain Rhoads springs. The curativ powers of these waters are
is a thorough Infidel and is not ashamed of the remarkable.
Three thousand gallons of water,
title. A. large picture of Ingersoll hangs in his pure as crystal, gush forth every minute. A. beauoffice; and copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER confront the tiful picture is presen-ted as one looks into the
orthodox visitor.
It strikes me that this "Free depths of these springs, twenty feet deep and
Reform Library" is just the thing. It is an enter- twenty feet wide. lt looks like a huge bubbling
ing wedge, and the result must be not merely reform diam::md, and in the sunshine resplendent colors
but uncompromising Infidelity. The captain is an flash to and fro, as the clear fountain leaps from
enthusiast and has boundless faith in human nature its cavernous source. I am tempted to remain
and progress.
here, for these waters hav a most invigorating
I am quite interested and delighted with the effect. In fact I think that Green Cove, with its
work in Jacksonville and its outlook. It has an splendid sunshine; its crystal springs; its beautiful
element of originality and pertinacity which forest.~; its handsome parks; its shady walks; the
promises large results some day. I hope this cen- vast river, sweeping in one direction eight miles
ter of influence will remain and permeate the state away and in another twelve miles, so that twenty
with progressiv ideas. It was through this little miles of its limpid splendor gleams upon the eye
body of Liberals here that the act in regard to at once-I think that this is about as near to a
Agnostic and A.theist witnesses was passed, and glimpse of paradise as I expect to get in my
other reforms of a like nature are in contemplation. Pilgrim's journey.
I am inclined to think that Florida will be one of
On Tuesday morning I leave Green Cove Springs
the foremost Liberal states in the Union.
Capt. C. E. Garner is an old New York aGquaint- and in the afternoon I arrive at Titusville, and here
rmce of nearly fifteen years ago in the New York the Indian river opens upon my view. Captain
Li.beral Club. He has been in this country about Hardee meets me. He has arranged for lectures
fourteen years, and is one of the leading and influ- at Titusville, at Rockledge, Sebastian, Eden, etc.
ential citizens of this section, and every inch of him I expect to hlliv a good time this coming week, and
is a Freethinker, and the preachers know it, and to roam over, by water and by land, one of the
ride upon his boats just the same, and pay their loveliest portions of this earth. Captain Hardee
fare. They rather like him in spite of his hetero- plunged into this country twenty-seven years ago,
when it was a wilderness and he had to go sixtydox views.
On Monday afternoon I journey on his boat five miles to the post-office and to buy flour and
to his home at Green Cove ~prings, and for once clothing, and has helped to make Indian river the
I am ahead of the clergy for I am presented with a garden of the world, where the steamer plows the
pass upon "the Independent line of st3amers." sunny waters and the locomotiv sends its music
A.fter all the pioneer does get into the "swim" abroad; where superb hotels are gay with fashion
occasionally and doesn't hav to foot it. The and wealth. I don't think I can write any more
voyage from Jacksonville to Green Cove Springs is this week. My space is already filled up and I hav
simply magnificent. The river is five miles wide much more to record. I lectured last night to a
and its broad and level bosom in the afternoon and good audience at the court house. I lecture toevening sun and glittering starlight and moonlight, night at the Opera House and expect a largely
with its wooded shores, the orange groves just increased attendance. On my return from Indian
glinting amidst the ranks of live-oak, draped with river !lecture at Green Cove Springs, at Jacksongray effulgence of moss, is indeed a poetic and ville again probably, and finish my Florida trip at
dream-like panorama. I am simply enchanted as I Ocala Sunday, March 19th, and then I take a
sit in the pilot-house and watch the changing sudden and long plunge into the snows of Maine
and the ice palaces of Canada. I hope the blizzards
scenes.
The beautiful home of Captain Garner is just will be over by that time and that spring's ethereal
now adorned with a tiny little baby, two weeks old, mildness will temper the Northern clime; but for
a little bit of a thing, tranquil as a summer's sky, the next two weeks I will revel amidst the orange
and born to all the glories of Freethought. It is a groves and the magnolias and shall be able to giv
fortunate stranger and will no doubt remain for the TRUTH SEEKER readers some more pictures of
many a year in this happy land. It is proposed to Freethought travel in this entrancing country,
call him Ingersoll Darwin. Wouldn't that be a where sea and land blend in such marvelous beauty
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
royal name~ I am also introduced to Miss May beneath the softest skies.
Titusville, Fla., lVIarch 8, 1893.
Garner, eight years old, in whose honor a new boat
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.Soisnos a,nd 1/rogrsss.
Backing a CripJlled Horse.
A dying faith cure crank in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
answered all the appeals of his friends by flourishing a copy of the New Testament, and finally advised them to mind their own business, adding that
he was " perfectly willi~g to tak.e th~ risk of e~ng
with the Bible." Consistency 1s a Jewel, even m a
sickroom, but it must be owned that the risk involved in the present case amounted to what turfmen call a "fling-away stake."
Fruits of Experience.
There is a story of a shrew who took a trip to a
popular summer resort, and on the day of her arrival called her husband's attention to the tameness
of the birds in the hotel park: "Just look at that;
why, they are coming right up to my feet; they
don't seem to be. the least bit afraid." "They
don't know you yet," remarked the husband. ·For
similar reasons the Cariboo Indians of British
Columbia treated the first missionaries with the
most confiding hospitality, inviting them to their
wigwams and leaving them in charge of their wives
and youngsters when they went to the river for a
mess of fish. They know better now and instruct
their squaws to make a rush for tall timber as soon
as their scouts report the approach of a Christian.
Hell Stock Declining.
The Austrian engineer, Werner, has patented an
invention that bids fair to abolish the martyrdom
of steamboat stokers. His plan consists in pulverizing a lot of bituminous coal and feeding it to
the furnace through a pear-shaped "distributor"
that can be regulated by means of a lever, and
saves the fireman the necessity of opening the
hades of the furnace door. The very prototypes of
hell are disappearing before . the progress of
science.
A Champion of Common Sense.
The Ct.icago Sabbath Association is preparing a
circular to the " representativ Christian divines of
the United States," inviting their views on the
Sunday opening of the Columbian Fair, and proposes to publish their replies i~ a fil)al "Appe~l to
the Nation." As a counter-mamfesto our Amencan
Freethinkers ought to publish a pamphlet reprint
of an article that appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of February 4th, under the signature of :M:r. Robert
Swail, of Belvidere, Ill. Brother Swail limits his
letter to a column and a half, but within that little
spaee manages to condense more logic, wit, force,
and manful cominon sense than the C. S. A. folks
are apt to get from a ream and a half of ·'Appeal"
sermons.
The Bible Oath.
Italy, at her present rate of advance, has a good
chance to outstrip England and the United States
in the progress of Rationalism. Signor L. E.
Fiorelli, of Venice, has succeeded in getting several
hundred signatures to a petition for abolishing the
civil disabilities of Freethinkers and the necessity
of clinching judicial evidence with a Bible oath.
The duke of Otranto (Fouche) proposed a similar
amendment ninety years ago, and it is a disgrace
to the spirit of the nineteenth century that in many
Protestant countries the testimony of an upright
and intelligent witness is still apt to be invalidated
by the failure to add a formula from the mythology
of an ignorant, shiftless, priest-ridden and despotridden little back-seat nation of western Asia.
A Historical Oversigllt.
. Billy Bombastes assures his conservativ subjects
that he "will always enforce respect to the doctrins
of a religion without whose sanction sovereigns
cannot rely on the loyalty of their advisers in the
council chamber, nor on the devotion of their
soldiers on the battlefield." Can Billy hav forgotten
the history of the Seven Years' war, and the devotion of its heroes to the most heretical king of the
eighteenth century?
Correcting Fortune.
It must be admitted, however, that Frederick the
Great was, in many respects, an exceptional heretic,
since the church, as Voltaire remarks, has "generally had the good fortune to see her adversaries die
early." Julian the Apostate and the emperor
Frederick Barbarossa perished in their prime, and
the great Napoleon succumbed to a holy alliance of
the knout and the cross. Kaiser Billy's Freethinking father carried the seeds of death in his
breast, and in doubtful cases means were found for
"correcting fortune," to use a term of the French
gambling clubs. Henry IV. was "removed" by the
timely inspiration of an orthodox assassin, and
Gambetta and Paul Bert, the champions of secular
education, died under circumstances suggesting the
conjecture that the education of their pious op-
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ponents had acquainted them with the prepa~ation
of certain drugs, including "Rough on RatiOnalists."
Nickel·in-the·Slot Angels.
That there is nothing new under the s-..Jn is proved
by the anticipation of the nickel-traps by the
Scandinavian clergy of the fourteenth century. At
many cross-roads of the lonely highlands, as well as
near the fords of rapid rivers, they used to erect
shrines with an iron box and a small aperture for
the insertion of fractional currency. In answer to
a moderate deposit an angel was supposed to e~erge
invisibly from the apparatus and escort true believers
across the perilous ford.
Those shrines were
sometimes located at a considerable distance from
the next human habitation, but such was the
simplicity of the times that the deposits were rarely
troubled, though the church derived a goodly share
of its toll from freebooters and smugglers.
Profits of Piety.
A recent biographer of Heinrich Heine contrasts
the fate of the reckless heretic with that of his
cautious brother,- the baron of Heine· Geld ern.
They had been educated in the tenets of reformed
Judaism, and both abjured the faith of their fathers,
but Henry used his certificate of baptism merely as
a passport and soon avowed his heresies, while his
brother continued the masquerade to the end and
died worth 21,000,000 marks, or about $4,500,000.
After renouncing the errors of the Talmud, the
pious baron went to Vienna, where he started a
newspaper ca.lled the Fremde1·-Blatt (a sort of
Pall Mall Gazette), and printed with the spittle
licked from the shoes of princes and priests. With
that and the side-trade of a lobbyist the slick convert soon amassed an ample fortune, and in order
to mask his neglect of his celebrated relativ he once
or twice invited him to assume the editorship of
his gazette at a liberal salary, but under conditions
which made the great Freethinker reject his offer
with scorn. As the happiness of the orthodox
heaven is said to be enhanced by glimpses of the
doom prepared for the enemies of Christ, the
baron's bliss was probably intensified by occasional
reports of his brother's situation in his Paris
sickroom-garret; but Henry preferred independence to Vienna oyster suppers, and after his death
even his poor widow had spirit enough to decline
the propositions of the greasy boodle-bag, who
offered her a considerable sum for the purpose of
erecting a Christian monument over the poet's last
resting-place in the cemetery of Pere la Chaise.
Fit Supporters.
The orthodoxy of the most stupid nations is a
mystery that has long puzzled the Christian apologists, and their explanation!> often recall Diderot's
comments upon the prophecy of an ass-bestriding
messiah, and its triumphant fulfillment: "A
donkey," he says, "carries a ready-made cross on
his shoulders, but besides, his. intellectual peculiarities may specially qualify him to support the yoke
of Christ."
Hades Afloat.
" This town is undergoing. a regular witchcraft
panic," the French journalist Kellerman writes from
Marseilles; " clouds of microbes float almost visibly
in the atmosphere, and no man can tell how soon
they will choose his body for their tabernacle.
They are the only demons we dread nowadays,
and what is the worst they appear to be exorcismproof."
A Holy Hydra.
I do wish tbey were four
So that I could believe so much the more,
says Lord Byron, of the Christian trinity; but the
almanac of the Catholic church enumerates 348
saints, and the happiness of the Middle Ages may
be inferred from the fact that 106 of them presided over legal holidays, when rustics had to
abstain from secular employments and min:ster
to the wa".lts of the sacred tramps who went from
house to house with big collection-baskets.
F. L. OswALD.
PRoF. ERNST HAECKEL, the famous German scientist,
has again shocked the pious in Germany. On occasion of the seventy-fifth anniversary of the
Naturalistic Society at Altenburg he delivered a
speech which if it had come from the mouth of a
man less prominent than he would hav been rewarded with not alone common damning, but
imprisonment likewise, and perhaps even a command to leave the country where the paper constitution guarantees religious tolerance and liberty of
expression.
THE Pharisee who thanked God that he was not
like other men ("in those days") certainly had good
cause to be proud of himself if it was true, but
evidently God WaEl not pleased with him.
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Darwin on Religious Problems.
Francis Darwin, the son of the great scientist
Charles Darwin, who discovered that cardinal principle of evolution, natural selection, has written a
biography of his father. He includes some extracts, not before printed, from his father's autobiography. In some of these, written in 1876,
Charles Darwin givs the history of his views on the
several topics of Christianity, Theism, the immortality of the soul, etc. The eminent thinker relates:
"During these two years (October, 1836, to January, 1839,) I was led to think much about religion.
Whilst on board the Beagle I was quite orthodox,
and I remember being heartily laughed at by several of the officers, though themselvs orthodox, for
quoting the Bible as an unanswerable authority on
some point of morality. I had gradually come by
this time to see that the Old Testament was no·
more to be trusted than the sacred books of the Hindoos. The question then continually rose before
my mind, and would not be banished, is it credible
that if God were now to make a revelat.ion to the
Hindoos he would permit it to be connected with
the belief in Vishnu, Siva, etc., as Christianity is
connected with the Old Testament~ This appeared
to me utterly incredible. By further reflecting that
the clearest evidence would be requisit to make any
sane man believe in the miracles by which Christianity is supported, and that the more we know of
the ~ed laws of nature the more incredible do
miracles become; that the men of that time were
ignorant and credulous to a degree almost incomprehensible to us; that the gospels cannot be
proved to hav been written simultaneously with
the events ; that they differ in many important details, far too important to be admitted as the usual
inaccuracies of eyewitnesses ; by such reflections as
these, I gradually came to disbelieve in Christianity
as a divine revelation. The fact that many false religions hav spread over large portions of the earth
like wildfire had some weight with me. But," adds
Darwin, "I was very unwilling to giv up my belief. I feel sure of this, for I can well remember
often and often inventing day-dreams of
old letters between distinguished Romans and manuscripts being discovered at Po~peii or elsewhere
which confirmed in the most striking manner all
that was written in the Gospel. But I found it
more and more difficult, with free scope given to
my imagination, to invent evidence which would
suffice to convince me. Thus unbelief crept over
me at a very slow rate, but was at last complete. The rate was so slow that I felt no distress.
Although I did not think so much about th€l existence of a personal God until a. considerably later
period of my life, I will here giv the vague conclusion to which I hav been driven. The old argu·ment from design in nature, as given by Paley,
which formerly seemed to me conclusiv, fails now
that the law of natural selection has been discovered. We can no longer argue that, for instance,
the beautiful hinge of a bivalve shell must hav been
made by an intelligent being like the hinge of a
door by man. There seems to be no more design
in the variability of organic beings and in the
action of natural selection than in the course the
wind blows."
Darwin proceeds to say: ••Passing over the endless beautiful adaptations which we everywhere
meet with, it may be asked how can the generally
beneficent arrangement of the world be accounted
fod Some writers are so much impressed. with
the amount of suffering in the world that they
doubt, if we look to all sentient beings, whether
there is more of misery or of happiness; whether the
world as a whole is a good or a bad one. According to my judgment, happine5s decidedly prevails,
though thil:l would be difficult to prove. If the
truth of this conclusion be granted, it harmonizes
well with the effects which we might expect from
natural selection. If all the individuals of any
species were habitually to suffer to an extreme degree, they would neglect to propagate their kind ;
but we hav no reason to believe tbat this has ever,
or at least often, occurred. Some other considerations, moreover, lead to the belief that all sentient
beings hav been formed so as to enjoy, as a general
rule, happiness." Darwin goes on to aver that
everyone who believes, as he does, "that all the
corporeal and mental organs (excepting those
which are neither advantageous nor disadvantageous
to the possessor) of all beings hav been developed
through natural selection or the survival of the
fittest, together with use or habit, will admit that
these organs hav been formed so that their possessors may compete successfully with other beings,
and thus increase in number." Darwin explains
that "an animal may be led to pursue that course
of action which is most beneficial to the species by
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suffering, such as pain, hunger, thirst, or fear; or possibility, of conceiving this immense and wonderby pleasure, as in eating and drinking and in the ful ~niverse, including man, with his capacity of
prop~gation ~f the species, etc.; or by both means lookmg far backward and far into futurity, as the
comb~ned, as m th~ se~rch for food. But pain or result of blind chance or necessity. When thus resuffer:ng of any kmd, If long continued, causes de- flecting, I feel compelled to look to a First Cause
pressiOn and lessens the power of action that is having an intelligent mind in some degree analogous
well adapted to make a _creature guard itself against to that of man, and I deserve to be called a Theist.
any great or sudden evil. Pleasurable sensations This conclusion was strong in my mind about the
on the other hand, may be long continued without time, as far as I can remember, when I wrote the
any depressing effect; on the contrary, they stimu- -'Origin of Species,' and it is since that time that
late the whole system to increased action. Hence it has very gradually with many fluctuations become
it has come to pass that most or all sentient beings weaker. But then arises the doubt-can the mind
hav been de~eloped in such a manner through of man, which has, as I fully believe, been developed
natural selectiOn that pleasurable sensations serve from a mind as low as that possessed by the lowest
as their habitual guides. We see this in the anin;als, be trusted when it draws such grand conpleasure from exertion, even occasionally from clusiOns? I cannot," concludes Darwin, "pretend
great exertion of the body or mind-in the pleasure to throw the least light on such abstruse problems.
of our daily meale, and_ especially in the pleasure The mystery of the beginning of aU things is insolderived from sociability and from loving our family. uble by us, and I, for one, must be content to reThe sum of such pleasures as these, which are main an agnostic."
_habitual or frequently recurrent, giv, as I can
Writing toW. Graham, in 1861, he says, ap1·opos
hardly doubt, to most sentient beings an excess of of the book by Mr. Graham entitled "The Creed of
happiness over misery, although many occasionally Science," "It is a very long time since any other
suffer mucn. Such suffering is quite compatible book ha·> interested me so much. The work must
with the belief in natural selection, which is not hav cost you several years and much hard labor
perfect in its action, but tends only to render each :Vith full leisure to work. There are some points
species as· successful as possible in the battle for m your book which I cannot digest. The chief one
life with other species in wonderfully complex and is that the existence of so-called natural laws imchanging circumstances."
plies purpose. I cannot see that. Not to mention
Darwin does not dispute that there is much suf- that many expect that the several great· laws will
fering in this world. He points out that "some some day be found to follow inevitably from some
hav attempted to explain this with referen& to one single law, yet taking the laws as we now know
man by imagining that it serves for his moral im- them, and looking at the moon where the law of
provement. But the number of men in the world gravitation, the law of the conservation of energy
is as nothing compared with th~t of all other and the law of the atomic theory, hold good, I
sentient beings, and they oft_en sufter greatly with- cannot see that there is necessarily any purpose.
out any moral improvement." This very old argu· Would there be purpose if the lowest organisms
ment from the existence of suffering against the alone, destitute of 'consciousness, existed in the
existence of an intelligent First Cause seemed to moon? :But," adds Darwin, with humility, "I hav
Darwin a strong one. Nevertheless, he contends had no practice in abstract reasoning, and I may be
that the presence of much suffering agrees well all . astray. Nevertheless, you hav expressed my
with the view that all organic beings hav been de-- inward conviction, and far more vividly and
veloped through variation and natural selection. clearly than I could hav done, that the universe is not
He then touches a point of deep interest to some the result of chance. But then with me the horrid
readers: "At the present day, the most usual doubt always arises whether the convictions of
argument for the existence of an intelligent God is man's mind, which has been developed from the
drawn from the deep inward conviction and feeling minds _of lower animals, are of any value or at all
which are experienced by most persons.'' Darwin trustworthy. Would anyone trust in the convicacknowledges that "formerly I was led by feelings tions of a monkey's mind, if there are any convicsuch as those just referred to (although I do not tions in such a mind? Secondly, I think that I
think that the religious sentiment was ever strongly could make somewhat of a case against the enordeveloped in me) to the :firm conviction of the ex- mous importance which you attribute to our greatistence of God and the immortality of the soul. In est men; I hav been accustomed to think second-,
my journal (of the voyage in the Beagle) I wrote third-, and fourth-rate men of very high importhat, 'while standing in the midst of the grandeur tance; at least, in the case of science. Lastly, I
of a Brazilian forest, it is not possible to giv an ad- could show :fight on natural selection having done
equate idea of the higher feelings of wonder, ad- and doing more for the progress of civilization than
miration, and devotion which :fill and elevate the you seem inclined to admit. Remember what risk
mind.' I well remember my conviction that there is the nations of Europe ran, not so many centuries
more in man than the mere breath of his body ; but ago, of being overwhelmed by the Turks and how
now the grandest scene would not cause any such ridiculous such an idea now seems. The more
conviction and feeling to rise in my mind. It may civilized so-called Caucasian races hav beaten the
be truly said .that I am like a man who has become Turkish hollow in the struggle for existence.
color-blind, and the universal be~ief by men of the Looking to the world at no very distant date, what
existence of redness, for example, makes my pres- an endless number of the lowest races will hav
ent loss of perception of not the least value as been eliminated by the higher civilized races
evidence. This argument would be a valid one, throughout the world!"
if all men of all races had the same inward con- . The duke of Argyle has recorded s-:me words
viction of the existence of one God; but we know spoken by Darwin in the last year of his life. "In
that this is very far from being the case. There- thB course," he says, "of a conversation I said to
fore, I cannot see that such inward convictions and Mr.. Darwin, with reference to some of his observafeelings are of any weight as evidence of what really tions on the wonderful contrivances for certain
exists. The state of mind which grand scenes purposes in nature-! said it was imp:;ssible to
formerly excited in me, and which was intimately look at these without seeing that t1:ey were the
connected with a belief in God, did not essentially effect and the expression of mind. I shall never
differ from that which is often called the sense of forget 11r. Darwin's answer. He looked at me
sublimity; and however difficult it may be to ex- very hard and said, ' Well, that often comes over
plain the genesis of this sense, it can hardly be me with overwhelming force, but at other times,'
advanc:d as an argument for the existence of God and he shook his head vaguely, adding, 'It seems
any more than the powerful though vague and to go away.'"
similar feelings excited by music."

Union, occupied the platform with me. While in
Tacoma I was right royally entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Babcock.
I was met at Barlow, Ore., by W. W. Jesse, president of the Oregon State Secular Union, whose
guest I remained during my stay here. Mrs. Jesse
and her boys gave me a hearty welcome in their
midst.
The weather is wretched now, so that the attendance of the people at my lectures is very meager,
being almost limited to the townspeople, with the
exception of a few that came from Canby, four miles
distant. Mr. and Mrs. Smith came from Oregon
City. They left their mountain home to come and
attend my lectures and hav a little talk upon the
good of the cause in general, to devise ways and
means for the future successful management
of the Oregon Secular Union. Mrs. Smith is a
bright little woman, young and activf earnest and
eager in the cause. She lectrrres every Sunday
evening in the city of Portland, where she has
already organized the " First Secular church of
Portland." It has now a good membership, and
she is favored by a large audience every Sunday
evening. Several suggestions were made for the
better success of our cause in Oregon, and as the
Union is in good hands, supported by willing
hear~s, the Liberals of Oregon should support them
and giv tbem something substantial to work upon.
My lectures here were well received and received a
highly complimentary notice in the local press.
Mr. Barlow, the father of this little thriving town,
is an outspcken Freethinker, and attended each of
my meetings. There are lots of Freethinkers upon
this Western coast, and with proper care and
judicial management they could be made a power
in the state.
My lectures in Barlow being :finished, I boarded
the cars again fo:!: Silverton, where I had to lecture
the next day. Dr. J. W. McClure, president of the
Silverton Secular Union, and Mr. Fitzgerald, the
treasurer, met me at the depot, and took me to
comfortable quarters at the W olfard Hotel.
I soon found out that I had come in contact with
a bed-rock of Infidelity. A large hall looming up
on the corner of the principal street in the city,
with the motto of "Universal Mental Liberty"
painted in large letters, speaks volumes for the
trend of thought that predominates in this town.
The church has made some hard fights in this place,
but they might as well try to get to heaven as to
overthrow the power that our cause has established
here.
The three lectures were favored with
crowded houses. Several Christians were in attendance, and listened very attentivly through the lPcture. -Two preachers were present the :first night,
and although they were earnestly invited to take
the platform at the close of my address, they manifested an ominous silence, and as is usual with the
generality of them, they kept their place whilst I
was there. But like a roaring lion they try to devour me when I am gone ; then, of course, they
remark, How easy it is.
The Silverton Secular Union is a good one, a
strong one, and a brave one. Unflinchingly they
face the :fire of the supernaturalist, and many is
the time that the orthodox hav felt the force of
their weapon-argument. Many a lance has been
broken here, and the steed of the enemies of freedom has been laid in the dust every time. Long
may the battle wage, frequent may be the shouts
of victory, may honor come to those in the :fight.
Freethought is rapidly gaining ground.
In
many places now it occupies the position once held
by the enemies of Freedom, and still held by thfm
to a considerable extent throughout our landthe control of power. The most prominent and the
most respected people in town are Freethinkers.
Among them are Dr. J. W. McClure, Mr. Wolfard,
Mr. l!'itzgerald, Mr. Hammond, the Allen family,
all of whom are Freethinkers, but too numerous to
name ; M~. Downs, Mr. Wolf, and several others.
'l'he Freethought Federation of America.
On my way to Ashland, Ore., I hav to wait several
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secre- hours at Woodburn Junction, where I soon make
tary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.l
the acquaintance of Dr. Guiss and William Klein,
Elated with the success that had attended my two well-known Liberals. Dr. and Mrs. Guiss endebate with Braden, I left Seattle in jubilant spirits tertain me very nicely while I stay here, but as I
and went on to Tacoma, where the Secular Union must leave the same night in order to reach my
gave me quite an ovation the next evening upon next appointment in time for tte lecture, I am
the occasion of another lecture in that city by my- compelled by the pressure of circumstances to deself. The Taconia Secular Union is making rapid cline their hearty invitation to stay over for a few
headway, and doing a good work. I regret that days.
.
.
The great" iron horse" of the Oregon & Califorma
C. B. Reynolds was unable to be present upon this
occasion; although Mrs. Reynolds was with us, and railroad steams along in due time, and in a few
at the conclusion of my lecture she recited in a minutes I am flying over the hills and plains of
splendid manner Mr. Putnam's poem, " Why Don't Oregon once more. I arrive in Ashland next
He Lend a Hand?" Mr. Howden opened the morning, and W. N. Luckey is itt the depot to meet
meeting with two fine songs, which brought down me.
There are quite a number of Liberals here,
the house with applause. He is fortunate in the
possession of a clear, rich voice, and can use it with though they are outnumbered by_ thei~ ortho~ox
splendid effect. Mr. Ford, president of the Secular neighbors. The churches were ahve With exmte-
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On another point Darwin sums up his views as
follows : "With respect to immortality, nothing
shows me so clearly how strong and almost instinctiv a belief it is as the consideration of the
view now held by most physicists, namely, that the
sun with all the planets will in time grow too cold
for life, unless, indeed, some great body dashes into
the sun and thus givs it fresh life. Believing as I
do that man in the distant future will be a far more
perfect creature than he now is, it is an intolerable
thought that he and all other sentient beings are
doomed to complete annihilation after such longcontinued slow progress. To those who fully admit
the immortality of the human soul the destruction
of our world will not appear so dreadful. Another
source of conviction of the existence of God, connected with the reason and not with the feelings,
impresses me as having much more weight. This
follows from the extreme difficulty, or rather im-
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ment over my coming. Special services were arranged and attractions secured to draw the people
away from my meetings, for fear they should, by
some means or other, becopte tainted with heterodoxy, so hideous and devilish to the parsons.
They know which side their bread is buttered- on,
and they like it buttered on both sides if they can
get it. They had imported a lady missionary, who
went round the town buttonholing every man she
saw, telling him that he must come to her meeting,
as she was to giv a talk to men only, as though she,
a woman, could say anything to men that she could
not say with other women present. The dodge
was to get the people to her meeting and then the
preachers to jump in and hold them. But the
trick was a miserable failure. I had a larger audience, despite their opposition, than the combined
attendance at their churches. Granite Hall was
well filled with an intelligent audience and my
first lecture was greeted with a grand success. I
had challenged the preachers to a debate, or to discuss the subject of the lecture with me, but, like
the girl waiting for her lover, "He cometh not, she
said."
The next night the audience was larger than
ever and good attention was given throughout. A
Baptist and a Congregational preacher were present
upon this occasion, and though strenuously inVited
to speak they kept silent as usual. A large number
of church people were in attendance this time and,
from general observations, their faith has been
seriously shaken. These lectures were successful
indeed, exceeding the anticipations of our friends,
who were jubilant over the result of them. W. N.
Luckey and wife, A. Bish and wife, 0. Coolidge,
Job Tosier, Colonel Bowdidge, Captain McCall, Dr.
R. Mills, Mrs. De Pete, John Hutchings anl wife
-these form the vanguard of Liberty's army here,
and all of them are never found wanting when
there is work to be done. In addition to the above
I should mention I. W. Burriss, who sends $5 for
two years' subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Since my last letter to the press I hav received
several more lists of names for membership in the
Federation. Our ranks are continually swelling.
I hav received the following sums of money for our
treasury: L. Magenheimer, San Jose, Cal., $2; R.
H. Schwartz, San Jose, Cal., $1; Miss Geneva
Coffin, Deadwood, S. D., $1; Jas. R. Allen, Cincinnati, 0., $1.25; David L. Evans, Goshen, Utah, $1.
Total, $6.25.
Nathan Richardson, mayor of Little Falls, Minn.,
sent us another nice letter of encouragement and
accompanied it with a petition on the World's Fair
Sunday opening containing three hundred names.
Thos. W. Fisher, of Red Lodge, Mont., writes for
information concerning our objects and principles,
as also does H. 0. Irish, of Philo, Cal. Mr.
Josephs, of Pittsburgh, sends us congratulations and
a lengthy petition. With this work, combined with
lecturing and traveling, I am kept very busy indeed.
But still we push along, we keep forging ahead,
until the sun of success crowns our labors with
the glorious light of freedom, dispelling the mists
of darkness that prevent men from seeing far
enough ahead to discern the true path of righteousness.
The mists that rise from the marshes of
artificial belief, from the marshes wherein dead
creeds are engulfed-they stretch but a little way,
and soon with the Sun of Science pursuing its slow
and passionless labor, the mist shall disappear and
vanish like a frost in June. We are working for
human liberty, for man, not for Gods, by deeds and
not by creeds, and to carry on this noble cause I
once more appeal to our friends to assist us all they
are able.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

The Cause in Washington.
The following extracts from leading daily newspapers tell of the fierce persistence and despairing
energy of the clergy.
From the Tacoma .Daily Ledger, Feb. 21, 1893 :
WAR OF EXTERMINATION.
SPoKANE, Feb. 20.-At a meeting of the Ministerial
Alli!l'nce to-day,.the Rev. Mr. W1llett presented a report
stat1n1~ that variety theaters and saloons are running in
full l;llast every Sunday, contrary to law, and stated that
the mty authorities are in league with the lawbreakers.
After a stormy discussion it was decided to begin war
now and fight until every variety theater or every minister is driven from Spokane.
A committee was appointed toraise$5,000 for use in the
city election this spring, and an equal amount to prosec_ute the. owners of. theaters and saloons. An independent
twket will be put m the field at the spring election and
a secret committee of ministers has been appoin'd to
plan the campaign.
A $5,000 corruption fund to carry the spring
election in a small city, to be used by a secret committee of ministers, and a like amount to
hire and bribe witnesses, judge, jurors, etc.!

The clergy hav decided to make a fight to hav
every place closed on Sundays except churches.
They did permit us to enter the burying-ground,
but realizing that spring is approaching and that
all sensible people would prefer to go to the graveyard as the more lively place of the two, the
Ministerial Alliance has issued its edict, "No more
funerals on Sunday." They interfere with attendance at church, and hereafter ministers will not
officiate, and as far as possible will prevent b~rying
grounds and cemeteries being open, on Sundays.
THE INFAMOUS EXEMPTION LAW.
The great t9X-dodgers of the nation are vigilant
and persistent. From the Tacoma .Daily News,
Feb. 23, 1893 :
In the senate petitions containing thousands of signatures were presented from residents of King, Pierce,
Whitman, Walla Walla, and other counties, praying ex·
emption of all church property from taxation.
I hav attended at Olympia, presented a large
number of petitions, and done all that was possible, until the committee on revenue and taxation
make their report.
I hav mailed to every senator and representativ
at Olympia a ·copy of the cartoon, "Taxed and Untaxed," by Watson Heston, with letter calling attention to the fact that any exemption of church property from taxation is a direct and palpable violation of our state constitution.
It will be a hard fight, but we shall win, although
the clergy are using every possible effort to secure
entire exemption from taxation for all church property or church institutions.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.

Tacoma, Wash.

"Design" and Digits.
Among the arguments formerly adduced in support of the theory of an intelligent and purposiv
creation by an all-wise creator, none had so much
weight with most people as that founded upon
the observation of the adaptation of organs and
parts of animal bodies to the work they had to perform. In conversation with a Christian gentleman
a few years ago,he brought up that argument and
mentioned as an illustration that the Lord made
the horse with only one toe on each foot, and this
was a great advantage to the animal, making his
feet lighter, stronger, more compact, and so insuring his nimbleness and speed.
The gentleman
could hardly hav selected a more unfortunate example to prove his case, as I think he soon perceived. In the 'first place, it is admitted the Lord
did not make the present generation of horses, for
these are ~escended. from a remote ancestry. Now,
the geologists hav been through the graveyards of
the ancient horses from which our present stock
hav descended, hav dug up their remains in great
abundance, and hw made some remarkable discoveries concerning them. It is well known that
on each side of the lower part of the leg of the horse
there is a "splint" concealed under the skin. The
immediate ancestors of our horses possessed these
splints, but somewhat larger, and in the ancestors
of those horses the splints become larger as we go
back in time till_ finally they are true toes.
The
horse was then a three-toed animal.. This was in
the lower Pliocene period, a matter of probably ten
or twelve million years ago. Tracing this history
still further back, the geologists came to horses
with three toe'3, and a splint on the foreleg where a
fourth one should be. Further back still the splint
is a true toe, and the horse is four-toed in front and
three-toed behind. Further back still, in the Green
river basin in southwestern Colorado, in the formations belonging to the Eocene perioa, probably not
less than twenty million years old, were discovered
remains of the most ancient ancestor of the horse
yet· found in America. This animal had in front
four good toes, and a fifth rudimentary, unserviceable one that did not touch the ground, and on his
hind feet he had three. Now, if this ancient horse
be assumed to be the one that was made by the
creator, in view of the admitted fact that a single
~o~ is ?etter for a horse than any greater number,
It IS evident that he did not know the best way to
make a horse and made him wrong, and some sort
of in:liuence has been at work on the horse ever
since, gradually ridding him of his extra toes and
thus correcting the original blunder that gave him
too many. The process by which this result has
been brought about receives no explanation whatever from theology, but is pedectly clear as explained by evolution. The horse, when chased by
his natural enemies, the dog, wolf, etc., ran away
on his tiptoes (instead of coming down on his heels
as we ~o ~· thus adding to the length of his legs and
so attammg greater speed. In that position the
middle toe (or finger) necessarily received more use
than those on the sides, and so it grew to greater
size and strength, till finally in the course of many
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generations its length prevented the outside digits,
one after another, from touching the ground. Then
they were worse t.han useless and a positiv disadvantage.
An organ that is not used gradually
shrinks and becomes reduced, and so in course of
time these- superfluous toes became reduced to
splints one after another, and finally all disappeared
except two.
Such aborted and functionless organs are called
rudiments.
There has . not been a horse since
Eocene- times that has not been more or less hampered by these useless rudiments. According to the
law of natural selection the animal l~ast burdened
with these remnants, vther things equal, would stand
the best chance of escaping when pursued by
beasts of prey, and so would survive to transmit
his advantage to posterity. Thus each generation
would make some headway in the elimination of
these remnants in a perfectly natural way, and the
race would gradually become better adapted to its
environment through the action of that environ- ·
ment upon it. The earliest horse mentioned above
is named the Eohippus. Although h"e was the
true ancestor by blood of the present horse, it is
plain that he must hav been a very differentlooking animal. The difference made by his feet was
accompanjed by others in his head, body, limbs,
jaws, teeth, and especially his brain, making him,
on the whole, a greatly inferior animal to his descendant of to day. Notwithstanding this, his
ancefif,ors, considered as horses, were much inferior
to himself. I assume that he had ancestors, for I
do not think anyone would insist that an intelligent creator would be likely to make the animal
with that useless toe hanging on to his forefoot.
Evidently, the near ancestors of the Eohippus had
five serviceable toes on the forefoot, and his remote
ancestors had five toes all around. Five digits are
better than one for animals under some conditions,
and no doubt the ancestors of the horse lived under
such conditions at first, and when these conditions
changed they began to work corresponding alterations in the animal. We must conclude, then,
that the horse is a direct lineal descendant from
an animal so different that he would not be called a
horse at all if we could see him. In other words,
the horse was never made, but has been altered
over from another animal by the slow action of its
environment.
The presence of rudiments in any animal is proof
positiv that the animal having them has been derived from an ancestor that possessed organs that
its descendants could not use. It is proof that the
animal had an ancestry, and therefore was not made
-by hand.
Probably no animal is destitute of rudiments.
Many others besides the horse are mutilated in their
feet. The ox walks on two toes and has two others
dangling behind, too short to touch the ground.
The pig's foot is in much the same condition. The
dog has a rudimentary toe that does not reach the
ground, ·etc.
If we could trace back the genealogy of these
animals we should come at last to a common ancestor having five toes on each foot and placing
the whole foot on the ground in walking just as
the bear and man do yet.
But most of the grazing animals had to run
to save their lives and so did the carnivorous
animals-the salvation of the former depending on
their escaping, and that of the latter on their
catching the fugitivs-and so both kinds raised
their heels from the ground and ran on their toes.
The ancient five-toed ancestor of these races was
as unlike his descendants of to-day as they are unlike each other. He was in fact an animal very
much like a reptil, as can be satisfactorily proved.
His five toes were no doubt derived from the spines
of the fins of his fish-like ancestors. He himself
was in the water half the time and a web still extended from digit to digit, making his foot a compromise between that of a land animal and the fin
of a fish. Some of his descendants to this day preserve the five-toed webbed foot because they hav
remained in an environment very much like his, and
liv both on land and in the water. But their
cousins that liv wholly on land hav had habits imposed upon them that hav in the course of ages
completely made them over-evidently without the
slightest assistance or interference from any
creator.
J. B. A.

The Bacon-Shakspere Question.
BRoTHER MAcDONALD : You say editorially that
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on Shakspere is "calculated to pain friend Burr somewhat." The pain
that Burr has suffered by any utterance of Ingersoll is almost insensible. Burr differs from Ingersoll on the Bacon-Shakspe-re question. As yet the
Baconians are a small minority. But Burr's estimate of the intellectual character of Bacon accords
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with the consensus of the competent, while Ingerso_ll knows that he stands almost alone in depreciatmg- the. talents
of " the brightest, wisest (noblest)
d,
o f man k m .
Shakspere must go.
BURR.

Liberal Societies.
At the meeting of the Newark Liberal L2ague
held last Sunday, Mr. Henry Rowley, of Brooklyn,
lectured on "Freethought and Its Relation to.
Society and Morals." Mr. Henry Bird presided as
usual. In beginning his lecture Mr. Rowley said
he had frequently been asked the question, "What
are_ you going to giv us in place of Christianity,
whwh you are trying to destroy?" He saiii he
would answer it in the same manner that Voltaire
did : "When you kill a wild beast, no one ever asks
what you are going to put in its place." The
lecturer then dwelt on the many obloquitous names
that Freethinkers hav to ·_put up with, especially
from the "good, meek, and charitable Christians."
"Because a man holds opinions that differ from those
held by churchmen the theologians will abuse the
man/ they seldom attack, never successfully, his
opinions." On the other hand, Freethinkers always
distinguish between the man and his opinions. A
.f!'reethinker will win respect for his claims because
he recognizes the rights of all men, and because he
does not refuse that which he demands from
others. And now what is Freethought? In a
general sense it is neither a school, party, ism, or
dogma; as Mr. Bird says, the man who jeins a
Freethought society does not subscribe to any
creed. Freethought is a method. It is the untrammeled exercise of the mind upon all questions.
Th2re is nothing that is too sacred for human investigation. There are many theologians who claim
they are Freethinkers. They are in political matters perhaps. There are politicians who are Freethinkers in matters of art. But anyone who surrounds the human mind with any artificial limitations whatsoever, is not a Freethinker; he is a
dogmatist, and is a stumbling-block in the way of
mental advancement."
Mr. Rowley then compared the state of society of
the present day when religion is loosing its grasp
on the minds of the people with that of four hundred years ago, when the church held undivided sway.
"What was the theory of nature then? It was
held that nature was the product of an almighty
creator; that the earth was the center and chief
spot in the universe; that heaven was up and hell
was down; that the stars were lights hung up in the
heavens for man's guidance, etc. And what was,
and is, the theory of man? That he is a lost son
of Adam; that he was born in sin and shaped in
iniquity ; that he is only a pilgrim here, and that
the pursuit of worldly happiness will only jeopardize
his eternal warfare. Now, what is the theory born
of science-the greatest triumph of Freethought?
We learn that nature is not a product, but is the
eternal source and tomb of all things. We learn
that the earth is not the center of the universe, but
is a speck of dust :floating amid unfathomable
depths of space ; we learn that the universe has
. neither center nor circumference; that hell is not
down nor is heaven up, and furthermore that both
these places are theological fancies. Here is a complete reversal of the so-called divine order of things.
Now, if God made Adam perfect, and no one has
received the benefits of his perfection, because he
ate some fruit, then the efforts of heaven were
wasted, and if I had been there, I would hav advised
God to begin all over again. 'Try, try again,' you
know." (Laughter.) The lecturer then spoke on
the morality of Freethinkers in general. "Freethought makes happiness on earth the chief consideration of men. It would teach them to beautify
their homes instead of adorning the temples of the
Gods."
Among those who spoke were Mr. Morris, Mrs.
Todd, Mr. Bird, Mrs. Smith, Mr. Walker,
Mrs. Smith, Mr. Brill, and Mr. Ackerman. Next
Sunday Mr. Eidelmann will lecture on the " Russian
Treaty."
Mr. Louis R. Ehrich, of Los Angeles, Cal.,
lectured before the Ethical Society in Chickering
Hall last Sunday morning.
Mr. Ehrich is well
known throughout the country by his lectures and
magazine articles. He spoke at some length on the
resemblance between Christianity and Buddhism,
Confucianism, etc. "In Christianity we hav a religion which we may divide into one hundred parts.
One part may be attributed to Jesus Christ;
ninety to St. Augustine; four to fable, and five to
St. Paul." In speaking of the good work done.by
the Ethical Society Mr. Ehrich made especial mention of Professor Adler's work. He said that he
thought future ages would regard Professor Adler
much in the same light that Socrates is regarded
to-day. "The Ethical Society is the first that has

attempted to correct the state of society of the
p~e~ent .day-a society that has at one end multi-

mllhonan·es and at the other starvation and
poverty. This is the.time that we need a Christ."
Next Sunday Dr. Stanton Hoyte will lecture on
"Creed and Deed."
Dr .. E. B. ~oote, Jr., delivere:l a very interesting
and mstruct1v lecture on "Microbes, Good and
Bad," last Sunday at the Brooklyn Philosophical
Association. The doctor illustrated his lecture
with several diagrams, drawn on a blackboard
temporarily erected. He told of the progress of
the study of microbes from 1675, when Leevwenhoek discovered them, up to the· present day. It
was. not until 1850 that a systematic study of the
subJect was begun and now the market is overcrowde~. with literature on the subject. Among
the cntws were Mr. Elwell, Mrs. Beckwith, Dr.
Barker, and Mrs. Louise.
Next Sunday H. A.
Powell will lecture on ''The Irrepressible Conflict
Between Capital and Labor."
"Cooperativ Farming" was the subject of W.
Aldrich's lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club
last Friday evening. Dr. Gunn being absent, Mr.
T. B. Wakeman took the chair. Mr. Aldrich proposed to form a company of farmers, who would
themselvs send their produce to the city, where
they would hav a store, the object being to do
away with the commission merchant. The critics
were 1\'Ir. Wakeman, J\1r. Wilson, Mr. Prigsley, and
Mrs. Donlevy. Mr. Wakeman put some "posers"
regarding the scheme to the lecturer which, either
on account of disinclination or inability, were not
answered.
The second meeting of the Young Men's Debating
Club of Newark was held Saturday evening, March
11th. Mr. Henry Bird read an interesting and !:cholarly essay on "Flowers and Their Use." Although
there are few scientific subjects that Mr. Bird cannot
lecture on in an interesting manner, yet it is in botanical subjects that he is particularly at home. Among
those who spoke were Messrs. Walker, Gillen, and
Newung. At the next meeting, to be held on
March 25th, Mr. Gillen will read an essay on the
money question.
----------~-----------

The Same Thing Over Again.
A hide-bound intolerant class will pursue
T:tJ.e same thing over again;
And freemen must yield to a narrow-brained crew
The same thing over again
In years gone by they'd torture aud fry us,
They'd barn us and force us by law to be pious,
Now freedom of conscience they mean to deny us'rhe same thing over again.
·
.
To boss the World's Fair every PurHan itchesThe same thing over again;
For love of the Sabbath they'd burn us like witchesThe same thing over again.
Their $unday Blu<1 laws would curtail a man's life,
In fact he'rl be punished for kissing his wife;
If he dared to insist there'd be war to the knifeThe same way over again.
'Tis a positiv truth that Sabbatbites think
The s!l.me thing over again;
To d,.,wn us they've joined in with dealers in drinkThe same thing over again.
So rum and religion hav formed an alliance
To battle with truth, art, invention, and science,
.And to all common sense they're bidding defianceThe same way over again.

If we don't they'll build for us a cursed Inquisition

The same way over again.
From the throne of the free let usurpers be hurled,
lJet on Sunday our Fair open wide to the world,
For the banner of liberty shall be unfurled
The same way over again.
Belvidere, Ill., Feb. 20, 1893.
RoBERT SwAIL.

Spelling Reform in the Air.
It is indeed; and but few persons are aware to
what an extent it exists in the intellectual atmosphere. It is only when we are startled by such a
paragraph as the following that we realize it. This
one is taken from the Pansy, one of the excellent
juvenil magazines published by D. Lathrop Company, Boston, Mass.
SPELLING REFORM.
Present way.
Proposed change.
Liable.
Liabl.
No.
Know.
Heart.
Hart.
Earth.
Erth.
Incense.
Incens.
Through.
Thru.
Though.
Tho.
Love.
Luv.
What will the teachers say to this! If they are
wise, they will accept. the situation and deal honestly
with the children. They will tell them that to
learn the current spelling is at present a necessity,
but what is called good spelling is in reality bad
spelling, that it is bad spelling because it is unreasonable and not amenable to law, that they are
very sorry so much time has to be spent in mastering
it, and that they hope and believe that gradually the
useless, silent letters will be dropped and after
a while that spelling will be made easy and reasonable, us arithmetic is. Arithmetic is reasonable because a figure always has the same value, and two
and two always make four, etc. But spelling is unreasonable because the letters of the alphabet hav
no certain value. A child wastes tim:e and mental
energy which could be employed in useful studies,
while it is memorizing t-i-e tie, e-y-e eye, n-i-g-h nigh.
c-r-y cry, g-u-y guy, and when called upon to spell by,
the poor child is utterly at a loss whetuer to spell
it b-y-e, or b-u-y, or b-i-g-h, or b-y.
The greater p~rt . of early school-life is given to
learning to read and spell, and after leaving school
it is only by constant practice in writing that the
ability to spell according to the dictionary is retained. If our letters had regular and unvarying
sounds, but little time would be required for spelling: the art would be acquired in a few months
while learning to read, and the ability to spell correctly would never be lost. Other languages than
the English are phonetic. For instance, in Spanish
and German the letters always hav the same
sounds when in the same position. 'fherefore,
foreign children learn to read their own languages
with very little teaching, and no special spelling
lessons are required.
The most eminent educators and philologists
hav declared in favor of bringing English orthography to rule and reason, and a hundred years ago
that apostle of common sense, Benjamin Franklin,
declared that "Sooner or later it must be done."
ELIZA B. BuRNz.
----------~--------

Showing What "God's Justice" Is.

And yet men can be found to say there is no hell. If
no hell, there can be no heaven, no God of justice, and
the world is all a, hance, a delueion, and a dream. -Paris,
Tex., Advocate, Jan. 28.
The above remarks hav ref3rence to Henry
Those rumsellers, bigots, and thugs now propose
Smith, burnt for violating a babe. They are
The same thing over again.
They're determined to lead us about by the nose
strictly orthodox. But, my dear sir, with all due
The same way over again
respect for you and those who believe like you,
On Sunday they swer.r none shall go to the Fair,
they do not strike the Agnostic as perfectly logical.
For the devil a bit of religion is there.
There may be a "God of justice," but if so, godly
'Tis best to imbibe a good whisky and prayer
The same way over again.
justice and human justice must be of a diametrically opposit nature. God knew the intent of
In closing the Fair they're mighty uncivil,
Smith when he took this child in his arms! He
The same thing over again.
They claim if it's open we'll go the devil,
witnessed the little one's struggles, and he~trd its
The same way over again.
cries of distress. He knows where the villain is
So in grogshops and churches we've got to be jammed,
now concealed I If a ·man knew Smith's design,
With musty old dogma we've got to be crammed,
saw the fiend perpetrate the act, and is now aware
We must mix it with whisky or we will be damned
The same way over again.
of his hiding-place, yet moved no hand or tongue
to save the babe from outrage and death, neither
Shall we see every right of conscience profaned
givs he any sign where the guilty wretch may be
The same way over again ?
Shall we see our loved Goddess of Liberty chained
found-would rmch a being be regarded as a just
The same way over again ?
man 7 Most assuredly he would not. Thus you
Shall we yield to a power that would freedom destroy
see there is no analogy between human justice and
Which is bound e'er to veto each innocent joy,
divine justice ! Religiously speaking, then, the
And which if permitted the sword would employ
The same way over again?
term "justice " has no conceivable meaning ; hence
the Agnostic refuses to employ it in this absurd
Shall they saddle us ever and ride us so clever
way. To him it is a mere mockery of language, a
The same way over again?
Oh, shall we allow them to do so forever,
mere juggle with words!
PERSIUS.
The same way over again?
Shall freedom be brought by bigots to naughtBound Volumes of The Truth Seeker.
That blessing for which our brave forefathers fought?
We hav a few bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
Shall they be allowed to crush freedom of thought
the year just closed (1892) which will be eent on receipt
The same way over again?
of $4. We also hav a few of previous years which can
be sold for $3. Readers desirous of keeping files a.s reOh, let freemen stand firm to repel imvositionceived weekly can obtain the File Binder for $1.
The same way over again!
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Welcomes a Contributor.
GRINNEr,, IA., Jan. 30, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am glad to hear that Geo.
E. Macdonald is again going to write for
our paper. I missed him so much when
he quit and went West.
W. T. LmNs.
We, and the Readers of Our Literature,
Tllanlr You.
SoUTH HAVEN, MICH, Feb. 13, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $'5-$3 for renewal for THE TRUTH SEFKER, $1 for
you to use as you see fit for the cause of
Freethought, and $1 for a new work by
Arthur B. Moss, author of the "Bible and
Evolution," entitled "Christianity and
Evolution."
C. T. LUDwiG.

progress and common sense in this neck
o' woods.
Well, we hav just had two lectures by
Prof. W. S. Bell. He is a very able
speaker, and a gentleman also. I can
recommend him. He did not giv it quite
strong enough to suit some of them, but I
was very much pleased with him myself.
There was a vein of humor running
through his discourse which made it very
interesting. ·
Since last I wrote to you we hav lost by
death one of our stanchest Liberals, Mr.
Josiah Brysland, aged seventy-two. He
was struck by the fast train and killed
Dec. 25, 1892. He was a man of good
morals, upright and honest, and with no
enemies.
I send you with this an order for $5 to
carry me along two years longer on my
subscription. I shall hav to be very
hard up indeed when I giv up THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
Good luck to Heston. He is a genius.
Without the cartoons THE TRUTH SEEKER
would lose half its value to me. I think
almost as much of the cartoons as I do of
the reading-matter.
Yours for Univerml Mental Liberty,
JACOB SALTSMAN.

Age Devoted to the Truth.
EAsT MIDDL"EBURY, VT., Feb. 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I will try to do a little
more than pay for my own paper, and now
send one new subscriber. I am an old
man eighty-four years old, and hav not
been able to read my paper for a month or
more, but am in hopes to be able to soon.
Hoping you may be able to go on with
your good work for many years, I am,
What Christians Should Exhibit at the
R. D. FARR.
Yours very truly,
Fair.
Yes, a Good Scheme.
TRENTON, Mo., Feb. 12, 1893.
GIBBoN, NEB., Feb. 13, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I want to make a few sugMF. EDIToR: Would it not be a good gestions to the sky-pilots:
idea to hav a pamphlet printed containing
1. That thev put on exhibition at the
in the first half the wise and beneficent Columbian Exposition all their saviors in
sayings of pagan philosophers and promi- the United States at the present time, innent Infidels, and in the second half the cluding the following (Editor TRU'.rH
driveling inanities and detestable and SEEKER, please enumerate them).
harmful sentiments expressed by promi2. To produce their books and show how
nent Christians from Jehovah down to many souls they hav saved in the last four
Comstock? It would be a good propa- hundred years in America, and the cost
ganda work, and the antithesis would be of same to each soul, and how many
so striking as to spread terror among the dividends they hav paid, if any.
saints. I will giv $1 for a starter, and
3. To hav on exhibition statistics show"then will buy $1 worth of the compilation. ing number of insane persons in the
What say you? And what say our friends? United States at present caused by readC. PuTNAM.
Respectfully, etc.,
ing the Holy Book of Enigmas and attending revivalR. Also statistics showing numHas an Awkward Way of Having Infidel
ber of witches they hav put to death in
Literature Lying Around.
this country and how many their pious
GERMANTOWN, TENN., Jan. 23, 1893.
ancestors-killed before them; and furnish
MR. EDITOR: I hav not time these later at the expense of the government printed
years to read half the numbers of THE pamphlets giving therein instruct-ions in
TRUTH SEEKER, but I do not like to break their art of detecting witches, so that all
a good habit. Then I hav an awkward the common people may become proway of having them around occasionally ficient in witch hunting.
where the casual eye may light on them.
4 The number of preachers that hav
I om becoming reconciled to Heston. fallen from grace in four hundred years to
As a cartoonist some of his conceptions be given; also hnw far they hav to fall beentitle him to fame. By the way, an fore they l se grace, and what becomes of
article from him, such as the history and the grace.
·
mission of the cartoon; might be opporI think this would be an interesting
tune. At any rate, I venture the sugges- exhibit for our orthodox friends to·view.
tion that THE TRUTH SEEKER constituency
Yours very truly,
B. A. SHAW.
would appreciate almost any expression
from him, on the principle that they want
A Limited Mentality Imputed to a Judge.
to see him in print.
SAvANNAH, Mo., Jan. 27, E.llr. 293.
With earnest well wishes for the intelMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $5, ·
lectual freedom of humanity the world
for which please send to me all of the Ironover, I am,
Yours truly,
Clad and Manna Series, as advertised on
J. H. CoMPTON.
last page of THE TRUTH SEEKER for Jan. 21,
Commendable Desire for a Freetlwugl1t 1893, except " Philosophy of Spiritualism "
Library.
and " Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural." I do
not want to read any "Spiritualism " of
MoDESTo, CAL., Jan. 29, 1893.
1\iR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $5 any kind. It is too absurd and silly for
to apply as follows: Renewal of subscrip- anybody to rea'l who has a thimbleful of
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER one year brains. Also send $1 worth of "Hard
(would not be without it as long as I could Knocks at Christianity,•· by R. Wheeler,
raise the amount) and "Old Testament and " My Religious Experience," by S.
Stories Comically Illustrated" (cloth), $4; P. Putnam, one copy, and two copies of
"Infidel Deathbeds," by G. W. Foote, " Twenty Crimes and Vices," by Remstwenty-five cent•; "Rights of Man" (if burg, if the money holds out, and if there
you hav it bound in cloth I would like it, is any left use it as you please.
At church-a protracted meeting in our
as I would like to get a small, substantial
Freethought library together); "The town-the pastor made a statement about
Christian Religion," by an old farmer, Chief-Justice Chase, and if you know any.
fifteen cents; D. M. Bennett's "An Hour thing of it I want you to inform me. He
With the Devil," ten cents, and his said that the chief-justice went to church
"Epistle to the Truth Seekers," ten cents; in Washington, and when an invitation
was given to come to the mercy-seat the
"An Open Letter to Christ," five cents.
I purchased the draft yesterday and now chief- justice arose and walked boldly
wish it was larger, as I want more. You forward, but being a very humble man, as
will hear from me soon again with another all great men are, he did not go clear up
order. Please send me some specimen to the downy and cushioned place to kneel
pages of the "Freethinker's Pictorial but knelt back a way on the carpet, butn~
one seemed to notice him except the pastor,
Text-Book," and oblige, E. H. BEMIS.
who walked up to him and said, "How is
Miscellaneous.
it, chief-justice~are you accepted of the
WATERLoo, IND., Jan. 29, 1893.
Lord?" "No; not yet, but I shall be, as I
MR. EDITOR: As I hav not written to am now using the means provided by the
you for two years, I thought perhaps you savior himself." And when he arose from
would like to know what we are doing for his knees he arose an accepted and a

1.

s,

1898.

saved man, rejoicing in the love of a redeemer.
He also stated that Mr. Chase was a
great constitutional lawyer, and that he
said that he never had fairly understood
the law till he had thoroughly studied
God's law, the Bible, and there he found
the gist and germ of all law. This last, of
course, I take to be all poppycock. But in
regard to the church episode, it may be
so, and perhaps you can inform me
whether it is or not.
WM. CooK.

Laws of Nature-Limits of Explanation
-Dogmatizing.
CINCINNATI, 0., Feb. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please insert the
following criticism of J. F. Lawrence's
article on "Spiritualism" in this week's
issue?
The Spiritualist will look long for the
truths which philosophical and modern
Materialism may contain before he will
find them in the article of J. F. Lawrence
on Spiritualism in reply to A. H. Frank.
Though accepting Materialism as a hypothesis (and it is nothing more), I can
not like J'tir. Lawrence dogmatize upon
it, as there is a vast realm of the unknown
(the Spencerian school says, also the unknowable), which is not open to our
knowledge.
Mr. Lawrence says that
science has shown that "all thingsjn the
universe are governed by an uninterruptible and consistent law, and the rational
philosopher regards no causes but such as
are reducible to this natural law." Is
the •' rational philosopher" so irrational?
Will Mr. Lawrence attempt to prove his
postulate that all thiugs are governed by
a law? It cannot even be said that the
phenomena of nature are governed by
laws, though this is the way some other
irrational, though more rational, philosophers write. Instead of the phenomena
of nature being determined or governed by
laws, it is the laws that are determined by
the phenomena. Laws of nature are subjectiv abstractions. This is well put by
G. H. Lewes in his "Problems of Life and
Mind." Laws then are, as stated by
·Darwin, but the ascertained sequence of
events. The sequence of many events
has been shown and their laws thus determined. This it has been th~ province
of science to do, and very well it has done
its work. But there are many events
which hav not been determined and their
sequences shown. Thus we hav theories,
and among them the Materialist theory
and the Spiritualist theory. Materialism
seems the logical outcome "of modern
knowledge, but remembering how much
we do not know, we should surely be
on the watch a-gainst dogmatizing. Mr.
Lawrence malies an assertion which
on his own statement is tainted with
superstition, where he says that "Science
has . .
revealed the marvelous features which no skill may interpret." Can
the "rational philosopher " not reduce
these to his law'! I would advise Mr.
Lawrence to read, i£ he has not already
done so, Samuel Laing's "Problems of
the Future" and Professor Huxley's '·'Essays on Some Controverted Questions."
He will, I hope, learn that the true philosopher keeps away from dogmatizing on
many questions in the present state of our
knowledge or ignorance. "ECLECTIC."
Christians Stealing Infidel Literature.
GRAFTON, N.D., Jan. 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : With the greatest of pleasure I am reading your valuable paper, and
I think that Watson Heston is the best
artist on our globe. We hav certainly
two great men now living, and I don't
know which has done the most goodCol. R. G. Ingersoll and Watson Heston.
They hav enlightened the world more
than churches hav ever done in all their
existence. I wish they could liv forever
to enlighten mankind.
Though so far north under a cold temperature and long winters, there is a dawn
of Freethought glimmering here which
promises in time to be a harvest, and the
churches feel it already, as ministers make
it a Fpecial duty time and again to preach
against Freethought, but it only seems to
hav a good effect.
Liberal papers are now in more demand,
especially THE TRUTH SEEKER, so I am
inclined to believe what little seed there

has been sown here-THE TRUTH SEEKER
and" Old Testament Stories" and other
Secular books and papers-will in time
bear a rich crop.
My family, which consists of nine, are
all of my belief, and like THE TRUTH
SEEKER. And one fact I hav to recordthat I can never leave a Secular booli: or
paper in my office (which is daily visited by
from seventy-five to one hundred) for five
minutes without its getting lost. A good
sign, isn't it? The latest in that way was,
I got cf a friend as a New Year present
the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book."
But a traveling man from Chicago-!
think a church deacon-stole the book, as
he was the last seen to read it.
A man by the name of Anderson, who
through me subscribed for THE TRurn
SEEKER, "lost the last number of the paper,
and came a distance of seven miles to get
mine, but unfortunately for him, mine
was already making its round amongst the
farmers.
I intended to visit Charlesworth when
he was at Crookston lecturing, but on
account of sickness had to stay at home.
I wish we could hav Putnam or Charlesworth or Ingersoll. I suppose we would
not be able to get up here as much money
as we should wish. A friend made the
remark the other day that if we had three
lectures of Ingersoll the churches here
would afterward be empty.
With best wishes for the Freethought
cause, and Colonel Ingersoll, Watson
Heston, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and every
Liberal paper and worker,
Yours for Freethought and Reform,
JNO. lLPSTAD,
Proprietor Merchants' Hotel.
P.S.-Inclosed please find $2.50, for
which send one copy of the "Freethinker's
Pictorial Text-Book," to replace the one
stolen from me, by first mail.

Two Stories of Superstition in Texas.
DIXIE, TEx , Jan. 23, 1893.
·MR. EDITOR: I will giv ·you herewith
two saint stories, which I warrant to be
genuin, as one happened to me and
the other to a friend of mine.
Last
summer was here in west Texas very dry.
Roaring thunderclouds approached from
all sidP.s, but all the rain was discharged
near the Sierra del Burro in Mexico. It
is to be understood that the would-be city
of Dixie is only one and one-half miles from
the Rio Grande, and we in Texas got nothingbut dust. I kept a little country store.
Two years' failure of crops in my vicinity
froze me completely out, and, as usual,
when customers came the talk was about the
rain we did not get. One day one Dona
Maria, one of my customers, came to 1allr,
naturally, about heat and dry weather.
"Hm, hm," said she, "I know what's the
matter. Dona Ramona [another neighbor
of mine] is at the bottom of all of that."
Well, that interested me, and I wanted to
know why, expecting some fun. After
speaking to her earnestly and in as sweet
Spanish as I could afford, I finally got her,
though reluctantly, to tell me the story.
By the by, the two ladies frequently came
and bought candles, and I did not know
what the deuce they were doing with them.
Dona Maria finally began: ''I hav a saint
consecrated by a priest in Mexico, and
whenever I make him an offering of four
candles he surely brings rain; but Dona
Ramona is afraid of thunder and lightning,
and she has a saint consecrated by a bishop
in Mexico, and when she makes him an
offering of six candles he drives the
thunderclouds away. You see, he is consecrated by a bishop and is more powerful
than mine. That is the reason we never
get rain here."
This I told one day to Mr. T. F., a Hebrew of rather Liberal views, and he said:
"You know the 'Guate'" (nickname for
twin)? "Certainly I do; what about
him?" "Well, when we had those hot
clays his wife got disgusted with their saint
and hung him out in the broiling sun, so
that he should experience the influence of
the mid day sun's rays (plus 110" F).
Self-under~tancling Mr. Saint, especially
as he was made from tin, began to feel the
heat of the sun's rays under latitude north
29;!. Not long after, a heavy thunderstorm struck their place. The roof of
Guate's, not being constructed for rainy
seasons, began to leak, and water was
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pouring down into the shanty so that it
was flooded inside. At once Guate's wife
cried out, '0 Lord! our saint, he got mad
because we put him out in the hot sun and
now he is punishing us-trying to flood us
out of the house.' And the poor woman
went out to get her saint in a dry place."
After seeing such things a man earnestly
asks himself, Does humanity improve in
matters of religion or are we going back to
the times of Gregory VIT.?
.
The only consolation for a man of
Liberal views is to compare the time of
the Reformation with the present, then a
difference is visible. Otherwise it would
appear that we went back to the Dark
Ages.
ALBERT TuRPE.

The Difference Between a Christian De·
bater and a Freethought One.
SEATTLE, WASH., Feb. 7, 1893.
Mn. EDIToR: l\fr. John R. Charlesworth
has just closed a six nights' debate in
Seattle with the notorious Clark Braden.
If Freethought ever won a victory over
superstition, if a man ever exposed a pretender, then I say, score a whole million
for Charlesworth! It is not to be wondered at Mr. Putnam and others refusing
to hav a public discussion with the "Rev."
Clark Braden. It would be puttingit very
mild indeed to say Clark Braden is not a
gentleman.
After he~ring the "Rev."
Christian apologist for a whole week, I say
he is the greatest wholesale liar I ever
listened to.
The "arguments" (so-called) of Clark
Braden are not worthy of serious or
respectful consideration.
He is a pretender, a hypocrit, a mountebank, and a
most consummate falsifier of facts. He
has no desire to know the truth, nor any
fear to hav his audience believe a lie. I
say once for all, Clark Braden is worse
than a dog, and he merits the scorn and
supreme contempt of all honest men.
The "reverend " gentleman (?) began
his personalities against Mr. Charlesworth
by hissing at one of his unanswerable
affirmations.
Throughout the debate Braden never
made a logical or satisfactory answer to
any of Mr. Charlesworth's questions. On
the contrary, he would ignore, evade, or
alse . intentionally falsify the statements
made by Mr. Charlesworth, and then proceed in a most hom bastic and pompous
way to "knock out·" his "man of straw."
'l'alk about consistency, I say, Consistency thou art not only a jewel but thou
art a whole ocean-steamer-load of jewels
when one has to listen to the illogical and
sentimental slush of the "Rev." Clark
Braden.
Among other things he affirmed that
Stephen Girard was a Christian, that
Thos. Paine was a Christian and a believer
in the Bible God, also that he (Paine)
died a drunkard; that he (Braden) would
prove the existence of God if Mr. Charlesworth would prove the existence of elec. tricity, so when Mr. Charlesworth brought
a battery on the rostrum and asked Braden
to take hold of the handles so he could
prove the existence of electricity by the
sense of touch, Braden refused to hold the
handles, nor did he say anything more
about proving God's existence. And so it
was all the way through the debateBrad 9n assumed almost everything and
really proved nothing. He seemed to think
his mere assertion of the existence of the
supernatural was proof sufficient. But in
this he was very much mistaken, for that
audience was not one of Christian credulity.
On the contrary, it was one of scientific
inquiry, and demanded scientific evidence.
Braden knows, or should know, that we
know his infinit, omnipotent God is deaf,
dumb, blind, and dead. This I affirm
before all the evil in the world: Were
there an infinit, omnipotent, righteous
power " doing all things well," then there
could be no injustice in the world. Evil exists, iniquity exists, error exists, and all these
go to prove that an "infioit, omnipotent,
righteous power," or "God," does not
exist.
I hold that af•er all the evil,
injustice, suffering, and want are eradicated
from thE> world, and righteousness reigns
supreme, then it will be time enough to
talk about or worship God. Such stuff
to-day will not do. It is not in accordance
with the facts, but is a doctrin of superstition, hence we refuse it and oppose it.
Thus it is that no priest or preacher can

convert a real scientific man or womanthey cannot produce the evidence.
. Such assertionsas these made by Braden
m .the debate will surely make more Freet~mkers, more Liberals, and more skeptiCs. He said that Freethinkers are uncharHable ; that they gave nothing for
schools, colleges, asylums, or hospitals;
that they were a class of gamblers
drunkards, and saloonkeepers; that as ~
class they were ignorant and coarse in
manners; that they were not refined; that
they were very ignorant, and neither Mr.
Charlesworth nor Robt. G. Ingersoll knew
enough to enable him to get a certifi~ate or
diploma to teach a comn;wn school. Such
were his remarks. What do you think of
them? Here is what I think: It should be
considered an honor to be slandered by such
a "fellow," and I hope to meet better men
in "hell." I would prefer a " hell"
of honest men to a paradise of angelic
shams. Clark Braden i~ the most colossal
the most gigantic, Jumbo of a liar I eve;
heard speak. He has taken the premium
the bakery is his. But after all it might
be well to thank the "reverend" gentleman (?) for the negativ good he has done
the cause of Freethought in this debate,
for to my mind the cause has been immensely benefited by the discussion, even
though the "reverend " professor and
"master of arts" did read his composition
direct from manuscript. That was his
method of debating-he came on the stage
and read a composition. Mr. Charlesworth did not read a composition, but
affirmed and declaimed the grand doctrins
of Secularism with a precision and accuracy
that at once showed the proficiency of a
master. I do not think the people of
Seattle can ever pay the debt ofpositiv
good and positiv gratitude they owe to
Mr. Charleswo1 th. I say to the Liberals
throughout the land, from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, all over the world, that Mr.
John R. Charlesworth is one of the best
advocates we hav. His exposition of
modern Secularism-or modern thought if
you like-is superlativ. He is radical refined, and refreshing. Employ him whenevel· possible to down the monster Superstition. (Let there be more scientific
light! Drive away the clouds pf priestcraft!) · And, last but not least, treat him
well, and he will do you good.
For Universal Mental Liberty,
CHAs. F. BLACKBURN.

On the Propel' Rearing of Children, and
Other Topics.
INDEPENDENCE, CAL., Feb. 4, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am a subscriber to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and made personal acquaintance with Mr. Putnam during his
sojourn here last fall, and I must say, as a
great many others do, that it was a treat
never to be forgotten. I am sorry that
this valley is so isolated from the outside
world, which necessarily prevents a man
like Mr. Putnam from being with us very
often. But I believe that during the short
time that he was hs:Jre he did more in putting people to thinking for themsel vs than
all the preacher's prayers will avail in asking God to let them (the preachers) think
for them, for the next ten years.
There are a good many whole-souled
Liberals here, but several are hypocrits.
Some, through policy's sake, cater to
the demands of Christ's pets; while others
go to church for the same reason that
most preachers go lor-that is, the company of pretty women-only the preachers
fare better, for they draw a salary and all
that foolish people are willing to giv them.
So far as my individual self is concerned,
I hav given my last mite to the cause of
religion; for I consider an intelligent
minister of the gospel as much of an impostor as the Jews did J. Christ,. and
those that are not intelligent are more to
be pitied than blamed. They are superstitious fanatics, and the people ought not
to trust in God as to what harm they might
accomplish, but take them in charge as
the law requires and place them where
other insane persons are kept. If God
will not take care of such fanatics mankind ought to, because I never heard of
God interceding in behalf of preachers
and preventing them from committing
crime, so that they would not be subject
to the punishments inflicted by man.
I hav a family with two girls, eleven
and thirteen, and would sooner any time
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giv them twenty-five cents to go fishing
on Sunday than one nickel to go to
Sunday-school and giv the heathen. The
Sunday recreation givs them physical
strength and better prepares them for
their week's school, whereas the Sundayschool fills their heads so full of nonsensical hobgoblin myths that Jesus
and their geography are liable to get mixed,
so that they wouldn't know whether Chicago was in heaven, or hell was in New
York city. Great heavens! why don't the
religious people buy some bankrupt
country and manufacture saints to order?
Transfer all the heathen to it. It would
certainly be cheaper. Then the corporations that control the system of the conversion. of heathen could ·utilize them as
slaves and get a profit from them. It
would then be immaterial to those whose
cries are for a place in heaven fo1· the
poor heathen whether they got to heaven
or not, for they do not work for the souls
of heathen near so much as they do for
their own stomach's sake. I never heard
from heaven and do not know whether
Chinese, Africans; Indians, and AngloSaxons all change the color of skin and all
become one color, and whether that color
will be white, black, yellow, or red. I
fancy what a general "kick" there would
be if the negro retains his color and odor
and some rabid old Democrat, who
wouldn't hav anything to do with an
African only to get his vote on election
day in this world, was to be called to
Abraham's bosom at the same time.
I rather think· that old Abe of biblical
fame would hav as much trouble o:r. hill
hands in keeping peace as Uncle Abe of
our late war had in the same cause;
human nature being selfish, which shows
out plainer in religion than in any other
thing, for no sectarian organization giv
entrance into heaven only through their
own gates, and would sooner see people
burnt at the stake than hav them try to
enter heaven from any other direction
than their own. No doubt the same system would prevail in heaven that did in
the South before the war, and in the times
of the Bible· and histories too numerous
to mention; and perhaps not being able
to decide which race should predominate,
God, the devil, Abraham, and the Ghosts
would make servants out of all of them.
That seems to hav been their principal
business, making slaves out of all that
were subduable, killing off the balance for
not being obedient, and it seems to me that
by force of habit they are likely to continue, and they will move heaven and hell,
or else move the walls of heaven to some
inland place and move hell-fire to where
no one can bother their Sunday. I worked
all day to try and get a roof on my stable
in order to keep my cow and horse from
the inclemency of the weather, but the inclemency of the weather got here first.
The result was that we four animals got
the worst of it. The cow, calf, and horse
got baptized for about thirty-six hoursworse than a Baptist immersion-and I
was taken sick that night with a severe
chill which lasted about two hours. All
alone, my folks being absent, I could not
send for a doctor until dAylight approached. I did not pray for daylight, for
I learned in my young days that I never
did get what I prayed for. If I wanted
skates, I would perhaps get a Rollo book;
and if I prayed for a nice painted sled on
Christmas, I would hav to be satisfied with
a rough board affair, which I would hav
to either build myself or bother an older
brother to make for me-no iron on the
bottom, and perhaps the grain of the runners running in the wrong direction, it
sliding about as well up hill as down,
myself and sled both an object of ridicule
by the more fortunate ones whose parents
had money to pay for more beautiful
coasters and did not hav to pray to God for
them. So far as not being able to provide
the luxuries I most desired, I blame no
one. But I do blame my parents a little
bit, who lived their whole lives in the
Methodist Episcopal church-and many a
hard-earned penny went for· its supportfor deceiving me at that early age into
exerting myself to my utmost in my infant
endeavors to hav desires flilfilled--never
going into anything more extravagant
than a nice red sled, so that I would not
be a laughing-stock of all the boys. Of
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course other boys fared worse than I did,
not even getting a rough board sled, and
when asked where their sled was saying that
they wouldn't hav a sled ; but you could
see them trading all of their surplus gum,
candy, raisins, and marbles, and one-half
interest in all of their walnuts, hickory
and hazel nuts, to get a few rides down
hill, maybe yielding up their last slate pencil, and going and telling their parents that
some big boy took it from them, and getting boxed on their ears. Why don't parents tell their children the whys and wherefores and reasons that they can't hav
certain things, and not force them to lose
confidence in their parents for deceiving
them, telling them to pray to God for
health, that is prayed for and never
comes-pray for things that we could not
keep from coming if we wanted to, and
not one prayer granted in a billion that
anyone knows of? This is my prayer:
Rain-clouds that are up on high
Pour out thy contents on earth ~hen dry
That all creation and every nation
'
Will produce subsistence bountifully
We do not beg our daily bread
·
But desire our health to gain it·
We do not wish to sin against, '
Nor hav others sin against us.
lf temptation lurks in the path of right
Crush it as you would an adder
'
For that will giv us powPr and glory
:For ever and everybody! Hurrah!
Not quite so poetical as the popular
Lord's prayer, but will hav just as much
force. Neither is it much on the rhythmical
order.
No, fellow-sinners, I did not pray, send
for any preacher or Christian Scientist, but
lay all night with a burning fever, my
breath as hot as the smoke of hades and I
did not see any devil with a hand-blast
either, counting away the dragging
hours, sleepless, my body full of pain.
Then, when morning came, the first individual I saw I invited to go for a
doctor as soon as God would let him.
God did not interfere with the messenger's
speed, and the dispenser of pills was on
time. After taking his medicin I was
recommended to sit by the fire and sweat.
I won't be as selfish as the few who hav located all the available space in heaven, but if
anyone gets left out in the cold I giv them a
special invitation to come down where we
hav fires, for I find fires are useful as well
as comfortable. I followed the doctor's
advice, aml read all of 'rHE TRUTH SEEKERS
that had accumulated for six weeks, during
au absence in San Francisco and other
places on the west side of the Sierra
Nevada mountains, and believe that I am
doing as well as though I had put in my
time praying to - - .
The doctor himself is somewhat Liberal
in religion. Of course, if you ever hav
any dealings with doctors and lawyers you
know their prices vary as much as the
different church creeds, or the preachers
on the Bible, only when you fee a lawyer
or doctor you know what you get or don't
get for the fee, but when you fee a
preacher you don't get anything visible
for the outlay.
The doctor's wife is also a practicing
physician but. a rabid church-member.
They were divorced a short time ago-too
much religion on one side and not enough
on the other. She is a pretty smart woman,
but I know that the old man has to be
called in when the case is unusual. He
trusts in his own exertions and what science
has developed, and she trusts too much in
Jesus. Science will get away with Jesus
yet.
It is funny that J csus (great physician
that he was), powerful to accomplish anything beyond the knowledge of man and
the discoveries made by scientific investigations, should humiliate his advance agents
so much as to permit another, who worshipsno other spirits but an occasional glass
from behind the bar, to come and complete a job that the agent and Christ both
could not get away with. I know how it
was with me when I was learning my
trade. I would be working on a job that I
was not doing just up to the standard and
the boss would snatch the work from me and
proceed to finish it up. I felt mad, and
it was only his size that kept my mouth
shut-he weighed two hundred and sixty
pounds, I weighed one hundred and forty
pounds-too much "heft" against science
there, as well as religion and the World's
Fair.
w~r. F. MATLACK.
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6AiZdrsn' s Gornsr.
Edited bv Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, J}Ja.is., to whom a.ll CommunicaUonR fm· this Corner should be sent.
"Between the da.rk and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da~y's occurations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

futch Lullaby.
Wynken, Blynken, and Nod one night
Sailed off in a wooden ~hoeSailed on a river of crystal light,
Into a sea of dew;
"Where are you going, and what do you wish?'
The old moon asked the three;
"We hav come to fish for the herring-fish
That liv Jn this beautiful sea;
Nets of silver and gold hav we!"
Said Wynken,
Blynken,
And Nod.
The old moon laughed and sang a song,
As they rocked in the wooden shoe,
And t.he wind that sped them all night long
Ruffled the waves of dew.
The little stars were the herring-fish
That lived in the beautiful sea;
";Now cast your nets wherever you wishNever afeared are we;"
So cried the stard to the fishermen ttree;
Wynken,
Blynken,
And Nod.
All night long their nets they threw
To the stars in the twinkling foamThen down from the skies came the wooden
shoe,
Bringing the fishermen home;
'Twas all so pretty a sail it seemed
As if it could not be,
And some folks thought 'twas a dream they
dreamed
Of sailing that beautiful sea;
But I shall name you the fishermen three;
Wynken,
Blynken,
And Nod.
Wynken and Blynken are two little eyes,
And Nod is a little head.
And the wooden shoe that sailed the skies
Is a wee one's trundle-bed.
So shut your eyes while mother sings
Of wonderful sights that be,
J; nd you shall see the beautiful things
As you rock in the misty sea
Where the old shoe rocked the fishermen
three:
Wynken,
Blynken,
And Nod.
-Eugene Field..

'l,he Cliff-Dwellers.
When North Ame1ica was discovered the
European people called it the New World,
thinking they had found a country in
which man did not exist; or, at least, not
civilized man; but they did not then know
of the cliff-dwellers, the remains of whose
habitations indicate that they possessed
about the same degree of civilization as
was pmsessed by the Europeans -of the
same centuries.
When the mounds of the moundbuilders were discovered they were
thought to be the greatest works of the
primitiv man in America, but t.heir works
and relics fade away into insignificance
before the grandeur of tbe works left by
the cliff-dwellers.
Among the ruins of the cliff-dwellers is
found one building about the size of the
Patent Office at Washington-its ground
measurement being four hundred and
twenty-five by eighty feet. The building
was four stories high and conta-ined five
hundred rooms, or room enough for the
accnmmodation of about one thousand
people. Such massiv remaios show that
the cliff-dwellers were once a very
numerous . and powerful people, for
otherwise they would never hav undertaken and been able to erect such a massiv
building.
The principal ruins of the cliff-dwellers
are found in the mountainous regions of
southern Colorado and northern New
Mexico and Arizona. The area in which
the ruins are found is sevrrn.l thousand
miles in extent.
'.rhe ruins hav but recently been found,
as the country in which they are located
is a wild and desolate place, which, until
recently, was never explored by the white
men, which fact accounts for our very
mt>ager knowledge of this once powerful
race which erewhile flourished, but is
now an almost forgotten race.
The dwellings of the cliff-dwellers are
built in caves, which hav be en hollowed
out in the side of the clifi by themselvs or

nature-no one can now tell which. The
dwellings, as a rule, are built about one
hundred feet from the top of the cliff,
which would seem to indicate that they,
and not nature, had hollowed out the
caves in which their dwellings were built.
How they reached their dwellings is
also a disputed question-some explorers
claim they descended from above, while
others claim they ascended from below;
the ruins are at present inaccessible from
either position; without the aid of ropes,
hooks, and ladders.
The houses were built of blocks of sandstone, stuck together by a mortar made of
mud; the inside of the walls are plastered
with some white substance resembling
chalk. The floors of the second stories
are of red cedar covered with the same
white substance as the walls.
In the ruins of the dwellings are found
remains of their cooking utensils, implements of war, the products of their looms,
their pipes, and strings of beads evidently
worn by the belles of these people-it
seems that in most of the early races
the women folks always tried by ornaments to improve on their appearance and
were probably a little vain, just as the
women of to-day are. These people it
would seem were the most advanced in
the art of weaving, for some of their cloth
which was found in ruins is soft and pliable
and is smooth and carefully woven. The
cloth made by them compares very favorably with the cloth made by our grand-mothers. They were skilled in the art of
making pottery. A number of pieces hav
been found which are painted in a number of different colors, and some pieces are
found which hav the ornamented work
raised.
Their implements of war, of
which a goodly number hav been found,
would indicate that they, no less than their
Christian brothers, indulged in the Christian pastime of killing their neighbors and
destroying their homes. A further evidence of their warlike character is shown
by the fact that most of their houses contain portholes. Brave indeed must hav
·been the enemy who dared to attack these
people in their strongholds, which were
situated so advantageously for defense.
The cliff-dwellers were evidently an agricultural people, as remains are found of
reservoirs and irrigating ditches, from
which they obtained the water to irrigate
their crops. That they raised corn is
known from the fact that corncobs are
found among the ruins of nearly all the
houses. They are also supposed to hav
known the art of bread-baking, as large
ovens are found near most of the houses.
The mummies which hav been found
show that the cliff-dwellers were a rather
large and athletic people, closely resembling the red men of to-day. The number
of years since their dwellings were inhabited is variously estimated from five hundred to one thousand years; in either
ev~nt they all perished from some unknown cause many years before the
advent of the Europeans.
WILLIAM L. PALM,
Denver, Col., Feb. 3, 1893.

_Correspondence.
Feb. 20, 1893.
DEAR MISS WixoN: This is the first letter of mine to the Cornrr. I am nine
years old. I go to school. I study reading, spelling, physiology, and arithmetic.
Papa takes THE TRUTH :::iEEKER and I like
to reRd the Children's Corner. If· this
escapes the waste-basket I will write again.
I will close for this time.
From your Liberal friend,
MAGGIE LoCHBAUM.
[We hope to hear from Maggie again.
She must take pains with her spelling and
punctuation.-ED. C. C.]
VERA CRuz, Mo., Feb. 17, 1893.
FRIEND l\'Irss WIXoN: This is my first
letter to the Corner. And I hope it will
not be the last. I want to correspond
with my friends who write to this Corner.
I hav been reading some of their letters,
and thought I would write a few lines
to-day. While I was at a Baptist revival
I was disgusted, and still felt sorry for
some of them. They would roll around
like a horse with the colic, and some were
hauled home like a dead hog, almost insensible. I think preachers that will excite people's minds in that way ought to
be pnt in jail, or made to quit preaching
such nonsense to the people. I hope to
liv to help enlighten the minds of the
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people and get that superstition out ?f
their minds of an imaginary God and devil.
I will close for this time.
Your Liberal friend,
0. B. DAvis.
[A very sensible letter. Our friend adds
strength to the Liberal cause.-ED. C. C.]
CLEONE, CAL., Feb. 15, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Seeing my letter in
print gave me courage to write again. I
will tell you about the storm we had here.
It demolished a church and threw one off
its foundation, leaving the saloons unharmed. That shows how much their
God cares for their church. A friend
gave me a book at Christmas, called' 'Rock
of Ages." I suppose she was trying to
convert me, but I am beyond conversion,
and always intend to be. There are some
people I know that are Liberals and are
afraid to say so, but I'm not.
There
was a woman taken from a neighboring
village to an insane asylum. Sbe became
insane over religion.
She was always
speaking of ascending to heaven. I will
close now, as I'm afra·id I'll take up too
much space and will tire you with my
letter. I remain,
·
A friend of THE TRUTH SEEJrnR,
OLGA FRITSCHE.
P.S.-If some of the boys and girls
will write to me, I will answer.
0. F.
MUNcm, IND., Feb. 17, 1893.
Miss SusAN H; WIXON, Esteemed
Friend : This evening finds me pen in
hand endeavoring to pen you a few lines.
I am still interested in the cause of
ireedom from superstition. I am living
in the city of Muncie at present.
Muncie is a thriving young city. The
only trouble I can see is, it is lik:e many
other places in having too many churches.
I hav been in Muncie six months, and I
can truthfully say I hav been inside of
but one church since I hav been here, and
I went there through curiosity, not for the
love of the churches or their people.
Muncie is awake to Freethought, but. the
people are afraid to open their mouths.
My cousin, J. E. Remsburg-, is to giv a
lecture at Daleville, March 6th. I would
like to attend, but do not know whether I
can or not.
Papa is going to move to Muncie as
soon as he can sell out at home.
Well, as time is precious, since I am
away from home, I will hav to close.
Wishing you ever so much success, I remain,
Your Freethinking Friend,
RosA REMSBURG.
SuGAR RUN, WARREN Co., PA., ~
.
Feb. 16, 1893.
)
DEAR Miss WrxoN AND YoUNG FoLKS oF
THE CORNER: It has been a long time
indeed since my name has appeared in the
Corner, but I hav not by any means forgotten the same. I never fail to read all
communications and articles in this department. Sister Fanny has written a number
of letters to the Uorner, but for some
reason or other has not felt inclined to
write any lately. We were speaking about
this last evening, and I told her I thought
we should renew our acquaintance with
the Corner and friends by a letter now
and then, as perhaps others were entertained by our letters as we are with those
we read of others.
I hav not noticed any mention lately
among the Cornerites concerning the
Columbian Exposition. I presume though,
nevertheless, each is making every calculation on being there. It will be a grand
educator. This will be one chance in a
lifetime perhaps, for many, and ought to
be made the most of by those who are
fortunate enough to attend. Here, instead
of having to start out and travel the world
over in order to become acquainted with
that which we desire to see, all is to be
brought to us. It will surely be a dazzling
sight to those of us who hav never had
such a scene presente"d to our eyes before.
I attended the Exposition of 1876, held in
Philadelphia, but was too small to derive
any benefit from it. But I intend to go to
this great Exposition, see all there Is to
be seen, and derive knowledge therefrom.
Boys and girls, one and all, make up your
minds to attend this great Exposition,
and let us go with the intention of learning
all that we can.
Below us two miles and a half, at the
little village of Kinzua, quite an excitement has prevailed for the last week owing
to the appearance of one whom they call
''the cowboy evangelist.'' A friend of
mine who has heard him tells me that he
has given the town a regular stirring-up.
In his talks to the people he deplored the
morals of the town, gave the preachers advice, and endeavored to stimulate the
people to think a little for themselvs. The
.Methodist divine, hearing he had a
crowded house each night, and seeming
to hav fears for the ideas he might
introduce. denounced him all the way
around, and among other hard names,
called him a "tramp." This the cowboy
did not like. The next night after he
heard he had been called th1s by the reverend gentleman he referred to it during
his lecture, saying: "I am not a tramp.

I hav never been given this name before.
I hav a wife and children in the West and
I support them well and honestly. Any
man who cares to can write on to my town
and find out all about me, and he will find
nothing to my discredit. If that man
[referring to the minister] repeats in mv
hearing what he has said of me I'll take
his scalp!"
I did not like some of the language I
was told he used, such as the last of the
above but I think he was sufficiently pro·
voked. Surely he is not any more of a
tramp than most ministers. H;e asks_ no
one to giv toward the collectiOn raised
after each lecture who is not amply
able. He has devoted his evenings to
lectures, and in the afternoon _has appeared in Western costume, showmg how
they use the lasso- this . mainly for th;e
entertainment of the children. In this
town I speak of they are church-poor.
They hav a Methodist and an Episcopal
church to support and are preparing to
rebuild the Baptist edifice, which was
burnt some time ago. All this in a town
of some five hundred inhabitants.
I would like very much to hav some
good Liberal speaker ~ome here a~ain and
giv the people something new to hsten to.
They hav been fed so long on the musty
mouthings of eighteen hundred years ago
that they hav no idea, it would seem, that
anything of more recent date has been
prepared for listening ears. They go to
church to be popular, because their
mothers and fathers did, and to hav some
place to go, more· than anything else, I
think. I dare say no one of these churchgoers has ever read the Bible through
carefully. Had they, they might bring
their reason to bear on the book and see
that it was never written by any other
than a designing, low peoplo.
l\'Iy letter grows long, I see; I must
bring it to a close.
l\'Iiss Wixon and young folks of the
Corner, accept my heartiest wishes for a
bright and prosperous year.
MAUDE MoNTAGU MoRRISON.
[Thanks for interesting letter and renewed interest in the Corner, which, we
trust, will never be lost. It is an encouraging fact to know that some of our
brightest and stanchest young ladies and
gentlemen hav grown up, as it were, in
this Corner of THE TRUTH SEEriR.-ED.
C. C.]

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
"Write me no more fables, lest I- be a fool ana
?"eaa the ?"iiJ.IJ.les awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
l'l'peached; The Fabulous Clai~s of Judai~m;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ane1ent Symbol}sm
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys· to B1b1e
Stories · The Fable of the Fall; Search for the ·
"Last 1 dam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The brama of the Go~pels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Chnsts; A Reve rendt
1
Critique on Jesus; A Few Frag:ments; Boo
Salvation· 1'he Thin@ That Remali!Price, cloth, $1.50. Fort sale at th1s office.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
B:v BRONSON D. KEELER.
CONTENTS: The Hebr&w Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now CaUea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Pauer. 50 cents: cloth. 75 oents.

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf1
I RlfNCf.
By s. P. Putnam.

Being the sto_!Y of his reli~ious life and mental
Journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
t-eachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. 1'he plagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apollonius
especially in view of the historica references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, I5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Mrss SADIE SPIELMAN, of Freeport, Ill.,
has lain 'for a week in a trance into which
she fell in the excitement of a revival.
Her recovery is doubtful.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

AT Cincinnati last Sunday a whole
theatrical company was arrested for presuming to offer an entertainment in competition with the churches.
AT Caldwell, Tex., a cyclone demolished
tl}e .Methodist church. In Mississippi a
s1milar storm blew a cow a mile and
hurled her into a church through the roof.
AT Berlin, Germany, Elise Bohndorff a
baker's wife, murdered her ten-year did
son in a fit of religious mania. She says
"Evil spirits came and told me to do it'
so I killed him."
'

£aposure

PENNSYLVANIA has signified that it
wishes to retain its Blue laws. On the 8th
a bill legalizing the printing, sale, and delivery of Sunday newspapers was re-ported
negativly from a legislativ committee.
I,ll:IGNITz, GPrmany, which has always
been a stronghold of Freethought, has
elected Herr J ungfer, the Freethinking
can<'lidate, by a vote of 12,000 against
7,44!l for the candidate of the anti-Semites.

Facts.

l\.idicule.
By WATSON HEST.ON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Fun....Page
Pictures.

THoSE who disfavor annexation of Canada are crying to the annexationists t.hat
they are following a course which will
with scarce a don bt "involve Great Britain
and the United States in one of the
bloodiest wars in their history."
IN Ohio the elections are characterized
by a rampant sectarian hostility between
Catholics and Protestants. The latter hav
a strong organization, the American Protectiv Association, and are gaining tbe
day. Sermons exposing Catholicism are
numerously preached.

CONTENTI!!(:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
.A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His ·"Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacriftce,
Sam.son the Strong,
Rutli and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not £xcel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illum.in.a-ted covers, 81; clo-th, gilt; side s-ta:rnp, $1.50.
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FR[ ETHINK[ RS' PI CTOR IAL TfXT-B00K~
SHnWING

A.BSUBDITY A..>ID tTNTll UTHFU:'l:r
NESS OF THill CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDRJllVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
,,TATE.

'l'BE

185
WITH

Fun ....Page
lUustratiollS•

COPIOUS

CITATIONS I#

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HEST()1r
WITH PORTRAI'l' (JP'
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
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and the Priests.
he Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedallll.

2 represent
5
"
"
1
25
1
~
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~

1

4

!I
12

8

6
7

SamJ;>les of Christianity's Work.
Misswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resultll
The Church o,nd Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Ideo, of Civilization.
The Uses of the CrosN.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture tl)e assertion that nophin.g_ like it h!l-B ever be.

tore appeared in this country, and it is very donhtful1f another one. like 1t will ever agam be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit ,of 12._nttmg the book 1~ th(! reach of all

At twice the price H would have bee~ a cheaP book. Art1st .l:l.~ston as a portralt-pamtLcr.,an<~ 1d.e
signer is a wonderful success and we Judge tram our own feelli).gs that near~y every wera_ lll
America will desire a copy of this most wonderful volume.-[Freethiiikers' Magazme.
Mr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius. to
!!'reethought and has done faithful an9, noble work ,for the cause olf tnghhan'ktrgth. ~u;f t~8e s~c~
mes do not 'make up the whole of th1s volume. 'fhere are near Y wo nn e pages th .a m
:.U.at~er that serve first as exp~anations of thhe illns.tratifontsh, andwshe~o~!hdlJ!ofJ \1x;~to Xffov:eth~ru\~!
~als1ty of the church's professwns and the . YJ?O~lSY o
ose
· be
t · tM
book is one of the best weapons again~t Chnt~tiamty and the church t at has ever en pu ln
b&llds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

~~~., board covers, $2; cloth,, .2.80.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLA.D SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles BrarUaug_h............. 5
2 Serular Responsibility. G. J. Holyo~tke..... 5
4 Inflttence of Christianity on Civilizatio• .
Underwood ................................. 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. lliax Mueller ..... 10
8 Religioll of Tnhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Re!Rtion of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 Epidemi11 Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 PhilosophY nf Spiritualism. LVIarvin ........ 50
12 'T'yndall's Belfast Inaugural and Portra t .. 2.<;
13 Essa vs on Miracle8. Da vird:iume.... .. .. .. . l 0
14 J.and Question. Charles Brad~•ugh........ 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .filrst Paren·s?
Charles Brad laugh....................... .. 5
16 WhvDo M~n Starve? Charles Bradlaugh .. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Rro.dlaugh ... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol:voalte..... 5
20 Sunerstitio' Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake
. . . .. .. 5
91 Defense of Secula.r Principles. ll. Watts.... 5
22 Is thA Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... 5
21 The Ch•istian Deitv. Charles Watto.. . . . . . 5
24 Moral Value of th,.Bible. Charles Watts .... 5
2.'; Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamt:v: It• Nature and Influence on
Civilization. Charles Watts. .... . .... 5
28 'fhoughts on Atheism. Austin Holvoake... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake ......................... 5
80 Philosophy of Secularism .. Charles Watts.. 5
88 Is There a God? Charles 13rarUatwh. ... •... 5
.. ... !i
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh.
40 ~-'overty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Ant•.gonisti". C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Lode of DP~tth: or, Whv Rh"uld the Atheist 5
·
Fear to Die? Bv G. J. Holyoake . . ..... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi"al Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh ..
:UANNA SERIES.

Original MRnna for" God's Chosrn.". .... ..
New f,ifp of David. Charles Bradlaugh....
201 Questions Without An~w~rs .... ,. ..........
Dialogue between a Chnst1an llhss10nary
a"d a Chinese llfandarin ... .. ...........
7 Queries Sul>mitterl to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.. . ..
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.-

1
3
5
6

5
5
5

10
10

RoME is thronged with embassies from
every part of the world to the pope's jubilee. There are special missions not only
from the Catholic sovereigns, lmt also
from Protestant rulers such as Emperor
William of Germany and Queen Vietoria,
while the sultan of Turkey, the shah of
Persia, the emperors of China and Japan,
and a number of the maharajahs of India
hav sent envoys with costly gifts.
ONE thing deterring the local directory
of the World's Fair from opening that exhihition with prayer is the difficulty of
selecting a minister agreeable to all
churches. Then, according to Director
Lawrence, "prayers are not necessnry."
"We will open the Exposition," suid he
"just as a store or bank is opened fo;
business, and nobody ever heard of a
store being opened for business with
prayer."
IN Boston the annual report of the assessors shows that the total valuation of
real property is nearly $1,100,000,000, of
which $136,271,377 is exempt from taxation. A petition has been presented before the legislativ committee for the taxation of church property. The statement
of the assessors that the houses and land
t,hus exempt represent a total of $14,757,800 was the cause of this agitation, which
is to come again before the house in a few
clays.
TYNDALL, the famous scientist and champion of Freethought, says of Home Rule
and its leader Gladstone: "A great
political party, submerging its own judgmP~t., fopows an aged and erring man far
more abJectly than pious Catholics follow
the pope of Rome. He has had his vears
of sanity; he has dug his Suez canal; he
bas gone on to his Panama, but instead of
wrecking himself upon the enterprise he
is bent upon wrecking his country. An
individual may go mad, but the wonder
and amazement of the present situation is
the faith-madness of a whole party. Argument is lost upon them. History is valueless. Experience goes for naught."

9 Ne~atlr8'ai''Jiinaii.' · cJ1~:~.':Bra(uiiili£1i.::::::: ~
10 A Few Word" about the Devil................ 5
11 NewT ifP of .Tacob........ ... ........ .... . .... . 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho~oake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Rsther. n olyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostlee: A Farce. A. H..
.. . 10
15 Luilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
A MoNTREAL dispatch says: "There are
16 Twelve Anostles. Charles Bradlaul/h....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Braillaugh...... 5 twenty thousand Orangemen in Canada
18 What Did Jesus Teach? ll. Bmdlanvh...... 5 who are activly, though secretly, prepar19 J'few Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of llfoses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5 ing to help their brethren in Ulster should
21 A Secular Pmyer. Holyoakc. Per doz ..... 10 the Irish Home Rule bill pnsR. OrangeOn orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will senu men here thoroughly believe that trouble
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth from Catholic tyranny will occur in Irefor $3, and $10 worth for $5.

land if the measure becomes law, and a
prominent member of the Orange order in
A Naw Number of The Truth Seeker Library. Quebec states that Orangemen al'e prepared to assist Ulster with money
or with men if necessary. The different
lodges all over the Dominion are in activ
correspondencP, and a large sum of money
is already subscribed. Negotiations hav
been opened with Aust.ralia, where there
:Sy Helef'\ H. Gardef'\er.
is a very large body of Ulster Protestants,
On6 of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and and a contingent is promised from there
Strongest Lectures Against
to go to Ireland. One of the steamship
the Bible.
companies here bas been ask~>cl for rates for
Every Woman Should Read It several thousand men. 'l'he OrangP official
who gave the information is employed on
and
the Canadian Pacific railroad, and he EayR
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
there are hundreds of men on thatro11•l
eager to strike work and go to Ireland."
Price, 10 cents.I:Address this office.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
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Superstition in All Ages. GOYEBHMEBT

ROBERT G.

Contents: Derivations and . Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Principles of Government; Functions
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration of IndeQendence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment: Mai·riage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; What a
Government Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed" and
"Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn what
government is. Whether they will agree with
his statement of what government is deptnds
upon whether they_lean to Socialistic or Ana-rchistic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this hook.
Price, $1 50. Sold by l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
~8 Lafayette place, New York City.

A

INGERSOLL'S
Christian-

WORKS.
--o--

ity and Ex·
posed the
Falseness
of that He-

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

NATHANilL vAUGHAN~

·
C.)mprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individnality,_Heretics and Heresiea
Paper, 5j cents; cloth, $1.

UHOS1'S AND OTHER LELTURES.

Incinding The Ghosts, Liberty of ll'lau, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of lndepend·
ence, About Farming in Ulinois, Speech Nominating Jame' G Blotine for Presidency in 1876,
The Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex:. Ular!re, 'l'he Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream.
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

.Pr'i•st ill'\d Mal'\.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Contents: Some llfistakes of llfoses, Free Schools, 'I'he Politicians, }fan and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Mondayi Tuesday, Wednesday, 'l'hnrsday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let n• Make 111 an, Snnda_y, The Necessity for a Good Memory, The Garden, l'he Pall,
DampnesH, Bacchus and Ba.bel, l!'aith in Filth, 'l'he Hebrews, Tho Plagues, The Flight, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Tal
mage, of Brooklyn, to which is added a 'l'a.lmagian Catechism. Paper, eo cents; cloth, $1.25
cloth, gilt, $1.5(1,
·

BLASPHEMY.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N.J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. It,; legal acumen i; unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for" bln.sphemy." Wherever Christian persecntiou 1s going
on this arg_nment should be free!' circulated, read Co the Christians, and expounded on everJ
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WHAT :MUST WE DO TO BE

8

SAVED~

Analyzes the so-called gospels of Matthew, Ma.rk, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapte;
each to the Cathe>lics, Episcopalians, 1\iethodistshPresbyterians, Evan!'elical Alliance, and an~wers the question of the Christians as to what e proposes instead of Christianity-the religwnof sword and Jlu.me. Paper, 25 cents.

A NO VEL"

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

By FREDERIKA liiACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," otc., etc.

-oA COLLECTION OF

An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circnmAtance sncli as evm::.
George Eliot might not httve been ashamed to
own as hor first novel. . • . A more vigorous
"Jresentment of tho mischievous nature of modern
OhristianHy, in its most honest and consist.ent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOR

Libsral ali.d etl).ical .Societies,
for .Scl).oole alj.d
tlj.e Hol"l').e.

1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
A,MreRR
'1 HR TRUTH R'F.li'.KF.H

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.CoMPILED
Price, $1.50.

BY

A SUMMARY OF

L. K. WASHBURN.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

For. eal" o.t 'l'HTf'l Oli'lJ'TOlil.

Prl~.A.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution,
R. G. Ingersoll. _Paper, 15 cents.

BY

A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

SALADIN

CIVIL RlGHT_, SPEECH.
With S;Jeech of Ron. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents

OPENING SPEECU TO THE JURY:
CRIMES

In the suit of the B. & l\1. Tel. Co. vs. W (].Tel. Co., 1886. Paper, 10 cents.
AGAI~Sl'

CRIMINALS.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
A Pr03e-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel}, 50 cent&

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

Au Intervie'v on their Comparative J\lerits. and Opinions on the Trial of the Chi ·ago
Ananhists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
-

INGERSOLL ON .McGLYNN.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL CATECHISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLArRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF IIISrORY.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christiau.
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
The lecture i< "grand one, and was receive•l by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, which spealm well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet con&ams 1~ page 8 ,
beautifully printed . .Price, 6 cent.;; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR lTION OS ROSco:__ CONKLING.
Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE JO'NSTI1'UTION.

One of the best papers Co~onel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRE I..T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
At the Paine celebr.J.tion in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50' cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLmm.

.
C0~1'ENTS.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt.; Individuality· Thomas Paine; Heretics and IIere,,.. ste~; The Ghosts; The Liberty of JILL' Woman; and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Decla"' ratwn of Independence,,Jnly4, 1876; \Vhar, I Know About Farming in DlitiOi': Sp8e ,h M Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre3idencv; The Pa>tRises Before Me
or, Vi~ion of .War, an extract from a Speech made at the So'tdiers' and Sailors' R ·union
a,t .Ind!anap,olls. llld·.• Sept. 2! 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
Cnmes Agatnst Cnmmals; Tnbute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Soma l\'f[st-tkes of .J\loses·
What llln,t We Do _to be Saved? Six Intervi~ws .with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De W1tt Talmage, D.D. · to which IS added a Talmagian Catechism, and :Fou•
Prcfac8s, which contairrsom3 of i\Ir. Ingersoll's wittiest and bright9st sayings.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half calf or half moroca:
mottled edges, 1,357 pages, good paper, large type, post Svo. Pr!Cc, postpaid, $5.

LIBE-RTY IN LITERATURE.

Tes~imonia} to W.alt Whi~man.

~

Editor of the

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cent'

PHOTOGRAPH (CABUET) OF R. G. HGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWX.
~ (A home picture.) 50 cents.
PHOl'OGRA.PH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (DlPERHL), 7~ x 13 inches, $1.50,
S'rAGE AND THE PULPIT.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

r;v'{. STEWART ROSS),

A LAY SERMON.

22x28 inches, heavy platJ paper, 50 cents.

.

r;.o'nAnb.

b~

Lllll'l'ATIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

nloth.

BOOKS

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of fue ministers.
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

ORTHODOXY.

AHALYZED.

Ey COL. JOHN_R. KeL.SO.

.

"Let us put_ wreaths O'J- the brows of the livino." An Ali
dress delivered m Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, With portrait of Whitman. Containing alsc

COLONEL JNGEI~SOLL'S ADDRESS A'I' 'J.'IIE FUNERAL OF WAL'J.' \'VIIl'I'•
lliAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

Fifth ed~tion, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. contttining 3'3 pages. This is
be:von<:J. question, tjw 9heape~t and most ele<;ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanicaJ
Jp fimsh I~ ~orth v of 1ts I!ltrmsw excellence. No expense has.been spared to make it the thing o'
beautyrt Is. The type IS large auq cl~ru:, the paper heavy, lughly c>tlendered tmtlri,lhly tinte(
the presswork faultless, ~n\l the bmdmg as perfect as phe be.<t materi>tls an.i skill can make it
As to the contentshit 1s enough to say that they Include all of the choicest utterances o
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
;r'hosiJ who have not ~he good f'ortu,ne to own all o.f J\;Ir. IJ1gersoll's published works, will
have m tl]Is hook of.sel~ctwns m&ny b\"Ight. samples gf his lo lty. thought, his matchless eloquence, his wonrl.erfnl Imager.v, and h1s ep1grammatic and poet10power. The collection includes all of the" Tributes" that have become f').mons in literature-notably those to his brotllec
K C. ingersoll, Lmcoln, Grant, Beecher, Conklmg, Conrtl>tndt lVI. Palmer, l\Iary Fi"ke Elizur
Wr;ight: his peerless monqgraphs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and Morality
Sc\e~ce, Nature, :rhe Jmagmatro,n. Decomtion Day Oration~ What is Poetry, J\Iusic of Wagner:
Qngm and De~tmy, Leaves of Grass," and on the gr.eat neroes of, intellectual Liberty. BeSides these are mnumer~ble gElm' taken here and there from t..he oratwns, speeches, arg unwnts,
toast';'.!,lectnres,)utter~, mterviews, anr1 day by rJ.ay conversat.lop~ of tp~ author.
.
T:(le book Is. d.esigned fqr, aml Will be accepted by, ar!mir\ng fnends as a rare personal
lonvemr. To help I~ serve tl).1s ]2nrpose, a fine steel portrait,,wiph !lntof(rp.ph fac-simik, has
oeen prepare\l especially fo~ It. In the more eleg').nt styles of bmdmg It Is eminently" u.ited
for presentatiOn purposes, for any seaS<jU or oceasion.
PRIOES.-;-In cloth,, beveled boards, gqt erl.ges $2.50; in h~tlf m<Jrocco, gilt edges, $5; h hnJf
flalf, mottled ~dg.es, library j'tyle, ~4.50; Ill full 1:rnrkey morocco, gilt, exqubitely liue. $'7.50:
In full tree calf, highest possible fimsh, $9. v
· ..,

- Any of the above sent to any address, by express, prepai<l, or mail post ft"ee
on recei11t of price. Address THE TRUTH SEEKRR, 28 Lafayette PJ.. , 'N,.,w Vorl£'

.~.~ONDON

.AGNOSTIC JOURN.AL.':l

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h~ve earned tl)e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound critlcismiof caustic
humor, of sledgehammtr vehemence, of scathing satire, of pathos and elog.nence. tis one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters,. $1.25.
·
.;; -~

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wliter said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books e:ver i•sned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?

•

The evidence for the r. surrection is in this book carefully considered\.and found wantinlj'. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aueged m.'racle, for
it I3 c, rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.
-

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden;•ation of the known facts upon this subject, proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such oomments
as only l:lalaclir. can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of t)le Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subiects are: A Last Interview with a.
Man of Uemus; An Essay on Stirpicnlture; Asceticism ana Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God rn the Constitution; llruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This hook reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
·

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, Jragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;\' one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Br.ladiD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~ra.llows. Printed from :m&DU•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
·

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short storf of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Court
said: "'l'his nove will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's iltory, • Is
l'ltis Your Son, J\'[y Lord?'" In paper, 25 emits.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous relilj'ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lecher:v of the Confessional; '!'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts frum Dens and l,ignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have l!'ostered Learning·; Her ,A.tte pts a.t Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Crimmal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
tt
W!:r -..1.1 of theae works add.reu
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GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

Gems of <}fhought.

The Mrlh of the Great Delu$'e• By
James :M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?les, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read i. is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-1'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dy.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of ~ew York
city.. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The· book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.
Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history of the world that a Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
was received bv the club with continuous aPplause from beginning to e~d. The .PamI>hlet contains 12 pa~jreS, beaut1fully prmted.
Price, 6 cents; ten cop1es, 50 cents.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature 1\'III.y 9, 1888. Price, 4
cents.
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
II. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for_,ao
cents.
·
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolopel Ingersoll ever__wrote. In paper cover W1th likeness
of author. J:'rice, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
What Would Follow the Eftacement of
Christianity t By George J acC!b ~oly
oake. This is a most valuable cqntnbutwn. to
Freethought literature. Bound m paper Wlth
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
By George Jacobllolyo&ke. With goodliken~ss
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten cop1es
for $1.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
L Green editor of the Freetl!inleer:s Magazine.
A. good nussionary document. Pr10e, 15 cents
per dozen.
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine at the late Paine celebrati!>n in
New Y~rk city. Price, 6 cents; ten cop1es for
50 cents.
Standing Up for Jesus; or what the editor of the Freetll.tnkers' Ma{}azine th.inks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five cop1es for
50 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 La.fayette pla.oe. New York.

I WOULD rather die than be eternally
tormented by the dread of losing my
liberty upon the most trifling complaint.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Btl M. BABCOCK.

Price.

10

ne

cents.

Agnostic Annual
-FO.R-

.... i893..Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
OONTENTlll
The Moral Sanction Leslie Stepl;len; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos Water'U The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; JJogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The City of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest;y: in Our
Convictions~.. E. Plumptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of 8®eratition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod<t The Disap~earance of the Nether World~
F. J. u-ould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Mill!~.!:; Si!;{nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; roatenalism &nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lucia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.

c.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

Colonel Kelso's Works.

WAS

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?

-Voltaire.
THE human body is a modified ammal
fm·m; the soul of man is but an animal
soul, raised by involution to a certain
power.-Burmeister.
VoLTAIRE gave the best years of his
wondrous life to succor the oppressed,
to shield the defenseless, to reverse infamous decrees, to rescue the innocent, to
reform the laws of France, to do away
with torture, to soften the hearts of priests,
to enlighten judges, to instruct kings, to
civilize the people, and to banish from
the heart of man the love and lust of war.

~

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,

A Judicia.! consideration of the question.and the
decision against the scriptures &nd the Christian
tra.dition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
EachNumber,TenUents.

.

ANEW WORK

BY

ARTHlJK B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. lii WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order a.t once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
pertmence." Price. 10 cents.
HERBERT
SPENCER:
His
life
and
yersonal
The
False Teaching of the Christian
-Ingersoll.
characteristics; his views on educatwn; his
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
religious
opinions.
By
MR.
DANIEL
GREENLEAll'
the
Christian
qhp.rch are. thirty-nine poor.
MAN has no absolute superiority over THoMPSON.
broken-down op1mons." Pr10e, 10 cents.
the brute; all his advantages are more or a. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestiT,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w. The .F.ooli,shnes~ or Prayer. "Think of
less of a mere comparativ nature. There
CHADWICK.
a. nnm•ter s pray:mg God to kill grasshoppers
is no intellectual capacity which belongs
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake~
solely and exclusivly "to man; it iii only
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
crl).sade of one against the Uolorado beetle t"
the greater strength and the higher dematerial universe ever have a beginning? By
Pnce, 10 cents.
G.rnRET P. SERVIss.
F 0 u·
velopment of these capacities which ~iv
4. EVOLUTI0N OF THE EARTH: The story of
owers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
•
him his great and marvelous superionty
geology; How the .world grew. By DR. LEWlS Spb;itnalism: Is It a Faith or a.Fact 7
over the brute. But the reason why these
G. JANES.
l'nce, 5 cents.
capacities are greater and more developed 6 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneoWI Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
in man is to be sought partly in the
generation. l:ly WILLIAlli PoTTS.
higher and more perfect development of
6.
EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi. Was Jesus Insane7 Price, 10 cents.
his organ of thought, and partly in the abdeuces from g~ology, geograghical distribution,
solute change wrought in the conditions
and comparat1ve zoology. l:ly RossiTER RAY· The Public Schools and the Catholic
of life by his erect posture, in the differ- 7. ~~· i>~~CENT OF MAN: Relation of man Church. Price, 5 cents.
ent way in which he uses his fore-limbs,
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dur~
and in the fact of his possessing articulate
tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
WAT:e~ OP. LIP.Et
CorE, Ph.D.
speech. But just as it is possible to show
in the physical development of the organ ~-EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RanT.
of thought an uninterrupted scale of
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
G. EccLES, M.D.
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr11, Pa.
gradual development from the lowest ani- 9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
mal to the highest human being, so a
growth of the family-, city1 and state: develqp..
ment of the domest10 relations;
marriage. ,l;ly
similar ascent of psychical and mental
A.. SKILTON.
properties in ever-rising development may JO.JAMES
EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin -•f rebe found in him, Neither morphology,
ligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z. I specially want 500 orders for bookil within the
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
nor chemistry, nor macroscopy, nor minext three months.
croscopy is capable of discovering an es- 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows
out
of
egoism;
the
proper
balance.
By
Friends
will
please
send stamp for circulars a.nd
sential difference between human and aniDR. LEWIS G. JANES.
WHY.
mal brains; great though the differences 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeologY:;
ELMINA Dl~AKE BLENKER,
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
may be, they are after all but differences
Snowville, Va.
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary orof degree.-Buchner.
gans; f, from geographical distribution; g,
from
discovered
links;
h~ from artificial breedTHE history which I hav traced in the
ing; i, from reversion; x, from mimicry. By
present chapter naturally leads to some
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
reflections on the ultimate consequences 13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JOHN w. CHADWICK.
of the Rationalistic method of investigation
OF EVOLUTION. Relation
as distinguished from the system of co- 14.ofPHILOSOPHY
the doctrine to__prevailing philosophical sysercion. The question, What is truth? has
tems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
certainly no prospect of obtaining a 15. THE. EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COI\'IING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
speedy answer; but the question, What is
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
the spirit of truth? may be discussed
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
with much greater prospect of agreement. 16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
By the spirit of truth, I mean that frame
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
of mind in which men who acknowledge
THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
their fallibility, and who desire above all 17.OF
HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
things to discover what is true, should adBy SYLVAN DREY.
judicate between conflicting arguments. 18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste, ovecy subj""t roc p BLI EX IBITIONS, cto.
As soon as they hav distinctly perceived
()_}A projltablc lw ... inecs JOt· a man w1th a small Ctlpilal. Al11o
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable. I~nntcrna
for Honw AmuacmcnUl.
2:!G pnge Cat.nloguo frr.e.
that reason, and reason alone, should
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, 1\'I.D .
determin their opinions, that they never 19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An . McALLISTER, 'JCg. OpLlciau, 49 Nassau St,,N, Y •
can be legitimately certain of the truth of
excellent digest
a much
vexed question,
with
-..-E-0- .
0-._-T-A-I
!l.Uotations
:fromof
many
authorities.
By HaN.
A.
...
••
what they hav been taught till. they hav
:N. ADAMs. ·
~_,
uw
'
both examined its evidence and heard 20. PRIMITIVE 1\IAN. Mau as revealed by arTerms Easy.
cheological studies; evidences of man's anfhirty~fiTe ycn.r~:~' cxJJeriencc. Exn.111inu.tiona a.ntl uo.
what can be said against it, and that any
peri" ads·, man's
a!lipcurai!Ce
porta tree. Prompt n.ttcnUou. Bend llrn.wing a.nd d&
tl.qur"ty,• geologi"c-'
influence that introduces a bias of the
Ht.l
""
Hriot.Jon tu '·· BAOOJllt ck eo .. AUy's. WA5hintrton, D.J
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolit ic raccsi
will is necessarily an impediment to inthe ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
quiry, the whole theory of persecution falls
lake-dwellers; dolmen nnd mound builrlers i.
primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
at once to the ground. For the object of
natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSON.
the persecutor is to suppress one portion 21.man's
GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
of the elements of discussion; it is to deMarriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original proll)iscuity; extermin the judgment by an influence othe1·
ogamy and endogamy; group-marnage; polygthan reason; it :ts to prevent that freedom
yny, polyandry, and monogamy; marnagc by
of inquiry which is the sole method we
capture; monogam:r the highest form of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
possess of arriving at truth.-Lecky.
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WARE.
EvoLUTION is strongly supported by ob22.
EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
servation of the development of separate
of political institutions;,. the patriarchal family;
organs of the body. • • • Thus the
the tribe and clan. By J DUN A. TAYLOR.
present horse is proved to hav developed 28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law< the conversion
from a five-toed animal. As far back as
customs into law. By PROF. ltUFUS SHELDON.
we can go we find animal forms changing 24.ofEVOLUTION
OF llillDICAL SCillNCE. Suby slow degrees. Analogy teaches that
pernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in meclicine; the beginning_!! of medical science. By
this has always been the order of nature.
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
By these evidences from fossils, Huxley
EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR The
declares:" The evolution of many existing 25.necessity
for arms and armor under the strugforms of animal life from their predecesgle for existence. By JorrN C. KIMBALL.
sors is no longer an hypothesis, but an 26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS
historical fact." The horse has changed · development of the human hand.; the earlieHt·
~~~~!Implements and tools. ByJAMEBA. SJULthe structure of his feet to conform to
1
altered circumstances that make it desir- ?:/. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
For
Men
Only,
The definition of wages; economic characterable for him to possess speed. By nutural
istics of the wage system; wagee the outgrowth Is a physicia-n of a wide and extensive practice,
selection and the survival of the swiftest,
of slavery; ori!l"in and development of the and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
the variations toward the present hoof hav
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuNToN.
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
been preserved. All t~e organs of the 28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZA- middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and
excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of ManTION. The beginnings of education; eurlv
body are traced unwaz:d 1!1 gradual stagt;s
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece, auil hood, Wasting Discharges~ Var10ocele, Mental
from the simplest begmnmgs. A favorxt
Rome: earl;t Uhnstian ide~. s or ed.Uc11tion; and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
appeal for the special-creation theory is
Catholic and Protestant views; the common Death.
.
To those alllicted and who are desirous of being
school system. By 1Yirss CAROLINE B. LE How.
to point tl!l the marvelous structure of the
cured. a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent to
29.
EVOLUTION
AND
SOCIAL
REFORM.
I.
human eye. But the eye, brain, heart,
The Theological Method. By HEV. J anN CHAD- their address for ten cents\ sealed in a. ['lain
envelope, giving causes ana S~pteme o the
lungs, limbs, a_nd di~estiv o~g;ans are found
WICK.
and a description of the Doctor's imin different ammals1n conditwns that show 30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORI\I. II. Complaint
portant medical discovery-an Outward ApplicaThe Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
a gradual ascent in structure, fz:om the
tion-a positive onre-the only remedy of the
EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORriL ill. kind in existence-with evidences of succe""·
merest suggestion of the organ to Its most 31.The
Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTEAddress,
DR. R. P. FEI,LOWS,
perfect form. From the air-bladder of
COST.
Vineland, N.l.
the fish to the lungs of man . we hav an 32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAl, REFORl\L IV. And say ron saw this advertisement in THE
The Scientific Method. Dy DANIEL GREEN- TRUTH SEEKER.
ascending series of forms, and ~n the mudDr FelhwR is an InfideL
LEAF THOMPSON.
fish that spends half the year 1ll dry mnd
ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRs.
and' half the year in water, we find the 83.~IARY
TREAT.
:J"o Jt.•'fJalu.tc tite
transition from the bladder to the lung- M. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANR. The
STOMACH, LIVER
Man and his Work. By PliO I•". JOHN FISKE.
another '' missing link. "
Scalf',!'l and
JI.NO BOWELS, TAKE
nr Each Number, Ten Cents . ...:U ·feathers are developments of ~he skm, '!"ncl
R!PANS TABULE&
in the penguin can be seen the mtermed1ate
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·~~.l'~..:~~ )3:':'? :~:.~5-U. ~~1!.6TL
~
:lB Lafayette place, New Yor!;:.
forms, half scale and ha.lf fe&ther,- Adams.
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TJ:I£. HOT£D SPEClALlST

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo,

K:Ji

pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
._,he Real Bl11.sphemers. Paper, 12,mu,
i38 pages, 50c.
Spirituali~m Sustained.
01otb, l 2rrd.
~5 pages, $1.

JTnherse .u.IW'JIIII.. t1-

Essay on Miracles.
1

By DAVID HUME.
l'riof.
l!.' Ol!lltA.
'

1~98.

18.

BOOKS B\'

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the

Reli~ion

of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H Faber. Cloth'h$2.
Address
THE T.ttUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., F~llow of University Colle!'e,
London. The purpose of this hook is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither tlie time nor the opportunit;:r}o investigate it fully for themselw•. 1. The 1, aturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolorical
Works. 3. Botanical Worlrs. 4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essa.ys.

THE TENDER MERCIES OF THE LORD.
And I will cause them to eat the flesh of their sons and the flesh of their daughters, and they shall eat
every one the flesh of his friend in the siege and straitness, wherewith their enemies, and they that seek their
lives, shall straiten them.-Jere. xix, 9.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

The Natm·al History of Religion. David
Hnme's Celebrated Essay, so foully mutilated
by Christian :publishers, printed complete, with
an IntroductiOn bv John J\J. Robertson, ed1tor
of the N alional Reformer. Price, 50 cents.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT

With the eighth edition of
Win wood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man," the cost of
'production has been les-

t sened so that we can reduce
'the price from $1.7 5 to

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Gardener's
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in its rise to its pre~ent plane. It shows how War a:r:cl Religion have been oppressive factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes his
intellectual struggle from the o.nimal period of the earth to the present, adding an outlieoe of what
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the 1\'Iacedm;.ians, Alexandria, the
11..
• Pheniciuns, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W "R
The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
· RELIGION .character of Jesus, the Christians, Arabia, Mecca, Character of 1\'Iohammed, Description of Africa, the 1\'Iohammedans in Central Africa.
Ancient Europe. Invasion of the Germans. the Castle, the Town, the
Venice, Amb Spain, the Portuguese. Discoverez:e:, the Slave 1'rade,
LIBERTY.church,
Abolition in Europe, Abolition in America, Materials of .tluman History.
Aninwl Period of the Earth, Origjn of Man, and Early History,
Summary of Universal History, The .!future of the Human Race, Tlie
I .NTELLECT• Religion
of Reason and Love.
Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

''A Digest of S c i en ce."

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND· MIND

By

Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. 'I'he Darwinian Theory; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of Man; CellSouls and Soul-Cells. Part 11. The PI"ogress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles anrl the Per:igenesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Po.ition of Evolut-ion in RelatiOn to
Science; The Origin nnd Development of the
Sense Organs. Price, $2.

The True Source of Cltris1ianity; or, .A.
Voioe J!'rom the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the que>tions-who wns Jesus
Christ? and from what Eource were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address TEE ~RUTl:l ~l!:EKEh.

IN THE.

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
.At Morristown, N. J.

The Truth Seeker library.

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. The BiograpJ:ries of three hunof this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so

long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christianpersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In Paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

I

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTa.
BEDS.
**
--o--

**

Being true accounts of the ;passing away of the
following persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and ot.llers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle'
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcethRobert
Cooper, D• Alembert, Danton, Charles uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg.e Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, A11stin Holyoake, Victor Hu_go,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mesher
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Raben1
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Pahner Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolar.l, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus..s~ John
Tolan!!; Vanim, VolnETh'. Voltaire, James vvatson,
John ·vvatts, Thomas Woolston.
Price. 25 cents.
Address
"'li11l TRU'l'li REEK:11lR.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTUREB.
Rv ;John R. Kelso, AoM•
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

dred of the most distinguished teachers a.nd
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from
the time of JHenu to the present. By D.l\1. Bennett. 1,075 pages, svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church : Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical
sketches of prominent Christians. A com_panion book to "The World's S!),ges," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges.
Price, $4 50.

The Gods and Religions of .Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the gods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrisk Virgj.n Mary1 and the
Bible. 835 pages, svo. v ol. II descrioes fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupyinK 372 pag~s. being fully_gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llanda:ff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of DeismA
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights or
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

.Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and.
sent br expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

HAND-BOOK

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

FREEl'H OUGHT.

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only &2.7:>.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of booke, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific Keries," etc., by bringing together, in
slmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Do VOU WiSh to be Well i·nJw-medf

THEN READ A CHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY k'IlOlll THIS niBLE 01'
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enlighte.ning, and will leacl you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature

-I.

e., appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.

You must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

OF

By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensecl and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
·
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Heason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the disputed points between Christianity and Freethou&"ht. P1·ice,
$1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEU.

Vol. 20.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
No. 12. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, March 25, 1893. {28 LAFAYETTE ~L.} $3.00 Per Year.

CHRISTIANITY AND SOME OF HER STOLEN RUBBISH.

BOOKS B\'
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

• .

The Secret of the East; or, The Ongm

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to

SaGer~otal SeGrets.

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Self -Contra~iGtions of the Bi~le. Brain and the Bible.
Conflict 88tween Mental Science and Theology.
- - - - 1 4 .<:J4b----- ;;,
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.
Moral, Theological, Historical, ffntl Speculative
Propositions.
Preface ·oy B. G. INGERSOLL.
>r:~,
15 cents.
Unanswerable.

more fables, lest I be a fool ana
Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws "lYrite me no
reaa tlte ,--;aales awry."
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent·

·By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

CoNTENTS: The Whole T1·nth; Sacerdotalism
I peached; The F~tbulous Claims of Juclaism;
llfoses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fahle of the Fall; Search for the
"Last aclam;" What Is Known of the New Testament; The Drama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Chri<t; Jesus and Other Christs; A Hevr.rent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; TheThings That Remain.
Price.-cloth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1 ~

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H Faber. Cloth $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R,
28 Lafa:vette vlace. New York.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
. PUBLICATIONS.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~
Its Causes al)d Re&ults.
By W. S. BELL.

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By

Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. The Dar.
winian Theory; The Origin of th~ )'I_uman
Race: 'J'he Ped1gree.ofMan; On th~D1v1s10n of
Labor m the Life of Nature and of llfan; CellSouls and Soul-Cells. Part JI. The Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Pcri~tenesis of the
Plastidnle; '£he Pronfs of Evolution; The
Present Po,ition of Evolution in Relat10n to
Science; '£he Origin and Development of the
Sense Organs. Price, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David

Humc's Celebr~tted Essa.y, so foully mntiht~ed
by Christian pnblish~t·s, print0cl complete, With
an Introdnction bv John t\1. R.obertson, echtor
of the National Refol'me>·. Pnce, 50 centP.

The 'fl'Ue Source of Christianity; or, A
Voice From the G~>nges By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the qne"tions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from. what source were the qoctrines derived whrch he promulgated? Prwe,
75 cents.
Addre~s T.I::U!l 'l'~UT.ti t:!.l!lEK.En.

Reply to New York )'fJeerrer.
ING:e,;.y~(}~L.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANAltD."
Price, lo cents.

:Sy R· G.

AIfNCL

Holy Bibl(3 Abridged.
The passages unfit fur family reading.
Pl<nPr. ~n ~pnt•• doth,l'lOcenta.

Being the sto_!'Y of his relijrious life and mental
journayings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of aJl his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Pro and Con of

Su~ernatural Religion~
!Iave We a Supernatural Inspired. Mirao! ?
ulous R eligJ.On
'·'ill. Jl. GUILD.

P&per, 20 cents; cloth, .loO oen~

.Enmination of the Morals ;e.nd History:
of the New Testament.

I!Bv PBOII'. F. W. NEWMAN.

Prioe 25 .,ents.

Paper, :!.2mo, 25 ctfl.

Paine Viiiflicated

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf1 By s. P. Pntnam. I

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

~~With

The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

· Aveling, D Sc., Fellow of University Colle.,e.
London. The purpose of this boqk is to tell
something of Darwin's work to thpso who hav.e
neither the time nor the opportumt.:vto mv~stt
gate it fully for themselve•. 1. The 'Natnrah.st's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolo JC!Ll
Works. 3. Botanical Works. 4. Zonh>gical
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. Wrth a
copious index. Price, $2.

Price, 1!11.

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photo~rraJ?h of Oolonel Ingersoll, with his
grandoh1ld m his lap, a. delicate little souvenir of
l\.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's grea.test
champion a.t home, ma.y be ha.d at this omoe for
!lft:v oen1s.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH SJ!jEKER.

An important and remarkable revel•tio!l concerning the life and times of Apollomus of
Tyana, the great sage nne~ philosopher ,of ~he first
century. It is here claimed tiJat ,l)iS hfe and
t.eachings were appropri~,tr:d and .u~tllzr,cl by t.he
formulators of the Chnst1an rellgwn m t.hc mterest of so-calle<l Christianity. 1'he pla::riarjsm
ismacle plain in this brief history of Apolloum•,
especially in view of the histnrica. rcfercne.~s ~tnd
comments thereon. It is quite cviclent that. to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonms
waq suppresser].
Price 15 cents.
'
Address
1'IIE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

1

SABBATH~
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examination and .Refu.tation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
10 cents.

THE TRUTH RE.b.KEH, MARCH 25, 1 893.
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New Publications.

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Darwin and After Darwin.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J.

€.3Cpo$ure

€.3Cposure

1\idicule.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

th~.God?"

400 Pages. 200

Illustr&ted. Price, cloth,~. $2.
.
Address,
TH.I!; TRUTH SEEKER.

Full-Page
Pictures.

Antiq~ity

CONTEN"TS,:
Jacob and Esau, ·
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Barak

ROMANES.

A system& tic Ex11_osition of wh&t m&y be termed
the D&rwinism of D&rwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l'ener&l reader r& ther th&n to profe•sed n&tur&lists.
Mr. Romanes is well known &s one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
besides r&nking With Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge &nd &bility. And this IB &p&rt of
his conclusion reg&rding the gre&t subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the f&cts of ad&pta.tion or to those of be&uty, everywhere throughout org&nic n&ture we meet with &bund&nt
evidence of n&tur&l c&us&tion, while nowhere do
.we meet with &ny independent evidence of
snpern&tur&l design. . . . Ad&pt&tion &nd
beauty &re &like receiving their expl&n&tion &t
the h&nds of &purely mech&nic&l philosophy. . . .
All n&tnre h&s thus been tr&nsformed before the
view of the present gener&tion in & m&nner &nd
to an extent th&t has never before been possible;
and in&smnch &s the ch&nge which h&a t&ken
pl&ce h&• t&ken pl&ce in the direction of n&tur&lIBm\ and this to the extent of rendering the
mecn&nic&l interpret&tion of n&tnre nnivers&l, it
is·no wonder if the religions mind h&s suddenly
&W&kened to & new &nd & terrible force in the
words of its tr&dition&l enemy-Where is now

Unveiled.

Jephthah and His Human Sacriftce,
Samfon the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some SttJries from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

-aAncient Voices
f'rom the Spirit
Realm d.isclose the
most Startlina Revelations.
-o-

Boards, illu.:rnina;ted covers, 81; cloth, g-ilt side s-ta:rnp, 81.50.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

00.

[ILLUBTIIATED.J

FRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
(

SHl\WING
THE .AllSUIIDITY AND UNTlltJTHFULo
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE .AllUSI!lS
OF
A
UNION OP
CHURCH AND
,;TATE •

.
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WITH

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS

o;

IJESIGNB BY WATSON HESTI.,.t.
WITH PORTRAI7' 01!'
THE JJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
:aere~nt

I

I

tl

..

..

14
lO ·

tl
i
I

25
1
4
4
I

:10
1

"
••

Uncle S&m &nd the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Th&nksgiving.
S&bb&tli L&WB.
Children &nd the Church.
W om&n &nd the Church.
The Church &nd Thom&s P&ine.
Stndies in N&tur&l History.
The Bible &nd Science.
The Clergy &nd Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitenti&ries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord &nd His Works.
Pr&yer.
The Creeds.
Christi&ns &nd Moh&mmedam.

2 represent S&mJ?les of Christi&nity's Work.
5
"
Misswn&ries.

1

25

"

1
~

4
fl

1

4

II

12
S
II

7

"
"

"

The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines &nd Their ResnlD
The Church &nd Sl&very.
Priests &nd Politics.
Irel&nd and the Church.
Church's Ide& of Civiliz&tion.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
He&ven.
Hell.
Miscell&neous.

A. most e:x;tr&m;din&ry public&t~oJ!. We venture t:qe &asertion th&t nothing_ like it h&B ever b6

fore &p~&red m thj.s country-, &nd 1t IB very doubtful If &npther one like it will ever &gain be Ful>
lished, We mns~ gJ.'Ye the Truth Seeker Company the credit of I>_utting the book in the re&ch 0 &!l
A,t twie:e the pnce Ii would h&ve bee~ &che&p book. Artist Heston &s &portr&it-p&inter &nd de
Signer IB &. wonqerful snccess1 !Lnd we Judge from our own feelings th&t ne&rly every Liber&l i.D
Aiilenc& will desrre &copy of tms most wonderful volume.-[Freethiiikers' M&g&zine.
Mr. Heston deserves to bf! called the &rtist-hero of Liber&lism. He h&s dedic&ted his genius to
l!'reethonght, &nd h&B done f&Ithful &n<;l noble work for the c&nse of nght &nd truth. But the I>ictnres do not m&ke up the whole of this volume. There &re ne&rly two hundred p&ges of re&ding
~&t.ter th&t serve 'Jifst &B expJ&n&tions of the illns.tr&tions, &ud secondly &B texts to prove the uttex
&laitY. of the churchs professiOns aiJd the :q~ocnsy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
k Is one of tp.e best we&pons &g&m~t Christi&nity and the church th&t has ever been put in tbf
dB of Freethinkers.-[Bosto:J?. Irivestig&tor.

~

Prloe, board eovers, $2 ; elotll., $2.80.
A<lh~!rrC!Ol'r.J

'ITlb'J' 'll'lnnlilli

~1'31!1110

By Helel'\ H. Gardel'\er".
Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

One of Her Brightest,

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

CITATIONS 1M

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT
· THE ARTIST.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Full-Page
lllustratiof\S.

COPIOUS

A Haw Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

IRON•CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Ch&rles Br&dl&ug_h.............
2 Se~ul&r ResPonsibility. G. J. Holyo&ke.....
4 Influence of Christi&nity on Civiliz&tiot.
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. M&x Mueller .....
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. H&rrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcr&ft to Religion. Ly&ll ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. M&rvin ................
11 Philoso])hY <'f Spiritu&lism. M&rvin ........
12 '!'ynd&ll's Belf&st In&ngur&l &nd Portr&it ..
18 Ess&vs on Mir&cleR. D&vi<l Hnme ...........
14 J &nd Question. Charles Br&dl•ngh........
15 Were Ad&m &nd Eve Our .Eirst P&rents?
Ch&rlfB Br&dl&ugh.........................
16 Whv Do MAD Starve? Ch&rles Br&dl&ngh..
18 A Pie& for Atheism. Ch&rles Rr•.dl&ugh ...
19 Large or Sm&ll 'F&milies? A. Hol~o&ke.....
20 SuoPrstitio" Displ&yed, with & J.Jetter of
Willi&m Pitt. Austin Holyo&ke. . . . . . . .
21 DefenRe of Secular Principles. 0. Watts.
22 Jsth,.Bi.bl~Reliable? Ch&rles W&tts .•.• :::
2~ The Ch•Istian Dfitv.
Ch&rles W&tt•... .•. . .
241\'IoralV&lueofthoBiblt'. Ch&rles W&tts ....
25 Freethon!)'ht &nd Mod. Progress. W&tts....
26 Christi&mty: It• N&tnre &nd Influence on
Civiliz&tion. Charles W&tts. ·.. .... ....
28 'Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holvo&ke...
29 Is there a Mor&l Governor of the Universe?
Austin HolYo&ke.... .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . • .. .
30 Philosophy of Secul&rism. Ch&rles W&tts..
38 Is There &God? Charles 'Br&dl&uvh..... ...
89 Labor's Pr&yer. Ch&rles Br&dl&ugh.. .....
40 Povprty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science &n<i Bible Ant.tgooisti". C. W ..tts
43 Christi&o Scheme of Redemption. C. W&tts
44 Logic ofDA~tth: or, Whv Rh"uld the Atheist
Fe&r to Die? By G. J. Holyo&ke .. . .. .
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi-&! Condi:
tion of the People. Ch&rles Br&dl&ugh ..
MANNA SERIES.
.
1 Origin&! M&nn& for " God's ChosFn."
3 New Life of D&vid. Ch&rles Br&dl&uili:· ••
5 200 Questions Without Answers .......... · ··
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Christianity and Meteorology.
A brief history of the relations between Christianity and the science of meteorology may prove instructiv. The relations between Christianity and
one of the matters dealt with by meteorological
science, namely comets, we not long ago recounted;
omitting that, we will now treat the connection
between that religion and the other subject-matters
of meteorology, or the science of the phenomena
of the air, viz., rain and absence of rain, wind,
thunder and lightning, and to some degree heat
and cold.
Previous to the rise of Christianity, in the civilizations of Greece and Rome, a scientific view of
the phenomena of the air had taken birth. In
Greece, philosophers of the Ionic school made many
essays to explain them on lines of observation and
natural law.
Of these rational theorists, Plato
and Aristotle are the most eminent. In Rome,
Lucretius, Pliny, Seneca, and others did suggestiv
and germinant work in the same line.
But these beneficent labors were terminated by
the overthrow of the ancient civilization by Christianity. This baneful religion, gaining the aid of
the governmental power, suppressed the ancient
schools and doctrins, and substituted therefor a
'' sacred science" derived from scripture. Into the
task of building this sacred science the early fathers,
the founders of the Christian church, threw them~
selva with zeal. Tertullian, proceeding upon the
authority of several scriptural texts, as interpreted
by hi~, laid down, as to the nature of lightning,
th~tt it is identical with hell-fire.
This opinion was
held in reverencr for centuries, being further
fortified by the sulphurous smell noticed during
some thunderstorms.
St. Hilarion distinguished
himself by his inquiries into the nature of the
"firmament." This thing called " the firmament"
was a great shell or screen supposed hy the biblically instructed to overlie the earth and its atmosphere. It was composed of some firm substance,
and supported the waters which when occasionally
gushing through constituted rain. In this great
roof the stars were conceived to be stuck, and their
motion was· probably caused by its turning. The
view of St. Hilarion on this contrivance was that it
was situated at a considerable distance below
heaven, the residence of God. And to this valuable
intelligence he added that its use was not only that
of upbearing the waters, but of tempermg our
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atmosphere. St. Ambrose, by the help of that
volume which, we all know from the assurances of
preachers, we should study day and night, arrived
at the conclusion that the winds breaking through
this solid vault are what cause thunder; quoting
from the prophet Amos the language (not in our
version) respecting "Him that establisheth the
thunders. Y In setting forth the distance of the
heavens from this firmament, as well as some other
particulars regarding those localities, he calls in St.
Paul's epistle to the Corinthians, and Psaln cxlviii.
Sundry wights having taken it into their heads to
inquire why the waters don't slide off the spherical
upper side of the firmament, especially if it revolves,
he reminds them that we do not know that the
upper side is spherical. He adds that if it does
revolve the water is just what is wanted to cool
and lubricate its axis. Next enters St. Jerome, his
intelligent eye fixed upon Ezek. i, 22, about some
crystal or other being stretched above cherubim.
This crystal stretched over these plumpy creatures
Jerome says is one of two bodies of water that God
established, being the upper layer, which, that it
might remain firm, the Lord froze into ice.
The germinal principle in accordance with which
all these theories were developed, was clearly proclaimed to the world by St. Augustine in that
famous deliverance, "Nothing is to be accepted
save on the authority of scripture, since greater is
that authority than all the powers of the human
mind." No treatis was safe thereafte{ which did
not breathe the spirit and conform to the letter of
this maxim. So says Ex-president A D. White of
Cornell University in. his valuable treatis on ''The
Warfare of Science" in the Popular Science
Monthly. From this writer, Professor White, we
will quote another sentence, worth marking by our
readers: "Following this precept, St. Augustine
developed, in every field, theological views of
science which hav never led mankind to a single
truth-which, without exception, hav forced mankind away from the truth, and hav caused Christendom to stumble for centuries into abysses of
error and sorrow."
Coming to the sixth century, we find the theological conception of the heavens and their ongoings
still further elaborated by Cosmaa Indicopleustes.
Grounding on the ninth chapter of Hebrews, he
affirms the earth to be flat, and possessed of
walls at the edges which rise and upbear the roof
or firmament. He finds in the reference to the
firmament in Genesis, and the allusion in Ps.
cxlviii, 4, to "the waters that be above the heavens,"
evidence that over the earth rise solid arches bearing a vault, closing in the earth, and supporting a
vast cistern which contains the waters. From the
expression in Gen. vii, 11, regarding "the windows
of heaven " he discovers that rain is produced by
angels opening certain windows in the firmament.
In describing the extensiv reception which this
view gained, we will turn again to the language of
Andrew D. White : " This was accepted by the
universal chu"rch as a vast contribution to thought;
for over a thousand years it was the orthodox
doctrin; and various leaders in theology devoted
themselvs to developing and suppl~menting it."
The next notable addition to biblical meteorology
is that of Isidore, bishop of Seville. This prelate
was accounted the ablest of his age, and was after
death made a saint. He objects to the prevailing
view as to the situation of "the waters above the
firmament." These much-debated fluids must, he
contends, though lower than the uppermost heaven,
be higher than the lower heaven, for in Ps. cxlviii
they are mentioned, though after the "heaven of
heavens," yet be{o1·e the terrestrial elements.

Upon their purpose, he modestly refrains from
pronouncing whether they were stored by God for
use at Noah's flood, or designed to temper the heat
of the heavenly bodi9s. And scriptural science,
sad to say, loses much also through his inability to
decide whether the firmament envelops the earth
"like an eggshell," or is spread over it "like a curtain;" as the passage in Ps. civ may be taken to indicate either.
About a century later there appeared another of
the most famous of the theological men of science.
This was the Venerable Be de. He conceives the
firmament to be spherical, of a fine and fiery
mettle. The upper heavens, containing the angels,
hav been tempered with ice, that the lower elements
may not be inflamed thereby. On the waters above
the firmament he delivers the so precious view:
"Some declare that they were stored there for the
deluge, but others, more correctly, that they are
intended to temper the fire of the stars." Whosoevl.lr at the present day wishes, as a good Christian,
thoroughly to disciplin himself in the teachings
of the originators of his religion, will hail with joy
a discovery made by this Bede regarding the air.
He finds that there are two kinds of air. He has
marked the seventh and eighth verses of Ps. cxlviii,
where "fire and hail, snow and vapors ani stormy
winds," are enjoined to praise the Lord from the
earth. This makes it clear that the air with which
we are converaant, full of these coarse exhalations
and disturbances, comes from the earth; while as
it is not supposable that God with his angels and
angelets dwell in any but the very choicest and
purest air, it is evident that in the heavens there
exists a kind of air of a quality different altogether.
A further contribution of Bede to science, for
which all not wedded to the modern profane and
heretical science will express obligations, is the
doctrin that the firmament is made of ice. This
view rests for proof upon that book which clergymen
s·o· often assure us is the source of all our civilization
and science, for saith not Job xxvi, 8: "He bindeth
up the waters in his thick cloud, and the cloud is
not rent under them?"
In a pamphlet published after the time of this
Venerable-or unvenerable-Bede, and falsely
ascribed to him, an endeavor is made to get new
light on the source of the waters above the heavens,
the chief scriptural text made use of being that
describing the sheet containing the animals let down
f10m heaven, in the vision of St. Peter (Acts x,
11, 12).
Of the hosts of laborers in this work of deducing
a system of science from the Bible, the next who
merits special mention is Rabanus Maurua, archbishop of Mayence. He starts from the first
chapter of Genesis; in reviewing the ancient
philosophers scrupulously avoids everything not in
accord with scripture; follows particularly Isidore
and Bede, and givs especial pains to confirming
Bede's teaching that the firmament is given
strength enough to hold up " the waters above the
heavens" by being made of ice.
These three theological scientists, Isidore, Bede,
and Maurus, were unquestioned authorities for
centuries. By means of innumerable catechisms
and manuals their notions were implanted in the
minds of the European people.
The development of scripture-founded meteorological science continued under the labors of John
of San Geminiano, Albert the Great, Vincent of
Beauvais, Bartholomew of Glanville, and William of
Conches, with a multitude of minor monkish encyclopedists.
At this period the writings of Aristotle had become very popular, and it is interesting to witness
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the embarrassment of the theologians in their
desire to reconcile the scripture with the expressions of this really great Grecian scientific thinker.
In the case of the rainbow, for instance, Aristotle,
proceeding upon observation and reasoning alone,
had produced a theory very nearly the one of today ; and the Christians who were now growing so
to admire him in the revival of his works wished
to follow him, but here they were met plump by
the antagonistic scriptural statement that God
created the rainbow as a sign to Noah that
there should not be another flood. They were
brought to a standstill and prevented from embracing the truth. Even the bold-thinking cardinal
Pierre d'Ailly, by whose speculations upon the
shape of the earth Columbus was afterward stimulated, was forced to halt in his research before this
plain declaration of scripture, admitting that God
alone could explain the seeming contradiction; but
he could not leave the subject without suggesting
that possibly never before the deluge had a cloud
been permitted to take such a position toward the
sun as to occasion a rainbow.
In these learned explanations, ea· thquakes were
not forgotten. These phenomena, it was expounded,
are caused by winds issuing from the earth ; this
view' being sapiently based on Ps. cxxxv, 7: "He
bringeth the wind out of his treasuries."
O( this sort were the meteorological theories
built by theological writers, in accord with scriptural texts, for nearly fourteen centuries. Such
were the rubbishy and crazy notions on which the
youth of each generation during this period were
directed to concentrate their mental efforts, to the
exclusion of the real knowledge of which they so
stood in need, and of which we yet so stand in
need, for· the preservation and comfort of life.
Such were the puerilities and imbecilities to suppress rivalry with which· every clear-seeing searcher
for the truth, and proclaimer of it, was persecuted or
destroyed. We now gaze on the frantic endeavors
of our clergy to subject all other systems of
thought and teaching to their own system derived
from the Bible, and we surmise that had they the
power for which they so wildly strive they would
by force silence all other teachings and fill the
world with their worthless own ; in the account
which we hav tziven, then, we see them when they
actually did hav that power, and did crush out the
would be teachers of the true ideas, and did fill
and confuse and bedevil the world with their own.
Abominable is the scene, grievous the consequence,
and great the need that we now fight their efforts
to repeat it.
But this is only a beginning of the subject. We
hav reprobated the waste of mental effort which
the false teaching entailed, and the persecution of
the true investigators; but we hav yet to consider
another branch of the matter-the application in
individual cases of the doctrin that the phenomena
of the weather are caused by supernatural means.
Each particular feature of the weather in every
neighborhood, as storm, wind, heat, or drouth, was
attributed either to God, or to Satan and his agents.
Ascriptions of them to God, caused what was comparativly but a moderate amount of harm ; but
ascriptions of them to Satan and his agents bred
persecutions of the persons fancied to be these
agents, and under the designation of witches,
wizards, sorcerers, hundreds of thousands upon
hundreds of thousands of innocent beings perished
by deaths almost too horrible for description. To
induce belief that we do not exaggerate, we will
proffer the dictum of the before-mentioned Expresident White of Cornell University, a gentleman of profound learning and balanced judgment:
"Never, perhaps, in the modern world has there
been a dogma more prolific of physical, mental,
and moral agony throughout whole nations and
during whole centuries."
This will form the subject of an article in our
next issue.
Mrs. Mattie Krekel desires to hear from people
and societies in Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana in regard to lectures during the spring months. Her
address is care L. M. Parry, 1101 Charlotte street,
Kansas City, Mo.
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Public Opinion Can Force Open the Fair Gates was what in this country could be regarded as any
offense at all. Precedents cited by the RussianSundays.
If the opinion of the majority of our people,
which we know is for opening the World's Fair
Sundays, be strongly manifested, it will effect that
opening despite the legislation that has been secured by the minority of bigots. There is considerable talk of going ahead and opening the Expositio:n regardless of that legislation. The bringing of
suit thereupon by the national Congress would be
qualified, or prevented altogether, by popular· sentiment. The Congressmen do not seem disposed
to continue farther in this case their pandering to
the pietists.
Then, a bill has been introduced in the Illinois
legislature to open on Sunday the building of that
state in the Exposition. This bill is undoubtedly
within the competency of that body to enact.
Supposing that the bill passes, it will be necessary
that the gates of the Fair shall be opefted on Sunday in order to make the Illinois building accessible. The Exposition company, as an Illinois corporation, is bound to obey the laws of the state.
When it has opened the gates the Fair will not be
closed to the public, and it will be legally a matter
of no consequence whether or not the buildings are
opened to the public, for the condition imposed by
Congress will already hav been violated. What is
Congress going to do about it? The United States, as
we hav said, might perhaps sue the company either
for the recovery of the amount of the appropriation or for the return of the specific half dollars
issued in aid of the Fair. But apparently it would
be a complete defense to such a suit for the company to answer that it was prevented by the laws
of the state from which it derived its charter from
carrying out the will of Congress and closing the
Fair on Sunday. In that case, the United States
would be left without remedy, unless it might be
against the state of Illinois. As a matter of fact
it is not likely that a suit would be brought.
It is clearly evident that if Freethought possessed
the facult~of prompt and efficient action which its
numbers would lead one to expect, the execrable
Sunday closing could even now be surely prevented.
As it is, let us all do what we can.

Russia Is Holy Enough, But Not Just Enough,
for the United States.
Our government is considering the ratification
of an extradition treaty with Russia. That land of
Christianity and barbaris~, of tyranny and famin,
proposes that among the classes of fugitiv criminals which shall be made returnable by our authorities there shall be included the class of perpetrators
of violence against the governing power. There
are, however, special reasons why we should be
cautious about turning over to the Russian government persons who may be charged with attempting the life of its sovereign.
We hav learned much in the last few years as to
what accusations by the Russian government against
its own subjects may mean and by what kind of
processes they may be supported. Under the
Russian penal code any person giving shelter to
those guilty of conspiracy against the czar, or
knowing of their designs and failing to report
them, is subject to the same penalty. Under
Russian law and th9 method of administering it
that prevails, almost anything in the way of political agitation hostil to the existing government
may be constructed as an attempt upon the life of
the czar. Suppose a demand should be made for
the surren 1er of a person charged with this offense.
The case upon which the demand was based would
be made by the Russian government as the result
of a preliminary inquest, after the mariner of that
country in dealing with persons charged with that
particular crime. It might rest upon the testimony of police agents, and the proceedings might
be conducted in secret, with none of the forms and
safeguards of what we are wont to regard as
judicial procedure. It is safe to say that no reliance could be placed upon the evidence presented,
and that a prima jacie case of attempt upon the
life of the czar might be made out against a man
whose real offense was purely political, even if it

American League in its protest tend to show that
'there would be no assurance that the accused
would receive any trial at all, or that he would not
be condemned upon charges wholly different from
those upon ,which extradition was secured.
A country which honors George Washington
should not take part in chastising patriotic resisters
of a tyranny a hundred times more outrageous than
that against which he rebelled.
At a late meeting in New York city to protest
against the treaty, Colonel Ingersoll was announced
to speak, but was unable to appear. His
words of censure of Russian despotism are well
known. John Swinton at this meeting referred to
the treaty as between those two nations "the infernal Russia and the more or less infernal United
States." The treaty, he declared, "is un-American
in principle and purpose-it is the handiwork of
the czar. And who is this czar? A tyrant who
belongs in the category of monsters. And yet with
his character so well known he has his defenders
in this country, as Nero and Caligula hav found
defenders. The chief of tl:.ese is a long-necked,
lantern-jawed hypocrit of Brooklyn-T. De Witt
Talmage. He went all the way to Russia, and came
back to tell what a good time he had. He had a
good time with the czar and comes back to stick up
for his dear friend." Thaddeus B. Wakeman said
that the treaty was a disgrace to American civilization. If the czar should be assassinated, he said,
the man who did the deed should "take his place
in the pantheon of liberty.''
No, Holy Russia is not on such a level of civilization and justice that she is a compatible party in an
extradition treaty with the United States. The
land of devotion, prayer, saint, shrine, relic, and
religious compulsion would not be a meet partner
for this country which is, as is so often deplored,
so sunk in the horrid slough and mire of degraded
Infidelity.
The lecture of Colonel Ingersoll on Shakspere
two weeks ago was marked by a pleasing incident.
The concluding portion of the oration was what in
other speakers would be a "peroration," with him
just a little longer-continued shower of gems of
speech, a veritable rainfall of verbal diamonds.
The close found the audience listening_ intently,
unconscious of anything but the orator's thought.
The colonel had closed and disappeared from the
stage before they drew breath. When they realized
that the speech was done, they broke in to applause.
Those who had recovered quicker and got up from
their seats paused in putting on their coats and
joined. The big crowd insisted on seeing the
speaker again, and not until he came out and
waved a good-night to them would they leave the
theater. It was a charming tribute. They had
forgotten to applaud at the proper time so breathlessly did they follow the orator, but they wouldn't
be cheated out of the chance to show their appreciation.

It givs us malicious pleasure to say what follows
this inquiry:
"ANDOVEB, KAN., March 12, 1893.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: Hav - - - - of
Chicago, the right to publish what is called 'G;eat
Speeches of Ingersoll Complete?' Please answer in
THE TRUTH SEEKER if convenient.
"Yours with kind regards,
J. AND A.M. WoLF."
They hav no more right-moral or legal-to
publish them than they hav to take money from
Colonel Ingersoll's pocket. Mr. Ingersoll's books
are copyrighted; he has selected his publisher,
Mr. C. P. Farrell; they are the product of his own
genius, and belong to him to do with as he sees fit.
And the illicit publication is an outrage in more
than a pecuniary sense. To evade the copyright,
the lectures are reprinted from imperfect newspaper reports, full of errors, misleading in generals and particulars, full of reporter's blundersfailures to catch sentences and to comprehend
meanings-a butch· red, bastard edition which in
no way represents or does justce to the author.
Colonel Ingersoll's friends should never buy them,
on this account, if on no other. They are piratical
plunder.
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News and Notes.
On the banks of the Indian river-and a lovely
view extends for leagues away. The broad sheet
of water is four miles wide, and the far banks are
luminous in the gorgeous morning light. Groves
of palmetto, oak, and hickory stretch on either
shore. For seventy-five miles this river is straight
as an arrow, and as you speed along its bosom the
most beautiful sceneries succeed, soft and enchanting. It is like a vast smooth floor ; there is
nothing rugged, no hills or mountains are seen no
towering rocks or wild, precipitous valleys.
is
~ntirely different from the great West, with its
Immense and wonderful pictures of bight and dale.
Vast level spaces roll afar with great expanses of
water, delightful and bloomy woods, the golden
orange twinkling in the green depths. The cloudless blue spreads above, or thin flakes of mighty
brightness float over its shining dome. The cyclone thunders far away and the drifted snow
covers the pathways of the North. but here it is like
summer's march. The gay boats dash up and
down the river, merry visitors throng the arching
groves, wandering in fragrant shadows along
the banks of the glittering stream.
I am at Sebastian, the home of Capt. R. A.
Hardee, away down the river, on the outskirts of
civilization, where a little while ago it was a wilderness, and the panther. and the deer ·roamed where
now the garden blooms and the schoolhouse is
filled with the music of children. I am having a
good rest, with a jolly pioneer company, on the
verge of still untraveled wastes.
Yesterday I sailed away in the beautiful yacht
Rosalind, with its owner, Robert W. Hardee, over
to the peninsula and Pelican island. The Rosalind
is a famous craft and has won many a prize for
speed, and is indeed a beauty, and answers to the
wind with buoyant grace and sweeps over the
water faster than any river steamer. We land at
the ranch of Captain Spratt, am~ here I partake of
ripe tomatoes, ready for the market. The raising
of tomatoes and beans for the early season is quite
a remunerativ industry in this section. From
$300 to $400 an acre is sometimes cleared.
' You wouldn't think that this white, sandy
soil would produce anything, but it proves
on
cultivation
to
be
quite
productiv.
Lands which one wouldn't hav taken as a
gift a few years ago are now worth hundreds of
dollars an acre. The pine-apple is produced
abundantly, and those who started in a few years
ago with hardly any capital, except these apparently
barren lands, hav now an income of from $10,000 to
$15,000 per annum. For any man who is willing
to work there is a chance still. The pine-apple,
orange, and lemon are sources of wealth to one
who puts brain and muscle into his work. But it
won't do for a lazy or ignorant man to try his luck.
Even "saints' perseverance" would not do. It
must be downright human toil-and the less
prayers the better. You must get down on your
knees sure, but to pick tomatoes and beans, and
not to beg or thank God.
Captain Spratt guided us through a wild devious
trail of a mile or more in length, b3neath the tall
palmettos and spreading oaks, to the ocean on the
other side, and as we came out of the vast forest
upon the shining beach a most magnificent view
burst upon our dazzled eyes. The illimitable
ocean-the Atlantic, blue and calm a'l a lake in
the mountains-spread along the sky, and in the
far circling horizon sea and sky mingled in silvery
splendor; while for miles along the smooth beach
the white breakers dashed in mellow music, and
with ever advancing and retreating ranb.
Through the beautiful winding pathway we return to the banks of Indian river, and then in a
small boat journey over to wild desolate Pelican
island, wild and desolate and strange from the
standpoint of man, but wonderfully alive, indeed a
regular metropolis, from the pelican point of view.
This is the city of the pelicans, a weird and wondrous city. All over the island flock the pelicans,
battalions in the sky, circling far around, battalions on the water, a regiment I should thinkbattalions on the island, on the trees and rocks.
We landed and roamed amidst these ten thousand
voracious birds, who swallow a fish whole and digest
him with ease; who carry fish in paunches along
their necks; who can eat anything, it seems. They
look as if they were formed merely to be an eating
machine wiph their enormous mouths, long necks,
and bodies like india-rubber, that could stretch to
any capacity and take in a shark almost at one fell
swoop. I never was in such a company before.
They looked at me with strange solemn gaze. They
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assumed all sorts of grotesque attitudes. There
were the eggs just hatching. There were the little
pe~icans hardly able to move, no bigger than a
chicken, and not a feather on them, skin as bare as
a pebble. Then ~here were the young pelicans,
who could walk m most awkward fashion, but
c~uld not fly. Then there were the old pelicans,
With colored necks, who floated majestically through
the air. On the side of the island where we landed
were small stunted trees, and on every tree there
were from four to a dozen pelicans. On the other
side of the island was a broad smooth space. This
was like the parade-ground in the midst of a camp
of sol~iers; and here it seemed as if a whole brigade
were m battle array, surging in serried ranks
while the neighboring waters were covered as with
a fleet. I shall not soon forget my visit to this
unique island. To be the companion of ten thousand pelicans at once is a rare experien<Je. And the
pelican is such a curiosity, and it is a wonder how
such a bird ever came into existence. He is such
an absurd bird, all mouth and all stomach, mounted
on a pair of long legs, with long wings. He is
made for nothing else but to swallow. Nature
must hav been in an awfully funny humor when
she concocted the pelican. To think of an infinitly
wise God making the pelican is something th'lt I
couldn't swallow even if I ht:td the mouth of a
pelican. Come to think of it, I guess the pelican
is nature's symbolic caricature for the theologian.
The theologian can swallow anything, so can the
pt:~lican. Nat~e, foreseeing the folly of humanity,
made the pelican to match the theologian.
To
see this bird sitting upon a tree with bowed beak,
closed eyes, and folded wings, reminds one very
much in its utter solemnity of a clergyman.
Clothed in pontifical robes, the pelican would make
a first-class priest.
Since writing my last "News and Notes" I hav
lectured at Titusville, Rockledge, and Sebastian,
and hav had somewhat varied experiences. I had a
fine audience in the Opera House at my second lecture at Titusville, Wednesday, March 8th-more
than double what I had on the first evening. On
Thursday Captain Hardee and myself take the cars
for Rockledge. We are welcomed to the hospitable
home of Senator Hardee, the captain's brother.
'fhis is a lovely place in the midst of palmetto and
oak trees, fronting the river, which glitters through
the spacious branches as you sit in the cool of the
evening on the wide veranda, while the music of the
piano pleasantly fills the air. Senator Hardee is a
famous orange-grower. He ships about ten thousand boxes a year of the finest oranges in the market. It is q Gite a sight to watch the gathering and
the grading and the sorting of the fruit so that
oranges of the same quality and size are put into
the same box. They use 1 to bundle oranges all together, good, bad, and indifferent. But now they are
most carefully selected and packed so that the
buyer can pay his money and take his choice. Most
of this selecting is done by an ingf'nious contrivance. The oranges are rolled along by machinery.
At a certain point they drop into a receptacle, if
of smaller size. If larger they keep rolling and
dropping, until five different sizes are thus selected,
ranging from ninety-six to two hundred oranges to
a box. This is a busy season for the orangegrowers, and dnring this fair weather they are
rushing things lively.
Rockledge is a brilliant place; w~alth and fashion
congregate here.
The hotels are elegant and
crowded to the utmost capacity. Bands of music
are playing. People wander in the gaily lighted
groves. It is not much of a place for a Freethought
lecture though. These people are rich and come
here to enjoy life, and in a formal way are generally
Christians; or if they are not Christians they hav
too much money and pleasure on hand to do
any hard thinking. I find one good Liberal,
however, among these luxurious crowds, D. A.
Blodgett, of Grand Rapids; Mich., who attends
the lecture, does his best to advertise it, and
generously aids. I hav a pretty good audience,
but had hoped for more, seeing that there were
nearly a tl::.ousand visitors from the North.
Friday morning with Captain Hardee I take a
drive over the country. The ro:~.ds are dreadful-sandy, sandy, sandy-and you can only
walk the horse for miles.
When you get off
from the river the land is pretty wild and waste.
Most of the traveling in this country is done by
boats and the residences _are along the river, and
the highways in the backwoods are not kept in very
good condition. About noon we strike the river
road and here the journey is delightful, between
the water and the groves. Our destination is
Faber's, and this is a handsome place fronting the
river, with orange groves about it. Lawrence
Faber is an old resident, and stnrdy Lib2ral all the
time. He and Captain Hardee were the only ones
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a few years ago to openly stand for Freethought
but now Liberals can be counted by the dozen:
Faber came here in 1866-almost the first one on
the river. Since then he has seen a wonderful
g~owth and has made for himself and family-all
Liberals-an attractiv home. His brother came
with him at the same time and is also in onr ranks.
R_eturll:ing. from Faber's we take boat at Cocoa.,
a mile ~his Bide o! Rockledge, for Sebastian, where
we arnve at 1 o clock on Saturday morning, and .
here I hav been up to date.
The Methodists hearq that the Infidel was coming and arranged at once for a protracted meeting
with three services on Sunday. I was to be her~
morning, afte:noon, and evening, besides every
week-day evemng. The plan was to shut out the
Infidel altogether and giv him no chance. I met
the clergyman-a slim young fellow dressed in
clerical costume-at Hltrdee's store. I was introduced to him. He tnrned somewhat pale. Captain
Hardee immediately tackled him to arrange for a
kind ?f union meeti~g .. ~ut the minister objected
to this. He couldn t JOm hands with an Infidel.
Finally, it was arranged that I should speak in the
hall at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, after the minister
had finished his 3 o'clock service. Mter a while
the "brethren," having consulted together, de~
cided that this wasn't just the thing, and informed
Captain Hardee that I had better speak in the
schoolhouse. Now, the minister heretofore had dec~ared t?at the schoolhouse was not good enough for
him, bemg a rude log shanty. But of course it was
good enough for the Infidel. Captain Hardee said
that Jesus had been in worse places than the
schoolhouse and undoubtedly the Infidel could
speak in it, even if the Christian could not; but as
he had secured the use of the hall after 3- o'clock,
we would take the hall. Out of good nature
Captain Hr.rJee and myself and other Liberals attended the morning and afternoon services, hoping
that the Christians would extend to us a like
courtesy. But the very moment the minister pronounced the benediction for the afternoon services
and Captain Hardee introduced me as the Free·
thought lecturer, how the Christians did hustle for
the door. The minister was the first to strike it, I
think, and he disappeared with lightning-like
rapidity and his flock tumbled after, as if the devil
was upon them. They evidently felt that they
must flee from the wrath to come. Not one re·
mained to consider the other side. My subject
was "Common Sense," but they didn't want common sense at all. Their faith might be shattered.
I lectured on Monday evening also and had twice
as many present in the schoolhouse as the minister
had in the ball. So the "protracted meeting" be·
came a rather" distracted'' meeting before it closed.
In fact, the minister was sick on Sunday night and
couldn't preach.
I lecture to-morrow (Wednesday, March 15th) at
Cocoa. Mr. C. W. Wells and other Liberal friends
of Tampa hav given me a cordial invitation to come
to that city, but my limited time forbids. My short
experience in Florida has convinced me that I
should find a good welcome throughout this state,
and I hope to return and spend a longer time in
this sunny land.
Dr. Wilson, Stephen Geiger, Robert Mor.row, and
Captain Penny are among the friends at Titusville
who hav not been afraid to lend a hand.
Besides the Fab:;-r brothers at Rockledge and
vicinity and Senator Hardee are Allen Hardee,
Charlie Schoonermaker, Frank Wooten, Captain
Stewart, Mr. Patterson, and others who stand by
the colors.
Captain Hardee, at Cocoa, gave bills announcing
the lecture to a young man of his acquaintance to distribute. He promised to do so. When we arrived
it was found that not a single bill had been given
out. The young fellow in excuse said to Captain
Hardee: "Uncle Bob, I thought it was a sin to distribute those bills and so I didn't do it." What a
conscience the Christian has. It was no sin to
break his promis and violate friendship. But it
was a sin to giv people a chance to attend a Liberal
lecture. What mean tricks Christians can do for
the glory of God.
R. G. Hardee, Captain Hardee's son, Henry
Wilson, John Harris, Charlie and Henry Park, the
Creigel brothers, Ed. Holmes, D. P. Gibson, Henry
Howard, make up the Liberal and sturdy host of
Sebastian among whom I hav spent these days of
rest and pleasure-a good frontier band. A campaign with them is sure of success.
Mrs. Emma Hardee, the captain's wife, is a.
thorough Liberal, and givs pleasant hospitality to
the Pilgrim of Freethought, and so this visit to the
Indian river country has been a most delightful one
indeed.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Sebastian, March 14, 1893.
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The Ghoul Census.
The anti-French faction of Spain is trying to
demonstrate that the ancient Iberians, the aborigins of the peninsula, had nothing in common with
the Celts, but formed a branch of a distinct race
represented by the modern Basques. There may
not be many Gauls in Spain, but it is a sad fact
there are still some 320,000 tonsured ghouls, and
that the country population Qontinues to hug the
hideous bloodsuckers.
Mother Saga.
A century seems sufficient to shroud the heroes
of history in a mantle of myths. Near Matsuma,
on the island of Yesso, Japan, Professor Eberlein
came across a fireside orator who, among other
marvels of the past, mentioned the career of the
Paladin Napolepn, his wonderful success in slaying
ogers and tyrants, and his still more miraculous
end, when his enemies tried to chain him to a rock
and the sea-nymphs snatched him away and carried
him in triumph to their marine fairy-castle. The
abbe Genlis, indeed, predicted that future generations would doubt the existence of the marvelous
Corsican altogether and attempt to identify his
biography with the myth of the sun-god Apollo,
who likewise was born on a Mediterranean island
and ends his career of glory in the far west of the
Atlantic ocean.
A. Fair Compromise.
The holy father still howls for the restitution of
his territorial rights. How would it do to reestablish his court on the island of Sicily, and let the
poison-mongers of Jesuitism and the assassins of
the Mafia try their tricks on each other ~
The Impending Crusade.
Chancellor Caprivi pretends to believe that the
religious conflict of the present age is narrowing
down to a struggle between Christianity and
Atheism. Does it never occur to the · official
defenders of the faith that their creed is doomed to
a much more desperate scuffle, as soon as the champions of deism get their eyes opened to the fact
that the Christian dogmas of renunciation, antinaturalism, and earth-despising pessimism are the
most colossal blasphemies ever uttered against the
belief in a benevolent creator~ The panta kala
liar-" Behold it was very good "-is Jehovah's
own comm~:ntary on the success of his work; can
we suppose to please that paternal Demiurgos by
informing him that his world does not begin to be
good enough for us and that we long to depart and
commune in Cloudcuckoodom with the ghost of a
Buddhist crank, who pretended to cure the ailments
·of temporal existe_nce by denying its value, and got
nailed-lie and ali-in western Asia some eighteen
hundred years ago 1
A. Frank Barbarian.
A Soudanese chieftain whom Professor Hagenbeck, the German Barnum, had brought to Berlin
was introduced to some representativs of the
Ethnological Society, who asked him how he had
enjoyed his trip and which of the wonders of the
Prussian metropolis had impressed him the most.
"What surprises me most," said the candid savage,
"is how you can move the enormous freight-cars
on your railway tracks, and how you can manage
to swallow the horrible drinks sold in your restaurants."
Natural Reversion.
Animals, restored to a state of freedom, gradually
revert to the original type of the species, and it
would be interesting to know if the liberty of the
New World will not exert an analogous effect upon
the religious status of its colonists. In spite of
papal intrigues and evangelical revival efforts, there
are, indeed, signs of the times indicating a gradual
·decline of supernaturalism and the growth of a more
and more exclusiv reliance on secular education
and crime-restricting laws. Tliere is, indeed, no
fact in history proved by more incontrovertible
evidence than the existence of prosperous and
intelligent nations without anything resembling the
modern conception of a state religion. The Greeks
and Romans permitted the public representation
of comedies ridiculing the foibles of the Olympian
gods, and entrusted offices of great responsibility
to representativs of such sects as that of Zeno and
Pythagoras, whose tenets controverted nearly all
the essential dogmas of the popular polytheism.
Corpus Christi.
The celebration of festivals intended to symbolize
the mystery of resurrection is older than the dawn
of authentic history. In ancient Greece the fate of
Adonis was bewailed with orgies of mourning which,
on the third day, wound up with a hymn of exultation ; and in Syria thousands of women used to
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assemble, at a certain time of the year, on the banks
of a stream "reddened with the blood of Thamus,"
i. e., with the red earth dissolved by spring rains.
A clearing of the stream was the signal for a
thanksgiving procession to celebrate the resurrection of the popular god.
Infanticide.
Theft is punished much more severely among
semi-barbarous nations than in any country of
Christendom, but the same Rhadamantus who would
hang a fraudulent banker considers child-murder
a rather venial offense. In Siam poor parents,
overblest with babies, are permitted to anticipate
the effects of famin as soon as the increase of their
families threatens to become a burden to the community. In China infanticide, though not directly
encouraged, is tolerated as a lesser evil, and the
nativs of Abyssinia merely require the owners of
supernumerary babies to avoid public scandal in
choosing this method for the abatement of the affliction. Near Abu Ras, on the Bhar-el-Gazul, or Blue
Nile, the traveler Wenteroth saw two little corpses
floating about in a pile of driftwood, and wa!' just going to notify a neighboring emir, when his ferryman
came up with a long pole and pushed the corpora
delicti into the current of the stream. "Such
brutes," said he; "couldn't they go a mile below this
landing! They ought to be fined for their laziness." The ancient Spartans exposed superfluous
youngsters on a river island of the Eurotas, where
childless parents had a chance to rescue the little
waif, provided its doom was not sealed by a serious·
physical imperfection; but the nativs of the Solomon islands go much further, and boycott families
who straiten the food-resources of the archipelago
by permitting their progeny to increase beyond a
certain number.
Minimum Evils.
Chemists agree that "poison" and "stimulant"
are interchangeable terms, and the nativs of Kamtschatka seem to hav recognized the economic.
significance of that fact. Instead of paying rumsellers' profits, cigardealers' profits, and government license expenses they fuddle with the juice of
agaricus maculatus, or fly-toadstool, that grows
abundantly in the fire-woods of the higher latitudes,
and can be gathered free in quantities sufficient to
intoxicate all the troopers of the Russian army.
From similar motivs of thrift the Semitic nations
dispense with saints and Holy Ghosts and limit
their worship to a unitary, childless Jehovah.
Among the economical Yankees, too, Unitarianism
is getting more and more popular.
Earthquake-proof Buildings.
An American building firm of Lima, Peru, constructs houses in a way that greatly lessens, and
almost obviates, the risk from earthquake shocks.
Broad iron girders encircle the building near the
middle of each story, while vertical bars connect
the basement with the roof in a manner to prevent
the collapse of the structure, even if it should, be
tilted forward like a ship in a storm. Insurance
offices encourage the invention, but the priests
probably denounce it as they denounced the
lightning-rod of the Freethinker Franklin, as a
godless innovation, calculated to circumscribe the
priyileges of their thunder-god-as well as their
own boodle prospects, and - opportunities for
pointing out the consequences of unbelief.
F. L. OswALD.
---~----.---------

wOULD you like to ha v your boy follow the bea utiful example of Jesus-never hav a home, never
marry, never leave a descendant to bear his name,
but wander over the earth like a vagabond, followed
by half a dozen Marys and Marthas, and be
laughed at by a great commonwealth~

The True Genesis of Christianity.
Here are five books* on our table from THE
TRUTH SEEKER, by authors as different as they well
can be, and yet showing clearly that Evolution has
brought us the solution of that great enigma of
History-the True Origin of Christianity. This is
indeed a very great if not the greatest achievement of
modern historical science, and of the first importance. It is idle to say that it concerns an old
question of eighteen hundred years ago. True;
but that solution underlies the whole of our civilization. " What think ye of Christ¥" is the question, the answer to which still influences, if it does
not chiefly determin, the daily conduct of millions,
including the readers of the Liberal papers, who
may at first the least suspect it. What, then, are
the principal stages of this solution to which we
should direct our attention and our reading'!
We take for granted that the five important
books above referred to will be surely consulted,
and we suggest in following up the subject that
the following are the main conclusions to which
evolution leads in solving the genesis of Christ and
Christianity.
1. The Messianic Period. This is the startingpoint and the foundation of the whole evolution of
Christ and Christianity. The Hebrew tribes for
four or five hundred years had been trying to consolidate into a Union or Nation of some kind, but
had been prevented by P(!reian, Assyrian, Egyptian,
Greek, and Roman and other conquerors. At the
eastern end of the Mediterranean they were in the
pathway of all of the powerful peoples of that time,
and were in turn trampled upon and made captiva
by them all. But during all these years, and especially· under the Maccabean Rulers, they stubbornly maintained their tribal religion, language,
traditions, and mode of hierarchical government, of
which the Messiah, the anointed Joshua, or Son
of David as deliverer, i. e., the Jesus, "the Christ,''
as it would read in Greek-was .the very center,
the only hope. Now if we look at the general laws
of Sociology, which as Evolutionists we are bound
to do, we find that there is nothing strange about
this Messiah expectation and craze of these tribal
Hebrews. The tribal stage of Evolution, in which
they were, always has its Messiahs. Read the article on " Messiah " in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and see what numbers of them came to the
Hebrews before and after the Christian era. We
hav the same thing in the Semitic Tribes from
Mahommet before and down to the present Mahdi
in the Soudan. Nor are the tribes of the North
American Indians less free from the Ghost and
Messiah dances, visions, and rebellions which excite the Indians to giv employment to our little
United States Army! In Palestine eighteen hundred years ago the Messiahs of the Hebrews similarly bothered their Roman conquerors and despoilers.
Professor Allen, of Harvard, in his
"Early History of Christianity" tells us that some
fifty of these hopefuls were put to death by the
Romans before the fall of Jerusalem, A.D. 70.
Note that they were simply "hopefuls," they never
.in fact became Messiahs, or deliverers of the people,
for the very good reason that the Romans made
the end of them just as they reached the attempt. Thus death always prevented the existence of a real Hebrew temporal Messiah, and none
such ever was. The Jews hav, therefore, been
compelled to lead a cuckoo life with other nations.
They hav never been able to achieve a Flag, or
a Savior. But as Josephus well puts it, the
belief that one would come, and by aid of Jahveh,
put an end to those accursed Romans, as Joshua
of old did to the people of J ericho,-that belief, disappointed from year to year, yet nerved the Jews
to a most stubborn resistance, and finally creattd
the frenzy-the ecstatic craze, which led to the
next stage in the evolution of "The Christ,'' and
which stage was,
2. 'l'he Apocalyptic period. In those days there
was no Science, and the supernatural was the
normal. Seeing was believing-and believing,

FoR the benefit of half-and-half "Liberals," who
do not see any very objectionable feature in a union
of church and statP, we call attention to the following little incident which took place at Oberfeldrecht, Germany: A f:. oor peasant on whom the
duty fell to carry the minister to the church had the
audacity to ·do so in a common light wagon in place
* Christianity and Evolution. By Arthur B. Moss.
of a buggy. The highly offended clergyman had Preface
by Joseph Mazzini Wheeler. Published by
the peasant brought before court, where he was Watts & Co., Fleet street, London. Price, $1.
fined six marks.
A Short History of the Bible, being a popular account
of the development of the Canon, etc., by Bronson
ON Dec. 25, 1892, the monument which D. Keeler. Price, 75 cents.
of Antichrist, proving that Jesus Chri~t
marks the tomb of the late Belgian scientist and didRevelations
not exist, etc., etc. Pp. 446. Revised edition. Price,
Freethinker, Cesar de P~epe, and Desire Brismee, $1.50.
the valiant Freethought lecturer, was unveiled in
The Higher Criticism in Theology and Religion,
the presence of several thousand people. The contrasted with Ancient Myths and Mirvcles as factors
Human Evolution, etc.,· by Thomas Ellwood LongNational Federation and all the individual Free- in
shore, l\fember of the Society of Friends. Published by
thought groups were represented. The monument th~ Truth Seeker Company, No. 28 Lafa:fette place.
is surmounted by the bust of Dr. de Paepe, and on Prwe, $1.
The Bib!e of To-Dar:-. A course of Lectures by John
the middle of the column is seen a medallion picture
Chadwwk. New ed1hon. (Putnam & Son~!.) Price
of Brismee. Speeches were delivered by the most W.
$1.50.
.
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eminent Belgian Freethinkers.
All the above for sale by the Truth Seeker Company,
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when intense enough, was also seeing. The objectiv in the order of evolution, and the only parts quired by their philosophy was forced by making
and subjectiv were convertible. There was no test that were written by the person whose name they the three one-the ghost, the man-son, and the
of truth. Their Prophets said, their God said, bear. It seems quite certain that Paul did write Logos-father, one-yet in and of itself each was also
"Their Messiah would appear, with a forerunner some of the epistles attributed to him, but by no complete God! Thus strange things evolute when
to announce him." So they believed. Accord- means all-but all, except the epistle to the He- mankind consolidate their visions, their fancies, and
ingly he was daily foretold and he finally" appeared" brews, were written by or for him, and in his their logic. The Council of Nice, A.D. 325, ratified
and was materialized, much as is now done in our spirit and purpose, and for his propaganda. this conclusion, and the birth of The Ghrist was
"Spiritual" seances. Our Liberal scientists ha.v These visions,·labors, travels, and letters of Paul then and there for the first and only time completed.
not given sufficient emphasis to this visional, or were the effectiv foundation of Christianity. The The Council of Chalcedon, A.D. 451 (following that
apparitional, or revelational stage, which was the real former visions of Peter and the others became of Ephesus, 431), made all this clear to them by
birth, or rather epiphany, of "Jesus, the Christ.'' gradually absorbed into his gospel and propaganda, this luminous definition, but all those who underInquirers should begin the study of this visional and would probably hav been lost as many simi- stood it seem to hav died?
period by reading the article on Apocalyptic Lit- lar Hebrew visions were, but for the final recon"We teach that Jesus Christ is perfect as respects
erature in the Encyclopedia Britannica, then the ciliation with his Gentile expansion by which he Godhood and perfect as respects Manhood-that
"Revelation" or Apocalypse at the end of the New carried or sent the new hope around the Mediter- he is truly God, and truly a man consisting of a
Testament, remembering that it is really the only ranean. But in doing this the next stage in the natural soul and body. He was begotten of the
book of this earliest stage of Christianity in the genesis of Christianity was necessitated, viz.:
Father before creation as to his deity, but in these
New Testament (A.D. 69), and the only specimen of
4. The Gospel, or historic period
last days he was born of Mary the MothPr of God,
a whole submerged literature that, like the "Book
This period began as soon as it was necessary, as to his humanity. He is one Christ existing in
of Enoch " and very many others, really picture the for Peter, and afterward Paul, to convince the two natures-without mixture, without change,
true ecstasies by which Christ was seen. Then read people who had not seen Christ in their visions or without division, without separation-the diversity
the "materialized" appearance of the full-grown who did not believe that Christ did exist, or had of the two natures not being at all destroyed by
Jesus in Mark, at his baptism, then on ~he lak~>, then really come on earth and promised and foretold tbe their union in one person, but the peculiar properat the transfiguration, then at the temptation; and things they had. seen in their visions. Then and ties of each nature being preserved, and concurring
at the ascension in the other gospels. Remember not until then, did they begin to repeat "the prophe- in one person and one substance."
that ghosts and angels were then natural, that to cies" foretelling Christ's co min~, and to gather the
Fortunately, in order to escape eternal damnathose Hebrews there was no Copernican Astron- facts which their fulfillment required. Thus the tion, it is not necessary to understand this definiomy, no immortality of the soul; only a heaven gospel or historical substratum of Christianity be- tion, it is only necessary to believe it ! And yet is
and a Jahveh just above the clouds, from whence gan to grow, and some thirty "gospels" were the there not another way out T This brings us to
they expected this, his Christ, and his " kingdom result, of which four are called canonical, true, and the final stage, viz: A Christ who saves because we
of heaven" to descend: Thus they prayed, "Thy authoritativ by the church of Rome, and our other can believe and understand what the word means:kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is churches hav also tried to say so too, but with wry
6. The Modern Idealizing period. The Scienin heaven "-that is, instead of the will of those im- faces of late. The fact is that the same style of tific Positiv schools are all gifted in this idealizing
pious Romans. From that heaven would appear romancing about a supposed ''Life of Christ " has direct.ion. While, 1ike Frederic Harrison, in his
-that is, be revealed, or in Greek be apocalyptized, gone on from that day to this-until the last and most "Meaning of History,'' they admit, for the reasons
the Joshua, i. e., Jesus, the Christ, the anointed absurdly unhistorical fiction has been reached in aforesaid and others, that under Science Jesus
of Israel, who as the "son of God" and "son of Gen. Lew. Wallace's "Ben Hur.•• The simple truth Christ, as a definit man, disappears from history,
Man," would sweep those Romans into the sea is that they are all of equal historic value, and that they are very ready to bring the idea forward in a new
with the besom of destruction, by his divine and is of none at all. The beginnings of these attempts guise, not as a man nor as a God, but as an Ideal,
supernatural power. That was prophesied and to put a substratum of facts under the visions impersonating their true MAN, Humanity-that is,
certainly would be done, and that too, within the were probably in Aramaic Hebrew, and hav been . the cooperating and converging life and power of
lives of those then seeing and hearing these lost .. The first we hav is that "attributed" to the whole human race. Pascal said that the whole
visiOns. Thus John, Peter, Stephen, and the "dis- Mark, with which ••Matthew" and "Luke" are side human race must be considered as one mighty imciples " saw and heard, and finally Paul also saw versions, much enlarge.d and "improved." The mortal individual-one grand chain, growing from
and heard, though privately and differently from "John" gospel is a latter attempt to sustain the generation to generation, ever learning and ever
the rest. This apparitional and temporary nature logos, or new metaphysical element, by a similar progressing. Now, this "grand man," or the race
These gospels are all in its continuity and solidarity, is ever dying in order
of original Christianity must be recalled and real- process of verification.
ized, if we are ever to really underf!tand it. Here romances put together out of the traditions of what to redeem the future, reconcile it to the past, and
is to be found tpe true genesis of Christianity, and those "Messiahs" who were slain by the Romans, make heaven on earth possible. The tribal stage
of all the Christ there ever was. Liberals make a had done, said, and suffered, plus the appropriate in which the "son of man" represented and was
mistake who go to hunting up the origin of Chris- literature of the Essenes and others of that time. Israel was extended by Paul to the gentiles of the
tianity in the Ohrishna of India or any Mythology Thus they are useful indications of the life, times, Roman empire, but now tbe nations of the world are
of India or Egypt.· The additions to Christianity and manners of that period. Similarly the woof of becoming- one in a grander sense than Paul evPr confrom those sources were indeed many, but of a later Scott's nov.els givs us much good information about ceived. The "Son of Man" has evolved and is not
date. Read the article on the "Revelation" in the the times of which he writes, but the warp is not now Israel, but riumanity. The Ideal Christ is the
Encyclopedia Britannica and see _ho'"!' it clears ?P history. So in these gospels there is no warp. figure by which we may thus impersonate as a
that otherwise crazy work, and .with It the begm- They hav no real biography or consecutiv story. reality the greatest collectiv power and organism
ning of Christianity too, and thus leads to its next They are driftwood, not written at one time nor by known to us, the human race itself! The triple
one p€rson-not in fact composed at all, but col- Godhead is translated thus: The Ultimate of
stage:
.
3. The Spiritualizing and Epistolary period. lected from imagination and hearsay and after- Being-the World, stands as the Father God.
The Jesus had certainly " appeared," for had they ward thrown together in paragraphs, so that even The Chri-t is the son of Man and of God, through
not seen him? He had promised he would bring now in the "revised , Greek Testament, the spaces whom alone we can come to the Father-that is,
the "New Jerusalem" and the kin~dom of heaven between the paragraphs show plainly that they by heredity and human aid, get some chance of
on earth, but he must come in the hearts of the were and are separate "books/' or pieces of tradi- knowing and living by and out of Nature. The true
people first. This visional Ch~is_t g!l've ~he key-note tional driftwood. This paragraphing is an eye- Spirit and Comforter-the only Holy Ghost, is
of his new era and of all Christiamty, m the heart- opener which shows how and why these fragments human life and love, the most sacred of all things,
changing wo;ds: "Repent! for the kingdom of came together. Read as to this stage also, " The the sustainer and the "Comforter, of all! Thus the
heaven is at hand." The word meta-noeite, here gospels" in the Encyclopedia Britannica; Solomon's visions and illusions of the past may help us to
translated Repent, really meant not repent, but "Jesus Identified," the Apocryphal gospels, and grasp the higher truths of the present, and really
"Think ye with me," "change your minds off heat·, if possible, John E. Rem«burg's lecture on b~ing to some heaven on earth. T. B. WAKEMAN.
from this world to me," " be· converted to me." the One hundred· flaws in Christ's credentials.
Then and thus the process of ryiritual conversion It will become clear that Jesus was not mentioned
All Abolit Mr. Harman's Case.
began; that was the turning of the heart to by Josephus nor any contemporary because he did
FRIEND MACDONALD: Replying to your kind in"Christ the Spirit," who had appeared as such. not exist. Remember that the true order of the quiry in regard to my late imprisonment and release
For we' must never forget that Spirits, Angels, "books" of the New Testament is the Apocalypse, therefrom I will say that on the 21st of June last I
Gods and Ghosts were realities in those days, then the Epistles, then the Gospels commencing was incarcerated in the state prison at Lansing,
but ~ot now, except to those who are similarly with "Mark," and to be continued down to our Kan, on an order from Henry C. Caldwell, United
behind our age. In this new spiritual life, in modern Romancers, such as Renan, Beecher, and States circuit judge, pursuant to an affirmation by
expectation of the speedy appearance of the new last and weakest, wildest and absurdest, of all, him-on appeal-of the sentence previously passed
kingdom of heaven, these ghost-seeing disciples "Ben H ur." The gospels lead to the next Rtage, viz.: upon me by Judge Phillips of the United States
5. The .Deifying or Logos period. When this district court, which sentence was for four months at
turned away from this. bad world and dreamed,
and longed, and prayed! Then the persecuting Spiritual Christ had bpen manifested on the earth hard labor on each of three counts for an alleged
Saul was by a similar vision or apocalypse "con- and sustained by the supposed facts of the gospels, violation of the United States postal laws; said
verted" unto the ecstatic Paul. He never pre- it was in the theocratic Hebrew sense, which made offense being the mailing of copies of Lucifer contended to hav seen Jesus "in ~he flesh,'' ~or to him the embodiment of the Hebrew tribes. As taining an article by Dr. R. V. O'Neill, and publearn or know anything about h1m, except m and Daniel puts it, the "Son of Man" is Israel (Dan. vii, lished at Valley Falls, Kan., Feb. 14, 1890.
by these visions, in which he ?ven went to the 13). But this "Israel" was also the "Son of God,"
On Feb. 19, 1893, eight months, lacking two days,
" third heaven" and became well mformed as to the and this phrase was, therefore, actually added to from the date of my incarceration, I was released
future that was so soon to be realized, but which his the first verse of Mark, but as the older manu- by virtue of an order of which the following is an
followers are still awaiting-that last day (that scripts hav it not, the "Revisers" hav thrown it exact copy taken from the record now in the office
burden of eschatology) which never comes. But he into the margin. But in the other gospels these of the clerk of the United States circuit court at
did two things of awful importance to _the rest of words-the "son of God ,-are found of course, for Topeka, Kan.:
the world. He insisted that the Gentiles, as well Israel was always the son· of God, and therefore the
United States of America, ss.:
as the Hebrews, were to be included in this com- son of man (or Israel) was the son of God. But
In the Circuit Court of the United States for the Dis·n kingdom of heaven; and then, secondly, he who went further and put into his mouth the trict of Kansas.
In re Ex Parte Moses Harman,
l Petition for
:UI:ered from these other visionaries, who o~ly words, "I and my Father are one T' The answer is
Petitioner. ) Habeas Corpus.
knew the Aramaic dialect, in having a smattenng tbat this was done by the Neo-Platonists of Greece
Order of Discharge.
f Greek and he went to letter-writing his visions and Alexandria, who inspired, if they did not write,
Tn the matter of the application for discharge of Moses
~th a ve~geance, and in a style which proves his the Logos-gospel of "John." Christ "the spirit," Harman, Ex Parte, the formal issuance of the writ of
Christ
"the
son
of
man
and
of
God,"
was
also
the
habeas corous in said cause having by agreement between
ecstacy. These letters are after the Apocalypse,
the next, i.
the second part of the New Testament, Logos-"was God." Thus the unity of God re- the counsel for Petitioner and the Unite'! States District

e.,
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Attorney been waived; and the parties having stipulated
MORES HARMAN FREE.
Moses Harman, editor of the Lucifer, is out of the
that the Court might determin the merits of the C!lse
upon the petition for the writ. Now the cause of the Im- penitentiary, wbe1 e he had been incarcerated for eight
prisonment of said Petitioner having been inquired into months for the alleged publication of obscene literature.
by this Court and Counsel having been heretofore heard
There were three counts against him, and he was senon behalf of the United States and said Petitioner, and tenced to four months' imprisonment on each count,
making in all twelve months. Judge Caldwell decided
due consideration having been had;
It is hereby ordered and adjudged that the further im- that when he had served one sentence of four months it
prisonment of said Moses Harman, Petitioner, under the covered the whole thing, so that Mr. Harman thinks he
sentence and judgment of the District Court of the has been wrongfully imprisoned. The case grew out of
United States for the District of Kansas, which sentence the publication of the Markland letter three years ago,
and judgment was affirmed by the Circuit Court of the for which Harman was sentenced to serve five years in
United StatPs for the District of Kansas; and which sen- the penitent-iary. He served about four months, when,
tence and judgment ie set out in the petition, is without owing to an Frror in the sentence which did not provide
authority of law, and that the said Moses Harman is en- for hard labor, he was set free.
titled to his liberty.
The case of tbe Markland letter will come up before the
Whereupon it is hereby ordered and adjudged that the next term of the district court. David Overmyer, his
said Moses Harman be, and he is hereby discharged from attorney, is of the opinion that the court has exhausted
the said imprisonment set forth in his said petition.
its jurisdiction in the case, and that Harman must be disFeb. 16, 1893.
charged.
HENRY C. CALDWELL,
With one or two exceptions Mr. Harman was treated
U. S. Circuit Judge for the
with the greatest kindness and consideration while in the
Eighth District.
penitentiary.
This "order of discharge " was based upon
The Jejfersoniar. (Lawrence), People's part.y, has
the following legal opinion, copied by myself this to say in its issue of the 2d:
from the above-named official record:
Moses Harman, editor of Lucifer, the Light-Bearer,
In the Circuit Court of the United States for the Dis- of Topeka, a radical reform paper, has just been released
trict of Kansas.
from the state penitentiary by order of Judge Cal<:! well, afIn the matter of Ex Parte} Pet"ti n f
ter eight months' imprisonment. on the ground that he was
Moses Harm an,
I °C or
held without warrant of law, or, in other words, that his
Petitioner.
Habeas orpus.
sentence was illegal. Mr. Harman ltad previously been
Caldwell, Circuit Judge.
released after serving four months in the pen under a
previous sentence, for exactly the same reaFOn. The
OPINION.
The petitioner was indicted, tried, convicted and sen- sentences in both cases were by United States District
tenced in the District Court of the United States for the Judge Foster, and in the opinion of attorneys and others
District of Kansas, for the offense of depositing non- competent to judge, these sentences were given because
mailable matter in the United States mails; from the sen- Mr. Harman had got the better of Judge Foster ~n a
tence and judgment in that case the petitioner, Harman, legal argument on the points of law involved in the case,
sued out a writ of error to the Circuit Court, which and because Mr. Harman had not been sufficiently awed
affirmed the judgment of the District Court, and directed by the high and mighty dignity of Judge Foster's official
·
the sentence and judgment of that Court to be carried position.
The original charge against Mr. Harman was made
into execution, and the petitioner, Harman, was thereupon
committed to the Penitentiary in execution of the sen- seven years ago under the infamous Comstock law, of
using the United State!t mails contrary to law, and was
tence.
The sentence, as imposed by the District Court, and instigated by a banker in Valley Falls, where Mr. Harman lived, for the purpose of suppressing areform paper.
affirmed by the Circuit Court, reads as follows :
"It is further orderrd, considered and adjudged thllt Mr. Harman's otlense consisted in publishing a letter
said Moses Harman, the defendant below, be adjudged from an outraged wife protesting against the theory that
guilty of the first, second and fourth counts of the indict- wjves hav no right to protect tlieir own health, but the
ment herein; and that he be imprisoned in the State pen- evidence utterly failed to sustain the charge. And Mr.
·
itentiary for four months on each of said counts, at hard Harman has no redress under the law.
labor. . . .
On
Tuesday
evening,
March
7th,
in
Topeka,
a
someThe petitioner having been imprisoned for four months
under this sentence, now asks to be released from further what informal reception was tendered the returnimprisonment, upon the ground that as the sentence does ing prisoner, under the auspices of the Kansas
not specify the ordor in which the several terms of im- State Freethinkers' Association. The chair was
prisonment are to run, and does not specify that they are occupied by Henry Hiatt, of Twin Mound, Kan.,
to run concurrently, that the sentences do therefore
necessarily run concurrently, or that if this be not so they one of the "old ~uard" of Kansas Freethinkers
must neceqsarily be held void for uncertainty, beyond a and reformers, a faithful friend and defender of D.
single term of four months, and that when he has served M. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER. Though
a term of four months he cannot be lawfully imprisoned seventy-seven years old, and notwithstanding the
under said sentences.
·
This precise question came before Mr. Justice Bradley day and night were the stor1niest for many weeks,
on the Circuit and he sustained the contention, made by the white-haired veteran came from his home in an
the ]earned counsel for the petitioner in this case, in a adjoining county on purpose to attend this meetlearned opinion in the reasoning of which I fully concur. ing. The opening address was made by W. H. T.
It would serve no useful purpose to repeat here the
Wakefield, editor of the Jeffersonian, and one of the
reasoning of the learned Justice.
The case is reported.
pioneer Freethinkers of Kansas, he having been
U. S. vs. Patterson, 29 Fed. Rep., 775.
associated with Governor Robinson and others in the
On the authority of that case, the petitioner, having
served a term of four months, is entitled to be discharged contest that made Kansas a free state. In 1884 he
from further imprisonment under the said sentence and was selected by the United Labor party at its conjudgment and it is so ordered.
vention in Cincinnati a<> its candidate for presiThus it is seen, by the terms of the opinion and dent.
Other speakers were Editor Pike, of Kansas City,
order of the United States circuit. court, that the
last four months served by me in the state prison Mo. ; J\frs. L. M. Holmes, of Chicago ; Mrs. L. D.
White, of Halstead, Kan. ; John Bradford, of Horwas "without authority of law."
While imprisoned at Lansing I was the recipient ton, Kan. ; Mrs. M. E. Davis, Messrs. Ruling,
of many favors and privileges not accorded to the Wotherspoon, Bullard, and Rice, of Topeka ; and
average convict, the warden frequently saying that N. H. Harman, of Valley Falls.
Alden S. Ruling offered the following resoluhe wished to grant me all the privileges possible
without giving cause of complaint on the score of tions, which were unanimously adopted:
partiality. I was not shaved at all during the
WHEREAS, Moses Harman, a. man in whose honesty of
whole eight months, and when my hair was clipped purpose and purity of intention we hav the utmost confithe officer told the barber to cut it as I wanted it. dence, has, by an outrageous abuse of Ia.w and justice,
imprisoned for a term in the penitentiary of the
Exception was made in my favor in the matter of been
state of Kansas; and
visitors.
The common rule is that a prisoner
WHEREAS, he has been released therefrom for a timecan see the same visitor but once in three months. we trust for all time-and is permitted to resume his
Some of my friends and relativs were admitted to chosen work, and is again with usResolved, That we extend to Mr. Harman our hearty
visit me monthly, and oftener if desired. Friends congratulations
on his restoration to freedom.
who had no special business were in a few instances
ResolvPd, That we condemn the spirit which manidenied admission, partly because of bother to the fested itself in his persecution and imprisonment.
Resolved, That we pledge ourselvs to exert every
officers and partly because, to use their own lanin our pr wer at all times to prevent the recurrence
guage, "If we admit everybody that wants to see the effort
of such outrages as that from which Mr. Harman has
old man, he will hav no time to work."
·
suffered by promulgating and defending the doctrin of
During my term of service just closed I worked untrammeled freeilom of speech and of press on all subin the printing office of the Prison Trusty, a jects of human interest.
weekly paper printed, edited, and chiefly filled with
The speaking was in line with these resolutions.
matter written by the prisoners themselvs.
Having already occupied too much of your valuSince my release I hav received quite as much able space I close by thanking you and the patrons
attention and appreciativ welcome from friends as of the noble old TRUTH SEEKER for the many words
I had any reason to expect, both at Topeka and at of sympathy and deeds of cooperativ aid, uttered
my old home, Valley Falls. In reporting the case and done by you and by them in behalf of human
the papers of Topeka and of Kansas hav, with rare liberty and justice outraged in and by the illegal
exceptions, evinced· a spirit of fairness. The prosecutions against yours sincerely and gratefully,
Populist (Topeka), an organ of the People's party
MosEs HARMAN.
-"stalwarts "-republished, unsolicited by us, a
P. S.-The five years' judgment and sentence of
two-column article from Lucifer giving an account Judge Foster, under which I served four months
of my release and present status. The .JJaily three years ago this coming summer, and which
Press (city), an organ of the Fusion Democracy sentence was declared illegal by the superior court,
and People's party. of March 2d contained the has been sent back to the lower court to be "dealt
following:
with according to law.'' This remanded case will

probably be called up for further disposition next
month.
M.
Topeka, Kan.

International Congress of Freethinkers
TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO DURING THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
It has been resolved that 1893 shall mark an
epoch in the history of Freethought. During the
early autumn in Chicago will be witnessed the
greatest assemblage of Freethinkers that the world
has ever seen. The movement was fol'lDally inaugurated last month, as shown by the following :
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF FREETHINKERS.
It is proposed to hold in Chicago during the Columbian Exposition a great International Congress of
Freethought. At an informal meeting of Freethinkers
held in New York February 18hh I wa~ delegated to select a committee to carry through this project. I hav
named as this committee the following:
C. B. Waite, president American Secular Union, Chicago, Ill., chairman.
S. P. Putnam, president Freethought Federation of
America, Washington, D. C., secretary.
Robert C. Adams, president Canadian· Secular Union
Montreal, Que.
'
E. M. Macdonald, editor TRUTH SEEKER New York
L. K. Washburn, editor Boston Investi:qator, Bost~n,
Mass.
·
Lulie Monroe Power, editor Ironclad .Age, Indianap·
olis, Ind.
J. D. Shaw, editor Independent Pulpit, Waco, Tex.
H. L. Green, editor Freethinkers' Magazine, Buffalo,
N.Y.
J. Spencer Ellis, editor Secular Thought, Toronto,
Ont.
Susan H. Wixon, editor "Children's Corner" TRUTH
SEEKER, Fall River, Mass.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 22, 1893.
Seven members of the above-named committee
hav already consented to serve and the enterprise
is an assured success.
Judge Waite writes as
follows:
CHICAGO, Feb. 28, 1893.
J. E. REMSBURG, EsQ., My Dear Sir: Your valued
favor of the 23d inst., informing me of the formation of
a committee to carry through the project of holding in
Chicago during the Columbian Exposition an International Congress of Freethought, and of my selection as
chairman of the committee, is just received
Thanking you for the honor conferred, I accept the
appointment, and shall do all in my power to make the
movement a success. . . .
C. B. WAITE,
Yours very truly,
President Putnam .of the Federation, who crossed
the continent four times last year, and who is acquainted withuearly all the FreE1thinkers between
the Atlantic and Pacific, will do valiant work for the
Congress.
Captain Adams, in his letter of acceptance, says:
•' I shall be pleased and proud to be on the com.
mittee of the International Congress of Freethought,
and thank you for the compliment. I will gladly
do anything in my power to help the cause."
Mr. Macdonald, of THE TRUTH SEEKER; Mr
Washburn, of the Investigator/ Mrs. P'awer, of th~
Ironclad Age, and Mr. Shaw, of the Independent Pulpit, all favor t.he project, and with the support of the great Freethought journals it cannot be
a failure.
Mr. Green givs it his hearty indorsement, but
urges that his advanced age, frail health, aud the
arduous labors attending the publication of his
magazine, make it inexpedient for him to serve on
the committee. The other members will, I thin)r,
appreciate the circumstances that prompt Brother
Green's declination and will excuse him from activ service on the committee. At the same time
he has had so much experience in organizing and
managing conventions-his name is so intimately
associated with the great Freethought conventions
of the past-that they will look for and welcome
some words of encouragement and advice in the
pages of his mag<Jzine.
Mr. Ellis, being absent from Toronto at the time
his appointment was sent, has not been heard from
yet, but it is confid~>ntly expected that he will consent to serve, as well as Miss Wixon, whose name
has just been added to the list of members originally selected.
The committee cannot do this work alone. It
must hav the cooperation of all friends of Freethought. Every loyal Freethinker in the land then

will assist in carrying forward this laudable under- to help the cause. Among the critics were Mr.
taking to a glorious consummation.
Neville, Mr. Bellows, Mrs. Lovise, and Mr. Elevell.
Mr. Neville thought a tax on land was the panacea
J. E. REMSBURG.
by which the trouble would be settled.
Next Sunday Henry Rowley will lecture on
Liberal Societies.
Mr. Wilson Macdonald lectured at the Manhitttan "Secular Ethics vs. Christian Ethics."
Liberal Club Friday evening, March 17th. The
lecture was followed by one of the most interesting Speech in Liberal League Hall, Newark, N. J.,
and spirited discussions that the members of the
BY MRS. MARY ANN SMITH.
club hav had the pleasure of hearing in some time.
Liberals,
when
I
am dead each giv a penny
The subject was "Do Man's Spiritual Energies
To hire a wagon and buy an empty box;
Survive Death?" In opening, Mr. Macdonald Friends and mourners will not be many,
dwelt at some length on that part of man which he
For I hav no bank accounts, bonds, nor stocks.
called the spiritual, ideal, or psychical. He defined I want no minister or priest to preach a sermon
it as "that higher sense of the mind which perOr waste his breath by beseeching a revengeful God
ceives those finer qualities of the soul or spirit To hav pity on me, to save me from burning
At sea-level, :vhere the devil is a prisoner down in quod;
which are superior to the physical, and which we
perceive with the fine senses. It is that mental Nor bury me in a churchyard, where roses grow,
Or in consecrated ground blessed by priests cursed by
quality by and with which we ar& cognizant of the
God·
ideal. It is that something within that becomes
plant 'me in Potter's Field, where gentle zephyrs
conscious of the beautiful in music, poetry, paint- But blow,
ing, and sculpture. It is that quality of ourselvs
Where rank weeds, thorns, and thistles grow from out
the sod. ·
that comprehends the loftiest sentiments of love
and friendship, and appreciates forgivness and I don't want a headstone to mark my lonely grave
1
charity. It is that ecstasy we feel in contemplatFor I don't want to rise before old Gabriel blows his
horn.
·
ing the beautiful in nature and art. One may hav
a belief in the dogmas of sectarians and pose as a "In my father's house there are many mansions," Jesus
said,
Christian, a Mohammedan, or a Jew and still not
But not for Mary Ann Smith on resurrection morn.
hav one spark of spirituality or ideality. Human
· Feb. 25, 1893.
(Written byW. W. MoRRIS.)
beings of delicate, refined, and intellectual organization, as. orators, painters, musicians, poets, and
litterateurs generally, hav the quality of spirituality Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
or ideality." The lecturer then spoke of the rapid
rise of Spiritualism. He remembered the time
The German Freethought congress will this year
when there were only a few thousand Spiritualists be held in KarlE~riihe during the month of May.
in the world; "there are now ten million." Many
incidents were told illustrating the power of spirits
The Freereligious Society at Berlin, Germany, is
to remove pianos, trinkets, etc.
publishing and distributing a sm~l pamphlet in
The critics were Dr. Foote, Mr. Wakeman, Dr. which people are urged to leave the state church.
Weeks, Mr. Bunce, and Dr. Gunn. Mr. Wakeman
said that the people who thought they saw spirits
The Italian minister of justice has introduced into
were laboring u~~:der a delusion; very often they the house of deputies a measure whereby civil marwere hypnotized, and Mr. Bunce also told how he riage is made to take precedence of the religious
had received messages from the other world in the ceremony.
form of rappings, written notes, etc. Dr. Gunn's
material way of dealing with the spirits caused
In most Holy Russia there are eight hundred and
considerable laughter. He said that if ever a per- seventy-five prisons which contain nine hundred
son who was visited by spirits would take twenty and fifty thousand prisoners. Let us thank the
grains of bromide of potassium three times a day, Lord for his mercy.
for a few weeks, he had no doubt but that the
visitations would become lef!S and less, and finally
The Christmas hazar held in Sveateatern, Stockstop altogether. He advised Mr. Macdonald to holm, by the Stockholm Freethinkers, brought in
take several doses of bromide of potassium. Next two thousand crowns net. Eighty persons were
Friday evening T. B. Wakeman will lecture on kept busy attending to the wants of the public.
"The Genesis of Christianity." Mr. Wakeman will
reply at some length to some of Mr. Macdonald's
Dr. Phil. Knut Wicksell and Victor E. Lennstatements.
strand were both elected to the Swedish people's
congress by 13,817 and 13,750 votes respectivly.
"Deed and Creed" was the subject of Dr. Coyt's We congratulate our Swedish brethren on the
lecture before the Ethical Society last Sunday. great victory won.
The motto of the society, "Deed, not Creed," is
fundamentally wrong, the doctor declared, because
Le Comite D'Etudes Morales (the committee on
there can be no unanimity regarding the deed moral hws), President Jean Paul Cee, has pubwhere there is not an accepted creed. «The Ethical lished the result of its last year's work, an "Essay
Society is the most radical of movements; for when on Secular Education." We will in a later number
it declares that creed is a matter of private concern of THE TRUTH SEEKER giv a review of the same.
to agree about which is not absolutely necessary, it
stamps the creed as insignificant; and things that
The Christians of Calcutta, India, are very angry.
are insignificant we hav no use for." Dr. Coyt They petitioned the government to make Sunday a
thought that a more appropriate motto would be Puritan Sabbath day. The government, strange to
"Deed and the Creed of Deed." With the creed of relate, refused to do so, stating that it would be a
deed unanimously accepted as their creed, the mem- violation of the constitution and an insult and inbers could not differ about the deed. "But one- justice to Hindoos and Mohammedans.
tenth of the creed of Christianity is a creed of deed.
The other nine-tenths is a creed concerning the
Jn spite of the opposition of the state (Catholic)
origin of the world, the birth of Jesus Christ, etc., church in Spain, the Protestant joss house in Madrid
etc." The lecturer said he regretted greatly the has been opened. But to minimize the evil effects of
lack of knowledge among members about the lead- Protestant services, Roman Catholic ladies hav reers of the different ethical sects." On the other solved t® buy the adjoining buildings and turn the
hand you will find very few Methodists who are not same into Roman Catholic schools. "What fools
acquainted with the writings of John Wesley." these mortals be."
The doctor closed by exhorting his hearers, especially the female part, to make themselvs better acWe are more. than pleased to state that the yearly
quainted with the writings of Emanuel Kant, Her- report of the Belgian Freethought Federation is
bert Spencer, etc., and to do more to build up and very encouraging. Never before in the history of
disseminate the creed of deed.
the Federation has a year been so productiv of good
Next Sunday Professor Adler will lecture, his work, growth, and practical enthusiasm as 1892.
subject being "Shall Russian Refugees Be Extra- The Belgians are waking up. Our g:t;eeting and
congratulations to our Belgian brethren.
dited Like Assassins?"
A very interesting lecture on "The Conflict Between Labor and Capital" was delivered before the
Brooklyn Philosophical Association last Sunday
afternoon by Dr. Powell. ~though the _lecturer
did not regard the introductiOn .of machm~ry as
being directly harmful to workmg~en, still he
thought that it increased the antagom~m between
the laborer and the capitalist. Considerable applause greete d the remark that many of the heads
of the labor movement are doing more to curse than

Saint-Gillit:>, is dead. He was one of the most prominent Belgian Freethinkers. His funeral, which
was strictly Secular, was attended by a great multitude of people. Besides the various Freethought
societies, there were present the governor and provincial councillors and the municipal authorities of
Saint-Gillis and neighboring cities.
The students of the university of Barcelona,
Spain, hav organized a Liberal society and joined
the Spanish Freethought Federation. At the first
meeting, which was held in the Theater Calvo-Vuo,
standing-room was at a premium. That is right.
Freethought must begin from above. Mankind are
yet addicted to hero-worship and following those
who are above them in learning and social standing.
Our greeting to the Spanish students.
The church could not down our friend, Victor E.
Lennstrand, even when she called the state in to
assist her, but exterminated he must be. Last
month Mr. Lennstrand received a kind of religious
White Cap letter from persons "who hav ~worn to
kill him." This " Christian " letter says, among
other things: "Your enemies will not rest until
either you are dead or the association has ceased to
exist. Money works ·wonders." We suppose it is
unnecessary to state that the Swedish Freethought
champion will continue his work as usual.
The French Freethinkers are very prompt to
renew their subscriptions. During the first half of
January,.l893, the Bulletin Mens1tel de la .Federation Franr;aise took in nearly eight hundred francs
in renewals. Our French brethren realize the fact
that to carry on a successful war three things are
necessary: money, money, and money. Friends,
renew, and send in new subscribers.
In Austria the church people hav been greatly
shocked. The well-known hotel-owner Bauer, of
Wr.-Neustadt near Vienna, declared on his deathbed that he was a Freethinker, and following him,
T. Vernalehen, the ex-principal of tho Vienna· normal
school, bas informed the police that he has left the
church for good, and entered the Freereligious Society at Vienna-the president of which is our
venerable friend, the ex-priest Edward Schwella.
Let us look out for our public schools, and by all
means keep the clergy out.. If we do not, we must
expect that our children will be taught the same
nonsense as was taught in 1873 to the children in
the gymnasium at Schweren. The teacher of
religion in that school, Minister Von Stark, informed
the children that there was no such thing as
electricity. The lightning was produced by the
angels, who sat in the clouds. And those who
prayed and attended church would never be struck
by it.
Freethinkers who hav friends or acquaintances
among our Swedish fellow-citizens may send their
names and post-office addresses, stating the number
of copies wished, together with cost of transportation, to .Flritanlcaren, Engelbrehtsgatan 43 B,
Stockholm, Sweden. The papers are to be distributed among such Swedish-Americans as cannot
read English. If you hav friends that can master
the English language, send for copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, the grK..; est Freethought paper on earth,
and distribute them.
"The church has a ~ood stomach," Goethe has
his Faust exclaim, and we are sure our readers will
agree with the "great pagan" when they hav read
the figures here quoted. These figures, which are
official, represent the cost in cash of the church in
France:
1803 ............... 4,000,000 fr. 1820 ............... 35,000,000 fr.
1805 ................ 12,000,000
1813 ............... 13.000,000
1815 ............... 10,000,000
1817 ............... 20,000,000
1820 ............... 24,000,000
1826 ............... 30,000,000

"
"
"
"
"
"

1847 ............... 39,000,000
1851. ............. .41,000,000
1854 ............... 44,000,000
1856 ............... 50,000,000
1871.. ............. 55,000,000
1889 .............. .43,000,000

"
"
"
"
"
"

The tax value of 39,000 churches and 31,000 ecclesi_
astical residences given free to the church is
245,0000,000 francs ; the actual value, 2 milliards.

If Christians would spend less time telling lies
about the great and grand men whom the truth of
science has made Infidels, and in trying to hide the
The over-procurator of the holy Russian synod, sins of the old patriarchs by attributing them to
M. Po bedonoszeff, has written a letter to the Roman God, the world would be a much better residenceCatholic prelate, V a,nutelli, in which he expresses qua'rter than either hell or heaven.
his sorrow over the inactivity of the church in WestThere are but few characters mentioned in the
ern Europe. "The Russian and Roman Catholic
church ought to forget their differences and unite Bible who would not nowadays be found guilty of
their forces to a war of extermination of unbelief murder in the first degree, even if tried by the
most ignorant jury who could be empaneled in the
and Freethought."
United States.
In California they would not be
Mr. Paul de J aer, the Freethinker, and mayor of accorded the delay of a trial.
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A. Good Way to Talk.
LIVERMOI<E, Feb. 9, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I see my time is up on the
paper, but I cannot raise the money just
yet but will in the course of a month or
two. I never will be without it as long as
I can raise the snbscription.
Yours respectfully,
CHAR, GINGER.
Mistress Columbia's Reprehensible Flir·
tation.
NEw YoRK, Feb. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: The picture in this week's
TRUTH SEEKER, "A Dangerous Amusement, Columbia Flirting with Roman
Catholicism," is one of the best piclmes
ever produced by Heston. It tells the
whole story of the intrigue of the church
of Rome while the Americans remain
asleep.
S. R. THORNE.
Liberals; Wear Badges to tile Fair.
HENNEPIN, ILL., Feb. 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Let me mention again,
Would it not be a good idea if all the Liberals who attend the World's Fair would
put :on some color for a badge-say a
small piece of ribbon? I for one would
like to get acquainted with all Freethinkers.
JOHN M. STAUFFER.
. Religion a Product of the Imagination.
CoRNING, March 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: We are overrun with
reading-matter and cannot read all that
presents itself to our table, but when THE
TRUTH SEEKER arrives it is never passed
by without a few minutes devoted to its
contents. And that man Heston is a
miracle if ever there was one. Doesn't
he show up the product of imagination to
the horror of the Christians! (Is notreligion the product of the imagination?)
DANIEL LEONARD.
Upholds Peck Against God.
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., March 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Peck strikes very
heavy. I say, giv more such good sense.
Bless your hear1;s, if " God" cannot defend
himself he cannot find any favor here.
Brother Peck's views coincide with mine,
but the difference is that I cannot express
mine in such good language. I felt; God's
kindness a year ago, when my only child
was left motherless seven weeks old. Did
Christ help me? No!
I say the Bible's teaching is immoral.
Men and women, read that book. Study
carefully what is in it-fraud, murder,
crime.
E. S. GLICK.

A. Preacher Unhorsed.
LISLE, N.Y., Jan. 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I would like very much to
send some new sub~cribers. And thought
I was going to succeed, but the sky-pilots
carry too heavy guns for me in that respect. They are holding one of their
annual powwows in our little village now.
The two churches combine.
I was in the post-office the other evening
and the Methodist mir ister gave me an
invitation to go over to church with him.
I said I would if he would answer a few
questions I would like to ask him so the
few hearers could undentand them. The
second question unhorsed him and he
gamboled off for the church with lots of
. merriment behind him and without giving
me a second invitation to go with him.
Yours for the freedom of mankind,
R. H. GLOVER.
One Advantage ·of Being an InfidelSparell from Grasshoppers.
ST. JoSEPH, Mo , Feb. 24, 1893.
MR EDITOR: Some years ago there were
grasshoppers that destroyed the whole
crop of my neighbors, while mine was
about only one-fourth destroyed. This
happened twice. My furm is only thirty
rods wide, and we are four French families
all in line. I am the only Infidel in the
neighborhood, and the only one whose
crop was saved. I was telling this to a
Salvationist. He said God did it to try
my neighbor!', but me he knew it was of
nu use to try. s') that ended the argument.
I read to a neighbor the "Reply to the
'J.'heist" by Mr. Charles La.perche. He

said, ''That man does not believe in anything." I told him that he did, but in
facts.
An old lady neighbor who is a French
Catholic, said she di<i not believe in hell.
I told her that she was not a true Catholic
if she did not. She thinks it is too wicked.
She Paid, ''I could not be happy in heaven
and mother in hell." So you see even
the Roman Catholics begin to think. I
a eked her some questions regarding resurrection, but she seems very ignorant on
religion.
Yours for truth,
CHARLES LAMBERT.
Pleasant Items from Boston.
BosToN, MA''s., March 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Thou!l'h in the home of
the eood old Inve.~tioator, I nevertheless
regularly receive or buy the best Liberal
paper out, to my mind, THE TRUTH
8EKK111R. Its ''Letters from Friends" are
always agreeable reading. I am trying
to work the scheme mentioned by Mr.
Butler in your issue of the 11th ult., but
hav been refused by two dealers. They
said it would hurt their trade. I shall
keep on trying, however.
New England is very conservativ. Not
a theater is open on Sunday in this city,
whereas in St. Louis and other Western
towns the playhouses do a big business,
having a matinee and evening performance on the "Lord's day." However, I
heard the Rev. Mr. Lorimer, of Tremont
Temple, Boston's big gospel ~hop, say recently in a sermon, that he did not believe
Joshua ever made the sun and moon stand
still; that the book referred to was not
an inspired one, and further that the
language was simply figurativ. •He is a
Baptist, but water will not save him if he
keeps that kind of sermonizing up.
The editorial, ''One of Christianity's
Disgraces," is a gem, echoing, as I believe
it doe~, the sentiments of every true
Liberal.
We should all do our best to help THE
TRUTH SEEKER along. If everyone who
can would buy it at news-stands, thereby
creating a regular demand for it, its sale
would greatly increase.
ELLIS FAREWELL.
Respectfully,
Information Wanted.
WooDFORDS, ME., March 2, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: If some of our good Christian brothers would kindly giv me an
explan<ltion of the following extract from
their Book of Books, I should feel myself to be under personal obligations to
them.
Matthew, in the first chapter of his gospel, givs us a genealogy of Christ through
Joseph, and makes twenty-eight generations from Christ to David. Luke does
the same thing in the third chapter of his
gospel, but makes forty-three generations,
and no two names in the two tables are
the same, except those of Joseph and
David. However, let that pass without
comment, although it seems to me to be a
contradiction of the first water.
What I wnnt explained is this- if
Christ was really the son of God, as that
Book says he was, he could not by any
possibility hav been the son of Joseph, or
any blood relation whatever of his.
If he was descended from David at all,
it must hav been through Mary, his
mother.
If your Bible be inspired, my Christian
friends, how will you explain to me this
inspired blunder?
It begins to appear 'as if the God of the
Jews, so far from being, as he is styled, the
Great Architect, was utterly incapable of
doing a thorough, finished job in anything he undertook.
Hoping you will allow this to appear in
the columns of your excellent paper,
which I already admire for its plain,
matter-of-fact way of dealing with superstitions, showing up fraud and error and
being in fact all- which its name implies,
I remain,
Yours for truth,
FRED IRISH.
Piercing Reproof to Our Legislators.
BREATHEDSVILLF, MD., March 8, 1893.
Mn. EDITon: As my subscription to THE
TRUTH SE11KER has expired, and I hav not
found a new subscriber, I herewith send
you a $5 express money-order for two
years' subscription. I hope it will not be
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very long until subscribers will be more
easily obtained than now, while many who
really wish to read the paper, and wish
success to the cause it advocates, are
afraid of the church influence. According
to my idea, the church is now booming
itself into the last Waterloo. Light, the
grand light of Reason and Science, is getting stronger and able to scatter the darkness of superstition wherever it meets it
in our land.
Our quarantine laws are the effect of
Freethought, as well as al1 other humanitarian laws, notwithstanding contrary 'to
the church.
As to the Columbian exhibition, where
reason, science, and humanity seem to
hav been worsted, I cannot believe it to
be a fact. Congressmen are swQrn, as
well as the president, to protect. and defend the Constitution of the United
States to the best of their ability; therefore it is plain there cannot be a law, or
any part of a law, paRsed that is directly
prohibited without perJury, and such
law must of necessity be nuil and void.
The Constitution givs us the right of
Petition, yet it seems to me a crime to ask
or petition Congress to do that very thing
which the Constitution says they shall not
do, just as much as it is a crime for me to
ask:, influence, or bribe a witness or juryman to do as I wish above all other considerations. I cannot see how an informed,
honest man can sign such a petition. This
is a matter beyond a petition, therefore I
signed no petition against it.
With best wishes to you, our Liberal
brethren, and our cause, I remain,
Yours,
JoHN M. GRoH.

Talmage, His God, and Many Christians,
All Vile.
NASHVILLE, TENN., Jan. 28, 1893.
MR. EDIT~m: The prince of mountebanks, De Witt Talmage, has been here,
and his performa.nce in the role of a
lecturer proved the worst disappointment
and the most disgusting "sell" inflicted
on the gullible orthodox masses in a long
time. Sam Jones's big Tabernacle was
crowded to the gallerie11, at a big fee, by
those who were anxious to hear the '' great
preacher." But when Talmage read his
wishy- washy ideas in a tame way from
manuscript, it fell on the audience like a
cold, wet blanket in November. The
mystery is, how does this old theological
fraud manage to goll the people the way
he does? It ,is amusing to see how reticent and mum the orthodox hav been ever
since they were so badly victimized. The
many who saw and heard Talmage ask the
question: ''Is he honest?" In my opinion
no man can take a good look at his foxy
mug without concluding that he is a dishonest old hypocrit, unless a great mistake
was made in putting the finishing touches
on that telltale face of his. But then the
Bible God may hav created Talmage, and
if he did the work exactly corresponds to
the character of the workman, as the
Bible God outranks all devils, big and
little, for hate, cruelty, perfidy, and infernal meanness.
I hav just re,td in the daily press about a
good Christian missionary and his wife,
who had spent several years traveling
through the Chinese empire preaching to
the celestials the beauties of "innate depravity " and ''Jesus paid it all," and in
all the heathen cities and villages which
they visited they wer'e offered no indignity
or insult. They returned to our dear
Christian country and held a meeting one
night last week in the city of Omaha, with
its one hundred churches and two hundred
armed policemen on duty day and night to
keep the peace and prevent Christians
from depredating on each other's rights of
life and property. When their meeting
was over, on their way to their hotel these
two unsuspecting missionaries, forgetting
they were not in China, were both sandbagged and robbed. Without police protection they were safe in heathen <'ities,
but an army of policemen could not save
them from violence in a Christian city
where the detestable, man-degrading
doctrinsof ''innqtevileness" and' 'eleventhhour repentance" strengthen tbe hand of
the evil-doer in perpetrating his schemes
of plunder and murder.
WARREN SMITH.

Wants Literature Supplied.
OswEGo, N.Y., March 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to call the attention of your readers to Brother L. R.
Titus's letter in your issue of February
11th. He suggests just what I hav been
wishing to see for many months-'-tbat
some rich Liberal would supply some poor
devil who has the courage but no money
with distributing matter, including pamphlets, tracts, and the World's Fair leaflets. A few dollars expended in that way
would do more educating than five times
the amount expended in public lectures.
I hav tested that wav in Oswego. I hav
found that strong church-members are
not offended by having the strongest
Infidel literature thrown into their
shops, stores, and offices. They will read
it. The same ones would not go near a.
public lecture. And it makes more of a
lasting impression. I hav had just cause
to censure and blame rich Infidels, both
in Oswego and elsewhere. I hav found to
my disappointment that they do not average one in a hundred that has the courage
to do any missionary work. There are
many cities, towns, and hamlets the distributing of such literature from .time to
time in which would be the · source of
convertingmanyhundredsfrom the church
teachings that could not be educated by
pnblic lectures at a much greater expense.
I hope this plan will be carried out by
some few Liberals in the near future. If
it should be, remember me as one that
wants a good supply of the fighting material.
I am very much pleased with Brother
John W. Abbott's reply to the Hon. John
Davis and Senator Peffer. I hav been a
leader and a representativ on the electoral
ticket of the People's party, but I must
say I never would become a member of a
Farmers' ,Alliance club that would open
its meetings with prayer. I offer my best
wishes and blessings to Mayor Washburne
of Chicago. He presented a very able
argument before the Congressional committee at Washington for an open Sunday.
It is an address of which I wish millions
of copies could be distributed broadcast.
He asked what justice there would be to
legislate in favor of ten million Sundayclosing bigots and de bar fifty million
citizens of their constitutional rights and
privileges of free- born people. His appeal in behalf of the laboring class of our
citizens was noble and granil. I hav
thought, Do the closing church· bigots
stop and think of the many millions of
sailors and soldiers that know no Sunday
in their professional duty? Their sympathy for the employees at the World's
Fair buildings, wishing to giv them a restday, is not needed, for there are many
thousands wishing and starving for that
amount of employment. But I think I
hav said my share for the World's Fair
opening.
From one that demands justice,
JASPER J. BROWN.
[We hav supplied Mr. Brown with a
bundle cf tracts and TRUTH Sm:mKERS and
hope he will stir up his town with them.
It is a good work, and those who will do
it should be encouraged.-ED. T. S.]

A. Future Life f
RocHESTER, MICH., Feb. 15, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5
for another two years' subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I am becoming an old
man, now nearly seventy-six. I may not
he here to read it so long, but will venture
to take the chances. I hav tak<>n the paper from the start, and want to continue
it as long as my eyesight holds out at
least.
On the whole, I like the old TRUTH
SEEKER very much; its communications,
correspondence,
b r i g h t,
suggestiv
"Children's Corner," and all. In reading I skip none of it, hardly the advertisements.
The editorials seem in the right place,
for I almost always read them first, and the
direct, clear-cut, incisiv manner in which
you write, and the spirit you manifest
toward opponents, pleases me. The Liberality you also show in printing both sides
of discussionl!l seems quite admirable.
The discussions in your columns regarding a future life hav much interested me.
Some of your corr·espondents seem quite
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poilitiv that mind, soul,. or spirit does not
exist independent of a human brain, that
it in fact is only a result or procPss of
brain-action. Others, again, as firmly believe that mind may and does exist after it
has left the brain-tenement, and claim that
there are a multitude of well-attested
facts to sustain their belief.
Nature seems to hav brought us into
being with a wonderful attachment to l:ife
here, and also placed down deep within us
-or most of us-a lifelong hope for an existence hereafter. If she shall meet this
demand of her own planting, granting us
another life, with more and possibly better opportunities for its enjoyment, very
well! If not, how is she going to avoid
the charge of being finally bankrupt? It
was a wonderful work getting us started
here. Has that herculean labor, think
you, exhausted all her resources?
Occasionally a writer of yours expresses
himself as well pleased with the prospect
before him of an eternal dreamless sleep,
It is going to be such a peaceful rest after
earth's turmoil! Yet we do not hear of
anyone. congratulating himself upon the
enjoyment of the long sleep he had before
his birth, back in the beginningle~s past.
But why not, if the thought of future annihilation is such a restful, pleasant one?
By the way, it would seem that Ingersoll-a name that we Liberals are always
ready to swear by-is not so very far from
a belief, or, if you please, a firm hope, in
a future life. Let us read from him: "I
thank him for the brave words he has said
on the subject of death. Since he bas
lived death is less fearful than it was be. fore, and thousands and millions will
walk down into the dark valley of the
shadow holding Walt Whitman by the
hand, long after we are dead, The
brave tJJords that he has spoken will sound
like trumpets to the dying." And here
are a few of them:
Do you suspect death? If I were to suspect death I should die now;
Do you think I would walk well pleased
toward annihilation?
Pleasantly and well suited I walk;
Whither I walk I cannot define, but I know
it is good.
.
I feel like one that has done his work, I
progress on;
The unknown sphere more real than I
dreamed, more direct, darts awakening rays upon me. . . .
So I pass a little time, vocal, visible, contrary;
Afterward, a melodious echo, death making me undying.
The question now occurs to me, can
these sentences of Walt Whitman, by any
adroit handling in a Materialistic refining
crucible, or by some literary legerdemain,
hav the idea of personal immortality fairly
eliminated ~rom them? If not, and if
Robert Ingersoll was, at the time of delivering that incomparable funeral address, absolutely, through and through, an
Agnostic, then it would certainly seem
that he was left to speak a great deal better than he didn't know.
Bear with me a few words more. The
Editor of this paper, and the men and
women who hav written for it-some of
you a goodly number of years-I want to
thank you all most heartily for the opportunity you hav afforded me of reading
your many valuable thoughts, so ably expressed and on such a variety of· subjects.
To me it has been an education, and done
me otherwise a world of good. In fact,
the names of many of you seAm so familiar
to me in connection with your writingf!
that I find myself almost counting you as
personal friends, and often wish I could
meet you, if only to exchange a few
words.
If the lease of life holds good for ns,
over into the great somewhere, beyond, I
hope yet to make your personal acquaintance. And as this may be my last word
here, let me not forget to pay my respects
to the inimitable Heston, who, w~th those
terrible, pitiless cartoons, has been and
yet is hitting with such stunning effect
some of the worst shams in this wide
world.
C. H. GREENE.

Women Must Be Developed Before En·
franchised.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., Feb. 22, 1893.
MR. EDrroR: Please to allow me a little
space in THE TRUTU SEEKER for the purpose of congratulating Albert Sandberg

upon his excellent, common-sense views "Hurrah for --?" and he shouted
regarding woman's suffrage, as disclosed "Harrison!" Mrs. Blank then became
in your issue of February 8th. When he somewhat interested and said, "Who is
says, " Liberals surely must be aware that going to b<:J presidl1nt next time, dear?"
nearly all preachers and very religious As if in echo of himself, he repeated,
people desire the women to vote," he "Harrison.'' "Oh, is he?" said she. " I
strikes a note which ought to force those didn't know. I heard somebody say that
Liberals to take heed as to where they are they vere going to appoint Cleveland
rushing.
again."
Of course the "dear pastor" wants his
I am not given to pitying men, for they
sweet., lovable, pious feminin flock to vote, seem strong enough, as a rule, to take care
for he knows that when they do so his ad- of themselvs; but I did feel sorry for that
vice will be followed to the letter, with fellow and disguised my amusement perloving glances and trustful giggles. He fectly. Do not imagin for one moment
prefers- that they sball not know too t.hat Mrs. Blank was an ignorant woman.
much, and they would rather, much She could read and she did read nearly all
rather, read novels and go begging for the time, and she knew "jnst lots." She
·the church and sell their kisses promis- could hav told you, to within the sixteenth
cuously at church fairs than tire themseivs of a palp, just how many p~lpitations Alout over "nasty old politics." What do phonso's activ heart made wh•le he held
you think would be the state of the in his loving arms the fainting but angelic
churches if there should be a law enacted form of his adored Celestia and showered
prohibiting women from attending church passionate kisses upon her marble brow
and from having anything to do with just subsequent to her giving an affirmativ
church matters? I think that Christianity reply to a very stale question, as set forth
would collapse, evaporate, dematerialize; in the above-named novel; and she was as
it would become a dream of the past; and well capacitated to vote as nine-tenths of
those thousands of untaxed spire-tipped the women are.
edifices woulcl be turned into horse stables
I did in tend to tell you how the " women
or something else ~seful; and perhaps folks" of this town voted the Bible into
then the homeless street ''kids" would school, but if I do so I fear you will be
sometimes find shelter within them with- frightened at the length of this and giv
out being advised to "move on." And instructions to hav it thrown into the
yet Liberals who are old enough to know broken-type receptacle-a thing that
better are anxious that the women who seems to hold its own in printing offices
sustain those churches shall vote honest, in spite of all revisions. I will add, howFreethinking men and women into outer ever, that it would be_ better for Liberals
darkness and their putty Jew God into the to labor for these poor, creed-bound
Constitution. 0 sweet consistency, do women than to waste energy in gaining
sparkle a little! It has seemed to me for for them the rights of suffrage. I do all
a long time as if Liberals are trying to t.hat I ~an in a small way for thr,t object,
bite off their own noses just to see what a and almost enjoy the abuse that I somegrotesque appearance their faces will pre- times get for my pains. Let us wait until
the harvest is ripe and avoid mildew.
sent after the painful experiment.
I freely confess that I am willi.ng to There is plenty of useful work ready for
BETTA S. ANDERSON.
forego the exquisit fun of voting, rather our hands.
than to see our republic go to the '• bowwows," as it certainly will do if women, in Woinen Will Vote As Intelligently As
their present benighted condition, politicMen.
ally, are given the ballot. Any person
PoRTLAND, KAN., March 8, 1893.
who has wasted time ·over the various
MR. EDITOR : I see in a copy of THE
political issues of the day and has dabbled TRUTH SEEKER, dated February 18th, an
a little in the study of civil government, article from Albert Sandberg, of Nunach,
political economy, and such trash, cannot Cal., which I would like the privilege of
fail to feel a trifle nervous about seeing answering. The title of this article is
an overwhelming mass of home-grown "Women Will Abolish What Little Libignorance, in addition to the vast supplies erty We Hav."
imported from Europe, heaped upon the
It will be apparent at once that I do not
more than enough already on hand con- agree with Mr. Sandberg's statements,
troling affairs of state. ·
and atn therefore appearing on the deIt may be remembered that our amiable fensiv.
and gallant legislature a few years ago
In the first place he says: "Now that
tendered to the women of this lively com- the Freethought Federation of America
monwealth the rights of municipal suffrage. is an establi~hed fact it behooves us as
Kan.sas legislators are not addicted to the intelligent electors to closely examin,
bad habit of following the ancient and from more than one standpoint, whether
worm-eaten customs of anybody's an- our sisters, mothers, and wives should
cestors, as the recent carnival at our state share with the men that greatest of recapital goes to prove. If they are not suf- sponsibilities, the ballot."
ficiently original in one way, why, their
He goes on to say that women are not
successors take more striking and even educated properly to be able to vote inshooting methods. Municipal suffrage to telligently. They must be aroused to
women was one way, and if anyone who their position by being made to feel the
hae stemmed the storm since that mistake littleness of dress, novel-readin~?, gossip,
went into effect has the hardihood lo say etc.
that the political condition of the state is
I wish to ask how Mr. Sandberg probetter than before, or that the towns are poses to bring about this reform. Does
cleaner and better governed, or that there he think that by posing as the wisest of
are fewer places of low morality, let him God's creatures, and setting his feet
consult a brain specialist at once-delays (figurativly speaking) squarely across t.he
are dangerous.
necks of the "dear creatures," by and by
Being a woman, I hav many oppor- they will step forth perfect political
tunities for finding out the mental st.atus graduates?
of the sweet spring voter from which
Furthermore I ask, how true is 1\ir.
brave masculinity is debarred, and I hav Sandberg's statemWJ.t where he says :
had experiences the remembrance of "Liberals surely must be a ware that
which always causes a smile and then a nearly all preachers and very religions
tear. I will relate one incident, just to people desire the women to vote?" I
show how well prepared one woman was to assert that this is not true, for if it were
take upon herself the affairs of state.
women would long ago hav held the ballot.
In the summer of 1888, when the Repub- For the different religions in one form or
lican convention was making things lively another comprise a vast majority. Show
and the question as to what man would be one instance where the people of any
nominated filled the very air, I happened religious· faith (orthodox so called) were
to b~> at the house of an acquaintance, a ever tbe first to advocate ~my reform. How
member of the church, a voter, aod the was it with the question of slavery? The
mother of two youngsters, both of whom churches held that slavery was right long
may hav the blessed privilege at some after it became an agitated question in
future da.te of breaking down doors in the land. Just so with nearly all of the
legislativ halls. Upon the piano lay piles great questions of reform-we find the
of illustrated papers telling all about the churches among the last to fall in with
convention and near them, face down, a the plan. Hence I say that Mr. Sandberg
dog-eared novel. While I was there, the is wrong when he says tbat the clergy has
husband came in with a fresh supply of an eye for its own gains in urging the
papers and a radiant face, and I said, franchise for women.
The preachers,
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it is true, are now beginning to giv their
sanction to this reform, but they were not
the first, by any means, to advocate it.
I would be ashamed to class myself with
the Liberals if I wished to deny to men.
the free use of the ballot. No doubt Mr.
Sandberg will be filled with holy horror
to think that a woman would dare to
question man's, lordly man's right to the
ballot. But nevertheless I do affirm, and
I believe on a logical basis, that women
as a class, frivolous and giddy as the
writer tries to p;cture them, are as well
qualified to-day to cast an intelligent vote
as are the men. How many men, think
you, are there that know and understand
the principles of the party for which they
are voting? I will venture to say that not
more than one in ten knows what the
word tariff means. They could not tell
the true meanin~ of the term free trade.
Yet every man (in years) has a legal right
to vote for or against these things.
Talk about women reforming before
they can vote. The question most important to consider is to educate the men
as well as the women. But as we already
hav given men the ballot regardless of
intelligence or even principle, I ask, how
much worse can we make matters by giving women an eqnal chance-which is
theirs by right anyway?
Again, he says: "Think of the danger
to our treasured freedom of conscience if
the fanatical Woman's Christian Temperance Union, led by that very able
female suffragist, Miss Frances Willard,
were turned at large with the ballot in
their hands." Now the Temperance question is a broad one, and one that cannot
he passed over with one sweepiog statement, and especially with the one that
Mr. Sandberg makes. Just look at him
as he draws himself up with such dignity
as he says: "Think of the danger to our
treasured freedom of conscience," etc. I
do not doubt, judging- from his language,
that his freedom of conscience is very
treasured. It must be kept even at the
expense of otber people's happiness and
comfort. How is freedom, in its true
sense, to be granted if .liquor is allowed a
place where it can drive its slaves over
the hearts and consciences of others ? It
is an impossibility to be free with liquor,
because before very long you are liquor's
slave instead of making it serve you.
No one can deny that liquor is an evil,
and no one should hav a right to force
evil of any kind upon another just for the
sake of his or her "treasured freedom of
conscience."
The iclea of the writer calling himself
a Liberal when he is trying to prohibit
people from making Sunday laws! Why
not hav laws? L11w regarding Sunday is
what we need, but let us educate our
men and women so that they will make
the right kind of laws. By the right kind
of laws I mean intelligent laws, laws to
govern but not to fetter. The idea of a
great many concerning Liberalism is to
do as we please, every man for himself
regardless of others. Such ideas are
.Dnarchism and ought not to be tolerated.
We must be governed by laws in order to
enjoy. If there were no laws the weak
would suffer at the hands of the strong;
and no one could enjoy as much as when
he is protected in right and checked from
wrong.
Lastly I wish to mention the laoguage
of Mr. Sandberg. On second thou~.rht, I
think, he would hesitate before using it
again. It shows uncharity for those who
do not agree with him, as well as a hasty
impulse, together with an effort to show
off. In my opinion no well-bred gentleman would use such language.
According to his belief all readers of
his article must suffer and put up with his
offensiv language to keep from treading
on his "treasured freedom of conscience."
'rhen if the Freethought Federation
means Anarchism, a right to trample on
others, and the exclusion of t-he ballot to
women, whose intelligence often exceeds
that· of the present voters, the sooner it is
banished from the land the better.
But in my opinion this is not so. The
Freethought Federation, instead, as I
understand it, upholds law and order,
helping good along and suppressing evil;
and the question uppermost !~hould be to
find out the real good and real evil. When
this is reached we will hav approached
perfection.
LAUBA KNox.
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Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to l9wer,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occur.atwns
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Bessie's Opinion.
Be•sie went to church tha.t morning;
She had never been before,
"But Rhe's old erongb," Raid ma1nnut..;
"Three years old, an<l almost four."
She had promised to be quiPt;
"No, indeed, she wouldn't cry!''
Holding tight to papa's finger,
Off she went with sparkling eye.
Wonderingly she saw the people,
Saw the flowers and the rest,
Gazed up at the lofty arches,
But the music pleased her best.
When it ceased and came the sermon,
Bessie frowned :md fidgeted.
" 'Sh, be quiet, Bess!" said mamma.
But she shook her little head,
Stood up on the red pew-cushion,
Waved her hand in queenly way
Toward the preocher, toward t.he organ-"111an, be quiet! Band, you play!''
-J.l. Helen Frazer Lovett in the Cl!?.trcl!man.

Musings.
I saw not long since an article headed
"A Plea for the Dullard," which brought
vividly to mind my early school experience, as I then, tenaciously, held the foot
of the dunce class, and, as far as scholarship is concerned, I am like the Irishman
who said, "When I came to this country
I was all rags, and I hav held my own remarkably well ever since."
Talleyraud in speaking of the act of a
contemporary said, "It is worse than a
crime, it is a blunder." And thus I would
characterize the act of anyone who would
say or do anything to discourage a child,
for I know the harm thus done caimot
well be estimated. Such a course chills
and deadens the sensibilities, and leaves a
sting behind to rankle, no less potent because in the breast of a child, for childhood has no defense against our grown-up
assumption, but must perforce remain
dumb before our vaunted wisdom. "Our
wisdom I" Most of our cruelty comes
from want of perception; and I much fear
that if we should carefully analyze our
own acquirements, we should find ourselva the veriest jejune babies. And besides, it is not brave to wantonly injure
the feelings of anyone, and absolute
cowardice to do so to a child who feels
and recollects, but does not understand.
I hold with Dr. Johnson, who said, "Sir,
a man has no more right to say an uncivil
thing than to act one, no more right to
say a rude thing to another tban to knock
him down." And I believe that we hav
yet to reach a stage of civilization in
which we shall realize that a stab from
pen or tongue is as much a crime as a shot
from a pistol.
In t.he morning of life the mind is like
the germ in spring-time-struggling for
florescence. We are first objectiv, then
subjectiv.
Then let us not forget our
own derelictions in childhood; and they
were not always willful.
EmersAn has
well said that ''In my dealing with my
child, my Latin and my Greek, my accomplishments and my money, stead me
nothing. They are all lost on him ; but
as much soul as I hav avails. If I am
merely willful, he givs me a Roland for
au Oliver, sets his will against mine, one
for one, and leaves me, if I please, the
degradation of beating him by my superiority of strength. But if I renounce my
will and act from the s0ul, setting that up
as umpire between us two, out of his
young eyes looks the eame soul; be reveres and loves with me; for the soul is
the perceiver and revealer of truth." And
heril the words of Leigh Hunt are apt" Even power itself hath not one-half the
might of gentleness."
The teaching that shall direct the
thought of the twentieth century, will not
be by the ferule, threats, or debasement;
neit-her will the lessons be the "juiceless
dogmas, dry argument and theories, of the
past, however closely knit." But it will
be by development of the whole entitythe physical, mental, and moral nature,

which are but as hands and feet to the
soul; the means by which it makes itself
manifest. It would seem not to be so
much the duty of the teacher to cram
the mind of the child with the thoughts
of others, as it is to direct him how to
think; for the modern mind cannot be
permanently satisfied with the superstitions that hav prevailed, nor confined in
the petty circles of old traditions, for it is
self-asoerting. It says, "I hav thoughts
of my own, as well as Socrates, Plato, or
Dante, Cresar, or St. Chrysostom-and
why should I not use them? The same
fountain at which they slaked their thirst
for knowledge exists now; and it is free
to all; therefore it rests with me, at first
hand, to drain or refuse the cup, beaded
and sparkling with immortal thoughts."
Yes, •'the gods hav pondered, and a
new era has arisen." :i\feteoric splendors
no longer terrify us. ·It is no longer a
crime to helieve ex cathedra. Geology
has shown our vaporings about creation
to be but figments of the brain. The
spade of the archreolog-ist has thrown light
upon the dark places of history. Electricity discounts time and space. We hav
given up hunting for a vessel to hold a
univerml solvent; for chemistry has dissolved ale bemy. Astronomy has throttled
astrology, and the planets and stars now
mind their own business. Our mental
vision is '' widening with the process of
the suns." What if we are startled out of
our old and defunct proprieties ? Our
faces are toward the morning and we no
longer want men and women trained to
think to order; for we would rather-now
and then-be terrified, as was the public
when Dickens wrote his "Do-the'-boys
Hall," or when Thackeray produced his
" Becky Sharp," or still better when
Helen Gardener's ''Is This Your Son,
My Lord?" appeared.
There are times in every life when the
heart is opened and lets in a sunbeam of
our better nature. Then the overflow of
our inner consciousness is eweet and
lyrical. It seems to me that every sermon, essay, and address, every expressed
thought, should be a perfect transcript-a
photograph of the soul. Then our teaching from pulpit, press, and rostrum would
cease to be one-sided, cease to be a travesty. Then we should no longer be compelled to listen to the voice and echo of
the paid attorney, but instead thereof our
public utterances would become a vitalizing influence and react on society, clearing
away the cobwebs of conventionality,
winnowing the chaff from the wheat,
purging- the gold of its dross, and bringing to view the untarnished intellectual
coin of the ages. And why should we
fear innovation? Remember that we hav,
nor can we hav, but one moment of time,
and that is the ever-recurring Now, which
is all there is of eternity; and that in the
intellectual and ethical, as well as in
the physical world, the cradle is always
rocked on the grave; and that the new ·of
to-day will be the old of to--morrow; that
we are begirt with spiritual as '\\ell as
physical laws that execute themselvs; and
that ''the things we now esteem fixed
shall one by Pile detach themeelvs like
ripened fruit from our experience and
fall."
But to return from my digression.
"Who goes slow, goes long and goes
far," says t.he Italian proverb; and equally
true is the Welsh saying, that "Failures
are but pillars of success." To verify
these sayings let us look at the lives of
those who hav been foremost in the
world's advance; their names are legion,
but we will giv a few: Dryden was a dull
boy both at school and at college, and
necessity drove him to embark on the sea
of letters. Grant stood low in his class,
but became general of the army, and
president. Pestalozzi was unsuccessful at
school. Goldsmith was especially'stupid,
and was declared ·indolent and a blockhead, and only became an author by compulsion.
Cowper was nearly thirtyfive before he knew his own powers.
Whitfield hated instruction, was a young
thief, and called "utterly wicked."
Buffon was by no means a prodigy in
youth. The illustrio:1s Diderot was early
called the scapegrace of his family.
Dumas, Balzac, and John Howard the
philanthropist, were idlers in boyhood

and "made haste slowly" at school.
Even the brilliant Sheridan was pronounced by his mother to be one .of the
most impenetrable dunces. The elder
Isambard Brunei had no taste for the classics, and was noways remarkable in youth;
but he was a close observer, and when a
common sailor, by watching the shipworm, as it made its way through the
timber, varnishing the top and sides as _a
shield, he learned how to construct h1s
famous tunnel under the river Thames.
Lord Cockburn, of Scotland, when at the
high school " exhibited no indications of
extraordinary ability," but says of himself, "I was thrashed into stupidity by my
teachers"-which reminds me of that ugly
factor of school life, corporal punishment.
The Greeks did not allow the use of the
ferule or the rod, holding that their use
destroyed the finer sensibility of the
child, "though it should be the first care
and labor of the preceptor to increase it;
that to beat the body was to debase the
mind, that nothing so soon or so totally
.abolished the sense of shame, and yet
that sense is at once the best preservativ
of virtue;" and virtue with them was
synonymous with bravery and honor;
and nobility of thought and action appears all through their literature, urging
to noble deeds and high emprise. Take
but one example among the many-Hector's speech to Ajax as they are to contend
before the walls of Troy:
But open be our fight, and bold each
blow;
I steal no conquest from a noble foe.
.And after the battleBut let us, on this memorable day,
Exchange some gift: that Greece and
Tro~ may say
Not hate, but glory, made these chiefs
contend;
And each brave foe was in his soul a
friend.
It is beautiful that childhood should
question, and that age should teach; but it is
a shame to crush and damp the young ardor
of the soul by punishment, overshadowing
the budding life with fear ; and I am constrained to say, Speed the day when corporal punishment-that relic of barbarism
-shall be banished from our schools
and hearthstones.
Punishment~that
word should be expunged from our vocabulary. I speak not against a proper
and loving restraint; but it is more than
doubtful as to the feasibility of punishment at all, for disguise it how you will,
our punishments are but revenge, and it
would not be bard to demonstrate that
"moral defects a11d physical diseases are
correlated;" hence both must be left to
the unwritten law of nature, whose decrees are inexorable and always destructiv
of ignorance.

We pity the physical defects of our
children and try to c'ure them of such ailments, whether they are hereditary or acquired ; but instead of compassion for
their moral deformity, we punish with
stripes, forgetting that the brain is a
palimpsest written nll over, scrawl upon
scrawl, with heredity and environment, so
that the dPstiny of many [yes, all, En.] is
practically determined, even before birth;
and by careful analysis of parentage and
surroundings, we see how some are vile
and some are saints; and how, by a law,
criminals are fabricated; or in other words
we are conscious of cause and effect; and
we may well ask, "What is wickedness?"
Hav we any right to expect virtue in a
child born and reared in an atmosphere
of crime and curses? Has he any choice
but to become wicked? Yes, but it is
the minimum, and only the recording
angel can strike the balance of such a life;
and Burns was right when he said:
What's clone we partly may compute;
But know not what's resisted,
And yet the law of inheritance hands
down our virtues as well as our vices; and
the hope, the glory of our race lies in the
fRet that virtue is progressiv and aggressiv;
it is a vital force and can be safely trusted
to combat error. The history of manwritten and unwritten- shows its potency.
Evolution is a principle that ha.s come to
stay.
It teaches that humanity has
traveled a long and weary road from
savagery to barbarism, and from thence to
civilization. It shows that all divine wisdom is not located in the past; that the
golden age is before, not behincl us; that
the star in the East is perpetual, and that
the children yet to be born shall hav a
better birth, a better environment, a
better development, a better life, and that
the voi<'e of God is a continual call, and
Pascal was right when he said, "The
whole succession of mankind during the
long course of centuries must be considered as that of one man forever existing
and forever learning some tiring new." Yes,
every age shows man to himself as a more
wonderful creation; and as civilization
advance!?, morality goes hand in hand with
intelligence, for
The eternal course by God ordained
Is upward, onward still;
From dark to light, from wrong to rightEvolving good from ill.
Perish the thought that children are
totally depraved and that their moral
aberrations are instigated by an infernal
power. Let us remember that the good
or evil we see in them is in exact proportion to the good or evil in ourselvs,. and
that if we giv them a fair chance and
proper training their lives shaH be a joy
to the world and as radiant as the morning.
Let us meet them with love and respect in
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our own hearts and the:v shall giv us
measure for measure, for "With whatsoever measure ye mete, it shall be measured
1
to you again," is a uni versallaw of nature.l
But I hav dogmatized sufficiently and
will close by an extract from a report ,
made one hundred years ago by Condorcet
to the Freneh legislativ, on education:
"If the indefinit improvement of our
species is, as I believe, a general law of·
nature, man ought no longer to regard
himself as a being limited to a iransitory
and isolated existence, destined to vanish
af~r an altel'n!l.tiv of happiness or of
misery for himself and of good and evil
for those whom chance has placed near
him; but he becomes an ae~tiv part of the
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grand whole, and a fellow-laborer in work THEOLOGICAL
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J.As. VAN BLARCOM, of Oakland, N.J.,
who uttered profanity on the highway for
twenty minutes continuously, has been
sentenced to sixty days' imprisonment.
Mns. JANE HAYDEN, of Elizabeth, N.J.,
found on her doorstep a babe with an
envelope inclosing a $5 bill and the information that the child's father had
deserted the mother· because of religious
differences, and the latter could not support it alone.
TaE London school board has decided
that while instruction in the dogmas of any
sect shall not be allowed, it is not advisable
to limit religious instruction to reading
selections of holy writ without comment
or explanation. The board has voted that
teachers shall giv such explanations of the
Bible as are suited- to the capabilities of
the children.
AT Roubaix, France, last Sunday, Socialists attacked a Catholic meeting,
reaching it by breaking in doors. Th~>y
spit on and shaitered the crucifix. The
priests to allay their rage began to int,one
anthems. The Socialists knocked them
down and then carried them to the doors
and threw them out. When police arrived
the assailants had driven every Catholic
from the hall and smashecl all the furniture.
TaE ballot of the Presbyterian ministers on the Briggs and Smith heresy
cases and on the cloctrin of biblical inerrancy, begun some time ago by the Cincinnati Po.~t, is practically complete, and
the opinion is against Professors Briggs
and Smith. The Bible is indorsed as a
book practically without error, containing
the true message of God to man. Higher
criticism, as explained by Professor
Briggs, is condemned as destroctiv and as
$t.tO worth for $t; $2.50 worth for$2; $5 wort for $3; and $tO worth for $5.
ar. aiel to Infidelity.
A.rMress THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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existence of a supreme being, but prob1t wlll offend many, should be read by all."The A. wful Disclosures of Maria ])JonJr,
[The Arena.
ably he would not wish to be put on the
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durstand for a rigid cross-examination as to
in• her residence of five years as a novice, and Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel Dieu
Voysey, past-or of the 'l'he.istic church of Lonwhat he believes and what he disbelieves,
Nunnery\ at 1\'Iontreal. Perhaps not any antidon, w1th a new introduction by Itev. Herbert
and would find it pretty difficult to make
Catholic oook published has created more ex'l'aft Root. Paper, 37 pages; 20c.
a categorical statement on the subject.
citemeot, and had such a circulation ss this God it~ tile Constitution. By Arthur 'B.
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
He inherits his religion from his mother
Bradford.
Paper,
t8mo,
18
pages;
tOe.
·
circulated a story that 1\'Iaria lVIonk was "no
and preserves it through his wife.' "
better than she should be," but investigation Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
Religion.
By
B.
F.
Underwood.
Paper,
AN Anabaptist preacher has been arrested
other than the child of ber priest-seducer.
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.
in Latrig, government of Baratofi, Russia,
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.·
The
~hange of Front of tlte Universe.
for having murdered a girl of fourteen
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
By l\Imot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, JOe.
Introclnction by
years. He had been preaching before a
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five A. Stt~dy of Primitive Otristianity. By
roomful of people in a private house conyears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
ROBERT G. INGEH.SOLL.
Lew1s G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op uncut
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
cerning his power to raise the dead At
319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
these relig1ous brothels. There i~ no question ' !Ledges,
I'rice, cloth, $t; paper, UO cents.
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1'he Trade Supplied at SJ>ecial DtscO'Unt~.
fulness, tl)e ).mpar.tJ~hty, the love of truth the
in this volume, and equally there is no question
order that he might demonstrate his
conservat1sm exh1b1ted throughout this aclmithat if the people generally knew of them, Caability to bring her back to life. After
rable volumc"-[Popular Science Monthly.
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
his prayers and exhortations had conof money now allowed it b_v our variou·s citv Wh!l~ Can ~tJ~ics Do For Us 1 By
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
W1ll1am l\Iaclc:ntn·e Salter. Paper, t2mo, 32
tinued two hours the parents of the girl
pages, 10c.
cents.
became convinced that he was an impostor
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of Freedom of Thougltt anti of Speech. By
and complained to the authorities, who
the system of auricular confession, including
·William l\Iackintire Salter. Paper, t2mo, 29
locked him up.
copious extracts fro•n the "Confessional Unpages, tOe.
'i l!'ascintttlllg Story of Radical TrutLls or
masked." from the "lVLtster Key to PoperY,"
OnmSTIAN journals are expressing much
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal Th~ M.orals of Christ. A comparison
Heligion and Social Matters.
w1th _th(/ contemporaneous systems of lVIosaic,
satisfaction with the closing passage of
to everY Americn,u citizen to exn,miue carefully
Pp:tnsalC, and Grmco-Roman eihics. By Austin
and thoughtfully a religious s1·stem so invosive
President Cleveland's inaugural address,
of privacy, so powerful for evil in liceutions i B1er~;>,ower .. Paper, t6mo, 200 pa!':cs, 50c.; cloth,
which was as follows: "Above all, I
$t. · l\Ir. B1ez:bower has caref1:lilY analyzed tho
hand", so fraught with danger to fem<le modold-world
ethwal
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chiefly
conknow there is a Supreme Being who rules
esty, to the ingenuous openness of youth,
cern the modern c1v1hzed world, and in this
ancl to the freedom of thought, speech, and
the affairs of men, and whose goodne~s
book he has so. classified the elements revealed
action. Price paper, 25 c nts.
and mercy hav always followed the Amer~Y that anal¥~/S as to Jti ve them a high scient1fic
va,lne.
.n1s
book
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almost
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systematic
as
Priestly Celiba.cy Exposetl A lecture by
ican people; and I know that He will not
a t.reat1~e upon one of the exact sciences and
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, Engturn from us now if we humbly and revA NEW" NOVEL •
. s~ands .m fi!]e c~ntrast to the 1'ambling, ethical
land. Revised Amoric•n edition, showing the
d1scusswn of wh10h we hear so much and wlnch
erently seek His powerful aid." The
result in pari,hes of the Roman decree that
Price,
cloth,
$1.
Paper,
50
cents.
leads
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nowherc."-[Chicago
Daily
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priests shall not mary. !'rice, paper, 15 cents.
Roman Catholic Freeman's .loU1·nal, for
anti Life. Seventeen di~courses
A<i-iress THE TllUTTI SEEKER,
instance, says that "the preeident has
Sister Lncy and Her Awful Disclosures Liberty
oo T.t:tf~n~t+."' nlPI'A N~w York
on the ~p_Plications of scientific truth to morals
started out in a manner befitting the chief
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreandreligwn. By E. P. Powell. t2mo, 208 pagcs;
magistrate of a Christian republic
cloth, $1; p_aper, 50c.. "!3trong. even bold,
ham. Essex, England. Showing that convents
are inimical to cha,tity, virtue, and freedom. , essays on ethwal aud rehg1ous subjects. They
where 'men are men, and not as yet
Price, paper, 10 cents.
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'~orkthe
of adoctnnc
ln:tf\ of vigorous ~ntellect, who I Clll"lo
ashamed to speak of heaven.'''
has
s.tuchetl
,of evo)ut10u long an.l
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carefully, fill<~ has not found 1t necessary to
28 Lafayett,e !'lace, New York City.
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aba!]don ~l.llns o!tl rc.-erences. The cliscourscs
THE
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~~INFIDELS
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moral truth they offer many helps."-(Literary
A Leafiet showing that the oft-repeated Chrisal Origin of all Religions.
World.
one consenting voice in the exegesis of
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
prophecy, to wit, that we are absolutely at
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
BY DR J. H. lVIENDENHALL.
be widely circulated tom' et the calumny. Price,
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square t8mo
the midnight hour, and that its tenth
75
pages,
soc.
j\Ir.
Grumbine's
statements
are
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address 'l'HE TRUTH
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by stroke is sounding. That tenth stroke
sound and w:ell put. His book is the fruit of the late Jonathan lVI. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
BEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
will end at the coming lliareh equinox,
wide. reading and in_vestiga~io_n. It .is a helpful
- ------------one, 1s thoroughly mterestmg readmg, an•l itH
A.ddre'" THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the eleventh in June, and the twelfth and
presentation of the relation between cvohitiou
final stroke is the September equinox of
and Christianity inclnc1es much valuable
the current year. After that none of the
thought."-[Buffalo Express.
virgins need be in any further doubt as to
Lessons From the World of llatt11r and
the time or as to what or who is at band.
Worltl of !\Ian. By Theodore Parker.
Twenty Crimes and Vices the
The motion in the religious world is alRelecterl from notes nf'unpublishetl sermons by
.A LIBERAL S'l OR J'.
Huf'us Leighton. 12mo, 430 IJages; cloth, $t.25;
ready too apparent to be misiake!l. It is
Sanctioned by Scripture.
paper, 50c.
the long-predicted awakening."
Price, 25 oeuts.
fy MBB· E. J. BALL.
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GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

NATHANifl VAUGHAN~

Comprising 'rhe Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,:Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 5J cents; cloth, $1.

(mOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Includin~ The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence, About Farming in []]inois, Speech Nominating James G Blaine for Presidency in 1876,
The Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, 'rhe Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream,
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Pri••t al")d .M.•l"l·

A NO VEL.

.

Contents: Some l\'Iistakes ofoioses, Free Schools, The Politichms, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, i\Ionday, Tnesda:y, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let us !Hake Man, SundaY, The Necessitx for a Good Memory, The Garden, The Fa!.
D.Lmpness, Bacchus and Babel,1i'aiph in Filth, 'rl)e.Hebre:vs. The Plague~. The Flight, Confes-1
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marr1age, War, Rehgwus L1berty, Conclnswn. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

Being Six Interview~ wit.h the Famous Oratpr on Six S~rmons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to wh1eh !J added a Talmag1an Catech1sm. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.

.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds at Morristown N.J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen i,; unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for "blasphemy." \Vherever Christian persecution is going
on this arg.]lment should be free!' circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

.By FREDERIKA MACDONALD.
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc .• etc.

-o-

An independent and respectable study of ·char
acter in the law of circumstance such as eveL.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. • • • A more vigorous
1resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Ohristianii;y, in its most honest and consistent
t"orm, need not bo desired.-[Westminster Review

A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAl AND SElECTED HYMNS
FOil

Liberal aJ:ld .et~ical .Societies,
for .Sc~ools &J:ld
t~e Home.

; Vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Annr<>oo

!>ricA,

A SUMMARY OF
AflGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
$1.50.
For sale at THIR Ol<'l<'Tf11l'.

P.1-1~.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Conden, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
Witil Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:

.
In the snit of.the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. TeL Co.,1886 Paper, 10 cents.
CRIMES AGAI~Sl' CRIMINALS.
Paper, 10 cents.

IT{. STEWART ROSS),

LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x.13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
LITHOGRAPII OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

n,:ant.a

SALADIN

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association.

~n

.BY

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

nlnt.h.

BOOKS

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

'I H'F. 'I'Rn'I'H Rl<'.'F.KVH

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED1

Analyzes the so-c11.lled gospels of Matthew;Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopahans, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evanfelical Alliance, and answers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead o Christianity-the religion of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

~:eL.SO.

Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Principles of Government; Functions
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment· Marriage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; What a
Government Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen anal;rtical
power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed' and
·• Deity Analyzed," will realize that in " Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn what
government is. Whether they will agree with
his statement of what government is dep~nds
upon whether they lean to Socialistic or Anarchistic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this book.
·
Price, $1.50. Sold by THE TRUTH SEEKER,
1!8 Lafayette place, New York City.

A

INGERSOLL'S

ABALY ZED·

Editor of the

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 centil.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.

L..ONI>ON .AGNOBT[C JOUBN.A.L.,

(A home picture.) 50 ~ents.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL), 7! x 13 inches, $1.50.

An Interview on their Comparative Merits. and Opinions on -the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLl. CATECHISE». Paper, 3 cell.ts. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own cliildren had joined the church.
Paper, 3 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, wh1ch speaks well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet con tams 1~ pages,
beautifully printed. !'rice, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents. ·

MEMORIAL OR!TION OY ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
·

INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CONTENTS.-'!'he Gods; Humboldt; Individuality; Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declaration of Independence,July4, 1876i., >That. I Know About Farming in Dliuoi"; Speech a~ Ciucinnati in 1876, nominating James u. Blaine for the Presidencv; The Pa~tRises Before i\Ie,
or, Vision of War, an extract from a Sueech made at the Soldiers' and Sailors' Reuninu
at Indianapolis, Ind .• Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet·
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of liioses!
What 1\Inst We Do to b~ Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Inf$"ersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt 'ralmage, D.D.i:· to which is added a Talmag1an Catechism, and Four
Prefaces, which co'ltain some of Mr. ngersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has th9 greatest popularity, is beautifnlly bound in half calf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,357 page3, good paper,large type, post 8vo. P1·ice, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put w1·eaths on the brows of the livtnq." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS A'J.' THE FUNERAL OF WALT WHI'J'•
lliAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fifth edition, enlltrged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3>3 pages. This is
beY.on<;l question, t)le 9heape~t and most e!eJ::ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanicaf
fimsh 1~ w:orthv of 1ts 1ptrms1C excellence. No expense has.been spared to make it the thing of
beauty 1t 1s. The type 1s large anq cl~ar, the paper heavy, h1ghly cale.udered~ and richly tinted,
the presswork faultless, ~n~ the bmding as perfect ns j;he best matenals anu skill can make it.
As to the contentsh1t 1s enough to say that they mclude all of the choicest utterances of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published works will
:have in tl!is book of sel(lctions man:y bJ,"ight. samples <;>f his lofty. thought, his matchless eloquence, b1s wonderful Imagery and h1s ep1grammat1e and poetiC power. The eollection includes all of the" :£'ributes" that have become f:,tmous in literature-notably those to his brother
E. C. Ingersoll, Lmcoln, Grant, Beecher, Conklmg, Courthmdt M. Palmer, Mary Fi•ke Eliznr
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and M~rality,
Sc(e~ce, Nature, :£'he .~maginatwn,._Decoration Da:y OrationhWhttt is foetry, lVIusic of Wagner,
Ongm and Destmy, Leavea of urass," and on the great eroes of mtellectual Liberty Besides these are innumerable gems taken here and there from the orations, speeches, arguments,
toastl),.,lectures,letters, interviews, and day by day conversations c.f the author.
·.1·\le book is d.esigned f~r. and will be accepted by, aqmir(ng friends as a rare personal
sonvemr. To help 1t serve th1s purpose, a fine steel portra1t, mth autograph :ac-sifuile has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of binding it is eminently suited
for presentation :r.,urposes, for any season or occasion.
PnrcEs.-In cloth\ beveled boards, gilt edges~'ll2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges, $5; in half
calf. mottled ~edges, liorary Pt_yle, :Ji4.50; in fnll ·.1urkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7 50·
in full tree calf, highest possible fimsh, $9.
· •

Any of the above sent to any address, by express, prepaid, or mail,_ post free,
on receipt of price. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

GOD A.ND HIS BOOK:

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!'-ve e&l'Iled t~e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work qf vast. research\ of sound cntlOIBm~~.of canst10
humor of sledgehamm• r vehemence, of scathmg sat1re, pf patnos and elo9,nence. .1t lB one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the B1ble.
_
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
'"~

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianit;r ~Iey,ated the .woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ;>Ject o~ Saladi_n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has suooee9-ed. An English w11ter sa1d of 1t:
"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever 1•sned from the press. The anthontie; cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g1lt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
'Jhe evidence for the r' snrrection is in this book carefully considered\.and foup.d wantin!j". It ought to convince every Christian of the nntrnthfJllness of this a.ueged m.<racle, for
it lB c. rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subJect.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condeneation of the known facts upon this subjec_i, pro'l!"ing that Christianity did not
abolish hut aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·xo_which are added such comments
as only l::\aladin c"n make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and scien~e, and of the qttestion whether
the ve1lecl or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be mterpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eo me of its subJects are: A Last ID.terview with a
Man of Oenms; An Essay on Stirpicnltnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; Godm the Const1tntion; :Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own bnok, for it is poetr,.- in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aod again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.60.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

•

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being t"omantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly t~ld. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of S&lr.diD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGO::t\"'ES OF HANGING.
f'tudies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~rallows. Printed from lll&D"Il•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
,

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy fonnqed on fact. Of this book the Open Court
said: "'l'his novel will command the same. or more, mterest than Helen Gardener's litory, 'Is
fhis Your Son,l\iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli!j"ions rite. C~nten,ts: Licenti.onsness of the PreReformation Church; Lechervof the Confesswnal; The Pnest m Absolntwn; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; J£xtracts from Dens and J,ignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have l•ostererl Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SellIndulgence; The Relative Criminal Statio tics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
ln paper, 25 cents.
w
¥or •J.l of tllli!se wQ!:ks &ddreu
'l'HE 'l'BUTH SEEKER. liS L&t'&yette Pll.oe, New York- j
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GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
The M:vth of the Great Deln~e.

By

James~- McOann. 15 cents. Ten co~;nes, $1. It

is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation ofthe Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read i. is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.,-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McOann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A.; B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
iarge sale.-0. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank, the independent preacher of ~ew York
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

I~gersoll's

Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The :first time in the

history of the world that a Ohristian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
was received by the club with continuous aPplause from beginning to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pa~es, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten cop1es, 50 cents.
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I BELffiVE neither in chance nor in miracle, but only in phenomena regulated by
laws. -Jouvencel.
I AM quite at my ease with a true man,-

one who has in his heart and his head the
love of the humQn race.- Volta5re.

copies for $1.

Is there any one maxim by which a· man

New York what he had learned by sitting
what Would Follow the Eftacement of thirty years upon the bench. He anChristianity t By George Jacob Holy- swered promptly, "The difficulty of aroake. This is a most valuab1e contribution to riving at truth through human testiFreethought literature. Bound in paper with mony. "-Parton.
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve
may regulate his whole life? It is simply
to act toward others as we would desire
they should act toward us. We need bnt
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. this rule alone; it is the foundation and
L. Green, editor of the Freetllinker's Mauaztne. the principle of all our duties.-OonA good missionarY document. Price, 15 cents fucius.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

per dozen.

New York city. Price, 6cents; ten copies for

Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed-

itor of the Freethtnkers' Mauaztne thJnks of
him. Price, 4 cents: twenty-five cop1es for
~O cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
BrJ M. B.ABOOOK.
Prioe.
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Samuel Laing; The 01ty of the Dead, W. Stewart
.Ross (Sa.ladin)· On the Uuty of Honesty_ in Our
Oonvj.ctions~.,C. E. Plumptre; Scientific Heligion,
B. Btthell; The Blight of Superstition, Oharles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod<t The Dis~p:pearance of the Nether World~
F. J. uould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin ana
_Development, Frederick Milbt~j Sil'{nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; matenalism &nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lucia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
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How can death be an evil, as it is never
felt when it is death?-Liiogenes.

I oNCE asked a distinguished judge of

50 cents.
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A GooD man cares n~t'for the abuse of
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
bad men.-Democritus.
AJgdicial
gonsideratio.n
of the question,and the
To err is human, but only a fool will d ec1~1!ln agam,st the scnptures
a.nd the Ohristian
persist in error.-Oicero.
traditwn. Pnce, 10 cents. Address

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolopel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover mth hkeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
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CHRIST

THE flame of the fagot does not enlighten
the mind.-In_qersoll.

THE most philosophical desire is, that
life should consist in a succession of pleasing emotions, and death be considered an
event neither to be coveted nor feared.Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll EpicuruR.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4
I KNow of many systems of religion
cents.
esteemed heathenish whose precepts fill
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan the reader with shame, and provoke him
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for .30
to new endeavors, though it be to the percents.
·
God in the Constitution. By Robert G. formance of rites merely.-Thoreau.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
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No educated man who has acquired but
the most superficial knowledge of nature,
still less a man proficient in science, can
at this day believe in a miracle or in the
possibility of anything happening in opposition to the recognized laws of nature.
-Buchner.
Now, to summarize the evidences [of
Evolution] previously alluded to, we find:
1. The Nebular Hypothesis-the formation of worlds from the moving "star
dust"-agrees with all known facts concerning the solar system, and is accepted
as the best explanation of the universe.
2. All the orders of the animal world show
a connection, more or less complete, by
which an ascending tree oflife spreads out
from a common root. 3. All the classe"
of the vegetable kingdom are ·likewise
allied by a continuous succession of forms.
4. Animal and vegetable life meet in the
lowest forms and suggest a common
origin. . . . 7. Animals and plants
hav rudiments of organs, which are useless
and in some cases disappear in adult life.
This can nilly be explained by the supposition that these forms are inherited from
ancestors who possessed them fully developed.
8. Change of surroundings
causes change in the organs of animals, in
consequence of the survival of those who
possess any peculiarity that makes them
better fitted to endure the changes, and
these pscnliarities become fixed in their
descendants. . . . 12. The study of
fossil remains of plants anrl animals reveals
links het,ween oz'rlers so separate that they
hav been regarded as soecial creations.
But these intermediate f 1rm~ show the
transition from one species to another.
13. In the oldest rocks the lowest forms
of life are found, and higher forms appear
successivly in later deposits, the hig-hest
creature-man-being found in the latest
strata, proving that the series of forms
that we now observe in existi'lg life hav
been gradually developed in the same
ascending series during the vast period~
of the past 14. The development of
mind is traced upward from the lowest instincts, as truly as is the development of
organic forms from simpler organisms,
showing no need for the theory of the
special creation of ma.n'sreasoningp"wers.
15. The study of languages reveals an
orderlv, gradual development of speech,
corresponding to the growth of forms of
life. 16. Moral sentiments hav unfolded
in animals 11nd man by a process of development, similar to what is observed in
organic forms 17. There is no evidence
that anything has suddenly come into
existence in a completPly developed form
of varied structure. It is probable t.hat
the lowest and simplest form of life is the
result of the combination of particles of
matter by their own inherent enere-y, and
that all subsequent developments hav
arisen from progressiv changes that oc·
curred in accordance with the same laws
of nature that surround us to·day. 18.
Finally, one of the principal causes of
these progrcssiv changes is observed to he
the struggle for existe• ce, which Recures
the survival of the fittest, or Natural
Selection.-Robt. 0. Adams.
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
l. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and _personal
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0HADWICX.
8. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning? By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
.
4. EVOLUTI0N OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
6 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does lif.e begin; The problem of spontaneous
generatlQn. By WILLTAM POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi.
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and comparat1ve zoology. By RosSITER RAY•
MOND. Pli.D.
7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dura..
tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
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~-EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RanT.
G. ECCLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOOillTY. Primitiveman;
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JAMES A. SXILTON.
o(
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origi, of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive mai1. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON;
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology:;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphos1s; e~ from rudimentary or!l"ans; f, from geograpnical distrioution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breedmg; i, from reversion; .u:, from mimicry. By
NELSON 0. PARSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. OH.A.Dwrcx.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to__llrevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
OOMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. Ily Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILO~OPHY.
By SYLVAN DnEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLES, 1\f.D.
19. A STUDY OF 1\IATTER AND MO'r!ON. An
excellent digest of a. much vexed question, with
!LUotations from many authorities. By RoN. A.
N. ADAMs. -iJ
1o1
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races:
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men and
lalj:e-pJVelle_ra; dolmen and mound builders;,
pnmrt1ve 1mplements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSON.
ill. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a .P.rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVldence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; gToup-marriagc; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marriage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of the relatiou; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; ita regulation by the state. By 0.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLU'riON OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By .JoliN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law~ tho conversion
of CUBtoms into law. By Pnok'. huk·us SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCillNCE. Supernatural ideas of diseaae; fetichism in merlicine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
I:onEnT G. EccLEs, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity f. or arms and armor under the struggle for ex1stence. By JOHN 0. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE .llfECHANIO ARTS
development of the human hand; the earliesl
use of 1mplements and tools. By.JAMEBA. ~JilL.
TON.
'n. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM
The definition of wages; economic character:
istics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; oridn and development of the
wages system. By PnoF. GEo. Gu"NTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earl:y
methods in Egypt, Persia, China Greece, and
Rome:. earl:y Christian ide'!S of education;
Oathohc nnd Protestant views; the common
school system. By li'Irss CAROLINE B. LE How.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORU. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JOHN CHADWICK.

so.

EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM ll
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM Pons. ·
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFOm.I. m
The Anarchistic Method. By HuoH 0. PENTE:
COST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFOm.I. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By JIIRs.
ilfARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
1\Ian and his W ark. By riwF. Jon!< FrH:;:E.
Jlr Each Number, Ten Cents • ..4ll _
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scheme 1s futile and foohsh, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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DEGRADING THE AMERICAN EAGLE TO OBLIGE THE CHURCH.
GROVER CLEVELAND:

''Now you set!

H is my purpose to please the church, and it is their purpose that you shall become only a Puritanical old hen!"

AMERICAN WATCH AND CHAIN.

~

I PRICE, $1 .50.

DUST-PROOF GOLD-PLATED CASE.
I

;~r:nerican Lever Movement, Patent Escapement and Regulator, Patent
Winding and Setting Attachment Requiring no Key, 240 Beats
to Minute; Hour, Minute, and Second Hands.
1

1

THE CHEAPEST GENUINE AMERICAN WATCII EVER SOLD.
TIMED, TESTED, AND REGULATED. EVERY WATCII GUARANTEED.

•
The case is strong and tight, of solid composition metal used the world over as a substitute for Gold, with an elegant
• !Gold-Plated Chain. Packed in a neat box and mailed to any address for $1.50 each; 8 for $4.00 by Express; One Dozen for
$15.00
by Express.
1
.
FULLY GUARANTEED TO KEEP ACCURATE TllUE,
, .. · It is fully a.i durable as t.he most expensive watch, and w;th fair usage will keep good time for Ten Years. Thi&
-wittch is beirg mannlactured in lots of 100,000 at the rate of 1,uo II per Day by the largest watch manufacturing concern in
: the world. Thi" constitutes the sole reason for its low J>rice. It is a pro.ctical illustration of what may be done in this
· 'oo);lntrv by machinery and skillet\ operators when an art1cle can be sold in large quantities. Its parts are not made by hand
hjr" Pauper European l>tbor" as are most of the cheap watch~s now sold, which never run long ancl can never be repaired.
A"Utomatio machinery doe• everything on thi~ watch an•l every part is as true as a die can make it. The movement is the
;.. 'same as in all American w etches au<i. is readily understood and repaired by any jeweler.
·
·
Every Watch '.l'ilned, •rested, and Regnlate.t before leaving our hands, and carefully packed with chain.

A FEW TESTIMONIALS FOR YOU TO READ. WE HAVE THEM FROM EVERY STATE.
WEBB CITY, Jan. 9, 1893
io
GENTLEMEN: I am much pleased with the Watch you sent me, antl I will say it keeps right up on time. It has not varied
Jtt.llY as yet.
1\'Iost truly yours,
DR. ANDERSON.
.
CATo, MAss., Jan. 6, 1893.
\j .··
GENTLEMEN: I take plea•nre in saying the Watch yon sent me gave perfect satisfaction. It is a good time-keeper and
; 1!ll yon recommend it to be. You will be favored with an order from me soonYours truly,
W. G. DoNN LL .
CALDWELL, Jan. 3,1893.
1 .,.
,
Srns: I received your Watch and found it to be as represented in the Twentieth Centur11 advertisement. It would be
• bard to improve on its time-keeping qualities,
Yours truly,
Mos•.s HINCHCLIFFE.
·•·.
FoRT WAYNE, IND .
. ·~.·
R. H. INGERSOLL & Bao., Room 133, 6.'; Cortlandt street, N~w York,_Kind Sirs: It is a sta_nrl~ng r:nle o~ mine )Vhen. I se.e
· an R.dmirable trait in any character, or a marked e~cetlence m anythmg, to ex~resg appreclatwn e1ther m pubhq or m pn, 'vate. 'J:affyis better than epita.ffy. Post-II\ortem pra1ses do th_e dead no good. 1 he corpse smell• no fiowerd. on 1ts casket..
· Hence 1 want to say that I am delighted w1th your Watch-a httle gem. I keep 1t on my typewr1ter desk dunng week-days,
~right before my eyes, and it keeps splendia. time.
Faithfully yours,
STEPHEN A. NoRTHROP.
\

R. H. INGERSOLL & BRO., Sole Mfrs., Room 133, 65 Cortlandt st., New
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Thomas Paine's Works.

New Publications.

Darwin an~· After Darwin.
A.ge of Reason. Pap.,

~5c.;

6 copies for $1; clo., 50e.

Age of Reason and Examination of the Prophecielo.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
li""ious Liberty. (Life.) BJ

J. '];_Remsburg. Portrait. Pap .•
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written in
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp.,

clo., $3; leather, $4; morocct..
~ilt edges $4.50.
.

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg,
Port. Pap""'"'5Qc.

Life of.

with Remarks

Life of,

With

Ole

Comte and Rousseau. By 0
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., wit1
portrait, 60c.
Explanato~

ObserYations. By G. Vale. l'mtrnit. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, 22x28, $1.

•
Rt"

Political and Religious
former. By B. F. Underwood. lOc.

Political Works : "Commor:
Sense," "Crisis," "Rights
Man." $1.50.

An Exposition o~ the Darwinian Theory.

By

GEoRGE

J.

oJ

Rights of )Ian·. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap.,40c.; clo.,75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c
Theological Works: "Aooe of
Reason,"" Examination of~oJ;>h·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pamt
and steel port. $1.50.

Antiquity
Unveiled~
-o-

"Vindication of. J;teplytoN. Y.

.Ancient Voice~
from the Spirit"
Realm disclose the
most Stm·tzing ReVelations.

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. ;n(".

-0-

POPES AHD TI{£Ut DOJHGS.J
. AoooUNT .°F

.

Y1aars of Chrtst and Y1cegerents of God.
;Pa.v.er, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

RoMANES.

A systematicEx:Q.osition of what may be termed,
the Darwinism of Darwin,.and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the U?Ost
interesting qf En_glish writers upon eyolut!on,
besides rankmg w1th I:rpfessor Hn~le;v m amen~
tific knowledge and ab1hty. And th1s lS a part of
his conclusion 'regarding the great subject of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of' adaptation or to those of bea.uty, everywhere. throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explaJ;~ation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy. . . .
All nature has thus been transformed before t.he
view of the preRent generatiol! in a manner.and
to an extent that has never before been poss1ble;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of' naturalIsm 11nd this to the extent of' rendering t~e
mechanical iutPrpretation of nature universal, 1t
i< no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a UbW and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
:illustrated. Price, cloth, $2.
EEK R
Address,
THE TRUTH S
E .

FILE BINDERS.

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

(ILLUSTBATED.J

fA [ [ THINK[ AS' PICTOR IAL T[ XT-B00K~
(
SHOWING

Price. - - - - $1.50.
Address
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NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.llf
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RE•
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbatli Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedaru.
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SamJ;>les of Christianity's Work.
lYiisswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and 'l'heir Resnlll:
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of' the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chnrcla.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freetllinkers' Magazine.
.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of' reading
'!latter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and seconrlly as texts to prove the uttet
·ffiaisitY. of the church's professions al)d the IJ.ro.om;isy of those who uphold them. Altogethl!r. the
ook 1s one of the best weapons agamst Chnst1amty and the church that has ever been put m the.
da of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

J'rf~Ze, board covers, $2 ; clot})., $Z.8Q.
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Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
"lVrite me no nw1·e fables, lest I be a fool ana
7"ectd the riddles aw1·y."

Hard Knocks
at Chri-stianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of' Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianitl is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

The Truth Seeker Library.·
The- World's Sages, Thinkers, and. Reformers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and!
philosophers (who were not Christians]~ from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.111. Ben-nett. 1,07~ pages, 8vo. Cloth, $.S; leath~r, $4;:
morocco, gllt edges, $4.50.
:

The Champions of the Church: Their·
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical!
sketches of prominent Christians. A com_pan-·
ion book to' The World's S!Lges," ete. By D. M.·
Bennett. Svo, 1,119 pages. Morocco; gilt edges.
Price, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Al!cient and
Modern Times. Vot I gives a full ac~

count of all the gods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, includin~r Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost; Jesus Christ Vir_gjn Maryband the
Bibie. 835 pages · Svo: · vol. U descri es fully
all religious· systems· of· the world, including
Judaism; II'Iohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying_ 372 Pages, being fully_gone
into. · 949 pages. By D. l\'L Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume," or $5 f'or the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
·

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
· the reality of divine. revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of' supernaturalism e"l'er written. ·By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to. Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religions Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are "called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L.

OSWALD~

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

The Bible of Nature: A Contribution

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; RAarch· f'or the
"Last .adam;" What Is Known of the New Testament; The Drama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Chri•t; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; The Things That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

JTALDABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University ColleJrej
I,ondon. The purpose of this book is to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportnnitvto investigate it fully for themselvee. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolodcal
Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By
Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. The Darwinian Theory; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of l\fan; Cell·
Souls and Soul-Cells. Part JI. The Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Perigenesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in Relatwn to
Science; The Origin and Development of' the
Sense Organs. Price, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David
Hnme's Celebrated Essay, so foully mutilnted
by Christian ]JUblishers, printbd complete, with
an IntroductiOn by John .111. Robertson, ed1tor
of the Nationc!l Reformer. Price, 50 cents.

The True Source of Christianity; or, A
Voice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the questions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address '.rliE 'l'.l:tU:l'.tl ~.I!J.I!JK.I!Jti

to the Religion of the Future. Cloth, $1.

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, i!!l.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

·

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Clotho,...$2.
Address
THE T.ttUTH SREKF.n,
28 Lafayeilte place, New York.

MY RfliGIOUS fXPf~
I Putna-.J RJfNCf.
By s. P.

Being the stQIT of his reli]l"ions life and mental
Jonrneyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
A.t Morristown, N. J.

This is the greatest argument ever made in a oase
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
. THE TRUTH SEEKER,
An important and remarkable revelation con28 Lafayette place, New-York.
cerning the life nnd times of Apollonius of·
•.ryan a, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were app1·opriated and utilized by t-he
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. 'l'hellagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of po!loniue,
eRpecia!ly in vi~w of the historica references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
By W. H. BURR.
conceal the plagiarism, the name of' Apollonins
Second edition, enlargerl to 82 pages; with the
was suppressed.
best engr>Lvecllikeness of Paine. PricEl.! 10 cents.
Price, 15 cents.
J\ddr~sR
l':fl~ 'rRV'.r:f{ S~~l\~:{1,
Mcl:resa 'l':f!F, l'Il.VT:g Sp,~l\~:{1,

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
.
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS BE Jl,J.NIUS?

,f)

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 13. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

New York, Saturday, April 1, 1893·

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

England, Tyndale in an exposition of the subject in Stormy Winds" are instances. He cites as
quotes 1 Sam. xiii, showing that when God gave proof Job xxxviii, 1, where God speaks to Job out
Is>:ael a king it rained and thundered. Archbishop of the whirlwind ; and Ps. cxlviii, about the
FOUNDED BY D. ltl. BENNE'IT.
Whitgift and Bishop Pilkington joined in proclaim- " stormy wind fulfilling his word." He teaches,
E. M. MAODONALD, - - - • - Editor and Manager. ing the CJ.octrin. Bishop Bale equally distinguished "When there are great tempests, the angels often2B LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
yea, and somehimself, citing as proof Job xxxviii, Ecclesiasticus times hav a hand therein,
and
Rev.
viii.
In
Protestant
Germany,
Plietimes
evil
angels."
He
instances
several
blasphemxiii,
SATURDAY,
APRIL 1, 1893.
ninger published a volume of "Brief Reflections" ers struck by lightning, and carefully givs us the
SVBSCKIP'J'ION KATES.
to the effect that a certain edict of Pope Gregory, sage warning, "Nothing can be more dangerous
Single subscription, in advance ................................ $3 00 altering the calend11r, had received marks of the for mortals than to condemn dreadful providences,
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00
Two new subscribers ............................................. l) 00 divine displeasure in the shape of violent storms and in particular dreadful tempests."
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 and fatal floods.
In southern Italy, early in the
Having traced up to a modern date the course of
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ '1 00 seventeenth century, Bishop Majoli, of Voltoraria, the belief that God directly causes many of the
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitproduced a work of monstrous size, "Dies Canic- weather-happenings, we will now begin again at the
tance ........................................................ 8 :iO
ularii." This for over a century remained a favorit rise of Christianity and similarly follow up the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance .............................................•...•......10 00 encyclopedia in Catholic lands. Thunder and light- notion that the devil and his agents cause the ~e
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
niilg he calls bombs hurled against the wicked. maining portion.
remittance.
The thunderbolt is "an exhalation condensed and
Belief in the existence of these characters, the
Money should be sent by ezpress company's money order, cooked into stone."
It
is,
he
says,
"not
to
be
devil
and numerous agents, was particularly strong
pasta! order, dra,.rt on New Yorle, or b'l/ re!}tstered letter.
Address communications and malee dra,.rts, checles, post-otllce doubted that, of all the instruments of God's ven- and controling. during the Christian centuries.
andezpressmoneyorderspaYab!eto
E. M. MACDONALD,
geance, the thunderbolt is the chief." By means The Jewish religion, and all others upon which
28 Lafayette p!ace, New Yorle.
of it Sennacherib and his army were consumed (2 Christianity was founded, had always taught the
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our Chron. xxxii, 21, 22).
Luther, continues this Catho- existence of evil spirits; and the ranks of these
readers iJ: they -will send us the natne and address of
lie bishop, was struck by lightning in his youth to creatures upon the rise of the Christian faith
any Freethinker -who is not a regular subscriber.
admonish him against straying from the Catholic received notable reinforcements, fol' that l'eligion,
faith. Blasphemy and Sabbath-breaking are the it was held, had in dethroning the gods of all the
Christianity and Meteorology.
sins to which this punishment is especially assigned, pagan beliefs driven these chagrined deities into a
We will continue our history of the relations be- as we see in part from Num. xvi, 1-35. The next course of rancorous vengeance against their former
tween Christianity and the science which deals with important treatis is that of the Jesuit Stengel, fifty adorers who had now traitorously turned to the
the phenomena of the air and weather.
years later. Stengel elaborates the theme in six altars of Christ. The former gods had become
From the rise of the Christian church, till the thick quartos crammed with instances of judgments evil spirits. The new God was admitted to be
present scientific era, and to some extent even in of God. The thunderbolt is the finger of God, supreme, but the old ones were not supposed exthis, that institution has taught that the ongoings which rarely strikes a man save for his sins. A tinct or powerless. The miracles of the new Gol
of the atmosphere are produced by direct super- minute schedule for the use of preachers in theil' were not more believed in than those of the old
natural agency, either divine or diabolical. We sermons through the entire year is furnished. A gods, the only difference being that the formel'
will first notice instances of the ascription of these few years afterward, in Protestant Swabia, the were reckoned beneficent and i.i-resistible, while the
phenome.na to divine agency.
preacher George Nuber issues a volume of latter were malevolent and sometimes thwartable.
In the writings of the early fathers, the founders "weather sermons." All elemental disturbances, Jupiter and Odin, and all the other uncrowned
of the church, we continually find the wrath of such as storms, floods, drouths, lightning, and hail, divinities, were conceived to hav become ministers
God assigned as the cause of lightning, hailstorms, are sent directly by God against human sins. of Satan, "the prince of the power of the air."
Now, as to the particular field in which it seemed
hurricanes, and the like. Thence onward through Lightning and hail are affixed as punishments
the Middle Ages we find this way of thinking con- especially to a number of particular sins, such as natural to the people to expect the works of these
tinuing, the belief indeed becoming a mere truism. impenitence, incredulity, neglect to repair churches, rebel spirits, that field came to be the atmospheric
On its course it was gradually developed into a sys- and fraud in the payment of tithes to the clergy; phenomena; a strong reason being that these phetem specifying the particular sins thns punished, and these points he supports by plentiful passages nomena were of all others the ones in which the
with their most appropriate mode of chasti<:ement. from scripture. Handbooks of prayers against bad sway of the ancient deities had been most manifest.
In the twelfth century the Florentine historian weather were issued. Among them one of the most The Roman had ever heard Jupiter, and the Teuton,
Villani ascribed the floods and fires to the "too popular was the "Spiritual Thunder and Storm Thor, in the thunder; what more likely, then, than
great pride of the city of Florence and the ingrati- Booklet." This was written in 1731. Its three or that Satan, to A- he foot of whose throne those gods
tude of the citizens toward God." This pride and four hundred pages are packed with preventivs of had been driven by the riE!e of Jehovah, should emingratitude, says a late historian, Trollope, in his elemental violences. These consist not only of ploy these personages and their subordinates in
"History of Florence," of course "meant their in- prayers and songs but of means of all sorts of their old province of meteorological.,dominion, to
sufficient attention to the ceremonies of religion." natures, "sighs for use when it lightens fearfully,;' vex the apostate sons of men? What more natural
One of those who did the most to establish the be- and "cries of anguish when the hailstorm is draw- than that the populace who thought sunshine and
lief through central Europe was the Cistercian ing on." The preface to this valuable book is fur- rain answers to their prayers sent by a good spirit,
monk, Cresar of Heisterbach.
He compiled an nished by Professor Dilherr, pastor of the great should consider storm and drouth persecutions inample collection of anecdotes for the illustration church of St. Sebald at Nuremburg, who with his flicted by evil spirits?
The fathers of the church deduce:l this doctrin
of religious truths, which was the favorit recreativ learning, and the remarkable common sense which
we
know
distinguishes
all
preachers,
contributes
from
scripture. St. Jerome taught that the air
reading in the convents for three centuries, and
ope'rated powerfully in forming thought ; and in largely to the important truths of the volume. is swarming with devils, supporting his doctrin by
this collection he givs a number of instances of Among other things, he adds to the three purposes various texts in Isaiah and in the epistle to the
lightning being employed as an agent by the al- which God had been known to hav in storms, a Ephesians. In this latter book, the text, " Our
mighty. In one case it was used for rescue; the fourth one. To the three motivs of a wish on tbe battle is not with flesh and blood" (iii, 6), he says
steward of this monk's own monastery was seized part of the creator to manifest his power, to dis- clearly means the devils in the air. St. Augustine
by a robber, whereupon he prayed to God and was play his anger, and to drive sinners to repentance, laid down that this view is beyond question. As
answered by a clap of thunder bursting suddenly he adds the fourth one .of a desire to show us the centuries passed this doctrin branched and
from a clear sky and scaring the evil-doer away. "with what sort of a storm- bell he will one day grew. The Venerable Be de sanctioned it, adding
corroborativ anecdotes. The powerful Catholic auThen, in a Saxon theater twenty men were struck by ring in the last judgment."
About 1725 we find, in Switzerland, even the thority, St. Thomas Aquinas, said in his revered
lightning, while a priest in their midst stood scathcan be
less, not because he was not sinning like the rest but professor of mathematics Scheuchzer, an emin( nt "Summa:" "Rains and winds
It is a dogma of faith
because the thunder.b~lt had respect for his pro- man and one very_ rational on other subjects, issu- caused by demons.
fession. As centuries passed this method of in ing a "Physica Sacra" grounded throughout on that the demons can produce wind, storms, and
terpreting aerial happenings became more and the Bible, and holding that the elements, in the rain of fire ftom heaven." To this notion Albert
more minutely elaborated and firmly fixed. Prot- most literal sense, utter the voice of God. In New the Great lent his influential name, and showed in
estants were devoted to the work equally with England the same superstition is found continuing. himself a high degree of Catholic intelligence by
Catholics.
Among the Protestant reformers of Increase Mat~er's sermons on ~<The Voice of God rel!l,ting that a certain salve thrown in a spring
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produced whirlwinds. Another pillar of the Cath- reads : "All the people shall rise, and the priest,
olic church who set his seal on this teaching was turning toward the clouds, shall pronounce these
St. Bonaventura, whose labors in theology were words: 'I exorcise ye, accursed demons, who hav
esteemed so valuable as to merit one of the highest dared to use, for the accomplishment of your
places in the church, and to whom Dante awards iniquity, those powers of nature by which God in
especial place in paradise. The doctrin was set divers ways worketh good to mortals ; who stir up
down throughout the chronicles of the Middle Ages ; winds, gather vapors, form clouds, and condense
I exorcise ye,
'and we :find the lives of the saints pervaded with it. them into hail.
It wa1 set by poetry in frames of fancy and senti- that ye relinquish the work ye bav begun, dissolve
ment; Dante in his verse enriched it with his imag the hail, scatter the clouds, disperse the vapors,
ination and cadences. Painting gave it body; in a and restrain the winds.'" Of the manuals of
grand picture by Bordone, still to be ssen at Venice, exorcism that became abundant, some were large
a shipload of demons is seen approaching Venetian quartos, and some handbooks. Of the latter,
shores in a storm of their hellish raising, but St. the most widely used was that by the Italian
Mark, St. George, and St. Nicholas attack and priest Locatelli, " Exorcisms most Powerful and
sc3.tter the :fiendish crew and its weapon of foul Efficacious for the Dispelling of Aerial Temweather. The popes repeatedly sanctioned the pests, wheth.er raised by Demons at their own
doctrin.
It was worked up into various local Instance or at the Beck of some Servant of the
superstitions, monkish imaginations, and attractiv Devil." The income derived by Pope Urban V.
arguments, to take with the general populace. The from the manufacture and sale of Agnus Dei's preeccentricities of lightning were held to be peculiarly pared to ward off storms, was enormous. These
salient evidence of an intelligent aim at certain ob- articles were pieces of wax stamped to represent
jects. The phenomena of the thunderbolt were the "lamb of God," and blessed by the pope's own
trea;ted with great detail by the Carmelite, Matthias hand. In the ceremony of blessing them, he stood
Farinator, of Vienna, each pe(.luliarity being shown uncovered and prayed: "0 God, . . . we humbly
to convey some spiritual significance. The volume beseech thee that thou wilt bless these waxen forms,
embodying this exposition of Farinator was got up figured with the image of an innocent lamb, . . .
at· the solicitation of the pope. In the :fifteenth, that, at the touch and sight of them, the faithful
sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries the doctrin may break forth into praises, and that the crash
bloomed forth in a multitude of treatises. These of hailstorms, the blast of hurricanes, the violence
were written by the most distinguished and learned of tempests, the fury of winds, and the malice of
Catholic and Protestant divines. At the Reforma- thunderbolts may be tempered, and evil spirits flee
tion period, and for two centuries' thenceforward, and tremble before the standard of thy holy cross,
Catholics and Protestants pressed forward in hot which is graven upon them." It is to be borne in
rivalry of each other in this work of detecting the mind that the Protestant church was as completely
authors of bad weather in Satan and his human devoted to the doctrin of the supernatural sway of
emissaries such as witches and magicians. John the weather as the Catholic. For instance, Luther,
Eck, the great opponent of Luther, in his annotated as before noted, energetically supported it, and preedition of Aristotle's "Physics," which was so long scribed especially the first chapter of John as of
authoritativ in German universities, in his wood- unfailing efficacy against thunder and lightning.
cut pic~uring the atmosphere represents the devils He declared that he had frequently put storms to
who there hold dominion. Luther upheld the be- flight merely by the sign of the cross and the text,
lief with exceptional strenuousness, affirming that " The word was made flesh."
In our last issue we sketched the course of the
the winds themselvs are but spirits good and evil,
doctrin
·that weather-happenings are not caused by
and alleging that he had personally calmed more
natural
agencies, but are due to supernatural bethan twenty storms raised by the devil. Next
appeared a great work which was welcomed alike ings. In the present number we bav noted just
by Catholics and by Protestants. This was by the what supernatural beings the phenomena were
prelate Delrio. He first points out that the holy thus ascribed to; and mentioned some of the
scriptures prove the dominion of devils over the measures used in remedy. In our next and conelements, fvr those writings " show that Satan cluding paper we will relat; the unfortunate fate of
brought fire down from heaven to consume the the multitudes of persons suspected of being agents
servants and flocks of Job, and that he stirred up of Satan in the production of bad weather.
a violent wind, which overwhelmed in ruin the sons
and daughters of Job at their feasting." He notes
that the hail with which the Egyptians were punished was fetched by evil angels (Ps.lxxviii, 47-49).
Turning to Revelation, he cites the four angels
standing at the four corners of the earth holding
back the winds from working great scath to human
beings (Rev. vii, 1). He calls attention to the fact
that the devil is called by the Apostle a "prince of
the power of the air " (Eph. ii, 2). The second
part of Delrio's work is devoted to showing the
concurrence in his tenets of the church fathers,
Clement, Jerome, Augustine, Aquinas, etc.
To combat these devil-directed winds, storms,
and all such manifestations of weather, prayer
and exorcism and the ringing of blessed bells were
the means resorted to in these ages of churchly
wisdom. Saints, reformers, men eminent for devoutness or learning, and all the like persons
notable in the medieval churches, are chronicled
to hav used these supernatural means with
the highest success. The best compendium of
these operations is Brewer's "Dictionary of
Miracles." In it we find tempests stilled not
only by St. Giles and his coevals, but even by
John Wesley of our modern days. An exorcism
that was widely used, and is ascribed to Pope
Gregory XIII., reads: "I, a priest of Christ, . . .
do command ye, most foul spirits, who do stir up
these clouds,
that ye depart from them,
and disperse yourselvs into wild and untilled
places, that ye ·may be no longer able to harm men
or animals or fruits or herbs or whatsoever is designed for human use." Another exorcismal ritual

Items from Canada.
In Canada M. Filhtrault, the editor whose fight
with the ecclesiastical authorities we related a
short time ago, has issued a pamphlet which if not
suppressed will stir up a great tumult in Quebec.
It contains three hundred pages, and is entitled
"Clerical Ruin." The work is from the pens of
Canada's most brilliant of younger French-Canadian
writers, among whom are San valle, of L:t· Patrie,
and this Filiatrault, of the Oanada Review.- One of
the articles is devoted to the Jesuits. Another,
which is sens11tional, is entitled "Mysticism and
Chastity." In it reference is made to the recent
clerical scandals. Another chapter is on the harshness of the church in treating with the weak and
fallen. "We are charged with immorality," sttys
~.!. Filiatrault, "with undue influence over the
crowd, with schemes for our own enrichment. Let
us try t.he same charges on the priests." And he
proceeds to describe the immoralities, the intrigues,
and the avarice of the clergy, who hav driven
liberty out of Quebec.
In an article entitled
"The Priest and His Money," l:e says: "We are
rich, but our wealth is hidden in the churches and
convents. Englishmen and Americans build banks;
we build chapels. Hence we are beggars, while
they rPvel in affluence. Our children leave us for
the States in order to escape this unnatural taxation that eats the fruit of our labor. Who will
deliver us from it? Who will dare attempt to
kill it 1''
'fhe question of mixed marriages bas once more
been brought to the front, a mandement of the
archbishop having just been issued. The Rev.

Cure Sentenne, of the church of Notre Dame, commenting on this mandement, declared that, according to the do::~trin of the Roman Catholic church,
in the event of two Catholics getting married by a
Protestant minister the marriage is null and void.
If one of the contra,cting parties is a Catholic and
the other a Protestant, the marriage ceremony
performed by a Protsstant clergyman is valid, but
the Catholic thus contracting marria.ge commits a
grievous sin. The Catholic church did not want
mixed marriages at all, but when they were allowed,
it was only on two conditions: First, that the Catholic party contracting will always be allowed the
free exercise of his or her religion, and, secondly,
that all the children will be brought up in the Catholic church. In view of the fact that mixed marriages are very common in Montreal, the unfortunate folk are greatly exercised in their minds over
the proclamation.
Another bone of contention between certain
Roman Catholics and their ecclesiastical superiors
is the right claimed by the latter to divide and
create new parishes in the provin0e as they see fit.
This entails heavier burdens on the people, for the
more parishes there are the more tithes they hav
to pay to erect churches and ecclesiastical institutions .and support the additional priests required.
Some of the poor fellows, toil-crushed and starved,
find it impossible to contain their pitiful complaints.
Vast are the 1·egions oppressed and scourged by
the greedy, lying priest. The work of enlightening
all of the countless communities as deep sunk in
slavery to the church as that described above, truly
seems endless. The htbor has been urged on by
the sensible and courageous men of the world for
centuries, yet to-day what prospects meet our eye
everywhere on this continent! When, when will
Protestant United States and Catholic Quebec be
clothed and in their sound mind?

Ingersoll on Two Judicial Decisions.
Colonel Ingersoll last Sunday expressed to a
reporter some sentiments on the late judicial
decisions forbidding labor unions to quit work in
certain cases. Of these decisions, the first was
delivered by Judge Ricks. It enjoined railway
employees from refusing to handle freight-cars of
the Ann Arbor road; enjoined G;rand Chief Arthur
of the Locomotiv Engineers' Brotherhood from
ordering men thus to refuse, and enjoine:l Arthur
to produce in court the rule of the Brot.herhood
requiring such refusal. The second of the decisions
was issued at New Orleans. Judge Billings, in an
elaborate opinion, in a suit brought by the United
States against the Workingman's A~algamated
Council of New Orleans, held that the labor leaders
in causing a stoppage of the commerce o ~ the city
offended against the statutes governing interstate
commerce. These two decisions hav excited high
interest, and their outcome is anxiously awaited.
Colonel Ingersoll thinks: "As a rule men hav a
right to quit work at any time unless there is some
provision to the contrary in their contracts. They
hav not the right to prevent other men taking their
placefl. Of course, I do not mean by this that
strikers may not use persuasion and argument to
prevent other men filling their places. All blacklisting and refusing to work with other men is also
illegal and punishable. Of course men may conspire to quit work, but how is it to be proved? One
man can quit or five hundred can quit togeth~>r and
nothing can prevent them. While I hav not read
either Judge Billings's or Judge Ricks's decision
carefully, I believe in a general way that they are
in acknowledgment at least of the principle of
public control or regulation of railroads and of
commerce generally. The railroads, while run for
private profits, are public carriers, and the public
has a vested interest in them as such. The same
principle applies to the commerce of the country,
and can be dealt with by the courts in the ·same
way. I don't think, however, that the decision will
hav any lasting effect upon organized labor. You
can't enforce law against sm:h vast numbers of
people, especially when they hav the general sympathy, as is the case here. Of course most strikes
hav been illegal, but the numbers involved make the
courts powerless."
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Judge Greer and Captain Garner, with a few
others, giv me a very appreciativ audience at Green
Cove Springs. I am sure that a much larger numNews and Notes.
ber will be present when I again visit t.his favored
If by accident the steamers on the Indian river spot. Geo. R. Davis and J. A. Lovelace enroll
are delayed the traveler is sure to get left, for he themselvs in THE TRUTH SEEKER ranks and can be
can neither walk nor ride. Roads are impassable, counted on every time for freedom and progress.
or in such a condition that it takes both time and I must thank Captain Garner for his manly assistmoney to traverse the sandy way. So when on ance. He introduced me at the lecture with a
Tuesday morning the steamer Sebastian on which short address and in Hery way has been a right-'
Captain Hardee and myself depended to get to hand supporter in this work.
Cocoa, and also the mail boat, were grounded a few
Early on Friday morning I voyage to Jacksonmiles above Captain Hardee's, the prospect of ville. The friends at this point were unable to
meeting my appointment was rather slim. The procure a hall, and I did not lecture as I hoped to
only chance was to hail some passing craft-but do. I also received word that nothing could be
toward evening the wind abated and it was almost done this time at Ocala. Geo. B. Tyler did his
a calm. Even a sailing vessel would be a very un- level best, and with a few more like him success
certain means of transportation. However, Captain would be sure. I was sorry not to visit more
Sam Brown and his ship happened along. Hardee places in Florida, but a beginning has been made,
mounted the bulkhead and swung a white towel, and I hav bright hopes of what may be accomwhich attracted the ma-riner's attention. The ship plished in the days to come.
slowly swung round and a boat was sent ashoreQaptain Rhoads, James Douglass, and other
and we thanked our stars that at least we could go friends at Jacksonville make my last day in the
somewhat on our journey. We piled in our bag- land of flowers a pleasant one indeed. Friday
gage, and prepared to take a night's rest on the evening I leave for the North. I hav a few minutes
soft side of a board, for there were no chairs and Saturday morning with Sam Cherry at Savannah.
no beds in the vessel. It was built for freight, and I havn't time to see other friends. I hope Savannot for passengers. With a fair wind we might nah will wheel into line, even if only a few are bold
reach Cocoa in the morning.
enough to stand for Freethought. Sunday mornWe scarcely moved, so faint was the breeze-but ing I am in Washington, and as usual find cheerful
we did manage to creep along al;10ut two miles _an entertainment with Mr. and Mrs. Burr. These
hour I guess. I enjoyed the tardy voyage, dnft· friends are Liberal in every sense of t,he word, and
ing into the night, the stars shining softly, the in the arduous work of the winter hav given me
vague shores stretching away into the infinit aid and hospitality. Mr. Burr's library is a restful
gloom. Beautiful phosphorescent light quivered place for the Secular Pilgrim. Books and papers
in the wake of the vessel ; and the fishes as they are there in abundance, and in my moments of
leaped from the water made spangles of fire, so that leisure I had these treasures at hand·; besides Mr.
It appears that one argument heretofore used you might imagin that the bosom of the river was Burr's own stores of information, which are of
against Sunday closing of the World's Fair, namely a rolling flame. The breeze seemed to increase great help to the radical student.
Monday evening I arrive at New York and pen
that the workingma~ would be excluded, will about midnight, and we bowled along quite finely;
I
found
it
much
pleasanter
to
watch
the
sparkling
these
"Notes " in the sanctum of THE TRUTH
no longer be available. For on the 20th ult. it
river, and· the receding shores, and the great dome SEEKER, and after I hav finish· d them I must hurry
was practically settled that, whatever the fate of above, than to sleep on my hard bed. About 1 away to the Northland, and after that comes
Sunday closing, the rule week-days will be late o'clock the lights of Melbourne flashed to view, and work for the gre11t International Congress, as will
closing. Chief Engineer Shankland says: "The a steamer was coming in, and the whistle was a be seen in the announcement of Mr. Remsburg. I
electrical exhibit is the finest thing on the groands. welcome sound, for if ws could make that steamer believe that we can make this Congress of lasting
The people will want to see it and they will hav a all our troubles would be at an end. With gay benefit to Freethought everywhere, and by harchance. This means that the gates will be kept illuminations, making brilliant the gloom, she monious action, which is now assured, take the
rounded to the dock.
We were still two greatest step in advance of all the century.
open until 11 o'clock." Without dwelling on the miles off and slowly we neared the goal, but
SAMUEL P PuTNAM.
minor point that a few hours evenings will not be so all our prayers wouldn't make the wind giv a
To My Uberal Friends.
suitable a time for the worker to see the Fair as a single extra puff. Finally, we swept within a
I
propose
to publish a pamphlet, the opening
whole day on Sunday, we will remark that the quarter of a mile of the dock, and we could hear
part
of
which
will appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER
the
music
of
the
loading
and
unloading
of
the
argument for opening based on the ground that
cargo.
But
we
heard
with
dismay
the
plashing
of
next
week,
entitled,
"Religion a Curse, Religion a
the state should not lend itself to any particular rethe wheels. Only five minutes and we would be Disease, Religion a Lie." I consider that we are
ligion, still remains. The favoring by the state of
all right, but it was a fatal five minutes. We drifting into a most dangerous religions tyranny
the holy day of a particular religion, which amounts didn't get there.
Right before our eyes the
to nothing more nor less than the establishment, in steamer swung into the stream, passed in front of and war. It is not simply church and theology
part, of that religion, scill remains as unsafe and us, and voyaged out of our longing vision, and we that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
were left with the uncertain winds, which seemed of these, which is what I bav defined it to be. We
disgraceful a thing as ever.
to take delight in shifting to every quarter. So I must understand religion, and for the safety of the
The Constitution, Atlanta, Ga., in a late issue, lay down on my bare couch and tried to dream the race we ·must destroy religion. I want this book
under the head of "Editorial Comment," says : hours away until the sunny morning burst upon our to be widely read. It is important. Religion as
"According to recent ecclesiastical decisions, to view, and then the wind was howling from the the foe of humanity is not sufficiently understood.
north square in our teeth and we couldn't make a
believe what has been proven is heresy. It is ormile an hour. At this rate we wouldn't get to We do not realiztJ its terrific nature. I hav written
thodox to believe what cannot be demonstrated."
Cocoa in another twenty four hours. There was this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
one stray fish on board and some bacon and hominy, the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Stand- and this with a cup of coffee made a royal break- statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
point.
fast, for I was hungry as a bear and could eat book. Circul,te it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
In May we shall begin the publication of a series almost anything. Up till about noon the wind
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
of letters which will be of great interest and roared like a tempest in our faces and the ship
beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from tacked and struggled fitfully forward amidst the
BL'siness Announct~ments.
Chicago, and they will be about the World's great tumbling billows. Then the wind changed in our
Those of our readers who hav ordered ''Crimes of
Fair, which opens in that lively and booming town favor, just enough to keep us on a straight course, Preachers" ought to receive them about the same time
on May 1st. Mr. Putnam's description-as every- and we landed about 4 o'clo.k in the afternoon at they get this iEsue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Future orders
one who knows him knows-will not be the com- Cocoa.
I lectured the same evening. D. A. will be filled promptly.
monplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate Blodgett and friends were present. The Fabers
Mr. John C. Sprang writes that he would like to see the
correspondent, but the impressions made upon a and others came by b::at, ·and a larger audience
cosmopolitan poet by the aggregation of Ramples of greeted me than at-Rocklege the week before. Mr. articles on Design which hav recently appeared in THE
the world's progress in mechanics, art, literature, Blodgett put off a business engagement to be with TRUTH SEEKER in book form. We shall comply with his
knowledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and us and help. With such good assistance these wish by making a ten-cent pamphlet of the series, to be
broad, wide and deep-a picture and a panorama, pioneer lectures hav opened the way for future issued in a few weeks.
a history of human advance from "that man in the work. Next year there will be a better outlook.
It is a dangerous thing to recommend medicine, and
dug-out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
Early on Thursday morning I bid good-bye to we cannot do it in any case, but we can call attPntion to
nature-so far as these forces are subdued. The Indian river. I meet Dr. Wilson, Mr. Giger, Mr. our friend Perry's advertisement in another column and
letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of Goldsmith, and other friends at Titusville, where I leave our readers to judge of the merits of the water from
the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows, remain until noon, and then I journey to Green his spring. Mr. Perry praises it highly, as perhaps is
and we venture to say that among the hundreds of Cove Springs. This is the end of my tour with natural, and claims for it great efficaf'y as a healing agent.
correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of Captain Hardee. He was with me during all the As this applies to the additi.m of material elements to the
letters to be written by them, there will be none ups and downs and cross-currents and head-winds bodies of the sick it may be well for those needing such
like the writer of the Freethought views and his of the campaign, and his courage and good nature help togivit their thought in preference to drug remedies.
descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes" and stanch Liberalism enabled me to meet every
Mr. R. J. Fraser, of Dinula, Cal., has sent here a box
drawback and ill fortune with a cheerful mien. of figs which the children pronounced (we use the past
will agree with us in this estimate, we know.
We shall be obliged to our friends if they will Besides contributing mainly to the funds, he was tense advisedly), in the language of young America,
call the attention of their friends to this announce- heart and hand in every movement from the time I "out of sight." Mr. Fraser says he hRs a few hundred
ment and suggest to them that a six months' struck Titusville until my· return, and it is with pounds which he will sell, and we believe we can rely
subscription w1ll insure them the receipt of these regllit that I bid good-bye to so ·genial a comrade upon the judgment of the little folks and say that anyone
letters, which will alone be worth many times the and to all the other friends who hav so generously desiring that dainty luxury will do exceedingly well t l
stood by me in this new and untried field.
cost of the paper.
buy of him.

To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3. 00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete "
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,
and Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER ~me
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
.For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old .Testament Stories Comically illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.
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Again: "People separated only by distance are tence necessitate physical being, because I find
much nearer than those divided by the walls of that the activities of my own spirit are in a large
caste." This is instinctivly felt to be true although measure independent of my physical body, which,
it ignores all idea of space as we know it materi~ being but a feeble one, is often more of a hindrance
Reply to Otto Wettstein.
ally. Of a similar nature is that other significant than a help to its manifestations. I think and
DEAR Sm: In your communication of March 11th
statement that Lincoln ''wore no official robes reason, love and hate, remember and anticipate,
you catechise me pretty thoroughly; and to answer either on his body or his soul." Mere figurativ enjoy and suffer, hope and fear-usually in the
all your questions fully through THE TRUTH SEE:~ER language you say. But what is figurativ language, inverse ratio to my physical activities-whether my
would tax the indulgence of that much-endurmg friend~ Does not the very use of a figure imply body be sick or well, asleep or awake, in fullest
sheet to the utmost to accord me sufficient space in something to be presented as well as represented "by perception of and participation in the visible things
which to do the subjects justice. Such is my un- it~ And which is the more real, the figure or that of the outer world, or when, with the links of conbounded confidence, however, in the inexhaustible which is expressed by it ~-the portrait or the scious apprehension temporarily broken by injury,
good nature of Freethinkers generally and the original !-the word or the idea conveyed by it 1
it has lain senseless and apparently lifeless. I hav
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER in particular, that I
And now for your questions. Here is the first a deep-seated conviction, an instinctiv intuition,
am going nevertheless to make the attempt, though group. (1) Of what nature is the God you wor- that the integrity of my personal existence will be
in order not to impose unduly upon good nature, ship 1 (2) Where is He 1 (3) What ,is His out- no more impaired by the mere act of laying aside
my answers must be necessarily brief and incom- line! (4) What are his characteristics! To which my physical body than is the existence of that body
plete.
I must reply briefly: (1) God is a Spirit. (2) God by the putting off at night of the garments I hav
When we contemplate existence, not only the is in the Temple of His Holines>'; i. e. His Divine worn during the day. I shall undoubtedly sirlll inworld without but the yet greater world within, and Humanity in which alone He is apprehensible to habit an organized body-existence being scarcely
with our limited capacity endeavor to grasp the human minds. (3) In the heavens He appears as a conceivable without it-but it will be a spiritual
breadth of thought, to measure the bights and Sun: t0 human thought and affection he presents body, formed of spiritual substances, and as such,
depths of feeling, the vastness of the field of inves- Himself in the human form. (4) Infinit Love, In- no longer subject to the material laws of time and
tigation that lies yet unexplored before us, the finit Wisdom, and Infinit Power constitute the space, chance and change, decay and death.
colossal proportions and countless number of ideas Divine Trinity whence are derived the qualities of
Your argumen~.s to demonstrate the impossithat throng upon us, and the lightning speed with omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresence.
bility and absurdity of the Divine Omnipresence
which they flash across the plane of conscious perSince God is a Spirit it is in the spiritual, not remind me of those offered by the sturdy backception, it seems strange indeed that an intelligent the material, world that we can most readily find woodsman to prove the equal . impossibility and
mind can question the existence or reality of that Him, though traces of His presence and operations absurdity of the, to him, novel and preposterous
inner, mental world, though it may elude the efforts are clearly discernible in both worlds to those who theory of the rotundity and rotation of the earth.
of "Infidel" telescopes to locate it in space, and know how to rea~ the signs. I hav not discarded He insisted that if the earth turned upside down
chemist and anatomist alike fail to find a trace of the God of my fathers or a faith in the Bible, every night, as these wiseacres pretended, his
it among the debris of their laboratorie3. And though! am far from being orthodox in my under- porridge pot, hung over the :fire every evening,
when we contrast our knowledge, together with the standing of either. The basis of my faith in God, would inevitably be upset in the ashes, while he
aggregate of science, with the boundless realm of spirit, or the Bible is the same in substance as the and his wife would be tumbled out of bed onto the
the unknown and unknowable, with which it com- basis of my belief in my own nature or existence, floor or the ceiling, I hav forgotten which, for the
pares in extent about as our earth does with the as far as I know anything about either, viz., con- final catastrophe was lost in the laughter of an auwhole boundless universe, does not dogmatic assump- scious perception, observation, reason, reflection, dience who having learned to think scientifically
tion either on the positiv or negativ side of any and the inferences thence deduced.
were not troubled by any such difficulties. So
question look very much like presumption? And
My French professor used to tell us that Parisians when my good friend has learned to think spi1·itare we not forced to the conclusion that the true hav a saying to this effect: "The English pretend ually, he will hav no difficulty in reconciling all the
scientific attitude is that of investigation and re- that they understand each other, but we know apparent inconsistencies his vivid imagination and
spectful inquiry rather than of confident assertion or better." To them the English language was but materialistic reasoning hav conjured up. Unreckless denial of the unknown ~-that in order to senseless gibberish. So, I dare say that much that doubtedly "in Him we liv and move and hav our
be truly wise we must indeed become as little chil- I hav just advanced seems to you to be mere tran- being," but without the "terrible turmoil·" you apdren, humbly acknowledging that we hav everything scendental nonsense. Not many years ago German prehend.
to learn~
was but meaningless gabble to me; in all the utterYou speak of analyzing my idea. Now, MaterialIt is in this spirit that I shall endeavor to answer ances of German oratory I could not discover a ist, I hav thee on the hip ! Is my idea something
your questions; and you will pardon me, I hope, if word of sense. But having served an apprentice- or nothing? If nothing, how can it be anathe enforced brevity of some of my replies may ship to that rich and rugged tongue, I can now see lyzed 1 If something, it must be matter accot·dcause them to appear somewhat dogmatic in their wealth of idea, vigor of expression, and beauty of ing to your logic. If matter, it must possess
manner of statement.
thought and diction where I formerly heard but a the properties of matter, one of which is impeneViewed from your standpoint it certainly is not meaningless jumble of, for the most part, unmusical trability. It must occupy space. Now what is
reasonable to suppose "that a single, living, breath- sounds. So the only way to convince you of the its shape and size 1 Where did you find it to
ing, gigantic [material] being can exist within the force or value of my ideas is by inducing you, if analyze it 1 Is it in my printed letter? That ocinterstellar spaces and survive;" and I could no possible, to learn my language. If you can be in- cupies several ~olumns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, sure
more attempt to force such an absurdity upon your duced to think spiritually you will hav no difficulty enough; but the closest scrutiny shows only par. mind than I could accept it for my own. Both of in understanding my meaning.
allel lines of black marks intersper~?ed with blank
us being rational human beings, we should both inYou are quite safe in promising me a pound spaces of white paper. Where is the idea~ Chemstinctivly reject it. But the difficulty with you, of gold for every grain of inert matter I can bring ical analysis fails to show the slightest trace of anymy friend, a difficulty shared by all Materialistic you. Since Life is everywhere present and oper- thing but paper and ink or their elements. Is it
reasoners, is that you fail to perceive the vast and ativ, absolutely inert matter can hav no existence. in the letters ~md words 1 If so, how did it get in
radical difference in the essential nature of spirit Yet relativ inertia exists to a sufficient degree to without displacing something! For printed words
and matter, and hav not yet learned to think spir- impress itself upon the attention of scientists as require space-ideas, if material, must likewise reitually, except in unguarded moments ; and in all one of the properties of matter that must be taken quire space. How can two things occupy the same
your reasonings are hampered by ideas of time and into account in dealing with it, though it hav no space at the same time 1 Moreover, a little differspace which are pure accidents of matter of which more absolute existence than the imaginary line ent arrangement of the same letters and words will
the mind takes no practical cognizance when left and point of the mathematician which yet serve as convey quite a different or even an opposit idea,
to its natural, instinctiv wmkings, as a little reflec- the basis of all mathematical calculations.
while yet another arrangement givs us-no idea at
tion and observation will convince you.
Now for another budget of questions. ".Would all ! Strange, is it not 1
For some good examples of spiritual thinking I animal life cease to evolve from inorganic matter.
But when all these difficulties are overcome, the
refer you to the recent address of Colonel Ingersoll without your God?" Most certainly.
mystery is not yet at an end. For L solemnly dein THE TRUTH SEEKER for February 25th. The col" Would bodies cease to fall, fluid forms in space clare that the idea that you hav found in my letter
onel, like all earnest, thoughtful men, has his sublime cease to assume a globular form, in a soulless uni- and propose to analyze, is still in my brain intact,
moments, and when in these exalted states of verse!" Yes.
and what is more I can prove it. And if your
thought and feeling he is more or less inspired and
"Would fire cease to burn, powder not explode, memory is good and you hav correctly grasped it,
like other inspired men givs utterance, consciously poison not kill, or water run uphill, without a the same idea may be found lodged in your own
or unconsciously, to vital, spiritual truths of which God!" Poison certainly could not kill where brain, after your copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER is
I can here pause to note but one or two.
everything was dead, and water would neither mislaid or destroyed. And the same may be true
In all your arguments you persistently identify run uphill nor down-it would not run at all.
of any or all of the other readers of that paper. SQ
personality with physique. When Mr. Ingersoll
'' Would cosmic phenomena come to an end and we see that ideas may be ubiquitous if the deity is
declares that "Lincoln was an immense perso- eternal chaos exist in space?" Not only all phe- not, and ideas are something-or nothing-which 1
nality," did he hav any reference to the number of nomena but all matter would cease to be, and with We know they move the world. Can nothin,q do
inches or ounces of solids, fluids, and gases that it all space, which is dependent upon it, leaving no that? And when we consider the multitude of
made up the towering frame through which that room for eternal chaos or anything else but blank facts and ideas the human brain can contain at one
genial personality was manifested for a few years nothingness-if you can imagin such a thing.
and th~ same time without displacing an atom "Of
to the outer world 1 In all the masterly analysis
"If phenomena necessitate a Creator, infinit its gray matter, tightly as it is packed within the
of that grand personality that follows, there is no simultaneous phenomena necessitate an infinit skull, are we not reminded of Goldsmith's village
a1lp.sion to flesh and blood, to bone and sinew, as number of Creators!" Let us state the proposition schoolmaster and the lines :
bliing any essential part of the man who having in this way. If a certain class of phenomena
And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew
parted with both is still revered and loved-who necessitates a law of gravitation to account for it,
That one small head should carry all he knew.
being dead yet speaketh.
infinit simultaneous phenomena of the same class
"This is absolutely true," says Ingersoll, that necessitate an infinit number of laws of gravitation!
It is indeed a mystery-one of those things that
"Liberty can be retained, can be enjoyed, only by How does that strike you 1
no Materialistic fellow can find out.
giving it to others." This is true of no material
I should be most happy to comply with your re"How does your God make them!" Natural
possession whatsoever. Liberty clearly then is not science ca.n answer that question better than I can, quest to guide you through the realm of spirits, to
material; but if not material it is nothing, you say! my friend. Nature is the Almighty's workshop, the best of my ability, were it not that I am met at
How then can it be given or withheld! And hav and her laws are but his methods of operation.
the very outset by a difficulty which I can best denot untold myriads bled and died in its defense?
I hav pondered much and long on the nature of scribe in some such way as this. Suppose you came
Would not you do the same 1 Do men giv their the DiviBity in whom I believe. I do not realize to me desiring to be initiated into the beauties and
lives for nothing?
that the attributes of wisdom, love, and omnip9- delights of music. I, having devoted many years

(jonimunioations.
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Of my life ~o the pursuit of that. delightful art, I cution, or a dynamite explosion ~"-Because spirit,

•

would readily u:ndertake ~he pleasmg task. But
suppose. that while confessmg that you had no ear
~or J?U~IC, and could "?-ot te~l o~e tu~e froin: ano.ther,
you msisted. that .our mvest1gatwns mto this science
13h?uld begm .with the assump~ion that no such
thmg as a mus~cal tone could exist-an assumption
that must be disproved to your satisfaction-before
yo-.;t would cons?nt. to take the first step. And suppose that you InSISted further that the only textc
books that shou~d be used in. our musical. studies
should be tr.eatises on chemistry and astronomy ;
and because m these you found no mention made of
key r~lationship, majo! and minor intervals, cons~ructwn and progressiOn of chords, resolution of
discords, cadence or rhythm, should hastily conclude
that J?Usic was madness, the Tone World an insane
deluswn, melody a myth, harmony a humbug, and I
an impostor attempting to foist upon credulity a
pretended science which could not "be logically
proved to a deaf ear or demonstrated on chemical
or astronomical principles! Whose would be the
fault if you failed to make very rapid progress to.
ward practical attainments under such conditions~
.W ould not my best efforts and intentions in your
behalf be frustrated at the outset by your own unreasonable demands?
And seriously, friend, do you think you are much
more reasonable when you insist that your investigations into the nature of spiritual and divine
things must begin with the· assumption that spirit
does not and cannot exist, and that the God idea
can be effectually disposed of by a simple, emphatic
denial~ Or when you further insist that all evidence of such nature and existence must be limited
to that material plane where by the very nature of
things they cannot be perceived? Is it not rationally clear that if we wish to learn music we must
study musio-not mathematics; that the way to
understand spirit is to investigate spirit, not matter;
and that the best method of comprehending the
.. nature and operations of mind and soul is not to
ignore psychology and confine our researches to the
realm of chemistry or anatomy' For it is evident
that musical truths must be musically discerned,
optical truths must be optically discerned, mathematical truths mathematically discerned, and moral
truths morally discerned. So spiritual truths must
be spiritually discerned. The1·e is no other way.
And seeing is believing in each case, whether the
vision be that of the body or of the soul.
And now for brief replies to the third and last of
your series of questions and I am done, though
much that I started out to say must be left unsaid
for lack of roo;m. (1) "What are they [spirits]
composed of? "-Of spiritual substances much
more real, substantial, and alive than matter. (2)
" Where was your spirit or mine a hundred years
ago~ "-Nowhere.
(3) "If not in existence before
the physical body, how can it survive when the
latter exists no more 1 "-As easily as your body can
survive the removal or destruction of its clothing.
(4) "If the body is. a necessity to originate and
·.continue the spir~t during life, is it not a necessity
during eterni~t"-:-No more. than the egg is a
necessity to the full-ftedged bird. (5) "Is not the
. hutnii.n mind you call spirit simply the function of
the living, physical organism, created or generated
from the animal body, its heat, el2ctricity, magnetism, etc.! "-No, heat can never be sublimated
· into affection, electricity transmuted into intelligence, or. magnetism be metamorphosed into mind.
(6) "Are body and mind not cause and effect? "
-Yes,but in the reverse order. As saith the poet:
Of the soul the body form doth take,
For soul is form and doth the body make.

·(7'r' "Is the effect ever known without the cause?"
-:-Never; but the cause, while ever present in the
e"ffect, is prior to and independent of it. (8) "What
is this surviving spirit ?"-The real man or woman
with every manly power and womanly grace not
only intact but intensified, having lost nothing but
the material body which it· misses no more than
you would miss a pair of worn-out, cast-off boots.
·(9) "What is insid·e of this spirit which causes it to
resemble man ?"-Every human attribute of mind
and thought, desire or will. (10) "Is there an.• other spirit body within the body you bel~eve in?". · Something analogous to it-the internal and external mind. (11) "How can it resemble man without
physical organism ?"-By means of a spiritual
organism exactly corresponding to it. (12) "How
can it liv without blood and circulating organs,
breathe without lungs, see without eyes, and think
without a brain and nervous system ?"-It neither
can nor does do anything of the sort, but the
·spiritual eye is . keener than the material,
and so with every other organ of the soul. (13)
"How can this most delicate organism, while still
·-··in· the grosser body, survive decapitation, electro-

when disassociated from the body, takes no more
cognizance of material phenomena than matter does
of spirit. If you doubt this, just analyze the state
of your own mind and its relation to outward
things during abstract thought or in vivid dreams.
(14) "And last, by what law of nature is it exempt
from the general order of nature which decrees that
all forms which begin, from the tiniest to the
grandest sun in the universe, must sooner or later
come to an end ?"-How do you know that~ When
was this "general order" issued, and on whose
authority? Be assured, friend, that what nature
cannot create she is equally powerless to destroy,
and naught but antecedent Mind can create mind.
If Mind be not discernible in Nature, then she
cannot be its creator. All life is the product of
antecedent Life; and Life, not Death, presides
over the destinies of the universe.
These questions are all perfectly legitimate and
fully warranted by your st1ndpoint. I can only
regret that lack of space will not permit me to answer them more fully and satisfactorily. I trust,
however, that we shall hav an opportunity to discuss these interesting topics further. Having been
a teacher all my life, it seems the most natural
thing in the world for me to ask or answer questiona; and it is always a pleasure to me to come
in contact with a vigorous mind fairly bristling with
interrogation points. So proceed with your questiona, brother; the more the better, and with the
kind permission of Mr. Macdonald I will endeavor
to answer them.
A. AuGUSTA. CHA.PMA.N.
Baltimore, Md., March 20, 1893.

With sneers on belief in the Pentateuch.
We must jealously guard our institutions
From seculsrity's foul pollutions.
It is, be it understood no matter
How a man may liv if be keeps up a clatter
'Gainst an open Fair on the Sabbath day;
Unswayed by what godleFs people say.
The proper shibboleth to be raised
.
Is this: 'Shut the gates, and the Lord be praised!"'
L'ENVOI.

Thus, humble as Heep and as Moses meek,
With himself communed Deacon Adoniram Snique.
JOHN TALMAN.

The Freethought },ederation of America.

[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, TIL
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.l
I left Ashland, Ore., on Sunday morning, February 19th, feeling good after the result of my
lectures in that town, and now commenced my
journey into the Golden state. Thick clouds hung
around the mountains, which obscured their tops
from view, but as the sun neared its zenith the
clouds were dispelled, as orthodoxy will be erelong
before the sun of science,· of nature, and truth .
The borders of Oregon are crossed, and in a few
hours Mount Shasta, one of the giant hills of this
country, looms up in sight. It is covered with
snow, which even the rays of a scorching summer
sun cannot melt. Here we dine, right at the very
foot of the mountains, and to wash down the meal
we take a drink of the famous Shasta mineral
water. This is obtained from a basin which is fed
by two immense geysers, one of which throws up
the water to a hight of sixty feet. The wind
catches it and sends the spray around for quite a
distance. The train· stops at the springs and the
Deacon Snique on Sunday Closing.
passengers alight, many of whom carry small tin
cups with them, and dipping them into the water
"Grand, gloomy, peculiar," and quite unique
Among men stands Deacon Adoniram Snique;
they drink thereof to their heart's content. It is a
It may be declared of this precious man,
magnificent soda water, as beautifully :flavored as
As said Byron of Brinsley Sheridan,
any to be purchased in a drugstore. The scenery
That he of his kind is the first and last,
around here is grand and beautiful. We are now in
Nature breaking the mold when he was cast.
You cannot pronounce him handsome, because
the Sacramento valley and winding through the
His style of beauty's too full of flaws.
mountain passes, running for hours side by side
His visage, indeed, makes people shiver;
with the Sacramento river. I arrive at Gridley
His mouth's like a gash in a piece of liver,
about 2 o'clock Monday morning, where I had been
Incased in as scraggily gray a beard
As was ever permitted to go unsheared;
announced for three lectures. I soon found
His watery eye bas a stalwai·t squint,
out what few Freethinkers there were in this
And what heart he has is as bard as flint..
little place, and learned to my regret that the
He knows he's not pretty, but ob, how he
orthodox party had secured possession of the halls
Does pride himself on his piety!
and we could obtain a place to speak in for neither
The question of closing the great World's Fair
love nor money.
Nevertheless, as I had been anOn the day devoted to rest and prayer;
nounced to lecture to a Gridley audience I was
Robbing toilers of their sole chance of the week,
Is rasping the soul of good Deacon Sniquedetermined to do so in some way or another, even
Is rasping it hard; and this is the way
if I should hav to set up a stand in the public
He held self-communion the other day:
streets.
This would not hav been a very difficult
" Oh, horrible thought, that men should profane
task, for the weather was beautiful and warm.
The Sabbath for pleasure or for gain!
Revival services were being held by an itinerant
When I think how wicked some persons are
preacher of the Campbellite church, by the name of
Who hav wandered away from the fold afar,
B. J. Dillon. Ho had a young man with him as a
I rejoice, with eyes, saint-like, rolled toward the sky,
That a pious, God-fearing man am I!
singer; they together were doing the Moody and
For a Christian more punctual at church
Sankey business upon a small scale. He had
Than I, you the earth will vainly search.
been somewhat coarse in his language toward the
All the drips of the sanctuary divine
resident Freethinkers, and had stated his willing, I catch, and the loudest amens are mine.
The way I enrich the collection plate
ness to debate with any or all Freethinkers. So I
None but a Crrnsus could emulate;
requested our friends to approach him upon the
My dollars flow-a financial spaquestion of a debate with me. He refused at first,
For the heathen of Borrioboola-Gha,
but a few hours afterward he came and asserted
For I rave, e'en as Mrs. Jelly by raved,
O'er those distant, benighted souls unsaved,
his readiness to do so. So it ·was then arranged
Though I giv to the famished that wan-faced come
that we should debate for four nights, the proposiTo my door many tracts but never a crumb.
tions being somewhat similar to those which I def?ome g-racious scamps, for this world unfit,
bated with B:;aden upon, though the result in this
Hav hinted that I am a hypocritAm an object-lesson of high degree
case was different, for here I had to succumb to
In the devious ways of the Pharisee.
brute force-the overwhelming power of numbers.
Well, the mice undisturbed in my closet play
It was perhaps impolitic upon my part to break in
While I go to the marketplace to pray,
upon his meetings which were in progress at the
And never yet from my lips has man
time, for . the people were all under the excitement
Heard the tearful words of the publican :
' 0 God ! hav mercy on me a sinner ! '
of religious frenzy and were " full of the spirit,"
But you can bet I'm as sure a winner
and some of them were full of the spi1·iti
In the race for heaven as any nag ;
The audience at least numbered five or
See these spots on my knees where my breeches ba"" ? fermenti.
To a distant city I may hie,
o
six hundred people, and out of that crowd I did
Where a stranger to everyone am I,
not hav more than twenty sympathizers-not more
Where my bent for a frolic there's naught to curb,
than twenty friendly faces in that vast crowd.
In
Where the tiger invites, and the rum's superb,
order to swamp me they drummed up the country
And at the elephant take a peep,
for a radius of sixty miles to bring in the CampbellAnd company not the choicest keep ;
The widow and orphan may find in me
ites and shout me down. Every time I got up to
A shaky description of trustee ;
speak the Christian fanatics yelled, hissed, and
In chicane I may giv the devil some points,
hooted at me, telling me to "shut up,"" sit down,"
And buildings rent for the toughest joints;
and using other Christianlike ejaculations. My opI may sprain veracity, bilk my neighbor,
And for none but my grasping self may labor.
ponent was a pretty shrewd man, for he took pretty
But for me there is waiting a great reward,
good care not to handle the subject-matter that I
For oh, with what ardor I love the Lord !
presented, and fell to exhorting the people in"Let the gates of the Fair, 'spite the ribald gang,
stead. He was not quite so scurrilous in debate as
On Sunday close with a mighty bang!
the one who has been designated the "striped
What boots it if thereby trebly thrives
animal," but he was not so smart or tricky.
The traffic of pestilential dives?
Gridley is entirely under church rule and priestly
If the workingman hungers for recreation,
Let him bathe in the river of salvation
tyranny. Like leeches upon the community they
That freely is flowing for me and you
suck the very life's-blood from the town and stop
And all the well-dressed who can buy a pew.
the very pulse- beat of their civilization. Large
The Sunday-openers, I insist,
sums of money are spent upon, and given to, the
Are on a par with the Atheist
And other irreverent men who look
churches instead of being devoted to town improve·
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ments. As a consequence they hav neither gas nor
electric lights; they bav no waterworks, and the
roads leading from the town to the neighboring
colonies and settlemPnts are in a wretched condition. They are broken with pools of standing
wateT, which, in an Eastern town, or in any town
of its size in Oregon, Washington, or other Western
states, would hav been bridged oveT. But having
seven churchfs to support, which drains them of
· every !'pare dollar they hav, these improvements
cannot be entered into, because the people could
not afford to pay the tax that would hav to be
levied upon them. If they would only drop the
churches for one year and spend the money it costs
to keep them in this direction the people of Gridley
would soon feel a decided advantage. Our few
friends were not very ju~ilant over the debate, but
it would hav required a tremendous power by one
man to overthrow this load of ignorance, prejudice,
and bigotry. I was heavily handicapped from the
start, for I had three preachers against me instead
of one, and the only chairman we could. get was the
principal of the school, and he was a red-hot Presbyterian, and he only ruled once in my favor upon
an appeal. No doubt he would not hav done it
then only the point of order raised was too glaring
for him to escape it. There are only about four
well-known Freethinkers in the town. L. P. Denny,
who, together with his wife, entertained me right
royally during my stay here in spite of the imprecations heaped upon me by the other women in the
town, many of whom declared they "would rather
die than cook a meal for me "-a true example of
Christian charity-(The local physician declared
that such a man as myself ''.ought to be put in jail
and kept there," and I hav no doubt there are many
that would like to do it-if they could), Mr. and
Mrs. Heniker, Mr. Carns and his family, Mr. Baker,
and Mr. Niles are about the only friends of freedom
to be found in this hot-bed cf fanaticism. Mr.
Pearney, though not an avowed Freethinker, gave
me his sympathy and support on. account of the
storm of intolerance and opposition that had been
raised against me. These, together with Mr.
White, who came from the neighboring town .of
Biggs, were the only ones that gave me any assist
ance and encouragement in this unequal fight. I
am by no means through with Gridley though, for
I will visit this town at all hazards upon my next
trip through the state and renew the fight for freedom and take up afresh the battle for progress.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

The Cause in the State of Washington.
Bigotry and cupidity hav triumphed. The petition of the churches has been granted by our state
legislature, and an church property is entirely
exempt from taxation.
To me the saddest part of the fight was the
apathy of the majority of the Liberals throughout
the state.
To the few generous, stanch, and true, who responded by activ work, words of encouragement,
and financial aid, I take this opportunity to express
my gratitude and esteem. Had the majority done
one-tenth as much, I should be sending out tidings
of grand victory instead of deploring defeat.
No efforts were spared by the Washington Secular
Union officers. After exhausting all contributions,
I drew on my own scant funds, sent out two thousand petitions and over five thousand printed letters
throughout the state, and paid postage on over two
hundred and fifty letters that were signed and
returned to me to mail ,to senators and representativs. I sent a copy of the large. cartoon by
Heston, "Taxed and Untaxed," to every member of
the senate and house of representativs at Olympia,
with printed matter, "Words of Wisdom," and a
letter c:tlling attention to our state constitution
and clearly proving that exemption from taxation
of church property was in palpable violation alike
of its letter and spirit. I paid able and efficient
persons to watch and work to defeat any underhand subtle schemes of the Ministerial Alliances and
their hirelings at Olympia, made three trips there
myself, and when the fight in the house proved
vain and the church secured the victory, I at once
prepared and served a protest on Governor McGraw, giving reasons, legal and otherwise, and
asking him to veto the exemption clause. I worked
night and day, but was defeated because so greatly
overmatched.
Until Liberals learn to disregard the shibboleth
of party_ and vote only for men of principle as representativs and law-makers, men whose interests
are with the people, and not creatures who are
lager to sell themselvs or their own mothers for
pelf, or who can be scared out of doing right by
threats of ministers to use church influence against

them at the next election, we can expect only
defeat.
Among senators, as well as representativs, the
church found pliant, blatant demagogs ready to
do any dirty work required in return for promised
help and influence.
The just demands of the farmers and wageworkers, the producers and the mechanics, were
ignored or treated with derision. It was not a
question of right, justice, and the good of the state,
but, "What is there in it for me 1" "What shall I
gain by voting for it?"
The church-members and their friends did not
fail to write personal letters and mail. them to senators and representativs, promising help or threatening to use every influence against them in the
future.
·
Liberals, with few noble exceptions, were indifferent. They did not realize the importance, the
great need, of effort and prompt action~ If priest
and p'l.rson of every denomination had to call in
person and collect the amount of their church exemption, although each one demanded but a few
cents, how energetic would hav been the so dunned
to secure repeal of the infamous law permitting such
extortion. But because it is not a direct " standand-deliver," "your-money or-your-life" robbery,
but the state legislature not alone exempts church
property from paying, but virtually pays a collector
so as to save the church any disagreeable duty in
the matter, Liberals were apathetic, and the church
has scored a big victory over right and justice.
This success of the Ministerial Alliances of the
state will prompt them to greater aggressions and
further attacks upon our rights and liberties.
We must arouse, buckle on our armor anew, and
zealously, unitedly battle for entire divorce of
church and state. "Eternal vigilance is the price
of liberty." No great advancement has been gained
without encountering some repulses, calling for
additional devotion and self-sacrifice.
We are defeated, but not in the least dismayed.

c.

B.

REYNOLDS,

Sec. Washington Secular Union.
'l'acoma, Wash.
--------~----------

Liberal Societies.

Professor Adler was never heard to better advantage than he was on last Sunday, when he
lectured on the proposed extradition treaty between
the government of this country and that of Russia.
He was frequently interrupted by ·enthusiastic
applause. Among other things he said:
"There is a mutual feeling of good will between
the people of this country and the people of Russia.
The Russian people are like ourselvs, a people in
the making. They hav before them the same task
that we hav, that of subduing a continent. The
growth and development of so large a country as
Russia is likely to exert a vast influence on mankind. But whatever may be our feelings toward
the people, we must distinguish between the people
and its government.
"By the terms of ths treaty in question, persons
who hav attempted the life of the czar are not' to
be deemed political offenders-'--"that is, they shall
be extraditable. To understand this treaty
one must understand the government with whom
it is made. Of all the states in Christian Europe
Russia alone is an absolute monarchy. I;n reality
it has no representativ bodies corresponding to our
legislature. The council of the empire is allowed
to discuss. laws, but it can .do no more than giv
advice. The opinion of the minority as well as the
opinion of the majority is sent. to the emperor; he
may reject either one, or he may, as he generally
does, reject both. The members of this body are
appointed by the emperor; they are usually
ex-office-holders and would-be office-holders. What
power can they hav ~
"The government of Russia is a kind of paternalism, carried to an almost absurd extent. The
people are little children, and the emperor is their
father. They cannot leave the country, they can
not read certain books, they cannot found schools
or even a bed in a hospital, without the permission
of their father, the czar.
"A people cannot be strong unless it is free.
The czar wanted his people to be strong. Universities and schools were founded, but what was
offered by one hand was snatched up again by the
other. The precautions and regulations drove the
Russian students to desperation. The powers of
an autocrat when united in the hand of an honest
fanatic are ten times more hurtful than when in the
hands of a less honest man. Russian Nihilism is
born of Russian autocracy. To judge it fairly one
must be acquainted with the circumstances. At
first the Nihilists were a peaceful people, and it
was only after they had tried other methods that
they met violence with violence.

"It is the accepted maxim of all nations that all
political crimes are not extraditable. J n Russia,
where the czar is the government, the person who
attempts to take his life is guilty of a political crime
only. But it is inhuman, you say. But shall we
see this inhumanity of the poor, desperate boy of
the university, and yet forget the infinitly greater
inhumanity that goaded him on~ Shall we forget
the flogging of cultured men and women? We
stand by with bleeding hearts and eyes suffused
with useless tears, but we cannot help ;' ·1t is illegitimate to interfere.
"Autocracy and Nihilism are engaged ill a lifeand-death duel. If the czar can app:t:ehend those
who with murderous weapons are fighting a murderous despotism, well and good. But if these
escape it is not for us to agree to return them.
Russian Nihilists hav repeatedly said thii.t they will
lay down their arms if the czar will g!ant a representativ government. We are told by the authorities at W a.shington that before a Russian
refugee will be turned over to Russian authorities
sufficient evidence to warrant such proceedings
must be produced in an American court of law.
But the evidence produced need only be enough to
justify, in the opinion of the magistrate, commitment, and not conviction. Very little evidence is
necessary for commitment, in comparison with the
evidence necessary for conviction. But commitment and extradition would be fair if followed by a
fair trial. But can a, man be said to be. tried fairly
who is not tried by jury, who is not confronted
with the witnesses, who is denied the sacred right
of appeal!"
Professor Adler said he had heard people remark that it was too late to protest; but he
thought if the American people would only declare
themselvs the abominable treaty would not be
ratified. Next Sunday the professor will lecture on
"The Glad Tidings of Easter."
The third meeting of the Young Men's Debating
Club was held Saturday evening, March 25th. The
discussion was on money. Mr. Gillen read a very
interesting essay in which he dwelt ·at some length
on the history of banking. The G:r;ecian bankers
(trapezitai) and Roman bankers (argentarii); the
rise of modern banking in Florence; the nature of
the business done by the Medici, the Acceajuoli,
the Peruzi, and the Bardi ; the establishment of the
bank of Venice in 1510 ; of the bank of Amsterdam, 1609; bank of Hamburg, 1619 ; bank of
England, 1694; bank of Ireland, 1783; bank of
Scotland, 1783-all of these subjects were spoken
of by the lecturer. Coming down to the present
day, Mr. Gillen said he thought that property, not
metal, should be the basis of currency. He also
spoke of the different objects that early peoples and
barbarous nations of the present day hav used as a
circulating medium. Thus in the sixth bGok of the
Iliad oxen are mentioned as a medium of commerce ;
in Rome, Latium, Umbria, and most oft)le states in
early Italy, sheep and oxen; in some parts of Norway at the present day corn is used, etc., etc. In
the discussion that followed Messrs:. Bird, Walker,
and Avery made some interesting'remarks. At the
next meeting Mr. Walker will read an essay on
" The Mystery of Life."
Mr. A. K. Owen addressed a large audience in
the rooms of the Newark Liberal League last Sunday on the proposed town "Sinaloa," td be built in
Mexico. Mr. Owen spoke first on the growth of
corporations in this country, and the foolhardiness
of individuals who try to combat with companies.
"Ninety-nine per cent of you who are fighting the
battle of life alone will fail. Why! Because you
do not combine. I hav noticed that nearly all the
extreme poverty of the world is among the unincorporated, and on the other hand all the luxury is
among the incorporated." Sinaloa, the lecturer
said, would when finished be the ideal city. It
would be owned by a corporation but every citizen
would be a stockholder in that corporation. The
products of the labor of the city's citizens would
be bought by the corporation at a price agreed upon
before the work was begun, and sold again to the
citizens at the lowest possible figure. Quite a
large number of those present thought that the
plan would prove unsuccessful because of its nonpracticability; the majority, however, received the
plan avec effusion. Mr. Bird said he thought the
simple fact that no churches would be built in
the town ought to guarantee the success of the
project. Next Sunday T.B. Wakeman will lecture.
" The True Genesis of
subject ofT. B. Wakeman's
tan Liberal League last
lecture was an exposition of

Christianity" was the
lecture at the ManhatFriday evening. The
Mr. Wakeman's article
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in the last number of THE TRUTH 8EEKER. The that your salary no longer materialize!", which of 1890. And this is only one of m~tny dishonorable
critics were Mr. Wilson Macdonald, Mrs. Dunlevy, would produce one certain result-no more preach- ways resorted to by those self-righteous people.
and Dr. Clark Bell.
ing. Speed that happy day, and let the human
The prevailing tendency of this inconsistent, unmind be freed from priestcraft.
C. SEvERANCE.
manly, and wrong manner of controling important
Mr. Henry Rowley lectured before the Brooklyn
Los Angeles, Gal., March 5, 1893.
public events is plainly illustrated in passing the
Philosophical Society last Sunday on "Freethought
act, at the last session of Congress, appropriating
_and Its Relation to Society." A synopsis of 1\'lr.
$2,500,000 for the World's Fair, with the proviso
Don't Be a Hypocrit.
Rowley's lecture was published in our issue of
that it be closed on Sunday. When the bill was
Let us all strive to be what we seem to be, and retumed from the Senate to the House containing
March 18th.
--------~---------seem to be what we are; but always for truth, the amendment and proviso and the vote taken on
Hell-Fire and Damnation.
justice, and right, that the world may be a better its passage, more than one-third of the whole numThe following item recently appeared in thl'l press place to liv in, and life worth living.
ber of members composing that body were either
dispatches of the San Francisco Chronicle :
paired or absent, thus practically dodging the quesThere is so much of false pretense,
tion. It is seldom that we find a more plain and
So hollow, so deceiving,
Mrs. William Wilbur, of Rowan, Ia., has been judged
We need a life's experience.
insane and sent to the insane asylum. The immediate
practical illustration of the fear of Mrs. Grundy.
To learn the art of living
cause of her mania was a graphic pulpit picture of hellAn important election was then pending and many
Among the various faiths and creeds
fire, drawn in a sermon by her pastor. The preacher's
members feared to put themselvs on record, as
That
seek
our
acceptation,
description of the tormen1s of the damned made such a
they hoped to be again elected and they did not
His creed is best whose daily deeds
vivid impression upon Mrs. Wilbur's mind, that her reaMerit our approbation.
dare to commit tl;temselvs by voting.
son was overthrown, and it is feared that she is hopelessly insane.
·
All just and Liberal-minded people should favor
Priestcraft from time immemorial hvs sought to
So the "good work" goes on, and the "glad control the thoughts and actions of mankind, as- free speech, free press, and free Sunday, as a holitidings of great joy" are promulgated to dethrone suming to do so for the benefit of humanity in this day on which all may be free to go to church or seek
reason and destroy domestic happiness. One more life and the life to come. But as a class the clergy rest and recreation in any lawful, moral way they
vic~im of the most damnable religion that priest- are not, and never hav been, more exempt from choose.
This may be the last I shall send you. A desire
craft ever invented to curse the human race ! the faults and foibles common to humanity than
that it may be so will sometimes come to me. I Anothar sensitiv mind ruined by baseless tales of men of other professions.
fear and falsehood, invented to avoid manual
By assuming that they derive information and hav been an invalid shut in nearly twenty-two
labor and gain control of the credulous masses. authority from a supernatural and higher power years. Si11ht is failing-one eye is gone, the other
And yet this sacred superstition is taught and than those in other professions, they hav obtained dim-but I cannot help thinking, and here you hav
perpetuated in every civilized community, as a a stronger hold on the credulity of the people, and a few thoughts, with a hope that they may be a
moral necessity and an indispensable adjunct to are enabled to mold them to their wish and will, little help in freeing the world from the bondage of
CoNVERSE CLOSE.
civilization itself, and we are frequently informed, for their own personal aggrandizement, that they priestcraft.
Grattan, Mich.
as the readers of the leading daily journal of t-his may liv and fatten on the labor of those who in
city were to dav, how dark and gloomy would be the various occupations of productiv industry
this world an.J how hopeless this life, were it not "hav to earn before they eat," thus filching fl'Om Shall We Become the Guardians of' the Czar?
for the blessed religion of Jesus Christ. The honest toil a subsistence t.hat they are not entitled
"blessed religion" of this ancient myth, if properly to, because they assume to teach mysterious un- _ The following resolutions were unanimously
termed would be cursed religion; for it is the only known and unknowable things that neither they adopted at a large meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club, of New York city, at its weekly meeting,
one that ever invented or conceived of eternal tort- nor others c•tn learn.
at No. 220 Eit;,t 15th Btreet, on Friday evening,
ure and endless damnation.
The human mind
Webster says a hypocrit is one who feigns to be
March
3, 1893, and a committee was appointed to
never before or since conjured up such. an outrage- other and better than he really is; one who asous and improbable system of religion as that of sumes an appearance of piety and virtue, etc. further the object stated in them:
Christianity, and its whole influence, wherever felt, The word hypocrit is synonymous with dissembler,
Resolved, That we learn with great surprise that a
treaty has been negotiated and ratified between the
for nearly nineteen hundred years has been detri- deceiver, pretender, and cheat.
officials of the United States and the czar of Russia,
mental to human happiness, peace, prosperity, and
In the remote past, on account of the ignorance without
the know lellge or consent of our people, containing
progress. It has never failed to detract from the of the people generally, and at present, the credu- a provision for the extradition ·of persons charged with
joys of life; and has, like an incubus, depressed the lous and uneducated are held in subjection by the attempts against the life of the czar or members of the
minds of untold millions, while in others it has in- priesthood, not only on matters pertaining to relig- imperial family; and that such treatv is now awaiting
and delivery by our president.
cited strife and hatred that nothing could appease. ion, but on all things pertaining to beliefs, political, signature
Resolved, 'l'hat we most earnestly protest against this
There is nothing ~· blessed " about such a con- social ; and acts in the business of every-day life. treaty, or any treaty, containing any clause for the
temptible fraud and imposition, about such a horrid, But at present, in our nation especially, the grow- extradition of any person for any such, or for any offense
unreasonable, and repulsiv religion. It is an ing intelligence of the masses givs · them the which may be in any way of a political character. 'rhat
the offenses referred to ure in RnsBia inevitably
abomination pure and simple, and deserves nothing stamina and independence that enable them in a polit.ical
offenses, inasmuch as the czar and the imperial
but the contempt and execration of all mankind. measure to unbind the chains and throw off the family exist there on':IJ as political rulers and despots,
If there is anything that would bestow incalculable yoke with which the clergy hav so long held them and are not citizens or individuals in any usual or proper
sense of the words. That we, therefore, declare the
benefit upon the world, it is the destruction and in bondage.
of this clause of that treaty which associates
Now the current of educated popular opinion is mutual-ity
total annihilation of this hell-fire and damnation
our president with the czar as needing similar extradidoctrin known as Christianity ; and if such per- so strong that the clergy are unable to stem the tion protection, as an insult tc. the free people of America,
sistent and perpetual efforts were not everywhere tide in many things, and are trying to trim their and their freely elected executiv, who is not, in fact or
made to foree it into the minds of babes and chil- sails to the popular breeze. Old and well-established theory, a despot or a tyrnnt, but the highest servant of
the people, thoroughly responsible to them during and at
dren, it would not be long dying ; for developed doctrins and dogmas are in peril, and how the close of his short term of otlice.
to
revise
the
Bible
and
the
oldtime
creeds
is
a
reason and mature judgment reject it as ancient
Resolved, That we hav no confidence in the justice,
mythology is rejected. Christianity cannot survive problem that is hard to solve. In proof of this, reliability, or good faith of charges of this or of any nature
long when it is not taught to children, and the witness the present trials of Rev.'s Briggs and made by the police or spies of the Hussian czar, and we
earnestly protest against any person being dragged from
Catholic and .Protestant church both know it ; so Smith for heresy. The old Calvinistic doctlin of American soil upon any charges or pretensfR whatsoever
election,
predestination,
foreordination,
and
damthey work ·to- enslave the young and manufacture
from that source until a full trial or examination has been
mental slaves, who, being told the exercise of reason nation, so sound and popular from fifty to one had before a compttent American tribunal and jury.
ReRolved, 'rhat we feel personally humiliated by this
is a· Christian crime, seldom dare to think their way hundred years ago, has lost its prestige, the current
for it makes every American citizen the guardian
of popular opinion is opposed to it, and what to do treaty,
out of bondage.
of the safety of the despots of Europe against the
is
a
problem
that
even
the
wiles
of
priestcraft
can
It is said by some that the hell-fire doctrin is not
righteous indignation of the people longing and strugmuch taught in these days, and " the love of Jesus" not solve. The old Calviniotic doctrin is in the gling for freedom. We insist, th~refore, that our president
is the harp with a single string on which the Bible, sound and solid, and will not down, for it is shall withhnld hHl signature from this or any treaty that
could in any way be med for the repression, or giv, or
preachers play; but with few exceptions this is not the chief corner-stone of the Book.
be used to giv, that belief to peoples aspiring for liberty
the
hypocrisy,
dissembling,
and
cunning
All
true, and hell-fire is just as much a stock in trade
in any pazt of the worlJ.
as it ever was. Language has been modified, how- wiles so familiar to the clergy will not blot it out,
ever (barring the back towns), so it does not grate and it looks as though the infallible Bible inspiraIN various parts of the globe peoples are conso harshly on the nerves; but when told to "flee tion of that book is doomed.
tinually being discovered who hav no Christianity,
No
important
matter
in
modern
times
illustrates
from the wrath to come " and "be saved through
or often no religion at all, and who at the same time
th_e Lord Jesus Christ," it means to dodge the the hypocrisy and deceit so prevalent better than the possess morality in a degree far above Christian
course
pursued
to
secure
the
cloRing
of
the
World's
same old hell that Calvin and Jonathan Edwards
nations. Such a people are the Eskimo, as described
shook the people over. Without this hell there is Fair on Sunday. This emanates from and is en- by a member of the late Greenland expeditions:
gineered
mostly
by
Christians,
who
claim
to
be
nothing to be saved from, and Jesus ceases to be a
"All the time aboard the ship they were smiling and
savior ; so while Christianity exists the whole stock more truthful, moral, anct just than others, aud laughing. These people hav never had any Chrisin trade must remain intact, or the system will assume to be teachers in that line that hand out tian te_:chings, and almost the only white men they
inevitably perish by passing into Universalism, and pa~s around models and patterns which all ever see an the whalers. Yet they are scrupulously
thence through Unitarianism to complete Infidelity. good people should follow in order that our nation and perfectly honest. In trucking or trading with
Christian salvation can hav but one meaning-sal- may be exalted above others and our people set an them members of the expedition passed around
vation from hell-fire and damnation-and when the example ot wisdom and goodness.
This priwtice of deceit and untruthfulness is the among them needles, knives, and many articles as
clergy become sufficiently humanized to reject hellprecious to them as diamonds to an American.
fire they really hav no further business with the legitimate result of the teachings of St. Paul, the Everything was returned."
religion of Jesus. The preacher who dethroned most learned and eloquent of Bible writers, who
Mrs. Wilbur's reason and wrecked the domestic said: "If the truth has more abounded through my
Lectures and Meetings.
happiness of that family was a true Christian; and lie, then why am I adjudged a sinner~, and also,
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
those who want the Simon-pure article must listen "Being crafty, I caught you with guile."
As a legitimate result of such teachings we need Montreal,
April 2, 9 . Harwich, Mass., April 13
to just such hell-ranters as he; for hell is a fac~ if
11 Worcester, "
"
16
Christianity is true, so nothing can be more Im- not wonder at the course pursued to induce Con- Osterville, 1\fass., "
Cotuit,
"
"
12 1 Cincinnati, Ill.,
"
23
portant than to make it generally known ; there- gress to close the Fair on Sunday. It is said on
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
fore, gentlemen with the black coats, giv the peop~e good authority that those Christian organizations
hell until the insane asylums are full, or reason IS hav sent petitions to Congress from several states Trinidad, Col. Mar. 30,31 Denver, Col. April 8, !J
"
" April 1, 2 Boulder,
"
" 10--12
s_o shocked by such horrid teachings that it rises containing more names than the whole number of
Canon City, "
"
5, 6 Ellsworth, Kan. " 18-20
in open rebellion, and common sense eo spreads inhabitants in those states according to the census
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foolishness."
'rhese are the identical ing of you only what is fair. It does not
phrases he used. I was surprised when I ask of you to leave your party, but it asks
saw the first copy of the "Age of Reason," of you to sit down on a man in your party,
Encmiraging Peck to Persecute God.•
it was so sm'lll. I read it through in two or out, that infringes on your rights or the
And you hav plenty of
ELMIRA, N. Y., March 7, 1893.
eveningP. I wondered how the little work Constitution.
MR. EDITOR : I hav waited for last
could hav caused so much controversy. prec(jden ts to be guarded on ·this point.
week's TRUTH SEEKER somewhat impaYet it is the case. Is it poison? Yes. to "We should take alarm at the least entiently since you previously announced
orthodoxy, miracles, witchcraft, revela- croachments upon our liberties." "EterJohn Peck's "What I Know About God."
tions, and inspirations. To the creeds of nal vigilance is the price of liberty."
Such arguments as Mr. Davis has used
The paper reached here last Sunday, and
Calvin it is as leprosy. But to reason,
I must confess "What I Know About
justice, and mental liberty it is the great may deceive the unthinking, but they can
not be made in good faith by intelligent·
God " is a "corker." I hav just written
physician.
Mr. Peck my praises. Yours always,
I hav no doubt but that he spoke his men. Now, Liberals, you hav it in your
L. DE WITT GRISWOLD.
honest conviction when he uttered the power to make these men honest by swinging from one party to another and defeatabove about music .
.A. Recruit Drummed Up.
A mind filled with the thoughts of a ing the man that does you an act of inST. THoMAS, ONT., March 13, 1893.
literal hell, and the weeping and gnash- justice by the least encroachment upon
Mll. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $3
ing of teeth, could not be expected to your liberties. If you cannot do this you
for my subscription for THE TRUTH
grasp anything more. aspiring than the had better go ever to the orthodox party
SEEKER for 1893, and one subscriber on
orthodox " Old Hunilred." I would where you belong. Of course it is best to
trial for three months, with every prosrather hear one inch of "Ta-ra-ra-boom- make a firm resolve while no campaign is
pect to be continued. I am trying to do
ter-ay " than four miles of "All hail the on, if you are going to act on the former
the best I can to circulate your paper, but
plan or on the principles of the American
power of Jesus's name."
it is uphill work. However, I will keep on
Freethinkers are not very plentiful here, Federation, because the party whip will
trying with hopes of success.
the majority being of the indifferent type, be brought in to requisition and it will take
We take great delight in THE TRUTH
and caring more for the dollar than they more than an average man to withstand
SEEKER and admire the writings of Ingerits pressure-which is nothing more than
do for the cause of education.
soll and Peck and especially Heston's pict- Join the Secular Church of Humanity,
The cartoon representing the theolog- appealing to the lowest and basest passions,
Liberty, Education, and Prosperity.
ures.
such as hatred, prejudice, and animosity.
ical extension was excellent.
PoRTuAND;0RE., March 14, E.M. 293.
Wishing you success in your good work,
You may look for some new subscribers Now, if we will, we can. hold the balance
MR. EDITOR: We hav the pleasure of from me in the near future. "Let the of power in almcst all legislativ districts,
Yours truly,
I remain,
having lectures delivered hore by Mrs. light shine."
MALCOLM McGREGoR.
either state or national. If you cannot do
E. L. DA vrnsoN.
Katie Kehm Smith at the Secular church,
this, how much less orthodox are you than
Praise for Heston and Ingersoll.
northwest corner of Second and Salmon .A. Typical Time-Serving Politician Dis· the Christian on things that are your
GRANT CITY, Mo., 1\farch 12, 1893.
streets (upstairs); the first lecture desected.
hobbies? But if you cau, it will giv us an
1\fR. EDITOR: Within find draft for $6, livered on Thomas Paine's birthday, 29th
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 20, 293.
immense advantage on account of our
which please credit on my subscription day of January, this year; every Sunday
MR. EDITOR: I find that the Hon. John Liberal and pliable tendency, and our
and oblige one who has passed the three- since, and will be every Sunday, com- Davis has set up many false premises and being an unknown quantity givs us another
score line, but whose heart loves the mencing at 7:45P.M., to come this spring made many unjust claims for the position immense advantage. JoHN W. ABBOTT.
many truths advancPd by the many good and next summer, I hope. It stirs the he has taken in regard to the World's
writers oi" THE TRUTH SEEKER. I derive people up here. Christians come some- Fair, as shown in his article in the issue of
more satisfaction from reading your times to this church, but they are sur- THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 11th as Thinks Woman an Excelling Sex; and
Thinks the World Growing Better.
valuable paper than any other paper I prised by hearing a genuin good Liberal sent in by me. It is so dense and compact
ANTRIM, N.H., March 5, 1893.
take. I enjoy the picture scenes of Hes- speech from a lady which no preacher can I cannot imagin how he could get so many
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading
ton's and think he portrays more forcibly answer by argument. One fanatic once illogical and untenable statements into so
than anyone could describe. Every pict- tried to defend Christianity, but he made small a space-unless on the ground that Brother Paine's writings, and while readure drawn seems to me a good lesson for a fool of himself, because he showed by he is an ex-editor-as he has done. And ing of course I took into consideration
thoughtful persons to weigh-and if they his quotations out of the Bible different so it requires considerable reviewing, many things that in my opinion should be
do so without prejudice, they will certainly from Mrs. Smith's that there are contra- study, and space to answer all he has said. seriously considered by everyone, and
admit the truths he so comically sets forth. dictions in the holy book. I was aston- Mr. Davis says, "I claim that the rights weighed in the scales of reason and comI am also a great admirer of Colonel In- ished. I hope the big army of unbeliev- of labor and the laboring people must be mon sense. Now, why does Mr. Paine
gersoll and love his style. A noble man ers will not attend the orthodox churches considered and granted." Now, the ques- speak of God as "he?" I will tell you
who stands aloft and dares to do right any more, but join the Secular church of tion arises, How much has Mr. Davis done what I think is the reason. It is because
though the world seems set against him. humanity, Liberty, education, prosperity to get "the right of labor " " considered they all want to make out that man is a
Long may he liv to edify and teach erring for all. If every person has a chance to and granted?" Notwithstanding that he great thing in the creation, and of course
humanity.
B. PRUGH.
make a good, honest, comfortable living, emphatically says their rights "must be God must be of a male nature in order to
P.S.-Open the World's Fair on Sun- then we shall hav a good time; then the considered and granted," simply nothing perform such a great work as making a
people can enjoy life. We want a reform, at all. He voted for the closing of the world. But if man would only let woman
day.
B. P.
and I think this America is the best place World's Fair willfully and unconditionally. hav as good a chance as he enjoys him.A. Christian Scapegrace.
to start a rich country. A united brother- Does not such a course smack ·of hypoc- self she would far excel him every time.
Now, as to the creation, if there ever
Er. MoNTE, CAL., March 11, 1893.
, hood. No more war. No more preachers risy and dishonesty; and that, too, viewed
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charlesworth, the boy with their Gods and superstition to rule from his own premises; when he never was a first beginning it was on the DarInfidel, has shaken old orthodoxy until its the people. We must not rest till the lifted as much as his little finger in op- winian theory-as far ns I can learn from
most ardent supporters are slinking into people on the whole earth are one united position to it, as the records will show? hearsay about his works, as I myself hav
the background, and when they return brotherhood.
What was to hinder him from offering an not ever read any of them. Birt as far as
will take better ground for their assertions.
I will try my bes~ to get subscribers. I amendment to the bill embodying his my experience and observation go, I hav
I hav to. announce the death of l\fr. A. will try my best and do all I can for you. views, and if his amendment was not ac- come to the conclusion that when this
C. Yeary, a pioneer both in California and Please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the cepted would it not hav been his duty to world was first started the people were,
in Liberalism. Of the latter he was an person whose address I append. I think oppose the original bill, when he says like the brute, mighty slim things, but
ardent supporter. He fearlessly met his he will subscrilce soon when he has money. "the rights of labor " "must be con- hav been improving ever ·since. The
tleath, knowing the world was better for If you hav some TRUTH SEEKERS to spare, sidered and granted?" He talks very de- products in the arts of every imaginable
his life having been spent usefully instead please send some more, if old ones.
terminedly, but acts right to the reverse. kind on this earth to-day are no more like
of worshiping vanishing superstition.
0 consistency, thou art a jewel!
W. WEDEKEN,
the things of past ages than chalk is like
Mr. Charlesworth met a champion of
Mr. Davis is no doubt one of the num- cheese. And now if you will only take
the Bible, who after the lecture attempted "Ta-ra-ra-boom-ter·ay" Better Than ber that would be in favor of repealing the whole matter into consideration, you
"Hail the Power of Jesus's Name."
to defend the holy word of God. 'l'he man
the Sherman act in regard to the purchas- will see at once that while mankind hav
OsWEGo, ORE,, Feb. 22, 1893.
ing of silver if they would substitute the been improving on things t:fiat they hav
is a representativ Christian, who beats
MR. EDITOR: The Methodist church of free and unlimited coinage of silver on to use something has been improving on
his wife and children (he wore a beautiful
pair of black eyes he had received as a this town has just closed a series of revival a certain basis to gold, but would he man, for better or worse, as the case may
prize for beating one of his daughters un- meetings, and fortunately no one was vote for repeal without some such pro- be, for mankind are more cunning to-day
mercifully the day before Brother Charles- regenerated. The sky-pilot who con- vision? Nay, not much. Then we find by far than they were four thousand years
worth's arrival); and speaks every time ducted the would-be revival was one of him more determined in the latter case ago. For you will readily see, if you ,but
occasion offers in the church, and is known the old "orthodox hell-fire, believe-or- than the former, while he could not hav stop to think, that every age produces its
I would like to said anything near as pointed in the last big men and women; Voltaire and Paine,
by all to cheat everyone when he can. be-damned " species.
After his making some assertions, Mr. giv an account of. it in detail, but space case as in the first, and so we are forced with a thousand of others equally as smart,
to conclude that he has nothing to offer were produced years ago, and as time
Charlesworth off~red him $50 to bring forbids.
In the first plac~, he told his audience, the laborer, and that large and "so intelli- rolls on the same process is producing the
proof, which he could not, and the audience
cheered him off the platform. He exposed which consisted chiefly of the members gent" class, but flattery, taffy, and hypoc- same kind over and over again, only
his mental caliber as· a parting shot: "I of the church, to pray for the sinners that riE>y. By their acts ye shall know them.
making an improvement at every generaMr. Davis, after giving us his plan, tion. I consider Brother Ingersoll one of
am n~t ashamed to read any part of the were away from Christ. Three times
Bible to my family." The Liberals join in every night for nine nights he told the closes by saying, ''In my opinion, this is the our smartest men at the present time; I
Lord with a loud voice what to do. But more Liberal and the better policy;" .also consider and think that at some
Hurrah for the boy Infidel!
the Lord heeded not. Surely his ears are while I say, "Honesty is the best policy," future time there will be' men and women
WILL H. BAKER.
defectiv, or too .far away, or he thought which of course includes impartiality and produced that will be smart enougli to
That "God" and" Gods" Contradietion. he knew without being told what to do.
justice, which coincide with the Constitu- place before . their fellow-beings . such
Among the amusing remarks were tion; but you will find legislators will be truth that all of such a class as there is on
BARRE, MAss., Feb. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Thanks to D. P. Barry for these : " There is good and bad literature. partial to the strongest organization, the the globe at the present time calling them-·
coming to my rescue in THE TRUTH There's the 'Pilgrim's Progress,' which Constitution to the contrary notwithstand- selva divines will be then considered as
SEEKER of February 18th. But I waq fills the soul and body with life; and ing, as long as it means popularity and they should be, the scum of the earth and
"greatly amused" by his mistake at the there's Tom Paine's 'Age of Reason,' more votes. And if Lil:;>erals would act on not worthy of the notice of anyone
reoutset, for Ella E. Gibson is no "little which poisons the soul, and yet, strange to the principle that the name implies, viz., gard to their teachings.
heroin," but a woman five feet nine suy, it is being circulated all over the persons without prejudice, why, you
And now in conclusion I will say that I
inches in hight, in the seventy-second world, and surely this should not be the could make honest men out of our legis- hav thought for many years that, w:hile
year of her age, forty of these years hav- case." But the following is a corker: lators. And you hav the weapon right at the old fools, as you might call them,. are
ing been spent in an anti-biblical discus- "There is no true music unless there's hand-the Freethought Federation of fast passing from this world and more
Jesus in it. All other is mere bosh and America, an organization that asks noth- schoolhouses are being built -and 'the ..
sion on the platform and with her pen,
I did not attempt to reply to Mr.
Thorne (see THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sept.
17, 1892, and Jan. 21, 1893) to <lisplay
my learning, but to show that the
Hebrew plural noun, Elohim, was translated into the English singular noun God,
instead of Gods, and that the plural
English pronouns, us and ow·, were used
instead of the sin,qular, which caused the
confusion of which Mr. Thorne complained; and further to show that the
whole Bible was not translated any more
correctly.
I know I did it in a very bungling way,
for I am a distressed invalid, but did I
not make 011t my case when I said ''If the
first verse of the Bible was translated
correctly, it would read 'In the beginning
the Gods created the heaven and the
eart-h;'" and "this one God 1alking to
himself, should hav said 'I will make man
in my image,' etc., etc.?"
Anyway, it called out Mr. Barry's
elaborate exPlanation (and we are promised more), so some good was done, after
all, by the poor, !:lick
OLD WoMAN.
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rising generation are becoming more wise
and thoughtful, yet in all this you must
take into consideration that this same old
devil, the Church, is raising his head at
the same time. For friends in his house
he has hypocrits of the worst kind, and
their actions show them to be the children of what they themselvs call the
devil.
And last, if you would win woman over
to the truth, just lay the facts before her
eyes and when she is given a chance with
men giv her the praise that rightfully belongs to her and then she will appreciate
it, and all of the slick devils on the earth
cannot get her into their coils and deat roy her life and happiness.
Yours truly,
H. B: RALEIGH.
·Re~ected Communication.
NEw ORLEANS, LA, Feb. 25, 1893 .
MR. EDITOR: A few days ago I sent the
following communication to the daily
Picayune, this city:
PNEUMATIC TUBE MAIL TRANSIT,
NEw ORLlMNs, LA., Jan. 20, 1893.
Editor " Vox Populi," Dail11 Picayune; In your edition. of Sun,day, the
19th inst., is given an account of the suecessful trial with the pneumatic tube at
the Philadelphia post-office some time last
week. The first package, it states, sent
by Postmaster-General Wanamaker, was
a Bible, wrapped up in an American flag,
and a message which read: •' l!,irst use
of the first pneumatic postal-tube in the
United States is to send through it a copy
of the holy scripture, the greatest message
ever given to the world."
I am at loss to understand Mr. Wanamaker. .J cannot understand, evenl why
the Bible is allowed to pass througn the
United States mails at all, as there is a
law prohibiting the mailing of any immoral and indecent literature-and who is
better aware of that than Wanamaker,
Comstock, etc.? I am satisfied that any
fair-minded and liberal person, who reads
the Bible without prejudice, will agree
with me not only that it contains more
indecent, immoral, and inhumane literature than probably any other book ever
written, but that it is a most blasphemous
book and a downright insult to a wise and
just God-if there be one at all. The
Bible, no doubt, contains some good
reading-matter, but what is that in comparison to the bulky columns which are
unfit to be read and unworthy of publication, the teaching of which is demoralizing
to our rising generation? And until it has
been purged of all its immoral and indecent contents it should not be allowed
to pass through the mails, but should be
dealt with according to law as all other
literature of a similar character.
Furthermore, does not PostmasterGeneral Wanamaker's action make him
appear as favoring a union of state and
church? Should it ever come that far,
then good- bye Free Republic. The
"Land of the Free" would be a thing of
the past. The faithful and over-pious
will then not be satisfied with such outrageous persecutions as are of late being
practiced again in Tennessee, where,
owing to a· difference of belief, some
Christians are persecuting others, causing
them to be sentenced to work in chains as
common criminals on the public highways,
but they will soon revive the prMtice of
religious persecution of the Dark Ages,
when thumbscrew, rack, andstakewerethe
methods and tools of reform and persuasion. Therefore, ye servants of the peopie.
Be not led into temptation,
But save us from such combination.
ERWIN AUFFORTH.
Same correspondence being rejected, I
sent the following reply:
NEW 0Rt:.EANS, LA., Feb. 23, 1893.
Editor "Vox Popul·i," Daily Picayune, Dear Si?': I beg leav~ to. ackn~wledge receipt of my commun!cat.wn, without giving any cause of reJectmg same.
As I was of the opinion tlfat the columns
of' Vox Populi were open to. Gveryone's
views the correspondents bemg responsible for their own opinion, thus freeing
the editor from all blame, I entertained
hopes of your being kind and .li.beral
enough to grant. me the sa~e privilege,
but regret havmg been mistaken. As
already stated, my <;~orrespondence W:RB
returned without givmg the cause of Its
rejection. but the old saying is, "No
answer i; also an answer," in consequence
of which I conclude your answer to be, .
that you admit the truth of my statement, but that even though you may yourself hav outgrown more or less the doctrins
of these superstitious creeds, you do not
wish to publish anything so contrary to
the views of the great majority of your
patrons. But it is a consolation to know,
that among those who hav passed from
theology to reason and from blood-stained
Christianity to humanity, we find some of
the most intelligent and. enlightened

journalists and editors, whose columns are
open to everyone's views and opinions, be
he Jew, Christian, Infidel, or what not,
for the purpose of discussing, investigating, searching for truth, etc., etc., in
order to enlighten and better the conditions of mankind. And to one of these
journals I shall send my correspondence,
rejected by you, and mail you a copy
when published.
Very respectfully yours for mental freeddm and the emancipation of the human
mind from the thralldom of superstition,
ERWIN AUFFURTH.

This weeding-patch sentence reminds
me of "slavery days." An old darkey
on the place was hoeing his potatoes (sweet
potatoes) on Sunday. Wben asked why
he was working on "the Lord's day," he
replied, "Got no udder time to work him,
boss." "Oh, well," was the rejoinder,
"you could find some other time to work
your potatoes. Trust in providence for
a time." At this the old man straightened
up, and looking his Christian friend
square in the eye, replied, "Why, boss,
you tell me 'bout trus' in providens !
Providens is de laziest nigger on de place
-he won't work he own patch." And that
is just what is the case with the Christians
of to-day. They preach providence, and
then pray for the good moral law to take
his place. "We cannot enforce our Sabbath without your moral aid. We hav
neither brain- nor muscle-food in our
churches to offer the enlightened of to-day.
We can offer them only spiritual blessings." Well, when the Christians themselva deny the Epiritual existence anywhere outside the Bible, the man of
modern mind hegins to think for himself,
and finally comes to the belief that happiness is the only good. And he seeks
happiness in all tl,J.e walks of life. He
finds happiness most in making others
happ~.
He turns the holy day into a
holiday; he takes his friends, his wife and
children, and they go out for a change of
scenery, to listen to the birds, to gather
the sweet flowers, and to view nature in
all its wonderful beauties, There is no
superstition in the woods. There is no
day half so good as a happy day. Truth
lurks in every blossom. Happiness walks
hand in hand with knowledge, and he is
blind indeed who will not try in some
feeble way to raise the clod of sordid superstition from the brain of his fellowmortal.
SAVANNAH.

dence of its duty and pray for rain, Thil
prayers were said, but somehow the rain
didn't come. I've been in politics long
enough to know that if you want influence
you can't get it for nothing; so a week
ago Tuesday I harnessed up my old roan
mare, hitched her to my blue wagon, and
started round among the ranches and
spoke my little piece. Says I to 'm, If you
want rain, why, dern you, show it. There's
Father Largan down at San Rafael, who
has the pull, and we've got to make it an
object for him to exert it. You can't expect a man to go on praying night and day
at a time like this, jnst to oblige a lot of
fellows who hav neither piety nor appreciDescription of Savannah; and: Some Sen•
ation. Make a contribution, and I'll take
timents on Providence, and on Holy
down a wagonload·of stuff to the padre,
Days vs. Holidays.
and if he don't fetch rain in forty-eight
hours, why we'll report him to the archSAVANN:AH, GA., March 5, 1893.
bishop and scratch his ticket henceforward
MR. EDITOR : I want to tell you what
and join the Methodists in a body,
sort of a town Savannah is, Last Wednes"The business took, Murphy gave me
day and Thursday nights Mr. Putnam
three sacks of potatoes. Hoolahan chucked
in a ham and a box of honey, Ryan
was with us. He gave us two good lectchipped a quarter of beef, Malloy threw
urea-Wednesday night, "The Bible and
on a sheep and a bushel of onions. By
Modern Thought," and on Thursday
the time I got round to Pixley here, the
night "ThaAmericanRepublic-ItsPerils
blue wagon was full and running over. I
and Its Principles." Those who heard
didn't want truck from him but coin. I
spoke my piece, and asked him for $40.
him-or a great portion of them-were
He refused."
delighted, He told them a great number
"Yes, God forgiv me," murmured Mr.
of truths which they did not know, and
Pixley, crossing himself, though rather
confirmed a great deal in their minds
awkwardly.
which they were constrained to believe
"He not only refused," continued Mr.
from observation and hearsay. Still the
McCue, "but he was guilty of sacrilege,
enthusiasm was not forthcoming, nor
He called me a blanked fool, and asked if
I thought he was idiot enough to giv $40
fifth coming; in fact, it did not seem to
to the Romish church, whose superstitions
hit any number with anv sort of a driving·
and mummeries-those were his words· k T
d
he .
he we ge, you might say, is only
he hated. ' Do you suppose,' he said,
started. But I believe that by constant
'that any sensible man believes in the
hammering the petrified idea that "all
efficacy of prayer for rain? Do you think
that God can be induced to change his
is well " can be cracked sufficiently to
mind at the solicitation of priests. You can
enter the wedge of thought, and when
bet, Jim, that if the almighty has planned
th t ·
li h d
f 1
a Is accomp s e you can sa e y rely
to dry us out this year he won't alter his
on old Savannah for a good and subresolution to oblige Father Largan, oi·
stantial following. For it is a fact that
even Archbishop Riordan.' That's what
he said; didn't you, Phelinl?"
Savannah never does things by halves, to be
''Yes; may the saints pardon me/' ascandid and honest with you. This city, of
sented Mr. Pixley, humbly.
all the cities that I hav visited and of which
"Well, boys, I dumped the load on
Father Largan, and told him to sail in and
I am fully acquainted, stands at the head
A Waggish Tale.
squeeze the clouds. To spur him up, I
·of the list as "non-sensational." Why,
CHRYSTOVAL, ARiz., Feb. 22, 1893.
reported what Pixley had said, and I could
even Sam Jones, Sam Small, the Rev.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed' find $5 to pay see the fire flash from his reverence's eyes.
Dr. Pearson, and the great Munhall, all
signally failed to frighten and intimidate, my subscription for one year, Use the It made him roll up his spiritual sleeves
balance for the cause of truth in any way and spit on his spiritual hands like, which
was just what I wanted.
enthuse or exasperate this staid and you think best.
"That same night, about 11 o'clock, I
sturdy old City by the Sea. They came,'
Your cartoons are worth more than the woke up and knew that I had done the
they saw, but they failed to conquer.
They preached and they prayed, as long subscription, to say nothing of the valu- business. The water was just pouring
down and dancing on the roof. I rolled
as they staid·, and when they were paid- able reading matter.
I inclose you an amusing account of the over with a chuckle and fell asleep again.
they departed, "and they never came alleged conversion to Catholicism of that About 8 A.M. I was awakened by a terrible
hammering on my door. Up I jumped
back," with Bible or tract, to giv us a
fearless denouncer of " the pope and the and flung it open. There stood .Pixley,
whack, since they started. So you see
it is not to be wondered at that Mr. Put- pope's Irish," Frank Pixley, editor of tlie pale as a ghost, and wet to the skin,
"'Jim,' he gasps-I giv you my word,
nam was not more enthusiastically re- .Argonaut. It is worth reading if you
gentlemen, I never saw a worse scared
ceived. But we hold to the old axiom hav time, as the miracle leading up to the man-' Jim,' says Pixley, 'let me in, I beg
conversion is of the usual stereotyped
of you-let me in under a Christian roof,
that "a poor beginning makes a good sort.
0. F. THoRNTON.
Oh will you?'
ending;" and adding to this the fact that
SATURDAY NIGHT.
.1 'Why, hell, of course I will,' says I;
the people of Savannah are just a little bit
'but what's the matter?'
"Oh, to Tophet with the pope!"
more humane and generous than the same
"'The matter,' says he, 'the matter,
This exclamation was made by one of a
number of people in any other spot on group
of men standing and talking on the McCue?' and he drags me over to the west
the globe, we· feel satisfied, even encour- corner of California and Montgomery window. 'Just look out there, McCue,
and see for yourself.'
aged, to work quietly on; go to church, streets yesterday afternoon.
"Gentlemen," said Mr. McCue, lifting
A portly gentleman with gray sidewhen it is best, and let the good Christian
his hat and placing his hand upon his
people see and know that we are not vile, whiskers,. an aquilin nose, and a piercing breast,
"I giv you my word as a Christian
who was passing, stopped instantly
dangerous, nor even aggressiv in our de- eye
man that my heart stood still as I stared
and said sternly:
·
"How dare you, sir, speak thus of his out of that window. The rain was pourportment, however much 1n our zea1.
And I must .say that I often see things to holiness the supreme pontiff? Are you ing down on my ranch, Hoolahan's to the
condemn in the would-be Liberal ranks. not afraid that the heavens will open and south was drenched, Ryan's to the north
deluged, and Molloy's to the east was
So many seem to lose sight of the fact consuming fire descend upon you for such was
blasphemy ? It is infamous that such running like a river. But Pixley's was
that they were once Christian believers, language should be used upon the streets dry as a bone. While everybody around
and it is much harder for one to disbelieve of a civilized, a Christian city!"
him was getting soaked, nary a drop had
than to accept the Christian faith, since
The speaker was Frank M. Pixley, editor fallen on his ranch. More'n that, there
was an opening in the clouds overhead
we hav all been taught these simple ideas, of the A raonaut . .
'' You are astonished, gentlemen,'' said showing the clear blue sky, and the edges
even from the cradle. I cannot forget
Mr. James McCue, ex-candidate for Con- of that opening followed exactly the
how hard it was for me to disbelieve in gress,
who was by the shocked journalist's boundaries of Pixley's property. It was
the real necessity and existe)lce of God. side, "to hear my friend Pixley lift his the most awful, the goosefleshiest thing I
r was many years arriving at present con- voice in behalf of the pope. He's been ever beheld in my life.
" 'Pixley,' says I, in a hoarse whisper,
elusions. And even now, if the Christians converted, and henceforward is a child of
Already a bill is on the way to 'get down on your knees and pray,'
were content with their creed, "only to light.
" 'All right,' says he, 'but before I do
Sacramento authorizing him to change his
believe and be saved," I tell you candidly nan1e to Phelim O'Pixley."
I wish you'd take this and giv it to that
I would never pen these lines of attack on
"'Tis a marvelous change!" cried the godly man, Father Largan, at your
h · "h
I' ·
" B t h
I
earliest convenience,' and he handed me
t e1r
appy re Jgwn.
u w en see, rebuked one.
"Marvelous? Miraculous," replied l\lr. two twenties.
as I most certainly do, the cunning and
"After we'd prayed, we drove into San
McCue, ''and I'm happy to say that I was
combined efforts of their most al?gressiv the
humble instrument in the hands of Rafael, and when we rattled up to Father
skill aimed at, not my own, but the providence by which the great change was Largan's door there was his reverence
liberty of posterity, I cannot and will not wrought. Let's go into Collins's and hav waitin&' for us, and when he caught sight
keep silent.
a drink, and I'll tell the whole wondrous of Phe1im here there was a twinkle in his
h G d · 1
th t th story. You'll stand the drinks for the eye and a grin on his sacred countenance
They tell us t at o Is ove; a
e
that was excusable under the circumof God, won't you, Phelim?"
religion of Christ is all that is needed to glory
Mr. Pixley nodded, and with his pious stances. We fixed things with the padre,
civilize and enlighten the world. Then elbow on the bar, Mr. McCue gave the and that night the opening in the clouds
it is that I ask, "Why do you invoke the following narrativ:
was closed, and Pixley got his rain like
moral law to aid you in chaining the mind
"Pix and I hav adjoining ranches up at the rest of us. Now, gentlemen, push
and muscle of a fellow- being?" The Corte Madera. The railroad track divides your glasses over to the barkeeper and
'em. His is on the hill and mine's on the hav another round with me."
moral law is fully able to stand alone, but flat below. You know how we grar;tgers
"No; with me," cried Mr. Pixley,
it has never been allowed to walk out by were suffering for the want of rain a few firmly; and as the liquor was served he
itself. That is just what I want to see. I weeks ago. Well, Arch bishop Riordan, laid his hat on the bar and said solemnly:
want the constitutional moral law to untie who's a friend of industry and wants to
"Gentlemen, a toast: I offer you The
from the apron-string of religion, and go see the state developed, issued orders to Pope. And," he added, after a slight
out and weed its own patch.
the clergy of his diocese to remind provi- struggle, "the Pope's Irish."
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river bottoms. We hav plenty of beautiful flowers, such as grow in the South.
I liked the letter written by J. E. Craft
very much. I would like to know him personally.
Freethought is not spreading much in
this neighborhood, but there are a few
who are not afraid to think, May THE
TRUTH SEF:KEH ever prosperous be, and
may Freethought spread over the land
like a tidal wave.
J. B. BnowN.
[An excellent letter.-ED. C. C.]

G11ilc1ren' s Gornsr.
Edited by MISs SuSAN H WIXoN Fall
River, Mass., to whom all· Oomm~nica
tions for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the nig.ht is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause m the day's occuP-ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

March.

BRONSTON, KY., FPb. 22, 1893.
DEAR EDITOR AND FnmND: For fear you
all will forget me I will wdte again, as it
has been a long while since I wrote my
first letter. And I like THE TRUTH
BEEK~>R and the Corner as well as ever. I
hav four sisters, and we all get recitations
out of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and our teachers and pupils all wonder where we get
such nice pieces. We liv on a high point
on Cumberland river. We can see several miles, and for this reasf'n we hav
named Pur place "Long View." Success
to THE TRUTH SEEKER and friends.
MATTm STIGALL.

01!, March is a tricky fellowA tricky, trollhlesome sprite;
He will be as mild as a lamb by day
And fierce as a lion at night.
E e rushes about with a clattr·r and bang
And makes the echoes ring,
And lays his month to the doors of the flowers
And 1 oars, " Come out! 1 am Spring!"
But the flowers, they know better;
ThEy ~mile and wink in the dark,
And rindge ~aeh other and whisper low:
"He is trying to cheat us. Hark!
How he shakes the ground w:th his heavy tread
And croaks as he tries to sing.
We know better, don't we, dears,
'fhe voice of the real spring?

DEEP RIVKR, ·CoNN., March 13, 1893.
DEAR 1\frss WIXoN: I thought I would
write a few lines for the Children's
Corner, as I hav nothing to do at present.
I am fifteen years old, and this is my
first letter to the Corner. My father fakes
:r'HE TRUTH BEEKER and I enjoy reading
It very much.
The people in Deep River are almost all
againflt this paper. They say there if'l no
truth in it, but I tell them there is more
truth in it than in the Bible. P<"ople try
to discourage my reading it, but I believe
in it ond always shall
Hoping to see this in print, I remain,
Your true friend,
LoTTIE M. LEIGHTSINGER.
lA brave little lady.-ED. C. C.]

'We !mow April's lulling mu>ic,
Mild as the wood-dove's catches,
And the sound of her dainty finger-tips
Fumbling upon our latches.
And May-the dear, delicious MayWhen we hea1· her laughter,
Quickly we jump and out we troop
In gay procession alter.
But this obstreperous fellow,
'!'his noisy, mischievous thing,
Need not think he is going to take us in
By leaving his card.as • Spring.'
Lie down again, violets, durlings,
And crocuses, Jon keep quiet;
Spring may comE with a se1·enade,
But nevH with a riot."
-By f-'~tsan CooNaae in Boston Jou,·nal.

BRoNSToN, KY., Feb. 22, 1893.
DEAn FRIENDS OF TRE CoRNER: I will
write my second letter to the Corner aq
it has been so long since I wrote.
'
We hav had one of the coldest winters
we ever haLl-the river was frozen over
and w~gons and teams went across. Our
sch<;JOl is out, but I am goine: this spring.
I wrll S€nd you my composition on· fruit
and if you can find space in the Corner
you can print it. Our schoolteacher gave
us a card when we stood head of the class
five days. I got seventeen cards.
I will close with my best wishes for the
Corner.
Your little Freethinker,
GERTRUDE H. STIGALL.
[The composition will be printed.-ED.
C. C.]

Useful Hints.

It is never wise to be too sanguin of
success. The best endeavors sometimes
fail of the mark.
It is better to be
thorough, though slow.
Do not jump at conclusions. Seek evidence and weigh it well. Caution, if not
excessiv, is always in order.
Be careful of your signature, how it is
affixed to business documents. Read papers carefully and thoroughly understand them, bffore signing.
Make contracts in writing. See that
they are duly attested, and that they cover
all the ground you desire. Unwitnessed
verbal contracts will not stand in law.
CRooKsToN, 1\fiNN., Feb. 23, 1893.
It is better to be honorable under all ,
DEAn MisS WIXoN: I will Itow take the
circumstances. A man whose word is as
good as his bond is superior to a god pleasure of writing a letter to the Children's Corner. My father has been taking
who promises but does not fulfill.
THE TRUTH BEEKER for three years and
S. H. W.
values it very highly.
This is a tough winter; it storms most of
the time, and notlong ago a blizzard came
A Query.
along and fixed a minister in bad shape
The newspapers of this city say that it is He was going out in the country to tun~
very probable that the king-boy of Spain, up some church cranks, and he had to
Don Alphonse (which means the son of stay in an o'd shed all night without fire
the Bear), will probably be the personage or food, as he couldn't find people anywho by touching an electric button in con- where.
The Crookston Freethinker Lodge meets
nection with the transatlantic cable and the every Saturday night.
World's Fair, will put in motion all the
When John R. Charlesworth was in
Crookston he turned a lot of Christians
machinery on the 1st of JYiay next.
·
Now, Miss Wixon, would it not be bet- into solid Freethinkers.
People .will go to church one day and
ter for Mr. Cleveland to let his little
pray to God, making believe they are
daughter Ruth do that ?
Christians, and next day gamble get
King Alphonse, merely a boy, has al- dr~nk, cheat, lie, -and do many othe; bad
ready caused the death of its nurse. I say thmgs, wo!Den as w~ll as men, especially
rrs, because whether they are monarchs, the Catholics. Hopmg to see it in print
I am yours truly, . C. C. MooRE. '
kmgs, emperors, czars, or sharks, presidents, etc., when I know positivly that
BENJAMIN, UTAH, Feb 27, 1893.
they were ferocious animals in their origin,
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I take pleasure in
but hav now the human shape, I cannot writing a few lines to you, hoping to find
make use of the pronoun his. They con. J:OU well as this leaves me at present. I
tinue killing now the same victims of their hke to look at the paper. I go to Sundayschool, but I do not believe what they
previous lives.
teach. I go to Presbyterian school
JoSEPH FELIX GoNzALEz.
The teacher is kind to her students i
New York, March 13, 1893.
like to go to school. I hav not bee~ to
[Ye!', it would be very appropriate for s~hool much this winter, for I hav been
our president's little daughter to do that, siCk. I cannot go to school till it is finer
I want summer to come, for I
and eflpecially so as this is the Woman's '!ef:tther.
hke to work among the bees. I am in the
Era.-ED. C. C.]
Third Reader. I study reading grammar, ar_ithm~tic, and _geography. The
teacher IS a mce lady. She is very religCorrespondence.
ious, but she is a good teacher. I will
BRONSTON, KY., March 5, 1893.
tell you her name- MiRs Alice M. Peck.
DEAR Miss WuoN: This is my first I_ often look at the Bible Picture Book. I
letter, and, as "brevity is the soul of wit" h~e to look at the pictures in the book. I
I will be brief.
'
will tell you my brothers' and sisters'
I liv in a brick house :near the Cumber- names and ages: One is Thomas Hone
land river and in si!:!;ht of the Cincinnati he is twenty-four; the other is Will Hone'
Southern railway. We hav a very fine he is eighteen; th11 other is Lawrenc~
view. I can stand in our door and see Hone, he _is nine. Eliza_Hone is twentysteamboats and trains passing at the same five; Lome HonP, she Is fifteen· Lilly
time. I am very proud of my home. We Hone is thirteen; Rosella Hone 'she is
hav rather a mild climate here, although twelve the 4th o[ March. I lik~ to read
Decemt;>er and January were very cold. the Children's Corner.
Yours truly,
The soil is very fertil, especially in the
RoSELLA HONE.

•

SWEETLAND, lA., Feb. 19, 1893.
DEAR Miss· WIXoN : This is my first
attempt to write for the Corner. I am a
girl nine years old. I go to school; I study
reading. history,arithmetic, languagP, and
geography. My father has taken THE
'rRUTH BEEKER for about thirteen years
I think the pictures are really comical. I
read the Children's Corner. I hav one
brother and one sister. My brother is
twenty-two years old~ my sister is sixteen.
I hav been to Snnaay-schools of many
different denominations, but the Unitarian
suits me best. We att-ended Mr. Copel~nd's chur!3h and Sunday-school when we
hved in Tacoma, Wash. MrR. Copeland
was my teacher. While there we heard
Mr. C. B. Reynolds lecture. I love to see
and hear him. Mr. Remsburg lectured
there twice and he took tea with us once.
I like to hear him also. I am afraid I
will tire you, but I must tell you I hav
''The Story Hour," and know it almost by
heart. I will close for this timP.
A. PFIARL NEWMAN.
[Write again, Pearl, and t"ll us about
lovely Sweetland.-ED. C. C.]
YoRK, NEB., Feli. 23. 1893.
DEAR MISS EDITOR: This is the first
time I hav ever written to the paper. My
father takes the paper and takes very
much interest in it. He dropped it for a
while, but he soon took it up again. He
gets it of a newsdealer in our town. The
town I liv in has nine churches. I
went to hear an evangelist preach not
lone: ago. I know he was not telling the
truth all the time, because he !laid quite a
number of things about Mr. Ingersoll I
know were not true.
Our superintendent comes in nearly
every morning and uses up our time, that
we ought to hav for study, in praying and
having us repeat psalms. I and a friend
of mine are about the only ones that do
not help along. I was fourteen years old
this month. I am next to the high school,
and hav nine studies, which use all our
time without the superintendent coming·
in and using half of it for foolishness. If
all the people would take THE TRUTH
SEEKER and get some common sense, the
world would grow better.
From your friend,
WALTER BAER.
[Walter is quite right in his conclusions.
-ED. C. C.]
McMINNVILLE, ORE., ·March 6, 1893.
MisS SusAN H. WixoN AND LITTLE CoRNER FRIENDS: As this is such a lovely day
I will endeavor to writo to the Corner
again. We are having such nice warm
weather, it is almost like summer, although there is considerable snow in
places.
Where the snow is gone the
flowers and plants are all beginning to
grow, the tiny blades of grass are creeping
forth through the old dead grass and the
warm ground.
·
I am very glad that spring is coming,
when we can go to school-gather the
leaves and flowers for bouquets, and then
hurry along to school, where we commence our day's work of daily study. I
like to study hard at schoo. and try to improve every minute, for the time to learn
is while we are young. Don't you think
so?
Our school will commence the 3d of
April, and our teacher's name is Miss Gertrude Pound.
There has been church at the schoolhonse two or three times lately, but I did
not go. I'd rather stay at homei and read
TilE TRUTH SEEKER-there's ots more
benefit in it, I think.
I used to go to rhurch almost every
Sunday, but I just went because the
other young folks went!
There are some people around here who
are Freethinkers when they are with a
Freethinker and Christians when they
are with a Christian. I say, be one or the
other. Some are afraid to say what they
believe. I om not, and never l'hall be.
I will never belong to any church and
be bound down by their false teachings.
We hav lived here five years, and when
we first came here the girls were nearly
all religious, and now they hav all gone
back on their religion and gone to dancing, and enjoy themselvs much better.
I hav never read the Bible any yet
but I am going to read it through whe~
I get time, not that I believe a word in
it, for I think it is all false.
I don't believe there were ever many
preachers but that would lie or steal if
they should get a chance. There aTe some
that I know of who would. I think by
the help of Inge~sol~)Ieston, Remsbure:,
Putnam, W ettstem, 1\'USS Wixon, and Miss
Gardener and many others, we can make
our mark iu the world.
We hav one of Miss Gardener's books.
It is "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." I think
it is very nice. I hav been wanting to get
some of lour books for a long time, but
hav faile to get them.
I also hav "Infidel Deathbeds," by
G. W. Foote.
The Children's Corner is improving all
the time, and I hope it will grow into a
.young folk's Liberal paper.

There are some very nice letters in the
Corner of late.
I like George Remsburg's letters very
much. They are always interesting, also
Ida A. Ballou's.
·
We hav very large forests in the mountains. I will giv the names of some of the
timber that grows in Oregon.
The small trees are ash, alder, maple,
wElow, and white oak.
The largest of the trees are the fir.
There are cedar, yew, and hemlock Those
are all evergreen trees.
We raise many kinds of fruit here, such
as apples, pears, plums, prunes, apricots,
and cherries, and many kinds of berries.
There are .the largest tame strawberries
raised here I ever saw.
There are many thPusand buflhels of
wheat raised here in this Willamette valley. It is" one hundred miles long and
sixty miles wide, and it is very level.
The Willamette river is the largest river
in this valley.
There are a great many Ohina pheasants
here in the summer t.ime. When thew heat
is gettin!]; ripe yon can sometimes see a
dozen China pheasants fet>ding their
young ones. They are beautiful birds.
I hope the gates of the World's Fair
will be left open on Sunday. I am not
goine-! Are you?
In the issue of February 25th, the poem
entitled ''Dare to be True" is very good.
I wish I could write one as good.
There ara so many nice pieces of poetry
in TBE TRUTH SEEKER. I am taking
the People's Htme Jattrr>ol. It is a
pretty good story paper. We still take
your paper, and think it is grand.
I liv within eig-ht miles of McMinnville.
It is a very pretty town indeed, of one
thousand inhabitants. It has four churchhou•es, and three schoolhouses, and three
or four large dan,ing halls. I would
rather go to a dance than to any church.
All of my brothers and my sisters are
dancers, and also myself. I would like to
correspond with some of the boys and
girls about my own age, which is fourteen.
I think Alvin J. Tanner writes splendid
letters.
As my letter has grown rather lengthy, I will close. Lon!! may TBlll TRUTH SEEKER
wave o'er the land of the free and the
homes of the bravfl. Hoping you will not
throw this in the wastebasket, and wishing
you success in all your undertakings, I
remain;
Yours sincerely,
Lou VINA FARMER.
[It must be a lovely country wpere Vina
livs, and Vina is herself a lovely girl.
About visiting the World's Fair, we hav
made no plans as yet.-ED. C. C.]
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clined People.
The Last 'l'enet:L Imposed upon the Khan o~
To,~path?Z· .tly Hudor Genone, author

o~ In9n.rrendo Isl.and." Copi9uslyillustrated
With or1gmal drawmgs by Lams M. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo Island. A novel. By Hudor
Genone. . 12mo, spa pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50q.
Th1s bqok Is to .m.e a dehghtful snrpn~e. In m:r..Jndgment 1t 1s a stronger piece of
fictwn than .J!]dward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
tl).erciless exposure of Pharisaism and hnocr~sy, which id so preva.Jent in fashionable Chris~lan~ty of to-day. Io 1s a good book and while
1t Will offend many, should be read by all."[TheArena. .

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, _pastor of the Theistic church of Lond,onf, With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
Ta t Root. Papor, 37 pages; 20c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper,18mo,l8 pag~; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.
By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 10c.

A Study of Primitive (;bristianity. By

Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
1 !1- thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be.
Impressed With the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this admira.ble volnme."-[Popular Science Monthly.
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By

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages,1Qc.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages,10c.

Th~

ll.orals of Christ. A comparison

With the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic
Pjl.arisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austiri
B1erbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pa,ges; 50c · cloth
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed th~
old-world ethical s:ystems which chiefly concern the modern Civilized world, and in this
book he hn.s so classified the elements revealed
~Y that analys~s as to ,give them a high scienktlo value. H1s book 1s a-lmost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we henr so much and whiCh
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

on the ap_Plications of scientific truth to morals
and religwn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 2IJR..I;o•.ges;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. eve~old,
essa:ys on ethical and rjlligious subjects. They
n.re the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
!Lbanclon all his olcl reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reaRon of their fund of anecdote and bio~raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religwns and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J, C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Gntmbine's statements are
sound and well put. His boolt is the fruit of
wide reading ann investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, am its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thonght."-[Buffalo Express.
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the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
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Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
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.By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., eto,
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An independent and respect.ablo study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as evot:.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
1res.en~m~nt qf t!;te mischievous !Ut~ure of modern
Ohnst1anny, m 1ts most honest and consistent
fonn, need not be desired.-[Wcstminster Review.
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THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
l>rlce, $1.50.
For Rale at THIS OFFICF..

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
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Prioe, cloth. 50 tlAnt...

BOOKS

T~e Popes an~ Their Doings. Biograpbwal sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegeunt• of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were
It contains very pla-in statements, in very un~
varnished langua"e,and theunmaslling is compl!3te •. proving. the~ to have beel\ cruel, intrlgnmg, and hcent10us men. ConKldering the
rap1d growth of Catholi ism in this country,
thi.s book cannot be too wtdelr disseminated.
Pnce, Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BY

SALADIN

The Mother of Harlots; a Synopsis of
Popery, as It Was a .. u as It Is. Bv
)Villia¥1 Ho@n, for. twenty-five years a confes;mg pnest. The obJect of this book is to expose
popery, acquaint the people of the ~ountry with
the dangerous machinations of the church in
the 1Jnited States, and warn them against givmg 1t any countenance or support. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75 cents.
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STEWART ROSS),
Editor of ths

The Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings during her residence of five years as a novice, and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel Dieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has crPated more excitement, and had su~h a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of het' priest-sednrer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

"'ONDON ..AGNOBTIO JOUBN.AL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read thi9 book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You ha.ve ea.med the
thanks of a.l who really thint<." It is a work of vast research\ of sound criticism of canstio
humor, of sledgehamm. r vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elo9.uence. l:t is one of
the heaviest ioonocla:stio broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.
_
Cloth, gold letters, $1."5.
.
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Auricular Confession and Popish Nun· WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.,
The Rev. Archdeacon F~trrar ~aid that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
year• a confessing

prie~t.

as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender ye~rs of the ~hild." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon Lis error, and he has succeeded. An English w. iter said of it:
•· This cPrtainly is one of the mo't n,arvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, antl1he re•mlt is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g lt lettcrou. $2.50.

A revelation of the

!icentious practices of the priests and nuns in

these religwus brothels. There i~ no question
that Ex-priest Ho&"an knew the truth of the
tales of VIce, seductwn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallv there is no question
that if the people generaHy knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money. now al!owed it by our v<Lrious city
governments. Prwe, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r- su -recti on i' in this book carefully considered, a.nd found wanting. It ought to convince every Chrislian of the untruthfulness of this alleged mira.cle, for
it is c. rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
the system of auricular confession, including

A conden•ation of the known f>tcts upon this snbjec,b proving thatdChristianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·.L·o whi<lh are a ded such comments
as only :,)alaclin can make. In p.,.per, 80 cents.

copious extracts from the " Confessional U nmasked," from the "l'IIaster Key to Popery,"
etc. 'fhe work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious sYstem so invnsive
of privacy, so J20werful for evil in licentions
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 c< nts.

THE TRANSITION.
A comideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, a.nd of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sl<etches. Fame of its subJects a.re: A Last Interview with a
1\Ian of ltenms; An Essay on Stirpiculturc; Asceticism and Superstition; Ca.pital Punishment;
Poverty; God in the ConstJtuti"n; llrnno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own bnok, for it is poetry in nrose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again a:;d again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
the R-ev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pari•hes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 rents.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore-

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being t:omantio. historic Terse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ham. Essex England. Showing that convents
are inimical to cha•tity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, JO cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ,
28Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.

BIBLE MORALS.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a. story of inten•e passion. touchingly told. The other twenty poems
a.re fresh, 1rallrant, thoughtful, and ever>' verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every nage g1ows with passion and throbs with life,
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
I

B:£: one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the pcaae•zion of SrJ.adlD

In paper, 10 cents.
Twenty OrriJmes and Vices
THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. E. RF.MBBUBG.

Prioe, ll5 cents.

I

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~ra.llowa. Printed from m&ll'llscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

. t• •t F• t• IWHIRLWIND
ChriS Ialli y a I c 10n.
THE

SOWN and REAPED.

A short starr of clerical crime and Yillainy founded on fact. Of this book the Ov~ Oaurt
said: "~'his nove will comm>LDd the same. or more, interest tha.n Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is
fhis Your Son, l\Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

Astronomical and Astrologlc- THE CONFESSIONAL.
al Origin of all Religions.
Being an exposure of that infamous
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled al\d a.rra.nged by
the la.te Jona.than M. Roberts. Pnoe, 50 cents.
.tm
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER..

reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreHefonnation Church; LecherY of the.Confesswnal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; l:xtracts·frum Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have l!ostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Criminal Stati:;tics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
tJ
J'<>~ ..U of theBe workt llddrua
'rilE TBU'l'H SEEKER, IS La.fayette Place, New Yo:rk- ·'
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defending the position thus assumed might
hav moved the admiration of a Jesuit.
When earnestly adjured b:v brethren, more
Unless otherwise specified, all publica-' libel"al as well as more logical, not to make
tions noticed here can be had of THE men hypocrits by compelling an outward
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price conformity, thus practicing that in exile
which they themselvs went into exile to
named.
escape-when t.hus adjured, they replied
that they had fled from man's inventions;
THREE EPISODES OF MASSACHUSETTS "ffis- but there was a wide difference between
TORY: The Settlement of Boston Ray; man's inventions and God's institutions
The Antinomien Controversy; A Study and they compelled a conformity only t~
of Church and _Town Government. B:v , the latter. The institution being of God,
Charles FranciS Adams. ~n~ton and the sin was not in the magistrate who comNew York: HouFhton, Miftbn & Co. nelled, but in his perverse will who stood
Two vols. ;_do., gilt tops; pp. 1068; two in need of compulsion." We promisell
maps. Pnce $4.
onr readers some laughable features of
The stud;v of t.he early periods of this Puritanism, and certainly the above piece
country's hfe has alwavs been accounted of parsonic reasoning will not in comic
instructiv. Consideration of such points capabilities he challenged by anyone. We
as the extraction of our ancestral stock, may add that to-day the clergy retain and
their temPerament and aims; the circum- employ the same piece of false ratiocinastances that attend the settling of a nAw tion; everywhere they absurdly pretend
com1try and the subdual of nature; the that the opponent of their institutions is
institutions planted, of which ours to-day an antagonist of God, in!ltead of, as the
are modifi<>ations, and !llany other such fact really is, an antagonist of their opinmatters, throws useful hght on the prob- ions about God.
The author notes:
[emsof thepresent-t.hequestionsof sociol- "Both priest and minister had recourse
·ogy in general. Indeed, the study of life to civil persecution to compel religions
in those earlv periods is not only inform- conformity· and, while the fagots that
ing but faseinating. The struggle of our consumed Servetus and Savonarola were
fathers with savage men and beasts weal"s not alike, they forever beat" witness to a
the ch,.racte~ of. rm;nance, thA deeper in- st.rong family resemblance bet.ween Romterest of which Is rippled and enlivened ish cowl and bands of Geneva." It is dewith many a mirth-provoking incident of clared: "ExcPpt in certain small localities
the superstitious folly which we are forced like Holland, or among a few most adto ailmit wfnt to the composition of those vanced thinkers of the day who like
worthies' mental make-up.
Roger Williams, were look~d up;n as
The work now before us is quite as visionaries, the conception of spiritu9Jfreereadable as any of its class. The name of dom and relig~ous toleration had no more
the eminent author is a guarantee of liter- footing in the mind of the seventeenth
ary excellence of all needful varieties. century than the idea of freedom in crime
His investigations hav been painstaking. and immnnitv from its le.~al penalties has
His statement.q are accurate and his judg- now." The Bible, "when once.construed
ments well balanced. His style is easy and and its meo.ning ascertainPd by competent
attractiv.
and recognized authority, was held by
The first part, " The Settlement ·of common consent to be the rule in force.
Boston Bay," we will here pass over to It only remained to compel obedience to
no.tice matters mor_e in the specific lin~ of it, just as now obedience is compelled to
this paper. The history of the theologiCal the criminal law. When, therefore Cotwranglings is profitably admonitory to us. ton argued that, while it was wro~g to
Of these disputes, so deplorably wasting persecute a man against conscience no
time and eff?rt, o_ne of the most notorious man's conscience compelled him to r~ject
was the Antmomian controversy. In the the truth· and therefore to force the
chapters narrating it, the author remarks truth upoh him could be no violation of
that "theological controversies are as a conscience-when he argued in this way he
rule among the most barren of the many uttered that which to us is foolishnes'!.
barren fields of historical research." . . . The fallacy which lurked between
Among modern writers the historian his premises and his conclusion did not
Hallam, Mr. Adams goes on to say, "had suggest itself to him."
to acquaint himself with it in at least a
The superstition which prevailed "is to
general way; and even Hallam, who was the modern mind well-nigh inconceivable.
not wont to flinch at an array of books . . . Sleeping and waking, at bed and
and authors, was appalled,_ J?.Ot more by board, in the pulpit, in the field or at the
the mass than by the andity of those work-bench, God and his providences the
devoted to this particular branch of learn- devil and his Pnares, were ever pre~ent.
in'!." So far, says Mr. Adams, as it.s Their direct interposition was seen in
~ubstance is concerned, the literature of events the most trivial.
. . . Two unthe great New England religious contro- fortunate men are drowned while rakinoo
versy of 1637 is as repellent and profitlesR for oysters; 'it was an evident judgmen1
as any that frightL>,.,ed the stout-hearted of God npon them, for they were wicked
Hall am. '' Not only were the points in p_ersons.' The hand of God was also heavy
disP~te ob~cur~, but the. discnssion was upon those who spake 'ill of this good
c'rned on m a Jargon which has become land and the Lord's people.' . . . A
unintelligible." Let us here reflect that poor barber, called hastily to perform a
to be thus regarded as obscure or unin- dentist's office and bewildered in a storm
telli~ible is the ~ate ~hich in the next gen- of snow betw~en Boston and Roxbury, is
eratwn must mfalhbly. overtake those found frozen to death; and presently it is
theological reasonings that in this age remembered that he has been a theological
fill so mnch of our newspapers and maga- adherent of Mrs. Hutchinson. A father
zines. Mr. Adams says that the Anti- industrious nr interested in his task work~
nomian controversy is "one more one hour after Saturday's suns~t [into
e:x;ample of t~itt childish .e:'citement over Sunday], and _the next day his little child
trifles by which commumties everywhe:t:e of five years IS drowned· and he sees in
and at all times are liable to be swept his misfortune only' thF>righteous hand of
away Jrom the mooriu~s of common God, for his profaning His.holy day.'
senRe.
Let, then, this example of
"The scriptures and the volumes of
"childiAh excitement over trifles" warn commentary upon' them, were the sole
aU excited over the theological questions literary nutriment."
of the present, which are just as truly
Persecution over the religious q•1estionlil
"trifles," to hav an end to their misen- soon began in earnest.
A synod was
deavors and turn their energy in reward- organized, and it "proceeded to throw out
ful directio_ns.
a sort of general drag-net designed to
In pnrsmng the account of this Antino- sweep np all conceivable heretical opinmian dispute, 1\Ir. Adams states that the ions. The work was thoroughly done,
people of Massachusetts existed under the and soon there were spread upon the
rule of "an organized and firmly rooted record no less than eighty-two 'opinions
oligarchy of theocrats." For "the early some blasphemous, others erroneous, and
1\faosachusetts community was in its all unsafe,' hesides r ine 'unwholesome
essence a religious organization. Church expressions.' " These suspicious opinions
and state were one: and the church domi- were boiled down to three points on
nated the state. The franchise was an in- which our historian says: "To appre'ciate
cident to church membership. The minis- the whole absurdity of the jargon in
ter-the 'unworthy prophet of thA Lord' which metaphysics lent confusion to the-'Yas the he':l'd of the church." The ology, these must be stated in full:
wnter here dilates on that well-known
"'1. That the new creature is not the
fact th~t the Prot<sta?t ref<;>rm~rs ':I-re not person _of a believer, but a body of saving
deservmg of the credit for mstitutmg re- graces m such a one; and that Christ as a
li_gions liberty which th~y claim. for t~ey head, doth enliven o-r quicken, pre~erve
aimed merely at supplantrng the despotism or act the same, but Christ himself is no
of the pope by their own. "The Reforma- part of this new creature.
tion of the previous century had resulted
" '2. That though, in Pffectual calling
in practically substituting for a time many (in which the answer of the soul is by aclittle popes and little bishops for the one tiv faith, wrought at the same instant by
pope and few great bishops. . . . God's the spirit), jnstification and sanctification
word was beyond question, and it only be all together in them; yet God doth not
remai.ned. to interpret it and declare its juRtify a man, before he be effectually
meamng m anv given case; bnt the inter- calleil, and so a heliever.
preting and the def!laring were thR .func" '3. That Christ and his benefits may
tion o.f the clergy." 1\Ir. Adams proceeds be offel'ed and exhibited to a man under
to set forth t.he sophistry by which these a covenant of works, but not in or by a
clergy defended their brazen assumption covenant of works.'
of this right of interpreting, tn the exclu"It is not easy to realize now that
sion of the lay populace.
"The casu- strong, matter-o'f-fact., reasoning men
istry," he says, "to which the early New could ever hav been educated to the point
England clergy gravely had recourse :in of inflicting-and, what is far more curl-
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of enduring-persecution, banish-

me~t and torture in the propagation or in

the defense of such incomprehensible
formulas."
Yet banishment and tortme were therefor inflicted. Succeding chapte~s detail
this setting forth the lunatic notwns, the
per;erted accusationP, the unjust conduct
of trials, the penalties inflicted-all t~e
follies and wrongs that must appear Ill
every instance when the clergy al"e believed and deferred to and their teachings
practically observed.
We reluctantly
pass over this interesting matter. The
next part into which the bonk is cast is
" A Study of Church and Town Government."
The titles of its valuable
chapters are: Old Braintree; The Braintree North Precinct Church; Land Titles
and the Town Commons; The Highways;
Dwellings and Modes of Life; Population
and Wealth; Social Life; The Vicious,
the Poor. and the Insane; The Meetinghouse: The Church and Church Disciplin; The Training-field and the Schoolhouse: Intemperance and Immorality;
Health, Reading, Diversions; 'Townmeetings; Colonial Wars and Town Contentions; The Revolutionary Epoch; Exhaustion ; Recuperation ; The Era of
Change; The Quincy School System; The
Alien Infusion; The Rebellion; TownMeetings Again; A Lone; Battle Won;
"The King is Dead-Long Liv the
King!"
We will award much commendation to
a booklet by Geo. W. Brown. M.D., of
Rockford, Ill. It is entitled, "The
Teachings of Jesus Not Adapted to Modern Civilization." This is the main theme
of the book; while incidental consideration is given to "The True Character of
Mary Magdalene." We believe that
whoever wishes to introduce to a friend
or a community some piercing truths on a
matter which forms the chief support of
the Christian religion, cannot do better
than to buy and giv out a copy or copies
of this work. It attacks and destroys, in
language plain and apprehensible by all,
the numerous claims for exalted merit
in the character of Jesus Christ. The
Jehovah of the Old Testament is to a considerable degree discredited in these days;
his ignorance, geogenical, geographical,
and historical, and his bad morals, having
largely unstated him from his former
deific throne in men's minds; but Christ.
is still revered almost everywhere; and
even those who doubt his divinity admire
what they think his sublime moral character and are loat.h to speak against him.
Hence the opportuneness of this book,
which says, for instance: "No more
worthless character has ever been presented for man's contemplation than this
ideal hero." One point is: "All the
good things ascribed to Jesus are as old as
civilization, and can be traced back to
times antedating the pretended birth of
this Nazarene. Many of the best sayings
ascribed to Jesus were the common possession of the East before his birth.
There is not a single maxim, however
sensible or silly, in the whole of Christ's
discourses that cannot be found in the
writings of pagan moralists and poets, or
Jewish doctors, wlw flourished before
him." The author quotes ~orne valuable
dicta from authorities. He cites Professor Foote as saying, "The New
Testament is not history, but an arbitrary
selection from a mass of early Christian
tracts, of uncertain authorship, different
dates, and various value." On the utterance of Christ, "Foxes hav holes, and the
birds of the air hav nests; but the son of
man hath not where to lay his head," our
criticiser remarks: "How came the
foxes to hav holes? Simply, they dug
them. And the birds of the air, instead
of flying over the country and telling how
destitute they were, made themselvs nests.
If Jesus had not taught to take no thought
of the morrow; had not carried out his
teachings in practice; but had gone to
work like an industrious carpenter and
made himself a house, he would hav had
where to lay his head." This highly useful work, which we think Freethinkers
can find pleasure in distributing, is neatly
printed, bound in blue paper covers, and
sells at 15 cents.

new field. If we were in the line of buying or using steam-pressure regulators
for every-day purposes as we are in the
business of regulating pressures on religions and humanitarian questions, we
would certainly advise all our readers to
send for this catalog. We are sorry to
miss Mr. Baker in his old and happy relation with Colonel Ingersoll, but as he has
received an imperativ call to enter the
business and manufacturing pulpit, we
follow him with our best wishes. We
know he will succeed, because there is no
such word as cant in his catalog, or career.
There may be some use in the volume
written by Wm. H. VanOrnum and published by Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago.
The title of it is, "Why Government
at All?" It is described on the title-page
as "A Philosophical Examination of the
Principles of Human Government, Involving an Analysis of the Constituents of
Society, and a Consideration of the Principles and Purposes of All Human Association." It handles the Single Tax, Socialism, 1\Iarx, Bellamy, ProudhoD, Social
Palliativs, Reform by Political Methods,
The 1\fotiv of Human Action, The Purpose and Condition of Society, Property,
Liberty, Church and State, Government,
Crime, Education, How Laws Arll Made-,
Distribution of Wealth, The Remedy, The
Woman Question, The Race Qu.estion,
etc. Paper covers; 368 pages; prwe, 50
cents
Mr. James Emerson, of Willimansett
Mass., has written and published ~
"Trl'atis Relativ to the Testing of Waterwhee.ls and MachiJ?.ery, als~ of Inventions,
Studie!'l,andExpenments, with Suggestions
from a Life's Experience." The mechanical matters treated we are not qualified
to judge; but we know that the author's
face in the frontispiece is both shrewd and.
kindly, and that the Antichristian pieces
which he has interspersed between his
main articles are truthful and useful.
The book's price is $1.
Possibly profit may be had by glancing
through "A Critical Essay in the Philosophy of History," bv Tiws. Whittaker
B.A., of Exeter College, Oxford. Th~
met~od of the author, however, involves
continual reference to systems of philosophy and events of history with which
everyone is Dot familiar; some persons
would be better fitted with a simpler a
less technical and allusiv, treatis. W~tts
& Co., London, publish this 44-page pamphlet at 25 cents.
It is not easy, in the present state of
our knowledge, to write anything illumi!1-ativ, anything s!ltisfactory and approachmg demonstrativness, on the sexual
que~tion. Vile will leave it to readers to
decide for themselvs {whether Lois Waisbrooker has done anything of this sort in
"The Occult Forces of Sex." What may
be the price of this)29-page paper-covered
book we do not know.
ANEW WORK

BY

A.RTHlJR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible, and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnker.
Price, $I. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
•
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Address

WAS

~

It is not often we care to call attention
to business catalogs, as such. They are
•
•
•
generally dry, stiff, and technical aff~irs,
and hav interest only for the trade. We
make an exception, however, in favor of
the beautiful catalog just received from
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
the Foster Engineering Company, of Newark, N. J. In its illustrations, press-work,
A.J~dicial <;onsideratio:n of the question,a.nd the
and whole get-up it is a model and hears dec1~19n agan~st the scriPtures &nd the Ohristian
the imprint of a master hand. It is evi- trad1t10n. Pnce, 10 cents. Address
dently the work of an adept in the art of
TH..E TRUTH SEEKER
putting things-of one who understands
that good taste and the best rhetoric hav
a place in business cat<:tlogs as well as in
polite literatme. When we look into it
and see that Mr. I. N. Baker, formerly Conflict Bfltween Mental Science and Theology.
secretary to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. is
By EnGAB 0. BEALL.
secretary and treasurer of this Foster Eugineering Company, we know who is rc:!"J"eface
·oy B. G, INGERSOI~L.
snonsible for the catalog. We wish M:r.
Unanswerable,
Price, $1.
Iraker the good fortune he deserves in his.

CHRIST

CRUCIFIED?

Brain and the Bible.
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·ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S

vVORKS.
--o--

Ol'\IY A \.!ti).or-ized :SditiOl)s.
GODS AND .OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality Heretics and Heresies
P aper, 5U cents; cloth, $1.
•·

<HlOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Including '.rJ;!.e G;host~, Liberty of Man, Yfoman, and Child; The DeclarMio
r I 1, d
1lhce,j-boutBFarmmg AlnTrill~nold,l::lpeech Notmna,tin!l' Jame' G Blaine for Prestd~n··~\~Pfs~oe A Tra~bt antquEebt, . I1bnte to Rev. Alex. Ularke, The Past Rises Before i\fe Lik~ a Dre ;n
an d
n ute o
on 0 . ngersoll. Paper, 50.cents; cloth, $1.
" '

SOME .MISTAKES OF .MOSES.

p t Cont~n~'f S3me Mistakes of ~loses, Fr~e Scho,lls, The Politicians, )lan nnd Woman Tit
drlu ~e¥c , lll~ ay, Tue~day, W~duesday, rp.ur,;,day, He Made the St>Lr' Also, Fdday ::;;,tu ':
Day, e u~ a e Mau, i:;uuday, .:rh~ Nef)eSs1tv fo,· a Good lVIemory, The Garden rb.o J- a
..duAne~d_· r~tcc)lud"S'd Babel, .l!'.u~llm F1ltb, ·r~e.Hebrews, The Phtgnes, 'rhe Fligl;t Conf .·,
~foth,v$f. • nsp1re
lavery, M~rnage, Wat·,llellglOns Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, ho cent ;

......

INFIDEL!
Sy
DEATH- CS. W. POOT:e.
BEDS.
...

..

--o-Beiug true accounts of the _Pa.asing away of the
following persons, thns refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them &nd others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Pa.ul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussa.is, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thoma.a Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Auacharsis Clootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Coudorcet~Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwiu,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hnme, L1~tl'tl 1'Iarriet Mar~iueau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, Jo= Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Rober~
Oweu.J...Thomaa Paine, Conrtlaudt Palmer, Rabalais, wiuwood Reade, Madame Rolai!.l, George
Saud, Schiller, Shelley, Spiuoza, Strauss John
Tolan.i!J Vauim, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
John watte, Thomas Woolston.
.
Price. 2.~ cents.
A.ddress
_,.ltll: 'T'RT!TR REW.I{lU>.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IUON•CLAD Sf'UIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Braillaug_h............. 5
2 tlerutar Responsibility. G. J. Holy<>al<e..... 5
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatio .
Uuderwoorl ................................. 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Ma-x Mueller ..... 10
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
8 Religio~ of Jnhnmauity. F. Harrhou ...... 15
Befi.ng Sixk Interview~ wi~h the Famo,us Oratpr on Six S~rmous by the Rev. T. DeWitt T,l]_ 19 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
0 . tlroo 1 yu, to whwh !J added a Iahnag1an CatechlSln Paper 1 50 cents· cloth $! "'. 10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
m
c1Qtgtle,
1, g11t, $1.50.
•
1
1
.;<,:;.)I
11 Philoso_ph;y: "f Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 'ryudall's Belfast Inaugural nud Portra t .. 25
llLASPHEMY.
13 Essavs on MiracleR. Daviil Hume ........... 10
th Argu~eut byR. G. Ingersoll ,in the Tri'!-l of C.. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N.J. Thi, i, 14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh .... .. .. 5
e greate~ ~rgument evar made 1n a qase .of th1s kmd, and will be a model for the bar so lon ·' 15 Were Adam and Eve Our J<irst Parens?
ns the Chnst1ans use J:orce to. repress free speech. It; legal acttmen i< unsurpassed its do~
Charles Bradlaugh......................... 5
quenc.a never equaled m a tr1al for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian per•ecntiou ;s
· r 16 Why
Do Men l:ltarve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
on this arg_umeut ~hould be freelr circulated, read to the Christiam and expounded on ~~~~gy 18
A
Plea
for Atheism. Charles Rr•-dlaugh .. 10
occas1on. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
'
19 Large or Smail Families? A. Hol~oake ..... 5
20 buPerstitio • Displayed, with a Letter of
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED~
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . . . . . . . 5
Analyzes the.so.c<tll.ed gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chnptor
each to the Ca.th,olics, Eptscop~li~ns; l\ofethodists Presbyteriaus E>"anfelical Alliance, and ~tu 21 Defeme of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22
Ts
th"
Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ....... 5
swersf the questdwfiu of the Chnst1ans as to what 1e proposes instead o Christianity-the rel· g
1on o sword au
~tme. Paper, 25 cents.
· - 21 'l'he Ch•istiau DeitY. Charles Watts.. .. .. . 5
24 MoralValueofth-Bible. Charles Watts .... 5
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
.
25 Fre~th_ought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
Th e fa mi ous Christm.as. Sermon bv Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers 26 Ohnst1anity: It• Nature and Iu:tiueuce on
an d Co1one1 ugersoll's reJmnders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
'
Civilization. Charles Watts .... ,.. .. .. .. 5
28 'Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holvoake... 5
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
29 Is there a Moral Govunor of the Universe?
AI Replyllto thpe New York 0/Jserver's Attack upon the Author-hero of .the Revolution by
Austin Holyoake.......... .. _ ...... .. .. 5
R . G . ugerso .
aper, 15 cents.
'
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Wntts.. 5
38
Is
Tbere
a God? Charles BrarUauvh.... .... 5
LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
.
Labor's Prayer. CharteR Bradlaugh.. . • .. .. 5
A Discussio~ between R. G. Ingersoll, Hou. Frederick R. Conder~, and Ex-Governor 39
40
•·overty:
Its Cause and Cure. l\'1. G. H ..... 10
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
42 Sciepc~ and Bible Anhgonistio. C. Watts .. 10
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.
43 Chnst1an SPheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
Wit;, S;>eech of HoD.. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents, 44 Logic nf De~th: or, Why Sh'uld the Atheist 5
Fear toD1e? B:v G. J. Holvoake
.... 10
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi·al Condi1
tion
of
the
People.
Charles
Bradlaugh
..
CRIMEs l_b~i~~?~ ~aiiliMA.'l(§.co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co.,1&'l6 Pa.per,1o cents.
MANNA SERIES,
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
1 Original !\I anna for" God's ChosFn.". . . . • 5
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on b~ard, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents. 3 New l,ife of Dnvid. Charles Bradlaugh:. · 5
5 20. Questions Without Answers ............ :: 5
LITHOGRAPI~ OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
6 1J1alogut> b~tweeu a Christian lHissiouary
22x 28 mches, heavy plate pap9r, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents
a'ld a Chmese l\Iaudarm . .. .... . . ...... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
PHOTOGRAPH (CAniNET) OF R. G. IXGERSOLL, 50 cents.
by a Weak but Zealous Christian....
. 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A Holy."
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY llROWN
oake
.......................................
5
(A home picture.) 50 ~euts.
•
New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.... ... 5
PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 2i inches, $5. (IMPERU.L), 7;\- x 13 inches, $1.50. 1n9 A
Few Word- about the Devil................ 5
llNewT-ifeofJacob ............................. 5
STAGE AND THE' PULPIT.
Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ..... 10
An Interview on the\r Comparative Merits, and Opinions on· the Trial of the Chicago 12
13
Spe- imen of th<; Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
AnarJhists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.
14 Acts of the Apostle•: A Fn·ce. A. H .
. . 10
15 Lu 1icrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
16
Twelve
Anostles.
Charles
Bmdlau~h.....
5
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
17 WhoWasJesusChrist? C.Bra"~lnugh .... ·: 5
INGERSOLL C.ATECHISED. Paper, 3 ce11.ts. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents. 18 What Did Jesus Teach? n. Bmdlaul!'h .... · 5
19 New Life of Ab·aham. Charles Bradlaugli.: 5
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh . . . . 5
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian 20
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoak e. Per doz ..... 10
I tnd ndmitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church'
On orde•s for Iron-CladaudMauuawe will send
Paper, 8 cents.
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
'fhe lecture i< ttgraudone, and WitS receiver! by the club with continuous applause from
hegiunin'{ to end, whwh Rpeaks well for ttw Unitarians. '.rhe 1mmphlet con tams U pages
beautiful y printed. l'rico, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
·
'

MEMORIAL OR!.TION OY ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislnture l\iny 9, 1883. Price, 7:; cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
nuthor. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CO :IITENTS.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt; Individuality· Thomns Paine: Heretics nud Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Chilcl; The Centenuinl Oration, or Dechtr!l.tiou of Independence, July 4, 1876; \Vlmt, 1 Know About Farming in Illlnoi<: :;pee :hat. Ui•Jcinunti in 1875, nominating James IJ-. Blaine for the Pl·eJidencv: The P~~.<bRises Before l\Ie
or, Vision of Wttr, nu extract fr()m n Soeech mn,do at the Soldiers' a~d Sailors' Rouuio1;
at Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 21 187G; .A Tribute to Ebon C. Inge1·soll; 'rhe Grant B~nquet·
Crimes Against Criminnls; Tribute to the Uev. Alexander Clarke; Som1 lVI!st~kes of 1\loHes;
Whnt Mn•t We Do .to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De W"tt Tnlmnge, D.D.;,. to which is added a Talmngian Catechism, lt!ltl Four
Prefacqs, which CO'ltain some of Mr . .Lngersoll's wittiest nud brightest sayings.
This volume has th9 grentest popularity, is beautifully bound in half c>tlf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,357 pageJ, good paper, large type, post Bvo. PricJ, postpaid, $5.

LinERTY IN LITERATURE.

•

Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put w1·eatns on the brows of the li·ving. ·• Au Ad-

~r~~J&I~:,r\~il;J':Jii~~tf.~~aA.~i.:fiF:~S:0.A:'ti~J!~t~aSN0~:l~mt'1't W~~5}i!Wft:/Jc~
lliAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N. J., March 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents;

PROSE·POEMS .AND SELECTIONS.

Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3 ;3 pages. This is
beyond question, the cheapest and most ele<:nnt volume in Liberalliternture. Its mechanical
finish is worthv of its intrmsic excellence. No oxpensv hns been spa1·ed to mnke it the thing of
beauty jt is. The type is large and clear, the pnper heavy, highly calendered~ and rid1ly tinted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect ns the be;t materials ana skill C1tt1mnke it.
As to the couteutshit is enough to sny th1tt they include all of tlle choicest utterances of
the greatest w1·iter on t o topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who hnve not the good fortune to own all of l\Ir. Ingersoll's published W()rk•, will
l1ave in this book of selections many bright snmples of his lofty thought, his matchl<·ss eloquence, his wonderful imngerv nnd his epigrnmmatic and TJOeticpowcr. Tho l'ollectiou includes all of the" Tributes" that hnve become famous inliternture-notablythose to his hro~her
E. Q. lngerooll, Lincoln, Grant, Beocher Conk\ing, Courtlandt !VI. Pa]mer, i\Iary Fi,ke, Eli~ur
Wnght: his peerless monographs on"1rhe VlR!OU of War," Love, Liberty, Art nnd 1\Iornht.y,
Science, Nntnre, '.l.'he Imnginntlon,_,Decomtion Day OrationhWhat is l'oetry, 1\Iusic of Wagner,
Origin nud Destiny, "Lenve; of urnss," aud o•.t the grent eroes o~ intellectual Liberty. Beside~ the"e nre iunnmemble gems taken hero and there from the oratwns, speeches, ur g umeuts,
toasts lectures, letters, interviews, nuil daY by day conversations c.f the author.
The l;ook is d.esigued fo.r, nntl will be accepted by, aqmir\ng friends as B;.mr~ p~rsonal
souvenir. To help 1t serve tlus rrurpose, a fine steel portra1t,.w1th !luto~r_aph ,ac-surule,,has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of biudmg 1t 1s cmmeutly smted
for presentation purposes, for nny season or occasion.
.
PBIOEB.-Iu cloth, beveled boards, gi]t edges~$2.50; in hnlf morocco, gllt .e~ges, $5; in half
calf, mottled :edges liorary Ptyle ijl4 50; m full ·.rnrkcy morocco, gtlt, cx<llllsltcly line, $7.!\U;
in full tree calf, highest possible n'msh, $9.
•

Any of the above sent to any aflfll·ess!.-.by express, Jn·etJaid, or mail, )Jost free,

()n receipt of price. Acl<lre~s THE TRUT.tt SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New Yor~.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

T~e

l'lle Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.

Deity .Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
'"'IJe Real Blasphemers. Papel:', 12mo,
i&'l pages, 500.

C~

Spiritnalism Sustained.
245 pages, $1.
•
rrnivArRA A~

12mll>.

•~

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OR,

THE

Conflict between~Reason and !Superstition.
By T, C, WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

1'HE Si-\BBA TH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Tho1'ough E.cami,,,ation and Eejtttation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
Price,

~Ocents.

.l~fMJIJl~JJf~W~,.

e.ccy subj•,ot roc PUBL

U.:J' .A

c' EX

IBITIONS, cto.

pro)ltahle busi11Cr'8 fot· tL ?tL<.tn tl'ith a small capttal.

Alii()

l.notcrns for HouH~ Amusement:;.
z;;s page Catalogue frr:t.
McALLISTER, ·'•£;;. OpLiciu.u, 49 N~1ssau St:.,N.Y.

Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

--i893..M
Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS.
OONTFlNTB:
The Moral Sauctio)l. Leslie Stepllen; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos water'U The Mother Nature:
A PoemJ Gerald Massey; vogmatism in Theology, Alrred Momerie; tSermous on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The Clty of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest:¥: in Our
CouvictiousJ:f. E. Plumptre; Scientific .t:teligion,
R. Bithell; Tne Blight of Slljlerstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clod4i The Disap:pearauce of the NetherWorld~
F. J. uould; Religious Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla~i Sil{nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; roatenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lnci~tn Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Atltlre•• TRlil TRUTH RF.F.KlilR

TB£ HOT£0 SPECJAI..JST1
For Men Only,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
A SHORT
treats all those Peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of yontbfnl errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\ Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
BEING
Death.
To those amicted a.ud who are desirous of being
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
of the Canon.
their addre~s. for ten cents, sealed in a /'lain
envelope, g1vmg causes ana Symptoms o the
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's imP.orta.ut meqi~Jal discovery-au Outward APr>.licaCoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes- ti.on-;a po~1t1ve our!J-the. only remedy of the
tament. -The Early Controversies. The Books at kmd m ensteuce-W1th ev1deuces of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Vineland, N. Z.
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The And say you saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH 8EEKE!I.
Heretics. The Christia.u Canon.
Pap3r, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.
Dr Fellows is au Infidel.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

To Jlrgntate tlt6

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE

R~PANS

TABULE&
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FRANCM l'ontribut.ed $450,000 to the Peter's Pence-more than any other nation,
TnEMONT TP:MPLll', Boston, has been
burnt-for the third time since it was
transformed from a theater into a church,
ONE of the paintings that will draw the
attention at th<l World's Fair will be
Herr Koppay's remarkable picture of
Satan.
T.HE National AssociAtion of Democratic
Clubs has recommended the celebration of
April 13th, the birthday of Thomas Jefferson.
THROUGH worrying over the salvation
of his soul, W. R. Newell, a student of
the Western Theological Semin11-ry, Allegheny, Pa., has become insane. •
CoL. ELLioT SHEPARD, the pious editor
of the New York Mail and ExpreBB,
who daily printed a scriptural text at
the head of his editorial columns, died on
the 24th ult.
·
A DuTCH Protestant recently converted
to Catholicism at the miracle-working
shrine of Lourdes has present.ed three million francs to the bishop for completion of
a church there.
AT Norfolk, Va., on Sunday, the 19th
ult., steamflrs were not permitted to unload, stevedores attempting work were arrested, and telegraph linemen repairing
broken wires shared the ~arne fate.
ANTIOHRISTIAN riots hav revived in
China. Many nativ Christians hav been
tortured and a few ha.v been killed, The
Ene:lish missionary was attacked by a mob
of fanatics and barely saved his life by
flight.
IN Toronto, Can., on the 25th ult.,
Magi~trate Baxter imposed on a driver $2
fine or ten days' imprisonment for driving
a lady on Sunday. This decision will
greatly inconvenience a number of persons who hav been in the habit of using
conveJ ances Sundays.
AT Bensonhurst-by-the-Sea, N. Y., a
bure:lar's hat, dropped by him as he escaped at an alarm, had pasted in it what
was evidently a picture of his patron saint,
St. Rocco. This bore the inscription,
E1·is impeste Patromtll, with an accel'sory
picture of a scriptural scene,
IN the election of school trustees at
Westfield, N. J., on the 21st ult., the
Junior Order of American Mechanics
mustered in force to defeat Miss Emma
Bridges. Miss Bridges, with some others,
is opposed to the use of the Bible in
schools, as it de bars Catholics and Jews.
A CORRESPONDENT of- the London 1elegroph writes that things hav gone so for
in Ulster that nothing can avert bloodshed
if Home Rule comes. Military leaders
are seeking accommodations for bodies of
troops in Belfast. Over $5, 000,000 has
already been subscribed to the funt'l for
defending the Protestants from Cathol'c
aggression.
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JERRY SAYS HIS GOD IS DECEITFUL AND STOUTER '.rHAN HE IS.-

0 Lord, thou hast deceived me, and I was deceived: thou art stronger than I, and
in derision daily, evEry one mocketh me.-Jer. xx, 7,

HAND-BOOK
OF

prevailed; I am

MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine pay attention to some-

thing which wi l cur., }OU. It is known as

The Water of Life,

FREE1'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious <lactrines of Christianity. All a book of reference and aid
to all truth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classificat.ion
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As IngerF all said of
· ·
· · ··
·· · · · ..
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the disputed points between Christianit-y and Freethou~ht. Price,
$1.25Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

--------------------------------------------------------------------~~A

ha~t

Digest of Science."

and is adapted to curing, more especfally ~ all
forms of Stomach, l..iv.er, Kidney, and Blander
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorto of inflammations of the internal organs,~such
cases as Piles, •ryphoid and other f~vers, nowel
disea~es, Uterin, and other forms of Female
Complaints.. It i• a Blooa Purifier, and is an e.xcelleut remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. lt will heal the nerve~, restormg
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
apvet te and producing sound sleep. It arts
steadily upon tbe urine, cleansim: the blood by
means of the "kianeys, > nd acts mildly upon the
bowele, thereby producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely purP, as it is pumped from
the spring, Without the addition of any dn1g
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simple, and not a manufactured articie. The' uccess
•t has achieved ha > coille mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12

3i_South lVIain St-reet, Wilkes barre, Pa.

THI DYNAMIC TH[ORY Of Llf[ ANU MIND 1 Catarrh Cured!

10 cts!

ALEX. H. REVELL, a member of the executiv board of the Columbian ExposiAn attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Contion, dissents from the opinion of the ma-o--of the board that prayer should be
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
Scientdic, Safe, Simp'e, Sure,
*** jority
dispensed with in the opening exercises.
Perfumed,
Pleasant,
Perfe~t
Cure.
***
of their respective Environments.
He grounds his argument on precedent,
saying that the custom of our country
CURE BEGINS AT ONCE,
RELIEF UIMEDIATE. should be observed, and this custom is to
By JAMES H. ALEXANDER.
o:ffer prayer on such occasions. The Fair
Inclose a Dime and Self-Adi!re•sed Envelope to
he adds,. is not an. ordinary busines~
DR. GEO. H. BOYD, Sandusky, 0.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
undertaking, and ordinary business rules
Price, express prepaid by us, 'only 82.7ii.
cannot be urged against using prayer at
an expoRition destinPd to prove the greatThis work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of book•, such as those of the
"Humboldt LibrHy of Sdence," the" International Scientific t!eries," etc., by bringing together, in
est factor for education ever known.
simple and direct form, wit-h proper correspondence between them, all of
tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

tb:~

known factors con-

tcish to lJe lUll irifm·meat

THEN READ A CHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY FllOll! THIS BIBLE OF
SCIENCE!
It is entertaining as well as enlighteningJ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate th<~ WOJ tll of the UIJiversall119ther.
You must own thi• book some day: why not NOW?
Addres•
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
lJo

tJOU

The most bewil<ierlng illusion diS•
covered iu this Ct'lltlll yl A very strot:g
purse of the Im~st 1·n:~;sed kid strongiy
sewed anu beautifully embroidered.
tH.egulat·guods 01 equul quality sel1 fl,r
51Jc. to751".1 Con,prises 3 pu:kets, wbic..:h
we GUA RAN'l'J E no or,e can open in 3
hours without knowing the secret. It
has baffled all t-xperts In puzzl<:tlom.
A great noveltY, a wm:derful mystt•ry
and a. usetnl ai·tlele, all in one. Your
lhoney and S('<'retf" nre sale inside this
purse! Satl!<flll~ 10n Guaranteed,
Snmplewlth secretin senledenvelope post paid with Ca nlo~uo
or lOflO u:=.efnl nrtkles, 2;),•: 3 for<' •·; 6 for $1.11117 $1.8(1 Doz.

R. H. INGERSOLL & llltO, 6.> Cortlandt st .• N. I.

WAS ABRAHAM
liNCOLN
·
.
A SPIRITUALIST?

TheFree th"mker'sBadge-pm
I

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

-OR-

ONE YEAR,

Curious Revelations From the

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.~0;
paper, 75 cents.
TI'IE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Vla<".e, N. Y.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SJFEKE!l, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
wrth gilt bowl, 50c. more.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HYATTSVILLE, Md., a town of fiftMn
hundred pop~lation, two years ago instit.tlted the single-tax system of Henry
Gel?rge, !evying on land alone. Challenge
of Its fairnesR and h-gality ""a~ met and
overcome by a judicial decision in itR favor. Now, however, the Maryland court
of appeal~, which is the supreme court of
th_e s~te, has ~djudged the system unconstttuttonal. Smgle-taxers admit that it is
so ~nder Maryland's present constitution
which provides that each citizen shal't
contribute " according to his actual worth
in real and per~onal property.". They advocate change In the constitution.
As King Humbert of Italy was passing
through a street in Rome on the 25th ult
a :r;nan th~ew at him a stone, which bareiy
m~ssed hi 'Yf.
Bystanders seized the assailant, and would hav torn him to pieces
but for the arrival of police. A multitude
assembled, and, ·cheering the monarch
escorted him home as if with a triumpha'l
~a.rch. The prisoner Proved to be a rehgwus zealot named Berardi. He had
served seven years in Italy for murder
e!Digrated to America .and stayed som~
t1me, and returned. His motiv he owns
wa~ to insult and menace Hu~bert be'c~~:use that sovereign refuses to make peace
with the pope anrl grant his demands,

•

•

I;)

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol.

20.

No. 14. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

New York, Saturday, April 8, ~~28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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lllE SITUATION WITH THE AVERAGE LAWMAKER AND THE CLERGY.

Old Testanient Stories
Comically Illustrated.
€-~po$ure

£.Jeposure

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Enmination of the Mora.la and History
of the New Testament.
B; PBo:r. F. W. NEWHAN.
Price 261J&nts.

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY."

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTB
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

Self-ContradiGtions of the Bible.
----14441,-----.,Moral, Theological, Historical, fUltl Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.

Facts.

l\.idicule.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work tJf Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon. ~

Barak

Full-Page
Pictures.

Jephthah and His Human Sacriftce,
Samson the Strong,
Rutti and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

It• Causes al').d ~·ults.
By W.

,S~

BELL.

Paper, :!.2mo, 25 ct'l.

Paine Virirlicated
Reply to New York

)bs8Tfle1'.

:By ~. G. INGS~~~",L•
With "A ltOMAN CATHOLIO OAN.IlliD."
Price, 15 cents.

Holy Bibl0 Abridged.

Bon,.-dlif. Uluudn.a-ted covers, 81 ; clo-th, gilt: side s-ta:rnp, 81.50.
A.ddre.~s THE TRDTH SEEKER

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~

00.

The passages unfit fur family reading,
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, I!() oenta.
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Thomas Paine's Works.
Age of Reason. Pap.,

~5o.;

6 copies for $1< clo. 50c.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecielo.
Pap.,40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J.15. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.

Written fu

1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During AnL
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

8vo. 800 pp.,

clo., $3; leather, $4;
~t edges $4.50.

Life of.

morocc;.

By J. E. Remsbur~
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scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
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Weather and Witchcraft.
In two previous papers we set forth the doctrins
of the Christian church regat'ding meteorological
phenomena. These doctrins were that all the
ongoing~ of the weather are governed not by natural
causes but by spiritual b3ings. In the following
article we will relate the persecutions of innocent
persons to which those doctrins led.
The belief that the weather may be influenced by
evil spit'its was held by Christendom for fifteen
centuries. But it was only during the latter of
these centuries that this belief greatly occupied
men's minds and impelled them to act thereupon.
.Through the early Cn.ristian ages most of the crimes
that were afterward collected by the inquisitors in
the treatises on witchcraft were known ; and some of
them were occasionally punished. At the same
time, the executions, during six centuries, were
probably not as numerous as those which took
place during a si.ngle decade of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. In the twelfth century, however, the subject passed into an entirely new phase.
The conception of a witch, as we now figure itthat is to say, of a woman who had entered into a
deliberate compact with Satan, who was endowed
with the power of working miracles whenever she
plea~ed, and who was continually transported
through the air to the Witches' Sabbaths, where she
paid her homage to the evil one-first appea,·ed.
The panic created by the belief advanced slowly at
first, but soon after with a fearfully accelerating
rapidity. Thousands of victims were sometimes
burnt alive in . a few years. Every country in
Europe was stricken with the wildest terror. Hundreds of the ablest judges were deputed to the
extirpation of the crime. A vast literature was
created on the subject. And it was not until a considerable portion of the eighteenth century had
passed away that the executions finally ceased.
This belief that witches exist, and injure the
· human race by bad weather and other afflictions,
Professor A. D. White speaks of as "a theory
sanctioned by the church, which must
forever be considered a.s among the fearful calamities in human history. Indeed, few errors," continues Mr. White, "hav ever cost so much shedding of innocent blood over such wide territory and
during so many generations." "No other cLtss of
victims," says the historian Lecky, "endured sufferings so unalloyed and_ so intense" as these unfort-
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unates punished for the imaginary crime of breeding ill weather or bodily maladies. Not for these
unhappy creatures, continues Lecky, "the wild
fanaticism that nerves the soul against danger, and
almost steels the body against torments. Not for
them the assurance of a glorious eternity, that has
made the -martyr look with exultation on the rising
flame as on the Elijah's chariot that is to bea1· his
soul to heaven. Not for them the solace of lamenting friends, or the consciousness that their memories
would be cherished and honored by posterity.
They died alone, hated and unpitied. They were
deemed by all mankind the worst of criminals ..
Their very kinsmen shrank from them as tainted
and accursed. The superstitions they had imbibed
in childhood, blending with the illusions of age,
and with the horrors of their position, persuaded
them in many cases that they were indeed the
bond-slaves of Satan, and were about to exchange
their torments upon earth for an agony that was as
excruciating, and was eternal. And, besides all
this, we hav to consider the terrors which the belief must hav spread through the people at large;
we hav to picture the anguish of the mother, as
she imagined that it was in the power of one whom
she had offended to blast in a moment every object
of her affection; we hav to conceive, above all, the
awful shadow that the dread of accusation must
hav thrown on the enfeebled faculties of age, and
the bitterness it must hav added to desertion and
to solitude. All these sufferings were the result of
a single superstition."
In 1437 the infallible voice of Rome was heard confirming this belief, hitherto preached by the general
clergy, that certain men, women, and children had
secured infernal aid to produce whirlwinds, frosts,
floods, and all unfavorable elemental disturbances.
Pope Eugene IV., in 1437, by virtue of the teaching power believed to hav been conferred on him
by Christ, vested with the divine guarantee against
error, issued a bull exhorting inquisitors to greater
endeavors against the agents of Satan, especially
against those who produced bad weather.
In
1455 this pope again issued instructions and commands, making statements irreparably committing
his church to the doctrin. On Dec. 7, 1484, a
greater personage than Eugene, indeed one of the
greatest who ever filled the papal chair, Pope
Innocent VIII., sent forth to the world the famous
bull Summis .Desiderantes. Says Professor White:
"Of all documents ever issued from Rome, imperial
or papal, this has doubtless, :first and last, cost the
greatest shedding of innocent blood." In this communication the clergy of Germany are exhorted,
with the utmost strenuousness and fervor, to leave
no means untried to unearth and punish the sorcerers afflicting mankind, especially those who by
evil weather blast vineyards, gardens, meadows,
and all growing crops. To carry out the commands,
witch-finding inquisitors were authorized to scour
all E~1rope. For their use a manual was prepared,
"The Witch-Hammer." Its precepts were based
on the scriptural command, " Thou shalt not suffer
a witch to liv." Their soundness was grounded on
various texts, especially the famous statement in
the book of Job.
When, according to the directions laid down in
this manual, "The ·witch-Hammer," torture was

hint satisfactory answers; the tortured, to end
their misery, were sure before long to giv the
answer required, though aware that it would fetch
them to the scaffold or the stake. Often the suspected persons, from the very iteration and pressing of the charge, and from their having been
reared in an atmosphere of superstition, would
themselvs fall under the impression that they were
possessed by :fiends, or had made compacts with
them or with Satan himself, and believe it as fully
as the others. These confessions, by the scores
of thousands, are yet remaining on the ecclesiastical
and judicial records of Europe a.nd may there be
consulted. The proofs flowed in torrents, decade
after decade, from all the torture-chambers of
Europe. The subject was examined in scores of
thousands of cases, in almost every European
nation, by tribunals that included the acutest
ecclesiastics ttnd lawyers of the age, on the scene
and at the time when the alleged acts had taken
place, and with the assistance of innumerable sworn
witnesses. For more than :fifteen hundred years,
it was universally believed that the Bible as tablished, in the clearest manner, the reality of the
nrime, and that an amount of evidence, so varied
and so ample as to preclude the very possibility of
doubt, attested its continuance and its extent.
The clergy denounced it with all the emphasis of
authority. The legislators of almost every land
enacted laws for its punishment. Acute judges,
whose lives were spent in sifting evidence, investi ·
gated the question on countless occasions, and condamned the accused. Tens of thousands of victims
perished by the most agonizing and protracted
torments, without exciting the faintest compassion;
and, as they were for the most part extremely ignorant and extremely poor, sectarianism and avarice had
but little influence on the subject. Nations that
were completely separated by position, by interest,
and by character, on this one question were united .
The only controversy was over the details of witchcraft; its existencB wag considered beyond doubt.
The evidence was cumulativ, and at last irresistible.
With all our modern principles of explanation of
such cases, such as ascribing some to confession
to escape torture, some to ecclesiastical deceit, some
to insanity, some to coincidences, and others to
optical delusion~, it is all that we can do to dissipate
the enormous masses of evidence of the veritability
of witchcraft. Says Lecky in his "History of
Rationalism:" "The historical evidence establish·
ing the reality of witchcraft is so vast and varied,
that it is impossible to disbelieve it without whnt,
on other subjects, we should deem the most
extraordinary rashness." The modern Christian reproaches the refusal of the Infidel to accept the alleged
testimony of three or four ignorant Jews as to the
existence of Christ, as unreasonable incredulity;
but he himself in denying witchcraft, as in nine
cases out of ten he does, rejects a body of eviden:~e
so immeasurably more extensiv and credible as to
be out of comparison with it.
The extreme folly of the teachings of the Christian religion on this subject of the diabolical
control of the weather, and the horrible cruelty of
its persecution of witches, so strikingly illustrate
the evil character of that faith that we will devote
another article to the conclusion of the subject.

applied to thousands of women, the natural result
was the production of vast bodies of evidence for
the existence of the crime of witchcraft. These
mise~able bein~s writhing under their torments,
frantically longmg for death as a relief to their
suffering, confessed to anything and everything that
was suggested to them. It was needed only that
the inquisitors should ask leading questions and

Let Us Fix the Blame of" Cholera l' here It
Belongs.
A European ·dispatch says: "The Hamburg
cholera germ pays little attention to the thermometer.
He is not quite so busy as he was, but he is still
quite activ. His spring tour of the United States
is doubtless occupying his mind to some extent."
The piece of informatio~ here given in so gamesome
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a wording, is not by any means an agreeable one.
We earnestly hope that the cholera bacillus will
come to regard his education as sufficiently finished
without any American peregrination. As to New
York city alone, that town might become a frightful sufferer should cholera enter its neighborhood ;
a medical commission has just reported that the
presence of that epidemic in the Croton basin
whence New York draws her water would diffuse
the germs with fearful rapidity. The use of the
Croton watershed, by the way, doss now occasion
numerous cases of typhoid fever every year, and
many petitions that the region be bought by the
city and kept uncontaminated hav been made; but
the Tammany-Catholic public officials hav other,
and to themselvs more pleasant, uses for the public
funds.
The disease is activ in Europe. In one recent
week when the thermometer was far below freezingpoint, seven hundred deaths from it were reported
in Russia, to say nothing of those not reported.
A London dispatch says:
"Berlin has Vtlry dubious water and can hardly hope
to escape serious trouble. Cholera is almost certain to
be brought to England.
"We may be able to exclude the disease as we hav
done since 1866. That is our best chance, for once it
obtains a footing we will not find ourselvs in a much
better position than our neighbors. London, in particular, has escaped more through good luck than good
management."
Belgium is being affrighted by a revival of the
cholera germs in its bounds, and a number of
deaths.
The treasury department of the United States
has dispatched three physicians to Europe to ward
the diseaRe from our shores if possible. But in
view of the influx of visitors to the Fair, success
seems dubious.
A number of persons are demanding efficient
action not merely of each government but of a
combination of governments in extirpating the
plague.
Col. Thomas T. Wright, of Nashville,
Tenn., for instance, regards the existence of cholera
anywhere on the globe as a reflection on modern
civilization.
He suggests that the enlightened
nations of the earth combine to stamp it out.
Further than this, Colonel Wright would hav
penalties assessed against and rigidly collected
from all countries where filth diseases are propagated and allowed to exist. This latter scheme
perhaps is not feasible just at this stage of affairs,
but the statement that the existence of cholera is a
reflection on modern civilization we concur in.
However, we wish to proceed from this judgment still farther. If there be an institution
which year by year breeds, not only the cholera
but fiftyfold more of evil, of endlessly varying
character ; and this institution is not only tolerated, but lauded, and given special prerogativs
over us, then is not this a disgrace to modern
civilization unspeakably more black and damning T
Such an institution exists; and has, as we hav
abundantly shown in former papers, produced our
epidemics of cholera, and has produced manifold
other ills and affiictions-it is religion.
Dr. Popoff calls for an international anti-cholera
congress. And such an assembly, we learn, will
indeed be held in Europe soon.
Sentiments looking toward such action are expressed also in a timely book, "Public Health
ProblemP," by John Sykes. This author says:
"We should bear in mind the interdependence of the
whole world. Modern statesmanship holds that where in
a civilized country there is famin the government is to
blame, and the day will come when a government will be
held responsible for any plagues or fatal epidemics found
within its domains. Tens of thousands of unfortunate
creatures hav died o_f starvation in Eastern Europe, and
the most fatal of d1seases has swept away many tens of
thousands more, and because of an epidemic of cholera
in Russia, fostered and hived there, the rest of the world
is made to suffer."
This is good ; but withal, it is possible to reach
something still better-to carry this tracing of
cause and effect, this fixing of the criminality where
it belongs, back one step farther yet ; and this is
done by saying, "Because of" Christianity "in
Russia, fostered and hived there, the rest of the
world is made to suffer."

Some Handsome

~emiums.

To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
(3.00). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3.00) and "The World's Sages," Thinkers,
and Reformers " ($3. 00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered. ·
The following card directing a change of address
of THE TRUTH SEEKER tells its own pathetic story :
" ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.
"DEAR Sm: I must return to Germany to serve my
thirteen months in prison for blasphemy. Be kind
enough to send your paper regularly to Miss J. Altman,
Berlin, S W., Markegraten str., 83, who will personally
bring it to me once a month.
·
"With hearty thanks fraternally yours,
'' DR. VoELKEL."
Fine country, that Germany !
The controversy with Miss Chapman has branched
so widely that in the interests of our other contributors we shall hav to confine it to the original
party in interest and Mr. Wettstein. It is impossible to print all the matter for and against the
lady sent us, and to discriminate would be unfair.
The government physician at St. Eustatious and
others will please take notice. We are glad to hav
been the humble instrument by which so many hav
?een wrought up, but there is such a thing as havmg too much of one thing, however good it may be.
The Michigan legislature is considering the advisability of taxing church property, and a bill to
.ee t h
b
f
th a t euec
as een ramed.
The churches are
.
Circulating petitions against its enactment one of
which concludes: "The proposed legislatio~ would
tax religion and the worship of God; tax the spirit
of charity and the diffusion of knowledge, tax human misery, weakness, and misfortune ; tax the
devotedness and self-sacrifice of those who wish
to help their fellow-men. It would put religion on
th
. e same plane as commerce; put a premium on
infidelity and unbelief; put those who vote for the
measure on record as the enemies of religion·
charity, and enlightenment." All of which show~
that it is easy to lie.
J. E. Remsburg recently returned from his
Eastern tour. He was absent sixty-three days and
during th~s time delivered sixty-two lectures, in
the followmg towns: Louisiana, Mo.; Macon, Mo.;
Nauvoo, lll.; Chillicothe, Ill.; Reddick, lll.; El.
d Ill C .
woo • .; hiCa?o, Ill.; Belvidere, lll.; Rensellaer,
Ind.; Al!egan, MICh.; Grand Rapids, Mich,; Shepherd, ~ICh.; Leslie, Mich.; Detroit, Mich.; Toledo,.
0.; Fmdlay, 0.; Shreve, 0.; Cleveland, 0.; Ealilt
Otto, N. Y.; Newark N. Y.· Constantia N y. D
Ruyter N. Y.. Glens' Falls' N y . S t' . N.' ye
Boston' M ' . W
t , . ., ara oga,
.
. .,.
. •
ass •
orces er, Mass.; Cotmt, Mass.;
Harwich, Mass.; l'lianchester, Conn.; Bristol,
Conn.; New. York, N. Y.; Orange, N. J.; Newark,
N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Washington, D. C.;
Greensburg, Pa.; Butler Pa.· Tarentum p .
'
a.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Tappan,' 0.; Cortland,
0.;' Vera
Cruz, Ind.; Bluffton Ind. M
. I d N bl
.
•
·•
unme, n .; o esVIlle, Ind.; Redmon, Ill.; Coles, Ill.; Highland, Ill.

Our readers will recollect that a few months ago ,
the most foolishly ignorant of the church people
thought they had struck a bonanza on Mr. J. J. ·
N ouri, who avowed that he had been in Ararat and
found Noah's ark, miraculously preserved. His
account was detailed and piously romantic, and in
this ark the Christians thought to sail all over the
Infidels. Less importance is now attached by them
to this discovery owing to the commitment to the
Napa, Cal., insane asylum of the discoverer. The
pl:ase of aberration shown by Mr. Nouri is in
imagining himself king of Chaldea, and a constant
tendency to talk about the ark, and the geographical location of the mountain. He is just a plain
religious lunatic. That's all.

Jn

tlLe ~ast.

News and Notes.
I did not know exactly where to find Fort Fairfield when I started out on my journey "away
down East." I supposed it was in the backwoods
somewhere in the vicinity of the ''jumping-off
place." When I arrived in Boston Thursday morning, March 23d, I discovered that I was a whole
day's journey from my point of destination. I
leave the "Hub" at 9:15 A.M. and travel via Portland and Bangor to Vanceboro, New Brunswick,
where I arrive in the middle of the night and change
cars and wait an hour for the mixed train to Fort
Fairfield, which place I reach 9:50 A.M. Friday.
The snow is all over the ground and winter's face
sparkles upon my view. It is quite a contrast to
the semi-tropical scenes which I had only left a
week ago-but a rather beautiful contrast, for the
sun is shining brightly all the time, the skies are
nearly cloudless, the cool weather is bracing, while
the soft breath of spring is occasionally felt. What
can be more delightful than this brilliant mingling
of winter and of spring, the dark-green firs and
pines contrasting with the gray earth and the glittering snows ; while faintly luminous in the wide
atmosphere is the promis of the summer that is
surely coming ? Every day seems to grow more
genial and musical in this March of the varied year.
I passed through some wild and desolate scenes
on my way to this Aroostook country. Maine
stretches away with many a mile of barren land,
but Aroostook county is fertil, attractiv and
fruitful. 'l'he elegancies of civilization are' here.
!ort ~airfield is a handsome village of about 1,500
Ibn~abitants, the town itself contains 4,000, this
em~ one of the richest farming sections on the
c~mtment. Houlto~, the county seat, with a populatiOn of 10,000, Caribou and Presque Isle, with 4,000
each, are the business centers of a .flourishing
people.
The great source of wealth in this country is
potatoes. The land is especially adapted to potatoes, although wheat, oat.s, and corn, and fruit are
a b undantly produced. But potatoes take the cake.
About $500,000 worth of potatoes are sold in Fort
Fairfield every year-$6,000 and $7 000 worth
per day in the busy season. Seve~ hundred
and forty-five bushels and twenty-five pounds
hav been produced to the acre. This is extraordinary, only one case of this kind being on
record for Fairfield township, but it beats all the
records of New England, or of the world I guess,
except one out West, where 900 bushels were raised
on one acre. Frequently 300 and 400 bushels are
produced to the a~re, while the average is about
250, and the. runnmg market price is $1.7 5 per
barrel. It. will thus be seen that this county of
Aroostook Is one of the choice spots of the earth .
and those who hav a good farm are pretty sure t~
escape the Christian blessing of poverty.
Fo:t Fairfield was _aforetime the scene of military
explmts, and hence Its name. There is a real fort
here, and there was a real war, although no blood
was shed. It was during the administration of
Governor Fairfield of Maine. It is known in history as'' the Aroostook war." I will not swear that
I ever h_eard of. it before, although I hav a dim
recollectiOn that m my school-days it was mentioned.
Now I shall never forget it. John Bull and
Brother Jonathan were in tremendous battle in· ·
Th e m il't'
sigma.
I Ia were summoned from every
quarter, and Fort Fairfield was alive with
,
magnificently stern array. This was in 1839war~
the trouble was about the boundary line, which ~:s
finally sett.led by ~reaty in 1842.
Fort Fairfield Is on the Aroostook river which
.fl ows m
· t 0 th ~ St · J oh n ' s at Woodstock not
'
far
away.. All this country was populated long before
the railroads were built, on account of eas water
:P.avigation. Th«? r!l-ilroads, however, hav ~onder-
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fully improved this section, and new railroads are
being built, and this county-the biggest in Maine
I think-has by no means rea.ched the acme of it~
prosperity.
When I reached Fort Fairfield I found that
arrangements had been made for a four nights'
debate with Rev. A. J. Wheeler, of the Advent
church,_ Concord, N. ~.-not of the Seventh Day
Adventists but the First Day Adventists; and between these two sects there is by no means a cordial
feeling ; in fact the First Day Adventists don't
seem to know that there are thirty thousand Seventh
Day Adventists in the country, and that they are
suffering persecutions. So far as I can find out the
First Day Adventists are in favor of a union of
church and state equally with other orthodox
bodies. ·
Tha Rev. A. J. Wheeler is a young man of considerable brightness and enthusiasm, and is an
interesting speaker, who can make up for the lack
of argument with nice stories and beautiful exhortations.
The following resolution was the subject of debate
for the first three evenings:
Resolved, That the Bible is the divinely inspired word
of God.
There is no need of going into a particular
report of the proceedings, for Liberals already
understand the general drift of the argument.
The first speech of my opponent was devoted to
proving that the Bible was an old book and a remarkable book, which assertions I did not deny. I
was thus compelled, in view of the fact that my
opponent had advanced nothing, to make the first
assault, which I did, upon the genuinnessofthe Bible
-that is, its authorship. I proved that nothing wa.s
known as to the authorship of most of the bookChristian scholars to-day only affirming the genuinness of twelve books in the Old Testament and four
books in the New Testament. This was made the
main battle-ground of the first night's debate. My
opponent was evidently worsted, for on the second
night he declared that he would not undertake to
prove the genuinness of the Bible, but demonstrate its inspiration upon other grounds. I do
not wonder that he retreated as gracefully as he
did, for while he denied many of my statements, I
proved them on the authority of Chambers's Encyclopedia-referring to its article on the Bible,
where it plainly declares that the authorship of the
books cannot be proved ; that in the text both of
the Old and New Testaments are errors; that there
are eighty thousand variations, and that Luther rejected some books of the present Bible. Mr.
Wheeler declared that he accepted every word of
the Bible as it is from cover to cover as God's
revelation. However, he offers Chambers's Encyclopedia as premium to the subscribers of his own
magazine, the Christian Reporter, thus disseminating the seeds of Infidelity and endangering the
eternal welfare of his readers. I advised Christians
present to subscribe for the Christian Reporter,
secure the premium he offers, Chambers's Encyclopedia, and read its article on the Bible.
Having retreated from the first battle-ground,
he rallied his forces on the following points: The
harmony of the Bible, its moral influence, and the
prophecies.
Everyone knows how easy it is to
prove the contradictions of the Bible, both with
science and with itself, which utterly destroys its
claims to harmony. As to the moral influence of
the Bible, I showed that it gave degrading and
therefore immoral ideas of God-sayi.1g that he repented, was ignorant of what was going on in some
parts of the earth, that he commanded the
slaughter of little children, etc. I also showed that
it taught obedience to tyrants, subjection for
women, that it sanctioned slavery, polygamy, etc.
These arguments are familiar. As to the prophecies, whatever they might prove, it was evident
that one false prophecy in the Bible would destroy
its divine authority. I instanced two false prophecies: the one concerning the time of the burial of
Jesus-that he would be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth, which was not the
case-and the prophecy that the end of the world
would be before that generation passed away-a
prophecy absolutely unfulfilled. I was astounded
to hear my opponent declare that the character of
God as revealed in the Bible had nothing to do
with the question of its inspiration. Why, the very
purpose of a revelation is to reveal God's char~cter;
otherwise it is worthless. And if we are to Judge
the Bible by internal evidences, the character of
God in that book has everything to do with the
question of its inspiration.
But, as in the matter of the genuinness of the
Bible, my opponent, seeing he couldn't prove a good
character for God out of the Bible, declined to admit the character of God as any part of the testimony. He thus abandoned in the discussion two

main points in the issue, the genuinness of the
Bible and the character of God.
The fourth ev( ning the subject was changed.
The following resolution was discussed:
R_esolved, That the morality of Freethought is superiOr to the morality of the Christian religion.
I defined the essence of the Christian religion to
be a belief in total depravity, vicarious atonement,
and eternal hell, all of which are immoral doctrins;
but without faith in these there .is no hope of salvation, says the follower of Jesus.
On the other hand Freethought teaches that
character is the main thing, and not belief; truth
t? be accepted without regard to consequences;
nght to be done for the right's sake, and not for
fear of punishment or hope of reward. Freethought also stands for human rights without
regard to creed ; while Christianity is simply for
the rights of its followers, which is both unjust and
immoral. Freethought is for education, the unfolding of natural powers; while Christianity is
simply instruction from some outside basis. It is
the putting on of a harness, not the expression of a
faculty. Freethought stands for self-respect, sympathy, and.reverence, while Christianity in its creed
affirms self-degradation, sectarian feeling, and fear
of God. Freethought recognizes the value of this
world, and educates for success in this world, while
Christianity calls this a " dim vast vale of tears"
and says we must hav our minds fixed altogether
upon another world.
Mr. Wheeler replied to my argument by a very
good sermon on the Christian's hope and faith.
Men were sick, they needed medicin ; men "were
lame, they needed crutches. All right, I answered,
for those who are sick and lame. They can choose
their medicin, but the medicin and crutches should
not be forced upon those who do not want them.
Mr. Wheeler denied eternal hell-fire, and thus by
being one- third Infidel and only two-thirds Christian he made a much better plea than he otherwise would. When he is three-thirds Infidel he will
do first-rate.
Mr. French presided at the debate, assisted by
Mr. Baker and Mr. Billington, and there was no
trouble from beginning to end. Good nature prevailed. I do not know whether any Christians were
converted, but I am certain that Freethought has
been greatly strengthened by this agitation. It has
its supporters among the best men of the community.
The Fort Fairfield Liberal League was organized
last winter, with a fine membership, and it has
prospered well. Several lectures hav been given
by local talent, and by others-Mr. Ellis, of Secular
Thought, etc. This debate was the result of a
debate recently held between Mr. French and Geo.
Eastman. This started the fire, which has been
burning ever since, and now this great blaze. The
audiences were larger than any ever gathered in
this community. The interest has been intense.
Liberals are satisfied with the outcome and are ready
for another debate at any time the Christians may
choose.
I think a great work can be done in Aroostook
county, not only at Fairfield, but at Caribou, Presque
Isle, and Houlton. There are hundreds of Liberals
here, and by combination they can accomplish a
great deal.
It is a curious fact that the Salvation Army barracks has fallen into the hands of the Liberals, and
is now called Liberty Hall. Mr. Baker owns it ;
has fitted it up nicely, and the Liberal League
meets here every Sunday evening.
I had the pleasure on Sunday afternoon of
listening to Rev. F. A. Gilmore, Unitarian, of
Presque Isle. I find him a broad-minded, scholarly,
and Liberal gentleman. He is a very popular
speaker and has the largest audience of any clergyman at Presque Isle. As he stands upon the
Theistic platform of Thomas Paine without bigotry,
of. course we can shake hands cordially.
I hav enjoyed myself greatly in this New England
community. They are a go-ahead people here in
true Yankee style. They don't hurry as they do
out West, but they " get there " just the same with
both feet. This must be a lovely place in summer,
and I hope to visit it some time amidst the splendors of June. They hav twenty-six schoolhouses
in Fort Fairfield, some of them costly and beautiful;
and as long as these remain we need not hav·much
fear of the triumph of superstition.
Besides the debate, I lectured on Sunday morning on " The Rights of Man." I lecture to-morrow,
Thursday evening, at Liberty Hall, on "Evolution
and Creation."
R. L. Baker, president of the Liberal League,
who has been an outspoken Freethinker for nearly
half a century; who has been selectman of the town
for thirteen years, deputy collector, sheriff, etc., in
spite of his declared views; is heart and hand in
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the Liberal work. He distributes books and ·
pamphlets at his own expense. He givs the free
use of Liberty Hall to the League, and generously
aids in other directions.
On Saturday evening after the lecture I enjoy a
fine sleighride to the home of Joseph A. Conant.
I havn't had a sleighride for years, and it was quite
delightful to renew old memories as we sped over
the snow in the brilliant moonlight. It is a quarter
of a century, I guess, since I hav thus dashed over
New England hills. Mr. Conant is a stalwart
Liberal. He is the father of nine boys and two
girls. He was a great-grandfather in his sixtieth
year. Liberalism prevails in this big family, descendants of one of the first Puritan governors of
Massachusetts. I had a pleasant visit at his home
four miles out, returBing Sunday morning. Sunday was a busy day all round. I went to meeting
three times, as most of the people did-to my own
meeting in the morning ; to Mr. Gilmore's in the
afternoon, and to Mr. Wheeler's in the evening.
The Christians didn't want to debate on the holy
Sabbath, and so the day was given up to these
different services, and the debate continued on
Monday and Tuesday.
Among the friends I meet here, members of the
Liberal League, etc., are Mr. and Mrs. Waldron;
Geo. W. Eastman, who can hold his own with anybody, clergyman or otherwise ; John McGill, an
earnest worker; Mr. and Mrs. Grant; Dr. A. D.
Sawyer ; N. H. Martin; Geo. E. Bartlett; A. I.
Rollins; W. T. Spear; J. F. Hacker, cousin of
Jeremiah Hacker, the stalwart of nearly a hundred
years; J. M. Wheeler, cashier of national bank;
Cutts & Skates, proprietors of a large furniture
establishment, etc.; J. S. Hall; Ole Johnson, and
many others. Mrs. A. W. Hoyt attended all the
debates and faithfully reported the points made to
her sick husband, who could not attend on account
of injuries received while in the war, but who is
every inch a Freethinker and wanted to know how
the intellectual battle was going on.
A. 0. French and Dennis BillingtoB, representativs of the Christian party, acted with the greatest
fairness and courtesy. Mr. French is proprietor of
a large business house, and acts on the square, and
his creed doesn't seem to hurt him a bit. If God
has the same sense of fair dealing I don't believe I
shall suffer much in the world to come.
In every way I hav enjoyed the campaign-good
weather, good attendance, good people, and good
cheer.
I was pleased to meet Geo. E. Baxter, of Perth
Center, New Brunswick, who occasionally lectures
for the Liberal League and keeps our flag flying
on the other side. G. B. Frizzell, of the Collins
House, is a genial entertainer and supports me for
the combat with plenty of home comforts. I also
enjoy the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Baker.
Mrs. Baker is not Liberal altogether as to creed, but
liberal as to heart every time. And so are many of
the Christians I hav met here. They don't think
me so very bad, after all. They are apparently
sorry that I am to be damned, but they don't fret
over it any more than I do.
Daniel Hopkins, a Grand Army comrade, is
pretty well posted up on Daniel in the lions' den,
the king's image, the beast, the ten horns, etc., and
givs me a good· deal of information as concerns
both the ancient and the modern world. He expects the end will come-Gog and Magog will be
in battle array, the way of the East will be open,
etc. There are quite a number of Adventists in
this community, but they are not so far advanced
yet as the American Sentinel.
Fort Fairfield, I guess, is the banner town of
this Eastern country, and Liberty Hall will giv
forth no uncertain sound for many a year to come.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Fort Fairfield, March 29, 1893.

To My Liberal Friends.
I propose to publish a pamphlet, the opening
part of which appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER
this week, entitled, "Religion a Curse, Religion a
Disease, Religion a Lie." I consider that we are
drifting into a most dangerous religious tyranny
and war. It is not simply church and theology
that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
of these, which is what I hav defined it to be. We
must understand religion, and for the safety of the
race we must destroy religion. I want this book
to be widely read. It is important. Religion as
the foe of humanity is not sufficiently understood.
We do not realize its terrific nature. I hav written
this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
book. Circulate it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

•
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Gommunioations.
Religion a Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion
a Lie.
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Whatever may be the essence of religion it inev·
itably manifests itself in a belief in God. Exclude
all idea of a deity and there is no support for religion. A belief in immortality is the logical result
of a belief in God. It is impossible to believe in
God, that is, in infinite goodness, without believing
in immortality. If the mind is restricted to this
present world there is no possible demonstration of
deity.
Time is perfectly atheistical, absolutely
godless. It is only by the reflected light of eternity
that any divinity is discoverable. Against the
overwhelming logic of the ills that flesh is heir to;
of the tragedies of life, of the horrors of human experience, the theologian only finds refuge in the
endless hereafter. Without a supernal world he is
hors de combat. He must give his God another
chance, or even he himself is compelled to admit
that God is a failure. St. Paul declared that if
this life were all then are we most miserable,
thus frankly confessing that without immortality
the deity is a stupendous fraud. And right St.
Paul is, for if you take away from the believer in God
the dream of immortality this life becomes to him a
terrific puzzle, for he sees his God bafil.ed at almost
every point. Certainly the manifestation of God
in this life is so weak, so pitiable, so contemptible,
so useless, so beggarly, that he net:ds several eternities in which to vindicate his good name. It will
take him a long period hereafter to make up for the
infinite wrongs he now permits. I doubt if he
ever can prove his omnipotent benevolence-if
through millions of eons he can wipe away the
stain of his earthly defeat. No amount of deific
splendor in the next world might make one fully
forgive him his cruel derelictions in this. The
only plea that one can possibly make is that of "no
jurisdiction;" that this is the devil's world, and the
devil will give God no chance. God is " conspicuous by his absence," so far as this life goes. Thus
religion is forced to a belief in immortality as a
supplement to its belief in God. Take away immortality and religion would perish of despairfor it could no longer defend its God at the bar of
human reason.
Thus religion ever has and ever will express
itself in these two beliefs, God and Immortalityand when I speak of religion I speak of that in
man which necessarily and logically affirms these
dogmas.
It might be possible to so subtly define religion
as to separate it as a feeling from these dogmas,
but as a matter of fact this has never been done.
No religion has ever existed without a belief in
God and Immortality in some form. A simple
belief in Immortality without a belief in God does
not constitute a religion.
I do not consider
Spiritualism a religion. It is simply a philosophy.
To believe that I exist to-day does not make me religious; to believe that I will exi,st to-morrow does
not make me religious, and so a belief in existence
hereafter as a continuation of this existence, provided that belief is based on present experience,
does not make one religious. So when I say that
religion is a curse, I do not mean to say that Secular and scientific Spiritualism is a curse, or even a
folly. It is simply a human natural belief like a
belief in continued life on this planet, and does not
involve religion. If Spiritualism does become a
religion by insisting upon a belief in God, then it
is not only a folly but a curse, and must perish in
the pathway of civilization. There are Spiritualists
and Spiritualists. The Secular Spiritualist is with
us, the religious or godly Spiritualist is against us.
One on evidence can believe in a future life without believing in God ; but one cannot believe in
God without believing in a future life, but a belief
in a future life on a, theistic basis is entirely
different from a belief in a future life on a natural
basis.
Therefore in what might be called coinmon sense
Spiritualism there is no such thing as religion.
There is no such thing as a "Religion of Humanity." Comte has failed in his efforts. There
might be a theology without a religion; but there
cannot be a religion without a theology. Religion
involves worship; for if one believes in a God, be
will worship that God. But one cannot worship
humanity. There are noble qualities or attributes
in humanity; but one cannot worship a quality, or
an attribute. He must worship a being. Comte
endeavored to make a supreme being out of hu;planit_y. But there is no such thing. Humanity

is composed of individuals, and the individual being
is to our experience the greatest being. Put a
million individuals together, and you do not increase
the quality of their being. . There is no added
dignity. You have no supreme being, only the
individual still. Hence the worship of humanity is
simply the worship of some individual, and such
worship is degrading, and of course contrary to the
idea of Comte. Comte as a matter of fact invented
a huge abstraction, which is aft-er all only a kind of
God and bas no real existence.
Comte rejected
theology, but accepted its outer habiliments, its
husks ; but religion cannot feed upon these, and
hence the "religion of humanity" is dead.
The sentiment of humanity is something entirely
different from the "religion" of humanity. The
sentiments of love, devotion, self-sacrifice, exist in
and of themselves, and require no religious foundation. When I speak against religion, I do not
speak against a single natural sentiment of humanity, I want to distinguish religion from all these.
Spencer's " religion of the unknowable" is also an
absurdity. Religion is not a thought, I grant, but
a feeling. But feeling is founded on sensation,
and sensation must involve knowledge. In order
to feel anything you must sense it, and therefore
to feel anything in regard to the "unknowable"
one must "sense" it, and if one senses the "unknowable" then he must have some knowledge of
it. The infant can give no intellectual . definition
of its means of sustenance, but will anyone affirm
that to the childish mind the breasts of the mother
are " unknowable?" As well assert that the sustenance of poetry is unknowable to the poet's, or
that the sustenance of religion is unknowable to
the believer's, mind. The poet cannot always explain the origin of his ineffable ecstasy, but will
anyone affirm thnt it originates in absolute ignorance~ If there is in this universe such a thing as
the " unknowable" we cannot possibly conceive it,
or picture it, and there] ore we cannot possibly have
any feeling concerning it, an:'i therefore there can
be no "religion of the unknowable."
The endeavor to save religion to science or
humanity is absolutely useless. It cannot be done.
The curse cannot be taken from religion by seeking to change its nature, or its meaning.
In affirming that religion is a curse-not incidentally, but essentially-it is necessary that we
know what religion is. The tree is known by its
fruits, and in this way we must know religion.
Religion is inseparable, as I have said, from the
God-idea.
What is the God-idea 1
I do not see how it is possible to understand
God in any other sense than as a personality. An
"impersonal God" is a contradiction in terms.
The " God of nature" if it means anything more
than force means a person. ·If you ('all it "purpose," "intelligence," "mind," or even only "tendency," it must still be a personality. If there is a
choice in the "tendency" it must be a personal
choice. If there is no choice, then why call it God 1
It is no more "God" than the running of water
downhill is "God." Pantheism if it means anything must mean that the whole universe is the expression of a personality. How can pantheism be
any different from Atheism if it does not mean this?
Atheism recognizes universal force, but that force
is neither good nor evil as universal. It is only
good or evil when partially considered-that is,
when it is in relations. But pantheism asserts that
the universal force is good. How can it be good in
any real sense except it chooses to be good~ How
can it be worthy of any reverence unless its goodness is the result of a personal effort? In other
words, pantheism simply means that all force is
thought-force or will-force, and it is this which
Atheism denies. There can be no will-force, bowever, without a personality.
God therefore, however vaguely and variously the
term may be used, is a personality.
There can be no religion therefore without a
belief in a personal God, or at any rate in a personal
manifestation of God like Christ or Buddha in
which is centered the religious feeling and hope.
There is no religion without some supernatural
being as the object of its worship.
With these explanations let me a give a definition
of religion which I believe to be perfectly historic
and scientific.
Religion is that feeling in humanity which always
results in a belief in God, in a personal God or a
personal manifestation of God ; and also results in
a belief in immortality as necessary to the vindication of the justice and goodness of God; and it also
results necessarily in worship, in order to obtain the
good will of God as the supreme ruler, and to enjoy the rewards of the hereafter, wherein the perfections of God will be· victorious.
I propose to show that religion, thus defined,

with its attendant results is a curse to humanity,
and therefore should be utterly abolished. It is a
purely savage feeling, a bat'baric belief, and unfit
for man's highest civilization.
It is the f_oe of
liberty and the enemy ~f human pr~gress. Histo:y
proves this, and analysis of the feehng as such will
declare why it bas been so.
Desperate attempts have been made to save the
name of religion, as if religion in · itself WIre a
precious jewel-only it has been "in the roug~,"
they .say; in bad company and has never shown Its
pure brilliancy. Clear religion, it is said, of its
unfavorable surrounding and it will be a beautiful
thing-a benefit to humanity. Religion is n~t a
jewel. It is a dagger-a bloody dagger. It IR a
dagger in its very nature. Brighten it up and it
will be a dagger still. Wipe off the blood and its
dazzling blade is still ready for slaughter. You
cannot change that dagger into a jewel to sbine in
peaceful luster. All the ornaments of religion ar~
but the ornaments of a weapon of death.
It is said that the numberless cruelties of religion
are the fruits of its abuse, and not of its real nature.
Is it possible that the abuse of a naturally good
thing could result in such unmitigated evil1 If it
could be shown that religion has benefited the
race, it might be admitted that the evil it bas done
was not normal, but abnormal. But religion has
never l>enefited the race-it has never given it one
truth, one art, one invention, or one discovery. It
has been a murderer and a despot from the beginning.
It has slain millions of the human race and has not
preserved one single human life. It ha.s fllways
opposed science. It has imprisoned the noblest of
mankind ; put them to the torture and to death.
The dungeon, the cross, the fagot, and the chain
have been its constant aids. It is nonsense to say
that the abuse of a naturally good thing would
result in such infinite havoc. Liberty is a naturally
good thing, and the abuse of liberty has been
simply terrible; but over against this abuse behold
the glory that has been achieved through libertythe bights that have been won, the genius displayed,
the knowledge acquired, the virtues attained. In
spite of all abuse liberty has been an infinite blessing. But religion can show no such record as
against its dark and bloody deeds.
It cannot
square the account. It has not a single credit
mark. It has been evil, and evil only. Not one
virtue has it ever given to humanity-not one ray
of light or genuine hope. It has never planted one
seed, or reaped one golden harvest. It is in its
very nature a curse, and history is my witness.. It
is impossible for a thing really good to be the
source of so much misery. What is so everlastingly
bad in its effects must be bad at its fountainhead,
and this I affirm.
An effort has been made by many liberal minded
religious people to shift the responsibility from
religion to theology. It is theology that is the
source of these evils, they say, not religion per se.
I deny this, and affirm that it is religion itself that
is the curse, and not the theology that accompanies
it. Theology is the child of religion-its intellectual
offspring-but the child is not the criminal, but the
father. If the child is cruel, it is because the fa I her
is cruel. Religion is the root, and theology is the
flower, and the bitterness of the root bas ever mode
poisonous the flower, so that it has breathed
destruction.
Theology is a purely intellectual affair, and simply
as such is perfectly innocent. The theologian
simply as a theologian would no more persecute
than the mathematician as a mathematician would
persecute. Keep theology entirely within intellectual influences and it would be as gentle as philosophy or poetry, or pure· metaphysics. It would be
merely a mental amusement careless of acceptance
or non-acceptance. It is only when feeling is involved that the theologicum odium is aroused.
The mathematician would be equally cruel if the
same feeling co-existed with his mental operations.
If the eternal happiness of the mathematician was
endangered by a non-belief in the theorem that
the square of the hypothenuse is equal to the sum ·
of the squ~re of the other two sides of a triangle,
he would mstantly persecute everyone who would
not accept the theorem. Or if he was convinced
that a denial of this theorem was necessary to his
eternal happiness, he would not only deny it
himself, but ~raw th~ swo_rd and compel everybody
else to deny It, and Impnson and kill those who
affirmed it. The purely intellectual man would
never persecute, be he theologian or mathematician.
but when his intellect becomes the slave of feeling
then the spirit of persecution is aroused. Religion
the ~eeling, and not theology the intellectual perceptiOn, has been the source of every persecution,
and It is absurd to try to vindicate religion at the
expense of theology. It won't do. .Neither history, nor science, nor human nature admits the
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evasion. Theology has been hideous and damnable,
but it is religion that has made it so. Take away
religion and theology would sink into "innocuous
desuetude." It would then become an intellectual
toy-a plaything of the imagination, a will-o'-wisp
of the fancy. But join religion with theology and
it is at once a cruel beast, like its progenitor.
If I bring theology to the bar of human judgment, I bring it simply as the accomplice of religion.
Religion is the instigator of every crime which
theology has. sanctioned. Theology has simply
followed after; it has not gone before. Religion is
the master, theology is the perpetual slave. Kill
religion and you will kill theology ; but kill all
present forms of theology and new forms will
appear, still partaking of the dark and bitter fountain
· from whence they spring. It is useless to fight
theology merely. It is religion itself that must be
exterminated, and then theology will trouble us no
more.
It is said that religion is a beautiful thing. So
is the tiger beautiful when it is not mad. What is
more beautiful than its graceful antics ~ So is
the serpent beautiful when it is not angered.
What is more charming than a snake? What glorious colors it has. What delightful movements.
What exquisite grace. But the nature of the tiger
and the snake exist in spite of their beautiful appearances. Yes, religion is beautiful, wonderfully
attractive. It charms the eye and ear. Behold its
gorgeous temples, its majestic statues, its enchanting pictures, its gloom irradiant with colors soft
and thrilling. Listen to its solemn music, its
chants, its sweet songs, its alluring voices. Yes,
religion is beautiful. Its service is magnificent.
It awes and s·.1bdues. The worshipers bow with
rapture. Yes, religion untouched seems as peaceful as a poetic dream-it flows along a limpid
shining stream-and who could think for a moment
that there could be any terror in this lovely apparition, that it could torture and slay, that it was
more cruel than the grave, that its music could
turn to groans-its songs to tears-its temples to
dungeons!
Ah, the ocean is beautiful, beautiful in its sunny
glory, beautiful as it breaks in white splendor all
along the sunny beach, beautiful in its calm blue
depths beneath the calm blue sky, beautiful as
it flows against the silver morn or golden eve;
beautiful as the ship speeds merrily over its azure
plain; beautiful as the stars are mirrored in its soft
expanse; beautiful as it mingles with the moonlight
on dark-browed rocks; beautiful as the chambered
nautilus sa,ils along its diamond surface; beautiful as
we daintily play with its glittering billows, and the
boat rocks to our happy dreams and the far-off
horizon seems like Cleopatra's jewel melting in the
glorious effulgence of the plll"ple of the sea. Oh, it
is beautiful, but let the breast of that peaceful
ocean be smitten by the storm, let the hurricane
come, where is the beauty then ? Lost in terror, in
shipwreck, and in death. Then everywhere the sea
becomes a raging monster; it lashes the shores, it
hurls thousands to destruction; it is an immeasUl"able horror.
So with religion, beautiful when summer's peace
is brooding over it, but let religion be struck with
fear, let it feel that its pomp and power are endangered, that it must preserve itself, and it becomes a monster, it fights like the wild beast, it
bites like a serpent. It rends, it tears, it crushes,
it devours, it kills. It is like the mighty ocean
when the whirlwind is sweeping over it. Its beauty
vanishes in immeasurable gloom. Then the tiger,
the serpent ·nature of this beautiful religion is
revealed.
It does not seem as if a belief in God and immortality could be so cruel. How can a belief in
infinite goodness make one infinitely devilish! How
can a belief in eternal existence kindle the fires of
dark damnation! Yet it is so. These two beliefs
have been the most dang::rous in all human history.
Dominating the mind, intensely held, they have
transformed man to a tiger. It is strange that
what appears so beautiful in itself, so sublime and
precious should be the source of the greatest
horrors.' One would think that a belief in God
would make one kind and charitable. That the
dream of immol'tality would suffuse life with measureless sweetness. But these beliefs have had the
exactly opposite effect. Regarded as the greatest
of blessings they have really been the greatest of
curses. It is religion that has made them so. If
these beliefs had been purely scientific they wo~ld
indeed have been a "thing of beauty and a JOY
forever." If God and Immortality had been the
gifts of science, how ;noble they would have be~n,
how infinitely splendid. What warmth_ and brilliance they would have shed on human hfe .. What
grace and magnificence they would_ have g1v~n to
human toil. But being, not the g1fts of sCience,

but the creatures of religious feeling, they have
been a bloody paraphernalia along man's pathway.
The face of God has been the face of a fiend, and
the dream of immortality an eternal hell.
This is simply a fact, attested by a thousand wars,
a million murders. I will endeavor to explain this
fact and show that religion in its very nature must
be cruel.
Religion originates in a desire for happiness. It
is not that desire simply in itself, but the intensification, the crystallization, the abnormal emphasis
of that desire. It is that desire made determinate,
all-absorbing and all-commanding.
The very nature of religion therefore is absolute
selfishness. It originates in selfishness. It is the
expression of selfishness. From beginning to end
it is a colossal egotism. It is more selfish than the
desire for food by the hungry man, or for warmth
by the naked wanderer.
How often it has been declared that religion is
self-sacrificing; that it is indeed in its very essence
self-sacrifice. There never was a falser idea;
there never was an act · of religion that did not
pertain to self; that did not begin with self and
end with self. There is not a particle of generosity, of self-abandon, of real kindness in
religion. Religious sacrifi!)es I admit, always
sacrifices, but it never sacrifices itself. It sacrifices a lesser good to a higher-the little self
to the larger self-that is all. Self is not forgotten or obliterated. Religion has been one long
record of sacrifices-sacrifices of millions of men, of
doves, of sheep, of oxen, of the fruits of the earth.
Religion is nothing but sacrifice, we might say,
but never self-sacrifice. I challenge the production of one single deed of real self-sacrifice
in all human history that has been the result of the
religious motive. Great acts have been done for
religion's sake-acts of heroism and splendor,
romantic acts-but these acts have been all for the
glory of the self. Armies have been led to mighty
battles, innumerable sufferings have been borne,
dangers dared, death encountered, for religion's
sake, still the ulterior motive has been the exaltation of self.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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various organic kingdoms ; the atmoaphere, its
composition, influence, and saturating power, its
relation to life and the laws governing the sanie ;
the chemical elementary substances, a subject of
paramount importance. Here we will delay to remark that this last is a subject that every person
ought to be more or le:ss familiar with, since these
elements enter into the composition and construction of everything celestial and terrestrial, animate
or inanimate. Nothing can exist or ever existed
without them; everything that has ever been produced or is being produced, from a simple protoplasm to an electric battery, is composed of them.
This part shows the momentous role the vitalizing
element, oxygen, with hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, play in organic life.
The subject of the fourth chapter, the sun, can
not be overestimated. The facts dealt with are so
extraordinary that the soberest hypothesis must appear extravagant. It is only by careful study and
reflection that we can fully appreciate the sun's
power and value; that we can learn something of
its relationship to life-that the sun is the source,
mediately or immediately, of all vegetable and
animal life. By his warmth the sea is kept liquid
and the air gaseous, the storms are agitated and
the winds blown, etc.
The author demonstrates in these introductory
chapters that, search where you will in the universe,
suns, stars, planets, satellites, this tel'l'estrial globe,
its atmosphere, infinit space, chemi(al constituents,
animal and vegetable life, all,.all, everything known,
is found to be natural, governed by natural laws;
and not a vestige, not the remotest shadow, of anything supernatural, of a God or gods, is to be found.
It demonstrates that the sun sets all this wonderful machinery in motion, exerts all the power that
is exerted both physically and physiologically.
The scriptural criticism is certainly new and
striking. The doctor proves beyond a possibility
of contradiction that the first ten chapters of Genesis are an imaginary production, of fabulous origin
-stories told and handed down thousands of years
perhaps before the supposed creation was to hav
occurred. The author makes it clearly manifest
that the creation of man, as represented in the Bible,
is an absurdity, an impossibility. Man cannot be
made out of dust, because more than two-thirds of
A. Compend of' Anti-religion and Science.
water· enters into his composition. The author
"The Creation of God," is the title of a book by makes it clear that the story was composed by
Dr. Jacob Hartmann, a graduate of American, some prolific brain when the human family had
Canadian, and British medical schools, and univer- attained a high degree of civilization. He shows
sities and other institutions of learning.
that the story of a universal deluge is as frivolous
We beg to call especial attention to this work. as it is false; that it is ridiculous in modern times
It is original in its conception ; bold and fearless to entertain an absurdity so palpable as that a rise
in its expression; free from prejudice or bigotry; of twenty-six feet of water could cover highlands
profound in thought; full of facts, truth, scientific and mountains ranging from three to eighteen
and historical data; concise in its arrangement; thousand feet above the level of the sea. How the
plain in its statement; clear and popular in its idea of God originated is fully discussed, and the
language. The scientifi<> part is comprehensiv, mental process that led to the formation of idols,
easily understood, abounding in useful and prac- their worship and religious ceremonies. From
tical information. It is not a production to be the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformasimply glanced at and thrown aside; not written tion and his banishment for heresy and blasphemy
for the moment, to excite the passions and emo- against the Chaldean idols, to Christ's coming, the
tions ; but a book that must undoubtedly be re- principal characters are analyzed and shown to be
garded as among the standard works, classic in its human, by thought and deed. It is made plain
character. It must be studied, thought over; and that the peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subthis will call forth ideas and exercise the reasoning terfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and superfaculties. It is full of useful knowledge. It is a natural padding are the proper offspring of the
text-book that will not be affected by age, that can then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstibe read and re1·ead with interest and profit. It is tion, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
nowhere tedious, always instructiv, apprehensible, The doctor reviews the patriarchal, Egyptian, and
and e~tertaining. Of whatever bias or belief any theocratic periods; the struggle for national life,
individual may be, he or she will certainly be much first under the leadership of General Moses, the
improved mentally by reading the contents of this hero and savior of Egypt, the originator of Jehovah,
the ambitious, scheming, intriguing politician;
book.
There are thirty chapters, and each chapter is then under his followers of the time of Samuel, the
an essay of itself, treating the subject thoroughly, Warwick of antiquity, the stern, bloodthirsty priest
bringing the most important points prominently and general who led the nation to the zenith of its
and clearly before the mind. The first four chap- glory and greatness, making Saul and David kings;
ters are devoted to the consideration of the chief the movement culminating with the profligate, licenaspects of the natural universe-our own solar and tious debaucher Solomon, who ruined the nation;
planetary system, their relativ size, distance, and thenc~ through the several centuries of theocmtic
constituents, also distant stars, planets, and sys- and monarchial form of government, during which
tems, as far as the human intellect has up 'to there were continual quarrels, dissensions, and
modern times discovered by astronomical research, bloody crimes and barbarism, terminating in their
painting the insignificance of our own sun with its captivity and dispersion, with .the so-called Lost
planets, satellites, etc., compared with the incalcu- Tribes returning to idolatry, while two are prelable number of other systems, suns and planets, served by the Levites, the priestly tribe. The intheir vast number and magnitude, their respectiv terest never seems to flag. Vigor and graphicalsituations in infinit space. Such facts are recited, ness mark the recital, and curiosity grows more
for instance, as that the sun, notwithstanding its intense as the reader proceeds from chapter to
so-called prodigious volume, is comparativly but a chapter.
The principles of life, the animal machine, deserve
mere speck, appearing, when viewed from other
remote planets, as a star ·perhaps of the second, and obtain special attention. The master tissues
third, or fourth magnitude. This terrestrial globe of the body, as the author designates the muscular
is discussed-its gaseous, fluid, and solid state; the and nervous tissues, these perform the work of the
earth's crust, the geological formation, its age, its body, consume the elaborated food and throw off
constant elementary changes; its products, vege- the waste material. The muscular tissues perform
table and animal life; its motion, variations, and for their function all the mechanical labor; while
phenomena; the antiquity and evolution of the the nervous tissues, the brain, spinal cord, etc.,
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direct or guide them, thought, recollection, im- J T. B. Wakeman delivered a very interesting lectagination, etc., etc., being the proper functions of ure before the Newark Liberal League last Sunday.
the brain.
·I·he author advocates the view "How to Sustain the Disillusioned in Religion"
that nothing can be conscious except brain matter, was the title of his lecture. In opening Mr. Wakeand only through brain matter can intellect, under- man said:
.
standing, wisdom, etc., be produced, and what is
"This day is the birthday of spring. It IS
known as mind, soul, or spirit-these all being one called Easter, after Eastre who was the goddess of
and the same thing-has no existence apart from spring and light. It is a day of happiness. We
nervous organization; all the unReen forces are the owe it to no one in particular, and we do not proproducts of chemical combination, vitalized or non- pose to let any one sect claim it as theirs.
vitalized. All other organs, we are given to under"I hav frequently been asked the question,
stand, are subservient to the master tissues.
'What are you going to giv us in place of the
The chapter on Alcohol and its Effects upon the religion you hav taken from us~' I always tell
master tissues everyone ought to read. It is a those who ask this question that we will sustain
remarkable chapter, and deserves the closest atten- them by giving them a new religion which is higher
tion.
and better than the old. The difficulty has been
It is impossible in this brief review to do justice that Liberals were compelled by their position to
to this excellent work, valuable for its helpful assume the analytical instead of the synthetical
information. It must be read and studied to be cours2. But as in government the object of all
appreciated. The book, though in part antagonistic revolution is to put a new and better government
to the prevailing beliefs or opinions, bigotry or in the place of the old, so in religion. We can't
prejudice, should be obtained and read by every destroy religion (using the word properly). But
thinker. "The Creation of God" we unhesitatingly we can replace the old religion by one which is
pronounce a fit companion for any book or class of higher and better and which will hold us closer tobooks in any library.
gether."
.
. .
Mr. Wakeman then co!llpared the ideas of the
Liberal Societies.
ancient Hebrews with those held by the people of
"TheGlad Tidingsof Easter" was the subject of to-day. Their ideas were suitedto their knowledge,
Professor Adler's lecture in Chickering Hall last and so we must suit our own ideas to our knowlSunday morning. Every seat in the hall was taken edge. The lecturer also told how he could take
and more than a hundred people were forced to the symbols of any religion and explain them so
stand. The following is a synopsis of the pro- that they would suit the new. Continuing he said:
feasor's remarks:
"In place of the little personal god you were
" The tidings of Easter are, in the first place, worshiping, we giv a higher and a bet.ter one.
that spring is coming. This is sufficient to send a When I am asked if I believe in a God, I say,
gleam of gladness into the heart. But from times •Yes, a bigger one than you hav any idea about.'
of old men hav been accustomed to giv spiritual That god is the universe. We destroy something
significance to the coming of spring. After a long that was never seen and replace it by something
period of stagnation comes the rejuvenation. Can that you can see all around you. In place of Christ,
we predict for man the perennial rejuvenation?
we giv you Humanity ; and instead of the Holy
"I was in Florence a year ago ; I hav never been Ghost we hav the common life and love of the
in a city that impressed me more. But I doubt if world."
there was one thing that made a deeper impression
Among those who spoke after Mr. "yY akeman
on me than did Ira Giovanni Angelico's painting were Mrs. Smith, Messrs. Bird, Walker, Mayo,
of the crucifixion in the convent of San ·Marco. Morris, Place, Brill, and Burton. Messrs. Place
There are thousands of paintings of the crucifixion; and Burton spoke against the lecturer, but so
artists seem to harp on that subject. The reason flabbergasted was the former by the first words of
undoubtedly is that it givs them an opportunity to Mr. Wakeman's reply to his adverse critics, that he
represent the tale of sorrow that is so common. left the room without waiting for the end.
But in all of these paintings the face of Jesus is the
Evidently the members of the Manhattan Liberal
common type of the country wherein it was Club are not thoroughly inculcated with the impainted. Every artist has put his own conception portance of keeping religious holidays, for despite
of sorrow into the face of Christ. Here it is the the fact that it was Good Friday and Passover,
sorrow of the dull, stupid peasant. There the the meeting-room was well filled on the 31st. C.
sorrow represented is that which can only be L. Schwartz lectured on "Capital Punishment."
ameliorated by supplicating heaven. But what The lecturer reviewed the various methods that hav
struck me in the face of Fra Angelico's Christ was been used to decapitate criminals. He also spoke
that it was so different from any of these. It was at some length, and without any dulcification, of
the face of a high intellectual being who seemed to the ba!"barous methods of the inquisitors. Mr.
see that there must be sorrow in order that there Schwartz concluded by saying that he objected to
may be joy.
capital punishment for three reasons; viz. : it en" The message of Easter is of the life that comes tails expense, it is demoralizing in its effects on the
out of death. It is of the joy that comes out of community, and it is unpleasant.
sorrow. Its tidings are not for those who are
The critics were Mr. Macdonald, Mrs. Leonard,
llaturally joyous; they are not for the happy Dr. Weeks, and Mr. Oppenheimer. Next Friday
maidens and youths. The message of Easter is to evening Mohamet Alexander Webb will lecture.
those who are in trouble; it is to tell them of a joy
Mr. H. Nichols delivered an address on the
that is possible.
"When I speak of those in trouble I hav in mind " Silver Question" before the Brooklyn Philosophthree classes. First those who are troubled with ical Society. The lecturer said that the country
a guilty conscience. There are many who are guilty had been declinmg yearly since 1866, when gold
of wrong-doing, but of these it is only the better and silver was the currency of the country. Mr.
class who are troubled with the pangs of conscience. Nichols thought that Mr. Sherman's attitude on the
It is a sign of self-respect; let the wrong-doers who silver question was prompted by a strong regard
are thus troubled be not discouraged but begin "for revenue only." Among those who replied to
anew. According to the teachings of Christianity the lecturer were Messrs. Hanson, Beers, Elwell,
man is naturally bad. According to the teachings and Stone. Next Sunday Dr. Holbrook will lecture
of Christ man is naturally good. In this the teach- on "The Evolution of the Marriage Relations."
ings of Christ are diametrically opposed to those of
A Congress of Freethinkers.
Christianity.
•
" The second class I hav in view are the parents
I hav just read in last week's TRUTH SEEKER Mr.'
who hav been unsuccessful in their efforts to bring John E. Remsburg's call for a World's Fair Conup their children properly. They should not despair, gress of Freethinkers. This is a very commendable
but rather should feel better able to succeed on the object. The different religious denominations are
second trial. The third class consists of those who to bav gatherings of this kind, and nothing would
are attempting the erection of a nation. Here my be more appropriate than for the friends of Freethoughts revert once more to the subject of last thought to do the same. We are sure that such a
Sunday's lecture. The more the Russian revolu- gathering could be made a grand success, and
tionists are persecuted the more they feel that right its influence an inspiration to universal mental
and truth will eventually prevail; and this shows liberty for many years to come. Let every Freeus that nothing can giv us faith in truth and justice thinker in the land giv his or her aid toward the
but deeds.
fulfillment of Mr. Remsburg's call. Last evening I
"To-day there is repeated in all churches the delivered a lecture in this city on " The Evidences
story of one who died a martyr's death. All of Christianity Tested." Springfield is a priestreverence and all honor to him-Jesus of Nazareth. ridden place, and Liberals are strictly in the
But his was after all but the type of that martyr- minority. However, the Illinois State Journal in
dom which is much greater than his, that of the this morning's issue did me honor by displaying
human race, which has been crucified thousands of the true spirit of Christian bigotry. This is the
times and died thousands of deaths."
first time, I believe, that a Springfield paper has
Next Sunday Professor Adler will lecture on taken notice of a F,reethought lecture, and here it
''The Anti-Semitic Movement in Germany."
is:

CENTURIES OF DE'LUSION.

"Popular Evidences in Favor of Ohrist~anity :rested,"
was the subject of a lecture by Franklm f?temer last
evening in the supervisor's room. Mr. Stemer or the
man who wrote the lecture for him has sta~ted t<> prove
that the majority of the world's populatiOn hav been
seriously deluded for over eighteen hundred years. At
the close oi his lecture he offered for sale Ingersoll souvenir spoons, and books bearing on the subject of his
talk. The attendance was small.
Now the little penny-a-line scribe who wrote the
above is not aware of the fact that Mr. Steiner's
lectures are not written at all. Hence the man
whom the Jow·nal refers to could not hav written
it for him, whoever that man may be.
Possibly, as
some reporter for the Journal is so well informed
concerning my affairs, he can tell me who it is that
writes my lectures, and can tell me another thing
that I did not know before-that the lecture delivered in Springfield last evening was ever in
manuscript! Who is it that believes that the
majority of mankind hav been deluded for ·over
eighteen hundred years~ Here, our scribbler is
'not aware of the fact that the majority of mankind
are not Chriotians. This is so nevertheless, and
therefore the Christian believes that the majority of
mankind hav been deluded-not for eighteen hundred years, but for over two thousand years. Rev.
George W. Northrup, president of the Morgan
Park Theological Seminary, at the meeting of the
American Baptist Missionary Union two years ago
made this statement : "There are to-day one billion
heathens, while at the beginning of the Christian
era there were only six hundred millions, an actual
increase of four hundred millions after the lapse of
eighteen centuries. Again, during the era of
modern missions-the last one hundred yeatsthe heathen population has increased two hundred
millions, while the number converted to Christianity
from the whole heathen world is estimated at
three millions."
Not only, according to the Christian scheme, hav
the majority of the human race been deluded for
over eighteen hundred years, but more are deluded to-day than there were eighteen hundred
years ago! Yet we must not say that there is a
possibility of Christians themselvs being deluded.
Oh, no.
FRANKLIN STEINER.
Springfield, El., March 28, 1893.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The Socialistic local government of Roubais,
France, has vetoed every item on the city budget
which directly or indirectly appropriated money for
churches and other clerical institutions.
A new Freethought paper has seen the light at
Barcelona, Spain. It has been named La Piqueta
del Libre Pensamiento (The Freethought. Picket),
and its editor is the well-known Freethinker E.
Moreno Acosta.
Mr. Hildebrandt, of Berlin,· Germany, has been
sentenced to prison by the German supreme court.
Tne wicked man had in his brochure, "A Modern
Infidel Letter," said a few plain truths about the
Christian church.
The Freethought society at Creil, France has
been quite unfortunate during the past year,' having lost eight prominent members by death ; but
we are proud to state that in each case the deceased
was buried without the assistance of a sky pilot and
ghostly mumbling of nonsense.
Liberty of conscience is guaranteed by the German state constitution. But then theory is one
thing, practice another. Seven men appearing before court at Barmen refused to take the oath.
"An Atheist has no legal rights in a court of law"
said the presiding judge. This is German liberty'.
The late English clergyman, J. Spurrell, D.D.,
must hav had a hard time getting by St. Peter and
being allowed to pick out his harp and crown.
The orthodox disciple of the Galilean left a fortune
of over $2,400,000.
But perhaps the passage
about the camel and the eye of the needle should
be taken in a Pickwickian sense enly.
The abbot of Neaurtzu cloister in Roumania Dr.
Joseph Moschenai, has caused quite a sensatio:n in
Bucharest by a letter of his published in one of the
daily papers in which he states that he had to leave
the cloister on account of the life led by the monks
which was in the highest degree beastly.
Th~
abbot can find the same state of affairs all over.
Holy Germans entered the Freethinkers' Hall in
Berlin and distributed tracts. The fact that but a
few consented to take one made "home mission 11
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workers mad, and they caused a disturbance. No
legalredress was possible, as the "home mission"
is specially fa.vored by the government. The Freethinkers should find out whether this rule cannot
be worked both ways.
. ~ rare treat in the line of Freethought lectures
lS m store for the American Freethinkers.
The
fact is that our friend Victor E. Lennstrand will
during the summer deliver a series of lectures here
in the United States. Mr. Lennstrand is a splendid
lecturer and debater, and besides is one of Freethought's martyrs, which can but lend additional
interest to his coming.
Dr. Heilberg, the well-known peace advocate, recently gave a lecture before the Humboldt Society
for Popular Education, at Leipzig. Our societies
should follow the example set by the German Freethought society. '£he discussion which follows a
lecture like that of Dr. Heilberg's-" The Idea of
Universal Peace "-will giv an excellent opportunity
for vigorous attack on Christianity, the religion of
war.
In spite . of his advanced age Prof. Ludwig
Buchner, M.D., the well-known author of "Force
and Matter," and president of the German Free·
thought Federation, seems to hav lost none of his
youthful vigor. Jan. 31, 1893, the professor gave
in Munich a lecture attended by over a thousand
people on "Progress and Development of the
Natural Sciences." '£he hall of the Freereligious
Society was so crowded that me~ like Professor
Ziemsen had to stand up.

Socialism.
The priest claims that all human government,
goo_d or bad, is by divine. authority or permisllion.
This theory is an invention of the priests, and is the
bulwark of tyrants. Freethinkers unite in its denunciation.
But some few Liberals, without one thought,
swing to the opposit extreme and advocate anarchy
-a primitiv social condition with no fixed authority
-a ccndition about like that of a herd of buffaloes
where the biggest bull roams free. · To a reasonable Liberal it is somewhat discouraging to witness
an ex-reverend stated lecturer in a large Liberal
hall in this city declare he would not vote at all;
that if he did he would thereby recognize government, the rights and need of which he denied.
Now, when one starts on 11 toboggan slide it is
well to know that there is a bottom somewhere.
Our federal Constitution would do fairly well if
Congressmen would stop violating it by passing
meddlesome and partial laws. Congress has been
the fountainhead of usurpation, favoritism, extravagance, and corruption in this land. But instead
of destroying the government, the Liberal should
assist in sending men more intelligent, more honest,
·and more modest to make laws.· Anarchism and
civilization are incompatible.
Probably a much larger number of Liberals, dissatisfied with the existing order of things, are
striving for Socialism-a social system of either all
bead, or else with no head nor tail, where individualism is absorbed in the concrete mass. The attraction here is the promis of equality-equal division
of labor and wealth.
But this sort of society has been tried at different
times and places, and has invariably failed of success. In an old but still popular legend it is
written that one Jesus, with a few barefoot fishermen, tried it. And they left a record which no
Liberal can approve.
About the beginning of this century an enthusiastic Frenchman (Fourier) conceived Socialism to
be just the thing for human ha!Jpiness. He
wrote extensivly in its support, and gained a few
crazy converts in this country. Probably his work
modified somewhat the brutal rigor of the ruling
powers, but his plans failed.
A few years later Robert Dale Owen wrote volumes in favor of Socialism or Communism, and
spent time and money in trying to establish Socialistic communities in the hope of remodeling society
and government. Those communities hav had their
funerals.
And our brethren of the Shaker community, who
•combine with other oddities the practice of
Socialism, are in a dwindling condition-not expected to liv.
All these Socialistic experiments were based on
more or less supernaturalism. The fishermen were
looking for celestial bait to catch land gudgeons.
Fourier wished to return to what he thought was
the real teaching and practice of the said Jesus and
fishermen. Owen was involved .in an impenetrable
fog of Spiritualism. And the Shakers believe that
Jesus Christ came to earth the second time in the

p(rson of Ann Lee, a young-English woman, about
one hundred and fifty years ago.
The modern Socialist may reject all these modes
of Socia.lism, but he wants a division of wealth, if
not of labor, and objects to paying interest or rent.
He . thinks the neighbor who has made or saved
money should let him hav a share without charge.
One mechanic, who may not be able to figure out
the exact distance of the earth from the sun, may
calculate that the saving of one dollar a week will
soon enable him to buy a house lot near by, if not
in, the heart of the city, on which to make a home.
When he has the home, and after being assessed
for improvements which hav trebled its value, along
comes a fellow-mechanic, who has spent his odd
dollars on a bobtailed nag- or some othEr funny
thing, and insists that he did not earn the increment of the property, and for that reason should
let some poor devil share its quarters without
charge. Now it is easy to guess which of the two,
if either, is a Socialist.
"Oh, look at Gould, with his millions, who never
earned a dollar," says the Socialist. Nay, but look
at the legislators who grant charters and patents
so favorable that a few long-headed men can
monopolize great interests. The recipients of the
Pacific railroad grants, the sewing-machine patents,
etc., lawfully became millionaires. And when a
legislator receives a consideration for his vote he
does not divide with his constituents. It is safe to
say that no one ever worked for Jay Gould for less
pay than he could get out of another for the same
work. "Oh, but he gambles!" Well, it is all in
the family. If in a game of stock policy Gould wins
a million from Sage or Huntington, how does it
harm him who has no stock~
The fact is that imprudence and incompetence
are the principal breeders, in this country at least,
of Socialists.
The advocate of Socialism overlooks the important
fact of diversity of character and disposition found
in any given community. He must indorse the
erroneous statement of some philosophers that all
men are born equal. He must presume that a
promiscuous company of men and women will willingly surrender their individuality to become absorbed in a concrete human mass; that they will
volunteer to work throu~h life by arbitrary ruleeach one to take a row in the field as does the harrow's
tooth.
But men are not born equal, and do not grow
up equal. What school ever did or can graduate
a class of equals~ They differ in ability, aims, and
tastes; and it is well
There are many kinds of
employment in the land ; and while one can construct
an engin or clean a watch, -:mother biped is content
with his pipe and cleaning a cesspool.
No people half civilized will be content under
Socialism. The average man may hav some love for
the community, but he loves himself more. He will
not willingly relinquish the individual liberty Socialism nPcessarily exacts. Through superstition his
personality may be crushed under a divine right
and priestly tyranny; but if there be any activ
brain left, he desires liberty. In the one case his
nonentity is compulsory, in the other it is to be
voluntary.
There is no good reason for urging Socialism in
this country. All Liberals will agree that that
government is best which governs least-which
allows the largest individual liberty. Our federal
Constitution wue the Senate clause expungedthe Senate being merely an expensiv obstructionwould be excellent. As it is, were it faithfully regarded by Congress and state legislatures, all
church property would be fairly taxed, and there
would be no public chaplains nor Sunday laws. A
republican form of government, honestly administered, seems to be the best yet devised. Improvement will come when we select honest, courageous
legislators in place of pious fanatics, cowardly
sneaks, and scheming scoundrels.
The Socialistic agitation in Germany will notresult in peaceful Socialism ; but it is already disturbing the peace of rulers, and may erelong precipitate a revolution that will cause priest and royal
blood to shiver.
But royal blood is strong and the priest is tough.
In France, even yet, the waves of contention between absolutism and individual liberty are
ominously rolling. The priest is persevering, and
has his traps, baited with sacred lies, set in every
direction.
Individual liberty is necessary for human progress
and happiness, and priestcraft is its greatest foe.
To destroy this foe is still a big job, requiring the
concentrated energy of all Liberals. For fifteon
hundred years past the priC'st has had things pretty
much his own way. At last reason and science are
forcing him on the defensiv. Perhaps in the year
1993 the good old church buildings will be in use

for schools, clubs, and theaters. Perhaps the
priest by that time will hav retired from all centers
of civilization, and be found only in the woods ·with
crows, a la Jeremiah, and-perhaps not.
L. G. REED.
---------4~-------

. No Brain, No Thought.

In defense of the biblical doctrin of soul immortality, its advocates are nearly always ready
with the assumption that the feeling and hope of a
spiritual existence after death, exist naturally in
the breasts of all mankind. Now, I imagin that
this idea is not entirely supported by fact; but
granting that it may be so, such feeling and hope
on the part of mankind do not sufficiently accomplish the fact of such subsequent spiritual or soul
existence. In order to prove, by any means whatever, such a state of existence, it would first become
necessary to prove that the soul had any existence
at all. Substance is never annihilated. Matter is
eternal in various forms, but in its changes the
act of changing may not be matter. When I strike
a blow with my fist, the fist itself and the arm and
nerves of the arm are directed by the nerves of the
brain, themselvs set in motion by that still myste~
rious odic force, which, operating upon the brain,
produces thought. The fist and arm and brain,
and odyllic force operating upon the nerves of
the brain, are matter ; but the act itself and
the consequences are not necessarily matter.
Thought is merely the act. It is the operation
of matter. Upon this basis of reasoning I conclude that when the brain dies and dissolves
and changes into other elements there can be
no such thing as its being acted upon to
produce thought. Its individuality is lost, and
even though its pa•. ticles may assist in the processes
of building up other brains, its individual functions
as a brain hav ceased forever. Upon the living,
activ brain, this odic force is operating everywhere.
All thought is the result. I firmly believe that
through the ope~ations of this force all the phenomena of mentality, mental communications, socalled spiritual manifestations, and mental illusions
hav been and are being produced, but only upon
living, activ brnins; that hypnotic influence is more
general than it is commonly supposed to be ; that
although a man may not exactly realize or understand the fact, the operations of his brain exert
an influence on other brains, and his brain is also
influenced by the action of other brains. My belief, brought about by this foregoing chain of observations, is strongly at variance with all the
teachil)gs and assertions of those who advocate an
individual spiritual existence after death ; and to be
consistmt I must doubt the truth of any religion
which is built upon a foundation of faith in the
individual existence of thought (or soul) after decay has rendered the brain inoperativ.
J. B. SwETT.
---------4--------~

Lectures and Meetings.

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments :
Montreal,
April
91 Boston, Mass., April 16
Oaterv1lle, Mass., ''
11 Worcester, "
"
16
Cotnit,
"
"
12 Br stol, C· •nn.,
"
17
Harwich,
"
"
13 Cincinnati, Ill.,
"
23
Tm: Brooklyn Philosophical Association's program for
this month is:
April 9th, Dr. M. L. Holbrook, "Evolution of Marriag-e."
April 16th, 0. P. Loomis, ''Ancient Astronomy and
Religion."
April 23d, Prof. R. E. Mayne, " The Coming Man."
April 30th, S. H. Wilder, "Science Falsely So Called."
The Association meets Sundays at 3 P. M, at Fraternity
Hall, Bedford avenue and South Second street, E. D.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth
street, Friday evenings, the programme for April is:
April 7th, Mohammed Webb, "Mohammed the
Prophet.''
April 14th, Raymond Perrin, "The Christian Religion."
April 21st, Lizzie Ward, "Women's S ltirts."
April 28th, Reuben Rush, '·Life and Death."
LIBlllRALS living near New Cambria, Kan., should
watch the local papers for dates of J. E. Remsburg's
lectures there.
--------~~--------

Mr. Alexander's Book.
F1·om the Det1·oit F1·ee P1·ess.

An elaborate treatise covering a thousand large octavo
pages deals with "The Dynamic Theory of Life and
Mind," which may be briefly summarized as a theory
that all org•mic beings are both constructed and operated
by the dynamic agencies of their respectiv environments.
The author is James B. Alexander, who has very evidently mad!l an exhaustiv study of the subject, and spared
neither time nor pains in an earnest effort to reach correct conclusions.
That the "facts" are as numerous as claimed, the size
of the book, which is very largely devoted to facts, attests. Fully sPven hundred pages of the thousand in the
book are devoted to a presentation of the facts from
which Mr. Alexander draws his conclusions, and if the
latter are unwarranted he has put in the hands of hili
readers the means of showing that they are. The volume
is profusely illustrated.
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life I remain,
A life-subscriber,
subscribers, and books as mentioned thodoxy has held a strong hand over this six months, and the following books :
'
J. H. LINDSAY.
below. I do not see why I cannot get community, but the young, where lies the "Death-bed of Infid4>ls," twenty-five
Feels It a Dnty to Aid Freethougbt.
more subscribers for your paper. Almost safety of our country, are quite Liberal. cents, " Bennett's Answers to Christian
all men, women, and children up in this
Christians think Infidelity rather bold Que5tions," twenty-five cents, and "WoPAULINA, ORE., Jan. 23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Money is very scarce here altitude, which is eleven thousand feet when it even officiates at the grave, as was man, Past and Present, Her Rights and
at present, but we feel it our duty to do above sea level, are Freethinkers-except the case when the writer took a minister's Wrongs,'' ten cents. As payment for THE
all we can to help a good cause. Your a few Catholics; but they are ignorant and place at Freethinker A. Rodin's grave, TRUTH SEEKER and the above-named
...paper is getting better all the time. And would not read anything that would en- December 25th. Our friend was young books, you will find inclosed $2 50. Keep
and brave, only twenty-two years, but what's len over,
. we look with much interest for the con- lighten them if they had a chance,
P. HERTZBER~,

~etters

of (jiriends.
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Believes Our Battling Not Fruitless.
LINDSEY, ONT., Jan. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Mny you long liv to edit
your paper, is t.he hearty wish of one who
believes that your persistent battle for the
liberati.m of our race from the shackles of
superstition is not in vain, as many who
were blind now see that human reason is
the best guide and human .experience the
best teacher.
THos. A. MIDDLETON.

when we remember such brave and good
men, champions of liberty, dropping out
of the ranks of Liberalism by death, one
by one-such men as D. M. Bennett, Hon.
Elizur Wright., T. C. Leland, Courtlandt
Palmer, Stephen Pearl .1\ndrews; John R.
Kelso, James Parton, James Lick, Prof.
William Denton, Horace Seaver, Mendum,
and others-a serious loss to the cause of
Liberalism.
SAMUEL GANTz.

The Blundering Waste of the "De·
signer."
Coox, No:B., Feb. 17, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Herein find postal money
order for $7-$3 for C. W. Williams, $3
for myself, twenty-five cents for interest
on past-due subscription; send '' Crimes
of Preachers" as soon as out ; if any balance send a few Fair Leaflets.
I want to say in the way of encouragement that the graud old TRUTH SEEKER
grows better and better. I hav now read
it for nearly sixteen years, and while the
"lamp holds out to burn " there is one
sinner that never will return to the worship of the Christian humbug. So never
stop sending the paper till you hear of my
demise.
You hav handled the Design argument
most masterly-though the strongest point
you hav not as yet touched; that is the
everlasting waste. There are a thousand
blossoms to one that reaches maturity, a
million spawn to a few fish that possibly
may become half grown. The spermatozoa
or seed of man are wasted by millions ;
and, too, millions die in infancy. A. designer that would make snch a blunder
ought to hav been the first tlill.,die.
Yours for all truth,
W. P. BRooKS.

Christians' Treatment of the Heathen.
BARRE, MAss, March 15, 1893.
·MR. EDIToR: Do you not think this
poem good enough for THE TRUTH
SEEKER? When its author got off the last
two lines he must hav had in his mind the
Christian missiOnary proselytism of
Hawaii more than fifty years ago, and the
late revolution.
I remember well when the first missionaries went out to Hawaii, funds raised,
returns of numerous happy conversions,
etc , etc. Please publish and oblige
Yollrs, etc.,
ELLA E. GJBSl"N.
MODERN Mif':STONA'RY ZEAL.

The Difference Between Religions and
F1·eethougltt Literature.
BRIMFIELD, I"D., Feb. 6, 1893
MR. EDITOR : We feel as though we were
paying for truth when paying for Liberal
literature, and not for fables and falsehoods such as re!jgious papers teach.
How much better it would be for the
whole world generally if they would read
less of religious papers and more of such
papers as yours and investigate such
books as the Life of Thomas Paine
and Voltaire's works, and stay away from
churches and let the pastors preach to
empty houses. Certainly no one that
thinks of the matter at all can help but
see that the priesthood hav been the greatest enemies the human race hav had to
contend with, and in the place of teaching peace and good-will to men hav only
taught falsehoods and hav brought discord
and dissensions to mankind.
Teachers
and lecturers are always needed, but let
them teach something true and instructiv
-tell what they know and not what they
guess at. But my letter is already longer
than I intended, so I will close by wishing you success in your good work.
MRs. S. W. DI<:VENBAUGH.
A Veteran and llis Sunday Habits.
HAGERSTOWN, MD., Jan. 19, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My subscription expires
to-day, and, in consideration of my financial and other coLditions, I hav been
thinking of asking you to discontinue my
paper, for a time at least, until I might
perhaps be in more favorable circumstances than at present. But when I think
of the length of time I hav been reading
the paper continuously from week to
week, I fear I would miss it more than I
can realize at present. I hav taken it
seventeen or eighteen vears, and hav concluded to inclose $1.50 to continue it for
another six months peradventure, the
best I can do at preFent. I am now
seventy-eight, and it has become a fixed
habit to look for my paper on Saturrlay
evenings, that I may hav something wherewith to keep the Sabbath while the good
people are attending their churches.
A.t my stage of life I cannot expect to Jiv
to see the Nine Demands of Liberalism an
accomplished fact in .our government.
But my desire is that THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and all other Liberal papers aiming at t.he
same objects, may liv and go their rounds
as educators of the people from generation
to generation, until all shall come to a
knowledge of the t.ruth, that justice may
be done to all.
Upon reflection it is a source of sorrow

From the Lo:?.don · Trnth.

Onward, Christian soldiers!
On to heathen lands!
PrayE>r book in your pockets,
Rifles in your hands.
Take the happy tidings
Where trade can be done;
Spread the peaceful gospel
With a Gatling gun!
Tell the wretched nativs
Sinful are their hearts,
Turn their heathen temples
Into spirit marts.
And if to r.our preaching
They Will not succumb,
Substitute for sermons
Adulterated rum.
Tell them they are pagans
In black error sunk,
Make of them good ChristinnsThat is, make thllm drunk!
And if on the Bible
Still they dare to frown,
You must do your dutyTake and shoot them down!
When the Ten Commandments
They quite understand,
You their chief must hocus
And annex their land.
And if they, misguided,
Call you to account,
RE>ad them_: in their languageThe Sermon on the Mount.

If, spite all your teaching,
Trouble still they giv;
If, spite rum and measles,
Some of them still liv;
Then, with purpose moral,
Spread false tales about,
Instigate a quarrel,
And let them fight it out.
Non-Spiritualists Must Combine With
Spil"itualists Against the Common Foe.
SKowHEGAN, ME., Feb. 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am, as you will see, a
Spiritualist, having practiced among the
sick for nineteen years-ever since D. M.
Bennett was put in prison. I hav been a
weekly reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
in its pa.ges I find many thoughts expressed
proving what I call Spiritualism. Of all
Spiritualist teachers R. G. Ingersoll is,
in my opinion, the greatest, as he teaches
humanity instead of brutality. I wish
every Spiritualist would take THE TRUTH
SEEKW-R and one of the Spiritualist papers,
also that every Liberal would do the same
We should all join our forces in order to
hold our own instead of helping the
church power that will, if ever able, put
us in chains. I think we should stand up
and be counted and let it be known what
our forcE's are and where we are to be
found. I am not caring because some
church-member wishes to go and liv with
Christ, if some other wants to sleep a long
time, or if still another wishes never to
awake. They hav that privilege. They
aay they never saw any spirits-that there
is no such thing-so of course that makes
it true. I say after a thorough iuvesti·
gation that I know there. are spirits, and I
claim the right of seeing and conversing
with them, and not to go to hell because
church people say I must.. I am !lorry
that some who claim to be Freethinkers
are bigoted, and stoop to slander and
other means that are used by the enemies
of liberty and do nothing towar•l reform,
feed;ng the hungry, or relieving those
who are sick and in need; and I say until
they do they hav no right to call mediums

and healers fools, dupes, and such names,
as I often see in the pa~res of the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER.. I think there are as
many Spirituaiists as there are so-called
Freet.hinkers who read your paper. Let
us all work together to maintain our liberty and leave the gods and devils to
themselvs.
DR. F. S. BIGELOW.
The Lay of the Parson.
SAN FRA.Norsco, CAL., March 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav made it a point for
many years to read THE TRUTH SEEKER
weekly, and to add to my little library by
purchasing many of. the books it advertises. To say that I am pleased with it
and with the majority of these works is
but faintly to express my opinion.
For common sense, for convincing arguments, for just and reasonable views, I
hav read no paper that can equal and certainly none that can excel THE TRUTH
SRE'R'ER.
Wishing to imitate it in a humble way,
I seek to disseminate our views among
my friends and those persons with whom
I come in contact. Some hav proved unwilling to even listen, but others I hav
won· completely over. Among the latter
I may class a young man-Chesterson by
name-who roused himself from a sort
of apathy concerning religions matters to
pour a hot fire of argument into me.
He is able and bright and worked the
worn-out and honeycombed guns of that
old hulk Christianity in a manner seldom
equaled by even its most earnest and
zealous officers. But it is ill defending a
sinking ship, as he found, and he ended,
at last, by taking a berth on the stanch
VE>ssel Freethought., where he may, in time,
do excellent work.
One of his first acts was to celebrate an
incident he h!J.d somewhere witnessed by
a bit of doggerel which I take the liberty
to append to this.
I remain, sincerely your friend,
HENRY M. AIKEN.
Our parson was slender, fair, and tall,
His face was a sight to see;
It shone with the light of faith and hope,
And of wondrous sanctity.
Full pious and meek, full holy and good,
Was this servitor of Christ;
And we loved him well, as Christians
should,
Though he was somewhat high-priced.
Reas'riing, be said, was a deadly sin,
A. thing we must all avoid;
A. harp and a crown we all might. win,
If with thought we never toyed.
Sadly he spake of the Infidel,
And told us about his crimes;
Showed uR how surely he ends in hell,
. While Christians hav better times.
He spoke, and his voice was soft and clear,
Of love and of chastity;
Of the joy and the bliss we can't hav
here,
And of immortality.
We missed him once when we went to
church,
And a deacon's wife was gone,
So his money-bags, he found on search,
Had followed our paragon.
Our wrath it swells. as when ocean rolls,
And him cold we'd like to lay.
We'll show, at least~ we all hav soles,
If ever he comes tnis way.
Uncle Sam Is Quite a Faulty Individual.
SANTA FE, N. M., March 7, 5893.
Mn. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SF.EKER continues to be a most interesting and instructiv paper, and I enjoy reading it and
looking at Mr. Heston's pictures, although
his illustrations are not alway!! founded
upon facts. In one of the late papers he
represents Uncle Sam as standing in the
door of the public schoolhouse forbidding
the Catholic and Protestant ministers to
enter with their armful of religious literat.ure. Now, we all ought to know that
Uncle Sam has always permitted the Protestant m;nister with his Bible and prayers
to make his home in the public schools,
while he forbade the Catholic similar privileges. It is only lately since the Catholic
became strong enough to do some violent
kicking that we hav noted a . change in
some localities. Uncle Sam is by no means
the ideal being whom Mr. Heston represents, but on the contrary, he is the gentle"
man who closes our World's Fair on Sun
days and sends upright,industriouspeople
to penitentiaries for doing something which
may not be in accordance with his religious
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notions. He is always ready to enforce
his puritanical ideas by the .machinery of
laws enacted for the purpose, differing
in that respect from the Catholic, w:,ho
keeps his religion to himself and does not
bother other peoole with it. It would be
an easy matter, for instance, to get up a
petition for opening the World's Fair on
Sunday and hav it signed here by every
Catholic including the clergy and bishop
himself. But I don't believe in petitions
upon such a large scale; nobody reads
them, and any number of fictitious names
can be put down, as we hav seen from the
result in Michigan, Ohio, andperhapsother
places. But T do believe that if put to the
votes of the people at large, quite a majority would be found in favor of opening
in spite of the fact that three-fifths of the
nativ American people would be for sustaining the action of Congre!s. I see by
the dispatches that President Cleveland
kissed the book and the ministers were
made to feel happy by this act of hypocrisy.
Well, this country is a long way yet from
the road to common sense and honest
dealings, and cannot compare with the
progress made by France, Jtaly, and even
our own Mexico. With many wishes for
your prosperity and the success of Freethr ught, I am, Respectfully,
LEwis scJHoEMOYER.
The Relations of Congressmen to Clos·
iug the Fair.
NuNA.CH, CAL., March 7, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: In reading over the Congressional report of Sunilay opening of
the World's Fair published in your paper
some time ago, I noticed that the name of
our Congressman, W. W. Bowers, was
among the 138 non-voting members on the
question. I had an idea that a great majority of those 138 members who did not
vote on the question were really in favor of
Sunday opening but were afraid to be put
on record as favoring an open Fair on account of losing the votes of church people,
Po thought I would sit down and write Mr.
Bowers a letter sounding him on the
question. In my letter I told him I supposed he was in favor of Sunday opening
but did not want to put himself on record
on account of losing votes; urged him not
to be afraid of losing th 'l votes of a few fanatics; he would gain as many more Liberal
votes. As for myself, and I represented
forty other voters in my district, we are
independent in politics, but we would
certainly vote against any man who
voted for or favored closing the Fair on
Sunday, as it is a step. directly in favor
of a union of church and state. I received a r!'ply from Mr. Bowers some two
weeks ago, and in' concluding his letter he
said: "To sum the matter up, I am opposed to Sunday closing of the World's
Fair by act of Congress." I believe if
every Liberal had followed the tactics of
the Sabbatarian fanatics and threatenf'd
to boycott their representativs politically
jn case they voted to close the Fair o:rt
Sunday, Congress would hav given a
good majority in favor of an open Fair.
You may argue with theaveral'te Congressman till doomsday, it has no effect ol!l
him. But when you threaten him with a
large loss of votes, that will generally
bring him aromid. That is where the
Freethought }'ederation of America will
get in its work. There is enough Liberal
votes to hold the balance of power in any
election if they are properly organized.
I noticed in THE TauTH SEli'KER of February 18th a letter from Ole Hagen, in
which he said he did not believe that the
People's party intended to unite church
and state. He believed there was enough
intelligence and foresight in the party to
prevent it. I do not believe it. From the
time of the national convention in Ocala,
Fla , when a resolution was introduced
and adopted unanimously favoring the
closing of the World's Fair on Sunday, I
hav been suspicious of H. In the ·congressional vote on the question there was
not a single People's party representativ
who was honestly in favor of Sunday opening. The People's party member of the
California Sixth Congressional district,
Marion Cannon, is so pious that I would
not want to waste any ink on him trying
to get him to favor any liberal proposition.
like opening the World's Fair on ~unday.
H. SANDBUG,
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Some of the children at school call me a
little Infidel, but I don't mind it .fo.r I
would rather be an Infidel than a Christian.
Well as it is bedtime I will close. Please
excn~e my writing.
Yours sincerely,
ELIZA FARMER.
[Why, certainly we remember Eliza,
and wondered what had become of her.
When they call yon names at school, tell
them that some of the noblest and loveliest
characters that ever lived were called Infidels,
and yon are proud to be reckoned
GoLDTHWATTE, TEx., March 13, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I hav not seen in with them.-ED. C. C.]
anything from this part of Texas, therefore
GLENwooD, WASH., Feb. 24, 1893.
I will write to let the readers of the CorDEAR MISS WrxoN: It has been three
ner know what we are doing. I am not
going to school at present. Our school years since I hav written to the Corwas out on the 24th of February; but the ner, so I thought that I would come
schools here do not amount to much. I again, I enjoy reading the paper, and
liv within a mile and a half from Goldth- especially the Corner, v.-ry much. I hav
waite, a thriving little city situated on the just finished reading Mr. Ingersoll's
Gulf of Colorado & Santa Fe railway. ''Forty-four Lectures Complet~>," and
The county-seat of Mills connt.y was VIs- am now reading "Age of Reason," by
ited on the 26th of February by a very Thomi!.B Paine. I hav also read a few
destrnctiv fire-all of the business part of other Liberal books. Last winter I stayed
town, also a number of dwellings. The with my grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
losses aggregated over $100,000, partly W. Jesse, of Barlow, Ore. While there I
covered by insurance. Well, as I do not saw the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Textgo to school now or to church or Sunday- Book " and "The Bible Analyzed."
school the Sundays seem very long and Among the pictures was " The Voice of
lonesome. Well, I will close, my letter is the Lord God Walking in the Garden." I
can remember when I was but four years
getting so long. I remain,
old mamma was reading the Bible aloud.
Your Liberal friend, ·
When she came tothevoice walking in the
RosA McPHERSoN.
garden I began to laugh. She asked me
what I was laughing about, and I wanted
GLENwooD, WAsH., Feb. 24, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first let- to know how a voice could walk.
We liv in the mountains. about six miles
ter to the Corner. Papa takes the paper
and I delight in reading the Children's from Glenwood and ten miles from Mt.
Corner. We hav a little brother; he is Adams. The different kinds of timber
one year old. We named him Robert In- here are pine, fir, cedar, and tamerack.
gersoll. I am twelve years old. At There are many varieties of flowers here
school I study Fourth Reader, spelling, in summer. I am the oldest of five girls
arithmetic, grammar, physiology, and and one boy. I am thirteen years old.
Well, as this letter is getting rather long
geography. We hav one of Mr. R. G.
Ingersoll's books; it is his "Forty-four I will close.
From your Liberal friend,
Lectures Complete." Also "The Age of
JESSIE MAY PARROT.
Reason" and '·Crisis," by Thomas Paine.
The snow was about three feet deep this
[JeBBie and Eva are two bright and inwinter. The coldest was about 8° below teresting girls. It is a pleasure to hear
zero. Papa killed a deer Tuesday, and
papa, Josie, and I went to get it home from them.-ED. C. C.]
Wednesday morning. It was down a big
CRoMWELL, IA., March 10, 18!J3.
hill down by the big Klickatat river. I
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN AND READERS oF
am glad yon reached your home all safe
from your voyage across the Atlantic THE CoRNER: In the paper of February
25th Mr. Geo. E. Remsburg's piece on•" a
ocean.
Well, I will close, hoping to see this in convention of young Freethinkers" appeared. Glorious idea! As Mr. Remsprint.
From your Freethinker friend,
burg says, "Why cannot we hav such a
EvA L. PARRoT.
convention?" We might meet at Chicag_o.
during the World's Fair. He says, "If
CoRTLAND, 0., March 12, 1893.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My parents take properly managed it would be a credit to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I can hardly wait the cause of Freethonght." I agree with
to read the Corner. I am eleven years him, but I think it would be more than a
old and go to school every day. I hav credit; as the boys say, it would be a
three brothers and three sisters, and we "boomer," and in my estimation would do
are all Freethinkers. My papa had Mr. more for the advancement of Freethonght
Remsburg lecture on " False Claims" the in one week than is generally done in a
1st of March. Christians tore the posters year. It would be one of the most at.
down. Pa offered ten dollars for the de- tractiv meetings on the records of Freetection of the one who did it, bntthe house thought and one to be remembered as
was full anyhow. We are going to hav well. Just imagin seeing even one-half of
Mr. Remsburg here this sprmg to deliver the children we hear from ~hrongh the
Corner and yon will hav an audience
a course of lectures if we can get him.
Ministers and Christians never ask papa worth more than all the religions denomiany questions, but they write him letters nations put together. Yon can hav the
and send him tracts telling how hard In- satisfaction of looking into the faces of
fidels die, and how happy Christians die, really intelligent people, not these puttybut they never sign their names. Mamma faced mud-molds seen in most of the
says, to read their sweet stories, death church pews.
I think great credit is due Mr. Remsmust be a long-looked-for pleasure.
I love my parents and schoolmates dearly, burg for the suggestion of such an idea.
and hav a nice time. Pa and ma take us Let all those who read the Corner suggest
little ones out riding every Sunday that is something additional, and not let this be
pleasant. When not out riding pa sits in an idea alone, but a reality.
Yours truly,
MINNIE M. GEIER.
his office and reads the Bible and Christian
books, and Infidel books, too, and among
[Yes, it would be a splendid thing if it
them he has one of your interviews with could be accomphshed. To see our chilMoody. He bought a dozen and gave dren, big and little, all together-there
them away. Our people giv to the poor,
but not to any church. There are a great must be several thousand, all told-would be
many Freethinkers in this place but they the occasion of a lifetime. What exchange
hav been afraid to speak out. But we do of greetings! what hand-shaking! what
not get our living off Christians, and do recalling of pleasant memories! It is
not care a straw for their likes or dislikes. probably too much to expect, but we do
I wish I could corre!lpond with some little
think there should be at the World's Fair
Freethinker. No more this time.
a Freethinkers' exchange, or headquarters
From a Freethinker,
where believers in Freethonght can meet
JESSIE pARSONS.
and names be registered.-ED. C. C.]
McMINNVILLE, ORE., March 7, 1893.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, My Dea1' F1·iend:
ARMsTRoNG, IA., Feb. 26, 1893.
I guess yon hav forgotten me I hav not
Miss WIXON, Dea1· Madam and Friend
written to the Corner for so long. It is a in the' Cause of Liberty: I was glad to
very dismal day to-day-it rained a little hear that yon returned safely from your
this morning, and will rain more, I think. long and interesting journey. I believe I
We hav two young calves and they are as should like to go on Just such a trip.
cute as they can be; one of them is white
We had a visit from a Presbyte:rian
and the other red. I will start to school minister a few days ago. He had heard
the 3d of April. I will hav six studies- we were Infidels and he acted scared all
Fifth Reader, arithmetic, grammar, spell- the time he was here. He did not no ention
ing, writine-, and geography. It will sor•n his religion, but papa showed him the
be my birthday. I will be twelve years pope's letter, and they talked about it
old the 22d of March. I am going to most of the time.
send yon some pressed leaves some time.
I suppose yon bav heard that all the
I would send yon some this time but I heretics are to be exterminated. We were
havn't got any. The snow was three feet showi:Qg a young Catholic fellow the pope's
deep this winter, and when it melted off it letter. "Well," he said, "that wouldn't
snowed four feet more, and was very dis- be right." Yes; there are lots of them
agreeable, but I had a fine time riding that think so. But the pope's word is law
the snowshoes. But I would fall down and they must obey him, even if it is
sometimes and get in the snow-although against their own conscience. I am very
I didn't mind it; it was only fun for me. thankful I am not made that way, and can

I hav two brothers and two sisters younger
than m;yself. I go to the school regularly,
but seldom go to Sunday-school, because
I don't like to go there. I would like to
, Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXON, F_'all hear from the writers to the Children's
River, Mass., to whom all Oommumca- Corner. This winter has been very se·
tions for this Corner should be sent.
vere here, and the children hav h&d very
much sliding ann sleighriding.
Your Liberal friend, BLADE BEESON.
"Between the da.rk a.nd the da.ylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
[We shall always be pleased to get a
Comes a. pa.use in the da._y'~- occur.a.tions
line from yon.-ED. C. C.]
Tha.t is known a.s the Ohildren s Hour."

(j Aildren' s (j orner.
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Little Brown Hands.
They drive home the cows from the pasture,
Up through the long sha.dy la.ne,
Where the qua.il whistles in the whea.t field
All yellow with the ripening gra.in.
They find, in the thick wa.ving gra.sses,
Where the scarlet-tipped strawberry grows,
They gather the earliest snowdrops
And the first crimson buds of the rose.
They toss the bay in the meadow,
They gather the elder blossoms white,
They find where the dusty grapes purple
In tl.e soft-tinted autumn light.
They know where the apples hang ripest,
And are sweeter than Italy's wines,
They know where the fruit is the thickest
On the long, thorny blackberry vines.
Those who toil bravely are strongest;
The humble and poor become great,
And from these brown-handed children
Shall grow mighty rulers of state.
The pen of the author and statesman.
The noble and wise of the land;
The sword and ;he chisel and pallet,
Shall be held in the little brown hands.
-01·ange County Fanner.

Tell the Children the Truth.
Some one has kindly sent ns a copy of a
paper called the Ram's Horn, and in it
is a little story about "Harry's New
Year's Caller." It goes on to tell that
God is reading everything that old Father
Time is writing in his book. That God is
glad when the things written are good, and
when they are naughty then "God hides
his face and is very sorry!" Now, it is no
such thing, and that story-writer in the
Ram's Horn had better not try to point a
moral in any such way. Providing there
is a God, does anyone suppose for a
moment that he, out of the fifteen hundred millions of people on this planet, is
taking note of the childish actions of a
little three- or four-year-old boy, as above
depicted? If it were so, there are thousands of other ways in which he might be
better employed, and watching little Harry
is not to his credit. He might look after
the starving thousands in big cities, the
plotting thieves, robbers, murderers, embezzlers, and prevent their heinous crimes
-the grown-up men and women who are
constantly getting into scrapes and making
trouble for themselvs and others. He
might exercise his power in averting loss
of life by the floods on the land, and
storms on the sea, and in many other
ways. The fact is there is no evidence
that God cares two straws about baby
Harry's actions, and Harry's common
sense will show him that when he grows
up and is able to exercise a little thinking
on his own account. There is too much
humbug taught children. Be open as the
day with them. Tell them the truth, fair
and square, and they will respect yon all
the more for it.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.
NoBILITY, TEx., Feb. 28, 1893.
DEAR Miss WuoN: For the second time
I will write to the Corner, which I am
always anxious to read. My papa takes
the paper, also the Independent Pulpit.
Papa and mamma are bot.h physicians.
Brother says he is going to be a lawyer,
and I am going to teach school when I get
grown. We are all going to the World's
Fair this winter. I hope to meet some of
the correspondents there. There are a
good many Liberals down here. Mr.
Remsburg comes round here every few
years and lectures for us, then the preachers "giv him fits," as the saying is, after
he leaves. For fear of the waste-basket I
will close.
Your Liberal friend,
DoRA MoRROw.
[We feel sure Dora will be a good teacher.
-ED. C. C.]
PERRY, IA., Feb. 28, 1893.
Miss WIXoN: I am a boy of fifteen years
old. I hv in Perry, a town with electric
lights and water-work~:~. My grandfather
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I read it,
especially the Corner.
'fhere are five churches here, but all the
people do not go to church because thev
are Christians. I hav some Liberal books
p,nd read all I can. I like to read stories.

not help pit.ying such people. They must
hav very small minds or else very small
individuality to allow themselvs to be led
so. If we do not watch they will yet ruin
onrconntryas they did France; but I hope
the people will awaken to their situation
sooner than the French did Bntwe must
liv in hopes that they will not be so cruel ~s
they were in those days~althongh there Is
no telling what they might do if they had
the power. Still we must hope-hope will
help ns drown our fears. ·
.
We hav many brilliant boys and gll'ls
growin~ up that may be like the diamond,
which Is a dull stone before cut and
polished, and they will help us in our need.
Miss Wixon, I think yon are doing a
noble work. I cannot say enough in
praise of yon. I wish we had millions
like yon. I am sure the world would be
better for their having lived in it.
Wishing yon a leng and happy life.,. I remain,
Your young Liberal friena,
ETHEL BURT.
[A thoughtful and excellent letter. We
thank Ethel for her appreciation of our
work. Such kind words help us to continue hopefully in our chosen field of
labor.-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
I:lmo, 300 pp., $I.
~old •.

.A.p}lles of

And. Other

~tories

Boys and Gu-ls. 1 mo, 38.1 pp., $1.2a.

for

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some ani! Interesting Book Without Superstition, for Children and Youth '!'he Only Freethinkers' Cbildren's Story-book ever issued.
6G full-page illustrations arJd 2.'; smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 221 pp., boards, $1.
Adch·es~. 'l'l:IE 'l'HU'l'H SkEKEH CO.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

Preface ·oy B. G. INGERSOLL.
Una.nswera.ble.

Prioe, $1.
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Price.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

Superstition in All Ages. n:.c~!~!~~j!Ics~~~o~o~!ir.
BY ..TSAN

With the eighth edition of

.MSSLI:e~,

Given A way.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I shA-ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

dom of Man,' the cost of
has been /es-

~1 sened so that we can reduce
thB price from $1.75 to

I

$1.oo.

STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.

A

Win wood REade's "Martyr-

prod~ction

22:1

Christian·
it;yandExposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR

Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spcons,
Oxidized.
} each $2.rD
{ 10 ounces
per doz.'
l
Oxidized,
3.00
{ 14 ounces per doz.,)
Oxidized,
}
gilt bowl,
a.oo
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gtlt,
3.50
"
{ 10· sectional
ounce• Per doz.,
Oxidized, plain b'>Wl,
or.ange ..
2.75
gilt
3.25
"
satin "
3.00
S"~,gar
gi.t
3.50
The $2 50 'l'ea 1s also su))pliei etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H·•ppyl· Now," or other mottoes, or names, tor fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference iu
price, select any other spoon from above li<t.
My stock embraces everything usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watches
-aof every description, Chai% Rin_gs, Necklaces,
Jewelry, Silver and Plated ware, Optical Goods,
A COLLECTION OF
Baiges, Gold Pius, Etc. And $1,000 will be_paid
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
SELECTE~
lowest prices published in any of mv l".test pricelists, on account of the above liberal offer.
FOB
(If Freethou~ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
Liber'al al").c:l .Btl'\.ical Societies, may he so apphed.)
for' Scl'\.ools al").c:l
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
tl'\.e Home.
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstein"
-With Music Written to All the Songs.Watch; t.he Beautifulingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethought Bailge.
CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Send for priceli•ts, carJs in colors and gold of
I! rice, $1,50,
For Ro.le o.t THIS OFli'lOF.. badge, tracts, etc., free.

..

The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Gardener'a
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

H

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-;-its mal'tyrdom-in 1ts rise to its PrE!sent plane. It shows how War ar:d Religion have been oppresatve factors 'in man's struggle for Ltbert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describ~s his
intellectual stru!!igle from the anim!J.l. penod of the earth to the present, adding an outliue of what
the author concetves would be a religwn of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persia as, the Greeks, the l\iacedonia.ns, Alexandria, the
1:l.. 0 Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

W "R
The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
of Jesus, the
Arabia, Mecca,., Character of MohamRELIGION .character
med, Description of Africa, the Monammedans in uentral Africa.
ORIGINAL AND
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, the
Church, Venice, Arab Spain, the Portuguese, Discoverer_r:, the Slave 'l'rade,
LIBERTY• Abolition
in Europe, Abolitwn in America, Materials of .t:tuman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man, and Early History,
Universal History, The Futll.l"e of the Human Race, The
INTELLECT Rehgwn ofofReason
and Love.
Christians~

.su~n;tary

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Good Books for Liberally In.
clined People.
The Las~; 'l'enet1 Imposed upon the Khan o~
Tomathoz. .Hy Hudor Genone, author
of" Inguirendo Island." Copiouslvillustrated
with anginal drawings by Louis lli:. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo Island. A novel. :By Hudor
Genone. 12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1: pa.per,
50c. "This book is to me a dehghtful surprise. In m:r_judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than J!;dward Bellamy's ' Looking. Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
merciless exposure of Pharisaism and h_y-pocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Uhristiamty of to-day. It is a good bookl and while
it will offend many, should be reau by all."[The Arena.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, past.or of the TheistlC church of London, with a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'!'aft Root. PapPr, 37 pages; 20c.
·

God in the Constitution. :By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper, 18mo, 18 pages; 10c.

·

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. :By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Chanooe of Front of the Universe.
By Minot

J: Savage.

Paper, 31 pages, 10c.

A. Study of Primitive thristianity. :By

Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1op1 uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. ''Dr. Janes is evtdently
a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to beimpress eel. with the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartinlity, the love of truth\ the
conservatism exhibited throughout thi~ aumirable volume."-[Popular Science 1\Ionthly.

What Can Ethics Do For

Us 1 :By

William Mackiutire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, 10c.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. :By
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, 10c.

The Morals of Christ. A comparison
with the contemporaneous systems of l\Iosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bierbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 5Qc.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical systems which chiefly concern the modern civilized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
by that analysis as to give them a high scientific value. His bo'ok is almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact scienceshand
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, et ical
discussion of which we hear so much and whiCh
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
on the ap,Plications of scientific truth to morals
and religwu. lly E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
essays on ethir.al and reli!!iions subjects. They
are the work of a man of Vl)l"Orous intellect, who
has studied t.he rloctrine of evolu tiou long and
carefully, and hns not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The rliscourses
are full of interest to the casual reader ]Jy reason of their fund of anecdote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religious and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. 0. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pngoes, SOc. "!VIr. Grumbine's statements are
sound an<l well put. His book is the fruit of
wide re1t<ling a net investigation. It is a helpful
one, is tltoroudtly interesting reading, an• its
presentation of the rehttion between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thougltt."·-[Buffalo Express.
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The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBE R.AL 8'1. OR Y.
l'rioe, li6 oents.
By MBS. E. J. BALL·

HYMNS

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES.

BOOKS

The Popes and Their Doings. :Biograph-

ical sketches of the most not.ed of these vicars·
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished langua!le, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of C11tholicism in this country,
thts book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BY

SALADIN

The Mother of Harlots; a Synopsis of
Popery, as It Was ana as It Is. :By
William Hog>tn, for twenty-five years a confessing priest. The object of this book is to expose
popery, acquaint the People of the country with
the dangerous marhinations of the church in
the United States, and warn them against giving it any countenance or support. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tile A.wful

Dtsclo~ures

r;w. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the

of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin" her resi deuce of five years as a novice, and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel Dieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Pnce,paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

L~ONDON

AGNOSTIO JOURNAL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read thiq book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo.n.h!'-ve ea.rned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work qf vast. research of sound cntlmsmiof causttc
humor of sledgehamm• r vehemence, of scathmg sat1re, ~f pathos and elog,uence. t 1B one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the B1ble.
. .
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
'" \

Auricular Confession and Popish Nun· WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.·
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that " Christianity ~ley,ated the woman; it ~hfouded
neries. :By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
yea.rs a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
these religwus brothels. There i• no question
that Ex-priest Ho!fan knev the .tJ;nth of .the
tales of VICe, seduct10n, and mfant101de he g1 ves
in tbis volume, and equally there is no question
that if the peor>le generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

as with a halo of sacred in11ocence the tender ye ..rs of the ch1ld. The oJ;>lect o~ Salad~n s work
is to show the archdeacon· his error, and he ha" succee\led. An Enghsh wnter satd of 1~:
•· This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever '"sued from the press. The anthontie~ cit.ed are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gtlt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FRO]}l THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r su•rection is in this book carefully considered~.and foup.d wantin~. It ought to convince every Christian pf the untrutbf)llness of this a.ueged m•racle, for
it '" c,rtainly one of the best essays ever wr1tten on the subJect.
In paper, 25 cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
the svstem of auricular confession, including
copioits extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "l\faster Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and t\J.oughtfully a religious s:vs~el)l so_inv"~ive
of pnvacy, so powerful for eVIl m hcentwus
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cmts.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
the Rev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised Americsn edition, showing the
result in parifhes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Her A. wfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, :Boreham. Essex England. Showing tltat convents
arc inimical to chaRtity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York Ctty.

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To whitJh are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, a.nd of the question whether
the velled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eo me o t its aublecte are: A La.st Interview with a
Man of Uenms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstitiol!; C&pital Punis)lment;
Poverty; God in the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. Thts may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one pf thl) books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again a11d again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being roma.ntic, historic verse, a.glow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
·

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poe1Il8
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of BlladiD

Astronomical and Astrologic· .
In paper, 10 cents.
al Origin of all Religions.
THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by

Lessons From the World of }fatter and the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
theWorld of Man. :By Theodore Parker.
Aililr~•• 'l'liF. TRTT'I'H RF.F.KF.R
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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FOUNTAIN PEN, IOc.

---&!iiiilf§%i·1tbl!pjj;-'f1FR2
A splcnclld writing instrument. Hard Rubber Bolder, pntent
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Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~rallom. Printed from 1l1&1111.•
script in the hands of Ha!adin. In paper, 10 .cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on faet. Of this book the O:vcm Oot~,r'
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest tha.n Helen Gardener's atory, 'Is
fhis Your Sou, l\'[y Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; LecherY of the Confesswnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and l,iguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
ln paper, 25 cents.
t.
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'I)u"bZioa:tions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
THE ELIMINATOR ; or Skeleton Keys to
Sacerdotal Secrets.
By Ricbard B.
Westbrook, D.D., LL.D. Cloth, pp.
441, portrait of author, price $1.5().
Dr. Westbrook ex-president of the
American Secular Union, has here written
s very interesting book. It is full of historical statements that are trustworthy
and informing; for its writer is a gentleman of extensiv and accurate scholarship.
It is, as a battery of attack against superstition, nearly complete; the extensivness
and variety of the field covered wJll be
seen from the chapter titles that we
will giv farther on. And it is plain in
language, understandable by ~he most
unlearned reader; the author saymg:
"I am prepared to hav certain dilettanti
sneeringly say, 'This book is of uo critical value.' They are so accustomed to
'scholarly essays' which are 'poetically
sentimental and floridly vague' that they
hav little respect for anything else. The
book is intended for the COMMON PEOPLE,
and not for the professional critic."
"The Whole Truth" is the title of the
first chapter. This chapter proclaims the
necessity of telling the whole truth on all
subjects. Of the apprehensions that so
doing will weaken morals and governmental order it says:
"These foolish fears show a great want
of confidence in human nature, and falsely
assume that moral character depends
mainly upon an unquestioning faith in
certain dogmas which, in point of fact,
hav no necessary connection with it. The
statistics of crime show that a very large
majority of those who hav been seized by
the strong arm of the law as dangerous
members of society are those who most
heartily believe in those very dogmas
of theology which we are warned not to
criticise, though we may know them to
be accretions of ignorance and superstition and that some of them hav a natural
tendency to fetter the essential principles
of true religion and that higher code of
morality which alone can stand strong
under all circumstances. It is safe to
affirm that ninety-nine hundredths of the
criminal class believe, or profess to helieve in the dogmas of the dominant theology Romish and Protestant; which are
essentially the same."
Of the next chapter, "Sacerdotalism
Impeached," a good idea may be ·had from
the following four of its chief conclusions:
"(1) 'l'he clerical fraternity claim!! to
be more than a mere profession. It is essentially a caste, a 'holy m·der,' borrowed
from the ancient paganism, but somewhat
modified by Judaism and a perverted
Christianity.
"(2) From such a caste or order the
whole truth is not to be expected, especially when the truth would show the order
to be an imposture. The assumptions of
peculiar mnctity, . official pre:emin_e~ce,
functional prerogat1vs, and spemal B!Jlrltual
authority make such a hope unnatural
and quite impossible.
"(3) The church system, with its tests
of orthodoxy, its ecclesiastical handcuffs,
and its worse than physical thumb-screws.
puts an end to all independent thinking,
and results in an enforced conformity inconsiRtent with intellectual progress and
the discovery and full publication of the
whole truth.
"(4) The pecuniary stipend upon which
professional preachers are dependent has a
demor,.Jizing and degrading influence, so
that the doctrinal teaching of the pulpit
should not be received without hesitation
and distrust. The common law excludes
the testimony of interested witnessel', and
though modern statutes admit such testimony, the courts ta~e it for wha~ it is
worth but always mth many grams of
allow~nce. 'A gift pervertetl: judgment.,'
and self-interest may sway the con_victions
of a man who intends and desires to be
fairly honest."
With the third chapt<>r, "The Fabulous
Claims of Judaism," the doctor enters on
the task of following up the Chrir,tian religion from its very embryo, and showing
point by point how it was formed.
• 'Moses and the Pentateuch," the next
chanter," continues this labor. It convincingly shows the falseness of the popular
Snnday-Fchool clailil that Moses wrote the
Pentateuch, and indeed exposes the untrustworthiness of that piece of literature
altogether.
"Ancient Symbolism and Modern Literalism" is a chapteJ" that will open many a
church-blinded eye· to staring wideness.
Parts of the Bible which readers hav heretofore passed over with no conception of
their real meaning will after perusl\l of
this chapter be vested with a curious significance. It is eupprsed by those who
hav had no chance tt.1 obtain other than
the ordinary Christian instruction, that

the Jewish persons and tribes who are in
scripture rePresented as adhering to
Jehovah worshiped no other deities than
him. But the fact is that they, like other
peoples of that age, were prone to the
adoration of a good many other ohjects.
Serpent-worship flourished. Phallic worship, or adoration of the sexual organs
and functions, prevailed largely. These
worships possessed respectivl:v systems
of symbolism as elaborate .as the .Jehovistic.
The references m scripture
to their symbols and functions are here
noted and explicated. The work thus begun is carried farther in the next chapter" Astral Kevs to Bible Stories," which
shows that fables concerning the sun and
tlie other heavenly bodies are the secret
groundwork of many Bible tales now
wrongly taken literally.
In the succeeding chapter "The Fable
of the Fall," the legend of the fall of ~au
is discredited, with considerable learmng
and satisfactory reasoning. The comment
is added:
'' The conclusion is inevitable that if the
fall of Adam is a fiction, then the entire
system of evangelical theologv is based
upon a fiction ; and the fruit must be
natural to the tree-a fictitious tree can
onlv bear fictitious fruit. Orthodox theologians, especially of the logical Presbyterian stamp, realize that if they giv up
Adam and Eve as progenitors of the entire
human race, they giv up the very foundation-stonE's of the 'redemptiv Rcheme.'
. . . The fall of Adam is really the
pivotal principle in dogmatic theology of
the orthodox variety. If the entire human
race are not descendants of a real, genuin,
historical pair miraculously created (a pair
almost divine in perfection), and who by
disobedience fell from their high estate,
and by their federal or representativ
character involved all their countless descendants by natural generation and
descent in the same ruin-if these things
are not true, then what is called the evangelical scheme is based upon a :fiction, and
is to be so treated, regardless of the effect
upon other theological doctrine. The
dogma of a sudden, special creation of a
perfect man is not sustained by the facts
of history nor the science of paleontology.
Scientific investigators find man, so far as
the evidence of his remote existenne can
be traced, very nearly allied to apes; and
there is abundant evidence to show that
man has been improving in every respect
as years and cycles of years hav rolled
away. It is thus absolutely demonstrated
that the hist.ory of our ruce shows the rise
or ascent of man from a very low estate,
instead of his 'fall ' from a condition of
hil?h perfection."
·
Chapters which are equally vRluable, but
over which sp!lce limits enforce ns to nasa,
are : " Search for the 'Last Adam,' What
is Known of the New Testament, The
Drama of the Gospels, the Ideal Christ,
Jesus and Other Christa, A Reverent
Critique on Jesus, A Few Fragments,
Blood-Salvation, and The Things That
Remain."
When we come to this last chapter,
"The Things That Hemain, '' we ·are very
unwillin~?ly, compelled to discard our
stra;n of unqualified approval For the
first of these things that Mr. Westbrook conceives to remain after criti<'ism
has don'l its utmost, is God. To he
sure, this God whom no fellow can make
budge is not so strict.Iy personal, so absurd
and baneful, a God as the orthodox deity.
He is, says the author, "not a God. The
passage 1n the New Te~tament (John 4:
24) admits that 'a' is an interpolation.
There is no personality iu God in a sen~>e
which implies limitation. God is spirit,
and so spirit is God. Even Professor
Haeckel, the German m<~terialist, says:
'This monistic idea of God, wllich belong"s
to the future, has already been expressed
by Bruno in the following words: "A
spirit E>xists in all things, and no body is
so small but contains a part of the divine
substance within itself by which it is animated."' The words God and rPligion
hav been so long as~ociated with superstition and priestcraft that many liberal
thinkers hav a repugnance to both. But
we must not let these perversions of sacerdotalism rEJb us of good words. We can
conceive of God as the Over-allandin-all
Spirit of the Universe. That spirit is
causation, and matter, its palpable fr·rm,
is one of its manifestations. We know
that Nature's method of making worlds
ana brutes and men is by a uniform system of evolution, taking millions and
billions of years to earl'y on the work to
the present time, and that it is likely that
it will take millions more to perfect it.
When asked what spirit is, we answer, We
do not know; neither do we know what
electricity is, nor can we answer one of a
thousl\nd questions that come up regarding the subt.le and occult qualities of
matter. We see no difference bttween
the Unknowable of Herbert Spencer and
the Unsearchable of Zophar in the book
of Job. The Unknown Power is the
Noumenon, the absolute Being in itself
the· inner nature of fm•ce, motion, and
even of conscience.
It may be

said that this is • begg:ng the question • by
assnmin~? the exiStence of an infi!lit ~~dBut we deny that it is an assumptwn m 1ts
last analysis. What is known as the
scientific method leads logically to the
conclusion that there must be something
that theists generally name Ood. You
may call it • protoplasm,' 'molecular
force,' the 'potentiality of mutter,' or
even matter itself; and when you tell us
what these words mean we will tell you
what we mean by • God.' Possibly we all
mean the same thing. We know of the
existence of God, as we know other
things, by palpable man1,(estations . . .- .
We affirm no more of God than materialists imply of matter, and we endow him
with no attributes that they do not virtually ascribe to matter. So far as assumption is conc···rned, both stand on the sa~e
ground. They, indeed, call things by dlfc
ferent names, but mean about the same
thing. What theists prefer to call 'the
works of God ' materialists call ' Nature,'
'cosmic laws,' 'spontaneous generation,'
'the potency of matter ' 'conservation of
energy,' 'correlation ol force,' and' natural selection.' . . . It is a rational proposition that something must hav been before
what is called creation. There must hav
been an intelligent potency, and that
power theists call God. Materialism in
its last analysis ascribes to matter all that
theists ascribe to God. It givs matter an
eternal self-existence-endows it with an
inher~>nt infinit intelligence and an omnipotent potency. It spells 'God' with
six letters instead of three. It makes. a
God of matter and then denies his existence!"
'
Certainly this is all very interesting. It
must be so, we should say, to Atheists as
well as to Theists. Atheists searching for
succinct and sane statements of the argumenta for the existence of a God that
they may know just what they hav to ftght,
will scarcely be suited elsewhere better
than in Mr. Westbrook's pao-es.
The second of the~e stt~bborn Things
that Remain is religion. The writer
says:
·.. We use the word religion as it is u!led
by Cicero, in the sense of IICruple, 1mplying the consciousness of a natural
obligation wholly irrespectiv of what one
may believe concerning the gods. Religion in its true meaning is the great fact
of duty, of oughtness, consistin!:!' i~ an
hone~t and persistent effort to realize 1deal
excellence and to transform it into aetna!
character and practical life. Religion as
a spi1·U and a life is objected to by none,
but is admired and commended by all. It
is superstition, bigotry, credulity, and
dogma that are detestable. The relig~ous
instinct has been perverted, turned mto
wrong channels made subservient to
priestcraft and kingcraft, but its basic
principle remains forever firm. If it
could hav been d~>stroyed, the machinati.ms of priests would hav annihilated it
long ago. Giv yourselv~ no anxiety ahout
the corner-stone of religion, but look well
to the rotten superstructures that hav been
reared upon it. Its professed friends are
often its real enemies. . . . That there is
a general drifting away from the old formulas of religious doctrin everybody knows,
and yet there is more practical relil!'ion in
the world to-day than in any previous age.
It does not consist in fastin!!s and attendance upon ecclesiastical rites and
ordinances; but it takes the form of universa! education, of providing homes for
friendless infancy and old age, of the
prevention of cruelty to children and even
to brute animals, of the more rational and
humane treatment of lunatics, paupers,
and criminals, ameliorating the miseries of
prisons anil hospitals, -in short, of elevat.
ing and improving- the condit.ion of
universalhnmanity. These truly religious
works do not depend upon any particular
statement of religious belief, for all sE>cts
nnd persons of no sect are equally engaged in them. Charities would not
cease if all creedq should be abandoned or
should be so revised as not to be recognized by the disciples of Calvin and
.Wesley, and if every priest in the land
should henceforth giv up the mummeries
and puerilities of the Dark Ages. Religion, as the 'enthusiasm of humanity,'
the cultivation of the virtues, and the
practice of the highest morality growing
out of the inalienable rights of man in all
the relations of life, is a fixed fact. It is a
natural endowment, coeval with humanity
in its development and progress, and is as
absolutely indestructible as manhood
itself."
·The other Things which Remain are the
.~crtptures, which "remain for just what
they are" and no more; faith iit the cont·inuity of life, and faith in the doctrin of
present and futu?·e r:ewards and puni;hments. These survivals from the iconoclastic burly-burly are supported by
~guments some of which seem to us t, 1
hav weight, and others of which we
deem fallacious.
We esteem the book not without its uses
as missionary literature. It will please
and convert some Christians who would
be repelled by more sweepingly destructiv
works.
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JANET SMITH. A Prcmiaeuous Essay on
Woman. By W. Stewart Ross. Londo;n: Stewart & Co. Cloth, PP· 220,
p>·rce $1
"
. ,
h .
W. S~ewart Ross, o.r E!aladtn as e lB
more w1dely known, m th1s volume muses
over woman~over the ~verage, every-day
woman e~~ecmlly. _Thrs common .t.ype of
woman of ou~ da1ly e~c<?unterm~, he
dub!!~a!let Smtth; and th1s mcarnat1o;n of
fem1mmty he ~ollo'!R through t_he variOus
phases of her hfe w1th ~enetrat.mg obs!Jr·
v~tion an.d sage reflectwn, accompamed
w1th sent1~ent gentle a':ld sweet. Those
:who hav enJoyed the ch01ce ~rest of pe~ns
mg the former works of thts very noti<;~e
able wr!t':r, must reme~ber the peculu~r
a_nd dehcwus. flavor of ~l.s style. In th1s
lio?k they will be grattfied by the same
rehab of _elo9.uence and glaz;nour of poesy.
The cogitatiOns, too, are w1se and profitable.
.
.
A_ passage of no httle beauty 1s the follomng:
"Not_hing whic~ I ~av seen forged on
the anv1~ of creatwn 1s at all to be c~m
pared wtth her [Janet]. I know the Joy
an~ the beauty of ~he woodlands when
sprmg first hangs frmges of tender green
on the branches of the lar~h, when t_he
wild hyacinth makes tbe au heavy With
fragrance! and the bracken bursts from
the mold m as yet undeveloped bulbs. I
!ove th~ nooks where, up t~ro.ugh the wavmg fohage, yon hav a ghntmg glance of
the blue banner of God, which, at _night,
he dyes black a;nd waves over the umvers~,
emblazoned w1th the escutcheon of Dlvinity, the one solemn moon, and the
myriads of mysterious stars. The breezes
play anthems on the tens~ ~trings of the
h_arp of the soul. The maVl!l and the merle
smg the only order of mus10Iunders~and,
and the murmur of the burn [brook] 1s the
bass to the sylvan symphony.
"He did ~ell who situate~ EdAn ~~:m.ong
trees. He d1d well who ordamed religwus
worship to take place under the oak. For,
of a ver!ty, dei~y's own temple is t~e
forest ; h1s Goth1c columns are the whlspering pines; the fretted vaults of his crypt
are of intertwining honeysuckle,_ ha~e_l,
and holly ; the b~ech ~nd the b1rk JOin
branches, and whisper. m psalms as they
form the long-drawn a1sle. The sound of
~he stream tumbling among the boulders
Js the Te Deum. on the organ of Nature.
The incense is the breath of _the primrose.
The rock, ~?ray and green w1th hchen snd
moss, is the altar : the fresh wet fern
thereon seems as if around it glowed a
nimbus from heaven ; the dull centuryplant has caught a glow which is not of
earth; and the blue-bell melts away into
th~, floral expression of 11: hoi~ hymn. .
And, even here, the msat1able longmg
0f the soul is not satisfied. Even herA the
cry is : '0 giv, Eternal God, for my soul
is void. Here is Eden : but where is
Eve ?'
"Our prayer is granteil Eve is !l'iven
u<~-the source of all onr j·>,Y, the fonut of
all our woe. Eve is givpn us-no flnwer
of the earth, no 6tar of the sky, srJ bPautiful as she. Her name, even if it be Janet,
rings itself into the rhyme 11nrl rhythm 11f
our being. The street looks th~> statelier
because she livs in it; the field is greener
where she trod. The red rose never was
so lovely till you saw it in her hand; the
white rose never was so beautiful till you
twined it in her hair. Hours abridge
thE>mselvs into moments when she is present; hours spin themselvs out into eternit es when she is away. The sun never
ruled by day till DflW, and the formerly
unheeded moon is 11.n adored goddess, rich
with the Love and Night. You recline at
the gate of Aidenn, slumbrous with the
perfume, drunk with the nectar of flowers.
Stale Ttrra, the Earth, has been struck
out of the stellar muster-roll; the hum of
its cities has died away, and, in your
dreamy ear, fall only the refrain of the
anthems which the angels sing, and the
murmur of !leas lapping on the shores of
worlds where sorrow is unknown. Her
soft, warm arms are l"Otmd your neck,
your breast is garmented with the 1umbling wealth of her wine-hued hair ·
dreamily hover over you rosy-iinted
nymphs in. samite of moon-lit gossamer.
You sleep 1n the hush of heaven on a bed
of lily and asphodel."
The author's Antichristian views in frequent places mingle with the strain. For
instance:
"The Christian Janet has been an illeducated, soft-headed, and hysterical
dupe of priestcraft. Long since that accursecl snake would hav perished from the
earth, had it not, for warmth, insinuated
itself into .~an~t's bosom. ~he big python
at the ZoologiCal Gardens JB rolled up in
a blanke~: tbe viper o! priest~raft lies at
ou.r fir~s1de rolled up 1n a pettiCoat. The
priest 1s the fiend"Inhumanly htgeni?uR to find out
New pams for I fe, new terrors for the grave.
But he has seduced Janet's simple trust
and she regards him with a sacred rever:
ence and awe such as she does not extend
to the grandest layman that ever lived
"If we hav to thank Janet for the birth
we owe her-a doubtful boon-we at least
beg to be excusl.ld fron+ tha~kin~ her for ill
1
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our childhood, twining ·that viper round
our heart; for not having brains enough to
comprehend the mischief she was doing,
and for, in the sacred depth of a moth'lr's
love, teaching us, unconsciously, the virtues of ignorance, mental lethargy, bigotry, and hate. How insidious the viper
is. at first to the child, as it basks in that
child's Rimple and wondering credulity,
and consecrated by a mother's holy love!
The mother reflects not that, one way or
other, it has made hAr the silly, brainless
thing she is, the dupe of the priest and the
slave of her husband. She reeks not that
the son to whom she introduces the vioer
of Romanism, Presbyterianism, on. the
like, will hav to pass "through life an unconsciously cdnging and abject helot, as
far as tl:!e higher mental and moral manhood are concerned; or he will hav to
stand forth like a Laocoon, and, between
the alttr and the sea, wrestle :With _the
monster serpent of Priestcraft, hts vahant
thews battling with the crushing coils,
with much spiritual travail and anguish
and agony."
·
.
Much time never passes wtthout the
grim glare of animosity ~hich ~l?ws fr?m
Saladin's face when he IS assatlmg evils,
and the smile of rapture with which he
contemplates his fancy's air-~r~wn scenes
of tenderness and joy, both glVlng way t()
the twinkle of humor unctu'lusly droll.
Behold:
"Countless millions of prayers hav
gone up to Christ, and countless mill~ons
to Osiris; and the two hav answered alike.
There is a grand equality among the gods
of all nations and ages, as far as the
answering of prayers is concerned. Isis
has answered JUst exactly the same number as Juno aud Mary and Frigga. A
more practica.l example of praise and
praver than the ' Christ to keep' specimen is, while I write, flaring from the
boardinoos of London beneath the picture of ; happv, red-haired girl who has
just gone to bed in conscious safety from
the inroads of' Ye bugge that walketh by
night.' The n?U cemulari runs·.. Of all the powders made bv art
There's none to equal KEATING's;
From bugs and fleas it frees each part
Of blanket, rug, and sheetings;
And, whep in bed I lay my !J.ead,
His Prarse I'll keeP repeatmg,
There's not a man in all the world
Who's down on fleas like K>:ATING.
"Never to speak of such big jobs as the
averting of plagnes, wars, and earthquakes all tue gods ever prayed to put together 'hav never yet killed a flea. Gods
help only those who help themselvs. They
practically say: 'Get twopenny worth of
Keating's insect powder and stap bothering us about your fleas.'
Mr. Stead
some time ago, in his Review of Reviews,
calculated that, during the first fifty years
of his life, Albert Edward, Prince of
Wales, had been prayed for 8'!0,0()(),000
times in English churches, exclusiv of the
times he had beeu pra.ved for by private
individuals. The b•uden of the prayers
was that his R'lyal Highness bfl 'endowed
with his [that is, Jehovah's] Holy Spirit,
and enriched with heavenly grace.' And,
after this immense P<trson-power praying
for him for over fifty years, Albert Edward is-just th' Prince of Wales, better
than some and worse than others of us poor
wretches who are accounted hai"dly worth
the praying for. If 880,()()(),()()0 prayers
at enormous exp3nse and concentrated on
one point. produce no efl'tlct, it is surely
time to set about utilizing the incalculable volts or hors3·power of hitherto misdirected energy "
·
Among- the books awaiting our review
are Dr. Foote's new "Hum11.n Wonders,
F1·eaks, aud Diseases," and others equally
useful. Next week they will find themselvs served up to the world.
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Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and otaers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
'.rhomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CoudorcethRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Oharles lJarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Lrttrtt. Harriet Martineau, Jean Me3liert
James Mill, dOu.l Stuart Mill, Mrrabeau, .Uober
Owen.,_Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer1.Rabe.
lais, winwood Re&de, Madame Rolanl, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus.,s~ John
TolanJh Vanim, Volne;r, Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thoma.s Woolston.
:Prioe, 25 oen ts.
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ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.
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GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising 'r.h~ Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individnality,:Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 5U cents; cloth, $1.
ltHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURESIncLuding The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence, About !!'arming in IllinoL;, Speech 1'<ominatin«" Jame' G Blaino for Presidency in !876,
The Grant. Bomquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. lJlarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream,
and A Tribute to Eb.:m C. Inq-ersoll. Paper, 5o cents; clo.th,lfl!.
SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Content": Soma llfistakes of "\loses, Free Schools, The Politicians, 1\<Ian and Woman, 'rhe
Pentateuch, Monday; •ruesday, Wednesday, 'rhnrsday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, t:iatn<day, Let nR ilfake inan, Sundail:, The NecessitY foe a Goo<l ii'Iemory, "£he Garden, l'he .bul.
D.tmpness, Bll.cchus und Babel, lo <titn in i•'ilth, '.i'he Hebrew~. The Plagues, The Flight, Confes1
and Avoid, Iuspirod Slavery, ll'Iarriage, War,l~eligions Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cent.;;
cloth, $1.
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons bY the Rev. T. DeWitt •ralm~ge, of Brooklyn, to which iJ added a Talmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $!.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.
BLASPHEMY.
.
Argument hyR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds at Morristown N.J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen i < unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for "blasphemy." Wherever Christian per,ecntion is going
on this arg_nment o;honld be free! 'circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
oooasion. Paper, 25 cents; clotn, 50 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED 1
.
Analyzes the so.c<tlled.gospeL' of i\'Iatthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
6ach to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, E~augelical Alliance, and ~tn
swers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religion of svrord and fl1tme. Paper, 25 cents.
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY •
. The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATlON •
A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, ·by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
. A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Couden, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
ORTHODOXY.
CIVlL R£GHTS SPEECH.
A Lecture. PaPer, 10 cents.
Wit~ Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. TeL Co.,1886 Paper,1o cents.
CRIMES AGAI:vs·r CRIMINALS.
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on hoard, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. IYGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" CQLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 ~ents.
PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7~ x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on· the Trial of the Chicago
AnarJhists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
INGERSOLL CATECHISED. Paper, 3 ce:ats. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 8 cents.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
. The lecture i; "'grand one, and w:ts receiverl by the club with continuous applan~o from
beginnin""y. to end, whwh speaks well for tlte Unitarians. 'rhe pamphlet con tams lJ pageo,
beautiful y printed. !'dec, 6 cent;; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORlTION ON ROSCOE CONKLING.
Delivered before the New York legislature l\lay 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
One oft he best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever 'note. In paper cover with likene's of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
INGERSOLL'S GRElT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
At the Paino celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CO:"'TENT:3.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individuality· Thomns Pn.iuo: Here~ics an<l Heresies· The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oratron, or DocJa.
~·at·i;n of Independence, July 4, 1876; >That. I Knovr About F~~rming in Illiuoi< · Speo 'h a; Ci ,_
ciunati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre~idencv; The Pa,tihses Before t\Ie,
or Vision of War, an excract from a Soeech made at the Soldiers· and Sailors' U.·noi 1u
at' Indianapolis, In·l., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; Tile Grant Benqnct;
Crimes Against Criminals; TJ"ibute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Smn'' 1\Iist.tkes of lli<>'Cs;
What l\'Iu;t We Do to b~ Saved? Six Interview<! with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons uy
the Rev. T. Da Witt Talmage, D.D.;,. to which is. a!lded a Ta)magian C~techism, allll I•'our
Prefaces, which co·,tai<l some of i\Ir . .tngersoll's wtttiest and bnghtest sayrngs.
Tins volume has th9 greatest popularity, is beautifully bonntl in half calf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,357 pageJ, good paper,large type, post 8vo. Price, postpaid, $5.
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimonb.l to Walt Whitman. "Let us put w1·eaths on the brows of the livinfJ.., Au Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also
COLONEL JNGEUSOLL'S ADDUESSJ\.'.1' '.I'HE FUNERAL OFWAL'.I' WHI'.I'lUAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N. J.,l\Iarch 80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS •
Fifoh edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome qjlartp, containing 3'3 pages. Thi~ isi
beyond question, the cheapest and most ele:rant volume 1!1 Lrberal literature. Its mechamca
Jinish is worth v of its intr<nsic excellence. No expen~J has.been spared to make it. the th)ng of
beauty it is. The type is htt·g~ ant1 clq~r. the paJ?er heavy, hrgh!y ettle,ndered anp.rwhly tmte.d,
the prP.sswork faaltless, a•l(l tho bmd1ng as I>~rfect as phe be;t mat~n?-ls au4skill can make rt,
As t'l the contents it rs e_nougll to say thdt they l')clnde all of t.1e chorcest utterances of
the greatest writer on tho toprcs trel'ted that has ever lived.
,
.
.
'.rhose who uave not ~he good fortu,ne to own all o.f ll1r. Ingersolls pnbh.shed work•, wrll
have in this book of selectootH many b\·rght. salllples <;> ~ hrs latty. thought, P,1s matchlo-.ss e)oquenr·e his wonrlerfttl imagery and his epigrammatic and Poctrcpowcr. lhe collectionrnclurles ~ll of the" •rribates" that have become fnmons in literatnre-notnblythose to his brotber
E. c. mgerooll, Linlloln, Grant, Beeche.r, Conkling, Courtla~,dt l\1. Pa]mer, Mary Fiske, Eli?ur
Wright: his peerle~s monographs on 'Th~ VIs JOn of War, Love,.Lrberty, Art ~~:nd l\Iorality,
Science, N!Lt.nre, Tbe Imagiuat.rnn!-.Decorat.ron Day OratwnhWhat is_.!:'oetry, l\Iusre.of Wagner,
Odgin and De, tiny," L;;ave3 of urass," and ort the great eroes of.mtellectual Lrberty. Beside< the.,e are innnmern.ble gems taken here anrl there from t)1e oratrons, speeches, ar, nments,
toasts lecttu·es, ktters, interviews, an•l dav by day conversat10J1S c.f t):i!l author.
The Look is designe<l for, anrl will he accepted by, aqmrqng fnends as a.,rar~ p~rsonal
souvenir. 'l'o help it serve tl)is Jlllrpose, a fine steel portrart,,wr.tli \tUto!'(rJtph .;ac-snnile,,has
been prepared especially for it. In the more eleg\1-nt styles o~ bmdmg rt rs emmently snrted
for presentation purposes, for any season or occaswn. .
.
.
P&rcEs.-In cloth bevelerllHmrds, gilt er_lges,;'!l2.50; m half moro.cco, grit ,e~ges, ~5; m half
calf mottled :edges, library ~tYle, il!4 50; rn full ·.t·nrkey morocco, g1lt, exqUisitely tine, $7.50;
in full tree calf, highest possible finrsh, $9. J
CD
Any of the above sent to any address, by express, prepaid, or mail, 11ost fr·t·e,
on receipt of price. Address THE 'fRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., Now York.

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oct&vo, 833

pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
""'lte Real Blnspbemers. PapP.I", 12mo,
,38 pages, 50C.
Spiritualism Sustained.
OJ.otl;a. llmlO.
~5 pages, $1.
t' .
unhP.r~<A .4.I..Ailw""""· •~

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia., Pa..
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE SABHA TH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exami·••.ation and Refutation of the Olaims of the
Sabbatarians.
Price.

·,!J cent,s.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

fl Popular Account of the Formation and Development

of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER. ,
CoNTENTR: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes·
tament. The Early Controversies. The BookR at
First Not Comidererl Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Rcript.nre
Rooks Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Haetics. The Christian Canon.
PonAr.

~n

Mnt-R' 11lot.h. 7fi Mnt.•.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization a.nd Hebrew Na.r·
rative in Genesis a.nd Exodus.
}ly VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

l'Ht HOTtD SPECIALIST.
For Men Only,
Is a physician of a. wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are. of t!le best. 'Ihe Doctor
treats all those peculiar drseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood Wasting Discharges Varrcocele, Mental
a.ud 'Physical· Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
· d es~rou~
.
To those afflicted and who are
ofb.
emg
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will.be sent t.n
their address for ten cfnts\ sealed m a. flam
envelope, giving cause~ ~~:uu S}'lllptoms o, ~he
Complaint and a descnptwn of the Doctor s1mportant medical discovery-an Outward Applica·tion-a. positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWR,
Vineland, N.l.
And saS you saw this advertisement rn 1'HE
TBUTH EEK~ Fell'lWR iR ~<n Infidel.
1'o

.1l.~·ftttf.«tfJ

tho

STOMACH, LIV&:a
AND BOWELS, TAKC

R~PANS

TABULE&

tiiO].J) BY D£USG!8TL

,
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THE Chinese may resist arrest on May
5th.
HELRNA FETTER, of New York city, has
been crazed by religion,
BrBMINGH.AM, Eng., is fining tobacconists and «'andy-dealers wholesale for
Sunday traffic.
THE railroads hav reaffirmed their intention to reduce fares to the Exposition
only twenty per cent.
ON "the 23d nit. the pope gave a ceremonial audience to the princess of Wales
and her sons and daughters.
THE jubilee celebration of Leo XIII.
brought in gifts of $1,250,000, and jewels,
plate. and other valuable articles worth
$1,000,000.
THE Ameriran Bible Societ.y will distribute New Testaments nt th~ Columbian
Exposition, and has already prepared
250,000.
NEAR Nacogdoches, Tex., last Sunday,
two factions of a colored congregation
fought in church with stones, club '•
knives, and pistols.
BESIDES the Sunday-school exhibits in
the World's Fair groundR, a model
Sunday-school building for the design of
which a prize of $500 has jnFt been
awardtd, will be erected • utside the gates.
ANTONIO AsTORA, an Italian living in
Johnstown, Pa., attempted to removH his
trunk and valise from one boarding-house
to another on Sunday, and was arrested
and fined $4 for desecration of the Sabbath.
·

WAS JERRY"S JOSS AN INFIDEL?
Thus saith the Lnd of h'>sts, Hea:rken not unto the wor.is of tb.e propb. eta th'lot proph9sy uuto yon: they
make you vain: they speak a. visio a of their own hea.rt, a~d not out of tb.e m )lltb. of tb.e L•:>rd. -Jere. xxiii, -16.

I

HAND-BOOK

I

OF

MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine pav attention to some-

thing which wi l curb l on. It is known as

The Water of Life,

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.

and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, Liver, Kidney, and Blauder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sort• of inflammations of the internal organft~ su~ h
c~ses as Piles,_ Typhoid and other fevers.,powel
drs eases, Uterm • and other forms of .fl ernale
Complaints. It i~ a Bzooa Pu,·iJler, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerv~s. restormg
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It arts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the lcitZnll'IJS, •nd acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health, This

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. AB a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the disputed points between Christianij;y_!!_nd Freetho~_llt. Price, is sold absolutely pure, as· it is pumped from
$1.25.
Address
'l'H.E TRUTH SEEKER.
the spring, w1thont t.he addit.ion of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simp!~, and not a manufactured ar.ticle. The · uccess
•t has achieved has co.ne mostly from its friends
who hav been •·nred by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

Water of Life

"A 0 i g est of S c i en ce."

THE DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Env1ronments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only ez.or:i.

THE conclusions of the persons ~t Chicago conversant with Fair matters is
that " Sunday closing is a fixed fact "
Those interested in the finances lame~t
that " Sunday closing will seriously reduce not only the total attendance but the
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
They regret that
34 Sonth.Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. a.ve;rage week-days."
Congress Fhonld hav given $2,500 000
"hampered by tbe costly condition' of
Sunday closing."

'l'he moat bewildering illusion
conn·ed ln thiscentu r)"l A very strong
purse of the finest dressed kidsti'ongly
sewed antl beautifully embro1dered.
{ltegulargoods 01 equu.l quality sel1 for
Me. tn 7.'ic.l Comprises 3Iwcketa, whkh
we GUA RAN'l'.EE no one cnn open in a
hours without knowing the secret. It
has bn flied all expe1·ts in puzzlcdom.
A great nuYelty, a wonderful mystt>ry
and a tJsetnl nrtic1c, all in one. You1."
money nncl secrets nre safe inside this
purse! Sntil'-fn.c· \{ln G u a rn. n teed.
SllmplcwJth secretin seaJcdenvelope postpaid with ca~aln~ue
or 1000 useful nrticlC'l'l, 2:.1·: a ror f(lf·; a for $l.no, Qil.SO Doz.

R. H. INGERSOLL & llRO, 6;) Cortlandt st., N. y.

?!

This work endeavors to embrace the field «overed py tl;10nsan!Is
book•, s~ch )loS those of tJ;le
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "InternatiOnal Screntrfic Senes, etc., by brmgm~ together, m
stmpZe and direct form, with proper c~rresponden«e be~ween them, 8Jl of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of orgamo bemgs.

wezz t'llforrneat

6m12

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

Do

fiOU WiSh 10 lie

-f.

e., appreciate tha worth of the Umversal Mother.

THE TRUTH SEEKER

THEN BEAD A OHAl'TEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BIBLE OF
BOIENOE!

ONE

It is entertaining as well as enli!!htening, and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature

YE~.

·wm be sent for $4.50. The

Yon must ownthiP book someday: why not NOW?
Addres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB
SEEKER one year for $5.

THE

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
THE TRUTH SEEKER
A SPIRITUALl ST?
$4~~ s!~~Spoons
AND

Will be sent for
and TnUTB
S~EKE~, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
wrth grlt bowl1 50c. more.
address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-OR-

WAS

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.

~

CHRIST

By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?

Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
By AUSTIN BIER BOWER,
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, 1!!1.~0;
A judicial consideration of the question and the
paper, 75 cents.
· decision against the scriptures and the Christian
'ft:Tll\ TRUTH SEEKER CO .. 28 J,afa.vfltte ol~~oc-e, N.Y. tradition. Price, IO cen;~,;:~.;;H SEEKER.

I

ON the 27th nit. the New York police
found the factions of the colored Zion
Baptist church so far from being enabled
by their religion to keep peace among
themselvs, that the profane aid of several
officers supported by Infidel taxes was
necessary.
AT Chicago Rev. Cyrus Teed's
"Heaven " or "College of Life " has begun injunction proceeding-s against the
municipality for.shnttiDg- off water to compel payment of water taxes, which the
"Heaven " claims exemption from as a
religions establishment.
THE Russian extradition treaty, which
had been kept secret by the officers of
this government, has been so far revealed
a.s to permit our learning that the most
nangerons clause is one promising the return of forgers. As a passport can be obtained by a political suspect only by
forgery, he cannot leave Russia without
becoming amenable for this crime,

THE suc.cess of Oscar Wilde's new play
may oc~aswn another attempt to reproduce h1s d~ama ''Salome," which was
refused a hcense by the British lord
chamberlain in his capacity of dramatic
censor, becau!"e of the doubtful propriety
of . representmg personages from the
scnpture on the stage.
"Salome" is
founde.d on a. New Testament episode, introdncmg Herod, John the Baptist, etc.
TJ!E New York city Central Labor Federat!on learned t~at one of its component
bodte.s, the Anti-Sweating Union was
enter~ng O:f:l an alliance with Dr. 'Parkhurst s society, whereupon it resolved
'' T~at we strongly censure the act of th~
A~ti-Sweat•ng Union in joinin~ hands
with Dr. Parkhurst's organization because w~ think it hnstil to orga~ized
lab<?r, J:>e!Dgcomposed of church-members,
capitalists, and other disrepntahle people,"
JAMES HAMILTON, a negro, at one time a.
p~each<;r, was executed by electricity at
Smg Smg, N Y., on the 3d, for wife.
murder .. He had always been a devout
Methodist, but several days before death
em br!lc.ed Catholicism, and devoted his
re.mammg days to praying, reading the
B1ble, and conferring ~ith his priest. He
wo~ld pray aloud CO:f:l~nno~sly, in a mnttermg tone, anon raising h1s voice to that
of a preacher's. exhortati<?n· His last
hour was ~pent with two pnests. He advance~ With them to the elPctric chair
carryi:f:lg aloft a small crucifix, all thre~
repeatmg a prayer. When he was seated
Fathe.r C~~eden leaned over his shoulder
ch!lntmg S_ave me, Jesus!" When the
pries~ was given the signal to withdraw
~am~lton repeated "Save me, Jesus!';
t!ll silenced Just as the " e " had left his
bps and before he could sound "J" Th
crucifix in his right hand was clen~hed 8 e0
tightly that it nearly broke,

e

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, April 15, 1893·
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C-IRISTIAN CITARITY.-POUNDS FOR THE PARSON, BUT CENTS FOR THE POOR.

Just Out.-25 Cents

c=

Five Copies for $1.

A Liberal living in Michigan sa.id once that he won)d give $25 &
yea.r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of virtue ot the ministers showed how little value Christianity
possesses to make men moral.
.
We have jusG iosued the Fourth Edition of the book doing this
The additions for this new ed1t10n of the

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous edit10n~ bhow that within a Jew ye~>rd abvut

1300 MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY

1

i
'j

•b I
TheTru th Seeker l I rary R~ih~~~iil; m~~~~c<f.affj~·e.t"~s. $~~o.cloth,
'

claims of supernaturalism eve1· written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
4
1
$ :
The World's Sag~s, TbiY;lkers, and Re· ·The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
formers. The Bwgraphies of three hunIuclndinJ!' The Age of ReiUion, Examination of
dred of the most distinguished teachers and
Prophemes, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letphilosophers (who were not ChristiansJl from
ters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
the time of Menu to the present. By D.lVL Bento Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism1
nett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
Common Sense, The Crisis, and t~e Right~ or
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Man; the whole preceded by the L1fe of Pame,
The Champions of the Church • Their
and a steel-plate portra.it. soo Pf!-~es, svo.
•
d p
ti
B" •
hie l 1 Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
ersecu ons.
wgrap
a
$4.5o.
C nmes an
~ketches of prominent Christial!',s. A com_pan- I Analysis of Religious ·Belief. An
10n book to vo
• The
World's
Sages,
etc.
By
D.
M.
·
·
1 119 pages. Morocco gilt edges
a~ll!-ahon
of t h e cree ds , R'
. 1tes, an d sacre d
'
wr1tmgs of the World. By V1sconnt Amber ley,
BeP. nett• S ' '
son of the late Lord John Russell twice PreP nee, $4 50.
The Ho«ls and Religions of Ancient and
mier of England. Complete from the London
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full acedition. 745 pages, svo. In cloth, $3.
cotl.ut of all the Jl'Ods the nations of the earth
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
have worshi12ed, mcln<;ling__,Jel;tOvah, Satan, the Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chnsh Vurun lVIaqbandullthe sent by expresshone dollar Wlll be deducted from
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. v ol. Il descq es f . Y the pnoe of eao .
all religions systems o~ the world, ~nc~uqmg - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jndaism,'Mohammedamsm, and Chnst1amty;
•

ex-

r~:;.att:g0 t0~~~n~~72 Jf.a1~~·~~;~:rny~~i~~

ten in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
~1111ernatural Religion. An inquiry into
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thoron!<(h 11-11d exhaustive work on the

Brain and the Bible.

Conflict B'tween Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

f1'..-4'tsw..- ttY R. G. INGERSOLL.
Una.nswerable.

Price, $1.

of one :kind or a.nother of criminal condu ~t. Jlfost of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are A.t once the wea.kness ancl
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy.
Notwithstanding 1he many R.dditional pages. we ha.vc ke_pt the
price the same, 25 cents. Hend for " copy, and confound the church- . . . .WI~
men. Show them JUSt whM •oro of soa.mps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair ell Sunday. b3can;e it is so holy a day that to look upon lll•,cnmer~
paintings in this period is "immoral."
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~8 La.fayette Place, New York.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity. WI
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. lt deals. with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
wbat Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianit;!: is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with l:lcience, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

y R[LIGIOUS [XP[-

1By s. P. Putnam· I

RIENCE.

Being the sto_ry of his reli~ionslife and ment&l
lourneyings. Written in h1s h~Wpies~ and most
brilliant w&y, &nd is the best of 8.11 hill splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Iscon troversy Dangerous"~

~~With

By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty. .
Price,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH Sl!ll!llUlR.

PhotoJrr&'J!h of Colonel Ing_~oll, with hi.B
grandoh1ld 1n his l&p, &delie&te little aouvenir of
1\merica's gre&test or&tor and Freedom's gre&tesi
champion&~ P-9~!1· mr.y 'be br.d fpt this olll.oe for
tlfty cents

I

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

THE TRUTH SEEKER APRIL 1.5, 1.893.

Thomas Paine's Works.
Age of Reason. Pap., ~5o.
6 copies for $1; clo.~ 50c.
Age of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecielo
pa,p ...,40c.; clo., 750.
Apostle of Political and Re
IigiousLiberty. (Life.) B~
J.Jll. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written iJ,
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 750.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.
clo., $3; leather, $4; morocc1.
!Jilt edges $4.50.

Life of. By J. E. Remsbuxa
Port. Pap;~,-,.50c·
Life of. with Remarks ox

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., witl
portrait, 60C.

Lxfe of.

With Explanato:rJ

Observations. By G. Vale. Poi
trait. $1.

New Publica"tions.

Some Han~some Premiums.

THE ELIMINATOR;

To induce new subscriptions and
prompt renewals on the part of our
friends we make the following handsome premium o:ffera:
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
Great Works Complete" (3.00). This
edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
monument in New Rochelle.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "The
World's Sages, Thinkers, a.nd Reformers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH
SEEKER one year ($3) and "The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text· Book " in
cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-:Book" in
boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of
" Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated ,; in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated" in
board covers ($1).
For $7~00 we will send THE TnuTH
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and the
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times " ($5.00), by D. M.
BennPtt. · In two volumes. Vol. I
gives a full account of all the gods the
nations of the earth have worshiped,
including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and
the Bible. 835 pages, Svo. Vol. II
describfs fully all religious systems of
tte world, including Judaism, .Mohammedanism, and Christianity; tbe
latter occupying 372 pages, being fully
gone into. 949 pages.
This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain books which every Liberal desires to have at an exceedingly low
price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be
glad if our present readers will call
the attention of their friends to the
values offered.

·oR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
"W1·tte me no more fables, lest I be a fool ana
react the 1"id.ctles awry."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Trut~; Sa<:erdotaJism
I'l•peached· The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and' the Pentateuch; Ancient Symboljsm
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Stories· The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last Adam·" What Is Known of the New Testament· The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Things That Remain.
Price, cfoth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.
pa~er, 22x28, $1.
Aveling, D. Sc., F~llow of University Collegeii
Political and Religious Rt:.·
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A Spurious Document.
We hav received several inquiries as to the
genuinness of the "oaths" printed in a Western
paper and purporting to be the vows taken by
priests, bil!hops, and cardinals when entering into
office. In regard to them we can only say that we
are not in a position to know. They sound very
Jesuitical and Romish, but whether they are the
real thing or the concoctions of priest-hating Protestants we do not know.
Our attention has also been several times called
to what purports to be a papal order to massacre
the heretics of this country next September, and
our opinion is asked as to its genuinness. In this
case we hav the decided opinion that the order is
spurious-if for no other reason than that the pope
wouldn't dare to issue it. The order is long, but it
has excited so much interest that we reproduce it:
"ENCYCLICAL LETTER OF HIS HOLINESS, LEO
XIII., By Divine Providence, Pope.
"To the Jesuits, Patriarchs, Primates, Archbishops, and
- other Ordinaries in Peace and Communion with the
Apostolic See of the Ent.ire World.
''For the Temporal Reign of -the Future Popes in the
Land Discovered by Christopher Columbus, known
as the United States of America.
"Venerable Brethren, Greeting and the Apostolic
benediction, Leo, bishop and servant of the servants of
God: Be it remembered by posterity that he who is omnipotent in heaven and on earth hath confided his Church,
which is One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolical, and out
of which there is no salvation, to one man upon earth,
namely, to Peter, prince and apostle, and to the bishops
of Rome, his successors, with full power to rule over it.
"This pontiff alone hath been constituted head over
all nations and kingdoms, and invested with power to destroy, to separate, to scatter and subvert, to plant, build
up, link together by mutual charity, in order to preserve
the faithful in the spirit of unity and surrender them
whole and entire to their savior.
"In order to fulfill the duties imposed .on us by the
divine goodness, we labor incessantly to maintain the
unity of the Roman Catholic religion which God hath
visited with heavy conflicts to the end that his own may
be tried and for our correction; but the n11mbers and
nowers of the wicked hav so far prevailed that no portion
~f the earth has escaped their attempts to propagate their
infectious and detested dogmas, being supported, among
others by that slave to every species of crime.
"The American Republic, under Protestant rulers, is
with the worst enemies of the Church where security is
offered: this republic having seized upon the lands discovered by Christopher Columbus, a Catholic, and
usurped the jurisdiction and authority of the supreme
head of the Church, the United States is filled with obscure heretics.

New York, Saturday, !\.p i1 IS, I893·
" The Catholics hav been oppressed and the preachers
of iniquity established.
''The sacrijice ofthe mass, prayers, fastings, abstinence
celibacy and all the rites of Catholicity ha.v been ignored
by Protestants.
"The United States has been filled with books containing the most flagrant heresies, of which the Protestant version of the Bible is chief. And not content with
adopting its false and impious doctrine, proselyting has
been resorted to to turn the Catholics from the one true
Church. The whole Roman Catholic hierarchy and
priesthood of the world hav been deprived of their livings
by the Protestant heretics of America.
'' Courts hav been set up and rendered decisions in ecclesiastical cases, arid the people forbidden to acknowledge the authority of the Roman Church or to obey its
ordinances and canonical de<'isions.
"Naturalization oaths hav. been demanded in ord~r
that the subjects of the true Church might be made to
subscribe to the United States Constitution with its impious laws and nefarious· teachings, to compel them to
renounce the true authority of the Catholic pontiff· to
disacknowledge him to be the head of both church ~nd
state, whereby those who hav persevered in the faith hav
been compelled to suffer spiritual affiictions.
''The Catholic bishops and clergy hav been deprived of
vast lands, and this is known to all nations and so clearly
proved that all the palliation, argument or protest on the
part of the United States is unavailing.
"We find, moreover, that impiety and crime hav in-·
creased; that persecution against the religion of Rome
has been redoubled by the Protestants dwelling in the
United States of America.
"With deep sorrow we are now constrained to hav
recourse to the arm of justice, and are obliged to take
action against a nation that has rejected the Pope as
head of all church and state governments.
"In virtue, therefore, of the divine authority by which
we hav been placed on the supreme throne of justice, an
office so superior to our capability, we do, in all the
plenitude of apostolic power, declare that all heretics
and the encouragers of heresy, together with all adherents, hav incurred the sentence of excommunication,
and they are hereby cut off from the unity of the body
of Jesus Christ.
"Moreover, we proclaim the people of the United
States of America to hav forfeited all rights to rule
said republic, and also all dominion, dignity and
privileges appertaining to it. We likewise declare
that all subjects of every rank and conditions in
the United States, and every individual who has taken
any oath of loyalty to the United States in any way whatever, may be absolved from said oath, as also from all
duty, fidelity and obedience, on or about the 5th of September, 1893, when the Catholic congress shall convene
at Chicago, Illinois, as we shall exonerate them from all
engagements; and on or about the feasts of Ignatius
Loyola, in the year of our Lord, 1893, it will be the duty
of the faithful to exterminate all heretics found within the
jurisdiction of the United States of America.
"As the circulation of this bull by sending to all places
would become a matter of difficulty, it is commanded that
copies of it be taken and 11igned by Jesuit notaries, subscribed bv a bishop, and sealed with the seal of our court.
They will then hav the same power and efficacy as these
presents here.
"Given at St. Peter's, Rome, on the 25th of December,
1891, the fifteenth year of our pontificate.
"LEO XIII., Pope."
To one of our friends who sent this here we hav
written that we believed it to be a fabrication of
the fanatical Protestants who hate Roman Catholics simply because they are Roman Catholics-on
religious grounds exclusivly. The so-called encyclical was published in the Loyal American, and
the editor of that paper thus maintains the genuinness of his find:
"MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. the 28th, 1893.
"PETER H. BURT, EsQ., Dear Sir: Your favor of the
23d at hand. The E)ncyclical, like most secret diplomatic
documents, is hard to trace. There are several points
which go to prove its authenticity. It haq been circulated around PBIESTS all over the country and was NEVER
denied until it was discovered by Protestants and published by them. It was sent to the high prelates, to be
transmitted by them to the priests; but was intended to
be kept absolutely secret until the time appointed to
commence operations. It came into the possession of a
gentleman whose business takes him among the high

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
officials of the J {!suit order. He called together several
friends, who assisted him in translating it. · Several
copies were made and certified to by t.hose present and
the original document taken to President Harrison.' To
giv the name of the man who secured the document
would be to sign his death warrant. I do not know his
naine myself-nor do I wish to. Priests all over the
country are preaching the doctrins promulgated in the
' encyclical.' Then, again; the fact that I hav published
the letter every week for two months and hav not been
prosecuted ought to convince the most skeptical that the
thing is authentic. Should it become necesSary to prove
the authenticity of the letter in court, the name of the
gentleman referred to above can be made public and the
facts proved.
Sincerely yours,
"(Signed)
EDwARD J. DoYLE, Editor."
In spite of this, however, and also because of it,
we still doubt that the pope ever sent out any such
document; A moment's reflection is sufficient. The
Catholics are numerically inferior to the "heretics."
They would stand no chance in a war of extermination. The pope knows this well enough. He is a
politician, and has worldly sense. Times hav
changed since the massacre of St. Bartholomew,
and none know it better than the keen politicians
of Rome. Moreover, the order has a medieval
flavor, showing it to be an imitation of ancient orders.
That it is done by Protestants is shown by their constant reference to themselvs as heretics, and their
Bible. Some fanatical fellow, with as much bigotry
as the pope, and as little f!ense as the Catholics
themselvs, has evidently made this encyclical,
.as the Book of Mormon was made, by paraphrasing
other documents. To one conversant with the
tactics of the Roman church the paper seems a
most absurd humbug. The Roman church will not
attempt any butchery in this country. She will
gain her ends by using the ballot, and through
bargains and deals with the politicians. At the
ballot-box is where she will sooner or later hav to
be fought.

Religion of Criminals.
Dr. Cesare Lombroso, professor of legal medicin
in the University of Turin, publishes in Europe
the results of his investigations with regard to the
physiological basis of criminality, and in this country Dr. Arthur MacDonald supplements it with
the results of his investigations among criminals.
In the book publiflhed by the latter is this chapter
on religion among criminals, which shows, what
every observer already knew, that religion is no
restraint upon the viler passions of humanity:
"While some of the chiefs of the bands ridicule
religion, the majority of criminals believe in it; many of
these make a sensual use and accommodation of it for their
personal advantage. To a priest who was exhorting repentance, a criminal asked ' How many hotels he would
reach· before arriving at Paradise, as he only had six
cents to spend on the route.' The criminal's God of
peace and justice is a benevolent guardian and an accomplice.
"According to Lom broso * the free men a:re more frequently in the churches; but Lombroso adds that 61 per
cent of the violators and 56 per cent of the assassins frequent the chureb.
"Ferri found onlv 1 whn professed to be an Atheist
out of 200 assassins; 7 of the others showed an Exaggerated devotion; 5 were strong in the faith; the rest, while
scoffing at the priests, affirmed that they believed in
God. One said, 'He does not depend upon me to be a
good man; it is God whn givs this sentiment.' Out of
2,480 who were tattooed, 238 had religious symbols. In
their slang, God is the great · Mek ;' the soul is ' the perpetual;' in Spanish, the church is called 'tbe sainte d.
These facts point to a belit>f in God and the immortality
of the soul. The Bohemian murderers think they obtain
divine pardon if they wear the shirt a year which they
U1·iminals.
Normals.
•
(500)
(100)
Regular attendance at church ..... .46 per cent 57 per cent
Irregular attendance .................. 25
"
13
'•
1
Absence ..................................... 38
29
"
'
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had on at the time of the murder. A criminal, having
killed 12 soldiers and a priest, believed himself invulnerable, because he kept on his breast a consecrated offering.
Some bands place sacred imsges in the woods and
groves, where they keep candles burning. A criminal
after strangling 3 women was said to be the most assiduous and sincere at church and the confessional. Three
criminals refused point-blank to eat on Good Friday,
and when the director of the prison inquired of them
about it, they replied: 'What! Do you take us to ·be
excommunicated?'
"A woman criminal, who had strangled a little girl, on
hearing her death sentence, turned and said: 'Death is
nothing. The essential is to save the soul, as I hav saved
mine; I mock at the rest.' A notorious criminal of
Milan, who had been condemned for 34 murders, attended mass every day; he preached Christian morality
and religion continually. A young man of Naples, who
had killed his father, had asked of a madonna for the
force necessary to commit the deed. He said, 'I hav
the proof that she aided me, for at the first blow ?f the
club that I gave, my father fell dead; and I am extremely
feeble.' A woman places the poisoning of her husband
' under divine protection. ' In urging another on to
crime, one said, 'I will come, and I will hav God inspire
thee.' Another, having stolen to found a chapel, continued to "steal in order to furnish it. After strangling
his mistress, a criminal gave her absolution 'in m·ticulo
mortis,' then sold the proceeds of his thefts to enable
him to hav mass said.
"At the moment when setting fire to the house of her
lover, a criminal said, 'May God and the Holy Virgin
do the rest.' Numbers of prostitutes pretend to be irreligious in the presence of their lovers and companions;
but they are far from being so.
'' In the ordinary life of the criminal, indifference is
the rule. Religion does not seem to prevent vice and
crime very much among them; it serves sometimes as a
pretext tq one or the other. Spanish proGtitutes place
above their beds the Child of the Virgin, like the sinners
of the respectable world who go from the church to their
paramours. While in many cases this is hypocritical, it
is more often, in the case of criminals, frank and nai:ve.
Thus it is that religiousness is unfortunately and too
often allied with the baser instincts of man, and such
glaring contradictions become social ulcers."
If this had appeared a little sooner, it would hav
made a fitting closing chapter in the "Crimes of
Preachers," which proves that Protestants as well
as Catholics in this country are no less pious and
vile than in Europe.
In reply to several inquiries, we may say that the
book mentioned last week-" The Creation of
God "-is published at this office. Price, paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1. We shall make further notice of
it, and put it in our lists.

The Christian Advocate is, or pretends to be,
astonished that two ministers of the gospel hav
been found to be crooked. When Dr. Buckley
reads the "Crimes of Preachers," a copy of which
has been sent him, he will probably burst with astonishment.
Another warning against the prayer habit:
"ABILENE, KAN., Mal'ch 27.-R. W. Abraham Bear,
a Dunkard preacher, dropped dead while offering
prayer in the pulpit yesterday." Why will ministers
persist in running such risks! Prayer-particul~~:rly
in pulpits-and cigarets are killing many.
J. E. Remsburg held a debate at Caddo, I. T.,
April 6th, 7th, and 8th, with Rev. M. A. Smith,
presiding elder of the Methodist . church in the
Choctaw Nation.
The Choctaw courthouse was
crowded each night. The Methodist brother
proved a very "weak sister" in debate, falling far
below the average Campbellite parson in this respect.
Mr. Remsburg to Mr. Putnam: " My Dear Putnam : ' I am glad to hear that· you are writing a
book-' Religion a ()urse, Religion a .Disease, Religion a Lie.' I like the title, and it givs me infinit
pleasure to underscore it." The second install·
ment of this book is in this week's issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. We shall not, however, wait for the
weeks to roll by, but put it in type ahead of the
paper and print it right away.
The Philadelphia presbytery is going to giv the
babies a chance as well a!' the perfectly good adults.
It has adopted this clause for the " Confession of
Faith:" "Infants dying in infancy and all other
persons not guilty of actual transgression, are included in the election of grace and are regenerated

of books in the vicinity of one hundred and fifty
were consigned to the flames, as bein?" too vicio~s
for perusal. Among the condemned ·were Scott s
and Dickens's works, and other standa~d books
of equally high character.
The committee did
hasty and lamentable work." Mr. E. R. Sully,
who, sends us the report, says he has not yet
learned whClther the men composing the committee
President Cleveland has appointed as consul to could read or write, but thinks it not probable.
Vienna Max Judd, of St. Louis. The Austrian
The State Republican, of Lansing, Mich., views
newspapers cabled an inquiry as to his religion, as
Helen Gardener, her fame, and her best book in this
the name is Jewish. To a reporter Mr. Judd stated
way: '-Some of the world's best writers hav been
that he is " a Freethinker, a member of the Ethical
women, but only after long years of probation hav
Culture Society, and a great admirer of Prof. Felix
they received much honor among men, but not so
Adler." All of which speaks well fo~ Mr. Judd as
in the case of Helen H. Gardener, who for the past
an official, a scholar, and a gentleman. President
Cleveland has made another sensible move in tele- two years lias attracted more attention in America
than any other author. Her first book, 'Men,
graphing to the United States Legation in St.
Women,
and Gods,' was issued only three years
Petersburg to stop all negotiations relativ to the
ago,
and
is
a.lready in its thirteenth edition. It is
extradition treaty between the United States and
a
collection
of essays written by her with an introRussia and to endeavor to hav the whole matter reduction
by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and is the most
ferred back to him.
st~rtling work of the kind since the issue of Paine's
The New Jersey lawmakers in their infinit wis- 'Age of Reason,' and is all the more remarkable
dom hav enacted a law legalizing poolselling on because written by a woman who dared to put herhorse races, which, we believe, is a form of garu bling, self on record for that which she believed was
and therefore pernicious for the losers. The unco right. Miss Gardener is a petite little woman, with
guid of the state, mostly ministers, held a mass snapping brown eyes, weighing hiss than one hunmeeting to protest, and A. Comstock, whom dred pounds. She is a great student of human
the New Haven .Palladium alludes to as a "re- nature and is a great believer in heredity, and the
former of unsavory reputation," was called to result of her researches in that direction hav been
speak at the gathering, and referred to one of the so valuable as to be consulted by men of science.
promoters of the bill, James E. Kelly, as the " boss She is an insanity expert, and reo. ntly visited
gambler" of New York, when some one in the gallery Schweinfurth, the false Christ, at Rockford, Ill.,
asked : "Of what nationality is Kelly?" " Why, and after an interview with him unhesitatingly proIrish, don't you know1" was Comstock's answ3r. nounced him insane and self-deluded. She is a
There were a few hisses, when Comstock added: brilliant conversationalist, and carries t.he convic"And Kelly is a disgrace to the Irish race." "Any tion that she believes intensely everythin ;· she,
Irishman is better than you are," said a voice in says."
the gallery. "You are no gentleman; there are
A Clevel11nd preacher recently undertook to find
Irish priests here and Irish laymen. They are
respectable and you are not." We think that on out why the people did not rush to the churches,
this occasion we can score one for our Irish friend. and sent out a circular asking, " Are you a ChrisHe possesses a faculty, sometimes as rare as happy, tian?" and "If not, why not!" The following are
some of the replies :
of telling the truth in plain if homely language.
"I think you don't believe in it yourself."
"I'm not a Christian because I believe in truth, not
That religion is a disease, as Mr. Putnam claims,
seems to be evidenced by the many cases of lunacy fiction; and because of the unequal distribution of justice
by the Christians' God to his children."
developed at " revival" meetings. One of the sad"No, sir; because the Christian church is in opposition
dest of these occurred in Farmdale, Ohio, but a to most reforms and does nothing to emancipate the peomonth ago. The revivalist was of the hell-fire ple from the opPression of capital."
"No, I'm not, because I canuot reconcile the doctrin
type, and succeeded in stirring up the emotions of
of
man's free agency with the doctrins of hell, and God's
his hearers violently. A Mr. and Mrs. Gleason
omnipotence, justice, and mercy."
were reg1,1lar attendants at the meetings. About a
"Because the truthfulness of the Bible has been disyear ago their son was drowned, and the loss made puted by science."
"Because the church is not in favor of equal rights to
inroads upon the parents' mental health, and they
were in ripe condition to be carried away by re- all and special privileges to none."
"I'm not because I do not believe in the divinity of
ligious excitement. Their minds gave way, and they
Christ. I think he was only a good m~tn and a reformer."
are now ravin~ mad. When put upon the train to
"Christians as a rnle, when Amployers, are greater
be taken to the asylum the couple fought their oppressors of labor than so called heretics. Christian
attendants savagely and had to be strapped to the and "hypocrit hav almost become synonymous terms."
•• In the future life I should hav to liv with Rockefeller,
car seats, all the time shrieking and talking about
Sage, Gould, Wanamaker, and other fleecers of their
religion in general and the meetings in particular. fellow-men. I don't want to asqociate with them."
A day or so after Mr. Gleason and wife became in"Because I do not believe in the Bible which preachPs
sane, another attendant of the meetings went Christianity. It upholds polygamy, slavery, and modcrazy. The residents of the neighborhood then erate drinking, to all of which I am optJosed"
And still the minister is not satisfied!
concluded it was time for the evangelist to go and
go he did, though somewhat against his will.
Last Sunday the number of visitors to the
Revivals often leave queer effects, but one of the grounds of the World's Fair, which bad previously
most curious results of this form of insanity that been fifteen thousand, was swelled to thirty thouwe hav noticed is reported in the Spirit Lake, Iowa, sand. The buildings were closed to visitors, but
Beacon. Charles Dickens and Sir Walter Scott, everyone looked over, through, and under everyunder the influence of the Holy Spirit, hav been de- thing in sight. Many a "Sunday closer " in senticlared to be writers of books unfit to hav in a public ment remarked on the quiet and orderliness of a
library! The Beacon givs the details: "Richland Chicago Sunday crowd. Sunday closing waR freely
township has maintained a most excellent public discussed. Among the many plans to make the
library for a number of years, to the manifest bene- Sunday-closing clause less oppressiv to the laboring
fit of her intelligent people. Recently there was inen were those overheard at the ticket-office. An
developed a fear that some of the books were not iron-molder said that his employer had agreed with
of a proper character for circulation, and a com- the men to let them work two nights in the week
mittee was appointed to make examination, and and to hav. Mondays off. Another, a brass molder
clothed with authority to destroy all works of a who would be mistaken for a young lawyer, P.laid
questionable character. The library is kept in two his employer had agreed to let the men work Sunsections. The gentlemen whose duty it was to in- days and hav Mondays for the Fair. Instead of
spect the section on the west side '0. K'd' the quitting at noon Saturday, they would quit work
entire equipment. The _other portion, however, Sunday at noon. One wage-worker made the state1
fared differently. Accordmg to reports a number ment that twenty thousand of his fellow-workmen
and saved by Christ through the spirit ; so also
are all other elect persons who are not outwardly
called by the world." Our readers must figure out
their own probabilities for themselvs. Catechising
himself in the solitude of his den, this Editol" confesses himself a-goner. The publication of Heston's
pictures w:ould alone fix him.
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had agreed to work Sunday and h'1V Saturday or
Monday off, so that they could visit the Fair. But
alas, poor workingmen, so piteously straining to
slip tb.e yoke and enjoy and instruct yourselvs, are
there not laws to suppress your Sunday industry,
and parsons to press those laws, to the end that
their pews and purses shall be filled? Yes, it is to
be apprehended th'lt this drama of Man's Struggle
for Liberty-ever, and ever played again-will end
with the so familiar scene of the preacher triumphl~nt.

There is in Bulger, Pa., a girl who although able
to repeat English words is incapable of knowing
their meaning, and has her own words for objects
and animals. She is an interesting study in philology. About three years ago the fame of a certain
Catholic priest as a divine healer began to spread
beyond the confinPs of Pittsburgh, Pa., and reached
the little village of Bulger. It was said that he
could cure the worst cases of sickness by simply
touching the afflicted part of the body with the
hands. The Knufmans were devout Catholics, and
the father decided to take Minnie to the priest to
hav her cured. They received this answer: "The
child can be cured in three days. In that time she
will be able to talk English as well as any other
child of her age." Then the assistant explained
how the cure was to be procured. Father and child
were to go t:> the chapel before sunrise and remain
on their knees for three hours. The rest of the day
was to be spent in prayer. On the evening of the
third day the divine healer would receive tl:e child
in his sanctum and touch her tongue with a piece
of bone from the body of St. Anthony. HE! would
then command: "Arise aJl,d speak!" and if at that
moment the child's faith in God, St. Anthony, and
the divine healer was perfect, her cure would be
ccmplete, and she would go forth speaking Englis};J.
as any other person sound in body and mind. The
father was very much awed, and he resolved to giv
to the church fund all the money he had with him,
except sufficient to take him home, but the next
moment all his hopes were shattered. The assistant
added: " And the charge is $50, payable in advance."
The poor man turned pale, says the Sun, which
relates this, but he said not a word. He went
away, and the hand by which he held his child
trembled. This exorbitant demand of the priest
for co r>pensation for services utterly worthless, is
but one of the many extortions and humbuggings
of his brotherhood throughout the country. That
they are possible is a stain upon our civilization
and our page in history.

Jn

~'hs Glast.

News and Notes.
The brilliant weather did not last my whole stay
at Fort Fairfield. A little of the real lion of March
put in an appearance after the debate, and Thursday, March 30th, was a stormy day. However,
Liberty Hall was well filled and I gave a lecture on
"Evolution and Creation " to the Fort Fairfield
Liberal League. Mr. Baker has fitted up the hall
in fine style and it makes a pleasant home for the
league. It was built originally by the Salvation
Army with great eclat, and it was supposed that
Jesus would prevail. But as he had no bank account and debts accumulated, the building came
into the hands of R. L. Baker, and he dedicated it
to Freethought. I suppose the Christians do not
see any " providence" in this arrangement, but it is
certainly an indication of progress. When all
churches come to the same end and with merry bells
"ring out the old, ring in the new,., there will be
large additions to the world's happiness.
I hope I shall be able to return to Fort Fairfield for I hav not found anywhere more Lib ral
ente~prise than here. I think from this point a
pretty large influence will circulate and the whole
of Maine receive an onward impetus and Aroostook
will be one of our shining landmarks.
In spite of the lion in it, which roared a bit on
Thursday, on Friday, the 31st, March went out like
a lamb, and as I left Fort Fairfield in _the afternoon with the good-bye of generous friends who
will keep our campfire blazing on this Eastern
front, the sky cleared off with gentle colors, and
while speeding down the Aroostook valley, the river,
the white banks, the gleaming hills, and dark woods
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made a beautiful picture changing in the golden sidering the field it has occupied. I do not know
light of the descending sun. Through the sunset of any of our allies who hav had to confront a more
palace I pass, and the vast starry portals of night, dark and dangerous foe than here in this province.
and arrive at Vanceboro at 12 o'clock, where in a It is rich, powerful, determined, and relentless.
somewhat sleepy frame I hav to wait an hour for
Another sign of progress is the establishment of
the Montreal train. It doesn't take me long to fall the Montreal Sunday News, under the management
asleep when once I am on the home-stretch, and I am of Mr. Granville. This is a somewhat revolutionary
not awake until the morning sun is up in the sky. affair. The very fact of a Sunday paper is startling.
Looking forth I find we are journeying through It is a new departure for this city of churches and
vast j orests, and scarcely a house is to be seen, and is a disturbing element, simply as a newspaper.
the Moosehead lake spreads in desolate expanse into Under the charge of Mr. Granville, who is a
the wide hills, emerging from which in snowy thorough student, an advanced thinker, and a
effulgence is Mount Katahdin, monarch of them all. brilliant writer-'-a member of the Freethought
It is a wild and graB.d sc.ene for many miles. At Club-it is bound to be a progressiv and influential
Loony Pond a whole company of lumbermen journal. Of course it is not and cannot be distincplunge into the car. They are through the season's tivly a Freethought journal. It is a newspaper imwork, and sing and dance with the exuberance of partially conducted for all readers, Christian and
frontier life, and make quite an interesting pano- non-Christian alike. It is for news of all sorts,
rama along with the vast and solitary regions but in purpose it will ever be for fair play, for
through which we thunder on. By and by we justice to all, for truth, and for the education of
reach the majestic St. Lawrence, and towns glitter the .people. It is a sparkling journal, and so far
upon oU:r view and finally Montreal appears with its has been a success, and its constituency is conquaint and solid ranks of houses and towering stantly growing.
cathedrals. Capt. R. C. Adams is at the station
Mr. B. Marcuse, secretary of the Freethought
and I am made welcome to this northern city, where Club, has just published a bright little pamphlet
the Freethought Club has flung its flag for many adapted from the German, entitled, "The Holy
a year.
Roman Curiosity Shop." Mr. Marcuse is an exA good night's rest and the sparkling Easter cellent German scholar, and out of the latest German
Sunday, with its pagan memories, far surpassing researches on church relics, etc., he has compiled a
the mode't"n Christian myth, bursts upon my be- most valuable summary. ·He is to add to this
lated vision. With Captain Adams I take tt look at another lecture on ''The Vicegerency of God on
the great cathedrals and churches, ornamented Earth" and republish the pamphlet, the first ediwith flowers and ringing with music. One cathe- tion having been exhausted. Those who wish to
dral holds thirteen thousand people and every seat know the almost utter idiotcy of religious faith will
was occupied, and the priests like a lot of hustling find its demonstration in this book; but Mr. Marold women were passing the contribution-box, and cuse tells me that he dare not publish all the facts
the pennies rattled with the organ peals. It was a he discovers of the folly and filth of the church.
curious sight to see this vast .crowd bowing down Those who study the original sources understand
before the candles and the chanting priests. It this. Mr. Marcuse's book is reliable and is a useful
was not much better in the Protestant churches. campaign document.
There was finer music, less ceremony, and more
The Revue Canada is keeping up a bitter strugeloquence-and as a consequence empty seats-for gle with the priestly power. It shows plenty o!
religious crowds always go where there is the least courage, and will win, I think. It is a life-andbit of sense, and the biggest show. The church is death struggle, and the exposures of church-craft
a circus, and the clown is the most attractiv part and corruption are making a great sensation.
of the service.
Montreal, April 8, 1893. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Montreal is overwhelmed with churches. There
To My J..iberal Friends.
are one hundred and fifty churches, with immense
I
propose
to publish a pamphlet, the opening
cathedrals. Montreal is "snowed under," you
might say, with ecclesiastical pomp. The value of part of which appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER
church property in this city is over thirty millions. this week, entitled, "Religion a Curse, Religion a
The value in the province of Quebec, with a popu- Disease, Religion a Lie." I consider that we are
lation of one million, is $150,000,000, with an in- drifting into a most dangerous religious tyranny
come of $13,000,000, and no taxes are paid. More- and war. It is not simply church and theology
over, a part of the taxes paid is for the benefit of
the church. In fact the papal church in this that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
province has more power and wealth, according to of these, which is what I hav defined it tp be. We
the population, than in any other part of the world. must understand religion, and for the safety of the
It has a lien upon the very land upon which Mon- race we mu.st destroy religion. I want this book
treal is built, and derives an income from rents. to be widely read. It is important. Religion as
Protestants are compelled to pay taxes for parochial the foe of humanity is not sufficiently understood.
schools. There is one priest to every twenty-five
We do not realize its terrific nature. I hav written
families in the province, counting the non-Catholic
families. Only one-tenth of the people can read this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
and write. In Montreal only about 30,000 out of the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
150,000 are 'English. The French rule with a rod statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
of iron. Besides the ordinary taxes, a tax of from book. Circulate it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
$100 to $500 is levied upon every business manSAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
a tax upon his business-and this tax is driving
hundreds into bankruptcy. So much for the re- The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Standpoint.
ligious city of Montreal.
In May we shall begm the publication of a series
However,· there is a sturdy Freethought element,
and for years it has held the fort right under the of letters which will be of great interest and
shadow of these mighty churches. Captain Adams, beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
president of the Freethought Club, has given lect- Chicago, and they will be about the World's great
ures almost every Sunday evening, and to crowded Fair, which opens in that lively and booming town
houses, and there are a few among the best citizens on May 1st. M.r. Putnam's description-as everyof Montreal who support him in his brave pioneer one who knows him knows-will not be the com~
monplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
work.
I lecture to a full house on Sunday afternoon on correspondent, but the impressions made upon s
"The Rights of Man," and it was decided to secure cosmopolitan poet by the aggregation of llamples of
a larger hall for the next Sunday, and Victoria the world's progress in mechanics, art, literature,
Armory Hall is the place. Two years ago the Free- knowledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
thought Club was refused the use of this hall, but broad, wide and deep-a picture and a panorama,
now it is considered that our money at least is or- a history of human advance from "that man in the
thodox and the hall is at our service. This is a dug-out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
nature-so far as tnese forces are subdued. The
straw which shows an onward-moving tide.
Sunday evening I made an experiment at Point letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of
St. Charles. Mr. Chisholm, a member of the club, the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows,
has built a hall at this place-the Fraternity Hall- and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
and he gave the use of this hall for a lecture. This correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
is among the shops of the Grand Trunk railway. letters to be written by them, there will be none
It was decided to venture into this untried territory, like the writer of the Freethought views and his
and it was quite a success. The hall was nearly descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes"
full and the lecture, on "Liberalism and Christian- will agree with us in this estimat.e, we know.
We shall be obliged to our friends if they will
ity," was well received. I lecture there again next
Sundll.y. So I found · Montreal a pretty good call the attention of their friends to this announceworking-ground in spite of the vast preponderance ment and suggest to them that a six months'
of the churches. The Freethought Club, with its subscription will insure them the receipt of these
reading-room, library, lectures, etc., has maintained letters, which will alone be worth many times the
the spirit of liberty and has done great things, coR- cost of the paper.
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~ommunieations.

thing he wants. The natural desire for happiness
becomes unnatural. Nature ceases to gratify his
enormous passions and he. resorts to that which is
and beyond nature. He resorts to God and
Religion a Curse, Reli~ion a Disease, Religion above
to
Immortality.
Only these can satisfy his ina Lie.-(Continued.)
ordinate craving. Time for him is bankrupt,
!>ED1CATE!> TO Tlj:E AMERICAN CONGRESS WHICH FOR Eternity alone can redeem his claims.
Hence he
THE SAKE OF RELIGION HAS STABBED LIBERTY TO sacrifices the pleasures of this world, the happiness
THE HEART.
that is attainable, the every-day joys and comforts
The simple desire for. happiness is perfectly right of earthly existence, for a transcendent bliss beyond
and innocent, and when pursued in an equable way the grave. As the miser in his greed never gets
without making, as Dickens says, any fuss about it; the real value of money, so the religious man in his
taking it as it comes with a sort of .wise careless- greed never gets the value of the life that actually is.
ness, letting it flow like a crystal stream in regard- He wants to be so happy that he isn't happy at all.
The belief in God is therefore a purely selfish
less beauty, and not damming it up into a huge
motive power which constanUy and distinctly ap- belief. People believe in God because they want
pears-pursued in this fashion, not directly, but in- to believe in one who can mak3 them infinitely
directly, the desire and the attainment of happi- happy, and for no other reason. The intellect does
ness are a perpetual benefit. Reason, philosophy, not demand God God explains nothing. The
and science thus regard happiness. It is inci- pure intellect abhors God, even as nature abhors
dental to human effort and not its absolute goal. a vacuum, for to the pure intellect God is nothing ;
Of course we must be happy; but the best way. as the creed says, he is without body, parts, and pasto be happy is to spend but little thought about it. sions. And what has the pure intellect or science to
We labor and are happy; but if we labor to be do with such a nonentity 1 It is the heart that craves
happy we are very apt to be miserable. Happiness for God. When the desire for happiness becomes
is so subtle a spirit that it evades direct search supreme, illimitable, then nothing can satisfy that
desire but· a belief in God, and' hence the passionate
and drops upon the unconscious mind.
The method of religion is not the method of belief in him-the most selfish belief of man, and so
reason, science, and philosophy. Religion accentu- the most cruel belief. The belief in Immortality, as
ates the desire for happiness, fondles it., cultivates a Theistic belief and orthodox belief, is also an init, and makes a supreme desire. It becomes more tensely selfish belief, and a. cruel belief. As the
than a desire-it becomes a purpose-a conscious very essence of religion is selfishness, so the very
effort, an ultimate aim. Religion not only wants essence of its two grand doctrines is selfishness,
happiness, but eternal happiness, an assured hap- and hence the cursed nature of these doctrines
piness that even time cannot destroy. Religion is and the cursed nature of religion. And its voice
a searching after happiness, and the being who is has ever been, "Unless ye hate father and mother,
supposed to grant happiness becomes the object brother and sister, wife and child, yea and your
of passionate worship. The cry of religion is, " I own life also, ye cannot be my disciple." Such is
want to be happy," and that is the curse of religion, the imperious command of this colossal egotism.
because in its effort after happiness it crushes and Wnat is its God but the reflection of the believer's
it kills, as the wild beast crushes and kills in its own self-that which is most dear and beautiful to
efforts to S!ttisfy hunger. All that religion has him-seated on the throne of the universe T What
ever done in this world, with its beliefs, its worships, is Immortality but the prolongation and triumph of
its rituals, its temples, its sacrifices, its wars, its this inner self above and beyond the wrecks of
persecutions, for the attainment of happiness, time? God is the universality of self-immortality
has been a tremendous failure.
It ever will -that is, orthodox Immortality is the eternal
be a failure, misery instead of bliss. Religious victory of self. And it is no wonder that these two
people are not only unhappy in themselves, but beliefs have filled with bloodshed and horror the
they make everybody else unhappy. Religion be- pages of history; for no hungry beast will fight for
comes by the very pursuit after happiness a most food as man will fight for what he considers absosolemn affair, a melancholy· procedure. Even the lutely necessary to his happiness.
.
most excruciating sufferings are invented and enI believe that history, science, a knowledge of
dured in order that the exquisite .bliss of the final .human nature, a study of religious literature, an
reward may be greater. What has not been done analysis of re~igious sentiment in all its various
for religion's sake? Its votaries have lived naked in manifestations, will justify this definition of religion
the desert, have given up every earthly comfort, as the most selfish, and the most cruel, passion of
have plunged the knife into their own flesh, have which humanity is capable. That it is most cruel
walked on hot irons, have whipped their bleeding who will deny T What makes it cruel but its selfish~
bodies, have stood in one posture for years on the ness? That it is potent who will deny~ but what
bare sands or the fiery (Jolumn, have poured by the makes it potent but the desire for happiness that
million into the battle's cruel front, and all for is in it? That is why it so long endures, although
the sake of happiness, "eternal happiness." In no science condemns it. This is why it survives in
other way can one explain the awful phenomena of spite of all its horrors and follies. This is why it
religion. At the heart of it is an exaggerated de- is so attractive when no dangers threaten it. This
sire for happiness, for a happiness so secure and is why it is so furious when it is attacked, why it
so brilliant that the fluctuations of time cannot dis- persecutes, why it imprisons and murders, why it
turb its eternal glory. Most of the enormous opposes change and progress, new truths and new
miseries of man have been created and endured ideals. It is not a mere doctrine, but a desire, and
through this desire for happiness. What a satire if a desire then it must be a desire for happiness,
on the folly of human nature. The very desire for but not a simple, natural, moderated desire, which is
happiness has been the fruitful source of unnum- wisdom and humanity, but an exaggerated, unbered woes. How much better off man would have natural, ·all-absorbing desire, whose fruit is inbeen had he never made so much fuss about his humanity, ignorance, superstition, slavery, worship,
"soul's salvation." If he had taken things as they blind faith, suffering, poverty, war, and every curse
are, with moderation, accepted the happiness which imaginable. There is no wrong and no injustice
follows after, not sought that which is before and of which religion has not been guilty. It has inever flitting, what a paradise he might have at- creased a thousandfold the natural misery of mantained. At any rate, what an immense amount of kind. It has not diminished any actual suffering.
suffering and error would have been avoided.
It has not added to the real happiness of this world
The simple desire for money is not only innocent, any more than the miser has added to the real
but beneficial. Everyone should desire money. It wealth of the world by his morbid craving. Religion
is
good thing. One cannot be without it, and is nothing but selfishness emphasized, crystallized,
should labor for it. But the desire for money doctrinized, institutionized, made into a church, a
should be moderate. It should not be an all- creed, a sword, a dungeon, a rack, a whip, a scafabsorbing passion. Money in itself is a blessing, fold. Religion gave the hemlock to Socrates. If
but when made the goal of all human effort it the record be true it was religion that hounded
becomes a curse. Wno is more contemptible than Jesus to his death for no other reason than that he
the miser? Who is a greater fool ! Who so was an infidel and a blasphemer, and when aftermisses the very essential value of money 1 To live ward the religion of Jesus triumphed it was the
and dream and hope with only money in view; to bloodiest conqueror of all. It was religion that.
bend every energy to its acquisition, is to destroy hurled the wild monks of Africa upon the beautiful
the very purpose for which money exists. What is naked body of Hypatia, and the rude multitude
the use of money to the miser? It is absolutely tore her to pieces with the fury of a mad beast, beuseless, and in fact, it ceases to be money. The cause she represented that glorio11s philosophy
miser's greed is for money, and yet his very greed which is the eternal opponent of religion. Rewhen he gets the money destroys its value as ligion destroyed the magnificent library of Alexcurrency:-that is, its real value as money. The andria, for books laden with the treasures of human
very desire for money changes money from coin to thought and the destroyers of religion. Religion
a useless burden.
poured a million people upon devoted Palestine,
The religious man is simply a miser-the miser who perished for the sake of heaven and ·not for
o f happiness. By his very miserliness he loses the th~ benefit of humanity. In their eyes the .victori-
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ous cross was the symbol of eternal happiness.
Religion invented the ghastly Spanish Inquisition.
Was it not better to torture men to death than
suffer a soul to be lost ? The horrors of the French
Revolution were the result of religion, for did not
Robespierre say that if " there were not a god it
would be necessary to make one T"
Religion has been simply and solely evil, and
when the secret of religion is revealed we understand why it has been so incessantly devilish .. It .is
the master egotism of the human heart and It wlll
abide nothing in opposition.
An orthodox preacher, known to be very radical
in his views, was asked by a friend of mine why he
continued in the pulpit contrary to his intellectual
convictions. He pointed· to his little child-a lovely
girl that might charm the heart of any father-and
replied: "For that little girl's happiness I would
not only lie, but I would steal!" A father's love is
beautiful, but how cruel and unjust it might be.
That father's love was a religious love, not a generous, reasonable, moral love ; it was a selfish
love that would make him a criminal if need be.
Such is the spirit of religion. It is a tremendous
passion. It is devotion to what the mind thinks
most beautiful and dear. But in its very devotion
it becomes a hideous madness. As that father for
his child, so religion for the sake of the entrancing
object of its adoration, would lie and steal and
murder-for this it has done all through human history. I challenge the production of one single line
in all religious literature that breathes anything
but selfishness.
Religion says that man is " to
glorify God and enjoy him forever." That means
that one is to glorify self and enjoy self forever.
God is not objective but subjective. Born of the
ego, he reflects the ego. I do not care how beautiful the idea of God may be it is still self, and therefore the very dearest thing for which the self can
strive.
I never heard an orthodox prayer yet that was
not purely selfish. I never heard an orthodox sermon that was not an appeal to pure selfishness. I
never heard a Christian hymn that was not the very
outbreathing of absolute egotism.
While writing this essay I attended an orthodox
revival-meeting, and the first hymn sung with the
usual fervor was the following :
How sweet the name of Jesus sounds
In a believer's ear;
It soothes his sorrows, heals his wounds,
And drives away his fear,
It makes the wounded spirit whole,

And calms the troubled breast;
'Tis manna to the hungry soul,
And to the weary rest.

Dear name, the rock on which I build,
My shield and hiding-place,
M;y:uever-failing treasure-filled
With boundless stores of grace.
Jesus, my shepherd, savior, friend;
My prophet, priest, and king;
My Lord, my life, my way, my end,
.Accept the praise I bring.
I would thy boundless love proclaim
With every fleeting breath;
So shall the music of thy' name
Refresh my soul in death.
I leave it to anyone who understands human
emotion if t.his is not th.e expression of a purely
selfish emotwn. Where IS the self-sacrifice in this
h,Ymn? The~e's not a hi~ of it. It is the very passiOn of egotism. Substitute "Almighty Dollar"
for the name Jesus, and not a sentiment would
need to be altered. The same emotion would burn
in the heart. The only difference is that Jesus in
the long run gives more happiness than the dollar.
If the dollar could guarantee as much glory hereafter as in this world Jesus would be nowhere.
Jesus has the advantage of eternity, and hence his
superior attractions. This is a model Christian
hymn, and yet what is it but the outpouring of
gratitude for favors received and flattery for favors
expected~ Is there anything in that hymn that a.
courtier wouldn't say to his king?
There is self-abasement in religion, prostration
in religion, humility in religion, but not self-sacrifice. Every posture, every attitude, every voice
every lowly act of religion, is for itself. It i~
for the glorification and enthronement of self.
Religion is not a curse because of its abuse. It is a
curse because it cannot help being a curse. Every
horror that it has made is its legitimate fruit. It
is the terrific activity of the most subtle and over-·
mastering egotism of which human nature is capable, a selfishness so enormous that the theater of
this world is not sufficient. It must invent a God
and Immortality as the only possible means to
satisfy its illimitable cravings. How the passion
of the miser, of the gambler, of the drunkard of the
gl';ltto?, si~s into.insignifi~a~ce in comparis~n with
this gigantic passwn that lll Its vast desires sweeps
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beyond" the flaming bounds of space and time."
No wonder that religion when aroused is such an
insatiable destroyer. No wonder that it desolates
this fair earth to save its supernatural heaven. No
wonder that it is a curse, always a curse, and to-day
•
a curse.
Having shown that religion is a curse, I now
propose to s~ow that it is a disease. It might be
a curse and still be a. natural and universal characteristic of human nature, and therefore permanent;
and we could only comfort ourselves with the
maxim, "What can't be cured must be endured."
But religion is not natural and universal. It does
not belong to healthful human nature. It is a
diPease. It therefore can be got rid of by mental
hygiene.
It is said that man is a religious animal. I deny
this. Man is not a religious animal any more than
any other animal is religious. Religion is the misfortune of man, not a necessity. Man is not
born to be religious, any more than he was born to
have the cholera.
Religion is not universal. The religious feeling
itself is not universal. As a matter of fact it exists
in a very small minority of the human race.
Religion has always drawn the sword, and forced
itself upon the world, and this is why it has seemed
to be in such a big majority. It is as if an insane
man should thrust himself upon a whole community
and compel everyone to be insane or act as if they
were insane.
I grant that immense numbers of mankind are
cowards and hypocrites, and this is why religion so
far has won the day.
The really religious people have forced the cowards
and hypocrites under their banner.
Cowards and hypocrites are not necessarily religious. They only pretend to be. I claim that not
one in a hundred is really religious. The human
being is naturally Secular. Religion is the aristocracy of fanaticism. A few fanatics have compelled
the majority not only into submitting to its dictates but into actually believing that they are religious themselves when they are not so.
Who among the people that we meet with are
religious ~ How many talk religion as they talk
politics or literature or science~ How many read
religious books 1 The Bible is covered with dust
even in Christian homes. In a letter to a friend
Charles Sumner said he himself was not a religious
man, and could not realize what the religious feeling might be. Sumner was honest, and he
represents a very large number of people who are
non-religious, and yet they dare not be as frank as
Sumner. To confess to a lack of religious feeling
seems like confessing to a lack of some natural
quality. Such is the power of fanaticism even upon
intelligent minds. Religion is something that is
put on. It is a profession, an artifice, an imitation, a veneer. In civilized society religion is
ignored. If one is really religious and tries to live
it and talk it, he becomes a nuisance. By common
compact religion is a voided in ordinary conversation.
Religion is a supposition, and it is impolite to make
it anything more than a supposition. One is.
supposed to be religious, but no questions must
be asked. One can say Good morning and How:
do you do~ and How are the folks ? etc., but it_
won't do to s.ay How's your soul this morningt
You would laugh at one who should make the
inquiry, and if he persisted you would be indignant.
If a man is religious, he will naturally express
himself in that way. It is absurd to say that a
truly religious man would keep his feelings to himself. It is the very nature of religion to break out
like the small-pox.
There is no "golden silence " in religion. It is
noise all the time. Religion never " lets concealment like a worm in the bud, feed on its damask
cheek." It is voluble. It runs to tongue as easily
as it runs to ears. · Tongues and ears are indicative
of true religion. Both are characteristics-leng~h
wise and all. "He that hath ears to hear, let him
hear " is a religious injunction. Also " Preach the
gos~el to every creature " goes with it. Religion
could not subsist without preaching any more than
it could subsist without believing. Religion would
die if it had to keep stilL Therefore it is patent
that every religious man and woman can be counted.
Religion will manifest itself in some sect, ho~ever
small. The statistics will therefore gather m all
the religious people of the country.
The membership and attendance of all the religious sects and churches in this ·country, of every
· name, only number a little over twenty-one million.
Therefore the non-religious people of this country
are in a majority of over two to one-admitting
that all the twenty-one millions are religious people. But are they? It will be easily admitted
th~t large number of hypocrites and cowards are
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in this twenty-one millions. All the hypocrites and
cowards are with the church. I think that universal experience will testify that one-quarter of
the human race are hypocrites and cowards. Therefore, fifteen millions of the inhabitants of the United
States are hypocrites and cowards. I do not think
this an exaggeration.
This leaves out of the
twenty-one millions only six millions that are honestly religious. I think this a large proportion.
I am sure that there are not more than a million
really religious people in this country. The country
could not stand any more than that number, when we
?onsider what a rampant bigot the truly pious man
IS. Our safety lies in the fact that only a few are
7eligious, as it lies in the fact that only a few are
Insane.
~hese figure_s clearly prove that religion is not
umversal. It IS partial. It is not natural· it is
artificial. It is not health ; it is disease.
'
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

A Legend of' the Sabbath-Breakers.
" Moreover ye know what befell th~se of your nation
who transgressed on the Sabbath day. We said unto
the!D, Be ye turned into apes, driven away from the
society of men, And ~e made them an example unto
those who were contemporary with them, and unto those
who came after them, and a warning to the pions "
(Koran, cap. II).
THE STORY.
At Elath, on the ·Dead sea shore,
Some Hebrews dwelt in days of yore,
Where, tempting them to sin and shame,
On Sabba~ morn the fishes cameGreat schools, a fisherman's delightOnly to leave on Sabbath night.
A REFLECTION.

Alas, who never felt or knewBe he or pagan, Christian, Jew- ·
A strife arise between his creed
And his re hellions human need?
A REMINISCENCE.

'
:

!
i
!

Lest I should seem to boast herein
· Over those ancient Hebrews' sin,
Let me confess that even I
Hav felt the same temptation nigh.
'Twas Sunday morning, bright and clear,
A babbling brook ran very nearSome fifty paces (maybe more)In front of father's cabin door.
A spring, this rivulet beside,
Cool, pure, and bright, our hut supplied.
There now this Sabbath morning fine
(I think my age was then but nine),
With pail in hand, I sought the spring
From whence a fresh supply to bring.
But as upon the stream I look,
Two nice large fishes in the brook,
As if asleep, lie side by side,
While curling ripples round them glide.
Our parents wondered much that day
That I at home could wish to stay.
"What! not to church! What do yon mean?
Why would yon stay? .What hav yon seen?"
Then I, thus being urged and pressed,
To them my wicked thoughts confessed:
How I designed, when all was clear,
To take my father's fishing spear,
And, all alone-what triumph mine!To capture those two fishes fine.
I had expected nothing less
Than to be chid for wickedness;
But no; my father simply smiled
Upon his wayward, erring child;
His spear down from its brackets took,
And bade me show him to the brook.
With two deft, quiet thrusts and true
Those fishes at my feet he threw;
Then to the church we all repair,
Among the earliest come:~:s there.
Then, after service-oh, what shame!To dine with us the preacher came;
" Gave thanks" for those same fishes fine,
But half his thanks to God seemed mine.
THE STORY DESUMED.
But those of Elath by the sea
Were not more wicked sure than we.
Th~>re would those schools of fishes stay
To tempt them every Sabbath day,
But ere the unforbidden dawn,
Lo all the finny tribes were gone!
At iength, grown hungry, desperate,
Some slyly caught and dressed and ate;
But afterward cut sluices wide,
With gates to hold the fish inside,
So that their only Sabbath work
WAs just to giv the gates a jerk.
But then the others, when they saw
Their neighbors thus transgress the law,
In vain by speech and force essay
To stop this work on Sabbath dav;
But, growing still more obstinate,
God's holy day they dese!lrate,
Till David cursed them, when to apes
Did God transform their human shapes.
'rhus they endured this plight three d~tys
This transformation ann disgraceAnd then a mighty wind arose,
Swept all into the sea-all thoseAnd then subsided in repose.
And never since hav human shapes
Been metamorphosed into apes;
And never since can fishes say
Precisely which is Sabbath day;
(In fact the creedists cannot tell
To save their precious souls from hell);
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And ever since that ancient time
No miracle coudemns the crime;
And now like buzzards faith must eat
Some most obnoxious ancient meat.
Harlan, Ia., March 28, 1893.
J. K. P. BAKER.

Answers to Prayer.
The Youth's Oompar..ion of February 9th has a
little article containing some extracts from the last
sentences of the journal of De Long, commander
of the Arctic expedition-of 1879, which are a- good
supplement to the claim of Mr. Moody that he
saved the steamer Spree by stilling the storm and
quieting the Atlantic ocean with prayers. Jesus
contented himself with experimenting on the little
lake of Galilee. He never thought of trying his
hand, or rather his mouth, upon the Mediterranean
sea, much less upon the Atlantic ocean. That
shows how much bigger man Mr. Moody is than
the "humble Nazarene." Peter said there was
only one name known in heaven or among men
whereby ye can be saved; but there seems to hav
been another route to heaven discovered recently.
"The world's great evangelist " has published a
book entitled," The Way to GoD, by D. L. MooDY."
The capitals in the name of God and Moody are
about the same size, which shows the modesty· of
the man, seeing the man furnishes his own auto~
graph and the God does not. At any -rate Mr.
Moody is not guilty of the egotism which Mr.
Greeley charged against Joseph Lane, that " he
spelled god with a little g and began his own name
with a capital."
But I digress. De Long and all his men
perished. This is the pathetic way in which 'the
Companion tells the story :
"The journal was found behind his body, buried
in the snow of the Lena delta-one of the coldest
spots on the globe.
"Evidently his last act was to throw the precious
papers behind him, in order that they might not be
lost when the river rose in the spring. Death
arrested his arm as he lifted it for the purpose and
it was frozen iii an upright position.
"The latter part of this touching journal was
dated from the day when the Jeannette was
crushed in the ice and De Long and his men were
forced to begin their terrible journey to the mainland across the treacherous ice-floes.
"The journal stopped with these significant
words: 'October 30th, one-hundred-and-fortieth
day.-Boyd and Gortz died during the night. Mr.
Collins is dying.' Probably on the next day the
last man of the party perished.
"Every Sunday, as long as strength permitted,
these men held divine service. On October lOth,
the one-hundred-and-twentieth day, they had nothing to eat for supper but a spoonful of glycerin
apiece. 'All hands weak and feeble, but cheerful. God help us,' runs the pathetic record. After
this they crawled into a hole in the bank. The
howling gale did not permit them to move. A later
entry in the journal runs as follows: •We are in
the hands of God, and unless he intervenes we are
lost. We cannot move against the wind, and staying here means starvation.' Can the imagination
picture a more hopeless situation? Eighty miles
from the nearest settlement, with only a spoonful
of glycerin apiece, and strength to move less than
a hundred rods. Among the last consecutiv words
in the journal were these: 'All united in saying"
the Lord's prayer after supper. Living gales of.
wind. Horrible night.' "
Truly, the imagination cannot picture a more
hopeless condition, and yet they declared they .
were in the hands of God. Paul says : " Our God !
is a consuming fire," but his presence does not
raise the temperature around the poles to any appreciable extent.
Said De Long: "Unless God intervenes, we are .
lost." God did not intervene. He never does.
When our temporal salvation depends upon the .
intervention of God, we are lost. If God answered
the prayers of these perishing men, it was by sending a howling gale in their faces.
They prayed, "Giv us this day our bread," and
they got a spoonful of glycerine apiece, and that ,
was some they brought with them. "They prayed '
as long as strength permitted.'' God does not
even furnish strength to pray. The breath spent
in prayer is wasted. Says the Companion: "It is
another witness that the soul recognizes God in its
hour of mortal need.''
Is it not rather a witness to the truth that all the
gods are non-existent, or dead, or deaf and dumb .
and blind, or aslee:, or gone on a journey! Is it·
not another proof that prayer is useless, supplication vain, nature relentless.:._" no ear to hear, no
heart to pity, no arm to save!"
One is tempted reverently to inquire whetherseeing there are few prayers to answer around the .
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North pole-it pays God to stay up there in the
cold unless he can do something in such an emergency as we hav been considering.
, Jesus said, "Whatsoever ye shall ask in my name
believing ye shall receive."
What a mistake, How much more truthful the
teaching of Buddha that the only source of help for
men is to help each other, and that the gods if they
eXist are probably so feeble as to need help themllelvs.
Perhaps the gods hav need of help themselvs,
Being so feeble that when l!ad hearts cry
They cannot save. I would not let one cry
Whom I could save. How can it be that Brahm
Would make a world and leave it miserable?
Since if all-powerful he leaves it so he is
Not good, and if not powerful he is not God.
Milwaukee, Ore.
D. PRIESTLY.

Qualified Heretics.
The Russian government, with its barbarous
methods for the suppression of Judaism, treats its
Mohammedan subjects with a good deal of leniency.
The emir of Bokhara (like the pretender to the
throne of Afghanistan), on his recent visit to the
czar was made a pet of the St. Petersburg aristocrats, and the " procurator of the holy synod " defends the inconsistency on the ground that the
Koran inculcates the belief in a future existence,
while the Old Testament ignores that doctrin-so
completely, indeed, that few modern Hebrews hav
much faith in the existence of a literal heaven. In
their present predicament the Russian Jews cannot
well doubt the existence of a literal hell.
One·Sided Progress.
There is no doubt that in the direction of political freedom the United States hav got a century
ahead of the OldW orld, but it is equally true that, in
regard to religious emancipation, a large percentage of our nativ moralists are about that much behind the educated classes of central Europe. The
Sabbath idiots of Chicago, San Francisco, and New
Orleans owe their defeat almost entirely to the
votes of the foreign population.
A. Substitute Devil.
Realizing the decline of the belief in a personal
hell-boss, the long-headed leaders of our Protestant
Jesuits are casting about for an available substitute,
and urge the appointment of "law and order commissimiers," who, of course, would denounce every
anti-clerical publication as immoral, and every
skeptic as a blasphemer.
Ethnological Revelations.
Prof. Frank Buckland, on his return from France,
had a young squirrel-monkey in his arms-a tiny
pet which he hoped to smuggle through on the
principle that children under two years go free; but
the ticket agent of the Dover railway insisted on
the payment of live-stock rates. "Since you charge
for all animals, what hav I to pay for these 1"
asked the traveler, producing a basket full of
snapping-turtles. The official adjusted his specks,
consulted his. tariff ledger, and then surprised the
naturalist by the memorable verdict : "No charges
for them, sir; them is insects."
With a similar
amazement many Americans of foreign birth must
hav_studied the ethnological statistics of Mr. Porter,
who in his last census bulletin classifies Welshmen
as"'" Anglo-Saxons," and Hungarians as "Slavs."
Political . associations may, to some degree, hav
obliterated the difference between the West British
·.Celts and the followers of Hengist and Horsa; but
·i~~ Magyars hav now for more than a thousand
ye~s devoted their best energies to the preserva. tion of their independence from the yoke of their
Slavonic neighbors, and so far from being Slavs,
are not even members of the Caucasian race, but
Turaniane-kinsmen of the Fins and the Turkomans. The country of the lower Danube, it is true,
swarms with Slavs, but Mr. Porter might as well
hav described a Cape Colony farmer as a "nigger,"
for.~being a nativ of the Dark continent. "You
ought to show more patriotism, sir," said a Moscow
police-commissioner, in reprimanding a disrespectful British resident ; "you hav been doing business
in this town so long that we hav a right to claim
you as one of our own." "If I should happen to
work in a stable," said the Britisher, "does that giv
you a right to call me a horse!"
A. Dangerous Game.
King Humbert has been called the Henri Quatre
of Italy, and it has more than once been predicted
that he will ultimately share the fate of that gallant
monarch. Last Saturday (March 25th) a fellow
named Berardi hurled a stone at the head of the
king with such force that the missil whistled
through the air like a rifle ball, and missed its aim
only by a fraction of an inch. He was at once

Liberal Societies.
overpowered, and in his fright confessed that he
A
man
with
no
little personal magnetism is the
had been inspired by religious motivs and wished
to wreak God's vengeance upon the king for failing Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb, who appeared
to do justice to the pope. A raging mob gathered before the Manhattan Liberal Club, Friday evening,
about in an incredibly short time, and while hun- April 7th. As Mr. Webb said in opening his lectdreds crowded the path of the king's carriage with ure, he did not intend to make any converts in one
ringing cheers, a broad-shouldered laborer shook lecture, but it was his aim to disseminate a truer
his fist under the nose of a priest, and pointing in and more liberal comprehension of the Frophet.
the direction of the Vatican: ".Avertile-you warn With this object in view he had chosen for a lecture
him [the pope]," he said, "if his bullies ever accom- the life of Mohammed.
plish a job of this kind, we'll tear his rookery to
"I hav yet to find a single Christian writer who
pieces before the dawn of the next day!"
has written fairly and justly of Mohammed." To
illustrate the treatment he has received at the hands
Assisted} Immigrants.
The Brazilian government has spent millions for of English biographers, Mr. Webb read selections
the encouragement of immigration by land-grants from various authors. In regard to the prevalent
and direct subventions to actual settlers ; but the idea that he was an impostor the lecturer said :
" The Koran repeatedly and unequivocally decommissions complain that many of these settlers
remain aliens in speech and religion, and that few clares that Mohammed was only a man with all the
of their new colonists come to stay and multi- characteristics, while the Prophet himself was careply. They ought to try their luck with a C!W'go of ful to assure his hearers that he differed from them
in no spiritual way, except in his spiritual developEnglish sparrows.
ments J. that he was subject to the same physical
A Hero's Reward.
A biographer of Shamyl, the Circassian prophet- laws that governed them, and that the regular
chieftain, describes the last hours of the famous course of nature could not be changed to suit the
patriot who had dragged himself to a suburb of whims or fancies of anybody."
The lecturer then reviewed the life of the Prophet,
Mecca and died content that Allah had not forsaken him after all, but permitted him to die free laying particular stress on the fact that he had but
and in sight of his holiest temple. "And this," one wife, and that he never countenanced warlike
comments the biographer, " was the reward of a measures unless they were absolutely necessary.
man who for twenty-three years had proved his In regard to polygamy, Mr. Webb said there was
devotion to his faith and his country under un- nothing in the life of Mohammed that would enspeakable hardships, and whose valor, unassisted courage such views, nor is there anything in the
by modern implements of warfare~had in forty-two Koran.
Dr. Foote and Mr. Oppenheimer were the first
battles vanquished the same troops that defeated
the tactics of the great Napoleon." But had critics. The latter thought the members of the
Napoleon himself a much better reward? "The Christian missionary societies cught to hav been
embroidered shroud on his tomb in the Dome of present and seen how missionary work should be
the Invalides," says Mons. Taine, "is the net result conducted. Mr. Wakeman was the next critic. He
of his heroic campaigns." "So much labor for a. declared that there were' numErous passages in the
Koran which advocated polygamy. . The other
winding-sheet?"
critics were Dr. Weeks and Dr. Ward.
St. Peter's Boss Called Down.
In replying to his critics Mr. Webb said that th1 rc
"Our blue-ribbon bigots," writes a friend from
Bzlvidere, Ill., "wanted me to sign a pledge invok- was but one passage in the Koran which said an;}"ing the aid of the Lord, and I offered their presi- thing about a man having more wives than one, and
dent a bet that I could keep sober without that passage had been translated as a permission,
anybody's aid much longer than he could with the while it was in reality a prohibition. Next week
aid of Christ and all his Apostles. I knew that he Raymond S. Perrin will lecture on "The Christian
had been a hard drinker, and merely wanted to Religion."
Mr. Webb's book on Mohammedanism will soon
stimulate his self-respect, but they boycotted me
for blasphemy, though the result proved the cor- be published. As soon as pending negotiations are
rectness of my conjecture, for in less than six completed a free library will be opened and lectures
months their moral exemplar was rolling in the on Mohammedanism given regularly and often.
gutter again."
Monkey Instincts.
One trait of nature seems to make all monkeyA general discussion of the question "Is Religion
dom kin, viz., the predatory instinct that appears a Curse?" took place Sunday aftenioon at the
to consider theft its own reward; and the phe- meeting of the Newark Liberal League.
nomenon of kleptomania may yet be recognized as
Mr. Bird first read selections from Mr. Putnam's
an incidental confirmation of Dttrwin's theory. The co~i~g book~ ",~eligion a Curse, Religion a Disease,
Vienna police not long ago unearthed an association ~ebg10n a L1e.
Th~ speaker thought all religion
of amateur shoplifters-girls in their teens, many ls useless, even the h1gh and intellectual one proof them, and nearly all able to offer the doubtful :posed and advocated by Mr. Wakeman. The first
plea of disinterestedness from a dollars-and-cents speaker after Mr. Bird was a Christian gentleman
point of view. They had never patronized pawn- who is not very well known to the members. Th~
shops, and rarely enriched their private wardrobes· gen~ema.n believed in ~ hereafter, because all of his
with their ill-gotten dry-goods, but contented them- multltudmous fathers-~n-.law had on their dying
selvs with hoarding their plunder (including hard- beds embrac?d the.Chrlsttan faith. Another gentlew-are, mathematical in~truments, prayer-books, and ' man wh? ~elieve? ~n the good of religion, especially
other articles of no earthly use to female aristocrats), the Chnstlan rehgwn, was Mr. Place. This gentleor vauntingly exhibiting it at their secret meetings. man was frank enough to say that the only reason
There are kleptomaniacs who will pick up handfuls that he was honest w~s because ~e expected to go
of garden gravel rather than come home with empty to heaven when he d1ed; for whiCh frankness he
pockets, and a Danish author of some celebrity ':as sou~dly rated by the members of the League.
once told me that one of his relativs was in the 1\Jrs. Smith, Messrs. Walter, Brill, Burton Sexton
habit of robbing his q.wn larder. Whenever he , Morris, and Mayo also took part in the discussion:
thought himself unobserved he would use a private ·Next Sunday Dr. Lewis Janes will lecture on.
key to unlock a door in the ;ear of his dinbg-room, ' "Cities and Civil Government."
slip in, grab a lot of. prunes, coffee-beans, or raw
01~.ions, and carry them up to his study, where his ,
The regular meeting of the Young Men's Debatwife o~ten recaptured bushel-bags full of such mis- ing .Club was held in Newark Saturday evening,
cellames.
F. L. OswALD.
April 8th. "Life and the Mystery of Life" was
Not Stolen, Only Copied.
~he sub~ect for discus~ion. Mr. Walker.read a very
N~ one except the in~ti~ted, sa:rs a :Western paper1 has ! mteres~m~, and erud1t.e essay on "L1fe and Its
~ny 1dea ho~ com!Don 1t IB becommg m this city for min- ! Mysteries..
~he eE~say1st treated the subject more
1sters to en~ the1r sermons. A preacher who earns a ; from an h1stoncal than a doctrinal point of view
large salary m onf' of our largest churches lately delivered ! He reviewed the Abhidharma of Gaut
d
an address. Shortly after, one of his parishioners re- whil h d"d
t b 1.
ama, an
. th K
1
marked that it was very :fine.
e .e
no
e Ieve m
e
arma of the
"~es," said another, "but he stole it."
Buddh1sts, he ~houg~t their idea of Nirvana
This was told to the preacher. He resented it at once, worth some cons1derat10n. " One of the greatest
and called upon the gentleman to retract.
mysteries of life is the mind or
·
,
''I am not," was the .reply, ''very apt to take back
.
conscwusness.
anything I hav said, ;J;lecau~e ~ usually weigh my words Mr. "Yfalker held t~at ~he mmd was ~ tabula rasa,
before I speak. But m this mstance I will retract I quolmg and exphcatmg the Lockian formula
said you had stolen the_ sermon. I :find, however, th.at I ••.Nihil est in intellectu quod non p 1·ius fuerit i '
was wrong; for returmng home, and referring to the 8ensu." He characterized the epigram 0 i L 'b ·/"
bookd whence I thought y. u had taken it, I found it there, · as meaningless . in order ho
t
h el m z
wor for word "
•
'
wever, o s ow the
·
psy~hologic~l differences of the two schools be
Bound Volumes of The Truth Seeker.
rap1dly reviewed the a priori philosophy f
We ha~ a few bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER fo-r Spinoza Malebranche Descartes B tl
t
Ho
the year Just closed (1892) which will be sent on receipt · th
' t' t d
'
. ' u er, e c.
e
of $4. We also hav a few of previous years which can . en ~xp& la e on the o.ntologiCal and cosmoloo-be sold for $3. Readers desirous of keeping :files 118 re~ 1cal differences of the varwus schools of philosophy
ceived weekly can obtain the File Binder for
In concluding he dwelt at some length on th~
t

.1.
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benevolent theory of morals of . Hutcheson as
opposed to the theory of Hobbes that all our acts
arise from self-love. "While such may be the case
among some proletaires certainly the vast majority
is not so base." Short addresses were made by
Messrs. Bird, Gillen, Sitxton, and Newing. At the
next meeting Mr. Saxton will lead the discussion,
which will be on "Spiritualism."
Chickering Hall presented the usual brilliant
array of handsome men and women last Sunday
morning. Professor Adler had chosen for a subject
" The Anti-Semitic Movement in Germany."
"It will be noticed," began the lecturer, "that
the movement calls itself anti-Semitic and not
anti-Jewish. There is a reason for this. 'l'he name.
'anti-Semitic' was chosen with the purpose of
deepening the stigma that it is intended to convey.
By the use of this name it is intended to imply that
the Jews represent a race which cannot be assimilated. The fear is expressed that these people will
soon outnumber the Aryans unless they are put
down. This is ridiculous on the face of it. There
·
'll'
J
hil th
h dr d
are on 1Y SIX mi Ion ews, w e
ere are un e s
of millions of Aryans. But it is not true that the
modern Jew represents the Semitic race. It is not
true that the Jews of to· day are an unmixed race.
"But the cry against the Semitic race is only a
cloak . Tnere are other and deeper causes · The
most important of these is the religious cause. It
is a curious fact that the religion n'tmed after the
gentlest and most humane master has shed more
blood than any other. I sometimes wonder what
Jesus would hav said if it hai been prophesied to
him that there would arise among his followers a
Torquemada' an AI va ·
"Another cause of this bitter feeling is the cry
.that we hear about us every day, that of deicide.
If Christ was god, and came on earth to be crucified, then the Jews only acted their part in a prearranged drama. But if he was only a human
being, then we must say the same of them as we
say of the Florentines, who expelled D.mte and now
almost worship him-the best men are seldom
understood by the people of their time.
"The growing feeling of Nationalism is another
cause. The policy of exclusion of foreigners is one
of the first signs of this feeling. But this policy is
suicidal, for it is the foreigners who are grafted
into a nation that best represent that nation.
Napoleon, Kant, Catharine II., are examples of this.
" I now come to the economic cause. The strain
produced by the change of economic conditions is
felt by all classes, and especially the official class.
The officia.ls are no longer treated with the respect
that the merchants and bankers are, and so they fix
on a few of this latter class, the Jews, and vent their
spite on these. But it is among the workingmen,
among the semi-Socialists, that the movement has
its principal footing. But while the movement is
apparently directed against the Jews only, it is in
reality directed against the entire industrial system."
Next Sunday P!'ofessor Adler will lecture on
"The D.i.fficulty of Reform in New York City."

Succotash.
I learn from the Rochester JJemocrat and Ohroni.
cle that Mr. Robinson, the proprietor of the MuseeTheater, has been giving entertainments on Sunday.
'fo this, as usual, the clergy took exception. It was
represented that the performances were of an immoral character, that disreputable women assembled
there, and that the authorities were appealed to to
close up the wicked and immoral place on Sunday.
Certain individuals were sent there under disguise to see what was going on at the Musee on
Sunday, and report to headquarters the immoral
and indecent performances, if such were found to
be practiced.
The committee reported that the lion and leopard
did not indulge in any immoral acts, that the bear
and the birds were well behaved, and that the
monkeys and wax figures seemed to show a decent
regard for the solemnity of the occasion. The
women looked well, were dressed well, and behaved
in such orderly manner as to arouse no suspicion
of evil intent. The men were all civil and sober,
and seemed to be interested in the entertainment
and showed no disposition to disturb the peace or
good order of society.
But they were at the Musee-Theater, and not at
the church-" there's the rub "-that's what gravels
the kidneys of the clergy. And here is the real
inwardness of closing the World's Fair on Sunday.
If the gates are left open the churches will be
deserted, and the holy scavengers can catch no
bullheads in their salvation drag-nets. What they
care about the morals of the people will never disturb their brainless noddles.
. These devil-dodgers know that if the gates are

closed on Sundays, the saloons and dives and· other
places of ill repute will be crammed with customers,
and this shows the extent of their anxiety about the
morals of the people.
In Rochester the saloon-keeper is making common cause with the minister because their inter.ests
are identicaL Neither cares a rupee whether the
1\Iusee is open on Sunday or not. But there are
those who would go to the saloon or attend the
church if the Musee were not open. And that is
all the interest the saloon-keeper or the minister
has in the matter. The church is willing to concede a fair share to the saloon if it can secure what
remains.
,
Heston has given a very impressiv cartoon representing the minister, the saloon-keeper, and the
jackassical Congressman. Next let him represent
the minister and the saloon-keeper as the Siamese
twins, the one holding a. Bible and the other a
bottle, with this inscription over them:
Our aim is the boodle.
The love of God was shed abroad in a church a

I mense, but it does him no injustice.

The conception of the cartoon must hav been in Heston's
brain before it was put on paper. Can he keep on
producing cartoons after he is dead, and his brain
ceases to act?
JoHN PEcK.

lVaples, N. Y.
-----------

Agnosticism.

Amongst numerous reasons, the . Agnostic rejects Christianity because he cannot reconcile belief
in an ail-good deity w1th the evil in the world. Did
he create the evil1 If it be answered: "The devil
made it," the Agnostic inquires, Did he create the
devil~ If you reply in the affirmativ you. admit
that he is not aU-good, for he created a being of
evil! If you say that the devil was at first a good
being, but afterward fell, you admit frailty on the
part of an all-powerful and all-wise deity, for you
either admit that your deity could not create that
being perfectly good, in which case he is not allpowerful, or he did not know that he would fall, in
which case he was not all-wise! If he did know
that he would fall, and created him with that knowledge or intention, he must hav been creator of evil!
If you say that he did not create the devil, you admit that he was not the first cause! In this case
the devil might hav created the deity or some other
being might hav created both! If you deny the existence of a devil, you not only throw the responsibility of having created evil upon the deity, but
cast down the foundations of Christianity, which
are based upon redemption!
However, it is probable that neither a personal
devil nor a personal deity exists.
.
The Jewish scriptures name the party the
Hebrews believed to hav been the cre1tor of ev1'l.
For the culprit's name refer to Isa. xlv, 7.

short time ago.· The church was crowded and
.chairs were placed in the aisles to accommodate
the people, but all could not be seated. A pious
deacon was standing while the choir was singing,
and a brother slid in behind bini and took his chair.
The minister had J'ust put himself in position to
giv the Lord a little cheap advice, when the good
deacon found the brother occupying his chair. At
first there was a suppressed whisper and then the
talk was not only loud but fast and furious. And
to show that he had the love of God shed abroad
in his soul. the good deacon knocked the brother
down. And then, "invoking the God of battles,"
he jumped on the brother and pummeled him until
he showed a contrite spirit, and learned that Christ
did not come to bring peace.
Lectures and Meetings.
The women screamed and fainted, they trampled
S.
P.
PUTNAM's
lecture appointments :
each other ·under foot in their wild scramble for the
door, and finally the minister snapped the "amen" Boston, Mass., April 161 Worcester, M~ss. April 16
"
17 Cinoinnati, Ill.,
"
21!
off the end of his finger, and pulled the good dea- Bristol, Conn.,
TIIM Brooklyn Philosophical Association's program for
con off, and thus ended .the heavenly racket.
this month is:
0, how happy are they who their savior obey,
April 16th, 0. P. Loomis, "Ancient Astronomy and
Religion."
And hav laid up their treasures above.
Tongue cannot express the sweet comfort and peace
April 23d, Prof. R. E. Mayne, "The Coming Man."
Of a soul filled with heavenly love.
April 30th, S. H. Wilder, "Science Falsely So C~~olled."
The Association meets Sundays at 3 P.M. at Fraternity
A few Sundays ago a minister went up into the
Hall, Bedford avenue and South Second street, E. D.
pulpit to open the services with prayer. He made
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 R~st Fifteenth
quite a long prayer, but ended with a very feeble
amen. The congregation waited some time, but street, Friday evenings, the program for April is:
April 14th, Raymond Perrin, "The Christian Rethe minister did not arise from his knees to proceed
with the proceedings. A member went to him and ligion."
April 21st, Lizzie Ward, "Women's Skirts."
found him dead.
·
April 28th, Reuben Rush, " Life and Death."
I tell you the pulpit is a dangerous place. ChrisTHE Barlow, Ore., Three Sisters m~kes a fair report of
tians, don't make fools of yourselvs. Whenever
you bow your knee in prayer think of this awful Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith's lecture in that town in reply to
a minister who said that schools and colleges, orphan
lesson, "God is not mocked." He will certainly asylums, hospitals, and homes were the frnit!il of Chriscome down on you with his great dambanger if tianity, and that saloons, prisons, sc~ffolds, Anarchists,
you don't stop praying.
and the destruction of ho{Je, peace, and life were due to
The Chapman-Wettstein discussion is still on. I Infidels. Mrs. Smith said:
do not wish to take part in this discussion, but
"One of two things must be conceded-namely,
would like to ask a few questions.
that either Mr. Bateman did not know the true history
I saw a blind man the other day walking with of Christianity or, knowing it, he not only seeks to cover
his hand on the fence in order to keep his way. np its crimes and cruelties, and exhorts others to do so,
but goes even farther and .says that Christianity is synonIt is said "the spiritual eye is keener than the ymous
with goodness and virtue. She denied that
material." Now, if there is a spiritual or inner morality and religion were synonymous and gave many
man that sees, of what use is that to the blind illustrations where the grossest immoralities hav been
man 1 The blind man is old and will soon die ; committed by very religious people. She also called attention to the morality and goodness and progress mad.e
will he be able to see then?
before Christianity was known, and also by those people
My brother's arm was paralyzed a year before he and those nations which hav never embraced Christianity.
died : was there a spirit'llal arm that was not para- Mrs. Smith read statistics from prison records showing
lyzed? If there was, jt did not help my brother, that our criminals are with few exceptions Christians.
In answering Mr. Bateman's statement, 'If Infidels had
nor was he cognizant of the fact, if it were a fact.
ever built a school or done anything for the uplifting
We hav a man in our plJlce who is deaf; is there of humanity he had never he~rd of it, except a school at
an inner man or spirit which hears all that is going Silverton,' the speaker said: 'It is hardly possible that
the gentleman never heard of Girard College, founded
on~ If so, he is not conscious of the fact.
by the Infidel Stephen Girard.' Mrs. Smith said that
Now, when we lose our sight and taste and besides
the $6,000,000 left to establish this College, Girard
smell, our hearing and feeling, when the heart gave during his lifetime $30,000 to the Pennsylvania
ceases to beat, and the brain to perform its func- Hospital; $10,000 to the orphan asylum; $20,01)0 to the
tions, we are dead, and the idea that a spirit is to deaf and dumb school; $10,000 each to the Lancaster
schools, to the poor of Pennsylvania for free fuel, and to
be born from us is all idle vapor.
aid distressed sea captains; $20,000 for the relief of poor
Who knows anything about the structure of a members of the Pennsylvania MQsonic Lodge; $50lJ,OOO
spiritual eve or ear~ How can .we obtain a knowl- to the city of Philadelphia, and $300,000 to the state of
edge of the nervous system of a spirit ! Who Pennsylvania for canals. !:;he said when our ~overnment
was impoverished in 1814 Girard furnished 1t with $5,knows that a spirit can hear, see, feel, or taste, or 000,000.
She spoke of the gifts of Robert Owen; James
enjoy or suffer! ·There is no knowledge upon this Smithson, the founder of the Smithsonian Institute; of
Peter Brigham; John Redmond; Petor Cooper, and of
subject, neither can there be.
"Sandy, what's this they call metaphysics?" James Lick; aud after speaking of the Lick Observatory
'If Rev. Bateman will go to San Francisco he can
•• Why, it's when one chiel tries to tell another said:
enjoy a bath at the expense of the dead Infidel James
chiel something that he knows nothing about him- Lick.' Mrs. Smith quoted dozens of instances of deeds
of charity done by Infidels, but we hav not space to
self; that's what they call metaphysics."
Why cannot somebody be found who can tell us enumerate them. She spoke of Thomas Paine, his life
death, and denied the minister's statements iu resomething about God! The reason is, nobody and
gard to his death. She read historical evidence showing
knows. Let anyone set down to write what he that he died as he had lived-an Infidel. The speaker reknows about God, and he cannot write a half- viewed what she called the 'crimes and cruelties of
dozen sentences. He will find that there is too Christianity,' the persecutions which had been done in
the name of religion, and contrasted its history with the
much of Sandy's metaphysics connected with the record
of Liberalism, which she called 'the religion of
subject.
humanity,' and then outlined what Liberalism would giv
Heston's cartoon on the stuffed prophet is im- the world in place of C~ristianity."
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The World Would Be Bettt>r If All Took
·
This Paper.
PoTTER, ARK,, Feb. 25, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am well pleased with the
paper-in fact, do not see how I could get
along without it. The ·world would be
'better off if everybody was taking it, and
living up to the principles advocated by
it. I. admire the writing of several of its
correspondents, and more especially the
lectures of Colonel Ingersoll.
Respectfully,
W. P. MciNTOSH,

her of your paper, Send the New Bible
Picture Book as premium.
I hav nothing important to write about,
as I read all the " Letters from Friends "
and nearly all of them agree with my
views. The People's party of this place
some weeks ago took an interest in
the Women's Christian Union work in
electing a man to rE>present them at Salem
in the coming convention to giv us some
Sunday laws. They think we hav too much
liberty. Or maybe they want their
prayers before the elections come, as the
Prohibition party used to be treated,
I hav seen only one in this place that
did not like your ·paper, and he said he
would not dare to read it for any price;
the pope is his idol. It is hard to get any
new subscribers. The hard times are
much the cause of it. Many families in
this place hav been living on water and
bread, and cabbages and clams occasionally, for the last year. Giv us all the
news from Sweden and other countries
that you can p'ck np that is interesting to
Freethinkers in general. H. P. STYFFE.

The lnJlucnce of Freethought Literature
on Future Generations.
CoLUSA, CAL., March 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith please find $3 in
payment for the paper. Money is very
close with us. Had I been aware of your
great needs I should hav deprived myself of some other luxuries and remitted
earller. The results of the influence of
your excellent paper will be felt in coming generations with tenfold force. May
it weather the storm, is the sincere wish of If Each Would Help Freethonght As
Much As Other Movements.
the subscriber,
J, G. GARDNER.
GRAYS, KY., Feb. 25, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: InclOF:ed find $5 for reThe Catholic Future.
newal to THE TRUTH SEEKER, " The FreePuGET CITY, WAsH., Feb, 17, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Times are so hard it is im- thinker's Pictorial Text-Book," cloth
possible to get any new subscribers yet, (premium), and Ingersoll's Argument in
though a great many like the paper. I the Reynolds Blasphemy Trial, cloth.
I feel sorry that I am unable to do more
think I am the only one who takes it in
this whole community. They are almost for the cause of Freethought,' which has
all Liberal (?) people, but seem to hav no been so dear to me for fifteen years, but I
fear of impending danger. I firmly be- hope to be always able to earn an extra $5
lieve the Catholic church will b~ the cause bill each year to spend in it.
I am a coal-miner and find among my
of the downfall of this republic, as the
Catholics vote together to a man, and craft in this district very few Freethinkers.
there are enough conservativ people, who I met with so many at a convention last
see no danger, to vote with them so they week that I was very much aEOtonished, but
will soon conttol our elections. Then, a little thought explained it all. Freethinkers are, in almost all c~ses, the most
good-bye Liberty.
intelligent and most trusted amongst their
WALTER J. CHIPMAN,
class. In this district we hav only four
months' school term each year, which
A Glorious Achievement-Prevented the
accounts for the fact that Freethinkers
Building of a Church.
are few. But if each would work for and
SPORTlNG HILL, PA., Jan. 17, 1893.
help Freethought as much as ·they do
MR. EDITOR: Please inclose a copy of other movements, Freethought, the grandyour "World's Fair Leaflets" as a sample. est of them all, would soon be a force in
I ··am using all efforts to assist you in the country.
fighting for the grand cause of. Mental
Wishing our paper every succeBB, I reLiberty and the suppression of priest- main,
Yours fraternally,
craft, religious bigotry, and superstition,
WM. RonmsoN.
Not over a decade ago I stood alone
P.S.-Please also send Ingersoll's
fighting for this glorious cause, and I now Lectures, in one volume, half calf, $5. I
pride myself in saying that through the make the money order $10,
W. R.
outspoken and determined stand which I
hav taken I hav prevented the religious No Need to Be Tender of Christians'
orthodox from erecting a church in my
·
Feelings.
town or any other place of religious worPEASTER, TEx., Feb. 28, 1893.
ship, when you cannot find another place
MR. EDITOR: There are quite a number
of the number of inhabitants where none of Liberals in this community, but I beof these places exist.
lieve none are taking THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Go on with your work, such as THE All, however, hav seen copies of it and
TRuTH SEEKER has been doing since its know its principles. A few object to its
outstart.
Liberalism is growing fast, radicalism, but for· myself,, if I was going
even m the benighted part of our country. to destroy a venomous reptil, I would
Fraternally your?, T, H. HERSHEY.
endeavor to perform tbe act in the quickest way possible, When the preachers
Hopes for Less Cant from Cleveland.
attack Infidelity, they spare not the
SPANGLE, WASH., March 4, 1893.
feelings of any. They call them fools,
MR. EDITOR: I herein send you names gamblers,
blacklegs, libertine, freeof some who profess. to be Freethinkers lovers, and debauchees, and affirm that
bntwho are not subscribers to your paper. they are capable of committing any
Well, Mr. Macdonald, to-day our new crime in the calendar. I believe in paying
president is to be put in the chair, Out them back in their own kind o.f coin. I
West here we of the third party-the mem- hav frequently confronted them With
bers of which are nearly all Liberals, with Billings's '• Crimes of Preachers," and
very few exceptions, in this county-are shown them that it was not wisdom for
not looking for much justice from this persons living in glass houses to be tossadministration. But we are hoping, at ing stones around in such a careless manleast, that we will hav a great deal less ner, They hav long since learned to treat
Jesus than we had under Harrison.
me with civility.
We hav not yet joined the Federation,
There are a number of Christian dePutnam ought to hav a monument for nominations here which hold forth at
the glorious way in which he is fighting stated periods and dispense the "glad
for the cause of Humanity. May he liv tidings of great joy." Among them are
many years and continue to fight in the Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists (missame brave way.
sionary and hardshell), Campbellite~, and
Success to you and your paper, Brother Second Adventists-the last of which deny
Macdonald.
the immortality of the soul and future
Sincerely the friend of all reform,
eternal punishment. And I am at a loss to
CLEMEY LACEY.
know why they had not just as well deny
the rest of it. The different Christian
Wants Foreign Freethougbt News.
denominations in this locality agree so
LIBBY, ORE., Apr. 3, 1893.
badly that I believe they are doing more
MB. EDITOR: Please send your paper to for Liberalism than Liberals themselvs.
the following address for one year, In- All are growing more Liberal year by
closed find $3.50 in payment for the sr,me, year, but they are not yet cognizant of
with premium as offered in the last num- 1 the fact,

I learn by letter that J. E Remsburg
will be in our state next month on .a lecture tour. We shall try to procure his
services for one or more lectures and hav
him shake up the foundation of superstition.
With best wishes for the prosperity of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
A Liberal to the core, J. WHITE.
Is Our Future Home Cooling and Get·
ting Pleasant~ .
ALEDo, TEx., Jan. 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I send a new subscriber.
You can put him down as a real Freethinker. He is a reading man, and a
thinking man also, and a man that is not
afraid to express his views.
There are a great many Liberalists or
Freethinkers in this country. As I am
outspoken at any and all times, I hav a
chance to know, so I will inclose you a
few names. I think that I said that there
were a great many Liberalists. Well, there
are, but-they are slow to say so. As to
myself, I hav been reading your paper for
three years, and do not hesitate to say that
it is the best religious paper that I know
of, and I would rather read it because it deals with facts as nearly as
possible, instead of fiction. Some of my
Christian friends will look at Heston's
pictures and laugh at the hits. I say "my
Christian friends" because I hav some
warm friends that belong to the church,
and I hope that they are just as honest in
·their belief as I am in mine. I do not
wish to condemn any person or persons for
their belief, although I find that I am
often condemned, and consigned to that
awful lake of fire and brimstone-but I
cannot find anybody that can tell me
where that lake is or where the brimstone
comes from. However, I shall keep on
making inquiries. I may find out. I
made some progress not long ago. A
preacher told me that he did not believe
that there was any literal hell at all, and
that he told his hearers so in one of his
discourses and that some of his brethren
and a preacher or two rounded him up
about it and t~at he stood to what he said.
That looks as if it might be getting a little
cooler and may gradually cool down and
become pleas!lnt about the home of the
Liberalists yet, doesn't it?
Now something about the pictures, As
to myself, I am in favor of them first, last,
and all the time, Nearly all of them teach
a lesson, If this is worth room in the
best paper that I read, which is THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I may write again. So with best
wishes and a long life to the Editor a11.d
a good word for our artist, I will sign my
name and stop.
J. C. MILLER.
A Hotelkeeper Disseminating Truth.
WALTON, IND., Feb 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I write you to-day to let
you know that I yet liv and hav my being,
though I am now in the se-venty-seventh
year of my life, and hav the first copy of
THE TRUTH SEEKER in my house that D.
M. Bennett pullished. I hav seen prosperity and adversity. I liv for this life
only; I know nothing of another life.
I inclose to you a money order which I
wish you to place to my subscription for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and also send a copy
of cloth-bound "Bible Myths."
I inclose to you a few of the cards of the
Engler House, so that you can see my way
of doing business :
ENGLER HOUSE,
TEMPLE OF SCIENCE AND HoTEL.
Class Meeting at all hours, Now in the
Holy Land.
Good Accommodation for Travelers,
DAVID ENGLER, Prop., WALToN, IND,
There is a bell on the Engler House,
That rings for a noble cause;
Its tones go forth for one and all,
To teach Science, Truth and Virtue's
laws.
Let there be free schools without creed
or sect, based on the teaching of Science
and Truth and the World's Fair to be
open on Sunday.
I hav had eleven thousand of these cards
printed in the past eleven years. My
Christian friends said to me that if I put
those cards out it would ruin my business,
I hav been in the business twenty-three
years here. There hav been opposition
Christian hotels run against me, and they
hav played out. I am here yet, and I am
the only hotel man here now. If you see
R. G. Ingersoll ask ·him if he recollects

the time when he delivered one of his
l~ctures in Logansport, and I at his request met him in his private room, and he
gave me the sacrament and initiated me
into the church of Humanity, of which I
expect to proclaim in my class-room to the
latest period of my time.
May Tmn TRUTH SEEKER never cease
to be published while error roams the face
of the eal'th.
D. ENGLER.
A Deligbtfnl Clnb.
CmcAao, ILL., March 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Less than a year ago your
correspondent arrived here an utter
stranger. Six months ago, at the solicitation of many new-found friends, who
formerly knew him only by reputation as
president of the Boston Question Club, he
helped organize the Chicago Question
Club. That it might be conducted similarly to the famous one in Boston, of
which they had read so much, he was
elected president. It meets nt 2:30 P.M.
every Sunday at 337 So. Halsted street.
Free discussion follows a brief address on
tariff, wages, suffrage, money, strikes,
labor unions, immigration, profit-sharing,
municipal reform, single tax, or some
other social or economic question, Equal
time is ltiven both sides through five- or
ten-minute speeches, alternating pro and
con. Both admission and platform are
free, and strangers are given the Jloor in
preference to regular speakers, No one
can speak a second time to the prevention
of another who has not spoken. The one
religious thing we do is " take up a collection," The club has been a grand success
-financially, numerically, and ethically,
The name, Question Club, commits us to
no "fad" or "ism," and consequently
commands more universal respect and
newspaper prominence than if we had the
reputation of being a lot of so-called
"cranks" of any one particular school of
reformers. The club aims to discuss popular questions at the time most public interest centers in them. Consequently,
three or four reporters are sometimes
present at once, and the newspapers giv
good reports of the proceedings. Our
secretary always delivers to the Associated
City Press a copy of the resolutions passed,
or the questions sometimes addressed to
prominent persons, and consequently most
of the daily papers print them, Instead
of the old-fashioned form of a resolution,
we generally st.ate our subject for discussion in the form of a question, thereby
committing ourselvs to neither side. Regular members pay an initiation fee and
monthly dues ; associate members pay
monthly dues only. Our success has led
to the formation of Question Clubs in a
number of other cities.
A short time since, we discussed the
question: "Should the World's Fair be
closed Sundays ?"and passed the following
resolutions, drafted by your correspondent, who generally writes the Club's
questions and resolutions:
lVhereas, The biblical command " Six
days shalt thou labor, etc.," as impe'rativly
forbids any rest during those six days as
labor the seventh;
Whereas, There is no biblical authority
whatever for substituting Sunday (the
first day of the week) for Saturday (the
Sabbath or seventh day) as has been done·
1Vherea.9, "Every man should be a Ia~
unto himself," knowing best when and
what rest he needs ;
Whereas, The United States Constitution strictly forbids Congress making any
"law respecting an establishment of religion;"
Resolved, That, by closing the World's
Fair Sundays, Matthew S. Quay and other
pharisaical Sabbatarians not only outrage
morality and the United States Constitution but even deny the Bible they hypo~
critically profess to defend,
ResoJv.ed, That it is as infamous to prevent w1lli~g as to compe~ unwilling attendance at either a Worlds Fair or church·
a~ tyrannous to deny me.n their just equai
nglits under the euphomous name of Sunday law as by any other name;
Resolved, That, to prate of man's "free
moral agency," whilestealthily and treachously denymg him that "free moral
agency" .throu~h unjust law, deceives
none but ImbeCile;
~esolved, Th:at Jreedom is not the ofl'sprmg of_re_stncti_on, and, as unjust Sund.ay res~rictw~s, ~IJ:e unjust tariff restrictiOns, hmder Individual liberty, consibtent
~ppo~ents of one form of tyranny must
hkew1se oppose the other,
Rf!solved, Tnat, to compel our invited
foreign guests to conform to our narrc:> w
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bigotry-while boasting our liberty and me~~anical purchasing and selling of
freedom-is to offer them them a flagrant politiCal and legal privileges regardless of work more or less that day; But instead
of a Sunday evening prayer-meeting they
insult.
D. WEBSTER GRoH,
consequences, in the United States, our substitute a dance on the ground by a
President Chicago Question Club.·
much-boasted liberty, founded by Wash- bonfire light. Those who may think of
ington, Jefferson, _and Franklin, will be coming here to help out this movement
The Coming Steal.
no more, but of the past. Our glorious· should bring cookstoves, utensils, and
NEw YoRK CITY, March 19, 1893:
MR. EDIToR: I ask you to favor the Const.itntion of the United States will be household goods; flour. groceries, clothreaders of THE TRUTH SEElfER through its stored away as the spoils of the coming ing, axes, grubhoes, mattocks, shovels; in
columns with a few lines. from a truth hierarchy, who hav now crept upon us as fact, tools of a'l kinds come into play.
a savage beast on its prey, with all its pre- Bring all kinds of improved farm maseekt-r and truth proclaimer.
J?ear truth seekers and proclaimers, arranged plans for the coming steal! The chinery. .And above all lots of money, so
while I feel the title of this address is most gigantic steal in the history of the yoU: can get what you wa:~t here. .And do
the coming inevitable, I pen these few world, that of the grandest republic the not forget tents to liv in. Come prepared
lines to question whomsoever will an- world has ever produced, the richest and to help the colonists and not to be helped
swer, Is the same avoidable? In the the grandest nation upon the globe-this by them.
The most desirable colonists now to
past there hav been gigantic steals that hav the Catholic hierarchy seeks, nothing less.
amazed the citizens of our republic, that I am convinced by all her actions; they come would be robust young men, who
are in sympathy with our principles and
hav amazed the peoples of nations. speak louder than words.
Liberals, we hav foreign invasion estab- willing to undergo hardship and privation
Steals that hav threatened tb.e overthrow
of governments (France io~ a standing ex- lished in our borders. We are in the to carry them out. The feeble and the
children should stay away until the
ample). Steals that hav enriched the few grasp of Rome.
Who will deliver us?
colonists are able to provide for their reat the expense of the many, causing the
Respectfally yours for deliverance,
ception into comfortable quarters and
lower and middle classes, the producers,
G. K.
surroundings. This climate renders tents
to be clad in rags and to suffer want for
and hutR quite tolerable, though not althe necessities of life; while the plunderers
were clad in silks and satins, dined and Interesting Attempt at Co-overativ together desirable. But the prospect of
the vast frnitfulness of this country when
wined on the best the producers could for~
Labor.
irrigation is once well developed enables
ward, and read upon the stolen coin of
ToPoLoBAMPo, SINALOA, MEx.,}
a young man to endure the pioneer hardthe people's money "In God we trust"
March 7, 1893.
without the least compunction, with the
MR. EDITOR: Thinking your readers ships for the reward to come after.
Th~ invitation is now: Come and join
condition of the poorer classes of pro- might "like to hear .something of this coducers staring them in the face. With opera 1iv colony, I venture a few remarks. us in our privation and hard work for t.he
might as right, they trusted in their hireOf the resident colonists, some hav sake of the reward hoped for in the future
There has not been the harmony among
lings, who framed laws to make the con- been here over five years. Manv hav
dition possible for them to trust their come and left dissatisfied. .A few hav re- the colonists which there should hav been.
servants, who were well paid by the mained. So that now there are here about The Mormons who settled in Chihuahua
plunderers who hoarded up the people's four hundred and fifty men, women, and about the time our colonists settled here
money by the betrayal of the public trusts children. The colony has never yet been hav bPaten us in the race badly. They
the people invested in their public self-supporting, but now there is a fair hav been self-supporting for some time
servants.
prospect of its raising enough to eat; but and are selling their surplus in the mines.
"In God we trust-!" .A cloak for the not enough to wear; and whether or not The main secret of their success over us
priesthood and leading Christians (prob- we shall this year raise a surplus of food is, that the fundamental principle with
ably the authors), and a commandment enough to sell to buy clothing is yet an thein is obedience to their directors. The
lack of this amongst.ns has worked to our
fo·r the producers whom they plundered.
unsolved problem.
They claim Christ was God. He comThe colonists hav dug an irrigating ditch disadvantage and put us back. But we
mand~, they obey-let us see how fa•. seven miles long from the Fnerte river, hope ·to accomplish here on business
Christ commands, "Giv what thou hast twenty-two feet deep at the river and principles what the Nationalists are trying
to the poor, and follow me!" Do they gradually getting less till it delivers the to do on political principles-Industrial
F. H. MARSH.
obey? No, bnthav the audacity to preach water on· the surface of the lana; where it Freedom.
it while they hav hoarded and are still can be make to water perhaps several
hqardirig the wealth of the producers into thousand acres. This ditch cost $200,000, Christ and Ilis Apostles Drinking Mescal.
the millions; investing ·the same in and is worth it, or more. The object of
ToPOLOBAMPO, SINALoA, M:F:x.,}
property of which they are robbing the this movement is to accomplish Industrial
March 12, 1893.
government annually of the taxes. The Freedom on business principles through a
MR. EDITOR: By your permission I will
priesthood hav become the poor, and are joint-stock companv, which is to own city, answer some twenty letters received from
contiuually asking the producers to giv to farm, factory, and transportation, and your readers.
I hav had the colony's
the poor and "follow me." Every control exchange. Its principles put in paper sent to M. V. Dadisman, also D.
common-sense person knows they are the practice are: Exact from each according M. McMillan, and will write to them
poor, for they hav always been paupm·s, to his ability and giv ·to each according to Pl'rsonally,
as well as robbers and beggars, and always his deeds, or needs, as the case may be.
.A. K. Owen started this colony in 1883
will be as long as the producers remain Every member must be strictly disciplined by publishing his plans of integral coasses.
.
according to the iron rule of equity, and operation. In 1886 the Credit Fancier
In the recent troubled state of the of obedience to directors and managers, Company was chartered under the law~
Catholic hierarchy in the United States whom he has a voice in electing from the of the state of Colorado. Nov. 17, 1886,
over their possessions and influence stockholders. The golden rult~ of mutual- the first party of five hundred colonists
gained, the public press estimated their ity and interdependence is to govern in landed by order of the board of directors,
possessions at $21,000,000-the same ex- all their relations. The end to be attained of which Owen was chairman. Some
empted from taxation. Now, Liberals, when the undertaking is accomplished is seven hundred hav landed here since.
think: "Giv what thou hast to the poor this: Every child shall be kept at an in- Three hundred and fifty are here now. .A
arid follow me!" Is this not a gigantic dnstrial school and college until. twenty, great many left in disgust at the way
steal'! Who of them can dispute the fact then work at some employment of his things were managed. .All liked the elithat they hav never obeyed this command choice best suited to his capacity until mate and soil. In December, 1886, land
of Christ, -but on the contrary hav been fifty. Then, it is supposed, everyone will was bargained for at Vegaton and camps
the robbers of the poor, requesting the hav standing to his credit in the company started there and at Susfragio, as well as
poor to follow them? Who of them will enough to support him in leisure the rest at the bay and other places, with no
dispute this fact?
of his life. This is the heaven upon earth definit plan of operation. In the autumn of
Is not the priesthood obtaining money they are struggling to. build; though now 1887 a farm of four hundred acres was purunder false pretenses in the name of him in poverty, privation, and want, with no chased at La Logia, and those that did .not
whom they never followed?
dwellings but tents·and dirt-covered huts leave went there, and made some Indian
Hav their followers no eyes, or are and dirt floors, for there is no lumber huts out of poles, brush, and mats. The
they made up wholly of ears?
here yet. But the climate is very favor- rest of the camps were given up. The
What are the false pretenses? Promises able to this con_dition of things. The rna- people worked with a will. But the in·
of hereafter, of which those who promis terials out of which to build a heaven tegral cooperativ machine seemed to be a
know as little as the promised. ·
upon earth are here, ready for the build- back-acting concern.
Everybody reLiberals, think, how would you like to ers to develop, if they possess the requisit ceived $3 in credits for each eight hours'
accept a promissory note of the priesthood skill and moral character to do it.
work, and were to buy their own products
to read,
The colonists are above the average in back for credits at cost of production.
.After death we promis ·to pay happiness intelligence, and mostly belong to the They produced but little, but piled up
for all the cash you can bring us (of which Liberal class. There are a very few pro- $300,000 in credits. The debt on their
we know nothing ourselvs).
fessing Christians; more of Deists, Pan the- unprofitable La Logia farm became due,
(Signed)
CHURCH oF CHRIST,
ists, .Agnostics, and persons of other and was paid off by a man in Kansas, who
PER REv. - - .
shades of opinions. Some are Quakerish, holds it yet.
all this without the least tangible evidence having been bred in Quaker communities
In the summer of 1889 the Kansasto the human mind that there is a here- and necessarily inherited mere or less of Sinaloa Investment Company was organ~
after?
the ish.
ized. Its object is to buy lands in Sinaloa
Liberals, how in the name of common
In reference to this colony a certain for the use of its members. This company
sense in this enlightened age of reason can clergyman remarked that "God has at has purchased what is known as the
the m1•jority of our population be hum- last raised up a lot of Infidels to put in l\'[ochis tract of over eighty thousand
bugged in this wa.v? Hav the majority practice the principles of Christian Social- acres, and owns some two hundred thouno i houghts of their own?. or are they like ism, which the church has entirely lost sand acres. Its stock has never been below
sheep going over a stone wall-"\\ hen the sight of." ·
par. None has ever doubted the ability
le_adf'l jumps a.ll follow mechanically?
The company will support no religious or honesty of its board of managers. It
If this mechanicR1 following continues, society, and none has yet been formed. was this last company that constructed
and "this mechanical collecting from the The col nists hav voluntarily fallen into the big ditch, costing $175,000. It is on
pro~ucers of this country, and this . t.he habit of resting Sunday, though some i the Mochis tract, seven miles from the

Fnerta. Here are living about one hundred people; farming and gardening. Five
hundred acres hav been cleared. To-day
while I write I can look from my tent and
Pee them gathering strawberries, .digging
potatoes, and gathering peas, beans-in
fact, nearly all kinds of garden truck.
We gather and plant nearly all the year
round. .About a thousand orange trees
hav been set out in the last month of four
and six years old. They are expected to
bear next year. .About a mile further on
is another settlement, where about the
same number of people hav taken land.
It is called Kfckersbnrg by some, because
these people hav refused to deal under the
Owen credit plan. In return the people
here are sometimes called Owen's pets.
.About seventy-five are at the bay. They
are sometimes spoken of as Wilberites.
.About fifty or seventy-five are at La
Logia yet, but they are moving away
every day. Everybody here has been expecting that a permanent organization
would be made. Two or three times hav
been set, but the time has gone by without organizing. The time is now set for
May, when Flusham, who is said to hav
lately sold his property in Dutchland for
an even $1,000,000, will be here. His
agent is now here-Hoffman, president of
the Kansas-Sinaloa Investment Company.
Owen and others interested in this
work will be here and perfect all plans, and
I am satisfied all will go well. I hav been
here nearly three years and hav not heard
of a fight or a scandal Our leaders are
believed ttD be honest, our people hardworking and mora~ but so far we hav not
produce:! much. We hav never been
self-i!npporting. But I think we soon will
be. .A boat landed here last week with
eight new members and fifteen tons of
flour. Our new grader, that cost us some
$1,200, is on the ground and works finely.
Our steam-drill is at ·Gnyamas, and our
railroad is said to be a su·re thing. Time
will tell. The new party like it well here.
Some twenty odd members that went
away hav returned during the last three
months. There are men here from the
best parts of Florida and California, and
all agree we hav a fine country. Our bay
swarms with turtle, fish, shrimps, clams,
oysters, crabs, and I saw three men fetch
eight ~housand duck eggs to our store, all
of which they had gathered that day on
one of the islands in the bay. I saw this
last week. No church or dramshop will
ever curse our land-that is, the land
owned by this company. I advise all
·readers of this article to go slow; wait
until we are organized. If you think of
coming down here send $1 to the Editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and drop me a
card, and I will see that yon get our paper
that is published here all right. The
Editor will apply the same on my ·subscription.
•
·
During December and January I was
up in the Sierra Madre mountains for pine
for our mill. I BO.W lots, and cut fifteen
hundre:l logs of from one to two feet in
diameter. I saw lots of trees five and six
and some ten feet through. The river did
not rise, and our loge are there in the ·bed
of the Choice river, which is a branch of
the Fuerta. They will most likely come
down in J nne.
.As I love the dear old TRUTH BEEKER
also the boys· and girls, I am going t~
offer a prize. To the girl that sends the
most names with the required amount
of money to THE TRUTH BEEKER for that
paper for one year during the present
year, I will send them a box of beautiful
shells of a hundred varieties free of cost
!).nd guarantee safe arrival; and to the
boy sending in the most, the same. I
hav sent several boxes home to my children in Kansas, any one of which I could
hav taken $5 for here.
Friends may expect to hear from me in
five or six weeks again.
I will say, too, that the funniest thing I
ever eaw is the way J. Christ is pictured
out in Mexico. In every instance his face
is the same as that of the common .American picture, but otherwise I hav seen him
in .American red-top boots, Mexican red
blanbt-in fact he is pictured dressed in
all kinds of Mexican costume. If I can
get the picture of Christ and the twelve
.Apostles drinking mescal I will send it to
Heston.
.A. BuTTERFIELD, '
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confinement, he compared it to " going to
school!"
Can it be possible that the analogy be·
.Edited by Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall tween school-teaching and prison disciRiver, Mass., to whom all Communica- plin is so very close that this crude
young man could make this comparison?
tions for this Corner should be sent.
Is it to be wondered at that the teachings
of his infant mind should hav prepared
"Between the da.rk &nd the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
him for the prison, as the prison prepares
Comes a panse in the da,y's ooon~ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
the criminal for the gallows?
Gxo. M. DAVENPORT.
[Reprintrd by particular request.]
[The young man was unfortunate in
being sent to a poor school, where the
Brown'rs Religion.
teachers were inferior. When the teachA man named Brown-a very common nameBut, Brown or J01 es, I'm sure 'tis all the same- ers are fitted for their work by natuHe was no genius, neither rich nor learned,
ral adaptation as well as education, chilAnd for great schemes had never cared or dren will be fond of school. AP. a rule,
yearned;
children like to attend school.-ED.
But was one of these easy-going men
C. C.]
Who make but little stir with tongue or pen;

(SAiZ~rsn's Gornsr.

Who keep the even tenor of their way
Through wintsr snows and sunny time of :May.
And he was known where'er his life-line fell
As an honest man, but-an Infidel.
He lived a quiet, upright, sober life,
Faithful and true to fellow-man and wife;
And most of folks who'd known him long •nd
well
Had many tales of his good deeds to tell:
Of how, while other pP.ople preached and prayed,
He quite long journey~ round the city made" The poor and sick I'm looking for," he said,
"l!'or those who on dry stick.s an<l husks are fc<l."
He found-in attics high and cellars dark,
Where poverty had set her chilling markWhat yon or I or anyone may find,
On any day-our own, our human kind,
In want and sorrow and shivering with cold;
With voices trembling their story they told,
Of how they had struggled, essayed, and failf>d,
While scornfully the world a\ them had railed.
On such occasions Brown won!d be quite wroth
And utter profanely many an oath.
Said he: "They preach of God· in whom we've
breath,
While here are his children starving to death!
"They pra.y for heathens in canni ballands,
And pour out money to loosen their bands,
While the omcast at home, though sore he plead,
Is left to die, or for ravens to feed."
But while some asked God to pity the poor,
Great loads of oak wood Brown Jef't at their door,
And he also left, wtene'er he passed by,
Beans and beefs teak, bread and butter, and pie.
"It is my way," Brown sa.id to the de•con,
"And if I'm faithful, I rather reckon,
I shall be square with the Infinit One
When my work on earth is finiohed and done."
"Your soul," snarled the deacon,'' think of your
soul,
That works cannot save from the fiery roll
Of the hot, hissing fl1mes down there in "
"Hold on," said Brown, "when this body, this
shell,
To its first estate shall safely return,
Will there then be anyching left to burn1"
"Yon fool!" sneered the deacon, as to his store
He quickly retired and mwardly swore
That if he were God, every Infidel •
In sulphur and fi~e should be roasted well!
Then he thought, a3 o'er he counted his cash,
That soon tb.ere might come a financial crash;
And, as times were hard and the gosp>l high,
He must raise money somehow on the sly.
Soon after, he failed for quite an amount,
But not until he had made a large count
Of assets of widows, and orphans too,
Who thought that he .to his promis was trnP,
To return to them, before many suns,
The interest due as well a.s their funds.
He was so pions and talked w.th such zeal,
'l'ha.t they could not think he would lie or steal;
But he grasped their means though, nevertheles~,
And they soon found themselvs quite penniless.
With tears they then told their wrongs unto
Brown,
Who said: "Now, this man's expecting a crown,
A robe, and a harp, and all that, yon know,
Where rivers of bliss eternally flow.
Well. maybe he'll get 'em, but as for me,
In such company I'd rather not be!
The deacon's known as a pion; old saint;
While I-L-well, I hav made r:o complaint~
But whi~h is the worse, my friends here may tell,
Such a ptous fraud or an Infidel1"
SUSAN H. WIXON.

Correspondence.
0PmR, CAL., March 18, 1893.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: This is my second
attempt at writing a letter for the Children's Corner. My father has taken THE
TRUTH BEEKER for five or six years. My
aunt Mary Smith is here on a visit to all
her folks. She is a Freethinker. I liv
with my gr'andmother. I am nine years
old, and I go to school every day. I hav
a sister five years old and a little brother
four years old. I will close for this time.
CoRDELIA E: KAISE:ij.
SALINA, KAN., March 21, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : Please accept a few
lines for the Children's Corner from a little
boy nine years old. I hav been sick for
the past two weeks and therefore not been
able to attend school. My papa takes
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and we all think it a
grand paper. Mamma would rather read
your paper than eat a good dinner. Some
of my Christian friends think it very wicked
because I prefer your paper to the Bible,
but I think there is a good deal in the
Bible that is not fit for children to read.
As I am seeking the truth and not hypocrisy,
Yours for truth and light,
HoRACE HEDSTRoM.
EDoM, TEx., March 16, 1893.
DEAR AUNT SusAN : As I hav 1 evar
written to the Children's Corner ·yet I
thought I would write a short letter to let
you all know- that I am well and going to
school. I study Fourth Reader and spelling and Barnes's United States history
and arithmetic and geography.
My
mamma takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. I will
tell my age. I am a little girl eleven
years old, and hav black eyes and curly
black hair.
Texas is full of mountains, hollows, and
swamps, and pine hillP, and we liv twentytwo miles from the county-seat, which is
Canton.
Well, as I don't know any more to write,
I will close. Your young Liberal friend,
ELLABHAW.
BAKER, WASH., March 2, 1893.
DEAR MTSS WIXON AND FRIENDS OF THE
CoRNER : I thought that I would again
write to the Corner. I hav been away
from home a long time, but hav come
back to stay awhile. The deepest snow
has been about four feet. If you will believe me I will tell you the wild flowers
bloomed here till some time after New
Year's; it was not very cold in spite of the
snow. The river is a little high this morning, but papa and I crossed it and had no
trouble at all. This is one of those rainy
days which givs a person, with nothing to
do, the blues. Everything seems dull.
Before this wet weather set in I ha~ heaps
of fun on the hard snow, on which I could
run. The snow is about a foot and a half
deep now, and very soft and wet; the
chickens do not like this weather very well,
and I don't blame them. Well, I cannot
think of anything more to write; I will
close. This letter leaves me very well, and
hoping it will find you the same;
I remain as ever, your friend,
LORA FLICK.

Are Schools Attractiv?
AP. objectionabln as the parochial school
system of the Catholic chul'ch is to the
thinking man, we think it originated from
thA Protestant church.
We well remember sixty or seventy
years since, in the competition among the
Protestant churches of New England
-which was re~lly the only thing that
seemed to keep them in existence-each
sect would hav its own boarding-school,
a sort of post-graduate continuation
of the village school, and much more
deleterious in its effects to keep alive
sectional hatred.
There is something radically wrong in
the system of teaching children. Inquiring of a young man who for cause had
been confined in prison for a term of
:months as to what his feelings were under

DENVER, CoL., March 13, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: l thought I would
try and write to the Children's Corner.
I don't Eee any correspondence from this
place.
Papa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for
years, and we alllikeitvery much. When
Mr. W. S. Bell lectured in Denver he
stopped at our house, and we think there
is no one like Mr. Bell.
I will now tell you about a little Liberal
girl. She is only four years of age. She
was over to our house, and sitting upon
my lap. I said, "Petie, where is God?"
"Why, don't you know where God is?
Why, God is in Dillon, Col., with my
grandmother." And I said, "Don't you
pray when you go to bed?" "Oh, no, me
too seepy."
We are having fine weather and hope
you are having t.he same.
If I see this in print, I will write again.
Your Liberal friend, EFFIE SMITH.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 19, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: Being a :.;eader of
THE TRUTH BEEKER I thought I would
write again. My oldest sister takes it;
and I see that we get it every week. I
believe my sister Louisa and I are the
only Freethinkers in our school. I am
twelve years old, and in the tenth grade, A,
and study grammar, geography, physiology, history, reading, drawing, writing,
dictation, and arithmetic.
I get so tired of hearing my teacher
read the holy Bible. We hav to sit like
statues when she reads it. One day I
asked her " What makes the Gulf stream
go right through the Atlantic ocean to the
other continent?" And she said, "Because God makes it go straight." She
said this in a cross, loud voice, and did
not satisfy me. Now, con you tell me the
reason why?
If this escapes the wastebasket I will
m·ite again; if not, well, then I will
write too.
Yours for Freethought,
EMIL F. SCHULZE.

I would like to say more and do more fo;r
Freethought. I will try to get my neighbor to read that article, " A11 Children Are
Mine." I will clo.@e by wishing to see my
letter in the Children's Corner. A friend
of the l<'reethinkerl',
Respectfully,
.
MRs. W. P. KIBBY.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

MADRONE, WASH., March 12, 1893.
DEAR MIRS WixoN: We take THE TRUTH
BEEKER and hav since 1883. The first one
we saw was sent us by a friend, a very
stanch Liberal. Now, this is my first lettar to the paper in any form. I read the
Children's Corner and am very much in- .All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1~mo, 300 pp., $1.
terested in the little Liberal letters. It
pleases me to see so many growing up to APl>les of Gold. And Other Stories for
:Boys and Girls. l"mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
be Liberals. There are many calling
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handthemselvs Liberals here, but I can't see it: . The
some and Interesting Book\ Without SupPrstithey are not anything.
tion, for Ch1ldren and Youtn The Only FreeNow, I do not want to take up too much
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
time or space in your valuable Corner.
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illuHNow, if I see this in print I may giv t.he
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
little ones a description of my home in the
Address, THE 'fRUTH SEEKER CO.
far Wast, on the Pacific coast. I am no
child, nor even middle-aged, but a real
old grandma. I hav a little granddaughter
ten years old. She goes to school, and I
only see her once a week; then her
grandpa gets her to read the Children's
Corner to him She is very much inter- The :Mvth of the Qreat Deluge. By
James M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten CO:(ltes, $1. It
ested in the Corner. If this is too long
is the most complete and overwhehmng refnt&put it in the waste basket or do what you
tion of the Bible Story of the D~l~ge that l~ate
like with it.
ever read.-B. F. Underwo<?d: . ~ o read ~~ I,S o
be
astonished at the poss1btlit1es of reh,ll'lodns
Yours for truth, right, and liberty,
credulity.-'1'.
B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann s YGRANDMA.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy t<? atoms.A.
B.
Bradford.
It oug_ht to meet w1th a very
[Thanks, grandma, for your good letiarge sale.-C. P. Farrell.
ter. Hope you will write again.-ED. C. C.] The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry
Frank, the independent preacher of 'N!!w Y!Jrk
EDoM, TEx., March 13, 1893.
city. The most learne9., a<:cn.rate, sct.enttfic,
and philosophical analysts of hts satam(/ majDEAR Miss Susre: I will write :you a few
esty ever published. The bo\'k c9ntams 66
lines and try to tell yon something about
pages is beautifully bonn(]., wrth hkeness of
Texas-that is, a part of it, which is full
author on title-page. Pnce, 25 cents; five
of rocky mountains here around Edom,
copies for $1.
and we liv at the foot of a mountain. The Ingersoll's Address before the .New; York
mountains are not high enough to be
Unitarian Club. The fir~ ~e 1n ~e
history <.f the world that a Chnsttan a.ssoct&called mountains and we call them rocky
tion
ever invited a noted ,Infidel to lecture
hillR. We hav always lived in Texas.
before them. 'rhe lecture l!l a gran<!. one, and
Benwheeler, Brownsboro, Channeler, and
was received bv the club w1th contmnons aPplausff from beginning to e~d. The ,pamMartin's Mill are all under sixteen miles
I>hlet contains 12 pa\(es, beanttfnlly 11nnted.
from Edom, and it is twenty-two miles
Price, 6 cents; ten cop1es, 50 cents.
from the county-seat, which is Canton.
I would be so glad to hav a nice Corner; :Memorial Oration by Colonel In~ersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be!ore
I think your little boys and girls had
the New York legislature Ma.y 9,1888. Pnce, 4
better all hurry up; it is soon going to be
cents.
so warm that we cannot write much. I
L. Moody.· An interview J:ly Susan
am going to school at Edom. We liv two Dwight
II. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for .80
miles from Edom. Editor Children's
cents.
Corner, please tell me your full name.
in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Dear Aunt Susie, please tell me your age. God
Ingersoll. One of the best papers <;Jolop.el InI will tell you mine· I am fourteen
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover wrtl). hk,eness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
years old. It is so far from Edom to Fall
River, Mass., that my letter will be a long Wh~tt W onld Follow the Eftacement of
time getting there. If I see my letter in
Christianity 1 By George Jac~b ~oly
oake. This is a most valuab1e cqntrtbntton, to
print I will write again. Well, good evenFreethought literature. B9und 1n paper With
ing to yon.
Your true friend,
good likeness of a.nthor. Pnce, 10cents. Twelve
CoLUMBIA SHAw.
copies for $1.
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
By George Jacob Holyoa.ke. With good liken~ss
HYDESVILLE, CAL., March 4, 1893.
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten coptes
Miss S. H. WIXoN, Dear Friend: We
for $1.
take THE TRUTH SEEKER and recommend
it highly. I think if I could get my neigh- What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
L. Green, editor of the Freeth.in/Ger:s Maga2!\'le..
bors to read it once, they would like it,
A good missionary document. Prtce, 15 cents
too; but they are Catholics and very rabid
per dozen.
ones at that. We hav a talk sometimes.
Great Ad«!ress on T!J.om~s
I quote a few words from THE TRUTH Ingersoll's
Paine, at the late Pame celebration m
BEEKER and tell them what a great, great
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
man Mr. Ingersoll is. We hav three daugh50 cents.
ters that do not fear anything and are not Standing Up for Jesus; or what the edafraid to tell what they think. I do not
itor of the Freethtn/Gers' Maoaztne th,inks of
allow them to read the Bible, or in short
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five cop1es for
the novel, until they are old enough to
~0 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
hear all sides, then decide; that iq what my
28 Lafayette place. New York.
father said. I read the Children's Corner
to our children. The piece, "All Childran
Are Mine," is good. Yes, I am very glad
that the poor motherless and fatherless
children find a kind mother. I can sympathize with them, for my dear, kind,
affectionate mother died on February 8th.
-FORHer death was caused by the cars running
into the wagon, which killed one poor woJtir
man instantly and injured mother, who
lived two months, then died. I am the only Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
OOl'!TEl'!TII:
Freet.hinker out of the family of ten chilThe l'!lqraJ Sanction, Leslie Step!J,en; Reverent
dren. I used to go to church and sing, in AgnostlCism,
Amos Water'U The Mother Nature·
fact was the leader in singing, but when I A PoemJ Gerald M~ssey; .uogmatlsm in TheoJ:
got home it was forgotten. I never will ogy, AlneQ. Momene; Sermons on the Mount
Latp.g; The C1ty of the Dead, W. Stewart
forget how I hated to read some verses in Samuel
Ross ~Sa:ladmlJ On the Duty of Honest:!'. in Our
the Bible class, and, even now, I get dis- Conv~cttons 1y. E. rlumptre; Scientific Religion
gusted reading the novel; it .degrades a R. B1thell; The Blight of Sn]Jerstition Oharle~
Anthr9pology and Orthodoxy: Edward
woman on every page. I think it disgraces Watts;
Clodct The DlSf\Ppearance of the Nether World
them who believe it. Oh, what a shame, its F. J. uould; Religtons Ideas: Their Origin and
being called the word of our God! I be- Development, Frederick M;illar· Si~nals with
Mars; A Poem, G,. H. Mar.tm; Materialism a.nd
lieve there is an overruling power, and Idealism
Harmomzed, Lnma.n Armstrong
hope there is a place of happiness for all
Price, 211 cents.
·
good creatures, Freethinkers included.
Address THE TRUTH SEE:S:EB.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

The Agnostic Annual
i

s·g a_...
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)REDUCTIO~ IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

Colonel Kelso's works.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price. 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles· of

With the eighfh edition of

the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

Win wood Rtade~s "Martyr-

jdom of

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

Man:· the cost of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or tmng to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one aga.inllt the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cen ta.

·prod.ction has been lessened so that we can reduce

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Sp~tnalism: Is It a Faith or a Fact I

the price from $1.75 to

l'ri.ce, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

$1.00.
11

The book has had a ~penomena~ sale for so heretical a ;vork second only to Helen Garde er'l
=en, Women, and Gods, and we give our readers the pecumary benefit of it. The
n

..,.

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
Is. a very interestit~gly pi<;>tured, synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-;-Its martyr9.om-n;1ts nse to Its pr~aent plane. It shows how War and Religion have been 0 r
~Ive factors m mans struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describ~~ ~
mtellectual strug_gle from the amm!].l_ pen~d of the earth to the present, adding an outline of what
the author concBives would be a religiOn of reason and love. The chapters are:
PhEg~~. Western Asia, the Persians, the GreeksJ the Macedonians, Alexandria the
.H. • emcrans, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, tne Arabs.
'

W 'R

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo,

83ll

pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
""lte Real Blasphemers. Papfl-r, 12mo,
188 pages, !SOc.

Spiritualism Sustained.
pages, $1.
Unherse ~
~5

•'1.-

I·

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

Good Books for Liberally ln.
c/ined People.
The Last 'l'enet;_ Imposed npon the Khan o~
Tomathoz. J:Sy Hudor Genone, author
o~ "Ingu_irendo Isl.and." Copi<;>uslyillustrated
mth ongmal dramngs by Lours M. Glackens.
12m0,165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo hland. A novel. By Hudor
GenoRe· .12mo, 3;>3 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
liOq.
This b~ok IB to .m.e a delightful surpnt~e. In IDLJUdgment It IS a stronger piece of
fie IO~ th~n Edw)trd ~ellamy's 'Looking Backward, which at times It remmds one of. It is a
D).erciles.s exposure of Pharisaism and hJTPOC11SY, whwh is so preva~entin fashionable Cliris~Ian~.tr of to-day. It IS a good book and while
It wtll offend many, should be read by all."[The Arena.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, ~astor of the Theistic church of London, mth a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
Taft Root. Paper, 1fT pages; 20c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur ·B.
Bradford. Paper, tSmo, tS pages; tOe.

·

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 2t pages; 5c.

The ()hange of Front of the Universe.
By Mmot J. Savage. Paper, 31 pages, tOe.
St~dy

of Primitive Christianity. By

Lema G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1op 1 uncut
edges, 8t9 pages; $t.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
~ thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
Im~ressed ~th the.ca;re, the honesty, the faithfulness. the Impartiality, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this admirable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.
Wh!l~ Can ~tll;ics Do For Us~ By
William Mackmtire Salter. Paper, i2mo, 32
pages, toe.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By

William Macldntire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, tOe.

Th~

:M.orals of Christ. A comparison

mth ~hEJ contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
PJ:tansaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bier~,ower .. Paper,16mo, 200 pa,ges, 50c.; cloth,
$t.
Mr. Bier bower has carefully analyzed the•
old-world ethical s:ystems which chiefly concern the modern civilized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
b.Y that anal~§~s as to jl'ive them a high scientific va.lue. His book IB a.lmost as BYBtematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands .in fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

on the ap,Plications of scientific truth to morals
and religion. By E. P. Powell. 12mo 208pages;
cloth, $t :· ~a per, 50c. "Strong. e'ven bold,
essays on ethical and religions subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by renB!Jn qf their fund of anecdote and bio!'lraphical
Citatwn, and to the seeker for religious and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place, New Yo~k.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
·Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. t2mo, 480 pages·: cloth, $t.25;
paper,liOc.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL S'J.ORY,
l'rioe,25 oen t.l •

-With Music Written to All the Songs.~•loe,

THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIEt

and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friendll.

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
U!iO.
Ji'or sa.le at THIS OFFIOF..

Price. 10 cents. Address this office.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Or1Jmes and YwtJs
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. E. BJr.MsBUBG. Prioe, 1!5 cent.l.

BOOKS

The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished langua>re, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
tW.s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BY

SALADIN

The Mother of Harlots; a Synopsis of
Popery, as It Was aoa as It Is. By
William Hogan, for twenty-five years a confessing priest. The object of this book is to expose
popery, acquaint the people of the country with
the dangerous machmations of the church in
the United States, and warn them against giving- it any countenance or support. Price, pa..
per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

r;w.

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durine her residence of five years as a novice..._and
lltwo years as a black nun, in the Hotel vieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more ex.• citement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
· better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
• other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
•

STEWART BOSS),
Editor of the

The A.wfnl DiscloRnres of Maria Monk,

JUONJJON .AGNOSTia JOUBN.AL.;

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You have e&med the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound criticism of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elog,uence. it is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the J ewieh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
.;: .~

e

A.nricnlar Confession and Popish Nun- WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
years a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There is no question
that Ex-priest Hogan knew the truth of the
tales of vrce, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallliy there is no question
that if the people genera y knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English w • iter said of it:
"This cE>rtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authoritie8 cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
~

The evidence for the r• surrection is in this book carefully considered\.&nd found wanting. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aueged m;rs.cle, for
it IS certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religions system so invAsive
of privacy, so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in p_ari~hes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, t5 cents.

A conden8ation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christi&nity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in buma.n beings. To whi<lh are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and scienoe, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modem science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.

ham. Essex England. Showing that convents
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York Cit·Y·

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

A.itilrARR THJll TRUTH REEKER

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
lJBlll TJm

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

!In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter·
~Sting, '.fmc LIBEBAL HnrN-Boo:a: co11.tains sonlrl
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It iP hiJrhl:y recommended by MeBBrB. Wakeman,

Pari.on,Wn~rht, Green, Underwood, :Mrs. Blenker,

and, indeed. by all who hav e:omine!l it. Prioa
• otnU.
Acldretl '.Do 'hVTK SDKD 0;.

•

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its sub11lete are: A Lut Interview wUh a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; C&pital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Sala..
din'& own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of stron~r literature
like to read again a ad again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $t.li0.

Sister Lncy and Her A.wful Disclosures LAYS OF ROMANCE.
Respecting New Hall Convent, BoreThis book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square t8mo,
75 pages, SOc. "1\'Ir. Grumbine's statements are Astronomical and Astrologlc·
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
al Origin of all Religions.
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroug-hly interesting reading, and its
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
presentation of the relation between evolution
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
and Christianity includes much valuable
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
thought."-[Buffalo Express.

.By MBS. E. J. B&.LL.

Every Woman Should Read It

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00•.,.., Address

A.

Sy Helel\ H. Gal"del\el".
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, ancl
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible,

-o-

The Natural History of Re~i~on, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
A COLLECTION OF
• Character <;>f ifesusJ the. Christians~ ArabiaJ Mecca, Character of Mohamme~, Descnption or Afnca, the Monammeuans in Central Africa.
HYM~S
AnCient Europe, InvMion of the Gennans the Castle the Town the·
FOR
• Chm:cJ;t, V~nice, Arab S~ai_n 1 th11 Portuguese Discoverers the Slave T;ade, .
Abohtwn m Europe, AbolitiOn m America, Materials of Human History.
L~beral al'\d :et"ieal Societies,
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early History
for Se"ools &1\d
• Suf!ID?.ary of Universal Hi8tory, The Futm-e of the Human Race Th~
Religion of Reason and Love.
'
t"e Hon').e.

RELIGION
LIBERTY
INTELLECT

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

romantic. hlstorio verse, aglow in every

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. Th!! other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals tile thinker, observer, &lld reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the poseeaeion of 8&ladiD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

Studies in Psychology. By one who wa.s cut down from the ~rallowa. Printed from JD&Il'll•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, to cents.

WHIRLWINB SOWN and REAPED.

A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the ~ Oour'
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory.' Ia
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli11ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the Pr&Reformation Church; Lecher_.v of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts rrom Dens and Liguori; Exa.mination of the Church's Claim to
have· Fostered Learning; Her Atte" pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
-·
I
l'or all of these works r.ddr111 ~ i'BE 'rBUTH SEEKER, • Wanite Plaoe, New Y~k· ~
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the recapitulation in which the offenses GOLD
SlLVER.
are resurveyed gronpPd according to their
•
identity. Merely from "A" to "C," for
instanee_, the chnychma~ly rec?rd .runs :
1
"Abort-Ion, Allowmg child to die Without .
medical service, Adultery, Assault with in- I
tent to murder, Assault with intent to do CHAS F. BLACKBURN
great harm, Assault with intent to rape,
Assault and battery, Attempted elopement
Mining Geologist, ·seattle, Wash.
with women, Abnsiv language, Attempted
bigamy, Arson, Bastardy, Beating wife,
Bigamy, Breach of promis· of marriage,
Buggery, Breach of hospitality, Breach of
Special attention given t-o the exp_ert examinatrust, Burglary, Bribery, Blackmail, tion of mineral properties in uhe United States
and
British Columbia.
'' Beecherism," Beggary, Beating women,
Compounding felony, Compelling to marry,
MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Coercing dying into willing him property,
Coercing persons into giving to his institnP
.
.,.
lll'
s .
c
tion , Crue ]ty
· 1s, C rue ItY t o· c h'l
rec•ous "'fetal •nes a pec•alty. an
. t o ammo.
I - , furnish
any kind of mineral property-Platinum
dren, Cruelty to wife, Cheatin!?, Counter- i Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nwkel, Copper, Lead:
feiting. Criminal carelessness." Frr m the .A;nti~ony,_Iron, Manganeee, and Coal. Al~o Slate.
final summary we learn of 2 420 crimes , Gramte, L1mestone, and Sandstone qua1T1es.
~barged, of which 1.202 ~re aga:inst wome;n RICH GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE
m a sexual way. The pnce of the book IS
25 cents. Further particnlars of it are
Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers, and
gold-silver galena mines in Koatenay and Carigiven in our advertisement columns.
boo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interIn one very comely volume we find ests, a b<;~I]anza for a ~ew thousand. Correspondence sohcrted· samplmg, assays and mill tests;
two works of Dr. E. B. Foote Jr., the all
work str·icth scientific; investments c.arefnlly
devoted Liberal, industrious humanita- placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
rian, and widely informed physician. The mining and geological experience.
first work is titled, "The Seven Wonders
of the Human Body, and Some of Its
MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
Freaks." This is a lecture on physiologv
MINERAL.
which was delivered as accompaniment METAL.
3mo14
to a stereopticon lecture. It is highly
fascinating, and, as is said of novels, once
begun will not be laid down till finished.
A host of facts about the construction and Books by Helen H. Gardene1
working of our animal frame are ~ven.
The8e facts are sugar-coated with alluring
anecdotes and numerous illustrations.
Even the interest which the mass of mankind are known to take in freaks and
monstrosities of nature is taken advantage
of, as accounts of Pome of the most singular of these miscreations are dovetailed
into the work. A colored frontispiece
representing the Seven Sta!!"es of the
Human Creature in the womb and out,
starts with faces of the sort which the
absorbed Bible-reader sees in his dreams,
and which he expects will greet Infidels, and about all of his congregation
but himself, as they beach on the
nnbeantifnl shore. These countenances of
the babe at two weeks, four weeks, six
weeks, and eight weeks, giv way to less
grotesque visages; of which one that of
the adult female, is a delight for iengthfnl
contemplation. The headings scattered
through the work are : "The Skeleton
New Edition, Revised a.nd Enla.rged.
Man," ''The Muscle Man," ''The Skin
Man," "The Nerve Man" "Our Automatic Man," '' The Lung~- Respiration "
"Special Organs for Excretion," a~d
Introduction by
''Man's Diaphragm." The statements are
so informing as to be valuable to the adult,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
while the style has been carefully made
Price, clotlil, $1; paper, 50 cents.
so popular and sednctiv that youths will
interestedly read it without the c·'mThe Trade Supplied, at Special IJtscount:r.
man d nece~sary to make them study
other works. Parents who would like to
hav their childrPn Jearn a little of how
their bodies work and how they can
be kept in repair, may by means of this
book carry out their desires without recourse to the stick. With this production
is bound a treatis on "Autotoxemia, or \Fascinating Story of Radical Truths or
Religion and Social Matters.
Self-Poisoning of the Blood; Explaining
Price. cloth. $1 : oaoer. 50 cents.
the Origin, Relation. and Treatment of a
Variety of Common Ailments and Chronic
Diseases." From this inditing it appears
that if people continually let themselvs get
constipated the waste matter reabsorbed
into their system will poison their hlood,
and by its operation on the liver, etc.,
A NE'W' NOVEL.
ruin their health and make them as cross
Price, cloth, $1.
Pa.per, 50 cents.
as a minister who has heard that one of
his townsmen is circulating Infidel literature. The pages of the work first mentioned number 68; the latterfavors us with
149 wise pages. The price is 25 cents.

I

Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKEB CoMPANY, at the price
named.
"The Cause of the Toiler" is a bit of a
book indited by Jenkin Lloyd Jones and
published at Chicago by Charles H. Kerr
& Co. In its 36 pages is neatly packed
a "sermon" preached on Labor day,
by that gentleman Jacking a ''Rev."
but much more than most preachers
deserving reverence.
This pamphlet
presents little of methodical and reasoned
attack on the present labor system and
elaboration of a nPw one; but is more ~f the
nature of an exhortation. It is useful.
Some works point out the path, this one provides the impulse. Its language in pleading
for 10horter hours and more comforts for the
-w;orker, is so manifestly and penetratingly
smcere and he11rtfelt, that ihe book
would prove serviceable as a gift to some
mistaker who deems the cries for labor's
betterment but ventings of· covetousness
or envy. Pric,l, 20 cents.
It is curious how few of mankind are
aware of the fact, so patent to the informed
i;ntelligence, that creation instead of being
done once and ihAn discontinued, is unceasingly proceeding under our daily eye.
This interesting truth, that nature was not
once made by a God, in 10ix dnys, who
then rested, but that it is unendingly
making and remaking itst>lf, is set forth
in detail in H. M. Simmons's boPk
"The Unending Oenesis ; or, Creatio~
Ever Present." This is published by
Chas. H. Kerr & Co., at 25 cents. In
opening, Mr. Simmons adverts to the fact
that the Bible storv of creation " has
much in common with that on the old
Assyrian tablets discovered at Nineveh,
and probably both were derived from
those older Babylonian legends which hav
fnrnished much to the opening chapters
of the Bible." Stomaching as best fhey
may this _charge that their scriptures are
borrowed, Christians will proceed through
the chapters, "The Old Genesis Story "
"The Firmament of Spaoe," and "Worlds
Rounded and Rolling." This last chapter
by the way, closes with the statement that
the greater Genesis of the bible of science
opens with a text far finer than that heading the Chri~tian one. This cosmogonic
text up to date is: "Without beginning
and without end, from everlasting to everlasting. God createR the heavens and the
earth." In sncceedina chapters the writer
continues to show the folly of the Bible
and pulpit version of creation, presenting the scientific account of that highly
useful process. He entitles these pleasant
chapter", " Worlds Warmed," "Let There
Be Light," "Compounds and Crystals,"
"Rea and Land," " The Air Firmament,"
"Plant Creation," "Animal Creation,"
"The Mental Dominion," and "Moral
and Spiritual Creations." The outcome
is a very pretty little portrayal of how
our space-wandering ball and its animate
passengers came to set out on their eventful excursion. The author seems throughout the booklet to be keepin!!" company
more or less with one of those individuals not nowadays always admitted
to the best society, namely, Gods; but
this fellow consorted with by Mr. Simmons looks a mild sort of individual, and,
we think, won't bite.
Stuart Robson, the eminent actor known
all over the country, keeps a scrapbook in
which he pastes all collectible newspaper
clippings relating clerical crimes. His
motiv, he boldly proclaims at all places and
times, is, when his profession is accused
by the parsons of immorality, t'b show that
those persons are equally guilty of it. This
is a most praisable scheme. If each profeRsion or craft in the land would follow
snit, but a very short time would pass before the shamefully arrogant claims of the
clE-rgy to a superior morality would be
definitivly exploded. These humbugs who
are guilty not only of as much roguery as
others but of vastly more, and who, despite
- this, with an effrontery almost beyond belief, · talre upon themselvs to r.-primand
everybody else, would be exposed and condignly disgraceil. And their pernicious
churchly institution, which we with the
utmost pos~ible clearness see breeds wrongdoing beyond any other thing, would be
unceremoniously overtopoled into its fit.
ting pit of ignominy. In this undertaking,
not pleasant in every phase but commandingly necessary, the class of Freethinker~
hav done some work. The well-known
vol nme, ".Crimes of Preachers," has been
circulated by them for some years, to the
discomfiture of no few of the detestable
_interferers. and impostors. A new edition
of.this work is just out. It has 'been en. l!trged by the records of ministerial villanies
· :Perpetrated since its third edition. The
,culprit's name, residence, dimomination,
and crime are given. Dreadful reading is

'MINEs AND STOCKS

I

Men, Women and Godsi

lS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD!

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

fiOVERHMEBT ANALYZED.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By COL. JOHN R KeLSO.
Contents: Deriva.tions and Definitions of
Politico.! Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Principles of Government; Functions
o.f Government: Origin of Government; Declaratwn of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; Taxation·
'l:ariff for Protection; War; Punishment· Mar~
rrage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; What a
Government Should Be.
Those who know -Col. Kelso's keen analytical
power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed;, and
·• Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn what
g9vernment is. Whether they will agree with
h1s statement of what government is dep,nds
]IPpn w'\lether they lean to Socialistic or Ana-rchIStic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this hook
Price, $I 50. Sol<! by 1'HE TRUTH REEKER
~8 Lafayette place. New York City.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEB.
A systeJ;na,tic Exil._ositi\)n of what may be termed
the Darwm1sm of Darwm, and mtended to be of
service to the general reader rather than to profei ~ed naturalistB.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
int~resting 9f llln~lish writers upon eyolution,
b.es1des rankmg w1th ~rpfessor Huxley m scientific knowledge and ab1llty. And this 1s a part of
his . conclusion regarding the great subJect of
D~,s1gn, to which the church so often refers:
Thus whether we look to the facts of ada,ptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evid~:nce of
supernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy....
CHEAP EDITION.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an. extent that has never before been possible;
and masmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, an!l th_is to the !3Xtent of rendllring the
mechamcal mtPrpretatron of nature umversal, it
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened .to a nt')V. and a terrible force in the Being the story of his menta.! journey from
words of rts traditwnal enemy-Where is now
orthocioxy to Ra.tiona.lism.
th_x_God?"
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75.cents.
illustrated Price, cloth., $2.
·
Address, TH.u; TRUTH SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in Faith.

Goms of ~AougAt. _
TirE end of all our moral attainments is
tranquillity of mind.-Demoe1'itus.
THlll most useful conviction that can be
imprinted on the mind of rational beings
is that every crime is a· certain cause of
suffering to him who commits it.-Epic?J.1'U8.

GovERNMENT is an expedient by which
men would fain succeed in letting each
other alone; and when it is most expedient, the governed are most let alone by it.

-Thoreau.
JusTICE consists in doing no injury to
men: civility in giving them no offense.
We shonld be as careful of our words as
our actions: as_ far from speaking as from
acting ilL-Cicero.
THE Voltairean 11pirit is a solicitation to
the world of readers to think with their
own minds, to believe only what is in harmony with the known nature of things,
and, having done this themselvs, to concede the same right to all men without
reserve.- Par to"".
IN the history of our modern nations I
see little but confusion; a crowd of trifling
events, without connection and without
result; a thousand battles which decided
nothing, and from which I only learn
what weapons men used to destroy one
another with. I hav renounced a study
eqn~tlly tedious and immense} which overwhelms the mind without en ightening it.

- Voltai1·e.
THERE are to be found in no direction
clear scientific facts which compel us to
believe in the existence of innate ideas,
conceptions, views, knowledge, or thon~hts,
implanted in our minds from without by a
higher power. Nature knows neither
views nor objects, neither psychical nor
material conditions, imposed upon her
from without or from above. From the
beginning to the end she hns evolved
oraanically out of herself, and keeps
evolving without ceasing.-Buch:ner.
L'ET us be honest. Did all the priests of
Rome increase the mental wealth of man
aR much as Bruno? Did all the priests of
France do as j!"reat a work for the civilization of the world as Voltaire or Diderot? Did all the ministerR of Scotland
add as much to the sum of human knowledge as Davi9- Hnme? Hav all the
clergymen. monks, fri-,rs, ministers
prit>sts, bishops, cardinals, and popes:
from the day of Pentecost to the last
election, done as much for human liberty
as Thomas Paine?-Ingersoll.
I DRBIRED to read tbe history of France
Germany, Spain, Italy, and found a mer~
chaos; a heap of useless facts, for the
most part false and ill digested; barbarous
actions under barbarous names; insipid
romances; no knowledge of manners
governments, laws, opinions-not very
extraordinary in a time when there were
no opinions except monks' legends sntl
no laws except thoee of brigqnrlnge ' The
Middle Ages! Nothing rema'ns of those
miserable times but convents founded by
the llfuperstitions, who thought to ran•om
their crimes by endowing idleness. I can
not endure in Daniel those continual tales
of battles, while I look for light upon tbe
states- general, parliaments, municipal
laws, chivalry, all our usages, and above
all, thA progress of communities once
savage and to-day civilized. I seek in
Daniel the history of the great Henry the
Fourth, and I find in it that of the jesuit
Coton.-11-fme. du Chatelet.
IN the realm of morals, serviceable as
the idea of fire-brands thrown by the right
hand of an avenging God [1.. c., comets]
to scare a naughty world might seem any
compete!lt historian must find that the
destructiOn of the old theological cometary theory was followed by moral improvement rather than by deterioration
We hav hn~ to compare the general morai
tone of.so.Ciet~ to-day, wretchedly imperfect as It Is, with that existing in the time
when this superstition had its strongPst
hold, to make onrselvs sure of this. We
hav only ~o compare the court of Henry
V~II. with the con.rt of Victoria, the
reign of the late ValOis and earlier Bourbon princes wit~ the present French Repubhc, the penod of the Medici and
:::lforzas and Borgias with t.he period of
L!lo XIII. and Humbert, the monstrous
wickedness of the Thirty YPars' War with
the e~nobling patriotism of the FrancoPruss~an- struggle, and the despotism of
t~e mi~erable German princelings of the
siXteel!th and seventeenth centuries with
the reign of the Emperor William In
l~is emanc~pation from terror and f~nati
Cism, as m so many other results of
~cieJ?tifi~ thinking, we hav a proof of the
mspiratwn of those great words, " THE
TRUTH SHALL llfA.KE YOU FllF.E "-ExPresident Whit<> of Co?"llel( University.
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INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.
-o--

GODS .A.ND OTHER LECTURES.
'

Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individnality,:;Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 5U cents; cloth, $1.

GHOSTS .A.ND OTHER LECTURES.

InclndingTJ;le G:host~.L}berty of Man, y\To~a.n, and child; The Declaration of Independence, About Farmmg m Ill!nm~. Speech Nommatmg James G Blaine for Presidency in 1876,
The Gra~t Banquet, A Trrbnte to Rev. Alex. Olarke, The Past RlBes Before Me Like a Dream
and A 1'nbnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
'

INFIDELI
DEATHBEDS.
I

THE CASE"- A6AINSl THE CHURCH.

••••

A BUMMARYOF

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

cs. w. =~OTB.

..••

Beinjl true accounts of the passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and otlilers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Pan! Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcett..Rcibert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles var,w:in,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!l Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Groie, HelvetillB, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Lrttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier 1
James Mill, .JoJJ.n Stuart Mill, Mrrabeau, Roben
Owen.._Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ.Rabelais, willwood Reade, Madame RcilanJ, lieorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Volnlll':, Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 2!1 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOME MIST.A.KES OF MOSES.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE
-

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

·

_

1

BEING

Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev T DeWitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which i& added a 'l'almagian Catechism. Paper 50 cents: cloth "'1 25·
cloth, gilt, $1.50. ·
'
'
' "' ' '

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

BLASPHEMY.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
Argument by R. G. Ingersoll, in the Trial of c .. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N. J. This is
the -greate~t ~Jorgnment ever made m a case of thrs kmd, and will be a model for the bar so long
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tesas the Chr~strans nse force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen i-i unsurpassed, its eloqnenc,e never equaled ~n a trial for "blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution Is going tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
on th~s arg_nment should be free!; circulated-, read to the Christians, and expounded on every ·competent?
-The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
occasiOn. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
· ·
BooKs Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE S.A.VED~
.
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Analyzes the,so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Lnke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists Presbyterians Evanfelical Alliance, and ~~,n.
~wers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead o Christianity-the religIon of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R . G . Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C. WIDDICOMBE,

LIMIT.A.TIONS OF TOLER.A.TION.
ORTHODOXY.

WititSpeech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper,10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:

In the snit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co.,1886

CRIIIIES .A.GAI::VST CRIMIN.A.LS.

.A. LAY SERMON.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (C.A.BINET) OF R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 centi!.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 ~ents.

PHOTOGR.A.PH (P.A.NEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
STAGE .A.ND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL), 7::f x 13 inches, $1.50.

DECLAR.A.TION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN:

An Interview on their Comparative 1\ferits, and Opinions on-the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc.- Paper, 8 cents.

IN~ERSOLI. C.A.TECHISED.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following varietY:
Tea Spoons,
.Oxidized.
}
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,

each $2.:-0

- Oxidized,
}
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gilt bowl,
{ lO ounces
per doz.,

3.00
~.oo

Oxidized,
}
gilt,
3.50
{ 10 sectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2 75
,.
gilt
u
3-~5
u
satin ..
3.0Q
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is also SUJ:lpliei etched in bowl.
"The 'l'ime 'l'o Be H•PPY I- Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference i 1
price, select any other spoon from above list.
My stock embraces everything usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watches
of every description\-. Chai% Rings, Necklaces,
Jewelry, Silver ant! dated ware, Optical Goods,
BaJges, Gold Pius, Etc. And $1,000 will be paid
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in any of my IlLtest pricelists, on account of the above liber8l offer.
(If Freethou~ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so applied.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettst.ein"
Watch; t.he Beautifu!Ingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethonght Badge.
Send for pricelists, cards in colors aud gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free.

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy.

..

LIFE.
LITHOGR.A.PH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

A~ay.

Paper, 10 cents.

Delivered Defore the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
A Prose-Poem. In cqlor, on board, gilt edges, 9x-13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

Given

In order to introduce this most artistie of all
Souvenirs, I shiLl! present to all patrons who favor
me witll an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

Thirty.ftTe yenrl:l 1 experience Examinations and RO·
ports !ree. Prompt n.ttentimt. Send Drawing and de
Meription t t ) I.. R.AGGRR & eo .• A tty's. Washin~tton.n.•:

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.

A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.

PATENTS

Philadelphia, Pa .

.A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

~n oonto~~.

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

--o--

Contents: Some Mistakes of 1icises, Free Schools, The Politicians Man and Woman The
Pentatench,l\fonday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He.Made the Stars Also, Friday,l:!~tmday, Let us Make M.an, Snndax, The Necessitv for a Good Memory 'rhe Garden l'he .l!'al
Dttmpness, Bacchus !l.nd Babel,l!'ttith in B'ilth, 'i'he Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight Confes·s _
~fo~~v~l.d, Inspirad Slavery, Marriage, War, Religions Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 5o cents; -

Prioo. ninth.

Paper, 3 cents.

Paper, 3 ce11.ts. BIBLE IDOLA. TRY. Paper, 3 cents.

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 8 cents.

INGERSOLL'S .ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN. CLUB.

The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, which speaks well fOr the Unitarians. The pamphlet contams U pages,
beautifully printed. l'rice, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR!TION 0~ ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GREAT .ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

.

At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CONTENT8.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt; Individuality• Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of l\Ian Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declaration of Independence, July: 4, 187G; \Vhat I Know About Farming in Illlnoi!l Speech at Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Presidenc v~ 'l'he Pa'it~ises Defore i\Ie,
or, Vision of ·war, an extract from a ~eech made at the So1 aiers' and Sailors' Rennian
at Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 21 1876; A 'l'ribnte to Ebou C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of Moses;
What Must We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert ct. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev T. De Witt Talmage, D.D.;,. to which is added a Talmagian Catechism, and Four
Prefaces, which co•1tain some of Mr. J.ngersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifnlly boup.d in half !Jalf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,837 pageJ, good paper,large type, post 8vo. PriCe, postpard, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITER.A.TURE.

Testimoni11l to Walt Whitman. "Let u.9 put wreaths on the brows of the living." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also

COLONEL JNGEUSOLL'S ADDUESS A'.l' '.l'HE FVNEUAL OF WAL'J:' WHI'I.'•
MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS .A.ND SELECTIONS.

Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3'3 pages. This is1
beyond question, the cheapest and most elegant volume in Liberal literature. l~s mech~nicat
finish is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expensJ has been spared to make rt,the th)ng of
beauty it is The type is large and clear, tho paper heavy, highly calendered~ and nchly tinted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect as the be;;t materials ana skill can make it.
·
As to the contents it is enough to say thttt they icyclnde all of the choicest utterance3 of
the greatest writer on the topics treated that has ever lived.
,
,
Those who have not tho good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published work~. wrll
hitve in this book of sel<;lctiom many b\'ight. s~tmples <;>f hid lofty. thought, 9-is matchle.ss e~o
quence, his wonderful rm~t"drl' 11nd hrs eprgrammatrc and Poetrc power. The collectiOn moludes all of the "Triblltes "'thath~tve become famous inliteratnre-notablythose to his bro~her
E. (J. Jngerooll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher-..,ConkF~g, Courtl!1ndt M. Palmer, Mary Fiske,Eli!'lur
Wnght: his peerless monographs on "The VIsiOn of War," Love, Lrberty, Art and Moralit,y,
Science, Nature, '!'he ImaginaLion,.,Decoration Day OrationhWhat is J:'oetry, Music of Wagner,
Origin and Destiny," Leaved of u-rass," and on the great eroes of intellectual Liberty. Besides these are innumer~tble gems taken here and there from tire orations, speeches, ar~; uments,
toast'1,.,lectures,letters, interviews, anrl day by day conversations c·f the author.
·.1·he book is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal
souvenir. •ro help it serve this J:llll'I!Ose, a fine steel portrait, with autog-raph cac-siiiril.e, has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of binding it is eminently suited
for presentation purposes, for any season or occasion.
PmcEs.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edg:E)s $2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges, $5; in half
calf, mottled :edges, library ~tyle, 1!14.501 in fnll Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely line, $7.50;
in full tree calf, highest possible fimsh, '1i9- ,
•

.A.ny of the above sent to any address,_by express, prepaid, or mail, post free,
on receivt of price. Address THE TRUT.tl. SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., NewYork.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IBON·CLAD SEBIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.............
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatio .
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
8 Religioa of inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
~ 9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epid~mic Delusions. Marvin ................
11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. J\fttrvin ........
12 'l'ynda!l's Belfast Inaugural and POitra. t ..
13 EssaYs on Miracles. David Hume ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl.,ugh........
15 Were Adam and Eve Our J!irst Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh............... .. .. .. .. . .
16 Why Do Mea titarve? Charles Bradlaugh ..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh _..
19 Large or Small l<'amilies? A. Holyoake.....
20 l:lnp.Qrstitio ' Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Rolyoal!:e. .. . .. ..
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Cnarles Watts .......
23 1'he Chtistian Deit.r. Charles Watts........
24 Moral Value of th .. J:Iible. Charles Watts....
25 Freeth ought and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Uhristiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts- ............
28 1houghts on Atheism. Anstm Holyoake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Ho:(yoake....... ......... ..... .. ....
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is Tnere a God? Charles Bradlanllh........
89 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh.. .. ....
40 .Poverty: Its Uause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonisti~. C. Watts ..
48 Christiau Schema of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist
l!'ear to Die? lly G. J. Holyoake ..........
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the l'oliti•al Condition of the People. Charles Hradlaugh,.
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;uANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen.". . . . . . . 5
8 New Life of David. Charles Bradl<~ough.... 5
5 20, Questions WithontAnswcrs .............. 5
6 JJialogut~ be~ween a Christian Missionary
aud a Chinese Mandar.n .................. 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian._._ .. 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.o~~,ke .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. . 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh....... 5
1~ A Few Word> about the Devil................ 5
11 New (,ife of Jacob ............................ _ 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. A nstin Holyoake..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apost,e,: ·A Farce. A. H
.. 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H.,, 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Braalaugh ...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlamrh ...... 5
19 New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 NewLifeofMoses. CharlesBradlaugh .... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz... .. 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 wo1th for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

yfHE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examination ancl Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians. ·
Price,

20oonts.

TBt HOTtD SPECIALIST.
For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practic~.
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as tbe result of youthful err on
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges~ Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those a.ftl.icted and who are desirollB of bein11
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent t.n
their address for ten cents~ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes ana S_ymptems o thtComplaint and a description of the Doctor's irn.
portant medical discovery-an Outward Api>lica.
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of tht
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWA.
Vineland, N. 1.
And say you saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.

Dr. Fell<>ws is an Infidel
1 ·o

1£ 11 'tJ u.ut r.e

ll'-e

STOMACH, LIVE•
AND BOWELS, TAKI:

Q~PANS

0101!-.Q !lll"ft

TABULE&

li)I!!MJ,,~,<!<'FL

.
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-«Thus saitlr t!tc Lord of' hosts,

the llod of Israel:
'.DRINK YE ami BE DR.t/NK£){
and ~eur cu-td/_a 1/: e6.:,

de/

_Thus saltft tire Lord of !zosh:

..:YE SHALL CERTAINLY DRINK:"

Two of the jerry-huilt hotels thrown. up
at Chicago for Fair visitors, collapsed in a
slight storm on the 7th.
PHYSIOIANS anil quarantine officers from
twent:v-eight states and Canada met at
New York and conferred on excluding
cholera.
THE Law and Order League of Pittsburgh, Pa., has had the manager of the
Pre.~s fined $25 each for three violations
of the Sunday law in the publishing of his
paper. Attl)rney Yost. of the Law and
Order League says publishers of Monday
morning papers will be prosecuted next,
and those who work on papers must submit
to work nve day4 a week, unle~s they prepare Monday papers after 12 Sunday night.
A PROTEST has been mnde against the
Senate's considPring the Russian extradition treaty with closed doorfl. It is signed'
by such Pminent ~>itizens a11 Richard Watson Gilde·, William Lloyd Garrison,
Thomas Edison, Charles'Scribner, F. B.
Thurber, and William D. Howells. 'l'he
protest says: "For the United States,
every feature of whose criminal law is
drawn to secure t-he rights of the inflividnnl, to make a treaty with a foreign autocracy which, in political trials, employs a
system in which neither habeas corpus,
trial by jury, nor the rights of a prisoner
to employ hi" own counsel is known,
would be to turn its courts into the instrumentR of a foreign tyranny."

I,'

/

Where Will You Sleep~
Questions relating: to sleeping accommoAlatwns in Chicago while visiting the great
A FINE ADVERTISEMENT FOR A GROGSHOP-KEEPER.
''Fair" must be of interest to many of
our readers, for it is not everyone who
will be so fortunate as to hav friends or
relati vs there who will offer entertainment
at their homes. There hav undoubtedly
been g-reat preparations made to take
care of the large number of people who
~f yon ~eed ~medicine pay attention to somewill visit the "World's Fair," and it is
thmg which Will cure yon. It is known as
probable that in nothing else has there
OF
been so much in the way of scheming and
swindling ~wing on as in this narticular.
~nd is ~dapted to c~ring, more especially . all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder There are all sorts of "dodges." For introuble~. By injecting this water it will heal all stance: Some invite you to "subscribe
sort~ of mfiammations of the internal organs such
c~ses as Piles,_ 'l'yphoid and other fevers, Bowel for stock in hotel companies and share in
d~seases! Uterm;; and other forms of Female the profits arising therefrom-by filling
Complatnts. It I• a Blooa Purifier, and is an ex- out a ~lan_k and pinning a $1 bill to it!"
!lelleut rell}edy for C~tarrh and Lung and Throat
By W. S. BELL.
mfiam:matio':ls· .It wrll heal the nerves, restonng Some mvite you to ''purchase a share in
lost vigor of mmd a_nd body, creating a good an 'association' for $10 and pay a memappet}te and prodnCI!Jg sound sleep. It a~ts bership fee of $2." Others beg you to
steadily npon the nrme, cleansing the blood by ''allow them to pay all of your expenses
Containing in condensed and systematized form a means of the kidneys, and acts mildly upon the
vast amount of evidenc_e against the superstitions doc- bowel8, ther~by producing bodily habits which from the time you leave your home .until
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid are so essentral to good health. This
you return to it!" Others require "a
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
substantial ' deposit' to be made as a
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
guarantee of good faith!" Many ~xpati
Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects inclnue all the disputed points between Christianity and Freethol!Jiht. Price. is sold _absolutely pure, as it is pumped from ate at length upon the merits of their
$1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the spnng, W)thont t~e addit.ion of any drug buildings, but ingeniously 11void stating
whatever. It IS Natures Remedy, pure and simple, and n_ota manufactured article. The nccess that such buildings are from ten to twenty
·t has achieved ha~ coille mostly from its friends miles removed from the grand entrance
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a to the Fair! An immense structure of the
pamphlet free, contaimng photo-engraved letters a:nd r:et;ommendations from those who have "elegant" kind is known to be located on
n_sed u, giVIng a .forty-page history and all par. the very edge of a cemetery, which is also
ticnlars about this remarkable water, to
"kept dark." Some hav represented that
J. R. PERRY, Manage.r,
th~:v ~ould erect fonr- or five-story brick
buildmgs, when they hav, in fact, built two_6m12_aiSon-thMain-Street,_Wilkesba-rre,Pa. sto~y, ~aiJ?-BhHc~lefrnmefire-trapR. in which
their v1ctims wlll he huddled toe-ether like
peas in a pod! Those "ho hn.v advanced
mon~y for "sharPs of stock " "memberAn attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both ConI
I
ship 'fees," or "cleposits," ~ill find that
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
many "companie~" to whom th~>y adv:anced such momPR wPre clepending enof their respective Environments.
ARGUMENT
tt~ely UJ?nn those advanf'PB for the money
IN THE
with ~hiCh tl) cnnRtrnct thPir houses, ond
that, m many cBBf>B. Rnfficient funds were
By J AJUES B. ALEXANDER.
not realizet1 for t.he intend~d pnrpoRe. Jn
.At Morristown, N. J.
thPse co sf's, the innof'ent "investor"
Over 400 illustrations 87 chapttrs. 1.067 pages. and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Thi)3 is the greatestargnmentever made in a case will he confr JDt.Pd with unfinishPd apartof this kind, jtlld ~Ill be a model for the Bar so
Price, express prepaid by us, only s~.or~.
long as the Chn•t1ans nse force to repJ·ess free mentA, onil he will thns find his monPy
This work endeavors to embrace the field c_overed 1>Y tl;wns,an~s 9,f bookA, s~ch )LS those of tl;le speech. Its legal acumen iH nnsnrpoased, it" elo- " tieil np" in nnava;Jable "nf'commoda"Humboldt Library of S<·ience," the" fnternatwnalBcientific l:lenes, etc., by brmgmg together, In quence D\)Ver ~qnaled. Wherever Chri"tian per- tinns " In nthPr caRes. the "shark" will
stmPie. and direct form,.wjth proper C<!rresponden~e be_tween them, all of the known factors con- secntio~ Is gomg on this argument should bt
having
freely cuculated, read t!) the Ollristians, and ex· hav "skippecl." withnnt P.Vf>n
tributing toward the ongm and evolutiOn of orgamc bemgs.
. pounded on every occaHion.
"r-roken ground" for a hOUSP!
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Thne are othf>rs, howP.ver, who hav
Do 1/0U WiBll to be well (1\formedt THEN BEAD A. CB.AI'TEB OB VEBSE DAILY FBOM TliiS BIBLE OF
erPcted snhstantial huilcl.ingA ann hav
Address
'I'HE TRU'I'B REEKEK
SCIENCE!
28 Lafayette place, New York:
m~de conscientious pl'f'paratio• s to reIt is entertaining as well as enli!l'htP.nin$; and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) natm·e
CPtv; and take ~'Rre ofv'sitors in an honeft,
appreciate thA worth of the Umversal mother.
B!raightfor~ard manner. Jn this con!lf'cYon must ownthiP book someday: why not NOW?
~
ttnn w~ , WIRb tl). call attention to Mr.
Aildres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Goo~wln s ottrncbv ailvPrtisement on the
•
•
• outside ~ront page of thiR issue ( lur repres~ntativ has known Mr. Goodwin in a
busmeRs way for a number oi years. He
assures ns that Mr Goodwin has the
reput!ttion of faithfully fulfilling his
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
~romises, ~nd ~e hav gond reason to beA_j~dicial<;~onsideratio,n of the qnestion1aJ?.d the heve that m th1s new enterprise of his he
d emsion agamst the scnptnres a.nd the Onristian
ca~ be implicitly relied upon. He has
tradition. Price, IO cents. Address
bmlt ~ permq.nent house, which he will
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER.
-ORuse thiR year for the renting of rooms and
afte-rward let as n.partments for families
There are in his honse only forty-thre~
Curious Revelations From the
rooms-rach well lighted and newly furThe most bewildering 111 uston diS·
nished-w~ile his price, WA are sure, cannot
covered In this ceJtturyl A very strong
Life of a Trance Medium.
purse of the rtnustorti'ssed kldstrongiy
be complamed of. Mr. Goodwin who is
sewed and beu.ut\fully embroidered.
(ltegulnrgoods oJ equal quHlity selJ for
a Liberal, broad-minded, and refi~ed genBy MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,
fiOc. to70l:.) Comprises 3 pockets, wlllch
tleman of culture •• will spend the season
l\'8 GUA H.ANT.lE n.o one can open in a
hours
without
knowing
the
secret.
It
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illusthere, .and promises to extend special
has baffled all eXllCrts In lntzzkdorn.
A p:rcat novelty, f\ wonderful mystf'ry
courtesies to any readers of THE TRUTH
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of LincolL
and a useful arttele, all in nne. Your
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.60;
S_EEKlllR who may be his guests. We ad:u0r~:f ng~t~:F;g.\~~reGs~~ :~~~~~~~:~ vise our readers to. send to Mr. Goodwin
paper, 75 cents.
Snmplewlth secretin seated envelope post pal(} with Cata}og-uo
or 1000 useful n.rtlclcs, 26c: a for 6Ue; 6 for $1.Ufl, Q11.80 Doz.
for further parti~>nlars respecting his
TilE 'IBUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafa:vette t>l&('le, N.Y. .K. H. INGERSOLL &>BRO, 6i> Cortlandt st., N, i·
house, the "Santa Maria,"

MEDICAL.

HAND-BOOK

The Water of Life,

FREE1'H OUGHT.

Water of Life

Digest of 8 cien ce.

THE DYNAMIC THEORY Of LifE AND MIND:

Co I. R G In ge rso II' s

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

-'·e.,

WAS

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

CHRIST

CRUCIFIED?

WIZARDS MAGIC PURSE.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 16. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

New York, Saturday, April 22, 1893·

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per. Year~
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THIS IS THE HOUSE
THAT JOE BUILT!

~

A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wouJ.d give $25 &
year to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Christia.nity
possesses to make men moral.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
The additions for this new edition of the

;»J

shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous editions show that within a few years about

J;»Jt "Crimes of Preachers"
~

HEHASNAMEDIT

"The Santa Maria."
'Tis located at 674 East Sixty-third Street, Chicago,
and is within NINE MINUTES' walking distance from the GRAND ENTRANCE to the
World's Fair!

Entirely ofbrick.and stone; permanent structure; stands alone; all outside rooms; fr?
new and neat; select neighborhood; high and dry; good plumbing; every modem
improvement; $r.oo to :ji2.oo a day; NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED; under~
owner's management; only 43 rooms; HOME-LIKE ! Addr~ss
'

· JOSEPH H. GOODWIN, proprietor.

~ Why not engage rooms

11ow?

They 're GOING I

~J

..

·~·~~~~~~·~·~~·~·~·~~~·~·~·~;N

The Truth Seeker Library.

claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, avo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The World's Sag~s, Thi':lkers, and Re- The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
formers. The B10gra.phies of three hun- Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christiansj~ from
the time of Menu to the present. Bl' D. m. Bennett. 1,075 pages, avo. Cloth, $8; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church : Their
··
tl l'
ti
B.
hi I
Cr1
a•.•
ersecu o~s~ 1ogra.p ca.

Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llanda:ff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a s~eel-plate po~rait. BOO Pl!-_ges, avo.
Cloth, $3, leather, $4, morocco, gilt edges,

I $4.50.
A. com_pan- Analysis

~ketcheR f y~cr..m:ent Chnstrans.
ron book to "The \'I orld's S!!>ges," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. svo 1119 pages. Morocco gilt edges.
Price $4 50 ' '
'
'
·

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full a.c-

count of aU the ~ods the natwns of the earth
have worshiped, mclu«:J.ing_;Jel).ovah, Satan, the
H,ol.Y Ghost, Jesus Chnsh Vrrmn Mar~band the
Brble
.. 8?5 pages
descqmcluding
es fl:!llY
1 avo. ofv ol.
all
religiOus
systems
theIIworld,
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying_ 872_pag(2S, being fully__gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
~upernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
p1ost thorough a.n<l elthaustive work on the

of Religious Belief

An ex-

.
.
R'
•
s
am)-I).atwn of the Creeds, . rtes, and acred
wrrtm_gs of the World. By Vrscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, avo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are ca.lled "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together a.nd
sent by e:xpress 1 one dollar will be deducted from
the
_ __::.pnce
_ _of
_eaon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Brai·n and the n.·ble.
.I
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology
By EDGAB 0. BlllALL.

Preface oy B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswera.ble.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

Price, $1.

1300 JIINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy,
Notwithstanding 1he many additional pages, we have kept the • •ill...,fl:l
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church-·
men. Show them just what son of scamps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon In>wiJ'm,,r..paintings in this period is" immoral."
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, fB Lafayette Place, New York.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian T/JfOry.

By GEoRGE J. Ro.MANEs.
A systematic Ex"(Josition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !reneral reader rather than oO profe>sed naturalist•.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers .!!JlOn evolution,
besides ranking wrth Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy. . . .
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and ina.smuch as the change which has taken

place ha• taken place in the direction of naturalIsm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
fuustrated Price, cloth_,_ $2Address,
TH.I!i TRUTH SEEKER.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
E:xa.inina.tion of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
Bv Plio!'. F. w. NEWII[AN.
Price ll5 oentll.

4NFID£LS AND CHARITY."
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Qhristian statement that Infidels do not contnbute
to nor foun,d charities is a falsehoQ.d. !tough~ to
be widely Circulated to mtet the cll!umny. Pnce,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE ~l1Tll
SEEHEB, 28 Lafayette place, New York,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, -APRIL 22, i893.
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New Publications.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.
"Write me no more fables, lest I be a fool and
read the riddles awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I•npeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .adamb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on .Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Things That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

VALDABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The lltudenVs Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Collel!e,
London. The purpose of this book is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunit~,to investigate it fully for themselves. 1. The 1'aturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolooical
Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By
Ernest Haee,kel. Contents: Part I. The Dar.
winian Theory; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of ]\Ian; Cell·
Souls and Soul-Cells. Part li. The Progress
and Work of ZoologY; The Development of
Life-Particles ani! the Perigenesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in RelatiOn to
Science; '.rhe Ori&:in and Development of the
Sense Organs. Prwe, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David

Hume's Celebrated Essay, so foully mutilated
by Christian pnblishPrs, printed complete, with
an IntroductiOn by John l\1. Robertson, echtor
of the National Reformer. Price, 50 cent,s.

The True Source of Christianity; or, A
Voice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the questions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH t;EEKI!:.ts.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-0-

:Ancient Voices
rrom the Spi•·it
Realm d.isclose the
most Startling Revelations.
-a-

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]

Prioe, - - - - $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appro_priated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli;tion in the interest of so-called Christianity. '!he pladarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apollonin•,
especiallY in view oft he historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 ce!fts.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ANEW WORK
BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M WHEELER. Sub-editor of FreethtnJrer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

New Publications.

New Publications.

A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!

To induce new subscriptions and
prompt renewals on the part of our
friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
An explanation of the origin of the Gail Idea, and the mental processes tbat led to the fo~mation
of idol~ and the worship of them. From the time of Terab's apostasy, Abraham's r~fornutwn.lln.d
his bamshment for heresy and blasphemy R,gainst the Cha!dean 1dols, to Christ's commg, the prmc1- SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
pal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, hy thought and deed. It is made phtm that t 11e Great Works Complete" (3.00). This
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings,subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padcling are the prop.r offspring of the then existing barbarism ignorance and superstition, comtitnt- edition of Paine's works contains a
iug the peculiar politics of the day.
'
'
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
CONTENTS IN" DETAIL:
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substan<'es,
In G€neral.
The Earth.
monument
in New Rochelle.
BytheLungP.
The Chemical Aspect.
By the Rkin.
For
$5.00
we will send THE TnuTH
The Sun.
By the Kidneys.
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "The
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol-and Tts Effects on the System. World's Sages, Thinkers, and ReformThe Scriptural God-The Creation.
ers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
The Soul-What Is It?
The 1\Hnd.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH
Sin
and
Salvation.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
SEEKER one year ($3) and "The
Samuel the Kingmaker.
Rational Review.
God Save the King.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations. Freethinker's Pictorial Text Book " in
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
cloth ($2.50).
The
Planetary Gods.
The End of National Life.
Every l\fan His Own God.
The Christian Era.
For $4 we will send THE TnuTH
Gateways to Knnwled<:e.
Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Tabl es { Morals; Whence They 1:\pring. SEEKER one year ($3) and " The FreeOrganic Life-Anrmal.
The Non Credo.
The li'I•sler Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct. thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in
The 1\Inscular Tissues.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
TheN ervous Tissue3.
boards ($2).
Map of the Intellectual Facu'ti~s-TI:e Mind.
Food and Food-Substances.·
l\Iap of Theological Retrogression.
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH
1\Iap of the Deluge and Garc~en of Eden.
SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of
Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
" Old Testament Stories Comically
Large 12mo.
illustrated " in cloth covers ($1.50).
--·---For$3.50 we will send THE TRUTH
In Clot;h, $1; in Paper 5 0 Cent;~S_
SEEKER
one year ($3) and "Old TestaTHE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
28
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Weather and Witchcraft.
We will conclude our account of the preposterous
doctrin of the Christian church that bad weather is
produced by human emissaries of Satan, and of the
terrific cruelties practiced on·-the persons supposed
to be those emissaries.
The endeavor to detect the evil-working sorcerers
and witches, when it had once been started by the
papal bulls, spread over Europe and rapidly grew
in fury. The Dominicans plied the task with
fervor, and when they fell from the fore rank the
Jesuits took up the work and prosecuted it with
equal zeal. A very few keen-minded persons, scattered here. and there, pierced through the mist of
the prevailing superstition ; Agobard, archbishop
of Lyons, for instance, declared, " The wretched
world now lies under the tyranny of foolishness ;
things are believed by Christians of such absurdity
as no one ever could aforetime induce the heathen
to believe;" but these solitary thinkers were by
fear or force soon reduced to silence. It was in
vain that the scientific investigator Paracelsus
offered a physical theory of thunder; the great
ecclesiastical champion Bodin laughed it to scorn,
for, said he, thunder is "a flaming exhalation set
in motion by evil spirits,'' and this is proved not
only by the confessions of tortured witches, but by
the passage in Psalm civ : " Who maketh his angels
spirits, his ministers a fla.ming fire." The volumes
in demonstrll.tion of the theory of witchcraft were
of great number. One of the most noted was by
Bishop Binsfield of Treves, France. This book,
written toward the end of the sixteenth century,
enlarges in proof that everything confessed by
witches under torture, especially as to the raising
of storms and the general control' of the weather, is
worthy of belief. It was long a standard
authority, both with Ca.tholics and with· Protestants, throughout Europe. ·Its title-page contains
the boast of the author that in fifteen years he
had for this crime sent to death nine hundred persons. Of the scriptural texts cited in proof of
these doctrins, those m::>st frequently advanced
were the ones treating of the witch of Endor, the
demoniacs of theN ew Testament, and the magicians
of Egypt who contended with Moses and Aaron in
the court of Pharaoh. In the vast literature
formed on the subject, the different species of witchcraft were all carefully classified and associated
with particular doctrins. The whole philosophy
of the satanic was minutely in>estigated, and the
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prevailing mode of thought embodied in bulky
treatises regarded as masterpieces of theology.
Bodin's "Demonomanie des Sorciers," as a typical
and celebrated work, may be worthy of a few more
words here. The "Demonomanie des Sorciers" is
chiefly an appeal to authority, which the author
de-:med on this subject so unanimous and so conclusiv that it was scarcely possible for auy sane
man to resist it. He appealed to the popular belief in all countries, in all ages, and iu all religions.
He cited the opinions of an immense multitude of
the greatest writers of pag-an antiquity, and of the
most illustrious of the fathers. He showed how
the laws of all nations recognized the existence of
witchcraft; and he collected hundreds of cases
which had been investigated before the tribunals
of his own or of other countries. He relates with
the most minute and circumstantial detail, and with
the most unfaltering confidence, all the proceedings
at the witches' Sabbath, the methods which the
witches employed in transporting themselvs through
the air, their transformations, their carnal intercourse with the devil, their various means of injuring their enemies, the signs that lead to their detection, their confessions when condemned, and
their demeanor at the stake.
The showing of
mercy to witches he especially reprobates. To
pardon those whom the law of God condemned to
death, was indeed beyond the province of princes.
Those who were guilty of such an act had outraged the majesty of heaven. They had virtually
repudiated the divine law, and pestilence and famin
would inevitably desolate their dominions. One
fatal example thf.!re had been of a king tampering
with his duty in this respect. Charles IX. had
spared the life of the famous sorcerer Trois Echelles,
on the condition of his informing against his colleagues; and it is to this grievous sin that the early
death of the king is most probably to be ascribed :
"For the word of God is very certain, that he who
suffers a man worthy of death to escape, draws the
punishment upon himself, as the prophet said to
king Ahab, that he should die for having pardoned
a man worthy of death. For no one had ever heard
of pardon being accorded to sorcerers."
Of the fearful harvest which was reaped from the
seeds thus sown, we will giv a few outlines.
In almost every province of Germany, but especially in those where clerical influence predomi
nated, persecution raged with fearful intensity.
Seven thousand victims are said to hav been burnt
at Tr(wes, six hundred by a single bishop of
Bamberg, and eight hundred in a single year in the
bishopric of Wiirtzburg. In France, decrees were
passed on the subject by the parliaments of Paris,
Toulouse, Bordeaux, Rheims, Rouon, Dijon, and
Rennes, and they were all followed by a harvest of
blood. At Toulouse, the seat of the Inquisition,
four hundred persons perished for sorcery at a
single execution, and fifty at Douay in a single
year. Remy, a judge of Nancy, boasted that he
had put to death eight hundred witches in sixteen
years. The executions that took place at Paris in
a few months were, in the emphatic words of an
old writer, "almost infinit." The fugitivs who
escaped to Spain were there seized and burnt by
the Inquisition. In that country the persecution
spread to the smallest towns, and the belief was so
deeply rooted in the popular mind that a sorcerer
was burnt as late as 1780. Torquemada devoted
himself to the extirpation of witchcraft as zealously
as to the extirpation of heresy, and he wrote a
book on the enormity of the crime. In Italy, a
thousand persons were executed in a single year in
the province of Como; and in other parts of tl?.e
country the severity of the Inquisitors at bst
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created an absolute rebellion. The same scenes
were enacted in the wild valleys of Switzerland and
of S'tvoy. Iu Geneva, which was then ruled by a
bishop, five hundred alleged witches were executed
in three months; forty-eight were burnt at Constance or Ravensburg, and eighty in the little
town of Valery, in Savoy. In 1670, seventy
persons were condemned m Sweden, and
a large portion of them were burnt. And
these are only a few of the more salient events
in that long series of persecutions which extended
over almost every country, 11nd continued for
centuries with unabated fury. The church of Rome
proclaimed in every way that was in her power the
reality and the continued existence of the crime.
She strained every nerve to stimulate the persecution. She taught by all her organs that to spare a
witch was a direct insult to the almighty, and to
her ceaseless exertions is to be attributed by
far the greater proportion of the blood that was
shed. In 1484, as we related, Pope Innocent VIII.
had issued a bull which gave a fearful impetus
to the persecution,
and he it was who
commissioned the Inquisitor Sprenger, whose
book was long the recognized manual on
the subject, and who is said to hav condemned
hundreds. to death every year.
Simihtr bulls
were issued by Julius II. in 1504, and by
Adrian VI. in 1523. A long series of provincial
councils asserted the existence of sorcery, and
anathematized those who resorted to it. "The
univer"al practice of the church was to place magic
and sorcf'ry among the reserved cases, and at
prones to declare magicians and sorcerers excommunicated ;" and a form of exorcism was solemnly
i~serted in the ritual. Almost all the great works
that were written in favor of the executions were
written by ecclesiastics. Almost all the lay works
on the same side were dedicated to and sanctioned
by ecclesiastical dignitaries. Ecclesiastical tribunals condemned thousands to death, and countless bishops exerted all their influence to multiply
the victims. In a word, for many centuries it was
universally believed that the continued existence of
witchcraft formed an integral part of the teachings
of the church, and that the persecution that raged
through Europe was supported by the whole stress
of her infallibility.
Such was the attitude of the church of Rome
with reference to this subject, but on this ground
the Protestant Reformers had no conflict with their
opponents. The credulity which Luther manifested
on all matters connected with diabolical intervention was amazing, even for his age; and, whe~
spe'lking of witchcraft, his language was emphatic
and unhesitating. "I would hav n::> compassion on
these witches," he exclaimed, " I would burn them
all!" In England ~he establishment of the Reformation was the signal for an immediate outburst
of witchcraft superstition; and there, as elsewhere,
its decline was represented by the clergy
as the
direct consequence and the exact
measure of the progress. of religious skepticism.
In Scotland, where the Reformed
ministers exercised greater influence than in any
other country, and where the witch trials fell
almost entirely into their hands, the persecution
was proportionately atrocious. Probably the ablest
defender of the belief was Glanvil, a clergyman of
the English establishment; and one of the most influential was Baxter, the greatest of the Puritans.
It spread, with Puritanism, into the New World;
aud the executions in Massachusetts form ,one of
the darkest. pages in the history of America. The
j greate"t religious leader of the last century, Wesley,
wa.& among the latef!t of its supporters,
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But these countries to which our narrativ is now
bringing us, demand a fuller treatment than they
can obtain in this week's issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Pausing after this account of the witchcraft persecutions of continental Europe, we will giv next
week a relation of those of England, Scotland, and
our own land.

The World's Fair on Sunday.
As week after week passes without the Sunday
opening of the World's Columbian Exposition being obtained, it looks more and more as though the
churchmen are going to triumph in their crowning
outrage on the rights of the people. These hateful
meddlers and domineerers are found chuckling and
gloating over their vile deed in all of their period~
icals and pulpits.
Rev. Robt. MacArthur, of New York, says: "If
the gates are opened America will be false to its
history and disloyal to its God. It will not be making a true exhibition of on-e of its historical institutions-the American Sunday. It will be bowing
down at the feet of the gods of greed and lust. It
is a great thing for the nation that the Congress of
the United States has emphaticfilly voted against
opening the gates. Even if the local directory, by
some legal technicality, should secure the opening,
the moral influence of the action of Congress would
still be exercised over the nations of the earth."
How "moral" will be the influence of the action
of Congress, and of the closing if it prevails, may
easily be conceived by anyone who knows the tendencies of crowds in strange cities when no place
of innocent interest is open. Full swing, it is
·most clear, will be given to debauchery of every
description at Chicago this year. In the words of
the Detroit Free Press, "it looks as though the
World's Fair would be the only thing closed on
• Sunday in Chicago this season."
The evil effects of Sunday closing are,.we are
pleased to be able to note, deplored and deprecated
by one ecclesiastic-a white sheep of a black flock.
This is Bishop Spalding, Roman Catholic, of
Peoria, Ill. He says : "I hope some means can
yet be devised through which the Fair will be·
opened Sunday. There will be thousands of visitors
here, and with the saloons and places of vice being
wide open while the gates of the Fair are shut, I
fear there will be cause for regret that the Expo-.
sition was closed. I believe that all museums and
libraries should be open on Sundays. They act as
educators, and no one disputes the fact that they
elevate mankind. If Puritanical customs must prevail, why not close the public parks on Sundays!
If Christian ministers insist on closing the gates
of the Exposition, workingmen will believe that the
church has no sympathy with them and the influence the church now has among them will be
almost entirely destroyed."

Mohammedan Nibblings at Christianity.
The inferiority of Christianity to most other
religions, and the objectionableness of some customs .that prevail in Christendom, continue to be
exposed to Americans by the Mohammedan missionary, Muhammed Alexander Russell Webb.
One of the most telling points made by this
goodly emissary of Moslem is that respecting
liquor-drinking. His religion forbids this practice,
and has reclaimed to prosperity many African peo.
plea plunged in degradation by contact with Christian rum and religion. The position of Christianity on alcoholic indulgence is well known to readers
of E. C. Walker's "Bible Temperance" and a number of other publications.
A statement in Mr. Webb's previous lectures
that Mohammedan women had been shocked by
some customs of American ladies, ·is in his latest
utterance made more explicit. He details : " The
Mohammedan women are not what they are represented to be. I lectured to about fifty of them one
day in a private house in Bombay. They were all
behind a curtain. I told them of the American
girl's courtship and ball dresses-those low-cut
affairs with two shoulder straps. The next day I
was told ·that the women were horrified and said
.they could not believe American sirls were so
de~aded."

lution reciting that "the prayer which appears in
the house journals this morning is an unjust and
unwarrantable reflection on certain members," and
ordering that the portion above quoted be expunged
from the journals. Another member supported the
motion in a vigorous speech, declaring the prayer
"an insult to the members," and an "attempt of
the chaplain to dictate to the house." But the
chapiain had his defenders also, one of whom insisted that he had not gone far enough ; that" without prayer and much prayer you are gone forever;"
~nd that " there are members criticising this prayer
who are steeped in vice and folly and need prayer."
The clergyman himself was given the floor, and explained that he had no individual member in mind,
and that they were "all patriotic, honest, and
honorable gentlemen"-in short, that the objectionable passage was uttered in a Pickwickian. sense.
Thereupon the resolution was rejected and the
Commissioner Gray of the New York city park matter was dropped. The incident shows very
board expresses his opinion that the Museum of clearly what a farce the chaplain's prayer is becomArt should be kept open all day Sunday. Three ing, and should hasten the day of its abolition.
times as many persons visit it on that day, he says,
New Books.
as on any other, and it is ridiculous that it should
We hav supplied all who ordered "The Crimes
be open only a few hours in the afternoon. But
there is little chance that the clergy will ever sub- of Preachers," and are able and quite willing to
To facilitate the acquisition of
mit to seeing this institution open during the hours supply more.
which they hav learned to consider their own for knowledge about the men of God in this country
we offer five of these books for $1. We suggest
rifling the pockets of th• people.
that quantities be obtained and distributed around
A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the neighborhood.
watch, jewelry, and kindred industries contains in
its April number an article entitled "The Story of
A new edition of Bell's " Handbook of FreeMy First Watch." Those who tell the story are well- thought," of which Mr. Jamieson speaks so highly,
known men and women, among them Colonel Inger- has also been rendered necessary by the free sale
soll, who says : "I do not remember my first watch of the old, and we hav improved the occasion to
-though I certainly had a first one ; and I cannot bring out a paper edition and reduce the price on
tell whetherit was good, bad, or indifferent-but I the cloth-bound one, which we make $1.
The
presume it was bad. Forty years ago a watch was paper-covered style is 50 cents. This book ought
not a necessity; now it is-without a watch you to sell by the thousands now.
lose a train, and losing many trains consecutivly inMr. Putnam's new book is meeting with general
vites demoralization."
favor, a large number of orders having already
Bill Nye-for the public-believes in a God, but been received. Mr. PU:tnam read the final proofs
his deity is different from the orthodox ideal, in that just previous to his departure for Buffalo ·and the
he is not a Sabbatarian. Bill has been traveling out West, and the pressmen are at work upon it. We
West recently, and writes thus of one of Nature's shall hav it ready for delivery in a week or ten days.
phenomena : " Much may be said of the mag- It ought to be circulated widely. It goes to the very
nificence and awful and impressiv grandeur of the bedrock of the religious question.
Royal gorge, and the wonderful power that could
not only create but sever these great mountains as
Attention is called to the advertisement of the
with a mighty sword. Much might be written of new book, "The Creation of God," a notice of
all the wonders between _the Mississippi and the which appeared recently. Dr. Hartmann is a
Golden Gate, enough to convince the most skeptical, practicing physician of this city, with the solid
doubting soul on earth that there was a great and qualities characteristic of German scientific men,
good intelligence back of all accidental chemistry, and thinks for himself in medical as well as theoglacier erosion, earthquake action, and preadamite logical matters. This book contains a great deal
changes-a God who created this mighty museum of useful information regarding man, how he is
of never-ceasing wonders and then left them all made, and how he makes his gods. The book is
open on Sunday, so that the poor and the working- very cheap, at the prices given, and should hav a
men might come and see them. I still believe that large sale.
there could hav been no harm in leaving the Royal
gorge open on Sunday."
The cartoon on the first page of THE TRUTH
SEEKER for· March 25th, showing what Christianity
The Evening Post, in its ponderous but usually has borrowed from the pagans, has met with exceedsensible way, has reached the conclusion that ing great favor, greatly deserved, for it shows at a
praying is not a legitimate government business, glance what it takes a volume to explain-that
that the ministers selected to officiate often possess Christianity is not an· original religion, but an
faults more mighty than their virtues, and that the adaptation of preceding systems, with some bad
finest settlement of the trouble would be to abolish features added. Mr. Smith, of Geneva, has ordered
the preachers and their prayers. The Post says : a lot for distribution, and we hav received a reThe difficulties of serving as chaplain of a legislativ quest from England for permission to use it ther·e.
body appear to be on the increase. We commented In order to facilitate its wide distribution we hav
some weeks ago upon the dissatisfaction caused in printed it separately and suggest that our ~aders
both Kansas and Nebraska the past winter by the send for some and circulate them. We will mail
display of partisanship in the prayers of the clergy- them for 10 cents a dozen, or 75 cents a hundred,
men employed. There has been even more serious and giv generous count. .
trouble in Texas. A bill was recently defeated in
the house of representative which proposed to
We hav been a little industrious this winter, withmake an appropriation from the state treasury for out saying much about it, in getting out new books,
the establishment of a home for fallen women. Next and hav still another one to announce as complete.
day the chaplain besought the rleity to "open the "The Resurrection of Jesus" is a new treatment of
eyes of those who hav allowed the love of money to a subject vit.al to Christianity, and one upon which
be balanced against virtue, that they may see that Paul allowed that the whole system hinged. It is
purity is above rubies, and that in their hands is a. striking commentary upon that system also that
placed the power to save those against whom the those in some communities in this " free" country
false standard of society has closed the churches who hav the comm?n sense to see its falsity are
and all avenues of reformation." One of the mem- forced to conceal their conclusions. The author
be?:s who had voted asainst the bill offered 11. reso- of this work says it would ruin him professionallyFrom our Islamitic friend's further remarks we
find-what might hav been expected-that his religion has suffered equally with Infidels from the
venomous tongue of that notorious slander~ss
Christianity. "European works on Islam and 1ts
founder," he tells us, "contain little else than
abuse. Dean Prideaux, a Christian author, was
naturally biased, and utterly unacquainted with his
subject. This ma.n is accused of deliberately inserting in the Koran a line of his own composition
and invention to throw discredit upon Mohammed.
Sale, in his later translation, exposed this fraud."
If religion we must hav, let it be of .Mohammedan,
Buddhistic, and every kind possible. Multiplicity
of religions will insure freedom to all of them, and
to the d1osenter from all faiths as well. Evil is
the predominance of one sole religion-especially
of that most tyrannical of all, Christianity.
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to dhav it
th known thatf he
D wrote it, so it is published I I hav a1ways want ed t 0 come t o· Cape Cod and bins, who from his youth up has borne the banner
unther . e nam.et o
on Allen. .However, the look npon the "peculiar people" here, who I·n' thi"s of liberty and excelsior. For seventeen years he
au or IS a w_ri er very favorably known to our some':~'hat .out-of-the-way place, atretching into the was on the sea; for the last thirty years he has been
readers, and will be more so from this book. A sea With pme woods and lonely sands, hav cultivated a landsman. He ~as one of the old antislavery
l"eview of this work will be given next week, and in a serene and independent e~stence, and developed guard, and many IS the contest for freedom in
the mean time its essential points are set forth in a type .of Yanke.e upon whiCh even Boston might which he has borne his full share. Parker Pillsan advertisement appearing 1 h
look .With surprise and admiration. That was in bury used to come here, and he remembers Robbins
~~~~~~~~~~~~e~s~e~w~e~r~e·~~~~= ~~e time when almost all were seafaring men, when as one of the most enthusiastic of the reformers
ey went on long voyages, tackled the whale at Garrison, Phillips, the Fosters all hav been here.
the North Pole, passed th~ough in~umerable ad- and the antislavery speakers 'were once mobbed
ven~ures, an~ ~ame home With a thousand and one. and there was nearly a tragedy, so furious were the
~.tones. as !IVld ,and ghostly as those _of the passions of the hour.
Arabian Nights.
These dear old romantic tal~s
The Liberal spirit is all through Harwich to-day,
of Cape Cod hav passed forever away. The ·Cape Is but the old antislavery fire has died
t Sl
News and Notes •.
now covered with elegant residences. It is a gor- is dead, and there is but little clear ~~n~epti~;e~
.Abo~t five hundred people were present at the geous summer resort, amid~t th~ beautif~l shining new dangers and new tyrannies in the republic.
VICtona Armory Hall Sunday afternoon, April 9th, seas. There are lonly drives m the pme woods There is much indifference here as elsewhere
at the lecture on " Spiritualism, Theosopl y and and along the sa~dy.shores. The ocean views are
I lectured here last night1 but it was stor~y and
Freeth ought." There was also an increased attend- wonderfully fascmatmg, ever varying in the splendid only a few were present. I lecture again to-night
an~e at the evening lecture in Fraternity Hall, aht~~sphere. No wo~der t~e millionaire seeks these Friday, April 14th, and hope for a larger attend~
Pomt St. Charles. So Montreal, in its northern s mmg spots and builds his mansion. Lands not ance.
fastnesses, w4ere the power of the church is so worth a dollar an acre in the good old days of the
It is the uncertain glory of an April day. Once
venerable and great, is not by any means without whale and the cod, now command $5,000 per acre. in a while the sun comes out, and then the clouds
ho:J?e. The mass of ignorance, however, against Anyone who has a frontage on the water has a prevail. I am at the home of B. F Robbins and
whiCh Freethought has to struggle is shown in the small fortune, and the "back lots" are by no means whatever happens I am all right.. He play~ the
fact that a bill was introduced in the provincial at a small fi~u~e. Cape Cod. i~ becoming fashion- violin and his daughters the piano. So music can
parliament to allow those who could not read or a?le and ~rilliant, and the vikings of the past are fill the air be it sunshine or storm and the old-time
. write to be members of the school board. What a disappearmg·
· the heart.
'
.
.
me1odi es t h rill
SAMUEL
P. PUTNAM.
comment on " Christianity and civilization."
The Old Colony railroad takes me to West BarnHarwich Mass.
Through the continued and well-directed efforts stab~e. Osterville is seven miles from this place.
. '
of George Martin, first president of the Freeth ought Damel Crosby meets me at the station and soon
----------Club, and Captain Adams it is now the law of the 1 am at his pleasant home. A very go~d number
To My Liberal Friends.
Dominion of Canada that one can affirm if he wishes gather at the hall, and I lecture on "The Demands
I propose to publish a pamphlet, the opening
and the Agnostic and Atheist are competent wi~ of Liberalism." Our friends hav just organized the part of which appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER
nesses. This is a great gain in legislation and "Cape Cod Secular Association," of which F. A. th"
.
IS week, entitled, "Religion a Curse, Religion a
Canada is ahead of Massachusetts.
'
Makepeac~ Is p~esident ; Daniel Crosby, J. S.
Even McGill University feels the breath of Handy, VICe-presidents ; Mrs. Emily R. Crosby, Disease, Religion a Lie." I consider that we are
progress. The theological students are no longer treasurer; and Wm. T. Makepeace secretary. A drifting into a most dangerous religious tyranny
on .the ~ree list. They hav to pay their way. Evo- business meeting was held after tbe lecture, and and war. It is not simply church and theology
lutwn IS pretty well enthroned in the medical de- $60 was subscribed in a few minutes for future that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
partment, and even Principal Dawson hedges some- work. T~e asso?iation has at present a small of these, which is what I hav defined it to be. We
what and is not so orthodox as he once was. There membership, but IS bound to hold its own. The must understand religion, and for the safety of the
is no question but McGill University will wheel ~ajority of t~e P?ople are Liberals, but quite in- race we must destroy religion. I want this book
into the line of advance. It has been nobly en- different. It IS thiS that the new society must overdowed by Freethinkers. Mr. Moulson, Mr. Mac- come. The .churches. are. pretty feeble, pretty to be widely read. It is imp?rtant. Religion as
donald, and Mr. Workman hav given millions to sleepy, and Liberals think It not worth their while the foe C?f humanity is not sufficiently understood.
this institution, and its educational facilities during to organize against them. They do not realize that We do not realize its terrific nature. I hav written
the last few years hav been wonderfully increased ; Freethought is education; that it is progressiv and this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
and it is inevitable that the spirit of science will can only do its best by constant effort.
the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
prevail in all its departments.
The Cape Cod Liberals who do see the danger statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
;Mr. Moulson gave $10,000 for the opening of the
public library on Sundays. His gift was accepted hav plenty of backbone, and will stand by their book. Circulate it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
and Freethought has taken this vantage-ground. · colors. On Wednesday morning Daniel Crosby
drove me over to Osterville beach, where. Moncure
I had the pleasure of meeting W. S. Barnes, a
Conway, Miss Annie Shaw, etc. hav summer resiver! L~beral-minded and scholarly clergyman of the dences. The sea views are ch~ming from this The World's Fair From a Freethinker's StandUmtanan church. In fact, the only difference bepoint.
place. In summer nearly two thousand people
tween him and myself is on the question of theism.
In May we shall begm the publication of a series
congregate here. The bathing is fine. The sea is
His criticisms of the Bible and dogmatic Christiancovered with sails. Faintin the distance is Martha's of letters which will be of great interest and
ity are as radical as my own.
Vineyard, and the lighthouse is just discerned. To beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
Thus there are many influences in Montreal in
Chicago, and they will be about the World's great
the southward is Nantucket, but it is invisible.
favor of freedom. The priests do not hav it all
Fair,
which opens in that lively and booming town
The Crosbys, father and sons, and cousins and
their own way.
on May 1st. Mr. Putnam's description-as everyuncles,
are
all
Liberals,
and
make
quite
a
band
in
There is a vast amount of unexpressed Freeone who knows him knows-will not be the comthought in the social and literary life of the city. themselvs. They are boat-builders, and their boats monplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
are
among
the
fastest
and
most
elegant
on
the
sea,
It pervades the educated classes, although not disan? their pennon has won the prize. I guess they correspondent, but the impressions made upon a
tinctly recognized.
build
a hundred boats a year. Their boats are sold cosmopolitan poet by Lhe aggregation of samples of
. I found Captain Adams to be a stalwart supporter
the world's progress in mechanics, art,· literature,
m my campaign here, always saying just the right as far west as Michigan, and as far south as Florida. knowledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
They
are
stanch
and
graceful
and
look
as
if
they
word in his opening or closing addresses, and keepbroad, wide and deep-a picture and a panorama,
ing the audience in full sympathy with the speaker, could skim over the waters like a thing of life. I a history of human advance from "that man irl the
spent
an
hour
or
so
among
the
boathouses.
and the cause for which he pleads. I am sorry that
In the afternoon, with Mr. and Mrs. Crosby, I dug-out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
Mrs. Adams was unwell during my visit, but even
nature-so far as these forces are subdued. The
though an invalid for the time being, the brightness go over to Captain Handy's. I lecture here in the letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of
of Freethought was not lacking in one who has evening, but to a small audience. I was disap- the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows,
been so brave and clear-sighted a truth-seeker in pointed, for Cotuit has been quite a Liberal place and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
the intellectual struggles of this age. Mr. and Mrs. in the past. Freedom Hall, in which I lectured, correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
Adams and Walter Adams will spend the summer was built a number of years ago, in order that letters to be written by them, there will be none
in British ·Columbia, where I hope. the golden Liberals might always hav a place in which to like the writer of the Freethought views and his
streams will flow and " make a riffie " for the gallant speak. But in spite of this Cotuit is not much of a descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes"
Freethought community. If the churches sleep, the
captain.
will agree with us in this estimate, we know.
I leave Montreal on Monday morning, April lOth, outsiders sleep also, and it is a drowsy community
We shall be obliged to our friends if they will
having enjoyed to the utmost the Liberal and social anyway, unless a minstrel show should come along, call the attention of their friends to this announcelife of the city. The weather was fine, the soft or a circus, or a funeral. Then the attendance ment and suggest to them that a six months'
April winds breathing over the glittering snows ; would be large. If I had been a corpse I should subscription Will insure them the re'ceipt of these
while the huge buildings, the river, and the mount- hav drawn ten times as many as I did.
letters, which will alone be worth many times the
Captain Handy has been over thirty years a sea- cost of the paper.
ains make a beautiful picture beneath the clear
faring man, has met every kind of fortune, and is
skies.
Monday night I am in Boston, and Tuesday not the sort of a man to giv up when once he sets
The Truth Seeker Company, of 28 Lafayette place,
glance in at the Investigator office, where there is about a thing. He has battled with too many a New
York, sends us a copy of a book, entitled, "Crimes
storm
and
roughed
it
with
too
many
a
gale
to
ever"
always good cheer; hav a chance to see Dr. Noyes,
of Preachers." It is mainly statistical, giving the numE. C. Walker, Schum, Yarros, the Tiltons, Simpson, haul down the flag of Freethought. Captain ber of crimes committed by preachers iD the United
and others, who make Boston a kind of electric Handy, although not much my senior, is a grand- States and Canada, the names and addresses of
the criminals, their offenses, and to what denomination
machine, so that you can't pass through without father, and wears his honors bravely. He was a they belonged. The number of preachers who
happy
father
also,
only
a
few
months
ago,
and
the
being " shook up" with new ideas and tremendously
departed from the paths of rectitude is given as
radical notions which make you wonder what the uncle-baby is only two months older than the nine hundred and seventeen [no, as two thousand
hundred and twenty.-En. T. S.], which is appall. finality will be in this infinit clash of thought. I niece-baby. Cape Cod is a good place for babies. four
ingly large, when it is considered that the compiler has
They
are
born
healthy
and
numerous
and
flourish,
suppose, however, the finality will never come. We
had but a limited somce of information, and a large proshall never know what the end will be; when we and never surrender. They are natural Freethink- portion of crimes committed by gentlemen of the cloth
must unavoidably hav escaped his attention. The book
think we are safely anchored, there is a fresh ers and their rights are to be respected.
On Thursday I journey by way of West Barn- makes very interesting reading.-Mellette, 8. D.,
tempest and we must go dashing on.
Tuesday evening I am among the Cape Cod folks. stable to Harwick, where I am met by B. F. Rob- :J.ribune.
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among . savages. The habits of eating are more one direct.ion. It is a destruction of harmonious
natural and simple among the former than among balance.
·
the latter. The civilized man can outwalk, outReligion must be treated both as an evil and a
run, and out swim the savage. He can e~dure disease; not a natural evil, but an evil which man
Religion a Curse~ Religion a Disease~ Religion mor~ hardships. Irritating as are the folhes of himself has manufactured. Man makes religion as
a Lie.-(Contiimed.)
society to-day, they are a vast improvement on ~he he makes intemperance, and we must treat religion
DEDiOATED TO THE AMERIOAN OONGRESS WHIOH FOR follies of our rude ancestors. Is there anythmg as we treat intemperance.
Modern science recog.
THE BAKE OF RELIGION HAS STABBED LIBERTY TO natural in slitting the nose, boring the ear, daubing nizes intemperance as a disease, and in treating it as
THE HEART.
the cheek, flattening the head, tattooing the body T a disease we adopt the wisest method of its cure.
If we take the church's own figures, less than Civilization is natural. The art, the poetry, the So with religion. It is something of which we
one-third are religious. Fling out the cowurds and grace and glory of it, are all natural. We ~istin- must be cured, no matter how we come by it,
guish between a· t and nature, but ..art is s1mply through inheritance or otherwise; and we must
hypocrites and less than one-tenth are religious.
An orthodox clergyman recently declared that .in conscious nature, sell'cted nature, nature molded, recognize the necessity of a cure- that it is a disthe city of Boston there are only thirty thousand attuned, made harmonious; but art is evermore ease we are dealing with, and our measures must
regular attendants upon divine service. In New nature, Science is nature, and it triumphs only by be sanitary. One cannot get rid of a cancer by
York city only three hundred thousand atten.d its devotion to nature, by its unfolding of nature, treating it as a natural growth, and we cannot. dechurch from Sunday to Sunday. The same pro- by translating nature from the partial into the uni- stroy religion or its evil effects until we see Just
portion holds in every city and in every vill!lge. versaL The civHized man 3 nd woman are the what religion is-a curse indeed, as I have fully
Let anyone consult his own experience as to the noblest, freest, and most veritable interpreters of demonstrated, but a curse in and through the fact
that it is a disease and thRt it is not natural any
number of church-members among his acquaint- nature.
If
religion
were
natural
and
universal,
what
a
more
than any disease is natural, nor universal any
ances ; and of these how many are sincerely religious! Religion does not enter into the life of magnificent blossom it would be in the world's more than insanity is un1versal. I· consider it of
one hundredth part of the people we meet. How civilization, instead of the weak and puerile thing the first importance to thus understand religion, for
many, a'! Ingersoll says, simply "believe that they it is to-day. The verdict against religion therefore it gives us hope that we can destroy it, root it out,
believe." A recent church publication declares that, is true. A perfect civilization will cast it out, as we root out the seeds of any other disease. We
only three per cent of the young men of this coun- for religion indicates a partial, one-sided, and must deal thus radically or we shall nev')r remove
its bitter fruit from man's pathway. Religion,
try are in open association with the churches. I therefore a diseased condition of humanity.
Read the supreme literature of the world ; how whether regarded as an evil or not, has been too ·
realized this paucity of religion when I was in the
ministry. I thought when I left the Theological little ofit is purely religious. I do not rem em her of long accepted as something native to man. It. is
Seminary, that I certainly was in the "swim," that one religious character in all Shakspere-that is, not native any more than the cancer or cholera IB.
religion was popular, that the people wanted it. one who is actuated by religious motives. The It is not a necessary or universal evil. It is not
I soon discovered my mistake. The vast majority stormy passions of Shakspere are all of this world. a natural curse. It is a disease immensely fearful.
of the people didn't want religion. The majority God and Immortality play an incidental part in Deep as hell it may be, but it can be cured, and our
of my congregation, and the majority of my sup- his majestic dramas. It is so even with Homer. efforts must lie in this direction. We are not
porters, were non-religious. They didn't care a rap His gods are only machinery. It is the men, the simply to abhor it, we must treat it scientifically, as
for religion. Religious topics were a humdrum her.oes, that interest, and not the divinities. The we treat the cancer and the cholera. The death of
·
affair, not half so interesting as corn and potatoes. two great religious poets, Dante and Milton, are religion is the triumph of hygiene.
Having shown that religion is a disease, that it is
I found th8t secular sermons pleased the people but little read. Scott is mainly secular. Dickens
best; plain, simple discourses on morality. Every and Thackeray are altogether so. George Eliot not natural and universal, but special and artificial,
minister knows this, and it is the burden of his is somewhat religious, but "Adam Bede,'' which is the aggravation and distortion of a simple natural
life. How often does he complain of the lack of purely human, is her most popular work. "Robert desire, which is what constitutes a disease, as a
spirituality, of dull prayer-meetings, etc.
How Elsmere" is read because it shows that religion is boil on the human body is the aggravation and
much of the church work to-day is purely literary, dying out and portrays the process. The secular distortion of its simple natural elements, I now
and sociable church fairs take the cake and the press overpowers the religious press. Art no longer propose to show that religion is a lie. When I say
cash too.
Kissing-bees are the fashion. Greet paints angels but. men. The theater outranks the that religion is a lie I do not mean to say that
one another with a holy kiss, at twenty-five cents church. Christians pay $1 an hour to hear Inger- religion does not exist, that in itself it is nothing.
each, is the ritual. Preachers have to ransack news- soll. The popularity of theological books lies in It is too terribly a reality-like other diseases.
papers to get subjects to talk about. Sensational the amount of heresy which they contain. Pure Religion is a lie because the two great dogmas
which itself produces and upon which it flourishes
titles are the only ones that attract. "Get there," as orthodoxy is flung into the wastebasket.
Talmage is a representative of religion, and he are lies-monstrous lies-namely, God and 1mSam Jones says, is 1he theme and spirit of every
discourse, and the only way that Sam Jones gsts appeals for help to save his temple from the auc- mortality. The God-idea and the belief ·in
there is to be the "end man " of a minstrel show. tioneer's hammer. What is the result T Out of all Immortality do not exist in and of themselves.
The church has to resort to every trick to preserve the wealth of this country only $250 per day They are not the natural products ~f human reason
its staying qualities. Even hell-fire IS played out. is collected. That is a gage of the average intE~r- and experience. They would never have existed if
A scandal in the church choir is a better advertise- est of people in religion. Suppose it were a case man had always been in a perfectly healthful conment than a million golden harps. There is music of simple human charity. how much more would be dition. The perfectly healthful man has no need
then and the pews are full. The churches subsist contributed 1 Two hundred and fifty dollars per of God or Immortality. These dogmas are the
to-day on purely worldly nutriment. Oyster soup day out of the millions in circulation is a pretty : result of disease, the disease of religion, and they
does more for the churches than all the prayers of fair index of the real relation of religion to the . are lies. It is commonly thought, I know, that the
notions of God and Immortality are original with
the preachers. The cooking-stove in the fashion- universal world.
able ecclesiastical kitchen is a more effectual calling
I believe that if we could get at the heart of ' the human mind and that religion is the result of
both to saints and sinners than all the fires of savage life we should find that only a few are these notions. I claim that the cause and effect are
damnatwn, or the breath of the Holy Ghost. Take properly religious, but these few have the knack of , entirely the other way. Religion is the cause, and
the "Sewing Circle," where pious women stitch, stitch ruling the rest. Religion breeds fear, and fear \ God and Immortality are the effects. Religion is
for the glory of God. That is the place for religion controls. Religion is mainly a pretense and imi- : fundamental; it is the fountain-head, and the ideas
of course. What an opportunity for the communion tation among savages as among ourselves, and we of God and Immortality, church, theology, etc., all
of saints, ,or spiritual edification, for holy conver- shall find it so in every nation. Religion has been flow from this source, and without religion all these
sation. Surely if religion is natural and universal, one vast imposition. It has the virulence of a fever '; would cease to be. All are manifestations of ill
the sewing-circle should be the scene of its most and a disease. It is its nature to rule or ruin. It : health. Every church, every pulpit, every sermon,
illuptrious presence. Yet religion is not mentioned is like drunkenness or insanity. It insists upon a every prayer, every pope, every bishop, all the
once in a million times in a sewing-circle; Any- like condition. in others. The ancient priest was a pomp and ritual of the temple, all the splendor of
thing and everything is talked about hue rt'ligion. medicine man, and all preachers are medicine men the cathedral, the revival, the evangelist, the SalvaEvery fashion and every scandal is discussed; but to-day. We call them doctors of divinity. They tion Army, the cardinal's. red robe, each spectacle
religion is untouched.
do doctor, but not to lessen the disease but to in- from Talmage's mouth to the pope's toe, Moody,
These are facts patent to every observer of modern crease it, for therein is their profit. It won't do to Sam Jones, Joe Cook, et cttera, are the variable
religious life. It is affirmed, however, that civiliza- cure, for then religion would vanish, and the doctor symptoms of a vast disease. Religion is a big
tion itself is artifice; that if you want to deal with have no more patients and no more pay.
burning boil, preachers are pimples, churches are
real human nature you must go to savage life, the
Religion is a fungus growth upon humanity. It cancers. and piety is pus. I am not to blame for
untutored life. This, it is said, is the natural exist- betokens bad blood. Tte origin of every religion these terms. They are medical.
ence, and here you find the natural universal feel- is a delirium. Thomas Paine says of the Christian
God and immortality are twin lies. · They are
ings of humanity. To discover what belongs to religion : "It begins with a dream and ends with a. born of the same parent. They nourish that
man per se-what is original with him-one must murder." Religion is indeed a dream, but a terrible parent, and they nourish one another. Neither
go to primeval man, in close contact with physical dream-a nightmare. It must be utterly abo~shed_ without the other could survive.
nature. Here is man as nature meant him to be, Its very beginning is wrong-unnatural. Thllli
They are lies-pure creatures of human feelingand here religion is an overmastering quality, and which is natural, simple, and humane is opposecil 1 the offspring of the enormous miseries of human
therefore it is natural and universal.
to it. As St. Paul says_ the natural man does noi ' existence. Man is theistic simply and solely beThere never was a falser idE>a than the idea want religion. Only the spiritual man-that is, the cause he is unhappy. God is born of agony, of
that the savage is a more natural man than the diseased man. It is the universality of ill healt:& I suffering, and of pain-the fiction of the imaginacivilized man. A careful study of the habits phys- that gives religion its prevalence.
The mental tion to console the bitterness of man's estate. I
ical and otherwise of savage life will show that there hallucination feeds upon bodily ailments.
1 do not wonder that men believe in a God, seeing
are more artifice, more Mrs. Grundyism, and more
The very moment we grant that religion is DAJt that living in this world is such a furious struggle,
unnatural fashiomi and styles among savages than natural and universal, as facts do declare-as his- and so many go to the wall and hope is lost.
among civilized people. Civilized people are the tory will declare when rightly understood-we are i Millions are constantly wrecked, and torture of the
most natural people. They live more in accordance driven to the conclusion that religion is a diseali!e. i mind and body, more or less, is the fortune of every
with nature than do the savages. Civilized people In my analysis of religion I have shown why it is human bE>ing. In a blind and missrable way people
even live a more outdoor life than savage people. a disease, that it is an exaggerated desire-like the try to escape reality-shut their eyes and dream of
They are in closer; finer, and every way more subtle miser's desire for wealth-and in that very ei- heaven. It is like taking an opiate. It weakens,
and fruitful contact with physical nature. They aggeration lies the disease. The genesis of relig- while it cures not the ills of life. It is a desperate
know nature better, they love nature better, and ion. in the mind is like the genesis of disease in the resort. It heals not the wound. It sends the
they use nature better. Physical culture among body. It is au abnormal activity. It is partial and poison deeper in.
civilized people far surpasses physical culture one-sided action. It is too much force expended ~n
We must confront reality and make the best of it:,

{Somm"rZnioations.
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By courage we can win something of happiness
from olir dark surroundings. Only, however by
sticking to the truth. If we abandon truth we' are
lost indeed.
We must not abus.e the intellect-make it a slave
to search earth and heaven for some delightful
falsehood to soothe and comfort our distress. We
must accept facts, no matter hpw ugly they are.
Better be crucified with a fact than rot with some
splendid lie.
The pure intellect confronting all this world-its
bights and depths, its array of stars, its carpet of
:flowers, its jeweled seas, its shining mountains, its
:flaming sun, its ocean of blue, its laws and forces,
its gigantic evolutions, its sweeps of light and its
bursts of splendor-finds nowhere any God, not a
scintilla of evidence. It findsthe world, and only
the world ; notbi.ng outside of. the world. It can
not pierce beyond and does not wish to pierce beyond. It is satisfied with the world. The world
only can explain itself. It is the heart, not the intellect, that seeks after God; for the heart wants
not an explanation, but a consolation.
Search the universe ; dig into the bowels of the
earth ; walk in the chambers of the deep ; catch
the lightning ; analyze the finest petal; dissect the
human body, the eye, the hand, the beating heart
itself; multiply a ·thousandfold man's glorious
vision, and travel among the illimitable stars, and
God is not even a shadow.
llluminate man's
;reason with a million suns and still he knows not
God. Leave this muddy vesture of decay, if you
will, and stand upon Arcturus's blazing crest;
traverse the resplendent spaces while ages wing
their :flight, and still there is no God. Nor time,
nor space reveal him. Nor history, nor science declare him. Poor, helpless God-if there is onehe seems forever imprisoned in his own immensity.
He cannot manifest himself at a single point in
this crowded universe. Even the worm can do
better than that. The worm gives us facts, but
God never does. In that respect the worm, the
pebble, the sod, the snow:B.ake, the raindrop, surpass God. Think of it, 0 theologian !
.
SAMUEL

p

0

PUTNAM.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Our Government and the Extradition Treaty.
It is claimed that the government of the United
States represents the will of, and derives its power
from, the people; it is said that the Declaration of
Independence has banished the old idea that millions
of men must be subjected to the caprice of one
man or of a limited number of meii., and enthroned
the whole people as the sovereigns of the land. It
is supposed that our office-holders, from the highest
to the lowest-that is to say from the president to
the village functionary-are only servants chosen
by the people-the real masters-to attend to the
affairs of the latter. It is further supposed that
the servants, that is to say the office-holders, hav
no power of their own at all; they are only obeying
the commands of their masters. Theoretically these
claims are true, but the question is, do we practically govern ourselvf'l and do our laws voice the
sentiments of the people 1 Is democracy a fact or
only a name! Let us not deceive ourselvs ; let us
not liv in the realm of fancy and soar in the sky
while in reality we stand on the ground and the
mud is thick under our feet. Names and appearances are often delusiv. You may put chains on
our hands and feet and persuade us that they are
an ornament and by no means a buraen, but will
this alter the nature of the chains ! . Gilt the chains
as much as you please, they are still chains. Place
a man on an inhabitable island, deprive· him of all
means of communicating with his fellow-men, and
tell him that he is the sole owner of the island, and
is at liberty to use his property and person according to his own desire, ":ill it ~eally make ~im a free
man! Being the only mhabitant of the Island, he
has no duties at all, as he cannot infringe upon the
right of another man. No matter how nobly or
how meanly he may act, there will be no one to
praise or to blame him. Within the boundaries of
the island he indeed enjoys absolute liberty, and
yet to say that he is free would _be a m?ckery.
It is true, we hav no hereditary kings; no one
pretends to rule us by divine right; but is ~he _yoke
of the politician easier than that of a constitutiOnal
king T On the contrary, it is even more offensiv.
Why should the sovereign be governed by his servant! .A.nd why is the sovereign so stupid as to
keep the servant in his employ when the latte~ is
not faithful to his trust ? A government whiCh
frames laws contrary to the will of the people can
not be considered a democratic government; a
government which bends to the will of the Goul~s
and Vanderbilts is a failure, and yet every unpreJ-

udiced man must admit that, in spite of our boast
of being the freest and most enlightened nation on
the face of the earth, our lawmakers pay very little
heed to the needs of the people. I do not mean to
discuss in this article all the :flaws in our govern~ent, as this would require too much space. I
desire only to call attention to a single fact-the
Russian-American extradition treaty. Rumors of
such a treaty. reached us first in 1887, but the
?entim~nt of the people has been so strong against
It that It was not allowed to see the light of the
day. We thought it was dead and buried, and it
seemed that no one cared for the infant even so
much aR to erect a headstone on the place where it
was buried. But suddenly after a lapse of seven
years we learn that the monster arose ;rom the
grave in all its ugliness. But who i l the father or
the godfather of this monster? Where does it
dwell! Who is the man that has so little regard
for himself as to giv it a room in his own house~
We don't know; all this is kept a secret. We want
to know the exact wording of the treaty ; we strive
t<? learp the final fate of it, but are told by our
high-mmded Senators that the whole matter is a
secret and cannot for the present be disclosed. Let
us stop for a moment and ask, Why should any
~easure in which the people are interested be kept
m darkness? If the government derives its power
from the consent of the governed, ought not its
proceedings to be open for inspection? ls it possible that the American people are in favor of such
methods? Laws made in darkness, laws which are
af:aid of the dawn, are worthy of the despotism,
miscalled the government, of Russia, but entirely
unworthy of the government of the United States.
The treaty has been condemned by the people long
ago. Our lawmakers are aware that we are not in
favor of throwing into the claws of the lion those
who by word or action hav displeased the government of Russia. Why then should they now
negotiate a treaty with that country and, to make
m~tters worse, keep it a secret T I say, let the
voice of the people be heard. If the people want
the treaty, if they take the side of the Russian
autocrat against the pioneers of freedom, against
those who are willing to sacrifice their lives for the
good of others, let us hav the treaty. But then
let us cease calling ourselvs a civilized nation; let
us stop boasting of our love of freedom ; let us
expunge the word liberty from our dictionaries,
and let the statue of Liberty be returned to France.
Personally, I say with Victor Hugo, " Sacrifice to
the mob, 0 poet . . . sacrifice everything to it
except justice," and so I could not cease protesting
against a treaty with Russia, even if'it. should turn
out that I am the only one opposed to it ; but
fortunately such is not the case. As far as we
can judge from ·the meetings held all over the
country, the American people don't want the
treaty; on the contrary, they denounce it in very
emphatic language. Are our lawmakers an irresponsible class 1 Where did they get the right to
disobey the will of the people!
Let us examin the treaty and see what meaning
is hidden beneath its apparently innocent form.
While it does not include political offenders, it says
that an attempt on the life of czar or any of tht:
royal family is not a political crime and is therefore
extraditable. If an attempt on the life of the czar
is not a political offense, what is it then T Is anyone so naive as to think that a subject of the czar
would attempt to murder his sovereign for the sake
of robbing him of his watch or pocketbook 1 It is
not the man named Alexander Romanoff, but the
czar, or rather the despotism represented in his
person, that some of the Russian revolutionists
want to assassinate. Is it really a crime to kill the
tyrant who is responsible for the death and suffering of hundreds and thousands and the oppression
of millions of human "Qeings ? When Prometheus
stole the fire of heaven and gave it to the mortals,
who were left by the gods in utter ignorance, he
was chained to a rock by Brute Force. Such was
his reward for having pitied poor suffering humanity. When· the enlightened Russians cry, "Giv us
liberty I" when they dare to tea.ch their inferior
brothers the simple lesson of freedom and humanity, they are sent by Brute Force to the gallows
and the Siberian mines. Shall we pile Pelion upon
Ossa and help the czar to exterminate the lovers of
liberty? Hav we forgotten the past? Are the
traditions of the Revolutionary war dead T When
the yoke of England became an intolerable burden,
we threw it off at the expense of a bloody war. If
we hav killed no king, it was simply because there
was no possibility and need for it. But suppose
the freedom of these states had depended upon the
life or death of the king, and suppose his person
had been within our reach, would our Revolutionary
sires hav hesitarted to dispose of him T How then
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can we be so mean as to deliver to the Russian ·
government men and women who are guilty only in
that sense in which our forefathers were guilty?
Are we ashamed of the heroes of the Revolution!
Do we consider them a disgrace to humanity T
I don't say it is necessary to applaud and commend assassination in order to oppose the treaty.
Many of us are undoubtedly of the opinion that
the methods adopted by the Russian revolutionists
are unwise and futil.
But no matter what our
private opinion might be, the American people can
not and will not regard an assassin of the czar as a
common murderer. Let us all remember it. For
that reason, I say, the treaty ib obnoxious even if
accepted only in its literal sense ; but the trouble
does not cease here. According to the R.1ssian
penal code, any man who belongs to a secret society
the aim of which is to overthrow the existing form
of government is guilty of an attempt on the life of
the czar, and we must admit that from the autocrat's standpoint of view this law is ju t and logical.
We should not forget that the government in
Russia is concentrated in the person of the czar.
Alexander the Third perhaps more than any man
in the world can say: " The state-! am the state."
An attempt to overthrow the govern;ment means an
attempt to overthrow czardom, and as this can by
no possibility be done without a great struggle, it
must be taken for granted that should the favorable
moment arrive when the overthrowing of the government will become a reality, the life of the czar
will not be spared. Consequently, every man of
advanced ideas, every man who is dissatisfied with
the present state of affairs in Russia, does what
little he can to hasten the day of the czar's fall.
That being so, the czar is ·perfectly right when he
looks• with suspicion upon the spread of liberal
ideas ; he is right when he regards every man who
dares to dream of freedom as a possible assassin of
his person. Now, should the treaty be brought
into execution, the Russian government will be
enabled to demand the extradition of almost every .
man who in some way made himself obnoxious to
the czar and minions. Will the American people
tolerate all this? Will they consent to let the
Russian government murder and imprison men
whose only crime is that they dare to think without
the permission of the czar and demand liberty for
themselvs and their fellow-men T
"But," will say the defenders of the treaty, "the
American government is not composed of babes.
We are not going to ·be fo"oled by Russia. When
we say murder, we mean murder and nothing else.
We are not so childish as to extradite a man for
having .read or distributed a revolutionary pamphlet
or for having discussed political questions at the
secret meeting. We will extradite no man unless
the Russian government can furnish satisfactory
evidence that he is actually guilty of an attempt on
the life of the czar or any of the royal family." To
which I reply: In the first place, we bav no definition what an attempt on the life of the czar means,
but Russia has, and will insist that its definition
should be accepted.. It is time that no man can be
tried for an attempt on the life of a human being
unless he actually made the attempt. If the czar
is to be regarded only as a human being and as
such not superior to any subject of the Russian
empire, there was no need of mentioning him in
the treaty; but taking into consideration that
special reference is made to him, the Russian government will hav the right to include in the words
" attempt on the life of the czar or any of the royal
family" all possible and impossible offenses. In the
second place, should even our government reject the
Russian definition, can we trust the honesty of the
Russian government 1 How will it be possible for
us to know that Russia when demanding the
extradition of a certain man will not attribute to
him crimes which he never committed? Where will
we get th 3 means of examining the evidence? And
suppose a man will be extradited for one offense and
tried for another-what then ? How shall we be
able to find that out ? Shall we send an official
from this country to be present at the trial of
every man whom we may extradite ? Rhall we tax
ourselvs to pay the salary of that official or will
Russia pay it~
Let our lawmakers not act in haste; let them
beware of the consequences of their actions.
The treaty with Russia outrages the moral sentiment of our people. Why should we aid the czar
in his endeavor to trample upon the rights of men 1
Shall we side with those who fight for freedom or
with those who are against it 1 No, we cannot
afford to enter into partnership with the Russian
government. Every lover of humanity should protest against the treaty. Let us do all we can to
keep out· land free from stains; let us not redden.
our hands with blood ; let us not sacrifice the life
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or liberty of any human being on the bloody altar
of the Russian despot.
CYRUS W. CooLRIDGE.
Oyster Bay, L. L, N. Y., Apr. 6, 293.
P.S.-Since the above was written I learned
that the treaty has been recalled for revision by the
president of the United States. May we hope that
the spirit of humanity will triumph 1 May we
cherish the idea that our land will continue to be a
refuge for the oppressed of all nations 1 But after
all, is it desirable to hav a treaty with Russia at all?
While I am not in favor of sheltering common
criminals, I am convinced that in a bargain with
Russia we will always be cheated. No matter how
plain and unmistakable the terms of the treaty will be,
no matter how distinctly the line will be drawn between a common crime and a political offense, Russia will find a way of imposing upon us and will
demand the expulsion of political offenders under
the pretense of their being common criminals.
Knowing as we do the methods of the Russian
government in its dealings with the Nihilists, I am
satisfied that it will be an easy task for the czar's
. friends to get up bogus evidence, the nature of
which we shall not be able even to suspect. I don't
believe in putting the tips of our fingers in the
lion's mouth. He may devour the whole arm.

c. w.c.

Reply to a Bigot Bishop.
To THE RIGHT REV. LEIGHTON CoLEMAN, Bishop
of Delaware: Am I dreaming or am I awake 1 Do
the grotesque figures which ornament the head of
my calendar, pinned to the wall, really signify the
meaning generally ascribed to them? Or is it
owing to some optical illusion that I fanc1 I see
the announcement made that we hav entered upon
the eighteen hundred and ninety-third year of
our era, while in fact we hav not yet counted
fifteen hundred and seventeen? I entertain strong
doubts whether I am a contemporary of Melancthon
and Luther or Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer;
whether my observations regarding the astounding
progress of all civilized nations during the last few
centuries, their scientific discoveries and inventions,
their acknowledged pretension to the right of
liberty of thought and speech, their personal freedom and their Liberal and broad-minded views of
life, are true, or whether they are only strange
imaginations sprung from a feverish brain. Indeed, I do not know: for sure whether we are
approaching the close of the nineteenth or fifteenth
century, ·since the limits of religious discus~ion,
which existed during the Middle Ages-a time of
intellectual bondage of which we cannot but think
with shudders-are to be reestablished; since the
study and explanation of the laws of nature are
again, as in former times, to be made dependent
upon the preposterous claims so readily advanced
by a class of people evidently superstitious, or else
deplorably devoid of common sense ! But still it
must be true, my eyes are trustworthy. The four
conspicuous figures-1, 8, 9, 3, on my calendar-are
plainly visible and permit of no doubt that we soon
shall write 1900; that the wheel of time will soon
hav finished another of its centennial revolutions,
despite the efforts made. by some incarnated fanatics to stop its natural course.
Macaulay, Stuart Mill, Carlyle, Darwin, and
Tennyson ; Lessing, Humboldt, and Goethe;
Rousseau, Victor Hugo, and Renan, hav already
been among the living; they hav already severed
their personal connections from the people of a
world which they highly honored through their
brief visit-while Herbert Spencer, Huxley, and
Tyndall ; Haeckel, Helmholtz, and Moleschott, are
daily furnishing proofs-as their dead brethren
hav done before them-of their gigantic intellectual capacity, imbuing with lofty ideas and virtuous
aims those to whom they hav occasion to impart a
share of their vast knowledge and those who wish
to listen to their noble teachings.
Ah, no ! My mind is wandering ! I do not
know what I am talking of! These men imbue
others with lofty ideas and virtuous aims? To
their teachings should we listen ! Preposterous !
Abominable! Who dares giving us such advice?
Who can be thoughtless enough to recommend us
the reading of the works of immoral men, of
men who are wrongfully looked upon and worshiped
as the intellectual heroes of the nations to which
they belonged! Away with them, and a host of
others equally depraved; they are not deserving of
our esteem, of our worship ; in listening to their
words we cannot purify our inclinations and ennoble our souls; on the contrary, their teachings
corrupt us, because they hav all, at one time or
another, overstepped the limits of legitimate religious discussion in questioning the divinity of
Ohrist and in maintaining that virtue is and ever
"emains virtue, whether attached to any belief or

not, becoming thus-according to the code of ethics
of the Right Rev. Leighton Coleman, immoralwhich explanation of morality compels us, as a matter
of course, to draw the inference that we lower ourselva, that we also become immoral, in confessing
that we take delight in reading and propagating
the works and sayings of such authors as .I ~av
mentioned by name, and such as express sumlar
views.
Yes ! ye millions and millions of enthusiastic _admirers of the great authors of the last few centuries;
and ye honest, pure, and charitable disbeliev.er~ in
Christ's supernatural origin, whether of Christian,
Jewish, Mohammedan, or Buddhistic parentage;
ye noble-minded and sincere believers in the divine
of nature / ye that do not wish to be~me~r the
ideal of the most high through the behef m the
silly fable of the self-crucifixion of a supremely
intelligent omnipotent being, ye all are immoral
creatures!
What a terrible charge this is ! The more terrible as it is absolutely unjustifiable, and as the one
who makes it is one of "Christ's disciples," "a
teacher of morality." And upon what ground is
this charge maintained by him 1 Upon the cunning
claim that the word "religion means Christianity "
-undoubtedly a very witty interpretation of the
term-" because the United States has since its
early colonization recognized Christianity as its religion ; and that, therefore, any attack upon the
fundamental principles of Christianity is illegitimate, hence treasonable, and consequently immoral." Obedience to the laws of the country,
charity, and the practice of virtue are mattel'B of
secondary importance. The fundamental principle
of Christianity, quasi-morality, being the belief in
the personality and divine origin of Christ, according to the Right Rev. Leighton Coleman "he who
does not acknowledge this claim is not a Christian
and cannot "-listen to the wise words of one of
Christ's teachers of morality-'' for this reason be
accounted moral."
As to his reverence's interpretation of the term
religion it is hardly worth while to consider it, because it is simply nonsensical; betraying only the
desire to insidiously set a limit to the public discussion of pernicious dogmas characteristic to the
Christian faith. Supposing we should accept this
interpretation of the term religion and make a general application of it; then in Turkey the term
religion would be synonymous with Mohammedanism and in China with Buddhism, and a discussion
dissenting from the religious views of the majority
of the people inhabiting the countries mentioned
would be illegitimate, hence treasonable, and conBPquently immoral, which logical sequence inferred
from the premises so arbitrarily established by his
reverence should forever silence his objection to
the ill treatment of Christian missionaries in foreign
countries or their expulsion therefrom.
Through the other claim, regarding the belief in
Christ's divinity as one of the fundamental principles of Christianity and morality, a deliberate, not
to say base, insult is offered to millions of pious
non-Christians and virtuous citizens of this great
state, whose code of ethics-! hav no hesitancy in
saying after a perusal of " 'fhe Limits of Legitimate
Religious Discussion," by the Right Rev. Lt-ighton
Coleman-is unquestionably far superior to that of
the author of the aforesaid article. Through this
article, which could hardly be equaled in the spirit
of narrow-minded intolerance it breathes, he also
proves beyond any reasonable doubt that he is perfectly ignorant of the means to be employed in
order to realize the idea of the brotherhood of
humanity, to bring about that neighborly love that
makes no distinction between the descendants of
the followers of Moses, Buddha, Christ, or Mohammed; which proves its affection for all regardless
of their individual ideas of. the mysteries of nature.
Fanaticism, blind belief in the dogmas of the Christian or any other faith, will never accomplish this
task ; instead of creating love it rather breeds
hatred an,d cont~mpt ; condemning its manifestation
therefore I condescended to write a reply to the
article in question, expecting by no means in doing
so to convince the reverend author of "The Limits
of Legitimate Religious Discussion" of the monstrosity of his views on morality-because the
normal condition of my brain functions could justly
be questioned if I should entertain such hopesbut in order to minister to the mass of careless
readers an antidote to the poison they were
given by him.
It was only a few weeks ago that I read in a
paper edited in Chicago, and devoted to the work
of conciliating religion with science (!), the following sentence: "No religion and hardly a priest
now dares to rise up and say that a good life will
not open his or any heaven." I may also mention
that it was a funeral address which contained the

words quoted. "Worse than that, thousand times
worse!" I thought, smiling at the same time at
the naivete which characterizes that exclamation ;
and, as though I had prayed for a living proof to
sustain my objection to the phrase which was the
cause of my forced mirth, an essay appears in the
North American Review denying to all the right
to lay claim to a moral character who do not believe in the supernatural origin of Jesus. In view
of the conditions existing, such and like phrases
cannot but hav a humorous effect upon the reader
or listener ; very much a like effect as would be
produced by the words, "Whoever dares to touch
me I'll crush between my fists," of a weak child,
addressing himself to a dozen of strong men.
I said in view of existing conditions the phrase
quoted by me has the opposit effect to that intended, because it is an undeniable fact, a fact in
the contemplation of which the whole-souled
human being must feel deeply grieved, that there
still liv people whose mental faculties are so deplorably thwarted-owing undoubtedly to the perverted education which they w.ere unfortunate
enough to receive-that it is an utter impossibility
for them to free their minds from the preposterous
religious impressions of their youth and the hereditary influences of their superstitious predecessors
of a former period, in order to observe the rules
regulating the law of evolution and to keep equal
pace with the march of time. Much less can these
mentally crippled be regarded as authorities in any
intellectual combat, though they may occupy high
positions and advance their views-a determination
which would be deserving of our admiration if it
served a better cause-because they lack the principal quality of the true thinker, inasmuch as they
do not follow their intellect to whatever conclusions
it may lead them. . Oh, what a vast difference there
is between the haughty conceit of these bigots,
whose deep rooted, preconceived ideas obscure, or
rather confine to extremely narrow limits, their
ability to properly judge things, and the modesty
of a Newton, who readily, though undoubtedly with
aching heart, admitted that "there is no arguing
against facts and experiment," upon being told by
his friend Molyneux that the latter's observations
of the nutation of the earth's axis were likely to
overthrow his theory of gravitation.
Heedless of the progress humankind hav made
in all branches of knowledge during the last few
centuries, these stanch defenders of obnoxious
dogmas still adhere to the traditional views which
originated among a humanity perfectly ignorant of
man's station in nature. As the favored children
of a personal God, which they imagin themselvs to
be, they still practice the ridiculous religious rites
established by their superstitious predecessors of a
remote age in order to thus propitiate and gain the
favor of a deity that, according to the prevalent belief, takes a special delight in rewarding their good
actions and punishing their evil tendencies or i:J.clinations ; proving thereby that true virtue is not
known to them, that they are incapable of recognizing and appzeciating that exalted virtue which
exists independently of any belief and knows of no
other reward but the self-content it creates in the
bosoms of those who practice it-a virtue that can
not but look with disdain upon a religion that holds
out the hope of heaven to the good and the threat
of hell to the evil-doer ; a virtue that thinks it perfectly just to contemn a religious belief the fundamental principle of which, according to the Right
Rev. Leighton Coleman, imposes upon its adherents
the duty to' deny to the followers of Moses, Buddha,
Mohammed, and all other non-Christians, the right
of calling themselvs moral, although they may lead
an exemplary life in every respect ; and a virtue
that considers it one of its most noble aims to
expose, through public discussion, those fundamen~a~ ten~ts of Christianity which, through their
permmous mfluence, for many centuries spread
terror a:nd destitution through the whole of Europe
and which so deplorably retarded, and still retard,
the intellectual-hence, ethical-evolution of the
great masses of our civilized nations.
I. a~ ~ell aware of the fact that some pious
Chnstian Idolators may accuse me of using vulgar
language in discussing the merits of Christianity
but that I can conscientiously deny, because that
which I hav already said and that which I will hav
to say could only be regarded as vulgar by devout
Christians, who, I hav not the least doubt would
consider an attack upon some ridiculous 'rite or
objectionable dogma of the religion of Buddha
Mohammed, or. the fire-worshiper. as perfectly proper:
though the obJect of the attack IB virtually one and
the same.
Despite the fact that not only common sense, but
also cust~m and rule, award the medal of morality
to the vrrtuous, no matter what their religious
views may be, it is withheld from them-by one
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claiming to know what constitutes true moralityif they q t estion that vile dogma, established by a
cunning priesthood, according to which " salvation"
is only possible through faith in Christ. Yes I it
is one of the strong " pillars " on which the church
rests from whom we recently only received anew
the a<~surance that true Christians only-such as
bPlieve in the supernatural origin of Christ-will
be "saved," because they are the only moral people,
while all others, as immoral creatures, will, as a
matter of course, eternally be roasted in hell-fire
by an extremely benevolent God. Abominable
assertion ! · If it were not for the fact that
errors are very common among individuals while
humanity, as a whole, is constantly advancing in
the knowledge of truth and is continually gaining
greater wisdom, one would almost despair of the
possibility that human society will ever reach a
higher plane of morality; that it will attain a
purity of character supericr to that existing; so
much the more is this the case if one reads, in a
monthly which counts its subscribers by the ten
thousands, an article from the pen of one to whose
interpretation of morality and virtue millions
listen ; an interpretation which proves beyond any
doubt that its author is a fanatic, stricken with
intellectual blindness, because he is not able to
perceive the facb that a good or bad action has
nothing whatsoever to do with any fixed belief;
that an action is good or evil ir. itself/ and that
a dogma based upon the assumption that about
nineteen hundred years ago an omnipotent supreme
being went through all phases of embryonic evolution to the end of saving humankind from an
imaginary "sin "-a "sin" which they never
committed-does not only imply extreme derision
of a supposed supreme being, but it also accuses
this being of an injustice which even the lownatured brute ilil hardly capable of; namely to take
cruel revenge on the innocent child of the father by
whom he has been wronged at a former time.
In conclusion I can only express the hope that
the v!tst majority of the people of our great state
are enlightened and intelligent enough to regard
suggestions which remind us of the cruelties perpetrated by the members of a church in whose iron
grasp the European nations trembled for centuriesand the pernicious influence of which never manifested itself plainer than when she enlisted armies
of millions of soldiers to the end of extinguishing
the glimmering- light of a new and nobler worldidea, kindled by the Reformation of the sixteenth
century-as that which they really are, as the deformed offspring of a brain suffering with that
dreadful disease which is known by the name
"religious fanaticism."
CoRVINUS.

Liberal Societies.
"Cities and Civil Government " was the title of
Dr. Lewis G. Janes's lecture before the Newark
Liberal League last Sunday afternoon. The usual
attentiv and interested audience was present, Mr.
Bird presiding.
Dr. Janes first spoke of the rise of the tribe, then
the free town, and lastly the city as we know it.
He spoke of its importance in ancient times when
loyalty to one's city was thought more of than
loyalty to one's country. The ethnological condition of the poor in our cities then engrossed the
attention of the lecturer. He described the sweating system, the tenement-house district and its
morals. The people for want of some better place
to go are driven into saloons, thus increasing their
own miserable condition. In conclusion the lecturer said:
"The ethical society, the Liberal league, the
neighborhood guild, should everywhere outbid the
gilded saloon in that great auction mart where human souls are the merchandise. The tenementhouse should be visited and renovated and in time
abolished altogether. Reading-rooms should be
established, cheerfully lighted, with attractiv pictures on their walls; coffee-rooms where wholesome
nourishment can be obtained at all hours. All
comers should be welcomed without patronage or
condescension and entertainment furnished at
prices low enough to compete with ~he neighboring
saloon. Popular instruction of a secular sort, in
science, hygiene, history, literature, and art should
be furnished at a small fee ; since gratuitous charity
is never an unmixed good. Then shall the city of
the future become in fact and in its totality what it
should be in accordance with the philosophy of
social evolution-the noblesb product of man in his
associated capacity, a city set upon a hill, a beaconlight to toiling humanity throughout the world."
The discussion that followed was largely restricted to giving suggestions. Mr. Wilder thought
education was the best way of elevating the masses.
Mr. Wakeman thought that by taking away from

the people the idea of a heaven above, and teaching
them of an aitainable heaven on earth, much good
would be accomplished. Mr. Bird in speaking of
the sweating system said that the social system
which had brought about such a condition of affairs
should be blamed rather than the men who were at
the head of the barbarous business. Messrs.
Walker, Gillen, and Brill, and Mrs. Smith also made
a few remarks.
Next Sunday Mr. Henry Rowley will lecture on
" The Christian Scheme of Salvation."
It is commonly said that few things interest
educated New Yorkers less than the city government, since. they hav so little share in the choosing
of its chief officials and the management of its
revenues. Yet when Professor Adler chose for
his subject "The Difficulty of Reform in New York
City," _and anno:unced that he would pay particular
attentiOn to the governmental difficulty, the same
enthusiastic audience crowded Chickering Hall.
One old gentlemen became so excited . during the
lecture that having put his hat on in order that he
might hav his hands free to applaud, he forgot to take
his chapeau off again, but so interested walil the
audience that this fact went unnoticed. Professor
Adler said in part :
"Reformers of all ages hav met with certain difficulties. Their paths are never strewn with roses;
in fact, they are more often covered with sharp
stones. This is especially true of reformers in this
city.
"As it is important that one should know oneself, so it is important that a citizen should know
his city. New York is a commercial city. Many of
its best citizens are giv~n to the accumulation of
wealth. Here the men of money occupy the first
position. The men of genius occupy a place of
secondary importance.
This is not so in Paris,
London, or Berlin. One of the causes of failure of
reform in this city is the lack of unity of action and
feeling. In this city there is a German city, an
Irish city, a Bohemian city, etc., etc. Between
each of these there are social barriers that are
seemingly insurmountable.
There is also an
absence of a center toward which all can turn. The
intellectual center of Boston is Harvard College.
We hav nothing like it. It is true that there is in
the city a great deal of brain power, but it is not
focused.
The men ·of brains are scattered about
in different clubs, and these hav their different
cliques. Oliquism is the curse of New York life.
And so, owing to this want of an intellectual center,
a man who has a reform to propose must, in order to
be heard, appeal to that class with which he is well
acquainted. Reforms that might do a world of
good thus become 'class' reforms and are generally
frowned on by other classes.
" The want of a social center is also to be regretted. If we had an aristocracy there would be
more unity of action. True aristocracy is not
founded on birth alone, which is really a consideration. There are other elements, such as prominence in science and art, service to the state, etc.
The aristocracy of England holds its own because
it is continually strengthening itself by taking in
the men who hav won distinction in science and
literature. Our aristocracy has lost its power because it rolls in luxury and consists only of those
who hav money. It is in fact a hindrance instead
of a help to reform progress.
" Our municipal government is a standing reproach. We hav no more say than do the people
in the heart of Africa. Out of the disorganization
that Ihav described there has arisen an organization, ·which is complete in its way. It is to this organization .that we are in a state of servitude.
Twenty years ago the club which rules this city
was the most disreputable organization on the face
of the earth. It had on it a load of infamy which
would hav ruined any other forever. To-day it is
our acknowledged master. Even if the acts of this
government were excellent we would still consider
it intolerable. We must remember that it must not
only be a government for the people, but a government by the people. The city government is a
great impediment in the way of social reform. It
must be cleared out, and our only hope lies in organization."
Next Sunday Mr. W. Sheldon, of the Ethical
Society of St. Louis, will speak on "The Coming
Leaders and Statesmen."
Raymond S. Perrin was the lecturer before the
Manhattan Liberal Club Friday evening, April 14th.
The lecture was on " The Christian Religion.". In
opening the lecturer said : " Religion is a phase of
intellectual development ; no nation or community
has ever developed without experiencing it. Most
religions contain the grossest superstitions, and it
is the extent and age of these superstitions that

has led a certain school of philosophers to declare
that superstition is a constant quantity. Those of
us who hav been brought up under Christian influences know how hard it is after years of study to
throw off the various superstitions. In the Apocryphal New Testament there are mentioned fourteen
miraculous cures effected by the bath water of
young Jesus. No one believes these, yet the equally
absurd miracles of the New Testament itself are
believed by over one-half the men of the United
States in spite of their education.
"What counts in the Christian religion of to-day
is the principle of humanity which it has fostered
more than any other religion." Mr. Perrin said
that it was to this principle partly that the conversion of the Roman empire was due. '' Seven-eighths
of the Christian religion is false, but on account of
that one-eighth which is good and true let us respect
the religion. It is by that one-eighth that wonderful social and moral reforms hav been wrought."
In concluding the lecturer made some excellent remarks about the doctrin of immortality. He said
that while it was an illogical belief and the refuge
of those who cannot look the truth in the face, it
was also decidedly selfish.
Dr. Foote in opposing the lecturer said he did
not think the Christian religion was worth respecting. Mr. Macdonald made some remarks sui generis.
Mr. Wakeman upheld the views expressed by the
lecturer. The other critics were Mr. Oppenheimer
and Dr. Ward.
Mr. 0. P. Loomis delivered an interesting lecture
on "Ancient Astronomy and Religion" Sunday afternoon at the meeting of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association. The lecturer claimed that all religions hav their rise in the worship of astronomical
bodies. He also explained some of the more abstruse astronomical probl&ms. Messrs. Elwell and
Silsby criticised the lecturer adversely. Mr. Rowley
made some interesting remarks, ably supporting
Mr. Loomis. The other critics were Mr. Hanson
and Rev. D. E. Mason. Next Sunday Prof. R. E.
Mayne will lecture on ''The Coming Man."

Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Engagements.
Colonel Ingersoll will make a short lecturing tour, be.
ginning this month, and his dates are as follows:
Buffalo, N. Y.,
April 18 Columbus, 0.,
May 1
"
20 Dayton, 0.,
"
2
Toronto, Ont.,
Hamilton, Ont.,
"
21 Fort Wayne, Ind., "
3
London, Ont.,
;;
22 Indianapolis, Ind., ;;
4
Rochester, N. Y.,
24 Evansville, Ind.,
5
;:
25 Terre Haute, Ind., ::
6
Syracuse, N.Y.,
Cincinnati, 0.,
30 St. Louis, Mo.,
7
Liberals living in the vicinity of these cities can learn
the locations of the halls and theaters from local papers.
Probably most of our readers around these places will make
something of a journey to hear these lectures, and they
will be well repaid for their trouble.

How to Help The Truth Seeker.
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus

save a half dollar apiece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, with your guarantee to take off his hand!\ at the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
th~m the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
when convenient hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
take it.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association's program for
this month is:
April 23d, Prof. R. E. Mayne, " The Coming Man."
April 30th, S. H. Wilder, "Science Falsely So Called,"
The Association meets Sundays at 3 P M. at Fraternity
Hall, Bedford avenue and South Second street, E. D.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth
street, Friday evenings, the program for April is:
April 21st, Lizzie Ward, "Women's Sldrts."
April 28th, Reuben Rush, ' Life and Death."
Wouldn't Be Wooed With Prayer.
A very good young man in town, says the Atchison
naily Globe, called on a girl the other evening, a.nd after
talking a few moments asked her 1f ~he would hav any
objection to his offering up a prayer.
She said no, and he got down on his knees and told the
Lord that he intended to ask the young woma.n then
present to be his wife, and that he hoped he would move
her to consent.
After exhorting fifteen minutes he arose to his feet,
but the girl left the room and has steadily refused to see
him since.-Boston Daily Globe.
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Believes in

Encouraging Freethougllt
Propagantla.
CoRVALLIS, ORE., March 27, 1803.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose $5.50 for the
subscription of myself and a new subscriber, and two copies of "Crimes of
Preachers." Your paper is the best
publication on earth. You are deserving
many compliments and much encouragement of a substantial ($'s) nature for your
able and successful management of THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
JoHN LoNG.
God Analyzed Into Notlling.
CHICAGo, ILL., April 3, 1803.
MR. EDITOR: I do not think that A. Augusta Chapman has read Col. J no. R.
Kelso's "sledge-hammer logic " l\'[y advice to friend Augusta is to read '' The
Bible Analyzed," price 83; or "Deity
Analyzed," price $1. Either may shake
Augusta's faith. For sale by the Truth
Seeker Company. All kinds of gods and
infinit beings are analyzed in either of the
above books. Kelso leaves nothing unsaid about God that is worth saying.
Respectfully,
E. W. BRowN.
Pleased 1Hth Suclt a Rarity.
SLOVAN, Wis., March 25, 1803.
MR. EDITOR: I had been seeking for
such a paper since I left schonl. And now
I hav found it. I cannot express my delight. I did not know there was such a
paper published in our free country. I
assure you I will·do anything in my power
to enlarge your circulation. Inclosed
find several names of persons who I think
will subscribe for your paper. Muy THE
TRUTH SEEKFR hav success. I think it
will hav the largest circulation of all papers some day. FERDINAND BoUDINCK.
lle Shows How )'\'t-ak Are Hte Christian
Evidences.
CINCINNATI, 0., Apr. 3, 1803.
MR. EmToR: Franklin Steiner, from
Des 1\foines, lectured for our society on
Sunday night, April 2d, to a large audience in Douglass Hall. Mr. Steiner, as
your readers are aware, is making his
first lecturing trip, and there seems to be
no dm1bt that he will make a successfnl
speaker.
His le<~ture was a masterly
arraignment of Christianity at the bar of
history, and his references and citations
were copious and well arranged so as to
show the weakness of the Christian
evidences very clearly. We can recommend him to other Liberal societies. Our
society is in a flourishing condition.
ANDREW HnGG, Secretary.
Likes the Exposure of Christianity's
Borrowed Character.
PoRTAGE, Wis., March 27, 1803.
Mll. EDITOR: I inclose post-office order
for ~he "Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook," ''Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," and one photograph of Col.
R. G. Ingersoll and granddaughter. My
books and papers received all right. I am
very much pleased with the last cartoon
in 'THE TRUTH SEEKER of the stolen
rubbish. We are gaining ground. If
every person would be honest with themselva Infidelity would be the popular
thought of to-day. As soon as I read my
paper it is sent to some friend with a wish
to read and send to some of their friends.
I feel in that way good will come.
Yours for the truth always,
Mus. S. RAcE.
The Lectures Hit the Right Spot.
CLINTON, lA., March 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I judge it will be pleasing
to yourself and the rest of the "truth
seekers" to know that on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings of last week we were
treated to two very pleasing lectures by
Franklin Steiner, of Des Moines. I never
heard a more general favorable verdict
than that given by those who listened to
the lt:>ctures. The audiences seemed so
completely captivated that all yawning
and shufliing of feet was done away with.
The weather was very unfavorable,
Wednesday being a very rainy day, nevertheless we had very good audiences both
evenings. And Mr. Steiner, after a warm
good-bye on Friday morning, left us re~oicing. He is a bright young fellow, and

it set:>ms safe to predict a successful future had owed me long enough and if I did not
get it now he would never pay me. So.
for him in the lecture field.
I obeyed the command of God, put the
JAMES A. GREENHILL.
case in court, and in a few days will hav
Pronlis of Correct Pilotage Through the my cash. Some of your readers may say
Sky.
this is all moonshine, but when they come
MissoULA, MoNT., March 22, 1893.
to die they will repent and call on God to
MR. EDITOR: I saw to-day what amused help the:a:t out of trouble the same as I did.
me, and will with your pe1·mit giv it you.
T. W. MoFFATT.
The Rev. J. J. Campbell, Presbyterian
Try" the Atonement Plan on Yourself.
ministEr of this place, ha<~ his shingle
BEEBE, ARK,, 1\farch 21, 1893.
hung cut in the same block where I am
doing business. Jt reads:
MR. EDITOR: Please let me hav one more
dash at superstition. I hav just been read"THE REV. J. J. CAiiiPBll"LL,
ing Brother Putnam's letter in THE TRUTH
Room 15 and 16, third floor."
SFEll"ER of Sept. 17, 1802, and it has filled
Some wag changed it to read:
me with enthusiasm. I feel that the time
"THE REv . •T. J. CAiiiPBELL,
has come for all Freethinkers to act, talk,
Official Sky-pilot.
Right direction given or money refunded. think, and write. There was a time when
Men and Women joined together."
reason was unpopular, too much so to even
Your11,
A. 1\1. STEvENS.
talk about, but that time is past and the
world is ready for reform. Since the
God Addressed by Post-Office.
writer became a Liberalist he has not
MR. EDIToR:· The following letter has only studied the mistak<'s of Christian
been mailed to '• God," in the Seattle dogmas, but I hav talked with many
post-office, Washington, if not delivered church-members, and find most of them
in ten years to be return~d to the writer. half Infidels. Many say, It does look
The following is a jac-sirnile of the en- strange that Jesus should be Christ, God,
vt:>lope and letter (letter unsealed):
and the Holy Ghost, and create men to
kill him because he was so displeased with
If not delivered
in tf'n years return
: 6 cent :
his own creation, and that he should send
to Ch.,s. "F. Blacklmrn,
: stamp:
Seattle. Wa>li., U.S. A.,
men to an everlasting ht'll for the crime of
Terrestrial Globe.
murder, when he laid the pattern himself
To" JEsus CHRIST, 11 " Goo," or •• HoLY GHoST." by the sacrifice of his copartner in heaven,
Heaven
and that partner his own body. So say the
Universe.
Via "the Christian" Route.
trinit.y Christians. And now, my denr
P. 0. Box No.(?), Street No. (?)
(See_'_!'_almag(', _J o~_:__C()_qk,_o_r:__th~ P_ope).:.._ __
Christian reader, let me say to you,
perhaps you, like God of old, hav a large
SEATTLE, WASH.; u.s. A.,}
family of children, boys and girls who beMarch 26, "93" (?)
To "GoD," "JESUS CHRIST," or "HoLY lieve you to be a just and loving father.
GHoST," Sir: There are a great many If one of the girls eate forbidden fruit and
things that are not right going on in this displeases you, suppose you get some of
world, and I respectfully ask that you, the boys to take you out and nail you up
with all your omnipotence, will, at the
earliest convenience, come ''down" or to a tree to appease your anger, and by so
"up," and help make things Yight. Much doing practice what you preach. If that
help needed! For more than twenty years same action once saved a lost and ruined
I hav obsl'rved an immense amount of in- world, it might save your family. One
justice, error, crime, and wickedness, that theory is just as reasonable as the other.
makes me doubt your existence. Come
You say you are afraid to doubt the
soon and oblige,
Yours truly,
Bible for fear you will do wrong. Let me
CHAS. F. BLWKBURN,
say, Did you ever know a good man who
Seattle, Wash., Terrestrial Globe.
was afraid to hav his work and his life inWould That the Church Would Wait for vestigated? Would a good father bP angry
Him to Build It.
if his son asked him if his works were all
true? You say not. Well, ask God,
WEST HARRISVILLE, MrcH., l?eb. 16, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Tlike your paper first-rate. through all the medium you hav, his own
I read it all through and then I send it book, if it is all true and gond. Surely if
where I think it will do the most good. I he be a just, true, and loving God he will
hav sent some of them as much as two not damn, and if you find no cont.radiction
hundred miles from here. West Harris- and nothing but honest facts, and you hav
ville has about six hundred population no reason to doubt, then you do not believe
and has got no church. The Christians but you know it is true. But if you find
hav started to build one. They hav got that Matthew says a thing is one way,
the frame up and they cannot go aoy Mark says it is another way, and John anfarther for want of money, and I hope it other, each entirely different, then begin
will stay that way till I finish it, and I to think and ask yourself it it would not be
know it never would be finished. There well to look up the veracity of those four
is a preacher who comes here once a inspired gents and see if they are all reweek. He preaches in the schoolhouse. liable and truthful. Then read the four
He gets a few women and girls and two or different stories about the death and resurthree men who I think hav a soft spot in rection. Now read St. Luke xix, 27. Then
their heads. There is only one Liberal you may doubt just a little his being the
here with me that I know of, and he takes son of God. God himself, and the Holy
the Boston Investigator. He is not afraid Ghost. Then read where Mary gave the
whole thing away in St. Luke ii, 48. Then
to show his colors. I am,
remember that you hav been taught to beFor liberty,
EDMUND APsEY.
lieve that this was the only true, loving,
merciful God who foreknew all things.
Important-A Divine Revelation Made!
Then turn back and read Num. xxxi, then
ORILLA, March 8, 1893.
you may begin to get your eyes opened,
MR. EDIToR: Send me seven copies and think, "Perhaps those worthies hav
from this on and you will oblige me. If been writing about the wrong" God." Then
t.here is any reading matter that you can send for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the book
send I will see that it will go into good called "The Bible of Bibles." Then, if
hands.
you are a man or woman of reason, we may
I had a rEwelation from heaven the expect you to join our Freethought Fedother day. '!'here were two things I eration and help us to build up moral
wanted to know. The first was, Did Jesus science and true religion, which are to giv
Christ ever liv? The other was, Was light and reason to our fellows.
it right for me to sue a neighbor that
GEo. B. WYATT.
owed me a debt of $60? So I submitted
my case to God in prayer. I went to my Hopes the Canatlian Northwest Will
Counterbalance Catholic Quebec.
closet, closed my eyes, raised my face to
heaven, an <I put the first question straight:
BuFFALo, N. Y., March 31, 1893.
"0 God, tell me, did Christ ever liv? aw1
Mn. EmTou: I re11d your pqper with
if so, was he God?" I remained in that pleasure, and consider the contributions
position until I got tired. Not a word of Oswald and of Macdonald valuable
came. Not a thought, for or againRt, acquisitions. Some of the friends, howcame to my brain. So I am left in doubt evH, are very dogmatic and unfair. They
on that score. But now for the other denounce all Christians instead of the
question. I took the same poRition and in superstitions that they teach. This is
a loud voice asked God if I should sue an about on a par with the words of Talmage:
acquaintunce for that $60. In a moment ''First, I warn you to shun the skeptic."
the answer came: "Press him and get Some others keep rehashing the old, old
your money." A revelation from heaven stories, as though they could improve on
came and told me to :go for him-that he the language of Ingersoll. Some one gets
•I

1

hold of a threadbare myth and dwells
upon it to the extent of half a column and
the discomfort of the reader.
I think you take a wrong view of annexation. It is true that in Quebec the lilywhite neck of Liberty is under the orthodox
hoof, but consider, learned sir, that those
people are increasing rapidly, that comparativly few of them go to the Canadian
northwest because of the cold clin ate, but
that they immigrate to this country and in
spite of yourself you are getting from
over the border sufficient of the rosary
and graven image to contaminate your
school system. The Canadian Northwest
will hold about fifty million people, and if
annexed to this country, would, in a few
years, contain enough cool-headed Scandinavians to counteract the one and a
quarter million French Catholics that
annexation would bring.
I am attending a business college here
where lady students are numerouR and
old- fashioned
religion is rampant.
Churches became the topic of conversation one leisure hour, and when asked what
church I adhered to I said I liked the
Unitarian the best but saw no use in the
prayers they made; that I had long sin.ce
ceased to pray, never having received any
good from it. Then up spake a fair
follower of the messiah, and asked what I
did when misfortune frowned upnn me.
"Fair fetich-worshiper," quoth I, respectfully, "I lean upon the arm of flesh and
endeavor to retain mine equanimity."
"But," queried she, " if the arm of flesh
fails thee?" "If the arm of flesh fails me
I cease to lean, I topple over, so to speak,
and that is just what the devotee must do
notwithstanding the long prayer." By
way of proving special providence one
lady told of a very good man who was
foreordained to miss an ill-fated train by
about one minute's time. The train went
through a bridge and about two hundred
people were lost. I told her it was saying
little for the uplifting power of Christianity
when only one out of so many was worth
keeping on earth. Then they told me to go
into my room, read the Bible, and pray,
and that I might get back my faith in
eternal hell, but I respecth.lly declined.
Once I went to the mission Sunday-school
on Canal street, and among the scholars
there appeared to be more Italians than
any other nationality, children from under
the very shadow of the Vatican, where
the mother of modern superstition, instead of enlightening, has sat upon the
people for so many centuries; and these
children are to bR civilized by the superstitions that degraded their ancestors. The
superintendent offered me a class to teach,
but again I declined the Christian proposition.
I distribute my papers antl get many a
harsh look from those whom I befriend.
At sight of one of the pretty pictures one
gentleman shuddered and then became
enraged, like Byron·s angry Turk in
"The Giaour "Then curl'd his very beard with ire
And glared his eye with fiercer fire:
.T. H. PINKERTON.
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How They Got Fair-Closing Votes in
Missouri,
MR. EDIToR: J. E. Remsburg lectured
last night at the Haven Opera House
on Sunday closing of the World's Fair.
The audience was small, but the lecture
immense. He told some of the methods
of getting names to the Sunday-closing
petitions, and I want to giv your readers
an idea of how they did it in Missouri.
I sometimes go to church, but not often
on account of my aversion to blasphemy.
I was raised in a relidous family, and no
doubt this is owing somewhat to my early
teaching, and I scarcely ever attend church
without hearing the preacher say something about the deity, such that if he
would say the ~arne about my father 1
WNlld kick him outdoors.
But this time I was destined to hear a
sermon on Sabbath-breaking of the regular
old Puritan order, after which a paper was
read with regard to Sunday closing of the
World's Fair, that for bie-otry and unfairness and all-round meanness I think can't
be matched this side of hades.
There were le8s than three hundred persons in th'l church, four-fifths of whom
were women and children, to whom the

•
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. preacher appealed something in this styl6l:
"Now, my hearers, after all you hav
listened to to-day, do you want the Wor'd's
Fair opened on Sunday? Do you want
the saloons of Chicago opened on Sunday?
Do you want the dance-houses, the houses
of prostitution, the gambling hells, and
the low resorts of vice and. ruin, open on
Sunday ? Do you want all kinds of intoxicating liquors to be sold in the World's
Fair buildingR on Sunday? If not, let
each and every one of you stand up!"
Of course, after such an appeal as that
nearly three-fourths of the congregation'
arose to their feet. After they were seated,
the preacher continued : "I see some in
the assembly did lint stand up. Now, do
I understand from that that they want all
these places open on the Lord's day? and
want liquor to be sold in the buildings? I
cannot ·think they do; but I will put it another way, and I trust there is not a man
or woman in this house, or a monster in
human shape, that will respond. But if
there is I want every man, woman, and
child within the sound of my voice to look
so they will know him or· her, and if there'
is one so void of shame as to respond I
want yo11 all to make it your solemn duty,
and think it a privilege, to point the finger
of scorn at him or her if they meet on the
street; to boycott him or her; to, in fact,
make it so hot for the party so responding
that he or she cannot liv in this Christian
community; and when they go hence, as
they will be compelled to, to make it your
business to find out their destination, and
write letters of warnin~ to those living
such town, city, or country, of the kind of
characters that are coming amongst them;
so they may not be enabled to even land
tht>ir goods; and so keep them moving
uutil they find there is no place for them,
and that they are vagabonds and outcasts
on earth, jnst as they should be."
After this appeal, during the recital of
which he fairly frothed at the mouth,
showing all the malignancy of a freshly
caged hyena, he again repeated the former
list, placing, as he did before, the whole
together, and then asked all who were in
favor of having all these places open on
Sunday, and favored the selling of liquor
in the World's Fair buildings, to stand up;
and remain standing until all in the house
could get a good look at them. Of course
no one stood up.
I, however, came near doing so, and telling him just what I thought of him, and
his way of putting the proposition.
Well, the result was that a petition went
from that church with a full vote {o1·
closing. And that was the way they did
it in, at least, one church in Missouri.
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Lectures on Morals, on How Criminals
A.re Produced, Etc.
NoRSE, TEx., March 20, 1893.
MR. EorToR·: As we hav had the pleasure
of having some lectures delivered by Mrs.
Mattie P. Krekel, of Kansas City, 1\fo.,
allow me space in your columns for the
following condensed report.
Mrs. Krekel delivered two lectures at
Clifton and one at Norse on February 11th
and 12th to good and attentiv audiences.
These lectures awakened such an interest
in Liberalism-in fact, created such an
enthusiasm, actually converting several
persons from the darkness of orthodoxy
to the glorious light of Liberalism-that
we were enabled, I am gratified to say, to
make further arrangements for five more
lectures-two at Meridian, two at Norse;
and one at Clifton.
·Mrs Krekel delivered a lecture at
Meridian on March 9th. Subject: "Old
and New Theoi·l.es; Primitiv Man's Impression; Scientific Man's Conception of
Nature," to a very attentiv audience. The
Bosque Citizen, printed at Meridian, Tex.,
has this to say of the lecture: "Mrs.
Mattie P. Krekel, the lecturer on 'The
Progress of Civilization and Science,' was
greeted with an intelligent and attentiv
audience at Fossett Hall in this city last
Thursday night. Her remarks were different from those generally heard from
t]:le stand.
Her words were clean-cut,
her literary and historic erudition
ample in her chosen field, and her references to the sciences of antiquity and
modern timeil striking and refreshing.
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It is a grand and greatly needed work from another, "She must realize the
She is a graphic, vivacious speaker, an<l
withal, good-looking.
Her style and in which yon and your able correspond- littleness of dresg, novel-reading, gos<~ip,
language were dignified and chaste, her ents are so courageously engaged. We etc., and that outside of that her mind is a
elocution smooth, and her rhetoric, prize your paper above all others, and blank." Truer words were never spoken,
coupled with appropriate gestures, in- realize its enlightening and liberat- your correspondent affirms with alacrity.
Surprising fact that a gentleman proteresting and impreBsiv. Several gentle- in~ influences. We s~e in it a hope
men congratnlated the lady at the conclu- for the future of America.
We see fessing to be up to the times in intellision of her lecture. She thinks freely, and here patriotism strong enough to stand up gence and sincer :ty could at one " fell
is a Freethinker, and has evidently read a against all odds and bravely speak the swoop" encompass all womankind in
large number of works inimical to estab- truth. Yet on the much-vexed woman that idle, thoughtless class who spend
suffrage a California correspondent ex- their time in an effort to be amused with
lished theocracy."
This I consider a very good and com- hibits more of the old-time narrow preju- the soap-bubbles of literature, or for a
mendatory notice of the lecture; especially dices against thnt much-abused sex than change in that most irksome of all passo for a country new~paper, issued in such enlightenment equal to the times. HA times, dressing themselvs and talking
star's off with the enunciation that about each other.
an orthodox town as is Meridian, Tex.
If this is the kind of mother that nourDespite special efforts m11de by the ortho- "Woman will abolish what little liberty
dox Christians of Meridian to keep people we hav "-that is, of course, if shfl gets ished the brain of this timorous Liberal
we can easily understand why he has made
away, Mrs. Krekel was greeted with a the ballot.
larger audience the second night-i.e., on
Experience is the only true knowlege no better progress. If such are his sisters
Friday night, March lOth-when she de- which cannot he denied.
Now let the we can heartily excuse him, begging him
livered her excellent lecture on "Evolu- anxious would- be Liberal turn his inquir- to take comfort, regardless of the attitude
tion of Morals." She compared the morals ing gaze on the state of Wyoming, wh<'re of the Freethought press on woman
taught in each of the historical religions woman suffrage has been tried very satis- suffrage. For this class of females no
-and also its speculations-and pointed factorily. An effort was made some time more represent the great mass of toiling,
out that the moral part of each 1s a natural ago to re•tore the right exclusivly to the stri-ving womanhood than the corseted
product of the time and grew out of the male population, but the people emphatic- dude with his right eyeglass covered, his
month curling clouds of tobacco smoke
soil in which it flourished. But I shall ally said No.
not attempt to giv a synopsis of her lectTheory sounds very well, and may be so under his aristocratic nose, and twirlingures. They must bfl heard to be appre- served up with sophistry as to rf'ceive uni- his slender cane, as he drawling expounds
ciated.
versal acceptance, and yet be wholly want- the merits of the latest novel or the prospects of the coming horserace or perchance
The Boeque Eagle, another paper pub- ing when put to a practical test.
the outcome of the last night's faro-game.
lished at Meridian, Bosque county,. Tex.,
Nowhere is this more plainly and con- What truth or justice classing all men ·in
says: "Mrs. Mattie Krekel's lect.ures last
clusivly seen than on the woman question.
this category? just as correct and fair as
Thursday and Friday nights, at Meridian,
It has been ably argued that women were that the aforesaid female represents all
were well attPnded. 1\irs. Krekel is a
incapable of higher education, that the womankind.
lady of refinement, a fine reasoner, and
female min'd could not cope with the ab'I'he remarks of a lady scho0lteacher
her lectures are indeed an able effort in
struse subjects of collegiate course. She
caused the gentleman another tremor of
behalf of the sentiment of Freethinking."
lacked strength and depth. That theorv
Saturday night, March 11th, we had has been abundantly exploded by actual anxiety and fright. She said, '' lf we
the pleasure of listening to a very good experience. Time and again young could only vote, we would soon put a stop
lecture on "Woman's Equality Before women hav carried off the prize in our to the liquor business, and the first thing
the Law," delivered by Mrs. Krekel at highest institutions of learning in those we would hav a Sunday law in California."
Norse. She pointed out some of the very branches men were so sure were Now, this Sunday law has been tried in
California, and who of us that hav been
many great and oppressiv legal disabilities wholly beyond her ken.
here all the time could detect the slightest
with which woman is confronted and
The next beautiful theory which the difference now and when we had a law?
which she is compelled to labor under
to· day even in this, our boasted land ·of unselfish gallantry of the sterner sex Besides, a Indy schoolteacher can no more
freedom, despite the. advancement made brings to her rescue is physical inability, predict what the women of California
in the more equal educational facilities and hard they hav labored to prove wonld vote for than anyone else.
The women of California are a proenjoyed to-day compared with thirty or by well-chosen words that woman's health
must be irrevocably broken by the long gressiv, intelligent class, as much as the
forty years ago.
men. Then, as to the li<:tUOr business
The Norse schoolhouse was nearly filled severe strain of a uni-versity course.
But again it has been proved by actual what man, not directly interested in it~
Sunday night by a very interested audience, who listened with almost breathless test that there is no need of anxiety on traffic, could find fault with the firstattention to a highly interesting lecture this point, since the president of one 0f mentioned aim of this lady's ballot had
on "Our Criminal Class-How Produced; our leading colleges has declared that by she one?
To destroy the liquor business would be
the Responsibility; the Remedy." This proper physicaf culture carried alon!; with
subject was t.reated with the skill and the mental the girls will come out with be to lay low at one st.roke the incarnation
ability .of a deep thinker, who had their sheepskins and yet retain all their of all villanies, the greatest foe of human
happiness, the most potent factor of huthoroughly mastered her subject. She physical vigor.
pointed out how this class was mainly proYoung men can claim no more for their man slavery and degradation.
To de•troy the liquor business would be
duced through the trinity of causes- powers of exertion and endurance. Let a
heredity, poverty, and ignorance. Where boy start out with the •im of climbin•; to to vanquish more enemies to our freedom
the chief responsibility rested was clearly the topmost round of the ladder of learn- and unbiased equality than the civil war
indicated, and effectiv remedies were sug- ing, regardless of health and the demands wiped out with all its wealth of treasure
gested for the prevention of crime and the of the physical for an equal show, and how and blood.
Who does not know what baneful inreformation of criminals. But I must long before nature's broken· laws make
fluences hav been at work for many,
draw my article to a close.
protest? He'll never get there!
Mrs. Krekel closed her lectures in
No man claiming for himself t.he name many years, through the medium of liquor
Bosque county, Tex., with her lecture on of Liberal should intrench himself be- in the hands of unscrupulous polijician~.
"Our Government-Christian Encroach- hind an ancient prejudice, and expect to With this powerful factor and the millments Upon Civil Liberty," delivered at keep pace with the more advanced truth ions of ignorant, superstitions emigrants
Clifton on March 13th.
seeker. He will soon see cause for alarm. from priest-ridden countries across the
Mrs. Krekel has done much to forward
Now, if your correspondent were main- Atlantic, they hav transformed the conthe cause of Liberalism in our midst here. taining the authority of the Bible, he dition of our once happy country till now
She is a well equipped and able represent- would be all right. Women were allowed it were far more truthfnl to sing of
ativ and exponent of conetructiv Liberal- no privileges in the disoensation recorded America as the land of the coward and
ism. She is not of the destructiv order- in its sacred pages, and to more jealously the home of the slave, than that old song:
merely tearing c!own old ideas-but in- guard against any error creeping into his The land of the free and the home of the
brave.
stead of this she tries first to allay prej- holy command, God most explicitly forHow can any American, knowing the
udices and avoids direct thrusts at the bid any woman writing any part or having
superstitions of the credulous, allll th~s any influence in the make-up of his holy manner of manipulating elections and its
averts shocking or repulsing them. She word. The glorious claim to perfection far-reaching effects for evil, find fault
then proceeds to adroitly undermine the attained by those ancient male lawgivers, with any plan to rid it of its greatest evil?
How can any American knowing the part
foundations, or to show the want of no Liberal would care to share.
a foundation, of these old doctrins, theories,
To many a man not endowed with a the scum of Europe has had in shaping
and speculations, and ably presents the great breadth of vision a small obstruction politics in our suffering land, bring the
indisputable facts of the recognized and becomes very huge. It is like a man going charge of ignorance and superstition
undeniable truths of science. In short, behind a barn to get a fine view of a lovely against American women as a reason for
opens the vision to the .·eternal and im- landst•ape. Whereas, if he but get away unfitness for suffrage?
Hav not these benighted beings, as igmutable laws of nature and of the universe from the barn, above it, so that light from
-in short, presents truth, science, all parts of the glorious proEpect may con- norant of our free institutions as an
Liberalism.
T. THEO. CoLWIOK.
verge on the retina of his eye, his whole Eskimo, been first sated with liquor, and
being will be thrilled with a delightful then a ballot put into their hands, almost
as soon as they landed, solely for selfish
pleasure.
No Taxation Without Representation for
The intrinsic justice of the principle partisan purposes?
No, sir, the political machines do not
·
Woman.
of representation before taxation, or to
put it as those immortal patriots who favor destroying the liquor power, for
SAN BERNARDINo, CAL., Feb. 28, 1892.
MR. EDrroR: Your noble paper has poured out their blood and treasure in its with these innovations, their day would
often moved my heart to such a degree defense, "No taxation without repre- be clone. Then might Liberty again lift
that I hav felt I must take the liberty to sentation.'' no Liberal can afford to deny. her head, and Hope dashing the tears from
send my grateful thanks for the brave and Liberals are fighting for truth, justice, her eyes be able to discover law strong
able manner in which liberty is defended and liberty. Can half the population be and brave enough to affect equally thE)
millionaire and the poor man.
and error, bigotry, and intolerance are slave and the other half free?
l\iRs. B. B. KuFFEL,
The g&ntleman further says, quoting
exposed.
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Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given to the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbra.
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Precious lUetallUines a Specialty. Can
furnish any kind of mineral property-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nrckel, Copper, Lead,
Antimonv,Irm•, 1\Iangane-e, and Coal. Also Slate,
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Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers, and
gold-silver galena mines in Koatenay and Cariboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dullars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited· sampling, ass~tys and mill tests;
all wmk strictly scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His W arks.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
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Missionaries.
1
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The Lord's Instruments.
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Bible Doctrines and Their ResuHI
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chunib.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
MiscellaneoUII.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
lore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of ll._ntting the book in the reach o all
A.t twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
gigner is a wonderful successl !1-nd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
<\.merica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethiiikers' Magazine.

In traduction Ly

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
if!'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the piotmres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
'"<latter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!-"OVe the uttet
.alsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against.Christlanity and the church that has ever been put in tbl
!,.r.nda of Flreethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·
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The False Teaching of the Christian
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Win wood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man:· the cost of
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The book has had a phenomenaJ sale for so heretical a "l(i'Drkt second only to Helen Gardener's
Men, Women, and Gods," and we grve our readers the pecnmary oenefit of it. The

"MARTYRDOM OF

MAN~~

Is. a very interesti~gl7. pi~tnreq synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-rts martyr~om-rv- rts rrse torts pr~sent plane. It shows how Wa;r and Religion have been oppressive factors m mans struggle for Lrbert:y, and the last chapter, of some' t50 pages, describes his
intellectual struggle from the amm!!l. perwd of the earth to the present, adding an outline of what
the author concerves would be a religiOn of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egzyh Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria, the
0 Phemcrans, Carthage and Rome, Roman Afrrca, the Arabs.
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LIBERTY
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The Natural Histor:y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
• Character 9f ;res us., the. Christians~ Arabia, MeQca,._Character of Moham~
med, Descrrptron or Afrrca, the Monammedans m uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town the
• Chm:cJ:t, V~nice, Arab SJ>ai.n, th~ Portngnes~,_ Dis9overer.!!o the Slave 'l'~ade,
Abohtwn m Europe, Abolitron m Amerrca, m.aterrals of .1:1uman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man and Early History,
• Bnl!l~ary of Universal History, The Fntu.re of the Human Race, The
Religron of Reason and Love.
1\J' Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00. ~ Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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of prrvacy so powerful for evil m hcentwns
book he has so. classified the elements 1·evealed
hands so fraught with danger to female modb.Yfithat anal¥~~s as to j<ive them a high scienestv, 'to the mgennous openness of youth.
trtc vaJne . .nrs book rs almost as systematic as
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
a reatr~e upon one of the exact sciences and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.
s~ands .m fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical Priestly Celibacy ExJ'osed A lecture by
drscnsswn of whrch we hear so much and whrcb
'
leads us nowhere."-[Cbicago Daily News
the Rev. G~o. Towns~n Fox.• pf Dnrba~. EngLib ·t
d L""
S
.
·
land. Revised Amencan edrtron, shoWing the
et Y an
he.
eventeen discourses
result in p_arishes of the Roman decree that
on the \LP.Plications of scientific truth to morals
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, t5 cents.
and religwn. By E. P. Powell. t2mo, 208 pages; Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures
cloth, $t; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold
essays on ethical and religions subjects. They
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreare the w:ork of a man of vigorous intellect, who
ham, Essex England. Showing that convents
bas studied the doctrine of evolution long and
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
carefully, an<j. has not found it necessary to
Price, paper, 10 cents.
abandon all hrs old reverences. The discourses
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
are full of interest to the casual reader by rea28 Lafayette Place, New York Crty.
son of their fund of anecdote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.
Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
THE
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square t8mo,
75 P>tges, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are Astronomical and Astrologicsoun<l and well put. His book is the fruit of
al Origin of all Religions.
wide reading and. investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
presentRtion of the relation between evolution
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
and Christianity includes much valuable
t.he late_ Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.
Lesso'ns From the World of Matter and
A.ititrARR TliF. TRUTH RERKE"R.
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
Rufus Leighton. t2mo, 480 pages; cloth, $t.25;
"0811: THJ:
paper, 50c.
Address
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Cllristianity a Fiction.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL S1. OR Y,
By IIIBB. E. J. BALli,

l'rloe,ll6 cents.

Jn ;von~ meetings, to make them lively and inter·

oetrng. Tlm LmERAL Hnm·Boox contains songa
by the best poets;adapted to well-known tunes.
It ie hiJLb.ly recommended by Measrs. Wakeman,
Pari.on, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. PriC~~r
•oeuU.
Addrell 'l!a 'l'a"D'rlllfDKD ae. -

rhe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83r
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
""'lJe Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo
,ss pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
U5 pages, $t.
,.
trnivP.r~"'

Al.ft4w""""i

~'

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
:av Helel'\ H. Gardel'\er.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It

-oA COLLECTION OF

and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,
Price, tO cents. Address this office.

ORIGINAl AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal al'\d :et"I-\_ieal Societies,
for Se"I-\_ools aJ:'\d
t"I-\_e Hon)e.

BIBLE MORALS.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

Twenty Ori'n'U3s and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
l!rlce 1 $1.50,
I?o~ """\~ A.t TlUR Ol?lfiCE.

By J. E. RF.MBBUBG.

Price. 25 cents.

BOOKS
SALADIN
t;W. STEWART ROBS), .
Editor of the

z..ONIJON AGNOSTIC JOURNAL.\

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
e

When he had read this book Colonellngersoll wrote to the author: "You h&ve e&med the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound criticism of caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elog,nence. it is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Brble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianit:y elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English woiter said of it:
'"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g>lt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROl\I THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r snrrection is in this book carefully considered &nd found want-

in~. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this illeged miracle. for

it

IS

certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To whi<lh are added such comments
as only ~aladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and sCience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modem science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome or its subJects are: A Last Interview with &
Man of Uemns; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God in the Constitution; Bruno; Uods; Witchcraft, etc. This mar be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose. and is one of the books that lovers o strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $t.50.

LAYS OF ROl\IANCE.
Tb is book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being -romantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passiOn and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold·l8ttered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
Bl': one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript In the possession of Br.ir.diD
ln paper, tO cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who wits cut down from tile "&llowa. Printed from
script in the hands of ~aladin. In paper, 10 cents.

Dl&ll'll•

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short start of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Optm Gaur'
said: "'l'bis nove will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, • Is
·This Your Son, lVIy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of ihe PreReformation Church; I,echervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; .Extracts from Dens anu l,iguori; Examination uf the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte • pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Belf~
Indnl_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
tJ
.,or all of these worka addreal
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])ubZications.
Unless otherwise spec·ijied, all publications noticed here can be hacl of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
PRooFs oF EvoLUTION. By Nelson Parshall. Chicago: Chas. Kerr & Co. Cloth,
pp. 70, price 50 cents,
One of the best ways of proving that the
universe was not produced by any God,
is that of exhibiting the natural processes
by which it did !:!orne about. Too much
study cannot be spent on these processes
so kindly furnishing us with said great
spectacle and raree-show-a show, all
will admit, grPater even than the Columbian Exp01<ition.
"Evolution" is the
name by which these processes hav been
labeled. The volume before ns displays
proofs of them. Let us scan its chaptertitles : The Growth of Evolutionary
Thonght, Practical Benefits of the Evolution Theory, Proofs from Geology, Proofs
from Morphology, Proofs from Embryology, Proofs from Metamorphosis, Proofs
from Rudimentary Organs, Proofs from
Geographical Distribution, Proofs from
Discovered Links, Proofs from Artificial
Breeding, Proofs from Reversion, Proofs
from Mimicry, Spontaneous Generation,
A Summary of Evidence, Language and
the Moral Sense, Conclusion. Among
other things, the author's accounts of the
transformations of various kinds of animals into other kinds are informing.
Nature,
he
remarks, never begins
any work from wholly new material,
for her adaptiv genius is so great
that she can transform the old into
the new. The shores of the seas were the
scenes of many remarkable transhapings.
The ocean-born creatures were brave and
hnrdy fellows, a whole host of Columbuses
ag it were, and bent on becoming landlubbers at any coRt. Now, when Nature
wanted to make a landsman out of one of
these fishes, "she did not giv him a new
pair of legs at once, but left him to utilize
his fins for that purpose as best he conld.
Of course, be made bad work of it at first;
but as he was left in the hard grip of necessitv it was Hobson's choice. As he
was often left on shallow, muddy shores
by needing tides, he began to work his
fins more vigorously, until finally, after
many generatiom•, in spite of a round of
fatal failures, wme of his kind succeeded
in adaptiPg their fins to this new use.
Thfl mud-fish of India, the Brazilian doras,
and certain catfish of tropical America,
take journeys of considerable length
across the dry land in this way. Thus
the swim-bladders of certain of the
early fishes gradually developed into
lungB; the gill-arches into ears ; the bead
enlarged; the circulation increased; a
warmer current filled the veins; the
tail-fin, not having much to do, dwindled
to an ornamental appendage-and then
and there a quadruped was born. ·Again,
when Nature wanted a bird, she didn't
make one out of raw material, as we are
told, full-winged to soar away, but
'worked over' the old fabric, just as
thrifty housewives do, and do so wondronsly well. Therefore, if wings are
needed, the fore-limbs must go-they
must be transiormed into wings." That
birds should hav descended from reptile
seems queer enough, yet, says our writer:
"Turning to the fossil world, we find innumerable examples of connecting forms.
Jn the latter dfposits, we find remains of
toothed birds, having many rept.ilian char~teteristicE'.
Reptile were then not a fixed
typP, but shaded gradually from fish to bird.
The Archaeopteryx, a fossil rarely found,
wa~ a true link between the birds and
reptile. Certainly, no two kinds of living
thmgs are more unlike than birds and
reptile, or more antagonistic in their natures, mutually preying on each other;
and yet their relationship is clearly established,
Psychologically, they hav
nothing in common but hate: a.nd yet the
bird is only a feathered r.lptil. Within
three years, there was found, in the slate
deposits of Bavaria, a specimen of a
reptilian-bird- now preserved in the British Museum -which has a long, lizard-like
tail of twenty joints.
Says Professor
Vogt, 'This is neither bird nor reptil, but
a decided link between the two.' In the
later chalk formations many fossils hav
been found by Professor Marsh, more
bird-like in character, but still possessing
tee• h. The flying dragons afford another
link between birds and reptile. The front
half was decidedly bird-like, but the
hind legs and pelvis were stronglv reptilian." In other pages we catch a glimpse
of our own ancestor, not conducting himself in a manner edifying to our filial
eyes: "Doubtless man lived thousands of
years before he acquired what we would
now call language.
Nevertheless, his
earliest cries and noises were the beginnings of connected speech; though no
mr re intelligible than the chattermg of
apes. If we could_go back to this lowest

conceivable savage, what should we find?
Probably this: The anthropoid ape and
the man-animal not quite out of sight of
euch other, but evolving on divergent
roads from a common ancestor. If we
could hav stood near the diverging point,
it would hav been difficult to tell which
had the potency of the dominant animal
who rules the world to-day. Most people who try to reason about the matter, make the mistake of attempting to
bridge the chasm at once from Shakspere
to a shrimp; and they say the difference
is s,) enormous that Evolution cannot be
true. But the thoughtful student goes
bacl• step by step, age by age, until he
stands side by side with a creature half
upright and howling, with all the ferocious instincts of a brnte, but yet man~like
in form and function, his language a JUmble of incoherent noises, his moral senB"
yet undeveloped, killing- and eating all
he could overpowPr." However, we !'hall
not be so much shocked at this picture as
some seem to be, having, to tell the truth,
had right in our own age and neighborhood a plentiful experience with countless
jnst such creaturet<, "howling, with all the
feroc'ous instincts of a brute but yet
man-like in form and functions," garbed
in gown or coat of black, with "languag-e
a jumble of incoherent noises," and
"moral sense yet undeveloped."
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morality and happin!JBB. i~ not absolute,
but relativ to each mdtvtdual; also that
our guide should be the greatest happiness
of the greatest number. He is bTought to.
a trial of his sincerity, for cast awaY. on .a
cannibal isle he is reasoned to thus m h1s
own philosophical way: "A man has _to
die anvhow and he will hav an easter
death i'f he i~ slaughtered at the ht~tcher's
than if he die piecemeal on a sickbed.
And if he is dead I can assure yon that
there is no pain iy{ being eaten, while the
pleasure of eating iFI ind~bitable. You, ?f
course, deny that there 1s any _pleasure m
eating human flesh. But that 1s only your
one-sided v·iew of the subject. I understand perfectly that you, in the predicament in which you are at present, are
prejudiced against our institutions. Bnt
you will readily grant that we must understand bet.t.er what givs us pleasure, than
you do. We cannot make you the judge
of what our happiness. sh0uld be." Be it
recorded to the everlasting credit of the
philosophic fraternity, this limb of them
showed no recreant feather. He WD.R
sensible enough to understand that any
remonstrance woulil be in vain; nor would
it hav been a fair demand on his part to
let his own views of bappineP.B be the
criterion of the happiness of others.
Everybody must know best what givs him
pleasure. When Thanksgiving day came
he ended his life with perfect contentment,
for he was conscious that he had lived up
to his ethicnJ. maxim.
"The Convention of the Animals"
relates that in solemn conclave assembled
the Lion, the Tig-er, the Elephant, the
Fox, the Eagle, the Bat, the Crocodile,
the Monkey, the Man, etc., deliberated as
to who is the e-reatest, be~t, or noblest
c•eature in the animal kingdom. Among
the observations, one passed by the sparrow may he edifying: "The silliest
animal of all animals is without qne&tion
Man. Man thinks ever of t.he future, and
seldom enjoys the present. His whole
life long does he labor and worry, instead
of enjoying- [not "employing," as the
Open Court printers hav it] the present
moment, and being of I!OOd cheer and
ever in buoyant spirits." The writer,
however, in the end brings forth his view
that Man is tbe sunerior animal. Man, it
is true, "was not the tallest creature, nor
the strongest in muscular power, nor the
cunningest in sly shrewdnees; his locomotiv powers were not extraordinary;
• , . be was not the merriest in the
enjoyment of life. . . . Yet he went
to work and joined hands with his brotherman. With common wants they spoke a
common language Their strugg-le for
exist.ence was severest among all creatures,
but they comprehended the causes of their
troubles one by one, and learned from
their hardships. The very evils of life
taught them to progress; they fought
their way a!!ainst odds, and took possession of the earth."
The tale entitled "The People bv the
Sea" illustrates a certain doctrin of immortalitv different from the ancient and
ortliodox one. It is that a person livs in
his works,
The tale "Charity " reminds us, under
the similitude of children feeding young
robins who thereby remain unpracticed
in getting their own food and unable to
do so when necessity arises, that charity
often does harm. The conclusion is:
"There is but one charity which is commendable. It is that which givs men in
need the opportunity to help themselvs or
to learn how to help themselvs."
In "Capital and Labor" it appears that
our story-teller does not look for help for
the workingman to any such radical system as Socialism or Anarchism. He expects improvement rather from endeavor
at individual self-betterment, under the
law of the survival of the fittest. The first
human beings among the manlike apes,
he says, "were exec ptions as much as are
the capitalists to-day. They of course
were more powerful than their less fortunate brothers, and it is very likely that
they exercised their power over them,
which may hav given cause to much
jealousy. But there was little use in decrying this condition; the others had to
follow their example and acquire the same
kind of capital until all humanity became
like them so that the whole ~pecies man
stands now as high above the rest of the
animal world as the big millionaire in
soul-values." Let everyone become a
capitalist, seems to be the cardinal piece
of advice issued to the people.
Two more tales arl'l styled, "The Dross
Is Discarded but Nothing is Lost," and
"Ben-Midrash the Gardener of Galilee."
It strikes us that a capital use for this
collection of tales, besides its regular employment· as reading-matter for adults,
would be to familiarize children with the
problems so jauntily dressed out in
fictional fur and feather.

TRuTH IN FICTION. Twelve Tales with a
Moral.
By Pan! Carns.
Chicago:
Open Com-t Pub. Co, White cloth,
gilt stamps, gilt edges; pp, 128; price $1.
We always welcome a presentation of
the truthR of Rationalism in the garb of
fiction. This volume constit-utes one of
the moat commendable of such presentations that we hav met for some time.
Each of its twelve tales illustr11.tes some
tenet of Liberalism or doctrin of philosophy. It is not required that we should
find the art with which thfl stories are
Ppnn to be equal to that of Voltaire. The
latter's touch is of such a superlativ and
perhaps inimitable exquisitness that one
of two or three grades beneath may be
pleasant and meritorious enough. We
will say that we hav enjoyed these tales
very well.
The first, "The Chie:f's Daughter,"
repreE<ents a Catholic missionary learning from Indians living by Niagara
falls that, in obedience to an immemorial custom, the daughter of a chieftain is about to pass over the cataract in a
canoe to certain death. To the priest's
remonstrances the chief replies: "Yonr
own words bear witness against you.
Christ you say has set us an example. He
suffered himself to be sacrifi.ed for mankind. So we are doing the same. Lelawala is my only child, as Jesus the Christ
was the Great Spirit's only begotten son.
Why do you say that ChriPt's sacrifice is
great and holy and praiseworthy, while
our sacrifices are evil, and barbarous, and
tmperstitions? Our custom is a holy tradition; we simply obey the command of the
Great Spirit and we know that so long as
our obedience continues, his blessing will
be upon us and upon our children."
The second story, "After the Distribution of the Type," tells us in regard to a
certain New England village that "there
were two friends in that town, a smith
and a type-setter. The one was a political
orator and a freethinker, the other an
author and a poet; the former strong,
quick, and bold, the latter given to meditation, Flow, and carefully weighing his
words." The quick and bold words of the
former, and the carefully weighed verbalities of the latter, are forthwith made to
batter and fence at each other in a debate
on the soul and immortality.
"The Clock or the Watches" is an ingenious fable. A clock on a church was
regulated by an old official who assumed.
to hav been deputed to the work by Time
himself. The owners of watches were
forced to say that their instruments kept
the time of the big clock, or to observe
silence. A number of curious and laughable disputes grew out of various phases
of the matter.
" The Mysterious Beetle " puts in a
ridiculous light the extreme Agnosticism
of some individuals-the Pyrrhonic skepticism which doubts all and will scarcely
affirm anything, even that the doubter
doubts.
'·'£he Highest Tr~mp in Argument"
flc.urishes and inflicts the same lash.
In "The Philosopher's Martyrdom" the
Agnostic notion is still under the harrow.
A philosopher is represented as making an
eloquent plea for the glory and excellence
of ignorance. ''I plead with you," he
cries, "to throw off all the vanity of pretended knowledge, and hope that science
can accomplish anything worth mentioning, for nothing can replace the grand
revelation of our eternal, irredeemable
ignorance. . . . My creed be hencec
forth that there is no wisdom except in
ignorance." When enough fun has been
Mr. W. F. Jamieson sends the following
had out of this philoRopher's love of ignorance, he apPears to be allowed to feel sure letter to our readers:
'' W. S. Bell's Handbook of Freeof some things to some extent, for he lays
down the principle that the standard of thought' is bigger than the Bible, meas-

ured by the standard of common sense.
It ought to be in the hands of every
Freethinker. It is a volume of 384 pages,
a heavy battle-bolt against prevailing
superstitions,
"It opens with a large subJect-all
'Creation,' It givs the two stories, that
of science and that of superstition; for is
it not true that it requires more labor to
dislodge error than to teach science?
''Prophecy, miracles, and Jesus Christ
aT.e aJ1 treated in a trenchant style; while
W. H. Burr's masterly compilation of
'Self-Contradictions of th<~ Bible' are
thrown into this volume bodily.
" By this time Bell is ready for the
devil, who he says had 'greatness thrust
upon him!'
"Bell is facetious until near the close of
this Satanic chapter, then suddenly grows
solemn as a Presbyterian clergyman, and
asks twenty ear-splitting questions. Why
will such men harrow up the souls of the
saints in t.his cold-blooded manner? I
believe that Bell merely pretends to be
Bl'rious in thiA matter. A clo~e observer,
like an o1·thodox reader, can detect it between the linAB. Yet his assumed seriousness harmonizes with the sanctity of the
subject.
"Now, if vou waut to know to a certainty what the soul is not, get Bell's
book. The most dazzling light of many
thinkers is here focused. You can tnke
your choice. This chapter on the soul is
worth many times the price of the book,
for it shows how ably learned men can
write on a subject of which they literally
know nothing. And that is worth a great
deal. A million copies of this book ought
to be circulating in the churches. There
is more knowledg-e in it than can be had
in a four years' course at college-and
look at the difference in the cost!
"Mr. Bell ~bows what the giants of
Freethought think, as he guides you
throug-h his interesting collections of
curiosities-will prove w to the strictly reli!!ions reader.
"After having- settled yourself snuglv
on the sonl, this man coolly asks twentyfive queries, which he calls 'some soul
que<tions,' 'Good God!' as the pious
Watts exclaims, why will h& persist in disturbing solemn slumbers?
"Next he comes gliding in with the
design arg-ument, Dull must be the perception of anv church-member, who dares
to read this book, if he does not discover
the ' de•ign ' of this hi~hly religious
author.
"He reasons about God as if he were a
doctor of divinity. When Bell gets
through the chapter there appears to be a
ringin·g in the head.
"Temperance, Christianity, SEcularism, Infidelity, 'Objects of Orthodoxy
and Liberali~m,' treated so interestingly
in this m.ultum in pm·vo, would be read
by thousands of Christians if they had a
chance to get at them There is~ splendid
opportunity right here for Liberals to do
missionary work.
"I commenced by saying Bell's book is
bigger tban the Bible, and end with the
assertion that it is a better book than the
Bible· and nine out of ten ChristianR
would be obliged to say so if they would
only read it. This is why Freet.hinke1 s
should hav copies handy about the house.
They should daily read aloud a portion of
this truthful scripture to take the place of
the old-fashioned worship.

"W. F.

JAMIESON."

"Gloriana; or, The Revolution of 1900 "
is a cloth-bound book of 286 pages, published at $1.25. The author is Lady Florence DixiA, a woman whom we hav come
across a 8ight of times, always engaged in
crying out vehemently for something or
other, we forget just what-probably she
allowed that point to stay too vague, a
thing previou~ly not unheard of. The preface, in a quotation, des res that
"Strife collapse like a thing disproved,
Hate consume like a thing unclean,"
But then, we can't help hating to see
caressingly printed with two 1·'s as on page
6, or degradation with two e's as I'll page
23. A book ~hould be got out corrl'ctly
in its orthoepic details and all. If Lady
Floren<'e hopes to lead in that arena of
public achievement to which she ever
incites her sex, she must fain study details, mastery of which it is that givs success to all the hated males now distinguisl:ing themselvs in that br~~ove theater.
Battles are won not by the o •mmander
flourishing fantastic and sentimental assertion~ of superiorit:y and success, hut by
the one clearly graspmg the sordid details
of ground, distance, e:ndurance and
ammunition.
Then as to that 'strife
collapsing like a thing disproved how
can we help striving when we hear' dancing described as ''the light fantastic toe?"
The story closes with the death of the
hProin, Gloriana de Lara. She dies for
woman's freedom and the salvation of her
people. How much less the sacrifice dema··ded by the public of .sm;p.e women_-,
merely to stop writing.. ·
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ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.
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GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,:Heretics and Heresies.
P aper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Including The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence, About Farming in Illinois, Speech Nominating James G Blaine for Presidency in 1876
The Grant B,.nquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream',
and A 'l'ribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

CHEAP EDITION.

INFIDELill·· ::
DEATH- cs.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS.
••

I

**

--()-'-

Being true aooonnts of the passing away of the
f~llowing pe:.:sons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amber ley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois .Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Oomte, Oondorcet, Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Geor~te Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta. Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Littre Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
Tames Mill, Joit!l Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Robert
Owen. Thomas Paine, Oourtlandt Palmer. Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolan.i, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Suinoza, Strauss. John
Toland. Vanini, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
John Watts, Thomas woolston.
Price, 25 oents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Contents: Soma Mistakes of :VIoses, Free Schools, The Politici>ms, ~Ian and Woman The
Pentateuch, MondayJ Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Fridav Saturday, Let us Make' man, Sundax, ,Th~ Ne9essiU': for a Good Memory, '.rhe Garden, The Fa!.
Dllompne~s, Bacc)ms and Babel, l!'>ti~h m Filth, Tl!e ,Hebre'!"s, The Plague~, The Flight, Confes~
an d Avmd, Insprred Slavery, Marrrage, War, Religions Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents·
c1oth, $1.
·
·
'

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

A SHORT.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev T. DeWitt Tal-

m~ge, of Brooklyn, to which id added a Talmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25'

cloth, gilt, $1.50.

·

'

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

BLASPHEMY.

Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in tl;Ie Trial of 0. B. Reynolds at Morristown N J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for t'he'bar so long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen ii unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution IS going
on th~s arg_ument should be f'reel' circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
·

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED t

Analyzes the.so-c'tll!Jd gospels of Matth!JW, Mark Luk.e, and John, >tnd devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and !l.n~wers the question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religIOn of sword andfl~tme. Paper, 25 cents.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers
and Colonel Ingers6il's rej cinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
'

THOMAS P.UNE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R . G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LIMIT.A.TIONS OF TOLERATION.

A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Couden, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A Lecture. Paper,10 cents.

·

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.

Witi!Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
CRIMES

In the snit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. TeL Co.,1886
AGAI~Sl'

CRIMINALS.

Paper, 10 cents.

.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
A Prose-P.oem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

A LAY SERMON:

22x28 inches, heavy plate paper,50 cents.

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 centil.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 oents.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5.
ST.A.GE AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL), 7;1- x 13 inches, $1.50.

An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholio Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.

·DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Paper, 3 cents.

. INGERSOLl. CATECHISED. Paper, 3 ceuts. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 8 cents.
·

INGERSOLL'S .ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

The lecture h a grand one, >tnd was received by the club with continuous applau8e from
beginning to end, which speaks well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet contams U pages,
beautifully printed. l'rice, 6 cent~; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR!TION ON ROSCOE CONKLING.
Delivered before the New York legislature May 9,

isss.

Price, 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Co'onel Ingersoll eve1' wrote. In
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

p~tper

cover with likeness of

INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOUAS PAINE,

At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CONTENTS.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt; Individuality· Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of 1\fan,~,Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1876; '\V nat.! Know About Farming iu Illluoi<; Spee~h at Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the P1·e~idencv; The Pa~tRises Before !VIe,
or, Vision of War, an ext.ract from a Sneech made at the Soluiers' and Sailors' UPunion
at Indianapolis, Incl., Sept. 21 1876; A 'l'ribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Be.nquet;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Som~ 1\Iist,.kes of lVIo,es;
What lliust We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D.D.;,. to which is added a Talmag1an Cateuhism, and Four
Prefaces, which co'\tain some of Mr ..mgersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifnllybonnd in half calf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,3;;tpageJ, good paper,large type, post Svo. Price, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

Testimonia,! to Walt Whitman. "Let ~ts put W>'eaths on the brows of the living." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21'-_1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESSA'l.' '.I'HE FUNERAL OFWAL'.I' WHI'.I'•
MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE·POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. containing 3'3 I> ages. This is
beyond question, the cheapest and most elef!ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
finish is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expemo has been spared to make it the thing of
beauty it is. The type is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ andrid1ly tinted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as I>erfect as the best materials ana skill can make it.
As to the contentshit is enough to say that they ir\Clude ail of the choicest utteranc. es of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all o~ Mr. Ingersoll's published work", will
lutve in this book of Relectiotu man:y bright samples o~ his lofty thought, his matchles" eloquence, his wonderfnl imagerv and his epigrammatic and Poetic power. '!'he r•ollection includes all of the" Tributes" that have become famous inliterature-notablythoseto his broLher
E. a. lngeraoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher....,Conkling, Courtl~todt M. Palmer, Mary Fi"ke, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and 1\Ioralit.y,
Science, Nature, The Imaginatron,.,Decoration Day OrationhWhat is l'oetry, Music of Wagner,
OL'igin and Destiny, "Leaves of u-rass," and on the great eroes of intel•ectualLiberty. Beside• these are innumerable gems taken here and there from the orations, speeches, arguments,
toast~ lectures, letters, interviews, ani\ daY by day conversatiop~ c.f th~ author.
The took is designed for, and will be accepted by, aqrruqng fnends as a. rarE'! p~rsonal
souvenir. •.ro help it serve this lJUri>ose, a fine steel portrait, .wrPh !'-uto]?r!Lph ,ac-sunile,,has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of bmdmg It IS enunently smted
for presentation purposes, for any season or occasion.
.
PRIOEB.-In cloth\ beveled boards, gilt edges~.,$2.50; in half moro.cco, gilt .e~ges,lf!5; in half
calf, mottled :edges liorary ~tyle, lj!4 50;· in fnll '.Llli'kOY morocco, gilt, exqUisitely tine, $7.5u;
in full tree calf, highest possible :fimsh, $9.
•

.Any of the above sent to any address'-by express, prepaid, or mail, post free,
ou receipt of price, Address THE TRUT.1:1 SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ,. cripture
Rooks Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paller, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents.

Travels in Faith.
BYCAPT.ROBERTC.ADAM~

Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
rice, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTURES.
Rv-John R. Kelso, &.n.

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

The Colonel In~ersoll Souvenir.
THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING·SILVER, li'[ASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

Given A vvay.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souv~nirs, Ish•ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my P'ice $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And ror every additional $20, an additional
spopn. Or with an ordAr for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL 80 UVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Ovidized,
}
10 ounces uer doz.,
Oxidized,
}
{14 ounces
per doz.,

e ch $2 '0
"
· .,

~fi~dt;;;i, }
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,

3.00

3.00

Ox\di:<ed 1
}
gilt,
:J.50
{ l 0 sectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain b0wl,
2 75
h
gilt
H
:-j 25
n
satin n
3 00
gilt
3 f,()
The $2 50 Tea is a1eo SU]Jpliel etched in bowl
"The Time To Be H" PPY I· Now," oi· other mot~
t9es, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties enOR, THE
tit~ed to spoons mn.y, upon paying difference in
price, select any other spoon from above li•t.
l\fy stock. embraces everytl.1ing usually kept in
first
class Jewelry stores. Dumonds guaranteed
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
20,per cent belf!W re!(nlar ll)arket .Price. Watchee
of
every
d~scnpt10nt.. Chau~J Rmgs, Necklaces,
Philadelphia, Pa..
.Jewelry, R1lver ,!11ld dated ware, Optical Goods
~a"ges, ~old Pws, Etc. And $1,000 will be paid
for proof that I hav advanced my prices aoove
Pries, 10 cents.
l!Jwest. prices published in any of mv l•test priceTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
lists, on account of t.hA above liberal offer
(If Freeth oug-ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) ' Rochelle, ru.,
IRON·CLA.D SERIES.
Designer of The, Perfected "Otto Wettst.ein"
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh............. 5 Watcb; the Beantifullngersoll Spoon; the Popu2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5 lar Freethought Badge.
Senrl for pricelio.ts, cards in colors and gold of
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiot .
Underwood ................................. 25 badge.tracts, etc., free.
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... 10
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 Epi!lemicDelusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philosoph:!': c>f Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall's lle,lfast Inaugural.J...and Portrait .. 25
~li\i}Rfi'·mPPTIIii
13 Essavs on Miracle~. David Hume ........... 10
A splendid writing Instrument. Hard Rubber Holder, patent
14 I,and O.uestion. Charles Bradl•ugh........ 5 continuous
feed. durable go1dlne pen perfect finish wrllcs
lOragOS nt OnO till in~. 'ro ndV(lrt!Se o{lrlinO nf)Ooll IH~~CSH<try
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .l!irst Parents?
nrtJClf!B wo BPnd sample pen with Jn.rg"o cnta.lng-uo pr,st-p"li<l
Charles Bradlaugh............ ....... ...... 5 forlOC.,:1
;o~25~. BIG BARGAIN VAJ.UJ.;I Catalogdrc~.
16 Why Do J\oien Starve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5 ll.H.INGERSOLL&lllW.6i>Vortlandtst
N v l"t•·
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Rr•.dlaugh ... 10
3teowl2
· ·•· ''
19 Large or Small Families?· A. Holvoalte..... 5
20 Superstit.io'l Disi>layed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. :A.nstin Holyoake. . ..... .
91 Defense of Secular Principles. 0. Watts ... .
22 Is thP 'Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ..... ..
23 The Ch•istian Deit:v. Charles Watt.. .... ..
24 Moral Value of th ·Bible. Charles Watts .. ..
25 Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamty: It• Nature and Influence on
Civilization. Charles Watts . .. .. .. .. .. . · 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holvoake... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of' the Universe?
Austin Holyoake . . . .. . .. . . .. .... .. .. . .. 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? CharlesBrarUaur!h........ 5
89 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh
.... . 5
40 Poverty: Its Canse and Cure. M.G. H .... 10
42 Science and Bible Ant11.gonisti~. C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Reilemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic nf Death: or, Why Sh"nld the Atheist 5
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake
.... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi"al Comli
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh ..

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Conflict between Reason and Superstition.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

FOUNT JUN PEN, SOc.

MANNA SERIES.

·1
3
5
6

Original Manna for" God's Chosen." ....... 5
New l.ifA of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
201 O.nestions Without Answers.............. 5
Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
a'ld a Chinese lVIandarin . . . .. . . . ...... 10
7 Queries Submit.ted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak bnt Zealous Christian..
.. 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.oake .................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. B•adlaugh.... ... 5
For Men Only,
10 A Few Wordo about the Devil................ 5
11 NewTifeofJacob ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake .... , 10 Is a. physician of a wide and extensive practice
13 Sperimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10 and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
14 Acts of the Apostle": A Farce. A. H .
. . 10 treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
15 Lu~icrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10 middle-aged men, as tbe result of youthful errors
16 Twt>lve Apostles. Charles Bradlanl1h ...... 5 and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra~laugh:..... 5 hood, Wasping Disq4arges~.Vancocele, Mental
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlan~th.... .. 5 and Physical Debility, Imocy, Insanity, and
19 New Life of' Ab"aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 Death.
To those afllicted and who are desirous of being
20 New Life of l\'[oses. CharleR Bradlaugh.... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10 cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent t.n
their addre~s. for ten cents\ sealed in a. flain
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send envelope, grvmg causes ana Symptoms o the$1.10 wortb for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Api>lica.for.$3, and $10 worth for $5.
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS
Vineland, N. ;(
And sa:v you saw this advertisement in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel

tH£ HOY£D SPECIALIST,

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exarrd,.,,ation and Refutation of the Claims of the
SabbatariaruJ.
Pric:;e,

<il cents.

To

R~uulate

the

STOMACH, LIVE8
>NO BOWELS, TAI<II:

R1 PANS TABULE&

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 22, 1893.

AN example of religion<~ bigotry that is
attracting attention is the blackballing of
Theodore Seligman by the Union League
Club, of New York, because he is a.
Hebrew.
WM. BURBANK, a convert to the new
Carterite sect near Kalamazoo, Mich., has
been taned and feathered for paying so
much attention to religion aq to leave his
children without clothing and food.
PROTESTANTS in England are indignant
that the lord mayor of London, at a banquet friven by him at the Mans~on House
in honor of Cardinal Vaughan, m proposing the dual toast of the queen and the
pope placed the pope's name first.
THE temperance reform notion that all
liquor-selling should be done by the government has been le~slated into actuality
in South Carolina. That state is opening
barrooms and preparing to sell all the
liquor that will be allowed to be disposed
of after July 1st.
ABRAHAM MARTIN, an old negro of Atchison, Kan., has had in a dream a revelation
that another deluge is coming. He received commands to build an Ark and
freight it with. animals. He has been at
work on the Ark a year. He expects the
animals to begin arriving in pairs in June.
THlll corpse of a servant-girl named
Marie Paulik was fonnd in the Elbe river,
near Prague, Austria. The populace conceived that she had been murdered by
J ewe and her remains used in religious
rites. They wrecked a synagog and assaulted Jews and their dwellings so furiouRly that troops suppressed them only
with difficulty.

DID JEREMIAH MEAN THIS?
Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Behold, evil shall go forth from nation to nation, and a great whirlwind
shall be raised up from the coasts of the earth.-Jere. n:.v, 32.
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MEDICAL.

A 0 i g es t o f 8 c i e n ce . "

TH[ DYNAMIC THfORY Of ·Llf[ AND MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B • .ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chaptus• 1, 067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only $2.7'1),

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such e.s those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Do

fiO'U WiSlJ.

to !Je well inj'ormeat

THEN BEAD A OHAPTEB OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE Oil'
BOIENOE!

It is ent~rtaining as well. as enlightening, and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-(.e., a.pprec1ate th" worth of the Umversallliother.

Yon must own thi& book some day: why not NOW?
.A.ddres• THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Thomas Paine's works.
.!ge of Reason. Pap.,

e copies for $1; clo. 50c.

JoHN HILL, the seventeen-year-old
negro banged at Camden, N. J., on the
14th, for murder, at the scaffold said to
his lawyer: "Good-bye. Mr. Rex. I
If yon need a medicine pay attention to some- expect to meet you end all my kind
friends in heaven. Sheriff West has been
thing which will cure yon. It is known as
very good to me and I'll soon see him in
heaven." His last words were, "Jesus,
and is adapted . to curing, more especially, all Jesus, Jesus."
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
THE opening ceremonies of the Columsorts of inflammations of the internal organ~~such bian Exposition will be :
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers, llowel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of .Female Music-Columbian March and Hymn-John P.
Complaints. It is a Bzooa Purifier, and is an PXPaine.
cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
Prayer.
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring Presentation of Chi<f; of Departments and
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
Fortign CommisRioner• by the Directorappetite and producing sound sleep. It a~ts
GeneraL
steadily upon the urine, cleansin~r the blood by
Music-" In Praise of God "-Beethoven.
means of the 1i:ianeys, and acts mildly upon the Addre•s and Opening of the Exposition by the
bowels, thereby producing bodilY habits which
President.
are so essential to good health. This
Start;ntr of the Machinery, Dnring Which Time
Will Be PerformAd the "Hallelujah
·
Chorns"-Handel.
Official Visit to the Departments.
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
THE great Mormon Temple at Salt Lake
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and sim- City, the building of which hal! taken
ple, and not a manufactured article. The , nccess
it has achieved has coiDe mostly from its friends forty years, was dedicated on the 6th.
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a Brigham Young, Jr., BBid that politics are
pamphlet free, contaimng photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have as important to the Latter Day Saints as
used it, giving a forty-page history and all par- is religion and should be so considered by
ticulars about this remar1i:able water, to
the Mormon church. He predicted that
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
the destiny of the Saints is to become
6m12
34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. powerful politicianR and the rulers of the
world. Lorenzo Snow, president of the
Twelve Apostles of the church, advised
the Saints not to expect too much on the
opening of the temple, as Christ would not
come until the Saints were prepared to receive him properly, and that might be
ten or twelve or twenty years.
ARGUMENT

~5c.,

Age of Reason and Examina·.
tion of the Prophecie~
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B'
J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. PaP:
50c. ; clo., 75c.
Common Sense. Written :iJ;
1776. 15c.
Crisis.· Written Dtlring .A.m.
Revolution. Pap., 40C.; clo., 75c.
Great Works. 8vo. 800 pp.,
clo., $3; leather, $4; morocc<>
~ilt edges $4.50.
L1fe of. By J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap;>,.~C·
Life of. with Remarks oll.
Comte and Rousseau. By n
Blanchard. Pap., 40C.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
L1fe of. With Explanatory
Ob~ervations. By G. V:ale. Portralt. $1.
Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper. 22x28, $1.
Political and Religions Rf-·
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.
Political Works : "Common
Sense1" "Crisis," "Rights of
l\fan. • $1.1SO.

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lOc.
Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination of Provhecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.
·vindication of. Reply toN. Y.
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c.
~

~eeker Co~n:pauy.

The Water of Life,

Water of Life

Col. R. C. Ingersoll's
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy

Trial~

At .Morrist'Jwn, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christianpersecntion is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafa.yette place, New York.

WAS

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

A judicial consideration of the qnestion:a~d the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
TBE TRUTH BEEKER.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Anoient Egyptia.n Oiviliza.tion a.nd Hebrew Na.r·
ra.tive in Genesis and Exodus.
BY VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 ~nts.

Essay on Miracles ..
' By DAVID HU.ME.
l'riiM,

~~ MllliW

DETECTIVS employed by the Pittsbure-h Law and Order League hav accumulated a great mass of evidence of violations
of the Sunday law. They hav secured
the names of, and will complain against
the superintendent, officials, and stock:
holders of the Citizens' Traction Co.,
whose offense consists in running cars.
Bridge toll-takers will be prosecuted. A
detectiv in disgnise visited Carnegie's
Homestead mills, where he found a thousa~d men workingi that they w~>re doing
th1s not of necesBlty, but solely of their
own pleasure, and regardless of the desireR
of the Order League as to when they should
work, was confessed by the hardened
wretches. Coachmen who drive people to
church may be prosecuted•
AT JENSEN, a German and Russian village of Nebraska, Frieda Pruder, a nineyear-old girl, had spasms, and lost sight
and speech. A superstitious old woman
pronounced the child bewitched
The
child's mattress when opened wa~ found
fnll of feathers matted in uncanny shapes
of wreaths, flowers, and bi'rds The old
woman said that the first female that visited
the house next morning woulil be the
witch. The first one was Mrs. Miller, who
called to borrow spectacles. As her husband had once vainly attempted to sell
Pruder some property, it was now supP?Bed that M_rs. Miller was moved by
pique and desire of revenge. Dr. Erinberg treated the "hild in some mysterious
way, apparently by prayer. He was presently suspected of abetting the witch and
told that if he did not leave he wouid be
burnt at th~ stake. He left.
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COMPARATIV IGNORANCE-TdE HEATHEN CHINESE· AND THE CHRISTIAN CATHOLICS.
THIS ISSUE of THE TRUTH
SEEKER is sent to several thou ...
sand Freethinkers who are not
now subscribers. We hope they
will like the paper and authorize
us to place their names on our
list.

SUBSCRIBE NOW", and
read S. P. Putnam's letters
during the "World's F·air.
Tl~ey will be the best of all
the descriptions of the Fair.
~~very one will get a l~undred
times l~is money's worth 1n
these letters alone.

~~INFIDELS AND CHARITY." RELIGION NOT HISTORY. Creed of Christendom.
1

A.Ledehhowing that the oft-repeated Christia.u~·stldement that Infidels do not contribute
to J1lJr foulidcOharities is & falsehood. It ought to
b&'lfld.l!b:oircWatedto meet the calumny. Price,
II cents;. 50 aenjjtj a dozen. Address To TBUTH
B:&...,i IIIIJ Lafayette place, New 'Yor\, ·

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Test~ent.

Ita Foundation Contralted with Ita Supal'ltructure,

Spiritualism Sustained,
FIVE LEOTUBEB.

BY W. B. GREG.

IIY ,J'ohn B. Kelso, .&.1.'11.

.,..,,.Job '" 1. -1., 111mn. ~CI\I'OD •• $1.511.

tilmo, cloth. $1.00.
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New Publications.

A NEW BOOK--""AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!

.THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacer~otal Secrets.
" Write me no more fables, lest I be a fool ana
react the rictctles awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Stories · The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last 1 dam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique. on Jesus; A .Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation• The Thing!! That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

VALUABL:E ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Mncleni's Darwin. By Edward B.

· Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Colleg~l
London. The purpose of this book is to teu
SOII!ething of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity to investigate it fully for themselves. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2. Geoloaical
Works. 8. Botanical W arks. 4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2:·

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By

Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. 'l'he Dar.
winian Theory; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of·
Labor in the Life of Nature and of Man; CellSouls. and Soul-Cells. Part II. The Progress
B.nd W ark of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Perigenesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in Relation to
Science; The Ori&"in and Development of the
Sense Organs' Prtce, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David
Hume'~ Qelebratfld Essay<so foully mutilated
by Chnstian publishers, prmt~d complete, v.ith
an Introduction by John M. Robertson, editor
of the National Re.rormer. Price, 50 cents.

The. True Source of Christianity; or, A
Voice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the questions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEtl.

Antiquity
Unveiled.-oAncient Voices
from the Spirit
Realm ctisclose the
most Startling Revelations.
-a-

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.)

Price, - - - - $1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian I'eligion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonius,
especiaJly in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
ANEW WORK
BY

A.RTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by

J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of FreetMn1i:er.
Price, 1!!1. Order a.t once.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

New Publications.

To ·induce new subscriptions and
prompt renewals on the part of our
friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
By 'DR. JACOB HARTJ)-J:ANN.
For $6.00 we will send THE TRUTH
An explanation of the oriein of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the foi:mation
o% idol~ and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abrl)-h~m's I'~formatwn.an!'l SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
his bamshment for heresy and blasphemy ·agamst the Chat dean Iuols, to Christ.s commg, t.hethprtmtchipal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It IS made plam a
e
IJ~Culiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and sn.P~rnatural pad- Great Works Complete" (3.00). This
ding are the proper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstitiOn, constitut- edition of Paine's works contains a
ing the peculiar politics of the day.
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
Elimination of Waste Substances,
The Universal Aapect.
In General.
The Earth.
monument in New Rochelle.
By the Lungs.
The Chemical Aspect.
By the Skin.
For $6.00 we will send THE TRUTH
The Sun,
By the Kidneys.
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "The
Genesis-The Gard'OO. of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System. World's Sages, Thinkers, and ReformThe Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Soul-What Is It?
ers " ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
The Mind.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
For $4:.60 we will send TuB TRUTH
Sin and Salvation.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
SEEKER one year ($3) and "The
Rational Review.
God Save the King.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations. Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in
Jehovah Takes a Rfst.
The Planetary Gods.
cloth ($2.50).
The End of National Life;
Every Man Hie Own God.
The Christian Era.
For $4: we will send To TRUTH
to
Knowiedge.
Gateways
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Tllbles {J\forals; Whence They Spring.
SEEKER
one year ($3) and " The FreeOrganic Life-Animal. .
The Non Credo.
The 1\Iaster Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct. thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in
The 1\Iuscular Tissues.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
.
1\Iap of the Intellectual Faculties-TI:.e Mind. boards ($2).
Food and Food-Substances.
1\Iap of Theological Retrogression.
For $4: we will send TBE · TRUTH
1\Iap of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.
SEEKER
one year ($3) and a copy of
Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two ·Pages,
"Old Testament Stories Comically
Large 12mo.
illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send ·THE TRUTH
In Cloth, $1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
SEEKER
one year ($3) and " Old TestaTHE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
28
Lafayette
Place,
New
York.
Address
ment Stories Comically illustrated" in
board covers ($1).
For $7.00 we will send TnE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and the
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times " ($5.00), 'by D. M.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
Bennett. In two volumes. Vol. I
CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
gives a full account of all the gods the
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
nations of the earth have worshiped,
including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indich:i:tent
Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and
Against Je~us·; Were the Gual'ds Hired by the Prie•t~? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. Vol. II
the Bod;; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
describes fully all religious systems of
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifies,.
tre world, including Judaism, Motion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
hammedanism, and Christianity ; the
latter occupying 372 pages, being fully
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom"n Guards?
gone into. 949 pages.
The Origin of the Storv; St. Paul's Aceouut; St. Paul's Conversion; A. Modern
This is a splendid opportunity to
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resnrrection__§_t!JrY; The Testimony of
obtain books which every Liberal deContemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the-. Resurrection Well Attested?
sires to have at an exc~edingly low
Inspiration; Conclusion.
price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
glad
if our present readers will call
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City,
the attention of their friends to the
values offered.
·

The CreatTori of God.

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKFR.

fnstsad of a ]Joolt.
By AMan Too Busy to Write One.
Cullect from the Writings of B. R. Tuclcer.
This is a big book of over 500pages, and sets
forth the principles of Philosophical Anarchy.
In fact, it is the Creed, by the veritable John
Calvin, of that cult. 1\Ir. Tucker is a mental
plumb-line hewer and has the least regard for
where the chips fall of any one of the writers of
that careless camaraaerie. Anyone wanting to
knowthey
what
the that
thinking
Anarchists
think,
why
think
wav, will
have to get
oneand/
of
these books in order to know.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- The Freethinker's Badge-pin
I
I RI[ NC[I
AND

By s. P. Putna-.

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,

Being the stQIT of his reli_gious life and mental
lourneyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price. clnt.b, 50 nAnt8.

U0vEBB ME BT
By COL. JOHN

ANALYZED.
~·

}:::;SLSO.

Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government·
General Principles of Government; Function~
o_f Gov,ernment; Origin of .Gover';lment; Declaratwn of Independence;· Articles of Confederation·
Defects of the Confeder~tion; Formation of th~
ConstitutiOn of the Umted States; Taxation·
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
Tariff ·for Protection; War; ·Punishment· Mar~
By R. WHEELER.
to the Reli2'ion of tHe Futnre. Cloth, $1.
riage; Religion; Prohibition; :Money; What a
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin This book is just what its title implies-thump- Government Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
of the Christian Religion and the Significance ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity· on the world, showing power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed" and
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, ~
what
Christians
have
done
to
advan·oe
their
relig''Deity
Analyzed," will realize that in "GovernPhysical Education; or, The Health-Laws ion and impede the progress of man. It shows ment Analyzed"
they will hav the bedrock of
of Nature. Gl<ith, $1.
that Jesus was ~false prophet, th~Jot ~he _gospels human authority exposed, and will learn ~at
HousehoM Remedies for the Prevalent are not authentic, an!'! ~hat Chrlstiamt;v.Is ~bar- ..-ovornment is. Whether they will agree with
D!J!oJ9!rs of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.
rowed systell). of r,el!gwn. That the Bible IS not J his statement of what goverl).m.ent is depends
ZoOlogical Sketches :- A Contribution to m accord wrth Science, that the atonement . upon whether they lean to Socmhstic or Anarch
scheme
is futile and foolish~ and that religion is istic philosophy. But at all events everyone. ca~
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illusnot a rea.! benefit to man.
!learn something from this· book.
·
trated by H. Faber. Cloth..\. $2.
Price,~ cents, six for $1.
Price, $1.50. Sold by l'HETRUTH SEEKER.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEK ER,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
~ L&fayette place, New York City,
28 La.fayette Place, New York.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

Some· Handsome Premiums~

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

Will be .sent for ·$4.50. The
$2.75 Pm a.nd THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
WSill be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
~tEhKE!1 , $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
WI gi1t bowl, 50c. more.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Other Newspapers
WITH

The Tr4th Seeker.
Any of q~r readers who desire a. New York
wee)rly pohtical paper can obtain one of the followmg Ill connect10n with TH!!i TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Trtbune (Republican) weekly, and THE.
TRUTH SEEKER, •
·. $8 50
Trjtbune (Republican) semi-weekly, and THE
RUTH SEEKER,
4 l!5
T~e Sun (Democratic) weekly, and THE
RUTH SEEKER, •
8M
T~e Worlct (Democratic) wl)ekly, and THE·.
RUTH SEEKER,
_
_ . _ · • . a.
50
TljlE ARENA aM THE TRUTH SEEKER
Wlll be sent pne year both for . ~.
$6'.00
Wrth large piOture_vremiUm:with the Arena;. 6.'50
THE NORTH AMERIOAN 'RltVIEW hha
THE TR U'l'H BEEKER will be sent one year
f
or . •
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successiv nights without sleep, in order to compel
them to confess. These three methods were habitually employed with signal success ; many women
FOUNDED BY Do 111. BENNETJ'.
were in consequence condemned, and a considerable
E. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. proportion of them were hanged. But such scenes
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
did not take place without one noble protest. A
. APRIL ~9, 1893. layman named Reginald Scott published, in 1584,
SATURDAY,
====================~== his "Discovery of Witchcraft," in which he unSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
masked the imposture and the delusion of the sysSingle subscriPtion, in a.dvance ................................ 13 00 tem with a boldness that no previous writer had
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00
Two new subscribers ............................................. li 00 approached, and with an ability which few subse~
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00
quent writers hav equaled. Keenly, eloquently,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitta.nce ........................................................ 'f 00 and unflinchingly, he exposed the atrocious torments
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ S :iO by which confessions were extorted, the laxity and
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitinjustice of the manner in which evidence was coltance .......................................................10 00
lected,
the egregious absurdities that filled the
Any number over five at the same ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
remittance.
writings of the inquisitors, the juggling tricks that
Monev slloulc% be sent bV express companv's monev oraer, were ascribed to the devil, and the childish folly of
postal order, ara.tt on New Yorlc, or !JV reatstered letter• the magical charms. He also availed himself in a
.Address oommuntoauons and malce drafts, clleclcs, post-Otf!CB
very dextrous manner of the strong Protestant
a.nd express monev oraers pavable to
E. M. MA ODONALD,
28 LaJavettl' Place, New Yor.t.
feeling, in order to discredit statements that emanated from the Inquisition. But so strong was
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We s~all be obliged to our
readers if they w-ill send us the na1ne and address of the belief in witchcraft, so fortified in its ramparts
any Freethinker w-ho is not a regular subl!lcriber.
of church doctrin and biblical assurance, that it
remained entirely unaffected by the attempted
Witchcraft in England.
refutation, and when James I. mounted the throne
We described in our last number the persecution he found the nation perfectly prepared to second
by the Christian church of those whom that institu- him in his zeal against the witches. James, although
tion styled witches, through the countries of conti- he hated the Puritans, had caught in Scotland
nental Europe. We will now relate the course of much of the tone of thought concerning Satanic
the same persecution in England.
power which the Puritans had always encouraged,
In England the belief in witchcraft was much and which was exhibited to the highe >t perfection
ess prominent than on the continent.
Owing in the Scottish mind. He was continually haunted
partly to its insular position and partly to the in- by the subject. He had himself written a dialog
tense political life that from the earliest period ani- upon it; he had confidently ascribed his stormy
mated the people, there was formed in England a passage on his return from Denmark to the machfearless and self-reliant type of character essentially inations of the witches, and he boasted that the
distinct from that which was common in Europe, .ievil regarded him as the most formidable of op-eminently free from morbid and superstitious ter-- ponents. This storm was the origin of one of the
rors: and averse to the more depressing aspects of most horrible of the many horrible Scotch trials on
religion. It was natural, however, that amid the record. One Dr. Fiim was suspected of having
conflicts of the Reformation, some of the darker su- aroused the wind, and a confession was wrung
- perstitions should arise ; and we accordingly find from him by torture, which, however, he almost
Cranmer, in one of his articles of visitation, direct- immediately afterward retracted. Every form of
ing his clergy to seek for "any that use charms, torture was in vain employed to vanquish his obsorcery, enchantments, witchcraft, soothsaying, or duracy. The bones of his legs were broken into
. any like craft invented by the devil." We find also small pieces in the boot. All the torments that
a very few executions under Henry VIII.; but in Scottish law knew of were succesf'ivly applied. At
the following reign the law on the subject was re- last, the king-who personally presided over the
pealed, and was not renewed till the accession of torture-sug-gested a new and more horrible device.
Elizabeth. New laws were then made, which were The prisoner, who had been removed during the
executed with severity; and Jewell, when preach- deliberation, was brought in, and (we quote the coning before the queen, adverting to the increase of temporary nal'rat.iv) "l:is nailes upon all his fingers
witches, expressed a hope that the penalties might were riven and pulled off with an instrument, called
be still more rigidly enforced. "May it please in Scottish a turkas, which in England wee call a
your grace," he added," to understand that witches payre of pincers, and under everie naile there was
and sorcerers within these few years are marvel- thrust in two needles over, even up to the heads."
ously increased within your grace's realm. Your However, notwithstanding all this, "so deeply had
grace's subjects pine away even unto death; their the devil entered into his heart, that hee utterly
color fadeth, their fl<lsh rotteth, their speech is be- denied all that which he before avouched," and he
numbed, their senses are bereft.
I pray was burnt unconfessed. Soon after James's acGod they never practice further than upon the sub- cession to the throne of England, a law was enacted
ject." On the whole, however, these laws were far which subjected witches to death on the first conmilder than those on the continent. For the first victio 1, even though they should hav inflicted no
conviction, witches who were not shown to hav de- injury upon their neighbors. This law was passed
strayed others by their incantations were pun- when Coke was attotJl.ey-general, and Bacon a
ished only by the pillory and by imprisonment, membe-rorP'arlia~t ;--and twelve -bishops s_!.t
while those who were condemned to death perished upon the commission to which it was referred. The
by the gallows instead of the stake. Besides this, prose-ciittons werB rapidly multiplied throughout
torture, which had done so much to multiply the the coun£ry;-6U"t especi!l1iy-inuLancashire ;_and at
evidence, had always be0n illegal in England, and tbe same time the general tone of literature was
the witch-finders were compelled to content them- strongly tinged with the superstition. Sir Thomas
selvs with pricking their victims all over in hopes Browne d~chred that those who denied the existof discovering "the insensible Elpot," with throwing ence of witchcraft ~ere not only Infi~els, but also,
them into the water to ascertain whether they would- b_x implicaj,i_o:g, Atheists.
sink or swim, and with keeping them during severaf :--- But, great as were the exertions made by James

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00
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to extirpate witchcraft, they completely sink into
insignificance before those which were made during
the Commonwealth. As soon as furita~ g~ed
an ascendancy in the country, as soon as its ministers succeeded in imparting their gloomy tenets
to the governing classes, the superstition assumed
a gigantic magnitude. D_21ring the few years of
Co
onwealth, there is reason to oeueve .J!ays
Le.Qky's :::rnstory of -:Rationalism.:' that more
~eged witches perished in England than in
the wJrnle period before and after. Nor 1s tliis to
be ascrtl5ed entirely to the judges or the legislators,
for the judges in former reigns never shrank from
condemning witches, and C~ell was in most
respects far superior to his predecessors. It was
simply !}w JJH.tural result of Puritanical teaching
acting on the mind, predisposing men to see Satamc·
influence in life, and consequently eliciting the
phenomena of witchcraft. A panic on the subject
spread through the country; and anecdotes of
Satanic Eower soon crowded in from every side.
The county of Suffolk was especially agitated, and
the famous witchltn<ler, Matthew H~ns, pronounced it to be infested with witches. A commission was accordingly issued, and two dist_inguished
Presbyterian divines were selected by the Parliament to accompany it. It would hav been impossible to tak9 any measure more calculated to stimulate the prosecution, and we accordingly find that
in Suffolk sixt~rso~s ~e hane-ed for witchcraft
in a ~ar.
mong others, an Anglican
clergyman, named Lowes, who was now vergingon
'h
...___
~y, and who for fifty years had been an irreproachable minister of his church, fell under the
suspicion. The unhappy old man )t~S~aw~ke
for several successiv nights, and persecuted~
wS:S weary of :illS life;lmd was scarcely sensible of
what he said or did." He was then thrown into the
water, condemned, and hanged. According to the
story which circulated among the members of the
Established church, he maintained his innocence
manfully to the end. If we believe the Puritanical
account, it would appear that his brain gave way
under the trial, and that his accusers extorted from
him a wild romance, which was afterward, with
many others, reproduced by Baxter "for the con-'~
version of the Sadducee and the Infidel."
We hav seen that the conception of witchcr!l-ft,
which had existed in England from the earliest
period, assumed for the first time a certain prominence amid the religious terrorism of the Reformation ; that its importance gradually increased as the
trials and executions directed public attention to the
subject; and that it, at last, reached its climax under the gloomy theology of the Puritans. In its
decline, the clergy continued to assert and defend
it, when the great bulk of educated laymen had
abandoned it. The skepticism on the subject arose
among those who were least governed by the
church, advanced with the decline of the influence
of the clergy, and was commonly branded as a
phase and manifestation of In~t1a1;~.,.
By these clerg;ymen, every attempt to substitute
a Jigbter punishment for death was Jiercely denounced as a direct violation of the divine law.
Indeed, some c:Q_urchmen,J2:ent so far as to question
the lawfulness of stranglin'i{the witch befu,re she
was burnt. Her crime, they said, was treason
against the almighty, and therefore to punish it by
any but the most agonizing deaths was an act of
disrespect to him. Besides, the penalty in the
Levitical code was stoning, and stoning had been
pronounced by the Jewish theologians to Qe a still
more painful death than the stake.
In 1768 John Wesley prefaced an account of an
apparition that had been related by a girl named
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Elizabeth Hobson, by some extremely interesting
sentences on the subject.· "It is true, likewise,"
he wrote, "that the English in ~eneral, and indeed
most of the men of learning in Europe, hav given
up all accounts of witches and apparitions as mere
old wives' fables. I am sorry for it, and I willingly
take this opportu~ity
entermg my sole:rp.n p_rotest against this violent compliment which so many
that believe the Bible pay to tho!le who do not believe it. ·I owe them no such service. I take
knowledge that these are at the bottom of the o~t
cry which has been raised, and with such inSolence
spread through the land, in_ direct opposition, not
only to the Bible, but to the suffrage of tbe wisest
and best men in all ages and nations. They well
know (whether Christians know it or not) that the
giviEg up witchcraft . is in effect .giving up the

or-
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Wenav now, in this and former issues- of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, delineated the. generation, by the
fathers of the chln-cli, of_the doctrin that Satan and
his emissaries styled witches controlweather and
disease, with an. account of how ·the . scientifi~
theories of the matter were suppressed, and how
the false doctrin was based throughout on the
Bible; and hav narrated the persecution bred by
the belief in the continent and in England. In one
or more future papers we will relate the course of
that persecution in Scotland, and our own United
States; with the aim of furnishing Freethinkers
herein with a completer exposition of the subject
than has heretofore been provided t4em. Meanwhile, they are to reflect that the Bible and Christianity are unavoidably responsible for all these
horrors; and that these frightful superstitions hav
declined only because of the decline of the influence
· of the clergy, and will naturally revive at any time
whatever when that body may contrive to obtain
more power.

Freethought Produces Happiness.
It is sometimes said that those Freethinkers disbelieving in a future existence must be less happy
than Christians.
Herlil there is· overlooked the
. following vital consideration. A belief in heaven
sufficiently strong to be of any value in supplying
happiness can be entertained only by a people very
ignorant ; a people very ignorant is always in misery
through inability to gratify its earthly, every-day
wants and through the combativness, injustice,
and tyranny inseparable from ignorance.
And
as what is remote and impalpable makes a less
impression upon the mind than what is near and
. palpable, so the dim expectations of a heaven will
in such a case be far overbalanced by the actual
felt ills around one every day. So here we hav
the two possible conditions of the race in regard to
this matter. Ignorant enough to believe in heaven,
but unhappy through the trouble invariably accomp~nying ignorance. Or, with intelligence enough
to discredit the heaven and thus losing a slight source
of gratification, but by the better conditions of life
provided by that intelligence kept in a constant or
nearly constant state of happiness. Ignorance and,
on the whole, unhappiness. Or, intelligence, and,
. on the whole, happiness.
But this is not all. Add to this that not only is
the ignorant life unhappy, but it is shorter; not
only is the intelligent life happy, but it is longer.
At the epoch of the Reformation, estimates Dr. Jarvis,
the health officer and statistician, "the average
longevity in Geneva was 21.21 years; between 1814
and 1833 it was 40.68; as large. a number of
persons_ now 1iv to seventy years as lived to forty
three hundred years ago." "In those days of
shrine-cures and ghostly remedies," says Professor
.Draper, «the death-rate was_ about .one in twentythree; under the present more material practice it
is about one_ in forty." In the ignorant Christian
ages inadequate food, clothing, shelter, and sanitary
regulations to obviate epidemics, reduced life to a
wretched briefness; now the life-term is steadily
increasing. And more. It has been asked, why
may we not continue this le~gthening of the life. term i~definitly? Our ability to do much in that
line we hav substantiated by actual facts; why
goubt our ~bility to continue what we hav com-

menced T And if we do ·so will this not be the
securing of what may be called an· enduring life, a
future life-the very thing the Christians long for 1
Some think that our knowledge of chemistry and
physics generally may presently enable us to control those chemical and physical processes producing
what w.e call life, organjz!1tion, disorganization, dis-·
ease, decay, death. - To science, they say, nothing
is impossible. In that case there would be no
assignable limit to life. Without pronouncing
npon t~is opinio~, we at least may point triumphantly- to the actual facts that Rationalism has
already lengthened life, and may confidently be
expected to increase its length still more.
Another consideration ignored by the Christian
getters-up of the theory which we are combating, is
the fact that when people hav believed in a heaven
with a strength enabling them_to derive happiness
.from the a~ticipation, .they hav also believed in a
hell with a vividness of realization causing them
great misery. Though in the present age the contemplation Qf future damnation racks but few
hearts and unsettles but few minds, during the
centuries when Christianity was more pervasivly
held it did cause sufferings inconceivable. When
the belief in heaven was operativ enough to afford
somewhat of pleasure, the belief in hell was operativ
enough to produce a great deal of pain.
Persons who believe the Christian cult more
productiv of happiness than the Infidel, do so on
the word of preachers. Whoever will read the history of the most thoroughly Christian centuries
will find that beside the present comparativly
Rationalized age they were gloom beside light, a
dungeon-cell beside a mountain-top, inferno beside
paradise.

The World's Fair Sundays.
A final decision as k> closing the Columbian Exposition Sundays is now expected daily. It is to
be rendered by the Fair's national commission, and
local directory at Chicago.
Language suitable for characterization of the
attempt to close the Exhibition Sundays is difficult
of selection. Every right-thinking man feel • swelling within him feell.ngs toward the perpetrators of
the outrage which are scarcely describable and
which will inflame him to a redoubled warfare on
churchism for many a year before their force shall
hav been spent.
For many Sundays workingmen hav been hard
at work inside the grounds of the Fair digging in
the mud. draining swamps, sweating while those
known as good people were at church, to enable
those good people when the time should come to
see the Fair on week-days. It is taxing to describe
the character of the man who has the impertinence
to say that those workingmen. when the Fair is
finished and their work is cut down to six days
only, shall not be allowed to go with their families
and other workingmen to see and study the Fair
.which they created. When one has seen hundreds
of men working every Sunday on the Fair it seems
almost impossible that any sane man should oppose
keeping the Fair open for them on their only usable
day .
. w_e can do little better than quote the expressions
of Arthur Brisbane in the New York. World, which
are that those who in !'list _on Sunday closing may be
fairly divid~d into th~ee cla~ses:
"First. Hypocrite, legislatm;s and others who vote and
work for. Sunday closing because they bel~eve, it will
help them with a certain class of prejudiced voters.
"Second; Men ·who do na't think very much, who are
entirely selfis-h and who, bema-· able to see all they want
to of<the Fair during the week, think it would be just as
well to keep it closed on Sunday.
,
"Third. Per~ectly well-meaning, honest people, who
believe that-Sunday opening is wrong. because they hav
been told so, and who will not change their minds because they·hav never learned:how to think."
The first two classes, says Mr. Brisbane, are of
course unworthy of any consideration, the third
should be kindly arid tenderly repressed as an
infant is when it tries to get near the fire. To Mr.
Brisbane's ideas we hav to add only that the persons
of his third category, who "hav been told so," hav
thus been told solely on account of ac0urs~d church
and churchman.

The Church an F.nemy of' Our Health.
As science, feebly beginning to draw breath and
stir after its long stifling by Christianity, spreads
incipiently through the land, cities one after another
are opening their eyes to the circumstances surrounding them as affecting their health. New
York city, after yielding during decades unnumbered victims to the Moloch of Christian Ignorance, has awakened to the fact 'that by
purifying its water sLpply it may greatly abate
many diseases. Typhoid fever, diarrheal diseases,
and cholera are largely, some mainly, propagated by the entrance into healthy bodies of germs
from the bowels of the diseased. At present, the
lake whence New York draws her drinking water
drains a region which has been permitted to be
settled by a multitude of persons, and the sewage
of those individuals is transmitted unpurified to the
city's water faucets. A commission is at this tardy
date endeavoring to abate the nuisance. As the
commission is swayed by the Tammany ring and not
by physicians, it is doing its work dilatorily and
bunglingly. But even this limping move in the right
direction is not allowed to pass without opposition
from the ancient enemy of every scientific and
man-benefiting work, the church. The managers
of a church at Mt. Kisco, in the city's watershed,
individuals knowing all about theology but
uninstructed in sanitary science, insist on their
fundamental right to pollute the drinking water
of New Yorkers. At proceeding& in the office
of Health Commissioner Daly, one day last
week, E. A. Horton, who represented the
Roman Catholic Church of St. Francis, opened by
insisting that the Church of St. Francis had constitutional rights of drainage into Branch brook,
and that it was folly to suppose that the city of
New York could come in there and stop it from
exercising privileges which it had bought with the
land on which it stood. "Do you mean to say
that you hav the constitutional right to dump filth
into the drinking water of New York city?" alilked
Lawyer Dykman. "I think we hav some rights,"
asserted the opposing counsel. "Your client is violating the law of the state and the laws of common
decency," returned Mr. Dykman," and as pastor of
the church is liable to arrest and imprisonment."
A Catholic paper, by the way, remarks: "Smallpox is epidemic in Antwerp and cholera is still prevalent in Russia. If America escapes a visit from
these plagues this year, its freedom from pest will
be most Providential." But the truth is that
America's escape will be just in proportion as it
ignores Providence, and givs itself over to the
doctrin that events follow not supernatural volitions
but a natural unbreakable order of cause and
effect.

Religion Perpetuating Se})aration and Animosity.
We hav occasionally pointed out that religion
tends to perpetuate barriers and distinctions between the communities of the earth; and thus
it does harm, for the obliteration of all such
barriers is one of the most necessary features of
progress; since it is requisit to the free interchange
of thought, criticism, and invention, and to the extinction of sectional prejudice and spirit of war.
An example of this effect of religion is furnished
by late public utterances of Jewish rabbis. Some
writers in the press, influenced rather by the wish
which is father to the thought than by exact
observation, had been speaking of the intermingling
of Jews and non-Jews as a thing of near apprr·ach,
perhaps already beginning. Thereupon some protectors of Hebrew narrowness arose and vehemently
denied the suggestion. Among them, H. Pereira
Mendes, " minister to Spanish and Portuguese
Hebrews, New York city," givs what he calls
"the opinion of, without exaggeration, 999-1,000ths of
my people.
"Assertion No. 1.-' That intermarriage between Jew
and gentile is not prohibited,' because, for example,
l\Ioses forbade intermarriage only with the proscribed
nations of Canaan. (See Ex. xxxiv, 16.) The reply to
this is, that intermarriage with other than the Cano.anite
nations is aleo cited as something to be condemned as is
seen in 1 Kings xi, 1; Ezra be, 1, where are ~entioned
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Ammon, Moab, Egypt, and Edom. They were not of
the Canaanite nations citE'd.
"From the Jewish standpoint, intermarriage with any
people who ascribe divinity to any being except to God
alone, is p-rob.ibited. We are to be 'separated' from
other peoples (Lev. xxi, 24-26). How can we be 'separated' if we intermarry?
"Assertion No.-2-' That we Hebrews are no longer a
nation.' This is fi~ttlY contradicted in J er. xxxi, 35, 36,
where it says Wf' are destined to be a nation 'forever.'
"Assertion No. 3-' That initiation into the Abrahamic
covenant (circumcision) is not necessary for proselytes.'
. . . Jewish law does insist upon the initiation referred to, and it is well that the contrary assertion should
be corrected by chapter and verse. I need only quote
Ex. xii, 46, where a man not initiated is even forbidden
to join in the great national festival, which annually celebrates the birth of our nation. How, then, can he be
received as actually one of the nation without said initiation ? I quote only from the Bible, for that is in the
hands of your readers. Rabbinical law is even more
precise. But extended discussion, especially from such a
standpoint, should.be only in the Jewish religious press."
Did the Freethought sentiment of universal, nonsectarian brotherhood prevail, the Jews of Russia
would not be holding and proclaiming notions like
the above; and would not be separated .from their
Russian co-.dwellers and persecuted by them. And
the Russians would not be narrow-souled and fanatical Christians, and would not want to persecute.
"The world is my country, to do good my religion "-when, when will this noble Rationalistic
principle pervade mankind 1
At Niagara Falls, on the 19th, Colonel Ingersoll
was interviewed by a reporter on his impressions
of the scene there. Instead of giving a burst of
eloquence over its grandeur and majestic awfulness,
the distinguished visitor said: "Niagara Falls is a
dingerous place." "D~ you mean the hackmen,
Mr. Ingersoll?" "No. I mean those great rushing waters. There is nothing attractiv to me in
them. They are really dangerous. There is so
much noise; so much tumult. -It is simply a mighty
force of nature-one of those tremendous powers
that is to be feared for its danger. What I like in
nature is a cultivated field, where men can work in
the free open air, where there is quiet and repose_no turmoil, no strife, no tumult, no fearful roar or
struggle for mas':ery. I do not like the crowded,
stuffy workshop, where life is a slavery and drudgery.
Giv me the c ilm, cultivated land of waving grain, of
flowers, of happiness." Mrs. Ingersoll, who accompanied her husband, was enraptured with the
beauties of Niagara.

----------------------

At Toronto, Can , on the 19th, Judge Armour
told a jury that a certain couple could not be convicted under Camidian law for adultery. He said
the law under which they were arrested had been
passed to prevent Mormonism from entering the
Northwest .territories. It said no man could keep
or hav more than one wife under the same roof.
"The Mormons," said the judge, "are allowed by
their own laws to hav as many wives as they can
comfortably keep. All the women are kept under
the same roof, but there is no quarreling, and each
wife is equally well cared for. In Canada a man
often has two women, but there is always
one favorit and the other is not cared for.
I may also say the two women are not
kept under the same roof. But the Christian
Canadian who looks after only one wife will not
allow the heathen Mormon to enter this country.
I hav the law here before me, and as there is no
evidence that the prisoner was keeping two wives
he cannot be convicted under the act." The case
was discharged. These animadversions upon
Christians' own delinquencies, coming from the
side of that sect which they persecuted and wellnigh extirpated simply out of jealousy of a religion outthriving their own, are in the nature of a
"righteous retribution."

The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Stand·
point.
· In May we shall begm the publication of a series
of letters which will be of great interest and
beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
Chicago, and they will be about the World's great
Fair, which opens in that lively and booming town
on May 1st. Mr. Putnam's description-as everyone who knows him knows~will not .. be the com-

monplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
corr€lspondent, but the impressions made upon a
cosmopolitan poet by 1he aggregation of "amples ofthe world's progress in mechanics, .art, literature,
knowledge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
broad, wide and deep-,-a picture and a panorama,
a history of human advance from "t-hat man .in the
dug out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
nature--so far as taese forces are subdued. ThE'
letters will be essentially a Freethinker's .view of
the Fair, what it shows, and what it foreshadows,
and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
letters to be written by them. there will be none
like the writer of the Freethought views and his
descriptions. Readers of his "News and Notes"
will agree with us in this estimate, we know.
We shall be obliged to our friends if. they will
call the attention of their friends to this announcement and suggest to them that a six months'
subscription wlll insure them the receipt of these
letters, which will alone be worth many times the
cost of the paper.

time Ispoke or preached in Worcester was in an
orthodox Congregational church in 1868, when I
was just entering the orthodox ministry. Great
changes hav occurred since then, both in Worcester
and in myself; Forty-five years ago I attended the
Old -South church on the Common, where everything was solemn. and Puritanic. I remember the
dismal sermons and the tedious Sunday-school and
the holy Sabbath. But times hav changed. Worcester is pervaded bv a Liberal spirit, and stands
well to • the front. There was even an exhibition
open on Sunday afternoon for the b~nefit of tbe
people. I met ~ld schoolmate friends here that I
hav not seen for years, and I find that they are on the
path of progress. Worcester is a growing city, and
friend Clark is doing a noble work in . bringing
together its advanced elements. Other lectures
will be given and the campaign carried on with
greater vigor n~·xt year.
Monday I leave Worcester for Bristol, Conn.,
a.nd here I find a stalwart few. I did not· hav a
large audience at the Opera House, but it was appreciativ, and I am cordially invited to return again
to this place. Mr. C. F. Michal, of the Commercial
House, is also proprietor of the Opera House, and
he generously gave me the use of the Opera House
n
for the lecture. and also entertained me in cordial
fashion, and in every way helped to make the
lectures a succPss. I was pleased to meet with
News and Notes.
Elliott., now of New Britain, about ten miles from
The uncertain April weather darkened into a Bristol. The last time I met him was at Portland,
storm and I did not hav a. great many present at. Ore., where we ca'11paigned together. Elliott is
the lecture, Friday evening, April 14th, at Harwich, always ready to tackle the preachers, and givs them
Mass. But there are some few of the old anti- more than they bargain for in many a debate.
slavery band yet left, and they were not afraid to
I leave Bristol on Tuesday morning for New
stand upon the picket line on a rainy night. Per- York. I make a flying visit to Larchmont Manor
haps if I try Harwich again in summer weather with Dr. E. B. Foote; hav a chat with Professor
there will be an improvement. There is a Spiritual- Beall, of " The Brain and the Bible;" recuperate
ist camp-meeting here on grounds fronting the myself in the TRUTH SEEKER office looking at the new
sea and the attendance is quite large dul'ing the books, etc. I leave to-da.y, April 20th, for Dayton,
warm months, and the voice of Washburn and 0 , where I lecture on Friday and Sunday mornothers has been heard here in unison with the ing, and ut Cincinnati on Sunday evening. Then
music of the waves. Mr. Robbins gave me a pleas- I journey to Chicago and the World's Fair.
ant drive along the shore and across country, where
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
the beautiful lakes are shining in the sun. The cape
here is about seven miles wide from sea to sea, and
To My Uberal Friends.
within the middle, which is called the "backbone,"
I propose to publish a pamphlet, the middle
are a large_ number of lakes, from one mile to
three miles in length, with wooded shores and steep part of which appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER
bluffs, as if once on a time an immense tidal wave this week, entitled, "Religion a Curse, Religion a
from the ocean had plunged with mighty fury upon Disease, Religion a Lie." I consider that we are
the level cape and scooped out these vast reservoirs. drifting into a most dangerous religions tyranny
They adorn the landscape with limpid beauty and
offer, in their sylvan surroundings, a charming con- and war. It is not simply church and theology
trast to the boundless blue which off Harwich that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
of these, which is what I hav defined it to be. We
stretches to Europe in one unbroken tide.
Saturday morning I bid my friend Robbins and must understand religion, and for the safety of the
his family good-bye, having greatly enjoyed my race we must destroy religion. I want this book
visit among the Cape Cod folks, and I do not think to be widely read. It is important. Religion as
one can find any better place to liv than on these
the foe of humanity is not sufficiently understood.
shores, where the standard of liberty has always
We
do not realize its terrific nature. I hav written
been unfurled. The old Puritans were not quite so
savage here as elsewhere. They felt somewhat the this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
softening influences of the sea, especially in bright the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
summer days, when like the blue lEgean itself statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for this
flowed and sparkled the gentle waters. There has book. Circulate it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
always been a Liberal spirit in this home of the
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
wandering sailor, who from every land has brought
something of knowledge and the romance of
Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture Engagements.
adventure, and theology has not been quite so
Colonel Ingersoll will make a short lecturing tour, bestern. It has had to be penetrated with the glory
ginning this month, and his dates are as follows:
of the sunny sea and the sunny sky.
On Saturday I return to Boston, where I hav the Buffalo, N. Y.,
April 18 Columbus, 0.,
May 1
"
20 Dayton, 0.,
"
a
pleasure of meeting Washburn, of the Investigator, Toronto, Ont.,
"
21 Fort Wayne, Ind., "
a
who always givs the Secular Pilgrim good cheer. Hamilton, Ont.,
London, Ont ,
"
22 Indianapolis, Ind., "
oi
After arduous labor in the field, it is with a glow Rochester, N.Y., "
24 Evansville, Ind.,
"
5
of hope that I strike Paine Memorial Hall, that Syracuse, N.Y.,
"
25 Terre Haute, Ind., "
6
"
30 St. Louis, Mo.,
"
7
lifts its gallant front against superstition. Here Cincinnati, 0.,
·is a fortress that will not surrender to the enemy.
Liberals living in the vicinity of these cities can learn
Saturday evening I go the Boston Museum of the locations of the halls and theaters from local papers.
old-time pleasant memory, and witness one of the Probably moat of our readers around these places will make
best plays of the day, "Shore Acres," by Hearne, something of a journey to hear these lectures, and they
who plays the principal role. I was surprised and will be well repaid for their trouble.
delighted to find this an outspoken Freethought
play, and it takes immensely. Advanced ideas are
Book Note.
skilfully woven in, and form a part of the romance
J.
E.
Remsburg's
books
continue to hav a large sale.
of the drama. It is sufficient to say that the AtheOne
dealer
has
sold
nearly
three thousand copies in six ·
ist doctor-the hero and the lover-comes out
ahead. It is a picture of real Yankee life, with the months. They are used extensivly for missionary purposes. During the past few months the Liberals of
new thoughts of the world irradiating the olden Belvidere, Ill., hav purchased three hundred copies; of
time.
.Dublin, Tex ; Manchester, Conn. ; Marcus, Ia. ; StillI lecture at Boston on Sunday afternoon to a water, Okla, and Crookston, Minn., from one hundred
fine audience. Boston always givs a generous to one hundred and fifty copies each; Cooperstown, N.
welcome to the Freethought speaker.
:Q.; Rogers, Ark.; Pine Bluff, Ark.; Norse, Tex . ; ShepI leave Boston Sunday- afternoon, 5 o'clock, herd, Mich.; Findlay, 0.; Climiland, 0.; Glens Falls,
for Worcester, Mass., where W. B. Clark has in- N. Y.; Rexford, Kan.; Gaylord, Kan.; Bruce; S. D.;
augurated a successful movement. Remsburg and Waxahachie, Tex.; Vera Cruz, Ind.; Detroit, Mich.,
Washburn hav been there before me, and been and Toledo, 0., from fifty to one hundred copies each. ·
greeted by large audiences. I was equally fort- Nearly one thousand copies hav been sent to members of
unate myself, and after a lapse of twenty-five years Congress, and the legislatures of a half dozen litates hav ·
I again addressed a Worcester public. The last been supplied with them.

J
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$oienoe and 'I)rogrsss.
Patent Privileges.
.The Panama trial makes it probable that the Old
World has been tricked out of $200,000,000 under
the pretext of a profitable enterprise in the New.
Ever since the discovery· of facts implicating ·.a
num her of prominent French Rationalists, the Roman
Catholic church has kept up a howl of indignation,
and may really feel sore at the infringement of her
patent-rights. A freight train stretching from
Rome to Cai~o would barely suffice to transport
th.e boodle which Roman Catholic priests hav contnved to collect under the promis of repayment in
another world.
Mountain Sanctuaries •
. Just. about three hundred years ago the archbishop of Granada ordered the execution of a tribe
of harmless highlanders who had retained the faith
of their pagan ancestors in the fastnesses of the
Sierra Nevada, but traces of heresy are nevertheless
said to linger in ·the Alpucares, whE)re the Moors
maintained a practical independence for at least
fifty years after the surrender of Boabdil el Chico.
The Lhe~gians of the eastern Caucasus still profess
the doctrms of the Koran in spite of their nominal
subjection to the Russian government, and in the
highlands of Savoy the followers of Peter Waldus
(a. :rotestan~ ~f strong Unitarian proclivities) now
enJoy the rehgious freedom which their forefathers
defended against the murderous attacks of the orthodox man-hunters, who invaded their mountains
at least twenty different times.
Volcanic Phenomena.
rr:he earthquake of Sumbava (south of Borneo)
durmg the first week of February was accompanied
by a three days' rain-shower resembling a continuous
cloudburst. A ledge of isolated rocks, south of the
isla:r;td, were swallowed· by the opening of a submarme crater, and the dense clouds of steam arising
from that part of the coast drifted north and Baemed
to be condensed in the form of rain as soon as they
came in contact with the cooler air-currents of the
uplands. Captain Roesner, of Batavia, who witnessed the phenomenon from the wharves of Lombo~ harbor, states that its results struck him with
a possible explanation. of the traditional deluge. A
~ast tract of land has undoubtedly been submerged
m the northern part of the Indian ocean, and the
vapor-clouds evolved by the interaction of fire and
water may hav returned to earth in the form of an
unprecedented rain-shower. The long chain of
islands stretching from Ceylon to Papua presents
the same characteristics of geological formation, and
may once hav formed a continuous peninsula of the
Asiatic continent.
The Atonement Dogma.
Angelo Ghigi, the bandit-chief taken red-handed
in the mountains of Sardinia, a few weeks ago, turns
o~t a. zealous partisan. of the church, and during
his trial repeatedly dechned to answer the questio!l.s
of a cross-examiner whose scurrilous remarks had
wounded his religious sensibilities. The number
of his robberies must run up in the hundreds, but
as an offs~t he appears to hav enforced fast-days
and patromzed the venders of relics and miracleworking images.
Notions of Beauty.
A Georgia ethnologist doubts if the "buck darkies" of his nativ state at heart consider the
pre~tie~t
Cauc~sian
girl a
peer of an
EthiOpian belle m full cake-walk rig, and on the
Congo the blackest, greasiest, and snub-nosiest females seem actually to hold the trump cards of the
matrimonial market. The matrons of Papua rarely
permit a girl of decent parentage to make her social
debut before they hav knocked a couple of her front
teeth o~t, and the Brazilian botocudos split their
upper hps to expose the teeth in a sort of perpetual
grin which they consider the acme of personal
elegance. All such things, however, are mere
trifles compared to the anomalies of moral esthetics if it is true that more than one accomplished
scholar prefers the nauseous rant of Howling
Jeremy to the poetry of Virgil and Sophocles.
A. Pricked Bladder.
:r'he general increa~e of prosperity in at least
thrrty states of our Umon naturally results in more
liberal contributions of St. Peter's Pence but that
gain does not begin to outweigh the loss' of moral
and material prestige on the other side of the Atlantic. Greek Russia, Protestant Germany and·
Freethinking France hold the hegemnny of th~ conti:r;tent as indis:putably as Protestant England main.
tams the empire of the sea; Hungarian Protestants and North Austrian skeptics are getting the
inside track in the political arena of the Danube
countries, the progressiv elements of Italy are radi-

c~lly anti-clerical, and before long the holy father
will hav to puff his balloon with the whining
acclaims of Spanish church-beggars.
Snperftuons Memorials •
About a year ago the Heine Monument Association assembled in Dusseldorf, the birthplace of the
great poet, and got the municipal authorities to
sBD:ction the project of erecting a statue near the
mam entrance of the city park. Funds were collected all over Europe, a prominent sculptor had
completed the plans of the monument, and the
c?mmittee were making arrangements for the erectwn of the pedestal, when the bigoted mayor of
Dusseldorf revoked the charter, i. e., broke his
pledge to eighteen thousand subscribers of the
monu~ent fund, without a word of plausible explanatwn-merely pleading the "disagreement of
~he park commissioners," though his true motiv
Is well known to be a desire to better his political
prospects by spitlicking deference to the prejudices
of the or~hodox puppy now occupying the throne
of Frederic the Great. An eminent lawyer informed
the representativs of the association that they
would hav no legal remedy under the circumst~n~es, and t~e ~ext week the verdict of public
o:pmi.on was voiCed m a perfect storm of satires and
diatribes, some of them worthy of the "German
Voltaire" himself, e. g., the epigram representing
Heine's spirit receiving the news from Dusseldorf
and interrupting his tabletalk in the halls of Olym:
pus long enough to remark that :
Man s~eht, wie es scheinet, am Rheine,
Das LICht der Welt nicht mehr
-"the times are over, it seems, when one could
behold the light of the world on the Rhine." But,
after all, what need of a sculptured memorial to a
man whose monuments stand on the shelves of a
million libraries T
An Old Flag.
The w~rdens of the mosque of Mehemet Ali, in
Alexandria, Egypt, preserve a .flag said to hav
waved fr<;>m t~e tent of Amru, the conqueror of the
lower Nile, m A.D. 638, i. e., more than twelve
hundred years ago. The cathedral of Ravenna
indeed, pretends to possess the standard of Con:
stantine the Great, but the piece of blue silk exhibited under that name, has been renewed about
as often as the " miraculous kerchief of Santa
Veronica," of which Spain alone boasts some
twenty-five duplicates.
Love's Labor Lost.
" He will be nicely cheated if there should be no
hereafter," said Diderot, when he heard that a
French nobleman of his acquaintance had entered
a Trappist c~vent in the hope of reaching paradise
by that pecuhar road. The friends of Edwin Arnold
must hav remembered that anecdote on learning
that the "advisers of her majesty do not favor the
plan of appointing a successor to the late poetlaureate,"-and t~at thus, in all probability, the
author of the "Light of Asia" has in vain undergone the horrible tedium of writing a trinitarian
orthodox companion-piece to his great epic.

F. L.
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A. Soul for the Universe.
From

the

Houseleee;per.

" The Dyn~ic Theory of Life and Mind," by James
B. Alexander, IB an attempt to show that all organic
bodie~ are bot~ constructed and operated by the dynamic
agenCie~ of theu respectiv environments.
Argmng from the theory of the natural selection of
spe~lles~ the author advances the premia that mental
~ctwn IB but a form of physical energy under the dominIon of natural law, and that in the study of animals we
study man.
'
While giving due credit to prominent scientists he
!!lakes good .use o.f their research and experience 'and
illustrates his pomts carefully. Beginnmg with a
nucleated cell as a postulate, he considers everything in
sea, ea~th, and au that affects its evolution ' and notes
the pomts .of difference and similarity betw~en it and
other cells m tht. process of development.
The argument is, that no change of principle takes
place from beginning to end, though the '' change of reactio~ and function that supervenes upon a ,change of
form IB ?ften of the ~oat e~treme nature;" that energy is
the motiOn of matenal bodies, and that force is the measure of energy; th~t eithe~ is the universal. agent of
ene~gy and the vehicle .for Its conveyance between these
bo~Ies; that they constitute the basis of its action, and
th.eu form, structure, and molecular constitution deternnn the manner and force of its manifestation· that its
"rea~tions from brain cells constitute mind a-dd therefore m a broad sense either is the soul of the universe·
ponderable matter its body."
'
The author's earnest thought, patient study and perso~al conviction ~mpress the reader whether h~ accept or
reJeCt the premia nnrl argument.
Pp. 1,056; $2.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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the year JUSt closed (1892) which will be sent on receipt
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Theology in all its thousand tomes of waste paper
has given but one argument in support of its claims,
namely the argument from design. Surely if the
argument from design cannot demonstrate God's
existence no argument can.
But logic overthrows this argument and' evolution simply anniliilates it.
To prove design you must prove a beginning.
You can prove design in a watch or house pecau~e
you can prove the beginning of a watch and house.
But if you could not prove the beginning of a watch
or house, you could not prove that there was any
design. A designed thing must be a begun thing.
Suppose the watch and the house never began to
be, suppose they existed eternally, then, of course,
there would be no design in a watch or house.
They always existed exactly as they are. Logic
plainly declares-no beginning, no design.
Therefore, unless you can prove the beginning
of the universe you cannot prove any design in it.
But it is impossible to· prove the beginning of the
universe. We were not there, and as we were not
there, and can't "get there," not even Sam Jones,
how can we prove the beginning ? This is logic
which no one can deny.
Do you assume that because there is design, or
~daptat.ion, therefore there was a beginning! That
IS beggmg the whole question. It is putting the
cart before the horse. No true logician will affirm
such a proposition. Design cannot prove a beginning. It is beginning that must prove the design.
But grant the proposition that design or adaptation
proves beginning. Then if it proves the beginning
of the u~iverse, it proves also the beginning of God,
for God IS not chaos, he is adaptation, harmony, and
th~refore ac~or~ing t~ this proposition is a begun
bemg. Logic Is logiC, and what applies to the
~iverse applies to God. According to this propositiOn there must be an infinite number of Gods.
Every God must be a begun being, for in every
God are those "marks of design," or adaptation
which prove a beginning.
'
'£!pon. whichever leg you put the argument from
design It falls to the ground. The existence of
God is unpr.ove.d. If yo:U say that design per se
proves a begmnmg, then It proves God's beginning.
It proves that there are millions and millions of
Gods; an endless chain of cause and efl'ect. There
can be no such thing as an uncreated God unless
he iii! ~n infinite chaos. If design proves be~inning,
then It takes chaos to prove no beginning. The
eternity o~ G~d, therefore, depends upon the disorder of his enstenc~.
you say, as logically you
should, that. the begmnmg proves the design, not
~hat the design proves the beginning, then theology
Is equall:y c~eckmated, for it is impossible to prove
the begmmng of the universe and therefore the
necessity for a God.
Evolu.tion annihilates design. Evolution declar.es srmply adaptation, which is the result of
environment, and ~s perfectly natural. Adaptation
does no~ make enVIronment, but environment makes
adaptatwn. You do not need environment plus
God. Environment is just as capable as God, and
needs no God. No one would say that it takes an
act.of God to make fire produce heat. No theologian would be so foolish as to assert that. Fire
produces heat, God or no God. So environment
produces adaptation, God or no God. God would
be a u~eless incumbrance in the matter. He couldn't
~ake It any less,. any more, or any different than it
IS. The adaptatiOns are, because the environments
are, and the adaptations are exactly as they are because the enviro~ments ar? exactly as they are.
The least change m the enVIronment would just to
that extent change the adaptation. Where is there
any. need of a purpose, or tendency, outside of the
environment! It wouldn't change the result in the
least.
If you surrender to the environment as t he sole
s?urce of the a~aptation, and ask who mad the envrronment, I might answer a fool accordin to his
folly, and ask who made God 1 We should simply
enter upon a war of words and leave the realm of
fac~s. Facts exist and always will exist somehow.
E:nstence mus.t always have a form, and that form
w~l be an enVIronment.. There cannot be existence
w~thout mo?es-that is, there cannot be existence
:Without environments. The question therefore is
not the origin of environ~eut but of adaptati~n.
What makes the adaptabon 1 The environment
altogether, and therefore U od is entirely ruled out.

!f
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He is nGt &ven··a"Silent pu.rtner; ·.We do· not need
him in any: c~pa~ity. To the intellect he is a
nonentity.
If this. Go(l, this infinite goodness, this infinite
justice, this infinite love, exists, where is he amidst
t~e awful t:t:agedies of h).lman life~ No sign he
g1ves, no word, no _light, no hope. Blind and still
are the heavens to every prayer; millions perish,
and they_ cry to God, and no answer .comes. The
babe dies U:pon its mother's breast; the youth is
slain before the eyes of his parent ; the wife sinks
outraged upon her husband's breast; the old man
totters to the poorhouse; the storm rushes; the
lightning strikes; the. waves wreck; not a moment passes but tears roll from countless eyes ;
homes are desolated ; the little cottage burns, and
the palace flames wi.th crime ; the martyr bows his
head; the d,espot triqmphs and the patriot bites
the dust; liberty is in chains and justice is denied,
and love seeks the co:ffined. dust. Oh, the horror
and the agony of hum~n l~te! Ignorance is ·bliss.
We cannot, must not, know it all. It would make
one insap.e. Oh, the torture of it! And where is
God ! · Cannot he heal one wounded heart 1 Can
he not strik~J' one ·blow for justice~ Can he not
answer one prayer! Can he not take one grain
from Irian's infinite mass of misery? Not one,
not one. He is cold and still, invisible, wrapped
in darkness: He is indeed a lie, a cruel lie, a
damned lie-and the world will not be happy until
his image is forever abolished. We can be happy
without God, but we are only miserable with God ;
for what is he but the creation of our own disease~
And so to save this hideous lie, another hideous
lie is invented, the lie of Immortality, the only
possible salvation for the God of man's idolatry.~
Time condemns, disflrowns, and annihilates
God. Will · eternity resurrect him and clear
his blasted ·· reputation ! I am afraid not.
Is there. any guarantee that God will be more
powerful or more wise hereafter than to-day?
Can the infinite change and improve"? If God
is helpless now, why not always helpless! If
the conditions of time defeat his good intentions,
will the conditions of eternity be any better~
Where is the gain T I want God, if at all, for
present use, I w:ould like to have him give some
happiness here a.yd now. If we have to trust God
to-day, won't we always have to trust him and be
forever disappointed~ If God mus~ allow wrong
and suffering and every kind of horror on this
"bank and shoal of time," and he is infinite, and
never will be more infinite, why is not this sad necessity permanent"? It does not help God at all to
put off the date of reckoning. We have a right to
judge him by the present scheme of things. The
lie of immortality will not make any more palatable
the ~ie of God. In fact, according to popular theology, God will be worse hereafter-more unjust,
terrific, and diabolical. We can stand his deeds
of omission in this world, and be thankful it is no
worse. But how about eternal hell-fire! The
little band of saints playing on golden harps, whose
music will be drowned by the shrieks of a million
times theirnumber-is that a vindication of God's
justicJ and love? .Will that put the crown of glory
on his brow-the flames of torment and almost
universal ruin ? I had rather take my chances
here, and be a sinner here under God's frown than
a saint hereafter under God's smile. Bad as this
world is, the heaven of orthodoxy is more evil still.
There is some love here, and joy. We do have
some human symPll<thy and a.re not altogether
crushed.. But what is the hereafter! A burning
hell and a heaven more damnable still ; for the
E'aint heref!,fter is meaner than the devil himself,
since without a twinge of pain he can look upon
the eternal torments of his own child. Theologians
lie for the glory of God, but they only make him a
greater fiend.
,
Even if immortality were of advantage to God,
or to man, there is not a particle of evidence to
prove it. Like God himself it is merely an assumption, a dream of the imagination. No Bible and no
church has. ever given a glimpse of light into the
infinite unknown. Death to us is ·a wall and human
experience has never passed beyond it. We may
dream and we may hope, and that is all. The
Bible claims to. bring immortality to light, but it is
a claim that is absolutely worthless. The only
proof of immortality is the resurrection of Jesus,
and there is . no valid historic evidence of this.
There is n() .proof that Jesus . was ever born, no
proof that he ever died, and therefore there can be
no proof that he, was raised from the dead. Even
if Jesus were raised from the dead there is no proof
that anybody. else will be raised fro.m the dead, for
by the assumption Jesus is a God, and therefore his
resurrection would only prove immortality of a God,
and not ofn;tan.
There is no: :p.atural proof of immortality. The

dead are silent. All the love and all the tears of
the millions living have never made the dead speak.
No voice is heard from the illimitable deeps. The
best and the wisest stand at the grave in· utter
ignorance. Let us accept the fact bravely and
patiently. Why utter a lie! We know this life,
and we can know nothing beyond. Death is an
awful tragedy. We cannot escape it ; and we can
not make it any the less a tragedy. We can cover
the grave with flowers, but only the light of this
world falls upon those beaming tokens. We see no
angel springing from the sod.
As it is impossible in the very naiure of things to
prove the existence of God, so it is equally impossible to prove immortality. To .affirm any proof of
immortality is to lie, and this is the lie of religiona lie to save its God from utter abhorrence.
How about the phenomena of Spiritualism ~
Does not that prove immortality T Well, if it did,
the church, the representative of religion, rejects
such proof. These phenomena are of the devil, say
the priests, for the priests know that if Spiritualism
is true, then their occupation is forever gone-for
then immorta]ity is no longer a matter of faith, but
of knowledge, and knowledge is the eternal foe of
the priest.
•
A scientific belief in immortality, as I have
already said, is entirely different from a religious
belief. They are really opposed to each other.
I do not deny the phenomena of. Spiritualism.
They have been asserted by too manyhonest and
intelligent people, and the explanation offered
by the Spiritualist is a very good "working hypothesis."
But is it any more than a working hypothesis~
And is it therefore knowledge? Is it not a belief,
a belief founded on evidence, a reasonable belief if
you will, but is it, and can it ever be, more than a
belief!
·
I ask my Spiritualist friend-that is, if he is a
secW.ar and scientific Spiritualist-to be candid in
this matte:t;. Of course I do not expect candor
from a religious Spiritualist, for like all other religious pe~ple he · will not reason. He will simply
assume.
Admitting all the phenomena of Spiritualism,
. what does it prove at the most? It proves the
present existence of an invisible spiritual world in
contact with this present visible material world.
Is not this all "?
The scientific Spiritualist will admit that the
phenomena cannot prove future endless existence
-only future existence. Therefore even with
Spiritualism the demonstration of Immortality is imposEible. But I affirm that Spiritualism cannot even
prove a future existence-only present existence.
Suppose I see a ghost, an actual ghost; what does
it prove! Simply that the ghost is now living; but
it doesn't prove that the ghost will live forever, or
even that the ghost will be alive to-morrow. We
may both be dead, ghost and I, before another sun
arises. Why not "?
Now, if the ghost cannot prove his own immortality, how is it possible for the ghost to prove my
immortality! Suppose I see a million ghosts, or
a million spirits, or ten thousand million spirits,
what does it prove T Simply that these ghosts and
these spirits exist now ; but it does not prove that
they always will exist. It is therefore impossible
to prove the immortality of ghosts and spirits.
The fact that a spirit exists to-day does not prove
that it will exist to-morrow any more than my
existence to-day proves that I will· exist to-morrow.
To assume natural immortality for a spirit is just
as illogical as to assume natural immortality for the
body. Grant whatever the Spiritualist claims, that
this visible physical world is surrounded by a vast
spiritual world, with millions of spirits, wise and
otherwise, in its vast realms, will any scientific
Spiritualist tell me that he has. a particle of proof
that this spiritual world will exist forever any more
than that this physical world will exist forever~
Imposing and wonderful in power and splendor as
this invisible world is, comp1tredwith the immensities of universal space it is ·but· a wave of the sea.
Ten thousand million years· a:re but a billow on the
ocean of time. What presumption to affirm immortality of any form of · existence, spiritual or
otherwise, that may come · within our experience!
Our experience is only finite, and must always be
finite, and it cannot prove ·anything beyond the
finite either in time or space.
The scientific Spiritualist must admit that with
all his phenomena immortality is still only a dream
and a belief.
·
The survival of death as we. now know it, does
not prove a survival amidst all ~he infinite changes
of existence. We do not know what cataclysm may
come when we have shuffied off this mortal coil.
We may escape one shipwreck but:it doesn't f~llow
that we will escape another.
·

Honestly, my Spiritualist friend, can you guarantee immortal existence? Assuredly not. You can
only guarantee a continued existence, but who
knows but what a spirit hereafter is ·as liable to
death as this body to-day?
Therefore search the universe; listen , to tl:te ·
voices of a million spirits; hear the symphonies of
angels and archangels ; and yet there is not one
particle of proof of immortality. Therefore to assert proof of immortality is a lie a:nd must· be a lie
equally with God himself.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
(TO BE OONTINUED.)

Our London Letter.
The question "Is Christianity Played Out!" has
been voluminously discussed in the pages of a daily
paper, with the usual result that nothing definit
has been decided-the disputants each more or less
ably maintaining his own opinion the only correct
one. The difficult point about it is that no agreement can be arrived at as to the definition of the
word "Christianity," each writer having his own
i&a on that particu1ar, so that it is utterly impossible for. a dispassionate reader to arrive at any
conclusion on the matter. Such a discussion must
be very entertaining, if not iristructiv, to, say a
Mohammedan or Hindoo, and can scarcely be
convincing to such a one to find any inducement to receive a religion in which the professed believers hav no common ground. What
"Christianity" is has never been, and perhaps never
can be, decided, as it is such a contradictory religion,
and the book that pretends to teach it can be produced to support totally contradictory creeds, such
as no other ''sacred" book can do, 'which perhaps
is a proof of its inspiration, as it is so simple that
no one but the greatest simpletons can even pretend to understand it. The subject filled up the
vacant columns at a dp.ll time of the year and aired
the views of certain prominent literary and other
people. It would be interesting to the curious to
know whether the idea emanated spontaneously
from Robert Buchanan or from the editor of the
paper, though there should not be much doubt on
that point.
.
·
Of course the irrepressible Dr. Parker must put
in his oar, and in a series of paragraphs to an evening
paper has given his views of the writers, but as this
egotistical individual is himself pretty well played
out, his opinions are valueless. His weekly notes
and comments, which he eloquently terms "Pistol
Shots," are very peculiar, both in their views and
diction ; evidently this genius is aiming at an
original style, which he has succeeded in attaining
and is not likely to hav many imitators. When the
articles first appeared many people were of the
opinion that it was a new kind of a joke on the
part of the newspaper people, but it seems they are
only responsible for the insertion and not the
matter.
The Rev. Michael Paget Baxter, well known as a
prophet of the millennium, turns out to be also a
trader of a rather fishy nature. It seems he was in the
habit of collecting money to enable him to giv f:ree
dinners to the poor; and this amiable philanthropist
bought the food at an establishment of which his
son was dummy proprietor, and which eventually
found itself in the bankruptcy court. This Baxter
is a most guileless Christian, for according to his
own account he advanced capital to his son, who
was but a lad, to start him in the provision business,
and never troubled any further about it, in fact did
not know where his son or the business was, and
no doubt felt greatly aggrieved and injured that
wicked people should endeavor to show that hlil
was a partner in the concern. It came out in the
course of evidence that this dear innocent man of
God was implicated in another shady transaction,
but as his time is always taken up in penning the
book of Daniel and the Revelations, he must hav
been a victim to the evil designs of wicked worldlings, and will now rejoice exceedingly in the
anticipation of an exceeding great reward to recompense him for the prosecutions prompted no
doubt by the devil.
The elect hav met with much trouble of late.
Even " King Solomon's Sect" has been worried
only just because one of the disciples obeyed the
voice of the Lord and left his wife for another
woman, who was a believer; whilst the wife was but
a scoffer, for when the husband, to recompense her
for his desertion, sent a brother in the fai~h to take
his place, this unbeliever would not accept him
although he came in the name of the Lord, and had
the temerity to sue. the husband for s11pport, which
an ungodly· magistrate granted. Great will blil
their punishment hereafter.
· There is a village named Blackboro in the county
of Norfolk which ia plunged in the greatest spiritual darkness. It can scar<:ely be credited, but we
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hav it on the authority of the good vicar, who was
presented to the charge by his father a short time
back, that the church of God-that is, of course,
the Established church by act of Parliament-has
never been able to gain any footing in this heathen
place, which is entirely given over to Dissenters
a.nd such like wicked idolators who do not worship
Christ; and this must be very grievous to the pious
Christian pastor, who happens to be the son of a
"converted" Jew, and who, therefore, would be
greatly shocked that the Nazarene should be despised and rejected. Perhaps, however, this shocking dissent may hav some effect on the amount of
the parson's income, which is no doubt the reason
for his expressions of feeling, for it is well known
that parsons will not care whom people worship as
long as they pay up for the support of the church.
Dr. Hageman, a former master of two public
schools, and who is now a rector and canon, has been
bothered for money by some wretched man who
took shares in a bogus land company he helped to
promote and direct, and the worthy pluralist actually lost the case, and will hav to pay the money
back out of his own pocket. Verily it is sad to see
how in these last days the pious are persecuted.
Satan must surely be let loose, and troublous times
are consequently coming upon the blood-washed
saints.
J. D.

Hav We a "Spiritual Sense t"
To A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN, Esteemed .Friend: AS
TaE TRUTH SEEKER editorially remarked, there are
few champions of the church who defend their
faith better tha.n you do. Yet permit me in kindness to say, while you are brilliant, versatil, and
earnest, you are also sadly ambiguous and flighty,
do not thoroughly analyze your ideas, but jump at
conclusions which you can and do not explain.
To prove my assertion I quote from your last
letter: "When we contemplate existence, not only
the world without but the yet greater world within.
You [I] fail to perceive the vast difference in the essential nature of spirit and matter.
God is spirit.
God is in the
Temple of His Holiness, i. e. His Divine Humanity in which alone He is apprehensible to
human minds.
In the heavens ·He appears as a sun. To human thought He presents
himself in human form.
Infinit Love,
Infinit Wisdom, and Infinit Power constitute the
Divine Trinity, whence are derived the qualities of
omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresence;" etc.,
all oi which is unineaning and contrary ·to wellestablished facts, as I will endeavor to prove.
l3ut before proceeding to this easy task I must
notice your argument concerning my request to
llcnaly:~;e your ideas. You say: "Is my idea sometlring or nothing ! If nothing how can it be
analyzed T If something it must be matter according to your logic." This argument more than any
other proves the fact that you are not penetrativ or
analytical enough in your thoughts and expressions.
In denying the existence of bodies, forms, or entities
not material, this does not by any means imply that
we must deny conditions, laws, processes, or operations, based upon or produced by material forms,
which yet in themselvs are not material. For instance, music, art, science, literature, mathematics,
as well as thoughts, ideas, freedom or slavery, are
powerful factors in producing innumerable results,
yet all these hav no existence per se. The small
canvas, " The Angelus," worth $100,000, for
material alone constituting this work of art did not
cost $5, but by the skilful manipulation of brush
and colors the artist produced aform of matter so
rare and sublime that while it lasts it is worth a
fortune. Yet this picture has no existence per se/
the artist's thoughts and deeds are not material,
and he has not added a single particle of matter not
~xisting in his canvas, paints, and oils before he
commenced his work. Should the painting be deiltroyed by fire not a vestige of his art would
remain.
· So music, science, literature, liberty, etc., hav no
existence per Be/ yet all of them can be defined and
are powerful factors in changing our environments
or in contributing to our welfare.
So when I request you to analyze your thoughts,
I do not mean that you should place them literally
in a crucible or apply the scalpel or microscope, but
simply that you elucidate and define them as closely
as possible. We are not in class-meeting now, or
writing for pious readers, but for those who demand perspicuity and sense.
Because when you speak of a "greater world
within than without," I do not understand you.
The universe is without, 1,500,000,000 of people
are without-not mentioning the countless numbers
on other planets-and there is absolutely nothing
within us except us, unless it is air. But being a

very complex, su,btle, automatic organism, we are
capable of intense feelings, acute mental power, and
often possessed of a morbid imagination. Bu~ there
is absolutely nothing .in us except the 8Jl' we
br athe, the lood we eat,. the magnetism and electricity, the chemistry of our bodies generating the
blood within our veins, that's all. This constitutes
the life and generates the mental force of our
bodies. When we cease to breathe, when this lifefluid ceases to circulate, when this machine stops,
the causes which produced such mental force exist
no more ; our iqeas, feelings, etc., then vanish, and
soon the constituents of our bodies will hav assumed other forms. Then the forms of matter we
now represent will exist no more.
You say: "You hav not yet learned to think
spiritually, and fail to perceive the difference between spirit and matter." Permit me to reply that
all the most ignorant God- and fetich-worshipers of
tbe world "think spiritually," and the difference
between yourself, Swedenborg, Parker, Channing,
Savage, Thomas, Swing, and the Bushman is one of
degree only, not of kind. To " think spiritually"
we hav only to think superficially, conform to conventional and inherited thought; blindly and obediently accept the theories of our ancestors, as presented by any particular church; take for granted
the existence of an " Infinit Spirit " or " God," of
minor or finite spirits, of immortality, etc., without
proof, that is all. But it is the same fetich-worship
after all. You call it "spiritual," but how can you
think of spirits, both great and small, except
clothed in incarnate form T You cannot do it.
When you think of your God-think of him with
your utmost spi1 ituelle capacity, you hav to think
of him in the garb of man or you cannot think of
him at all. If you should think of him in the
habiliments of your own sex, you would instantly
see the absurdity of such spiritual vision and reject
it, yet draped in mantle and trousers you worship
"Him."
You admit: "To human affection •He' presents
Himself in human form;" do not accuse me then of
unjustly defining your belief. I am simply analyzing your ideas, which you hav failed to do yourself.
I desir& to convince you that the highest conception possible of a God is of anthropomorphitic form
~which, personally-could I be persuaded to worship at all and "think spiritual "-I would not
drape at all, _but invest with all the charms and
exquisit and chaste outlines of your own sex), and
that you cannot, neither can the greatest " divine"
living, nor hav our greatest idealists in the past
been able to, conceive a God otherwise. but generally hav pictured him seated in an easy-chair, attired
in tailor-made clothes! - (I wonder who made his
clothes before he made the first tailor!)
But while coRceding that your God "to human
thought presents Himself in human form," you also
insist that " God is a spirit,
in the heavens He appears as a Sun." · Now, kindly harmonize these _conflicting ideas.
Do you mean
he is the sun of our planetary system 1 You can
not mean this, as you also invest your God with
attributes of" Infinit Love, Wisdom, and Power,"
none of which exist in the sun. Or do you mean
he is another sun, which appears as our sun 1 How
do you know this 1 Hav you " spiritually discerned " him so? If so, what part of the heavens
do you locate "Him" in ? And why don't you
make this important discovery known to the world,
so our astronomers may corroborate your testimony
that a God, which appears as a sun, exists in a certain place in the sky !
But if this conception of a God is correct, how
can a God, which appears as a sun, also present
himself to us in human form? Could our sun do
such a thing! Or, if like a sun, could he (don't
you notice the inconsistency of using the personal
pronoun here!) possibly possess human attributes
such as love, wisdom, sense of sound and vision,
etc.!
If a human form, how can he be the ruler of the
universe! or if a sun-or any other than a human
form-how can he possibly possess human attributes
to govern, love, protect, judge, reward, and punish
mankind! So you see, my esteemed spirituelle
disputant, that in either case your conceptions of a
God cannot possibly be a God and all it implies.
Are not your conflicting thoughts proof that your
" spiritual vision" is simply an effort of a morbid
imagination-prompted by inherited notions of the
absolute existence of a God-to grasp something
which positivly can not and does not exist in the universe; and that if you applied a penetrativ and
analytical system of thought to the subject, you
would seek and find within the realms of nature the
powers and potencies producmg all phenomena 7
Says Tyndall: "The notion of an atom-manufacturer and artificer of souls, raises the doubt
whether those who entertain it were ever really

penetrated by the solemnity of the problem for
which they offer such solution."
You further ask: "Does not dogmatic .assumption, either on the positiv or negativ side of. any
question, look very much like presumption?"
Certainly not. Dogmatic assumption of the knowable, of truth and fact, is always in order. To
assert that twice two is four; that heavy bodies tend
to fall; that we liv; that nature exists, and all
facts which can be absolutely demonstrated or
proved by analogy-all this may be dogmatically
affirmed consistently with modesty and proper conduct. It is only when theorists affirm doctrins
beyond proof and contrary to knowledge, reason,
and analogy that such affirmations and their persist•
ent defense become rank dogmatism.
To insist that when we die we are dead, is not
dogmatism; but to insist that when we die we survive the dissolution of our bodies and, contrary to
all other forms of nature, liv forever-this is dogmatism; because the self-evident fact is that we
are dead ; this requires no proof. But the continuous affirmation that, in spite of our apparent
death, we still liv-this is dogmatism ; be'cause
during six thousand years it has been affirmed but
never proved.
To insist that Napoleon, Luther, and · Oresar
lived is not dogmatism, because history claims they
were men bred and born as men of to-day. To
insist that Christ lived is dogmatism because it is
claimed a God, not a man, was his father. To
deny the former would be dogmatic; to dogmatically deny the latter is justifiable, because men
are not bred and born without human fathers today.
So, to affirm the supremacy of nature, its eternity,
infinitude, and self-existence, is not dogmatism, because this is a self-evident fact. It requires no
proof. This is within the limitations of our
knowledge ; all beyond is idle speculation, wild
theory, originating in the brains of ape-men, and
upon which the whole world of worshipers is today at war. But the existence of the universe today absolutely proves its eternal existence, because
the contrary implies, at some remote period, a beginning of nature, a creation of everything from
nothing, a stupendous miracle, an eternity of
naught, vacuum, preceding a comparativly very
brief period of universal motion, life, and activityan absurdity !
To affirm a " Creator " anterior, exterior, and
superior to nature, not to deny such a being, is
rank dogmatism. Because upon those affirming
devolves the burden of proof, which, however, has
never been forthcoming, and ninety-nine-hundredths
of all strenuously deny what the other onehundredth believe. Every such conception can ·be
proved to be grossly absurd and illogical, and I
challenge the world to produce any concept of
any God which I cannot prove to bE> on a par with
crudest fetich-worship. If such a being existed we
would know it. "He Himself" would supply the
proof. But such proof has never been and will
never be forthcoming because this hypothesis was
only advanced to explain that which science, logic,
and reason now fully explain without such theory.
There~ore the Materialist is the least dogmatic
of all philosophers, and modestly confining his belief
to the demonstrable is fully justified in affirming
what he knows, sees, and can infer directly or
from analogy. Theists and Spiritists, on the other
han?, in augmenting t~e mysteries of nature by
adding a" Supreme Bemg," which to be a God and
all it implies must be vastly greater and more
potent than nature, then leaving this being entirelv
unprov :d, cap the climax of dogmatism.
N_ow a few words c_oncerning my dogmatic affirmatiOn that personality must be identical with the
physique of man and that it cannot exist without.
When Ingersoll eulogized Lincoln it waa hie
character he praised, his virtues and talents not
his physique, I concede, but you must admit 'tha.t
all the former are pul,'ely attributes of the latter
and cannot exist separate and apart from the body.
And now even, when you "spiritually discern " Mr.
Lincoln as you suppose him to exist in the "spiritworld " you can think of him only as of such
physique as he possessed in life. And you cann(lt
by ~ny transcendent gift given you by nature over
ordma~y mortals think ?~ conceive of Mr. LiDcoJp.
ot~erwise. If _you do, Its not Lincoln, but sOm,~,r
thmg else. Divest your phantom of this and whP.t
is left T Nothing !
You again complacently insiat that because I
affirm ·that personal a.ttributes, character, also liberty, et~., are not material entities, I hold they
are nothing. Not at all.. ~ertainly a pound, y&rd,
or gallon of honesty, nobility, love, or freedom can
not be purchased, yet, as explained above atic)l
attributes and .conditions may e~st-so to s~eak
concomitant with personality.
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The problem you must solve is: Can the attributes, functions, and characteristics of a human
being exist apart from or survive his physique?
Affirming, you must prove it. From the Popular
Science Monthly I quote: "In the human body
there are 263 bones, 500 mu >cles, 30 pounds of
blood. The heart beats 4,200 times per hour, and
at each beat 2! ounces of blood are thrown out of
it, or 7~ tons per day. We inhale through the
lungs 24,000 gallons of air per day. The brain
weighs 3 pounds 8 ounces. The nerves with their
minute branches number 10,000,000 The skin is
composed of 3 layers and is subject to atmospheric pressure of 40,000 pounds," etc. This constitutes, this is, man. Now, my learned friend, if
such is the construction of man's physique, if all
this physical anatomy and complex organism is a
necessity to the existence of man during life, kindly
inform me how we can exist now and liv during all
eternity without it. Is this physique a necessity to
the origin of man~ Is it a necessity to man during
life, or is it superfluous~ Is it not a fact that each
fl.ber, nerve, muscle, artery, organ, and bone is for a
purpose, a cause of some effect, and an absolute
necessity to man's perfect existence~ If a bullet
penetrates the heart death ensues. If we but cut
a single nerve we may be blind or deaf; how, then,
in the name of reason, can we survive the dissolution of the entire body 1
-The fact is, man is the body and without such
body no man exists. And what you "spiritually
discern" is not a "spirit body," but a physical body
which you see in your memory and in your imagination. If to the existence of any human form a
three-ply skin, capable of resisting an atmospheric
pressure of 40,000 pounds, is an absolute necessity,
it becomes self-evident that "spirits" which do not
weigh a solitary grain can hav no existence in our
atmosphere or anywhere else. They would collapse
like a soap-bubble the very moment they "escaped"
from the safe protection of a physical body.
In closing, my dear friend, permit me to giv you
assurance that I am anxious indeed to "think
spiritually,;, as you say I must before I can learn
· about infinit and finite spirits.
And as I hav
learned that you are a preacher and one of the most
proficient, kindly state terms. and I will comply
with all conditions. But the A B C of your science
I would expect to be an explanation of " spirit" in
the abstract : What constitutes a spirit externally
and internally! What givs it man's outline, color,
warmth, life, etc.~
How does it respire. digest
and assimilate food, resist atmospheric pressure,
sickness, death, and exist in statu quo during all
eternity 1
Last week I heard the great Paderewski in the
Auditorium, Chicago. I concede to none of the
thousands present greater appreciation of his genius
and accomplishments than I possess myself. His
rhapsodies kept me iri continual ecstasy, and I was
nearer "heaven " than I ever expect to be again.
But suppose, when the artist had struck his last
key and retired from the stage, some one had said,
·"I s.ee him there and hear him yet," would he
·" spiritually discern" hcts, or simply recall the
~rtist and his performance in memory ~
Rochelle, Itt.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Liberal Societies.
The meeting of the Young Men's Debating Club,
of Newark, was held Saturday evening. Mr. Saxon
read a paper on "Spiritualism". in which he declared it to be a "perfect philosophy" which was
doing away with Christianity. He also related
several of his "experiences." The adverse critics
were Messrs. Gillen, Bird, and Walker. Mr.
Shaw supported the essayist. At the next meeting
the governmental control of railroads will be discussed.
"The Coming Man" was the title of Professor
Mayne's lecture before the Brooklyn Philosophical
Association last Sun jay afternoon. The statement
tnat the c~ming man would be religious roused
the ire of the critics, who treated the lecturer without mercy.
Among those who were especially
caustic in their remarks were Messrs. Nichol, St.
John, Hanson, and Elwell. The society will hold
but three more meetings, after which it will adjourn
till October.
Mrs. L. C. Ward gave the members of the Manhattan Liberal Club the benefit of some advanced
views on the subject of ';voman's skirts, Friday evening, April 21st. The lecturer appeared in the
costume she advocated. It resembles very much the
lQose chausses worn by the 'l'urkish wom,en. Most
of the critics thought the abolition of skirts would
be a benefit to ;women. Among those who spoke
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were_ Mrs. ·Dol).levy,·Dr .. Foote,' C. R.-Welkir, Mrs. Walker's address was as usual full of original
Britton, an<;l Mr. Wakeman. ·
humor. Dr. Hands amused the audience by his
extreme simplicity. He is a firm believer in the
W. L. Sheldon, of St. Louis, took the platform Adam-apple story, and · insisted up911, infli,cting
in Chickeri;ng Hall last Sunday morning- and . de- his version of • it upon the audience.- He was
livered a lecture on· " Coming Leaders and States- finally quieted. Mr. Pa,rker: was another gentlemen." Among other things the lecturer said:
man who did not agree with the lec,turer. After
"This country has had a peculiar political experi- telling what he "kn:ew," this gentleman gave as an
ence during the last century. There bas been excuse for speaking that he " stood up in order
nothing like it· in the history of the world. We that Mr. Rowley might hav some one to knock
bav bad great statesmen, but there are none to-day. down." Mr. Rowley in replying said he had no
Webster ranks with Bismarck, or any other states- desiJ:e to knock anyone down; he would .be well
man Europe bas ever produced. It does not matter pleased, however, if Mr. Parker would try to eduto-day what kind of statesmen we bav at Washing- cate himself.
Next Sunday Reuben Rush will lecture on "Life
ton so long as :we b~v a good secretary of treasury.
" We are second-class people as citizens, and and Death."
therefore hav second-class political leaders. We
ask why it is that we.bav no great leaders or statesLectures and Meetings.
men like Hamilton, Clay, Webster, and Calhoun ;
THJjJ Brooklyn Philosophical Association's last lecture
the reason is that we don't want them. If a great for this month is:
leader comes to the front, we thrust him aside in
April 30th, S. H ..Wilder, '' Science Falsely So Called.;,
favor of the second-class man. There are men like
The Association meets Sundays at 3 P M._atFraternity
Gould in this country, becau:e we worship his Hall, Bedford avenue and South Second street, E. D.
wealth and warit to get just as much, if we can.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth
We bav turned our country into a business corporation. There is no more sentiment, and love for street, Friday evenings, the last lecture for April is:
April 28th, Reuben Rush, ' Life and Death."
country is fast dying out.
"Why do we hav no Sbaksperes to-day 1 We
THE twenty-second annual convention of the Amerprefer the operetta. The reason we bav no artists
like Angelo is that we prefer the chromo. We could ican Labor Reform League meets in Science Hall, 141
Eighth street, NPw York, Sunday and Monday, May 7th
bav great religious leaders, men like St. Paul, on
and 8th, day and evening; R. W. Hume, A. L, Rawson,
earth to-day if there was a demand for them. But Geo. F. Tr11in, Wm. Hanson, Dr. E. P. Miller, John A.
we like the sensationalism of the !DOdern preacher. Lant, C. L. Swartz, Col. Henry Beeny, and other
If Tammany does not govern to suit you, it is your- speakers expected.
self who is to blame. You make Tammany possible.
You say you despise its leaders, yet you point them
How to Help The Truth Seeker.
out to strangers and. talk about them in the daytime and dream about them at night. ·
1. When 1·enewing get a friend to subscribe and thus
"The saddest, darkest blot on humanity is the save a half dollar apiece.
Australian ballot law. That law means that the
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
votes of our citizens were in the market, and so we his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
bav to be locked up when we vote so that no one
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
can tell whom we vote for. When you bavyour first- copies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
rate citizens you will find your great leader, and end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
when you bav your lovers of first-rate dramas you thpm the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
will bav your Shaksperes."
Next Sunday Professor Adler will ]ect,ure on your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
"The Results of the Work of the Ethical Society." back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
The announcement that Mr. Henry Rowley -in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
would lecture drew a large number of people into cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
the rooms of the Newark Liberal League. Several
when
convenient hand one to a friend.
Christians misled by the title of the lecture, "The
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
Christian Scheme of Salvation," wandered in, and
eak it.
probably would hav wandered out bad not the
forcibleness and logic of the speaker held them
It Explains the Phenomena of Nature.
spellbound. In opening Mr. Rowley said :
From the lllinneaDolis Tribune.
"The Christian sects are divided by small con"The Dynamic Theory," by J. B. Alexander. It is
troversial differences, but are united (Unitarians about a generation since the ideas of the selection of
excepted) on this one central dogma, 'Christ died species by natural causes took such form as to constitute
for sinners; be tasted death for everyone.' The theory. Although Darwin has received the credit of this
gigantic scheme of salvation is called the atone- theory, and no doubt deserves it, yet the fact is the theory was unfolding itself to many people at the same time.
ment. It is the keystone of Christianity, but The great body of accumulated natural facts that constiChrist had nothing to do with it. Paul is respon- tute -a part of the environment of all well-informed
sible for its biblical authority, and the metaphysical people impressed itself upon many and evolved in their
Christian fathers and priests for its present perfec- brains'simultaneous reactions. A. R. Wallace was almost
as ready as Darwin, and would hav announced the thetion and perpetuation. At the very outset of ory but for his anticipation. So ready was the rationalist
Christianity it began to engender narrow views. world that the idea was received without hesitation, rePeter said that salvation was meant for the Jews quiring but the announcement and simple explanation.
The history of this theory is a good illustra_tion of the
only; Paul said the Jews first, then the gentiles.
dyn11mic theory. Things come about naturally, when
" Origen and St. Augustine held the opinion due forcee become organized to operate upon properly
that the death of Christ was the price paid to the organized instruments The complete acceptance of this
devil. Athanasius upset this and showed the ran- theory largely withdrew attention from the facts and
som was paid to God. Now let us go back and see causes underlying selection. Some of these facts presented themselvs in the explicatory discussions of the
the reason of this. Once upon a time there was a theory, but too little account '":as ta~en of them.
perfect God and he created a perfect man. This
It is the author's endeavor In thts volume to demonman disobeyed the specific commands of God, and strate that organisms instead of being handmade and
purposiv,
are machine-built machines, operated by forces
thereby outraged the divine justice and brought
outside of themselvs. Especial care has been taken to
himself under condemnation. This is the original ascertain the relationship of man to tb<l other animal~, and
sin which tainted the human race. The eating of to point out their resemblances and contrasts. •ro this
that nice ripe apple by a human being, a finite, end he has cited a large number of facts that cannot fail
was a sin of infinit proportions and could only be to interest every intelligent person whether he agrees
with the writer or not, in his conclusions. He elaborates
obliterated by a sacrifice of infinit merit. Now upon mental phenomena and the machinery for their
there was no one with whom he could negotiate production; the buin !s shown .to b~ the organ of ensuch a tremendous sacrifice except his son (which vironment and a mmd - forming mstrument. Our
was himself). Christ agreed, became man, was ancestors looked too high for the explanation of sensation and mind. They did not regard them as phystcal
executed, went to hell for three days, made a re- phenomena or as connected with the motions of mattlri'!-1
turn visit to the earth, went to heaven, and has not and familiar bodies. The true course of k:nowledge 1s
from below upward· progr~ss is slow where this principle
been heard of since.
ignored. The O:ctvancement of tJ;tis ~eneration has
" If God is all-powerful he could hav made man is
been assisted by a parttal emanmpatwn from the
impervious to temptation and sin. He knew that vicious metaphysical method~ of the pas~ ~he study of
Adam would bav a penchant for apples and should dynamic agencies and the Inferences Jnsttfied by the
hav strengthened him. He did not, therefore he inductiv method of considering them furnishes all the
is to blame, for he produced a b'ld article. The real kuowledooe of cause and effect that is to day possessed. Beii~g involved in the effects of the various
atonement was an act of cruelty and injustice. dynamic agencies the study e~f them becomes a matter of
Christ was innocent, God was guilty. The atone- interest to all· and it is a duty everyone owes himself to
ment was a farce. If Christ were God, hfl could pursue such study as far as practicable.
The facts here presented are drawn from the most
not suffer. If he were a man he had not the divine reliable
resources including many of the most brilliantmerits necessary to satisfy outraged deity."
names in science.' The author has done his work conMessrs. Bird, Mayo, Brill, Burton, and Mrs. scientiously, and has endeavored to present his ideas in
Smith made some interesting remarks. Mr. the most reliable and praiseworthy manner.
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One of Paine's Many Converts.
ToRONTo, ONT., Apr. 9, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please let me
know the price of the new book that is
just out, "The Creation of God," by Dr.
Jacob Hartmann-as I would like to get
it very much-and oblige a subscriber to
your valuable paper, the good old TRUTH
SEEKER? And I thought it would not be
out of place to say right here that I became a Freethinker by reading Thomas
Paine's ''Age of Reason," one of the best
books I ever had the pleasure of reading.
This is the first letter that I hav sent to
your paper, and it will not be the last, I
hope. I think that is all I shall say at
present, and will now close with best
wishes for that most fearless paper, the
grand old TRUTH SEEKER. May it liv forever. One cannot say too much in its
favor.
Trusting to hear from you soon,
Yours for Freethought and liberty,
B. T. CuPPLES.

Taylor's Book Explains Christianity's
Origin.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Apr. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read and reread T.
B. Wakeman's "True Genesis of dhristianity," but find a much clearer and
more satisfactory explanation in Taylor's
'' Diegesis." Mr. Wakeman bases Christianity on an expectation of the Jews
followed by an ecstatic craze and an era
of visional or imaginary realities; but the
"Diegesis " has an explanation far more
reasonable and probable, although he
rejects the effort to trace Christianity
back to Egypt and even India. The evidence adduced by Taylor seems sufficient
to fully account for this blighting curse
which has infected the world so long; and
while the name of this hoary-headed superstition was changed for that of Christianity nearly nineteen hundred years ago,
the doctrine that name now represents
are evidently much older and find root in
early antiquity. Taylor's "Diegesis" and
Heston's illustration in your issue of
March 25th apparently hav more weight
than Wakeman's "True Genesis of Christianity."
C. SEVERANCE.

Schemes for Diffusing Freethonght.
CoLUMBUS, 0., Apr. 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As a friend to your paper
I hereby submit a plan whereby I think
its circulation may be increased. Suppose
you ~end my paper to me through a newsagent that I may name, allowing him to
place it on sale, and at the end of say six
days, or when sold, he is to order me
another copy, and if not sold within the
allotted time, I to take it off his hands;
and so on, the paper coming along just as
it always does under subscription, the
newsdealer to reap the profit on all he
sells; I simply insuring him from loss in
having papers left on hand.
How does the idea strike you? and how
many of your subscribers will agree to
help the cause along by this means? No
one will suffer any hardship after the plan
gets to work, as THE TRUTH SEEKER, like
good wine, does not impair with age.
Please consider the idea, and if you
think it worthy propose it to your readers.
I would be glad to hear from you in the
matter.
JOSEPH SilllPSON.
[The plan is good, but there is a better
one. If anyone knows a newsdealer who
will expose THE TRUTH SEEKER for sale,
keeping it where it can be seen by his customers, we will send him two or three
copies weekly, and receive lack all he
does not sell, crediting him with them.
The price of the paper to dealers in this
way is five cents each copy. We shall be
~rateful to those who will introduce the
paper in this way.-ED. T. S.]

Thinks Canadian Annexation Would Ag·
gravate Our Troubles.
SEATTLl~, WASH., March 6, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In an article in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Febuary 25th as to what would
be the outcome of annexation of Canada
to the United States, the view is right in
my opinion but does not go far enough.
I admit it is hard to giv a true picture of a
people that might be said to stand supreme
in filth, superstition, and ignorance. Igno-

ranee is fathertofilth and superstition, and
the priest father to ignorance.
·
It would be hard indeed to hav to put up
with a race of people amongst us who hav
to observe and abstain from work on every
saint's day mentioned in the Roman calendar, or forfeit by fine to the priest the
price of their day's labor. It seems.very
unnecessary, also very undesirable, to
think of Canada's annexation, as most of
Canada's sons and daughters worth having
become Americans by choice, and we should
rather rejoice that we hav not the Christian
bigots of Canada having a hand in our
yolitics, as we hav enough bigotry amongst
us to contend with.
Even in this imaginarily secular state
of Washington we hav Christian bigotry
enough to keep the press from publishing
anything derog~tory to the church. It
was well seen here when Mr. Charlesworth
was amongst us that the press dare not giv
facts as to the outcome of the debate with
the great theological lion of the state of.
Waohington, Clark Braden, who turned
out warcely a half-grown whelp, but with
very sharp teeth when cornered.
Wit.h best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER
and all who read it, and wishing a speedy
return of Mr. Charlesworth amongst us
here, I remain,
Yours for Liberty,
JOHN R. RITCHIE.

Expresses Enthusiasm for Pioneers.
WHITEHALL, Wis., March 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for one
year's subscription for your valuable
paper. You will see that I am a new subscriber, and when I tell you that your
paper is highly valued here, you may be
sure that there are not a few people in
this neck o' woods who hav had a sniff
of the pure, wholesome, and untainted atmosphere that is sure to follow in the
wake of Reynolds- Remsburg- Putnam
thunder-showers.
We are taiking of organizing a Liberal
club at this place, and although our prospects are very bright at present, nothing
definit has been done further than to
sound a few of the prominents.
We hav some good material here, men
who hav been posting themselvs for years
on this subject, who are a terror to the
arguments of orthodox saints. Men who,
while the writer was innocently, trustingly
sailing under the false colors of the M.
E. (most economical) church, were fighting the good fight, never faltering, ever
hoping that the time would shortly come
when the dark bandage. of superstition
would be removed from the eyes of some
or all of the poor mortals who were groping in darkness blacker than midnight.
All honor to them. Noble men, who
sacrificed their claims to fashionable society, that they and we might be able to
carry aloft the banner of Freethought and
Freedom. We must never forget them.
We can never fully repay them, but we
can keep the grass from growing in the
paths that they trod. Pioneers-Bruno,
Voltaire, Paine! Worthy trio! What
magnificent material were they composed
of!
I will send you the names soon of persons who I think would be pleased to take
your paper.
CHAs. A. EcKER.

What Will Mars Think of God's Loving
Only This Planet 7
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN:, March 14, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose the following
clipping from the Minneapolis Evening
Journal of March 13th. I know not at
this writing where or in what form the
original ideas of Professor Dolbear were
expressed:
HEY, THERE, MARS!
Professor Dolbear, the electrician, says
we hav arrived at that point where there
is nothing to prevent our signaling other
planets. He asserts that a search-light of
a million or more candle-power thrown
toward Mars from the top of a very high
mountain, where the atmospheric absorption of the light rays would be reduced
to a minimum, would clear our atmosphere and speed away through space,
reaching the distant planet in about four
minutes. " If no response was made," he
says, •' it might signify only that there was
no observer there when we were signaling,
or that there was no electric light known
there or no telescope." The fact that a
shaft of light can be sent this stupendous
distance is the most amazing thing. We
are indeed on the verge of surprising
things,

The thought that struck me at once Qn
reading this article was that one of the
first messages likely to be transmitted to
.the planet Mars was that '' greatest mes~
sage ~· ·the ''gospel," and that the next
one would most likely be a missionary
.tract. Then the thought struck me again,
What would they do with that phrase
"God so loved the world'?" and how
would they fix up hundreds of other
similarly distracting passages in both the
Old and the New Testaments? Here is
some food for reflection of the thoughtful.
Yours truly,
E. D. DAVIS.

This

Warms the Heart to Continue
Work.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 11, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My love for the principles
of Freethought prompt me to again communicate with you by mail and renew my
subscription to what I consider the most
wonderful paper of our age. Every new
edition surpasses the .one preceding it.
Putnam's " News and Notes" are excellent. The foreign news is grand, but let
us hav more of it. Charlesworth with his
Freethought Federation is a rising stat:,
surpassing all others in brilliancy-the
defender of right, the destroyer of wrong,
and the long-felt want of the Freethought
home. Let all Freethinkers immediately
become members of the Freethought Federation of America. It is our ultimate
hope by which we may obtain justice to
our cause. If you do not become a member you will be neglecting your duty to
humanity. It costs nothing to join.
-Your editorials are excellent, for their
depth of thought and the true basis
on which your arguments are founded.
Wettstein, the ever truthful, fair, accurate, and subcutaneous reasoner, has a
comfortable dwelling-place, along with A.
Augusta Chapman (our future Freethinker) in the minds of all "Freethinkers.
Lucy Colman, the emancipator of slavery,
the alleviator of pain; Susan H. Wixon,
the intellectual generator and formulator
of the cerebral faculties of what will constitute the finest family of human intellectual and moral entities that will be
presented to the eyes of the next generation; Reynolds, Remsburg, Jamieson,
Bell, and Steiner, the noble patriots
whose sole ambition seems to be the
dissemination of the seeds of knowledge,·
the elimination from the plane of life of
everything below par, the enemies of
hypocrisy, and the preservers and constructors of everything that is noble
and refined in the heart of humanity,
will all forever find a green spot in the
memory of American Freethinkers.
Inclosed find $4-$3 for another year's
subscription (due September 1st) and the
balance fQr the following books: "Infidels and Charity," five cents; "The
Myth of the Great Deluge," McCann,
fifteen cents; "Dwight L. Moody," by
Susan H. Wixon, five cents; "A Short
History of the Bible," by Keeler, seventyfive cents. I would be ~lad to receive the
issues of the Truth Seeker Library of the
year 1893.
Yours in Freethought forever,
PHILIP H. RoSENTHAL.

Jerry Simpson Declared Culpable.
CoLUMBus, RAN., Apr. 15, 1893.
To THE HoN. JERRY SilllPsoN, M. C.
from Kansas: Your letter to John T.
Powell, as to why you voted to close the
World's Fair, impels me to write you an
open letter. I wrote a letter to Hon. Mr.
Clover, member of Congress from this
district, imploring him to be consistent and
independent, and vote to keep the Fair
open. I am grieved to know he, and you·
too, voted to close the Fair on Sunday,'
which you had no right to do. And in the
end, I think both your voting and your.'
-letter to Mr. Powell will be a boomerang,'
a rope to hang you politically and officially.:
What a noble contrast to yours was the
vote of Senator Peffer, of Kansas, against
closing the Fair on Sunday. I voted to
help elect you in good faith that you
would represent the people, not religious
organizations, who are enemies to Truth,.
Equal Rights, Liberty, and Humanity;
also because I supposed you had manhood,
great mental ability, and a mind to think·
and vote without regard to religious or,
ganizations and petitions that lied and
misrepresented as to numbers most out-

rageously. But you are "weighed in the
balance and found wanting," as well as
Mr. Clover. The reasons you giv to Mr.
Po_well, that you would hav changed your
vote had it come to that, were as .obvious
and· prominent as they are now . . The
truth is that, like others who voted as you
did, or at least some others, you wertl
more anxious to be popular and retain
and attain office, than to vote to keep
church and state apart, as the only way to
preserve our liberties. You ought to know
that Congress had no right to vote on that
or any other religious subject; and in doing so you violated the oath you took to
obey the Constitution, the Declaration of
Independence, and the Natural Rights of
Man. Every man who voted as you did
ought to hav forfeited his office at once,
and gone home in dishonor and disgrace.
You hav sold out; like Esau you hav sold
your birthright, and the people's birthright!:!, for " a mess of pottage." Again I
condemn and criticise you for leaving your
seat in the house-also Senator Perkinsand com:illg to Topeka to fish and scheme
for the nomination for United States Senator-you drawing you; pay all tho time for
serving the people and leaving your post
of duty to serve yourself. It is no palliation for you to say that other officials do
so. It il!! a deplorable fact that the higher
the office and the greater the pay, the
more the official can leave his post and
place of duty. The laborer whose cause
you pretend to advocate and champion
gets no pay when away from his work,
and must be at his post or forfeit his
place. So it should be with all the people's
servants. Yon say to Mr. Powell, "I shall
pursue what I consider my duty, regardless of whether you support me or not."
If the course you hav taken is your
"duty," then your ideal of duty differs
from mine. I had, before you voted to
close the World's Fair, "taken much
stock " in you, and it was up much above
par, but alas it is now, with me, at a big
discount.
J. H. Coox.

Why Adam Could Not Hav Been Made
of Dust.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Apr. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago I wrote an
article that came out in print in one of
our home papers, wherein I said Adam
was not made of dust, and breathed into,
which made him a living soul, because at
the date of Adam our globe was beneath
water and not a pound of dust existed anywhere.
Thereupon I received a letter
from a person who signed his name
"Believer," and wanted to know of me
how I "found out that at the date of
Adam our globe was beneath the waters."
He further desired to know whether I
"was present." In reply I said.to him that
his question made me think his memory
must be out of order, else I could not account why he should not recollect: the day
when: we together inhabited the moon.
Can't you recollect, brother, the day when
we employed our time at the moon in
catching lightning-bugs for our great
electric-light works? Don't you remember at the completion of our electric
plant at the moon, that all on a sudden
the earth like a magnet drew the moon
down to the earth, in which we nearly lost
our life by drowning? Don't you recollect·
this collision of the moon with the earth
which frightened you almost to death.:
when you saw the earth beneath the waters
-!!Cared at a death by drowning? Don't
you remember your delight when you
saw the deep furrows the moon cut as it
dredged along, which caused the ocean
and Gulf Stream on earth? Don;t you
remember this great disaster, wherein all
the inhabitants of the moon were misplaced as it plowed up the mud from the
depth of the ocean, making dry land and
deepening the ocean and the Gulf Stream
all at the same time, thus dividing the
mud from the waters? Don't you remember the earth by this drainage process
was made habitable for all that were
lost in the disaster from the moon ?
Don't you remember how you lamented
that the moon got depopulated? Now,
my dear "Believer," if you can't recollect anything of this little a:tlair we shall
never trust you again with anything important. I do not': believe in trusting a
person with no memory. From my narra-
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tion we learn the moon fitted our earth
fo~ the habitation of man, woman, and

child, for beast, bird, insect, etc. The
moon kept dredging and scooping up this
m~d from the depth of the ocean, and by
this excellent drainage process our earth
became dry and habitable. Every man,
woman, and child, beast, bird, and insect,
that was lost from the moon was picked up
by the earth and became an inhabitant of
our earth. Grasses and fruit were enabled
to grow upon the drained land for the
subsistence of all living beings. After
the moon had performed its labor in
draining the earth, when it had divided
the water from the mud it went again
heavenward. The light which we receive
from the moon is due to our electric plant
which we erected before the disaster took
AuGUST BuESING.
place.
Approves of Putting God Out of His
Own Universe.
GENEVA, MINN., March 19, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I will uow seat myself and
write you a few words in regard to Freethought here. I find a great many :Freethinkers here. I find many who do not
fear to express their honest opinions on
religious matters, but will not read a Liberal paper or book. Why it is I cannot
understand. I am glad to see how Mr.
Putnam is spreading Freethought. I
hope the Federation will succeed in annihilating superstition. I like the way
you and Otto Wettstein and others hav
shoved Mr. God Almighty out of the universe. Stand by your colors, and if his·
godship goes to come back giv it to him.
Mr. Heston is doing exceedingly well. I
guess Mr. Anderson and Miss Chapman
are " downed."
Yours for the cause of humanity,
MERTO :!< HINES.
Eloquent Secular Funeral Address.
PHILADELPHIA, P A. , March 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is an account of
the services of the late Mrs. Ellen Harker.
I thought as ~he was very well known in
the Freethought ranks an account of the
services would be appreciated by the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I inclose a short address by Voltairine
de Cleyre, also a poem read by George
Longford at the funeral, and a newspaper
account of her bequests.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
J AS. B. ELLIOTT.

us. all.
Into ~hat tre~ulous, mystic, Nay, it is good-for now thou art free·
mighty nmber; that prussant, pregnant,, And freedom-sure thou didst wor~hip
shadow from which all. souls float. up and:J ,
it.
fo;m, aD:d back to which they float and A ~t,i;red wave slipping back to the sea,
mix agam, she has gone down. Full of Thougoest, bearing o:ur love with thee.
the beauty of p~rfected ~ays, fu11. of the
Well that no pain follow thee-well and
strength of serviCe and nght ways, full of
fit
the rest of a settled spirit, full or-long·
proved trust in the faith of truth, of human
POEM DELIVERED BY GEO. LONGFORD•.
freedom, she has gone down to the great All Nature, self-existent, power innate,
Sea of Life, to the great Under Soul that Lifegivsand takes, formssolvesasadaptate.
ebbs and pulses through this race of ours, Nature obeys, vice disobeys, her laws;
bearing these rich gifts in her hands-gifts In short, all good this only evil draws!
that shall flower and fruit in many another No good or ill by supernatural cause.
soul hereafter, when she, and we, and all Let not imagination take its flight
that liv and love to-day, are vanished and Upward to fancied regions for delight.
forgotten. I said the sadness lying over Scie!lce and virtue lead to happiness;
her was the softened sadness that comes Known truths, not future faith, giv real
when something that has rounded out the
bliss.
measure of its life departs. It is not that She had no fear, because she'd not
bitter ~rief whicp rends when somet.hing Or faith or hope in Juggernaut,
young IS shocked and shredded from its Nor Foh, Grand Lama, Bouth, ncr Zend,
unfinished task, but the melancholy which Nor Bible systems without end,
droops around the spirit when one who Nor Alcora.n, nor Mormon views,
has passed the leaf-time and the flower- Nor any creed that priest-followers use.
time passes away too, in the purple haze Each class, self-pure, condemns the rest,
beyond the tinie of the falling fruit, leav- Enlightened minds the whole detest.
ing the benison of all its sweet behind.
In strongest faith no virtue lies,
And none can say how far that benison And unbelief no vice implies.
may reach. Shall a foot stumble on the A bare opinion hurts no man,
path of freedom, it shall take courage and Then prove it hurts a God who can.
rise up and go upright upon the path, not To others do. to others giv.
knowing that long ago her feet stumbled As you'd hav done, or would receive.
there, and her strong soul battled there,
and her heart took courage ( f itself and
A MIND OF HER OWN.
overcame, and sent down the gift of overcoming to the future years. 'l'his small, Which She Manifested by Desiring to be
Cremated and to Promulgate Freedelicate, white hand, f!O cold now, so very,
thought, and by Disinheriting a Son-invery quiet now-which of us knows how
Law.
far its touch may reach, loving, caressing,
protecting, warning, defending? For the
The following amounts were disposed
end of the touch of a hand is not to-day,
nor to-morrow, nor to-morrow. Accord- of by wills which were admitted to probate
• Ellen J. Harker,
ing to the spirit in which it is given it on Saturday: .
shall liv moments or eons. And we who $21,900.
The last- named testatrix directed that her
knew her know that when we touched her
we touched real sympathy, right candor, body be cremated, and wished Robert G.
and strong fearlessness. I did not know Ingersoll to conduct the funeral services.
her so well as some of you, but I too hold She devised $1,000 in trust, the income
the memory of a long, lingering clasp with to be paid for five years to Friendship
which she pressed my hand once when she Liberal League, No. 257, of which she was
had given me a bunch of flowers. I felt a member, for the support of the meetings
better then for having felt that touch-! of the league, an_d further directed that
feel better now remembering it. I knew her executors shall hold the amount for
that I had come in contact not only with a five years a• a nucleus fund for the buildgentle hand, but with something greater ing of a hall or temple in Philadelphia,
that does not change in all this slipping which shall be owned by the league llnd
for the dissemination of Freethought,
world of change, and I was grateful for it. .used
and more particularly to secure the comOut of her earnest eyes shone an unflicker- plete
Reparation of church and state in
ing light, and written all over her df'ar this country.
old face-over all its lines and seams and
At the expiration of five years after her
traces of years-wns one strong word- det•ease
she devised the amount to the
" steadfast." Never swerving one hair league absolutely
forever, provided that
from what she deemed the truth; never
within five years a fund of not leFS than
bending before gods or creeds, or men; $24,000
be absolutely raised and paid
ne;ver suing at any shrine; never search- over inshall
cash into the treasury of the
in!! help from any outside po-wer; but al- league
to build a hall or temple as aforeways, iu her own quiet, courageous heart,
proper proof of which shall be preshe walked alike through the fields of said,
to the executor before the $1,000
pleasure or over the rocks of pain-stead- sented
shall he paid over. If at the expiration \>f
fast, steadfast.
years the league shall not hav raised
0 you whom she loved, take that word five fund
for the purpose, the bequest is to
with you! Her body goes back to our the
become null and void and lapse into the
mother to-day-back as she wished, to the residuary
estate. The testatrix further
light and the air;· but that word she
carved her life into, take it and bear it declared: •
forever with vou.

MRs. ELLEN HARKER.-Born in Wilmington, Del. Died in Reading, Pa. Age
seventy-five years.
"Leaves hav their time to fall,
And flowers to wither at the north wind's
breath,
It shall be a light in the dark, dark days;
The stars to set-but all,
It shall be a rift in the clouds thut
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, 0
frown·
·
Death!"
It shall be'a voice guiding all your ways;
Mrs. Harker, the oldest member of A thn·ad through the treacherous, tangleFriendship Liberal League and the Ladies'
some maze,
Liberal League, is dead. Her cheeriul
From the far, fair hights of the truth
voice, her happy smiles, are things of the
coming down:
past; her busy hands and brain are at rest.
She was a brave woman, possessed of a
good education; was born but onee, Beautiful, silvery, silken DeathSo soft, so still, so long longed-for!
lived in this world for nearly fourscore
ye11rs as maid, mother, and widow. Her Thou givest re13t where thou takest breath.
life was devoted to her children and 'lhou takest brown leaves and givest a.
wreath
friends. She spent her time in uprooting
Of the fairest, whitest flowers that are.
the weeds of selfishness· and sowing the
seeds of love and science-surrounding
the cradle with joy Hnd taking from the Peace is the name of the great pale rose
That opes and broods o'er the brow of
coffin its gloom. She was never bleesed
the dead;
with the grace of God.
The narrow
creeds were early outgrown. The "Age of Silence the lily-white bud that blows
R11ason" was her standard of ethics, Where the sweet, cold eyes will never unclose,
Thomas Paine her hero; and she always
And the mouth curves yet with a shadow
took an activ part in the celebration of his
of red.
birthday.
She had no fear of death and did not Cruel, 0 Death, are thy wings and winds!
believe in the resurrection. Many years
But thy flowers are wonderful, white,
ago she decided to hav her body cremated,
and rare.
and repeated the wish in her will. She We weep sad salt where our pain begins,
was always steadfast. Never in all her But we bless the silence her pain upbinds,
years did she care for the odium of the
And the great pale rose on her silver
"respectable," believing that one in the
hair.
right was a majority. She passed peacefully into the great unknown.
Thou hast given her back to the MotherAll" A busy life has ended,
Mother-lover of women and menA cheerful voice is hushed,
One day we shall lie with her under one
A happy home made vacant,
pallHer fragil body-dust."
The wild, wide sky and the clear windJ. B. ELLIOTT.
call,
ADDRESS BY VOLTAIRINE DE OLEYRE.
The gold and crystal of sun and rain.
FRIENDS: To those who die in the
beautiful fullness of beautiful years death 0 dear dead body, our eyelids swell
Red with the sorrowful tears of us!
is a lovely, a beautiful thing. Its sadness
is like the sadness of the autumn shine Thou shalt not know, none ever shall tell
that melts, and melts, and melts .. into the The long, sad song of this last farewell,
Though it ring on through all the years
kissing shadows of the night. So she
of us,
died-this mother, this lover and frien~ o.f

A Visit to Cincinnati-The Ohio Liberal
Society.
LoUISVILLE, KY., Apr. 9, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been on a six weeks'
trip, and my hardest deprivation has been
to be denied seeing THJ<J TRUTH SEEKER.
One reached me through the kindness of
Dr. de Lespinasse.
A week ago, while in Indiana, I thought
I would run in to Cincinnati over Sunday.
My first call was made on my esteemed
friend, Dr. E. S. McLeod, one of the
warmest friends and supporters of the
Liberal cRuse during his residence in
Chicago. The doctor is doing well, and
besides a large practice, holds a professorship in the Cincinnati Medical College.
For natural talent, scholarship, and profound research there are few men the equal
of E. S. McLeod. When quite a young
man he was one of the faculty of the Iowa
State University, and withal is a true-blue
Liberal and a whole-souled fellow. The
quartet of faithful workers for Freethought
in Cincinnati is headed by "Deacon"
Light, ably assisted by Andrew Hogg, Mr.
Silverman, and Dr. McLeod.
Sunday morning I am the first to greet
Mr. Steiner, and was soon joined by our
friend Silverman. We all called on Dr.
McLeod and a program was arranged for
our afternoon entertainment. Dr. McLeod
agreed t.o take me in charge and the other
friends were to see to Mr. Steiner. Early
after dinner the doctor culled at the
Palace Hotel with a carriage in which was
seated one of the fairest daughters of the
Crescent City, whose name I cannot recall,
but whose cheery presence added charmingly to a most delightful drive. PasBing

rapidly by the close, smoky, murky, lowlying portion of the city, we ascend Wal·
nut Hills, past Eden Park, Burnett Woods,
to Clifton, the urban city par excellence.
Dom Pedro, when entertained in Cincinnati, pronounced this natural scenery,
hightened by the imposing effect of
palatial residences, wooded slopes, terraced lawns, and natural lakes, the ideal
spot he had seen on earth. It certainly
is lovely almost beyond expression, for all
that wealth can contribute to a:ld to
natural beauty has been done. To view
these magnificent palaces is certainly e.
pleasure, but to contemplate how those
who build them liv is anything but assuaging. In those castles of the barons of
business is stored the labor of thousands
upon thousands of human beings, while
those who should possess this wealth, by
right of producing it, liv in squalid tenements in those dirty, dingy streets in the
v11.lley two hundred feet below. However,
to destroy our pleasure is to think. Thinking is a pernicious practice, which as yet the
majority of mankind seldom indulge in or
these terrible inequalities could never be.
From the contemplation of social injustice
we are whirled to the Museum of Art, a
magnificent structure of which any city
might justly feel proud.
Among the marbles we are attracted to
several by Hiram Powers, by his son, and
other sculptors of equal celebrity. We
take a hurried glance at the canvases.
Here are some originals by Rubens,
Vandyke, and others. The doctor drew
my attention to a large canvas by Benjamin West-a scene from " Humlet,"
where Laertes and Ophelia are before the
guilty king and queen.
This work lS
strongly, tragically drawn. Each facial
expression would suffice for an essay on
character, and the detail of the picture is
perfect. 'rhe hugest canvas portrays the
scene of Jesus riding into Jerusalem on a
jackass. My friend the doctor remarks
that ''the jackass is the salvation of the
picture." Certainly his is the only intelligent expression in the lot. The hour
of closing hastens our departure with
regrets.
The evening finds us at Douglass Hall,
where a large audience regularly attends
the meetings of the Ohio Liberal Society,
which society-New York possibly excepted-has the largest l!,reethought
gatherings 'in this country.
Douglass
Hall is a model in everything but ventilation, and as it is crowded every Sunday
night, that becomes a serious drawback.
Within the membership of this society is
excellent vocal and instrumental talent,
with which the audience were regaled
prior to the introduction of the lecturer.
President Ueo. E. Light ideally and
literally fills the chair to perfection. He
introduced Mr. Franklin Steiner, who
spoke on "Popular Evidences iu Favor of
Christianity Tested." His lecture is
argumentativ, terse, forcible, and logical,
and Franklin Steiner is bound to take
front rank among the lecturers in the
Liberal field. During the lecture the
audience frequently manifested their
appreciation of the speaker's pertinent
points, and at its conclusion he was the
recipient of unstinted applause.
A discussion followed, participated in
by the writer, Dr. McLeod, a "reformed"
preacher, and President Light; and a brilliant little lady made un excellent extempore address-Mary L. Geffs.
For large audiences, interest, htLrmony,
and general activity the Ohio Liberal Society far outranks Chicago to-day. Chicago once could lay claim to supremacy
as the center of Liberal work. It C!l.n do
so no longer. Cincinnati has forged
away ahead. Its society is a splendid one.
All those in it work for the cause, not for
themselvs. The workers are also the
contributors. People who cannot financially assist a cause ca.n seldom inspire
others to do it for them. It has fine literary and forensic talent right in its membership. None hav any mercenary motivs, for
all are well able to support themselvs as
well as the society, and theydo it liberally.
The society is flourishing financially.
There all is harmony and good feeling and
small.chance for hypocrisy or treachery
to diminish its usefulness. May it liv
long and prosper, is the earnest desire of
E; A. S:rlilVENS,
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A theft of $30,000 brought this young
man to a prison door; but when a boy he
turnell that way years before, when he
Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXON, J(all sold his honesty for seventy-two cents.
River, ·Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca
That night he sat disgraced and an open
tions (or this Corner should be sent.
criminal in his chilly cell.
Uncle -Tohn was long ago dead.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
The old home was desolate, his mother
When the night is beginning to lower,
broken-heart<>d. The prisoner knew that
Comes a pause in the day's occnEations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
what brought him thf're was not the man's
deed alone, but the hoy's.
Put Out to Sea.
Had the ten-year-old boy been true to
honor, life now would hav befln different.
Put out to sea, sailor, put out to sea!
Fear not the howling winds, but eut the cable One little cheating was thP first of many,
free.
until his character was eaten out, could
All the freight aboard, sailor, aland no longer be; bear no test, and he wrecked manliness
Leave the poor old rotten dark alHl put cut to
and his life.
sea.!
Trust to the Freethonght frigate, n'lfnrl every
sail;

Correspondence.

Faster the craft will b~om, the fiercer the gale.
McCoY, OnE .. March 26, 1893.
Heed not the rolling waves tlnugh surging they
DEAR Mn•s WixON: This is my first letbe;
I am eleven years
Hold the helm by compifS well, and pnt on•. to tel' to the Corner.
old. I liv in McCoy. My father takes
sea.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like to read the
Bright gleams the morning, sailor, lift np the Children's Corner. I go to school, and
eye;
study reading, spelling, arithmetic, menSuperstition disappearing, Reason's realm is tal arithmetic, geography, and grammar.
nigh!
I am in the seventh A grade. There is
On the mizzen-peak, sa.ilor, let your pennon be- one church in McCoy. It is a Presbyte" Freethonght forever!" ancl pnt out to ;ea.
rian church. Well, I will close now, as
Tyn ]sbm·o, Mass.
J•lHN Pn• scoTT GUILD.
my letter is growing long. If this letter
escapes the wastebasket I will write again.
Fruits.
From your sincere friend,
DoRIS SEARS
There are many different kinds of fruits
such as the vpple, pear, peach, strawberries,
Lom, CAL., March 12, 1893.
raspberries, blackberries, plums, and
DEAR MisS WrxoN: This is m_y first
gra.,es. and many more, which grow in letter to the Children's Corner. I liv on a
the North.
In the South are also farm of three hundred and eighty acres oi
frnits which grow in the North, and land. I hav four pet cats. My papa has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKRR. for three years,
f'<'n.e that do not grow there, such
and I like to reaci the Children's Corner.
as the orange, banana, lemons, figs, I am seven years old and soon will be
dates. The fruits are canned in the sum- eight. I go to school and study reading,
mer, and are very nice in winter when we arithmetic, spelling, and language.
Well, as my letter is getting quite Ion~
cannot get them o:ff the trees. All the
frnits are gone for this year. The fruits I will close. If this escapes the wastebasket I will try again.
are ~hipped North in the spring because
From your little Liberal friend,
they get ripe in the South sooner than they
HAZEL M. HoGAN.
do in the North. Nearly all the people
[A bright girl is HazeL-En. C C.]
like fruits. All the fruit trees bloom in
TURNER, ORJil., March 14, 1893.
the spring and shed their bloom, and
Miss SusAN H. WixoN AND YoUNG PEothen the young fruits grow and get ripe.
PLE: We hav had a good deal of snow for
The peach tree is am on~ the first to bloom. Oregon this winter. The snow lay on for
GERTRUDE H. STIGALL,
over two weeks. Things hav started to
grow now.
How many of the Cornerites like pets?
Never.
"There never was a good war, nor a I do, for one. We hav three little Japanese "chin" puppies nearly six months
bad peace. "-Franklin.
old-one of them, Flossie, weighs three
This is one of the pithy sayings of '' Our and a half pounds, and is a light seal
Ben," and true as truth can be. War is brown, with tan-colored legs and no tail
never justifiable. It is never right to to speak of; one big collie dog; six canary
strike a brotber or a sister, or a friend or birds; two white rats with red flyes; one
blue "Maltese " kitten; one "mouser "
a foe. It is always ignorance that breeds cat, and one pet hen. Truly yours,
wllr. It is ignorance thatgivs the first blow
.
KATIE D. MATTESON,
and ignorance that strikes b11ck. All dif[Quite a family of pets. ..c..En. C. C.]
ferences should be settled by arbitration.
The time will come when a whip will be a
BRACKETT, TEx., March 21, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My father has taken
relic of antiquity, and swords and guns
will be found only in rimseums. Then we THE TRUTH SEEKER for as long as T can
rt>member, and I am twelve years old. I
shall honor and pension. our peacemakers, like to read the paper very much, espeinventors, teachers. The hangmen will de- cially the Children's Corner. I go to school,
part to the everlasting shades, arid jails and I think my brothers and sisters and
and prisons will be converted into school- myself are the only Freethinken in the
whole school. I hav two brothers and
houses and lecture rooms.
three sisters. One of my brothers and
AUNT ELMINA,
two of my sisters go to schoo1.
1\fy father is one of the trustees, and
Wbat Followed.
when one of the teachers began to say the
A young man, arrested for swindling his Lord's prayer he had it stopped. Hoping
employer out of $30,000, sat alone in a that my letter will not find its way to the
waste-basket, I am your little Freethinker
criminal's cell, out of which daylight had friend,
MAY WHITELEY.
faded. Cowering on his hard bed, he
[Such a nice little letter as the above
pictured to himself the world outside, full will never find the waste-basket.-En.
of warmth and life and comfort. The C. C.]
question came to him sharply: " How
came you here?"
LoNG LAKE~MINN., March 30, 1893.
Was it really for the stealing of that
DEAR MISS wrxoN: Seeing no letters
from this~part of the country, I thought I
sum?
would write one to make a start. This is
Yes and no.
my first letter to the Corner ; and I hope
Looking back twenty years, he saw him- it
will not be the last one.
self a Pchoolboy ten years old. He reMy father takes THE TRUTH SREll'ER and
membered one lovely June day, with the thinks it a good paper. We all like to rea<l
roses in full bloom over the porch, and the the Children's Corner. I am thirteen years
dress his mother wore while at her work, old and go to school. My studies are language, reading, history, geography, spelland the laborers in the wheat fields.
ing, and arithmetic.
Freshest of all,· he remembered his
We hav "The Story Hour,"" Apples of
Uncle John-such a queer, kind, forgetful Gold," and " All In a Lift>time," and
old man. That very morning his uncle think they are nice books. I hav three
had sent him to pay a bill at the country brothers and two sisters ; my youngest
store, and there were seventy-two cents brother plays the violin, and one of my
sisters is taking music lessons.
left, and Uncle John did not ask him for
We liv near a lovely lake on a big farm,
it. When they met that noon, this boy, and make much maple syrup every spring.
now in prison, stood there under the blue Well, I will close with best wishes to the
Your Liberal friend,
sky and a great temptation came. He Corner.
CARRIE W OLSFELD.
said to himself: "Shall I giv it back or
shall I wait till he asks for it? If he never
BALTIMORE, Mn., 1\farch 19, 1893.
asks, that is his lookout. If he does, why,
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Tt givs me so much
I can get it again together."
pleasure to read the letters in the ChilHe never gave back the money.
dren's Corner that it encourages-me to try

-------------------

once more, as a few lines from me mi~ht
interest· some of the other readers. "\Ye
all enjoyed the letters you wrote while
abroad especiallv those about Scotland,
Wallac~, and Edwin Ruthven. I a!ll
named after the latter and was born m
that country. And we were glad you returned safe home. Father and mother
enjoy reading THE TRUTH SEEKER; they
are both Freethinkers, and never. go to
church. We hav the "Freethmkers'
Pictorial Text-Book " and "Thomas
Paine's Complete Works" antl a ~ood
many of Robert Ingersoll's lectures; also
a large portrait of that great orator. He
is to deliver a lecture here on the 28th of
this month. Mother and I hop': to hear
him. It is getting late, so I will close.
Yours for Freethought,
EnwiN R. FRJEND.
P.S.-I would like to hear from some of
the children in the Corner.
E. R. F.
[Correspondents will notice the postscript and act accordingly.-En. C. C.]
NEw YoRK, M:arch 3, 1893.
MISs WIXoN: In THR TRUTH SEEKER of
February 18th a letter is published from
the pen of Mr. Albert Sandberg, ofNunach,
Cal. dated Jan. 24, 1893, which in substan~e says that "women will abolish
what little liberty we hav" if they are allowed to vote. I suppose that by the
word "women," Mr. Sandberg means the
American ladies.
I hav allowed two numbers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, of February 25th las~ ~nd 4th
inst. to appear without contradicting 1\fr.
Sandberg's assertion, expecting to sue one
or more American gentlemen come out in
the defense of the American ladies; but
since such has not been the case, allow me
to ask Mr. Sandberg: Who voted in favor
of having the Chicago Fair opened on
Sundays against the clergy and members
of Cong~ess that want the World's Fair
closed ? In the board of lady managers
all except one voted in favor of its being
opened on Sundays. In other count1·ies
I don't deny the danger which Mr. Sandberg sees, exists ; but not here.
.
The result in the vote of the lady managers suffices to prove that Mr. Sandberg's
fears are groundless.
JoSEPH FELIX GONZ~LES.
HARLAN, IA., March 21, 1893.
1\fiss SusAN H. WIXoN: Father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for a good many years.
I like to read the letters in the Children's
Corner. This is my first letter. If any
of the boys or girls will write to me I will
be glad to answer. All around here
are Christians, or rather church-members.
Nobody comes to see us, because we
are Freethinkers and think for our·
selvs. Papn is going to sell, and go
somewhere else, when he can get $40 an
acre. He is deaf, and spends most of his
time reading and writing when he is not
at work. About five years ago he was
walking to town on the railroad track,
and could not hear the cars, which ran
iuto him, knocked him o:ff the track, and
broke two or three ribs. There is a little
Fre•thinking girl in town. that was made
to join church. One day the preacher's
wife told her to pray and she would believe. She said that she had prayed and
prayed and it didn't do any more good
than praying to a corn-cob!
I said that nobody came to visit us-that
is no body around here comes. I will
cl~se for .fear my letter will not be published.
I hope that some day this will be a
free country, and it will if we .do our
best to make it so.
ARTIE P. BAKER.
[Just about as much good to pray to a
corn-cob. Frederick Douglass prayed to
be free, but never accomplished anything
until he prayed with his feet and walked
into freedom.-En. C. C.]

~-~··-·~··

too much. Papa has been a Freethinker
and taken THE TRUTH SEF.lrnR for fourteen
years. Ma sang a solo at two Christmas
festivals and I gave a recitation at the
Methodist festival; it was entitled "Little Nellie's Christmas Eve:" It had one
hundred and ninety-four lineR. I am· an
only child and hav no pets. I hav had a
parrot a bird, about a bushel of cats, and
one ddg. Do you not think I ought to.
hav a pet of some kind? I do, anywav.
I hav a tricycle, a doll carriag:e, two
cradles, eight dolls, and _many ?ther toy~.
There is a new dock bemg bmlt here; It
is only a few steps from our place. Papa
owns the town hall, but the Mechanics' Institute is occupying it now. I would like
some of the Cornerites to writfl to me.
My address iR Gore Bay, Manitoulen Isle,
Ont. T think I will come to a close now,
so good-bye.
From your little truth seeker,
GRAOilll BRAZENOR.
P.S.-Do the Cornerites hav badges,
and hav you got to pay for them, for I
should like to get one?
G. B.
[No, the Cornerites do not hav badgeR
especially for them. Such a favnred child
of fortune as Gracie should. hav one of
Otto Wettstein's beautiful badges advertised in TBE TmtTH SEEKER. Sn indeed
should all Freethinkers wear this badge,
little and big. Some one has spoken of a
badge to be worn at the World's Fair,
that Liberals may recognize each other at
once, and nothing can be prettier than the
Wettstein badge. It is more enduring
than a ribbon, and is a thing of beauty at
all times.-En. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
hmo, 300 pp., $1.
Apples of Gold. And Other. Stories for
Boys and Girls. Umo, 883 pp., $I.25.
be Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandTsome and Interesting BookhWithont SnpPrstition, for Children and Yont
The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRU'£H SEEKEU CO.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J. ROMANES,
A systematicExiJosition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l'eneral reader rather than oo profe;sed naturalistR.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.n,glish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking wrth Professor Huxley- in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Des_i_gn, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of bea.nty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy....
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the preRent generation in a ms,nner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of naturalIsm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
ie no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
·words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
JY'llustr~tted Price, cloth__,Jl2.
Address, TH.!!; TRUTH SEEKER.

GoRE BAY, MANITOULEN IsLE,}
March 22, 1893.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is the first
time I hav written to you, but I hope it
will not be the last. Papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and we both like it very
much. I go to school. I am in the
Fourth Reader and the senior fourth class.
I study reading, writing, spelling, literature geography, and history. I take
music lessons, and my teacher's name is
Mrs. Sutherland. Do you not think the
Freethinkers ought to know as much
about the Bible as Christians? I do. I
am going to a girl's birthday taffy-pulling
to-morrow night-and she will be fourteen
years old. Her name is Maud Jackson.
I will be twelve years old on the last day
-oof April. I g • to the Methodist SundayA COLLECTION OF
school, and I like my teacher very much.
I got a lot of ChriRtmas presents last
Christmas. I gave mamma a little breakFOB
fast cruet and papa a tobacco-pouch. I got
a set of furs, a silver watch, a pair of kid Liberal al}c:l :etl)ieal Soeietiee,
gloves, a pair of china models, a pair of
for Sel)ools al}c:l
china babies, a sleigl!, a very large doll,
tl)e Hon}e.
a pair of vases, twQ plush albums, a gold
-With Music Written to All the Songs.-:watchchain, a cup and saucer, a silk
handkerchief, and a silver mug.
OoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
I like to read, but papa says I read . Prlea, $1.50,
Ji'or sa.\11 Aot THIS OFFIOE.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

TH~

TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 29, 1893.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.
With the eighth edition of
Winwood Reade's" Martyrdom of Man," the cost of

Just

Out~~25

Cents.,;.... Five Copies for $1.

A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would give $25 a.
yea.r. ~o hav.e. the Qrime~ of Preachers record~d, &s the tre@_e¥t .!&Jl~es
of VIrtue "of the ministers showed how little v&lue Uhristiamty
possesses- to make 'men moral. We have ;jnst i,;sued the Fourth Edition of the book doing this
The additions for this_ new -~dition of the
·

"Crimes of Preachers''

shows nearly'400 cases of 'ministerial conduct. While those in pr~
vions edmons >.1IOw ·that Within a iew years ab~nt

13QO ~INl~~ERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY

$1.00.

of one ki~d- or- anothl)r •of. criminal conduct. Most of the· crimes.
are against women, f3i the fair sex are R.t once the weakneqs and
~f:r:r.engtli ~f ·.th~- c nr~h~" the church" mean~ng of conroe, the
. Notwithstanding the· many •-dditional pages. we have kept the
price tbe same,25 cents, Send for a copy, and confound the chnrch--lililliiilllllllo.it:;l
men. Show-them )rist what·Roru of.scll.mp• are t-be clergy who luwe
closed the Wo:rld'.r Fair· 0'.1 Snuday. b9canoe it is so holy a day th~t to lo_k upil:i m!tchiner]· or
paintings in ·this period is" immoral."
, .
..
_ . Add_ress
THE TRUTH SEEKER, -~8 Lafayette rlace, New York.

____- __ ____ _

------·

_,

The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Gardener's
"Men;· Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The.

''MAR'l'YRDOM OF MAN''
BY

Is 8.-ve~Y. interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race- has undergone
-its mai·tyr9-om-i~ its ris~ to i~s pr~;ent plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppressive factors m mans struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, desorJbes his
intellectual struggle from the anim!J-l. periC?d of the earth to the present, adding an ontli~e of what
the author· conceives would be a rel!gwn of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria. the
· _ .l;l..
.
.
0 Phenici~~cns, Carthage and Rome, Roman Afri9a, the Arabs.
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SALADIN

TheNatnralHistoryofRelj.g~on,theisraelites,theJews,·theProphets,

Character 9f ;resns, tile. Chris tuns~ Arabia~ MeQca,..Character _of Mohammed, Descrrption of Afrrca, the Monammeaans m uentral Afrwa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, the
Church, Venice, Arab S_llain, the Portugues~,_ Discoverer_Jl__, the Slave Trade,
0
Abolition in Europe, Abolition in Amenca, 1uaterials of ttnman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origjn of Man and Early History,
Snl'(lll;lnry qf Universal History, The FntlL-e of the Human Race, The
0
Rellgwn of Reason and Love.

r;w. STEWART ROSS),
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· Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

GOLD.

Good Books for Liherol/y ln.
elined People ..
o~ "Ingu_irendo Is~and." Copiously illustrated
With orrgmal drawmgs by Louis 1\'I. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo bland. A novel. By Hudor
GenaHe. . 12m a, 3Ji3 pages; cloth 1 $1; paper,
OOQ.

This bqok IS to .m.e a delightful snrpri~e. In m:t_Jndgment It IS a stronger piece of
fictiOn than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it reminds one of. It is a
11;1ercrles.s e;rposure of Ph~risaism and hypoc11-SY, whtch IS so prevaJent m fashionable Chris~Ian}tY of to-day, It Is a good bookl and while
It will offend many, should be reau by all."[The Arena.

CHAS. F. BLACKBURN,
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given to the exp_ert examination ot mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbia.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." Itisaworkof vast research of sound crrticrsm\.of caustic
humor 'of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire; !Jf pathos and elog,nence. J.t is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever :ti:red at the J eWlsh God and the Bible. -_
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
.
" _l

WOMAN: H:ER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD ..
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated ·the woman; it ~hronded
as with a lialo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object o~ Sala~n's work
is to show the .archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English w J Iter said of It:
"Tbis certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
·
In two volumes, cloth, g1lt lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this snbjec.!_, proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings, 'l.'O whillh are added such oomments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and ~f the q~estion- whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible cal:! be interpreted by modem science.
In paper, 20 cents.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Voysey, pastor of the Theistic church of London; With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'!'aft Root. Paper, 87 pages; 20c.

Precious Metallllines a Specialty. Can
furnish any kind of mineral property-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nickel, Copper, Lead,
Antimonv,Iron, l\'Iangane•e, and Coal. Also Slate.
Granite, Limestone, and Sandstone quarries.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.

RICH GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE.'.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles

·Bradford. Paper, 18mo, 18 pages; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,

Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers, and
gold-silver galena mines in Koatenax and Cariboo districts, British Columbia. unly a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondenl'e solicited· sampling, assays and mill tests;
all work strictly scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

24m a; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.
By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 81 pages, 10c.

A Study of Primitive (;hrisUanity. By
Lewis G. Janes.- Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op, uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
p. thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
Im_pressed with the care, the honest:\', the faithfulness, tl).e impar~ittlity, the love of truth\ the
conservatism exhibited throughout this aamirable volnme."-[Popnlar Science Monthly.
What Can Ethics Do For Us~ By
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 82
pages,1Qc.

MilLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
METAL.

MINERAL.

3mol4

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subJects are: ·A Last InterView with &
Man of Geruus; An Essay on Stirpicnltnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constttntion; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's _own book, for it is poetrl' in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of &trong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.
·

LAYS OF ROMA,NCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being toma.ntic, h:lstoric verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
·
.
_
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
· · '
-

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and· reformer.
Every page glows wit-h passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold.lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;y one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of B&lif.dlD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down f:rom the &'allows. Printed from :m&n'll•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
.
_

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By

:~~:.~oc~ackintire

.LJONJ>ON..A.GNOBTIO JOUBN.A.l.. ~

SILVER.

MIBES ABD STOCKS.

The Las~ 'l'enet;_ Imposed upon the Khan o~
Tomathoz. l:Sy Hudor Genone, author

Editor of the

Colonel Kelso's works.

Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29

Th~ M.orals of Cllrist. A comparison
With the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic
Pparisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Anstiri
Bier bower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pa,ges, 50c.; cloth
$1. "llfr. Bier;oower has carefully analyzed th~.
old-world ethical sYstems which chiefly concern the modern civilized war ld, and in this
book he has so. classified the elements revealed
qy that anal:!'1!!S as to Jl'i"l"e them a high scientific value. His book IS a-lmost as systematic as
a treati~e upon one of the exact sciences and
s~ands !n fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical
discussiOn of which we hear so much and which
leads ns nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

·Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

A short stori of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open OlYUrt
said: "This nove will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is
·This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 1!5 cents.
·

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~;ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndnl_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
·
ln paper, 25 cents.
.
tli
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')'Jf!jl TRU'm SEEKER. !Ill L,.f._v.,tt... Pl~. N:..,. y,...,.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
on the applications of scientific truth to morals ·
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages·
cloth, $1; _l)aper, 50c. "Strong, even bold;
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution lon:g a,nd
carefully, and has not found it necessary to ·
abandon all his old reverences. The discotirses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reason of their fund of anecdote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religwns and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

WHIRL WIND SOWN and REAPED.

Libert~

irt

Literature.
rile Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 831

pages, $3.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo, neity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
75 pages, SOc. "li'Ir. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of ~11.e Real Blasphemers. PapE'1', 12mo
wide reading ani! investiga,tion. It is a helpful
.188 pages, 50c.
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, nnrl its
presentation of the relation between evolution Spiritualism Sustained.
\l-15 pages, $1.
,.
and Christianity includes much valuable
thonght."-[Buffalo Express.
•mhwr>~A '-l..dl~~. 0'
Lessons From the Worltl of ~latter and\

To

.BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

the World of ~Ian. By Theodore Parker. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A.N
LJ'TT.'L£ LESSONS fj'(}R

SelectedLeighton.
from notes12m
of a,
unpublished
sermons by ,
Rufus
480 pages; cloth, $1.25; '
paper, 50c.

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

ADDRESS DEL~ IIERF;;PHILADELPHIA, P A..

ne c~~ym~:;UTvi~f;;s,. LI!!R~~ D. !E~~~s.j w;~. ::~::~ ,;~o:Mtm'"
-~ TJB F R 4 L Sl OR Y,

·;Br 1\f&s. E. J. :BALr..

Price 25 cents.

!

' Boards..

~cents,

· ['mper,

~ cents ~ cloth, ro

o.snts.
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Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
N owadaye that people hav waxed distrnetfnl of the ethical commands of
Jehovab-enl'h_ rae to sell your tainted
meat to your neighbore, to rape the
womenfolk of your conquered enemies, to
stone to death Sunday fuel-gatherers, etc.
-they are setting about investigating
ethics for themselve. A good piece of
literature to aid them is the International
Journal of Ethics. This quarterly mae-azine contains in its April number "The
Relation Between Ethics and Economics,"
by J. S. Mackenzie; "Self-Development
and Self- Surrender," by Mrs. Sophie
Bryant; "The PrinciplAe and Ch;ef Dangers of the Administration of Charity,"
by Bernard Bosanqnet; "The Ethics of
an Eternal Being," by Thomas David~on;
"Reform Within the Limite of Existing
Law," by Wm. M. Salter; "Freedom:
Ita Relation to the Proof of Determinism,"
with Discussions and Book Reviews.
Subscription, $2.50;- single number, 65
cents.
Hail to the beet writin~e of Benj. R.
Tucker, selected and printed by that
famous American exponent of Anarchism
in a V()lnme entitled, "Inst<>ad of a Book,
by a Man Too Busy to Write One." The
.printing of this work's 512 pages is as neat
as its reasonings are, in the opinion of
many, tattery and slovenly. All will
admit that the style. is very clear even if
thev think that the ~ocial system advocated
isn't. And withal the reader is blessed
with a frontispiece portraitofMr. Tucker.
First we hav selections grouped under the
headin~ of "The Individual, Society, and
the State." Next "Money and Interest"
are rongblyhandled in a nnmberofpiecee.
'J:I~en our system concerning "Land and
Rent'' receives a broadside of twenty or
Ro gnns. The next antagonist is "Socialism," against which is hurled a batterin!:\'charR"e of a dozen excerpts from Mr.
Tucker's inditinge in Liberty and otherwhere. "Communism" comes in for
a similar bombardment. "Methode"
and " Miscellaneous " cover the remainder of the hostilities. No doubt
much good may be observingly distilled
from the book. All Freethinkers esteem
liberty and individualism /?OOd even
though they deem Anarchy bad, and they
will be glad to learn from this book or
anything else how to extend those gl01·ione
conditione to the utmost possible limit at
everv ·.Point. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
Wat.te & Co., London, Eng., hav issued
a small book as a convenience to persons
desirous of learning what Freetbonght
literature it is advisable to bny. It consists of a list of standard works such as are
required by Freethinkers. The price of
each book is given, and a brief description
of its contents. The title is "A Rationalist Bibliography." Works on evolution
are given, such aR "The Story of Creation~" by Edward Clodd;
Darwin's
" Origin of Species" and " Descent of
Man:" "Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy,"
by J obn _Fiske; Haeckel's " History of
Creation " and "History of the Evolution
of Man:" Hnxlev "On the Origin of
Species" and. on "Man's Plac·e in Nature;" "MentalEvolntion in Animals," by
G. J. Romanes; Spencer's "First Princioles" and other works. and Wallace's
"Darwinism." Books upon early man
are indicated as follows: "The Childhood of the World;" by Edward Clodd;
''Human Origins," by Samuel Laing:
"The Origin of Civilization and the
Primitiv Condition of Man," by Sir John
Lubbock; "Prehistoric Times," by the
Rame author: "Antiquity of Man," by
Charles Lyell; "The Primitiv Family,"
by N. Starcke: "Anthropology,". by E.
B. Tylor, and "Primitiv Culture," by the
e~me author.
Then, the subject of
ancient mytbolo?:y, religion, folklore,
etc., as illustrated in monuments, lang-uage, and so on, bas been given some
books such as "Egyptian Belief and
Modern Thought," in which· J. Bon wick
traces the Egyptian elements of Chrietianitv; "Myths and Dream~."· by E ..
Clodd; "Introduction to the Science of
Comparativ Mythology and Folklore," by
Rev. Sil' George Cox- "Bible Myths,"
giving the origin of bibhcal stories in preceding reli?:ions legends; "Evolution of
the Idea of God, according to Anthropology and History," by Count Goblet
d'Alviella; "Myth, Ritual, and Religion,"
by Andrew Lang; "Chips from a German Workshop," in which Max Muller
ha.ndlee the religion, myths, traditions,
and customs of Hindooe, Persiam•, Greeks,
Romans, Germane, Celts, and other peoples; " The Science of Language," by the
same author; "Introduction to Science
. of Religion," by the same author, and
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''Fresh 'IIight from. the Ancient··Monn- poseel!le that issue of the paper to preserve
ment11," by·A~ H. Sayee. A clA.ee of"booke Mr. Holland's list.
difficult to separate from the above is that.
treating of the religions of the world-that
is, of the developed and leading religioner
A timely paiil.~hlet. is "AI?Ie~,ica'e ()omIt lB b;y
as disting-uished from the foregoing. relig- paot with De.~potism m ~nsBia.
ions beginningR and nebnlre. In this line William M. Salter, a writer whose contriwe find "Religions of India," by A. bntions to tJils'·pitper are doubtless rem emBarth: "Lectures on National Religions ·bared ~by :t]ie~r:"jUs~neee of thought and
and Universal Religions," bv Knenen;· clearness ,of' "diction·. Mr. Salter starts
"Lectures on the Origin and Growth of with t.heremarktlfat we ordinarily suppose
Religion, as Illustrated bv the Religions our governing repr,eReritative to be doing
of In ilia," by Max Muller; ·"On the right; t!>: be; as standing }n tht; place of
RPligion of Ancient EgVJ>t," by P. le Pa.~e the ·fathers: of the republic,. ammated by
Renonf; "On. the: Nativ Religions of ·the· love cif)iberty and the hatred of opMexico and Peru." by Dr. Reville: "On prPesipn. Bnt,.onr.antbor goes on to ~a~,
the. Origin and Growth of Religion as "itis possible that the_T should err, It IB
Tilnetrated by Celtic HE~athendom;" by possible that they should .temporarily even
Prof. .T. Rhys;· "On th~ Religion of An- forgP.t:the J<Teat principles for .which a free
cient Assyria and Babylonia," l:>v Prof. A. people ehonld stand; and when this happens
Sayee; pamphlets on "Non-Christian Be- it"is not only the right; it is the duty, of
Jigioue Ry~teme," embracing "Bnildb-. the private oitizene .to protest. In my
ism." "Confuciani.!lm," "The. KoTan. ,. jndgment snoh ·a situation has now arisen.
"Hindooiem,:" and "Islam." Works The Unit!ld States is now entering into a
devoted '·to anatomizing, and show- compact with a despotic.government which
ing tlie .pernicion.Rneee of, religion in cannot be .sanctioned by; and could not hav
general, are:.' AJe-er's "Oritical HiRtory of originated _:witb,_those "Who are supTemely
tbeDoctiin ofa Future Li'e;" Amberlev's solicitous for the,oause.of freedom and the
"AnalveisofRelicioneBelief:" "A Con- rights df'man .. -.• i " I refer to the
eiRe Hietorv of,Religion;"b:v F. J. Gould; treatY.~with·R!'!E!eia!~·l
.
.
~'The Trial of Theism, ... byG.".T. Holvoake;· . Moreover; Mr. Sa~tevgoes on to say~ It
"The Supernatural: Its-Origin, Nature, is_ not, to,epeal!: exqc~ly; .a: treaty with
and:Evolntion, "·bv J obn H: Kine-; "Man- Russia, . but· ·with despgtieiri in Russia.
nalof the Science of.Relicion,"byC. de For '·"the Rn~Bian people are not reprela Sanesaye; "Natnral Religion," by Prof. ·sent~d by' th"eir goverlr!.rient;; it is not a
J .. R. Seeley ; Spenoer'e "Eccle~iA.stical government: by' the~. Jjht over them; it
TnRtitutione;",· "Outlines of the History· does not .exist by:·.tbeii-coneent, nor does
of Religion," bv C. P. Tiele,-and .Tohn. it serve their interest, Force eertabliehPd
Stuart Mill's" ThTeeEeeayR ori Religion,'.;; it, and foice.maintai;iie, it.. The Russian
viz. NatUre, The Utili tv of RAiigion, and people are,not without• lovable traits, o.nd
Theism. Boolre on Christianity in pal'ticn- -nothing-that I'ebalLsay:mnst'be construed
lar are, in part, Bradlaugh's "GeneAie: Its ·ag-ainst them; ·:cotild'·a· treaty be made with
Authorship and Authenticity;" Brewer's them to p'rotect·them·from. oppression, no
"Dictionary of Miracles;" Colen eo's "'l'he one would ·object~: but ·the aim of this
Pentateuch and tbl'l Boo"k"of Joshua Critic- treaty. in which our.: government has conally Examined;" Davidson's "Introdnc- scionslv or nnconscionsly acquiesced, is to
tion to the New Teertament;" Canon Driv- make the grip of the oppressor still stronger
er'~ ''Introduction to the Literature of the upon them;"
· ..
Old TeRtament:" Gree'e "Creed of ChrisThe author .wiehea it understood in the
tend om;" Renan 'e " Influence of the In- first place that aJmoet all· treaties between
etitutione, Thought, and Culture of Rome civilized. countries provide that those
on Chrietianitv and the Development 'of e'llilty of:ppl.itlcalcrirne shall be regarded
the Catholic Church;"· Constance Howell's differently.from·.nsual_offendere, and not
"Biograpbv of Jesus Christ." a work for returned· by the conn try in which they
young Freethinkers, ·the verdict of which hav. taken refuge. ·''The crime may be
is that it was a gi-eat mie_fortnne for·_the·· 'ontwardlvtbe ~ame ae,common crime; it
world that'J"eene was born; ".The Old and .may be taking'-life or de-stroying property,
New TEietament·Exa,mined,"·by. ''Julian;"_·. bnt if it is done ii:r.,:ciyil war or in the
Kneneu'e '·"The Relicion of Ier~~.el;" course of insurrection or--political commoMackay'e "Rise and Progress of Chris- tiona ..it is. 'placed· iri .a distinct category,
tianity;" Meredith's "The Prophet of. and. 'though· it ·may be. punished more
Nazareth;" Momerie'e "The Corruption severely than·comniori criine in the connof the Church;" "The PractiQal Value of trv in which-it takeR;place, it is viewed
Christianity," by Nichols and Dymond; With different eves outside: Governments,
containing one eet~av from the orthodox iHe felt are fallible institutions; they ma.y
Bnd one from the Freethonght viewpoint even be'nn3uet, oppr~ssiv; iniquitous; they
in answer to the question.... What would· hav not the sanctity about them, that imbe the effect of the abolition of Chris- -mediate .. unconditional. claim on our retianitv?" Paine'R "Age of Reason;" In;': erpect _which human life, in itself considgPrRoll'e works; Renan'e "Life of .Teens;" ered '"has·· offenses. against them may be
J, M. Robert.eon'e "Christ .and"KriRhna;'' eed~ns to' the e;overnmEmt concerned, but
Saladin's "God and Hie Book;" Scott's not ·necessarily to· the outside world. In
"E~glieh Life "of J eeu~ ;" StrO:nRs•R any case_: the company ofmodern ciVilized
"Life of JeenR:
Strause s "The. Old· peoples IB a!!Teed that there ~honld -be .no
Faith and the New,'' and "Supernatural extradition of political criminals. We ourReligion." an<?rivmous. We a"e..~ot with~ seh:s.ae a pe_ople were once engaged in a
out worlrs, either, on AgnoetiCierm, the pohtical. crurie,• our · forefathers were
method" and proRpecte of eoience, proposed g-uilty of treason'_ to the En~IiRb governs:nl;lstitntee for. Chl'ietianity. ra.tional rt;- ment;' they killed En~lieh officers; had
hgiOn,B of the future, etc. Books of this thev been nmmccessfnl, some of them, the
sort are mentioned· thus: "Agnostic 1Ei"aders would probablyhav been executed.
Problem~'~," by R. Bithell; .. ,A Handbook But. we' can hardly regard the crime as 11.
of Scientific A~oeticiem,_" by the same very heinous onE\, n~r did the world at
author; "Homilies of SCience," by Paul large think eo at the time. To attack men
OarnR; Comte'e "Catechism of Poeitiv as representative. of a government is a
Religion :"- De~cartes'e "Discourse on totally d;fferAnt thing from 11.ttacking them
Method;" F. J. Gonld'e "Stepping-stoneR. as private iniliviilnals; t~ kill from private
to Ae-noeticism;" "The Creed of Science," .malice is common innrder; to kill to overbv W. Graham; "Modern Scienoe and throw a !i'civer:nmen+. may be wise, may be
Modern Thought," by Samuel Laing; m}wiee may be right, may be Wl'ong·
"Problems of the Future, ani! Essays." howev~r thia may·bll. it is another sort of
by the same author: "The Service of act, and is. diiferently treated in the law
Man," bv J. Cotter Morrison: "On Com- of nations.,_
promise," by Jobn "Morley; "The GramNow. -the tronl)le is that the treaty with
mar _of S!Jience,:' byKa,rl Pearson;·" ~g- Rns.,ia decl .. reR tbat the pnlitical n.ffenRe
noetic Fuet Prmciplee, ' by Albel't Srm- of assaulting the life of the czar ~ball be
mons; "An Agnoetic'eApoloey, and Othf'r reckoned the same as a similar attack on
Essay!!.'' by Leslie Stephen; "T_ho~,glite any common citizen. This is its lan~nae-e:
on SCie~ce, Theologv, and Eth1cs, . by
"An attempt upon the life either of the
John Wilson, A.M. There are also given ·head of government, or against that of
in .this biblio~aphy lines o! works on any member of hie family, when encb
philoeo~h:y, history, and _ethiCs, but _onr attempt comprises the act either of
erpace lrmits preclude their enumeratiOn, murder or of assassination
or of
and inquirers into Rati<?n!'liem will hav poieoriitig, shall not be considered a
to procure the volume. It IB _m paper covers political offenRe or an act connected with
and contains 20 pages, selling at 25 cents. encb an offense.'"
But, points out Mr. Salter, the czar is
!--fter all, this bibliography haR failed' to
mclnde a large number of valuable works. nota private individual merely, and with
The book catalog of the Truth Seeker hie private life we hav nothing to do.
Company mentions many_ cl&f'!Bical Free- Charles I. of England was an exemplary
thought books ~ot her~m g_tven: The man, according to ordinary standards,
publisher!! ?f. this Engheh h~~· I~deed~ even benevolent and of ~~;reat pnrity of
state ~~at It IB mco~plet~, only an metal- character; but this did not prevent him
ment, and promie to Issue· an enlar~ed from being a tyrant. The question is,
and. coml?le~e work B?on. The forth- .What is the czar as the head of the Ruscommg bibliography will, moreover, hav sian government-what is any czar eo
its books classified according to subjects. long as the present system of govern~ent
In the present pamphlet they are mer_elv is continued? For the qneetion is not a
set down alpb!l'beti.cally1 and the topiCal personal one at all. There is an eth;ce of
arrangement gtven In this column we were government as well as of private life; there
forct;d . to con~trnct onreelvs. Apropos are right and Wl'ong ways of rnling, and
of bibliographies, the beet one for Fret;- to rule in encb a way as to suppress the
thought ;v:ontb that we_ hav ever seen _Is liberties of the people is a high crime,
that,~np~hed b,Y Freder~~ May Holland m according to the conscience of civilization.
t.be Children~ Corner of. a ln.te TRm;H Wh11.t is the czar aR the Russian governSEEKER, and we counsel friends who still. ment-for, according to the Russian

constitution, the czar .and the government are one and the eain:e thing?
That the government represented by
the czar is such as to provoke and deserve
ri?:hteons rebellion, Mr; Salter easily
evidenceq. There are some assemblies
elected by the people, but these assemblies
can do nothing of which the czar does not
approve, eo that anything 'like Jaws really
repreeentativ of the people's will do not
exist. The press is under strict censorship. From 1865 to 1880 (during the socalled Liberal administration ·of the predeceesor of the present .czar), the Press
Council gave one hundred- and sixty-seven
warningR and suspended fifty-two newspapers. There is scarcely an indenendf>nt,
certainly no outspoken Liberal, ore-an
to-day. The Fpirit of Alexander III.
is practically the same as tha.t of Catherine II., who in sneaking of Railiechev, the first Russian Liberal, said
that "worse than Pon~cbev [a notorious Russian rebel] he praises
.Franklin" -and who proceeded to
sentence him to death for publishing
hie "Jonrney from St. Petersburg to
MoRcow," which drew a gloomy picture of
the state of Russia at that time, and demanded as a remedy repreeentativ government, the abolition of serfdom, freedom
of the press and conscience, open trial by
jury, etc. (though the sentence wa.s
commuted to exile to Siberia). There
is no religions freeilom. The persecution of Stnndiets. Lutherans, Hebrews,
and in short all who iliverge from
the eeta.bliebed Greek Catholic church,
is unremitting and most cruel. And
now, when a Russian of Liberal
mind protests against all this; when he
asks for reforms; when, above all, he
tries to enlightPn the peasantry or the
working class, and to make them honorably discontented with their lot, what is
the result? Three years ago a Russian
woman of education, the editor of a maga.zine published in St. Petersburg, sent a
letter to the czar, calling upon him, in
moderate and dignified language, to institute freedom of speech, inviolability of
personal rights, freedom of assembly,
open courts, ample opportunities for education enit.eil to all capacities, prevention of adminietrativ license, and a
national assembly, in which all classes
shall be represented by delegatee of their
own choosing-these as the only things
that would eave the state.
"Yon are an autocratic cza.r," she
wrote, "restrained only by the laws
which yon yourself make and alter, or by
officials who do not execute them, but
whom yon yourself appoint. One word
from yon and there will be a change in
Russia which will leave a bright page in
history."
She closed with these words:
"Your majesty is one of the mightieert
monarchs of the world. I am· only a
working nnit in the hundred million whose
fate yon hold in your hands; but, neverthelees, I feel that it is my moral right
ani! my duty to say to yon what I hav
eaiil."
What was the reply of the czar? She
was arrested and eentel!ced to exile in
Siberia.
·
A few years earlier there were agrarian
troubles in one of the northern districts.
Some nf the notables of the district were
invited by the czar to explain the trouble,
and 11nbmit plane for its relief. These
men lived a long way from the courts, and
did not know that telling the truth was
out of fashion. They replied in good
faith, saying that the grievAnces were well
founded, and submitted a plan for their
redresR which entailed thA institution of a
local electiv assembly. What was the result? One ttnd all were arrested; some
werP RPnt to Siberia, some to fortresses on
the Baltic, and not one of them was again
eePn in that district.
Further Pxposition of the abhorribleness
of Holy Rue8ia, and the infamy of the
propnRed treaty and the shamefulness of
our Senate's action on it, must be obtained from the pamphlet itself. It contains 24 pageA, is published by the Lippincott Co. of Philadelphia, and sells at 15
cents a copy.
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It is eloquent as wP.ll as convmcmg.
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CHEAP EDITION.

.,

ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.
---o--

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.

I

INFIDELI

.

C<>mprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individualitrt~Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 50-cents; cloth, $1.
·
·
·

GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES,

Including The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declara.tion of Inuependence; About Farming in Hlinoi•, Speech Nomiuatin~ James G Blaine for Presidenuy in 1876,
The· Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke,'.rhe Past Rises Before Me Like a Dream,
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. .Paper, 50 cents;. cloth, $1. · '
·

DEATH- cs.w.:~·oTa.
BEDS.
..

..

--o--

Bein,l!' tme aoconnts of the passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and otaers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Rayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord· BOlingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bmno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron,. Richard Carlisle,
William: Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet. Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georgi) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta•. Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwi:Jf, Goethe,· Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes; Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hlime,L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean llfeslier,
James Mill, .Joilil Stuart Mill, Muabeau, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer. Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolar.J. George
Sand, .Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Stran•s. John
Tolan£!; Vanini, Voln~ Voltaire, Jameo Wat;wn,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price; 25 cents.
A.ddress
'l'O:E TBUTH REl!::RRR.

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
·. ·

·Contents: Soma Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Po1iticians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Mondab Tuesday, Wednesday, Thnr•day, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, 1:\atu ·day, Let us Make man, Sunda;y, The Necessity fo,· a Good Memory, 'rhe Gardim, The 1• a· ..
Dampness, Bacchus and Babel, l!'!loith in Filth, 'rhe Hebrews, The Pla~ues, The Flight, Gonf,-s;
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cent~;
cloth, $1.

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
· BLASPHEMY.

Argument byR. G; Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds a.t -Murris town N.J. Thi.; is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, a.nd will be a model for the bar s<i long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen i< unsurpassed, it; doquence never equaled in a trial for "blasphemy." Wherever Christian per •.ecution is going
on th~s arg__ument Hhould be freel r circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occaswn. Pa.per, 25 cents; clotn, 50 cents.
e

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED 1 .

.

. .

.

Analyzes the so.c<tlled gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, arid John, and devotes a chapter
ea.ch to the Cath_olics, Episcop~lu~ns, MethodistshPresbyteri~ns, E~anfelic~l .;Uli,ance, and answers the questwn of-the Chnst1ans as to what e proposes mstead o Chr1st1&mty-the religion of sword .and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the mini,.ters,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.

A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack,upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by

R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LDIITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

A Discussion between R .G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Couderu, a.nd Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

A Lecture. Pa.per, 10 cents.

CIVlL RIGHTS SPEECH.

Wit it Speech of Hon. Frederick Dougla.ss. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
CRIMES

In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co.,1886
AGAI~ST

URIMINALS.

Paper, 10 cents.

DelivereJ. Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper,10cents.
A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL..

A LAY SERMON.

2ll x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

On the Labor Question. l'aper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. HGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWX.
(A home picture.) 50 ·"en ts.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24inches, $5.
STAGE .AND THE PULPIT.

(IMPERIAL), 7! x 13 inches, $150.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.

An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the Trial of the Chi. ago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
Centennial O=ation. Paper, 6 cents.

l'aper, 3 :ents.

ING:ERSOLI. CATECHISED. Paper, 3 ce:ats. BIBLE IDOLArRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Comments on the assertion by au evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas .Paine recanted, and tha.t his own children had joined the chu,·c:>
Paper, 8 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

The lecture i i "grand one, and was received by the club with eontinuuus applause f ·om
beginning to eml, whwh speaks we,l for the Unitarians. 'rhe pamphlet con tams U page,,
beautifully printed. 1'rice."6 cent.;; ten copie.s, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL OR \.TION OJ ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 7;; cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1. ,

INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Pries, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cent"-

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CO~TENTS.-l'he Gods; Humboldt; Individualitr Thomas Paine; Heretics ami Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of 1\Iau Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, o1· D<•dot
r~ti<>n of Independence, July 4, 1876; \Vhai I Know About Farming i11 Illtuoi •; tlpee •h a\ Ct.cinnati in 1876, nominating James G. ·Blaine for the Pre>idencv; The Pa>~Rise.s Before ··[c.
or, Vision of War, au extract from a Soeech :niado at tho Sold:ers' a"d Sail.,rs' U u i ·
at Indianapolis. In'l., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebou C. Iogersoll; 'l'ne Grant B8nqu t:
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Som • lVLst tkes of 1\>lo ,_,:
Wnat Muot We Do to be Saved? Six Interviewa with Robert G. In~ersoll on Six Sermon • '·Y
tl:le Rev. T. D~ W~tt Talmage, D D. "r to which is added a Talmagtau Cate.hism, and Fom
Prefaces, which co••taitl some of Mr. ngersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has th<a greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half calf or half morocco,
mot\led edges, 1,337 page:, goad paper,large type, post 8vo. PncJ, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which iJ added a. Talmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.

ORTHODOXY.

A SHORT'

.

Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows of tlte living .. , Au AddrABS delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containiug nldo

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDKESSA'.l' 'I'HE FUNERAL OF WALT WHI'II.'·

lliAN,at Harleigh, Camden, N. J.,l\Iarch 80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; c!oth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3"3 pages. This is:
be;vond question, the cheapest a.nd most ele:mnt volume in Liberal literature. lts mechanical
fimsh is worthv of its intrmsic excellence. No expemJ ha; been spared to make it the thing of
beauty it is. The type is large andclea.r, the paper heavy, highly cale•tdere<l~ andri<'hly tinted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect a.s tlie bA,t materittl> ann skill can make it.
As to the contentshit is enough to say th~t they hclude all of t.w choicest utterances of
·-the greatest writer on t e topics treated that ha.s ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of llfr. Ingersoil's published work•, will
have in this book of Relection> many bright samples of hi-< lo1ty thoug-ht, his matchlesK eloquence, his wonderful imagJr.v aad his epigrammatic and 1•oeticpowcr. '!'he • ollection includes all of the "Tributes" that have become famous in literature-notably those to his brooller
E. C.lngeraoll, Lincolu, Grant, .Beecher.,.,Conlding, Courtla:tdt lVL Palmer, l\Iary Fhke,Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and 1\Ioralit.y,
Science, Nature, '!'he Imaginat10n~Decoration Day OrationhWhat is l'netry, Mnsi.1.of Wagner,
Origin and Destiny," Leave; of ura•s," and 011 the great eroes of intel ectual Liberty. Besides the.<e are innumerable gems taken here and there from the orations, speeches, ar ._ uments,
toa.stl!.t,lectures,,letters, interviews, ann dav by day conversatiops cf t).l!l alt'thot.
·.t·he Look 1s d!Jsigned for, and will be accepted by, aqm1qng fnends as a, rarE\ p~rsonal
souvenir. ·To help 1t serve this purpose, a. fine steel portratt, Wl~h (lntof(r!l-ph ,ac-slmile,,has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of bmdmg 1t 13 emment;y smted
for presentation pnri>oses, for any season. or occasion. •
_,
.
·
PBroEs.-Iu clot~ beveled b<>ards, gi!t edges $2.50; m half morocco, gllt._e~ges,.~5;, m b!\lf
calf, mottled :edges, hbrary Pt_yle, lji4.50;_ m ftill Turkey morocco, g!lt, cx:qtHsHely line, $7.50;
in full tree calf, highest possible fimsh, $9.
·

Any of the above sent to any address, by expre!!q, prepaid, or mall, post free,
on receipt of price. Address THE T.RUTH SEEKER, 2d L-lf11yette 1'1., New York:
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Popular

~ccount

of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
ortho<ioxy to Ra.tionalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Adrlress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAl\IIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Addre>s

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Colonel In~ersoll Souvenir.
THE l\fOS'l' AUTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.

Given A -vvay.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sholl pr~sent to all Patrons who favor
me witll an order for goode, to the amount of
$20, one of the aboye spoons, my P' ice $2 50. b11t
guaranteed a finer spo,,n t.han sold elsewhere for
$3 And 'or every additional $20, an anditional
spoon, Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR

Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spcons, {
o~idized.
} each $~.~0
~ By BRONSON D. KEELER.
10 ounces eer doz.,
Oxidized,
}·
3.00
CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes·
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were tue Fathers
Oxidized,
}
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as · cripture
gilt bowl,
3.00
{ 10 ounces
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal The
per doz.,
Heretics.· The Christian Canon.
Oxidized,
}
Paver, 50 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
g1lt,
3.50
{ 1.0 Pectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain b~wl,
2 75
..
gilt
"
3.25
satin
3.00
gilt
8.50
OB, TBE
The $2 50 Tett is also sunplie1 etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H-ppyl Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference iu
By To C. WIDDICOMIIE,
price, select any other spoon from above li•t1\'fy stock embraces everything usually kept in
Philadeiphia. Pa..
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. WatcheP
of every description;._ Chai% Rings,. Necklaces,
Price, 10 centsJewelry, Silver and dated ware, Optical Goods~
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Ba ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be pain
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in any of my l•test pricelists, on account of t.he above liberal offer.
I
(If FreethouiO'ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
_
IKON·CLAD SERIES.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.......... .. 5
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
2 Secmar ResponRibility. G. J. Holy·•al<e..... 5
4 Influence of Chnstianity on Civiliz~,10 .
Designer of The Pet·fected "Otto Wettst.ein"
Underwood ................................. 25 Watch; t.he Beantifulingersoll Spoon; the Popu7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Msx Mueller ..... 10
Freethought Badge.
s Religio~ of Jnh~;manity. F. Harrioon ...... 15 larSend.
for priceli •ts, cards in colors and go] d of
· 9 Relation of Witchcraft to lleligi··n. l.y.,ll .. 10 badge, tracts, etc., free.
10 Epidemic Demsions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philosophy •·f Spiritualism. ~Iarvin ...... ,. 50
12 Tyndall's .Bel!ast Tnangurat and l'o tra t .. 25
OBTAIN EO.
13 Essavs on Miracles. David Hume ............ o
14 l.and Que~tion. Charles Bradl•ugh........ 5
Terms Easy.
15 Were Adam and Eve Our ~ irot Purcn s?
1'hirty.ft.Te years' experience E:xa.mlna.tions and n,c,.
Charles Brad laugh......................... 5
ports free. Prompt n.ttentiou. Send Drawing and d~
16 Why Do Men ::ltarvo? Charles Bradlangh.. 5
llariJ)tinn to L. RAGGBn & Co •• Atty's. Washlngton.Jh
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Br•dlaugh . 10
19 Large or Small ~·amilies? A. Holyoak e ..... 5
20 t:lnperstitio ' Displayed, wii h a Letter of
William Pitt. An•tin Holyoake
. . .
5
21 Defense of Secular Princip'es. C. Watto.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watt;....... 5
23 'lhe Christian Ddt.v. Char]e, Watt•...... 5
24 Moral Value of th Bib'e. CharlEs Watts.... 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christianity: It' Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts
..
. 5
28 'l houghts on Atheism. Austm Hohoake... f>
29 Is there a· Moral Governor of the Univerw?
- Austin Holyoake .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . 5
30 Philosophy of Secutarism. Charles Watte.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charlesl3ra•llau ·h ........ 5
89 La.bor's Pray.r. Charles Bradlaugh
.. . 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. l\1. G. H ..... Hl
42 Science and Bible Ant<gouisti•. C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian S<>heme of Re !Emption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death. or, Why Sh uln the Atheist 5
Jfear to Die? tiy G. J. HolYoake
.... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi ·a.[ Couui
tion of the People. Charles llradlaugh ..

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Conflict between Reason and Supers1ltion.

I R0N- cLAD AND MAN N"A sERIEs

PATENTS

;liANNA SERIES.

1 OriginalManuafor"God'sChos·n." ....... 5
3 New t,ife of David. Charle• Bradlaugh.... 5
5 20 Questions Without Answ. rs.. ... .... .. ... 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian llfissionary
and a Chinese 1\'Iandarm . . . . . . .
. ... 10
7 Queries Submit.ted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zeulous Christ1an.
10
8 Search Aft~r Heaven and Hell. A Holy.oake ·
................................ 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.... ... 5
1u A Few Word· about the Devil................ 5
UNewlifeofJacob ............................ 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake..... 10
13 Spe imen of th~ Bible: Esth r. HolyoakP. 10
14 Acts of the Apost:e ·: A Fa ce. A. H
.. 10
15 Lu 1icrons Aspe<·ts of Christ.ia"lity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh.. ... .. 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra1laugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? (]. Bradlaull'h. ...... 5
19 Ntw Life of Ab-aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life ofl\'Ioses. Charles Bradlangh .... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoalte. Per uoz ..... 10
On orders for !rim-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 wu• th for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5;
-

THE SABBATH.
. By M. FARRINGTON.

A 1'horough Examination and Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbata.rians.
Price,

10osnts.

T'H£ HOT£0 SPECIALIST,
For Men Only,
Is a. physicia.n of a wide and extensi-re practice.
and his remedies are of the best. 'l he Doctoz
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful err on
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man.
hood, Wasting Discharges~ Vancocele, Mental
and Physical DebilitY, Iniocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afll.icted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 83 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a. flain
envelope, giving causes ann S_ymptems o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's im.
I>Ortant medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of snrcee•.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.
And say you saw this advertisement m THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dr. Fell'lwM is an InfideL
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CoL. ELLIOT SBEPABD, out of an estate
of $1,350!000, bequeathed $150,000 for,
Presbyterum propaganda, and $100 000 to
St. Paul's Institute at Tarsus, Asia Minor.
j
E. RoRs SmTB, of Evanston, Ind., who
murdered his sweetheart and himself, left
a Jetter in which he said: "I hav asked
•
I
/1 1 ,
41-' p'fi 6'~ H E C y/l~
help from him on high. but as usual I got
1/1 ki,PROPHECY" I
1
T~ THE JEWS.,\
the opposit of that for which I prayed." .
1. To THE JEWS. ,I
CoLONEL DAWNEY .of.the.British Cold~'I wt'/1 restor-e" 1
_ Th.us saith
stream Guards, Jatel;y: a member of Parliahealth unto thee,
1 the Lord:/
ment, has formed-in Yorkshire a corps of
1, 'ThJ:J b_rui~e is
and wil(heal thee .
gentleman volunteers to join the Ulster
forces which ar!l to resist Oatholill tyranny
· incur.-~hie, ,
·of t-hg wounds-;'
in the event of Home :Rule.
and tit.!( wound, t's .
SAITH_TH£ LORD.
:Rllr,noADs hav decided to oft'er reduced
1
I r, rg!"tei/OUS.
II'
1(
Jeremiah /!1
rates to the World's Fair only on roundI '/\ 1r 1 Jererrualt 1\ ,\
trip tickets. This reduced rate will be
'IJ, 1/1~1 I, XXX. 17.)) .
I.
11 1 • XXX t:l. ~)' \\1
one of 20. per cent abatement, viz., 2 2-10
cents a. mile. Excursions may be accommodated at 1 or 1·2 cent a mile.
A OASE of sudden death inflicted as a
judgment of God occurred at ~ew York
city on the 17th. In tbe pulpit of the
Zion Baptist chnrch, colored, Deacon
J ohnsoli had just said, "I strayed from
the church, but now I am back in the
fold," when he fell dead.
- THE Pittaburub publi.,hers who are
being prosecuted by the Law and Order
League for issuing Sund&y papers, will
appeal to the supreme court. They
hold that the late decision would ~aJ{e
liable even stockholders of the Penns.vl·
vania railroad who reside in the state for
running Sunday trains.
THE Mohammedans, of Turkish and
A PECULIAR PROPHECY-CURING THE INCURABLE.
Arab nationality, who hav settled in Wor•
cester, Mase., in celebrating a festival
asked some neighboring Armenians, who
are Catholics, to participate. During the
festivities a Catholic cut a cross in a table" A D es
8
cloth. At sight of the hated symbol the
From Things heard and seen in thC Spiritual World, by
Mohammedans rose in ire, and one
. EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;
hundred persons fell to :fighting With
ALSO
stones, clubs, knives, and revolvers.
THE .LAST
JUDCMENT,
as witnessed by him in :I.7S7.
AMoNG the plunder of an arrested thief
Both b~~~P:~hs~!~~;':n~i~t~r3li.~· a:Sd~sse~~z~ in paPer in New York city were found two Bibles.
The judge said: " Do you not know that
1\m. Swedenborg Printing & Publishing Booiety1
Y. ClTY.
within those sacred pages are express
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Con- D~;.tp. "A•" 20 COOPER UNION, N.6teow17
commands and admonitions ~ainst such
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
·
acta as you·are guilty of?" "Yes, judge,
ACENTS
WANTED.
yer honor," replied the thief. "That's
of their respective Environments.
We want agents to sell our rare Mexican Cactus
I took 'em. It wasn't to steal; but 1
and l oins; will sen<l· three different kinds of why
just wanted to own a Bible to read those
samples for $1. and one coin wit11 each order.
admonitions. I was led to it, judge,
Address -TEXAS CACTUS ·coMPANY,
By JAMES :0.· .AT.EXA.NDEB.
.H. G. STILLWELL, Manager,
through my pious propensities."
· 208 San Antonio St.,
Over 400 illustration's, 87 chapters, 1, 067 pages, and a. 3 -column index of 11 pagea.
4t17
El Paso, Texas.
LIEUT. CBAS. A. ToTTEN, U.S.A., forPrice, express prepaid by us, only •z.')':J.
merly military instructor at Yale, by his
SLEEPINC ROOM FOR TWO, study of Bible prophecies is enabled to
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
With privi!ege of books and papers, 50 cents perceive in the late accident to John
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific tleries," eto., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con- each; two persons, 75 cents a night.
Brown's statue a token of the i,mmediate
tributing toward tha origin and evolution of organic beings.
end of the world. He writes: "God of
JOHN C. SPRONG,
heaven sends a warning to the inhabitants:
~717 La Salle st., Chi<lago
Do tiOU wtsh to be wezz ~n.formetU THEN BEAD A .CllAI'TER OB VERSE DAILY FBOM TmB BmLE OF
The rerolite that fell from heaven on SaturBOIENOE!
day afternoon and struck the left arm oft'
It is entertaining as well as enlil{htenin!fJ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
the Horace Greeley statue of John Brown
-(. e., appreciate tha worth oJ' the Umversal mother.
was no accident, hence the incident should
You must own thie book some day: why not NOW?
make n.B.tiv·born Americans on each side
Addres~
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Plae.e, New York.
of the line, if there be any left who hav
not yet received the 'marlr of the bea~'
seek for the interpretation. Its meaning
is this: 'The old order changes.' Here
endeth the second woe. And behold the
third cometh quickly."
·I,
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Thomas Paine's Works.

A.ge Qf Reason. Pap., ~5c.;
6 copies for $1; clo. 60c.
Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&.
75c.
If you nee d- a medi cm-1
· pav atten t'1on t o somePap., 40c.;
A.Eostle
ofclo.,
Political
and Re~
•
L"b rty (Lif ) B~ thing which will cure you. It is known as
i g10us 1 e •
e.
.1
J. 'E. ReiilBburg. Portrait. Pap., '
.
0 . I
50c. : clo., 75c.
Common Sense._ Written in and is adapted to curing, more especially all
1776. 15c.
·
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
Crisis. Written During Am. troubles. By injecting this ·water it will heal all
sorts
of inflammations of the internal organ~J.,_such
Revolution. Pap., 40C.: cI o., 750. cases as. Piles, Typhoid and other fevers, .Howe!
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp••· diseases, UterinA and other forms of Fernaze
clo., $3; leather,.$4; morooo~>, Complaints. It is, a Blood.PurfJ!er, and is an ex- gilt edges $4.50.
· cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
Life of. By J. E. Remsbur&, inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
Port. Pap. 50c.
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
Life of. With Remarks oil. appetite and producing sound sleep. It aPtS
Comte and Rousseau. By C, steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kidneys, and acts mildly upon the
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; c10 ·• with bowels, thereb[ producing bodilv habits which
Portrait,
of. 600.With Explanatory are so essent·1a t o goo d h ealth. "'h'
.1 1s
Life
Observations. By G. Vale. PorL.
trait. $1.
Lithograph of. Heavy plate is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
pav.er. 22X28, $1.
the spring, without the addition of any drug
Political and Religious R6• whatever. It is Nature's RemedKi. pure and aim1
former. By B. F. Under· ft Ra~na~~~~~.fh'~su~~~~~~:U; f~orJ'ft: j.~~~~:
wo.o~. 10c.
"
who hav been .cured. b_r using it. · Send for a
Political Works.:. Common , pamphlet free, contammg plioto-engraved letSense/' "Crisis," "Rights of ters a.nd recommendations from tho.se who have
Man.' .. $1.50.
used it, giving a forty-page history and all par. Rights o~ ]H:.a:n. -4P.sw._er
ticulars aboutthis r.emar7cable water, to
· lfrirke's attack on 'French RevoJ. R. PERRY, Manager,·
lutwn.
Pal?••
400.; clo., 75c.
S4 s ·. th M · St
· p a.
Testimonials to His Merits. 6m12
on .. ,am . :tee t • Wilk esbarre,
Co.m.piled b:r .T1N. Morea.n., 10c. ; THOMAS ~AINE
'flteological. Worlcs: "Age ·of ! ·
·
.
r
;
·Reason,"" Examination ofP'roph-~
ecies," etc., with Life of l'ame
WAS
HE
JUNIUS
?
and steel port. $1.50.
•
Yindicatioaof. Reply toN. Y. ! i ~~ -.,__ ___ ~- ·--'ByW. H·. BURR.
Observer. ByR. G. Ingersoll. toe. 1 .
_ ·
,
·
: . Seconrl edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
i'ieeker CoJDJ)BU;:v.
best engraved likeness of Paine. PrichlO cents.
;\.ddress THE TRUTil S.r;.r;K:Jl;R.
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IN Belgium a revolution that might hav
involved Europe in international wars has
been narrowly averted. Long-continued
agitations of the masses for untversal ,suffrage led to riots which were growing into
a parallel of the French Revolution·
when the parliament in aft'righf: granted
the demand. The mob, led by Socialists
would probably hav been able to turn the
guns of the regular army against the
Civic Guard and tre police. If the government had called German aid to its
maintenance, France, unable to view such
an extension of German influence and
perhaps dominion, would hav put her
troops in motion in twenty-four hours.
The suffr~e g-ranted is not yet fully
sfttisfactory to the masses, for while each
man is given one vote a property-owner
has more th,an one.

CATBOLIOB in the City of Mexico are
excited ove:r what they allege is an atterupt
of the Mexican government to prevent a
young lady from proceeding to the Unlted
States to enter a convent there. Mexico,
tired of conventualism and all Catholio
institutions, has had for some years what
are called the Reform laws- prohibiting
convents and forbidding females to take
the veil. Miss J esusa Lopez, a merchant's
daughter, started for a land more favorable
to Oatholics, the United States and w~s
to tak;e the . veil at Lafayette, La. After
travehng mne hnndred miles she was
arrested a~ ,Saltillo. avd brou'ght back.
The author1ties ascnbe the action to her
brothers, who were opposed to her entering a convent; but Catholics accuse the
a:nthorities themselvs, who, they say desm'l to treat the P!lSe f!<S "violation o/ the
Jl,eform laws,
·
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OCTOPUS.

Darwin and After Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

~aposure

taposure

Facts.

Jlidicule.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.
·

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
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Sustaining a Theory,
Seme Giants,
The Adventures and Work sf Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
'Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

. Jacob and Esau,
Jeseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon, -

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrif1ce,
Sampan the Strong,
Rutli and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Soms Steries from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illu.udu.a"t~d covers, 81; cloth, lrfi"t side s"ta:n~.p, 81.50.
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.Addlress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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RoMANES.

A systematic Exll.osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~teneral reader rather than ooJ professed·naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers .l!JlOn eyolut!on,
besides ranking With Professor Huxley m sCientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
" Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everyWhere throughout organic nature we .meet 'Yith abundant
evidence of natural causatiOn, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the chang() which has taken
place haR taken place1n the direction of naturalIBm a.nd this to the !lxtent of rend~ring t~e
mechanical inter_pretatwn of nature umversal, It
is no wonder if the religious ~nd has sugdenly
awakened to a new and a ternble force .m the
words of its traditional enemy-Where IS now
th God?"
!filustrated Price, clogt~ $TR2.UT SEEKER
Address,
T~
H
.

BOOKS B\'
PROF. FELIX L. D_SWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of tl:Je Future. Cloth. $1. • •
The Secret of the East; or, The 9ngm

of the Christian Religion and the Sigmficance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.

PhysicalEdooation; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
·
Househ6W Remedies for the Prevalent
Di~ollQers of the Human Organism.. Cloph, $1 •.
ZootoOgical Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated ~Jre~:ber.T~t~B1¥TH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette pla.ce, New York.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

Some Han~some Premiums.

PLEASE govern me as little as possible. A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!
To induce new subscriptions and
-Lord Bramwell.
prompt
renewals on the part of our
ALL things tend to flow to him who can
make the best use of them~ even a way
friends we make the following handfrom their legal owner.-Thoreau.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
some premium offers:
THEBE are three things that a man must
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the fm·mation
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
do-tell what he thinks, keep still, or lie. of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham'8 reform~ttion and
The respectable way is to lie.-Ingm·soll. his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Chaideanidols, to Christ's coming, the princi- SEEXEB one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
pal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
IN what oase is it permitted us to re- Jleculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and su)Jei"natural pad- Great Works Complete" (3.00). This
ding are the ~roptr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance and superstition, constitutproach a man for the disorders of his life? ing
edition of Paine's works contains a
the peculiar politics of the day.
'
Perhaps in this case alone: when his oonCONTENTS IN DETAIL:
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
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Witchcraft in Scotland.
In pursuance of our design to provide Freethinkers with a more exhaustiv history of the witchcraft
superstition than has heretofore been obtainable by
them, we will devote this week's treatment to an
account of that belief in Scotland. We imagin that
Christians when they. find their church to hav been
so mistaken on this thing, will begin to suspect
that it may now be equally mistaken on other things.
In England, we related last week, the witchcraft
fanaticism had been bridled and repressed.
There was one country, however, in which it
obtained an absolute ascendency.
There was
one country in which the Puritan ministers
succeeded in molding alike the character and
the habits of the nation, and in disseminating their harsh and gloomy tenets through
every section of society. While England was
breaking loose from her most ancient superstitions, and advancing with gigantic strides along
the paths of knowledge, Scotland still cowered in helpless subjection before her clergy.
This body kept the Scottish people in a state of
miserable thralldom which is t.hus graphically described by Lecky's "History of Rationalism :
Never was a mentgl servitude more complete, and
never was a tyranny maintained with more inexorable barbarity. Supported by public opinion,
the Scottish ministers succeeded in overawing all
opposition, in prohibiting the faintest expression
of adverse opinions, in prying into and controling
the most private concerns of domestic life; in compelling everyone to conform absolutely to all the
ecclesiastical regulations they enjoined; and in, at
last, directing the whole scope and current of
legislation. They mttintained their ascendency over
the popular mind by a system of religious terrorism, which we can now barely conceive. The misery
of man, the anger of the almighty, the fearful
power and continual presence of Satan, the agonies
of hell, were the constant subjects of their preaching.
All the most ghastly forms ot human suffering were
accumulated as faint images of the eternal doom of
the immense majority of mankind. Countless miracles were represented as taking place within the
land, but they were almost all of them miracles of
terror. Disease, storm, famin, every awful calamity
that fell upon mankind, or blasted the produce of
the soil, was attributed to the direct intervention of
spirits; and Satan himself was represented as conatantly appearing in a visible form upon the earth.
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It was, says Buckle's "History of Civilization," believed that the world was overrun by evil spirits,
who not only went up and down the earth, but
also lived in the air, and whose business it was to
tempt and hurt mankind.
Their number was
infinit, a-1d they were to be found at all places and
in all seasons. At their head was Satan himself,
whose delight it was to appear in person, ensnaring
or terrifying everyone he met. With this object,
he assumed various forms. One day he would
visit the earth as a black dog; on another day, as a
raven; on another, he would be heard in the distance roaring like a bull. He .appeared sometimes
as a white man in black clothes; and sometimes he
came as a black man in black clothes, when it was
remarked that his voice was ghastly, that he wore
no shoes, and that one of his feet was cloven. His
stratagems were endless. For, in the opinion of
divines, his cunning increased with his age ; and
having been studying for more than five thousand
years, he had now attained to unexampled dexterity.
He could, and he did, seize both men and women,
and carry them away through the air. Usually, he
wore the garb of laymen, but it was said that, on
more than one occasion, he had impudently attired
himself as a minister of the gospel. At all events,
in one dress or other, he frequently appeared to the
clergy, and tried to coax them over to his side. In
that, of course, he failed ; but out of the ministry
few indeed could withstand him. He could raise
storms and tempests ; he could work, not only on
the mind, but also on the organs of the body, making men hear and see whatever he chose. Of his
victims, some he prompted to commit suicide, others
to commit murder. Still, formidable as he was, no
Christian was considered to hav attained to a full
religious experience, unless he had literally seen
him, talked to him, and fought wil h him. The
clergy were constantly preaching about him, and
preparing their audience for an interview with their
great enemy. The consequence was, that the people became almost crazed with fear. Whenever the
preacher mentioned Satan, the consternation was so
great that the church resounded with sighs and
groans. The aspect of a Scotch congregation in
those days is, indeed, hard for us to conceive. Not
unfrequently the people, benumbed and stupefied
with awe, were rooted to their seats by the horrible
fascination exercised over them, which compelled
them to listen, though they are described as gasping for breath, and with their hair standing on end.
Such impressions were not easily effaced. Images
of terror were left on the mind, and followed the
people to their homes, and in their daily pursuits.
They believed that the devil was always, and literally, at band; that he was haunting them, speaking to them, and tempting them. There was
no escape. Go where they would, he was there.
Such teaching produced its natural effects. In a
land where credulity was universal, in a land where
the intellect was numbed and palsied by these awful contemplations, where almost every form of
amusement was suppressed, and where the thoughts
of men were concentrated with an undivided
energy on theological conceptions, such teaching
necessarily created the superstition of witchcraft.
Witchcraft was but one form of the panic it produced; it was but the reflection by a diseased imagination of the popular theology. We accordingly
find that it assumed the most frightful proportions
and the darkest character. In other lands, the
superstition was at least mixed with much of imposture; in Scotland it appears to hav been entirely
undiluted. It was produced by the teaching of the
clergy, and it was everywhere fostered by their
persecution. Eagerly, passionately, with a thirst

for blood that knew no mercy, with a zeal that
nevel' tired, did they accomplish their task. Assembled in solemn synod, the college of Aberdeen,
in 1603, enjoined every minister to take two of the
elders of his parish to make ''a subtle and privy
inquisition," and to question all the parishioners
upon oath as to their knowledge of witches. Boxes
were placed; in the churches for the express pur
pose of receiving the accusations. When a woman
had fallen under suspicion, the minister from the
pulpit denounced her by name, exhorted his
parishioners to giv evidence against her, and prohibited anyone from sheltering her. In the same
spirit he exerted the power which was given him
by a parochial organization, elaborated perhaps
more skilfully than any other in Europe. Under
these circumstances, the witch-cases seem to hav
fallen almost entirely into the hands of the clergy
They were the leading commissioners. Before them
the confessions were taken. They were the acquiescing witnesses or the directors of the tortures by
which these confessions were elicited.
And when we read the nature of these tortures;
when we remember that they were inflicted, for the
most part, on old and feeble and half-doting women,
it is difficult to repress a feeling of the deepest
abhorrence for those men who caused and who encouraged them. If the witch was obdurate, the
first, and it was said the most effectual, method of
obtaining confession was by what was termed
"waking her." An iron bridle or hoop was bound
across her face with four prongs, which were thrust
into her mouth. It was fastened behind to the
wall by a chain, in such a manner that the victim
was unable to lie down; and in this position she
was sometimes kept for several days, while men
were constantly with her to prevent her from closing her eyes for a moment in sleep. Partly in order to effect this object, and partly to discover the
insensible mark which was the sure sign of a witch,
long pins were thrust into her body. At the same
time, as it was a saying in Scotland that a witch
would never confess while she could drink, excessiv
thirst was often added to her tortures.
Some
prisoners hav been waked for five nights; one, it
is said, even for nine. " One of the most powerful
incentive to confession was systematically to deprive the suspected witch of the refreshment of her
natural sleep.
Iron collars, or witches'
bridles, are still preserved in various parts of Scotland, which had been used for such iniquitous purposes. These instruments were so constructed
that, by means of a hoop which passed over the
head, a piece of iron having four points or prongs
was forcibly thrust into the mouth, two of these
being directed to the tongue and palate, the others
pointing outward to each cheek. This infernal
machine was secured by a padlock. At the back
of the collar was fixed a ring, by which to attach
the witch to a staple in the wall of her cell. Thus
equipped, and night and day waked and watched
by some skilful person appointed by her inquisitors,
the unhappy creature, after a few days of such disciplin, maddened by the misery of her forlorn and
helpless state, would be rendered fit for confessing
anything, in order to be rid of the dregs of her
wretched life. At intervals fresh examinations took
place, and these were repeated from time to time
until her "contumacy," as it was termed, was subdued. The clergy and kirk sessions appear to hav
been the unwearied instruments of "purging the
land of witchcraft;" and to them, in thejirst instance,
all the complaints and informatwns were made"
(Pitcairn, vol. i, part 2, p. 50).
The physical and men tal suffering of such a process
was sufficient to overcome the resolution of many,
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and to distract the understanding of not a few.
But other and perhaps worse tortures were in reserve. The three principal that were habitually
applied, were the pennywinkis, the boots, and the
caschielawis. The first was a kind of thumb-screw;
the second was a frame in which the leg was inserted and in which it was broken by wedges,
driven in by a hammer ; the third was also an iron
frame for the leg, which was from time to time
heated over a brazier. Fire-matches were sometimes applied to the body of the victim. We read,
in a contemporary legal register, of one man who
was kept for forty-eight hours in "vehement
tortour " in the caschielawis; and of another who
was in the same frightful machine for eleven days
and eleven nights, whose legs were broken daily for
fourteen days in the boots, and who was so scourged
that the whole skin was torn from his body.
How many confessions were extorted, and how
many victims perished, by these means, it is now
impossible to say. A vast number of depositions
and confessions are preserved, but they were taken
only before a single court, and many others took
cognizance of the crime. We know that in 1662
more than one hundred and fifty persons were accused of witchcraft; and that in the preceding year
no less than fourteen commissions had been issued
for the trials. After these facts, it is scarcely
necessary to notice how one traveler casually mentions having seen nine women burning together at
Leith in 1664, or how, in 1678, nine others were
condemned in a single day. The charges were, indeed, of the most comprehensiv order, and the wildest fancies of Sprenger and Nider were defended by
the Presbyterian divines. In most Catholic countries, it was a grievance of the clergy that the civil
power refused to execute the witches who employed
their power only in curing disease. In Scotland
such persons were unscrupulously put to death.
The witches were commonly strangled before they
were burnt, but this merciful provision was very
frequently omitted. An earl of Mar (who appears
to hav been the only person sensible of the inhumanity of the proceedings) tells how, with a piercing
yell, some women once broke half-burnt from the slow
fire that consumed them, struggled for a few moments with despairing energy among the spectators,
but soon with shrieks of blasphemy and wild protestations of innocence sank writhing in agony amid
the flames.
These atrocious doings, which the clergy stand
ready to repeat at any time when given the power,
were of such multitude and extent that we find we
shall hav to defer the relation of them in America
to s0me other week in the near future.

The World's Fair.
On the 1st day of this month the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago was formally opened.
All the exhibits hav not arrived and been arranged,
and will not be for a month, but there are already
many attractions, and the magnificent architecture
can now be viewed with perhaps better advantage
than later and is in itself worth long regard. The
lateness of the opening is scarcely censurable, in
view of the fact that all great exhibitions hav thus
been belated. The energy of the management in
overcoming the obstacles which once seemed disheartening, and the taste everywhere pervading,
ask our utmost praise. The Fair will be a noble
work. It will be, in the words of one describer, "a
spectacular marvel and an educational, architectural,
and industrial stimulant, such as the earth has
never beheld." Grand, beautiful, triumphant, and
hope-giving will it be. Hurrah for our World's
Fair ! All hail to the great Columbian Exposition!
The blemish fixed upon this great work, otherwise so splendid, by religion, is unfortunate.
Supernaturalism, other-worldliness, which helped
not one iota to achieve this undertaking, is recognized and honored throughout it ; while naturalism,
this-worldliness, which alone has done every stroke
of labor toward its accomplishment, is left in
scorned ignorement. In the opening ceremonies,
for instance, religion played a chief part. The
blessings of heaven on the enterprise were invoked
by W. H. Milburn, chaplain of the national House

of Representativs. The music on that occasion was'
largely of a religious character.
Then, there is the closing of the gates Sundays
-the inconsiderate, domineering, selfish, defrauding, impertinent, outrageous, and thrice abominable closing. This we hope will be revoked; Mr.
Putnam writes that the chances for its being so are
about even; but we ourselvs cannot help deeming
them greater against revocation than for it. On
the 25th ult. General St. Clair, of the national commission, and who will lead in the Sunday-opening
movement, said: "If the local directory takes the
proper step and sends us an amended resolution
for opening the Fair on Sunday I believe the commission will pass it. A fair vote of our body has
never yet been taken. I think the sentiment of a
majority of the commission is for Sunday opening.
Whether they will be willing to vote for it in the
face of the action of Congress is a question. Congrass has violated its contract with the Fair; and
I think I can make the commissioners see it in
the right light." Several other commissioners declared themselvs in favor of Sunday opening.
Judge Martindale, of Indianapolis, proposed a sort
of compromise. He said: "Open the Fair on
Sunday, but shut down all the machinery and hav
religious services and sacred music for those who
desire them." On the following day, the 26th
ult., sixty members of the national commission
were present when President Palmer called the
meeting to order at 1 o'clock in the afternoon.
Commissioner Joseph Eiboreck offered resolution
that the Sunday-opening question be referred to
the local directory, of which Mr. Higinbotham is
president. The resolution was debated and
adopted, and the directory, it was agreed, should
decide whether· the act of Congress requiring
Sunday closing must be enforced. On the next
day, the 27th ult., the local directory held a long
secret meeting. The Sunday-opening question was
touched upon indirectly, and after the meeting it
was given out that the board was in favor of opening on Sunday, though no formal action had been
taken. It was announced that the judiciary committee of the national commission, of which
Senator William Lindsay, of Kentucky, is president, is also investigating the legality of the act of
Congress requiring Sunday closing. On the following day, the 28th ult., the national commission
again took a hand in the matter. After failing to
do anything decisiv, it adjourned till the 1st inst.
TJle people of our country are being given a
useful education in ecclesiastical ways and manners by the press. This noble institution is activ
in pointing out the shamefully immoral character of the church's action. Chicago, the ~ewspapers
remark, is full of preparation for debauchery,
and in order that vice mayhav full opportunity to
work its evil will, the Exposition grounds, with
their enlightening, refining, and educating influ· ences, are to be closed every Sunday, while the
gorgeous temples of vice and crime are to be kept
wide open. "Thus far," says one of the gallant
newspapers mentioned above, "the grounds hav
been open on Sunday because the blight of Congressional hypocrisy could not fall upon the Fair
before the date of its formal opening. The gate
receipts hav amounted to $250,000, the greater part
of which came from the multitudes of Sunday
visitors. After the 1st of May all these multitudes
and the thousands that will presently be added to
the throng will find the gates closed on Sunday
and must turn for entertainment to the gorgeously
decorated and ingeniously attractiv hells of the
Plaisance and the town. There was never a worse
thing done for morali.ty by any legislativ act than
was done by Congress when it ordered the closing
of the Fair on Sunday. Had . its purpose been to
render the great gathering fruitful of vicious teaching, efficient in the corruption of innocence and
richly profitable to crime, it could not hav proceeded
to its aim by a more direct road than that of Sunday
closing."
Ex-Senator Ingalls, writing from the Exposition
a few days before its opening, says-after an
elaborately finished description which will for rhetorical merit :find no rival till Mr. Putnam be~i~~
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his letters to this paper-that "public interest increases an~ the number of visitors grows daily. It
is largest on Sundays. The intolerant bigotry
which dictates its closing on that day will deprive
multitudes of their only opportunity to obtain the
advantage and pleasure of the greatest objectlessons of the century."
------------

Holy Russia Not Good Enough to Treat With.

The czar has signed the Russian extradition
treaty, and ratifications hav been exchanged by the
United States minr'ster and the Russian foreign
office. To put the treaty in effect there is now
wanting only the official proclamation of President
Cleveland.
The consummation of this treaty, which now is
highly probable, will be nothing less than a crime
against humanity. Our opinion on it, expressed
more fully in previous issues, is shared by the enlightened press of the country with scarcely ·an
exception. TheNewYork Time&, for instance, whose
views always command high consideration, takes
the ground even that this country cannot properly
enter -~pto an extradition treaty of any naturewhatever with the government of the czar. It
objects, it says, "not to this or that article, but to
the conclusion of any treaty of extradition whatever with a power like Russia. We can no more
conclude such a treaty with the czar than with the
shah of Persia. In either case, we do not surrender a fugitiv to justice, but to the caprice of a
ruler, of a magistrate who is the instrument of the
ruler, or of a drum-head court-martial. We should
stultify ourselvs and outrage humanity by coneluding such an agreement with such a power."
The same just-thinking journal, too, properly
deems that in such a case as this the "executiv.
session," or secret session, of the Senate was
"an outrage akin to the secret trials of
Russia." Two or three weeks ago the Times
made this demand: " The debate upon the treaty
must be open, and every Senator who vent•
ures to advocate it should be compelled to giv his
reasons to his countrymen It would be curious
to see what arguments could pe produced in favor
of such an instrument that would bear publicity.
As a matter of fact, the only chance for ratification
is that Senators who may hav been induced, by
arguments that they do not care to avow, into favoring it should be enabled to cast a silent vote in its
support." But the protest of the Times with all
the other organs of intelligent opinion passed onheeded by our arrogant Senate. Very different is
the_ passage of this legislation, ~tnd the fathering ·
of It upon the populace who do not want it, from a
genuin government of, by, and for the people.
The same journal quoted above says: "If Russia
wishes to be put, in respect of the extradition of
fugitivs from justice, on a footing with civilized
nations, Russia must reform her criminal procedure
s? as to ?ffer to the innocent the same protectwn that IS assured by the practice of civilized
nations." But, we wi~h to remark upon this, Russia
cannot "reform her criminal procedure" till the
people are bright and informed, and this they can
not be. t~ll there is lifted from over them the mu:ffiing
and stiflmg cloud of Christianity.
That this religion of Christianity is more thoroughly believed and observed by the Rufsian people than by any other in Europe, and that at the
same time that people is the most unhappy and
barbarous in Europe, and with a government so
e~il that it can~ot decently be admitted to treaty
With other natwns, we hope will be marked by
everyone whose notice is attracted to this present
affair of extradition.
Of a well-remembered picture in THE TRUTH
SEEKER the Independent says : "THE TRUTH SEEXEB
is. ~ Infi~el paper, wh~ch is engaged weekly in
g1vmg cariCatures of scripture subjects in not too
artistic half-page pictures. A recent issue carries
on the first page a representation of a stream of
desperate characters-liars, thieves, perjurers, murderers-entering' the fold of Christ.' It is called
'The Sinner's Hope and Last Refuge of the Vile.
The picture is not a caricature. It truthfully rep~e!?e:Q.t~ a ~reat Qhristi~n doctri.n. There if! sa,lva.~
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tion for thieves and liars and murderers. This is a $1,000,000. Among them is a splendid church than at Cincinnati. The Liberals here know how
great and glorious truth. It is indeed the 'sinner's edifice-the upper part for ·Protestant and the to do things. They run on the broad-gage prinhope,' the 'last refuge of the vile.' It is in this lower part for Catholic worship, Chaplains are ciple. During the winter they hav had an exceedalso maintained at the expense of government. ingly interesting course of lectures. The audience
that the divinity of the Christian scheme of salvaThe whole domain includes six hundred and forty is a live audience, and after the lecturer is through
tion appears. The vilest may enter the fold of acres-beautiful lands, mostly under cultivation. they discuss the subject presented with vast diChrist, leaving their vileness at ·the gate. Unbelief From the main site there is an extensiv view o.f versities of opinion. It is a splendid arena of
is fatalistic. It holds that the vile can never be the city. As you enter the grounds a lovely lake debate. The union has exercised a marked influanything but vile.
The Christian doctrin is a greets the vision, with waterfalls from the encircling ence in this city. It passed a set of ringing reso-nobler and truer doctrin. It has hope and the banks. A summer garden glows with tropical lutions in opposition to the Russian treaty, and
power of reformation in it. For once THE TRUTH luxuriance beneath a glassy roof. On a wide emi- these resolutions were published at length and
nence towers the flag-staff, with the colors flying. with approval in -the leading dailies. The Union
SEEKER has drawn better than it knew."
Beneath it ring out the martial strains over the grapples with live questions, and is not afraid to
We are of course overjoyed to please our con- green sward and majestic groves. The barracks, stand boldly for reform. Geo. E. Light is now
temporary of Congregational leanings, and aside busy with life, with nearly four thousand soldiers president; Andrew .Hogg, secretary. They hav
from a correction, we will only remark that if the in them, the officers' quarters, the machine build- stalwart supporters. John R. Charlesworth will
pious like the doctrin of vicarious atonement de- ings, the vast dining rooms, the hospital, etc., giv the closing lecture the last Sunday in May.
cent folk will leave them to it.- The correction is make a picturesque view. Here the invalid soldier, There will be a big attendance. Such ·success is
who has lost his ambition, who desires to do encouraging, and the influence of Cincinnati will
that the statement that unbelievers hold that the nothing, can hav a comfortable home, plenty to eat, be felt all over the land.
vile can never be otherwise is an absolute falsehood. and clothes to· wear. He can sit all day long and
I reached Chicago on Monday. The weather has
And against this reckless assertion by the Inde- dream and smoke his pipe, and fight his battles o'er been simply awfuL Yesterday (Thursday) it
pendent we put this from the London Spectator, again, and calmly await death. It looks very nice cleared off, and I took a look at the World's Fair.
and leave the American pietist to ponder upon it: on the outside, a paradise to the casual view. But It seems impossible to get it ready for exhibition
"At least half the Atheists in England-we are not after all, what is such an existence worth to the under a month. All is confusion, but they are
mind that desires action~ It is much better than pushing things vigorously. The Sunday question
at present using the word in disparagement, but
the orthodox heaven, I grant, but giv me the here- is not yet settled. They are fighting over it among
only to describe those who reject all idea of the tic's hell, the storm and unrest and uncertainty of the commissioners. It will be a bone of conten,supernatural-are philanthropists, and~ we doubt liberty, to this "nirvana" of the Soldiers' Home, tion all through the Fair. It doesn't seem possible
JD.ot, a large section of them are entirely sincere. which is as near to the fulfillment of Buddha's that bigotry can triumph in this case. At the
They wish heartily to advance the human race, of philosophy as one can find in this world without present moment the chances are about even that it
.eoarse always premising that the road taken is the actually dying. For: my part I had rather be will be open. Those who are in favor of Sunday
.Qne laid down on their maps, and for that end are "snuffed out " than to do nothing in this charming opening are growing more indignant every day
retreat. It is a pleasant afternoon stroll through and the number is increasing. A more determined
willing not only to giv lavishly, but to suffer a good these stately, magnificent scenes ; but giv me a effort than ever will be made for fair play. Yes.deal. Martyrdom they hav seldom had to meet- log cabin and a little potato patch to this splendid terday the matter was referred to the judiciary
though there are instances even of that, a few of idleness.
committee.
I hereby announce that the Freethought InterThe effects of "Christian civilization " are seen
the hGXtter Abolitionists having, we beli~ve, been
non-be'lievers-but some of them, we do not doubt, in the transaction recently at Delaware Wesleyan national Congress will be held in the month of
if they could be certain of giving the millions a College-one of the most elite and famous Method- September next. The place and date of meeting
ist and Christian institutions in the land. It was a will be hereafter published. All delegates and
dead-heave upward, would cheerfully resign their
dastardly and brutal action, worthy of the "Dark members of Freethought societies throughout the
lives, and that without the solace of expecting any Continent." Nine members of the sophomore class world are invited to be present. They will be enother. There are many Atheists now with hot seized and bound and then branded the faces of titled to seats and votes in the Congress. The
philanthropy in _them, and they are philanthropists, five members of the freshman class and disfigured Freethought Federation of America will arrange
:.not in spite of, but because of their Atheism; be- them for life: A more cruel, a more savage, a more for the Congress, and a cordial welcome is exSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
.eause they cannot endure to behold sufferings infamous act has not been perpetrated in the dens tended to its allies.
Chicago, Ill., Apr. 28, 1893.
of vice and crime; and yet this was done by religious
,whlch, if there be no God, are purposeless; because
men in a religious institution. This was done by
tthey rely on themselvs alone to mitigate misery ; pious Christian young men ; done where the Bible
To My Liberal Friends.
:and l!>ecause they are dominated by the instinctiv is read and prayers are uttered every day and the
I
propose
to publish a pamphlet, the last
Jlonging .of man for an ideal, and can see it only, in " gospel " is preached. Such are the refining inpart of which appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER
fluences
of
Christianity.
This
illustrates
and
proves
tthe bewilclering complexity of human affairs, in unthis week. entitled, "Religion a Curse, Religion a
;selfish benevGlence. They must, like the rest, hav a my affirmation that " Religion is a Curse, a Disease, Disease, Religion a Lie.'' I consider that we are
and
a
Lie."
I
could
not
ask
for
a
better
confirma]heaven, and they strain toward the only heaven
tion. The people throughout this section are in- drifting into a most dangerous religious tyranny
tthey can intellectually acknowledge, a world gov- dignant at these atrocities. I quote the following and war. It is not simply church and theology
ffir.ned only by pure reason, and therefore, as they from the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, which that we must oppose, but it is religion at the root
itbin:k, B:.e.e p.f poverty, pain, and foolishness alik11:" shows that this is no exceptional occurrence in this of these, which is what I hav defined it to be. We
must understand religion, and for the safety of the
Christian seat of learning :
race we must destroy religion. I want this book
It now seems a matter of fact to the citizens here that to be widely read. It is important. Religion as
such things are not punished as they should be. It was the foe of humanity is not sufficiently understood.
only a couple of months ago that about one hundred of
the students, dressed in their nightshirts, went to the We do not realiztl its terrific nature. I bav written
News and Notes. ~
Monnett Hall (the young ladies' seminary) about 12 this book because I feel the necessity of speaking
o'clock and held a ghost dance, howling and yelling and
The Secular Society of Dayton, 0., is doing good singing unbecoming songs in the presence of the young the plain truth. I challenge contradiction of my
work. It meets every Sunday, and addresses on ladies. This was certainly a most outrageous and in- statements. Send to THE TRUTH SEEXEB for this
all subjects are given by local talent and by lectur- decent performance, but it was suppressed and nothing book. Circulate it. Price, 25 cents per copy.
SAMUEL 1). PUTNAM.
ers from abroad, and these subjects are discussed said, only through the papers. No one was expelled or
even suspended. although most of the boys were known
lby those present from every standpoint. I gave a and confessed, but they were let stay if they would
The World's Fair From a Freethinker's Stand·
llecture on Sunday morning to a fair audience. promis not to do it again, and of course they promised.
point.
Another event was the stealing of the college gradeMore would hav been present had there been a
Next week we shall begm the publication of a selonger time to advertise the lecture. Under the book. The person who did the deed broke open the
door and took the book and kept it a long time and then
circumstances only two or three days' notice could returned it. The faculty talked of offering a reward, but ries of letters which will be of great interest and
be given. I am sure of a much greater attendance at none was offered. They searched the fraternity halls and beauty. Samuel P. Putnam will write them from
made a big fuss, and when the thief was found he just Chicago, and they will be about the World's great
some future time.
Mr. Putnam's description-as everyone
Dayton is a fine city of about seventy-five thou- promised not to say anything, and is still in college, as Fair.
important as anyone.
sand inhabitants. It is quite a business and manuAnother was the stealing of the guns from the college who knows him knows-will not be the comfacturing center. The country about is excellent. armory. The guns were taken out and hid in the snow. monplace matter of the geniusless boiler-plate
The church element apparently is strong, there The thieves were found and they promised not to do it correspondent, but the impressions made upon a
cosmopolitan poet by the aggregation of samples of
being about seventy-five religious edifices, in which again. They are still here.
Another cruel action has just come to light. On Mona great deal of untaxed wealth is consecrated to day night about forty of the girls of Monnett Hall took the world's progress in mechanics, art, literature,
the glory of the next world. Along with this is a about five others and proceeded to initiate them in a knowl" 1ge. The letters will undoubtedly be big and
vast amount of Liberal thought, but to a certain manner similar to the way the boys carried out their broad, wide anl deep-a picture and a panorama,
plan. They got the girls down in the basement in the a history of human advance from "that man in the
extAnt indifferent.
wee hours of the morning, and there they performed
But there are a few at this post who are enthusi- their cruel deed. They likewise used nitrate of silver dug-out" to the racial subjugation of the forces of
:astic for Freethought-Judge Thompson, presi- and printed pictures on the victims' arms and breasts, nature-so far as tnese forces are subdued. The
·dent of the society, Mr. B. Pickering, Mr. and Mrs. which caused much pain and agony, and will leave scars letters will be essentially a Freethinker's view of
life.
the Fair, what it. shows, and what it foreshadows,
:Fealy, Scout Allison, and others, all of whom are forThe
faculty hav done nothing in regard to the matter,
:able to speak upon the platform, and who represent nor are they likely to, from all reports. It was probably and we venture to say that among the hundreds of
correspondents at the Fair, and the thousands of
a cultured and radical element. Scout Allison has because of this that the boys hav grown so bold.
The actions of the young women are most severely letters to be written by them, there will be none
been twenty-four years upon the plains in the
by the people and students It was certainly a like the writer of the Freethought views and his
service of the government, and has seen much of criticised
disgrace to themselvs, the oollege, and espFcially to their descriptions. Headers of his "News and Notes"
the workings of the ecclesiastical tribe upon the parents, who are sending them to school to get an educafrontier. He has already contributed something of tion. It is because of these actions and cruel pranks that will agree with us in this estimate, we know.
we shall ue obliged to our friends if they will
his experiences to the columns of THE TRUTH the citizens are so outspoken and bitter.
SEEKER.
I call the attention of the New York Independ- call the attention of their friends to this announceOn Saturday Judge Thompson kindly accom- ent to this beautiful effect of "religious culture." ment and suggest to them that a six months'
panied me to the Soldiers' Home, a magnificent
On Sunday afternoon I go to Cincinnati and am subscription Will insure them the receipt of these
institution indeed, so far as outward appearances greeted with a crowded house at Douglass Hall. letters, which will alone be worth many times the
are conQerned. The buildings must hav cost nearly Nowhere on my route do I find more enthusiasm cost of the paper.
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there is no " soul '' any more than there is a God.
Who can measure the damnable nature of religion
in thus making eternity itself the instrument of its
Religion a Curse, Religion a Disease, Reli~ion unutterable agonies!
I do not deny immortality-! do not know. But
a Lie.-(Concluded.)
if you believe in immortality; believe in that which
DEDICATED TO THE AMERICAN CONGRESS WHICH FOR
is beautiful and glorious ; believe in eternal hope
THE BAKE OF RELIGION HAS STABBED LIBERTY TO
and eternal progress; believe in that which is the
THE HEART.
bloom and blossom of all that is best and noblest
Religion is not satisfied with what Spiritualism here; believe in the triumph of sweet human vir~ues
can scientifically give-continued existence. It de- and tender human loves; in th triumph of liberty,
sires endless existence, absolute immortality; such of justice, of nobility, of generosity; believe in that
is its spiritual greed and colossal egotism. Tell which will give consolation amidst the struggles and
tte religious man that he will live ten million years disappointments of this life; believe in beauty,
in heaven and play on a golden harp and wear a goodness, truth unending-believe in these things
crown and be happy, but that at the end of that im- if you will, but do not believe in the hell and
mense period he will sink into nothingness; why, heaven, the God and devil, of religion. If you
the religious man will be perfectly miserable. He must, out of human weakness, fling a picture
will say all is vanity and vexation of spirit. Only beyond the grave, let it be a picture entrancing
ten million years. That won't do. I must have with all the shining qualities that. make this life
eternity.
That is the everlasting cry of the itself ~o splendid. Let it give you courage to be
more manly, more upright ; to have a heart for any
supremely egoistic man, the cry of religion.
I want it understood that between religion and fate; but do not accept m cringing terror, with
common-sense'Spiritualism there is no identitJ"'in a slave's mind, with craven spirit, the heaven that
religion promises-a heaven not fit for a civilized
any way.
It will thus be seen how radically identical are human being-fit onlv for a savage. A heaven
the dogmas of God and Immortality. Without God which float<~ on the bosom of hell, is supp()rted by
there is no Immortality, and without Immortality hell, is really only the E<upplement of hell, and withthere is no God. God needs Immortality to save out hell would cease to be.
The God of heaven, the God of religion-what a
his reputation, and Immortality needs God· as its
only possible guarantee, for only an infinite God can colossal pauper he is! Did you ever think of itT
make endless existence certain to a finite being.
What a beggar God is, and only a beggar:-begging
These are twin lies born of religion, born of a even the widow's mite; yea, and taking the widow's
disease. They are not the beautiful gifts of science, mite without compunction. Look at the army of
the radiance of health, but the huge symptoms of beggars, all over the world, begging for the king of
an abnormal desire-the imagery of "life's fitful kings. An innumerable army. Tramp, tramp,
fever." But worse still, religion has not only tramp-no end to the procession. There's the
made these lies professedly for the sake of human mitered pope-a beggar always.
There's the
happiness, but out of tl!ese lies it has created the bishop, the archbishop, the cardinal, the priest-all
monster Fear. Religion has made cowards of beggars. There's a hundred thousand clergymen
mankind. It has made multitudes bend the knee beggars, all begging for God. Churches, altars,
in superstitious terror. It has made them slaves incense, music, painted windows-all are for the
of king and priest. Of all the curses of which purpose of _begging, begging for this great pauper
religion is the source, the greatest of all is this of the skies. And what has he done for man-this
curse of fear, out of which comes the cowardice beggar on a throne? Nothing. He has not given
and hypocrisy of the world. Who does not hate mankind one fact, one ray of light, one invention,
the hypocrite? and yet the hypocrite is the direct one discovery. He has not healed one ill of human
offspring of religion. Who does not contemn the life. He has never stopped a crime or punished a
coward? and yet religion is the mother of coward- crime. He has never made one blade of grass to
ice. If those who are really religious by tempera- grow, or one rose to bloom. He has never soothed
ment and nature were simply satisfied with being one fevered brow. He has never saved from disreligious and would let the rest of mankind-the ease, from conflagration, from the storm and battle.
large majority of mankind-abide in non-religiouP, He has never furnished food, shelter, or clothing to
every-day, comfortable well-b:ing, I would not starving, naked, and perishing millions. He has done
take time to attack it. But such is the nature of nothing, this tinseled monarch of the skies, and yet he
religion that it imperiously draws the swcrd, and begs continually. He is reduced to such extremities
would compel all the world to be religious likewise that he can put only one oyster in his church BOl.lp ;
-in outward form at least, if not in real sentiment. he must even sell the kisses of fair maidens. He
But not satisfied with the sword, with the dungeon, must resort to the grab-bag, and raffie, and icewith the fagot, with the thumbscrew, with all the cream (mostly starch). He must even gamblecunning appliances for bodily torture, with devilish this pauper God. Oh, the humbug of religion and
and supreme ingenuity religion has endeavored to the humbug of God, when he does nothing but beg,
torture with spiritual agonies, and it has terrific- and gives nothing in return for the millions that
ally succeeded. The bodily torture of man sinks are poured into his templed coffers!
into insignificance almost when compared with the
Have I not proved my proposition that religion
mental torture, the awful fear, which religion has is a curse, a disease, and a lie-everyway evil and evil
inflicted, in order that its own power 1r ay be only? In its very essence it is wrong, and can only reunassailable. It has invented God and immortality, sult in wrong. History will affirm all that I have deworse than a million thumbscrews, more hideous clared, and to-day we have .an exhibition of the cruel
than the dungeon-house, more dreadful than a nature of religion-that it is utterly incapable of
flaming sword. This God, the God of love, of being civilized and must be abolished altogether.
justice-so called-this God, according to religion,
I dedicate this essay to Congress out of tne inis a God of wrath, a terrible war-God, a destroyer, dignation of my heart. I should never have
a devil and a fiend beyond words to picture. He written it but for the most disgraceful act of the
creates a heaven in the midst of infinite despair. century.
He plunges the vast majority of the human race
The American Congress has bowed down in abinto eternal hell ; he separates parent and child, solute surrender to this curse, this disease, and this
brother and sister, wife and husband, and compels lie, and cJosed the gates of the World's Fair on
the one to sing praises for the damnation of the Sunday.
other. He makes the universe a tremendous prisonIn all the history of man there was never a more
house. He makes man a slave, a machine, chained cowardly, contemptible, and degrading act.
to a miserable doom whether he is lost or saved.
It is pitiful to see the poor savage bow down to
For what is salvation but the picture of an eternal his fetish, his little wooden god, his snake, or crt.t,
hell from whence we have barely escaped-" a or calf; but how infinitely more pitiful it is amidst
brand plucked from the burning T" Thus God, who the int13llectual glories of to-day to see the represhould be infinite justice and infinite love, is trans- sentatives of a great people bow down to this
formed to infinite hate and infinite wrong, and monster curse, disease, and lie-stab liberty to the
immortality that might be a beauteous dream be- heart, and perpetrate an infamous crime.
The
comes an endless horror, a stupendous scene of only consolation is that like Mokanna religion has
cruelty, of malignity, of crime; and so fear, the shown its hideous face, and from this time forth its
vilest, the most debasing, the most bitter fruit of re- worshipers will diminish by the million.
ligion, is born in the human heart, and this fair earth
The working-people of this country now know
itself becomes a dim vast vale of tears. Death is the that religion is their foe and not their friend. The
king of terrors, instead of a sweet rest in nature's mask is thrown off. The despot is revealed, the
bosom. Life is a torment, for duty loses its ten- enemy of liberty and progress.
derness and becomes a barren path-merely
Behold the picture-the beautiful W orld':3 Fair.
obedience to a tyrant's will. Virtue is stripped of None of us will ever see its like again. It is an
its bloom and beauty and becomes a slavish strug- incarnate dream of beauty. It is a poem in manifold
gle for the salvation of the "soul "-the "soul," a color and form. It is the grace of all the world,
lie born also of the nightmare of religion. For the flower of every land. It is man's masterpiece

irradiating his long and toilsome struggle. It is
the bloom of mighty centuries out of darkness,
conflict, and undying hope. Behold its gorgeous
panorama, its superb buildings, its shining domes,
its spacious rools, its walls and towers that fling
back the effulgence of the sun amidst nature's
sweetest scenes of grass and flowers and water.
Oh, what loveliness for man to enjoy. W~at
a blessing on his arduous path. What an ennoblement to his toil. What a reward for his
countless labors on sea and land-art is there
which has drunk in the glory of the stars-art
which has watched the misty mountain-top, the
sounding cataract, the gleaming seas, the budding
rose, the spraying fount, the forest's green. Art
whieh has studied the deep heart of man, and
mirrored in lustrous forms and teBder face, in
colors sweet and varied, in melodies sublime, the
treasures it has found. Science is there radiant
with a thousand victories, bringing from East and
West and North and South its unnumbered trophies. Industry is there, with its great arl!ls,
swinging in song, whirling in muBiCl, rejoicing in
splendor, giving gifts to all. This is the World's
Fair, the ideal city of man's brightest civilization,
where beauty reigns, whPre delight smiles on every
path 11.nd each scene is an enchantment. What a
place for the weary and the worn, the suffering
nd t.he disappointed; :aot for those who ride in
c rriages but for those who walk the humble paths
of toil.
Behold the picture over against this embodied
glory of man's genius. See the dark and smoky
workshop, the grimy face, the drops of sweat, the
toiling arm, the dusty feet. See the lurid flames,
the hissing iron, the huge machinery. Day after
day it is the same, smoke and darkness, toil and
dust, and somet.imes death itself. Look into t.he
homes of these million workers. See them crowded
together in the gloomy tenement, no flowers, no
sunshine, no blue sky, no refreshin; rest. See the
pale mother, bent and worn. See the emaciated
child. Se~ the fever and disease, the want, the
hunger of body and of mind. See the bare table,
the unfurnished wall, the miserable couch. See
the cobwebbed window through which only desolation peers. See de::pair in a thousand faces.
See the weary limb, the lack-luster eye, the drawn
lip, the listleRB hand. See_ birth and death in
mingling horror. This is the world of poverty ;
and labor, which makes magnificent the face of earth,
is doomed much of it to find its reward in this
dreary prison-house.
.,Behold these contrasting pictures, the World's
Fair, and the world of labor and of poverty, and so
close, that the one is reaiy to give all its treasures
for the consolation and joy of the other. These
l:mrd, sad scenes of poverty and toil can be made
beautiful with ·the glory and the enlightenment of
man's greatest achievements. What a blessing, what
a wonder, and what a hope for the terrible martyrdom of millions.
But, behold, between these two worlds, the
world of art, of science, of music, of delight, and
the world of suffering and darkness, stalks this
cruel monster, this curse, this disease, this lieReligion-and holding the sword in one hand bolts
and bars the gates of this paradise with the other,
and thrusts back into vice, into ignorance, into
misery, into despair, the multitudes whose weary
toils have made possible this magnificence of to-day.
This treasure which has been pressed from their
life-blood is shut from their eyes, their hearts,
their hope. They must labor in sweat and pain,
they must go to their unlovely homes, they and
wife and little ones pining for light and oir, for
soine sweet glimpse of higher things, for the inspiration and joy of man's vast and splendid career,
they must be cabined, cribbed, confined. Upon
their dark lot presses religion's iron rule, and makes
it more miserable than ever. Between them and
the beautiful world which ought to be their inheritance, at least one day in the week, is this curse of
the ages more detestable than Milton's picture of
Death itself.
Talk of civilizing religion ; it cannot be done.
You may paint it and veneer it and ornament it.
You may mingle it with philosophy and poetry and
art. Amid· the softening influences of progress
one may forget its "scarlet thread," its path of
blood; but its nature is always the same. It can
not be made of any service to man.
What will we do without religion ? is the cry.
Can the world survive its loss? Yes, it can survive
the loss of rehgion as it can survive the loss of the
cpolera, the smallpox, and the itch.
What will we have in the place of it? Morality
and Science. What better can we have?
Morality without religion will be more perfect
and beautiful than ever-plain simple morality-
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regard for one another's rights, regard for one another's happiness, universal liberty, universal justice,
every~day morality, not hights and depths, not
heaven and hell, but "on the square." That is the
whole of it. Integrity, truthfulness, generosity,
manliness, courage, temperance, what better can
be found in all the ecstasies of religion ? Don't
trouble yourself with the "infinite" and "absolute,"
with the "general" and "the universal " or any
"supreme being," but simply do your duty to the
individuals with whom you come in contact.
Morality is between individuals, not between ideas,
nor between individuals and an idea, but between
individuals and individuals. Morality cannot transcend the particular. Do the duty that lies next to
you. That is· all. Do not create out of your heated
fancy any false relations between you and God.
No such relations exist. We owe nothing to God,
and apparently he owes nothing to us. If he does
he has never paid it. It is for him to settle with
us, not f0r us to settle with him. When he makes
himself manifest as an individual along the path.
way of our daily life, then, and not till then, will we
consider his claims.
We can understand our human relations. They
are finite and comprehensible. It only confuses
us to import the God-idea.-- It makes darkness
instead of light. To import God into morality is
like importing God into mathematics. God would
be an impertinence in mathematics. He is equally
an impertinence in morality. Think of a mathematician trying to solve a problem by the aid of God.
A triangle has certain relati6ns with all other
forms, but what "God-relation" has it 1 And he
would be a crazy mathematician who would invent
a " God-relation" for the triangle. What nonsense it would be to talk about the " attitude" of
a triangle toward the "infinite." There is no
such thing. It is equally nonsensical to talk about
man's "attitude" toward the "infinite." There is
no such thing. The relations of man are numberless. We may not be able to discover them all, but
every relation of man is a finite relation, as every
relation of a triangle must be a finite relation.
The God-idea is not only useless, it is injurious.
It is demoralizing. It obscures reality. It gives
us false conceptions of ourselves and of others. It
is a mirage. Leave out God and study humanity.
Know thyself, is the grandest wisdom; and to know
thyself it is necessary to know othex:s and to recognize always the relations which exist between us
and others, and out of these relations to behold the
perfect bloom of ethical beauty. Morality is the
continuous expression of equality and fraternity.
Morality requires no temples, no altars, no ritual,
no churches, no popes, no pri~sts, no Bibles, no
gods, no prayers, and no sermons. It requires no
vast expenditures, no processions, no swelling
music, no Auto da fe, no Inquisition, no torture,
and no fire. It does not beg, it does not rob, it
does not murder. It demands no sword, no miter,
no crucifix, no pealing bell, no gorgeous pew, no
collection-box, and no missionary fund. It de..:"
mands only the common earth and skies, the
fireside, the home circle, the genial neighborhood.
It demands only the ordinary highway, the handshake and the good morning. work and happy
play, the evening's gentle rest, the voice of little
children, and the common sense of all. How
happy the world will be when morality prevails,
when no rights are invaded, when the the inevitable
ills of life are met with mutual sympathy; when
self-respect is the universal grace, ennobling each
and all-the humblest with the greatest. Religion
has blackened the world ; morality will give it
golden days.
And Science-what grandeur is revealed in that
noble world. Science the victorious foe of religion
and the glory of the human race. Science the enlightener, the guide, the minister of ten thousand
gifts. In science alone is the true self-sacrifice,
the real surrender, the absolute abandonment to
truth itself, regardless of all consequence, all fortune, all good and ill.
Religion labors for the
subjective, thinks only of the subjective, is devoted
only to the subjective, to that within, the ego, the
self, higher or lower, as you may call it, but self
still, and not truth, not rE)ality, except by mere
chance.
Science labors for the objective, fo1· that which
is without, for simple truth, for reality, for facts.
It surrenders to facts, to every fact, be it ugly or
beautiful. The man of science does not seek personal happiness, he is not searching after fads that
will please him. He is not endeavoring to gratify
some ideal. He sacrifices that which is most alluring to his subjective being, in order to find a fact.
The fact he accepts, although it overthrows his
most cherished dreams. What nobleness of devotion. It is easy enough to give up houses and lands
for the sake of truth, but to give up some inward

glory, some dear fancy, some charming hope, some
exalted splendor woven of poetry and music and
delight, to give up a supreme joy, that which might
soften and glorify death itself, to absolutely, without reserve, surrender this for the sake of truth,
the objective truth, this is indeed the sublime selfsacrifice of man-impossible to religion ; but it is
the natural spirit of science, for no one indeed can
be a man of science when he allows the least personal inclination to bias his judgment.
It will thus be see11 that science and religion are
diametrically opposed. It is impossible to harmonize them. The one is the very essence of selfishness ; the other is the very essence of unselfishness. The one is subjective, the other objective;
the one is pure egoism, the other is pure altruism ;
the one runs to a disease and a lie ; the other is
abounding health and magnificent truth.
How beautiful is the way of science through all
the world's history. How gentle, how patient, how
brave, how charitable in the true sense, it has ever
been. How ready to help ; how eager to do and to
dare. It is afraid of nothing, of no dark depths or
rugged hights, of no desert or wild beast, poisonous insect.or serpent's fang. It shrinks from no
efforts. It shirks no task. It dares suffering, persecution, martyrdom, and death. It has been imprisoned, and through the prison bars hath read the
lofty heavens, and revealed their glory. It hath
been chained and yet it has filled the world with
light. See the million happy homes it hath made ;
all the jeweled harvest-fields that shine beneath its
footstep. Behold its pathway over the seas, the
white sail, the glittering column, along a thousand
leagues of beaming waters. See it meet the storm
with spirit undismayed. See it grasp the lightnings
and these fiery couriers bear our message with the
soft pulse of an infant through the vast chambers
of the deep ; see it conquer the invisible world and
heaven's swift breath carries our speech afar. See
the iron horse, more brilliant than the chariots of
old, make the peasant's journey more victorious than
that of a king ; hear the click, the gentle click, of
that curious machine which has done more to emancipate woman than a million prayers Qr ten thousand billion sermons under the auspices of St.
Paul ; hear th~ music of the hammer and the anvil,
watch the breath of the mighty furnace; look upon
the molten streams of red-hot iron, see the glorious
shapes arise more beneficent than any archangel ;
behold the million spindles while delicate and superb
robes appear to clothe man's nakedness, far surpassing the fig-leaves of Jehovah's Eden; handle
the polished instruments that conquer disease and
stay death, more radiant than the golden harps ; see
nature's wildest haunts and earth's profoundest
caverns contributing their riches to man's enjoyment, and see the rolling stars, planets and suns,
innumerable systems, orbs that perhaps perished
millions of years ago and yet blaze upon our
vision to-night. Ah, what might we not behold if
we could analyze those brilliant waves of light, and
read the message from those enormous and distant
realms. In these constellated sp·aces science has
unfolded a fairy world indeed, even as in the tiny
film and grain of sand other worlds equally beautiful, as measureless to the glance, she unrolls in
spacious scenes.
I would say, let Science reign, but Science does
not want to reign. She desires no sword and no
crown. Evermore she is the servant of humanity.
Patiently she labors, scorning nothing, fearing
nothing, hating nothing, and loving the truth.
What shall we put in the place of religion, the
curse, the disease, and the lie?
I have answered it, and may the working-people
of this republic whose rights have been so basely
invaded, understand henceforth the true benefactor
of this world.
S. P. PuTNAM.

From Spain.
[The scandalous conduct of the priest-ridden Spanish
government, as exhibited in its treatment of the international Freethought congress at Madrid last year, has
no doubt made many of our readers ask whether Africa
really was bounded on the north by the Pyrenees mountains. As an answer to this question we present the following article by the well-known German-American
Freethinker, Mrs. Hedwig Henrich-Wilhelmi, originally
contributed to CorreBpondenzblatt deB DeutBchen
Freidenker-BundeB. Mrs. Henrich-Wilhelmi has visited
Spain on various occasions and hence is a competent
judge of Spanish affairs.-G. NELSON, TBANSLA.ToB.]
"Separation of church and state" is so prominent a
cry of our times that no matter how often suppressed
it is heard anew; but perhaps louder and more frequently in Spain-the land where the prosperitydestroying influence of the double-headed hydra
state-and-church power, the concordat and Inquisition, is felt more than in any other civilized country.
A quarter of a century has not passed since Spain
-thanks to the short period of the republic
(1869-1871)-proclaimed absolute liberty of con-
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science, a privilege which since the return of the
Bourbons to the throne exists as "religious toleration" only. Still, no matter what we do call it, in
the minute a country permits different religious
cults to be practiced publicly within its borders, in
that minute the state religion has ceased to exist as
such and has become a mere object of individual
belief. What is left as a connecting link between
the church and the state is but the instinct of
power, of absolutism, which for thousands of years
has existed in them and become an actual fossil.
Yet the union is no more and the present conditions
are not calculated to satisfy either party. The
church, which has been used to rule over kings and
nations, cannot possibly enjoy its present subservience to the laws of the state, nor can the state
feel pleased by having to pay the salaries of rebellious servants out of its own purse.
But, as usual, the principal sufterer under this
unnatural union is the people. In the name of religion the state directs the spiritual welfare of the
people in school and home, and in the name of the
state the clergy extorts its enormous income from
the people,• and this in a twofold way-first, indirectly as a salary drawn from the amount of state
taxes laid upon the people, secondly, directly as
fees paid by the believing sheep.
All other state officials must as equivalent for
their salaries render their official services free to
their fellow-citizens, but not so with the church.
From the mere fact of her existence she is entitled
to the pecuniary recognition of the state, yet, at
the same time, for any service rendered to the
people, no matter whether that service is included
in her " office " or not, she demands extra pay.
Only a short time ago it was obligatory upon all
to be baptized, confirmed, married, and buried with
clerical assistance, and even yet in many places
people are obliged to subject themselvs and their
children to these church ceremonies, if they do not
wish to be denied their rights as citizens and ruin
their private business. For every child baptized,
for every parent blessed, the church demands cash
or its equivalents. She givs no Lord's supper, no
death sacrament, she goes to no funeral, says no
mass for the dead, except for pay. The beggingpurse is always a-going. Every birth, marriage, or
death certificate-which is demanded by the statecosts the poor a heavy tribute to the church. So
far, all right, inasmuch as the clergy are but workers
in the Lord's win~yard, and hence liv on those who
partake in the fruits of their labor ; besides, the
clerics must liv, and any workman is worth his
hire. But if it is all right that the priest exact a
contribution from each believer, why is he paid by
the state also 1
This question is raised every year in the Spanish
Cortes, when the debate on the miserable financial
status and the necessary cutting down of government expenses begins. The Spanish government
treasury is yearly called upon to pay to army and
navy 14:0,000,000 pesetas (a peseta is about twenty
cents) ; to the clergy, 4:2,000,000; to education,
9,000,000 ; while in England the educational budget
is 150,000,000, in France 178,000,000, and in the
United States 14:0,000,000 pesetas. Need we wonder then that the last Spanish census (1887) givs
but thirty three per cent of the people as being able
to read and write ?
In this priest-ridden land the condition of schools
and prisons is almost beyond belief. With the exception of universities, academies, and seminaries,
there is a total lack of school buildings. Even in
Madrid, the capital, the schoolchildren are packed
into small, cheap buildings, that do not come near
the standard demanded by hygiene or pedagogy.
For prisons there is a yearly sum of 25,000
pesetas set aside ; while for the erection of a new,
and even from a religious standpoint entirely superfluous, cathedral at Madrid, 100,000 pesetas were
given ; besides, 500,000 pesetas were appropriated
for repairs of different churches, bishops' palaces,
and parsonages.
It is a well-known fact that Spain is always
on the verge of national bankruptcy. The government is always in arrears in the salaries of its
minor officers, who, like the common laborers, receive but miserable pay. There are officials who
receive but $10 in monthly salary, and yet even
these the government owes half a year's pay. The
court physicians-a corporation called into existence under the most splendid auspices about thirty
years ago-hav waited for twenty-eight years for
their pay. Public benevolent institutions, such as
hospitals, poorhouses, and orphan and lunacy asylums, receive hardly sufficient help to enable them
to exist; in the hospitals there are frequently food
and medicin famine lastin~ for several days. But
the countless bishops and archbishops receive a
yearly salary ranging from 20,000 to 4:5,000 pesetas,
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and they are paid regularly, for the magnates of the
church do not giv the state long credit.
Spain has but few railroads and good roads; In
1885 it had but 35,000 kilometers (one kilometer
is 11,000 inches) of roads, while France had in
1879 952,000 kilometers. Spain has 9,000 kilometers·
of railroad; France, 38,000 kilometers. But as an
offset Spain has since 1841, when the buying of
church property began, paid to the clergy in salaries
the enormous sum of 2,000,000,000 pesetas.
According to a concordat concluded under the
reign of Queen Isabella II. (she upon whom was
conferred, as pay, the papal order of "the Rose of
Virtue ") no other religion than the Roman Catholic is to be tolerated in Spain, nor anything taught
in the schools which is contrary to the dogmas of
the Catholic church, nor any book offered for sale
which is not deemed good by the clergy. Yet in
spite of the concordat the Spanish constitution
guarantees absolute liberty of conscience, the
University professors hav full liberty to teach what
they please, and the press is not subJected to the
pleasure of a priestly censor. Just as the state
has liberated itself from the moral control of the
concordat, could it not also liberate itself from the
enormous material duties toward the clergy !-and
this through one radical measure which would make
all Roman concordats nil, and which ought to be
strongly recommended to non-Catholic countries
also, namely, through an absolute separation of
church and state, such as is found at the present
time in the United States, Brazil, Mexico, and most
of the English colonies 1 [A separation such as is
found in the United States is hardly to be recommended. All Freethinkers know why.-Translator.]
Religious corporations hav the same rights to
t=>njoy, but also the same duties to perform, as any
secular corporation. The clergy is to be supported
by those who demand its service, and not from
the state treasury nor from taxes laid on those who
do not feel either a real or an imaginary need for
having their " spiritual welfare" attended to.
HEDWIG HENRICH-WILHELMI.

The Sabbath and Liquor-Drinking at San Antonio, Tex.
The expected, the long-foreseen by the thoughtful, has come to pass.
Sam Jones, that mountebank and slang preacher,
was here last fall, and spread his gospel (T) to the
tune of $2,000 for one week. Now we hav, as a
direct result cropping out in this most beautiful
city by the "historic Alamo," a set of fanatical
hypocrits who want to make it their business, by
means of sneaking and "ways that are dark," to
enforce the Sunday law!
As our city is of such a cosmopolitan character
it would be hard to make the plea from the standpoint of religion, hence these narrow-minded pietists
hide their bigotry behind an obnoxious law.
Late trials of officers in New Orleans, La., for
non-enforcement of Sunday law resulted in their
acquittal, with the :final decision of the supreme
court that " if the law could not be enforced it
should be considered a dead letter."
Some weeks ago a mass-meeting was called to
meet at the Grand Opera House for taking preliminary measures in the proposed enforcement,
but a guard at the door asked every comer: "Ar9
you in favor of the enforcement?" An answer in
the affirmativ would be the pass for admission to
the "mass meeting." Since, there was a committee
of twenty-five, which had dwindled down to :five at a
later conclave, General (T) Fleming presiding. The
embonpoint of this presiding genius entitles him
to the position in prayer-meeting, where a longdrawn and pious countenance of the "I thank thee,
Lord, that I am not like the other sinners or these
publicans " style is in order. It would cover
pages of only stale stuff to relate all the trickery
resorted to, the long-winded prayers, "The Lord is
with us," etc. But taking the Bible as the inspiration from God to man, we :find such an incongruity
of sentiment in that book from Genesis to Revelation as would make Moses or that dreamer on
the isle of Patmos blush in shame if they could see
the construction put upon the nonsense accredited
to them by these latter-day fanatics.
Brother
Fleming is requested to kindly study his Bible, and
for a guidance to truth he is respectfully requested
to note a few quotations from his " guide to salvation."
·
Gen. xlix, 11, 12 : Jacob blessing Judah: "Binding his foal unto the vine and his ass's colt unto
the choice vine ; he washed his garments in wine,
and his clothes in the blood of grapes. His eyes
shall be red with wine and his teeth white with
milk."
Dent. vii, 13 : God, through Moses, said to his
chosen people: "And he will love thee and bless
thee and multiply thee; and he will also bless the

fruit of thy womb,· and the fruit of thy land, thy
corn, and thy wine," etc.
Now, Brother Fleming, as a good attorney, please
color this from your God's law to your own case!
Deut. xi, 14: "That I will giv you the rain of
your land in his due season that thou mayest
gather in thy. wine, corn, and oil."
Dent. xiv, 26 : "And thou shalt bestow that
money . . . or for wine, or for strong drink,"
etc., etc.
This is the desired text-book of Brother Fleming,
et al, for the children, to educate them in temperance and moral principles !
Dent. xv, 14 : "Thou shalt furnish him liberally
. . and out of thy wine-press."
Dent. xxviii, 39, 51, tells the chosen people that
their wine and oil shall be taken from "them if they
disobey God's commands.
This Deuteronomy
recommends itself to the Christian temperance
unions. It was certainly written by an advocate of
the flowing bowl, whoever the "inspirator" may
hav been.
Judges ix, 13: "And the vine said unto them,
Should I leave my wine, which cheereth God and
man!" etc.
Thus, God, the "original Prohibitionist," drinks
wine, else how could it cheer him?
2 Sam. vi, 19 : "And he dealt among all the
people, even among the whole multitude of Israel,
as well to women as men, to every one a cake of
bread and a good piece of flesh and a flagon of
wine."
It is hard to tell what Lozier and Foster, of
Iowa, or our Brothers Fleming or McClure, would
hav done had they been present when "David the
man after God's own heart" dealt it out to all men
and women.
2 Sam. xvi, 2: "And wine that such as faint in
the wilderness may drink."
This application has been good in practical effects in Kansas and Iowa, when "fainting in the
wilderness " has been the common occurrence, to
judge from the thriving business of the drugstores
in those states, for this was the Lora: s prescription.
2 Chron. ii, 10: "And behold I will giv to thy
servants
twenty thousand baths of wine,"
etc.
This was one-fourth of payment to the artisans,
subjects of the king of Tyre, which Solomon, that
"wisest of all men," agreed to pay them for the
building of the house of God. It may hav been
specially blessed by the Lord and rendered nonintoxicating, otherwise it might hav been, in the
words of "Brother St. John," "payment in liquid
damnation."
Now, unless God made a mistake when he called
Solomon the wisest of all men (this temple was
for that same God) it is but fair to conclude that
God regarded wine as a legal tender, thus sanctifying its use.
N eh. v, 11 : "Restore, I pray you, to them, even
this day, their lands, their vineyards, their oliv- ·
yards, and their houses, also the hundredth part of
the money and the corn, the wine and the oil, that
ye exact of them."
N eh. x, 39 : " For the children of Israel and the
children of Levi shall bring the offering of the corn,
and we will
of the new wine, and the oil,
not forsake the house of our God."
Wine was an acceptable gift whether old or new,
or whether tendered as a holy offering or for anything else.
Psalm civ, 15: "And wine that maketh glad the
heart of man," etc. If the pious brethren of
San Antonio will read the connecting lines to this
quotation they may get angry at the Lord because
they could not apply the law to him.
Prov. iii, 10: "So shall thy barns be :filled with
plenty and thy presses shall burst out with new
wine."·
Prov. xxxi, 6, 7: "Giv strong drink unto him
that is ready to perish, and wine unto those that be
of heavy heart; let him drink and forget his poverty
and remember his misery no more~"
Here are two verses in a book, the inspired work
of, or written by, a wine-loving God, which in
themselvs hav led thousands to drinking ; and this
statement is only a very mild one in comparison
with the facts in the case.
Eccles. ix, 7 : " Go thy way, eat thy bread with
joy and drink thy wine with a merry heart; for
God now accepteth thy works."
Song of Solomon i, 2 : "Let hiln kiss me with
the kisses of his mouth; for thy love is better than
wine."
This shows that next to love wine is the best
thing on earth. This is the opinion of most bacchanalian experts. Solomon seems to hav spoken
from experience.
Song of ,Solomon v, 1 : "I hav drunk my wine

with my milk; eat, 0 friends; drink, yea, drink
abundantly, 0 believers."
Solomon must hav been the inventor of milk
punch.
Song of Solomon viii, 2 : "I would cause thee to
drink of spiced wine, Of the juice of my pomegranate." Is this metaphor T
Isa. i, 22 : "Thy silver is become dross, thy wine
mixed with water."
Isa. xxiv, 7: "The new wine mourneth, the vine
languisheth, all the merry-hearted do sigh."
God punished his chosen people by cutting off
their vintage, and if God regards the loss of wine
as a deprivation it must be good to hav and to
keep, notwithstanding the opinions of Brothers
Fleming and McClure and the other saints (!).
V~rse 9: They shall not drink wine with a song,
etc. God punished them by taking away their
wine on the same principle that the old Calvinistic
doctrin teaches predestination-no matter how
good a man be if he has been predestined to be
destroyed for inherent evil in childhood, then why
try to be good T
Isa. lv, 1: "Ho, everyone t!,:tat thirsteth, come
ye to the waters, and he that hath no money ; come
ye, buy and eat ; yea, come, buy wine and milk
without money and without price."
Isa. lxii, 8 : "The Lord hath sworn by his right
hand, and by the arm of his strength,
. . . And
the sons of the stranger shall not drink thy wine,
for which thou hast labored."
Revs. Dow, Stevenson, our own brothers
Fleming, McClure, etc., might suggest to the Lord
that : as wine is an evil thing and the Bible a great
text-book of morals, the great stronghold of temperance, and so essential to the training of children; therefore, the Lord should hav said that the
enemies of his people should take the wine from
them, as the depriving of such would make them
better and happier. But on the contrary he ranks
wine with corn and swears an oath that the people
shall hav them both.
Jer. xxxi, 12: "Therefore they shall ·come and
sing in tlie hight of Zion, and shall flow together
to the goodness of the Lord, for wheat, and for
wine, and for oil," etc.
Jer. xl, 10: "But ye, gather ye wine, and summer fruits and oil," etc.
J er. xlviii, 33: "And joy and gladness is taken
from the plentiful :field and from the land of
Moab and I hav caused wine to fail from the winepresses."
Dan. i, 5: "And the king appointed them a
daily provision of the king's meat and of the wine
which he drank, so nourishing them three years,"
etc.
God plainly implies here that wine is nourishing!
The only argument that Brother Fleming, et al,
and the Christian Temperance peoplein addition,
may offer about these lessons, so opposit to their
modem teachings, is, " They were not written under
inspiration ;" or hav the pious brethren any other
shallow, empty excuses for repudiation of this text!
Hosea ix, 2: "The flour and the wine-press shall
not feed them, and the new wine shall fail in her."
This is given as a punishment for transgressions
of the law.
Hosea xiv, 7 : "They shall revive as the corn and
grow as the wine; the scent thereof shall be as the
wine of Lebanon."
There could not hav been much dislike against
the wine if even the aroma of it was pleasing to
the Lord.
Joel i, 5-13: Speaking of the plagues in the
way of worms, locusts, etc., the meat and drink
offerings are cut off from the house of the Lord,
and thus the prophet says : " Gird yourselvs and
lament, ye priests, howl ye mil;listers of the altar."
Will our fanatic revolutionists criticise theseinto temperance admonitions 1
Joel iii, 18 : "And it shall come to pass in that
day that the mountains shall drop down new wine
and the hills shall flow with milk," etc.
Here, again, great blessings are offered to be
given in the form of " an abundance " of wine. All
Hebrew prophets looked with favor upon wine and
wine-drinking, and ~he punishment meted out
was the one of cutting· off the wine and it may
possibly be the wish of Brother Fleming, McClure
et al, to visit wholesale destruction upon the vine~
yards and barley :fields and upbraid the Lord for
his mistake in creating them.
Amos ix, 14: "
They shall drink wine."
Micah vi, 15, givs as punishment the withdrawing of the wine and oil, etc.
What incongruity when the God of the Bible disapproves of the use of intoxicants while at the
same time he is telling his chosen people that he
will punish them for disobedience by destroying
their corn, their wine, etc.
Zech. ix, 17 : "For how great is his goodness
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and how great is his beauty ; corn shall make the
young men cheerful, and new wine the maids."
Rather a singular apportionment of his bounty,
unless corn means something stronger than wine.
Matt. xi, 19: "The Son of Man came eating and
drinking. and they say, Behold a man gluttonous,
and a wine-bibber, a friend to publicans and sinners.
But wisdom is justified of her children."
The very opposit of this argument comes in
Luke vii, 33-35: "John the Baptist came neither
eating bread nor drinking wine ; and ye say he
hath a devil," etc.
Fine contrasts, these ! What do they teach ~
The determination for every man to think and act
for himself is the fundamental idea of the great
Nazarene. He w 1S no extremist for or against
such tptal abstinence or temperance as our brethren of to-day would hav us think.
In Luke x, 34, we find that the good Samaritan
had a supply of wine for the wounded stranger.
John ii, 3-11: "And when they wanted wine,"
etc. This is the great miracle at the wedding feast
of Cana and it was the "first" miracle which he
performed, and was considered as proof. of his
divinity by his disciples. He did this to manifest
his glory, his supernatural powers and origin ;
either this is true or the Bible false. True or not,
it has been the most powerful argument against
abstinence ; it has resulted directly in making
drunkards, as well as indirectly in making hypocrits
and Jesuitical sophists.
Col. ii, 16 : "Let no man therefore judge you in
meat, or in drink, or in respect of a holy day, or of
the new moon, or of the Sabbath days."
In other words, be your own judges in all these
matters; submit to no dictation; be just and consistent to yourself. Wonder how the salvation
and Bible Prohibitionists will put their misconstruction on this quotation~
1 Tim. v, 23 : "Drink no longer water, but use
a little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often
infirmities."
These few words in the Bible hav led to the consumption of more wine and caused more intemperance than any other equal number of words in any
language in any book.
E. C. Walker, in "Bible Temperance," says in
connection with this: "We find that the Bible pleas
for temperance are outvoted more than five to one
by those in favor of the use of intoxicants. The
record is an astonishingly bad one for the Bible as
a total abstinence and prohibition work, and should
put to the blush all of its worshipers and apologists
who hav been so foolish or unscrupulous as to
claim that it is indispensable to the temperance
cause and in the education of our children. Both
claims are absurd."
Thus much for the use of wine and drink, now a
few words regarding "the Sunday." There is no
authority whatsoever as to the observation of Sunday. Jesus never taught it, but on the contrary
repudiated the Sabbath and never said a word about
a new day of ceremonies and worship.
" One man esteemeth one day above another ;
another esteemeth every day alike, let every man be
fully persuaded in his own mind."
By the edict of Constantine, A.D. 321, the "Diffi
Soli " (Day of the Sun), was made the legal day for
worship for the "sects of Christians," to which
Constantine had been converted after one of his
campaigns of extermination against these same
Christians. He had won a victory, and all his
Christian prisoners were tied to stakes and coated
with combustible materials, and fired to shine as
torches at some of the nightly revels. Then at
the end of these he got delirious, or to use a
modern term, "snakes," and had that grand raving
vision, with "In hoc signa vinces," whiCh has been
so pliantly constructed into a glorification and
sanctification of that murderer by the church.
Immediately in connection may be cited a part
of this edict (see " Code Justinian," lib. 3, title 12,
Sec. 2 and 3). This is the first legal edict regulating the Sabbath. It says :
"Let all the judges and town people, and the
occupation of all trades, rest on the venerable Day
of the Sun; but let those who are situated in the
country freely and at full liberty attend to their
business, for it often happens that no other day is
so fit for sowing corn or planting vines," etc.
Dr. Schaff, in his "History of the Christian
Church," makes pertinent distinction between ".Dies
.Domini " and ".Dies Soli-that is, " the Lord's
day" and ".Day of the sun." They were the days
appointed by a heathen tyrant, to Apollo (Phoobus).
an imaginary deity.
ST. ELMO.
San Antonio, Tex.
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Liberal Societies.
The Newark Liberal League gave Mr. Reuben
Rush last Sunday a hearty welcome on his first appearance before that society. His lecture was in the
main identical with his address before the Manhattan. The critics were Mr. Bird, Mr. Rush, Mrs.
Smith, Mr. Walker, Mr. Morris, and Mr. Brill.
Mr. S. H. Wilder in his lecture last Sunday before the Brooklyn Philosophical Association tried
to show that the discoveries of science only go to
show how true religion is. The lecturer picked
Mr. Tyndall's Belfast address to pieces, and showed,
to his own satisfaction at least, that Mr. Tyndall
made many fallacious statements.
Mr. Rowley was as brilliant as usual. He showed
the lecturer tbat "there were more things in
heaven and earth" than he had ever dreamed of in
his philosophy. The other critics were Messrs.
Elwell, Nichols, and St. John.
The next meeting of the society will take place
in the Long Island College, and Reuben Rush will
lecture on "Reason and Religion."
Mr. Reuben Rush lectured before the Manhattan
Liberal Club Friday evening on "Life and Death.".
Mr. Rush is perhaps one of the youngest speakers
on the Liberal platform. He has been connected
with the Boston Investigator for two years. This
is his first appearance in this vicinity. In opening
the lecturer said :
"When we find a person who knows, or thinks
he knows because he believes, a great deal about a
future life, we hav generally found a person who
knows little or nothing concerning this life. For
eighteen centuries man has been so busy learning
so much about his soul that is not so, that he has
learned very little about his body that is so. Humbugged by religion, millions hav made this life
miserable, and hav wasted enough energy in their
pursuit of a rainbow heaven to make something like
a heaven here.
"We are told by the Christians that we are
called into existence by an infinit, infallible God;
that this God put the soul in us. What is the soul~
We are told it is mentality, thought. I cannot
believe that this mind, or soul, will survive the
body when I know it does not survive a temporary
disability. Will the Christian tell me where the
mind of the man goes when he meets with an accident and becomes unconscious! We come into this
world and bring nothing with us, and I cannot see
that during our stay here'we accumulate anything
to take away with us.
" The true purpose of this conscious existence,
which begins at the cradle and closes at the grave,
is, according to the Christians, to do homage to
God, through earthly agencies. How much does
mankind gain by this kind of teaching! You
might attend church forever and read the Bible
until you could stand it no longer, and you would
be no wiser. All we know in science has come
from sources outside of religious influences. All
that we hav ever got that is of any service to us
has come from the broad road of Materialism. The
Christian church has trod the narrow path-dark
and dingy. That narrow road makes narrow
minds. At every milestone of that road are heaped
up the skulls of victims, who hav taken a 'short cut
to salvation.' On the broad road man is taught to
do his duty to fellow-men and let the gods take
care of themselvs."
The critics were Mr. Macdonald, Mr. Wakeman,
Mr. Gustafson, and Dr. Weeks. Mr. Wakeman
praised the lecturer for his plain statement of facts.
Next week Caroline Le Row will lecture on "The
Plus and Minus of Life."

falsehood greater than a religious falsehood ; and
yet how many people think nothing of believing
one thing and saying they believe another ; or how
many preserve a discreet and diplomatic silence.
This wide-spread religious hypocrisy can be easily
explained, but it is hard to justify. The reason it
is connived at is that Agnosticism has set in.
Every statement regarding things not m~terial is
not demonstrable, nor is it refutable. But it is the
duty of the Agnostic to declare his negativ position
to the world, irrespectiv of the results. The truth
will make us nobler, though it may not make us
happier. The reason some Agnostics giv for not
telling their belief is that there are minds that are
not able to atand the truth as well as they are.
This is misplaced kindness. It is true there are
minds which are in that state of development in
which religion is necessary; but to those whose intellects are at variance with their sentiments, the
truth should be told even if sufferings are inflicted
by so doing. The Agnostics are right when they
say we cannot hav a scientific proof of things not
material. But I believe we can hav a moral certainty
of ultimate things.
"I hav frequently heard the Ethical Society described as a charitable society. Charity is a single
virtue, and is but one of our many objects."
In concluding Professor Adler urged the nonmembers as well as members to unite in their
efforts to swell the fund for the erection of a new
home. He said it was absolutely necessary that
larger quarters be provided.
Next Sunday Professor Adler will lecture, by request, on " Sir Thomas More."

Sunday Closing Forces " Sabbath Breaking."
After discussing the question, " Should we work
Sundays and rest Saturdays, that we may attend
the World's Fair 1" the Chicago Question Club
adopted the following resolutions at its last meeting,
which were published in the leading Chicago newspapers:
WHEREAS, Self-righteous "frauds" killed Bruno,
Socrates, and Christ, and crushed progressiv thought
.
,
with thumbscrew, rack, and stake;
WHEREAs, Centuries of "Blue laws" fettered science,
because its truths revealed their fraudulence;
WHEREAs, Branding knowledge evil, they close the
Wor.ld's Fair Sundays to keep toilers ignorant and subservient;
Resolved, That duty to posterity and onrselvs impels
us to garner knowledge the World's Fair now affords,
and help dispel the superstitions ignorance that enthralls mankind;
Re8olved, That we therefore should work Sundays and
rest Saturdays, that we may attend the World's Fall',
"Hav .landlords a moral right to pocket increased ground-rents~" will be the question discussed next Sunday.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in Kansas. He has
forty engagements to fill in that state.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth
street, Friday evenings, the program for the month of
May is:
May 5th, Caroline B. Le Row, "The Plus and Minns
·
of Life."
May 12th, Dr. Lewis G. Janes, "Darwin and Spencer."
May 19th, Alex. Gustafson, "Our Labor Crisis-How
to Win."
May 26th, Prof. Duren J. H. Ward, "Social Progress
vs. Human Inertia (Misoneism)."

MR. FRANKLIN STEINER lectured twice in Newton, Ia.,
April 16th, to large audiences. Mr. Elias Moffit thinks
strongly of building a Freethonght hall in Newton on
a business lot he owns there. If he does this, there will
be two Freethonght halls in Iowa. Sunday, May 7th,
Mr. Steiner lectures three times in Grinnell-morning,
afternoon, and evening. Subjects: "The Principles of
Secularism, or Morality Without Christianity;" "Why
"The Ethical Society in New York City" was the I Do Not Believe the Bible to be the Word of God;" and
subject of Prof. Felix Adler's lecture in Chickering "Popular Evidences in Favor of Christianity Tested."
Hall last Sunday morning. The professor said :
" There is a saying of Heraclitus that ' the
How to Help The Truth Seeker.
death of the gods is our life.' Like most of the
sayings of this philosopher, this is capable of
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus
many interpretations. One interpretation is that save a half dollar apiece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
in the dissolution of religious beliefs, thought is
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
concentrated on this life.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
"This ethical movement, if it has any significance
at all, has the significance of a problem which is of copies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
world-wide importance. Our attitude is not that end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
of opposition to religious belief. What we ask is them the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
that men should stand by their guns-hold to their
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send yon
colors. It is our desire to bring out, not radical back-number sample copies free.
ideas, but simply truthfulness. I hav been told
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
that a lady who had left the church merely from -in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
lassitude was so moved by these lectures that she cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
returned to the church. I was glad to hear this.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
" Truthfulness admits of gradations, so does when convenient hand one to a friend.
Please renew you? subscription and obtain an- falsehood. The latter is a concomitant vice. Its
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
blackness depends on its companions. There is no take it.
other subscribe:J:".
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Calls It Good Food for the Reason.
READING, P A., Apr. 20, 1893,
MR. EDIToR: Your excellent editorial
writing is the best food for man's reason.
I would not be without it. Wishing you
success,
Yours,
REv, D. KLINE.
Many Years Spent Aiding Civilization.
LITCHFIELD, ILL., March 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav read THE TRUTH
SEEKER for seventeen years and I do not
know how to get along without it. I am
seventy-two years old, and I expect to
read it as long as I can pay for it.
Yours truly,
ALEXANDER RoBSoN.
Having Ceased to Help G01l, ~et Us Help
Man.
LmwooD, 0., Apr. 19, 1893.
MR. EDITOR:
To your urgent request I cheerfully respond.
May all your debtors do the same,
And thus preserve an honest name,
While on the road to truth you plod,
Striving to help man-not God.
Yours truly,
C. D. WALLACE,
Desires More Currency.
LAKE HoWELL, FLA., Apr. 14, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Money is almost impossible to get ; but I do not see how I can get
along without THE TRUTH SEEKER as long
as I can raise a nickel. I wish I was able
to help you, but I can hardly help myself
at present; but the future looks brighter
with me. If we could only hav more
money per capita in circulation it would
be better for the working folks.
Yours truly,
J. DENNING.
Letter From a Man Not Fit for Decent
Society.
PARKER, K.AN., Apr. 17, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: We hav just had a cyclone
which has nearly destroyed our little town,
and I am here trying to secure funds to
assist the homeless people. A friend told
me this morning that I was not fit to be
in decent society, because I said God did
not send the storm, or if the Gods did
they had better be chained up and let the
women and men run the business. So
much for religion.
Fraternally,
WILBUR F. DALLAS.
Imagin the E:lfect of Eighty Thousand
Ingersolls.
BRooKSIDE, N.J., Apr. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: A few months ago I ordered
a work by Helen H. Gardener, and Volney's "Ruins," Both are good books.
Inclosed find $1 for your valuable TRUTH
SEEKER four months.
I believe if we
had eighty thousand Robert G. Ingersolls
in these United States, instead of priests
and preachers, it would be a very good
change t'l the better. I hav read anumber of Ingersoll's wise sayings, and love
him.
Yours for Truth,
JESSE S. CLARKE,
.A. Gentle Lady.
ELIZABETHVILLE, PA., Apr. 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: If one more TRUTH SEEKER
comes to this office for Dr. N. W. Stroup
I shall expose your infamous publication
and will punish the printers of this souldamning paper to the full extent of the
law. I MEAN JUST WHAT I SAY.
If it COSTS me $1,000 I will stop your
paper. If you want to go to HELL
don't try to drag others with you. Let
one more paper entitled T R UTH
SEEKER come and I will set the ball
a-rolling.
If we hav any law against obscene literature I will find it.
MRS. DR. N. W. STROUP.
.A. True Lover of the Liberty of His
Fellows.
MT. JAcKsoN, VA., Apr. 7, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I do not wish to miss the
best paper now published, as long as I can
see to read the good things I find in the
good old TRUTH SEEKER, so please find
check for $5. Use for THE TRUTH SEEKER
$3. S. P. Putnam's pamphlet, "Religion
a Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion a
Lie"-send two of these pamphlets, fifty
cents. A.nd send two of ''Crimes of
Preachers," fifty cents. Put the remain-
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ing $1 where you think it will do the one of the six preachers here attended,
most good for Liberty and Equal Rights though two of them hav " done him u~"
since-on hearsay, A good lecture will
to all.
LEONARD WALTERS,
be well received here at any time.
Has Become Enabled to Refute the De·
The Methodists hav just closed a three
sign Argument.
weeks' revival with most discouraging
DRESDEN, ONT., Apr. 17, 1893.
results. Only two converts were made.
MR. EDITOR: I consider your paper a The "whipping-ii)." process was mainly
mine of wisdom, Contributions from the used, but the listeners in general declined
pens of such able writers as Putnam, to be intimidated. The two lady evangelWettstein, and the incomparable Inger- ists stirred up anew the fires of hell and
soll, etc., make THE TRUTH SEEKER worth shook the unconverted over the roaring
more than money to any inquiring mind. flames, but they barely flinched; perhaps
I was delighted with your masterly expo- they're turning salamanders. Ingersoll
sition of the design fallacy, for never ha_s so effectually banked the fires of hell
having read anything on the design argu- that it's hard work to get much service out
ment, it was hard for me to refute it. of them now.
Being born and raised in the land of the
Success to THE TRUTU SEEKER.
"unco guid," and hearing nothing but
W. W. AMES.
orthodox slush, it is a pleasure for me to
get rid of it. I would not like to miss any The Long, Lean Finger of Cllristian
copies of the paper.
P, F. CLARK.
SCOI'D,
RoWLAND, ORE., March 14, 1893.
P. 0. Notice-Unclaimed Letters.
MR. EDIToR: I am the only subscriber
ST. NICHOLAS, PA., Apr. 22, 1893.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER at Rowland. There
MR. EDIToR: The letter addressed to are quite a number of Liberal-minded
Jesus Christ, by Chas. T. Blackburn, of people here, but they are afraid to declare
Seattle, Wash., will no doubt some time themselvs such for fesr the long, lean,
arrive at its proper destination, as it has skinny finger of Scorn will be pointed at
already reached Pottsville, Pa., and is them.
being advertised by the postmaster there,
The "sky-pilots," however, find rather
which you will see by the following clip- short picking in the orthodox pasture
ping from the Daily Miners' Journal of hereabouts. I do not know of their makPottsville, Pa.
ing a convert in this community in five
Please help it along and oblige,
years, Hoping that success may attend
Yours,
R. B. PLATT.
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, and Ion~
UNCLAIMED LETTERS.
life to Heston, Putnam, Charlesworth,
List of unclaimed letters remaining in Peck, and the whole army of noble patriots
Pottsville post-office April 21, 1893:
who are fighting for the right of free
Bauer, Jacob.
Jessus, Christ.
speech, free press, and free thought, I am,
Bewley, Frank.
Jamison, Charles.
Buchanan, Edw.
Lucid~ Mrs. John.
Respectfully,
F. M. KizER.
Encouragement to Immorality.
CLEVELAND, 0., Apr. 15, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for one
year's subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKF.R,
and for your temporal consolation the following variation of an old hymn laden with
comfort for the tardy :
Life is the time to serve the Lord;
The time to insure the great reward;
But while the lamp holds out to burn
The biggest rascal can return.
A man through life in sin can revel,
Steal, lie, and cheat, and serve the devil;
And when life's clock has passed eleven
Experience religion and go to heaven.
I offer the above as a fine inducement to
aged sinners to leave Liberal bequests to
the church. Yours truly,
F. T. lVEs.

Thinks the Sooth Very Churchly.
Gmr RIDGE, MISS,, March 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Hoping this will find you
at your best humor-! am one of old
Bennett's subscribers yet. As I wrote you
before, I am living on an island in the
Mississippiriver. When lam through with
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER it travels up
and down the river, also my books I
ordered from you. Here Freethinkers
hav a hard road to travel. No longer ago
than last week a follower of the meek was
like to kick me in the mouth, in the city
of Natchez. If our people try to improve
this world they surely should start in
the South. It is surely the most priestridden part of our country.
Peck's article of "What I Know About
Sorry That Freethonght Was Not Found God" and Otto Wettstein's lettPr to Mrs.
in Youth.
Chapman are as good as any Liberal mun
wants to read
EMIL GuEDON.
MILL CITY, PA., Apr. 15, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH SEEKER suits
nie first-rate. I love to read it. Of all
Phrenology vs. Christianity.
the papers I hav taken or read it suits me
NEw YoRK CITY, Apr. 20, 1893.
best. I am now in my seventieth year,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed are three names
and the only regret I hav is that I and addresses to which please send sample
could not hav had THE TRUTH SEEKER copies of your paper. The last-named gentwenty years ago. I was a member of the tleman is a Liberal but has probably never
Methodist Episcopal church some thirty seen your paper. The second is the prinyears ago, but I saw so much base, low, cipal of the college of same. address. To
contemptible meanness, that I stepped the first-named gentleman please send
down and out Brother Arnold, our pas- your catalog also. He and I had some
tor at one time, undertook to play Henry controversy about religion last fall, while
Ward Beecher with one of the sisters, but we were both attending a course of lectshe kicked and the reverend gentleman ures in the Phrenological Institute on
left between two days. I don't know but- Twenty-first street, this city. The last
that he was some kin to Benedict Arnold thing he said to me about theology was,
of Revolutionary fame.
WM. OWEN.
"Any man who does not believe in
theology is a fool." At that time I was
still a liberal Christian, but hav since beWe Hav Converted a Printing-Office.
come an Infidel in the broadest sense of
OFFICE OF THE WElllKLY GLlllANER,)
w. W. AMES, Proprietor. r the term.· I spoke to him about Dr.
DE RUYTER, N.Y., March 13, 1893.)
Beall's book, "The Braiu and the Bible,"
l\fR. EDIToR: Let me urge that, as an and told him to get it and read it. This
evangelizing move, you exchange with as week I received a letter from him requestmany publishers as possible.
All the ing me to send him the title of the book,
printfrs who graduated from this printing- the price mailed, and the publisher's ad_
office-seven or eight- hav gone out dress. I hav a letter under way for him
radical Freethinkers, and able to hold at the present writing, which will make
their own fairly well in argument with the him think. I did not become an Infidel
Lord's people. I attribute their advanced in a hurry. I weighed religion a long
views to THE TRUTH SEEKER's quiet work, time against every branch of science with
which, if there be no other fruits, has which I became conversant, and found it
been profitable indeed to these young wanting in every case. I hav gathered
men. I would trust any one of them in enough knowledge to know that every
preference to the most devout Sunday- supernatural creed is a humbug. But I
school scholar in town.
consider that my studies in this direction
Remsburg was with us one night, Febru- hav only just begun. I expect to take a
ary 6th-the worst night of the winter, very activ part in our cause in the near
The storm alone prevented a large house. future, I am a young man yet, but before
Those present were more than paid, and I am ten years older some of the Christian
his lecture, ''False Claims," carried con- ministers will wish that I had never been
sternation into the orthodox ranks, Not born. I shall use phrenology largely, be-

cause I regard this as the most dangerous
science that Christianity will hav to dealwith in the future. It made me a total
disbeliever in God and the devil. And I
shall cause others to become Infidels by
its aid; Yours for Truth, PETER LEIST.
Tbe Morality of Christian Is Not Sn·
perior to That of Other Peoples.
CoRNWALL, IDA., Apr. 13, E.M. 293.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will not find
money for books and new subscribers.
Nevertheless I wish it could be so, for I
hav been wanting a number of your books,
especially the pictorial ones, for quite a
while, and I hav tried to get you new
subscribers, but money is too scarce, although property value is plenty. Nowhere does grain grow better than here,
but on account of high interest-fifteen
and eighteen per cent-and high rates for
transportation, caused mostly, I think, by
the plutocratic single or gold standard,
we are hard-up people. We can find some
fault too, with God's so-called infinit
merdy. The way he handles the elements is
very cruel, especially on the poor animals.
This is a very late spring. Most people
are out of feed, or on accmmt of rain or
snow every day making the roads bad
feed cannot be hauled. If Brother Heston was here now he could see horses and
cattle humped up around without feed
while our merciful God is sending down
the snow and rain upon them, for a blessing, I presume. How would that be for
a picture?
I paste the pictures on cloth, using
flour and water for paste. I then tack
them on a large tree beside the road in
sight of my house. It is a pleasur_e for me
to open the door just a little and watch
men look at those pictnres. Sometimes
they take their book and pencil out of
pocJ. et and write down the references,
etc., and perhaps write over the picture.
Here is one of their arguments: "How
much better are those nations which
havn't the Bible-Asia, Africa, the sea
islands, etc.?" I suppose the writer
thought that was a stunner, I intended to
refer him to the superior morality of the
Eskimo, etc., but the picture was torn
down before I got at it. Suppose you giv
us an editorial on the above argument or
question.
A. L, McFARLANE,
Defiance Sent to a Preacher~
BINGHAMToN, N.Y., Apr. 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: The following letter to a
Baptist clergyman of Hammondsport, N.
Y., conveys its own meaning and tells its
own story. The writer takes this means
of attempting to lead the reverend gentleman into an open-field fight, where other
th~<n his own statements as to his ability
to squelch an Infidel may be made.
J. B. Swl!.TT,
BINGHAMToN, N.Y., Apr, 19, 1893.
REv. CoLWELL TowNSEND, Dear Sir:
You doubtless remember that during your
last visit to my place of business I made
no reference to religious topics, I did not
refer to the subject for the reason that I
wished to avoid giving you offense, as
upon a former occasion, by the expression
of a difference, quite radical, between us.
It has lately come to my ears, from two or
three different sources, that you hav
boasted of squelching me in argument
upon the subject. Now, I do not care to
hav any further discussion with you
unless other ears or eyes than our own
may be enabled to hear or read what
passes hetween us. If you hav really
made this boast, I would like to renew this
discussion in such a manner that others,
and those to whom you hav made this
boast, may hav an opportunity to judge
for themselvs which of us is really
squelched. I will discuss the matter with
you through the columns of any newsPaper th twill allow the controversy, or
in any public place except a church, for
in the latter I would not receive fair treatment or impartial hearing,
I will herewith giv you an opportunity
to begin the battle by defying you to
prove that all supernatural religions are not
descended directly from paganism and fostered by priestcraft and superstition alone.
I defy you to show that these religions are
not based on falsehood and are, and
always hav been, a curse to the human
race. I challenge you to show that the
Bible is not opposed to sciencA, reason,
and fact, and to produce a solitary conclusiv proof that Jesus Dhrist ever existed,
I will attempt to bring out points in the
controversy which I will ask you to refute
by facts and not by a brainless and unsatisfactory appeal to blind faith in improbable things, or in things which you
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or any other man never knew anything life was devoted to reproducing the
about.
Yours truly,
J. -B. SwETT.
beauties of nature and he did so with a
master hand. Could any life be better
Who Will Reply What the Soul Is~
employed? Honest, earnest, bold, deWESTMINSTER, CAL., March 4, 1893.
fiant, and true to his principles, let us cling
MR. EDITOR: I want to talk a little. I to the consolation that all that is good,
like your paper welL It is just splendid. grand, noble, and beautiful il! secure
I do not know what I would do without it. from the moldering touch of time. That
It causes me to think and investigate. It every generous deed and noble impulse of
has caused me to be wiser, and richer, not tbe heart will be an inspiration for those
in gold and silver but in reason. It has he has left behind to emulate.
caused me to be a Liberal-if I understand
E. A. STEVENS.
what a Liberal is. It has set my reason
free. But still I am a slave I am a slave Accusations of Financial and Other Tyr·
to circumstances. The men control the
annies.
liberties of the people when they control
OxANNA, ALA., Apr. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
the means by which the people liv. People here tell me if I would practice what April 8th is an article by L .. -G. Reed,
I preach I would be the best man in the under the head of "Socialism." Now, I
world. I tell them I cannot, and I am not will stop to notice but one point in the
honest, and cannot be under the present article, and that is where he brings in the
social system, because the present social mechanic who saves $1 a week wherewith
and religious system offers a premium on to buy him a home. I infer from what he
sin and dishonesty. Everybody tries to has said about that mechanic that he would
get the advantage of me in business or hav us think that if all wage-workers folin trade, so in order to protect myself and lowed the example of that mechanic they
family I hav to take- the same advantage would all soon hav homes, and be happy
of others, so the strongest takes from the and contented, and we would not hear
anything more of Anarchy, Socialism, or
weakest-the result, nations of robbers.
Now I want to ask you a question or Communism.
Now let us apply common sense to this
two: 1. Has a baby a soul when it is born?
2. Is not the reason the soul? 3. With subject and see how it would work for all
the growth of reason is there a growth of wage-earners to resolve to save at least $1
soul? 4. If a man's reason is large and a week out of their earnings. Say there
good, and his powers of thought are great, are sixteen million wage-workers in this
it must follow that his soul is great. country, and at the end of the year they
Giv me some of your thoughts on these hav each saved up $52; multiply this by
points.
siXteen million and yon hav $832,000,000;
In conclnsion, it seems to me, if I ever but $50 is only a small beginning for a
did hav a soul it has grown within the sum sufficient to build any sort of a home;
last few years, since I cut loose from all so we will let the wage-workers go on for
the isms. The result-religion binds the another fifty-two weeks, saving up $1 each
reason, binds the soul. Only Liberals hav week and hoarding it away, and now we are
getting along nicely, forwehav$1,664,000,souls.
Your friend in confusion,
000, and the millennium is almost in sight;
R. A. MARTIN.
but, hold on, hav we not overlooked
something? Our wage-earners hav saved
Death of an Admirable Character.
LomsvrLLlll, KY., Apr. 15, 1893.
up about twice as much money as there
MR. EDITOR: One of Chicago's noted was in circulation in the whole country
characters-a man possessed of wonderful when they began saving; where the devil
artistic perception and brilliancy of exe- did they get all that money? For we all
cution, amounting to genius, a bold, fear- know that before the end of the first
less, and unfaltering Freethinker, and a year's sllving every factory in thE' country
devoted friend of the writer-passed away would hav to shut down, every store close,
Friday, March 25th, after a severe but and the merchants be broken, for there is
not $1 afloat in all the land; the wagebrief illness.
It was the desire of the deceased and earners hav every dollar of it; but as Mr.
his family that I should, if possible, make Reed would say, What of it? it is all in
the funeral address and pay the last the family.
. Mr. Reed says: "The fact is that imtribute to my departed friend, but, much
to my regret, neither telegrams nor letters prudence and incompetence are the prinreached me in time. M. M. Manga~arian, cipal breeders, in this country at least, of
the eloquent speaker of the Ethical So- Socialists. "
What does the imprudence and incomciety, kindly tendered his services.
In large letters, "Died in His Unbelief" petence consist in? Does it consist on
appears over the article in the Chicago the part of the wage-earners in spending
Times of the 28th ult., as though that their earnings? We hav just seen their
were something strange. Harris was de- attempt to economize, and lay by $1 a
termined that no professional orthodox week to buy them a home, and they hav
preachE'r should ever desecrate his funeral. brought on the worst panic this country
fn fact, his wife and family were all_Free- ever saw. If there is not money enough
thinkers, and that is another case where in circulation in the country so that wagethe church could not ghoul-like steal a earners can save enough to get them a
march on the Liberal dead. His death home, what are yon going to do about it?
marks a triumph over the church. For
Here .is a little thing that is of no conseevery instance of public record where the quence to the laboring people of this
Freethinker on his dying bed sets at country, for all that the laborer needs- in
naught the scarecrows of the church this country is a chance to vote. Giv him
rebounds against the manipulators of a chance to vote for either of the two old
mummeries and weakens the faith of the parties and he is happy.
orthodox and givs courage to those who
In 1862, the British blinkers sent one of
.their number over to this country with a
are shivering on the brink of doubt.
Harris. had many evidences of genins. circular, t,) propagate among our bankers,
His wit, irony, and sarcasm made instructing them how to manage the
him loved and feared, For woe to finances of this country for the benefit of
the unfortunate against whom he aimed both the British and American bankers.
his shafts of ridicule. His delight, above The circular started out in this way:
all others, was to entangle in argument "The war is going to abolish chatsome orthodox individual, and when tel slavery; the European system of
led on by England,
is
Harris got through with him the said slavery,
individual would not quite realize whether wage slavery; and we control wages by
he . was, as the saying is, " afoot or controling the money; ~~ond yon will see to
a-horseback." Domestically Mr. Harris it that the greenbacks, as they are
was kind, indulgent, generous. Mentally called, are n"t allowed to circulate for any
THE TRUTH SEEKER was his gospel, and great length of time after the close of the
he loved and revered its Editor. He was war, for the volume is so large that we
personally acquainted with Charlesworth cannot control them." There you hav it
and Putnam, both of whom he has enter- all in a nutshell. The balance of the circular went on to giv the necessary instructained.
Whatever faults he might hav possessed, tions for slaughtering the greenbacks,
Mr. Harris was, if a friend at all, one of and the work was finally accomplished.
the truest that evEir lived. No higher eu- The greenbacks were burnt up, and bonds
logy can be awarded any man than that. given out in their stead; and the good
To Mrs. Harris and others of the family I work went on till the great panic of 1873,
sincerely tender my most earnest solici- and we hav been having glorious times
tude in their hour of trial. Mr. Harris's ever siitce.

The money power bought up the Associated Press about that time, and the
Associated Press has been busy backing up
all this robbing and plundering; and such
papers as dare to expose the "cnssedDess" that has been going on in Congress
from the beginning of the war to the
present hour cannot liv for want of
patronage. With the average voter a lie
is just as good as the truth; and unfortunately a lie will travel one hundred miles
while Truth is getting its boots on.
From the time the bankers began to
buy up Congress in 1862, Congress has
been nothing but a political job· shop;
they hav stolen about all the public land
and given it to the railroads, and exempted
it from taxation; . and the Ameriean
presidency has degenerated to nothing
but a gilded dog-collar; and the money
power and the great corporatiqns own the
president and Congress just as absolutely
as any farmer ever owned a bull.
Congress stands ready to grant anything the church asks for. It has made
the church a gift of $2,500,000 with which
to buy up and control the World's Fair.
"Damn the Constitution," sf\ys Congress; "the public be damned!" says
Vanderbilt; and thus the good work goes
on.
The next move on the part of the church
will be to demand of Congress a bill to
stop THm TRUTH SEEKER from publishing
its cartoons, and other restrictions that
will finally stop its publication; and
Grover Cleveland is just the man to sign
all such bills.
The outlook is glorious; but let us keep
right on trying to find a remedy in one>
or the other of the two old parties; let
us keep dodging from one party to the
other till-till-well, we will all see what,
in the near future.
GEo. GEER.

Woman's Voting Would Be a Death- blow
to Liberty.
HowiOK, QuE., March 29, 1893.

MR. EDITOR: Since the cause of woman's
rights is being agitated, I hav often felt
impelled to grab my pen and sling out my
opinion, but on a second thought hav
always succeeded in composing myself in
time to spare you and the readers of your
tolerant paper one of those irksome tasks
too often inflicted on good peopl<1; but
after reading the last argument on this
important question-produced by Miss,
or Mrs., Laura Knox in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of March 26th-! am afraid I will
hav to be heard at last, otherwise I might
never recover from the shock received at
the hand of this fair defender of her sex
(I might say "church" instead of "sex").
She points her guns at Mr. Albert Sandberg in her anxiety to shoot man. Mr.
Sandberg was not the guilty party. The
first objector to Laura Knox's vote was
one of her own sex, and she is probably as
wise and certainly as honest as Laura
Knox. She knows so well what the likes
of Laura Knox would do with a vote that
she is willing to sacrifice her own right of
suffrage rather than let her less fortunate
sisters ruin the country. Mr. Sandberg
says Mrs. R. H. Schwartz, of San Jose,
Cal., has won his life-long admiration in
bringing forward her objection to woman
suffrage. She has mine too. She is
certainly worth the highest consideration
of every honest man and woman for her
honesty and abnegation •
Mrs. Laura Knox's style of writing being so far ahead of her mode of reasoning
givs me great misgivings as to her candor.
I suspect her to be an orthodox Christian
lady under a very poor disguise, often
making a man of straw for the sole pleasure of shooting at something she calls
man. She manages to ask one question
worthy of some consideration-viz., If
women are not fit to vote now, how are
they to be prepared for that important
function? And I fear the only answer
will be "Emancipate them." But I say,
Do not be in too much of a hurry about it.
Madam Knox might hsv spared herself
the trouble of denying that the clergy
originated the idea of woman's rights, as
nobody says they did. She admits that
the preachers (seeing that it is to their
advantage) are beginning to sanction the
reform. That is all that anybody claims.
She also very pertinently asks how many
men are fit to casts judicious vote. Very
well, Miss or Mrs. Knox, we admit the
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number is small-only about twenty per
cent-but prospects for improvement are
very good. But let the women commence
to vote now and the already small number
of judicious votes is reduced to five per
cent and the prospects for improvement
are indefinitly lost.
It is a notable fact that the great lights
of the Woman's Right party, such as Mrs.
Colman, Mrs. Slenker, Miss Gardener,
Miss Wixon, and others, hav not yet
attempted to answer Mrs. Schwartz's objection, and if they ever do it will.not be
a corroboration of Laura Knox's letter.
They are wise, honest, and true. Their
aim is not necessarily to overthrow their
opponent, but to find out what is right
and to obtain it, hence they will treat the
objection with caution. But let me quote
the last portion of Mrs. Knox's letter:
"The idea," she says, "of a writer
calling himself Liberal when he is trying
to prohibit people from making Sunday
laws!" Oh, Laura, Laura, what do yon
mean by " Liberal!" If it means one that
allows others to dictate to hira. as to what
he shall or shall not do on Sunday or any
other day, I am not a Liberal and do not
know where there is one. I hope you do
not call those who do the dictating ''Liberals;" and surely those who tamely
submit to be so dictated to are more
properly called "slaves."
Fellow-Liberals, just look at it and see
what woman suffrage would do to-day. We
all know that the votes of the ignorant
women would all be in the hands of their
lord, the priest, and those blessed (?)
with orthodox learning would not only
vote with the clergy, but by their ability
and superior energy would constitute a
power on the wrong side of the house
that could not at present be counterbalanced by our (much wiser but too few
in number) learned Liberal women.
It is certainly a great injustice to deny
the women the right of suffrage, but they
are denied many other rights that should
be granted first, and are allowed some
privileges that must be withdrawn before
they will learn enough of human nstnxe
to be competent voters. I say giv women
the right to do anything that they can do
that men hav the right to do, but they
must in the mean time be made responsible
for their actions, as it would not do to let
them venture in any kind of undertaking
and hold their fathers and their husbands
responsible for all possible blunders.
After some experience in personal respollsibility women may become competent voters, but giv them the ballot
to-day and we may ring the death-knell of
all justice and liberty. Laura Knox's
letter is s good sample of what would
then be called "justice and liberty."
Miss Gardener once related a conversation she had with an orthodox woman's
rightist wherein she asked this good
Christian lady if after passing the Sundayclosing act she would not also vote for an
act to force people to go to church.
" Certainly," replied she, " people s honld
be forced to go to church until they know
enough to go of their own accord." Miss
Gardener very properly remarked that
she instinctivly heard the clink of the
chains of an Inquisition. If Miss Gardener
reads IJaura Knox's letter she will surely
hav a recurrence of the shocking sensation.
'
Oh, what s power there is in early training, that one imbned with an idea in
infancy will sooner change the meaning
of words than discover that the ides may
possibly be wrong I
It is hardly credible that one able to
write such a fine letter as Laura Knox
did should not only favor s law to enable
a few bigots to rob everybody of their
liberty one day out of every seven, but
even call a man il-Liberal for objecting
to such tyr_snny.
The only hope for reform is in the
schools. As long as all creed-bound
ignoramuses of all religions denominations
will hav the right to cowardly take advantage of tender age. and indelibly stamp
in the minds of helpless children all they
believe, reform must be very slow. After
mature age is reached under such a training hardly one out of a thousand has the
courage to open his eyes and see things as
they are.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
CHAS, LA.PlllBOBlll.
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rshilciren' s rsorner.
Edited by MIBs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the da.rk and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's_ occuv.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Farmer John.
BY SUSAN H. WIXON.

John is a farmer, and ho:d> the plow,
Planting the corn and milking the cow;
He harrows and rakes and tends the grn,in,
He dig~ n,nd hoes, n,gain and again;
:so faithful and true to everY trust,
I'm moved to say, and say it I must.
That of n,ll the ln,ds the sun shines on,
Not one is better than Farmer John.
.John is up with the earliest dawn,
And catches the bluebird's sweetest song;
Through the pink and gold of mot·ning sky
He inhales the clover's sweetest sigh;
He views the millet and scans the oats
While the linnet sing a in thrilling note3
That of all the ladq the sun shines on,
Not one is better than farmer John.
You should see the cowa come at his callThey know his footsteps from spring to fall;
There is Minnie, Grace, and Katie, too,
Nannie and Bessie and dainty Sne;
If thoee cows could speak, I know they'd say
To-dav, to-morrow, and every day,
That of all the lads the sun shines on,
Not one is better than farmer John.
Then the horses, Katie and Fan so neat,
They know every by-way, every street
From Bowenville to the market-place;
And they know, also, each kindly face,
.And ofttimes FRY with a gleeful neigh,
Almost as plain as the words can say,
•• Now of all the lads the sun shines on,
Not one is b~tter than farmer John."
.John has not time for dress and display,
For he is a toiler ~verY day;
:But, for splendid eyes and glowing cheeks,
You ma.y search the world for weeks and weeks,
And then, you'll agree with what I say,
·'Jhat. although he works hard every day,
Yet, of all the lads the sun shines on,
Not one is better than farmet• John.
John is a thinker. a scholar, too,
With faith and courage to dare and do;
With a heart as tender and as true
As the rose just bathed in morning dew;
Manly and loyal, upright and free,
Nature make3 men of such lads as he,
And, I am sure that the sun shines on
No worthier one than farmer John.
John's hand is brown, but is true a~ steel,
A strong, firm hand, and its clasp is leal;
It could never lead a child astray;
But only straight in the better way;
And if you JmewJohn from day to day,
You would not think it too much to say,
'That of all the lads the 'un shines on,
Not one is nobler th• n f ll.rm er John.
-The 15tory Hour.

The Monkey and the Crocodile.
..A .rree translation from a Buaahist fa'ble.

A monkey was one fine bright morning
perched high up on the spreading branch
of a cashew-tree, which was, however, devoid of nuts-so dear to the taste of all
monkeys-and thinking of the time when
another crop of the tasty fruit would be
maturing, when a crocodile floated lazily
on the surface of the lake beneath him,
and catching sight of his form amongst
the leafy branches of the tree, accosted
him with friendly greetings and inquiries
after his health. To these the monkey
_gave a cheerful reply, and very soon fell
.into a lively conversation.
The burthen of the monkey's discourse
"WaS nuts, of which the big creature be:neath him took advantage by dwelling
upon the number and fruitfulness of the
nut-bearing trees in his vicinity; he declared that the branches of the fruittrees were positivly bending to the ground
under the weight of the thousands of nuts
upon them. This, of course, excited the
curiosity and greed of the monkey, who
at length inquired of the crocodile
where this wonderfully fertil land was
to be found, and what was about the distance to it; how long would it take him to
race thither, and a number of other questions, showing his intense anxiety for information on the subject. The other
assured him that the distance to it was
-nothing to speak of; at any rate, it had
not taken him long to swim there at a very
leisurely pace. Having thus whetted the
monkey's appetite for information, he
assured him that he could not possibly
:find it without a guide; but that if the
monkey would mount his back he should
be only too pleased to carry him to the
spot where he could hav his fill of glorious
ripe nuts of various kinds.

The offer was too tempting to be resisted, and smacking his lips in anticipation of the glorious feast he was about to
enjoy, he leaped on the crocodile's back,
and away the pair went skimming along
the surface of the great lake which spread
out before them like a sea.
When they had paddled along for the
better part of an hour, the monkey began
to ask a number of questions of the crocodile as to how much longer they would be
on their journey, when they would come
in sight of the nut-bearing trees, and
other similar inquiries. At length the
crocodile, no doubt feeling that he had
kept silence long enough, assured the
monkey that the story of the nuts was all
a " hum," and that the real purpose of
his journey to his home amongst the
mangroves was to giv his wife a muchcoveted treat, for she had for some time
past had· an insatiable longing for the
grilled heart of a monkey, and now he
wae about to gratify her tast~>.
This speech naturally took the monkey
aback-in fact, it struck him "all of a
heap," as the saying goes-but so far from
being disconcerted, he replied, after a
pause: "Why, old fellow, did you not
mention this before I left my tree? I
can't possibly oblige you with my heart."
"And, pray, why not?" rejoined the
big swimmer.
"Well," said the ready-witted little
creature, "to be plain with you, I left my
heart behind me."
"Nonsense," was the reply; "how did
that happen?"
"There's no such thing as nonsense
about it, old fellow. It happened in this
way. ·I was out last night late, at a great
tomasha, and on my way got drenched
with rain; and as I felt that I had caught
a chill, I took my heart out this morning
and hung it on a branch of that big tree,
where you found me, to dry."
"What is to be done?" inquired the
saurian in a despondent tone.
"The only course that I can see," replied the other, "is just to paddle me
back to the tree."
After thinking it over a while, the big
brute turned leisurely round a.nd in due
course reached the tree, upon which, leaping from the back of the other, the monkey
sprang to one of the branches and began
laughing as though he would split his
sides.
" Go home, old boy, and tell your wife
that she has lost a supper because you
could not keep your own counsel. Ta-ta."
And the sulky old crocodile swam
moodily away .
MORAL.
Keep your own counsel and avoid incautious speech.
E. Dos SANTos.

Port of Spain, Trinidad.

Correspondence.
DRESDEN, bm., Apr. 1, 1893.
Mrss WIXoN: This is my first trial to
write to the Corner. I am fourteen years
old, and am staying with an uncle who
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like to read
the paper very well. My mother is
living, but she is a Christian, but I am
not. I heard a Christian say that every
Infidel ought to be hanged. I believe if
people let such fellows hav their way they
would soon run things back into the Dark
Ages.
Yours respectfully,
EvERT PAGE.

cut up during the exercises. I go to
church once in a while, but do not attend
Sunday-school. There are quite a number of Freethinkers in Bertrand. A n;tan
at our house said he would not allow himself to read any of Mr. Ingersoll's writings because he was afraid he would be
led astray. His mother had always taught
him different.
Respectfully yours,
MAUD A. OLMSTED.
[Maud need not be discoura.ged. She
writes very well.-ED. C. C.]
CoALING, ALA., Apr. 2, 1893.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN AND FRIENDS oF
THE CoRNER: As I hav nothing else to do
to-day, I will endeavor to write again to
the Corner.
We are having beautiful weather at
present. The cold gray clouds of win_ter
hav given their place to _the war~ ~prmg
sunshine. We hear agam the smgmg of
the birds. The leaves are putting forth,
making the woods green, and the flowers
are blooming again. How gladly I welcome the return of spring, with the music
of birds, the blooming of flowers, and the
warm sunshine.
I hav been reading with intereF!t Mr. S.
P. Putnam's "News and Notes" in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and most especially his
travels in Florida. From the description
Mr. Putnam givs it must be a beautiful
country. I think Mr. Putnam is a splendid writer. I admire very much his way
of writing and wish him a grand success
in the noble cause in which he is working.
I hav read Mr. Charlesworth's letter in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 1st in which
he givs a description of his reception at
Gridley, Ore. Well, I think a Freethought lecturer would meet with about
the same reception in this priest-ridden
community. A few years ago, when my
father began to take THE TRUTli SEEKER
and speak his opinions, there was not a
Freethinker here. Freethought had
hardly been heard of. Now there are a
good many around here, but the most of
them are afraid to speak their opinions;
but still there are a few outspoken Liberals here.
I long to see the mist and fog of orthodoxy dispelled by the sun of science. I
ever remain,
'
'
Yours in the cause of Freethoug_ht,
WALTER R. WARD.

SILVER.

GOLD.

MIBES ABD STOCKS.
CHAS. F. BLACKBURN,
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given to the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbia.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Preciousllietallllines a Specialty. Can
furnish any kind of miner~tl propertz-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Ntckel, Copper Lead,
Antimony, Iron, Manganese, Mica, and Coal. Also
Slate, Granit, Ltmestone, and Sandstone quarries.

RICH GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE.
Rat•e bargains in gqld qlJartz, gold placershan)l
gold-silver galena mmes m Kootenay and val'lboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuabl~ mining interests a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited. samplin(r. assays and mill tests;
nll work stricth scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
MINERAL.

METAL.
3mo14
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BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic. al!d love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convmcmg.
Price, cloth, $1.
A~'\li~sTRUTH SEEKER.

ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT, March 3, 1893.
MY DEAR MISS WIXoN: You will no
doubt be surprised to see the above address, and also to receive a letter from me
after so long a silence. I hav often wished
to write to you, but I am now attending
school and am very busy. This morning
father got me up at such an unearthly
hour that I hav half au hour to spare, so
I am writing you a few lines. The farm
which father had rented was sold, so we
made up our minds to go out to Australia,
but on arriving here we were so pleased
with the place that we resolved to remain~
and now father has started business ana
all looks well. The weather is beautiful,
the trees are all in blossom, and everything looks bright and spring-like.
This is such a nice place to liv in-much
more civilized than Turkey. It is more
European and everything well ordered.
We liv next to the museum in which there
are so many curious old things, and a great
many mummies. Mother and the boys
hav been to visit it, but I hav not been yet. All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
Here we are able to attend lectures, which
lllmo, 300 pp., $1.
are indeed a treat, especially for me, as we
of ~old. And Other Stories for
never had anything of the kind in Salonica. Apples
J:loys and Gtrls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
My brothers hav asked me to ask you to
be kind enough to send them some used The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstipostage-stamps, as they are both collectors.
tion, for Children and Yout . The Only FreeAnd if· ·any of your friends want any
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Egyptian ones T could send you as many
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusas you like. I should so like to hav your
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
.photograph if you would not mind sending
Address, THE TRU'.rH SEEKER CO.
me it. Charley and Henry both attend the
French school, College St. Louis. I go
to the Scotch school, where I am very
happy. I am studying English, French,
and Italian, and we are going to see about
dancing-lessons this week. I am so fond
of it. I dare say I hav grown a good deal
BV J&AN .M.&SLI&J.::C.,
since I last wrote to you. I am five feet,
A
five inches-half a head taller than mother.
I must end now, as school-time is approaching. Mother sends you her kind regards.
Good-bye. Please write as soon as you
find time. I remain,
Yours sincerely,
DAISY SuTER.
Christian•

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Superstition in All Ages~

NEw CASTLE, WAsH., March 24, 293.
Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN: It is a very long
time since I wrote to the Children's Corner. It was my birthday yesterday. I
am fourteen years old. There was a
preacher in this town last week. He came
here to convert the people of New Castle,
but he never converted. He told some
big lies. He said he was once working on
a saw-mill in the R0cky mountains and a
pile of lumber fell on him at 3 o'clock
in the morning and stayed there till sunset.
ityandExThen God took pity on him and lifted
An Ignorant Sire.
the pile of lumber off and set him on his
posed the
Father (wishing to impress the lesson):
feet, then the lumber fell down again. I
would like to correspond with some of the "Now, my son, tell me why I punished Falseness
flthatReboys of the Corner. For fear my letter you."
will be too long, I will close.
Son: "That's it-you've pounded the
Yours truly,
Loms NEwMAN.
life out of me, an' now you don't know
what you done it for."-Puck.
BERTRAND, NEB., March 14, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav written three
or four letters to the Corner, but conLittle Dot: "I wish I was a boy."
cluded they were not worth the space in
Little Dick: "Why?"
the Corner, so they went into my wasteLittle Dot: "'Cause a girl always feels
basket. I take music lessons. We hav
purchased a new home in Bertrand. so wicked when she does anything wrong,
They commence school here with prayer an' a boy don't. Boys just goes right
and sing hymns. The scholars laugh and along an' has a good time,"
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REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

1

With the eighth edition of
Winwood Reade's" Martyr-
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~~~~::":~,.,~~~~;:!!:~..,C.opies for

yea.r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little va.lne Uhristianity
possesses to make men moral.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
The additions for this new edition of the

dom of Man," the cost of

"Crimes of Preachers"

production has been les-

shows nearly 400 cases of n:finisterial conduct. While those in previous editions show that within a few years abant

sened so that we can reduce
the price from $1.75 to

$1.00.

1300 MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
a.re against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy .
. Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we have keJJt the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the chnrch-,..••..t:QI
men. Show them just what son of scamps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair oa Sunday. b~canse it is so holy a day that to look upon ·mttchiner;r or
paintings in this period is "immoral."
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

· The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Gardener's
Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

~Men,

BOOKS

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal hi~tory, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppressive factors in man's struggle fo< Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describbs his
intellectual struggle from the ammal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of what
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedon.ians, Alexandria. the
Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

BY

W a-'R •
if
RELIGION
LIBERTY
INTELLECT Sm]J.~ary ~f

SALADIN

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
• Character 9f esn~ 1 the. Christians, Arabia~ Megca,_, Character ,of 1\lohammed, Descnptron ox Afnca, the Monammeaans m uentral Atnca.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle the Town, the
• Church, Venice, Arab S_pain, the Portuguese, Discoverer,§_, the Slave 1'rade,
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in America, Materials of .1:1uman History. ·
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man and Early Hi~tory,
•
Universal History, The FutlC'e of the Human Race, The
ReligiOn of Reason and Love.
Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York..
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leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.
28 LafaYette Place. New York.
Liberty and' Life. Seventeen discourses
on the applications of scientific truth to morals I
andreligwn. ByE.P.Powell. 12mo,208pages; ·
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
•
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader l>y rea- ~ ~
Ron of their fund of anecdote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
World.
Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
A Judicial consideration of the qnestion,and the
decision against the scriptures &nd the Christian
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo, tradition Price, 10 cents. Address
75 pages, 30c. "1\'Ir. Grumbine's statements are .
·
sound and well JJUt. His book is the fruit of I
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
presentation of the relation between evolution
•
and Christianity includes much valuable 'I
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.
·
Lessons From tlte Worltl of Matter and Ancient Egyptian Oivilization and Hebrew Na.r·
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
G
.
dE d
rative in enesrs an
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S eI eot e d f.rom no t es of unpu bl'rs h e d sermons b y 1
Rufus Leighton. 121no, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25; · By VAN RUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents
paper, 50c.
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GOD AND HIS BOOK:

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!'ve ea.med t~e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound cnt1e1smiof canstrc
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elo9.nence. t rs one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the B1ble.
-•
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
..._..

WOMAN: BER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.'i
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity !!le¥,ated the woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The object o~ Sala~n s 'WO]'k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee(led. An E11glish wnter sard of 1~:
"Tl!is cPrtainly 1s on~ of the most marvelon~ books_ e--:er r,~sned from the press. The anthon-.
ties cited a.re unquestiOnable, and the result 1B conVlncmg.
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condemation of the known facts upon this snbjecj_, pro--:ing that Christianity did not
abolish l>nt aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To _whwh are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible CSJ:l be interpreted by modern science ••
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eiome of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpicnltnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Oapital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This maY be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, lrlstoric verse, aglow in eveu;
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of B&ladiD
In paper, 10 cents.
·

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the i'allOW!. Printed f,rom mma.:
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Ol>m Ooort.
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'li
This Your Son, My Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being an exposure-of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; LecherY of the Confess1onal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts :!'rom Dens and J,ignori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte" pts at Cont.iuency even more Ruinous than Her BelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
•
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])u"bZioa:tions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TBUTH SEEKEB CoMPANY, at the price
named.
THE RESUBRJWTION oF JEsus. AnAgnos·
tic's View. By Don Allen. New York:
The Truth Seeker Co. Pp. 161, Price,
cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
There is no book that we hav presented
to the public with more pleasure than we
feel in submitting this. It selects for
treatment one of the most important of the
alleged events on which the Christian doctrin rests. This subject it givs the minute
and exhaustiv examination that it deserves.
It searches so diligently and penetratingly
every path and line of thought on the
question that one who reads it will need
no further study of the matter. Every
theory is scrutinized, every pro:fferen
explanation turned inside out, every bit
of evidence weighed. Sometimes a Freethinker with but a general and untechnical knowledge of Christian matters,
though he possess a wise and correct estimate on them is silenced by a clergyman
who has had nothing to do but learn their
smallest particulars and will perplex a
disputant not ready with name and date,
chapter and verse. It would, we suppose,
be well if every Freethinker would so
familiarize himself with the minutire of
some one of the pivotal problems of
Christianity that on that one, at least,
he could meet any comer and pursue its
disproof, step by step anti detail by
detail, to finality. As it is Faid that a
man should aim to learn something about
everything and everything about some
one thing, so we may venture to opine
that a Freethinker inclined to spread his
faith controversially should learn something about all Christian issues and everything about some one of them. We may
here and there pick out, among the dogmas
of Christianity. one so vital to the existence of that relicion that the disproof of
that alone is suffiMent to discredit utterly
the whole system, without any consideration whatever ofthPother phases of the faith.
For instance, once disprove the existence of
a God by general comiderations, bv apriori
reasoning, and we may neglect the whole
of the other phases of our religion, such
as historicnl Christianity, the annals . of
ecclesiasticism, etc. An egually mortal
place, through which one may reach Christianity's heart, is the side on which appears the dogma of the fall of man. Let it
be shown that man did not, six thousand
years ago, fall from perfection; but instead, perhaps six million years ago,
started, from the imperfection of an ape
or· some such creature, on the upward
course of evolution which has brought him
to his present noble estate-let this be
shown and the cornerstone of Christianity
is gone and the superstructure topples in
irretrievahle ruin. If man ate no apple
he does not need to be rescued from the
consequences of eating one; if he did not
fall he does not require to be helped up
again; if he did not commit mortal sin he
will hav to hav no relief for the punishment of mortal sin; if there was no Eden
there was no call for a Calvary; no Adam
no Christ. Another dogma as essential
to the existence of the Christian faith is
that of the resurrection of J erms. If
J erms, the god, did not rise, no hope is
there that the mere earthlings his believers will be able to do so. So the point
that Jesus did rise from the dead should
be proved by Christians to the utmost of
demonstration before they should venture
to ask their fellows to accept their creed.
But the author of the book before us shows
that Christians hav not done this. And
furthermore, not content with proving that
the go!!pel account of the resurrection
errs, he points out a way in which, it
seems to him highly probable, it came to
err. He explains not only that the evangelists made a mistake, but also the way
in which they came to make it.
The manner in which this is done has a
peculiar lawyerlv character, of which we
can transmit no notion in words and
whicll will hav to be perceived through
perusal. The whole argument reads oddly
like the forensic summing-up of a voluminous case at law.
We will note that the diction is the extreme of simplicity and clearness. The
writer is a fellow of Ingersoll in taste for
brief and plain Anglo-Saxon phraseology,
words of one syllable.
The conduct of the reasoning is everywhere that of the most inviolate honesty
The lawyerly tone that we noted is that,
be it provi<led, of an honest lawyer.
Canilor, fairness, and a sweet patience
speak in every line.
This book, important in its theme. in
ratiocination slige and judicial, simple
enough in style for boy's reading, and
warmed and beautified by a winning amiability, will, we believe, prove one of the
most satisfactory ones to place in Christians' hands ever issued.

Among the considerations with which the
writer sets ont, is the one that the belief
of the Christian world in the resurrection
of Jesus had its origin when the human
mind was not so critical as it now is; when
the human mind was more given to believing marvels and wonders than at present.
It became a fixture in the mind of Christians at such a time, and has been handed
down to the present day. Of even greater
significance is the next reflection, viz.:
"If one were to tell to an average Christian that he saw a man arise from the dead
at the present day, the Christian would
think the narrator either knowingly told an
untruth, or that he was mistaken-had
been imposed upon by a fraud. But if
you put the occurrence eighteen hundred
years ago, then it becomes au actual fact,
and it is sinful to disbelieve it. Now, is
there any reason in this ? Were people
any more truthful in thoPe days than at
present ? I think not. Were they any
more competent to judge of the correctness
of such a story than they a.re to-day ? I
think not. Then why are we compelled to
believe a thing alleged to hav occurred
eighteen hundred years ago, when we
would not believe a similar thing were it
alleged to hav occurred in our .own day?"
The author next enlarges on the antecedent unlikeliness that anyone should
rise from the dead That Jesus died and
was buried we readily enough believe, for
the like we see to be of daily occurrence,
but to believe that he arose again is a fa.r
more difficult matter. In all the world's
history, no such other case is believed
to hav occurred. It is against the experience of all mankind during all the
ages, hence it is harder to believe. On
account of this difficulty in believing
it the resurrection. should hav been
made plainer to the mind than the death
and burial of our savior, but in the gospel
story it is exactly the reverse.
Next is combated the assertion that the
age of the resurrection story proves its
truth. But, interposes the author, before
anything can be claimed for a story
on account of its arze, you hav got to
show that free discussion of it, pro and con,
has been allowed and carried on during
this time. Then if it has come through
this time and discussion unscathed, something can be claimed for it on account of
its age. But if free discussion has been
prohibited during most of the time, then
the age of the s_tory becomes a circumstance ae-ainst it rather than for it.
A few pages farther on there is made a
radical affirmation which demands of
the reader a pause for reflection. It
is:
"The occurrence of a thing asimprobable
as a resurrection ought not to be admitted
unless it is proved beyond a reasonable
doubt, and I will here remark that it is
absolutely impossible to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt anything that is aR incredible as a resurrection, upon the testimony of witnesses to a single occurrence,
however honest the witnesses might be, for
it is more likely that the witnesses were
mistaken, than that such an improbable
event actually took place. To render it
even probable it would require th11t it be
susceptible of a repetition under diflerent
circumstances, and before other witnesses
where different measures could be brought
to bear to prevent a possibility of a fraud.
If it stood the test of all these conditions
we might then think we had a probable
case, otherwise we would not hav even
that."
Presently, after these preliminary considerations, we arrive at the introduction
of the author's special theory, to set forth
which the book was written. We will
here transcribe this opening statement of
the theory, putting in italic its vital portion for easy recognition and vivid imprinting on the mind. The author first
makes the remark: "Before admitting a
resurrection the evidence should be so
strong that it is absolutely incapable of
explanation upon any other reasonable
hypothesis than that the resurrection actually occurred, but if the evidence can be
explained by any other reasonable hypothesis the unreasonable one of a resurrection
should be abandoned as untenable." Then
the writer asks, Can we furnish such a reasonable hypothesis to account for the disappearance of the body of Jesus?" The
reply follows:
"We think we can. We think we can
furnish not only a reasonable hypothesis
to account for the disappearance, but we
can no doubt furnish the correct one, or
one that will explain all the material facts
connected with the disappearance. We
present this as a theory, believing it to be
the correct one, but if, when it is examined
by competent critics, it should be shown
that it dof s not explain all the material
facts, or in other words, if it is shown to
be untenable, nothing will be proved or
disproved in reference t.o the resurrection
That will remain as it was, and the o11ly
thing that will be shown by exploding this
theory is that the writer was mistaken, or in
other words, he was tracing another false
clue. Our theory of the so-called resurrection is founded mainly upon the Gospel record, and as that is supposed to be

inspired it certainly ought to be good undertakings in which a person can Pnevidence. We think we can thereby be gage. However our readers or ourselvs
able to convince any unprejudiced person may dPsire to hav given here an exposition
that the body oj Jesus was by the order;:s of the reasonings used, a mora satisfyof Pilate taken out of the sepulcher ~n ing account of the support which our
which it was laid- that the Roman author givs his position, it is obvious that
guards "'ere knowing to the fact when it cannot find spacA. We will, however,
it occurred-that it was secreted else- make room for the headings interspersed
where in order to quiet the tumult tha_t through the book, distributing it into
had been raised on account oj the C?'UC~- what may be called chapters. These, we
fixion-that it had the e_tfeci for which believe, will giv a better idea of the con•
it wall intended, and that is all there tents than anything else:
was of this preten~ed resurrection. "W_e
The Christian Dogma of Salvation.
think the gospel history bears out thrs
Differenl'e Between Believing and
statllment. What are the evidences that Knowing.
point to this conclusion? I answe: th6t
The Christian Belief.
all the circumstances connected mth the
Why Was the Resurrection a Secret
disappearance seem to point to it. The Affair?
necessities of the time seem to point to it.
A False Clue.
The fact that it disappeared while surThe Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its
rounded by a Roman guard indicates it. Truth.
There being- no evidence of any investirzaA Claim that the Burthen of Proof is
tion-nobodypunished-can be accounted Changed.
for only on the theory that the body was
Our Theory.
taken away by Pilate's orders."
The Accusation, Trial, and Burial of
The author next says that "in order to Jesus.
bring this matter fairly before .the mind
Pontius Pilate.
of the reader, it will be necessary toreThe Indictment Against Jesus.
view the circumstances connected with
Pilate's First Attempt to Save the Life
the accusation, trial, and burial of Jesus." of Jesus.
Here he enters on that lengthful examinaPilate Had Also Had Previous Experition of these matters which is, in our ence of the Samfl Kind.
opinion, when once begun by a reader one
Another Sedition.
of the most absorbing and fascinating
(Continued on next page.)
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The Pioneer Org·an of .Anarchism in .America-.
BEN]. R. TUCKER, Editor.
T"'f'Vo Dollars a Year.

Single Copies Four Cen-ts.
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Pilate's Caution.
Pilate's Second Attempt to Save the
Life of Jesus.
Pilate's Third Attempt to Save the Life
of Jesus.
Christ Before Herod.
Pilate's Fourth Attempt to Save the
Life of Jesus.
A New Indictment Against Jesus.
Pilate's Fifth Attempt to Save the Life
of Jesus.
In What Language Was the Trial of
Jesus Conducted?
Pilate Shows His Authority.
Pilate's Ruse Proves a Failure.
" 1From Thenceforth Pilate Sought to
Release Him."
Pilate Makes a Sally at Their National
Pride.
He Makes One More Effort to Save the
Life of Jesus.
Pilate's Reasons for Yielding.
Pilate Writes the Inscription.
Pilate Refuses to ChanKe It.
One Other Example of Pilate's Policy.
Joseph Requests the Body.
Pilate's Quiet Evening.
He is Disturbed by- the Chief Priests..
The Unreasonable Demands of the Chief
Priests.
Were These Guards Hired by the
P1·iests?
'rhe Number of Men Composing That
G.1ard.
Pilate's Conference With His Cabinet.
Pilate Determins to Secrete the Body.
Pilate's Bloodless Victory.
Pilate's Motiv for Secreting the Body.
Other Things Which Confirm the
Theory.
· Pilate's Seal.
Where Were the Roman Guards?
The Grave-clothes.
St. Matthew's Account of the Resurrection.
Why the Angel Sat on the Stone.
Mary's Visit.

The Watch Reports to the Chief Priests.
A Soft Snap.
A Willing Victim.
·
Angels.
The Burial Was Temporary.
Renan's Theory.
Another Theol)T.
The Disciples Were Deceived,
The Identification.
Those Conferences Were Secret.
The Resurrection a "Jumped" Conclusion.
The Ascension.
Why Did Jesus Disappear?
Other Strange Phenomena.
The Chief Priests Did Not Believe in
Resurrections.
A Further Object in Starting that Story.
What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story.
St. Paul's Account.
St. Paul's Conversion.
The Cause of Paul's Conversion.
The Orthodox Idea of Paul's Conversion.
Reasoning by Analogy.
The Future Actions of the Disciples.
Farewell to Pilate.
Pilate's Removal From Office.
But the Removal of Pilate Did Not
Better Matters in Judea.
Pilate Foresaw the Conflict.
PiJate Made no Report.
The Trouble That Occurred in Rome
Over Coosar's Body.
A Modern Example.
The Apostles' Preaching.
The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story.
The Testimony of Contemporaneous
Writers.
Miracle-Workers.
Other Arguments Answered.
Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration. ·
''It is Safer to Believe Than Not to Believe.>\
Conclusion.
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SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
Misswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnltll
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization
~'he Uses of the Cros~.
Unkind Reflections on the Chnrt&,
Persecutions of the Chur<'b.
Some A!legoriea.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneon~

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b&
tore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another <me like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of 11_utting the book in the re>teh of all
At twice the plica i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter ~tnd de
signer is a wonderful success~ !tnd we indge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal ir
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. I:Ie has dedicated his ganinr; u
Jl!'?eethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cantle of nght and truth. But the pict<
IU'es do not make up the who!!) of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of rcadin!!
'!latter that serve first as explanations of tho illustrations, and seconclly as texts to PrOYe the .uttet
.alsit:y: of the church's professions and the hY:Qocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether tht:
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put ;.t\ tiM
br.nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.,

Prfoe, board covers, $2 ; olotl\.,
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INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~·OTe.
BEDS.
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Beinjr true accounts of the passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and otkers:
LordA.mberley, John Ba.skerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Pan! Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thoma.s Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcetl-Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles lJarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta · Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier
James llfill, doilll Stuart Mill, Mirabean, RobBI'1i1
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rohm.i, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanin1, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thom·as Woolston.
Pr!oe. 25 cents.
Address
'T'Jil!l 'I''RTTT'R
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A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted a.s 'cripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Pawr, 50 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

·SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB,

THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. U. WIDDIUOMRE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON·ULAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlang_h.......... .. 5
2 Secular. Eesponsibility. G. J. Holyoak e..... 5
4. Influence of Christianity on Civilizatio• .
Underwood ................................. 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... 10
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philosoph;)' of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural+.and l'ortraJt .. 25
13 Essays on Miracle•· David Hnme ........... 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ngh........ 5
15 Were !.dam and Eve Our .l!irst Parents?
Charles B1·adlaugh......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5
16 Why Do Men tltarve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bra,dlangh ... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol:yoake..... 5
20 8nQllrstitio·• Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . . . . . . 5
~1 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible ReHable? Charles Watts....... 5
2q The ChTistian DtitY. Charleo Watt•.. .. . .. 5
24 MoralValneofth Bible. Char!ls Watts .... 5
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamtr: It• Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts
5
28 'Ihonghts on Atheism. Austin Hoi roake... b
29 Is there a Moral Govtrnor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake.. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . 5
80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watt~.. 5
38 Is There a. God? Charles Brarl!auc h. . . . . . . 5
89 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh
5
40 f'ovrrty: Its Uause and Cure. M.G. H. . . . n
42 Science and Bible Antagonisth C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian SPheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Rh uld the Atheist 5
lfeo.r to Die? by G. J. Holyoake ......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•a! Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh ..

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthoaoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bed.
rock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.
THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.

Given A-vvay.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, Ish"ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following variety:

Tea Spoons, {

Oxidized.

10 ounces ner doz.,

}

each $2.~0

Oxidized,
}
3.00
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gilt bowl,
3.00
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
g1!t, .
3.50
{ 10 sectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2.75
Of!"nge "
~·
gilt
u
3.25
"
satin ''
3.00
81!-~ar
gilt
8.50
The 1!!2 50 Tea is also sul)plie l etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be Happy I• Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entit~ed to spoons may, upon paying difference in
prwe, select any other spoon from above liet.
My stock embraces everything usually !rept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watche~
of every descriptionl- Chai~; Rings, Necklaces,
Jeweh·y, Silver and J:'lated vvare, Optical Goods,
Ba ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be paid
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in ~tny of mv ]o.test pricelists, on account of the above liberal offer.
(If Freethou,.ht Badges are prefened the $~.50
may be so apphed.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstfin"
Watch; t.be Beautifu!Ingcrsoll Spoon; the Popular Free thought Badge.
Send for pricelists, cards in colm·s and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free.

PATENTS

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy,

fhirty-1'\Te y_cn.rs' experience E:::rR.minn.t.i~ns a.nd Re•
porta free. Prom])t attent.ioll. Send Drawmg aDd de-

aaription to

L. R.l.GGBR &

Co •• Atty's. Wa.shin~:ton,DN'

MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's ChosFn.". . . . . . . 5
3 New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh.... 5
5 20J Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 VialognEI between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.
10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.oake .................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh....... 5 TB~
1
10 A Few Word• about the Devil................ 5
11 Newl·ifeofJacob ............................. 5
For Men On71y,
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol.:yoake ..... 10
13 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10 Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
14. Acts of the Apostle;: A Farce. A. H .
. , 10 and liis remedies are of the best. The Doctor
!5 Lnnicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10 treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaullh ....... 5 middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra<llangh.. ... . 5 and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlanllh...... 5 hood, Wasting Discharges~ Vancocele, Mental
19 New Life of Ab·aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5 a.nd Physical Debility, Ioiocy, Insanity, and
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh .. .. 5 Death.
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
To those aiHicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 38 pages will be sent tn
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send their address for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 wmth for $2; $5 worth envelope, giving causes ana Syr:p.ptems o the
far $3, and $10 worth for $5.
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Applica.tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
·
Vineland, N.1.
And say yon saw this advertisement 1n THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel

HOTtD SPEC1Al.IST
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DOINGS. j FILE BINDERS.
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. AOOOUliT .oil
Ytcars of Christ and Ytcegerents of God.
l'&per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Those who pres'erve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.
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Jf owa of the Woolt.

A GENTLE REMINDER.

~~ A

EAGLE BRAND.

0 i g es t of S c i e n ce . "

-THE BEST-

ROOFING

TH[ DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of book", such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific t>eries," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with pro1Jer correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
well t?iformea 1

PAINT

AND

ROOFING

CO.,

Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
13tl8

HE~D'!SEN~HELL
From Things heard and seen in the Spiritual World, by

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only S2.7a.

to be

EXCELSIOR

WONDERS

By J .AMES B . .ALEXA.N'DER.

Do 1/0U tOtBh

Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.

THEN BEAD A CHAPTER DB VERSE DAILY FROM TIDS BIBLE OF
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enli!'fhtenin!l"J and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature

-C. e., appreciate the worth of the Un1versalmother.
You must own thie book some day: why not NOW?
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Addresa

EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;
ALSO

THE LAST
JUDCMENT,
as witnessed by him in X757·
Both

b~~tt;,p~~~~~~~~/:n~i)t~r3$i.~· ~3d;~~sse'ia~~l~ in pap~r

Am. Swedenborg Printing & Publishing Booiet,-1
Dept." A•" 20 COOPER UNION, N. Y. CITY.
6teowl7

ACENTS WANTED.
We want agents to sell our rare Mexican Cactus
and Coins; will senrl three different kinds of
samples for $1""'and one coin with each order.
Address
TEXAS CACTUS COMPANY,
· H. G. STILLWELL, Manager,
208 San Antonio St.,
4t17
El Paso, Texas.

Thomas Paine's
By M. FARRINGTON,

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c..
6 copies for $1; clo .• 50e.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&
Pa,p., 40C.; clo., 75e.

A Thorough Exami:n,ation and Refutation of the Claim8 of the
Sabbatm·iana.
I!Jiice,

Apostle of Political an<l Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J. -:E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
ooc.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.

MEDICAL.

Written U.

1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During Am
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp..

clo., $3; lettther, $4; morocc•·
!'ilt edges $1.50.

Life of. By J. E. Remsbura.
Port.

Pap~~c.

Life of.

with Remarks ole

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40C.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Life of.

With Explanatory

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1. .

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, 22x28, $1.

Political and Religions Rt·
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.

Political Works: "Common
Sans~,"

Man.

.. Crisis,u "Rights
$1.50.

If you need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs.,.such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers~.,nowel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of .l'Brnale
Complaints. It is a Blood Purifier, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It ants
steadily U:Ron the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the lcidneys, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life

oJ

Bights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40C.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.

Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination ofProJ?h·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

"Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any ·drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simple, and not a manufactured articfe. The • uccess
1 t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remar/cable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c

Ueeker CoDJ.pan;:v-.

~ooonts.

6ml2

84 South llfain Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

THEBE hav been riots between Catholics
and Orangemen in Belfast and other Irish
towns.
MAYOB RANKIN· of Elizabeth, N. J., has
ordered the chief of police to close candy
and cigar stores Sundays.
NoNE of the great sovereigns of the
world will visit the World's Fair. Indeed,
steamship companies report little increase
in passenger traffic.
CHINAMEN in the United States hav
been excused from supplying photographs
of themselvs, and are not even coming
forward to make the registry still demanded.
IN Jersey City, N. J., young hoodlums
broke into a Jewish synagog and did
damage to the cost of $2,000, but politicians and a Catholic priest prevented legal
punishment.
F AIDN is destroying uncounted numbers
in God-loved but nevertheless very destitute Russia. In the governme>nt (i. e.,
province) .of Perm, people are dying by
the hundreds. In some villages endeavor
to bury the dead has ceased.
THE Presbyterian minister of Ecclefechan, Carlyle's nativ place, has excused
himself for not sending in a report on "the
religion and morals " of his parishioners
on the ground that "there is neither religion nor morals in the district."
THE report of the Chicago health department shows the value of sanitation. During six years the mortality from typhoid
fever has been reduced 35 per cent; that
from all preventable diseases, 22 per cent.
·The total death-rate of Chicago in 1892 was
lowf'r than that of any other city of its
size in the world.
AT the Troy, N.Y., presbytery Rev. T.
P. Sawin startled his hearers by saying:
"I do not like the idea of Calvinism.
Calvin was a murderer and a scoundrel.
He said many good things and these I
will accept, but the church should be an
exponent of the gospel and not of Calvinism.''
THF. people of Dennisville, N. J., are to
organize a law and order society for the
purpose of making the Jews from the
Woodbine, the Baron Hirsch colony, show
proper respect for Sunday. Many of the
Hebrews of the colony are accustomed to
chop and haul wood on Sunday and bring
their carts and wagons through Dennisville, much to the scandal of the villagers.
MoBGAN, ex-national commissioner of
Indian schools, whose term expired on the
1st, and who was appointed by Harrison
and hated by Catholics, has become corresponding secretary of the American
Baptist Home Mission Society, and in
addresses to church meetings condemns
the methods of the Catholics in estabhshing Indian schools; asserts that Catholic
influence was used to defeat Harrison at
the last election because of his preference
for the common as opposed to the parochial
school in the education of Indians; and
declares it to be the policy of the Catholics
to take charge of America, and that they
regal.!d as justifiable any means to that end.
AT Hackensack, N. J., a band of nine
religious fanatics, headed by Huntsman
T. Mnason, who had attempted to found a
new sect, hav been arrested and imprisoned.
Their neighbors had been
scandalized by their working Sundays,
and had previously had two of them imprisoned for this offense. Finally the
townspeople set out to rid the neighborhood of the innovators in good earnest,
and ~ot them all arrested. One article of
the mdictment charges the schismatics
with conspiring to cheat and defraud
Herman Storms out of his property. Another count is: "The conspirators deny,
ridicule, and curse all regular religion and
religious customs, recognize no Sabbath,
and set up a false god of their own, declaring the said Mnason to be the only
true and living God."
OF the system of liquor-selling soon to
be instituted in South Carolina, Governor
Tillman of that state givs this account:
"Under the new law, which goes into
effect July 15th, there will be no barrooms
in the state. Whisky will be dispensed or
sold to consumers only by bonded officers
in the different counties in sealed packages ranging from half a pint to four gallons. No package will be permitted to be
opened on the premises. The only requirement for any citizen to obtain whisky
or other stimulants is that he shall sign an
order or request stating the amount and
kind wanted. Liquor is not to be sold to
minors or habitual drunkards. Beer and
wine are included. The local officers obtain their liquors from a state commissioner, who purchases all the liquors sold
in the state and puts them into sealed
packages for distribution. All the goods
purchased must be analyzed by the state
chemist, and their purity guaranteed."
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the power of Jesus' name
Or hail to Yankee Doodle .1

:Ill/ hail
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We catch the suckers just the same
And aim to scoop the BOODLE .1
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NEW SIAMESE TWINS ON EXHIBITION AT CHICAGO.

Darwin and After Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEORGE J. RoMANEB.

~~posure

l\idicule.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
·
The Adventures and Work &f Noah,
R Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of TwintJ,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Sampon the Strong,
Rutli and. Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
8_ome Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Trutllful Sailor.

Boards, iUu.:nQ:pa"ted cQV~~I!;I, $1; cloth, gUt side s"tan1p, 81.50.

.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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A !!_Ystematic Ex~osition of what m&y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l'eneral reader rather than •oJ professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"'l'hus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place has taken place in the direction of naturalIsm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thvGod?"
illustrated. Price, clog>..., $2.
Address.
T~ TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relij:(ion of t.I:Je Future. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of UJ.e East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. t!_.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

HousehQW Remedies for the Prevalent ·
Di§o~rs

of the Human Organism. Cloth,$!.

ZoolOgical Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Clot!4_$2.
Address
THE ·.n:,UTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette plaoe, New York,
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A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!

tHE ELIMINATOR;
Sacer~otal Secrets.

" Wrtte me no nw1·e fables, lest I be a fool ana
reaa tile riaales awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., ll.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I · peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literali~m · Astral Keys to Bible
Stories i The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .adam·" What Is Known of the New Testa,.
ment; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; The Thinru; That Remain.
Price, cloth; $1.50. J!'ort sale at this office.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By ·Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Colleg~ 1
London. The purpose of this book is to teu
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investigate it fully for themselveR. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2. Geolo~ical
Works. 3. Botanical Works. 4. Zoological
5. Works ·an Evolution. With a
Works.
copious index. Price, $2.

Pedigree of Man, and Other Essays. By
Ernest Haeckel. Contents: Part I. '!'he Dar.
winian Theorv; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of Man; CellSouls and Soul-Cells. Part II. The Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Perigenesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in Relatwn to
Science; The Origin and Development of the
Sense Organs. Price, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David
Hume's Celebrated Essay, so foully mutilated
by Christian :publishers, printed complete, with
an IntroductiOn by John l\1. Robertson, editor
of the National Reformer. Price, 50 cents.

The True Source of Christianity; or, A.
Voice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the questions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address THE ~'RUTH 8EEKEK

Antiquity
Unveiled.
Ancient Voices
tram the Spirit
Realm aisclose tile
1nost Startling Revelations.
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PrOVing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
(ILLUSTllATED.]

Price, - - - - 11!1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the firot
century. It is here claimed that his life and
t.eachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. 'l'he plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apo!loniu,,
especially in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conooal the plagiarism, the name of Apo!lonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER
ANEW WORK

To induce new subscriptions and
·prompt renewals on the part of· our
friends we make the following handJ;ly DR. J \COB H4-RTMANN.
some premium offers:
,
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
For
$5.00
we
will
send
THE
TRUTH
of idol~ and the. worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abr~luun's r~formottio~.an.d
h1s bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agam•t the Cha dean Idols, to Chnst's commgf the PllnCI- SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
pal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is macte p ain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-wonings, and •UpernaturaJ pad- Great Woi;kS Complet~" (3.00). This
ding are the "()TOP r off~pring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superotition, constituting the peculiar polit:cs of the day.
,
edition of Paine's work~ contains a
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
The Universal. Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
In G€neral.
The Earth.
By
the
Lungs.
monument
in New Rochelle.
The Chemical Aspect.
By the Skin.
The Sun.
By the Kidneys.
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "The
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System. World's Sages, Thinkers. and ReformThe Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Soul- What Is It?
The Mind. ers" ($3.00). By D. M. Bennett.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Sin
and Salvation.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
For $4.50 we will sflnd 'fHE TRUTH
The Ecclesia~tical Kindergarten.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
SREKER Ont'
year ($3) and "The
Ration·al
Review.
God Save the King.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations. Freethinker's Pictorial Text Book" in
Jehovah Takes a RPst.
The Planetary Gods.
The End of National Life.
cloth ($2.50).
Every Man His Own God.
The Christian. Era.
(Gateways
to
Knowledge.
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Tables (Morals; Whence They Spring.
Organic Life-Animal.
SEEKER
ontl year ($3) and "The FreeThe Non Credo.
The 1\iaster Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct.
The Muscnlar Tissues.
thinker's
Pictorial Text-Book" in
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
l\Iap of the Intellectual Faculties-Tte Mind. boards ($2).
Food and Fc,od-Substances.
1\'Iap of Theological 1:\etrogression.
l\fap of the Deluge and Gareen of Eilen.
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER
one year ($3)" and a copy of
Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
"
Old
Testament
Stories Comically
Large 12mo.
Illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
In Cloth, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address
SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" in
board covers ($1).
For $7.00 we will send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year ($3.00) and the
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
Modern Times " ($5.00), by D. M.
BennPtt. In two volumes. Vol. I
CoNTENTs: .The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
gives a full account of all the gods the
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
nations of the earth have worshiped,
Pilate's A1tempt to Save the Li-fe of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and
Against Je,us; Were the Gua~ds Hired b~PrieE_~? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the
Bible. 835 pages, Svo. Vol. II
the Bod ; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection;_~h~the_Angel Sat_ on the Stoue;
describes fully all religious systems of
:Mary's ViRit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples W~IJ_Deceivcd;~he Ide~tific~
tre world, including Judaism, Motion: The Ascension; Why Did Jrsus___Qi_s~pp~r_?_Qth_e~!range Phen~~e_na;_'1,'he
hammedanism, and Christianity; the
Chief Prie,ts Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom•n Guarde?
latter occupying 372 pages, being fully
gone into. 949 pages.
The Oridn of the St. ry; St. Paul's Acrount: St. Paul'R Conversio~;·--""- Mod~'I!
This is a splendid opportunity to
Example;_ The_ Rom<l.~!_Goo;:~nor~and_ the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
obtain books which every Liberal deContemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the ReRttrrectiotl~~_ll_ft-tteRteil?
sires to have at an exceedingly low
Inspiration; Conclusion.
price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
glad if our present readers will call
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
Address
the attention of their friends to the
values offered.

THE RESURRErTION OF JESLIS.

SHAl-L THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.
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By AMan Too Busy to Write One.
Uullea from the W1'itings of B. R. Tuclcer.

BY

ARTHlJR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

·christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M WHEELER. Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order a.t once.
Address
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Being the sto_D' of his reli~ious life and mental
Journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumJling whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their relig.
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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The Credit for Columbus's Discovery.
Roman Catholics are turning to account the present enthusiasm over Columbus's discovery. They
are diligently declaring throughout the country
that Catholicism was the mothe~ of that discovery.
They assert that much credit should redound
to their religion from the fact that Columbus,
with the individuals who enabled him to sail and
the nation whence he sailed, belonged to that faith.
One Catholic journal, for instance, says: "The
recent Columbus celebrations will be of immense
advantage to the church, espe!Jially in the United
States.'' The paper cites the above-mentioned supposed claims to the gratitude of the modern world,
and then goes on to indicate how the church will
benefit by the part which she will take in the Fair.
It says : "Among the things to be exhibited at Chicago, figurativly speaking, will be the Roman
Catholic church, and that exhibit will certainly
prove to her advantage if it is properly presented to
the American mind. The justice, the simplicity, the
beauty and majesty of her doctrins cannot fail to
attract. The esthetic side, too, her liturgy and
ritual and music, will no doubt please many.'' This
Catholic review of the situation omits to mention,
what others point to chiefly, that the Roman church
will render foremost of all its displays its school
exhibit. For this it has been granted immense
spac3, and it intends to make it so impressiv as to
persuade onlookers that the Catholic church in the
United States is exceeding 13arnest and able in the
education of youth. The effect, it hopes, will be of
prime efficacy in leading Americans to acquiesce in
some system of state-supported Catholic schools.
The same article proceeds to express a belief that,
with proper management, "the Columbus celebrations may be of immense influence in preparing the
way for a closer union of all mankind in one universal Christian republic, and for the final conversion of the world.'' Another Catholic article thus
summarizes the attentions that our governing
bodies, etc., hav paid the papal church:
"When Mr. Chauncey Depew, inviting Archbishop
Corrigan to make an address at the dedication of the New
York state building in Jackson park, Chicago, gave as
reason that it was under the auspices of the Catholic
church that the discoverer went forth to his incomparable
work, he voiced a sentiment which is uppermost in all
sincere hearts, and stated a fact of which history leaves
no doubt. The universal enthusiasm with which the
quadro-centenary of the discovery has been celebrated
by foreign Cn.tholio nations, and IH>tably b;y t.~e two most

New York, Saturday, May 13, 1893.
concerned, Italy and Spain; the preeminent part which.
Catholics of the United States hav taken in the festivities
of this month in every city of the land, not only within
the walls of their churches, but also in civic street parades and in banquet halls, giv ground to the sentiment,
and are evidences of the fact. The recognition given to
thesentim~>nt and the fact by the state of New York, in the
invitation to the archbishop of the greatest city of the
republic to honor by his presence and words tbat state's
contribution to the Chicago festivities of last week and
the national group of Exhibition buildings, has been
em.phasized by the nation at large in the invitation
tendered to Archbishop Ireland to inaugurate the work
of the Congress Auxiliary of the World's Fair, by an
oration delivered in the auditorium before the intellectual elite of the land on the night of Frido.y, the 21st;
again emphasized in the invitation given Cardinal Gibbons to conclude with prayer the dedicatory ceremonies
in Jackson park ,m the morning of the same day; most
especially e>mpbasized in the invitation given by the
B'ecretary of state to Leo XIII. to send a personal representativ to the inauguration ceremonies, and also emphasized in the reception given Mgr. Satolli, the pope's
legate, on his arrival in the port of New York, when the
administration bestowed on him unusual demonstrations
of most gratifying courtesies."
Then, within the last few days another incident
affording the Catholics matter of self-gratulation
has occurred. How delightful, they exclaim, that
when the duke de Veragua, the eleventh in descent
from Columbus by blood, landed in New York with
elaborate ceremonial and welcome, his first act was
to return thanks to God before the altars of St.
Patrick's cathedral, and his next to visit Catholic
institutions.
But the Catholic church deserves of all this gratitude and honoring not one jot. Its connection
with America's discovery was as a matter of fact
such as to call not for thanks but for the most unqualified reprobation. It was not a forwarder of
that <1iscovery, but a thoroughgoing opponent of
it. It strove most earnestly to prevent the discovery; and did, we may in all reafi!on infer, defer
it to a period centuries after it would otherwise hav
taken place.
The fact that Columbus, with some of his helpers,
were believers in Catholicism is properly to be
reckoned, in respect of its use as evidence for the
worth of that religion, as of but infinitesimal value.
Clergymen attribute to their religion everything
good done in a nation which in general believes
that faith ; but they can legitimately ascribe to it
only that which is performed as a clear outcome of
it, and not those deeds flowing from other factors
of human endeavor. The essence of religion is dependence on control of events by supernatural
beings, and by humans through supplication of
those beings; while the fundamental conception cf
Infidelity, this-worldliness, Rationalism, is the
government of events by natural law in a sequence
of cause and effect, and the necessity of men them.selvs producing certain causes in order that they
may obtain the accompanying desired effects.
Plain is it, then, that to religion can be ascribed only those events produced by supernatural agencies, with those due to the influence of
religious belief on the character of men; while to
anti-supernaturalism, Infidelity, Secularism, must be
set down all works born of man's dependence on
his own efforts under natural law. It is obvious
that Columbus's discovery belongs to the latter of
the two classes, and should be credited not in the
least to Catholicism but wholly to naturalism. In
few words, Columbus's discovery was in no degree
made by supernatural agents or through supernatural means, and hence supernaturalism merits none
of its credit ; it was made wholly by natural agents
through natural means, an,d hence naturalism merits
all of its credit.
It is permissible to add Columbus's feat in with
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the other achievements of Catholics, and advance
the total with a view to showing that peoples
under Catholicism are made successful and great
by that belief. Catholics frequently enumerate the
list of meritorious deeds of believers 'in their religion, and infer thence a beneficent effect inherent
in that belief. But this inference is as sophistical
as the one in our preceding paragraph. Catholics
may, by extending their drag-net over very many
peoples and very many centuries, collect a number
of great doers which at first seems respectable.
But to a comparison of Catholicism with Freethought in this respect, a setting off of this list
against one collected from an equal number of
Freethought peoples and centuries is required.
And what would be the comparativ proportions of
such a list as the latter we need not d~ign to discuss when we perceive that the great men and
deeds among but a handful of Freethinkers and
during but a few recent generations far outnumber
those of the whole vast field and course of Catholicism.
Before entering on a history of how the church
combated the discovery of America, we will pause
to note that the character of Columbus, and of the
persons involved in his enterprise, was far from the
admirable one pretended by Catholics. Columbus
-it is not pretty, but is the duty of a TBUTH
SEEKEB, to say-previous to his American voyage
was during considerable portions of his career a
pirate. He was an unscrupulous, fierce, and rude
adventurer. His learning was scanty. The quality that he personally contributed to the discovery
was that of daring ; the learning and profound
reasoning which brought forth the idea that the
feat was possible, belonged elsewhere. To the
brain, the mind, that had conceived the idea of the
roundness of the earth, he was the arm, the hand.
Daring deserves some commendation ; but it is a
quality far from uncommon, and requires praise
little out of the ordinary. The hand justly claims
a part of our eulogy for a feat tha.t it executes a.t
the behest of the brain; but it may claim only a.
small part; the brain must receive by far the
greater. And the mind which had conceived the idea
that animated this hand, this Columbus, wa.s a
mind not Catholic, but that of the Greek philosophers who had surmised the earth's rotundity before Christianity was born, and of the Mohammedan Moors approaching Columbus's time,
and a few Christian thinkers who on this one thing
were bold enou,gh to dissent from the teachings of
their Bible and church. Leaving this point, let us
note a certain characteristic of Columbus, quoting
the words from a late account of his life : " He
evidently concurred in the opinion that all the
nations who did not acknowledge the Christian
faith were destitute of natural rights, and that the
sternest measures might be used for their conversion and the severest punishments inflicted upon
them if obstinate in unbelief. In this spirit of bigotry
he considered himself justified in making captivs of
the Indians and transporting them to Spain to hav
them taught the doctrins of Christianity and in
selling them for slaves if they pretended to resist
his invasions." Before quitting this aspect of the
subject, a word on the king and queen who supplied the expeditionary ships. The "saintly queen,"
Isabella, celebrated by Pre~cott and others, was a
cruel mother, a hated wife, the oppressor of the
helpless Jews, the author of the Inquisition. She
had no pity for the countless Hebrew women and
children whom she drove from her realm; she even
robbed them in their flight of their jewels and their .
gold. King Ferdinand, worthy of his wife, left his
daughter Katherine to suffer from want in England;
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he was cold, cruel, immoral; a faithless husband, a
treacherous ally, a dangerous friend. If one fee~s
. to celebrate these personages, Columbus and his
immediate aiders, in our present festivities, he
should, we think, be satisfied with doing so with an
allowance an abatement; he will best,· we deem,
'
.
.
glorify but a part of their mental make-up, their
courage and executiv abilities, letting pass their
so numerous faults. Taken altogether, their characters are not advisable for extolment and imitation when so many better can be found. Or one
may celebrate the noble endeavor and auspicious
fortune, in general, that hav made possible our
magnific Exposition.
Or he may tender his
homage and gratulations to those men of the last
few centuries who hav been the real fathers of our
present high estate, men great and good-different
pretty much altogether, it must be allowed, from
the rude children of fanatic Spain. There need
be no lack of objects for gratitude and exaltation
at this glorious moment in the world's history;
perhaps the greatest difficulty would be to choose
among so many; we suggest merely that more advantageous subjects can be had than the extremely
faultful characters pro'ffered by the Catholics and
accepted by the unfortunate many.
Previous to setting about an account of the long
struggle of the church to suppress the doctrin that
the earth is round and a voyage .like that of Columbus practicable, we will notice some views expressed by Eugene Lawrence in Harper's Magar
zine. In Mr. Lawrence's article-called by Catholics an "infamous paper "-he says that it is to the
Arabs and the Jews, hated of Christians, that we
probably owe the discovery of America. From
them, he calls to our mind, the Spaniards and
Portuguese learned all that they knew of civilization. The Arabs from the ninth to the twelfth
century were the rulers of the sea1 the founders of
European commerce. The adventurous Arab
sailors were found on every hand. It is from them
that Portugal and Spain learned the art of shipbuilding, as most of the other arts. The Bohemian
travelers in 1466 found the Spaniards everywhere
clothed in Arab dress, imitating the Arab manners,
riding Arab horses, ~tnd the kings surrounded by
Arab guards. Splendid Cordova and matchless
Granada still ruled the taste of the peninsula.
Even the chief terms of business and of naval
affairs, of police and finance, the Spaniards borrowed
from the Arabs. The maravedi, an Arab coin,
was used in the time of Columbus to express all
their moneyed transactions. It was at Lisbon
that Columbus planned his voyage. And long
before, when Lisbon was a :flourishing Arab
city, intelligent and splendid, Edrisi (ii, 26, 27)
relates that an expedition was sent out from
its port to explore the dark and unknown
ocean. The commanders were brothers known
as the Alma.grugrinP, or the Wandering Brothers.
They must hav set sail before the year 1150. They
crossed the Atlantic, it ia said, visited unknown
islands, and discovered new lands. Mter a weary
voyage of many months they returned in safety.
A street was named after them in Moorish Lisbon,
called the street of the Almagrugrins. Possibly
the attempt might hav been renewed, and a Moorish
city might hav sprung up in Cuba or Hispaniola, at
Philadelphia or New York. But soon the conquering Christians took Lisbon, and checked its advance
in knowledge. For many centuries it was given
up to war and superstition. At length it revived
the Moorish instincts of trade and commerce. Lisbon became the center of discovery, and Columbus,
learning its traditions, in all probability learned
with the rest the story of the Almagrugrins,
and was thereby animated in his own attempt.
Leaving aside the foregoing conjecture, that Columbus but finished an enterprise begun by
Christless Moors, we will advert to the fact
that Columbus himself tells us his attention was
first drawn to his great venture by the writings
of Averroes. Now, Averroes, ·the great Mohammedan scientist, was of all the abominations of the
church the one declared by them the most detestable. To hinder the progress of his Rationalistic
and scientific thinkings through Europe, the

champions of the supernatural threw themselvs
against his great name with the most desperate
fury. He was held worse than a Mohammedan,
viler than a heathen and the Averroists his fol]owers were loathed' as "men who deny Genesis
and bark at Christ." Such and so unchristian
were the sources of that conception which controled
the wild and desperate adventurer Columbus when
he pointed the heads of the Pinta, the Nina, and
the Santa Maria toward American shores.
That the Christian church up to the time of Columbus taught that the earth is :fiat instead of
round and circumnavigable ; that it grounded this
doctrin throughout on texts from that ever-flowing
fount of delusion, the Bible; and that it suppressed
rational inquiries into the matter and persecuted the
investigators, is a thing so well worth contemplating
that we will set it forth in detail in our next paper.

Crowds Clamor for Sunday Ad:rp.ission.
The week preceding last Sunday was confus{ld
with contradictory rumors as to whether the Columbian Exposition would be open on that sancti.·
fied day.
Roused by reports that it would be closed, Charles
W. Chingman, who represents ten thousand shares
of stock in the Columbian Exposition Company,
served notice in writing upon the directors that tl?-e
gates of the Fair must not be closed on that or any
succeeding Sunday. If they are Mr. Chingman
threatens to begin legal proceedings.
On the other hand, the Young Men's Christian
Association, the Christian Endeavor Society, the
American Sabbath Union, and other like organizations of busybodies, poured in threats of retribution if the Fair were open. Editor Wells of the
Golden Rule, the organ of the Christian Endeavor
Society, said that fully one million members of that
organization hav signed pledges not to patronize
the Fair if it is opened on Sunday. Other menaces
of Christian boycott were made.
At last, on Saturday, President Higinbotham announced that the Fair would be closed on the morrow in the full sense of the term. None except
those who had important business on the grounds
would be admitted. Even a commissioner or director who was merely sight-seeing or showing
friends around would be shut out. "I shall issue
no order to keep the gates closed," said Mr. Higinbotham. " .rhat is unnecessary. The gates will
be closed to-night, and will remain closed to-morrow.
If they were to be opened to-morrow an order would
be necessary. This rule for to-morrow is strict.
Even members of the press will be excluded."
This Sunday-closing order, be 1t understood, applied only to last Sunday. Mr. Higinbotham would
say nothing about the Sunday following. The gates
may be open then. There is to be a meeting of the
Board of Directors on Friday, the 12th, a day or
two after our going to press, and the question will
be discussed. It is the general belief that at that
meeting the advocates of a seven-days-a-week Fair
will win.
The slow action on this question is due to the
con:fiict between the Columbian Exposition directory and the national commission. This Fair is a
triple-headed concern. , The local board, as the
Columbian directory is called, often steps on the
toes of the national commission, and the national
commission gets in the way of the local board.
Besides these there is a board of control. There
are three chiefs of the Fair, President Higinbotham,
President Palmer, and Director-General Davis. Such
a complicated machine necessarily moves with great
slowness, and there is many a hitch when one set of
wheels runs against another set of wheels. The
local board and the national commission disagree
on the Sunday-opening question. A majority of
the members of the national commission are against
it. But a motion to open the Fair on Sunday
would win in the local board. The national commission is infamously given to demagogism. There
are United States Senators and others on it and
they fear their rural constituents. It is the general
opinion that this body does not really care whether
the gates are open on Sunday or not, but it wants
to put itself on record as voting against opening

them. If with that it can wash its hands of the
matter it will be satisfied. It is willing to throw
all further responsibility on the local board. If
the latter opens the gates and the national commissioners cannot be held responsible by country
constituents they are not going to say anything.
But in the mean time they want to know whether
they c:m be held accountable for any such action on
the part of the local board.
Nine out of every ten persons are convinced that
the Fair will be open every Sunday in two Ol' three
weeks. Public opinion is overwhelmingly in favor
of opening the gates on Sunday.
The women managers lent the weight of their
authority to Sunday opening. At a meeting Mrs.
J. Frank Ball, of Delaware, offered a resolution that
the Women's Building be closed on Sunday, even if
the World's Fair gates were open, to show therespect of the women managers for the American
Sabbath.· A shout of "No!" "No!" almost masculin in its volume, was at once set up. Mrs. Ryan,
of Texas, moved that Mrs. Ball's resolution be
tabled, and the motion was carried.
On the day of which we are speaking, Saturday,
a dispatch came from Chicago saying that in event
of opening on any Sunday " an injunction will be
sought in the courts by Sabbatarians; citing the
terms of the Congress's souvenir coin grant of
$2,500,000 as a condition precedent to the closing
of the Fair on Sunday. The Directors, who hav
spent many days consulting eminent lawyers, will
reply that though they took the grant of $2,500,000,
the terms thereof, so far as Sunday closing is concerned, were voided by Congress in taking back
$570,000 of it for awards, when it had agreed to
make a separate appropriation therefor, and, the
issue being joined, the question will be left to a
Chicago judge. This official can and will endear
himself to the Liberals and estrange the Sabbatarian vote by deciding that the Fair shall be
open, or he can decide the reverse with vzce-versa
results. There is an uneasiness among the Sundayopening advocates as to what he will do."
Another di patch read :
"The real opening of the Fair will be about June 1st.
That is, it will be ready then, and it is the general impression, whether it is a mistaken belief or not, that the
Fair will be open on Sundays by that time. The intervening period can be employed profitably in sending exhibits there and putting them in place
" On the Midway Plaisance there is dissatisfaction over
the present rnle about Sunday. These people count
upon large profits from Sunday crowds. Mr. Bloom,
the manager of the Austrian village, expects his patronage on Sunday to equal that of the week-days. Prof.
Carl Hagenbeck, who brought a big menagerie all the
way from Hamburg, looks upon Sunday as his chief support, and the others who hav attractions along the Midway Plaisance concur with them. The Fair people hav
figured on big profits from it in case Sunday opening
should be the rule. After to-day there are twenty-five
Sundays before the Fair closes. They hav calculated
upon an average Sunday attendance of three hundred
thousand-that is, of paying visitors. This may be an
overestimate, but such are the figures of the Fair management This would mean $150,000 every Sunday from
admissions, or $3,750,000 for the twenty-five Sundays,
while the revenues from the restaurants, gondolas,
electric lunches, wheeled chairs, and other concessions,
irom all of which the Fair gets a percentage, would carry
the total well beyond $4,000,000. Even should the Fair
by opening the gates on Sunday lose the $2,500,000. of
Congressional aid it would make money, unless the
managers are at fault with their figures."
Other communications conveyed the conjectures
of Chicagoans that the gates were to be closed
for once in order that public sentiment against
closing, which, it was expected, would be aroused,
would be so great as to show clearly that the demand for an open Sunday is general. One dispatch,
for instance, read:
"The ambiguity about the continuance of work on the
Fair may be intentional, however, and it is even said
that to make Sunday closing··as obnoxious as possible,
the local directory will enforce the closing rule tomorrow to the strictest letter, and allow neither workmen, exhibitors, holders of concessions, foreign commissioners, state and national commissioners, nor directors
themselvs to enter the gates. Such a policy would cause
the loss to the Fair of twenty-four hours, which in its
present backward state it can ill afford to suffer, and
would result in a general chorus of protest and blame.
If it is carried out in all its severity to-morrow the day
of complete SuDday opening will, of course, be apprecia-
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bly hastened; but it would undoubtedly be sacrificing, there will be 500,000persons in attendance on bright days. struggle for existence, and if your ribs are not
unduly and indefensibly, the necessary advancement of It is a shame to keep the people out when they hav shown crushed in it is fortunate. Still, everyone is goodthe Exposition for the directory to insist on so rigorous in so many ways that they want Sunday opening. They natured. It's no use to get mad. The only way is
an enforcement of the· wish of Congress, simply to gain a should hav it.'
to laugh, and grow thin, if possible. It wouldn't
point on the opposition in the national commission,
"President Higinbotham said the demonstration towhich sees legal obstacles in the way of Sunday opening, day was a great surprise to him and Director-General do to grow fat. If a two-hundred-pounder rolls
by subjecting the protesting commissioners to the odium Davis said the same. They didn't discuss the subject at against you, you must simply roll against the next
of delaying the Fair and bringing additional discomfort any length, but both are strong advocates of Sunday man, and tell him you couldn't help it. He will
believe you. When the music burst forth there
and inconvenience on every director, commissioner, opening."
was something of a pause in the vast contortions
concessionaire, and exhibitor."
We are gladdened by the prospect that the Fair of the multitude, as if like a huge snake it had been
But the Fair was closed, and as a consequence will probably be opened, and the wretched sectists charmed to a , gentle motion by the melodious
Stony Island avenue, the thoroughfare that skirts who don't want anybody to enjoy what they can't breath. The music swelled to magnificent strains
the World's Columbian Exposition grounds on the enjoy themselvs defeated. We are mightily pleased of triumph and of glory ; martial strains, pathetic
west, was the scene of remarkable series of dem- with the brave throng who demanded last Sunday strains, telling the story of man's martyrdom and
onstrations. Nearly one hundred t1iousand persons admission to the works that they themselvs hav victory. And then, alas, droned the prayer, so long,
from Chicago and vicinity wanted to get into the created or paid for. HUITah for the bold hearts ! so tedious, so useless. Nobodt could hear it, not
even God. The people didn't want the performgrounds. They were not deadheads, but were And open the gates !
ance. It made them tired. "Why don't he stop?"
willing and anxious to pay for entering the Fair
was the universal exclamation. But he didn't stop,
grounds. So clamorous did they become that the
for you see he was uttering that prayer for the
World's Fair Notes.
press. It would look nice in print. I don't supcity police were sent for, the Columbian Guards not
Chicago has been on tiptoe of expectation the
being considered capable of coping with a hundred past week, waiting for the clouds to roll by. She pose one ever prayed to so vast an audience and had
thousand angry men and women. It was a great has prayed to all the gods, but not one of them so few listeners. He could not be heard a dozen
feet away. They say that President Cleveland
day, and the like of it was never seen in Chicago be- seems to interfere with nature's eternal course. It joined audibly in the Lord's prayer at the close.
fore, Although the newspapers announced that rains and rains, and the mud grows deep and Well, it's just like him. He's getting to be awfully
morning that no persons not possessing passes sticketh closer than a brother. A little sunshine pious. Does that mean a third term and colossal
should be admitted to the grounds, and that here and there gilds the misty landscape, but soon ambition 1 I do distrust these fellows that pray.
disappears amidst falling torrents. Chicago is
positivly no paid admissions were to be received by defiant, however, and pushes forward the World's Yes, it's pray and prey, that's what it is. The pethe gatekeepers, there was an enormous crowd of Fair with amazing energy. The young giant of tition was ended at last, and the corrected manuscript handed to the reporters. I presume God
women and children on Stony Island avenue, op- the West will not be put down even by cyclones
will be very much interested when he reads the
posit the various gates, clamoring for admission. and floods. Finding it useless to trust in provi- "proof." Next vibrates the poem, and as this was
It was in vain that the men on duty at the gates dence, she trusts in herself with infinit grit.
written by Croffut, a pretty good Liberal, it is
A million eyes on Monday morning peer into the rather excellent ; as good as any poem ever written
explained that the Exposition was closed for the
foggy streets seeking for a ray of sunshine. But
day and that no one not possessing a pass could be until 10 o'clock it is an even chance between storm for such an occasion. It was musical, charming,
admitted. The explanation only made matters and brightness. Nevertheless the vast crowds like and embodied a pleasant fancy. It had some
worse, and hundreds of brawny workingmen, who a sea roll to the gates of the White City. Five noble passages, and was radiant with that excellent
quality, brevity. Of course nobody can write a susaid they were determined to see the Fair to-day hundred thousand people from morn until noon preme lyric by invitation of a committee. I don't
because, as they said, they had no time to see it any overflow the horse-cars, the elevated railways, and think any Exposition poetry will be immortal, save
other day, pressed against the gates and swore they the hundred trains of the Illinois Central. Every as a relic; not as rhythm, or life. After the poem,
seven minutes a locomotiv thunders away with its
would get in somehow. The Columbian Guards living freight that will never again take so won- the director-general made a straightforward, inwere called out, but the crowd cared nothing for drous a journey to so marvelous a scene. We teresting address. It simply gave the facts of the
case, which are in themselvs sufficiently impressiv.
them. In the presence of the crowd, which was sweep on with the rest as if by an irresistible imHe said:
constantly increasing, the Exposition force would pulse. We view the vast procession with flaunting
The department of finance of the lllinois corporation
not hav stood much show. There were some sug- colors, keeping time to the glorious music. We has provided for the great work upward of $20,000,000.
gestions for calling out the firemen on the Exposi- pass the gigantic statue of Columbus fronting the The department of works and its many bureaus of artists,
city with perpetual benediction. On we go, min- architects, en~ineers, and builders hav transformed these
tion grounds to throw water on the crowd and disgling with pilgrims from every land, the orient and grounds, which, twenty-one months ago, were an unperse it in that way, but the firemen intimated the occident, to the jeweled shrine where every sightly, uninviting, and unoccupied stretch of landscape,
into the beauty and splendor of to-day. They hav convery sharply that' their duties were to put out race is forgotten. The sun js just out in soft spicuously performed their functions, and these grand
fires and save property, and not to deluge splendor over the wide expanse as we reach the avenues, these Venetian waterways, the finished liWdthe fountains and sculptures and colonnades and
people who wan~ed to get into the grounds, thronged and brilliant esplanade with tower and scapes,
these grand palaces stand out as a monument to their
domes
surging
upward
as
if
to
greet
an
unclouded
no matter how hot they might be. Then
genius and their skill, supplemented by the labor of that
the police were called upon, word being sent sky. .We are in the portals of the White City grand army of skilled artisans and workmen, all citizens
where Greek and Gothic architecture mingle in of this republic.
to tne Woodlawn and other stations from the Ex- harmonious poise; where superb forms with
The chiefs of the great departments, who hav exploited
position grounds that the mob was growing stronger trumpet and wing seem to be living with the heav- this mighty enterprise and gathered here the exhibits
forming the picture that iq set in this magnificent frame,
and angrier every moment. In a short time there ing mass below; where golden domes and spires hav confirmed the wisdom of their selection. No state
was a sharp rattle of patrol wagons, and a strong appear to create a light of their own without the or territory of the Union has escaped their voices; no
land on the globe that has a language but has been visited
body of city patrolmen wa.s on the ground ready for touch of the invisible sun; where the great lake and the invitation of the president of the United States
beneath
the
luminous
pavilion
of
clouds,
with
a
personally p~esented. Fortunately, at the. i~ception of
business. Although the crowd had more respect for
thousand ships upon its breast presents a metrop- this enterpnse our government was, and still Is, at peace
the police than the Cglumbian Guard, there was no
olis of its own, and where colors in rich variety are with the whole world. Commissioners were sent to
disposition to get away from the gates, and the of- like gemf! upon the massiv walls. Look wh_ere you Europe, to Asia, to Australia, British North America,
to the islands of the seas; so that to-day the whole
ficers, forming into a solid column, tried the experi- will there are people-on the roofs, the wmdows, and
world knows and is familiar with the significance of the
ment of shoving the people away. It was very ex- the scaffolding, on parapet and pillar. They cluster great peace f.,stival we are about to inaugurate upon this
hausting and very annoying work, and .the police and swarm and climb and dangle like bees, two campus, and all the nations join in celebrating the event
which it commemorates.
soon got tired of it and resorted to their clubs. hundred feet over your head. Every available
This inclosure, containing nearly seven hundred acres
space a yard high, wherever foot can press or hand covered by more than four hundred structures, from the
Many a sore head was the result, but the siege of
hold, is occupied. In every direction black small state pavilion occupying an ordinary building site
the gates was raised and the gatekeepers breathed masses stream upon the sight, rolling, tumbling, to the colossal structure of the Manufactures and Liberal
easier. However, men, and even women and chil- like so many billows. Two hundred thousand Arts Building covering thirty acres, is filled and crowded
with a display of the achievements and products of the
dren, hung around the gates until it was dark, people confront the president when he reaches the mind
and hand of man such as has never before been preoffering money to the gatemen for admission, grand platform. Beside him is Carter Harrison, sented to mortal vision.
The habits, customs, and life of the peoples of our own
and seemed determined not to go away until Director-General Davis, Duke Veragua, and a hun- and
foreign lands are shown in the variegated Plaisance;
dred
other
celebrities
representing
almost
all
the
they had gained entrance to the White City.
those stately buildings on the north are filled with the
nations of the earth on this gala day. Above is the historical treasures and natural products of onr several
A dispatch characterizes the affair thus:
great dome of the Administration Building ; m states. The artistic, characteristic, and beautiful edifices,
" It was a most remarkable demonstration, and the front rre three tall masts upon whose tops in golden the headquarters of foreign commissions, surrounding
the Gallery of Fine Arts, w.hich in itself will be ~n agreeadvocates of Sunday opening on the board of directors sheen are the three caravels, models of the three able
surprisA to the American beholder, constitute the
are very much encouraged. They say the demonstration ships in which Columbus set forth upon his fateful grand central zone of social and friendly amenities among
to-day shows that the working~e~ ?f Chicago and the journey. :Beneath an immense sounding-board in the differE-nt peoples of the earth.
Surroundi g this grand plaza where we stand. and
people of other towns in the VIcrmty as well want the the rear of the platform is seated the orchestra.
Fair open on Sundays, and for that reason they propose In front boils and bubbles the great multitude as reaching from the north pond to the ext.reme south 1s the
great mechanical, scientific, industrial, and agricultural
to force a ballot in the directory upon the subject at the if it were on the top of a vast volcano. The mur- exhibition
of the resources and products of the world.
earliest possible moment.
mur of uncounted voices is heard. Some are try- These hav· been secured from the four quarters of the
''It is thought the result will be that the directory will ing to get in and some are trying to get out. Oc- globe and placed in systematic order under the supervote for Sunday opening, and as soon as that is done the casionally the ranks press too close and a woman vision of these great departments, and while all the
question will be brought into the courts by those who faints. She is deftly borne to the ambulance while material upon the erounds is not yet in place, I am gratiare opposed to opening the gates on the first day of the the crowd keeps on roaring and pushing. Every- fied to be able to present to the president of the United
States at this time the official catalog containing a descripweek.
.
one is covered with mud. It is six inches deep. tion and the location of the exhibits of four thousand
" The police estimate of the crowd that besieged the The Secular Pilgrim takes his chances with the participants ~n the Exposition. The nm~ber _of_exhibitors
gates to-day was one hundred and fifty thousand, but
will exceed sixty thousand when everythmg 1s m place ..
The citizens of our country are proud and alwa_ys will
one hnnllred thousand is· another estimate. Altogether rest. He is not among the dignitaries, but with
it was a demonstration so entirely unexpected that even the democratic masses. He is covered with real be proud of the action of the Congress of the United
States of America in authorizing and directing this celethe strongest advocates of Sunday opening were taken estate. He is obliged to stand on tiptoe to see bration
to take place. for the appropriation of more than
anything.
Once
in
a
while
Charlesworth's
stalwart
by surprise.
$5,000,000 in its aid, and for the unswerving support and
arms
lift
him
up
and
he
catches
a
bird's-eye
view
"One of the strong advocates of Sunday opening said
encouragement ol the officers of the government.
(Continued on page 296.)
to-night: ' If the Fair is allowed to open on Sundays of the tumultuous.surroundings. It is at times a
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tion which has n~ver fallen to the lot of any other
man, his two terms of eight years in administeri~g
the government form the most glorious epoc~ m
the history of our country. From the establishAddress by J. J. McCabe.
ment of the government down to the present day
DELIVERED AT THE ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE ALBANY no man has occupied the presidential chair who
JEFFERSON SOCIAL CLUB ON APRIL 13TH, THE ANNIVER- was a truer patriot. No :man ha_s ever lived whose
SARY OF THE BffiTH OF THOMAS JEFFERSON.
individuality was more deeply Impressed on the
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: To-day we celebrate the institutions of his country than Thomas Jefferson.
one-hundred-and-fiftieth anniversu.ry of the birth of He founded a party on a theory of government
Thomas Jefferson, the greatest political philosopher republican in form and democratic in prin~iple,
and statesman that our country has ever produced. which, if properly comprehended and apprec~ted
Gifted by nature with all those faculties which are by those who call themselvs his followers, ne1~her
indispensable in the composition of a great, intellect- the ravages of time, nor the assaults and _machmaual, and judicious patriot and leader of men, educa- tions of ambition, cupidity, or corporate mterests,
tion took deep root, the moral sentiments and could ever prevail against. He 'was no machine
noble aspirations of the embryo statesman found politician. He believed and taught that the welfare
their affinities and formed their attachments, in of the republic depended on the exercise by every
the greatest man that ever breathed the wholesome citizen of the most independent and intelligent action in wielding the franchise bestowed on him by
air of old Virginia.
Not more than once in a lifetime does a great the laws of the country. A political organization
master, a profound preceptor, find a student on depending for its success on the amount of patronwhom he ventures to lavish all the wealth of his age that it would be able to bestow on its adknowledge, experience, and thoughtful speculations herents, would be regarded by him as a band of
in the realm of philosophy and science.
conspirators. In a great republic like our ?~~·
Dr. William Small, professor of mathematics where progressiv measures should not only be Illltiin the College of William and Mary, had such a ated but carried to a successful issue be:ore being
pupil in Thomas Jefferson, and never was teacher thought of in the Old World, through agitation
better requited for his care, never was hope reposed and the free in.telligent ·action of the people,
in more fruitful soil or anticipation better realized. it is the principle or measure proposed that
After leaving college, Jefferson studied law under the intelligent American citizen should always
the celebrated George Withe, of Virginia, and was vote for, but· not to keep certain men in office
called to the bar in 1766. lhree years after this merely because they are labeled with the name of
event, at the age of twenty-five, he entered the any party. A political organization nominally
House of Burgesses of Virginia and joined the connected with but practically separated from one
Revolutionary party.
In 1774 he published a of the great national parties, based on the spoils
"Summary View of the Rights of British America," system, if its influence and power should be exa bold. independent pamphlet addressed to the tended beyond its local habitation by means of
king. In 1775 he was elected a member of the affiliating branches or ambitious demagogs beContinental Congress and in the following year comes a menace to liberty, progress, and good
drafted the Declaration of Independence.
government. If its demands are not. complied
Between 1777 and 1779 he was employed on a with, it may combine with the .political opponents
commission for revising the laws of Virginia, the of the party of which it pretends to be a subordilabor of the commission falling almost entirely on nate part in order to secure the spoils and patronJefferson. The revision of these laws wrought a age of office.
complete revolution in jurisprudence in the matter
Consequently it can hav no regard for public
of the relation of the state to the religious convic- sentiment or moral principles. It will multiply
tions and the physical obligations of the individual. offices and utterly destroy all respect for law. In
Henceforth mental freedom and the liberty of it the demagog will thrive and the political dictaspeech and the press should not only be tolerated, tor amass fortunes of ill-gotten wealth.
but they must be protected, by the laws of Virginia.
Yes, Jefferson would hav regarded political
The essential elements of the Virginia statute for organization for the purpose of power and spoliareligious freedom were afterward incorporated in tion as a conspiracy against a free, liberal demothe Constitution of the United States. Before cratic form of government. He was in favor of the
Jefferson's statute for religious freedom became a abolition of slavery and labored fearlessly to hav
part of the law, there were many white men in Vir- the institution destroyed before it became strong
ginia who had no rights or privileges that even a enough to be a disturbing element in national
negro was bound to respect. Every company of affairs. Although he inherited many slaves he
emigrants that had landed on American soil brought treated them humanely and finally gave them all
their household gods and superstitions with them, certificates of freedom.
with recollections of the intolerant and barbarous
He added to the national domain a tract of terriprecedents established by their religious adversaries; tory greater in E~xtent than that contained in the
consequently, when they established themselvs on original thirteen colonies. He desired that the
the land they also established their religion by law, institutions which he had so prominent a hand in
with the view of not permitting any other to exist founding should be extended to the isthmus of
in the province. The patriarchs, prophets, and Darien with all the adjacent islands on the south,
kings of the Hebrews became their patron saints, and to the Arctic ocean on the north.
and all that part of the Jewish code that had been
Although the population of the country was comassimilated by the English and Scotch reformers was parativly small in his day, and the milita··y arm of
engrafted on the civil law with fearful penalties the government weak, yet his foreign policy was
attached for violations or evasions. Roman Cathol- firm, strong, and independent.
icism in Maryland, too weak on account of its
He encouraged the development of the arts and
environments to prohibit the exercise of other forms sciences to the end that the American people might
than its own, contented itself in the enactment of perfect their independence of all foreign monoplaws against blasphemy or free speech.
olies. institutions, and disturbing influences. On
It was to overthrow this demon of religious in- the expiration of his second term as president he
sanity and to beget a spirit of fraternal sympathy immediately retired to his residence at Monticello.
and good-will among the people of the American Although he now disconnected himself from the
colonies that Jefferson aimed, when he laid the perplexing cares of official life forever, yet tl::e
cornerstone of the future American republic while mind that had made the most indelible impression
acting in a representativ capacity as a law-maker on the institutions of the country was still fresh
for the people of Virginia. In 1779 he was elected and vigorous, and while he devoted much of his
governor of his nativ province, then a state by time to literary pursuits, the advancement of
virtue of the existing Revolution and the Declara- science, and the founding of the University of
tion of Independence ; and in 1781 he composed Virginia, still the welfare of the country, the progthe celebrated "Notes on Virginia." In Novem- ress of political events, and. the drift of public
ber, 1783, he again took his seat in the Continental sentiment on all important questions were matters
Congress, and in May following he was appointed that the greatest statesman of the age could not
minister plenipotentiary to act with Franklin and fail to be deeply interested in.
Adams in the negotiation of commercial treaties
Although far removed from the actual scenes of
with the governments of Europe.
political strife, practically he was present by
In 1785 he was appointed minister to France, counsel, advice, and public correspondence until
performing the duties of the office with great credit July 4, 1826, when he passed serenely away on the
to himself and the people of the United States till fifteenth anniversary of the Declaration of Inde1789, when he returned to America and was placed pendence.
by President Washington at the head of the departIn stature and person Jefferson was six feet two
ment of state.
inches tall, very erect and well formed, but spare.
In 1797 he became vice-president and in 1801 He was simple and unaffected in manner and tempresident of the United States. Having been pre- perate in habits. Such was the author of the
pared for discharge of the duties of that exalted Declaration of Independence ; the father of the
position by an experience and philosophical educa,- statute for religious freedom ; "the founder of the

eommunioations.
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University of Virginia; the great political philosopher and statesman ; the aggressiv champioll: of
American institutions ; the exemplar of republican
democracy; the sagacious and heroic president;
the fearless and honest public citizen-Thomas
Jefferson.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The annual congress of the Belgian Freethough t
Federation will be held at Liege on May 21st and
22d. The definit program of the congress has not
been published yet, but two subjects are certain to
come up for consideration, viz. : " The Legal
Status of Woman," and "Reports of the Political
Activity of Freethought Societies."
During the first three months of this Y.ear Sp~
witnessed 289 first-class bull-fights m whwh
1 594 bulls were killed, and 307 minor exhibits in
V:bich were killed 1,407 young bulls, while two
picadores hav lost their lives, and sixteen espidas and
banderillos hav sustained severe injuries. On an
average about fifteen horses lose their lives at ~ach
exhibition. Spain, as our readers are aware, IS a
very pious and most Christian country.
Mr. Pedro Rodriguez, of Aguilas, Spain, has received an addition to his family in the shape of a
girl baby. This in itself is a common occurrence,
but we take pleasure in congratulating Mr. Rodriguez, inasmuch as this is his fourth child, and
none of the others hav had any religious mummeries
perf9rmed over them. This is much in Spain, and
it would be well if American Freethinkers, who
hav less to fear, would "go and do likewise " with
their children. Show your manhood and· independence.
·
A new Freethought society has seen the light of
day at Vienna, Austria. It is founded by Miss
Clara Stockinger, and meets twice a n1onth to listen
and debate' on a given subject. Owing to that
funny -"absolute-liberty-of-conscience" paragraph
in the Austrian constitution, this society is a private
one, which givs two monthly dinner-parties._ The
old society, founded by our friend Edward
Schwella, has existed over. six years and has over
two hundred members. It would be well for our
Austrian friends to make one society of the two,
and then pull together.
Since Mrs. Anna B. Wicksell has taken charge
of the business management of F1·itankaren the
financial status of this paper has considerably improved. The Swedish Freethinkers are to be congratulated upon the acquisition of so competent a
lady manager, for while a cause is young, and its
adherents hav to fight for recognition or even existence, every dollar counts. Fritankaren, which is
as heretofore edited by our friend Viktor E. Lennstrand, has improved continually since its first
appearance, and we advise our Swedish-American
friends to subscribe for their newly arrived cormtrymen who are unable to read the English language.
The German Freethought Federation will hold
its annual congress on May 27th to 29th at Carlsruhe. Saturday and Sunday forenoon will be
devoted to business. Sunday afternoon Prof.·
Ludwig Buchner, of Ditrmstadt, author of "Force
and Matter," a most excellent work, will deliver an
address on the subject of "Freethought and the
Social Question." He will be followed by Dr. Riidt,
of Heidelberg, who will giv a discourse "From
the History of Religious Mysteries." In the evening there will be a banquet, with instrumental
music, singing, declamations, and speeches. On
Monday, the laRt day, there will be an excursion to
either Heidelberg or Baden-Baden.
Reading the letter headed " God Addressed by
Post-Office" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 22d recalled to mind a letter published in a late number
of the English Salvation Army organ, the War Ory.
The letter found in that paper is copied from one
sent from heaven to General Booth. It is written
by t~e angels that escorted Lot out from Sodom,
and 1t states that the War G1·y has a large number
of readers in heaven and that religious papers and
magazines are in great demand. Still, for safety's
sake, St. Peter, or some other celestial coon, is
delegated as censor of the press and permits
nothing but what is orthodox and moral. Hav our
readers ever studied the advertising pages of a
religious journal! ·
The Swedish daily paper Ystad' s Allelwnde contains some " moral " precepts given by a religious
teacher to his pupils. We giv but a few of these:
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A girl must not borrow a knife or anything else
from a boy, for it is a sin.
A. g~l m~st not look at a boy, or a boy at a girl,
for It IS a sm.
Boys and girls must not go a-sleighriding together, for it is a sin.
A boy must not touch a girl, for it is a sin.
You should not read any books but the catechism and the Bible, and to do otherwise is a sin.
You must not say adieu, for it is a sin.
Reading this we do not doubt the statement that
a new messiah, No. 1,000 and something, by name
Lindquist, has made his appearance in central
Sweden and is gaining many followers.
Palmira Anon, a stanch Spanish Freethinker,
died at Requena, Spain. His family lot was in the
Catholic burial-ground, but the church refused the
admittance of his remains. 'l'he mayor of the city
was appealed to and he decided in favor of the deceased's family, and the body of P. Afi6n was deposited with secular rites, and under police protection.
The following day a mob, consisting of
priests, monks, and fanatical Catholics, exhumed
the coffin and threw it and its contents outside the
cemetery. This high-handed proceeding has caused
great indignation, and, the mayor being unable to
compel the Catholics to show common decency,
the higher authorities h&v been appealed to. In
Spain they hav a semi-union of church and state.
In Sweden Freethought is "humming," and
not alone are meetings held and lectures delivered
in Stockholm, but several lecturers are continually
traveling the country. We are pleased_ to correct
a misstatement of ours which appeared in these
columns a short time ago, stating that the Free-.
thought movement seems to hav lost its vigor and
shows itself in the capital only. During the past
couple of weeks we hav received several letters
from Sweden and hav been informed of the true
state of affairs.
Our previous statement was
founded upon only rarely finding announcements
of lectures in the provinces. We are sure our
Swedish brethren hav the full,respect and sympathy
of their American confreres.
GusTAV NELSON.

Dialog.
Infidel. Is your God infinit in wisdom and
power ? Christian. He isL Does he at all times know what ought to be
done T C. He does.
L Does he always do just what ought to bedoneT
C. He does.
L Why do you pray to him 7 C- Because he is
unchangeable.
L Is he omnipotent ?
He is.
L Did he create evil? C. He did (!sa. xlv, 7).
L What for? C: Because he wanted to.
L If he is omnipotent why doesn't he kill the
devil? C.. Because when he made all thing.-:, be
made a bottomless pit ; and put him in. As a
matter of course, the devil, finding no bottom anywhere, kept on traveling till he came out on the
other side.
L When God made hell and forgot to put a
bottom in it, did he know that the devil would get
out ? C. He did.
L Did God afterwai·d find any more use for
this bottomless pit? C. He did. And leased it to
the devil for an endless period of time, to fill it and
immortalize it with his own offspring.
L Did the voice of God ever walk ? C. It did.
L Where ? C. In the garden of Eden.
L Is God omnipresent' C- He is.
L When young Adam played the game of hideand-God-go-seek, did he know God's voice was looking for him?· C. He did, and went and hid behind
some trees.
L Did God's voice find Adam? C. It did, after
calling several times to him.
L Why did God go down in the cool _of the day,
when he is omnipresent~ C. To tell him that he
ate of the forbidden fruit, and that he was naked ;
and to make him a new suit of clothes.
L Did God do anything else on that particular
occasion ? C. He did, he put two high officers in
the g*rden, and then cursed Adam and sent him
adrift which he will do with all the cursed Infidels.
L Did God ever hav a wrestling with Jacob?
C. He did (Gen. xxxii, 24, 27).
L Who got the best of that fight? C. Jacob
had the best of it till near the break of day, then
through a strategical movement God disjointed ~is
thigh; and even then had to ask Jacob to let him
go.
L Why did God break Jacob's leg? C. Because
he is an all-merciful and all-loving father.
L Do you believe the caricature on infinit wisdom
to be blasphemous? C. I do.

c_

L Did God ever get -angry and swear¥ C. He
did (Ps. xcv, 11). It is easy to see then why
swearing is so common in Christian countries.
L Did God ever ride upon horses 1 C. He did
(Hab. iii, 8).
·
L Can you tell me in what part of the universe
those horses are kept, and who grooms them, etc. ?
C. God's ways are past ·finding out_
L Did God ever tell anybody to buy liquor and
get beastly drunk?
C. He did (Jer. xxv, 27;
Dent. xiv, 26).
L Did that all-loving and merciful God say, cursed
is he that keepeth back his sword from blood 1
C. Jer. xlviii, 10.
L Did the heavenly father ever tell mothers and
fathers to eat their own children?
C. He did
(Lev. xxvi, 29 )L If God was to tell you to eat your own offspring, would you do it? C. You are asking too
many impertinent questions.
D. A. MELLLordsburg, Cal_

My Creed.
What is my creed I scarce myself oan tell.
It is no written law that I obey·
I fear no angry God nor endless hell
To wait for us poor creatures of a day;
I do not seek the Bible's ancient love
For perfect purity's unending powerThose men who lived and sinned in days of yore
Can scarcely help us in the present hour.
No church with vain and idle pomp I seek,
Where canting hypoorits kneel down and pray,
Who sin unRtintingly throughout the week
And save their virtues for the Sabbath day.
What is the church but fashion's idle hall,
Where pious sinners play at being good,
Who turn away from duty's joyless call .
And close their hearts to struggling brotherhood.
All, all around I see a suffering earth,
So choked by sin that truth can scarcely grow;
Where happiness must perish in its birth,
And sweetest songs are touched by notes of woe;
From everx side come cries of grief and pain,
Where life is but a weary weight of years,
With many losses and so little gain,
Whose only birthright is the gift of years.

I do not scorn the souls whose efforts fail;
Whose guideless feet hav sometimes gone astray,
For deeper sins hide 'neath religion's veil.
Baptismal waters cannot wash away;
I do not say, believe or thou art lost;
What_right hav I to judge my fellow-man?
What power hav I to judge the tempest-tossed?
He is the saint who does the best he can.
Within my temple by the stream and wood
Sweet Nature teaches of the flight of time,
I learn _to worship all the pure and good,
And truth is sacred in its might sublime.
That great unseen I adore
That fills the universe above, below;
That guides the planets by its unseen power,
Creates a world or bids a daisy grow.
This is my creed-perhaps it is no creed,
But-he is wise whose honor is his law,
Who helps a fellow-being in his need,
And preaches n'lt of heaven's narrow door;
An honest man (this is the greatest praise),
Whose deeds are many and whose words are.fewThis is the bight on which I fix my gaze,
This is my one and only creed-be true.
-IBTilNE LoRRAINE CowAN.

The J{ind of Man John Remsburg Is.
The Leavenworth, Kan., .Daily Times in its
for Sunday, April 23d, contains sketches of
several noted Kansans, among them J. E. Remsburg, whom it disposes of as follows :
Kansas seems to be turning out her share of prodigies,
of men and women who hav won national distinction in
their special lines.
Prominent among these is John E. Remsburg, of Oak
Mills a hamlet about half-way between the two cities of
Leav~nworth and Atchison. The latter city has always
claimed him but without reason, for he belongs quite as
much to Le~venworth as to Atchison.
Mr. Remsburg is the second most gifted, br_illiant, a_nd
entertaining LibeTal or Freethought lecturer m AmeriCa
if not in the world. The mantle of Colonel Ingersoll
seems to be falling upon his shoulders, and well he has
earned it and gracefully he wears it.
Twelve years ago the :rurners of this cit:y celebrated
an anniversary of the brrth of .!'ho~as Pai_ne and Mr.
Remsburg was the orator of the occasiOn. Smce then he
has delivered over twenty-five hundred lectures. To dn
this he traveled nearly two hundred thousand miles, in
forty-eight states, ~rritorie~, _and provi~ces an~ lectu~ed
in one thousand different Cities and villages, mcludmg
all the large cities of the United States and Canada.
Mauy of Mr. Remsburg's lectures hav been printed in
book form and hav a wide circulation. One that attracted much attention and discussion four years ago
was his work-" Was Abraham Lincoln a Christ}an?"
This was brought out by the repeated and persistent
declaration on the part of overzealous church people,
that Lincofn was a Christian.
l\fr. Remsburg collected and presented such an array
of facts such a crushing weight of unquestionable evidence ~s.to settle the question beyond the shadow of a
doubi. The positiv testimony of one such witness as
Ron. W. H. Herndon, Lincoln's old law partner, ought
to hav been sufficient, ~ut Mr. Remsbur~ went bey<?nd
and obtained a. perfect avalanche of eVIdence showmg
i~sue
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that the great statesman was not only not a Christian in
any sense of the word, but he was a positiv disbeliever in
the peculiar dogmas of that system of faith, all the silly
fictions invented about his piety to the contrary notwithstanding.
But the world has made rapid progress in the last fifty
years and it no longer concerns itself about a man's theological views or professions. If he is an honest man he
fills the bill, no difference whether he believes in one,
three, or four gods, or none at all. A man does not hav
to be a Christian in order to be honest, moral, or religious, nor to be a ~.:ood father, husband, son, or citizen.
Some of the best and most lovable men and women in
the world hav no more N.se for creeds and dogmas than
th~ hav for the cobwebs and sweepings of an old garret.
When scandal-mongers complained to Lincoln that
Grant drank whisky he asked them what brand he drank,
saying he wanted to buy a barrel of it for every general in
the army. A tree should be judged by the fruit it bears.
"Deeds and not creeds " is to-day the measure of human
fitness. "Every man his own creed-maker," is the prevailing idea. Goodness for goodness's sake-for the love
of goodness-and not goodness inspired by the lash or
the fear of hell.
As a gentleman and a scholar, Mr. Remsburg will not
fail, wherever he goes, to reflect credit upon the state
which claims him as her citizen. The demands upon his
time are so great as to frequentl:y make it difficult to giv
dates under a month or two ahead and he is often obliged
to decline calls. For some weeks past he has been lecturing in Texas and Arkansas.
If there is a place on earth that needs his services it is
the latter state. About five years ago the very remarkable political-religious phenomenon occurred in that
state of the two parties each nominating and runnin~
seven preachers on their state tickets. One had led on
with seven preachers, in order to get a scoop on the vote
of that many sects, and that rendered it necessary for the
other to follow suit or throw up the sponge. Everybody
in Arkansas belongs to the church. As a paradise for
preachers it undoubtedly presents attractions unsurpassed anywhere in the known world.
Mr. Remsburg's son George is an enthusiastic student
of geology, archreology, and paleontology, and has made
researches and written several interesting papers upon
discoveries made by himself in this section relating to
prehistoric races.

Deaths.
Erie Monroe Power, son of Mrs. Power, of the
Ironclad Age, died April 27th. He was nineteen
years of age. The "Farewell" was at his mother's
residence on the 30th, the oration being by W. H.
Nott, M.D. To Mrs. Power we offer sympathy
deep and hearty.
On April 21, 1893, Thomas Cheeny, a nativ of
Ohio, eighty-five years old, was buried without the
intervention of the Christian clergy, at Petaluma.,
Cal. It was his request that he hav a secular
funeral, and his son Thomas, at whose house he
breathed his last, fully complied with his request.
Philip Caven read an appropriate selection over his
grave. Mr. Cheeney went to California in 1850, returned to Illinois and brought out his family in 1854,
and has resided in that state ever since. He is
buried alongside his wife, whom he outlived about
fifteen years.
In accordance with his desires,
his body was placed in a redwood coffin and conveyed
to the grave in a farm wagon that had been on the
ranch for years.

Can Serve the " Infinit One" by Reading The
Truth Seeker.
James B. Weaver's paper, the Farmers' Tribune,
says:
No man can fairly and honestly reach any decision who
has not carefully studied both sides of the question.
The honest and just arbiter, the broad-minded, truthseeking man is always guided by the diCtates of his
reason, and never by the blind instructions of f.ith.
In the opinion of the writer, in all things reason should
take precedencl!l over faith-in things secular and things
spiritual.
We do not consider ourselvs enlightened until we hav
studied both sides of a secular question. Is it not equally
important to an enlightened understanding to study both
sides of spiritual and religious questions?·
Why should any man accept any tenet, doctrin, or
creed without first inquiring into the why and wherefore
of it? Wh,Y should any man accept any particular religious belief without first submitting the whence and
whither of it to the inspection of reason?
If the Christian religion expresses the inexorable law
of the master spirit of the universe, as a great many think
it does, then it is the religion to which we owe our support and we can best giv that support, and best battle
for 'that religion by keeping posted and thoroughly
read up on. the argument of its enemies.
And if that religion is not inspired by the inflnit being,
as a great many men think it isn't, we will best serve
ourselvs best serve the world, and best serve the infinit
one who' is responsible for our existence, by seeking the
True Religion.
We can only do this successfully by investigating "the
other side."
We do not know of any better means to become thus
enlioohtened than by subscribing for THE TBUTH SEEKER,
publlshed in New York, and the leading Freethonght
journal of the day.
"Liberty in Literature. Testimonial to Walt Whitman,
by R. G. Ingersoll," is the name of a nice little volume
sent us by The Truth Seeker Co. of 28 Lafayette Place,.
New York. Every admirer of the quaint old poet and
every lover ?f elegant and pure diction _should procure
a copy of this book.-Mellette, S. D., 1hbune,
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gent rays, making the clouds beautiful and the
(Continued from page 298.)
•
To the states of the Union we are largely indebted for golden dome resplendent. . The machinery, hithe.rto
sctiv and substantial support. A sum in excess of pulseless, moved with life, like a planet awakeillng
$6 000 000 has been raised and expended by tJ;te sta~s to its evolutions. The Star Spangled Banner ~as
and ~rritories for their official use in promotmg their
own interests conjointly with the general success of the swiftly unfurled, and the Spanish and ColumJ:>mn
colors greeted it, and the flags of a hund_red. natwns
exhibition.
.
To the foreign nations who hav a representation upon from every· point swept the breeze, while m from
these grounds never before witnessed at any exposition, the lake rolled the boom of heavy guns. Innumeras shown by the grand exhibits they hav brought here
and the hundreds of official representative of foreign able whistles rent the air, and two hundred thougovernments who are present on this occasion. we bow in sand people joined in the acclaim. The. drapery fell
grateful thanks. More than $61 0~0,000_hav been officially from the magnificent, gilded " Statue of the Repubappropriated for t~ese commi~~ons m furtheranc~ of lie," and like a glorious apparition, history and
their participation m the Exposition. The great nat10ns
of Europe and their "dependencies are all represented prophecy in one, it stood forth in its illustrious
upon these grounds. . The governments o! Asia &!ld beauty. There was a tidal wave of enthusiasm, an
Africa and the republics of the Western hemisphere With indescribable emotion of joy tmd wonder, as the
but few. exceptions are here represented.
.
To the citizens and corporation of the city of Chicago, great panorama was unfolded, while over all surged
who hav furnished $11,000,000 ss a contribution, and in the strains of" America," the sweet thunders of the
addition hav lent the management $5,000,000 more, are orchestra rolling with the chorus of the jubilant
due the grateful acknowledgments of our own peopl€1, throng. And then, as if to throw a touch of stra;nge
and of all the honored guests who share with us the ad- melancholy into the exultant scene, along the hlghvantages of this great international festival.
To the tens of thousands of exhibitors who hav con- est balcony of the Administration Building trailed
tributed on a larger scale than all others combined we a body of Cody's Indians, in war paint and gorgeous
are under the-deepest obligations for their interest and feathers and glittering costume, survivals of the
cooperation. To the women of Chicago and our great
land, whose prompt, spontaneous, and enthusiastic co- primitiv glory of an ancient race, to whom all t~s
operation in our work turned the eyes of the world magnificence has brought death instead of life.
toward the Exposition ss toward a new star of the East- Their homes are disappearing, their hunting-fields,.
an inspiration for womanhood everywhere-we extend their very existence ; they are the sacrifice that
our cordial and nnstinted recognition.
It is our hope that this great Exposition may inaugu- renders possible this exceeding greatness. To
rate a new era of moral and material progress and our them all these mighty sounds are a requiem, these
fervent aspiration that the association of the nations here pennons a funeral drapery. They must pass awa_y
may secure not only warmer and stronger friendships that something grander might flourish. In their
but lasting peace throughout the world.
The grand, concerted illustration of modern progress barbaric splendor against this blaze of civiliza~on
which is here presented for the encouragement ?f art, of do we behold the tragedy of history, the desolatiOns
science of industry, of commerce, has necessitated an of evolution. Where is God? It is .man against
expencllture, including the outlay of our _exhil?itors, man, and tlie stronger wins.
largely in excess of $100,000,000. We hav given It our
The great World's Fair is open, and open it will
constant thought, our most devoted service, our best·
energy; and now, in this central city of this great_repnb- be, I believe, seven days in the week. In spite of
lic on the continent discovered by Columbus, It only all the formality and nonsense and humbug conremains for yon, Mr. Presi?ent, if in your o:pini~n ~he
Exposition here presented 1B commensurate m digmty nected with it, in spite of religious bigotry and wirewith what the world should expect of our great country, pulling and political rascality, this great World's
to direct that it shall be opened to the public, and when Fair in the heart of it is for Freethought and huyon touch this magic key, the ponderous machinery will manity. It will giv us many a noble and inspiring
start in its revolutions and the activities of this Exposition lesson. It will teach not miracle but evolution, not
will begin.
prayer but industry, not religion but science.
The president was then welcomed wi~h prolonged Superficially viewed it may seem to be nothing but
cheers by the immense multitude, with the waving a big show where priest and president play their
of handkerchiefs, hats, umbrellas, mingled with gaudy roles, but this is only the froth and foam, no
many irreverent ejaculations, such as, "How are part of the real process, of the "deep and sweeping
you, Grover!" etc. The president was in good thoughts that lead the world at last to freedom."
voice, but could not be heard twenty-five feet away. We must penetrate beneath the surface. In this
He made the following brief address :
W orl1's Fair are deeply flowing currents, splendors
I am here to join my fellow-citizens in the congratula- and powers of human genius that are for progress
tions which befit this occasion. Surrounded by the and progress only. These inner meanings I shall
stupendous results of American enterprise and. activi~, seek to unfold as I traverse from day to day this
and in view of magnificent evidences of American skill
and intelligence, we need not fear that these congratnls- fairyland of modern science, this epitome of all the
tions will be exaggerated. We stand to-day in the pres- world.
ence of the oldest nations of the world and point to the
The exhibits are in a very imperfect state at
great achievements we here exhibit, asking no allowance present. This is not the fault of the management.
on the score of youth.
The enthusissm with which we contemplate our work The weather has been simply terrible. Besides,
intensifies the warmth of the greeting we extend to those under any circumstances it would be almost imposwho hav come from foreign lands to illustrate with us the sible for such a vast numbe:r of exhibits to be ready.
growth and progress of human endeavor in the direction I should not advise anyone to visit Chicago until
of a higher civilization.
We who believe that popular education and the stimu- June-or later, if they want to see all there is to be
lation of the best impulses of our citizens lead the way to in the World's Fair, and see it at its best. For
a realization of the proud national destiny which our those who are already here there is enough to be
faith promises gladly welcome the opportunity here seen. One is amply repaid for his visit, and, expendafforded us to see the results accomplished by efforts
which hav been exerted longer than ours in the field of iture of time and money.
In this week's chapter I only giv a general outman's improvement, while in appreciativ return we exhibit the unparalleled advancement and wonderful ac- line-the prelude. Hereafter I shall follow a carecomplishments of a young nation, and present the tri- fully studied route in my descriptions cf theWorld's
umphs of a vigorous, self-reliant, and independent people. We hav built these splendid edifices, but we hav Fair, and if those who come here for a day, or for
also built the magnificent fabric of a popular government, a week, or for a month, will follow this route they
whose grand proportions are seen throughout the world. will find it the most expeditious, and the most comWe bav made and here gathered together objects of use prehensiv journey through this vast Exposition, by
and beauty, the products of American skill and invention.
wh!c~ they can see the most of ~t~ four hunc;Ired
We hav also made men who rule themselvs.
It is an exalted mission in which we and our guests buildings and thousands of exhibits. Espemally
from other lands are engaged, and we cooperate in the must those who visit the Fair only a day or two, or
inauguration of an enterprise devoted to human en- a week, hav a carefully marked-out route and follightenment; and in the undertaking we here enter upon
we exemplify in the noblest sense the brotherhood of low it closely. If they plunge into this mass of
wonders without forethought, they will be simply
nations.
Let us hold fast to the meaning that underlies this overwhelmed, and hav but a confused idea of the
ceremony, and let us not lose the impressivness of this immense spectacle. If those who read these notes
moment. As by a touch the machinery that givs life to
this vast Exposition is now set in motion, so at the same will study beforehand the route I hav planned they
instant let our hopes and aspirations awaken forces which will, I am sure, hav a clear, connected, and wellin all time to come shall influence the welfare, the dig- defined picture of the Fair, which will be to them a
nity, and the freedom of mankind.
lasting possession. They will know what they hav
Then, amidst a wondrous stillness, as if the whole seen and remember it distinctly, and this is allvast scene of lake and sky, of buildings, of people, important. For those who do not attend the Fair I
were a mirror, throbbed the most eloquent moment shall giv the very best descriptions I can of its inof all; more eloquent than any president or king, finit variety.
or all the dignitaries of the world; more eloquent
So hereafter I shall take my fellow-travelers of
tha.n any voice or picture, or strain of mighty the Ideal Truthseeker Company through the Midmusic; more eloquent than any epic ever poured way Plaisance; the Woman's Building, Horticultfrom human lips. With graceful gesture the chief ural Hall, the vista of State buildings, the Children's
magistrate of the republic, the chosen representativ Building, the official headquarters of foreign nations,
of millions of people in this august century, pressed the Art Pal~ce, the FisherY: Building, t~~ Manufactthe little button which held in leash the stupendous ures and Liberal Arts, Mmes and Mmmg, Transmechanical forces of theWorld's Fair, and instantly, portation,. Admini~tration, .A.g~icultural :euildings,
as if by magic, sound and color vied in giving un- etc. It will be a nch and rare JOurney for all of us
surpassed glory to the scenes upon which for a -and we shall not look upon its like again.
space out of the blue heavens the sufi sent its effulSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
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An Explanation to the Liberal Public.

When I met Mr. Remsburg in Washington, and
he made known to me his plan for a great International Congress, I heartily approved of it, as the
best way by which all the Liberals of _America could
unite in a most important enterprise. I gladly
yielded the post of honor to Judge Waite, president
of the American Secular Union, and was willing in
the subordinate capacity of secretary to do all the
work and without any guarantee of pay, devote
my e~ergies to the affairs of the Congress, which
could only be made a success by the most persevering labors. The movement was cordially indorsed by all the committee appointed by Mr.
Remsburg-a representativ committee through
whose united influence the greatest of Freethought
gatherings was assured. I corresponded with
Judge Waite, and offered him without reserve my
enthusiastic support. It was thought best to hav
a meeting of the committee. Judge Waite conferred with me in regard to this, and desired my
opinion as to the most favorable place for the meeting. Understanding that Mr. Shaw and Mrs. Lulu
~onroe Powers could not J:>e J?resen~ at the meetmg, and that Mr. Green while mdorsmg the movement would not be able on account of health to
render activ service, it seemec;I to me by all odds
that New York city was the pomt. Mr. Macdonald
and myself would already be there. Mr. Washburn
and Miss Wixon could easily_ come with bu~ little
expense. It was as convement as a~y pomt for
Captain Adams. ~owever, Judge ~wte se~ected
Buffalo, no doubt With the best of motivs, but It was
a most unfortunate selection. The only one really
accommodated was Mr. Ellis, of Toronto.
While in Montreal Captain Adams told me that
he had but little expectation of attending the
meeting, and when I said good-bye to him, at my
last inquiry, would he be at Buffalo? he only shook
his head. I was therefore thoroughly under the
impression that he would not attend. When I
arrived in Boston and consulted with Washburn I
found that he was not going, on account of business at home and the expense; Miss Wixon was:
engaged to giv an ~ddress and could not go. It
would cost these two members of committee and Mr.
Macdonald and myself about $125 to attend the
meeting. This is quite a sum for four Liberals not
rich in this world's goods to pay out for the congress. Mr. Macdonald and myself wanted to be
sure that something would be done. On Monday
morning, therefore, Mr. Macdonald telegraphed to
Judge Waite, at Chicago, asking whether anyone
would be there. No reply was sent to this telagram, and Mr. Macdonald repeated his telegram to
Judge Waite at Bu:flalo, and again to H. L. Green,
and saying he and I would come on if anybody was
there. No reply to these inquiries was received
until Wednesday evening, when Mr. Waite sent
word that the committee movement was abandoned.
Had he replied to any one of the telegrams
Mr. Macdonald and myself would hav been at
Buffalo. Instead, without consulting anyone, he
and Mr. Ellis and Mr. Adams decided to "abandon
the committee movement."
The Liberals of this country know how busily I am
kept at work. I did not arrive in New York until
Tp.esday at noon. It was then necessary for me to
examin the proofs of my new book, "Religion a
Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion a Lie," and prepare it for publication, and I could not poseibly do
this in less than twenty-four hours. If I had gone
to Buffalo I should hav been compelled to return to
New York to finish this important business.
With. a~! these misunde.rstandings, perplexities,
uncertwnties, and difficulties, only three members
of the committee met-Judge Waite, Captain
Adams, and Mr. Ellis-and these three instead of
originating a plan of work and consulting, either by
telegram or letter, with the other members of the
committee, informally met, resolved to abandon the
committee movement, and so telegraphed to Mr.
Macdonald. This action to me was incomprehensible. Being for years in the pioneer work I could
not see any reason for abandoning a great movement simply because only a minority of the committee were present. Time and time again hav
committees met without a quorum-as the national
board of commissioners of the World's Fair did the
other day. But is that any reason for discouragement and dissolution! Could not the committee
hav waited a few hours, telegraphed for Macdonald and myself, who would hav come, and then·
pushed things? Had Judge Waite been through
the trials and disappointments that I hav been
through for the last few years in _the Freethought
field he would not hav been so willing to abandon
a movement at a ~ritical po~t, and giv up as hopeless a task which, notwithstanding poverty of
means, might hav come to a glorious consummation.
However, the deed is done. The withdrawBI of
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three members from the committee movement
nullifies its usefulness. I hav endeavored without
success to induce Judge Waite to reconsider his
actio!).. He writes me as follows : "I shall hav
nothing more to do with the committee movement.
You will hav the Internation._al Con~ress all to yourself, with no disturbing elements."
There is nothing left then except for the Freethought Federation of America to issue a call for
the International Congress as .originally contemplated. No stone has been left unturned so far as
the Federation is concerned for a union of our
forces. I am altogether in favor of that, while I
must be left free to· adopt my own method and
push on in lines of action which perhaps others do
not approve. The Federation has its special work
-namely, the organization of direct political force,
the formation of a vo~ing body of Freethinkers.
All Liberals are not in favor of this. Many believe
in other methods. There is no need of any oppQsition. Let each work in his own way. The field
is broad.
The committee movement having been so universally approved, and having been so suddenly and
strangely abandoned, I hav felt it due to the Liberal public to make this explanation. I accuse no
qne's motivs. I think a great mistake has been
made, but I do not throw the burden of blame
upon anyone.
The Federation will take up the work abandoned
by the committee, and with the means at hand, in
spite of all difficulties, will work for the International Congress. It will do its level. best whatever mav be the result.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Ohic,;go, Ill., Apr. 28, 1893.
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promis of its triumphs. In every respect, to thou- their attempts to contradict C\)lonel Ingersoll. In
sands of our friends abroad, to ourselvs, to our his book, Mr. Remsburg has gone over the whole
home-workers, this great Congress will be of incal- ground, quoting all the Christian side of the conculable advantage. Here we can meet, and with
quickened ear listen to the songs of triumph from, troversy, considering it fairly and fully, and put
against it lrhe other evidence known, -besides adour fellow-workers from every landFrom France foremost of the Infidel nations of ducing much new evidence. Since the appearance
the earth; Fran.'ce, the home of Voltaire, ·Rousseau, of the matter in these columns, the work has been
Hugo, Renan, and upon whose.shores were penned revised and much new matter added, until it forms
the pages of the " Age of Reason."
the most complete and conscientious consideration
From England, the scene of scores. of battles for of the question in print.
Sufficient time has
mental liberty, fought by heroes past and present,
elapsed
since
President
Lincoln's
death to render
and the soil of which gave birth to Thomas Paine,
judicial
consideration
of
his
faith
possible, while
Robert Owen, Richard Carlisle, and Charles Bradlaugh, and many others, too, whose fame now rolls the presence among us of hundreds who knew him
down the ages.
intimately enables the biographer to secure the
From Germany, where Freethought is spreading necessary material for his work. Mr. Remsburg is
rapidly, though strong efforts are still made by by study and natural qualities eminently fitted to
bigotry to strangle liberty even in its infancy. settle the question, and in this book he has
Germany; the home of Haeckel, Buchner, and many
attempted to do so; and with gratifying success.
others of scientifi~ and literary fame.
From Sweden,' too, where such gallant fights We shall bring the book out in handsome shape,
hav been made, and conquests won, by these the paper edition being in The Truth Seeker
heroes in our cause, Victor Lennst·:and and Captain Library, for 50 cents, and a finely bound cloth edition
Thomson.
for $1. We hope to list a great many orders at once,
From Spain, once t.he paradise of the world, but to be filled upon publication, which we shall push
now almost crushed and helpless in the cause of
Remember the price-cloth, $1 ;
Freedom,· under the blighting curse of Jesuitism. with energy.
From Spain shall come eloquent words for liberty. paper, 50 cents.
--------~~------From Italy also we must hav a representation.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is the
Italy, the home of popery and monkery, but where,
owing to the rapid growth of Freethought princi- title of a work to be written by Samuel P. Putnam,
ples, to an advancement of enlightenment, a statue in connection with the World's Fair International
has been erected to that illustrious F:r;eethought Congress. It will giv in broad outline the history
martyr, Giordano Bruno. Italy, where the Romish of Freethought from the landing of Columbus to
church has received one of the most fatal thrusts the present time. It will picture the intellectual
against her power ; Freethought is rapidly spread- condition of mankind in 1492, and from that peInternational Congress of Freethinkers.
ing here, and in this splendid galaxy of liberty's
riod trace the progress of liberty and science. No
To THE FREETHINKERS OF AMERICA: There has not champions Italy must find a place.
been during the present century a grander opporTo each and every Freethinker in every country more interesting subject could be selected. It will
tunity for the gathering together of Freethinkers we extend and assure a hearty and generous welcome. be a book of permanent value, inasmuch as it will
from every clime than is now presented by the
Our delegates and members of Freethought unfold in vivid panorama the noblest results of hugreat World's Fair at Chicago. It is an opportu- societies throughout the world will be admitted to man effort. Deriving a special interest from the
nity of unequaled importance, and one which every full membership in the Congress, and shall be enFreethinker should take advantage of and push entitled' to vote upon filing their credentials with World's Fair and International Congress, it will
be a book that every Freethinker will always desire,
forward our principles with such vim and enthu- the secretary of the Federation.
siasm that society must at length duly recognize
It is hoped by the board of directors and mem- for it will giv to him the deepest meanings of histhem.
bers of the Federation that every Freethinker in tory, and the sublimest triumphs of genius. It
The churches and organizations of every charac- America will heartily co-operate with the Federation will be a companion book of Mr. Putnam's penter are taking advantage of this great International in this Congress and let us giv a generous greeting pictures of the World's Fair, now being published
Exposition, and we must not remain idle. Free- and noble welcome to the Freethinkers of other in THE TRUTH SEEKER. It will not be ready in
thought should certainly kindle its camp-fire here lands who shall visit our shores. We hav already
and giv a splendid welcome to its many allies received an official communication from Adolfo de book form until next fall, as it will include in its
throughout the world. It is therefore desirable Maglia, Barcelona, Spain, secretary of the organi- descriptions the closing hours of the World's Fair,
that American Freethinkers should combine their zation committee of the International Federation of and the outlook of Freethought from that historic
efforts for a World's Fair Congress and make this Freethinkers, assuring us of their adhesion and point. But the earlier chapters of the work, deunion of our widely scattered forces the most in- co-operation in this Congress. The first meeting scribing the era of Columbus, Bruno, Voltaire,
spiring and the most useful to our cause.
will be held on Sunday, the 3d of September next, Paine, etc., will appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER about
In view of the vast dangers that threaten us there at 10 o'clock in the forenoon. The place of meet- August or September. The book will also be
is need now as never before of a combination of ing will be announced later.
adorned with the portraits of the great Freeour strength, if we would retain what precious
The secretaries of Freethought societies throughfreedom we hav. Therefore let us giv the eppor- out the world are urgently requested to correspond thinkers of the world. In every respect this voltunity' to become acquainted with those in other with the secretary of the Federation upon this Con- ume will be of intense interest and value to the
lands who are fighting the same battle as we. We gress, in order to enable the committee in charge Freethinker.
---------~--------must see each other, if possible, face to face; we to arrange the preliminaries without delay. We
E. S. W e11tcott, one of the best-known lawyers in .
must cultivate comradeship; we must meet and giv would especially urge the above request upon the
to each other that mutual aid and encouragement secretaries. of all American Freethought societies, Hartford, Conn., and noted throughout the state as
which sustain our weaker brethren in the fight, and assuring us of their hearty co-operation and a disciple of Colonel Ingersoll, has received the
renew tlie confidence of those most activ and vigor- support.
following letter from the pastor and a committee of
ous in this great battle fol' the em~LD.cipation of
We shall, from this time forward, concentrate a Unitarian church:
conscience and the redemption of humanity; and all our efforts upon this gathering, and do all in our
" HARTFORD, Apr. 21, 1893.
this World's Fair givs us such a splendid opportu- power to make it a grand success. Never before,
"E. S. WEsTCOTT, EsQ., Dear Sir: Inasmuch as your
nity for the consolidation of our ranks that it would in the history of our. country, has such an oppor- presence and deportment are objectionable to the great
be almost criminal to neglect it.
tunity occurred for the advancement of our cause. majority of those who compose the Unitarian CongregaWhile Christians are uniting by the millions, Let us all join in this grand effort ; let us hav a tional Society in this city, and inasmuch as it is believed
while they are gathering together and strengthen- gathering of the clans of Freethought ; let us unite that your attendance is in no way helpful either to them
ing each other for future conquests, are the Free- our hearts, our hands, our voices in the noble work or to you, you are hereby most respectfully requested not
thinkers of America to present no united front 1 we hav before us ; let us work united in this glori- to attend any meetings held under the auspices of said
(Signed)
Shall we not join hands with our friends? Shall ous movement, and at the Fair emphasize liberty society.
we not express our brotherhood and upon such an and justice to all nations.
"MILo HUNT, }
"S. F. BRONSON, Society Committee.
occasion giv a new and broader impulse for future
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
"J. L. BARKER,
work!
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Secretary.
" JOSEPH WAITE, Pastor."
The Freethinkers of the world hav not yet been
GEo. L. RoBERTSON, Treasurer.
Mr.
Westcott
says he has been inside of the
gathered together in one congress ; the time has
NATHAN F. GRISWOLD, First Vice-Pres.
church but forty-eight times in twelve years, and
now come when such a meeting may be held and
SAMUEL SILVERMAN, Second Vice-Pres.
does not think he has injured the standing of the
the wish consummated; and now it has fallen to the
H. CooNs, Third Vice-Pres.
lot of America to giv the summons for this grand
Secretary's address, 345 West Randolph street, congregation very much, but will go elsewhere in the
parliament of universal Freethought, to be held on Chicago, Ill.
future. How marked is the contrast between
its own broad lands. It is a proud and noble
Christian methods and the customs of Liberals, who
position to . occupy, and the hea:t of. every F_reeWe placed in the printer's hands this week the are ardent in their efforts to bring, not only to their
thinker in our land should beat high With a glonous
exultation. We wish to help the Freethinkers of manuscript of John E. Remsburg's book "Was audiences but to their platforms, individuals of
other lands ; we wish to show theiD. that we ap- Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" The controversy views of the utmost possible divergence.
preciate their work, their sacrifices, and their over this matter has been revived by Colonel Inger" Testimonial to Walt Whitman."
martyrdom. We want to send them words of soll's incidental remark in his lectures that Lincoln's
cheer, to let them know that in America there is religious belief was that of Voltaire and Paine.
This is Mr. Ingersoll's eulogy on the "good gray
courage, generosity, enthusiasm, and hope. We The defenders of the church, which claims all the poet," and is a gem of thought. Rarely is so much real
good sense to be found in so small a space. It contains
desire above all that they should come to our land
eighty-six pages, in good, large type, and printed on
great
men
when
they
are
dead,
hav
taken
exception
and with the story of their toil and dangers arouse
very :fine paper. Price, twenty-five cents. Send to T.~m
us all to a greater activity, to a clearer vision of the to this assertion, and twist what little favorable TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.-Gonmagnitude of our noble cause and the splendid evidence they think they hav, out of all recognition in co~dia Blade.
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~ettetts of f]iri.eruls.

paper in the most spiteful terms that a
Christian is capable of. Most Christians
a.re afraid to read it-afraid some great
truth will dawn upon their benighted
brains and dispel the fascinating illusion
or some pet superstition that adheres to
their whole being with a tenacity they are
either too cowardly or too powerless to
resist. Such cases are hopeless. They
are not satisfied with their belief but must
A Soldier Always in Activ Service.
show their Christian spirit by doing all in
their power to deprive others who differ
EAGLEVILLE, CAL., Apr. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find $10 and send with them in belief of that priceless
C. E. WERST.
papers and book as directed. It has been jewel, Liberty.
quite a while since my last letter appeared
A Pretty Kettle of Christian Fish.
in the paper, and as I hav seen no other
BAKER CITY, Apr. 16, 1893.
from my locality, I will write a few lines.
MR. EDITOR: I send you two copies of
I take great interest in the letters from all
over the country, and the names of the our daily paper. You will see that we
writers also, hoping some time to meet are having quite a sensation in this orthosome of them and make personal acquaint- dox town. The Baptists, Methodists, and
Presbyterians hav been holding revival
ance.
We hav had a long, snowy winter, but meetings nearly all winter-in fact, hav
not much loss of stock. I hav been very just closed-and the actors in the disbusy tending to my cattle and sheep, as graceful drama are all converted ChrisI hav about two thousand of each, but hav tians or hav Christian parents. Rev. (?)
paid considerable interest to THE TRUTli W. T .. Ford, the pastor of the Methodist
SEEKER and its large family. I always do church, and also editor and proprietor of
something to help along when I can. I the Methodist, is a laughing-stock for all
am working against a revival-meeting now. sensible people. His daughter, and one
I told the preacher I could listen to him a of the female teachers of the public school
year and it would hav no effect on me. I here-which, by the way, is almost entirely
keep hotel and fight for liberty all the controled by theM ethodists-are the leadtime.
W. U ScoTT.
ing "stars." His daughter was expelled
from the public school for " spreading
The Only Paper That Tells the Truth. contaminating influences" among the
pupils. This reverend (?) is noted for his
LoDI, Wis., March 27, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2-$1 to abuse of the Infidel. His foul-mouthed
renew my subscription for four months, tongue has thrown slurs on Paine and
the other $1 for the following books: Ingersoll, whose shoes he is not fit to
"Crimes of Preachers;" some cheap work untie, off and on all winter during his
on Thomas Paine; "The Evolution of the revival. Like all of them, he had to tell
Devil," by Henry Frank; "Church and lies to make converts.
Yours for the Truth,
P.M.
State;" "The Bible in the Public
Schools," and anything else you think you
Teaches School Without Bible.
can afford to send for the money-anyCoRDORUS, PA., Apr. 24, 293.
thing that will suit an out-and-out FreeMR. EDITOR: I am still a Freethinker
thinker. Any circulars that you see fit to
and an Infidel, i. e., I do not believe what
send me in the interest of your valuable
is called the Bible, Testament, Koran,
work will be used to the best of my ability
etc. In one sense of the word those who
and for the benefit of the good old TRUTH
attend church and pretend to worship a
SEEKER. God bless it! Long may it liv
God are Infidels or unbelievers, for while
to do good to mankind!
I
ha'9' abundant faith in the sciences, the
The "Old Testament Stories Comically
lllustrated " came to hand all right, and worshiper of orthodox creed, Bible, and
has been read with profit. The pictures God is an unbeliever, in that which can
are good and beat the devil. I am nearly be proved by a logical demonstration.
seventy years old and quite feeble, but I Why, primary arithmetic teaches and
intend to read THE TRUTH SEEKER as long proves that 1 pluslplusl = 3and3x 1 = 1
as I liv, for it is the only paper on earth while the inspired(?) volume says 3 x 1 = 1.
But why meditate o:ra such an absurd
that tells the truth.
N. C. SKELTON.
problem?
My school is closed for this term, which,
The Truth Seeker as an Advertising
as usual, I taught without a Bible; and
Medinm.
certainly it must hav been a success or I
EL RENo, 0KLA~, March 17, 1893.
would not hav been requested by the
MR. EDIToR: Your paper must be circuentire board of school directors to teach
lated throughout the world, for I hav rethe school next term commenci:rag in Sepceived orders for cactus plants from seventember. The conduct was all that could
teen different states and from the West
be desired. The rod was not used, nor
Indies. So you see, I hav had lots of coreven thought of. Without the Bible I can
respondence, and if any TRUTH SEEKER
teach both morals and manners, but with
readers hav sent for plants and not rethe Bible I could not recommend virtue,
ceived them, I will gladly refill their
for in my opinion it is obscene literature.
orders.. I received three different letters
0
that had had the stamps or coin taken out,
but sent the plants just the same. So if
time.
Yours for Liberty,
your readers hav not received their plants
J. W. F. CoPENHEAVER.
they should write me, and be sure and
eign their names plainly-post-office,
One Merit of Future Non-Existence.
county, and state. I am surprised at the
number of letters received, and will anLAKE CITY, IA., March 30, 1893.
swer all as soon as I can catch up. AnyMR. EDIToR: Inclcsed you will find $3
one not receiving an answer will know to pay for the old TRUTH SEEKER another
that something is wrong with the mail, or year. I hav taken it almost from the
else that I am trying to fill their order. I start, aud intend to while I liv. But I
send you a couple of plants by to-day's am now in my seventh decade, with health
mail.
extremely poor, so I may not be here
Hoping your paper may grow and in- when my time next expires. ·But I hope
crease in circulation, and thanking friends there will be some one to take my place
fo:r their kindly expressed letters, I re- when I hav gone to the unknown land.
main,
Yours in truth and reason,
I see considerable said in THE TRUTH
I. M. K. JoHNSON.
SEEKER of late in regard to a future existence. In my humble opinion that is
Christians Would Deprive Us of the something no living man has ever yet
Priceless Jewel.
known anything about. All stand equal
MILES CITY, MoNT., Apr. 17, 1893.
when it comes to the unknowable. I
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is get- asked a man a few days ago if he desired
ting better than ever and I would not be an everlasting life in the world to come.
without it. I distribute them where I Without a moment's thought he answered
think they will do the most good. In fact, Yes. "Now," I said to him, "this is the
they are called for almost faster than I can Christian heaven you are hankering after.
read them. Those cartoons of Heston's That every thinking man knows is all
are excellent.
Some Christians are bosh. But let us take another look at this
Liberal enough to look at them, but will matter. Supposing after you hav passed
go no farther, except to denounce the into the future life you find things not so

Once while theological commencement
exercises were in progress here some one
=
asked Thaddeus Stevens what was going
The Only Paper One Cannot Spare.
on in Christ church.
"Oh," says he,
"there is a set of young theological stuSAVANNAH, Mo., Apr. 20, E.M. 293.
MR. EDITOR: I send draft to renew Geo. dents about starting out to preach the
N. Davies's and my subscription another gospel, and they are just now getting reyear to the only paper we cannot do with- ligion." This is no fictitious story. It is a
fact.
Yours truly,
S. B. M.
out.
WM. CooK.

An Incipient Skepticism Made Complete.
SPENCER, IA., Apr. 4, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am highly pleased with
the paper. I get more satisfaction out of
it than any journal I ever read. I was
raised a member of the old church in
Scotland; I was always a little skeptical
in my views, but THE TRUTH SEEKER just
strikes me.
B. MURDOCK.

One More Disciple of Truth-Search Obtained.
BRooKVILLE, ILL., March 7, 1893
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed money
order for THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Old
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated."
I hav been a reader of your paper for
seven years, and I like it best of all papers. I hav at last succeeded in getting
you one new subscriber. E. G. BowERS

Blames Finance and Religion.
BALLARD, WASH., Apr. 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: It is hard to get hold of a
spare dollar, and still people keep on
pulling the rope more tightly around
their necks and worship that yellow
devil, Gold. I would like to liv to see the
day that Jesus and gold would be used by
farmers on the onion beds to scare the
crows away. I think the reformers are a
greater blessing to the human race than
modern inventions, great as they are.
Yours for humanity and justice,
H. L.TEUKE.

Fortunately Finding Truth
Life.

Early in

· DADEVILLE, ALA., Apr. 8, 18l:l3.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find a $5 money
order~$3 for a year's subscription to the
paper, $1 for "Gods anil Other Lectures,"
by Col. B. G. Ingersoll, and $1 for •• Men,
Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener. My three months' trial subscriptionisnotquite out, but I find your paper
so good that I want a full twelve months'
subscription before I arrive at the age of
twenty-one. With best wishes to THE
TRUTH SEEKER and the Liberal cause, I am,
Yours truly,
B. W. CRADDOCK.
It Seeks for the Truth, and Finds It.
PoRT ANGELES, WASH., Apr. 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5,
for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and Paine's Complete Works,
which I see advertised in your premium
. list. THE TRUTH SEEKER is well named; it
seeks for the truth and finds it. I feel as
though I would be lost without it. There
is not a paper comes into the house more
welcome, nor one so carefully read and
taken care of. I will conclude, wishing
success to the dear old TRUTH SEEKER.
Your Liberal friend,
MRs. THoMPSoN.

Thankful ;for Not Being Burnt at the
Stake.
·
MIDDLETON, Apr. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I send you clippings of
the Middleton Argus, April 19th, which no
doubt will be of some interest to you.
There are thirteen churches here, and
a great church-going people- that is,
the women. Fourteen years ago in this
city I took a bold stand for Universal
Mental Liberty, and hav had a hard time
of it-but not as hard as many that hav
been tied to a stake and roasted to death
for expressing their honest opinions, and
I hope the time is not far distant when
religion will be carried out as Jesus Christ
meant it to be.
KAUFMAN.

Trust No Man Because He Is a Preacher.
GETTYSBURG, P A., Apr. 18, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Yes, I know them well.
Hav been where they make them. Hav
seen them in stages of development from
the egg up to the full-fledged pulpit
rooster. I would no sooner trust the
clergy than I would trust lawyers, doctors,
drummers, masons, hod-carriers, or men
of any other business or profession.

an~ :e:~~~:i:!:rt:r:n~:r~yc:::e:~~~=~

agreeable as you expected, and after only
a couple of million of years-which is but
a moment in endless time-you find endless life not the thing- it was cracked up to
be, but it being a fixed fact in nature's
eternal laws, you hav no chance for a
change into an everlasting good sleep."
At this juncture, oh, my! how tired he did
look!
I think he would hav given
his bottom dollar right there ·to hav
been sure of au everlasting good sleep,
where disturbing dreams never come.
I will now bid the entire TRUTH SEEKER
family an affectionate farewell.
·
J. L. ToMPKINS.

An Ornament to the World Gone.
ST. CHAI~LES, MINN., Apr. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose an extract from
a notice of the death of my father, J. S.
Whiton. Mr. Whiton had been a skeptic
since he was seventeen years of age, and
a pronounced Freethinker for over forty
years. He had been a subscriber to THE
TRUTH SEEKER for many years.
His
death was calm and peaceful. He was not
afraid to die. Why should he be? I believe an honest man has nothing to fear,
for honesty will somehow, somewhere,
reap its own reward. J. EBEN WHITON.
Mr. Whiton retired at about his usual
hour, but soon after called Mr. Miller to
his bedside and told him that "he was·
going to die," and that he "was not
afraid to die., tbat death .had no terrors
for him, that indeed he rather welcomed
dissolution as a relief from his sufferings."
He had some matters of business that he
wished to communicate, which he succeeded in doing and soon after sank into
unconsciousness, in which state he remail!-ed till he passed nway peacefully as
"one who wraps the drapery of his couch
around him and lies down to pleasant
dreams."
Mr. Whiton was a man of strong convictions and earnest purposes, though quite
conservativ in his views. In his political
principles he was a Republican, and in religious opinions he was an Agnostic. Generous almost to a fault in rendering assistance to all applicants, and especially to tLid
in disseminating the theories which he
believed to be true, he contributed with a
liberal hand. His morality was of a high
standard, and in all his social intercourse
with his fellow-men he was above reproach.
Indeed it can be truly said "the world
was better for his having lived in it."
His precepts and example tended to make
men better.

For tile Truth, "If It Takes Off the
Hide."
ScoTTSVILLE, ARK., Apr. 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Times are so hard and
money so scarce in this part of God's (?)
heritage, that I somet;mes conclude that
I will hav to giv up THE TRUTH SEEKER
until better times, but when I am reminded that you are needing all you can
get to keep the dear old TRUTH SEEKER
going, I am constrained to renew. It
would giv me the greatest pleasure to distribute Liberal literature all over our land
and country, and I would do so but for
want of the needful.
My " Bible of
Bibles," "Bible Analyzed," " Age of Reason," etc., are out on missionary work at
present.
My "Handbook of Freethought " and B. G. Ingers0ll's '' Gods
and other Lectures" are the only books I
hav at home. I am keeping my •'Handbook" by me for the benefit of our Methodist circuit-rider.
I sent my "Automatic Praying Machine" to Texas, and
after letting it go the rounds, had it returned to me. I think it would be grand
alongside other ornaments of our legislativ halls. We had one state Senator a
few years ago who had the pluck to nominate Brother B. G. Ingersoll for chaplain.
Enough just such men would materially
benefit our country. There are several
Freethinkers in this (Pope) county, and
if times were not so hard here about
money matters several might be got to
take THE TRUTH SEI!KER. You may always put me down as a true sympathizer
for the liberties of man, woman, and
child. I am, as ever,
Yours for the Truth, if it takes off the
hide,
W. B. HALE.

He Tried to Free Both Slave and White.
·

KEOKUK, IA., Apr. 8, E.M. 293.
MR. EDIToR: I send you herewith a
short sketch of the life of my father, who
departed from amonq the living on March
27th last, hoping you can find a corner for
it in the grand old TRUTH SEEKER,
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Charles Naumann was born in 1833
in Saxony, Germany. He emigrated to
this country as a youth, and has made his
home in Keokuk county, Ia , ever since.
When Freedom called for help in 1861 he
marched to the front with the "boys in
blue," serving in Co. F., 8th Iowa Volunteers. At the time of his death he resided
at Harper, Ia. He was a lifelong Freethinker, and a reader of ToE TRUTH
SEEKER for many years.
·
Du~ing his lifetime he regarded D. M.
Bennett a~ a personal friend, and was a
subscriber to the "Truth Seeker Around
the World" fund, also to the Bennett
Monument fund.
In politics he was n~ver so thoroughly
wedded to one party that he could not act
with another when the sacred torch of
Liberty was in danger. He was an invalidduring the latter half of his life. and for
many years devoted nearly all his time to
reading and music.
At present he sleeps peacefully ·in the
little cemetery at Garibaldi, founded
long years ago by members of the Turnverein, of which association he was a
member in his youth. The G. A. R. per·
formed the short and simple funeral services.~ A Liberal friend delivered a short
address at the grave.
In him the familv lost a kind and loving
father and husband, the community lost· a
respected citizen, and the cause of Free
thought lost a stanch. and steadfast friend.
•
E. D. NAUMANN.
A Freethonght Family's Delightful Sen·
timents.
LoUISVILLE, KY., March 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose a new subscriher. He is a very prominent man in
our city. He is an architect and builder,
and employs a great many men. He
is a well-known Infidel, and it required
no persuasion to induce him to subscribe.
I simply showed him the paper and asked
him if he would become a subscriber. He
answered in the a:ffirma.tiv, and said he
was very glad that I had called. "It is
the very thing I want," he continued,
" and I should be ~lad to take this copy
home with me, for I want something to
read to-night." Freethought is rapidly
increasing. Among men it is becoming
the fashion, as it were. This includes,
however, only the thoughtful, the intelligent, and the observing.
The circulation or' Freethought papers
is growing better daily, but you cannot
find a Freethought publication i.n every
Freethinker's home yet, by any means.
All Freethinkers-or Infidels, as church
people like to call us-should never cease
to try to circulate our papers-get new
subscribers, if possible. If this cannot
be done, giv away the old papers as soon as
they hav been read. I take this paper,
the Investigat01·, the I1·onclad Age, and
the Freethinker's Magazine. Every one
of these papers is good and is worth five
times the price asked for it. As soon as
my wife, our children, and I hav looked
over the papers, we giv or mail them to
our friends. In this way several subscribers hav been obtained.
We are Freethinkers and we are proud
of it. We try to follow what our great
leader, Colonel Ingersoll, has so often
said: "Show kindness to everyth~mg and
everybody, aok only justice for yourself,
and never at any time or under any circumstances strike a child."
Kindness
may yet become hereditary, then strife or
violence will vanish from the face of the
earth.
WILLIAM T. CARTER, M.D.
Finds the Women All Christian.
MEADVILLE, Miss., March 23, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I write to let you know
my appreciation of your paper. Of ten
weekly papers that come to my sister and
me yonr TRUTH SEEKER comes first with
me. Sister won't read it, but now and
then I get to show her and mother the
pictures on the back, by W. Heston,
which seldom fail to produce a smile.
Now and then I read a little from one to
them. These good Christians around
here hav found out that I am taking it,
· and some of them look as if they smell
brimstone, or something worse, when they
come in contact with me. I am alone
here and hav had a hard time 'or it for a
long time, but managed to hold my own
before I had the aid of your noble Journal,

and with it I guess I am here to-day. I
hav been a spot for the preachers to shoot
at here for about twenty years. I h~tv
been a prominent figure in some amusing
church scenes here in this count.y-though
the amusement was all to myself. I may
write some of them up some time and send
to you. Up to this time I hav never
made a fight on any of the churches, but
always would shoot back when an assault
was made on me. My home is in a stone's
throw of two churches, one on the east
and the other on the west side. You may
bet they whoop me up every Sunday.
I am a widower, and hav been so nearly
seven years. I hav been trying to find a
nice· lady from twenty to twenty-five
years of age, who has been able to climb
above the detestable thing (to me) that is
called Christianity, but hav about given
up the task as a failure. When I find one
who says she does not believe in it, the
first thing I know I see her kneeling in
church, or going up to shake hands with
some black-hearted· preacher, and that
givs me a disgust for her.
I send you $5, with which I wish to pay
for a year's subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER ($3) and one edition of "Paine's
Great Works Complete" ($3), as per
proposition in premium list.
I hav tried hard to get one subscriber
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but hav failed.
See if I dol,)'t get one before my next subscription runs out! Please don't let me
lose a number. Long may you liv to
edit THE TRUTH SEEKER. J. E. ScoTT.
Let Liberals Secure Their Share of Mis·
sionary Funds.
PmRSON, IA,, Apr. 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Your readers may be interested in comparing the efiorts for the
propagatipn of Liberalism with the
more gigantic machinery for the propagation of Christianity.
In the Methodist church-and some
others-the Sunday-school Easter service
is now made a "children's missionary
service," the principal feature of which is
a gigantic scheme of systematic begging
for the missionary cause. All the children
who can be enlisted in this "beggar
band " are sent out, like a swarm of locusts,
to a:ffiict the whole community for some
weeks, and the whole culminates in a
"children's entertainment" or "Easter
service." Even the children of Liberal
thinkers are easily drawn into the scheme,
for what child is not glad to be made an
actor or singer in the flowery festival of
Easter? Thus at one adroit stroke the
entire Sunday-school system is transformed into an embryo engin for the
spread of Christianity, both at home and
abroad.
In this and other equally systematic
ways the Methodist church alone is able to
gather in a harvest of more than $1,000,000
for its missions each year- all the churches
together aggregating many millions.
The scheme for "converting the world"
embraces special schools for educating
candidates, boards of superintendents,
examining boards to select the most efficient workers, etc., etc.
. Now let the reader compare this gigantic
machinery with the puny efforts of Liberalism-no multi-million-dollar machinery,
no special schools, no boards, almost no
recognition in the world as a propagating
force.
And yet from the board of "nonsectarian foreign missions " in Chicago
comes this admission: '' The chief obstacle
we encounter in the foreign missionary
work is Infidelity. The nativ pagans are
rapidly being educated to read and write,
and their countries are flooded with Infidel literature."
This admission tells the whole story.
Hoary-headed Superstition has been nearly
two thousand years "converting the
world to Christianity," and yet in this late
day, while yet her task remains only a faraway hope, she is compelled to admit that
Liberalism-the child of a day-is felt
round the globe. This admission should
encourage Liberal thinkers to redouble
their efforts-to organize and claim a share
of the millions that flow out of the people's
pockets for religious propagation. If it
must go, let it go in the interest of truth
and reason.
Giv us but half the mighty engin that
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propels the "gospel ship," and rest know you are partly responsible for
MRS; A.M. CRAWFORD.
assured that when "the whole world shall them.
hav been converted to Christianity"
Christianity itself will be no more.
On David's Morals, and Sunday Closing
S. T. Bnuso:N.
of the World's Fair.
NoRTH BENTON, 0., March 17, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Within find $1, for which
Women the Most Ino1fensiv Little Beasts
send ''Crimes of Preachers " and credit
of Burden on the Earth.
me on THE TRUTH SEEKER for balance.
LoNE Roox, ORE., Apr. 7, 1893.
I cannot afford to do without THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I hav read and reread SEEKER. The cartoons are the first looked
until I hav got almost too full for utter- at, and are doing good in showing the
ance, so I thought I would try to say a ridiculousness of· the Bible stories. One
few words to help you and scores of other of my neighbors of the Quaker faith by
noble, true, honest men who wish to the name of Meredith attended night and
return to woman her natural-born right to .day all his life; and, by the way, he was
stand by man's side (from which she came, a good, quiet, and inoffensiv citizen. He
Selah) and vote for the lazy begga~ the and his family attended church all winter
preacher, or the independent and self- au d I am informed his wife concluded h~
supporting gentleman, as she sees fit. I must make a confession of his sins in open
see in THK TRUTH SEEKER of February church, and kept at him till one night he
18th that a Liberal brother by the name made the attempt, and got .. up, stood
of Sandberg has got himself worked up to some time without saying a word, then
a fearful condition. He seems to be dropped on the floor and was taken home
scared at the women, the most inofiensiv and within one week was dead. The
little beasts of burden on earth. He churches hav had these religious crazes
actually lifts up both hands and screams here all winter. At North Benton these
till I heard him out in Oregon, that crazes went so far that their pastor could
Women Will Abolish What Little Liberty not stand it, and had to talk to them, and
We Hav! Dear me, what a storm in a tea- the choir had to hold themselvs ready to
pot! He says he has given his lifelong sing them down. I attended one Sunday
admiration to Mrs. Schwartz, of San Jose, night. They imported a revivalist, and
Cal., because she would rather die than he took all kinds of tricks to get the steam
vote now. And, just think, he says she is up among them. He turned to the Bible
possessed of common sense, which is such and read about David, and extolled
a rarity with the fair sex that it has be- David to the third heavens and exclaimed
come a luxury (wonder what the tariff is?). how David would rejoice to see the North
I wonder what he will do with his Btlllton congregation meet him in the New
admiration now when he reads. what Jerusalem. At the close of the meeting I
Betta S. Anderson has to say in THE asked the evangelist if David was happy
TRUTH SEEKER of March 25th. I would when he was engineering for Uriah's wife.
like to answer her letter and beg of her He said he repented of that. I asked him
to not politically cut her own throat and if he would like to be in heaven with such
mine too for the sake of mutilating the men as David and a score of others like
fair necks of some pious sisters in the unto him referred to in the Bible. He
church, who are good and kind but very, said he would. I told him I would prefer
very ignorant in some things, like the rest of bei~g in hell with such men as Voltaire,
us; but we hav more than a plenty of the Bolingbroke, Hume, Tyndall, Darwin, Inunfair sex to keep us from being lone- ~ersoll, and_others like unto them, to.living
some. But to return to Brother Sand- m heaven with the patriarchs mentioned in
berg. He says that we Liberals are aware the Bible. He had no more use for me.
the clergy, or sky-rockets generally, He started for the aisle. I said to him
wantwomen to vote. He muet hav a soft "The wicked flee when no man pur-'
spot about his heart somewhere to pay sueth." I hav lived here fifty-five years;
them such a compliment. I couldn't do was born in. New Jersey in 1826; hav
that. If they do, why don't they let them known all crimes to be committed by
vote in their synods, conferences, etc.? church-members 1-nown to the laws of the
No, sir, I don't believe they are willing to land-murder, arson, rape, theft, perjury,
giv women the right of suffrage. I think, subornation of perjury, etc.-in a greater
Brother Sandberg, it was sufierance you proportion than by outsiders according to
meant. But if they are willing then I owe their number. They will go to church on
them an apology, and I hope there will Sunday, take the sacrament, dump their
not be one Liberal brother unwilling to sins off on the scapegoat, pay their
do the same as they-that is, giv her the quarterage, and vote to hav the Chicago
.
same political rights as you do man, then if World's Fair shut on Sunday.
Very few Christians are a ware of the
you want to sift out the political ignorant
by all means do so and educate them while fact that what they call the Christian
the statesman and stateswoman rule our Sabbath is of pagan origin. The first
land. When you start the political sieve observance of Sunday that history
to running I will admit that Miss Butter- records is in the fourth century, when
fly, with her love of a bonnet, cousin, love Constantine issued an edict reading: ''Let
story, and poodle dog, will come flying all the judges and people of the town
out, but Alfonso with his toothpick and rest, and all the various tr:ades be suscane, don'tcherknow, will hav to come too pended, on the venerable Day of the
or he would die of ennui. And the Sun." At the time of the issue of this
same clear on to the end of the chapter, edict Constantine was a sun-worshiper,
even ministers, for I hav seen a good therefore it could hav had no relation
John Calvin
many of these rare bits of old china that whatever to Christianity,
did not see how Cleveland got the ap- had so little respect for the day that he
pointmentover Harrisonany more than the could be found playing bowls almost any
fair hand that was cooking to a turn their Sunday. The only authority for observfavorit dish, Plymouth Rock or a Lone ing Sunday as a Sabbath is the pope and
Rock rooster. Then Brother Sandberg the Roman Catholic church. Christians
says a schoolmarm told him, not in confi- carried on their work on Sunday the same
dence of cou~se, that if womencouldgetto as on any other day down to the time of
vote they would soon stop the liquor busi- Constantine. It is certainly not from
ness. Well, I know you would be glad of Paul that these Sabbatarians get their
that. And then she kicked all over by persistence and intolerance, fmt in his
saying she would hav a Sunday law. epistle to the Romans, xiv, 9, he says :
Well, if it was a good one, a law to make "One man esteemeth one day above
everybody tend to his and her business another ; another esteemeth every day
one day in the week, it would be more alike; let every man be fully persuaded
than man has accomplished without her in his own mind." The narrow-minded
help. How is it with your World's Fair bigotry which would close our Art l\fuSunday law? That is one little green ap- seum and seeks to close our World's Fair
ple you cannot lay on woman. I am just on Sunday because comparativly few of
speaking for woman in general and man in our people hav inherited the false idea
general. Havn't we raised them up in that Sunday is a sacred day, thus denying
the same families? Then where should to a large majority of our people what is
there be such a need for educating her up far more sacred than any day, their rights
to know what she wants politically? Or as citizens, ought not to be longer toleris it any worse for her to make a political ated. The sentiment among those in conblunder than man? You hav made scores trol of the World's Fair at Chicago is very
of them and we hav borne them in silence. largely in favor of Sunday opening.
Yours truly,
CHESTER BEDELL.
Now try to bear ours the same, as you
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Gh.,iZdren' s

eorner.

the way. WhY didn't G?d wait until
morning before he let the wmd blow so?
WooDLAND, Mo., Apr. 9, 1893.
Well I fear my letter is getting too
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I thought I would long s~ I will close. I will try to write a
Edited by Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall write to the Children's Corner again, as I mor~ interestin_g letter next time. I reRiver, Mass., to whom all Communica- saw my other letter in print. It is rain- main,
A true Liberal,
ALICE Moss.
ing very hard this evening. My school
tions for this Corner should be sent.
was out the 3d of March. It is rather hard
on the Sunday-school this evening. They
NoRWALK, CAL., Apr. 9, 1893.
"Between the da.rk and the daylight,
hav two churches here, and they are
DEAR Miss SusAN- H. WIXoN: This is my
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d!!>Y'~- ocCUJ.lations
quarreling neal'ly all the time. It has first Jetter to the Children's Corner. My
That is known as the Children s Hour."
been' warm for the last two weeks. I liv father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
on a farm-two hundred and sixteen acres thinks it splendid. I look at the pictures,
-five miles west of Woodland. I would and then I turn to the Children's Corner.
May Ministries.
love to hav some of the children of the There are but few Freethinkers in · ArWhat ho! how the days go!
Corner correspond .with me-about my tesia and some of them are afraid to
Andlo!
age, and I am twelve ;rears old. I will say ~o, but I believe in being one pr
The gold-brown tassels blow
close for fear my letter 1s too long.
another. Don't you? I do not go to
From cottonwood's tall pinnacles,
Your friend,
DELBERT LEoD.
While eacn morn hath its nilraCJes
church or Sunday· school, for it does not
Of leaf, and bud, and •heen that bicles
interest me, and I don't believe half they
Where'er a lonely cabin hides,
MoUNT TABER, ORE., Apr. 10, 1893.
say. There was a revival in the MethLike home of some small mother-bird,
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I would like to giv odist church not long ago. Almost all of
Where late the leafless bu•hes stirred.
you an account of my religious experience. the youn~ folks joined, but they won't
As my father is one of those "horrid Infi- stay with 1t long. There hav been a good
What song, and naught goes wrong;
dels" he never lets me go to church or many lecturers in Norwalk. Mamma and
A throng
Sunday-school very much. He wants me papa heard Mr. Ingersoll in Los AnFills all the swaying boughs along
to get an education first. But last summer geles, and it was a fine lecture. Mr.
The worn-out road where willow hedges
With brown grass from t.he autumn sedges
they built a church close to us and the Remsburg lectured here two nights,
Will curtain round the cosy ne•t
Christian women wanted me to go to which were good.
Mrs. Krekel lectOf thrush and slu·ike with lifted crest.
church so badly that I went to Sundav- ured twice and stayed all night with
I heard them but an hour ago,
school and stayed for church. They us, and Mr. Putnam lectured several
And saw them hurrying to and fro.
brought me some bread and wine, and times. I go to school and study arithtold me to eat and drink, that I was one metic, spelling, grammar~, geography,
Sweet M'ly, once, oh, so gay!
of them now. So I did, and·when I went reading and writing and arawing. Our
Our way
Had flowers and song for every day;
home and found that they had lied to and teacheis name is Mr. Donnell. I like him
No frost let down her lads blowing,
made a fool of me, I was mad, and did not very well. We hav '' The Freethinkers'
And m the thickets May-flowerd growinggo any more. Papa says that is just the Pictorial Text-Book" and "Old TestaThe palest, purplest, faire•t things,
size of a Christian, to make a fool of a little ment Stories Comically illustrated."
Like wind-flowers in their blossomings;
nine-year-old girl.
Both . of them are very nice.
I hav
And bluebells made a later train
One time Mr. Putnam was at our house read "All in a Lifetime," aud thought
When June came down with dew an drain.
and stayed three days. He lectured every it was grand.
We hav Mr. Ingersoll's
· While that sweet time was long ago,
night. I liked his speeches very much.
picture in our sitting-room, and we hav
We yet may love the May-flowers' glow.
Yours truly,
MABEL Ross.
a good many of his works.
Pueblo. Col.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
Hoping this will escape the wastebasket,
VERMoNT, IND., Apr. 15, 1893.
I will close, wishing good succeBB to THE
Two Childish Stories.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Will you admit a TRUTH SEEKER.
I remain a Liberal friend,
Some hard-headed poet has cleverly little Freethinker's girl in your Corner?
I am -eight years old to-day. Papa takes
IDA INGERSOLL CowARD.
termed men "but children of a larger THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Freethinkers'
growth." The recollection of it brings to Magazine. ButT like to read the ChilCARLSBAD, CAt.,, Apr. 13, 1893.
mind a couple of good child-stories, remarks . dren's Corner best. There are not very
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN AND CoRNER
the New York Berald.
many Freethinkers around here, but we
A mother of my acquaintance was im- keep up <?ur s~de. We liv at a small rail- FRmNDS: Here I come again. I cannot
.
.
Papa resist the temptation to write to the Cor1 road station m Howard county.
pressmg upon her little s~n the greatness keeps a store and post-office. I hav three ner again. The Chautauqua Socioty chose
and goodneBB of God. H1s blue eyes were little brothers, and of course they will all this place two years ago as a place to hold
wide open with the wonderful story, though be Infidels. I go to school throueh the their meetings. They said they would
his dimpled fingers never ceased to caress winter. Our school was out the 15th of build a large tabernacle, a college, and
the face of a small dummy watch that had March. I study reading, writing, geo~- several other buildings; they would hav
.
.
raphy, language, and numbers. If this a gymnasium and a kindergarten. The
been presented to him on Christmas day. letter is printed I will try and
ite people here had to donate some land for
buildings, and they gave them thirtv-five
It was evident that his mind was divided . again.
wr
between· the creator and the created.
1 I wish some of the little Freethinkers or forty acres. Well, they said they
couldn't build the buildings the first year,
'' Could God do anything mamma?" he ; of the Corner would write me a letter.
so they held their meetings in the church.
finally inquired.
'
I must cl<?se this ~y first letter.
Next year came around and nothing done;
"C ertam
· 1y, , was th e rep1y ; " anyYour Liberal friend,
. . AMY
E TRoYER.
then they wanted the people to donate
thing!"
[And a good 1etter 1t lB.- D. C. C.]
work to help get the ground ready for the
buildings. Then they wanted the people
"Could he make my watch keep time?"
CoRVALLIS,. ORE,, Apr. 13, 1893.
This rather floored mamma, and while
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought it about to help buy the lumber, then help them
Now, they had the gall to ask all
she was thinking up a wise answer the lit- I' time for me to wr_ite to the. Corner to l~t build.
that after the people had given them the
tle chap broke in:
yo_u know what kmd of a tn:1:1e we hav. m land! Why, of course they wouliln't do
"Of
I d 0 't
thim t · d 0 1·t 1'f 1't. this country. We are havmg a reVIval it! Why, any mob of tramps would locate
.
. course
~ wan
i here of Salvation Army corps, Captain
here if you would set them up in busilB gomg to make htm let the stars go out.·l Bryant&Co. He is goingtotell the young
But I'll tell you what I would do if I was in men God saved him from a drunkard's ness. The first year they gave a few
shows to get all the money they
his place-I'd make all the figures on grave next Sunday, the Lord's day. He little
could out of the people; the second Year
watches and clocks like these instead of I to~d how much of .a. ~hame the state it didn't amount to anything. This year
•
a'
, pnsons were to the civilized world. But
like those on the clock an on papas ' he said if it were not for them the world they came around and tried to sell some
watch, so we could always tell what time would see many more crimes committed. of the land to raise money to build with.
it is."
And then he said, ''Come, giv your They hav got to do so much improving
they can get a title to the land.
The figures on his dummy are Arabic. heart to Jesus that will keep you from before
They are like the most of preachers-they
And why shouldn't they be in the figures crim~s and drunkenne~s .." But he did not are running a skin game clear through.
.
b ·
· t d f ·
say 1t was the religiOUS people a11.d They want the pure cream. They hav
of or d mary usmess use, ms ea. 0 _m criminals that filled the prison cells.
Roman numerals? The latter are mvar1aI think it would be a fine thing for 'the only one church here. The people get in
bly painted on clock-faces with arbitrary 1 young Freethinkers to hold a convention a dispute over politics, and such things,
hav nothing to do with the church
incorrectness, anyhow, the 4 being made 1 at the World's Fair, as Miss M. M. Grier that
whatever. There is a wrangle amongst
thus, IIII, instead of thus, IV. The suggests, but there would be so ma!ly of them all the time. I don't hav anything
1 ·
quite naturally mak e a f 0 ur- 1 them that could not attend the. Fan. I to do with the church, but hav more
80 ee1sm
.
. e_
1 suggest th,at the young Freethinkers of
year-old child doubt the ommse1ence and . each state appoint a time each year to hold friends amongst them than they hav. It
omnipotence of the creator,
a convention in their respectiv states as would be a nice thing if we could hav
some place to meet and get acquainted
My other child-story is more humorous, the older Freethinkers do each year; but with
one another at the World's Fair. I
but equally instructiv. It is not original, I a!ll in favor of thos~ that can go to the would like to see this in print.
having been printed in the newspapers the ]_'an to hav a c<?nvent10n. and ha_v a good
From one of your merry band,
't b . fl
t1me.
I remam your Liberal friend,
CLINT CULVER.
o ther d ay. S o I will t ell 1 r1e y.
H. c. NoEL.
P.S.-I would like to correspond with
One day in Tennessee a man killed
some Freethinking young ladies between
AusTIN, NEv., Apr. 8, 1893.
another man. The murderer was arrested,
C. C.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my third the ages of fifteen and eighteen.
and would hav been hanged in the course
to the Corner, so I thought I would
of time. But the brothers of the mur- letter
venture to write again.
The grandmother of a l;ttle four-yeardered man could not wait. They got up a
First I will tell you about Austin. It is
big m~ of several hundred people and a very small place, but there are quite a old had been telling her one day not to
attacked the jail, with the intention of tak- few people here. There are two mines say people lied, but rather that they were
ingthe murdereroutandkillinghim. The being worked by a company and a great mistaken. Her grandma, to amuse her,
men, however, whom these same people had many by other people. My father and told her a bear story, which was a tough
two other men are working in a mine
elected and sworn in for the purpose got above the '' Winan "(that's the company's one to believe. After she had finished,
together and defended the jail, and in- mine). They are getting pretty good ore the little girl looked up into her face and
cidentally the prisoner. The result was now and will be able to ship a carload in exclaimed, "Grandma, that is the biggest
that some twenty-five men were slain, a few weeks. There are a few farmers mistaken I hav ever heard."
:among whom were, very appropriately, here, but mining is the chief occupation.
On Thursday night we had a great
JUDITH was a very mischievous little
1he two brothers who got up the not windstorm. It blew the porches and flagnnique social entertainment.
poles and other things off the houses, and girl. One day she was in the room adNow, if that is not a funny story then I it blew one old house down and a great joining the one where mamma sat sewing.
never heard one. It is enough to kill big roof off a large house. It made me She was out of sight, and was very quiet.
"Judith! Judith I" called mamma,
the devil with laughing. The reasoning laugh, for the house it blew the roof off
was right across the way from us and one "what are you up to?"
powers of the four-year-old child are old
man was all that lived there. When
The answer came slowly and reluctantly,
more perfectly developed than in the adult it blew off they told me that old fellow
child, judging from this curious sample of got up and went downtown but he kept ''I'm up to the bureau, mamma!"- Youth's
turning and looking back at his house all Companion.
masculin ratiocination.-Exchange.

Correspondence.

GOLD.

SILVER.

MIRES ABD STOCKS.
CHAS.~ BLACKBUR~

Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given t.o the exp_ert examination of minera.l pt·operties in the United States
and British Columbia.
MINES BOUG/f f AND SOLD
Precious !Uetal!Uin.es a Specialty. Can
furnish any kind of mineral property-Platin)lm,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Ntckel, Uo_pper~ Lead,
Antimony, It·on, Mangane"e,l\fica, and Uoru. Also
Slate. Granit, Ltmestone, and Sandstone quarries.

RICH GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE.
Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers and
gold-silver galena mines in Kootenay and bariboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited· sampling, ass>tys and mill tests;
all work stricth scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MilliONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
MINE~AL.

METAL.
3mo14

THE

'I' HE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R- G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as WP.ll as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

°

!

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
limo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. 1 !mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition, for Children and Yout
The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, 'rRE TRU'rH BEEKER 00.

Superstition in All AgeSi
BY J&AN M&SLI&~,

renounced
Christianityand Exposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-
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REDUCTION IN -PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living. in Michigan said mi'ce that he wouJd give $25 a.
:vea.r...:t:? have the Cnrp.e~ of Preachers recorded, as the frequent la.pses
of vu·tne of the mm1sters showed how little value Christia.nity
possesses to make men moral.
We h~v.e just issue~ the Fourt~ ~dition of the book doing this.
The additiOns for th1s new ed1t10n of the

With the eighth edition of
Winwood Reade's" Martyr-

"Crimes of Preachers"

dom of Man," the cost of

s:J:tows n~a!"lY 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in preVIOUS editiOns show that within a few years ab0nt ,

production has been /es-

1300 :MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY

Sf!ned so that we can reduce

of one kind or another of criminal tlondnct. Most of the criines
are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the ·church" meaning of course the
cler_gy•
• Notwithstanding 1he many additional pages, we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church-••a.~~oJWi
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
oloseq the World's Fair 011 Sunday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon m•ccn·n•err
paintmgs in this period is" immoral.';
.
.
·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Laf&yet~e Place, New York.

BOOKS
BY

SALADIN

the price from $1.75 to

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a work~ second only to Helen Gardener'a
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oenefit of it. The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
Is &very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has nn.dergone
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppres
sive factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hi8
intellectual struggle from the animal period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of what
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:

W1:1..'R

0

Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria, the
Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
Character 9f
Character of
1 the.
RELIGION med,
Descnpt10n or Afnca, the Monammeuans m uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town the
Chru:cJ,i, V!Jnice, Arab S.J>ai_n, thE~ Portng;nes~~ Disgoverer..s,., the Slave T~ade,
LIBERTY AbolitiOn
m Europe, AbolitiOn m Amenca, matenals of .tlnman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early Histm:y,
of Universal History, The ll'lltuse of the Hmpan Race, Tlie
INTELLECT BniJIIJlary
Rellgwn of Reason and Love.

OV. STEWART BOBS),

{esn~

0

·

Christians~ Arabia~ Me<;ca~-.

Moham~

0

. Editor of the

0

.60NDON .AGNOSTIO JOUBN.U..).

GOD AND HIS. BOOK:

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h~ve earned t~:Je
thanks of all who really think." It is a. work ~?f vast. research\ of sound cnt1c1smior caustic
humor of sledgehamm• r vehemence, of scathing satue, !>f patnos and elo9.nence. t 1s one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at:the Je'!Vlsh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ~ler,ated the .woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ;>Ject o~ Bala~n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wuter sa1d of 1~:
"This cprtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever issued from the press. The anthonties cited are nnqnestionable,·and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gtlt lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this snbjecb proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in hlliilan beings. ·.m which are added such comments
a.s only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
'

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible C&ll be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gemns; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr:y,in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. ln cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

Good Books for Liberolly ln. T th
clin.ed Peon/e.
ru
r

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being Tomantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingl:v told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, obeerver, a.nd reformer.
Every 1>age glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y: one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the POISMBion of Ba.ladiD
In paper, 10 cents.
•

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~alloW!I. Printed :[!rom manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRL WIND SOWN and REAPED.

this

A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of
book the O,vM Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest tha.n Helen Gardener's itory,' Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being an exposure of that infamous reli11i0ns rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her _A.tte • pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her BelfIndul_gence; The Relative Crimln&l S11atistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
V"" .U of i;h11se woTks a.ddr..a
~ TllUTR REEKER. !Ill La.fa.yeti;e Place. New Y~ ·'

',1

Seeker Library.

The Last 'l.'enet_ Imposed upon the Khan o·_
Tomathoz. l:Sy Hudor Genone author Truth Seeker Annnal~-.1891.,,.,,.,,.,", .......Price.
$0 25
of "Im;tuirendo Island." Copiously illustrated Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Garwith anginal drawings by Louis M:. Glackens.
dener, .................. , ............ , . , . . .
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. llius-

Inquirendo Island. A novel. By Hudor
GenoRe. .12mo, llp3 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50<;.
Th1s bqok 1s to .m.e a dehglitful surpn~e. In m:y:_Jndgment 1t 1s a stronger piece of
fict1011' th~n Edw!trd ~llamy's 'Looking Backward, which at t1mes 1t remmds one of. It is a
IIJ.ermle~s el'posnre of Phl}risaism and hypocl1SY, whwh 1s so prevalent m fashionable Chris~Ian~ty of to-day. It is a. good book and while
1twill offend many, should be read by all."[The Arena.

Lecture on the Bible. B:y Rev. Charles

Answ~~~tt~cb.rlstlaii ·Qii.i8tion."8: ·n: M'. ":iien.:

nett ......................... ,.""" ....... .
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .. " ....•
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire.,,,,,.:.: ..
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated . .
SabbathJ3reakipg. JohnE. Remsburg .. .".:.:
Travels m Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams..................
Strike of a Sex. George N. ~Iiller. . . .
My Religions Experience. Samuel P: Piit~'
ll!tm.......................................
The H)!;her Criticism in Theology and ReligiOn. T. E. Longshore................

Voysey, pastor of the Theistic church of Londonf, With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
IssUEs oF 1892. -$3.
'l'a t Root. Paper, 37 pages; 20c.
~fidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote, .... , . . . . . . .
God in the Constitution. By Arthur 'B Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustraBradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; 10c.
' •
ted......................................
Christ Crucified? Austin Bier bower · ·
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical Was
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gar~

~ibJ~\~~~ii. · · ::rcib.ii ·:E: i't6ii1ril)U.i-i::::::::::::

50
25
25
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10
40
25
25
25
25
50
25
40
10
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25
50
25

A StJ!.dY of Primitive Christianity. By

10

24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe

p w k t T~closnres of Maria Monk, .......... .

ohc e
eology. Voltaire .... , ............. .
W Y Don't God Kill the Devil? M. BabLeWis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt top uncut Liber1~ckiii · "iXiei-"aiD.i-ii. · · · Tesiilliaiiiai · "ia
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll..... , ....... ·
.
' !'- thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
lm.J>ressed WJ.th the.cate, the honesty, the faith- S1x Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A:
Proctor .......................... , . . . . .
fulness, t'!).e 1mpar~1\Llity, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this adilli- Candlli: ~rom Under the Bushel. Wm. "A..
rable volnme."-[Popular Science Monthly.
TheHo!r :B'J)i"".A:b·:···························
What Can Ethics Do For Us~ By Fa,lse c1aitits e of ri~~e~hii~ch:,. john.,
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo 32
Remsburg .. , .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pages,10c.
'
·By Minot J. Savage. Paper, 31 pages, 10c.

'E:

IssUEs oF 1893.-$3.
Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By Thomas Paine
Vindicated. Col. Robert
William Mackintire Salter. Paper 12mo 29

pages, tOe.
'
'
Th~? :Morals of Christ. A comparison
With ~hEl contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
P!Ians&Ic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
B1erypwer .. Paper,16mo, 200 pa,ges, 50c.; cloth,
$1.
Mr. B1erbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical systems which chiefly concern the modern c~vilized world, and in this
book he has so. classified the elements revealed
bJ.: that anal~~s as to ~ive them a high scientific va.lne. H1s book 1s almost as systematic as
a treat1~e upon one of the exact sciences and
s~ands .m fine co_ntrast to the rambling, ethical
discussiOn of whwh we hear so much and which
leads ns nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

SABBATH • BREAKING.

THE

Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.

Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

on the \LP,Plications of scientific truth to morals
and religwn. By E.P.Powell. 12mo 208pages·
cloth, $1; p_aper, 50c.. "t>trong. even bold:
essays on ethical and religiOns subjects. They
are the w;ork of a ma~ of vigorous intellect, who
has stnd1ed the doctrme of evolution long and
carefnlly, auq has not found it necessary to
abandon a.!). h1s old reverences. The discourses
are full of.mterest to the casual reader by rea,.
s9n qf the1r fund of anecdote and biographical
mtatwn, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.
•
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H~':t~f;~~~o~ ~re~:g~ngh"i.". W.' s: "ileli:::::: ~g

Durin~ the year. other standard Freethonght
works w11l be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Ye~rly sn,bscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
puJ;>hshed 1p one. year. In ordering please say
wh1ch year 1s desired.
f.lingle numbers sold at prices quoted,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
28 Lafayette Place,NewY~rk.

WAS

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

Origin of:" the Sabbatic .IdeaThe Je'VVish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exainination o£
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
Sunday Arguinents -Origin
A.i~dicial gonsideratio:n of the qnestion,&nd the
and Christianity. A Study
o:t the Christian Sabbat.h- Evolution
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo. dec1s1on aga~nst the scnptures and the Christian
Testiinony of" the Christian
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements ar~ tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
Fathers-The Sabbath durSC!und an<J. well P!lt• H;is b_ook is the fruit of
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Wide. reading and In_vesttga~wn. It is a helpful
ing the Middle Ages-The
one, 1s thpronghly mter!Jstmg reading, and its
Puritan Sabbath-Testiinony
presentat19n.of Phe r~latwn between evolution
of" Christian Reforiners.
and Chnst1amty mclndes much valuable
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.
Scholars, and Divines-.Abro•
Lessons From the World of Matter and
~ation of" Sunday La"Ws.
the Wor~d of Man. By Theodore Parker. Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N&r•

CRUCIFIED?

Pyramid of Cizeh.

-BY-

JOHN

Price. 25 Cents.

OPEl/ SUNDAYS.

e.

REoMSEVRG.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafu,yetts piac11. Nsw Torlt.

Selected fi;om notes of nnjmblished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages· cloth $1.25•
paper, 50c.
'
'
'
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
.d LIBERAL 81. OR Y.

1tr llB~: ».:3".1t.ut.l..

Priee, Ji eo b.

rative in Genesis a.nd Exodus.
BY VAI( BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

Essay on M i ra<?les!l
' B31 DAVID HUME.
Prioe.

w oenu.
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Scientific Works. THE
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miiller. 1. The Simplicity of Languagei 2. The
Identity of. Language and TJ;iongh~. and .s.
The S,mplimty of Thought. With an ~pendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, G;eorge J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound ill cloth.
Price, 75o.
Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
gnage, By Prof. F. Max. Miiller. The
Oxford University Extemion Lectures. With
a supJ?Iement. •· My Predec.essors." an essay on
genesis of "The S<'ience of Thought." 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.
The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
Ribot, :Qrof~s<or of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de France,
and editor of the Revue PllilosopMque. Authorized translation. Treating or the following
topic.: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; c, Surprise. 2. Yoluntary'ror Artificial,
Attention.-a. Its mechani•m; b, nhibition; c,
'l'he feeling of effort. 3. The l\Iol"bid States of
Att.ention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c,- Fixed itleas and ecstasy; a. Iilioey; e, Attentwn in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 75c.
Fundamental Problems. The Method .of
Philosoohy a• a Hystematic Arra:Hement of
Knowlell.ge. By Di·. Paul Carns. Price, $1.
The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.
A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of tbe author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psycholog.v of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and Sensory Organs. 3. The Psychology of
Nutrition: Ho}ophytic, Saprophytw, and Ani·mal Nutrition; ·Predatory tlabits of Certain
Animalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicelluhir Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physio>ogical Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (profc•sor of physiology in the Faculty of
l\fedicine at Paris) respecting cellular psYchology. lOrna, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.
Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with ll'fr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of tlie Board of Trade;_ and also the Controversy with Mr. Hugh v. Pentecost, and
othPre, on the Single •ra:Jt Question. Elegant
cloth binding,_portrait of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $L
•
The Idea of God. By Ih. Paul Carns.
Being a disquisition on the development of
the icleaof God in human thought and histo!"Y;
d•scus<ing: 1. TheN ature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polvtheisin,
1\Ionotheism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.
Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. ComJ:!arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenoerg, of the University of Kiel.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to Lassen; c, 'rhe Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
!!Y Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Great :Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peOQle of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of tlie University of
Konigsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Con'll!_est of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With esiJecial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and J:lrefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.
The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
invitation of the Bnard of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The The.
aries of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.
On Double Consciousness. Experimental
Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousne<s in Hysterica.J Individuals. 3. The
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical J0':e.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciou>ness? 6. The
Graphic ~Iethod and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.
The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes a• a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the act.ivitv of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.
Diseases of Personalitv. By Th. Ribot.
Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso, ders. 3. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.
The Soul of Man. An Investigation of
the Factd of Phxsiological and Experimental
Psychology. ByDr.Pau!Carus. With 152llJu,trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. 'rhe subject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of 1\l:ind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Peychology. 6. The Ethical and Religious Aspects of So"ul-Life.
Address
THI!l '£RUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New York

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS, E. D. SLENKER.

Creed of Christendom.
Its foundaflon Contruted with Ita Superatructure.
BY W. B. GREG.

in 1 voL, 12mo. swvv•• 81.50.

HOLY CROSS SERIES.

Gems of ~hought.

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographld
th
ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
THE destroyers of the o
are
e
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what creators of the new. -Ingersoll.
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unIF we doubt the justice of an action, we
varnished language, and the unmasking is com- ought to for bear doing it.- Chinese author.
plete, proving them to have been erne!, in·triguing, and licentious men. Considering the
THE laws which we make, fragil, inconrapirlbook
growth
of CAtholicism
in disseminated.
this country, st-ant works of a moment, dJ'""er
everythis
cannot
be too widely
w
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
wher~. Jacob, among the Hebrews, could
~he Mother of Harlots; a Synopsis of marry two sisters; David, wHhout offense
Popery, as It Was &11« as It Is. By to decency and morals, could flatter the
William Bog~tn, for twenty-five years a confess- importunate tenderness of.. a hundred
ing priest. The object of this book is to expose b
·
th
· th V t•
popery, acquaint the neople of the country with
eauties;
e pope, Ill
e a wan, can
the dangerous machinations of the church in not possess one. . . . Usages, interthe United States, and warn them against giv- ests modes of worship, laws, all differ.
ing
countenance
or support. Price, pa- LET' us Bu~ JUST,· it suffices,· the rest is
per, it
50 any
cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
The Awful Disclmmres of Maria Monk, arbitrary.- Voltaire. ·
as
in a narrative
of herassufferings
dnrFoR a oeri'es
of centuri'es the encouragein.exhibited
her residence
of five years
a novice,___and
o
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel vieu ment of credulity and imposture almost
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti- annulled the value of contemporary
Catholic
created more
ex- records.
Travelers and chroni'clers, as
citement,book
and published
had such has
a circulation
as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics well as biographers, accommodated the
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
1 t t b d 1·
~ l·n m
vels
better than she should be," but investigation popu ar as. e Y: ea mg, no,
ar
disclosed that her "child of ohame" was none only, but m miracles; witchcraft ane<?·
other than the child of her priest-seducer. dotes preternatural resurrections, prodiPn.ce, paper, 50 cent•; cloth 75 cents..
gies ~f skill and physical prow!')ss, giants,
Auricular ConfessiOn and Popish Nun-~ dragons, were-wolves, and no end of
neries. By ~m. ~ogan, for tw~nty-five ~<pectral manifestations. It is no exag!£eryear• a confessmg pneot. A revelation of the
·
ha f
· d f
t
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in 1 atwn to say t t or a perio o more an
these religwus brothels. There i• no question I nine hundred years the dogma of the
that E:xc·J!riest Ho~an kne'Y the .t~uth of .the I Galilean
antinaturalist
systematically
r~~~~i~fV~il~;n~~C~~~~o:~:ll~ ~~~~~l~C~~e ~:e;t!';~ favored the RUrVival 0/ fhe unfi_t, b;f offerthat_i~ the people genera~ly knew of them, Ca- ing a premium on mental pros.tituti<?n and
tholimsm would not be g;iven the vast ~-tmou1,1ts making common sense a capital Crime.of money now allowed it by our varwus mtY
. L
l
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75 Feltx . 0 swa d.
cents.
THE trap sprang upon the two rabbits
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including in Eden, and it was some four thousand
copious extracts from the "Confessional Un- years before anything was done. to take
masked," from the "ll'faster Key to Popery," its iron out of their flesh, to take Its teeth
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully out of then· bones. Is this a specimen of
and thoughtfully a religious sYstem so inv•sive ''loving kindnees and tender mercy " as
of privacy, so ]:!owerful for evil in licentious the expression is understood in heaven?
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth~ . . . After the third part [Christ] did
and to the freedom of thought, speech, ana come down here to see wbat could be
action. Price. paper, 25 cEnts.
done for the limbs which had been broken
Priestly CeJibacy Exposed. A lecture by in Eden's patent damnation-trap, could
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the he, she, or it not hav set about the task in
result in parishes of the Roman decree that a more sensible fashion? Trampin~ about
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 rents.
in an obscure and outlandish corner of the
Sister Lucy and Her A wfol Disclosures world, accompanied by twelve yokels and
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore- a few hussies, and talking communism
ham, Essex England. Showing that convents
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom. and nonsense, was, to put it mildly, a
roundabout way of breaking the rusty
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
iron and the gory teeth of that trap in
28 Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.
which all creation groaned. This third
part of God lived as long as it could, and
diP.d when it could not help it; and I am
rather anxious to ·know what this had to
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law regu- do with the redemption of mankind.lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an im- Saladin in God and His Book.
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
Tm: dealings of theology with political
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of economy were by no means confined to
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor. the takmg of interest for money. ·n
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
would be interesting to note the restricThe Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of tions placed upon commerce by the
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, church prohibition of commercial interor trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle!' course with Infidels, agail:!st which the
Price, 10 centlil.
republic of Venice fought a good fight; to
note how, by a most curious perversion of
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 scripture in the Greek church, many of
the pea•antry of Russia were prevented
l'rice, 5 cents.
from raising and eating potatoes; how, in
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Scotland, at the beginning cif this century,
Was Jesus Insane t Price, 10 cents.
the use· of fanning-mills for winnowing
The Public Schools and the Catholic grain was widely denounced as contrary
Church. Price, 5 cents.
to the text, "The wind bloweth where it
listeth," etc., as leaguing with Satan, who
is ·' prince of the powers of the air," and
therefore as sufficient cause for excommunication from the Scotch church. Instructiv it would be also to note how the
introduction of railways was declared by
.Sy Helel\ H. Gardel\el".
an archbishop of the French church to be
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and an evidence of the divine displeasure
Strongest Lectures .Against
against country ~nnkeepers who set meat
the Bible.
before their guests on fast-days, and who
were now punished by seeing travelers
Every Woman Should Read It carried
by their doors; how railways and
and
telegraphs were denounced from a few
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
noted pulpits as heralds of Antichrist; and
how in Protestant England the curate 'of
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
Rotherhite, at the breaking in of the
Thames tunnel, so destructiv to life and
ptoperty, declared it from his pulpit a just
judgment upon the presumptuous aspirations of mortal man. The same tendency
o:a,
/ JJ
Principles of the Natural Order of 'the llni is seen in the opposition of conscientious
men to the taking of the census in Sweden
verse, with a System of Morali)•
and the United States, on account of the
Based Thereon.
terms in which the numbering of Israel is
BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
spoken of in the Old Testament. Religious scruples on similar grounds hav also
VU.L~'!'ENTS:
been avowed against so beneficial a thing
li'O!I:le and Matter
The Fitness of Things '
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
as life insurance. Apparently unimpor·
Immortality of Forc'l, Man,
tant as these manifestations are, they ininfinity of !\fatter,
Brain and Mind,
dicate a wide-spread tendency in the
Value of Matter,
Thou!{ht,
Motion,
Consmousness,
application of scriptural declarations to
Form,
Seat )f the Soul,
matters of social economy which has not
[mmutabilityofNatural Innate Ideas).
yet ceased, though it is fast fading away.
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance
Worthy of especial study, too, would be
Laws,
Yitnl Force,
the evolution of the bettt>r modern methods
'fhe Heavens,
The Soul of Brute~
Periods of the Creation Fre3 Will,
of raising and bettering the condition of
of the Earth,
• ~lC',:ality,
the poor; the evolution, especially, of the
·Original Generation, Conclnd'i'ng Ob"en.
idea that men are to be helped to help
Secular Generation,
tions. ·
themselvs, in opposition to the old theories
u..;(',A. fll.l>n Anil:r""" 'I'H"ffi 'l'HTT'I'H Al<'!;'l{ ""
of indiscriminate giving, which, taking
root in some of the most beautiful utterances of our sacred books, grew in the
warm atmosphere of medieval devotion
By BEV. G. T. Fox,. M.A.
into great systems for the pauperizing of
the laboring olasses.-Prof, A. D. White.
J.>rioe, 15 oent.s.
Address this omoe.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Force a11d

~atter;

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

All preachere, doctore, lawyer",Itfidel~-every
body disputing the irnih of Rpiritualism-should
sit in high control one honr each day and KNow
of the ifmth ilirect. No more eaviling need be
h~ar<1, for EVERYBODY CAN KNOW of direct Spirit
communi an-t! nth that no philosopher, no
professor of any ecience, no meclium other than
" MEDIUM WE,"
ever gave to the wo'!Old.
Send to 2,801 Twenty-eighth and Grace streets,
Richmond, Va.,and get
BOOK OF MEDIUM WE,
which is <$1. It contains all the ins<rnction
required for the whole world to move on in daily
·
scient'fic revolution.

WIZARDS MAGIC PURSE.
The most bewildering llluston diS·
coYeredln this-century! A ,·ery strong
purse of the tluost<ln~ssed kldstrongly
sewed and benutlfully embroidered.
(ltegulnrgoods ol equu.l qunllty sell for
uoc. to 'TCic.) Cornprlses 8 p(lckots, which

we GUARAN1'tm no one cnu open ln a
hours without knowing the secret. It
hns butlled all expel't& In }mv.zlcdom.
A great novelty, a wonderfUl mys_!ery
nndn usefnl m·tlclc, nllh.lone. '\:our
money and secretB nre an to Inside this
pursel Sntlsfi\C'l(ln Gun ran teed.

:O:::unnlewlth secretin sonHHtenvelopotwH_t pnlcl wlth ~ntnlo~ue
N l<lt'V lll"f'fnl articles, :!a(':, 3 fm• flit•; o tor $1.UO, $1.80 Doz.

il. H. INGERSOLL & lllW, 6o Cortlandt st., N. l':.

3teow19

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy· Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in &case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians ns~ force .to repre~s free
speech. Its legal acumen iS nnsurpass«:d•. tts eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chnstian persecution is going on this argull!e~t should be
freely circulated, read t,o the Ohnstians, and expounded on every occaSion.
In p&per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Sunday Question.
ft HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL I'!EVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
By CiEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.

Price,

15 cents

Ji1atsriaJism:
.fts Hlstm·y antl Its Injlue'!IW6
Upon Society.
ts;r Dn. Lams BucHNER, Author of "Force and
lllatter ," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Bible Temperal\Ce..
---LIQUOR DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.

c. wALKER.

By E.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
TH:e GOSJ=ISLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In th& N0w Testament.
~~

~

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT,

fmbe!lished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Or Hebr'ew ali.d Cl).ristiat) Rev·
elatiolj_.
Price, $2.

By Lours .TAcoLLIOT.

Goaly Women of the Biblec
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who figure In the Bible.
--BYAN UNGODLY

Cloth, -

Wor.u.:e;

0"6 THB NnmTEBNTH CEN'I•

UBY.

'ill cents.

SISTEH. LUCY
-AND--

Her Awful Disclosures
AS 'iO lJu~V H!Jl.L CONV/fNT.
~ II

&b.

few Words on Auricular Confusslol'o
lOoonis.
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CHEAP EDITION.

"••
.ay;

..••

G. "W. POOTS.

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c,,
6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

·

BEDS.

.Age of Reason and Examination of the Prophecie!>_.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75o.

.Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B:JO
J. E. Remsburg, Portrait. Pap ..
.

50o.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written ir.
1776. 15c.
·Crisis. Written ·During .Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75o.
Great Works. 8vo. 800 pp.,
clo., $3; leather, $4;
¥ilt edges, $4.50.

morocct.

Life of. By J. E. Remsbnr&
. Port. Pap~c.
Life of. with Remarks oli.
Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 400.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Ltfe of.

With Explanatocy

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograplt of. RtJavy plate

--o--

Being true accounts of the.pa.ssing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Ba.skervil!e, Pierre Ba:~:le,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord &ling broke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condoroet~Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles llarwin,
Era.smus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georgi) Eliot, Frederick the Great;
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Anstm Holyoake, Vietor Hugo,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill. .JoJl.ll Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Raben
Owen_;..Thoma.s Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, winwood Reade, Madame Rol&nJ, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John
Tolan~ Vanim, VolnEll', Voltaire, James Watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
'l'JIE TRUTH REEKER.

pnper, 22X28,l!\1.

Political and Religious Re.·
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.

Political Works : "Common
Sens~ " "Crisis,u "Rights
o1
Man. 1 $1.50.
Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; olo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.
Theological Works: "Age of

•

·~(?~

Reason,"" Examination of Proph·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pam"
and steel port. $1,50.

"Vindication of, Reply toN. Y ..
Oose:rver. ByR. G. Ingersoll.. '.Oo.

FREETHINK fRS' PICTORIAL .TEXT-BOOK.
(

SHOWING

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTHFULu
NESS

OF THE CHURCH'S: CLAIM

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·

CENT INSTITUTION, AND R&VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF

OHUROH

WITH

AND

Fun...Page
Inustratiof\S.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

IJI.

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.

DESIGNS BY WATSON HES1''J...'lJ,
WITH PORTR.AI'l' W'"
THE IJESIGNER~

The illustrations are classified as follows:
J&repreeent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
••
The Church Robbing the People.
I
"
Thanksgiving.
I
••
Sabbath Laws.
H
Children and the Church.
30
••
Woman nnd the Church.
®
The Church and Thomas Paine.
t\
..
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
~
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Om• Penitentiaries.
4
••
The Atonement Scheme.
t
••
The Lord and His W arks.
I
Prayer.
lO
The Creeds.
:1.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1
g
4
g
1
4
II
12
"
3
"
6

'l

SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnlil
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Irelnnd and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chura.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, nnd it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of P!ttting the book in the reach of all
A.t twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as n portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful successJ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
A.:Werica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
l!!'reathought, and has done faithful.and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pictlill"es do not make up the whole of this volume. There are neMlY two hundred pages of reading
'llatter thttt serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
.alsity of the church's professions al)d the qY)]oc~isy of those who uphold them. AltogethE)r the
~ook is one of the best weapons agamst Chnsttamty and the church that ha.s ever been put m tn..
"'-~1!!\~.!! (>f Fl"oethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

POPES AHO 1"1{£1Ii DOIHGS.I
.
. AOOoUNT _DF
Vrcars of Chrrst and Yrcegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

•

SHORT~

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

"- Popular "-ccount of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

Travels in Faith .
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAM&
Being the story of his ment&l Journe v from
orthoaoxy to Rationalism.
.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents .
Address
THE TRUTH~ SEEKER.

.Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the ven: bed·
rock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Addres•

.The Colonel

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ln~ersoll

Souvenir.

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.

Given· Away.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh•U present to all patrons who favor
me with nn order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, hut
guaranteed "'finer spoon thnn sold elsewhere for
$3 And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR

Is made in the following varietY:
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized.
} each $2.~0
10 ounces 11er doz.,
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New TesOxidized,
}
8.00
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ~cripture
Oxidized,
}
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
gilt bowl,
3.00
{ 10 ounces
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
per doz.,
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oents.
Oxidized,
}
gilt,
3.50
{ l 0 •ectionnl
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain howl,
2.75
h
gilt
u
3.25
satin
3 00
OR, THE
gilt
aw
The $2 50 Tea is also SUJ"Jplie 1 etched in ·bowl,
"The 'l'ime To Be H•ppyi- Now," or other motBy T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
toes, or names. tor fifty cents extrn. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon pnying difference iu
Philadelphia, Pa.
price, select any other spoon from above list.
My stock emhrnces everything usually kept in
first class jewelt-y stores. Diamonds gunranteed
Price, 10 cents.
20 per cent below regulnr marl<et price. WatcheP
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
of every descriptiOn, Chai% Rin_¥s, Ne<·klaces,
Jewelry, Silver nn<l Plated wnre, upticnl GoodsJ
Ba ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be pain
for proof that I .hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in any of my latest pricelists, on nccount of the nbove liberal offer.
IBON•CLAD SERIES.
(If Freethou(l"ht Bndges are preferred tlte $2.50
1 Atonement. Charles Brad! aug_h............. 5 may be so npphed.)
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatio, .
(Established 1857) Rochelle, TIL,
Underwood ................................. 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... 10 Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstdn"
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15 Wntch; the Beaut.if"u!Ingersoll Hpoon; the Potm9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10 lar Freethought Rndge.
10 EpW.emicDelusions. Marvin ................ 10
Send for pricelists, cur-~s in colors nnd gold of
11 Philosoljlh:l'" of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50 bndge, tracts, etc., free.
12 •.ryndalls Belfast Inaugural and Portrait .. 25
13 Essays on Miracles. David Hume ........... , 0
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh . . . . . . . . 5
OBTAINED.
15 Were Adam and Eve Our J<irst Parenrs?
Charles Bradlaugh........ .. .... .. .. .... . .. 5
Terms Easy.
16 Why Do Men 8tarve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
'thirty-ftTe yeo.rs' experience. Exammatw_ne a.nd n.e~
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Br.dlaugh ... 10
ports free. Prompt attention. Send Drawing anti d~
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ..... 5
a~rll)tion to J •. Buun~n k (1o,. Attv'~. Wn.shinetoq.O'20 t:lu{lllrstitio•• Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . . . .
5
,1 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is th~ Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... 5
23 The Christian Deit;y. Charled Watts.. . . . . . 5
24 Moral Value of thhBible. Charles Watts.... 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Ohristiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts .
..
5
28 ~houghts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake... 5
29 b there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake... . .. . . . . . .......... 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is '!'here a God? Charles BradlaUilh. ... . . . . 5
39 Labor's Pray.r. Charles Bradlnugh
... 5
40 ~overty: Its Uause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science nnd Bible Antagonisti~. C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist
l<'ear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake
.... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi"al Comli
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh.. 5

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Conflict between Reason and Superstition.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

~TATE.

185

A
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FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserv~ the volumes of THE TRUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar .

PATENTS

MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chos' n." ...... .
8 New l,ifA of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 20 .. Questions Without AnswHs.............. 5
6 l.>ialogu<> between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm.... . ... . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian..
10
8 Search Alter Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoaks
................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.... ... 5 TB~ HOT~D
10 A Few Word" about the Devil...... . . . . . . . . . 5
For Men Only,
11 NewT ifA of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake..... 10
18 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10 Ia a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
14 Acts of the Apostle•: A Farce. A. H
.. 10 and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
15 Lu"icrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10 treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. ...... 5 middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bracllaugh ...... 5 and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlam!h.. .. . . 5 hood, Wa.sting Discharges~ Vancocele, Mental
19 N~w Life of Ab·aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 and Physical Debility, Iaiooy, Insanity. and
20 New Life of Moses. · Charles Bradlaugh . . . . 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoak e. Per doz ..... 10 Dl}~¥iwse alllioted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send their address for ten cents~ sealed in a flain
ill1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth envelope, giving cause~ ana S}'Dlptoms o the
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
Complaint and a descnption of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. 1.
And
say
yon
saw
this
advertisement
m THE
Sl.50 "'ill now buy a. relin.bto Al\fERITRUTH SEEKER.
CAN WATCH in 5trongGOLD PLATE
Dut~tProofCa~c. W!il not yary t~.min
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.

SPECIALISTt

utoin30dnya; Jr ·••<lur:lhlon..<~any
mrW.e. Ft:LLY <; .'.1:.\~TF.l-:D.
ItbwtAMERICAY p:!!• nt h:n:r MO\"E:\1
Patent Lsenpcmcnt llolori ll.cij:ulo.tor, Lantern Pin!on,
!!40 be:~.ts to minute; No key required to '""ind and
act; wei~bt.4 oz.; euotly liko cut; Post-pAid fur $1.60,
3 for $4.00, 12 for 8Hd>C. by express. Mention paper
andwewlllincludobandsomo gold pht~d CIIAI:-i l,;.
CHARM. AGENTS & Storekecpt<rs seed for 'fERliS.
CattLlo~;uo of 1000 new articles FREE.

ROBERT ll~ INGERSOLL 1: BRO.,
65 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK CITY.

To R,Pf!" lato the

STOMACH, LIVEft
AND BOWELS, TAKit

QlPANS TABULE&
...·· ....
·:·
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.J/owa of tAo Woolt.
THlll restaurants on the World's Fair
which hav been ~barging almost
mcredibly exorbitant prices, will be made
to lower their rates by the Exposition
managers.
THill authorities at the Sioux reservation in South Dakota are having difficulty
in restraining the visits of a white man
named Hopkins to the Indians. He poses
as au Indian messiah, and as the sav~tges
confidently expect the coming of such a
personage, it is feared that his advent
would breed a rising.
THE teview by President Cleveland of
war· ships of many nations, along with
those of our rapidly growing navy, which
has just been held in New York harbor,
elicits the comment from the London
.st. James Gazette: "In America all the
old republican objection to a navy and to
an aggressiv foreign policy is fast disap·
pearing Pr gone already."
~rounds,

"As tlte hosl; of heaven cattnot be nu~nhered, nelther
the ;and of the sea rne~
ured; so w/1/ I n-wHiply
the seed o.f .ZJavid my Sel"vcud and the ];evd:es th.at
'
.
Jttinis ·t.er un t o n-ze .l h
( Jehova),:r FJ"omrse fo Jeremialr.} •

"'TAere are only &-t'x
million Jews, whl/e:
t'heJ<e a;<ehund,..edtl·

...-,;
----------

ofmr//,iJ.Hs nf fi1·!f'~n1i."

1•, fit, ·(f'Yu,f.'.r/d/e,.._ A!hT'l,/ry3.

~ ·~'_...,_tllltt(f{(llltlllttf

lUllf,,t,,

ONE OF Y A.HWEH'S UNFULFILLED PROMISES.

" A 0 i g es t

of S c i e nc e . "

TH[ DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND:
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Env1ronments.
By .JAMES B. AT.EXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1, 067 pages, and a 3 -column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only sz.,-s.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in

simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con-

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
])o t/O'U WU!h to !Je We!! i'll/'ormed. 1

THEN READ A OIIAPTER OR VERSE DAlLY Fl\01\t THIS BffiLE OF
SOIENOE!

It is entertaining as well as enlil'fhtening, and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature
-i.e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EAGLE BRAND.
-THE BEST-

ROOFING
Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.
EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO.,
Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
l3tl8

HE~!sEN~HELL
WONDERS

~

From Things heard and seen in the Spiritual World, by

EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;
ALSO

THE LAST
JUDCMENT,
as witnessed by him in 1757·
b~~~P:~h5~!~;r:n~ilt~r3l~.&f.· ~3d~sst7;~~z~ in pap~r
Am. Swedenborg Printing & Publishing Booiet71
Dept. ''A•" 20 COOPER UNION, N.Y. CITY.
6teowl7

Both

ACENTS WANTED.
We want agents to sell onr rare Mexican Cactus
and Coins; wili senil three different kinds of
samples for $I. and one coin with each order.
Address
TEXAS CACTUS COMPANY,
H. G. STILLWELL, Manager,
'
208 San Antonio St.,
4tl7
El Paso, Texas.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN THE SABBATH.
A SPIRITUALIST?
A Thorough Exami-n,ation and .Refutation of the Olaims of the
By M. FARRINGTON.

-OR-

Curious Revelations From the

Sabbatariana.
Pli.ce.

Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.

MEDICAL.

Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. Illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50:
paper, 75 cents.

If yon need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 •• 281La.fa.Yette ol&M. ~. y.

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
va,st amount pf .evip.ence against the superstitious doctrmes of Chnst1amty. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
,
, .
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paip.e's ' Age of R~ason\ 1t enable~ somebodr in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
vanety of subjects mcluae all the disputed pomts between Christianity and Freethol!!lht. Price
$1.
Address
THE TRUTH Sl!]EKER.
'
1

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to cnring, more especially\ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs..._such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_.tSowel
diseases, UterinA and. other forms of p·emale
Complaints. It i• a Blood. Purifier, and is an excellent remedY for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a~ts
steadily· upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kid.nevs, and acts mildlY upon the
bowels, therebv producing bodi.!f habits which
are so essential to good health. .Lhis

Water of Life
is sold absolutely Pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and sim.
ple, and not a manufactured articie. The · uccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing Photo-engraved let.
ters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all par.
ticulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6ml2

34 South Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

THE archbishop of Canterbury says that
he and his brother prelates will not attend
the Congress of Reliltions to be held at
Chicago simultaneously with the World's
Fair. Their reason, he says, is that they
feel Christianity cannot be made a member of a parliament of religions without
the tacit admission that other religions
hav equal claims with it upon the faith of
mankind .
THE question whether the Russian
consul-general in this city is empowered
to refuse passports through his country to
American citizens of Jewish birth will be
tested in Washington this week by lawyer
Osias Maller. Mrs. Schwartz, of New
York city, applied to the consul-general
at the same place for a pas~port, intending
to visit her husband's panents. That official on hearing that she was of Jewish
blood refused her. Lawyer Maller then
applied for her, urging: "But this
woman was born in this country,
and her husband is an American citizen
of ten years' standing." ''We cannot
help that," said General Olarovsky; "no
Hebrew cau get permission to enter Russia." "Do you understand that you are
insulting the United States government by
this, and that yon may get into trouble by
your action?" "I won't hav any threats
made here," was the reply. " This is
Russian ground and I may deal with you
according to Russian law." "You cannot
bluff me that way," said Mr. Maller.
"This is New York city, and American
law holds good here. Now I make a
formal demand that you indorse this passport signed by the secretary of state."
"And I formally refuse," was the reply.
The lawyer has remarked since: "There
would be a fine cry raised in Russia if we
should refuse to allow members of the
Greek church to enter America."
THoUGH the time for all unregistered
Chinamen to leave the United States has
passed, they will, by order of the president,
be allowed to remain pending the court
decision on the constitutionality of the
exclusion law, to be rendered in the cases
of three New York celestials arrested
for test cases last Saturday. The secretary of state wrote . t? the governors of
several statt>s contammg many Chinese,
sa;ring that the president hoped those
a!iens w~:mld be protected against the
r10ts which he heard would . be raised
against them on the date formerly set
for their departure. The governors all
replied unoffendedly except Governor
Pennoyer of Oregon, who returned: "I
will attend to my business; Jet the president attend to his." Some are shocked at
what they call this insulting reply and
say: "The president remember~ the
bar barons and horrid massacre of Chinese
at Silver Creek, Wyo., and the affair of
the Italian massacre at New Orleans for
both of which the national govern~ent
paid a large indemnity.
For whatever outrage might occur in Oregon
the United States and not Oregon woUld
hav to pay." Pennoyer, on the other
hand, says: '' The Gresham telegram is
an insult to Oregon. I will enforce the
laws of the state, and the president should
enforce the laws of Congress. It comes
with poor grace for the president to ask
me to enforce the state law while he
without warrant, suspends the exclusio~
law. . . . The president has no right
to su~pe~d any act of Congress, and
t~t Is JUst what he is doing. When
~hi~ matter/oes to the Supreme Court,
If It shoul be decided constitutional
Cleveland will be in a position of ~
law-breaker. He understands this and
to save the reputation of the pre~ident
of the United States it will be necessary
to declare the law unconstitutional. Sec·
retary Gresham has no more right to suggest what the governor of a state should
do than I hav to tell Queen Victoria what
she should do. Why, even.if there were a
war here in Oregon, the president himself would hav no right to interfere until
I should call upon him for assistance."

8
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Darwin and After Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated:
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

IT WILL
IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.

i•
I

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor.
II Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
IJne of Twins,

Board&!
~:-;\.

__ -

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon

'=U:~,~~~ftl;~d

"'-·

'·

..

-'

..

--

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Sampon the Strong,
Rutli and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of t.he Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

covcn•!i;f1 81; clo-th, gU-t side sl;aiD.p, 81 .50.

.AddTess THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.

Ro:r.t:ANES.

A systematicEx~osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~teneral reader rather than •oJ professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
" Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a. manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place haR taken place in the direction of naturalIsm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter]lretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
!filnstrated. Price, clogt~ $2.
Address,
T~ TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS B\'
PROF.. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relifion of ti:Je Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secre of 1tle East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significa.nce
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Oloth, $1.

HousehoW Remedies for the Prevalent
Di.§~rs

of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

ZOOiOglcal Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Cloth-~,.$2.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette pla.oe, New York.
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New Publications.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
" Write me no more fables, lest I be a fool and
read. the rid.dles awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I ••peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symboljsm
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to B1ble
Storiesj The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adam·" What Is Known of the New Testa,..
ment; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thing§ That Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of Umversity College,
London. The purpose of this book is ·to tell
something of Darwin's work to th!Jse wl;lo hav:e
neither the time nor the opportumt;r,to mvestlg:ateitful!yforthemselve•. 1. The -"aturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2- Geolooical
Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
5. Works on Evolution. With a
Works.
copious index. Price, $2.

P-edigree of Man, and Other Essays. By
Ernest Haecke!. Contents: Part I. The Darwinian TheorY.; The Origin of the Human
Race: The Pedigree-of Man; On the Division of
Labor in the Life of Nature and of Man; Cell·
Souls and Soul-Cells.. Part II. The Progress
and Work of Zoology; The Development of
Life-Particles and the Peri~enesis of the
Plastidule; The Proofs of Evolution; The
Present Position of Evolution in Relatwn to
Science; The Ori!fin and Development of the
Sense Organs. Price, $2.

The Natural History of Religion. David
Hume's Celebrated Essay, so foully mutilated
by Christian vublishers, print~d complete, with
an Introductwn by John M. Robertson, edltor
of the National Reformer. Price, 50 cents.

The True Source of Christianity; or, A
Y oice From the Ganges. By an Indian Officer.
Answers to the questions-who was Jesus
Christ? and from what source were the doctrines derived which he promulgated? Price,
75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE.H.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-aAncient Voices
from the Spirit
Realm d.isclose the
most Startlinu Revelations.
-a-

PrOVing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price, - - - - 11:1.50

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
t-eachings were appro_I>riated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli_gion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonius,
eRpecially in view of the _histopcal r!Jferences and
comments thereon. It lB qmte ev1dent that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ANEW WORK

New Publications.

New Publications.

A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!

To induce new subscriptions and
prompt renewals on the part of our
friends we make the following handBy DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
some premium offers:
.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
For
$5.00
we
will
send
THE
TRUTH
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform~ttion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha.dean 1dols, to Christ's comiugJ the princi- SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
pal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p1ain that the
Jleculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and su_l)ernatural pad- Great Works CompletE~" (3.00). This
ding are the -prop. r offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and supe1·st1tion, comtitutedition of Paine's works contains a
ing the peculiar politws of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
In General.
The Earth.
By
the
Lungs.
monument in New Rochelle.
The Chemical Aspect.
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of this country as against the defenders and propagators obscene matter, etc., through the mails should be repealed.
of obscene literature."
"T_his charge that the plaintiff signed such petition,
Thereupon Colonel Ingersoll brought suit in the
FOUNDED BY Do ltlo BENNETT.
even ii true, does not even tend to justify or excuse the
supreme court of New York state against Mr. Dixon
libel.
E. M. MACDoNALD, • • • • - Editor and Manager. for malicious libel.
. " The defendant sets out the Petition, and the petition
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
To this complaint the defendant interposed an Itself states the reasons the petitioners had and the obanswer, and the plaintiff having moved to strike jects the petitioners wished to attain as follows:
MAY 20, 1893.
SATURDAY,
out the greater part of it as irrelevant and imma" ' Thf!-t the statutes aforesaid are . . . capable of
terial to the issues raised, he, the defendant. ob- an~ ~re m fact being used for the purpose of moral and
SUBSCRIPTION KATES•
reh~ous J?ersecution; whereby the dearest and most
That precwus nghts of the people are being grievously vioSingle subscri?tion, in advance ..•.•.•.••....•••..••...••..•.•. $3 00 tained leave to serve an amended answer.
One subscriptlo~ two years, in advance ........................ 3 00 amended answer consisted of four alleged defenses. lated under·the forms of legal inquisition fines forfeitTwo new s~bs.cr1be~s ............................................. I) 00
ures and imprisonment.'
'
'
The first defense merely admitted the publicaOne subscr~pt~on Wl~h one new subscriber, in one remittance. 3 00
"The
petitioners
also
say
that:
One subscriptiOn With two new subscribers, in one remittion and denied any malice on the defendant's part
tance ........................................................ '1 00
" 'They are convinced that all attempts of civil govin making the publication complained of. To this ernment,
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remit_whether !'t_ate or ~ational, to enforce or to
tance ........................................................ s 30
Colonel Ingersoll made no demurrer, and it conse- ~avor particular religious, soCial, moral or medical opinOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................10 00 quently will figure no farther in the proceedings, IOns, _or ~chools of ~hough:t or practice, are not only unconstitutiOnal, but Ill-adVIsed, contrary to the fpirit. and
Any nm1~;ber over five at the same rate, invariably with one
and may be dismissed from the reader's mind.
Progress of our age, and almost certain in the end to deremittance.
That mental,
But to the second, third, and fourth defenses, feat any beneficial objects intended.
Mcmev snouza be sent b?J ezpress companv's mcmev oraer and to Articles XIX and XX of this amended moral and physical .health a~d safety are better secured
and preserved by vutue restmg upon liberty and knowlpostal oraer, araft on .Neio Yorlc, or b?J reatsterea Zetter:
Aaaress communtoattons ·ana malce arafts, ·cneclcs, post-of/IOe answer, Colonel Ingersoll did enter a uemurrer, on edge t~n upon ignorance enforced by Governmental
.. That even error may be safely left free
ana ezpress monev oraerspavab!e to
E. M. M.AOJJON.ALJJ,
the ground that each of these defenses and each of supervisiOn
28 La.ravette p!aoe, New Yorlc.
where truth Is free to combat it.'
these articles was insufficient in law as a defense
"And the said petition concludes as follows:
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our upon the face thereof. The attorney of record is
"' wp.erefore, your petitioners pray that the statutes
readers H they 'Will send us the name and address of
Robert H. Griffin, of 20 Nassau street, a gentleman aforesaid may be repealed or materially modified so tnat
any Freethinker who is not a regular subscriber.
of great industry and legal attainments, and like all they canno~ be used to abridge the freedom of the press
or of conscience, or to destroy the liberty and €quality
the people connected with Colonel Ingersoll, one of the people before the law and departments of the
A. Clerical Slanderer Brought to Account.
~overnm!lnt, on account of any religious, moral, politpleasant to know.
ICal, mediCal or commercial grounds or pretexts whatThere are a good many preachers, of rancorFirst we will pause to note that upon the trial soever.'
ous tempers and no principle, who when they find of this demurrer Justice Andrews decided in gen"Now the question is: Cau the fact that the plaintiff
Infidelity stealing among their flocks notwith- eral that the article published in the New York
signed such a pet.ition be used as a defense on the part
standing they hav gone over the whole roll of World of February 14th by the defendant Dixon of the defendant for the libel?
arguments against it, as a last resort think to kill was a libel upon the plaintiff, and as interpreted
"The defendant published t.hat the plaintiff was ·paid
it by calling it obscenity. This tendency, too, is by him meant that the plaintiff was a " defender of by the publ.fshers of obscene literature to pollute the
mind~ of the young of this generation; and he submits
abetted by another orthodox propensity, which is, the propagators of obscene literature."
as eVIdence of that fact that a petition was signed by
actually and honestly to regard as obscene the
Now, as to the second defense, that pleading the plaintiff, in which the plaintiff declared that the laws
scientific and radical inquiry into sex matters which was substantially as follows :
sought to be modified or repealed were contrary to the
fundamental principles of the government, and that they
is rising in the modern era. One of the pulpitic
1. That in March, 1878, a petition was presented to the
stultifiers of mankind has, from one or both of the United States Congress for the repeal or material modifi- were being used for the purposes of moral and religious
above motivs, cast calumnies upon our great Free- cation of the postal laws, known as the Comstock laws- persecution, and asked that they either be repealed or
modified so that they could not :be used to abridge the
thinker royal, Colonel Ingersoll, which ha.v led to which amongst other things prohibited the transmission freedom of the press, or conscience, or to destroy the libof
obscene
matter
through
the
mails-and
that
the
plainthe famous Ingersoll-Dixon suit, another decision in
erty and equality of the people before the law.
tiff, Ingersoll, signed that petition, or caused the same to
" Is it possible to conceive of a more perfect non
which has just been rendered.
be signed, with his name.
sequiter than this?
<;>n Feb. 8, 1892, Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the
2. That the plaintiff, either in person or through
"Put this in concrete and logical form and it is as
Rev. Amzi C. Dixon, a Baptist clergyman of Brook- others, petitioned the House committee and the Senate
follows:
committee
on
the
revision
of
laws
for
a
hearing
before
lyn, N. Y., the following letter, which explains j he
"The plaintiff signed a petition to modify or repeal
them on this petition.
beginning of the controversy:
certain laws so that they could not be used to abridge the
3. That thereafter an Associated Press dispatch was
freedom of the press or conscience.
"NEwYoBK, Feb. 8, 1892.
sent from Washington to numerous newspapers throughout
"Therefore, the plaintiff .represented publishers of
"REv. A. C. DrxoN, My Dear ~ir: My attention was the United States saying that seventy thousand freemen,
called for the first t1me this morning to a report that headed by Colonel Ingersoll, had petitioned Congress to impure literature, and was paid to pollute the minds of
appeared in the Brooklyn edition of the New York repeal the laws known as the Comstock laws on account the young of this generation.
"In the same second defense there is the following:
World oi Feb. 1, 1892, of a lecture delivered by you of their unconstitutionality and outrages committed under
"The defendant states that J. Weed Corey asked the
on the 31st day of January, at the Hanson Place Baptist them by Anthony Comstock; that plaintiff had know ledge
church, and in that report the following is said to hav of that dispatch and never denied that he represented chairman of the Senate committee of the United States
Senate to be kind enough to giv the commit-tee of
been uttered by you:
the signers of said petition.
which Robert G. 'Ingersoll was chairman n hearing be" ' A few years ago it was found that pictures and
4. That Anthony Comstock, Samuel Colgate, and
impure publications were passing through the mails. others opposed the granting of such petition and were fore it on the subject of repealing or materially modifying certain postal laws referred to, etc. ; and that afterAnthony Comstock decided. to stop it. On investigation, successful in such opposition.
wards the said J. Weed Corey again asked for such hearwhom should he find representing publishers of impure
5. That in 1879 at a convention of the National Libliterature but Colonel Ingersoll, paid to pollute the eral League held in Cincinnati, plaintiff made an address ing, and that in his letter he stated that more than fifty
thousand petitioners had prayed for the repeal or modiminds of the young of this generation.'
in which he attacked the postal laws of the United States,
" I write for the purpose of giving you an opportunity and especially the laws against obscene literature as fication of certain laws executed ostensibly to prevent
to retract either by stating that you used no such lan- engins of oppression, and claimed that the United States the passage of so-called obscene literature through the
mails of the United States, but which laws hav been
guage, or that the statements are absolutely untrue.
Congress had no right to make laws prohibiting the dis- and are being enforced to destroy the liberty of con" If you do not make such retraction, I shall commence semination of literature, obscene or otherwise.
science in matters of religion, against the freedom of the
an action against you for having uttered a ~alicious
6. That at the same convention plaintiff pffered a reso- press, and to the great hurt of the learned professions,
libel.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
lution expressing sympathy with D. M. Bennett and his and therefore asks that Robert G. Ingersoll, of Illinois,
"45 Wall street."
family upon his conviction for the dissemination of ob·
the chairman of the committee, be allowed to speak in
To this letter Mr. Dixon publicly replied by scene literature, upon the ground that he had been con- behalf of the petitioners, and that the plaintiff, in percausing to be published in the New York World of victed by religious bigotry and ignorant zeal, and that son, asked the liberty of being heard before said comat the same time plaintiff· wrote to Mr. Bennett expressFeb. 14, 1892, amongst other things the following: ing sympathy with him and protesting against his con- mittee.
"Is this a defense, or can it be pleaded in mitigation?
"I did not use, in my address of January 31, the viction.
"Let us put this in logical form.
7.
That
the
natural
and
necessary
effect
of
the
posiwords you (meanin~ this plaintiff) quote from the World,
"J. Weed Corey asked that the plaintiff be allowed to
but I should hav said them, or something like them, tion and acts of the plaintiff just recited was to show him be heard before a committee of Congress, and the
to
be
the
defender
of
the
propagators
of
obscene
literaif in the press for time, they had not escaped my mind.
plaintiff himself asked that he be heard by a committee.
The reporter of the World got them through my private ture.
The object of the hearing was to repeal or modify cersecretary from some notes that I had spoken into a
To this Colonel Ingersoll's lawyer opposed the tain laws, it being claimed by the plaintiff and others
phonograph in course of preparation; but I am willing
that such laws were used against the freedom of the press
following demurrer :
to be responsible for them as they appeared in the World,
"The defendant justifies because, as he says, a peti- and of conscience.
for I believe them to be true.
"Therefore, the plaintiff at said time was paid by the
tion
was presented to the United States Congress, signed
"I believe, sir, that these charges against you are
by the plaintiff and that the prayer of the petition was publishers of impure literature to pollute the minds of
true, and if you desire to test them before a Court of
tha.t certllill Acts of Congress relating to the sending of the youn~ of this generation.
justice, I will be happy, indeed! ~o repre~J!~ ~htl p~it;r
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" 'We express the deepest sympathy with D. M. set forth in such defense are not true or that they are
Bennett and his family, for the reason. that he hai beed misrepresented, or that when viewed in connection with
convicted by religious b~gotry and ~~_?ran:t zeadeli~£ other matters the construction to be placed upon them
has beAn imprisoned and IB now langmh mg m ~tt d no will be very different from that which must be p~aced
a felon, when in truth and fact he . as com~ e
upon them as they now stand, undenied and unex!?lamed.
offense whatever against any law of this country.
But for the purposes of this demurrer everything con"And that about this timE' the
tained in such defense must be assumed to be tru~, and
" 'Plaintiff wrote a letter to _said ~ennet.t. who~ ~e upon that aBBumption I do not think the demurrer 1s well
addressed as his "dear friend" m which letter plamtiff taken."
.
declared that the jury who convic~ed said Bennet~, the
We will not print Mr. Dixon's th1rd defense by
judge who refused him a new tr1al, and the president
of the United States who refused him a pardon, all com- itself, as the reader will get an adequate idea of it
mitted a crime.'
from its description in Colonel Ingersoll's demurr~r
"What has all this to do with the charge _that the against it. which is as follows :
plaintiff was paid by the publishers of obscene hterature
"It is set forth by the defendant that about 18~0 a
to pollute the minds of the young, and that he was a
b k was published at Chicago and other places, entitled
defender and propagator of obscene literature?
"A lawyer may be called upon to defend a murderer, • ~~inkers, Principally Upon Social Science; What
but he cannot be charged with defending murder.
. They Think and Why,' written by Va:n Buren Den_slow,
" So he may defend one charged with theft, but he lB LL.D., and the introduction t~ s_Sld book pu~hshe_~
therewith was written by the plamtiff, and tp.at m said
not thereby a defender and propagator of larceny..
"In other words, a lawyer can defend the man mthout introduction the plaintiff commended said ~ook to_ the
defending the crime. And yet, in this case the defend- public including the young of this generatiOn, us~ng,
ant charges, because the plaintiff said that Bennett with ~ther language of commendation, _t~e followmg:
had been improperly convicted, that he had been con- 'In my judgment this book, filled with ~rlgi~al th?ugh~,
victed by religious bigotry and ignorant zeal, _and that will hasten the coming of the blessed time. It lB. sa1d
he had committed no offense whatever against any that the defendant will produce the book on the tnal of
law of the country; and, therefo~"• the plaintiff was paid this action for fuller reference.
"And the defendant goes on. to say:
by the publishers of obs?ene liteTa~nre to pollute the
v,nd the outrages committed under them by Anthony minds of the young of this generatiOn, and was a de" • The natural and necessary effe~t of said ?ook was to
'Jomstock.'
fender and propagator of obscene literature
. . pollute the minds of the young of this g!lnerat10n, and by
"Let us put this into concrete and logical form:
.
"So, in the same article, it is charged that the plaintiff reason of the premises the defendant nnght l~wfull~ pu?"The plaintiff petitioned Congress to repeal certam was a contributor to a paper known as THE TRUTH lish concerning the plaintiff the matters published m h1s
said letter of February 14th, 1892.'
laws known as the Comstock Laws on account of their
SEEKER, which paper was used for the disse~in~tion of
unconstitutionality and on account of the outrages com- obscene and scurrilous articles, as the pla1nt1ff well
"The plaintiff demurs to this for the following reasons:
mitted under them by Anthony Comstock.
"The contents of said book claimed by the defendant
knew.
·
" Therefore, the plaintiff was paid by the publishers of
· to necessarily pollute the minds of the young areh not
"Is this a defense? Is this a justification or in mit1d set
impure literature to pollute the minds of the young of
out-there is nothing to show that said book a any
gation?
this generation.
. .
''It is not charged that the plaintiff wrote any of the connection whatever with the charge made; not the
"It is also claimed that many of the petitiOners so
slightest."
obscene or scurrilous articles.
represent<\d by the plaintiffwere the publishers of ~pure
"For instance: The defendant had charged that the
.A.s the judge passed on this and the fourth deliterature, and that the plaintiff was aware at the t1me of
plaintiff was paid by men engaged in certa~n bogus lot- fenses in one, we will go on to describe the fourth
the nature and character of their publications.
teries and upon being sued, had rephed that the
defense and then giv his decision on them coth.
''Can anything be more absurd than this?
.
plaintiff contributed articles to certain papers in which
"Suppose a petition was circulated to repeal certain
the schemes of these men and of their lotteries had .A.s in the preceding case, the reader will find the
laws passed ostensibly in the interest of temper~nc~, but
defense amply related in the demurrer to it. The
which by many were supposed to be unconstitutiOnal; been published; therefore, the plaintiff must ha.v b~en
paid
by
these
men,
although
be
contributed
no
art~cle demurrer was:
and suppose a citizen should sign a petition to hav thoRe
relating to their business or in any _way uphold_mg
" The defendant sets out that the plaintiff for many
laws repealed, it being stated in the petition that the laws
their
schemes. This would have been JUst as sensible years last passed has been making, for pay and otherw~se,
were destructiv of personal liberty and contrary to the
as the defense in this action.
speeches and writing books and pamphlets attacki_ng
Constitution.
"In the twelfth article of said defense it is alleged that Christianity, in which he has blasphemed God, demed
"Could it then be truthfully said that because of the
the plaintiff advocated that said Bennett be ~ardo_ned, the inspiration of the Bible. and sought to weaken the
signing of such petition, the person who signed it was in
and relieved from serving out his sentence of Imprison- sanctions and authority of the moral law.
favor of intemperance-in favor of drunkenness and
ment under said conviction, and endeavored to secure
"Let us put this in a form to be understood:
general debauchery? And would it be \ defense, or his release from prison.
"The plaintiff has attacked Christianity. Therefore,
could it be proved in mitigation, that many of the persons
''Therefore the plaintiff was the defender and propawho signed the same petition were keepers of saloons gator of obsc~ne literature, and was psi~ by the publish- he was paid by the publishers of obscene literature to
pollute the minds of the young of this generation.
and drunkards?
ers of obscene literature to pollute the mmds of the young
" The plaintiff has made speeches and writwn pam" When men sign the same petition, it is evidence that
of this generation.
phlets in which he has blasphemed God. Therefore, he
they agree as to that petition. Thieves may sign a
" Is it possible that every man who signs a petition for
petition that is perfectly honest, and, although hon~st pardon ju '"lfies the offense for which the man was con- was paid by the publishers of obscene literature, and was
men sign the same petition, they cannot be cha~ged mth victed, and for which he was imprisoned; or is it barely a defender and propagator of obscene literature.
''The plaintiff has denied the inspiration of the Bible
being thieves, and then the man who charges 1t d~f~nd possible that some men ask that a man be pardoned behimself on the ground that thieves did sign the pet1ti~n. lieving that he was wrongfully convicted, and that some and sought to weaken the sanctions and authority of the
"It is also stated in the second defense that the plain- men ask that a man be pardoned because they think he moral law. Therefore, the defendant was perfectly jnstified in saying that the plaintiff was paid by the publishers
tiff has repeatedly declared that he was in favor of said
has suffered enough; and is it barely possible that men of obscene literature to pollute the minds of the young of
petition.
sign petitions for pardon because _they bav BJ?lpathy for
·
"Is this a defense? Is this in justification or mitiga- their fellow-men-sympathy for Wives and children; and this generation.
"In the XX. Article of the fourth defense the defendtion?
can a libeler make a breastwork of such mercy from be- ant alleges that he had been informed and believes that
"What was the petition? It was to hav certain laws
hind which to attack his fellow-men?
young men, members of families connected with his
modified or repealed.
"So in the fourteenth article of the said defense it is church, had been polluted in mind and led away from
"Why? Because they destroyed the liberty of conalleged that the plaintiff was a public lecturer at the Chri11tianity, virtue, and morality by the writings and
science and of the press.
time, and also a writer of books, receiving a copyright utterances of the plaintiff, and that, therefore, he was
"If one is opposed to a law that abridges the liberty of
on the sales of such books; and that, by reason of the justified in saying that the plaintiff was paid by publishthe press or interferes with the freedom of conscience is
widespread notoriety acquired by appearing before Con- ers of obscene literature to pollute the minds of the
he, therefore, of necessity the paid attorney of the pubgress
in behalf of the pardon of Bennett, a~d _by his ~cts, young.
lishers of obscene literature?
declarations, and statements that the plamtiff received
" The defendant also says as a defense that he had
'' So as to Article IX in the second defense:
and was paid further compensation by the increased sale been informed of many instances of young men whose
"That has nothing whatever to do with the case one
of his books and increased demand for his lectures, and minds had been polluted-whose virtue and morality had
way or the other.
was in the manner aforesaid paid for said acts, declara- been undermined and destroyed-by the advice, counsel,
"So it is claimed in justification that the plaintiff made
tions, and statements.
utterances, and writings of the plaintiff, and that, moved
an address at a certain convention in which he attacked
"This is a departure. The libel was and is that the bvindignation, he published the article referred to solely
the postal laws of the United States and especially said
plaintiff was paid by the publishers of obscene literature; with the purpose and hope of counteracting the evil influlaws against obscene literature as • engins of oppression.'
that he was the paid attorney of such publishers.
ence of plaintiff's said utterances and writings.
"Does it follow that because plaintiff denounced the
''Now it is that he was paid for such acts, declarations,
"That is to say, he had been informed of many inlaws as 'engine of oppression' he was employed by the
and statements by the increased sale of his books and stances of young men whose minds had been polluted,
publishers of obscene literature to pollute the minds of
the greater notoriety that he attained by reason of such whose virtue and morli.lity had been undermined, and
the young or that he was a defender and propagator of
acts, declarations, and statements.
therefore he, the defendant, charged that the plaintiffwas
obscene literature ?
"This is hardly worthy of a demurrer."
paid by the publishers of obscene literature to pollute the
"Suppose the plaintiff had made a speech against capiUpon this second defense, plaintiff's demurrer to minds of the young of this generation.
tal punishment. Suppose he had petitioned the legisla"And he concludes said defense by alleging, on inforture for the abolition of capital punishment. Does it it was overruled, the court saying :
mation
and belief, that the plaintiff's character and
necessarily follow that he was in the employ of murder"Assuming as I must on this demurrer that the maters ; that he was paid by murderers, or that he believed ters set forth in the answer are true (as matter of law a general reputaHon as to vulgarity, indecency, profanity,
in murder?
demurrer admits the truth of the pleading attacked), I immorality, obscenity, and general pollution at the times
" Could such an inference be drawn when in the very am of the opinion that the demurrer to the second de- before mentioned in said answer, and for many years
speech or in the petition it was charged that capital pun- fense is not well taken. Some of the matters set forth in prior thereto, had been bad, and that such general
ishment tended to increase crime ?
such defense are probably irrelevant, but tli.ken as a reputation was known to defendant at and before Febru"It is set out in said second defense that the plaintiff, whole the defense distinctly charges that the plaintiff ary 14th, 1892.
•' And he claims that he, the defendant, was justified in
well knowing that one D. M. Bennett had been convicted has, on several occasions, acted as the defender of the
under the postal laws of the United States for sending propagators of obscene literature. It may well be, as charging that the plaintiff was paid by the publishers of
obscene literature through the mails, and who, prior to claimed by defendant's counsel in his elaborate and able obscene literature to pollute the minds of the young of
his conviction, had been a publisher of obscene litera- brief, that in whatever the plaintiff did concerning the this gene1 ation. In other words, that, the character of
ture, and who had prepared said petition, as the plaintiff matters set forth in the second defense, he was actuated the plaintiff being bad, the defendant had a right to libel
knew, and with regard to which the plaintiff was familiar by the very highest and purest of motive, and that his him."
at a certain convention held in Cincinnati, moved a reso- acts in that connection are deserving of praise instead of
.A.s to this third and this fourth defense and the
lution to the effect that:
condemnation; and it may be that many of the matte:r~:~ <.i~Illurrer theretc;», Ju.dge Andrewa sn.id:

"In the same second defense it is set forth as justification and in mitigation that
"'Shortly after the presentatio~ o! the said J?etition t_?
the United States Congress (plaintiff th~n bemg a _resident of Washington, D. C.), the fo~owmg Assocu~ted
Press dispatch was sent from Washmgto_n to yano~s
newspapers in the United States, and pnnted m sa1d
newspapers sud copied in .the press generally throughout the United States, to Wit:
" ' " Seventy thousand freemen, headed by Colonel
Robert G. Ingersoll, petitioned Congress to repeal t~e
laws known as the Comstock Laws, on acco11:nt of then
unconstitutionality a:nd the outrages committed under
them by Anthony Comstock." '
"It is further declared that the plaintiff had knowledge of such dispatch, and that he had never denied t~at
he represented the signers of said petition; it bemg
charged that many of the signers of the petit_io~ were
publishers of impure literature, and that the plamti!f was
aware at the time that he represented such publishers
and the nature and character of their publications.
"l'he charge is that the plaintiff was paid by the publishers of impure literature to pollute the minds of the
young of this generation; and this is subs~autiated
because a prP.BB dispatch was sent out from Washingtonwhich has not been denied by the plaintiff-that '70,000
freemen, headed by Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll,
petitioned Congress to repeal the laws known as the
Comstock Laws, on account of their tmconstitutionality
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"I am of the opinion that the demurrer to the third Between the sustained demurrer of Colonel Inger- sion rom every corner of the country. Besides,
and fourth defenses should be sustained. The fact that soll, and the irrelevancy and inadmissibility of Mr. this body has a grudge against the directory growthe plaintiff wrote the introduction to a certain book, the Dixon's pleadings; it looks as though when the case ing from a quarrel over a musical director Thomas.
natural and necessary effect of which was to pollute the
minds of the yo11ng of this generation, does not tend in does come to trial the reverend gentleman will hav Accordingly its members were at Jackson park the
any way to prove that the plaintiff was a defender of the no defense left, but will .hav to throw himself upon next morning earlier than usual on account of the
propagators of obscene literature-does not even allege the mercy of the ju~y as to the amount of damages radical stand taken by the local directory in regard
that such book was obscene. 'l'he fact that the actual he should pay. And if he is mulcted to the tune of to opening. the gates on Sunday. The commission
and necessary effect of the book was, in the opinion of five thousand dollars decent people will say it had thoroughly understood the sentiment of the
the defendant, to pollute the mind of the young, does not
directors on the Sunday-closing question, and for a
prove or necessarily tend to prove that the book was ob- served him right.
~---------------long time had suspected that the local authorities
scene. Some persons believe that the natural and necesThe Battle Thickens Over Sunday Opening. would take the action which they did. These men
sary effect of many books which treat of scientific subjects
The shaweful scene at Chicago of Sunday before who are, as they call it, to carry out the will of
is to pollute the minds of the young, and will not permit
their children to read them ; but nobody would ever last, the 7th, is drawing sharp comments from all Congress are greatly exercised over what they term
think of calling such books obscene. No extracts from parts of the land. A particular trade or callingthe book in· question are given in the answer, but the brief the clerical-having obtained from the government the defiant attitude of the Chicago directory. They
are, says one report, in a state of mind bordering
of defendant's c~unsel contains what are stated. by him to
be such extracts· and, whatever else may be said of them, a monopoly of one day in seven, a prerogativ to on frenzy. At this .meeting some members could
they are not obs~ene within any known definition of that engross to their own coffers all the coin that the hardly wait for the quorum to assemble, so anxious
word, and in my opinion would :n.ot be admitted in e~ people shall spend on that day, and by special were they to giv formal utterance to their thoughts
dence upon the trial as tending to prove that the plam- details of police beating back one hundred thousand
tiff has been the defender of the propagators of obscene men and women from sight of elevating works of and outraged feelings. No one could be found to
support Attorney Walker's idea that the grounds
literature.
"With regard to the fourth defense, assuming it to. be their own hands because that sight would divert are in charge of the directory. Commissioner St.
true that the plaintiff has for many years been making trade from said clerical calling-this monstrous Clair, of West Virginia, insisted that the .military
speeches and writing books and pamphlets attacking scene will not pass from memory for many a decade. force of the government would, if necessary, be
Christianity in which he has blasphemed God, denied
On that day, in consequence of exclusion from
the inspiration of the Bible, and has thereby in the the Exposition crime flourished. There was more used to keep the gates closed. General St. Clair
could not find words to express his condemnation
opinion of the defendant sought to weaken the sanctions
and authority of the moral law, I am at a loss to see how drunkenness in the vicinity of Jackson park than of the action of the directors. "I hav always been
any or all of these facts prove or tend to prove that he was ever known before. Brawls were numerous, in favor of Sunday opening, and hav been doing
has been a defender of the propagators of obscene litera- and the police had their hands full. A dispatch on everything in my power to secure it through the
ture."
the following day, Monday, said:
action of the commission," said he," but this action
In Article XIX of his defensA, Dixon gave
"There were four murders, one suicide, and any num- of the board of directors is indefensible." "Supnotice that he woull offer in evidence all of the ber of fights in Chicago yesterday. To-day the papers
pose the directors should insist on opening the
matter set up in his second, third, and fourth de- claim that if the Fair gates had been opened Sunday none
gates on Sunday, what measures can be taken to
fenses by way of mitigation of- damages. This in of these crimes would hav occurred. The people who inprevent them~" he was asked. "President Clevedulged
in
such
violent
amusements
would
hav
gone
down
law means that the defendant admits the falsity of
to the Fair instead, and would hav spent their time inno- land can call upon the army, and he will do so if
the libel, but had reason to believe it true through cently wandering among the buildings and along the
the commission should think it necessary. The
other facts wnich had come to his knowledge, and: shores of the lagoons."
gates cannot be opened without the consent of the
upon which he had based his-false opinion and his
Still referring to the same Sunday, another president. This corporation has no more right to
false charge, and that therefore believing, or having advice said :
open the gates of this Fair on Sunday than any Inreason to believe, the charge to be true, he asks the
"A government wagon delivered a load of mail matter dian in the Rocky mountains, and for any man to
jury to consider the facts on which that charge was at the post-office within the grounds. Next Sunday and assume that any stranger may take control of the
based in mitigation, that is to say, in reduction of succeeding Sundays, if the same rule is in force, the government property is absurd. The law of the
damages which the plaintiff would otherwise be government mail wagon will not be allowed to pass the land must ancl will be maintained. The army of
gates. The reason for this is plain -the government put
entitled to.
itself on record as wishing to hav the Exposition closed the government always stands ready to uphold the
Article XX of the amended answer is also on Sundays. It is only the expressed desire of the dignity of the government." General St. Clair's
pleaded in mitigation, and consists of this: That federal government which keeps the gates closed. The sentiments seemed to pe those of every member of
prior to Feb. 14, 1892, the reverend defendant local directory wants them open. And the directory is the commission. The commissioners ielt that the
of the opinion that if the government is a Sunday-closing
had been informed of many instances of young men government, it should transact no business of any nature United States government had been insulted by
whose minds had been polluted, whose virtue and within the grounds on the first day of t.he week. If it the local directory in taking such action as it did.
morality had been undermined and destroyed by tries to do so, the directory will see that it does not."
A. number of speeches were made denouncing the
the advice, counsel, utterances, and writings of the
During the week, among the intelligences tele- action of the local directory, and Commissioner
plaintiff, and that, moved by indignation caused by graphed was this:
Glendenning termed thA action of the board a" consueh information, he published the article referred
"A curious feature of this Sunday issue is the manner temptible evasion of a law of Congress." President
to in said complaint without malice, but solely with in which President Higinbotham is abused by letter, Palmer announced that he had received a number
the purpose and hope of counteracting the evil in- sometimes anonymously, sometimes otherwise. These of telegrams from all parts of the country asking
epistles are from people who call themselvs defenders of
fluence of plaintiff's said utterings and writings.
the American Sabbath, but frequently they contain ex- the commission to put down the Sunday-opening
In the same paragraph he also charges that the pressions not entirely consistent with a Christian spirit." movement, and they were placed on the table for
plaintiff's character and gene:al r~putatio~ as to
Finally, on Friday the local directory, which is the inspection of the commission.
vulgarity, indecency, profamty, Immorahty, ob- interested in the finances of the Fair, and therefore
On the Sunday succeeding these doings, namely
scenity, and general pollution was at the times men- anxious that it should be open on the day when it the 14th, the Exposition was closed, both buildings
tioned, and for many years prior thereto had been, would receive as many visitors as on any three other and grounds, to all persons. It is on the next Sunbad.
days, made a move to secure opening. This was day, the 21st, that effortR will be made to open it.
In regard to these articles, XIX and XX, Judge brought about in the shape of the report of Edwin Some violence may result. The judiciary committee
Andrews said :
Walker, legal adviser of the board. The report of the national commission has made up its col•• With regard to the demurrer to the XIX and XX arti- says that the act of Congress which appropriated lectiv mind as to what is the proper thing to be
cles of the answer, I am of the opinion. that the ~aUers $2,500,000 for the Fair, did so on condition that done with what it calls the bold, bad local directors
above referred to, which are set up m the third and
fourth defenses, will be no more admissible in evidence the exhibition should be closed on Sunday. But the of the World's Columbian Exposition, and it is
upon the trial in mitigation of damages than as absolute act creating the W odd's Fair prescribed that it simply that in case the directors should open the
defenses and I am also of the opinion that most of the should be an exhibition of arts, industries, manu- gates on next Sunday without the consent of the
matters ~et forth in the XX article will not be admissible factures, and products of the soil, mine, and sea. commission Director-general Davis will be ordered
in evidence upon the trial in mitigation of damages. The exposition, then, in the sense used by Congress,
to call on Colonel Rice, of the Columbian Guard,
But the demurrer to those two articles must be overmeant
the
exhibition
of
arts,
industries,
etc.,
and
and ask him to close them with his forces. In
rUled because matter pleaded in mitigation is not a
did
not
mean
the
grounds.
There
is,
therefore,
a
the event of the colonel being unable or un'
"
subject of demurrer.
Summarizing the decision of Judge Andrews, it law against opening the buildings and showing the willing to obey the mandat.e, t.hen President Cleveexhibits, but none against opening the grounds. land will be asked to furnish a sufficient number of
amounts to this:
The defendant's third and fourth defenses are Moreover, Congress has no power to forbid people troops to carry out the act of Congress and the
excluded, and, while the demurrer to the second visiting the buildings put up by foreign govern- order of the commission. This talk about forcing
defense and to articles XIX and XX is overruled, ments, or occupied by commissioners as state build- the local directors to obey the law of Congress is
the judge says that in hie o_pinion the matt~r. set ings, thel'efore there is no reason why tbese should not idle chatter on the part of the members of
up in them is substantially Irrelevant and will not be closed. The reasoning of Mr. Walker so com- the national commission by any means. Attorneymended itself to the board that they at once passed general Olney has telegraphed United States
be admissible upon the trial.
Thus the case stands. The defendant having resolutions opening the grounds on Sunday, May District Attorney Milchrist instructing him to
failed to escape by "justifying "-as the legal term 21st, and thereafter, at an admission fee of twenty- look after the interests of the government in
any attempt to violate the law relating to Sunday
is-his allegations, before trial, he will hav to five cents.
But the directory had reckoned without the na- closing as laid down by the national Congress.
stand tJial at some date before long, and show to
the world whether the power wielded by clergymen tional commission. This latter body cares little ''I hav taken no action as yet," said Mr. Milthroughout the whole course of former history, of for the financial success of t.he Fair, or justice to christ. '' What will be done this week I will not
destroying at will those who threaten their bread the masses, but does care to procure the love of say, excepting that if a complaint comes to my office
(Continued on pape 312.)
and butter, may still be exercised with impunity. the Sunday bigots who are watching this commis-
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(Somm'fZnioations.
The Dynamic Theory of the Immaterial.
Matter and mind are two terms very frequently
used in the controversy between materialism and
metaphysics. These terms-especially_ the latterare often ill defined or not defined at all.
In the dictionary, mind is called a noun ; and a
noun is said to be " the name of a person, place, or
thing," and thus we are indirectly told that mind is
the "name of a person, place, or thing." But when
we come to compare the person or thing that mind
is the name of with some other thing, such as a box,
for example, we soon discover a radical difference.
Mind has no weight as a box has, nor has it length,
breadth, or thickness, nor roundness nor squareness. It cannot be seen, heard, smelled, nor tasted.
If an animal be chloroformed and carefully searched
for his mind no trace of it can be discovered. The
top of the skull may be removed and the curious
workmanship of the brain exposed to view ; the
cavity of the chest may be opened and the mechanism of the circulation be inspected ; the stomach
may be examined and the chemistry of digestion investigated ; but by no sort of scrutiny will any
trace of mind be discovered. If the animal be now
asphyxiated and put to death it will not be possible
to tell by the use of any sort of instruments however delicate, nor by means of any of our senses,
what the animal has lost, although all would agree
that it had lost its mind, and its motions had all
come to an end. The effect would be the same if a
man were the subject of investigation instead of
some other animal. Having thus discovered that
the mind is not composed of materials like those of
a box or other ponderable body, the ancient reasoners came to the conclusion that since it is certainly something, it must be an immaterial thing,
and so they hit upon the idea of an immaterial substance. By hitting upon this idea they laid the
foundation upon which has been built the greater
part, if not the whole, of that enormous structure
of mysticism and mental jugglery called metapfiysics, including theology. It is safe to say that
this idea, which it is easy to prove is totally false,
has been productiv of more error, persecution,
and misery than any other blunder in philosophy
ever made.
It would seem to be hardly necessary to say that
an immaterial thing or substance is totally inconceivable and unthinkable-in fact, absolutely impossible, and yet it must be freely admitted that
mind is not material.
The fact is the old definition of a noun given
above is very . seriously defectiv. If we look
through the dictionary we shall find nouns on almost every page that are the names of neither persons, places, nor things. The noun " action " is a
type of these words which all refer to motion or
movement. We speak of a wave of the hand, of a
handkerchief, of a flag, of water, etc.; of the ft(qht
of a bird, of an arrow, of the enemy. We say a
walk, a leap, a run, a stroke, a fall, a rise,
an advance, a retreat, etc. Now, these words
and thousands more like them express motions
that we declare to be real- and they are
real- but whose relations to us are usually
little understood. For example, a man will declare
he saw the fall of a meteorite, and went and picked
it up. His language is inexact. He did not see
the fall, he saw the meteorite first in one place and
then in another, and another, till finally he saw it
ou the ground. The fall is purely a matter of inference. The circumstantial evidence of the fall is
complete and convincing, and yet the fall is not a
material thing, and we get no direct evidence of it
through a single one of our senses. We :find the
meteorite on the ground, but what has become of
the fall? The fact is, the fall was the motion of
the meteorite, and now that it lies at rest on the
ground, the motion it had has ceased to be its.
Noth,ing that is in the universe can ever get out
of itr-neither matter nor its motions. When the
meteorite came to the earth the motion of its fall
was communicated to the part of the earth it
struck, certain portions were driven in, forming a
depression, and when all visible motion of that sort
had come to an end, if the ground and the meteorite had been examined it would hav been found
that their temperature had been considerably
raised. A thermometer would show this, and we
should feel it if we ha 1dled the bodies concerned.
This temperature that causes the mercury in the
thermometer to expand is due to the oscillations or
· concussions one against another of the particles or
molecules of the meteorite and the ground it struck
upon. It is the continuation of the motion of the
fall of the meteorite in a new form because the
bodies now moving are under different conditions.

The aggregate force of all these motions of the
particles composing these bodies added togeth.er
exactly equals the force with which the meteonte
fell and struck the ground. Not a grain of it. is
lost out of the universe, although as the bod1es
cool off their temperature is communicated to the
air and the surrounding soil and so dissipated from
view, like a cup of water thrown into the ocean.
This is the law of the " conservation of energy"
which is now recognized as a fundamental law of
physics and rests upon as sure a foundation as the
law of the indestructibility of matter. Each of
these laws rests on conclusions of logic, confirmed
and supported by every possible experimental test.
It appears now from what has been said that,
first, mind is immaterial; second, that motions of
matter are immaterial ; third, that motions of matter can never become anything else than motions of
matter. Now, if in the further prosecution of the
argument it can be shown that mind arises from,
or is a sequel or consequent of m~tions of ~atter,
the chain of proof will be complete that mind IS one
of the forms of motion taken by matter.
There is a seeming inconsistency or contradiction between the statements made above (1) that
we do not see the fall of a body nor get any evidence of such fall by way of the senses directly
from the fall itself; and (2) that after it had struck
the ground a person picking it up would feel the
heat, which heat is explained to be the continuation
of the motion of the fall. Here one does get a
direct sensation from the motion.
But in this
case it is the motion itself that is transferred to the
person, and part of it becomes his feeling or sensation of heat. If a hundred people are standing
around and the meteorite is passed from one to
another till all hav handled it, it will then perhaps
hav lost all its heat, which will hav been transferred
to the people and given rise in each one to a sensation
of heat, and in this case we can assert that a. large
part of the motion of the fall has been turned into the
motion called sensation or feeling. (I hav shown
in the "Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind" that
mind is a product of sensations, and so a single
sensation is mind as far as it goes.)
Now we see the important difference between the
two cases. In the second case, all the motion of the
body is lost and a considerable portion of it has
gone into the bystanders and become sensation, and
it could not hav become sensation unless it had
been lost as temperature by the fallen body. In
the :first case, the falling body lost none of its
motion by being looked at and so it could giv no
direct sens~~:tion of its falling. We thus reach the
vastly important generalization that we cannot get
a direct sensation of the motion of a body except
at the expense of the reduction of that motion.
The sensation is a continuation in us of the motion
lost by the body (or part of it). When we see the
falling body, the sensation of seeing that we get is
at the expense of the energy of the sun, for it is the
sun's rays reflected from the body that are consumed in forming our sensation. But if we see the
body when it is incandescent and shining by its
own light, our sensation then is the sequel of some
·of the motion through space that the meteorite did
hav but has lost; for it did not become incandescent till it rushed into the atmosphere, the friction
of which reduced its speed and turned the part so
reduced into heat and light.
If we consider any other sort ·of sensation, as
that of sound, it can be shown that it, as well as
feeling and seeing, can arise only when a certain
sort of motion has taken place in some other body
and has been then lost by it and transferred to a
sensitiv being-a man or other animal.
Sensation-seeing, feeling, light, sound, odor,
etc.-are parts of the mind and exist only in us, not
in the objects outside of us from which we are accustomed to say we get them. Thus light is not in
the sun ; it is a motion of our own. Sound is not
in a bell ; bU:t it is the motion in us that the bell
sets up by its vibrations. The motion of the sun
is stopped to the extent that we get the sensation
light. Our sensation sound, is merely the way some
of our brain tissues move when agitated by the
vibrations of the bell, and it is the exact physical
equivalent of the vibrations consumed in setting
it up.
It is obvious that when energy is transferred from
a body in motion to another at rest, the second
body must offer some resistance, otherwise the first
body would lose none of its motion but would keep
right on. Only a body offering resistance can hav
motion transferred to it, and such a body is necessarily a material body. This is in fact a corollary
of the law of the conservation of energy. Now,
sensation being a continuation inside of our bodies
of a motion of a material object outside of us, it
follows ·from the foregoing that it is a material
substance inside of us that moves in sensation.

But this is not all. Sensation being a motion of
matter it can never appear as anything else in any
subsequent manifestation of itself, and in ceasing
to be sensation it must, according to the law of
conservation, giv rise to new motions of matter.
A very common form of motion to which sensation givs rise is heat. In fact, all sensations giv up
part of their motion {that is themselvs), and many
of them all of it, to subside into heat. But many
of them expend themselvs in setting up the various muscular motions of the body; and both h~,~t
and muscle contractions are forms of physic8J.
motion, or the energy of moving matter. The
greater part of our actions are caused by painful,
or uneasy, sensations, such S9nsations being wholly
or partly expended in setting up motions of the
muscles. If the person picking up the fallen
meteorit'e finds it uncomfortably hot, he will suddenly throw it down. That is, the sensation of
heat, a motion in the brain resulting from the
violent oscillations of the particles of the meteorite,
also commonly called heat, sets up a motion in the
nerves that in turn sets up contraction of certain
muscles in the hands, that loosens the grip and
drops the object.
Thus the sensation is shown to be interchangeable with other forms of physical motion ; it is a
consequent of some of them and an antecedent of
others. It could not be either, nor could it be
found in any sort of relationship with physical energy, unless it were itself a form of such energythat is, a motion of matter. Like all the other
forms of motion, it is immaterial, but neither more
nor less so than the rest. It could not be immaterial unless it were a motion and not a thing.
In a recent article in TBl!l TRUTH SEEKER by Augusta Chapman, she asserts that after she has
delivered her idea to Mr. Wettstein she still has it
in her "brain, iritact."
An idea is merely a combination of sensations ;
so that no matter how complicated it may be, it is
a motion or series of motions of certain brain tissues. The delivery of an idea then consists in the
motion of these tissues being transferred to the
muscles of tongue and jaws in the production of
speech, or to the muscles of the fingers in writing.
When it is so delivered it ceases to be-that is to
say, that particular idea no longer exists because
the motion that it was, has been transferred to become motion of another sort. If another motiv
comes along that sets up motion in the same brain
cells again, they will move nearly the same way as
they did before, and produce a new idea similar to
the :first one, but if it is at all complicated it can
never be reproduced nor expressed twice exactly
alike.
In the army signal service a flag waved in a particular way is a signal to march. After such a
signal has been given it would not be correct to
say the signal is still " intact" in the flag. That
signal has lived its life and is done forever. But
if it is not understood, and has to be repeated, the
machinery that produced it-viz., the flag, the
man's muscles and his brain-are still there, and the
call for its reproduction will again start up the
brain cells, these will move the muscles, and these
will wave the flag, and so a new signal very much
like the :first will be produced.
It is the same in all brain action. When the
brain is still, the idea does not exist. But if the
cells the motion of which constituted the idea in
the :first place, remain "intact," they may be set going again by a proper stimulation, and a new idea
produced almost like the :first.
It is not possible within newspaper limits to
treat such a subject exhaustivly, but if some one
will point out what appear to him as difficulties
in the foregoing, I will try tq clear them up.
The term Materialist, as popularly understood, does
not properly describe one who accepts the above
theory. I suggest JJynamicist.
J AS. B. ALEXANDER.
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The Right of Affirmation.
RoMrt 0. Aaams in Secular Tnougnt.

At the last session of the Dominion Parliament,
a bill was passed, entitled, "An Act respecting
Witnesses and Evidence." Sections 23 and 24 of
this act read as follows :

in prospect, of which for politic reasons I will not
speak just at present; but I pledge myself to unceasing effort until the present disgraceful laws are
obliterated from the Quebec statutes.
The work that I hav done has been accomplished
as "president of the Canadian Secular Union," and
I desire that this organization may hav whatever
credit the result may bring. The two following
letters to Mr. Sedgewick may be useful in giving
some information as to the history of the movement.
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dence given in a court of justice. In other cases
the law is unchanged and the oath is still required.
Quebec Law.-Code of Civil Procedure, article
259, provides that a person shall neither take the
oath, make affirmation, nor giv evidence, " if he
does not believe in God and in a state of rewards
and punishments after death."
Civil Code of Lower Canada, Article 1231, excludes
as witnesses "those insensible to the religious obligations of an oath."
Those who favor the bill now presented to you
feel that no inquisition into religious opinions should
be permitted, and they consider that before the Provincial Legislatures can be expected to reform these
abuses the Dominion Parliament must set an example. The judges in Provincial Courts frequently
express disapproval of the laws. Mr. Justice Osler
said, " No one can regret more than I do that such
should be the state of the law, and I trust that before long it will be amended." The late Chief-Justice Moss expressed his regret at being obliged to .
reject evidence for this reason, and I know personally the strong objections to these laws held by Justice Johnson, Judge Tait, ex-Judge Church, and
other eminent jurists, all of whom regard the existence of these laws as a scandal.
You are aware that Mr. Bradlaugh's bill," Oath's
Act, 1888," was passed in the Imperial Parliament.
It was originally similar to the present proposed
bill in allowing free option of oath or affirmation,
but he finally compromised and admitted the words
"and stating as the ground of such objection either
that he has no religious belief, or that the taking of
an oath is contrary to his religious belief." Many
Liberal thinkers, such as Morley, Labouchere,
Trevelyan, and others, objected to this on the
ground that it authorizes an inquisition by courts
into a man's belief. Mr. Morley said that "the
clause was going practically to ask the man a question and to make him assert before the judge and
jury that he had no religious belief. That assertion
on his part in many cases might and probably would
damage his evidence. That was a course entirely
inconsistent WJth religious liberty." We object
strongly to any such co •·promise, and we trust that
Canada will set an example to the world of complete
toleration and adopt this bill in its present form.
Trusting that the Hon. minister of justice and
yourself will endeavor to remove these disabilities
and inconvenit!nces;
I remain, with many thanks for your attention,
Respectfully yours,
RoBT. C. ADAMS,
Pres't of the Canadian Secular Union.

23 If a person called or desiring to giv evidence objects,
on grounds of conscientious scruples, to take an oath, or
is objected to as incompetent to take anoath, such person
may make the following affirmation: "I solemnly affirm
that the evidence to be given by me shall be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
And upon the person making such sol!)mn affirmation,
MoNTREAL, July 23, 1891.
his evidence shall be taken and hav the same effect as if
taken under oath.
R. SEDGEWICX, EsQ;, Q.C., Deputy Minister of
24 (1) If a person required or desiring to make an Justice, Ottawa, .Dear Sir: I desire to avail myself
affidavit or deposition in a proceeding or on an occasion of your kind permission to lay before. you a plea for
whereon or touching a matter respecting which an oath
is required or is lawful, whether on taking office or the passage of the Oaths' bill, which has been
otherwise, refuses or is unwilling to be sworn, on grounds handed to the Hon. minister of justice by Sir Donof conscientious scruple~, the court or judge, or other ald A. Smith, and which the latter has pledged himofficer or person qualified to take affidavits or depositions, self to support.
shall permit such person instead of being sworn, to make
The present state of the oaths' laws is a scandal
his solemn affirmation in the words following, viz. : "I,
A. B., do solemnly affirm, etc.," which solemn affirmation and offense to many worthy citizens, and only opershall be of the same force and effect as if such person had ates to the defeat of justice; because they are so
t.tken an 0ath in the usual form.
contrary to the enlightened spirit of the age that
(2) Any witness who!!e evidence is· admitted or who
makes an affirmation under this or the next preceding respectable advocates in good causes will not stoop
section, shall be liable to indictment and punishment for to avail of them, and they are mairly resorted to as
perjury in all respects as if he had been sworn.
subterfuges in bad cases by tricky people.
The Quebec law is worse in its wording than the
Section 25 permits a child to giv evidence without oath, if in the opinion of the officer, " such child Dominion law, but tbe practical construction of
is possessed of sufficient intelligence to justify the both is the same, and we cannot hope to get the
reception of the evidence and understands the duty Quebec law altered until the Dominion parliament
sets the example. At present no Agnostic is eligiof speaking the truth."
Section 26 givs " the right of making a solemn ble as a witness in Quebec. A number of the
declaration in attestation of the execution of any wealthiest and most philanthropic men in the counwriting, deed, or instrument, or of the truth of any try now hold these opinions, and they occasionally
fact, or of any account rendered in writing." This hav to face the alternativs of lying or of being
robbed by scoundrels. The firm of Hermann H.
declaration is as follows :
Wolff
& Co. 1 of Montreal, lately sent a well-educated
I, A. B., do solemnly declare that (state the fact or
facts declared to), and I make this solemn declaration "German clerk to court to prove an undoubted debt.
conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it He was disqualified as an Agnostic, and the firm
is of the same force and effect as if made under oath, and lost a claim of $150, and had to pay $100 costs.
by virtue of the Canada Evidence Act, 1893.
Several cases hav happened of late, and always to
This ends a long struggle upon the part of the the defeat of justice.
Freethinkers and Secularists of Canada to obtain
Rascals are learning how to avail of the law. A
recognition of their right to be excepted from the fraudulent bankrupt named Myers, desiring not to
compulsion to take oaths. Aftet July 1st next, testify, declared himself an Agnostic ; later on,
when this law takes effect, no Secularist nor anv desiring to testify, he declared that he had been
other person who has conscientious objections to converted to a religious belief. In the first case
the oath need submit to that form, and if asked to this man was not allowed to giv evidence, and in
kiss the book he can tell the judge that he reserves the second his testimony was received.
his kisses for untanned skins.
Many respectable unbelievers, among them some
For many years efforts hav been made to secure of our most prominent business men, are daily or
this act of justice, and in 1886 a bill introduced by frequently pained by having to go through forms
Mr. Robertson of Hamilton passed its third read- of declaration that are offensiv to their convictions
ing in the House of Commons, but was defeated in and sensibilities. They regard the kissing of a
the Senate, although the right to affirm was left to book as a superstitious act, and the appeal to superthe opinion of the presiding judge as to the sincerity natural powers as evidence of a lack of intelligence.
They demand freedom frpm this annoyance as well
of the witness.
When I was honored with the presidency of the as safety for their interests. I hav heard a reCanadian Secular Union, I sought for some work luctance expressed against making investment in
of benefit to Secularism that I might espouse to Canada, because property is imperiled by the possignalize my ·term of office, and justify my appoint- sible disqualification of Agnostic witnesses. A
ment. This question of affirmation appeared to me Quaker may affirm, but it has been held in Dominion
to be one of the most pressing and important courts that an Agnostic may not do so.
Many who are interested in seeing this dismatters awaiting solution and I resolved to make it
my special effort. Aided by the courtesy of the graceful state of things removed would be very
Editor· of THE TRUTH SEEKER and other kind friends glad if you could get this bill presented this sesI obtained literature on the subject, which led to sion, but if it is now too late for this, I beg
the preparation of a bill by Mr. Max Goldstein, of your careful consideration of the matter. Nearly
Montreal, a clear-headed lawyer and enlightened all enlightened nations hav repealed or are considering the repeal of these restrictiv Oath Laws,
man.
Sir Donald A. Smith, M.P., undertook to intro- and we do not wish Canada to lag behind the rest.
With many thanks for your courteous attention,
duce this bill ; and taking it first to Sir John
Respectfully and sincerely yours,
Thompson, Hon. minister of justice, he secured his I am,
approval of its principles. The matter was placed
RoBT. C. ADAMS.
in the hands of Mr. Robert Scdgewick, Q.C.,
MoNTREAL, Feb. 2, 1892.
deputy minister of justice, and its provisions were
R. SEDGEwrcx, EsQ., Q.C., Deputy Minister of
incorporated into the present act, which was introduced into Pai-liament by Sir J ol::n Thompson in Justice, Ottawa, .Dear Sir: In response to your
the session of 1892. Since then the words " on telegram of this date asking information re amendgrounds of conscientious scruples" hav been in- ment to law relating to oaths, I hav the pleasure to
serted· but there seems to be no reason to object send you copy of my letter to you, dated July 23,
to thi~, although I took strong grounds against 1891, 8 copy of the proposed bill and a speech I
accepting the compromise clause which Mr. Brad- once made upon the subject.
I also beg leave to add some reterences to the
laugh allowed to b? inserted in. h.is oaths: bill,
which required allusiOn to the rehgwus behef or existing laws, for which I am indebted to my legal
disbelief of the witness. We were determined to adviser, Mr. Max Goldstein.
.Dominion Laws.-In Revised Statutes of Canada,
oppose the application of any religious test or i~
quisition. As the law will stand now, Canada IS 49 Viet. 1886, Chap. 174, Quakers and some others
placed in the front rank of natio~s as regards are allowed to affirm, but in Section 219 occurs the
religious toleration on the oath questwn ; and those phrase, "according to his religious belief;" and
who hav felt alarmed that Canada was to hav a judges hav refused to allow Agnostics to affirm
Catholic premier should put it to his credit that it under this law upon the ground that they hav no
is owing. to his approval and his introduction that religious belief.
In 49 Viet., Sec. 10, it is pointed out that "Prothe bill has passed.
We hav for some years endeavored to secure a vincial laws are binding subject to provision of Acts
similar change in the laws of the province of Que- of Parliament," and the Provincial laws relating to
bec, but so far hav been unable to find a member oaths are very objectionable.
Ontario Law.-Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1887,
who would assume the hopeless and politically injurious task of introducing the bill. There is more Vol. 1, page 712, Sec. 12, permits affirmation at the
reason now to expect success, and some efforts are option of the judge, but this applies only to evi-

NEARLY all the police stations in New York city
hav been supplied with libraries by a philanthropic
and moneyed woman, who requested the commissioners to keep her name secret. Each library
has a Bible, and many contain two. The lady
evidently is not much acquainted with police
stations, else she would hav known that each
station has a stock of from fifty to sixty Bibles.
Some of the sergeants are well up in the study of
the Bible, and one is leader of a Bible class. We
wish that we could record that each police station
is furnished with a library of Rationalistic works.
IN the talk about Blaine occasioned by his death,
the occurrence of the term, "the Plumed Knight,"
has caused some who do not know its origin to
make inquiry. This title, so frequently and so admiringly used by thousands, was bestowed upon
that American statesman by Robert G. Ingersoll in
Cincinnati seventeen years ago. Colonel Ingersoll,
then a delegate from Illinois to the Republican
national convention, made tho speech putting in
nomination Mr. Blaine for the office of president.
This was the first convention in which Mr. Blaine
was named for that office, and he attained 285 votes
on the first ballot, against 124 for Oliver P. Morton,
113 for SecretBry Bristow, 99 for Roscoe Conkling,
61 for R. B. Hayes, 58 for Governor Hartranft, 11
for Governor Jewell, and 3 for W. A. Wheeler.
This was in part what Colonel Iogersoll said:
"James G. Blaine is now, and has been for
years, the bearer of the sacred standard of the
Republican party. I call it sacred, because no
human being can stand beneath its folds without
becoming and without remaining free.
For the
Republican party to desert its gallant leader now is
as though an army should desert their general upon
the field of battle. Like an armed warrior, like a
plumed knight, James G. Blaine marched down the
halls of the American Congress and threw his
shining lance, full and fair, against the brazen foreheads of the defamers of his country."
Please renew yolll' subscription and obtain another subscriber.
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scatter, freely and thickly, literature on the ChrisI will proceed with my duty. The situation is per- tian Sabbath, giving its history and false basis, and
fectly plain. The board of directors hav usurped urging its injustice.
the functions of the national commissioners. The
we acknowledge with gratitude the following
national commissioners alone hav control over the donations to the work of spreading Freethought:
Fair."
James Christie, 50 cents ; Charles Gregg, 50 cents ;
Charles Clingman, the stockholder who objected
P. L. Spencer, $4.25; Mrs. A. Palm, $1.50 ; L. H.
to his property being dderiorated in value by being Harkins, $2; A. Sloney, $1; A. Chapman, $1.50;
closed on its best-paying day, is pushing his suit to
Charles R. Moyer, $1.75.
obtain open gates. Further ground for the suit is
George Wilson, the Chicago bookseller, imfound in the fact that the grounds on which the
Fair is situated are set aside as public land for pur- prisoned for sending a catalog of a few translations
poses by the state legislature, and no one has of trashy French novels, has had the judgment reauthority to make regulations contrary to the pro- versed and a new trial ordered. He is now out of
visio_ls of that act. It is also claimed that the act custody, on , bail we presume. His conviction was
of Congress itself which fixes the first day of the illegal, and the court has only made tardy reparaweek for the closing of the Fair, instead of the sev- tion in reversing the decision.
enth, violates that part of the Constitution of the
Referring to the recent Remsburg-Smith debate
United States which says that " Congress shall not
at Caddo, I. T., the Durant, I. T., Sentinel says:
make a law respecting the establishment of religion," and while there are thousands of people who "' The divinity of Christ ' was discussed last Thursworship on Saturday any law that provides one day day, Friday, and Saturday nights at Caddo by
as against the other is a violation of the Consti- John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan , and Rev.
tution not only of the United States, but of the M.A. Smith, of Atoka, I. T. Mr. Remsburg is a
man of acknowledged ability and scholarship. It
state of Illinois.
·
was foolish for Mr. Smith to meet such a man in
The Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, chairman of the new
National Committee on Sunday Closing of the discussion on any subject, and as a natural result
World's Fair, recently organized at Columbus by he came out behind."
officers of the American Sabbath Union, Woman's
Mrs. R. B. Ewing, of Buckley, Wash., died April
Christian Temperance Union, the Christian En- 20th. She was one of the pioneers of Freethought
deavor societies, five state Sabbath associations as well as of civilization in the West-a noble
and other bodies, is in New York arranging by tel- woman in all the relations of life. The blow to her
egraph for resistance to the proposed Sunday open- family is severe, and to the neighborhood as well.
ing. The committee expects that hundreds of The farewell was conducted by C. B. Reynolds,
mass-meetings by resolutions, and thousands o{ in- who was assisted by friends. Her grave is on the
dividuals by letters, will appeal to President Cleve- bank of White river, which was her home while
land and Attorney-general Olney to defend the law living. Mrs. Ewing was known to the readers of
by injunction or otherwise in the co1Irts. Mr. THE TR:UTH SEEKER as a faithful friend of Liberty,
Crafts has a letter from President Palmer, of the and we of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav reason to remember
Columbian Commission, Chicago, saying that he will her with tender gratitude for her assistance in dedefend the law. Besides Mr. Crafts and his la- pressing times. To the family and friends we
bors, President E. F. Cragin, of the Columbian e.s:.tend sympathy sincere.
Sunday Association of Chicago, f!.lso a member of
the National Committee of five on the Sunday closWorld's Fair Notes.
ing of the World's Fair, and J. H. Knowles, secreAll the papers on Sunday morning, May 7th,
tary of the American Sabbath Union, are planning announced that the gates of the World's Fair would
as to the nature of the campaign to be carried on be closed tight ; but notwithstanding this over
in order to keep the gates to the World's Fair sixty thousand people floated to the several enclosed ne:x:t Sunday. " There will be a cracking of trances, expecting to enter, and offering all the way
guns all across the country, from New York to San from fifty cents to $10 for the privilege. Neither
the poorest nor the richest could get in, nor any of
Francisco," Mr. Cragin with angry looks said the national commissioners nor foreign officials,
to a reporter. This·" cracking of guns," Mr. Cragin nor members of Congress. It was not like the
explained, would consist of mass-meetings, a.t which humbug at the Centennial, when thousands were
resolutions against opening the grounds would be admitted every Sunday. The gates were. really
passed, and petitions to all officers concerned in closed, much to the disgust of "Sunday· closers"
the management would be prepared. President them elves, who expected of course that they could
enjoy the sights quietly, having "passes," or the
Cleveland,Attorney-general Olney, President Palmer influences to obtain them, But passes were no good.
of the World's Fair Commission, Secretary Carlisle, One of the very first to apply to President Higinand the directors will receive these petitions. The botham for a pass was· a member of the national
committee of five, of which Mr. Cragin is a mem- commission, who has been loudest and longest
ber, has sent out calls by telegraph for mass-meet- in favor of Sunday closing. This shows the deings to be held at Columbus, Philadelphia, Cincin- testable hypocrisy of the religious fakirs who have
won a temporary triumph-a triumph that will
nati, Chicago, Washington, Baltimore, Terre Haute,
cover them with disgrace. Undoubtedly four hunSt. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, and other cities. dred thousand people would have visited the Fair
"If the national government does not do right," last Sunday had the gates been thrown open and
says Mr. Cragin, "it will find itself in a tangle the fact published in the papers. The sixty thousand who did go, found recreation in Buffalo Bill's
which will require ten years to straighten out."
Wild West show, and the innumerable smaller
A very good thing is communicated thus:
shows good, bad, and indifferent, which throng the
"The more the question is agitated the more irritating outskirts of the Fair ground. What a beautiful
·it becomes to certain classes. It has resulted in in- lesson Christianity teaches-thrusting people by
spiring criticism of the very element that has contended the thousands from the Exposition· an.d joining
so strongly in opposition to the opening of the buildings hands with the~ "barkers " and "cappe;rs " and
on Sunday. For instance. an official closely identified "fakes," gambling houses and concert halls, for the
with the Exposition expressed an opinion a few days
ago, which one hears in difierent places, to the effect celebration of an "American Sabbath." The church
·
that the different religious denominations hav con- must feel proud of its position to-day.
If the Fair was closed on Sunday, the theaters
tributed nothing in the way of abject-lessons to this
great educational display except the Roman Catholic were not, and in t.he evening the city was fairly
church. This organization has provided in the Depart- ablaze with a hundred shows of all sorts of excelment of Liberal Arts a demonstration of methods for the lence and non-excellence, from the noblest of draconduct of a school under church supervision which is matic exhibitions and grandest of symphonies to
interesting in its way, but without a competitor. It is the ten-cent museum and five-cent jig. All the
argued· that the Christian church through its many de- main streets werG crowded with a fitful populanominations possessed the opportunities for demonstrat- tion, and the shop windows presented a maging certain branches of Christian work, botl;l charitable nificent spectacle. The churches don't seem to
and educational, as applied not only to popular centers, be a rusblight in the midst 9f these vast disbut to remote sections or in small towns. Nothing of the plays. They say that Chicago is a very bad city.
kind has been suggested and the entire series of buildings, I presume it is, but you wouldn't know it was a bad
with the exception "noted, is destitute of anything what- city, if-you mind your own business, and wander up
ever bearing upon this great motor of civilization.''
and down its splendid avenues of trade and pleasNow is the time of all times for Liberals to ure. To the curious onlooker there is no vice, no
(Continued jrorn page 309.)
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crime, no wickedness perceptible in these big,
rollicking, happy-go-lucky masses that meet you at
every turn beneath the ten thousand lamps that
make you feel that you are in some mighty palace
where everybody is acquainted and everybody is at
home. It is orderly as in a country village where
only the candle burns and the rushes give warmth.
Vice and crime are not obtrusive in Chicago any
more than in other places. If you want bad things
you must hunt for them, and then you will find
plenty. So also you will find splendid, noble things.
It depends upon the way you look.
Chicago is a great and wonderful city, and in all
the world's history I do not think there will be
anything more great or wonderful than this city.
Stand upon the top of Masonic building, twenty-one
stories high, as I did, on Sunday last, and you are
simply overwhelmed with astonishment. Masses of
buildings huger than the temples of Baalbec are
around you for miles. You cannot see the end.
You look down on structures twelve stories in
bight, and they appear small. A hundred railroads
can be seen. Locomotives spm along with ten
thousand cars. Innumer£l.ble factories roll their
clouds of smoke to the sky. Vast hotels, cities in
themselves, with two and three thousand people,
seem like hives as you tower above them. The
great lake spreads away, its shining horizon contrasting with the smoky purlieus of the metropolis,
the black stacks of steamers shadowing the white
sail. Here' is poetry for you if one could write it
out, as melodious and splendid as any that ever
made music and glory on man's path. This surpasses all the gods, and outshines all the divinities.
There is nothing like it in Homer's verse, or Dante's
"unfathomable song," and yet we are getting so
used to it that it is quite commonplace. 'The
World's Fair is matter of fact now, and we don't
realize the wonder that is in it. I met Joan and
Dare the other day, a rustic, couple, just from their
country home, old-fashioned and simple and perfectly amazed at the things .they looked upon. I
envied them, dear, happy souls, in homespun,
richer than any king, for this was to them a fairyland, an actual wonder " fresh as the morn and
brilliant as its star." Nothing was commonplace
to them. There wasn't a "chestnut " in the whole
Exhibition. Everything was brand-new, and marvelous and magnificent as if they had just been
born. They had never traveled. They didn't know
anything, and they were immensely happy-a
royal couple indeed. Every moment to them was
"jeweled with joy." When I stood upon the tower
of the Transportation Building the other day and
the whole White City shone before me in its superb
variety, with its wondrous architecture, conscious in
itself almost of the, glory it expressed, seeming to
be living thought, as well as glowing forms, a hundred flags glancing in the sun, and the lake glistening like a diamond, how I wished I was a boy again,
just from the granite hills, having never seen anything but the fields and woods and the humble
home, looking upon this magnificent spectacle with
unaccustomed eyes, then indeed should I realize
its abounding beauty-its overflowing grandeur.
But I have been flying away from the main path.
How could I help it when there are so many things
to talk about-when the air is full of commotion?
However, we will now take the ordered journey.
THE MIDWAY PLAISANCE.
This avenue is one mile long and six hundred
feet wide. To see this first we must enter Jackson
park at the western entrance on Cottage Grove
avenue. The Plaisance is not a part proper of the
Fair, but might be called a mile-long entrance to
the Fair-a varied, picturesque, and curious entrance, with all sorts of things to entertain the
lingering traveler. Representat1ons of ancient and
modern life mingle in the checkered scene. The
mountain has come to Mohammed. All the world
has come to Chicago to show off its peculiarities.
It is almost equal to a trip around the globe to
saunter through this variegated promenade. It
was a happy thought to place this annex to the
main Fair. There are about forty different sideshows on the Plaisance, most of them of an unusual
and attractive kind, to which an entrance fee is
charged. It will cost about $10, I think, to take
in all these shows. The entrance fee to the Plaisance will give admission to all the grounds of the
World's Fair. These shows would be incongruous
a.s a part of the main Exposition. They are mainly
private affairs, and quite a sum is paid for the
privilege of exhibition. They are interesting, and
one can pay his money and take his choice ; or he
need not go into any side-show, but pursue his way
through the Plaisance, casting an outside look on
the various exhibits and pass into the main Fair in
the rear of the Women's Building. Whether one
goes to a side-show or not he must not fail to
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meander through the Plaisance, as this will cost I The wheel draws o~t the thread into fine silken thinkers from all parts of the world. We already
nothing extra.
.
strands, which encircle the wheel. When the wheel hav assurances that Mr. Watts, the distinguished
. Perhaps the best way will be to go up one side is covered with these bands-say 200-the bands Freethought advocate of England, and others from
of the Plaisance and down the other and this will are pulled off and stretched horizontally on long that country, will be with us.
give a good idea of this miniature cosmopolis. We tables. Here they are cut into lengths for weavWe ask the co-operation of Freethinkers to make
first strike the camping grounds of Uncle Sam's ing. At the loom they are deftly woven with silk, the Congress a grand success. Those willing to
soldiers, then we pass the Hungarian Orpheum. one thread of silk to 200 threads of glass, and then assist financially, will please send their contribuThis is a dance-hall, theater, and cafe combined. the glass cloth is ready. It is so soft and delicate tions to Otto Wettstein, our treasurer, at Rochelle,
Then appears the Lapland village, with a tower in that beautiful garments are made from it-lamp Ill.
Contributors will please state whether
the 'center. Over the entrance is a painting repre- shades, screens, pin-cushions, etc.
they wish payment to be for general expenses, or
senting a scene in Lapland. Inside are the huts,
The Japanese hazar presents an infinite variety for any special purpose, such as speakers, hall, rent,
from that far-off empire. Then comes the Dutch etc., and the money will be so applied.
natives, animals, sledges, etc.
The Dahomey village is the village of the Amazons. settlement, with exhibits from Fiji, Philippine and
In the mean time, until more permanent arrangeThese are the famous fighting wpmen. I intend to Solomon islands, from Samoa, Java, Borneo, New ments can be made, our friends are requested to
have a good look at them. They are not quite Zealand, and the Polynesian archipelago. The call upon us at the office of Vice-president Dr.
ready yet to exhibit.
Japanese inclosure and buildings are made of bam- Joseph H. Greer, 127 La Salle st., where they will
Beyond this is the Austrian village. Ther~ are boo. A theater of dancing girls-the Nautch-will receive a warm and hearty welcome.
c. B. WAITE,
thirty-six buildings here. They present a quaint be one of the shows of this village.
The German village is constructed after medieval
President Am. Sec. Union.
and venerable appearance. After this is a police
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN,
station and fire department; then a French cider models. There are thirty-six different buildings.
24 Maplewood ave.,
press. Cider is made and sold here in French In the center is a castle-sixteenth century styleChicago, May 4, 1893.
Corresponding Sec.
style. The Vienna cafe follows this-one of the with moat and palisades. The several farm-houses
represent the different provinces of old Germanymost elegant structures on the ground.
Book Notes.
St. Peter's at Rome now confronts us-an exact the Alemanic, W estphalic, Mendic, and others. The
In the bindery with Mr. Putnam's "Religion a Curse"
reproduction to the most minute detail of this great village occupies 175,000 square feet. Two crack
edifice itself. It is constructed on a scale one- military bands are with it from the German army. and the "Design Argument Fallacies" are new editions
sixteenth that of the original. It contains rare There are two German restaurants, a concert gar- of the following pamphlets: Paine's '' Common Sense,"
15 cents; Remsburg's "Sabbath Breaking," 25 cents;
portraits of several of the popes. The persons in . den, etc.
The street in Cairo is perhaps the most versatile "False Claims," 10 cents; Washburn's "Was Jesus Inattendance wear Vatican Guard uniforms. I don't
and interesting study in this unique assemblage. sane?" 10 cents. Delayed orders will therefore be filled
expect to mak@ much out of this show.
The Ferris wheel is bigger than any pope-a big, The street is lined with mosques, dance-halls, and soon.
enormous wheel, 250 feet in diameter. Thirty-six shops filled with wares from Arabia and the SouWe hav left a few of the cartoons printed in THE
cars are attached to it, and sixty persons can ride dan. The dogs, the donkeys, the children, the TRUTH SEEKER of March 25th, showing what Christianity
in a car. The 56-ton axle is the largest piece fortune-tellers, and the veiled ladies are all there. has borrowed from the Pagans, which we can send (makof steel ever forged. Three thousand incandescent You will have a veritable slice of Egypt for fifty ing a very generous count) for 10 cents a dozen; 75 cents
lights will be used. It takes twenty minutes for a cents, and a peep at the women's faces, if you are a hundred. The picture is one of Heston's best hits, and
passenger to revolve, during which time he will be sharp enough.
will do good in proportion to its circulation. Send for a
Algeria and Tunis also shew their attractions. hundred, and scatter them around your neighborhood.
taken 264 feet into mid-air, and will see many wonderful sights as he goes up and down. The White Then comes the magnificent panorama of Kilanena,
We hav printed Paine's "Examination of the PropheCity, the lake, and Chica;o will be spread out before the volcano of the Sandwich islands, always in mocies " by itself in a companion pamphlet to " Common
him like a panorama. In the shadow of this great tion, and presenting a series of lurid pictures.
The Chinese village contains a theater, and there Sense." In this cheap form it also is a good missionary
wheel is a model of Eiffel tower, and then are the
Persian bazars and booths, with laces, rugs, etc. are 200 artists from the Flowery Kmgdom. The document. The " fulfillment of the prophecies" is one
of the arguments depended upon by the Christians to
The Moorish palace is a brilliant structure, with acting and the music are simply indescribable.
establish
the divinity of their "savior's" mission. This
Next comes the Captive Balloon. If one is not
labyrinth palm garden and wax figures. The
examination proves how weak that dependence is. Liberafraid,
he
can
view
the
"dim
spot
called
earth"
at
Turkish village and mesque are centers of attracals should hav it handy for controversial purposes. Price
tion. No one is allpwed in the mosque. We can an altitude of 1,500 feet. Solomon's Temple is 15 cents.
only peep in. The old priest is there at the altar, near by, if one wants to worship.
We are now $10 out of pocket and a whole day's
solemn and dirty-looking. Stevens swears that he
1\ir. Putnam's new book, "Religion a Curse," is in the
heard him humming "Boom-de-ay" as we looked time; but we have seen what can be seen nowhere bindery, and we hope to be able in a few days to fill the
in. I shouldn't wonder. Beside the mosque is the 3lse in the world on the same space of ground. orders received. We also hope to receive a few thousand
Turkish theater. The dancing is good. Of dramatic We see real folks from all over the planet. We see more orders. It is a work which, though small in
art there is none. The music is a kind of jingle. their habits, their costumes, their styles, their volume, is great in the issues raised, and will command a
The girls are rather pretty-the men ugly-looking. houses, their industries, their means of conveyance, great deal of attention. Jt will hav strong friends and
The dress is fantastic. The show lasts an hour, their amusements, their religion, their food, their strung enemies, but the truth of its charges will finally be
and costs fifty cents. There is an old battle tent, drink. We are all foreigners here and we are all at acknowledged by all Rll.tionalists, we think. The price
worth $5,000,000 ; the silver bedstead of the sul- home. It is a caravansary of nations. There is 25 cents. To do our part toward circulating it widely,
tan's daughter, worth $450,000. There will be never was such· a camping-ground as this, and we will send five copies for $1.
here sixty hors~s from the sultan's stable, and 400 never did so many peoples mingle together in gay
The editorials on Design in the Universe, which reBedouins, with camels and dromedaries. Mr. and fellowship. It's a big carnival all day long.
cently appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKEB, hav been put into
It is about sunset when we leave the Midway a neat pamphlet, and we will supply them for 15 cents
Mrs. Stevens and myself take a "Flying Trip to the
East" at a cost of twenty-five cents. This consists Plaisance for the great Administration Building, each. It becomes us to be modest in writing about this
of a view of photographs, which cannot be obtained whose dome this evening is to be lighted up for the book, but it is hoped that it will help explain the develfirst time with electric Jets. It is 7 o'clock when opment of material things to those who regard the Deelsewhere.
We can now take a look at the Bernese Alps, in we reach the end of the Manufactures and Liberal sign argument as a stumbling-block to the full acceptwhich Mt. Blanc, as usual, "takes the cake"- Arts Building and step forth to view the illuminated ance of the evolution theory. We think it will be useful
frosted cake-and makes a grand display. This is scene. I do not know how to express myself to as a document for study by Christians, and hope our
convey an idea of the imposing spectacle. Right friends will scatter it widely. We will send four of them
worth fifty cents, if you can spare it.
Then comes the natatorium, etc., and Hagen- before us is the lagoon-a wide sheet of dazzling for 50 cents; nine for $1.
beck's ·animal show. The pavilion is 200x300 feet, water. At one end is a fountain with massive
A Christian notice of Dr, Hartmann's "Creation of
cost $125,000, and 1,500 animals from Germany are marble figures. At the other end is the statue of
in their quarters. The seating capacity is 15,000 the Republic. Across the lagoon is the Agricult- God " is this from the Omaha Bee : " ' The Creation of
people. There are 200 monkeys and 1,000 parrots. ural Building, one of the most magnificent pieces God,' by Dr. Jacob Hartmann, is one of the latest publi·
of architecture in the whole group. To our right cations called 'truth seekers.' Dr. Hartmann's book
Three of the lions are trained to ride horseback.
is
the Administration Building, its dome ab~aze with contains much information as to geology and the formaWe now take in the Irish village, kiss the
tion of the world, but will not be appreciated by those
"blarney stone," etc. New England puts in an ap- sheets of splendor. Opposite the Administration who hav a real desire to get at the truth in all that perBuilding,
in
rear
of
the
colossal
figure
of
the
Repearance with log cabin. Inside is the t~rifty
tains to the creation and future state of man on account
housewife, pork and beans, New England dinner, public, is what is called the peristyle -a colonnade of the extreme coarseness of his style of composition.
on
the
east
side
of
the
lagoon
connecting
the
and such. Of course I don't miss that. The Barre
The language is degrading, and, while the ideas may be
sliding railway carries you 120 miles an hour, and Casino and the Music Hall, between whose very profound and might be accepted by many readers,
160 miles with high pressure. That will do for me. Corinthian columns is glimpsed the near lake and the style will condemn the book at once. Physician, heal
We haven't seen half the shows, and I guess we the distant sky. And this colonnade, or peristyle, thyself, The Truth Seeker Company, Lafayette place,
On the vast New York.'' Which recalls the saying, when you hav a
have spent five dollars already. But come on, we is also beautifully illuminated.
must see the rest. The Diamond Match Company promenades around the lagoon are crowds of bad case abuse your opponent's attorney. In this case
tells us how to make matches. The International people thronging in and out of the immen~e halls. the abuse is very, very far-fetched.
Costume Company gives a display of real live Gondoliers in bright colors bend to their long,
The need of Mr. Remsburg's forthcoming book con"International beauties." It is said that dresses in sweeping oars, singing as they bend, and urging
cerning
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief for use when
their
curious
craft
over
the
glistening
waters.
the latest style will be sent here every day from
Paris. What a lovely time the ladies will have! Electric boats also speed along, and the lagoon controversy is rife about it was emphasized last week by
the receipt of the following letter :
The Workingman's Home represents a red brick is like a living picture of Venice.
"RICHMOND, VA., May 13, 1893.
Chicago, Ill.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
house of the Quaker City, wherein the laboring man
"Gentlemen : Hav you in book form John Remsof that city doth love to dwell. This is a" specibUI"g's 'Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?' as published
To the Freethinkers ot the United States and in
THE TRUTH SEEKER some time ago? If not, will it be
men brick." The Libby Glass Company gives a
Canada.
published in book form? I think it ought to be in every
free show. Everything is manufactured inside,
The board of directors of the American Secular library, either Christian or Freethinker.
from common every-day glass goods to glass drap"Yours truly,
E. H. BAKEB,
Union,
at its last meeting, determined to hold its
eries, laces, dresses, neckties, and ornaments. Glass
"P.S. Just now saw in THE TRUTH SEEKER notice of
annual
Congress
in
Chicago,
on
Friday,
Saturday,
the above being prepared for publication. Set me down
weaving is something wonderful. The glass-blower
takes a glass cane, puts it in a powerful g!l's jet, and Sunday, the 6th, 7th, and 8th of October for one at $1."
We shall be glad to receive orders for the book right
which quickly melts it. At th~ proper cons1sten~y next. Also to invite the Canadian Secular Union to
a thread is carried over the penphery of a wheel SIX meet with us in joint convention at that time. It along. It will be out in a month or two. Price, cloth,
feet in diameter, making 200 revolutions a minute. will be made the occasion of getting together Free- $1; paper, 50 cents.
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I would like the following books: "Old in circulation. Thus is the only point Mr. destruction cometh as a whirlwind I will
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated'' Geer tries to make against L. G. Reed laugh at your calamity and mock at your
in boards, and ten numbers of the demolished. For anyone with common fears.' Isn't that so, brother?" He had
to admit it was, but that he had not
Prizes Thought Above Meat and Rai· ''Modern Science Essayist," commencing sense can see that all the wage-earners can
looked upon it in that light. But the
save
$10
a
week
for
ten
years
and
n
~t
take
at 3 and going to 12.
ment.
evangelists are gone and I do not appreLEoN, KAN,, Apr. 23, 1893.
Wishing you unbounded success, I $1 out of circulation.
I am sorry for a man who is able to hend any more trouble of that nature
MR. EmToR: My family could not well remain,
grasp
but one idea at a time; who will de- unless they return, which God forbid.
get along without your paper. It is more
Yours for justice and right to all,
clare there is no light because he is look- They claim that between three and four
than meat and better raiment. May
w. A. GILMORE.
hundred hav been "born again.'' If that ·
ing at a shadow.
health, long life, and prosperity attend
A. Seed Sown in Mississippi
I highly prize THE TRUTH SEEKER, of is true, then I suppose we hav that 'many
your noble efforts.
J. BENNiNGHOFF.
more babes for their coming-quite an
MEADVILLE, Miss., Apr. 11, 1893.
which I am a regular reader.
addition, surely, for three weeks' service.
Is Faitllfnl to Truth and A.idful to Trnth
MR. EDIToR: Your communication of
Yours for the Truth,
S. F. DAVIS.
With best wishes, I remain,
Seekers.
the 8th of this month came to hand this
Yours, etc.,
JAs. P. DICKINSON.
RosEBERG, WASH., May 1, 1893.
evening telling me of the expiration of my A. Veteran Whom Christians Hav Passed
Through Seven Furnaces.
MR. EDITOR: I heard a voice come from time as a trial subscriber to THE TRUTH
Pocket Argument for Disproof of the
GLENNS FERRY, IDA., Apr. 19, 1893.
within, "Stay with the Truth and forget SEEKER. I was well aware of the fact that
Existence of a God.
MR. EDIToR: Let truth liv and triumph.
not the Seeker," so here I pay that ~rold my time was up on the 1st, and tried to
ITHACA, MICH , Apr. 24, 1893.
$5 in which we trust, for which you may be in time with my renewal subscription The men who giv it tongue and wing
MR. EDIToR: I submit the following for
giv me credit. I like THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year more and took advantage of must hav financial oil to lubricate. Here
and its righteousness, but S. P. Putnam a premium offer in Tim TRUTH SEEKER to is $5. I wish it was $25. Radicals travel the constderation of all such as believe in
on Religion went through my soul and get your paper one year and a copy of rough highways in biblical paganism. a creativ Intelligence:
" Infinit goodness would desire for huclinched on the other side.
Paine's Complete Works for $5. I guess That is me. I hav had seventy-four years
man
kind the most perfect happiness.
of
unquiet.
A
little
further
on
and
all
Yours truly,
H. P. ANDERSON.
you will hav received my other letter
containing $5 ere you get this. Suf- will be still. I want it net, but I fear it Infinit wisdom would know how to obtain
Suffocating Snnday.
fice to say I am well pleased with your not. I accept with grace the common lot that happiness, and infinit power would
McCoMB CITY, Miss., Apr. 29, 1893.
valuable paper, and am doing all I can for of man, the result of Nature's laws, but be able to carry out the dictates of wisdom
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed money for the cause of freedom by lending the jour- it would be with deep disgust could I look and goodness. If causes exist which im"Old Testament Stories Comically Illus- nal to every sensible man who will read it upon it as caused by wisdom, goodness, pede mankind in their progress toward
trated," and other books on herein-inc1osed and return it back in good fix. I am the and all the other attributes of almighty happiness, they must exist either because
list. I liv, as you see, in church-cursed only subscriber to it that I know of in the power centering in the Bible God.
God does not desire to remove them; in
Mississippi. To go to church on Sunday country. I wish I was able to buy a few
Radical thinkers hav sharp corners and which case he is not infinitly good-that
and hear the old story of hell and heaven dollars' worth of your TRUTH SEEKER many is the hammer that strikes them, is, he is not God, or because God does not
has become quite stale, and I seek of you tracts to distribute around in this and but an industrious, investigating, cou- know how to remove them; in which case
something which may prove not only en- Amity county. I think it would be "as rageous, determined intellect resists the he is not all-wise-that is, he is not God,
tertaining, but instructiv, with which to bread cast upon the waters to be gathered blows without injury and stands out a or because God is not able to remove
while away the long day called Sunday, many days hence."
great and grand advocate of long-hidden them; in which case he is not omnipotent
-that is; he is not God."
made long by the almost suffocating religRespectfully your friend and well· truths.
The above is an excerpt from the writious atmosphere which envelops our wisher,
Tell our friends to be courageous and
J. E. ScoTT.
otherwise pleasant little town.
buckle on the whole armor, and at the ings of the iate Mr. Bradlaugh, which I
Respectfully,
JoHN W. BoYLER.
word march ! step out, not skulk out. clipped from the "Gems of Thought "
Who Will Be Next to Help in This
We
hav too many skulkers. But who can column in THE TRUTH SEEKER a dozen or
WayT
Seeds Sown by the Wayside.
blame a coward? That is his make-up_ more years ago.
ScHUYLER, NEB., May 5, 1893.
During all these years not a single perARAvAIPA, ARiz., Apr. 14, 1893.
Let us make them up better, and the way
MR.
EDIToR:
I notice with much pleasMR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please
to do it is to take away faith and giv our son has even attempted a reply, though
find the sum of $5 for renewal of sub- ure your offer to supply any newsdealer disciples knowledge, scientific knowledge. scores of them hav read it, studied and
scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER one with two or three copies of THE TRUTH I am a veteran, a fighting veteran, and pondered over it, and many received
year, and Paine's "Great Works Com- SEEKER weekly and receive back all he when I cannot fight I will shake my fist, copies, promising that they would giv me
plete."
Instead of keeping THE TRUTH does not sell.
and when I cannot shake my fist I will make a reply, but they all failed to ·come to
I drew. my newsdealer's attention to mouths. The opposition has passed me time, as I knew they would for the very
' SEEKERS on file as I would like to do, I
your proposition, and he has promised me through seven furnaces well heated, but I good reason that the logic of those few
scatter them about, trusting that some of
that he will gladly order two or three am not consumed. In my life I hav seen terse sentences is unanswerable. Here, in
them may fall into the hands of some one
extra copies from your agent at Omaha paganism take down her colors many a single paragraph, Mr. Bradlaugh clearly
who will become a subscriber. to your
and will do his utmost to sell them.
times. Slavery is gone, polygamy is gone, demonstrates that the idea of a creativ Inunique and grand paper. The picking up
The male portiDn of this locality are witchcraft is gone, kingcraft is gone. telligence, on which volume after volume
of a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER in a devery Liberal in their opinions in religious We hang a king for wrong as quickly as a has been written to bolster up the idea, is
serted miner's cabin was what caused me
matters, and I believe that you hav struck common man. I could name many more simply an utter logical absurdity. Perto become a subscriber. Therefore, trustthe right idea to increase the sale of your of the churches' dogmas legislated out of haps M.r. Anderson would like to take a
ing that some of the papers scattered by
paper and advance our "most excellent
the wayside will fall into prolific hands, I
existence which their divine revelation turn at cracking this rather hard nut with
religion.''
his little hammer?
remain,
contains.
JAMEs SToUT.
I was converted and turned from darkThe gist of the above has been presented
Yours for scattering the seeds of Lib·
est superstition about six years ago under Providential Destruction of Christian by other writers, but perhaps never in so
eralism,
GEo. N. ADAMs.
the preaching of Mr. Charles Watts, and
Property.
neat and concise a form, where the whole
No, Ingersoll Had No Snch Di8cnssion. by reading "A Modern Zoroastrian," by
force of the argument is at once so apparMr. Samuel Laing, of England. I am
YPSILANTI, MICH., Apr. 18, 1893.
ASHLAND, ORE:., Apr. 23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents, ent and clear to the mind.
How a candid thinking man in the light
MR. EDITOR: I inclose list of books pleasPd to say thatlhav no regrets for leav- for which please send me Wheeler's
ing the dogmas of the Methodist church.
"Hard Knocks at Christianity," and also of all the facts recently discovered by
wanted, and money I hope to be able to
get more soon. I wish I had $100 to On the contrary, my heart leaps with joy "Crimes of Preachers," and oblige. We science can cling to the barbarous belief
and my eyes slop over with gratitude to hav been havmg
.
.
. our in a God possessing the attributes of
a terrible
cyclone m
spend for books advertised in your paper.
Watts and others who hav taught me the littl ·t
d - . ·t
· ·
t b ild infinit goodness, infinit wisdom, and
I think I would be happy for some time. bright
and happy way.
. e ci y an vrcmi y, wJpmg on
u I hav often tried to get subscribers for
.b
h
toT
mgs and trees as though they were puff- infinit power, in view of all the sorrow,
I am th e on1y sub scri er ere
HE · balls. I expect the pu1pits
·
ll
WI11 a slop misery, and suffering abounding everyyour paper; hav failed so far, but will
T RUTH S EEKER, an d I nee d no t t e11 you
t Th e M eth o d - where, is beyond conception, except on
over to- d ay over the even.
keep on trying.
ti
bbl
tha go
e up most eager1y every thing .
h b
h ld"
t
t d
ti
the ground. that this belief is hereditary.
Did Colonel Ingersoll ever ba v a dis"thi ·t
u I s covers-th at won ld no t express lists hav 1 eentb o mg kpro hrae· e .mee ngs
d There is no longer a vestige of ground
cussion with a Rev. I. D. Driver, of m
the great pleasure and profit I g the fort e a:st ree wee s, avmg Importe
.
a
r · a "pulpit poodle" and a mouth-organ, left on which to build a hope or belief in
Oregon? I was told that Colonel IngerJ. A. REID.
a l a S an k ey. Th e gospe1 rae k e t c1ose d this fabulous, useless God of the Bible.
soll asked Rev. D. L. Moody some ques- from Its pages.
J. GUIWITS.
•
. the evening the storm came. They were
tions he did not try to answer, but sent
for I. D. Driver to come back East., and Savmg Money Does Not Take It Out of taking up a collection at the time. I was
Circulation,
told they secured $200 for their three Graphic Pen-Picture of the Great Free·
he and Colonel Ingersoll discussPd them
tllongllt lssne.
PoRTLAND, KAN., May 8, 1893.
weeks' services, intending to make it as
together, and Ingerso'll and Infidelity
HousToN, TEX., Apr. 23, 1893.
both got such a blow that they never will . MR. EDIToR: I wish to say a few words much more. Not a single saloon or gamMR. EDIToR: I inclose a few of my ideas
be able to recover from it. I wish you m reply to 1\Ir. Geo. Geer's article on bling establishment received a scratch,
1
would giv me the truth of the matter. finance in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 6th. 1 while business blocks and dwellings suf- regarding the grl3at worth of your TRUTH
Mr. Geer seems to be badly frightened fered severely. A neighbor of mine said SEEKER, bac\. ed up by my financial opinWishing you success, I am,
by the picture his imagination has ito me the next morning, "Dickinson, I ex- ion for two years' subscription. I wish I
Yours truly,
MEs A. DE PEALL.
created. He seems unable to grasp more , pected to see your home entirely wiped was financially able to subscribe for a copy
The Prince of Drones and Bane of than one idea at a time. He see;;. nothing out, and you are not hurt. How is it?" for every family of faith-bound religionists
Nations.
but a terrible panic as a direct result if : I said, ''They hav been giving me hell for in the world, as it is a scale-remover for
MARSHFmLD, ORE., Apr. 13, 1893.
wage-earners should save $1 a week. In 1 the last fifty years and they probably the eyes of the deluded and blind. devMR. EDIToR:. Inclosed find $5-$3 to his groping blindness he only sees one way 1 thought I would not stand any more non- otees of superstition who hav been so
pay for the best paper, certainly, that I hav to save money; that is, hide it hoard it sense at present.'' He said, "The saloons unfortunate as to be raised in the priestever had the pleasure of reading. The up, take it out of circulation; and as a are all right." "Of course they are," said craft darkness of ignorance. I was one of
best because, if for no other reason, it ad- direct result he sees the financial center 1 I; "that shows that the devil, who you those unfortunates, and I giv thanks to
vocates juAtice and right, contrary to the shake, crumble, and fall. Poor, foolish ; think did it, is true to his friends. He the light of truth that dawned upon my
usual customs of editors, who scorn to man, he forgets that all the money in cir- · will do to tie to." A preacher's house mind "before it was everlastingly too
publish only to please prevailing opinions culation is the savings of some one, is just a few rods below me was completely late," and liberated me from such dungeon,
and those that hav the most money to pay owned by some one. Mr. Geer does not ruined, together with many others belong- into which inheritance and education had
for press notice. And those opinions are claim that wage-earners would be un- : ing to Christians and church-members, placed me. As " charity covers a multimostly promulgated by the Prince of All able to save $1 a week, but brings his ' their God not proving "a very present tude of sins," and makes rich the soul of
Drones and the Bane of All Nations, the common sense to bear on the subject. His help in time of need." I said to a neigh- the charitable, I am trying to cultivate
preacher of the gospel, who talks only might~ mind can comprehend but one way bor, "God must hav had a grand laugh such a spirit, for I find in the garden of
1
to mystify and deceive, that he may con- of savmg and see but one result. My ·as he looked down upon the ruin he had my experience many obnoxious weeds
tinue in prominence in society and fill his friend, theory is all rig-ht if it agrees with caused." He wanted to know how I dare planted by honest hands-but which are
capacious pockets with the shekels of his fact. But it happens that the moment a ~pea;k so about God. I said, "I am only being displaced by the noble Freethought
man gets a little money ahead he puts it quoting scripture, God says, 'When your and truth-loving seekers of the world,
dupes.

~ettsrs of qi"Piends.

I

I,
I
I
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not only in our much-loved United States
but wherever education and science hav
gained a foothold.
Where should charity end? or, like a
ring, should it hav no end?
Charity is but the outcome of natural
causes, .and is but the web woven in the
loom of our experience, wheNin the warp
of our inherited nature is interw.oven
with the woof of our education into one
great fabric of results from which are cut
and fashioned the beings we are.
Charity and toleration should be the
greatest factors of mankind, for from
such comes the supremacy of man over
the lower ordArs of his beastly nature.
Yet, uncharitable, intolerant, and more
like beasts, we call ourselvs the " children
of God" and claim the right to slaughter
and kill everything of a living nature that
is destitute of power to protect itself.
Allow me to ask, who givs us such right?
Why should we fatten the innocent lamb
for slaughter? The "survival of the
fittest" can be the only answer. Is it not
probable that the flesh of man is as
palatable as other flesh? Then why condemn the cannibal for feasting from oft'
the juicy flesh of his foe taken in battle,
when he can claim the same right to
prey upon the weaker as ourselvs? Certainly the life of one animal is as dear to
itself as that of another.
When I read of the terrible persecutions
of olden times, where the lives of men
were sacrificed by millions to appease the
ignorant, uncharitable devotees of the
supposed gods, I can but shudder at the
inhuman manner in which the stronger
preyed upon the weaker; and yet I realize
that the effect was but the termination
of causes over which they had no control.
We are still in the same inhuman (imperfect humanity) business, but of a less
terribie nature. Thou humanitarian editors of all classes, let your light shine!
Even though the prison walls shall threaten
you aud the Lord's ecclesiasts call you
Infidels, yet press forward and enlighten
the world, for Infidelity and unbelief hav
been the only ladder by which the higher
atmosphere of development has been
reached, and only for such we would todav be drinking the dregs of bitter ignorance and inhaling the odors of heretical
flesh.
A. D. Sw.A.N.
A Pleasant-Writing Catholic Converted.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Apr. 2/ii, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Jasper is right. "The
world do move," or at least some of the
creatures on the world move, and I rejoice
to say that I am one of them.
During the presidential campaign last
year I was in Sau Diego, and being somewhat shaky in my politics I went to hear
an address by Mr. Geo. T. Bruce, who
was advertised as a political cyclone. The
address was by unanimous consent the
ablest and most eloquent speech delivered
in San Diego during that exciting canvass,
and of course when I had an opportunity to
hear this fiery and witty orator again, I
availed myself of it. This time his subject
was not politics but religion.
Having
been brought up a strict Catholic, I had
up to this time never heard an out-and-out
Infidel speech, though I had read some
of Ingersoll's sayings in the secular papers. While I was charmed with the
musical sentences of the speaker, and
laughed till I cried at his splendid wit,
I writhed in my seat like a worm on a hot
griddle as he exposed with keen and
cutting sarcasm the shams and frauds of
what to me was sacred. I went home mad,
but I could not deny the truth of his
statement that priests and kings hav
always been united in grinding the people
down, to keep them in subjection. So
plainly did he show the present and past
attitude of the church on the labor question, that after I got over my mad spell, I
metaphorically kicked myself for being
so stupid as not to see it without having
it pointed out to me; and I suspect that
there is yet religion enough left in me to
actually kick the ignorant class of toilers
to which I belong, if I had the power, because they are as stupid as I was.
I buy THE TRUTH SEEKER every week,
and hav bought a few pamphlets. I expect soon to send to you for some reading
matter that I hav not been able to find for
sale here.

I recently had a talk with the late
guardian of my soul, and to say that he
feels bad over my apostasy is putting it
very mild. He denies that the Catholic
church as a church ever persecuted. He
admits that individual Catholics hav been
guilty of merciless atrocities, but claims
that the church as an institution is no
more responsible than is the Republican
party responsible for the murder of Garfield because Guiteau, a Republican, did
the deed. I am satisfied that he is mistaken, but I am not yet sufficiently posted
to refute it, and I ask you to do it through
the columns of your invaluable paper. If
you will do so, I am sure you will perform
a great service to many who like myself
hav just got their heads out of the ruts
of superstition. Please giv your authorities, so that I can confront the holy
man with them. As my wife objects very
much to my " honorable " name being attached to this impious letter, and as she
has promised to attend the next Infidel
lecture that takes place, I hav, Adam-like,
caved in, and in closing I will only say,
no woman suffrage for me until women
hav sense enough to throw priestcraft
overboard.
P. F.
[The proofs that you ask are very useful
to the Freethought propaganda, and will
be furnished as soon as our crowded editorial page offers a vacancy-say within six
weeks.-ED T. S.] .

and hold before flagellated and mocked
men the consoling crucifix, and promis
them-after death-all the seven heavens
up there on high."
Sul'h was the opinion of a great poet and
thinker expressed sixty years since, and it
seems to me that after a lapse of so many
years these words hav not lost their significance yet. I agree with Heine that if
humanity is doomed to everlasting misery,
we hav no right to deprive it of its hope to
enjoy happiness in another world. If the
masses are doomed to reign poor and
oppressed; if the realm of justice and
happiness is only a dream never to become a. reality; if toil and drudgery and
suffering are to remain forever the lot of
the majority of men, will it profit them to
know that God and immortality are only
fancies living in the diseased imagination
of man? Why not let them cherish their
delusion, if it causes a ray of light to
penetrate through the darkness of their
lives? In what direction then must our
efforts lie? Is it not in radically changing
the social and economical conditions? Let
us all do all we can to resurrect humanity;
let us banish industrial slavery from the
world and establish in its place justice and
freedom; let us make the earth a paradise;
let us see that every man finds real happiness in life-then, but not until then, the
brain of man will become healthy, and
God, immortality, and other theological
inventions, will be thrown away as useless
Religion Is "a Di8ease," and Indus. crutches. God will retire then, and man
will take his place; personal immortality
trial Reform the Cure.
will vanish, but the deeds of a happy race
OYsTER BAY, L. I., N.Y., May 8, 293.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Samuel P. Putnam will remain immortal.
CYRUS W. CooLRIDGJoJ.
says that religion is a disease, an unnatural appendage to man; he contend.s
that the healthy man is not religious. If Christians Hav to Overcome Their
we accept the word religion in its narrowAversion to Truth Gradually.
est sense, as commonly understood by
LuMBERVILLE, PA., Apr. 7, 1893.
people who claim to be religious-if reMR. EDIToR: I hav read with much inligion be confined to a belief in God and terest the several essays by S. P. Putnam
immortality-then I agree with Mr. Put- on the subject, "Religion a Curse,
nam that religion is, or ought to be, Religion a Disease, Religion a Lie." I
doomed and has no raison d'etre to exist regret most sincerely the selection of such
in a society composed of healthy individu- a title. It seems but fitted to ironclad
als. It may gratify Mr. Putnam to know Agnostics who need no conversion to the
that Heinrich Heine took the same view many truths therein contained, while at
of the matter. The trouble is, he said, the same time it will surely repel those
that we are all of us sick, and our first who are slowly breaking away from the old
duty is to become healthy. But the ques- superstition. Even after men feel certain
tion is, How to cur!3 humanity of a disease that their previous convictions a1e false
which Mr. Putnam declares to be as deep and untenable they cannot permit themas hell? It is well enough to point out the selva to be forced or driven by pioneers
nature of the disease, but it will not fade so enthusiastic, working so zealously unaway unless we can find an efficient der high pressure and who utterly negremedy for it. But is the remedy for the lect to "temper their winds to the shorn
diseased brain of humanity within our lambs" that are seeking shelter from false
reach? How long will it take to lighten religious teachings.
the suffering of the patient? When we
I fear that many subscribers of your
take into consideration the sufferings of paper will decline to circulate the numbers
man, when we remember that our poor containing said eseays to those neighbors
humanity is loaded with heavy burdens, to whom they hav from time to t.ime been
when we take into account that even to- distributing them with the earnest hope
day the majority of the human race hav to of enlightening them as to the beliefs, or
struggle and toil for their daily bread and rather the rational disbeliefs, of modern
are thankful if they are so fortunate as not Agnostics.
to starve to death, is there any wonder
J!o make no objection to the language
that in the human brain disease is the used or the arguments advanced, as I fully
rule and health the exception? Can we agree with the writer, but it is to the title
expect other results in a world filled with he has selected, which will repel if not
a few millionaires and millions of paupers? disgust the reader by its harshness and
In Heine's account of the progress of needless severity. "Religion a Mistake,
philosophy in Germany we read the· fol- Religion a Failure, Religion a Superstilowing: "I say it definitly, our descend- tion," would hav been less objectionable
ants will be more beautiful and happier and more in harmony with the feelings
than we are. For I believe in progress, I and wishes of those who are waiting to be
believe that man was meant to be happy, led from ancient darkness to modern enand I hav a higher opinion of divinity lightenment. I fear Mr. Putnam's forththan those pious people who think it only coming book with its present title will fail
created humanity to make it suffer. I to reach readers who would be most benewould beforehand, by the blessings of free fited by it.
WATSON KENDERDINE.
polit.ical and industrial institutions, establish that happiness which, according to
Philosophy on Many Matters.
the religious, will be first found in heaven
CLEVELAND, 0., Apr. 26, 1893.
on the day of judgment. True, the one
MR. EDITOR: I am past seventy years old,
may be as great a folly or as idle a hope
as the other, and perhaps there will be no ·and when I can get work I receive eighteen
resurrection of humanity either in the cents Per hour. It takes all I can accumupolitico-moral or in the apostolic-Catholic late to keep the wolf from entering my
sense. Humanity is perhaps meant for little home, as I hav none of the filthy
everlasting misery; races are perhaps to lucre, which professed Christians pretend
be damned forever, trampled on by to detest and despise, laid by for old age.
despots, bought and sold by their accom- I must husband all my accumulations to
plic~s, and mocked by their lackeys. A.h! keep us above the sod. Financially I hav
if this be so, we must strive to uphold been pulverized between the upper and
Christianity, even if we believe it to be nether millstones. The upper is monopan error. Uphold it we must; one must olies that hav become insane for the
go in the monkish cowl and barefoot over almighty dollar, the nether is the ChrisEurope and preach the nothingness of all tian worshipers of the three-headed Gods.
earthly goods or goodness, and asceticism, By their pernicious laws they hav taken
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the lion's share from me of what I hav
produced. And I am not in a worse condition than millions of people in the home
o.f Jefferson, Paine, and Ethan Allen.
We need not expect to hav a change of
the present conditions of things in this
country until those that produce the
wealth begin to stir up their sluggish
brains and think of the cause of their
degradation, by becoming educated. Then
they will find out the cause that has
squeezed the life-blood out of the producers of wealth. Then they will abolish all
of the Gods of the universe, and abandon
their future home in the ethereal blue.
They will find out that they are too expeJlsiv to tolerate, for the amount of recompense they receive in return for being
taxed to support the Christian churches and
their schools, and venerate and keep holy
their sacred Sunday, and for police,
constables, sheriffs, marshals, and judges,
with Gatling guns, cannons, mortars,
muskets; rifles, bayonets, swords, the
armies and navies, for the protection of
the law-made aristocracies of wealth, so
as to recruit and conscript the toilers to
man the navies and fill the ranks of the
armies. They are in a worse condition
than chattel slaves, and if the plutocrats
command them to kill their brothers
and fathers they must obey. They are
used by the aristocracy of wealth to intimidate, coerce, and subdue the bullheaded labor organizations, to keep them
in subJection to obey those pernicious
and destructiv laws which the aristocrats
hav bought and paid for from our public
servants, who were chosen by the majority
of the people to represent the interest of
the masses. But our public servants by
their avariciousness and treachery hav
robbed the people of their natural birthright. And it has caused the retrogression
of the working people that make the
wealth. These plutocrats purchaged the
people's representative, to pass these
wicked Jaws, so they could tax the producers and consumers that they might
hav the power to accumulate the products
of tile producer into their drag-nets, and
pile up millions in their coffers, that are
of no benefit to themselvs and are an injury and a curse to the masses, and untold
misery to those who labored and earned
this wealth. But it will be a long time before evolution evolves a higher type
of man than the undeveloped human
species that now exist, that possess so
much of the carnivorous disposition of the
tiger, and the characteristics of chattering
and cunning of the monkeys, making them
hyenas in human form that prey upon and
devour each other. This condition will
continue as long as this avaricious disposition exists in men. The strong and
brainy will rob and take by force the
natural rights of their weaker brothers.
How long must it be before the almighty
giant Labor will not be muzzled like the
ox who is robbed of the right to graze
upon the land-who is compelled to plow
it, and garner and thrash the grain, and
then only receive for compensation the
straw? But, friend Macdonald, there will
come a change in the course of time,
though you and I will not enjoy it. Time
will force the betterment and improvement
of the human species. And it will not be
brought about by the religious teachings
and veneration of the Gods, or Communism, Socialism, Nihilism, or Anarchism.
But it must come through growth and
evolution of this world. When this frisky
planet gets out of her swaddling-clothes
and her furious temper has subsided and
her internal heat becomes exhausted
sufficiently not to burst forth and spew
her eruptions from the mouths of volcanoes, then earthquakes and cyclones will
in a measure cease to exist, and then will
come the time that evolution will evolve a
type of mankind who will make it their
study to cultivate and propagate so as to
develop a better specimen of the human
species, as we hav learned to cultivate
the vegetable and floral kingdom. But
how many hundreds of thousands of years
it will require for this earth to develop a
condition that can bring fortli out of the
chaotic mass of undeveloped human beings that now exist upon this planet a good
harmonious type of men and women ·that
will n,1t devour each other, is a problem
that cannot be solved by mankind of this
period.
JAMES M. WIGHT.
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G'AiZaren' s eornsr.
Edited by Mrss SuSAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a l'anse in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

When a Body's Doon.
It's unco kittle wark tae fen'
When a body's doon.
Ye canna barrow-canna len'Ye needna ask a neebor henThey dinna want yer name tae ben
When ye happen doon.
llk funny joke fa's died and flat,
When a body's do on.
When ye can treat wi' dinners fat,
Then any ane will touch his hat;
There isna mrickle mair o' that
When a body's doon.
Hoo sune ye notice on the street
When a body's do on!
Wha used tae smile whin ye wad meet,
Noo pass ye like a daud o' peatIt's b~st, they thin!>. tae be discreet,
When a body's doon.
Ye gang tae kirk-nane becks or boos,
When a body's doonThey dinna scramble owre the pews,
A cushioned Peat for ye tae chooseLash! a' the to on sune kens the news,
When a body's do on.
The coat, of course. is no sae fine,
When a body's doonYer no sae dainty when ye dine,
An' many things ye mann resign;
But, J!'ate be thanked! The sun will shine
Though a body's doon!
If sae the heart be stout an' true,
Though a body's doon,
The hardest win' that ever blew
Ne'er chills an honest conscience through,
An' Fate aye hau<h the richt in view,
Even when they're doon.
Rocheste·l", :N. Y.
WILLIAM LYLE.

The Origin of the Earth.
[We take pleasure in publishing the
creditable essay below by one of our boys
of the Corner.
He has gleaned his
knowledge of "World Making" from the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Twentieth Century. How much better to
turn the attention to the study of true
science than to follow the silly va!.. aries
of an ignorant past. As we hav said often,
we are proud of the bright young people
of the Children's Corner. They are to
take up the work that our hands must
. by and by lay down) and it g<?es ~ithout
saying that they Will pursue 1t With earnestness, wisdom, and enthusiasm. We
never close our eyes to sleep that we do
not first breathe a blessing on our good
boys and good girls all over the continent,
and some in other lands, whose letters and
communications hav made the Corner a
pleasant and attractiv part of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.-ED. c. C.]
The universe or system in which our
earth belongs is composed of a sun and
seven planets. Several of the planets, including our own world, possess moons or
satellites, which revolve around them,
the planets in turn revolving about the
sun. All of these revolutions take place
with the regularity of clockwork, and
ever since the earliest recorded observations of man there has been no deviation
in the motions of the great machine.
"How did this great system come into
existence?" is one of the greatest questions
with which human intelligence has ever
grappled. The Christians, who are generally opposed to thinking on any subject
which requires a vigorous exercise of the
brain, dismiss the question at once by
asserting that "God made it." When
asked who made God, they either say they
"don't know," or that he "always existed" and needed no creator. They will
not admit the possibility of the eternal existence of our universe, or the matter of
which it is composed, however, and insist
upon worshiping an imaginary manufacturer of the world.
·
Now I want to giv the Cornerites my
theory' regarding the origin of the universe without the assistance of a brutal,
heathen god, such as the Jewish Jehovah
is described to be in the so-called " holy
scriptures."
Our universe is one among millions of
similar systems, some of which are larger
and some smaller than ours. What we
mill the " fixed " stars are the central
suns of other systems. Boundless space
is occupied by these systems, and there
a.re probably more "suns and planets in
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ethereal space than there are atoms in the
earth. All suns and planets are composed
of the same kinds of substance, which, for
the sake of convenience, are collectivly
called "matter." Matter has always existed in one form or another. The ether
which fills the space between suns and
planets, is really a form of matter, and I
believe matter is simply solidified ether.
Matter, as we know it, consists of atoms
and molecules. An atom is about onefifty millionth of an inch in diameter. A
molecule is simply a cluster of atoms,
probably comprising a hundred or a thousand of them, which are held together by
magnetic attraction. An atom is the smallest division of matter. A molecule is the
smallest combination of atoms or " structure." It is the nature of atoms, whether
existing alone in space or forming the
components of a molecule, to be in constant motion. This truth is proved by the
fact that everything is perishable-everything finally disintegrates, dissolves, or
decays, and changes its mode of existence.
A diamond or gold coin may exist a million years, but 1it will yield to that inevitable law of dissolution which decrees
th!tt the atoms of which it is composed
must finally separate and seek new alliances or partnerships with other atoms.
Many million years ago onr sun and
planets were one vast fiery mass of matter,
which is called "nebula." Billions and
trillions of atoms whirled hither and
thither, and the violent friction produced
by contacts which constantly occurred
caused much heat. The heat caused many
atoms to unite themselvs together into
molecules. In the various motions pursued by the molecules, they finally assumed a "vortex " or whirlwind motion.
This form of motion had a tendency to
throw the matter toward the center of the
whirling mass, where the molecules cooled
somewhat and stuck together. Thus a
nucleus or "core " was formed, which
was in a violent state of revolution. More
of the gaseous nebu4e was added to the
nucJeus as time went on, until finally
nearly all of the atoms and molecules had
united themselvs to the vast whirling
globe, which was still in a molten condition and much hotter than the grlilatest
heat we can now produce.
As the great ball of liquid fire revolved,
gigantic rings of gaseous matter would
form at its equator, which projected out
millions of miles. These rings became
somewhat cooler than the sun itself and
began to harden. As they solidified they
contracted and broke into sections. This
caused them to become separated from
the sun, and as they were revolving very
rapidly, they were thrown far out into
space-the distance which they traveled
depending on their size and the direction
which they chanced to take. Some of
these fragments were thrown completely
·out of range of the sun and were attracted
off into the realms of other suns, with which
they either amalgamated or proceeded
to circle around them. Other fragments
of rings traveled through space until the
attraction of the sun from which they were
thrown exactly equaled the gravitativ
stress of the other suns farther ahead,
when they ceased to move in a horizontal
direction, and the force with which they
had been propelled, combined with their
revolving movement, caused them to proceed in a circular orbit around our sun.
As soon as a fragment of ring was thrown
out from the sun it assumed a globular
form and threw off other rings, which developed into moonR; the matter composing
these primitiv planets was s~ill in a
molten condition but little cooler than the
sun itself.
One of these flying fragments was the
earth on which we liv. After floating
around the sun for ages, the earth ceased
to cast off rings as it got cooler, and gradually a crust began to form over its surface.
This crust, or shell, has increased slowly
in thickness until the present time. It is
now only a little more than twenty miles
thick, and the interior of the planet is still
in a fiery or incandescent condition.
Some of the gases enveloping the slowly
cooling orb condensed into water, and
others into atmosphere; and when the
heat abated sufficiently to perUJit it, vegetation w'as developed and began its wor)l:
of covering the land.

In my next letter I shall endeavor to taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time.
I like to read the Corner very much, and
explain "The Origin of Man."
would be glad to hav two pages for the
ALVIN J. TANNER.
children so more new faces could be seen.
I~ansas Oity, I~an., May 1, E.M. 293.
I am eleven years old, and go to school.
My teacher's name is Miss Craig, and I
think she is religious. If I giv any quotaLegend.-Continued.
tions from Ingersoll, Paine, or Jefferson,.
"What a pity," said Jane, "that the she has a smile on her face until she finds
iconoclast was allowed to destroy the ex- out who is the author, then she looks very
quisit works of art of ancient times be- sour at me.
Mr. John R. Charlesworth has just
cause they interfered in some way with his
been here and given us three lectures.
bigoted, bloodthirsty, brutal notipns of The Liberals of Boulder were very much
religion. I was informed to-day that if pleased with him, and we hope he will
you hav fine furniture and good clothes come again.
As my letter is getting a little lengthy,
you can enter an asylum for the poor,
otherwise you must die in some fearful I will close for this time with best wishes
corner. Though the poor are famished, to all. If this escapes the wastebasket, I
will write again.
they must attend church and receive
I remain yom Liberal friend,
rich calls patiently, though they hav not
LLOYD c. LELAND.
been helped through the bitter cold of
the winter·. Carlyle told the truth when PoRT TowNSEND, WASH., Apr. 18, 1893.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, t1ear Friend:
he remarked that women were brutally
It has been a long time since I wrote to
tyrannical to their own sex. Filled with the Children's Corner, so I thought I
the spirit of prayer, they wish to hold would write another letter; and I hope it
office and rule the world in a Christian will be interesting to the dear children
manner; but their cruelty makes them who peruse the CLildren's Corner.·
I read the Corner with a great deal of
unfit for anything of the kind. With reinterest, and THE TRUTH SEEKER in gengard to prayer, 'he prayeth best who eral-more
particularly Mr. Putnam's
loveth best,' and Walt Whitman told us essays.
that 'perspiration was better than prayer.'"
Oh, how I do· wish that we could hav
If Christians· were not ignorant they Mr. Charlesworth and other good Freewould say to indigent persons, Attend any thought lecturers come to Port Townsend,
so as to wake up the interest of Freechurch, or no church, as you please.
thought in this bigoted Christian comIf women meet for the transaction of munity! All this past winter we hav had
business, they should inform the public Christian revivals. Nothing but Jesus,
that places should be kept open on Sun- Jesus, Jesus.
Papa was sick this winter and the docday, where the masses can be amused and
profited at the same time. But women tor said that he could not liv. He was
visited by two of the Salvation Army
and Congressmen, both Christian, say captains, who asked the privilege of praythat they are obliged to remain on the ing for him.
He told them that they
popular side. Then Mammon, not relig- could pray if it would do them any good.
ion, r ules both. By easy stages they After they were through praying, he told
would soon reach Moloch, and they would them that they had made no impression
upon his mind so fttr as changing his
worship a jackal if they could make any- belief was conceTned. One of our Christhing by it. Nature does not teach us to tian neighbors asked papa if he did not
follow blindly influences not aided by art want a clergyman. He told her most emor human society. Carlyle preferred the phatically, No, that he did not want any
genial touch of nature to that of art. And of their trash, as it is a lie from begihning
.
also Juvenal. "Nature never says one to end. .
We hav no lack of Freethought literathing and wisdom another." "Nature ture, some of which I will mention. On
alone," said Jane, "can giv us an unbiased our center-table we hav the Christian's
great man, like Clay, Jefferson, or Frank- Holy Bible (for criticism) and the "Old
lin." "Bigots are cut out by patterns," Testament Stories Comically Illustrated "
said Javeh. "Make it according to the on top of it. The last-mentioned is most
sublime.
pattern I showed you in the mount and
I must not forget to tell you that I
minds can be cut off the same piece."
dreamed last night I was at the World's
ALHAZA,
Fair, but I could not get in. It must hav
been on Sunday.
Lexirwton, Ky., Feb. 24, 1893.
For fear this letter may be too long, I
will bring it to a close. Wishing you a
Correspondence.
long and happy life, I remain,
BRooKLYN, May 1, 1893.
Your Liberal friend,
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: My father has taken
Lrzzm VINCENT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER for eight years, and I
[It
is
an
imposition
for religionists to
like to read the Children's Corner. My
father is now dead. I am ten years old. visit a sick man without invitation.
I go to school. I study reading, spelling, Liberals are long-suffering and slow to
arithmetic, and language.
I hav two anger, or they would not stand such inbrothers and three sisters. One of my sults. We hope your papa is well again,
brothers and two sisters go to school. I
think that my brother, my sisters, and and able to deal with his religious visitors.
myself are the only Freethinkers in the -ED. C. C]
whole school.
I will close my letter now. I am,
GOLD.
SILVER.
A little Freethinker friend,
JOHANNA HoLMBERG.
PAULINA, ORE., March 23, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner again. I like to read
the Corner. I think it is the best part of
the paper. School will soon begin. I
liv four miles from the schoolhouse. I
ride t.o school on horseback. I like to go
to school and learn my lessons well. I
.like all my schoolmates. I hav two
brothers and one sister, and they are all·
Freethinkers. My father has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER longer than I can remember.
Well, as I hav written enough for the
present I will close. Wishing good luck
to Miss Wixon, I remain,
Yours,
OTTo HARDESTY.
DEL NoRTE, CoL., Apr. 27, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Cornllr. My pa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKEH, and I like to read the
Corner. I go to school, and study arithmetic, spelling, reading, writing, geography, language, and physiology. .
I am thirteen years old. I will close,
hoping that this letter will escape the wastebasket
Your Liberal friend,
OLLIE L. J EROMlll.
[Here it is, a good letter for the first
one
Now write and tell about your
pets, tell about the town and the people.
-ED. C. C.]
BoULDER, CoL., Apr. 14, E.M. 293.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN AND READERS oF THE
CoRNER: This is my first attempt of writing to the Children's Corner. Papa has

MIBES ABD STOCKS.

CHAS.F.

BLACKBUR~

Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given t.o the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Co!umb1a.
MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Prccious!Ucta1 lllines a Specialty. Can
furnish·any kind of mineral propert-1.:-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, N1e~el, Co_pperl Lead,
Antimony, Iron, lVIanganese, )}Ilea, and Uoa . Also
Slate. Granit, L1mestone, and Sandstone quarries.

RICH GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SAL£.
Rare bargains in gqld q-qartz, gold placers, an!l
gold-silver galena mmes m Kootenay and Canboo 'districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests a bon:tnza for a few thousan<L Correspondenc~ solicitedi sampling, assays and mill tests;
all work strictly scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains. guarant~ed; twenty years'
mining and geo!oglCa] expenence.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
METAL.

MINERAL.

3mo14

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY."

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
t.o nor found charities is a falsehood. It ou1!tlo
be widely circulated to mtet the calumny.
rice,
li cants; 50 cents a dozen. Add.x_ess THE
UTH
SEEKEB, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wonJd give $25 a.
po have the Cril!le~ of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of Tll'tne of the nnmsters showed how little value Ohristia.nity
possesses to ma.ke men moral.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
The additions for this new edition of the
J't!l&r

With the eighth edition of
Win wood Reade" s "Martyr-

"Crimes of Preachers"

dom of Man," the cost of

shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in prenons editions show that within a few years ab011t

production has been les-

1300 MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY

sened so that we can reduce

of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
cler_gy•
• Notwithstanding i he many additional pages, we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- •liiliiillllllo.Ji
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
clo.seq the.Wor~d's ~air .on ('lnnday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon machiner:r or
P&ntmgs m th1s penod 1s "1mmoral."
- Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~8 Lafayette Place, New York.

the price from $1.75 to

$1.00.
"

BOOKS

The book ha• had a phenomena~ sale for so heretical a >yorkbsecond only to Helen GarGlener\1
Men, Women, and Gods," and we g1ve our readers the pecnmary enefit of it. The

".MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
Is. a very interesth).glx pi~tnreq synopsis of universal history, showing what ~he race has undergone

SALADIN
f;W. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the
~ONDIJN .AGNOSTIO

JOUBN.AI...•

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned t!:Je
thanks of all who really think.'' It is a work 9f vast. research\ of sound cntlClsm'l-of canstlC
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathmg sat1re, pf patnos and elog.nence. J.t 1s one of
the heiviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWlBh God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters.-$1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity ~ley,ated the .woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the chlld. The oJ;lJect o~ Salad~n s wo)"k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee(l.ed. An Enghsh wnter sa1d of 1~:
'"This cNtainly is one of the most marvelous books. ev;er lAsned from the press. The anthon·
ties cited are unquestionable. and the result is convmcmg."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt·lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and o! the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a.
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Sala,..
din's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

-1ts martyrdom-m 1ts nse to 1ts present plane. It shows how War and Rehgion have been oppressive factors in man's struggle foF Libert:y·, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes his
intellectual struggle from the amm!Ll. penod of the earth to tb,e present, adding an outline of wha1i
the author conce1ves would be a rehg10n of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians. Alexandria the
A
.Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa~ the Arabs.
'

W 'R
RELIGION
LIBERTY
INTELLECT

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews. the Prophets
• Character 9f if esns 7 the. Christia.ns~ Arabia, Megca,.. Character of l'IIoham:
med, Descnpt10n of Afnca, the Monammedans m uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans. the Castle, the Town the
.church, Venice, Arab Spain, the Portuguese, Discoverer._s_, the Slave 1-;ade,
Abolition in Europe, Abolitwn in America, Materials of Human History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Ori~in of !\fan, and Early Histocy,
• Snl!ll!lary of Universal History, The Fntll.!''l of the Human Race, Tho
Rehg10n of Reason and Love.

W Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

Good Books for Liberally In.
clined People.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being Tomantic, historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
·
Cloth, gold·lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Ba.ladiD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~rallows. Printed :from mmascript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oourt
aaid: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is
rhis Your Son, 1\'Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous religions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Ohnrch; LecherY of the Confess10nal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte·, pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_genoe; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
.
Jrol<' all of thes" wo~b ~d~"M
'l'liE TRU'J'li SEEKER, IS L&fa:vetta :Pl.oe, New Y~

',1

Origin o:f" 't.he Sabba-tic IdeaThe Je'W"ish ~abba-th-Thc
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-Ex a Ini na-tion o £'
Sunday Arguinen-ts - Ori~in
o£ -the Chris-tian SabbafuTes-tiinony o:f" -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puri-tan Sabba-th-Tes-thnon.y
o:f" Chri:ooo-tian Re:f'oriners,
Scholar:-:. and Divines-Abro•
~;a-tio:u of:" Sunday Laws.
~BY-

JOHN

. Price, 25 Cents.

OPEl/ 81/NDAYS,

e.

RB.M..S:S~.TI::~.~.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette plact~. New Yorlt.

Truth Seeker Library.
Publishe1l Monthly at $3 per Year. J

o~ "Ingn,irendo Isl.and." CopiouslY illustrated Men, Women, and ~..:tods. Helen H. Garmth ongmal drawmgs by Louis M. Glackens.
dener,.....................................
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
The Age of Reason. Thomns Paine. ll!UAtrated........
.............................
Inquiremlo Islaml. A novel. By Hudor Answers to Christian
Questions. D. M. BenGeno~e. ,12mo, 3!53 pages; cloth, $1; paper,
nett
......................................
.
50g.
Th1s bqok 1s to .m.e a dehghtful snr- Christi an Absurdities. John Peck .. .
IJnse. In m:l'._Jndgment 1t 1s a stronger piece of' Victor
Hugo's
Oration
on
Voltaire
....
::·::·
..
fictioljl th~n .l!;dw!Lrd ~ellamy's • Looking BackCrisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated · · ·
ward, wh1Ch at t1mes 1t remmds one of It is a The
Sabbath:J3reaking. John E. Remsburg . .'.'.:::
IJ).ermles.s el'posnre of Pharisaism and hrooc- Travels
m Faith from Tradition to Rear~sy, wh1qh 1s so preva~ent in fashionable Chris. son. Robert C. Adams..................
~lan).tY of to-day. It 1s a good book and while
of a Sex. George N. l'IIiller. . . . . . . . . . .
1t will offend many, should be read by all."- Stnke
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Pnt'[The Arena.
Lecture on the Bible. B:y Rev. Charles The ~f~·al: 'Ci-iiici~ill ·in.· Tiieology ·aiici. · ii~:
ligion. T. E. Longshore ...... :....... ..
Voysey, _pastor of the Theist1c church of Lon~t,on, W1th a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
ISSUES OF 1892.-$3.
... aft Root. Paper, 37 pages; 20c.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
God iJ!. the Constitution. By Arthur B. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustra,..
ted.......................................
Bradford. Paper, 18mo, 18 pages; 10c. •
·
Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower ·
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical Was
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Giti-:

24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe
By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 10c.

•

'M~~~is'. · · Y<>!iii ·:E: ii8ill!iblli-. ·::: · ·· · · · · · ·
iBible
wf~\~~cl1snres of Maria Mon~ ... : : :::::::
ohc e
eo ogy. Voltaire .................. .

W y Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,................... ..............
Testimonial· 'to
Lew1s G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt top uncut Liberty in Literature.
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
!L thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
1m_pressed w~th the.care, the honesty, the faith- Su Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
fulness, the 1mpart1ahty, the love of' truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this admi- Candl~r~;~in. Under 'ilia' ':Bii8h'6i... will.' 'A:
rable volume. "-[Popular Science Monthly.
Th e lfrtri'J)i'"'J:i''""""'"
................
o y 1 e A ndged.. .... ..
.. .. .. .. .. ..
Wh.a~ Can ~t~ics Do For Us~ By F alse Claims of the Church. John :E'
Will1am 1'1Iackmt1re Salter. Paper, 12mo 32
Remsburg................................ :
pages, 10c.
'

A. Sti!dY of Primitive (;hristianity. By

IssUES oF 1893. -$3.
Fre.edom of Thought and of Speech. By Thomas Paine
Vindicated. Col. Robert
W11liam Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo 29
pages, 10c.

'

The

~r~~fi~~o~f" <iO'ci.: "ni-·... j'~cob' .. ii.trt.:

The Morals o:l.' Christ. A comparison Crim~a~f ':Pre'aci:t~'rs 'in' the 'iiniti)ci. 's't'a't' c's"
with ~hEl contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
PJ:larlSalc, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1.
Mr. B1erbower has carefull,y analyzed the
old-world ethical s:ystems which chiefly concern the modern mvilized world, and m this
book he has so. classifieq the elements revealed
b,Y that anal:!'§~S as to $1 ve them a high s&entlfic va~ne. H1s book 1s almost as systematic as
a treat1~e upon one of the exact sciences and
s~ands .m fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical
d1scuss1on of Wh1Ch we hea.r so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.
B1er~pwer .. Paper,

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

SABBATH • BREAKING.

THE

IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
The Last 'l'enet1 Imposed upon the Khan o~
·
Price.
Tomathoz. .1::5y Hudor Genone, author Truth
Seeker Annnal,..1891.. ................... $0 ~5

Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

on the ;tP;plications of scientific truth to morals
and relig10n. By E. P. Powell. 12mo 208 pages·
cloth, $1; .P.aper, 50c.. "f!trong. e'ven bold:
essays on ethlCal and relig10us subjects. They
are the '1"\ork of a rna~ of vigorous intellect, who
has studwd the doctrme of evolution long and
carefully, an<). has not found it necessary to
aba~don al.l h1s old reverences. The discourses
are full of.m~erest to the ca.snal reader by rea,..
s9n qf the1r fund of anecdote and bio&'raphical
mtat10n, and to the seeker for relig10ns and
~~~~~~rnth they offer many helps."-[Literary

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo
75 pages, 30c. "l'IIr. Grumbine's statements are
sqnnd and well _put. His book is the fruit of
w1de.reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one. 1s thprongh!y inter~sting reading, and its
presentat1pn,of phe r~lat10n between evolution
and Chr1st1amty mclndes much valuable
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.
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W. S. Bell...... 50
Durin!!' the year. other standard Freethonght
worl<B w11l be pubhshed and sent to subscribers
as they appDar.
Ye~rly sn.bscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
pul)hsbed 1~ one. year. In ordering please say
wInch year lB desrred.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKim CO
28 Lafavette Place. NewY~rk.
H and book of Freethonght.
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~

CHRIST
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•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A_j!]dicial qonsideratiop. of the qnestion~and the
dems10n agamst the scnptnres a.nd the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-·=--------------------

Pyramid of Cizeh.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker. Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
Selected f!om notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Le1ghton. 12mo, ~30 pages; cloth $1.25·
paper, 500.
'
'
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUllEN DENsLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents

The Clergyman's Victims.

Essay on Miracles"

.A LIBERAL 81 OR Y.
BJ" Mil& E. J. Buw.

Price. 25 oents.

By DA Vm TUTME.
!'rW.
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Scientific Works. THE
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science ot' 'l'hought. By F. Max l\Itiller. I. The Simplicitv of Language; 2. The
Identity of Langn:cge and Thought, and 3.
The S1mplicity of 'l'hought. With an ap,pendix
which contains n. corresponrlence on" '[bought
Without Words," between F. llfax Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan·
guage. By Prof. F. Max: Miiller. The
Oxford University Exten•ion Lectures. With
a snpJ?lemont, •· .i\ly Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Sdenco of 'l'hought" I12
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
Ribot, J2!'ofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de Fmnce,
and editor of the Remte Phllosvphique. Authorized translation. Treating o [the following
topic';: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Att~ .. tion.
-a, Emotional stt1tes; b, Physical manif'e,t>ttions; c. nurprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Attention.-a, Its mechanism; V, Inhibitwn; c,
'l'he feeling of effort. a. The Morbid States of
Atteotion.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c, Fixed i<1eas an<l ecstasy; d, Iilioe.y; e, Attention in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 75c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy a< a Systematic Arran'{ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of 1\Iicro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychologv. By Alfred l3inet. 'Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. 'I' he Psychology of the Cell
-Introdncton-. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: J\Iotory
and 1:\ensory Organs. 3. The Psychology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; l:'redatorv .Habits of Certain
Animalcula. 4. Colonies
Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Hirrher Animals anrl Plants. 7.
The Physiologica.l Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (profcRsorof physiology in the Faculty of
l\Iedicine at P:tris) respecting cellular psychol-

of

ogy.

10mo, 1B5 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow .Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Cont1·oversy with 1\Ir. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethico of the Bo>erd of Trade,~ aurl also the Controversy with l\Ir_ Hugh v. Pentecost, and
other,;,,on. the Sing!~ 'rax Question. Elegant
cloth bmdmg,JlOrtrait of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus.

Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of Goclm human thou'{ht and history;
discussing: 1. 'l'he Natnre of lde:cs. 2. The Etymology of The Worrl God. 3. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of Gorl (Polytheism,
l\Ionoth-ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes ot' Three Sciences. 1. Com:Qarative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. Bf.
Prof. H. Olden berg, of the University of Kie.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, Froni Jonlls to Lassen; c, 'l'he Discovery of the Veda; d, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
By Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of l\Iodern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology 111
France and ltaly; d. Psychology in Great .'Britain and the United States. 3. Old 'l'estament
History: or, The llise of the peQIJle of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg.-a, The 'l'raditions of the People of
Israel; b, 'l'he l\figrations of the 'l'ribes of
Israel; c, The Con<@_est of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom ofisraol. With especial introductions
by Profe5sors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem.

By Dr.

Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Cultme of Chicago at the
invitation of the Bnard of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. 'l'he Data of Ethics; 3. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
PsychologicalStuclJes. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductoryi Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. ProoiofDouble ConsciousneRs in Hysterical Individuals. 3. The
Relations between the 'l'wo Consciousnesses of
Hysterical In eli vi duals. 4. The Hysterical Eye.
5. l\Iechanism or Subconseiolbness? 6. '[1he
Graphic 1\Iethocl and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Inten,nty of Suhconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages. paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the Americ•m edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activit' of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. l'ricc, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
Authorized translation. 'l'reating of th·· following subjects: 1. Nature of Personalisy and
consciousness. 2. Organic Disorders. :J. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

Tile Sonl of Man. An Investigation of

the Facts of Physiological and Experimental
Psychology. ByDr.PaulCarus. With 152Illustrative Cuts and Diagmms. Price $3, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-mat.ter of the work is
rliYirlecl into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of Jilin d. 2. The Hisu of
Organic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of Brain.Acthity. 4. The Immortality of the Hace an<l
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psychology. 6. 'l'he Ethical and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address . 'rHE 'l'R.U'i'H HEEKEH.
28 Lafayette Place. New Ynrl•

LlTTL£ LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS, E, IJ. BLENKER.
Boards.

•

40oento,

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure,
BY W. R. GREG.
Complete

'Jl 1

vnl . llltDo. 3WDP•• 81.50.

HOLY CROSS SERIES

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerPnts of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very p!a.in statements, in very unvarnished language, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this countrv,
this book cannot be too widely disseminated..
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Awful DiscloRnres of Maria Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin" her residence of five years as a novice,__and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel lJieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and had such a circulation as this
work. ·To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Popish Nnn•
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
vears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious :practices of the priests and nuns in
these religwus brothels. There i• no question
that Ex-:priest Hogan knew the truth of the
tales of nee, seduction, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallv there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various citY
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

The Priest in .Absolution. A Review of

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so inv"sive
of privacy so powerful for evil in licentions
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, Eng.
land. Revised American edition, showing tlie
Tesult in p_ari~hes of the Roman decree that
·priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Her .Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham. Essex England. Showing that convents
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price. 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine .Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a.
crusade of one against the Colorado. beetle!'
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a"FacU
Price, 5 cents.

-

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Helel"\ H. CSarclel"\er.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Force a11d Y\atter;
o:a,
''
hinc1ples of the Natural Order of 'the llnirerse, with a System of Morall.'y
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFEsSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
du.ti"l'ENTS :

Fo:rotl and Matter,
The Fitness of Things h·
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forc10, l\Ian,
infinity of Matter,
Br>dn and Mir:d,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
l\Iotion,
Conse1onsness,
Form,
Heat :lf the SoUl,
Immutability ofN»tural Innate Ideas>.

Ln,w;-;,
T'he Idoar of uod,
Universality of Naturall'cr,onal Continuance
Law~,
Vit.ul Force,
l'he Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation 11re3 Will,
of the Earth,
l\lco,:ality,
<Jriginal Generation,
Con cl u d'i:n g Observ.
~ocular Generation,
tions.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarg~d to 32 pages; with th
best engravedJikencss of Paffie. Pric!l.! 10 oents
Address
THE TI{UTH S.Jj;EKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this oltice.
Price. 15 cents.

Gems of ~'!ought.
Goon kings are slaves, and their people
are free.-Queen Ma1·ie of Prance.
No part of man's nature is formed with
a useless or sinister intent. In no respect
can he be wholly bad, but the worst passions
hav their root in the best.-Thoreau.
A GREAT man throws pearls before swine,
and the swine are sometimes changed to
men. If the gre11t had alwa.J.:s kept their
pearls, vast multitudes would. be barbarians now.-Ingersoll.
IF the Protestant Reformers condemned
celibacy, if they opened the doors of the
convents, it was to change human society
itself into convents. Sports and plays
were forbidden among them. Geneva,
for a hundred years, did not allow a
musical instrument within its borders.
They proscribed auricular confession, but
they wished public penitence; auq so it
was established in Switzerland, Scotland,
Geneva.- Volta~re.
INOBEASED means of conquering the material obstacles which Nature and life
place in our way; the growth of culture
and knowledge, combined with enhauc.ed
success in contending against ignorance
and superstition· the lessening of the
evils that flesh is heir to; the abolition of
war, of poverty, of every method of men
taking undue ailvantage of one another.
and the substitution of the principle of
universal human love and universal peace
among nations for the ruinous struggle for
existence-these and many more that .are
interwoven with them should be the aims
and objects of man's aspiration in the
future.-Buchner.
"OH, the ingratitude," actually said a
priest of the Spanish-American landrobbers, "the ingratitude of the wretches
who grudge us the territories of their
base earthly kin!!doms and forget that
our gospel offers them a passport to the
glorious kingdom of heaven!" "The ingratitude!" repeats the modern pharisee,
"the base ingratitude of those factory
children who grudge me -the privileges of
my position, and clamor for an increase of
wages tn gratify their worldly desires.
Consumption? Hunger? Frost? should
not the rich promises of the gospel compensate such temporal inconveniencies,
and hav I not founded a Sabbath-school to
save them from the lusts of their unregenerate souls?"-Felix Oswald.
WE stand in reality but on the threshold of civilization. Far from shewing auv
indications of having come to an end, the
tendency to improvement seems latterly
to hav proceeded with augmented impetus
and accelerated rapidity. . . • There
are many things which are not as yet
dreamed of in our philosophy; many discoveries which will immortalize those who
make them and confer upon the human
race advantages which, as yet, perhaps,
we are not in a condition to appreciate.
We may still say with our great countryman. Sir Isaac Newton, that we hav been
but like children, playing on the sea-shore,
and picking up here and there a smoother
pe~ble or a prettier shell than ordinary,
while the great ocean of truth 'lies all undiscovered before us. Thus, then, the
most sanguin hopes for the future are
justified by the whole experience of the
past.-Lubbock.
PROFESSOR PEARSON is of opinion that
an instruction in sc!entific method might
be very generally Imparted, and that its
effect on the mind of the ensuing generation would be marked. He considers,
very rightly, that a scientific frame of
mi~d is an !'ls~ential of good citizenship,
seemg that It IS that frame of mind alone
whicli leads a man to look beyond proximate phenomena, and above all to put
aside personal bias. It is the peculiarity, as he well observes, of scientific
method that, when once it has become a
habit of mind, that mind converts all
facts whatsoever into science. Good intentions are not enough to make a good
citizen; a man may with the best of intentions, and even at great self-sacrifice,
set himself in direct opposition to the best
interests of the state. The trouble in
such a case is that the man lacks knowle~ge, aJ?-d like_ an ignorant physician,
either diagnostiCates badly the evils he
would remedy, or, if his diagnoses chance
to be right-which is very unlikely-applies the wrong cure. Professor Pearson
does not pretend that as yet science can
pronounce definitiv and certain judgments
upon all social questions; but he properly
maintains that science should, as far as
possible, be our guide to-day, and that it
alone will ever }Pad us into a perfect comprehension of our social duties. We are,
therefore, in full accord with him when he
formulates what he calls the first claim of
science in the following words: "Modern
science, as· training the mind to an exact
and impartial analysis of facts, is an
education especially fitted to promote
sound citizenship."- Professor Youmans.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never equaled. Wherever Christiauper
secution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and ex
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Sunday Question.
1\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL r!EVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
ll11 0-EORGE W: BROWN, M.D.
Price,
15 cents

-·--------------------------J/1.CLtsriaJism:

Lts History mvl Its Injf."'.tence
Upon Society.
tl;y Dn. Lours BuoHNEn, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Bible Temperal\Ce..
---LIQUOR DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
10 cents

13y E. C. WALKER.

Apocryphal New Testament.
THe GOSJ?:S.LS,
Epistles, etc,, Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included !n ths New Testament.
?rice,
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-

$1

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FR-ANCES WRIGHT.

f'mbellished with the portrait of Epicurus, th&
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew- al)ci Cl").ristiat)
elatiol"\.

~ev

Price, $2.

By Loms JA:oOLLIOT.

Gouly Women of the BiMeo
A HIS'TORY OF' ALL

The Women Who figure in the Bible.
Alii

--BYUNGODLY Wo!UJI'i or 'l'HB NINllll':&&NIR GENT·

UBT.

Cloth,
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om oents.

SISTER LUCY
-AND--

Her Awful Disclosures
AS 'oD CJ(ff!l H!JILL CONVENT.

100 li fow Word11 on Auricular Co11fesslon,
l1ioe.
B. F. UNDERWOOD'S W(Ju,.u. ~
FOB SALE AT THE TRUTH S~KEB O:B'FICE.
r;ssays aml Lectures. Embracing Influ

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Chris
tianity and Materialism; What Litcralisnt off en
in Place of Christianity; Scientilio l\Iaterinlism:
Woman ; Spiritualism from a l\Iaterialistit
Standpoint; Paine the Political and Religion
Hoformer; Materialism and Crime; Will th1
Coming l\Ian Worship God? Crimes and Cruel
ties of Christi~tnity; the Authority of the Dible:
Freeth oug-ht .Jntlged by Its Frmts; Our Ide1~
of God 300 pp., paper, 00 cents.

infiuence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents;
Christianity and Materialism. 15'Cents.
What Liberalism 01fers in Place o!
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Her
RigJ1ts and Wrongs. lOoents.
!tlaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God f
10 cents.
hvd r< Trads.
:..v'L:.

,.,~) '.~•:.(tJi•!

Scientific 8Jld Theolog•.
,..

TH~ T..ltUTH SEEKER, ~1:AY

20,

1893.
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Thom~s.!~~orks.~~WJ~~
A.ge of Reason. Pap., il5c.
6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie!o
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J. ~-Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.

n..

Written

1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During .Am
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Worlrs.

8vo. 800 pp.

clo., $3; leather, $4;

::nt edges, $4.50.

morocc<

Life of. By J. E. Remsbuxj
Port. Pap. 50c

Life of.

With Remarks

01

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40C.; clo., wit1
portrait, 60c.

Ltfe of.

With Explanatocy

Observatwns. By G. Vale. Por
trait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plata

BEDS.

By
G. W. P.OOT:e.

3i9

LI1'1'LE Fl\EE1'1tiHltEll..
Friends, please try our LITTLE FREETHINKEH, the only paJ?er published for thq
young free from superet1tion, '0 cents a yea", I
will ~end 1t and Foote',; liealth Montl!ly for 50
cents; or it and" Little Lessons" for 75 cents; or
t and THE TRUTH SEEKER for ;1!3. Address
ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
3t20

--o--

CHEAP EDITION.

Being true aooonnts of the _passing awaY of the
following persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz\Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet~ooert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, o~o..l.D. Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Roben;
Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade,· Madame Rolan.:l, George
Sand, Schiller~ Shelley, Spinoza, Straus!\!. John
Tolan.!h Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 oents.
Address

Travels in Faith.

TliR TRn'l'li I'IEEKER.

BY CAI'T. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his ment&l journey fr·om
ortho<loxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH' SEEKER.
Address

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bed
rock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

paper, 22x28, $1.

Political and Religious Rfl"
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.

Political Works : " Commo:c
Sen~e," "Crisis," "Rights
Man." $1.50.

o1

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.

.,

.

·~(?~

BEil'IG

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Reason,"" Examination of Proph·
ecies," etc., with J"ife of Pam~
and steel port. $1.50.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New ~·es
tament. The Early Controversies. ~e Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as >cripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Theological Works : "Age o!
'Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.
Observer. ByR. G. Ingersoll.

10~-

Address Tb8 Tru-th &l;eeker OoDJ.pan.y.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

FRffTHINK[RSi PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
(

OB, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.

SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY .AND UNTBUTJiiro:u.
NESS OF THE CHUBCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEl!'ICENTINSTITUTION, ANDRE-VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUBOH AND
;TATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
Illustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS I»

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01THE ARTIST.
])ESIGNS BY WATSON HEST&ffd
WITH PORTRAIT Ol!'
THE IJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and :Mohammedans.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work.
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Misstonaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and ';I'heir Result~
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chlll'dl
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be.
~!'>i'e appeared in thjs country, and it is very doubtful if an.oth~r one. like it will ~ver again be pubnshed. We must g1ve the Truth Seeker Company the cred1t of p_uttmg the book m the reach of all
A.t twice the price i1; would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal ill'
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius w
ii!'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the caut>e of right and truth. But the pictmes do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred. pages of readin!!
'llati;er that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to IJ~ove the uttei
.aJsity of the church's professions and the hYJ!ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether th'-'
l&ook is one of the best weapons against Christ111nity and the church that has ever been put in tb4
.~tWllds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

~foe,

board oovere, $2; c::;lot:ll, $2.50.

Prioe, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IHON•CLA.D SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug_h............. 5
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatio1 .
Underwood ................................. 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... 10
8 Religioa of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 Epidemic Deiusions. 1\'larvin ... : . ........... 10
11 Philoso_ph;y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural and Portrait .. 25
13 Essays on MiracleR. David flume ........... 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlnugh ... ; . . . . 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .l<irst Paren1s?
Charles Bradlangh......................... 5
16 WhY Do Men ~tarve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake ..... 5
20 SuQE)rstitio·• Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Ho!yoake. . . . . . . . 5
21 Defense of Secular Prin_(ji.p!es. C. Watts. . . . 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... 5
23 The Christian Deit}". Charles Watts........ 5
24 Jliloral Value of th~Bible. Charles Watts .... 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts . . . .. .. . . .. .. 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake... 5
29 Is there a !\lora! Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake......... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
3S Is There a God? Charles Bradlau~th.... .... 5
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. . .. .. 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonisti~. C. W~ttts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of De~th: or, Why Shnu]d the Atheist
.l<'ear to D1e? By G. J. Ho!yoake . . . .... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the PolitiPa] Condition of the People. Charles Bracllaugh.. 5

STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAU'riFUL.

Given Away.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I shA.]] present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized,
} each $2 50
10 ounces TJer doz.,
Oxidized,
}
8.00
{ 14 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gilt bowl,
3.00
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,·
}
g1lt,
3.50
{ 10 sectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2.75
"
gilt
..
3.25
Sugar
"
satin ..
a.oo
. ..
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is also supplieil. etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be HAppy I' Now," or other mottoes, or names. ior fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons m>~Y, upon p>Lying difference in
price, select any other spoon from above list.
My stock embraces everything usually kept in
first chtss jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watchee
of every clescriptwn-~-. Chain~; Rings, Necklaces
Jewelry, Silver an<l dated \vare, Optical Goods:
Ba 'ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be pnill
for proof that I hav ad va.nced my prices a hove
l9west prices published in any _of my ]o.test pricelists, on account of the above llberal offer.
(If Freethou~ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
O'rTO WET'rSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Uochelle, ll!.,
Designer of The Perfecterl "Otto Wettst.ein "
Watch; t-he Beautifu!Ingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethought. Badge.
Send for priceli,ts, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free.

:U:A.NNA. SERIES.

1 Original Manna for" God's Chosen." .......
3 New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 200 Questions Without AnHwfrs ...... ,....... 5
6 Dia!ogu~ between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese 1\{anuarm ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian...
. 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ....................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh....... 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil................ 5
11 NewTifeofJacob ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holvoake ..... 10
For Men Only,
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .
. . 10
Is
a
physician
of a wide and extensive practice,
15 Lunicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. .... .. 5 and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats
all
those
peculiar diseases of young anu
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bracllaugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlaugoh...... 5 middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and
excesses,
causing
Early Decay, Loss of Man19 ]\Jew Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of 1\Ioses. Charles Bradlaugh . . . . 5 hood, Wasting Discharges~_Varwocele, Mental
and
Physical
Debility,
Iaiocy, Insanity, and
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoak c. Per doz ..... 10
Death.
To those aftlicted and who are desirous of being
On orders for Iron-Cladand 1\Ianna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 wm th for $2; $5 worth cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent t.o
their address for ten cents sealed in a plain
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
envelope, giving causes and Symptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. 1.
And say you saw this advertisement m THE

H01'£D SPECIALIST,

TBUTH SEEKER.

Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.
.i''i) .1i~·rftttttto
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DOJHGS.I

Vicars of Chrtst and Ytcegerents of God.
Pt.per, 50 ouats; cloth, 75 cents.

T::}!:!serv~h~::;u~~~~:UTH

SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.
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Jf ewa of tAe Weelt.
T~ Presbyterian assembly opened at
Washington, J). C., on the 18th, will take
up the Briggs esse again.
AN Italian has been arrested ·at Beyreuth, Turkey, for blaspheming Mohammedanism. The Italian consul is protesting.
THE Italian government, hearing that
the priests are about to incite their psrishion.ers against it, is preparing a bill
to pumsh all the clergy caught meddling
in politics.
WHEN the Exposition art buildings are
fully stocked and opened a great outcry
will arise. Every country has sent a good
supply of nude pictures, and there are
bodies of organized indignationists from
interior points who are going to see
about it.
THE London Daily Chronicle, speaking
of the Russo-American extradition treaty,
says: "Mr. Cleveland has made the
Ame~ican government .the watchdog of
RusBlan absolutism, as forty years ago it
was the slave-catcher for Southern planters."

4- ~ROUTH .having long affiicted Great
·Bntam, Cardinal Vaughan has come to the
re~cue by directing that the prayer for
~am, .Ad petendam pluviam, be inserted
m the mass every Sunday till it is answered, when a Te Deum is to be said
without further notice.
THE decision of the United States Suprem·e 9ourt last Monday on the Chinese
exclusion act was that it is constitutional,
and unregistered Chinamen must go.
THE KIND OF PEACE THE LORD PROMISED ZEDEKIAH.
Justices Fuller, Field, and Brewer dissented. Justice Field denounced as despotic and dangerous the power claimed to
deport friendly aliens in time of peace.
EAGLE BRAND~
China will no doubt retiiliste.
-THE BESTAT Easton, Ps., Rev. James McGeversn,
of St. Bernard's Catholic church, created
a sensation in his congregation by adminIs unequaled for house, barn, factory, or out- istering at the services severe rebukes to
bUildings, and costs half the price of shingles, eome of the young women of the church
tio, or iron. It is ready for nse, and is easily aPplied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and who were receiving attentions from young
men beyond the pale of the denomination.
state tiize of roof.
EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO, He warned these girls to refuse attentions
from these young men or suffer excomDept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are bot.h Conmunication.
.
13t18
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agenc1es
UNDER the law to take effect July 1st in
of their respective Environments.
ACENTS WANTED.
South Carolina, a majority of the freehold
We want agents to sell our rare Mexican Cactus voters of a community must sign the apand loins; will senii three different .kinds of
plication of anyone to be a state dispenser
samples for $1, and one coin with each order.
By JAMES H. ALEXANDER.
Address
TEXAS CACTUS COMPANY,
of liquor, and the applicant must be a
H. G. STILLWELL, Manager,
teetotaler. As Charleston's population of
208 San Antonio St.,
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
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Let people, we again and again ask, take a clear generate, which perfect virtue should forbear to
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
and unclouded view of this point. Consideration gratify. "It is," he says, "good for a man not to
remittance.
of the Sunday question does not, as they hav here- touch a woman; nevertheless, to avoid .
,"
Money shOUld be sent btl e~press oompanv's money order,
tofore
imagined,
call
for
any
reasonings
sentimental,
etc.
flOBta! order, dra.tt on New York, or btl reutstered letter.
Address oommuntoattons and make dra./'tS, chBclcs, post-otl!oe or of a special ethical character, or of any kind difThe preposterous and insulting Christian docand express monev orderspa1Jab!e to
E. M. MAOJJONALJJ,
fering from those involved in. any every-day ques- trill that we are considering was advanced by
28 LaJavette place, New York.
tion of business and of civil equity. The plain fact Cardinal Manning in his discussion with Colonel
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
is only that, in obedience to the law of selfishness Ingersoll. Nothing on the subject better than the
readers H they W"illsend ns the name and addres111 of
by which each trade strives for especial advantage latter's reply will ever be written. It was, in pa.rt :
any Freethinker w-ho i111 not a regular snb111criber~
and undue prerogativ, that one trade the clerical " The cardinal takes the ground that celibacy is far
has won the privilege of monopoly of one day in the better than marriage-holier than a sacrament"Open Sundays !"
Among the pictures that our readers will recollect week to the exclusion of other trades. Through that marriage is not the highest state, but that 'the
seeing in these pages, one represents what may influence given it over rulers by mea:as of its sup- state of virginity unto death is the highest condiThe church
seem a peculiar thing-the business outfit, or trade posed power in a supernatural future, one trade tion of man and woman.'
apparatus, of a craftsman of a certain kind, open has selfishly, unjustly, and corruptly obtained laws taught the uncleanness of marriage, and insisted
and in full operation on Sundays, without the that it, and it alone, shall fatten its lazy sides and that all children were conceived in sin. This
slightest offense to the class who so sharply enforce adorn its luxurious homes by being, while all rival church pretended to hav been founded by one who
offered a reward in this world, and eternal joy in
the Sabbath law against every other kind of laborer. attractions are shut, open Sundays.
the next, to husbands who would forsake their
"Open Sundays!" is the title that we hav inscribed
wives and children and follow him. Did this tend
One
of
Christianity's
Anti-Natural
Teachings.
underneath it, and · the business establishment
to the elevation of woman! Did this detestable
That
Christ's
teachings
were
essentially
antiwhich is in full blast is a preacher's mouth.
It would be excellent if people, casting from natural, adverse to the proper and necessary pro- doctrin 'create the purity and peace of domestic
their eyes the spectacles of custom which hav so pensities of nature, is a fact that was impressed on life?' Is it true that a monk is purer than a good
long perverted 'their view, would but recognize the British people a few days ago by a law-suit at New- and noble father ?-that a nun is holier than a loving
clear fact that there is one trade in the land which castie, England. This suit was brought by a wife mother¥
"Is there anything deeper and stronger than a
with hardihood pursues the work by which it com- against her husband for the maintenance of herself
mother's
love? Is there anything purer, holier,
passes its bread and butter, its roast beef and pud- and her child. The husband b~longs to a religious
than
a
mother
holding her dimpled babe against
order
styled
the
Rayburn
Pilgrims.
Celibacy
is
ding, on that day whereupon all other callings are
her
billowed
breast
!
one
of
the
cardinal
rules
of
the
order,
and
the
husoompelled to remain in idleness. Let the people
"The
good
man
is useful, the best man is the
band
in
this
case
justified
his
desertion
in
a
letter
recognize, too, that the very reason why the other
most
useful.
Those
who fill the nights with barren
to
his
wife,
in
which
he
said:
callings are compelled to idleness is that this one
"You already know it is my aim to conform my life to prayers and holy hunger, torture themselvs for
calling has corruptly secured the aid of the government to suppress them, in order that it may hav a the teaching and example of Christ, and my convictions their own good and not for the benefit of others.
monopoly of the day and engross all the spendings are such that I feel called of God to liv a life of purity They are earning eternal glory for themselvs-they
for him. Our living together as husband and wife would
of the people thereon to its own pocketbooks. How be a violation of these convictions and in direct dis- do not fast for their fellow-men-their selfishness
monstrous a violation would this appear to the peo- obedience to the will of God. Therefore I cannot, under is equaled only by their foolishness. Compare the
ple, could they but once get to see it in a new and any circumstances, consent that we should liv together monk in his selfish cell, counting beads and saying
unbiased light, of the principle of "Equal rights to again as aforementioned, but am perfectly willing, and prayers for the purpose of saving his barren soul,
always hav been, to liv as brother and sister, provided
all, special privilege to none!" Unparalleled out- you allow me religious freedom and liberty of conscience with a husband and father sitting by his fireside
with wife and children. Compare the nun with the
rage would it seem. Flagrant usurpation ! Abuse toward God and myself.
detestable and intolerable!
"This course you hav persistently refused to accept. mother and her babe.
"Celibacy is the essence of vulgarity. It tries to
The view of the matter which we hav presented Hence I hav no alternativ but to pursue the course I
put a stain upon motherhood, upon marriage, upon
above was, we are pleased to note, expressed by the hav hitherto adopted."
After the case had been settled by an order for love-that is to say, upon all that is holiest in the
counsel in a late law-case in Maryland. At Chesterthe
husband to pay $3 weekly, Judge Seymour ex- human heart. Take love from the world, and there
ton, in that state, the case of the State against J.
pressed
to him, at considerable length, the is nothing left worth living for. The church has
W. Judefind, who was convicted for working on
"detestation
and contempt" in which he held him. treated this great, this sublime, this unspeakably
Sunday before Justice Wilkins some time ago, came
We
hav
to
say
that this detestation and contempt holy passion. as though it polluted the heart. It
up in the circuit court on appeal.
Mr. Judeis
equally
merited
by every genuin Christian. For has placed the love of God above the love of
find belongs to the Seventh Day Adventists,
who observe Saturday and not Sunday as the weekly everyone who attempts to institute an actual and woman, above the love of man. Human love is
holy day. To the various coBstitutional objections to uncompromising conformity of society to Christian generous and noble. The love of God is selfish,
the statute which were advanced by Mr. Ringgold, principles, essays to bring about a state in which because man does not love God for God's sake, but
counsel for the state made no reply. The R~v. Mr. all shall be like this one husband. The early for his own.
" This prelate insists that celibacy is far better
Roe, one of the principal witnesses for the prosecu- Christians, the founders of the church, interpreted
than
marriag-e. If the world could be induced to
Christ's
teachings
to
enjoin
absolute
abstainment
tion, was asked by Mr. Ringgold, one of the deliv
in
accordance with the 'highest state,' this
from
sexual
intercourse.
This
abstinence
was
made
fendant counsel, whether he was not carrying on
generation
would be the last. Why were men
the
chief
text
of
the
''unworldliness"
by
which
the
his own regular work, by which he earns his bread
and
women
created? Why did not the Catholic
Novatians,
the
Marcionites,
and
the
self-mutilating
and butter, when he was driving to a meeting and
God
commence
with the sinless and the sexless T
Origenes
hoped
to
reach
heaven.
Strict
seclusion
passed Mr. J udefind's place on the Sunday on which
The
cardinal
ought
to take the ground that to talk
from
the
opposit
sex
was
the
custom.
Castration
he said he saw Mr. Judefind carrying on his regular
well
is
good,
but
that
to be dumb is the highest
was
the
usual
penalty
of
violation
of
the
vow
to
obwork ~I!.d e!trning his bread and butter. After
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condition; that hearing is a pleasure, but that
deafness is ecstasy; and that to think, to reason, is
very well, but that to be a Catholic is far better."

Pietists Ask for National Troops to Compel
Observance of Their Holy Day.
On Tuesday, the 16th inst., the local board of directors of the Columbian Exposition performed
what was deemed a bold act. They went beyond
their previous action of ordering the grounds open
on Sunday though the buildings should be closed,
which deed in itself had sufficiently angered the national commission. They voted almost unanimously
to return to the United States government its appropriation of $1,929,120, made Aug. 5, 1892, in aid
of the enterprise, if it should demand it, thus freeing the directory from the obligation imposed by
the act, and enabling it to open both the grounds
and buildings on Sunday. This action was to go
to the national commission on the morrow for approval. That body, with the oversensitivness
which has marked its entire existence, thought that
the directory in its previous action had exceeded its
authority. To avoid any appearance of friction,
the resolutions, which are given in full below, were
passed. These resolutions were sent to the national commission. The amount stated in the resolutions as that to be returned to the government on
demand is $1,929,120, instead of $2,500,000, the
original amount of the appropriation in souvenir
fifty-cent coins, because the government held back
a part of the appropriation by an act of March 3,
1893, to pay the expenses of the making of awards.
This withdrawal of a portion of the original appropriation, seven months after it was made, and
when the Exposition authorities had figured on
securing the total amount, and arranged their
scheme of finances, was felt by everybody connected
with the Exposition to be a breach of faith on the
part of the government. .A number of officials believed that they were under no further obligations
to keep the Fair closed. But, rather than hav any
controversy in the future, it was decided to provide
for refunding the government appropriation. It
will be noticed that this is to be done " if demanded " by the government. It is possible that
no demand will be made by Congress, but the directory is not figuring on this. It is believed that
the large numbers of people who will visit the Fair
on Sunday will pay in more than enough money to
make good the amount. At the meeting Directorgeneral Davis was present, but was excused from
voting. He expressed himself as opposed to refunding the appropriation, because he believed the
government had violated its contract. Mayor Harrison attended for the first time since he became a
director. He left before the vote was taken, but
said he wanted the Fair open, and thought the plan
of giving back the money a good one. The vote
stood 34 to 2, the dissenting directors being Victor
F. Lawson, publisher of the .Daily News, and I. N.
Camp. The resolutions follow :
"WHEREAS, A recent action of this board in regard to
the admission of the public on Sundays to the grounds
surrounding the Exposition has made manifest a widesoread demand that the main buildings of the Exposition
should also be opened; and
"WHEREAS, This board believes that the welfare of the
public, especially of the wage-workers, will be promoted
by permitting the people to enter the entire Exposition
on Sunday, and that a large majority of the people of
the country demand this privilege; and
'' WnERlllAS, We believe that the Congress of the United
States by the act of March 3, 1893, withdrawing over onefifth of the entire appropriation made in aid of the World's
Columbian Exposition, has thereby removed all qbligations on the part of this corporation to comply with therequirements of the act of August 5, 1892; nevertheless, we
propose to return the amount received, as hereinafter
provided. Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That both the Exposition buildings and
grounds should be opened during Sundays of the Exposition; that the operation of the machinery in Machinery
Hall should be suspended as far as practicable; that all
exhibitors and employees be relieved from duty on that
day, except so far as their presence is essential to the
protection of life and property; that there should be religious services and sacred music in Choral and Music
Halls. The board believes that such a policy would be a
full recognition of the American Sabbath.
"Resolved further, That in case the above is carried
into effect, this corporation pledges and obligates itself
to return to the government on demand that portion of

the appropriation received by virtue of the act of August, the Exposition fence ?" As he spoke, the mayor
1892, to wit, the sum of $1,929,120 from and out of the pointed to the west side of Stony Island avenue,
net receipts of this corporation after the payment of all which is fringed with saloons. The mayor went
just and valid debts and obligations and before any payments shall be made to the stockholders of the city of on : "Do you want to take all privileges from the
poor man that works six days of the week, obeying
Chicago. Be it also
" Resolved, That the rules should be so amended as to his creator when he said, 'Six days shalt thou
be consistent with and to enable the execution of the pro- labor 1' Shall he not hav the time to come here to
visions of these resolutions, and that the same be certified the World's Fair on Sunday Y The churches are
to the national commission."
closed to him. Not one man in a thousand can go
When, on the following day, these resolutions to a church on Sunday. Do you not want the
were communicated to the national commission, that World's Fair. open on Sunday T I will put it to a
body referred th~m to its judiciary committee. vote. All in favor of an open Fair will please rise."
For the next two days, while this judiciary com- Everyone present, to the number of several thoumittee was deliberating and the national commis- sand, arose and cheered heartily. The board of nasion awaiting its decision before taking formal ac- tional commissioners, the members of which were
tion, the commissioners individually expressed present as guests of honor, also arose, but when the
opinions adverse to Sunday opening. There was, others sat down the commissioners did not. They
to judge from the comments made, no ground for looked angrily around, and, putting on their hats,
hoping that the commissioners would adopt the strode solemnly back to the Administration Buildopening rule. Nearly all declared that the Fair ing, where they resumed the business they had
would be closed on Sunday unless the courts should broken off in order to go over to the Illinois Builddeclare the law unconstitutional. It appeared to ing and assist Governor Altgeld and others to dedibe the general sentiment that if the directors saw cate it. So angry were they, that they did not even
fit to open the gates on Sunday anyhow the com- stop to eat any of the good lunch the state of Ilmission could itself do nothing, but it would then linois had caused to be spread for the guests. It
rest with the presid~nt to see that the law of Con- is putting it somewhat mildly to say that the comgress was enforced. So far as paying back the missioners were mad. They were furious.
money was concerned, the commission could not
On Saturday, the 20th inst., the local directory
take it for granted that the money would be paid assembled and enacted that whereas their Sundayuntil it had absolute guarantee that it would opening rule
be. The local directors hav not offered to giv any
"has been duly certified to the World's Columbian
guarantee.
Exposition Commission for such modification, if any, as
It was stated that the Fair has no power to giv that body may desire to wake under the law; and
money which was appropriated for its use back to
"WHlllREAs, Said commission has not yet reached defithe government any more than a Congressman has nit action, therefore be it
"Resolved, '.rhat, in order to avoid action that may
the power to giv back his salary. Some of the
anywhere be characterized as precipitate, the operation
members of the commission insisted that if the of the rule above referred to be suspended for one week,
directory opens the gates without the consent of and that on Sunday, May 21st, the gates be closed."
the commission, the president will send United
Accordingly, last Sunday the Fair was tight
States troops to close them.
closed. There was no riotous demonstration as on
Then, too, the squabble over Musical Director the preceding Sunday. But thousands of men and
Thomas seemed likely to make trouble. The com· women wandered aimlessly up and down the thormissioners threatened to side-track the Sunday- oughfares outside the World's Fair grounds,
opening resolution by sending it through all the peering wistfully through the closed gates of
committees and councils and boards, if the Thomas the White City and murmuring regrets at their incase was not handled promptly. .
ability to gain admittance. Men kept their tempers,
On lhursday, the 18th, the judiciary committee evidently buoyed by the belief that that would be
made a report, but it was only on the directory's the last day of Sunday-closing. It was by far the
action of the previous week. For consideration of largest Sunday turning-out since the exhibition
the bold dirrctory's latest move this committee said opened. From early morning until dark the eleit should require till some time on the following vated road, the cable lines, the steamers, and the
week-i. e., the week from the 21st to the 28th inst. suburban trains poured a continuous stream of huCommissioner Massey denied that the juaiciary manity into the streets surrounding the grounds.
committee had wasted any time. "There are grave The pressure was in a large measure doubtless due
questions of law involved in the Sunday-closing to an ill-defined hope that the closing order might
question, and these cannot be rushed through," be revoked during the day. The crowd had money,
said he.
and, unable to spend it in the Fair grounds, made
On the same day, the 18th, an unexpected inci- its way to haunts of debauchery; and another chapdent fell out, that angered the national commission ter was added to the history of humanity being
more than before, and, it is to be feared, set them forced into low activities because of ecclesiastics havall the more strongly against yielding. They were ing closed the higher out of jealous fear of rivalry
present at the dedication of the Illinois Building. of their own attractions.
Near the close of the exercises Mayor Carter HarAt this stage the directors and the public were
rison was making a speech. A messenger pubhed getting along bravely in plans for enjoying an open
his way to the stage and handed a note to him. It Fair on the next Sunday at any rate. The press
read : "Call for a rising vote on the Sunday-open- expressed these expectations and intentions in
ing question." The mayor read the note, hesitated many passages like this from the Chicago Herald:
a little, and then, in his most dramatic manner,
"The directors need not be concerned about boycott
said : "My Friends : Yonder Horticultural Hall
threats. Let them pay heed to their law adviser and go
presents to the eye a beauty that will cultivate the ahead. If the United States as a government shall oppose
heart and never debase the soul. In this art gal- their determination to admit the people of Chicago to
lery there is a magic work of man that will cultivate their own grounds in Jackson park, even by paying a fee,
the heart and· brain and never debase the soul; but let the initiativ of proceedings to keep the people out of
their own be on the United States. Grover Cleveland is
yonder, beyond those gates, are buildings erected pre~ident. The proceedings, if any be taken, must
for saloons, where diluted poisons are poured down originate in a department presided over by a member of
men's throats." He then praised the local directors his cabinet. It is not likely that the attorney-general
upon their attitude in regard to Sunday opening. will institute action in so grave a matter without conThe mayor complimented them upon their loyalty sultation with the president. The people of the United
States who elected Grover Cleveland will be amazed if
to the interests of the Fair and the city, the labor- by his orders action essentially bigoted, cruel, and reing people and the country generally, in returning actionary, shall be taken by District-Attorney Milchrist
the appropriation to the government in order that against the directory of the World's Columbian Exposithere should be no obstacle in the way of Sunday tion."
opening, and, pointing to the Exposition buildings
But very soon all this bright prospect was overon all sides, exclaimed : "Is it not better that the clouded.
Dispatches from Washington put a
workingmen of the city and country should be al- damper upon the enthusiasm of the directors and
lowed to enjoy all the beauties of this place on the other Sunday openers, and the opinion was that it
holy Sabbath day than to be compelled to pass their i'l hardly probable that the gates will ever be open
time at the many places of resort on the outside of on the fir1:1t ,;lay of the week. It was learned that
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Attorney-General Olney had sent instructions to ligious Congress of the World's Fair, hav withdrawn will be more than a temporary hope and illusion,
United States Attorney Milchrist to enforce the the acceptance of the invitation to the Baptist de- visionaries to the contraJ:y notwithstanding.
law should the directors attempt to open the Fair nomination to participate in the Congress. The
gates on Sunday, which show how the chief law committee's action is taken in view of the determiDeath of E. H. Heywood.
officer of the government stands. Mr. Olney says nation of the directory to throw open the gates on
the law is plain that the gates shall be closed on Sunday. Again, the following telegram was sent
As we go to press a telegram from Josephine S.
Sunday, and that is the end of it. At this news from Boston to the guardians of Liberty Bell at Tilton, dated Boston, announces the death of Ezra
both the directors and the national commission- Chicago:
H. Heywood, of Princeton, Mass. No details are
ers began to feel that they hav no voice whatever
"As Pennsylvanian, American, and chairman of the given except that the funeral is arranged for
in opening the gates on the prohibited day, as the National Sabbath Closing Committee I urge withdrawal Thursday afternoon at Boston. It is only a few
government had announced its intention of seeing of the republic's birthday bell in case directors persist in days ago that Mr. Heywood was in this office, in
that they are kept shut. The national commission- rebellion against its Sabbath-closing law. Liberty has apparent good health, cheerful to jocoseness. At
ers hav bet'n informed that their sole duty in the no fellowshipwithanarchy, but is wedded to the Sabbath. his labor convention, however, he caught cold and
"WILBUR F. CBAFTS."
was prev~nted from attending one or two sessions.
premises is to make such rules and regulations as
Governor Pattison of Pennsylvania ·has also His death is evidently due to the results of this
will tend to the keeping of the gates closed, and
not to dillydally with any sort of measures which been requested to order the bell out as soon as the seemingly trifling illness preying upon a frame and
hav in view their opening. Presently, however, law is violated. The Presbyterian general assembly constitution weakened by incarceration in a Massaat Washington has thus expressed itself:
chusetts jail at the instigation of Anthony Comthe directors in a measure recovered their spirits
"Re8olved, That this assembly protest in behalf of stock, compassed by a trick of a subservient pietist
and some expressions were heard of intention to
open the gates whatever happened. Thus the case the Christian and law-abiding sentiment of the nation postmaster. It is almost murder.
against the opening of the Columbian Exposition at
E. H. Heywood was born Sept. 29, 1829. Reared
stands, and the outcome is unforeseeable.
Chicago on the Lord's day. We appeal to the national
The Trade and Labor Assembly at Chicago spoke commissioners to assert their rightful authority to pre- in the strictest school of Calvinistic theology, to
a oold and commendable word last Sunday. Speak- vent the local directory from opening the Exposition gates emerge into the realms of mental light and fre<Jdom
ing on a resolution favoring Sunday opening, on that day, and we respectfully invoke the cooperation he had to pass through earnest and protracted
of the national executiv in the enforcement of all laws de- mental struggles. His Christian faith was early
Presidmt Linehan said:
signed or calculated to secure that end.
shaken by the perusal of Garrison's Liberator
'' When efforts were being made to raise money for the
"Re8olved, That a copy of this resolution be comand
Theodo1·e Parker's inimitable "Discourses on
Fair, promises were made the workingmen of Chicago municated to. tlie president of the United States and to
that the Fair would be open on Sundays. Hundreds of the Honorable T. W. Palmer, president of the World's Religion." He soon became disgusted with the
workingmen in· Chicago hav contributed to the Fair Fair conimission."
Christian clergy as mediums of thought, and the
stock subscriptions, according to their means, and their
The Evangelical Alliance at Boston has sent a long imperfect borrowed system which they promulgated.
wishes should be as much consulted as those of any other
telegr8m to Attorney-General Olney asking him to He also became indignant with the equivocal posisubscribers.
invoke
the authority of the courts to keep the tion which the clergy occupied toward such reforms
"I propose that we say to the Fair authorities: 'We
are willing to pay fifty cents each to get into the ExPosi- World's Fair closed on Sunday. The telegram as anti-slavery and temperance, and the tendency
t~on on Su11days, and if you do not l~t us in on those concluded thus:
which they exhibit to uphold the established institerms we shall go in anyhow.' Let us· name a day and
tutions and to oppose reforms and innovations.
"The
presence
of
the
United
States
troops
at
Fort
hour when we shall march to the ground and tear down
Sheridan
holds
Chicago
Anarchists
in
check.
Cannot
the
When he found the exponents of Christianity opthe f11nce if our just demands are not acceded to."
administration notify the directory that those troops will posed to progress-" a suspense of faith"- he reThe assembly decided to hold an open-air meet- be promptly used if necessary to maintain inviolate the
alized the truth of the poet's maxim, "Near the
ing on the night of the following Wednesday to nation's authority and keep the Fair closed on the Lord's
church is far from God," and he felt forced to sepday?"
agitate the case.
arate himself from the church "to save his soul,"
Leaving the above to serve as samples of the
The Sabbath associations, and the regular dethough he had prepared himself for the ministry.
nominations,· are everywhere in the country work- great multitude of bigot clamorings for which we
The right of the mind to dispense with a mediator,
ing for closing. The American Sabbath Union is cannot find space, we will note only the ridiculous
with second-hand truths, and to enjoy original
preparing a request to be mailed to every pastor in menaces of divine vengeance. Rev. Robert Plunkett,
relations with the source of thought and being, was
the land that he persuade his flock to boycott the of Texas, prophesies a furious and woe-working
the mainspring of his principles and purposes as a
Fair if it is open Sundays as an unholy affair. storm at Chicago if the Fair is opened Sundays.
reformer. Hence in seeking the abolition of war,
President Palmer has received bushels of protests. Rev. Dr. Rossiter, of New York city, says:
of the speculativ property system, of compulsory
-At the Southern Baptist convention a speaker
"Aft a result of the open and daring defiance of God I government, and of the current system of marriage,
demanded closing " in the name of one million would not be surprised at anything that might happen to
he says he "appealed from God's wife-Mrs.
three hundred thousand communicants of the Bap- the Fair. I would not be surprised if an electrical storm,
Grundy-and from the conventional opinions and
tist church." The New Jersey State Epworth the like of which the world has never known, should with
flashing lightning and tremendous winds level those customs called 'laws' to the laws of nature," which
League, Methodist, declared similarly. At Wash- mighty buildings to the ground and leave Jackson park,
he deems to be good enough for him until better
ington, Secretary Carliale and Attorney-Geneml Chicago, a frightful and appalling evidence of the just ones can be found or made. 1\Ir. Heywood gradOlney are being deluged with Sunday-closing wrath of God."
uated at Brown University in 1856, and studied as
Freethinkers, speak to your acquaintances on the
letters, telegrams, and petitions. From ·Worcester,
a resident graduate two years longer.
Mass., alone, they hav received thirty-two separate spurious paternity of what is called the Christian
In 1865-6 he called the first meeting and wrote
protests. President Cleveland has likewise been Sabbath, and on the injustice of enforcing its ob- the first draft of declaration of sentiments and conbepelted with these communications. In the presi- servance; and distribute literature on these themes. stitution of the Universal Peace Society, which still
dent's batch was this one:
flourishes and has its headquarters in Philadelphia.
"The general synod of the Reformed Presbyterian
A Truth To Be Impressed on the .Mind.
'rn 1867 he organized in Worcester, Mass., the first
church in North America, now in session in the First
A subscriber living in Wyoming, in ·a. discouraged Labor Reform League, which ultimately developed
church, New York city, respectfully request that you deand
discouraging letter says:
into New England American Labor Leagues. In
fend the Sabbath-closing law of the Columbian Exposition through the attorney-general."
"I must ask you to discontinue my paper. I will try May, 1872, Mr. Heywood issued at Worcester the
my best to send you the subscription due this pay-day. first number of his monthly paper, the Word, which
Another received by the president was:
I hav spent time and money in the Populist party move- advocated his leading measures on labor reform, the
''The First United Presbyterian church of Boston, disment-attended all the national conventions at Cincintrusting both directory and commissioners, appeals to
nati, St. Louis, Omaha, and our own state convention, abolition of interest, dividends, profits, rents, the
you to suppress Chicago nullification with Jacksonian
believing the people would do something for themselvs- tyranny of capital. the coercion of governments, the
firmness, 11ond to gnard the gates next Sabbath with
but h!LV once more got back to first principles, and that principle of oppression, etc. It will be seen that
tl'oops if necessary."
is, so long as they are not mentally free there is little Mr. Heywood was very radical, and much in adAnd another :
hope of seeing them anything but physical slaves."
vance of tbe ideas which the conservativ class hold,
"The American Sabbath Union, representing fourteen
Thus is the great lesson again enforced-truth but he was honest, earnest, and sincere. He cared
leading denominations, appeals to you to use your influence and power that the laws of our country may be makes man free, but freedom comes not to mental not whether a measure is popular or unpopular; if
obeyed and the gates of the Columbian Exposition be serfs. Reforms make no substantial progress he deemed it right he advocated it all the same.
among devotees of superstition. They cannot, or He was a genial, amiable gentleman, who was filled
closed on Sunday."
President Higinbotham of the Exposition has re- dare not, think for themselvs. There is an ortho- with the "milk of human kindness," and whose
doxy in government as well as in religion, and it is great object was to ameliorate the ills and sufferceived this :
To be politically free to ings which bear down upon his fellow-men, and to
"MB. H. N. HIGINBOTHAM, PreRident World'8 Colum- the result of religion.
bian Exhibition, Chicago, Ill. : I beg leave to inform you think, even on so non-religious a subject as the remove, so far as was in his power, the impediments
that advices are coming to me from local societies all currency question, men must be free from ~eligion. to their prosperity and happiness. It will be a loag
over the United States and Canada stating their determination to remain away from the Fair altogether if the The church is against all thinking. Freethought time before his views are generally adopted by the
gates are opened Sundays. Already thousands are at is for all thought, even wrong thought. There are oppressing aristocratic classes, and it will also be a
work securing the same decision from others. The thousands of Freethinkers in the Populist party, long time before a more earnest, disinterested, and
Christian Endeavor societies now marshal one million including the Man with the Badge-Pin, but the self-sacrificing worker is found in the field of
five hundred thousand young men and women, and we party as a party is a little more pious than either reform.
mean to do everything in our power to prevent the disMr. Heywood was tall and slender of frame, of
grace of the nation and the financial failure of the Ex- of the old ones, because it is not as yet politically
sharp
and rather delicate features, of a nervous and
respectable.
But
it
would
accomplish
more
if
it
position."
flexible
temperament, animated in style, had a
had
fewer
pietists
in
the
ranks.
MentaJ.
freedom
The Rev. Drs. Lawrence, Henson, and Parker,
must
come
before
industrial
or
economic
reform
(Continued on page 328.)
the committee of the Baptist auxiliary of the Re-
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our labors if we can only meet with deserved
success.
All donations and communications are to be
addressed to me at 345 W. Randolph street, ChiInttlrnational Congress of Freethinkers.
cago Ill.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
' Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
The call has now been issued for this vast undertaking, the great gathering ..of Freethinkers, under
the auspices of the FederatiOn, and the work of arThe Church's Last Insult.
ranging the same is now fairly under progress. We
Once more the tooth and claw of monstrous
trust that each and every Freethinker in our land, medieval superstition reveal themselvs in the r~ar
that every member of the Fe~er~tion~ and tho~e of religious bigotry against the freedom of the Inconnected with Freethought someties, will put their dividual and the enlightenment of science.
shoulders to the wheel and make it a gigantic sucThe whole Christian church apparently is at war
cess. We are preparing for an imposing array of with the Columbian World's Fair. This greatest
talented speakers from various parts of Europe and of all world's expositions; this characteristically
the United States. We want this to be a repre- American and Western embodiment of pluck, en.tersentativ meeting, not of America alon~, but ?f prise, skill, and genius; this finest school of uniUniversal Freethought. If every Freethinker will versal education ever instituted in behalf of the
but make some small sacrifice in order to help us, welfare of any age, is made the target of bitter opour work will be made all the easier and success position and of a proposed Christian boycott, bemore certain. It is not a privilege we wish to af- cause there is danger that its vast audiences, if adford you, but a duty we ask you to perform. The mitted to the grounds on Sundays, would empty
progress of the world is due to freedom of thought, the local churches for a period of some six months !
and every individual owes to society the perform- Did ever churchly audacity reach higher? Did ever
ance of one duty, and that is the duty to think, and the danger of ignorance in authority and the asiin this Congress of the World's Freethinkers let us nin recalcitrance of religious bigotry reveal more
make it our duty to emphasize the right of Free- monstrous proportions T
thought the worl~ over. By this movement, _in
A vast church organization, representing, as it
which such splendid work has been done by Its claims, one million boycotters, cries out, " Close
leaders in the past, the leaders of the present day the World's Fair gates on Sundays, or we'll ruin
are enabled to successfully maintain their rights your treasury; shut the gates on Sundays, or we'll
and privileges. Let us, then, make the path that disgrace you before all the world by impoverishing
our children shall tread more easy and more cheer- your coffers and clogging all the wheels of your
ful than the path we ourselvs are treading to-day. vast machinery ; giv us a chance to keep our SunEach day some poor soul is confronted with ob- day audiences, or we'll prove to you this is a
stacles in his attempts to secure liberty of thought, Christian land by showing that, if you open your
· but at last by determination and perseverance, gates, we'll shut off your gate-fees to such an exthese obsta~les are overcome, and a new light sud- tent as to compel you to close the Fair altogether."
denly dawns upon the once darkened intellect. We
Happily, this is a vain boast and an insane
must endeavor, then, at this Congress to giv forth threat. But it is an instructiv exhibit of the ina new light, a light resplendent in its glory, issuing stinctiv spirit of revenge which still inheres in all
from the flaming torch of reason, ever shedding its religious bodies. It illustrates the nature and
effulgent rays, striving to pierce the inner darkness character of the God whom the churches uphold
of some bewildered brain, giving hope where there and proclaim. It is a fair illustration of the vengewas despair, happiness where once misery could be ful spirit which engendered in the minds of ecclefound, and stirring the heart with a new song of siastical leaders the abominable doctrine of hell
triumph for victories achieved.
and everlasting punishment, which are simply boyIn the stream of life many a strong swimmer is cotts against the freedom of thought and the redisabled; the waves of uncertainty crowd upon search of science.
him, and, driven blindly along by the current, too
Shame upon these little churchly pismires who,
weak to swim against it, one becomes lost for the millions in number, squirm and crawl and bite and
want of a timely heir. We must try, then, to en- sting, because they cannot rule the age and place
courage those in the midst of the stream, and teach their tiaras of ignorance on their brainless bulletto those who are just entering upon the way how heads!
to use the new art advantageously and well.
If anything ought to stir up all Freethinkers and
We want help-financial help, and help in the Radicals of every grade and phase to organize,
work of arrangements. We would be glad to re- unite, and fight in one body against the still triceive any suggestions from our friends that might umphant bigotry of priests, evangelists, religious
tend to assure us success. There are plenty of fools, and insane fanatics, it is such an exhibition of
good workers in our cause, and if there ever was a contemptible yet provoking asininity as may be
time in the history of our cause when such help seen in this threatened boycott of a million fools
was needed it is now. There are others, too-many, who claim to be the followers of Jesus Christ.
I know from my experience in the lecture fieldLet there not be a Freethinker in the land so
who will be glad to help financially, although they poor but that he will spend his little mite to
themselvs cannot attend the meeting in person. To attend the World's Fair if for nothing else than to
these, many of whom are. able, I make an urgent neutralize the effect of this nonsensical Christian
plea for the means by which we may be enabled to boycott.
carry this work to a successful issue.
If necessary let a great society be formed among
In order to work upon this Congress the presi- all Radicals for the raising of funds to enable the
dent and myself will be compelled to giv up the countless poor among the toiling millions of the
lecture field until the Congress is over. Our pres- land to spend a day or two, or a week or two, at
ence is required here in the World's Fair city, and the World's Fair.
I myself would gladly giv $100 toward such a
nothing shall remain undone that will tend to make
this Congress a success and an impetus to our movement if it could be properly and successfully
cause throughout all the world. As a means to conducted.
If the church demands that the gates be closed
raise the necessary funds for this Congress we propose to giv to every ~reethinker w~o shall. ~~b on Sunday, then I solemnly propose that a great
scribe th., sum of $1 a silver button with the Imtial movement be started among the radical laborers
letters of the Federation thereon; to everyone sub- and thinkers of this country to raise funds enough
scribing the sum of $5 will be given a special whereby the World's Fair managers may be
souvenir copy of the proceedings of the Congress, guaranteed vast Sunday audiences to be transcontaining a full report thereof, with list of mem- ported from all over the country to the great Westbers and portraits of the leading Freethinkers of ern metropolis.~
What say you, friends of freedom and independthe world ; and everyone subscribing the sum of
$25 shall be given a vice-presidency of the Congress ence T Shall we begin such a movement and prove
to the bigots of the church that they do ·not own
and a certificate of the same.
The time for activ work is now upon us. Delay the consciences of the sons of liberty and are not
at the present time will be fatal to our cause. We the masters of the poor of this nation ?
Fie upon their dastard insult!
must push this meeting, and we will brook no failSons of freedom, speak, and let the thunder of
ure. Our cause is a glorious one indeed, well deserving the support of every Liberal-minded man your defiant denunciations be heard abroad through
HENRY FRANK.
and woman in the world. To make this gathering all the world !
a grand and impo.sing one none should stand aloof,
Religion, God, and Immortality.
but send in their subscriptions cheerfully and
gladly. Your support was never solicited for a
BRoTHER PUTNAM: Your logic on the subject of
more worthy object, and to our many friends we religion I consider sound ; and I take no exception
once more make an urgent appeal for help. The to your postulate that the fact of a life after death
president and myself are giving to it our time, our does not prove immortality.
labor, and our means. We giv it ungrudgingly
Before the advent of Spiritualism, I read in one
and unflinchingly, and shall feel amply repaid for of Swedenborg's works a statement that he had

(jommunioCttions.

heard in the spirit world a grave argument by a
departed Sadducee that man was not immortal. .
The late Austin Kent, of Potsdam, N. Y., like
yourself an evoluted clergyman, published ~ pamphlet entitled, "God, or No God: An In~:.;nt G;od
an Impossibility." Mr. Kent was a Spmtualist.
He claimed to hav positiv personal proof that death
was not the end of human life; and yet he logically
held that if man was created the time must come
when he would be uncreated.
And now the speaker for the First Spiritual
Society of Washington, D. C., Mrs. Colby Luther,
professing to speak by inspiration, and in a~ ~n
cons~fous state, declares that she has no religiOn
and no use for a God. She asserts positivly the
existence of the spirit after the death of the body,
but does not say that life in the second sphere
continues throughout eternity. That is to say, as
I understand her, there may be a series of deaths
whereby the spirit rises to higher spheres.
Mrs. Luther, in my judgment, is not excelled by
any lecturer I ever heard on the Spiritual platform.
During the late war she was a stump speaker~ following up Voorhees, Vallandigham, and Hendn~ks.
She would address vast crowds two hours at a trme,
six days in a week. And yet she claims that even
in those political speeches she was entranced and
unconscious.
When Mrs. Luther preaches for the Spiritualists
there is no prayer or benediction. W. H. BURR. ·
Washington, .D. 0., May 15, 1893.

Butler's Soul-not-the-Body .A:rgument.
A copy of Butler's "Analogy" was recently
handed to me by a preacher with the information
that the arguments contained therein were so conclusiv that no Infidel had ever attempted to refute
them. So powerful indeed, I was informed, was
the reasoning that skeptics had only to read the
book with due care and reflection to become converted to the bishop's views of matters theological
and become good supporters of the bishop's church,
that is, the Church of England-and about the
time of Bishop Butler his brethren of the miter
were a sorry set of reprobates: they and the clergy
of the upper ranks were living in pomp, ease, luxury, and debauchery, while the masses of the pe~
ple-the producers of the wealth-were _living in
ignorance, poverty, squalor, and brutality worse
than the savages to whom they were sending missionaries; for experience teaches that when the
church is in power the people are in ignorance,
consequently degraded.
I had not read many pages of the book when I
became conscious of the fact that my mind was
either too obtuse or that I was not sufficiently prepared and sanctified to fall in with the method of
the author's reasoning and alluring style of logic ;
so I soon abandoned the idea of becoming one of
Bishop Butler's converts, for however deficient I
may be in the art of abstruse reasoning, my faculty
of common sense has been fairly trained, and any
mode of argument that does not agree with that
faculty I reject.
Let me giv a sample of the style of reasoning
from the "Analogy" that I can hardly accept. As
a proof, or rather I should say one of the proofs, of
the immortality of the. soul, we are told
that our limbs may be lopped off one after
another and yet the soul will remain untouched.
We are not told how long it might take for the experiment, nor does he refer to the chances of the
soul escaping during the operation, when the fluid
which Moses says is ••the life" might pass away
and the soul, or life, would be apt to take flight.
Theologians try to make us believe that there is a
distinction between the life principle and the. immortal soul. The logic which they shuffie up is
certainly rather confusing.
Now, it strikes me that an easier mode than lopping off limbs by way of demonstration of the
security of the soul would be to saw off a slice of
the upper part of the cranium; or, better still, just
let the point of a needle penetrate the spinal cord
at the base of the skull. The life or soul would be
apt to make its quietus " without standing on the
order of its going." Another argument introduced
is, that while every particle of the body changes
periodically the soul or life remains the same unchanged element.
Now, this fallacy, which was accepted in Butler's
time and many years after, has since been exploded.
What a rich mine of analogy Butler might hav
worked out of Darwin's great immortal truth of
evolution, which in the future, nor far distant, will
be taught in our public schools. So much for the
vaunted and overrated "Analogy" which is said to
hav defied Infidels for one hundred and fifty years.
If my judgment is correct, science and knowledge
hav made great strides since Butler's time.
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It is soon made evident to the reader that if he
is to accept the bishop's views he must also accept
a. number of propositions as a basis upon which to
build his ingenious conclusions. Without certain
concessions being made the bishop acknowledges
that he cannot move on the lin~ of his argument.
The reader must confess his belief in a personal
God, an overruling providence, who watches even
a sparrow falling to the ground. While :flood ,
famins, earthquakes, cyclones, shipwrecks, the
murdering of innocent infants in baby farms and
foundling hospitals, go on hourly, and millions of
poo~ helpless creatures are suffering cold and hunger, while the lines of the priests, who toil not,
neither do they spin, are cast in pleasant places.
But do they not pray for us? Yes, but all the calamities go on just the same as if they had never uttered
their dull, senseless platitudes.
The bishop's methods remind me of a little trick
played among youngsters when I was a boy.
One urchin would, with a solemn look, approach
another and inform him that he could tell him what
he was thinking about. This assertion would be
disputed, when the young professor of mindreading would ask the doubter to think of some
figure. "Hav you thought of it' ' the professor
would ask. "All right. Now add four, and two, and
six more. Subtract three and take away the first
figure you thought of. Hav you done it ? All
right. Now there are nine remaining." At once
the little doubter is made a convert to mindreading, and he looks upon the young professor as
an oracle having some BJJ.perriatural power. But
yet such tricks are about on a par with some of the
priestly arguments. We had an evangelistic tramp
here lately preaching about hell. He wanted to
know if anyone doubted the existence of such a
place because they had no proof. "Hav you ever
been at Constantinople!" he exclaimed, triumphantly. " How do you know that there is such a
place?" And that argument settled the doubters
on the subject of hell iii this latter part of the
nineteenth century.
And, sad to state, this boasted land of liberty is
almost completely in the grasp of the church octopus. Witness the cunning movements of that
subtle Jesuit, Sa.tolli. and his machinating satellites of the church of Rome, who. are now cunningly
forging the fetters to bind the limbs of Columb1a
while she is dozing sweetly in conscious security,
forgetting that " eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty." There is only one hope that may be indulged in for the safety and redemption of this
glorious republic. Alas! that hope is obscured by
dark clouds. The selfish plotting of the priests
of all churches renders the outlook by no means
encouraging ; but at all events let us hope that the
time may come when an equal taxation will be levied
on every church from Maine to California, and that
the money so collected will be devoted to the erecting and full equipping of vastly superior and
vastly more numerous schoolhouses, where the
teaching shall be broad, liberal, and efficient ; where
every school sh 'Ill represent the best instructiv
talent of the nation, and the temples of learning
only shall be looked upon as sacred, unsoiled by
the poisonous touch of the Jesuit or the cramping
fangs of the bigoted fanatic. When the cry of the
people shall be, "More schoolhouses and less
churches!'' the day of human redemption will be
dawning.
OwEN JoNES.

Oorry, Pa.
DuBING several days recently the sidewalk before l85Division avenue, Williamsburgh, New York,
was occupied by a pile of household goods. A
poorly dressed, gray-haired woman protecte:l them,
and dusted them every day.
She was a Mrs.
Christian Frank, and had been evicted for nonpayment of rent. She had supported herself and
paid her rent promptly for years until recently.
To a reporter she sa1d, with a heavy sigh: "This
is the result of too much Christianity. Had I
preached less and attended to my household duties
my home would not now be on the sidewalk. But
God is good and I know he will soon help me. If
I hadn't attended to Christianity so much I might
hav been a rich woman to-day. But, of course, I
was destined to be thus treated. And then this
country is the home of the poor and the land of
the brave. There are probably other women just
as unfortunate
I am. But I rejoicG in the fact
that I served God, and even that Christianity made
me what I am to-day." What a commentary on
the injunction of Christ to depend on prayer and
faith in him, and take no thought of the morrow!
When has a person or a nation trusted to that
crack-brained Hebrew without similar consequences
of disappointment and ruin T

as

Talmage and the Czar.
It grieves me to think how the czar's been maligned,
And painted a demon as black as coal tar;
He is pions and just, sympathetic and kind,
And I boldly stand up in defense of the czar.
I solemnly promised my friend that his name
I would glorify loftily, high above parThroughout Yankeedom wide I would blazon the fame

Of Talmage the great and the kind, gentle czar.

If ladies in Russia are stripped, flogged, and sent

To the quicksilver mines in Siberia farSuffer torture that demons alone could invent;
Such crimes are unknown to my dear friend the czar.
Though Jews may be plundered, murdered, exiled;
Though Russians their victims from justice debar,
Noble, magnanimous, gracious and mild
Is the friend of all downtrodden people, the czar.
It makes little matter wherever I go,
On steamboat, or rolling along in a car,
Folks know who I am, so I modestly blow
Of my pleasant familiar chats with the czar.
I tell them of Petersburg city so fineIts pal!l.Ce resplendent, the richest by far,
Like the heaven that was pictured by John the Divine
And its monarch celestial my dear friend the czar.
And when I go off on a lecturing trip,
I'll humbug the folk as a mountebank star;
I'll bellow and kick, grin, shnffie and skip,
And tell some good jokes of the good-natured czar.
Should ever unpleasantness happen between usUncle Sam and the czar-that might lead to a war,
I'd skip off to Washington, settle the fuss,
And fix things all right for my dear friend the czar.
I gammoned the folks with the Holy Land tourThe thought of it now sets my nerves all ajarThe farce played at Jordan they cannot endure,
But they know I'm sincere in my love for the czar.
I told the dear czar how his people so loved him,
With pions devotion that nothing could mar;
The ghost of his father appeared and a grave,
Sad smile overshadowed the f!l.Ce of the czar.
I'll write to the czar to the World's Fair to come,
As a card of attraction he'd beat all, by Gar!
For the debt of my church we might raise a big sum,
By the aid of my friend, Alexander the czar.
I'll soon be too old to spin yarns any moreSo I'm going to buy me a first-rate guitar,
I'll twang it with ~ee and forever adore
My idol, the noble, immaculate czar.
OWEN JONES.

-----------------------

Rational Labor Reform.
At Science Hall, 141 Eighth street, New York,
beginning at 10:30 A.M. on Sunday, May 7th, and
continuing until 10:30 P.M. on Monday, May 8th,
with three sessions each day, was held the twentysecond annual convention of the American Labor
Reform League. In more ways than one it was
an important meeting. For twenty-two years, in
spite of adversity and poverty, in spite of vituperation and calumniation from foes of every description and no description, and in spite of Comstock
spies and prison walls, this movement, born of
oppression, has lived and breathed and propagated.
The first session opened with President Henry
Beeny, of New Jersey, in the chair; E. H. Heywood, secretary. A large list of speakers had been
announced, but more were de:veloped as the .meetings progressed. Among the speakers at the day
meetings were Col. Henry Beeny, who made the
opening speech upon taking the chair ; Prof. A. L.
Rawson, of New Jersey; W m. Hanson, Henry
Nichols, Dr. T. R. Kinget, Dr. C. S. Weeks, James
Boh11n, Henry J. Woodhouse, Harding Weston, C.
L. Swartz, and Mr. Wright, of New York; Henry
A. Beckmeyer, of New Jersey, and Dr. C. H. Sims,
of Boston. By these almost every shade of reform
was represented, from ultra state Socialism to extreme AnarcL.ism ; from Greenbackism to mutual
banking; from Single Taxism to free land. Vaunting a free platform, no one was denied a hearing ;
but the tendency of the meetings, as will appear
from the following resolutions, which were under
discussion and generally commended, was toward
liberty rather than restriction; toward individuality
rather than collectivity; toward voluntary cooperation rather than compulsory political institutions :
Resolved, That since a chance to work out personal
destiny and mind our own business is Natural Right and
perennial necessity in human affairs, access to land, free
trade, and mutual money are indispensable to prosperous existence; that poverty, vice, and crime come of
false claims to obedience and service, which class greed
and protectiv spoliation engender.
Resolved, That tenure of land for personal use only,
property in the fruits of labor done, cost of improvements, 1s the equitable basis of price and exchange; and,
since property is a perishable commodity, unable to increase or even continue to exist without aid of its parent
Labor, usury, whether in the form of rent, interest,
dividends, or profits, is robbery.
Resolved, That, as labor paid once expects no more
for the same work, so debts paid once in the form of interest, buildings paid for once in the form of rent, stocks
returned once in the form of dividends, leave no just
claim to further increase; hence, income without work,
profits from others' labor for which no equivalent return
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is made in personal service, are predatory theft, the
chronic, world-wide steal, whereby vested interests perpetually plunder useful people and enrich privileged
vampires.
Resolved, That charge for the use of land, whether by a
single tax steal, or in unmitigated robbery, called rent,
is the bottom fraud of capital on labor, which must be
abolished; that it is the Natural Right and imperativ necessity of persons to take and use land; and pretensiv
owners, or nationalized protectivs, who exact tribute for
adhesion to Mother Earth, like their predeceBBors, the
old slave oligarchy, are traditional robbers. who must
giv way to living Service.
Resolved, That, since or~anized violence, called government power, resting on Jails and taxes, state coercion
and robbery, never has and never can exist on its own
merits, pretense, that the tax swindle liberates land;
that nationalized tyranny assures freedom of persons;
that prohibition promotes temperance, or that war of
organized labor on the poor, called i!Cabs, helps working
people, is ludicrous absurdity; that law aids progress
only by getting out of its way, and our watchword now,
as always hitherto, is REPEAL of all restrictions on Enterprise.
Resolved, That exposure of the protectiv tariff fraud
is a step toward abolition of property in land which begets rent; of bank monopoly which makes usury poesible;
of obscenity laws which impose a vicious and ignoble
censorship of the press, and of the many other class·
devices whereby conspiring ignorance now robs people
of their freedom and property; that, if Republicans expect to survive their own party's funeral, they must step
ahead of Democrats in liberation, and guarantee all
citizens freedom of conscience, speech, press, and mails,
asserting in labor and business the opportunity and
reciprocity which free institutions should assert and
maintain.
Resolved, That neither silverites nor gold bugs hav
any clear idea of honest money, which can never be
until the legal-tender bludgeon is taken from behind
both paper and specie, not state '' wildcatism," but the
clearing-house Democratized; not imposed currency,
but dollars, payable in values mutually agreed upon and
taken on their own merits, the people, in voluntary aBSociations, staking their own labor and property as basis
of banking. This only can liberate the West and South
from the usury lords of New York and Boston.
But the most exciting meetings were the evening
sessions, as must of necessity hav been the case,
since George Francis Train was the principal
speaker at both of them. Citizen Train is at one
moment an ardent Greenbacker and at the next a
rabid revolutionist ; so if you try to put your finger
on him, you find he is not there. However, his
gymnastics and blackboard exercises served to lay
bare the vicious monetary system of the present
an::l the gigantic robberies of tho past, as well as to
entertain his listeners.
Before adjournment, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Henry Beeny, of New
Jersey, president ; Prof. A. L. Rawson, of New
Je1·sey; John Orvis, of Massachusetts, and R. W.
Hume and Mrs. E. A. Spencer, of New York, vicepresidents; E. H. Heywood, of Massachusetts ;
John A. Lant, of New York, and L. K. Jasslin, of
Rhode Island, secretaries. There was also elected
an executiv committee composed of E. H. Heywood, Josephine S. Tilton, of Massachusetts ; Prof.
A. L. Rawson, and Henry Beeney.
Mr. Heywood, having too industriously and persistently advertised the convention by circulating
bills in the inclement weather, was suffering from a
severe attack of chills and fever, and hence was unable to attend the last session.
The New York press, among the most prominently pueril of which was the Sun, paid their respects to the gathering in the usual manner. But
the American Labor Reform League, fortunately,
does not depend upon monopoly's puppets for its
support.
Men of God Worse than Other Men.
F1·om the Concoraia Blaae.

The object of the book, "Crimes of Preachers," is to
prove that the "men of God" are very like other men,
if not ·worse, and that while their preaching may "save
others' souls," it does not always save their own. In
fact this authentic work proves the preacher class more immoral than any other profe~sional class of people on earth,
by showing a greater per cent of them become criminals.
The Methodists, the author says, head the list in the
first edition, and they still hold to that preeminence, having 56 of the 20U guilty ones. The Presbyterians behaved
themselvs remarkably well-for them-last year, as there
is only 9 of the 209. The Campbellites hav 2; U. B., 2;
Hebrew, 2; Adventists, 9; Universalists, 1. '.rhe name,
place of residence, and the crime charged, are given. We
presume that many of the "brethren" will want to see
this book, and they can get it by sending 25 cents to THE
TRUTH SEEKER office, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
They Want to Pay Taxes.
The following resolutions, recently adopted by the
general conference of Seventh Day Adventists andreadopted by the Litchfield church of that denomination,
speak for themselvs:
"WHEREAs, in view of the separation which we believe
should exist between the church and state it is inconsistent for the church to receive from the state pecuniary
gifts, favors, or exemptions; therefore,
"Resolved, That we repudiate the doctrin that church
or other ecclesiastical property should be exempt from
taxation; and further,
" Resolved, That we decidedly protest against such
exemption, and favor the repeal of such legislation
as grants such e;x:emption."-Litchfield Independent,
Litchfield, Minn.
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World's Fair Notes.

pleasant voice and manner, was fluent in speech
and ready in debate.
He wrote and published several pamphlets, advocating with ability the views which he entertained.
Over one hundred and fifty thousand of these hav
been sold. The titles of some of them are : "The
Labor Party," "Hard Cash," "Uncivil Liberty,"
"Yours or Mine," "The Good or Evil," "War
Methods of Peace," "Cupid's Yokes," etc.
It was Mr. Heywood's pamphlet "Cupid's Yokes"
that sent D. M. Bennett to prison for thirteen
months, and Mr. Heywood's death strikingly resembles the lamented close of Mr. Bennett's career.
Like Mr. Heywood, Mr. Bennett contracted a cold
which he deemed slight, but which gradually overcame a constitution weakened by imprisonment in
a prison, where good air and adequate exercise are
unknown. The seeds of fatal diseases were sown
in both cases. Mr. Heywood survived two previous
terms, for substantially the same offense, but the
last was the turning-point toward death. Thoughts
of these outrages move to indignation deep, and
enmity relentless.
Soapboiler Colgate's society
ought to be swept off the face of the e~rth. It has
murdered several men, the worst of whom was infinitly better than the supporters of this bigoted
society.
To Mrs. Heywood· and the Misses Tilton, to all
his family, we extend heartfelt sympathy for what
to them will be a most severe loss.

From the Agricultural Building, from the Manufactures Building, and from Music Hall, in addition
to the thousand electric lights and the glaring gas
torches around the dome, flame the "search-lights"
of a million-candle power. The streams of light
flash in changing colors. First green, then blue,
then purple, and yellow, and scarlet. The golden
figure of Diana shines against the black sky, undraped and glorious in the rushing beams. The
fountain, the statue of the Republic, the peristyle
with its columns and glowing figures, glitter anew
in the sweeping colors. The band pours forth
resounding strains, the people shout, and the
bosom of night makes a more sparkling display
than the day itself. The illuminations hereafter
will be on a much more splendid scale. When the
full power of the electric machinery is on a hundred
thoul!land jets will flash over the grounds and
through the buildings of the Fair.
MEANS Q}' LOCOMOTION.
I suppose the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially those who intend to visit the Fair, would
like to know something about the means of locomotion. These are many. At least a million people
can be easily carried to and fro in one day. From
the North side and the West side there are two or
three cable lines and horse cars to the central part
of the city, where uninterrupted transit is obtained
to the Fair grounds. One can take from here the
State street or Wabash avenue cable cars direct-fare, five cents ; or the elevated railway at Congress
street, near Va.n Buren, which lands one in the Fair
grounds near Transportation building-fare, five
cents ; or the Illinois Central railroad from the depot
foot of Lake street, suburban trains. The so-called
"cattle trains " leave from the foot of Van Buren
street. These " cattle trains " run directly to the
Fair, and are built expressly for the occasion. They
are open cars, with uncushioned seats. This is
why they are called " cattle trains." They are
very comfortable and expeditious-fare, round trip,
twenty cents. Don't take the suburban train at
Lake street. It will cost forty-four cents round
trip, and it takes longer to go, the train stopping
at stations, a dozen I should think, between Lake
street and Fair grounds. I got sold on this myself,
paying thirty-four cents more than on the elevated
and cable, with much less comfort. The " cattle
trains" are preferable to the suburban trains.
Transportation by the steamers is twenty-five cents
round trip. This is pleasurable when there are no
crowds, and one has a fine view of the Fair buildings along the shores of the lake.
HOTELS, EATING-HOUSES, ETC.
There are about five hundred hotels in Chicago,
besides innumerable boarding-houses and lodging
places, ready to take in the stranger. Good rooms
can be obtained for $1 per day, lodgings from fifteen cents to $1. I won't recommend the fifteen
and twenty-five cent lodging. There is too much
live-stock about them. One dollar per day is about
right for the South side, and about $4 per week on
West side and North side. It takes five cents extra
and twenty minutes longer to go from North side
and West side than from South side. Hence the
difference in prices. Board can be obtained for
about $7 per week, comfortable apartments; but
the chicken and the bedsteak are not to be eaten.
They are simply to be looked at. On the whole it
is best to secure a good room and take meals out.
This is not quite so cheap as boarding, but you
have a better chance of getting what you want. If
one desires to be within a stone's throw of the Fair
grounds, and avoid all the inconveniences and cost
of travel, he can find neat accommodation at Santa
Maria, Mr. Goodwin's hotel, for $1 per day; man
and wife $2 per day. This hotel is advertised in
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Eating-houses are plenty all over the city, and
rates not more than usual. There are thirty-five
places for dining ~n the Fair grounds. Anything
from a ham sandwich, at ten cents, to a porterhouse steak for $2, can be obtained. In the Great
White Horse Inn, patterned after the hostelry
made famous by Dickens, the cooking will be English. In the Columbian Casino are parlors, reception
rooms, lavatories, and smoking-rooms.
Oldfashioned New England clam-bake dinners will
be. served in one of the buildings. When all arrangements are completed, 59,400 people can dine
at one time on the Fair grounds. Counting six
changes to each sitting, which is the average, it
will be seen that 356,400 meals can be served each
day. Besides this many people coming from their
own homes bring their lunches with. them, which is
not a bad idea. On the Midway Plaisance one may
be served with familiar viands, or taste the food of
strange lands and be waited on by the natives. If
he wants " high living " he can find a lunch-room

It will be noticed that Mr. Heston's picture on
the title-page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
might appropriately be placed in Mr. Putnam's new
book, "Religion a Curse." Only Mr. Putnam puts
the American Congress in place of Religion, which
is endeavoring to stab Liberty to the heart. However, the two are the same, for it was religion which
caused Congress to stab liberty by legislation, depriving the people of their freedom on Sunday.
Guizot very directly upholds Mr. Putnam in his
contention that religion is a curse ; that it is a disease our medical men will admit, and the lunatic
asylums show, and that it is a lie all know who hav
studied its history and examined its foundations.
Mr. Putnam's characterization may be harsh, but it
is unquestionably true.

We desire to call the attention of reader£ of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in it;
or, if they desire the books in cloth binding, subscribers to the Library can remit the difference in
price between paper and cloth binding, and get the
books in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers to the Library hav received " Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the
"Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents ;
the " Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents-one dollar and eighty cents' worth
in four months. We hav also added to the Library
"Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25
cents ; "Design Argument Fallacies," price 15
cents, which subscribers will receive in May, making two dollars and twenty cents' worth in five
months, or at the rate of $5.40 worth per year; and
all for $3 paid in advance. We shall add J. E.
Remsburg's " Abraham Lincoln : Was He a Christian T" and other books now in preparation. The
present program will giv subscribers surely $5 and
probably $6 worth of books for the price of a
yearly subscription to the Library. This will be
from $2 to $3 in excess of what we promised to do.
J. E. REMSBURG delivered thirty-three lectures in thirtythree days in Kansas. He is now lecturing in Missouri,
and will speak in Nebraska and Iowa next.

Bound Volumes of The Truth Seeker.
We hav a few bonnd volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
the year just closed (1892) which will be sent on receipt
of $4. We also hav a few of previous years which can
be sold for $3. Readers desirous of keeping files as reoeived weekly can obtain the File Binder for $1.

fifteen hundred feet above the earth in the captive
balloon, but he will have to pay $2 for bis ride.
COST, ETC.
What is the cost of visiting the Fair and taking
in all the sights T In addition to the fifty cents
admission it will cost $11, at the least, to see all
the side-shows. If the visitor wishes to use the different means of conveyance within the groundssteam and electric launches, camel and donkey
rides sedan and rolling chairs, rides in all the elevato;s and the captive balloon and Ferris wheelit will' cost $7 more, at the least. This will make
it $18.50 for a single person to see all the sights
and shows of this great Fair. These side-shows
are perfectly legitimate. They add nothing to the
Fair itself, and the existence of these, mainly upon
the Midway Plaisance, is nothing of which the
visitor can complain. They wouldn't have been
added to the Fair on any other condition than as
pay-shows. The only side-shows in Jackson park
proper are the Eskimo Village and Ruins of the
Cliff Dwellers. Remember, that for fifty cents one
has the privilege of seeing a hundred times more
than he possibly can see in one day. He can roam
over 670 acres of ground, crowded with the wonders of the age. I think it well to give a list of
the buildings, their dimensions- and area, which one
can see and walk through for fifty cents; a list
valuable for reference, for each of these buildings
should be visited :
Dimensions, Area,
acres.
-feet.
1.6
Administration ........... :...................... 262x262
9.6
Machinery hall.................................. 492x846
Machinery annex............................... 490x550
6.2
Machinery power-house..................... 490x461l
2.1
Machinery pumpin~r works ... ·............. 77xx 84 (
Machine shops.. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 106 250J
9.2
Agriculture .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500x800
Agriculture annex.............................. 300x550
3.8
Agriculture assembly hall............ ...... 125x450
13
Forestry............................................ 208x528
2.5
.5
Dairy................................................ 100x290
1.0
Freight-house .................................. ..
2.8
Stock ring........................................ 280x440
Manufactures and liberal arts............. 787:x:1,687
30.5
Mines................................................ 350x700
5.6
Electricity......................................... 345x690
5.5
Transportation.................................. 256x960
5.6
Transportation annex......................... 425x900
8.8
Woman's........................................... 199x388
1.8
Art galleries...................................... 320x500
3.7
Art gallery annexes (2)...................... 120x200
1.1
Fisheries........................................... 165x365
1.4
Fisheries annexes (2) ......................... 135 diam.
.8
Horticulture........ .. . .. .. .. .. . ... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 250x998
6.7
Horticultural greenhouses (8). ...... ...... 24x100
.5
Sawmill............................................. 125x300
.8
Casino............................................... 120x250
.7
Music hall......................................... 120x250
.7
Total.......................................... .
United States government.. .............. ..
United States government imitation
battleship ....................................... 59x25x348
Illinois state....................................... 160x450
Illinois state wings (2) ................, ...... .

153.7.
3.3

.3
1.7

.3

Total...........................................
159.3
There is also a gallery area of 45.9 acres, making
the total 199.7 acres to be traveled over under roof
to see the exhibits. In the .A.rt Palace is 145,852
square feet of wall to be looked at, covered with the
most beautiful pictures in the world. One can
simply ignore the side-shows and· every moment be
crowded with marvels. But if he has money, he'd
better spend it, as Ingersoll says, like a prince.
He will never have a better chance to get so much
for his coin ; so large an insight into universal
human life. To sum up, I will give the total cost
of a ten days' visit to the Fair, which may be of
service to those of my readers who have limited
purses and must calculate expenses:
Hotel, ten days ................................................ $10 00
Meals,
"
... .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 00
Car fare,
"
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 00
Admission, "
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . 5 00
Sundries,
"
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 3 00
Total. ......................................................... $30 00
If one visits all the side-shows, add to this $18,
making $48 for one person to see the "whole elephant "-head, tail, and all-from the time he lands
in Chicago until he steps on the train for home.
On this basis one can reckon up the cost for a
month or more.
HORTICULTURAL HALL.
Entering the Fair grounds from Midway Plaisance we begin our grand tour from Horticultural
Building, a palace of flowers, plants, ferns, grottoes,
and fountains. The area covered ·by this building
is over five acres. The cost of the exhibit is
$325,000. The central pavilion is roofed by a
crystal dome 187 feet in diameter and 113 feet
high. Beneath this dome towers a mound of
luxuriant foliage 100 feei in hight. Suspended
from the ceiling are twelve hanging baskets, each
of which weighs a ton. These surpass in magnificence the hanging gardens of Baby Ion. From this
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gorgeous central pavilion extend two glass-roofed
archways 100 feet in length to the beautiful end
pavilions wherein are the fruit and wine exhibits.
All along is a continuous display of the rarest
products of the earth-tulips and pansies, orchids
from Mexico and Central America still clinging to
the original branches and bark, hyacinths, roses,
carnatiuns, rhododendrons, azalias, flowering annuals and perennials, sweet clematis, fleur-de-lis,
geraniums, cacti, single and double begonias,
aquatic plants, and ornamental grasses, etc. It is
impossible to name the varieties. It is like the
fairyland of Titania. The stately century plant is
here in wondrous bloom.
From the miniature
mountain, from alongside a vine-embowered cabin,
a stream dashes down, lost apparently in th13
crystal cave. Beneath, a subterranean mansion of
many chambers, brilliantly illuminated, displays
Japan's little garden-on a minute scale the
mikado's vast gardens, fifty miles in extent. There
are dwarf trees two centuries old. The Mexican
cacti bed contains more than five hundred varieties.
The number of ferns is simply astonishing. There
is the golden fern, Peru ; the crested-sword fern,
a native of South America; golden maiden-hair
fern ; the stag-horn ferns from Australia; the Pleris
Wallichi!LnU from Japan, the largest fern in the collection-eight feet across-and pyramids of fern asparagus. We behold Australian palms from four hundred to six hundred years old, eighty-four varieties
of pineapple plants, a hundred cocoanut palms, nine
feet high, growing out of the nuts-quite a novelty.
Oregon, California, Utah, Florida, and Nova
Scotia have especially fine exhibits in the pornological section. The orange pyramid from Los
Angeles county is fifty feet high. There is a. walnut
tower twenty-six feet tall. There is a pavilion
niade of preserved fruits. A German seedsman
gives a curious exhibition. Instead of labeling the
seed he has them displayed in glass vases, from the
mouth of which spreads an artificial flower such as
the seed itself will produce.
The exhibit of the wine industry of the world is
attractive. There is a twenty-thousand-gallon wine
tank fro , California; a wine bottle twenty feet
high and ten feet in diameter ; a German wine
cellar lighted by thousands of electric lights ; also
a highly ornamental fountain throwing jets and
sprays of real wine protected by a crystal .case.
Santiago county, Cal., has built a beautiful effigy
of Liberty Bell, crack and all, with lemons and
oranges. Maine sends a handsome lot of apples,
blooming, as if just plucked from the tree. Canada
has one of the largest displays in the department.
Idaho has 400 jars of fruits and vegetables of surprising size and beauty. There are blue pearmaibs
that weigh nearly two pounds. There are 30 boxes
of silver prunes. Washington has a marvelous display, including 300 plates of apples. Colorado exhibits 42 varieties of· the same fruit. Oregon gives
a many-colored story of its resources. Its plan of
display is remarkably artistic. There are monster
pears, some weighing 4 pounds, quinces, plums,
peaches, apricots, cherries, and grapes.
Florida
has the place of honor at the north end of the
hall, and is approached through an arch made of
oranges and lemons, and the base of it is lined with
cocoanuts. Around are palms and brilliant foliage
plants imparting a semi-tropical picturesque appearance.
On the roof of the building around the central
dome an elaborate roof-garden is made, a pleasumble and lofty. promenade, from whence a blaze
of architectural glory is witnessed.
The view from the main portal of the building
is not to be overlooked. Opposite is Wooded
Island, a sylvan retreat, a sweet solitude for a moment from the vast wonders of man's hand. The
lagoon glides limpid along with shining boats. Beyond is the Government Building and the Art Gallery. To the right are the Mines and Mining and
Electricity structures, and towering over them is
the dome of the Administration Palace.
These are a few glimpses of the treasures of
Horticultural Building, where are the earth's flowers
and fruits in infinite variety. The beauty of art is
lost in the luxuriance of nature's products. We
seem at one time to be in the heart of a mighty
forest; then in some gorgeous cave, then a leafy
haunt, and almost expect to see a naiad amidst the
sparkling green ; then a bower of roses, or a dazzling garden, or blooming orchard, or fragrant.
vineyard. We wander through the tro'Pics; .we see
the splendor of the Orient ; we are in a land of
flowers. Wreaths and glittering wine adorn our
pathway, as if Bacchus were rolling along in his
chariot. In one grand mass nature has poured
forth its sweetest graces, colors and forms.
•)
THE WOMAN'S BUILDING.
The Woman's Building is perhaps the most interesting place of observation to one who looks upon

the World's Fair as a noble index of human progress.
This building represents woman's independence, equality, and genius. In every respect it
is a pronounced success. Evidently woman can
take care of herself. She can not only cook, and
wash dishes, and mend clothes, but she can provide
herself with the treasures of art, poetry, philosophy,
and invention. In fact, she can do everything that
man has done, be it great or small. Man has no
monopoly, nor woman either.
Do not imagine that woman has put all her glory
into this bright particular structure of her own. I
should protest, indeed, against the absolute separation of woman's work from man's. It would not
be any sign of progress to my mind if woman simply exhibited her talent in this building, and was
not elsewhere to be noted in the activity of her
powers. That would be too much after the doll
fashion. Much as woman has contributed to the
excellence and beauty of this her own building, it
is not a tithe of what she has done throughout the
whole Exposition. In every building and in every
exhibition woman has entered into competition with
man, not as something separate from man, but as a
man herself in the larger intellectual meaning of
that term, endowed with the same original capacities, and able freely and victoriously to make her
way iJ;J. every field of human action. Wherever we
turn, therefore, in any part oi this immense Exposition we see something that won;tan has done; and
this is the real glory of woman, not to be regarded
as a woman, but as an intelligent human being.
Woman's genius will never be entirely appreciated
until we forget that it is the genius of a woman ;
but think that it is simply genius.
.
Only as a complement of what woman has elsewhere done is the Woman's Building of any value
or interest. It is a kind of a blossoming forth of
her peculiar self, an expression of her idiosyncrasy,
that is exceedingly attractive. But this ~ kno~, ?r
think I know, that in the great World s Fair m
some golden age to come, there won't be any
Woman's Building, for it won't be necessary to
emphasize in any such form the equality of woman,
it will be so fully accepted otherwise. Woman
will some time be so free that she won't have to
make any fuss about it at all. But now, of course,
she has to make a fuss. and she does it in a very
beautiful fashion. •
The Woman's building is a museum in which we
see the history of woman-what she has done,
what she is doing for human knowledge and p~og
ress. Contributions have come from every clime
and country. Especially do we see the wonderful
achievements of the last century. It shows the
vast variety of woman's gifts. She can wield the
hammer as well as the needle. Not among the
least novel of the exhibits are the specimens of ironwork wrought at the anvil by a young lady of
California.
Miss Sophia G. Hayden is the architect of th.is
building, which is 199 feet in width and 388 feet m
length, and cost $138,000. Directly in front of the
building the lagoon takes the form of a bay, 400
feet wide. A grand landing and staircase leads to
a terrace, 6 feet above the water, which is designed in artistic flower-beds. The building is ~00
feet back; its style is Italian renaissance. A Wide
entrance leads to the central pavilion. This pavilion, with an open colonnade, is finished with pediment enriched with elaborate bas-relief. The
rotunda, reaching through the hight of the b~ild
ing, is protected by a richly ornamented skyhght.
This rotunda is surrounded by a two-story open
arcade, admitting abundance of light.
Among the exhibits are a model hospital, a mod~l
kindergarten. Queen Victoria is represented by SIX
water-color drawings of her own, the Princess Louise
by a water-color, Princess Beatrice by an oil pai~t
ing. The priceless court laces of Franc~, Spai~,
and other countries are to be seen. The hbrary IB
filled with the books and also with the original
manuscripts of the works of famous women. I believe that every book written by a woman is to be
found here. I shall not try to read them all. The
oldest book written by a woman, I guess, is the
"Bake of St. Albina," printed in 14;50, which deals
entertainingly of hawking, hunting, and heraldry.
Relics of Queen Isabella are a curious feature of
the exhibits from Spain, among them being the
sword of "her most Catholic majesty." I suppose
this is the weapon with which she smote off the
heads of heretics. Isabella wouldn't make a very
advanced woman for to-day. However, she will do
to exhibit. There are also the religious writings of
St. Therese of Jesus. I couldn't keep awake long
enough to read them. It appears that all sorts of
religious women congregate here-the Catholic
Benevolent Association, King's Daughters, W. C.
T. U., etc.; but there are also more or less liberal
associations, like the Chicago Woman's Club, etc.
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The exhibit of paintings, ceramics, art work,
manufactures, fancy work, embroideries, etc., is
pronounced the most beautiful ever collected.
In the vestibule are large mural paintings by
Mrs. Swinnerton and Mrs. Lea Merritt, and modeled
work by Miss Halle and Miss Rope. 'fhese fill the
entire space of the arched entrances. The ceiling
decoration is by Mrs. Crawford. There are 150
portraits of eminent women displayed in groups by
Miss Helen Blackburn. The ladies of every state in
the Union have contributed mosaics, inlaid work,
panels, polished wood, marbles, etc.
Miss Alice Rideout, of San Francisco, is the sculptor of "The Three Fates," "A Family Group"twelve groups in all, representing the various works
in which woman is interested. There is considerable religious nonsense about the statuary, but it's
well done-shall we say · " considering it's a
woman~, I am afraid that wouldn't be complimentary.
The Ceylon pavilion, which is composed chiefly
of ebony, satin wood, and mahogany, is extremely
ornate, and is sure to attract .attention. The
Japanese women make a fine display. Besides the
pretty home picture on the lower floor, they have
just thrown open a room .on the upper corridor
filled with beautiful screens, tables, and panel pictures. One exhibit is a peacock screen, a gorgeous
piece of coloring, the groundwork in gold, against
which the beautiful bird stands outlined, all the iridescent hues of its feathers being brought out in
strong relief. Opposite is a Japanese masterpiece,
a lady of the days of 1001 on her way to the Buddhist temple. The cosrume is that of a learned lady
of that ancient time. Very magnificent it is, being
of white brocade, with petticoat of crimson and
yellow. The coloring is superb. It is framed in
corded white silk.
No Japanese exhibit would be complete without
chrysanthemumsand so a flower-piece composed of
these royal beauties occupies a prominent place.
So women from every land have come to this
modern temple and displayed their craft, their skill,
their ingenuity, their learning, their strength, their
aptitude, their brawn and brain, their fervor, their
patience, their perseverance, their victory, and in
fact their all-round capability to do anything in any
sphere of human effort. With all her soaring
genius, however, and beautiful and wonderful fancies
and vast achievements, woman is still the same gentle, comfortable creature that looks after our material
wants. There is a model kitchen in the Woman's
Building ; and in the open air on the roof, whence a
grand view can be obtained of the grounds, are the
hanging gardena, with pleasant cafes attached
where you can get a nice lunch and a dish of real
tea.
The Woman's Congress opens on May 15th.
Among the speakers announced tLre Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Augusta Cooper Bristol, Julia Ward
Howe, Helen H. Gardener, and there will be some
flashes of Freethought in the domains of the
World's Fair.
SAMUEL I>. PUTNAM.
FATHER CHARLES FLAHERTY, a prie-;t of Geneseo,
N.Y., has just been tried and convicted on a charge
of criminal intercourse with a young girl. Part of
his cross-examination ran thus:
Q. "Do you believe that there are conditions upon
which sins committed by members of the Roman Catholic church may be forgiven?" A. "Yes, sir."
Q. "What are the conditions?" A. ''Examination of
conscience, preparation for confession, full confession
before a duly authorized priest, resolution to sin no more,
submission to the penance proposed by the priest, absolution, and forgivness."
Q. "Do you believe perjury a sin?" A. "Certainly."
Q. "And can it be forgiven 1mder these conditions?"
A. '' Certaio ly."
Who would credit the word of a person believing
thus 7 And who would expect the mass of the
persons believing so to equal in any branch of
morality the classes whose minds are not vitiated
by such notions ?

-------------How to Help The Truth Seeker.

1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus
save a half dollar apiece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, ·with your guarantee to take off his hands ~,tt the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
them the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
when convenient hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
take it.
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~etters

of (jiriends.

Against a Peace· destroying Clergy.
MoNTGOMERY, Mil'S., Apr. 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav succeeded at last in
getting a new subscriber.
I cannot afford to Jose even cne issue of
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. Long may
it wave to fight the battle of freedom
against the myths and bigotry of a peacedestroying clergy.
R. R. P AI! SONS.

might become activ members of the
glorious cause.
I did wish to help Mr. Putnam with his
good work in Washington and THE TRUTH
SEEKER in its late embarrassment(which I
hope is something of the past ere this),
but I, like many others, could not spare
the monf>y. However, I will not desert
the good old TRUTH SEEJrnR, which is already better than good, and still improving.
I am anxiously waiting for the rest of
Charlesworth's debate with the striped
animal, who is using good old Christian
weapons which it seems do not hav the desired effect under the light of intelligence,
with such a man as Charlesworth to wield
the sword of reason and justice.
I will close with the forlorn hope that
Congress will take a wise vote and not
close the gates of the Fair and leave the
saloons open, and success to free speech
and a total separation of church and state.
J. S. THURSTON.

How We Could Hav Perfect Government.
WICKLIFFE, KY., Apr. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Send me Colonel Ingersoll's Argument in the Reynolds Blasphemy Case at Morristown, N. J. I hope
yon will keep up your war against the
ignorant superstition of religion. If we
had more TRUTH SEEKERS and less Ch?·istian .Advocates and Apostolic Guides in
this country we would hav a perfect form
of government in a short time
Respectfully,
CHAS. WICKLIFFE.
Has a Cabinet of Material Proofs That
the Earth Is Over Six Thonsand Years
On the Danger Awaiting Us.
Old.
CHAPIN HoME, NEw YoRK, May 5, 1893.
CLARKSVILLE, P A., Apr. 24, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I was greatly amused in
MR. EDIToR: Please forward to my adreading the spite proclaimed by your dress "Crimes of Preachers," with the
gentle lady correspondent from Pennsyl- late additions, and also send me "Infidels
vania. Yon hav warning of your fate and and Charity," a leaflet.
must know what yon hav to expect should
I hav been a Freethinker for over thirtyyon send another paper to Dr. Stroup. five years, and a collector of natural curiOne thousand dollars is promised to be osities of the world's antiquity, and to-day
expended to stop your paper. Shall the I possess one of the largest and the finest
lady succeed? We shall see.
It was collections in the state of Pennsylvania. I
rather rough on the lady for yon to pub- could not stand the belief of what is called
lish her want of judgment in reference to religion, and I started to collect those
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
s. R. THORNE. specimens out of the earth; and whenever
Christians look at my collection their
Eager for Putnam's Fervid Phrases.
minds get confounded and a great number
EuREKA, UTAH, Apr. 26, 18:13.
of them hav said the Bible has made some
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER be- mistakes in the creation and my record is
came, and will be, the friend of my family. correct.
Having tried my best among my Liberal
I am very poor, and my health is very
friends, I could not do much for your poor, but I am backing up Freethonght,
great weekly, as many of them are afraid and I am well known on that subject in
they might step on a good Christian's toe my locality; and I say here for all of yon
by becoming known as subscribers to it. Freethinkers, if ever any one of yon
But still I hope some of them will soon should come through these parts, stop to
subscribe. Inclosed find $3 for one year's see me.
subscription, and if possible send me No.
I am taking THE TRUTH SEEKER and I
15, as I would not like to miss Mr. Put- am lending it around very freely.
nam's continuance of "Religion a Curse,
G. w. URMSON.
Religion a Disease, Religion a Lie."
Short Sermon on a Bible Text.
Your Liberal friend,
PALousE, WAsH., Feb. 9, 1893.
STEPHEN LossMANN.
MR. EDITOR: As others hav taken in
We Are Joyful to Hav Done You Good. hand to set forth the gospel nonsense, I
too feel inspired to write a few lines.
VILLA GROVE, CoL., May 4, 1893.
"In the beginning God created the
MR. EDIToR: I thought I would write
yon a few lines to thank yon and your heavens and the earth, and the earth was
Company for your paper, the blessed without form, and void: and darkness was
TRUTH SEEKER, the best in the world, and upon the face of the deep. And the spirit
for the great benefit yon are doing with of God moved upon the face of the
the pictures. They will open the eyes of waters." Now, to be without form would
be to not be at all. Can anything exist
all that see them.
I inclose $2.10 for the following books: and be without form? All matter has a
Helen H. Gardener's " Men, Women, and form. It must be something or nothing
Gods" and "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle;" To be something is to hav a form. The
Saladin's "Isanre ;" "Crimes of Preach- spirit of God moved on the face of the
ers;" Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason;" water. There was no form of an earth.
"Liberty in Literature," by R. G. Inger- Was the water frozen? And did God hav
a pair of skates, and skate on both sides at
soll.
DuGALD McDoNALD.
once? or was the water a ball of ice?
Morality Without Christianity.
That's it-and God got to skating, and the
ice got to whirling, and as God could not
NEwToN, IA., Apr. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is a drive out the inhabitants of the valley
regular visitor once a week, and is appre- neither could he stop skating; so he
skated till his skates wore out, and he
ciated very much.
We had the pleasure of having Franklin kept on skating till there was nothing left
Steiner here on the 16th inst. to address but the Holy Ghost; and the Holy Ghost
the people of this place. Subject in the kept on skating till the Ghost was all worn
afternoon, "Secularism and Morality out and there was nothing but the holy
Without Christianity;" evening, "Is the left. Oh, where, oh, where is the "ChrisBible of Divine Inspiration?" The audi- tian God?
Inclosed find $1 for a new Bible Picture
ence was more than we expected, and I
JAMES W. RoBERTSoN.
never saw such attention given by any Book.
body of people before.
The masterly
manner in which Mr. Steiner handled the A Siding and a Disagreeing -With A.
Augusta Chapman.
subjects was enough to open the eyes of
DALLAS, ORE., Feb. 20, 1893.
any thinking person. We will surely hav
DEAR MAI>A.M: I side with yon that there
Mr. Steiner herA again.
Best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER and is a designer. We find him with our
senses. How wonderfully he made those
long may it liv.
H. L. MoFFITT.
microbes which cause epidemics; the
Thanks for Your List.
bacteria which eat up millions of lungs;
the ascarides; the three-inch-long worms;
ARCH BEACH, CAL., March 3, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose S5 for renewal of the tapeworms one hundred feet long; the
subscription, with premium, and one trial skin-eaters; the mnsketos with such fine
subscriber; also list of Liberal-minded song, so accommodating that they come
men who I think are not yet awakened to into one's house-their wonderful bill, the
the importance of the Liberal movement, horny piercer with two saws, real surgical
but with the help of a little good literature instrnmenta; then the suoker; then the

poison-bladder. The flea is a beautiful
work; its scratchers and bill make yon and
millions other ladies feel the designer. I
took one once under a glass with a piece
of raw meat. The flea did not quit eating,
so has a stomach like a church-as Goethe's
''Faust's " priest says: The church has
eaten up whole countries and never
over-eaten. The bed-bugs make us smell
the designer.
He made big spiders,
scorpions, and a great many others like
them. In India there are annually twentyone thousand of God's images killed by
snakes, wolves, tigers, lions, and other
designed works.
Your soul must be a very sweet-looking
one, I think. We disa~ree in this, that
yon are God-loving and I am God-fearing.
As described in his Jew-book he is often
awfully mad. He may in a fit take the
golden harps from the saints round him
and knock them to pieces on their heads.
AuG. W. KIENTOFF.
A. Brother Riseth in Meeting and Tes·

tifieth.
BRUCE, S. D., March 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: As our brothers in Christ
say, I wish to testify to the goodness ofno, not God, nor J. H. Clu·ist, but Nature,
Reason, and Science, believing I can rely
more fully upon the latter than the formPr.
We are having a course of lectures delivered by C. L. Abbott, of Estelline,
S. D., which are very interesting, entertaining, and iDstmctiv. His first lecture,
'' The Higher Criticism," was listened to
by a visiting pilot, who took some exceptions to his (Abbott's) remarks, and announced to the audience that he would
reply the following Sunday. Well, Sunday came, and of all the replies I ever
heard that was the slimmest. He never
touched the subject in question at all, but
went on to describe a seven-horned monster, and handled him so roughly that he
finally got his last horn sawed· off. From
that he went on to describe an angel, who
suffered terribly from a corn on his toe.
And, to conclude, he became honest, and
stated that he did not know what the
Higher Criticism was. But, nevertheless,
there were a lot of ignorant, superstitious
fools who swallowed the whole, and pronounced it good.
Not wishing to intrude, I will close, regretting that death will eve1· overtake such
as the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, R. G.
Ingersoll, John Peck, Watson Heston,
and many other good men too numerous to
mention.
C. E. EVEs.
There

Is a

Devil, or " Great Old
Dragon."
WASHINGToN, D. C., Apr. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Your correspondent is
sometimes tempted to believe that there is
something in the story of the "Great Old
Dragon," and thinks the simile is very appropriately applied to the church of
Rome. If Samuel were living to-day he
would not hav to consult the witch of
End or to find out what that arch-enemy of
progress is trying to do for the United
States. The spirit of the Inquisition still
burns within her. Our public schools are
under the ban of her displeasure.
Colonel Ingersoll delivered a masterly
address here some time since. As usual,
he has been '' answered " several times
since, and as usual thoee answers abounded
in personal abuse and little argument.
The Spiritualists are dividing their time
between conversing with the " dear departed " and showing up the fallacies of
the Christian scheme.
At Sheldon's Hall, every Sunday, a
number of F1·eethinkers meet and discuss
the leading topics of the day. So-called
religion is handled without gloves, and
much good is done in awakening the people to a knowledge of its absurdity and
inconsistencies. Salvation is twenty-five
above par in Washington, judging by the
admission fee charged at the Romish
churches here, and Satolli, the American
pope, has not stopped the proceedings,
either.
One of the priests at a certain church
came out on the steps and, seeing a poor
beggar woman, scantily clad in rags and
half starved, standing near awaiting the
charity of the church-goers, ordered an
usher to drive her away. "By their fruits
ye shall know them."
" OHIADO."

A. Book That Is Both Biography and

History.
LEWISBURG, TENN., March 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading
" The Life of Thomas Paine," by Moncure
D. Conway.
My attention was first called to the work
by Colonel Ingersoll's admirable paper in
regard to it in the No1•fh Ame1·ican
Review. Any book that could elicit such
an indorsement from such a man may, for
that reason alone, be set down as " one of
the things that were not born to die." I
believe Ingersoll is the only living man
who could hav done adequate justice to
the book-whose incomparable genius was
equal to the sublimity of the subject of
Mr. Conway's work. But, "independent of
any tribute or indorsement from whatever
source, the intrinsic merits of the work
will make it as immortal as the name of
Thomas Paine himself. It is the first
and only "Life of Thomas Paine "
that shows any understanding or appreciation of the subject. Paine's life
has been so beclouded and befogged
by the infamous slanders and vilifications
of the church that the truth about the
man could not be easily observed. It
must hav required a prodigious amount of •
labor on the part of Mr. Conway to get at
the facts as he does. Every page of the
work is marked by the most painstaking
and thorough investigation.
England,
l!'rance, and America hav been ransacked
for important and hitherto unpublished
public and private documents that would
throw light on the subject, or contribute
to clear away the filth and rubbish which
the church for one hundred years has
been busy in heaping upon the memory of
one of the greatest benefactors of man.
The work is not alone a biography of
Thomas Paine. It is the best inside view
yet published of the real influences and
potentialities, the silent, though powerful,
undercurrents, of the American Revolution. It is the best exposition so far ofthe
nature, causes, and efiecta of the French
Revolution. And it is the severest possible
arraignment of the corrupt and damnable
despotism of church and state under
George III. Mr. Conway givs Paine his
true position in each of those historic
epochs, and he is the first man who has
ever done so. It is the disgrace of America that, through an abject and slavish
fear of the church, the memory of the man
who contributed mostto the establishment
of the great republic should hav been so
long neglected. But the work has at last
been done; the tribute due to the immortal author of "Common Sense," which
virtually secured American independence;
of the "Rights of Man," which made
every European despotism tremble on its
throne, and of the "Age of Reason,"
which has partly civilized Christianitythat tribute has been paid, and Moncure D.
Conway deserves the gratitude of every
man who loves liberty and acknowledges
the sovereignty of reason.
This short and hasty notice of the work
is only intended to call attention to it.
Every truth seeker should at once procure
it. It is simply invaluable. It is in two
handsome volumes, and will be supplied
by the Truth Seeker Company for $5.
Send for it, and when 'yon hav read it
hand it to your neighbor. It will and
certainly ought to work a radical revolution in American thought and feeling on
the subject of Thomas Paine, and in doing
so will administer to the church the severest
possible blow.
JAs. W. BRENTS.
Disfranchise Incompetent Individuals,
Not Classes.
PoRTLAND, KAN., May 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I see that yon hav given
my last article the desired attention, and
as there hav since been several others,
both for and against, on this question and
one in direct reply to my effort, please
allow me space a second time.
I suppose that the gentleman, Mr.
Laperche, has sunk back utterly exhausted
since he made that frantic "grab " for his
pen, and "slung" out his deadly opinion;
surely such an opinion ought to make him
sink into oblivion, where he would hav no
desire to "sling " said opinion again.
It seems to hav given the gentleman
considerable trouble in trying to fix a
title to my name.
He says "Miss or
Mrs." no less than four times; oalls mQ
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"Madam" once, and at last, in sheer
desperation, leans forward with that
heart-rending appeal, calls "Oh, Laura,
Laura."
Now, I hav no desire to follow the example of my opponent and "sling" my
opinipn at him, but if he does not care to
make a disgusted smile over the faces of
his readers, I would kindly advise him
in the name of good taste, decency, and
common sense to refrain from using
what seems very much like "sentimental
gush" (please pardon the use of slang) in
the future. He may hav a burning desire to ·'sling out" his opinion, but the
readers of THlll TBUTH SElllKlllB, I feel
sure, want something more substantial
with which to feed their brains. If Mr.
Laperche would refer to some good work
on etiquet he would hav no trouble in
finding the correct title.
In regard to his making any points
against my article, I will simply leave it
with the readers of both his article and
mine to decide, for I h>tv faith enough in
these people to believe that they will decide in a sensible manner whether they
are for or against me.
But while I leave this question thus,
and shall endeavor to keep away from this
ground, let me show up a few of his own
direct contradictions and inconsistencies.
1. In his attempt to answer my question, how women are to be prepared to
vote, he says, "I fear the only answer
will be to emancipate them." He then
goes right on to say that if we do this thing,
then our chance for improvement will be
indefinitly lost, thus admitting the
chance for improvement would be through
emancipation, yet claiming that all chance
for improvement would be indefinitly
lost by the same act. How is he going to
reconcile these two statements?
2. Let us look at his figures.
He
claims that twenty per cent of the voting
population votes intelligently, ~J:nd says
that the women's vote would reduce this
intelligent number from twenty to five
per cent. Now, let us see. Suppose
that there are twenty million of legal
voters at present, twenty per cent of this
number would be four million, according
to his statement, intelligent voters. Now,
if we giv woman the ballot, we will suppose the number is doubled, making forty
million, instead of twenty million, as it
now is. In order that his statement be
true, we will hav to divide this nnmber
forty million by twenty, in order to obtain :five per cent. When we do this
we find that the number of intelligent
voters is reduced from four million to
two million. Thus we see that if his statement is correct, not only would all
the women vote ignorantly, but two
million of the number of men that did
vote intelligently would either cease to
vote or else lose their intelligence. Surely
women hav a powerful influence over intelligent voters; but we doubt this influence would leave Mr. Laperche unchanged.
Now I ask if it is not apparent to all that
Mr. Laperche has overreached himself in
his mighty effort to make it appear that
women are so ignorant.
The gentleman has shown me a new
class of Liberals. He belongs to this
class. The one who does a wrong, knows
it to be.such, and is opposed to a change,
for he admits that it is a great injustice to
deny to women the right of suffrage, yet
he is very unwilling to giv them justice.
Mr. Laperche admits that his method is
not right, so let us see if there if not
a better way. If there must be a restriction placed upon the ballot, so that
progress may not be retarded (which I do
not deny), why not let intelligence of
the individual, regardless of sex, ilo our
voting? Thus giving to each voter a cer·
tificate of brains as well as of residence. I
ask, is not this a fair · method, or would
the gentleman in question arise with the
objection that this would debar him?
In regard to the accusation of my
being an orthodox Christian in poor dieguise, and also my favoring Sunday la\V,
as my opponent infers, I will say that I
take sides with those who are in favor of
opening the World's Fair on Sunday, and
no orthodox church would receive me as a
member, because I am an outspoken opponent to so-called orthodoxy. However,
I very earnestly contend for law (as I
said in my former letter), intelligent law,

protecting p!lople in their pursuit of happiness on Sunday and on all other days.
If I am governed by a just law I do not
consider myself a slave in so doing, but
rather that I am enjoying myself the great..
est amount of liberty that can be granted
to human beings by being protected by
said law.
I would like to correct Mr. Laperche in
two of his assertions: first, he says that
Mrs. Schwartz is the first objector to
woman's voting. He certainly cannot
expect us poor, ignorant women to believe that. For :I do not doubt but that
this question was opposed and defended
before Mrs. Schwartz was born. Second,
he says, "It is a noted fact that the great
lights of the Woman's Rights party, such
as Mrs. Colman, Mrs. Slenker, Miss
Gardener, 1\'fiss Wixon, and others, hav
not yet attempted to answer Mrs.
Schwartz's objections, etc."
What an
assertion ! when he must know, if he
· knows anything, that no lecturer on this
question ever leaves the floor without
completely showing the fallacy of said
ladies' assertions and arguments. Mrs.
Schwartz's objections are the same as
many that hav objected before her, all of
which hav been answered. Besides, we
hav facts to prove, as the late election in
Kansas has just shown, that the women
voted as wisely as the men. This may be
verified by reading the leading daily
papers.
I fully agree with Mr. Laperche (if he
.means what he says), when he says that
these lights of the Woman's Rights party
are ''wise, honest, and true." So do I.
But when he admits that they are wise he
must also admit that he is unwise, for I
am certain that their sentiments are not a
corroboration of Mr. Laperche's letter.
Our triumph in progress is indeed glorious, but we might make it more so if we
did not hav so many Liberals (?) who are
not willing to right their own acknowledged
wrongs. And now I will say that I still understand that the Freethought Federation
upholds law and order, and desires to giv
equal rights to all regardless of sex;
fostering good and suppressing evil. To
such an organization a few of us in this
place would be proud to belong.
LAUBA KNox.

Thinks the Single Tax Wonld Remove
Superstition and All Evils.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., May 10, 1893.
MB. EDIToB: In the effort to abolish
from the minds of men the superstitions
of the past, the principal factor in the best
method is ignored. The best method is
education. The principal factor is freedom. And as education is impossible except to the degree of existing freedom, it
follows that absolute freedom by insuring
greater education will, to a tremendous
extent, abolish superstition. The least
abridgment of freedom is tyranny. And
if it can be proved that superstition is the
result of tyranny, which it probably can
be, the effort of all should be to obtain
perfect liberty for each and all. As we
can agree that superstition is the dreaded
offspring of wedded ignorance and fear,
and that fear is a kind of relativ to ignorance, if we can prove that ignorance is
tha result of poverty, and poverty the result of tyranny, the evidence will be conclusiv that superstition is the indirect
result of oppression-tyran11y. The first
proposition which we hav to deal with is:
Ignorance the result of poverty. Ignorance is the absence of knowledge. Such
a condition may be the effect of any or all
of three causes- the lack of desire to
know, inability to obtain the means, and
insufficient leisure. The lack of desire to
know may be cau~ed by defect or disease
of the mind, as the desire for wealth overshadowing all other desires, or, being surrounded by uncivilized conditions, there
exists no inducement to learn. 'fhe inability to obtain the means is caused by expenditures equaling profits, and insufficient leisure is caused by the strict and
long application necessary for the maintenance of life.
All these causes save one are the results
of poverty, and that one to a great degree
:finds its origin in the same source. Over·
work, insufficient means of living, monotony of life, and resulting despondency will
often end in disease of the mind.

The dual sights of extreme wealth and
abJect poverty, as men in tattered rags or
far from ample clothing, with children and
wives in a half-starved condition, inevitably fosters an abnormal longing for
wealth, to which the desirable "speculativ thought" must surely succumb.
The uncivilized conditions which exist
in the tenement districts of New York
and all cities, the crimes, brutal pleasures,
degraded surroundings, insufficient food,
inadequate protection from cold, and complete absence of refinements can never lift
from the black . chasm of ignorance the
mind of man. Why? Because " the [intellectual] progress is one, not of internal
power, but external advantage," "and the
difference which ensues between the acts
of the two children will be caused, so far
as we know, solely by the pressure of external circumstances; by which I [Buckle:
H. of C.] mean the surrounding opinions,
knowledge, associations, in a word the
entire mental atmosphere in which the
two children are respectivly nurtured."
Even if it should happen that a particular
mind touched by other influences had
ripened into a desire to know the reason
why-to study cause and effect, expenditure equaling income, and thus depriving
the means, would result in its neath, and
we can safely conclude that equalization of
income and expenditure is absolute; if it
was not, the above conditions would not
exist.
So we hav seen that poverty is in part
the cause of disease of the mind, is the
cause of wealth overshadowing desire
for knowledge, and is the cause of uncivilized surroundings which are detrimental to civilization; is the cause of inability to ohtain means and of insufficient
leisure. If these are caused by poverty,
what is the cause of the greater part of ignorance but poverty?
Now let us take another step. The
second proposition is: Poverty the result
of the abridgment of freedom, of oppression. Poverty is an inadequate supply of
wealth. Poverty may be caused by the
denial of the right to produce wealth, or
to retain wealth when produced. Perfect
liberty, which is all th<tt equity can claim,
accords to each the equal right to do whatsoever he wills, '' provided he infringes
not the equal freedom of any other."
"Given a race of beings having like
claims to pursue the objects of their desires, given a world into which such beings
are similarly born, and it unavoidably follows that they hav equal rights to the
use of this world. For if each of them
has freedom to do all that he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other, then each of them is
free to use the earth for the satisfaction of
his wants, provided he allows all others
the same liberty, and conversely it is
manifest that no one or part of them may
use the earth in such a way as to prevent
the rest from similarly using it; seeing
that to do this is to assume greater freedom than the rest, and consequently to
break the law."
Now, if we can prove that the right to
produce wealth and the right to retain the
wealth produced is denied, it becomes evident that we hav not perfect liberty, but,
on the contrary, tyranny. And as we
hav seen that poverty is the cause of ignorance, and ignorance of superstition, it
follows that in order to obtain freedom of
thought and liberty of speech we must
secure liberty, absolute and equal.
Let us see what we can prove. Wealth
is that product of labor which gratifies desire. Let us be careful and not confound
money with wealth. Money is simply a
medium of exchange. It is a certificate
that so much wealth has been produced,
and the owner has a right to the certified
amount of production. But money is not
wealth except as a commodity. Wealth is
merely a result of labor-it is a gratifying
production.
Now, it is evident that the right to liv
upon this earth is denied to the majority,
except upon condition of payment for the
privilege to its assumed owners. Under
this condition, in most instances, rent for
the land, taxes upon commodities, and interest for the house, being excessiv, denies the right to the use of this earth,
which likewise denies the right to produce
wealth.
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Again, taxes are levied on commodities
of all kinds-those which we eat, wear,
liv within, and admire. That is to say,
personal property must be divided, or
shared. with the community. Therefore,
personal property or wealth is partially
denied to or taken from its owner by the
government, the people, and by the
monopolization of land the assumed owners of the earth can collect, at their option,
a greater or less amount of the production
-the wealth-and thus the part of the
product which the producer shall keep is
decided, not by the producer, but by the
owners of the earth.
The sequence of all this is poverty.
There being no outlet for labor, because
of the denial of the right of access to land,
the labor market is overstocked, hence
"wages fall to a bare subsistence," and
where labor works on given capital, for
which there should be but the return
called interest, all production going to
labor, competition is so severe that it is
necessary for the laborer to be robbed of
the greater part of his wages-his production-to exist.
So we see that poverty is the result of
oppression, of the denial of rights; is
simply the result of the abridgment of
freedom. Thus we see that tyranny is the
source of the greater part of superstition.
For what is tyranny but the assumption
and wielding of an unjust and monstrous
power which 1s denied by equity ? It is
naught but a forcible denial of the equal
right.. What are kings and queens but
tyrants? And why tyrants? Simply because they tal· e the power to exercise and
compel. Then imagin a thousand acres
ruled and conditioned by one man who,
although unable to put it to full use, denies access to all others. Compare this
with a kingdom, and think of a king or
queen denying the use of any part of this
kingdom to all others. Think of having
to bend a knee to pomp, then think of
having to pay heavily for the right to liv
upon this earth. Which is the greater
humiliation? Has one person more right
to liv upon this earth than another? If
he has, where did he get it from? By
what method are we to prove the greater
right? For my part I cannot see why the
monopolization of land is not just as foul
and tyrannical as the monopolization of
governments-why dictators are not just
as bad as monarchs.
But, as we see that superstition is the
indirect resu 1t of oppression, let us remove
the cause. Let us giv to everyone an
equal right to the use of this world. We
can do this by the denial of special privileges-we can do this by treating all
equitably and impartially :
By ceasing to interfere with personal
property, which is everything that can be
produced by the person, and by taking
only that which belongs to all-to the
community. By taking only that which
no one can make but which all cannot help
but make. That is to say, the full rental
value of the land.
This method would make the holding of
unused land unprofitable. It would, consequently, employ all now idle labor, and
when labor could not be obtained the consequence would be the rejection of
unused land; hence a new road being
opened, the labor market would become
scarce, wages would go up to the full capacity of labor to create wealth, improvements being untaxed, and wealth bountiful
and pretty equally distributed would result in very little superstition and less
poverty, grander civilization, short hours
for laboring, and following, broader and
more thorough intellectual attainments,
freedom in thought, and liberty of speech,
There may be those who object upon the
theory of ''the survival of the fittest."
Those who object on that ~-:round take,
relativly, the same position that the
church took regarding anesthetics-that
pain was the result of God's wi~hes, and
should not be allayed. But as science
adopts for her motto, "We liv to benefit
our progeny," it can be reasonably hoped
that she will join heart and hand for its
benefit.
A single tax on land values has been
popularly treated in "Social Problems,"
and scientifically in " Progress and
Poverty," by the immortal lover of liberty,
Henry George.
Siucerely yours,
L. B.
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~'AiZdren' s eornsr.

( Cler,qz;man starts to lP.ave.)
J.: "No, we don't; but when we see a
boy that isn't dressed as good as we are,
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WrxoN, Fall or hunchbacked, Ar lame, or hungry, we
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- are sorry for him."
tion.~ for this Corner should be sent.
SADIE ATHENA MAGOON.
Lofl Ange7es, Cal.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dav's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Cat's Explanation.
You ask the reason, litt 1e friends,
Why cat• don't wash their faces
Before they .eat, as children do,
In all good Christian places.
Well, years ago. a famous cat,
The pangs of hunger feeling,
Had chanced to catch a fine young mouse
Who said, as he ceased squealing,
"All genteel folks their faces wash,
Before they think of eating!"
And wishing to be thought well bred,
Puss heeded his entreating.

The Cat and the Sparrow.
A cat caught a sparrow, and was about
to eat, when the sparrow said: "No gentleman eats till he has first washed his
face."
The cat, struck with this remark, set the
spar'row down and hegan to wash his face.
The sparrow then flew away. This vexed
Tom, and hA said: "As long as I liv, I
will eat first, and wash my face afterward."

Correspondence.

BENJAMIN, UTAH,, May 3, 1893.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER and thinks it a very good
But when she raised her paw to wash,
paper. There has been a revival in
Chance for escape affording,
Benjamin this winter in the Presbyterian
'!'he sly young mouse then said gooil-bye
church. Papa and mamma hav been to
Without respect to wording.
the city. All the Mormons hav been to
A feline council met. that day,
the Temple; now the children are going to
And pa<sed in solemn meeting
the Temple. There is one of my cousins
A law forbidding any cat
from England living with papa's family.
~ro wash till after eating.
He is thirteen yearR old. There are no
EvA J. BEnnE.
leaveR on the trees yet. It was snowing
on the 29th of April. I go to school now.
The teacher is going to giv a prize to our
Sunday and Marbles.
class if we will learn the tunesi the one
Fir~'t Scene: Bobbie and Johnnie play- that learns them first will get tne prize.
ing marbles. Clergyman stopping in his Two of my aunts hav joined the Presbyterian church and one of my uncles.
walk near them.
Your friend,
RosE E. HowE.
Clergyman: "My sons, did you not
know it is wicked to play marbles on SunSAN JACINTo, CAL., Apr. 27, 1893.
day?"
Miss SusAN WrxoN, Dear Friend: It
Bobbie: "No; is it?"
has been a long time since I last wrote to
Clergyman: ''Yes, indeed, very wicked. your "happy Corner."
You should remember the Sabbath day
I do not often see letters from this part
of California.
and keep it holy."
I go to school and study history, arithJohnnie: "Who says so?''
metic, physical geography, music, drawC. : ''The Bible tells us so."
ing, spelling, grammar, reading, and busiB.: "The Bible-what's that?"
ness forms.
C.: "You don't knowwhatthe Bible is?"
I like to read THE TRuTu SEEKER very
B. : " No-honest."
much, especially the works of Ingersoll.
Everything is turning golden now; in
J.: "I do, for I'm older'n he is. It's a
book that tells a jew good things, a little about three or four weeks harvest will
begin.
history that's true, lots that isn't, two or
I would like to correspond with some of
three cart-loads of other lies, and--"
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
C.: "Tut, tnt. You must not speak
Your Liberal friend.
LUCINDA c. CLARK.
thus of the Bible-it is GIW.'s holy word."
B.: "Holy, holy; how can a word hav
a hole in it, and who is God?"
FoRRESToN, ILL., Apr. 8, 1893.
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN AND LITTLE
C. (aside): "How horribly ignorant
and depraved. (Aloud) God is the su- CoRNER FRIENDS : I will now take the
pleasure of writing- a few lines to the Chilpreme infinit being, the creator of all dren's Corner. I hav been a reader of
things."
THE TRUTH SEEKER for about sixteen
B.: "Did he make folks?;'
years, and hav read the Children's Corner ever since it was published. When I
C. : " Certainly."
J. : "He made an awful bungling piece was reading the sweet little letters to my
boy to-day he said· " Why can't you
of work when he made Jim Clark, Sal little
or papa write such a nice letter, mamma?"
Amadon, and lots of others."
When I told him I would write a letter
B.: "And Mr. Smiggius's calf, that had some time, he was very glad. There are
I hav
two extra feet and legs, little things grow- few Freethinkers around here
ing out on each shoulder, and don't do only had the pleasure of hearing two
him a bit of good, nor even look pretty." Freethinkers speak. One was Mr. Bell,
and the other was Mr. Remsburg, who
C. (aside): "Patience, if I would bring spoke at our house. I liked to hear them
them to the fold. (Aloud) God's ways are very well. I will close for this time.
Wishing you success in all your undernot as our ways."
takings, I remain,
Yours truly,
J. : '• Well, I should say not."
MRs. H. B. AKKERMAN.
B.: ''Please tell us how God looks?"
N B.-Will the little boys and girls
C. : "Man was made in God's image."
please send my little boy, Bernard, a
B.: "Where does he liv?"
few ocean and sea shells for his collection?
C. : "In heaven."
I will pay postage and will also try and
return the favor. Address:
B.: "Where is that?"
H. B. Akkerman,
J. : " Heaven is above the sky som~
Forreston, Ogle Co., 111.
where, 'Robby."
B.: "Does he hav hands and feet?"
NoRTH KANsAs, UTAH, May 4, 1893.
C.: " As we are made in his image, he
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am a reader of the
must hav. The Bible says the earth is his Children's Corner and, not finding any
letter from this place, I will for the first
footstool."
B.: "What a long.legged feller he must time write a few lines, and at the same time
tell my grief. My brother died with pneube. Strange no one ever sees his feet."
monia on the last day of March, aged
J.: "Perhaps he puts one foot on each fourteen years. Papa, mamma, granCi:ma,
of the poles; but I should think they and I are left alone to mourn his loss.
My brother took lots of interest in his
would get jerked off when the earth turns
on its axis or moves around in its orbit." schooling, and one thing is certain, that
did not hav his head troubled by any
C. (Rollina his eyes up11Jard): "What he
religion.
depravity.
I feel terribly angry.
It
In our district school, where I hav been
would do me good to thrash them soundly. a scholar, we hav a lady teacher who is a
(Aloud) I see I can do nothing but pray Methodist, and she says he is still alive;
but, if she does not bring him to me alive,
for you."
J.: "Now, mister, you think we don't how can I believe that she knows?
I am a girl eleven years of age, and am
k~ow much; but we know a heap too now going to private school.
much to believe God would care if we
Papa takes a number of papers, but THE
played marbles on Sunday (if there is TRUTH SEEKER is the best, and I like the
such a feller). We don't steal, nor fight, pictures.
Well, I must close, for fear of my letter
and your Sunday-school boys do both."
being too long. With best wishes to all in
B. : "And only this morning your own the Children's Corner,
boy was going along to Sunday-school and
I am your little Freethinker friend,
made fun of our clothes, 'cause they wasn't
WILHELMINA LUNDBERG.
so good as his'n. And he called us bad
[We deeply sympathize with Wilhelmina
names, and we don't do that either."
and her parents and grandma in the loss of

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

a brother and SOD. He has only gone a
little in advance of others, for death is
common to all who liv. While we remember the virtues of our dead, it is true
philosophy to bear our grief and loneliness
as patiently as possible, and love more
fondly tliose who still remain with us.ED. C. C.]
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12mo, 1G5 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
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The Rev Archdeacon Farrar said that •; Christianity !!le'\',a.ted the .woman; 1t ~hfouded
as with a. ha.lo.of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. TEhe 0'\>Jtct 0 ~tSa.lad~IJ. s '£o·\k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee!led. An ng 11s Wl1 er B!l.l o 1.:
"This certainly is one of the most marvel on~ books. ev:er 1,~sued from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable, and the result 1s oonvmo1ng.
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.
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Arthur B.
Bratlforcl. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; 10c.
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelicni
..
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.
The Change of Front of the Universe.
By l\Iinot J. Savage. Paper, 31 pages, JOe.
A. Study of Primitive (;hristianity. By
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op, uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evitlently
a. thorough scholar, and one cannot f:til to be
impressed with the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartialitr, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibitec throughout this IL,b;;irable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.
What Can Ethics Do For Us
By
William l\Ia.ckintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, JQc.
F
reedom of Thought nnd of Speech. By
William 1\Iackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, lOc.
The :ttl orals of Christ. A comparison
with ~hE) contemporaneous· syst~ms of 1\Iosaic,
PhansalC, and Grrnco-Romau ethws. By Austin
Bier bower. Paper,16mo, 200 pltges, 50c.; cloth
$1. "i\Ir. Bierbower has carefully analyzed th~
old-world ethical syst.cms whieh chiefly concern the morlcrn civilized world, and in thia
book he haa so classified the elements revealed
by that analy~is a a to ><ive them a. high sci entific value. His book JS almost as systematic aa
.1J. treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
'!\tancls in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discnssion of which we hear so much nnd which
len,ds us nowhcrc."-[Chicago Daily News .
Liberty an1l Life. S£1Venteen discourses
on the ap:Plica.tions of scientific trutll to Dlorals
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208pnges;
cloth, >ill; paper, 50c. "Strong. even holil,
esaays ou ethical and religions subjects. They
are the work of a m:m of vigoron" intellect, who
haa stnrlicd the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The di,conrsea
are full of interest to the casual re:vler bv rea,.
son of their fund of anccilote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religious and
W,~i-~) ~ruth they offer many helps."-[Litera.ry
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Sunday Arguin.eu.ts - Orig·iu.
o:t the Christian SabbathTes-thn.ony o:f'" the Christian
Fathers--The Sabbath during the Middle Ages-The
PU.ri-t.au :'i;abba-t,h-Te..,tiinony
o:f'" Chris-tian. T~ o :f' o r In e r s,
Scholars, and Divin.e.-;-Abrogation of" Sunday La-vv:s.
-BY-

JOHN B. R:e.M.SEVRCS.

Price, 25 Cents.

OPEII SUNDAYS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafqyette plac9, New Yorlt.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette place, New York.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." It is a. work <,~f vast. research\ of soun~ cnt1msm't~~ ca.ust1~
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of sca.thmg sa.tue, pf patnos a.nd e 09.uence.
1s one o
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired a.t the JeWlBh God and the B1ble.
-..
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
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CRUCIFIED?

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By ,T. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pag-es, 30c. .. :J.Ir. Grnmbine's sta.tenwnt~ nre
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
sound and well ]lnt. His hook is the fruit of
wide reading anrl investigation. It is a hclffnl
A Judicial consideration of the question 1 ~tnd the
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, aw its
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnris
tian
prcsentntion of the relation between evolution
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought. "-[Buffalo Express.
TB.E TRUTH SEEKER
Lessons From the Worlll of ltlatter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished serruona by

I

Su~ern atu raI ReI igion.
El&vo We & l::>upernatm·:tJ, lnHpJre<l ~\'ht&t•
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THE HOLY CROSS SERIES.

Scientific Works.

The Popes and Their Doings, Biogrf!'Ph-

Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

ical sketches of the mo•t noted of these vwars
of Christ and vicegerent< of God, Rhow:ing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very p!a.in st.aternents, ip v~ry unvarnished langna,.e, and theunmaskmg iS COplp!ete, proving them to have bee!! cr\tel, mtrigning, and licentious .II! en. .Cons~denng the
rapid growth of C•thohctsm m t]us cqnntry,
t.his book cannot be too widely dtssemmated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THERE are so many things to be said
ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The
against religion that I wonder they do not
Identity of, Language and T~ought, and .s.
The SJmplictty of Thought. Wtth an aJlpendu
occur to everybody. But men are not
which contains a correspondence on "'l'hought
made for the truth. I regard them as a
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
herd of deer in the park of a great lord,
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
which hav no function bnt to people and
Price, 75c.
·
occupy the inclosnre.-F1·ederick the
Three Lectures on The Science of Lan·
Great
to
Voltaire.
The .! wful Disclosures of Maria Monk,
guage, By ~rof. F. ~ax Miiller. T?-e
as exhibitect in a narrative of her snfferii~gs durOxford Univers,ty Extem11on Lectures. Wtth
THE battle of science seems to be nearly
in" her residence of :five years as a noVIce. and
a SUPJ?lement, '• Jlly Predecessors." an essay on
two years as a black nun, in tbe Hotel Die;u won, but overconfidence is alwa.vs dangergenests of "The Science of Thought." 112
Nunnery, at rtiontreal. Perhaps not any anti- ous, and, as our author himself remarks,
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.
Catholic book published has, cre!tte,d more e;citernent, and had suPh a. mrculat10n a• tins we see in our time "the highest intellect- The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
Ribot, m-ofessor of Comparative and Experiwork. To counteract its effects the Catholics UBI power accompanied by the strangest
mental Psychology at the College de France,
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no recrudescence of superstition." Let the
and editor of the Revue Pnilosopnique. Aubetter than she should be," but investigation
thorized translation. Treating of the following
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none guardians and- champions of truth be,
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
other than the child of her priest-seducer. therefore, unremitting in their vigilance
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestaPnce, paper, 50 cent>; cloth 75 cents.
and ceaseless in their efforts, till science
tions; c, Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Auricular Confession and Popis]J Nnn· has become to all mankind the symbol
Attention.-a, Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c ,
neries. ByWm. Hogan, for twenty-five of blessing and of hope.-P1·ojessor
The feeling of effort. 8. The Morbid States or1
Atteation.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
· years a confessing priest. A revelation of the Ymtmans.
c, Fixed icteas and ecstasy; a. Idiocy; e, Attenlicentious practices of the priest.s and nuns in
these religious brothels. There i• no question
that Ex-priest Hognn knew the truth of the
tales of vice, seduction, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, A.nd equally there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Ca,.
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it bv onr various citv
governments. Price. paper, '5o cents, cloth, 75
cents.
.

The Priest in Absolution.

A ReVIew of

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "rtfaster Key to Popery,"
etc. '!'he work is a protest against and an appe.al
to every American citizen t.o examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so inv"sive
of privacv. so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so' fraught with danger to female moctestv; to the ingenuous openness of youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 c~nts.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revisect Americ•n edition, showing the
result in p_ariF hes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 eents.

Sister Lucy and HP.r Awfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham. Essex England. Showing tha.t convents
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 1~~t.}·RUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

L K. Washburn's
Sunday and the Sabbath,

Works~

"A law regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a miniAter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!'
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact.1
l'rice, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane7 Price, 10 cents.
Tbe Public Schools and the Catholi('
Church. Price, 5 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Helel'\ H. Garclel'\el".
One ot Her BrighteBt,

WiUieBt, and
&rongeBt LectureB AgainBt
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Hei Enemies and Her Friends
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Force a11d f\atter;

twn in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, '1'5o.

MoRALIZATION must be looked for in the Fundamental Problems. The Method of
general refinement of customs and of social
Philosophy as a Systematic Arrau~ement of
h11.bits and of views of life in general. For
Knowledge. By Dr. Pan! Carns. Price, $1.
this reason we must, at the present time, The Psychic Life of Micro·Organisins.
A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Allook for a basis of morality very different
fred Binet. Translation from the French with
from the fantastical and unpractical, outthe sanction of the author. Treating of the folof-the-way belief in things supernatural
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychoand independent of Nature. Science must
logical Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
take the place of religion; and belief in a
and Sen80J'Y Organs. 3. The Psrchology of
natural and infrangible universal order
Nutrition: Holo~hytic 1 SaprophytiC, and Animal Nutrition; Predatory Habits of Certain
must be substituted for a belief in spirits
Auimalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organand ghosts, and the factitious morals of
isms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
dogmas make room for a morality suited to
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Nature:-Buchner.
I SEE quoted frequently a supposed
speech made by Mr. Lincoln to the colored
people of Baltimore, on the presentation
of a Bible to him. This supposed speech
contains the following : . , . "But for
this hook we could not know right from
wrong." The lowe~t org11nized life, I was
about to Ray, knows right from wrong in
its particular sphere. Every good dog
that comes into possession of a bone,
knows that that bone belongs to him, and
he knows that it is wrong for another dog
to rob him of it. He protests with
bristling hair and glistening teeth against
such dog- robbery. It requires no revelation to teach him right from wrong in the
dog world; yet it reqnires a special revelation frnm God to teach us right from
wrong in the human world. According
to this speech, the dog has the advantage.
But 1\ir. Lincoln never uttered such nonRensA.-Lije oj Lincoln, by his secretary
Lamon.
IN relating the horrors of religion in
every agP, VoltairA still blends pathos
and fun; lamenting the woes unutterable
that zealots hav inflicted for religion's
sake, and yet never allowing his readers
to forg-et. the trivial and ridiculous nature
of the usages and doctrins for which they
slew and tortured. He sometimes makes
the mistake that we are all apt to make in
commenting upon those scenos of blood
and devastation, in Spain, in Holland, in
Florida, in France, attributing them too
much to individuals, and too little to man.
People were dismal in. Geneva and <'ruel in
Spain, not because Calvin was dyspeptic
and Philip II. ambitious, but because man
was still weak, ignorant. and timorous.
He, too, felt this when, after relating the
appalling massacres that followed the surrender of Haarlem, he adds only, "The
pen drops from the hands when we see
how men are wont to deal with men." He
felt it, also, and gave it memorable expression, when he wrote, " It iB characteristic of barbarians to b~>lieve the divinity
malevolent.' Men make God in their own
image. "-Parton.

Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (professor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. lOmo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;, and also the Controversy with !VIr. Hl!g'h v. Pentecost, and
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,J>ortrait of the. author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God, By Dr. Paul Carns.

Being a disquisition on the develoPment of
the idea of God m hnm~tn thought and histo!Y;
discussing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
MonothPism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com:11arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenberg, of the University of Riel.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to Lassen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
:fur Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany· c, Psychology m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the pe~le of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg.,-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Conql!llst of Palestine and the
Ki}!gdom ofisrael. With esl!ecial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem, By Dr.

Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
invitation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

ICol. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

At Morristown, N. J.

I

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians USE) force to repre~s free
speech. Its legal acumen IS unsurpass~d,,lts eloquence n~ver ~qualed. Wherever Chrtsttan persecution 1s gomg on thts arg:nJI}e~t should be
freely circulated, read t.o the Christians, and ex·
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Addr ss
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
e
28 Lafa.yette pllwe, New York.

fhe Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL I!EVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
JJy OEORGE W. BROWN, M.]).
Price,
15 cents

Jr1atsriaZism:
fts History anil Its Inj(n;U3'b'W6
Upor~ Society.
tJv DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
'

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble bunian
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activit.; of the na,.
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

MoNSEIGN!l:UB, I should be wanting in
0.41,
,;
sensibility not to be infinitly touched by
fl'rinciples o{ the Natural Order of 'the 6ni the letter with which your Royal Highness
of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
has deigned to honor me. My self-love Diseases
verse, with a System of Morafi.y
Authorized translation. Treating of the followwas too much flattered by it; but mv love
Based Thereon.
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso•·ders. 3. Emofor the human race, which I hav always
B'i l'ROFEssou LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
tional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
had o.t heart, and which I venture to say
Dissolution
of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.
uL".L"!'i'E!'ITS;
makes my character, gave me a pleasure a The Soul of Man. An Investigation of
Fo:roe and 1\latter,
The Fitness of Things h
thousand
times
purer
when
I
discovered
the Facts of Phxsiological and Ex{lerimental
Im.Inortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
that there is in the world a prince wh;l
Psychology. B:yDr.PaulCarus. With 152lllnsIm.Inortality_of Forc9, 1\Ian,
trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
infinity of Jllatter,
Brain and Mind,
thinks like-a man. a prince philosopher,
Printed on extra :fine paper, hnndsomely bound
Value of 1Iatter,
Thout;;ht,
who will render men happy. Be sure that
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
Motion,
Conso;tousness,
there
hav
been
no
truly
good
kings
except
divided into the followi~g sections: 1. The
Fonn,
Heat :>f the SoUl,
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.!.
those who hav begun, like :vou, by inOrganic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainLaws,
'l'he Idea of uod,
structing themselvs, by knowing men, by
Activity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance
loving
the
truth,
by
detesting
persecution
the
Data of Propagation. 5. The Investiga.
Laws,
Vital Force,
tions of Experimental Psychology. 6. Tho EthThe Heavens,
The Sovl of Brutes
and superstition. There is no prince who,
ical
and
Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Periods of the Creation Frc e Wtll,
being thus formed, could not bring back
Address
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of the Earth,
1\ll'~:ality,
the
age
of
gold
to
his
states.
Why
do
so
28 Lafayette Place, N<,w Ym·l<
Original Gener>ttion,
Con c I u d'i)l g Obserh
Secular Generation,
tiona.
few kings seek this advantage? You know,
Monseigneur: it is because almost all of
them think more of royalty than of huTHOMAS PAINE;
manity. You do precisely the contrary.
upon it, if one day the tumult of
WAS HE JUNIUS? Rely
business and the wickedness of men do
By W. H. BURR.
not aUer so divine a character, you will
By MRS. E. IJ, BLENKER.
Second edition, enbrged to 32 pages; with the be adored by your people and beloved by
best cngraverl likeness of Paine. Pric'!. 10 cents. the whole world. Philosophers worthy of
- 40centa.
Ad<1ress
THE TIW'I'H RI'iEKER
the name will fly to your dominions; and,
as celebrated artisans go in crowds to the
country where their art is most esteemed,
men who think will go to gather about
Its Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
your throne.- Volta~re to Frederick the
BY W. R. GREG.
Great.
Prioe. 15 centll.
Address thie omce.

Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
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Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E. C. WALKER.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
THB GO.SFSL.S,
Epistles, etc,, Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and no~ Included In the Nsw Testament.
$1

Price,

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT,

fmbellished with the portrait of Epicurus, th~:
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

l 1 :rice~

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al'\cl C~ristiat). Revelatiol'\•
Price, $2

By LoUis JAco=roT.

Godly Women of the Bible,
A HISTORY OF ALL

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
Psychologica!Studtes. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory;: Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proor of Double Conscionsnees in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical Ji)ye.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intenstty of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

THE

f:(eynolds Blasphemy Trial,

Tbe Women Who figure In the Bible.
-BY-

AN

UNGODLY

Wo:MAS o-, THB NDU!i'l'E&I!(rH
llBY.

Olot.h.

-

CEN~

'lll cents.

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrologlc·
al Origin of all Religions.
BY DR J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
A.ddl'MR 'MI1il TRUTH RF.EKER.
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LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed,

Creed of Christendom.
Complete in l voL, lllmo. awpp,, 11.50.

rile Bible Asalyzed. Cloth, oct&vo, Ball
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed, Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
""he Real Blasphemers, Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
~pages,

$1.

Universe ~ • .,
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Age of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty, (Life.) B'
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. PaP.
50c.; clo., 75c.
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Written iD
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Crisis, Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp.•
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Life of. Jjy J. E. Remsbur&.
Port.
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Life of.
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Comte and Rousseau. By C.
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portrait, 60c.

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $t.
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GRESHAM is spoken of as a nominee for
the next presidential term.
BARNUM's circus had trouble at New
Haven, Conn., with the authorities who ·
opposed an ancient Blue law to its performance on Fs11t day.
.

1. bl'ou.g'h\. \:.'hem h\\,o \,he nou.-;.e.

o~
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MR. LYNoa, leader of the new sect in
Maryland called "the Sanctified Band,"
announced that he would walk on water
on the 11th, but failed to fulfill his promis.
THE government may defer deportation
of the Ohinese till the next session of Congress givs them another chance to register.
Religious bodies are petitioning the
government to forbear, fearing retaliation
on missionaries in China, perhaps with
violPnce.
.
THE Presbyterian assembly at Washington, D. C., it is said .will depose Dr.
Briggs. Rev. Dr. Sunderland said that a
previous speaker ha1l "not stated the true
cause of the disturbance in the church.
Dr Briggs is the occasion of the controversy and is wholly responsible for it.
I would not stand in Dr. Briggs's shoes
to-day for worlds."
•
HUXLEY's lecture on the 18th, on evolution and ethics, awoke attention. One
passage was: "Nature is not only nonmoral, but often anti-moral. The survival
of the fittest, in the sense in which biologists use the nhrase, is often distinctly
opposed to ethical aims, since the fittest
mav be either the degraded organism
which crowds out higher species or the
beast of prey which devonrs them.
Though a moral mood may hav arisen out
of the process of evolution, so also has
moral evil! !tnd there is no reason in the
nature of tnings why one is prefer11ble to
the other."
.
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AT the last meeting of Sorosis, a New
York society of women connected with
artistic. literary, and scientific work, Mrs.
E. B. Foote rose and said she had heard
that some members had plotted to reject
Mrs. T. B. Wakeman, who had just been
proposed as a member. Accordingly she
wished the name withdrawn lest Sorosis
should degrade it.self by insulting Mrs.
Wakeman. The withdrawal was- made.
Mrs Alms Calder Johnston said: ''I am
sorry that this name has been withdrawn.
I understand that the reason for some
members objecting to Mrs. Wakeman is
that her husband has been reported to be
an Anarchist and an Atheist." Mr. Wakeman said to a reporter: "I am not an
Ansr!lhist or an Ath~ist. .. . • As regards
Athersm, I am a believer In the deity, but
not in the old way. I hsv drawn my conclusions from modern science. I follow
the lines of Darwin and Huxley, s fact
which will go to show that I am not in any
sense of the word an Atheist."
ON the 19th commissioners and visitors
of th~ Presbyterian general assembly at
Washington, D. C., were received by
President and Mrs. Cleveland at the
White House. The speaker of the delegation said, among other things: "Let me
congratulate you upon the fact that sturdy
Presbyterians hedge you round about
and that the sturdiest Presbyterian of u~
all [M!s· _Cleveland] is at your side, a holy
benedictiOn to keep you straight to the
faith of your ancestors." He concluded
with. an invitation to visit the assembly.
President Cleveland replied: "I assure
you it affords me much personal gratification t<;> meet on this occasion the representativs of that great religious denomination which has done so much to make
our people better and happier, and which
is as~ociated with so many tender and
pleasmg incidents of my individual experience. . The thought is also in my mind
that, m the light of my public duties and
resp?nsibilities, there is a propriety in extendmg to you a welcome to this home
of the nation's chief executiv. We still
profess to be a Christian pFople. This
means that no public officer of high or low
degree should be unmindful of the restraints of reli~ious sentiment. It means
that the relig10us teaching of our people
should leaCJ them to exact from those who
mnke and execute their laws a recognition
of these restraints. It means that the
rules which a popular religious sense
approves should uuderlie the performance
of every public duty; and it means that
those who assume to be religious teachers
in this land where the people rule are relate~ in responsibility to those in public
st'!'tion. You therefore will, I hope, permrt me to eay that though yon do well to
insist upon the conscientious discharge of
official obligations, and thouCJ'h you ought
nev~r to shrink from the "'exposure of
offimal shortcomings, the contribution you
owe toward accomplishing good government will not be fully marle unless you
teach lhe people by precept and example
pbat they will find their safety and welfRre
m enforcing upon their public servants
the observance of the mandates of Christianity and morality,"

•
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Jacob and Es11u,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy· Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon, ,

BOOl{S B\'

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

RoHANER,

A systematic Exposition of what m&_y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the general reader rather than otl professed naturalists.
·
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moat
interesting of 'English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxle;v in aCtentific knowledge and ability. And this 1a a part of
his oonclusion regarding the great aubJect of
Design to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the !acts of adaptation or to those ofbea.uty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrely mechanical philo•ophy.. ·
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre,;ent generation in a manner.and
to an extent that has never before been poas1hle:
and inasmuch as the chanl!'e which has taken
place ha• t~tken place in the direction of naturalism &nd this to the extent of rendering the
me~hanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the reli!(ious mind has suddenly
awakenecl to a new and a terrible force .in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where 1s now
thvGod?"
Dlustrategd.aie~s~e, clftf:E$fRUTH SEEKER.
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fathers, coming under the head of biblical men of and reveals, as he thinks, treasures of science. This
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science, such famous bishops and writers as Theoph- ·vast box is divided into two compartments, one
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
ilus
of Antioch in the second century, Clement of above. the other. In the first of these men liv and
readers if they will send us the na10e and address of
Alexandria in the third, and others in centuries fol- stars move, and it extends up to the first solid
any Freethinker who is not a regular subscriber.
lowing, besides denouncing the Greek view, con- vault, or firmament, above which liv the angels, a
structed a new theory to supplant it. The timbers main part of whose business it is to push and pull
Christianity and Geography.
A week or two ago we stated that the Christian for this constrtlction they fetched from that lumber- the sun and planets to and fro. Next he takes the
church is not entitled to any credit for the dis- yard whence -come so many edifices now called text, 'Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
covery of America by Columbus. That church, we " jerry-built "-timbers sadly warped and un- waters, and let it divide the waters from the
went on to declare, is even to be blamed, as a sound. To this structure of Christian geography one waters,' and other texts from Genesis; to theRe he
steady opponent and would-be extinguisher of the churchman after another added story after story, till adds the text from the Psalms, ' Praise him, ye
doctrins that inspired Columbus to his attempt. a complete edifice had been reared. From Gen. i, heaven of heavens, and ye waters that be above the
We will now recount the hostility of the church to 6, 7, they drew that the creator had, after, making heavens'; then casts all these growths of thought
those true doctrins of geography, namely that the the earth, arched it over with a vault or dome of into his crucible together, and finally brings out
earth is round, that it may be circumnavigated, etc. some substance, sufficiently firm to hold one body the theory that over this vast vault is a vast cistern
Among the barbarian nations of antiquity it was of waters separate from another body. Further containing 'the waters.' He then takes the expresbelieved that the earth is a flat plate or tablet, search of that encylopedia of science and morals, sion in Genesis regarding the 'windows of heaven'
domed or canopied by the sky, which sky rests on the Bible, brought them to Isa. xl, 22, where they and establishes a doctrin regarding the regulation
the mountains as pillars. This view, with some of found that the heavens are stretched out "like a of the rain, to the effect that the angels not only
those modifications that each nation attached to it, curtain" and again "like a tent to dwell in." They push and pull the heavenly bodies to light the
was enf;ertained by the Chaldeans, Jews, and others, were furthermore helped by sundry other pieces of earth, but also open and close the heavenly winfrom whose scanty knowledge and earnest but information about the earth and sky, direct from dows to water it. To understand the surface of
erring pens proceeded our Old Testament. In that the mouth of him who had made them. Job xxvi, the earth, Cosmas stu :lies the table of shew-bread
collection of writings it was incorporated. When, 11, and Ps. cxlviii, 4, form the holy tabernacles in the Jewish tabernacle. The surface of this table
finally, Christ had appeared, and his church had wherein reside these breathings of the truth. From proves to him that the earth is flat, and its dimenbegun to rise, the Christian fathers received this all these texts, then, they put together the doctrin sions prove that the earth is twice as long as broad;
that the universe is like a house: the earth is its its four corners symbolize the four seasons; .the
view irito full acceptance.
To do this, these ecclesiastics had to overbear ground floor, the firmament its ceiling, under which twelve loaves of bread, the twelve months; the holand bury, with infinit. arguing and the force of the almighty hangs out the sun to rule the day, low about the table proves that the ocean surrounds
arms, the truths on the subject that had been dis- and the moon and stars to rule the night. This the earth. To account for the movement of the
covered by that brightest oi the ancient nations, ceiling is also the .floor of the apartment above, and sun, Cosmas suggests that at the north of the earth
Greece. In that people, Plato and Aristotle had in this is a cistern, shaped, as one of the authorities 1S a great mountain, and that at night the sun is
evolved the idea that the earth is round. This con- says, "like a bathing-tank," and containing "the carried behind this; but some of the commentators
ception was fostered also by the PythagoreaRS. waters which are above the firmament." These ventured to express a doubt here; they thought
But these views-with all those others, gener- waters are let down upon the earth by the almighty that the sun was pushed into a great pit at night
ated by that brilliant nation, which could they and his angels through the "windows of heaven." and pulled out in the morning..
"Nothing can be more touching in its simplicity
hav been developed would hav advanced the dawn As to the movement of the sun, there is a citation
than
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lowering cloud of Christianity.
Those who are devoted to search of· the precious earth, and with Moses that the length of the earth
Accordingly, as soon as a few among the thinkers
in the early church broached the Grecian doctrin truths contained in scripture, will be delighted to is greater than its breadth.' The treatis closes
of the sphericity of the earth, the great body of the learn that this eliciting of knowledge from the di- with rapturous assertions that not only Moses and
fathers fell upon them tooth and nail. Lactantius vine pages did not halt at the point thus far reached the prophets, but also angels and apostles agree to
showed that scripture contravened the doctrin, and in oU:r narration. They will, no doubt, at once pro- the truth of his doctrin, and that at the last day
declared that it therefore must be false. Indeed, cure the volumes which we are about to indicate, God will condemn all who do not accept it.
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omy and geography were "bad and senseless.''
Eusebius pursued, as the best method of turning hearing that in the sixth century Cosmas Indico- scriptural truth. Some of the foremost men in the
off this idea, the plan of casting contempt upon all pleustes, intent on surpassing former church author- church devoted themselvs to buttressing it with
scientific studies. This was done by contrasting ities, constructed, with its every statPment based new te,ds and throwing about it new outworks of
their temporal, fleeting worth with the unspeakable on scripture, nothing less than a minutely detailed theological reasoning; the great body of the faithvalue of the heavenly things about to come. To and complete system of the universe. In sketch- ful considered it a direct gift from the almighty."
To trace these teachings up through the methese latter, he argued, should be consecrated all ing this work of sacred science, we shall use the
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how they were employed against that bold theorizer
and very nearly succeeded in preventing his voyage,
will require space in another number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

The People's Fight for Education Against the
Clergy.
The strife is still on between the masses at and
near Chicago who wish to educate themselvs, and
avoid demoralizing resorts, on Sundays, and the
preachers who insist that those masses shall not
educate themselvs, and shall be left with only demoralizing resorts to visit on their sole leisure day.
The closing of the Exposition gates on Sunday,
the 21st, and previously, elicited indignant comments from the larger number of journals, and
spokesmen of the intelligent classes, throughout
the country. Its evil effects on morals received
hundreds of notices, such for example as the following two:
"It is said that fifty tholl88nd people clamored in vain
for admittance to the World's Fair on Sunday last. If
this be true, at least fifty thousand glasses of beer were
conlllliiled in Chicago that day which would not hav been
absorbed had a more liberal policy prevailed."
"If the Sabbatarians are prepared to deny or dispute
that the people who desire to attend the Fair on Sunday
·-and who are debarred from attending the Fair on Sunday will be worse occupied, from a humane or a moral or
even a Sabbatarian point of view, they simp)y show that
they do not know what they are talking about. The
opening of the Fair on Sunday is the greatest moral
boon that could be conferred upon the people."
Opinions of prominent journals and persons adverse to the legality of the Sunday-closing attempt
were abundant, too. For instance:
''Nobody has ever before contended that Congress has
constitutional authority to enact Sunday laws or other
police regulations for the several states or for any part of
any of them. There is no clause of the Constitution
which even llllggests a grant of such power to Congress,
none that can be tortured into such meaning except by a
construction which would sweep away all limitations,
make Congress absolute as the British Parliament is, and
reduce the states to merely permissiv governments, existing by grace of Congress alone. The United States
courts are the jealous guardians of the powers 'not
granted by this Constitution,' but 'reserved to the several
states or to the people.' "
This is good Jeffersonian principle. Equally
commendable is the following logic :
"The grant of certain money to the Exposition by the
federal government, with a proviso that the Fair.shall not
be opened on Sunday, is nothing more than a civil contract, and must be enforced like all other contracts.
Like other contracts, too, it is binding on each party
only so long as its terms are complied with by the other.
And if the government has violated its terms the other
party is no longer bound to respect them either in morals
or in law. On the other hand, if the local authorities
violate the agreement the government has a perfect right
to withhold the appropriation, or, if it has been paid
over, to recover it by judicial process, just as it recovers
money due it under other contracts and by private parties. But in no case hav the government commissioners
the right to close the Exposition on Sunday. Neither the
terms of the agreement nor any other act of Congress
confers on them the right to close the gates or to assume
a jurisdiction not belonging to their function. In order
to exercise police jurisdiction over any part of a state, the
federal government must acquire a title to such territory or plot by purchase or voluntary grant. This is
not done nor attempted to do in the case under consideration."
Another point is :
"An interesting question that will doubtless enter into
the litigation has been raised by General Lippitt, of
Washington, and concerns the constitutional power of
Congress to do by indirection what it cannot do directly.
It must be conceded that an act of Congress requiring a
cerporation organized under the laws of Illinois torefrain from doing on Sunday business which is lawful in
illinois on that day would be absolutely void as being
beyond the constitutional competency of Congress. Does
Congress gain any additional powers by annexing, as a
condition of a grant of money to a quasi-national enterprise, a prohibition which would be decided by any
court to be inoperativif it were made nakedly? In other
words, does an appropriation giv Congress jurisdiction
over matters which are not committed to it by the Constitution?"
This view of the case is repeated by another organ of opinion :
"The rule of law is that when a grant is made with an
unlawful condition the condition fails and the grant
stands. Congress has sought to accomplish by indirection what it could not constitutionally accomplish directly. Not only by the universal law of construction,
J>nt b;r a diet4J.ct ch!.Wie of the Constitution, the sta.t~ r~-

tain all the power not expressly granted to the federal
government. Among these powers is the right of police regulation, which includes the right to open barrooms, theaters, or expositions on Sunday or to close
them. Such questions can be determined only by the
state. Congress has no more to do with them than it has
with the national affairs of China. But in an attempt to
avoid the constitutional difficulty Congress made a grant
of money to the Exposition with a condition that there
shall be no Sunday opening. In other words, it sought
to accomplish by a proviso in an appropriation bill what
the Constitution give it no power to do directly. If Congress shall choose to regard the grant as in the nature of
a contract, suit may be brought to recover what has been
paid and the case tried on its merits. But we cannot see
how in any event the federal government can close the
gates."
Again:
"The province of national legislation is strictly defined
by the Constitution. Such powers and functions of government as are not therein defined belong not to the
federal establishment but to the states. Illinois has the
undoubted power to say whether World's Fairs held in
Chicago or elsewhere in that state shall be allowed to
open their gates on Sundays. The Congress of the United
States has no power to decide whether World's Fairs or
other exhibitions held in Chicago, in New York, in San
Francisco, or anywhere else except in Washington, shall
be opened or closed on Sundays. There has bel)n no
pretense that Congress has such power. The provision
that the Columbian Exposition should be shut up on
Sunday was attached by the last Congress as a condition
to a grant of money. If Chicago should keep the money,
but repudiate the condition, we do not see how the condition could be enforced. If sheshouldreturn the money,
her right to open or shut the gatell at will, subject only
to the laws of Dlliwis, would be indisputable. The pojnt
has been raised that the law with the Sunday-closing provision is unconstitutional, inasmuch as it amounts to
the appropriation of money to hire citizens of the United
States to refrain from doing what the government of the
United States has no power to prohibit them from doing;
and a. very strong point it is."
An opinion of Charles Levi Woodbury, of Boston,
must close our reproduction of these sensible
judgments:
"In my opinion the national government has no authority to declare that the gates of the World's Fair shall
not be opened on Sunday. The control of the park in
which the Fair is situated is not within the jurisdiction
of the national government, but of the local authorities. Whether the gates shall be opened is a police regulation."
·
But while the Freethinkers and the fair-minded
laymen of the country were declaring as above, the
pious despots were exerting themselvs frantically
to move public opinion, and governmental action,
in the opposit direction.
For instance, Edwin Walker, attorney of the local
directory, states t.hat, by way of comment on the
legal advice he gave the directory in favor of at
le~st partial opening of the Fair gates Sundays, he
has been deluged with letters from women "whose
language would be a disgrace to London fish women.
They all consign me to a pretty warm place." We
are fain to reproduce a Chicago Herald comment on
this incident :
"No incident in the cruel and bigoted attitude of the
fana.tics opposed to common sense about Sunday and the
Fair is more amazing than the part women, professedly
pious women especially, hav had in the crusade against
the rights of the people. The women who hav promoted
and participated in the agitation for excluding the people
Sunday from the Fair are, of course, women who need
not go to the Fair Sunday, because theyareatlibertyto go
to it week-days. They are not likely to derive much
benefit from it. Their degree of education IB so small
that so far as they are concerned, there need not be a Fair
any day in the week. They are for the most part smatterers in small ways, dealing chiefly with foreign missionary
questions, and haviug no sympathy with and no interest
in the women who work in their own country, and whose
labor secular .days necessarily will deprive them of any
opportunity to visit the Fair unless it be open Sunday.
It is these women, the professionally 'holier in the ,;ight
of God than thou,' that hav written to Edwin Walker
the letters he says would disgrace London fish women."
Then, the Presbyterian general assembly in
session at Washington, D. C., appointed a special
committee of five to wait on the president and urge
Sunday closing. Besides, they passed this resolution:
"The a~sembly expresses its profound gratitude to
almighty God for the success of the effort to secure in
our national J.egislature a prohibition of Sunday opening
at the Columbian Exposition, and its appreciation of the
action of Congress in deciding by so large a majority to
continue the time-honored course of the American people
~ doing reverence to the Lord's day. It joins the whole

church in hearty thanksgiving that we hav been spared
the humiliation as a"Christian nation of a publ1c sanction
of the Sunday opening of the World's Fair. And it here
by voices what it believes to be the well-nigh unanimous
judgment of the church it represents in declaring_ that
any attempt after this public and official expression of the
nation's will to open the gates of the exhibition on the
Sabbath would be a gross affront to the Christian conscience and a flagrant breach of fait.h. And, inasmuch as
the local managers hav decided to open the gates of the
Exposition in defiance of the authority of Congress and
in clear violation of the principles of the common honesty,
as well as of God's command; therefore,
"Resolved, That we urge upon our people the importance of standing by their consciences at whatever..sacrifice of personal profit or pleasure. If the trial of their
int~>grity is come, let them not defile themselvs with the
king' a meat."
This assembly finally distinguished itself by ordering that if the Fair was opened Sunday the
exhibit of the Presbyterian church should be removed.
President Cragin, of the Columbian Sunday
Association, expressed himself:
" I am surprised that the resolution of the directors to
open Sundays should be taken seriously, if it is taken
at all. It seems to me that it amounts to nothing.
After opening the gates for a period under this resolution,
they might by another resolution declare that they would
not refund this money to the government.
"What right hav they to refund the money, anyhow ?
As a stockholder in the corporation I could enjoin them
from doing so. So could any one of the stockholders.
The directors do not own that appropriation. They are
responsible, as the directors of any corporation are responsible, to the stockholders. "
·
At Steubenville, 0., eight churches, representing three thousand members, held two mass
meetings to protest against opening the Fair
on Sunday. Resolutions were passed, and telegrams sent to President Cleveland, Governor
McKinley, and the World's Fair directors. One
hundred persons who had intended going to
the World's Fair pledged themselvs not to
go if it was opened on Sunday. One minister predicted that "the Lord might visit cholera on the
United States if the World's Fair was opened on
Sunday."
The Methodists passed this resolution:

"Resolved, That in view of what hastrauspired during
the last week, and the present status of the question, we
hereby confirm our action of last week relating to the
opening of the World's Fair on Sunday, and withdraw
our exhibit."
One declaration of the pietists of the United
States was that Sunday opening would be anarchy ;
and they called on the president to supprel's it
with troops.
Still another assertion equally brilliant was that the Fair should be declared a bon-ded
warehouse, and so under the jurisdiction of the
national government exclusivly, like other bonded
warehouses. This claim was made in absurd ignorement of the presence of the prope~ty of almost all the
nations of the globe within that collection which
they wish to hold is under the sole sway of this
government. Next they will call the Fair a safety
vault or a territory or another District of Columbia.
As to the action produced in the Fair managers
by these solicitations this way and that, the first noteworthy step after those recorded in our last issue
was taken on Tuesday, the 23d ult. On that d!l'y
the national commission voted on the opening order
of the directory. When the commission was called
to order the speaker d1·ew attention to a large
stack of telegrams petitioning for Sunday closin,g
that had been sent to that body. The vote was 31
for letting the opening rule stand to 27 for repealing it. The chair decided that as a majority vote,
or 55, is necessary to change a rule of the local
board, the commission had failed to act on this one.
Consequently this opening rule would hav to stand
until at some future session the commission could
secure a majority against it. A. storm of protests
arose from the Sunday-closing commissioners.
These commissioners are anxious for the approval
of the pietists of the land, whose gaze is fixed on
t.hem, and perhaps nourish in their bosoms expectations of some high political office to be obtained
thereby. We must note the remarks of Commissioner Massey, of Delaware, which were that
divine law forbade the breaking of the Sabbath, and
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that this was not a question -of human law, but one
for each. individual commissioner to take to himself, and his conscience, and his God_
On Wednesday, the 24th, the commiSSioner
Massey just mentioned found that his saintly fe.elings were being so lacerated by these God-defying
doings that he could no longer remain on a board
capable of them, and he tendered his resignation.
On the same day the World's Fair council of administration issued an order to Horace Tucker, superintendent of the bureau of admissions, .to throw
the gates of Jackson park wide open on the next
Sunday. · And on the same date, as a result of the
confe;rence at Washington, D-C., between AttorneyGeneral Olney and District Attorney Milchrist. of
Chicago, the latter was empowered to seek an injunction in the federal court against Sunday opening of the World's Fair. When Mr_ Milchrist left
for Chicago it was understoo~ that he would begin
an action on his arrival home. As the attorneygeneral of the United States may be assumed to be
acting agreeably to the desires of his superior, the
president, to President Cleveland the credit for this
action may be attributed.
In obedience to the instructions received from
the presidential subordinate at Washington, the
district attorney at Chicago filed in court on Saturday, the 27th ult., an injunction against opening
the gates Sundays. The bill was filed on behalf of
the United States, and is against President Higinbotham, Director-General Davis, Director of Works
Burnham, Colonel Rice, commanding the Columbian Guards, and Superintendent of Admissions
Tucker_ The history of the creation of the Exposition and appropriations by Congress is given, particular attention being directed to the Sunday-closing
clause in the Congressional act of Aug_ 5, 1892. It
also reports the fa.ct that the majority of the members of the national commission gave the Sundayclosing clause their approval, and sets forth that
neither the commission nor the board of directors
hav the legal power or authority to change or
abrogate the rule adopted in accordance with the
acts of Congress. The bill then says that the defendants hav adopted a rule to open the Exposition
on Sunday, May 28th, and every Sunday thereafter.
They hav announced that the gates will be open on
that day, and they will open, the bill says, unless
the court orders otherwise_ The defendants are
considering and confederating together, and are
usurping the control of the buildings and grounds
in defiance of the laws passed by Congress_ In
addition to being called usurpers of authority, the
defendants are charged with conspiring to set aside
the acts of Congress and open the gates, to the
great prejudice and injury of the common welfareThis injunction was not filed in time to be passed
on before last Sunday, and the Fair gates were
consequently left, to the horror and dismay of the
Sabbatarians, without any influence capable of closing them- They were open on Sunday, the 28th of
May.· Whether they will be on any following Sunday remains to be seen. The injunction, it was announced, would receive judicial decision on Wednesday, the 31st ult,
Pleasant it is to record this fact, that last Sunday
the Exposition gates were open_ The buildings,
it is true, were not all open_ How many thousands
were disappointed in wandering in that section
where the state buildings are in Jackson park can
not be told in exact numbers, but there were many.
It was not thought that all the state buildings
would be open, but more were closed than was expected- The whole of New England, with one
exceptioi).-Vermont-was not only closed, but the
blinds were drawn, and where there were outside
shutters they were closed_ The Massachusetts
building was shut as securely as a bank after banking hours.
"By vote of the great and general
court of Massachusetts, this building is closed on
Sunday, the Lord's day," was the legend on the
door_ Pennsylvania was also b'arr2d, thus disappointing thqusands of people who lingered around
to get a glimpse of the old Liberty Bell, which, in
all of its ringing out of liberty in the early days,
did not ring out enough of that article to suit those
who stood before the building in which the old

tocsin was locked up Sunday_ Missouri, too, closed
its doors. Virginia locked its doors, but left the
windows up, so that visitors could look in. Of
course several other buildings were closed-New
York, Kentucky, Indiana, Nebraska, Texas, Arkansas, and others-but it was because they are not
furnished and are not open on week-days_ All the
other states not named kept open house and
vied with one another in extending hospitality_ In
the Wisconsin Building a young woman played
operatic airs all day. New York placed a delegation in front of its handsome building, whieh politely explainPd that the doors were not closed on
account of any opposition to the Sunday-opening
business, but in order to push the work on the interior to completion. But the buildings of the
national government were tightly closed Stiffnecked marines stood at the doors and refused entrance to all who sought admission. Marines also
barred the way to the battle-ship Illinois, although
thousands went up on the pier and begged and implored for a sight of the interior of the monster_
The great department buildings were open.
The exhibits of foreign lands are mostly uncompleted_ When they are ready some will be opened
to view Sundays, while others, like those of phar1saical England for instance, will be shut_ Individual exhibitors will be left to follow their wills_
The attendance was estimated at one hundred
and fifty to two hundred thousand. That the Fair
would be open was known only late Saturday afternoon, hence no arrangements could be made for the
e"-cursions from neighborhoods for hundred of miles
around which will bring huge concourses on future
Sundays if the exhibition is open.
The lie was given to the Sabbatarians who regularly predict. drunkenness and disorder at every proposed Sunday opening of an exposition or a museum_
The crowd was extraordinarily quiet. There were
only five arrests made on the Fair Grounds all day_
One of these was of a woman who wanted to see her
daughter in a beauty show on the grounds, and not
having a half-dollar jumped the fence_ The other
four were of workmen who were employed on the
grounds, but who managed to sneak away from
their jobs and secure enough liquor to get drunk.
They made a disturbance, and were put under
arrest_ It is a fact worthy of notice that of the five
arrests made, none was of people who were visitors
to ~he Fair_ There was not the slightest evidence
of drunkenness. There was no boisterousness. The
patrol wagons remained in the stations_ The Columbian Guar .:Is had nothing to do but answer
questions. Indeed, officials who arc in attendance
at the.Fair every day, and others, hav not as yet
seen an intoxicated person on the grounds_ There
are no resorts of any character where intoxication
could easily bt> incurred_ In fact, the crowd last
Sunday was altogether too quiet. It looked a good
deal like a Puritan congregation- There was nothing
Continental about it_ At the Paris Exposition on
Sundays one could see people shouting and laughing and playing and showing that they were enjoying themselvs. It was not so at Chicago last Sunday. "The people look•·d," says a dispatch, "as if
they felt op.pressed by something. They did not
seem to feel as if they were entirely free. They
stepped along gingerly. and cautiously and would
not talk very long." Thus, even over this concourse
assembled in unexampled scenes of proud and hopegiving achievements, successful in having done so in
spite of opposition, Christianity the Religion of
SmTow had thrown its gloomy pall_ Energetically
must we all labor for the day when the Galilean's
sad cult shall hav disappeared and life shall, under
a religion of natural freedom and healthy joy, hav
become one perpetual Exposition, and Festival more
than Columbian of pride and delight_
Away with tyranny and limitation and meddling_
The earth for men and freedom and gladness, not
for Christ and dolor and denial. Open the Fair
Sundays- Down with the Sabbath.
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Christian Fundamentals About to Be Probed.
The case of Rev. Dr. Briggs, of New York, accused of heresy, is about to be tried by the Presbyterian general assembly at Washington, D- c_ This
trial will be oR appeal from his former one by
his local synod. By the latter body he was, substantially, acquitted_ It is thought that he will
now be convicted_ The questions involved are of
vital importance to the Christian religion- Their
great moment is thus spoken of, with none too
great stress, by the New York Sun:
"The present meeting of the general assembly a.t
W a.shington is of universal interest for believers and unbelievers. It ha.s become a. great event, the greatest in
the whole history of the Presbyterian church, and of
momentous consequence to all Protestantism. The very
9ha.rter of the Protestant church is in dispute, whether it
is genuin or spurious.
The difference to be settled is
too fundamental to be compromised after the usual theological fashion."
One of the questions involved, for example, is
whether the Bible is wholly God',s word, and free
from error-inerrant, to use a shorter term. Dr.
Birch, the leader of the prosecution, says: "What
is really Presbyterian doctrin? is to be .answered
not for ourselvs alone, but for all American Presbyterians, botli now and for some years to come,
and must be answered by the whole church_"
This notorious old Presbyterian hardshell then appeals to the assembly: " Hence your appellant as
the spokesman of hundreds of thousands of Presbyterians, in the name of law and order, of denominational loyalty, of scripture precept, and biblical eKample; in the name of the historic, orthodox, evangelical, constitutional, missionary Presbyterian branch of the church, beseeches this venerable
court to bless t.he church and the world and to exercise its authority in a crisis so mome:r;1tous-"
THE TRUTH SEEKER, in the name, not of the
dreadful things above mentwned, but of the
Freethought propaganda which ainls to keep the
people informed on what each latest research into
the nature of scripture discovers that famous piece
of writing to be, will giv a full account of the proceedings at this trial.
Readers who hav called our attention to several
topics, with the desire that they be treated editorially, will please accept the crowded condition of
our columns as excuse for the delay. We desire to
oblige them all, and will attend to the most pressing of the themes suggested very soon_
Mr_ John R. Charlesworth, owing to personal
matters, will hereafter be unable to attend to the
affairs of the Freethought Federation, and has resigned his secretaryship- Letters on Federation
business should be addressed to Geo. W. Robertson,
345 West·Randolph street, Chicago, Ill., or to MrPutnam, who will attend to them.
The Masonic journal, the Knight, prints this
item of brotherly news : "A member of a lodge in
New.Mexico was tried by his lodge for un-Masonic
conduct in writing the following, and was acquitted : ' I believe the holy Bible to be a dangerous book, one that has been directly the cause of
more outrages upon innocence and helplessness
than any other cause in the history of mankind_ It
should be taken from the altars of Masonry as a
maligner to the glorious architect of the universe,
the God of nature-' The grand lodge reversed the
decision and expelled him_"

The American girl of a generation ago represented a delicate type physically. But her delicacy
of physique, remarks the Sun, appears to hav been
lost, partly through the adoption of athletic habits
in imitation of the English. The most famous
ladies' tailor in this country said to a reporter that
within ten years the average nativ-born. young
woman of twenty has become one inch larger in
bust measure and more than an inch bigger around
the hips, as shown by his measurements_ "Their
figures are better developed altogether," he said,
One of the best contributions on the question of " and they do not need or use so much padding as
Lincoln's religion is Colonel Ingersoll's letter to formerly. I attribute the increased measurement
General Collis. Mr_ Remsburg's work on Lincoln about the hips chiefly to tennis playing." Yes, the
(Continued on page 344.)
contains this letter.
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I quently "hav no· existence per se." How "a powerful factor" can produce "innumerable results," and
yet hav no existence, is more than I can comprehend. Perhaps the results, likewise, "hav no existReply to Otto Wettstein.
ence," in which case we need not worry much about
NO. III.
them. If an object can be said to hav any real
hear Sir: As the caption of your last article in or demonstrable existence, it seems to me that
THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 29th is in the form of a those things-qualities, properties, or whatever you
question, presumably addressed to me, permit me may choose to call them, which are indispensable
to consider it at the outset of . my reply. Yes, we to its being, can be no less demonstrably realhav not only a "spiritual sense," but spiritual perhaps even more so. Certain properties, as form,
senses. I feel justified by personal experience in size, bulk, etc., are called attributes of matter, bemaking this positiv, affirmativ answer since I am cause always associated with material objects and
conscious of possessing and using such senses. presumably dependent upon them for continued
But as it might be difficult, perhaps, to convey an existence. But in fact the material object is even
intelligible idea of sight to one who had been blind more dependent upon them for its very being.
from birth, so it may be difficnlt to explain the Take any material form whatever, from an irregular
nature of a spiritual sense to one who has never piece of rock to the most highly developed organism, and divest it successivly of extension or size,
. consciously made use of it.
Before we proceed further will friend Wettstein weight, form, and color, and what is left of it!
But even when the object is practically annihilated
kindly answer the following questions :
Ha.v you ever seen objects in your dreams which these properties are not destroyed, for we find them
were not among your material surroundings at the reappearing and combining to produce other matetime! I hav. ·
rial forms.
Conditions are not material, you say. Well,
Did you see them with your material eyes, at that
moment closed in sleep or veiled in darkness! I steam is one condition of water ; ice is another and
doubt it.
opposit condition of the same elements. Are
steam and ice matter, or what are they! I claim
If not, with what eyes did you see them?
W1th what organs of vision do the blind see in .that space is likewise a condition of matter; but .is
their dreams T
space something or nothing T If something, of
Can we see at all without eyes of some sort, and what is it composed? If nothing, why seek to
can we perceive with one or more senses anything locate God, spirit, or anything else therein ! If
that has absolutely no existence? If so, of what God is in space, and space is nothing, then God is
value to- us is the testimony of our senses in any nowhere I Likewise, if we are in space, and space
case T
is nothing, then we are nowhere. Do you know, or
You may take a short cut out of this difficulty by does :myone know, in fact, where we are in the
denying that I see at all in my dreams ; but there boundless universe of facts and possibilities T :Oo
my personal consciousness is against you, and back we even know what we are in reality T
· of personal consciousness we cannot go. Discredit
I accept your proposition that " dogmatic asits testimony and we strike a deadly blow at the sumption of the knowable is always in order," and
foundation of all knowledge. Or you may declare that "it is only when theorists affirm doctrins bethat the vision, etc., is that of the imagination only, yond proof and contrary to knowledge, reason, and
which merely substitutes one. mystery for another, analogy that such affirmations and their persistent
and exp~ains nothing, until you can demonstrate defense become rank dogmatism," and I shall hold
what this wonderful, goJlike imagination is that you strictly to this statement. So, to insist that
can create a world of vivid realities out of nothing when our bodies die they are dead is not dogmaand store it within the four walls of a narrow sleep- tism, because it is a· self-evident fact that requires
ing apartment l Could the Almighty Himself do no proof. But to persistently affirm that ·• we"
more'r
are identical with and inseparable from our bodies,
Dreamland is a very real world to me while I am and therefore necessarily perish with them, is dogin it. It shows me long vistas of city streets and matism, because there is no possibility of proving
broad reaches of field and sky. I hav struck my such an assertion, and all the evidence that exists is
heel upon its stony pavements to assure myself of to the contrary.
their reality, and hav felt as firm a sense of resistSuppose you and I stood by the recumbent form
ance as was ever given back by the pavements of of a friend who 'had fallen into a deep sleep. We
New York or Baltimore. It is a well-peopled should be justified in affirming his condition to be
country, too. I hav met and conversed there with one of complete insensibility to his surroundings.
old friends, both in the flesh and out of it, besides The half-closed, expressionless eyes see not our
making new acquaintances whom I hav never niet faces as we bend over him, we speak to him but
outside of dreamland. My relativs and intimate there is no response-our voices fall on deaf ears.
friends, especially ihose who hav passed from this Even at the touch of our hands he does not stir.
world, oft.en appear younger and comelier than when We may discuss topics of the greatest inter~st and
I last knew them in the flesh; and I am usually importance to him as we stand there beside him,
conscious myself of possessing a bodily vigor and but he heeds us not. He is as insensible to his
elasticity far excelling anything I hav ever known surroundings, as unconscious of all that is going on
in my soccalled waking moments. For in dream- about him, as if he were dead.
land I am always conscious of being very wide
But perhaps at the very moment when we are
awake and with senses keenly alert and activ to noting and commenting upon his profound uncontake in everything around me.
. sciousness of outward things the man himself may
The familiar phenomena of dreams clearly teach be fully awake, and amid other and far-distant
us one of two things : either that sense impressions scenes be in the activ enjoyment of the full tide of
can take place-sight, hearing, etc., be exercised- conscious life and sensation. He may be converswithout the aid of any organs of sense whatever, ing with long-departed friends, partaking of dematerial or spiritual, or else that we hav a second licious viands, listening to sweet sounds, inhaling
set of senses which come into conscious operation sweet odors, and gazing upon a landsca,pe bathed
. only when the outer, material senses are quiescent. in light and decked with beauty. Of all this we
Take whichever horn of the dilemma you choose, should know absolutely nothing did not the sleeper
. you are .welcome to either.
awake and tell us of his dreamland experiences ;
You kindly credit me with the possession of some and even then we should be slow to credit his mardegree of intelligence and argumentativ ability, velous story had we not had similar experiences
and in so doing compliment yourself as well as me. ourselvs.
•
Only mind can perceive or appreciate mind; and
Does not all this convey a striking hint as to
your own intelligence and ability make you cogni- what may be the real state of the case when permazant of the presence of such qualities in me. Thus, nent and total phystcal unconsciousness shall hav
you see, "with what judgment ye judge" you are taken the place of partial and temporary insensiliable to be judged, and this much of scripture is bility to outward things ? And if in that "sleep of
true, at all events. But if mind be essential to the death that knows no waking " such vivid and lastperception, much more, the appreciation of mind, ing dreams may come to perpetuate our conscious
is it not both reasonable and logical to infer that existence-what then, my friend, what then ? Do
it must be even more essential to its production? we do well to deny too recklessly the possibility of
And since nature confe.ssedly shows no trace of such a thing 1 But no such sleeper has ever re-mind or intelligence, and common sense insists that turned to tell us of his visions. No 1 And yet the
she could not possibly bestow what. she does not folk-lore of all peoples and ages is replete with tra:, possess, ~sit not. rationally clear that we must look ditions of those who hav returned and testified to
abov:e and beyond nature for the Intelligence that the reality of the life after death. And in this
co:J?-ti?ls, all her manifold activities, and has evoked scientific, practical, and skeptical age Spiritism
that crowning glory of the universe, the Human has risen almost to the dignity of a science, and
Mind?
Spiritualists in daily increasing numbers are adding
You lliffirm ·that "conditions, laws, processes, or their corroborativ testimony. Though emanating
operations, based·.. upon or produced by material from all sorts and conditions of men and all phases
forms are in themselvs not material," and conse- of social and scientific development, from the low-
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est to the highest, the testimony is wonderfully
unanimous, and everywhere returns an affirmativ
answer to the ever-recurring question, "If a man
die, shall he liv again !"
. To insist that Christ lived is dogmatic, you say,
"because it is claimed a God, not a man, was his
father. To dogmatically deny [this] is justifiable,
because men are not bred and born without human
fathers to-day." .4-nd yet, according to the theory
of evolution, which you apparently indorse, there
was a time when some men, at least, were bred and
born without human fathers, but had no other
than a brute paternity l Marvelous consistency I
A God cannot beget a man, it seems, but a beast
may l In other words, Infinit Wisdom may not
condescend to enlighten ignorance, but absolute
ignorance can enlighten itself and teach what it
does not knmo I Infinit Divine Life may not
kindle the spark of humanity in a highly developed,
especially prepared animal organism, or embody
itself in a human form so as to become apprehensible to the minds of men-that would be an incredible miracle ; but utter destitution may impart
what it does not possess, and nature, absolutely
void of intelligence or purpose, can generate rationality, mind and character l Is not this straining at
a gnat and swallowing a camel with a. vengeance 1
Verily, the credulousness of incredulity pa3ses all
belief l
For my part, even were the gross and sensual
ideas of the relation of the gods to mankind that
formerly obtained among degenerate men, still prevalent, I would far rather believe that I was " a
daughter of the gods" destined eventually in immortal bloom and comeliness of form and character
to verify and justify my divine paternity than to
know that I was but the hapless .offspring of the
beasts that perish, bound down to bestial limitations; and doomed, in spite of the unfulfilled aspirations and intuitiv yearnings of my nature, to
end a brief, incomplete, incomprehensible, purposeless existence as food for worms, and the equal in
the dust of the lowest, vilest reptil that crawls.
But then " chacun a son gout."
" So, to affirm the supremacy of nature, its eternity, infinitude, and self-existence, is not dogmatism,
because this is a self-evident fact." Is the eternity
of nature proven by the mutability and perishability
of all natural forms! or its self-existence by the
everywhere present evidences of its dependence!
'·It requires no proof," you say. To my mind, it
requires every proof.
But " all beyond is idle
speculation, wild theory, originating in the brains
of ape-men," etc.
Now, then, Dogmatist, prove
your unwarrantable assertion. Where are your apemen T Produce them. I challenge you to . show
even one specimen. Evolutionists hav been and are
still scouring the world in search of the " missing
link " so necessary to establish your theories, but
only to confess themselvs baflled. You, it seems,
hav not only discovered this long-sought personage,
but hav dissected his brain and found therein the
origin of ideas and conceptions that hav been the
inspiration of poet, painter, and musician, for centuries! Marvelous! Why don't you make this
important discovery known to· the world, so· our
scientists may corroborate your testimony that an
ape-man with stupendous ideas in his brain exists
in a certain place in this earth-or in your imagination-which is it!
If such a being as God existed, you say, we would
know it. "He Himself would supply the proof."
Why, my dear friend, He always does supply the
proof and only He can do it. At no age of the
world and among no people has He left Himself
without a witness. But the nature of a proof and
its satisfactoriness depend not only upon the nature
of the thing to be proven, but likewise upon the
character of those to whom the proof is offer~d.
We do not undertake, for instance, to prove historical facts by mathematical demonstration. So, too,
documentary evidence would be no conclusiv proof
to one who could not read, nor would oral testimony convince one who could not understand the
language in which it was offered. One who has felt
the love of God shed abroad in his heart can no
more questiqn its reality or its divine origin than
he can doubt the fact of his own existence. The
Spirit that witnesseth with our spirit that we
are the children of God utters no uncertain testimony. It is largely a matter of personal experience
which, like death and resurrection, or like falling
in love, is unintelligible to those who hav not
passed through· it-unmistakable to those who
hav.
I certainly cannot admit for an instant that Lincoln's character, virtues, and talents were purely
attributes of his physique, else the same physique
under the same general conditions would inevitably
giv us the same character, which we know is as far
as possible from being the case. I may combine
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given proportions of any given ingredients a million
To at.tempt to answer all the points raised in your assistance. Those who know us, will know full
times and I will never fail to get the same product very suggestiv letter, in the limited space remain- well that if given the'proper help we can and will
possessing the same properties as the r<lsult. But ing to me, would be at the risk of being still. more make this Congress a credit to our cause in America.
when nature takes the 263 bones, five hundred "ambiguous" than you hav already found me.
We hav business of the greatest importance to
muscles, thirty pounds of blood, ten million nerves Permit me1 however, by way of a parting shot, to transact· at this Congress, both for our h'ome work
heart, br~n, and other appurtenances, which yo~ call your attention to what seems to me a slight in-. and the good of the cause abroad. Remember,
say constitute and are the man, and passes through consistency in your antitheistic argument, and I am friends, that the principle underlying our movement
them the daily allowance of 24,000 gallons of vital- done for the time. You say, "If a human form, is confined to no one country, to no race, or to no
izing air, she gets a different result every time.
how can he [God] be the ruler of the universe 1 or. class of men ; it is universal in its nature as the
Conditions, it is true, hav a great deal to do if . . . any other than a human form, bow can he light that permeates our solar system ; the princiwith molding and modifying character-social con- possibly possess human attributes to govern, love, ple is one and the same whether we meet with it
ditions much more than climatic ; but that they do protect, judge, reward and punish mankind T" in the Congo districts of Central Africa or upon the
not altogether determin it is proven by the obvious Thus while you deem certain human attributes shores of civilized nations; to the lowest savage
fact that people reared under the same conditionR essential to the Ruler, Protector, and Judge of man- and to the highest civilized man humanfreedom is
often show the ~reatest diversity· of character and kind, you yet affirm that the presence of these very one and the same the world ov.er.
·
dispositibn. Two brothers, for instance, born of attributes unfits the being possessing them for being
At this Congress we desire to formulate a plai:J. of
the same parents, with the same hereditary ten- the Ruler of the universe. This can be true only work that shall build up our party at· home and
dencies, brought up amid the same social and ma-· on the supposition that Law is not uniform; that place it upon a more solid basis, to cement our
t.erial surroundings. subjected to the same moral, the principles most essential to human welfare hav forces into one gigantic party, and,. with. ceaseless
educational, and religious influences, may yet turn no relation to those which govern and determin energy and untiring efforts, win for .ourselvs a
out in the end to be the very antipodes of each the processes of nature. But I think it can be name and a-position that shall insure us the respect
other, the one becoming self-seeking, hard, and piti- demonstrated that the contrary is the case.
and appreciation of our fellow-men. · Let us make
If you can conceive of God as Archetypal, An- this Congress the beginning of a new epoch in the
less, the other self-s11.crificing, generous, and mercitetypal, Ideal, and at the same time Intinit Man, history of our party. Let us make it the comful.
Contrast, for example, the characters of Jay Gould clothed in a personality that embodies all that is mencement of a new era in political and -religious
and Henry George, both na~iv Americans of similar most exalted and desirable in human possibilities,. freedom. Let us giv forth a demonstration worthy
physique, both being men of small stature and large, dwelling within and above all material forces, .which of Freethought, and one worthy of the United
activ brains. Both were reared in comparativ pov- he controls as our minds control the operations of States. Make this Congress a success, for by so
erty and early trained to habits of industry and ob- our bodies;it would rid the subject of many diffi- doing you will stimulate those of our home workers
servation, both gave evidences in youth of philan- culties, and would enable you to get a clearer per- to deeds of greater daring, and giv them that
thropic impulses, both were alive to the vast possi- ception of the vital nature of our relation to Him coUTage and inspire them with that enthusiasm that
bilities of wealth offered by the control of natural who is the Sun of our spiritual firmament, the is so necessary to engage in the fight against public
opportunities. But the one used his knowledge for Source and Sustainer of our spiritual life, and of opinions, and wrest freedom from the· reluctant
his own aggrandizement, the other for the benefit all that is truly human within us. In the light of hands of orthodox bigots.
In many places already the church has become
of his fellows : one will be remembered chiefly as this perception nature becomes a living scroll,
the bold. unscrupulous stock ~ambler and daring written within and without, and bearing O...t every an object of derision, though it still fights hard for
spMulator, the multi millionaire, the remorseless page corroborativ testimony to this great central prestige, and church prestige means the debaseplutocrat and corruptor of legislatures; the other truth which unifies and harmonizes all her varied ment of man, the prostitution of woman, the corwill be revered by a grateful posterity as the forces and manifestations, and in place of the barren ruption of children with unsound morals, the
Prophet of San Francisco, the first successful ex- speculations and disheartening, degrading conclu- trampling of love, the Rtultification of thought., and
ponent of the "dismal science," the preacher of the sions of materialistic agnosticism substitutes a calm, their attendant evils. Then let our battle-cry go
economic Gospel of Fair Play and Equality of scientific, sound philosophy satisfying the soul and forth from this Congress and prevent the church
Rights and Opportunities; whose human sympa- building up the mind of the student into a form of from prosecuting her purpose upon mankiud. The
'
monopoly and privileges she possesses to-day must
thies are world-wide in their scope, the benefactor genuin wisdoin.
I regret that I must close these remarks without and shall be destroyed or the sacrifice of liberty
of his race who, under the well-merited title of
" St. George," has achieved canonization before his directly replying to all of your questions. But then will be the penalty. Freethought and civilization
death. And may such saints be multiplied among us. you hav not answered all of mine yet, so we are hav ever gone hand in hand-they hav ever "usI fully appreciate the difficulties in the way of quits. Your greatest difficulty in the way of spirit- tained and encouraged each other. The highest
spiritual thinking, for I hav experienced them all ual thinking, it seems to me, lies in your mental examples of human progress, the grandest illust.raand hav had to think my way through and out of bondage to material ideas of time and space. That tions of the civilization of man and of what. man
them, and it has cost me years· of close, hard study these hav; no such wide domain as you ascribe to may be capable without the help of gods, ghostH, or
to do it. But to hav the will and the desire to them I think I can demonstrate to your satisfaction spooks, are now on exhibition in this city. The city
possess this power is in itself half the batt.le. I can if you care to hear the evidence. For the present I itself is a living witness of the marvelous achievedo but little to assist you except, perhaps, to point yield you the floor in your turn, and shall await ments of men, and iri this glorious pageant Freethought must not be behind. Congresses of all
out som~ of the obstacles which seem to me to stand your further comments with lively interest.
A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN.
descriptions are being held now. Religions of all
in the way, and to offer a few friendly suggestions
denominations are holding their reunions, and our
for their removal. . And the only conditions that I
International Congress of Freethinlrers.
part must be played, our duty must be clon~.
need make are that you will kindly accept my wellWe feel that this Congress should be confined to
meant, if imperfect, efforts ·in your behalf in the
The spirit .and enthusiasm which pervades the
spirit in which they are offered, which, I can assure Freethinkers of our country with regard to t.he the northern half of this continent, but open to the
you, is one of sincere good-will.
forthcoming Congress is already manifest. From world. Freethought finds a place in the._hearts of
I do not stand in this discussion as a champion all parts letters of commendation are flowing in, all nations. We welcome them to. this Congress
of the church or a defender of any particular form assuring us of the general support in this worthy and ask their cooperation with us to eiJ:lphasize the
. ,,
of faith. I am a truth seeker like yourself and a cause. Let none be lacking in their help ; it is a glorious traditions of our party.
Friends, do not hesitate to send ,us a subscripstudent of spiritual as well as material laws and great undertaking, and upon the success of this
phenomena. But I am also a lover of fair play and Congress depends the good name of Freethought tion to help us; send us your p1;0mises of 11upport
an admirer of common sense; and it seems to me· in the United States. We stand as a nation before by your presence at this meeting. We are in need
that no one can go to extremes iri. any argument the world, with the greatest democratic institutions of help, and if you will giv us the means. to work
without doing violence to both. I hav been trained possessed by any nation. We stand in the eyes of with, we will do the work.
JOHN R. CHARL:E;SWORTH,
to synthetical as well as apalytical methods of other countries as a nation of free men and women,
Sec.
Freethought
Federation of America.
thought, and hav learned not only to take things hampered by no dogmatic bonds, bound by no
345 W. Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
to pieces to· see what they are made of, but also to ~hains, held by no creed, and subjected by no serfput this and that together and see what it amounts dom. Let us, then, as Freethinkers of this Conto. All science has been built up by affirmations, gress. emphasize these points in our national
Religion Condoning Immorality •.
not negations, and human needs are generally sup- character.
A
letter
from a tmw>ler in Turkey says.: "The
plied by construction rather than by destruction.
We hav received the following letter of encourideas of religion which you meet here are often inIt does not require a very high order of intelli- agement from St. Joseph, Mo.:
expressibly droll. Take, for instance, the attitude
gence to pull down or destroy. Savage hordes hav
ST. JosEPH, Mo.
.ToHN R. CHARLESWORTH, EsQ., Secretary, Dear Sir: of the Moslem religious authorities as ; expreRsed
laid waste in a night the costly products of generations of civilized labor; and the destructiv propen- I read the call Jor the International Congress of Free- last year in the case of the notorious. Kurdish
thinkers to be held in Chicago in September next. I can
sity is one that we share with our quondam speak on behalf of the Infidels and Freethinkers of St. marauder and murde,rer, Mousa Bey. . He, was a
progenitors and first cousins, according to Darwin, Joseph, and assure you aud our indefatigable Brother pious Moslem, and therefore the charges against
the monkeys. But you as an experienced workman Putnam that it meets with our unqualified approval. hiu1 could not be true. Or take the case of tqat
well know the amount of patient effort and intelli- . . . All the Freethinkers here are in favor of a po- sanctified brigand, Auastasius, who captured the
litical organization, to nominate a candidate for president
gent skill necessary to the condrliction of any and thence on down to constable. We will never amount tram from Constantinople to Vienna .not lo~g since,
mechanical or artistic device, even· the simplest. to anything, never hav any standing influence, until we and who is said to hav made his captiyr> attend
And if, while you are manipulating the gold and are organized as a polifical party. We will organize a. morning and evening prayer, not to speak of other
silver and precious stones into new and curious ·branch of the Federation and send delegates to attend religious exercises." The traveler might hav 11tayed
the convention in September next. We giv Brother
combinations of yet greater utility, significance, and Putnam and yourself our warmest cong>ratulations in the in Christendom and amused himself with religious
beauty, you reflect upon the f11r greater mental effort heroic fight you and he are making against the hydra- absurdities just as" inexpressibly droll." . Tl;rroughout Europe and America, simple folk are qontinually
and intelligence necessary for the production of a headed monster, Religion.
·
Very
respectfully
yours,
P.
V.
WISE.
found
believing rogues innocent det,tr~ i~ !t.lJ.~y be
single original idea, you would no more think of
From Escondido, Cal., Wm. Bechler writes assur- but religious, and in many a part of Italy a. traveler
referring such a triumph of genius to the half-idiotic
brain of an ape-man-did such a creature exist- ing us of help and the formation of a sub-Feder- may, even at the present hour, with won_derfu,J. ease
than of looking to the. same source for an original ation for that district. Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, run upon a'' sanctified brigand" whowil,l.cut off
design for your own artistic work. While brutes an.d Minn!Jsota hav promised us a good delegation, his ears if no ransom be forthcomi~g, but,m~an
and brutish men often display a marvelous faculty so that we are anticipating the grandest and most while will mutter his prayers and tell his. beads
of imitation, originality of idea and inventive genius inspi:J;ing.meeting that has ever graced the Liberal with prodigious diligence.
are invariably associated only with a high order of platform ..· .To those Liberals with whom President
Please renew you:r subscription and obtain an. intelligence. Put these things together and see Putnam .and myself hav come in personal contact
other
subscriber.
we
appeal
for
their
personal
suppor~
and
financial
what the inevitable inference must be.
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beards, punchinellos and columbines that dance like
fairies, and the doll's trousseau....,-! can't describe
the splendor, the fashion, the wonder of it all-but
no doll can sing, like Flora McFlimsey, that she has
"nothing to wear." Every doll is magnificently
appareled. Yes, the World's Fair is the place for
children, to give them happiness and a good " sendoff" for a healthy human existence; better than a
thousand Bibles, a thousand religions, and a thousand gods. I hope all the children in .America can
Eternal vigilance on the part of the sensible men visit the World's Fair. It will be a priceless inof the world is the price of their preservation from heritance for the new generation.
destruction by the fools. The hands of Rationalists
It is sometimes asked, What will science give in
and those under Rationalistic lines of guidance the place of the Christian religion! I answer, for one
ever hav been and ever will be kept full preventing thing, the World's Fair. Not one single thing,
mad superstitionists from ruining themselvs and from the first shovelful of dirt to the cap-sheaf of
the Rationalists also. In Brooklyn, New York, the the proudest structure, has been contributed by the
Christian religion. It is all the result of purely
police are kept as busy attending to the doings of materialistic science. Every glory, every grace,
a certain new sect as the members of that sect are every ornament, every exhibit, every-building is the
themselvs. This sect is called the New Evangel- direct result of Atheistic knowledge. There is not a
ists, and numbers five hundred members. They glimmer of divine providence in tower, dome, roof,
believe it not only useless but wicked to giv medicin wall, picture, statue, engine, or ship. We thank
to ill persons. Several persons, including children, God for nothing. We revel and glory in our own
humanity and its illustrious works.
·having died under their mummeries without medical
THE VISTA OF STATE AND FOREIGN BUILDINGS.
attendance, strict measures against them hav had
A splendid, picturesque, and unique village of
to be taken. The Lutherans, from whom the sect thirty-seven buildings is the vista of states. There
has made most converts, hav specially singled it is every variety of architecture, old-fashioned and
out for the attention of the authorities, pointing new-fashioned, representing the woodland, the
out the fact that the common law declares that "it wild prairies, ancient elegance, and modern life.
is no answer to the charge of manslaughter that These are not designed so much for exhibits as for
sociability, acquaintance, official and neighborly
the parent so neglected from the conscientious re- intercourse. One can linger all day in these comligious belief that it was wrong .to call in medical fortable and stately mansions. There are rockingaid, and that medical aid was not required, and not chairs, lounges, smoking-rooms, fireplaces, beautifrom any intention to disobey the law."
ful pictures, curious relics, kitchens, parlors, bedrooms, etc. In roaming through this village one
can witness the congregated life of all the states of
World's Fair Notes.
the Union. It is like a trip through the whole vast
THE CHILDREN's BUILDING.
country. History, legend, romance, promis and
After leaving the Woman's Building everyone prophecy are all here; quaint memorials of the past
who is interested in the little folks will stray over side by side with insignia of the future's glory.
the Children's Building to see what pretty things are
We begin our journey with the imposing buildprovided for their entertainment. The ladies of ing of Illinois, who naturally takes the lead among
New York have presented a collection of dolls her sisters. This building is one of the great
dressed in the costumes of the different centuries, structures of the Exposition. It has exhibits
from the fifteenth to the present. Japan has sent a covering every department of the Fair. The buildcollection radiant with all the fashion of the land of ing cost $250,000. It can. be seen from almost
the rising sun. Toys, hobby-horses, rocking chairs, every portion of the grounds, with its lofty dome.
swings, cradles, are in abundance. There will be It is classic in design, embellished with carving,
luncheons, plays, games, and every simple entertain- mural decorations, and statuary. There are an
ment. It is the intention tQ care for children of all educational display, collections illustrating the natages while their parents are viewing the grounds.
ural history of the state, a magnificent exhibit by
Not only, however, in the Children's Building are the state fish commission; products of the several
there things delightful and hilarious for the young- branches of agriculture ; architectural drawings
sters, but throughout the Fair there are for them of every public building ; memorial hall, with flags
scenes of perpetual amusement, I think the chil- and trophies of the war. The building is 160 feet
dren will get more out of this Fair than the old wide and 450 feet long, with a schoolhouse 75 by
folks. It sometimes seems as if it were originated 60 feet at the end. Fountains and flowers adorn
for their especial benefit. Children by all means the grounds. The figure crowning the main enshould come to this Fair. It will be the glory of a trance represents " Illinois Welcoming the N alifetime. Only youth after all can enjoy this Fair tiona."
to the utmost and revel in the exuberance of its
We next drift to the California building. It is
attractions. The play impulse here can have full after the manner of the old adobe mission church.
sweep. In the soft effiuence of spring a million I don't like it. It is not suited to the genius of
flowers will bloom and a thousand birds will sing California. It is too squatty and too sepulchral and
and the beautiful marble figures will seem almost altogether solemn and barbaric. The faith it reprealive in the festival atmosphere. What a place for sents is not the faith of California to-day, nor is anychildren to romp and roam! What a place for thing of the prosperity of California rooted in the dull
them to dance, with the great illuminated pictures life of that old mission-house. Had the mission
on every side, the buildings cloud-like and gorgeous prevailed the bloom of California would have been
in their summer beauty. What a place for ad- lost. Its glorious climate would only have nurtured
venturous voyage along the beautiful lagoon, wind- idleness and superstition. California, in whose
ing in and out among superb edifices, with ever- golden land we see the beauty of the lEgean,
changing views, with gilded boats and flaunting should have had for its building the airy and Grecian
colors, while music sweet floats ever on the air. It architecture, something lofty and magnificent-and
is enchantment indeed- the stretch of lovely not this lowly and somber edifice. Within, howwater, giant sculpture, white walls, resplendent ever, all is brilliantly changed. Here is splendor
roofs. echoing domes. Let the gay and festive and magnificence. There are thousands of·exhibits
gondolier dash on and carry the merry band in showing the resources of the state. The total floor
royal pomp by the Court of Honor, the statue of space is 100,000 square feet. There is a roof garthe Republic, the magnificent marble beasts, the den to highten the semi-tropical appearance. An
Columbia fountain, the peristyle through whose orange grove will bloom and fruit here during the
luminous spaces glances the mighty lake, and on summer. There is received from San Diego an imwhoae roof sparkles the triumphant procession of mense palm tree, 100 years old, and 52 feet high.
the states. What intoxication for the youthful There is on exhibition a raised map of California,
senses I And more than this-just think of it, and which shows its wonderful mountains and valleys.
let us all be boys and girls again and realize the The Valley of California, the upper part named
genuine poetry of life-there will be more candy Sacramento, the lower part San J oachin, is the
than a million children can eat in a year; huge largest continuous valley in the world. It is 450
caldrons of sugar will be boiled down to crystal miles long, and could support a population equal
sweetness and rolled and twisted into every sort of to that of Great Britain. The coast of California
shape and color. There will be gorgeous dolls that is nearly 1,000 miles in length. This gives some
will do everything almost-eat, drink, sleep, wake, idea of what California can exhibit.
and dress themselves it may be, and comb their
Wisconsin building is opposite, with its spacious
hair and wash their faces; toy birds will sing until verandas and sta.ined-gla"B windows. Over across
they fall off t~eir golden perch ; to~ ste~m engines, the way we enter Colorado's quarters. In front of
saw-mills, ships, and race-tracks with mckel-plated the entrance has been laid down the largest flaghorses that never tire of running ; toy dogs as big stone in existence, a slab of red sandstone, 25 by
as real ones, sheep that bleat, goats with long . 8 feet in size and 10 inches thick. Its next-door
(C'ontin'IJ6d from page 341.)

race is improving in physique. As theology declines, mankind is improving in this, and in longevity, morals, knowledge, and everything else.
Let the clergy, who would exaggerate the evils of
the present age because it does not honor them
sufficiently, always be met with this veritable and
glorious affirm_a_t_io_n_._ _ _ _ _ __

neighbor is Washington's building, made of great
logs, with an immense flagstaff, one of its own
mountain cedars, planted in front of. it. .Among
its exhibits is a miniature farm, with house, barn,
machinery, and fields of wheat~ It reminds me of
the Palouse country. One of the chief attractions
is the largest skeleton of the elephas primigenius
yet found. It is thirteen feet high. It comes from
near Spokane. Yesterday a lump of coal measuring
5by5 by 26 feet, and weighing over 50,000 pounds,
was moved to the Washington building on a wagon
drawn by sixteen horses. The progress of the
wagon was witnessed by a large crowd of people,
and there was quite a triumphal procession. The
wheels at places cut two feet into the roaC,. and the
cracking of the wagon was like a fusillade of musketry. This immense block comes all the way from
Rosslyn mine, Washington, at a cost of thousands
of dollars. It is probably the largest block ever
mined.
In Montana's exhibit is a cabinet two feet square
filled with silver crystals just as found 1,500 feet
beneath the surface. There are two paintings
representing Indian life, and scenes most vividly
rendered by a cowboy artist. There is a shield
made of copper, silver, gold, and sapphire. The
biggest curiosity is a fossil vertebra dug up in a
gravel pit in Dawson county. It is like a human
vertebra. Paleontologists do not hesitate to say
that it belonged to a biped ; but the species is not
known. The North Dakota building contains a
select agricultural exhibit, among which will be
found 146 varieties of wheat, and 300 different
grasses. On the wall hangs a curiosity in the
shape of two deer heads. These represent a furious duel in which one drove two prongs of his
antlers through the head of his antagonist.
At the South Dakota building the greatest attraction is the front steps, made of true Portland cement,
found nowhere in the world except in England and
South Dakota.
The Idaho building is in rough-hewn style, after
the colonial model. The mica hall is worthy of
note. Mica for practical use is found only in
one other state of the Union, North Carolina.
Beautiful specimens from the agate fields are
shown. The Arkansas building is entered from a
large circular veranda which runs the width of the
whole building. It is the French "rococo" style
of architecture, as Arkansas was originally settled
by the French. One of the chief ornaments is a
mantle of Arkansas white onyx. The fountain of
Hot Springs crystals is very attractive. It is
beautifully illuminated with electricity. Connecticut is colonial in style, and is built entirely of Connecticut material: It contains many relics and art
treasures, among which is the gun with which
General Putnam shot the wolf. The Nebraska
building is surrounded by porticoes. It is like a
modern clubhouse, with post-office, etc. It has
many interesting special exhibits. New Hampshire,
the Switzerland of .America, is represented by Swiss
architecture. Being born among the granite hills,
I recorded my name in the book, and enjoyed the
cosy fireplace. The New Jersey state building is a
reproduction of Washington's Headquarters at
Morristown. It is supplied with relics of Revolutionary times. It has a somewhat exclusive look,
the door being kept shut, and you must sound the
brass knocker for admittance. A neat darkey
opens the door, requests you to wipe your feet,
and gracefully lets you in. A cheerful scene is before you-the big fireplace, andirons, a jolly fire of
real logs, and old-style furniture. Maryland's state
building presents an elegant appearance-mainly
for social entertainment. Its chief curiosity is a
wonderful oyster exhibit. The material for the
Maine building is furnished exclusively by the
state. Among its exhibitions is a group of stuffed
animals. Iowa's building is quite magnificent, with
porticoes, columns, and a lavish use of glass. The
Iowa state band discourses sweet music. The
Corn Palace is decorated with a variety of colors,
with fantastic figures made of Iowa grains, grasses,
and minerals. '!'here is a big register, regularly
printed and bound, six feet square, for the signatures of visitors. Kansas's building contains ·a
vivid cyclorama of all the wild animals that have
roamed over its vast prairies. Florida's building is
a reproduction of the oldest structure in .Americaold Fort Marion, of St. Augustine, begun in 1620.
Within is a splendid exhibit of the flowery land.
Indiana's building is a series of Gothic towers. One
of the curious contributions is the life-size figure
of an elephant, chiseled out of a solid block of
stone from one of the great Indiana quarries .. Kentucky's Southern Colonial Mansion is filled with
relics and curiosities. There is a lunch-room here
also, where a "Kentucky breakfast" can be obtained. The tobacco exhibit is really gorgeous.
Louisiana's headquarters is an old plantation house
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with broad corridors, immense doors, and dormer
FOREIGN BUILDINGS.
windows. The Massachusetts building is modeled
Reaching the lake front from this charming
after the old Hancock house. Within are the por- journey the official headquarters of foreign nations
traits of men illustrious in history. I like these old extend in brilliant and imposing array. Germany's
colonial ·dwellings. They at'e ample, with broad building is the cynosure of all eyes. It is graceful
halls, big rooms, and wide staircases. The hurry in form and gorgeous in color. Its roof is peaked
and pressure and contraction of modern life is not and gabled and covered with vari-colored corhere. Everything is simple, but on a large, grand rugated tiles. It has a gilded tower, parapets, and
scale. The old-fashioned furniture is for conven- turrets. One of its chief attractions are the chimes
ience as well as ornament.
For instance, presented by the German emperor. Their deep,
there is a table-chair. It can be used as a sonorous tones mark the flight of time. Victoria
table. The top can be rolled over and it be- House is fashioned after the British manor house.
comes a chair. You can eat on it and sit on it, The architecture of Spain's building is beautiand it can also be u,sed as a bureau. Michigan's ful. Sweden's house is formed with many-colored
building is entirely modern in style. It contains a tiles and ornamental pressed brick. Hayti's home
natural history museum, a beautiful organ, and is is of mahogany and tropical wood. France has a
illuminated with five hundred incandescent lamps. large open pavilion on the lakeshore.
Ceylon's
The finest apartment is the " Saginaw Room," fin- airy structure allures with its picture of tea industry
ished in many varieties of hard wood by the lum- and with attendants in their native dress. Brazil,
bermen of Saginaw. The statue of Hiawatha is in New South Wales, Canada, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
front of Minnesota building, contributed by the India, "Nicaragua, Siam, Turkey, and Venezuela are
schoolchildren. of that state. The building itself represented i;n this foreign group with their arts,
is one of the handsomest on the grounds-two industries, varied productions, home life, costumes,
stories, of the style of Italian renaissance. On a11,d methods of education.
either side of the portico are statues of a pioneer
We thus behold in miniature the magnificence
and Indian. Miasouri adopts the Spanish style of and greatness of the sister republics and imperial
architecture. It has an auditorium which seats lands afar.
twenty: five hundred people, a woman's department,
It is supper time when I reach the Victoria
reception rooms, etc. The state of New York ap- House, and I wander to the Polish cafe, where for
propriated $600,000 for the expenses of its exhibit good prices one can obtaill a good meal. The
and building. The latter is mainly a reproduction charges are no higher than at first-class restaurants
of the old Van Renselaer residence, one of the his- in the city and the service is excellent, and there's
toric landmarks of New York city. The quaint a smack of Poland in the cooking; and with coffee
architecture recalls the period when the metropolis and cigars one can dream of liberty, Warsaw, and
was only a straggling seaport town. The building Kosciusko.
The evening is brilliant, and with renewed zest,
is fifty feet wide, two hundred feet long, and three
stories high. The furniture is two hundred and after a substantial repast, I wander along the lake
three hundred years old. A feature of interest is shore, and for an hour enjoy perhaps the grandest
three columns of native wood froiD. the Adirondack scenery in the world. Certainly, from the standmountains. Among the exhibits are an ancient. point of art and civilization the view before me is
picture of Hudson, autographs of all the presi- unequaled in its sublimity. In the realms of nature
dents and signers of the Declaration of Independ- amidst vast mountains, tall cataracts, and gigantic
ence, IIlodel of Fulton's steamboat, etc. Ohio's forests, one may see an immensity of wonder bebuilding is modest in appearance, while its decora- yond this, but never has man created a more amaztions and furniture are rich and costly. A monu- ing and enchanting view. Commingling with the
ment executed in bronze, seventeen feet high, stands loveliness of nature itself, the great lake is before
in front of the main entrance, typifying the great- me-a wonder in itself-seemingly as vast as the
ness of the state. The "Keystone State "-Penn- ocean, its waves rolling upon the beach, and its
sylvania-reproduces Independence Hall for her wide breast glowing with magnificent colors beneath
headquarters. Beautiful grounds surround the the sunset blaze. Overhead is the sky, its sapphire
structure. The cost of building is $300,000. It is glinted with gold and crimson bars, and draped
really the most superb of the state buildings. Its with purple clouds which make gorgeous pavilions
entire bight is one hundred and sixty-five feet, around the pathway of the sinking sun. The lake
and the view from its lofty tower is exceeding is covered with all sort of craft-the electric launch,
magnificent. Nearly all the state buildings can be the boat, the ship, the tug, the enormous dredge
seen in their beautiful variety. The great Art -and every one, slow or swift in motion, is made
Palace is before you, and beyond the swell of glorious in the illuminations of the descending orb.
mighty domes and roofs, and eastward, are the lake More wonderful still than lake or sky is the White
front and the splendid foreign buildings. At the City, for in it man's genius flames triumphant. It
main entrance is the old Liberty Bell, around which rises against the intense brilliance of the western
crowds are constantly gathering. There is a pro- horizon, bathed in floods of splendor, glowing in
fusion of historic relics-Jefferson's sword, Wash- infinite variety of form, massive and delicate, exington's sofa, etc. Rhode Island is represented by quisite and sublime. Think of it-here is a city of
a structure of the Doric order. Vermont pre- four hundred buildings in which there is every consents her "marble halls." New Mexico, Ari- ceivable grace of architecture. Here are the greatzona, and Oklahoma are represented in one est edifices which man has ever erected. Here the
building. The roof-garden contains specimens muse of every clime has hovered, and in multitudiof all the flora of these territories. There are nons forms and colors poured forth the dreams and
some rare paintings six hundred years old and fancies of forty centuries of human growth. Thira most interesting archreological exhibit. Texas teen stupendous structures confront one, and as
makes a fine showing with thousands of en- you walk along the margin of the lake there is an
riosities and relics. Utah shines forth with ever-changing prospect. New vistas open while
Ionic columns and pilasters. Before the entrance from point to point you look upon these walls and
is a fac-simile of the famous "Eagle Gate," Salt roofs and towers and domes. Between the city and
Lake City.
Gold, silver, and sulphur are con- the lake stretches the long promenade thronged
spicuous among the products of this territory, in with thousands of people as eager and curious as
which almost every mineral has been discovered. yourself. It is an hour's saunter from the Victoria
Virginia's building is a duplication of the Mount House to the peristyle. We pass the ponderous
Vernon homestead of Washington. The dining- battleship lllinois floating like a monster of the
room is furnished li,ke the original with silver deep, ready at any moment to belch forth its thunservice loaned by the oldest families of Virginia. ders. In calm satire the Manufacturers' Building,
In the West Virginia building is the desk on which covering over thirty acres of ground, crowded with
were written the terni.s of the surrender of General· the treasures of every land, breathes its beauLiful
Lee to General Grant. Delaware's little building message of peace-a thousand times more potent
is somewhat suggestive of the state where no Free- · than all the battleships of the nations. Beyond
thought lecture has ever been given, I believe.
the Manufacturers' Building my steps linger by
Out. of the many aspects of the state buildings I Music Hall, where glorious faces of immortal
have endeavored to select what is most pronounced memory look down upon the traveler. I imagine
and suggestive. It would take a volume to describe myself a Greek as I wander amidst the graceful
all these thirty-seven different buildings and their columns of the peristyle. It seems an endless
contents. I can only touch upon those things colonnade, but by and by I reach the beautiful
which most graphically indicate the peculiarities of Casino, and thence enter the Agricultural Building,
each. One could find a week's pleasuN and profit and glance at its marvelous display, and in the twiin the· group of representative structures; but light view the great basin of the lagoon, the fountprobably most visitors can only wander for a day ains and the golden statue. I then enter the great
in this vista, and they must walk fast and keep rotunda of the Administration Building, and slowly
their. eyes open. They will be delighted on their climb to the topmost balcony of the immense dome,
varied journey with music, books, pictures, comfort- and here I rest my weary feet and wait for darkness
able, luxurious resting-places, and on no account to come and the great flashing lights of the electric
mu13t one miss this part of the vast Exposi- currents waiting to be let loose in ten thousand
tion.
jets. The view from that lofty point is one of the
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most majestic in the whole pa.norama of the Fair
grounds. Be.1eath is the great basin-ten acres of '
smoot.h brilliant water. Right below me are the
three fountains and the Columbian statues. Softly
and beautifully flow the waters over the white
splendor of the marble fonts. Right across is the
Republic's golden figure-and the peristyle on whose
roof are the grand marble symbols of the States, and
beyond is the vast glory of the lake. To the left is
Machinery Hall, with its noble towers, and Agricultural Building, with the naked Diana, bow and
arrow in hand, glancing in the swift chase, on its
pinnacle. To the left is Manufacturers' Building.
I sit here for three hours while day disappears and
night comes, and near a hundred thousand people
gather together and roll like a sea over the smooth
pavements. Gradually the electric illuminations
appear-first the white lights and then in one
sudden flash an intense golden fire rolls all about
the basis, and flings a yellow tide almost to the
ce:n.ter of the effulgent waters, along which dash the
painted gondolas and pavilion boats. The Iowa
and Cincinnati bands alternately pour forth swelling strains to increase the enchantment of the
glittering scene. Right over my head flare the
great gas torches, while the dome lifts itself like a
mountain of fire. From the roof of the Manufacturers' Building, as a blazing cornet, far into the
night protrudes the " search light," like a vast inverted cone seemingly pulverizing the darkness into
luminous dust, which as it curves from point to
point invests the various objects with extraordinary
brilliancy. ·So for hours the illuminated panorama
changes, fountains flowing, music sweeping, waters
glancing, boats flying, crowds rushing, colors
mingling, and as one might say, night is dethroned
and man enthroned in a glory of his own making.
No temple, no cathedral, ever shone with such hope
as this great festival of science and humanity.
SAMUEL p PUTNAM.
0

Miscellaneous Comment.
MR. EDITOR: It is not often that I find occurrences which are, according to the teachings of the
church, in accordance with the divine will, that with
my sense of justice I can "unite " with ; but in the
exit from earth to heaven recently of Col. Elliott
Shepard, I certainly feel a " holy acquiescence in
the divine will." What supreme happiness he will
enjoy in the long-continued Sunday; only as all the
inhabitants of that favored country to which he
has gone are supposed to be satisfied with the perpetual Sunday, half his enjoyment will be lost, because he can find no one whom he can compel to do
his bidding-'tis such a delight to a Christian to
exercise authority. And I think I am in no mood to
question the way in which the "man of power" departed this life-it was certainly orthodox, as the
doctors employed were of the real "pathy" and
licensed by law.
We hav had a woman in this
city in the last year or two who report says has
performed some cures that the regulars had failed
to effect ; but that would not answer, so she was
prosecuted, fined, and driven out of the city, not
because she killed people by etherizing them, but
because she cured them, and was paid for it. Great
is law, and the officers who are paid for attending
to the law's business.
There has been in this
city the past winter preaching that for ignorance,
lying, indecency, I believe has never been excelled ; of course I know nothing of it save the
reports in the daily papers, as the infirmities of age
make me a close keeper at- home ; but if I had the
strength I once had, I would attend one of Rev.
Myer's meetings and confront him with his ignorance. I send you one of the reports of the papers.
Another reverend of Syracuse has located heaven
and hell, and told his hearers the occupation of the
residents of each place. Alas! alas ! that people
will listen to and pay for such stuff. " Wigglesworth's Last Day" is mild compared to some of
this reverend's ravings, and this is the evening of
the "nineteenth century." I am very glad that
we are to hav missionaries sent among us from
the Mohammedans. I hope we may hav them from
India and from China, and compare their holy
books with ours. But JHohammedans are bigamists !
What are Christians, I pray you ? · Doesn't the
Bible teach licentiousness on many of its pages, and
bigamy by the seven hundreds, and the seven hundred not sufficing, three hundred bedside companions without marriage. I must stop lest I take up
too much space in your valuable paper. I would
like to say how indignant I feel at this effort to
make the divorce laws so stringent that once married there is relief only from the brutality of the
wedded companion, be it wife or husband.
I am in all sincerity yours for knowledge and
Liberty,
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
March 28, .1893.
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Proves By Acts a Desire to Free Man·
kind.
TACOMA, WASH., May 7, 1893.
MR. EniToR: Inclosed find post-office
order for $5, for which please renew my
snbscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for
one year, and the balance apply as yon
think best.
CHAs. R. MoYER.
P.S.-Please send one copy of "Crimes
of Preachers."
C. R. M.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 3, 1893.
educate the rising generation to think and
read, and if every Liberal would do likewise instead of keeping silent for fear of
losing popularity and bein~ called an
Infidel, we would soon bring about the
desired result
May yon liv Ion~ and continue your
good work.
Your Liberal friend,
W. S. TRoYER.

I Missionary Tracts for Heathen l\letb· or go back by the Yarmouth line home
odi!!t!il.
CHILLIWACK, B. C., May 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find postal
order for $3.25. For the sum of twentyfive cents please forward to my address
one copy of "Crimes of Preachers."
For the remaining $3 please forward to
each of the following addresses one copy
of the cartoon which appeared on the first
page of THE TRUTH SEEKER for March
25th, showing what Christianity has borrowed from the pagans, and as the Methodists will hold their annual camp-meeting
about the first of June, I want yon to inclose with each cartoon a leaflet or tract
costing a cent each or so which yon think
appropriate for the occasion. Please inclose cartoons and leaflets in plain 1msealed envelopes or many of them may not
be opened, for the mere mention of THE
TRUTH SEEKRR sca:t:es some of our Christian tenderfeet.
I want to show my
Christian friends from what sources Christian robbers stole their rotten rubbish to
be used in the manufacture of their stale
dogmas and moldy creeds. If enough
money has not been sent, please curtail
the list; if more, use the balance in any
way yon choose for the advancement of
Freethonght. Please forward as early as
possible.
JAs. H. CHAPMAN.

again. I am in hopes to see a good many
people this coming summer, but suppose
the World's Fair will take most of the
pleasure-seekers away to it But this I
can ass:nre anyone coming down here to
get a breath of tha old Bay of Fundy air
and a grand look of the water a"illand of
this place from these mountains, that there
will be no Sunday-closing here, for that is
the day above all others I take for enjoyment and worship. Hoping to see some
of the Freethinkers of New York, as well
as Massachusetts, here this summer,
I remain yours, very truly,
A. B. :BAXTER.

It Is a Curse, a Disease, and a Lie.
BRAYToN, N.Y., May 8, 1893.
MR. EniToR: I herewith send yon $2
for a.s many of Samuel P. Putnam's books
The Sunday Monopolists Crushing In· as yon can afford for the money-" Religion a Curse, Religion a Disease, Refringers on Their Prerogativ.
ligion a Lie." I want to senti some to my
CHESTERTOWN, Mn., May 9, 1893.
No Doubt the Lady Is an Estimable
MR. EoiToR: In this town, Mr. John Jn- friends to enlighten them and blot out the
Wife-Only, Her Religion is Bad.
define, a highly respected and worthy citi- fPar of God and hell-fire, and cool off the
WHITEHALL, Wis., May 18, 1893.
flames
with
a
little
cool
water
mixed
with
zen is now confined in the jail for thirty
MR. EDIToR: A friend of mine, to whom
reason's
precious
jewel.
My
age
is
nearly
da;s. The only crime committed is, he .
I loaned a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, rewas seen by a Methodist preacher husking eighty-eight years. My brother said in
turned it to me together with thA following
a few ears of corn on Sunday. Is this s a compositicn for me that I never was
expression of his feelings after having read
troubled
with
grace,
and
this
I
affirm
as
remnant of the old Blue laws which fined
the letter to yon by Mrs. Dr. N. W.
a man for kissing his wife on Sunday, or being the tmth. Mr. Putnam has made
Stroup:'
himself
liable,
as
did
Thomas
Paine
when
turning the head to the right or left going
EniToR TRIJTH SEEKER: I noticed in
he
wrote
the
"Age
of
Reason,"
to
slander
to church? Many of our citizens think it
your issue of May 6th an epistle from
and abuse by the holy gods by knocking
1\frs. N. W. Stroup, in which it is intiE.L.
an outrage.
out !heir underpinning which they stood
mated that there is such a place, and that
yon are going, but she objects to your
Is Aft·aid Only in the Presence of upon for their bread and butter, lazy
dragging others withyou. Now, if it is a
dogs. Mr. Putnam has won a glory that
Ignorance.
fact that yon intend making the trip,
will last when he is hidden by oblivion's
NoRwooD, Mo., May 18, 1893.
please inform a few of us old stand-bys
MR. EmToR: Please send me a copy of dark shades.
when yon are to start. When the time
Will Not Giv the Preacher a Club to llomes I don't want to be dragged. Oh,
Now,
here
I
will
close
with
a
vivid
rec"Infidel Death Beds," by G. W. ]foote.
Break
His
Head.
no, I'll go right along peaceably, and
I hav read "Men, Women, and Gods." ollection of the days that are accommaybe the Doc. would like to go along too.
DALToN, GA., May 15, 1893.
and " Travels from Faith," and several plished. Ever a friend to TIIN _ TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: There are a goodly num- I hav heard of such ca!les before now;
AsA W. BRAYTON.
other books. I believe if the clergy of SEEKER,
possibly a change of climate would be a
ber
of persons around here, notably among relief to him. I mean just. what I sa.v.
the United States would read them as I
the
intelligent,
who
do
not
believe
all
the
A
Small
Su1ferer
from
the
Bible
in
the
Were I in his place I think that I should
did they would turn from their wicked
nonsense in the Bible; but they hav not like to make the change, if it were possiSchools.
ways and enjoy the pure air of intellectual
got the backbone to express their honest ble .to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER sent to
SKoHEGAN, ME., May 14, 1893.
freedom. I know that reading these
MR. EDITOR : I go to a schoolteacher convictions, so they pander to the church the other hell. I would prefer being a
books has done me a great deal of good.
doorkeeper in a hell, multiplied by a milI no longer fear the devil, and feel safe who ia a Methodist minister's daughter, fot' patronage. The church" rules every- lennium of heJls thro:nghont a millennium
thing
down
here.
There
is
a
vast
amount
of eternities, than to dwell in a tent in
anywhere when not in the presence of Ig- which I suppose will account for her wishnorance I shall order several more books ing us to read the Bible each morning. of ignorance in this part of Uncle Sam's paradise with a J ezebel or a· virago. So,
Mr. Editor, when yon are ready to start
I refused to read, and she kept me one dominions.
soon.
H. H. BALL.
The negroes are. nearly all religions, es- just droP us a card and we will hav onr
evening to explain my reasons. She kept
post-office address changed, "if it costs us
Ready for All Good Gods.
about thirty other scholars for other pecially the meaner portion. They do not a thousand dollars."
appear
to
think
it
anything
wrong
to
steal
things. I went np to the platform before
NEwARK, N. J., May 21, 1893.
In the same issue I noticed a letter from
MR. EDIToR: I write to inform yon that the scholars and gave my reasons. from a white man. In slavery times the our friend R. B. Platt, of St. Nicholas,
I hav the herein-named friend's subscrip- I told her I had read it, and the more I worst negro on the plantation was the ne- Pa., in reference to the nnlllaimed letter
tion for one year. · We are both old read the more I became disgusted with it gro preacher. The negroes are very su- of Chas. T. Blackburn·, of Seattle, Wash.,
and would suggest that it be sent to Boonbrother Masons, and we are not ashamed all. I told her it was no school-book, and perstitions, and the preachers vote them ton, N. J., and failing there try Brof'klyn,
all,
so
if
a
man
wants
the
negro
vote
he
of owning that we are both Liberals, and she could not compel me to read it. After
N. Y., care Rev. (Revenue) T. DeWitt
Talmag£>.
Yours truly,
we both believe in all good gods. We care she had lectur.ed awhile I Bll.id in a sur- has to buy the preacher.
As to woman suffrage, whilst it may be
E. P. LuRIBUSUNUM.
nothing in regard to size, whether they prised tone, "Oh! I supposed yon knew
Perhaps the above will be a little too
are short or tall; but people do say the my folks did not believe in the Bible." women's right in the abstract, it is my
best of goods comes in little parcels. But There was the most comical look on her opinion if we giv them the right to vote tough on the lady to publish, but it will
my brother and your humble servant care face for a while, and then she said, "I we will put ourselvs in a worse condition show yon at least what some of us up here
nothing about public opinion. We size am sorry such a. thing could be. I should than we now are in. Because the vast in the bush think of snob a fanatical sentiup gods and individuals according to their like yon to read the Bible, and come to majority of them will vote as the parson ment aR she exhibits. CHAS. A. FCKER.
J esns and be saved Won't yon come to dictates, and, as self·preservatiou is the
worth.
W. W. MoRRIS.
Sunday-school and try?"
I then gave first law of nature, I am not willing to giv
Atheism as Foolish as Theism.
Who Has Brought the Country to Its her a few more good pointers, and then the preacher a. club to break my head.
ST; PAuL, MINN., May 4, 1893.
I show my papers around, and hav been
good-day, amid the laughter of the scholPresent State ~
MR. EDITOR: I think 'YOU are very kind
trying
to
get
yon
some
new
subscribers
ars in the room.
The superintendent
OLYMPIA, WASH., May 5, 18::13.
to allow so much room in your paper to
for a long time, but hav failed so far, but
MR. EDIToR: If yon will allow me space said I need not read it unless I wished to,
Augusta, who is so anxious to show Mr.
will keep tryin!!'. I liv on a farm, and
but
Miss
B.
still
keeps
giving
small
hints.
in your valuable paper, I will congratulate
Wettstein her nice little God, but I supmake my living by hard work, and express
From a little heathen, LuCY BIGELow.
Laura. Knox, Mrs. R. Kuffel, and others
pose yon feel some regr.et that yon cannot
my honest sentiments on all proper ocwho hav defended woman so ably. I
giv her room enough so she can macasions.
think that Mr. Sandberg gave the fair sex "Evidences in Favor of Christianity
neuver all her artillery, so if possihle
Wishing yon and THlll TRUTH SEEKER
Tested."
a bold slap in the face when he came out
she could blow away that old confounded
may prosper, I remain,
GRINNELu, IA., May 20, 1893.
as he dld. He certainly thinks the connInfidel fog from Otto's vision, so he could
Your friend,
J. H. HAMILTON.
MR. EniToR: Mr. Franklin Steiner, of
try in a bad state if women could ruin
take a look on her God. I do not doubt
what little liberty there is left. What has Des Moines, Is., gave three lectures in
that An~nsta has a God or two, but if it
A Freethinker's Summer Resort.
brought the country to what it is? I sup- Grinnell, Is., Saturday and Sunday, May
is a real God why doesn't she trot him
pose Mr. Sandb:lrg, Adam-like, would like 13th and 14th. The first was on "The
CANNING, NovA ScoTIA, May 20, 1893.
right out so we all can see him? But if
MR. EDIToR: I am still alive down in the he is one of the old trick Gods, who
to lay that on the women; but, thank Principles of Secularism; or, Morality
goodness, we had nothing to do with the Without Christianity." A fair audience small and obscure village of Canning, can only work in darkened rooms, or un-ruination of this country-if it is ruined. listened with profound interest. The Nova Scotia. This town is on the Habi- der tables writing on slates, then we don't
Mr. Sandberg is like most of the olden meeting Sunday at 3 P.M. was a rouser. tant river, a tributary of the Basin of want to see him. But, Mr. Editor, if yon
prophets, a false prophet. He had better The large hall was well filled with an ap- Minas. There are two notable places to can't giv her room enough in your paper
precia.tiv audience, and quiet a.nd good which tourists from all parts of the United so she can make the battle decisiv, was it
turn his mind in a better direction.
Yours for liberty to all,
ordet' prevailed. The subject was; "Pop- States in a small ~ay resort. One of those not best to get Otto down there inside
KATHERINF. CLYDER.
ular Evidences in Favor of Christianity places is the Look-off, so called, and the the range of her concentrated fort ordTested." Mr. Steiner, although young, other is Cape Blomidon. The latter has nance, so she could aim all her heavy guns
Hopes a Religion of Humanity.
is one of Iowa's progressiv thini<ers, and been made immortal by the poet Longfel- to bear on that old invulnerable Infidel?
VERMONT, INn., May 16, 1893.
is bound to rise. He is a plain, fluent low. I keep a small hotel here. It is But I will bet ten to one, when Augusta has
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the speaker, and is master of his subject. A three miles from here to the former and exhausted all her precious ammunition
renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH fair audience greeted him Sunday evening twelve miles to the latter place, and, as it Otto will be the same old hardshell Infidel
SEEK.ER, and one new subscriber, who be- at 8 P.M. for his third and last lectnre-~ub is the nearest point accessible by rail, I as ever. But, Mr. Wettstein, are yon not
gins with the 1st of May, as he wants all ject, "Inspiration of the Bible." At close get quite a few people in the summer. afraid that Augusta can convince yon that
of Putnam's letters from the World's of the lecture, liberty was given tmyone They are surprised to see THE TRUTH you are worshiping a God, or GodP, yourFair. We are making some advances to ask questions. Immediately a Christian SEEKER down here, and the most of them self? J do not think I am wrong if I say
here in this church-ridden country, but arose and asked several questions, which - I should say about nine-tenths of them- that von are worshiping the common god
ha.v to bear abuse and slander-but less had been thoroughly answered during the seem to be d'elighted. I don't try to force of America, the golden eagle. For gods
as years advance, and I liv in hopes that lecture, but he had failed to appreciate it. my ideas on anyone, but 'tis surprising and idols are nothing else tbon some pasat some time Christianity will be a thing The speaker answered his silly questions how soon those people and I and my wife sion or desire .which man is striving to
of the past, and a religion of Humanity in detail, but all to no purpose, and he get acquainted I keep teams, and take a satisfy.
But when yon say there is no God, I
be established. To do this I will do what closed by saying: "I know the Lord made good deal of pleasure in drivin~ them up
the world out of nothing, for he said so." to those mountains and explaining to them understand that yon mean that there is no
I can.
I hav quite a number of pamphlets and Grinnell has many Freethinkers, and what little I know about them. After see- almighty originator of worlds. .Well, sir,
lectures which I lend out and keep them scores of others on the road in all stages ing those places, I drive them across to will yon allow a sixty-years-old crank Ingoing as much a.s possible..
of progress. Thus the good work goes Grand Pre--about twelve miles distant- fidel to ask yon a question? Do yon hav
where they can take the train for Halifax· a telescope so sharp that yon oa.n explorQ
I think the most important part is to silently on.
A. T.
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all the planets or worlds which are circulating in space? Hav you searchea all the
universe so through and through that
no almighty can hide himself there ?
Then you can let Augusta take a peep
through your tube, and let her satisfy
herself that there is no almighty. But
suppose that it is about seven thousand
years since he was down here, and maybe
he has been a billion miles beyond Neptune creating another world-for -you
know that it took six days to create this
world, and you know that a thousand
years are for the Lord as one day,
and you know that when he has created
a world he needs one day to rest on-now,
. sir, if it should so happen that when you
and Augusta were looking in the tube it
was just the Lord's time, after the seven
days that he had been away, to come and
see how we are g-etting along, then what?
Now, Brother Wettstein, if you cannot
giv a perfect answer to this question, then
do not trouble yourself to prove to Augusta that there is no almighty God but
let her hav all the trouble to prove it to
you. Let us only prove that all the gods
are oid fables, and if there should come a
good god that will giv us what we want,
let us accept him. When we hav done
that, then if they will pass some other
gods on us and we find that they are not
l'tOod, we will do away with them too.
But if we find they are good gods, then we
will accept them.
I think that it is just as foolish to try to
prove that there is no God, as it is to
prove that there is a God, for it is absolutely impossible to prove any of it.
Yours truly,
S. P. LINDAHL.

The God of the Bible-makers.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., May 18, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: It would be very gratifying
to me if you would allow this letter a place
among your ''Letters from Friends," for
I should feel highly honored at having a
place assigned for anything written by me
in a paper of the high class to which THE
TRUTH SEEKER undoubtedly belongs.
I wish to emphasize a particularly fine
cartoon of Mr. Heston, that merciless pen
and pencil iconoclast. It is the one which
appeared on the last page of THE TRUTH
BEEKER of May 6, 1893. Pardon me if I
set out the extracts from the holy(?) scriptures upon which Brother Heston founds
his splendid cartoon.
From Jer. xxxii, 27, is taken: "Behold,
I am the Lord, the God of all flesh: is
there anything too hard for me?"
From Judges i, 19, is taken tbis: "And
the Lord was with Judah; and he drave
out the inhabitants of the mountain, but
could not drive out the inhabitants of the
plain, because they had chariots of iron."
To my mind there is but one explanation for such a startling contradiction as
this, outside of that stale explanation so
frequently given by Cl;lri~tians, "With
God all things are possible." I see in this
striking parallel only one more confirmation of the view I hav long held about the
Old Testament. I think that it is simply
a record of th& development of the Jewish
nation, in matters spiritual as well as in
those temporal.
It is a well-known
principle,-. or fact, that nations in their
earliest stages of development hold very
crude and simple ideas about religion.
Ignorance and religion go hand in hand.
Educate a man and he loses all taste for
religion. Now, the Israelites, in common
with other peoples, thought of God in an
anthropomorphic way; that is to say, they
thought of him as having the form of a
human being as well as human attributes.
The Jehovah, or Jahveh, of the fore part
of the Old Testament, possesses all, or
nearly aH, of the passions that ran riot_ in
the breasts of the worst of men. He was
revengeful, lustful (see Gen. vi, 2-"Like
father, like son"), bloodthirsty, deceitful, and so on. Besides these mental
characteristics which he possessed in common with the children of his own creation,
he possessed the power of locomotion,
the power of wielding a sword, of shooting arrows, and other powers whiuh were
doubtless frequently exercised by the
fierce and warlike Hebrew nation.. At
the time this verse in Judges was written
the Hebrews were in that early stage of
progress in religious matters, and thought

·that God, being so mnch like unto a human being in other resoects, must necessarily hav some limit to his power;
hence it is said that chariots of iron prevailed against a man who had God on his
flide. However, after the Hebrews had
become a great nation, had acquired vast
territory and wealth, had mingled with
other nations and absorbed their ideas
about religion and about God among
other things, their notion of God became
broader and more spiritual, and we see
this bombastic sentence penned by one of
these latter day religionists among the
Old Testament Hebrews: "Behold, I am
the Lord, the God of all flesh: is there
anything too hard for me?" Verily, their
God has grown wonderfully. From a
poor, weak, manlike deity, who was afraid
of chariots of iron, he branches out into
a majestic God, who can put this powerdisplaying question, "Is there anything
too hard for me?" to mortals. Keep on
becoming more spiritualized and attenuated, thou ancient Jewish bugaboo of the
sky, and mayhap at no distant day thine
image will barely rise above man's mental
horizon like "a cloud the size of a man's
hand," the last vestige of an exhausted
storm.
A significant fact in this history of the
Hebrew race, which shows that they rose
like other nations and in the same manner
fell, is that they, too, fabricated a miraculous beginning for themselvs as a nation
in order that the fair (?) pages of their
history might not be sullied by a shameful tale of a lowly birth. When the Jews
first crossed the Red sea they went
through a shallow place in that sea which
remains to this day. No mighty hand
reached down from above and parted for
them the great volume of water. No
pillar of cloud went before them by day,
nor did any pillar of fire greet their eager
eyes in the night watches. Theirs was as
weary and painful a march as ever a human army was forced to make. But when
they grew into a powerful nation, that
reached out and overwhelmed and absorbed surrounding nations; when their
wealth was so immense that the magnificent
Temple of Solomon was made possible;
when they had grown in learning so much
that they excelled among all the knoWJI
nations of men for their literature, their
art, and their wisdom; then they became
ashamed of their humble beginning, even
as did the ancient Romans, ·and revised
the account of tbe exodus and of their
succeeding fortunes £>o as to make them
harmonize with their lofty position among
the kingdoms of the earth. They invented
the tale about God parting the waters of
the Red sea; about the pillars of cloud and
fire; about the miraculous f~eding in the
wilderness; about the wonderful wholesale
clothing store which the almighty started
up in the desert for their own especial
benefit; and all the rest of that wqnderful
collection of stories too wild for us of the
nineteenth century, who can look back:
from our position of vantage upon the
history of the past and pick out the false
from the true, to believe for one moment.
It seems strange that anyone can discuss
these miracles seriously, for never has the
brain of man in its most disordered state
conceived of more ridiculous, more stupendous events than follow close upon
each other like the various scenes of a
swift-moving panorama.
But enough on this subject. In closing
I want to add my feeble voice to the host
of other voices more powerful that are
urging on the victorious army of Freethought to renewed successes.
Hasten
the day when all men will be educated to
rely upon themselvs and cease to stretch
their eyes toward heaven in vain attempts
to catch a glimpse of a tender and merciful God. 0 that all men would learn
that if there be a God at all in the heavens
above us he has no eyes for mortals' woes.
Then we would all be striving toward the
attainment of one grand end, that of
making this world a splendid place to liv
in. Then man would look about him constantly to try to discover what duty he
owes to his fellow-man, without the
slightest fear that he will fall short of his
duty to a God whom he can detect by none
of his God-given ( ?) senses but whom he
must accept solely on faith in what others
hav said and written, others who were in

no better position to learn of God than
himself.
With hearty good wishes for Brother
Heston, along with the noble man at. the
head of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and all others
who are in the vanguard of the grand
army of Freethought, I am,
Fraternally,
HARnY W. PHILLIPS.

A Letter to the Editor of a Prohibition
Paper Which the Editor Wouldn't
Publish.
PoRT HURoN, MIOH., Apr. 15, 1893.
To THE EDIToR oF THE Beacon, nea1·
E;ir: I received your sample copy, and
you are well aware that I am opposed to
your Prohibition ideas, for the reason
that the church creeds are the cause of all
this misery which you are so vehemently
trying to obliterate. I do not question
your ho;uesty in this matter, and hope you
will extend the same sympatky to ·me. I
acknowledge a power (that no man can
comprehend) that is forcing humanity onward to a higher state than we now enjoy.
I am no saloonkeeper, as you once stated,
but an attorney-at-law-a temperance man
from head to foot, and an Infidel ·at that.
I like the taste of liquor better than
new Inilk, could not use it as a beverage
without becoming a common drunkard.
Why is this so? Because the object of hfe
is to build a pure body for another existence; and every human creature .bas
temptations of some kind placed along the
path of life for the purpose of developing
the will power, so that they can at.tain a
higher sphere in the world we are journeying to. The teachings ,of the church are
against the laws of. nature. It punishes
the innocent that the guilty may escape
the penalty of their own acts, and the
result is that the criminal class is steadily
increasing, hence the unknown power has
called the saloon into use to kill off this
class; therefore it is useless for you to try
in any manner to set aside the worl-ing of
this law. I am willing to admit that it
kills sixty thousand every year, but it
never destroyed a man worthy to liv; and
there is no escape from this conclusion,
for the man who will not cultivate his will
power, be a man amongst men, the law of
nature says must go under the sod and
make room for those who will exercise this
faculty, which is a part of every human
being. The suffering of women and children is to be deplored, but there is no
sympathy in nature. Her command is,
Obey my laws, or be punished. It is unwise to attempt any modification of the
edict. Man will only learn through suffering from his own mistakes and folly.
I oppose the churches becauee they hav
made the laws for the past seventy-five
years and hav not been able to prevent
the crime of murder in your state, but
actually pay a premium to breed thieves,
prostitutes, and feeble-minded children.
The people who raise children who are a
credit to themselvs and the state, are
classed as trash, and the church is master
of a show where rotten apples take the
prize and sound ones are of no account.
Mr. Thompson, you are a man of brain
power, your father and mother were respectable people, and just ask yourself
how much the state gave your parents
toward the expense of educating, feeding,
and clothing you until you arrived at the
age of twenty-one years. I will answer
the question for you-not one cent. Now,
under the church law, if anyone has a boy
who can be proved a thief the state will
take him, feed him, educate him-fill his
mind with the slush, "Jesus paid it all,"
"Seek the kingdom of heaven and all
things shall be given you "-and at the
age of twenty-one years he is given $5
and a suit of clothes and sent into the
world with polished manners and told to
make his living. He finds all avenues
closed, providing he tells where he came
from. Bread must be had. Even church
people will not employ him. The pious
bank director would nearly faint away if
he asked for a position in his moneyed institution. And the result is, he becomes a
thief or a gentlemanly burglar, while the
church people hold up their hands and
exclaim, "Whisky caused his downfall."
Now, the liquor had no more to do with it
than the b~efsteak he ate for breakfast.
The girls who are sent to the industrial
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school are on the same plane and are
forced to liv a life of shame, for they find
out that the sky-pilots hav told them falsehood•, and not beiug able to liv until they
can overcome it, they go down to degradation as the fruit of church steeples!"
The Prohibition church is trying to get
control of the government by denouncing
the liquor traffic, and the Catholics are on
the same track, but are more dangerous,
as they hav double the money of the
Protestants and threaten to destroy the
nation by establishing- parochial schools,
which means destruction to our public
system of education, as the two cannot
exist together.
There is a remedy for all of this evil,
and I ask that you advocate it in your paper, as it will accomplish just what you are
working for, and in fifty years there will
be no liquor used as a beverage, no
saloons, no children crying for bread
over the brutality of a drunken wretch
who has been married· by the church
to· the fairest flower on this planet,
a maiden; and you must admit the
treatment J advocate will accomplish all
that you are working for, providing you
hav the moral courage to publish this
letter. Dare you do it? This remedy
will destroy all priests, preachers,
churches, jails, prisons, and gibbets and
electric chairs for murdering the human
family. All would be obsolete in seventyfive years from the time it was put in force.
The remedy is in accordance with nature's
law. And it is to simply castrate all
criminals who are sent to the state prison
within twenty-fours after their arrival at
that institution, and after they hav served
six months.allow the officers of the prison
to discharge them; and in no case keep
them over one year. This kind of treatment will breed a new set of human beings
in !:Jevent.y-five years. An honest man
will hav something to liv for. Happiness,
Peace, and prosperity will be in the
ascendancy. The crime of murder will be
known no more. And it will solve a thousand problems that affiict humanity at this
d11te. You may ask, why has this not
been done before? I will tell you. The
king has always wanted soldiers, the
priest wanted dupes, and both of these
pests of the human family hav never had
enough of these creatures to satisfy their
selfishness. I know this is nature's plan
and the only way to get rid of the criminal class, as the black squirrel lays nothing up for the winter, hence must steal
while the snow is on the ground, while the
red squirrel provides for the winter, has
plenty to eat, and when himself and mate
catch the black thief stealing their stores
they do not kill him, but nature tells these
little animals what to do and they simply
castrate him with their sharp teeth and let
him go as a walking monument of his own
disgrace. The result is, hardly a black
squirrel in the state of Ohio. The sad
spectacle of ten thousand Christians
around an elevated platform torturing a
human being to death with red-hot irons,
then burning his body, will be known no
more when criminals are treated as nature
demands.
Now, if you wish me to take your paper,
giv this letter a place in your columns,
which will prove that you will do as you
state, "discuss all live questions," and I
will send you four years' subscription, and
your paper will be a live one. I would
ask that you send a copy of the paper to a
man by the name of Leonard, who is
scattering seeds of misery through the
state of Ohio and does not know what ·he
is doing-imagins it is a great good to tell
how an innocent man was killed so that a
lot of rascals might Jiv forever. The time
must come when he will acknowledge the
foolishness of his present work. Christianity is a fraud, as it punishes the wrong
party, worships yellow dirt, is the essence
of selfishness, prevents the progress of the
human family, and refuses to stop breeding criminals, and will style the writer of
this letter a crank. I hav told them the
truth, and it will never perish; and they
will hav to stop their work, and pass on as
other swindlers and frauds hav done before them. Now, with kind feelings to all,
and hoping you will publish my letter, I
remain,
Your obedient servant and well-wisher,
WM. E. LEoNARD.
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elements thundered forth their accusations,
explosions and cyclones, destroying their
• golden streets,' their ' disgusting lux.Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, ](all uries'
River, Mass., to whom all Oommumca''Lastly. Blessed are the professors, who
tions for this Corner should be sent.
refuse to devour locusts stewed together
with terrapin, who declare that there is
"Between the d&rk and the daylight,
no thought without heat, or the comWhen the nig.ht is begil;ming to l<?wer,
bustioh of phosphorus, which do not
Comes !' pause m the d~y·~ occu~at10ns ,
That 1s known as the Uh1ldren s Hour.
conduct us to a future state.
" Blessed, also, are atoms which are not
the gate of death to the human system.
May.
"Diseased substances may be the habitat
Smiling sweet, all hearts adoressing
of bacteria. but it is the atom, not the inBy thy joYous, goy caressing;
sect, which poisons us."
Never mournful, ne'er depressing,
Filled with fresh and fragrant blessing,
Seth was murmuring from "Measure
Bonnie, blithesome May.
for Measure:"
Gay sunshine gilds the vale and hill,
"And those eyes, the break of day,
And glistens on the dancing rill,
Li~hts which do mislead the morn."
While hyacinth and daffodil
.ALHAZA.
The wholesome air with sweetness fiU,
Bonnie, blithesome May.
Lexington, Ky., April 29, 1893.
Blue violets to life are stirre<i
At Nature's low, commanding word;
And we, with blossom, bee, and bird,
To thee all love and praise accord,
Bonnie, blithe3ome May.

A Present Instance.
The evergreens met in council,
And the tulips heard them say,
"There must be a Sunday closing,
They. wotud desecrate the day."
But the flowers in orient mantles
Got leave of tb.e queen of May,
And opened toward heaven on Sunday,
Whoever might 'ay them nay.
L.S.G.

Legend.-Continued.
"And buried, gentle Tyrrel ?" said
Richard III. of the murdered infants in
the Tower.
"Brother Seth," said Jane, "the poor
might as well be buried. The church of
Christ is supposed to be kind and selfdenying, although they trample on the
poor, corrupting their food, that they may
liv in luxury. Christians wish to teach
tho Sandwich islanders the thieving practice of adulterating-or, as they call it, of
refining-sugar.
Church-members who
liv in palaces send horrible plates of scraps
to the poor, causing Infidels who meet
them to exclaim: 'Is that dish going to
the cow? The poor animal will refuse it,
I know.'"
"0 Jesus, how I love thee!"
Ella Wilton came in as pale as death, saying: "·A society of ladies hav lowered my
prices to nothing for the most elegant
work and are now talking of establishing
the deadly, tyrannical factory, when we
will be able to get eight cents for making
a shirt.
"Those Christian ladies who wish to vote
and hold office belong to grand societies,
and hav no platform in which they can
show how they regard the great line of
Terence commencing with 'Homo sum."'
"Nothing which concerns tbe human
race is a matter of indifference to me,"
said Seth. "No enterprise should be engaged in without a glance at the interests
of the most lowly human being. Nothing
should be overlooked in their platform
that would raise the fallen or encourage
the industrious.
"The remark at a business meeting, that
our great Constitution c;Jonld be ignored by
Congress, should arouse the indignation of
religious women, who, if they possess the
wisdom of great and good statesmen,
would never sacrifice great interests for
small and doubtful advantages-like tear.
ing down a building to obtain a picture in
the third story.
"Do statesmen," said Seth, " pretend
to keep up asylums, having everything in
beautiful order, while the inmates are
starving and; though aged, are brutally
insulted by wealthy women because their
dress is poor and wretched?
" The good interpolations found in the
Bible arc not noticed by Christians. Selfishness is not holy kindness. A proud
look at the communion, a lying tongue,
gluttony, and stinginess, these do not, I
hope, belong to the church of Christ.
Will that reform the world? On the contrary, the world reforms the church. A
lady immensely wealthy carried a picture,
brilliant and gaudy, to a wretchedly poor
woman, sending her also five cents'
worth of rancid and stale provisions (true).
Another, or rather a church, allowed a
poor woman, eighty years of age, fifty
eents a year, while the wrath of the very

Correspondence.
CRoMWELL, lA., May 17, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner for the first time. I
am thirteen years old. I ~o to school in
the winter and help on tne farm in the
summer. There are not many Freethinkers around here. Most of the people are
religious. I hav two sisters and one
brether, who are all Freethinkers. If
this escapes the wastebasket I will try and
write again.
Yours truly,
CHARLIE H. MooRE.
G:rriliESPIEVILLE, 0., May 12, 1893.
.-DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first
letter to the Corner. I went to school
every day for eight months. I got a prize
for it, and also I got one for head mar~.
I am eight years old the 26th of tli1s
month.
I got the first prize for spelling.
My sister and brother and I are the
only Liberals in the school.
I am your little Liberal friend,
GENEVIEVE ERMINIE CRYDER.
CENTRAL PoiNT, ORE., May 3, 1893.
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first
letter to the Corner.
I am fifteen years old, and am staying
with my brother, who takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and we look forward with great
pleasure for the coming of it each week.
There are several TRUTH SEEKERS that
come to Central Point.
I like to read Colonel Ingersoll's lectures, and also Bennett's works.
We are having beautiful weather. All
the trees are in full bloom.
Well, as this is my first letter, and I am
afraid it will go in the wastebasket, I will
close. Yours sincerely, BELLE HALL.
GILLESPIEVILLE, 0., May 12, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first attempt to write to the Corner. I am ten
years old. I study all the common
branches. I went every day to school for
eight months, and got a prize for it, and
one also for spelling in the A class. I like
to go to school. We had Mr. Charlesworth to lecture for us last falL I liked
both of the lectures very much, but I
liked the first one best. We expect to hav
him again in J nne. I like to read the
Corner. Some of the neighbors call me a
"little Infidel devil." I wrote a little
poem, which I will send you:
" Pinkie winkie porlie bell,"
Don't you wish there was a hell?
That's where you would like to go,
Then you'd wish for a little snow.
When you'd jump in the burning lake,
Then you'd burn to a little flake;
Then you'd wish you were out here
Where the snow's on half the year.
Your little Freethinker,
MAUD E. CRYDER.

I

CALISTOGA, CAL., May 6, 1893. ·
DEAR MisS WIXoN: It has been such a
very long time since I last wrote to you
that no doubt you hav forgotten that such
a person as I ever existed. I do exist,
however, as you now see.
I thank you very, very much for the
lovely letter that you wrote to me last year.
I was so glad to get it, and I hope that if
you can spare the time you will write
again. Your letters will always be appreciated, I assure you. I presume that
your time is pretty well occupied though, is
1t not with your various duties?
To-day has been dreadfully hot-t.he
hottest day this year, so far; and this
morning the north wind was blowing quite
a gale; so you may imagin what an unpleas~~ont day this has been.
A lady medium visited Calistoga for a
couple of days this week and a number of
Calistoga people went to see her. My
sister and brother also went and she told
them ever so many things that weren't so.
She told Arthur (my brother) that he
was very religious in his mother's pres_ence
and that he was a gambler. The 1dea!
She also told Arthur that the spirit with
whom she conversed· was his (Arthur's)
father's. Such a thing to say, for papa is
not dead.
Do you believe there is anything in
Spiritualism? This lady Spiritualist was
not of much account evidently.
Our school has vacation for the next two
weeks. School closed yesterday. I hav
not been attending for the past two weeks
on account of a bad cold.
Shall you go to the World's Fair, Miss
Wixon? I am not going, and hav no
curiosity to go either.
We hav a very cute pug-dog now. He
is pure white and he has such a funny
curly tail. His name is :J'uefel. It is
a German name, and means the '' devil."
Do you know the correct pronunciation of
the· word? Is not the t sounded like d
and theflike v? I think that is correct,
but I'm not certain.
Our flower garden is lovely now, we hav
so many lovely flowers, especially roses.
Are you not fond of them?
The strawberry patch is looking finely
too. There are any number of green
berries in it and quite a few ripe ones.
I hav a vegetable garden this year, and
so far it is very good. I expect some
plants soon which I sent for for it-some
cauliflower and celery anti a little cabbage.
I expect the plants will arrive by this
evening's express.
I had company this evening and after it
had gone I sat me down to write to you.
I hav been so very neglectful. Please
forgiv me, won't you?
Papa has gone to town this evening to
attend the Farmers' Alliance, of which he
is president.
I wrote you a great long letter several
weeks ago and then neglected to mail it.
I hav it yet; so if you want me to, I'll send
it to you, even if it is stale.
Well, I will close now. It is quite time,
I think, for me to tumble into bed, for it
is now half-past twelve.
You need not print this letter, Miss
Wixon, unless you really wish to, as I am
not at all particular.
With much love to you, I am,
Affectionately your friend,
LoLA GRIGSBY.
[The editor of the Corner is quite busy,
and has little time for friendly correspondence. • She is always pleased to hear from
her friends, and among them she counts
Lola.-ED. C. C.]

GOLD.

SILVER.

MINES AND STOCKS.
CHAS.F. BLACKBURN
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.

MINNEAPOLTs, MINN., Apr. 26, 1893.
DEAR MISS WixoN: I heard about you
from papa. He said I should write a letter for the Children's Coruer. I am ten
years old and hav two sisters, one eight
and one four y.ears old. Papa takes THE
TRUTH. SEEKER, Investigator, Secular
:Jnought, and the Freethinker's 1Jfagazine. We hav the ''Freethinker's Pictorial
Text-Book" and" Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated." I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Papa does not care tJ hav us
read the Bible. We came to Minneapolis
because papa had the rheumatism. Now
we are going back to our own home in
Vancouver, B. C. Mamma was the first
corresponding secretary of the Vancouver
Freethought Society. I like Vancouver
better than Minneapolis. My teacher
here said we were wicked people, because
we did not read the Bible. I send best
wishes to you and all friends.
Your friend,
SusiE Cox.
[We would like to hear from Susie again
when she gets to Vancouver.-ED. C. C.]

Special attention given to the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbia.

LlTTLE Fl\EETf{IHltEl\.
Friends, please try our LITTLE FREETHINKER, the only paJ?Ar published for thR
young free from ~uperstttion, rO cents a yea•. I
will send it and Foote'A Health Montl!ly for 50
cent<;;_ or it and" Little Lessons" for 75.cents; or
tnd THE TRUTH SEEKER for ¢3. Address
ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
3t20

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1:1mo, 300 pp., $1.

~old.

Apples of

And Other Stories for

Boys and Guls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionall;y Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illnstrations and 25 small!Jr; \arge
tyPe, heavy, toned paper, broad margms, Illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1 .
Address, THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.

Superstition in All Ages.
ChrlstianityandExposed the
Falseness
'IJfthatRe-

of
Pr
/lo.d. Pa-

Per, 601-~~~__j~
cents;
eloth, 11. L:~~~~~~~~
Address '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPAml,

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
----1 4 4,---Mora/, Theological, Historical, ant/ Speculative

Propositions.
liS cents

i?l,>;:;;:J,

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fAfNCH RfVOLUTION.
Its Causes a!)d Res1..dts.

By W. S; BELL.

Paper, !2mo, 25 ctR.

Paine Vin.rlicatea
Reply to New York )l'Jse-roer.
li3y ~. G. INGB.N-~~,-,L.
With "A ROMAN OATH OLIO OA:N'AR."O.,.
Price, 1o cents.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD_
Precious !Uetal Mines a Specialty. Can

furnish any kind of mineral ;property-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Ntckel, Uopperi Lead.
Antimony, Iron, Manganese,l\'Iica, and Uoa . Also
Slate, Granit, Ltmestone, and Sandstone quarries.
RIC/I GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE.

Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers,_,and
gold-silver galena mines in Kootenay and uariboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited· sampling, assays and mill tests;
all work stricth scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
METAL.
3mol4

•

MINERAL.

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit !o.r family readin".
Par.er, sG centK: doth,50oen~l.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTUREB.
By John R. Kelso, AoJD.•
12roo, cloth, 11!1.00.

Essay on

~V6 iracles.

' Bv D.A V:lD HUME"
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REDUCTION IN PRICE .OF A GREAT BOOK.

Ju$t Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would give $25 •
J'l!U to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Christianity
possesses to make men moral.
We h~v.e just issneq 1he Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
The addittons for thts new edition of the

With the eighth edition of
Winwood Reade's "Martyr•

"Crimes of Preachers"

dom of Man," the cost ol

shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous editions bhow that within a few years about

production has been /es•

1300 MINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY

sened so that we can reduce

of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-"the church" meaning of course the
oler_gy.
. .Notwithstanding ihe many o.dditional pages. we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. bend for " copy, and confound the church- WllillillllloJt:l
men..Show them jnst what son of su&mps are the clergy who have
olqseq the.WorJd's :E:air .on ~nnday. because it is so holy a d&y that to look upon machiner~ or
pamtmgs ln thts penod ts "tmmoral."
'
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

the price from $1.76 to

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen
.. Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The
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''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''

BY

SALADIN

Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in Its rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppressive factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hi&
intellectual struggle from the animal period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha.ii
the author conceives wonld be a. reJ.igion or reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persia •S, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria, the
J:l..
• Pheuicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W "R
The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets.
Character of J esus the ChristinnshArabia, Mecca,_ Character of Moham.
RELIGION • med,
Description of Africa. the llio ttmmedans in uentral Africa.
Ancient E)lrope, Invas;on of the Germans. the Castle, the Town, the
•
Chur.c!I,
Arab S_pat.n,
the Slave 1'rade,
LIBERTY AbolittonVm Europe,
Abohtton Ameuca. Matenals of .1:1nman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man and Early History,
of Universal History, The Fntu."e of the Human Race, The
INTELLECT• Snrprpary
Religton of Reason and Love.
7

~W.

BTEWART ROSS),

~mce,

th~ Portu~uese, Dis~overe%
1ll

Editor of the

L-ONDON .AGNOBTIO JOURNAL.'\

ijJ

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h11-ve e&rned tl!e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vaet. research 1 of sound cnttctsm:t. o~ cansttc
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing sattre, pf patnos and elog,nence. J.t ts one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the J eWlsh God and the Btble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Chris~ianity !'lle';,ated the .woman; it l!'hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ;>Ject o~ Balad~n s wo,rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee(led. An English wnter satd of 1~:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever t•sned from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
..,
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo•t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•ection of woman, ·with inci·
dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion of what she is and should be. A merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibleR of the day. full of facts. fancies, truthg, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. MoRt of the satirical shafts a1med at the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt toP', ;H.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

•

A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec~ proving that Christianity did no~
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·xo which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the vetled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible C81l be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subjects are: A Lll<!lt Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Uapital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thonghtfnl, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold.lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B~

one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Balad!D

In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the lla.llows. Printed from Dlm'llw
script iu the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. 0! this book the Oven Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory,' Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli(l'ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation (]burch; Lechen•of the Confesstonal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions o!
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have ]]'ostered Learning; Her Atte ' pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative Critninal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
•
.,..,., oJl of tll!!RII wo1rb -.dck1011~
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HAND-BOOK
OF

FREETH OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
l'ast amount of evidence against the superstition• <loc.
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference a.ud aid
..
...
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
:·
·, ·. · ·.. ·,
of subjects makes it a hand-hook. As IngerRoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason" it enables somebod:y in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subJects include all the disputed pomts between Christiani~ and Freetho]!ght. Price,
$1.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH~BEEKER.

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette place, New York.

TkHE
.b
· Good Books for Liberally ln.
Truth See er 1 1 rary.
r dP t
Published Monthly at

$3

C

per Year.

tne

eop e.

IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
Price. The Last 'l'ene1i Imposed upon the Khan o_
Truth Seeker Annual 1891
$0 ?5 ' Tomathoz. tly Hudor Genone, author
Men W
d G d ····:HT""":i:i""(i""
i'
o~ "Ingn.irendo!sl.and." Copiouslyillustrated
'de~:-.~~.'.-~~ ...•.~ ..s." ..... :.:~.... : ...~:~ 50 Wlth ongmal draWlngs by Louis M. Glackens.
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Dins12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
trated..................... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 Inquirendo Island. A novel. By Hudor
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. BlmG
12 mb °•k 8Ji 3 tpages; clodth , h$t1• paper,
nett.......................................
25
50ecnoReT.ht"s
0o
Cjlristian Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
.·
ts o me a e1tg rnl snrVtctor Hugo's Oration oti Voltaire.........
Kn~e. In m:~e_judgment it is a stronger piece of
10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Dinstrated .. ::: 40
ctton than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking BackSabbathBreal<inlj; John E. Remsburg....... 25
ward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
·
F ·
f"
rperctless exposure of Pharisaism and hjTPocT rave ls m
att
rom Tradition to Rear~sy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Uhrisson. Robert C. Adams.................. 25
ptan}tY of to-day. It is a good book and while
1 by all."Strike of a Sex. GeorgeN. Miller............
25
1twtll offend many, should be reaa
1\fy Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put[The Arena.
25
The B'f~·8r"ci-iH<ii8ill"iD."ifli"eoiogY:.an<i."ne:
Lecture on the.Bible. By Rev. Charles
ligion. T. E. Longshore................ 50
Voysey, past.or of the Theistto church of LouIssUEs oF 1892.-$3.
wtth a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
Infidel Death-Beds. G. w. Foote.......... .
25
a t Root. Paper, 87 pages; 20c.
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illnstra:
God in the Constitution. By Arthur ·B.
ted........................................ 40
Bradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; 10c.
·
Was !JhristCrucified? Austin Bierbower....
10 Evolution in its Relations to Evani!elical
Pnlptt, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener..................................... 10
Religion. By B. F. Underwood.
aper,
Bible Morals. JohnE.Remsburg.......
25
24mo;21pages; 5c.
~wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk ....... ::::: 50 The Change of Front of the Universe.
ohcket Theology. Voltaire...................
25
By Minot ;r, Savage. P•per, 81 pages, 1oc.
W y Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bahw
. cock,...................................... 10 A. St~dy of Primitive {;hristianity. By
Liberty in Literature.
Testimonial to
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt lop, uncut
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
edges, 819 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is ev 1dently
. By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25 ' !I thorough .scholar, and one cannot fail to be
S1x Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
tmpressed w~th the. care, the honesty, the faithProctor................................... 15
fnlness, the Impartiality, the love of truth the
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A..
conservatism exhibited throughout thiR admiTh Hart.: ........ :........................... 40
rahle volume."-[Popnlar Science Monthly.
e
Ho)X
Btble
Abndged.........
.....
...
.
.
..
.
80
Wh_at.
Can E_th 1"cs Do For Us • By
F als e Ulaims of the Church. John E.
•
Remsburg................................. 10
:~~:.~oc~Iackmtire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 82
IssUEs oF 1893.-$3.
F
Thomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
reedom of Thought and of Speech. By
G Ingerso"
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
15
The Creation 6i"G:i>ci....
:i:iart:
pages,1oc.

q.O¥•

Dr... j'acob ..

. mann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 The M.orals of Christ. A comparison
Crimes of ~re.achers in the United States.
with ~h«l contemporaneous systems or Mosaic,
M. E, Btlli,ngs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 25
P!Iansatc, and Grreco-Roman ethics. By Austin
R
esurrectton of .Tesns.. .. .... .. .. . . ..... ...... 40
Bterbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pa,ges 50c. cloth
Ha~d.book of Freeth ought. W. S. Bell......
50
$1. "Mr. Bie~oower has carefully analyzed th~
ReligiOn a Curse; J<e!igwn a Disease; Reold-world ethtcal sYstems which chiefly conligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
25
cern the modern civilizetl world, and in this
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor ·~f
book he has so classified the elements revealed
THE '1'BUTH SEEKEB.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
h.Y that anal¥§~S as to _give them a high scienAbraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian•
tificva.Jue. Htsbooktsa.Jmostassystematicas
John K l!emsl.mrg..................... :
50
a treatt~e upon one of the exact sciences and
Dunn~ the year. other standard Freetbonght
s~ands .m fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical
works wtll be published and sent to subscribers
dtscusston of whwh we hear so much and which
as they appear.
leads us nowherc."-[Chicago Daily News.
Ye~rly su.bscribers at $3 receive all the numbers Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
~.I17~~~~~r1 fs ~~~ile'J:r. In ordering please say on the applications of scientific truth to morals
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
and religton. By E.l>. Powell. 12mo, 208pages;
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,
cloth, $1; P.aPer, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
28 LafaYette Place. NewY· ork.
essays on ethtcal and religious subjects. They
are the v,:ork of a mai\ of vigorous intellect, who
has studted the doctnne of evolution long and
carefnlly, ani! has not found it necessary to
abandon al.J his old reverences. The discourses
are lull of.mterest to the casual reader by relts~m qf thetr fund of anecdote and biographical
cttatton, and to the seeker for religions and
W.~~~a~rnth they offer many helps."-[Literary
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CHRIST

•

•
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CRUCIFIED?

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, 80c. "li'Ir. Grumbine's statements are
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide reading an<l investigation. It is a helfful
A judicial consideration of the qnestion,and the
one. is th!Jrough!y interesting reading, nnr its
decision against tho scriptures a.nd the Christian
preseutattou of the relation between evolution
tradition. Price, 10 cent8. Address
and Christianit¥ includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffnlo Express.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Pre cw;.) Gon OT
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 480 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

~upernatural Religion~

r~~ove We a Supernatural, lnsprre<L Mi:rao1JJ.oue

1•

J~

lP..;_ l!lOXJtJ)

fleligio~ ~
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The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81 OR Y.

l'itot».~ ~

-oonV

Br Mlt& E. J. BUL.

Prioo, s:eents.
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THE HOLY CROSS SERIES
The Popes and Their Doings. BiogT~Ph

ical sketches of the mo•t noted of the!le VIcars
of Christ and vicegerPntA of God, showmg what
they have done, and what kind of me.n they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, l!J. VE\rY unvarnished langnalle, and the nnmaskmg 1s co:mplete, proving_ them to have bee~ crg.el, mtrignine:. and licentious .~en .. Cons~denng the
rapid growth of c..tbolimsm m ttns cqnntry,
th1s book cannot be too widely d1ssemmated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Awful Disclmmres of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her snfferi~gs durin" her residence of five ye~rs as a noviCe,__a,nd
two years as a black nun, m the Hotel V1e:n
Nunnery, at Montreal. J;'erhaps not any antiCatholic book ·published has. crPat~d more <':JFcitemePt, and had sn<'h a ClrcnlatlOn as th1s
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Mqnk w~s ".no
better than she should be," but mvest1gatwn
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
- Prwe,paper, 50 cent'; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
neries.. By Wm. Hogan, for twent:y:-five

vears a confessing priest. A revelation of tl;le
licentious :practices of the pries~s and nun~ m
these religwns brothels. There 1• no question
that Ex-priest Hogan knew the truth of the
tales of VICe, seduction, and infanticide he giyes
in tbis volume, and equallY there is no qnestwn
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast )liDOnt;tts
of money now allowed it by our vanons Cltv
governments. Price. paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.
·
f

The Priest in Absolution. A ReVIew o

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Conft'ssional Unmaskerl," from the "Master Key to Poperv,"
etc. 'J'he work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citiz~n to examine (\arefn_lly
and thoughtfully a religions sys_te~ so.mV"!live
of privacy. so powerful for eVIl m Iicentwns
hands, so fraught with danger to female morlestY to the ingenuous openness of youth,
and' to the freedom of thought, speech, and
-action. Price- paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exp!}sed

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, <;>f Dnrha~. Eng.
land. Revised AmericAn editwn, showmg the
result in p_ari,bes of tbP. Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Hllr Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore-

ham. Essex England_ Showing that convents
are inimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO_,
28 Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price. 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one agafust the Colorado beetle!'
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price. 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
.By H•l•l'\ H. Gardef'\er.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and

Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible,

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Force a11d "'atter;
o:a,

v' •)

Princtples of the Natural Order of 'the Uni~
verse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
v'ti•,.'!'ENTS;

Fo:rne and :Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Fore">, Ma~,
.
Infinity of :Matter,
Bram and :Mmd,
Value of Matter,
Thon~ht,
Motion,
Const~Ionsness,
Fonn,
Seat ':>f the SoiJ.J.;
Immutability ofNatnraJ Innate IdeasJ..
Laws,
The Idea of ugd,
Universality of Natural Personal Contmnance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
'!'he Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation :Fre 3 Will,
of the Earth,
l\10~-·ality, ..
Original Generation,
Conclnd!i_ng Observ ..
Secular Generation,
tiona.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlargt'd to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
ArlrlreRR
THR TRUTH SEEKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this otllce.

frloe, 15 cen~.

G~ms

of ~hougAt.

BETTER to fall for right
Than flourish by wrong. .
-Buddhist sacred writi'l'lgs (Soweda
Sangrahaya).
BETTER to fling a.way the world
Tha.n fail to do thy duty in it.
-Ibid (Ta-chwang-yan-kingl?ln, sermon44).
WHEN the soul is ordered aright,
The body will then be rightly ordered,
-Ibid (Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king, v. 527).
HELL is for fools;
Heaven is for the wise.
No man ca.n damn another,
Each man must sa.ve himself.
-Ibid (Dhammapadda, ''"· 126, et al.).
DoUBTS will exist ever in the mind;
Yet ever, ay, ever, pursue the way of
virtue;
Over the rugged path along the precipice,
Pursue it in faith and ta-uth.
-Ibid (Siau-chi-kwan, sec. 3).
To aid mankind, or any one ma.n,
This is infinit merit.
There is no merit in babble,
'rhat babble about the heavens and the
specters
Hidden from man's knowledge and vision.
-Ibid (•'idra of Forty-two sections,
sec. 10).
THE masters of literature are universal
explorers and adventurers. They do not
deliberately beat about forever in a. little
creek or inlet and ca.ll that navigating
the world.- Wm. Watson.
REASON teaches us tba.t the church ought
to contribute to the expenses of the nation
in proportion to its revenues, and that the
body set apart to teach justice ought to
begin by giving an example of it.- Voltaire.
THE third claim which Professor Pearson makes for science is the obvious one
that. its suggestiv discoveries afford means
for the improvement of all the material
conditions of human life. Many of the
greatest practical triumphs of science in
the present age hav flowed from discoveries or observations which at the outset it
washard to link, even in imagination, with
any important practical result. In the
words of our author, "The frog's legs of
Galvani and the Atlantic cable seem wide
enough apart, but the former wa.s the
starting-point of the series of investigations which ended in thA latter." In like
manner, it is suggested, the recent discovery of Hertz, tha.t the action of electromagnetism is propagated in waves like
light, and that light, as conJectured by
1VI ax well, is only a special phase of electromagnetic action, may in a generation or
two do more to revolutionize life than
even the discovery of Galvani as developed
in the electric telegra.ph.-Projessor Youmans.
ONE of the chief strongholds of those
who ascribe the genesis and preservation
of the world to an all-ruling a.nd allorganizing creativ power, has been and
still is the so-called fitness in Nature.
Each flower tha.t unfolds its many-colored
petals; each gust of wind that chases a.wa.y
a cloud; each star that lig-htens the night;
each leaf that flutters m the air; each
wound that heals; each thing, ea.ch phenomenon of Nature; all these afford the
teleologist or the seeker after fitness a.n
opportunity of admiring the unfathomable
wisdom of that Higher Power. Modern
investigation and natural philosophy hav
shaken themselvs tolerably free from
these empty and superficial conceptions of
design, which unfortunately still obtain
in school a.nd church to the detriment of
truth and of science. If matter, as has
been shown in our earlier chapters, cannot
exist or be thought of without "force,
motion, a.nd form, it stands to reason tha.t
the genesis and destruction of individual
forms, existences, and institutions of nature a.re a necessary and obvious result and
product of physical existence or of the
interaction of natural forces.~ Not less
obvious a.nd indubitable must it appear
tha.t these natural forces, by their mutual
millionfold reactions, must determin and
limit each other, so that at length an apparent order and design must hav arisen,
which if we look at it with human eyes a.nd
measure by the standard of human institutions, without taking into consideration
its original causes, must necessarily appear
to ha.v been extrinsically called into being
by a conscious reason ordering things with
perfect consciousness. We omit to note
in limine, that there could be no other
result, owing to the very nature of the
case, and that inapposit and unfitting
things and institutions, or even attempts
at creating such, must ha.v perished by
their own inhere~:~.t defects in course of
time; or, in other words, that a.n apposit
institution is only one case among a. thousand inapposit or less apposit ones, which,
from their very unfitness, were incapable
of surviving. -Buchner.

col, R. G. Ingersoll's

Scientific Works.
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

ARGUMENT

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Lav-gnagei 2. The
Identity of Language and 'Iliough~, and .8.
The s,mplicity of Thought. With an 8.J1penchx
which contains a correspondence on "'l'honghdt
Without Words," between F. Max Muller an
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, G!lorge hJ.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in clot .
Price, 75o.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
guage. By Prof. F. Max Miiller. The

Oxford University Extemlion Lectures. With
a snp:(llement. •· .My Predecessors." an essay on
geneSIS of "The s~ience of Thought." 112
pages; cloth. :Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
Ribot, professor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at tile College de France,
and eilitor of the Revue Philosophique. Authorized translation. Treating 0 r the following
topic•: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical :manifestations; c, Surprise. 2. Voluntary.,_or Artificial,
Attention.-a, Its mechanism;_g, mhibition; c1•
The feeling of effort. 8. The 1uorbid States or
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c, Fixed icleas and ecstasy; dl Idioe.y; e, Attentwn in sleep and hypnosis. C oth, 'T5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of

This is the greatest argument ever ma.de in a ca&e
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians UBI) force to rePr.e~s free
speech. 111\J legal acumen 1s unsurpass«;d •. lts eloquence never equaled. Wherever Cbr1St1an J>ebrse cut10n is going on this argu~e!!t should e
fr eely circulated, read tp the Ohr1stla.ns, and exp ounded on every occasiOn.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 oents.
Address
THE TRUTH ElEEKEB,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ftEVIEW.
.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
By GEORGE W: BROWN, M.JJ.

JJ1atsriaZism:

Philosophy a~ a 8ystematio Arran!{ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psycholofy of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Strnctnra and Psychological Character of Proto-Organi-sms: :Motory
and 8ensorx Organs. 8. The Ps¥chology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and A~i
mal Nutrition; Predatory .Habits or Certam
Animalcn.la. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Hi!! her Animals anct Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence bPtween Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (prof~~sor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris} respecting cellular psycliology_ 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;_ andalsoithu Controversy with Mr. Hugh u. Pentecost, and
other", on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,_portrait of the author, and 'autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Pa.ul Ca.rus

Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in human thought and histo!Y :
discns•ing: 1. The N atnre of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 8. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism
Monoth-,ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism)
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

.
.

15 cents

Price,

Its History an,Z Its Injf:uenoo
Upon Society.
By

DR. LoUIS BUOHNEB, Author of "Force and
·
Matter," eto.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, :;r cents.

Bible 1emperaqce.
---LIQUOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
10 cents

By E. C. WALKEB.

Apocryphal New Testament.
THS GOSPSL.S,
Eplsttes, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testament.
.?rice:

. $1

- A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FR.ANVES WRIGHT.
-- ~mbellished with the portrait of Epicurus, thfl

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com

parative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenoerg, of the University of Riel.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From" Jones to La~
sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; d, The In
terp_retation of the Veda; e, 'rhe History of th e
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
~Y Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology ;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology m
France and Italyj d, Psychology in Great Brit
ain and the Unhed States. 8. Old Testamen t
History: or, The Rise of the peQI>le of Israel
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People o f
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes o f
Israel; c, The Conql:!~st of Palestine and the
Ki~dom oflsrael. With especial introductionB
by Profe~sors Oldenberg and Cornell, and pref
atory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Eleg&nt cloth binding. Price, 75c.

-

Greek philosopher, and the author.

75 cent•

I

BIBLE IN. INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebr'ew af'\d Cl).ristiar). Revelaticf'\.
Price, $2.

By Loms JACoLLIOT.

Pa.uI

The Ethical Problem. By Dr.

. Godly Women of the Bibler.

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before th e
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
invitation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50C.

A HISTORY OF ALL

On Double Consciousness. ExperimentsI

PsychologicalStndtes. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Con
scionsne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. Th e
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses o f
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical :E:xe
5. Mechanism or Snbconscion,ness? 6. 'l'h e
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Conscious
ness. 7. The In tens tty of Snhconscions StateB.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena o f
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Conscious
ness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50C.
The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. B y
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegant!y
bound edition of this famous and popular Ger
man romance. The antho~ writes a~ a mott0
for the American edition: "A noble burnan
life does not end on earth with deat.h. It con
tinnes in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activit' of the n ation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price,$4.

-

-

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribo t.

Authorized translation. Treating of the follow
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Personality an d
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso · ders. 3. Emo
tional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

-

The Women Who figure In the Bible.
-BY-

Ali

UNGODLY

WOKA:bT

ON' TBB NIJIUflEBNi'R CENT
1JBL

'111 cents.

Clot, h. -

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatocy notes compiled and arranged b:r
the l&te Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
4ililrARA 'JTR1il 'l'Rll'J"FF" FllilF.KF.R.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Facts of Ph;ysiological and Experiment al
Psychology. ByJJr.PanlCarns. Whh 152llln,_
trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomt!y bonn d
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1. Th e
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. 8. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Hace an d
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investig a,.
tions of Experimental Psychology. 6. 'rhe Eth·
ical and Religions Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'£HE TRU'l'H H~EKEH
28 Lafayette Place, NP.w Y""''

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S •
By MRS, E.

n.

BLENKER.
-

DROPSY

40oontil,

TKEATED FREE

Podtl•ely fJURED with Yt~JZ•
tD.ble RemedleK. Have cured
many thousand cases called
hopeless. From tirst dose
symptoms rapidly disappear, and In ten days at least two·thirds
of all symptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials of mi·
.aculous cures sent FREE, 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE b'
QlVtjl, DR. H. H. GRBllN & SONS, Specialists, ATLANTA. GA.

The Bible Analyzed. Oloth, octavo, 833 ·
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
""he Real Blasphemers. Papt'T, 12mo,
188 pages, 50C.

Spiritualism Sustained.
00>

pag~s,

Unherse

$1.

~,
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CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith .

.By

G. W. PIOOT:e.

BY CAPT. ROBEBT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.i.ge of Reason • .f'ap., :&5c.
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.

.llge of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie!o

--o--

.llpostle of Political and Rr
ligiousLiberty. (Life.) B:

.Beinjr true accounts of the passing away of the
tollowmg persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and ot:bers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Ba;l'le,
.Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Bicha.rd Ca.rlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet-hRObert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Cha.rles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta, Ga.ribaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin
ake, Victor Hugo,
Einme, L1ttr~ Harriet M
Jean Meslier1
James Mill, dO.d.:l Stuart
rabea.n, Roben
Owen. Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer.~.Rabe
lais, Winwood Reade, Ma.dame RolanJ, ueor_ge
Sand, Schiller1 Shelley, Bpinoza, Btrans_lh John
Tolan.!!J Vanim, Voln«ly, Voltaire, James watson,
.John watts, Thoma.s Woolston

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

· J. 'E. Remsburg. Portrait. Par.·
50c.; clo., 75c.
Common Sense. Written i1
1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During .AJn
Revolution. Pap.,40c.; clo., 75c

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp.

clo., $3; leather, $4; morocc..
~t edges $4.50.

Life of.

By J. E. Remsbur§

Life of.

With Remarks o1

Life of.

With Explanator;\

Port. Pap. 50c.

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., witl
portrait, 60c.
Observat10ns. By G. Vale. Pm
trait. $1.

'PriM.

2.~

oentl<.

4.iMres•

Lithograph of. Heavy plat.
wood. 10c.

.Political Works: "Commm
Sense," "Crisis,"
Man.' $1.50.

u

Rights

o

Rights of Man. Answer t•
Burke's Attack on French Revo
lntion. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merit!..·
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lG•
Theological Works: "Age o•
Reason,""ExaminationofFropi
ecies," etc., with Life of Pan.
and steel port. $1.50.

findicationof. ReplytoN.l
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll.. :o.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BBONSON D. KEELEB.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Ea.rly Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as F criptnre
Books Which are Now Callea ApocryphaL The
!Iel'ctice. The Christian Canon.
Paper,IIO cents: cloth, 75 cents.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

FA [ ETH IN Kf AS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
~

NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND. BENEFI·
CENT INSTITUTION, AND JlR.
VEALING THE .AllUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
iTATE.

185
WITH

FuU...Page
lllustratioqs.

.COPIOUS

CITATIONS iltt

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS~
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUM£N,. 11•
THE ARTIST
.DESIGNS EY WATSON 8JUJ'l''JL\·
WITH PORTRA12' ur
THE lJESIGNEb.

The illustrations are classified a.s i:oiiowo:
:illl~$
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OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
'l\'lm ABSUl<DITY AND UNTRUTJI:l!'Ul.·

1Dnele Sam and the .Priests.
The Church Robbin.g the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies m Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians andJ\lohammeda.ns.

2 represent
II
"
1
"
25
1
~

(

li

1
(
II
12
3
8
7

Samples of Christianity's Wort
J\fiss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResnUA
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Churw
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneoll8.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b..,
fore I!Jl~ared in this conntcy, ~tnd it is very donbtfnl if another one like it will ever again be Fnh·
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of IJ..ntting the book in the reach o all
A.t twice the price U would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and dE
signer is a wonderful snccessJ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal ;,
America. will desire a. copy of tn\s most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his geniWJ . ,
Preethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the canse of nght and truth. But the pic',
ures do not make up the whole of this volume. There a.re nea.rly two hundred pages of readim
'lltttter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p):'ove the utte·
•&Jsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeth~r th•
bOok is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been put 1n iw.\1.
lii.D.ds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Prloe, board cover'S, $2;

clot~,

$2.50.

RoariBfLion on tbeTrac[
Bfl M.

~AJ-nonK.

Price

1n Oi•Dt-!1 •

In~ersoll ~onvenir.

THE MOST ARTISTIC Sl'OON MADE .
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

Given Away.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh•ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, mv price :!12.50, bnt
guaranteed "finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3 And 'or everv additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an ordqr for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea SpLons. {
0 xidizerl.
} each $2 ~0
10 ounces · er doz.,
Oxidized,
}
3.00
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidized.
}
gilt bowl,
8.00
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxiclizerl 1
}
g1lt,
3.50
{ 10 Pectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2.75
gilt
"
3.25
satin
3.00
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is also su]lplie etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H"PPY I Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents ext.ra. Part.ies entitled to spoons may; upon paying difference i u
price, select any other spOOJl from above li1t.
My stock embraces ever;\'t.hing usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular marl<•·t price. Watchee
of every descriptiOn.._ Chail!!'.> Rings, Ne. klaces,
Jewelry, Silver anLt t'lated ware, Optical Goods~
Ba ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be pain
for Proof that I hav advanced my prices shove
lowest prices published in any of mv 1·, test pricelists, on account or t.h~ above liberal offer.
(If Freethou~ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so a.pphed.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill..
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wetts'ein"
Watch; t-he Beautif'nlingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethought Bange.
Send for priceli,ts, cards in colors and gvlrl of
badge, tracts. etc .• free.
h

Priee, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00:

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlang}l....... ... .•.
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake .....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiot.
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall..
10 E:pidemicDelnsions. Marvin ................
11 Philosoph;y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's J:l~lfast Inangural.:..and Portra1t..
13 Essavs on MiracleR. Dav1d ttnme ...........
14 I.and Question. Charles Bradl•ugh ........
15 Were Adam and Eve Our Jlirst Parems?
Charles Bradlangh.........................
Ill Why Do Men t:ltarve? Charles Bradlangh..
1R A Plea for Atheism. Charles Br•dlangh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol;roake.....
20 t:lnperstitio • Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoak e. . . . . .
1 DefenRe of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
1:2 Is th" Bible Reliable? Charles Watts.......
2\ The Ch•istian Dei tv. Charle• WattR... ... . .
24. Moral Value of th. Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethon~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Christiamty: It• Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts .
..
2H 'fhonghts on Atheism. Austin Holvoake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake... . .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..
~0 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Brartlauvh..... ...
,qg Labor's Prayrr. Charles Bradlangh
40 Povfrty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible .Antagonistie. C. Watts ..
43 Christian S<'heme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Lo_g:ic of DPath: or, Why Ah· nld the Atheist
J!'ear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake
.. -.
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh..

Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bed·
rock of human liberty.
Price.
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Colonel

paper, 22x28, $1.

Political and- Religious R6
former. By B. F. Unde1

Is Controversy Dangerous?

5
5
25
10
15
10
10
50
25
iO
5
5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
o
5
5
5
5
10
10
5
10
5

MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna. for" God's Chosen.". .... .. 6
3 New Lif<' of David. Charles Bradlangh .... 5
5 20'' Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 lJialognfl between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese 1\iandarm . . . . . . . . . .... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the BPnch of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian..
10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.. ............................. 5
oake .
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh.. ..... 5
1• A Few Word- about the Devil......... .. .. .. 5
1
11 NewTifPofJacdb ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol;yoake..... 10
For Men Only,
13 Spe..imen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 ActsoftheApostJe,: AFa•ce. A. H..
.. 10 1e a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
15 Ln"'icrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10 and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh....... 5 treats all those pecnli&r diseases of :young and
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra<llaugh ...... 5 middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
18 What Did Jesus Teach? n. Bradlan!!'h...... 5 and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man19 '"fw Life of Ab-aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5 hood, Wastinf Discharges\,Vancocele, Mental
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh .. .. 5 and Physica Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, anrl
21 A Secnlar Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz.. .. . 10 Death.
To those alllicted and who a.re desirous of being
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send cured
a booklet of some 83 pages will be sent to
:111.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth their
a.ddress for ten cents sealed in a plain
fflr $3, and $10 worth for $5.
envelope, giving causes and BJ'lllptoms of the
Complaint a.nd a .description of the Doctor's imp_ortant meqi~al discovery-an Outward ApiJlica.
tion-a pos1t1ve cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. R. P. FELLOWS
Vineland, N. i
And say yon saw this advertisement m THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.

1'8€ H01'£D SPECJAl..JSt'

To J(r(lult.ltP. the

POPIS AHD 1'i{£JQ DOJHGS. J
. t.OOOUNT .0 1!

Yicars of Chrtst and Y1cegerents of God.
l'aper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TltUTB
BEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

STOMACH, LIVE8
'NO BOWELS, Hl\11:

81PANS TABULE&
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W ANAM~KER is spoken of as a nominee
for the next presidential term.
'rHE czar has given the pope, in observance of the latter's jubilee, two superb
vaseR on mother-of-pearl pedestals.
AT Lampasas, Tex., last Sunday, a
Providential judgment was manifested in
the falling dead of Rev. James Mackey in
the midst of a sermon.
DEACoN WADHAMS of Talmage's Tabernacle predicts the coming of Christ within
a decade, grounding- on passages in Isaiah,
Matthew, and Revelation.
THE Rus~ian government has issued a
ukase expelling Jews from the Asiatic
provinces of the empire. The decree will
cause wide·spread suffering.
CoL. R. McMAHON offers $25 in gold to
the student of the West Virginia University who shall write the best thesis on
"What was Shakspere's religion?"
HEBREw citizens of New York city hav
called on Secretary of State Gresham and
asked that the government solicit Russia
to mitigate her edicts against Jews.
THE Italian g-overnment has closed the
provincial council of Pergamo because of
its 'declaration that the pope's temporal
rights are superior to the unity of Italy.

THE LORD HIDETH JERRY AND HIS SCRIBE.
But the king commanded J erahmeel the son of Hammelech, and Seraiah the son of Azriel, and
Shelemiah the son of Abdeel, to take Baruch the scribe and Jeremiah the prophet: but the Lord hid them.
-Jer. xxxvi, 26.

EAGLE BRAND.
-THE BEST-

S. P. Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

ROOFING
RELICION A CURSE,
Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or antbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron.
is ready for use. and is easily ap.
RELICION A DISEASE,
plied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
· L E. I£XC£LSIOR
state size of roof.
PAINT AND ROOFING co.,
RELI.CION A 1
Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
It

13t18

1 edtcated to the American Congress, of 1892, Which for the salce of Religion. Stabbed, Liberty
to the Heart.

A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
By M, FARRINGTON.
on Sunday-au act which practically united the gove.rnment and the Christian church.
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian A Thorough Exami11,ation and .Ref
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
utation of the Claims of the
Sabbata,riana.
Also the following Es~ays and Poem< by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (writ ten for a Paine anniversary); The Statue l'llice,
of Liberty and 'l'homa• raine; a~ em written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freetbonght_liall; De_a1.h a!J.d Life; ,'I be .Go)den Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centenmal ExpositlOnm l'l!,laeelphl ', m 18;6).
.
..
The main eFsa.y m this war~ I" on" of the strongest arraignments ever made of the rehgwn
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this con' try. It should be distributed widely.
I' bas been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
Price 25 cents; Five copies for $1.
By
VAN
BUREN
DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 OIIDts
Address
THE T,tUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
WIZARDS MAGIC PURSE.

UfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

The most bewildering ill us\ on discovered in this century! A very str~ng
purse of the flnestun~8sed kid strongly
sewed and beautifully embroidered.
(Regulargoods ot equal Quality sell fhr
50c. to75c.) Comprises a pockets, which

A Re:futa-tion. o:f the Argu:rn.ent That Na-ture Exhibits
Mari-ns o:f Having Been. Designed by
an. Intelligent Being.

we GUARANTEE no one can open in 3

hours without knowing the secret. It
has buffled all experts in puzzledom.
A great novelty, a wonderful mys!rry
and a useful nrticle, aU in one. 1-: our
money and secrets are safe inside this
purse! SatlsfacYion Guaranteed.
Sample with secret tn sealed envelope post paid With Catalo~ue
oflOOO useful articles, 25r-; 3 for 6Ur; 6 for $1.tJO, $1.80 IJ.oz.
R. H. INGERSOLL & BRO, 65 Cortlandt st., N. ~.

SYNOPSIS:

I The Desi~m Argument Viti•-tes Itself By Neces~itating an Infinite Series of Designers.
Ii If There Were u. De'>igner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
n:L If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion'ly Slow,
They Are Egregionsly Wasteful,
They Of1en t:lerve No Uoe,
They Have Produced Faurtv Mechanisms.
IV What Is Called Design Is Ouly Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
What Actually Did 9ause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronom ,. and Des1gn
VTI. The Argument of a F.rst Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
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BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUrH SEEKER COJ\-IPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
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Th eTru th Seeker LI rary

University. 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
I The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
• k ers, an d R e- I nc1u a·m_g The Age of ~eason, Examma
· t"lon of
The World's Sages, Th m
.,~orme r s • The Biographies
of three hunPropheCies,
Reply to Essay
BlshoponofDreams,
Llanda:ff,
Let. .
.
ters to Mr. Erskme,
Letter
dred of the most distmgmshed .te!lchers .and i to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
philqsophers (who were not Chnstlans), from I Common Sense, The Crisis, and tl).e Rights of
the trme of Menu to the present. By D. M. Ben-~ ~Ian· the whole preceded by the L1fe of Paine
and' a steel-plate portrait. 800 p~ges, 8vo:
nett. 1,<Y75ilfaaes, SV$~·50 Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
h
Th •
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
morocco, g • e ges,f "th. Ch
The Champions O
.e
nr~ :
.etr 1 $4.50. •
• •
•
Cri me~ aud PersecntiOJ!-S•. BIOgraphical 1' A.na~ys1~ of Rebg10ns. Be~ef. An exsketches at r-·r.-,m:nt Chnstians. A compan- ! ammatwn of -the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writin~s of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
ion book to "The World's Sages," etc. By D.l\I.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges. · son of the late Lord John R_nssell 1 twice PrePrice $4 50.
mier of England. Complete from the London
Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into edition. 745 pages, svo. In cloth, $3.
tlie reality of divine revelatio.n. Decidedly the The foregoing volumes are called .. The Truth
most thorough and efiliaustive --;:vork on the Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
claims of snpernaturahsm ever wr1tten. By F. gent by express\_ one dollar will be deducted from
w. Newman. Emeritus Professor of the Lond<ln the pnce of eacq.,
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MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine paty attention to something which will cure you. t is known a,s

The Water of Life,

BusiNESS men and laymen in general
are criticising the settlement to which the
builders of Talmagp's great new Tabernacle hav been forced to accede, of
twenty-three cents on the dollar.
THE Sabbath-closing crusade in Belgium
and Germany has grown powerful and
successful. The Belgian government has
issued a postage-stnmp with a label attached which may or may not be torn off,
inscribed, " ~ ot to be delivered on Sunday."
ELEVEN peasants in the Austrian village
of Muszina, actuated by a superstition that
the late frosts were the work of a vampire
which had entered into on old man who
had lately been buried, opened the grave,
beheaded the body, and pierced the heart
with a stake.
THE New Jersey statute fining Sunday
fishers $2 having become obsolete by nonenforcement, a law fining such offenders
$20 has just been passed. As one·third of
the $20 goes to the complainant and
another third to the person fnrnishing the
evidence, a rich harvest will be reaped by
some individuals.
AT Newark, N. J., the superintendent
of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children has heard that a young girl
named Lizzie Hallam has been imprisoned
in a damp back room on bread and water
seventeen days because she refuses to
change her Protestant faij;h at the demand
of a Catholic stepmoth1,1r.
MR. LEWITZKY, a hosiery manufacturer
from Russia now located at Newark, N.J.,
when brought into court on a charge of
bigamy said: "Yes, I hav another wife,
but I supposed this was a free country,
and that a man could hav five wives if he
wanted them." "Its freedom does not
run in that particular direction," returned
the justice, as he ordered the new-comer
under bonds.
AT Trenton, N.J., Dr. Hawke is suing
Rev. Jos. Sedge beer for libel. Dr. Hawke
with companions had held a mock prayermeeting in an empty store near the
Methodist prayer-meeting, making mock
prayers and using whisky as mock wine.
The parson, in a sermon warning people
not to associate with Dr. Hawke and his
friends, used language which the doctor
declares libelous,
ON the 24th nit Mayor Horton of Newport, R. I., was visited by a large delegation of citizens, for whom Ex-Lieut.Governor Honey as speaker declared that
clergymen, singers, organists, druggists,
coachmen,- and railroad and steamboat
men violate the law by following their
regular callings on Sunday as much as the
newspaper and soda-water dealers who
hail been arrested. Witnesses ready to
swear to each of these violations were
brought, and impartial enforcement was
demanded.

and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal org:ms..l.such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers, .1:1owel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of Female
Complaints. It is a Blood. Purifler, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
• appetite and producing sound sleep. It aPts
steadily upon the urine, cleansin)! the blood by
means ofthereby
the lcidneys,
~nd acts mildly upon the
bowels
producing
bodilv habits which
IN the legislature of the province of
are so ~ssential to good health · This
Hungary, Austria, a bill to make Judaism
a legally recognized religion has been in0
I
troduced. One provision is that converis sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from sions from Judaism to Christianity be reothe spring without the addition of any drug cognized. Heretofore Christians who on
whatever. 'It is Nature's Remedy pure and sim- leaving
Hungary became Jews and were
v.Ie, and n_ot a manufactured articie. T):le •~ccess
•t has ach1eved has come mostly from 1ts fnends married with Jewish ceremonies found on
who hav been cured b,v using it. Send for a return that their marriage was not valid
pamphlet free, contai;nng ,Plioto-engraved letters and recommendatwns from those who have and their children were illegitimate. The
n,sed it, giving a .forty-page history and all par. preamble to the. bill declares it high time
that the state should receive its seven hun~
t1eulars about this remarlcable water, to
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
dred thousand Hebrew members on the
Rml"
M
·
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Wilk
b
p
v- ..
34 8ou.th am reet,
a esrre, a. same footing with others.
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Darwin an~ After Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

IT WILL

IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUdH.

PARSON.

rI .
:

....

~

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
.II Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
Ons of Twins>

BoardM.

Jacob and EsfJ.u,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

mu..,~"ted ~9Vf}:l"liil, 81 ;

.. . . .

Barak

Full-Page
Pictures.

Jephthah and Hia Human Sacnr~
Sampon the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
.
Some Stories from the Book of Ktngs,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

81. .450.
'J!IHJTH SEEKJJl~ QQ.

cloth, gll"t Mide M"ta:rnp,

Actaret1S XHE

RoMANEs,

A •vstematicEXJlOBition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Da~win, and inteniled to be of
service to the !reneral reader rather than •" profeRsed naturallsts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
iut11resting of F.uglish writers upon eyolut!on,
bes1des ranking w1th Professor Huxley m smentific knowledge and ability. And this is a part of
his oonclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
Rupernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the bands of a pnrely mechanical pbilo~ophy...
All nature bas thus been transformed before thA
view of the preRent generation in a manner and
to an extent that bas never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place bao t~tken place in the direction of naturallam and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
iR no wonder if the religious mind haR suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in t-he
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thv God?"
illustrated Price, cloth.,.~. $2.
Address,
TH.!!; TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reli~<ion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

PhlsicalEducation; or, The Hea.lth-La.ws
o Nature. moth, 1111.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
DiRorders of the Human OrganiRm. Cloth, $1.

Zoologieal Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor Rtudy of N~ttural History. Dlustrat~d by H. Faber. Cloth..,l!!2.
E
. A-ddress
THE TnUTH SF. K"F.B,
28 Lafayette vlace. New York.
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New Publications.

A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE!

Some Han~some Premiums.

To induce new subscriptions and
prompt renewals on the part of our
OR
friends we make the following handBy DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
some premium offers:
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's refonnation and
"Write me no more fablPs, lest I be a fool ana his banishment for heresy nnd blasphemy against the Chaldean Idols, to Christ's coming, the princi- SEEKER one year ($3.00) and "Paine's
rea.a the riddles awry."
pal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by- thought and deed. It is made plain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural pad- Great Works Complete" (3.00). This
ding are the {lroptr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constitutBy R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
edition · of Paine's works contains a
ing the peculiar politics of the day.
·
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed
CONTENTS
IN
DETAIL:
I·npeached: The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism The Universal Aspect.
Elimination
of
Waste
Substances,
to be erected in Chicago, and of his
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
In General.
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the The Earth.
monument in New Rochelle.
By
the
Lungs.
"Last .a. dam·" What Is Known of the New Testa- The Chemical Aspect.
By the Skin.
ment; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
For $5.00 we will send THE TRUTH
By
the
Kidneys.
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent The Sun.
Digestion and Nutrition.
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood Genesis-The Creation.
SEEKER"
one year ($3.00) and "The
Salvation· The Things That Remain.
The Elementary Substances.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.
World's
Sages, Thinkers, and ReformAlcohol
and
Its
Effects
on
the
System.
The Deluge.
The Soul-What Is It?
ers"
($3.00).
By D. M. Bennett.
VALUABLE ENGLISH The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The l\Iind.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
For
$4:.50
we
will send THE TRUTH
PUBLICATIONS.
Sin
and
Salvation.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea. of God.
The EcclesiaRtical Kindergarten.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
SEEKER one year ($3) and "The
The SW.dent's Darwin. By Edward B. God Save the King.
Rational Review.
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in
IIA.veling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Colleg~~ Jehovah Takes a Rest.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
;;~on don. The purpose of this book is to teu
The Planetary Gods.
cloth ($2.50).
something of Darwin's work to those who have The End of National Life.
Every Man His Own God.
neither the time nor the opportunitv to investi- The Christian Era..
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH
•goateit fully for themselve•. 1. The Naturalist's Organic Life-Vegetable.
T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.
• Voyage Around the World.
2. Geoloeical
SEEKER
one year ($3) and " The Free·
· Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological Organic Life-Animal.
The Non Credo.
· The Master Tissues.
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
Rules for Human Conduct. thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in
f copious index. Price, $2.
The Muscular Tissues.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
Map of the Intellectual Facu'ties-Tte Mind. boards ($2).
Food and Food-Substances.
Map of Theological Hetrogression.
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH
Map of the Deluge and Garcen of Eden.
SEEKER
one year ($3) and a copy of
Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages, " Old Testament Stories Comically
Large 12mo.
illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
-{)For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH
In Cloth, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
SEEKER
one year ($3) and " Old Testa.Ancient Voices
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
28
Lafayette
Place,
New
York.
Address
from the Spirit
ment Stories Comically illustrated" in
Realm disclose the
board covers ($1 ).
most Stm·tlinrJ Revelations.
For $7.00 we will send THE TRUTH
-0SEEKER
one year ($3.00) and the
Proving Christianity
"Gods
and
Religions of Ancient and
to be of
Moderw
Times"
·($5.00), by D. M.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
Heathen Origin.
Bennett.
In
two
volumes. Vol. I
[ILLUSTRATED.]
CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
a
full
account
of
all the gods the
gives
Price. - - - - 1!11.50.
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
nations of the earth have worshiped,
THE '.rRUTH SEEKER.
including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod-; A New Indict.ment
Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary,and
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's lliotive for Secreting
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
the Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. Vol. II
the Bodv: Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
describes fully all religious systems of
An important and remarkable revelation conl\Iary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identificatbe world, including Judaism, Mozerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
hammedanism, and Christianity ; the
century. It is here claimed that his life and
t.eachings were appro_priated and utilized b.Y the
latter occupying 372 pages, being fully
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plag_iarism
gone into. 949 pages.
is ma<).e_plf\in in this brief history of Apolloniu",
The Origin of the St .r,; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
espeCially m view of the historical references and
This is a splendid opportunity to
comments thereon. It is· quite evident that to
E)(ample; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story_;_ The Testimony of
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apolloniu8
obtain
books which every Liberal dewas suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
sires
to
have at an exceedingly low
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
price. Old and new subscribers can
Inspiration; Conclusion.
ANEW WORK
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be
~Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 4:0 cents.
BY
glad
if our present readers will call
ARTHUR B. MOSS,
THE- TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
'Address
the attention of their friends to the
Author of "The Bible and Evolution."
values offered.
ENTITLED

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.

The Creation of God.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

THE RESURRECTION OF JESliS.
~

Christianity and Evolution.
J.

With preface by
M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinlt:;er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price. 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKI R.

A COLLECTION OF

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

By R. WHEELER.

-o-

FOB

Liberal al")d :et~ieal Societies,
for .Se~ools al")d
t~e Horr).e.
-With Music Written to All the Songs.Prlr.A.

Com>ILED
$1.50.

Jnstead

BY

L. K. WASHBURN.

l"n,. oo.lP o•. 'l'HTR Ol<l<Tfll<\

of a ]3oolt.

By AMan Too Busy to

W~ite

One.

Cullea from the W1·itings of B . .R. TucTcer.
This is a l;jg book of over 500 ]lages, and sets
forth thf! prJt()iples of Philosophical Anarchy.
In fact, It IS the Creed, by the veritable John
Calvin, .of th\t cult. 1\>Ir. Tucker is a mental
pi umb-hne he~r •. and ,has the least regard for
where the chips fall of any one of the writers of
that careless camaraam·ie. Anyone wanting to
know what the thinking Anarchists think and
why they th~nk that way, will have to get o~e of
these books m order to know.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Ad<lress THE TltUTR SEEKER.

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- The Freethinker'sBa~ge-pin
I
I RffNCL
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

By s. P. Putnam.

ONE YEAR,

Being the stOIT of his reli~ious life and mental
lolp"¥eyings. Writpen in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and Is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

~~~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees.

This book is just what its title implies-thum_ping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianit:y: on the world, showing
Photol!"ra{lh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows gran~chfld In his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
1\.men~a
s greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
that Jesus was a false prophet,~that the gospels
at home, may be had at this office for
are not authentic, and that Christianit;v. is a bor· champion
fiftycen~t~s____________________________
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion ia
not areal benefit to man.
Price. 20 cents. six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

..·,_ .•,

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

SEEK~R
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and '.fRUTa
SJ!:EKER, $5. Either kind (1'ea or i:lugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE THUTH ~:~EEKER.

THE TRUTH

U0VEBB M£~ T A~A LYZED. ·
EyCOL.JOHN~ ~eL.so.

THE

THE

•ruE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

C9l!tents: Derivations and Definitions of
OR
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government·
G~neral Principles. 9f G;overnment; Fut!lltion;
o.f Gov:ernment; Ongm of Government; DeclaratiOI;t of Independence; Articles of Confederation·
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Chris- Defects
of the 9onfederation; Formation of the
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute Con.stltutiOn
of tl;w United States; Taxation;
t.o nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to ~anff for ProtectiOn;
War; Punishment· Marbe widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price, riage; Religion; Prohibition;
Money; What a
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH Gov~rnment Should Be.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.o.,
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
with a preface by
pow~r, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed" and
·• Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
R. G. INGERSOLL.
human autho.rity exposed, and will learn what
g9vernment Is. Whether they will agree with
This ~s the only work of its kind in the litera.
his statement of what government is depends
of fre~t.hought. Its arguments are based
Examination of the Morals and History
, !lP?n w~ether they lean to Socialistic or Ana.rch- ture
upon sCienh~c phren<?log~, and appeal directly
1 IStiC philosophy. But at all events everyone can
to
~he
readers sense of logic and love of justice
of the New Testament.
learn sometliing from this book.
It Is.eloquent as wAll as convincing.
·
Price. $1.50. Sold by THE TRUTH SEEKER
Pnce, cloth, $1.
Address
B:v l':ao:r, J'. W. NEW~~AI'I',
Price 25 '.len~.
ll8 Lafayette place, New York City,
THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·

"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.

'It

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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a question of supreme importance in its bearing upon the
view which is taken of the truthfulness of scripture and
of the truthfulness of God.
FOlJNDED BY Do m:. DENNETT.
"Fifth and last-There is the doctrin of redemption,
concerning which it has been alleged that Professor
E. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. Briggs's teachings hav been especially erroneous and
.28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
hurtful."
The charges will be found brought up in a difSATURDAY,
- JUNE 10, 1893.
ferent shape in various parts of the trial. They
usually appear cast in the form of ten specificaSlJDSCRIPTION RATES•
Single subscription, in advance ........••.....•..•••...•..•.... S3 00 tions.
One subscription two yea.rs, in advance .....•..••..••••....•... ~ oo
Dr. Briggs had already, four or five days previTwo new subscribers ............•••••.........•............•.•••. li oo
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. ~ oo ous when the assembly had considered whether
One subscription with two new subsoribers, in one remittance .................... ·............•.•..•............••.... "oo they should try him or not, made the following deOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitliverance:
tance .....•............•.............•......•....•........... 8 ~o
"I wish to make an explicit denial of the charge that I
One subscription with fonr new subscribers, in one remittance .•.•.......•......•...•.... -. .....••...•.•..•••••..••.•..10 oo preached doctrins against the fundamental doctrins of the
An:r number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
church. I affirm that I believe the holy scriptures to be
remittance.
the word of God.
"I hold to the whole doctrin taught in the first chapMonev should be sent b!l express companv's monev order,
postal order, draJt on New York, or b!l reutstered !etter. ter of the Westminster Confession. Anything I may hav
Address oommuntoattons and make draJts, checkS, post-o"(Jice said that may conflict with these statement!! was due to
and express monev orders Pauab!e to
E. M. MA OiiONALIJ,
misinterpretations."
28 La.fa?Jette p!aoe, New York.
This utterance took aback those Liberals and
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our very advanced Christians who had been hoping for
readel'l! if they ~ll11end us the na01e and addres11 of
radical and flat attacks against the inmost life of
any Freethinker w-ho is not a reg~ar 11nbscriber.
the church.
These persons will find themselvs
alternately
pleased
and given hope, and then
A Half-way Heretic.
damped and disappointed by such sentiments as
On the 29th ult. the Presbyterian clergyman Dr.
the above, throughout the whole course of the
Briggs was placed on trial for heresy before the
trial.
general assembly sitting at Washington, D. C.
Dr. Lampe, opening for the prosecution, conThis trial was on appeal from the one to which he
demned the lenient handling of the defendant by
was subjected by his local presbytery of New York.
the local presbytery. That the charges were proved,
This local body, it will be remembered, delivered
he said, becomes still more evident from the statethe curiously inconsistent verdict that they acment made in the verdict rendered by the inferior
quitted the accused but were not to be understood
judicatory, to the effect that in acquitting Dr.
a.s "expressing approval of the critical and theoBriggs the presbytery is not to be understood as
logical views embodied in his inaugural address."
"expressing approval of the critical and theological
Each of the trials attracted great attention
views embodied in his inaugural address." For
throughout the country. Freethinkers hav now
those critical and theological views Dr. Briggs was
imbued with modern views of religious matters
put on trial. He not only approves them, but
such a considerable proportion of church-members
diligently propagates them. And it was the duty
and clergymen, that an explosiv outspeaking of
of the lower court, by a calm and impartial inves ·
these views which would badly shake the Presbytetigation, to "ascertain whether or not those critical
rian church, and perhaps split it in halve3, has for
and theological views are in harmony with the holy
some years been expected. This expectation it was
scriptures and the standards, and to condemn them if
thought had met its fulfillment in the case of Prothey did not find them in harmony with those authorfessor Briggs.
ities, and thus to check their spread and influence
One characteristic of the case that lent it added
in the most effectiv way." A foolish method of
consequence was the intellectual eminence of the
that local presbytery, Dr. Lampe continued, was,
man to be tried. The venerable Dr. Duffield-as
in their own words, that of " crediting his affirmahe is spoken of-of Princeton College, says that he
tions of loyalty to the standards of the church and
has the highest esteem of the defendant's scholarto the holy scriptures as the only infallible rule of
ship. "If Dr. Briggs's logical faculties were equal
faith and practice." This can only mean, declared
to his scholarship," says this reputedly venerable
Dr. Lampe, that they hav taken Dr. Briggs at his
parson, " I do not know his equal in the intellectual
own word. By their own confession, therefore,
world of America." To be sure, Freethinkers will
they hav not decided the case upon the law and the
be prone to count Mr. Briggs's intellect remarkable
evidence.
only in scholarship; they will not allow him credit
The presumption of Dr. Briggs in affirming himfor much excellence in those departments more
self orthodox while at the same time making stateimportant of reason and common sense.
ments irreconcilably antagonistic to orthodox
And they will not accord Mr. Briggs much claim
tenets, next drew Dr. Lampe's comment:
on esteem as a courageous or as an honest man.
"It is well known that Dr. Briggs entered a plea of
For his conduct has been very far from the ideal of 'not guilty;' that he claims to be orthodox, and that he
plain-spokenness and directness that the true Free- subscribes to an orthodox creed. But in spite of all that,
he has made, and persists in making, the statements for
thinker admires.
But Dr. Briggs counts as great among the which he has been called in question, and which ha.v
preachers, and hence his trials hav received atten- alarmed the whole church."
The miscellaneous and vastly varied character of
tion beyond what would fall to the lot of an
Dr.
Briggs's heresies appears in the following utterhumbler brother.
ance
of Lampe's. From this we learn that tho deThe charges as rehearsed by Dr. Birch, chairman
fendant
has even been affected toward Catholicism,
of the prosecuting committee, related:
and perhaps would unite the Roman and the Prot"First-To the question as to the supreme and only
estant churches.
authority in matters of faith and practice.
"Dr. Briggs's teachings conflict with both scripture
"Second-To the question as to the inerrancy or truthand the stand~rds; they touch matters which are vitally
fulness of the inspired word of God.
"Third-To the historical validity of the Old Testa- essential to Presbyterians whose faith and practice are
based solely on the authority of holy scripture, and that
ment.
"Fom-th-As to the fulfillment of messianic prediction, e.ccording to thea.~ views we must recognize the church
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of Rome as a great fountain of divine authority, able to
giv men, without or above the Bible, a saving knowledge
of God and divine assurance. This would be a complete
abandonment of the Reformation position; and for the
Presbyterian church it would mean denominational
suicide. Whether or not Dr. Briggs would regard this
as in any sense a calamity could not be determined with
certainty, for he regarded it to be the duty of the hour
to destroy all denominational barriers which separated
Protestants, and to form an 'alliance between Protestantism and Romanism and all other branches of Christendom.' (Quotation from the writings of Dr. Briggs.)
The positions taken in his inaugural certainly entitle him
to the dignity of chief apostle in such a movement."
Taking up the charge that Dr. Briggs had taught
that errors existed in the Bible, Dr. Lampe dililcussed it at length, and summed up his contentions
as follows:
"It is preposterous at this late day to advance the
claim that insisting on the trutlJ.fulness of the Bible is
tantamount to setting up a new test of orthodoxy. The
church has never believed anything else. Especially is
this true of the Presbyterian church. It will not be possible to point to a single Presbyterian divine, from the
Westminster period down, and especially among American Presbyterians, who has taught the doctrin of the
errancy of the holy scriptures. All sides, parties, and
schools in our church hav been agreed in affirming the
inerrancy of the word of God."
At the afternoon session Dr. Lampe continued
his arraignment. He said that the declarations of
Dr. Briggs in casting doubt on the authorship of
the Pentateuch and of Isaiah created distrust of the
entire Bible.
Passing to the charge that Dr. Briggs taught
that the processes of redemption extended to the
world to come in the cases of many who died in
sin, Dr. Lampe made quotations from the writings
of Dr. Briggs, in which the latter accused Protestants of the fault of not extending the process of
redemption to the vast periods of time in the middle
state between death and resurrection, in which he
called a judgment immediately after death a "hurtful, unchristian error," a "bugbear which makes
death a terror to the best of men," and terms the
statements of Dr. Dorner, concerning the possibility
of repentance in the next world, "excellent
thoughts." Dr. Lampe continued :
"The whole contention of Dr. Briggs in his defense is
that the Bible and the standards favor the view that the
work of making believers pure, morally perfect, and holy
is accomplished by means of progressiv sanctification
after death. This doctrin is an offense according to the
Book of Disciplin for the following three reasons:
"1. The doctrin is contral"y to the Bible and the
standards. It is injected into them at the behest of a
naturalistic principle of psychology and ethics according
to which the instant change of a saint of God at death to
perfect holiness by the divine spirit is declared to be a
magical illusion.
_
.
"2. It is separated from the Roman Catholic doctrm
of purgatory by so frail a barrier that it will easily pass
into it.
'' 3. It will lead to graver departnreR from the faith.
The doctrin of redemption after death is advocated at
present principally in the interest of the doctrin of
second ~robation. Dr. Briggs entertains the largest
hopes in respect to the possibilities of redemption in the
middle state."
In conclusion Dr. Lampe appealed to the assembly to reject the verdict of acquittal by th q New
York synod, and to set the church right before the
world.
Dr. Briggs in reply said that he had incorpouted
into the record the opinions of many scholars
which furnish irrefragable proof of the correctness
·of his teachings. He introduced the opinions of
"one hundred and twenty-four scholars now living
and of twenty-three who, although dead, lived
within the twenty-five years in which the defendant studied in Germany and has taught in the
seminary. And the attempt of Dr. Lampe this
afteJ."noo:p. to assail them as ration~tlists was wholly
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~nwarranted.

Many of them are as thoroughly
Christian and orthodox as himself."
Taking up one of the specifications, Dr. Briggs
said that he had been accused of teaching that
many of the Old Testament predictions had been
reversed by history, and that the great body of the
messianic prediction had not been and could not
be fulfilled, which was contrary to the essential·
doctrin of holy scripture and of the standards of
the church that God is true, omniscient, and unchangeable. This he had repudiated, and would
ask the assembly to hear exactly what he had said,
but which the committee on prosecution had
omitted. He had said this :

"Kuenen has shown that if we insist upon the fulfillment of the details of the prophecy of the Old Testament, many of the predictions hav been reversed by
history, and the great body of the messianic prediction
has not only never been fulfilled, but cannot now be fulfilled, for the reason that its own time has passed forever.
'' All depends on the word 'if,' which the committee
omitted. I disclaimed this charge before, and disclaim
it now. I also disclaim that I am guilty of teaching, as
char~ed in Charge 7, that the processes of redemption
extend to the world to come in the case of many who die
in sin."
The doctor read from his book on "Messianic
Prophecy" to establish his teaching as to the fulfillment of predictiv prophecy, error in which was
alleged in the fourth charge. This book, he said, had
received the approval of such an eminent man as
Gladstone, and of such an orthodox Christian as
Delitsch, of Berlin. He asserted that the work antagonized the teaching of Kuenen, the Rationalistic and well-nigh Infidel Bible scholar. From the
summing up )f the book Dr. Briggs read the following:
''In Jesus of Nazareth the key of the messianic prophecy
of the Old Testament has been found. All its phases find
their realization in his unique persono.lity, in his unique
work, and in his unique kingdom.
"Hebrew prophecy vindicates its reality, its accuracy,
its comprehensiv ideality as a conception of the divine
mind, as a deliverance of the divine energy, as a system
constructed by holy men who spoke as they were moved
by the holy spirit. The messiah of prophecy and the
messiah of history, the redemption of Hebrew prediction,
and the redemption of Christian possession are not
diverse, but entirely harmonious in the lamb who was
foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was
manifest in these last times of its history. For it was
the same divine being who devised the redemption of the
world, who revealed it in prophetic prediction, who prepared for it in the development of history, who accomplished it in time and eternity. Hebrew prophecy
springs from divinity as its source and overflowing inspiration, and it points to divinity as its fruition and complete realization. None but God could giv such prophecy;
none but God can fulfill such prophecy."
During the reading of these extracts from the defendant's book on messianic prophecy, the first
really favorable impression was made by him upon
the commissioners. It was when it became apparent that his book, instead of being a reproduction
of the views of the German Rationalist, Kuenen,
was really an answer to him, while the concluding
paragraphs were an impassioned tribute to the
divine authorship of Hebrew prophecy. ''Adjudge,
then, my brethren," be said, "whether I am justly
accused in this regard." An attempt was made by
Elder McDougall, of Cincinnati, to break the foree
of this impression by interposing a question regarding the fulfillment of the details of prophecy,
but in this he did not entirely succeed.
Certainly the above-quoted rubbish will chill the
hopes of the Freethinkers who hav been preparin{r
to welcome into their fold one whom they ~upposed
a rapidly preparing convert.
Here occurred some cavils by Dr. Briggs over
such points as the division or non-division of
charges, and whether charges not deemed advisable
for consideration by the local synod ought now to
be touched, and a number of petty and technical
points. Very different are these quibbling, shuffling attempts to evade the necessity of speaking
what he really thought, from the ready, honest outspokenness of the typical Freethought hero-say
such a man as Thomas Paine or Robert Ingersoll.
Dr. Briggs is not a suitable exemplar for Freethinkers' admiratiOn.
Dr. Briggs also disclaimed that he was guilty of
teaching, as charged in ..Charge 7, that the proc-
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eases of redemption extended to the world to
come in the case of many who died in sin, stating
that he " had repudiated the Roman Catholic doctrine of purgatory, also the doctrine of future probation and regeneration after death, or any beginning of Christian life after death."
Tue defendant had, he said, admitted that he
taught that errors may hav existed in the original
text of the scriptures; that Moses is not the author
of the Pentateuch; that Isaiah did not write more
than half his book ; that sanctification is not complete at death. He had not admitted the other
things. The defendant held to as essential and
had always taught four of the seven doctrine
charged by the prosecution to hav been attacked.
He admitted the truth of and accepted two of the
others, but did not regard them as essential.
The prosecution had, continued the defendant,
given no proof that his own interpretation was
wrong and that their own was right. They seemed
to hold the opinion that holy scripture was the
supreme judge. The Confession taught that it was
the Holy Spirit; that spirit spoke to the reason
through holy scripture.
He had never .taught
any other doctrin. He had not said that the spirit
spoke the final word through the reason, to which
the Bible must yield. He was no Rationalist. The
Holy Spirit united the scriptures and reason in an
infallible bond.
Dr. Briggs next said that he would show from
the Confession and from the scriptures that the
church was also a fountain of divine authority as
well as the scripture. It was incredible-it would
not be believed by the Puritans-that any presbytery could so far abandon the faith of the Puritan
fathers and permit the prosecution of a minister
on a charge of heresy for maintaining that there
was divine authority in the church. He had not
said in his inaugural or in any of his writings that.
he co-ordinated the Bible, the church, and the
reason, as equals in authority, nor could it be
rightly inferred that he did so.
When Professor Briggs resumed his argument at
the morning session, he took up Charge No. 4,
that he taught that errors may hav existed in the
original text of the holy scripture as it came from
its authors. He admitted that the allegation was
fairly accurate. Going on to say that the only
errors he ever found or ever recognized in holy
scripture had been beyond the range of faith or
practice, and therefore did not impair the infallibility of holy scriptur_e as a rule of faith and practice,
Dr. Briggs said that it was claimed that if he
recognized errors in matters beyond the range of
faith and practice he excited suspicion as to the infallibility of holy scripture within the range of faith
and practice. His accuserlil were entitled to that
opinion for themselvs, but they had no right to
force their opinim;ts on him.
He insisted that
fallibility in the Bible in matters beyond the scope
of the divine revelation did not impair the infallibility in matters within the scope of divine revelation. His exact views he said were these :

1893.
Moses was not the author of the Pentateuch, Dr.
Briggs made the same defense he made before the
presbytery of New York, and summed up his arguments in this way :
"The Westminster Confession of Faith nowhere states
that Moses wrote the Pentateuch or that Isaiah wrote
the whole of the book that bears his name. Therefore,
there can be no lawful case against me in the Presbyterian
church.
"The testimony of holy scripture in the passages adduced does not show that Moses wrote the Pentateuch
and that Isaiah wrote the whole of the book that bears
his name. 'Therefore, my statements are not in conflict
with holy scripture, and there is no valid case against me
on the ground of holy scripture.
"Holy scripture makes it evident that Moses did not
write the Pentateuch, and that Isaiah did not write half
the book that bears his name. Therefore, my statements
are true, and the prosecution are in conflict with holy
scripture."
Passing to the charge that he taught that sanctification is not complete at death, Dr. Briggs said
that his doctrin was clearly stated in the following
words of his inaugural:
"There is no authority in the scriptures or in the creeds
of Christendom for the doctrin of immediate sanctification at death. The only sanctification known to experience, to Christian orthodoxy, and to the Bible is progressiv sanctification. Progressiv sanctification after
death is the doctrin of the Bible and the church."

Dr. Briggs claimed the authority of the larger
catechism as showing that there are three states in
which communion with Christ is enjoyed, namely,
this life, immediately after death, and at the resurrection and day of judgment.
Dr. Brigg'i next said he would endeavor to show
that his views were not inconsistent with the Westminster Confession. He set forth:
"I now wish to. bring forth my position. I shall adhere to the policy which I hav thus far followed with regard to errors in holy scripture. I hav refused to
accept the dogma that the original autographs were inerrant. I hav maintained that there are errors in the
texts which we hav, in the best texts we can get by the
science of textual criticism, and that it is improbable
that the original texts, if we could discover them, would
be much difierent from those we hav in that regard. But
I hav refused to affirm that there were errors in the
original autographs, because it is unscientific and it is
unscholarly, and it is against the truth-loving spirit of
Christianity to make affirmations of dogma where we hav
no certain evidence. I hav always refrained, as far
as po&sible, from pointing to errors in the present
text of scripture. But every biblical scholar admits
them.
"The doctrin of progressiv sanctification is in accordance with the laws that God has established in the ethical
constitution of man. The church and the Bible giv their
potent aid to the conscience in the ethical elevation of
humanity. Shall all this ethical training cease at death,
all the varied stages of progress in the different periods
of life, of culture, of racial and national advancement, be
reduced to a common level and made of none effect by a
mighty transformation that will deal with the race, father
and child, mother and babe, master and scholar, selfsacrificing missionary and pagan convert, the devoted
evangelist, and the thief and murderer [here Dr. Briggs
shouted his words] turning in his last hour to Christ
from the shadow of the gallows-all in one undistinguishable mass? Such a doctrin strikes a deadly blow at the
moral nature of man, the ethical constitution of society,
"The sacred writings were not composed in heaven by the historic training of our race, and the moral governthe holy spirits; they were not sent down from heaven by ment of God."
angel hands; they were not committed to the care of
On many of the points our readers will find it
perfect men; they were not kept by a succession of perhard
to make out just what this sorry sort of
fect priests from that moment until the present time. If
these had been the facts in the case we might hav had a heretic does believe. So the members of the asBible infallible in every particular.
sembly found it. So it would be found, we believe,
"But none of these things are true. God gave his by said petty heretic himself.
holy word to man in an entirely different way. He used
As to the conception that ethical advancement
human reason ~and all the faculties of imperfect human
nature. He used the voice and the hands of imperfect should be regarded as a result of prolonged enman. He allowed the sacred writings to be edited andre- deavor rather than of instantaneous magic transedited, arranged and rearranged, and rearranged again formation at the Presto! of Jesus, we hav for it
by imperfect scribes. It is improbable that fallible men some approval. It is the straggling shoot of a plant
should produce a series of writings infallible in every
respect. It was sufficient that divine inspiration and the which in the Rationalistic garden we find develop~d
guidance of the Holy Spirit should make their writings in full and beneficent proportions.
an infallible rule of faith and practice, and that the divine
Colonel McCook now rose to close the case for
energy should push the human and the fallible into the the appellants. He regretted that at a late hour
external forms, into the unessential and unnecessary mat- the defendant had stood here and said: "Yes, the
ter, into the human setting of divine ideals.
"It is evident that holy scripture is the only infallible words are mine, but I do not admit the facts stated
rule of faith and practice, and yet that there are errors therein." This was paltry quibbling. Colonel Mcin holy scripture in matters that do not in any way im- Cook said he would cite but one instance of this.
pair its infallibility in matters of faith and practice."
In Charge 8 the committee alleged that Dr. Briggs
Leaving the above ridiculous view to such smiles had taught "that Bitnctification is not complete at
as it may provoke, we will take up the next point. death, which is contrary to the essential doctrin of
With regard to the charge that he taught that holy scripture and of the standards of the sp,id
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church ; that the souls of believers are at their regard to the process of the soul's sanctification after called Sunday, which should be observed." On the
death at once made perfect in holiness." Dr. death, which in the judgment of this assembly, is a. other hand, Counsel Walker for the local directors
BJ,"iggs had argued by the hour that the words "at dangerous hypothesis, in direct conflict with the plain urged, among 'various arguments: "While I admit
teaching of tbe divine word and the utteriUlce of the
once " were not the equivalent of "immediately" in standards of our church. These standards distinctly de- that this is a Christian nation, I claim that I hav
the answer to the eighty-sixth question of the larger clare that 'The souls of believers are at their death made the privilege to exercise my right to a free concatechism.
perfect in holiness and do immediately pass into glory, science without dictation from any outside agency.
On the 31st ult. several parsons wielded their whilst their bodies, being still united to Christ, do rest Congress did not pass a law closing the Fair on.
holy tongues most scourgingly against what thAy in their graves until the resurrection.' Shorter cate- Sunday. Congress knew such a law would hav
chism: Question 37, 2 Cor. v, 8; Phil. i, 23; John
dubbed "the fearful doctrin taught by Dr. Briggs." xvii, 24."
been unconstitutional and repugnant to the princiDr. Leftwich, of Baltimore, declared that a Bible
ples of the Constitution." In concluding his reThis deliberate affirmation of the Presbyterian
marks Mr. Walker declared that Congress has no
that could be affirmed to be inerrant only in faith
church in the year 1893 will be found a very useful
right to make laws regulating or interfering with
and morals and errant as respects other matters
thing for those who wish to know in their war upon
the police powers of the state. The police control
left the Presbyterian church and the Christian
Presbyterianism just what to attack. Some Presof parks is with the state. The judges, after hearworld upon a sea of doubt in the darkness of night,
byterians hav been pleading when assailed that
ing these arguments three days, pronounced the
with no star to light the way. Elder Stratton, of
their church has become modernized out of the
case so important that they could deliver no deWest Jersey, held up a copy of Paine's "Age of
above severe doctrins, but we now know just what
cision till Thursday of the following week, the 8th
Reason," which, he affirmed, contained the very
to pin them down to and hold them responsible for.
inst. The Sabbatarians at once clapped in with a
views championed by Dr. Briggs. There was nothIt is speculated that Dr. Briggs may start a new
prayer for a temporary injunction forbidding opening new, he said, about the matter, except that a
church and split Presbyterianism.
ing on Sunday the 4th, while the final decision was
Presbyterian minister had taken it upon himself to
We will close by remarking thab while Dr.
being prepared. This was refused.
proclaim those views. Elder Thomas McDougall,
Briggs is perhaps doing the best he can, he makes
Accordingly, the Fair was open hat Sunday.
of Cincinnati, precipitated a lively row. "If it be in
at best but a poorish figure of a heretic, and it is
A storm, with great heat, detracted from the atorder," he said, "in a Presbyterian assembly, in
mighty slow work enlightening a preacher.
tendance. Still, the number of visitors was large.
this high court, I would like to ask if the omniWhen
Sunday opening has become an established
science, the veracity, the character of God almighty,
fact the railroads will get up e1:cursions and bring
Down With the Priests' ]Jay!
of the Lord Jesus Christ, may be questioned 1
God almighty has said that Isaiah said thus and so.
On the 29th ult. the suit of Charles Clingman, a multitudes. As all museums, art galleries, etc.,
Dr. Briggs has said to God almighty that Isaiah stockholder in the World's Fair, to hav that exhi- show a Sunday attendance at least double that of
did not write half the book that bears his name. bition open Sundays so that he might not thereby week-days, it of course is to be supposed that the
The Lord Jesus Christ said in the New Testament suffer pecuniary loss, was heard in an Illinois state World's Fair will do likewise. The attendance on
that Isaiah wrote the book bearing his name. Dr. court. Judge Stein granted the injunction against the previous Sunday later reports show to hav
Briggs says " - - Here Brother McDougall was Sunoay closing that Mr. Clingman asked. As to been only 100,000 to 140,000, of which number
interrupted. After many words flying back and the point of a contract relating to the question, the 69,000 to 90,000 were paid visitors. The Sabbataforth, Dr. Storrs cried, " But Mr. McDougall says judge said that while one had once been made, it rian leaders are chuckling over the attendance being
Dr. Briggs said God was untruthful, which is blas- had been invalidated by Congress having deducted less than was expected. They delight that but so
phemy and unpardonable." "I said," the elder $570,000 of the money it had promised. As to the moderate a number of their fellow-men succeeded
replied, "that God said that Isaiah said thus and point of state law forbidding Sunday disturbance, in enjoying and educating themselvs, in contravenso, and that in the New Testament the Lord Jesus he held that the lawyer of the Sabbatarian side had tion to their, the preachers', desire that they shall
Christ said Isaiah said thus and so, and Dr. Briggs failed .to prove any disturbance. He held that an be miserable and learn nothing. A dispatch says
said that Isaiah did not write that part of the book open Fair is powerfully conduciv to a better ob- in description of last Sunday's attendance :
in which these quotations are found. Christ said servance of the peace, and added that he could
''Wherever the people went they preserved their silence
no man can come unto the Father but by me. Dr. safely remark that it is conduciv to greater and and solemnity. These two characteristics of the Sunday
Briggs says that Martineau found God through the higher education. As to the point that this is a crowds hav been manifest to all. There has been more
reason and that Newman found him through the Christian nation, Christianity our national religion, noise and jollity on week-days than on Sundays. Even
the foreign people follow the custom. There has been
church. Whom will you believe-Christ or Dr. and any action violativ of that religion's observ- nothing about the crowds to remind one of the contiBriggs?"
These men doubtless enjoyed
ances illegitimate, he mentioned that there was a nental Sunday.
The vote was now taken. It was : to sustain great sect of r.eligious people who celebrated Satur- themselvs to-day, even if they did not show it. Most of
the appeal from the local presbytery, that is, to day as their Sabbath, and so far as this point was them had their families with them, and one of the daughters would read from the guide-book while the others
hold Briggs prosecutable despite the acquitting related to the law, Article II of the constitution of listened. Thus they passe<fabout from building to buildverdict of that body, 375; not to sustain, 117. It Illinois givs to every citizen the right to the free ing, taking everything in with great seriousness. Not
remained to express the sense of the assembly as to exercise of his religious beliefs, irrespectiv of con- even the Mid way Plaisance could tempt many smiles or
expressions of opinion."
the action. that should be taken upon the judgment straining provisions.
of the local presbytery-whether it should be reOn the 31st ult. another suit was begun. This
During all this time, the Methodists, Baptists,
versed or modified-and what penalty should be was not in a state"but in a United States court. In Presbyterians, and other denominations are most
imposed upon Dr. Briggs, if any. There are five the United States circuit court at Chicago District diligently protesting against Sunday opening.
things the general assembly can do in such a case. Attorney Milchrist asked an injunction restraining They are also arranging to cover or remove their
They can admonish; they can rebuke ; they can Sunday opening. The interest felt in the matter exhibits if the Fair be open. And they will, moresuspend; they can depose one from the ministry, was testified by a great crowd of spectators. Among over, in case of opening preach a boycott from their
or they can expel him from the church. On the these, many parsonic black coats, including thr se of pulpits throughout the land. That is, their govnext day, June 1st, action on this point was taken. several editors of religious papers, were observable. erning assemblies hav decided that the preachers
The decision of the local presbytery was reversed, The Sunday closers' chief argument was that the shall do so, and the order while neglected by some
and Dr. Briggs suspended from the ministry, on the Fair is under the control of the national govern- will be observed by others. The American Sabbath
following grounds :
ment and not under that of the local body. They Association will spend considerable money in dis"First: We find that the doctrin of the errancy of the said that the state court had no jurisdiction in the tributing pamphlets giving the history of the case
scriptures as it came from them to whom and through case, and thus Judge Stein had had no right to is- and presenting Sabbatic arguments. These, they
whom God originally communicated his revelation, is in sue such an order as that given above. The ques- say, even if they do not effect the closing of the
conflict with the statement of the holy scriptures itself,
which assert that 'all scripture,' or 'every scripture,' is tion was for the federal court alone. The Fair Fair will do permanent good. The utterances of
given by ' inspiration of God.' 2 Tim. iii, 16: 'That the being under control of Congress that body could these Sabbatarians teem with frantic denunciations
prophecy came not of old by the way of man, but holy men open or close it just as it pleased. It is right that of the opening advocates as everything that is
of God spake as they were moved bv the Holy Ghost.' it should now close it by virtue of its police power. thought to be abominable, such for instance as this
2 Pet. i, 12; and also with the statements of the standard
by the New York Methodist Book Concern: "The
of the church, which assert that the holy scriptures of the Among other things, they represented that if the
directors of the World's Fair are Anarchists, workcourt
rendered
a
decision
that
the
government
had
Old and New Testament are the Word of God. Larger
ing
for Anarchists' principles and for the disestabnot
the
constitutional
power
to
conduct
the
Fttir
it
catechism, question 3. 'Of infallible truth and divine
authority.' Confession, Chapter I, section 5.
would be destructiv to great and valuable interests. lishment of the American Sabbath." We will clo1e
" .Second: That we find in this case involved the ques- Such a decision would strike down the Smithsonian our summary of these enlightened doings by adding
tion of the sufficiency of the human reason and of the
church as authorized guides in the matter of salvation. Institution, the National Museum, the National Ob- that John Wanamaker is among the doers, he havYour committee recommend that this general assembly servatory, and others of the great educational insti- ing publicly advised boycotting the Exposition if it
declare that reason and the church are not to be regarded tutions of the government. Such a decision would opens Sundays.
as fountains of divine authority; that they are unreliable compel the government to remove its exhibits
The clergy want to hav such attractions as the
and fallible, and while they may, and no doubt are, from the Fair to a place over which it has consti- World's Fair forbidden Sundays solely that their
channels or media through which the Holy Spirit may
own contribution-boxes may not lose any coins.
reach and influence for good the human so~, they are tutional control. The Sunday closers also called
never to be relied upon as sufficient in themselvs, and attention to the fact that the directors "had at- Their motiv is detestable selfishness and greed.
aside from holy scriptures, to lead the soul to a saving tempted to placate the public by announcing that Manly lovers of a fair field and no favor should not
knowledge of God. To teach otherwise is most danger- religious services would be held at the Exposition rest till all trades and professions hav been set on
ous and contrary to the word of God, and our standards and sacred concerts in Choral Hall. By tho(le con- an equal footing, with permission given no calling
and our ministers and our church-members are solemnly
cessions the directors had admitted that there was to close up its rivals on any day and engross all
warned against them.
"1hird: We find involved in this case a speculation in a sanctity in the first day of the week, commonly traffic to itself. Down with the priests' day I
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Gommunioations.
Ezra Hoar l eywood.
SOMETHING MORE OF HIS LIFE, WORK, AND PERSONALITY ; THE FUNERAL SERVICES.
The news of the death of E. H. Heywood came
with a shock of surprise to his many friends and acquaintances. Of course all knew in an indefinit
way that his health had been seriously impaired
by his prison life but none except his nearest associates realized how the fiber of his physical being
had been dry-rotted by those two wretched years in
Charlestown penitentiary. Those of us who had the
pleasure of participating in the reception tendered
him upon his release could not fail to perceive that,
while the mind was unclouded and forceful as of
old, the bodily stamina of this defender of free
speech, press, and mails we s sadly and irremediably
depleted. But none, I think, expected the end to
come so quickly.
He was earnestly engaged to the last in the work
to which he had given so many years of his life.
Early in May he went to New York to conduct the
twenty-second annual convention of the American
Labor Reform League, an organization owing its
existence chiefly to his initiativ and tireless fostering care. On this trip he contracted a slight cold,
which clung to his torture-weakened system and
rapidly augmented in virulence after his return
to Boston. He held out against the attack for a
few days, but at length he had to yield and take to
his bed, where he was under the medical care of
Dr, Davis, and was tenderly and assiduously nursed
by his daughter, Psyche Ceres, and his sisters-in-law.
But skill and loving care were all in vain. On
Monday, May 22d, at 5:30 in the afternoon, Ezra
Hoar Heywood wearily but in perfect peace laid
down the weapons of mental warfare, weapons
which had in his hand been the unstained tools of
industrial and social evolution.
His serious illness had not been known, I think,
outside the circle of his nearest relativs and their
associates.
To THE TRUTH SEEKER's vivid and timely sketch
of his life I may add some interesting items of information which will be appreciated at this time.
Ezra Hoar Heywood was related to United
States Senator Hoar, and this calls to mind the fact
that the uncompromising editor of the Word was
born Hoar, not Heywood. How he came to be
known by the latter name is an interesting bit of
biography, and illustrates . anew and most forcibly
the well-known fact that members of the same
family may be irreconcilable opposits in temperament, sympathies, and habits of thought. Subsequent to the death of the father of the subject of
our sketch, his elder sons, including Samuel R.
Hoar, had the family name changed from Hoar
to Heywood, against the protests of his mother,
who refused to adopt the new name and continued
to be known as Mrs. Ezra Hoar. The late Ezra H.
Heywood, as junior ,brother of Samuel R., and the
others, was powerless to prevent the change, which
was made because the latter thought that Hoar was
altogether too suggestiv a cognomen. E. E. H.
contemplated retaking his father's name.
The story of K H. Heywood's imprisonment m
1878 in Dedham jail may be summarized here very
briefly. He was sentenced by Judge Clark to two
years' incarceration for having sent "Cupid's
Yokes" through the mails. Petitions were circulated in his behalf, and seventy thousa~d signatures
obtained. Armed with these and certain valuable
letters, including one from Judge Cuppy, the gifted
Laura Kendrick repaired to Washington. She laid
siege to Uutherford B. Hayes and conducted her
delicate and difficult mission so determinedly and
skilfully that after he had served six months of his
sentence E. H. Heywood's prison gates opened at
the touch of the president's "pardon." But this
act of executiv "clemency " alarmed and aroused
to action the party of proscription, and when D.
M. Bennett subsequently was sent to Albany penitentiary thirteen months for the same offense,
two hundred thousand names could not avail to
touch the heart and move the hand of the obedient
husband of priest-bound pious Lucy Hayes. So
the victim editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER served his
full senten~e, and in so doing laid the foundations
for the disease that killed him, in what was otherwise his intellectual and physical prime, just as E.
H. Heywood was later to die, murdered by_ men
who knew not, or, knowing, cared not, how much
suffering they caused so only they might force their
opinions on those who could not accept them voluntarily.
In July, 1890, for mailing copies of the Word,
Mr. Heywood was sentenced by Judge Carpenter
(who conducted himself more like a ruthless·

pervert from civilization than like an ordinary
savage) to two years' confinement in Charlestow_n
penitentiary, where he remained to the end of h1s
term, less time deducted for good behavior. Mrs.
Dr. Gilbert went to Washington in behalf of the
persecuted reformer, but of course she could do
nothing with Harrison. The man whose pen was
to sign the Chinese exclusion law and the orld's
Fair Sunday-closing edict Gould not, consistently,
release from punishment a man who did not know
how to compromise with his conscience for popular
applause and votes. Harrison r·eserved his pardons
for wealthy or well-connected embezzlers.
Upon Mr. Heywood's release from Charles~on
prison, May 13, 1892, he was tendered a receptwn
at the Quincy House, Boston. Captain Robert C.
Adams presided most acceptably and addresses
were made by the guest of the evening, the chairman, S. P. Putnam, J., A.. J. Wilcox, Dr. A.. E.
Gilbert, Martha Luce, and others. Letters were
read by Jay Chaapel from Ellen M. Bolles, Parker
Pillsbury, George Schumm, Ernest Men dum, Alfred
H. Love, A.. L. Rawson, E. B Foote, Sr., Frank K.
Foster, C. S. Swartz, B. 0 . .Flower, Mrs. H. S.
Lake, L. V. Pinney, and many more. One year
and eight days from that hour nearly all those there
assembled, with many others, stood by the bier
of the inan they had welcomed from the prison
shadows.
THE FUNERAL.
Services in honor of Mr. Heywood were held in
Boston and Princeton ; the first in the rooms of
Josephine S. and J. Flora Tilton, at 202 Huntington avenue, Wednesday, May 24th, at 5 P.M., and the
second at his house in Princeton, a-t 3 P.M., Thursday, May 25th.
The Boston Globe introduced its account of the
Boston services with these paragraphs :
It was not a funeral, in the common meaning of that
word.
There were no habiliments of woe, no signs of mourning, save the tear-stained eyes and sorrowful faces of
ralativs and friends. And the absence of all formality
made the simple services all the more impressiv.
Reclining on a couch, as if in sleep, lay the body· of the
deceased, wrapped in.a white robe. The finely-chiseled
and handsome features were as natural as in life. The
hands were folded over the body, and in his left was a
copy of the Word.
Baskets of laurels, with smilax and wisteria, violets,
roses, and ferns seemed to take from the chamber of
death its glopmy terrors.
A notable and most interesting assembly it was that
gathered in hallway and rooms of the apartment.
The near relativs present were: Angela T. Heywood, with her children, Vesta Vernon, Hermes
Sidney, Psyche Ceres, and Angelo T. Heywood; her
mother, Lucy M. Tilton ; her sisters, Josephine S.
and J. Flora Tilton, and S. R. Heywood, brother of
the deceased. Another brother, Joseph, having
left the hospital only the day before, was unable to
attend, and was deeply affected by his loss, and
this was additional deprivation. The other absent
near kinspeople were Dwight Heywood, residing in
Omaha, and Mary and Delia Heywood.
Reformers were present in large numbers, all
cla<:ses, divisions, and subdivisions being represented. Among these were seen John Orvis, A.. A..
Miner, A.. W. Stevens, George Schumm, Henry Appleton, T. C. Brophy, William Melvin; Emma Heller Schumm, A.. H. Simpson, E. C. Walker, James
W. Harris, John Orth, E. B. McKenzie, Dr. C. Hubbard, M. A.. Warren, of Hudson ; Dr. Wellington,
Mrs. Dr. Gilbert, James L. Locke, Carl Friede,
Frank Ranigan, William Denton, Winifred Denton,
John Daviess, Ferdinand Dewey, Ellen Batel!e
Dietrich, Belle C. Schull and daughters,· Ella and
Metta. Shull, of Findlay, 0.; Jennie Rhind, Della
Davis, James F. Pickering, J. A.. J. Wilcox, Martha
Avery, Etta Cheney, James W. Stillman, Mrs. Case,
of Providence, R. I. ; James H. Martin, Arabella
Nichols, J. L. Buxton, of Milford; Blanche Toohey,
E. P. Miller, of Hartford, and Josephine Stirling.
The Beethoven Quartet sang " Still, Still with
Thee," and then John Orvis announced that the
services would N•be wholly informal-that anyone
who wished might participate. He said, in part:
We are not here to pray-he is beyond our prayers, he
is beyond the world's censure. Ezra H. Heywood
seemed to me, among all the men I ever knew, to be a
man, and with loftier conceptions of duty. I will not except even William Lloyd Garrison. With him the perception of a truth was a conviction of duty. He never
knew fear, never could know fear, with that conscience
behind him. His eye was to the sun, and that eye, like
the sun, penetrated to the evil recesses of society. He
was devoted to what he held to be right. That was the
secret of E. H. HE!ywood's doing what the rest of us hav
not dared to do. We hav seen the evils of fettered love,
but we hav not spoken and acted. Woman as woman
and woman as mother were sac:rificed.
He eaw.a.nd denounced the evils of rent, interest, and
profits. He was almost the first man since Jesus who
said they were robbery. For his position on all these
questions he has been cursed and persecuted-these
truths hav been crucified in tpe person of E. H. Heywood.
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When men hav settled the true :relations of men and
women, womanhood and childhood are made sacred.
J. A.. J. Wilcox spoke briefly. "My sense of personal loss," he began, "and the bereavement of
those nearest and dearest to him impel me to giv
my testimony to the worth of E. H. Heywood. . We
are his debtors for the work he did for us and for
the cause with which we sympathized, but for
which we did not work as he worked."
At the conclusion of Mr. Wilcox's remarks the
quartet sang "He Is Risen," and then Ella Schull
read letters from Ed. W. Chamberlain, the daughter
of Elizur Wright, Robert C. Adams, Elizabeth M.
F. Denton, and others who could not attend.
Rev. A.. A.. Miner was the next speaJrer. Among
other things, he said :
My personal acquaintance with Mr. Heywood was
relativly slight, but it was BUfficient to impress me with
hfs sincerity.
I was the guest of his fami_ly in Prince~on on two or
three occasions, and I was forcibly struck With the democratic spirit that ruled in that home, with the selfrespecting devotion of the members of the fami!Y to one
another, with their courtesy to strangers. It was a
most beautiful home life.
While in Princeton I discovered something of the feeling in that community toward Mr. Heywood, which led
to his arrest and conviction.
I cannot say how far, had I known him better, I might
sympathize with his peculiar views, or how I might hav
been convinced by his philosophical defense of them.
But I did sympathize with his honesty of purpose, and I
did strive to use what influence I had to secure a. mitigation of the severity of his sentence.
The more I study human affairs the more am I convinced of the inadequacy of any human tribunal to judge
a man's motivs, and to mete out justice.
In a general way I would say I hav learned the utter
incompetency of men to judge men; of human tribunals
to decide the deeper problems of society. A fact is
proven; a term in prison follows, but no relation between
the two is established. Two men disagree; tempers become aroused; a physical conflict supervenes; one falls
under a chance blow. The authorities wait to see if the
injured man will recover. What difference does that
make? How does that settle the question of motiv?
If this is true of such a. comparativly simple affair,
what of the relations of society and men's views thereon?
of the difference of opinion as to the needed restriction
or the lack of it? We are coming to broader toleration
of discussion of these questions. Why was our friend
imprisoned for seeking to extend the limits of free speech,
press, etc. 1 while nothing was done to restrain those who
would limit all these?
M. A.. Warren read a poem, and following this
Martha Avery said, among other equally good
things:
So dear a right is free speech, so fundamental a necessity to us as women, can we afford to remain silent? It
is time we spoke of the sex question. . I would not free
woman from man, but woman with ID!l.n. I giv my
heartfelt tribute to this great man who dared speak his
honest conviction. Morality is the relation between
man's ideal and his conduct.
Song by quartet.
Jennie Rhind was the next speaker. "We
testify," she remarked, "for this good man whose
lips are sealed in death. He was my personal friend
and Mrs. Heywood is my friend.
The time is
coming when laurel will crown the brows of such as
this man. The world must giv place to advanced
ideas in all directions-social, political, economical.
I know Mr. Heywood has planted seed which will
bring forth in due season and abundantly. No
sower of reform seed has reaped the fruit, but those
who came after. We must water what Ezra Heywood has so nobly sown."
A. H. Simpson followed with a quite extended
address intended to show what it was that Mr.
Heywood contended for through all his life, the relation of his work to that of other reformers of his
generation, and what bearing it all had upon the
principles at stake and the work to be done at this
time. I giv here as clear and extended a. synopsis
as I can of his address and as nearly as possible
in his own words :
We should try at least to make his personality shine
out and dominate this meeting. He was one of the old
individualists, of whom Elizur Wright and A. A. Miner
are other types. His record is not a modern one. He
was an Abolitionist before ID!l.ny of those whose names
hav gone down in glory were Abolitionists. It was in
his nature, essentially. An old peace man, he did not go
with the clamorers for war. . He kept his conscience for
the individual. He stood for self-sovereignty. He saw
that it must be carried through all phases of life. The
right of the black was the right of woman. The burden
upon him was due to those Oomstock moralists who violated the principles for which he had always stood. They
are trying to enforce morality. ThiB is the essence of
immorality. Yon are as immoral as Mr; Heywood himself, if by your presence you sanction the claim to honesty
here made for him. Should Oomstock come here and
disperse this meeting he would be no more criminal than
when he prevented Heywood from mailing his books.
Both are denials of the right of publication and freedom
of utterance.
So devoted was h~a to the principles he advocated that
to say he could not outraged his sense of justice and made
him Immovably determined to do what was forbidden.
At the banquet it was seen he was broken in body but
not in spirit. He was actually done to death by the society at the head of which is Oomstock, the society of
organized moralism.
·
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William Melvin said that he had seen all the
Heywood family grow up, and in that home and
printery he had "learned more in three years than
in eighteen years at school.
Perhaps from a
worldly standpoint it has been to my disadvantage,
as in. his case. E. H. Heywood was the same in
private as in public-unflinching.
He knew
nothing of expedients. The outside world did not
know him. Wherever honor is done to Mr. Heywood I want to put a wreath on top myself, no
matter how small it is."
James F. Pickering was the last speaker, and as
his remarks were written I can giv a fuller report
of them than of those of most of the others:

BREWSTER's MusEUM, CAMBRIDGE, MAss.,~
. May 23, 1893.
>
DDAR HERMES: It was with surprise and sadness that I
learned by this morning's paper of the death of your dear
father. I was not aware that he was ailing, and although
he looked thin and careworn when I last saw him a.t the
station in Wellesley, yet he seemed so cheerful and in
such good spirits that I supposed he was in the best of
health and would liv to a good old age.
Whether I agree with all his views or not is of little
consequence. I always hav and shall still continue to
reverence his name for the noble stand he took, and even
defended with his liberty, in his efforts to instruct and
uplift the human race, and in my opinion the time will
come when his greatness will be known and appreciated
by his persecutors (the masses of the people), 11.8 it is now
by a few of his bereaved friends.
Dear Hermes, please convey to your mother, brother,
Ezra H. Heywood was a man of thought, and his sole and sisters the sincere sympathy of wife and self, for I
desire was to make the world better. His purpose was to know she would join me did she know I was writing.
promote purity, to make clean minds and thus to secure
Sincerely yours,
SHELLEY W. DENTON.
pure and right actions.
He knew the temper of the age in which he lived. He
120 LEX!NGTON AVE., N.Y., May 24, 1893.
was not an unintelligent enthusiast. He was an able
DEAR Josm: Your telegram of the 23d was received
scholar, and during all his life he was a hard student.
last evening. I need not tell you it was a very great surFew men hav brought to the study of the pressing prise to me, for I had a. few moments' conversation with
social questions of the day the ample preparation and the Mr. Heywood ·when he was here last, and I thought he
was looking unusually well.
mental equipment which were his.
·
Beginning his activ public career as an Abolitionist of
If Mr. Heywood's views were correct in reference to
the school of Garrison and Phillips, he maintained his the influences exerted by the spirits of. the dead upon the
consistency and did not abandon his principles to become minds of the living, he will probably make himself just
a war Abolitionist.
as much felt in the new situation as heretofore; but with
In his study of the labor question he found the position my own views less clear on this point, I vsry greatly reof woman in the world, in the field of labor, in the family gret that Mr. Heywood has left us. I wish you would
and in society at large, must be taken into account, and say to all Boston friends that we feel very great sympathis led him to the study of deeper and more difficult thy with all of you in this bereavement.
social questions.
Yours truly,
·
E. B. FoOTE.
The final outcome of this was that he became boldly
and openly a.n advocate of "free love.,.
·
CmoAGo, ILL., May 29, 1893.
D:mAR FRmNDS: I am surprised and pained to hear of
But a.s there are many men and women in the world
who conceive love to be Ius~-~. and therefore think free Mr. Heywood's death. I regard it as a. great loss to all
love must be free lust, Mr. Heywood was, by such per- of us, for any man who does his own thinking and is true
sons, looked upon as the subverter of all morality and to it is of benefit to mankind, especially one who has
been so brave and endured so much as Mr. Heywood. I
virtue.
In fact, he favored love-free, untrammeled love, that giv you and all his family my deepest sympathy. With
all best wishes,
Yours ever,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
thereby free lust should be suppressed.
There has never been a firmer friend of. morality,
The body was accompanied to Princeton on
virtue, and purity tha.u this man, who gave his life to the
advocacy of free love, and, who, to maintain the public Thursday, May 25th, by the family and William
right to disseminate one's opinions, received persecutions Melvin, J. L. Buxton, of Milford; W. B. Wright,
and imprisonment as his reward.
M . .A.. Warren, of Hudson; Mrs. Dr. Gilbert, Belle
C. Schull, Dr. Sims, and Carl Friede.
LETTERS FROM ABSENT FRillNDS.
In the spacious rooms of the home at Princeton
111 WEST 142D STREET, NEw YORK, May 23, 1893.
MISS J osrE S. TILTON-Dear Friend: Nothing has so assembled the resident and visiting friends, and the
shocked and grieved me for many a day as t.he receipt of few orthodox neighbors whose curiosity or sympayour· unexpected telegram this morning announcing the
passage of Heywood. I hope to hear from you atas early thy was stronger than their prejudices and fear.
a day as your convenience will permit some detailed ac- Mr. Call, an orthodox minister, came and spoke
count of the last days of my heroic friend, who has left with Mrs. Heywood and the children as theysat by
to his friends and his country the recollection of a Mr. Heywood's head.
sublime; sturdy integrity. The deepest impression he
All of the arrangements were of the simplest,
ever made upon me, and which I shall always retain and
cherish with pleasure, was when I parted from him after and were in perfect harmony with the position of
Judge Carpenter's brutal outrage. He repeated several the family and with the views and life purposes of
times, ''I ha.v nothing to regret.,. As he appeared then, the dead man.
so will my remembrance of him be hereafter. I hope to
Dr. C. H. Sims delivered this eulogy :
learn that the clear intellect which directed such grand
We hav met to pay a last tribute of honor and respect
purposes remained unclouded to the. end.
Yours sincerely,
to the remains of Ezra Hevwood; but, a.s long as the
ED. w. CHAMBERLAIN.
name and works of this unique scholar and philanthropist
Mr. Chamberlain was the attorney of E. H. Hey- are remembered, our coming together will be an occasion
of honor to ourselvs.
wood in the last battle with Comstock and his
In him liberty, love, and light hav lost their most zealous friend. His utterances and deeds were rich, ripe
assistant, Judge Carpenter.
fruits of wisdom, patience, and charity. In the midst of
WELLESLEY, MAss., May 23, 1893.
wicked Persecutions he maintained that liberty, reason~
MY DEAR JosEPHINE: I am greatly shocked ~nd pained and right must prevail against force, oppression, ana
by the sa~ intellig_ence con~ained in your note of. la~t wrong. He said: "Right livs through moral suasion,
evening, JUSt received. I~ 1s so unexpected-and It lB. and evil dies with the conditions which produce it." He
seemingly so wrong that 1t should hav been so ! But knew that persecution and punishment fail in good reMr. Heywood had nobly earned the right to be relie-yed sults-that truth and virtue can be jailed neither in nor
from further service, however much we may need hun, out of the world.
and the spirit of his life and his works stillli vs with us.
The state which has blackened his reputation and
Ever faithfully yours,
robbed him of liberty time and again must some day acELIZABETH M. F. DENTON.
knowledge his worth and do him honor.
He preached e.ight hours a day, and worked sixteen.
·
WINSTEAD, CoNN., May 24, 1893.
He believed in peace and plenty, but toiled in the cause of
DEAR MRs; HEYWOOD: News of Mr. Heywood's transi- liberty through difficulties and poverty for himself and
tion reached me ten minutes ago, and I hasten to express family. He was the disciple of love and liberty, the
to you my deep sympaJ:b.y a~d kindest wish!!sfor you and victim of hate and oppression. Some nne said he is beyour children. You will miBB and mou;rn him mu_ch, but yond our prayers, and I join his little daughter Psyche
your great fortitude and profound ph~osophy will bear in the reply: "He is beyond our prisons, don't need our
you up. ;He is beyond t~e re.ach of _B<_>Clety an~ the ~aw, prayers, nor even those of his pious persecutors."
and if there is a future hfe b1s condition now lB gloriOus
Josephine S. Tilton, standing at the head of the
beyond expression! and m_ade so by a life of toil and
suffering persecutiOn and ill-treatment, endured for the casket. said :
sacred ca'use of human liberty and faithfully p~rsued to
before I part with my brother, rebuke Princethe last. A great man houn~ed .to death by Ignorance tonI must,
folks for permitting Mr. Heywood to starve to death.
and superstition; a. blameless ltfe hved for the welfare Jf
The body was laid away in the family burialthe human race; a martyr to principle who faced po':erty
and ignominy imprisonment and death for a great 1dea; ground.
a noble natur~ that scorned falsehood and deceit; a beauJosephine Tilton writes : " Heywood is not ' at
tiful character that held love sacred, and Liberty above
all price..:.. this is our loss and the world's loss, a.n~ for rest,' but let us believe that his spirit is rejuveE. C. WALKER.
this we sorrow. All honor to the memory of your. gifted nated."
and noble husband, and may you be coll!-forted ~Ith the
R!Vere Station, Boston, Mass.
knowledge that death is ~he renewal of hf~ for. h1m, and
that by his good works h1s perfect heaven lB. gamed.
The Resurrection.
Truly and sincerely yours,
..
L. v. PINNEY.
"And when Abraham said, 0 Lord, show me how thou
wilt raise the dead; God said, Dost thou not yet believe?
MoNTREAL, CAN., May 23, 1893.
He answered, Yea; but £ ask this that my heart may rest
D:mAR JosEPmNl!l: Your telegram has brou~ht me the a.t ease. God saia, take therefore four birds, and divide
sad tidings that Mr. Heywood's personal wo~k m the bod;r them: then lay a part of them on every mountain; then
has ceased, though his words w~ g? marc~ng on, ~n~ 1f call them, and they shall come swiftly unto thee: And
spirits do get a chance to w~rk 1t lB certain t.hat h!B m- know that God is mighty and wise " (Koran, Chap. II).
domita.ble energy and zeal will makethemselvs m,anifest;
Abraham, the legend saith,
I deeply regret that the cause of freedom has lost his
Musing on the theme of Death,
aid. It was to be hoped that for many ye!lrs yet he wou_ld
Iblis came with sad suggestion
hav labored for Liberty, but persec~t10n has done 1ts
Of a faithless, vexing question-work However he said enough to glV the death-blow
" How can he whose flesh a.t last
to bigotry and tyranny. His pamphlets must be collected
Rides a.s dust on every blast,
into a book a.nd a biographer must be found to at once
Hither thither, fu.r and wide,
put his life before the public in its true light.
Be as though he ne'er had died?"
. Yours sincerely,
ROBT. 0. ADAMS.
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Vexed, perplexed, and touched with doubt,
The patriarch could not quite make out
How the scattered atoms can
Be restored to form of man.
So unto his Lord he went
In his dark bewilderment,
Saying, " God, thou wisest, best,
Set my troubled mind at rest;
Show me how the dead can riseIn what manner and what guise."
Allah, gently chidirg, said:
"Iblis's hes hav filled thy head;
Yet, thou doubter of my words,
Take, behead four different birds,
Mince the bodies all together,
Mingle flesh, blood, bone, and featherSave their heads and nothing moreParting then the mass in four,
North and south four· mountains seek,
Lay one part upon each peak,
Homeward then returning, cry,
' By the power of God most high,
Birds, fly hither, hither fly.'"
Then chose the patriarch from his stock
A pea-fowl, raven, dove, and cock.
Each head was from its body shorn,
Each body into fragments torn,
And flesh and feathers, blood and bone,
Were shredded, pounded, mixed in one.
Dividing then the mass in four,
To separate peaks each part he bore.
Returning homeward then, he cried
To each bird that thus had died:
"By the power of 'God most high,
Pea-fowl, hither, hither, fly!"
And as thus the patriarch said
Forth he held the pea-fowl's head,
When the headless body flew
And was joined at once thereto,
And the pea-fowl in its pride
Stood as just before it died.
Then again the patriarch cried
To the bird that thus had died,
" By the power of God most high,
Hither, hither, raven, fly!"
And as thus the patriarch said,
Forth he held the raven's head,
When the headleBS body flew
And was joined at once thereto,
And the raven croaked and cried
Just as though it ne'er had died.
Yet again the patriarch cried
To the dove that thus had died,
As he held its head above,
"Hither, hither fly, 0 dove,
By the power of God most high,
Hither, dove, oh, hither fly!"
Floating onward from above,
Instantly, this headless dove
With its head, itself supplied :
Perfect as before it died.
Yet again the patriarch cried
To the cock that thus had died:
"God ie God, there is but one;
By his power, come hither, run!"
Then the headless body sped,
Joining to its former head;
Flapped its wings upon its side,
And crowed as though it ne'er had died.
Thus Abraham's heart at rest was set,
But mine is troubled even yet.
Harlan, Ia., Apr. 20, 1893.
J. K. P. BAKER.

.A. POPULAR orator is telling a story about an
Irishman who bowed low before a bronze figure of
Jupiter and remarked: "I am told yees was
wance king of heaven. Ye're pretty low now, but
av everyeesget back to heaven again ye must not forget that I wasn't too proud to shake hands with
yees when yees was down." Even so; the course
of godship never did run smooth. It sometimes
pothers us poor mortals no little to keep posted on
the occupancy of theheavenlychair and pay our obeisance in the proper quarter. Perhaps the liveliest
jumping about to effect this end that any of us
God's-worms ever had to do was that of the
English a few generations ago, when alternate enthronings of Jehovah with his Bible on the one
hand, and "the pope, the devil, and the Virgin
Mary" on the other, kept those who retained an
affection for their heads as briskly employed as
peas on a griddle. Nowadays each god and godling seems LO enjoy a longer term in office, and
hardly a human subject of average life is required
to harrow up his soul with treasonous unsettlings;
unless he be a traveler, in which case he may hap
to find an occasional change of deity as contributiv
to his health as the change of clime.
Prayer and Weather.
Elder Berry: "Joblots is anxious to hav our theological students take l!o preliminary course in the weather
bureau."
Dr. Thirdly: "What for?"
.
Elder Berry: "~e says _there lB a.. ~~~ in knowing the
proper time to begin praymg for ram.

A. Wage Question.
Elder Berr:y:: "Where the wages of sin are death there
will be no striking for an ip.crease."
Joblots: "Certainly not; the demand will be for shorter
hours."
'
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Editorial Notes.
J. E. Remsb11rg delivered thirty-five lectures
during the month of May.
Those who knew John Duncan will be grieved to
know that seafaring people hav given up all hope
of the White Star steamer Naronic, which left Eng- laud last January, since which time she has not
been heard from. Mr. Duncan was chief engineer.
He was a sturdy Freethinker; a brave and sensible
man1 and whatever fate befell the ship we feel sure
he acted his part nobly. He leaves a wife and
children in Liverpool.
--------~~--------

Mr. D. S. Johnson, of Sioux-Falls, S. D., made
us a pleasant call on his way to Norway, where he
will remain a year. Mr. Johnson is one of the activ
pushers of Freethought in his neighborhood, particularly among his countrymen, and has translated
several Freethought articles into Norwegian for their
benefit, printing them in small pamphlets which can
be had during his absence by addressing Olaf Haugtro, Sioux Falls, S. D.
--------~~--------

The friends of Samoa Parsons, of San Jose, Cal.,
neglected to notify us of the death of that brave
old man, and we only learn the news from the
Investigator. Mr. Parsons was in his ninetieth
year when he died, and until a few weeks before
his death had the possession of his mental and
physical powers to a wonderful degree.
Two
months ago he commenced to break down and
failed rapidly until the 15th of May, when he was
stricken with apoplexy and in twenty-four hours he
was no more. He realized for weeks th<tt his end
was near and said repeatedly : "My time is about
up," "I shan't hold out much longer.'' Also, "I
hav no fear of death;" "I begin to think the grave
is the best place for me, for I seem to need nothing now, but rest, rest." Mr. Parsons was one of
the most generously persistent supporters of Freethought in the country, giving largely of his means
each year, and bestowing good advice with fatherly
freedom. His frequent admonishments made us
love him, for the honesty of purpose and sincerity
of desire to do good which pervaded them. He
was good all through, and everybody will miss him.
He should rest well.

-----------------

The debt on Talmage's new tabernacle has been
satisfied by the payment of twenty-three per cent
of the amount. It was a sharp piece of financial
work on the part of Mr. Talmage. He declared
that unless that amount was accepted he would
leave the church. The creditors knew that without
the clown a circus does not draw, and therefore
does not pay, so they accepted it. Our contributor,
Owen Jones, breaks into song in the Sun about the
glad event and honorable transaction in these melodious verses:
''TALMAGE TRIUMPHANT

!!

'' 'Dei gloria in excels is,'
Swelled six thousand voices bleht,
While the giant organ thundered
'SAVED BY TWENTY-THREE PER OENT

I'

" Talmage smiled with heavenly rapture,
Triumphs crowned the glad event:
The Tabernacle now is saved!
Saved by twenty-three per cent.
'' Did the guileless man of Nalliareth,
Who snflered death and homeless went,
Inculcate these church-building projects
Based on twenty-three per cent?
'' When the trump' of doom shall echo
And asunder graves are rent,
Will the stern recording stylus
Point to twenty-three per cent?
"To the mammoth temple bnilded
With skill and honest labor spent,
Were gathered in the saints who paid on
Church debts twenty-three per cent?
"Bidding church contractors chuckle
With joy serene and sweet content,
For treasured in the realms eternal
They'd find their seventy-seven per cent."

World's Fair Notes.
Jubilate I jubilate! the World's Fair is open on
Sunday. A great and a brilliant triumph has been
won over bigotry. It was a happy day for thousands and thousands of people.
How they
thronged from every quarter, a quiet, orderly, and
appreciative multitude-working people most of
them apparently, for they bad their lunches with
them and sat down on boxes and benches in cosy

nooks and enjoyed the feast in plain and e1,1onomical am not ashamed to acknowledge the fact.. If the
fashion. They didn't spend much money il).. amuse- almighty dollar can smash bigotry and superstition,
ments, but roamed around, whole families, seeing I'm glad of it. It betokens an immense change.
all the wonders they could for the admission fee Time was when the dollar was the servant of the
and not paying for extras. A large number it church absolutely. It flowed into the coffers of the
seems had not been present before, for constant church. It glittf'red at the feet of popes. The
inquiries were made of the Columbian Guards as to church ruled even the money-making man, and
this and that building, etc. So the Fair this Sun- made him keep holy days when he would rather
day has been a blessing to the very people it was be at work. The church for its own prestige could
intended for-those who can't afford luxuries; _who thwart any enterprise of wealth. The dollar is now
must be careful of their expenditures, but still out free from that bondage. It snaps its fingers in the
of their sparse incomes can afford the fifty cents face of the church. It says business is business
necessary to enter the grounds and for once in and don't you forget it. Time was when a million
their lives see the greatest of human achievements. dollars couldn't violate a church ordinance. What
It was a grand festival occasion for the common cares commerce or trade to-day for a church ordipeople; one of the grandest days that in pomp and nance? In business matters the church must step
music has ever passed over this planet; a day full aside. It can still baptize and marry and bury, but
of meaning; an onward day, pointing to a bright and it can't any longer " bull " or " bear" the market.
beautiful future; a day of hope; a day of justic~:o; On Wall street it is an absolute nonentity. The
a day of liberty. Never has the ancient tyranny dollar patronizes the church, but takes no notice of
received a keener blow. Never has there been a its edicts.
The dollar has opened the gates of the World's
more glorious rebuk" to intolerance and· bigotry.
I enjoyed it to thA utmost as I wandered through Fair right against the enormous clamor of the
these magnificent scenes, as I watched the flowing churches, and the dollar never did a better service
crowd ani studied the innumerable faces-saw the to humanity. The very dollar upon which the
gay ranks of children, the glory of nature and of churches have engraved "In God we trust," that
art, the bright unsalted sea, and the boundless sky. very dollar has knocked their God into smithereens.
It was a combination and a form indeed which He disappears from the World's Fair. He may
filled the heart with rapture. It was a poet's bolt and bar the gates of Eden, but not the gates of
dream, this gala time, and it was worth many a day Jackson park~ The dollar says open sesame, and
of toil to witness this peaceful and splendid victory the dollar wins, and as between the dollar and
over a dark and cruel foe. And I know that while the God of the Christians I take the dollar every
many wide and manifold influences have contributed time, and rejoice in its signal victory. The
to this auspicious hour, not one word ever chmches may howl as much as they wish against
spoken for freedom has failed to help this mighty Sunday opening as a money-making scheme. This
result. Wherever that word has been spoken it won't diminish the bitterness of their defeat. It
has been a part of the onward force that has at simply shows that their once-willing slave is now
length compelled bigotry to hide its diminished their master. Why not reJoice amidst these
head. Not one but a thousand things have rolled glorious scenes T It is the triumph of one of my
on to this happy consummation.
best friends over one of my worst foes.
Quite a number of Liberals from East and West
It must be remembered also that for this Sunday
were together and shook hands beneath the flag opening there is a tremendous public opinion which
and exulted in the gorgeous triumph; and a gor- has actually set at defiance an act of Congress. I
geous triumph it was, with music and flags and do not know that anything like this has occurred in
every color under the sun mingling in splendid array. our country before. Generally there is respect for
Through Italy and Germany we wandered and the law, no matter how bad it may be. That is the
glories of France. The electric lights flashed, the cha.ract3ristic of the American people. It is supfountains played, and the great dome was illuminated. posed that they themselves make the laws, and
The Art ·Palace glowed with its thousand pictures. hence the profound regard for a legislative act. So
Over the lagoon swept the gaily decked vessels. mighty, however, in this case is public opinion that
The Midway Plaisance was crowded, II.Ild all the it actually sets aside a Congressional enactment.
religions of the world met without a clash. The Of course the enactment is unconstitutional, but it
melodies of the East, strange and ancient, mingled has not yet been so declared, and probably will not
with the noblest strains of to-day with a fantastic be by a legal process. It has been set aside by the
discord and harmony. Even the animals seemed force of public opinion in an unprecedented manto enjoy the spirit of the occasion and the lions ner. Never has an act of Congress been so trampled
sported gently as the lamb. All was life and upon, so utterly despised, as this. Never has the
motion save the machinery, which was "heavy and cowardice and hypocrisy of politicians been so
solemn" amidst the universal gladsome hubbub. thoroughly rebuked. Everyone who voted for
Bigotry had a "cinch" on that.
Not a wheel Sunday closing must hide his head in shame. Even
stirred. And the Government Building was bolted with all the reverence for law which exists in the
and barred in ominous silence. Not a flag floated. minds of the people, this act has been annulled
It should have been clothed in mourning. Poor without legal formality. I am glad of it. I am
Uncle Sam has not won his liberty and could not glad that a law so bad has been so royally set aside
join with the jubilant throng. The chains were by the will of the people, a la~ so bad that without
about him and he must preserve a melancholy any appeal to courts for justification it is spit upon
decorum and sit in sackcloth and ashes while the and disdained, while the bigots howl in helpless
world rushed round about him in delightful medley. wrath with a whole government to back them up.
Poor fellow. I wonder if he will ever awake to a Although the churches cry for it, yet the governrealizing sense of his ridiculous position.
ment dare not bring out a single eoldier to enforce
Let us understand, however, what this triumph its own enactment. If it did there would be a.
means. It is not so deep and permanent as I could revolution at once, for the people of this country
wish. It is a triumph to the eyes and to the heart; would not endure an armed array in support of a.
but not to the intellect. It is a splendid thing so law so odious. Public opinion oftentimes overrides
far as it goes ; one of the best things that has ever an old law without waiting for its formal repeal,
happened. It is a victory mainly on the surface, but I do not know of any case where a law of Conbut that counts a good deal as the world now is. gress, within less than a year after its passage, has
It is not a victory of ideas so much as of senti- been so overwhelmingly sat down upon, and with
ment; but a victory of sentiment is at times one of such a joyous recklessness, by the people. It shows
the worst blows that the church can encounter. what a trivial support it had in the hearts of the
Never have the old dogmas received a more telling masses, and that they would not endure this imperdefeat than this Sunday opening.
tinence on the part of Congress. I believe in the
It is in the first place, I admit, a triumph of the referendum, and the referendum has been applied
almighty dollar over almighty God, which shows here in delightful fashion-rather irregular, perthat God is not quite so almighty as he used to be. haps, but effective all the same.
I am glad for the dollar. It has always been my
The churches must see how vastly public opinion
good friend. It has helped in many a tussle-given is against them when even with the law upon their
me a good square meal, a night's lodging, and side they must haul down their flag. To me it encovered my bare back. The dollar is not to be hances the glory of the victory we have won. It
sneezed at. When it quits you it leaves a blessing would have been a great thing to have had public
behind. It is always welcome and never stays too opinion open the gates anyway, but to have public
long. It fills our home with :light, and when we opinion open the gates with an act of Congress
travel it bears every burden. I like the dollar, sil- arrayed against it speaks volumes as to the extent
ver or gold or paper: I care not what it is, so long and depth and earnestness of that public opinion
as it's a dollar. As Dr. Sam Johnson says, -that it is not a momentary feeling, but a per"Nothing is more innocent than money-making. manent conviction. Still a long political battle is
The man who makes money is doing the world a· before us. The World's Fair will come and go like
benefit." Now, the gates of the World's Fair are a gorgeous vision, but the government abides, and
open because there's money in it, and wouldn't be the government is against us-the government
open if there wasn't. It's no use to deny this. which we support; the government which is our
The almighty dollar is our most potent ally, and I representative. In that which concerns our dear-
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est rights we have been defeated. The churches
are intrenched in national legislation. They have
Congr~ss and the Supreme Court. Legally, they
may WID: yet,. but wh~ther the injunction is granted
or not, 1t still remams that we are politically declared to be a Christian government and a Christian
people, and our liberties are in greater danger than
ever before. This surface victory, good as it is,
must not blind us to the deeper issues whereon we
have suffered a loss of freedom. The vast educational in:tl.uences of the World's Fairwill help us.
The Sunday opening will be a. beautiful lesson.
Our spear is wreathed with flowers while it strikes
deep, but let us not fqrget that the enemy is intrenched in the law of the land and that an arduous
and prolonged contest is before us and that this
victory will be worse than useless if we don't follow
it up and dislodge the church from its political
power. Superstition lowered and gloomed at us
from the Government Building last Sunday-it
looked like a sepulcher. We must open that building and fill it with sunshine every day, and until
we do so our work is far from being accomplished.
THE ART PALACE.
The Art Palace is the paradise of the Exposition.
One might linger for a day and a year in these many
halls, and never grow weary of the expressive scenes
any more than we could grow weary of so many
living friends, for these pictures speak in the thousand
forms that appear amidst nature's variable and
vivid aspects. What glory of form we see, so lithe,
so strong, so graceful, quivering with every emotion that the human heart has ever experienced.
What a ~orld of passion is about us in king and
peasant, in soldier and priest, in fair maiden and
royal woman, in lover and hero. The battle-field
surges; the ship is in the storm; the sea shore
stretches away; the forest, with glints of light,
extends measureless ; the harvest fields glow ; the
river glimmers in a landscape of soft color ; the
mermaid on the rock watches the glittering billows;
the child sleeps in the shadows of the greenwood ;
the morning and the evening meet each other with
contrasting beauty, while mountain and shore, in
ever-varying, and ever-entrancing prospect, lead
one on a. boundless journey.
There are also angels with wings; but I have no
liking for such strange, abnormal, impossible affairs.
I see no beauty in them, and they are rapidly disappearing from the realms of art. The great
pictures in this collection are those which represent
life, and generally lowly human life.
It is the mission of Art to unfold reality-what
is in our every-day surroundings. The pope is
here in brilliant .colors; but what is he compared
to a blooming little child? It is the picture of
humble scenes of life upon which we look with the
greatest admiration.
The crowds do not linger
about the portraits of great men, and displays of
palatial grandeur ; but about some garden or
meadow, or thatched cottage, or fireside, where bits
of human nature make the jewels of the scene.
Art is thoroughly democratic to-day and disdains
not the common path of toil and excellence.
There are thousands of pictures here and hundreds of statues in bronze and marble, and one
might travel mil6s before he could become familiar
with the masterpieces and be able to describe them.
There was never so vast a collection before and so
many superior productions. I can only give the
barest sketch of what I see-only impressions, not
delineations. Like the hues of sunset float these
entrancing pictures in my mind. I study and
brood over the "Sale of a Slave," where a beautiful
naked woman is exposed to the gaze of a rude but
royal purchaser; the "Passing of u. Ring," where a
group of children are engaged in that merry game;
"The Fishmonger," with his wonderful display
of fishes, most accurately painted ; " The Horse
Fair at Rotterdam;" "November Sunshine," a
lovely landscape view; "Alone in the World," where
an old man sits by the bedside of his dead wife ;
"Miners on Strike," a pathetic, turbulent scene;
"The Outpost," a military picture; "South Duxbury Clam Diggers," a vivid sketch of shore life;
"Washing Day," the woman laboring at the tub
and the little baby playing about; "Glad Spring,"
a brilliant view of " the ethereal mildness;" " The
White Sail," a ship glimmering on bright, silent
waters beside a wooded shore ; " The Interior of a
Cow House," the buxom maids at the milking-stool,
the patient animals in the stalls, a Swedish scene,
with fine coloring; "The Grandfather," an old man
walking with a little child; "The Yarn," a ru&'ged
sailor telling stories to a squad of boys and grrls ;
" The Maidens' Race," a circle of fair contestants in
bathing costume apparently ready for the start ; "A
Forest of Beech Trees," an exquisite woodland
scene; "Flower-Gathering in the South of France,"
where real roses seem bursting into bloom;
"Children at Play," in which the cat takes part

with the little folks; "The First Born," a mother
and tiny infant in her arms; "Early Snow," a shining winter landscape; "A Good Haul," a fishermen's crowd happy at their luck; "Once Upon a
Time," a venerable story-teller among little children;
"A Fisherman's Home," in ~hich all the paraphernalia of his occupation is gathered about him as he
sits and smokes, after supper I suppose.
Chicago, Ill.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Card.
While Liberals are thoroughly united as to principles, there are oftentimes differences of opinion
as to the best methods of .carrying out these principles, but so far as the Freeth ought World's Fair
Congress is concerned these differences hav· been
happily adjusted, and there is now harmonious action. I hav conferred with the directors of the
American Secular Union and it has been arranged
to hold a united International Freethought Congress at Chicago October next, under the auspices
of the Freethought Federation of America, the
American Secular Union, and the Canadian Secular
Union, and I hav no doubt that a most successful
Congress will be held, and that thousands of
Liberals will be present from all parts of the world.
We Americans who hav the noble privilege of conducting this Congress must giv a generous welcome
to our foreign allieli!. I am sure that no one will
be remiss in this matter and that the friends and
supporters of the Federation, of the American Secular Union, and the Canadian Secular Union
will rally to this common work and each
do his level best. Under this arrangement Mr.
John R. Charlesworth will remain secretary of the
Federation. Mr. Gustave Nelson will act as foreign
corresponding secretary and in conjunction with
the officers of the American Secular Union and
Canadian Secular Union we shall all labor unceas·
ingly for the success of this great and united Congress of the Liberals of America.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
That unity of action, so much desired by the
Freethought organizations of the United States and
Canada, that union of forces that shall secure the
success of the forthcoming Congress, has now been
formulated and ratified by the officers of the Federation and the American Secular Union, who met
in joint conference for this purpose at the rooms
of Dr. Grier on the 31st ult. It was felt by all
present that a joint Congress would be attended
by far greater results, than to hav two separate
Congresses at different times and places. After a
short discussion over the situation of affairs, the
following resolution was drawn up and presented
to the conference, the same being unanimously
adopted:
WHEREAS, The American Secular Union has been
making arrang_ements for a joint Congress with the Canadian Secular Union, and as the Freethought Federation
of America is arranging for an International Con!rress of
Freethinkers to be held in September next. Therefore,
be it
Resolved, 'rhat an International Co_ngress, under. the
auspices of the Freethought Federatwn, the American
Secular Union, and the Canadian Secular Union, shall be
held as a. substit.ute for the two aforesaid Congresses, to
be presided over by the presidents of the three societies
on alternate days or sessions; and that all the arrangements for the said Congress shall be made by the officers
of the three said societies and such other persons as they
in joint committee may agree upon.
This paved the way for a consolidation of our
ranks. The two Congresses will now be merged
into one, and with the harmonious action •of all
parties concerned we are now assured of the greatest and grandest meeting that has ever honored the
cause of human freedom in matters where religion
an·d religious influences are concerned.
The following committees hav been appointed to
carry on the work of the Congress and arrange the
matter in detail:
Committee of arrangements: John R. Charlesworth and E. C. Reichwald for the Federation ;
Judge Waite and Mr. Freeman for the Secular
Union, with such other persons as the Canadian
Secular Union may hereafter name and appoint.
Committee on finance: Geo: L. Robertson for the
Federation, Dr. Greer for the Secular Union, with
such other persons as the Canadian Secular Union
may hereafter name and appoint.
These committees will meet regularly and frequently, as the greater number of them are already
·in Chicago. They are well known by the Liberal
public as earnest workers in our cause, and they
should certainly gain and be guaranteed the confidence and support of all Freethinkers. Each society will maintain its own identity and will contribute its share toward the general and all
necessary expenses incurred. This movement, I
know, will meet with the approval of all Free-
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thinkers who are interested in the better success of
the cause of Freethought.
The Federation now strongly urges its members
and friends to do all they can to help us along.
Let there be no more delay, but realize that now is
the time for action. As the church parsons tell us,
"Now is the accepted time for salvation," and,
friends, the Federation may add, "Now is the accepted time to save yourselvs from that system
which givs unnecessary wealth to the sleeper, while
it does not giv sufficient to the worker to sustain
his strength."
In response to our appeals for help the following
donations and letters of encouragement hav been
received:
NEw YoRK, May 29, 1893.
MR. JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, De"'r Sir: I read with
pleasure your announcement in the last TRUTH SEEKER
relating to the International Congress of Freethinkers.
and I hope that Freethinkers throughout the United
States at least will not only respond with the necessary
funds to carry forward the project, but alAo honor the
occasion with their presence if possible: I desire to contribute $25 toward the Freethinkers' Congress, and as [
hav no ambition a.t all for official honors, I wiqh yon
would put in place of my name on the list of vicepresidents the name of Prof. J. H. Cook, of Columbus,
Kan. Professor Cook can hardly spare from his limited
means a contribution, however small, and this is largely
owing to the sacrifices he has made of his material interests to the cause of human progress. I wish too that
the name of our friend Hacker might appear in the list
Perhaps some Ltberal with a
of vice-presidents.
plethoric pocket-book will pay the $25 necess11ry to giv
hinl the prominence he so greatly deserves for his long.
life of work in the cause of humanity.
E. B. FooTIIl.
Dr. Foote's generosity and timely assistance to·
the Freethought cause for years past is too well
known among the Liberal community to need further comment from me. His pen has done valua~
ble service for mankind, while his genius and his
purse hav ever been free and open when needed.
It is needless to say that Dr. Foote's wishes shall
be gratified.
We hav also received the following from New
York city:
NEw YoRK CrTY, May 29, 1893.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, EsQ., Secretary Freethought
Federation of America, Dear Sir : Inclosed is a check
for $25, my contribution to the objects of the Federation.
Yours truly,
HENRY M. TABER.
Thos. F. Vanasek, of New Prague, Minn., has
also sent us $2, and desires two of the Federation
buttons mentioned in our previous letter.
Thus the necessary means are being generously
given to the good cause, and we trust that our
friends will giv us all the support they can and help
us in this worthy cause.
The committee of arrangements will hold its
next meeting on the 6th inst., wheh the program
will be arranged and the list of speakers made out
for publication.
Many Freethinkers hav already visited Chicago
and the Fair. Each day brings some enthusiastic
soldier to the headquarters of the Federation, and
calls to giv us words of hope and encouragement.
These hav announced their intention of coming
again to attend the Congress.
An attempt will be made to secure a. hall in the
Art Institute, and the date of the Congress must
now be guided by the exigencies of the occasion.
.All particulars, details, and information relativ
to the newer arrangements shall be published as
soon as the committee hav decided thereon.
JOHN R. CHABLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
345 W Randolph st., Chicago, Itt.
What Mr. Griswold Thinks of Mr. Putnam's New Book.
ELMIRA, N.Y., .Tune 4, 18:13.
MR. E. M. MACDONALD: Last Sunday and this Sunday I hav very carefully read and reread "Religion a
Curse, Religion a Disease, and Religion a Lie." Briefly
I want to say just here and now it is one of the most
religion-destroying publications ever published since the
writing of the "Age of Reason." I hereby proclaim
Samuel P. Putnam, in behalf of this most magnificent
production, the Thomas Paine of this deettde of the nineteenth century. One millinn copies should be circulated
in this country at once, and through the whole world.
What can yon furnish me one dozen copies for? I hav
already a few copies spoken for.
L. D. GRISWOLD.
[We will supply the book by the dozen for $2.ED. T. S.]
Geo. W. Childs Seem!! to Approve Mr. Bell's Work.
From the Public Leat;Jer.

The Truth Seeker Company, No. 28 Lafayette place,
New York, publish a "Hand-book of Freethought," a.
condensed and systematized mass of evidence against
ecclesiastical superstition. The extracts hav been selected by W. S. Bell, from the works of Draper, Buckle,
Gibbon, Herschel, Sir William Thompson, and Gladstone. The arrangement of the material is excellent.
The same company publishes "The Resurrection of
Jesus," a.n Agnostic's view, by Don Allen.
Please renew your subscription and obtain
other subscriber.

an~

~tiE

~etters of f]£rienas.
A Victory Shout.
ELMIRA, N. Y., May 17, 1893.
To E. M. MACDONALD AND THE LmEBAL
WoRLD: Hurrah fer an absolute Sunday
opening. The Sabbatarians hav been
routed and now ''refuse to be comforted."
Yours for Justice and Liberty,
L. D. GRISWOLD.
A Boy Who Will Help Push the World
Along.
. ABPEN, CoL., Apr. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I send subscription and
twenty-five cents for " Crimes of Preachers." My son Oscar said, "Papa, don't
stop THE TRUTH SEEKER."
E. J. KiNDRICK.
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Don't Hire Out Your Thinking to a Class
Opposed to Progress.
OoALA, FLA., May 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.50 for
six months' subscription commencing
from the data when ·my former snbscription expired. The paper pleases me. Yon
are doing good work in publishing THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which in turn is enlightening and freeing the minds of people
susceptible to reason and opposed to ancient superstition in thili age, calling on
the people to think for themselvs and not
to delegate it to priests or preachers, and
not to hav a paid and privileged class,
mostly opposed to human progress and entirely out of date.
Please send catalog of publications of
the Truth Seeker Company.
·
JoHN M. HoWARD.

It Stands Four-Square to the World. He Works for Human Advancement as
Much as for Pecuniary Return.
PLYMOUTH; MIOH., May 22, 1893.
KIRKVILLE, Mo., May 29,1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav taken your paper
MR. EDIToR: J. E. Remsburg has been
since Mr. Bennett first published it in the
West, and cannot get along without it, as here, and while here delivered three lectthe paper has always stood four-square to ures, entitled ''False Claims," '' The
Sunday Question," ·and ''Bible Morals."
the world. ·Your(truly,
A, BLAOK.
His audiences were good. It would be
useless for me to speak of his ability in
Don't Be Afraid of Your Wives.
the field in which he is employed, for his
LKEOHBURG, PA., May 25, 1893.
ability as a worker in the Liberal cause
MR. EDIToR: Everybody who sees THE and in the line of Human Advancement is
TRUTH SEEKER Would like to havit. Some well known to the readers of your paper.
are afraid of their wives, etc., but I think If encOininms were an injury to the man
we will hav some more of these people he would hav been ruined long ago. I
subscribe for it soon. The name I send is cannot conceive how he can travel over
of a good man, and one of the most intel- the country from point to point, witlt such
lectual men in this town, a Freethinker great distances betwefln, for the small
out and out.
Z. W. TINKER.
sum for his services which he asks. It is
evident that pecuniary gain is not his only
Cheating, alid Then Praying Out of It, object. His work is of great benefit to
Is Growing Unpopular.
Humanity, and he should be kept con·
SIDNEY, 0., May 20, 1893.
stantly employed and well paid.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5Fraternally,
WM. HART,
$3 for renewal to THE TRUTH SEEKER, the
grandest paper ever printed, and the only Explanation Wanted of a Holy Mystery.
one suitable to train the human mind; the
NEW YoRK, May 28, 1893.
balance for Helen Gardener's '' Men,
MR. EDIToR: My attention has been
Women, and Gods," in cloth, and "Old drawn to a sermon preached the other
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." evening in the Universalist church at
Lying, cheating, and stealing, and then Rochester, N. Y., by the Rev. Mr. Walpraying out, is about played out.
dron, wherein he said, " It seems to me
Yours for liberty,
A. H. EMLEY.
that the doctrin which represents God as
crucifying himself in atonement for the
High Praise of Putnam's World's Fair sins of man is a terrible one." He also
said, "I hav adopted another principle,
Letters.
and that is the priri.ciple of reason and
KNIGHT's FERRY, CAL., May 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find two conscience." Such sentiments show the
progress of Freethonght.
years' subscription.
It has been a mystery and a stumblingPutnam is doing a grand work. His
first letter on· the Fair is well worth a block to me, as well as to many, how one
year's subscription to your paper. I place God could be three persons-Father, Son,
every copy where it will bear fruit. I am and Holy Ghost. As I am ignorant in
surprised to find how many silent Liberals such matters, cannot some of your able
there are, who for fear of being boycotted correspondents in "Letters of Friends"
in their business will not show their hand. shed some light on tho subject? In John
x, 30, J esns says, "I and my father are
Success to your good efforts.
one." If that be the case, God was
Yours fraternally,
H. R. SoRELL.
crucified.
These questions should be
answered or explained for the edification
Would Use Vanderbilt's Wealth for the
of the ignorant.
S. R. THoRNE,
Cause.
IRAVENNA, MIOH., May 25, 1893.
Fights "God-Agents " and "Hell-PeoMR. EDITOR: I am and always hav been
ple."
a Liberal, and am anxious to help the
MIDDLEBORo, MAss., May 15, 1893.
cause of Freethonght, and if I had the
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2, for which
wealth of the Vanderbilts I would spend send me THE TRUTH. BEEKER for four
the bulk of it in helping the cause. But months, and "Hard Knocks at Chriswith my income of daily wages I cannot tianity," "Infidel Death-Beds," "Infidels
do very much; but will inclose a list of and Charity," "Crimes of Preachers," and
three-months subscribers to the amount of '' Bible Morals."
$6. Our people here are mostly Liberal,
During my stay in Lowell last winter I
but think the cause is coming out best and made it pretty hot for several reverends.
do not interest themselvs in regard to it Besides public discussions in some churches
further than in their own social chats.
and through the press I made it a point to
JAMEs F. TmBITS.
tackle these God-agents after ever:f· meeting I could attend, where at least some
Wishes Failure to a Tyrannically GoT· twenty or twenty-five would gather to
erned Fair.
hear what was going on, and thus would
WHATOOM, WAsH., May 23, 1893.
reap some benefit. I always took their
MR. EDIToR: On the 20th of this month orthodox text, or some statament that
the report arrived here in Whatcom that they had made, and 'stuck to it till they
the gates of the Fair should be closed on had to admit that the eye of common
what the gnlls call the Sabbath, and the sense could not see it, it required the
consequence is, in this part of the sphere "spiritual eye" (of superstition), I find
there are seventy-two, up to this date, that this a better way than to say a little on
intended to visit the Fair, that will not go each one of their points of faith, for the
on that account, and myself and wife are moment "yon break a link in their creed
of that number, and I think that at least the whole thing falls to the ground, I
one hundred and thirty .that would hav shall be in Fall River for some time to
gone in J nne and J nly will not go, and come, and intend to make it still hotter for
two-thirds of the above now hope that it these hell-people.
will be a failure as far as visitors are conI am a young French Canadian of
cerned.
J. Y. CoLLINS,
twenty-one years.
I hav been "con·

man through snake talking with Eve,
saved from fall through Christ as God
(but who was he? Of virgin birth, reported by dream to hav been begotten by
a ghost, Mary was the mother of God,
but who was his father?).
·
These are interesting problems for the
nineteenth-century medical man to solve.
They sound absurd; but they must be
Wants to Prosecute Di&turbers of His
believed. " He that believeth not shall
Sabbath.
be damned." C. C. VAN WATERS, M.D.
CRooKsToN, MINN., May 21, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find postal
note for $3. 50, for one year's subscription How to Promis Money to the Church.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER to be sent to the
CANTRIL, !A,, May 6, 1893.
new subscriber inclosed, and "Old TestaMR. EDIToR: My subscription is out. I
ment Stories Comically lllnstrated," to be send yon $2-$1 to go on the paper and
sent to me.
the other for " The Brain and the Bible,"
I am very well pleased with your paper. by C. E. Beall. I like yotll' paper very
It is simply " immense." Long may it well. I like the independence of thought
wave. I hav followed the Chapman- and liberty.
Wettstein discussion with a great deal of
I will state a little argument I had with
interest. They both argue their case a member of the Methodist church here in
'well. I of course· hav to side with Wett- Cantril. The church has been built for
stein, as I hav only five senses and cannot several years and not paid for until this
see spirits yet. To prove that nothing is last February, when this member of the
something will not work by common church was around with a petition to get
sense or five senses. Faith, or the sixth people to subscribe so much money payable
sense, is a necessary factor to use when in ten days. He asked me for $10. He
one undertakes to prove that an impossi- could not get that. Then he said he
ble thing is possible.
would take $6, but if I could not giv that
Your paper generally reaches me Sunday he must hav $5 anyhow. "Well," said I,
morning, and I sit down at home in my ''I will tell yon what I will do." ''Well,"
easy-chair and finish it at once, though said he, "what is it?" "If yon will get
somewhat disturbed by the tolling of a your minister next Sunday to read the
church-bell near by. Don't yon think I thirty-eighth chapter of Genesis to his
ought to arrest them for breaking the congregation before he commences his
Sabbath?
ELIAS STEENERSON.
discourse I will giv yon $5." "All right,
I will hav him to do it." But he has not
The American Eagle is Sitting on Puri- read it yet, and I do not think he will.
tanical Eggs.
This member, understand, has belonged
HANoVERToN, 0., May 15, 1893.
to the Methodist Episcopal church forty
MR. EDITOR: I send yon $3 to renew my years and had never read this chapter, and
paper, and twenty-five cents for Mr. I think there are lots of others that hav
Putnam's ;pamphlet entitled "Religion a done the same thing. And still if yon ask
·Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion a Lie " them if they believe all that is in the Bible,
-every word of which is true. And thou- "Why, yes, certainly I do." And when
sands of people know it, but I believe that yon pin them down to it then they will
Mr. Putnam is about the only man in the own up that they never did read it
field who has the stamina to tell it. And through. 'How can they understand what
then he does it so lucidly, and proves it is in the Bible when they never read it?
beyond the possibility of doubt. Hurrah I doubt very much that they understand
for Putnam! He is a brave and a fearless what they do read.
·
champion, a little giant.
This hell-fire theory is cooling down
I hope the voting Federation will soon some in places. It depends on the latitude
be in working order. There is nothing where a man live.
Down south the
that will disconcert the enemy so much as preachers_teach that hell is seven times as
a good large vote against their trickery. hot as a smelting furnace, but up north
When we can roll np a vote that give ns the in a cold climate the preachers teach that
balance of power we shall hav effectually hell is so cold that a man will freeze to
spiked their guns. We must knock the death in five minutes. So yon see it
props from under them by political action. depends altogether on the latitude a man
It is useless to argue with a man who has live in as to the warmth and coldness of
swallowed hell-fire aDd brimstone and the religion.
ALEx. Frx.
rest of the Bible rot. And then the American eagle is sitting on puritanical eggs An Ex-Catholic's Thoughts As He Thinks
for Himself.
which will tend to embolden the hypocritical dudes and increase their propensity
VILLA GRoVE, CoL., May 23, 1893.
for debauchery and crime.
MR. EDIToR: I received all the books I
;f. T, JoHNSON.
sent for. I am so glad to get such a good
lot of books. Thank yon enough I can
Are Most Physicians Infidels 7
not. But your paper is.above the rest of
RENNBELAER FALLS, N. Y.,} this world in truth and reason and justice
May 29, 1893.
-with your Picture Books-and I do hope
MR. EDIToR: I inclose a letter from the and believe that yon are going to save this
Medical Brief, and my reply thereto.
world from old creeds and superstition,
C. C. VAN WATERS, M.D.
I was raised a Catholic in Scotland, and
ARE A MAJORITY OF PHYSICIANS AND SURwas a kind of a one till five years ago the
GEONS INFIDELS?
doubt struck me that there was no God,
PILLSBURY, MINN.
From time to time statements appear in I borrowed a Bible and read the Revelathe public prints, especially those of a tion of St. John. I read it all through,
certain class1 claiming that a vast majority and became an Infidel and Freethinker
of the medical profession are not only for as long as I liv. I believe in spirits
non-professors of religion, but unbelievers in tbe doctrine of the Christian relig-- and that I hav a soul that never dies.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the grandest
ion. I believe this to be a gross libel. To
the extent of my acquaintance, the ma- paper that ever was printed for showing
jority is greatly the other way.
the error of Christianity.
I would like to hav the question settled
Sir, I am going to tell yon what I beso far as the thousands of readers of the
Brief are concerned. Will each physi- lieve and what I do not believe. There is
cian who reads this at once write me a no creator, no supreme being, only force
postal card answering these questions:
and matter. And I believe force and
1. Do yon believe in the Christian re- matter could not make a world alone withligion?
out fire from some place, for the reason
2. Do yon profess it?
it would not be hard or solid enough like
3. Are yon a church-member?
The facts, without the names, will be this world of ours. Fire must take place
to burn it in the center to make the first
reported for the Br!ej.
J. F. LooKE, M.D.
sun. Force and matter attracted all atoms
RENNSELAER F ALLB, N. Y.,} to themselvs. Supposing a spirit of some
May 29, '1893.
kind grew out of the fire with a will and
J. F. LooK, M.D., Pillsbury, Minn., mind of his own like the animals round us
Dear Sir: Respecting your three ques- all the time, that beast or spirit with the
tions about the Christian religion, I can help of force and matter might first make
answer them all with a big No.
the world out of the sun, and continue all
Reason: The pillars of Christianity are tbe time, and when animals and man grew
mythical, to wit: Creation of Adam, rib out of matter, as Darwin says, and that
tah en from side and Eve made, fall of spirit grew out of the fire, commence to
verted" to my present faith by the study
of theology. Instead of turning out to be
a minister for a God a~~ he~l,. I hav and
shall be as long as I liv a nnDlBter of hnmanity. My education in two langnag~s
will'
wv me t wo Bt'
rmgs t o my b ow. !will
not. forget my race.
A. AuGER.
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punish all creatures that li v on earth, and
man worth more than all the rest. To deceive mankind is all he wants-to make
them believe he is a God and creator of the
world. I believe he is the fire and sun
making worlds, and made the worlds of
our solar system in two atoms, he and she.
I believe our sun is dying, and the beast
or spirit and a devil or Satan are trying to
conquer this world of ours to make it a
world of devils in place of angels. The
Freethinkers of this world must be-up and
doing all they can for liberty and freedom
to save the world from Catholics. That is
all the danger, and Protestants. I believe
the -Truth Seeker Company are doing all
they can. Helen H. Gardener's books are
the best I ever read. I need not mention
any more of THE TRUTH SEEKER'S 'books.
They are beyond praise, only that the
Editor, E. M. Macdonald, and Watson
Heston are unparalleled.
There are different names for Gods in
this world. Jesus the Christ is the head
devil, God and Satan in one, with three
spirits, devils, one on the earth, one in the
air, and one in the sea; the black from the
earth, the gray the air, the red from the
sea. They work together lying and deceiVIng. They want to let no one out of
Christianity. They will steal his money
if he has any. They will try to make him
poor all they can and make him commit
suicide or kill him.
Your friend in truth and liberty forever,
DueALD McDoNALD.

An Apveal to Women.
SISTERSVILLE, W.VA., May 15, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Bigotry still survives. Last
Thursday, May 11th, the Methodist
preacher of this place and five of the sisters
approached an apple and lemonade stand,
which a little crippled boy had opened on
the street a few days previous, and called
for lemonade: While the little cripple was
filling the order, the preacher inquired:
"Well, boy, yon don't mean to keep your
stand open Sundays, do yon?" "Why,
yes," answered the boy; "!intend to keep
it open every day when I can sell my
goods." '' Well," said the preacher, turning to the sisters, " let us go down to that
other stand; this boy intends to keep his
stand open Sundays." So saying, the
reverend gentleman(?) turned away without the lemonade he had ordered, and the
five women followed him like a group of
slaves following their master.
What narrow-minded uncharitableness
and contemptible, shortcsighted bigotry
that act showed on the part of the
preacher; and what unwomanly fear and
submission, and cringing, slavish obedience on that of tliose women!
Would that lemonade hav tasted better
or been more nourishing if the boy had
promised to close his stand on Sunday?
Or, if those ladies had drank it, would
their health or their "souls" hav been in
peril when the boy opened his stand the
following Sunday?
0 that our female friends would place
their foot upon the neck of the viper
(preacher) that has so long entangled them
in its poisonous folds, and made them
cringing menials and ignorant slaves!
Now, I wish every female Freethinker
who can write (and I think there are none
who cannot) would take her pen and giv
to the world her honest convictions upon
religion, and her reasons for such belief.
There are thousands of Liberal ladies in
this country who could, by a little writing,
make a deeper impression on the hearts of
their religion-cursed sisters than was ever
made by the pen or eloquence of man.
They would command more confidence
and their writings would be more trustingly read than are those of men. We hav
some ladies in our ranks who are doing
noble work, for which we should all feel
grateful, but we want more.
The writings of men _are all right for the
conversion of other men, but they cannot
reach the female heart, and those very men
who are doing their utmost to free our
women from clerical bondage are looked
upon with distrust or hatred by the very
ones to whom they hav dedicated their
lives.
Another drawback is, that nine-tenths
of the men who, in their hearts, are confirmed "Infidels" refrain from expressing
their opinions, because, at the present
time, it is not so popular to be an ont-

spoken "Infidel " as it is to be a pretended
Christian.
That is wrong. Let every person who
entertains Liberal ideas express them. We
hav the same right to do so that the
Christians hav; and the sooner the world
at large knows our real strength the sooner
the church will lose its influence, and the
sooner we will be on the popular side.
In this town, Sistersville, of about
twenty-five hundred inllabitants, where
every third or fourth man is a "silent"
skeptic, I know not a single woman who is
an avowed "Infidel," and the men are
willing to silently sacrifice conviction to
popularity.
The men will not go to church, neither
will they defend their views when assailed,
but manage to affect a disgusting silence.
The church congregations are almost entirely made up of women and children,
and wherever a man can be pointed out
among them, he is either an dld blockhead, or else a young gallant in company
with a lady friend.
The goody-goody boys, of course, must
be excepted, but we do not expect anything of them, nor conld we use them if we
had them.
GEoRGE H. TUIINER.

Comprehensiv Account of

Kansa~

City.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., May 26, E.M. 293.
MB. EDIToR: Although this portion of
nature's domain is seldom represented in
THE TRUTH SEEKER'S columns, yon and
your many readers would not be jnstified
in supposing that all is orthodoxy here.
It cannot be denied that snperetition, in
all its varient _forms and phases, is well
established ~nd flourishing in Kansas City.
On every eminence towers the massiv
spire of either a Protestant or a Catholic
church, and at stated periods throughout
each day the public is reminded by the
solemn clangor of bells that religion still
livs.
Thousands of our best men and women
hav been inveigled into the clutches of the
church and are devoting their lives and
money to the propagation of superstitions
dogmas. The Sunday-school prospers
on every Bide, instilling into the callow
mind of youth insipid sentiment and false
philosophy. The Young Men's Christian
Association, in its pretentious edifice,
and the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, with its fallaciolis ideas of r8form,
lose no opportunity for conspicuous parade. The Christian Endeavor Society, in
full possession of the brains of unsophisticated young women and soft-witted young
men, fosters its Jesuitical schemes and
harnesses the unwary into the service of
ancient error. The workman at his bench
is beset by white slaves, miscalled "sis·
ters of charity," and begged to divide his
scant earnings for the Sllpport of Catholic
institutions.
The embodiment of hypocrisy and meddlesomeness, the preacher,
is always at the front with his petition for
Sunday laws, and his readiness to accept
half-fare railway tickets and ten per cent
reductions at thG stores.
Notwithstanding the presence of the
well-organized and apparently invincible
hosts of supernaturalism, there is a large
though not aggressiv Liberal element
here. There are many outspoken Infidels,
and thousands whose minds are ripe for
Freethonght, needing only to hear a lecture or read a Liberal book in order to
break their theological fetters.
There are good prospects for the organization of a Secular society in Kansas
City in the not distant future. Many
Freethinkers favor the proposition and
several eloquent men hav promised to become members and contribute to the
cause.
A prominent and responsible
architect informed me recently that he
cherished the hope of seeing a Freeihonght
hall and library in this city, and that it
-was his intention to build the hall himself.
The Spiritualists hav a large and activ
organization here, and it must be admitted that tliey are accomplishing much
good in estranging People from the
church. Their meetings are attended by
large audiences and they are enabled to
engage the best talent which the Spiritual
philosophy affords.
Last month the Liberals procured the
services of Mr. J. E. Remsburg for one
lecture. His subject was "The False
Claims of the Church;" A heavy rain
prevented the attendance of a large nnm-

ber of people, but those who were fortunate enough to hear the address went home
well pleased. Mr - Remsburg is an able
man and his services are invaluable to the
canse of Liberty. He is a gennin reformer. His quiet, gentle, and unassuming demeanor, and his earnest, tender,
sympathetic look, are characteristics which
impress themselvs on one's mind. A mere
acquaintance with the man is stimulating
and promotiv of high resolve in the hearts
of those who love humanity. We expect
to hav Mr. Remsburg here again.
Mr. Thomas J. Dickson, a well-known
and highly respected lawyer of this city,
has been a Freethinker for many years
and has devoted much time to the investigation of religions and scientific questions. Recently he formulated his conclusions on these matters into the shape of
a lecture, entitled '' Agnosticism." He
has delivered this address before three
appreciativ audiences, _and the press
speaks of it as a scathing criticism of Christianity. I understand that he is preparing another lecture which will be entitled
" J esns Christ-Was He a Man or a
God?"
Yours for thought, freedom, and justice,
THoMAS J. TANNER.

A Wage-Earner Cannot Save a Dollar a
Week.
_OXANNA, ALA., May 28, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I see that my letter in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of May 20th has stirred up
a sharp critic out in the Grasshopper state.
He shows himself to be just the same kind
of man we had to contend with back in
the days of the agitation of slavery. The
standing argument then was " damned
Abolitionist;" now hiS clinching argument
is "poor fool." After showing, as I did,
that it would be impossible for sixteen
million wage-earners to save out $1 a
week for a year without taking so much
money out of circulation as to bring in a
panic, he says I don't claim that wageearners would be unable to save $1 a week;
there is logical intelligence for yon.
He says anyone with common sense
knows that all the wage-earners could save
$10 a week for ten years and not take one
dollar out of circulation. More fallacy
could not be crowded into the same number of words.
He says I seem to forget that all the
money in circulation is the savings of
some one. Now, I had supposed tbat
everyone knew that when the British and
American bankers Qanscd the burning-up
and destruction of the greenback money,
and established the national banking system, the government gave the banks
ninety' per cent of the bonds deposited, in
bank currency, to loan back to the people
at interest, not one dollar of which was
earned by anyone. There is another
specimen of the intelligence and accuracy
of statement of our wise critic.
When wage-earners start in to lay by a
sum of money for any special purpose,
they take what they can spare, or hav
left after paying current expenses, and
either keep it in the:honse or take it to a
bank, where it is out of circulation in the
channels of commerce, till some one borrows it, and goes in debt "for it, and debt
is a curse to the individual, the country,
or the nation; and the interest of that borrowed money comes out of the earnings of
the wage-earner in the end; and that is
another reason why it is impossible for the
wage-earners to ever save up enough to
get them a home. And that is :not allthe money-changers who control the
money in every country in the world do
not intend that they shall hav any homes.
The money-changers filch from labor
in the shape of interest and rent; and, as
they said in the " Hazzard Circular," rob
labor by controling the money.
I would ask it as a favor of Mr. Davis,
that he waste none of his sorrow on me
because of my lack of brains; but giv it to
the victims of the money-lender in his own
state, whose farms and homes are mortgaged to the extent of over $17 per acre
for the entire state; and that, too, under
such conditions as make it impossible that
they will ever be able to get out of the
grasp of the money-lender.
Let us take a backward glance at the
condition of England at the close of her
great war, when she had her millions of
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paper money in circulation; when the people were prosperous and happy; and when,
after the war, she forced the country back
to specie basis for the benefit of the
money-lender, just as now our glorious
government is going to close the gates of
the World's Fair at the point of the bayonet, if need be, in the interest of the
priest. At that time England's lands were
in the possession of three- hundred and
sixty thonsand owners; but not long after
the destruction of the paper money, and
the saddling of the so-called bonded debt
on the people, the ownership of her lands
shrank down to only thirty thousand;
thereby dispossessing thr11e hundred and
thirty thousand people of their farms and
homes. How was that done? Why, the
"Hazzard Circular" tells it in a nutshell:
"We rob labor bycontroling the money."
A parallel case was our own country at
the close of the war of the Rebellion. We
had about $52 per" capita in circulation,
and the laboring people were prosperous,
and could and did acquire homes; but, unfortunately for our voting cattle, the
money-changers of Great Britain had
their eye on us from the beginning, and,
when Congress issued sixty millions full
legal-tender greenback money, which was
at a par with gold from that day to this,
the British money-changers took the
alarm, and wel'e quick to see that if tb,e
American people were allowed to hav a
money of their own, and enough of it to
supply the needs of commerce, their game
of robbing labor was up; they then besieged Congress like buzzards over a dead
horse, and paid out their millions to defeat all subsequent issues of the greenback
money; no more full legal-tender was
iBBned after that; but the scheme was concocted for carrying out the same game in
this country after the close of the war as
they played in England after the close of
her war, and the consequence is that they
hav had control of the finances of our conntry till they hav got it so far under mortgage
that, as long as they continue to keep control of it, the paying of the mortgages is
an impossibility.
The two old twin dogmas, specie money
and original sin, were invented by, and
are in the interest of, the priest and moneychanger; and those two old dogmas are so
thoroughly imbedded in the people's
brains that they become willing slaves;
and three per cent of the so- called civilized
world rob and rule the ninety-seven per
cent. The priest is able to shut the gates
of the Fair on Sunday, depriving hundreds of thousands from seeing the show
on that day; and the money-changer has
made money"so scarce among the people
that millions are not going to be able to
see it on any day.
And then there is the great railroad
monopoly, which charges one hundred
times the actual cost of carrying passengers, which will keep still other millions from seeing the Fair at alL
But the victims of all this tyranny hav
one consolation-they can vote. Only the
misfortune is that the average of them do
not know any more about what they vote
for than a horse. The average voter is
just as dogmatic, and mulish, and bigqted,
and sectarian in his politics as he can
possibly be in his religion; especially so
on the money question.
There is no one subject on which so
much nonsense has been talked and written as the money question, except that of
origina.l sin. The latter and the dogma of
intrinsic money are off the same piece,
and both in the interest of that class who
"toil not, neither do they spin," but yet
filch from those who do toil and. spin to
such an extent as to keep the toilers and
spinners in poverty all over the world.
And now, sinM Mr. Davis has indulged
in some plain talk, if he will excuse me I
will close with a "few remarks." It has
been a matter of wonder to me for some
years past how it came to pass in this last
quarter of the nineteenth century that a
governor of the state of Kansas could issue
a proclamation for the people to assemble
and pray to their God to kill off the grasshoppers, or drive them into the adjoining
states; but if he considered his constituency as intelligent on the grasshopper
question as Mr. Davis shows himself to be
on the money question, it is no longer a.
marvel.
G:mo, GEEB,
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GOLD.

Scientific Works.

"A Digest of Science."

SILVER.

Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

MIRES AND STO[KS.
CHAS. F. BLACKBURN
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention e:iven to the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbia.

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. A.LEXA:NDER.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD
Precious Metal Mines a Specialty. Can

furnish any kind of mineral property-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nickel, Uo_pperi Lead,
Antimony, Iron,lVIaugane>e, lVIica, and Uoa . Also
Slate. Granit, Limestone, and Sandstone quarries.
RIC/I GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE
Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placet·s. and
gold-silver galena mines in Kootenay and Cariboo dtstricts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valnai>Je mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited\ samplin~t, assays and mill tests;
all work strictly scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!

Over 400 illustrations. 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-oolumn index of 11 pages.
Price, 6Xpress prepaid by us, only S2.7'a.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, snob as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing ~ogether, in
stmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, iill of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
WiSh to be well in.formeC! t

CHA.l'TEB OB VERSE DAILY ~'BOlli TillS BIBLE O:F
SCIENCE!
It is entertaining as well as enli!fhtening~ and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate th~ worth of the Umversal Mother.
Yon must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place. New York.
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THEN

SABBATH

BREAKING.

Origin of' the Sabbatic :IdeaThe Jewish Sabbath-The
Christian. Scriptures and the
Sabbath-ExaJ:D.in.ation. of:'
Sunday ArguJ:D.en.ts -Origin.
o:t the Christian. SabbathTestiJ:D.on.y of' the Christian.
Fathers -The Sabbath during the Middle Ages-The
Puritan. Sabbath-TestiJ:D.on.y
of' Christian. Re£orJ:D.ers,
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation. of' Sunday La-ws.
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At MorriBtown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians nse force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecutiOn is going on this argull1e~t should be
freely circulated, read tp the Christians, and expounded on every occas10n.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
.Address
THE 'l'RUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

S~~erstition In All Ages,

•

.I

MINERAL.

METAL.

READ A

-BY-

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.

Oxford.University Extell!iion Lectures. With
a snp~;>lement. ''ll'l.y Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, m-ofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de France.
and editor of the Revue PhtlosrypMque. Authorized translation. Treating or the following
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natnrt~.l, Att!l ,tion.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physi~al manifest~~o
tions; c. Surprise. 2. Voluntary. or Artificial,
Attention.-a~Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c1.
The feeling or effort. 3. The Morbid State~ oi
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a. Irliow; e, AttentiOn. in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, '1'5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy as a Systematic Arrangement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental PsyoholQgy. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the fol~
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and Senso.g: Organs. 3. The Psychology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and Animn.l Nutrition; Predatory .Habits of Certain
Animalcnla. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nnolens. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Cb.
Richet (professor of physiology in the Faculty of
1\fedicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. lOmo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with ~Ir. Lymom F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;_ and also the Controversy with llfr. Hngb v. Pentecost, and
otht'r~, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding, _portrait of the author, and an tograph letter. Price, $1.

Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in hnma.n thought and bisto:ry;
discns,ing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
Idea.. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
Monoth: i~m, PantheiRm, Theism, and Atheism) .
5. Defimt10ns of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

parative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. BL
Prof. H. Olden berg, of the University of Kie.

fiooks by Helen H. Gardent·'

Friends, please try onr LITTLE FREETHINKER, th, only paJ;>Ar published for the
young free frJm •nperstition, tO cents a yea·. I
will 'end it and Foote'• Health Monthly for 50
cents; or it and" Little Lessons" fo• 75 cents; or
und 1'HE l'BUTH SEEKER for $3. Address
ELi\HNA D. l:lLENKER, Saowville, Va.
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Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•·
guage. By Prof. F. Max Miiller. The

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.

RE-.M..SSURG.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
?8 IA.fq,yett!J place. New fork.

OPEN RIIIIDA rs

LITTLE Fll.EETliiHREll..

e.

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language· 2.. The
Identity of Language and 'l'Iiongbi, and 3.
The Stmplicity of Thought. With an &Jlpendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between F. Max Mnller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

-<t, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to La.t<-

sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
:fur Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psycbolog;v;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology m
France and Italy; a. Psychology in Great Britain aiid the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peqple of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of tlie University of
Konigsberg.-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Con@est of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
~oc~etY. for Ethical Cnltnre of Chicago at the
mTitation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
Pr
#lo.d. Par-er,6fl

c e n t 11 ;
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New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

r~loth, ''· ~~==~~~~~~~~

Men, Women and

AddreM THE '!'RUTH SEEKER COMPAN'll:,
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Introduction by

Essay on Miraclesl!
B,y D A TTTJ! HTTME.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Colonel Kelso's Works

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and Gtrls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition, for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
l i fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
t"pe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illnstr&ted covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The AgnOstic Annual
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J'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 3ft
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
'""!Je Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mc
,38 pages, 50C.

U5 pages, $1.
~

Universe

a1

The ~l'raae Supplied at Special Discounu.

12mo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of

Spiritualism Sustained.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

.!II in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

12mc..•

Edited by OHARLEB A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction, Leslie Stephen; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos Water!U The Mother Nature:
A -poem Gerald Massey; vogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount
Samuel Laing; The Ctty of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest,.. in Onr
Convictions1..d. E. Plnmptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Bn_perstition, Obarles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clod<t The Disap~;>earance of the Nether World~
F. J. uonld; Religions Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milia~; Bi&:nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; ll1atenalism a.nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lncia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER

S THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~

.l!'aacinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Mattera.
Prir~.

oloth, @1 : PaPer. 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NEW' NOVEL.

Price. olotb, $1.
Paper, 50 cents.
A.ndress THE TRUTH BEEKER,
9R J,o.fo.vAtte Plr.oe, New York.

Christianity a Fiction.

Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory- Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Conscionsne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of
Hysterical Jndividnals. 4. The Hysterical:J0:e.
5. Mecbamsm or Subconsciousness? 6. '!'be
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 11. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages. paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

By DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the l&te Jon&tban M,. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE 'l'RUTH BEEKER.

By

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
;'\.nthori~ed

translation. Treating of the followmg subJects: 1. Nature of Personality and
C!>nscion~ness. 2. Organic Diso, ders. B. EmotiOnal. Dtsorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Fact~ of Physiological and Experimental
Psychology. ByDr.Pan!Carns. With 152Illnstrative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-matter of the wurk is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The I=ortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psychology. 6. The Ethical and Religions Asgects of Boni-Life.
Address
'!'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place. New York

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. 8LENKER.

THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.

Novel.

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantiy
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It contin'\].es in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
a~ m the thoughts and the activitvof the natiOn." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.
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Roaring 'Lion on the Track.
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Just ()ut.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living_ in Michigan said once that he wonJd give $25 a.
~ ~o have the Cn~e~ of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of VU"tne of the m1msters showed how little valne Ohristia.nit;r
possesses to make men moral.
We hf!-v:e jus• i8SUeil; the Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
Tho &dditwns for th1s new edition of ihe
'

REDUCTION IN PRICE .OF A GREAT BOOK.
With the eighth edition of
Win wood Reade's "Marty,._

"Crimes of Preachers"

dom of Man," the cost ot

lhOWII Df\arly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous edit10ns show that within a. few yea.rs about

production hps been les•

1300 ltiiNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY

sened so that we can reduce

of one )find or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are a.giLlllBthwomeu, for the fair sex are a.t once the weakness and
the strengt of the church-" the church" mea.ning of course the
oler~ry•
. Notwithstanding ihe many a.dditional pa10es. we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. l:lend for a copy, and confound the church- ,.llllilliallo.ll:al
men. Show them just wha.t son of sca.mps a.re t.he cler10y who ha.ve
olOJ3e4 the.Wor~d's :E:air .0<1 ~nnday. because it is so holy a. da.y that to look upon m>J.ch :_err or
pa.mtmgs m this penod lB "1mmoral."
·
.Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 La.fa.yette Place, New York.

'the price from $1.75 tD

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sa.le for so heretical a work second only to Helen Gardener J
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary 1oenefit of it. The
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''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
Is a. very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone

SALADIN

-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been.oppressive factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, descr1bBs his
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding a.n outline of wha.t
the author conceives would be 11> religion of rea.son and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria, the
1:l.. .Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W 'R.

The Natural Histor:y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
of Jesus,, the Christians Arabia, Mecca,.. Character of MohamRELIGION .character
med, Description or Africa. the Monallllledans in ventral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Inva.Sion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, tha
Church, Venice, Arab S_pain, the Portuguese. Discoverer.'!> the Slave ~l'rado,
LIBERTY• Abolition
in Europe, Abolitwn in America. Materials of 1:1nman History.
Animal Period of tbe Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early HistoiT,
qf Universa.l HiRtory, The Futnre of the Hnma.n Race, Tha
INTELLECT.su~~ary
Rehg1on of Reason a.nd Love .
1

r;vl. STEWART BOSS),
Editor of

the~

.1b0NDON .AGNOSTIC JOUBNAI..,

Prioe reduced from $1.76 to $1.00.
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GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the a.uthor: "Yo:n.h!l-ve ea.rned tl!e
thanks of all who really think.'' It is a. work of va.st. resea.rch\ of sound cnt1c1smiof caust1o
humor of sledgehamm~r vehemence, of scathing satue, 9f pa.tnos and elog,nence. t 18 one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired a.t the JeWIBh God a.nd the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar sa.id that" Christianit:y !'!ley,a.ted the .woman; it ~hfonded
a.s with a halo of sacred innocence the tender yea.rs of the child. The o'f:>Ject o~ S8la~n s WOJk
is to show the archdeacon his error, a.nd he has snccee\led. .An English wuter sa1d of 1~:
"This CPrtainly is one of the most ma.rvelon~ books e~er 1asned from the press. The a.nthontie• cited a.re unquestionable. and the result 1s convincmg."
"'
In two volnmea, clothwgilt·lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
'T'his is one of the mo t delightful of Saladin's books, a disse~tion of woman, with in,ci.
dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated 1\'lth
a tender reverence or woman and exalted opinion of what she is and should be. A merc1less
satire upon certdin of the convemional foibles of the day, full of fact.s. fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo•t of the ~atirical shafts a1med at the woman
go past. hpr and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, ~1.
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CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subjecb proving that Christia.nity did no~
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in huma.n beings. ·.1:0 which are a.dded such comments
as only t;aladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the anta.gonism of the Bible a.nd science, a.nd or the question whetheX'
the velied or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible c&l:l be interpreted by modern science,
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a.
Man of Uenms; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; .Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty· Godm the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own booll;, for it is p_oetr;[,in prose, and is one pf the books that lovers Of strong literature
like to read agam a..~d a gam. In cloth, gold- a.nd silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being roma.ntio,lristorio verse, a.glow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touohingl:r told. Tha other twenty PQelD!l
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, a.nd reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold.lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Based upon a ma.nusoript in the posll8ssion of 8rJ&diD
In pa.per, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~a.llolfll. Printed 'from :mr.Jl11.•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.

.

A short start of clerical crime and vil\ainy founqed on fa.ct. Of this book the 9z!en ODl're
said: "This nove will collillland the same, or more,mterest tha.n Helen Ga.rdener s iltory, Is
·This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being a.n exposure of tha.t infamous reli~ions rite. Cqnte~ts: Licentipnsness of t}J.e PreReformation Obnrch; Lecherv of the Confess1opa.l; The Pne,st lJ?. Absolntwn; CoiJfessl<;ms of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens a.nd Lig-qon; Exammatwn of t.he Churchs Claim to
have Fostered Learning· Her .Atte pts at Contmency even more Rnmo.ns than Her SelfIndnlEence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and ProtestantiBm.
In~~25~
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HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H O-UGHT·.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a.
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. .As a book cif reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its cla.ssification
·· ·
·
of subjects ma.kes it a. hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason" it enables somebod;r in every village to "corner the pa.rson." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the disputed pomts between Christiani~ a.nd Freethol!!(ht. Price,
$1.
Address
'J.'HE TRUTH Sl!:EKER.
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Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
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· IssUES OF 1891.-$3.
.
The Last Tenet· Imposed UJlOn ti1e Khan o
Truth Seeker Annual 1891 .................... ~$~c~5
To,1p-athoz. By Hudor Genune, au tho~
Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Garo~ Ingu_irendo Island." Copionsl:villnstrated
dener,...... .... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. 50 · m, th ongmal draw mgs by Louis IlL Glu.ckens.
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are tne work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, ani! has not found it necessary to
abandon all h1s old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reassm qf their fund of anecdote and bi9gra.phical
mtatwn, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.
't:"lt:"D 2 Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
r I,;;. I . •
By J. 0. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, 30c. "llfr. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put; His book is the fruit of
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
wide reading ann investigation. It is a. helpful
A judicial consideration of the qnestion.and the
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, an< its
decision against the scriptures ttnd the Christian
presentation of the rela.tion between evolution
tra.dition. Price, 10 cent~. Address
and Christianit;y includes much valuable
thonght."-rBnffalo Express.
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RELIGION A CURSE, RELIGION A DISEASE,
RELIGION A Lm.
Dedicated to the
American Cong!"ess Which for the Sake of
Religion Has Stabbed Liberty to the
HE>art. With Other Pieces. By Samuel
P. Pntnoi:n. Paper covers, pp. 96. No.
32 of the Truth Seeker Library, price
25 cents.
.
Those of our readers who hsv perused
Freethonght literature for any length of
time we believe will be overjoyed
when they see Samuel Putnam's name
as writer of a new book which they
may procure. As to new readers, they
may quickly become sensible of this
writer's quality by turning to any one of
the weekly installments of the description
of the World's Fair that he contributes to
THR TRUTH SEEKER. From this magnificent series-, which we hav no hesitation in
claiming as the very foremost in literary
merit of all the descriptions of the Exposition being written, they will learn the
superb powers of that broad philosopher
s:ad enthralling prose-pnet. There are,
indeed, few authors living with whom we
would not challenge comparison with this
writer whose weekly productions the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are so fortunate as to receive. His philosophy is
wide, deep, world-searching. His reasonng is sound and test-enduring. His observation is exact. His feelings are so
exuberant, ardent, and intleed impetuous
ths., they sometimes seem to threaten prejudice to the framework of just deliberation which they should pervade and warm
but not bury or warp; yet it will be found
in each such case, on examination, tbst
the rational part has suffered no injury
from the emotional. As it is said of a
genius that he ie not one man bnt nine
men in one-as good at generalizing as
though he had no faculty for particulars,
yet as good at particular facts as though
no theorist, as fanciful as if lacking a
stable sense of reality, yet as solid-minded
when occasion calls as if quite without
fantasy-as these things, and so on, are
said of a genius, so we will say of Mr. Putnam that he is as good a reasoner as
though he never felt those affections so
prone to sway judgment, and yet so full
of feeling that one expects room in the
same breast for little sterner; so riotous an
enjoyer and enthusiast that one fears
dearth of prudence and measure, yet provided with these latter in such plenty that
the reader chancing to begin on one of
his judicial, balancing, and scrnpnlons
snmmings-np would sigh for the charm,
supposed impossible, of a less hesitant l!'lld
care-weighted flight of impulse and unthinking delight. And so wide-spread and
varied are his interests, so multitudinous
the ·points at which he touches the universe in which he is enveloped, that
readers might apprehend the failing so
often concomitant with this quality, an
undue complexity and involvedness of expression; when lo they are agreeably disappointed by a style of the utmost directness and simplicity.
Religion is a curse, says Mr. Putnam.
More, it must ever remain a curse. The
hopes of redeeming it by freeing it of
some bad things which hav fastened upon
it can never be fulfilled. Religion is not.
as some think, a jewel whose ernst of mud
need bnf: be removed when the gem within
will show its nativ brightness. No, "religion is net a jewel. It is a dagger-s
bloody dagger. It is a dagger in its very
nature. Brighten it np and it will be a
dagger still. Wipe off the blood and its
dazzling blade is still ready for slaughter.
Yon cannot change that dagger into a
ewel to shine in peaceful luster. All the
ornaments of religion are but the ornaments of a weapon of death."
Now, why is religion a thing of this
sort? Why is it a cnree in e~sence, in its
inmost nature? Why can 1t never be
aught beside a curse, under different bearings in different and future times? What
is its central nature that constitutes it a
curse of this kind? The answer would
occupy considerable space here; it is
handsomely given by Mr. Putnam in the
pages of his work.
Second, religion is a disease. This is
important. If it is a disease it can be got
quit of. We may cheriAh hopes of its complete removal. It might, as Mr. Putnam
reflects, "be a curse and still be a natural
and universal characteristic of human
nature, and therefore permanent; and we
could only comfort onrselvs with the
maxim, 'What can't be cured must be endured.' But religion . . . does not
belong to healthful human nature. It is a
disease. It therefore can be got rid of by
mental hygiene."
If religion is a disease, show ns that it is
so. What are the criteria by which this
judgment is formed? We know what is
health, and we know what is disease-now
tell 'Q.B what characteristics of religion call

for its ranking with the latter and exclusion from the category of the former.
And what is the mental hygiene by which
this disease may be cured? Let the reader
ask these questions of himself, and gain a
clear ides of the problem which needs ·an
answer, and then he will, we promis, by
turning to Mr. Putnam's pages acquire a
solution full and satisfactory.
Third, religion is a lie. So it should be
exposed and made sway with. We know
the effect of untruth. It is woe-worlring.
We know, too, the outcome of truth. That
is creativ of happineQs. Giving belief to
this lie of religion is merely "like taking
an opiate. It weakens, while it cures not
the ills of life. It is a desperate resort.
It heals not the wonild. It sends the Poison deeper in. We must confrAnt reality
and make the best of it. By courage we
can win something of happiness :from our
dark surroundings. Only, however, by
sticking to the truth. If we abandon
truth we are lost indeed."
How do yon demonstrate that religion
is a lie? How do yon make it.evidentthst
the things of which religion tells ns hav no
existence ? This is the question which
after the above affirmation of Mr. Putnam
will be asked him by the reader-by the
pions reader with angry vehemence. Mr.
Putnam answers it at length. He- handles
the supposed proofs of a god, snob as that
from design, that from intuition, etc., and
then deals with those of immortality.
In telling the people, at the end of his
article, what they may put in the place of
religion, Mr. Putnam renders a beautiful
tribute to science, which reads in part:
'' How beautiful is the way of science
through all the world's history. How
gentle, how patient, how brave, how
charitable in the true sel1Be, it has
ever been.
How ready to help; how
eager to do and to dare. It is afraid of
nothing, of no dark depths or rugged
bights, of no desert or wild beast, poisonone insect or serpent's fang. It shrinks
from no efforts. It shirks no task. It
dares suffering, pPrsecntion, martyrdom,
and death. It has been imprisoned, and
through the prison b11.rshath read the lofty
heavens, and revealed their glory. It
hath been chained and yet it has filled the
world with light. See the million happy
homes it bath made ; all the jeweled
harvest-fields that shine beneath its footstep. . . .
"I would say, let Science reign, but
Science does not want to reign. She desires no sword and no crown. Evermore
she is the servant of humanity. Patiently
she labors, scorning nothing, fearing
nothing, hating nothing, and loving the
truth.
"What shall we put in the place of religion, the curse, the disease, and the lie?
"I hav answered it, and may the
working-people of this republic whose
rights hav been so basely invaded, understand henceforth the trne benefactor of
this world."
It will be noted that in the last sentence Mr. Putnam nAes the phrase, "the
working-people of this republic whose
rights hav been so basely invaded." This
draws ns to mention that the motiv which
led him to writing this work was the impulse of indignation which he felt on receiving news that the World's Fair would
be closed Sundays.
This main treatis, declaring Religion a
Corse, Disease, and Lie, occupies sixtyfour pages. The remaining thirty-two
pages bound in the volume contain reproductions of pieces by the same author
written occasionally during the last ten
years. Three of these are prose, while six
are poetry. The first of the prose pieces is
on "Orthodoxy." "In orthodoxy," we
are truthfully told, "there are no bights
to gain. The universe is one dead level.
History is an everlasting repetition, the
treadmill of the beast of burden. It has
no perspectiv, no pictures, and no anticipations. Everything is already acquired.
The unknown is a myth; the known is
only between the lids of a barbaric
Bible. This is the 'word of God,' and it
cannot be added to. Eighteen hundred
years hav passed, yet Orthodoxy has given
no discovery, no invention. It has n.ot increased one whit the ares of human happiness. Its mockery of heaven has added
nothin~? to the wealth of human civilization. The God of Orthodoxy has not
plowed one inch of soil or reaped one
golden harvest."
The next piece, a prose one. is entitled
"Freethonght," and is as admirable as its
subject.
·
Next is an argument on ''The Constitution and Holy Days and HolidayR " made
before the Columbian Exposition committee of the Honse of Representative Jan.
12, 1893, against Sunday closing of the
World's Fair. It is a clear and valuable
statement of principles of liberty.
The six poems following are excellent,
and we should love to set forth something
of their nature, but must be content with
printing their names: "Man, Not God,"
"The Statue of Liberty and Thomas
Paine " " Truth Beauty Goodness "
"De~th and Life " "The Golden Age'"
and "Shut the D~or."
'

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES
The Popes and Their Doings. . Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of- God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla-in statements, in very unvarnished langua~e. and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Awful Disclo!lnres of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dur-

ing her residence of five years as a novice,___and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel lJien
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confesl!iion and Popish Nnn·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
;!'ears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious :practices of the priests and nuns in
these religions brothels. There i• no question
that Ex-priest Hol'(an knew the truth of the
tales of -VIce, sednct10n, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and eqna!J;v there is no question
that if the peoJ;Jle genera.uy knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key t6 Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an apyeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfnlly a religions system so invn-sive
of privacy, so IJOWerfnl for evil in licentious
hands, so fraught with danger to female modes tv, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25cents.

Priestly CeJibacy Exposed

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in p_ari~hes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lncy and Her Awfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, Essex England. Showing that convents
are mimic;il to cha•tity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law re~

Iating human conduct on the Sabbath is a.n Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
· Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

&minillter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake &
crusade of one &ga.inst the Colorado beetle I'
Price, 10 cantil.

IT is significant that in political revolution it is the Freethinker who is usually
the leader. Frankl4l, Paine, Jefferson,
Washington, were the chief founders of
the American Republic, and Lincoln presided at its second birth. M azzini and
Garibaldi are the heroes of United Italy;
Rousseau, Voltaire, and Victor Hugo hav
been the chief inspirers of democratic
France.-.Robt. C. Adam8
No man can "enjoy religion," as the
Methodists express it, unless he has welldeveloped veneration and wonder. . . .
All those who rebel against any form of
government which in childhood they wet'e
taught to revere, must of necessity do so
in opposition to the faculty of veneration.
Thus it is obvious that the leBB one possesses of the conservativ restraining faculties, the more easily he becomes a rebel
or an Infidel to that which his rea~on condemns. On the other hand, the profoundly conscientious and reverential
man, who sincert'ly regards unbelief ss a
sin, of course instinctivly antagonizes
every skeptical thought, and is thus likely
to remain a slave to the religion learned at
his mother's knee.-Erlgar Beall.
IF there should arise a class of mE>n who
were able. to distinguish, promptly and invariably, genuin things from imitations,
facts from falsehoods, and truth from error they would hav an almost inconceivable advantage in the struggle of life. The
tricks of impostors would never deceive
them; the bubbles of visionaries would
never delude them; they would never be
misled by the sophistries of shallow theorists; never be enslaved by baseless superstitions. Such wisdom is so unlike what
the world has ever known that the ides
savors of Utopia or the millennium, and
to express it seems almost childish. Yet it
is a fact that some progress toward this
ideal has been made-some increase of
the power of recognizing truth has been
gained·. A class of men has arisen whose
pnrsnit of health is not hampered by the
delusion that disease is a punishment for
lapses from .religion, who do not waste
their money on schemes for ~etting more
power ont of a machine than 1s put into it,
who do not accept every statement that is
put to them with rhetorical vehemence and
defectiv evidence. This superior discernm<>nt-far from perfect, but the best that
man has ever had-is the possession of
those who hsv adopted the scientific habit
of thonght.-Pro(e8Bor Youman8.

GmBoN, Niebuhr, Bentham, Colenso,
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Renan, Franklin, J e:flerson, Darwin,
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 7 Buckle, Motley, Knight, Carlyle, and
Price, 5 cents.
others follow out lines of investigation
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
which Voltaire suggested, or carry on investigation in a. spirit and method which
Was Jesus Insanei Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic he made easy. . . . The author most
indebted to Voltaire was
Buckle.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Buckle's "History of Civilization," if the
gifted and devoted author had lived to
complete it, could ha.v been little more
than an amplification and rectification of
Voltaire's essay. Even in the form,
Buckle followed his model; for Voltaire,
too, has an "Introduction'' of extraordi:Sy Helel"). H. Garclel").eJ".
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and nary length-nearly a volume. We are
reminded of the English author in nearly a
Strongest Lectures Against
hundred places in Voltaire's "Introducthe Bible.
tion:" as when we read, for example, ofthe
Every Woman Should Read It controling jnflnence of climate in developing civilization; that civilization began with
and
leisure, and cannot thrive without it- that
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
the immensities of nature limited th~ popPrice, 10 cents. Address this office.
ulation of America; that religion retards
and knowledge promotes developmentthat th~ "aspects of nature," when they
are ternble, make men more superstitions
and when they are benign make them les~
oa9
<~J
·so; that such works as the pyramids prove
l'rinctples of the Natural Order of the llni- the builders to hav been poor and servil·.
that ignorance and fear are the allied
verse, with a System of Morali.'y
causes of all that is most deplorable in the
Based Thereon.
history of man, and that the beginning of
BY PBoFEBBOR LUDWTG BUCHNER, M.D.
all progress is the increase of knowledge.
vu.~-~·!'ENTB !
He anticipates, also, those investigators
Fofe'e and Matter,
The Fitness of Things iv who trace the gradual development of such
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
doctrine as the real presence and miracuImmorta.lity_of For~'l, Man,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
lous inspiration, as _well as the gradual
Value of Matter,
Thonl'(ht,
construction of such modes of worship as
Motion,
Consmonsness,
the Catholic mass. On this line he disForm,
Beat ·of the SoUl,
ImmntabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas,~.
plays all his knowledge, acuteness, humor
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
and audacity. The infinit absurdities of
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance
the early church history, lmch as tracing
Laws,
Vital Force,
·
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
the papacy to St. Peter, who never saw
Periods of the Creation 'Fre3 Will,
RomE>, giv him matter for many entertainof the Earth,
ll'lC'•:ality,
Original Generation,
Con c In d)"n g Obsern.- ing and effectiv pages. The awful power
Secular Generation,
tions.
·
wielded f?r so many ages by the ring of
Pri("~. lft1_(,0
A~~r&:~ro:r '1"1l=fli' TTITT'f'll ~::f~~RlrJcl'l-4'
small-bramed, greedy Italians who governed the church from Rome, and deTHOMAS PAINE;
bauched both the mind and morals of
received due recognition at his
WAS HE JUNIUS? Europe,
hands He sums it all np in one sentence
By W. H. BURR.
of terrible truth: "You will observe "he
Second edition, enl,rged to 82 pages; with the says, as if addressing Madame dn Chiltelet
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents. "that in all the disputes which hav in:
Address
THE TRUTH SJJ;EKER.
flamed Christians against one another
since the _birth of the church, Rome has
always decided for the opinion that most
degraded the human mind and most comBy REV, G. T. Fox, M.A.
pletely (!onlli.4ilsted human reason,"-Par~
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Thomas Paine's Works.IINFIDELI
~.~
,
DEATHAge of Reason. Pap., :&5o.,
6 copies for $1; clo.\50c.
A.ge of Reason ana Examina·
tion of the Prophecies..
Pmp.~40c.; clo., 75c.
A.poshe of Political and Rl'·
ligiousLiberty. (L~e.) B:
J. ]l. Remsburg. Portra1t. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written iJ,
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am
Revolntion. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.
clo.,

~3;

leather, $4; morocc•

J!fet
~f;es:i3~·;)9: E. Remsbu.ri
Port. Pap..,._,50c.
Life of. · with ltemarks

01

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., wit1.
portrait, 60c.
Life of. With Explanatocy
Observations. By G. Vale. Por
trait. $1.
·

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, 22x28, ~l.
Pohtical and Religious Rt.
former. By B. F. Under·
wood. lOc.
Political Works : "Common
Sense " " Crisis " "Rights
'
Man. •1 $1.50.

ol

BEDS!_

CHEAP EDITION.
:Sy

S. W. "POOT:e.

-.-o-:Bein~t

true &OOOnnts of the _P88sing away of the
followmg persons, thus refntm_g the many Ohristian slanders upon them and otllers:
·
Lord Amberle;r, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olift'ord, Anacharsis Clootz~An
thony Collins. Angnste Oomte, Oondorcet.,_BoDE)rt
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varw1n,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake,..Victor Hn_go,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, .Jean Meslier1
James Mill, o~o.IJ..n Stuart Mill, lllirabean, Boben;
Owen. Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,.Rabe"lais, Winwood Readll, Madame Boland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, StraUS,h John
Tolan$!; Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas WoolBton.
Price. 25 cents.
Address
"l'lf~ 'l'ltn'I'R "'EEKER

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

Rights of Man. Answer to A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
Burke's Attack on French ·Revo·
lntion. Pall·• 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c
Theological Works: "Age oJ
Reason,"" Examination ofP"roJ.J1
ecies," etc., with Life of Pam<·
and steel port. $1.50.
"Vindication of. Reply toN. 1
ObBertJer. ByR.G.Ingersoll. 10•

.-.at!lreslili 'The Tru"tll'l ~""'ek:er Con1Do.ny

fR[ tTH IN Kf RS' PICTORIAL T[XT-BOOK.
(

·of the Canon,

NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVWE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND Rm-VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
oTATE.

•

0oKTENTS: The Hebrew Oanon.· The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
OompetentT The Fathers Quoted as Pcripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. Thf
Heretics. The Ohristian Canon.
Pallllr, liO cents: cloth. 75 csnts.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
oB,TBE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition
By To Co WIDDICOMBE.

Philadelphia. Pa.

185
WITH

Full....Page
lllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS 01

FACTS~

HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS
TO .MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HEST'.Jl!il
WITH PORTRAI'J.' (J.Jf'
THE JJESIGNE.R.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Chnrch.
'l'he Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks,
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His WorkB.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedan!,

2 represent SamJ.Jles of Christianity's Work,
5

1

25
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II

12
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Miss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Restilll
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Ohllftt.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever~
tore apwared in this country, and it is very doubtful if anpther one. like it will E)ver again be published. We must gi"'l"e the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of 11..nttmg the book 1p. thfl reach of all
At twice the price 1t would have bee~ a oheap book. ArtlBt H!Jston as a portra1t-pamte~.and d.e
signer is a wonderful success~ !J-nd we Jndll:e from our own feelings that nearly every Lweral 110
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his geniUJl U
l!'reethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the call6e of right and truth. But the pict
ores do not make np the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readinf
>natter that serve first as explanations of the illns.trations, and secondly as texts to P!-"OVe the ntte1
'B.lsity of the church's professions and the hYJiocnsy of those who uphold them. Altogeth~r th•
bOok is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever bAen Pllt m tb@
bf.ndll of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board eovel"e, $2;

elotl'~,

$2.8().

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLA'D SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlang_h.............
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatim .
Underwood .................•.... , ..........
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
8 ReligiQJI of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................
11 Philoso_ph;y: of Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ..
18 lJ;ssays on MiracleR. David Hnme ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ngh .. ......
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .First Parents?
Charles Bradlangh.........................
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlangh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol;y:oake.....
20 Bnnerstitio • Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoak e. . . . . • . . .
21 DefenAe of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is thA Bible Reliable? Charles Watts.......
23 The OhTistian DeitY. Charles Watts........
24 Moral Value of th- Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethon~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Christiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilization. Charles Watts..............
28 'Ihonghts on Atheism. Austin HolYoake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?

ao Phft~:~~\~~rg:::lari8lli....ciiai-Ie8waii8:.

38 Is There a God? CharlesBradlan11h ........
89 Labor's Prayfr. Charles Bradlangh
.. .

40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonisti~. C. Watts ..
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake
....
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condition of the People. Charles Bradlangh..
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15
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10
50

25
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riaars of Chrtst and Ytcegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

Is Controversy Dang-erous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price.
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEERER.

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.
THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER. MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

Given A ""W"ay.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh•·ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3. And for every additional $20, an additional
!!JlOOn. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized.
} each $2.50
. 10 ounces ner doz.,
Oxidized,
}
8.00
{14 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized]
}
gilt bow,
3.00
{ 10 ounces
per doz .•
Oxidized,
}
gllt.
8.50
{ 10 sectional
ounces per doz.•
or!l'nge u
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2. 75
..
gilt
..
3.25
S1f15ar
"
satin "
3.00
gilt
8.50
The $2 50 Tea is also sn~pliei etched in bowl
"The Time To Be Ha.ppyl• Now," or other mo~
t!>es, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entlt}ed to spoons may, upon paying difference in
pr1Ce, select any other spoon (rom above liBt.
My stock. em braces ever:vtl;nng usually kept in
first class Jewelry stores. D1amonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watches
of every description-~-. Chai% Rings, Necklaces,
Jewelry, Silver and J:'lated ware, Optical Goods
Ba1ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be paid
for proo~ that I J;tav ad.vanced my prices above
lowest pr1ces pnbhshed m an:y of my !•-test pricelists. on account of the above liberal offer.
(If Freethon!l"ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, ill.•
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettst.ein"
Watch; t.he Beantifnllngersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethonght Badge.
Send for pricelists, cards in colorn and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free.
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5
5

10
5
5
5

PATENTS

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy.

fhirty-dTe years' experience. Examinations and n.c.
ports tree. Prompt attention. Send Drawing and de
•eription to L. BJ.GGBR 4 Co •• AUy's. Washington, D.,'
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5
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5
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5
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5
10
10
5

10
5

ll.IANNA SERIES.

1 Original M~~onna for " God's Chosfn.". . . . . . . ~
a New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh.... 5
5 200 Questions Without AnswHs.. ... .. .. .. ... 5
i Dialogn~ between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm.... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian..
10
8 Search After Heaven and HelL A. Holyoake ........................................ 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh..... .. 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil................ 5
11 NewT·ifeofJacob ......................, ...... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol;y:oake..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H.. . . . 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlangh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? fl. Bradlam!"h ...... 5
19 New Life of·Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh •. . . 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
1!11.10 wortb for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for 1!13. And $10 worth for $5.

11.50 will now buy a ft1Iable AMERI·

CAN WATCH in atrongGOLD PLATED

l>ultProofCaso. Wlllnotvfl'l)"amlnute In 80 days; Ia M durable u any 1t'atcb
made. FULLY GlARANTEED.
ltbuAMERICAN patent lner 1\IOVEMENT,
Patent Eseapement and Uegulator, Lantern Pinion,
!a40 beat.l to minute; No key required to wind and

POPES

BY OAPT. ROBERT O. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthocioxy to RationaJ.i.sm.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE INGERSOLL 80 UVENIR

B:r BRONSON D. KEELER.

SHOWING

!l'BE ABSURDITY AND UNTBtJTBFUir

Travels in Faith.

~~~:~;'·~~.12i~r0f~g%. ~;::;~~t-'M!~t~:~ ~~;
1

and1t'ewlllinoludebandeomo gold plated CHAIN AI
CHARM. AGENTS & Storekeepers eend for TERMS..
CatBJoguo oflOOO ntnrartlclelll FREE.

JlOBERT H. INGERSOLL A BRO., Ill

66 CQBTLA!I.DT ST., NEW lOU ClTY o

'I'Ht HO'I'tD SPECIALIST,
FQ'I" Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, ~s the result of youthful errors
and excesses, cansmg Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wastin_g Dischargesl.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those atll.icted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 83 pages will be sent to
their addre~s.for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, g1vmg canses ana Symptoms of the
Complaint ~d a .description of the Doctor's imp_ortant meqi9al diBcovery-an Outward Application-a pos1tive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS •
Vineland, N. i•
And say yon saw this advertisement lp THE
TBUTll BEEKEB.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.
To Rrgula.tt? the

STOMACH, LIVE.
~NO BOWELS. TAKE

R~PANS

TABULE&

~91...~ -~'lf f~~·'C/6'}~q:,~~
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The Truth Seeker Library.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians]~ from
the time of Menu to the present. By D. !YL Bennett. 1,!Y7q fages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gil edges, $4.50.

The Champions of tbe Church : Their
Crim .. ~ 1utd Persecutions. Biographical
sketches ~t ~- ->::: .~:nt Christians. A com_]lanion book to "The iV 'rid's S!!-ges," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. Svo, 1,119 pages. .Morocco, gilt edges
Price, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustivE' work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman. Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to ")lir. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 p~~es, Svo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Rel!gions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

count of all the ~ads the natioill! of the earth
have worshiped, mclnding_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgin Mary. and the
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. II describes fully
all religions systems of the war ld, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying_ 372_llag~s. being fnlly~one
into. 949 pages. By D. lli. Bennett. Written in prison at AlbanY. In cloth. $3 TJer volume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The -foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent b-y expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

1'HE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exami-nation and Ref":dation of the Olaim8 of the
Sabbatat·ians,

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Anciellt Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAB BUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 C6lnts

A BAD TIME FOR JERRY.
Then took they Jeremiah, and cast him into the dungeon of Malchiah
the sol!- of ~ammelech, that.was in the court-of the prison: and they let down
Jerem~ah With cords. And m the dungeon there was no water, but mire: so
J erennah sunk in the mire. -Jere. xxxviii, 6.
EAGLE BRAND.
0

S. P. Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Leaicatea to the Amertcan Conuress, of 1892, which for the salce o.t RelirJion, StaiJIJea Li/Jerty
to the Heart.

-THE BEST-

ROOFING
-Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of r<iof.
EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO.,
Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
13t18

HEAVEN~dHELL
5
W~~Do'~ RS ~

A work burning with indignation inspir•d by the Con~<ressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which pra •tically united the government and the Christian church.
_

From Things heard and seen in the Spiritual World. by

EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;

To wbicb is added 1\tr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.

ALSO

THE LAST
JUDCMENT J
as witnessed by him in X757·

Also the following EsHays and Poem< by Mr. Putnam, which ·have never before be~n nut in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and 'l'homaq l-aine; a_ll em written for the opening P.Xercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Go)den Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Pholarl elphi ', m 18" 6).
The main e•sa.y in this work i• onq of the strongest arraignments eveT made of t~e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of thq people of this con try. It should be distdbnted widely.
I• has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lP.nd his neighbor and arouse thought.
-

Both books (the first in cloth 375 pp. and the second in paper
:roB pp.) sent by mail for Jir.oo. Address tuctlv
~

Am. Swedenborg Printing & Publishing Soolet;r,
Dept. "A•"

6teow17

MEDICAL.

Price 25 cents; Five copies f01" $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

D[SIGN ARGUM[Nl fALLACitS.
A Re:futation o£ the A.rgurnent That Nature Exhibits
Marks o£ Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being_
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi@ Argument Vitin.tes Itself By Neces•itating an Infinite Series of Designers

II If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
IIi. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for

His Processes Are J!;gregionsly Slow,
1'hey Are Egregio11sl:y__wasteful,
They Often Serve No U•e,
They Have Produc•d Fanttv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Snb•ervi~ncy; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
v. What Actually Did Uause So.Called Destgn.
VL Astronomv and Design
VII. The Argument of • Ftrdt Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUrH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafa,yette Place, N.Y.

20 COOPER UNION, N. Y. CITY.

~f you 1?-eed '!-medicine pay attention to somethmg whtch wrll cure yon. It is known as

The Water of Life,
f!nd is adapted to Cl)-ring, more especially ·all
forms of Stom.ac.h, J:.tver. Kidney, and Bladder
tronbl~~· By tnJe!Jtmg this water it will heal all
sorts of mfi.amma twns. of the internal organs such
cases as Pries, TyphOid and other fevers Bowel
diseases! Uterin~ and other forms of Female
Complawts. It tA a Blooa Purifier, and is an ~x
!Jellent rerq,edy for Cf!-tarrh and Lung and Throat
mfiam;ma tw~s. .It wtll heal the nerves, restoring
lost V:tgor of mmd a_nd body, creating a good
appet.rte and prodnct!lg sound sleep. It a~ts
steadily upon the nrme, cleansinl!" the blood by
means of the lcianeys, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, ther~by producing bodily habits which
are so essentral to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold. absol~tely Pure, as it is pumped from
the spnng, W)thout t~e addition of any drug
whatever. It ts Natures Remedy pure and simple, and n_ot a manufactured article. The · uccess
•t has achreved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured b_Y using· it. Send for a
pamphlet free, contaimng photo-engraved letters a_nd r.e~ommendations from those who have
u.sed rt, grvmg a forty-page history and all parttoulars about this remarlcaiJle water, to

Ii

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12

34 South Main Street, W:Ukabesrre, Pa.

ARCHBISHOP DUHAMEL of Ontario, Can ,
has begun a war of extermination upon
Le Canada, a journal which printed the
inside truth of a Catholic intrigue in
politics.
THE convention of Quakers of New York
state received a communication from the
Baltimore annual meeting urging discountenance of Sunday newspapers as
morally unprofitable.
A PRoVIDENTIAL warning against going
to church was witnessed at Milner, Ga..,
on the 28th ult. Rev. Wm. Graham, with
his wife, on leaving the church in which
·he had just preached were so blinded by a
driving rain that they failed to. see a coming train and were killed.
ON the supposition that the paintin~ at
the Fair on the scriptural episode of ''The
Woman Taken in Adultery" had been
covered because of obiection to the nude,
art writers hav been denouncing the act·
but the commissioner now says he covered
the picture solely on account of its meritlessness.
THE drouth about Clermont, France,
has been so bad that the archbishop authorized the ceremony of the procession
of the miraculous statue of Notre-Damedu-Port. The solemnity took pla.ce for
the first time since 1862. Several who
took part ~rought umbrellas in spite-of
the fineness of the weather. The bells of
all the churches were ringing.
CARNEGIE's proposal, in the magazines,
o~ an Anglo-American alliance is meeting
With small favor. The London Chronicle
says his conception of a combination unassailable upon the land and able to sweep
seas and competent to be the arbiter of nations is merely the ideal of "triumphant
militarism," with philanthropic aims and
pedagogic methods, whereas the essential
spirit of "triumphant democracy" is that
a people should do its own business and
mind its own business.
WHILE the law calls for deporting our
unregistered Chinese, the authorities hesitate. The churches protest against deportation, fearing harm to their foreign
missions. And the national treasury lacks
adequate funds. A Washington dispatch
says: "It is not the fact that six millions
will not be more than enough to execute
the court's decision, but the consequential
damages to manufactures, commerce, and
the treasury, these and a great variety of
problem~ including foreign missions in
which uleveland is understood to ' be
interested, hav thrust upon the administration unexpectedly a momentous question."
MRs. JAB. G. BLAINE, JR., having secured a divorce, on the 30th ult. married
Dr. Bnll. She is a Catholic, Dr. Bull a
Protestant. A Catholic authority said:
"In the eve of the church a marriage
lasts throughout life.
Neither party
t!Iough divorced, may marry during th~
life of the other. Mrs. Blaine will be no
exception. She cannot, in the eye 'of the
church, marry as long as J nmes G. Blaine
Jr., livs. If she does so, she ca:nnot re:
ceive the sacraments, and while there will
be no formal expulsion, there will be a
practical excommunication. The pope
has not granted nor will he grant alily dispensation for her. It would overthrow
church rules of centuries' standing."
MISs ELTZABETH CHAPIN has been dismissed from her position as teachf'r in the
Wilson Industrial School and Mission for
Girls, New York city, for entertaining
Theoeophic views She was asked, "Do
you believe in the Bible?" and answered
"Yes;" and "Do you believe in Christ?"
and answered " Yes;" but was nevertheless dischargeil. Sne had taught there
ten years, and being impecunious needs
the place sorely. The Industrial School
and Mission is supported by endowments
and contributions. It is unsectarian and
undenominational. Connected with it is
a memorial church, also undenomina~ional.
The pastor says it is an evangelIcal school and church. In other words, it
is founded on the Apostles' Creed.
·
AT the Second Presbyterian church of
Albany, N. Y., last Sunday,' a crowd
gathered to hear Rev. Dr. Ecob's announced declaration o~ the Briggs case.
He renounced connection with the Presbyterian church and declared the Presbyterian . general assembly -'' the most
bigoted, intolerant, and re3ctionary body
ever seen in any denomination." He said·
"I leave the Presbyterian church becaus~
it has taken on a garment that has lain
buried in the grave for more than two
hundred years. It smells of the earth and
of death." With these words he swept
his ar!lls down a~ross his chest as though
brushmg something from him adding·
"I b~ush itoffforever." He re~ommen~
formmg a Free Church of Christ to take in
the Congregationalists, the Episcopalians of
the broader school, the Free-Will Baptists
and the Cumberland Presbyterians,
'
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A systematicEx~osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than •tJ profe•sed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers J!POn evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his oonclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pltrely mechanical philo~ophy...
All nature ha.s thus been transformed before tho
view of the preRent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been posRible:
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
i• no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is pow
thvGod?"
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The Natural Causes of Right and Wrong.
Hobbes, the goodly philosopher of a couple of
centuries ago, in chapter xi of his "Leviathan"
enlarges on a subject which he deems of great importance_ This is, the mistaken courses whereinto
men fall that are ignorant of natural caur:~es and the
proper signification of words. The effect of ignorance of the causes of right, equity, law, and justice,
is to make custom and example the rule of actions,
as with children, or to induce the setting of custom
against reason, and reason against custom, "whereby the doctrin of right and wrong is perpetually
disputed, both by the pen, and by the sword."
Proceedings of this nature are to be seen everywhere about us- Excellent Thomas Hobbes by no
means over-estimates their prevalence_ They constitute a large proportion of human action_
That portion of human action is wasted-indeed
worse than wasted. While " custom and example "
rule those who are easily befooled or intimidated,
the deep-seeing and the valiant spurn these trammels ; and the disorder that this breeds, and the
persecution drawn upon these best members of our
race, is deplorable. If the others, the conforming masses, could hav been told of. the truth in the
matter, of "natural causes and the proper signification of words," they would not hav lent themselvs
to the persecution, and it could not hav taken place.
And if the non-conformists could hav been amply
informed, they would not hav committed those mistaken assaults upon the good in custom which unfortunately hav ever mingled with their attacks
upon the bad.
The cause of this hurly-burly of blindness and
suffering is the religion that has for fifteen hundred
years forbidden men to write or speak about
" nat.ural causes," as these natural causes would
supplant the supernatural ones affirmed by that
religion. It now lies with the opponents of that
religion to find out and set forth the natural causes
of right and wrong, the real reasons why we should
do one thing and not do another. We hourly hear
it said about us of actions, " This was right, " That
was wrong-'' Why was the one right, and the
other wrong 1 and shall we change our views in any
cases and call right that which before was wrong,
and wrong that which before was right ?-these
questions each should busy himself with continually.
When we hav found out, and told other people so
that they all understand, crime will diminish
vastly.

New York, Saturday, June 17, 1893.
More Jubilation Wanted.
This age needs more celebration and festivity.
The tone of society infused by Christianity, the religion that declares man helpless and forlorn, and
capable of obtaining happiness only by recognizing
his abjectness and renouncing earth joys in exclusiv devotion to another world, must be superseded.
In its place must be put the hearty joyousness and
jubilation of those pagan worships of nature which
it blighted and buried. There needs a rejuvenescence, gladsome and exulting, of
" The glory that was Greece,
The grandeur that was Rome."
In this sentiment we find the sensible writer
Arthur Brisbane concurring. He says in the New
York World: "The inhabitants of this city are
starving mentally for lack of amusement and gayety.
The events of recent days hav demonstrated this
fact. We hav traveled about, squeezing and
crowding each other, for a sight of a small duke,
who is accompanied by a man in uniform. We hav
endured humiliation and the gentle treatment of
the New York police for a glimpse of a fashionable
marriage at which a young man of title and a young
woman of money shone. The smallest collection of
men marching with one drum and one fife to a
schuetzenfest will attract large crowds. There is
not enough fun to go round." That it is Christianity that js responsible for our gloom this writer
agrees, for he goes on to say that it is our unprofitable inheritance of Puritanism that lends dulness
to the one day in the week which should be devoted
to healthy pleasure, the day which keeps the French
cheerful and gay in the midst of all their troubles.
We need more ·brass bands and more free shows_
In Germany there is always good music in the air_
The playing of fine military bands, particularly on
Sunday, brings the people together, keeps them
cheerful and helps to reconcile them:· to the extravagance of outrageous standing armies_ We ought
to hav fine bands here free to everybody. Public parks ought to be fitted up with all sorts of
gymnastic apparatus to be used free by young men_
The theaters ought to be opened on Sunday and at
lower rates than on week-days_ There is too much
starving of the mind and restriction of Sunday
liberty in this country.
It would be fitting should Freethinkers, Antichristians, be the leaders in some signal move
bringing in the new era.

A. Priest Run Afoul of a Magician.
The famous legerdemainist, Herrmann, is conducting, through the New York dailies, a brisk
skirmish with Rev. Alfred Young, of the House of
the Paulist Fathers. The subject is miracles.
In one of his articles our impious sleight-ofhand man states that after a professional hunt for a
real miracle for the space of thirty years, and after
a reward of $20,000 for the production of one, he
could never discover what he sought, and he concluded as reasonable that in the past thirty years
there has never been a miracle wrought at alL At
this the aggrieved Paulist comes forth in print and
tells Herrmann to go to the fount of Lourdes,
France, and there he will find a lot of miracles_ To
this recommendation he adds sundry bits of weak
sarcasm and bitter epithet_ The professor of
white magic replies: " He tells me to go to Lourdes
and see the crutches on exhibition there, and the
church built with the alms of the people who hav
been cured there. I do not want to go to Lourdes,
because I hav been there, but for every person cured
at Lourdes I will bring another from the Hot
Springs of Arkansas." The professor then offers
his $20,000 for proof, first, that the waters of
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Lourdes are not impregnated with medical substances, and second, that a person has ever been
cured of an organic disease by them.
Then, the black-gowned of the disputanta declares
that there hav been no bogus miracles, and that it
is mean of Mr. Herrmann to say so. Whereupon
he receives the retort: "Does Alfred Young mean
to say that there hav not been bogus miracles T If
so, let me deluge him with facts. I refer him to
' Hume's History of England of the Reign of Henry
VIII-' for a list of discovered tricks called miracles_
I refer him to the contemporaneous histm-y of those
times for a further list of the exposition of tricks
passed for miracles_''
At last the spiritual father winds up with what
he esteems a crushing blow, which is:
" Here is what he [Herrmann] is to do in order to
obtain the power to perform Catholic miracles and giv
others the like power, simply this and nothing more:
Let him get himself crucified and then rise from the dead
again on the third day. Professional etiquet forbids
my making any charge for the recipe."
To which he gets a reply that we suppose makes
him impose doubly fierce penances on his victims of
the confessional for a month, and in his sermons
denounce skeptics with bitterness no end hightened. The reply is :
"Thank you, Alfred Young, but I am not in the
miracle business. You are. You claim to be empowered
with all the prerogativs given to the original Apostles.
You know that in the tenth chapter of Matthew you are
empowered, like the Apostles, to do the following things:
' Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out
devils.' You perform duties every day by virtue of just
such authority in your priestly functions-duties, how·
ever, which require mere words with no visible results.
Now, then, prove something by facts, Take off your coat,
get a cross, crucify yourself and come back again, or get
one of your associates to bring you back again, for he has
the power to raise the dead as well as you. Send me a
complimentary ticket to the exhibition. I never charge
clergymen admission to my entertainments."
It is not likely that this challenge will result in
the self-inflicted crucifixion of Father You:Qg; but
we know whose crucifixion, if the church possessed
her erstwhile power, it would result in.

Catholics Overriding Civil Law.
Among the things showing how certainly
Catholicism would crush civil government to make
place for ecclesiastical if she could get the power, is
the manner in which she actually does at the present
hour override the marriage law of the state. She
steadfastly refuses to recognize as valid the law, enacted by the people supreme, which pronounces
wedded two persons one of whom has been
divorced.
On a late Sunday Archbishop Cleary passed sentence of excommunication against Richard McGovern and Mary Barkley at ~emptville, Ontario.
Mr_ McGovern had while employed in the United
States married a Catholic woman in a Catholic
church. On being brought to Canada she disliked
the place so that she returned. McGovern got a
divorce from her in the United States and married
Mary Barkley by civil ceremony_ When the archbishop of Kingston learned of this he summoned
the man and woman to meet him in the church at
Prescott. 'rhey appeared, but neither was willing
to abandon the other_ The archbishop admonished
them and threatened excommunication, but in spite
of repeated warnings they coiltinued to liv together, and on Sunday the archbishop in the presence of a crowded congregation, including Protestants as well as Catholics, gathered from all the
surrounding parishes, pronounced in most solemn
form what a report styles the "dread sentence!' As
the archbishop concluded .the sentence of excommunication the tolling of the great bell in the steeple
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was echoed by the bells in the sanctuary. The archbishop shut the open 'missal and ordered it removed,
then taking the candle on the right from its .socket
he dashed it on the floor and ~xtinguished its light,
trampling it under foot. He repeated the same
form with the second candle, thus symbolically
signifying that the excommunicated pair were, in
the language of the report, " bereft of the spirit of
wisdom and light and grace, and cast forth into
outer darkness."
The Catholic clergy do not hesitate to call any
woman who has been made a wife by the law of the
people, but whose ceremony does not bring profit
to their particular pockets, a concubine, and declare
that she and her husband are living in concubinage.
From their insulting defiance of the marriage law
at present, we may easily conceive what would be
their conduct toward all laws could they grow
strong enough.

The Struggle of Moral Resorts vs. Immoral.
On Thursday, the 8th, the United States circuit
court, sitting at Chicago, decided that the World's
Fair should be closed on Sundays. Judges Woods
and Jenkins rendered opinions in favor of the injunction asked by District-attorney Milchrist to
prevent the opening of the gates. Judge Grosscup
dissented. The decision will be heard on appeal in
th~ United. States circuit court of appeals.
Judge Woods announced that each member of
the court would deliver his own opinion.
Justice Woods for his own part offered the point
that the Fair is under national control even irrespectiv of the grant of $2,500,000 with the Sundayclosing condition annexed. He said that the act of
Congress inaugurating the Fair showed that the
Illinois legislature and the park commissioners had
tendered the Fair to the national government. "It
is provided," said he, "that the illinois corporation
shall tender the site to the national commission,
which shall accept it on behalf of the government
if the site is desirable. All through the act is indicated a legal transfer to the government. The
local corporation is given no authority to control
the possession of the grounds." He also stated:
"The general law is that when the national government takes possession of grounds within a state the
laws of that state continue to hav force only through
the United States authorities." He went on: "In
my judgment the government had the right to enforce that Sunday-closing rule without giving the
Fair a single dollar. It was not necessary for Congress to vote money and attach such a condition to
its acceptance in order to secure Sunday closing."
As to the right of the government to seek relief in
a court of equity, he held that Congress had as
much authority to protect its interests at Jackson
park as it had in the federal building where the
court was sitting. As to the contrary decision of
the state court, while he regretted the conflict of
jurisdiction, he said that it was inadmissible to entertain the idea that the federal court must yield in
comity to the state court.
The decision of Judge Jenkins was substantially
the same as that of Judge Woods. He added,
however: "It is said that this legislation by Congress was without the power of Congress in that it
seeks to establish a religious test. I cannot concur
in that suggestion. The day of rest is needful for
humanity to recover from the strain of six days'
labor. The laws of the state bearing on this point
provide for rest:and for non-interruption of religious
services. It is not compulsory on anyone to go to
church, but it provides peace for those who wish to
go to church." This notion of the judge, that it is
necessary to the peace of the church-goers that
they mak" everybody else go too, or· at least shut
them off from going to any other places that they
may want to go to, will evoke from the reader a
smile as he pa~ses this point in the account.
Withal, it cannot be denied that the smile will, as
reflection succeeds, quickly merge into an expression
of exasperation. This judge remarked on the decision of Judge Stein in the state court, ordering
the Fair open : "As to the stn.te court which has
passed on this case, I will say that the United
States was not a party ·in that court. I think that
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there can be no question that the United States has
a right to use courts of its own jurisdiction to adjudicate matters pertaining to governmental affairs.
In my opinion the injunction asked for should
issue."
Judge Grosscup, who delivered the dissenting
opinion, set forth that the point which moved him
to do so was the withdrawal by the national government of part of the $2,500,000 with which it had
purchased the right to close the gates Sundays.
At this decision, Edwin Walker, counsel for the
local directors, asked a supersedeas, which would
suspend the going into effect of the injunction.
He said the gravity of the situation was increased
by the decision of the state court on this same
question being opposed to the decision of the
federal court. There was danger of an unpleasant
conflict of authority between the courts.
The
supersedeas was denied. It was then supposed by
the people that the World's Fair would be closed
on the coming Sunday. For they inferred that, of
the two injunctions out, the one of the federal
court commanding closing would be obeyed rather
than the one of the state court ordering opening.
To be sure, Attorney Mason, engaged in the suit
of Stockholder Charles Clingman to hav the Fair
opened, threatened that if it was closed he would
hav all the Fair officials attached for contempt of
court in disobeying the injunction of Judge Stein.
There seemed some prospects of a lively conflict between authorities.
But this wa'3 averted and the Fair was opened.
Edwin Walker was so lucky as to obtain an immediate audience from Chief-justice Fuller of the
federal court of appeals, at Chicago. This judge
set the following Tnursday, the 15th, for a regular
hearing in appeal, and meantime granted the supersedeas suspending the closing injunction just
issued in the federal circuit court.
Among the considerations advanced by Edwin
Walker, in obtaining this writ, was the one that
closing the Fair henceforth would deprive it of
$1,750,000 of receipts which it otherwise would receive from now on to its close ; that it needed this
money badly and without it might be crippled and
hav to close ; that if its present creditors should
press their claims it would hav to. close at once,
and that as a matter of right feeling surely the
national government would not like to stand by
and see the Exposition shut up.
The Fair last Sunday, the 11th, was attended by
a large crowd, of perfect orderliness. The crowd,
however, was not so large as that on some few
week-days in the past. It will not be until Sunday
opening becomes a settled and known thing. The
puritans and domineerers are to a very considerable
extent winning success in their endeavor to keep
people from elevating themselvs morally and
mentally.

Clerics Demanding Special Privileges.
The clergy, rendered presumptuous by long indulgence and adulation from an ignorant people,
insist on special prerogative in countless quarters.
They enjoy freedom from taxes on their places of
business. They are made happy by laws forbidding
rivals to solicit the people's pennies on the day
when they do business. They hold that they should
be exempt from military service; in France, for instance, they are now declaiming against what they
call the outrage of a new law drafting clerical seminarists like other~ young men.
What we shall note particularly here is their resistance to the law calling all citizens to testify
whatever they are able at a case at law. Rev. Daniel
S. Toy, a Baptist clergyman of Williamsbridge,
New York, recently refused to giv evidence in an
important suit on the ground that what he knew of
the controversy had come to him in the form of a
confession, and was protected by Matt. xviii, 15, etc.,
which had been adopted by the Baptist church as a
rule of disciplin. Judge Dykman upheld the minister in his refusal to testify, basing his decision on
Sec. 833 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which says:
" A clergyman or other minister of any religion
shall not be allowed to disclose a confession made
to him in his professional character in the course of

disciplin enjoined by the rules or practice of the
religious body to which he belongs."
A precious fine statute is this. And a precious
class it is that has procured it and exercises the
exemption granted by it.
The Catholic Review informs us on the origin of
the statute. It says:
"That law was the fruit of the Rev. Father Kuhlman's
refusal to betray the confidence of a man who had confessed his sins to him. He was sent to prison, but he
would not hav let one word escape him if he had been
sentenced to the gallows or the stake. All honor to the
Rev. Mr. Toy for defending the sanctity of communications received by him in his clerical capacity."
No, not all honor, but all shamEo', to the Rev. Mr.
Toy, and the whole of the Protestants and Catholics
together.
Equality for all, special privilege to
none-how far from this great principle of our
people are the clergy in their every course.

Catholics Telling

th~

People to Remain Ignorant.

As education is growing so popular now, Catholics generally profess to favor it. But before it
had become so popular they uniformly discouraged
it. They maintained a very few schools and colleges to educate their higher clergy, but repressed
education of the people at large. If they held some
scattered schools for the masses at large, it was
only to teach them ghost stories and miracle
legends, with perhaps a dash of an absurd kind of
logic known as the "scholastic" which has not now
been heard of for three hundred years, and a bit
of the steril dead language of Latin. The knowledge such as our children now learn in schools was
not allowed to show its face.
People nowadays should not be deceived by the
assertions of Catholics that they never repressed
education. A good reading of history will make
plain the facts.
Indeed, this truth may be discerned by the reader
of the Catholic literature of to,day. For the new
policy of friendliness to education has not been
skilfully impressed in every quarter. Here and
there a Catholic writer etill blunders forth the
actual. sentiments of his church, unaware or disregarding that they should now be cloaked. Here is
one such utterance:
" The ordinary man, favored with only sufficient education to assist him in comprehending the actualities of
life's struggles, is the most enviable of creatures, if possessed of faith in Christ he leaves these various philosophies to the consideration of scholars fitted by education to analyze them without being carried off their base
by distinctions and peculiarities."
This is from the Catholic Freeman's Journal.
The Roman Catholic church is the most deadly
foe that education has ever coped with. She is the
ancient and at heart unchanging enemy of blessed
knowledge, which alone lights our path and brings
us every happiness that we enjoy.
J. E. Remsburg has a well-preserved volume of
Paine's "Common Sense," bearing the imprint
"London, 1776." The original edition of this work
was published in Philadelphia in January, 1776.
G. W. Foote, president of the National Secular Society of England and editor of the Freethinker, and
Charles Watts, who needs no introduction to the
Liberals of this country, will represent the National
Secular Society of England at the International
Congress of Freethinkers, to be held at Chicago this
fall by the Freethought Federation, the American
Secular Union, and the Canadian Secular Union.
Messrs. Foote and Watts design to arrive in New
York about September 1st. They are open to a
few lecture engagements, and only a few. Application should be made at once, therefore, to Charles
Watts, Baskerville Hall, The Crescent, Cambridge
street, Birmingham, England. All Liberals know
Mr. Watts. His colleague, Mr. Foote, we are assured, is an entertaining as well as satisfying
public speaker. It is his first visit to this country,
and he should receive a fraternal greeting that will
make his hand ache. Let us giv him the heartiest
of welcomes.
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at Athens. The galleries and courts for the exhi- scenes, and prepared products. Canada has a fine
bitions of paintings and sculptures are of varying display. The state of Washington sends the skeleproportions, lighted from above ; and the structure ton of a whale sixty feet long. Japan makes quite
Still further pictures are these: "The Empty is fireproof. The three great sections, the Central, a showing with models, among which is that of a
Saddle," a mounted warrior at a spacious castle East, and West pavilions, aggregate in extreme Japanese fisher-boat and crew, engaged in catching
leading a horse with empty saddle, while on length 1,132 feet, and in depth 504 feet. The main :fish. A Rhode Island genius has what may be
the balcony a woman sinks fainting into the arms walls are of brick covered with "staff," a composi- called a transverse section of the fishing grounds at
of her attendants-it is her lover's horse with the tion of plaster-of-Paris and other ingredients, which Nantucket island. It shows the fishing-boats on
empty saddle; "Sea Urchins," naked boy!'! with has, when, finished, the appearance of stone. The the surface of the water, and underneath the manboats playing on the shore; "Scouts in Flight," roof is of iron, steel, and glass, and all the columns, ner in which traps and lines. are baited, and how
two horses with riders leaping madly along; "Be- staircases, etc., are of iron. There are eighty gal- the denizens of the deep disport themselves at
fore the Days of Rapid Transit," a canal-boat com- leries ranging fro:p:~. 30 feet square to 36 by 120 feet home.
pany taking it easy-it's no use to be in a hurry; for the exhibition of paintings, besides 108 alcoves
On the lagoon is a life-saving station regularly
"In the Omnibus "-those who have been there fronting upon the courts of the central pavilion, equipped for service. There is a light-house, and a
will know it. "The Defenestration of Prague " is 28 on the first floor and 80 on the second. There little beyond is the battle-ship Illinois. This is a
a splendidly exciting picture. It is by V. Brosik, a are four large courts and a rotunda in the Central model, life-size, of the latest addition to naval
Bohemian artist of ardent patriotism. It repre- pavilion, and a rotunda in each of the other pavilions architecture. It is manned by a crew of Jack tars,
sents a scene early in the seventeenth century, when for the exhibition of sculptural and architectural and is supplied with a full battery of guns of the
three unpopular councillors of the emperor were works. The total wall space of the Art Gallery is size and caliber of an actual ship. Four of its guns
hurled from the w~ndows by the Bohemian repre- 200,000 square feet. The countries represented are of the breech-loading, one-hundred-and-ten-ton
sentatives. The expressions of rage and helpless are France, Germany, Great Britain, Austria, Spain, style, warranted to plunk a bull's-eye at :fifteen
terror on the various faces are exceedingly well de- Italy, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Den- miles. Naval officers command it, andlife on board
picted. This act of violence was the beginning of mark, Russia, Canada, Mexico, and Japan.
illustrates the doings of sailors on the White
the Thirty Years' war. "The Eternal Siren" is the
There is undoubtedly at this Exposition a better Squadron.
sea in its most smiling, enticing, and musical mood. general representation of the World's Art than in
UNCLE BAM's EXHIBIT.
" The Vision " is a beautiful being floating sport- any exposition o_f the past. In the French expoFrom the battle-ship we stroll to the Government
ively on the crests of the wave in a foggy night, sitions German art has been very slightly repre- Building, where Uncle Sam has on parade somespreading her ruddy hair with her fingers till its sented, and the German expositions have contained thing from all the governmental departments.
lights mingle with the rays of a lantern carried by but little of French art. Russian art is seldom California has distinguished herself by supplying a
bewildered boatmen. Makart, the Austrian artist, seen outside of Russia, and Scandinavian genius section of redwood fifty feet high and thirty feet in
displays a series of large panels of nude figures typ- has not received adequate attention.
diameter. This is fitted with a circular flight of
ifying the · "Five Senses," sumptuous in color.
The selection of exhibits has been made by a stairs, and you can climb to the top. The exhibit
"Never to Return" is the despairing title of a deso- committee of artists. Great care has been exer- of the War Department is quite brilliant, and makes
late picture representing an Arctic expedition. The cised. The standard of excellence is much higher the heart of the soldier beat with many memories
picture of "The Artist's Family" is charming. It than is usual in international exhibitions. I must of the old camp-ground.
By means of wax figis framed in an arched door. Two flaxen-haired, call attention especially to the Japanese exhibit. ures, the costumes of officers and privates are
blue-clad boys are in the foreground, a dog at their Never before has Japan been represented in the shown, and in picturesque groups the habits of
feet. Back of them is tha baby's carriage, its tiny art department of an international exposition; and soldier life are revealed. There is a complete disoccupant's fat, striped legs and cherished doll in never before has that country been given such an play of small arms and ordnance. One cannon
bright display. The mother, with blue-spotted opportunity as now. The authorities of the Art weighs fifty-two tons. God will always be on the
dress and red shawl, trundles this chariot of infancy. Department did not bind Japanese exhibitors to side of a weapon like that. Prayer would avail but
Behind is a little girl with papa's sketching ma- the rigid classifications established for other nations, little against its tremendous missiles. Papier
terials, and the picture flows with a background of but permitted the exhibit to be thoroughly national mache horses are hooked up to the gun carriages,
house and simple, pretty landscape. A large and universal in character, and the result is a most and the gunners appear in their proper places.
picture which cannot fail to excite interest is remarkable display.
There is an Arctic scene connected with the Greeley
Krohg's "Lief Eriksson Discovers America." The
The cost of the Art Palace was $670,000. It expedition, and the Eskimos are shown with dog·
navigator appears at the helm, one hand on the til- covers a space of over five acres. Its dome is 125 sleds, snow-houses, etc. The Smithsonian Institute
ler and the other pointing to the land, which ap- feet in hight, surmounted by a colossal winged has a wonderful exhibition of taxidermy, and the
pears on the horizon, while his men are rushing up figure of Victory. It is located on the south side post-office department shows every stamp ever
from the. body of the vessel. The distant view of of the North pond, separated from the water by a issued and all the means of mail transportation and
the land is admirable. The bronzes from Naples, beautiful terrace, ornamented with balustrades. service. Coins and bank-notes of every variety are
reproductions of antique originals from the buried The north front faces a wide, open lawn and the di8played. The Fish Commission has an immense
cities, are especially noteworthy, so exactly has the cluster of state buildings.
exhibit with hatcheries, :fish, molds, aquatic scenes,
artist performed his work. The blemishes which
THE FISHERIES BUILDING.
etc.
appear in the originals' colors, resulting from the
On leaving the Art Palace we pur:ue our journey
There are valuable historical relics-the original
action of fire and corrosion, are faithfully copied. to the Fisheries Building. There is more variety in manuscript of the Declaration of Independence, etc.
Narcissus is shown wearing sandals and roeskin, the architecture of this building than any other. It
The illustrations of prehistoric races include a
his right hand raised and head gently inclined. is in three parts : a main building, and two polyg- complete exposition of their stone, bronze, and iron
The winged Victory, poised on a globe, is a stat- onal buildings, connected with the main structure implements, tracing also their evolution, decay, and
uette of rare grace. There are the dancing fauns, by two curved arcades. The main building has two extinction.
Cupids clasping dolphins, figures of Pan, etc. great entrances, set in pavilions projecting beyond
The North American Indian chiefs appear,
None of these are over two feet high. They are of the line of the main building and flanked with modeled from life and dressed in native costume.
a beautiful gray-green color, with a touch of blue round towers. The general design of the structure They are surrounded by members of their fa~es
and red-the effect of heat and long repose in is Roman, with the details of ornamentation worked and by collections of their household utensils,
an envelope of ashes. There is a fragment of. out in realistic manner after various :fish and marine clothing, basketry, implements of _war and the ~~ase,
"Psyche," attributed to Praxiteles. There are also forms.
as well as evidences of their pastrmes and rehgwus
in this collection articles for domestic and sacerEverything that human ingenuity has gathered ceremonies.
dotal use, such as lamps, door ornaments, vases, from the depths of the ocean, lake, or river is
There is a most complete collection of grains.
libation cups, tripods, a gladiator's helmet and exhibited here. The aquarium takes us with Samples of wheat grown in every count;y in the
greaves, the helmet ornamented with bas-reliefs, McGinty to the very bottom of the sea, and we look United States are here. Every seed was picked by
representing the last night in Troy. In this superb upon the beauty and strangeness of that under- hand and the varieties are arranged in tasteful
collection are about two hundred works of surpass- world. We seem to be walking amidst deep sea glass' compartments, with labels indicatin~ the
ing historic and artistic value.
grottoes and realizing the romance of Jules Verne's name place weight and nature of soil and chmate.
Th~ Nati~nal M~seum gives special attention to
The American "Retrospective Exhibit" includes wonderful fancy. We watch the coral animal,
the best examples of portraiture and sculpture of builder of islands and of continents. We might fauna, showing specimens rapidly beco~g exearly American artists, all prior to 1776. The earli- make a bouquet of the sea anemones that blossom tinct such as the buffalo, moose, mountam sheep
est date is 1731, a picture of the family of Bishop miles below the surface of the ocean. We are sur- and ~oat deer, walrus, seal, and sea-lion. _The bird
Berkley, who wrote "Westward the Course of Em- rounded with monster devil-fish sharks, and other exhibition includes finely mounted speCimens of
terrors, but they cannot touch us. We voyage every species. The exhibit of reptiles includes
pire Takes Its Way."
I have given mere glimpses of the wonderful safely by. We also see the beauties of the stream casts of all the poisonous and non-poisonous snakes,
treasures in the Art Palace-some of the swift yet and lake, the catfish, the perch, the sucker, the trout, painted in natural colors an~ m~unted_ in life attilasting thoughts induced by these many forms and and all that the truant boy loves to angle for. tudes. A collection of fossil ammals IB also to be
colors. Yet I have not given a tithe of what lingers Gorgeous goldfish, gilden ides, golden tench, dis- seen.
In the zoological exhibit are collecti?ns sh~wing
in my memory. Space forbids. It would take port where crystal streams flow from masses of rock
the service rendered to man by the vanous ammals,
volumes to express the depth, the grandeur, the covered with moss and lichens.
The paraphernalia of the Fish Commission, the and the ·products of animals used by man as food
ravishing beauty of these productions of human
genius. I was almost of a mind to write nothing, inventions by which the finny tribe is cultivated, the or in the arts and industries, with the methods emwords are so inadequate, but I must endeavor to wonderful progress in fish farming, the implements ployed in their preparation. as in the case of fur,
give a hint of this luminous world, where the of commercial fishing, and the latest tackle for hair, feathers, scales, skins, flesh, bone, teeth, horns,
hoofs, and claws.
sweetest lessons of love, humanity, nobility, and grace angling are displayed in their fullest extent.
Models of Hell Gate, showing the rock and
The exhibit of the Smithsonian Institute consists
are taught. It will be seen from my spar a descriptions how largely the element of common life enters of models in papier mache representing the fur seal illustrating the past and present topographical
into these glories of art, and thus the lowliest hu- and the walrus fisheries on the Alaska.n coast. The features of that portion of New York harbor, are
man scenes are a treasure o: delight. At the touch "drive," the "rookery," etc., are illustrated. The here.
The Smithsonian Inliltitute contributes a collecof genius the cottage becomes as magnificent as the killing of seals is also depicted; a group of Aleuts
being represented in the act of smashing the tion illustrating its own origin and growth, and t~e
palace.
I must now in a few words describe the Art seals' heads with clubs. The walrus, now becom- scope of its work during the forty-seven years of Its
Palace itself. It is a beautiful structure, the most ing extinct, is reproducE;ld in material that gives existence, and in addition portraits of representative scientific men.
faultless of any in the White City. Its architecture it a remarkably life-like appearance.
Transportation is illustrated by means of models,
In the main hall Norway has a comprehensive
is universally commended. It is Ionic, the order
(Continued on page 376.)
being taken from the Erechtheum of the Acropolis exhibit of her fisheries, including boats, nets, fishing
THE ART PALACE.-CONCLUDED.
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this must ever be so as long as the human mind is men from the path of reason. It is claimed tlrat all
the polished and highly civilized nations are inswayed by any system of supernaturalism.
A common scene is the march of the flagellants, debted to Christianity for their elevation and adled by the "pietro" blowing a bungle of a flute or vancement. As well claim that the progress of a
Tortures and Savagery of Christianity.
:fife. Another bears a crucifix. All are nearly naked, steam-tug is owing to the raft which it drags beIt was not until recently that I· became aware that their bare feet cut with sharp ston~s and cruel cacti, hind it. Cut loose the raft and then you may form
superstitious rites were being practiced in the while the scourges are applied to their already a just judgment of the speed of the boat. HowUnited States which can scarcely find a parallel lacerated backs, causing the blood to trickle upon ever high a nation may stand, it would hav reached
still grander bights if it had been cut loose from
the ground at every step.
among the barbaric tribes of Africa.
The march is to a cross, where the Penitents go the dead weight of superstition. And these ignoO~hers may be cogniz'l.nt of the facts, but they
were so new and startling to me that I hav been through a secret mummery, as silly as that practiced rant, self-torturing fanatics, whose cruel and bloody
constrained to write them up for the readers of THE by other Christians-lash themselvs a given number rites I hav described, are ample proof of the truth
of times, and then return to the brotherhood house. of the assertion.
TRUTH SEEKER.
What but the Christian superstition has held
Even if there are some who know that these ter- The cross-bearers are conspicuous :figures in these
rible rites are being practiced, they must be new marches. The company is led by the :lifer and these people back and kept them surrounded with
to many, and will afford a theme for profitable re- crucifix-bearers, and somewhere in the ghastly the atmosphere of the Dark Ages T And what better
flection. However, I am inclined Lo think that com- throng is a man with an open book reading prayers. to-day are the Christians in the most enlightened
parativly few know that here-not in the far-off One man bears a ponderous cross with his arms churches? True, they do not inflict self-torture,
islands of the Pacific, but here in the land of lashed to the cross-piece. Another is bending under but they often show a disposition to torture others,
Franklin and Jefferson, where we are almost daily a cross so long and heavy that the main beam drags as Bennett and Reynolds and .Harman can testify.
surprised by some scientific achievement-cruel and on the ground and leaves a furrow along the trail. Witness the man who goes down on his knees to
inhuman ceremonies are practiced which none would Still another is seen with the cross-bar resting upon address a "throne of grace." Where is that
expect to find only among people sunk to the lowest his shoulder, his arms bound to the cross-bar at the throne? Who knows anything about itT To
depths of barbarism. Yet this occurs every year wrists, each hand holding a sword by the hilt, while whom does he talk? Does he not address his
during holy week, and at many different places, the points rest upon the hips. These crosses are words to open space? And yet men are paid for
among American citizens ·who vote with us at the rough and heavy, and often tear .the skin from the going through this silly mummery in the army, in
the navy, and in our legislativ halls-a ceremony as
ballot-box, and hav a voice in all the concerns of the naked shoulder.
nation.
In these marches one often kneels while another senseless as it would be to repeat one of ShakIn southern Colorado, and all over New Mexico, lashes his bleeding back. One makes the journey spere's plays to a Digger Indian. Was a prayer ever
is an order whose members, both men and women, on his knees over the sharp stones and through the answered? And yet they keep right on talking as
represent Christ's journey to crucifixion by bearing cacti. Another has them bound on his back with if their imaginary God was holding hi~;~ ear close to
heavy, rough wooden crosses on bare shoulders of spines long and sharp enough to pierce leather. the keyhole. T~ink of it-men eating bread and
sufficient weight to leave marks of abrasion in the Pieces of cactus are thrown at these fools for Jesus's swearing by the man in the moon that it is the
flesh.
sake, and the spines pierce the flesh so as to hold body of a man who died two thousand years ago ;
drinking the juice of grapes and swearing by the
These crosses are borne with bare feet over flinty the branches fast.
A woman carried in her arms a larger image of toe-nails of all the saints that it is the blood of a
routes where cacti pierce their bleeding feet, to an
improvised Calvary where they are bound, and often her crucified Christ, and waddled on her knees the man who was as old as his father, and not quite
nailed, to the cross, and sometimes suffer death. distance of a mile covered with stubble, stone, and sure whether he begot his father or his father beThe village of Taos, in northern New Mexico, is one cacti. Her skirts were torn to shreds, and from got him; born of a virgin who was embraced by a
of the strongholds of the Penitents, where they do her knees downward her limbs were covered with ghost, and if "like begets like" could hav been
their baking in mud ovens, and heat their low mud sickening wounds.
nothing but a ghost. And yet the Christian superThe climax is reached on Holy Friday, when the stition has so obscu~ed the light of reason that
houses from mud :fireplaces-showing what I hav
always contended, that the Christian religion, un- day is celebrated with a genuin crucifixion. The Christians believe that men are not to be trusted
affected by outside influence, will forever hold men scene opens with a march from the brotherhood who do not believe in such ridiculous and absurd
to a standstill. In this neighborhood are about house to the hill representing Calvary. The chief notions. Hence in half the states in the Union a
one hundred of these fanatics, known as "The brother goes into the house and comes out with his man is not allowed to testify in court unless he bePenitent Brothers." They are Catholics, and the victim. He is entirely naked except a pair of cotton lieves that a child can be begotten by a ghost. And
"Brotherhood House " is a one-story adobe with a drawers, and a black bag drawn over his head. In then there is a particular day known as the "Venhuge cross at one end, and bare walls inside, except some instances the subject is a volunteer, in others erable Day of the Sun," on which Christians spread
a few crosses, and scourges, and pictures of saints. selected by lot. A huge cross lies upon the ground themselvs before the Lord, and they try to compel
The '' Penitents " scourge themselvs, or each other, and a hole is dug to receive it. The subject walks everybody to stand and stare like a stuck pig while
and often on their naked backs, cut full of gashes resolutely up to the cross and lies down upon it, they do the spreading. They build costly temples
with sharp flints.
his arms stretched out upon the cross-beam. Then to the Lord, and then compel those who hav no inTheir religious ceremonies are mostly condu'.lted the " Brothers of Light " take a rope and lash his terest in them to pay the taxes. When you wish
in secret, and the man who would attempt to make arms and legs to the cross. A strong man will to send anything through the mails you are exthem public by photcgraphy would scarcely be draw those ropes so tightly that the strands are pected to go to a Christian and get his consent beallowed to get away w1th his life. It is humiliating buried in the flesh.
fore sending it. Where is the freedom when oneto think that such human hyenas are directing the
If the love of God has been sufficiently shed half of the people are compelled to do as the other
affairs of our government. And I wish to impress abroad in his soul, if he is determined to do a clean half dictate? The more creed the more cruelty, the
this lesson especially upon the minds of the young, job, one that will make his Jesus fairly snicker with more Christianity the less charity, the more religion
that Christianity is, and always has been, inimical delight and put the Virgin Mary in the spooniest the less liberality. To say that such a system has
to a free government.
kind of a mood, he will resolutely object to being a tendency to elevate the race is to say that the huEvery one of these penit~nts shows fearful scars tied to the cross, and will cry out: "For the love man race .can be advanced by ignorance, superstion his back, which may be regarded as "the trade- of God don't dishonor me ; don't tie me, but nail tion, and oppression.
JOHN PECK.
mark" of the order. These are made by an officer me; for the love of God nail me to the cross." Scars
Naples, N. Y.
called "El picador," with a piece of sharp flint, at can be seen upon the hands and feet of many who
the initiatory ceremony. The novice says to the hav been crucified by being nailed to the cross.
Ropes are tied to the top of the crrss to serve as Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free"gasher," For the love of God giv me three, or the
thinkers.
five wounds oJ Christ, or the seven last words of guys, then the " Brothers of Light" raise the great
Jesus, or the Ten Commandments, or the forty days beam to a perpendicular. Its central post drops
A new Freethought society has been formed at
in the wilderness, which means three, or five, seven, into the hole, and sends something like a death Geuthin, Germany.
ten, or forty gashes on the bare back, deep enough shock along the quivering nerves of the subject.
to make the blood flow. These wounds are cut The weight of the man causes the ropes to sink
A
F
th
ht
ree oug
society has been formed in
open with a sharp flint each year in order to render into the flesh, or if he is nailed the holes are Delhi,new
British India.
the scourging more painful. This is called '' letting drawn into ghastly slots. The man's arms and legs
out the blood of Christ."
soon begin to turn to a bluish purple, then black, and
A new Freethought society has been formed in
The scourge is a bundle of twigs three feet long, swell into revolting bunches. The blood ceases to Calanas, Spain. Don Francisco C. Tenovio is its
but sometimes the cactus is used, and its thorns circulate, and after a time, which must seem like president.
penetrate the flesh, and they frequently march in an age to the poor deluded wretch, and after God
procession with these cacti tightly bound to their is sufficiently satisfied with the suffering, the chief
The French government has voted a pension of
naked bodies. It is reported that two thousand brother givs the signal, and the cross is laid upon
$2,000 a year to the widow of the late Erneste
lashes hav been laid upon a naked, bleeding back in the ground.
Renan.
a single day. It itt not to be supposed that these
The ropes are quickly untied, or if he was nailed
lashes were laid on heavy enough to bruise, but the spikes withdrawn, .and the helpless and almost
Colonel Ingersoll's "Mistakes of Moses " has
with sufficient force to irritate the lacerated flesh lifeless man is picked up by two assistants, who
been translated into German by Wolfgang Schaumand cause excruciating pain. In these ceremonies place their shoulders under his arms, and the march burg and is published in Leipzig.
the Penitents hav a black cloth thrown over the back to the brotherhood house begins. At first the
head and tied about the neck to conceal their body givs no signs of life or consciousness, but
An unusually large number of secular funerals
identity.
after the blood begins to force itself through the are reported in the last copy of Bulletin Mensuel,
In Holy Week all the horrors of this savage order torpid veins, the legs begin to show signs of a the organ of the French Freethought Federation.
are put into practice.
feeble movement. At the brotherhood house one
On a hilloek some distance from the brotherhood of God's great fools is nursed back to life and
JJe JJageraad, our Dutch contemporary, is, as
house to represent Calvary is planted a cross. Day strength. But not always, for sometimes the man
after day processions march from the house to the is taken down from the cross and the world knows usually, up to the times. In its last two issues
cross afflicting themselvs in the most cruel manner him no more. His clothes are sent to his wife, and Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on "Voltaire" appears,
for the love of God. Like other Christians, they in some lonely canyon a grave and a pile of stones excellently translated.
imagin a great, powerful being with vindictiv and supporting a rude cross is all there is to tell the
savage propensities, and then they imagin what tale. Such are the effects of superstition on the
Our friends in Holland are unusually activ.
will please him and conduct themselvs accordingly. human mind. Of course, men must be influenced Lectures are delivered regularly now both in AmAnd I imagin that the whole thing is but a reflec- more or less by their environments, but the tend- sterdam and in Rotterdam.
Among the Dutch
tion of the savageness in the Christian mind. And ency of every system of supernaturalism is to force lecturers we must mention Messrs. G. v. Kuijkhof7

Gommunioations.
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B. Goudswaard, G. Ten Bokkel, F. v. d. Goes, A. H. quandary. The bigots threatened all kinds of evils
Gerhardt, and My. W. Drucker.
if they gave their sanction to the project, while
sensible people intimated that none but fools could
A well-known Swedish Freethinker, Mr. Karl fail to recognize the superiority of cremation to
Sachs, is dead. Mr. Sachs was one of the founders burial. To keep the good will of both parties the
of the Freethought Federation of Sweden.
city fathers said that they had not the time to decide
upon the question, and now hav as a consequence
The Catholic church in Spain has begun an or- gained the enmity of the orthodox and the contempt
ganized pers~cution of El Pais, a new Spanish of the Rationalists.
Freethought Journal. Blasphemy is the offense.
Our friends at Charleroi, Belgium, are up to the
The well-known German poet and Freethinker, times. They intend to start a "hall of science," a
Dr. F. Krasser, returned to mother earth for eternal popular university where the poor but ambitious
rest Feb. 16, 1893. Among his best-known works youth of both sexes can obtain a classic and scienwe must mention "Antisyllabus" and "Ceterum tific education. The fees are but nominal, and the
Censeo.''
college is to be supported in the main by subscriptions from Freethinkers. The building will contain
The Belgian Freethinkers held their annual con- a large library, lecture halls, and a large hall where
gress at Liege on May 21st and 22d. Judging from concerts and theatricals can be held. Quite a large
the number of new adherents and of older societies sum l.tas already been guaranteed, and yet the inviwhich· hav signified their intention to participate, tations to subscriptions are out but two weeks.
the congress must hav been a splendid success.
The cry for universal peace is spreading, and some
Viktor E. Lennstrand will make a lecture tour of Christian churches hav begun to take it up, seeing
the United States this summer. Those of our no doubt that the church can make capital out of
friends who wish to secure his services had better this movement as she has done in the past out of the
write to Mr. Axel Lundeberg, Hotel Brunswick, temperance agitation. To such of our readers as
Minneapolis, Minn., who is Mr. Lennstrand's busi- might be confronted with the statement that the
peace movement is of Christian origin we wish to
ness manager.
state that this is not so. Several ancient sages
The city co.uncil of Ulm, Wiirtemburg, has pro- speak against war, but plainer than any other is the
hibited the future appearance of the dramatized Chinese Micius, a younger contemporary of ConFor extract of his speech see Die Waffen
version of Werner's novel, "At the Altar." The fucius.
drama was played seven times at the Ulm Theater Nieder I April, 1893, and Zeitschrift fur Missionswhen at last the Catholics objected. It did hurt hunde und Religions wissenschajt, viii, part 1, 1893,
p. 17.
their feelings. How touchy some folks are !
The first cremation has taken place in the crematory at Copenhagen, Denmark. The crematory has
existed for several years, but the clergy's influence
with the king had heretofore prevented the cremation bill from becoming a law. This is the old
story of the opposition of the church to all reform.
The well-known German Freethinker, Dr. C.
Ruger, leader of the Freethought movement in the
Rhine provinces, has been sentenced to four months'
imprisonment for "blasphemy." March 6th the
doctor entered the prison to serve out his sentence,
which was pronounced by the idiotic court of
Elberfeld.
Poking fun in public at Mr. Jehovah is, accord-.
ing to paragraph 171 of the Austrian criminal law,
to be punished with imprisonment not to exceed
three years. This is a decided improvement upon
the old-fashioned way, and even this punishment
was only obtained after a heated debate in the
Austrian House of Commons.
The Trinidad branch of the National Secular Society of England has elected its officers for the
ensuing year. Mr. Edgar Maresse-Smith. is president, Mr. P. Fort vice-president. The post of
treasurer is filled by Mr. Charles A. Meltz, while
our friend Mr. Emanuel dos Santos, of Port-ofSpain, is the society's secretary.
In Sweden Freethought is rapidly gaining
ground. But there our friend Mr. Lennstrand is
awake to the questions of the hour. Recently the
Swedish Freethinkers headed a movement for the
abolition of the death penalty, and secured over
eight thousand signatures. The bigoted king, however refused to listen. He is one of those an,
f
,
tiquated "eye for an eye and tooth or a tooth
men.
According to Hoffmann's "Catholic Directory,"
there are in the United States 8,806,000 Catholics.
Catholic schools are attended by 738,000 children;
Catholic orphan asylums contain 26,500 children.
There are 9,400 priests, 127 colleges, 656 academies,
3 567 schools, 465 benevolent institutions, 8,500
churches. Too bad, these statistics do not giv the
number of Catholics found in jails, state prisons,
and workhouses.
At a late educational congress held at Petersburg
Mr. A. C. Stramoljubskij read a paper in which he
proved from statistics "that if Russia founded
every year 3,250 schools, it would take 260 y~ar~
till the whole population could read and wr1te.
The educational budget of Russia amounts to
7 000 000 roubles ($5,600,000) yearly, and the popul~tio~ is over 100,000,000 people. It is hardly
necessary to state that Russia is a most Christian
country.
There has been trouble at Leipzig regarding the
erection of a crematory. The city fathers were in a
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spent all they owned in trying to hav him cured•
and then went begging alms for his support.
Satan saw he could riot triumph as long as Job's
wife was with him, as he cared for her above all else,
so he resolved to separate them. He took the form
of an old man, and told her she would be poisoned
by"living with such a diseased old man. But she
said he was her husband, and she should stay and
help him and care for him. She informed Job and
Job told her it was Satan, and she must not speak
to him again.
.
Then the evil one came to her again as a beautiful youth, and said, "What woman art thou, who
art so radiant in peauty ?" She said, "I am the
wife of a poor man named Job." He said, "0
woman! what hast thou, with thy wondrous beauty,
to do with a poor sick husband 7 Go and be divorced and marry me. I hav great possessions and
will treat.thee as a queen." She said, "I am the
wife of a prophet and desire nothing higher."
· Then Satan despaired of seducing her. Rahma
told Job and Job again warned her not to speak to
Satan.
Then Satan came as an angel and told her God
was angry with Job because Job did not render
thanks for the good things he gave him, and so he
had rejected him from being a prophet, and he
should be cast in hell; that the angels cursed him,
and she also must do so. Then Rahma wept to
think that after all the affiictions Job should no
longer be a prophet; and she went and told him,
and Job was angry at her and said he had warned
her twice not to speak to Satan, and as soon as he
got well he would giv her one hundred strokes
with a rod. Another version says Satan appeared
as a baker, and Rahma wanted bread, but had no
money, and the baker offered the bread for some of
The True Life of Job.
her hair, and she gave him three locks, and when
O~mpilea from BarinrJ- Goula's "Leyenas oj the Patriarchs ana she told Job he swore he would beat her as soon as
Prophets."
he was well. Thus Satan triumphed by making
Job was the grandson of Esau, and his wife Job swear and ill treat a good, true woman.
Rahma was a granddaughter of Joseph.
If Job was a true prophet he knew Rahma was
Job was more patient than any other prophet. really innocent, pure, and good. But women are
Job, Jethro, and Balaam were Pharaoh's three coun- really only slaves to man's whims and man-made
cillors and chief magicians, and by their enchant- laws.
ments they drew a line around the land of Egypt so
Job was sick seven years, and all this time his
that no slave could escape out of it, for when he wife ministered to him. Then God had compassion
came to the line he was held back and could not and said to him, "Strike the earth with thy foot."
overleap it ; but finally the Israelites broke over the Job did so, and from the dung-heap on which he
line, and the three prophets gave up witchcraft and sat a clear stream of water issued, the sweetest that
turned to the service of the living God.
there is, and it continued to flow, and God said,
Job had five hundred yoke of oxen, a thousand "Wash in this water." So Rahma poured it on
flocks of sheep and a thousand sheep in each flock. him, and he washed and all the sores were healed,
He had ten grown-up children, seven sons and and not a scar remained, and he was more beautiful
three daughters.
than before he was affiicted. Then God said,
Job believed the idols his people adored were no "Drink of the water." He did so, and all the
gods, and that there was but one true God. There worms inside of him died, and he was well.
This was in Bashan, and the fountain remains to
was an idol near his house that was much worshiped, and he prayed to the Lord to show him if this day and still heals the affiicted who bathe in it.
Then Job was told to fulfill his vow and beat his
it was a demon or not, and learning it was he destroyed it, and thus angered Satan. Job had been wife with a bundle of rods, but to take light rods.
warned of this, and said he was ready to suffer for So he took one hundred and bound them togBther
and smote Rahma, but did not hurt her. By this
the truth.
Satan came to Job's house in the form of a pil- action of Job the Mussulman doctors support their
grim, but Job had the gift of prophecy and knew it advice to those who hav taken rash oaths to clear
was the evil one, and said to the servant: "Tell themselvs by a subterfuge. Thus if a man has
sworn he will not enter his house again he is told
him I am occupied and cannot see him."
Satan left, and soon returned disguised as a beg- to allow himself to be bound hand and foot and
gar, and said to the portress : "Go and ask Job to carried into his home. If he has sworn to recite the
whole Koran it will be sufficient to say the word
giv me a morsel of bread."
"Tell him," said Job, "that I will not giv him of "Koran." Then God restored to Job double all
the bread I eat, because I will not hav anything in that he had lost and he lived twenty years more and
common with him, but offer him this burnt crust, died at the agE> of ninety-three. The worms that had
devoured his body turned into silk-worms ; the flies
that he may not say I sent him away empty."
Satan took the crust and bade the servant tell which had tormented him were converted into
Job that he would soon render to him such meas- honey-bees-before this there were neither silkworms nor honey-bees on the earth. Also the rain
ure as he had dealt to him.
So Satan ascended to God and received per- and snow which fell within his possessions were
mission to affiict and punish Job. He descended grains of gold and pearl, and he became the father
to earth and breathed such a hot blast that all the of seven sons and three daughters after he got well.
Who will say this is not a more interesting narcattle, sheep, and servants of Job were burnt up.
Then Satan took the form of a slave and ran and rativ than the one in the old Jew book of legends,
told Job, who answered: "The Lord gave, and the and no doubt just as correct and true?
ELl\UNA DRAKE SLENKEU.
Lord hath taken away, blessed be the name of the
I~ord !" Then Satan shook the earth under the
house where the sons and daughters of Job were
How to Help The Truth Seeker.
assembled, and the house fell and killed them all,
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus
and Satan (as a slave) informed Job, saying, ••Had save a half dollar apiece.
you seen their bleeding faces and their broken limbs,
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
and their brains bespattering the stones, and heard his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
their piercing cries, you would hav been heartcopies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
broken."
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
Job wept and lUted his eyes to God, and said to thE>m the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra. copies and circulate them among
Satan: "It is thou who comest to tempt and cast
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
doubt into my heart. Get thee hence."
back-number sample copies free.
Then Satan blew a hot breath up the nose of Job
5. Leave a. copy occasionally where it will be picked up
and poisoned all his blood. His body became scarlet -in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
the next day, and the next he was covered with cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
ulcers all except the head, tongue, eye, and heart;
when convenient hand one to a friend.
these Satan had no power over.
7. Get a. new subscriber by persuading some friend to
Job's friends all fled save his wife Rahma. She take it.
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music of birds, the beautiful Japanese temple and We wander through rooms more magnificent than
(Continued from page 373.)
drawings, and pictures, from the most primitive wonderful garden, and all these quiet sylvan scenes any king ever lived in. If we were royal born we
animal locon;wtion to the uses of steam and s·.1rrounded by the imperial grandeur of the great- could not walk amidst more sumptuous surroundest buildings in the world-these aspects make in- ings. Pavilions, balls. galleries, chambers, open
electricity.
The history of language and religion, of music deed an ideal place of this Wooded island ; a place before us. Maze after maze glitters upon our beand musical instruments, of printing and book- for thoughts and fancies, for romance and love, for wildered vision. A hundred nations have gathered
here and put their "best foot forward " in shining
making, of photography and the graphic arts, is dreamy wanderings and delightful repose.
procession. Germany is here competing with
THE MANUFACTURERS' AND LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING
clearly told.
I suppose the average American will find more to
After paAsing in review all the wonders which I France on a battle-field more brilliant than any
enjoy in the Government Building than in any have attempted to describe, one would thin,k that over which have rolled thunders of war, and it is
other part of the Exposition. There is a bright- the end of the panorama had been reached, and that doubtful which has won the victory. The German
ness and variety and genuine American dash about it would not be possible for larger marvels to be pavilion is simply wonderful. First of all, we look
it, and home feeling that is quite entertaining to unfolded, and yet through all these varied journeys upon the grand Gormania group, representing in
the loyal lover of his country. The Star Spangled amidst gorgeous days and illuminated nights, I bronze the mighty life of the Teutonic peopleBanner and pennons of red, white, and blue float have only brought my readers to the threshold of their history and their triumph. We enter through
profusely over the hall. The number and variety the mightiest wonder of all, o'~rarching and out- mammoth iron gates. We see the handiwork of
of the exhibits so intimately concerned with the spreading in lofty and magnificent display, crowded goldsmiths and silversmiths, and porcelain art-work,
life of the United States, its history, its vastness, its with the rarest wealth of the world., with sheen of tile paintings, medallions, the beautiful wroughtstrength, its majesty-everything-so app-eal to the diamond and gold, with daintiest devices of art, iron fence. This fence is 40 feet high and 22 feet
common mind, are so practical and yet so romantic with the elegance and the luxury of all lands. No wide. The length is 161 feet. Fruit and flowers
and wonderful, that it is no surprise to see in this Aladdin's palace ever glittered with such splendor ·and delicate leaves have been hammered from the
building day after day the largest and most ani- as this. You can walk for miles and miles beneath iron until they look to be· the work of a skillful
mated crowds of people. The building is attract- the same roof, and spacious !'"cenes still throng goldsmith instead of brawny wielders of sledgeively located, Lake Michigan on one side and the upon the view. You can spend a month in this hammers over huge anvils: Towering high above
main. lagoon on the other. It is constructed of vast and wondrous building and not exhaust its the top piece is a basket of flowers lcoking, save for
iron and glass, at a cost of $400,000. In archi- treasures. The eight wonders of the world com- color, as life-like as wax flowers. and these have
We see also the
tecture, with its huge dome, it bears a strong re- bined could not equal this, and if I should meet a been wrought by hammers.
semblance to the National Museum at Washington. company of average men and women and be the "crown jewels." One room is fitted up in blue and
Its decorations are exceptionally :fine. The panels sole narrator to them of this amazing structure, gold, modeled after the reception room in the imare emblematic of abundance, with an allegorical they would certainly put me down as a colossal liar. perial palace at Berlin. Exquisite frEsco work
display of the various industries of the country, It could not be believed without corroborative attracts our gaze. There is a German hunter's
such as ceramics, tapestries, wood-carving, stone- testimony. Fortunately, I have a thousand news- room of the olden time. Around the walls are
cutting, metal work, lumber and mining, cotton and papers to avouch my truthfulness. What I here say antlers and st.uffed birds; on the shelves quaint old
shipping, manufactures and agriculture. Facing will be set forth in sedate veracity, and yet the beer mugs and tankards. There is a German renaissance dining room with sideboards and cabinets,
the north entrance is a large painting representing wildest dream of the poet is outdone.
the triumph of liberty. The central figure is CoThis is the greatest structure on the Exposition bronze busts, old clocks, oak chairs and tables,
lumbia, about to be crowned with laurel leaf, one grounds, and the largestouilding of the kind ever curtains and tablecloths with the richest gold emhand resting upon an eagle. To her left in the dis- erected. Its lengfh is 1,687 feet, and its width 787 broidery. The embossed leather is worth a day's
The work is raised, colored,
tance her achievements are portrayed by a harbor, feet. Its cost is $1,500,000. The floor alone con- journey to see.
with vessels, cranes, and elevators. Beside these sumed over three million feet of lumber and five bronzed, gilded, and figured by laborious handiis a railway with train of cars approaching a depot. carloads of nails. It contains forty-four acres of work, and not by stamping. There is a picture of
Facing the south entrance is a representation of space. One thousand cottages each twenty-five by a steamer on a rough sea made by needles. The
the signing of the Declaration of Independence. fifty feet could :find room in its interior. Within sheen of the water is skillfully imitated. There are
Over the east and west entrances are paintings the building is a gallery :fifty feet wide around all dainty things for the children-a heaven of toys.
typifying 1492 and 1892.
four sides, .and projecting from this are eighty-six I can't describe the many novelties. There is a
As you pass out of the Government Building to smaller galleries twelve feet wide, from which baby kitchen valued at $200, a Santa Claus wagon
Manufacturers' Building you can take a glance at visitors may survey the vast exhibits and the busy fifteen feet high, with stuffed horse and stuffed St.
the Marine Hospital and, if more curious, can step scenes below. The galleries are approached from Bernard dol!. The wagon is piled full with boys
in and see how Uncle Sam takes care of his ailing the main floor by thirty great staircases twelve feet and girls and all that they delight in. There's a
wide each. Columbia Avenue, :fifty feet wide, ex- toy stable. with horses and hostler. There are
Jack taTs.
We now might wind up the day's wanderings tends through the length of the building, and an scien ific toys-steam-engine, electrical machinery,
with a stroll over Wooded island. This is a relief avenue of like width at the center crosses it at right and magic-lanterns. There are battle-ships three
from the continuous exhibition of art and industry, angles.
.feet long, perfect in every detail, with sailors and
for here is nature in her gentle loveliness. Here
The style of the architecture is Corinthian. The guns. The display of textile fabrics, embroideries,
are acres of bright flowers, groves of trees, clumps long array of columns and arches in its facades is laces, and headwork is marvelous in beauty and
of shrubbery, and winding walks. The Japanese relieved by elaborate ornamentation symbolic of the variety. I can only suggest by noting a few things
village is located here and headquarters of the com- various arts and sciences.
at random which strike my fancy, as for hours and
missioners of Japan. At the southern end is the
There are four great entrances, one in the center hours I travel along these gilded highways. And
Davy Crockett cabin. There are artistic little of each facade. They are designed in the manner of this is only one pavilion. The Austrian pavilion
summer-houses where one can sit and enjoy the triumphal arches. Surrounding these portals is the attracts attention. In it are the gems of ceramic
pleasing sight and perfumes. Some of these have great attic story, with sculptures of eagles eighteen art, furniture, bric-a-brac, etc. Tbe glassware from
thatched roofs and are covered with growing vines. feet high. At each corner of the main building are Bohemia is among the most precious and delightful
One chief attraction will be the big, jolly-faced pavilions with arched entrances.
of the exhibits. Here is every quaint and graceful
sunflowers. There will be a profusion of these
The building occupies the most conspicuous place shape iridescent of hue, richly gilded, bearing hemagnificent blooms. It is proposed to make this in the grounds. It faces the lake, with lawns and raldic designs; and there are giraffes and storks and
the national flower. It grows in every state, is a promenades between. North is the United States the strangest kind of Oriental patterns. The ladies
native, an<l needs no skill in raising. There is not government building ; south the Music Hall and will find it hard to tear themselvs away from this
a farmyard from Maine to Texas but what is Peristyle and the injutting lagoon, and west the lovely display. And besides, there are the Bohemian
adorned with them. They will occupy the highest Electrical Building and the lagoon separating it garnets-stars, pins, combs, parasol handles inspot on the island and make a show that will rival from the Wooded island.
crusted with their old radiance.
in magnificence the Administration dome itself.
The exterior of the building is covered with
In the Spanish section are two rare vases by a
The great bed of roses will ere long display the most "staff," to represent marble. The huge fluted woman-a workingwoman. Both are made of iron
bewildering mass of color that eye ever looked upon. columns and immense arches are apparently of this -one in Etruscan and the other in pure Grecian
There are sixty thousand separate bushes in a patch beautiful material.
form-richly ornamented with gold hammered into
of an acre and a quarter. These have. been forThis great building is intended to accommodate the iron with exquisit~ designs. One is four feet
warded from every quarter of the globe, and ex- all the departments coming under the head of the from rim to base, and gleams with vines, Cupids,
perts claim that the collection is absolutely com- Manufacturers' and Liberal Arts.
and grnceful :figures of women in flowing drapery.
plete. There are six hundred and eighty varieties
The great nations of Europe, nearly all the South These vases are valued at $30,000 each.
of pansies represented by one hundred and :fifty American republics, and all civilizations and semiFrance rivals Germany-not so massive, but inthousand plants. Holland and Belgium have many civilizations have contributed to the imposing effect finitely graceful. The Gobelin room is magnificent.
hundred budding rhododendrons. Austria has a of this vast display.
The tapestries are costly and fascinating. The
display of lilies. England adjoins with costly holly
In the center of the building is a structure which Russian pavilion has an acre of space and repretrees and churchyard yewe. Near by are sixty sorts rises above all othe,_rs and attracts general attention. sentsa.n enormous outlay.
of sweet peas. Japanese creeping roses make a It is a clock tower 120 feet high standing on a base
The Japanese pavilion is curious in construction.
carpet of delicate color. One section of the island 40 feet high. Fronting each of the four grand It is composed almost wholly of hand-carved
is devoted to our grandfathers', or rather our avenues are four portals 16 feet wide and 28 feet native woods with metal ornaments. There is a
grandmothers', flowers-the larkspurs, the colum- high on each side of which are panels with inscrip- bronze image of the sacred phenix. The CingabineB, and Canterbury bells. Nature also disports tions of the story of Columbus. The clock has a lese pavilion is most beautiful. The supports of
some delightful freaks-lilacs with yellow leaves, face 7 feet in diameter and shows the hours, min- the little house are of ebony. Five varieties of
willows with boughs of purple shade, etc. Along utes, seconds, and days of the month. Above is a Ceylon wood are in this pavilion-ebony, satinthe edge of the island are water plants. The stately chime of nine bells. The dome at the bight of 120 wood, humbuck, margosa, and raini. It took one
swan floats by, the duck and the gull are on the feet is surmounted by a globe 16 feet in diameter. hundred men six months to carve these woods for
fight for sunny spots. Thousands of birds sing in
I can give only in barest outline the greatness the pavilion. From far-away Siam are unique exthe wilderness of bushes.
and variety of this structure. Simply to see this hibits. The products of Siam, with a population
As summer advances the Wooded island will be a building, simply to walk through it, overwhelms of twelve million, rank in- extent and value with
favorite resort. It is ·nearly in the center of the one with surprise; but when you reflect that in those of many Western nations. Nine-tenths of
grounds and commands a fine view of the main this "forty-acre cottage " are gathered the most these people can read and write. The exhibits of
buildings. The shadows and the sunshine, the splendid productions of human skill from every women's work show exceeding skill. One is a
bright green grass, the lagoon flowing on either quarter of the globe, it will be seen how impossible screen executed in gold and silver threads. It
side, the ornamented bridges, the gay boats skim- it is to describe the grandeur of the scene. The represents a branch of the fruit tree known as the
ming along, the infinite variety of blossom, the value of articles on exhibition is over $50,000,000. lichee, the red and white fruit in full size, with
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gr~en leaves and twigs.

Perc?ed on the latter, or I wandering along. Still we mount, and all the
flymg ~etween them, are b1rds and butterflies. colors and forms blaze into one glittering mass.
Wo~en B work ~lao ex~e~ds to silk and cotton We can no longer distinguish. It is like a vast,
fabncs, fancy artwle~, mmmture household utensils brilliant carpet, and the people seem like little mice
m~de_ of gold and B1lver. . The men exhibit their scudding over it, and we get so high that we can
~k1llm manufactures of chmaw:are, pottery, carved scarcely make out if there is any motion at all, and
Ivory-work, basket-w:or~, mattmgs, wax flowers, we might imagine that morn and sunset were taken
clay model~, an~ pamtmg. Here are also boats, from the sky and lay in gorgeous confusion far becarts, muswal mstr_uments, photographs, -fishing neath our lofty course. We are glad when we
appara~us, m~ney, mmerals, and articles illustrating reach the platform, right under the dome, and take
tbe mail. serviCe of ~~e c~untry_.
. .
a last look at that extraordinary scene. But we
The S1amese pav1hon Itself IS a curiOSity. Over have not reached the summit yet. Through a windthe entrance. are the ivory tusks of an elephant who ing corridor we still climb, and at length reach the
must have hv~d to be a hundred years old. Each roof, a small farm in mid-air, and here the supreme
of thea~ t~sks_ IB 9 feet long, and weighs 114 pounds. vision bursts upoll our view- a reality, and yet it
The ~arr IS sa1d to be worth $5,000.
seems a dream, a dream of ineffable glory. The
. It IB beyond ~y power to enumerate the pavil- great lake is before us, its soft blue floating away
wn_s, pagodas,. kwsks, .a~d ornal?ented square~ in into a brilliant green and golden color, and this is
whwh the foreign exh1b1ts are displayed. Besides lost in the luminous gray of the horizon. We can
what I have already mentioned are exhibits of over look for miles away and even discern the distant
forty ~ations, togeth~r with the magnificent repre- shores and villages when the sun is especially
sentatwn of the Umted States. It would take a bright. We see the ships and the steamers and the
hundred pages simply to catalogue.
smaller craft voyaging in various directions. The
The Educational exhibit is the noblest ever dis- long line of the city stretches against the lake,
played-full of entertainment aud instruction-and while to the northward and westward and southshows the vast progress which has been made. ward are the dwellings of one million five hundred
The exhibit cor;nprises three divisions, vill.: 1. Public thousand people-a stupendous picture, indescribaschools, educatiOn of teachers, normal schools, high ble in its contrasts and harmonies. For twenty
schools, and asylums for the blind, deaf-mutes, and miles circles away this theater of buildings, where
idiots. 2. Colleges. 3. Universities and libraries. wealth and poverty side by side play out the great
Works of pupils are on exhibition. Manual trainip.g is drama of human life. I suppose that nowhere else
represented. The kindergarten is beautifully illus- in the world can such a quantity of buildings be
trated. All the states in the Union, together with seen as from the top of this building. Away off to
foreign nations, take part .in this comprehensive the dim prairies, amidst clouds of smoke, glimmers
display. The German exhibit is especially notable, and glooms the huge scene, masses of sunshine
as IB that of Harvard and Yale.- These include uni- side by side with black columns and dark depths.
versity publications, photographs of grounds and It is a mile-long walk around this lofty roof, an j ten
buildings, the methods of work and study.
thousand people can swarm here at once and look
In the musical exhibit are bells, chimes, musical upon the varying panorama in every direction.
glasses, stringed instruments, and everything from . From this point is the most complete view of the
the violin to the piano. In the theatrical exhibit Fair grounds. The majesty somewhat of the other
are costumes, masks, armor, scenery, and illustrated buildings disappears, but the harmony and beauty
histories of dramatic art in all nations and ages.
are preserved. To the northward along the lake
It is impossible to note the decorations of this shore are the .group of foreign buildingR in beautigreat building.
They are among the finest tri- ful val"iety; then the eye ranges along the vista of
umphs of human art.
states until it reaches Illinois's magnificent structTo give some idea of the immensity of this ure and California's fantastic pile; thence fronting
structure it may be stated that the whole imperial the vista we behold the Palace of Art, with its noarmy of Germany might be placed beneath its ble dome and colossal figure; thence across the
roof. It is three times as large as St. Peter's ca- shining lagoon we take in Brazil's brilli::tnt edifice
thedral at Rome, and the largest church in Chicago and the Turkish pavilion. After that the eye rests
can be placed in the vestibule of St. Peter's. There upon the Fisheries Bmlding, with its flowing archiis room on the floor space for six games of base- tecture; then right at our feet is the Government
ball at one time, with the "regulation field" for Building. Thence crossing the ornamental bridge
each, and then leave plenty of room for outsiders our vision embraces Wooded island, with its mass
to look on.
of flowers and green spaces. Over across the
Now I have tried to flash some idea of this Wooded island we behold Woman's elegant temple,
towering and immense structure, and the amazing and this side of it the ample dome of Horticultural
wealth it contains. I have tried to pick out a little Building; then turning to the left, looking westhere and there, to give an adequate conception of Wf!.rd, Choral Hall greets our view; then Transits variety, magnificence, its wondrous nicety of portation Building, with its gorgeous color and
detail, and massive sublimity. It is like the Alps golden entrance.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
or the great Rocky mountains in its relations to
other buildings, and in its majesty and luster disInternational Congress of' Freethinkers.
plays the history of the world, the transcendent
genius of man.
As announced in my letter last week, the comImagine this mighty building if you can. See its mittee that had been appointed to arrange for the
dome, two hundred and fifty feet above your head, above Congress met on the evening of the 6th inst.
adorned with all the colors of the dawn and the sun- and discussed matters relating to the same. The
set, and the white splendor of the sky beyond. See committee was represented in full from the
the vast walls glittering with a thousand imageries. American Freethought societies, l:ut no representaSee the flags and pennons of a hundred nations, as tiv from Canada was forthcoming. I had written
if the atmosphere were a garden and flowers of to Captain Adams acquainting him with t.he situaevery radiant hue bloomed and floated in its vast tion and asking for some one to be appointed in
spaces. See the great galleries, and wander up the their behalf, to work in conjunction with the comwide staircase and look down upon the dazzling, mittee. No answer has been received from Captain
illimitable scene; take in at one glance that which Adams at the time of writing, hence no report could
represents fifty millions of dollars-gold and silver, be given thereon. Judge Waite was unanimously
bronze and marble, iron and glass, jewels and elected chairman of the committee, and John R.
tapestries in every form and grace. But this is not Charlesworth was by the same vote elected secretary
all. Even when you have seen this great building of the committee. After the preliminaries had been
and wandereJ through its endless corridors; even got through with, the committee settled down to
when you have traversed its vast galleries and business, and the following program was unanilooked down upon its thirty acres of floor space, mously agreed upon.
The Congress shall be held for a period of eight
crowded with every conceivable expression of human ingenuity-a poem in itselt ; even then you days, commencing with Sunday tLe ht da) uf
have not touched the grandest point of view. The October, and ending with Sunday October the
cap-sheaf is yet to come, and can I make you 8th.
There being a good prospect for a large reprerealize the dazzling experi11nce? Come with we to
the elevator. Do you dare to go up, two hundred sentation of non-English-speaking Freethinkers, it
and fifty feet, straight up to that far-off roof? It was also decided that the days shall be devoted
will make you dizzy. But we will venture the airy successivly as follows:
Sunday, Oct. 1st, addresses of welcome, and the
journey, even if something breaks and we go to
everlasting smash, as we surely will if the elevator opening ceremonies shall be conduCted in English,
should happen to take a tumble. We are in for it, with an address of welcome to the foreign delegates
however, since we shall never have such another in French.
Monday, Oct. 2d, the addresses will be given in
chance to make a round trip to heaven in flesh and
blood. We mount upward, and what is it before the Scandinavi:m languages and English.
Tuesday, Oct. 3d, German and English.
us ?-what a city we behold beneath! In addition
Wednesday, Oct. 4th, English and such others as
to the floor space we see fourteen acres of gallery
space-all crowded, shining, a thousand people may be agreed upon hereafter.

·rhursday, Oct. 5th, business meetings, and afterward the delegates will visit the World's Fair en
masse.
Friday, Oct. 6th, to visit the various· places of
interest in and around the city of Chicago.
Saturday, Oct. 7th, business meetings, etc., to
conclude with a grand banquet in the evening.
Sunday, Oct. 8th, the farewell addresses will be
made consequent upon the adjournment of the
Congress.
The committee will endeavor to adhere as closely
as possible to the program outlined above, although
the right is reserved to modify the .same as the
committee may deem advisable, but in such cases
they will be guided by the circumstances and conditions of the ssason.
An imposing array of talented speakers are expected to be present, and this will make the Congress the most imposing that has yet been held
within the United States. G. W. Foote, president
of the National Secular Society of Great Britain,
and editor of the London Freethinker, has made
the .announcement that he will probably attend.
Mr. Foote is a first-class orator, witty, humorous,
and satirical, a store of argument in each sentence,
which shows what the English language may become in the hands of a master mind. Mr. Foote, it
may be remembered, has suffered imprisonment for
his opinions, being sentenced to one year in the
Holloway jail for blasphemy, as the ignorant Christians term it
Should he eventually decide to visit
our shores, and bring ft'om across the Atlantic news
of the progress he has made in our cause, he may
be assured of a royal welcome. Charles Watts,
who is well known on this continent, is also expected to make the journey with him.
Victor Lennstrand is also expect!'ld to be present,
the well-known Swedish Freethought martyr. Our
Scandinavian friends should turn out by the thousand, to welcome this courageous and undaunted
champion of Liberty to our land. Frau Henrich
Wilhelmi has also been invited and will very likely
be present and address the Congress in German,
Like those previously mentioned, she has suffered
martyrdom, in the form of imprisonment, for mere
opinion's sake, because she had dared to speak out
her honest thoughts in face of public opinion.
Our Teutonic brethren should certainly do all in
their power to giv her a cordial welcome should she
come to the Congress.
In addition to these the following speakers are
also invited to be pre ent:
Helen H. Gardener, Samuel P. Putnam, John R.
Charlesworth, Judge Waite, Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
L. K. Washburn, Captain Adams, J. E. Remsburg,
W. F. Jamieson, B. F. Underwood, Franklin
Steiner, Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, C. R Reynolds,
Katie Kehm Smit4, Dr. J. L. York, Mrs. Severance,
Mr. 0. Shay, and John F. Geeting. Our friends
will see by this that the committee desires to provide the Freethinkers of the world with an educational and oratorical feast. This will require a
large sum of money, to hire a suitable hall, to
properly advertise and pay contingent expenses.
So once again we put forth an urgent appeal for
funds that are necessary to make this Congress a
success. Remember that each organization is to
contribute its share toward the expenses, so that
friends desiring to help financially may send their
donations to which they prefer. All communications relativ to the Congress should be addressed
to me.
JoaN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. of Committee of Arrangements.
On behalf of the Federation I hav to announce
the receipt of the following donations:
G. W. Goff, Kearney, Neb .................................... $5.00
Thos. H. Hecox, "
" .................................... 1.00
F. H. Kirts, New Lancaster, Kan ........................... 1.00
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec Freethought Federation of America.
345 W: Randolph st , Chicago, Ill.
·
It Pleases Mr, Shaw.
From

the

Inaepenaent Pulpit.

"The Resurrection of Jesus."-An Agnostic view, in
which there is nothing said against the personal charat~
ter of the man (if he was a man> Jesus. It only attacksand with reason, too-some of the superstitions that hav
long been associated with his name. It is an able work
and should find a ready acceptance among thoughtful
Freethinkers. 'l'he work is anc.nymous, which is to be
regretted. The author givs as a reason for this that. the
clergy may consider the 8ubject-matter instead of wasting their ammunition in personal attacks upon him. It
is published by the Trnth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette
place, New York. Price in cloth 75 cents, in paper 40
cents.
Bound Volumes of The 'fruth Seeker.
We hav a few bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
the year just closed (1892) which will be eent on receipt
of $4. We also hav a few of previous years which can
be sold for $3. Readers desirous of keeping files as received weekly can obtain the File Binder for $1,
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A. Freethinker's Missing Friend.
R. M. S. TEUTONIO, May 31, 1893.

MR. EDITOR: William Tindall, nativ of
Liverpool England, was for some years
in the cu~toms service, China; was last
heard from as living at Everett, Wash.,
March, 1892. If any of our TRUTH
SEEKER family can giv information as to
his whereabouts it will greatly oblige his
mother and family. Her address is, Mrs.
Tindall, 17 Haydock road, Liscord,
Cheshire, England.
Taos. KEWLEY.
A. Freethinkers' Town Proposed.

KANDIYOHI, MINN., May 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I like your paper 0. K.,
and it should be read by everybody who is
not rid of the Middle Age darkness, and
will not be so long as there are eighty
thousand drones called preachers to be
fed and clothed by the people besides
their families. These are a hypocritical
set of parasites.
I intend to lay out on part of my farm a
town-site some time next fall. 1 will sell
to one hundred Freethinkers one hundred
lots for $100 a lot, $50 cash and the balance in two payments at five per cent
interest. And I will donate one block for
a Thomas Paine Hall, and I will also
donate ten per cent of the proceeds of the
sale of the next one hundred lots sold for
the erection of a Thomas Paine Hall. If
t.he Freethinkers of the United States
want to start a town of their own this will
be an opportunity for them to do so.
Anybody who likes this idea can send
their application to me before October 1,
1893, for a lot of this kind, not after. Before the town-site is plotted and recorded
no lot can be sold, but after that is .done
and the lots are opened for sale everybody
has the same right to buy. If the Freethinkers want to get the control of a town
of this kind the control must be obtained
before the lots are thrown on the market.
The town-site will be located on Ce. 33, T.
119, R. 34, one hundred miles west of St.
Paul, on the north side of Crow river,
whi<.Jh"fl.ows out of Lake Waconda.
S. J. J!'LECKTON.
A. Rallying Song.

DEERING, ME., June 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: !see by THE TRUTH SEEKER
that the World's Fair is at last open on
Sunday, in spite of all opposition. The
tidings filled my heart with joy. TG those
among us who hav labored early and late
for the cause of intellectual freedom much
praise is due. To them and to all others
who love Truth for Truth's sake I respectfully address the following stanzas:
Come, freemen of America, and hear the
joyful news,
'Tis sure to cheer each true man's heart
and drive away the blues;
You can see the great World's Fair, my
friends, on Sunday if you choose.
Freethought forever for America.
Oho.-Hurrah! hurrah! 'tis joyful news
we bring,
Hurrah! hurrah! let freemen dance and
sing,
Let Freedom's bell with brazen tongue
the glorious anthem ring,
Freethonght forever for America.
'Tis glorious news indeed, my friends, and
marks the coming day,
When Superstition from the mind of man
shall fade away,
And all the world from pole to pole acknowledge Freedom's sway.
Freethought forever for America.(Oho.)
So take heart, all my Freethought friends,
and don't giv way to fear,
That day is fast approaching and the time
is very near
When Truth shall all triumphant reign
and Error disappear.
Freethought forever for America.(Oho".)
Yours for Freethought, FRED IRISH.

An

Intere~oting

Veteran's Tale.

AUBuRN, MIOH., June 2, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am receiving your horrible paper from Dr. C. W. Mason, Bay
City, Mich., and am delighted with it. I
was looking over the advertisements this
morning and I found in the issues of
1892, "Why Don't God Kill the Devil?"
by M. Babcock, and " The Holy Bible

Abridged." Now, sir, please send me
three Abridged Bibles and one "Why
Don't God Kill the Devil?" and oblige an
old Freethinker. I was born in East
Berne, Albany county, N. Y., in the
woods full of the wild animals, May 27,
1813. My father had three wives and
twenty-one children, seventeen girls and
four boys-and I am the twenty-first, the
only one lt3ft of the family. My father
was born in Stonington, Conn., in the
year of 1746. My mother was born in the
year of 1776 in Schenectady county, N. Y.
My father died when I was eight years old,
and I was put out among strangers and
tyrants, and grew to manhood and could
not read, write, or cipher. I went to
school four winters, three months in each
year; no grammar class in our schools.
You must excuse my skip-hop-and-jump
letter.
I am a Bob Ingersoll man, you bet. I
don't believe in a forked-tailed and clovenfoot animal. Every man makes his own
hell.
Yours in Freethought, Liberty, and
Truth,
S. S. RANDALL.
A. Brother Prayeth.

GmBoN, NEB.,
}
Sabbath Morn, Jnne 4, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you a prayer put
forth by
C. PuTNAM.
A NEBRASKA PRAYER.
Job xiv, 6.
Turn from us, 0 Lord, that we may
rest! Turn from us that we may not be
altogether dissuaded from the belief that
thou art a God at all, or boldest in thine
attributes even the semblance of a God.
Because our lands were parched and dried
up and all vegetation was dying, because
our labor to raise crops and subsist on the
earth was going for nanght without rain,
and because we prayed fervently and with
deepest solicitation to thee for a little rain,
behold now thou dost send torrents and
cloud-bursts, and art drowning us with
floods. Thou hast also let loose upon us
the grievous hail that hath broken our windows, pounded our crops into the ground,
and killed our stock. Hast thou no control over the elements or over thine own
passions? Wilt thou manifest the vengeance of a fool rather than the jnst and
wise judgments of a benefice:p.t God? Hast
thou given into our care the earth for our
subsistence, with the command to earn
our bread by the sweat of our brow; hast
thou endowed us with appetites and desires essential to our existence, and hast
thou proraised us seed-time and harvest,
and, further and above all, hast thou
promised to hear and answer our prayers,
only to mock us with disaster when out of
our distress we call upon thee? Wilt thou
serve us still as thou didst thine own
chosen people, who after their natural instincts, which thou hadst given them
confessedly for their good, craved a little
meat, and then in anger thou didst stuff
them with quail for a whole month
until it killed them? Hast thou no equilibrium of thought, of passion, or of judgment? Canst thou do nothing good without overdoing it until it becomes a curse?
But if thou art limited in the effect of
judgment, canst thou not refrain from
venting thy jealous spleen upon the innocent? If thou canst not punish Chicago
or the commissioners of the World's Fair
for desecrating thy holy day-or rather
Oonstantine's-theri shouldst thou visit
thy wrath upon innocent people a thousand miles away? Turn from us, 0
Lord, that we may rest, not for Jesus's
sake, but for humanity's sake, Amen!

How to Promis Money to a Chnrch.
SAN DIMAS, CAL., May 16, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I believe you offer to send
one number a week of THE TRUTH SEEKER
to any one newsdealer in any town who
will sell it. I hav found such a man in
Pomona, Cal. He is willing to pay for all
he can sell.
At the building of a MethodiSt church
in Pomona, one of the deacons went to a
a certain lawyer and asked him to subscribe. The lawyer, in addition to being
Pomona's leading attorney, and, like the
deacon, a good judge of rattlesnake oil, is
a Bible-reading Infidel.
He told the
deacon that, he would giv $200 if the skypilot then at the helm of the church would
preach a sermon from a text that he (the
limb of the law) would select. The deacon
went off chuckling that he never made
$200 easier in his life. He went to the
man of God and told him what he had
done. But God's agent told him that it
would not do, he could not fill the contract. So the $200 was lost. It may be
that Comstock might do the job. We are

willing to hav a blast of Bible purity from
Tony at $200 a night for one night for the
benefit of the Lord's lambs.
How would it be to hav ·some cards
printed such as this:

i···

·firih:

r:~ai~~; ·a~~;i -~~~a· i·h~
··~h~i>·i~~ ~
:of Numbers from the twelfth to the 1
~thirty-first verse.

··························································

As a woman will always do what she is
told not to do, especially if she be a socalled Christian and she thinks it something naughty, we may get some of them
to read their Bibles more and not make
the blunder the deacon did.
JOHN A. STEVENS.
[We should like to hav some friend in
every town see a newsdealer and get him
to sell THE TRUTH SEEKER. Pick out an
honest man, tell him the paper is '' fully
returnable," and we will try him for three
months. He can pay for what he sells,
and send the others back. The price to
him will be five cents each copy. He can
sell them for eight or ten cents, according
to his conscience.-ED. T. S.]

Freethought Literature and Public
· Schools Are Onr Two Deliverers.

Nebraska and Colorado. About thirtyfive miles southwest of Lincoln, Neb., is a
small town named Dorchester. Six miles
f.'Outh of this city lies a graveyard.
Within this "slumbering-place " of the
dead rises a marble monument, as many
of the read~rs of your paper know, and
towers above all the rest. With my own
eyes I beheld this place and with my own
hand copied the following from the tombstone:
Think of a peace of fifty years,
A life devoid of hellish fears.
Died without fears of gods or ghosts,
Heavens or hells with all their hosts!
Upon making a few inquiries in the
neighborhood I learned that the occupant
of that grave wrote this verse, with many
more, before his death, and requested his
son to place it as an epitaph upon his
tombstone. At his funeral was read his
autobiography. And his easy death was
enough to show the folly of Christianity.
Yours in the "faith,"
CHARLES A. BURDICK.

Is God a Sabbath-breaker 1
NEw YoRK, June 1, 1893.

MB. EDITOR: A Liberal-minded lady

FT. STANToN, N: M., May 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I herewith send a club of
five for the fearleBB exponent of human
Liberty, the result of a three .months'
trial subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
This country has plenty of Freethinkers,
but most of them are too cowardly or too
indifferent to be listed as true-blue Liberals. That is not the right view to take.
It is our aid and assistance that enables
THE TRUTH SEEKER and other like papers
to dispel the fog and superstition which
the priesthood hav spread over the minds
of the race. These papers are doing the
work we want done; therefore, it is a
duty we owe to posterity and the human
race to do all in our power to aid these
fearless defenders of human rights.
Heston's picture of Priestcraft trying
to throttle Education in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of April 22d is awful, because we
know it is only too true. ·rs it possible that
our once-boasted public school system is
in danger of being crushed by this horde
of contemptible vampires? The monster
that would obstruct the public school system is the most dangerous enemy of the
human race. It is time that all thinking
people were awaking up to this great
danger.
I hav spent much of my time and means
in aiding the reform movement, but it has
been through organizations that find it
necessaey to stop at every cross- road to
pray for help, while the· other crowd who
used better sense got there first and
cleaned the platter. In my humble opinion there is but one thing that will bring
needed reforms, and that is education, universal education. The free schools are
doing this work slowly, but too surely to
suit popery. The man that will not guard
the free education of his children is unfit
to be classed as a citizen of a republic.
He should go off and die for the good of
his country.
J. N. CoE.

who has read THE TRUTH SEEKER and has
heard a great deal about the Sabbath, and
the Sunday closing of the World's Fair,
is desirous to be informed how she is to
understand the following statement in the
Bible. She says it is recorded in Gen. ii,
2: "And on the seventh day God ended
his work which he had made, and he
rested on the seventh day from all his
works which he had made." The lady
wishes to know if she is not to understand
God worked on the seventh day, for it
says he ended his work that day. This,
she says, corresponds with what Jesus
Christ says in John v, 17. Christ healed
a man that had had an infirmity thirtyeight years, and ordered him to take
up his bed and walk. The Jews said
it was the Sabbath and it was not lawful to
carry his bed. Jesus answered them,
"My father worketh hitherto, and I
work." "Now/' said she, "this is the testimony of Jesus. And it is a plain matter
of fact that God, whom he called his
father, fini~>hed his work on the seventh
day [she laid great stress on the seventh
day], and that Jesus broke down the
partition wall between Jews and gentiles
by working on the Sabbath. When the
Jews accused him of breaking the Sabbath
he replied, ' The son of man is lord of the
Sabbath day.'"
As we hav the example of Jesus Christ,
why do these hypocrite, members of
churches and preachers, insist on going
contrary to Christ's teaching, which is to
do good on the Sabbath?
It is a well-known fact that Sunday is
of heathen origin. There is not a passage
in the New Testament that warrants any
man or woman to keep it as a holy day.
The saying it is the Lord's day does not
make it so.
I trust the lady's mind may be made
clear by some able correspondent of THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
s. R. THORNE.

How to Promis to Join the Church.

CoLUMBus, KAN., June 6, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: You hav. ever bravely defended E. H. Heywood when his natural
and constitutional rights were invaded. I
too in my way hav done the same, in; the
Health Monthly. Your space limits me to
a little of the much I fain would write.
"Nothing is so sure as the unexpected."
To hear, one week after the event, that
E. H. Heywood, one of my best and most
appreciativ friends, was dead; that he had
written me his last hopeful, sympathizing,
inspiring letter, uttered or written his last
word and Word, was too much for my
intensely conscious, sympathetic, sensitiv nature.
His organism was peculiar, and so is
mine, through which-like all others! must measure and value him.
For three days I hav been filled with
unutterable emotions, which only copious
tears could relieve. Can it be, must it be,
that I, ten or more years his senior, must
write these words for ·him whom I expected to survive me? E. H. Heywood
was organically great and good: great because good. In his face and on his brow
there were no baseness, falsehood, crime,
or vice. How strange, that hostil, preju-

ELK PoiNT, S.D., May 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am well pleased to get a
sample copy of your paper. In the near
future I hope to be able to send you the
names of several new subscribers, mine
with the rest.
Oftentimes my schoolmates and associates hav asked me about my belief in God.
Yes, and not long ago in talking with a
certain Methodist minister I was asked
why I did not adhere to the Christian
faith and why I did not become a Chris·
tian myself. Said I, ''When you explain
to me how, when, and where Cain got his
wife then will I ha v time to consider your
questions and not till then." He has
never spoken to me since.
I do not doubt that you hav already
learned of the great disgraceful rape case
at Beresford, S.D., where a terrible crime
was committed by Rev. Mr. Wilson, of the
Methodist Episcopal church, upon the
thirteen-year-old daughter of Mr. Moulton. Rev. Mr. Wilson was sentenced to
fifteen years in the state prison. I refer
anyone who is interested to the mayor or
city marshal of Beresford, S. D.
During the year 1889 I visited southern

Tribute to Heywood.

t:rH:E
diced judges, juries, lawyers, and people
could not see him as, on the whole, their
equal or superior. " He needed no law
of state to teach him grudging submission
to the law of right."
He was often impolitic and indiscreet,
to his and his wife's and children's loss of
means and "costly reputation;" but as
Pope says: "All partial evil is universal
good."
Truth, liberty, and humanity domi·
nated him. He was in earnest and forgot himself. Like Garrison, with whom
and for whom he worked, he "would be
heard;" and his voice has echoed, and far
more will echo, round the world.
I see him studious and thoughtful in
college, and as the truths of nature come
to him, rejecting, one after another, the
inhuman absurdities of the past and
present. I see him founding, leading,
and working "without money and without
price" for, societies of peace, labor, freedom, equity, justice. I see him in Dedham jail, calm, hopeful, invincible. I see
him in New York, to advocate and defend
and celebrate the release of his fellowmartyr, D. M. Bennett, from prison. I
see him at Albany, N. Y., as the only one
to plead for Seward Mitchell, who at the
Freethought convention had been selling
" The Reign of Love in Freedom." He
showed the judge that the Bible was far
more "obscene " than the poem, and
Mitchell was released.
I see him ever
first and foremost in bebalf of " the
under dog," the malign"d aiid oppressed.
I see him, where I stood fifty years ago,
on the summit of Bunker Hill monument,
and in or near the shadow of which he
suffered two years in prison to gratify
the Christian revenge of our church-andstate, Christian, religio-politico civilization. 0 judicially martyred, murdered,
sacrificed hero and humanitarian, dead,
dead, yet living and ever to liv in the
future of humanity.
For thee, who was indeed her friend,
Shall woman's heart-felt prayers ascend.
0 moral hero unsurpassed;
Thy mental scope so lofty, vast;
My words are tame thy worth to tell.
Immortal hero, hail, farewell!
J. H. CooK.
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P~ases of the Labor Question," "Vested
Rights and Their Restoration by the Single Tax," " The Gospel of Individualism," "Ingersoll's Lecture on 'Liberty '"
"F d 1'
'
"Geu a IBm, or Root, Hoa,,, or Die' "
overnment Without Compulsory Taxation," ''The Present Social Status, and
Its Remedy," "Man's Ownership of
Woman," "The Life and Death of Nations." These are some of the questions,
and. you will see there are a variety of
subJects. And let me say right here, no
one can sit and listen to sucn lectures and
t~e discussions that always follow them,
Without learning something they did not
know before. The lectures were given
by persons that had made a. study of the
questions they spoke upon, and were ably
handled.
I would earnestly recommend that such
meetings be held in every town and city all
over the land. These lectures were all
volunteered, consequently the expense is
not great.
Spiritualism is having quite a boom here
now. About a year ago a new society was
formed, and they hav been holding meetings ever since, and I hear they are well
attended.
The great fault I find with
them is, they do not take up any of the
great practical questions of the day. But
they may come to that some time.
A. B. SEVERANCE.

A Noble Society Started.

1.t(i, 1893.

creased our membership to twenty-six that
day. A number who had been rather
timid about joining were willing to stand
up and be counted.·
A little grocery-keeper who has his
stand next door to our hall and who is
usher for one of the churches made complaint that he was disturbed at night and
deprived of his natural rest by the society,
and about the same time we discovered a
large hole had been punched through the
plastered wall between our hall and his.
bedroom. In attempting to punch a small
hole he had loosened more than three
square feet of plastering on our side. We
at once notified the town marshal and
quite an excitement was the result. More
than one hundred people hav come into
the hall to see the hole. We rendered
our first program last .Sunday, which consisted of better music than any of the
churches can furnish, speeches, original
papers, selections, etc., with a display of
spring bonnets surpassed by none. We
hav bought a piano and are negotiating
to build a hall, on the building and loan
association plan, which at $10 per month
(the rent we pay) will pay for itself in a
few years. Better than this, we are raising a large cash fund with which to insure
the permanent residence of a lecturer.
We hav commenced a fine mineral cabinet,
and hav quite a respectable library, which
has been donated by members and others.
We hav many periodicals and magazines,
amongst which is THE TRUTH SEEKER. In
a few weeks we will hold a mineral exhibition from the hnndreds of gold, silver,
tin, and other mines and claims in the
neighb<Orhood. Our new microscope will
arrive from New York in the mean time.
We expect to hold agricultural fairs,
flower festivals, chrysanthemum fairs,
citrus fairs, exhibitions of art, exhibitions
of products, etc., at least one a month the
year around. Let the church boycott; we
are able to take care of ourselvs. Let the
boodle editor sling his dirty flings; they
are a compliment to us. Let the little
groceryman lie awake at night with his
ear to the hole in the wall; he may learn
something. If we can interest ourselvs
and our children in oor society, with our
library and our music, our games, microscope, telescope, chemical apparatus, assay furnace, modeling in clay, printingpress, classification of wild flowers, minerals, and all the things we do and hope to
do in the near future, God will certainly
not be as jealous of our success as the
prrachers. But we are going to be
squashed out if such a thing is possible.
F. H. HEALD, Secretary.

ELsiNORE, CAL., May 25, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: There is plenty of music in
the air at Elsinore just now, all on account of a little society which we hav
started for the diffusion of useful knowledge. There are a great many people
here who do not attend any church, and
as business is generally closed on Sunday
we hav long felt the need of some sociability and some place of meeting where we
could enjoy an hour or two together without listening to the insults which our wise
ministers heap upon such intellectual
giants as Paine,- Darwin, Tyndall, Ingersoll, and others. We hav seen the need
of some place where our boys and girls
could meet without being compelled to
listen to the usual "chestnuts;" some
place where they could be interested in
something really useful while becoming
Liberals, Hold Like Meetings.
interested in each other; therefore about
three weeks ago we organized a little soMILwAUKEE, Wxs., May 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: It has been some time ciety which we hav named " The Society
since I inflicted myself on your readers. of Science, Art, and Literature." There
But I wish to report progress of Free- were but seven members the first week,
thought in our city for the last year.
but we rented a. hall and held a "Rose
There never has been so much agitation Carnival " Friday and Saturday of that
and discussion upon practical subjects week. The hall was profusely decorated,
An Anti-Spiritualist Replied To.
that are for the interest of mankind here and about one hundred and fifty varieties
as there has been in the last year. We of roses were on exhibition in great num·
CAMP ALAMO, LowER CAL., MEx.,}
June 1, 1893.
hav what is called a Reform Municipal hers. One single bouquet of solid roses,
FRIEND SHUMAKER: I hav read your
League here of over five hundred mem- embracing every variety and color on exbers, for the purpose of reform in politics hibition, was five feet high and seventeen article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of l<'ebruary
The 4th, under the head of "Spiritualism and
of our city; and it has already done great and one-half in circumference.
good, although only about six months words "Society of Science, Art, and Lit- Christismity Alike Superstitions." You
erature " were made in bright colors of hav taken one step in tile right direction
old.
Our Liberal Club has helped to bring roses, jessamine, geraniums, etc., in very by reading Spiritualist literature, and givabout this, for the lectures and discussions large letters. Tables were covered with ing the authors credit so far as you can
that we hav had for the last five years hav labeled varieties with the name of the ex- judge from your standpoint. Thus far all
helped to Liberalize the people on the· hibitors, and hundreds of tastefully right. That is a step that some Materialgreat questions that pertain to their happi- arranged bouquets were made for the ists dare not take. But when you call
ness. We hav just closed our meetings visitors. We had wagon-loads of them, Spiritualism a :Superstition, a product of
for this season, to be opened again in and crowds of people visited the exhibi- the brain, there is where your great and
October. Other similar clubs ha.v formed tion. Saturday night we held an appro- ludicrous mistake lies. The fact is with
all over the city for discussion that ha.v priate ball, and cleared money enough to you as many others, you pass judgment
pay a month's rent. Sunday we had without investigation. How can you pretaken their cue from our club.
Take it all together, we hav the most several new members, and arranged a sume t.o know that the statement of Mr.
Liberal city in this country, and Free- progressiv eucher party for Friday night, Roberts, that a spirit grasped his hand, is
untrue, when you hav never been where
thought is increasing rapidly. Sunday is which w~.ts also a success.
We had been very careful indeed to hav that and other manifestations are alleged
a. holiday here. All places of amusement
are kept open. In fact, you can do any- no mention for or against religion in our to occur?
According to the last census there are
thing here on Sunday that is proper for by-laws or in our meetings, hoping we
you to do on a week-day. At the same time could go on in peace without stirring up about seventy-five million avowed Spiritthe churches are a.ctiv and doing all they the dirty workers of the churches, ualists. I hav com;ersed with them and
can to hold their own, but they hav lost but it was of no avail. Last night read their periodicals for the past twentythe local paper, which is run by a cow- five years. Note the following statement:
their strong hold upon the people.
Some of the subjects we hav had lectures ardly cur for all kinds of blackmail- I hav the first one to hear from yet who is
and discussions upon in the last few ing purposes, came out with a number a Spiritualist on hearsay or faith. But all
months are "Woman and Her Work," of slurs ag-ainst the society, and was fol- who call themselvs confirmed Spiritual" The Ballot a Nat ural Right," "Life in lowed Sunday by all the preachers appeal- ists are such by virtue of unquestionable
Siberia as a Russian Exile," "Spiritualism ing to their members to stamp us out. evidence of their own senses. I will take
and What Good It Has Done," " Poli- One illiterate fellow in particular stated it for granted that you are in possession of
tics," "Ingersoll on Voltaire," by a Jew- that while it was not an organization the five senses, on which we all depend in
ish rabbi, "The World is Growing Bet- which could be called bad, yet it was ''run forming our opinions of any and all things.
ter," "Government Ownership of Rail- by those known to be Infidels, and there· By the use of those senses you are enabled
roads," "A Nation's Disgrace," "That fore very dangerous to society and the to recognize the members of your family
Pension Question," ''Socialism," ''Chris- community." He told his flock "not to and acquaintances, and their handwriting,
tianity versus Science," "Some Needed associate with anyone who belonged to the language, etc., when you get letters from
Legislation," ''Thomas Paine," on his society or had anything to do with it." those absent. Especially is a person's
anniversary, ''Municipal Reform," ''Some He said so much, howl;lver, that we in- identity proven when he or she writes to
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you detailing incidents known only to you
and him, and especially when such incidents are forgotten by yourself. Now be
it understood once for all that the tenets
of Spiritualism as a whole are founded on
the ovidence of all the five senses;
Firat there is the full-form materialization, where they can be seen and recognized as readily as you can recognize those
you know, often materializing and dematerializing in full view of an audience.
They walk, talk, liling, shake hands, caress,
kiss, and llhow their individuality just as
they did while clothed in the bcdy..
Then there is the independent slatewriting, where the writing is done inside
of closed slates, the slates being furnished
by, and held in trhe hand of, the investigator, if he or she wishes it thus. Writing
has been dane in languages foreign to the
medium under the most crucial test or
fraud-proof conditions, the names signed
being those of deceased friends of the sitters, whom the medium had no possible
means of knowing. Such messages in
every case bear the identity of those whose
names they bear, just as much as the letters of your living friends are to be recognized by you. But a savage who was not
familiar with communication by letter
would be likely to say talking on paper
through the mails or over the telegraph
wires is all bosh. So also the Christians
contemn without investigation every new
discovery. And it is not surprising that
either Christian fanatics or savages should
be willfully blind, and misrepresent and
oppose everything new, but such a course
ill becomes J?rofessed Liberalists. They
should hav the wisdom to investigate and
learn at least the alphabet of a subject before making such wild shots as some I read
in THE TRUTH SEEKER on the subject of
Spiritualism.
Mr. Shumaker, why don't you back
your assertions by facts? Institute a set
of experiments, duplicate all spirit phenomena with your alleged electro-mental
manufacture, and publish toe modus
operandi to the world. Tell me what my
mother's name was before marriage. Tell
me whether I hav any brothers and sisters
-whether living. Giv their names and
describe their general appearance. Diagnose the sick. Tell where lost and stolen
things are. These last-named manifestations I hav witnessed many times. It took
me a term of years to come to a conclusion
on alleged spirit manifestation.
To come down to facts, there is as much
of the phenomena of human life or mental
phenomena of mind embodied as disembodied that we don't understand fully.
There is hypnotism, mental telegraphing,
psychometry, and dreaming. All of which
we cannot igll.ore, and there is none of us
who has not at some time known some one
of these things to occur.
We cannot see with the naked eye the
germs that convey small-pox, measles,
diphtheria, etc., from one fo another,
neither can we see the atmosphere nor the
gases, yet if we make conditions right by
bringing a microscope to bear on those
tiny objects we are charmed with their
beauty or horrified with their hideousness
as the case may be.
Those phenomena that come under the
head of occult-that perhaps some of us
hav witnessed and some hav not-how
much better it is for us to investigate and
witness repeatedly before passing judgment, as becomes the seeker after truth of
the nineteenth century, and not shut ourselva up in a shell of self-confidence as
impenetrable as that of the iron-clad
Baptist. Verily consistency is a jewel.
It is not my aim or desire to induce anyone to become interested in, or investigate, Spiritualism whose tastes do not lead
hi~ to do so. And such wild, untenable
theorizing is only something to laugh at
by those who are versed in the demonstrated truths of Spiritualism-for truth
cannot sufier·for anyone's ridicule.
Friend Shumaker, when you hav demonstrated your electro theory and got it as
well established as truth, as are spirit phenomena, to all who b.av witnessed it, then
I for one will be ready to abandon the
ship and flag of Spiritualism and hoist the
flag of electro·mentalism of the Shumaker
school.
Yours for truth and the elevation of humanity;
N. A. PICKENS, M.D.
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"Wid that blood-suckin' giant thafe
This baby cannot sthrive;
The Philistine, it's my belafe,
Would ate him up alive."

Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- Thin David said, "Me lord, it's thrue
This seems a rash intent;
tions for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occuP-ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Yet while I weigh but nine stun' two,
I'm full of divilment.

"A lion and a bear kim down
The mountain's rugged sides,
I slew the bastes, and wiut to town
And thraded off their hides.
[BY BEQUEST.J
"And
since for roarin' brutes loike thim
David and Goliath.
I've found I'm mon enough,
[An Irishman'• poetical account of how the I'm quite convinced that I can thrim
little Israelite defeated the big l'hilistme was reThis blaggard pagan rough."
cited by Master Tommy Bones at the Colnmbn;

school exhibition in Webster, Dak.J

The brightest boy ould Jesse had
Was David-youngest son;
He was a bould and activ lad,
Well liked by every one.
Although he had to moind the sheep
To learn he was so sharp,
When other boys were fast asleep,
He'd practice on the harp.
'Twould make the birds of heaven hide
Their heads to hear him sing;
·
He'd murther half the counthry side
Wid pebbles and a sling.

"Avic!" says Saul, "ye're full of pluck,
And wag yure little chin
Like one who ra'ly thrusts his luck,
And manes to thry an' win.
''I'll giv ye my best coat of mailA new spring suit just madeTuck it a trifle in the tail,
And pad the shoulder blade."
But David didn't understhand
The use of such a. thing,
And only wantell in his hand
His staff and thrusty sling.

Whin Goliath saw little David approachin', after having heerd proclamation that
a gra'at uhampion was comin' out to fight
him, musha, he !aught fit to shplit his
sides; and by reason of what passed be tune
When David was some eighteen year
Of age or thereabout,
them in the way of talk, I dhrap out of
Betune the hay then and J ndarr
poethry for a. bit, bekase, while poethry is
A bloody war broke out.
mighty foine for a sentimintal dialog,
His brother listed for the warit's no good at all for a. ra'al strong, firstBegorra! they wor' daisiesclass, breezy blagguardin' match.
His father took a contract for
"Oh, Moses," says Goliath, wid the
To sell the army chaases ..
wather bilin' out of his eyes for laughin',
"David," the old man said one day,
"what sort av thing is that? May the
"You'd like a little tramp;
divil admire!" he says, "if I don't belave
Just load some chaasP.s on the dhrey,
it's a monkey escaped from an organAnd take 'm down to camp."
grinder."
He dhrove to camp and sought straight"Ye'll find me a moighty bad thing to
way
monkey wid," says David; "ye big thafe,
The commissary's tint;
wid a pot on your head loike a cupola on
He got a voucher for his pay,
Thin to his brothers wint.
a sthame fire engin, and your dirthy,
black mouth loike the hole av a. coalHe found 'em looking mighty blue,
cellar."
And in a dreadful plight;
Retreat was what they wished to do,
"Ye little, skinned pole-cat!" says GoAnd divil a bit to fight.
liath, beginnin' to grow mad whin he disA big, black bully, ten fut tall,
kivered that David's rhetoric was superior
Was bluffin' all the Jews;
to his, "do ye think I'm a dog that ye"ve
And throops and staff and Gin'ral Saul,
got a sthick to bate me wid?"
Wor' quakin' in their shoes.
"Bedad," says David, "I wouldn't be
Go'liath was the craythur's name,
af'her doin' a dacint dog sich injustice;
A how lin' Philistine,.
but it's dog's mate I'm goin' to make
His sword was like the lightnin's flame,
of ye."
His spear was like a pine.
" Hear .that," says Goliath . " Arrah,
He wore upon bis back and breast
now, tache yure gran'mother to feed
Tin thou~and pounds of brass;
ducks!"
The shine of him, complately dhressed,
Would smash a lookin'-glass.
"Dhry up," says David. "Bad sc1·an to
ye,"
he says, "ye havn't tbe since of a
And ivery day the baste would sthrut,
catfish. Bythe light that shines, yure bad
·Inflamed wid dhrink and pride,
And kept all Israel closely shut
grammar givs me a cramp in the stomIn lines well fortified.
mick .. " Och, David bad a tongue in his
"Come out," he'd bawl, "come out of head loike a jews-harp.
there,
"Tear an' ouns!" says Goliath, "I'll not
Beyant your dirty works;
lave enough of your hide in one piece to
Come av ye dare and fight me fair,
patch a shoe."
Yez bloody Hebrew Turks!"
"Tear an' ages!" says David. "I'll giv
But ivery faithful Israelite
the buzzards a picnic wid yure karkiss,
Said, "Leave the blaggards be,
an' shure it 'ull make 'em sick to ate ye."
Av coose, no dacint Jew can fight
"Ye're a liar!" says Goliath.
With such low trash as he."
"Ye're another!" says David, "and an
This sort of thing was well anrl good,
ophthalmic ould Cyclops to boot."
Till David jined the throop;
Wid that Goliath lost his temper intirely.
Whin he the matter understood,
He pawed up the groun' and kim at David
Bedad! he raised a whoop.
wid his eyes shut, a. bellowin', and that
"It is a burning sin ancl shame,"
brings me back to the poethry.
He said, "upon my word,
To hear this haythen hound defame
Goliath poised his mighty spear,
The chosen of the Lord.
'Twas fifty fut in length,
And unto David drawin' near
" And since no other mon has felt
He punched with all his strength,
A wish to tan his hide,
I'll fight him for the champion's belt
But David was surprisin' quick
And fifty pounds a side."
And sphry upon his pins;
~
The corp'ril of the guard he tould
So dogin', nately. wid his sthick
The off'sur of the day
He whacked Goliath's shins.
What David said, and he made bould
With pain the giant howled and grinned,
To mention it at tay.
And dhrapped both shield and lance
•rhe edge-du kong was in tbe mess,
To rub his legs the lick had shkinned,
And heard the whole discoose;
Thin David saw his chance.
So he-he couldn't do lessTould Gen'rsl Sol. av coose.
Takin' a brick from his scrip,
He pu~ it in his sling,
The chafe of staff tould the high praste
And, whirlin' it 'round head and hip
To sind peremptuous others
He let it drive full swing.
For David to report in haste
At Gen'ral Saul's headquarters.
Right to the mark the dormick flies,
As sthraight as to a hod;
But when the son of .Jesse kim
It smote tile wretch between the eyes
And Saul beheld the lad,
And stretched him on the sod.
So young, so tinder-loik, and slim,
It made him tea.rin' mad.
Young David, for to prove him dead,
In sight of all beholders.
" Oh, houly Moses! look at that,"
Chopped off his unbelavin' head
Said Saul-" the boy's consate;
From his blasphamious shoulders.
How can it be that such a brat '
Dakota, Thursday, Dec. 1, 1892.
Can match the heavy-weight?
And then the soothern ways he knew
To capture young and old;
The female sex-Och whil ilu!
'Twas there wor' his best hould.

How to Make Little Peo})le Polite.

In this way those who could attend on a
certain day could attend the congress, and
"Oh, dear, dear," said a mamma. to me, 1hose that could not could show their loyalty
the other day, "I wish you'd tell me how for the cause of Freethought by registerI can get my children to be polite and of ing, and having it published at the close
good manners, They are so rude I can of the Fair. I think we should act imon this matter, as . the Fair is
do absolutely nothing with them. I try mediately
now open. Your Liberal friend,
to teach them politeness, but all my talkJ. E. KRAFT.
ing is useless. What shall I do?"
At this juncture in came Tommy and
W ANTED.-A Liberal with UOO to $200 capit>tl,
Ralph pell-mell, and quarreling with each who
will go in partnershi!> on a farm, will meet a
other about a top or a ball, or something. good' pportnnity bv addre•sing the nnder~ignert
f"r fnr·her parttcnlars. The farm is situated in
"Here, you little ragamuffins," exclaimed the northern part of Alabama.
J G. DIERS,
4t21
519 s. 3d st., Philade phia, Pa.
the mother, in a. loud tone of voice, "stop
that, or I'll pound you till you ache. Go
SILVER.
get some coal, llalph, you young rascal! GOLD.
Shut your mouth, Tom-I'll slap your
face for you!"
"Madam," I said, " you just asked me a
question. I am 1·eady to answer it. Be
polite yourself and your children will be CHAS. F. BLACKBURN,
polite. Example is more than precept. If
you will pardon me, I will say yon hav inMining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
sulted your two boys by your language to
tllem. Children hav natural feelings and
Special attention given to the exp_ert examinaquick perceptions. Speak to them as you
tion of mineral properties in the United States
would speak to a grown person, and I dare and British Columbia.
say a. ' thank you' for a 8ervice rendered
MINES BOUGH f AND SOLD
is quite as acceptable to a child as to a man
or woman. If you call your children bad
Precious llietal!Uines a Specialty. Can
any kind of mineral proiJerty-Platinnm,
names they will call bad names also. furnish
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nickel, Copperi Lead,
There is no need of remarking upon their Antimony, Iron, Mangane~e, Mica, and Coa . Also
appearance, especially before people-no Slate. Gunit, Limestone, and Sandstone quarries.
need to say you will pound them whPn RIC/I GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE
you do not intend it. Be polite to them,
Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers, and
treat them with consideration and respect. gold-silver
galena mines in Kootenay and Cariand they will return the compliment with boo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interinterest."
S. H. W.
ests, a bonanz>t for a few thonsand. Correspond-

MINES AND STO[KS.

ence solicited· sampling, assays and mill t•·st8;
all work strictly scientific; investments carefnlly

Be Glad.
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years•
mining and geological experience.
"Care to our coffin adds a nail, no doubt,
And every grin so merry draws one out"
MilLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
(Walcott.).
There is a world of truth in this old say- l\IETAL.
MINERAL.
3mo14
ing. To be fretting, worrying, and grieving will make us dyspeptic, morose, and
unhealthy. The blood becomes sluggish
in our veins, and black melancholy settles
over all.
Bot be glad, merry, and hopeful, and
health will abound in us. The heart will
beat quickly and cheerily, the lips be
wreathed in smiles, and everything will
wear a rosy hue.
Tears depress and smiles exhilarate. Be
jubilant and all will welcome your presence. You will be like a sunbeam of joy to
neighbor, friend, and companion.
Gladness is catching. Go forth, then,
and sow its seeds that the harvest may be
health and happiness for thousands.
AUNT ELMINA.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

-------Correspondence.

CEDAR BLUFF, KAN., June 5, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: This is my third let- All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
ter to the Corner. I am taking music lessons now, and like it very much. Mr. Apples of ~old., And Other Stories for
Boys and Guls. 1cmo, 383 pp., $1.25.
Remsburg is coming here to lecture the
last of this month. I went down to Okla- The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Superstihoma last month all alone, and it is about
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Freeeight hundred miles.
I hav got the
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
"Story Hour," and think it is the best
( >fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illn~
story-book I ever read. I think that piece
tra.ted covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
of poetry that was in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Address, THE TRU~'H SEEKER CO.
last week was too good for anything. The
title was "Brown's Religion." I was corresponding with a girl in Michigan, butT
lost her address. I seldom ever go to
church, and never go to Sunday-school. ·
Your Freethinker friend,
INEZ PLUMB.

Col, R. G. lngersoWs

ELMO, Mo., May 16, 1893.
FRIEND Miss WixoN: Once more the
inclination has come upon me to hav a few
words with my Liberal friends, through
the Children's Corner.
In the issue of
April 8th I noticed a letter from Minnie
M. Geir, in which she spoke of a communication from Geo. E. Remsburg (which
I failed to read) in regard to having a
meeting of young I ..iberals at Chicago,
during the World's Fair, which I think
is a capital idea. But I do not think it
prAbable that we could all meet at one
time. I for one would like to show the
world our numerical strength. So I will
make a suggestion, as it would be almost
impossible for all to meet at one time, we
~hould hav a register for all those who attend the Fair, which could be easily
arranged by addressing John R Charlesworth, Chicago, Ill., secretary of the
International Congress of Freethinkers,
and hav him make the arrangements, and
publish same in THE TRUTH SEEKER. In
this way we should be enabled to form an
estimate of our number. It would be well
to charge a small amount for registering,
to defray the expenses. I think there
should be a day set apart for a congress of
young Freethinkers of America, the object of which would be to form a union.

ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Mo1•ristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian/ersecntiOn is going on this argument shonl be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and ex.
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jon a than M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Essay on lfi iracles.
1

By DAVID HUME.
PriM.
10 Qelllllo
•

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JT..JNE i7,

i89:3.
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REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK[

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living_ in Michigan said once that he wouJ.d give $25 a.
J'I!IU' yo have the Cru~e~ of Preachers recorded, ltB the tl"equent lapses
of Vll'tne of the m1msters showed how little va.lue Ohristia.nit:v
possesses to make men moral.
•
We h~v:e jus~ i•suell: ~he Fourth Edition of the book doing this.
The addit10ns for th1s new ectition of the

With the eighth edition of
Vlinwood Reade's" Martyrdom of Man," the cost ot

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous edit10ns bhow that within a lew years abcmt

0

1:::::c:~ ;ha::e ::nre;::

1300 MINISTERS HA. VE BEEN GUILTY
of one ~ind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are agamst women, for the fair sex are a.t· once the weakne•s anct
the strength of the chur~h-" the church" meaning of course the
clere:y.
. Notwiths.tanding ihe many n.dditional pa'!'es. we have kept the
priCe the same, 25 cents. ken<i.'for "' copy, and confound the church- •llllillilllllo..i~
men. Show them just whau son of scamps are t.be clergy who have
clo.seq the.Wor~d's J!:air .o<l ~unday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon m!tch'ner,.. or
pamtmgs m th1s penod 1s "1mmoral."
· ·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~8 Lafayette Place, New York.

the price from $1.76 ttl

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sa.le for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Garte~
'"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

BOOKS

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
Is a very interestinglY. pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppres-

sive factors in man's ~truggle for LibertY., and the last chapter, of some lqo pages, d~scribus hia
intellectual struggle from the arumal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha;
the author conc~ives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the GreeksJ the Macedonians, Alexandria, the
.1:l..
, Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, tne Arabs.

W !R
The Natural Histor;y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews the Prophets.
• Character of Jesus, the Christians Arabia~ Mecca,., Character of MohamRELIGION
.
med, Description of Africa, the Monammeaans in ventral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion .of the Gerlllans the Castle, the Town, the
Chm:c~, V!lnice, Arab Spai_n, th«) Portu!{ues~\- Dis~overer._!!, the Slave ~'l'&de.
LIBERTY• Abolit10n
m Europe, Abolit10n m AmeriCa, 1uatenals of Human History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early History,
•
Su!!n~ary
Universal History, The ]'utupe of the Human Race, The
INTELLECT Uehgwn ofqfReason
and Love.

SALADIN

1

ffl. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the
~ONDON

.A.GNOSTIO JO'URN.AI..).

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette place, New York.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n h11-ve earned the
thal\ks of all who really think.'' It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cnticlBmiof caustic
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, pf patnos and elog,uence. t 1s one of
the heS:viest iconoclltstic broadsides ever fired at the Jemsh God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev, Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity !lley,ated the .woman; it ~hrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The o'f:>Ject o~ Salaili;n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeped. An English Wllter s&ld of 1~:
•· This certainly is onfl of the most ma.rvelou~ books. eV;er 1,~sued from the press. The anthonties cited are unquest10nable, and the result 1s convmcmg.
..,
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50,
.
-

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
'f·his is one of the most delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•ection of w~man, with inci
dental teariag apart of man-caustic, sarcastic yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence 1 or woman and exalted opiaioa or what she is anJ should be. A merciless
satire upon eert<in of the conventional foibld" of the day, full of facr.s, fancies, truths, rare
1ouches of genills, and bursts of eloqtlence. Ho<t of the "atirical shafts atmed at the woman
go pa:;t her· an~ <tick in the man behind her, anrl it set·ves him about right.
Cloth,lwctlt edges, gilt top, ~~-

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec,b proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J:o_which are added such comments
as only Haladin can make. In p~tper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the velled or a.llegorical portions of the Christian Bible cal:! be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eiome of its sablects are: A Last Interview with a
llfan of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty· God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's o~n book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, &glow in eYery
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius,
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly tqld. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thmker, observer, and reformer.
Every '!lage glows with pasRion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:11: one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript in the possession of S&l&dlD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the .ll'&ll.om. l'rinted from llliiD'Il•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy found,ed on fact. Of this book the ~ Oourt
sRid: "This novel will command the same, or more, mterest than Helen Gardener's story,' Ill
l'ili~ Your Sou, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Cqnte~ts: Licenti_onsness of tl).e PlNlo
1\.eforlllation ()burch; Lechery of the Confess10pal; The Pne.st l!J. Abs.olutwn; CoiJfessH;ms of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Ligt!ori; Exammat10n of t.he Churchs Cla1m to
have Fostered Learning· Her Atte pts at Contmency even ruore Rmno.us than Her SelfIndulgence; The Relative' Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In~~25~-
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prise. In m:l':_judgment it is n stronger piece of
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By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 1oc.
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? l\I. Babcock,................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 A Study of Primitive {;hristianity. By
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leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.
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and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold
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essays on etliical and religious subjects. They
28 Laf'avette Place. New York.
are the ~ark of a mat~ of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrme of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reason of their fund of anecdote and bio11raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religwus and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
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World.
Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
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By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER
indicate that if there is a designer he is
one of limited goodn"ess and wisdom; but
it goes on to take another step, and denies
the existence of any particle of design
whatever, "Subserviency, fitness," says
the book, " is one thing. Design is
another. The subserviency we admit; the
design we deny." This distinction is pursued, and made clear, at a length which
precludes its reproduction in this column.
At this point the famous watch argument,
of Paley and other theologians, is taken
to pieces, and not put together again. "If
the adaptation of a watch's parts proves an
intelligent watchmaker, so must the
adaptation of man's parts prove an intelligent maker of man "-those who hav been
at a loss how to meet this standard ar&rnment will here find the reply which they
hav wished.
"What Actually Did Cause So-Called
Design " is next set forth. It has been
shown,' says tbe book, that an intelligent
designer did not determin the present
constitution of things; but the inqni:er
will be helped to a clearflr nnderstandmg
of the matter by learnine: what did. ThE>
manner in which complicated organisms
hav been produced from simple beginnings, priest-hated Eyolntion fullY: shows.
Accordingly, an outline of evolution follows.
"Astronomy and Design " is the title of
the sixth section. While there hav been
published a reasonable number of books
devoted to dieproving design and affirm·
ing evolution in the departments of animal and vegetab'e life, there hav be~n ~nt
few given to ~he purpose of !"cco!Ilph~hmg
the like taAk m merely phyBical mammate
nature-particularly astronomy. Observation of this fact induced the dedication of
a special chapter of this treatis to astronomy and design.
It is noted in
detail that the phenomena of astronomythe positions, motions, and tempera tnres
of the ann and the earth, and of all the
other heavenly bodie~-ar~ utterly ~evoid
of evidence of an mtelligent desu~ner.
This chapter is the longest in the book.
The outline of the science of astronomy
which it embodies will be a bit of welcome
instruction for the persons who hav never
attended to that branch of learnine:.
Of course it pretends to be of no consequence to those who hav studied that
science.
Sixth section and last which closes this
strange, eventful history of Theistic misreasonings, is titled, "The Argument
of a First Cause." It reads in one place:
"The Theists deny our right to challenge the existence of their God, for, say
they . our discoveries of natm·al causes
hav been extended but a limited distance
back and while we hav so far found but
natn;al causes there exists behind all a
great supernatural first cause which puts
all these lesser mmses in motion.
"But this argument is utterly e:ronndless. The fact that discoveries hav so far
extended only a certain distance back, can
be no more used to prove the existence of
a God than it can to prove the existence
of anything at all else. . • • It seems
to us no more sequent to say:
"We hav as yet explored only so far
back: therefore a manlike being" Than to say:
''We hav as yet explored only so far
back: therefore all was created by a beast
with seven h<>ads,
"Or than to say:
"We hav as yet explored only so far
back: therefore the owl and the pussy-cat
went to sea in a beautiful pea-green boat.''

DEsiGN ARGUMENT .F'ALuAOIES. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits Marks of Having Been Designed
by ari Intelligent Being. By the Editor
of THlll TRurir SEEKER. No. 31 Extra of
the Truth Seeker Library. Paper
covers, pp. 59, price 15 cents.
To this littlA book we feel emboldened
to a11k especial attention. For it meets,
we believe, a want long recognized by Freethinkers. It is much more easy to convince people of the falseness of the Bible
and the inexistence of the Christian God.
than to persuade them that there is no god
at all of any kind. At this latter step ninetenths of them balk. The consideration
which mainly influences them in holding
on to tbis last tenet is that of design in nature. They declare it as plain as the nose on
one's face that very many things about ne,
the animal frame in particular, bear unchallengeable traces of having been consciously adapted to a purpose.
And 'these persons who thus remain believers in a god are often serious obstacles
to the progress of the anti-ecclesiastical
cause. For they frf'qnAntly think that as
there is a e:od, the Christians may as w.ell
wor~;~hip him. even though they are somewhat misled as to hiR nature by their
scriptures. They think it better tbat God
be worshiped in this fashion than not at
all. Accordingly they acquiesce in the
uounlar Christian customs, and deny a
helping hand to the Antichristian work.
Notwith~;~tanding the need for a work
that should bring avainst the design
notion an apsanlt of adequate force and
comprehensivne~;~s, no such one has heretofore been provided for Freethinkers.
The argument mainly relied on has been
that one-contained in the first section of
the pre~;~ent book-If the world required a
god to design it., does not that god equally
require a god to design him? This argument is certainly unanswerable; but still
further reasonings, travAning other fields,
giv yet fuller satisfaction. Such further
reasonings hav been produced, but they
hav been scattered through a wide extent
of litfll·atnre. It was needed that they
should all be brought together into a form
procurable by whatever Freethinker
might desire to pre.ss this issue against his
Christisn friend.
This need is satisfied in the present
work. Ahout every argument that bears
a~ainst thA design tbeory has been incorporat€d in it.
"The Design Ar~~:nment Vitiates Itself
bv NeceF~Aitating an Infinit Series of Designers," is the first proposition. . If, it is
asked it is the wonder of a thmg that
sngge~ts the necessity of a creator, does
not that necessit.y for a creator increase
just as the wonder increases? Then sa
God is more wonderful than the world,
does he not rf'quire a creator more than
does the world?
"If TbPre Were a Designpr He Could
Not Be Beneficent " is set forth in the
second chapter. To the assPrtion that he
could be the pain in the universe is the
answer that has alwayf! been given by philosophers siuce the dawn of reason and inqnirv. What brazenness is it that alleges
goodness of a god in whose universe
every month is a slaughter-pen and every
stomach a tomb!
"If There Were a .Designer He Conl<,l
-[ontradi~ions
Not Be Wi11e." The rea11ons for this
affirmn.tion which heads the next chapter
4
. .
--14
are: First, his processes are egregiously
slow. The uresent works of nature hav Mo!Y11, Theological, Historical, tllltl 8peculattve
Propositions.
been produced not by a sine:le decisiv act
15 cents
but through a period of millions of years, >rico,
_....:,________________
bv means of an infinity of changing forms
whose wavering confusion hetrays imbecil
AN OUTLINE OF THE
aimlessness. Second, the processes of a
snPnosed designer would hav to be admitted to be flgregionsly wasteful. A
thousand seeds are sown where one
sprouts, a thouAa~il animals born w~ere
one survives. Thud, the alleged deBI~n~
It• C:auses al'\c:I Results.
er's processes often se~ve no. use. Many
animals hav about theu hoihes organs of By W. & BELL. Paper, 12mo, 25 ct'l,
no benefit whatever. Evolution, it is
shown, explains their presence; but theology is confounded. by them. Fourth.
besides all these faults of the procesqes of
the designer jnst na~ed, there is the reReply to New York 'JbseNJer.
m~~oinine: one that sa1d processes hav produced extremely bnneling pieces of work:By R. G. ING:e~f:l~!.aL.
manship. Besides the crea~re~ of ~he
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC C.t.NAR.l)."
earth having been a long- t1me m bemg
Price, 11'> cents.
mad11 and having been brought forth in
the ~idst of a profii!!'n.te waste, and hn.ving
been encumbered with useless appendages,
the whole mechanism with which they
The passages unfit tar family readinll'.
hav been furnished is faultfnl at countless
points· and of this examPles are given.
'Pa.t>Ar.llO ~Anta: clnth.IIOce'!IUIn tl;e fourth chapter, or section, design
is denied altogether. The argumentation
does not it decln.res, purpose to stop short
me., ely ~it.h pointing out, as it has done,
Its Foundation Contrasted with ltl Superstructure,
that one i!esigner necessitates an infinit
BY W. B. GBEG.
series, and that the imperfections in nature
Complete ID 1 't'oL. 1llm.o, SWpp,, •1.50.

Self

of the B!ble.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.

Paine Viridicateo

Holy Bibl~ Abridged.

Creed of Christendom.

JUNE 17, 1893.

THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIES
The Popes and Their Doings. Biogr':'ph-

ical sketches of the most not.ed of the~e vtcars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, shovnng what
they have done, and 'Yhatkindof me;n they were.
It contains very pla.m statements, tt;t V(\ry unvarnished langnal!e, and the nnmaskmg ts co;mplete, proving thel!l to have bee~ crl).el, mtrigning, and licenttons .II!en .. Cons~dermg the
rapid growth of Ca.thohctsm m thts country,
thts book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Awful DiscloRnres of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her snfferi~gs durin" her residence of five yef!rS as a novtcel.!';nd
two years as a black nun, m the Hotel lJte)l
Nunnery at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic 'book published has. crea.t(\d more e;citement and had such a ctrcnlatton as thts
work. T~ counteract its e~ects the Cath<?P,cs
circnlated a story that 1\Iarta Monk was no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prtce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Popish Nnn·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
year• a confessing priest. A revelation of tJ;te
licentious practices of the pries~s and nun~ m
these religtons brothels. There t• no qnestton
that Ex-priest Hoi\'an knew the truth of the
tales of vtce, sednctton, and infanticide he giyes
in this volume, and eqnallv there is no qnestton
that if the people generally knew of' them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.
•
f

The Priest in Absolution.

A ReVIew o

the system of auricnla.r confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "l'vlaster Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine c,arefnJly
and thoughtfully a religions sys_tel!l so.mv•!!tve
of privacy1 so J:>Owerfnl for evil m hcenttons
hands so rranght with danger to female modesty, 'to the ingenuous openness of youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, Eng.
land. Revised American edition, showing tlie
result in p_ariFhes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham. Essex England. Shqwing that convents
are inimical to chastity, vtrtne, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
EE
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L K. Washburn's Works
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A Ia.w

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to indnce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I'
Price, 10 cent2.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Goms of tpAougAt.
THlll. greatest pleasure an honest man
can feel, is thQt of giving pleasure to his .
friends.- Voltaire.
A GREAT man is a torch in the darkness,
a beacon in superstition's ni~ht, an inspiration and a prophecy.-Ingersoll.
THE priesthood in all religions sing· the
same anthem.
First, the abuses are
stoutly defended; but when the ground is
no longer tenable, then the!ie abuses form
no part of the holy faith.S. Lanrl,or.

w:

LINCOLN said he did not believe in total
depravity, and although it was not popular
to believe i~, it was easier to do right than
wrong; that the first thought was: what
was right? and the second-what was
wrong? Therefore it was easier to do
right than wron~, and easier to take care
of as it would take care of itself. It took
ad effort to do wrong, and a still greater
effort to take care of it; but do right and
it would take care of itself.- Wm. Mc-

Neely.
BUT if prejudice prevails in philosophy,
what shaU. we say of religion? The
race as a whole is divided into a large
number of religions systems, and each system into sects. Every individual apperceives the "eternal truths" from the
standpoint of the sect in which he was
educated. RQrely does he change from
one faith to another, and when he does so
it is not often for his peace of mind.
Such an "Exodus from Honndsditch," in
Carlyle's homely phrase, is accomplished
only "in a state of brutal nakedness, scandalous mutilation." Why? J3ecanse religions iaeas are deep-seated and fundamental. To receive into the mind a group
of new and foreign notions of such a kind
requires a breaking up and readjllSting of
the old order such as few can undertake
with safety.-Profe!lsor Patrick on the

Psychology of Prejudice.
THE orthodox idea of God-a God that
creates poor, fallible b~ings, and then forever damns them for failing to believe
what it is impossible for them to believehe [Abraham Lincoln] abhorred. The
Golden Rule was his moral standard, and
by this standard he measured not only the
conduct. of man, but of God himself.
Like the irrepressible Dr. T. L. Brown,
he wanted God to " damn others as he
would be damned himself." He delighted
to repeat the epitapL of the old Kickapoo
Indian, Johnnie Kongapod:
''Here lies poor Johnnie Kongapod
Hav mercy on him, gracious Go.d,
As he would do if he were God
And yon were Johnnie Kongapod."
Lincoln thought that God ought at least
to be as merciful as a reepectable savage.-

Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian'! by
John E. Remsburg.

IN conclusion, gentlemen, I presume to
offer yon a faith;
I beseech yon to
put your trust an your faith in work.
Toil, young men, toil! I am keenly conscions of the triteness of th11 advice;
. . . but I ask yon to reflect upon it
because I, who hav been nothing but a
worker, am a witness to its marvelously
Sy Helel'\ H. Garc:Iel'\e:r'.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and soothing effects upon the soul. The work
I allude to is daily work; the duty of
Strongest Lectures Against
moving one step forward in one's allotted
the Bible.
task every day. How often in the mornEvery Woman Should Read It ing hav I taken my place at my table, my
and
head. so to say, lost, my month bitter, my
mind tortured by some terrfule suffering
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
-and every time, in spite of the feeling
Price.10cents. Address this office.
of rebellion, after the first minutes of
agony my task proved a bahn and a consolation. I hav invariably risen up from
my daily work, my heart sometimes throb,
bing with pain, but firm and erect, able
o:a,
",.)
f'rinciples of t~e Natural Order of ~he Uni- and willing to liv till the morrow. Yes!
verse, wtth a System of Moralt.y
work is the one great law of the world
which leads organized matter slowly but
Based Thereon.
steadily to its unknown goal.-Zola's AdBY l'BoFESBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
dress to Par~s Students.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

lea,

Force aJld JY\atter;
.JUJ."i'l'ENTB:

A SUPERS'I!:NSITIVNESS with regard to
truth is the essential characteristic of a
scientific frame of mind. Every suggestion that is offered in explanation of phenomf'na which are imperfectlv tmderstood
is received with cautions reserve. This
characteristic is liable to be mistaken for
uncertainty or for prejudice; but in reality it is solely the ont.ward sign of a just
appreciation of the numerous sources of
fallacy, which eo often tend to render the
most brilliant speculations worthies~,
when examined rigidly and coldly by the
ideal standard of truth. When gaging
the probability of the truth of any sugTHOMAS PAINE;
gested explanation, it is held to be scienunsound to welcome it merely beWAS HE JUNIUS ? tifically
cause some one of undoubted houesty of
By W. H. BURR.
purpose has expressed his entire belief in
Second edition, en! ..rged to 32 pages; with the it. There is always the posBibility of
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents. mental bias to he reckoned with, as well
Address
THE TRUTH SJ!;EKER.
as the possibility of unconscious delusion.
No single sense is to be implicitly trusted.
A preconceived idea may lead to the
recognition· of one property, while others
By BEV. G. T. Fox. M.A.
of greater importance are overlooked . ...,.~
Professor Youmans.
Address this otll.ce.
Price. 15 oeDts.
Fo:me and Matter,

The Fitness of Things il!
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forr~. 1\Ian,
,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon(\ht,
Motion,
Consoionsness,
Form,
Seat ·Qf the Sonl,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas).
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continnanca,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Fre3 Will,
of the Earth,
l'vle'~:ality, .
Orib>inal Generation,
ConcludJng Observ.
Secular Generation,
tiona.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
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Thomas Paine's W

orks.IINFIDELJ
:By
\
DEATH- <5. W. P.OOT:e.
Age of Reason. Pap., ~5o.,
BEDS.
copies for $1;
50c.
cia.~

6

.Age of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&
Pa,p., 40c.; cia., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Religious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; cia., 75c.

Common Sense. Written iL
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During .Am
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; cia., 75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.,
cia., $3; leather, $4; morocc<.
¥ilt edges.;..$4.50.

Life of. .ny J. E. Remsbure.
Port. Pap~50c.
Life of. with Remarks o:r.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60C.

Life of.

With Explanatocy

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

--6-Beinjl true accounts of the passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them and ot1lers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.t-..Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!' Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington1Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hn_go,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier
James Mill, o~oJ1.21 Stuart Mill, Muabean, Raben;1
Owen.,~..Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Pa!merJ.Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Rola.r...l, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, BtranS.l!\ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
PricP, 25 cents.
Address

wood. lOc.

Political Works: "Common.
Sense " "Crisis " "Rights
Man.'' $1.50.
'

ol

Rights of Man. Answer to
Bllfke's Attack on French ReYolutlOn. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Marean. 10c
Theological Works: ".A.ge oi

Reason,"" Examination ofPro:~Jh·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pamb
and steel port. $1.50.

'Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.
Observer. By It. G. Ingersoll.

10C

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
OoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Oompetent? The Fathers Quoted as >criptnre
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
PaPer, 50 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

SCIENCE VS. REliGION,

FA [ ETH IN KI RS, PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
(

OB, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.

-SHOWING

TilE .Al!SURDITY AND UNTB IJTBFOL
• NESS OF THE OIIUROB'S: OLAIM
. TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
OENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE-VEALING THE .Al!USI!lS
OF
A
UNION OF
OBUROB AND
,JTATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
JUustratioflS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS t»

FACTS~
HISTORY~

STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL·
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS .BY WATSON HES'.L''.Jh
WITH PORTR.AI'l' u.li'
THE IJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
!ell'e~nt
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1
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Onr Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His W arks.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Moh8.1llilledu.!l,

2 represent
5
"
11
1
25
1
i
4
i
"
1
4

!i

1i
3
II
7

11

Sam:~Jles

of Christianity's Work.
Miss10naries.
The Lord's Instrnnients.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnltl
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chmd!,
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it ba.s e'fer b&
rore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be rublished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of 12_ntting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ !J-nd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Libaral i.E
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. I;Ie has dedicated his genius. U
heethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Bnt the prct.
lll!'es do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
'llatter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
.alsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeth<;r the
book 'is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever besu pu~ t!i\ Whl
~of Freethinkers.-I:Boston Investigator.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAM&
Being the story of his mental Journey from
ortho<ioxy to Rationalism •
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little bo~k goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

Ry .J'ohn Ro Ke!too, Aolfto

12mo, cloth. $1.00.

T'Fflll TRnTH O::F,Eli:F.ll

paper. 22:<28, $1.

Political and Religious Rt·
former. By B. F. Under-

CHEAP EDITION.

Price, 10 cents
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

Given Away.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh~tll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3. And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL 80 UVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized.
} each $250
10 ounces J)er doz .•
Oxidized,
}
8.00
{ 14 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gilt bowl,
a.oo
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
grit,
3.50
{ 10 eectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2.75
gilt
"
8.25
u
satin "
S~par
3.00
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is also snJ:!plieol. etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H"PPY 1- Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference in
price, select any other spoon from ahove list.
My stock embraces everything usnttlly kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds gnn,ranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watche~
of every descriptiOn'~-. OhainWs Rings, Necklaces,
Jewelry, Silver anct yJated are, Optical GoodsJ
Ba ges, Gold Pios, Etc. And $1,000 will be paia
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in any of my !R.test pricelists, on account of the above liberal offer.
(If FreethonJ>h t Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
OT.TO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Til.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto• Wettstein"
Watch; t-he Beantifnllngersoll Spoon; the Popn.
Jar Freethonght Badge.
Send for priceliRts, cards in colorR and gold of
bn,dge. tracts. etc .. free.
h

IR06-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON-CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlangh.............
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake .....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiot .
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................
11 Philoso~h;y: of Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 'fyndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portra1t ..
18 Essavs on MiracleR. David Hnme ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ngh........
15 Were Adam and Eve Our birst Parents?
Charles Bradlangh.........................
16 Why Do Men l:ltarve? Charles Bradlangh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol;y:oake.....
20 l:lnPerstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.. .. .. .. ..
•1 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
~Is thA Bible Reliable? Charles Watts .......
23 The Christian Deit~. Charles Watts........
24 Mora!Valneofth~Dible. Charles Watts ....
25 Freethon~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Ohristiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilizat10n. Charles Watts .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin HQ!Yoake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hoivoake.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
80 Philosophy of' Secularism. Charles Watts..
3S Is There a God? CharlesBradlan.,h ........
89 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlangh ........
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonisti~. C. Watts ..
43 Christian Seheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .. .. .. ..
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh..

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.

5
5
25
10
15
10
10
50
25

10
5

5
5
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
b

5
5
5
5
11•

10
5
10
5

MA.NNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chasm.". .. .. .. 5
3 New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh.... 5
5 20J Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 Dialogn~ between a .Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm .................. 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian... .
10
s Search After Heaven and HelL A. Holycake ........................................ 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. :Bmdlangh.. .. . .. 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil................ 5
11 NewJ.ifeofJacob ............................ 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the ApostleH: A Fa•·ce. A. H..
. . 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra•liangh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlan~<h...... 5
19 New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh . . . . 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 WOI th for $2; $5 worth
for $3, snd $10 worth for $5.
•

TH~

HOT~D SPECIALIST •
For Men Onl!y,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of hlanhood, Wastinf Discharges Vancocele, Mental
and Physic& Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
•.ro those afllicted and who are desirous of being
cnred a booklet of some 83 pages will be sent t.n
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving causes ana S.YIIlptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medic&! discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cnre-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. 1.
And sax yon saw this advertisement IU THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.
J.u .J'(.•'f}"llHtUJ Ute

POPES AHD

Tl{~lll

DOIHGS.J

. AOOoUNT .011

Yiaars of Chrtst and Ytcegerents of God.
'

_

J.>-.per, 50 oents; oloth,l75 cents..

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

STOMACH, LIVE&$
AND BOWELS, TAKC

R~PANS

TABULE&
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JERRY IS PULLED OUT OF LIMBO.
So they drew up Jeremiah with cords, and took him up out of the dungeon: and Jeremiah remained in
the court of the prison.-Jere. xxxviii, 13.
-
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Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

P,.

EAGLE BRAND.
-THE

BEST-

ROOFING
RELICION A CURSE,
Is l)Uequaled for house, barn, facton·, or outbmldiugs, ancl costs half the price of Rhingws,
JOin, or iron.
is ready for use. and easily apRELICION A DISEASE,
plied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, a11d
state size of roof.
PAINT AND ROOF/r.;G CO,
RELICION A LIE • I.' EXCELSIOR
Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
1

1 edfcatea to the American Coua,·ess, oJ' 1892, wldcll. J'o>· tn.e salce oJ Reliaion, Stabbea Libe!"lY
to the Heart.
A work burning with indignati· n inspir·d by the Con<rressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-au act which practiCally united the gov,rnmeut and the Christian church.

To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Rept·esentatives against Sunday closing.
Also t}le following EsHa_ys and Poem; by 1\ir. Putnam, which have never before been nut in
book forn': Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not Gud (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statne
of Lil:ertJ._and 1'homa" 1 aine; a_JLeiD written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought n all; Dea1 hand Life; '!'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Cent~nnial Exposition in l'b,ladelphi-, in 18~ 6).
The main e;sa,y in this worl< ie one of the strongest arraignments ever made of t• e religion
which ~rarnrs and fetters the minds of the people of this con try. It should be distributed widely.
I1 bas been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy lO l~nd his neighbor and arouse thought.
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A Refutation o:f the Argnn1ent That Nature Exhibits
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I TJ.e Design ArgumeJo.t Viti•.tes Itself By Neces<itating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II If There Were • Def<igner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III If ThHe Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
·
His Processes Are Egregiousl;v Slow,
'lhey Are Egregior sl:y:_ ·• asteful,
'T'hey Of1en Serve No U'e,
They Have ProducFd F>m,tv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Uuly SnbRervi~ncy; and the Wa:ch Argument Is Illegitimate.
v. What Actually Did Qause So-Called Des1gn.
VI. AstronomY and Des1gn
VII. The Argument of> F.rst Cause.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE TRU fH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

The Truth Seeker library.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, anti Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun·

dred of the most distinguished. te~chers . and
philosophers (who were not Chnstlans)j from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.ll . Bennett. l,W(\ pages, svo. Clot.b, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, glit edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church: Their
Crim~s illld PersecntiOJ!S•. Biographical
sketches 'If r-·r.~r::nt Chnst1ans. A companion book to "The W"'rld's Sages." etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edge"
Price, $4 50.
•
.
.

Supernatural Religion. An irtqmry mto

the reality of divine revelation. Decicledly the
most. thorough and e)<haustive 'york on the
claims of supernaturahsm ever wntten. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Bvo. In oloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

~Ocents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
Hy VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 ~nts

MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine pav attention to some.
thing which will cure you. It is known as

The Water of Life,

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

Address

By M, FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exarni·••,ation and Ref
utation of the Claims of the
Sabbatm·ian8.

OfSIGN AAGUMfNT fALLACifS.

Price 15 cents

b

·rHE SABBATH.

Price 25 cents; Five copies fo,· $1.
Address

It

An ex-

amination of the Creeds,. Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Pre·
mier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the JrOds the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgjn Mary 1 and the
Bible. 835 pages 8vo. v ol. 11 descrioes fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, 1\Iohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying_372 pages, being fully_ gone
into. 949 pages. lly D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 Per volume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Trnth
seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eao .

and is adapted to curing, more especially, all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs,_suoh
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers tiowel
diseases, Uterin~ and other forms of Female
Complaints. It i• a Blooa Purif!er, and is an excellent remedy for Ca.tarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of rninc1 ancl body, creat.ing a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a~ts
steadily upon the urine, cleansine- the blood by
means of the lcianeys, Hnd acts mildly upon the
bowele, thereby producing bodilv habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely Pure, as it iR pumped from
the spring, w•thout the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remec1y, pure and "irnP,le, and not a manufactured article. The uccess
•t has achieved ha• co.ne mostly from Hs friends
who hav been ~urec1 by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history anrl all par.
tiClliara about this remarlcable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12

34 South Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

EnwiN BooTH died on the 7th.
THE railroads hav agreed to run occasional excursion trains to the Fair at half
rates.
THE Christian"' in Morocco are in apprehension of massacre by the fanatical Mohammedans.
THlll municipal council of St. Denis, a
suburb of Paris where FreethinkerR and
Socialists abound, bas had operations begun in demolishing the great stone cross
in the cemetery there.
AnOHBISHOP SEMBRATOWIOZ WaS mobbed
by forty ·Polish stndents in Lemberg,
Aust.ria, on the 8th, on account of his visit
to the pope, which the Poles regard as
treason to the Greek Catholic "church, of
which he is a prelate.
AT New York city on the 6th a Providential visitation testified the Lord's dislike of churches. In a storm the lightnine- struck the gilt cross of St. Mary's
Catholic church. A piece of the shattered
emblem strnck a man in the street below.
-Russu's persecution of the Jews has extended to the Russian province of Poland.
Five hundred families bav heen expelled
from the Ronoa-Gonzowski district alone.
All the heads of families thus expelled
were engaged in trade and possessed more
or less real estate, which they were forced
to abandon.
THE cholera is spreading through the
valley of the Tigri" and the Euphrates. It
bas been brought this year, as on preceding cholera years, by. religious pilgrims
who take no thought for this world but
are intent on joys beyond. They are
flocking to the "holy cities" about Bassorah, bringing all the way for burial the
:remains of persons who hav died in India.
A REQUEST, signed by Robert G. Ingersoll and others, has been presented to
General Gordon, United States Senator
from Georgia, that he deliver a lecture on
Generals Grant and Lee. Gordon comma.nded one of the wings of Lee's army,
and helped make the terms of surrender.
His lecture is expected to giv a valuable
estimate of the men considered.
THE Russian extradition treaty was
formally promulgated by President Cleveland on the 7th, and is now in effellt.
Anyone who now attacks the despot of
Holy Rus8ia, or who is in any degree connected with a plot to do so, or whom the
perjurous Russian police choose to charge
with being so connected, will be caught
for said tyrant and turned over to him by
our officers.
THE Spanish prin~ess Eulalia has been
treated with excessiv homage by American
society and by the authorities. The latter
hav everywhere granted her a military or
semi-military escort. Society in giving
her receptionR has furnished her with a
throne, this being placed on a raised portion of the floor. This leads Ward McAllister and others to remark that we are
drifting away from tbe republicaJa simplicity which was severely enforced in the
early days of the nation.
PRoF. MAx MULLER, the highest authority in England on Oriental languages and
literature, throws down a gauntlet in the
Nineteenth Centu1·y to Theosophists;
Professor Muller says that the esoteric
Buddhism preached by Madam Blavatsky
never existed in India and that the lamented high priestess of Theosophy, ignorant as she was of the two languages in
which the canonical books of Buddhism
are written, fell under the influence of designing Hindoos, who played upon her
credulitv. As for the existence of mahat·
mas and the belief of Theosophists that
living beings can hold communication
with unseen spirits, it is pointed out that
in all the history of Theosophy no indepPndent witness has ever been present to
test these miraculous performances in soul
communion.
REv. J. G. WHITE was nearly mobbed in
the Cumberland Presbyterian church at
Macomb, Ill., on the 7th, and was tried
the next day in a justice's court on a
charge of using indecent language. He is
seventy-five yp,ars old. and has been a
Cumberland Presbyterian preacher for
half a century. He lectured on the "Iniquities of the Rom11n Confessional." He
said that Roman Catholic priests were a
lot of libertins. He also spoke in most
accusatory term A of womp,n who go to t.he
confeBBional. Many Catholics were present and became greatly enraged. The
police had to draw their revolvers to krep
the crowd away from the preacher. He
was arrested after finishing his lecture.
M11ny of the Catholics and Protestants
drew knives, but the police prevented
their use. The jmy returned a verdict to
the effect that, as t.he lecturer had simply
made use of translations from books used
by Catholic clergy, he was not ~Piilty o~
· the charge,
·
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HIS HOLY HYPOCRISY TRYING TO PERSUADE EUROPE TO DISARM. <Sequel or companion picture next week.)

Old Testament Stories
Darwin and After Darwin.
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
· Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon. ,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrm-.
Sampon the Strong,
Rutli and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illu.:ndna;ted covers, 81. ; cloth, &"ll"t side s"taDJ.p, 81. .50.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

RoMANEB.

A systematicEx:Q.osition of what ma_y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than .o professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting qf En~lish writers m>on eyolnt!on,
besides rankmg With Professor Huxley m sClentific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church_ so often refers:
"'l'hns whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alil\e receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place baR taken place in the direction of natnral1sm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter_pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new. and a.terrible force .in the
words of its tradit10nal enemy-Where 1s now
th.x.God?"
Illustrated. Price, cloth.,. $2.
Address,
TH~ TRUTH SEEKER.
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reliaion of tbe Future. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education ; or, The Health-Laws
of N atnre. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
DiQorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoologieal Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Dlnetrated by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
Address
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Publications~

New

S. P. Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION. A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

The Creation of God.

Ledtcatea to Ute .American 0071gress, of 1892, which for the salee of Religion, Stabbed Libm·tv
to the Heart.
A work burning with indi_gnaticn inspir<d by'the Con~ressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which pract1ealiy united the gov.rnment and the Christian church.

To which is added Mr. Pntnnm's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es"ays and Toem; by M:r. Pntn&li', which have nev<r before be•n Put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty_ and 'l'homM t aine; a_puem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton. Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philacelphis, in1S;6).
The main eFsa.y in this worl< i• onP of the strongest arraignments ever made of tl e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of th~ people of this cont. try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to l•nd his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price
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cents; Five copies for $1.
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O[SIGN ARGUM[NT fALLACI[S.
A Re:fu-ta-tion of: -the Argu:rnen-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligen-t Being.

By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the Gocl Idea, and the mental processes that led to the f01·mation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform>ttion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy •gainst the Cha:dean 1dols, to Christ's comingl the .Principal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p1ain tbat the
Il\lCUliar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the ~ropfr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the pecnl1ar politics of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
·
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

Gateways to Knowledge.
Tables { Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Facnlties-Tte Mind.
l\lap of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Food and Food-Substances.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and
Large 12mo.

~hirty-two

Pages,

In Clo-th, $ 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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SYNOPSIS:
L Tb e DesiKil ArgumeBt Vitiotes Itst>lf By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If Tht>re Were One He Could Not Be Wist- for
His Processes Are .l!;gregion•lr Slow,
'lhey Are EgregionsJ:y:_wastefnl,
They Often Serve No U•e,
They Have Producfd Fan.tv Mechan;sms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Uanse So-Called Design.
VL Astronomv and Design
VII. The Argument of a Fust Cause.

Elimination of Waste Substances,

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Til.kes a. Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-V egeta.ble.
Organic Life-Animal.

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma. of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents..

Address
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Against Jeens; Were the GnaTds Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
"Write me no more fables, lest I be· a fool <tna
read the riddles awrv."

By R. -B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CONTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I•Ppeachecl; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Stories i The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .adamb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama or the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thingf! That Remain.
Price, cfoth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation conthe life and times of Apollonins of
l'yana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli,gion in the interest of so-called Christianity. ~l'he plagiarism
ismade_plain in this brief history of Apollonins~
especially in view of the historica references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
~erning
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COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-o-'-

A COLLECTION OF

t~e Hol'rl•· "'
-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

CoHFILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Prlr.o, $1.50.
For sa.le at THIS OFFIOF.

[nstsad of a ]Joolt. Hard Knocks
ByA'ManTooBusytoWrlteOne.
'at Christianity.
Guuea rrom tlte Writings
B . .R. Tucleer.
of
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Th1s is a lig book of over 500 .Pages, and sets
forth the prCJciples of Philosophic8.1 Anarchy.
In fact, it Js the Cree(!~ by the veritable John
Calvin, of tbltt cult. Jl'lr. Tucker is a mental
plumb-line hew.er, and has the least regard for
where the chips fall of any one of the writers of
that careless camaraderie. Anyone.,,wanting to
know what the thinking Anarchists think, and
why they think that way, will have to get one of
these books in order to know.
Price, paper, 50 <"ents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Oriein of the Stor:v; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
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ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED
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to be Of
Liberal &1'\c:l :et~ical Societiee,
Heathen Origin.
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tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?

BY

With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtn'Ur.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THETRU'l'HSEEKER.
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Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;

ANEW WORK

Antiquity
Christianity and Evolution.
Unveiled.
.Ancient Voices
rrom the Sp t r t t
Realm aisclose the
most Startling Revelations.

Bod~;

lVIary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-

By R. WHEELER.

This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of. C~ristianity on the world, showing
what Chnst1ans have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
th9ct J esns was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, anP,.that Ohristianit;~": is a borrowed system of rellg10n. That the B1ble is not
in accm;d ,wi~h SciencE\,· that the atonement
scheme 1s futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ

MY RfliGIOUS fXPf-

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R, B, Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

1 By s. P. Putn&D1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKl!B.
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Being the stqnr of his reli~ions life a.nd mental
lonrneyings. Written in h1s happiest a.nd most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of Umversity Collegei
London. The purpose of this book is to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investigate it fully for themselve~. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolooical
Works. 3. Botanical Works. 4. Zoological
Phot"l!ra~;>h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
copious index. Price, $2.
ilmerica's greatest ora.tor and Freedom's g;reatest
champion at home, may be had at this oftice for
fifty cents
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Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Te.rm~; Various Forms of Government;
General Prmmples of Government; Functions
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration of Independence; Articles of Confederation·
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of th~
Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
Tariff for Protection; War; Pnnishmen~ Marriage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; what a
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D., Government
Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelso's keen anal;rtical
with a preface. by
{lower, &s shown in his "Bible Analyzed and
·• Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "GovernR. G. INGERSOLL.
ment Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
.
human authority exposed, and will learn what
This is the only work of its kind in the litera. government is. Whether they will agree with
tnre of Freethought. Its arguments are based his statement of what government is depends
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly . upon whether they 1. ean to Socialistic or Anarchto the reader's sense of logic and love of justice. is tic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
1learn something from this book.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
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cock with each shift of a friend's fortune." The the reply was, " Why are you not here !" He resame friend thus addressed Thoreau in these lines : mained steadfast in his refusal to pay taxes, and
finally his friends paid them for him so that no
"Modest and mild and kind,
FOUNDED BY Do l'fio BENNETI'.
Who never spurned the needing from thy doorobligation stood against him and he bad no choice
(Door of thy heart, which is a palace-gate);
left but to vacate the jail. On succeeding years
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager.
Temperate and faithful,-in whose word the world
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE. NEW YORK.
his
frienp.s continued to pay the assessments levied
Might trust, sure to repay ; unvexed by care,
against
him, and thus prevented his imprisonment
Unawed by Fortune's nod, slave to no lord,
SATURDAY,
- JUNE 24, 1893.
again.
Nor coward to thy peers."
Again says Channing: "Of his character, the
In providing means for the physical support of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES•
Bingle subscription, in a.dva.nce ..•...•••••.•.••.•.•••..••.••••• 83 00 moral qualities form the basis; for himself rigidly his life, Thoreau was scrupulous not to put any
One subscription two yea.rs, in a.dva.nce .•...••• ···'·· •••...•... 5 00
Two new subscribers .•..•.•.......••••.•..•......•..••••...•.•••• IJ 00 enjoined; if in another, he could overlook delin- other human being under the slightest burden or
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remitta.nce. IJ 00 quency.
Truth before all things; in all your inconvenience. His literary income was trifling,
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitta.noe ....•...•.........................••••.••••••...•...•.•• 'J 00 thoughts, your faintest breath, the austerest purity, and as he would never be pecuniarily indebted
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitthe utmost fulfilling of the interior law; faith in even to his dearel'!t friend, he eked out a living by
ta.nce ....•..•..•.......•.....•.••..•.....•.•.........•....... S 50
friends, and an iron and flinty pursuit of right, various labors, such as farm-laboring, gardening,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitta.nce .•••...••..•••.••••......••.•••.•.....••••••••••••••••..10 00 which nothing can tease or purchase out of us." fence-building, iand-surveying, pencil-making, and
Any number over five a.tthe sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
In a college essay the subject of this sketch wrote whitewashing. He was possessed of a remarkable
remitta.noe.
thus of the goddess of the Freethinker, Truth: mechanical faculty, and could readily excel in any
MonB'/1 si'«>Ula lle sent IJIJ e:cpress oom:panv's monev oraer. "Truth neither exalteth nor humbleth herself. She craft. He had no false pride in such matters, but
posta! oraer, !!raft on New Yor;t, or 1J1J reutsterea letter.
Aaaress oommuntoattcms ana ma;te !!rafts, chec;ts, :post-Ot!ICB is not too high for the ·low, nor yet too low for the was proud of his work and his mastership therein,
ana ez:press monB'/1 oraers :pavall!e to
E. M. MA ODONALD,
high. She is persua•;liv, not litigious, leaving con- and averse from the gentility of his neighborhood.
28 LaJavette :p!ace, New York.
science to ·decide. She never sacrificeth her dig- He records: "For more than five years I mainSPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our nity that she may secure for herself a favorable re- tained myself solely by the labor of my hands, and
readers it they w"lllsend us the naDle and address of
ception. It is not a characteristic of Truth to use I found that, by working about six weeks in a
any Freethinker who is not a regular subscriber.
men tenderly; nor is she over-anxious about ap- year, I could meet all the expenses of living; the
pearances." At the funeral of the writer of the whole of my winters, as well as the most of my
An Ideal for Freethinkers.
above majestic lines, Ralph Waldo Emerson said: summers, !"had free and clear for study. I found
Persons aspiring to practice certain principles "A truth-speaker he, capable of the most deep and that the occupation of day-laborer was the most
are always greatly helped by contemplating the life strict conversation; a physician to the wounds of independent of any, especially as it required only
of an individual who has already done so, and done any soul; a friend, knowing not only the secret of thirty or forty days in the year to support one."
80 with preeminence
and illustrious success. friendship, but almost worshiped by those few per- He said of himself that his " greatest skill had been
Models, exemplars; ideals, are of vast value to en- sons who resorted to him as their confessor and to want but little." A few cents a day supplied his
deavorers after self-improvement of any kind. When· prophet, and knew the deep value of his mind and simple needs. He used neither tobacco nor alcohol.
a striver after a better life views the career of one great heart. His soul was made for the noblest The intoxication of the morning air he pronounced
who has lived such a life so prosperously and society;
wherever there is knowledge, infinitly superior to that from any other source.
gloriously Lhat his personality enriches and beauti- wherever there is virtue, wherever there is beauty, He could view only with amazement the confies that course, the aspirer's task grows to be a he will find a home."
duct of his fellows in spending all their
labor of love, his efforts in. self-culture are toilless
Thoreau was one of the earliest and most violent w!Joking hours ill toil, to procure an infinity
and delicious satisfactions and delectations, and he protesters against slavery. The love of unbounded of things that they could just as well do without.
ra1>idly though half-unconsciously becomes that freedom, of the most unrestricted individualism, The chief preciousness of life, he thought, lay in
which he admires.
breathes from every page of his writings, and the its opportunity for contemplation,· for the expanTo the ideal characters already thus enthroned in thought of the enthrallment of millions of his fellow- sive and unoppressed exercise of the faculties of the
Freethinkers' souls for admiration and imitation, a creatures in the Southern states was to him in- soul ; and that men could willfully forego this
superb addition is afforded by the personage of tolerable. After vehement outbursts of denunoia- celestial employment, and pass life's golden hours
Henry Thoreau. This man, celebrated most as tion, he executed the remarkable act of formally with their mentality set on some cramp task, was
an author, was born at Concord, Mass., in 1817, seceding from the nation of the United States. He to him incomprehensible. He wrote : " The order
spent nearly all his life in New England, and died deliberately renounced membership in a government of things should be reversed: the seventh should
in 1862.
that upheld slavery, and proclaimed himself a rule- be man's day of toil, in which to earn his living by
The phase of Thoreau's character to which we less unit, a man in his natural condition, ununited the sweat of his brow, and the other six his Sabbath
shall first call attention is that in which he appears by any civil compact with his co-dwellers of the of the affections and the soul, in which to range
as a man of the highest morality and strictest in- earth. In 1846 he uttered the markworthy saying : this wide-spread garden, and drink in the soft
tegrity, and as filled with the warmest feelings of "Any man more right than his neighbors constitutes influences and sublime revelations of Nature." In
amity and benevolence toward his fellow-beings. a majority of one already." And again: "I know exemplification of this doctrin that men need to,
Christians, so prone to denying the compatibility of this well, that if one thousand, if one hundred, if and should, labor but little, and should giv the
these traits with the disbeliever's character, may ten men whom I could name-if ten honest men- main of their time on earth to contemplation of the
here behold them expanded in their noblest propor- ay, if one honest man, ceasing to hold slaves, were wo~ders and joys so abounding around them,
tiona in the nature of a complete and thorough- actually to withdraw from this copartnership, and Thoreau retired from the ordinary life of the world
going Infidel. "Duty,'' wrote this person while yet be locked up in the county jail therefor, it would be to a lonely spot by Walden lake, Massachusetts,
a youth, "is one and invariable ; it requires ilo im- the abolition of slavery in America. Under a gov- and erecting a hut with his own hands, lived two
possibilities, nor can it ever be disregarded with ernment which imprisons any unjustly, the true years on such .means of subsistence as he could
impunity.
. None but the highest minds can place for a just man is also a prison." On this de- procure there without too great expenditure of
time, and devoted his hours to meditation. He
attain to moral excellence.
To reject 're- liverance F. B. Sanborn remarks:
ligion is the first step toward moral excellence.
"This sounded hollow then, but when that embodi- went, in his own words, "to the woods because he
Could Infidels liv double the number of ment of American justice and mercy, John Brown,_ lay wished to liv deliberately, to front only the essential
years allotted to other mortals, they would become bleeding in a Virginia prison, a dozen years later, the facts of life, and see if he could not learn what it
significance of Thoreau's words began to be seen; and
patterns of excellence. So, too, of all true poets- when a few years after our countrymen were dying by had to teach, and not, when he came to die, disthey would neglect the beautiful for the true." hundreds of thousands to complete what Brown, with his cover that he had not lived." In another place he
William Henry Channing, a litterateur and friend of single life,.had begun, the whole truth, as Thoreau had says he went to Walden to " transact some private
business," which nobody else could do for him,
Thoreau, says of the latter : "His views :->f friend- seen it, flashed in the eyes of the nation."
ship were high and noble. Those who loved him
The particular reference of Thoreau to being "with the fewest obstacles."
Thoreau encouraged his logic to penetrate every
never had the least reason to regret it. He made imprisoned for withdrawal from the government,
no useless professions, never asked one of those has its origin in the fact that he refused to pay his theme and to reason as newly and daringly as posquestions that destroy all relation ; but he was on tax-collector any money, to go for the support of sible; and likewise explored wit:P. his imagination
the spot at the time.
He meant friendship a government that maintained slavery, and was every avenue arid nook of the world of fantasy. His
and meant nothing else, and stood by it without therefore put in ja.il. Whenever Emerson came to endeavor was in his mind to liv all possible lives, thil k
-the _slightest abatement ; not veering as a weather- the cell and said, "Henry, why are you here T" all possible thoughts and feel all possible sensationl:!.
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Others he incited to the same headlong overvaulting of barriers and wild and free excursion into
possible nature; For example, one of his verses
reads:
" The timid it concerns to a.sk their way,
And fear what fo~s in caves and swamps can stray,
To make no step until the event is known,
And ills to come as evils past bemoan.
Not so the wise: no timid watch he keeps
"To spy what danger on his pathwav creeps;
Go where he will the wise man is at home,
His hearth the earth, his hall the azure dome;
Where his clear spirit leads him, there's his road,
By God's own light illumined and foreshadowed."

•

Thoreau had, said Emerson, "in a short life exhausted the capabilities of this world."
Thoreau is an example of the Natural Man, as
contrary to the denaturalized man whom we usually
meet. In contrast with that emasculated, artificial
product of a repressiv religion and a narrowing conventionality, his :figure stands forth with titanic
grandeur. He spurned Christianity, the Religion
of Sorrow, with its melancholy themes and dreary
prohibitions, and mentally affiliated himself with
the glad and free paganisms of antiquity whose
creed was enjoyment and pride. A.nd equally with
the paganicreligions of nature, he loved his own religion of nature-the communion with the universe
about him which spontaneously and instinctivly
grew to be the prevailing mode of his mind.
Thoreau's love of nature and wildness, and also
his imaginational craving to liv myriad and diverse
lives, made him a fellow with all living things of
:field and forest. He confessed that he sometimes
felt like a hound or a panther. He loved Indians,
and said that had he been born among them he
would hav been an insatiable hunter. "It was,"
says Emerson, " a pleasure and a privilege to walk
with him. He knew the country like a fox or bird,
and passed through it as freely by paths of his
own.
His intimacy with animals suggested
what Thoml!os Fuller records of Butler the apiologist, that ' either he had told the bees things, or the
bees had told him.' Snakes coiled round his leg,
the :fishes swam into his hand, and he took them
out of the water ; he pulled the woodchuck out of
its hole by the tail, and took the foxes under his
protection from the hunters.
He knew
how to sit immovable, a part of the rock he rested
on, until the bird, the reptil, the :fish, which had
retired from him, should come back and resume its
habits-nay, moved by curiosity, should come to
him and watch him." Thoreau's connection with
nature was partly that of poetry and partly that of
science. He set himself to keep a calendar of
Nature, and her daily doings about him for twenty
years found record in his journal. He had gages
for the bight of the river; noted the temperature
of springs and ponds, the tints of the morning and
the evening sky, the flowering and fruit of plants,
all the habits of birds and animals, and every aspect
of nature from the smallest to the greatest. He
was an expert in all kinds of woodcraft and outdoor exercise and employment. His senses, naturally acute, he had cultivated to an exquisit :fineness.
"His power of observation," says Emerson,
" seemed to indicate additional senses ; he saw as
with microscope, heard as with ear-trumpet, and
his memory was a photographic register of all he
saw and heard." A.nd these special faculties performed their office no more admirably than the abstractiv powers, the generalizing and ratiocinativ
principles, of the mind, which received the items
thus supplied by sense. "Every fact," says Emerson, " lay in order and glory in his mind, a type of
the order and beauty of the whole."
It seems necessary that a pattern and Hero for
the people's admiration and imitation shall be of
great intellectual gifts. Goodness of heart we not
infrequently meet about us. To arouse the energetic emulation of the multitude, it appears requisit that this goodness of heart be united in the
same person with illustrious ability of mind.
Thoreau's intellect was as admirable in its power
as his heart in its right feeli_ngs. His writings hav
a place with the :first rank of American classics.
They are unsurpassed in merit by those of any
writer of this continent. Many critics of the first

estimation would say, they are unsurpassed by
those of any writer of the world. They touch with
the certainty of a master equally topics of material
nature and of transcendental imagining. They
excel indifferently in observing and describing
reality, and in building from fancy's gauzy :films and
dreaming's opalin hues the enchanting palaces of
the ideal. The personal quality which pervades
them is of a racy wildness, a strain peculiar and
almost unearthly, the taste of which the reader
never forgets.
The keynote of Thoreau's character, perhaps we
may venture to predicate from the foregoing, was
development. His life was a continual unfolding
and education of his senses, of his emotions, of his
intellect, of his will, and of his moral sentiments.
Of self-development, as opposed to the ancient
Christian cult of self-stunting and self-abasement,
he stands perhaps the most splendid modern
champion.
A. word on the personal appearance of this lovable personage before we take leave of him, is desirable. He was of medium build, perhaps a trifle
undersized. He possessed blue-gray eyes, brown
hair, a large nose, and features in general somewhat rough. He wore a beard. In F. B. Sanborn's
diary is this observation : " Thoreau looks eminently sagacious-like a sort of wise wild beast."
A.lso, he "has a weather-beaten face, which reminds
me of some shrewd and honest animal's-some retired philosophical woodchuck or magnanimous
fox."
Thoreau's death resulted from pulmonary consumption. It was as triumphant as his life. Of
his last illness his sister said: "It was not possible
to be sad in his presence. No shadow of gloom
attaches to anything in my mind connected with
my brother.
Henry's whole life impresses
me as a grand miracle. He said he should leave
the world without a regret." His sister further
wrote : " Henry was never affected, never reached,
by [his illness]. I never before saw such a manifestation of the power of spirit over matter. Very
often I hav heard him tell his visitors that he enjoyed existence as well as ever.
The
thought of death, he said, could not begin to
trouble him. His thoughts had entertained him all
his life, and did still.
During •his long illness I never heard a murmur escape him, or the
slightest wish expressed to remain with us. His
perfect contentment was truly wonderful.. None of
his friends seemed to realize how very ill he was, so
full of life and good cheer did he seem.
My heart is :filled with praise to God for the gift of
such a brother.
I wish you to know how
very gentle, lovely, and submissiv he was in all his
ways.
He would sometimes say : 'I
should be ashamed to stay in this world after so
much has been done for me. I could never repay
my friends.' " Thoreau's last letter concluded:
"I am enjoying existence as much as ever,' and re_
gret nothing."
The Christian multitude complains, :finds fault,
accuses ; Thoreau kept silence, uncriticisingly selected, and taught by example. The Christian multitude frets, despairs, falters; Thoreau moved forward unopposably with serene and imperial brow.
Christians sourly reject; Thoreau warmly accepted.
Christians spurn with sulky distaste ; Thor{'au riotously indulged and enjoyed. Christians devote
themselvs to repression of their mind and
heart ; Thoreau unfolded himself till he felt
and moved with the universe. Others are burdens,
in varying degrees, upon their fellows; Thoreau
stood a monument of self-sufficingness. Others
take, Thoreau givs ; others consume, Thoreau
produces ; others are gulfs, Thoreau is a fount.
Churchmen would make everyone think like them,
but Thoreau wanted each to hav the same liberty
to think as himself. The orthodox chutches were
iron bands and locks on negroes' legs; Thoreau
was a hammer shattering bonds. The too common worldly speech is a mantle hiding ill things
in the pool below ; Thoreau's accents were crystal
waters through which was exactly seen reality beneath. Thoreau's honesty was an oak of trustiness
and a lily of purity ; the ~onesty of most Chris-

tians is-such as it is. Chri8tians too largely are
dejected; Thoreau was exultant and glad. The
souls of conventionalists and religionists are gloomy
inquisition cells; Thoreau's spirit was a freeest sky
of morn shot with silver rays of light and tinged
with hope's roseate hue.
What a world would this be were all-men,
women, and children-of the strain of Thoreau.
Excellent Thoreau, independent, tranquil, joyous,
bountiful, feeling, truth-telling, honest, sage, undauntable, free-when shall we be like thee T

Victory!
On last Saturday, the 17th ult., the Up.ited
States court of appeals sitting at Chicago reversed
the decision of the United States circuit court
granting an injunction against opening the World's
Fair Sundays.. In this decision the government's
contention that the World's Fair people had violated the contract implied in the act of Congress of
March 3, 1893, was meb by the court with the judicial enunciation that the government, by withholding the $570,000 of souvenir coins, had disregarded its covenant with the Fair. A.nd, said the
justice, that act of Congress was not a law, but a
contract, and if violated its only remedy lay in a
suit to recover the money, with damages.
The decision pointed out that the government's
money investment in the Fair was but a trifle compared with the expens.e borne by other parties,
whose rights in the premises were coequal with
those of the government and should be considered
and conserved by a court of equity. Finally, the
decision held that it had not been shown that the
government could suffer any los~ or damage by the
opening of the Fair on Sunday, and for this reason
the government could hav no right or claim in
equity to the relief prayed for.
The judgment of the lower court was reversed.
This decision makes it pretty certain that the
Fair will be open Sundays during the rest of its
continuance. If an appeal is taken to the Supreme
Court of the United States it cannot be heard till
October, when the Fair will hav been ended.
There is one hope left for the Sabbatarians, but
it is a forlorn one. The Sunday-closing people
now pin their faith to the Wanamaker suit. " This
decision clears the way for the prosecution
of the suit begun in the United States court here
by Ex-Postmaster-general John Wanamaker and
other stockholders in the Exposition to prevent
Sunday opening," said the Rev. L. McLean, secretary of the American Sabbath Union. The point
has been made in this case just concluded that the
World's Fair directors were willing to refund to the
government the -money had under the Souvenir
Coin act in return for the privilege of keeping open
on Sunday. Mr. Wanamaker and the World's Fair
stockholders associated with him assert in their bill
that such return of this money would cause them
loss and impair their property interests as part
owners of the Exposition. This suit will now be
pushed vigorously. E. F. Cragin, one of the leading advocates of Sunday closing, said it was a bad
defeat, but he did not think it worth while to giv
up altogether. " The Fair may be open for a
time," said he, "but Sunday closing will win in the
end. The Wanamaker and Bown case will probably go right on. The decision rendered to-day
does not affect their case."
A.ttorney-general Olney at Washington on hearing the decision said that his department had a
clear record in the case, and had exhausted every
legal means to enforce the mandate of Congress in
the matter. He could not see that any injunction
should be thrown in the way of opening the Fair
on Sunday, but, as the matter was in the immediate charge of United States A.ttorney Milchrist and
two able assistants, he had no doubt that they
would exhaust every legal means known to the law
to uphold the intent of Congress. While he saw
no means in sight, perhaps those who. had been
more intimately associated with the case than he
would yet discover some. Other matters of a complicated character, he said, would undoubtedly grow
out of this decision. Suits over money promised, paid,
or yet to be paid, or declared withheld, would ~rise.
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bate on the subject of religion. I intend to convert you. them to do but join the church. Heston will enI hav ~ecently come to this country from London, lighten them no more, and they won't know anyalon~ mth a few stanch followers, and we are preparing
thing about the World's Fair or the International
to glv to thousands of Americans the true religion of
Congress of Freethinkers (which is going to be
mankind.
·
were coupled with the condition that the exhibits
"We will preach a religion that is the most sensible about the biggest thing in Chicago), or what is
should not beopened on Sunday. It was entirely and logical of all known religions. We hav taken the going on in the world of thought anywhere, or what
clear that the government exhibits could not be best and most probable ideas from those records for becomes of Dr. Briggs and how the Presbyterians
opened on Sunday. .As this officer, Olney, is to be which there is reasonable proof. This religion of man- progress in revising their creed. They will j01;1t hav
accounted as guided by instructions from the head kind is not the religion of any one sect, but is intended
to take into its fold the thousands and thousands of dis- to exist like benighted Christians. To escape this
of .the cabinet to which he belongs, that head, satisfied men and women in Protestantism and Catholi- fate all they hav to do-and we ask them for the
namely President Cleveland, would seem to hav cism to-day. . . .
last time-is to inclose the amount they owe in a
submitted to the country this as his position on the
"This religion is a reasonable religion. It is not like letter and mail it to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette
Sunday question. The Republican president of last the Salvation Army in its methods, but we believe in place, New York city. Then will they sleep peacet
having at its head a man like yourself, a giant intellectarm appears to stand on the same platform. ually and a Christian though as yet an unbeliever. With fully and hav pleasant dreams.
Ex-President Harrison said to a reporter a few a leader like you we could sweep the country and gain
.A book has been published to show how far chil-.
days ago: "Whatever I think personally about thousands of converts for the religion of all mankind.
Sunday opening, it seems to me that when Congress
"We are believers in prayer, and by prayer we hope dren comprehend terms, remember facts, and exmade the law and gave an appropriation to the Fair t.o convert you to this new religion for which you can do hibit a reasoning faculty, as shown by their answers
so much good. For several nights past I and my follow- in examin1tions, etc. .Among these answers are the
that settled the question."
ers hav prayed at the door of your residence that the
following : " Doxology, dropsy in the head." Let
Of the other opinions of eminent men expressed good and kind maker would preserve you for this great
through the week, one was of a visitor from France, movemPnt. Now we shall pray by night as well as by us charitably suppose here that the youngster meant
who gave the_ Gallic view of Sunday.
Prince day. We shall go to your place of resort by day and pray that doxology-singers hav dropsy in the head. .AnRoland Bonaparte on his return from his trip that you will be converted and accept the leadership of other youth submitted: "Monastery, a place for
our religion and become leader of the Society of All monsters." Evidently this was included in the list
through the West said : " I was astonished to hear Souls.
of mistakes by some oversight. •• .An incendiary is
they were discussing whether to open the World's
"We willhav a national headquarters in New York.
Fair on Sunday. I am very sorry for that. Sun"I will call upon yon in a fortnight to secure your an- when you go round preaching and singing himl!l."
day is the poor people's day."
swer to our request. We feel confident by that time our History, good youth, bears out your assertion.
efforts in prayer .will hav worked your salvation.
"The Crusades were millinery expeditions underThe churches are now uncorking their vials of
"Yours to save all souls,
taken by the Christians." The Crusades were
wrath to be emptied on the heads of the hell. "GoRDON LAwRENCE, P. J. S."
undertaken by people who, in the words of a certain
guided :miscreants who hav provided the people
.An elevator boy at the colonel's law office in Nassau
philosopher, "attach holiness or impiety to lawnwith innocent and temperate places of pleasure and street told a reporter that he thought he remembered
sleeves or gestures." Their object was at any rate
profit on their leisure day. For instance, Bishop seeing three strangers of mournful visage standing
as frivolous as millinery. "Evangelist, one who
Merrill, of the Methodist church, says that his de- with bowed heads in the hallway, outside the door
speaks from his stomach." Sense will be found in
nomination will boycott the Fair. He has informa- of the colonel's private office, but no more touching
this by farm-boys with clothes all buttonless from
tion to the effect that the general commission will the identity of the colonel's mysterious correspondcrawling under barns for yellow-legged · chickens
issue a manifesto withdrawing the exhibits, and ent could be learned by the scribe. The colonel,
upon the advent of the revival's holy man, or by
that the five million members of the church will says the reporter, remains in ignorance of the parthe o'erworked cook-maid sweltering over dainties
keep away week-days as well as Sundays. "In our ticular sect which he is to be called upon to lead.
while the mistress is in the parlor :flooding with
manifesto," he says, "it will be laid on the con- The reporter saw Colonel Ingersoll in his summer
best-best smiles said fortunate H. M.
sciences of our people to stay away fro;n the Ex- home at Dobbs Ferry, and he abandoned his favoOur neighbor, the company publishing the
position that defies the laws of God. Millions of rit game of billiards to chat for half an hour about
Methodists the world over, in 'response to that man- ·the letter. "Am I used to this sort of thing?" Twentieth Century, has made an assignment for
ifesto, will cease to patronize the Fair. The Meth- said he; "well, rather. .At least one thousand the benefit of its creditors. We presume the paper
odist church will not be alone in the movement. I letters reach me annually from as many fervid re- will be continued. Mr. O'Laughlin failed once behav it on good a~thority that other denominations ligionists.
.All the letters go into the waste· fore, in Boston, as a Catholic book publisher, and
will adopt measures equally radical, if not more so. basket. . I open a letter and see, 'Mr. Ingersoll, as the publisher of the Catholic Herald, and his
That means that the World's Fair will be a financial dear sir, I am a Christian and I ' - - That settles incursion into Freethought publishing seems to
failure. You can depend upon it the other Protest- it. I used to read them, though. Some of the hav ended the same way. How a Catholic can
ant denominations will follow our example. Mark writers used to giv me Hail Columbia. But this reconcile it with his conscience to publish such
my words when I say that the World's Fair will be Gordon Lawrence, P. J. S., letter is of an unusual splendid scientific works as are in the Humboldt
a financial failure. The business men of this city, sort. There is a coolness absolutely refreshing Library, which directly antagonize his faith, and to
heretofore supposed to be the soul of honor, hav by about it. He proposes to convert me because he print a socially and religiously heretical journal
their action on this Sunday question broken all that wants to use me as a figurehead for a new sect. like the Twentieth Century, is what we never could
is held sacred and honorable in business methods." Pshaw! the letter is a piece of insanity. No more see. He certainly couldn't do it for money, as the
Bishop Merrill is the chairman of the committee so, however, than the trial of Briggs by the pres- assignment attests. In the hands of Mr. Pentecost
under whose authority the Methodist church ex- bytery. That was the wildest thing I ever heard and Mr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Sullivan, all Freethinkhi bits were placed at the Fair. He declares: "This of.''
The colonel chuckled at the recollection. ers, the TwentiethCentury did a good work. If it
commission, which represents five million members "But Briggs is also insane-not a doubt of it," he should be edited by a Catholic its usefulness would
of the Methodist church in this country, is com- continued, "only not quite so crazy as his antag- cease. So far it has been supported by social
posed of the leading spirits of Methodism in the onists.
Now, as for my solicitous friend, the or religious heretics.
We trust our readers will see a little warning in
United States, and it will giv out a manifesto that 'P. J. S.'-whatever that means-he is welcome to
will stir up the world."
pray for me wherever and as long as he chooses. this disaster, and not let THE TRUTH SEEKER get
Last Sunday Rev. W. C. Steele, Methodist chap- I hope that the knowledge of my absence from my into another financial hole. Prompt renewals of
lain at Randall's island, New York, in a sermon ap- New York home, and the fact that he has been subscriptions will be particularly appreciated this
pealed "to the supreme being to deliver Chicago praying before an empty house, will not discourage summer to keep the paper merchants and printers
from the reign of Satan and close the Fair on the him. His God will understand the mistake and on- quiet. We hav nothing but our subscriptions and
book sales to depend upon, and when these languish
Sabbath day.'' Unless there is intervention by doubtedly overlook it.''
times are hard at 28 Lafayette place. .A word to
this supreme being-more powerful, it is said, than a
----------The Freethinkers of Kearney, Neb., hav made the wise and good is sufficient.
supreme court, though we do not remember to hav arrangements to charter a car to attend the Interseen his operation so often-the noble Colum- national Congress of Freethinkers in Chicago.
Manhattan Liberal Ulub Medley Meeting.
German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, Friday
bian Exposition will in all likelihood do its blessed
evenings at 8 PM. On the evening of June 30th, closing
work of improving the people in head and heart on
J. E. Remsburg's work on Lincoln will contain a the lecture season, instead of the usual program, there
Sunday just as on every other day.
long and interesting letter relativ to Lincoln's re- will be twelve five-minute speeches alternating with
entertainment in lighter vein. The subject proposed
ligion from Hugh McCulloch, Lincoln's last secre- is,
"\Vbat is the Next Beet Thing to Do?" Each speaker
Colonel Ingersoll About to Lead a Religious tary of the treasury, and the only surviving mem- c&n in reply state brie:fly what reform, in political or
affairs~ he would advise for immediate use. If he
Sect.-He .11 eclares Briggs Insane.
ber of his cabinet.
Mr. McCulloch's letter was social
has several nobbies he should trot out one ready to be
.A person calling himself Gordon Lawrence, written especially for this work. Mr. Remsburg's harnessed to the car of progresR at once, and not such as
"P. J. S.," whatever that means, has come .from book will also contain a letter bearing on this will only be useful to usher in the millennium. To put it
in another way, suppose $10,000 bequeathed for use in
London with a pmying band to convert Colonel question from Chief-justice Chase to his daughter. reform work in the next twelve months, for "causes"
rather than charities or personal relief, what would be
Ingersoll. The grace-defying object of their efforts
best way to dispose of it?
We hav on our list a few score subscribers who theThe
received a few days ago a letter reading in part :
entertainment will consist of music, songs, recitaowe
us
from
three
to
six
dollars,
and
seem
pertitions, etc., by members of the club and obliging friends,
"ROB"ERT G. INGERSOLL-Dear Sir: For many years I
including ''topical songs "for the occasion, and a mandoand my friendshav been warm admirers of you as a man naciously bound not to square up, though we hav lin and guitar duet. The admission will be "ten cents
of inteJligence and brains, but the time has come when asked them in the most fraternal manner. But all around," and the receipts will be devoted to the exyou should lay off this shell of unbelief which octopus this is the last call, and if we do not hear from penses of the International Congress of Freethinkers,
like surrounds you and come forth in the clear light of them right away we shall draw the blue pencil to be held in Chicago, October let to October 8th.
E B. FooTE, JR., President.
belief and faith before you are takfln from hence.
120 Lexington avenue, New York,
·
"Now, my dea.r sir, I do not wish to enter into any de- ttcross their names, and there will be nothing for
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achievements than during antecedent periods T Did pear at the International Congress this fall, it would
not purely chemical and physical forces-soulless be necessary, I rather think, to go in corporeity or
and willless-first evolve protoplasm, this simple I fear "we" would be absent. This is a selfcell-tiss:ue, this higher form of organisms, until we evident fact and requires no proof. But the contraReply to Miss Chapman.
reach man, with each step "bestowing " higher proposition requires proof because it is contrary to
IV.
order of development than it contained itself? Did fact, startling, sadly lacking evidence.
Again, where were " we" before our physical
EsTEEMED FRIEND : I cheerfully concede that we not Ingersoll's Puritan parents "bestow" upon
can ~ecall in imagination objects, places, or persons him that which they did not possess themselvs? bodies were in existence? " We" were not in exnot within range of our vision. I concede you may Did not your parents, my brilliant disputant, be- istence a hundred years ago. Then, in course of
hav seen, so to speak, as graphically as ever with stow upon you t~lents entirely absent in them- time, "we" were born-yes, two animals the
crowning work of nature (I am very proud of this).
the normal eyes, "long vistas of streets, friends- selva T
both living and dead," etc., both in your dreams or
No, indeed, mind is not necessary. to produce. So the self-evident fact is that these two animals
when musing awake, "within the walls of a narrow mind, any more than perfume is needed in the black are you and I, and "we" are these two animals.
sleeping apartment." I concede we may thus hear soil to produce the rose which produces the deli- As long as the latter liv so long will "we " exist.
music and songs more sublime than the harmony cate aroma. Even the origin of a Humboldt or a But in time "we" must die. These bodies will
produced by greatest masters at other times; or Spencer is a purely physical effect of purely phys- then disintegrate, their constituents assume other
see visions more rapturous than the realities of ical causes. And if it were true that we must look form; and then it is equally self-evident that "we"
nature and art, or angels, mermaids, .dragons, or beyond nature for the intelligence that produces shall cease to exist. " We " were the result or prodour dead friends clothed in graceful robes, endowed mind, would it not. follow that we must look at uct of two certain forms of matter, animals, and
with wings to soar through space, etc. ; I concede the same source for idiocy, deformity, brutality, lust,· their respectiv functions, and when these particular
forms vanish, of course, " we" can exist no more.
all you claim, except this : that it is our " spiritual and crime?
senses," or something not man, that perceives these
You dispute another proposition by saying: Born "like a brute," it seems inevitable that we
phenomena, instead of the cogency of the physical "How a powerful factor can produce innumerable must also "die like a brute," the parson's admoniorganism.
results and yet hav no existence is more than I can tion to the contrary notwithstanding.
All this, my esteemed friend, may not be very
Until some one of the world's Spiritists, or comprehend." Were you ever in love~ Pardon
"spirits" .direct, will define" spirit," what it is, what my frankness-! desire no confession-but a re- agreeable to our vanity, but the philosopher in
search of truth ignores all but facts lead they where
and where they are, what ar~ their constituents, etc., minder of that
they may. What I hav said is self-evident. But
I am compelled to consign them to realms of fiction.
Tender longing! sweetest hopei
now your school of thought insists that when this
If an entity they must be something, if something
The golden time of love's first kiss;
body, which originated and constituted man, is no
they must be possessed of organs, parts, and con- [when] The eye beholds the heavens ope
The heart too reveleth in bliss;
more, a dual man surviVts-an exact counterpartstituents, and if possessed of constituents it must [and]
be in the power of such spirits, at least through would, no doubt, instantly convince you that cer- and so will liv during eternity. But this is not
their "mediums," to so inform the world. If tain conditions, which hav no ~xistence in them- self-evident, but mysterious, and equivalent to afreality and fact, we hav a right to demand of them, selva, may be powerful factors for good or evil. firming that twice two equals five instead of four.
and it is the emphatic duty of Spiritists to inform Love is no entity but an emotion. Not real being You affirm-you must prove it, or my simple stateus, what they are, or forever cease their unwarranted but a power. Not substantiv reality but the potent ment that man is dead when his body exists no
and invisible motor which pervades all animate more establishes such fact.
assertions.
You next refer to the faculties of the dreaming
Please imagin the " spirits " of the many wise creation, fires the human brain, and lays prostrate
men who hav lived on earth, who made the study strongest manhood at the feet of lovely, tender man, which implies a living man, consequently is no
analogy for the faculties of a dead man or the aband analysis of the most complex phenomena their woman.
Man, when created,
sole mission in life, now existing for years and
sorbed elements now in other forms.
At first alone, lpng wandered up and down,
And now, dear friend, your involuntary clies of
centuries in "spirit-life," yet refusing or unable to
Forlorn, and silent as his vassal beasts;
enlighten the world with a solitary intelligent idea
despair in facing the inevitable fate of all living
But when a. heav'n-born maid, like you, a.ppea.r'd,
creatures betray the main reasons of the tenacious
of the constituents of a "spirit-form." Able now
Strange pleasures filled his eyes, and fir'd his heart,
Unloos'd his tongue, and his first talk was-love.
continuation of the belief in immortal life. But•
to penetrate almost all other mysteries of nature
("spirits" are supposed to study for pastime), yet
And-en passant-love is purely an attribute of behold the suffering, wretchedness, and horrors
they hav failed so far to name a single element the physical and based upon the passions. And menacing the pathway of every human life. In
contained in the "spirit-body." The human body this fact more than any other convinces one that vain we plead for aid ; does it not prove that nature
contains : oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, phosphorus, life after death and during all eternity-when the is not responsiv to our yearnings and that all gods
sulphur, calcium, iron, etc., none of which are em- human form we may hav called "wife" has mingled are indifferent to our misery! Hence the clamoring
bodied in the so-called "spirit-form," or we could with the dust of the earth and can exist no more of frail human creatur.es for final eternal bliss is
see them with normal vision, weigh and handle forever-is not worth living. And I, for one, I am evidence of egotism and conceit, ana no argument
them, or analyze them like other forms. (And here frank to admit, could find no adequate substitute in this discussion. Because if it were, proof that
it occurs to me that fire cannot burn them, a buzz- in sentiment or misty "spirits."
immortal life were not desirable (and which I think
saw not injure them, nor dynamite blow them up.
Again, you say: " Matter divested successivly I can supply in some future letter) would prove
If not miracle, what is itT) Furthermore, the last of size, extension, color, weight, etc., would vanish." there is no such existence. But we well know that
particle of the ~uman form is, after death, con- Indeed! But can you p-erform such wonderful our likes or dislikes cannot change the immutable
signed to the grave or the crematory oven, and not feat T If you can diveet a twenty-dollar gold piece order of nature. But death-eternal peace which
an atom of it survives to constitute such " spirit," of size, extension, weight, without removing any of was our fate before birth-is a boon in disguise.
because all assumes other forms-leaving absolutely its material I will cheerfully supply one to learn
Please substitute "the men in the dug-out" for
nothing to com pose a " spirit."
how. But it cannot be done. Matter has such at- "ape· men" and you hav my answer to your next
It is evident, therefore, that as our ignorant an- tributes and retains them forever. We can trans- argument, as we hav no space to discuss technicestors conjeetured Gods, who had no existence, to form it in other shape or color, and reduce its form calities of evolution now.
explain natural phenomena, so they conjectured and weight, but as long as an atom .exists we can
You say in proof of a God: "In no age of the
human " spirits " to explain mental phenomena, not divest it of properties--much less can such world, and among no people, has He left Himself
leaving however all these creatures of the imagina- properties exist without matter.
without a witness;" and this universality of the
tion sadly unexplained, and thus infinitly increasSteam, ice, etc., still are matter as much as water, God idea is one of the popular orthodox arguments
ing, instead of decreasing, existing mysteries. .
but it has changed form. But your notions of in proof of a God-shooting very far off the mark,
I believe cerebration or psychical phenomena space, my friend, are most amusing. If space were however. If you insist that pagans' and heathens'
produced by the subtle and complex functions of something it would not be space, because space is gods-fetiches and all-are false gods, and your
the living organism is not yet fully understood ; the antithesis of something-nothing. Matter, higher conception of Divinity the only true God,
and I a.m not ready to deny clairvoyance, hypno- worlds, gods, or you and I could not occupy space kindly inform me how the many heathen idols can
tism, or kindred phenomena as long as we are aware if space were matter, because two bodies cannut prove your God T And if your "true God " does
of a. source, cause, or basis for such phenomena, but occupy the same space at the same time. Hence not prove the reality of the heathen god, or of the
when in the absence of a good, sound, healthy "me- the universe exists--because it has infinit expanse old-school Bible God, or of fetiches, etc., and all
dium" of flesh and blood, or other manipulator, it to exist in. If there were no space or space were these false gods do not and cannot possibly prove
is affirmed, that such phenomena can be produced matter, nothing else, of course, would exist. Dr. your God, how, in the name of logic and reason,
without such human agency then, I confess, I can Carns in the Open Court defines space thus : can your several opposing beliefs prove your
not prostitute my intellect to believe it.
" Space is ideal, not real. Space is a conception of general belief ?
It is not necessary for the Materialist to prove ours and nothing more. Space is abstracted from
I explain it differently: Like causes produce like
how the world exists and governs itself without a reality. We abstract extension and omit all ma- effects. All races and nations originally having
God; how the human body can produce such mar- terial." This is space.
been alike ignorant concerning abstract existence
velous psychical phenomena, etc. ; the self-evident
I am afraid, my young friend, you are too learned and natural phenomena, all alike conjectured a God
facts are that such is the case. Neither is it neces- -hav read too much I Learning I define to be "in their own image " to explain matters ; and
sary for him to prove that Gods and " spirits " do (aside from the practical, elementary, and positiv falsehood once rooted fast is hard to eradicate, esnot exist. upon those affirming devolves the branches of knowledge) conversancy with the ideas pecially when to the social, political, and financial
proof. 'fhey must soar through space and discover and theories of other "learned " men, who again interest of priest, preacher, and politician to perGod, or produce "spirits" in the open court of obtained their learning from others, and so on back petuate the same. But as you in the kindness of
science, or our plain and honest denial is equivalent till we find the origin of these ideas in the brain of. your heart hav greatly civilized your God, so futto proof, that such beings do not exist.
very ordinary and often ignorant mortals. Orig- ure generations will contjnue the good work of reYou say: "Nature could not possibly bestow inal, intuitiv, common sense, and acute analytical form and finally crown an honest man or woman as
what she does not possess." Pardon me, dear power,is generally preferable to the abstruse learn- their sole king, queen, or God.
friend, again to differ from you. Evolution-now ing of those whose wisdom culminates in doubting
As there are no two blades of grass alike, so
scientifically established-proves the contrary. Be- their own reality or that of the universe.
there never were two Lincolns or two brothers
hold the congress of nations and their projucts in
You still doubt that "we are our bodies," and in- alike; otherwise-like causes absolutely producing
mechanics and arts at the World's Fair at the sist I must prove it. But here I must again beg like effects-we would positivly hav two Lincolns
present time. Then, kindly, permit your mind, to diller. You, affirming that "1oe" are not our alike. But the slightest variation in prenatal conimagination (or "spirit") to soar back millions of bodies, must prove it, because the self-evident fact ditions or in his environments in after-life could
ages, to the time when this globe was in an incan- is that "we" and our bodies are identical. Where not produce a Lincoln.
descent state. Did not all this evolve, and nature "we" are there our bodies are, and where our
And, I regret to say, you are still "not peneand man produce at each successiv period greater bodies are there are " we." If "we " should ap- trated by the solemnity of the problem" for which
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you off~r in explanation a being or personal God.
You mtght as well believe that· an animalcula in a
drop of water can control the motion of our earth
?r ch~nge the _motion of our planetary system in
Its mighty orb~t, a_s to ~elieve that any being, no
mat~er h_ow m_aJeBtiCal in Its proportions, could rule
an m:fi.mt umv~rse. Did you realize that if your
God ~ere the Size of the sun arid all the planets
combmed, and _filled all space occupied by these
planets and their vast orbits-a thousand millions
of miles in extent, that even such a monstrous God
when compared to an in:fi.nit universe would be'
more insignificant than is an infusoriu~ compared
t~ o?r world' And furthermore, were your God
Withm reach of our world, busy "controling the
minds and operations of our bodies," as you say
"He " would of necessity, in the mean time, neglect
the rest or principal part of the universe. And
furthermore, when here, ·"He" would be entirely·
out of sight of other worlds and systems ; and
when there, would be absolutely out of reach of
our strongest telescopes ; and if moving with the
speed of light through space, it would take "Him"
years to get back-and in the mean time you would
be without a God !
.
An in:fi.nit universe excludes an in:fi.nit God. A
finite God cannot be a God-hence there is no God.
.Rochelle, Ill.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

My Vision.

them luxurious living-the best and fattest of an
productions. It was cruel, for it authorized the
loyal ones. to rob and kill whoever spoke or thought
aught agamst the godly government. During that
lo~~ dark age the people were ignorant, super~
stitwus. very poor, and much given to crime; and
the rulers had many Black islands covered with
places ~or c?nfinement and punishment of criminals.
But this kmd o~ sacre~ rule was abolished long
a~o. A very Simple kind now exists-with no
VIcars, no mediums, no nobility and but few in
publi~ ~>:fiice to b_e .supported; ~onsequently taxes
~re tr~mg. ~avmg universal freedom in speech,
m belief, and m trade also, it follows that there is
D:ow no favored class, no monopolies, no extremely
ric~ or poo~. And this general equality of oppor~
tumty furmshes few temptations to crime ; hence
there are fewer courts, lawyers, and prisons to
support.
Then the sage talked on morals · contrasted the
ancient time of godly rule-a t~e of ignorance
fan!l'ticism~ crueltY:-with the present age ; all
actwns bemg now m accord with a kind of Golden
Rule. He dwelt a little on the relation of the sexes.
!n the olden time only an inspired vicar could unite
m wedlock. Thus the tie was holy and indissoluble. No m~ttter how unsuited and averse to each
other the pair became, the knot held. Much discord
and smothered suffering, ending frequently in slow
sometimes in violent murder, resulted. Million~
were strangled with the sacred knot which no one
must loose. But the knot is gone with the medium
and the vicar. Now, a plain contract between the
two most interested is sufficient. Instead of the
two being made one, or rather one being absorbed
in the other, each is now equal to the other. As
~her~ is_ no~ n? ownership of one by the other-no
mfen<?nty ~ right of person-it follows that good
beh~vwr, kindness, and mutual self-respect is more
lastmg. And since there is no domineering of one
over the other-no compulsion-the child is born
of love and kindness: hence there are fewer deformed, fewer idiots, fewer insane, fewer suicides ;
a?d asylums for such are not needed: The generatwns of to-day are fairer and healthier ; and
whereas, in the old vicar time a truly beautiful person was an exception, now beauty is-At this point I lapsed into a nearly unconscious
sta~e,_ heard ~othing more, and felt only a rapidly
whrrlmg motwn. The stars were going and the
sun just rising, when I was aroused from my trance
by the bells calling the brainless devotees to matins.
L. G. REED.
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upon bayQnets, not upon Bible~, and now we must
commence an unceasing agitation through the land
to secure such a taxation of any and all church
property.
If the Christian religion is true, it does not need
the law to impart that truth or to compel an observance of it. And if it is not true, then the law
should be placed far beyond the reach of its influence as. a weapon too dangerous to be in its
hands.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

Agnosticism.
~ Ag;nostic

is one who professes to know
nothmg about any God, and is honest enough
to confess his ignorance. The difference between
an Agnostic and a theologian is this: the former is
sensible of his ignorance as to the ultimate causes
of phenomena and admits it, while the other is
eq~ally ignorant regarding the same subject, but
claims to know where he really knows nothing. A
man may claim to know much about some God and
know very little about anything. He may admit
his ignorance in regard to the unknowable and yet
be a Humboldt, a Darwin, a Huxley, or a Spencer.
Let me state the creed of an Agnostic, premising
that a creed is proper enough if one does not insist on its acceptance on penalty of imaginary
eternal hell-torture. Enlightened human reason is
man's highest standard of truth. The well-being
of man is the most worthy object of man's effort.
Observation, experience, reflection, and not so-called
revelation, are the true means of obtaining truth;
doubt is the beginning of wisdom; without doubt
there is no investigation, without investigation no
knowledge, and without knowledge no wisdom; beliefs are neither moral nor immoral in themselvs ;
they are not subject to volition; they depend upon
inherited tendencies, education, surroundings, and
influences; nevertheless right beliefs are desirable
and we should do what we can to advance the truth.
Let the motto be: "In things that can be demonstrated, unity; in things that admit of doubt,
free diversity." Freethought will giv us truth.
Evil is due to man's inability io adjust himself to
his conditions, to overqome antagonistic influences,
and to utilize natural forces. Man is a progressiv
being; he is a rising not a fallen creature; he is the
improved product of evolution, not the degenerate
product of an illustrious ancestry, made perfect
from the :first by a supernatural, impalpable, designing creator. Man has inherited the instincts
and traits of thousands of generations of savage
life, and these, not the crude snake and apple-tree
story and fall of the biblical mythical gardener,
Adam, for :filching fruit, are the cause of man's imperfect condition. Man is saved, not through the
medium of any religious reformer executed in Palestine a couple of thousand years ago, but through
his own efforts and the efforts of his fellow-men in
subduing the natural world to his needs. Selfreliance is better than trust in alleged divine providence. Science is the only providence of man. A
lightning-rod on a steeple will protect a church
from a thunderbolt better than the fatuouR, fulsome, flatulent, and futil prayers of a professional
parson or the dedication of the church to some invisible, intangible, sexless phantom. Learning to
liv is better than preparing to die. This world is
worthy of all our efforts. Of another world we
know absolutely nothing. We should take thought
for the morrow, and lay up treasures on earth, and
make this world as comfortable as possible. The
Bible is a natural outgrowth of the human mind,
the literature of a people-a mixture of fact, fable,
and :fiction ; of reality, romance, and rant; of truth,
error, and purblind faith. All religions are evolutions, natural outgrowths, implying nothing supernatural or miraculous. The Agnostic believes in ·
evolution, not in miraculous beginning of species;
not that the :first woman was made of a motherless
man's rib; in natural selection, not in design; in
law, not in miracle; in anthropology, not in dogmatic theology; in fact, not in fanciful :fiction ; in
science, not in superstition; in intellectual culture,
not in pueril piety. All phenomena are natural ;
the ultimate cause of phenomena is inscrutable ;
natural law is everywhere, and supernatural intervention nowhere. This, in short, is the Agnostic
creed; and when theologians ask what will be given
in place of their egregious, antiquated creeds we
assert that nothing could be much more misleading
than what they teach about an assumed personal
deity, and that the foregoing is, at least, some improvement on the quaint, superannuated, and moribund creeds of deluded, credulous Christians.
W.F.L.

In the silence of a star-lit eve, when contempla~
ing. man's slow progress in knowledge during the
many ages of his existence on. this earth ; reflecting
on his proneness to superstition; dreaming of his
whence and his hence.; and wondering if those
bright stars were peopled with sentient, happy beings -a trance-like reverie gradually controled me,
and in spirit like a sunbeam I was wafted away to
some far-off sphere, the atmosphere of which felt
strange. The sun was shining brightly. Everything
there surprised me. But the great magnttude of
every object impressed me most. I saw buildings
like unto mo11Iitains, trees of prodigious bight, animals of immense bulk. Then I saw issue from a vast
doorway a gigantic figure, somewhat in human
form, that took steps each of nearly a furlong. On
looking down in passing, this towering figure espied me as something curious, paused a moment,
and then in ponderous tones (though in accents
which with care I could understand) slowly. mu~
tered, " Where could that manikin hav come from'"
Notwithstanding the great disparity in size, I
felt a strong desire to answer his question, and
thus replied: "I know not where I am at this moment, but I was born and grown on the third
They Should Pay Taxes.
planet in order reckoning from the sun." "Well,
There is a world of wisdom in that saying of the
well," said the giant, sitting down beside me, "the illustrious Franklin, "A religion that depends upon
globe on which you now rest is counted sixth from the state for its support is for that reason a bad
the sun." By that I knew it was great Jupiter- religion."
fourteen hundred times. larger than the earth and
The most secure tie that binds the Christian re:fi.ve times farther from the sun; and I thought ligion to our national customs, is the legislativ
there might be some relation between the great exemption of church property from taxation, and
bulk of the planet and the size of things on it. such a crying evil has this become that the public
Now this big Ju-Peter seemed greatly interested, press sends forth a cry of protest against it. From
and asked me many questions about the customs, an article recently published in the Chicago .Daily
government, morals, religion, etc., that prevailed on News, it is shown that the McCormick Theological
my little planet; all of which I answered truthfully. Seminary is possessed of vast real estate holdings,
Then he told me that no other globe received so upon which they do not pay one cent of taxes. It
much attention from his people ; that with large is situated in the heart of the city and extends over
telescopes they could define the continents, lakes, some magnificent property residences, each of which
and seas, and could even see creatures continually is rented and brings in a handsome revenue, and the
moving about-ofttimes clusters of them apparently whole proceeds are then dropped into the treasury
in collision. On which account they called the of the seminary. There are in all seventy-one fine
phnet the Hive.
houses upon this property; three are used as resiThe description of things on the earth given in dences by members of the faculty, and the remainmy answers moved the great Ju-Peter to say that ing sixty-eight are in the open renting market.
the early inhabitants of his planet must hav. gone They are in direct competition wich other rentable
through similar experiences; that their ancient property and derive a material and decided adlegends show that ages ago they thought theirs was vantage from the fact that they are entirely free
the only solid, inhabited world; that all the stars were from taxation while the other property with which
made solely for their delight; that they believed they are in competition is taxed to its full legitimate
in a future epoch when their globe would undergo possibility..
some miraculous change, and be made an eternal
It is an outrage upon our national traditions that
happy home for simple folks and slaves; that they such a system should be allowed to prevail. The
had a God somewhere which had revealed all these spirit manifested in the documentary foundations
things through mediums and vicarlil ; and that all of our nation, is, that all men are free and equal,
persons who denied the truth of them would be cast yet this system givs to one class of men an unfair
into the sun as fuel for its flames. But these su- and intolerable advantage over their neighbor. The
perstitions, he said, were long since abandoned. property owned by the seminary amounts in the
The telescope reveals that this is one only of many aggregate to something over $1,000,000. It brings
worlds, and surely it cannot monopolize the entire in a yearly rental of $50,000 ; and though from the
attention of any God
revenue of the city government, street improveFrom our legends we learn also, co::1.tinued the menta are being made, increa3ing the value of the
sage (I now felt I was listening to one), that for said property, not one cent by way of remuneration
ages the people were ruled over by vicars supposed therefor does the seminary giv. Paying no taxes,
to be appointed in some way by their God. ·This the seminary can reduce its rental below that of
kind of godly government, though costly and cruel, adjoining propetty, and still receive more than the
~xisted a very long time.
It was costly, for it owner, because he is compelled to pay taxes for
taxed the common people heavily for means to himself, and taxes for his theological neighbor too.
SEND for catalog of our public!(.tion.s.
build grand temples for the God and fine houses l Religion has always had to maintain its power
for the mediums and vicars, and to provide for and position by law and not by love; it was built on applica.tion,
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a century, and even in one year all his pet theories ceiling are arranged with many-colored panels in
which the glittering current comes and goes like
may vanish in the blaze of a new discovery.
MANUFACTURERS' AND LffiERAL ARTS BUILDING.-CONOne of the great subdivisions of the departm~nt smiles on the face of the '' telephone girl." For
CLUDED.
is an illustration of the commercial and economiCal the " telephone girl " is here also, an eternal curiThen coming toward our gazing-point, we be- uses of electricity in the domain of light, heat, and osity, whose "hello" will never cease to be. What
hold the Mines and Mining Building and at our power.
a triumph of electricity to so utilize the liveliest
feet the Electricity Building. Then still turning to
The second subdivision relates to the development member of woman's si.le of the house. A telephone
the left, the great blazing dome of the Administra- of electrical science. The historical feature is illus- exchange is just the place for the fair sex, and we
tion Building confronts us ; beyond that to the trated by priceless relics of early inventors, models, take great pleasure in glancing at the neat array.
southward our eye traverses the roof and towers of books, drawings, and maps. Special demonstrations St. Paul said, " Suffer not a woman to speak in
Machinery Hall ; thence we pass across to Agri- and experiments are also made.
church." Well, woman has got the telephone and
cultural Building, the glowing form of Diana on
The Electricity Building itself holds but a frac- all the churches in Christendom can't make her
its pinnacle ; beyond this on the south lake fron.t are tion of the electric exhibits throughout the grounds. keep silence. I hope St. Paul will hear her
the Forestry Building, the Dairy Building, the Scores of spectacular effects claim admiration and "hello" in heaven. What a sweet revenge.
Krupp gun, La Rabida, etc. Thence circling back interest. The electric lighting of the buildings
Varied and wonderful and beautiful are the uses
along the lake front we strike the Grand Casino, and grounds surpasses everything hitherto in power of electricity. If I did believe in a" soul of the uniand the long colonnades of the Peristyle, and .Music and beauty. There are 8,000 arc lamps, each of verse " I should say it was electricity. It comes as
Hall, and then we gaze at the entrancing picture at 2,000 candle-power, and 130,000 incandescent near to being a " god " as anything I know of.
our feet-the great basin, the statue of the Re- lamps of 16 candle-power. One powerful arc ·What is so strong as electricity-what so subtle,
public, the fountains and the Columbian group, and light is 8,000 candle-power, and there is the lamp what so pervading! There is no drop of water, no
from these we watch the windings of the lagoon, which is of one-sixteenth candle-power. It glim- tiny hair, where it is not. And perhaps the sun itself
with the beautiful boats upon its surface, until it mers like a tiny fire-:tl.y. These are wonderful is an enormous electric battery-a big dynamo. I
flows again into the lake past the battle-ship Illi- object-lessons of the uses of electricity.
think I could answer every question of the theonGis, and all this vast expanding scene is constantly
The electric launches on the lagoon are con- logian with the word electricity. Electricity is more
animated with the presence of tens of thousands of stantly moving and brilliant displays of electric subtle than spirit, for spirit is wind, but electricity
people.
power. Pleasure boats and yachts in ·the outer is finer than that. And now this Ariel-like intelliIn looking upon this tremendous and varied harbor are equipped with electric motors. Special gence glances before us in ponderous and delicate
panorama we have walked one mile around the roof torpedo boats demonstrate the warlike uses of machinery. It is what Byron saw in his dream,
of Manufacturers' Building, two hundred and fifty electricity.
"A mighty and a beautiful thing of light." It
feet from the ground.
Greater, perhaps, than any of the other spectacu- sings, it thunders, it surges, it plays, it dances, it
As day passes and night comes a still more mag- lar exhibits are the flash-lights on the tallest towers sparkles beneath our feet, it flames in the heavens.
nificent view presents itself-Chicago with its within the grounds, two of which blaze at night It is a toy, it is a giant. What battles it wins for
countless lights, the Fair grounds with one hun- from the top of Electricity Building. These are us against " chaos and old night."
What a
dred thousand electric jets, the lake reflecting among the most marvelous pieces of electrical courier-avant of the brilliant future. Was there
these and flowing into the misty distance. On mechanism yet produced. By delicate switch ma- ever such a revelation as this light itself revealed-a
this lofty roof itself, at the four corners, are four chinery the operator throws the light to any alti- wonder-worker T Armies equipped, sent forth, a
great search-lights. The largest of these has tude or at any angle he may desire.
million strong, simply by touching the button.
the power of two hundred million candles, and its
In the ornamental uses of electricity the great Never has there been such a wilderness of light as
rays will penetrate fifty miles.
electric fountain at. the western end of the Grand will be witnessed at this World's Fair. It is worth
We begin to realize from this colossal stage what Basin, and.directly in front of the Administration indeed a " cycle of Cathay" to behold one of these
man has done-what he has accomplished through Building, is among the most elaborate exhibitions marvelous illuminations, to wander amidst these
the long and toilsome centuries. As if looking of the kind ever attempted.
masses of color and streams of radiance-the waters
down from the empyrean itself, we behold the glory
France and Germany make the largest exhibits shining like gold and gems ; the walls, roofs,
and the genius of the universal race. It is out- of any foreign· nations, and these rival the magnif- towers, domes, like the blaze of a conflagration,
spread in a magnificence unequaled yet. Never icent exhibits of America. America has not a stripped of its terror and soft and glorious in its
have so many flags of so many nations floated to- monopoly of lightning by any means.
intensity; while the halls, adorned with the flags
gether in peace and beauty. The East and the
In the range of electrical appliances the exhibit and treasures of every people, are shining like the
West, the North and the Sou"th have poured their is very wide. There are cables, wires, insulation sun itself, and through galleries and pavilions intreasures here. Kings in glittering triumph have by various methods, switches, safety appliances, numerable riches open upon us like magic, and
never witnessed the like before. War's triumphal lightning rods, a.nd conduits interior and under- lightning, once the demon of the sky, is now
procession has never been so imperial. We are ground. There are electric motors in street and
A pard-like spirit, beautiful and swift,
poets all as we gaze upon these palpitating pictures. other railways; in elevators, pumps, printing
and
waits
upon our path with gentle effulgence; or
There's music in every pulse of our being as we presses ; in toys and novelties. Also electrical apwatch the rhythmic blending of city and flood and paratus for heating apartments, flat-irons, ovens, is like a serpent with glittering, brilliant folds, with
circling, dazzling hues as the graceful serpent of
sky. Look upon the scene again and again-the and furnaces.
wonderful panorama; the soft spring day, the
There are displayed the various methods of the olden time described by Milton, which allures
fleecy clouds floating over the daintily colored electrotyping, electro-plating, of forging, welding, to the path of knowledge, to real humanity and the
sea, the shores packed with life and splendor, stamping, and tempering metals by electricity. destruction of the gods. Electricity was once a
the stupendous, marvelous buildings, set like Also there are the latest inventions in chronographs, devil, but now it is the wisdom, the glory, and the
jewels in a golden round ; the city circling till it annunciators, fire-alarm, burglar-alarm, police tele- light of the world.
MINES AND MINING BUILDING.
is lost in dim and silver haziness like a poet's graph, and railroad signal apparatus. There are to
fitful and shining dream. Drink in to the very be seen all the appliances of the telephone, and th~
From the world of light, the flash of electricity,
depths of your being the glory of tint, the melody latest phonographs, and other inventions.
we pass to the under-world-the bosom of the
of sound, the sublimity of space. Be inspired as
An interesting group is the application of elec- earth resplendently revealed in that which warms
no prophet ever was inspired. Dream as no tricity in surgery and dentistry and the electric and vivifies and adorns human existence.
dreamer ever has dreamed before. Be happy in current as a remedial agent. In other groups are
The Mines and Mining Building has a length of
this festival time of all the ages. Behold the dynamos, batteries, apparatus for electrical meas- seven hundred feet and width of three hundred and
noblest results of human toil, the harvest of man's urements, etc.
fifty feet. Its cost was $265,000. The architectmartyrdom, man's courage, man's love, and man's
There is the kinetograph-Edison's new inven- ure is of early Italian renaissance, while the French
liberty.
tion. It gives pictures as well as sounds. Phono- spirit prevails in the exterior design. There are
THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING.
graphs are getting to be wonderfully useful. spacious entrances on the four sides. There are
We have passed the mountain hight, and no Lovers can breathe into it at midnight, box it up, broad, easy flights of stairs to the galleries, which
such vastness will again greet our eyes as from the and send it to their lady-loves in the morning C. 0. are sixty feet wide and twenty-five feet high, and
Manufacturers' Building, but pleasing and innu- D. What a fine saving of time. There is no such are lighted by large windows. More than one and
merable scenes still attract, and there is no loss of thing as "wa.sting one's sweetness on the desert one-half million pounds of steel and iron were used
interest and variety. we roam along amidst great air" in this century. It's all bottled up, and you in the construction of this building.
and imposing objects; as when from the Alps we can put your nickel in the slot and there you have
The figure over the main doorway is a noble
journey down into the valleys, gigantic and beauti- it-all the songs and melodies, from "Boom-de- representation of the great industry to which the
ful forms press upon the way with alluring change. Ay.e ''to "Old Hundred."
building is dedicated. It is a colossal, half-reclining
Passing from the Manufacturers' Building we
Among recent inventions are the coat-thief and figure of a woman in Greek drapery, holding aloft
cross over the lagoon with its festival pomp, and pickpocket detectors. When a sneak-thief attempts in one hand a lamp to guide the miner and in the
the Electricity Building becomes our next point of to take a coat from its hook a current sets an alarm other hand a pick.
view. Here are located the most novel and brilliant bell ringing. In.,.the same way one's pockets may
Nowhere else is there a greater diversity of exexhibits of the Fair. For the first time in inter- be protected.
hibits than in this building. Michigan has an imnational expositions a great structure has been deAmong the notable relics are the original Morse mense copper globe, North Carolina a mica pyravoted entirely to electrical exhibits. This building telegraph instruments and the original Bell tele- mid, Montana the famous Rehan silver statue of
covers ·over 5-! acres and $400,000 was the cost. phone; also pieces of the cable-laying owned by Justice, Kentucky a reproduction of Mammoth cave,
The· order of architecture is Corinthian with central the estate of Cyrus W. Field.
and Iowa a coal mine and coal palace.
pavilion. At each of the four corners is a paGermany has an immense exhibit of ornamental
Most of the inventions I have mentioned were
vilion. :. Above .aach rises a tower 169 feet in bight. unknown when the Centennial Exhibition opened iron worked into fantastic shapes, New South Wales
An open portico extends all along the whole of the in 1876.
pyramids of silver and gold, England has a fourteensouth facade. In appearance the exterior ie that of
At the portal whi~h faces the grand court is a ton "lob" of coal.
marble, :but the various windows and balconies are fifteen-foot statue of Benjamin Franklin. Around
Not only are the different varieties of coal ex-·
highly · enriched with color.
The pilasters are the wall is printed the Latin epigram which fully hibited, but the chemical analysis of each is given,
beautifully decorated, and ..the capitals are adQrned translated is, "He snatched the lightning from with tests of economic value and special adaptawith metallic effects in bronze. . There are 40,000 h~aven and the scepter from tyrants."
bility. For example, it is shown that coal veins unpanes of glass in this structure, more than in any
In the center of the building is a tower which derlie a great portion of Texas-some forty or fifty
other of the great buildings.
shines. with many-hued rays of electric light. counties-and though the production in this state
The rapidity of electrical development in the There .is an Egyptian temple modeled after those of has so far been small, the supply is inexhaustible,
last few. years finds n,o parallel in a;ny other range Thebes in which different kinds of harnessed light- and much is of excellent quality.
of discovery. To the electrician ten years is ning ID.ake, a l;>rjlliant procession. The walls and
The iron exhibit is wonderful. The United
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States surpasses all in its iron productions, last
year exceeding ten million tons, or four times that
of ten years a.go. The production of steel is about
five million tons a year, a growth of nearly three
hundred per cent in the decade. The development
of the iron resources of the Southern states has
been great and rapid.
Stone is extensively represented-granite, limestone, marble, sandstone, and bluestone in varieties
of color, highly polished, and very beautiful.
From the Pacific coast are orange-red crystals of
a rare species ; from Alaska, deep-red garnets with
coats of mica ; from the Bridal Chamber of New
Mexico, silver ore to the value of $500,000, also a
precious torquoise from Los Cerrillez. There are
specimens from the zinc region of Lake Superior.
From the North Atlantic coast is the rhodonite;
from NeW' Jersey, the mineral franklinite, named
after the philosopher, and from the South Atlantic
coast are amethysts, sapphires, etc.
·Among the curiosities is an exhibit by Louisiana
of a statue of rock salt representing Lot's wife. It
would take more than salt to represent Lot himself
with any kind of decency. It would have been
fortunate if the man had turned back and suffered
the same fate. All the salt in the world won't save
his reputation now.
The Standard Oil Company exhibits the varieties
of crude oil in America.
The Canadian government geological survey
places on view a synoptic picture of the mineral
resources of that country. Big nuggets of gold
and silver are shown just as they are dug from the
earth. There are also topazes, emeralds, rubies,
diamonds, and opals, and remarkable specimens of
iron, copper, and tin.
The Foote collection exhibited at the Centennial
and at London and Paris comprises one hundred
and fifty tons of rare minerals, occupying an area
of six thousand square feet. Among the additions
is a meteoric iron weighing two hundred and thirty
pounds recently found by its owner in Arizona.
A complete mining laboratory is one of the great
features of this department and is the most valu·
able of its kind in existence.
A tunnel runs due east and west about twenty
feet under the south end of the building and contains a double tramway for the carrying of ore.
The inside is boarded and covered with clay toresemble as nearly as possible an actual mining
tunnel.
The exhibits are displayed mostly in pavilions,
pagodas, and kiosks, and these add greatly to the
magnificent spectacular effect of the whole. Arizona shows an old Spanish arastra ; New Mexico a
miner's cabin.
One can spend a day or a month here and find
constant entertainment and instruction. I have
been compelled to take my reader on a swift journey, and he must try and make the best of it.. If
in the Electricity Building we behold the soanng
genius of man, here we behold his strength and
perseverance. Here he is the giant Antams, planting his feet on solid earth, with pick and shovel and
lantern, and patiently, deftly penetrating even to
the chambers of fire and the subterranean seas and
plucking the treasures that for a thousand centuries
have awaited his grasp.
THE TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.
And now for another marvel, the Transportation
Building, with its gorgeous colored walls and
beautiful golden entrance. This is the only one
of the great buildings which is not white. All the
other great structures are white, and hence the
term" The White City." It might have been better if these great structures had not been altogether
white, that there had been a variety of color,
although "The White City " is very ~mpressive and
delightful as it is in its present radia.nce. But be
that as it may, it is confessed on all Bides that the
harmonious and brilliant coloring of the Transportation Building is exceedingly agreeable and makes
a fine contrast to the great mass of white in the
other architectural glories of the place.
This building covers over fifteen acres of ground,
and cost $370,000. In the center it is surmounted
with a cupola one hundred and sixty-five ~eet ~igh,
reached by eight elevators, and from whiCh IB an
extensive view of the grounds, the lake, and the
surrounding country.
In this building is given the history and evolution of transportation, and a most wonde~ful
picture it is of human growth. From the anCient
days when slow-going wooden carts represented
the means of transportation to the present time
when one can ride in a swiftly rolling palace-car,
there has been an amazing change, and the flavor
of romance is in the study of this ample display.
N 0 other industry surpasses that of transportation in utility or equals it as a power in the progress of civilization. Easy conveyance from place

to place, says Lord Bacon, is .one of the greatest
sources of a nation's prosperity. Consider the
amount of capital involved in tranF~portation. The
railroads of to-day are worth $25,000,000,000. This
represents one-tenth of the total wealth of civilized
nations and one-quarter of their invested capital.
All the gold and silver in the world could not purchase the railroads. If to the railroads be added
transportations by water and means of conveyance
on common highways the magnitude of the interests here involved will be fairly understood.
History is illustrated by relics of earlier days.
The development of water-craft, of wheeled vehicles,
and of the railway is illustrated by accurate models,
drawings, plans, and designs. A grand objectlesson is presenteq so clearly that in a few hours one
can learn what would otherwise require months and
years.
The exhibits are divided into six classes-railways, intramural transit, vehicles for common roads,
bicycles, pneumatic machines, and marine transportation. A space of over eight acres is devoted
to the exhibition of railways. There is a wonderful collection of equipments and appliances. It is
less than seventy years ago that the first railroad
ran its crude passenger train, and now we behold
sixty-four modern locomotives of all types and
sizes, from the one-hundred-ton engine to the fiveton logging machine for use in the forests of Michigan and Puget sound. The Old Colony railroad of
New England shows the first. engine and coach that
ran over its tracks between Boston and Providence.
The Pullman works show a complete train of
coaches, France shows four engines and cars, Germany two engines, two passenger coaches, and
several freight cars, and an ambulance car. The
Pennsylvania company shows a model station, with
photographs and paintings, etc. ; a magnificent
coach and three freight-cars, as well as the
famous " John Bull" engine, and two of the first
passenger-cars used on Camden & Amboy railroad
in 1831.
Chicago,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

nz.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
At a meeting of the joint committee held on the
13th inst., the final part of the preliminary arrangements for the forthcoming Congress was agreed
upon. The unanimity of opinion that prevails upon
all sides augurs well for the success of the Congress, and the prospects seem very bright indeed
for the greatest and grandest gathering ever had in
the name of Freethought within the United States.
The committee feel that a great responsibility
rests upon them and they will endeavor to do their
utmost to make this undertaking successful. With
the prospect of several of the most tal en ted Freethought lecturers from the various nations of
Europe, from Canada, and likewise our home lecturers, an educational and oratorical treat will be
guaranteed to all who participate therein.
In the name of liberty and the freedom of the expression of opinion, the humblest soldier in our
ranks will be given a fraternal welcome, and we
confidently hope that none will stand aloof from
the movement, but by their pledges a::td promises
of assistance giv to the committee in charge that
hope and encouragement that is so necessary at the
present time. Judge Waite and myself, !lonstituting
a committee appointed to secure a hall, called upon
C. C. Bonney, manager of the Art Institute, and
made formal application for rooms in that building
for the purpose of the Congress. We soon found,
however, that it was_ impossible for us to get accommodations from that quarter, so we speedily
transferred our attentions elsewhere. We were informed that the rooms were fully occupied during
the months of September and October, and even
had there been an opportunity for us to meet and
hold our Congress there it would hav been under
the stipulation that "we would not attack the
churches or any system of religious belief."
Rooms were eventually secured and agreed upon
in another part of the city, and the following is
now given out as the official call for the Congress:
The Congress will meet at 517 West Madison
street, Chicago, Ill., on Sunday, the 1st day of O_ctober, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon. There will
be three sessions during the day, and addresses
upon Freethought topics delivered.
.
As previously announced, the Congress will continue in session for eight days.
All Freethought societies intending to participate
with us in this Congress are earnestly requested to
correspond with me as early as possible, declaring
such intention, and giving the probable number of
delegates they will send (in this respect no limitation will be made). All individual members of the
national organizations, and the friends of our
cause, will be afforded the same rights and privi-

leges given to members of local •mcieties, providing they send their names and addresses to me
at least one month previous to the time of the
Congress. The committee hopes to secure as large
a representativ gathering as possible, and we hope
that we may hav the support of every Freethinker
in the <)ountry. We are at the present time in sore
need of funds, and we appeal to all who are interested in the propagation of Freethought principles,
and others who may be willing to assist us financially, to do the best they can for us in that direction.
Subscriptions may either be sent to me, or to the
American Secular Union.
Every little helps, and as the good name of our
cause upon this 8ide of the Atlantic ocean depends
upon the success of this Congress, we hope that
each will do his or her part to help us.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. of Committee of Arrangements.
345 W: Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.

Watson Heston Asks for a

Loan~

To THE READERS oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear
Friends: I am in a corner financially and would
appreciate some assistance, if there are any among
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER who feel disposed
to help me without inconvenience .to themselvs. I
am not able to stand the usual rates of interest and
commission charged by the banks and money-lenders,
and will briefly state the amount of money I want
to raise and the terms I feel able to meet in order
to pay out.
I would like a loan of $500 or $1,000 ($1,000 if
possible) on five years' time, either without interest
or not over four per cent. Remember, I ask no
gifts, but only a loan, and if any of the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER feel able to assist me on the
above terms, I will keep an account and acknowledge each individual loan, no matter how small, and
pay out as fast as I possibly can. Times are
hard and money scarce, I know, but if anyone feels
disposed to help me, I will appreciate their kindness and report from time to time in the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER the name and amount of each
loan. Let each one who may make a loan giv their
name and address and say if they want interest or
not. Money can be sent safely to me here either
by draft, check, money order, or postal note. Now,
friends, what say you?
Do only what you can
easily afford and no more, as I do not wish to put
anyone to any inconvenience.
Trusting, not in the Lord, but in the generosity
of my fellow-men and Freethinking friends, I am,
Fraternally yours,
WATSON HEsTON.
Lock-bo~ 286, Carthage, Mo., June 14, 1893.

Lectures and Meetings.
CHARLES WATTS and G. W. Foote hav been engaged to
lecture for the Friendship Liberal League tbe first and
second Sundays in October next. Announcements of
subjects will be published in due time.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH during his recent lecture trip
through the Coast states traveled a number of miles equal
to the diameter of the globe. His trip occupied a period
of 152 days, and during that time he delivered 114 lectures, in addition to which he held a six nights' debate
with Clark Braden at Seattle and a four nights' debate
with John Dillon at Gridley, Cal. He has been invited
to lecture in Minnesota during the month of August and
would like to hear from Liberals along the line of the
Northern Pacific as far as Fargo regarding lectures at
that time.
OF Mr. Remsburg's recent visit to Cortland, 0., B. F.
Parsons of that place writes to the Ohio Chronicle:
"J. E. Remsburg, a Liberal lecturer, delivered a lecture
here on the 'False Claims of the Church.' In spite of
the fact that the enemies of Freethought lawlessly tore
down our posters each time we put them up, and the
Choral Union changed its date to conflict with the lecture-also the disciples concluded that they wanted to
make taffy the same evening of the lecture-with the
above to contend with, over one hundred adults were in
attendance and many expressed their delight in the address. The lecturer said: ' One of the false claims of the
church is that the hest men belong to her, while to-day a
hundred colored clergymen are languishing in prisons
for theft and adultery. Frederick Douglas, a Liberal,
has not been charged with either. Of the four men
whose deaths excited the most comment for many years
Longfellow and Emerson were unbelievers, Guiteau and
Jesse James were Christians; the former were guided by
the natural laws of morality, the latter were the legitimate fruits of Christian morality. If crime is caused by
unbelief, wby is it that our jails and penitentiaries all
are orthodox; that Christians' necks so often wear the
hangman's rope? Here are the statistics taken of the
prisons in England and Wales, 1873, by Sir John Trelawney, member of Parliament: RomanCatbolics, 38,581;
Church of England, 96,097; Protestant Dissenters,
10,705; total Christian adherents, 145,383; non-religionist!',
379. Five hundred Christians to one Infidel.' "
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A Long-time Friend of Truth.
ADRIAN, MICH., June 3, 293.
. MR. EDIToR: I believe this will make
my twentieth year as a patron to this truly
American print. Please accept my kindest regards, and believe me as ever,
Your friend and the friend of Liberal
Freethonght,
S. D. MooRE.
Four Recruits.
GRAND IsLAND, N.FB., May 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to renew my snb·
scription to your paver for another year,
and inclose the namPa of four new· subscribers, R.lso express order to pay .for
same. The remaining $5 is for "The
Gods and Religion~'~ of Ancient and Modern Times," by D. M. Bl'nnett.
F. B. WAMBAUGH.
Is After Solid Facts.
TUNKHANNOCK, PA., May 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: In the hurry of business I
had forgotten to renew my subscription to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. . I hav just thought
of it to-dav. I must. hav it another year.
Inclosed please find $3, and I want it sent
right along, not mis•ine- a number, for it
contains more solid facts than any other
paper I know of.
G. W. CRAWFORD.
For the Eternal Truth.
BENJAMIN, UTAH, May 29, 293.
MR. EDIToR: I am pleased very much
:wiih the stvle and general ma.ke-np of the
old TRUTH SEEKER. And Heston's cartoons are simply immense. I hope his
health will last long so his cartoons will
adorn the front page of the grand old
TRUTH SlllEKER. Wishing yon every success, I am,
Yours fb'r the Eternal Truth,
GEo. HoNE.
Wishes to Devote All His Life to the
Cause of Truth.
SoUTH RIVERSIDE, CAL., May 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav finally succeeded in
obtaining a new subscriber for the dear
old TRUTH SEEKlllR for two years. Inclosed please find $6-$5 to pay for the
paper and $1 for five copies of the
"Crimes of Preach en," to be directed to
myself. As I am now in the eightieth
year of my life, I wish to do all I can for
the success of THE TRUTH SEEKE"R while I
liv.
C. B. TucKER.
We Will

Distribntll Literature With
Your Gift..
BBANDywrnE, 0., May 18, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $6$3 for my subscription another year
and $3 for the following books: "God
and His Book," by Sal ail in; " The Resur·
rection of Jesus," by Don Allen; '' Religion o. Curse, a Disease, and a Lie," by
S. P. Pntnam; "The Mvrals of Christ,"
by Austin Bierbower. This makes $5.40.
The sixty cents remaining yon may nse
for your own benefit. Send me THlll
TRUTH SEEKER as long as I liv. I cannot
keep house without it.
SoL BENSON.
Admires a :Man Who Dares Say What
He Thinks.
NEWPORT, 0., June 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose my subscription
and one subscription to the inclosed address. I hav been trying to get yon a
new subscriber. I had one that said he
would take it but he since said collections
came in too slow, so I senil yon the "V "
and send the paper to my brother's wife
in Colorado.
What's the matter with Governor
Pennoyer of Oregon for president in
1896? Just think of a man in high position that dares to say what he thinks.
E. P. BLY.
Would Hav Freethonght Literature in
Every Household.
PANAMA, IA., June 6, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.50 for the
following books: ''The Creation of God,"
cloth, by Dr. Jacob Hartmann; "Crimes
Against Criminals," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll· "Self-Contradictions of the Bible;"
"A~ Outline of the French Revolution,"
by W. S. Bell.
· I hav had the pleasure of reading your
valuable paper for the last year. It is

just what I had been looking for.
It free their brain at once would be sudden
ought to be in every household. Wishing death.
I send yon $5-$3 to renew my snb·
yon and your paper a long life, I remain,
scriPtion and $2 for .$3 worth of books
Yours for liberty,
ELMER PENN!IlLL.
named o~ inclosed list taken in connection
The Non--producers Want to Shut the with THE TRUTH SEEKl'lR per your offer in
Fair of the Producers.
place of "Bible Myths."
HARMoNY, IND., June 5, 1893.
. My wife has a brother, George W.
MR. EDIToR: Ihav aroused a good many Moulder, somewhere in the West, probably
people to thinking; talked to lots of inen; in California, Oregon, or Washington,
told them they ought to open the World's whom she has not heard from in twelve
Fair on Sunday. I. told them it was years and never has seen. He is some
wanted to be shut only by this lazy, non- sixty-five years of age. If anyone knows
producing class, the priestcraft and saloon- of such a man please inform the underkeepers. One man citedthe French R~>vo· signed.
T. H. BUTCHER.
lntion. I asked him or them if they
Calls It the :Mother Hubbard Book.
wanted a civilized, scientific nation to fall
back a hundred years to a semi-civilized
CoRBETT, MD., June 9, 1893,
natien for an example. They just simply
MR. EDIToR: After reading the book I
blushed, and exit theolo~G".
hon~ht of yon, namely, Colonel IngerRespectfully,
JESSE MAURER.
soll's Lectures, I must giv yon my opinion on the same. I hav heard preachers
The Opinion of England's Foremost denounce him in the bitterest terms. I
Scientist.
hav seen the im becils bring their fist
CREIGHTON, NFB., June fi, 1893.
down on the Old Mother Hubbard book,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for followed by a shower of groans from the
which please send the Bible Picture-Book saintly corner. I cannot tell yon the exact
to the friend's address inclosed.
meaning of these groans, as I am told that
And can yon tell me whether Mr. Hux- their real beauty and force can only be
ley has changed his views in regard to re- conveyed in a dead language, but upon
ligion or not? I hav been told so several diligent inquiry I find they signify as
times, and would very much like to know. much as one of ns Infidel wretches would
LAVINA MAGNER.
by saying: "Hit him ae-in! Pin him!
[No, Huxley has not changed his views Sock it to him!" Let the imbecile pound
on religion. He still rega.-ds it, as he and expound their Old Mother Hubbard
always has, as the perpetual and most in- book, let the amen corner groan, they
jurious foe of science. A lecture just de- cannot hurt the colonel. He has set forth
iivered by him on evolution and ethics, an argument that will never be overand about to be printed, may touch on the thrown. Let the clergy answer him and
snbject.-ED. T. S.]
not abuse his good name. The colonel is
one of the intellectual lights of the world,
The Clergy Steal the Dead.
and that light is not under a bushel. Let
ELK PARK, MoNT., June 4, 1893.
the colonel and all other men who are
MR. EDITOR: I hav received word from gifted with sense and reason go on with
Missouri of the death of an old friend and the good work. The time is not very far
stanch Liberal, V anie Vansickle. Though distant when the Mena mena tekel uphe lived in the midst of orthodoxy, he harsin will be written over every old
died as he had lived, a true Liberal. funky pulpit in at least the United States.
Though often persecuted and slandered,
JOSIAH H. SHEPPERD.
he was gentle and kind toward his Persecutors, holding no enmity toward the inA Millennialist-bnt of a New Kind.
dividuals but de11pising their religion.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 6, 1893.
But I am sorry to say his wife, who is a
MR. EDIToR: One word for the grand
Christian, permitted the preachers to sing old TRUTH SEEKER. I can't afford to do
and pray over his lifeless remains, which without it. It snits me to a t. Your able
he had often requested should never be editorials ha.v the right ring, according to
done. It seems that if the clergy cannot my notion. Putnam's letters are grand
persuade .or scare one while alive they beyond expression. Your contributors are
take pleasure in stealing the dead.
able, interesting, and instrnctiv, and the
GEo. W. ScoBEE.
correspondents well worth the perusal.
As to Heston, he is, as the boys would say,
Who Will Distribute Literature Likewise! certainly " entitled to the cake " as the
CLAYTON CENTER, KAN., June 10, 1893.
champion cartoonist. May yon and your
MR. EDIToR: I am happy to inform yon paper liv to see the day when the truth
that I hav again sold another lot of books, shall hav been found by the masses in all
as yon will observe by the inclosed list.
its beant.y, glory, and simplicity, and
In all I hav now sold forty-four "Old lived np to honestly and sincerely. Then
Testament Stories," three ''Freethinkers' will there be an end to ignorance, superPictorial Text-Books," and a good num- stition, bigotry, intolerance, priestcraft,
ber of various Freethought pamphletR. poverty, and crime; and civilized society
Therefore, von can readily see the.t I am be what in the nature of things it may and
very much interested in the spreading of ought to be, the crowning glory of the
Freethonght literature.
best efforts of man. Then will the millenAnd if every Freethinker would make a nium hav come indeed and 1n truth, and
little exertion as I hav done it would be this world be made as much of a heaven as
more encouraging to the Freethonghtpnb- can be desired by those who look for a
lishing companies, and at the same time "new heaven and a new earth wherein
spread Freethonght literature throughout dwelleth righteousness" at the second
the land As I hav already discovered, it coming of Christ.
has its effect, as the hypocritical churchTake courage, then, friend Mac. Be asmembers, and especially the preachers in sured yon are the right man in the right
this neighborhood, are howling that Free- place. Just act out yon.- conviction of
thought literature is hurting their preach- right snd the good work of reform will
ing bnsineBB.
J. B. WISE.
move on with accelerated speed.
Yours for Truth and Humanity,
They Prize the Bible Because They Know
J. R. BARRY.
Nothing About It. ...
It Is " a Truth."
Esco, TENN., May 28, 1893.
GRAND MouND, lA., J nne 15, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav tried to get just one
MR. EDIToR: Under the heading, "A
subscriber for this the best of all papers,
and before all the Bibles of all the Gods. Truth to Be Impressed on the Mind," in
They say they do not want anything bet- THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 27th, we find
ter than the Bible: ''That's good enough the following: "Mental freedom must
for me," they say. I tell them they must come before industrial or economic repenetrate the wall of superstition and ex· form will be more than a temporary hope
plore the field beyond and see the other and illusion, visionaries to the contrary
side before they are competent to judge notwithstanding."
between Freethonght and the Bible. I
Now we inquire, is it a truth? . THE
tell these superstitions fellows that it is TRUTH SEEKER's opinions are nearly
nonsense to undertake to fill a box with always right, but when I tried to swallow
precious metal when at the same time it is the above dose it would not go down,
brimful of old useless rubbish ; and it hence I hove it np and think I hav diswon't do to empty it all out at once, it covered the nauseating elements contained
must come out by littles, and be refilled in the decoction.
by the precious metal; the same way to
But, as no one is infallible, !hope THE

TRUTH SEEKER will prove its position.
It is too late to frighten the honest investigator, the 'Veritable truth seeker, by
characterizing him.as a visionary.
c. DUTTON.
[The proposition is self-evident. The
history of Christianity proves that it has
held back the world in every reform as
well as every science. Slavery was not
abolished till the civilized world was well
out of the grasp of the church, and the
people were just free enough to think that
slavery of one human being by another
was wrong. It is the nature of religion to
hold people back, and it must be shaken off
before progress can be made. We are
surprised that Mr. Dutton, who is a wellread man, should dispute it.-ED. T. S.]
Freethonght Sunday-schools.
PETERSBURG, IND., May 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Where two or three are
met together in the name of truth, there
it will be found
I would advise all
earnest Infidels to attend the J esns snakeschools; or better, organize one of theil"
own. Teach the children to sing sweet
lullabies; temper them with a little prejudice, enough that when set upon their
feet they can stand a lone; train them to
understand and apply fables. As they
grow in years aud strength giv the elements of morality. And in an advanced
grade teach them in succession the religions of different ages and nations, with
free Sunday lectures on scientific subjects,
the methods of God-making (or forming
public opinion), and the genersl harmony
of the universe.
Let a leadl'r be chosen who can follow
the churchly maxim of priests, "Never
do what yon can get members of the con·
gregation to do." Do not fear that when
Atheism has grown strong and lusty, and
corrupt with the acquisition of wealth,
any other ism will serve as a check to it.
Atheism is a badge of respectability;
Christism a mask, though thin, for corruption. The world moves, aud time may
shift the. scene. Put oil in the lamp of
reason and let her shine.
Please send $1.50 worth of TRUTH
SEEKER to the address I inclose of a wise
old Infidel, at whose shop I loaf sometimes, and obli~e,
FRANKS. WEAVER.
Get the Tree Out of the Road.
BRTSToL, CoNN., June 7, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: It has been a long time
since I hav written a letter to TH11! TRUTH
SEEKER family. Mr. Remsburg has been
here once this year and Mr. Putnam twice.
They hav snoceeded in waking np the
pions ones, and as nsnal they hav shown
their "gall " after the speakers had gone
away. Mr. Putnam came back on June
2d, and the pions lads were going to do
him np; but they did not "peck," although he made them a very gentlemanly
offer to bring on their chaff.
Now, about the Sunday closing of the
World's Fair at Chicago: If I remember
right, when the cloak-makers in New York
city were on strike a few years ago, the
religions press all through the country
wanted those honest men and women
prosecuted for conspiracy. Now, why
would it not be a good plan for the stockholders to get out writs for Mr. Crafts
and several of these little Methodist lads
for conspiracy and giv them a dose of their
own medicin? Of one thing we can rest
assured, and that is that the Methodists
hav convinced the working classes of this
country that they are not the friends of
the workingman. And another thing,
too; they hav put themselvs on a level with.
the saloonkeepers. All through the conferences of Methodist ministers they hav
started a boycott, and the churches are
followers on the same track. The time is
now at hand for all men that like honesty
and hav brains of their own to stir up their
friends for action to strike hard and deep
at the root of this old tree of superstition.
It has stood in the way of progress too
long.
The foundation of morality is honesty.
Let them show a little by paying taxes on
the vast amount of property that they hav
accumulated by robbing directly and indirectly the great mass of toilers the world
over. Not one cent ought to be exempt
from taxation of this great sum that has
been piled np in churches and cathedJ;~l~..
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In 'the name of justice let every honest six-year-old son Erwin-the only one left
man protest by pen, by word, and by vote. us out of nine. But we must brave our
Yours, etc.,
JosEPH·E. CoY,
misfortune and still liv for the living,
while bidding our beloved departed ones
The Bible Berhymed to Its Sore Injury. farewell.
VINELAND, N.J., June 12, 1893.
To arrange for an International ConMR. EDIToR: I rejoice with joy un- gress of 'Freethinkers at the World's Fair
speakable to learn that the Liberals of the is a noble idea, .and should be supported
United States and Canada will hold an In- by every Freethinker according to his
ternational Congress at Chicago, and if I means. I shall send my mite to Secretary
was twenty years younger I would be Charlesworth and the ])'reethonght Federathere, if I had to foot it both ways for tion of Am~>rica button shall ornament my
want of railroad funds.
coat lapel; later on I shall also purchase
Priestcraft, the greatest curse that this one of Brother Wettstein's badge-pins.
world ever had, is now on its last legs, Let us display our colors feaT lessly and
hobbling about on crutches of its own openly; it will very much help our cause,
manufacture; and then and there, at this and form new acquaintances,
Congress, will be the time and place to
ERWIN AUFFURTH.
giv it its death-blow, and it will be done if
all IJiberals do their duty.
A Cosmic Philosophy.
The priests are impostors;
MoNTPELIER,
IND., May 30, 1893,
Their trade is a fraud.
MR. EDITOR! I am much pleased with the
They teach that the Bible
Came from a wise God.
article from James M Wight under the
But I find in its pages
heading of "Letters from Friends" in
Full three hundred lies,
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 20, 1893
All proved by itself
After referring to the financial troubles of
Without any disguise,
himself and others, he concludes the only
And hundreds of texts
true remedy is growth. In this he is cerToo foul to be read
By any with innocent
tainly correct. But growth or developBrains in their head.
ment cannot come without cause, and man
is one potent factor in the physical develThat book has cursed mortals
oPment of man, animals, or plants ; thereA million timeR more
Than all other books
fore we must not wait for that developWritten since and before.
ment, but work to cultivate that growth
It has tortured nine millions
and help make it come.
Of people to death,
I turn over one leaf to the "Children's
As honest and truthful
Corner," and find an article from a young
As ever drew breath,
Who could not believe
ll'an advocating the philosophy of the
That its filth and its lies
growth or development of worlds. This
Ever came from a being
thrills me with joy to se!) the aged and
Enthroned in the skies.
youth working harmoniously to build up
One hundred thousand
the new philosophy of evolutio;n.
Were burnt or were hung
I am in my seventieth year, but feel
Of honest good women,
like writing my letter to T~ TRUTH
Some old and some young,
SEEKER friends expressing my conclusions
All tortured as witches
regarding the Ilroduction of worlds. I
And evil from birth,
cannot expect more space in the "Letters
When no real witch
Ever lived on the earth.
from Friends " than will permit me merely
Eight words about witches
to make assertions an.d leave the reader to
To old Bible knaves
do the reasoning.
Sent these hundred thousands
Philosophy teaches that space is boundTo premature graves.
less or universal; we cannot rationally
J, HACKER.
contemplate space without occupancy;
The Way a Freethought Funeral Should therefore matter in some form is cobe Managed.
existent with space. And intelligence is
NEw ORLEANS, LA., June 5, 1893.
also coexistent with space and matter,
.MR. EoiToR: Please continue sending which cannot exist in their improved conyour noble paper.
ditions without principles we call laws,
Robert Ingersoll Auffnrth, our beloved such as magnetic attraction, electrical atyoungest son, born Jan. 4, 1893, breathed traction, chemical attraction, and attrachis last May 30th. He was born the son tion of gravitation of a body for itself or
of Freethinkers and as such he died. His for other bodies, and other principles or
birth, name, and death were duly recorded laws, among which time must not be over· at the state board of health, in compliance looked. These may be termed primary
with the law, but no sky-pilot was ever principles that never had a beginning or
called upon either to perform any baptiz- creation;· but are primary conditions withing ceremonies or to attend the funeral. out which inan can bav no conception of
During the. long illness of our little man existence, whether it be of space, matter,
many Christians cnlled, generally while I intelligence, or God. What is space withwas absent, preaching to my w~fe, some out occupancy, or matter without intellieven asking her to hav him christened gence, or intelligence without space or
without my knowledge; but they all had matter through which to apply its force?
to leave dissatisfied, for my good, noble, The law of gravity cannot exist without
and sensible wife soon put a damper on mattPr on which to manifest itself. These
their tongues by informing them that we properties of matter mnllt be without benever hav any secrets; that she will not ginning so far as human intelligence can
play the hypocrit and do anything without discern; who can hav a conception of
her husband's knowledge; that whatever nothing-no space, matter, time, or intelwe do is the outcome of mutual agreement ligence, no God? Where is the potency to
-no commanding, no compulsion for us; ·produce these agencies? So far as human
that this is the cause of our happy and understanding can fathom the past these
harmonious life, all our misfortune not- properties of present existence must bav
always existed in some form. The smallest
withstanding.
On the day of the funeral, May 31st, divisible particles of matter called atoms
many bl.'autiful floral offerings were sent. existed in the most highly conceivable
One especially, sent by my fellow- rarefied condition; the law of attraction
employees of the St. Charles Street Rail- was a coexi~ting part of that matter, thereroad Company, representing· a broken fore these atoms had an at.traction for
column, several feet high, surmounted by each other, though in a very minute dea dove, at the bottom the words " Our gree, but when two of these atoms comDarling," was admired by everyone. He bined they had greater attraction for
was our darling indeed-a bright, other atoms, and as the mass increased its
intelligent-looking little fellow, of whom density and power of attraction increased.
These atoms could not change places
we expected great things some future day,
but alas, the eternal laws of Nature de- without motion, which produced a wave,
and it required as much force to stop a
creed otherwise.
The undertaker having forgotten to in- body as to start it; thus atoms formed
struct ,his men not to ornament the coffin into nebulous masses, then into meteors
with any symbols contrary to our views, with their erratic motions, they into
the same was sent with the cover and the comets with their extremely elliptical orhead bearing two large crucifixes. At my bits, which gradually assumed more cirrequest they were promptly removed, cular orbits and became more dense and
Thus our little darling was borne to his opaqne until finally they grew into a
last resting-place. Our only consolation planet or other celestial orb.
Without further discussing the philosonow is our bright and intelligent little

phy of the formation of matter into large
bodies, we will suppose this to be descriptiv of the primary formation of our planet,
and when it grew into a condition which
we i!esignate a planet, having formed
something like a correct orbit round ita
sun, it is supposed to be a seething fiery
mass of little more than a gaseous substance, but as it cooled it became more
dense through the law of attraction for itself, and as this attraction increased its
power to attract other bodies to itself increased, producing continuous growth, and
the law of centripetal, centrifugal, and
other forces became established.
I hav now arrived at the point where
the geologist tak;es our planet into his
keeping. therefore I will leave it, with the
remark that the earth is constantly undergoing change that we might properly denominate growth; developing into more
harmonious conditions, being each year
better prepared than the preceding year
to extend refinement, peace, and happiness to its inhabitants.
WM, ALLEN.

Under

Inspiration of
1\lnse."

a "Devilish

NEwARK, N. J., June 11, 1893.
MR. EDITOR! I send you Mr. Lovell's
poem, written by the gentleman l11.at
evening and read by him to-day in the
League just before closing for the season.
After he had read it the members asked
the gentleman for a copy and I asked him
if he had any objections to having THE
TRUTH SEEKER publish it. He answered,
"None whatever." He is a poet, a gentleman, and a scholar, and best of all, a
talented Freethinker. It was really a
pleasure to me to-day to become acquainted with him, and I hop<\ the readers
of your excellent paper will also become
better acquainted with him in the future.
President Bird excelled himself in his
beautiful closing address. Gillan, Walker,
and Brill were ~ublime. Mrs. Smith is always good and witty. Mr. Price said he
was proud to be a Liberal. In fact, everybody was hapPy.
Yours in friendship, love, truth, and
justice,
W. W. MoRRIS.
Wake, devilish muse, and tune your liar,
That he may wake the dead
And shake this good and holy town
As Sodom shook, 'tis said.
Not to destroy, but to build up
And let the People see
That there is joy and happiness
In dear old liberty.
That in one spot on Halsey street,
Where stands a radiant hall
There Jews and gentiles of all creeds,
And Catholics great and small,
And Protestants, Mohammedans,
Episcopals galore,
Can mP.et in friendly Brgument
As never met before.
I feel did they but only know
How grPat the talents are
Of those who form this Liberal League
They'd come from near and far,
And feel at home within our throng
No matter what their creed,
For in five-minute doses we
Can fill each varied need.
Our Birds in songF! of gladness sweet
Awake the slumbering hours
Until we feel that life's a treat,
A natural bed of flowers.
We're lifted into spirit_-land,
We're wafted through the air,
We feel from what we hear there's no
Materialism there.
Still our Materialistic friends
Need not be lonely hereTo Mayo they may owe applause
For givin~ them good cheer.
And e'en our lonely Catholics
'Find comfort rich and rare;
Does not our strong and fiery Smith
Strike blows for their welfare?
To those who with great modesty
Their pre•ence only lend
To brighten up this dismal world,
My greetings I would send.
If they but come into our League
Their high-priest they will see,
Who dare not say his soul's his own,
But shines with Brill-iancy.
But those dear boys who like a noise
And shout aloud for fame,
Our Gillan tall can beat them all,
And make them feel quite tame.
Our Walker leads in every race,
Our Morris rnns for money,
Our Burton with electric shocks
Will make you feel quite funny.

What though a Wakeman wakes us up
Or Rowley rolls us down?
What though we're Rush-ed to other
worlds
.
Wjthout a soul to crown?
What though a Bell rings out its peal,
Or Remsburg brings a laugh,
Or Janes prefers a country life
Or Shephard givs a bath?
We hav within our noble crowd
Great men who will entice,
And throw about with careless hand
The wisdom of great Price.
Then come unto our glorious feast,
Come now while there is room,
For indioations surely show
You cannot come too soon.
Yon know the Lord makes everything,
Does vitalize all seeiJ,
And so we feel with confidence
He's bleseed our Liberal Lea~e.
C. LovELL.

Trne-Blue.
CRAYoN, 0., Apr. 27, 293.
MR. EDIToR: After an interval of two
years I shall again contribute a letter to
the columns of a journal whose peer is not
to be found on this side of the "mystic
beyond"- viz., the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER. I am conscientious in this statement, it being justified by an experien~>e
of nine years with the paper and its various publications. In all these years I hav
been a. constant workel' for the cause of
Liberalism by using it as a missionary
document among my associates and presenting its principles to the saint and sinner, as well as the sky-pilot himself, in a
way tpat I feel that good has been accomplished.
I look upon the closing of theW orld's
Fair on Sunday as A calamity short of
ridiculous to the natural rights and moral
impulses of the American people, as well
as those of the entire world. This is au
act looking to the interests of the churches,
saloons, and other immoral places of
Chicago, and sanctioned hy the devotees
of superstition and priestly bigotry
throughout the country.
There is quitA a number of FreethinkerR
in this part of the country, among which
myself and a few otherF! are the only outspoken onAs, The rest, on account of
their vocatil)n in life and their social surroundings, hav submitted to Mrs. Grundy.
During a protracted meeting in one of
our villages thiR winter, the minister took
the liberty to misrenresent science and histQry in regard to his religion, when one of
our reputable citizens, who is an ardent
Liberal, took exceptions to it and wrote
him a letter. This caused a conple of exchanges between the two on the subj.,.ct.,
until our Liberal friend gave him the ultimatum in 11. mammoth miRAiv, which Cl)ntained such an array of historical facta,
science, and logic th11.t the mnn of God was
completely knocked out. He sought to
vindicate himself and appease his pious
anger by hurlim~ from his pulpit the most
unbecoming epithets that his regenerated
mind could conceive of, thuR receiving the
censure of his own flock and the contempt
of fair-minded people. This bas agitated
thought on the qneRtion, and ultimate
good will be the result.
Some of our ministers speak of Freethinkers as "narrow-minded InfidelF!." Is
not this a shame, when we think of such
intelle11tual giants as Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
S. P. Putnam, and many othArs? Who
but a dishonest, devising priest or skypilot could utter such an absurdity as this?
For my part I am not in the pursuit of
anything at the handF! of Christians, or
any popular cmze that by chance might be
thrust upon the people, so but that I can
proclaim the princiPles of T1rn TRUTH
BEEKER wherever I go and still be succel'!aful in my legitimate requirements. I hav
no aspirations for the future wit.h respect
to fame or fortune that would cause me to
be a mental slave or advocate principles
that conflict with my b~>tter judgment.,
Therefore I shall ever be found bold and
fearless, working for the cause of humanity
and the destruction of superstition.
I herewith send you a renewal of my
own subscription, together with a couple
of new ones, and will say in conclusion,
Long may liv Heston and the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER, and may its principles ultimately prevail.
Yours for Freethought,
ELMER MILLER.
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and sunshines of life for many years,
and by him was preceded to "the silent
]and," some twenty-seven years. To them
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall were born ten children, eight of whom are
T?i11er, Mass., to whom all Oommunioa- now living.
''on.• for this Corner should be sent.
To sum up all in few words, her life· was
one of well-doing, always forgetting
"Between the dltl'k &nd the daylight,
self in a desire to render assistance to
When the night is beginning to lower,
othf'rs. This assistance was given at the
Comes a. pause in the da.:v's occupations
That is known as the Children's Honr."
sacrifice of both pleasure to herself and
time, in which she might hav greatly enriched a mind calculated to appreciate the
The Little Dog Under the Wago_n. best
in literature. But she was one of the
"Come, wife," Raid trood old Farmer Gray,
few persons possessed of a st.ronl?, right
"Put rn yrnr thirgs. 'tis market ila.yconscience, and had she not answered its
And we'll be off to the neare•t town,
calls and relieved those in trouble whoAe
There ano back ere the sun goes down.
!~pot? No, we'll leave nlil Spot behind"
necessities attracted her, she would hav
But Spot he barked, •nd Spot he whined,
felt that her duty had been neglected. I
Ani! soon made up his doggish mind
hav often thought these lines must hav
To follow under the wagon.
been her guide, as she was an admirer of
Away they went a.t a good rounil pace,
Pope;
And joy came into the farmer's face;
"Poor Spot,, F~aid be," aid want to come,
But I'm Bwful gla.il he's left at home;
He'll guard the b<rn, and guard 1he cot.,
And keep the cattle out of the lot."
"I'm not so sure of •hat," thought Spot,
The little dog under the wagon.
The farmer all his produce sold,
And got his pay in yellow gold,
Then started homeward after ilark,
Horoe through the lonely fonst. Hark!
A robber springs from behind a tree" Your money or el<e your life," says he;
The moon was up, but he didn't see
The little dog under the wagon.
Spot ne'er barkeil a nil Spot ne'er whined.
But quicklY caught the thief behind;
He dragged him down in the mire and dirt,
And tnre his coat and tore his shirt,
Then held him fast on the miry ground;
The robber uttered not a sound
While his l al"ds ani! feet the farmer bound,
And tumbled him into the wagon.
So Spot he saved the farmer's life,
The farmer's money, the farmer's wife;
And now the hero grand and gay,
A silver collar be wears to- <lay;
/> mon11 his friends, among his foes,
And everywhere his master goes,
He follows on his horny toes,
The little dog under the wagon.
-New C?·leans Picaynne.

Death of a Good Woman.
Passed away at 4 o'clock A.M. of the
18th of April, 1893, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. P. T. Morrison, Sugar
Run, Warren county, Pa., J\frs. Martha
Shearman, in the eighty-fourth year of
her age.
Martha Morrison was born in Pleasant
township, Warren county, Pa., the 27th
of September, 1809. She was one of a
family of nine children born to Samuel
and Eleanor Morrison.
During the
greater portion of Martha's youth her
mother was an invalid, so it happened
that upon Martha fell the responsibility
of housekeeping and the care of her
brothers and sisters. I hav often heard
her relate how at as early an age as seven
years she was in superintendence of her
mother's home, and many times was so
perplexed with the many duties devolving
upon her, that it was often a severe tax
upon her small head to think the best way
out of all such.
Having thus in early life to sacrifice herself to the calls of her family, it happened
that to little Martha's lot fell few of the
pleasures that make the childhood of the
children of to-day such a season to be remembered in after life as one of many
joys.
Moments of leisure being few
added a neglected education. It was,
however, not deemed necessary in those
days to extend a girl's education much
further than the understanding of reading, spelling, writing, and a limited
knowledge of figures. But with a good
understanding and a retentiv memory,
what few chances to add to her store of
knowledge that presented, were made
the most of by the subject of our sketch.
Many were the troubles and trials; but, a
philosopher in her way, never did she
bemoan nor lament the conditions, but
calmly reviewing the matter from all
sides, proceeded to the best course of
action.
Had she been given the educational advantages that many girls of her day were
given, she no doubt would hav made a
name for herself that would hav lived
with the names of many prominent women
of her time.
At the early age of eighteen years she
was married to Perry Shearman, of Rhode
Island, with whom she shared the storms

What conscience dictat.es to be done,
Or warns me not to do,
This teach me more than hell to shun,
That more than heaven pursue.
Her religion was: "Do unto others as
you would that they should do unto you."
She, as far as was in her power, tried to
follow this precept's teaching, but few to
whom she showed thi<~ spirit gave her the
same treatment in return.
Thus her
treatment of people was always better in
most cases than they deserved. The biblical sayinl!', "Cast your bread upon thf'
waters and it will return after many days,"
proved an unt.ruth in her case, as it has
proved in the case of many another such
worker of g(.lod deedR. I pr11sume never a
perflon in a humble walk of life and possessed of as limited means made greater
exertions to relieve distress and suffering
and do good always. But out of scores of
those for whom she evinced a mother's solicitude, and performed kindnesses hardly
payable with money, few more than remembered the act. She was n'lver remembered in any more substantial way by anyone outside of her own family, and many
of them failed to perform their whole duty
toward her. But she did not censure
them.
She had no faith in the Bible as the
word of God, and its many miraculous
tales often called forth from her ridiculein a mild way, be it said, as this book held
the religion of her parents, and for this
reason deserved, Sfl she thought, something of her reepect. She believed that
no person, of whatever belief, who had
co~ducted himself rightly toward his
fellow-man while here would receive punishment of any kind in tbe hereafter, of
which the wisest has no knowledge. I
feel that herein she was right with some of
the greatest thinkers of the world. A
person of great energy, she labored hard
while strength held out, and "did witb
her might what her hands. found to do."
Her constitution at last weakened, and for
the past ten years she had enjoyed a season of comparativ rest. Her eyesight
and hearing perfect, she had much to enjoy in tbe companionship of her familv
and friends and time devoted to perusal
of that in literature which gave her most
pleasure. She retained a youthfulness of
mind and respect for continued existence
that was remarkable in one of her years,
something that is rarely seen in age and in
one of her sound mental perceptions.
One would hav thought life with all its
sternness, and failure to do for her what
she had a right but was too wise to expect,
would hav killed out her faith and feelinetoward which she ever maintained th~
most perfect trust. But no. Life to the
evening before her.departure was"to her
with all its trials, a respected epoch:
These traits in her character carried her
over many a rough life-walk none the
worse for the experiences, and added
l?reatly to the pleasant passage of her last
years.
Others of her age whom life had treated
harshly might sit in corners reserved for
age and mourn over past life and broken
fortunes. But as for her, all she asked
was the light and hope of youthful faces,
and she was young with the best of them.
My grandmother, and one of our family
for many years, I write truthfully of her.
She always read and had a 'kind word for
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and particularly the
young folks' department, and I hope the
young folks who read this may profit by

facts I hav related concerning her long
and useful life.
MAUDE MoNTAGU MoRRISoN.
Sugar Run, Pa., May 14, 1893.
What the Little Folks are Saying.
A little fellow of four years of age in a
-town in the West was playing with a lawn
mower and cut his finger off so high up
that in fixing it the doctor had to take
off more of it, and l11ave him with n•one.
He stood it all very bravely and sc11rcely
cried at all, but his mother was dreadful1y
distressed at having her boy's hand so
mutilated and cried a great deal. So,
while the doctor was finishing with dressing the finger the little fellow looked over
at his mother and said, "Don't cry so
much, mamma; it'll growoutagaill.."
A Popnlar Error.
Not long ago I saw a plump and wenfed child that had a pet kitten that it
treated very badly•. It lived near to me
and I could hear the kitten howling with
hunger and cold, and sometimes I would
feed it, but it was so sick and weak that
it could not gain strength and finally it
died. The little girl's mother did not
pay the rent that slJe owed, though she
had the money to pay it with, but she
would giv the child money when it went to
Sunday-school, to put into the contribution box to send to the missionaries in
India to teach the little Hindoo children
the Christian religion. In India the children are taught by their parents that all
animals must be treated kindly, and if the
little Hindoos knew that children in this
country let their pets freeze and starve
they would think it would be a very proper
thing to send missionaries over here to
teach them kindness to animals. In England some of the children of English parents but born in India hav learned this
of the Hindoo children, and on coming to
England hav started societies of children
in which all the members agree to do no
injury to animals for sport and to try to
keep other children from hurting them.
The religion that allowed the mother to
giv money to the Sunday-school but refuse to pay her rent, and that let the little
girl starve her kitten to death, cannot be a
very good one. Those who believe in it
think that there is a very big and very
savage person up in the sky, shaped like a
man, but a great deal stronger. They
think he has a very bad temper, and if he
is not worshiped and his religion is not
taught to those who do not know it he
will be very .angry and hurt some one. So
his followers will keep money for him that
they owe for rent and they will go to Sunday-school and sing while the poor kitten
is starving at home. When people are
cruel to animals they soon get cruel in
their treatment of each other.
A LIBERAL.

-··~

school lesson was about Job, the other
Sunday, where the Lord let Satan try
.lob's religion. If the Lord knew everything, why did he let Satan bring so much
trouble on Job?
I am going to Sunday-school Sundavs.
The boys and girls were talkinl? to me
ab"ut fishing on Sunday. I told them
that it was not a bit of harm, and I would
go again. I wish some of the boys and
girls would write to me.
My address is Bronston, Ky., Pulaski
county. Your little Freethinker,
GERTIE STIGALL.

GOLD.

SILVER.

MIRE~ AND STOCKS.
CHAS. F. BLACKBURN,

Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given t.o the exp_ert examination of mineral properties in the United States
and British Columbia.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Precious Metal Mines a Specialty. Can

furnish any kind of mineral propert:v-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nickel, Copper! Lead.
Antimony, Iron, Mangane~e. Mica., and Coa . .Also
Slate, Granit, Limestone, and Sandstone quarries.

RIC/I GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE
Rare bargains in gold quartz, gold placers, and
gold-silver galena mines in Kootena. v and Cariboo districts, Brif.ish Columbia. 0 nly a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a f•w thousand. Correspondence solicited· sampling, assays and mill tests;
all work stricth scientttic; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
METAL.

MINERAL.

Smo14

" Everybody's Law Book,"
Is the title of the new 768 !'.age work prepa•ed by
J .Alexander hoones, LL.B., member of the New
York bar.
It enables every man and woman to be their
own lawyer. It teaches what are your rights and
how to maintain them. When to begin a lawsuit
and when to shun one. It contains the useful info<mation every business man needs in tV' ry
state in the Union. It contains business forms
of every variety useful to the lawyer as welt as to
all who have legal business to transact.
Inclose *2 for a copy, or inclose two-cent postage stamp for a fable of co11tenrs and terms to
agents. Add1·ess BENJ. W. HI I CHCOCK, Publisher, 385 Stxth avenue, New York.
~t25

W ANT.J!;D.-A Liberal with $100 to $200 oapita.l,
who will go in partnership on a farm, will meet a.
good· pportumty by add reo sing the llnderoigned
fur fur her parttculars. The farm is situated in
the northern part of .Alabama.
.1 G. DIERS,
4124
519 S. 3d st., Philade phia, Pa.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

------------------Correspondence.

BuRLINGToN, IA., May 21, 1893.
DEAR 1\'hss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. Myfather has taken
THE TRUTH BEEKER for a long time. Ilike
to read the Children's Corner very much.
I am ten years old. I go to school and
study arithmetic, geography, grammar,
reading, writing, and drawing. Well, I
will close.
PEARL E. MosENA.
CoRNPLANTER, P A., May 5, 1893.
Miss WIXoN, Fall River, Mass.: I hav All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1~mo, 300 pp., $1.
written an account of my grandmother's
life and desire it printed in your depart- Apples of ~old. And Other Stories for
ment of the paper should you deem it
Boys and G1rls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
suitable. Shortly before her death my The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handlittle sister read her the letter of a grandsome and Interesting BookhWithout SupPrstition for Children and Yout
The Only Freeparent which appeared in your departthinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
ment. She remarked that she would like
! ·;full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
to hav the young folks know something of
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
the story of her life; said some day she
Address. TRE TRU'fH SEEKER CO.
~ould write and giv them facts regardmg

lt.

I do not remember that you bav inserted
anyt.hing of like character, but concluded
no harm would be done should I write you.
Should the nature of the contrihution
Prove no bar to its insertion, you will confer a favor on me by allowing its appearance.
MAUDE M. MoRRisoN.
BRoNSToN, KY., May 24 1893.
DEAR AUNT SusAN: I will write' another
letter to the Corner, as I am still a Freethinker. It has heen a very nice spring.
I hav been to church this spring. One
day I went. and a preacher got up to pray;
he said, "The Lord has been with us an
hour, and I hope he will be with us the
next hour." I suppose he did not want
his company any longer. Our Sunday-

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a. oa.se
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian }lersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 oents.
Addresg
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
- ·· ·
28 Laf&f<!~~\1 ~la,C)e, N<!WYork.

THE TRUTH

~EEKER

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1,.
A Liberal living_ in Michigan said once that he would give $25 .,
~f yo have the Cn'!le~ of Preachers recorded, &s the frequent lapses
o nrtue of the IIllmsters showed how little value Ghristia.nit..,.
possesses to make men moral.
•
We h~v:e juan issued, the Fourth Edition of the book doing this
The additwns for th1s new edition of the
·

JUNE 24

""1.898.~~

B97

-- --

REDUCTION IN PRICE .OF AGREAT BOOl •
With the eighth edition

~

Winwood R~ade~s "Marty,..

"Crimes of Preachers"

dom of Man," the coat ol

~OW8 m~arly 400 cases of Iqini.sterial conduct. While those in preuous editions show that w1thin a few years about

has been /es-

1300 lt.UNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GULTY
of one l!ind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the orimes
:~e ara.ms:hwofme~, f~ the fair sex are at once the weakness and
ol:r;y~eng
o t e c urch-" the church" meaning of oourse the
• Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we have ke t the
pnce tgt same, 25 «ents. Send for a copy, and confound the c'Eurch- ---~rill
zyen.d ow them JUS~ wha.t son of sca.mps are the clergy who have
~~~tin~ei~f~t:~e~~:fi~!].~~~~~i.?,ecause it is so holy a day that to look upon milch nery- or
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,~ Lafayette Place, New Yo:k.

$1.00.
't..!

BOOKS

The book has h:td a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen Gari.enert
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

.BY

Is a very interesting!}.' pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppressive factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describ6 s hJa
intellectual struggle from the animal period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of whai
the author conctives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks; the Macedonians, Alexandria, ihe
.1:1.. 1 Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, tne Arabs.

SALADIN

"MARTYRDOM OF M.AN"

W 'R

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews the Pro ph eta.
gf
the.
ArabiaJ MeQca,_ Character of Mob am.
RELIGION • Character
med, Descnptwn ot Afnca, the Monammeaans m ventral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Gennans. the Castle, the Town, the
V!Jnice, Arab S_pai.n, thl!
the Slave 'l'rade.
LIBERTY • Abohtwn
m Europe, Abolitwn 1n Amenca, 1uatenals of .tluman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origjn of Man and Early Riston',
Sul!l~ary ~f Universal HiRtory, The Futll.l'e of the Human Race, Tfut
INTELLECT• Rehgwn
of Reason and Love.
~ esu~,

t,W. STEWART BOSS),

Chu~c~.

Editor of the

z.ONDON AfJNOBTia JOUBN.AI..)

PortUI{Ues~~ Dis9overe~

Price reduced from $1.75 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

29 Lafayette place, New York.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You h&ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research, of sound criticismiof caustic
humor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, 9f patnos and elo9.uence. tis one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever :fired at the JeWlBh God and the Bible.
Oloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ~Iey,ated the .woman; it ~branded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ,lJect o( Salad~n s wo;rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English W11ter said of 1~:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever issued from the press. The author!·
ties cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo•t delightful of Saladin's books, a dissection of woman, with inci·
dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence tor woman and exalted opinion of what she is and. should be. A merciless
satire upon cert•in of the conventional foible• of the day, full of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of geniug, and bursts of eloq_aence. M<lst of the satirical shafts atmed at;'the woman
go past her and stick in the man behmd her, and it serves him about right.
.
Cloth. uncut edtres, l!"ilt top, ;ill.
~~·:

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec~ proving that Ohristianity did no'
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·xowhich are a.dded such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
(

Christians~

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and soience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible cBJ:I be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Const1tntion; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr~ in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, hlstorio verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Oloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The ti1ile poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poo!Il4
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B~ one who

endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the posae~aion of BaladiD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~~:a.llowa. Printed from Jlll,"liU~
soript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's11tory, • Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechervof the Confesswnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte • pta at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
ln paper, 25 cents.
Ill
l'ow:o .U of tllt1~$ Wl)l\'b llod~u~
'l'Bl\ 'XRUTH BEEKER. !8 Ll\fr.:vette :Piaoe, Naw XIIi!'& j
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Price.
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Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Put25
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Liberty in Literature.
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Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
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False Cl11.1ms of the Church. John E.
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Thomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
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Hat?-d.book of Freethol].ght. W. S. Bell...... 50
Religion a Curse; neltgwn a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
25
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor..
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A.brabam Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
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By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
va,st amount pf !JVi!'lence against the superstitious dootnnes of Chnst1amty. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paip.e's "Age of R~asont it enable~ somebod:y in every villag~ tp ".corner the parson." Its wide
vanety of subjects moluae aJl the disputed pomts between Chnst1amj;y: and Freethol!@t. Price,
ljll.
.
Address
'!'HE TRUTH SMKER.

A judicial consideration of the question~and the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Pro &na Con or

Supernatural Religion~
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Miraoulous Religion?
:Jy Jl. 1 G11ILD.

:P&per, ~cents; oloill, ao oenta

Good Books for Liberally ln.
I' d p l
c I ne
eop e.
The Last 'l'enet1 Imposed npon the Khan o~
Tomathoz. l:Sy Hudor Genone, author

o~ "In9u_irendo Isl.and." Copiously illustrated
With or1gmal drawmgs by Louis M. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
Inquirendo
l~land. A novel. By Hudor
G
enone. 12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50q. "This bqok is to .m.e a deilghtful surpn~e. In m:r..Judgment 1t 18 a stronger piece of
fictwn than Edward Bellamv's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remfnds one of. It is a
~erclie~s e)<posure of Pha.risaism and h_xpooJ1BY, whiCh 1s 80 preva}ent m fashionable Uhris~Ian.Ity of to-day. It 1s a'Jood bookd and while
t Will offend many, abo d be rea by a.ll."1(The
Arena.

Lecture on the Bible.

B:y Rev. Charles
Voysey, _pastor of the Theist10 church of Loud,ol!i With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
Taf Root. PapP,r, 87 pages; 20c.
God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper, 18m a, 18 pages; 10c. ·
·

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelt"cal
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo;21pages; 5c.
The Change of Front of the Universe.
By Minot .r. Savage. Paper. 81 pages, 10c.

A StJ!.dY of Primitive (,hristianity.

By
Lewis G. Jan ea. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1 op uncut
edges, 819 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
1 a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
im_pressed with the care, the honesty, the faithfnlness, the impartiality, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this a.dililrable volume."-(Popular Science Monthly.
What Can Etht"cs Do For Us~• By
William Mackin tire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, 10c.
Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, 10c.
The M.orals of Christ. A comparison
with ~hi) contemporaneous syst~ms of Mosaic,
P~ansalC, and Grmco-Roman ethiCs. By Austin
B1erbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 50c • cloth
$1. "llir. Bie~bower has carefully analyzed th~
old-world ethiCal systems which chiefly concern the modern civilized world, and m this
book he has so. classifieq the elements revealed
b.Y that anal;y§~s as to !JIVe them a high scient1fic vaJue. H1s book 1s almost as systematic as
a treat1~e upon one of the exact sciences and
s~ands .m fine co.ntrast to the rambling, ethical
d1scusswn of whiCh we hear so IllJICh and whiCh
leads us nowhere."-(Chicago Daily News.
Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
on the l_tP.Plications of scientific truth to morals
and religwn. By E. P. Po,rell. ~mo, 208pages;
cloth, $1; .P.aper, 50c.. j:ltrong; even bold,
essays on ethiCal and religions subjects. They
are the ~ark of a mal! of vigorous intellect, who
has stud1ed the doctrme of evolution long and
carefully, anq has not found it necessary to
abandon all h1s old reverences. The discourses
are full of. interest to the casual reader b~ reaS!Jn <?f their fund of anecdote and biographical
CitatiOn, and to the seeker for religious and
w~~~~~ruth they offer many helps."-(Literary

Evolution and Christianity•. A

Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide. reading and i~~:vestiga~ion. It is a helpful
one, 1s th!JrouA"hly mter~stmg reading, and its
presentat19n.of ~he r~lat10n between evolution
and Chnst1amty mcludes much valuable
thought. "-[Buffalo Express.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of ltlan. By Theodore Parker.

Selected f~om notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 480 pages; cloth, $1.211;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81 OR Y.
:Prioe, 25.cents.
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HENRY D. THoREAU. By F. B. Sanborn.
Boston: Houghton, Miffiin & Co. Cloth,
portrait; 324 pp., price $1.25.
Some men excel in intellect, others in
feeling and ben_evo~ence, an_d others in
will power. Th1s bwgraphy 1s of one who
excelled in all these. Many extracts from
his writings our subscribers will remember seeing in the corners of our pages and
in the department of ''Gems of 'l'hought."
An exposition of his character is given by
us on the editorial pages this week, to
which readers are referred.
The biography is a satisfactory one.
ltR first chapter deals with Thoreau's
"Birth and Family." Its second, with
his "Childhood and Youth." As a knowledge of his early environments will aid to
an understanding of him, in the next two
chapters we learn a.bout "Concord and Its
Famous People," and "The Embattled
Farmers," which aligned cultivators
formed an incident in Concord annals. The
speculations and sky-aspirings of "The
Transcendental Period" which so largely
molded Thoreuu are next limned for us.
In ''Early Essays in Authorship" we delightedly find productions of fine merit
and noble sentiment emanating from our
youthful Freethinker. 'lhis person in the
next chapter has "Friends and Companions," and in the succeeding one seeks
his "Walden Hermitage." ·'Horace in
the Role of Mrecenas," the title of the next
chapter, means that Horace Greeley
played to Thoreau the part of patron sustained by the ancient Mrecenas to needy
genius-at least, he attempted it, and
prosecuted it -with such success as our
writer's independent spirit permitted him.
In the next chapter Thoreau is beheld
"In Wood and Field." Chapter xi exhibits admirable ''Personal Traits and Social Life." .As '·'Poet, Moralist, and
Philosopher " our Concord idealist and
Antichristia.nis next surveyed. His" Life,
Deatll, and Immortality" conclude.

~4.

18 93.

Gems of ~Aought.

than the effusions of Christians. We hav
rarely read orie, however rude its form
judged by the critics' rules, that did not
seem to us plea.sin~, conveying wholesome The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the mo~t noted of these vicars
truths necessary for the people to learn,
MY extreme love for the truth is' the
of Christ and viceger~nts of God, showing what
in an agreeable and easy form. Mr. A.
they have done, and what kind of men they were. only thing that renders me worthy of it . ..:...
Easton, of Chicago, has written a ·poem
It contains very plain statements, in very unVoltaire.
varnished langua!l"e, and the unmasking is comcalled "Mortal Man" which turns that
plete, proving them to have been cruel, inA STRICT observance of the moral prereputedly important individual about, and
triguing, and licentious men. Considering the
over, and we may say inside out, and in
rapid growth of Ca.tholicism in this conntr:y, cepts taught by any, say for instance by
this book cannot be too widely disseminated. the Christian, religion, must involve the
short surveys philosophically everyPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
ruin of nations and destroy all the bonds
thing of leading importance about him.
The views, taken from a Freethinker's The A.wful DiscloRures of Maria Monk, of society, since we are told that every
as exhibited in a narrative of her snfferi:qgs dur- pursuit of earthly objects is incompatible
viewpoint, we think ruuch more sensible
in" her residence of five years as a noVIce>.-!1nd with a Christian's care for the salvation of
than those of Pope's "Essay on Man."
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .vien
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti- his soul.-Buchner.
The author says that
Catholic book published has created more Pxcitement, and had snch a circulation as this
"Creeds are ingenious the'ries of the
IN his Second Inaugural address, referwork. To counteract its effects the Catholics
brain,
circulated a story: that Maria Monk was "no ring to the contending Christian elements
By one set forth that hosts with zeal mainbetter than she should be," but investigation in the civil war, he [Abraham Lincoln]
disclosed that her " child of shame " was none says: "Both read the same Bible and
tain.
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
We censure all, yet cling to one alone,
pray to the same God, and each invokes
Pr1ce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
Nor know we why nor comprehend our Auricular Confession and Popish Nun• his aid against the other." What a comown."
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for tweuty-five mentary upon the hvpocritical assumption
This poem is printed in a little paperyears a confessing priest. A revelation of the that Christians possess an infallible moral
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in standard, is contained in the above words!
covered book which we imagin sells for no
these religious brothels. There i~ no question - Wa8 Abraham Lincoln a OhriBtian'!
more than 25 pents.
that Ex-:priest Hogan knew the trnth of the

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES

The Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from
the time of Menu to the present. By D. !VL Bennett. 1,!Y71( pages, SVo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
mo~t.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 Pf!-$.es, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. BY Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.

tales of VIce, seduction, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallily there is no question
that if the people genera y knew of them, Catholicism wonld not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price. paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of anricnlar confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked." from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an ap_peal
to every American citizen to examine carefUlly
and thoughtfully a religions system so inv•sive
of privacyl so J10Werfnl for evil in licentious
hands, so uanght with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper. 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pari~hes of thA Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy aud Her Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, Essex England. Showing that convents
are mimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

L. K. Washburn's Works

by John E. Remsburg.

IT may be well enough here to ask the
question: '' What is greatness?" A great
m~tn adds to the sum of knowledge, extends the horizon of thought, releases
~ouls from the Bastile of fear, crosses unknown and mysterious seas, givs new
islands and new continents to the domain
of thought, new constellations to the
firmament of mind. A great man does not
seek applause or place; he seeks for truth;
he seeks the road to happiness, and what
he ascertains he givs to others.-Inger-

soll.

THOSE governments which employ the
most compulsion perform much less than
those which scarcely ever hav recourse to
it. Government, by addressing itself to
the understanding, by engaging the free
will of its subjects, by acting by means
purely intellectual. instead of contracting,
expands and elevates itself; it is then that
it accomplishes most, and attains to the
grandest objects. On the contrary, it is
when government is obliged to be constantly employing its physical arm that it
becomes weak and restrained-that it does
little, and does that little badly.- Guizot' 8

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re~PI
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac.
lating hmn:an conduct on the Sabbath is an Im- History of Civilization.
"Mohammedanism is largely on the incount of all the gods the nations of the earth
pertinence." Price. 10 cents.
have worshiped. inclnding_Jehovah, Satan, the The False Teaching of the Christian
crease in the British West African colony
No civilization before Christianity!
Holy Ghost, Jesns Chrish Virgin llfaryband the
of Sierra Leone, one-tenth of the populaChurch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of Would to God that, in many respects, we
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. II descri es fuDy
tion now being of that faith. A stateall religions systems of the world, including
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, could turn back the dial of time to an
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
aided branch of the Church of England
the latter occupying 372_pag~s. being fnlly_gone The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of hour long prior to that in which the son
exists there, and practically all denominaof Mary first ssw the sun light up the
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Writa mini~ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
tions of Christians hav missionaries in the
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth. $3 per volor trying to induce the Deity to undertake a straw in his manger cradle! In many reume. or $5 for the two volnmes; in leather, $7;
colony, but !s~am gains O?- them. Islam
crusade of one against the <Jolorado beetle!' spects two thousand years ha.v been lost to
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
is rapidly gammg ground m England, has
Price, 10 centi.
the world through God and his Book.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Trnth Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
a very encouraging foothold in America,
Founded hospitals, indeed! Down till
Library." If all are ordered together and
and is destined to become the Universal Seeker
sent by express, one dollar will be deducted from Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 comparstivly recent times the fewer hosReligion, much sooner tha?- eve_n ~?me of the pnoe of eac11.
Price, 5 cents.
pitals Christianity founded the better for
its most earnest advocates rmagm.
The
mankind.
Her theology overmastered
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
foregoing statement we copy from .a new
every other consideration. The Jews and
Was Jesus lnsane1 Price, 10 cents.
paper the ]}foslem World, started in New
Saracens who d·id know something of
The Public Schools and the Catholic medical science, were looked upon as
York to spread Mohammedanism in this
THE
Church. Price, 5 cents.
nation. Now, if the statement is true, we
wizards and conjurers, and banned and
don't feel like giving the paper a notice in Astronomical and Astrologic·
persecuted. .As soon as Constantine, the
al Origin of all Religions.
these columns. If the prediction is likely
first Christian Emperor, found the scepter
to be fulfilled, we shall be indisposed to giv
firmly in his grasp, he suppressed the medBY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
the cause aid of this or any kind. We
ical schools of the Saracens as Pagan and
Explanatory ~otes compiled and arranged bY
don't want Islam to become "the Univerout of harmony with the genius of Chrissal Religion." We don't want any relig- the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
tianity. It is true that certain hot-beds of
Sy Helel'). H. Gardel').el".
ion at all. But as we think Islam likely
AddreRR THE TRUTH SEEKER.
theological quackery, nicknamed hospitals,
to be only Christianity's rival at the most,
On6 of Her Brighteat, Wittieat, and were substituted for the suppressed medand not a faith of world-wide prevalence
Strongeat Lecturea. Againat
ical institutions of the Jew and the Saracen.
and consequently unprecedented despotthe Bible.
There, instead of Pagan bleeding and
ism we will accord its organ a line or two.
blistering, there were the Christian
Every
Woman
Should
Read
It
1
.
4
4
~
Bclilfdes, Islam is not so bad a religion as
prayers of the elders and the anointing
and
Christianity; and wefavorseveralreligions Moral, Theological, Historical, rmtl Speculative
with oil.-Saladin in God and His Book.
as a. less evil than one, for they involve less
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Propositions.
intolerance; and moreover, this paper by t'r:ioo,
•
•
•
15 cents
"THl!l watch proves ·the watchmaker "
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
reprinting one of THE TRUTH SEEKER's
was his [Voltaire's] constant argument for
articles extends to us friendly overtures.
the existence of God, at every period of
AN OUTLINE OF THE
It is of goodly size and handsomely
his life.t.. and he developed it some years
printed. It is to be issued weekly, at
before .J:""aley was born. While admitting
$2.50 a year. Among the notices that it
oa,
t:A
God, he denies providence. The universe
has obtained from American papers are
f'rinclples of the Natural Order of the llnl· is governed by laws which nothing can
two on the very signal point of the differ·
change,-laws as invariable as those of
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
ence between Mohammedanism and ChrisBased Thereon.
mathematics. Revelat-ion, other than that
Its Causes al').d ~suits.
tianity in their tre~tment of liquorof science, he rejPctswith his usual gayety
BY
PBoFESBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
drinking. These we w1ll reproduce. The
and scorn. ''I do not assert," he says,
.VU~TENTS:
Pouahkeepsie, N.Y., Eagle says: "What By W. S; BELL. Paper, 12mo, 25 ctf1.
"that I hsv demonstrations against the
E'oil:le and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in 1;1pirituality and immortality of the soul;
has become of the project for a Prohibition
Immortality
of
Matter,
Nature
(Teleology),
church? The Eagle suggests that when
but all the pl'ohabilities are against those
Immortalit:y_of ForM, Man,
that church is founded it embrace Mohaminfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
doctrins." In treating of the nature. of
Value of Matter,
Thou!:(ht,
medanism and offer itself as the first convirtue, he lays down this simple proposiMotion,
Consmousness,
vert to the American Mohammedan misReply to New York Jbserrer.
tion: Virtue is conduct which benefits the
Form,
Seat ·Gf the Son!,
sionary who h~ts recently landed in New
Immutability ofNatnral Innate Ideas;.
community; vice is conduct which injures
Sy :R. G. ING:e~~~~L.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
York. The Bible is not exactly sound on
the community. Lying, for example, is
Universality of. Natural Personal Continnance,With
"A
ROMAN
CATHOLIO
C.ANAR."D."
the rum question, but the Koran leaves
generally a vice, because it is· of the
Laws,
Vital
Force,
Price, 11'> cents.
nothing to be desired." The Detroit,
The Heavens,
· The Son! of Brntea
greatest importance that men ·should be
Periods of the Creation "Frea Will,
Mich., Journal says: •· '.rhe total abstainable to believe one another. As to his reof the Earth,
1\'lC'!:ality,
ers ought to encourage Alexander Webb,
ligion he· plainly revenls his conviction
Original Generation,
Con cln <Fi"n g Observ.,
":lecnlar Generation,
tions. · ·
the Mohammedan now in this country, for
that, as then established in Europe, it was
1\l....;,.o ¢.1 11m
A ,.l,.l..,,o.a., Tl=T"'P' 'T1TITITTf ~;::rR"J7'.1T·a..• U
a drunken Mussulman is a rare sight. A
a system of r.poliation and oppression, the
The passages nnfit f<11" family readin~.
lady who has made a tour of Egypt. says
despot's main support and defense.
'Pilntl1"'. oqn f't:~nh.a• .r>.lnt.h. M Mll't&she nor none of her party ever saw an inTHOMAS PAINE;
Every desolater of the earth began his
toxicated man. Her dragoman told her
of massacre and ruin by solemn acts
WAS HE JUNIUS? work
that if; on a doctor's order, his wife was
of religion, and, while the ground still
to toke brandy and died with the brandy
By W. H. BURR.
smoked with carnage, hastened to the
Ita Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure,
in her stomach, God would not receive
Second edition, enhtrgpd to 32 pages; with the temple to repeat those solemn acts. Nor
BYW.B. GREG.
best
engraved
likeness
of
Paine.
Pric~ 10 cents.
her into heaven. St. Paul's advice to
was religion necessary as an ally of virtue,
CompletE''-" .......1 "o.n"' qOQnn •1 ..;n
Address
THE TRUTH SJ!iEKER.
Timothy, about a · little wine for the
since men compicuous for unbelief, like
stomach's sake, does not go down with a
Bayle, Locke, Spinoza, Shaftesbury, ColMohammedan."
lins, and others, were men of rigid virtue.
"Much to be pitied are they who need the
FIVE LECTURES.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
help of religion to be honest men. ''-ParFreethinkers' attempts at poetry nearly
B"J" ;John R. Ke...o, Aol'llo
ton'B L~fe of Voltaire,
p.lways contain a. good deal more of sense
12mo, cloth, $1.00.
Address tills ofloe.
Prioe, 111 oentll.

Christianity a Fiction.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.

Force a11d ?\atter;

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.

Paine Viriclicated

Holy Bibl0 Abridged.

Creed of Christendom.

Spiritualism Sustained. Priestly Celibacy Exposed~
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Thomas Paine's

CHEAP EDITION.

Works.IINFIDELI
DEATH- CS. 'W. :Sy
:P.OOT:e.
BEDS.
.lge of Reason. Pap.,
;

~~~~

~5e.

6 copies for $1; clo. 50o.

A.ge of Reason and Examination of tJte PropJtecie&
Pap. .._40c.; clo., 75c.

A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) Bl
J.li:. Remsburg, Portrait. Pap~
50c.; clo., 75C.

Written hi

Common Sense,
1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During .A.m.
Revolution. Pap., 40o.; clo., 760.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp,,

c~o., $3; leather, $4;
@t edges $4.50.

morocof>

Life of. By J. E. Remsbur&,
Port. Pap.....,.50c.

Life of.

with Remarks oll.

Life of.

With Explanatocy

Comte and Ronssean. By C.
Blanc4ard. Pap., 4Qo.; clo., witb
portra1t, 6Qo.
Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.
.

--o-BeinJr true accounts of the passing away of the
followmg persons, thns refuting the many Ohristian slanders npon them and otlilers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, .Henry
Thomas Bnclde, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Angnste Comte, Condoroetl...Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Anstin Holyoake, Victor Hngo,
Hnme, Littr~ Harriet Martinean1 Jean Meslier1
James Mill," o.il,;!l Btnart Mill, Muabean, Raben;
Owen Thomaa Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolan.:l, George
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, BtranB.J!I. John
Tolan£k Vaninl, VolntlL Voltaire, J an1es watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address

1it1tograp1t of, Heavy plate
Political and Religious R6·
former. By B. F. Underwood. ·10o.

Political Works: "Common
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of the Canon,

Testimonials to His Merits.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Compiled by J. N. Morean. 10o

Reason,"" Examination of ProJ?h
ecies," etc., with Life of Pamt
and steel port. $1.50.
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"Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c

.A.Gdress The Tru:th ioieeker CoDJ.pa.uy.

CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ~oripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa,.

SHOWING
THE AllSUIIDITY AND UNTBUTBl!'UL
NESS OF THE OHUROR'S OLADIJ
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENE.FI•
OENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE-VEALING THE .ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
ORUROR AND
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Unole Bam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving,
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Ch·nrch.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Btndies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
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BamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
Miss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnltl
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Chnrch.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chureb.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Misce.uaneons.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this conn try, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again befnb.
lished. We runst give the Trnth Seeker Company the credit of pp.tting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price it would h!l.ve. been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ !tnd we judge from onr own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
A:merica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-(Freethilikers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and trnth. But the pictures do not make np the whole of this volume. There are nearly,two hundred pages of reading
· 'Ilatter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the nttet
·~alsity of the church's professions and the hYl_JOcrisy of those who nphold them. Altogether the
ok is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in tht
dll of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Prloe, board eovere, $2; cslot}),, $2.80.
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BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthod.oxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F •.JAMIE~ON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of hnman liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

PATENTS

Ytoars of Chrtst and Ytaegerents of God.
l'aPer, ~D oents; oloth,· 7G oents.

BEEKEB need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.
•

Terms Easy,

Thirty.ftTe years' experience, Examinations a.nd Re•
ports free. Prompt attention. Send Drawing and df
..ription to L. B.&.GGBR ~Co •• Atiy's, Wa.shington,D.v

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh. ... . . . . . . . .. 5
2 Becnlar Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiol.
Underwood ................................. 25
f 7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... 10
r 8 Religioa of inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
f 9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 RpidemioDelnsions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philoso~h;r of l:lpiritnalism. ·Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and .Pottra1t .. 25
13 EssaYs on Miracles. David Hume ........... 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh .. . . . . . . 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Onr ~irst Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh......................... 5
16 Why lJo Men l:ltarve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh.,. 10
19 Large or SmallE'amilies? A. Holyoake ..... 5
20 l:lng~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Anstin Holyoake..... ... . . . . 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... 5
23 The Christian Deit.r. Charles Watts........ 5
24 Moral Valne of theHible. Charles Watts .... 5
25 Freethought and Mod, Progress. WattB.... 5
26 Christianity: Its Natnre and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts.............. 5
28 'Ihonghts on Atheism. Anstin HolYoake... o
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol;y:oake. ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlan~<h........ 5
39 Labor's Prayer. CharleR Bradlaugh.. . . ... . 5
40 Poverty: Its Oanse and Cnre. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? Hy G. J. Holyoake ......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condi.
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh.. 5

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.

Given A vvay.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I shnU present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$3. And for every additional $20, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will snpply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized.
}
10 ounces ]Jer doz.,
Oxidized,
}
{ 14 ounces per doz.,

each $2.50
8.00

~n\di;~:1. }
{10 ounces
per doz.,

s.oo

}
{ 10 sec~rgg!r~lit,
ounces per doz.,

8.50

Oxidized, plain bowl,
o~.ange u
U5
h
gilt
u
8.25
"
satin "
3.00
gilt
8.50
The $2 50 Tea is also su])piie~ etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H"PPY I Now," or othllr mottoes, or names. tor fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference in
price, select any other spoon from above list.
1\Iy stock embraces everything usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watches
of every descriptwnh Uhaii!~J Rings, Necklaces,
·Jewelry, Silver ano J:"!ated ware, Optical Goods~
Ba· ges, Gold Pius, Etc. And $1,000 will be paiu
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lpwest prices pn blished in any. of my ln test pricelists, on account of the above llberal offer.
ar FreethOU!J"ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so apphed.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstein"
Watch; t.he Beautiful Ingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethongh t lladge.
Send for priceliRts, cards in cotors and gold of
badge, tracts. etc .. free.

MANNA SERIES,

1
3
5
6

Original Manna for" God's Chosfn." .......
New Life of David. Charles Bradlangh....
20u Questions Without Answtrs..............
lJialogn!' between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm ............... , ...
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak bnt Zealons Christian... . ...
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyg

Ne~at~fe'af"j;)~itii ... cli8:8.":Braill8.i:ig.ii:::::::

~

5
5
10

10

g

10 A Few Word• abont the Devil................ 5
11 Newl·ifeofJacob ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol}>:oake..... 10
13 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Faroe. A. H., ..... 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... .. . 5
18 What Did Jesns Teach? C. Bradlangh. .. . . . 5
19 New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
fer $3, and $10 worth for $5.
.

HOi tO SPECIALIST,
Fo'l" Men Only,
Ia a physician of a wide and extensive practice,

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of yonng and
middle-aged men, as the resnlt of yonthfnl errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those aftlicted and who are desirous of being
cnred a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent tn
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving canses ana Symptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cnre--the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. B. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. l.
AD.d sa;v yon saw this advertisement 1n TnJC
TBUTH SEEKER.
Dr Fellows is an Infidel.
:Lv

P~PIS A~~aa:X:~~!Ii DOIHGS.J T~el!:!se~h~::n~:;!~UTu

OBTAINED,

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.

A SHORT

RigJtts of Man, Answer to II. Popular Account of the Formation and Development

TJteological Works: "Age o!

Travels in Faith.

'I'R'lll 'l'lln'I'R' IOJll)illflllR

paper. 22x28, $1. ~

-
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JY ews of tAe Weo}t.
A YOUNG woman was found wandering
near Elizabeth, N. J., saying she was iii.
heaven. She is crazy on religion.

I

'+l--++++·H--r-M~~- - - L

THE LORD SENDS JERRY TO INTERVIEW A COLORED MAN.
Now the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah, while he was shut up in the court of the prison: Go
and speak to Ebed-melech the Ethiopian, saying, Thus sayeth the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel· Behold I
will bring my words upon this city for evil, and not for good; and they shall be accomplished in that day
before thee.-Jere. xxxix, 15, 16, etc.

~~A

EAGLE BRAND.

Digest of Science."

-THE BEST-

ROOFING

THI DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff ANO MIND:
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily aPplied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.
EXcELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO.,

Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
13tl8

HEAVEN_,-dHELL
W0~ 0 ~RS ~
0 1

By J .AMES B . .ALEXANDER.

From Things heard and seen in the Spiritual World, by

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, ar.d a 3-oolumn index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only 12.7a.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of book•, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

to

THEN BEAD A OHA;PTEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOM TillS B[BLE OF
SOIENOE!
.
It is entertaining as well as enli!!ht•nin.!l'J and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate the worth of the Universal mother.
Yon must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
Addres•
THE TRU'I'H SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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lle Well t'T\{ormetlt

SABBATH·. BREAKING.

EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;
ALSO

THE LAST
JUDCMENT '
as witnessed by him in ZJS7·
Both books (the first in clpth 375 pp. and the second in paper
Io8 pp.) sent by matl for J:r.oo, Address ~xactlv
~

Am. Bwedenborg Printing & Publishing Bociet;r,
. Dept. "A.•" 20 COOPER UNION, N.Y. CITY.
6teowl7

!'HE SABBA'rH~
By M, FARRINGTON.

A Thor~ugh Examination and .Ref·
utat~on of the Claims of the
Sabbatariam.
PJice,

~ocents.

,I

Origin of" the Sabbatic IdeaThe Jevvish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exa:~nination
of:'
Sunday .ArgUDJ.ents -Origin
of: the Christian SabbathTesti:~nony of" the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath during the Middle .Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testi:~nony
of" Christian Re£or:~ners,
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation of" Sunday La~s.

If yon need a medicine paY attention to something which will cure yon. It js known as

-BY-

The Water of Life,

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.
OPU BUMDAYS.

.e.

R.B.M.S:SVRG.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 1.4fqyette plaC9, New Yorlt.

-~~:.:~~~ !~~.~~~~~~~:.: [R:~~~ ,, ~~:.:~~~~~Y.

ti&n statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to me:et the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address ~'HE TBUTH
SEEXEB. 28 Lafayette place, New York.

MEDICAL.

and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
tronbleR. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internalorgans....snch
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers~,.,..l:lowel
diseases, Uterine and other fonns of Jremale
Complaints. It is a Blooa Purttter, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
apPetite and producing sound sleep. It a~ts
steadily UJ!on the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the Jctaneys, •nd acts mildlv upon the
bowels, therebY producing bqdilv habits which
are so essential to good h~illth. This

Water of Life

of the New Testament.

B 7 PBOJ!'. F. W. ~lEWMAl'l

Price 25 1ents.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

Roaring :~~~~.!~.e Track. Iurr~~ !E~~~s.
D.

10 cents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAl!! BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 oants

Boards,

• «<centl,

is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addit-ion of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remerly pure and simple, and nota manufactured articie. The • nccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured b.Y using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containmg plioto-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
n~ed it, giving a forty-page history and all par.
ticnlars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
~

84 South Main: Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

AN Italian committed suicide at Santa
Rosa, Cal., recently because he had no
education. He left a statement to the effect that a man without one had no business to liv.,
THE French Catholic church of St.
Anne at Kankakee, Dl., was struck by
lightning and burnt down. It was a famous seat of mira~ulous cures. Its shrine,
the clergy aver, held part of the body of
the saint.
A FASHIONABLY dressed woman entered
the cathedral at Dubuque, Ia., with the
purpose of killing Bishop Hennessy at the
behest of two angels. She was seized
while offering the prayer preparatory to
the sacrifice.
'rHE bishop of Seez, France, has just
published a pastoral letter in which he assures his flock that the cause of the drouth
is threefold-the education law, the military law, and the toleration extended to
Freemasonry.
JOHN OSMoND, the wife-murderer executed at Sing Sing, N.Y., by reading his
Bible and taking counsel with Father
Creeden became perfectly resigned and
composed. His last utterance was a mumbling of the Lord's Prayer as the electrical
appliances were being adjusted to his leg,
1\iRs. MoKENNA, of Keeryville, N. Y.,
carried her baby to St. Paul's Catholic
church and laid it on the altar. Then she
knelt before a picture of the Virgin snd
prayed aloud, offering to God the baby as
a living sacrifice. Thereupon she leaped
on it and attempted to strangle it. A
crowd that had collected prevented her.
REv. DR. CAMPBELLt professor of church
history in the Presoyterian College of
Montreal, Can., is on trial for heresy. He
said he did not believe in God as portrayed
in the Old Testament. "Why did God,"
he inquired, " allow men, holy men, to err
in describing the divine character and imputing to him what was not his word and
deed? The solution of the question is human freedom; the greatest thing in man."
NoRwAY has sent to the World's Fair a
"Viking ship," reproducing the craft of
the ancient Scandinavian sea-kings in
which, it is said, they visited America before Columbus. It has reached New York.
One of its crew, describing the passage of
this craft which would not now be reckoned
very safe in comparison with a modern
steamer, says that they had no Bible
aboard but did hav a copy of Ingersoll's
works.
THE World's Fair is now on all hands
pronounced a brilliant success. Its area is
six times that at Philadelphia. Its buildings are correspondingly grander. The
exhibits match their setting in magnificence. They exceed tenfold those of the
Centennial exposition. The management,
notwithstanding some s)ight flaws, has
been excellent. Altogether, the Exposition is without precedent, and will not be
surpassed in this generation.
THE Church of the Chudov Monastery
at Moscow was recently robbed of a vast
amount of plate, gems, and money. Police
arrested the monks, and found secreted
in the cells diamonds and other gems
which had been hastily torn from their
settings, holy robes, and the missin~ holy
vessels made of precious metals. A charge
of sacrile_gt' has been made against the
monks. This is a crime that is punishable
in Russia with the most severe penalties.
The police in searching the monastery
learned that a number of women had been
living secretly with the monks,
OF the Protestants who are pointing out,
in opposition of the claims of Catholics,
that Columbus was not a worthy man,
Rev. Dr. McArthur is the latest to draw
attention, Referring to various authorities, who write in different languages and
from varying points of view, he concludes
that Columbus was a bad man. "Neither
his moral character nor his ability," says
the doctor, ·~entitle him to the credit he
has received. . . . We are now going
wild over the Infanta and over the duke of
V eragua, and we are extolling Spain, a
country whose territory does not cover
more than two-thirds of the area covered
by the state of Texas; of whose population eighty-three per cent are unable to
read or write. Spain is the poorest and
most ignorant country in Europe." He
quotes from the " Cyclopedia of Education" to show that illiteracy dominates in
Roman Catholic countries. He names
Spain, Mexico, Italy, and the Ar~entine
Republic, where the. percentage of illiteracy is above eighty, and says that they
are worse off in this respect than China,
where illiteracy stands at only about fiftyone per cent. He also draws contrasts
with other heathen countries,
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Darwin an~ After Darwin.
Old Testament StorieS
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

IT WILL
IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUCH.

PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
~ome Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
[Jne of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
·The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon. .

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifn..
Sampan the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

J3pArdl!l. Wu.:ID.l:na:ted covers, 81; cloth, gUt side sta:rn.p, 81 .50.

.Address THE TBVTH SEEKER OOJ

RoMANEB.

A systematicEx~osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ll'eneral reader rather than •o professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enl'flish writers .!!lJOn evolution,
besides ranking wrth Professor Hnxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this rs a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subject of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abnndav.t
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation a.nd
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy.•.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the preRent generation in a ma».ner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change. which has taken
place hae taken place in the direction of natnr• 1rsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
fuustrated. Price, cloth.,~.$2.
Address,
THJ!; TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of tbe Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Di~orders

of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

ZoOI.Qgical Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illnstr~<ted by H. Faber. Clothh$2 .
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
:j8 l'a.fa.ye~t~ PIIIOO• N13w ~oris,

THE TRUTH
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New Publications.

New Publications.

JULY i, i893.

New Publications.

New Publications.

S. P. Putnam's _Latest Pamphlet.

A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

The Creation of God.

IJeatcatea to the .American Congress, of 1892, which for the salce oJ Religion, Stabbed Liberty
to the Hem·t.
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Christian charch.
·

To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es~ays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; l'IIan, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and ~l'homM l'aine; a_lluemwritten for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essa.y in this worK is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this con"try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 25 cents; Five copies for $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.
A Re:tu:tation o:t the Argu:n~.ent That Nature Exhibits
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being.

By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols. and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha1dean Idols, to Christ's comingi the principal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made pain tliat the
p~cnliar phraseology, can~ sayings, snbterfp:g~s, miracle~, wop.der-wor.li.ings, and snP,~rnatnral padding are .the ;{>roptr offsprmg of the then ex1stmg barbansm, Ignorance, and superstitiOn, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
·
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
·
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sket~h of Astronomy.

In G6neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin;
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances. .
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
TheSoul-Whatisit?
·

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
·
Every Man His Own God.

Gateways to Knowledge.
T abl es { Morals;
Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
·
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.
In Cloth, $1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Address
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~m Argnmellt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a De@5ner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
.
·
His Processes Are .l!;gregionsly Slow,
·
They Are Egregionsl:y:__'wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced Fanltv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Desjgn.
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The Design Argument.
One argument of those who assert a design or
adaptedness in nature showing an intelligent ereator, is this ancient one of Cicero's : "Let anyone
toss up a number of letters ever so many times,
they will never form a poem, such as the lliad or
the Odyssey." This proposition the Roman orator
was accustomed to brandish against the Atheistic
philosophers of his day. · It is to many hopelessly
perplexing. By corresponding reasoning, they·
say, we are forced to recogniz-e that the particles
of this world, tossed up ever so many times, could
n_ever by chance alone hav formed our globe as it
is. Let the Atheist, they continue, toil as he may
in his explanations of how the present constitution
of things could hav come about, we are after all
obliged to sEie that this constitution is a certain
one, a particular one and only one, among all the
possible constitutions that presented themselvs eons
of time ago, and as the chances were so against
this one among all of them, and it has actually
come about, then an intelligent chooser of it must
hav acted, let him hav used whatever means, of
evolution or anything else of the sort, you will.
In other words, they say that the present state of
things must hav come about by choice because it
had so many chances against it that it could not hav
come about otherwise.
But, the Atheist's reply should be, we do not
know that the present combination of atoms in the
universe is the one that was wanted. We know
that the combination of letters in the iliad is what
was wanted solely from our knowledge of the nature
of the writer; and so to know that the combination
of atoms in the universe was wanted we must be
possessed of knowledge of its creator; but there is
no such knowledge.
The letters of the alphabet must necessarily
fall in some combination. Suppose then that on
their making what we call nonsense the tosser-up
claims that this unintelligible combination is just
what he had previously chosen for them. We disprove this by a reference to the character of the human mind which does not desire such a ~bing, but
desires a result of the character of a poem. So too
the atoms of the universe must necessarily hav
formed some combination. If we say that, for all
we know, a combination of any kind would hav
suited a creator as well as the present, this can be
disproved solely by a reference to the divine mind
·which does not desire such a thing, but desires a
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result of the character of the present one. Now,
who will show that the divine mind is of such nature? · Where is the information as ·to the divine
mind? Name it.
Th ere would o f course hav been enormous
h
c ances against any particular constitution of things
cho~en ~ons ago coming about to-day. The chances
agamst It would hav been so vast that a fulfillment
of the choice we should be forced to attribute to
some intelligent being designedly gratifying the
chooser's wish. . If we could learn that at a moment
age~ ago a go~ _underwent the psychological ex~enence of desmng that the world should be as it
IS at the present moment, then on our turning to
t~e. world now_ and fi~din_g it thus we should affir_m
diVme agency m making It so. But the trouble Is,
we can learn of no god's desiring that it should be
so. It had to be some way or other, and though
the chances are vast against each way in particular,
we hav no ground to think strange any way in
which we now find it to be. Dice when thrown h!\V
to turn up some number, and though after an hour's
throwing we admit that there was beforehand an infinity of chances against thl' particular series of
numbers that hav turned up, we do not discredit
the fact that they hav turned up thus when so assured by a friend. And we do not ascribe to the
thrower an intention to turn them up thus, nor
would we believe that he had such an intention if
we were so told.
.
We must distinguish between the improbability
of a picked thing happening, before the event./ and
the improbability of something having happened,
after it. Many events are improbable to us before
they hav happened, or before we are told they hav
happened, which are not in the least incredible
when we are.told of their happening. The distinction is that between the improbability of a mere
guess being right, and the improbability of an
alleged fact being true. So in this case of the universe having come out as it is, we are to make this
discrimination : that it is not a case of a mere guess
having been right, or of a particular result having
been chosen long ago and now coming about
despite infinit chances against it, for we cannot
show that this result was guessed or chosen then ;
but it is a case of an alleged fact being true, of the
truthfulness of the assertion by a present-day ob.
server that the universe has fallen out as it has.
God, through the mouths of his prophets, must
name which side of the copper is going to turn up
before the throw.
The declaration by those
prophets after the throw that he had named the
right side beforehand,.cannot be entertained. The
boy cannbt accept his playmate's assertion, after
heads has been turned, that heads :was what that
playmate wished; and we, if we desire to maintain
ourselvs on the intellectual level of the boy, must
not credit the preacher's assertion, after the universe has been turned, that the universe was what
the preacher's God wished.

Christ Was Not a Philosopher.
A friend writes us these queries: "Was Christ a
philosopher! If so, why? If not, why?"
A philosopher is one who views things in their
deepest and widest relations. He is distinguished
from the ordinary man, whose instruction and
habits of thought are such that he views things in
relations but narrow or fragmentary. He is distinguished from the frivolist, who by choice views
them only in their superficial and inconsequent
relations. He is distinguished likewise from the
practicalist, who views them in those relations
solely by which they advance or impede his few
designs. He is distinguished from the religionist,
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who views things in supposed relations which hav
no existence and are therefore the most barren of
all, namely supernatural relations. And the philosopher is, agreeably to some groupings, distinguished even from the man of science1 since a
science is considered to be the body of knowledge
l-in one particular field only, while philosophy, it is
said, marshals and reviews the sciences as a whole
builds itself on principles deduced from all of them'
and is in short a science of sciences.
'
Christ was not a philosopher. That he was not
is evidenced sufficiently by the fact that he was a
religionist. When we say that a philosopher is
one who views things in their deepest and widest
relations, we mean, of course, in their deepest and
widest causal relations-relations of cause and
effect. There is, indeed, no other rational way of
viewing them. Now, a religionist, a supernaturalist, denies or ignores natural causality and views
things as related and determined by the mental processes of a supernatural being. Hence his
mental conceptions, so far from being embodied in
a framework of "deepest and widest relations,"
are even not connected by the few and short ties
of rationality which run between the ordinary
man's ideas, but are, if the person be extreme in
his religionism, connected by no ties at all. A
religionist is the diametrical opposit of a philosopher. As Christ was an extreme religionist, he
was the extreme opposit of a philosopher.
But besides that part of Christ's character which
constitutes him a supernaturalist, there is another
phase of his nature which we may view, that of a
discourser on ordinary things on an ordinary level.
And here he shows himself as far from a philosopher as in his religious aspect. A philosopher is
expected to be wiser on any matter whatever, even
be it a concrete, every-day one, than another person. The more general is our knowledge of" a
thing the more useful and valuable it is, hence the
philosopher, who ever aims at knowledge of the
utmost generality, must possess the most useful
and valuable knowledge about it. Philosophy is
only common sense in a high degree. The man
with the most common sense is the nearest to being
a philosopher. The man in the village who
possesses the most common sense is the village
philosopher. Jesus had no common sense. He
declared that marriages should be inviolable, except in case of adultery, giving as a reason, "What
God hath joined together, let no man put asunder"
(Matt. xix, 1-12, and v, 31, 32; Mark x, 1-12).
This absurdly assumes that the act of joining is of
God and that of separating not of him. It would
be as .possible to claim the divine sanction for the
dissolution of a marriage as for its formation.
And in many cases the maxim might be exactly
reversed. So unfortunate is the result of many
marriages that it would be easy for a religious innovator to say of them, " What man hath joined together, let God put asunder." Supposing even
that the decision of Christ is right, he assigns no
reasons for it, but simply lays down the law in a
trenchant manner, without giving us the least clue
to the process by which he arrived at so strange a
conclusion. It is not in the least likely, as Lord
Amberley remarks, that the many perplexities encompassing this, and all other questions affecting
the morals. of sex, had ever troubled him. His
mind was not sufficiently subtle to enter into them.
The dislike of wealthy men shown by Christ is not
rational. In it he appears to be moved by none of
the considerations that now guide certain reformera who would deprive persons, not of wealth, but
of that wealth which they acquire unjustly. He
suggests no economic system better to fill the place
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of the prevailing one. The only advice he givs the never fed by a heavenly father, but perish of starrich man is to sell all that he has and giv the pro- vation ; they do not gather into barns simply beceeds to the poor. How beneficial this would be, cause they hav wings to go south over winter, and
those who know the effect of profuse charity may if the Lord will furnish us wings too we will not
estimate. More indiscriminately still is this aver- gather either ; and if we do consider that our
sion to the rich expressed in the parable of Lazarus "heavenly father feeds" them we must perceive
and Dives. Here, says Amberley, "we are not told that he feeds them to a large degree on one
that the great proprietor had been a bad man, or another, as· the hawk on the dove and the shrike on
had acted with any unusual selfishness. The ut- the sparrow, whence it appears that of the system
most we may infer from the language used about arranged for us by this J.ewish wiseacre cannibalism
him is that he had not been sufficiently sensitiv to is to form a part.
the difference between his own condition and that
We can imagin, correctly reflectsLordAmberley,
of the beggar. But no positiv unkindness is even the havoc that would hav been made in the statehinted at. Nor had the beggar done anything to ments and arguments of Jesus had Socrates, the
merit reward. He had only led one of those idle philosopher of pre-Christian Greece, met him face
and worthless lives of dependence on others which to face and subjected him to his testing method.
are too common among southern nations. Yet in How ill would his loose popular notions hav borne
the future life the beggar appears to be rewarded· a close examination of their foundations; how
merely because he had been badly off; and the easily would his dogmatic assertions hav been exrich man is punished merely because he had been posed in all their naked presumption by a few simwell off (Luke xvi, 19-25). A stronger instance of ple questions ; how quickly would his careless reaapparently irrational prejudice it would be difficult soning hav been shattered by the dialectic art which
to find." In Matt. xx, 1-16, we find an attempted would hav forced him to exhibit its fallacies himself
justification of the giving of the same wages to before the assembled audience !
laborers who hav worked vastly different numbers
Christ was not a philosopher.
of hours. The ridiculousness of this a child would
notice. Again, nothing could be more distant from
Preachers vs. Public Transportation.
common sense than punishment without a purpose.
In Brooklyn the clergy hav united in a movement
Men punish to reform the offender and prevent his restraining the transportation of the public by
repeating his crime. But Christ in numerous places the electric cars known as trolley. They make the
(Luke xvi, 27-31; Matt. xiii, 30, 42, 50; xv, 30; two moderate demands that trolley lines be not run
xviii, 8, 9 ; xxv, 46; Mark ix, 43-46 ; iii, 29) declares on certain avenues, which at present hav the happifor punishment which can never reform the ness to hold their blessed .churches; and that on a
criminals, but which continues forever, when pos- certain line already established no gongs be
sibility of their wrong-doing has passed. Another sounded on the cars during the hours while they
preposterous utterance of Christ is that asserting are. vending their spiritual wares. These two
the power of prayer. This, like one or two other things are wanted because the gongs disturb them
points noticed in this paragraph, perhaps would while they are engaged in said holy vending. The
come as much under the head of Christ's super- granting of the former request of course must innaturalism as of his secular lack of common sense. volve inconvenience to the public who need the pr~
But we will treat it here. It, with its like, impel posed car-lines. And concession of the latter desome investigators to pronounce Jesus insane. In mand necessitates ·the running down of an occaMatt. xxi, 22 ; Mark xi, 24, etc., he declares that sional pedestrian by the silent cars. But these
prayer can effect anything whatever. This is not unpleasantnesses will wear a changed aspect
the language of a person endowed by nature to a true Christian-and, it is said, should
·with the average wits.
Then, in his Sermon wear one to an unchurchly Infidel-when it is re· on the Mount (Matt. v-vii) Christ givs on the ques- flected that it is all for the glory of God.
tion of oaths some reasoning of a degree of sense
The latter road, which is the Atlantic avenue
not above that of a Mother Goose rhyme. The line, is largely managed by " Deacon " Richardson,
reason why in oaths we are to avoid the em- a very pious church-member. Rev. Mr. Henderploymant of the names of various objects, are these son, the pastor most disturbed thereby, wrote this
strange ones : We are not to swear by heaven, be- limb of tlie church a letter requesting cessation of
cause it is God's throne; nor by the earth, because the gong-ringing. He added another compl_aint,
it is his footstool; nor by Jerusalem, because it is against an outrage so hideous that it shall find
the city of the great king ; nor by the head, be- record here :
cause we cannot make a single hair black or white.
"It may not be amiss that I mention the fact that on
What would be thought of a person nowadays argu- last Lord's day an outrage for which there could be no
ing that we ought not to swear by our house be- possible excuse occurred in the hauling past our church,
cause we cannot make a single brick bigger or right in the middle of the morning service, of a load of
smaller ~ In Matt. vi, 25-34, Christ tells us to take rails. Between the cobblestones and the rails you can
imagin the noise! The preacher had to patl8e for some
no thought for the morrow. The constable leading two minutes, since not a word could be heard.''
the tramp to the workhouse is the commentary
God-beloved Mr. Richardson ordered that the
which collectiv mankind ilow sees fit to make on
gongs should thereafter emit no s01-md during the
this piece of advice of the Jewish philosophaster.
time of church services. The motormen accordThis sage exhorts: "Why do you take thought for
ingly preserved during the morning and afternoon
raiment 1 Consider the lilies of the field, they toil
services a silence as reverent as would hav satisfied
not, neither do they spin : and I say to you that
the souls of the Mathers and the Bareboneses of
not even Solomon in all his glory was clothed like
days colonial. But in the evening these unregenerone of these. And if God so clothe the grass of
ate motormen, who plainly giv not their hearts whollv
the field, which exists to-day and to-morrow is cast
to meditation on the ways of the Lord-or th~
into the oven, will he not much more clothe
preachers- and observance thereof, made conyou, 0 you of little faith~, It is hard to choose
siderable nois6. In the darkness many pedestrians
just which to use among the many replies that
were unaware of the nearness of the cars, and the
suggest
themselvs to this. laugh-provoking
motormen sometimes unaware of the proximity
deliverance. But we will say : Solomon in all his
of pedestrians, so the gongs were sounded to
glory was clothed more splendidly than the lilies;
warn people and obviate loss of life.
The
and in fact the liliei are not clothed at all, so Christ
corruption of tha human heart is such that it is
seems to direct us to go naked ; and the lilies do
only with vexatious difficulty prevented from taking
toil and do spin, being hard at work with their
thought for life in this world, instead of devoting
chemical labors on soil· and air perpetually ; and
itself wholly to grace, preachers, and such-like
God has never been known in one instance to clothe
jewels of great price. Thus sadly reflected Pastor
"you, 0 you of little faith." "Look at the birds
Henderson, as with grieving heart he penned to
of the sky," this sorry attempter at sageship says,
Deacon Richardson a missiv thanking him for the
"for they sow not, neither do they reap nor gather
observance of godly quiet during ~he day, but de-·
into barns, and your heavenly father feeds them."
ploring that profane activity of the gong-a heathen
Birds work for their living just the same as we do
instrument anyway, and therefore undoubtedly susfor ours; they do reap; those who do not work are
picious-had marred the rendering of two of his

most evidently inspired periods at night. The
deacon with consideration which will redound to
his comfort on that dreadful day, returned that if
the holder-forth would station a man by the church
Sundays to report the number of any cor whizzing
along with gong-using motorman, the latter manserving but God-contemning wight would disgrace
the cars of the company no more.
Later, we see, the ministers are endeavoring to
enlist the public in general in their crusade.
It must be the wish of every devout heart that
there be a thorough putting-down and sitting-upon
of those who would allow such things as safety for
life and limb to embarrass the traffic of the ministerial trade on the day which they hav fixed upon
therefor. If there be a surplus of funds, and public indignation, left over from the accomplishing of
this movement, it should be applied to the confounding of those individuals, with windows by
church belfries, who hav so forgotten themselvs as
to complain of disturbance from the ringing of th~
divine bells.

A Book Which We Warmly Welcome.
We believe that everyone will agree with us in
warmly welcoming Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage's new
book, "Woman, Church, and State," which is now
ready. Mrs. Gage is one of a trio-Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony being the otherswhose names are household words among the workers for and supporters of woman suffrage. Two of
this trio, Mrs. Gage and Mrs. Stanton, are outspoken, ardent Freethinkers, and Susan B. is more
than half-way out of the woods. Mrs. Gage is one
of the authors of the "History of Woman Suffrage,"
but was not content as a clear-seeing historian with
that volume, and has supplemented it with this
volume to more plainly show the real facts.
"Woman, Church, and State," is, says Mrs. Gage,
one of the most radical presentations of the church
question ever laid before the public ; and although
especially presented from the point of its injustice
and injury to woman, it yet shows the destruction
of human rights and human will in case of man
equally as well. Mr. Green, in his Magazine, said
of it some time ago : ".Every friend of woman's
rights, every advocate of the entire separation of
church and state, in fact every worker in the cause
of human advancement, will be much interested in
the forthcoming work. It will strike orthodoxy a
very heavy blow where it has seldom been hit before, and by one of the sex upon which it now
depends for its existence. It will be a publication
that ought to be read by every intelligent woman
in the land, for it is a woman's emancipator from
priestcraft slavery.
An an argumentativ
work in behalf of Freethought, it has no superior.
It is a book the world needs, and Mrs. Gage is
justly entitled to the thanks of every friend of human progress for producing it. It has cost her
much hard work and much money, and the Liberal
public ought now to Ehow their gratitude by giving
the book a large circulation."
The work is a historical account of the status of
woman through the Christian ages, with reminis- ·
cences of the matriarchate, fortified with voluminous
notes that can be used in verification of the main
statements and argument.. The author considers
it by far the most important work of her life. It is
printed in crown 8vo, contains 556 pages, and
is bound in cloth and half leather. The price in
cloth is $2; half leather, $3. We hav it for sale
and shall be gratified to receive numerous orders.

A Book Every Freethinker Vi ill Hav to Hav.
_We placed in the pressman's hands last week Mr.
Remsburg's new book, "Abraham Lincoln: Was
He a Christian T" and we ought to get it away
from him and the binder in ten or fifteen days.
The work will be handsomely finished, in fine
paper, and be a thing of beauty as well as a quieter
of religious tales.
One of the most noted controversies of the
century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the
remains of America's most illustrious son were laid
to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr.
Holland, put forward the claim tpat h\) ~a~ ~ 91;1-!"is-
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tian. The claim was promptly denied by the d ad
statesman's friends, but only to be renewed ag:in
and again denied. And thus for a quarter of ~
century the question of Lincoln's belief has been
tossed like a battledore from side to side.
For :fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting m~terial for his work. He presents an array
of test1~ony that is irresistible and overwhelming,
and whiCh must put this question at rest forever.
In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses
who claim that Lincoln was a Christian and which
is reviewed and refut~d, he adduces th; testimony
of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the
claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These
witnesses include his wife and other 1·elativs; his
three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet ; his principal biographers, and
scores of his most intimate friends.
NOTED WITNESSES.
Ron. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon,
Ron. John T. Stuart, Col. Jas. H. Matheny, Col·
John G. Nicolay, Judge David Davis, Col. Jesse W.
Fell, Ron. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Stephen T. Logan, Joshua F. Speed, Ron.
Jesse K. Dubois, Ron. Joseph Gillespie, Dr. C. H.
Ray, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachman, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Leonard W. V olk, Joseph
Jefferson, Ron. E. B. Washburne, Ron. E. M.
Haines, Ron. James Tuttle, Ron. M. B. Field, Ron.
Geo. W. Julian, Ron. John B. .Alley, Ron. Hugh
McCulloch, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Rev. David
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Judge Jesse W. Weik,
Ron. J. P. Usher, Ron. Geo. S. Boutwell, Ron.
Wm. D. Kelley, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward,
Ron. John Covode, Ron. A. J. Grover, Ron. W. H.
T. Wakefield, Gen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron
Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
Eggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H.
K. Magie, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Large 12mo, 336 pages, in handsome cloth, $1 ;
· in paper, 50 cents.

must hav hovered benignantly, was that of Mr.
Delos A. Blodgett and Miss Daisy Albertine Peck.
To the said genius we personally vouch for the
worthiness of the pair. To the deities, not of the
religion of the celibate Christ and woman-hating
Paul, but of the ancient paganisms of love and
transport, we commend the couple.
. Paul told the women of his time to keep silence
m the churches. Nowadays, however, and naturally
enough, the women do not do anything of the sort.
But the Western Recorder, of Lo11isville, Ky., is
Christian enough to say : " The very worst thing
a girl can do is to repeat a verse of scripture in a
religious assembly, for that is using God's words to
disobey him." To decent people, though, there are
many things worse that a girl could do. For instance, she might believe the scripture verse she
repeats.
The Christian Statesman says that owing to the
renewed attempts of the Infidels to make Lincoln
to hav been one of them it will print ·evidence to
show that the greatest of all our presidents was a
Christian. In pursuance of this plan it prints one
of the stock yarns-a tale which on its face is of
.the fairy order. It is safe to say that the Statesman
will not do as Mr. Remsburg has done-giv both
sides. Nor will it print Mr. Remsburg's analysis
of these stories, much less the evidence that Lincoln
was an unbeliever in Christianity. One side of a
case seems to be fll that Christian mentality can
bear.

Those self-constituted guardians of religion, the
trustees of the Santa Ana, Cal., Pul;>lic Library,
evidently hold THE TRUTH SEEKER to be dangerous
to their pet superstition, for they hav adopted a
resolution reading thus : " That no magazine or
newspaper attacking any religion by means of cartoons, burlesque or ridicule shall be allowed on the
:files or tables of the public library of Santa Ana."
These long-eared persons evidently imagin they
can bolster up Christianity by keeping the people
ignorant, but they will one day :find their mistake.
J. E. Remsburg has recently made a tour through The people can read THE TRUTH SEEKER outside of
Nebraska. He is now lecturing in Iowa, and will the library, if not inside.
go to Illinois soon.
--------~~-------" The paid· attendance at the World's Fair last
Mr. R. R. Jones, of Syracuse, N. Y., opines that
the observance of Decoration day was originated by Sunday was less than sixty thousand. The expected
a Freethinker. If some one of our readers who great crowds will probably not appear, unless
knows will send the facts to these columns our special inducements and attractions are offered.
Syracuse friend will thereby be furnished with in- Was it worth while to offend the Christian contelligence which he wishes to use in a controversy science of the country for the few thousands of
dollars likely to be realized!" So says the Independwith Christians.
--------~~-------ent. But what more has the Christian conscience
A bill has been introduced in the lllinois legisla- got to do with it than the Infidel conscience 1 Do
ture providing that " it shall be unlawful to conduct the Christians own the earth? And why should
or play any game of baseball, football, curling, polo, their consciences be considered more than other
tennis, or any athletic game or sport of any kind or consciences !
nature on Sunday." Hoisting money from pocket
The hoggish impudence of the pious is mountto contribution-box is the only Sunday exercise ainous.
meet to the clergy's view.
We shall print Mr. Putnam's letters from Chicago
The Staats Zeitung says : " Chauncey M. Dein a pamphlet to be called "Pen Pictures of the
pew is universally beloved on. account of his love- World's Fair," before their complete appearance
worthy manners and his genius for saying agreein THE TRUTH SEEKER. We shall get the book out
able things ; but whenever he tries to speak of in time to be used as a guide-book for those who
things that lie below the surface, and whenever he visit Chicago during the last three months of the
rises toward themes that require to be studied and Fair. These letters hav been highly commended,
judged profoundly, his intellectual shallowness and deservedly so, for the descriptions are veritable
becomes evident." Mr. Ottendorfer seems to be poems, and all the statements are as accurate as
quite well acquainted with Mr. Depew.
official information can make them. . Those who go
to the Fair will :find the book exceedingly useful,
Helen H. Gardener has in press another book,
for Mr. Putnam has laid it all out from beginning
e _~titled "Facts and Fictions of Life." It will conto end, and tbe book will save visitors' time. Those
tain among other essays her celebrated paper on
who read it will know what to see, and where the
"Sex in Brain," and her essays on Heredity,
sights are. It will contain as much information as
which were read before the World's Columbian
is possible to crowd into a work. of its limit. Those
Woman's Congress. The book will be out some
who do not go to the Fair will in this book see it
time in July, and orders for it may be sent
in all its glory, and certainly will know more about
now, and will be :filled as soon as the books are
the Exhibition than those who attend without this
:finished. In cloth covers, the price is $1; paper
guide-book, trusting to memory. Those who go
covers, 50 cents.
to Chicago will receive great benefit from it; those
A New York city marriage of the last few days who do not, still greater. The price of ·the book
over which the genius of Freethought, we conceive, is 25 cents.
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At Duell, Michigan, the other Sunday, the Catholic priest, Rev. Mr. Pieffer, during services noticed
that while the collection had been taken James
Ka~pa had gone outside to light his pipe. This
so enraged the father that he struck Kampa several
times with his :fist and then with a club. The next
day a warrant for his arrest was issued, but when its
se~ving on him was attempted he could not hE' found,
bemg evidently concealed in the house of one of his
parishioners. At present only one priest dares reveal his ravenous greed for the money of the producers so openly, but the impulse to do so nevertheless abides in the breasts of all th~ clergy. In
the Middle Ages when they had the power they
everywhere plundered the people with the same force
whe_re:er necessary. They will do the same thing
agam if they ever get the ability. Indeed, they do at
present despoil all of us, Jew and Mohammedan
and Infidel, by sheer brutal force, only in an indirect manner through the clubs of constables and
bayonets of soldiers instead of by their own :fists.
By the exemption of their churches from taxation,
and the banning of competing attractions on the
day when they do business, they shamefully rob us
all of our money with an outrage as gross as that
of the highwayman.
The l8gislature of Washington state is struggling
over a bill exempting church property from taxation. The bill has so far been successful. Those
who opposed it in the senate were Foss, Ide,
Kellogg, McManus, Miller, Richards, and Rutter.
The debate over the bill was a long one.
McManus, of Snohomish, said that not to tax palatial houses of worship was wrong when the posses.
sions of the poverty-stricken of the land were taxed
all that the law allowed. He was unalterably opposed to freedom from taxation. Senator Sargeant offered an amendment to assess all church
property in excess of $5,000, whereupon McManus
receded from his amendment. Sargeant's amendment was vigorously opposed by Senators Forrest,
Brown, Claypool, and Eshelman. Sargeant contended that if people were able to put from $100,000 to $200,000 in palatial palaces of worship, they
were able to pay taxes on it, and that when they
made monuments of worship to their money instead of their God, thus taking vast sums of money
from the legitimate channels of circulation, they
should pay for it. The amendment was lost and
the bill passed. We hope that it will not :finally
become a law, and the lazy and lying churchmen of
Washington be pampered with the same indulgence
as their brothers in the other states of the Union.
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers to the Library can remit the difference
in price between paper and cloth binding, and get
the books in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers to the Library hav received " :Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the
" Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents ;
the" Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; " Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents ;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents, making two dollars and twenty cents'
worth in :five months, or at the rate of $5.40 worth
per year; and all for $3 paid in advance. J. E.
Remsburg's" Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian !" will be ready very soon, and other books besides are in preparation. Two of these, we may
mention, are "Progress· and Pleasure," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.D., of which further notice will
shortly be made, and Mr. Putnam's "Pen Pictures
of the World's Fair," of great value to visitors to
the Fair, and still greater to those who cannot
attend. Send $3 and receive at once the books
already published, and, as they appear, those which
will be published between now and January '94.
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{Sommunioations.
These letters will be published in pamphlet form
within two or three weeks, as a gWde-book and description of the Fair. Send 25 cents for "Pen Pictures of
the World's Fair."

World's Fair Notes.
THE Tl!ANSPORTATION BUILDING.-CONCLUDED.

There are two Leslie rotary snowplows-enormous affairs-four powerful steam-shovels, a light
and heat tender of the Chicago & St. Paul road.
The Baltimore & Ohio shows wooden models of all
the earliest locomotives built in this country and in
England, with samples of original track, as well as
one of its celebrated Royal Blue line passenger
trains. In this collection are three of the grasshopper type of engine, and the old Sampson and
Albion built in England and shipped to this country in 1838. The original documents, drawings,
pictures of early inventors, way-bills, turn-tables,
tickets, and passes, and business methods when
railroads were in their infancy form a wonderfully
interesting museum of historic relics.
The old Pioneer, built in 18:35 and now belonging to the Chicago & Northwestern railroad, is the
first engine that came as far West as this city and
was run on the Galena road in 1848.
The Great Western, of England, exhibits the old
Lord of the Isles, a seven-foot-gage engine originally shown ·at the London Exposition, 1851. It
has made seventy-five miles an hour. This company also shows Trevithick's engine of 1802 and
the Pocket of 1829 in full-sized models.
The New York Central company shows the
original De Witt Clinton of 1833 on strap rails.
The Illinois Central shows the old Mississippi,
built in 1836. There ·is also the historic engine
General captured by Andrews's raiders in 1862.
The Westinghouse companies have elaborate exhibits of pumps and signaling apparatus. A complete water station is shown, also a sixty-foot iron
turn-table, a seventy-foot electric transfer-table,
tra.ck scales, and pneumatic crossing gates.
The street railway is not omitted. There are
twenty cars showing many varieties of motive
power-horse, cable, electricity, steam, gas, and
compress3d all:.
Among the railway bridges are models of those
at Forth, in Scotland, Memphis, etc.
The vehicle display is magnificent.
There is
everything from the old Mexican cart drawn by
oxen and the first bicycle ever made to the finest
carriages that the modern builder can produce. The
luxurious brougham stands alongside the deacon's
"one-horse shay." The lord mayor's state coach
is in contrast with the "carreta" made without
metal by the hands of Pueblo Indians. There's a
bewildering collection of carts and harness from
Palermo, sledges from Lapland, a caleche from
Quebec, a volante from Cuba, and saddlery in the
most useful as well as most curious styles. The
horse and ass and every kind of packing animal
appear. There are palanquins, hammocks, sedans,
from remote corners of the earth and remote times.
The jinrickshaw from Japan excites attention, along
with the ancient carryall of Daniel Webster and
Henry Clay.
In the bicycle exhibition is every style of wheel,
from the first manufactured to the modern pneumatic.
In the gallery is displayed a vast and comprehensive engineering exhibit.
The first attempts at navigation are illustrated
by canoes and rafts gathered from the islands of
the sea, the Dark Continent, the far-away north, and
the waters of the sunny south, and the rivers and
lakes of America. Some of these are queer-looking
craft and bear strange names-the Jangada, of
Brazil, the Champan, from Magdalena river, etc.
Innumerable models illustrate the oddities of marine construction in China, India, Ceylon, and the
Malay peninsula. A superb Turkish cacique is an
object of interest, and the famous Viking boat from
Norway, and the "Golden Door," a braggaza of the
Adriatic.
The variety and perfection of merchant marine
and navy of almost every nation is displayed in
hundreds of forms. The great shipbuilders of the
world have vied with each other in showing the
miniature products of their skill. There is the half
section of a great transatlantic liner, an exact
counterpart of one of the new international passengerboats. There is a vast collection of sail and row
boats, yachts, and launches of graceful and elegant
finish.
One of the most striking objects in the building
is a huge steam hammer, the largest machinery of
the kind in the world, which looms almost to the
roof in the southern central court.
Improvements in armor plate and naval ordnance

are fully shown and will demand careful study.
There is a miniature Nicaragua canal, which
shows all the cuts and locks and fills, and the water
is running through it It strikes me that this canal
is much more feasible than the Panama canal.
The total cost of completing this work is estimated
at $66,000,000.
Starting from Graytown, where a
good harbor, 12_ feet deep, has been dredged out,
the channel runs west for 31 miles, to a point where
three locks will be constructed. Here the San
Juan river is adopted as the course, and thence for
64t miles there is comparatively easy sailing into
lake Nicaragua. From lake Nicaragua the canal
finds outlet to the Pacific through the Tola basin.
No one should fail to look at this beautiful model.
Experts in transportation are those who are the
most astonished at the wonderful displays in this
building. It is almost incredible what advances
have been made. The general manager of one. of
the best roads in the United States said: "Our
complete train service in the United States is perhaps better for our uses than that of any foreign
country; but there is not one of them apparently
which has not advanced further in particular directions. American roads can learn a lesson in improved methods from every foreign exhibit." It is
well for Americans to know that we are not ahead
of the world yet, and thousands of foreign exhibits
will teach us many things of beauty and use.
Transportation is a splendid illustration of evolution. See the difference between the lifting of
weights by contracted biceps and the steam crane,
which lifts a hundred tons as easily as a baby does
its toy. See the difference between the original
"Rocket" and "Meteor" locomotives, with their
stove boilers and barrels of water on wheelbarrow
tenders, and the one-hundred-ton locomotives, capable of a speed of one hundred miles an hour. Between these two points of history ru:e the experience
and the best works of hundreds of thousands of
human beings. One is fairly dazed at the development of inah's genius.
FESTIVAL HALL.

And so, looking upon these magnificent triumphs
of the development of motion more grand and imperial than that of Phrebus in his fabled chariot of
the sun, it is time for the charms of music and
symphonies to voice the gladsome victory, and from
Transportation Building we will pass into Festival
Hall, or Choral Hall, which is next door, and listen
while Theodore Thomas wields the baton and one
hundred and fourteen musicians play Berlioz's
march, "Rakoczy."
This hall is located where the two great promenades meet, between the Horticultural and Transportation Buildings. It is simple and severe in
outline, after the Doric architecture, resembling an
amphitheater surmounted by a dome. It has four
porticos, the one facing the lagoon being the main
entrance. This is entered by a broad flight of
steps, at the foot of which appear two statues, reproductions of the two celebrated marbles of Handel and Bach. On the side of the portico are basrelief panels displaying the progress of music.
The interior arrangement is that of the Greek
theater; There are no galleries of any kind, but a
large promenade extends around the building. The
auditorium, which seats sixty-five hundred, is
decorated with plaster relief work in color, and
symbolic paintings. Near this is Puck's building,·
and of course we want to take a look into this elegant little structure, where we see the printing in
all its processes of this illustrated journal. ·
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

After the music is over, between Electricity Building and Mines and Mining Building, at the end of
a beautiful wide avenue, towers Administration
Building, the gem of the architectural glories of
the Exposition. It occupies a commanding position overlooking the Grand Basin, which spreads
between the Manufacturers' and Agricultural Buildings, and :flows under the Peristyle to the lake. Its
dome may be "seen shimmering in the sunlight
many miles out upon the lake and from any
point of approach it is the loftiest object that
attracts the view-a great golden dome, with the
beautiful White City about it, a charming prospect
indeed.
The building is in the form of four pavilions 84
feet square, and these are connected by a great
central dome 120 feet in diameter and 250 feet
high. Externally -the design may be divided into
three stages. The first stage corresponds in hight
with the buildings grouped about it 65 feet high.
The second stage is a continuation of the central
rotunda, surrounded on all sides by an open colonnade. The third stage is the base of the great
dome, 30 feet high, and the great dome itself rising
in graceful curve and richly or,namented.
On each side of the four great entrances are
groups of sculpture. Between these entrances is a

hall 30 feet square with broad circular stairways.
The interior of the dome is octagonal in form, the
first story being composed of eight enormous
arched openings, and above these arches is a frieze
27 feet in width. The dome rises 200 feet from the
:floor. The under side of the dome is enriched
with panels. filled with sculpture and an immense
painting. It rivals in decorations the most celebrated domes in the world.
A great statue of Columbus stands on a pedestal
directly in front of the east entrance to the build_ing. The standard of Castile and Aragon is uplifted in his right hand. In the left hand is his
sword pointing downward; He is taking possession
of America.
There are no exhibits in the Administration
Building. It is the headquarters of the officials of
the Exposition. It is a continual delight to look
upon this building as you traverse the different
parts of the grounds. Especially beautiful is the
building as it fronts the lagoon_:_that part called
the Grand Basin. First to be seen at the western
end of this is the Columbian fountain, the central
idea of whic;h is the apotheosis of modern libertyColumbia enthroned on a triumphal barge guided
by Time, heralded by Fame, and rowed by eight
standing figures representing on one side the Arts,
and on the other Science, Indu~try, Agriculture,
and Commerce. The barge is preceded by eight
sea horses, forming a circle directly in front, and
mounted by eight young men as outriders representing modern Commerce. The base is circular, :flanked
by columns surmounted by eagles. The water is
furnished by a great half circle of dolphins and a
system of jets around the barge and figures. At
night the fountain is illuminated by electricity. On
each side of this are the great electric fountains with
streams of water 150 feet high.
Looking eastward from the Columbian fountain
the eyes rest upon the great statue of the Republic,
the largest ever made in America, and which faces
the Administration Building. The figure is sixtyfive feet tall. The arms and hands· are upraised
toward the head. In her right hand she holds a
globe on which an eagle rests with outspread
wings, the left hand grasping a pole on the top of
which is a liberty cap. A laurel wreath rests on
the head. The hair is arranged after the fashion of
the Grecian model, while the drapery lies in heavy
folds on the arms and shoulders and falls in graceful curves at the side. Over the bust are armored ·
shields, on the bosom is an eagle. A corsage envelops the waist and from it depends a chain holding
a sword. Beyond the statue, toward the lake, is the
Peristyle or Grecian colonnade, five hundred feet
long and one hundred and fifty feet high, which connects the Casino and Music Hall. It is classic and
picturesque. Along the top of the Peristyle is a
broad promenade adorned with eighty· five allegorical figures of heroic proportions. In the center
the colonnade is broken by an immense triumphal
arch twenty feet higher than the promenade. At
the top the arch gradually narrows to a pedestal
forty feet square supporting the Columbus Quadriga. This group represents Columbus as he
appeared on the triumphalfete given in his honor
on his return from his first voyage. He is standing in a four-horse chariot leaning lightly on his
admiral's sword. The horses drawing the chariot
are led by women. Their light drapery :flies in the
wind and the horses prance impatiently. A
mounted herald on either side completes the group.
MACHINERY HALL.

Machinery Hall, or Palace of the Mechanical
Arts-as it is fitly termed -attracts our attention
as we pass from Administration Building and take
a last look of the Grand Basin, the fou11,tains, and
the Peristyle, and pursue our way to wonders vast
and new. Machinery Hall, with its annex, is the
next largest structure to ~anufacturers' Building,
and covers a space of over twenty acres, and this is
crowded with every kind of machine from almost
the whole world. It is an amazing exhibition.
There is every device and contrivance by which man
can increase mechanical force and make himself a
giant in power, and yet no lady's finger might
manipulate so delicately as these polished and
splendid instruments that in their varied action
seem to glitter with the intelligence of man himself.
There is the machine which puts upon a watchscrew the threads so infinitely minute that it takes
a microscope to detect them, along with the monster hammers which by a single blow exert the force
of tons, and the great engines developing twentyfive hundred horse-power.
Here was witnessed the quick and wonderful
transition from stillness to motion, when on the
grand inauguration day the president touched the
button and the vast currents swept through these
mighty machineries. The A.llis-Corliss began its
ponderous evolutions, and with this :fifty or lilixt1
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other engines start like regiments at one command
The delicate machinery which turns out the V!lr chinery Hall we see man subduing earth, but in
and wheels, crank~,. spindles, by the thousands leap rious completed portions of a watch, the needle- Agricultural Hall we see the earth itself gladly
the marvelous actiVIty. .At no one tme in the his- and pin-making machines, which seem to work by pouring forth its wealth to man. What abund.ance
tory of the world has a single touch liberated such the power of thought itself, these are alongside the there is, and who need to starve when the earth is
tremendous forces.
huge street rollers, sprinklers, and sweepers; steam- so fruitful! Here are palaces, gorgeous palaces,
As we come into this enormous structure the gages, stone-sawing and glass-grinding machines, made out of the golden sheaves and tasseled corn,
three traveling cranes, operated by electricity are rolling-mills, forges, etc. We behold enormous and no palace of silver and gold ever shone with
objects of immediate interest. Huge tracks,' ele- power and wondrous subtlety of movement in near such splendor. I must confess, after all, that when
vated to a hight equal with the balcony, run along review.
I have passed through the prodigious displays of
the three main aisles from the east to the west end
In still another group are the mills for the prep- man's genius and been thrilled and exalted beof th.e bu~ding. The cranes are used for installing aration of cereals, sugar-refining and confectioner's yond the power of words to express by his daring
and moVIng the heavy machinery. They are run machinery, oil-making machinery, and evaporating achievements, it i!3 a real comfort to wander and revel
with. the average speed of. a horse-car, and pick machinery for condensing milk.
_ in the amplitude and beneficence of dear mother
up pieces of fifteen tons' weight, more or less, and
There is a machine for. measuring and weighing earth and realize that it is not all eternal struggle;
transfer them to any part of the building. They coffee. It takes the coffee from the hopper, puts it but that at times, as Walt Whitman says, we can
are so c?D:str~ct~d with lateral motion as to pla:~e in one-pound paper bags, and seals theJll, at the rate "loaf with our soul," or as Thoreau says, we have a
any exhibit Withm ten feet of the Space to be OCCU- of several tons per. day.
·
"large margin" to our lines. We can simply do
pied. When th.e needful work is done a sort of
A machine for the manufacture of tags and labels nothing and not starve. We can sit under the vine
passenger car will be attached to these cranes, and takes the paper from the roll, cuts the tags, prints and figtree; we can dream beneath the orange biosvisitors will be carried back and forth from one end the labels, punches the eyelets, and inserts the wire som. We can sleep, and still the golden grain will·
of the long building to the other. The extreme for fastening.
.
grow and fruit will fall at our feet. Earth is our
length is fourteen hundred feet, and so this vast
One is amazed at the ingenuity of man. One can glorious ally and wooes us from restless toil to
spectacle of moving machinery can be watched for scarcely conceive the progress made in machinery gentle and careless repose. We can now and then
one-third of a mile with the ease and comfort that since the Centennial, so numerous are the inventions let things drift as they will, and we drift, too, like
you could watch a theatrical entertainment.
and applications. It seems as if by his own efforts clouds through the sunny sky, and are soothed by
The Westinghouse plant, which supplies the in- man had removed whatever curse there was to labor the· music of the indolent winds. Nature of her
candescent lights throughout the entire grounds, and remanded drudgery to material things. If own accord is preparing the root for flower, and the
has its power generated in Machinery Hall. Here there were as much genius in co-operation as genius flower for fruit, and we need not toil nor spin. It
are the two largest dynamos ever constructed. in discovery it seems as if no man might be is well to enjoy these luxurious moments, for labor
The capacity of each dynamo is fifteen thousand obliged to earn his bread in the sweat of his face. afterward becomes sublimer and more vigorous.
lights of sixteen candle-power.
With these imperial forces at command all the mill- It is well to realize not the storm and conflict only,
In connection with this is the largest and finest ions of the earth might live in comfort. It gives but the beauty and peace of earth, its richness, its
electrical switchboard ever made. All the wires one a keen sense of power to walk amidst these exuberance ; to know that if " we tickle -her with a
which feed the immense system of the grounds superb and beautiful machineries, and to realize hoe, she will laugh with a harvest." In Agricultural
originate in this. It is of marble, with nickel slide that here are a thousand servants of his will in Building we see the kindly, the sweet, and almost
bars. It is divided into forty circuits, and is so almost every variety of fqrm to make him ruler of human side of nature so lovely and alluring which
arranged that any dynamo can be turned on to any this planet. It is an animating spectacle, and the is indeed the nurse of our greatest faculties, the
circuit. It is above the floor and is reached by a music-of the innumerable wheels is delightful, while fountain of our boundless energy. Where, after
winding bronze staircase.
right before our eyes are produced the most all, would be the glories of this Exposition, its
The boiler· plant is one of the most interesting astonishing results, that put to shame every architecture, its roofs and towers and sculptured
features of this stupendous display. It contains fifty miracle of the past, and if all this wonderful wealth walls, its blazing jewels, its wondrous pictures, its
boilers, all of large size. These are arranged in a could be rightly distributed arid used for the uni- breathing statues, its mighty machineries, but for
long tier, like slumbering giants, and the space versa! benefit heaven would have to abdicate in this gift of nature to our earliest toil~ In these
about it is as neat and clean as a lady's boudoir. favor of earth, for the earth then would be the bet- genial products are the beginnings of man's greatVentilators keep the air pure and cool. The fire- tar paradise. I think machinery is the greatest foe ness. The cultivation of the earth is the first step
men wear a uniform, and this tremendous labor- of the churca, and I don't wonder the pious bigots to civilization, and if earth had not poured forth
atory, with the heat of hell itself, rivaling the fury want to keep it still on Sunday. _Every revolution her treasures so aboundingly the vantage-ground of
of the central fires, presents a very pretty and com- of a wheel diminishes the orthodox regime. No to-day would have been forever unattainable. A
bayonet was ever so powerful as those' flying vast prospect unfolds itself to my mind's eye as I
fortable appearance to the visitor.
wander through this stately palace. I see the prairies
All the applied sciences of the world are under spokes.
These great masses of building covering over far away, the bearded grain and tasseled corn swaythe roof of Machinery Hall. Every machine known
to civilization is here, from the least even to the twenty acres consist of the main . Machinery ing in the sun; I see the fields and groves in
greatest. Silk-weaving machines occupy consider- Building, 846 feet long and 492 feet wide ; of the spring's effulgence ; I see the seed dropped into
able space and turn out various fanciful designs Machinery Annex, 490 by 550 feet; the power the ground, the horse and the ox at the plQw; I see
commemorativ of the Exposition, such as the land- house, 100 by 461 feet; the pumping house, 77 by the June days, with green pastures and flowery
84 ; and the machine shop, 146 by 250 feet. The meadows; I see the march of summer, the golden
ing of Columbus, etc.
autumn and the pomp of harvest; I see the blithe
The printing-presses are here, from the perfect- cost of all these buildings is $1,285,000.
The main Machinery Building presents the and busy scene, the loaded trains, the great barn
ing press of a morning newspaper with a capacity of
fifty thousand papers printed, pasted, cut, and folded appearance of three great railway train houses, crowded to the utmost, the farmer and his merry
in an hour to the country press which is run by spanned with three arched trusses. As it fronts men, the laboring animals; the bright and whirling
hand and fed by the "devil" of the office. These the Court of Honor it is rich and palatial; toward machinery ; the limpid stream and the wash for dinare in actual operation, and the great Chicago the stock exhibit, on the other side, it is of the ner; the sunset's jolly hour; the round moon in the
dailies are run off every hour with the latest infor- plainest description. The details of the architecture sky, the breezy dawn. I see the pageantry of the
mation from every part of the globe. As you sit are mainly fashioned from Seville and other Spanish year-the ever-changing seasons, which make perdown and rest your weary feet these colossal and towns. There is a lofty colonnade between this petual romance for human life. I see the hearth
restless servitors will daintily hand you a picture or main building and the Agricultural Building. In and home amidst nature's luxuriance. I hear the
printed column and you will know what is happening the center of this colonnade is an archway leading song of labor, that labor which dignifies and ento the cattle exhibit. From this point there is a nobles our common existence. The Agricultural
at the antipodes.
The forgings and castings are particularly com- beautiful view nearly a mile in length of the lagoon · Building might be called a beautiful temple wherein
plete. Brass valves and tubings are polished to a as it flows by the Manufacturers' Building, the we recognize the universal bond, the identity of
degree that they resemble mirrors. There is one Woman's Building, and the Art Palace. Between nature with man; wherein we see the sun and earth
towering valve made of wood and tin and painted the two buildings, Machinery and Agricultural, is combining to give brightness and plenty to our
to resemble iron. It looks large enough to provide an obelisk 60 feet high and a fountain placed in pathway; wherein we see the operation of those
the lagoon.
eternal forces which beyond the will of man consafety for every boiler on the grounds.
The Machinery Annex Building is entered by tribute to his advancement. I always did think
It is difficult to give an idea of the almost one
hundred classes of exhibits which throng upon us. subways as well as by bridges from the Main Hall, that Cain was superior to Abel, and really the
There are water-wheels, steam and gas engines, and from Administration, Mining, and Transporta- gentler and nobler of the two,. for surely if there is
pumps of all sorts, ice and refrigerating machinery, tion Buildings. It is a large· and very simple a god what worship could be sweeter to him than
structure. It is like a vast mill or foundry.
the offering of the fruit of the earth~ Only a cruel
and diving apparatus.
Attached to this Annex is the power house, with god would demand or accept the blood of beasts.
In another group are fire-engines, hose-carts,
If we could unravel Cain's side of the story we
stand-pipes, extension-ladders, etc., all the latest its 40 steam-engines and 20,000 horse-power.
There were over 1,000 applications from Ameri- should find that he was the. better man, for he was
improved apparatus for fighting fire.
Again we find machines for working metals, can manufacturers for the exhibition of machinery. the cultivator of the earth, and not the hunter and
steam hammers, hydraulic, planing, drilling, wheel- G.ermany has four sections of floor space near the slayer of animals. Surely, if we are to honor and
main entrance. Great Britain has a somewhat reverence nature how more worthily can we do it
cutting, and dividing machines.
The most attractive to the uninitiated, perhaps, larger space toward the north entrance. France than by wreathing our altar with flowers and piling
are the machines for the manufacture of silk, cot- has an equal section. New South Wales, Spain, it with fruits~ Cain was the first agriculturist, and
Sweden, and Switzerland will be found stretching he had the courage to vindicate the glory of his
ton, woolen, worsted, linen, and India rubber goods;
along to the west of Germany, while Canada, Bel- calling. I shall not condemn him, for certainly his
of rope, twine, paper, tapestries, carpets, and laces;
also the sewing and leather-working machines, and gium, Brazil, Austria, Mexico, and Russia are to act of worship was a step in human progress.
the south. All these are first to be seen as one
·
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
those for the manufacture of boots and shoes.
enters the building and make a most creditable
A
Poem
Which
Quotes
Poems.
Saw-mill machinery can be seen from the primi- appearance, while our owp exhibitors are by no
From the Sunaay Gazetteer.
tive types to the modern mills which turn out hun- means eclipsed. The United States leads all counThe Truth Seeker Publishing Company, of New York,
dreds of thousands of feet of lumber every day. tries in the extent and variety of its display.
has placed on our table "Liberty in Literature, Testi·
All the newest machines for planing, veneering, for
monial to Walt Whitman," by Robert G. Ingersoll, being
THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.
an address delivered in Philadelphia. There is also
working geometrical designs in wood, and for the
Passing from the huge Machinery Building, and given an excellent likeness of the poet and one of the
manufacture of matches, tooth-picks, etc., are on exauthor. It is a handsome book of one hundred pages, in
hibition. We also take a look at the job presses, taking our way either by the colonnade or across enameled covers. The lecture is itself a poem, inter·
the numbering and type-setting machines, and the the bridge over the shining lagoon, we enter the spersed with choice quotations from the good poet's
various mechanical processes in use for illustrating Agricultural Building, where nature in marvelous writings. The colonel's address at the funeral of the
profusion spreads its many products. In M!lr poet is added as a supplement. Price 25 cents.
newspapers and periodicals.
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transportation were taxed to their utmost capacity and get it honestly~ The Standard Oil prince call agam 1f I ever came arou~d that way, and was
at times during the day. Each train and oar brought gave a large sum out of his corners to condone urged to stay a week;. and 1f I had offered a cent
crowds of American workingmen with their families, those corners.
So hav robbers taken from they ":ould hav been illsul.ted. I ca~e up ,from
who had decided to leave a noisy, bustling city for the rich and given to the poor, without pub- there ill 1887, too! not thirty years sillce. rhey
a place where they could find quiet and rest, arot;mg lishing it either. Both obtained the money dis- ~ere roost .of t~e~ ~gnorant. The poet says where
the beautiful and inspiring sights of the White honestly. In New York state I hav seen the rich Ignorance IS bhss ~Is folly to be ~Ise. Eve ought
City, surrounded by healthful, elevating, and en- in their pews but the poor sat where they could, or t~ hav k~own this. But she did not. Sh~ got
nobling influences.
sat standing or went out disgusted. I saw the Wise, but ~~ shortened her days. Saloon proprietors
The writer, in company with Dr. E. B .. Fqote wealthy cororo:une, then the well to-do, and last of fix up their saloons, and hav a good warm fire, so
and Mrs. Foote, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Stevens, and all the poor. They associate the same way. Christ as to &'et customers. Many resort to them because
Mr. Bernhard, of Strasburg, Ill., made a little says, Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the there 1s not as g~od a place. to get papers at home,
party and decided to swell the crowd as much as kingdom of heaven. In fact, to-day money is wor- and they hav a miserable w1fe to keep that home.
possible.
shiped more than God, and if there is no hell there People do no~ h~v to go there. If pe~ple '!ere
A truly delightful day was spent. After visiting ought to be one to put in liars, tattlers, thieves, honest and d1d right, w~ would ~av a millennmm
several buildings, and getting a fair meal at moderate doctors, lawyers, and all who do evil that good may now, and. not hav t.o ~ut 1t off until dead. Instead
prices in the Vienna Cafe, we wandered into the come, especially for money. It ought to be paved of worrymg and w1shmg to make the weather, etc.,
Art Palace, and true to the natural tastes of Free- with gold, with precious stones scattered arourld they would ~rust God. Heave~ w?uld be h;re, all
thinkers for the beautiful in nature, we enjoyed the 80 that all who worship cash would kill each other would be bhssful. . The babe m 1ts mother~ arm~
rare works of human skill. Here we met with in the scramble to see wJ;w would get the ni.ost. ?as perfect. trust. ill the lo~e .th~t protect~ 1~. If
many other Freethinkers, a fact rather suggestiv But this is not the case any more than that heaven 1ts hunger. 18 satisfied, and 1t Is ill health, It Is not
that the Art Exhibition was by far the greater is paved with the same. There are a few. honest, aware of hfe 1s troublesome sea, but &'entl~ falls.
attraction for them. Dr. Brown and Mrs. Brown, sincere preachers doctors and lawyers in this world asleep at the lullaby, and wakes up agrun without;
:lirom Rockford, Ill.; Mrs. WAbb, daughter of the late and if Christ telis the t;uth occasionally one roa; fear of here or. hereafter. .
'
Dr. Monroe, of the Ironclad Age, with her hus- get to heaven after being purified. For money is
~o may we 1f we trust m God that he doeth. 8lh
band, were here, gazing with appreciation and king on earth. If $500 were offered to any of us things well.
.
wonder at the grand specimens of art that hav to join a certain church and we knew it would be
The ~buse or misuse. of wha..t we pos~ess J.;m~ to.
helped to make this world more beautiful.
paid, would any chul·ch on earth hold the congrega- a s~venng. of our chrun of eX1ste~ce, lin~. by link,.
As night came on, and the sun bad passed below tion? I forgot to include editors with the above until we d1e befor~ ~u~ allotted. tnne. J.t. lS. a slow·
the west.ern horizon, the whole grounds, aided by sinners. I do 80 now, asking pardon for the but sure way of srumding. Christ says.~omurderer
natm;e, took on a.n air of greater beauty. The trees omission. Paul says, According to your deeds you can ever e~ter heave~. Tobacco, ~.h1sky, coffee;,,.
seemed to wear a more beautiful tint, the :flowers shall be judged, whether they be goodor evil. He tea, morphine, and opmm all hav tqror.d:unkards.
seemed to possess more fragrance, and the beautiful also says; As in Adam all die even so in Christ shall
Why do not all ProtQstant chur,che_s umte.! Thers.trains of sweet music, :floating on the cool zephyrs, all be made alive-not a part, but all. Our laws say believe in the same God; there's g_oo.d. p~ople in all~..
made one feel as though one had suddenly been the same. If anyone does more good than evil and bad also. John says when cprq.p~trmg us to treeS;,
transported from this world of reality and fact their account ought to balance the right way. that every tree that bringetb, npt fqrth good froitJ.
into a fairyland where perpetual summer, sunshine, James says, If any among you is sick let him call ~s hewn down, and cast i:t;J.,to the fire. A tl'eeis,
and :flowers could be enjoyed. At night the for the elders of the church, and they shall pray very apt to burn up in~t;> ashes. B.?t sonuuay we ·
grounds were one continuous scene of enchant- over him, anointing him· in the name of the Lord, b11:rn forever, throughout all etermty. . Ql.n, any:roent and beauty. Thousands of incandescent and the prayer of faith shall raise him up, and if he thmg be burnt up and do this.? Ql.n . we"
lamps, aided by innumerable arc-lights, made the hav committed any sin it shall be forgiven him. see or feel our so_uls !
Can they, be, burnt ;,
grounds and buildings glow with beauteous In roy mind, when the millennium comes we will see or frozen T There IS not a good IQ9th~r 1 whon
splendor. The boats upon the lagoons were deco- this done by those who belong to the churches. If would punish her child always, no ~at~r :how-. bil.d'
rated with lights of various hues. All of this any are sick here they generally send for a doctor, it was. It is said, your fathei; in.he~veni is: more,
filled the enthusiastic lover of nature with an un- even if he swears, or smokes, or chews-pecple merciful to you than you are to your rchildren.;.
speakable joy. Did one want to find religion, they belonging to churches-sinners, lawyers, preach- Without purity, we cannot see God.·. Without·.
would find more here than in all the churches and ers, etc. I reckon James sorter was using deceit. loving him we cann_?t enter into the holy ciliy:.
cathedrals of Christendom. That is, if religion Our savior says, Love one another. Will a roan Man born of woman IS prone like the sparks w:hlcbh
means grand thoughts, soul-inspiring scenes, and love his wife if she will knock him down and use fly upward to do evil.
beautiful visions. The creed that nature teaches him to mop the :floor if· he does net? Does a
The book of Genesis says God made all things,
here in this collection of beautiful temples, exhi- child love the parent like Solomon, or the one who and called his creation good, and very good.
bitions of roan's attempt to make this world beauti- is mild, gentle, and persuasiv? It is said God is
If we read further we find that he repented that
ful with his skill and glad with his labor-mag- love.
he made man, because he only did evil continually,
nificent :flowers, paintings, statuary, and marvels of
The Jews crucified Christ. They were cowards, He must hav known that his work would do so,
handiwork-is calculated to ennoble the minds of and could not worship anyone unless they were when he made man, or else changed his mind. If
men far more than any creed that has ever yet been afraid of him. I bav heard in the Eastern states he changed his mind, he was not such an in:finitly
hatched in the brain of a priest or preacher.
Methodists North preach that there were grades of wise God after all as some preach. Joshua said,
The church had predicted that the day would be happiness, and also misery. The Methodist South, Sun, stand still. Science says it did not. But if·
given to debauchery should the gates be opened I" sorter" believe, do not. Not ignorant ones either, the almighty made all things he can make the sun
on Sunday, but the conditions in Jackson park but those who were highly educated and received a even stand still or the moon either.
·
yesterday gave back tbe lie to those who had made good salary. We know just what we hav been
If we had a correct version of the Bible we would
it, a lie hatched only in conceit, and engendered by taught, or learned by books or experience. There not need educated men to explain the book, as we
selfishness.
are so few who do as they would be done by, that are sadly in :need of now.
The gates are open-may they be open, may the when death overtakes us I am afraid we will not / Money is taken, by all denominations, of sinners
toiling masses be given an opportunity to view with get to heaven until purified.
· as well as the righteous with no exceptions. T he
wonder and pleasure the productions of their own
The old generatiQnB did not know how to steal Campbellites in Ohio do not pass the hat to us
labor and skill. Bigotry has threatened to boycott and hide as well as we do now. The happiest sinners, if we sit apart from them. But some others ..
theFairshouldthegatesbeopenedonSunday ~========~========~========================~~====================================
-a truly consistent act with its own mean and
Some Portraits.
grasping nature. It is the duty of every Freethinker now, the duty of every lover of freedom, to visit this Fair on Sunday if they possibly can. Swell the crowds that attend it
on Sunday. Show the administration that
we appreciate and approve their action in ·
opening the Fair gates in face of the
mountains of prejudice that hav been
brought to bear against them. I should
be pleased if every Freethinker visiting
the Fair would call at our headquarters
while in Chicago, where we may be seen
at any time.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
WoULDN'T THESE GENTLEMEN HAV HARMONIZED BETTER WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT IF THEY HAD FLOURISHED ABOUT'
345 W. Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
1620 T- The Jury.
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are as much beggars as the tramp. Let the church
support itself,_ and go a;nd visit the widow, orphans,
and poor, and not pray God to do so. Nor think
we sinners wish an interest in their prayers until
they turn out their rich liars, hypocrits, tattlers, etc.
J. L. BusHNELL.
--------~~--------

Selfishness and Socialism.
All the attempts which hav been made since the
dawn of history to equalize its burdens of labor
and justly distribute its rewards hav failed because
man is as yet undE:r the dominion of the purely
animal instincts. The greed of the hog, the fierce. ness of the tiger, the cunning of the fox, the pride
of the peacock, hav been the combined impulses
which hav ruled nations and individuals since this
world was born. Dignifying these animal instincts
by such terms as "self-interest," "war," "diplomacy," and "self-esteem," does not in any degree
mitigate their unquestioned animalism. Nor do
the multitudinous evidences of man's superiority to
other animals in cunning devisements for his
material well- being, and which we call civilization,
alter or soften in the slightest the nature of these
predominating qualities which impel him to action.
On the other hand they seem to intensify and exalt
them, and we bow in reverent obedience to the
mandates of the rule of force to which they hav
given birth.
Under such a dominion is it any wonder that we
fight, crowd, and trample on each other to get the
biggest ear of corn in the pen '
The world is one vast arena of battling contests
for plunder and supremacy; the fight is ever on,
and the universal interest in it never abates.
Those who hav attained· the mastery are kept
busy fighting off those who seek to displace them
by invading and occupying their ~o~itions. War,
rapin, and murder ensue, the positiOns changethe patrician becomes the plebeian and the proletariat, and the latter opens his peacock feathers
and struts out.his brief reign until he in turn is dethroned and again enslaved.
In the short breathing-spells snatched from this
all-absorbing battle of life a sort of mongrel
morality has been instituted w~ich,_ having for ~ts
basic origin nothing but pure ammahsm, necessarily
appeals to that element in man and finds a ready
acceptance. Under the guise of religion it promises
rewards and punishments for acceptance or rejection of belief in the silliest. proposition that was
ever presented to a gullible people. The eternal
principle of natural justice forms no part of its
decalog. It outrages the natural faculty of reason
by placing the punishments of an alleged ''original
sin" on the shoulders of an innocent, unselfish
man, whom it proceeds to raise to the altitude of a
creativ God, making belief in this marvelous change
a condition of " salvation."
N 0 man, be he Agnostic, Infidel, or possessed
of any belief, can consistently deny the fact that
whoever uttered the three words, "Love one
another " solved in their utterance all religious or
sociolo~ical questions that hav arisen o~ can arise
in the history of the human race. It will be observed that the church which claims that the utterer
of these words is the God of their salvation has
never attempted to obey_ that comma;nd. It has
established a sort of soulmsurance somety the subscribers to whicn sign articles or belief and pay as
much premiu~ as ca:J?- be ext~rted from them, and
this is ail that Is reqmred to msure them an eternity of bliss in the next world. What particular
virtue there is in thus looking after one's setj' for
the next world and ignoring the claims of our
brother man to our love in this we leave the Pres.byterian general assembly to decide.
.
With these preliminary remarks, showmg that the
-church is not engaged in the. moral uplifting of the
:race by advocating the principle of universal love,
·we proceed to glance at the "reforms," so called,
·which break forth spasmodically ":ith promises _of a
:sure and speedy establishment of JUStice and right
:for the sons of toil.
.
The most pretentious of these at prese.nt IS the
Socialist Labor party. It. ~et~ square mt_o t~e
roadway of our modern civihzatwn and tak_u~.g It
by the throat proceeds to demand an ~nconditwnal
surrender of its cherished and vested ~ghts. ~any
of these demands are just, some are ImpractiCably
vague and will need revision, but all are an expression of a sense of injustice and wrong not to be
longer tolerated.
.
It was my privilege recently to address an audience composed for the most part of Socialists. I
endeavored to show that love for all men-a reciprocal co-operativ interest in the welfare of the
whole people by the whole people-would lift us
above the beast and possibly develop a sou~ in us
and would be the solution of the vexed questwn of
our unjust and imperfect social condition. To my

surprise, the leaders combated this idea of unselfishness. They wanted no voluntary love from their
fellow-man, no gracelul concessions, no reciprocal
interchange with all mankind. They gloried in
their selfishness, and cited the fact that we are all
selfish, and what they wanted was the earth. In
vain I tried to lift their thoughts above animal
selfishness, to impart a racial pride that would distinguish us from the beasts ; they would hav none
of it.
They would rather hav their opponents
bound down to compliance than their cheerful concession.
This experience at this meeting revealed to me
the cause of the failure of refori\lS and gave rise to
the thoughts expressed at the commencement of
this article.
Here was an organization whose object was
beneficent, but whose intense selfishness made them
intolerant of the conceded right of others to capital
and the machinery of production. They were
oblivious to the fact that these possessors of capital
and machinery were in no wise personally to blame
for being such owners, but were the logical outcome
of the very selfishness which they themselvs were
proud to possess. And. the fact that centuries of
custom and law concede these rights to capitalists
and that to wrest them from them by force or statute would be manifest injustice has not the slightest
weight with these leading Socialists. They are as
careless of the rights of the capitalists as the capitalists hav been of theirs. They use the same weapon
-!£"club of greed. It needs but a glance at these
combatants to see who will come out victorious.
Entrenched behind law, custom, prejudice, and with
the sinew!'\ of war (money) in plenty to bribe or
coerce the poor proletariat from political allegiance
to his self-confessed selfish leaders, the capitalist
can smile in supreme disdain at ihe abortiv efforts
of radical Socialism.
The only relief that wiU ever come to underpaid
labor through the dawn of justice in this world will
not come by force or by political action. It will
come only through the resurrection of mankind
from the quagmire of animal wallowing to a higher
altitude of reciprocal beneficent existence.
WILLIAM ALLEN SMITH.

Chinese and Chnrch.
From the Coast Seamen's Journal.

the breach of the law on the ground that it is unjust to the Chinaman, but really in the fear and
conviction that every step of that sort is a step
toward the emancipation of the nation's wage-slaves:
and the consequent reduction of Peter's pence;.
The clergy may find before long that they hav
been trying to stem the running tide of knowledge
and liberty, religious and social, with sand.

The Newark Liberal League
being desirous of fostering the social talent that
is apt to lie inert with the Freethinkers generally,
and with a hope of a better acquaintanceship with
neighboring individuals of that order, would like to
meet them at Glen island on Friday, July 7, 1893.
The steamer upon which they will journey to the
island is the regular Starin steamer leaving pier 18, .
N. R., at 9:45, South Fifth street, Brooklyn, 10:05,,
and Thirty-second street, E. R., 10:30 A.M. Fare,
for round trip forty cents for adults and twenty:
cents for children. Tickets are purchased on the1
steamer. For those wishing to carry provisions:
there is an island with tables, etc., used exclusivly-'
for lunches, while fm· others, the clam-bake, restau.._
rant, and dairy are available. For amusementg;
there are boats, bathing, swings, animals, birds;,
fishes, and various other attractions. The monu'ment and grave of the great Freethinker, ThomaSl
Paine, is near by and can be visited. Subjoined iS;
the entire time-table of the steamers, as some JWIL)'
be able to join them later in the day. The Mimipresent photographer will be on hand and endeavor to obtain a group picture of those-who do
not object. Come one and all and let us. get better
acquainted that we may enjoy and assist each othe11~
Steamers leave Pier 18, N. R., foot of Cortlandt.
street, 9:45, 10:45 A.M., 12 M., 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 5:15
P.M.; Thirty-second street, E. R., 10:30, 11:30 A.M.,
12:45, 2:15, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 5:45 P.M.; South Fifth
street, Brooklyn, 10:05, 11:05, A.M., 12:20, 1:50,
2:30, 2:50, 3:50 P.M. Returning, leave at 3:00, 5:00,
5:30, 6, 7, 8 o'clock P.M.

The World's Fair Open on Sunday.
The correspondent of the Journal, Atlanta, Ga.,
has this to say:
The World's Fair was open yesterday, and will be open
every Sunday till the final close of the Exposition.
The question of Sunday closing is settled. It has been1
adjudicated by the higliest tribunal. Justice Fuller, Slllic-tained by his learned associates on the bench, has em-phasized the wisdom and truth of the maxim, writte:q,, in 1
the Constitution : "Congress shall make no law respeclr.-ing religion."
Said a distinguished Chicago lawyer to me to-day:
'' I regard the decision of Justice Fuller regarding tli8l
Sunday opening as a most important deliverance, A
vital principle was involved, viz. : Is this a free colUI.ill!;w,
or shall it be controled by fanatics? When C<_>.n.glless,
nagged on by pharisees and zealots, sought to mak~ such
a law, it at once became the duty of all conserva.tiv people in the United States to oppose it by legal and moral
means. If Congress can, with impunity, a!lllul that provision of our Constitution which divorces the state and
church, and the courts uphold the nullification, Congress
will proceed to annul other provisions of the Constitution.
Sunday closing of the World's Fair would be the small
end of a revolutionary wedge whose further entrance into
constitutional restraints and safeguards would be merely
a question of time."
A prominent Southerner here says he regards this as a
states' rights victory, and as suQ~ ~t ljl.Qo~ld delight the.
Southern heart.
SUNDAY A,T '1'HE FAIR.
Thronging thousands yesterday testified their approval\
of Justice Fuller's deciEion by attending the Fair. It.
was an ideal June day-not too hot.
Early in the morning a steady stream of visitors poured\
into the gates, and by noon more than sixty thousand!
visitors were sauntering about the grounds. The erowdi
was di~tinguibhed by perfect decorum, by neatness off
dress, and by an eagerness to see everything. At leasft
one-half of this crowd bad never before visited the Exposition. This half consisted of laborers, mechanics, clerks,
saleswome~~;~ and others who are kept busy every weekday. 'l'he t~unday opening was a godsend to them, paradoxical as this expression may seem.
Many of the visitors started on a tour of the buildings,
but were disappointed when they found many of the exhibits under cover. There was a great quantity of unbleached sheeting exhibited in the buildmgs, and many
of the pavilions were closed.
NOTES.
Great Britain's section was open, but many of the dis--.
plays were curtained from view.
France's pavilion was open, and was thronged with .
people all day. It presented a gala-day appearance.
Japan's big display was closed, much to the disappoint- .
ment of the sightseers.
All the exhibits in the Agricultural Building were open, .
and in the Machinery Hall everything was in full blast.
Most of the other buildings looked very much as they~·
look any week-day.
Many of the state buildings were entirely closed. Cali~
fornia and Illinois, which were wide open, attracted the,
most visitors,
The exhibits made by Virginia, North Carolina, Kansas, and Oregon were displayed as usual, but Pennsylva-nia and the New England states ignored the Sunday
opening and would hav nothing to do with the Fair.

The clergy hav again shown the hoof in their
present attitude toward the Geary act. With very
rare exceptions these gentlemen are opposed tooth
and nail to what they are pleased to call our
barbarity toward an unfortunate people, and hav
even gone so far as to threaten the nation with the
direst results if the law is put into operation. This
is all directly in keeping with the record of the
clergy as related to the people. Religion as it is
taught by them is a mere abstraction, a dream, instead of, as its philosophy directs, a practical treatment of every-day conditions. No wonder the
great masses of the people of the United States are
non-church-goers when we witness the maudlin, raving execration of the sleek tricksters of the pulpit.
The religion of Christ, as it has been taught by
these conservators of injustice, is a thing to be well
rid of ; a thing to revolt against ; it has been ever
for the rich man and against the poor. Resignation, subjection, meekness, toleration, and a bending
of the knee to the hatred, malice, and lust of the
usurpers of God's own domain on earth-these are
the mandates of the church. And it has always
been so ; a jealous regard for the Peter's pence has
kept back the light fo~ ~enturie~ and is to-day ~b
scuring it. We se~ this m th_e history of. all . religions before and smce the tune of Christ, m the
crucifixion, in the tyranny of Constantine, in
seventeenth-century despotism in Britain and the
continent and afterward among the refugees on our
own soil' who placed the shackles of religious
domination on our country before it was well born.
We note the same thing among the prostituted and
petted preachers of Louis XVI., whose conservation
of the wrongs of the people accelerated the French
Revolution insteal of preventing it, as they would
ha v done if their religion had been less than a snare
to trap the unwary. To-day the mo]lthing herd are
unanimous in their cry, "Seek ye the light !" while
they hold the pall of their destructiv teachings
over the people. Theirs is outwardly a beautiful
theory of ' peace and g_ood will;" inwardly it i~ a
disgusting callous that IS dead to every perceptwn
of humanity. Veritable whited sepulchers are these
preachers of a morality that is immoral, activ in the
work of conserving the power of wealth and wrong
in the interests of their own beloved Peter's pence,
and deaf to tb~ cry of suffering humanity. A better
example of the treachery of this misnamed religion
SEND for catalog of our publications.
could not be had than in the attitude of the clergy
toward the Chinese now. They openly advocate on application.

Sent free
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I expect to make several additions to my
forget that they must come to Chicago
on the cars of companies that run on scanty library from your publications as
Sundays." For once I agree with the sooii' as I can find time to read them.
All honor to Wettstein, who by his clear
CHAS. C. JOHNSON.
Soothing-Syrup and Sunday-School Dis- bishop.
logic
and unanswerable arguments has
placed.
"Jnst Like Church Folks" to Know banished the Gods from the universe and
CASS CITY, MICH., June 13, 1893.
Nothing About Their Religion.
driven me from my Agnostic position to
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3. Do not
that which he so sturdily defends.
MoUND
CITY,
June
4,
1893.
stop my paper. You see, we are raismg
But time presses. Here let us partMR. EDITOR: I cannot get along without
our family, and my little girl and boy cry
you to tend the flaming beacon on the hill;
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
·
I
had
to
stop
the
for THE TRUTH SEEKER the same as other
children cry for soothing-syrup or to go to others I was taking so I could the better I to hold aloft my feeble torch, strong in
the hope that. Light will yet prevail and
Sunday-school Both of the latter are pay for the one which suits me best, and as
banish darkness from the land. ·
cannot
read
as
much
as
when
my
eyes
I
used when ignorance is in the saddle.
Yours for human rights,
were younger I think it does me more
D. P. DEliiiNG, M.D.
RICHARD WHEELER.
good.
It looks as though something was wanted
Circulates Truth.
Helps People Search the Scriptures.
here, to see two church buildings minus a
NEw JASPER, 0., June 13, 1893.
preacher
to
look
after
the
lambs.
It
may
BoiSTFORT, WASH., June 11, 1893.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 to conMR. EDIToR: I see that my subscription
tinue our intimacy another year. I dis- be they are short of funds to pay them.
tribute many numbers after perusing If they depended on such as I they would expires June 26th, and I cannot do withthem, and am confident of good results hav to try something else for a livelihood. out the paper in this fanatical religious
from the same, but no one has yet given I hav been twice at church in thirty years. district. The very name of "truth
me permission to send his name for the I happened to be at burials. Soon after seeker " is rank poison to many of the
paper. Please send me some extra copies one of them I asked a friend if they re- pious frauds we hav here; but I manage
and I will make the best possible use of membered the text. They could not tell to get them to look at the pictures, and
them to increase the circulation of the me. They wers surprised when I told many of them make them shudder with
them. I said, "Just like church folks." fear for their sacred pet, the Bible. I
dear old TRUTH SEEKER.
I wish my name was on Putnam's list also take pains to copy many of the good
CHAs. R. KIMBl<RLEY.
for membership. I cannot raise a new things given in the columns of the dear
A. Speaker Givs Food for Thought.
subscriber here, although there are lots_of old paper, and in this way I get them to
Liberals here that can pay for the paper, ·read things that they utterly ignore in
DELPHos, 0., June 11, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1, but they do not want it to come to the print, and by this mode of action I hav
for which send me three copies of "Hard office in their name, but will pay toward actually toned some of them down to a litKnocks at Christianity," one Voltaire's the church. None of them will attal'k me, tle reason and common sense.
With the youn~ people, I hav been in
"Pocket Theology," and five "Infidels although I often giv them a chance.
Yours for truth,
JAMES ADAMs.
the habit of quoting select passages of
and Charity."
scripture, untiL at the present time the
Mr. John R. Charlesworth was here and
delivered a series of three lectures which If Our National Prosperity Comes from Bible is being investigated and read as it
never was before. Some of our brightest
God, Then His Agents Should Rule.
were very good.
He is an eloquent
young men many times come to me for inspeaker and gave the boys some food for
PoRTLAND, ME., June, 1893.
thought.
J os. RoTH.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose a report of a ser- formation, and they always get it, as I hav
mon of Sunday, 11th inst., in which it is a pretty fair library of Freethought litGivs This Paper First Place.
claimed that we owe our prosperity as a erature. Another item is, that the younger
pARKERSBURG, 0RE., June 7, 1893.
nation to the Bible and the church. If boys find the beautiful passages of holy
MR. EDIToR: I thank you for the receipt that is so-: if those things are supreme, if obscenity and pass them around to their
of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, and I the ownership belongs to them second- sweethearts, and 111e result is that the riswish you to send it along until I say stop arily as the representative of God (using ing generation oi the fair ones are so disor I die. You see I hav taken it for so the name God from their standpoint)- gusted with Boly Slush thatvnr last winlong that it would be next thing to iropi'B- then are they right in pressing their claim ter's revivals were a dead failure; they
sible to do without it. You send her and to get their God into the Constitution and only warn: ed over two old converts.
I will pay for her. I take a half dozen for national Sabbath legislation. That
Your!:' or Truth and Mental Liberty,
newspapers and your paper is ahyays the irreligious Constitution is all wrong if they
G. A. BoYD.
first one read.
are right. Our prosperity and success as
Accept my best wishes for you and your a self-governing people is not due to our Chr stians Delight to Bark and Bite.
efforts. In the cause,
D. J. LoWE.
SANGER, CAL., May 28, 1893.
Constitution, but in spite of it. This
MR: EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5,
question
is
not
sufficiently
discussed.
It
Are Our Dream Experiences Real ~
should be placed before the public by Lib- for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER for
Los ANGELES, CAL., June 11, 1893.
one year and "Old Testament Stories
MR. EDITOR~ Being an interested erals and squarely met. For one, I am Comically Illustrated;" also "Bible Temnot
prepared
to
surrender
the
principles
reader of the mental conflict now going on
perance," by E. C. Walker; '• Men,
between Wettstein and Miss Chapman, I of Thomas Jefferson. I claim that what Women, and Gods," by Helen Gardener;
the
church
calls
"Infidelity
"
is
what
we
would like to propound a question which
"The Public Schools and the Catholic
I hope will receive attention, although are indebted to, and that it can be proved. Church," by IJ. K. Washburn; "Crimes
I
will
not
say
any
more.
If you hav a
the discussion is confined to them alone.
of Preachers;" "Sabbath-Breakmg," by
Miss Chapman asserts that dreamland is a short treatis on this question -brief Remsburg; "Science vs. Religion," by
real world, and what is seen, felt, and ex- enough for people to stop to read-I would T. C. Widdicombe; "Spiritualism-Is It
perienced in dreams is as real to the soul like to circulate a few. We do not hav a l!'aith or a Fact?" Washburn; "The
as what is seen, felt, and experienced in any Liberal publishing house here, and False Teaching of the Christian Church,"
our moments of wide-awl'ke consciousness. papers are afraid of the religious sentiment. Washburn; "What Liberalism Oilers in
Fraternally yours,
WM. H. HART.
Are we to understand that an incubus and
Place of Christianity," B. F. Underwood.
a succubus are real spiritual entities, and
My wife BPnt for a three months' subscripthe soul has a real and actual experience Wishes God and the Czar Pnt Down. tion to your most valuable of all papers I
SALIDA, CoL., May 5, 1893.
with these hitherto supposed creatures of
hav ever had the pleasure of reading, and
MR. EDIToR: I send you to-day per mail as the time will expire on June 25th we
imagin!Ltion, produced by food and drink?
Has not Miss Chapman asserted some one hundred copies '' Hard Knocks," wish to renew for one year.
things that lack the possibility of sub- which please accept as a dona.tion for the
Sanger is a railroad town of about
stantiation and reveal immense and un- good of the cause-your cause and my twelve hundred inhabitants, who support
cause and the cause of everyone who be- six churches, thirteen saloons, and two
limited credulity?
C. SEVERANCE.
lieves in human liberty. As soon as I can drugstores where intoxicants can be proA. Preacher Admits He Hasn't Common dispose of this edition !shall want another cured. They also support a Good Temcheaper edition, which can be sold at a plars' order. The other Sunday some of
Sense.
low price and scattered broadcast over this the ministry attacked the order by saying
MILFoRD, MAss., May 80, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which priest-cursed land.
that it was not a fit place for churchYour editorials against the design argu- members to go and spend their time and
send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the persons
whose addresses I inclose for six months, ment and the idea of a supreme ruler met money, and, as some of the members of
commencing with the number of May 20th, my hearty approval. Man will never be the I. 0. G. T. belong to the church, it
wholly free until this idea is banish8d from has caused quite a disturbance. The
Putnam's World's Fair Notes.
I hav been reading the number of May the world. I wish you could find time and chief Templar has challenged the ministry
20th TRUTH SEEKER to quite a num- space for a leader on the penal code of to a joint discussion. The challenge was
ber of persons with the above result-one "Holy Russia." I wish, in view 0f the made last evening, but we hav not learned
subscriber; and in order to make even recent attempt to fasten a clause requiring the decision of the ministry. But I do
dollars to send, I subscribe for the other extradition of political offenders upon this not think they hav the manhood to come
person named, presuming that you take country, and of the action of the Rev. out from behind the pulpit and debate the
Mountebank in Brooklyn in praising and question fairly. I hav been a Freethinker,
such insults kindly.
The Methodist minister in this town defending the government of that country, or in other words a believer in Spiritualsaid, "If the Fairis opened Sunday, I Pb.all that every citizen of this country could ism, but the more I investigate on that
not go." As the Fair was opened Sunday, realize what a damnable, despicable gov- line the less I see in the phenomena to
very likely they had not heard of his de- ernment that is. I fairly grind roy teeth cause me to believe that it is more than
cision, or rather lack of '' cornmc n sense." in impotent rage when I see one who pro- force and electricity or mind-power over
Bishop Vincent, in a sermon at Grace fesses to be a man uphold the royal family mind. Hoping Liberalism will increase,
Methodist Episcopal church of Chicago, of that cursed country in the most stu- I remain,
Yours for Truth,
is credited with saying Sunday, " I pendous crime ever perpetrated in the
L.A. RosE.
havn't gone so far as to say that if the world-the enslavement and degradation
A. Glorious Freethought Picnic.
Fair .is open on Sundays I will not attend of a whole nation. I believe that I would
week-days. I hav some common sense be as red-handed a terrorist as any of them
PoRTLAND, Omll., June 8, 1893.
left,
The people who say such things were I there.
Mll. EDITOR: I take the pleasure of writ-

of (jlrienas.

ing you of the grand success the Liberals
had at their picnic at Rock island and
Castle· Kehm, the home of the secretary of
the Oregon Secular Union. At 8:30A.M.
the steamer Altoona-as beautiful and
commodious a steamer as is on the Willamatte river-left the dock with over one
hundred men, besides the ladies and
children.
The steamer floated flags
abundantly, and was decorated with the
three grand words on every side, forward
and aft: "Universal Mental Liberty."
The band playeil all sentimental and patriotic music. We arrived in Oregon City
and were greeted by friends who swelled
the crowd. Then passing through the
lock, which is forty-five feet high, was a
feast for the minds of a good many. Then
we landed at the home of our secretary,
and after a hearty ~reeting of our friends
who were there to receive us refreshments
in abundance were served. Music, songs,
and many games of innocent pleasure
were enjoyed, a.nd many walked around to
view nature's great work. After all had
congregated together before returning we
were provided with one of Oregon's best
artists, Mr. Bechler, and all can commemorate the 4th of June, E.M. 293, by looking at the picture. After our bidding
adieu to all remaining, the palatial steamer
steamed out, the band playing sentimen.tal
and patriotic music. Of course it is unnecessary to say it was a financial succest~.
And not a person showed the least sign of
dissatisfaction. Everyone seemed pleased.
We arrived in Portland at 7:00P.M. and
steamed down the river with our Universal
Mental Liberty banners floatin?. It really
was a Fourth of July to all on beard. Wt:J
went down the river as far as the Methodist University Colie~e, and giving them
a chance to view our banners and hear the
sweet sentimental mul:'ic we returned to
Taylor street dock, where everyone dispersed to his or her home in every direction a compass could point. The Liberals
are going to giv a Grand Harvest Picnic,
and extend a cordial invitation to the
public.
Bidding you good-bye, and wishing you
success with your valuable paper, I remain your friend in Universal Mental
Liberty,
J. J. Tru.oY.
Can Both the .A,.ffirmativ and the Negativ of a Proposition Be" Foolish~"
ROCHELLE, ILL., June 6, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: "I think that it is just as
foolish to try to prove that there is no
God as it is to prove that there is a God"
(8. P. Lindahl). But, pray, why? Does
not our gaod brother's proposition imply
that it is foolish to try and prove that
there is a God? If so, how can it be foolish to controvert a foolish proposition? If
either one of these antithetical propositions is foolish, the other, as a logical necessity, is correct.
Let me paraphrase the brother's proposition: "I think that it is just as foolish to
try to. prove that there is no devil as it
is to prove that there is a devil." Its
(il)logic and (un)reasonableness is identical. Yet Brother Lindahl will hardly
insist that it is foolish to prove to those
deluded mortals who still fear a devil and
his abode, that there .is no such a monster.
The noblest work of man is, I think, to rid
the world of devils, gods, and ghosts.
By almost universal consent his ''satanic majesty " has been consigned to
oblivion by all thinking minds; not so his
august chief, who is still considered a
lo~ical neces~ity to explain natural phenomena. But now, when it can be dem·
onstrated as· plain as 2 x 2 = ~ that the
universe is eternal aud self-existent, it is the
duty of all those who, like our brother, con·
cede that the God idea is absurd, to prove
to the world, if possible, this important
fact, so that the energy of humanity and
the mental and material resources of the
world may cease to be sacrificed upon the
altar of superstition.
Of course to reasonable minds it is not
necessary to prove that twice two equals
four and not five, but when a large share
of the world's population still insist that
twice two equals five and without proof, it
then becomes our duty, if poBBible, to
prove the negativ of such proposition.
Materialism, which implies that nature
embodies within itself the potf>ncy of all
phenomena, simply affirms that 2x 2 = 4.
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Theism, which seeks the cause of all
phenomena beyond nature, arrogantly
affirms that 2 x2 = 5, but sadly fails to
prove it.
·
To insist that a man is dead when he
ceases to breathe, when his life· fluid ceases
to circulate, and his constituents hav assumed other form, equals twice two is
four; but to insist he survives the dissolution of his organism, equals twice two is
five. · As it can be mathematically proved
that twice· two is four, this implies that it
cannot possibly be five.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Presented in the senate of any state in the
Union which is gomg to interfere with
any of their customs or practices, and how
quickly it is snowed under.
They already control the male vote and
consequently do not need the female vote.
But if it would be of the _slightest advantage to them, women would be voting before another presidential election rolled
around. I hope, and expect, to liv to see
the time when ~very woman can vote and
it is a mystery to me how apy mim c~lling
himself a Liberal can oppose woman
suffrage.
B. J. McEwEN.

Women Are as Wise as Men, Would Vote
as Satisfactorily, and Would Not Help
the Church.
J urie 18, 1893. .
MR. EDIToR: For some weeks past I hav
noticed articles in THE TIIUTH SEEKER for
and againstwoman.suffrage. Among others
I observed a letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of June 3d, signed J. H. Hamilton, in
which he says: "As to woman suffrage,
whilst it may be woman's right in the abstrD.Qt, it is my opinion if we giv them the
right to vote we will put ourselvs in a
worse condition than we now are in."
Granting, for the sake of argument, that
this is true, does it justify us in withholding the ballot from them? If I owe a man
$5 and refuse tci giv it to him, becatJ.se I
know he will immediately resort to some
saloon and get drunk, will this knowledge
exonerate me for cheating him out of his
money? I think not.
While he admits the indisputableness of
their right to the ballot, and I presume
will not deny that they are as well qualified
as the men to cast an intelligent vote, he
advocates withholding the ballot from
them because he fears they will not see
certain issues in the same light as he does.
Is this a true Liberal sentiment?
In plain language he is advocating what
religion h~s advocated for centuries-i. e.,
If any man dares to differ from us he must
be crushed.
But is it true that we will place ourselvs
in a worse condition than we are at present by giving woman the ballot? It is a
well-demonstrated fact that she has mental endowments equal to the man. Her
perceptions are just as keen, her judgment just as sound. She can fill any position or profession where intellectual
powers are necessary, and if the opportunity were given her, I see no reason
why she coul!l not cast as intelligent a ballot as the oppositsex.
Mr. Hamilton says, "The vast majority
of them will vote as the parson dictates,
and, as self-preservation is the first law of
nature, I am not willing to giv the preacher
a club tq break my head." In every
country where the Christian religion has
held sway, its promulgators hav never
failed to grasp every weapon, and use
every means, to subvert liberty.
The thousands of preachers and priests
of this religion are by no means the weak
and shallow-minded men that some people
would lead us to believe. They are the
most crafty and subtle class of people that
the world has ever produced. They are
fully aware that the duel they are fighting with liberty is a life-and-death struggle, and they are not the kind of men that
will allow the slightest advantage to escape them. For eighteen hundred years
" they hav kept their religion afloat, lived
lives of luxury, and robbed the people,
sometimes by controversy, and more times
by the . thumb-screw, the rack, and the
sword. They hav always been ready to
use any means that would result the most
advantageously to their cause. To-day
they are using the ballot; and, if women
suffrage would giv them 11r club to break
our heads with, rest assured we would
long ago hav been wearing court-plaster
on our craniums.
I concede the point that the majority of
women would vote as the parson dictates,
but of what benefit would that be to the
clergy, when the majority of men are
already doing so? If the opening or closing of the World's Fair was to be left to a
vote of citizens of the United States, what
an awful majority the clergy would roll
up against Sunday opening. It is the
same with any political issue. on which the
ohurch ;itself is not divided, Leta bill be

Would Christians Rut Read the Bible,
They Would Disbelieve It.
SoLDIERS' HoME, LEAVENWORTH Co.,}
RAN., June 22, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: For the last fifteen years
I hav had the chance, and improved it, to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER and must acknowledge the benefit and help it has been
in more conclusivly establishing me in my
own peculiar beliefs and opinions. The
distinctly independent, intelligent, and
Liberal stand it takes; its communications; its views, presented ·by reason and
logic, as found in its columns, fully confirmed by reliable history and observation,
cause the chief sky-pilots, such arch
hypocrite as De Witt Talmage; J o Cook
& Co., to flutter and fume, and to keep
clear of open, free, and fair discussionalthough an occasional attempt is made by
some meek and lowly follower of J. Christ
to stand up as a witness for his cause.
The witness is often a cross-road or
schoolhouse ''Rev.," never advances an
opinion of his own, but is full of quotations from that old book of fables the
Bible. Natural sympathy for my fellowman compels me to suggest that yon be a
little more lenient with the lay members
and the cross road and schoolhouse
"Revs." Do not flay them so unmercifully. Most of them are the slaves of
priestcrAft. Some are susceptible to feelings of sympathy, regret, respect, and
even shame, the same as we are-of course
not in the same degree. Yes, MR. TRUTH
SEEKER, deal gently with the middle and
lower class of Christian shepherds and the
sheep of their flocks. We are well aware
that they are not altogether to blame,
hardly accountable or responsible for their
beliefs. They hav no ideas nor opinions of
their own, for the reason that in their
youth when their minds were plastic,
obedient to the will of their patents, they
were compelled to be continually listening
to the reading of the few passages in the
Bible that are fit to read and selections
from the Ne~ Testament of many good
and practical rules, forced to the Christian
Sunday-school, made to listen to a set of
rules for their observance usually declared
by the oldest solemn-visaged hypocrit in
the district. The children's attention is
gained by the speaker's attitude. Ghostly
white, eyes upturned, with finger pressing
one nostril to produce the necessary
twang pitch, he proceeds to drawl in
language about as follows: "My dear
children, it is my Christian duty to remind
you that we are in the presence of an allseeing God; that we hav been called together by his divine command; that in
our willing obedience we hav met to confess our many sins, praise him that is
above and over all, and giv thanks that
through shedding the blood and the crucifixion of his innocent son Jesus Christ the
way was opened for our escape from the
torments of an everlasting, burning hell,
our deserved punishment by an angry
God. My dear children, will you ask,
why such terrible punishment? This
morning yon heard read from God's holy
word, as found recorded in the third
chapter of Genesis, the account of our
first parents eating the forbidden fruit,
disobeying the command of God. Or, to
make it plainer to your immature minds,
it was the sin of disobedience. By that
very act of disobedience of Mother Eve
death, sickneBB, sorrow, sin, and w,uk
came to be our lot in this world. Had not
Eve eaten the apple there would not hav
been death, sickneBB, sin, sorrow, crime,
nor labor in this world. We should hav
lived in a perfect paradise, iu the presence
of God, in company with angels and
saints, in heaven through all eternity."

After such instructions comes the prayer I by dogmas, creeds, and isms. Popery is
to the God they know nothing of. Then now drawing its drag~n form through our
follows the hymn, often from the old fair country and is stealthily winding its
collection of Watts:
deadly coils around American liberty,
An everlasting hell there is, and never- freedom of conscience, and independence
of thought.
dying flames,
Where children must forever dwell in
As the fluttering leaf shows the direcdarkness, fire, and pains.
tion of the .wind, so the reception given
Hav faith it if! the same in all the human the crowned heads of monarchial powers
race,
For hell is crammed with infants damned, and the shameful banqueting, toting, and
junketing the ducal parties and princes
without a day of grace.
The same hymn is used on funeral apparent to the throne by our government
occasions for the consolation of parents of officials, while the toiling masses pay the
piper, afford sufficient cause for alarm, in
the children that die without the saving
ordinance of baptism or sprinkling. Under connection with the influx of foreigners
the influence of such teaching and Chris- of every nationality, the secret societies,
union rings, and other organizations.
tian drill as cited above, and continued
However much they may difl'er on other
with most of us for fifteen or more consubjects; they all worship the same partial,
secutiv years, when our minds were tempered to receive impressions and belief in revengeful, imaginary God that is fond
of flattery and human sacrifices, and the
the Bible God without doubting or the
Inquisitions and persecutions of the sixright to doubt or think for ourselvs, we
must believe that we hav been taught the teenth century may be renewed and the
truth as declared by God in his divine massacre of the Huguenots, and the burnword. It is a fact of common observation ing of John Rogers at the stake, with his
and experience that dogmas and beliefs wife and nine small children, with one at
the breast, forced to witness the awful
which hav been instilled into our minds
during our years of minority, more es- tragedy, may be duplicated in this land of
pecially in regard to our existence and a the free, home of tb.e brave, and asylum
future life, however false, are the most of the oppressed. One enemy within
the fort is more dangerous than a wellstubborn that we hav to rid ourselvs of.
Another truth is. that a large majorit.y armed force in open field. Therefore,
of Christian cannibals who eat the body with the vast army of ignorant, deluded,
and drink the blood of Christ, naming the inhuman, priest-ridden subjects of popish
absurd performance sacrament or love power within our borders, we are forced
feast, are those that hav not (some cannot) to believe the signs forebode a terrible,
read the Bible or New Testament. They relentlesB storm.
The press, that should be the arbiter of
only get it second-hand in the Christian
Sunday-school, and from behind the our rights and safeguard to our liberties,
devil's breastworks. Such believers are has become subservient in a great degree
the most pugnacious, willing to die and to priestly rule, and givs countenance, apfight for Jesus, ready to hang all that do proval, and support to Romish power. I .
not believe as they do. The quarrel that wish THE TRUTH SEEKER might be furcommenced over a century ago concern- nisi..Led to every household in the world
ing the use of the Bible in our schools and relieve many a generous, loving heart
would hav been ended now had its con- of the great anxiety felt concerning an
tinuous compulsory use prevailed. Had imaginary future existence. And the
such been the case, it is the opinion of the greatest truth that can be unfolded to them
writer that there would not now be a is that popel!, bishops, priests, dominies,
literary man or woman holding the belief deacons, and the D.D's know no more of
or opinion that "God had anything to do a future existence than they do, and they
with it more than he has had to do with know no more about it than they knew
about their present existence a thousand
the vilest books ever written.
years before they were born, and Pope
ARisToTLE.
Pius and his horde of priests and holy
Two Bad Signs of' the Times-Truckling fathers with all their robes and ruffies,
to Royalty, and Church Amalgama- trappings and trumpery, are but leeches
upon society, constantly blocking the
tion.
wheels of progress, creating discord and
CuTTINGSVILLE, VT., June 17, 18:13.
dissension, instead of cultivating union,
MR. EDIToR: Your sample copy came
friendship, and brotherly love.
duly to hand, for which please accept our
Why are representative of all the creeds
thanks. It appears by the title and conand
isms that curse the world to meet in
tents of your journal that you are engaged
in a noble and commendable cause, and ecclesiastical council in Chicago in next
your labor will doubtless be appreciated September, if not to amalgamate, coalesce,
by the best and ablest minds of the pres- and harmonize their interests and views
ent age. Nevertheless, I fear it will not and establish a uniform religion to rule
prove a '/ery remunerativ enterprise. Yet the world that will force every man to
the hope and belief that you hav lifted contribute to its support and stifle every inor ·may lift from the old ruts the dependent, generous thought and muzzle
load of bigotry and superstition that has every liberal, truthful tongue? The cericrushed the masses for ages may be an sus of 1892 shows by statistics published
ample reward for your indefatigable and that there were in the United States
6,250,045 Roman Catholics, 10,850 Greek
ardent efforts.
Truth is a rare and choice jewel and can Catholics, 13,504 Russian Orthodox, 104,only be winnowed and sifted from the 940 Presbyterians, 1,394 Apostolic Cathogreat mass of ignorance, falsehood, delu- lics, 470,760 Episcopalians, differing only
sion, and hypocrisy that has cursed the in their ritualistic exercises, ceremonies,
world from time immemorial by the most and despotic power over their deluded
energetic and untiring efforts. Theology communicants. The country is also cursed
has been the bane of man's existence from with Hindooism, Mohammedanism, and
the earliest history of the human race. It other Asiatic creeds. There were also 162
has deluged the world in blood and tears, archbishops, cardinals, and bishops, with
and caused more pain, anguish, human 9,388"priests, and $124,323,270 invested in
suffering, and sorrow than all other causes churches and temples of worship aside
combined. Its bloody footprints can be from other parochial institutions and detraced in every land and every clime. It testable nunneries. It can be readily seen
was brought to the inclement shores of that a half of this vast sum, saying nothNew England in the Mayflower and was ing of the millions gathered annually from
first to take root and grow in its steril soil, the sons of toil to support pope, bishops,
and its fruit ripened into the hanging of cardinals, priests, and all other church
innocent men and women for alleged functionaries, would furnish every destiwitchcraft and the burning, splitting the tute family in the land with comfortable
tongues, and cropping the ears of in- houses and farms, giving relief to the poor
offensiv Quakers, and other inhuman out- and indigent and relieving the prisons and
rages. Theology has always betn the almshouses of most of their unfortunate
inveterate foe of science, philosophy, as- inmates. Most of these priest-ridden subtronomy, inventions, investigations, and jects are engaged in riotous strikes and
progression. Men of the purest and forcible demonstrations against every
noblest aspirations and of the most in- branch of human industry, resulting in
ventiv genius hav been branded, butch- the loBJil of millions of dollars in property
ered, and burnt. Kings, priests, and aud labor to both employer and employee ;
potentates hav lounged and lolled in the yet there is no strike against the enormous
lap of luxury, while the maBBes were gigantic robbery and church swindle.
L. DAWLEY,
saddled, bridled, cronpered, and ridden
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thing held on to my old scraggy neck and
chatted away as cheery as a sparrer."
Her elder sister came next, and then the
Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, ./(all sailors one by one until all were in safety.
!River, Mass., to whom all Oommumca- Who would not giv years of life to figure
as a preserver of lives in such a thrilling
Uons tor this Corner should be sent.
drama as this?
"Between the dark and t!1-e d_aylight, •=~
When the nig;ht is begupung to lqwer,
Comes a pause m the day·~- oocur.atiOns ,
That is known as the Children s Hour.

Correspondence.

WESTMINSTER, CAL., Jlme 2, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. My father takes THE
When Nettie Went to School.
TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to read the Corner very much. I am ten years old, and
Nettie four years old, near;the window sat,
am in the fourth grade. It is vacation
She an'd her doll and the big;yellow cat,
Watching the children, as they wandered by,
here now. Our teacher's name is Mr.
Rosanna, Johnny, and sweet Bessie Bly, .
Conley. I like him very much. Most of
On their way to the schoolhouse on the h1ll,
the people here in W estrninster are ChrisWhere learning and play every hour.did fill.
tians. I don't attend Sunday-school any
more, because papa said they teach too
Nettie watched them all with a wistful sigh,
And said: "They do to cool, an' why sooden't I?" many lies. I hav one little playmate; her
name is Lillie Gallup. Lillie and I are
The old yellow cat looked up from her spool,
And she seemed to say. "Why not go ~o school?" the only little Infidels in our district.
From your little Liberal friend,
Then Nettie slid down from her high-backed
SADIE MARTIN.
chair,
.
And tied her pink bonnet over her ha1r.

PoRT ToWNSEND, WAsH., May 28,1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: This is my first attempt of writing a letter to the Children's
Corner, although my father has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER over eight years. I hav
read the Children's Corner and like it
very much, and when we recited recitations at school I hav often looked through
the Corners of your valuable paper and
She paused a moment, then opened the do r,
found many nice recitations. I hav been
And let fall her flowers all over the floor.
going to school for eight years, and am
Her bonnet swung from the back of her head,
now in the high school, and hav two
And her cheeks were flushed to r:siest red;
teachers. One is very religious, but the
Her hair was straying quite dow.: in ~er eyes,
other, I am quite sure, is a Freethinker by
As shyly she gazed, in greatest s~rpnse,
the way he talks. One afternoon, in our
At the rows of scholats on books ~ntent,_
General History class, he asked us if we
And one who was punished for t1me m1sspent.
had read the story about Noah and his
.Then spying her sister on a back seat,
ark. We all said "Yes." He then asked
:She started toward her with nimble feet;
us questions about Noah and the animals,
4uick under' the desks, on her knees and hands,
and how he let the birds fly away, and
;She .crept till beside her she bravely stands.
how
one brought back a green leaf. We
•Thrut IJWment there came on the door a pat,
were not interested until he said, "What
·Which dnly was opened by little M~t;
"
,,
great sin did Noah do after God heli_>ed
"When amid much laughter, and cnes of ,scat.
him out of his troubles?" All the· guls
Who should walk in but a great yellow cat.
and boys looked at one another, but not
The cat had followed Miss Nettie to school,
one could answer. The teacher smiled
.In defiance of the :stablished rule,
and said: "Why, he got drunk_!" The
And, looking about, demure as yon please,
next time I write I will tell you all about
She began to "Me-ow," and then to sneeze
the town in which I liv. Wishing good
"Boy, turn out that cat!" said the teacher stern;, success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Chil'Tis children. not cats, who come he: e to learn.
dren's Corner,
"At's my tat!" said Nettie; "if se tan't tum,
I remain your Liberal friend,
I san't!-Tum, Pansy, 'et us two do home!"
LoUISA IFFLA.ND.
'The bluebird was singing his sweetest note,
And fleecy clouds in the sky were afloat;
;The robins were building up in the tree,
.And the grass was as green as grass could be,
When Nettie ran lightly down the road,
Fined both her hands with the buttercup's gold,
Crept under the bars and stepped on a toad,
Then climbed to the steps of ~he schoolhouse old.

The scholars giggled, and jiggled their feet,
The teacher gravely comrlained of the heat,
And to hide smiles, remarked on the weather,
As cat and Nettie marched off together.
SusAN H. WrxoN.

Bitterness.
" Hushed be every thought thfl:t spr~gs
]'rom out the bitterness of things.
g try and forget wrongs and ree ' .11nd think of something nobler,
-venges, d higher Our thoughts build
better, .an
·
u our lives ~tnd make us what we are.
Pit is even said th~tt sad, sorrowful, and
ibitter thoughts create cancers and ulcers
that eat out the life.
.
We know they do eat the happmess of
life, and hence should do our best,not to
dwell upon them.
.
.
It is illloid that " every sweet has Its bitt , but W{j will gather the sweet and
~::ow ftWJloiV the bjtter dregs as nearly as

y

we can.
d h'
d k' dness '
Cherish love, frien s . Ip, .an . m
and banish the bitterness of anger, hate,
and malignity.
.
Pleasant memories ~ake pleasant l~ves.
Let no bitter memones of the has be~n,
or the might hav been, mar the sunshine
of the now.
and
T urn the mind upon sweet. scenes
d
joyous hours, and dwell happl1y an comfortably therein.
AuNT EJ:~MINA.

The Thrilling Drama of Life-Saving.
0 e winter night on the dreary New
J era:y coast a patrolman of the life-sa~ing
service spied through the sleet and ram a
dim red light from a wrecked schooner.
He ran a mile to fetch the crew and apparatus. In the darkness, as the storm
grew more wild, a big rope at last was
safely stretched between the vessel and
the shore. The breeches buoy leaped
across the surf, and presen~ly returned
with one of the sailors hold~ng the pale
and fainting wife of the captau~. \>n the
:
t trip it fetched the l'aptam hunself,
:~ his six-year-old girl hugged tightly
to his breast, her little wet face full of
cheer and faith as she swung safely over
' the roaring sea. The old surfman who
; carried her to the station said: "I w~sn't
. J'Shamed to cry for joy when the little

accept the challenge but an old, bent
woman, in antiquated attire, who went up
to the lecturer and said:
" 'Sir I hav a question to put to you.'
"' W~II. my good woman, what is it?'
'' ' Ten years ago,' she said, 'I was left
a widow, with eight children utterly unprovided for, and nothing to call my own
but this Bible. By its direction, and looking to God for strength, I hav been
enabled to feed myself and family. I am
now tottering to the grave; but I am perfectly happy, because I look forward to a
life of immortality with Jesus. That's
what my religion has done for me. What
has your way of thinking done for you?'
" 'Well, my good lady.' rejoined the
lecturer, 'I don't want to disturb your
comfort; but--'
"' Oh! that's not the question.' said
she; 'keep to the point, sir. What has your
way of thinking done for you'!'
''The Infidel endeavored to shirk the
matter again; the meeting gave vent to
uproarious applause, and the champion
had to go away discomfited by an old
woman."
If the sender of this tract were not
blinded by the great delusion called
"faith," he might hav known that such
silly and improbable stories as the above
could hav no weight whatever among
Freethinkers. I notice that a great many
of the Christian stories hav '• old woman''
characters as the heroins. And they are
always represented as puzzling or defeating alleged Infidels. I wonder why some
of these wise old ladies never reply to
THE TRUTH SEEKER articles?
If Mr. Hastings's "old bent woman" had
asked Mr. Remsburg or Mr. Putnam, or
any genuin Freethinker, what his way of
thinking had done for him, she would
hav likely received an answer similar to
this:
"My way of thinking has made me an
honest, intelligent, reasonable, truthful,
generous, and useful man. It has taught
me that religion is a leech that is now
suckmg, and always has sucked, the lifeblood of credulous, gullible humanity,
and chained three-fourths of the world's
inhabitants in the darkness of ignorance
and base superstition. My way of thinking has enabled me to loo.K the truth in
the face, It has counseled me to regard
nature with respect, but not with veneration. It has told me that I owe my allegiance to this world, and not to a theoretical heaven, nor an imaginary god.
My way of thinking has told me to accept
with resignation the decrees of nature,
which brought me into existence and wiH
take me out. It has told me that knowledge is the savior of the world·, and that
Jesus Christ is a dead Jew. It has told
me that an upright and pure Jife is
productiv of more happiness than all the
hopes of immortality that selfish, ignorant, barbarous men hav e·ver invented.
It has generated in my mind a love for
science and philosophy and given me an
insight into the marvelous processes of
nature-with which the Christian mind,
dwarfed and shriveled by erroneous doctrills, is totally unacquainted. My way of
thinking is the way in which humanity's greatest benefactors hav thought.
My way of thinking has revolutionized
the world and made it far better than it
was when dark-browed~ intolerant, bigoted
religion held scepterea sway. My way of
thinking will yet emancipate humanity
and establish absolute liberty and justice
throughout the world."
ALVIN J. TANNER.

NEw YoRK, June 1, 1893-.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: If you can spare the
space, I beg leave to be permitted to enlighten your young correspondent, Lola
Grigsby, of Calistoga, Cal., in regard to a
question she asks you. In speaking of her
pet dog, "Tuefel," which she says is the
German word for " devil," she wishes to
know how it is pronounced.
In the first place, the proper spelling of
that word is teufel. '!'hen the "t " is
pronounced as t, and not as d. The ·' eu"
has no equivalent in the English language
which exactly expresses it, the nearest approach being the dipthong "oi," pronounced rather short. The "f" is pronounced as f in English. The whole word,
as near as its pronunciation could be given
in the English language, is toifel.
I am your Liberal friend,
PETER LEIST.
P. S.-If you hav room for it, you may
add that I hav been converted to Liberalism within the past eight months, for
which I may thank the study of phrenology and that admirable book by Edgar C.
Beall, "The Brain and the Bible."
Phrenologists generally are Christians, but GOLD.
SILVER.
that is because they always hav been. The
''thinkt~rs," however, among them are Infidels or outright Liberals, because they
cannot 'reconcile the Christian claim that
"man is a free moral agent, 1' with the
phrenologically demonstrable fact that
F.
every wan is and must be just what his
mental and physical organism proclaims
him to be, and that he can be nothing
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
else. The experienced phrenologist can
with unerring certainty separate a dozen
or more criminals from any number of
moral men th2t may be selected for a test.
Special attention given to t)le exp_ert examinaThis being so, what becomes of lfne above- tion of mineral properties in the United Btates
and
British Colnmb1a.
quoted Christian claim?
:P. L.
[Welcome to our brother. May he find
MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
much enjoyment in Liberal truths.--ED.
Precious Metal lllines a Specialty. Can
C. C.]
furnish any kind of mineral property-Platinum,

MilES AHD STOCKS.

CflAS.

KANSAS UITY, K.A.N., May 25, E.M. 293.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Since I began writing for the Corner I hav received several
Christian tracts through the mail. I hav
read them carefully and can honestly say
that there is nothing but falsehood, ignorance, and weak sentiment in them.
The latest installment of fetich literature
which I hav received is a leaflet by one
H. L. Hastings, entitled "Nuts for Skeptics to Crack. " The following is a sample
of its contents:
"THE OLD WOMAN'S QUESTION,
" After an Infidel had concluded a lecture in a village in England, he challenged
those present to discussion, Who should

BLACKBURN,

Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, N1ckel, Co_pper1 Lead,
Antimony ,Iron, Manganese,JVIica, and CoaL
Also
S~ate, Granit, L1meRtone, and Sandstone quarries.

RIC/I f;OLD AND S{(.V{R MINES FOR SALE

" Everybody's Law Book,"
Is the title of the new 768 page work prepared by
J Alexander hoones, LL.B., member of the New
York bar.
It enables every man and woman to be their
own lawyer. It teaches what are your rights and
how to maintain them. When to begin a, lawsuit
anu when to shun one. It contains th.e useful information every busineos man needs in evPry
state in the Union. It contains business forms
of every variety useful to the lawyer as well as to
all who have legal business to transact.
Inclose $2 for a copy, or inclose two-cent postage stamp for a table of coutents and terms to
agentM. Address B.MNJ. W. ffi'! CHCOCK, Publisher, 385 Sixth avenue, New York.
qt25
WANTJ!:D.-A Liberal with $100 to $200 capital,
who will go in partnership on a farm, will meet a
good opportunity by nddre•sing the undersigned
for fnr:.lier particnlars. The farm is situated in
the northern part of Alabama.
J G. DIERS,
4t24
519 S. 3d st., Philade;phia, Pa.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
l~mo,

300 pp., $1.

Apples of "9old. And Other Stories for
Boys and G1r ls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
t i full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH _SEEKER CO.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Chri~tians, an<l expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Agnostic Annual
-J!OR-

.... i898..M
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction Leslie Step!:ten; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos W'ater~U The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; .uogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The C1ty of the Dead, W. Stewart
.Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest:!" in Our
Convictions,_{J. E. Plnmptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Sn_perstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod<!; The Disap"{>earance of the Nether World~
F. J. uonld; Relig1ons Ideas: Their Origin anu
Development, Frederick Millar; Si~nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; MatenttUsm and
Idealism Harmonized, Lnci11,n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
AddrA"" 'l'HF! 'l'RU'I'H SEF!KlilR

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. Thll
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

Rare bargains in gqld quartz, gold placers, and
gold-silver galena mmes in :Kootenay and Cariboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hqndred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondefice solicited· sampling, assays and mill tests;
llol work strictlY scientific; in.vestmen~s carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty Years'
mining 11nd geological experience.

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sagar Spoons and TBU'l'H
BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugttrl Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE TRUTH SEER:ER.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

METAL.
8mo14

MINERAL.

By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.

l'rloe. 15 oentll.

Address this omoe.
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Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for-- $1.

REDUCTION IN PRICE.DF A GREAT

i

A Liberal living. in Michigan said once that he would ·ve $25 1.
J'llfiLl' :tot havef tthhe Crn~e~ of Preachers recorded, as the freqn~t lapses
o nr ne c
e nnmsters showed how little value Christianitv
possesses to make men moral
~
Wedh~v:e just issneq the Fourth Edition of the book doing this
The a ditwns for this new edition of the
·

With the eighth edition fll
Win wood Reade's "Martyf'e

"Crimes of Preachers"

dam of Man,'' the cost ol

ndie_a~ly 400 cases of lllilliJ3terial conduct. While those in preVloUB e twns show that withm a few years about

sJ;lows

production has been ltiB•

1300 MINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY

sened so that we can reduce

of one ldnd or another of cri!llinal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy.
_
. Notwithstanding ihe many additional pages, we have ke t the
pnce the same, 25 c.ents. Send for a copy, and confound the cEnrch- •lllliliillla.J~
men. Show them JUS~ what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
clo.setinqthe.Wor)d's ~air .on ~nnday. because it is so holy a day that to look npo
h"
pam gs m this periOd IB "Immoral."
n m!tc merr or
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lat'a.yette Pla.ce, New York.
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''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
Ia a very interestil).glx pi!Jtnred, synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyr9-om-lf Its nse to Its pr~sent plane. It shows how Wa;r and Religion have been oppres-
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sive factors Ill mans struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of some· 150 pages, describes bJa
intellectual strng:gle from the amm!U. period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha.i
the author conceives would be 11 religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
EgY.Ph Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Maoedonians, A.lexandri&, ihe
.Phemcians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Afnoa, the Arabs.
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The Natural Histor;y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the ProP.hets,
Chardacter
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RELIGION • me
, DescriptiOn or Africa, the Monammeaans in ventral Africa.
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Chm;c~. V!'nice, Arab S_pai.n, thEl Portug:ues~~ Discoverer,!!. the Slave TRds,
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GOD AND HIS BOOK:

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!tve earned t~e
thanks of all who really think." It is a. work of vast resea.rch 1 of sound critiCismiof canst1c
humor of sledgehammer vehemence of scathing satire, 9f patnos and elog,nence. t IB one of
the he~viest iconocla,stic broadsides e'ver :fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity !)le'f,ated the .woman; it eyhfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ:lJect o~ Saladi;n s wo;rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has sncceesJ.ed. An Enghsh wnter said of I~:
"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever IBBned from the press. The anthon-_
ties cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt·lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of" the mo3t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•ection of woman, with inci·
dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philo~ophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence tor woman and exalted opinion of what she is and should be. A. merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the day, full or facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo~t of the satirica.l shafts a1med at; the woman
go past her and stick in &he man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE' TRADE.
A condensation of the known fa.cts upon this snb;iecj;, proving that· Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings, "J:o which are added such comments
as only Sa.ladin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science·, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modem science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. l:iome of its subjects are: A Last :interview with a
Man of Gemus; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m th~ Qonstitnti~n; Bruno; G;ods; W~tchcraft, etc. This may be ca~ed Saladin's own book, for It IS poetrl'_m prose, and IS one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

~

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. lrlstoric verse, aglow in eTel'J"
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

. ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
. The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchi.ngty ·~o.ld. '.I'llo other twenty poeiWI
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thmker, observer, and refonner.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold·lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;y: one who endured it. Based upon a. mannaonpt ln thl! poasession ot Balll<lffi[,
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut <iow;:, !rom tile g&l.lows. ; ftinted from mm~
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on :fact. Of this book the ()pM Qqur&
said: "This no~! will command the same, or more, i.ntereat than Helen Gardener's story, 'Is
This Your Sou, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONALo

.B.:.,ing· an exposure of that infamous reli~Jious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreRefOi'mation Chttrch; Lechery of the Confesswp.al; ':fhe Prie_st iJ? Absolution; CoiJfessisms of
the Escaped Nun· Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Exammatlon of the Churchs Ciallll to
have }'ostered LEiarning; Her Atte • pts at Continency even more Rnino.us than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Crilninal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
ll"<>r -.U .,r, *l>.on~> ;w.,,J.,:o ..Ad..-.,oe
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cloth, $1; .P.aper, ·5oC. "Str"ong:0°~ven P'b~l~i;,
THE TR"Q"TH SEEKEH CO.,
essa:ys on ethical and religions subjects. They
28 Lafavette Place, New York.
are the ~ork of a mat\ of vi_gorons intullect, who
has studwd tho doctrme of evolution long and
carefully, an<j. has not found it necessary to
abandon a!J his old reverences. The di"courses
are fn.Jl of.m terest ~o the casual reader by- reas~m qf their fund of anecdote and biographical
mtatwn, and to the seeker for religions and
W.~~t~~rnth they offer many helps."-[Literary
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Evolution and Christianity, A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements ar~
sqund
an<.l well P)lt. H.is b:Jok is the .fruit of
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
wide.readmg and m.vestJgatwn. It is a helpful
one,
1s
th9ronghly mter~stmg reading, and its
A judicial consideration of the qnestion,a.nd the
presentati\)n.of the r~latlon between evolution
decision against the scriptures &nd the Christian
and
Chnstlamty
mclndes much valuable
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
1 thonght."-[Buffalo Express.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
I Selected fJ,"om notes of unpublished sennons by
Pre and Con ot
Rufus Lmghton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth $1.25·

I

Containing in condensed and systematizeu form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
__
·
of subjects ma.kes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason " it enables somebodr in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of snbiects include all the disputed Pmnts between Christiani~ and Freetho~ht. Price,
$1.
A.ddress
'£HE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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j tiona! gas that sustaing it, and Mr. BP-Il's fen~iv," and "The Americn.n Islamic Prop_liUO 1 Oct~l OnS • admirable collection will hP.lp to puncture aganda." The faults of Christianity are
the bag and hasten the coming: collapRe.

r'nless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE CRIMES OF PREACHERS. By M. E. BillingR.
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
"All is f~~oir in love and war," and in
named.
Captain Adams writes thus concerning
four of our new books recently sent him:
RELIGION A CURSE, R"'LIGTON" A DISEASE,
RELIGION A Lm. Bv S. P. Put.nam.
As an example of forceful expression,
significant lang:uage, vigorous denunciation, keen logic, remorselesR attack, and
even as the culmination of abuse and vitupel"ation, this little brochure of Mr.
Putnam's stands unique among the literature of the day. No such intense and
passionate assault couched in terse rhetorical terms has ever before been made
upon relitdon. Not a word of apology or
consideration is bestowed upon the hated
foe. Few LiberalR would accept the unqualified statement of indictment and the
wholesale condemnation of religion as
always and everywhere evil ; for many
radical evolutionists agree with Herbert
Spencer tha~ theologies hav been "g:ood
for their times and places" and ''bPneficent
in their effectR on those who held them;"
"that while absolntp]y bad they are relativlv good." But Mr. Putnam makes no
such allowances, and however one mav
desire to modify some of biR statements
he cannot read this indignant outburst of
unqualified censure without feeling a
sense of satisfaction that in these Clays of
compromiRe and namby-pamhy accommodation of old creeds to new icleas there is
one man who d~tres to pour forth biR unqualified d~>nunciation of the falsehood
and sham that is cover11d bv thP venerated
word religion. Thll book "should be read
as a literary curiosity, for such powerful,
t.erse, idiomatic, and poetic language is
not to be found Plsewhere compn>ssed
into so few pag-es. Bi1t allowing for some
extravagance, the thoughtful reader must
admit that Mr. Putnam bas in the main
proved his case, and bas administered
another tleatb-blow to the long-dying
ghost of snper•tition that doeRn't seem to
know when it is dead, and, nlt.hongh time
and again logically buried, still flannt.s its
shade across the path of progress and declares that nothing has happenPd to it.
Other good eRsays and poems add value
to the pamphlPt, and if anvone wants an
absolute "sockdolog-er," "a knock-down
and drag-out" aRsault upon religion, here
it is in an intensity that can never be surpassed.
DESIGN ARGUMl<lN"T FAT,LACIES. BytbeEditor of THE TRUTH SEElrnR.
After rPading Mr. Putnam's impnlsiv
and fiery rhetorical !t!'!~ault on Religion. it
is restful to the mind to peruse the calm,
nnimpaRRioned arg:umPnts a!!"ainst Design
summarizAd by the Editor of Tm>. TRUTH
SEEKER in a form that is a model of controversial writing. ThiR iR one of the moRt
upeful essays that a Freethinker can read,
for it abounds in important facts and condenses a vast array of knowledge into a
convenient compaRe. It then with irreRistible locic draws conclusions that can
not be gsdnsaid or resiRted. It. is written
in such clear, concise English that thA uneducated man can compreben"d every sentence, and vet exhibits such kePn rational
(!eduction that the learned reader will feel
well rl'naid for its perusal, and will admire
the solid. Rense and discrimination of the
author. Manv ll'rPethongbt writingR are
offensiv to CbriRtians by their abnsiv
style, but here the Theist iR met respect..
fully on his own ground with rational argument, the manner and method of which
must command respect and ought to win
conviction. It is one of the best missionary book weapons in the FrAetbougbt
armorv, and Rbonld be studied by the
''Infidel" and handed on to the Christian.
HANDROOl{ oF F:RE'ETHOUGHT. Selected by
W. S. Bell.
Here is a book that truly no Freethinker
should be without. Its perusal is a Liberal education, and be who masters its
ideas and facts will become a champion
Rationalist and a "holy terror" to ChriRtians. Be!!inning with creation, the whole
ran!!"e of biblical and ChriRtian do!!"ma is
considered and diRCUI'!BPd in a spirit of
fairnPBR and with irresistible force. Tt is
a grand summing-up of the case of Reaflon ~·er.nt.q religion, and furnishes a splendid text~book and library of reference.
Anvone who gets cornerPCl in debate with
a Rhrewil believer can find weapons in this
armory that will bring him out conqueror
in the next attack. A noor man who
wanted to tackle his parson, R.nd could
only buy one book. wrote for advice what
to get. He waR referred to t.his work and
will doubtless be fully equipped for the
fray after its study. A survey of tb.,se
arguments. so numerous and invincible.
Rbows that Christianity has not a rat.ional
leg to stand on; and one is filleil with
wonder that it still manages to stride over
the land and oppress mankind. It is emo-

such a fi!!"ht as that of Reason and Religion
every possible weapon bas to be used to
obviate the great disadvantage in numberR
and worldly position under which the
Freethought advocates labor. So this
boolt, !!"iving a terrible catalog of the
sins of the "men of God," has its warrant
for exiRtence as a meanR of destroying that
superstitions reverence for a caste which
has always useil itR power to fasten upon
the human mind those fetterR of supernatural belief which hav been the greatest
hindrances to P"Ogress and the worst
restraints upon liberty. Thoughtful comment accompanies the weird list of crime,
and the work is calculated to make a deep
impresRion and to enforce its motto, "By
their fruits shall ye know them."
RoBERT C. ADAMS.

The Late CharlPs Bradlangh's Papet·
Concerning Tltree of Onr Books.
From

thA

]\httional Re.fo1·mm· of June

11th.

THE cm~ATION OF GoD. By .Tacob Hart..
mann, M.D. New York: The Truth
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place.
The best parts of Dr. Hartmann's somewhat rough-and-ready book are the Rcientific parts, which in a poPular but precise
fashion supply solid ideas as to geology
and physiology to take the place of the
sentimental ignorance on which populal'
religion flourishes. He is not so fortunate
in his handling of que~tions of biblical
criticism. He takPB the legends of Moses
and Samuel, for instance, as at bottom
real histol'y, thus indorRing by implication the view that the Hebrew people was
founded ann developed in both of the two
incompatible ways set fol'tb bv the legends,
barring miracles. If Dr. Hartmann had
looked into the criticrtl analysis of the
Bible narrative as closely as be has gone
into quf>stions of pl,ysical science he would
hav written a better book. As it is, it may
be serviceable to readers who care nothing
for delicacy of style and like to hav points
put in thf> lang·uage of animated dispute
among plain people.

pointed out and denounced in awav that
pleases us. For instance, Christians are
very forward in attacking what points of
immorality they can find in Mohammedan
countries, and laying them to the religion held there: but these Christians themselva hav in their own lands two things
which Moslems do not possess and which
they deem flagrant offenses against purity, viz., prostitution, and exposure of the
female shoulders and arms. If, sayR this
missionary to the Christian heathen, " we
are to judge of the results of polygamy
as shown in Eastern countries, we might
be impressed with the idea that possibly
herein lay t.he remedy for prostitution and
marital infidelity, those twin curses that
Church-Christianity and our laws are so
utterly powerleFs to contend with. They
are entirely unknown in Mohammedan
countries, except where European customs and ideas hav gained a foothold. It
is a fact well known to those who hav
lived in the East with their eyes open,
that wherever the European influence h11s
penetrated, a wave of vice of all kinds has
dispelled the primitiv purity and simplicity. It was an exceedinglv difficult, not
to Ray a hopeless, undertaking to find a
Mohammedan prostitute in India, until
the Christian British government provided
a liberal sum in its annual budget to Runply nativ women to the English soldiers
in Hindnstan. Go with me into'any large
American or European city, and see the
evidencPB of that resiPtless torrent of vice
and crime that rushes and seethes through
the social fabri"; go wit.h me to fashionable ball, reception, or dinner party,
and see the position in which noble
woman, one of the greatest works of God,
has been placed by the usages and customs of this nineteenth century civilization ; see the honored wives of wealthy
educated Christians and their virtuouA
daughters, expoRing to the view of men
whose blood and passions are firPd by the
fumes of alcohol, personal charms which
should be seen only in the privacy and
purity of the home; take up the newspapers and see the records of divorces,
social scandals, and marital woes tha~ fill
us with shame and disgust, and then tell
me that these so-called Christian laws and
Christian customs are good things. And
where is the remedv for all this? In
Mohammedan laws and customs-in Islamic principles. Christian laws and customs hav been tried for many centuries,
and hav uttPrlv failed." This work designed to let the one-sided Christian see
himself as others see him is bound in paper covers, contains 70 octavo pages, and
sells for 50 cents.

THE RESURRECTION oF JESUA. An Agnostic's View. By Don Allt>n. New
York: Trut.h Seeker Company.
The work of "Don Allen" is rPally a
very shrewd and entertaining discussion
of thA resurrection story, which goes into
a number of points not commonly raised,
but very relevant. Readers may or may
not find it ocld that all the while our acute
and critical "Agnost.ic," instead of seeing
that he iA dealing with nnhistorical matter, bas his own "theory" of what took
place Rt the tomb of J esns, which is simply
that Pilate crmsed the body to be hidden
RO as to prevent thA JPWB from BPi zing and The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hundesecrating- it, and thereby setting up a
dred of the most distinguished teachers and
riot. ThiR is entertaining, but not edifyI>hilosophers (who were not ChristiRns)~ from
ing. If "Don Allen" had looked into
the time of Menu to the present. By D. lh. Bennett. 1.075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
the quPstion of tbA origins of the Chrismorocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
tian rites and mythical narrative be could
not hav snnpoRed that he was dealing with Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
an historical episode at all. He would bav
most thorough and exhaustiv~ work on the
seen that the narrativ was a late compilaclaims of SUJlernatnralism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
tion, probably on the basis of a mystery
University. 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
drama in which Jesus was buried in a
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
rock-tomb and reRnrrected just a« Mithra The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
and Adonis and Osiris were in the mysInclncling The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letteries of tbeir cults His book, however,
ters to Mr. :Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter
mav sufficA to intereRt readers who hav
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism,
not reached the point of view of comparaCommon Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
tiv hierology, and will certainly serve to
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pag-es, 8vo.
Ratisfy any candid person of the futility of
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
the resurrection story.
$4.50.
Analysis of Religious Belief. An exA HAND-BooK oF FRliiETHOUGHT. Selected
amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
bvW. S. Bell. New York: Truth Seeker
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice PreCompany.
mier of England. Complete from the London
A similar service, on a wider scale, is
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
Rnpplied bv Mr. Bell's "Hand-Book of
Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Freethought." Certainly Mr. Bell has The
)lodern Times. Vol. I gives a full acput together a great deal of matter which
count of all the goils the nations of the earth
it behooveR Freethinkers to know. 1\fr.
have worshiped. incluiling Jehovah, Satan, the·
Holly Ghost, Jesus Christ. Virgin Mary. and the
Bell's book cannot be read without profit
Bib
e. 83.~ pages 8vo. Vol. II deRcribes fully
by inquirers. It is much better intellect- ' all religious
systems of the world, including
ual food than is supplied in the multitude
Judaism, Mohammedanism, ancl Christianity;
the
latter
occupying
372 pages, being fully gone
of religions books. It will put re!'J.ders on
\nto. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Writthe track of further investigations:- having
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth. !113 ner volthe merit of !!"iving exact references for
nme. or $5 for the two 'volumes; in leather, !117;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
its many quotations. If in a future ediThe foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
tion there is add11d an analvtical table of
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
contents, and sections dealing with the sent
by express, one dollar will be cleclucted from
documentary analysis and criticism of the the price of each.
biblical books, it should serve its purpose to a very considerable extent.

The Truth Seeker Library.

Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb,
whom we hav before noticed as an enterprising misRionary of Mohammedanism
endeavoring to introiluce his religion into
this country, sends us a book by himself
entitled "Islam in America." Its chapters
bear the heading-A: "Biographical," "Introductory," "Why I Became a Mussulman." "An Outline of the Mob am menan
Faith," "The Five Pillars of Practice,"
" Islam in Its Philosophic Aspect," " Polygamy and the Purdah." ''Popular Errors Refuted," "The Moslem Wars De-

Gems of ~'Aought.
IF you are determined to believe in the
scriptures, leave their history and all inquiries as to how they originated and how
they hav been preserved severely alone.
Faith can flourish and -triumph only
where Ignorance is cultivated as a virtue.

-Saladin.

WHAT would the world be if Infidels had
never been? The Infidels hav been the
brave and thoughtful men; the flower of
all the worliJ; the pioneers and heralds of
the blessed day of liberty and love; the
generous spirits of the unworthy past: the
seers and prophets of our race;. the great
chivalric souls, proud victors on the battlefields of thought, the creditors of all the
years to be.-Ingersoll.
MoRE than one good Catholic,· on going on t from the mass, rushing upon his
neighbor for the honor of the faith, has
cried to him, " D·ie, impious wretch, or
think like me!" . . . Why is this? It
is beflause man, enamored of degrading
slavery, has made God in his own image.
We hav made him unjust, irascible, vain,
jealous, a seducer, inconstant, barbarous,
like ourselvs.- Vo7tair~..
GoVERNMENTS are not made up of compulsion, because, whenever they can, they
are glad to do without it, to the great
blessing of all; and their highest point of
perfection is to be able to discard it, and
to trust to means purely moral, to their
influence upon the understanding; so that,
in proportion as government can disnense
with compulsion and force, the more faithful it is to its true nature, and the better
it fulfills the purpose for which it was sent.

-Guizot's

H~story

of Civilization.

As regards this morality suited to nature, it must be clear from what has already
been said that it can only be based permanently and durably on that principle
which gave it birth, viz., the principle of
reciprocit.1;. There is therefore no better
standard for moral conduct than the old
rule laid down by Confucius: "Don't do
to others what you would not hav others
do to you." If this negativ rule be supplemented by the positiv one, "Do to
others as yon would that they should do to
yon," we get a whole code of natural
morals and ethics in hand which is certainly better and simplPr than can be
found in the bulkiest treatises of morality
or in the quintessence of all the religious
systems of the world. All further moral
directions which may be drawn from conscience, from religion, or from philosophy,
are entirely superseded by these simple
and practical rules.-Buchner.
VOLTAIRE calls his readers' attention to
the difficulties arising from accepting legends as history, rhapsody as prophecy,
self-annihilation as virtue. Pascal says,
for example, that since there is a God we
Rhould.. love only him, not hiR creatnreR,
Voltaire repli<>s, "We mu"t love his creatures, and very tenderly, too-country,
wife. father, children; we must love them
so well that God will make them love us,
whether we wish it or not." Pascal exalts
the Christian religion as holy beyond
comparison and true beyond question.
"Think," says Voltaire, "that it was on
the way to m"BR that men committed the
massacres of Ireland and St. Bartholomew·
and that it was after mass and on account
of the mass that so many innocent people,
so many mothers, so many children, were
murdered in the crusade against the
heretics in the south of France. 0 Pascal! Such are the results of the endless
quarrels upon the dogmas, upon the mysteries that could hav no results except
quarrels. There is not an article of faith
which has not given birth to a civil war!"

-Parton's Life of Voltaire.

LINCOLN was oppoaed in his political
campaigns on account of his disbelief.
This is confirmed by a letter he wrote to
1\fartin M. Morris, of Petersburg, Ill.,
March 26, 1843. In this letter he says:
"There was, too, ilhe strangest combination of church influence against me. It
was everywhere contended that no Christian ought to go for me, because I belonged to no church-was suspected of being a Deist. . . . Thos& influences
levied a tax of a considerable per cent
upon my sb·ength throughout the religious
controversy."
He never changed his
opinions, and the church never ceased to
oppose him. In the Bateman interview,
seventeen years later, he was compelled to
note its relentless intolerance: "Here are
twenty-three ministers of different denominations, and all of them are against
me but three; and here are a great many
prominent members of the churches, a
By Heier'\ H. Gardel'\er'.
very large majority of whom are against
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and me." For thirty years the church enStrongest Lectures Against
deavored to crush Lincoln, but when, in
spite of her malieonant opposition, he
the Bible.
a glorious immortality, this same
Every Woman Should Read It achieved
church, to hide the mediocrity of her devand
otees, attempts to steal his deathless
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends
name.- tVas Abraham Lincoln a, Christian ? by John E. Remsburg.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

PULPIT, PEW,
·and CRADLE.
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Thomas Paine's

Works.IINFIDELI
DEATH.
A.ge of Reason. Pap., ~5c.~
BEDS.

~~~~~~~

Pap . ..,40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B'
J. "E. Remsburg.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Portrait. PaP:

Common Sense.
1776. 15c.

Written

m

. Crisis. WrittEln DUiing Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.,
clo., $3; leather, $4; morocco.
~il t edges $4.50.

Life of. By J. E. Remsbura.
Port. Pap~50c.
Life of. with Remarks o11
Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Life of.

With Explanatoo

Observations. By G. Vale. Poitrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
wood. 10c.

••••

--o-Bein_~r

true accounts of the paasing· away of the
followmg persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and otaers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Oollins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet'hRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles .uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake.._.Victor Hugo,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, .Jean Mealier,
James Mill, .JO.dll Stuart Mill, M1rabean, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolan..!, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus_)!~ John
Tolan£1 Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH. SEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
BY W. R. GREG.
Complete;.,... • -"'1

10ft'\"·

"ltMinn .• *1-~n

"l'lfll! 'T'lUT'I'R !l;JllEKlliP

paper. 22xJ/8, $1.

Political and Religions R6·
former. By B. F. Under-

Travels in Faith.

By
~. W. 'POOT:e.

6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&

CHEAP EDITION.

The Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE

Political Works:1 "Common
THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
Sens~ n '' Crisis,' u Rights ot
I STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.
Man. 1 $1.50.
BEING
Rights of Man. Answer to A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
Given A vvay.
Burke's Attack on French Re-voof the Canon.

lution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Reason,"" Examination of Fro"{>h·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as > criptnre
Boo lis Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

Theological Works: "Age of
"Vindication of. Reply to N. Y,
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. :oc
*'8eeker Co-c:ni)an.y.

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB,

THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
SHOWING

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

'l'BE AJIBURDITY AND UNTliUTBFlJLo
NESS OF THE OHUROH't: OLAnt
TO BE A DIVINE AND RENEFIOENT INSTITUTION, AND R&VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
.~TATE.
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WITH

FuU...Page

IUustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS 01

FACTS~

HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01THE ARTIST.
])ESIGNS BY WATSON HES'l''J.Ed
WITH PORTRAI'l' 0./1'
THE lJESIGNE.B..

The illustrations are classified as follows:
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People,
Thanksgi-ving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Pain®.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks,
Piety in Our Penitentiaries .
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and MohammedB.m~.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1
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1
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SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
l'IIisswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnltlt
The Church and Sla-very.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The C'ses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Ch~.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
MiscellaneollJl,

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the a.ssertion that nothing like it haa ower be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of IJ...Utting the book in the reach of all
At' twice the price iii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ (tnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated hia genius to
Flreethonght, a.nd has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictnres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of. reading
'!latter that serve first· as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p•o-ve tho nttel
· alsity of the church's professions and the hYRocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been PUt iP. ~
b~&dB of Freethinkera.-rBoston Investigator.

POPES. AHD 1'1{£11i DOIHGS.l
. ·
. A.OOoUNT _oF
Ytoars of Chrtst and Y1cegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; olotb.,'7~ centa.

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TliUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug_h............ .
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake .... .
4 Influence of Christianity on Ci-vilizatiot.
Underwood ................................ .
[ 7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... .
I 9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... .
11 Philoso,V,h~ of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... .
12 Tyndall s llelfast Tnauguralhand P01 tra;t ..
13 Essays on MiracleR. David l:lume .......... .
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh ....... .
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .t>irst Parents?
Charles Bradlangh.........................
16 Why Do Men l:ltarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol~oake.....
20 l:ln2!!rstitio•t Displayed; with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . ...... .
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts .•.•
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ...... .
23 The Christian Deit}". Charleo Watta ....... .
24 Moral Value of thellible. Charles Watts ... .
25 Freethonght and Mod. Progress. Watts ... .
26 Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilizat10n. Charles Watts ........... .
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austm Holvoake.. .
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Uni-verse?

ao Phft~:~b~~~P'~::t~ia:rr8t~;:· ch~rlesw~iis::

38
39
40
42
43
44
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In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh•U present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my Price $2.50, but
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$8. And for every additional 1!120, an additional
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, {
Oxidized,
}
10 ounces ver doz.,
Oxidized,
}
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidized.
}
gilt bowl,
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,

each $2.50
3.00
3-00

}
8.50
{ 10 se~i~:.re~ht,
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized, plain bowl,
2.75
h
gilt
H
3.25
satin
8.00
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is also sn1;1plierl. etcherl in bowl,
" The Time To Be HR ppy I • Now," or other mottoes, or names. for fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference in
price, select any other spoon from above liRt.
My stock embraces everything usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watche•
of every description;,. Chai~ Rings 1 Necklaces,
Jewelry, Rilver and dated ware, Op~ical Goods,
Ba •ges, Gold Pins, Etc. Anrl $1,000 will be paia
for proof that I hav advanced my prices above
lowest prices published in any_of mv 1•-test price.
lists, on account of the above hberal offer.
(If Freethonght Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so applied.)
OTTO WETI'STEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Til.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstein"
Watch; the Beautifu!Ingersoll Spoon; the Popular Freethought Badge.
Send for pricelists, cards in colora and gold of
badge, tracts. etc., free.

g

Is There a God? Charles Bradlau~h..... ... 5
Labor"s Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh
.. . . . 5
l:'overty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts .. 10
Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts B
Logic of Death: or, Why Shnnld the Atheist
]fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .. .. . . . . 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condition of the People. Charles Bradlaugh .. 5
MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen." .•..... ~
a New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh ... . 5
5 20J Questions Without Answers ............. . 5
6 JJialogU(l between a Christian l\Iissionary
aud a Chinese 1\fandarm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christ1an... . .. 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ... . .. . .. .. .. . ... .. .. ........ .... ... .. .. 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh.... ... 5
f
10 A Few Word> about the Devil................ 5
11 New T.ife of Jacob............................. 5
For Men Only,
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holxoake..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostle": A Farce. A. H ....... 10 Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
15 Lunicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H... 10 and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
16 Twelve AIJostles. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5 treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bra~laugh...... 5 middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. BradlanR'h.. .. . . 5 and excesses, causing Early Deca;v. Loss of Man19 New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5 hood, Wastinf Discharges\ Varwocele, Mental
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5 and Phyaica Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz..... 10 Death.
To those amicted and who are desirous of being
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent tn
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth their address for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
envelope, giving causes ana Symptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS.
Vineland, N. l.
11.50 w111 now buy & r-eliable AMERIAnd sax yon saw this advertisement m TaK
OAN WATCH lnatrongGOLD PLATED
TRUTH SEEKEBDuatPl'OOrCue. WillnotvaryaminDr Felll)WS is an Infidel.
ute I.a. 80 days; Is as dur:~.Llo u any w
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made. FULLY GC ARANTEED.
Itbt.l' AMERICAN pat(nt lever 1\fOVE)lEo •
Patent Escapement autl He~~;ulator, Lantern Pinion.
240 beats to minute; No key required to wind and
set; weigbt4 oz.;e:zactly liko cut; l'o.e:t-paid for $1.50.
3 for .4.00,12 for •15.00. bye:zpreu. rtlention paper
o.nd we wlll iDclude handsome gold plllh'd CHAIN &:
CHARM. AGENTS & StorekeflM'rs acud for TERMS.
Catalogue oflOOO nc'llf &rtielea FREE.
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"A Digest of Science."

-THE BEST-

ROOFING
Is lJneqnaled for house, barn, factory, or outb,uildin_gs, and costs half the pl'ice of shingles,
Ul,l. or uon. It is ready for use. and is easily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.
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EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO.,
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An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

18tl8

Of Llf[ AND MIND

DYNAMIC THlORY

By M. FARRINGTON.

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

.A Thorough Exami·•1.ation and Ref-

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages. and a 3-oolumn index of 11 pages •

".ttation of the Olaims of the
Sabbatar-iaru;.

Price, express prepaid by us, only 82.75.

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "InternRtionaJ Scientific Series," etc., by btinging together, in
and direct form, with proper c~rresponden~e be_tween t-hem, all of tlie known factors contnbntmg toward the origin and evolntwn of orgamc bemgs.

sirnpz~

Pyramid of

Cizeh~~

Anoient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
:By VAN BUllEN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Price,

Do l/OU WiSh to fle well i?l/'ormea 1

THEN

It is entertaining as well as enlightenin,!(; and will lead yon to" worth-ship" (Worship} nature

-i.e., appreciate the worth of the Universalm.other.

Yon must own thiP book some day: why not NOW?
A.ddres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER., 28 Lafayette PlacA. Nmv York.

15 Ollnts

Force a11d 1'\atter; SABBATH

oa,
(..~
#'rinc1ples of the Natural Order of ·the (lni-·
verse, with a System nf Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
Bx PR·oFEssoE I..IJT>I\'TG BUCHNER, M.D.

The Fitness of Things tie
Immortalitv of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Fore•<:!, Man,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind.
Value of Matter,
Thon&"ht,
Motion,
Conscwnsness,
Form
Seat of the SouL
Immutability of Natural Inno.te IdeasJ..
Laws,
The Idea of t:t<;lil.
Universality of Natural Personal Contmnance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens
The Soul of Brutes '
Periods of the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
l\10•:ali ty, ..
Original Generation,
Conclnd!i.ng Observ...
tions.
SecUlar Generation,
.,..-4 te.n
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Self-Contradictions of the
AN OUTLINE OF THE

fAfNCH RfVOLUTION.
Itm Causes al'\d Results.

By W. /5. BELL.

JOHN B. RE<MSBVRG.

B!~le.
15 cents.

Pape:::, 12mo, 25 ct'l.

Price, 25 Cents.

OP£11 811liDAYS.

L K. Washburn's works
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu·

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1m·
pertinence." Price. 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness ·of Prayer.

"Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I'
Price. 10 cents.

Paine ViridicateQ

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 'l

lay 'R· G. ING:e~~~'1cL.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents..
Was Jesus Insane7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
'Church. Price, 5 cents.

Reply to Nevr York Observer.

Price, 15 cents.

Holy Bibl0 Abridged.
The passages unfit i!lr family reading.
Pa.pPr. ~0 r>Pn+.:• .r-lr.th "10 0'?/::l:&*

BREAKING.

-BY-

V •·

- - - - 1 444-b----- ,y
Moral, Theological, Historical, nntl Speculative
Propositions.
c'r;.~,

•

Origin. of:" -the Sabba-tic J:dear.rhe Je,-vish Sabba-th-'l."'he
Ch:ris-tiau Scrip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-Exa:n1.ina-tion o£
Sunday Argt.nn.en-ts- OriA""in
o:t -the Chris-tian Sabba-thTes-thn.ony of:" -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puritan Sabba-th-Tes-tiin.on.y
of: Chris-tian. Ref'or:.n.ers,
Scholars, and Divines-AbJ.~Ooo
.za-tiou of" Sunday La-w-s.

:Fo!.,;a and Matter,

p_;,..""

lll!AD A. CHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY FROM TIIIS BIBLE OF
BOIENOE!
I

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafv,yfJffiJ p!P.ctl. New York.

RELIGION Nor Hlsronr.
Examination of the Morals a.nd History
of the New Testament.
By PBOF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price 25 '3entl!.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTL( FOLI{S.
By MRS, E. D. BLENKER.

'Price, 5 cents.

s~perstition in All Ages.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?

"'NFIDELS AND CHARITY."
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought. to
be widely circulated to m• et the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address 'l'HE Tnt;TH
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York

Roaring Lion on the Track.

By W. H. BURR.

Bu M. BABOOOK.

Second edition, enlal'ged to. 32 pag~s; with the
best engraved likeness of Pame. Pr1ee1 10 cents.
'
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Price

MEDICAL.

10 cex: tB

Colonel Kelso's Works.

If yon need a medicine pa:v ~ttention to something which will cur" you. It 1s known as

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, T iver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles .. By injecting ~his _water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the mternal organs,_such
cases as Piles,_ Typhoi<l and other fevers,,.powel
diseases, Uterm" and othPJ forms of _Pernale
Complaints. It i• a Blood, 1 urij!m·, and lS an excellent remedy for C~tarrh :md Lung and Thr_oat
inflammations. It w11l heal the nerve.s, restormg
lost vigor of mind a.nrl body, creatmg a good
appetite and prodUCl!lg sound. sleep. It a~ts
steadily upon the urme. cleansm!" the blood by
means of the ktaneus. "nd acts mildly upon the
bowels thereb:v producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good healt-h. This

Water of Life

The Sunday Question.

ill sold absol~tely nure, as i~ ~s pm:nped from
the spring, without the ailcht.wn of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remeily. pure and simple and not a manufactured article. The · uccess
•t has achieved has c0.ne m11stly.from its friends
who hav been c·ure<l by usmg 1t. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations frqm those who have
used it, giving a_ forty-page h1story and all particulars abontth1s remarkable water, to

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
lh GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Price,
15 cent~

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12

34 South Main: Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

!'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oetavo, 8£«
pages, $3.

Oeity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mc

Essay on Miracles .. ··•w,as pages, 50C.
I

B:v D.A. VID HUME.

Spiritualism SustaiB.ed.
245 pages, $1.

ffil.her!ll'l ~ al,

McGLYNN has bean to Rome and had a
friendly interview with the pope.
IN an upper neighborhood of New York
city ·there is feeling against Mrs. Julia
Hill, who let a twelve-year-old girl die of
diphtheria with {the attendance only of a
faith curer.
GovERNOR ALTGELD of Illinois Pardoned
Anarchists Schwab, Fielden, and Neebe.
He says that the jurors who tried them
were irrf'gularly drawn, and the judge
acted with partiality for the state.
DuRING naval evolutions of a British
fleet off the north African coast, the warship Victoria was run into by the Camperdown and sunk so quickly that four hundred and sixty sailors were drowned.
REv. FATHER JoHN T. CuLLEToN, of
Louisville, Ky., made choice of an earthly
bride in preference to the church. He
married, and has consequently been excommunicated from the Catholic church.
THE director-~eneral of the World's
Fair says that he will inform the churchmen who want to remove their exhibits
because of Sunday opening, that the rules
forbid anythin~ being wit.hdrawn after
once placed. The religionists can, however, cover their exhibits Sundays.
WANAJIIAKER and Brown, the stockholclers of the World's Fair who brought
suit for an injunction closing that exhibition Sundays, buv had their plea thrown
out of court, upon the representation of
the opposit side that notice had not been
properly served on them. The pious expostmaster 1md his friend will hav to begin over again.
REv. CHAS. FLUHRER, a Universalist
preacher at Grand Rapids, Mich., caused
a sensation by declaring in a sermon t.bat
he would sooner stand his chances for
heaven with Booth, who paid his del,ts in
full, than with that other actor, Talmage,
who joined in the doxology aftf'r anbotmcing that the debt of his church bad been
compromised at twenty-three cents on
tbe dollar.
THE bigots hav to a lar~e extent accomplished their design of keeping people
from the World's Fair on Sunday. On
that day all ot-her art galleries, museums,
and the like bav always received double
attendance, but on account of the uncertainty about the Fair's opening-, and other
similar hindrances,- the Sunday attendance at that exhibition has been not over
half that of the average week-day.
REv. Dn. HENSON, of a Methodist church
at Chicago, ~aid of Chief-justice Fuller's
decision opening the Fair Sundays: "I
can imagin a personal d~vil squatting like
a black toad at the ear of justice itself and
dictating the decision of the court, and
then, after the judgment had been pronounced, slapping the jndge on the
shoulder and saying, 'Well done!
I
couldn't hav writteu that better myself.'"
AT Rangoon, India, J\fohammedans were
forbidden by the British magistrate to
sacrifice a cow in their religiOus ceremonies. When police appeared near the
temple with the announcement Mohammedans stoned them. The police charged
without effect, and then fired, killing
twenty of them. The fanatics gathered
so that the military were called, and they
fought the Moslems all the afternoon with
bayonets. At last accounts the religionists were mustering from all the region,
and the regular military had asked aid of
volunteers.
DURING the session of the Pennsylvania
legislature just ended publishers of Sunday newspapers worked for repeal of a
special Sunday law fining them $25, instead of $4 as does the general law. But
after the repeal bill had passed the legislature it was vetoed by Governor Pattison.
He says: "It was placed upon the statute
books, and has been continued there, in
the recognition of a sound public sentiment. The instincts of a moral and Jawabiding people find it as much needed today as when written into the laws a
hundred years af!o. 'l'herefore its penalties should be sufficient to secure its observance and enforcement, in order to
preserve and secure the salutary objects
for which it was enacted. For thirtyeight years the penalty of $25 for its violation has been in forcll in Allegheny
county. It is the lmconcealed object of
this repealing clause to weaken its enforcement and to render its violation more
easy and less expensiv. The offer of a
premium for the violation of a law is indeed a novel proposition. After very deliberate examination of this bill, I am
strengthened in my conclusion that its approval would be a Btep backward and an
encouragement toward the violation of a
reasonable statute, and I therefore decline
to approve the bill,"
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DEAD ·SHOT IN SEARCH OF GAME;

Darwin and !fter Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. Ro:MANE!J.

IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Seme Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Olleer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrir,_
Sampon the Strong,
Rut/i and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, Ged Shall Not Ex-.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Mventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Board•, Wu.:uduated covers, 81; cloth, gUt side sta:n~.p, 81.50.

.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A systematicExJ.l.osition·of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than .o professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moss
interesting of EnJ!"lish writers .!!lJOn evolution,
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great snbjeM of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abnnda~i
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. • • • Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy•••
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the preRent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has iakan
place ha.R taken place in the direction of natura.llSm and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter.Pretation of nature nniversa.l, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
W~strated Price, olo~,~,.$2. UTH EEKER.
Address,
T J:Ui TR
B

BOOKS B\'
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relijtion of tbe Futnlre. moth, $1. • •

The Secret of the East; or, The Ongm
of the Christian Religion and the BigniftO&Jlce
of its Rise and Decline. Oloth, ~ alth T _
Physical Education; or, The He
•....,.,...
o{

Nature. Oloth, $!·

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
DiQorders of the Human Organillm. Oloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Dlllll·
trated by H. Faber. Oloth\...$2._
EEKER
Address
THE TnUTH B
,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 8, i893.

New Publications.

New Publications.

S. P. Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
IJeatcatea ·to the Ame1'tcan Oong1·ess, of 1899, which fo1' the salce oJ Reli'gion, Stabbea Libm·ty
to the Heart.
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sund&y-an act which practJCally united the government and the Christ1an church.

To which is added Mr. Putnam's address tlelhered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also tbe following Essays and T'oem' by Mr. Pntno.m, which have nevPr before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy;· FreetlH.. ught; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and 'l'homa~ .1- aine; a_ll em written for the opening exerci3es of the S1l verton, Ore., Free:
thought Hall; Death and Life; The Go·den Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Expositi<'n in l'htlacelphi , in18~6).
The main e•sa.y in this wor" 1• on · of the strongest arrRignments ever made of tie religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of tiP people of this cou. try. It should be distributed widely.
H has been commended in the highest terms as it appen.red in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEI< and we hope every
reader will·buy a copy to Jond his neighbor and arouse thought.

P1·tce 25 cents; Five

cop~es

fm· $1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACirS~
A Re:fu:tation o:f the Argu:n1ent That Natme Exhibits
MarkS o:f Having Been Designed by
an. Intelligent Being.

New Publications.

New Publications.

A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE,

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols and the worship of them. :From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform~Ltion and
his banisbmetlt for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha.deanJdols, to Christ's coming, the principal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, a.nd supernatural pad- •
ding a1·e the (>rop r offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, const1tut- ,
ing the pecuhar politiCs of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun,
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation,
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a RPst.
The End of National Life,
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
·

In G€neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The EcclesiaRtical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations;
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

.

Rules for Human Conduct,
ILLUSTRA.TIONS.
Map' of the Intellectual Facu 1ties-Tl:;e Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression:
lfap of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.
In Cloth, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desig'!l ArgnmeBt Viti-.tes Itself By Neces•itating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregioml;y Slow,
'l'bey Are Egregion SILh asteful,
They Often Serve No U<e,
The:v Have Produced FaUJtv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design h Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv·and Design.
VII. The Argument of a Fust Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

THE

RESURR~ECTION. OF

JESUS.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Against Jesus; Were the Gua-rds Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
Price 15 cents."

Address

THE TRUrH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

THE' ELIMINATOR; ·
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacer~otal Secrets.
"Write me no more fables, lest I be a fool ana
reaa we 1·taales awi"IJ."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism: Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesj The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .a. damb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Cbrists; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Things That Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation conteJ•ning· the life and times of Apollonius of
ryana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli!(ian in the interest of so-called Christianity. 'lbeflagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of' pollonius
especially in view of the historica references111ond
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
·
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.

Anc.tent VOices
f'ram the Spirit
Realm atsclose the
most Startling Revelations.

With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnker;
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

COSM/AN HYMN-BOOK.
--oA COLLECTION OF

tl}e Home.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.CoMPILED
Price, $1.50,

BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
For R9.IA s.t THIS Oli'll'J01<1.

J nstsa.d

of a ]3oolt. Hard Knocks
By AMan Too Busy to Write One.
at C h r iS t ian it y.
Culled t'rom
Writings
B. R. 'l'uclcer.
tl!e

Q!

Tbi's is a big book of over 500 pages, and sets
forth the prwciples of Philosophical Anarchy.
In ff!-ct, i~ is 1Jbe Ck'eed~ by the ver.itahle John
Cii.lnn, of that cult. l\1r. Tucker 1s a mental
plumb-line hewer, and has thE least regard for
where the chips fall of any one of the writers of
that careless camm·aam·!e. Anyone wauting to
know what the thinking Anarchists think, and
why they think that way, will have to get one of
these books in order to know.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER.

Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Romm Guards?
The Oril!:in of the Story; St. Patti's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story_;_ The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; 1\firacle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 'Z 5 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Price. - - - - l!l1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

tion: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The

BY

· . -Cho-:- t' 't 0RI GI NAL AND SEL ECTE 0 HYMNS
Provmg ns 1am y
FOB
to be Of
Liberal al'\d Btl}ical Societies,
Heathen Origin.
for Scl}ools al'\d
[ILLUSTRA.TED.]

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-

ANEW WORK

Antiquity
Christianity and Evolution.
Unveiled.
-o-

the Bod'; 1\fatthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on t_he Stone;

By R. WHEELER.

This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Uhristianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their relig.ion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and :hat Cbris.tianitr, is a barrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Hcience, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKFR.

V A.LVA.BLE ENGLISH
PVBLIGA.TIONS.
The Stu!Wnt's Darwin. By Edward B.

MY R[LIGIOUS fXP[1
I AI[ NcL
By So Po Pntn&Ino

Being the sto_v of his reliJ:ious life and menta.!
Journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of 8.ll. his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Collegei
London. The purpotie of this book ill to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to mvestig_ate it fullyfol' themselvee. 1. ~'he Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolo. ical
Works. a. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Photo~raJ,>h of Oolonel Ingersoll, with his
Works.
5. Wod<s on Evolution. With a grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
copious index. Price, $2.
<\.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at borne, maY be ha.d at this omoe for
fifty Oll!lts

"With Daughter's Babe Upon

His Knees."

'£HE

BRAIN

AND
OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.t>.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of itR kind in the literature of Freethought Its arguments are based
upon Bcientinc phrenology, anl1 appeal directly
to the reader's sen"e of' logic and love of iustice.
It is eloquent as WP.ll as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
TliE TRUTH SEEKER.

Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General Prinmples of Government; FunctiOns
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Uonstitution of the Umted States; •raxation ·
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment· 1\'[ar:
riage; Heligion; Prohibition; .J\'loney; What a
Government Should Be.
'l'hose who know Uol. Kelso's keen analij'iiical
power, as shown in his "Bible Analyzed' and
''Deity Analyzed," will reahze that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will le»rn what
government is. Whether they will agree with
his statement of what government is depends
upon whethPr the:!'_lean to Socialistic or Anarchistic philosophy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this book.
Price, $1.50. Sold by THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tal Lafayette place, New York City,

.
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The Ethics of Christ Are Subversiv of Law
and J nstice.
The state. University of Ka~sas lately included
among the questions to be debated in a commencement !'lXercise, the following: .Resolved, That the
ethics .of Christ enter into the law and the administration of justice." Mr. Morgan, the student
speaking in the affirmativ, was heard. But Mr.
Jesse Dunn, a senior law student, who took the
negativ side, was refused an audience. The University is a state institution, supposed not to be
sectarian. Mr. Dunn, upon being suppressed in
speech, had the argument that he had intended to
deliver printed and distributed a thousand copies
of it among the gathering.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER does not believe in hearing
only one side. It advocates consideration of both
sides, and all sides however numerous, of every
problem. It belieYes that a lover of fair play,
aud a lover of the truth, should put forth a hand
to secure ·hearing for the side that he finds
denied one, wherever and whenever he meets
it·. We will giv here the gist of the suppressed
discourse.
·
This law student sets out with quoting the sentiment of James Parton that "The proper religion
for an American citizen is the United States of
America." Yes; says this student, an American's
sublimest religion is "America with her music of
industry; America with her schoolhouses and
homes ;" America with her tramways, waterways,
her heavens wreathed with the smoky garlands that
overhang a thousand hives of enterprise vast and
beneficent; America in an aspect greater and
grander than all these-with her "proclamation of
universal freedom and eternal liberty, under_ the
protection of a system of law and jurisprudence
whose in:B.uence is security to the weakest and from
whose authority and restraint the greatest are not
exempt." This elevation of country into a meet
object of worship, we will interject, is what was
practiced twenty-five hundred years ago with
splendid success. The empire of Rome received
from her citizens a heartfelt devotion that always
rivaled. and usually surpassed their adorations of
their religious faiths. The effect of these people's
devotion to country was the rearing of a nation
whose' exploits, polity, and justice will never cease
to be celebrated by fame. America has faults, but
withal she is a thing of excellences in the contemplation of which the heart may fitly thrill and the
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mind pronounce vows of glad duty and service. If the foundation of the countless prayers which each
the endeavors which her sons hav misdirected to day ascend, and is contrary to law and contrary to
religion had been consecrated to beautifying her, justice, as it teaches man that he can gain without
she would indeed be a glorious object of their love. effort and derive benefits through another's merit.
But we must not with prolongation of comment Nay, worse than that! It concedes to him the inperpetrate a second suppression of Student Dunn's dulgence of the worst passions. It teaches him
really commendable utterance. There are, he says, that he can strew the highway with thorns for
in this religion of country which he advocates, "no another's feet, that he can rob honesty of its earnmummeries, no holy of holies, no trinity, no im- ings, and from the blossom of innocence steal the
maculate conception, no baptism of the spirit or perfume of happiness, and when at last from the
Holy Ghost, no heaveri or hell, no Calvary and no gallows of infamy his s~ul takes its :flight, it can be
vicarious atonement." · In place of these futil washed whiter than snow.
Then there was Christ's statute on domestic refictions, he says, we find useful and excellent realities. We look for dogmas, we find principles. We lations, or marriage and divorce. Contrary to our
search for souls, we find men and women. We law, he advises man for the "kingdom of heaven's
hunt for heaven and hell, we find conditions and sake" to jncapacitate himself for that relation.
not places. "Tirelessly we explore for prophets Contrary to the daily practice of our courts, he
and martyrs, we find statesmen and soldiers." We said : "What God hath joined together, let no
attempt to locate the scenes of biblical incidents; man put asunder." He granted no right of diwe find our firesides and hearthstones. We gaze vorcement to the wife, and after she was cast off by
into the heavens for a cross, we see, illuminated by her husband for her to rem.arry was criminal. That
the trinal light of reason, equality, and justice, the statute which makes woman the servil puppet of a
man is polluted. The student concludes on this
:floating folds of the :flag of freedom.
Christ, says this attempted speaker, discoursed point: "I am glad to liv in a state and country
Rtrange vagaries. His ethics display a narrow that are granting woman rights equal with man's,
knowledge of man's needs and capacities. " He and hav stripped from ecclesiasticism the power to
spoke of man's spiritual welfare, not of his tempo- enforce such slavish, brutish decrees."
Next says this negativ advocate who failed of a
ral. He held all men as guilty, not as innocent.
He knew nothing of crime, it was always sin. He hearing : "The Golden Rule for which Christ has
offered no man a home on earth, it was mansions in received much glory is, I maintain, no p~rt of our
the skies. The sweet name of liberty he never law, and in support of this I wish to offer for your
knew, and freedom was a stranger to his lips. It consideration a ruling of the law itself. Found in
was· the Declaration of Independence and not Jesus the 24th Ohio State Reports, p. 246 : Board of
Christ that said : 'All men are born free and Education vs. Minor, wherein the eloquent and
equal.' He led the life of a mendicant; homeless learned judge says:
poverty and shiftless improvidence are the lessons
" 'We are told Christianity is a part of the common law
it teaches. ' Lay not up for yourselvs treasures upon of this country, but those who make the assertion can
earth' and 'take no thought for the morrow ' were hardly be serious. For if Christianity is a law of the
to him favorit themes.
'Giv to him t~t ask- state, like other law it must hav a sanction. No one seriously contends for such doctrin in this country, or I
eth, and from him that would borrow turn thou not might say in this age of the world. True Christianity
away,' to 'lend hoping for nothing again,' are fair never shields itself behind majorities. Its weapons are
samples of what the gentleman would. hav us to spiritual, not carnal. Legal Christianity is a solecism, a
believe make part of our law and justice. 'Unto contradiction in terms. Its laws are divine, not human.
Were I teacher, while I should instruct the pnpillil that
him that smiteth thee on one cheek offer the other,' the Christian religion was the true one and all others
and 'To him that taketh away thy cloa.k forbid false, I should tell them the law itself is an unchristian
not to take thy coat also.' It seems to me," exclaims law. One of my first lessons would be to show it to be
Student Dunn, "if I had a thousand voices to raise unchristian. That lesson would be, 'Whatsoever ye
in defence of this proposition these solecisms would· would that men should do to yon do ye even so to them.'
I could not look the veriest Infidel or heathen in the face
strike them all dumb. They assassinate the dig- and say that such a law was just or was a fair specimen of
nity of forbearance and turn the bearing of an: out- Christian republicanism. I should hav to tell them that
raged mau into that of a submissiv victim. With it was an outgrowth of false Christianity. · I should be
them goes the brand to their own refutation.. bound to acknowledge to him that it violates the spirit of
They directly traverse every penal code in every state our ConRtitntional guaranties and is a state religion in
embryo.'
in every country in the world. They are outrages
"Cooley on Constitutional Limitations, p. 472: . 'The
to peace and insults to justice. Society would be precepts of Christianity affect the heart and address
overthrown in a day if they entered into the law or· themselvs to the conscience, while the laws of the state
. the administration of it. They put a premium can regard the outward conduct only.'
"In the United States statutes at large, Vol. 8, which
upon crime and. pay a man to be an outlaw and a contains our treaty with Tripoli Nov. 4, 1796, there apthief. The law, as we hav learned it, means any- pears in the organic law of our land, of which this treaty
thing else than suffering ourselvs to ·be defrauded. is a part, this statement: 'The government of the United
The virtues recognized by all men are courage and States is not in any sense founded on the Christian reresistance to wrong and not cringing cowardice or ligion.'
"In the recent litigation concerning the Sunday closfawning servility.
Loving enemies is another ing of the World's Fair, C. H. Howard, the petitioner,
specious doctrin of feigned morality, and equally stated that Christianity waR a part of the law of the
impossible, as it is vain to say it is part of our law. country. 'Thie is clearly not so,' said Judge Stein;'' the
The way the law and the Christians of the present position is clearly untenable in a country of religions
day love their enemies is by building the largest freedom.'"
Our excellent student next takes in hand the
gunships the world ever saw, by casting the biggest
"believe
or be damned " clause of Christ's teachcannons and maintaining immense standing armies
to sustain the dignity of the nations of Christendom. ings. That clause, he says, crucified thought and
Billions of property and millions of lives, with reason. That clause stripped from judgment the
their story of widowhood and orph.mage, hav told. livery of heaven and decked her in the slimy garb
the tale of how we Christians do love one another." of hypocrisy. That clause, lilO far from propping
The doctrin that one can win forgivness of crime government and the administration of justice, overand admittance to heaven for the asking, is next threw them. That clause turned Europe into a
animadverted on. "Ask and ye shall receive," is slaughter·pen. 'l'h~~ot cl~~ouse ~· jpstituted the In-
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quisition, with its dungeons, its racks, its stakes
and fagots. That clause in three hundred years
imprisoned, racked, and tortured over three hundred thousand human, beings, of whom thirty
thousand were burnt. That clause in 1641 in
England and Ireland took the lives of over sixty
thousand people, and their conscientious murder~rs
prayed God to eternalize the fiendish work in hell.
It did enter into the law at one time, but it does
not now. We bav seen the result of its justice.
Queen Mary said : ' If God is going to burn them
forever, 'what harm is there in me burning them a
little while T' That clause blasphemes Greenleaf,
who teaches that when certain facts are offered for
credit or discredit, liberty and reason hold the balance at the bar of justice, evidence is offered pro
and con, and the integrity of the soul tells which
side rises and which side falls." No man can control the belief of his brain. The implication of
Christ's doctrin, that he can, is disgraceful folly.
" To say that this doctrin of Christ enters into
the law and the administration of justice is little
less than self-stultification."
This keen-minded and fearless student concludes:
"Now I want to ask you in the name of right, justice, and equality, in the name of our homes, our
country, and our flag, the next time some one tells
you that Christ or his ethics enter into ou~ law to
tell him he is mistaken. I want you to say it in
honor of the courts and the judges, whose decisions
I hav read you. I want you to say it in honor of
the organic law of our country. I want you to say
it in honor of Washington; of Franklin, of J efferson, of Paine, and the rest of those grand old
patriots who guided our nation through days that
were sunless and through nights without a star. I
want you to tell them they put reason, justice, and
liberty into our Constitution and laws, and left
Christ and his ethics out."
In giving the foregoing discourse to the world we
hav, we find, not only performed the duty of aiding t~e ill-used, but withal treated ourselvs to a
repast of very good thoughts, and confirmed anew
our conviction that the ethics of Christ are subversiv of law and justice.

A.n Exemplar for Freethinkers.
A man who was a thorough Infidel, and at the
same time so noble and lovable morally_as to form
a brave exemplar for the patterning of our lives,
was Abraham Lincoln. This man, says Mr. Remsburg in his new work upon him, with the stature of
a giant, and strength and courage of a lion, " possessed the gentleness of a child and the tenderness
of a woman. The sufferings, even of a stranger,
would fill his eyes with tears, and the death of a
friend would overwhelm him." In the social relations of life, he was a most exemplary man. He
was a devoted husband, an indulgent father, an
obliging neighbor, and a faithful friend. Mrs. Colonel Chapman, a lady who lived for a time in his
family, pays this tribute to his private life: "He
was all that a husband, father, and neighbor should
be, kind and affectionate to his wife and child, and
very pleasant to all around him. Never did I hear
him utier an unkind word." " His devotion to wife
and children," says George W. Julian, "was as
abiding and unbounded as his love of country."
The strong attachment always manifested by him
for his friends has often been remarked. Rich and
poor, great and humble, all were equally dear to
him and alike the recipients of his regard and love.
The prince, says Mr. Remsburg, he treated like a
man, the humblest man he treated like a prince.
By his rugged honesty he won the sob?-iquet of
"Honest Abe." In his profession of lawyer, so
prone to unscrupulousness, he was a shining light
of purity. He. labored mightily in cases that he believed just, faltered with little heart and little efficiency through causes that he doubted, and refused
those that he knew unjust.
'' Lincoln," says Colonel Ingersoll, " was the
grandest figure of the fiercest civil war. He is the
gentlest memory of our world." And he was a
total disbeliever in the tenets of Christianity. Ideal
splendid and heart-swaying is he for the Fr~ethink
er's aspiration and imitation.

A subscriber writes to us of the way in which a
colored murderer of Hendersonville, North Carolina, met his execution. He had embraced religion
and become reassured by its declarations tha,t no
matter how a man had treated his fellows, he would
be regarded jest the same in the upper world. So,
requesting his spiritual adviser to sing "Amazing
Grace, How Sweet the Sound," he swung off into
everlaRting bliss, an encouragement to all who may
be tempted likewise in the future.
From the far-isle of Trinidad we are sent information of the prosperous continuance of a Free·thought organization. This is the Trinidad branch
of the National Secular Society.
This body
has elected as latest officers: president, Edgar
Maresse Smith, Esq. ; vice-president, Philip Fort,
Esq. ; treasurer, Charles A. Meltz, Esq. ; secretary, Emanuel dos Santos, Esq., 15a Upper
Prince street, Port-of-Spain.
May the proceedings of this body be blessed with a spirit of
peace as balmy as the air of their happy island, and
Secular works spring forth as luxuriantly as their
soil's growths about them.
There are nearly three hundred young East Indians studying at the British universities of London
and at various inns of court.
One seldoms meets
with any of them who do not maintain those
total abstinence principles which are characteJistic of their nativ faith.
Whether they be
Hindoo of Mussulman, they are to be found
among t.he most earnest and steady groups of
students, and earn golden opinions from the authorities. Yet, to convert Hindoos and Mohammedans such as these to the faith of guzzling Christianity enormous sums are annually wheedled from
our opulent citizens by those everlasting humbugs,
the missionaries.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Bennett will regret to
learn of the decease of Mrs. Bennett's brother,
Loren J. Wicks, of New Jersey. His death occurred May 9th, and as became a firm Spiritualist
was quiet and confident. He remained conscious
till the final breath left the body. He told his
daughter he was going home, and was glad of it,
for he wanted to go. He crossed his own hands on
his breast and passed away as peacefully as a child
goes to sleep. His sister, Mrs. Bennett, is in better healtP, than formerly, and cherishes her husband's m~mory with the utmost fidelity. She asks
us to send greetings to her many friends throughout the coun~y.
Every now and then some preacher follows Dr.
Briggs by ceasing to pronounce any longer that
falsehood as arrant as that black is white, the assertion that the Bible is errorless. The latest to
stop telling this lie as prodigious a's to deny that
the sun is shining at noon, is Rev. Dr. Sprecher, of
the Euclid Avenue Presbyterian church at Cleveland, Ohio. The other Sunday this minister in
whose breast the. spark of shame had refused to die
out utterly as in the bosoms of his fellows, declared
in his pulpit that he would not be a slave and say
that the scriptures are without error. The work of
seeking the truth and promulgating it that Freethinkers are doing, if continued must in the end
result in forcing everybody to speak it.
Folks who hav been in the market towns within
easy access of Alsace, Germany, hav noted that the
peasant girls with the peculiar headdress are invari
ably attired in either green or red skirts. This
fashion in colors is due entirely to the difference in
the religious belief of the wearers of the skirts.
The girls in the green skirts are Protestants and
those that wear the red are Catholics. Most of the
Alsatian maidens are blondes of decided beauty.
They think more of their rPligion than they do
of the esthetic necessity of making the color -of
their dresses match their complexions. They wear
their colors ostentatiously, so nobody may think
they are ashamed to be what their dress indicates
they are. Let us pray that our charming sisters of
America obscure not their gladdeni~g beauty by
any such tributes to ugly superstition.

We shall print Mr. Putnam's letters from Chicago
in a pamphlet to be called "Pen Pictures of the
World's Fair," before their complete appearance
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We shall get the book out
in time to be used as a guide-book for those who
visit Chicago during the last three months of the
Fair. These letters hav been highly commended,
and deservedly so, for the descriptions are veritable
poems, and all the statements are .as· accurate as
official information can make them. Those who go
to the Fair will find the book exceedingly useful,
for Mr. Putnam has laid it all out from beginning
to end, and the book will save visitors' time. Those
who read it will know what to see. and where the
sights are. It will contain as much information as
is possible to crowd into a work of its limit. Those
who do not go to the Fair will in this book see it·
in all its glory, and certainly will know more about
the Exhibition than those who attend without this
guide-book, trusting to memory. Those who go
to Chicago will receive great benefit from it; those
who do not, still greater. The price of the book
is 25 cents.
Francis Wilson, the actor, and Rev. Dr. Bristol,
of Chicago, are friends. It happened early last
spring that the two friends met in Omahl!>. Dr.
Bristol was there as a delegate to the Methodist
Conference. Mr. Wilson was there with his comicopera company. Both gentlemen did a big week's
business. " Now is the time for you to come to
one of my pedormances," said Mr. Wilson one day.
"Oh, no; that would :aever do," answered Dr.
Bristol. "I never was in a theater in: all my life.
and I couldn't conscientiously go now." . "But I've
been to hear you," argued Mr. Wilson; "surely you
should come to hear me !" The clergyman shook
his head and set his teeth firmly. The two fell
to arguing the merits of the case. Mr. Wilson
stood up fo1· his profession, and in the course
of his elaborate argument said: " I try to
make my fellow-men happy and so do you.
Now I claim that my efforts are more successfJil
than yours. For two hours every night I am before the public and the people go away happy.
Many of these same people go to hear you twice a
week, and with what results! They come away
miserable as - - ! "
Colonel Ingersoll while in Cincinnati on the 1st
inst. thus expressed himself on the present silver
situation: "This is a bankers' panic. The bankers
hav been predicting a panic for years, and havdone
all they could to fulfill their prediction. · They tell
us that the Sherman law has done all the damage,
and they point to the present price of silver as one
of the results of the Sherman law. Certainly silver
did not fall in price because the Sherman bill mace
a market for 4,500,000 ounces a month. You ('an
not put down prices by buying. Silver has fallen
because it was demonetized. The value of a thing
1
depends somewhat upon its uses, and the main t:se
of silver has been destroyed. Suppose gold bad
been demonetized instead of silver, what would
gold be worth !" Colonel Ingersoll thinks that a.
ratio between the metals can easily be established
by a conference of nations. He is a strong silvt·r
man, and givs it as his opinion that the Sherman
bill cannot be repealed unless something i3 put in
its place, as there is not gold enough in the worl1l
to do its business, and the present trouble is due
to a lack of confidence of the people in each other.
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to thfl
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it; or, if they desi' e the books in cloth binding,
subscribers to the Library can remit the di.ftj3rence
in price between paper and cloth binding, and get
the books in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers to the Library hav received " Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents ; the
"Creation of God,"byDr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jel!lus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents ;
the " Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
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price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putna_m, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents, making two dollars and twenty cents'
worth in five months, or at the rate of $5.40 worth
per year; and. all for $3 paid in advance. J. E.
Remsburg's" Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian ?" will be ready very soon, and other 'books besides are in preparation. Two of these, we may
mention, are " Progress and Pleasure," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.D , of which further notice will
shortly be-made, and Mr. Putnam's "Pen Pictures
of the World's Fair," of great value to visitors to
the Fair, and still greater to :those who cannot
attend. Send $3 and receive at once the books
already published, and, as they appear, those which
will be published between now and January '94.
Dr. Whitford, of Butte, Mont., .an old contributor
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, is hurling into the cowards'
castles of the preachers of his town challenges to
investigate scripture. However, the pietists there
are not so universally cowards as in most places, for
one Major Camp has been found to take up the
challenge. On a late Sunday he responded to the
doctor's request that he publicly read and expound
Jer. xix, 9. Besides making the exposition desired,
the devout son of Mars remarked : . "It is now too
late in the nineteenth century for a man of the
, doctor's caliber to begin a war on the Bible, ~hich
has withstood centuries of warfare of the most intense and bitter kind, and the sage of.Idaho street
cannot expect to accomplish anything where.greater
and brighter men than he hav failed. His hatred
of God and the Bible has become a part of himself,
and he can only think of the one subject, or else
age has affected the gray matter of the brain, which
perhaps is the more charitable view to entertain.
Of all the Infidels I hav known and met in debate
not one knew more than a half-dozen verses from
the Bible, and the few that they do know they
usually garble and distort or misquote for the purpose of ridiculing the same." The fighting disciple
of the prince of peace then spoke of the persistent
efforts of individuals and even of nations to suppress the Bible and Christianity, and " how utterly
they hav failed." More books, he said, had been
written on the Bible and more people read the
Bible than any other book that was ever published
or would be published in the future. Daniel Webster, Lincoln, Washington, Garfield, and Gladstone
all believed in ·the Bible and spoke well of it,
"either of whom had brains enough to break Dr.
Whitford's neck should he attempt to carry an
equal weight of gray matter in hiS' head," said
the major. This personage seems to mak~ up in
powers of wind what he lacks in politeness, and we
suppose that our friend Dr. Whitford will hav quite
a lively time pinning him down and opening the
. bladder of his argument in all its emptiness.

" Four Hundred ¥ears of Freethought."
In connection with the World's Fair and International Freethought Congress no subject can be
more interesting than the progress of Freethought
since the landing of Columbus on these shores.
The most brilliant and. alluring pages of
human history are open before us. The great.
est events and· the greatest geniuses of the
world are seen in the~ relation to ·the glory of
to-day. Only by understanding the progress of
Freethought for the last four centuries can we
understand the present time. It is a wonderful
record, more beautiful than any romance. Every
Freethinker interested in the advancement of the
race and wishing to see the true meaning of civilization, should read this history.
I propose to show the progress of Freethought
for the last four centuries in philosophy, science,
literature, education, and government. It will be
a book of 'permanent value, for it deals with the
most fruitful portion of history. I shall devote
my time from now until .t~e mee.ting of the International Congress to wntmg this book, and the
book will conclude with a report of the Congress· itself, in the best manner in which· I can do
it, ·giving a living picture, I hope,_ o~ this great
gathering; of those who take part m 1t, the representativs of our cause throughout the world. I
intend to make this book not only a correct history
of the last four centuries, but of organized Freethought to.day, and therefore it will be valuable for
reference. I do not mean, however, to giv a bare
abstraction of events, but to clothe them with life
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and color, to show the heart and brain of humanity incentiv to urge us on, and by our help, our sym·
in its eternal struggle for truth and liberty.
pathy, and our affections encourage and assist
I shall issue a souvenir edition of this book in . those who are now engaged in the long and bitter
commemoration of the International Congress. I fight against slavish creeds and customs which by
propose to make it in every respect a book worthy subtlety and deception hav been made to permeate
of the cause. It will be elegantly bound. It will the very system of man's own nature. We hav men
contain the portraits of over fifty Freethinkers, of learning and ability within our ranks who are
living and dead, who hav adorned the· history of giving their life and means to strengthen our cause,
our work. It will be a gallery of Freethought, as and the object of the promoters of this Congress is
well as its written record. It will be something to bring together these laborers in the vineyards,
worthy to preserve and valuable as a gift to friends, not of the Lord's, but of humanity's service,"to see
illustrating what Freethought has been and is them and encourage them in the work they hav selected to perform. Religious despotism has of late
to-day.
I shall sell this book by subscription, and I shown itself in its true character-oppressions of
desire subscriptions .from friends at the earliest liberty and tramplings of human rights. The searchpossible moment. The subscriptions will be for light of investigation, the piercing rays of truth,
the benefit of the International Congress as well as hav shown its pernicious tendencies toward the
for the publication of the book. The names of all race, and that it is truly deserving the opposition of
subscribers will be enrolled in the book along with all sincere Freethinkers who desire to make this a
the members and officers of the International practical and useful world to all manki:nd.
Congress, whether they attend the Congress
Let gods attend on things that gods must know,
or not, and in this way in permanent form
Man's on~y care relates to things below.
there will be a list of the pioneer Freethinkers
The preparations for the Congress are now asof the world. I hope everyone will feel it an Imming vast proportions, and the tendency is toward
honor to be on that list, and will hasten to en- making it the greatest event in the history of our
roll their name. I do not mean to do things cheaply, movement in America. Universal satisfaction is
but generously. I want to make this one of the expressed at the steps we hav taken toward this
~est and handsop1est books ever published in the end. It would require pages to enumerate the
mterests of Freethought. · Therefore, I shall make names of friends who hav written me concerning it,
the price per copy $5.00. All above the cost of and the favorable opinions expressed by them.
publication will be for the benefit of the Free- Let this fact suffice to move those who hav not yet
thought International Congress.
sent in their contributions to help us in the realizaFriends, I ask you to subscribe for this book; tiori of this worthy object.
you will thus help to secure in permanent form the
To properly arrange this Congress, where the
history of Freethought in its noblest care~r ; you consummation of our brightest hopes may be
will thus put yourself upon the roll of the pioneers realized, we must hav a sufficiency of financial help,
of the great cause, and you will at this important the hands of the committee must not be cramped
time aid financially the Congress of the Freethink- by want of funds, and I trust our friends will
ers of the World. Address,
realize how vastly important this will be. The hall
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
rent m;Ist be paid, the Congress must be properly
TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
and adequately advertised, decorations are needed,
some of the speakers must be paid, especially those
International Congress of Freethinkers.
from abroad, and then there are innumerable inciChristians frequently boast of the profound eru~ dental expenses ; though not large in themselvs,
dition an'd · learning of the professors of theology. still in the aggregate they will amount to quite a
Names of great men are frequently enumerated as sum. So, again we put forth an urgent appeal for
adherents of their creed, first to try and show its financial help so greatly needed at this time.
popularity, and secondly to try and giv a little au- Friends, we need your assistance in these our
thority toward showing its supposed truth; but efforts, that by the work we hav before us truth
what a vast preponderance of learning and preten- and justice may hav an abiding-place upon the earth
sions toward orthodoxy stands arrayed against from whence they cannot be driven, a stronghold
these claims, repelling with contempt such arrogant from whence the united vengeance of priests and
assumptions of authority and superiority! We hav dupes would fail in their efforts to dislodge them.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
attached to the cause of science and human progSec. Committee of Arrangements.
ress the brightest men that may be found in any
345 W. .Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
civilized country, men and women too who hav
been and may be regarded as the brightest ornaments in society. Of this latter class the late John
Since my last report of donations, I hereby acStuart Mill declared : "The world would be ut- knowledge the receipt of the following donations in
terly astonished to know how many of them were behalf of the Federation:
complete skeptics upon religion." Others of litLevine, Charleston, S. C............................ $10 00
erary fame hav not been absolutely blind to this Louis
C. W. Brace, Kain, Ill......................................... 5 00
fact, though literary dishonesty has in a sense led Jorgen Nilsen, Waupaca, Wis .......... ;.................... 1 00
them to suppress it. In face of this we must make J. M. Monroe, Mabel, Minn.................................. 5 00
" . ...... ..... .... ............... ... 1 00
it our duty at the forthcoming Congress to gather Sarah Monroe, "
G. Reed, New York city.................................. 2 00
together upon our platform the shining lights of L.
David Freidenrich, Baltimore, Md. ...................... 1 00
Freethought, who by their study and inquiry hav E. E. OtisJ... Palo Alto, Cal..................................... 1 00
acquired a profound learning, which being clothed James A. ureenhill, Clinton, Ia.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
with splendid oratory has won the admiration of B. Anderson, Carleton, Neb................................. 5 00
C. F. Swartz, Iroquois, S. D............................... 1 00
thousands of their fellow-men. We hav within the J.
J. Wilkin, Hutchinson, Kan. ...... ............... ....... 1 00
bounds of our party ties and affections men and H. L. Wilson.!.. Davenport, Wash........................... 1 00
women who hav grown old and gray in the glorious H. Merrick, i::lpuyten Duyvil, N. Y........... .. ... . ...... 5 00
work of freedom, who hav sacrificed their wealth, Asa W. Brayton, Brayton, N. Y ........ ............ ....... 5 00
their means, and their reputations in an earnest enTotal .......................................... $49 00
deavor to free the race from mental bondage. The
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
traditional history of our cause is resplendent with
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
noble characters- those heroic· souls who hav
345 W. .Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
given their very lives to subserve the highest and
best interests of humanity.
Information To Be Had from Its Pages.
Realizing this,· how earnest we should be to perFrom tae Investi.aato1·.
petuate these same principles, and touched by the
"The Creation of God." By Dr. Jacob Hartmann.
rays of gratitude for those who hav labored so in- In the preface of this volume the author .says: "In precessantly in the past, endeavor to supplant the senting these pages to the public it is"for the pnrpose of
Christian religious system with a newer religion, exposing some simple intelligible facta, some wholesome
truths, some few scientific revelations discovered by men
broader in its purpose and meaning, nobler in senti- of eminence, knowledge, and wisdom regarding the terment and purer in motiv, a religion embracing the restrial globe, and the universe at large of which we are
whole human family, the grea.t and enduring re- part." "Man to know his rights must know.himself, his
nature, and his natural surroundings, and if he knows
ligion of humanity.
himself he will learn that God did not create man, but
It is these points we desire to emphasize at the that man created God, and that every man is and must
forthcoming Congress, when men and women from be his own God to be a true man. Know the naturail.all parts of the civilized world may participate in never mind the supernatural.". Dr. Hartmann has given
this grand demonstration, and by song and speech a great deal of valuable information in this volume, anli
has applied common sense and reason to the current
fill each heart with purer motivs, and inspire each Christian dogmas and beliefs in a way to expose their falbrain with more elevated and progressiv thoughts, lacy and absurdity. Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayfitting them for nobler deeds and a more devoted ette place; 432 pages-;cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
life to the cause of justice, freedom, and truth.
Bound Volumes of The Truth Seeker.
What deeds of heroism hav been performed even
We hav a few bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
within our own age and time, what vivid pictures
the year just closed (1892) which will be sent on receipt
are .reflected upon our minds It is impossible for us of
$4. We also hav a few of previous years which can
to forget them, and as they rise before us in glow- be sold for $8. Readers desirous of keeping fl.les as :re·
ing recollections, let us one and all find therein an oeived weekly oe obtain the File Bind!lr fo,: fl,
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nature's selectest influence and exuberant joy, floats
and quivers and glances in radiant swiftness along
the blue plains of the welcoming sky. And to
These letters will be published in pamphlet form think of the idiotcy of the Woman's Christian Temwithin two or three weeks, as a guide-book and description of the Fair. Send 25 cents for "Pen Pictures of perance Union that would file a caveat against this
the World's Fair."
stainless loveliness! The next thing we know they
will issue a mandamus to arrest the naked truth
itself. '
Pen Pictures of the World's Fair.

Gommunioations.

THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

LA RABIDA.

There is the "sepulcher room " with relics of the
last days and death of Colm;nbus. There are-views
of the city of Seville, the Tower of Gold, the
Alcazar and convent of Car,uja. The house in
which Columbus died is still standing at Valladolid.
There are paintings illustrating the career of
Columbus-his disappointments, his triumphs, his
voyages, his imprisonment, his chains, his pathetic
death.
·
What a contrast is this old convent with its little
windows and little halls and narrow stairways to
the Manufacturers' Building, the emblem of modern
pregress, with its amplitude and wealth of light.
The one is the fifteenth century, the other is the
nineteenth century, and what a vast space is dark
and luminous between. The toilsome life of Columbus, wit"h its defeats and victories, has been repeated
a thousand times to make this imperial White City
in the heart of the continent of America. What
voyages have been made since Columbus, not only
over the liquid surface of the earth. but through
the trackless heavens. themselves to stars beyond
the gaze of the dauntless navigator. I wonder
how, with such surroundings as this little building
and its relics, Columbus could have pierced beyond
the limits of his timeT There must have been a
daring and wonderful spirit in him, born of the sea,
of the wandering winds, of the boundless . sky.
Somehow he must have been touched with the
Promethean fire, which never burst from the altars
of the church or the chambers of the convent.
Something of the viking was in him-the old, indomitab~e pagan heart-and something 6f 'the
glorious science which flamed and perished in the
schools of Alexandria.
·

.Agriculture creates the home life, first of all
Coming forth at the east end of Agricultural
brings wild and wandering man to an abiding-place, Building, fronting the lake, if we are hungry we
and makes possible those conditions whereby art can saunter into the ·casino, or if we desire a few
and industry adorn and glorify his career.
symphonies we may pass along the vast colonnade
And so with still fresh and exultant feelings I of the Peristyle to Music Hall ; but since we have
walk through these vistas of flowers and fruit and already visited these places and are still in good
grain, and see that the oldest art of man is still trim for travel we will cross the bridge over the
bright and beautiful; that it is regnant amidst all lagoon which flows into the South Pond, and walk
the shining wonders of his later conquests, and through the quaint and richly crowded halls of La
whatever may happen in the long result of time Rabida, and dream of the past and study the poetic
never can we outgrow the grand old farm life with and toilsome life of Columbus. La Rabida takes us
its restfulness, its ruggedness, its peace, its strength, back through many centuries almost to the beginits amplitude. Whatever may be our progress we ning of the Christian. era. As we enter, the world
must still keep close to nature, to -forest and field, of the present seems to fade away, and a strange
to hill and dale, to meadow and brook, to tree and silence falls upon our curious footsteps. We can
flower, to garden, orchard, and vineyard. We must spend a whole day in this pictured gallery of
plow and sow and reap, and we thus gain, not ancient times and ever some new relic will attract
simply the resplendent harvest, but the noblest our gaze. The things that pass before our vision are
qualities of our being, and that presence of nature not by any means illustrious .or inspiring. There
without which art itself is "stale, flat, and un- is gloom and sadness penetrated by the romance
profitable."
of the bold adventurer, who no more conceived of
· The Agricultural Building, fronting the beautiful the glory of to-day than the walls that shut in his
lagoon, with the glorious statue of Diana on its weary frame. But still in the bosom of superstition
pinnacle, is indeed one of the most illustrious·specta- he fou~d sympathy and new hope. · They who
cles of this great Exposition. It is appropriately dwelt in the shadow of enthroned falsehood caught
styled the "Palace of Agriculture." It is five hun- some glimpse from the eye and brain of the impedred by eight hundred feet, and the annex is three rious wande1er of the ''orient colors flying "-of
THE KRUPP GUNS.
hundred by five hundred feet, arid tbe total cost is the New World beyond the sea, and their gentle
Going southward along the lake shore from La
$618,000. On either side of the main entrance souls gave nourishment to the intrepid spirit that Rabida we. reach a pretty and imposing pavilion
are mammoth Corinthian pillars, eighty feet high else might have sunk by the way, and the ocean like an old feudal castle with turrets and signal
and five feet in diameter. There is a continuous rolled its undiscovered billows another century.
towers, in which like sleeping tigers are the great
arcade around the top of the building,· with three
The legend says that La Rabida was built in the Krupp guns.
One of them is the largest ever
pavilions. The rotunda is on3 hundred feet in di- time of the emperor Trajan, a temple to Proser- manufactured, tbe 120-ton gun. Special cars were
ameter, with a glass dome one hundred and. thirty pine. It is srud that criminals could escape to this required to transport these engines of war to the
feet high.
.
templ1.1 and be safe, and that virgins were sacrificed Fair grounds. The exhibit costs $500,000.
Agricultural progress has been remarkable in the on its altars. According to this story the convent
It is a tremendous spectacle, as if you were
last decade. Colleges throughout the country and is very nearly as old as Jesus. The Christian monks looking at chained thunderbolts. We see here the
the national government are entering upon the occupied it in the year 159. In the year 700 the unadulterated grandeur of war, its polished fiercefields of scientific research.
Moslems came in and made it a mosque. After- ness, its magnificent brutality, its splendid barbarThe subject of irrigation and its possibilities are ward the Knights Templar. used it, and when ism. Murder as a fine art is here exhibited, surely.
presented in a practical and comprehensive manner. they were driven out on account of their wealth and This is the perfection of slaughter, the masque of
The science of dairying, the breeding of live stock, pride the Franciscans took possession, and held on death. What a glum satire on the so-called Christhe beautifying of roadways by tree-planting, the until 1835. Rabida in Spain is a strong-looking tian civilizations these big-mouthed cannon are.
production of sugar, the new methods of industry, high object on the top of a hill, a good way back The savagery of the race has reached its highest
1
the vast material developments both of the North from the water; and with the monument of Colum- mark. Let us hope that
these guns will some time
and South, are displayed with marvelous fidelity. bus, built last year, rising conspicuously by its side, be stranded on the shores of a. true civilization and
Foreign nations vie with America in the abundance it has the appearance of an important town. It is be looked upon as relics of a far-off time. Brilliant
and variety of their exhibits, and present features three miles from Palos, which furnished sailors for and beautiful as these things 'l_ook, awing one with
pr_eeminently instructive. On the floor space, cov- the ships of the navigator.
the display of man's enormous physical power so
enng nearly ten acres, are. seen in multitudinous
In Chicago La Rabida is a whitewashed-looking that Jehovah and Jove sink almost into insigperfection the farm products of the world. On building, not many feet above the water. The cen- nificance, yet they point backward and not forward.
every exhibit is the name of object, of proc;lucer, ter of the convent is all here, aad is filled with Religion •ay bless them, but scie:rwe will some
where grown, character of ,soil, date of planting, paintings and relics. The descendants of Colum- day put them on the retired list. Take a good
date of harvesting, yield per acre, and all items bus, the monarchs of Spain and other countries, look at the monsters. They may kill the gods but
necessary to thorough information.
and the pope himself have sent to this spot priceless not man.
In the great galleries. novel in construction and things.
THE SHOE AND LEATHER BUILDING.
perfect in point of availability, are located in the
Here is a book published in 1507 when Columbus
This is a cheerful resort after the colossal gloom
north front the wool exhibit, in the west end work- was obscurely dying at Valladolid, which first coning colonies of bees, in the south end dairy imple- tained the name "America." In this book it says, of the Krupp guns. In the words of an old chestments. In the central sections are the brewing and freely translated from Latin, "Now that these parts nut here is something for man's "understanding,"
tobacco industries, magnificent collections of flow- have been more widely explored, and anotherfourth .every kind of footwear from the Cinderella slipper
ers, sugars, confectionery, canned goods, oils, soaps, part discovered by Americus V espucci, I do not see to the seven-leagued boots. Here is a big shoe
etc. There is a colossal image of Columbus. in why we should refuse to name it America; namely made especially, I suppose, for some Chicagoan.
chocolate. As you enter the building it seems 'like the land Americus or America for its discoverer You know when you meet a lady of the Windy City
a br~ant little city of temples, pavilions, palaces, Americus, a man of sagacious mind, since Europe you must be careful and not inquire, "Are you long
and kiosks. There are long avenues running east and Asia and Asia derive their names from women:" on these grounds~"
Russia and France have especially fine exhibits
and west, north and south. Every exhibit tells its
So it seems after all, as some one wittily rem~rks,
in
this building, and .the manufacturers of the
own story. Tags and placards are everywhere. that the name "America" originated in a protest
Most of the booths are built in their native clime, for the rights of man as against woman's suprem- United States have given a most attractive ~md
and illustrate the wood products of the different acy. She had already named. two· continents and fashionable display. One would scarcely think so
countries.
As you wander along you might would no doubt have labeled this the continent. of much ingenuity could be expended upon foot-wear.
imagine yourself a pilgrim in all parts of the world Isab· lla,if this voluble monk had not been too quick We might say that shoe-making has become an art.
Leather seems to be almost as beautiful as silk a15
face to face with nature herself. There is no imita- for her.
.
tion, no copy, but the vivid reality. It is impossiHere are relics ot old Isabella, the first town es- it hangs before you in the shining cases.
THE BACK YARD.
ble _to ~ote the particular exhibits, for almost every tablished in America, such as handcuffs, spurs,
nation 1s represented, and the states of the Union stirrups, and the first bell which rang in the New
From the Shoe and Leather Building we are in
rival each other in the ingenuity and magnificence World in 1494 ; also horseshoes, jugs, bits of what is called "the Back Yard" of the Exposition.
with which they furnish forth '.their peculiar riches. cannon, bits of Toledo blades, and lance-heads. We bid farewell to the wonderful grandeur of the
I must of course note the beautiful Diana stat.ue The anchor which Columbus used is here, and some white buildings. However, we must keep ou.r eyes
which adorned the tower of Madison Square Gar- of his ashes. Autograph letters from the popes open, for curiosities will still throng upon our view;
den, and is now above the central dome of this ax:e to be seen; also the first map in the world but with rather a motley presentment. We can
''Temple of Ceres," for as against the Sunday open- upon which Americ11. is shown. Here is the ter- imagine ourselves in a kind of country show as we
ing so the ultra religionists of the land protested restrial globe mad~ by Martin Beheim, in 1492, of wander along. From this time on we can take our
against this superb creation of Art for no other rea- pasteboard covered with parchment. An interest- ease. There are no more bights to climb. We
son than that it was "beauty unadorned." The ing feature are the canoes, roughly constructed from have been to the top of Olympus ; we have
figure is _of heroic siztl, J;>eing eighteen feet in bight. great logs, in which the Indians are said .to have looked upon that which awes· and thrills with its
The glonous huntresf! 1s represented with a drawn gone out to meet Columbus on his way to this con- il)lmensity. Now we can travel with a home. feeling,
bow, her right foot resting upon a small ball which tinent.
with a restfulness of soul. We are in the " back
moves in a socket to the lightest zephyr. In the
There are views of the harbor and city of Genoa, yard," but everybody who has visited a farm knows
glittering sunshine and amidst the wondrous of the university at Pavia, of the church at Lisbon, that a back yard is just as charming as the front
illuminations that gem the night this figure of ex- and Porto Santo-connected with the youth of yard, even if it is not quite so gorgeous.
quisite grace, of beauteous animation, as if born of Columbus.
Chicago, Ill.
··
SAMUEL P.-PuT;NA·M•
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are not only held, but promulgated accordingly. Ye mother, with thy prattling babe upon thy knee,
- I hav found through my experience with the Stronger objections, therefore, could logically be look into its laughing eyes sparkling with delight,
offered against a " careful reading," if the ideas I its rosy cheeks dimpled with smiles, watch well thy
~iberal pub~ic, that diff~ren~es in opinion concernmg the readmg of the Btble m our common public hav given be accepted, than any that could be ad- charge, guard it and keep it safe from the dangerschools are by no means very s'carce. A great deal vanced against a thorough and total prohibition of ous foe that lurks behind the garb of sectarianisin.
I hav clearly shown the dangers that lie in a
has been said upon both sides, and the apparent the Bible from our public schools.
In
the
several
states,
different
conditions
exist
sectarian
education. I hav also shown how "and
earnestness with which the opposing sides adhere
to their opinions entitles them to the respect .and with regard to the use of the Bible in our schools. whence these sectarian influences may arh.e: We
We hav but one state-Washington-which, by the must now do all in our power to prevent such incons~deration of all thinkin_g people. Many people
outside the pale of church mfluences together with constitutional law as interpreted by the state at- fluences from obtaining the control of our common
torney, forbids the reading of the Bible, entirely, public schools.
.
those of pronounced Freethought ideas are unaniWe must n_ow fall back upon .the two :!lrst
mously agreed upon the impropriety of giving "re- within the schools under the jurisdiction of that
state. In other states the question is left to the methods mentioned here, as to how the Bible
ligious instruction," as such, within the four walls
discretion of the school commissioners, and in should be read, if read atall, in our schools. Either
of the little red schoolhouse, but it is evident that
others the same powers are conferred upon the the Bible must be read in its entirety, or certain
all are not thoroughly agreed as to whether the
teacher.
parts must be avoided so as not to corrupt the
Bible should or should not be prohibited altogether
In both of the latter cases, grave objections are minds of our young. If the Bible is to be read as
from these institutions of learning. It is not very
to be found, for they giv rise to possibilities of too a whole, is there a parent or teacher who could read
.strange that differences of opinion, even upon such
dangerous a character for the safety of our secular aloud certain passages to be found in holy writ
a question as this, should exist among Freethinkers,
institutions. When a majority of the commissioners (or as the cynic has termed it, "holy rot"), without
or indeed upon any subject, for it is impossible for
favor some particular phase of Christian teachings, a blush of shame surmounting their cheeks~ . And
all to think alike, and these differences may be said or may belong to one particular churC'h, great care would not their confusion be more apparent should
to hav arisen from the very principles underlying is always taken by that body to engage only such they attempt in any manner to explain it~ Could
all our philosophiefl, the right to the exercise and use teachers as shall belong to the same sect, and we allow with impunity the minds of our children
of individual Freethought. Every phase and con- they are authorized only to read such passages as to be tainted with a recital of the infamous conduct
dition of thought commenced with the individual. may coincide with their own views. Instances are of Lot's daughters, the murders and debaucheries
At first it finds favor only among the few, and on record where teachers hav been summarily dis~ of David and Solomon, the brutal wars and masmeets. with the opposition of the many. As it be- missed, while others h!l-V been compelled to resign sacres carried on in the name of God and under
comes more widely known it receives an extended their positions, because they could not, or; when his supervision'? I say no, a thousand ti}lles no;
indorHement, and eventually meets with public they hav been honest in the matter, would not, con- rather that such a book should rot away in our
favor. Th11s it is that public opinion is molded, form to all the requirements demanded of them by public libraries, and our children be kept in total igaltered and transformed from generation to ge.J.era- those in authority over them.
• norance of its existence, than that their minds should
tion. The Freethinker, however, clearly recognizIn the first case the teacher may be orthodox, be brutalized with such grossly indelicate and ining that every individual owes a duty to society, and yet refuse to instruct the children in a manner decent narrativs. The Bible, then, could not be
by stimulating and encouraging individual free contrary to his or her own views, then' through the morally read as a whole in our public schools, so
thought has endeavored to faithfully discharge this pernicious influence of sectarian bigotry and intol- only one proposition remains: namely, should the
duty and. conscientiously followed the path whereon erance, the teacher is requested to resign, and an- Bible be read, carefully omitting such parts as may
the truth E?hould lead him as he sees it for himself. other one is appointed who shall be more in har- be regarded as indecent, selecting only those conThen is it strange that differences of opinion should mony with the views held by a majority of the taining good moral precepts~ This practice largely
exist among them, when all cannot think alike, sur- commissioners. In the latter case, the teacher may prevails to-day, and it is equivalent to a "careflll
rounded by conditions different both in character from conscientious scruples refuse to read the Bible reading " mentioned in the beginning. To omit any
and nature, and still adhering to that right inherent at all, and their services are then quickly dispensed portion would be to impart only an imperfect
to all mankind-the right of individual free thought~ with ; or else,· taking the bull by the horns, they knowledge and its attendalljt evils. Owing to an
Having clearly shown that differences of opinion hand in. their resignations before dismissal falls imperfect knowledge of the book, how frequently
may arise and the probable cause of their existence, upon them. All this has a decided tendency will .an orthodox believer emphatically deny the exthere is no need for surprise that Freethinkers toward a sectarian education, and should not be istence of certain passages or texts quoted before
should disagree upon any given subject; and· in tolerated for one moment in our midst.
them'? We know at once that such an individual
this respect sufficient reasons may be found for the
Enlightened jurisprudence revolts at such condi- does not know what really is to be found in the
difficulty experienced in the attempts at organiza- tions, the feelings of the parent and the statesman Bible, and is the direct result of sectarian· intion, many of them preferring to work individually. are outraged by them, and they deserve only the fluences, or a "careful reading" while young of the
for the advancement of their opinions rather than contempt and ·opposition of all enlightened and in- Bible literature.
Those who know their Bible
take an activ part in organized effort. There is telligent people in our land. Better by far to least, believe it most, while those who are better
no doubt that a large majority of Freethinkers, and abolish the Bible from our public schools alto- acquainted with its nature and tendencies believe it
indeed. many who are not professedly such, are gether than that our children should be raised un- less, and some believe not in it at all. The great
opposed to the reading of the Bible in our public der the influence of sectarianism. We object to mas.; of society to-day know but very little concernschools, but the more conservativ element in our discretionary powers being conferred upon the ing the Bible and its character, which accounts for
ranks al·e inclined to a toleration in that direction. teachers, for the majority of our teachers in every such a wide belief in it among them. Society goes
The latter class are inclined to favor the reading of state belong to some orthodox Christian sect, and to hear some popular preacher, his opinions copthe Bible in the schools, but without any comment every opportunity would be taken, every advantage cerning it become their opinions, his thoughts beupon the passages read being made by the teacher. seized, by individual teachers, to instil into the come their thoughts, his prejudices become their
The idea entertained by them is, that it. is necessary youthful minds under their care the private and prejudices. They are never taught to think for
for an individual to hav a thorough k.wledge of particular opinions entertained by the teacher· upon themselvs, and should one be bold enough to
the Bible before he can either conscientiously be- the subject, and a tendency toward sectarianism break the chains that bind him, the passions of his
lieve it or reject it. A great deal may be said in would still exist. Parents would then be brought fellows find vent, the sectarian serpent lashes its ,
favor of this proposition, for, in very truth, a person into conflict with the teacher, and the innocent tail with frenzied rage, and with venomous bite
should possess a thorough knowledge of all the children would be the victims of both. We must seeks to poison the minds of its votaries against
Bible teaches before he can honestly believe it, and oppose anything that approaches toward a him. The only conditions by which the Bible could
the same rule applies als<? to the unbeliever. With- sectarian education, for sectarianism has been at be read at all in our public schools are those with
out this knowledge, the one accepts and the other the root of every evil. The countless millions slain which I hav dealt, and as none of them can with
rejects that which they hav never examined, so that upon the field of battle are the direct resulb of its safety to our similar institutions be allowed to prl:lboth are extremely culpable, and, I might say, un- influence upon mankind.· It has forged the chains vail, the only conclusion to which we are forced
worthy of credit. If neither possess a thorough that bound the martyr to the stake, it has retarded is, that it should not be read at all. Ample time
knowledge of the subject, then neither can their be- the progress of the race, and deluged the world may be found when our children are approaching
lief, or unbelief, in any sense be justified. A person with human blood. It has ever stood a stumbling- maturity, to study its literature clm:ely and well and
cannot honestly affirm that of which he has no block to science, a bar to social progress, and is a make themselvs thoroughly acquainted with its
knowledge, nor can he for the same reasons deny or deadly pool, generating only the miasma of bigotry, character. They will understand it better and need.
depend upon no one to interpret its text and meanhonestly reject. Seeing, then, that a knowledge of selfishness, and superstition.
the Bible is necessary to justify either course, it is
Listen to the general voice of history, witness ing. ·But where our children in their youth and inclaimed by some that no injury would arise from a the Waldenses and Albigenses on the continent of nocence are concerned, contaminate not their minds
careful reading of the Bible literature in our public Europe, the Covenanters in Scotland, the Protest- with such vile stuff. We say then: "Hands .off,"
ant persecutions in England, the Bartholomew mas- keep our public schools free from such corrupting
schools.
The question arises here, what is meant by a sacre and the horrible butcheries performed in the influences. Put an md to these sectarian disputes
carefttl reading .'il If it means to select such parts name of Roman Catholicism, the Puritan persecu- over our school system by removing· all such posonly as are considered fit for a child to read, and tions in America ; in fact, the world has been made sibilities. Try and arouse the people to their duty,
to eliminate from the lessons altogether those of one vast field of carnage whel,'ever the blighting awaken their interests in the welfare of humanity,
an opposit character, then the " careful reading" touch of sectarianism has been felt. Scarce any and instead of religious discord, peace and goodbecomes too careful, and would hav a decided ten- country has been free from it, and I doubt much if will toward mankind will reign.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
dency toward evil, for even under such a system any one country is entirely so even to day. The
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
the former objection would not be met, and the recent trials for heresy by an orthodox church in our
345 W. Randolph st., Chicago, 1ll.
children be furnished with but a very incomplete land are but exhibitions of the strife and discord
A nook Christians Should Read.
knowledge of the subject, and we find ourselvs in which find their origin in sectarianism. Thus it
F 1·om the ln-vestioato1·.
precisely the same position as under our first _ob- engenders religious rancor and hatred ; it has set
"The Resurrection of Jesus: An Agnostic's View."
. jection. An incomplete knowledgCJ of the Bible man against man; it has destroyed the peace of
would, in my judgment, be a far grea~er source of the family circle ; it has degraded woman, and ter- By Don AJ!Pn. This author does not believe in the resurof Jesus, and regards the story of his second ap· injury than a state of comp~rativ Ig~orance re- rorized little children ; it has held in iron bonds rection
pearance as almost too absurd to deserve serious criticism.
garding it. When a person Is found Ignorant of the march of civilization; it has subdued the in- He however, does review the so-called evidence in favor
· the Bible's teachings, no extended or influential tellect and exalted ignorance. In short, just in of this event, and finds that it is insufficient to establish
ideas can be expressed concerning it. But in those proportion as it has been the purpose of wise men the ~v~nt as a historic~! fact. We do not belie~e that a
the evils of life by a system of philosophy Chnst1an can read th1s book through and beheve. that
:cases where, by a "careful 'reading," only a partial to retrench
.
' Jesus rose from the dead. Truth Seeker Company, 28
' ·knowledge is obtained, then erroneous ideas re- so has It e_ver been t_he employment of ~ou~s to ; Lafayette place, New York; 160 pages-cloth, 75 cents;
garding the character and teachings of the Bible multiply them by the mfluences of sectariamsm. · paper, 40 cents.
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The Cause in Oregon.
- - , ORE., May 2, 1893. _
KATIE Kmm SMITH, Oregon City, Dear 8~ster: Yours
received. It is a source of no small regret to me that I
cannot atrord t_o join the OreEon State Secular Union,
but my Infidelity has been a damage to me. One must
liv in this world, and as nineteen out of twenty who
~ as I do are without the courage of their co:ilvi~tiona, why should I not be so also? . . . Infidels will
not combme, they will not fight, and that is the end on't.
Why should I spend the rest of my days on earth
"kieking " and get the worst of it?
I am not much disposed to become a martyr myself, or
to martyr my fanlily. . The cause is all right and has. my
symJ>&thy and best mshes, but I am too old to longer
nand in the breach for those who won't stand in it for
themselvs. . . , · Nothing_short of being shot at or
having his house burnt will rouse up the average
Infide_l. . . • .
Fraternally yours,
-This 1s a sample of a small and-it pleases me to
sa;r-a v_ery small per cent of tbe . ~any letters rece1ved smce the '!ork of reorgamzmg the Oregon
State Secular ymon was commenced.
_What our fnend says seems at first glance to contam much truth.. .
.
. .
The apparent mdifference of L1berals 1s mdeed
re~arkable, and yet I cann~t ~ay that I am surp~sed, at. least so far as the mddference of Oregon
Liberals 1s concerned.
Freethinkers, generally, ar~ !ery prac~ical peop~e;
they are for the most part wilhng to giV finanmal
aid if. they think they see some return. In looking
over my files of .Freethought, I noticed that Liberals all over the state responded very promptly, and
unhesitatingly gave their financial_ support, when
the first effort_ was mad_e to _orgamze..
Everyon:
seemed to realize th~t" m umon _there 1s strengt~;
they saw the necessity o~ r~p~aling all laws which
gave I!rec~dence to ~hrist1amty; they kne": that
chaplams m ~u: le~slature. should be abohshed;
they saw the illJUBtiCe of bemg compelled to support penitentiary chaplains to continue the same
teachings which had been the support of the criminal through his wicked career ; they looked forward to the taxation of church property, and they
thought the Union would be effectiv in rooting out
these evils.
Four years hav passed away since then ; conventions hav been held; hundreds of letters hav
been written; petitions hav been sent to the legislature ; hundreds of dollars contributed hav
been spent, and now those who so willingly supported the Union at first are withholding their
assistance.
Many letters hav reached us filled with " sym~
pathy " for the cause and the sincerest wishes for
its success, but the necessary membership fee is not
forthcoming.
One correspondent writes: "I hav given money
time again and again, and yet I can see no good• that is, permanent good-that the state organization
has accomplished." There are few, however, who
hav watched the development of Liberalism in this
state who will agree with this sentiment, for the
agitation of thought which the state organization
has caused has certainly resulted in permanent
good. If the writer had said nothing had been
done in the way of repealing any law granting
special privileges to the Christians, he would hav
been right.
The efforts of our Union in this respect hav not
been marked with success ; our petitions hav failed
to command attention and respect. Again, of all
the Secular Unions organized under the old organization, few, if any, are in existence now.
In my humble opinion, all these shortcomings
ean easily be accounted for.
The parent organization was not incorporated ; it had no such thing as
a legal existence; the efforts made to build it up
were not sufficiently systematic; the work was
spasmodic--it came in jerks.
A few weeks, or perhaps three months, before
holding a convention, everybody was appealed to to
get right in and collect all tile money they could, so
that good speakers and good music could be obtained, and a splendid show made at the convention.
And this was done; the conventions were always a
grand succ,ess; for three days enthusiasm was
created ; speakers drained the treasury and gave
their eloquence in return; pledges for future support were made, many of them only to be ·broken ;
people had a good time, became better acquainted
with one another, and those from the country had
an opportunity of enjoying the sights of the city.
But then T The convention adjourned ; the enthusiasm waned ; the support for the organization
was practically withdrawn, and only now and then,
when one of our lecturers came among us, was any
interest shown. These lecturers awakened enough
enthusiasm to organize a few Secular Unions,
which would soon become purely social affairs, and
finally, after having held perhaps a score of meetings, would die, and the general verdict would be,
"Freethinkers can't organize."

Now, as evidence that they can organize, when
the work is properly undertaken, I ~ant to _call
your attention to the first Secular Umon orgamzed
under the charter granted by the Oregon State Secular Un'on
1, (incorporated) • which auxiliary is known
as the F1rst Secular Church of Portland.
This was organized by the writer on Thomas
Paine's birthday-Jan 29 1893-and since that
tim I h v Diven reg.ular' lectures each Sunday
e.
a .,.
evenmg.
I undertook th1s work because I
thoroughly believed that just as soon as the Liberals adopted the methods of the church and had one
ul
·
't t
d' t · t h
reg ar lecturer m a ~1 y, own, ~Dr 1s r1c , w o
would speak once or tw1ce every Sunday and be the
leading spirit in organizing Sunday-schools and arrenging socials, picnics, dances, excursions, debating
clubs, etc., then, and not till then, would Freethinkers be able to build up organizations which
must ·command the attention and respect of our
legislativ bodies and be a power in the land.
'fhe large, intelligent audience assembled at
each meeting; the enthusiasm manifested; the
rapidly increasing membership; the fact that the
new organization is not in debt and that it c~ntem
plates erecting a church-,-a hall of its own-m the
not far distant future is proof of its permanency.
Spiritualists, Materialists, a:q.d Agnostics-people
of all sorts of "isms "-hav united on the Nine Demamls of Liberalism and it is because, like the
church, a regular lecturer hold~ regular meetings
at regular times and places-not meetings where
any crank may get up and talk as long as he pleases
and tire every body, but simply a recitation or two,
music, and a Freethought or scientific lecture.
The audience are restricted to writing their questiona on a slip of paper and placing the same in the
contribution-boxes, when the speaker answers them.
No discussions are held or allowed.
This is the form of blank used for membership :
MEMBERSHIP BLANK.
FIRST SECULAR CHURCH OF PORTLAND, ORE.
Organized Jan. 29, 1893, under charter granted by
the Oregon State Secular Union.
·
Paul J. A Semler, secretary.
E. Alisky, president.
Katie Kehm-Smith, lecturer.
Charles Hagner, treas.
OBJECTS:
First: The repeal of all laws that exempt church
property from taxation; that force observance of Sunday
as the Sabbath; that appropriate public funds for sectarian institutions; that tolerate any religious exercises,
reading, display, or prayer in any school, body, or institution maintained wholl_y or in part at public expense;
and generally to accomplish the total separation of church
and state and effect the complete Secularization of
government-local, state, and national.
Second: To prescribe, adopt, publish, sell, and distribute books, pamphlets, leaflets, and papers advocating
its objects and principles, and the maintenance of a free
reading-room and library; also to establish a Secular
Sunday-school.
Third: To protect by every lawful means any member
whose equal religious or civil rights are infringed.
Having read the foregc>ing objects I hereby desire to
become a member of the First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., and do all in my power to advance and further said objects, and agree to pay the sum of $ ...... c......
dues on the first of each month.
There are many names on the old membership
book to whom I hav not sent blanks. The owners
of them may be dead ; they may hav moved away;
they may hav left the ranks. So I ask each one of
you to whom I hav not written to send for blanks
and by-laws and learn what is contemplated by the
Union as now organized.· KATIE KEHM-SMITH.
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.
Oregon City, Ore, May 17, 1893.

Is There Cause for Alarm 1
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Dear Sir:
Not long ago a well-educated minister made the
remark that the closing of the World's Fair on
Sunday was the greatest triumph religion and the
church could hav and that we were fast verging
toward a Christian nation. But now the gates are
open, church people are-or pretend to be-stirred
from center to cfrcumference, claiming that sin and
iniquity hav been: let loose, and that all who dare
to differ with them in opinion are Atheists.
Now, having no church proclivities or affinities,
I am classed with that number. But, while I am
not anxious to justify myself, I can truly say with
Emerson, " Oh, my brother, God exists!" And I
think it was Thoreau who said that Atheism might
be comparativly popular with God.
That there is a vague unrest permeating society
is true, and many predict a revolution, and all believe that a. crisis of some kind is at hand. But is
there ultimate danger 1 I think not ; for the law
of compensation is, it is a plus quantity, and can
no more be thwarted or avoided than can the stars
abandon their courses. And while the outcome of
events may not be apparent to us, we know that
the eternal balance is always poised, and that good

will fructify and evil reap its own reward.· And
disguise it how we will, it is ignorance that makes
us stumble and fall, for ignorance is of the night;
it generates fear and cruelty. And yet, while fear. is
a bird of ill omen, and there is always rottenness
wherever hovers its dark wing, much of our cruelty
comes from thoughtlessness. We are like the
Mexican women, who weave themselvs a chaplet of
fireflies, whose brilliancy rivals the diamond, but
they do not stop to think that for every point of
light in their gaudy diadem a life goes out.
Now, let us lay aside cowardice-the child of
fear-and look things squarely in the face. Revolutions come, and must come; but who dare say
they are an unmixed evil! They are cruel, but
necessary. Is not mankind the better to-day for
·the French Revolution 1 Such things are always
contrary to established law at the outset, and success alone can justify them in the eyes of society;
and unless all history is at fault, revolution has
been one of the most potent means in the elevation
of the masses, for revolution means evolution.
True, they are not always bloody, but the principle
of revolt is the same. It is a desire for something
we hav not; a protest against the effete. It makes
no difference whether it is political or religious.
The Reformation, as an example, will suffice-peaceful in its inception, bloody in its course, but glorious iu its outcome. But the spirit of persecution
was as rife in the Reformers as in those it tried to
reform, and yet this upheaval benefited mankind.
Hence we exclaim, Verily there is a hand that
guides.
Leaders of men in every .age and clime hav
grasped for power, and the priesthood is no exception. Always and everywhere, when the sect was
weak in numbers, it pleaded for toleration and freedom, but the moment it gained strength, its arrogance appeared. The same is true in all departments of life ; and with shame be it confessed, that
science has often been as dogmatic as religion. It
should seem that 1 there is some speoific organic
truth underlying all thought, which is trying to
work itself out in belief, and the so-called Christian
religion, with its multiplied creeds and sectional
strife, is no exception. And why should it beT It
is but one of the religions of the world ; and religion itself is but one of many factors, the product of
all of which is the sum of civilization.
. Does this religion contain any new principle?
Whoever they were, were not the writers of the
Old TestameBt compilers and copyists of former
thought, the origin of whose copies is shrouded in
the morning mist 9f time ~ All honor to the noble
Nazarene-but did he formulate a new philosophy, ,
or teach anything the world has not before known ?
Is it not a fact, that all his precepts had been uttered by lips that bad been dust ages before he was
born, and often in nearly the same words ! Can
anyone successfully deny that modern orthodoxy is
an accretion, a coD.crete, a precipitate of old formulas, h•i:tg their root in ancestor- and natureworship practiced long centuries before the historic
Indra, with his lightning 'lances, voiced his wrath in
storms, or Serosh drew his protecting sword at
evening Y J estinius in his "Apologies for the Christians " claimed' that, if men would only consider,
they would find plain proofs that Christianity was
then existing in heathen communities, and had been
in the world long before the time of Christ. St.
Augustine claimed that what had become known as
Christianity was known to the ancients, and had not
been wanting from the beginning of the human
race. It would be easy to verify their statements,
but enough-humanity has traveled a long and
weary road, but it is and always has been on the up
grade, utilizing its mistakes as rounds in the
ladder of ascent ; but there is yet room for vast
improvement. In some respects our social con-.
dition is as vile as the life of Messalina. In our
large cities vice is a festering sore; and plutocracy
and beggary-luxury and poverty-death and
revelry confront each other. Now, while it is admitted that, as we are at present environed, evil
cannot be wholly eliminated, it can and should be
diminished, and an approach to justice made. And
to do this many of our legal enactments need
amendment or repeal, not the least among which
are our Sunday laws. Sunday-=-do men forget
that when Constantine ordained it as a day of rest
he did it as pontifex maximus and spoke of it only
as the Venerable Day of the Sun, and that his rescript commanding its observance makes no aMusion
to its sanctity as a Christian institution? No
reference was made to the law of Moses or a risen
Christ, and the form of prayer sent by him to his
legions to be recited on that day could hav been
repeated with the same fervor and unction by a
worshiper of Zeus, Mithra, Apollo, or Serapis as by
a Christian, for " it was the aim of Constantine to
make theology a branch of politics," while "it was
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the aim of every bishop in the empire to mnk
P.olitics a branch of th.eology." But, whatever hi:
a1m, no one has the r1ght to say what I shall or
shall not ~o on any day, !'JO long as I do not trespass
on my neighbor, for each owes the other fealty.
and as ~o; the in~nit, it may well be asked how a~
UI_lconditwn.ed be1?~ can be injured. Civil liberty
Without entire religious freedom is a travesty and
spi~tual coercion is the worst form of sl;very,
whiCh can never be enforced in this country unless
t~e sun of civilization goes a long way back on the
d1al; and the mome?t there is an appeal made to
the secular power It heralds the Weakness Of the
church, whose only throne should be the heart and
its kingdom-the brothe~hood of man. It is an
?ld saw that ~he best way to repeal an unjust law
1s. to enforce It ; but I do not think our Christian
fnends had that motto in view in their late religious
persecutions in the states. of New York, New
Jersey, Illinois, Michigan, and Tennessee. They
also succeeded for a time in closing the gates of
the W o~ld's Fair t? the labo~g man on the only
day available to him. Now 1t remains for them to
hav some meek,. inglorious Blair to force through
Congress a umversal Sunday law and put God in
the Constitution to launch us on the full tide of
intolerance, but whose reflex wave would undermine the .c~urch,. ingulf their altars, and giv us a
larger religwus liberty. Thjlse may be ungracious
words, but we are not "g~thering nosegays just
now."
Our modern Zion, with its storied cathedrals and
tall minarets, its mystical, dubio~s, and cruel
creeds and hoarded wealth, stands reflecting some
?f ~he light. of civilization-but it is a gladal glare ;
It 1s not m touch with the multitude like the
Master it essays to serve.
It has passed
the meridian of its power and usefulness and
its followers (happy sign) are honeyc~mbed
with unbelief, and judging from the threnody
of some of its leaders, it is in the throes of dissolution. Every trial for heresy turns on the light
and probes its follies; while in our country, the
three-to-one unchurched millions are· asking for
works, not creeds; brotherhood, not rituals.
Does this portend the death of religion 1 By no
means; changelessness is an attribute of death, not
life; and to doubt and question is the first step in
philosophy. What is this never-satisfied longing of
the soul for universal justice, but a fine innuendo
of its enormous claim on the future, in the great
onward sweep of cosmic evolution~ Such religion
is too deeply seated in the soul to be uprooted
by any human violence on this storm-swept sea of
life, for it is as much a part of our nature as is
mathematics or any other power or faculty we hav.
It rests in depths unfathomable ; and all the schism,
~his discarding of old ideas and idolatry of the past,
1s an escape, a safety-valve, not an alarm. This
tide of human progress, though beset by many an
eddy, is ever at the :flood, and cannot be stayed or
turned back.
But I hear my critic say, 'You hav arrived at a
fine Pyrrhonism. If we must improve, what boots
it wliether we do well or ill!" Ah ! my friend, you
forget that to strive is a law of our nature, and can
. not be abrogated ; and besides, while we cannot
square the circle, we can approximate it. We can
not swim the Atlantic, but we can cross it by human
appliances. We cannot clasp the earth in our arms,
but we can circumnavigate it; and because we can
not "hitch our wagon to a star " and control the
universe does not excuse us from tbe duties of life
we can perform.
-It is no use finding fault with environment, we
are and must accept the circumstances. Nature,
so to speak, set bounds to everything. but herself.
We are under the jurisdiction of law, morally as
well as physically, with which it is useless to contend. '' He who resists the moral law," says
Emerson, "fights with an enemy not subject to
causality."
That very law which molds a tear,
And bids it trickle from its source.
That law preserves the earth a sphere,
And guides the planets in their course.
We are circumscribed in all things-knowledge,
will, belief, and action. . The scale of nature is infinit; and when we attempt to solve her mysteries, we are confronted by the fact that absolute
knowledge is impossible; and yet, of relativ information we may rear a vast structure. This relativ
power be~g delegated to man, it behooves us to
make every defile of life a Thermopyhc, every plain
a Marathon, every battle with error a ''wingless
victory." So shall our lives be as sweet as the
honey of Hymettus and pure and stainless as her
marble.
A. J. STACKPoLE.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
on application.

Freetbought Funeral Sentiments.
At the burial of the worthy old Freethinker
Samos Parsonsl there was read among other pieces
the following poetry, which had been selected for
the occasion by the deceased :
·
When o'er my cold and lifeless clay
The parting words of love are said,
And friends and kindred meet to pay
Their last fond tribute to the dead
Let no stern priest with solemn dron'e
A funeral liturgy intone,
Whose creed is foreign to my own.
Let not a word be whispered there
In pity for my unbelief;
. Of sorrow that I could not share
The views that giv their souls relief.
My faith to me is no less dear- ·
No less convincing and sincere
Than theirs, so rigid and austere.
Let no stale words of church-born song
Float out upon the silent air
To Prove by implication wrong
The soul of him then lying there.
Why should such words be glibly sung
O'er one whose lively, tuneful tongue
Such empty phrases never rung?
But rather, let the faithful few
Whose hParts are knit so close to mine
That they with time the dearer grew
Assemble at the day's decline
'
And while the golden sunbeam~ fall
In floods of light upon mY pall,
Let them in softened tones recallSome ten~er memory of the dead,
S'?me VIrtuous act, some words of power,
Wh10h I, perchance, hav done or said;
By loved ones treasured to that hour·
Recount the deeds which I admired, '
The motiv which my soul inspired,
The hope by which my heart was fired.

The Sunday-school attached to the Stockholm
Freethought Society has closed for the summer.
Fifty-seven children attended regularly, and were
instructed in natural philosophy, practical morality,
comparativ mythology, and singing. The superintendent during the last term was the well-known
Freethinker, Mr. J ohan Andrin.
The minister of education has introduced in the
House of Commons a bill providing for
hberty of conscience. The main points are the following : Any religious belief may be exercised that
does not conflict with public morals ; no one can be
compelled to perform religious acts ; no one can be
debarred from a public office on account of his religious belief.
~ungarian

News comes to us from Halle and Rummelsburg,
Germany, that a Freethinker in each place has been
sentenced to a fine for not giving their children to
religious institutions. There is union of church
and state in Germany. Americans, join the Freethought Federation of America, and let us assert
our political power, that we too shall not be treated
in the same manner.
Jacob Moleschott, a prominent scientist and advocate of scientific Materialism, died suddenly in
Rome, May 20th. He was born Aug. 9, 1832, at
Herzo~enbush, Holland, studied at the university
at Heidelberg, where he later occupied a chair.
His Freethought views offended the orthodox Germans and he had to resign. He then moved to
Zurich, Turin, and was since 1878 professor at the
academy at Rome.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to FreeApril 17, 1892, the French Freethought Federation consisted of 196 societies besides 237 individthinkers.
ual members. April 20, 1893, it had increased to

The Swedish Freethinkers will hold a summer 220 societies besides 310 individual members.
congress.
During the past year the receipts were 3,000 francs;
the expenses, 2,909 francs.
The penny fund
IJas Oorrespondenzblatt, the organ of the German (Dernier de Ia Libre-Pensee) during the year
Freethought Federation, will in the future be pub- amounted to 301 francs. The subscription to the
lished under the name IJer Freidenker.
"Freethinker's Home " amounted to 206 francs
collected during the last three months. At the
Frittinkaren and Oorrespondenzblatt are the first congress E. Pasquier received the largest number
foreign journals to announce the International of votes-77.
Freethought Congress at Chicago, on October 3d.

A Swedish Freethinker, Jacob Hanson, of Skon;.
Two new Freethought societies hav been formed
mon,
who died February 25th, in his testament
in Sweden : one founded by Mr. Ljungdahl at
willed
600 crowns to Mr. Lennstrand. Of these
Ratrineholm, the other at Halmar by Mr. Weiidel.
200 crowns were to be divided between two of M/
During the past yaar the Berlin Freethought Lennstrand's best helpers, 100 crowns were for the
society's school for children has been attended by spreading of Freethought, while the. final 300
500 pupils, an increase of 200 over the preceding crowns were at the disposal of Mr. ' Lennstrand.
Unfortunately, the will was not signed by any wityear.
nesses, hence is of no good in court ; a fact of which
There are eighteen cities in Germany that can a Christian relativ of the deceased has taken adboast of a crematory. Eleven hundred and thirty-six vantage, and has contested the wilL Mr. LenDcremations hav taken place; of these, 122 in Gotha strand will not go to law. American Freethinkers
should take care that their wills will not be dealt
during the year 1892.
within the same manner, hence it is best to givwhile
The Freethinkers at Luih, Belgium, hav now a we liv.
daily paper of their own. L'Aurore is its name, and
We regret to hav to inform the American Freewe are confident that ere long "Daybreak" will appear in the province Luih. Success to our Belgian thinkers that Victor E. Lennstrand will not be
heard at the coming Congress. In a letter of June
confreres.
9th, l\lr: L.ennstrand inf_?rms us that his lecture trip
The Freethought society at Eskilstuna has to the Umted States will hav to be postponed till
Swedish Freethinkers are to
founded a free reading-room for workingmen. Be- next year. The
sides. a good library, a dozen different newspapers undertake a grand demonstration at the occaof the Liberal stamp are at the service of the visitors. sion of the four-hundredth celebration of the
We consider this a good plan, which American introduction of the Lutheran state church in
Sweden. It is proposed, and the status of FreeFreethinkers might well follow.
thought in Sweden makes it possible, to gather one
The German Freethinkers of Rheinland and hundred thousand signers to protest against the
W estfalen held their annual congress at Kaln. state church. The celebration as well as the FreeThere were present representativs of six societies, thought demonstration will be held at Upsala, and
each numbering 50 to 100 members. In the even- our friend has already given public notice of his
ing Mr. Waldeck Manasse, Berlin, delivered to an wish to debate with any bishop or minor sky-pilot
audience of 900 persons a lecture on "Dangerous that may be foolish enough to do so.
We are sorry Mr. Lennstrand cannot come, but
Truths."
·
at the same time it is evident that his presence is
The annual congress of the German Freethought needed in Sweden.
Federation was held at Karlsruhe. During the
Not for the Pews to Read.
past year s;ven societies joined the Federation,
From the Sunaav Gazetteer.
among these the Berlin society, with a membership
" Crimes of PrPachers " is from THE TRUTH SEEKER
of 400.. When the July number of IJer Freidenker being
statistics of an unsavory character transcribed out
reaches us we will giv a detailed account of the of the original newspapers and with previous translations
diligently compared and revised. Its 125 pages are
congress.
mostly taken up with a condensed statement of names
dates, and character of the clerical •' indiscre:
H. H. the pope has conferred the Order of the places,
tions~' reported by the press for a number of years back.
Golden Rose upon the queen of Belgium. This The mference to be drawn from these statistics is that
order is given as a reward for the highest degree of the men of the cloth are as liable to go astray when they
female virtue. Ex-queen Isabella, of Spain, whose fall into temptation as other people. A careful perusal
of this book might prove useful to this class by pointing
virtue is less than nothing, can pride herself on out
the .direction in wh!ch their d~nger lies; but it would
Sent free tbe same favor from Pius X., the originator of papal be adVlSable to keep 1t out of s1ght of the laity. The
price i• 25 centa.
infallibility.
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of (jlriends.

Filled With Indignation at Relig.on.
OREGoN, ARK., June 19, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Our country here is a hotbed of Christian fanaticism. We hav
several Protestant denominations and a
w·w aggressiv sect called Adventists.
Send me "Sabbath Breaking," by Remsburg. I want to inform myself on the
Sabbath question for their benefit, or
rather for their discomfiture. I will try
to keep myself informed from now on as
well as my financial ability will allow. I
do hate Christianity worse than the Christians hate their devil. I am a farmer and
a laborer on my farm, hence hav little
time to spare. But the weather never
IZets too hot or cold nor am I ever too
busy to tell my neighbors what I think of
their God, their devil, and their effete and
blighting religion.
I notice that you request the names of.
Freethinkers. On the other side yon will
find a list of names. I am, very sincerely,
Your brother in Liberalism,
B. BREECE.

w.

An Unfulfilled Bible Prophecy.
STAPLES, l\iiNN., June 9, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: You·will find herein $5 for
the renewal of my subscription, and one
new subscriber, whose addrees is on slip
inclosed. He is a new convert to Freethought and has taken the full degree up
to Wettstein Atheism, and will prove a
stayer. I wae bound to' bring a new subscriber into the fold. I hav the promis of
another subscriber-one of the godless
kind. Make evolution the basis of your
argument and you will make a convert
who has no use for a God.
What truth is there in the story regarding Volney's weeping over the ruins of
Babylon? Also the fulfillment of the
prophecy regarding the· fall of Babylonthat it should never be inhabited again,
not even an Arab should set up his tent on
its ruins? Will you answel! and oblige,
Yours truly,
D. C. JENKINS.
[We do not know what is meant by the
story of Volney's weeping ove~ the ruins
of Babylon. In his book entitled
"Meditations on the Ruins of Ancient
Empires," more briefly called "Ruins,"
he contemplates !amen tingly the ruins of
all the ancient nations and cities, and
speculates on the causes of their fall.
Perhaps this has been twisted into some
Christian yarn or other. The scriptural
prophecies (Jer. xxv, Isa. xiit) that Babylon should become "a perpetual desolation " in which no Arabian should pitch
tent hav not been fulfilled.
They are
emphatic examples of the falseness of
biblical prediction. The traveler Layard
in his book "Nineveh and Babylon" (pp.
417, 422, 427) describes the town of Hillah
still existing on the site of Babylon;· containing eight or nine thousand inhabitants.
The Arab quarters, he says, "showed the
activity of a hive of bees." In our issue
of Oct. 11, 1890, we gave a full exposition
of this and other connected prophecies.
One can likewise be found in Greg's
"Creed of Christendom. "-ED. C. C.]

Rejected Communication.
PoRTLAND, KAN., May 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR OF THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES:
Without a fair representation of both sides
. of a question how can your readers judge
which is the right or wron·g side?
I would like to say a few words in reply
to W. }'•. Hil~man. He asserts that the
Bible is of divine inspiration, and then to
prove it uses Bible assertions. This is like
the man proving that John was not a liar.
John was not a liar became he (John) said
he was not. This kind of evidence is not
allowed in any court of justice. This the
brother well knows.
He asserts that "civilization and all of
its refining influences follow the prevalence of Bible knowledge." Does he forget the thousands who hav been killed in
the name of the Lord? Because tpat book
mentions witches, its refininsr influence
caused the death by torture and otherwise
of hundreds of innocent, helpless women.
Does he forget the conspicuous part the.
Bible and Bible Christtans hav taken in

nearly all of the wars?

L .'ok at the late
of preachers earnestly upholding slavery, and proving their
views by direc ,; assertions of scripture;
again its refining influence is seen. I am
sur there are more neighborhood quarrels over religion (the Bible) than of any
other one kind; thus we again see the refining influence of the Bible. No one wiil
deny that we as a people 1n-e advancing in
knowledge and refinement, but many of
the best minds of to-day claim that the
B1ble has been a drag, holding back to
snme extent all progress. In spite of the
Bible men now claim tl;~.at the earth is
round.
He also claims much for the morals
taught in the Bible. Does he forget that
God used deceit, put a lying tongue in the
mouth of all the prophets? That God rewarded certain women for lying? That
Ubrist says we must hate our parents, our
brothers, etc., in order to be Christians?
The chosen men ol God in those days will
average much worse than the Infidels of
to-day.
He thinks because the heroes of the
Bible were pictured as imperfect that is
proof of its divinity. Pshaw! The Bibie
hero was without sin, more perfect than
common heroes.
·
He occusee all Infidels of being careless
in Bible study, for by very little careful
stud v they conld all see where they were
wrong. He says that nearly all scholars
agree in the essentials. Yes, they almost
to a man agree that the Bible (King James
translation) is fallible. While anvone
who takes the Bible just as it rrads and
uses the meaning of words the same as
they would in any other book will hav to
admit that it contains hundreds of direct
contradictions.
And any other book containing as much
obscene matter would not be allowed to
gothroJ;l~h the mails. Thus h·)W high are
its m(llrals? How refining its influences?
You will not publish this because there
is ko much p;oof in it. I would be much
surprised to see this printed in a religious
paper. They don't want both sides.
Yours for the truth,
S. F. DAvis.
THE REJECTION.
OAKLAND, CAL., June 8, 1893
S. F. DAvis, Portland, Kan., Dear Sir:
Yours of May 15th replying toW. F. Hi1lman was duly received, for which we hav
no place in the Signs of the Times. The
insp;ration of the Bible is established too
fully in our mind to permit of the publication of mere flings at some one's assertions
concerning it.
Mr. Hillman's article was by no means
exhaustiv, nor did it present the be t
proofs in the clearest manner. There are
both internal proofs and external.
When you can meet an argument that
can overthrow the power of the one which
has existed fo:r eig-hteen centuriest or the
power of the other which has changed the
jace of the world, as well a' millions of
hearts which hav believed, then it will be
time, perhap3, for you to offer an argument against the book of God. He who is
for the trutJ. certainly ought to be willing
to disctiminate between the Christianity
of Christ and the perversion of · Christianity by apostate churches.
Very truly yours,
EDITOR OF SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
Reb~ll:on-hundreds

The Kintl of Laws the Preachers Want.

LAws' OF CONNECTICUT.
No one shall be a freeman, or giv a vote,
unless he be converted, and. a member in
full communion of one of the Churches
allowed in this Dominion.
No man shall hold any office, who is not
sound in the faith, and faithful to this
Dominion; and whoever givs a vote to
such a person, shall pay a fine of £1; for a
second offense he shall be disfranchised. .
Each freeman shall swear by the blessed
God to bear true all~giance to this Dominion. and that Jesus is the only King.
No Quaker or Dissenter from the establi@hed worship of this Dominion shall be
allowed to giv a vote for the election of
Magistrates, or anY officer.
No food or lodg-ing shall be afforded to
a Quaker; Adamite, or other Heretic.
If any person turns Quaker, he shall be
banished and not suffered to .return but
upon pain of death.
No Priest shall abide in the Dominion;
he Rhall be banished, and suffer death on
his return. Priests may be seized by anyone without a wanant.
No one shall run on the Sabhath day, or
walk in the garden or elsewhere, except
reverently to and from meeting. No one shall travel, cook victuals, make
beds, sweep hou~e, cut hair, or shave, on
the S!tbbath day.
The Sabbath shall begin at sunset. on
Saturday.
Every ratable person who refuses to
pay his proportion to the support of the
Minister of the town or parish, shall be
fined by the Court £2, and £4 every
quarter, until he or she pay the rate to the
Minister.
CONNECTICUT CODE, 1733.
Non-attendance on public worship, -to be
punished by a fine of three shillings.
NEW HAVEN CODE, 1655.
Whosoever shall profane the Lord's day
or any part of it, either by sinful, servil
work, or by unlawful sport, recreation, or
otherwise, whether willfully or in a careless neglect, shall be duly punished by
fine, imprisonment, or corporally, according- to the nature and measure of the sin
and offense. But if the court upon examination, by clear and satisfying evidence, find that the sin was proudly, presumptuously, and with a high hand, committed against the known command and
authority of the blessed God, such a person therein despisil'lg and reproaching the
Lord, SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH,
that all others mav fear and shun such
provoking, rebeJli,-·us courses (Numb. 15:
from 30 to 36 verse).
MASSACHUSETTS CODE, 1634-35.
For ye honor of ye aetaernall God,
whome only wee worpp and serve [it is
ordered that] no pson wthin this jurisdicon, whether Xtian or pagan, shall wittingly and willingly psume to blaspheme
his holy name either by wilfull or obstinate denying ye true God, or reproach ye
holy religion of God, as if it were but a
polliticke devise to keepe ignorant men in
awe, • . . or deny his creation or
gonmnt of ye world, or shall curse God, or
•hall vtter any other eminent kind of
blasphemy, of ye like nature and degree;
if any pson or psons wtsoeuer wthin our
jurisdicon shall breake this lawe they shall
be putt to death_
MASSACHUSETTS CODE, 1646.
That wheresoever the ministry of the
Word is established, according to the
order of the gospel, throughout this jurisdiction. every person shall duly resort
and attend thereunto, respectivly, upon
the Lord's days and upon such public
fast days and days of thanksgiving as
are to be generally held by the appointment of authority. And if any person
within this jurisdiction Bhall, without just
and necessary cause, wit-hdraw himself
from hearing the Public ministry of the
Word, after due means of conviction used,
he shall forfeit for hiR absence from every
such public meeting five shillings.
PLYMOUTH COLONY CODE, 1651.
It is enacted by the court that whatsoever person or p<>rsons shall neglect the
frequenting the public worship of God
that is according to God, in the places
where they liv;or do assemble themselvs
upon any pretense whatsoever, contrary to
God and the allowance of the government.,
tending to the subversion of religion and
churches, or palp~tble profanation of God's
holy ordinances, being duly convicted
viz., everyone that is master or dame of ~
famtly, or any other pPrson at their own
disposing, to pay ten shillings for every
such default.
VIUGINIA CODJ£, 1623.
Whosoever shall absent himself from
divine service any Sunday without an
allowed excuse, shall forfeit a pound of
tobacco; and he that absents himself for a
month shall forfeit fifty pounds of tobacco.

LEECHBURG, p A., May 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: You wOitld oblige me very
much if you would publish a few of the
old Puritan Sunday Blue laws in your
worthy paper. The." sky-pilots" of this
town are trying to stop every Sunday
newspaper, milk-wagon, and everything
of that kind. One of the drones read what
he called the ''Blue laws" in his bombastic braggartism and said anyone could
see them in Squire Kifer's office. I called
in a week to see those old Blue laws at
the sq11ire's office. He said he had not
those laws and he had never had or even
seen them. I was at church one Sunday
and the dear old anathema said he
"longed for good old Sabbath laws of
New England." If I had those old Blue
Witchcraft.
laws I would show them to him and see if
ALLIANCE, 0., May 26, 1893.
he would read them to his dupes.
MR. EDITOR: I take the liberty to mail
F. w. TINKER.
you to-day a copy of the Alliance Crit-ic,
[We append a few of the pleasant stat- on first page of which you will find a
utes.-ED. T. S.
synopsis of the trial of a Miss Loop

before the church authotities of .the
Methodist Episcrpal church at Saletn
0., fourteen miles east of Alliance. Thi~
defendant was a member of Hart's church
three miles south of Salem. . She accused
her brother-in-law, one .Tacob Culp, of
sorcery and witchcraft, in this that said
Culp had by sorcery and communications
with the evil one caused the death of his
mother-in-law, Mrs. Loop; had caused the
illness and death of several domestic animals; caused one cow to giv bloody niilk,
etc. It is true Mrs. Loop sickened and
died in a natural way, so did several animals owned by different members of the
family. Thereupon one Hoff, a pow-wow
doctor, came into the neighborhood, who
was consulted by the defendant about the
mysteries of these sicknesses and deaths,
The doct.or convinced her that Mr. Culp
was.a wizard and caused all these eVils,
ann _that they must avoid him-not speak
to him for six months, not allow him to
look in their eyes or breathe on themthat he, Culp, must be removed and
would die in six months. This Dr. Hoff
resides at Alliance, No. 818 North Park
avenue. Hoff's first name is Andrew.
His wife's name is Sara. The troubles,
delusions, and slanders arose last fall, so'
that the Salem witchcraft of Ohio is two
hundred years after the Salem witchcraft
of Salem, Mass. The 1692-'3 witchcraft
punished the witches and saved the believers in sorcery; that of 1892-'3 .punished the believer in the delusion and
saved the wizard. The parties in the
squabble are members of Hart's Methodist Episcopal church, but the trial was
moved to Salem. Geo. B. Smith, pastor
of the First Methodist Episcopal church
of Alliance, presided as judge at the trial
of Miss Loop. The parties and church
officials concerned in· the trial are well
known here and at Salem. The parties
are farmers and the deluded are rather
ignorant. This man Hoff is really the
cause of the trouble.
W. L. P ARTHE.
The trial of the witchcraft case was continued Tuesday afternoon. The witness
following Mrs. Cordelia Dunlap was Mrs.
Emma Hendricks. Having been sworn
she testified as follows:
A. Miss Sadie Loop came to our house
and claimed that Culp was a wizard.
Q. Did she say after that statement why
she believed it?
A. No, she did not. She said something about a man lying. I can't remember all she said. Miss Loop came to me
and claimed that Norman Bleain had a
cow that was bewitched and that they were
unable to churn the milk, it being bad,
although tasting good.
Q. Was this the result of Gulp's machinations?
A. Yes, it was, and she also claimed
that Howard Hughes had a horse that
was under the influence of witchcraft and
would die.
Q. Was anything said concerning the
death of persons?
A. No, she did not say anything to me
along this line.
When cross-examined by the counsel
for tbe defense, the witness became confused as to certain things.
Q. Were you impressed that Sadie Loop
was seeking to injure Culp?
A. It seemed to me that such was the
case.
Q. Do you know of anything that happened before this that would cause Miss
Loop to seek to injure Culp?
A. No, I do not.
Q. In what Miss ·Loop said, did you
undrrstand that he was the source of the
sorcery or Dr. Hoff?
A. I think she referred to him.
Q Did Miss Loop tell these things
about Culp as, though she believed they
were true?
·
A. Yea, she did,
Q. Did she giv any reason why she believed thus?
·
A. No, except that she mentioned Hoff.
Q. Did you know that Hoff had been
teaching Miss Loop this doctrin of witchcraft?
A. I did not. • • · •
Q. Explain what you mean by saying that
you knew of ,no reason why Miss Loop
should try to injure Culp and why you
now say that trouble previously existed in
the families.
A. There has only been trouble between
these families since this witchcraft businesR came oat. . • .
The witness was then excused and thA
next, Miss Lizzie Badger, was sworn and
her testimony coincided with the forml'r
witness. A few more points were brought
out in her statements.
·
State what, if anything, you heard
about Culp being a wizard and practicing
sorcery,

THE TRUTH
A. I went to the home of Miss Loop
the evening her mother died, and asked
her concerning it. She said that Culp
filled the description of the wizard given
by Ho:fl, and that Hoff had named the
person.. • . .
Homer B. Shelton was then recalled
and added to his former statement such
things as were obtained by questioning.
He stated that Miss Loop had said we
should not think it strange if we did not
see them at church. They had be"n advised by Hoff to remain away from the
church for two Sabbaths, but that they
could read their Bibles at home. That
also the Loops had full confidence in Dr.
Hoff and obeyed him implicitly.
Q. Was there anything said as to
whethAr it was necessary to kill Culp in
order to effect recovery in the cases of
sickness and to rPmove the trouble from
the nei~hborhood?
A. She said that Culp must be killed in
order to hav pRace and health. . . .
Q. Hav these reports had any e:flect on
Culp's character and standing in the
church?
The prosecution here objected, but the
court overruled the objection.
A. It did.
•
Q. Hav these reports had any bad effect
on t.he church?
A. I do not think it has had effect on
the membership, but bas brought the
church into bad repute by people who are
not members. . . .
Miss Sadie Loop then took the stand
and testified in her own behalf as follows:
"We thour;rht the a:flhction of orir
mother very strange, and the old doctor
Hoff told us strange things. I went to
our pastor, Rev. J. E. Cope, in the utmost confidence, seeking counsel and
advice.· He directed me to our classreader, H. B. Shelton, who said he would.
inquire into the affair, and for us to think
no more about it, as he would see to it
that the wizard bothered us no more.
Mr. Jacob Culp is a brother-in-law· of
mine, and I knew nothing of the witchcraft business until Ho:fl told me. When
I went to Rev. M.r. Cope he looked up the
word witchcraft in the dictionary and explained 1t to me. I had no faith in Hoff's
sorcery; but he cured where all others
failed. 'fhere was an air of mystery about
Hoff's movements, but we could not understand it. It was throngh the counsel
of Ho:fl that I mentioned sorcery to my
pastor and leader, and would not hav
done so otherwise." . . . .
Neither side had any more witnesses to
present and the case rested.
The counsel for defense made an able
and eloquent plea to the jury.
Then S. Y. Kennedy, of Columbiana,
pleaded long and earnestly for the church.
We giv a portion of his plea:
·' I desire first to call attention to the accused being charged with uttering falsehood, as per charges,. in that sne said
many things detrimental to the character
and general standing of Jacob Culp, saying that he was a wizard and practiced
sorcery. That the. accused is guilty has
been clearly shown by the testimony
produced, principall;y by H. B. Shelton.
Has the accused established the fact that
she did not circulate storiPB of witchcraft?
No, the testimony of Shelton and Culp
clearly shows that, and also .shows that
trQuble previously existed and her veracit.y has been brought into question, a
number of times. • . . The story of
sorcery is no less false because it was
whil'pered about under the cloak of secresy and confidence.
First consider:
did the accused circulate these stories?
Secondly, were they false? By competent testimony we hav shown that she did
circulate the stories of witchcraft and
that they were false."
This ended the argument and after a
few remarks the jury adjourned to form
a verdict. It took only ten minutes for
the jury to decide unanimously. The followmg is their verdict.:
We, the committee, in the case of Miss
' Sadie Loop charged with falsehood under
the specification in that she had on or
about the 25th day of April, 1893, published contrary to the word of God and
the disciplin the followinll' false and evil
m~~otter of and concerning Jacob Culp, to
wit: That he (Jacob Culp) was a wizard
and practiced sorcery, find that the said
specification is proven and the charge of
falsehood is sustained.
WM. KELLEY,
w. J. PARISH,
RoBT. HoLE, .
EMMETT FBEED,
J As. A. BoNSALL.

An Eloquent Fun"ral Address.
LAWRENCE, KAN., May 5, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find manuscript of a funflral oration" delivered by Dr.
E. B. Hazzard over tbe remains of my
youngest daughter, Annetta Christina
Palm, at my residence at Lawrence, Kan.,
April 30, 1893. I should be pleased if you
will· publish tbis in THE TRUTH SEEKER;
not only for my cwn satisfaction, but I
think it would probably be iuteresting

SEEKER. Jti:t.;y 8. i893.

reading to most of your readers as well.
Respectfully,
A. PALM.
~uman existence is a labyri.:;th of mystenes. Whence, what, whithPr? are questions that confront each and every person.
The mystery of evil, of sorrow ·and suffering, -the mystery of death, of birth, of life
itself-our whole career is a chain of mysteries.
~hat shall we say o~ the mystery of
evll? Is there any solutiOn of this problem that will giv comfort in sorrow and
consolation in grief? Tne basis of existence must be good or had. · If bad the
w_orld is chaos, life is bedlam, ration'ality
disappears, hopes are vain, peBBimism is
the true philosophy. If good, we shall
find order in the world, law in its constitution, reason as its rule, love at its heart,
progress its career, hat mony and happiness its finality and triumph. If the core
of things is sound and not rotten, if the
ess, nee of existence is divine, if the universeis governed by law, we must conclude
that whatever happens is for the best.
That we cannot escape from our highest
good, that the particular ills d life. are
swallowed up in the general harmonythat all is good and that good is all.
1
' Sweet are the uses of adversity,
Which like the toad, ugly and venomouF~,
Yet doth wear a precwus jewel in its
head."
" All nature is but art unknown to thee,
All chance, directiOn which thou canst
not see, .
All discord, harmony not understood,
All partial evil, universal good,
And spite of pride, in erring rea.son's
spite,
One truth is clear-whatever is, is right."

And the mystery of death? What of this
shall we say? lts solution is found in the
phrase "eternal life." Not as recited in
creed or chanted in hymn, but as expressed
in the new science of the present hour:
life essentially eternal. Life is f verywhere and everything is alive. All life
that is was always life. Life has no beginning or end. Birth and death are two
sides of the same thing, two processes of
life. The "dead" body is not dead. Its
disintegrating molecules are manifesting
life in what we call dissolution and decay.
The green leaf on the tree you say is
alive, but the "sere and yellow leaf," the
shriveled ~nd ~shrunken leaf, is also alive,
but has a different manifestation of life.
Our death in one world is a birth into
another. Our birth is an entrance into
this world and is a death to another.
" Onr birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.
The soul that rises,in us, our life's
star,
Hath elsewhere had a setting,
And cometh from alar."
And this brings us to the old, old question
of immortality-"If a man die shall he hv
again?''
There are two ki!lds of immortality of
which we are certain. We aro immortal
as to the constituents of our material organism. Every atom of our bodies is
eternal. Every particle of our composition is ever lasting. Matter is indestructible, force is imperishable, life is eternal.
Forms may change, the substance is permanent. There is .a story of a Hindoo
sage whose wife asked him if he Phould liv
hereafter. Be held up before her a piece
of salt. "See," said he, "I throw this
salt into the river. It disappears, but
nevertheless the salt livs on. It is not destroyed. Only the form is gone."
We are also immortal in the life of the
race, in the great being, the " grand
man," hun:.anity. Man livs forever in his
work of good or evil. He has a real immortality in the life of his race, purged of
all grossness, free from all selfishness. We
liv in humanity; we are vitally connected
with it as members. The human race is
an organic being, that livs and grows from
age to age, animated by one ! pirit, actuated by one power. Men may come and
men may go, but the race livs on forever.
As Lessing says: "The immortality of
souls is indissolubly associated with the
development of the race. We who liv are
not only the offspring of those who hav
lived before us, we are really of their substance, and it is thus that we are immortals, living forever.''
But am I immortal as an individual?
Hav I a private and personal immortality?
In !lnswer to this question we are compelled to Jeave the domain of science,
certitude and knowledge. and enter the
realm of belief, of speculation, of hope. I
can only say: I believe with all my soul
that I bhallliv again and through eternity
as an individual. I believe that our young
friend whom we meet to-day to remember
and to honor is more alive now as an individual than ever before. 1 believe sbe is
here and looking in our faces. I believe
that, individually and personally, with you
and me, she willliv through the glad ages
of eternity. I do not know it. I cannot
prove it. I cannot answer the anguments
of those who honestly are incap tble of
such belief-I only hope and believe. To
me there is no iieath,
.

There is no death:
·
'Tis but a change
From this old ::wuse lllto a newer,
But passing from a sham life ·
Into a truer.
There is no death:
'Tis , ut a step
That leads up to the higher;
Each setting of the sun doth bring
U B one day nigher,
There is no dPath:
'Tis setting free
·
From clay's incumbering fetters
Where spirit grows in wisdom's ways
]'ar.-better.
There is no death:
'Tis but a law,
A mandnte that no man can sever;
ProgreRsion's forward course will be
On, on forever.
Annetta Christina Palm was born Feb.
16, 1874. She was ninetPen years, two
tnonths, and eleven days old.
She was youn!!' as men count time, but
as Mr. Emerson has said: ' 1 We must consider the depth not the length of years."
"We liv in deedl!l not years; in thoughts
riot breaths;
In feelings not in figures on a dial.
We should count time by heart-throbs.
He livs most who thinks most, feels the
noblest, acts the bPst."
She was born in this house and lived in
it during the whole of her young life.
She went through the vadous courses
of study in all the grades of the different
pnblic schools in Lawrence and graduated
from the high school with unusual distinction, taking a leading part. in the closing
exerciHeB and attracting universal commendation by prbficiency and accomplishments.
As an illustration of the strength and
faithfulness of her character, the fact may
be stated, that during the eleven years of
her school attendance she was never tardy
a single morning nor absent from a single
recitation.
She was a teacher in Lawrence and
Douglas county for two years, Pxhibiting
great skill and capacity and achieving unexampled success.
On several occasions she was selected as
an assistant in the examination of other
teachers by the superintendent of instruction.
In all positions and situations, wherever she was found, she displayed the
some constancy, nobility, strength of purpose, propriety, and excellence. In all
things she was a truP, noble, good little
girl. She was an obedient and respectful
child.
·
She was an affectionate and dutiful
daughter. She was a generous and loving sister. She was a faithful and forgiving friend.
She was kind-hearted, good-natured, of
happy and amiable disposition.
She was grE-atly interested in the welfare
of others. She was kindly to the unfort. unate, sympathetic with tbe suffering,
benevolent to the poor, just and honest
wit.h everyone. She was, consequently,
loved and respected by all who knew her.
She was a great sufferer in her last
sickneBB, but she bore her sufferings with
patience and marvelous fortitude.
She was anxious to liv for the benefit
of her parents and fnends, but often said
that if her health could not return it were
better that she should go. She was not
afraid to diP, because she did not believe
in those gloomy creeds and dogmas that
make people cowardly of the futureafraid of the unseen and UR], nown. She
was conscious that she had never done
any harm to any human being.
She was a great believer. She believed
in truth, beauty, and. goodness. She believed in justice, mercy, and an honest
life.
She believed in the brotherhood of man,
the sisterhood of woman, and the motherhood of nature, as her own good father and
mother had taught her. She believed m
science as a savior, in humanity as a
messiah, in socitty as a providence, and in
the grand future of the human race as a
millennium and heaven. She believed in
the Bible of humanity-universalliterature,
whose books she loved and studied. She
believed that ~tn intelligent minrl was better than god or angel, that intuitiv reason
was more than priest C'r revelation, that
Eelf-control was greater than fasting or
prayers, that charity was larg~r than
temple or sacrifice. Like the great aud
good Th,,mas Paine, the world was her
country, to do good was her religion.
She aid not believe in religion in the
ordlllary sense. She did not believe in
a great tyrant ab,:,ve the ~kies. She did
not believe in an infinit divimty who could
thrust himself into the limits of a human
form, or a divine father who could plunge
three-fourths of his own children into
eternal pain. She was never converted,
never joined a church, never went to
Sunday-school a day in her life.
She did not think it necessary that in
order to be good we must look back eighteen hundred years for the blood of a

murdered saint or the cross of a crucified
redeemer. She did not feel that she could
shuffie off her sins upon the back of an innocent divinity and esc ape thereby the
penalties thereof. So she did not believe
in God or Christ in any ordinary sense,
f:he did not believe a book could be infallible that criticism could shatter in
pieces or that could be torn into fragments by its own contradictions.· Conc!lrning a future life, she believed thllt we
know absolutely nothing. . W~ence we
are and whither we are gomg lB an unsolved and perhaps unsolvable mystery.
All that we can do, she said, is to so liv
that when we come to die we may feel, if
de9th ends all, that .we hav lived nobly,
usdully, and for the improvement and the
highest good of our fellow-beings, and 1f
there is another hfe, we should then be
b,•st fitted to enjoy it. And in this faith
she died the death of tile wise, the just,
and the really righteous.
What a lesson was this life! Sue taught
you and me and all who may know her till
" the last syllable of recordE:d time,"
that a human being could be good and
true and pure and wise and free, happy
and usdul; a noble, sweet, and beautiful
character, and not believe in church or
crePd, in Btble or devil, in God or Christ,
and without the help of priest or catechism,
1
prayer-me~ting or Sunday-school, ' faith"
or sacrament.
This was a lesson better and greater thau
ever was formed in the life of prophet or
martyr, or ever fell from the lips of Apostle or saint.
·
And now, as we bid her good-bye, and
as our poor eyes shall see her no more, it
may be asked by those of other faiths
than hers, what consolations can her sincere and womanly reasonings giv to sorrowing souls and lonely hearts? I answer . that there are t.wo certainties of
which we may be sure which outweigh all
the contents of all the mythologies.
If there. is no fut •re life then she, like
all of the human race who hav passed to
"that bourne from wh<>nce no traveler returns," is free from care and sorrow, from
affiiction and anxiety. "After life's fitful
fever, she sleeps well." She haq a peace
that passeth understanding. From this
point of view, "What is death?
" 'Tis to be free:
No more to lovP, to hope, to fear;
To join the greater equality.
All alike are humble then.
The mighty grave wraps lord and slave.
Nor pride, nor poverty,
Dares com~ :within that refuge-house the
tomb."
If there is a future life, what then? If
there iE a heaven, and it were a heaven in
which she could not enter, it were no
heaven!
If there is a God and he is a good God,
he would not stay in a heaven from which
she was excluded.
If there is a God and heaven both, how
could a son] as good, as true, as really holy
as hers be shut out from them?
Poor McDonald Clarke, the mad poet,
once said: "Hea.ven is a place full of
flowers, music, little childreu, and plenty
of pure air."
If such ie heaven, how she would delight
therein. If there is such a heaven, surely
she is theTe.
So if there is no future life, witll her it
is well. If there is one, I am sure that no
man or woman, living or dead, is better
oft than she, ard I would that all mf'n
and. women living and dead were as happy
as I know that she is now.
S,· with no fear and with great hope we
lay her body away in the bright springtime she loved so well.
The wild fiowers will bloom over her
grave and mingle with the violets and
roses which the nEver-forgett.ing hand of
affection wi 1 plant.
The tears of our good sister and brother,
her father and mother, will cluster with
the glittering dew-drops on many an early
dawn. when the morning stars shall sing
together and the great king of day shall
climb his glorious path.
The wilu, free breezes of her nativ state
shall st.ir thA long, green grass as they
bear to her their tributes in the pPrfume
of the sunflower and many a prairie blossom.
The rustle of the trees, the song of
birds. the murm:uing of the broob, the
prattle of little children, borne from far
shall be a n~;ver-ending requiem.
The blue sky shalt be her covering by
day and the solemn stars her watchers by
night till the heavens are no more.
11
Transplanted :May!
Thou couldst not stay!
Who gave took thee away.
Come, child, and whisper to Dle,
Say, must I wait, or come to thee?
I hat to hear tLy message clear."
1
"
Cease, cease new grief to borrow!'
Last night I hea• d het' say,
1
For sorrow hath no morrow,
'Tis born of yesterday.
Translated thou Ahalt b ,
" y cloudless daylight see,
And bathe, as I, in fairest morrows end.lessly ,'"
,
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love their enemies and forget their friends
Often did she repeat, "Heaven and
hell are conditions not places. God should
be spelled with two o's and devil without a
d." Her life was of purity, sincerity, and
love, joy and happiness its handmaidens,
and deeds-not creeds-its moving factors.
A glorious success here, it could not be
aught else there.
The funeral was largely attended, The
beautiful grounds and residence were filled
with admiring friends. The address delivered by Dr. E. B. Hazzard was eloquent and touching. He dealt with the
actual immortality of life and its scientifiic
demonstrations in nature. Sweet music
was furnished by a quartet of mixed
voices, with an organ accompaniment.
The floral decoration was something seldom seen; the funeral bier was a pyramid
of wreaths, emblems, and bouquets, slmt
by admiring friends. It might be called
a lilac funeral, for the-air was laden with
the perfume of those sweet flowers. Six
of her young gentlemen acquaintances,
with sorrowing friends and mourning relative, accompanied her to her last restingplace amid the flowers and trees and singing birds of Oak Hill cemetery.
A FRmND.
[Nettie Palm was among the earliest contributors to the Corner. From her first
letter to the last well-written essay, she
displayed the noble and attractiv qualities
of intelligent womanhood. We are sorry
she has so soon and so suddenly left our
ranks, for the world needs such as she to
carry forward its best work. While we
mingle our sympathies and regrets with
her parents and friends, we shall cherish
her memory, that still exhales as the fra·
grance of the flowers. In the hearts of
those who loved her she is immortal.-ED,
C. C.]

fulfilling her duty to both children and 'ushered in the Reign of Terror? The first
society.
school claimed the land as the basis of. all
I hav ment.ioned before that Isabella wealth, and the state should assume posEdited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, ~all Lloyd was an orphan. Her parents died session of the soil, ·and its systems should
River, Mass., to whom all Oommumca- whPn she was too young to realize her loss. constitute political economy. The next
tions for this Corner should be sent.
She was immediately adopted by a wealthy school began with Adam Smith as princiand very kind aunt, who was something pal. He is spoken of as ' the founder of
of a woman suffragist and too¥: great in- political economy as a separate branch of
"Between the dark &nd the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
terest in politics. She attended all the human knowledge.' He differed from his
Comes a pause in the day's occnr.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
political meetings at Congress, and so predecessors by making labor the basis of
became well known in Washington If all wealth and mechanical arts and trade
Isabella was well posted upon the current the true source of national wealth. While
Little Giffen, of Tennessee.
topics of the day, it was small wonder, for agreeing with the first school in the freeOut of the focal and foremost fire,
her aunt took great pains to impress upon dom of all exchange, I might mention
Out of the hospital ward as dire,
her niece the great importance of woman's that restricting trade, seeking to control
Smitten of grapeshot and gangrene,
(Eighteenth battle and he sixteen!)
education.
its channels, by very early politicians,
Specter such as we seldom •ee,
About two weeks after the last conversa- known as the 'balance of trade' method,
Little Giffen, of Tennesoee.
tion took place Ethel was stan ding by the was tried to bring money into their country,
"Take him.:.__and welcome." the surgeon said;
long French windows gazing wistfully out, The next school succeeding. Smith was
"Much your rloc'or can help the dead!"
wishing for Isabella. As if in answer to her Ricardo, Mal thus, and Mill.
They
And so we took and brought him where
wish, that coveted young lady appeared. elaborated the theory of Smith and former
The balm was sweet on the summer air;
And we laid him down on a wholesome bed" Why are yon indoors this beautiful schools by making labor and land equal
Utter Lazarus, heel to head!
spring day?" she asked gaily. "Come, factors and basing wealth upon 'supply and
ma chere, and hear the birds sing." And demand.'" Here Isabella paused, as she
Weary war with the bated breath,
Skeleton boy with skeleton death,
she playfully drew Ethel toward the door. caught sight of a schoolm!l.te coming down
Months of torture. how many such?
"And talk about political economy?" the gravel walk.
Weary weeks of the stick and crutch!
asked Ethel childishly eager " Oh, yes,
" Oh, Miss Lloyd," she apologized, "I
Still a gli :t on the steel-blue eye
do let's , '
·
am truly sorry to interrupt yon, but Miss
Spoke of the spirit that would not die,
·
.
"
.
Vincent wishes very much to see yon."
And didn't! nay, more! in ileath·s despite
Isabella laughed gaily.
All right,
we
Sh e lin gere d an d t ook th e sea t b eBl'd e
.
.
The crippled skeleton learned to write!
Will.
Let
us
go
to
our
favont
nook
Ethel
that Isabella had just vacated.
"Dear mother," at first, of course; and then,
under the old elms. I love that place. B t
t b f
th 1 tt t k th 0
"Dear captain "-inquhing abuut '"the men."
Come.,
n no e ore
e a er oo
e ccaCaptain's answer-" Of eighty-and-five,
sion to whisper, "I'll try and resume our
Ethel needed no second urging. she
Giffen and I are left alive."
conversation soon, Ethel."
willingl_y took her seat beside her comEthel nodded and soon Isabella's slight
"Johnston's pressed to the front, they saY.!"
Little Giffen was up and away.
panion in' the mossy rustic seat that form disappeared up the gravel walk.
A tear-his first-ashe bade good-bye,
Madam Hanton's splendid grounds were
IDA BALLOU.
Dimmed the g]mt of his steel-blue eye;
noted for.
"I'll write, if spared." There was news of a fight,
"Belle," said Ethel, breaking the little
In Memoriam.
But none of Giffen-he did not write.
silence, "I am going to write and ask papa
From tile Lawrence, Kan., Jo~wnal.
I sometimes fancy that wera I king
a few questions on this snbjeQt. He will
On the twenty-seventh day of April,
Of the princely knights of the Golden Ring,
tell
me,
I
know.
What
do
yon
think
of
eighteen
hundred and ninety-three, at
With the song of the minstrel in mine ear,
the idea?"
the home of her parents, occurred the disAnd the tender legend that trembles here,
·· I'd giv the best on his bended knee,
" It is a good one," Belle answered solution of Annetta Christina Palm. She
The whitest son! of my chivalry,
generously. "I am most unwilling that was born in Lawrence, on the sixteenth
~ttle Giffen, of Tennessee!
yon should depend ·upon me for your day of February, eighteen hundred and
FRANCIS 0. TICKNOR.
ideas, for I am not well enough versed. seventy-four, thus having told, in all, less
Well, let me see," she continued thought- than a score of years of this life,
Talks on Political conomy.
fully; "I gave yon before something of a
Nettie, as she was fondly called by all,
Some days had passed before the young definition of political economy. But I filled an hctiv and useful station, her talgirls could find the opportunity or feel might hav shortened that definition by ents were in constant employment, her rethe inclination to resume .their former sayin~ that it is a 'science of wealth.' It sources and energies seemed boundless,
talk. But during the brief elapse of time is a study that inquires into the origin, the her labors were directed toward the genneither of the girls had been idle. Isa- promotion, the division, and exchange eral good rather than in self-interest, and
bella had eagerly employed all her leisure of_ wealth. It takes into consideration it was in the success of this alone she
moments reading the books her aunt had the nature, the production, the distribn- sought or found her chief reward. Nothsupplied her with, and Ethel, though she tion, and incidentally its taxation. Mac- ing ever daunted her, and thoroughness
had no books to refer to, had been doing leod says that 'wealth is anything what- alone would satisfy. This was a marked
some earnest thinking. She pondered ever whose value can be measured in feature of her entire life. From the time
long and deeply upon what Isabella told money; consists exclnsivly of exchange- the little six-year-old heroin commenced
her, and longed to receive more informa- able rights.' And he also says that 'Pure her course at the city schools until it
tian on the subject. Ethel was an ambi- economics is nothing but the science of closed with her graduation in the high
tiona and a very intelligent girl, and gave exchange.' So wealth in political economy school in the class of '91, a decade and
promis of developing into a very beautiful is only considered as capital, or, as some more had passed, yet not in all these years
and accomplished woman, for she had call it, stock. It is that wealth used for was she ever once tardy or absent. Sumgreat intnitiv powers and was, for her age, the purpose of profits, and terms used in mer's suns, winter's storms, or childhood's
quite a brilliant conversationalist. But political economy, such as rent, interest, interests were alike powerless to prevent
Ethel's parents were of that well-meaning wages, value, exchange, properties, and her following duty where it called. In
but mistaken class of people who, blind to rights, are factors in the productions, pos- her classes she ranked with the most brilltheir child's talents and desires, had sent sessions; and exchange of wealth. Do yon iant and highest. A pleasant voice and a
her to various schools to receive all her understand, dear?" asked Isabella ab- happy smile always made her appearance
education there. They never thought of snrdly, as though she were talking to a upon the rostrum well received. Habits
such a thing as teachers who instead of child.
formed by years of such environment were
educating the child were only dwarfing its
"Yes," answered Ethel with a dimpling not to be lightly thrown aside. Leaving
intellect. And if such a thing was men- smile, "I understand. Then the true defi- her alma mater, and feeling that she
tioned, they would hav been shocked and nition of Political Economy shows that owed to the future some of the benefits she
indignant. Why is it so? Why havn't there is nothing political about it. Neither had received from the past, she entered
parents more intnitiv powers and clearer is there any economy about it. It re- the profession of tPaching, and to perfect
ideas? Or, better still, why ·do they not minds me of the definition I once read herself in this joined the normal class, of
take their children into their confidence in an old school-reader, that an amateur which she was still a member. Nature as
and seek to win theirs in· return? It lexicographer gave the lobster, 'A little well as application seemed· to hav peculwould help the child in older years and red fish that runs backward,' and the iarly fitted her for this work. Her schools
tend to do away with a great deal of pain correction Mr. Webster gave when they were marvels of order and punctuality.
and vexation, that the lot of young, aspir- submitted the question to him. He said, The same careful regard to thoroughness,
ing minds is subject to.
'Unfortunately the lobster is not a fish, even in her school days, followed her
Yet Mr. and Mrs. Carlton would not and as matter of fact it is not red, and here, and evinced itself in all her work.
She taught two years, the first being
willfully neglect their children. Mr. Car1- finally it never runs backward.' "
ton was, as I said before, a civil engineer,
Isabella looked a little chagrined at the spent in district Number One, and the secand so engrossed in business that he manner of Ethel's translation of her ond in district Number Eighty-one, giving
scarcely knew more of his family than his words, though she laughed, and admitted eminent satisfaction in each instance.
brother in Washington. It was not always a little reluctantly, "I admit that yon are She was an activ votary of the public
so. When he was a young man a more right, Ethel. I think I told yon before library, having read during the . term of
devoted, brilli!l'nt, and affectionate gentle- that Political Economy does not really her membership over three hundred works
man it would be hard to find. But grad- mean what its name would imply. Ques- of fiction, trav~l, and history.
ally, as his children grew older and re- nay, Tnrgot, and others who constituted
Hers was an illness of one week, and
qnired less attention, he was, all nncon- the first school of political economy, her sufferings, though intense, were borne
scionsly, allowing the cares and vexations thought that the state might establish a with the patient resignation equal to the
of commercial life to crowd out all the system of economy, and many believed heroism of her life. Bravely she met the
sweet anticipations and comforts of home that had their ide.as been adopted the silent mystery; her departure was as genMrs. Carlton was a fashionable society horrors of the French Revolution might tie as the coming of dawn. An intellect
woman. 'Perhaps that would be all hav been averted.
But they learned which could find individual advancement
that was necessary to say about her. to their cost that the state was composed only in the general good of humanity could
But it might seem to a disinterested reader of gentry who had a most supreme con- not be bound by creed or dogma. The
that Mrs. Carlton was a frivolous butterfly. tempt for any economy, and the school fiendish doctrin of total depravity and
But she was not. And often she was heard . was closed and their thesis almost for·l the atonement she rejected, and laughed to
to oonsre.tulate herself upon 110 11killfully gott.en in the stirring scenes which !!Corn the portentou11 threats of those who

[We notice that our friend and always
interesting correspondent of the Corner,
Geo. J. Remsburg, has three articles on
archreological subjects in the Archceologist, a monthly magazine published at
Waterloo, Ind. This magazine is the
official organ of the American Archreologi.
cal Association. Mr. Remsburg has made
several interesting discoveries while pursuing his investigations in the attractiv
fields of archreology. We wish him great
snccess.-ED. C. C.]

Correspondence.
GoRE BAY, ONT., J nne 3, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXON: This is my second
letter to the Corner. I am very lonely
this evening, so I think I will try to write
a letter. I would like to get your picture.
What does the "H " in your name stand
for? My second name is Elizabeth. I go
to the Methodist Sunday-school, as I want
to hear "both sides of the story,'' and
think for myself. There are some very
funny things in the Bible ; among the
funniest is about a prophet making an ax
swim (in 2 Kings vi, 5, 6, 7).
I hav been down to Toronto since I
wrote my last letter. I had a birthday
party on my birthday, and then I went
away for a trip the next day. Was not
that nice? I expect to go to the World's
Fa~r this summer. Are yon going, Miss
WIXon?
All the children around here call me
" little bother" because I am always
whistling. I whistle and play the piano
too. I hav relations coming to visit us
from Australia. One of these is Mr. John
Childs, who is a Freethinker. He wrote
a book on "Skepticism." I hav saved the
paper with my last letter in, to let him
see it. Papa has very many books on
"Free thought." He lends THE TRUTH
SEEKER to people here, and it does them
a lot of good. He used to lend them to a
minister named Mr. Rntleff.
I asked
some person to write to me, but they are
a very long while in doing so.
I guess I will come to a close now.
From your little Freethinker friend,
GRACIE BRAZENOR,
P. S.-My address is Gracie Brazenor,
Gore Bay, Manitonlen Island, Ont.
·
[The H. stands for Helen.
Yes, we
may go to the World's Fair, but hav made
no decided plans yet. We hope to hear
from Gracie often.-ED. C. C.]
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The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart'
·
•
.
some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstimann .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 The lllorals of Christ. A comparison
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Free- Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
1
with the contemporaneous systems of llfosaic,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
M. E, Billings-........................... 25
P)larisaic, and Grreco-Roman ethics. By Austin
I i full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Bierbower. Paper,16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus- Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell......
50
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
Religion a Onrse; Heligwn a Disease; Reold-world ethical s:ystems which chie:tl,Y conligion a Lie. 8. P. Putnam.
. .. _... 25
cern the modern mvilized world. and m this
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Design Argument l!'allacies. By Editor of
book he has so classified the elements revealed
THE •rnuTB BEEKER .... -..... . .. . .. .. ..
15
by that anall'§is as to ~ive them a high scienAbraham Lmcoln: Was He a Chriotian?
tific value. His book IS almost as systematic as
John E llemsbnrg............... _......
50
a treatise upon one of the exact scienceshand
Durrn~ the year other standard Freeth ought i s~ands .in fine cqntrast to the rambling, et ical
works will be published and sent to subscribers
discussiOn of whi~,h we !).ear so ~uch and which
as they appear.
leads us nowhere. -[Chicago Daily News.
Ye~rly sn_bscribers at $3 receive ft:ll the numbers; Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
pu~hshed IJ?. one. year. In ordermg please say · on the applications of scientific truth to ri:wrals
wh!ch year IS desrred.
.
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
IN THE
Smgle numbers sold at prices quoted.
cloth $1• paper 50c. "Strong. even bold
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
essay~ on ethical ~nd religions subjects. They
23 Lafavette Place. New York.
are the work of a man of vigorous int0llect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
At Morristown, N. J.
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
~
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
arc ~ull of interest to the casual reader by realong as the Christians use force to repress free
son
of their fund of anecdote and biog;raphical
speech. Its legR.l aenmen is unsurpassed, its elocitation, and to the seeker for religrons and
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian perI'
•
•
I
moral
truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
secutiOn is going on this argument should be
World.
freely cirenlated, read to the Christians, an<l expounded on every occasion.
2 Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Oloth, square 18mo,
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
75 pages, aoc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
28 Lafayette place, New York.
wide reading anfl. investigation. It is a helffnl
A judicial consideration of the question and the
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, an• its
decision against the scriptures and the Christian
presentation of the relation between evolution
tradition. Price, 10 cent~. Address
and Christianity includes much valuable
KE 1 thonght."-[Bnffalo Express. .
A Leaftet showing that the oft-repeated ChrisTHE
TRUTH
SEE
B.
Lessons
From the World of Matter and
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
Pre
and
Con
of
be widely circulated to m.et the calumny. Price,
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address '!'HE TnuTB
RF.F.KEB, 28 Lafayette place, New York
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SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

'E:

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

I

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re~
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the. · Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshi~pers,
or trying to induce the Deity to nnde ake a.
crusade of one against the Uolor&do
tle I'
Price, 10 centli.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact I
'Price, 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

He Agnostic Annual
-J!OB-

--i893.&~~
.Edited by CHARLES A .. WATTS.
OONTENTB:
The Moral Sanction Leslie Step)len; Reverent
Ag)losticism,Amos Water!U The Mother Nature:
A PoemJ Gerald Massey; vogmatism in Theology, Alrred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The City of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honestl" in Our
Convictions, tJ. E. Plnmptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of S~erstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clod<t The Disap:{learance of the Nether World~
F- J. uould; Religwns Ideas: Their Origin a.na
Development, Frederick Milla!'i Si~!l:ls with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; roaterialii!m r.nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lnci11on Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
o\iliii'ARR 'l'H'F. '1'1H1'1'H Rli\11\ln''l>

LITTLE. LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MR& E. D. BLENKER.
-

«<oenta.

Roaring Lion on .the Track.
Lv1 M. B.ABOOOK.
Price

10 oentJI.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

ARGUMENT

Reynolds Blasphemy · Trial,

WAS

•I

CHR 'S T

CRUCIFIED • I

·"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar•
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VA1'l B1mEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 oenta

I
!

Supernatural ReI igi on. ;~~·· ~;~,m~~sUT~-1.ScEtEIKEmR.s.
I

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mirao-

•

llw

ulous Religion?

~. ~ Gmx.J>.

,

!!&per, lll(l oents; olo~m.. 10 oent.

1

A LIBERAL 81. OR Y.

Br MBa, E. J, B.u.x..

Price, 25 cents.

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oet&vo, 838
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
..,lie Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
245 pages, $1.
Universe~ tl,
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Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
RELIGION A CuRsE, RFLJGION A.DISEASE,
RELIGION A LIE. By Samuel P. Putnam.
Mr. S. P. Put.nam is one of the strongest writers in the ranks of Fr,ethought
to-day-terse, vivid. philosophical, and
convincing. The above title to· his last
work seems, at tirRt s~ht, almost harsh,
so forcible and cutting is it; but when we
look into its pages and observe how cleancut and to the point are its BPntences, we
perceive thn.t the force and directnePB of
the title is well maintained. The reasons
showing that the fashionable religion of
the day is just that which Mr. Putnam
claims are well founded and unanswerable.
Religion, born of dependence in the
childhood of the race, when man was an
ignorant and tottering weakling, would
seem at this stage of developments a thing
to be cast aside with the swaddling-clothes
of infancy. Man is now ahl" to stand
alone. He needs no props. Honesty and
virtue should stand him in stead of TPlig·
ion· and fear. He should hav straightforward, manlyindependenc<'> of chanct<'>r
a.nd upright conduct more than aught
else.
.
The latter pages of the book contain
Mr. Putnam'R able argument before the
Columbian Exposition committee of the
Honse of Repre~<entativs against t.he
Sunclay closing of the Fair, and is a lucid
and candiil presentation of the case, Fbowing that Sunday in any aspect is ent~rely
outside of and beyond n.ny CongreRSJonal
enactment. There are added also six
poems in Mr.- Putnam's vigorous and
original Rfyle, all earnest at1d gemmeo
with truth and beauty. At the low price
of 25 cAnts this book onght to sell by the
million copies.
SusAN H. W,uoN.
DFSIGN ARGUMENT F AT.LACI"RS. A Refntation of the Argument That Nn.ture ExIf' hibits Marks of Hn.ving Been Deflie-ned
:by an Intelligent. Being. By the Editor
1 of 'l'BE TRUTH SEFKli:R.
This is another PXCf>llent work and is a
fitting companion for Mr. Putnam's book
on Religkn. The stereotyped phrases in
f~~ovor of desi!!ll are popped over like tenpi•·s in the hands of an expArt. The
much-vaunted goodness, wisdom, and
mercy of God are shown to be less than
thin a;r. Investigation di~<closes clearly
enough that therA is not a particle of evidence of design by an:v sort of a creator or
"Great First Cause" in all the universe
known to man.
In all the research
among the spaces, as far as reason, investigation science, and common sense hav
been ~ot a scintilla of proof can be
brou~bt forward logically to show that the
world bad an original, intelligent, thinking designer.
The design fallacy is brought forward
so frequently by the oppon.-nts of Freethought t.bat this handy little pamphlet of
sixty page11, as a complete refutation of
the idea must meet with a cordial welcome it should be in the bands of every
Lib.,~al to quote from as showing the utter
weakness and absurdity of a theory born
of ignora-nce and maintained by superstition. The low price of 15 cents should
aid materially in its circulation, and the
thanl.s of the multitude are du" the Editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER for his skill in preparing and sending out this neat little
brochure for the instruction of thA masses
upon a matter that bas attracted the
attention more or less of almost everybody in the world.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
Helen H. Gardener's New Book.
The following is tbe publisher's circular
of Helen H. Gardener's forthcoming book.
We shall hav the work a• soon as out; the
pril'e being, cloth $1, paper 50 cent!'.
In reviewing Helen H. Gardener's first
novel "Is This Your Son, My Lord?"
Monc~e D. Conway said : " Another
thinker has been let loose upon the
world." Each succeeding year has had
its book from the brain and Pen of this
brilliant and gifted writer, and has shown
that Mr. Conway was a clear-sighted and
correct critic.
Whether her publishers hav issued a
volume of essays, a book of short stories,
o:r a novel it is equally apparent to ller
readers tb~t indeed a '' thinker has been
let loose upon us;" a bright and logical
thinker who has the splendid courage of
her convictions and does not fear to so express her thoughts that he who runs may
read them
At the International Congress of Representatlv Women, held
recently in
Chicago, the intense desire to bear what
Helen Gn.rdener had to say on any topic
resulted in packed halls whenever she
spoke and in repeated demands for her
reappearance. The first night she spoke
hundreds had to be kept out of the hall
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Scientific Works.

for want of standing-room. Hundreds of
demands were made that Helen Garllener
be urged to repeat the same speech in the
same large hrdl or a larger one if it could Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max ~til
be obtained, to enable those who bad been
ler. 1. The SimplicitY of Lav-guage; 2. The
shut out t.o hear her.
IdentitY of Language and 'IJ?ought, and .8.
The :,;.mplicity of Thought. With an ap,Pendu
The enthusiasm of the men who heard
which contains a correspondence on "'Ihoughdt
her was quite as sincere and demonstrativ
Without Words," between F. lVIax 1\Iuller !iii
as-was that of the women, and before she
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George it.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound·iu cloth.
left the city of Chicago she had been urged
Price, 75c.
by a number of publishers to allow them
Three
Lectures on The Science of Lan•
to publish and distribute large numbers of
guage. By Prof. F. Max l\fiiller. T?-e
copies of her ~peecbes. Physicians called
Oxford University Extemion Lectures. With
upon her and urged that this be done ima supJ?lement, •·l\:(y Predecesso1·s." an essay on
mediately, and professors in colleges and
genesB of "The Science of Thought " 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.
teacbers did the same.
Th.
Steps were at once taken to put her The Psychology of Attent.ion.
Ribot, Jll'Ofesoor of Comparative and 'xperi·
speeches made at this congress. together
mental Poychology at t11e College de <ranee,
with other of her essays, including "Sex
and <l'litor of the Revue Pltilosop/tique. AUin Brain," into hook form to meet, in the
thorized translation Treating or the f(lllowing
topic<: 1 Spontane.ons, or Natural, Atteution.
readiest and cheapest way, the demand for
-a, Emotional states; b, Pbysieal manife~ta
them.
tions; c. flnrprise. 2. V,iluntar;·ior Artificial,
Attentiom.-a, Its mecharf.'sm; b, nhib\twn; c,
ThiR book, entitled "Facts and Fictions
'l'he feeling of ~ffort. 3. The Morbid Htate> of
of Life." will be ready for the public
Atteotion.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
about July 15th.
c, Fixed irieas "'"l ecstasy; d. I<lioey; e, At ten-.
twn in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 75c.
Already application has been made by
accredited reprPsentativs of four forAign Fnnllameutal Problems. The Method of
PhilosoPhy a' a Bystematic At·ra•to:ement of
nations to translate this book into their
Knowledge. By Dr. Pant Carns. Price, $1.
several languages, and the demand for it
is sure to be a large and increasing one, as The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisins.
A Study in Experimental Poycllology. By Alit has been for ever:v book she has written.
fred Binet. 'l'ranslatiou from the French with
Helen Gardener is the kind of thinker
the sanction of tl!e author. 'l'reating of the following subjects: 1. The l'sycholo_g.v of the Cell
who does not run to mere fads. One of
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychoher reviewers bas said of her work that it
logical Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
is ree from all personal color; has no · and tlenso•-:y Or~ans. 3. ThB Psychology of
Nutrition: HolopJ1ytic, Saprophytic, and Anitaint of personal prej11dice nor of sex bias
mal Nutrition; J'redatory t<abite of Certam
or narrow one-~<idedness. What she writes
Animalcu-a. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Orgat1isms. 6:
is the acme of logic glorified by the fire of
Fecundation o ( Hi~her Animals anoi Plants. 7.
sincere conviction ann tbe uenerons
The Phvsio ogicnJ Function of the Nucleus. 8.
warmth of a strong and earnest persoCorrespo udence b ·tween Alfre<l Binet and Ch.
Ric bet (profc.sor of physiology in the Faculty of
nality. It is the work_ of genius made
l\iedicine
at Paris) re,pecting cellular psycholpractical by a rare common sense-a
ogy. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.
gf>nius so well balanced and so free from
eccentricity that even t}J.Ose who do not Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on tlte Labor Question, Including the
agree with all her conclusions are enthusiOontroYersy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
astic Admirers of her and her work. This
Ethics of the Board of Trade,~ an'l also tho Controversy
with l\Ir. Hugh u. Penteco<t, and
is evidenced hy the fact that thoue-h she is
othere, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
known to be a frank and outspoken Agcloth lJ,inding, Portrait of the author, and autonostic, yet clere-ymen all over the country
graph Jetter. Price, $1.
•
urge her to read and speak in their pnl- The ldPa of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.
pitR, and 1hfy preach upon her works and
Being a disquisition on the develonment of
the idea of God tu hum"'n thought and hhto:ry;
use her e11says and books aq texts for
d.scns-ing: 1. The Natllre of ldnas. 2 The Etsermons to their congregations.
ynio,ogyof Th"' Woril God. 3. God an Abstract
It is a cau•e of surprise to those who
lde<L. 4. ~'he Coneeptions or God (Polytheism,
Monoth
ism, PantheiRm, Theism, and Atheism).
meet her for tbe first time th~tt she is not
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
large, that she is young and pretty, vivathe l\Ionastic Conception Of God. Price, 15c.
cious, and rot. at all pessimistic. She Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Comwrites of the ills of life, but she is as
paratiYe Philology: The fltnily of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenuerg, of the University of KieL
optimistic as is the surgeon, who sees the
-a,
Simscrit Hesearch; b, From Jones to Lag.
abscess and the ill it can do and fearlessly
sen; c, The DiscoverY of the Veda; d, The Inputs in the keen-cutting scalpel to cut out
terprbtation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. ExPerimental Psychology
and tn cure.
By Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Persons who do not think very seriously,
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of ·Modern Psycholog;v;
or who, as Helen Gardener says, only
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Great .Brit"think they are thinking," at odd and
ain
and the United Statos. 3. Old Testament
fugitiv times wonder how a woman, and a
History: or, The !Use of the peo_ple of Israel.
young woman at _that, can write as Helen
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of tlie University of
Konigsberg~-a, The Traditions of the People of
Gardener does unless she has had a perIsrael; b, The l\ftgrations of the Tribes of
sonal experience of the things of which
Israel; c, The ConquPst of Palestine and the
she w·rites. A" if the preacher who depicts
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and pref.
the torments of the damned must hav bad
atory remarks by- the erlitor of the Open
these torments, or that a Shakspere must
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.
hav been something of all of which he The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul
wrote, or that a Thackeray must hav
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
either been a Becky Sharp or bad one in
in~tation of the B~ard of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
his familv. or Dickens a U ri'ah Heep or a
a Sd.ence; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The ThePecksniffor a Fagan. Of course all this
ories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.
is absurd when we come to think of it. On Double Consciousness. Experimental
Helen Garilener's home life -with her
PsychologicalStud,es. By Alfred Binet. Table
parents was markedly simple and hapny · of contents: 1. Introdnctoryi. Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Pro or of Double Conand pure. and as free as possible from the
sciousne-s in Hysterical Individuals. a. The
troubles and ills of the world. Her marRelations between the Two Consciousnegses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical Eye.
ried or dou1estic life is simply ideal. Her
5. lVIechanlsm or Subconsciou-ness? 6. The.
husband, who is a college-bred profesGraphic lVIethod and the Doubling of Conscioussional gentleman, is in entire harmony
ness. 7. The Intens.ty of Subconscious States.
s.
The Role of 8nggestion in Phenomena of
with all her work and all lithe desires
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousto do, as she is with all he thinks and
ness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.
does.
She has no more earnest ad- The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. Bv
mirer and at the same time no more
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famuus and popular Ger.
c!u~>fnl critic.
He frequently telle her
man
romance. The author writes a~ a motto
she needs only to be entirely natura!' to be
for the American edition: "A noble lmman
entir~>ly irresistible. From a home where
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the mind; and deeds offriendR, as well
unbroken harmony and perfect l!ood
as in the thoughts and the activit: of the na.fellowship uninterruptedly reigns Helen
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.
Gttrdener looks out upon the world and Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
sees the strifes and strue-gles and ills of
Authorized translation_ Treating of thH followlife, and from her own life knows how
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness.
2. Organic Diso ders. 3. Emomuch better all this can be, should be,
tional Disorders. 4, Intellectual Troubles. 5.
and she seeks to make it so.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.
Tile Soul of Man. An Investigation of
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PULPIT, PE~W,
and CRADLE.
.By Heier'\ H. Garc:lel'\el".
One of Her Brightest, . Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,

the Fact; of Physiological and Experimental
Psychology. Bv:br.PaulCarus. With 152Illn<tra,tive Cuts and Diagmms. Price $3, p11ges 480.
Pnnted on extra fine paper, handsomely lJound
in cloth. ~'he subject-matter of the work is
div:\ded il!to the following sections: 1. The
PhilosophiCal Problem of Mind. 2. The Hiso of
Organic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActi-ity. 4. The Immortality of the Uace ancl
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psychology. 6. 'l'he Ethical and Religions Aspects of Smil-Life.
Addre~s
'riii<J 'l'HU'l'H HEEJCETl.
28 Lafayette Place, New York

Price. 10 cetits. Address this office.

rhe Sunday Question.

Christianity a Fiction.

1\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL f'lEVIEW.
Wll H REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.

THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Price,

B'J GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
15 cents

Essay on iVi i racles",
liJrJ

D~t!

VlD HUME,

(}ems of ~AougAt.
THE history of intellf>ctual ptogtess is
written. in the lives of Inf1dels.-Irzge1·soU
M~NTAL involution shows another phlis~
in habit. Habits are well-knit associa
tions.
'Ihey make tis machines, com
mitted forever to a detetmineil manner of
acting and thinking. A habit !s its~lf a
mental bias. Stereotyped and mhPrtted
it becomes instinct, where we see the full
fruition of the involution movement and
the dead level of automatism. From this
point of view instinct has been well
called·" lapsed intelligence," if by intelli
gence we mean power to adapt ourselvs
to new surroundings and to avail ourselvs
of new impressions. Habit is opposed to
progress.
In. history, our. reformers
J esn s Savonarola, . Luther- hav · been
liabit-breaker&. Genius, too, is only the
name of that disposition whfch repels
against the law of mental mvolut10nt,
breaks away from systems, and goes on
in search of the object~v truths ?f nat~re
~bus, side by side with the ~nvolutwn
movement we find the evolutiOn move
ment. In' the animal kingdom, it .is ~ep
resented by the persistent but mysteriOus
tendency toward va?'if!tion; in human
history by the comet-hke appearance of
the ref~rmer; in art, by the lawless prod
net of genius. All these are factors m the
upward world-movement which saves us
from the stagnation of the relentless law of

.babit.-Projessm· Pat1·ick on the Pcy
chology oj Pr1judice.
THE attempt at theocratic organization
appeared at an early period, both in the acts
of the court of Rome, and in those of the
Clergy in ~eneral; but, from the com~e~l?e
ment such obstacles were thrown m Its
wa:v, that, even in its greatest vigor, it never
had the power to over~ome them. . •. • .
When the church asprred to dommJ.On, It
bad to encounter the priile and thA resis~
ancA of the feudal nobility. Europe IB
greatly indPbted to the laic members of
the feudal system in the eleventh centu-.:Y
the people were almost completely ~ubJU
~ated by the church; sovereigns could
scarcely protect themselvs from its domination: the feudal nobility alone would
never submit t.o its yok.,, would never giv
way to the power of the clergy. .. .
The feudal nobility always considered
themselvs as not only independent of the
church, ·but as its superior-as alone
call€d upon to possess, and in reality to
govPrn, the countrv;_ they w:ere·willing always to liv on good terms with the clergy,
but at the same time insisting that each
should perfor:tp. his own part, the one not
infringing upon the duties of the other.
During many centuries it was the lav
aristocracy who maintained the independence of society with regard to the church;
they boldly defended it when thA sovereigns and thA people were subdued. They
were the first to oppose, and probably
contributed more than any other power to
the failure of the attempt at a theocratic organization of society.-Guizot's History

of Civilization.
STILL another devAlopment of the theological ppirit, mixed with .Pr<?fessional exclusivness and mob preJudice, wrought
untold injury [to the science of medicin].
EvPn to those who had become so far
emancipated from allegiance to fetich
cures as to consult physicians, it wae forbidden to consult thoee who, as .a rule,
were the best. From a very early period
of European history the Jews had taken
the lead in medicin; their share in founding the great sohools of Salerno and ~<?nt
pelier we hav already noted; and m all
parts of Europe we find them acknowledged leaders in the healing art. The
<>hnrch authorities, enforcing the spirit of
the time, were etlpecially severe against
those benefactors; that men who openly
rejected the means of salvation, and whose
souls were undeniably lost, should heal
the elect, seemed an insult to providence;
preaching friars denounced them from
the pulpit, and the rulers in state and
church, while frequently secretly consulting them, openly proscribed them.
Popes Eugene IV., Nicholas V., and
Calixtus III., especially forbade Christial'ls to employ, them. The councils of
Beziers and Alby in the thirteenth century the council of Avignon in the fourtee~th, the ~ynod of Bamberg and the
bishop of Passau in the fifteenth, with
many others, expressly forbade the faithful to call Jewish physicians or surgeons.
under·penalty of excommunication; such
great preAchers as John Gey ler a· d John
Herolt thundered from the pulpit against.
them and all who consulted them. As.
late as the middle of the seventeenth
century, when the city council of Hall, in
Wurtemberg, gave some privileg!'B. to a
Jewish physician "on account of his ad-.
mirable experience and skill," the clergy
of the city joined in a protest, declaring
that '' it were better to die with C':brist
than to be cured by a Jew doctor aided by
the devil."-Ex-Pre8ident Wf!ite of (/or~

nell Univm·sity.

·
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Age of Reason. Pap., ~5e.
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.
Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecieb
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Apostle of Political and Re
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.: clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written h
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

8vo. 800 pp..

clo., $3; leather, $41
~~:ilt edges $4.50.

morocc~;

Life of. By J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap~Oc.
Life of. with Remarks oli

Comte and Rousseau. By 0
·Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., wit1
portrait, 60c.

Life of'.

With ExplanatoQ

Observations. By G. V8.1e.
trait. $1.

Po~

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
pa~er, 22x28,

~l.

Political and Religious Re."
former. By B. F. Underwood. lOc.
Political· Works : "Common
Sense," . " Crisis," "Rights
Jlfan.' $1.50.

o1

DEATHBEDS.

CHEAP EDITION.

••**
By

G. W. ~COTS.

••••

--o-Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and oMwrs:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet, Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta, Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon.
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, Joa.:l Stuart Mill, Muaheau, Robert
Owen. Thomas P..&ine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabelais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolar.J., George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John
Tobin!!; Vanini, Volne~r, Voltaire, James Watson,
John watts, Thoma.s Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address

"''R'"'

'l'nl'T'l'i'l' !>F,F,'R'F.P..

lution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Reason,"" Examination ofPro'{>h·
.ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

Vindication. of. Reply toN. Y.
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. lOc

.A.c:IGress Tb.e Tru:t;b riJis.eke~ CoTnDQ.'!AY-
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the Peopl~.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Pain~~>,
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Floclm,
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His W orkll.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohamme~,
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Sam'{>les of ChriBtianity'a Work,
J\Hss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Res~
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Ch~.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it hM a-.er \0<&
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be puh
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of plJ:tting the book in tho reach of all.
A.t twice the price i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ ~tnd we judge fl!'om our own feelings that nearly every Liberal ::Jc
America will desire a copy of tnis moBt wondeJrfnl volume.-[Freethillkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deseryes to be ca.lled the art!Bt-hero of Liberalism. He haa dedicated hio gsniUB 1)1.
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pict
ores do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readine
'Ilatter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!Ove the utte~
·:8J.sit:y: of the church's professions and the hroocrisy of those who 11.phold them. .Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Chlristianity and the church that has ever ooa;o:~. pnt ic:'l\ 1\ro~
lw&ldl! of Freethinkers.-I:Boston Investigatmr.
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l::loard c:o'II'Vl''liii~ $~ i ©li~lltf $2.~.
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POPES AHD Tft€Jli D9JHGS.
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of the Canon.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books _at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the FatherF
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ' cripturf
Boo'ks Which are Now Called Apocryphal. Thf
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents .

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

• AOOOUNT .0 11

Ytaars of Chrtst and Vtcegerents of God,
l',.per, ~0 Q(lQts; olQtq, 70 oente,

I

~~

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES..

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug_h.............
2 Senuar Responsibility. G. J. Ho!y<Jake.....
4 Influence of Chnstianity on Civilizatio• .
Underwood ...... .-..........................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. 11iax llfueller .....
8 Religiol! of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relntion of Witchcraft to Heligiun. Lyall ..
10 Ep1demi<~Del~sio,n~. M.nrvin ...... ,. .........
11 Ph1losoph:\': •.f Splntuahsm. 1\farvm ........
12 'fytidaJ!'s l:lelra>t lnangura1, and 1-'01 tra.t ..
13 Essavs on l\Iiraclee. David Hume ...........
14 J and Qite,tion. Charles Bradl .. ugh ........
15 Wlre Aaam anrl Eve Our Joirst Paren·s?
Charles B1·adlaugh.........................
16 Why !Jo Men t>tBrv~? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Chal'les Rr·•dlaugh ...
19 Large or Small ~·nmilies? A. Holyoal; e.....
20 ;:,uperstitio · Displayed, wil h a Lbtter of
William Pitt.. Austin Holyoak e. . . . . . .
,1 Defense of Secnlnr Princip'es. C: Watts....
22 Is the Bible Heliable? Charles Watts.......
2~ '!he Ch•istbn Ddtv. Charleo Watt• .......
24 Moral Value of th Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Wa1ts ....
26 lJhristianity: It' Nature and Influence on
Civilization. Charles Watts
. .. . .. ..
28 'Thoughts on Atheism. Austm Hohooake ...
29 Is thlre a l\Inral Govtrnor of the Universe?
Austin Holvoake..... ... .... .... .. . .. ..
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a. God? Charles Rrarllall•·h ........
H9 La bar's Pray<r. CharieR Bradlaugh
. .. .
40 • ovcrty: Its Cause and Cme. l\1. G. H .....
42 Science and Bihle Ant•gouisth C. W~tts ..
43 Christi au s~henw-of Redfmption. C. Watts
44 Logic pf Death: or, Whv Rh uld the Athtist
Fear to Die? !Jy G. J. Ho!yoake
....
47 PoYel ty: Its Effects on the Politi -a] Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh..
~lANNA

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Pries,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Colonel

In~ersoll

Souvenir.

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON JlfADE. ·
STEP.LING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I shnll present to all patrons who favor
me with au order for goode, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my P•ice $2.50, b'lt
guaranteed "'finer spnnn than sold elsewhere for
$3 And •or every additional $20, an additional
spor.n. Or with an orrJqr for $10 worth of goods
I w1ll supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Philadelphia, Pa.
MIE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTIIFlJlC;o
NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
CENT INSTITUTION, AND BEe·
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A
UNION 01!
CHURCH AND
.>TATE,

BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental ioilrney from
orthodoxY to Rationalism.
Pr1ee, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Given A-way.

A SHORT

Rigltts of Man. .Answer to A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
Burke's Attack on French RevoTestimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lGc.
Theological Works: "Age of

Travels in Faith.
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Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons,
Ovidized.
}
{ 10 ounces
cer doz.,
Oxidized,
}
8.00
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidizerl,
}
gilt bowl,
800
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
anal gllt,
3.50
{ 10 eecti
otmres pe_r doz.,
Oxidized, plain bflwl,
o~!l'nge u
2.75
h
gilt
"
8.25
·,, u
u
satin
"
3.00
~~ar
gilt
3.50
The $2 50 Tea is a leo BUIJplie~ etched in bowl,
"The Time To Be H- ppy I Now," or other motto<·s, or names. tor fifty cents ext.ra. Part.ies entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference in
price, eelect am· other spoon from n.bove li.<t.
l\Iy stock embraces everything nsnallv kept in
first class jewelry stores. Dinmonds guarn.nteed
20 per cent below reo:t1lar market. price. Watche~
of every dPscriptiOn Chains Rings, Ne Jdnces,
.Jewelry, Rilver an,J Plattd Ware, Optiral GoodsJ
Ba ges, Gold Pi,s, Etc. And $1,000 will he paia
for rroof that I hav ail van red rnv prices a hove
lowest. prices rnhlished in any of riw I• t6st pricelists, on account ot thA above liberal offer.
(If Freethonght. Badges a1·e preferred the $2.50
may be so applied.)
•
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
Designer of The Perfected "Ot-to Wettstein"
Watcl1; t.he Beautifu!Ingersoll Spoon; the Popu.
Jar Freet.!Jought flailge.
Send for priceli•ts. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free.

'PATENTS
l'hirty.nve y:en.n;' experience
portf! free.

"'•rit'ltfnn

t.,,

Prnmpt n.ttentio11.

T. n ... n.rHln Ar n.-.

OBTAIIiiEU.
Terms Easy.

Examinations a.nd He·
Send Drn.":ingo a.nd df{

At:tT'4

\V~t.Rhln(!tnn J) ..

5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
5
10
5

SEIUES.

1 Original Manna for" Gorl's Chos<n.". .... . . 0
3 New l.ifP of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 20 Questions Without ATJSW• rs.. ... ... . .. .. . 5
6 .LJlaloguP benve<:n a Christian lVIissionary
a"d a Chinese J\Ianilar·n . .. .. .. .
.. . 10
7 Queries Surrnittrd to tiie Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but ze.Jous CllriKtlan.
10
s Search Aiter Heaven and Hell. A. HoJy.
oake .. .. ................................ 5
9 :Kew Lifeof Jonah. Chas. B•·adlaugh ....... 5
10 A Few Wo,il· about the Devil......... .. .. .. 5
11 NewT ife of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holvoake..... 10
13 Spe• imen of tht Bible: F.sther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostle-: A Fa· ce. A. H ....... 10
15 Lu·'icrons Asped.s of Christiar>ity. A. H ... 10
16 'fwelve AIJostles. Charles Bradlau~ h....... 5
17 \l'ho Was Jeeus Christ? C. Bra"' laugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? n. Bradlo!uooh...... 5
19 MewJ"ife of Ab"aham. Charles Bradlaugh, 5
20 New Life of l\Iooes. Charles Brarllaugh . . . . 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will senrl
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 WOl th for $2; $5 worth
for ~2. 11nd $10 wo1 th for $5.
0.

fH£ HOT€0 SPECIALIST,
For Men Only9
Is a phyoician of a wide anii extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. '!'he Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, can sing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Ws.sting Discharges\.Vancooole, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those aftlicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent t.o
thei~ address for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes ana Symptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward App!ica.
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Address,
Vineland, N. 1.
And sa_y you saw this advertisement m THL
TBUTH HEEKER.
Dr Fellows is an Infidel.
.1 u

.u:· 11 ,·a.tae tlt6

FILE BINDERS.

STOMACH, LIV!r;

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TnuTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we W1ll send on
receipt of one dollar.
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,]{owe of t:Ao Woolt.
IT is being heralded abroad as a significant fact that in a fire which consumed a
theater at Sheffield, Eng., a Bible would
not burn.
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WHILE the ancient Church of Romano
at Boriso~lebsk, Rossia, was crowded
with pilgrims who had come to take part
in a religious procession, an alarm of fire
caused a panic in whiilh .one hundred and
fifty persons were trampled to death.
AN Albany, N. Y., telegram says that.,
acting under the attorney-general's construction of the law prohibiting sports on
the first day of the week, the state fish and
game commission will instruct fish and
game protectors to prohibit fishing on
Sunday.
AT Reading, Pa., Pietro Buccieri, who
murdered Sister Hildaberta for some
reason still unexplained, was hang-ed on
the 29th ult. Fathers Isorelli and Janauskiewicz administered his spiritual counsel1
which, dispatc.hes say,. " was receivea.
very devoutly."
Tm: Russian ~overnment is striving to
ll!event its subJects from attendhlg the
World's Fair, being afraid that they will
learn something. The Russian press is
lying about it and Chicago preposterously.
In Odessa Gaze's tourist tickets are not
allowed to be sold.

Ex-PoSTMASTER-GENERAL W ANAMAKEB,
with two associates, Brown and Pratt, are
pushing their suit to close the World's
JERRY GETS A MESSAGE FROM HIS JOSS.
Fair on Sundays. They allege that their
interests as stockholders would be injured
And it came·to pass after ten days, that the word of the Lord came unto J eremiah.-Jere. xlii. 7.
by keeping it open and returning the ltift
of Congress, as the S:onday admission fees
would not cover this loss. They fear damEAGLE BRAND.
age, too, from the reduction of Sunday
~~A
-THE BESTadmission to twenty-five cents that has
been proposed. Last Sunday the attendance was larger than on any preceding
Is ~neqnaled for house, barn, factory, (!r out- one. Religious services were held on the
buildings, and costs half the pnce of shmgJes, grounds.
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily aPplied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
.Tm: publication Printers' Ink, which
state size of roof.
PAINT AND ROOFING CO, was charged third-class postage by WanaAn attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Con- EXCELSIOR
maker on the ground that it was an adverDept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
tising sheet only, has won its legal fight
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
1llt18
against this ruling and will hereafter pay
of their respective Environments.
but seeond-class rates. Its publishers,
in the original plea against Wanamaker's
decision, showed that it was of exactly
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
WONDERS
;
identical nature with Book News, the
From Things heard and seen in the Spiritual 'Vorld, by
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-oolumn index of 11 pages.
periodical issued by the postmaster-general
EMANUEL SWEDENBORC;
ALSO
himself and admitted to second-class rates.
Price, express prepaid by us, only •~.,-:i.
THE LAST
JUDCMENT,
Printers' Ink has expended $30,000 in
as witnessed by him in 7:.757·
unjust postal charges.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
Both b~~~p~)~~!~;r:n~t{}~~r3l£.&f.• A3d~:sse;ca~~~ in pa~i
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series,"etc., by bringing together, in
sim;ple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors conTmc South Carolina law making the
Am. Bwedenborg Printing & Publishing Booiet;r1
tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Dept. "A•" 20 COOPER UNION, N. Y. CITY. state the monopolist of the liquor trade,
one of the oddest ever passed, went into
6teow17
Do fiOU tDtsh to lle tDell tn.formea t THEN BEAD A CILU'TEB OB VERSE DAILY FBOM THIS BIBLE OF
effect on the 1st. The government had ·
SCIENCE!
provided itself with stock worth $300,000.
It is entertaining as well as enli!'[htening, and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
It will sell only absolutely pure liquor.
-f. e., appreciate th" worth of the Umversal Mother.
The cheapest prices will be $3 a gallon,
Yon must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
75 cents a quart, 40 cents a pint, and 20
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Examination of the Mora.ls and History
cents a half-pint. It is expecied that
of the New Testament.
there will be clifficulty in suppre~sing
By PBoF. F. W. t.iEWIIL\1'1,
Price 211 'lentil.
private selling. A large part of the people
are opposed to the law. But Governor
Tillman vows to stamp out all the "blind
tigers " started, at whatever cost. As
Charleston could establish no government
False Claims. Revised and Enlwrged.
dispenser, owing to inability to furnish
'As a Missionary Document it is nnexqelled. .t\_mpn~ the subjects considered by 1\:Ir.
By M, FARRINGTON.
the required signatures of two-thirds of
Remsburg are: '1 he Church and Morality; Cn:m!IJal ~tat1st1Cs showmg the creeds of the pn;oners in the peniteDtiaries; th~ Church and C1v1hzation; the llhnrch and SCience; the Church .t1 Thorough Examination and Ref- the citizens, its inhabitants previous to
and Learning· the Church and Liberty; the Cnnrch and the Antislavery Refonni_ the Woman"s
the 1st inst. laid in stocks to last six
utation of the Claims of the
Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform: the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cents
months. Most think that that is as long ·
singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Sabbatar·iam.
as the law will last.

Digest of Science."

ROOFING

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND 1

HE~D!SEN~HELL

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

John E. Remsburg's Works.

Bible Morals.

THE SABBATH.

Twenty C1•irnes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; FalSehood and Deceptioni Ches.tin~; ~heft and Rqbber:y_; Adultery and Prostitution. Murder; Wars of Con_gnest ana Extermmatwn: Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution~ Injustice to Womani· Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Canilibalism: Slavery; W tchcraft; Pol:y'gamy; Iptemperance; Pove.rty and Vagqmcy; Ignorance and Idiocy· Obscenity. Pnce, single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. SpeCial discount
on larger quantities.

MEDICAL.

Sabbath-BT•eaking. This is the best and most thorough work

If yon need a medicine pav attention to someever written on the Sabbath from a rational roint of view. Large and handsome print. The thing which will cure yon. It is known as
question is dis•nssed under the fo lowin'l heads: Origin of. the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath· the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exs.mmation of Sunday Arguments;
Origin ~f the Christian Sabbath: Testimony of the Christian Fathers; the Sabbath during
the Middle Ages; the Puritan Sabbath: Testimony of Christian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines: Abrogation of Sunday Laws. Price, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.
and is adapted to curing, ·more especially\ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blander
Lmage B1'eltkm·. Six Lectures:
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
Decline of Faith: Protes•a.nt Intolerance; Washinl(ton an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Un- sorts of inflammations of the in tarnal organs..._such
believer: Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbs.th. Each o cents; bonnd, paper, 25 cents; per cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers.,_jjowel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of Pemale
doz., 40 cents.
Complaints. It is a Blood. Purifler, and is an exremedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
Thomas Paine. Tells the sto1·y of the Author-Hm·o's Life, cellent
It will heal the nerves, restoring
inflammations.
delineates the leading traits o.f his character ~pd genius, and v~p..~icates. his n~Il).e froll). the lost vigor of mind
and body, creating a good
a•persions cast upon it. Chmce extracts from Common Sense, American Cnsis," "Rights appetite and producing
sleep. It arts
of ~Ian," and •· Age of Reason," are given; a.Iso, tributes to Paine's character from more than steadily UJ10n the urine, sound
the blood by
one hundred noted pe>"sons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly for this means of the 7cianevs, andcleansing
acts
mildly
upon the
work. Second edition.160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a bowels, thereby producing bodilY habits
which
handgome steel portrait of l'aine. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
are so essential to good health. This

The Water of Life,

The Apostle of Liberty. An Add!ress.

·

An address delivered in P.ine Hall, bef re the N. E. Freethinkers's Convention, January
29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

Ab1·aham Lincolii:

Was He A Chtristian?

For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collectin~ material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelnung, and which must put this question
at reRt forever. In addition to the testimnny of twenty Wllll~sses :who claim that Lincoln wa•
a. Chriotisn, and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hunoren witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln wa~ not a Christian. These witnesses include
~tR wife and other relatives; his three law pa.rtnerR; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of Lis most mtim te friends.
For all the above works address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the additi.en of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remeay pure and simP.le, and not a mannfactnred·il.rticie. The • nccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured b;v using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing pl:ioto-engraved letters a.nd recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable .oater, to
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12
34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

THE pardon of the imprisoned Anarchists by Governor Altgeld of Illinois is l'eceiving furious denunciations. The press
says that it was done to win him the labor
vote, but that he shall never hold office
again. He was born in Prussia and came
here a boy. He is charged with partiality
for foreign interests. He cannot, it 1s
said, "forget that he is of foreign birth,
and fore•gn ideas are at all timfs dominant in his mind. He looks upon America
as a place in which to make money, not as
a place in which t.o make a home and sutroond it with such precautions as will insure peace and happiness. It is probable
that the ~overnor would hav developed
into an out-and-out Anarchist if his lucky
real-estate speculations had not turned tb e
course of his natural tendencies n It is
charged, besides this, that he won part of
his fortune through dishonest dealings.
His Socialistic leanings, critics say, hav
not moved his selfish nature to share his
mi)lionaire fortune with the poor. The
pmnt most urged against his action is that
it is presented by him not as an exercise
of clemency but as a presumptuous invasion of the province of the judiciary, for
he r!'lviews the proceedin~s of the judge
and Jury at great length and in a partiean
tone, and usurps their functions. His
impeachment is suggested. On the other
hand, the opposit party is supporting his
course with reasonings equally numerous.
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A I!YStematic Ex}Losition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ileneral reader rather than •O profe8sed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the ~ost
interesting of English writers .!!lJOn eyolntJon,
besides ranking with Professor Hnxle;v m scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Des_tgn, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we .meet 'Yith abundant
evidence of natural causatiOn, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands ofa purely mechanical philoRophy.•.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre8ent generation in a manner. and
to an extent that has never before J;leen possible;
and inasmuch as the chang\! which has taken
place ha• taken plalle in the direction of I_latnralIsm 11.nd this to the extent of rend~rmg th.e
mechanical interj)retation of nature nmversal, It
is no wonder if the religions mi,nd has sn<j.denly
awakened to a new and a ternble force .m the
words of its traditional enemy-Where Is now
th God?"
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S, P. Putnam,s Latest Pamphlet.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
JJeaicated. to the American Congress, of 1892, which for the salce aJ Religion, Stabbed, Libm·tv
to the Heart.
A work burning with indi~nation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Christian church.

To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Colombian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es~ays and Poem; by Mr. Putnam, which have never before bee.n put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; l\Ian, Not God (written fora. Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a~uem written for the-opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essa.y in this worlt i~ one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the paople of this con~: try. It should be distributed widely.
I£ has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TlluTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 25 cents; Five copies for $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
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I'~cnliar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the vroptr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
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effect of. Cpristianity on the world, showing·
what Chnstians have done to advance their relig.
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows
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gent personality, resembling ourselvs only so much else than this: we know nothing of it but the senmightier as to hav created the universe. In other sations it excites in us;· we determin it by the natwords, it is not· necessary, in order to the denial of ure, number, and order of these sensations; we
FOUNDED BY Do Mo BENNETI'o
a God, to declare that all is matter. There may be know nothing of its inner nature, supposing it
E. M. MAoi>ONALD, - - - · - - Editor and Manager. a great deal of spirit, or all of spirit, and yet no God. has one; we simply affirm that it is the unknown
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
Then, too, if a Christian tells us that some great cause of these sensations. When we say that a
unchristian scientist, such as Spencer or Huxley or body has existed in the absence of our sensations,
JULY 15, 1893.
SATURDAY,
Tyndall, has repudiated materialism and declared we mean simply that if, during that time, we had
a belief in philosophical spiritualism, otherwise been within reach of it, we should hav had sensaSUBSCRIPTION HATES.;
Single subscription, in advance ................................ $3 00 called idealism, we are not to admit therefore that tions which we hav not had. We never define it
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00 the scientist believes in a future life of mankind in
save by our present or past, future or possible, imTwo new subscribers ............................................. IJ 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 spirit form; or in a God, or, least of all, in the pressions.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitHaving taken us thus far, an idealist who wishes
tance ........................................................ '1 00 Christian God. A friend writes..:
One subscription with three :new subscribers, in one remit"FRANKLIN, MINN., June 7, 1893.
to adhere to the most thoroughgoing school will
tance ........................................................ S :iO
''E. M. lliODONALD, Dear S·ir : I see by the papers say : Here let us drop the practice, used in the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittanoe ........................................................10 00 that ~rof. Henry Drummond, of England, says, ' There last few lines, of referring to any "unknown cause
are no materialists now. Huxley has expreesly repudiAny number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.
ated materialism, as hav also Herbert Spencer and of these sensations." If it is an unknown cau~e,
Tyndall.' Will you please eay in THE TRUTH SEEKER if we know nothing about it, what is the use of our
Monev shoula be sent b!l ez:Press oom:panv's monev oraer,.
postal oraer, ara.tt on New York, or b!J regtsterea letter. when they changed their view!!, and what they believe talking of something that we know nothing about!
Aaaress communications ana make ara,J'tB, checks, :post-otf!Ce now, and if it is known why they changed?
Logic admonishes us to assume nothing that is unana ez:press monev oraers:pavable to
E. M. MAOIJON.A"LIJ,
'' What is the real difference between a materialist and'
28 LaJavette place, New York.
an Atheist or Infidel. Huxley has said thalrhe was an Ag- called for. Why not suppose that our sensations
nostic; but I cannot see by his writings that he believes or ideas cause themselvs, and stop there, instead of
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We sh;.,n be obliged to our
anything spiritual. Please giv us some light on the sub- going on to imagin a something called matter bereaders H they -111 send us the na111e and address of
ject, and oblige,
Yours truly, C. W. WooDBURY."
hind them which causes them? If we unnecessarily
any Freethinker -ho is not a regular subscriber.
We will endeavor to make some of these matters assume this matter to account for the ideas produced in us, we are as reprehensible as the Theists
clear to the view.
Materialism vs. Idealism.
In
answer
to
one
of
the
questions
above
we
will
who
will not stop short with the universe and call
In the debates over the existence of a God, and
say:
a
materialist
believes
either
(1)
that
all
is
it
self-existent,
but insist on an unknown cause of
other points of religion, there is frequently inmatter,
and
that
there
is
no
God
or
future
life;
or
Let
us
then
lay down the principle that ideas
it.
volved the question of materialism vs. idealism or
(2)
that
part
of
the
universe
is
matter,
and
matter
are
all
that
we
can
ever know; things that are not
spiritualism. Whether everything is matter, or
everything is idea or spirit, or the universe confi!ists is the most important, and the generativ, part, and ideas, or things in themselvs, we can never hav the
partly of matter and partly of idea or spirit, is con- that there is no God or future life. And there are faintest perception of; and as there is not the
sidered to hav a bearing on the existence of a God, a very few who call themselvs materialists yet do slightest proof that they exist, it is folly to declare
Then, our knowledge consisting
not pronounce against a God or future life. An that they do.
of spirits, of a future life, and so on.
wholly
of
states
of consciousness, our mental
Atheist
is
one
who
denies
a
God,
whatevtr
he
may
It does hav such a bearing, yet not so important
work,
in
extending)cience
and the like, will be simbelieve
otherwise.
An
Infidel
is
one
who
denies
a one as some suppose. The settling of this quesply
grouping
those
states
of consciousness in the
the
Christian
God
and
religion,
whatever
he
may
tion of materialism vs. idealism would not at the
order
in
which
they
naturally
occur.
believe
otherwise-whether
he
believe
in
a
god
of
same time settle the problem of a God, etc. It
some
other
kind
than
the
Christian,
or
in
what
he
That
this
idealistic
view
is
the only saf'e and
would influence that question, it is true-it would
will.
·
certain
one-the
.
only
one
that
can be termed
throw the probabilities in it more to the one side or
Huxley,
Spencer,
and
Tyndall
hav
not
changed
scientific
in
the
strict
sense
of
that
word-is into the other-but it would still leave it open in the
their
views
on
this
subject.
None
of
them
is
a
sisted
on
especially
by
several
of
its
exponents.
main ; it would not conclusivly settle it. To be
sure, if it should be proved that all is material, this materialist. Yet none is a spiritualist or idealist. In the preceding paragraphs we presented mat.nly
would pretty nearly settle that there is no God, for Ttey are unable to decide between the two systems. the views of. Berkeley ; here we will describe those
that being has ever been supposed to be a spiritual They find considerations for, and considerations of Fichte, the most notable of those who emphasize
one; but if it should be proved that all is idea or against, and, with the modesty and honesty so the scientific certainty and demonstrableness of
spirit, this, while perhaps rendering the existence lacking in quick-concluding Christians, declare idealism. This German philosopher, when he came
of God a trifle less un~ikely from some points of themselvs to be on this point Agnostic, or igno- to contemplate the systems of preceding thinkers,
rant. And none of the three believes in the spiritual- saw in th~m, he said, as their fatal vice, that they
view, still would affect it but little.
ism
which affirms future existence. Of that sys- had not been built on a foundation that was solid
Idealism and spiritualism mean the same thing.
tem,
Huxley is a very activ and bitter enemy. We and immovable. For the supposed outer causes of
They are interchangeable terms. What we mean
hav not space for an exposition of the beliefs of all our ideas had been taken for rp·anted/ so that here
by spiritualism here is philosophical spiritualism.
We do not mean the spiritualism which teaches the three. We will giv an account of that of Huxley. was one whole branch of these systems resting on a
conjectural basis, and therefore, as he supposed,
future existence as a separate personality of each The beliefs of the others are not far dissimilar.
.First, however, we must spend a few minutes in lying out of the region of strict scientific truth.
human being who dies. The two doctrins hav
gaining an understanding of the doctrin of philo- Fichte's objed then was to find out what we can
few points of similarity. A person may entertain
sophical spiritualism, or idealism. Persons who be said absolutely to know, and having discovered
the one without in the least believing the other.
hav never chanced to study philosophy will find it this, to erect a system, not of philosophy, bJ.t of
Thus materialism stands opposed to two kinds
needful. And it is highly interesting. The ideal- rigid scientific knowledge, against which no s.keptiof spiritualism.
It is adverse to philosophical
istic philosopher will usually set out with an ex- cism could possibly rear an objection. Scientific
spiritualism, that system which . denies the existamination of just what our knowledge of a given truth, according to Fichte, is that which, E>tartiug
ence of matter, body, substance, as a thing outside
of and foreign to spirit, and which affirms that the obJect really consists of. For instance: This table from one self-evident basis, inft rs every succeeding
universe is wholly spirit or idea. _And it is adverse is brown, long, wide, three feet high, judging by position, step by step, with demonstrativ certainty.
to that spiritualism of mediums, materializations, the eye: that if:l, it forms a little spot in the field of Then the question is, From whence must we stlirt,
etc., through which persons supposed to ·be dead vision; in other words, it produces a certain sensa- in order to be perfectly secure in every succeeding
tion on the optic nerve. It weighs ten pounds: step ~ Not, as others bad done, from the supposicommunicate with the living.
tion of a world of external objects standing in..
These things are somewhat confused in the minds that is, it would require to lift it an effort less than
match to the facts of consciousness, and as though
for
a
weight
of
eleven
pounds,
and
greater
than
for
of many. They need to be cleared up, that per:
it
were just as certain as they ; but simply and
a
weight
of
nine
pounds
;
in
other
words,
it
prosons may not fall under certain misapprehensions.
solely from those facts of consciousness themselvs.
duces
a
certain
muscular
sensation.
It
is
hard
and
If Miss Chapman should compel Mr. Wettstein
All that we are immediately conscious of, argues
to abandon his position that all is matter, she square, which means that, if first pushed, and then
Fichte, are the states and processes of our own
run
over
by
the
hand,
it
will
excite
two
distinct
wo!lld still remain about as far as ever from having
thinking self. Our sensations, perceptions, judgkinds
of
muscular
sensations.
And
so
on.
When
proved a God. If Mr. Wettstein should grow to
ments, impressions, ideas, or whatever we choose to
think that part or all of the universe is spirit, he I examin closely what I know of it, I find that I
designate them, these form the material of all.the.
still would not by any means be required to think know nothing else except the impressions it makes
knowledge
th~t is imm~diately given us-knowledge
that a certain portio:u of that spi~it is a.:p. W,t~lli- uron JP~, O';Ir ide~ of p. body comprises pothing
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that no skeptic ever disputed ; nay, which cannot
be disputed without our performing, in order to
do so, Qne of the ·'very processes, and admitting
some of the very conceptions, whose existence we
dispute. Knowledge, that which lias about it no
element of mere faith, must commence absolutely
and solely with my inner, mental self. Whatever I
experience immediately, i. e., whatever forms a part
of my own direct consciousness, is surely and
certainly known-known in a manner in which
nothing whatever can possibly be that does not
pass through my mental experience. Suppose, for
a moment, that. there were an outer wprld : how
could we affirm this .to be the case, when everything
that lies without us can become known only by
passing through our own consciousness? If it be
said that our inner consciousness is so formed
as to giv us a perfect representation of the
world without, then we reply, How can you
verify this fact? The means of verifying it, if
they exist at all, must arise from the capacity
of comparing the reality with the representationa process which implies (what has just been admitted impossible) the power of perceiving things out
of the consciousness, without any representation by
idea whatever. Try as we will, therefore, we must,
after all, confess that we hav consciousness, and
consequently knowledge, only of the states of our
spiritual inner self. Whatever resort we try, we
still find ourselvs confined within the boundaries of
our soul, without the possibility of a passage into
an external and different world. What we know is
simply the contents of our own consciousness; if
there is a different world, it can exist to us only
when it becomes part and parcel of those contents.
And hence we cannot assume its outer and different
existence at all. In some discussions men may assume, and proceed well enough on the assumption ; but in a strictly scientific philosophy,
where nothing is to be assumed, but every point
known, Fichte considered that a rigid consecutiv
method did not allow us to go a single step beyond
what is to us absolutely real, namely the facts of
our mental experience. He imagined the mind to
be, as it were, an intelligent eye placed in the
central point of our inward consciousness, surveying all that takes place there ; and it was from this
point of view, the only absolute and scientific one,
that he proposed to giv an account of our moral
.and intellectual history, detailing the rise, the progress, and all the events of our real inward life, from
its commencement to its termination. Whether the
scenes ~hich take place within this circle of mentality betoken any outer and distinct existence or
not, was to him a matter of no consequence; assured he was that, if this were the case, it were
only just in proportion as the objects could lay aside,
as it were, their outer and distinct nature, and become of the quality of mind, that they could be observed and known; or what is the same thing, that
to us they could e:JJMt. The real history of every
man, urged this philosopher, is the history of his
mind, the flow of his conscious existence; for what
to us are woods, mountains, or stars, but groups of
our states of consciousness T what are all forms of
what is falsely called the material world, but certain visions which hav passed through our own
minds, certain sensations which we hav inwardly
experienced 7
Such is philosophical spiritualism, or idealism.
It will seem strange to many. Yet our own Antichristian Huxley, one of the most hard-headed of
mortals, inclines toward it. For ourselvs, we hav
no opinion to offer on it. Huxley asserts that the
physical science of the materialist does not comprise all that we come across in the universe. No,
he says, a great many important phenomena lie
quite beyond its limits. He proceeds :
"I cannot conceive, for example, how the phenomena
of consciousness, as such and apart from the physical
process by which they are called into existence, are to be
brought within the bounds of physical science. Take
the simplest possible example, the feeling of redness.
Physical science tells UB that it commonly arises as consequence of molecular changes propagated from the eye
to a certain part of the substance of the brain, when
vibrations of the luminiferous ether of a certain character fall upon t4.e retina. Let us suppose the process of
.plwmQal analysis pushed so far that one could view the

a

last link of this chain of molecules, watch their movements as if they were billiard balls, weigh them, measure
them, and know all that is physically know~ble about
them. Well, even in that case, we should be JUSt as far
from being able to include the resulting phenomenon of
consciousness, the feel.of redness, within the bounds ?f
physical science, as we are at present. It would remam
as unlike the phenomena we know under the names of
matter and motion as it is. now. If there is any plain
truth upon which I hav made it my business to insist over
and over again it is this. . . . Physical science may
and probably will, some day, enable our posterity to set
forth the exact physical, concomitants and conditions of
the strange rapture of beauty, but if ever that day
arrives, the rapture will remain, just as it is now, outside
and beyond the physical world; and, even in the mental
world, something superadded to mere sensation. I do
not wish to crow unduly over my humble cousin the
orang, but in the esthetic province, as in that of the intellect, I am afraid he is nowhere. I doubt not he would
detect a fruit amid a wilderness of leaves where I could
see nothing; but I am tolerably confident that he has
never been awestruck, as I hav been, by the dim religious gloom, as of a temple devoted to the earthgods, of
the tropical forest which he inhabits. Yet I doubt not
that our poor long-armed and short-legged friend, as he
sits meditativly munching his ~nrian fruit, has something behind that sad Socratic face of his which is utterly
'beyond the bounds of physical science.' Physical
science may know all about his clutching the fruit and
munching it and digesting it, and how the physical
titillation of his palate is transmitted to some microscopic
cells of the gray matter of his brain. But the feelings of
sweetness and of satisfaction which, for a moment, hang
out their signal lights in his melancholy eyes, are as
utterly outside the bounds of physics as is the ' fine
frenzy' of a human rhapsodist. . . .
''I understand the main tenet of Materialism to be that
there is nothing in the universe but matter and force; and
that all the phenomena of nature are explicable by deduction from the properties assignable to these two primitiv
factors. That great champion of Materialism whom Mr.
Lilly appears to consider to be an authority in physical
science, Dr. Biichner, embodies this article of faith on his
title-page. Kraft und Stoff-foree and matter-are paraded as the Alpha and Omega of existence. This I apprehend is the fundamental article of the faith materialistic; and whosoever does not holq it is condemned by
the more zealous of the persuasion (as I hav some reason
to· know) to the Inferno appointed for fools or hypocrite.
But all this I heartily disbelieve; and at the risk of being
charged with wearisome repetition of an old story I will
briefly giv my reasons for persisting in. my infidelity.
In the first place, as I hav already hinted, it seems to me
pretty plain that there is a third thing in the universe, to
wit, consciomness, which, in the hardness of my heart or
head, I cannot see to be matter or force, or any conceivable modification of either, however intimately the manifestations of the phenomena of consciousness may be connected with the phenomena known as matter and force .
In the second place, the arguments used by Descartes
and Berbley to show that our certain knowledge does
not extend beyond our states of consciousness, appear to
me to b,e as irrefragab'e now as they did when I first became acquainted with them some half century ago. All
the materialistic writers I know of who hav tried to bite
that file hav simply broken their teeth. But, if this is
true, our one certainty is the existence of the mental
world, and that of Kraft und Stoff [force and matter]
falls into the rank of, at best, a highly probable hypothesis."
After the.se passages, Professor Huxley declares
that with "the effete mythology of spiritualism " i.e., the spiritualism of mediumistic table-tipping,
etc.-he "certainly would hav nothing to do."
While if he "were forced to choose between
materialism or idealism," he " should elect for the
latter." But he is not aware that he is "under any
compulsion to choose either the one or the other."

We May Be Thwarted by the Sunday-closing
Bigots, After All.
When Sunday opening of the World's Fair was
effected shortly ag<J, we did not exult over it as a
full victory. We were not sufficiently certain of
its continuance. And, according to the present
outlook, that continuance may be terminated. Our
apprehensions seem not unlikely to be fulfilled. In
addition, we were not suited with a large part of
the exhibits being closed Sundays, and with the
absence of Sunday excursion trains which proceeded
from the uncertainty of the matter. In this point
likewise our dissatisfaction is being justified by the
unfortunate results that hav flowed from these two
circumstances. For owing to them, the attendance
is small Sundays. Perhaps a third cause of its
being small is the Christian boycott. At all events,
small it is. The Sabbatarians are jubilant.
This scanty attendance, unpleasing enough in
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itself, may even occasion the closing of the Fair on
Sundays altogether. Ex-Postmaster-general Wanamaker, with an associate or two, has again applied
in the United States circuit court for an injunction
closing the gates, and he represents that the attendance Sundays is so small as to damage the stock
that he holds in the corporation. He shows that
on the four last !3undays the average receipts
amounted but to $32,850, while it would be necessary to take in $83,87 4 each Sunday to liquidate
the debts due the government. Tho court took
the case under advisement. The slimness of the
Sunday attenqance is thus presented in another
form, in a dispatch dated Monday :
"It is beginning to dawn on the World's Fair ma.nagers that Sunday opening is a failure. The forty-seven
thousand persons who entered yesterday hardly paid the
expenses of running the show. To-day the attendance
was double that of Sunday."
The matter has even been taken up again by the
national commission. At a meeting of that body
the opponents of Sunday opening were eager to
renew the battle. Commissioner Hundley, of Alabama, was the leader of the anti-opening forces.
He presented a resolution with many preamblfls
that the commission place itself on record as
opposed to the opening _of the gates on Sunday.
Commissioner Tousley, of Minnesota, in support
of the resolution said:
"Has Sunday opening been a success? I say no. You
hav worked the poor man for all he is worth. But that
thing don't work. It's a downright fizzle so far. Now
the directors want a twenty-five-cent admission. This
thing will result in a conference and the addition of
another rule for Sunday opening.
" Why don't you act like men? If the commisSion
could hav enforced the Sunday-closing rule in a lucid interval the Fair would hav had an average daily attendance of two hundred thousand. You will find that Sunday opening will be a failure. The poor Dian will not
pay twenty-five cents for a four-fifths show or a one-fifth
show. The directors hav worked the poor dodge too far.
When you make Sunday a pauper's day you make a class
distinction, and the poor man in this country wants as
good a show as the rich man. Sunday opening is paralyzed from this time on. In the first place the exhibitors are not in favor of Sunday opening. Some of the
best exhibits are covered up. In the second place, the
poor men are against Sunday opening."
Commissioner Glendinning, of Arkansas, said he
was tired of the commission giving semi-assent to
everything the board saw fit to do. The commission could celebrate the Fourth of July in no better way than by declaring its repudiation of the di-.
rectors' action in opening the Fair Sunday. The
matter went over for a few days. Several hundred
telegrams and letters from various religious organizations protesting against Sunday opening were
received and ordered placed on the record.
The clergy continue to rage and blatter against
infringement of other attractions on the day of
which they think they should hav a monopoly. At
a weekly meeting of Baptist clergymen at Chicago
Rev. Jus tin D. Fulton, of Brooklyn, who was visiting
these ministers, said of the scant Sunday attendance:
"This knocks the bottom out of any financial reason
for Sunday opening. It also shows that there are more
godly people on earth than the newspapers hav bargained
for. I hav been thinking of this matter night and day,
and I am thoroughly convinced that it is time for action.
We hav passed many resolutions to no purpose. What is
needed now is for a delegation to see the directors personally, and I suggest that your body appoint a committee to confer with the Exposition authorities with a view
to having the gates closed from next Sabbath on. The
committee wants to go in the name of God, and not in the
name of the almighty dollar; in the name of America,
and not that of some narrow clique.
"We are on the edge of a great possibility to please
God, and the opportunity must not be lost. If we act in
this matter in the proper manner we will hav a great item
with which to defend ourselvs on the great judgment
day."
The parsons all took to this notion of getting
something to defend themselvs with on the great
judgment day-perhaps feeling smart need tht reof
-for they passed the resolution called for unanimously. More sentiments of this species were expressed by Rev. Dr. J. Emory Price, Methodist
Episcopal, in the Independence day oration at
Ocean Grove, New Jersey. In denouncing what
he called "the infamouE! action of the Chicago di,
rectorl," he saiq;
·
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"We must concede to President Cleveland a certain
downright honesty and a good purpose to do the best he
can for this government, but how long would it take to
settle. this ~uesti?n of ~ national defiance by a body of
men m Chicago If we had an Andrew Jackson in the
White House?
"!{~drew Jackson were there he would say: 'You
must either close your gates on Sunday or giv back the
$2,000,000 you got from the government, or by the eternal I'll send the troops of the United States to enforce
~y orders.' The directors of the Chicago Fair hav reJected one of our noblest exhibits, the American Sab~ath, and ins~ead of it hav given an exhibition of dehberate fraud. They bav pawned their honor for a
measure of gate-money. If a member of the New York
Stock Exchange should be guilty of such actions he
would be promptly branded as a thief and a defaulter.
"We may laugh at the Puritans for their distorted
conception of the Sabbath, but they would hav scorned
to steal $2,000,000 from the national government as tbe
Chicago Fair directors hav done."
' · Cheer after cheer followed the remarks of this
bloody-though ted doctor,. and as he finished everyone in the audience went to the platform to shake
the hand that itched to slam the door in the face of
. _the masses seeking mental and mora.l elevation.
· The Sabbatarian bigots are powerful. -They hav
thwarted our efforts to giv the people pleasure and
instruction on Sunday. They hav defeated and
mutilated our right. They call for the exercise of
our most activ antagonism.

Our Pictures Talk Too Loud.
Allusion was made recently to the resolution
passed by the managers of the Santa Ana, Cal.,
Public Library excluding from the library newspapers containing cartoons attacking religion.
The object of this was to exclude THE TRUTH
SEEKER. It was also a side thrust at the Investigator, for the resolution was broadened to cover all
magazines or newspapers" the avowed or manifest
purpose of which is to overthrow the Christian
religion."
The movement which culminated in the resolution
was started some time ago by a minister, naturally.
The papers were hurting his. trade, which is what
they are published for. When the resolution was
before the trustees it was debated at length. Mr.
-Baker, editor of the Santa Ana Standard, who is
also one of,. the trustees of the library, announced
that he was opposed to the resolution, every
part and parcel of it, from top to bottom, first,
last, and all the time. He then stated that he
knew what the resolution was aimed at; that it was
meant to exclude the two most ably edited Free
thought journals in America-THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the Investigator. Then warming to his subject, he proceeded to elaborate upon free speech,
free press, and free thought in an eloquent, if not
to many an 'elegant, manner. For fifte~n minutes
he was in his element, for if there is any one thing
more than another in which Editor Baker takes an
especial delight, says our Boston contemporary, it
is in making a speech upon his favorit topic, Freethought. He closed with an appeal to the members
of the board to think well before they voted on the
resolution, and, therefore, established a criterion in
the matter of selecting for and admitting to the
library tables and files reading-matter for only a
portion of the taxpayers, and not all who help to
support the institution by direct taxation.
In the columns of the Standard, Mr. Baker said
further:
"At the library meeting of the trustees on Tuesday
evening a resolution was adopted by a vote of four to one
to exclude from the reading tables all papers and magazines
attacking any religion by our cartoons. 'rhe object of the
resolution was to strike at THE TRUTH SEEKER, one of the
best Freethought papers in America, but the rule applies
to any religious organ as well as Tme TRUTH SEEKER.
"We are individually opposed to any and all such
resolutions that control, restrain, or exclude publications
that ridicule other sentiments tban its own. An inspired
religion can't be hurt by ridicule or cartoons. Neither
can science and truth. The Boston J-~~,vestigator, Advance Thought, and the War Cry will still remain on
the tables. We cordially recommend all of them as
samples· of modern intelligence."

only upon application, like some precious work of
art which has to be carefully gua.rded.
We feel proud of this distinction, naturally. It
shows that we are really doing what we are trying
~o do-hurt the trade of priestcraft, and destroy
Its foundation, superstition. The preachers are
afraid of our paper, and t;hat pleases us. We will
risk their attempts to suppress it.
To Mr. Baker, the fearless editor, we extend our
thanks for his attempts to stay the action of
bigotry. He lost the fight but he won the victory,
forFreethought will hav more friends in Santa Ana
now than before the minister started his crusade.
We had written this far when the postman interrupted to hand us this letter:
"CLINTON, IA.., July 8, 1893.
"To THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, New York, Gentlemen: In my Investigator I find some of the damned
fools in California are doing what they can to injure
you. It iherefore becomes the duty of us who are
saved from theological humbug to come to the aid of the
truth. With that end in view, I send you a post-office
order for $10 to aid THE TRUTH SEEKER in its fight
against error. Hope to meet Eugene Macdonald at the
coming Congress. Think I saw you once in the old
stamping-ground, Clinton place. But was not fledged
enough at the time, as an Infidel, to stand up to be
counted, so did not feel that boldness of the spirit, or
words to that e~ect, to strike up an acquaintance, but now
I would count It a pleasure to go a good many miles to
touch your hand. Last October I had the pleasure of
meeting Mr. Wakeman, and one thing I regret very
much was not seeing D. M. Bennett when he passed
through our town on his way home on his tour around
the wprld. Leroy Dutton and Wettstein both had a visit
with him, but he was past before I knew. Noble man!
Hope to hav a rousing· time in October. Would be
willing to giv $10 toward bringing 'Saladin' to the
Congress. Payable on demand.
"Fraternally,
JAMEs A. GREENHILL."
It is very evident that the Santa Ana minister's
scheme to suppress THE TRUTH SEEKER has miscarried, fqr $10 will circulate a lot of TRUTH SEEKERS. And we should like,. if some Liberal in that
town will send us the names, to put that $10 worth
of heresy right into Santa Ana. And we will add
another $1 worth-donation by Collin McLarty, of
Brooklyn, to help along.
And to let the minister see that his work for his
Lord has borne fruit, we hope every Liberal in Santa
Ana will go to the library and ask to see THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
We thank Mr. Greenhill for his generosity, and
will say so to his face at Chicago in October.
Helen H. Gardener has in press another book,
entitled "Facts and Fictions of Life." It will contain among other essays her celebrated paper on
"Sex in Brain," and her essays on Heredity,
which were read before the World's Columbian
Woman's Congress. The book will be out some
time in July, and orders for it may be sent now,
and will be filled as soon as the books are finished.
In cloth covers, the price is $1 ; paper covers, 50
cents.
The doctrine disseminated by J. G. Shaw in and
around Waco, Texas, seem to be having effect and
rising into popularity, for that industrious Freethought worker, and publisher of the Independent
Pulpit, instead of experiencing his neighbors' resentment for circulating those notions is steadily
mounting into the highest place in their scale of
esteem. This no doubt is due in part to the admirable personality of himself, who givs the Texans
a good example of how excellent may be a character regulated on the modern and unchristian principles. Among the honors which they hav accorded
him, in last year's campaign he was pushed on the
stump in behalf of Democracy to the extent of
twelve speeches in different parts of the state, and
given a hearing that he felt very proud of. Later,
on Confederate decoration day and the unveiling
of a monument in that city to Confederate dead, he
was chosen to deliver tho oration before five thousand people. And again, on the national decoration
day he spoke for the Union soldiers.

sent will be given in THE TRUTH SEEKER. A correspondent sends us the remark of Rev. James Brookes,
of St. Louis, on that one which is in Syrian text.
This remark is : " If the manuscript reported by .
Professor Harris agrees with Tichendorf's Greek
text and our accepted version of the gospels the
world of religious thought and study will be immensely benefited." Our correspondent points
what we are afraid we must call the finger of scorn
at the condition in the above sentence, If it agrees
with our accepted version: He says, with what
the pulp~t-revering mind will with pain perceive to
be bitter sarcasm: "If it does not 'agree with our
accepted version,' I presume the cause of truth
'will be immensely benefited.'" We will submit
this caster of doubt on the makers of scriptures
to such treatment as our readers deem appropriate.
The accidents at the World's Fair last Sunday
and Monday we suppose will be held up by the
parsons as testimonies of the Lord's wrath at Sunday opening. The. Sunday calamity is narrated on
our last page. The catastrophe of Monday befell
two of the Fair buildings. One paragraph in
Samuel Putnam's "Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair" reads : "The Cold Storage House is on the
Stony Island avenue boundary. It is built for use,
not ornament. . It has a complete apparatus for the
manufacture of ice. There is a promenade on the
roof, with observatory towers." One of these
towers took fire at the top. Firemen ascended.
Burning fragments fell to the bottom of the tower,
and its great hollow shaft, one hundred and fifty
feet high, was in an instant filled with roaring
1lames. Some of the firemen jumped and were
killed. The tower fell and crashed through the
roof. Those remaining on it were burnt to ashes.
About a score perished. The whole building, and
the World's Fair stables near by, were consumed.
This horror will be made the most of in the backcountry :Qulpits of the land, and, we suppose, incite
a·simple soul here and there to redoubled opposition of the movement for turning the preachers' day
into the people's day.
On the announced determination of the New
York state fish and game commission to prosecute Sunday fishermen, a correspondent of the New
York Sun writes: "There are about half a million
anglers in the state of New York who can only en-.
joy their sport on Sunday, because they are compelled to attend to their daily labors during the
week. To attempt to interfere with them in the
quiet, peaceful, and retired way in which they
practice what is called 'the gentle art' would be an
outrage; and in these days, when the workingmen
evince a disposition to complain, often even without
just grounds, it is unwise to attack them wantonly
in their innocent amusements." After citing the
law under which the proposed prosecutions will be
m!l.de, which reads: "All shooting, hunting, fishing,
playing, horse-racing, gaming, or other public
sport, exercises, or shows upon the first da.y of the
week, and all noise disturbing the peace of the day,
are proh_ibited," he says: "There is no hunting in
the neighborhood of villages and churches; except
perhaps that kind in which the preachers and dea-.
cons are past masters, judging from the records of
a few years back. If this is sound legal doctrin,
then we must put into jail all the fellows who shoot
on Sunday, who hunt on Sunday, who fish on Sunday, who 'play' ball on Sunday, who 'play' the
piano on Sunday, who 'play' the organ on Sunday,
who •play' the devil with the deacons or with the
ladies on Sunday, who 'exercise' on horseback on
Sunday, who 'exercise' on bicycles on Sunday, who
'exercise ' on foot on Sunday, and who make noise
by shouting and yelling at revival meetings or
other church meetings on Sunday, thereby disturbing the peace of the day. Then let us stop the
running of the ferries and the railroad cars on Sunday, stop the• ringing of all the church-bells on
Sunday-many of them are cracked and unmusical
-stop all the clocks on Sunday, and stop the world
from going around on Sunday."

- We advise the visitors to the library to read the
It is reported that there hav lately been discovInvestigator, which is still to be found on, the ered, in different places in the East, two early mantables. After this, ask for THE TRUTH SEEKER, uscripts ofthe gospels. When these finds hav been
SEND for catalog of our publications.
which is tucked away on the shelves, to be seen looked into, such points of interest as they may pre- on application..
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~ommunioations.
These letters will be published in pamphlet form
within two or three weeks, as a guide-book and description of the Fair. Send 25 cents for "Pen Pictures of
the World's Fair."

Pen Pictures of the World's Fair.
THE FORESTRY BUILDING.

The Forestry Building, for instance, is one of
the prettiest in the :whole Exposition. Its architecture is of the rustic order. On its four sides is
a veranda. Its roof is supported by a series of
columns composed of tree trunks in their natural
state, with bark undisturbed. These are contributed by the different states and by foreign countries, each furnishing a specimen of its most
characteristic tree. The sides of the building are
made of slabs with bark removed. The window
frames are also in rustic fashion. The main entrance is elaborately furnished with different kinds
of wood.· The roof is thatched with tan-bark.
The interior is finished in various woods, to show
their beautiful graining and polish. .This building
displays the forest wealth of the world, logs and
sections of trees, worked lumber, shingles, flooring,
casing, etc. There are dye woods, mosses, abnormal woody products, lichens, vegetable substances
used for bedding, gums, resins, vegetable ivory,
cocoanut shells, gourds, wood pulp, rattan, willowware and wooden-ware such as pails, tubs, and
brooms... It is delightful to walk through these
scenes painted by nature herself, and see how
attractive and useful are the innumerable trees that
adorn the planet.
THE DAIRY BUILDING.

Near by is the Dairy Building, and of course
everybody wants to see this, not only those who
make butter, but those who eat it, for after all who
can live without butter~ and good butter is what
helps to make a paradise of this world. This building is devoted to a complete exhibit of dairy products and to a Dairy School, and tests for determining the merits of different breeds of cattle as
milk and butter producers. There is also a cheese
exhibit, only partially prepared, howeve,r.
THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL BUILDING.

This is soiP.etimes called the Educational Building. The inscription over the door is "Man and
His Works." It is just west of the Forestry Building. Connected with it are the Bureau of Charities
and Corrections, and the Bureau of Sanitation and
Hygiene. There are also -out-door exhibits of the
Yucatan ruins, the Portals of ·Labna, etc. These
are exceedingly interesting and set one to thinking
of the remote life of the American continent.
'l'hese uncouth and somber ruins are suggestive
of melancholy. The people who made these dwelling and temples centuries ago do not appear to bEl
of a very bright or progressive nature.
Prehistoric America can be better studied than
ever. The glacial period is illustrated by several
collections. Burial places in the Ohio and Trenton
valleys are shown by models, maps, and photographs. Earthworks are reproduced, with skeletons, and the implements and ornaments taken
from them. Ancient Pueblos from Arizona, New
Mexico, and Colorado, the ruined cities of Central
and South America, with models of sculptures
human heads, hieroglyphics, etc., are shown.
'
There are costumes, utensils, implements of war
and peace, and ornamei;J.ts of the various Indian
tribes. In the British Columbia exhibit is a model
village of Skidegate, w1th ita ornate totem pole and
other curious specimens. Ancient Greek art and
li_fe are chrono_logically arranged. Roman, Egyptian, and Aseynan archrnology has place, and Russia
has filled one thousand square feet with an almost
complete exhibition of the costumes and customs of
the Hlavic races. The Pacific islands make a valuable show. There are games, idols, amulets, charms,
and ceremonial objects. There is the evolution of
modern amusements-dice, dominoes, and playing
cards, etc.
The south gallery is given up to stuffed birds
and mammals, birds' eggs, insects, fossils, land and
fresh-water shells.
There will be an exhibit of Indians living in native huts and wigwams and engaged in weaving,
basket-making, etc. Sixteen Indians from Vancouver's island have erected two large wooden
houses. The Six Nations of Iroquois Indians are
building six bark houses, a couJlcil house, canoes
etc. An Eskimo family will dwell in a tent <U skin:
~hree tribes of British Guiana have sent representatives. There are also one hundred Peruvian mummies. Tb.e Dark Continent has sent its quota.
The proper study of mankind is man,
and surely in this building and its appurtenances

we can study man .alive and dead, savage and
civilized, in every portion of the globe. We can
study his religion and his morals. We can study
his home life in cave and hut and tent. We can
see how he dresses and eats, how he hunts, how he
tills the soil, how he thinks and dreams, and grows
apace and then decays in the long centuries. We
see the roots of the life of to-day. We see the grotesque of human history. It is a continual surprise
to discover "what fools we mortals are." One can
have very little respect for his far ancestry after a
thorough study of anthropology. It does seem as
if it were, true, what a certain wise man has said,
that the world has been fit to live in only fo.r the
last fifty years. I am thankful that I am· born to
see the World's Fair and ride in a palace-car, and
did not have to hunt and fish with prehistoric man,
who I am sure musu have had a hard time of it.
Running across the south line of the park are a
number of ornamented sheds, in which will be
placed everything that is attractive in blooded
horses, cattle, sheep, and swine. In front of these,
in somewhat desultory array, arf:) the Cliff-dwellers,
the Arctic whaler, the Viking ship, the White Horse
Inn, the Dutch windmills, the French colonies' exhibit, the oil exhibit, the sawmill and loggers'
camp, the stock pavilion, and the agricultural machines. These places at present are not much
thronged and the exhibits are not complete.
People have not got into the habit of going so
far froin the main central attractions. This we
might say is the prose part of the Exposition. One
comes here mainly for information, and he finds
plenty to interest and much to charm. Variety is
the spice of life, and certainly there was never a
greater variety packed on six hundred and thirtythree acres than in the Fair. The poet, the artist,
the mechanic, the farmer, the antiquarian, the inventor, every taste and talent wlll find room and
verge enough. Nothing has been disdained. All
human history apparently is spread out before one.
Every animal and every plant are somewhere in this
vast museum. Every day we can take a different
path, and something novel is sure to be seen. We
can walk; we can climb; we can swing; we can
ride; we can sit down; we can almost fly; we can
grope through caves and grottoes. The sea is before us and the sky : great ships, palaces, cottages,
flowers, and grass. The beautiful, the sublime, the
grotesque, the graceful, the immense, the minute,
are on every side. Never was there such a school
as this, such a university, such a trip around the
world, such a panorama, such a circus, such a
whirligig of time, such an annihilation of space, such
a meeting of extremes, such a checkerboard of life,
such a drama, such a symphony, such a medley,
such an all-round show and universal delectation,
as this Exposition.
The stream of time never
bloomed and blossomed with such a " century
plant." I do not know what the twentieth century
will produce, but the nineteenth has done its level
best, and the twentieth century will hl£ve to hustle
to give the world a better show.
Among some of the minor attractions of the Fair
which I have not reported yet, but which every
visitor will want to know about, is the Bureau of
Public Comfort. In a large and handsome building
near the vista of states are spacious reception and
waiting rooms, commodious parlors for women and
children, reading matter, stationery, etc. If you
want a telephone, or stenographer, or typewriter,
this is the place of supply, and also all information
that a stranger might require.
The Cold Storage House is on the Stony Island
avenue boundary. It is built for use, not ornament.
It has a complete apparatus for the manufacture of
ice. There is a promenade on the roof, with observatory towers.
There are Hospital Sub-stations for emergency
service-one on Midway Plaisance, one near Machinery Hall, and one in the "Backyard."
The Life-saving Station is near the battle-ship,
two stories in bight, with lookout. It has all modern appliances.
Manitoba's exhibit is just outside the grounds,
south of Midway Plaisance. The Northwestern
Territory makes a grand display in this gaily
secorated and roomy structure.
The Merchant Tailors' Building is near the
Fisheries Building and is neat and stylish in appearance. Every fashionable garment meets the
eye, and each visitor can suit himself. The evolution of clothes, as Carlyle points out, is a very significant and intricate affair.
The hungry Yankee, of course, will gravitate to
the New England Clam-bake Building, near the
naval exhibits.
The Model Hospital, near the Women's Buildino-,
0
is for those who take homeopathic doses.
The Police Station is near Fifty-third street. It
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has patrol wagon, ambulance, and corps of officers.
I did not visit that.
·
The Service Building, in rear of Choral Hall, is
headquarters for all the minor officers of the Expo~tio&
·
The Terminal Railway Station, near Administration Building, is one of the moli!t beautiful railway
stations in the world. It is entered by thirty-five
tracks. It is one of the ornamental structures of
the Fair. It has a capacity for loading forty-three
thousand passengers at once.
White Star Building, erected bJ White Star
Steamship Company, is in front of Puck Building.
I have mentioned and located over one hundred
buildings. · Those who visit the World's Fair must
find the rest provided the one hundred already
mentioned are not sufficient. I doubt if the most
persevering explorer will go over more than I have
listed. Those I have not indicated do not contribute anything to the magnificence of the Fair.
They are a kind of utensils, and might as well remain
in obscurity behind the scenes.
The Intramural Railway is an exhibition in itself.
This is the first electric elevated railway ever built.
A complete circuit of the Exposition grounds can
be madt:~ in twenty minutes.
I suppose I must mention the Columbian Guard!';
There are two thousand of them. They are superbly
ornamental affairs. They realize the dignity of
their station, and are generally on their good behavior, especially when two hundred thousand
people are marching over the grounds. If you
want to know anything always ask them. They are
willing to answer, with encyclopedic affability, even
if they have to consult a guide-book.
If you are tired you can patronize a wheel-chair.
You may thus meet an angel unawares, for I understand that most of those who tote the chairs are
theological students. What they know about heaven
is nothing to what they know of the World's Fair.
They will find more materials for sermons behind
these chairs than in a thousand seminaries.
Chicago, Ill., 1893.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Bigotry Astounded.
After months, or rather years, of waiting and
anxious expectations for the triumph of justice, the
United States court of appeals has rendered a decision which has practically put the Sunday-opening
question at rest. Everyone who loves liberty has
reason to rejoice at this victory of law over Sabbatarian Anarchy. Those who favor Sunday laws are
pleased to designate all opposers thereof as
Anarchists and enemies of the public peace. On
the other hand, I maintain that the real Anarchist,
the real enemy of society, is he who tramples upon
human rights. Hence the church is to--day, as it
ever has been, the foe of liberty, and its stand upon
the Sunday-opening question furnishes the best
evidence of this fact. It is hard to convince some
very good people that the Christianity of to-day is
in its spirit the same as the Christianity of the Inquisition. True, it has been compelled to alter its
methods, but when· clothed with power its real nature returns. Christianity means force. It never
did stand for liberty, except when liberty would be
advantageous to itself. The Ethiopiim could as
easily change his skin, or the leopard his spots, as
this religion turn from its true instinct and acknowledge fully and without reserve the natural
rights of man. What is more, the church has generally had the law on its side. It thought it had
this time, and its savage ardor was increased to a
proportional extent. For Joe Cook and Wilbur F.
Crafts gloried in the expectation that the gates of
the Columbian Exposition would be guarded by
troops, and that those who attempted to gain admission would be shot down. If John Calvin and
Torquemada are yet hovering about this mundane
sphere, how they must hav rejoiced at these sentiments, and longed for. a return to this scene of
action!
Bigotry has been astounded by this decision of
the United States court; and well may it be. They
thought, having once secured a decision from the
Supreme Court, that this is a Christian nation; that
every event from hencefori.h would add to their
gain; but they were mistaken.
Now that they hav been routed, the Sabbatarians
are going to exert their puny energy to injure the
Fair. We hope they will do all they can for the
benefit of the Exposition itself, and that the people
may see that the institution which professes to be
the friend and savior of mankind is in reality gigantic machine for the aggrandizement of the priest,
and that it is the enemy of everything that militates
against his prosperity.
While the claim of the clergy that they will persuade their people to remain away from the Fair
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and thus injure it financially is absurd at the start,
their success in the matter would amount towhat? The principle of human rights, which is involved, would be the same. It would only indicate
that the church dare not deal with principles; but,
·being defeated from the standpoint of right, it can
only resort to disreputable methods to injure its
adversaries not only financially, but to ostracise
them before the public. We think the World's Fair
too great an institution to suffer injury from the
band of small men that is assailing it, and that in
the attempt tjley will beat their heads against a
rock.
FRANKLIN STEINER. ·
.Des Moines, Ia.

· Bible Prophets : What Are They 1
They are pretenders .of a right given them by
their particular spook God to predict his jealous,
wrathful vengeance to come upon all those who
show honor to any other god-to the sun (Baal) or
to any natural thing.
According to their own showing they are the
sourest and most revengeful specimens of human
kind. Each canonical prophet tries to surpass his
predecessor in the luxury of picturing his brotherman in suffering. Jeremiah says : " The prophets
that hav J:?een before me of old prophesied against
great kingdoms, of war, of evil, and of pestilence."
Jerry is a success in the business, but Ezekiel distances him. Group the headlines of all the chapters in Ezekiel into one paragraph, and then see
the sickening dose of threatened calamities. What
a fiend the author I It should satisfy the cruelest
saint! And" Uod is love."
All tribes of men are afflicted more or less with
prophets ; but the fanatic Jews hav had them the
worst. Occupying a spot of earth in southwestern
Asia about the size of New Hampshire, that peculiar people had an almighty god all to themselvs,
and more prophets and angels than all the world
beside. The original Arabic tribe or tribes, though
afil.icted with many priests, had for a long time
only their chiefs-Abraham, Moses, etc.-playing
the prophet. But Samuel extended the prophet
business, and created an order of prophets to assist
him. He trained young men for the office-gave
them a kind of theological schooling.
The prophet outranked the priest. While the
Levit~s attended to the ceremonials, prepared the
sacrifice<~, made the fires, cooked and carved the
lambs, and scoured the pots and pans, the prophets
interpreted existing laws, and, by "Thus saith the
·Lord," declared new ones wll.enever the spirit
moved them. They did the preaching and threatening, and singing praise with the harp, the cymbal,
and the gewgong. And they fooled the people occasionally with a miracle to prove their commission.
Thus was the· prophet often quite busy.
From Samuel's time the prophets increased in
numbers prodigiously, and soon became rivals in
mischief. While showering imprecations in all directions, they hated and denounced each other.
" Because of all the evil of the children of Israel
which they hav done to provoke me to anger, they,
their princes, their priests, their prophets," .etc.
(Jer. xxxii). They are confessed liars, and some of
them say their Lord lied, too-practiced deception
(Ezek. xiv, etc.). They are notoriously false-six
hundred such being slaughtered in one batch.
And God is love.
Many Bible stories illustrate the rivalry, treachery,
and cruelty of the Lord's prophets (see 1 Kings
xii). The Lord had made Jeroboam king over ten
tribes and Rehoboam over but two; and these
kings' quarreled all their days. Each had his
prophets. Jeroboam is at the altar one Sunday
morning offering sacrifice wlien an opp-:>sition "man
of God" prophet appears aro.d objects. Jeroboam
disregards him; and immediately hie arm is
·withered, etc. Spies carry the news to a prophet
in Bethal, who with lies and treachery entraps and
slaughtt:rs the man of God rival. And "God is
love."
The conspiracy between the prophet Nathan and
Bathsheba (wife of Uriah and mother of Solomo~)
to induce old David to declare Solomon to be h1s
successor is dramatic. While David is struggling
between life and death, and the people are preparing to acknowledge and honor Adonijah as king,
Bathsheba approaches the dying king and coaxingly
tells him that he had solemnly promised her thwt
Solomon should hav the kingdom. David remem·bers nothing of the sort. She persistently repeats
the alleged promis and slowly retire3. Nathan,
who is within hearing, now comes in from the opposit wing and importunes David in the exact
words used by Bathsheba. David in his weakness
yields and dies. Then from the tower Nathan,
with a Thus saith the Lord, proclaims Solomon the
king. Now the first official act of the wisest man

is to order the death of his half-brother. And
" God is love."
The Old Testament abounds with fabulous stories
-all sacred-about the prophets.
Now, when
from some other book the Christian reads an
Arabian story of magic he sees the joke; but on
reading a similar one in the Bible he is stupidly
blind. When in the "Arabian Nights " he finds
persons through enchantment changed to stone, he
does not feel obliged to believe the story literally
true ; but when he reads the story of Lot's wife, to
save his soul he must believe it true. When in the
former he reads of a merry fellow who, with the aid
of a .magic rug, :flies from one province to another,
he does not feel particularly serious; but when he
reads the story of the prophet Elijah, who by the
virtue of his magic mantle flies up out of sight, he
.
is afraid to doubt.
Christians generatly esteem the prophets in proportion to the strength of their malignity. For
solid hate toward everything on earth Jeremiah and
Ezekiel stand high ; but they fall short of the Christian hope of eternal torment. Daniel is the only
Old Testament prophet that can be forced to carry
vengeance beyond the grave; and he appears modest when compared with John's Revelation.
The Revelation itself shows that the eal'ly Christians quarreled and differed widely .among themselvs; that each group ~a ted the others more than
they did pagans. John thought that he alone possessed the true joker, and he Yents his spite against
the brethren in general, and the seven churches in
Asia in particular, through a pretended Revelation.
He was mad all through. 'He pursues them with
fire and brimstone into the next world, and pictures
the smoke of their torments ascending forever in
presence of the lamb! And "God is love."
This terrible Revelation was not concocted till
some fifty years after the time of the supposed
crucijixion, and for a long time after that it was not
accepted as having any divine authority. But when
the Latin or Roman branch of Christians became
dominant, the Revelation was added to the canon.
Its fiery anathemas could be turned against heretics.
And thus has it ever been used. The Protestant
priest, too, takes solid comfort in turning back its
venomous oracles on the papacy. How many "able
sermons " hav been preached in which the application of its tenors to Rome-the seat of the scarlet
woman, the great whore of Babylon, etc.-constituted all the ability. And God is love.
The prophets spent their sour lives prognosticating all manner of calamities ; hence, all the woes
that befall mankind are to the Christian fulfillments
of prophecy. The Christian tries to believe that
the prophet could look at future events through
time just as a boy steals a look at the circus through
a knothole. Some pious historians so believe. Rollin in his general history adds frequent notes giving chapter and verse where he sees prophesied the
events related in the text.
The Revelation is an inexhaustible fountain of
delights to the Christian who loves his enemies.
There he can fancy them floundering with fiery
dragons in blazing sulphur till he becomes oblivious
to all things natural.
In pouring out the vials of John's wrath upon
heretics and antichrists the priest had been so generous that when he comes to the French Revolution
the last vial is drained ; but he is not satisfied.
Since that evolutionary period more attention has
been given to the prophetic closing up of all earthly
things, and the Christian hope of soon scooping
most of the human race into John's lake of fire and
brimstone. How many pious students hav prayerfully wrestled with the prophetic data of "ti~e,
time, and a half time," hunting a date when t1me
shall end, and figured themselvs into the grave or
a madhouse, while the heedless old world jogs on!
Sometimes whole communities go daft with the expectation of a sudden wind-up, prepare ascension
nightgowns, and neglect to feed the pig.
Six years ago Rev. M. Baxter, Episcopal clergyman and editor of the English Christian Herald,
came here and kindly informed us that within
thirteen years from date England would lose Ireland and India, France conquer Germany, great
spread of Socialism and Spiritualism, culminating in
a massacre of myriads of Christians by the antichrist powers during three and a half years, and
then the millennium of a thousand years would begin ! He figured it all out, and illustrated his knowledge with twenty large paintings in a Broadway
hall. There were Daniel's brass-headed statue, hegoats, etc., and John's fiery dragon, smiling harlot,
grinning Satan, etc. This wise man from the E&st
knew a prodigious amount that isn't so, and consequently drew and edified large gaping audiences
that contributed freely for Jesus's sake.
Pagan Greece and Rome had their inspired oracle
prophets; but the time came when the people lost
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faith in them, and the renowned temples were deserted. When the people of Christendom lose
faith in the lying prophets of the old Bible-come
to know that the echoes of their maledictions died
out in their own land and generation, and hav
courage to say so, then will their temples of superstition be deserted, and the priest driven to some
useful employment-perhaps ferreting the causes
of idiotcy and the potato-rot.
L. G. REED.

The Great Governor of Pennsylvania.
The very last item in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July
1st makes a nativ's hair stand on end and wonder
why it is that Governor Pattison would be in favor
of the enforcement of a law passed one hundred
years ago, which taxes Sunday newspapers $25.
The great governor in his veto has the following
starUing sentence: " The instincts of a moral and
law-abiding people find it as much needed to-day
as when written into the laws a hundred years
ago." The above is not so startling when taken
into consideration that this governor was one who
so bitterly opposed the opening of the World's Fair
on Sunday. The governor's actions are the very
fairest illustrations of hypocrisy among this very
class of people. Does "Bobby" Pattison hav any
conscientious scruples about holding stock in the
Philadelphia Record, which prints a Sunday edition? N 0 ! Why? Because it is alleged that the
Sunday edition of that paper pays its owners, above
all expenses, about $1,500 every Sunday for fiftytwo Sundays every year.
Surely the great governor of Pennsylvania does
not mean to say that he is not one of "a moral and
law-abiding people." But if "Bobby" has stock
in a Sunday newspaper, does not his own veto
make him a citizen who has no regards for morality
and the law of his state !
I hav only quoted the governor's own words in
which he infers that anyone connected with a Sunday newspaper is not of sound moru.ls or a lawabiding citizen.
And what does all this help to prove? Nothing
if not that the almighty dollar is the supreme
ruler of this universe, instead of the gentleman
commonly known as Jesus Christ.
·
.
J. WARD DIEHL.
· Watsontown, Pa., July 5, 1893.

Christianity Encourages the Sinners and the
Vile.
F••om Jfoam·n Thourtht, BomiJaV, India.

The Bombay Guardian quotes from the New
York Independent the following extract:
THE TRUTH SEEKER is an Infidel paper which is engaged weekly in giving caricatures of scripture subjects.
• A recent issue carries on the first page a. repre~eU:tation of a stream of desperate characters-liars,
thieves, perjurers, murderers--;entering "the fold of
Christ." It is called "The Smner's Hope and Last
Refuge of the Vile." The picture is not a caricature. It
truthfully represents a grea~ Christian doctrin. Thet:e ~s
salvation for thieves and bars and murderers. Th1s 1s
a great and glorious truth. It is indeed the "sinner's
hope," the " last refuge of the vile." It is _in this that
the divinity of the Christian scheme of ~alvatwn. appear~.
The vilest may enter the fo~d o~ Chr1s~, !eavmg theu
vileness at the gate. Unbehe! 1s fatal~stic. It hol~s
that the vile can never be anythmg but v1le. The ChrLBtian doctrin is a nobler and truer doctrin. It has hope
and the power of reformation in it. For once THB
TRUTH SEEKER has drawn better than it knew.
Evidently the New York Independent and the
Guardian do not, or pretend not' to, understand
THE TRUTH SEEKER caricature. The caricature
shows what a license to commit sin the Christian
scheme of redemption is. Scarcely· anything has
been done by the gospel of Christ, which has been
preached for the last eighteen hundred years, to
make sinners leave "their vileness at the gate."
Gallows, jails, brothels, and reformat~ries still exist.
In Christian England they are requtred more than
in pagan India. It is indeed the " sinner's h_ope "
the "last refuge of the vile," inasmuch as the vile
start afresh each time they are forgiven through
the merits of a savior called Christ. Science treats
crime as a disease to be cured by scientific means,
while Christianity treats it as a corrupted state of
man's nature born with him and to be cured by belief in a redeemer. Which is the nobler? which the
truer T
We Hav Done a Valuable Service.
From the Investigator.

"A Handbook of Freethought." Containing, in con-

densed and systematized form, a vast amount of evidence
against the superstitious doctrins of Christianity. Selected by W. S. Bell. This. ~ook is a p~rf~ct.arsenal.of
weapons against the superstitiOns of Chr1Bt1a~1ty. W1th
this book in his possession the Freethinker 1s _armed to
overcome his religious opponent at every po~nt.. Mr.
Bell has done the cause he serves a valuable serviCe lD t~e
compilation of this volume, and The ~rut~,S.eeker Co. 1n
issuing it in paper covers has placed 1t w1thm the reach·
of all. Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette place, New
York. 381 pages. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
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An lllo.strated Freethinkers' Guide-Book to
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE you will thus help to secure in permanent form the
the World's Fair.
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the history of Freethought in its noblest c~reer ; you
We shall print Mr. Putnam's letters from Chicago
in a pamphlet to be called "Pen Pictures of the
World's Fair," before their complete appearance
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We shall get the book out
in time to be used as a guide-book for those who
visit Chicago during the last three months of the
Fair. These letters hav been highly commended,
and deservedly so, for the descriptions are veritable
poems, and all the statements are as accurate as
official information can make them. Those who go
to the Fair will find the book exceedingly useful,
for Mr. Putnam has laid it all put from beginning
to end, and the book will save visitors' time. Those
who read it will know what to see, and where the
sights are. It will contain as much information as
is possible to crowd into a work of its limit. It
will be illustrated with a bird's-eye view of the Fair,
giving visitors a generalidea of the place, a map of the,
Park, enabling them to find their way around; and
with pictures .of the principal buildings of the Exposition. Those who do not go to the Fair will in this
. book see it in all its glory, and certainly will know
more about the Exhibition than those who attend
without this guide-book, trusting to memory. Those
who go to Chicago will receive great benefit from it;
those who do not, still greater. The price of the
book is 25 cents.

A Book Every Freethinker Will Hav to Hav.
We placed in the pressman's hands last week Mr.
Remsburg's new book, "Abraham Lincoln: Was
He a Christian 1" and we ought to get it away from
him and the binder in ten or fifteen days. The
work will be handsomely finished, in fine paper,
and be a thing of beauty as well as a quieter of
religious tales.
One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of Abraham
Lincoln's religious bEllief. Soon after the remains'
of America's most illustrious son were laid to rest
at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland,
put forward the claim that he was a Christian. The
claim was promptly denied by the dead statesman's
friends, but only to be renewed again, and again
denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the
question of Lincoln's belief has been tossed like a
battledore from side to side.
For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an arr~y
of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming,
and which must put this question at rest forever.
In addition to, the testimony of twenty witnesses
who chim that Lincoln was a Christian, and which
is reviewed and refuted, ~e adduces the testimony
of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the
claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other relativs; hls three
law partners; his private secretaries; members of
his cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores
of his most intimate friends.
NOTED WITNESSES.
Hon. W. H. Herndon, (Jol. Ward H. Lamon,
Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. Jas. H. Matheny, Col.
John G. Nicolay, Judge David Davis, Col. J~sse W.
Fell, Hon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne, Judge
Stephen T. Logan, Joshua F. Speed, Hon. Jesse
K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gillespie, Dr. C. H. Ray,
Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachman,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Leonard W. Yolk, Joseph
Jefferson, Hon. E. B. Washburne, Hon. E. M.
Haines, Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Field, Hon.
Geo. W. Julian, Hon. John B. Alley, Hon. Hugh
McCulloch, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Rev. David
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Ju'dge Jesse W. Weik,
Hon. J. P. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell, Hon.
Wm. D. Kelley, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward,
Hon. John Covode, Hon. A. J. Grover, Hon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, Gen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron
Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
Eggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt H.
K. Magie, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Linc'oln
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
'
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Larg~ 12mo, 336 pages, in handsome cloth, $1 ;
in paper, 50 cents.

Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers to the Library can remit the difference
in price between paper and cloth binding, and get
the books in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the
"Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the" Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents ;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents, making two dollars and twenty cents'
worth in five months, or at the rate of $5.40 worth
per year; and all for $3 paid in advance. J. E.
Remsburg's "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian'?" will be ready very soon, and other books besides are in preparation. Two of these, we may
mention, are " Progress and Pleasure," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
shortly be made, and Mr. Putnam's "Pen Pictures
of the World's Fair," of great valu6l to visitors to
the Fair, and still greater to those who cannot
attend. Send $3 and receive at once the books
already published, and; as they appear, those which
will be published between now and January, '94.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethoo.ght."
In connection with the World's Fair and Inter·
national Freethought Congress no subject can be
more interesting than the progress of Freethought
since the landing of Columbus on these shores.
The most brilliant and alluring pages of
human history are open before us. The greatest events and the greatest geniuses of the
world are seen in their relation to the glory of
to-day. Only by understanding the progress of
Freethought for the last four centuries can we
understand the present time. It is a wonderful
record, more . beautiful than any romance. Every
Freethinker interested in the advancement of the
race, and wishing to see the true meaning of civilization, should read this history.
I propose to show the progress of Freethought
for the last four centuries in philosophy, science,
literature, education, and government. It will be
a book of permanent value, for it deals with the
most fruitful portion of history: I shall devote
my time from now until the meeting of the International Congress to writing this book, and the
book will conclude with a report of the Congress itself, in the best manner in which I can do
it, giving a living picture, I hope, of this great
gathering; of those who take p9.rt in it, the representativs of our cause throughout the world. I
intend to make this book not only a correct history
of the last four centuries, but of organized Freethought to-day, and therefore it will be valuable for
reference. I do not mean, however, to giv a bare
. abstraction of events, but to clothe them with life
and color, to show the heart and brain of humanity
in its eternal struggle for truth and liberty.
I shall issue a souvenir edition of this book in
commemoration of the International Congress. I
propose to make it in every respect a book worthy
of the cause. It will be elegantly bound. It will
contain the portraits of over fifty Freethinkers,
living and dead, who hav adorned the history of
our work. It will be a gallery of Freethought, as
well as its written record. It will be something
worthy to preserve and valuable as a gift to friends,
illustrating what Freethought has been and is
to-day.
I shall sell this book by subscription, and I
desire subscriptions from friends at the earliest
possible moment. The subscriptions will be for
the benefit of the International Congress as well as
for the publication of the book. The names of all
subscribers will be enrolled in the book along with
the members and officers of the International
Congress, whether they attend the Congress
or not, and in this way in permanent form
there will be a list of the pioneer Freethinkers
of the world. I hope everyone will feel it an
honor to be o:Q. that list, and will hasten to enroll their name. I do not mean to do things cheaply,
but generously. I want to make this one of the
best and handsomest books ever published in the
interests of Freethought. Therefore, I shall make
the price per copy $5. 00. All above the cost of
publication will be for the benefit of the Freethought International Congress.
Friends, I ask you to subscribe for tW. book;

will thus put yourself upon the roll of the pioneers
of the great cause, and you will at this important
time aid financially the Congress of the Freethinkers of.the World. Address,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Coerciv Laws and Their Instigators.
There is a truth which neither logical presentation nor practical illustration seems sufficient to
impress upon a certain limited class, who make up
in egotistical aggressivness for what they lack in
intelligent perception, and who are as noisy in their
irrational positivism as a flock of chattering jays.
It is, that coercion is so directly hostil to human
nature that it ever produces resistance; and not
one in a million will consent to be even pleased
upon compulsion.
The class in question is that whose views are
ever dogmatically opposed to opinions, practices,
and objects which, not more than ordinary acumen
is requisit to see, are always those for which the
dogmatists hav no natural inclination, and which
are incompatible with their peculiar interests and
designs. . It is this class too that arrogates the
right of censorship over all the rest of mankind.
As Teodoro Serrao says: "There are still in this
world a great many people who pretend to make
rules for others, who assume to giv a general measure for human feelings and sentiments, and do not
hesitate to declare that somebody has overgone the
limits, if he does not restrict himself within their
bounds. And these philosophers, these judges of
human actions, think they are quite right in trying
to adapt their general rule to each man, fancying
that their rule is like an umbrella, that can cover
all sorts of men."
The self-conscious goodness of such persons is
wonderful. Judged by their utterances, they hav
the power of unerring discrimination between right
and wrong; a gift the more remarkable since their
belief even at the threilhold of the twentieth centory is apparently identical with that of the doleful
Pollock, who thus croaks in his poem, "The Course
of Time:"
Earth's cup
Is poisoned; her renown, most infamous;
Her gold, seem as it may, is really dust;
Her titles, slanderous names; her praise, reproach;
Her strength, an idiot's boast; her wisdom, blind;
Her gain, eternalloBB; her hope, a dream~
Her love, her friendship, enmity with Goa;
Her promises, a lie; her smile, a harlot's;
Her beauty, paint, and rotten within; her pleasures~
Deadly assassins masked; her laughter, grief;
Her breasts, the sting of death; her total sum,
Her all, most utter vanity; and all
Her lovers mad; insane most grievously;
And most insane, because they know it not.
The undue proportion of evil to good in that
pessimistic presentment reminds one strongly of
the "intolerable deal of sack" to a half-pennyworth
of brE>ad in Falstaff's tavern bill. If Pollock be accepted as an oracle, Pope must hav been a:ffiicted
with mental strabismus when he wrote, "Whatever
is, is right."
·
They of whom we speak hav been personified in
a pen-portrait by "Max O'Rell." "Anglo-Saxon
land," says that writer, "is governed by the unco'
guid. Good society cordially despises him ; the
aristocracy of Anglo-Saxon intelligence, philosophers, scientists, men of letters, sculptors, painters,
simply loathe him; but all hav to bow to his
rule, and submit their works to his ·most incompetent criticism." That is true, more's the pity. So,
too, is the declaration, "The Anglo-Saxon unco'
guid is the successor of the Pharisee :" and in
whatever is innovativ, progressiv, liberal, pleasurable, care-alleviating, above all, popular, the Pharisees of to-day are sure to imagin wickedness. Ingersoll has described them in words that burn ~
"They do not walk the streets of the city of life ;.
they explore the sewers; they stand in the gutters.
and cry 'Unclean !' They pretend that beauty is a.
snare; that love is a Delilah; that the highway of joy
is a broad road lined with flowers and filled with perfume, leading to the city of eternal sorrow."
As Blouet intimates, art and literature are not
exempt from fanatical persecution. An exquisit
painting like the Temptation o:t;, St. Anthony must
be veiled ; a classical statue like the Venus de
Medici must be swathed. To morbid minds "the
most beautiful thing is hypocrisy adorned with a
blush;" they cannot understand that " drapery
about the perfect was suggested by immodesty."
Well-meaning authors of physiological treatises are
sent to state prisons, for the heinous " crime" of
publishing truths abhorred by the dilettanti, whose
" policy of silence " is nothing less than tacit approval of the abominations such outspoken truths
expose. The works of able, conscientious writers,
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like Tolstoi and Helen Gardener, are seized from
booksellers' stands, excluded from the mails and
b~rnt. in the casto~-house a~ Washington. ' Institutwns and agenmes, patromzed by the Pharisees
themselvs every day in the week, become sources
of pollution and disseminators of vice with the advent of Sunday. Public libraries and art galleries
open on that day are :fiercely denounced ; the newsp_aper is branded a "cesspool of corruption." The
riCh man may take his family to church in his own
?arriage, without reproach; the poor man who goes
m a horse-car encourages "Sabbath" desecrationa most anomalous thing to do. Jews and Seventhday Baptists, guiltless of violating the only Sabbath
recognized in the Bible, run the risk of compulsory
worship in prison chapels, if they insist; upon working on the day substituted by Constantine's edict,
321 A.D. Verily! Christian consistency is a rare
jewel! It may seriously be asked, why is not Sunday an evil day, since it makes thingB corrupting
that at other times are held to be pure or
The question naturally suggests itself, Why is
the rule of narrow minds in the ascen.dant, if it is
not backed by public opinion T The stability of
our society is supposed to depend as much upon
opinion as upon law, and more upon opinion than
force. The anomalous state of affairs depicted is
not conduciv to stability : why does it exist?
One among a number of . reasons that mighL be
advanced is the failure of the great. body of the
people to appreciate the texture of the net whose
meshes fanaticism, bigotry, and superstition are insidiously multiplying and constantly endeavoring to
draw closer arourid personal, mental, and popular
liberty. The masses are too disposed to contemptuous indifference to machinations against their
rights and liberties. By concentrated, properly
organized and directed efforts they were brought
to realize and reject the iniquity of "protection"
in the interest of the plutocracy ; by such efforts
only can they be made to understand and reject
protected intolerance. Every well-informed person
knows that most of the trouble-making fanatics
consort with a faction of less than one-third the
population of the United States. They do not
truly repreaent a large minority of that faction, but
they work togetlier for the perpetuation of their
medieval theories and practices with a systematic
persistency which the Liberalists would do well to
emulate. It is these posing paragons that compose
the class referred to in our opening proposition.
We hav described that class as limited, but the
same cannot be said of their self-exalting claims,
all of which are built upon the fallacies, "We alone
possess truth; we alone represent the highest
moral sentiment of the community." Necessarily,
intolerance with all its detested accessories is as inseparable from such immaculateness as heat from
:fire.
Added to these are the advocates of slavery, with
the state for a master; the defenders of caste, the
supporters of exclusiv class privileges, and an
aristocracy of wealth, all of whom hav taken to
aping the habits of thought of effete monarchies,
and stand ready to adopt any means for depriving
the people of that equality of opportunity which
the Constitution of the United States ought to but
does not guarantee.
De Tocqueville makes it an accusation against
democratic societies that, while they hav banished
l• fetters and
headsmen, the coarse instruments
which tyranny formerly employed against freedom
of thought and action, they hav refined the arts of
despotism." An individual can no longer say,
·"You shall think as I do upon pain of death," but
a single class say: "You are free to think differ-ently from. us and retain your life, your property,
,and all that you possess ; but if such be your determination you are henceforth an alien amongst
your people; you may retain your civil. rights, but
.they will be useless to you, for you will never be
•chosen by your fellow-citizens if you solicit their
suffrages ; and they will aff?ct to s~orn you if you
solicit their esteem. You will remam among men,
but you will be deprived of the rights of mankind.
Your fellow-citizens will shun you like an impure
being ; and those who are most persuaded of your
innocence will abandon you, too, lest they should
be shunned in their turn. Go in peace! I hav
given you life, but it is an existence incomparably
worse than deat:if."
De Tocqueville is at once right and wrong; Canting morality does indeed say to non-conformers,
"You may think differently and retain all you possess;" but occurrences are not wanting to giv the
lie to the formula. Witness the demand of the
bigots that the army be employed to suppress freedom of opinion and action in the matter of closing
the Columbian Exposition Sunday. "You shall
think as we do, or be murderul," is their ultimatum.
Ordinarily, we grant, the outward symbols ~f per-
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secution hav disappeared (to the sorrow of some
who would unquestionably welcome the resurrection of the rack and the thumb-screw), but its
spirit and habit remain, unshorn of a complex, insidious, flagrantly . misused instrumentality-the
law.
·
Now, it is an axiom that the fewer the parts composing a piece of machinery the less liable it is to
derangement and the greater the chances of its
working smoothly and effectivly. It is equally true
that the fewer and simpler the laws under which
a government is administered-provided of course
they be wise and beneficent-the greater the
probability of their enforcement and the better the
condition and contentment of the people. ·Yet,
self-evident as that proposition is, or ought to be,
to every reasoning observe:r, it receives but slight
consideration from legislators and the press, and is
apparently scouted by the pulpit. The clergy
especially seem as incapable of understanding that
the multiplication of laws indicates distrust of the
people, as of noting that the people are not blind
to the distrust. "March without the people," said
a French deputy from the tribune, "·and you march
into night." Few men of the cloth can bring
themselvs to believe with Emerson, " T;he instinct
of the people is right." Fewer still possess the
mental breadth which prompted Hamlin Garland to
declare : "I, for one, hav such faith in human
nature, such trust in the ever~growing altruism of
expanding individuality, that I am content to work
for freedom, for less government, for less militancy,
less meddling with spontaneous co-operation among
the units of society." Too many ministers approve
underhanded efforts to secure statutes and. constructions which, it has been well said, may at an
early day be used to fetter thought, crush liberty,
and throttle the vanguard of progress. "Be it
enacted," is the clerical catholicon for all moral and
social ailments, and not the mythical "Word" on
which they profess to rely. A business man whose
every rule and act betrays suspicion of his subordinates cannot hav studied human nature in his
own interest, since the respect and best services of
employees are seldom, if ever, given under such a
regime. No more can a government expect general
respect for, or lasting peace and prosperity under,
a complexity of laws, which indicates want of confidence in the proletariat, particularly if the laws
themselvs are aimed at the suppression of individualism, as is too often the case in this country
at the present time.
Says the editor of that Liberal, impartial, and
progressiv magazine, the Arena, speaking of
Nationalism, which, in his opinion, contemplates
the reduction of mantdnd to a governmental vassalage: "The great point has been emphasized time
and time again and never been satisfactorily met,
tnat in proportion as the power of government is
increased, and laws multiply, persecutions increase.
As laws are repealed and the people enjoy
greater liberty, progress and advancement mark
man's onward march. And while it is obvious that
humanity is far from the point where no law is
necessary, our faces should be set toward freedom.
And we should steadfastly oppose the law-making
mania which is so cursing our people with onerous
and unjust legislation.
I hav been forced
to the conclusion that progress, advancement, and
happiness lie in the wake of less law and wider
liberty."
And not only should there be fewer laws, but
milder treatment of the violators of some laws that
cannot be abrogated under existing conditions of
society ; for nothing is truer than that decrease of
the severity of the laws tends directly to increase
their efficacy; and the most sanguinary enactments
will become more and more inefficacious in proportion to the increased rigor employed in their administration.
Says Prof. Joseph Rodes Buchanan : " The people of any age hav no suspicion whatever of the
way in which they will be regarded by posterity."
Certain it is, there is little realization now of the
view that will ultimately be taken of many of the
laws enacted in the name of justice. Once in a
while the reforming energy is aroused against unreasonable and excessivly severe legislation, as it
was during the decline of the Whig ministry in
England, a little over half a century ago; and it is
significant that at such times public sentiment is
always far ahead of the inclinations of constituted
authority, with the result that the concessions made
are far behind those demanded. It was said by the
"conservativs" of the time that the abolition of the
death penalty for many offenses cheered every
rogue in England. Was the reform, therefore, unwise? That which the rogues approved resulted
in the surer punishment of roguery. The advocates of hanging for stealing a joint of meat denoun~d Sir Samuel Romilly as opening the jails
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and giving up England to thieves; but he would
be regarded as a monster who should now propose
to reenact that accursed law. We look back with
abhorrence at the bloody persecutions of the Vaudois and the Covenanters, and the work of the pious
stranglers in Salem. Yet these outrages were perpetrated under the forms and protection of the law;
and the spirit which prompted them has not disappeared. The " late lamented" John Calvin-he
who waged war against worldly pleasures of every
description, compassed the burning of Servetus at
the stake, and had unfortunate women at Geneva
sewn up in bags and thrown into lake Leman-is
still held in high esteem in some quarters, though
there is none that dares to opeuly approve the
dastardly ·methods he employed in support of his
·
:fiendish morality.
These remarks will, of course, arouse the ire of
those conspicuously just and merciful individuals
who, regarding as wicked everybody -with whom
they do not agree, and as criminal everything they
do not practice or approve, are constantly endeavoring to increase an already flagrant evil by the
creation of new statutory offenses and accompanying penalties. Yet it is as true to-day as it was two
thousand years ago that "Fear is a bad preserver
of that which is intended to endure; on th·e other
hand, considerateness will secure :fidelity forever."
It is also well to remember that " the evils which
hav been produced by fanaticism, prompted by
motivs really good, are equal to those that hav
sprung from confirmed vice."
" The chronic distrust of the people felt among
book-educated and professional men," is cited by
that rigidly orthodox theologian, Rev. Carlos D.
Martyn, D.D., as one among a number of dangers
that immediately threaten the country. Had he
added that this distrust :finds its expression through
a steadily augmenting labyrinth of laws for the
abridgment of popular and individual liberty, he
would hav spoken no more than the simple truth.
OI late years the combination of politics with
religion has had an enlightening effect, but not in
the way <lesired by political preachers. No less an
authority than General Clarkson has declared that
young men hav been alienated from the Republican party by the intolerance of morality. His perception is not at fault ; but the eyes of many older
members of that party also hav been opened,
greatly to its a:'dvantage. It has been remarked,
and the public utterances of President Cleveland
show it to be his belief, that the centralizing tendencies of the Republican party hav strongly reinforced the drift of thought toward Nationalism,
which is governmental paternalism in its most obnoxious form, and would engulf the nation in a mrelstrom of inexorable law. Edgar Fawcett, Professor
Buchanan, Mr. Pentecost, and other thinkers, fear
a catalcysm in the near future, and many signs
point thereto as surely as they did in France in the
days of the Encyclopedifilts. We are sufficiently
optimistic, however, to think that there are present
indications that the great majority of the people are
not " looking backward " to pattern by legalized
despotism supported by military force, but forward
to a government which shall guarantee the utmost
rights and liberties of the individual, under the
fewest laws consistent with the welfare of the
state.
JAMES TYTLER CuMMINGS.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON has received a call to California. His
Liberal friend writes: "I am appointed to write yon and
open negotiations with the object of having yon make your
home here. We mean business, and will furnish you a
house and lot free of incumbrance as a gift if yon will
come here to liv. We do not expect yon to lecture to
us only when yon wish to and are not away. But if yon
liv here we will be satisfied, and will take hold of the
work with a will.'' Mr. Jamieson has accepted the call
from his California friends, which he says is better than
a ''call from the Lord," and is making his arrangements
to go in the course of a few weeks. He will deliver
courses of lactnres this fall and winter along the Pacific
coast, and requests the Liberals of California, Oregon,
and Washington to address him for the present at Mosca,
Col.
THE Newark Liberal League made their excursion to
Glen island on the 7th, as intended, and had a very
enjoyable and interesting time. The Lord was very
kind, and arranged the weather with a due regard toward those who he must feel are advancing his cause.
They were met by a large delegation from the Philosophical Society, Brooklyn, and Manhattan Liberal League,
New York, and together they formed a solid phalanx that
could do good battle with any church or creed in existence. Mter a sumptuous repast and posing for the photographic fiend, they journeyed to the Paine monument,
where a handsome design in immortals was laid with
appropriate ceremonies by Henry Bird, Esq., president
of the League. It was suggested by those present that a
Union Picnic be held each year by the Freethinkers of
neighboring clubs, and some even went so far as to suggest that a sort of Chautauqua Club be formed, with
meetings quarterly or oftener. We trust that this socia-:
bility will grow and be a leading feature in advancing
the cause.
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Thoughtful Appreciation.
PHILADELPHIA, .PA., June 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for
renewal of my paper and the books named.
And a word about THE TRUTH SEEKER.
For a Freethought paper, it is all one's
ideal could suggest, and on its arrival I
devour all . that is in it with greediness,
and then, like Oliver Twist, would ask for
more. But it is best that one should rest
between these mental repasts, and giv
one's brain time to digest the good things
it has received.
I hav been taking your paper a little less
than two years, and in that time I hav become so attached to it and its contributors
that I find myself looking for it before it
is due.
From cover to cover it is interesting and
instructiv.
Samuel P. Putnam's articles need but to
be read to be appreciated. Teeming with
beautiful thoughts, beautifully expressed,
they are indeed a wealth.
Watson Heston's pictures express the
pith of many volumes, and from almost
every pen-stroke one gets a reminder of
· something he has heard or read against
religious intolerance.
I hav been very deeply interested in the
discussion on the God question between A.
Augusta Chapman and Otto Wettstein,
both worthy champions of their cause.
But up to date Mr. Wettstein is on top, to
my mind, But whether we agree with
Miss Chapman or not, we must admit that
she is a deep thinker and a most lucid expounder of her theories, and one is all
the better for having read her written
thoughts.
The editorials are always fine, and after
having consumed all the rest I turn to
them, left until the last because of their
fitness as a dessert to top off such an in tellectual feast.
The star of Freethought is in the ascendant, and with such champions it will
continue to rise until it reaches its zenith,
and by ita very brightness dispel the black
fogs of superstition that enshroud so many
thousands of our fellow-men,
Let the watchword that speeds us be
Freedom and Right; push onward and upward and never say die.
Yours for Freethought,
WM, A. CoumG.

Congress's Act Was Unconstitutional.
VINELAND, N.J., June 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: The present CongreRs of
the United States gave by enactment the
sum of $2,500,000 for the benefit of the
World's Fa.ir.
They provided in said
enactment that the money was given in
consideration that the gates of the Fair
grounds should be closed on Sundays. In
a second enactment Congress voted that
the gates of the Fair grounds should be
closed on Sundays.
This law of Congress has been appealed
to the United States district court and
overruled by Judge Fuller with the full
bench deciding that the gates shall be
kept open on Sundays. The court also
decided that the money given the World's
Fair was not a gift and could not be a consideration for closing the gates on Sundays.
Now, the above enactments of Congress
show a want of wisdom in the present
Congress that must tell for future decisions of legislativ bodies of no small con-·
sideration lor good. The acts were unjust as well as unlawful, for the Constitution expressly declares, " Congress shall
make no law respecting the establishing
of religion." Was not the closing of the
gates a law respecting religion which included the superstitious reverence of Sunday? And yet there is no day in the week
that is not held by some denomination as
· a holy-day against common sense and
reason.
That Congress has ma~e itself noted
for future men or legislators of thought
and ought to be known by name, to show
what men will do for their religion and
against plain law, for there it is before my
eyes, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion."
The law is as infamous as was the Dred
Scott law-both repealed-and each will
be looked at with contempt in the future

archives of legislativ history as examples
of perversion of justice and truth on the
most important of all subjects, having the
interests of thousands at stake.
Mr. Editor, if you can spare the space
in your noble paper to place the few lines
1 write you by the side of the article from
my good old friend, Brother Hacker, who
is almost my next-door neighbor and who
is so nobly showing up the old heathen
book of obscenity, fables, and nonsense, I
shall feel proud. I shall feel proud also
to see it in the papsr so ably written for
by Brother Putnam, who so excellently
defended the cause at Washington.
Please send me the pamphlet, "Religion
a Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion a
Lie."
RILEY McADAMs.
A. Heavy Broadside Against the Bible.
KEARNEY, NxB., June 25, 1893.
Mu. EDITOR: I will state why I am not an
orthodox Uhristian. People are sometimes
compelled to make statements to the
thoughtless listener that seem too radical
or tofi horrid to be true. Mini!!ters aLe always making statements of God creating
everything perfect. To thls I say no.
Man has improved on Ws domestic animals, on fruit and flowers, and on himself.
How is it with the apple? You say God
made it. I say nature made small, sour
crab-apples, and right here on this continent we hav red, white, and yellow ones.
Man has taken tho~e poor, sour, and almost useless crabs and grafted one on
the other and budded back and grafted
until he has produced a fine, larg , and
mellow fruit. Who made it? You say
G d, I say nature and man. Take man's
eye in his prime and it is about as
perfect a thing as there is about him, and
still man w1th his own ingenuity can take
a piece of glass that he makes himself or a
stone, and he can convex and concave it so
that he can see things too small for his
eye. History tells us that the men that
G, d made were too lazy to work and when
a famin 'Came on them they would kill
and eat their mothers and the old ladies
among them and save their dogs. This
corresponds with God's commandments to
his.holy people. Man has made himself
too civilized for this now. And more than
this, man never came on earth as he is today. Darwin's theory of evolution will
be a study in our p'ablic schools in less
than fifty years, and would now if it were
not for the teachings of the church.
Now for the morals of your Bible. Certainly, if it is God's holy book and so
guod, everyone ought to know what is ln
it, and no one ought to object to healing
it. But they do. Take Dent. xiv, 21.
Here is a square commandment from God
to Moses to sell anyching that dies 01
itself to others to eat. ·And in the twentysixth verse it is said that you can spend
the money for anything that your soul
lusteth after, for oxen or sheep or wine or
stl·ong drink-that is, get drunk on the.
money if you please. Dent. xiii is fine
from verse 6 to 10, where it plainly says,
kill your brother or wife or friend. And
Lev. xxvi is still finer, for here God givs
man a commandment and then tells him
lf he does not do it he shall eat of the flesh
of his sons and daughters. Who believes
that the common male parent of our mule
stood up or sat down and told his master
in Hebrew, Greek, or Latin that he had
been faithful to him? Why did not God
kill Moses (Ex. iv, 24)? Ladies, do not
read 2 Tim. ii, or the first twenty verses
of Ezek. xxiii, or the first few verses of
Dent. xxiii. Christ says in Mark xi, 24,
when you pray for anything believe that
you receive it and you shall hav it, but
my honest opinion is, if the churchmembers of Kearney county, Neb., or
anywhere else, think that is true of their
prayers for my conversion they are likely
to pray a long time. Well, this is enough
of the old novel for this time. Thirty
years ago I might hav been a Deist, but
to-day I am a Pantheist,
C. W. GoFF,
A. Finance Letter "Rit Sarcastik."
PoRTLAND, KAN., June 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My! how my little note
makes 1\fr. Geer squirm, and send forth
more absurd assertions, a few of which I
wish to notice if you will kindly allow me
space.
He says that it would be impossible for
sixteen million laborers to save $1 a week

for a year, without causing a panic. Now,
friend, this is not claiming that they can
not save $1 a week, but simply shows the
result if they do save that much, and at
best it is ~imply an a&sertion that he takes
back in this last letter by admitting the
correctness of my statement, for he says,
" The wage-earner saves money for a
special purpose, either keeps it or puts it
in a bank till some one wants and borrows
it." 'rhus he goes back on his fine-spun
theory and admits that the savings of the
wage-earner are still in'circulation. Oh,
where are you, Mr. Geer?
The government no more gave the
bankers ninety per cent of the bonds (as
you say) than the bankers gave the government one hundred per cent of the
bonds. You must be very good at financiering-.,.-here is a question: Can you start
a hank without the savings of some one?
Come now, Mr. Geer, doesn't every
dollar jn circulation represent so much
wealth? And wealth .is produced by labor,
therefore it belongs to some one, just as I
said.
If you understand money matters so
very well and know that bank money
does not hav to be earned, why do you
not start a few banks? Of course a financier like you could get the bonds all right
enough and get the government to giv
you money. Oh, how nice it is to be a
great financier like Mr. Geerl
Now, Mr. Geer, look here a moment.
Do you know how much the mortgage
debt of Kansas is? If you do, why did
you make such a statement as you did?
Sir, do you claim that the homes and
farms of Kansas are mortgaged to an
amount over $900,000,000? Say, friend,
how much do you know about it anyway?
Don't you think a wonderful fina-ncier
had better look at his own state? At
best it was an awful big one, that story of
Kansas homes and farms being mortgaged
to an amount averaging over $17 per acre
for every acre in the state. Please tell us
where you found that out.
Oh, dear, here you go again, worse and
worse! The railroads charge one hundred times cost for passengers to the
Fair. Mr. Geer, that immense brain of
yours is overtaxed. I would advise a rest
and to think just as little on money matters as possible. You are too far advanced
for this age, anyway. One hundred times
cost! A round-trip ticket from here to
Chicago is $30. Please, how many railroads are you running :now? Oh, how I
wish you would take the railroads ill
hand, you understand them so well. Why,
just think, a round trip on your road
would cost but thirty cents from here to the
Fair and back. Oh, I beseech you, Mr.
Geer, to take the money matters in hand
too. A man like you has a duty to perform. There are so few who thoroughly
understand money matters, railroad business, etc.
After reading your letter I hav to agree
with you that there is more nonsense
written on money matters than almost
any other.
My, what a scattering smok~> your blank
cartridges raise ! England gets a dose.
The wonderful " Hazzard circular " gets
beclouded. Then comes our turn and the
smoke pours over our moneyed men. Then
the World's Fair gets a whiff. And original
sin is not missed.
And last, the poor
grasshopper is mentioned. But the large.
majority are not so wise as our friend, for
he says they don't know more thana horse
about voting. Oh, please don't be so hard
on us, Without a hard thought,
s. F. DAVIS.

Deathbed Utterances.
FLAT CREEK, LA., Feb. 15, 293:
MR. EDITOR: After a painful illness of
about five weeks, my wife, Mrs. Louisa C.
Shumaker-formerly known as Miss Lou
Noble-breathed her last at ten minutes
before 2 P.M. on Saturday, Feb. 4, 1893.
I will not adopt the Christian conventionality and say, "It pleased almighty God,"
etc., for I do not know whether it pleased
God or not. But it ought not to hav
pleased him to cause such a kind and
tender-hearted daughter to suffer !Inch
agonizing pains as she did.
Miss Noble was the first Infidel woman
that I ever met. She was always in perfect harmony with me on the subject of
religion and Freetpought, except that she

was less combativ-a milder type of
Liberal-and would sometimes try to hold
me down. Like myself, she sought·religio,n with the Methodists in her young
days, failed to find it, ,and became
an unbeliever. She attende'd church and
treated the ministers and other Christians
with respect and kindness, but the most
frantic efforts and impassioned oratory of
the pulpit-pounders had no other effect
upon her but to amuse and sometimes to
disgust. She loved THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and always read the letters of correspondents first and ''News andNotes,"byS. P.
Putnam, next. In the month of March,
1880, I went to New Orleans and found
Colonel Ingersoll's lectures exposed for
sale by George Ellis, No. 11 Decatur
street, and purchased a copy of each. My
wife had never seen any Freethought
literature before except Thomas Paine's
works and Volney's "Ruins." When I
would read Ingersoll's lectures to her she
would become as happy us a Methonist at
a camp-meeting and could scarcely refrain
from shouting.
Colonel Ingersoll was
her ideal man.
Although living in an
orthodox community she was proud of
her Infidelity and did not try to conceal
it; but she never had any trouble with
her Christian neighbors about religion.
She was fifty years and twelve days old.
Her only fault was extreme generosity
and open-handedness.
Her heart was
full of love for her friends when she knew
that she was dying. Love was her religion. She told me before she took to her
bed that she believed that she was going
to die. She talked to me several times
about dying while she was rational and
the only thing that she expressed a desire
to liv for was to raise our adopted daughter Minnie.
On the night of the 24th of January she
called me to her bedside to deliver her
farewell message in the presence of four
young female teachers.
Her mind
appeared to be supernaturally lucid. She
could think of eve1 ything which needed
to be thought about.- She talked calmly
and sensibly. She said to me: "I want
you to continue to be just as you always
hav been. I want you to be kind to these
girls and help them all that you can.
They are good girls; they mean well.
The light has not come to them as it has
to us, but it will come to them."
She never said anything about her
future or anything beyond the grave until
she commenced dying and reason began
to fail. About 4 A.M. on Monday, March
30th, she waked. out of a nap and commenced saying: "I want to go home! I
want to go home! A sweet voice is calling
me and I am going home with my dear
mother! Oh, doctor, turn me loose!
Let me go! Oh, doctor, don't keep me
here in this misery! Oh, it is so sweet to
go home with my mother and get out of
this misery!" She became very happy
over the thought of going home to her
mother and getting out of her misery.
Her mother died twenty years ago.
When daylight came her vision and
her reason were failing and she desired that her friends come to see her.
About J 0 P M the same day she waked out
of a nap again and commenced kicking
and pushing the cover ofl and trying to
pull her clothes off and saying: ''Take
these clothes off me! Take these clothes
off, I say! I must be cleansed-! hav to
be cleansed for heaven.
Take these
clothes off me. I hav to be clothed for
heaven." Then she commenced holding
up her hands and talking to her dead
father. She said: "Dear father, take
your child. Take me up, father. Help
me, dear father. 0 dear father, help me
to my paradise! 0 dear fathe,r, help me
up to my paradise!" She spoke in sweet,
affectionate, pleading tones and she
uttered the word paradise with a peculiar
sweet emphasis, and I never heard the
word more clearly articulated or more
correctly pronounce! She then got into
a frenzy and talked irrationally and continuously for about three hours, when she
broke down and became sightless and
speechless. Her eyes were set in her
head and she could not see anything for
four days and she could only speak a few
names so that we could understand her;
but she could understand our talk and
appeared to be rational until Friday night.
A good Christian lady who nursed her a
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part of a day a"lld night h' s told me that
she beg"ged for prayers and wanted the
Christians to pray for her. I cannot believe this, because she had no sins to be
forgiven and had no use for prayers. I
know that she had no faith in prayer and I
was with her more than anybody else and
I heard nothing of the kind. Twice,
while suffering agonizing pains, I heard
her say, "Lord, hav mercy on me!" And
once I heard her say, "Help me for
Christ's sake.!" Her deathbed utterance&
are a pr<Yblem. to me. I hav 'no creed or
ism to defend, therefore I hav no interest
in concealing or distorting any facts. I
ha.v given an honest statement of the
· deathbed utterances of an Infidel. Let
the people make what they can out of it.
I am a Freethinker and a truth seeker,
and that is as many names as I care to
wear. The clergy hav made much capital
out of deathbed utterances and h-:v told
many lies in the interest of their profession about the deathbed utter~nces of
Infidels. I hav witnessed the. death of
two Infidels-my wife and her father.
Neither of them got frightened at any
hell or devils. And if deathbed talk is
to be relied upon, the spirit of Mother
Noble called for her husband and her
daughter when their time came to cross
over Jordan, and my wife's mother and
father both came for her; and my wife is
gone to heaven without sailing on the
wings of faith or taking passage on the
old ship of Zion aiid without ever submitting herself to that solemn mummery
called baptism.
She is now at rest in the same condition
as before birth or she is happy in the land
of spirits-! do not know which. Deathbed utterances are tha only evidence
which I hav ever received to prove that
the spirits liv after the death of the body,
but with my knowledge of chemistry and
physics I cannot conceive how that can be
possible. I do hope that my wife has not
gone to the same hep.ven that the ministers
send people to who_ get hanged. She was
too kind-hearted and pure-minded to
enj">y that kind of society. If she still
livs and it is possible for her to communicate with me I believe that she will send
me a messoge that I cannot bj3 mistaken
about.
PETER F. SHUMAKER.
He Once Thought Sam Jones Better Than
a Horse.
CINCINNATI, 0., April 25, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Since I owe you and your
paper an old grudge (for once starting me
to thinking) I ha v made up my mind to
pay it by writing to you.
Some four years ago I was a Christianyes, a real out-and-out, sure-enough
Christian, who thought that all the good
in this world was contained in the Christian religion, and all the bad contained in
everything opposed to it; who thought
that such men as the Rev. Sam Jones,
who oppose all the pleasures of the world,
were better than a good horse or cow
who add to them. I thought that such
people as the Rev. Mr. Moody, who think
that prayers can save a sinking ship, had
more brains than an intelligent dog without an ounce of superstitious blood in its
body. I thought that all the brutal and
cruel men, if they were Christians, were
deserving of and would :teceive eternal
iHe, while all the harmless and usefulanimals would die and stay dead, I confess I
used to wonder why it was that a bad mlln's
life was held more sacred than a good
dog's, when death to the man meant only
a change of residence to a happier country, while death to the dog meant the end
of its life forever.
If a preacher like Mr. Moody were driving along with a horse and buggy and the
buggy should happen to slide into a deep
ditch, Mr. Moody would pray and the
horse would pull, and when he got out he
woUld fall on his knees and thank God instead of the horse, and then his friends
'would hav the nerv~ to claim that he had
more sense than the anunal.
You know, Mr. Editor, there is one way
you can get a larp;e cucumber into a bottle
of, its own size or a little larger, although
the bottle may hav a very narrow neck,
It is to get the cucumber into the bottle
when it ie very young, and, without detaching it from the vine, leave it in that
position to grow until it has filled the bottle. Then it must either stop growing or
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burst the bottle. Well, this cucumber who impossibility. but thinking they were convince his brother sponges on the botis writing to you was bottled up in Chris- laughing at me because my mind could not tom that they should not absorb the
tianity when quite young. I actually grasp it, always dismissed the questions liquid.
What becomes of a soap.bubble when it
thought there was more room to grow in- from my thought~. I thought it must be
side the bottle than there was on the out- that, since my elders saw it, it was un- is hit by~ sledge-hammer? I don't know.
side. I do not remember how I kept from doubtedly true and I was too young to What becomes of a Christian when he inseeing through the bottle, for it was as comprehend it and would understand it vestigates?· I don't know.
What becomes of a drunkard when he
transparent as the air. All the young all when I got older, but my experience
ones on my family vine were similarly did not prove it, so I kept dismissing the quits drinking? What becomes of a Chrispenned up, and we thought those who objections from my mind, until when I tian when he begins thinking? They
met you, Mr. Editor, I !).ad almost dis- cease to be such.
were not were rotten to the core.
After I had satisfied myself that my reOne summer-one happy, lucky, blessed missed the dogma features of religion from
summer, circumstances threw my younger my mind altogether aud taken them as a ligion was ridiculous, I got to thinking:
''Is it cruel? Is it really cruel enough to
brother and myself, owing to the tempo- matter of course.
I am sure that had I been born with the justify all these bitter and passionate onrary absence of the rest. of the family on a
visit to the West, in the way of taking our least bit of self confidence I should hav slaughts of the Infidel?" Of course it did
not require much study to settle myself oil
dinners with a highly respectable family been an Infidel at five.
Well, to return to the caricature. The that score. If any Christian doubts that
not far froin our working-place. It was
not the dinners that made me think myself picture started me to thinking. I had often his religion is cruel, let him sit down for a
so blessed, not the food for the stomach, thought of my religion as being impossi- minute or two on a red-hot stove, and
but the food for the brain that I accident- ble, but had never once dreamed of its then think if he can-but he cannot-how
ally received by being thrown into their being harmful or immoral. So when I much moce, how infinitly much more
saw all these pests coming from the church painful his hell must be.
circle. I will explain.
So the natural result of all this thinking
One day I came into the house a little I got to thinking. The first thought I
too early for dinner, and sat dow11 by the thought was that some good Christian was that this cucumber I told you about
library table to read the newspapers. I should draw a picture showing that these grew and grew until it broke its orthodox
saw one wit.h a strange heading, and, pests did not come from the church at all prison, and ever since has been growing
lnoking again, read in large letters: "THE and send it to all of your subscribers to in the pure air and warm sunShine of
TRUTH SEEKER.'' "Very good," said I to correct the erroneous impression your Freethought.
Ever since, I hav been an enthusiast in
mvself, "I'll read you, and see if you find picture had given them. But then I
it." All but the heading had been under "thought another thought:" Do not the cause. I think if I had never been a
some other papers, and I pulled it out to these pests really come, after all, from the believer I would not feel so belligerent tC',;
examin. For a long time I had been in- church? So I looked at one pest labeled ward orthodoxy as I do; but, ·as it is, it
different to anything religious, but I con- Woman's Christian Temperance Union, at aromes my ire when I think that several
fess that the picture which met my gaze the Sunday-law fanatic, the Gad-in-the- years ago, when I was some two weeks
made my heart jump into my throat. Constitution nuisances, the faith-cure mur- old, a preacher was called in and poured
There, upon my soul! there, upon a re- derers, and at the colony of vipers coming water on my poor little innocent hea<l to
spectable gen~leman's table, was actually from Rome to oppose our public schools save my soul from hell. Not that I feel
a picture which, if what it was intended and inoculate the brains of orir young anything but gratitude toward the wellto illustrate were true, made the Christian with the poisonous germs of superstition, meaning Protestant priest, but oh, it
church out to be not all that was good and and.concluded that the picture was true to makes me indignant with myself to think
life and could not be answered. So then that I was fool enough-even at that early
holy, but, in fact, just the opposit.
The picture was of a great swarm of I thought, as Christians generally do under age-to lie there quietly and allow such
pests, in the shape of musketoes, bugs, such circumstances, that a law should be idiotic proceedings to be peacefully carried
made to stop your publication. The first on. I am not sure-maybe I did squall
bats, beetles, etc., coming out of the
church to torment an old gentleman named thing Christians hav always done when and kick; I will ask some one who was
"Uncle Sam," while from across the sea they found that reason could not save there some time, and if they say I did I
came another colony of vile insects with them is to appeal to force. So you see will forgiv myself and a load will be lifted
there can be no doubt that I was a ''real, from my heart.
the compliments of the pope,
out-and-out, sure-enough Christian."
· The other day I met an elder brother for
Now, if I had seen a caricature aimed at
Next I turned over to the last page, and the first time in two or three years-An
Christianity in a· paper under the head of found, to my horror, a pun on a name
fact, for almost the first time since my
"The Lie Seeker," "The Defender of from the Bible. I threw down the paper
eyes saw the light of reason and I became
Immorality," or "The Falsehood Advo- and swore I would never look at it again.
f:ee. I was anxious to know whether or
cate," I would not hav been nearly so But, oh, how the human heart doth crave
not he was still worshiping the God that is
shocked. I had always thought, being a for the truth, and I knew· the truth could
going to damn his brother. So the first
Sunday-school scholar (not, to do myself never be found by listening to but one
chance I got to broach the subject I
justice, so much for the sake of religion as side of any question ; so within sixty
waded right in and handled his and my
for the happiness of hearing the music seconds I had it up again and was looking childhood's God without gloves. I found
and from being sociable and circulating at the inside. Surely I had been hearing that, although he was not worshiping the
among my friends), that anyone who was and reading defenses of Christianity since old dovil-1 mean the old God-to any
an "Infidel" (and, oh, how ugly that my earliest memory, and should not fear very great extent, he was still a little
word used to be) was confessedly in favor to read a few lines on the other side. prejudiced in his favor, for, when I had
of everything that was vile and wicked, About the first thing my eye fell upon was presented him some arguments and asked
and cared nothing for the truth. Do not a paragraph which declared that Chris- him some questions, I waited to see what
blame me, that's how I was raised. And tians were afraid of iuvestigation, afraid he would say, and his answer was-just as
do not, I pray you, blame it on my folks, to look at both sides. Although I knew in I had thought it would be-" What would
for they were raised no better themselvs; my heart this was true, for I never knew your dead mother say if she knew this?"
and if I had not been accidentally started before there were two sides to this subjec~,
I never yet asked a Christian friend or
to thinking by your excellent paper I I indignantly refuted it by reading the relativ an unanswerable q•testion in regard
might, impossible as it seems now, hav paper through. For the next two months to their religion but they said: "What
kept on thinking the same thing, and if I I read your paper regularly every week. would your mother say?"
4ad ever had the raising of children would I tried to keep my hands off it, but it
Upon my soul, this is aggravating---the
probably hav raised them, or caused them seemed that something irresistible at- assumption that I do not honor my parents
to be raised, in the same old school. To be tracted me to it, which is unexplai11able, because I do not profess the same religion.
sure, I had heard of a gentleman named except by tho following verse, slightly My mother died when I was quite young,
Robert Ingersoll whom most people ad- altered from the original:
but still I can remember when she took me
mitted to be a good man, who claimed to
Truth, though crushed to earth, will rise on her knee and taught me to be honest
be an Infidel, but, never having read any of
again;
and truthful. I also remember-still more
his works on religion, thought, as a great
The eternal years of man are hers,
plainly-how my father also took me on
many other Christians did and do, that he But error, wounded, writhes in pain,
his knee, but with the other end up, and
And dies amidst her worshipGrs.
was either pretending to be such for a joke
taught me the evil consequences of not beWell, when the folks came home again I
(think of it! going to jump into a lake of
ing truthful.
fire forever for fun ; but that opinion was separated from my TRUTH SEEKERS;
I imagin she would still say: "Be honactually prevails among many Christians but I had been confronted with a great est; be truthful."
to-day), or that he was insane on this par- many new questions, which I determined
On the other hand, what would she say
ticular subject.· Neither of these opinions to set about and find the answers to. So I if she knew that I had discovered the
quite satisfied me, but when I got that far descended into the arena of investigation. things which deceived her and refused to
I always dismissed the subject from my Had I consulted a spiritual adviser he expose them; had found the lamp and remind, as I did with all the other difficult would hav told me I was on the wrong fused to light it; had found the truth and
problems which confronted me while try- track if I wanted to be ·"saved." He refused to speak it?
ing to swallow Christianity, I ·know that could hav told me that I must again "beI can imagin, if her soul is living now-when quite young I hav aSked (and what come as a little child " and dismiss all and I can almost believe it is--that I see
three-year-old child has not?) many an doubts from my mind. But I could not the same sweet smile-which is almost the
unanswerable question of my elders as do this now. I had found that good peo- only thing I remember distinctly of herthey " explained " their religion to ple could be unbelievers. I must find the which was on her face one day during her
me. But these questions were re- answers or find another religion. I had no last illness, when I, a six-year-old child,
ceived, as such questions from chil- doubt! could find the answers, so I debated ran home from school at recess to kiss her
dren always are, with laughter, and I, the matter with myself for a long time, and then ran back again.
poor child, not knowing that they were but instead of finding them the more I
I say these things to encourage other
really laughing unconsciously at the ab- hunted for the answers thA more questions young Freethinkers whf) may, like myself,
surdity and impossibility_ of their own re- I found. l?o the result was-well, you be made to feel sad by some one's asking,
ligion, not knowing that they saw (un- know what becomes of Christians who in- because they can ask nothing else unconsciously) for the moment that· their vestigate.
answerable: "What would your mother
I once heard of a sponge that went down say?"
dogmas were so foolish and inconsistent
Yours and Freedom's,
HARRY Tmx.
that even a child's mind could see their into a barrel of water to argue with and
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Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communieaeion.~ for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the di!<Y's occur.ations
That is known as the Ohildren s Hour."

In Prairie Groves.
In prairie groves of plan ted trees
A summer song of birds and bees,
And roses in the dewy grass
Are morning pilgrims in the pass.
Green •pears, like lances in a row,
Hedge round the strange, wild indigo,
And any bird that dare go through
Confronts a guard in soldier-blue,
By prairie groves.
Sweet williams flare their yellow lights,
As stars dropped duwn from summer nights,
That gem the plains and pastures green,
Where speckled cows may feed between,
And pretty calves and young colts playI passed them there but yesterdayWhere cottonwoods had walled the lines
Whose leaves sing sweet as southern pines,
In prairie groves.
The thrush awakes the golden morn,
The lark is singing in the corn,
And boys and men are i.l the rows,
Where breath of balm so lightly blows
A fragrance in the warm, brown earth,
Where Nature broods 'bove each new birth;
And birds and breezes all in tune
Proclaim a joyous d&y in June
Near prairie groves.
Box-elder, elm, and ash trees sway
So gladly on this perfect day;
Andwil'ows wave. and glea•n, and shine
Along this prairie-land of mine,
Where soon catalpa's tossing boughs,
As brides in white that murmur vows,
Will deck our way with tropic bloom
And bridal flowers and sweet perfume
In prairie gr.,ves.
Pueblo, Gal.
MARY BA.mD FINCH.

He went, and reached the outside in
safety. The sons wrapped their mother
in a blanket and went down stairs, only to
share a miserable fate. All around them
was fire. Even used to the house as they
were, they could not find the entrance.
A noise, as though something was breaking, was heard, and than the roof fell in,.
the walls fell down, bringing on top of
them the floor that they had just left.
Crushed and burnt was their death. The
noise of the flames, the shouts of the
neighbors, the frantic cries of the father,
this was the song that chanted them on to
death.
Tears filled the old man's eyes, as he
saw the escape of his beloved ones was
impossible. Gradually he became frantic
and would hav rushed into the mass of
flames had he not been held back. Slowly
the flames died out. The house was one
heap of ruins. He was still lamenting,
but by degrees he became pacified, and
viewed the ruins with a melancholy eye.
As the fire abated, the crowd that had
watched wended their way to their homes
and beds. The old man seemed alone.
He sat upon a heap of stones, and was
rocking himself to and fro. Where the
flames had destroyed his house and killed
his loved ones, the crowd had destroyed
his crops of vegetables and fruits by
malice and partly by curiosity to get near
the fire so as to see it.
A young man approached the figure
seated on the stones. He laid his hand
upon his shoulder, and he that was full of
sorrow looked up.
" I'm very sorry this should h~v happened, but for your ·kindness in helping
me and mother to get on, you must find
shelter with us."
"No, no," he sadly murmured, "it will
not do. They will only point their fingers
at you in scorn for sheltering me. This
was not the work of an accident. It was
done on purpose. I had not used a fire
this day."
"But, come, you must," was gently
urged. "You hav been kind enough to
help me and mother when we had needed
it, and when I had even been one of those
who mocked at you. Come."
"I can't-I cannot leave this place.
There, there," pointing to where the ruins
were, "there are my loved ones-my
wife and sous. I cannot leave them, I
cannot leave them," and he sobbed violently, which affected the young man.
"You must-you cannot stay here. Let
them say what they will, so long as we hav
it you will find a home with us."
He allowed himself to be led, and with
the couple he had befriended found a
home. The bodies were found and were
buried, not in the churchyard some few
miles away, but in a corner of his farm,
shaded by a tall tree on which grew the
maple leaf.
The cause of this fire was never knownnever investigated. To satisfy a crowd of
persons whose sole delight was to persecute
those who differed with them in religious
belief, a home was destroyed, three lives
were lost, and one was left sorrowing for
those whom he loved. In the next year,
he again built a home and cultivated his
farm; but he was still mourning, and
would often weep when alone, for the dear
ones gone never to return.
So it is, Freethinkers are not yet safe
from persecution. You can still hear of
those who suffer, and in some parte silence
is their safet.y. In tb,e future, at no distant date, the day of. success seems at
hand. The power of the church has been
broken; thousands are thinking, and
thousands are refusing to believe the impossibilities Christianity puts forth. That
mighty octopus is becoming smaller, and
will soon be like a worm, which has to get
under the ground to find shelter from the
mighty throngs that would trample it
down. The church will be trampled down,
not because of persecution, but because
reason has decreed it.
EDWARD DoBSON.

I am eleven years old. Ihav five brothers,
one older than me and four younger.
I still remain your Liberal friend,
IRENE WILLIAMS.
PAULINA, ORE., June 1, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner. There is no school
this summer. I like to go to school very
well. I am a reader of the Corner ; I like
to read the Cornr·r. My father has sheep,
and I love to watch the little lambs play.
I am eight years old. I hav three brothers.
Well, I will close my letter now. I am
A little Freethinker friend of yours,
PEARL HARDISTY.
[Thanks, dear, for your letter. Next
time tell us about the town, all about the
sheep, and anything else you please.-ED.
C. C.]
MADRONE, WASH., June 16, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I promised to tell the
children about my home. Well, I liv on
the Pacific coast, nine miles west of Seattle,
the great city of the West. We liv on an
island. We can see Seattle from our
place. We liv in a cosy little harbor.
We hav a very backward spring for this
country; it has rained nearly all the time,
but our garden looks very well considering. I should hav written before, but I
hav not felt well, and put it off. I was
sorry to not see allY letters this week from
the little ones. Well, I will hav to close
or this will go to the wastebasket. I do
hope the children will continue their
Corner, for I take deep interest in them.
I am sixty years old.
Yours for tight and truth,
.
A. W. B., or "GRANDMA."

GOLD.

SILVER.

MIRES ABD STOCKS.
CHAS. F. BLACKBURN,
Mining Geologist, Seattle, Wash.
Special attention given t.o the ex11_ert examination of mineral properties in the Ynited States
and British Columbia.

MINES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Precious Metal Mines a Specialty. Can
furnish any kind of mineral·property-Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Quicksilver, Nickel, Co_pper~ Lead,
Antimony, Iron, Manganese, Mica, and Coal. Also
Slate, Granit, Limestone, and Sandstone quarries.

RIC!/ GOLD AND SILVER MINES FOR SALE.
Rare bargains in gold quartz: gold placersband
gold-silver galena mines in Kootenay and ariboo districts, British Columbia. Only a few
hundred dollars will buy valuable mining interests, a bonanza for a few thousand. Correspondence solicited· sampling, assays and mill tests;
·an work stricth scientific; investments carefully
placed; bargains guaranteed; twenty years'
mining and geological experience.

MILLIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS!
METAL.

MINERAL.

3mo14

" Everybody's Law Book,"
Is the title of the new 768 ]:)age work prepared by
J Alexander lioones, LL.B., member of the New
York bar.
It enables every man and woman to be their
own lawyer. It teaches what are your rights and
how to maintain them. When to begin a lawsuit
and when to shun one. It contains the useful information every business man needs in evPry
state in the Union. It contains business forms
of every variety useful to the lawyer as well as to
all who have legal business to transact.
Inclose $2 for a copy, or inclose two-cent postage stamp for a table of contents and terms to
agents. Address BENJ. W. ID I'CHCOCK, Publisher, 385 Sixth avenue, New York.
4t25

HYDESVILLE, CAL., June 19, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner, I went to school two
weeks; I had a bad cold; mamma would
not let me go until school was out. There
are three churches in Hydesville; they are
holding prayer meetings and revival
meetings, and quarreling among themselva. We only went once, and then we
were disgusted, and did not care to go
Persecution.
again. The subject was darkness, not
Persecution in whatever form is tyrana dark night but eternal darkness! Oh,
nous, and especially so when one is peryou ought to hav seen the face that he put
secuted for his religious belief. History
on when he said da-rk-ness! I will tell my
age-it is ten. I hav two sisters younger
is full of persecutions, and the day of that
than myself, one eight, and one five; we
tyranny is not yet over. It forms many a
hav no brothers My sisters' names are
theme for writers, and if the reader will
Addie and Daisy. Those verses in the
giv attention a short story will be related.
Corner were lovely-that's my name, May.
The day had been warm, but the night
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Children's Corner very much. I would like
was cool. The moon with unusual brightto correspond with some of the little girls
ness shone down upon a Canadian village,
of the Corner.
a village full of bigotry and where strife
As my letter is getting long, I will close,
continually reigned. In a small cottage in
hoping to see this in print.
the center of a small farm lived an old
I am your Liberal friend,
MAY E. Kll!BY.
man, his wife, and two grown-up lads.
Miss Wixon: Please excuse poor writThey were Freethinkers, and this was
ing; it is her first letter she has written to
what they suffered for.
you. She has tried· several times, but
Coming up the quiet country road were
wrote so poorly I would not let her send
four men, who had been detailed by a
it. Excuse her.
MRs. KIRBY.
crowd of others of the same mind to burn
[May's letter is good. Practice makes !11 in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
down the house of this family. Silently
perfect. Study and improve.-ED. C. C.]
l~mo, 300 pp., $1.
they approached, and each went to a corApples of ~old. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
ner. The cottage was more of a frame
CROMWELL, IA., June 4, 1893.
Miss ·wiXoN AND FRIENDS oF THE CoR- The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handbuilding rather than brick and stones, and
NER : When we receive THE TRUTH SEEKER
som!l and Interesting BookhWithout Superstiwould easily burn. Each man had a buntion, for Children and Yout . The Only FreeI always look at Mr. Heston's cartoons
dle of oily papers and rags, and for these
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
and then turn immediately to the Chilf i fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
they dug a little hole under the side of
dren's Corner.
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated
covers; ito, 224 pp., boards, $1.
each corner. They then put the rags in
In the paper of June 3d the first thing
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
upon which my eye fell was tt letter from
and lighted them, and soon they had disCromwell.
Imagin
my
surprise
and
deappeared to a spot where they could watch
light when I noted the name signed,
with safety.
Charlie H. Moore. It was, as we girls
Slowly the wood caught, and then faster
say, "just splendid," and just such a letA LIBERAL 8'1 OR Y.
and faster the flames began to coneume the
ter as I had been wanting to see. I had
Price, 25 cents.
B:r Mna, E. J, BALL.
sent forth THE TRUTH SEEKER on its misplace. Would those inside be awake in
sion of enlightenment, and in return I
time enough to escape? It seems imposread in its columns a good and intelligent
sible.
letter from one of " my boys." It was
A voice I One of the young men had
just as might be expected, however, for
awakened and was calling in loud tones for
intelligence wants truth, and that is what
the others to bestir themselvs. Meanthey receive when they read THE TRUTH
SEEKER
while the flames seemed to fully enwrap
I wish to thank Charlie for this step
the building, and the brightness of them
toward liberty and frPe speech through
could be seen from a distance. Inside
the Corner, so that all the readers and
they threw on what clothes they could lay
contributors to THE TRUTH SREKER can
their hands on, and the two men made a
see the amount of benefit it is doing. I
am sure all of the Cornerites welrush for the door. It was in flames, but
come Charlie just as we do all the young
an ax being near them, it was a minute's
but intelligent heads which bob up among
work to knock it down. The flames then
the thousands of older ones.
were met, and they with one bound were
I feel safe in saying that he, his brother,
on the outside, safe but for a scorching.
and his two sisters will never be roped
into the church, and be classed as "one of
But what of their parents? After shoutthem."
ing fire, and waking those in cottages near
May they always be as free from the
by, they again entered the building and
dogmas of the church as they now are.
went straight to where their parents were.
Very respectfully,
The father was dressed, but the mother,
MINNIE M. GEIER.
an invalid, was only in her night robes.
[Yes, we are glad to call Charlie one of
Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; With pol" Correspondence.
Despair seemed written on their faces, for
the family of the bright boys and girls by
trait, 30c.
the old man had tried to carry his wife,
MADRONE, WASH., June 16, 1893.
means of whom the Corner is kept fair and Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
DEAR MISS WixoN: I will try and write fresh.-ED. C. C.]
should be. Paper, 25c.
but was not strong enough.
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
"Father," said one of the lads, "hurry again to the Children's Corner. I like to
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazathe Children's Corner. My papa
down stairs while we carry mother. You read
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
does not take it, but my grandpa takes it.
of
Christianity. Price, 25c.
.
will hav to rush through the flames, so I go to school. I study reading, spelling, GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Address
THE
TRUTH SEEKER 00.
arithmetic,
hygiene,
history,
grammar.
take this blanket."
Btl Jf. BAJJOQO.K. !'rice, 111 ote
•
Afl Ls.fa.rette pls.oll, Ne,. tor._,

SUSAN WIXON'S ·BOOKS.

The Clergyman's Victims.

Mrs. Besant's

Wor~·s.

.
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Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

JOH·N E.

d A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wou.\d give $25 a.

~ to have the Orimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value <Jhristianit:r
possesses to :make men moral.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book dol~ thil.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

REMSBURG'S

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre-

vious editions show that within a few years a.bant

1300 HINISTERS HAVE BEEN GlJILTY
of one kind or· another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
a.re against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the stren~h of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
oler_gy.
1 Notwithstanding ihe many additional pa.ges, we have kept the
price the same,_:l5 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- - .......a
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy & day that to look upon machlner;r or
paintings in this period is "immoral."

WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

Address

Was He A Ch'f'istian?

For fifteen yea's Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, ~He presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question
at rest forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty wunesses who claim that Lmcoln was
a Christian, and which is reviewed and refuted, lle adduces the testimol!Y of more than a hnndrerl witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. 'l'hese witnesses include
"!ti.s wife and other relatives; his three law. partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of his most mtimate friends.

THE TRUTII SEEKER COMPANY.

PRICE~ OF

REDUCTION IN

A. GREAI BOOK(

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

With the eighth edition fl1

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Amon!<" the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Chnwh and Morality; Crimmal Statistws showmg the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the Cllurch and the Antislavery Reform.;_ the Woman's
Rights Movement; the Temperance lteform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cents
singly; 75 conts per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Win wood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man," the cost ol
let~

production has been

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; Falsehood and Deception; Chea.ting; Theft and Robber:[; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of Col!_gnest ann Extermination;. Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; urnelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism; Slavery; W1tchcraft; Potygamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Prwe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. Special d1sconnt
on larger qnantit1es.
·

sened so that we can reduct
the price from $1.76 I'D

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work
ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. Th~
question is disc nssed under the fo.lowing heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exa.mination of Sunday Arguments;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath~ Testimony of the Cb.ristian Fathers; the Sabbath duringthe Middle Ages; the Puritan Saobath: Testimony of Christian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. Price, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

Lmage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

.

Decline of Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.
·

Thomas Paine.

~

The Apostle of Liberty.

An address delivered in P~ine Hall, befcre the N. E. Freethinkers's Convention, January
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
~8 Lafayette Place, New York.

29, 1884.

THE

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
OF

_

The book has bad a phenomenal sale for so hereticlll a workbsecond only to Helen Ga.riener'l

;, Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit of it. The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

. delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
aSIJI)_rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from·' Common Sense,"" American Crisis,"" Rights
of Man," and •·Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more than
one hundred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly for this
work. Second edition, 160 pa~~:es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
handsome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

IssUEs

$1.00.

Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has nndergou

-its martyr(lom-in its rise to its pr~sent plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppr•
live factors m man's struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hll
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha.'
ihe author conceives would be a. religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria.,~
1:1.. .Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W 'R
RELIGION
LIBERTY Chnt:c~,

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
• Character gf iJesu~ 1 the. Christians1 Arabia1 Me<;cabCharacter .of Mohammed, Descr1pt10n ox Afr10a, the Monammenans m antral AfrJ.ca.
Ancient Europe, InvaBion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, the
•
V!Jnice, Arab S_pa~n, thll Portn~~:nes~~. Dis<;overerb the Slave ~l'rade,
Abolitwn lll Europe, Abolitwn m !menca, JY1ater1als of .Human H1story.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man, and Early HistQD",
.su~~ary of Universal History, The Futao:-a of tne Human Race, The
ReligiOn of Reason and Love.

Superstition In All Ages,

INTELLECT

A

The Agnostic Annual WAS CHRIST

l?:rioe reduced from $l.'lti to $1.00. "- Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette place, New York.

1891.-$3.

Price.
Truth Seeker Annnal1__1891 .••••••.••••••••••••• $0 25
Men, Women, and u-ods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated..................................... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett ...................................... . 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... .
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... .
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . ~
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... .
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 25
'
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller... . . . . . . . . . 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.......................................
25
The Hi&: her Criticism in Theology and Religwn. T. E. Longshqre. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . 50

i8

IssUEs oF 1892.-$3.

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustrated........................................
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bier bower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .................................... .
Bible Morals. John E.Remsbnrg ........... .
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ........... .
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. .
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,................... .. .. .. .... .. . ... ..
LiberJy m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll..............
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A..
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A..
Hart......................................
The Hol:t Bible Abridged......................
False Olaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

25
40
10
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Ancient Eg""'tian Civilization and Hebrew Nr.r·

...

rative in Genesis and Exodus.

B:r VU Bl:1JmN DBNSLOW, LL.D.

ligio•
the object
of t II e

Su~ernatural

Pr
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I'rice, 15 oenta

.AddreBs THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER COMPA.Nlr

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

OONTENT8:

A judicial consideration of the qnestion,and the
The Moral Sanction Leslie StepJ:ten; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos W'ater!U The Mother Nature: decision against the scriptures. and the Cnristian
A PoemJ Gerald Masse:!': JJogmatism in Theol- tradition. Price, 10 centB. Address
ogy, Alxred Momerie; Sermons· on the Mount
THE TRUTH SEEKEH.
Samuel Laing; The C1t;y_ of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)• On the Duty of Honesty in Our
ConvictionsJ:i. E. Plnmptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; :J:he Blight of Sn_perstition, Charles
Pro and Con of
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clodi!; The Disap:pearance of the Nether World~
F. J. u-ould; Reli~nons Ideas: Their Origin ann
Development, Frederick Milla!'i Si&::aals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; Jnatenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lucian Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.

15

Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E Remsburg. ... . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .
50
Dnrln&" the year other standard Freeth ought
works will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
· 23 Lafayette Place. New York.

•

Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.

25
50
25

25
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-FOR-

10

IssUEs oF 1893. -$3.
Thomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G.Ingersoll............. ..... .. .... .. ......
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann.....................................
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Resurrection of J esns.........................
Handbook of Freeth ought. W. S. Bell......
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor of

~

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teachin~ of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a miniBter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I'
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 7
l'rice, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

R~~KI'!R

Religion.

IIave We a Supernatural, Inspired. Miraouloua T:tcHgic:r:. ~

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's Colonel Kelso's Works.
1-:11' ~. Jm, Gmz,D.

11"•.,,~,, Off•

'A"t"'

,,;~··1~,

M

,..,.);~•.

ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At MorriBtown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument everma.de in a caae
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian _persecution is going on this arg.nment should be
freely circulated, read to the Uhristians, anrl expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
B11 MRS. E. D. BLENKER.

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 8311

"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
A Leafiet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement tl).&:t I¢idels do not contribute

to nor found cha.ntles 1B a falsehood. It ought to

be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,

5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TnVTH

SEBXBB, 23 Lafayette place, New York.

pages, $3.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

133 pages, 500.

Spiritualism Sustained.
U5 pages, $1.

Bv M. B.ABOOOK.

I'rioe,

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
"'lte Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12n..o,

10 oentll.

Universe

~
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and fig-ht and some kill each other and
commit suicide.
Care and sorrow are
stamped on nearly every brow one meets.
Vnless otherwise specified, all publica- Strife, revenge, and jealousy are absorbtions noticed here can be had oj THE ing a large share of our best energies.
Accordingly the author casts about for a
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
social system free from these ills. Such a
named.
·
one he professes to find in "a system
which recognizes extensiv voluntary coTHE RFSURREOTION OF JESUS : AN AG- operation as its fundamental principle of
production and distribution, and which
NOSTIC'S Vmw.
Don Allen has talren this old and some- concedes to every individual the right to
what threadbare subject, and.jn a book of do as he wills, provided he does not in161 pages presents to the public his idea fringe the equal right of any other perregarding the stupendous story of the re- son." In the harmonious and intelligent
vivifying of an alleged dead body. He union of the~e two factors, says this
showl', liB has been done by other authors, writer, consists the solution of the social
•
that t.he Bible account of the re~nrrection and economic question.
This indictment of the present system,
of Jesus is not well attested, either by humans or by the nondescript creatures and presentation of the new one, is given
called '' angelf'." The fact is, the story is in the form of a story or dialog. Into a
of mythical origin, ingeniously woven and pleasant family in some village in the
changed from time to time to snit differ- United States suddenly pops a nativ of the
ent nations and varying periods of civil- planet Mars who has by a curious JDeans
arrived at this earth; and the dialog- beization.
Don :Allen has said some very good tween him and the family canvasses the
thing-s in support of his theory. In writ- present evils and results in an elaboration
ing of inspiration he says: "No amount of the remedy.
The first expressions of this Marsite are
of supposed inspiration can make truth
out of falE~ehood. God himself cannot do ones of amazement and horror. He was,
it'' Very true; and it is sheer nonsense he says, "as much frightened among yon
to waAte time in speculating about what as yon would be if yon were accidentally
dropped among your American Indijl.ns or
God thinks or does n t think.
Mr. Allen doubts that the resurrection among the cannibals. I Faw the idle boy
ever occurred, and so do a great many sportivly fling stones, with apparent deothers. His hook will only strengthen ·light, at the joyful birds that were singing
that doubt in the minds of those who giv their sweet songs. I saw the teamster
strike his beasts of burden so cruelly, even
any thought and reason to the snhject.
when they were almost completely exSUSAN H. WIXON.
hausted. I saw the hunter, with apparent
THE CREATION oF GoD. By Dr. Jacob delight, project the burning shot into the
sensitiv nerve of his game. I saw him
Hartmann.
beat his dog unmercifully for what the
This book appears in blood-red paper dog did not know. · I saw the butcher not
covers and comprises 432 pages, for the only slaughter, but torture and flay with
most part attractiv and readable matter. satisfaction, creatures which were entitled
Dr. Hartmann is evident-ly a well-read to life as much as he. I saw the fisher
man and is connected with no less than six jerk the hook out of the fishes' throat, as
famous colleg-es. He has given some if fish hav no feeling, and then starve them
attention to the science of astronomy and in an atmosphere of air. I saw the parent
portra:vs a J!'OOd many interesting scien- scold, kick, and cuff his child with an air
tific facts. The chapters on "The Earth" of delight and duty. I saw the politician
and "The Sun" are gnod reading, but deceive and defraud his constituents. I
many will skip the biblical records of heard the minister threaten his devotees
creation as savoring too much of an old, with everlasting hell-fire. I saw the judge
old story. All will be interested in the take a bribe. I heard the witness perjure
doctor's treatment of organic life-vege- ·himself. and the.lawyer misrepresent his
table and animal-also in t.he pages relat- case. I saw the stockman keep his stock
ing to food substances, digest.ion, nutri- in small, filthy, cold stables and pens. I
tion, ard elimination of waste particles. saw the rich trample the poor into the
The chapter treating of alcohol and its mire of poverty. I saw the editor praise,
effects on the svstem is worthy an attentiv for the money that was in it for him,
perusal. Doctor Hartmann has made things that he knew were worse than
search for the "S'oul," and like other worthless. I saw the landlord evict his
seekers for the same, has found it not on tenant for the only crime of being unable
t.he face of the earth, in the deep, or in to pay his rent. I saw train-robbers
anv of the aisles of space.
wreck trains regardleiSs of the human lives
The conclusion of the author of this they contained. I saw incendiarism pracbook is that God never created anything, ticed with the sole object of material pelf.
simply because there never has been any I saw countless women liv a life of sin and
God to create, which is ingeniously shame in order to make a liveliliood. I
proved. The summing-up of the whole saw the toilers, men, wom61n, and children,
matter in "The Rules and Duties of on every hand bent and deformed under
Life" is worth more than the mere price their burden of toil and care. I heard the
of the book, and if lived up to by men minister preach that the only good and
and women earth would soon become a truthful man your world ever had-your
blooming paradise, precluding forever the Redeemer-was crucified by a ruling mob
wisb to seek any other.
for expressing his honest opinion. I saw
There are many excellent things in this ·the policeman club his victim; the hangboc>k giving abundant food for thought, man strangle the fallen. I saw the 'state'
and he who buys it will not be sorry, for imprison men and women for telling the
he can learn much from its pal!efl.
truth and investigating the so-called laws of
SUSAN H. WIXON.
nature. I saw the teacher flog his pupil
often only for telling the truth and for
A fhTYLESS AND Com'TBYLFSS WORLD. An following his inquiring natilre. I saw the
OntlinA of Pract.ical Cooperativ In- soldier shoot h1s fellow-man in countless
dividualism. By Henry Olerich. Pub- numbers. I saw the husband subjugate
lished by Gilmor" & Olerich. Holstein, and otherwise misuse his wife. I saw the
Ia. Cloth, pp. 467, price $1 50.
·state' compel married husbands and
This work presfmts what it considers a wives to hv together after they did not
remedy for the evils of our present economic love one another any more. I saw people
and social institutions. This remedy is to starve, freeze, go ragged and filthy,
he a ~ystem of cooperativ individualism. and hav no home to go to. I heard
It will be individualism, for each individual quarrels, oaths, curses, moans, and sighs.
will be !?iven personal liberty in an ex- 1 saw tears of sorrow, frowns; sullen,
treme degree. And the individuals will ponty faces, furrowed brows, anxious,
neverthelePs unite cooperativly in a good care-worn countenances, decrepit, emamany functions. This occasional combi- ciated, diseased human frames; slow,
na.tion they will enter into willingly. They clumsy gaits and countless premature
deaths. And I saw time and again good
will not be form•d, as at present.
We agree with the author where he sets men and women ostracised, imprisoned,
forth in the preface that there is vast abuse and hanged for expressing their honest
and suffering now. There is so much that thoughts and for giving to the world the
we should earnestly turn in every direc- fruits of their honest toil of observation
tion in search and examination of means and investigation,"
Then by dtlscribing the institutions of
to remove it. It is. as the author says,
true that in our cities WA meet countless Mars, this traveler makes it clear what
men women, and children with pale faces, ours should be. In the chapter on " The
who' are starving for want of sunshine, Marsian Theory of Creation and Formapure air, and outdoor exercise. Thou- tion" he relates a supernatural doctrin on
sands of industrious persons are enforced that subject which is evidently a h1t at the
idler!'. A countless armv of men, women, Christian theory held here, and next deand children are mere machines, working lineates a scientific account on the subject
a lon~r. toilsome day in a mill, factory, or which he says has superseded the old one.
workshop. Many women are forced to The '' Marsian Home and Family " is next
sell themselvsinto hateful marriages. Our shown to be superior to that of the earth.
farmers f'tnnt their me.ntality and make The next two chapterP, on "Wealth" and
dreary their lives toiling in snlituiles, too ''Labor," giv what are supposed to be
often for railway magnates or other ex- improved schemes for regulating those
tortioTlate capitalists. A vast multitude, thmgs. In four chapters the '• Big-house"
in fact nearly All of our so· called lahorers, which forms the typical dwelling in Mars
'.rhe foreigner tells us:
are toiling so hard and so long daily, for is portrayed.
their mere material subsistence, thnt "Our smallest dwellings accommodate
little, if any, energy is left for Personal about a thousand men, women, and chilcleanliness and mental culture. Husband dren. These dwellings or Marsian homes
~lld wife, varent and child often quarrel IU'e grand, magnificent structures about

]}u"bZioations.

eil!'ht stories high, the main building 150 x
600 feet, with three wings on ,each side 60
x 300 feet. There is an elec~rio engin in
each dwelling, which heats every apartment; it lights them with soft bri~liant
electric lights; it does all the culinary
work-cooking, baking, etc.· it pumps
the water to all parts of the building; it
does all the laundry work-washing, dryin!!', and ironing, warms the water for the
bath-rooms and for all other apartments;
it runs the elevators, heats the conservatories and ·green-houses; it runs the
sewing-machines, ·dish-w11sbers, and all
other machinel'y in the building which I
cannot mention at present. In the sum·
mer it cools apartments by creating cur·
rents of air."
.
Next we are enlightened by our friend
from the skies in chapters on "Happiness
and Truth," ''Commercial and Mercantil SystemS.,:' ''Money. or Medium of
Exchang~", '! "Somf\ Connections between
Wealth, Labor, Commerce,· Intercommunication, and a Medium of Exchange,"
"OwnP.rsbip of Land," "Govl'rnment,"
"Sex Relations," "Comparison of OuT
Sex Relations with Yours," "Education,"
and "How the Tran~<itien frnm the Old
to the New Order of Thin~rs Was Accomplished." At .last the Marsite takes passage, in the flying-machine, or whatever
it mav be termed, that brought him
hither, for his own nativ shores.
It is our opinion that the book will repay
perusal.
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.l=ortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
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\lotion,
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The Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)~ from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.lV!. Bennett. 1,075 pages, svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written .. .By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The. Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded bx the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 p~ges, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An. ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, SVo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
; Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the gods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir_gjn Maryband the
Bible. 835 pages 8vo. v ol. l l descri es fully
!!,ll religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying 372_pag~s. being fully_gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth. $3 per volume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together a.nd
sent b;v express, one dollar will be deducted from
t.hP nTH'P nf
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Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 OI'Pts.
Address THE TRUTB i!lil:ji;KM,

TRuTH speaking, as an obligation paramount to partisanship, friendship, and all
personal ends, is not an ingenious invention which, when once discovered, is
speedily adopted by every one. It implies
a quality of character such aa, in a high
degree, is not often found, and toward
which man rises with extreme slowness.
For almost two thousand years religion
has laid its chief ethical stress upon belief
and benevolence. , Truthfulness, in its
double sense of ·seP-king the truth and
speaking it, has hardly yet got beyond its
Bethlehem.-Life of Samuel Bowles.
MANY contend that the doctrin of future
rewards and punishments, even if untrue,
has a restro,ining influence upon the
masses of mankind. That Lincoln did
not share this fallacious opinion, is shown
by the following extract from an address
delivered in Springfield in 1842: "Pleas
urea to be enjoyed, or pains to bA endured,
after we shall be dead and gone, are but
little regarded. , , , There is some
thing so ludicrous, in promises of good, or
threats of evil, a great way off, as to
render the whole subject with which they
are connected easily turned into ridicule.
'Better lay down that spade you're stealing, Paddy-if yon don't, you'll pay for it
at the Day of J ndgment.' 'Be the powers,
if ye'll credit me so long I'll take an
other."'- Was Abraham Lincoln a

Christian'! by John E. Remsburg,

MAN cannot wait quietly for the slow
growth of knowledge in him, through
gradually made closer interaction with
things, but is ever tempted to anticipate
sound knowledge by specnlativ intuitions,
from the high and special personal station
which he usurps for himself, or by revelations which he claims and professes to hav
from some higher source than sense.
Experience is neglected or ignored where
experience ought to be rigorously made
and sincerely incorporated; an arrogant
impatience of research allowed to prevail
where the difficulties of observation make
a humble patience of painstaking search
necessary to the discovery of truth; a
supreme confidence and self-granted full
swing of imaginativ invention where a
modest subordination of self is alone
suited to win Nature's confidence and dis
cover her aecreta.-Maudesley.
AN essential part of· his [the theologies
student's] intellectual training is to make
him expert in so manipulating language
as to show that the words in the sacred
books were intended to express something
very different from the meaning originally
attached to them. To the words in daily
use a well understood meaning is attached
We harilly know how we could otherwise
liv as we do. We call these their natural
meanings. Divines who guide the clndi• s
of their pupils in religion, tc ach them how
to use the words of the sacred bonks in a
non-natural sense. Teachers of science
use n,) such subterfuges. As new trtl J:.s
dawn upon them, they correct thAir miF
takes and alter their language. Thev ilo
not pretend that the same u·urd m· a:;e 1
first one thing and then an ..1ht r. \\ L .. n
they thought that the ea1 th stood still
they said so. They afterward discovered
that the earth moved, and they said it
moved; but admitted that they did not
mean that it moved when they said it
stood still.-!Studies oj Man, by a Japa

nese.
BuT let us first consider, with a little
more accuracy, how it comes to pass that
written history is not a truthful repre
sentation of facts. The sources of truth
whether legendary or fictitious, are mainly
two-observation and narration. We all
know the opinion of the criminal lawyer
on the relativ value of direct testimonies
and circumstantial evidence-a question
on which he ongbt to be the best judge.
Such a man holds that, in cases where the
accused is convicted on the force of con
curring circumstances, there is as a rule,
less reason for doubt than where the con-.
viction ensues on the mere testimony of
an eye-witness. This, at first, seems
strange and unreasonable; but we are
disposed to believe that the professional
opinion is sound. The ground o'f that
opinion consists in thil', that all observation involves discrimination H·nd valuation,
of the evid• nee of our fallible senses.
Experience soon satisfies us that testimony, where not wholly to be rejected ·
should be received with suspicion. A
very srpall percentage of even honest,
intelligent, and educated men are competent observers, and few hav the slightest
notion of the difficulties icvolved in the
simplest observation. The fact is, prepossessions and assumptions are unconsciously mixed with facts. What we look
for we are apt to imagin that we see, or to
believe that we hav seen. In nllirration
we are st.ill more liable to error. It is
exceedingly hard to remember exactly
what we hav seen and heard, and even
harder to describe or reproduce it. What
we dream or read we are prone to mix up

wHP ~be memory of f~ot.-Dr.

Inqle~'lf,
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fnblished. We must give the Trnth Seeker Company the credit of IJ..ntting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ ~tnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be ca.lled·the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius t<o
Jheethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the piclF
mas do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hnnillled pages of reading
>natter that serve fu:st as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p!,'ove the nttet
•aJsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
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IWOOa of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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and Physica Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
.
To those amicted and who are desirous of bemg
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes ana S~ptome o the
Complaint and a description o the Doctor's important medical discovery-an ntward ApiJlication-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. ~
And say yon saw this advertisement in 'IBil
TRUTH SEEKER.
•
·T~"d l
Dr, FeUows IS ~D...... e .
00

00.
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.. ..
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JY ewa of tAo Woelt.

JERRY'S JOSS IS OUT OF HUMOR AGAIN.
But the;}'_ hearkened not, nor inclined their ear to turn fr9m their mckedness, to burn no incense unto
other gods. Wherefore my fury and mine anger was poured forth, and was kindled in the cities of Judah and
in the streets of Jerusalem; and they are wasted and desolate, as at this day.-Jere. xliv, 5, 6.
EAGLE BRAND.

"A Digest of Science."

-THE BEST-

ROOFING

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND M-IND:

Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use. and is easily applied by anyon~ Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.

EXCELSIOR

PAINT

AND

ROOFING

CO.,

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both ConDept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
l8tl8
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
By JAMES B. ~EXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-oolumn ind;x of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only S2.7':i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in

stmple and direct form, with proper correspondenc~ between them, 8ll of the known factors con-

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

Do 'IJOU wtsh to be well triformed. t

Examination of the Morals and History
of.the New Testament.
By PBol!'. 1!'.
NEWIO.K.
Price 211 oents.

w.

1~HE

THEN BEAD A ORAI'TEB OB VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIELE OJ!'
SOIENOE!

A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatariam.

It is entertaining as well as enlif'(htening~ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversa.l Mother.
Yon must ownthie book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

BREAKING~
.
.,,.,,

Origin of" the Sabbatic IdeaThe Je""\Vish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exa:rn.ination o£
Sunday .Argu:rn.ents -Origin
o:t the Christian SabbathTestbn.ony of" the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath during the Middle Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testi:rn.ony
of" Christian Re£or:rn.ers 9
Scholars, and Divines--Abrogation of" Sunday La-ws.
-BY-

:e.

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.

The Sunday Question.
By G-EORGE W. BROWN, M.D.

Price,

15 cents

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
· s1

w.H.BURR.

Second edition, enla.rged to 32 pages; with the
pest engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
Address
T:alll TJWTH SJ"EKER.

R.SM.SBUR.G.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 LafqyettB place, New Yorlt.

tJPU IPJMDAYS.

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.

SABBATH.
By·M. FARRINGTON.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMillSON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
- 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.

Essay on Miracles.
'

1

to cents.

Spiritualism Sustained.
-

FIVE LECTURES.

~y

.Tobn H.. Kel110, AoM•

l2mo, cloth. 11!1.00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REv. G. T. Fox. M.A.
Prioe. 15 oent.!l.

MEDICAL~
If yon need a medicine pav attention to something which will cure yon. It is known as

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs..._such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_.t5owel
diseases, Uterin~ and other forms of p·ernale
Complaints. It is a Blooa Purifier, and·is an e-xcellent remedy for Oatarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
anpetite and producing sound sleep. It aPts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing: the blood by
means of the kid.neus, and acts mildlv upon the
bowels, therebY producing bodilv habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simple, and not a manufactured articie. The • nccess
Jt has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured b;v using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, contaimng p!:ioto-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkabl'! water, to

By DAVID HUME.

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
611112

34 South Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

RELIGious services are held at the
World's Fair each Sunday.
THE placards inciting against Christianity and foreigners that are posted in China
h.av pr?duced the killing of two more missiOnaries.
REv. MR. HILL, the well-known antiMormon preacher, of Utah, has dillclosed what, if we may believe him is 1\
scheme of the Mormons to buy statehood
from Congress. A million dollars is said
to hav been raised for the purpose.
MtmAlli:MED ALEXANDER RussELL WEBB
the missionary for the conversion of Amer:
icans to Mohammedanism, made a report
to the syndicate of rich Mohammedans in
India, for whom he has been set:Jurihg estimates on lands in Georgia, Alabama, and'
Florida for the formation of Mohammedan colonies. He expects an answer
from the syndicate in a few wee;ks.
THE device of a detachable :flap for a
postage-stamp, inscribed "Not to be delivered on Sunday," which has be~iJ.
adopted in Belgium, ori¢.nated 'with T.
Vandenpeeveboon, minister of railw~yiJ,
telegraphs, and :posts of Bel~u~. He is
an e:lttremely religious iil.an, an~ while he
canpot stop the tlOllection and delivery of
malls on Sunday, ,he has adopted this
postage-stamp scheme hoping to lead the
people up to his own ideas.
THOMAS RYAN, of Boston, has been refused a divorce on the ground of desertion.
He, like his wife.,. was a Catholic, till he attended a revival meeting, and, to use his
own words, " fot the first time in his life
experienced religion." He went over to
the Methodist Episcopal faith, and then
his wife left him mthout justifiable cause.
In answer to a question on the witness
stand he said: "My wife deserted me·because I loved my savior better than I did
her."
LAsT Sunday at 5 o'clock a short but
violent storm broke upon Chicago. Four
persons on the. yacht Chesapeake were
drowned, as well as several others on
smaller boats. The World's Fair boats
lost no passengers. A part of the glass
roof of the Agricultural Building fell, but
harmed no one. Other buildings were
damaged. A report spread that the captiv
balloon had been carried oft" with several
passengers. It was afterward learned that
the balloon only had been destroyed.
GOVERNOR AuTGELD says that the attacks
on his pardon of the Anarchists "do not
mention the fact that the man- who was
chief of police at the time says that he has
investigated the case thoroughly, and that
he doesn't believe there was much in it.
They do not mention the fact that the
jurymen said they could not giv the case
a fair and impartial trial. They do not
mention the fact that the man who threw
the bomb was not brought into court, and
gave no evidence whatever at the trial;
that it was not proved in the slightest
measure that the man who threw the bomb
had any connection with these men, or
was incited to the act by the conduct of
these men, or that he had ever even heard
them make speeches. "
A OURIOUS mode of treating the social
evil, which per haps may be regarded as
placing it under high license, is being
practiced in Baltimore. Two hundred
keepers of immoral houses hav been called
to court and fined. For three days they
filled· the court-room. The fines ranged
from $5 to $125, with an average of about
$10 costs. Several.thousand dollars were
collected. The greatest objection urged
against the method adopted this yea.r is
the assembling in court of all the persons
indicted, which naturally attracted a crowd
to the court-house. In former years the
fines were imposed and collected without
those indicted going to court. Under the
law half of the fines are distributed among
the incorporated dispensaries of Baltimore.
BY the new liquor law in South Carolina the state will pay a large part of its
expenses out of profits which formerly
were reaped by private enterprise. It
charges fifty per cent profit on the liquor
sold to the county 'dispensaries as its share
of the gain. Then the dispensaries are required to sell the liquor at fifty per cent
additional profit, that gain to be divided
between the town and the county. This is
quite Socialistic. The law is strict both as
to its provisions against its violation and
as t? the manner of obtaining liquor from
a dispensary. One has to carry a certificate of good character with him before he
can obtain liquor. If he is a known drunkard he cannot purchase. The quantity
one can purchase is not less than a halfpint and not more than five gallons, and in
every event it can be obtained only once a
day bv any one individual. The bottle is
sealed and cannot be opened on the premi~es. Minors cannot obtain it under ~ny
circumstances.
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Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

CONT:::ElS"TS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
II Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
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Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.
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Jephthah and His Human Sacrif/VS·
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An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs.
A ~stematioExposition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than •o professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers .!!lJOn evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Hnxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to whioh the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change whioh has taken
place has taken place in the direction of naturalIsm and this to the ext(lnt of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if tlie religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
fuustrated. Price, olo!!J.,. $2.
Address,
TJ:LI!j TRUTH BEEKER.

BOOKS BY
P'ROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relijli.on of tile Future. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
'of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, ill-

PhysicalEdncation; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Di~orders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
Zootogical Sketches : A Contribution to ·
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrated b_y H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
KE
Address
THE TfiUTH BEE R,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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New Publications.

New Publicatoins.

New Publications.
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New Publications.

----~------------------

S. P, Putnam's Latest Pamphlet.

A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

RELICION A. CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

The .Creation of God.

.Deatcatea to the American Garu;wess, of 1892, which far the salce oJ Religion, Stabbe(J Liberty
to the Heart.

'

By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
or idols and-the worship of them. From the,time of Terah's apostasy, Abr~;tham's r!Jforma.tion.an!f
hls banishment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chaidean Idols, to Chnst's commg, the _prmmpal characters .o.re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
ll~culiar phraseology, cant sayings, "subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the J;lrOptr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day .
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

/

The Universal Ailpect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
To which is added Mr. Putn~1m's address delivered before the Columbian The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Exposition Committee ofthe House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
Also the following Es•ays and Poem;; by Mr. Putna.m, which have never before been Put in The Deluge.
book form: Orthodoxy; Free thought; Man, Not God (writ. ten for a Paine anniversary); The Statue The Scriptural God-The Creation.
of Liberty and Thomas .Paine; a_ll,;em written for the opening__exercises of the Silverton, Ore .• Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the The Creation of God-Abraham.
Centennial Exposition in Ph1ladelphh, in 1876).
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
The main e~sa.y in this wor~< i• one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tbe religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of thq people of this conr•try. It should be distributed widely. Samuel the Kingmaker.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TlluTH SEEKER and we hope every God Save the King.
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Price 25 cents; Five copies far $1.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Address
THE TRUTH SE-EKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
Organic Life-Animal.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In G6neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an &et which practically united the gov<rnment and the Christian church.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.
A Re.:fu:ta-tion o:f the Argu:rnent That Nature Exhibits
Marks o:f Having Been Desi-gned by
an Intelligent Being.

Food and Food-Substances.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God. ·

·
{Gateways to Knowledge.
Tables Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

Rules for Human Conduct.
lLLUSTBATIONB.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden;

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large ·12mo.
In Clot~, $1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Address

SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi!m ArgumeBt Vitio.tes Itself By Neceseitating an Infinite Series of Designers.

II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

His Processes Are Egregiou.l;v Slow,
They Are EgregionsJ:\'__Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
.
The:r Have Produced Faultv Mechanisms.
What Is Called Design Is Only Snbserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
Astronomv and Design.
The Argument of aF1rst Cause.

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUs.·
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Qhrist Before Herod; A New Indict.ment ·

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28Lafayette Place, N.Y.

THE ELIMINATOR;
Skeleton Keys to Sacer~otal Secrets.
OR

"Wrtte me no more fables, lest I be a fool ana
reaa the rillales awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
h1peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adamb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thing!! That Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

the Bod•; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were De~eived; The Identifica-

An important and remarkable revelation conterning the life and times of Apollonius of
ryana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and utilized by the
formula tors of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonius,
especially in view of the histories references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suPpressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH f)EEKER.

Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?

tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The

The Orie-in of the Storv; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
EE~:~P~~~_!t<?mari

Governors and the Resurrection StO_!Y: The Testimony of

Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address

ANEW WORK

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Antiquity
Christianity and Evolution.
Unveiled.
With preface by.

J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.

SHALL THE BlBI...E BE READ
IN Otlll PiiBL!C SCHOOLS?
By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

}, ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, $1. Order at once.
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Anotent Voices
rrom the Sptrtt
Realm llisclose the
most Startling Revelations.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Address

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-oA COLLECTION OF
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-With Music Written to All the Songs.Collfi'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Prlr.o, $1.50.
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V A.LUA.BLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 1!!1.
~ddr~ss THE TRUTH liiEEKEI}

Being the sto_v of his relitiotl.llli:fe and menial
lourneyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

BRAIN no BIBLE; fi!!!!!~J~~1 !~~;!!!.D,

..

THE CONFLHIT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
This book is just what its title implies-thump.
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of . Cpristianity on the world, showing
:what Ch~Istians have done to advance their religIon and Impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a, false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accOl"d with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
·
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE 'l'BVJ,'IJ f;JEE;KEB.

By So Po Putn.-.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University CollegEt~
London. The purpose of this book is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investig_ateitfullyforthemselves. 1. The' .Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolooical
Works. S. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Photo~ra~h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
1\.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's ~rreatest
copious index. Price, $2.
champion at home, m&Y be h&d at this omce for
ftftyce~n~u~---------------------------THE

OR

This is a big book of over 500pages and sets
forth thll pnnciple.s of Philosophical Anarchy.
In fact, It ts ~e C.OOd by the veritable John
Calvin, .of that cult. · llir. Tucker is a menta)
plumb-line he_wer, and has thf. least regard for
where the chips fall of any one of the writers of
that careless oamaraaerie. Anyone w~ting to
know what the thinking Anarchists tbink and
why they th~nk that way, will have to get o~e of
these books m order to know.

MY RfLIGIOUS fXP[1
I RIfNcfI

By EDCAR C.

~EALL,

M.D.,

with a preface by

H.. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology. and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice,
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
frice, cloth, $1Address
. ~ · - · .. .
. 'fml TRUTH SEEKER,

Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Government$
General Principles of Government; Functions
of Government; Origin of Government; Declaration oflndeiJendence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Con~ederation; Formation of the
.Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment· Marriage; Religion; Prohibition; Money; Wha~ t1
Government Should Be.
Those who know Col. Kelllo's keen analif1iicaj
power, s.s shown in his "Bible Analyzed anq
'.'Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "Government Analyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
human authority exposed, and will learn whoA<
government is. Whether they will agree witl:\
his statement of what government is dependS
; Upon whether the:)'_lean to Socialistic or Anarchjl"stic philosophy. Bu~ p,t all events everyone can
earn sometliing from this book.
Price, $1.50. Sold by THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~ ll!':~ll:f~tte place, N~~ ~gr:k City,
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The Design Argument.

New York, Saturday, July 2·2, 1893.
that any one of them would be ~haped into a lens fit to use
in a telescope, such a lens as the variations wrought by an
optician produce'every day? Yet this is Pxactly what we
are asked to believe that a system of variation equally
random has actually done in the eye, and might be
counted upon to do."
Just how to meet this argument will not be apparent. to all of its readers. But there is an answer
to it-an exposure of its fallacy-which is conclusiv; and it is this. In the example, we contemplate the same glasses as being operated on by the
water throughout the period of time assigned for
the experiment ; but in the case of living creatures
the same individuals are not the subjects of the
whole course of experiment. At short intervals
the living creatures are removed from the earth and
replaced by another set which by the survival of
the fittest hav been approximated nearer to the
final type; and so to make the cases parallel the
glasses would hav to be removed from the river at
short intervals and replaced by a set approximated
nearer to the final type. In other words : every
few years each living creature produces sevexal
fresh individuals to take its place, and among
these the one that finally does get into its place
and hold it is the one that chances to vary most in
the direction of the final type ; so in the instance of
the river and glasses we should hav to take up the
glasses every few years, and, for each of them,
take several glasses obtained from some other
source, and select the one varying most in the
direction of a lens, and restore to the river that
one in each case.. Under such a method a lens
could be produced.

Among the discourses in which divines continually reason for the existence of a God, and delude
the many into believing in such a being, one of the
latest and most noticeable is that of Rev. John
Gerard, of England. Originally published in the
Month, it has been copied in numerous other
periodicals, and doubtless seems to many an unshakable piece of reasoning. The Rev. Mr. Gerard
The Church Injuring the Poor.
takes up the Law of Variation. This law is simply
The lfi8venue of the Roman Catholic church
· a statement of the fact that offspring do not re- largely coines from the poorest classes, who can only
semble their parents exactly, but vary slightly by the greatest inJustice to themselvs spare the
from the type of their progenitors in many direc- money. Servant-girls, for instance, are among the
~ions. This.seemingly unimportant fact became of
freeest contributors, and their lot is one of hardextraordinary significance when held up by Darwin ship and privation to ameliorate which every cent
as the fundamental principle in the evolution of that they can get should be. devoted. To take
living creatures-in the gradual development of from their puny means of support and comfm·t is a
such beings as man from forms of life as simple as, shame of the blackest. An instance of the rapacity
say, a jelly-fish or an oyster. For, pointed out with which the church does nevertheless devour the
Darwin, if offspring did not vary, but were just means of this class was given at the Sacred Heart
like their parents, then no change in the species church 'at Trenton, New Jersey, the other Sunday.
could ever hav taken place, and instead of the high The account reads that Rev. Father Hogan "edified
and complicated organisms of to-day there would his people" with a remarkable statement of wholebe only the poor and simple ones that filled their souled generosity, and this not on the part of some
places eons ago ; but the offspring -do vary, and as wealthy parishioner, but at the hands of a servantthey are so numerous that all cannot find room, girl. " This good woman," said Father Hogan,
only those survive that hav chanced to vary in such "made it her ambition some time ago to see that
a way as to be better fitted for gaining their . the church should be presented with the beautiful
living, and so the species is at each generation tabernacle which graces the high altar, and with
represented by an improved specimen. The fact this in view she ,set about collecting subscriptions
that the offspring vary he gave the name of the from her friends. When s:he had something over
Law of Variation, while the fact that only the $100 subscribed, she made· up her mind to subfittest survive was elevated to equal fame under scribe the balance herself. The entire cost was $500.
the designation of the Law of Natural Selection. The girl thereby left herself penniless, but said that
Rev. Mr. Gerard, reciting that Darwin professes to she was only lending to God, who would take care
find in this law of purposeless variation and selec- of her. She had not long left the parochial resition a sufficient instrument for the production of dence when her return was announced, and Father
present organisms, denies that it can be such, and Hogan, beiiJg summoned, inquired. if she had
declares that it affords no explanation of the said changed her mind. "No, father," she replied,
production. He givs this illustration:
"but I hav found another dime in my pocketbook,
"It is, for example, by a succession of • slight acci- and as I promised to giv God all, I cannot hold
dental variations in the required direction' that Mr. Dar- anything back." Father Hogan, says the account,
win himself explains the development of the eye, from "was much affected by this wonderful exhibition of
the simple apparatus of an optic nerve, coated with pigment, and invested by transparent membrane, to the self-sacrifice." This incident happened months
complex organ of inimitable contrivances which we now ago, but was alluded to by Father Hogan on this
behold. What such an explanation really means it is recent Sunday as the preface to another statement
worth while to inquire. We all know that the friction that the same woman had just presented the sto.tue
to which bodies at the bo'ttom of a river are exposed in- of an angel, worth $45, to be placed on one side of
evitably changes their form-that il!, makes them vary.
If we were to throw in aJD.ongst the gravel ten thousand the tabernacle above referred to. He added, inci~r ten millloll cubes Q~ ~lfl-Bf', i1J ther~ l'n1 prQP.abilio/ d~ntally, t}m~ there was rqOJll !of !W9t}ler statue 'of
~
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a similar character on the other side. Church
services were n9t long over before another servantgirl waited on the pastor and made an offering of
this statue. Still another girl at service, says the
account, has just presented the church with a handsome statue of the sacred heart to be placed in the
sanctuary and has supplemented this with the gift
of a pedestal on which to mount it. The double gift
represents $100. Father Hogan spoke of "the
rare liveliness of faith which prompted these good
deeds " and contrasted it with "the niggardliness
of many with long purses." The church still needs
a pulpit, and it is thought that some of the
parishioners will club together and buy it. It will
cos.t $1,000.
To the consideration that the poor who thus deprive themselvs to giv to the church injure themselva, there is to be; added the further consideration that they also injure us. 8ociety is interdependent, and the prosperity, bealtb, and intelligence
of one enhance the prosperiiy, health, and intelligence of all. If, instead of contributing to t.he
worthless priest, the poor man would keep his
money, be would not nquire our iunds in his frequent pauperiEm. If he would expend it in drains
for his lands and pipes for his buildings, be would
not infect us with contagions. If be would buy
books with it, he would not keep us in eternal turmoil struggling against his ignol'Bnt administration
of popular government. By draining his support
from the scanty purses of the working-people, the
priest injures them, and injures us, and in the support of himself maintains the greatest bane that
history records.

Early Religious -Restrictions.
The third and latest volume of Mc"Masters's
History of the United States give amusing particulars of the religious restrictions that prevailed in
the states of our Union for some time after the
Revolution. In places a man's right to vote depended upon his religious opinions. Thus in
South Carolina "a free white man must believe in
the existence of a God, in a future state of reward
and punishment, and hav a freehold of fifty acres
of land." A queer mixture this of piety and pelf!
And this was not all. Between the right to vote
and the right to hold office there was a wide distinction. Thousands of men who, on election day,
came to the polls, were by law hopelessly debarred
from ever, in the whole course of their lives, holding the office of sheriff, or taking a seat on the
bench, or becoming a member of the legislature, or
reaching the high place of governor of a state. No
Atheists, no Freethinkers, no Jews, no ~oman
Catholics, no man, in short, who was not a believer
in some form of the Protestant faith, could ever be
go~ernor of .New Jersey or New Hampshire, Vermont or Connecticut. Any rich Christian might
be the e;x:ecutiv of Massachusetts or Maryland.
Elsewhere he must be a Trinitarian and a believer
in the inspiration of the scriptures, or a Protestant
and a believer inthe divine authority of the Bible,
or acknowledge one God, believe in heaven and
in hell, and be ready to declare openly that every
word in the Testaments, both Old and New, was
divinely inspired. At first these restrictions were
submitted to without protest, but the leaven of the
Revolution was at work, and bit by bit they were
quietly removed.
The generation that removed these restrictions
was that of Thoma!! Paine, and bad been horrified
by witnessing the effects of European unions of
church and state. The present generation does
not hav in mind those fearful examples, and is far
from bcin@ so ~ive tQ t}l(} pec~ssit;r of ~esistillg
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church encroachments as w_e wish. It is to be seeing it thwarted! Will they not almost un~on
hop~d that the old-time tyrannies may never be re- sciously sympathize with those who defy this whole
system, and are they not thus suddenly brought a
instated.
whole length nearer crime than they were before ?"
Catholics' Private Different from Their Public In chapter xv on Grand Juries he says: "Grand
Sentiments.
juries should be aboli,shed. They work a great inProtestant missionaries having been distributing jury to the innocent and greatly assist the guilty.
copies of the book divine through Sinaloa, Mexico, For the delays incident to the action ·of the grand
the Catholic bishop there addresses his :flock in a jury keep hundreds in jail who are, on examination,
letter which one of our readers desires us to notice. discharged. At -the same time, the great delay inThe bishop exhorts: "It having been brought to cidental to their action is of the greatest advantage
our notice that certain foreigners hav come to our to the real criminals. Courts should always be open
city lately with the object of establishing a Protest- for the trial of criminals. Then ~hey should be
ant temple here, and that they hav begun to dis- tried on information, so that a trial.could take place
tribute Protestant tracts and Bibles, in virtue of the directly after the offense. This Would protect the
obligation that is on us to care for your spiritual innocent and at once bring the guilty to justice.
good, we hereby notify you, our very dear children, The speedy trial is what the guilty always dread."
that you must not buy, receive, nor read these In general, the governor's notion is that we· still
Bibles, nor other tracts or papers which the per- follow medieval ways and blindly make local apsons to whom we refer are distributins-; all of plications of brute force for ills that require conwhich Our Mother the Holy Church prohibits to stitutional treatment. As we hav been trying the
her children under the severest penalties. But crushing policy with such unsatisfactory results; he
that you may hav more exact knowledge of your says, let us dispense With a little of the brute force
duties in this particular, we present to you the fol- and try a system of development which, while it
lowing instructions, published under similar cir- will protect society better than the present system,
cumstances by some distinguished prelates of our will make it at least possible for the accused to
republic." The "very dear children" whom . the
come out with more character, moral strength, and
"Mother the Holy Church " has kept scienceless self-respect than he had when taken in.to custody.
preys to disease and all the ills of ignorance for fifThis governor's action in regard to the Anarchists
teen centuries, are in succeeding paragraphs warned
WQ hav nothing to do with in this paragraph.
We
not to venture into a church of the Protestants,
merely giv his sentiments on the above impor
"even from pure curiosity," not to read any printed tant question of penology, as desirable by our readmatter circulated by them, and not to associate
ers, whose interest is claimed by all species of social
with any one of them.
reform, and whose attention has already been drawn
Truth seekers know that the only way of becom- to the subject by Colonel Ingersoll's little work on
ing able to take correct views of the many prob- " Crimes Against Criminals."
lems which life thrusts on us for solution, is to attend the meetings, read the publications, and Nothing But the People's Money
ill Satisfy
experiilnce the society of all possible kinds of peothe Clergy.
ple-those who differ from us most of all. InOn the shameful attempt of the Sabbatarians to
structions like those of the bishop above are given prevent people from enjoying on Sundays even the
not to aid people in finding and preserving truth, innocent pastime of fishing, the Sun remarks that
but to prevent them from doing so. They proceed this occupation surely cannot be objected to as
from an institution which knows that truth would disturbing the quiet. The Sunday exodus to the
be fatal to its existence.
country, it says, is accompanied with very little
In one passage of his letter the hierarch coun- disturbance. The sport is quiet and peaceful, and
sels against violence to the Protestants. This is necessarily so for its successful pursuit. A thouthe customary public advice of the Catholic clergy sand fishermen in a single small bay wij not disin this age. Their privately expressed desire, how- turb the devotions of a village church, no niatter
ever, is often detected to be of another nature. how near it may be to them. If there is any amuseThis bishop, it was found, privately instigated his ment suggestiv of Sunday calm and congruous
people to maltreatment of a Bible-seller. They with it, is it not fishing? If the people are to
hanged and burnt the colporteur in effigy; at be allowed to enjoy themselvs at all on Sunday, in
another time stoned him and shot at him five times. what more peaceful way can they get their amuseOne young man followed him several days with a ment T If fishing is outlawed, what else in the
concealed knife seeking an opportunity to stab him. way of recreation may not consistently be made
The Catholic clergy will employ force against dis- illegal? If the fishermen may not fish; why persenters from their creed just in proportion as they mit the railroads and the steamboats to carry them
are allowed to by public opinion and the state of where they hope to find the fish T If it is unlawful
the times in general.
to drop a line from il. boat, why should it not be

Our Treatment of Criminals.
Governor Altgeld's present prominence before
the public has caused attention to be directed to
a book of his published in 1884, "Our Penal Machinery and Its Victims." In it he says that we
should endeavor more to reform criminals instead
of herding them together where the evil ones corrupt all the rest. He desires "indeterminate sentences," under which the penal term depends on the
prisoner's behavior, the prospect of his reformation,
etc. He deplores the effect of unjust arrests. He
says: " The report of the chief of police of Chicago
shows that of 32,800 arrested in a year 10,7 43 were
discharged by the police magistrates, to say nothing of those bound over to the grand jury and
then discharged. So that during the year there
were in that city upward of 10,000 young persons
given a regular criminal experience without having
committed any crime. And if so many in one city,
what a multitude must there be throughout the
land!
Now what effect will this treatment hav on them? Will not every one of them
feel the indignity while life lasts? Will they not abhor the men who perpetrated what is felt to be an
outrage! Will they not look on this whole machintt."y as their enemy and ta.ke a secret delight in

unlawful to go out in a boat!
Fishing is as quiet and unobtrusiv as is asserted
above, yet it must of necessity disturb the. parsons.
For what they wish is not simply that those who
choose may assemble and worship unmolested,
but that all ·others be compelled to do so likewise. To force these others to do so, they procure
laws forbidding them to do anything else, so that
they will from sheer inability to employ themselvs
otherwise come to church and join in the services
as a last resort. The preachers are not satisfied
with the devotion of some of the people, freely
rendered, but clamor for the attendance, compulsory and unwillingly rendered, of all of the rest.
This is because the unwilling attendants, though
bringing nq voluntary choice of the parsons' discourses, do bring money, which is just as good as
the money of the devout, and money, money, -is the
great and essential end of the clergy's desires.

Probable Defeat of Sunday Openers.
On Sunday, the 14th, the directors of the Columbian Exposition voted to close the gates of that
concern Sundays. An exception was made of last
Sunday, the receipts of which were to be devoted
to the relativs of-the brave firemen who perished in
the destruction of the Cold Storage_ Building. The

reasons were those given in these words of Edwin
Walker, attorney for the· directorate: "I question
whether it is right for us to keep the Fair open on
Sundays if attendance is no greater than it has
been the last two Sundays. It requires the employment of about sixteen thousand people to keep
the Fair open, and that is too many in proportion
to the attendance. Last Sunday there were only
forty-three thousand visitors."
Why the attendance-was so small Sundays is busying many heads in conjecture. But however minds
may differ as to the exact means by which the
forces which seem to hav killed -Sunday opening
hav operated, all agree that those forces are Christian. It is the fight of Christianity against opening that has dealt this .blow against it. Owing to
the defnands of that religion, the exhibits of the
national government, and of many states, hav beenclosed Sundays. So hav those of numerous individual exhibitors. In the second place, the uncertainty whether the Fair would be open prevented the
running of Sunday excursion trains from the country round about. Again, the abstinence of pietists
from Sunday attendance was an item of some
amount, though difficult to, estimate. And many
Christiana vowed that while the Fair was open
Sundays they would boycott it altogether and not
attend on week-days even. That they would and
did carry out those threats is believed by the management. Some deem the number of these boycottet'a small, others large. We will quote one of these
estimates, that of the New York Times, a journal
of excellent judgment:
''It is idle from a commercial point of view to point out
that'the reasons of these people for staying away are absurdly inadequate. The only practical question is how
many of them there are. Nobody knows, but it cannot
be disputed that there are many. 'rhe Societies of
Christian Endeavor undoubtedly represent a large number of persons outside of their Mtual membership, and
their membership is great. They hav resolved and pro·
claimed that they will not go to the Fair on week-days H
it is to be opened on Sundays."
On account of these people and their disposition,
the management believe that Sunday-closing will
now produce an increased total attendance.
There is, however, an obstacle yet undisposed of
to closing Sundays A temporary injunction, obtained several weeks ago by Charles W. Clingman,
one of the stockholders in the Exposition Company
and a taxpayer of Chicago, compelling-the gates to
be kept open, still stands in the way. Judge Stein,
of the superior court of Cook county, who granted
the decree, says : " The injunction is still in force.
If the court's attention is officially called to any
violation of the order it will, after due considera~
tion, take such action as may appear proper." But
Edwin Walker, the counsel of the Exposition Company, says: "The gates will be closed. Unless Mr.
Clingman consents to ~n amicable adjustment of the
matter relativ to theinjunction, we shall simply go
into court and hav it set aside." William E. Masoil,
Mr. Clingman's la.wyer, declares that the gates will
be open next Sunday unless his client decides to·
back down. It would not be an easy matter, he
says, for the Exposition Company to override an
order of the court as long as anybody insisted that
that order should be enforced.
The jubilation of the Sabbatarians is inde!l~rib~
able. There was an excited scene in the Baptist
convention at Indianapolis on the 15th, just·before
Lhe noon adjournment. It was caused by the reading of this message from the local· Christian Endeavor Union of Chicago: "Fair closed tighter
than a clam."
Delegates stood on their
chairs, cheerea_ waved hats and fans, and
it was several minutes before order was restored. A hymn of praise closed the session.
Rev. R. V. Hunter, national president of the Christian Endeavor Sunday-Closing committee, says: "I
am delighted with the announcement that the
World's Fair is not to open on Sundays, and I feel
that our work is well done. W ~ hav labored hard.
for such a result. We shall henceforth take a deep'
interest in the Fair, and thousands who were stay-ing away will get together their grips and start for
-Chicago. I am glad the cl(i)Sing comes as a result
of lack of patronage ra.th~t t~QA tkS- a decree of a
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court. The people hav spoken, and there is no
room for dispute now. The hypocritical plea. made
for the laboring men has been exorcised. The American people hav convicted the Chicago local directory
and Sunday has been vindicated. The American
people can .be counted upon to do the right thing
ultimately." Secretary Baer of the United Society
of Christian Endeavor sent the following telegram
to Mr. Higinbotham, president of theW orld's Fair:
"Accept congratulations. You will never regret
your action of yesterday and the click of your turnstiles will be heard in the land, made merrier than
ever by thousands of Christian Endeavorers-'-no
longer antagonistic nor indifferent, but heartily enthusiastic. I, for one, mean to do everything in my
power to make the Fair a financial success."
We will mention, by the way, that a convention
at Pittsburgh, Pa., of all denominations, on Monday the lOth declared the conflagration of the Cold
Storage Building, with its loss of life, a visitation
of divine wrath against•Sunday opening.
In order that a certain trade or profession,
whose business it is to sell their ideas as to a future
s ·ate, may hav a monopoly of a whole day for the
earning of their livelihood, great masses of our
people hav already been prevented, and greater
masses probably will be prevented, from entertaining and elevating themselvs:

law partners; his private secretaries; members of
his cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores
of his most intimate friends.
NOTED WITNESSES.
Hon. W. H. Hern:ion, Col. Ward ·H. Lamon,
Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. Jas. H. Matheny, Col.
John G. Nicolay, Judge David Davis, Col. Jesse W.
Fell, Hon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne, Judge
Stephen T. Logan, Joshua F. Speed, Hon. Jesse
K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gillespie, Dr. C. H. Ray,
Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachman,
Col. R. G.. Ingersoll, Leonard W. V olk, Joseph
Jefferson, Hon. E. B. Washburne, Hon. E. M.
Haines, Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Field, Hon.
Geo. W. Julian, Hon. John B. Alley, Hon. H~gh
McCulloch, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Rev. David
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Judge Jesse W. Weik,
Hon. J. P. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell, Hon.
Wm.D. Kelley, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward,
Hon. John Covode, Hon. A. J. Grover, Hon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, Gen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron
Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
Eggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H.
K. Magie, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs; Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Large 12mo, 336 pages, in handsome cloth, $1 ;
in
paper, 50 cents.
An Illustrated Freethinkers' Guide-Book to

the World's Fair.

We shall print Mr. Putnam's letters from Chicago
in a pamphlet to be called "Pen Pictures· of the
World's Fair," before their complete appearance
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We shall get the book out
in time to be used as a guide-book for those who
visit Chicago during the last three months of the
Fair. These letters hav been highly commended,
and deservedly so, for the descriptions are veritable
poems, and all the statements are as accurate as
official information can make them. Those who go
to the Fair will find the book exceedingly useful,
for Mr. Putnam has laid it all out from beginning
to end, and the book will save visitors' time. Those
who read it will know what to see, and where the
sights are. It will contain as much information as
is possible to crowd into .a work of its limit. It
will be illustrated with a bird's-eye view of the Fair,
giving visitors a general idea of the place, a map of the
Park, enabling them to find their way around, and
with pictures of the principal buildings of the Exposition. Those who do not go to the Fair will in this
book see it in all its glory, and certainly will know
more about the Exhibition than those who attend
without this guide-book, trusting tomemory. Those
who go to Chicago will receive g. eat benefit from it;
those who do not, still greater. The price of the
book is 25 cents.

A Book Every Freethinker Will Hav to Hav.
We placed in the pressman's hands last week Mr.
Remsburg's new book, "Abraham Lincoln: Was
He a Christian 1" and we ought to get it away from
him and the binder in ten or fifteen days. The
work will be handsomely finished, on fine paper,
and be a thing of beauty as well as a quieter of
religio ~s tales.
One ofthe most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of Abraham
Linc9ln's religious belief. Soon after the remains
of America's most illustrious son were laid to rest
at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland,
put forward the claim that he was a Christian. The
claim was promptly denied by the dead statesman's
friends, but only ·to be renewed again, and again
denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the
question of Lincoln'sbelief has been tossed like a
battledore from side to side.
For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an array
of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming,
and which must put this question at rest forever.
In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses
who cLim that Lincoln was a Christian, and which
is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony
of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the
claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other relative; his three

the news reached them that at another town seven
churches had been demolished, they assumed a
painful silence.
--------~~--------

Pauperism and crime are decreasing. In 1860,
when the population of England and Wales was a
little below 20,000,000, there were 900,000 paupers.
Now, with an estimated population of 29,000,000
souls, the number has fallen· to 685,000. As to
crime: Sir Edmond du Cane, a student of crimi-""
nology, says there were 85,250 "habitual criminals"
known to the London police in 1864, and that in
1890 the number had fallen to 52,000. As religion
declines, man rises in prosperity ax:.d in morals.

The Santa Ana bigots who adopted a resolution
excluding Tu:11: TRUTH SEEKER from the Public
Library are not likely to succeed very well in their
ultimate object of having our paper less widely
read. Their action rouses indignation whenever
considered and the result is that money is freely
given to put THE TRUTH SEEKER in just the
places the Santa Ana ministers do not want
it. Captain Silas Latham landed a cargo at
Fiilton market last week and then set a .course for
Lafayette place to tell us about it. Ten dollars'
worth of the fish went to the Federation for the
International Congress at Chicago and ten dollars'
to fill Santa Ana with TRUTH SEEKERS. The action
of the Santa Ana ministers works that way. We
hope they like it.
We are also indebted to Louis Levine for $1.50
A Book Which We Warmly Welcome.
to send TRUTH SEEKERS to the Carolinas, a virgin
·we believe that ~veryone will agree with us in field for Freethought, and a section of the country
warmly welcoming Mrs. Matilda 'Joslyn Gage's new Mr. Levine, who livs there, would like to hav culbook, "Woman, Church, and State," which is now tivated.
ready. Mrs. Gage is o~e of a trio-Elizabeth Cady
Governor Tillman of South Carolina has received a
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony being the othersletter from Dr_ Joseph Allard, pastor of the French
whose names are household words among the workCongregational church of Fall River, Mass., asking
ers for and supporters of woman suffrage. Two of
what inducements would be offered to Frenchthis trio, Mrs. Gage and Mrs. Stanton, are outCanadians, including a large number of Roman
spoken, ardent Freethinkers, and Susan B. is more
Catholics, to settle in South Carolina. The doctor
than half-way out of the woods. Mrs. Gage is one
states that he was selected to make inquiries at a
of the authors of the" History of Woman Suffrage,"
meeting of French Congregational ministers, who
but was not content as a clear-seeing historian with
are worried as to how they can best free themselvs
that volumE'!, and has supplemented it with this
from "the increasing persecutions " of their Roman
volume to more plainly show the real facts.
Catholic compatriots because they had the courage
"Woman, Church, and State," is, says Mrs. Gage,
to " break away from the superstitions and tyr,mny
one of the most radical presentations of the church
of Romanism to accept evangelical Protestantism
question ever laid before the public; and although
and become devoted citizens of this republic." Dr.
especially presented from the point of its injustice
Allard says that his people are· greatly alarmed at
and injury to woman, it yet shows the destruction
the constantly invading progress of the Roman
of human rights and human will in case of man
Catholic church in New England. He avers that
equally as well. Mr. Green, in his Magazine, said
Lafayette's prediction, "If ever the liberty of the
of it some time ago: "Every friend of woman's
American republic is destroyed, it will be the work
rights, every advocate of the entire separation of
of Roman Catholic priests," will be realized if
church and state, in fact every worker in the cause
things go on as they hav been going. We hope
of human advancement, will be much interested in
that the French Canadians, all of whom will in
the forthcoming work. It will strike orthodoxy a
event of annexation become voting American citivery heavy blow where it has seldom been hit bezens, will not make trouble for our nation at some
fore, and by one of the sex upon which it now
future conjuncture.
depends for its existence. It will be a publication
---------~---------we desire to call the attention of readers of THE
that ought to be read by every intelligent woman
in the land, for it is a woman's emancipator from TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
priestcraft slavery.
As an argumentativ Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
work in behalf of Freethought, it has no superior. receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
It is a book the world needs, and Mrs. Gage is it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
justly entitled to the thanks of every friend of hu- subscribers to the Library can remit the difference
man progress for producing it. It has cost her in price between paper and cloth binding, and get
much hard work and much money, and the Liberal the books in the latter shape. So far this year subpublic ought now to show their gratitude by giving scribers to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated," by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the
the book a large circulation."
"Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
The work is a historical account of the status of the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
woman through the Christian ages, with reminis- 40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
cences of the matriarchate, fortified with voluminous the "Handbook. of Freeth ought," by W. S. Bell,
notes that can be used in verification of the main price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putstatements and argument. The author considers nam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
it by far the most important work of her life. It is price 15 cents, making two dollars and twenty cents'
worth in five months, or at the rate of $5.40 worth
printed in crown 8vo, contains 556 pages, and per year; and all for $3 paid in advance. J_ E.
is bound in cloth and half leather. The price in Remsburg's "Abraham Lincoln : Was He a Chriscloth is $2; half leather, $3. We hav it for sale tian~" will be ready very soon, and other books besides are in preparation. Two of these, we may
and shall be gratified to receive numerous orders.
mention, are " Progress and Pleasure," by A. M.
During the great storm which occurred in Iowa Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
July 6th, the pavilion built for J. E. Remsburg's shortly be made, and Mr. Putnam's "Pen Pictures
of the World's Fair," of great value to visitors to
meetings at Pierson was blown down. The ortho- the Fair, and still greater to those who cannot
dox of the village were sure that they saw in this attend. Send $3 and receive at once the books
a manifestation of God's displeasure, and were not already published, and, as they appear, those which
. slow to proclaim it. When a little later, however, will be published between now and January, '94.
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shut up in these ice-bound vessels in momentary
danger of their lives. The captain of the Progress
and the officers of the other five ships resolved to
These letters will be published in pamphlet fo~m throw overboard their valuable cargoes of oil and
within two or three weeks, as a guide-book an~ descrip- make room for these shipwrecked ones. This they
tion of tbe· Fair. Send 25 cents for "Pen Pictures of did, and all were saved by the heroic action. The
the World's Fair."
whaler Progress, of such romantic history, is one
of the most notable exhibitions of the Fair. It
smacks of old times, of the toils and dangers of the
Pen Pictures of the World's Fair.
rolling deep.
Before I close this narrative for good, I want to
THE ESKIMO VILLAGE.
• call attention to the
As you pass out at Fifty-seventh street do not
CLIFF;DWELLERS' EXHIBIT.
fail to drop into the Eskimo village, where there
This is entrancing, weird, and wonderful. A are real Eskimos-men, women, and babies-huts,
rocky mound is before you. You plunge into its utensils, canoes, etc. These gentle and oily people
bosom by a winding recess, and a strange bit of are on the make, however. Not an Eskimo woman
human history is unfolded, an endless field for meets you but she will ask for a nickel. The chief
study and speculation. The " palaces " and lofty fun of the .Eskimo lad is for somebody to plant a
haunts of the Cliff-dwellers in brilliant phantasma- quarter of a dollar deep in the ground, and then a
goria spread away in the heart of this mimic mount- half-dozen with their long whips, standing in a
ain. The Rio De Los Mancos canyon of Colorado, circle, go for it and endeavor by hitting the ground
the ancient residence of the Cliff-dwellers, unwinds with the lash to knock out that quarter. It is unin marvelous perspective. Ten thousand years ago, earthed sooner or later, and the whipster who does
it is said, these mysterious people made their home this pockets the quarter. It is a rather animating
in these wild precipices where to-day the foot of the contest and the descending lashes make a noise
white man can scarcely tread. Who were the Cliff- like the rattle of musketry.
dwellers? Whence came they and why have they
THE WILD WEST SHOW.
vanished ? They were evidently quite intelligent
Although the Wild West show is no part of the
and civilized. Here are displayed thousands of World's Fair, yet everybody goes to it and it is
utensils and articles of dress, and skeletons, and worthy of report. It is a stunning Sabbaththese tell a wondrous ~tory. It is noticeable that breaker to the tune of twenty-five thousand admisno metals are found. Even the rungs of the ladders sions a Sunday, and for that reason I like it. It
with which they used to climb to their lofty houses has been an eyesore to the orthodox. Of course
are fastened with animal and vegetable fibers. It is they boycott it, but what's the use? It's crowded
evident from the specimens of cotton cloth that this all the same. It's a valuable object-lesson. After
race understood the art of weaving. There are roaming about the Fair one blessed Sunday and
fragments of a rough wooden loom. The process trampling the Sabbath under our feet from Midway
of making cloth from the yucca plant is also illus- Plaisance to Agricultural Building until I was sometrated. There are feather robes, upon which are what weary, Otto Wettstein with his usual generdowny feathers of some e;Ktinct birds. There are osity takes me to the Wild West show, and here
rare potteries. Vases and bowls are painted with underneath the ample covering we have a long and
geometric designs, while on others are figures of jolly rest, just the kind of a Sunday rest that I admen and animals. On one huge bowl a hunter is mire. The band plays splendidly. Ten thousand
represented shooting an arrow at what looks some- people are with us. The lights play upon the vast
thing like a deer. On one of the walls hang a num- campus and the mad, whirling spectacle begins
ber of soft skin sandals with which the Cliffmen There "isn't anything very artistic about it,but it is
were able to climb the steep paths to their monster simply ravishing in jts wild splendor and noise.
fastnesses. There are mats made of reeds, strung To see a hundred horsemen-the Arabian, the Costogether with animal sinews. Wooden implements sack, the Teuton, the Gaul, the Saxon, the Ameriof warfare are shown, and wooden tools supposed can, and the Indian-with bright pennons and
to be for tilling. There are belts which they wore brilliant colors, dash forth swift as the wind formacross their foreheads to help support burdens, ing into ranks, thundering and plunging along with
also stone axes and knives, bone spoons, necklaces reckless speed yet harmonious movement-this
of tiny shells, and jet beads skillfully drilled.
certainly is one of the most exhilarating displays of
At the end of the mu'seum are a number of mum- physical life that one can look upon. It stirs the
mies excavated from the cliff-houses. They ,were blood like nothing else. It is a magnificent regalia
buried as they died-rolled first in cotton cloth or of horsemanship. It is grace; strength, velocity,
skin, then in feather cloth, next in matting, and audacity, elan, in one overflowing, ever-changing
lastly in a covering of reeds. The Cliff-dwellers stream of irrepressible energy. . It is · like the
were not ·dwarfs, and the-shape of the skulls, with motion of the ocean itself, like the leap of its great
high foreheads, betokens intellectuality. The most surges, the swaying and swi]lging of its mighty
interesting mummy is that of a young woman, evi- billows-the rush of these powerful animals, so
dently a princess, an American beauty who lived tumultuous and yet so obedl.ent. Ou~side of th~
before the days of Cleopatra, or even of Adam and horses I don't care much for the Wild West show.
Eve. She was found perfectly preserved, wrapped There's nothing extra, unless perhaps the shootin soft sea-island cotton, and hidden in a niche ing. 'I'he acting is of the rudest sort, but the
carved out of the solid rock. What was the ro- horses are superb ; and a hundred horses, with a
mance of this maiden ten thousand years ago ? hundred daring riders, with military precision and
There is nothing more · deeply pathetic than these enthusiasm, amidst martial strains and blazing
records of a people who were perhaps the first electric lights, sweeping, curving, darting, now fordwellers upon the American continent.
ward straight as an arrow, then ropnd the vast
As we pass dreamily forth from these caverned circle, then across and back in thundering gallop,
relics,
with cries furious and unearthly from men more
THE ARCTIC WHALER,
frantic and savage t-han the steeds themselvesgaily ·festooned, attracts our gaze. Let us look at well, there is a vigor about this, an eclat, a stupenthis weather· beaten vessel, and from the mystic dous Niagara-like vivacity of motion, that is simply
bights of the past travel into this century to the immense. Every lover of the horse will like to
poetic sea life of New England.
look upon this triumphal procession-the involuThis is the whaler Progress of New Bedford built tions, evolutions, and convolutions of these radiant
in 1843, and it has seen nearly fifty years of service battalions. Never was the glory of the horse so
in the Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, and Arctic oceans. elaborately displayed-with such force, beauty, imEverything is in place, boats, charts, compasses, petuosity, variety, and magnificence of action.
quadrants, lances, harpoons, bomb-lances, guns,
FAREWELL.
etc. Below deck is a museum with hundreds ot
I will bid farewell in true oriental fashion. As
curiosities-ambergris which costs.$450 per pound; I labor through the Midway Plaisance after a day's
whales' teeth and whiskers, as the sailors call them, long tramp the sedan is temptingly within reach,
and whalebone the dressmakers;· a turtle seven feet and so I ensconce myself in its luxurious domain,
long, 1,400 pounds' weight; a salt-water saw-fish, while two stalwart Arabs carry me buoyantly along.
the costumes of the ladies of the Arctic regions and It is a somewhat outre sensation to have men for
South Sea islands, .delicate laces from the cactus beasts of burden, but one can get used to anything
plant, rare shells, sponges, sea fans, star-fish, horns in this world, especially on the Midway Plaisance.
of the narwhale, pure ivory, Eskimo skin boats, Nothing seems incongruous as I wander through
etc.
this vast medley of the nations, and witness not
The Progress is a typical Yankee whaler. It has only every variety of men and beasts, but every vabattled with many a storm and sailed over many a riety of gods. It is just the sunset hour when I
league of waters. In 1871 she lay with thirty-eight take my imperial seat, borne on the shoulders for
other ships in the ice of the Arctic ocean. The the time being' of obsequious slaves, and the turProgress with five other ships escaped the thicken- baned figure of a muezzin appears in the minaret
ing perils and reached clear water. The rest of the of the mosque, and in a chanting monotone warns
fleet was lost beyond hope of rescue. · Twelve hun- the faithful that the hour for prayer is at hand.
dred souls, some of them women and children, were They bend their faces toward Mecca, and ejacul~~r

Gommunioations.

tiona breal,t forth. So amidst eastern pomp and
eastern religious ceremonies I journey on, and
while I rest my feet my brain is filled with a thou-·
sand imageries. Still throng upon my sight the
most extraordinary scenes in the world. The
Plaisance occupies 80 acres, and it is crowded with
at least 50,000 people. The electric lights begin
to mingle with golden sunshine, as it disappears,
and fantastic pictures of every land under the sU:n,
the most savage and the most civilized, are seen in
the bewildering masses of flame, while every musical instrument adds to the tumult and the melody. ··
Eye and ear are kept constantly busy. -The sublime and the ridiculous jumble into each other with
delightful celerity. Form, color, sound, movemerit, are everywhere, in infinite cpange. Even the
wild beast joins in the procession and gambols for
my entertainment. As I pass the big menagerie
the band begins to play, and five lions leap into
'the arena above the entrance, tremendous in
strength and ferocity. One man leaps into their
midst, and with the crack of the whip compels
them to fiercely obey. They show their grim teeth
and growl and snarl and plunge over each other,
and their eyes burn like lightning. They could
tear the man to pieces like a wisp of straw, and yet
·they follow his slightest command. It is a mar.velous exhibition of human power-the glance of
man ruling the most turbulent and majestic of
-animals.
What a journey-of less t;han a mile. and less
than a half an hour. Ariel who girdled the earth
in forty minutes couldn't beat the record for
sight-seeing. Under the viaduct I pass and the
freighted cars roll over my head. Then the broad
paths of the Fair Grounds beyond the Woman's
Building stretch before me to the lagoon IUtd the
Wooded Island and around and away to the sparkling shores of the lake itself. It is now night but
a blaze of splendor accompanies every step. I flow
on with the crowd. I must visit once more the
great basin. I must look again upon the lighted
domes of the Administration Building, the vast
fountains with their illuminated spray, and the
surrounding palaces flooded with effulgence as if a
thousand stars were fallen from heaven. I _must
behold again the grand columns, white against the
dark luster of the waters, and the· hundred figures
poised with such living grace that it seems as if
they too looked with ardent soul upon the glittering scenes. The sedan chair bears me onward and
I imagine myself in a gently tossing boat swept
along the surges of some mighty tide. The innumerable multitude presses forward, a hundred thousand feet making music on the silvery paths. My
oriental guides trip along with a kind of rhythmic
swing as if they too were inspired by the harmony of ·
the environments. Winding through the accumulating throng they bear me just in front of the
Peristyle. As I lazily stretch forth and find
myself on solid ground, I might fancy that
I were really in heaven such a burst of
grandeur meets my eyes, and such sweet
symphonies are in the air.
But not being a
saint, and not believing in heaven, I know that I
am looking upon the surpassing glory of this earth,
created by man's genius, the triumph of science,
and I am happier and more exalted than any saint
could be at the throne of his vanishing deity.
Hundreds of thousands of beaming gems of light are
in the joyous atmosphere. Like gold and silver,
topaz, opal, are the waters that flow at my feet.
Right across are the shining fountains. A hundred naiads, nymphs, and mermaids seem glancing
in and out of the glistening chambers of those
many-colored waves. Beyond towers the dome,
the golden dome, more golden than is day's resplendent flush, and around are the greatest and
loftiest structures on the planet, belted with immeasurable pomp. For an hour-which to my
mind appears only one dazzling moment-! look
upon this glowing canvas that man kas so deftly
and wondrously painted, a canvas in which life
itself throbs with poetic realism, a picture limned
on night's expressive face. I cannot any longer
keep still. Like Shelley's Alastor, I must plunge
into the stream-! must seek the unknown. Like
Columbus, I must be ari explorer. And so I hail the
g;raceful gondola, which like a swan moves over the
liquid expanse. What an exhilaration it is to bend
over and watch the diamond surface! I dip my
hand in the waters, as if from every flying crest I
could pluck riches that would make me a monarch.
I could almost think there can be no cold spaces
beneath, but only beautiful dwellings, fairy haunts,
the jeweled home of Undine and the genii of the
sea. I do not wonder that people' sometimes thirik
that in the heart of the ocean is the sweetest repose. How lovely water is-what gems it has that
no queen ever wore. What undiscovered depths of
rarest ornament. I speecJ, over the bosom of the
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lagoon dreamily, delightfully, as if one with the
flowing, fleeting billows. The gondolier propels me
onward, keeping time, time, with the exquisite strains
that make the air like an impassioned spirit. I
pass by the murmuring fountains. I leave behind
the grand basin, with its multitudinous torches.
Diana is lost in the starry darkness and the golden
dome. I pass by the huge walls and radiant roof of
the Manufacturers' Building; by the gorgeous Palace
of Electricity; underneath the sculptured archways
of the illuminated bridges ; alongside the Wooded
Island with its perfumed walk, its gilded arbors,
and million flowers ; by the dusk glory of Horticultural Hall, and Woman's gracious shrine; by the
Temple of Art and winged Victory blazing like an
angel ; by the beautiful foreign buildings that in
the electric radiance crowd upon my vision vistas
of the illustrious past; by the great battle-ship
glooming in the drapery of war. Out into the
great lake I sweep, out upon its luminous bosom,
and then before me shines the whole emblazoned
shore. I see it all, the circling, glimmering efil.orescence, the bloom of the ages, flinging its luster
upon the lake afar, which like an animated being
drinks in its countless rays. Then on the decks of
the "Whaleback," I voyage from the poetic, artistic,
dreamy city to the real city itself, to Chicago,
whose imperious energy has made this marvel of
delight.
'
And as I voyage homeward my heart beats exultant, for the beauty that I have looked upon-so
inspiring, so potent, so enchanting, the flower of
supremest human effort-is linked, and linked forever now, with the triumph of human liberty. The
black flag of bigotry has been torn from these
glorious battlements. . The standard of superstition
is trailed in the dust. The contest has been long
and arduous. Tyranny has won in the dreary and
hypocritical halls of Congress, where baseness,
cowardice, and blind folly carry the day ; but in the
shining fields of art and industry-on the battleground where human genius displays its most
splendid trophies-where common sense and business rule, where the heart of the people is felt like
volcanic fire-there the pennons of Freedom flame
the heavens with victorious colors. What a mean,
shallow, insignificant, and contemptible thing is the
political world, compared with the world of Art,
of Commerce, of Industry, of the Universal People;
and in this world the church has received its most
irretrievable defeat. I am glad the church has
forced the issue. Its wound is mortal, and in impotent wrath the despot howls. With all its beauty
I would have disdained the World's Fair had it
joined itself with tyranny.
It has not. It is a true World's Fair. It is
liberty. It is justice. It is progress. So I voyage
on. The magnificence of the White City drops beneath the horizon from my unsatisfied gaze, but the
future looks wondrously beautiful. To-morrow and
to-morrow do not creep on with petty pace. In distant shining days I see the happy evolutions of
mali, and it is a glory indeed to know that on the
side of Freethought are the garnered treasures of
the past, the heroic genius of the present. When
now I look upon the paintings, the statues, the
architecture, the golden harvests, the limpid stream,
the flowers-when now I walk through the palaces,
arcades, chambers, pavilions, and halls, it is with ineffable joy, for the Venerable Day of the Sun has
here been conquered for human happiness and the
liberty of the world.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Chicago, Ilt., 1893.
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though his sensitiv flesh quiver and shrink at the born or die without medical assistance as it is now,
contact, and ever and anon a cry "as of· some in some countries, to be married or buried without
strong swimmer in his agony" is wrung even from priestly interference !
his dauntless heart.- ·It is a strong, tender, heroic;
No, Science is not altogether the innocent, benefand sympathetic soul that is here engaged in a icent creature Brother Putnam· would hav us bedesperate struggle with the terrific problems which lieve. She has been the all too pliant tool of kingly
this life offers to every thinking mind. And the tyranny as well as of priestly persecution. Chemisonly way to understand the tangled maze is to try is a branch. of science, and we owe to her not
view it, not from the dark, mist-laden vale of ap- only the healing medicin and the pain-deadening
pearances wherein most of us dwell, but from the anesthetic, but the subtle poison and the madcommanding, sunlit bights of Reality. To him dening draught which treachery and malice hav
and to every earnest seeker after truth the answer employed to remove obnoxious rivals to their amis the same: Friend, come up higher.
bitious schemes. We hav to thank scientific invenMr. Putnam's definition of religion-which he tion for the guillotine and the electrical chair as
persistently identifies with orthodoxy, and Christian well as for the steam engin and the telegraph, for
orthodoxy at that, i. e., the orthodoxy of Calvin and the death-dealing bomb as well as for the peaceful
of old-school Presbyterianism, which has ceased, how- spinning-jenny, for the long-range Gatling gun as
ever, to be orthodoxy with the large class of relig- well as for the far-seeing telescope. She furnished
ious minds that can think as well as believ~differs the rack and the thumbscrew to the Inquisition as
essentially from that given by St. James, who may well as the wheel-chair and the surgical instrument
be presumed to speak with some degree of author- to the hospital, and has been ever ready to obey the
ity on the subject. According to the Apostle: Spirit of the Age whether it was the spirit of per"Pure religion and undefiled before God and the secution or of beneficence.
Father is this, To visit the fatherless and the
Political bigotry · has shown itself capable of
widows in their afil.ictions, and to keep himself un- attaining the same bad eminence, and political
spotted from the world." I think it would puzzle feuds hav been most desperate and unrelenting.
Mr. Putnam to show that such religion-the relig- Men of the same nationality and the same religion,
gion of helpful human sympathy and personal purity nay, even of the same family, hav freely shed each
and uprightness-could possibly be a curse, a dis- other's blood for political differences of opinion. I
ease, or a lie; nor indeed would he attempt to do hav known a popular Methodist minister to be inso. The religion which he arraigns so severely is a sulted to his face by the wealthiest member of his
very different thing.
congregation because he differed from him in poliAccepting for the sake of argument Mr. Putnam's tics, and it is well known that a somewhat too frank
definition of religion as "that feeling in humanity confession of political faith nearly cost the most
:which always results in a belief in a God, in a per- eloquent of Brooklyn divines his pulpit. Yes,
!Jonal God or a personal manifestation of a God; and bigotry is a bad, mad thing whether it be religious,
also results in a belief in immortality as necessary scientific, or political.
to the vindication of the justice and goodness of
" Religion originates in a desire for happinessGod," etc., it strikes me that the argument he the very nature of religion, therefore, is absolute
employs in the arraignment of this belief is a two- selti.shness." Granted that the religion of selfish
edged sword that cuts both ways, maiming the men will reflect-their selfish nature and that much
hand that wields as well as the foe that opposes it, that passes for religion is naught but arrant selfishand as fatal to the posit.ion he holds as to that ness, is the craving of the human heart for comfort
which he antagonizes. For, having charged upon any more selfish in itself than the craving of the
religion about all the ills· with which human society, human mind for knowledge? Is not selfishness,
and many i.f not most of those with which human after all, the root of all the miseries, crimes, and
flesh, is afil.icted, he goes on to show conclusivly that follies charged upon religion!
And what blessing of life, even to life itself, may
religion is, after all, a very insignificant quantity in
human nature and is chiefly conspicuous by its not be poisoned and transformed into a curse by
absence from the thoughts, the interests, and the the direful power of selfishness ? As the servant of
concerns of mankind, which; if it proves anythirg, self-love what a fearful engin of destruction and
demonstrates that not too much religion but the misery is science I Selfishness has madEl merchandise of the precious things of science as well as of the
lack of it is what generally ails humanity.
That God is "conspicuous by His absence" from sacred things of religion, including the bodies and
the affairs of this life is sadly true, but this proves souls of men. For in former ages the truths of
neither the non-existence of the Deity nor the un- science, which hav always been accessible to the
desirability of His more evident presence in, and race, were monopolized as the exclusiv property of
control of, human activities and relations. For the select few by whom they were jealously
many other things are equally conspicuous by their guarded from the masses of mankind who had no
absence which must nevertheless be believed in and more recognized right to them than they hav to-day
sought after if life is to be anything else but a ter- to the land on which and from which, nevertheless,
rible tragedy, among which are justice, mercy, and they must all liv.
Government, whose office it is to preserve the
pure, unselfish brotherly love. The belief in immortality is but an expression of the ineradicable social order and protect individual life and property,
conviction that somewhere or at some time in the has been transformed by selfishness into one great
experience of every soul its innate sense of justice, system of legalized oppression -a means by which
the favored few are enabled with equal impunity
its unquenchable thirst for love, will be satisfied
- "Religion has never benefited the race-it has and rapacity to plunder, outrage, and destroy the•
never given it one truth, one art, one invention, or helpless many to whom government denies the
one discovery." This is a sweeping statement, right of self-protection. It may be affirmed withwhich it would not be difficult to refute, but for out exaggeration that for every crime that human
the present let it pass. "It has been a despot governments hav ever prevented, they hav deliberand a murderer from the beginning." Sub- ately perpetrated a thousand and provoked ten
stitute for religion the word bigotry as the ante- thousand by their unwarrantable interference with
cedent of that pronoun and there can be no dis- human rights and human liberties.
ReView of Mr. Putnam's Essay on Religion. puting that proposition. :But is there no such
Our own government, " the best that the world
The fiist. characteristic to impress the disinter- thing as qcientific bigotry! Can science, the has ever seen," is no exception to this rule. The
ested reader of this essay is the boldness, the un- proffered substitute for religion, show a perfectly gigantic monopolies under which we groan-chief
of which is the monopoly of land~are but so many
daunted courage of the writer ; the next is his keen spotless record!
sensibility.- While with stoical fortitude he underWhen doctors disagree is the dispute confined stupendous but legal robberies of the people, intakes to "confront reality and make the best of it," wholly to doctors of divinity, or does it likewise ex- stituted and sustained by the strong arm of governhoping "by courage to win something of happiness tend to doctors of medicin! of whom the Latin ment, without whose support they could not subfrom our dark surroundings," his heart fails him proverb says that "where there are three physicians sist a day. Is it any wonder that human and
when he contemplates the woes of others, and he there are two Atheists," so that religion can hardly thoughtful minds, appalled by the abuses to which
turns away his eyes. from the spectacle of their be chargeable with their variances. Could scientific .even the best forms of government are liable, advomisev with the despairing cry: " Oh, the horror bigotry avail itself of the secular arm to enforce its cate the abolition of all government by coercion,
and the agony of human life ! We cannot, must decrees, would it show itself more merciful or toler- preferring to trust for the maintenance of social ornot know it all. It would make one insane." And ant than religious bigotry has done! Has nothing der to that public sentiment that is more powerful
so it would.
of the sort ever been witnessed? Not to rake up than Gatling guns to put men and women on their
The third feature. is his heroic devotion to truth. old scores, but confine -ourselvs to comparativly good beha.viorT
Of all good gifts of heaven to mankind, the most
" Better• be crucified with a fact than rot with rec;nt times, has not the. "regular or orthodox
some splendid lie."
And fourthly, his mental school of medicin more than once successfully in- precious is the priceless gift of love, and the richest
bondage to orthodox habits of thought, instilled voked legislativ interference to prevent homeopa- in their possibilities of happiness are the two dominto him from childhood, is apparent throughout. thists,hydropathists, and other medical heretics from inant passions of the human heart on which the
He seems to hav no conception that any but the practicing the healing art in hospitals and other very existence of the race depends-conjugal and
orthodox view can be taken of the affirmativ side of public institutions, thus evidencing the same de- parental love. But when the demon of selfishness
this question; a"D.d having broken loose from the termination to monopolize the healing of bodies enters the domestic circle what havoc is wrought
strait-jacket of orthodoxy, and not dre_ami~g, thftt religious ortho~oxy has to monopo.lize th~ ~ure there! Instead of their joy and blessing, child.ren
evidently, that doctrinal garments can be anythmg of souls! And can 1t be doubted that 1f phys1c1ans become the ;plague and torment of their parents,
else but strait-jackets, he prefers to trust himself had the power, even in this liberal and enlightened these in turn the tyrannical oppressors of tile chil-.
Jla.ked a.nd defenseless to the pitiless elements, _age, it would be made as great a crime to be dren, whose best friends they should be, while me~
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and women look aghast into each other's faces in not do a greater wrong to our brother than to at- of Love, the right hand of Beneficence, instead of a
search of that happiness that seems to fly faster the tempt to impair in any way his God-given freedom, Medusa head chilling its horrified worshiper to
more eagerly it is pursued, and ask hopelessly if to interfere with his inalienabltl right to think for stone, he must _come up out of the narrow vale of
marriage is a failure and love but an empty delu-· himself and be himself and no other, and "love prejudice and ascend to those sunlit bights where
sion.
the outlook is broader and more comprehensiv.
worketh no ill to his neighbor."
The pride and boast of the nineteenth century is
A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN.
Love never coerces; it cannot do so. To attempt Friend, come up higher.
our wonderful civilization. But is it an unmixed to win or bestow love by force, to compel its acblessing to all? What is our boasted civilization ceptance or return, would be to love, as says the
International Congress of Freethinkers.
doing for the masses of the people ? Is it not add- immortal bard of Avon, "against the nature of love."
For the purpose of reminding our friends we
ing to the miseries as well as the happiness of man- And yet Freethinkers, while stoutly championing
kind? The difference between the savage and the liberty of thought and freedom of action, are con- again state that the Congress will meet at 517 W.
civilized man is that the former has few wants and stantly railing against the Almighty because He Madison street, Chicago, on Sunday, October 1st,
thus few gratifications, while the latter has many. does not compel perverse, corrupt, self-willed mor- at 10 o'clock A.M., and will continue in session for a
But while every additional want may be an added tals to be pure, just, and unselfish against their in- period of eight days. Learning of the inability of
source of gratification, every unsatisfied want is but clillations-does not force them to love Him and our gallant Swedish co-worker, Victor Lennstrand,
to attend the Congress, we can scarce help expressan added misery. And is riot the tendency of mod- each other in spite of themselvs !
ern civilization to concentrate wealth-i. e., all the
No, Infinit Divine Love, guided by Infinit Wis- ing our regret ; but as the situation in Sweden demeans of gratification-in a few hands, leaving the dom, deals in no such arbitrary way with the mands his presence there, we feel that the work he
toiling masses, by whose labor it was produced, out creatures of His care. With a patience and long- may be able to accomplish will fully compensate us
in the cold, privileged, to be sure, to look upon the suffering passing all human comprehension, He for our disappointment.
Acting upon the advice of friends, the committee
magnificent display and envy its for~unate possess- permits His children to wander in many and
ors, but without any rightful share therein? And devious ways of their own choosing, ever seeking to has decided to set apart one day during the Conis not the lot of many a wage-worker, even in this draw them gently and surely to Himself by the gress to be known as "Woman's Day." Upon this
land of freedom and plenty, worse than that of the varied lessons of experience through which we learn day the ladies in the ranks of Freethought shall
barbarian ? What victim of a sweater's den but to know and realize, as we; could in no other way, assume entire control-the only speakers on that
might envy the naked savage his liberty to roam that Wisdom's ways alone are ways of pleasantness day being women, who shall discuss topics relating
the field3 and woods at will, to breathe the pure, and only her paths are peace. For we must realize to women and their attitude toward Freethought
free air of heaven without paying any man rent for this truth as rational human beings-not as au- and the world's progress in general. We hav
the privilege, to satisfy his simple wants by the ex- tomatons; so it is better that we shou.ld wander 1eveul lady lecturers on the Freethought platform,
ercise of his simple skill without asking any man's forty times forty years if need be, in the wilderness and an interesting and instructiv day is assured to
permission to do so, or without being obliged to of our own making that when we do return at last all.
.In this relation Susan H. Wixon, 'the esteemed
surrender to an employer the greater part of the to the Shepherd and Bishop of our souls our return
products of his labor for the privilege of retaining may be voluntary. Nothing less is compatible editor of the "Children's Corner," has promised
the rest! Can it be denied that the triumphant with the dignity of true manhood; and as we learn her assistance and support, and writes me that
chariot of modern progress, like the glittering car to realize and revere the sacredness of this divinely upon that day she will be present and giv an adof Juggernaut, is stained with the blood of thou- imparted and divinely respected human freedom we dress upon the subject of ·"The Progress of
sands of hapless victims crushed beneath its re- shall deal more rationally with each other, and Woman for Four Centuries." This is an interestmorseless wheels ?
bigotry and intolerance with all their evil brood of ing theme and one which every woman in our land,
inside or outside the pale of chllJlch creeds,
Life is generally counted a blessing, but to the miseries will cease from among us.
daily increasing number who come· upon the stage
While Infinit Truth is absolute and unchange- should gather and listen to. Lillie. D. White, of
of action only to find all of nature's free gifts pre- able, all human apprehensions of truth must of very Topeka, Kan., who during the incarceration of
empted by earlier arrivals, who claim everything as necessity be relativ and ever-changing, otherwise Moses Harmon assumed the cares and responsitheirs by right of primogeniture, refusing to sur- there can be no growth or development. Orthodoxy bilities of the editor of Lucifer, and. who is now
render any portion thereof to the later comers is an attempt to impose upon the necessarily tem- assistant editor of the New .Era, a reform journal,
except on their own terms-to those who find their porary and changing, because imperfect, pha~;~es of has also written me approving "Woman's Day "
right to existence thus practically denied, and the human perception the permanency and immutabil- and wishes to be assigned as an orator on that day
privilege of existence itself only to be secured on ity that belong only to the Infinit and the Absolute. and will speak upon the subject of" The Emanciconditions that make it intolerable; who are doomed Between the bome and the prison-the garment pation of Woman." These, together with Mrs. M.
all their lives to pine of want in the midst of plenty: and the strait-jacket-the only essential differ- A. Freeman, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, and others,
who must ever toil to produce, but can never hope ence is the lack of freedom to adapt. Orthodoxy, will tend to make this day an interesting feature of
to possess; for whom is no justice, no mercy, no by withholding this freedom of individual adapta- the Congress. I ha v also written inviting V oltairine
Power that makes for righteousness, no God to tion, changes the ecclesiastical home into a dungeon, de Cleyre, Mrs. Krekel, and Katie Kehm-Smith.
whom they can appeal for redress, no hereafter to the doctrinal garment into a strait-jacket. Every These will form a splendid galaxy of Liberal
make amends for the. cruel wrongs and woes of the formulation of truth, however crude, will be found thinkers among women and they will be able to
present-nothing but the hard necessity-of a soul- to adequately fit some minds, while at the same show what women can do if they are given an.
less, mindless, pitiless "evolution," tending no man time it is too large for others which hav not yet de- opportunity. The committee hopes by the aid of
knows whither-is not the pessimist's deduction veloped up to it, and too small again for others still "Woman's Day" to interest the women of our land
inevitable? Are they not justified in believing that who hav already outgrown it. To attempt to set in our work and to secure their services, their
life itself is the greatest curse and the perpetuation a Procrustean limit in matters of belief which all talents, and their enthusiasm in the great service
of the race the one unpardonable crime? Better must reach but none may surpass, is like seeking of humanity as against Christianity. We want all
that the race should end at once and the dismal to confine growing youth or adults in the garments women to see that their services are appreciated,
farce, the awful tragedy of human life end with it, of their childhood which, however ample covering and that we, as Freethinkers, believe in the equality
if this be all.
for them once, become in time but so many bonds of sex. "Woman's Day " ought to be made a sucAnd what can redeem and save us from this fell and ligatures, hampering motion and arresting de- ceijs. We hav plenty of material, and now, how
power of selfishness that makes both marriage and velopment.
many women hav we who will help us in this direcreligion a dismal failure ; life a curse ; progress a
It is worthy of note that no doctrin or formula tion ? How many women will send us a subscriptlisease, destroying its thousands of victims yearly; ever becomes orthodox until it has outlived its usE>- tion to assist us and help us to make "Woman's
civilization, with all its splendors, a glittering lie, fulness and is about to be shelved as a mere cu- Day " the success we desire that it should be?
keeping the word of promis to our ear only to riosity. Then ecclesiasticism, ever jealous of its
G. W. Foote, of England, has written me that
break it to our hope-turning knowledge to despair "vested rights," likely to be imperiled by change, he and Charles Watts will both be present, and will
and thought to madness-what but the divine comes to the rescue, sets the stamp of orthodoxy represent the National Secular Society at the Conpower of heavenly, altruistic LovE, which is de- upon the about-to-be-discarded formula, preserves it gress.
•
scribed in detail in 1 Cor. xiii under the sweet in the alcohol of an artificial sanctity, and in the
These, together with our own lecturers, will
name of Charity-the love that "never faileth ?" sacred name of religion seeks to force upon us the afford a rare treat, and every Freethinker should
Thank Ood, as Brother Putnam says, "we do worship of dead things. Scientific orthodoxy is as take the advantage this occasion offers, for such an
hav some human sympathy.
There is some bad and bigoted in its essence, and would be as in- opportunity may not occur again for years. The
love here and joy." And there are encouraging tolerable in degree if its vested rights were of annual Congresses of the Freethought Federation
signs that this heavenly tide of sympathy and love equal extent. But ecclesiasticism, besides wanting and the American Secular Union will be held in
from its inexhaustible Divine Fountain is rising the earth, claims the power and right to "corner" conjunction with this Congress, and the-members
ever higher in human hearts, that it will continue building-lots in the next world. Science owes its and friends of both organizations should certainly
to deepen and widen till it covers the whole earth, wonderful- advancement to-day largely to the fact be present and giv them their support and encoursweeping away misery, want, and woe as bad that it no longer attempts at any stage to be ortho- agement.
dreams are dispelled by the coming of the dawn dox; and religion, gradually but surely following
The premiums offered to those subscribing
and restoring us our long-lost Eden.
its example, is beginning to liv again and become a toward the Congress are still good, and will be
It is a significant fact that the two Great Com- vivifying influence in the development of the race. given to all irrespectiv of the society to which they
mandments on which l!ang all the law and the
Science and religion ·ever hav and ever will go subscribe. For $25 you can be made a ficaprophets, and which are the life and soul of all hand in hand, a:ad their nature and development president of the Congress, your name will be pubgenuin religion, are inseparabl1:1. It is impossible will depend upon whether they are regarded as lished in the souvenir copy of the proceedings as·
to truly love God save by loving our neighbor. dead things to be embalmed and kept intact, or, as such and thereby handed in that. capacity to future•
"He that loveth not his brother whom he hath living principles to be acted out. For science is out generations.
seen, how can he love God whom he hath not the revelation of nature or the world without-the
Anyone subscribing $5 or more, but less than
seen!" asks the Apostle James.
On the other world of effects, while religion, justly speaking, is $25, shall receive Mr. Putnam's book, "Four .Hunhand, only as we love God can we know how to the science of the world within-the spiritual dred Years of Freethought," as a special copy conlove our neighbor aright. We may think we love world, which is the world of causes; and to both taining the souvenir copy of the proceedings. And!
our brother when we desire to take charge of him science and religion freedom to grow is essential anyone sending us $1 or more, but less than $5T"for his goo?," to ~o his thinking for him, to to their very life.
shall receive the Federation button mentioned m
be t~e cu?todian of I?s conscie~ce, and to regulate
It has been well said that freedom is the cure for our previous letters. These are in course of prepall his actwns accordmg to our Ideas of what is best most of the ills from which the world suffers to- aration, and when ready shall be distributed to·
for him. . But when the love of God, who is day, and for freedom Brother Putnam makes a subscribers.
essential Truth and Righteousness, takes pos- valiant fight. But if the Secular Pilgrim would beFriends, once more we ask you to help us, we ask
session of our heartt~, we see clearly that we could hold the Truth as the very form and embodiment you to assist in the promulgation of mental liberty.
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The object of this Congress is universal in character. ~uch a gatheri~g ~s but one of many we hope
to see maugurated withm the United States. Freethinker~, bestir yourselvs, make this Congress. your
own, this work your own. Arm yourselvs with the
magic weapons of truth, and reason and victory
shall soon embrace them.
. JoHN R. CJ;JARLEBWORTH,
Sec. of Committee of Arrangements.
The following donations hav been received by the
Federation since my last letter:
Manhattan Liberal Club, New York city ............. $25 00
B. H. Bliss, California........................................ 2 00
J. Maxfield, Boonton, N.J.................................. 5 00
Capt. Chas. De Rudio, Seventh United States
E. J'.a~a3e~.FG~~d!~1~~d·,":Ki: :.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':
Lawrence Hofmer, Grand Rapids, Mich.............

g~~

2 00

Total. ............................................. $41 00
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
345 W: Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.

A Rejected Manuscript.
[The following reply to a preacher was offered to the
Sidney Gazette, but met the usual fate:]
In last issue of the Gazette " A Reader " accuses
the local committee of the World's Fair of forgetting honor and honesty in asking Congress to reverse its action respecting the closing of the gates
on Sunday. Congress had no right to make such
a law. The Constitution of the United States says:
" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." This law establishes the religion of those
sects that believe the first day of the week is the
Sabbath, lf, against those who keep holy the
seventh.
·
The passage of this law was effected by false pretenses ; the church .party sent petitions to Congress
from all over the Union in favor of Sunday closing.
The names of millions of persons who had been
dead from one to fifty years were signed to thes~
petitions. Over a million more names were sent in
from Ohio as favoring Sunday closing than there
are living . men, women, and children in the state.
The writer has made diligent inquiry for months,
and has found no one who signed ~he petition. Was
it not the church party who '' forgot honor and
honesty " when they committed this monstrous
fraud?
Not one-fifth of the population of the United
States are church-members. Is it right, is it just
that four-fifths should be ruled by a small minority
merely because they are organized and capable of
stooping to falsehood and forgery ~
The Columbian Exposition will contain the highest and latest triumphs of human genius and skill
in every department of art and injustry. It will
be the grandest educational opportunity of the century, and its effect cannot but be morally elevating.
It will be an outrage if the gates are closed to the
working classes on the only day they are released
from the drudgery of life, yet the churches, forgetting the Golden Rule, are making great efforts to
shut them out; and the proprietor of every saloon,
gambling-house, and other place of ill repute in
Chicago is assisting and wishing them success.
Thousands of busy men from hundreds of miles
distant may visit the Fair, if open on Sunday, who
cannot spare the time if closed on that day, and
closing or opening may mean financial failure or
success to the management.
It is time a free people were independent of those
meddlers who would compel all others to follow
their example.
EMoRY RoBINSON.
Sidney, 0.
----------~----------

A Historic Document from Inquisition Times.
[The following historical document I find published in Germania, a paper published in the German
language in the City of Mexico. Ge1·mania givs a verbatim translation from the Spanish original as it was
used in those times, and to some extent maintains the
long.i.winded circumlocutory phraseology, also retaining
the idiom of the old Spanish; while I hav tried to reduce
the whole tc plain English without changing its meaning
in the least.
The document is pari of the yet existing record in the
City of Mexico, and shows the absolute intolerance of
those :fiends in human shape in charge of a doctrin which
claimed universal love and charit;y as its chiefest of all
virtues.-ST. ELMo, San Antonio, Tex., July 8, 1893.]
In the holy name of God we herewith inform the
S. E. the Inquisitor Lie. Barnal>i de la Higuera y
Amarillas, that Maria · V erastegui 22 years old,
daughter of Don Rodriguez Verastegui a proprietor
of wines in Zacatecas and who livs here in Capuchinas St. No. 13, has committed the great and
abominable crime in not attending holy mass for
two Su~days in succession, but preferred to prome-

Jil.ade instead, the same being scandalous and derogatory to and against our sacred and holy faith.
Signed
JOSE DELGADO y PINSON.
After receiving the foregoing complaint, I caused
the arrest of the aforesaid Maria Verastegui at two
o'clock to-day, and had her turned over to the holy
Inquisition for judgment.
Mexiko, May 11, 1652.
Signed,
Lrc BERNALr:E DE LA H~GUERA Y AMARILLAs,
Seeing the decision of the Inquisitor, tbe aforesaid heretic, Maria V erastegui, was taken to ·the
chamber of torture and examined by Dr. Emperau,
and declared to be a maiden of twenty-two years of
age, the daughter of Mr. Rodrigo de V erastegui
and Mrs. Catalina Alzures.
·
After havi~g been informed of the complaint
against her, she declared the same as false and a
slander against her.
It was ordered to undress her, but she undressed
herself weeping and de·claring her innocence.
She was put on the rack, and, crying, declared
and repeated ·that she had heard the mass at the
church of San Fernando.
After due admo:O:ition, the cords and wheels were
drawn tighter, she screamed terribly, and begged
for mercy, but at last'confessed that she had not
heard the mass, because she had to attend to other
necessary· matters, and that this was the truth.
In accordance the following decree was made :
Whereas the crime is confessed by the aforesaid
Dona Maria de V erastegui, maiden, twenty-two
years old, it is hereby adjudged and decreed that
the said maiden be led through the streets of this
city, naked and shorn, riding on a mule, and after
her crime having been published by the public
crier she shall be led to the outer court of San
Hipolito and there at the specified place be burnt
alive. Her furniture shall be burnt, her chamber
be strewn with salt, and in the court-yard of her
house there shall be erected a "stake of disgrace,"
with the inscription of her crime as a "heretic."
This decree we make final, and order its execu•
tion.
[Signed in the City of Mexiko May 17, A.D. 1652.
DoN FRANCisco DE EsTRADA Y EscoBEDo,
Lrc. D. BARNABI DE LA HIGUERA Y AMARILLAS.
(Approved)
DoN GARCIA DE LEoN CASTILLo, Secretain.
This decree was executed May 19, 1652.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
In connection with the World's Fair and International Freethought Congress no subject can be
more interesting than the progress of Freethought
since the landing of Columbus on these shores.
The most brilliant and alluring pages of
human history arE) open before us. The greatest events and the greatest geniuses of the
world are seen in their relation to the glory of
to-day. . Only by understanding the progress of
Freethought for the last four centuries can we
understand the present time. It is a wonderful
record, more beautiful than any romance. Every
Freethinker interested in the advancement of the
race, and wishing to see the true meaning of civilization, should read this history.
I propose to show the progresR of Freethought
for the last four centuries in philosophy, science,
literature, education, and government. It will be
a book of permanent value, for it deals with the
most fruitful portion of history. I shall devote
my time from now until the meeting of the International Congress to writing this book, and the
book will conclude with a report of the Congress itself, in the best manner in which I can do
it, giving a living picture, I hope, of this great
gathering ; of those who take p!!.rt in it, the representative of our cause throughout the world. I
intend to make this book not only a correct history
of the last four centuries, but of organized Freethought to-day, and therefore it will be valuable for
z:eference. I do not mean, however, to giv a bare
abstraction of events, but to clothe them with life
and color, to show the heart and brain of humanity
in its eternal struggle for truth and liberty.
I shall issue a souvenir edition of this book in
commemoration of the International Congress. I
propose to make it in every respect a book worthy
of the cause. It will be elegantly bound. It will
contain the portraits of over fifty Freethinkers,
living and dead, who hav adorned the history of
our work. It will be a gallery of Freethought, as
well as its written record. It will be something
worthy to preserve and valuable as a gift to friends,
illustrating what Freethought has been and is
to-day.
·
I shall sell this book by subscription, and I
desire subscriptions from friends at the earliest
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possible moment. The subscriptions will be for
the benefit of the International Congress as well as
for the publication of the book. The names of all
subscribers will be enrolled in the book along with
the members and officers of the International
Congress, whether they attend the Congress
or not, and in this way in permanent form
there will be a list of the pioneer. Freethinkers
of the world. I hope everyone will feel it an
honor to be on that list, and will hasten to enroll their name. I do not mean to do things cheaply,
but generously. I want to make this one of the
best and handsomest books ever published in the
interests of Freethought. Therefore, I shall make
the price per copy $5.00. All above the cost of
publication will be for the benefit of the Freethought International Congress.
Friends, I ask you to subscribe for this book;
you will thus help to secure in permanent form the
history of Freethought in its noblest career; you
will thus put yow:self upon the roll of the pioneers
of the great cause, and you will at this important
time aid financially the Congress of the Freethinkers of the World. Address,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
TRUTH SEEKER, 28 L11fayette Place 1 New York.
The Paul Pry of the Air.
The buzzard soars as proudly as
An eagle in the air;
But then the eagle never stoops
To feast on carrion fare.
The former is a fitting type
Of certain folks we know,
Who hold theh- heads exceeding high,
Yet stoop as buzzards low.
Gettysburg, Pa., Apr. 24, 1893.M. B. S.

Figm·es fot· Liberals.
The following table is taken from the " World
Almanac" for 1893:
Whole population of the United States .......... 62,622,250
Whole number of members of the various religious bodies, unclassified...................... 20,489,697
42,132,553

It is taken for granted that the Young Men's
Christian Association anrl similar organizations do
not recruit very largely, if at all, outside of the
above religious bodies.
This is n Christian nation--made so by acts of
Congress and decisions of the United States Supreme
Court, not by the vote of the people. These figures
should show that while about one-third of the population, being religious, has succeeded in securing
such action on the part of an otherwise free country, then the remaining two-thirds who peacefully
rest under the term "unclassified " could, if they
were organized, secure far broader action and make
this truly a "land of the free."
A union of church and state, which all deplore,
even the church people when it happens to be the
state and some othei· church, already exists, and
the ·'unclassified" and people of churches. other
than the church controling the state will find, if
the old thing once gets a-going, a hotter and more
disagreeable hell right here on earth than they
ever will off in the sugar.coated ultimately. The
time to organize is now. There is work to do for
the " unclassified."

Here Is a Description of Hell.
As Mr. Benson is -the acknowledged standard
orthodox writer of Methodism, his description will
suffice for the Protestant hell. Hear him : God is
present in hell in his infinit justice and almighty
wrath as an unfathomable sea of liquid fire where
the wicked drink in everlasting torture. The presence of God in his vengeance scatters darkness and
woe through the dreary regi01~s of misery. As
heaven would be no heaven if God did not manifest
his love, so hell would be no hell if God did not
display his wrath. It is the presence of God which
givs virtue efficacy, without which there could be
no life, no sensibility, no power. God is therefore
himself present in hell to see the punishment of
those rebels against his government, that it may
be adequate to the infinitude of their guilt. His
fiery indignation kindles as his incensed fury feeds
the flame of their torments, while his presence and
operation maintains their being and renders all their
powers acutely sensible, thus setting the keenest edge
upon their pain, making it cut most intolerably
deep. He will exert all his divine attributes to
make them as wretched as the capacity of their
being will admit.
.
This is his description of hell and of its endless
duration. But it is all outside of the Bible and not
taught in it. Such a horrible doctrin is not taught
in the scripture. But the wages of sin is deathnot torment after one is dead. Can the dead be
tormented T No, never. I cannot believe it. ~
s. METZLER.
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~etters of P,riends.
Thitks It the Best Paper.
RoSLYN, WAsH., June 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for
a year's subscription for the paper I like
beRt of all. I never regretted subscribing
for it yet. I wis:tl you always success. I
think S. P. Put11am takes the cake. I remain,
Respectfuily yours in Freethought,
JOSEPH HASHKE.
For Our Congress.
FRANKLIN, PA.; July 3, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Here is $10 for benefit
of the International C' ngress to meet soon
in Chicago. And as I cannot be theretoo old-I suggest they coalesce and fraternize with all Liberals. I think a good
test would be-ali in favor of the Nine
Demands of Liberalism.
•
Respectfully,
ALEx. CooHRAN.
What He Has for Sunday Reading.
CLIMAx, MINN., June 19, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find one
year's subscription to your valuable paper.
I never skip Samuel Putnam's "News and
Notes." When I do not get that for a
Sunday reading I feel very strange and
uneasy, as if something was not right.
May Putnam liv long and enjoy good
health, and be strong mentally as long as
he livs. Wishing you success, I am,
Yours truly,
ANDREW BTEENERSoN.
Hell Better Than Heaven.
CHATHAM, July 11, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find check
fol' $10-$3 for renewal, $3 for Truth Seeker
Library, $2 to help Brother Heston pict·
ure out Bible nons!"nse, and the balance
to help along the World's Fair Congress
at Chicago. Hal ho l for the World's Fair;
the bigots hav gone to the wall. Hell has
cooled off considerably since I was a boy.
Some are now preferring it to the other
place. Since they hav got it irrigated,
trees and · grass growing, and the fire
poked up one side to cook with, it is certainly better than wearing the skin all off
your fingers playing on a harp.
Respectfully,
T. R. BuRRows.
Thinks the Pictures Deserve Gratitude.
SNoWVILLE, VA., July 10, 1893.
DEAR FRIENDs: I hope you hav helped
Heston. I regret that I cannot do so myself. He is one of the lights of our TRUTH
BEEKER. Without his pictures it would
seem bereft of one of its greatest charms
and at least one-half its effectivness. No
one can ever forget one of them. Words
spoken, penned, or printed may pass away
and be 'forgotten, but these pictures are
ineffaceable. We cannot value them too
highly as workers for Liberalism. Be
kind and helpful then to one who is doing
so much for a cause we all hav so much at
heart.
Hopefully,
AuNT ELMINA.
Were All Towns Like This, EcclesiastiCism Would Fall.
NoRTHPORT, L. I., July" 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just forwarded to
the secretary of the Freethought Federation of America a list of names, all from
this place, corresponding to the following,
for enrollment as members of the Federation; also check for the amount of their
subscription ($18. 25), I would like you to
publish the list of names and amount subscribed in your next issue, and send a copy
to all those who are not already subscribers so they may know the money has
b~en forwarded, and perhaps they may become subscribers for the paper.
DExTER K. CoLE.
Dexter K. Cole ............................... $5 00
Charles W. Call............................... 5 00
J. W. Olmsted ............................... .
Nelson L. Pidgeon.......................... 1 00
D. A. Arthur ................................. .
Joseph Eldridge ............................ ..
H. F. Valentine ............................. .
M. F. Burke ................................... .
Christian Williams ........................ .
Edwal'd E. Sammis ........................ .
J. K . .Rudyard .............................. .
John Scott.................................... . & 00
Harvey W. Bishop........................... 1 00
W. K. Benedict .............................. .
James F. Seymour .......... :.............. 0 25
Seeley Hall .................................. ..
Charles Ketcham ........................... .
A. F. Laughlin .............................. .
Charles H, Scudder ........................ 1 00
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Sold Boo:J:s on .Sunday.-Was Attacked
by a Bigot Newspaper.
GREENSBURG, PA., Apr. 19, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: On Sunday, April 9th,
Miss Voltairine de Cleyre delivereQ. a
lecture in the Jeannette Opera House
under the auspices of the Greensburg
Progressiv Liberal Union.
Subject:
"What Does Freethought Offer in Plsce
of Christianity?" A very fair audience
was present when Mr. J. G. SILith introduced the lecturer and the closest attention was paid thronghout the speech. Although the president invited criticism no
one seemed anxious to avail himself of the
opportunity and the meeting was closed
with the recitation o~ a radical poem
entitled, "The· Gods and the People."
The speaker offered a number of books
and leaflets for sale after the lecture,
which offer was taken advantage of by
many persons notwithstanding the presence of a constable, policeman, and justice
of the peace, who seemed to be rather
dazed at the open violation of the Sunday
law prohibiting sales. An idea of arresting her floated about in a nebulous condition, but it did not take form and shape,
expending itself rather in explosiv indignation the following day in thlil Jeannette
Star.
With customary disregard for
truth where Freethought is concerned, the
reporter misrepresented the lecturer
freely-all, we suppose, for the glory of
God. Through the courtesy of the editor
of the Jeannette Di•patch, however, Miss
de Cleyre was permitted to insert a correction and challenge to the Star to
debate. No reply has been forthcoming
up to date.
With beRt wishes for the good cause of
Freethonght, I am,
Yours truly,
J. P. LEASURE, Secretary.
A Favorer of Altgeld.
CHIOAGO, ILL., July 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR! Inclosed herewith is a copy
of the resolutions dratted by your correspondent and passed recently by the
Chicago Question Club in defense of Governor Altgeld's pardon of the so-called
Anarchists. They were published in the
leading Chicago papers-the Herald and
Inter- Ocean-of July 3d. After several
hours' debate thereon, the Chicago Single
Tax Club last night rejected the same resolutions on the ground, that while none of
its members individually objected to anything in the resolutions, yet the public
might construe their adoption as an indorsement of Anarchy, and thus injure
the club's reputation.
D. WEBSTER GROH.
WHEREAS, Anarchy (as commonly understood) is as infamous when practiced by
officers as by private citizens; and,
WHEREAS, The records show that police
captains, bailiffs, and judges anarchistically
violated established precedent and justice
in imprisoning those men Governor Altgeld recently released; and,
WHEREAS, For lack of argument, Governor Altgeld's critics substitute abuse and
epithet, and appeal to the anarchy of angry
opinion in 1886; and,
WHEREAs, The men now pardoned were
convicted on the ground that their words
incited the deed, even though it was never
shown who threw the bomb or how their
words influenced the throwing, or whether
the thrower ever heard or read their words;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That were the senseless clamor
against Governor Altgeld to culminate in
his assassination by some unknown crank,
each of his clamorous critics would stand
convicted out of his own mouth of complicity in the act and as deserving of imprisonment and death as were the Anarchists; and be it further
Resolved, That it is extremely significant that his critics object more to the irrefutable and damaging facts he exposes
than to his act of granting the grudged
pardon; and be it further
Resolved, That, instead of ambiguous
generalities, his critics should specifically
point Ollt some errors in his statements or
themselvs stand convicted of unfairness
and slander; and be it further
Resolved, That in braving this inevitable torrent of hotheaded abuse for the
sake of doing justice Governor Altgeld
merits thlil hearty support of all fearless
champions of justice, truth, and liberty
and all who place principle above expediency.

This is the second order I hav sent you for
this book; the :first one found ~ place
where needed most.
I would like to tell the readers of your
valuable paper about the funniest sort of a
Freethinker I ever heard of. He is an
acquaintance of mine, and the other day
he came into my office for a chat. After
we had been looking over some of the
books and pamphlets that I received from
your office, as also a few copies of THE
TRUTH BEEKER, all pleasing him immensely, when he was about to depart I
thought I would put the question to him
straight-that I had heard it stated as a
fact that he had joined the Presbyterian
church. Now, to fully· appreciate his
reply I must state that he is an outspoken
Infidel, and never misses a chance to giv a
Catholic a sharp dig in the ribs. " Oh, I
will tell you," says be, ·'how that story
came about. You see the preacher asked
me to accept the office of trustee of his
church, and I told him that if it would
help him any he might put my name down
as he desired." Just think of it, friends,
an Infiqel joining the church just to help
them along! Do you think our worthy
Putnam would hav given him that kind of
a reply? I don't exactly understand him,
and that is what appears so funny to me.
I know he has not met with a change of
heart. It must be he yearns for better
company than we poor Infidels can afford
him. I think, too, he still yearns for the
fleshpots of old. We must surely be a
devilish poor lot if they can entertain him
better than we. On the other hand, what
in the name of goodness do they want of
an Infidel trustee? Does it not seem as
though they were getting hard up for materiBl to make their officers out of to be
obliged to come over into the enemy's
camp and take one of our best (no, I will
not say best, for the -best would not stoop
to such a thing), one of our most outspoken
Infidels anJl take him under their wing
and dub him trustee? Perhaps he does
not realize or care what his friends will
think of him when they find out what he
has done. It will not be necessary to
mention his name, for a majority of your
readers would not know him, but those of
his friends who read this will readily
recognize him when I say the church is located at Blair, Wis.; and for fear he
should not borrow my copy of this paper
(should you deem this worthy of print), I
inclose ten cents for you to mail a copy
to Henry Olson, Grand Rapids, Wis., so
he can borrow a copy and learn what, at
least, one old Infidel thinks of him.
Yours very truly,
CHAs. A. EoKER.

A Divine's Foolish Notions.
TRINIDAD, CoL., July 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago I wrote you
I would send you a letter I received in the
year 1889 from a reverend gentleman and
a Presbyterian. This reverend informed
us of the sad news of Mother Berleth's
death, and said in his letter that we. all
ought to bow before God. and thank God
that he had relieved her from her sufferings. I answered him in this way, that I
did not think we need thank God for anything in regard to her case, as her case
was continual suffering for more than
three years. It took God a long time to
make up his mind to relieve her, one of
his followers for yea1·s. You can infer
about all I said in my answer to him from
this one I send you of his. Please giv it
space in your valuable paper if you can
spare the space of such a lengthy epistle.
I want all the readers of THE TRUTH
BEEKER to read this godly letter from an
intelligent divine. Adam was the youngest child, and had gone for some of the
other members of the family. Mary was
not alone. I do not see that Mary should
be obeyed in this case, as there were other
members of the family that had to be considered also. One might infer from the
reverend's letter that Adam ·had gone out
on a pleasure trip for the night. When
you hav it printed send the reverend a
copy, if you deem it proper.
Yours for Truth .and Liberty,
MRs. C. A. BERLETH.
GALVESToN, July 31, 1889.
A Recreant Freethinker Reproached.
MRS. C. A. BERLETH, Dear Friend : T
WHITEHALL, Wis., June 23, 189-3.
had promised in my last letter that I
MR. EDITOR: Herewith I send you sixty would write again in a few days, but circents, for which please send me "Men, cumstances would not permit me to fulfill
Women, and Gods," by Helen Gardener. this promis until now, and I beg your par-

don.for letting you wait t.hus long. The
expression in your letter that you hav lost
faith in the supposed divine power, because you could not hav your will, was
really a surprise to me from a professed
Christian and intelligent lady. You forget, my friend, that while the Lord's hand
is so heavy upon you he is afilicting you
not through his anger, but because he loves
you and wills your everlasting salvation,
for wJ:wm the Lord loveth he chasteneth.
You say the Lord has not answered your
prayers. You are wrong in this my
friend. I say the Lord has answered your
prayers, but not according to your wish
and desire, but according to his own will,
and his will is always the best. Why he
has not answered your prayers according
to your will is a mystery to you now, but
you will understand it after a while, and if
not here in this life you will understand it
in the world to come, aild you will bless
the Lord for it. Goa in his wisdom and
omniscience sees farther than you do, and
knows what would hav become of you and
yours if he had answered your prayers according to your own will; so he has done
according to his own foreknowledge for
your own goo,d and the good of your
family. I suppose you would act the same
with regard to your own son, according to
your own will, ae you would see best, and
not according to the will of your son.
My deal' friend, you say God is not merciful in the least; but I say he is too
merciful, else he would long ago hav sent
us to eternal destruction on account of our
sins. And who could dispute his right to
as our maker and as our father? , I often
think of this and wonder why God has
spared· me thus long. That God laid his
hand of afiliction so long on Mother Berleth is a mystery, and that Adam broke
his leg just at the time while his mother
was dying is also a mystery, but toa thoughtful mind it is clear, and shows
the goodness of God. In the first :Place,
Adam had no right whatever to leave
Mary alone with mother while she was dying, but he followed his ownlwill and inclination, would not listen to Mary, and
so he had to bear the consequences, which
though very sad may turn out to be for
his good. You may say that God might
and could hav prevented this accident, but
why did Adam not mind? Why did he not
stay with his dying mother? That m<'st
surely was not God's witl, that he should
leave his mother in such a time. God
Cl uld hav prevented him from breaking
his leg, and I suppose he would if Adam
had made use of the means by giving the
signal to the driver. From this you see,
my ftiend, we hav to look at the thing on
both sides, and not blaJJP,e God for it.
Adam broke lJis leg not because it was so
ordered in the wisdom of God, but because of his disobedience. With regard to
your dear son, I sympathize with you, and
if it is God's will that he shall get his eyesight again he will surely get it, for he is
able to giv sight to the blind. But if it is
not his will, you must think that the Lord
knows best what is good for him, and you
as the mother hav to submit patiently to
the will of th ~ Lord saying, "Thy will
be done, 0 JJord." There is even happiness in suffering and in tribulation if we
only know how to act and how to bear it,
for the Lord lays the burden upon us but
he helps to bear it, too.
·
In conclusion, I would assure you that
you did not hurt my feelings with the expressions you made in your letter. But I
feel sorry, very sorry;. and therefore beseech you for Christ's sake, and for your
own soul's sake, and for the sake of your
husband and son, to return again to the
old and only standard of faith in God and
Jesus Christ, our dear savior. Lean on
the strong arm of God, pour all your
trouble8 ont in prayer before him, pray
for strength and faith in his almighty
power and that he is willing and able to
save you. Trust in him and in him only,
and depend on his grace and mercy.
Wrestle like Jacob in prayer. Pour out
your whole heart before him, and drink
out o~ the fullness of his love, and be a
mother in Israel.
Adam is doing well so far, and is trying
to walk on crutches now and then. Mary
still carries the burd£>n-poor Mlh-yl
With kind regards to you all, I am your
sympathizing friend,
HENRY P. YoUNG,
Obituary.
LoNE Roox, July 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: It becomes my solemn
duty to inform you of the royal death of
his satanic majesty the devil. He was
broug-ht to the end of his jolly career by
one Methodist skylark by the name of
Rollins, a born-again poker sharp. · He
gave us more lies about Ingersoll and sa·
loon slang than Bible. Probably he was
afraid to dip into it very deep for fear of
Comstock. He shllol!telessly bragged in the
pulpit the last night of his burning, pick~
pocket sojourn in this vicinity that he had
retailed, curtailed, detailed, dehorned,
and dehoofed the devil, The coroner

•
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brought in a verdict of death by those
wounds. While all in the front of the
house were bellowing Amen! Hallelujah!
Glory to. Gawd! etc., I heard a still, small
voice in the rear saying: "Skin him, sir,
and wear his hide; it would fit yon like a
glove." This is the second choker gentleman we hav had in here that has had a
personal combat with the adult rawhideand-bloody-bones.
The second mentioned that he was walking along one day
meilitating, when he heard something behind him go Zip! zip! and he turned
and it was the devil. He told him in
thunder tones to get behind him, Satan,
and although he was aheady there he did
it in a trice; and consequently he had not
sinned a sin for fifteen years by the watch.
By the wav, he had a sawmill in here, and
he left us so suddenly that he owed nearly
every honPst, hard-working man in here,
besides $400 to his engineer. But then he
may not be to blame for not pay;ing them,
for he may hav gone up like Enoch and
only had time to sell the mill, which he
did. One day he preached here; it was
very warm, and he walked. He said he
got so hot that the sweat just streamed
down his back. He said he just rolled his
eyes up into space and asked God to bring
a cloud over the sun, and he did it as
quick. Then his back cooled down, and
he came tripping on down to church as
nice as
fawn. I think if there isn't a
lake or pond of some kind to put liars in it
is a great mistake in the creation. What
do yon think?
I wish you would tell my dear friend,
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, that I hav heard
from that little, narrow, contracted, pusillanimous cannibal preacher at Prinesville,
that wanted to cut her tongue out for a
fry. The last news of him was that he had
stolen some goods and had to go away Rebek~, 'skip out. I feel "kinder solemn
like" as the funeral goes by of· God's righthand bower (preachers' slang), and I say
peace to his ashes, while medihting on the
past and thinking of some of the little
kindnesses he has done the human family.
In the first place, it was he that taught
them to know whether they had a shirt on
or not, and that in itself is considerable I
expect he was thinking of Comstock; but
whether he was or not, Comstock has
come all the same, and, it seems, to stay.
Like every other curse, they stick closer
than a brother.
·r feel lonely to-day, and would like for
some of my brothers. or sisters to rise and
say somethin~ sensible and cheering, for I
am tired. to death of twaddle. Seeing
nearly all of my old neighbors and friends
going into the embrace of the old dragon
with seven heads and ten horns is very depressing, to say the least of it. And whil'e
they say I should be rejoicing over the
death of the devil with them, I keep thinking of more serious things, and say, "Bebold, a greater than he is here."
I was told I would be alone and would
be compelled to come in. Time will tell.
Is it not time for us to awake, and hold up
the hands of our noble, brave, and selfsacrificing def(mders of Libertv and
Truth, when the enemy is leaning into our
very door, saying, "No custom to any but
religions merchants, mechanics, and all
other business the same?" I hav seen
them pressing them in with all.manner of
dishonest ways, and then Brother Bop~
Them-In gave them, with his benediction,
the ad>Vice to shun their old association~
and associates. But I cannot help but forgiv them in pity for their ignorance, and
yon can tell dear old Brother Ingersoll
that while he is hating Presbyterianism I
will try to do justice to the Methodist and
Catholic religions, which are only worse
than others because they are fatter, consequently more like well-fed horses in the
morning ..
I can still hear the Lone Rock choir
singing! am so glad the devil is dead,
The devil is dead, the devil is dead,
etc.
MRs A. M. ORA wFoRD.

a

An Ingersoll University Proposed.
KEARNEY, NEB., June 17, 1893,
MR. EDITOR: As a reader of THE TRUTH.
SI!IEKER, I hav noticed with pleasure the
recent letters of two persons, who suggest
the building of a monument to that grand.
est of men, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, while
he is yet livin9, that he may see .and know

that the great throbbing heart of humanity appreciates his labors for freedom.
But I would like to suggest a plan for a
monument which has long been in my
mind, and one which I think is an improvement upon the plans of these persons, and
it is this: Let the friends of Freeth ought
unite and build ~ great college, and let
them call it Ingersoll University. Let•
there be secured the very ablest corps of
teachers that can be found, and let reason
and science reign supreme, and banish all
religions and superstitions teachings. Let
them build it, not in the cathedral-jeweled
cities of the East, where luxury, misery,
and superstition vie with each other in
strange commingling, and ~ere so many
schools already exist, but let them place it
here in the broad, free West, midway between the oceans, where the very atmosphere invites the spirit of progress, and
where it could be easily reached from all
sections of the country, and the Western
people would giv it their whole-souled support. The yonn~ men and women who
should receive their training there would
go out into the world to lead honorable
and useful lives, and prove to the world
that a firm moral character can be formed
and~'a purely secular education obtained in
a college conducted without a divinity
school attachment,chapels, Bible teaching,
and all those things which our colleges and
their clergymen professors now insist must
accompany all secular education, or it is
worse than useless. This would be a monument which would do untold good to coming generations. It would stop the sneering remarks of those who say that Infidelity has never given to the world any great
colleges or other institutions. It would be
a monument which would far surpass any
shaft of marble, because it would spread
the principles of Free thought, and thus be
a living, breathing testimonial to the great
character in whose honor it was erected.
It would bless humanity in so many ways,
while the marble shaft would stand costly,
dumb, and cold, to be gazed upon by the
few who could afford to visit the place
where it might be situated. Humanity has
been too much given in the past to this
old custom of remembering its heroes and
heroius with· marble shafts, which is, I
think, entirely consistent with the old
orthodox notions, which hav never blessed
anyone. But here is au opportunity for
Freethonght to set a common-sense and
economical example, as well as a mark of
appreciation, and show that it truly believes, with its silver-tongued advocate, in
doing good here and now, and for our
children. The Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, and all other denominations are
filling.the land with their schools, and the
inevitable divinity school attachment which
always goes with them is filling the minds
of the young people with the old orthodox
notions which years will not eradicate.
Freethought should hav a school where
its young people may go, and not be compelled to study and do those things in which
they do not believe or be ostracised.
There are millions of Freethinkers in this
land, and if each one would giv even the
small sum of $1 (many would giv a thousand times that), the Ingersoll U Illi.versity
would be an assured success. Nothing
would giv FreethQ,U.ght such an impetus
and standing. I would like to hav the
friends express their views upon it, and if
the opinions warrant it no time shonl!l be
lost in starting a subscription for it at the
World's Fair. next summer, and there is no
doubt that the money would be forthcoming.
This is a cause worthy the great army of
Freethinkers, and it is a monument worthy
of that illustrious name, Ingersoll.
V. MARCIA GoFF.

Details of a Spiritualistic Seance.
CoRNWALLIS; IDA., July 4, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: There has been so much
excitement in Garfield county, Wash.,
over Spiritualism, originating in. a certain
Mr. Hutchinson's family, that I deem it
expedient to tell what I know· of those
seances. Now, your humble servant was,
for the motiv of investigation, in constant
attendance at these meetings for three
months. I was there when they commenced. The Banner of Light has published written statements from those people, and a. more deluded lot of people it
has never been my lot to meet with before,

At the beginning the first night's meeting
was a failure. The circle was composed of
four girls, one boy, and two men, myself
being one of the number. The second
night we sat in silence from 8 P.M. untilll
P.M. before there was any manifestation,
and then it came in. gentle raps like the
sound of water falling in drops. Excitement then grew, and of course as the
seances were held every night the spirit
(so called by the poor deluded victims of
ignorance) became powerful and developed fast. In one week. after the opening
of those seanCAB the medium (which was
the, boy) could by simply touching the
table with his hand compel it to stand on
one leg and balance itself, or walk by
standing on two legs and shifting alternately one of its two legs forward, etc.
Nor was this all. The medium could receive messages from the spirit land by (as
they said) allowing the spirit to take posseBBion of his arni and hand. Of conrse
they were commands to pray, read the
Bible, go to church, etc. 'The spirit
(which was a holy one) told them that
they were surrounded by a horde of evil
spirits. whi•·h would do them harm, and
could only be dispers~d by repeating the
Lord's prayer. Of course, a code of signals was arranged between those composing the circle and their holy, snpel'natnral
visitant, who should giv the alarm when
the devonts were about to be overpowered
by his satanic majesty and minions. Of
course, these signals came very frequently;
and the way those good people were kept
repeating their prayers, and commanding
the evil ones in the name of the Lord
Jesus· to depart, would hav filled a rational observer anticipating a little fun
with the keenest delight.
Naturally, as time and the seances were
dragged forward, the presiding spirit de·
veloped tremendous power. One night in
particular I remembel'. It seems the devil
gained power as fast (and naturally enough
he should, considering the source the
power was emanating from) as the holy
spirit, and was equally anxious to demonstrate it. So the holy spirit appeared to
the medium (couldn't appear to me, yon
understand) and told him to· warn all of
UB to be prepared with firearmS and be
ready to do battle with the devil this
night, as the conflict for good or evil
would be warmly contested, and at the
peril of our lives. Of course the family
were terribly frightened. The father set
about p~.:ocnring firearms of all designs
and patterns. At dark an inventory was
taken, and the result figured up as follows: One shotgun, one of its two barrels
nseles~; one magazine Marline rifle, with
forty rounds of ammunition; two butcherknives; one double-edged dagger. Now
permit me to say right here that I should
hav gone away, but being young and full
of fun, I wanted to see them whip the
devil. Anyway, one of them came near
passing iii· his chips before the saltpeter
burning was done, as yon shall see.
Promptly at 7 P.M. the lamp was turned
down, and the guiding angel was called up
to see if the preliminaries were arranged
all right. He answered in the affi:::mativ.
Then the women were placed in the corner and the table was drawn in front of
them; the old man took his stand to the
left of the table facing the stairway
(where the devil and his backers, it was
said, would appear), and armed with the
lamp and two carving-knives.
I came
next. I was placed on the table and
armed with the Marline repeating rifle.
Perry, the. boy medium, came next, and
was on my right, armed with the shotgun.
The guns were loaded and primed. Then
the lamp was turned down, and to Perry
was left the task of espionage on the devil
when he shonl<lappear. Soon he screamed,
"There he is! .l!'m;!" Suiting the action
to the word, he banged away. I began
pumping lead into that ill-conditioned
corner by the st"irway at a rate that
threatened to annibilate the devil and the
house as well. Oh, my, how hot that gunbarrel grew! How I longed to drop it and
seize my handkerchief and brush from
my eyes the tears wllich the luminous
perdition that was flying from my gunbarrel drew there. To tdl the truth, the
devil who was armed and sitting at my
left hand was the one I felt afraid of.
Well, this was the r6le, until suddenly
we were short of ammunition, Then a

new tel'ror presented itself. What with
the devil' a power undiminished could he.
not do when we had no lead to fire into
him? • The good spirit was again called on
for advice. It said to fight to the last;
when our guns failed we were to fight with
knives. So we did, Perry always heralding the presence of the devil with the cry,
"There he is!" Never in my life had I
seen people more terror-stricken. Finally
I had to lay aside my gun for the dagger,
before mentioned, and resumed my place.
Again the light was turned down. Soon
Perry, with a cry of terror, announced
his satanic majesty. Now mind yon, up
to this time I had seen nothing supernatural. Suddenly, with Perry's cry of
"There he is!" I thought I caught sight of
the source of all the trouble moving just
ahead and right in front of me, never
having noticed the head of the house on
my left leaving his seat. Now here was
my chance-whip the devil, carve him all
up, and I would reap fame undying forever. Moreover, four girls, if he triumphed, were in his power. Now for it,
[ took one step forward, followed by a
vicious lunge, and my knife was buried in
a very material devil, who cried: "Turn
up the light, quick! I am a dead mancome to me, wife, I'm dying! I knew it
ivonld be thus-the devil has killed me.
Oh, loo~ out for him! Oh, how I wish I
had lived a Christian man!" His family
flocked around him, uttering lamentations
and heaping execrations on the devil. I
meanwhile had been st~tnding by, a mute
and paralyzed witness. Now I recovered
somewhat, and stepping to the wounded
man's side began to examin him to find
the extent of his injuries. •' I'm a dead
man!" he exclaimed. "Be quiet," I said;
"the devil used rather strong argument,
Yon are doubtless hurt, ·but not fatally. He
has struck your arm with his spear, I presume. Yon are only hurt in the arm and
will get along all right."
Tying a bandage on his arm, I left the
house, and nev<.lr attended another seance.
Now, gentle reader, what is your opinion? Here was this family who accepted
the teachings of the supernatural, which
existed only in their brains (if they had
any), in place of common sense, and they
to-day believe honestly they talked with
heavenly visitants and fought devils; that
the devil came near killing one of their
nnmh)r. Why, it's ridiculous.
I can and will explod& and explain
Spiritualism. For imtance, some months
after the events which transpired and are
herein explained, I happened one day to
meet the youngster who acted as medium
in the foregoing. I inquired how they were
getting along with the spirits. He told
me that so much time elapsed since they
had a circle that the spirits had lost their
power, and he could hav no manifestation from them any more. I invited him
to my room, where I had an electric battery. I had him put his hands on a table
to call the unearthly visitants, but he
failed. Next for my experiment. I dampened the wires of my battery, and persuaded him to take hold. I gave him an
unmerciful shock, and kept it up until
pity forced me to desist. Then I caused
him to once more place his hands on the
table, when all the maneuvers of rappings,
t~ble-tippings, and spiritual manifestations
were gone through to my satisfac~io:ra.
Now here we are. Doesn't this prove to
any rational and thinking mind that Spirit.
nalism is a farce? Doesn't the experiment
prove conclnsivly what all the spiritual
manifestations emanate from? A medium
may be compared to a dry sponge. Dip
the sponge in dampness or water, and the
dampness will be absorbed by the sponge,
for there is nothing in it of its own. J nat
so with the medium, for he is like the
sponge. Possessing nothing in his own
individual right, he obsorbs what electricity or· magnetism comes his way from
the persons sitting with him around the
table holding the seance, and, of course,
as he is overcharged with the surplus
electricity, it is emitted from his fingertips at will.
I could go more fully into details to explaiit, but don't think it necessary, for all
who are willing to think for themselvs
will literally scout •uperstition. If this is
answered I will be ready with a reply.
JAMES W. Fos·.rER, JUN.

/
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he hurt! And now I felt myself jerked
upward. An iron was entering and tearing my flesh. I was out of the water. I
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall was grasped by the rude hand of my camp
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- companion, the iron was torn from my
tions for this Corner should be sent.
mouth, and I was carelessly thrown among
other writhing inhabitants of the water.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
I felt that I was suffocating. Oh, how I
When the night is beginning to lower,
suffered! I felt readv to burst. I gasped,
Comes a pause in the day's oconr.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
I struggled, and then all was dark. Then
I heard my companion's voice: "Say,
Mack, I'm leaving you way behind. I'm
The Robin's Complaint.
having great luck and such heauties, too!''
I remember once a robin,
Whose breast was very red;
WALTER W. CLARK.
Close within a cage they kept him,
Worcester, Mass.

(3 l:z.iZdren' s

And this is what he said:
" Far off in a distant greenwood,
My brother's flying free;
And I know he's very lonely
While flying without me.
" True, my cage is gaily painted,
And bright as it can be;
Yet, oh, how I miss the sunlight
That dances on the lea.
'" I cannot behold the morning
Climb up behind the hill, .
Nor the silver moon a-shining
Through tree-tops, calm and still.
" I am pining for the woodland,
For fronded fern and flowers,
For the daisies and the grasses,
Aglow with summer showers.
"0 my mistress dear, hav pity
On robin in his cage;
If you'll free me, I will love yon
Till I am white with age."
S.H.W.

A. Fish Story.
It was vacation.

The weather was hot
and sultry during the day, but cool and
comfortable after sundown. Camp life
was glorious. Some new sport was always
presenting itself, and for me there was a
perfect round of novelties.
The night
was magnificent. There was no moon,
but there was not a cloud and not a breeze.
Quiet reigned supreme, save for an occasional noise from the forest; noises which
were hard to place and which formed excellent food for the imagination.
My companion, who was an old camper,
was collecting the necessary traps preparatory to a midnight fishing excursion.
When all was ready we pushed off silently
and rowed up the stream, gently plowing
the dark, still waters. Then the sport began. I was successful from the start,
and pulled in the shining beauties at a
rate that surprised my companion. And
then my luck changed. For an hour I
got never a bite. It was exasperating. I
fumed and boiled, all to no purpose, and
then I became thoughtful.
I reviewed the sufferings, the dying
agonies, of fishes that I had lured from
their quiet, peaceful home beneath the
rippling wave. I thought, " Supposing
some ethereal monster let down among
a crowd of gold-hunting men a treasure which concealed a vicious hook.
And when the greedy men had seized the
prize, the hook tore into their tender
flesh, tore open the cells where flowed
their life-blood, and then the monster
jerked them high in air; up, up, to where
the atmosphere was too rare to support
human life; and then rudely tore the hook
irom their quivering flesh and cast them
aside to die. "
I was blaming my own thoughtless
cruelty and the thoughtless cruelty of all
the world. Supposing I were a fish! At
the thought a feeling of litheness and
grace took possession of me. I felt happily contented and "at home." And yes,
surely it must be, I was in the water. And
now I was gliding here and there among
the rocks and shallows. It was delightfully cool and quiet. And now some fish
came swimming by, gamboling and playing like a lot of rollicking kittens. I began
to play and gambol with them, and surely
I w11.s one of them. It was explained: I
was a fish! I congratulated myself on the
transformation. What a wild, . glorious
life; free from care and worry, free from
all the ups and downs of human life!
·
But suddenly I became hungry and began to look about for something to eat. As
I became more hungry my t .ste grew less
fastidious. I became ready to eat anything digestible. Finally I espied a worm
floating in the water. Worms had always
been more or less repulsiv to me, but I
realized my changed condition and realized that I was hungry. I made a dash
for the worm. I had him now-but how

'

has a piece of the rope which hanged Frank
Almy. He is going to giv me a small
piece of it for a relic of that crime. He
was saying he was going to hav it mounted
in silver and gold. I will save a piece of
the rope for a relic for you if you want it.
I will hav to go through Boston on ml.
way home. I will call in the society s
office if you say so. I don't expect to go
home until Labor Day, or maybe the
week before.
I like this place better·than Fall River
now. I am in bed almost every night at 9
o'clock or 8:30, up at 4:30 in the morning,
and am in the best of health. I hav
stopped using tobacco ar:d don't smoke.
Excuse me for writing with lead pencil,
as it is raining outside very hard and it is
a good way t<~~t the store for ink. I had
Notice.
some, but not enough to write a letter
The editor ot the Corner is rece1vmg with.
Hoping to find you in good health, I
many letters of inquiry regarding accom- remain,
Yours truly,
moda~ons at the WorlU's Fair. She can
JAMES H. MEEHAN.
not answer all these inquiries without
ATomsoN, RAN., June 4, 1893.
taking too much time, and she takes this
Miss SusAN WIXoN, Esteemed Friend:
method to say that the Santa Maria ought
affords me more pleasure than to
to bo reliable, as its proprietor, Mr. Good- Nothing
spend my leisure moments in a chat with
win, is a Liberal. This hotel is close to you and the readers of our interesting and
the. Fair grounds. Another hotel kept by attractiv little Corner in the grand old
a broad-minded man and well recom- TRUTH SEEKER. It has been a long time
mended is the Louisiana, located at since I hav had this blessed opportunity
to pressing duties that hav devolved
Seventy-first street and Siepp avenue, owing
upon me in the routine of my newspaper's
only two blocks away from the Fair work.
grounds. Everything first-class and modThis is one of' the dreariest Sundays I
erate prices.
Address C. A. Power, hav ever experienced in Kansas. A terriagent, for terms. .i.f everything is as ·ble rain and wind storm visited this section last night, and it has not yet abated.
advertised, which there is no reason to The
rain has descended in torrents all
doubt, visitors will find good accommoda- day, and the streets look more like rivers
tions at this commodious hotel.
than public thoroughfares.
I intended to spend to-day at Sugar
lake with a party of friends, but could not
Correspondence.
go on account of the inclement weather. I
am well enough satisfied, however1 for it
WESTMINSTER, CAL., June 19, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : This is my first has afforded me an opportunity of cnatting
letter to the Children's Corner. Mamma with my Corner friends once more. Sugar
takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and we all like lake, by the way, is a beautiful little sheet
it very much. We hav taken THE TRUTH of water opposit Atchison on the Missouri
SEEKER for ten years, We hav lived in side of the river. It is a great pleasure
California for five years. We came here resort, and a great many people visit the
on the account of papa's health. He died place and indulge in fishing, boat-riding,
two years ago. I am ten years old. I hav and picnicking.
I suppose Miss Wixon and a great many
been going to school. It stopped on May
4th. We liv five miles from the Pacific of the Cornerites will visit the World's
coast. We go there quite often. I spend Fair. I am thinking of visiting the Fair
my day bathing and playing and gather- 'before it closes, and if I do I hope to meet
ing shells. There are not many Free- a great many of ruy Freethought friends.
thinkers around here. I will close for Mr. Putnam's letters on the Fair are very
fear of my letter being too long. I re- interesting. I notice he makes mention of
the Kansas exhibit in his last letter.
main your little friend and Freethinker,
We hav a goodly number of radical
LILLm B. GALLUP.
[A good letter for the first. May it not Freethinkers in Atchison and vicinity. S.
C. Moxcey is one of the number, who is
be the last.-ED. C. C.]
not afraid to speak his honest thoughts.
Mr. Moxcey is a gentleman of more than
WoRCESTER, MAss., Ju'le 14, 1893.
ordinary intelligence, and he is thoroughly
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Some time has passed posted
on all subjects pertaining to resince my last letter, but I take this opportunity, on the first day of vacation, to ligion. He is a Freethinker of the most
write and inclose one of my latest lucubra- ultra school, and is willing to help the
cause in this city. Mr. Moxcey has an intions.
We hav had a number of liberal• lect- telligent family, all of whom hold to Libures here this winter and hav brought eral views. His son, Thomas A., is a
out good audiences. This fall we intend promising young lawyer. W. R :Uoyd,
to go into the work in earnest, and hav a the popular merchant tailor, is an enthusiastic believer in the doctrin of Freelecture every Sunday evening.
The Congress and registration schemes thought, and is unswerving in his advocacy
are first-class, and should· be pushed. The of those principles. Capt. J. K. Fisher,
future liberty of the country depends much S. C. King, the banker; Prof. Louis Stapon the young Liberals, and in union there per, the musician; Hou. Joseph McCully,
is strength. We should know each other H. C. Solomon, the lawyer; and other
and exchange ideas. I will correspond prominent citizens hold to broad, Liberal
views. A great many of the young men
with a few of the Cornerites.
hav also thrown off the shackles of superYours for Freethought,
stition and stepped proudly out into the
WALTER W. CLARK.
bright sunlight of universal mental
P. S.-My address is 45 Park street.
liberty. Conspicuous among these are
[Walter is among our best friends and Frank Oliphant, whos':l young and activ
correspondents. It is always a pleasure to mind is always delving into the depths
hear from him.-ED. C. C.]
of philosophical thought; Ernest Griffin,
whose reasoning qualities hav caused him
FROM A WEAVER, AND A PROMISING YOUNG to reject the religion of myth and miracle,
and many other bright young men who
MAN.·
stand in our midst as living examples of
~Ew MARKET,~- H., June 24, 1893.
DEAR FRIEND: I thought after receiving that divine faith, the religion of humanity.
so much kindness from your hands I Henry Myers and Henry Bender, livir·g
would write and let you know how I am north of town, are both activ. l!'reethinkgetting along. I arrived in this place ers. They are both old readers of THE
about 3 P.M. the next day after Ileft your TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Bender is very aged,
house. There was a big crowd of weavers being one of the oldest- settlers of this sec-twenty-six altogether. There was a tion. He says he intends to devote his rehalf-barrel of beer in the place where I maining days to Freethought work. He
lived. The first pay they got they all put carries a copy of Watson Heston's Bible
in for it. I was called a "scab" when .I Picture Book everywhere he goes. Mr.
said I would not put in for it with them; Myers is one of the prominent farmers of
so I left the house and am now living in a this section, and he is an intelligent, well.
private boarding-house. I earn about $9 read man.
I must conclude my letter, as I hav
or $10 a week on six looms of big sheeting
goods; it is as fine as silk. I pay $3 for nothing more to write about at present.
With best wishes to Miss Wixon and the
board. I will get a new suit of clothes
this w~ek if nothing happens. I am going friends of the Corner, I remain,
Fraternally,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
to save up for father and sister after that.
[Our scientific friend George has always
This is a nice jolly town after you get
known to the people and they see you are something good to say. We count him a
trying to get along.
bright jewel in the scientific and FreeWhen my badge comes I will make my thought world, and prophesy for him a
first appearance with the temperance
·society here, which I joined last week. distinguished career.-ED. C. C.]
We expect to parade in Exeter Fourth of
CHOLERA, DIPH'I'HERIA, Dysentery,
Ju_!y with the college students there.
They found out I knew Lizzie Borden Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
in Fall River, so I had to tell all I knew Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 1,441 South
about her. There is a man out here who Twelfth s treat, Denver, Col.
20t28

Fine Hand-Made Violins.
Made· strictly on scientific principles. Best in
the World for the Money. Fine Wood, Tools, and
Trimmings for Violin-Makers. Also Old and
New Violins Repaired and Regraduated at
reason•ble prices. Square aealing. Address
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.

8%
··

4t28

~GUARANTEED ~:/ i~t

Q Company is offered at par. Suitable
O tor large and small investments.
~Full information furnished by W. E.
ti}LOWN, !lllls Building, New York.

0

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Nove/.

Preface by R.· 6•. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother Who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair education 1 and
much courall"e, to make t eir way througn the
world by going to Chicago. '!he author is also·
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whateVEr he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition for Children and Yont . The Onl~ Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
t 1 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Truth Seeker Library.

The World's Sages, Thinke~s, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
· philosophers (who were not Christians), from
the time of Menu to the Present. By D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Inclndin_g The Age of Reason, Examination of
PropheCies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 p~_ges, Bvo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Ambarley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Pre.41lier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $8.

Tohe Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a fu:Il ac-

count of all the _gods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgin Mary 1 and the
Bible. 835 pages Bvo. vol. II descrioes fully
all religions systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying_ 372..I>Rg~s, being fully_gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by express\ one dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eacn.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Heier'\ H. Gardel'\er'.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, antl
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
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Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

JOHN E.

• A Libers.lliving in 1\fiohigan said once that he wou!.d give $25 a
to have the Oriwes of Preachers recorded, 11.8 the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little vs.lue Christianity•
possesses to make men moral.
· We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the boolr doine this
The additions for this new edition of ihe
~
~r

REMSBURG'S

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of ministeris.l conduct. While those in pree
vious editwns bhow that within a. iew years about

1300 JllNISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo•t of the crimes
a.re against women, for the fair sex are at once tho weakuess and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy.
•. Notwithstanding 1he many •.dditional pages, we havo kept the
price the same, 25 cents. Bend for u. copy, and confound the church- illliltiJII-~31
men. Show them JUst what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
olo.seq the.Wor)d's ~alr .on ~unday. because it is GO holy a day tha.t to look upon m•w11.m13 r•
pamtiugs 1n th1s penod 1s "1mmoril.l."

WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

"'

Was He A Christian?

· For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelmmg, and which must pnt this question
at rest forever. In additio•t to the testimony of twenty wnnesses who claim that Lincoln wa.s
a Christian, and which is reviewed and refuted, ne adduces the testimoJ!Y of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. 'l'hese witnesses include
~is wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of his most intim~te friends.

Address

THE TRUTJI SEEKElt C0Jl1'A.I><'i.

REDUCTION IN PRICE_ OF A GREAT BOOt

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

With the eighth editJ'OII fill

As a Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Amon{t the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Criminal StatistiCs,_showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the uhurch and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the Cb.urch and the Antislavery Reform;, the Woman's
Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cents
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Mm·a'ls.

Win wood Reade's "Marty,..

[dam

of Man:· the cost ol

!production has been les•

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

I

Scripture; Falsehood and Deception·· Chea.tin{t; Theft and Robber:y_; Adultery and Prostituti-on; Murder; Wars of Co1!<J.uest and Extermmation_;. Despotism; Intolerance ani!. Persecution; Injustice to Woman· Unkindness to Children; uruelty to AD.imals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism:.Blavery; Wftchcraft· Pol:ygamy; I}ltemperance; Pove.rty and Vagr!l-ncy; Ignorance and ldwcx; Obscenity. Prlce, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 cop1es, $1. Spec1al d1scount
on larger quant1t1es.

sened so that we can redutJt

'the price frorn $1.76

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work

ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. The
question is discussed under the following heads: Ori_gin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exa.mination of Sunday Arguments;
Origin of the Christian Bal:ibath\_ Testimony of the Christian Fathers; the Sabbath durin!!'
the Middle Ages; the Puritan Baobath.,;. Testimony of Christian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday lhaws. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

:Image Breaker."' Six Lecflures:

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading ti;aits of his .character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
aSI!El_rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sense," "American Crisis," "Rights
of Man," and •· Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more than
one hundred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly joF this
work. Second edition. 160 pa&'es, printed on fine tintediJaper, neatly bound, and contammg a
handsome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.
An

address delivered in P~ine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers's Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

For all the above works address

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal Bale for 10 heretio!tl a workbseoond only to Helen Gardener.

Decline of .Faith: ProteBtant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

" Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the peouni&I·y enefit of it. The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
.La a very interestingly pictured S)'llopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone
-its JUartyr~om-in 1ts rise to its pr11sent plane. It shows how Wru: and Religion have been oppres.

live factors 1n man's struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, dcscrib6s hla
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the preBent, adding an outliuo of what;
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Maoedonians, Alexandria, *he
.1:\.. 0 Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Homan Africa, the Arabs.

W 'R

The Natural Histm·y of Religion, the Israelites, tho Jews, tho Prophets,
Oharacter of !
1 the. Chris tians Arabia, 1\fegca,_, Character .of MohamRELIGION • med,
Descriptwn or Afnca, the Monammedans m uentml Af'rl.ca.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the Castle, the Town,
Church, Venice, Arab S_pain, the
DiscovercrH., tho Slave 1'rade.
LIBERTY• Abolition
in Europe, Abolit10n in A.meriCa,lhaterials of human History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of lVIan and Early Histou.
of Universal HiRtory, The Futu.pe of the Human Race, The
INTELLECT.sul!lmary
Religion of Reason and Love.
esu~

1

$b&

l'ortu,;:uese~

Superstition in All Ages~

THE

,

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.

to

Price reduced from $1.73 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
98 Lafayette place, ·New York.

IssUES oF 1891.-$3.

Price.
Truth Beeker Annual,_1891 ..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and l:tods. Helen H. Gardener,.....................................
50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated ... :.................................
25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben·
25
nett ...................................... .
Christ; an Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 20
10
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... .
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 40
BabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............
25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.......................................
25
The Hi!fher Criticism in Theology and Religwn. T. E. Longshore.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

The Agnostic Annual WAS CHRIST

~

A

Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.

Falseness
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25
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40
10
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25
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15
25

15

L K. Washburn's Works.

40
30

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

10

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

15
50

the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

25

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

40
50

a miniAter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,

or trying to induce the Deity to under~ake a
crusade of one against the Oolora.do b'&tle !"
Price, 10 cent2.

25

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a FacU

15
THE 'fBUTH BEEltEB, ••• ••·•· • .. ....
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsburg. ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
50
Durm~J the year other standard Freethought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
.
Bingle numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa:vette Place, New York.
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lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.
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Thomas Paine · Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll...............................
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob- Hartmann.....................................
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Resurrection of Jesus.........................
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell......
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. 8. P. Putnam.
. .. .
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor of

Su~ernatural

Pr
l<oed. Pa.-

10
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By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

OONTENTB:

A judicial consideration of the question1and the
The Moral Sanction Leslie Stephen; Reverent
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RELIGION A CuRsE, RELIGION A DIB:E)ASE,
RELIGION A Lm. By S. P. Putnam.
This is the strongest and most powerful
argument ·against religion that can be
possibly conceived of.
How anyone can dispassionately read it,
and still believe religion ever was, is, or
can be a blessin~, I cannot imagin.
Every Liberal should own, study, and
lend the book to all who will read it.
It not only proves its case. but proves
it so emphatically, that religion has no leg
left. to stand upon.
It is strong, poetic, powerful, and passionately in earr est. It is Putnam all
over, and is really the best of all the good
things he has yet written.
Even its scathing denunciations of the
world's greatest enemy (religion) you feel
to be almost too mild to do justice to the
subject.
He makes religion so hateful 'Ye ~ong t_o
crush it into the ground and ehmmat.e It
from the race, and this one book would do
it could it but be carefnlly and universally
read.
ELMINA.
THE NOTICE IRONICAL.
Samuel P. Putnam has written a treatis
to prove that relig10n is a curse, a disease,
and a lie. "It is woe-working," a-rgues
the author. "It is merely like taking an
opiate. It weakens, while it cures not the
ills of life. It is a de~perate resort. It
heals not the wound. It sends the poison
deepPr in. We must confront reality and
make the best of it. By courage we can
win something of happiness from our dark
surroundings. Only, however, by sticking to th·· truth. If we ~bandon trn~h we
are lost indeed." All this valuable mformation is published by the Truth Seeker
Company. -New York World.
N 0 BEGINNING; OR, THE FUNDAMENTAL F ALLACY. A Common-sense Exposure of
the Error in the Reasoning upon Which
is Based tbe Belief in a Creation or First
Cause of Things. By Wm. H. Maple.
Chicae"o: Chas. H. Kerr & Co. Cloth,
pp. 166, pnce $1.
Our readers know that we think the disproving of a god a very important th~ng.
We think, as they are aware, that while a
great mass of the people doubt the Christian God and Bible, they still believe in a
god of some kind or other, and thus are
disposed to l~>tChristian procedures go on,
reflecting that the god would better be
worshiped under such mistaken forms than
under none at all.
While Infidels are
many, Atheists are few; and only the
Atheists, as a general rnle, make a good
fight against the church. It may be imagined by <?nr rea~ers, then, _wit~ what
delight we discover m any pubhcat10n assaults upon the dogma of the existence of
God which are forcible and effectiv. It
is with this delight that we examin the
book, ''No Beginning." This volume discusses the question of a creator with such
plainness of wording that even the unlearned can understand; and approaches
it from so very many different directions
that it is one of the most comprehensiv and
conclnsiv works on the subject that we remember seeing.
Before the author takes hold of his main
point, he clears the way by di~posing of a
number of snbordmate matters. All of
these he handles very wisely. We can giv
an idea of them by transcribing the titles
of the first four chapters~s follows:
I. Character of the work-Somewhat
Personal-The Faith of the Skeptic-No
Unknowable-B ..ing Needs no ApologySource of Knowledge-Need of Toleration-Other Thoughts.
II. Reason Leads to Truth-Conscious·
ness Not a TTnth-determining FacultyTo Know is a Property of Man's Organism-Nature Givs no Reason for Her
Actions.
III. Definition of Truth-The Crowning Glory of Man-A Duty to ReasonCommonplace Facts.
IV. The Question to be DiscussedNeed of Fai1h in Man-Faith in Facts
is Easy- Monstrous Doctrins -Reason,
Alone, Deals with Cause and Effect-Instinct Ki:wws Nothing About the Causes
of Things.
Presently the writer comes to his real
theme-that there was ''No Beginning,"
and hence no manlike creator to produce
one. He says:
" Theolo ians answer the question,
Whence came the universe? by saying that
at some very remote, but ind":fi.nit time in
the past, the substance of all things that are
now were spoken into existence-created
out of nothing-by the fiat of an et~>rnal
and self-existent personal deity." This he
denies, and against it enters the following
piece of reas ning:
"FIRST ARGUMENT.
1 ' First, ~·omethiniJ is.
This is the :lir!lt

"Therefore, a cause being neither
fact. It is more certain than any axiom
or demonstration. It is the foundation of greater nor less than its effect must be
all logic and all thought.
equal to it, and we hav:
" CAUSEB=TIIEIR EFFECTS, AND EFFECTS
"In this absolute certainty 'we liv, move,
=;=TIIEIR CAUSEs.
and hav our being.'
"Now, letA represent a given effect, and
"Second. Something was. 'Every particular thing or event has a cause,' is uni- B its cause; we hav then A=B; and if C
versally admitted to be a truth. It is a represents the cause of B it must equal B,
primitiv and necessary jnde-ment of the and we hav: A=B=C; and by continuing
mind. An equivalent of this is, present this process, however far into the past, we
events hav causes; and this is, in turn, find a limitless succession of equivalent
equivalent to the statement, something causes and effects.
" It is therefore an absolute and neceswas in time past. And hence, if the proposition ' something is' is the first fact, sary conclusion that no effect can be found
As without a sufficient and equivalent cause.
' something was' is the second.
"It is also an irresistible conclnsion that
'something is' underlies all thought,
' something was' is one of the first prod- every cause is also an effect, and if so no
ucts of thought; and it is just as abso- 'first cause' can exist. because a first
lutely certain that something was in the canse cannot likewise be an effect."
This author, we said, turns his theme
past as it is certain that BQmething is now.
about and views it in a great number of
Therefore,
aspects. So he doe'l not rest here, but in
''SOl'.fETHING IB=SOMETHING WAS.
"Third. There was always somethir>g. his next chapter givs us ' Other and
We hav found that something existed in Shorter Mental Prot,esses Leading to the
time past. If somethin~ was yesterday or Same Conclusion.' · Of these flhorter rea·
a thousand years ago, or a million years sonings we will giv two. The :first. is:
ago, that somethin~ or event had a cause;
"Either it is true that there was always
because 'every Particnlar thing or event something, or there was a time. when
has a cause,' and this judgment must ap- nothing existed. and all things hav come
ply to things or events existing at any from nothing. We cannot conceive of tbe
conceivable time in the past-not being latter, Ro the former statement must be
limited to things or events existing at any true; and if there was alwavs anything,
part.icnlar time, but being a universal . there could not hav been a first cause ·of
truth.
things."
The other of these equivalent reasonings
" Again, thll!'e was always something or
else there was a time when nothing ex- is:
isted. But the latter cannot be, for in
"Something is; and it is only necessary
such a case, as Paley and other natural to continue the ~truth of this proposition
theologians admit, 'that condition must inde:fi.nitly into the past-look upon It as
hav continued; the universal blank must a general or eternal truth-to make it
hav remained.' The mind cannot con- synonymons with the statement: there was
And if there was
ceive of something coming from nothing. always something.
always something, there never was a
'' Therefore,
.
''SoMETHING IB=SOMETHING WAS=
first cause."
THERE WAS AJ,WAYS SOMETHING.
Not halting here, the author, in his deOr, SoMETHING Is= TIIERE wAs ALWAYs sire to hav the reader understand the argnment with perfect clearness, recasts it
SOMETHING.
"Fourth. All things in some form or into another form. In his eighth chapter,
in sub11tance alwayfl were. We hav seen headed "The Formal ATgnments Conthat we cannot conceive of anythine- exist- den sed," he starts over again and says:
ing without a cause-of something coming
"And now, for fear the reader may lose
f·om or out of nothing-and that, there- his bearings by not having in mind exfore, there was always some thing or actly how the argument standR, let the
foregoing reasoning be condensed, as it
thin~s in existence.
.
"Now, if there was always of necessity may be in substance, into the following
some thing or things, the substance of
"SYLLOGISM:
other and all things always existed; for to "Major premis,
admit that any one thing could come from
"No uncaused thing or event ever exnothing is to surrender the whole argn-·
isted;
ment, and to assert the very oppoBit of our ''Minor premis.
premia, 'all things hav causes.'
"A First cause, if it ever existed, was
•' If each particular thin~ or event has a
an uncaused thing or event;
,
cause, all particular things and events hav " Conclusion, ·
"Therefore, no first cause ever existed.
causes.
"The foundation of thejndgment, every
" Is there any escape from this argnparticular event or thing has a cause, is ment? Let me see. If the premises are
tbe impossibility of conceiving of some- admitted to be true, there is, of course, no
thing coming from nothing. Now, if way of avoiding the conclusion.
some of the things that are, always in es" And what rational objection can there
sence were, all must hav always been, or a be raised to the premises?
part hav come from nothing; and this can
" The writer sees none. As to the first
premia, this cannot reasonably be disnot be.
"Therefore, logically, we are forced to pnted from the fact, as hss been shown,
cooclnde that all things in some form al- that it is upon this primary judgment of
ways existed, and our equation can be ex- the intellect that rest all inquiries as to
tended as follows:
the causes of thihgs.
'' SoMETffiNG IS=SOMETHING WAS=SOME"It is clear that the mind cannot admit
TmNG ALWAYS WAS=ALu THINGS 1N BUB- that even O?te tking can exist with_ont a
STANCE ALWAYS WERE.
cause, as this would destroy the reality of
"Or, SoMETHING IS= .ALL THINGS IN suB- the quality of causation and undermine all
STANCE ALWAYS WERE.
reasoning on th11 question.
''And from this mathematical statement
"As to the second premia, as stated, no
ii becomes clear that it is just as certain that one will fail to see the certainty of the
all things in substance always were as it is statement that a first ca_use is uncaused;
certain that something now is.
so that there only remams that portion
•~conclusion: All things that now are, which declares a first cause to be a thing
having always in essence existed, causes or event.
always existed; and there cannot hav been
· "Does the reader ~onbt the truth. of
a ' first cause.'
this part of the prem1s? If so, on what
"SECOND ARGUMENT.
ground?
'' We seek for causes of things only be''Will he claim 'that he believes in a
cause observation and experience hav personal intelligence who was self existent,
taught us that particular things hav nncreated. and who, in his own good time,
causes, and because o! our inability to spok~.J all things (other thp.n Himself) into
conceive of something coming from noth- being; and that he denies that such pering.
sonality was a 'thing' or 'event' in the
''To admit, therefore. that there was a sense in which those words are used in the
first cause is to admit that one thing ex- premises?
isted wit::wnt a cause, because a first cause
''The writer·insists that this is the only
must hav been uncaused. Cle"arly, if it way by which even an attempt can be
was caused it could not be the first cause. made to escape the full force of the syl" It is, therefore, absolutely imposside logism. And if this objection is made, the
to reason, from the premia, 'things hav writer repeats the above inquiry: On what
causes,' to a first cause.
grounds?
" And as this is the only premia there is
"Why is not the 'first cause' yon hav
on which to base any process of reasoning thought to be a reality, a thing?
on the question, it is clear that the doctrin
"As has been statPd elsewhere, natural
of a first cause cannot be defended by hu- theologians generally admit that the perman reason-by any process of ratiocina- sonal ·~reator,' ~hat they insis~ was a first
tion- and is, therefore, not a rational cause, IB somethmg. They claim that he
doctrin.
·
is a reality; the most real, in fact, of all
''THIRD ARGUMENT.
things."
" As something cannot come from nothThe sncceedingcha.pter carriestheheading, and everything has a cause, it is evi- ing: "The Term 'Beoinning' is Generdent that that cause must be a whole and ally Used Only as a Matter. ~f Convenisufficient cause.
ence.-Moses Does Not Positivly Affirm
''Therefore, the cause cannot be less in a Beginning.-Some Queries.'' In this
potency or energy than the effect, Let us chapter, one remark is:
" If no particular thing has a beginning
see if it can be greater. It is one of the
recent discoveries of science- and con- so far as we know, except in an imperfect
formable to reason-that neither matter sense-a sense adopted by the mind as a
nor force can be destroyed or lost If this matter of conveniPnce-whyshonld we exis true, it follows that the ranse cannot be pect to find, logicall;y;, a beginning for the
greater than its effect; for, otherwise, a aggregate of things?'
In the next chapter the writer turns from
part of the energy of the cause would hav
the negativ to the positiv aspect of thinge,
beenl ost,

I From a denier he changes to an affirmer.
He sets forth the fundamental doctrins of
our modern science on the inmost character of the universe. The Chapter heading
is: "Eternity of Matter, :Force, and Phenomena.-New Heavens and New Earths.
-Thought Produced by Matter in Motion." HeTe the author assails, first, the
notion of the average person that rest is
the natural condition of the bodies he sees
about him, and that their motions, whenever they occnr,are exceptional and ag-ainst
the disposition of those bodies, and hence
caused by foreign and extra-no.tnralagents.
This, explains the writer, is not so. Motion
is as natural as rest. It is just as much a
truth of philosophy that a particular body
of matter when in motion will forever remain in motion unless stopped by some
force outside itself, as it is that a body
once at rest will always remain so nnle~s
put in moiion by an extraneous force.
The prevalent idea that the natural condition of matter is that of rest doubtless
came from the fact that, owing to the attraction of the earth, most bodies on its
surface are held permanently in one place;
and to a great extent in this local sense the
idea is a true one. But it is only true in a
local and relativ view of things; for, generally speaking, it is as true, that when a
body is still, it is because it is held in
place, as it is true that when a body is in
motion it is because it has been moved. In
emphasizine-, however, the naturalness of
motion, it should be said, that in the above
statement of the prope>ty of inertia in
matter, no regard is had. to what is called
its chemical action. The'particles of matter making up a body are moved by inherent forces-the atoms attracting or repalling each other as conditions change;
and so universal is this disposition of
atoms to activity, that it is truthfully said
that "9:ll matter, so far as we can ascertain, is ever in movement." Most of our
solid bodies contract and expand with
changes of temperature, and it is a fact of
universal experience tha.t temperature is
forever varying. It is also a thought worth
takin~ here, that the temperature of a
body is itself nothing but the motion of
the atoms composing the body, that heat
and cold are but words to express the
relativ activity of matter, that a body is
only heated or cooled as its atoms take -on
or lose motian. With these things in .
mind, it is seen that th!l apparent rest of
particular bodies does not argue that the
great whole of matter ever was or ever will
be at rest; for this state of certain parts
only exists because of the conditioned
character of separate bodies. It therefore
becomes clear that there is no reason why
the totality of matter should bE) conceived
of as Pver being in a state of rest. Thus
no God was needed to set it in motion.
But before the book is over there presents itself the pointed objection : The
author has been proceeding throughout
on the principle that everything has a
cause; now, ir this is so, the nniyerse, being a thing, had a cause. In other words,
the author denies God's having been a
first cause, for the reason that there can be
no first cause as each thing is cans d by
a preceding one; yet he sets up the umverse as a thing that had no preceding
cause; and this is inconsistent. Here, It
must be admitted, iR what at first seems to
be a staggering objection. It has, we
imagin, puzzled many a would-be Atheist.
Nevertheless, this knot, seemingly so inextricable, is untied, or cut, by Mr. Maple
with the utmost satisfactoriness that can
be asked. This feat, seemingly impossible,
he performs in one of his chapters with
dexterity of reasoning that it is a delight
to witness. We hav not space to describe
it here, having already been led by the
sednctivness of the subject to an undue
length. We will content onrselvs with
printing the titles of the remaining chapters:
"XI. The Eternity of Succession in
Harmony with all other KnowledgeReach of Theistic Arguments-Further of
the Source and Character of Human
Knowledge.
"XII. Form and Order also EternalAn Adequate Cause in Nature for all that
Occurs-The great Age of the Earth.
"XIII. The Fundamental Fallacy Underlying the Belief in a Creation oc First
Cause Pointed Out.
'' XIV. Belief in a Cn.use for the Totality
of things Irrational and Unnecessary.
"XV. The Doctrin of Eternal Snccession is Mentally Restful and Satisfying.
''XVI. A Self-existent Universe the
Foct of all Facts, and the Veritable and
only rPal Deity.
'•XVII. The Theological Pyramid-A
Monument of Superstition and how it has
been Built on the Fnnd~mental Fa 1lacy
Pointed out in this Work.
"XVIII. Conclusion."
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BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADA!IB.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 2li cents; cloth, 75 cents.
• Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.
•
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlang_h.............
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on CivilizatioL.
Underwood •................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .....
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Ma.rvin ................
11 Philoso~h;y <'f Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and l'ortratt..
13 Essa:vs on Miracles. David Hnme ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh .. .. .. ..
15 Were Adam and Eve Our J!irst Parenrs?
Charles Bradlaugh.........................
16 Wh:v Do Men l:jtarve? Charles Bradlangh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bro.dlaugh .
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol;yoake.....
20 l:ln~rstitio · Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake...... . . . .
21 DefenAe of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is th" Bible Reliable? Charles Watts.......
23 ~'he Christian D~it:v. Charleo Watts........
24 Moral Value of th· Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethoul\(ht and Mod. Progress. WattB.. ..
26 Christiamtr: It• Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts . . . . . . . .
28 'fhonghts on Atheism. Austin Hol:voake...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol;y:oalre.......... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? CharlesBrarilanvh ........
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh.. .....
40 1-overty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonistir. C. W ~ttts ..
43 Christian Srheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'!. Should the Atheist
Fear to Die? B:v G . . Holyoake ..........
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi•al Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh..

The Colonel

In~arsoll

Souvenir.

THE MOST ARTISTIC SPOON MADE.
STERLING SILVER, MASSIVE, BEAUTIFUL

Given Away.
In order to introduce this most artistic of all
Souvenirs, I sh•.ll present to all patrons who favor
me with an order for goods, to the amount of
$20, one of the above spoons, my price $2.50, bnt
guaranteed a finer spoon than sold elsewhere for
$8 And for every additional $20, an additiona
spoon. Or with an order for $10 worth of goods
I will supply the spoon for $1.

THE INGERSOLL SOUVENIR
· Is made in the following variety:
Tea Spoons, f
01<idized.
} each $2.W
llO ounces lJer doz.,
Oxidized,
}
.
8.00
{ 14 ounces per doz.,
Oxidized~
}
gilt bow!,
8.00
{ 10 ounces
per doz.,
Oxidized,
}
gilt,
8.50
{ 10 sectional
ounces per doz.,
Oxidized,
plain
bowl,
2.75
or!Lnge "
u
gilt
u
8.25
"
satin u
8.00
BJt,gar
gilt
8.50
The $2 50 Tea is also suJ)plie~ etched in bowl,
"The 1'ime To Be Hnppy 1- Now," or other mottoes, or names. tor fifty cents extra. Parties entitled to spoons may, upon paying difference in
price, select any other spoon from above li~t.
~ly stock embraces everything usually kept in
first class jewelry stores. Diamonds guaranteed
20 per cent below regular market price. Watche~
of every descriptwnt- Chai~; Rings, Necklaces,
Jewelry, Silver anul'iated vv a.re, Optical GoodsJ
Ba ges, Gold Pins, Etc. And $1,000 will be paia
for proof that I hav advanced niy prices above
lowest prices published in any of my lo.test pricelists, on account of the above liberal offer.
(If Frcethoul;l'ht Badges are preferred the $2.50
may be so applied.)
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
(Established 1857) Rochelle, Ill.,
Designer of The Perfected "Otto Wettstein"
Watch; t.he BeautifullngersollSpoon; the Popular Froothought Badge.
Send for priceliAts, cards in colorR and gold of
badge, tracts. etc.• free.

•

PJ;i.ce, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TD AllSURDITY AND UNTBlJTHFUJr...
Nl!ISS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVlNE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
,.>TATE,

THE

BEING

Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

/1.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.
Theological Works: "A!re of
Reason,"" Examination of Pro"{>hecies," etc.; with Life of Pam&
and steel port. $1.50.

Al'I"D

THE TRUTH SEEKER

CS. W. POOTS •

Bein~ true accounts of the passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Piefl'e Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon (J)jjJord, Anacharsis Olootz,Anthony Collins. Auguste Comte, Condorcet.hRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambettl!<l Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, uoethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hnme, L1ttra Harriet Martineau, Jea.n Meslier
James Mill, Joilll Stuart Mill, librabean, Robert
Owen Thomaa Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Willwood Reade, Madame Rolan.i, Ch;orge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Voln!)L Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Prioe. 2li oents.
Address
'JTR'l!! 'l'RTTTH REE10l\ll

Political and Religious Re·
former. By B. F. UnderPolitical Works:

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

By
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MANNA SERIES.

1
8
5
6

Original Menna for "God's Chosen.". . . . . . . 5
New Lif" of David. Charles Bradlangh.... 5
20u Questions Without Answers.............. 5
l>ialognl' between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Man darn>.... . . . .. . . . .. 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak bnt Ze•lous Christian...
10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A.· Holycake .. . ................................. 5
9 J\ew Life of Jonah. Cha.s. Bradlaugh.. .. ... 5
10 A Few Word" about the Devil................ 5
11 NewT ife of Jacob.............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Anstm Holyoake ..... 10
13 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostle": A Fa•·ce. A. H.. . . .. 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlan!lh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Braillaugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? n. Bradlan~<h...... 5
19 N'ewLife of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoak e. Per doz..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

TBt HOY£0 SPECIALIST,
Jl'O'I" Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practicf,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctm
treats all those pecnlia.r diseases of yonn ~ ano
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errm s
and excesses, causing Early Decar.- Loss ot .•18 ·
hood, Wastin.g Discharges~.Va.ncocele, Mer al
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, md
Death.
To those affticted and who are desirous of 1 eing
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sen~ ''"
their a.ddress for ten cents~ sealed in a plain
envelope. giving causes ana S~ptoms ot the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's importa.nt medical discovery-an Outward ApiJlication-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland_, N.l ·
And say yon saw this advertisement m ~ Ul
TBUTH l:lEEKER.
Dr. l!'elJ.ows is ~-~del,
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AN Oregon man is susPected of insanity
merely because of his "incoherent talk
on religion and love."
A YoUNG soldier in California has deserted from the United State!! army to
join the Salvation Army.
REv. FRANOIS CLARK, founder of the
Christian Endeavor Society, announces
that it now has 1,625,000 members.
THJU railroads hav decided to rtln occasional excursion trains to the World's i!'air
at one fare for the round trip, The tickets
will be go{)d ten days..
DURING the reception of the Colombian
minister the pope said that America would
soon hav a patron saint, as Columbus
would be beatified shortly.
AT Paterson, N. J., on the 9th, hoodlums
entered the B'nai Israel synagog and destroyed property and pummeled the Hebrews, breaking the leg of one of them.
THEosoPHISTS having claimed Thomas
Edison as one of their number, that invento::- was asked: ... Are yon a convert to
Theosophy?" "Not" said Mr. Edison,
''I don't know what 1t is."

MORE OF THE TENDER MERCY OF JERRY'S JOSS.
Therefore behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will cause an alarm of war to be heard in Rab·bah of the Amm~nites· and 1t shall be a desolate heap, and her daughters shall be burned with fire: then shall
Israel be heir unto the~ that were his heirs, saith the Lord.-Jere. xli:x, 2.
EAGLE BRAND.

R :o

"A Digest of Science."

THf DYNAMIC THf~RY Of Llff AND MINU 1

dHEFT1 N G

Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbmldings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is ready for use, and iM easily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof.
EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO,
Dept. 10, 155 Duane St., New York.
13t18

An attempt to show that all Organic Bein~s are bot_h Constructed and Operated by the Dynam1c Agenc1es
of their respective Environments.
RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid by us, only 82.')':),

ll:xamination of the MoraJs and History
of the New Testament.
By PBOl'. F. W. k~EWMA.N.
Price 211 'lenta.

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science,'' the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Do l/OU WiSh to be well i'f\forme(t T

THEN BEAD A CHAPTER OB VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE OF
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enlill'hteningJ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t. e., appreciate thA worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
Addreso
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

By M. FARRINGTON.
~

Thorough Eccamination and Ref
".dation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
tooonts.

SABBATH • BREAKING. Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
"WIY John R. Keblo, A.M.
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

,l

Origin o:t' "the Sabbatic .ldeaThe Je-wish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and "the
Sabba"th-Exain.ina"tion. o£
Sunday Argu.In.en."ts -Origin
o:t "the Christian. Sabba"thTes"tiinony of' "the Christian.
Fathers-The Sabbath during "the Middle Ages-The
Puritan. Sabbath-Tes"tiin.ony
of Christian Rc:f'orJners.
Scholars, and Divines-AbrQoo.
ga"tion. of' Sunday La""W"s.
-BY-

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.

w

he Sunday Question.

,, H!Sl ORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.

WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
W. BROWN, M.D.
15 cent-s

J,•! OEORGE

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
best engraveillikeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SJSEKER.

.e.

RBM.S:SURG,

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'l8 Ln.ftq<fltta place. New Yont.

Address

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Essay on

miracles~

B11 D.A VID HUME,

~riestly

Celibacy Exposed.

By RBV •.G. T. Fox, M.A.
Priae. 15 cantil.

MEDICAL.
Tf yon need a·medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, T.iver. Kidney,· and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs..~.such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,__liowel
diseases, Uterin~ and other forms of .l'"emaZe
Complaints. It is a Blood Purfj!er, and i~ an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a"ts
steadily upon the nrine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kianevs, And acts mildlY upon the
bowels, therebv producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and simple, and not a manufactured article. The • uccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
· who bav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, cont~tining photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty. page history and all par.
ticulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
llm12

34 South Main Str~!lt, Wnl~flsb~rre, f~~o.

MATRON MoRAN of the county almshottse
at Snake Hill, N. J., has been formally
charged with maltreating Protestant inmateR, while using those of her own Catholic faith with every possible consideration.
Om REGISTER WHITMoRE of Boston
has notified the Israelite rabbis of that
city that by a new state law they are ~iven
the same powers in regard to oelebratill~
marriages, if duly licensed to act by a
congregation of their faith in that state,
that ministers of the gospel hav long had.
THE World's Fair ·still fails- to draw
many visitors from a distjirice. The attendance is almost wholly from the neighborhood. The rest of the United StatE's
contributes but few visitors, and Europe
scarcely any. Unless the railroads aid in
increaeing the attendance by giving greatly
reduced rates, the Fair may fall into
financial disastf'.r.
PRoF. JoHN CAMPBELL, of the Montreal
Presbyterian College, will be tried for
heresy. The chairm~tn of the committee
on his case says: "He was an honored
member of the chureh, beloved b_y all;
but he had declared his disbelief m the
inerrancv of the old scriptures, not of the
copies of the scripture, but of the inspired
and original text itself."
THE seizure of an Aztec _god at Xohiltepec in Mexico by the Catholic archbishop has stirred up the god's Indian
devotees, who threaten to go on the warpath in his hehalf. The seizure was illegal,
as under the constitution of Mexico all
religions are tolerated there, so that the
Indians are as free to worship their god as
the Catholics are to worship theirs.
A QUESTION has been presented to the
Missouri department of education that
will create much discussion. School Commis~ioner Kennedy of Phelps county wrote
to Superintendent Wolfe: " Has an institute board the rig-ht to refuse to open an
institute each morning with prayer and
singing? Are their powers arbitrary?"
The superintendent replied: "In my opinion this is a matter that should be left tQ
the will of the institute."
THE Christian Endeavorers held i!. gre!l.t
convention at Montreal, Can., beginning
on the 8th. Rev. S. Karmarkar, a .dele•
gate from Bombay, India, set forth tha.t
Catholicism is but revamped liindol3isilh
He said: "There is a remarkable ~orre
spondence between Romish worship and
Hindoo worship. Romanism is but a new
label on the old bottles of paganism ~on 7
taining the deadly poison of idolatry."
A French-Canadian newspaper, La Presse,
came out in the evening with an article
which declares that Mr. Karmarkar's
.speech was a deliberate insult to the
French people, and that they regard it as
such. Then, one delegate, in open-air
preaching in a crowded part of the city,
declared that the so-called Virgin Mary
was an abandoned woman.
Crowds of
Catholics took to assembling about the
Endeavorers' tent waiting an opportunity
to do harm. Protestants accordingly collected to protect them. In the latter crowd
were a thousand militiamen in plain clothes.
The police reserves had to be called out.
Endeavorers were stoned when isolated
in unfrequented parts of the city. A riot
was finally averte(l These are the titles
of the tracts Catholics passed around to
such of the Endeavorers as would receive
them: "What Do Catholics Believe?"
''Too Good To Be True," a tract whose
opening sentence read, '' There is a large
class of Protestants who can't believe our
religion because it appears to them too
good to be true;" "Popery and the
Apostles, or the :Bit~r Bit," !'tnd "P~g~r ·

wr;y,"

•
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SOME

PROBLEMS

IN DEVELOPMENT.

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
Old Testament Stories
Comically- Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEORGE J. RoMANEB.

IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
Isaac and "His "Sister,"
On!' p_f Tw;n ,
8

Jacob and Esllu,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrlr,.._
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Exoll.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. illu:odn.a;ted covers. 81; cloth, gll"t side s"taDJ.p, ~ 1.50.

A.dd!retfs THE TBUTH SEEKEB ()Q

A ll}'Btematic Exposition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
"ervice to the ~eneral reader rather than ;o professed naturalists.
· Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of EnJl'liBh writers .l!JlOn evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Hnxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of tht' present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place has taken pla<Je in the direction of naturalIsm a.nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intP.rpretation of nature universal, it
i• no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th_y_God?"
illustrated. Price, cloth.,~.$2Adclress,
TH.l!; TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of tbe Future. Cloth, $1.

Tile Secret of t.be East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.

PhysicalEdooation; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, l!ll.

llouseltold Remedies for the Prevalent
Di\orclers of the Human Orgam sm. Cloth, $1 ..

Zoo ogical Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Clothl...$2.
address
THE T.nUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York,
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New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LiE.

I

New Publications.

New Publications.

Pen Pictt1res of the vVorld's fair.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
LetUcatea io tlte Amertoan Cony1·es,,, Of 181l:l, Wlt!~lt fol' tile S'ake OJ Reliyion, Stabbed Liberty gives rates of admission to the various att•actions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
to tlte HPa1·t.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indignation inspir~d by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-genE>ral's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-au act which practically united the gov~rnm~nt and the Christian charch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnum's address delivered before the Columbian all ill a]l, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Esijays and Poem'l bv Mr. Putnam, which have never before be~n put in
. book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thorn,., Paine; a_ll"em written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Phuadelphh, in 1876).
The main eosa.y in this won i• on a of the strongest arraignments ever made of the rel~gion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this cou..try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in '£HE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
re~<cler will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
·
P1·ice 25

cents; Five coptes

fOI' .f;l.

THE T h UTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

ILL USITR.ATED. ·
A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACI[S.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Ae:ricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Rei:utation o1: the ArguiD.ent Tll.at Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
MarJi:s o1:. Having Been Designed by
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
X. The Desi~m Argumeat Vitio.tes lt•Plf By Neces•itating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If TherP Were • Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His ProcesRes Are Egregiou•ly Slow,
'l'bey Are EgregiorsJy Wasteful,
'T'h•y Of~<:>n Serve No 'U•e,
'£hey Have Prodoc<d Fau.tv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Deahm I< Only Snb•erviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronom ,. and Design
·
VII. The Argument of • F1rst Came.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution ancl a Sketch of Astronomy.

Arlchess

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 L>tfll.)•ette Place, N.Y.

A NEW BOOK---AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR . •JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idolR and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's ~tpostasy, Abraham's reformation and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy ngainst the Cha clean Idols, to ChriRt's coming. the principal characters !,re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfugeR, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the J.lrop, r offspring of the then existing b ..rbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
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The Non Credo.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

The first chapter-thP Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had grPat
freedom. bnt that the tenden••y of Christianity from the first wa" to restrict her liberty. Iri this
chapter Mro. Gage claims th"t to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
first concePtion of inherent rights
Chapter 1I deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human beinll'; marriaPe was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicHe; the infiutnce of the church wa< unfavorab)e to virtue. The
celib,.cy of the clergy produced negrading sensualit:v, and woman was the victim of these b1utes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showin!C now th<> church controled woman by making the
legitimac".of ruarriage deptnd upon it~ own control of the ceremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christi• n barbarism. the c ergy became a diotinct body-at once a "holy" and an un.twly
caste. Learn.ng w ,s prohibited to women, husban~s prohibited from leaving t.h m more than onethird of their property; danghtera con'ri be d!sinherittd, sons could ·not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-1\fa~quet'e-is on Feudalism and its d~gradation of women, the rights of "lords
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, baptiFm of nude women in the early Ch istian
<'hnrch. Jt also deals with some of the later-day a:buses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debmu'h~ries, governmental crin:e-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days "f this phase ofreligiou• insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
posse< a ion of eve'· a little learningwa• sufficient cause to snspect a woman ofwitchcraf~. that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabidw.re the cler,ynot to suffer,., witch t1 liv. 'lhis perse:ntwn for
witchcraft was a contmuanoe of the church's policy for obtainin~r un·vers"l dominionover.mauki.nn.
WomAn ph:vsicians of the Middle AJ:\'es were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod ..convened in America wa~ to try a woman for htreey. and other• were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clergy.
The chapter on "W1ves "shows how the disrnpt.ion of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and proprietary rights of woman-t· at the sale of daughters was prac· iced m England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice or buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not adm1tted as witnessesthat civil mar• ia~ •s oppoFed bv the church.
In C hapte~ VII is shown how polygamy wa" sustaineri by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Heformation convened to sanction this institution. that Luther and the other ·• prinmpal reformers" favored it, as we l as thA American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Ohristi><n sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treat• of the opp·1s•tinn of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interferenca w·th her •· curse,' of woman's de~radation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught t.y the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianit·y has een and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to JA.S, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious iostitution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.
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Christianity and Geography.
A few weeks ago we declared that the Christian
church deserves no credit for the discovery of Columbus. On the contrary, we said, that institution
should be blamed, for she taught throughout her
course up to his day that the earth was not a globe
and a voyage like his could not be made. We gave
the scriptural texts on which the church based its
misdoctrin on the earth's shape, and narrated the
course of that doctrin up to the time of Cosmas
Indicopleustes. Here we were forced by a press of
other matter to interrupt our relation. But we will
now resume it, and continue it up to the struggle
made by ecclesiastics to overwhelm Columbus and
prevent his voyage.
Cosmas lndicopleustes had, we said, erected
upon Bible texts a conceptwn of the universe
as a sort of house, with heaven as its upper story
and the earth as its ground floor. This conception will upon thinking a moment be found
pretty thoroughly different from the modern
teaching of science on the concern. Nevertheless,
clergymen assert the teaching on morals and all
other subject.s of the books whence it is drawnviz. the scriptures and the church fathers-to be of
divine preciousness, so they should, it seems to us,
bring forth these geographical .doctrins also to
their hearers, with equal commendation and jnsi,tence. Leaving them, however, to such devices as
their parsonic minds suggest, we will proceed with
our history by chronicling that this conception of
the universe as a house naturally led to adjunct no~ions of things like those which accompany an
orclinary human's house.
A.s in a house we pass from the upper to .the
lower and from the lower to the upper stories, so
in the universe-house various beings, sometimes
human and sometimes superhuman, were imagined
to do likewise. One such event is that of the
wicked who sought to build a tower of Babel
by which to reach heaven (Gen. xi, 1-9). This
undertaking-which can but compel the most boast~ul modern to confess his generation slirpassed in
enterprise by"t.pe ancients, even though the World's
Fair be taken· into consideration-this more than
American undertaking, we say, all will remember
~as quasbed :by the owner of the house1 who descending to the basement floor quickly threw a wet
blanket upon the tower-builders by h:is notable
"confusion of tonglies." Passages betwixt the
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upper and lower stories of the grea~ world-house
took place, according to legends, during thousands
of years. These legends are in part embodied in
the Bible, and in part contained outside of it in
saints' lives, etc. There is no end to the ascensions
to heaven and descents from it, " translations,"
"assumptions," and "annunciations."
Mortals
were caught up into heaven and then returned to
this sad vale. Angels made wingy trips between
heaven and earth.
Thunderbolts were hurled
down from it. Mighty winds issued from the corners, like drafts from open doors. Voices called
down from the upper floor to men on the lower.
A sort of trapdoor in the upper floor was sometimes opened to reveal the blessedness of the good.
Signs and wonders were hung on to the roof of the
lower story to warn the bad. As the heathen gods,
we read in Greek and Roman mythology, came
down to the lower compartment on every imaginable errand, so Jehovah descended to Eden in the
cool of the day, and honored that humble portion
of his edifice with a short walk. Then, the class of
saints must hav given such elevator-boys as served
in those days, if indeed anything like our modern
apparatuses was used, considerable trouble. They
were perpetually descending and ascending. St.
Mark coming down into the market-place of Venice, a
party of saints frightening back Attila, etc., are
specimens of an innumerable class of incidents.
The most unpleasant feature about the plan of
this great house of God, and one which not we
perhaps, but Christians certainly, must apprcach
with fear and trembling, is that to which we now
come. All right that this house has a second and
first story, but a cellar, there's the rub. The cellar
is hell, the abode of Satan. This carrying out of
the conception was natural. And just as there were
ascents to and descents from heaven, so there were
ascents from and descents to hell. · Hell being so
near, intermingling of its sooty and in every way
plebeian and undesirable residents with ourselvs
was frequent to an almost intolerable degree.
This intercourse furnishes the matter for a huge
portion of the medieval literature. Dante, the great
Catholic poet, essayed to fix the location of hell
with the utmost possible exactness. We find that
some forms of this notion as to the whereabouts of
hell were barriers to geographical investigation.
"Many a bold navigator, who was quite ready to
brave pirates and tempests, trembled at the thought
of tumbling with his flhip into one of the openings
into hell which a wide-spread belief placed in the
Atlantic at some unknown distance from Europe.
This terror of the sailors was one of the main obstacles in the great voyage of Columbus. In an
Anglo-Saxon tract, giving science the form of a
dialog, occur the following que~;~tion and answer:
'Why is the sun so red in the evening ~· ' Because
he looketli down upon hell.'"
One ground of the church's doctrin on the shape
of the earth was, we hav said, several passages of
scripture alluding to its form. There was 8.Iso
another ground, l),nd this was the passages in the
same book which were held to disprove the existence !)f antipodes, human beings on the earth's opposit side. Naturally those who supposed it
round imagined it inhabited on the other side, so
this notion formed part of th~ doctrin of its sphericity. But the churchmen declared that no antipodes could exist.
St. Augustine advances the
weighty reason that "scripture speaks of no such
descendants of Adam." Moreover, he urges, God
would not allow·men to Jiv there, because from that
locality they could not see Christ at his second coming descending through the air. Besides this consideration that the antipodean notion would accuse
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God of unfitness as stage manager for the greatest
show on earth-the preparations for which, however, are consuming such time that some of the
audience are not to be blamed for falling to a
stamp-stamping of.the feet-besides this, St. Augustine proffers as yet more conclusiv this argumei;Lt:
the -apostles were commanded to go into all the
world, and to preach the gospel to every creature ;
they did not go to any such part as the antipodes,
they did not preach to any creatures there; therefore the antipodes do not exist.- The declaration
t.hat the apostles did go to the ends of the earth is
found, he says, in Ps. xix, 4, and in Paul's epistle
to the Romans, and so the rash supporters of the
scientific doctrin "giv the lie direct to King David
and to Sti. Paul, and therefore to the Holy Ghost."
The fate of all guilty of this piece of impertinence
to the Holy Ghost is eternal damnation. So, at
least, determined all the church fathers except St.
Basil and St. Ambrose, and as the views of these
ancient individuals are thought by Christians
to be of great consequence in other matters,
no doubt they will be gravely regarded
in this.
In the sixth century Procopius
graces the page of ecclesiastical science with
this declaration : that there are no men on the
other side of the earth, for if there were Christ
must hav come to save them, and that would hav
necessitated, as preliminaries to the gallant rescue,
a duplicate Eden, Adam, serpent, and deluge. Our
old friend Cosmas Indicopleustes proves the antipodes impossible by a passage from St. Luke. St.
Isidore of Seville, who flourishes at the end of the
second century, is able to advance our knowledge
on the matter beyond others, for he not only discovers
that no men exist on the other side of the earth,
but informs us that none ought to. Under the
force of these authorities the scientific inquirers relinquish their conjecture that the earth is round.
The theological students and so on who deem these
authorities such prodigies of wisdom that they
spend years in poring over them, must, we suppose, consider the inquirers quite right in this relinquishment. The unscriptural doctrin disappears
for two hundred years. Then Virgil, bishop of
Salzburg, is hardy enough to revive it. St. Boniface declares this teaching to amount to nothing
less than an assertion that there are men beyond
the reach of salvation. He calls on Pope Zachary
to suppress it. The pope, speaking as the infallible representativ of Christ, makes a response of
decided tone. He cites from the books of Job and
the Wisdom of. Solomon texts against the doctrin
of the antipodes. He declares it "perverse, iniquitous, and against Virgil's own soul,'' and indicates a
purpose of driving the offender from his bishopric.
Whether Christ, through his vicar, deposed this
teller of the truth about the world's shape, we do
not know. But the heresy is silenced, and the orthodox notion becomes more popular than ever. It
is regarded as essential to salvation. The next
famous ones of that grave body, the theologians, to
tell us that there are no Chinamen, are Vincent dG
Beauvois and Nicolas d'Oresme.
Occasionally we find force employed against
disputers of the conclusions of the theologians, as,
we know from the assurances of present-day Christians, it should be now. Of course, those conclusions on geography were wrong, but the presentday conclusions on other matters are right, so
these form quite another case and it is right to use
force as to these. ['his employment of force took
the form, in the case of Peter of Abano, of imprisonment and condemnation to execution by the
Inquisition. This sentence he escaped by the
occurren<:e of a natural death. He was a fa.mouf!
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physician, and had added to his antipodean heresy
others that equally flew in the face of scripture to
the ,indecent discomposure of that physiognomy.
For 'suggesting this doctrin, Cecco d' Ascoli, a noted
astrbnomer, was driven from his professorship at
Bologna and burnt alive at Florence. The great
painter, Orcagna, in one of his works in the Campo
Santo at Pisa represented Cecco in the flames of
hell. The ·picture may still be viewed, a warning
to pilgrims· of their doom if they cast not aside the
belief, so prevalent lately that it will be difficult for
them to shake it oft, that there are men across the
oceans.
Thus the church went on teaching and doing.
In 1483 Pierre d' Ailly, one of the soundest-headed
men of the age, in his creditable scientific essays
approached the question in so clear and sensible a
tone that the reader expects the correct conclusion; but no, there stands the argument of St.
Augustine, there stand the biblical texts, D'Ailly
is overawed, and he givs to the world virtually
nothing. In the age of Columbus ecclesiastics still
insisted on the scriptural conception of the earth's
shape. And even after Columbus had succeeded
and by his voyage greatly strengthened the scientific doctrin, the church by its supreme authority
the pope continued to blunder. Pope Alexander
VI. was appealed to as umpire upon the conflicting
clairlts of Portugal and Spain to the countries that
they had discovered. In 1493 he ,issued a bull in
which he laid down on the earth's surface a line
of demarkation between the possessions of the
rivals. This line he drew from north to south a
hundred leagues west of the Azore islands. All
lands west of it he declared . should belong to
Spain, all east to PortugaL This, and another
similar demarkation by Pope Julius II., were hailed
as beneficent exercises of divine wisdom. But soon
difficulties arose that lowered the prestige of these
decisions, and in fact caused them to be laid aside
and neglec~ed altogether. For the line had been
run ·upon the Sl:IPP?sition of a flat earth that could
not be sailed around, but the Portuguese claimed
Brazil and showed that they could reach it by sailing to the east of the line, providing they sailed
long enough. The lines laid down by Alexander
and Julius may to-day be seen on the maps of that
period, items in the long catalog of the ludicrous
errors of "inerrancy."
Still the theologians upheld their doctrin in current acceptance and refused to allow its displacement. Gregory Reysch put forth his great cyclop_edia, the Margarita Philosophica, in edition after
edition, and it everywhere presented the orthodox
declarations.
In 1519 science dealt the enemy next to its last
blow.
Magellan sailed completely round the
earth. Against the churchly protests, says Ingersoll, "that brave man set saiL The church told
him: 'The earth is flat, my friend ; don't go, you
may fall off the edge.' Magellan said : 'I hav seen
the shadow of the earth upon the moon,· and I hav
more confidence in the shadow than I hav in the
church.' The ship went round. The earth was
circumnavigated. Science passed its hand above it
and beneath it, and where was the old heaven and
where was the hell' Vanished forever!"
Yet it was not on the moment of Magellan's circumnavigation that the old doctrin was "vanished
forever." It was two hundred years before pious·
writers ceased urging it. At the end of that period
French astronomers made their measurements of
degrees in equatorial and polar regions, and added
to their proofs that of the lengthened pendulum.
Only when to the general deductions of science
there had been added these deft and beautifully exact measurements, and when explorer after explorer
had brought home accounts of the antipodes, did.
the church cease to proclaim the doctrin she had
obtained from scripture, and allow free speech to
the theory that pagan investigators had started to
raise into eminence before overwhelmed by Christianity.
Says Ex"President White of Cornell University, as
to the relation of the church to geography: " The
dogmas developed in .the strict adherence to scripture, -and the conceptions held in the church during
many centuries, 'always, everywhere, and by all,'

were, on the whole, steadily hostil to truth."
An account of the church's opposition to Columbus we shall hav the pleasure of laying before our
readers next week.

Only Freethinkers Can Properly Oppose
Sectists.
A correspondent desires us to notice the American Protectiv Association.
This is an antiCatholic society, patterned after the old Knownothing organization. It is popularly known as
the A. P. A., and its tenets and practices are
dubbed A. P. Aism. It has been in existence about
four years, and in that time, it is said, has succeeded in defeating Catholic candidates in the muni~ipal elections in several Western· cities. The
practice has been to affiliate with the Republicans,
and various so-called Republican victories in heretofore Democratic strongholds hav been due to the
introduction of a sectarian element into the contest
by the American Protectiv Association. The society is found in Ohio, Iliinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, and
Nebraska. In Toledo, Columbus, and Cincinnati
the society has made its presence manifestly felt in
local elections and in other ways. Saginaw, Mich.,
is said to be an A. P. A. hotbed. In central
lllinois, the southern half of Iowa, the northern
half of Missouri, and the eastern half of_ Kansas
and Nebraska the society is also strong. There are
avowed A. P. A. journals published in St. Louis,
Minneapolis, and Omaha, and two in Michigan, and
several other publications sympathize with the purposes of the society. Unlike Know-nothingi?m, the
association is principally made up of foreigners, not
of nativ Americans. An Episcopal clergyman of
Omaha describes the Nebraska branch as being
composed chiefly of Englishmen, Canadians, Orangemen, Scandinavians, and Germans. Scandinavians'
and Orangemen are said to form the bulk of the
society in other states.
The numerical strength of the A. P. A is variously
estimated. Ex-Congressman Tarnsey is quoted as
saying that in Saginaw there is not a merchant who
has not felt the effects of the boycott which has
been conducted in that tow1_1 during the past year
by the A. P. A. The '!Joycotting naturally is not all
on' one side, as Catholics do not trade with known
members of the society.
A Baptist minister in Cincinnati, who preaches
to a crowded church and denounces Romm Catholicism, is quoted as boasting that there are sixty
thousand A. P. A.'s in Chicago, ten thousand in
Cincinnati, and at least half as many in Columbus.
All Catholics who ran for office in Columbus last
November were defeated by from four to five thousand votes. The Oatholic Columbian, of Columbus, says : "Even justice is to be throttled to serve
the base ends of this Association. The revelations
in the Boone case, tried in the court of common
pleas this county, were startling, but to many the
beginning of the end of the only logical outcom9 of
the existing state of affairs. The fact was casually
brought cut in the course of the trial that the defendant's counsel was a Roman Catholic, and
though seven of the jury stood for acquittal and
four for assault and battery, the verdict reached
was manslaughter. The significance of the verdict
is apparent when the allegation was made that the
twelfth juror, who held out for manslaughter, is a
member of the A. P. A., and, as it is technically
phrased, would hav 'hung' the jury had not the
other members agreed with him."
The creed of this organization declares it unwise
and unsafe to appoint, or elect, to civil, political, or
military office in this country, men who owe supreme allegiance to any foreign king, potentate, or
ecclesiastical power, and who are sworn to obey such
power. The members in their ritual declare that
they will not countenance the nomination in any
caucus or convention of a Roman Ca.tholic for any
office in the gift of the American people, and will
not vote for or counsel others to vote for any Roman
Catholic, but will endeavor at all times to place the
political positions of this government in the hands
of the Protestants.
We do not like the American Protectiv Association very well. It is Protestant in composition,

and Protestants are very nearly as bad as Catholics.
They persecuted, in proportion to the length of the
time in which they had control of the European
states, just as ferociously -and numerously. We
cannot extend much favor to one religion struggling jealously to oust a rival one. The supplanting of all religions by this-worldliness is the only
change that will be of high and lasting benefit.
Protestants can do but little service in bringing
Catholics out of their ways of error. The propositions that they advance to Catholics for the latter
to put in place of their former tenets are as absurd
as the old ones, and the papalists only laugh at
their ridiculousness. The genuin sense and solid
truth of Freethought are the only things that can
be presented to these devotees with successful and
valuable results. We wish that these were being
presented more expeditiously and thoroughly than
they are.
Then, these Protestants are liars. They lie
about the-Catholics the same as they do about Infidels. I is the nature of a Protestant to lie in his
religious operations. Tohe organs of this American
Protectiv Association publish palpably bogus Catho·
lie documents. They recently published what purported to be a-secret bull or encyclical of Leo XIII.,
in .which the pope relieved Catholics from their
allegiance -to the United States government and
ordered them to begin the ext.ermination of all
heretics-that is, Protestants-in September. The
True American gravely declared that the copy of
the encyclical which it published had been dropped
from the pocket of a priest when one of its staff
was near at hand. The document is plainly
spurious. Catholics may want to exterminate
heretics, but they never publish their desire to do
it in such a public manner m a country and age like
this.
J.he only persons to convert or oppose _Catholics
are Freethinkers. The true principles to urge
against them are those of Liberalism and science.
If it were not for' the rise of these, the world would
now be a pandemonium and. slaughter house of
warring Protestants and Catholics as it was three
and four hundred years a;o. Brawling sects only
injure and endanger the social structure. The
men here and there throughout the land who possess good sense, tolerance, and scientific knowledge, are the real American protectiv association.

The True Grounds of Right and Wrong.
We said a couple of weeks ago that the church
has always obscured the natural causes of our sense
of right and wrong. She has, we declared, set up
in place of them supernatural causes ther, of. This
false representation of the church, we a-verred, has
always been harmful. Let us now name the nat~
ural, grounds of right and wrong which she supJ
planted. These are: the happiness and the unhappiness of mankind. Thull, whatever makes man
happy is right, and whatever makes him unhappy
is wrong. In the dawn of this era of reason, Freethinkers are to giv each act a new examination by
this rule, and see whether tbe act adds to or takes
from map's happiness. In the one case they are to
pronounce it right, in the other case they are to
pronounce it wrong. They are not to regard the
old dicta as to whether the act is right or wrong.
For those old dicta are often erring. They are not
conformed-to the rule of the promotion or retardation of man's happiness. They. were shaped in bygone ages in accordance with other rules, such
as that of the command of a god, and t.hat of. custom and precedent, and so on. These rules are
false. They pronounce wrong some acts that make for man's welfare, and pronounce right some that
make against it. They must be disregarded in our
construction of the new code of ethics for our children. In building this new code every Freethinker
may find work to do. He may take a list of
crimes, say that on the registers of a · penitentiary, and running his eye down it ask in regard to each one, Did this injure or aid the
happiness of the race T If he finds that -it injured,
very well. If he finds that it aided, he is to proclaim the aet right and strive to change public
opinion upon it. In all of this work of the testing
of the ri~htfull;l.~~l[l 9f p.ctions, a Freethinker will
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get little help from his neighbors. When he asks
one of the~ why a certain act is right, or wrong,
the reply will be, "Because it is against God's will"
-or, "is in obedience to God's will." If he asks
another, the answer will be, "Because everybody
around here has always said so'"-or, "has always
. done so and so." If he. asks another he will learn
that the thing is right or wrong "Because it is."
The emptiness of these replies will show him how
ignorant the -<Jhristi~n church has left the people
after a dominion of eighteen hundred years, and
how great a work there is for him to do.

What Christianity Is.
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Easton, of Pittsfield,
Mass., are the first people in this country who, as
far as known, ever tried the faith cure on a, horse.
Mr. Easton was formerly a broker in New York
with Easton, Nichols & Co., and was at one time a
preacher. Of late he and Mrs. Easton hav been
much interested in Christian Science and the faith
cure. A valuable horse belonging to Mr. Easton
while in pasture at his farm on the Middle Lenox
road seriouslyinjured the fetlock of its right leg on
a barbed wire fence. Dr. Brackin sewed up the
wound and applied healing ointments. After this
had been done Mrs. Easton said to the man who
had charge of the ·horse : "Fanny doesn;t need
medicin. All that is necessary is to wash the foot
. in cold water and pray. She will come out all
right." Accordingly, water was applied and 1\Irs.
Easton began to pray. The horse's foot, however,
grew worse, Now it is in such a condition that the
animal is in a fair way to lose its life. Dr. Brackin,
a local physician, says that he could cure the horse.
There is considerable excitement over the matter in
Pittsfield, and it is thought that the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals should interfere.
The bone of the horse's foot is exposed, and there
is a festering sore. , Mrs. Easton is now in Boston,
where she is supposed to be still praying for the
horse.
Faith cure is founded on one of the plainest of
the declarations in the Bible. " Is any sick among
you?" says James v, -14, 15, "let him call for the
elders of the church;· and let them pray over him,
anointing him wit~ oil :ln the name of the Lord :
and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
Lord shall raise him up." If this plain declaration
is false, all the rest of the Bible is false. If this
can be twisted to mean something else, all the rest
of the Bible can be twisted to mean something else.
Some do not understand why Freethinkers fight
Christianity so zealously, because they do not reflect what that religion really is. Under the complete reign of Christianity all cases of illness were
treated as this one is being treated now. This is
what Christianity is-supernaturalism) treatment
of everything by appeal for supernatural action.
The only reason that all things are not thus treated
now is the pervasion of society by the skeptical
tone of the Freethinker and the scientist. Should
these persons relax their efforts, all· things would
be treated thus again.
Englishmen hav been described as "asses who
talk about horses." These Pittsfield persons are
asses who pray for horses.

sharp struggle, succeeded in beating them, but by
bringing to bear upon the action various other
weapons at their command they hav won the day.
These other weapons are the closure of the national
and some state exhibits, the veiling of many individual displays, and the menace of boycott. Add to
these the neglect to arrange railroad excursions to
the Fair Sunday which arose from the continued
uncertainty whether it would be open that day, and
we hav the explanation of the scantiness of attendance which has at last resulted in total closing. Of
the dismal atmosphere which the bigots succeeded
in throwing over the Sunday show, a correspondent
of a New York paper writes:
'' Stmday is not a Fair day. There are people enough,
but the whole atmosphere is too much like an English
Sabbath to make it enjoyable. It is depressing to see so
many shrouded exhibits and closed doors-it givs one
a lonely feeling. I made haste last Sunday from the
grounds."
Even were there no total closing, we should hav
to confess that the bigots hav succeeded in outraging us, in their having depleted the Sunday attendance that we wished to hav. Other exhibitions,
such as art museums, etc., against which they hav
not fought so violently, hav a Sunday attendance
double that of other days, so of course the World's
Fair would hav had a Sunday attendance double
that of other days had they not combated it. Pecuniary greed in pulpit and religious tyranny in
pew hav deprived not fewer than millions of an opportunity of improving their heart and mind.

The Episcopal Church.

Whe~ ecclesiastical thieves fall out honest people
get thell' dues of correct information about church
matters. Rev. Henry A. Adams, formerly rector of
St. Paul's Episcopal church, New York city, and
later of the Church of the Redeemer, of the same
place, has joined the Roman Catholic church. In a
letter w}lich will be published he givs his reasons
for his change of heart. He writes : " Without a
parallel in history the parish system of the Protestant Episcopal church stands at this time the
most stupendous and ridiculous monstrosity in
Christendom. With a rector 'called ' by a vestry
made up of the rich men of the place-a rector intimidated, harassed, made by his very tenure impotent, the hired mouthpiece of ·this vestry of rich
men, sometimes immoral, often ignorant, usually
officious, always in the way-here he is to teach
these rich masters of his what they already know
and like. · He is to conduct services as they direct.
He is to tolerate and indorse any abomination
which may hav been (and usually is) established in
the parish. He is to belie himself, his message,
God's very work for peace's sake. And they are the
'successful' rectors (poor dumb slaves) who hav
been able to keep everybody happy, and questions
~nd ideas o~ a-disturbing nature in the dark. Again,
m her relatwns to the poor, in her spirit of equivocating coquetry towa-rd the sects, in her judicial
system, in her no policy, in her utter lack of disciplin, coherence, esprit au corps, in her vacillation, failure, pretensions, she crushes out of earnest
men their faith in her as the divinely planned and
ruled."
On the other hand, the Episcopal church is conThe Preachers Maintain Their Monopoly of tinually saying things equally uncomplimentary
Sunday.
about the Catholic. We believe both speakers to
Last Saturday Director-general Davis of the be correct.
World's Fair ordered that it be.kept closed on the
·morrow. This wa 1 because the Sunday visitors A Description of the World's Fair.-Illustrated.
are so few as to leave no profit when expenses hav
been paid, and because Sabbatarians are said to be
We hav printed Mr. Putnam's letters from Chiboycotting the Fair on all days on account of the cago in· a pamphlet called "Pen Pictures of the
Sunday opening.
Accordingly, the gates were World's Fair." These letters hav been highly comtight shut all of last Sunday, the 23d.
The mended, and deservedly so, for the descriptions are
grounds were empty. The action was taken in veritable poems, and all the statements are as
defiance of an injunction of Judge Stein, in the suit accurate as official information can make them.
of Charles Clingman, stockholder. The authorities Those who go to the Fair will find the book exwho ordered the closing will, it is declared, be ceedingly useful, for Mr. Putnam has laid it all out
arrested for contempt of court. The Secularists, from beginning to end, an~ the book will save
Adventists, and Hebrews of Chicago hav severally visitors' time. Those who read it will know what
expressed a desire to aid in . the prosecution of the to see, and where the sights are. It contains as
much information as is possible to crowd into a
closers.
Thus the Sabbatarians hav won the victory over work of its limit. It is illustrated with a bird's-eye
us. In the matter of legal decision we, after a view of the Fair, giving visitors a general idea of
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the place, a map of the Park, enabling them to find
their way around, and witb. pictures of the principal
buildings of the Exposition. Those who do not go
to the Fair will in this book see it in all its glory,
and certainly will know more about the Exhibition
than those who attend without this guide-book,
trusting to memory. Those who go to Chicago
will receive great benefit from it; those who do not,
still greater. The price of the book is 25 cents;
five copies for $1.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, has regular Freethought
meetings-one every generation. Joseph Barker
gave a course of lectures thera about forty years
ago, B. F. Underwood twenty years ago, and J. E.
Remsburg last week. Judge Palmer, a brother of
United States Senator Palmer, of Illinois, who
presided at Mr. Remsburg's lectures, has attended
all these meetings.
,
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Libl;'ary
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers can remit the difference in price between paper and cloth binding, and get the books
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated,"
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; " Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents; " Pen Pictures of theW orld's Fair,"
making two dollars and forty-five cents' worth in
five months. J. E. Remsburg's "Abraham Lincoln:
Was He a Christian?" will be ready next week, and
other books besides are in preparation. One of these,
we may mention, is "Progress and Pleasure," by
A. M. Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice
will shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at
once the books already published, and, as they appear, those which will be published between now
and January, '94.

Minor Mentions.
" The power of religion " is its social organism,
but its weakness is its war with truth.
If God were a female there are a whole lot of
married men who would not dare to be caught in
the attitude of prayer.
It is easy for a preacher to lie about an Infidel's
death-bed, because he is dead.
David may hav been "a man after God's own
heart," but he was nevertheless a very dangerous
man to society, and it was absolutely unsafe in those
days to go away and leave a handsome wife at home
alone even in the daytime.
It is unkindness amounting to ridicule for Infidels to inquire how Moses could write an account
of his eminently select private burial so long after
it took place.
If our dear savior were to travel through Tennessee and steal corn on Sunday he would be
promptly arrested and thrown into jail ; not for
petit larceny, but for the crime of Sabbath-breaking.
We do not care to be " led by the side of the
still waters" like a jackass with a string around his
neck, nor to " lie down in the green pastures " and
sleep like a fat wether. There is always danger
that the party who "leadeth " and " maketh '' is
getting us ready for the block.
As soon as religion can conform itself to science,
so as not to boycott and hinder progress, the world
will hav a "big boom," and a lot of the people
who hav "gone before" will want to come back.
How the people of the world are advancing ; . in
our savior's time it was only the most intelligent and
learned who could grasp his beautifu1 doctrins of
total depravity, hell, infant damnation, and the dividing of families tor his sake. Now these are doctuns at the bottom of the tub, and only the most
ignorant can get down low enough to accept them
as true.
The Bible givs many illustrious examples of how
to deceive others, but that of Jacob receiving Esau's
blessing from Isaac is one of the slickest impositions which God ever thought of.
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{Sommunioations.
Why I Do Not Like the God and :Religion of
My Parents.
It is true my father and mother had a god they
worshiped; but he was a Jewish god, manufactured
by heathens thousands of years ago, and clothed
by John Wesley & Co. in second-hand clothing.
I did not fancy their god. He was, according to
all accounts given of him, too cruel and vindictiv.
He would get angry at the work of his own hands
and knock it all out. He would curse nations of
people and order their destruction-men, women,
and children-and permit his wrath to extend to
the dumb brutes. · And although he made all people, yet he had a favorit people. He was partial
toward his children, yet was not possessed of sufficient intelligence to know one of his favorits unless
they were circumcised. And he was so blind that
he could not walk in the camp of Israel after night
. for fear "he might step. therein."
He made the :figtree to bear fruit in season, then
damned it for not bearing fruit out of season.
He was so weak that he wrestled all night with a
mortal without being enabled to overcome him, and
possessed not power and skill sufficient to overcome a people possessed of chariots of iron.
The United States, with her fleet of ironclads, is
safe ; she can defy him.
He was mean enough to hand over his faithful
servant Job· to the devil to be persecuted and tormE>nted, and his children to be destroyed, without
fault or sin. And 'while pretending to be a kind
father and a merciful God, he made a hell from
which the smoke of torment should ascend forever.
He made and consthuted the organs of reason,
then damned one to this hell of torment forever for
using his reason. He so organized the mind of
man that it could not believe a lie or an impossibility, then damned him to this hell of torment for
the want of faith.
He was so cruel that, although one of his children should possess ninety and nine virtues, -if he
lacked the hundredth, it availed him naught; he
must be sent to this hell of torment forever.
He would kill and destroy thousands of innocent
people for the sins of their ruler, when he himself
had appointed that ruler.
He would make that a sin which could not possibly be a sin. He made man subject to a nature,
then made it the duty of his life to crucify that
nature.
He claimed the meanest cutthroat, robber, and
murderer that ever disgraced a throne as one after
his own heart.
He was such a botch that he was compelled to
become a bastard mortal, and liv thirty years in obscurity and toil, and die an ignominious death upon
the cross, to patch up his own ill-begotten work.
Then he did it in such a manner that when nearly
two thousand years hav passed no two people believe it alike, and four hundred million of his creatures never heard of 'him-and they are blessed if
they never do. He was so cruel that he always required the blood of innocence to appease his wrath.
He always visited his punishments upon the
people in such a manner that the innocent suffered
for the acts of the guilty. He suffered falsehood and
corruption to dwell in high places, while the truthful dwelt in poverty and rags. For these and many
other reasons I did not fancy the God of my
parents.
I did not fancy the religion of my parents, because it required too much valuable time in preaching, singing, shouting, praying, groaning, and the
exercise of too much hypocrisy, deceit, fraud, and
sycophancy.
It was the worship of a crucified God, and those
raised and taught such worship, when they became zealous, were all the time wanting to crucify
some one else. They possessed no leniency toward
anyone that differed with them. They were taught
to believe that God would damn all who differed with
them, and as God would damn them hereafter they
were but assisting God and doing their Christian
duty in anticipating God in his work.
I did not fancy the religion of my parents, because common sense taught me that the whole thing
was a lie and a fraud from the beginning, and a
curse to the human family ; that religion was not
necessary to man's happiness ; that it was all. superstition and a waste of one's valuable time to fool
with it.
I could not see that it made people any better. I
found about one thousand of God's ministers of his
holy gospel in the different penitentiaries of the
· Union for crimes of various kinds, yet nary Infidel
·
Of the thousands hanged for crime, I found all

confessed upon the gallows to having been raised
by pious parents. I could find no Infidels upon
the ga1lows and none in the penitentiaries. So I
could not see that religion made people any better.
And when I read in God's holy word that the
bones of the saints and his holy prophets, who had
followed and worshiped him all their days, should,
by his orders, be cast upon the ground to remain
as dung forever, I could see but little reward for
serving such a God. See Jere. viii, 1, 2,
I learn from ancient history that the world was
highly civilized when pagan Christianity· appeared
as Communism and destroyed the civilization of all
people where it could-destroyed all libraries, all
temples, fine buildings, and works of art, and drove
man back to barbarism. Anyone pretending to
know otherwise than was taught by the priest must
die. There were no courts but ecclesiastic. The
rule of the priest was supreme.
The people, instead of. dressing in fine linen and
dwelling in good houses, were compelled to dress
in rags, and dwf>ll in mud hovels, without ventilation, until one pest after another destroyed millions
who suffered for the want of &anitary comforts.
And when poor humanity could stand it no
longer and sought for freedom, then the persecutions of the church commenced and within a few
short years fully fifty millions of people were
killed, destroyed, or banished, and their estates
confiscated to the church. This religion preached
the dirty lie that "woman brought sin in the world,
and degraded, persecuted, and enslaved her in consequence until her o.ffspring became degenerate,
enfeebled in mind and body, until the superstition
taught the people became almost their nature.
And now millions of poor deluded, gulled, and
superstitious people are traveling through life with
this great load heaped upon them, until they are
actually afraid to think. They suffer the priest to
do their thinking, and they pass through their
miserable lives trembling with fear of dropping
into a burning hell.
Many thousands go deranged. Our asylums are filled with these poor
deluded, religious lunatics. Could humanity hav
had a greater curse heaped upon it?
I prefer no religion to this. But to "be fashionable and say I had a religion, I determined that it
should be my duty to make my neighbor happy ;
and if I got him happy, and was not so myself, then
I determined to do penance by washing and putting
on clean garments.
I do not fancy the Christian religion, because it
bears upon its face neither reason nor common
sense, but on the contrary, every evidence of
fraud, ignorance, and superstition, and portrays God
as malicious, cruel, and vindictiv, visiting the sins
of the parents upon the children to the third and
fourth generation, and portrays God as one dealing
in mysterious hocuspocus and legerdemain trickfil
only understood and to be explained by the priests,
self-constituteq vicegerents of his. will upon earth;
and while holding man accountable in faith to
things he knows to be false, punishes him as a free
agent because he could not possess faith in a thing
his every faculty- of reason and common sense
taught him to be a fraud.
I do not fancy the Christian religion because it
comes to us through the hands of the priests, who,
experience has taught us to our sorrow, were all
cunning knaves, ever ready to lie, cheat, and defraud in the interest of their supposed God.
I do not like the Christian religion, because it
belies God, and destroys h1s attributes of goodness
and purity, and portrays him as a monster of evil
and cruelty.
But is there a God? If so, where is he? And
if one God, may there not be millions of them T and
yet so far apart that they are unacquainted with
each other's existence.
There is certainly no end to space, and as space
has existed always, and time has had plenty of time
to make almost anything, if a God rules the sun
and system of worlde revolving around it, and as
many of thePe worlds are much larger than this, it
is reasonable to suppose that the same. causes .that
peopled this wo:dd hav also peopled the others,
and perhaps with much finer material. If a God
rules all these worlds, he did not possess time
to fool with the fall and redemption of man in this.
If a God, suppose he should conclude to travel
through space some billion miles beyond his system
of worlds, might be not find other gods and other
worlds much larger thati his own! And I think it
likely that his majesty has been off upon such a
JOUrney for some thousands of years or more. At
least, with all the tricks of the theologians, they are
unable to locate him. When he returns I hope he
will giv us an account of his journey.
I do not want it given to the priests nor to his
chosen people, but to us plebeians. I am tired of
receiving his messages second-hand. Well, it is

hard to persuade me that God ever gave any message to man outside of a natural law. And as hke·
causes always produce like effects, I am not positivly convinced that t!Iere is any God.
The elements of nature-as matter, and .electricity
as force-I think are about as near to God as one will
get during the present priesthood; but as it is
fashionable to hav a God, please do not hav one
smaller than my pattern.
. Now, I conceive it the duty of every. human
being to study well to find and know the cause. I
do not acknowledge myself responsible to God for
any talents I may possess, because all were acquired
by my own exertion. God gave me nothing but my
nature, and evolution is father to all I possess. I
take no man's word for anything. I study well to
find and know the cause.
Superstition, priestcraft, and the cunning duplicity of designing man hav cursed the world long
enough. For thousands of ages man has .been
gulled and ruled by the crafty tricks of the knowing ones.
.
Tricksters, .superstitious knaves, ha v taught the
worship of snakes, toads, lizards, oxen, goats, bulls,
ramP, lambs, rocks, rivers, idols of many kinds, fireworship, sun-worship, and man-worship.
And
strange; all gods get angry, and nothing will
appease their wrath but blood, blood. Some idiots
possess a god of brass with horns of steel sitting
upon a throne with wrath belching fire, death, and
damnation upon all his enemies-just as though a
god could hav an enemy. And to appease the
wrath of their god they must sacrifice some innocent thing. Their god can only smile when smelling the sweet-scented _flavor of the blood of
innocence.
Oh, what gods to love! They might be. feared,
but certainly never loved. The Jews had just such
a God. The Christians adopted him and pretend
to love him, but I think they but fear his hell.
Christos was a Hindoo god worshiped as the son
of god by a virgin, Maya, thousands of years before the birth of the pretended Christ, and he was
said "to hav been crucified between two thieves for
pretending to be the son of god and calling many
people after him."
.
Hessus was worshiped in the West as the son of
god by a virgin. These two religions embraced the
then civilized world.
A certain enterprising individual traveled all over
the East and studied all religions of which he could
hear. He studied the religion of Christos, or Christ-:
na, often called Christana. He became a convert
and returned West and established many churches,
to whom he wrote many epistles. These churches
were known as Christos, or Christanas, often called
This church organizer and great
Christian.
apostle of Christos was called by some Apollo, by
some Apollonius, by others Saul, by others Paul, and
finally sainted by the Christians and called " St.
Paul." This man brought many Christian writings
from the East, from which was manufactured the
New Testament. A certain set wanted to form a
new religion, which should be supported by the
state, and hoped to make it universal, and with its
aid bind together the Roman E'mpire, then falling
to pieces. They took Constantine into their confidence and placed him at the head of the new religion, and he forced it upon mankind with the
sword.
They took the writings of the priests of Christos,
including those of ·St. Paul, and changed the names
and scenes from India to Judea. They held conferences with the Druid priests of the West
and agreed to worship one god, who s~10uld be
called "Hesus Christos." This Hesus Christos in
time, by translation or design, became Jesus Christ.
No such person as Jesus Christ ev~r lived. The
thing is all of heathen origin, pure paganism, from
the sun-worshipers of the East.
And no greater curse has ever befallen the human family than Christianity, for it stopped short
all intellectual advancement. All knowledge, all
advancement, must stop with "Christ crumfied."
If there is a God, why not giv him credit for possessing as much intelligence as a mortal T And if
a mortal should be such a botch as to ha v to become
a bastard, and worry and toil for thirty years in
obscurity, then die an ignominious death upon the
cross, to grease the wheels of his machine to make
it run, everyone would call him a fool. Now
Christianity calls God just such a fool, and then
pictures him as possessing all knowledge; and as a
merciful God, yet the author of hell, the devil, and
eternal torment. From such Gods please excuse me.
I want none of ·them in mine.
I think, beyond all controversy, the Christian
religion is founded upon as superstitious and foolish a story as was ever concocted or repeated by
anyone pretending to ordinary sense or intelligence. If there is Jiuch a thing as blaspheming the
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deity, this story of the ·fall and redemption of
man gets tnere.
The early Christians appeared as Communists.
They claimed their God as having been "born in a
stable, and as having not where to lay his head."
Consequently "his followers should not strive to
liv better . than their God." They refused their
!ollowers the right to wash the food they ate. They
refused all sanitary comforts. They permitted no
one to learn the alphabet but the priests.
Le Oassid, Fla.
W. B. RADFORD, M.D.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Sunday Question.

.

rowed from the heathens ani incorporated in the
ecclesiastical polity of the Jews. Among them it
was observed in various ways, according to the
whims or religious prejudice of those in power.
The religious observance of certain days is a
policy that has always been sought to be used in
an arbitrary manner by ecclesiastics.
The Sabbath was designated in the Old Testament, before it was made subs&rvient to the priesthood by religionists, "a day of joy and delight"
(Isa.lviii, 13). The words in Isaiah are translated in
our version "by doing thy pleasure." Scholars inform us that the Hebrew words in tbe passage in
reality mean "doing thy work," exactly corresponding to "our affairs," "business."
Now, let it be observed that in all the discourses
attributed to Jesus, he nowhere enjoins the observance of the Sabbath. People who claim to be
zealous followers of Christ should remember this
and not make themselvs ridiculous by trying to
enforce in his name precepts which he never taught.
Besides, the idea that deity is displeased at what
man does on one day more than another is making
a wrong use of reason.
A. A. BELL, M.D.
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painting bears a card with this inscription: "Thomas
Painf', first Secretary of Committee of Foreign Affairs, author of 'Rights of Man,'' Common Sense,'
etc., etc. Loaned by Moncure Daniel Conway.",
Side by side with thi~ illustrious hero are placed
the pictures of Jefferson, Franklin, Morris, and
others of foreign birth who gave their services to
America in that great and memorable struggle for
a nation's liberty. This very action of the Exposition authorities confesses the connection of Thomas
Paine with the Revolutionary movement; they hav
given to him a place of honor, but alas! how few
there are yet that know the true value of his labors
for Americp.'s freedom ; how few there are who can
realize the vast service he rendered our country.
Yet like a monarch he looks down upon us from
his place in the gallen', the tender, winning
. smile calculated to move the heart with reverence
and respect for bis memory. The pictures so far
hav attracted considerable attention. . Sometimes
a bigoted religious fanatic will make some demonstration of disapproval, and again othe1·s will gaze
upon it with reverence. During the conversation I
had with Mr. Hunt, the manager of this department,
he told me that he watched the people with considerable interest as they approached this collection.
Upon one occasion he assured me that an old gentleman gazed at the picture for a moment, then
reading the card that is placed in the frame,
he learned who the original of the picture was. He
then stepped back a pace, took off his hat, and making a profound bow before the picture, reverently
uttered that single word "Paine." 'Tis but a
single n:J.m::!, and yet how great has that name become ; and it is destined to become greater still.
Freethinkers visiting the Fair should not fail to see
these pictures ; they are easily found, and should
you not see them, inquire for them at the little
table in the State Department. Remember they are
in the Government Building, right underneath the
pictures of the secretaries of state
Inquire for them anyway, and show the officials
that sufficient interest is taken in the memory of
Paine that you wish to see tbem while you are here.

Is it right to sell ice on Sunday ? Is it right for
clergymen to draw pay for prPaching on Sunday~
Is it right for a man to enjoy himself on Sunday? To hav some ice-cream or eat a watermelon on
the Sun's Day '
.
Every intelligent p&rson knows, whose opinion is
worth knowing, that the New Testament never
gave any sanction to a puritanical observance of a
Sabbath day. Even if it had done so, it would hav
no binding effect on the state.
·
Madison, Ga.
In one of the papers I received to-day the editor
thus expressed himself:
God's Failure at Man-making.
When certain of the Pharisees said to the disciples of
Jesus the same things that are said to-day to the
It cannot be that nature's holy God,
·
directors of the World's Fair:
With power and wisllom infinit, .
"Wh1' do ye that which is not lawful to do on the SabWould make his work so poor and bad a job
bath day?"
As to end in dark oblivion, .endless night.
JeFius answering them said:
Nor
would it help this dark and dread relation
"What man shall the're be amon~ you that shall hav
If semi-Infidelity were true:
one sheep, and if it fall into a pit on the Sabbath day,
If half the race end in annihilation,
will not lay hold on it and lift it out?
Then God, the maker, lost one-half his crew.
"How much then is a man better than a sheep? Wherefore it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath day.
And
lost them why? Because a little devil,
"The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
Made by his own almighty will and hand,
Sabbath.
By a revolt became sin's great evangel
"Therefore the son of man is lord also of the SabTo guide the third of heaven's celestial band.
bath."
The Christians of the first century abolished the SabThen down to earth he came, to Eden's bower,
bath and introooced Sunday as a sacred day; and their
And here inspired a snake to do his will;
Sunday was not a day of rest, but a remembrance of
And thus seduced by his satanic power
Christ's resurrection. The Christians of our time. howThe race in federal loins that moment fell.
ever, know :i10t how to celebrate the day. Although they
believe in the myth of the resurrection, Christ has not
The snake at this time on his tail did walk,
risen in their souls.
But how he did it I could never tell,
For so he stood when he and Eve did talk,
JOHN R. CHARLESWOR'J'H,
The name-Christians revive the old pagan notion
And thus he triumphed when the races fell.
Sec. Freethought Federation of Americ~.
that the Sunday is to be regarded as a dies ater, an
ominous day on which it is not advisable to underAt evening God to Eden's bower came back,
For he'd been gone awhile, the record sa.ys. take anything. They make of a man a slave of
The R~sing Generation Tir(ld of Religion.
Perhaps to view his work or feed his flocks,
Sunday ; they close places of harmless pleasure and
As other farmers spend their hours and days.
.A.n
orthodox minister went from ono town to
useful information, and in such efforts they find a
another
in a Western state lately, both of the~
When
Adam
heard
his
footsteps
in
the
shade
strong s~pp<;>rt by men of evil enterprises, who
supposed to be very orthodox communities. In his
He hied himself behind an apple tree,
offer to the people more spicy and less innocent
For he had learned of God to be afraid,
sermon in the town to which he went as visitor he
amusements. Must Christ come again to repeat
For he had sinned-eat of the fruit, you see.
said that the church college ip. the town where 1;te
the question: "Is it lawful on the Sabbath day to
then lived had fifteen hundred students, so;us .of
"Adam,
0
Adam!
where
are
you?"
God
said,
do good or to do evil-to save life or destroy life?"
" I am naked," Adam said, "behind this tree;
pious parents, and not one of the stude;nts ,cov.ld
Is~ there anyone who doubts that museums,
To hav lou see me I was sore afraid,
repeat the 'fen Commandmel).ts to st;tve his ~ife, and
libraries, and the World's Fair furnish recreation
For I m a spectacle from head to knee."
if told to turn to a chapter in Genesis they wo:uld
which exercises a strong influence for good upon
"You ate the apple and I've found it out,
just as likely tum to ;Revelation, ~,ts they.did not
the development of man's mind? They provide a
Which I forbade you in my grand decree."
know one end of the Bible fro.m the ot;he;r. ;n i~
wholesome mental food, educating without the toil
And from that moment God began to pout,
the custom of the students of the ~issouri S.tate
And pout he will to all eternjty.
of study, and broadening our views. They are not
University at Oolumbia to choose by ballot the pe;ridle pleasures; they are building up and life-saving,
'TiR true his son came down to stop the pout,
son who shall address them at the conn,uen,cemeP,t.
.and Christ teaches that it is right to heal, to help,
But only saved a few from Satan's power;
One year the faculty was gre~tly disgus,ted ,to ,fi;n<)
So
o'er
his
failure
God
will
eve~·
pout
.and to save on the Sabbath.
'
that after the most faithful religious teachi,ng fo;r
Through endless cycles on forevermore.
Some of the early Christians continued to celethe past session a majority of ,the bal~ots h~td th,e
brate the Sabbath after the Jewish fashion, and
Poor Adam, he had made ~J,n awful fall
name
of ":Sob Ingersoll" on them. ;But tp,e
Deep down to darkest ignorance from light;
the Apostle St. Pa.ul suffered them to do so ; yet
faculty as a returning boarQ threw o,ut the :votes.
Ere
that
he
did
not
know
himself
at
~til,
he insisted vigorously upon liberty in such matters.
'l'wo ministers are res;popsible for t.he stateme,nt
And now he finds himself in a;n awful plight.
We read in the epistle to the Romans: "One man
that on~y five per cent ,of ,the y,oung men in th,e
Oh,
happy
day,
whe;n
Satan
.did
defy,
esteemeth one day above another; another esteemUnited States belong to tpe church. The :r~cord.!'!
·And Adam taught that God the father lied;
eth every day alike. Let every man be fully perof matrimonial agencies are .confirmatory o! this.
For though he sinned, he knew ,I,J.e would not .G}ie,
suaded in his own mind. He that regardeth the
And on this certain proof he would conpde.
The men all want women who do not belong to any
day regardeth it unto the Lord; and he that rechurch, and many of the women who belorig to t,he
Another thing he learned of this olGl deiVil,
gardeth not the day to the Lord he doth not
orthodox churches are careful to say that they qold
By eating fruit he learned both good al;ld evil,
regard it." In his letter to the Galatians, however,
And so through earth his progress still plods
broad or liberal views. Parwin would call that an
who piously abstained from the desecration of
In knowledge vast as any of their Gods.
: important factor in natural selection.
' '·
the Sabbath, the Apostle writes: "Ye observe
· In a school fou;nded by a pious gentleman for
Now here we close this simple, foolish storydays, and months, and times, and years. I am
Its origin an Eastern allegorythe purpose of instilling religious principles into
afraid of you, lest I hav bestowed upon you labor
A tale at which all science now revolts;
the students along with secular education, the stuAnd human reason at its threshold halts,
in vain."
dents seem to a casual observer to be so pious that
that
libels
both
the
God
and
devil
.
A
tale
. A. wrong conception of the Sabbath is an indica"butter wouldn't melt in their mouths," but those
And loads our race with all its dread~ul evil.
tion of paganism; wherever paganism prevBils the
who know them better say that they are constantly
!:RENE LoRRAINE CoWAN.
spirit of true Christianity bestows his labors in vain.
reading and circulating among themselvs the works
We object to a wrong usage of Sunday, as if it· Thomas Paine Honored at the World's ,Ji'air. ·of Ingersoll.
were the Sabbath of the Pharisees. We protest
against the barba~c regulation~ belonging to p~e- · On Monday, the lOth inst., I went down to the.
llAndom ~otes.
Christian ages, whiCh bav been given up by all Chr1s- Fair in company with B. A. Eoloson, a tr,ue Free-.
tian nations with the sole exception of the English, thinker from Delpho, 0. This time I went on a ; There is no Phristian so ;perfect that p.e cann~t
who in the beginning of the Middle Ages dug them special mission entrusted to me by a val~ed friend: see some f~tult in his neighbors.
out of the misunderstood religious traditions of a ; of our cause, whose n~me I am not !l't liberty now . ,Can it be possib~e that anybod! will be so ha;ppy
remote past.
.
. .
, to divulge. Some pictures of :Pai;ne had been. m the next world that they Wl~ not s,igh fo,r !!<
We want a Sunday, but not such a Phansatcal loaned to the government, and l we;nt to learn : change of climate~
'
Sabbath as is foisted upon the nation by modern something of their disposition. After a short search · J'r.esbyteri~n babies who die in infancy a,e noF
Pharisees. We want a day of rest, of recreation, in the Government Building, among the exhibit il-· compelled to go to heaven. This radical change i,n.
of edification, and not that superstitious far niente, lustrativ of the Revolution of America we at last God's mo.dus operandi may signify m,ore than we
which means a cessation of all wholesome activity. found two pictures of the Author-Hero of that great would s"Q.spect at first blush. .
We want a liberal, a religious, a spiritual, and truly event in human history. The pic~ures may be ~ound
Brother ';ralmage is said to be a great theo~ogic!¥
Christian Sunday.
·
,
in the State Department, on the right of the peristyle gymnast, but withal he has never been able ,to _giv
The division of time into periods of seven days leading from the central rotunda. Here are two the inquiring public a sufficient reason why an ass
ca.n be traced to the earlier shepherds and moon- pictures-one large painting and a steel engraving. should be permitted to speak in the presence. of the
worshipers. And doubtless the Sabbath was bor- Both of them, I believe, are by Romney. Thelarge Lord while hili> master keeps silence.

-------------------
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Colonel Ingersoll Concerning the Chinese.
[In the North American Review for July appear articles for and a!!ainst the exclusion of the Chinese. The
following are extracts from what Colonel Ingersoll says
against excluding them. Copies of the Review containing both articles entire, 50 cents.]
The average American, like the average man. of
any country, has but little imagination. People
who speak a different language, or worship some
other god, or wear clothing unlike his own, are beyond the horizon of his sympathy. He cares but
little or nothing for the sufferings or misfortunes
of those who are of a different complexion or of
another race. His imagination is not powerful
enough to recognize the human be~ng, in spite of
peculiarities. Instead of this he looks upon every
difference as an evidence of inferiority, and ·for the
inferior he has but little if any feeling. If these
"inferior people " claim equal rights he feels insulted, and for the purpose of establishing his own
superiority tramples on the rights of the so-called
inferior.
In our own country the native has always considered himself as much better than the immigrant,
and as far superior to all people of a different
complexion. At one time our P'mple hated the
Irish, then the Germans, then the Italians, and now
the Chinese. The Irish and Germans, however,
became numerous.
They became citizens, and,
most important of all, they had votes. They combined, became powerful, and the political parties
sought their aid. They had something to give in
exchange for protection-in exchange for political
rights. In consequence of this they were flattered
by candidates, praise::! by the political press, and
became powerful enough not only to protect themselves but at last to govern the principal cities in
the United States. As a matter of fact the Irish
and Germans drove the native Americans out of the
trades and from the lower forms of labor. They
built the railways and canals. They became servants. Afterwards the Irish and the Germans
were driven from the canals and railways by th13
Italians.
The Irish and Germans improved their condition.
They went into other businesses, into the higher
and more lucraLive trades. They entered the professions, turned their attention to politics, became
merchants, brokers, and professors in colleges.
They are not now building railroads or digging on
public works. They are contractors, legislators,
holders of office, and the Italians and Chinese are
doing the old work.
If matters had been allowed to work in the
natural way, without the interference of mobs or
legislators, the Chinese would have driven the
Italians to bettE\!" employments, and all menial
labor would, in time, be done by the Mongolians.
In olden times each nation hated all others.
This was considered natural and patriotic. Spain,
after many centuries of war, expelled the Moors,
then the Moriscoes, and then the Jews. And
Spain, in the name of religion and patriotism, succeeded in driving from its territory its industry, its
taste and its intelligence, and by these mistakes
became poor, ignomnt and weak. France started
on the same path when the Huguenots were expelled, and even England at one time deported the
Jews. In those days a difference of race or
religion was sufficient to justify any absurdity and
any cruelty.
In our country, as a matter of fact, there is but
little prejudice against emigrants coming from
Europe, except among naturalized citizens; bu~
nearly all foreign-born citizens are united in their
prejudice against the Chinese. The t.ruth is that
the Chinese came to this country by invitation.
These Chinese laborers are inoffensive, peaceable,
and law-abiding. They are honest, keeping their
contracts, doing as they agree. They are exceedingly industrious, always ready to work, and always giving satisfaction to their employers. They
do not interfere with other people. They cannot
become citizens. They have no voice in the making
or in the execution of the laws. They attend to
their own business. They have their own ideas,
customs, religion, and ceremonies-about as foolish
as our own; but they do not try to make converts
nor to force their dogmas on others. They are patient, uncomplaining, stoical, and philosophical.
They earn what they can, giving reasonable value
for the money they re<;~eive, and as a rule, when
they have amassed a few thousand dollars, they go
back to their own country. They do not interfere
with our ideas, our ways, or customs. They are
silent workers, toiling without any object, except
to do their work and get their pay. They do not
establish saloons and run for Congress. Neither
do they combine for the purpose of governing
others. Of all the people on our soil they are the·
least meddlesmn~. Some of ~hem smoke opium,

but the opium-smoker does not beat his wife.
Some of them play games of chance, but they are
not members of the Stock Exchange. They eat
the bread that they earn; they neither beg nor
steal, but they are of no use to parties or politicians
except a3 they become fuel to supply the flame of
prejudice. They are not citizens, and they c~nnot
vote. Their employers are about the only fnends
they have.
.
In the Pacific States the lowest became the1r
enemies and asked for their expulsion. They denounced the Chinese and those who gave them
work. The patient followers of Confucius were
treated as outcasts-stoned by boys in the streets
and mobbed by the fathers. Few seemed to have
any respect for their rights or their feelings. They
were unlike us. They wore different clothes. They
dressed their hair in a peculiar way, and therefore
they were beyond our sympathies. These ideas,
these practices, demoralized many communities ;
the laboring people became cruel and the small
politicians infamous.
.
Both of the great political parties pandered to
the leaders of the crusade against the Chinese for
the sake of electoral votes, and in· the Pacific States
the friends of the Chinese were forced to keep still
or to publicly speak contrary to their convictions.
The orators of the "Sand Lots" were in power,
and the policy of the whole country was dictated
by the most ignorant and prejudiced of our citizens.
Both of the great parties ratified the outrages committed by the mobs, and proceeded with alacrity to
violate the treaties and solemn obligations of the
government. These treaties were violated, these
obligations were denied, and thousands of Chinamen were deprived of their rights, of their property, and hundreds were maimed or murdered.
They were driven from their homes. They were
hunted like wild beasts. All this was done in a
country that sends missionaries to China to tell the
benighted savages of the blessed religion of the
United States.
At first a demand was made that the Chinese
should be driven out, then that no others should be
allowed to come, and laws with these objects in
view were passed, in spite of the treaties, preventing the coming of any more. For a time that satisfied the hater of the Mongolian. Then came a demand for more stringent legislation, so that many
of the Chinese already here could be compelled to
leave. The answer or response to this demand is
what is known as the Geary Law.
If we were at war with China then we might legally consider every Chinaman as an enemy, but we
were and are at peace with that country. The Geary
Act was passed by Congress and signed by the President simply for the sake of votes. The Democrats in
Congress voted for it to save the Pacific States to
the Democratic column ; and a Republican President signed it so that the Pacific States should vote
the Republican ticket. Principle was forgotten, or
rather it was sacrificed in the hope of political.success. It was then known, as now, that China is a
peaceful nation, that it does not believe in war as a
remedy, that it relies on negotiation and treaty. It
is also known that the Chinese in this country were
helpless, without friends, without power to defend
themselves. It i'l possible that many members of
Congress voted in favor of the Ac't believing that
the Supreme Court would hold it unconstitutional,
and that in the meantime it might be politically
useful.
The Chinese are not driven away because there is
no room f'or them. Our country is not crowded.
There are many millions of acres waiting for the
plow. There is plenty of room here under our flag
for five hundred millions of people. These Chinese
that we w~sh to oppress and imprison are people
who understand the art of irrigation. They can
redeem the deserts. They are the best of gardeners.
They are modest and willing to occupy the lowest
seats. They only ask to be day l~borers, washers,
and ironers. They are willing to sweep and scrub.
They are good cooks. They can clear lands and
build railroads. They do not ask to be mastersthey wish only to serve. In every capacity they are
faithful; but in this country their virtues have made
enemies, and they are hated because of their patience, their honesty, and their industry.
The Geary Law, however, failed to provide the
ways and means for carrying it into effect, so that
the probability is it will remain a dead letter upon
the statute book. The sum of money required to
carry it out_is too large, and the law fails to create
the machinery and name the persons authorized to
deport the Chine.~e. Neither is there any mode of
trial pointed out. According to the law there need
be no indictment by a Grand Jury, no trial by a
jury, and the person found guilty of being here
without a certificate of residence can be imprisoned

and .treated as a felon without the ordinary forms
of trial.
. .
The Congress that passed it is the same that .
closed the gates of the World's Fair on the "blessed
Sabbath," thinking it wicked to look at statues and
pictures on that day. These representatives of the
people seem to have had more piety than principle.
After the passage of such a law by the United
States is it not indecent for us to send missionaries
to China' Is there not work enough for them at
home ? We send ministers to China to convert the
heathen; but when we find a Chinaman on our soil,
where he can be saved by our example, we treat him
as a criminal. . . .
Our government is founded on the equality of
human rights-on the idea, the sacred truth, that
all are entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. Our country is an asylum for the oppressed of aU nations-of all races. Here, the
government gets its power from the consent of the
governed. After the abolition of slavery these
great truths were not only q.dmitted, but they
found expression in our Constitution and laws.
Shall we now go back to barbarism?
Russia is earning the hatred of the civilized
world by driving the Jews from their homes. But
what can the United States say T Our mouths are
closed by the Geary Law. We are in the same
business. Our law is as inhuman as the order or
ukase of the Czar.
•
Let us retrace our steps, repeal the law, and accomplish what we justly desire by civilized means.
Let us treat China as we would England; .and,
above all, let us respect the rights of men.

R. G.

INGERSOLL.

Colonel Ingersoll on Sunday Tyranny.
There has long been on the statute books of the
state of New Jersey a law against Sunday fishing.
In fact, it was one of the old "Blue laws" that had
become practically inoperativ, but last winter
somebody at Trenton got it reenacted with a
clause fixing the penalty at $25 instead of $1. In
spite of the well-recognized fact that seventy-five
per cent of the people living along the shores of
the bay are dependent for their living on the trade
of the anglers, a few malcontents hav announced
their intention to enforce this law.
.
Among the fishermen, on the other hand, there
is a strong and growing sentiment in favor of testing the constitutionality of the law. In view of this
sentiment a reporter for the New York Times
m1lled on CoL Robert G. Ingersoll and asked him
if he would giv his views on the subject for publication. With th.at peculiar twinkle of the eye
which those who hav heard him lecture know so
well the colonel replied:
"Do you write short-hand!"
The reporter then ask€d the following question
in long· hand: "What do you think of the religious
spirit that seeks to regulate by legislation the manner in which the people of this country shall spend
their Sundays,,
Colonel Ingersoll settled himself in his cushioned
office chair and replied:
" The church is not willing to stand alone, not
willing to base its influence on reason and on the
character of its members. It seeks the aid of the
state. The cross is in partnership with the sword.
People should spend Sundays as they do other days;
that is to say, as they please. No one has the right
to do anything on Monday that interferes with the
rights of his neighbors, and everyone has the right
to do anything he pleases on Sunday that does not interfere with the rights of his neighbors. Sunday
is the day of rest, not of religion. We are under
obligation to do right on all days.
" Nothing can be more absurd than the
idea that any particular space of time is sacred.
Everything in nature goes on the same on Sunday as on other days, and if beyond nature
there be a God, then God works on Sunday as
he does on all other days. There is no rest in
nature. There is perpetual activity in every possible direction. The old idea that God made the
world and then rested [here the colonel chuckled
softly] is idiotic. There were two reaso.ns given to
the Hebrews for keeping the Sabbath-one because
Jehovah rested on that day, the other because the
Hebrews were brought out of Egypt. The first reason, we know, is false, and the second reason is good
only for the Hebrews. According to the Bible,
Sunday, or rather the Sabbath, was not for the
world, but for the Hebrews, and the Hebrews alone.
Our Sunday is pagan and is the day of the sun, as
Monday is the day of the moon. [Again the colonel
chuckled.] All our day names are pagan. I am
opposed to all Sunday legislation."
"Why should Sunday be observed otherwise than
as a day of recreation T"
" Sunday is a day of recreation, or should be. A
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day for the laboring man to rest, a day to visit several physicians.'' Is the moral of this beautiful
museums and libraries, a day to look at pictures, a Sunday-school tale, "Don't eat meat on Friday," or
day to visit the shore of the sea, a day for picnics, "What fools these Catholics be!"
a day to get acquainted with your wife and children,
a day for poetry and art, a day on which to read old
The criminal court at Buda-Pesth, Hungary, reletters and to meet friends, a day to cultivate the cently sentenced the Greek Catholic priest Johann
amenities of life, a day for those who live in tene- Gormann to four and one-half years' imprisonment,
ments to feel the soft grass beneath their feet. In his wife to two and one-half weeks', and his son to
short, Sunday should be a day of joy. The church three weeks'. The priestly family by various crooked
endeavors to fill it with gloom and sadness, with meanshad accumul&ted $60,000. They were found
stupid sermons and dyspeptic theology."
guilty of forgery, theft, and usury. An old tale
"Under a federal Constitution guaranteeing about a wolf in sheep's clothing.
civil and religious liberty are. the so-called 'blue
laws' constitutional?"
In each of the year!>" 1727, 1741, 1756, 1826,
''No,,they are not. But the probability is that 1846, and 1847 there was a famin in 1reland. In
t?e _supreme courts of most of the states would de- "1846-4 7 the United States sent shiploads of breadmde the other way. And yet all these laws are stuff and thousands of dollars to the poor inhabclearly contrary
to the spirit of the federal Con- itants of the snakeless island, yet during these two
1
stitution and the constitutions of most of the years Ireland contributed $6,000,000 to the housestates."
hold expenses of his infallible holiness at Rome.
"Are· you a fisherman, and have you ever fished Moral: Do not cast bread on the waters ; it will reon Sunday !"
turn to Rome.
"I am not a fisherman. Neither am I a hunter.
Long ago I used to fish, arid I have fished on SunMr. Jehovah blesses his children in Russia by
day, and had what is called good luck [another sending a famin typhus-fever. In a village nf
chuckle], though at that time to fish on Sunday 500 families 188 hav the famin-typhus, and 207
was a crime. [And the colonel laughed outright.] families are seeking for bread and other nourish"I hope to live until all these foolish laws are re- ment. In the province of Samava for the past
pealed and until we are in the highest and noblest. year the number of deaths has bPen 40,900 over
sense a free people. And by free I mean each hav- that of births. In the province of Sarato the
ing the right to do anything that does not ~nter population decreased 14,081. And this decline
fere with the rights or with the happiness of another. is not due to cholera only, but largely to chronic
Still we need not wonder. Russia has
I want to see the time when we live for this world famin.
and when all shall endeavor to increase, by educa- 40,000 priflsts only, not to mep~ion monks, nuns,
tion, by reason, and by persuasion, the sum of hu- etc., and to keep these 40,000 beggars it pays each
man happiness."
year 32,000,000 roubles. (A rouble is about 62 cents.)
--------~----------

Colonel Ingersoll on New Jersey. ·
A knot of lawyers stood in the lobby of the New
York Fifth Avenue Hotel the other day laughing
over a story told by one of their number about
Colonel Ingersoll. A wealthy merchant died some
time ago in a New Jersey town not a hundred miles
from New York and left a legacy to the Sisters of
Mercy of that town. It being discovered that there
was no institution bearing this exact designation,
payment of the legacy- was disputed by the other
heirs, who ret:1ined Ingersoll to contest the case.
The opposing counsel in his argument laid great
stress upon the evident wishes of the testator,
whose idea, he claimed, was to benefit the various
charitable institutions or, as he put it, "the Sisters
of Charity of this town." When Ingersoll's turn
came, he rose, coughed dryly, and said: "-My
learned br-other claims that the testator intended·
to benefit the Sisters of Charity. My biblical ideas
hav only informed me of the existence of three
sisters of this family, Faith, Hope, and Charity herself, and all three hav long ago deserted New
Jersey.''

The German-American Turnerbund, which consists mainly of outspoken Freethinkers, numbered
at the close of last year 316 societies with 41,877
members, of which 34,044 are American citizens.
The Turnerbund owns property worth $4,815,133,
of which $4,173,721 is real estate. The income for
the year ending April 1, 1893, was $19,739.46, the
expenses during the same period $12,118.05. Why
can there not be brought about .a union of the
Freethinking Turners and the Freethought Federation of America T Freethinkers should be above
so small a thing as national pride. " The world is
my country," said the immortal Paine. Let us liv
up to this precept of his.

The archbishop of Clermont, France, ordered the
other day a great procession in which all the clergy
of the district took part. Pr·ayers by the ten
thousands were sent up, incense was burnt, and all
the church bells were ringing. They had a drouth
at Clermont, a bad one ; hence all this performance
to make Mamma Mary ask her brother-in-law, Mr.
Jehovah, to send some rain. Probably they had a
family quarrel in heaven, and Mr. Jehovah was
Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- cranky, at least the rain did not come, and the
many people who, acting upon the Clergy's advice,
thinkers.•
had
taken their umbrellas along, had a chance to
Mr. Lennstrand is kept pretty busy lecturing.
During the week of July 8th-14th he was to use them as parasols. We advise the people of
Clermont to send for a Yankee rainmaker. If t.hey
lecture in ten different cities.
don't get just what they want, it will at any rate be
Representativ Swedish Christians hav not lost cheaper.
all shame yet.
At least, a majority cast their
In· Topoliza, Hungary, they hav a school for girls
vote against the appointment of a day for prayer
attached to the cloister of the Sisters of Mercy.
against cholera.
The eight-year-old girl Marcia, daughter of Michael
The veteran German Freethinker and ex-priest, Szabo, was fr€quenting the school. This little
Johannes Czerski, celebrated on May 12th his girl got into a tangle with a schoolmate and during
eightieth anniversary. The old Freethinker has it committed the atrocious crime of saying, " The
been bedridden for several years, but his mind is devil take you." The prioress, Armella Riy, said
that the tongue that had spoken those words should
bright and activ as ever.
be burnt. She heated an iron poker and. burnt the .
The Catholic. paper Columbia feels very much child's face and hands in a most terrible ~anner,
elated over Talmage's twenty-three per cent Chris- . and would hav th~ust the red-hot p_oker. m her
tianity.
Has the editor of Oolumb%a forgotten m?uth had the child not fought ag~mst It.. The
Archbishop Purcell of Cincinnati and his financial p~oress has bee_n arrested and the e:x;mt.ement m t~e
transaction~ The Catholics should remember that VIllage runs high.
We call attentwn to this
nice old saying about stones and glass houses.
incid~nt as showing what ze~l?us believe.rs in the
" beheve or be damned" rehgwn are domg when
Spanish Freethinkers are not behind the times. they hav the power. If the world at large is better
Las .Dominicales announces that the Freethinker's now, it is not because the Christians hav become
Almanac for 1894 is nearly ready for the press. tolerant; it is becaus'e they hav lost the power.
The sale of this almanac has been phenomenal
We advise our friends to behave themselvs and
during the last two years, and we heartily recomnot engage in any pious hocuspocus wherewith to
mend it to our Spanish-American friends:
secure the pope's blessing. Papal hlessing is a
While Mr. Jehovah has no time or inclination to dark horse, as the following few historical blessings
preserve his worshipers from death by starvation, will prove:
1. The pope blessed Emperor Maximilian of
fire, water, or wind, he is very particular in small
matters. "Vengeance is mine," saith the Lord._ Mexico before he left for that country. The emSays a Catholic paper: "Julius H., a member of peror was shot.
2. The widow of the emperor, Empress Carlotta,
our holy church, was invited to dinner by a Protestant friend. It was a Friday, and there was meat on was blessed when she returned to Europe. She
the table, and the Catholic ate thereof, and was died a lunatic.
3. Emperor Franz Josef was blessed previous
choked to death in spite of the attendance of
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to the battle at Sadowa, 1866. The Prussians beat
him.
4. Isabella II. was blessed, and a short time after
was dethroned.
5. Napoleon III. was blessed, and a few weeks
later he capitulated at Sedan-Aug. 4, 1870.
6. The steamer Santa Maria with eleven sisters
on board, and bound for Montevideo, was blessed.
She sank in sight of the city.
7. Prince Louis, son of Napoleon III., was
blessed before starting for Zululand. He was
killed there.
8. Crown-prince Rudolph of Austria was blessed.
A few days after he committed suicide.
9. Alphonso XII. was blessed. He died in the
spring of life.
10. The bishops of Para and Pernambuco were
blessed. A month later the court of Rio Janiero
sentenced them to four years' imprisonment at
hard labor.
11. The archbishop of Peru was blessed, and
forty-three days later he died from poison.
12. The collegium of the Sisters of Mercy, New
York city, was -blessed. Three weeks later it
was burnt down.
Mau's Superiority to Other Animals.
Take an ass, it is an animal;
Religion is not known to him,
And still he never has burnt
A brother for heresy.
Therefore everybody can clearly seeEven the youngest child'l'he smartness of the human race
Against the foolishness of an ass.
Did it ever happen that wolves broke forth
In countless numbers out of valleys deep
To be slaughtered for the sake of others
On command in battleil hot?
Do they sacrifice their own young lives
For another's glory? But
Human beings to be sure are full of reason,
\'\' olves only are too stupid yet.
How to kill the adversary
Men are taking lessons,
Learning the best way of stabbing
One another with the dagger.
Our honor is saved so soon as
The blood is flowing from the enemy's veins.
Therefore compare the education of the human raae
Against the stupid, foolish brutes.

Relics of Abraham Lincoln.
From the New Yorlc Times.

J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, has some valuable
relics of Abraham Lincoln, which came into his possession through the late W. H. Herndon, of Springfield, Ill. One of them is an old paper-bound
book, entitled " The Kentucky Preceptor," from
which Lincoln learned declamation when a boy.
A more interesting relic is a ragged and yellow
leaf from the copybook that Lincoln used. Among
many sentences on this leaf is the following stanza
of Lincoln's own production, probably his first
attempt at writing poetry :
Abraham Lincoln, his hand and pen.
He will be good, but God knows when.
Anot-her faded leaf shows young Lincoln's st.udy
of mathematics. Several problems in simple interest are worked out on this sheet. Mr. Remsburg has one of Lincoln's old documents in his
own manuscript, held together by a pin inserted by
Lincoln's own hand. Another manuscript presents
some notes of an argument written by Lincoln in
1858
In the collection is a letter from CharlE>s
Sumner to W. H. Herndon, congratulating Illil_lois
on the election of Lyman Trumbull to the United
States Senate in 1856. The leLter is inclosed in
the original envelope.
These relics are well authenticated, and are
prized by the present owner, especially those relating to the boyhood of the great president.

How to Help 'l'he 'fruth Seeker.
L When renewin~ get a friend to subscribe and thus
save a half dollar ap1ece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, with your guarantee to take oft' his hands at the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
thPm the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
cigar store 1 in the barber-shop. Leave it pictnre-side up.
6. Keep m your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
when convenient hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend t
take it.
Mn. FRANKLIN STEINER has been engaged to deliver an
address at the International Freethought Congress.
During September he will fill some appointments in
Iowa, and later in the fall will start East on a lecture trip, ·
in which direction he already has some appointments.
Address him at Box 882, Des Moines, Ia,
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Till "Victory Is Ours.
BRAGGVILLE, MAss., July 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Yon will please find inclosed $4.10-$3 for the dear old TltUTH
SEEKER and $1.10 for the following books:
''Miracles and Miracle-Workers," Peck;
"Crimes of Preachers," "Besant-Hatchard Debate," "False Claims of Church,"
Bell'» " Outline of French Revolution,"
"John's Way," and "Crimes Again,t
Criminals." Yours till victory is ours or
life ended,
T. N. SHERMAN.
They Steal Not Only Our Taxes But Our
Books.
Los BANNoB, CAL., .Tune 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find $3 for another
year's subscription. I wish to make arequest to Brother Heston to giv us a cartoon on the Christians' bad hanits of
destroying Infidel literature - say for
instance, a good old Infidel with sifter in
hand in the back-yard of a Christian Endeavor family s1ftmg the ash-heap for
T.RUTH SEEKERS, Paine's '• Age of Reason,'
etc. This idea is suggest• d from the loss
of books and papers.
WM. H. DEvoE.
A Bustling Missionary.
YOUNGSTOWN, 0., June 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find money for
another copy of "Bible Stories Comically
Illustrated." I hav been having lot~:~
of amusement and doing some gooc.
with it, "Men, Women; and Gocts,''
and the other books I got, and am
keeping them going from reader to
reader. Liberal sentiment is spreading
rapidly here, and I think when I get back
from the mountains this fall I will be able
to get a TRUTH SEEKER club up. I intend
to be with the brethren in Chicago October next.
THOMAS BURTON.

They Go While a Page Is Left.
Gm.NNELL, IA. , J nly 12, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: My paper failed to reach
me last week, and I hav not slept well
since. Please send me one issue, the
7th of July. After reading I start.them
on a pilgrimage, and keep them going as
long as there is a page left and I can get
people to read them. We hav two newsstands or dealers that promised to keep it
on sale. Please send terms to dealera
to them. There could be several copiPB
sold here if it was generally known that
they conl:d be had of the news-dealers.
Yours for death to priestcraft and Bn·
perstition,
W. A. THRALL.
The Creation of Man and God.
GREYOoUBT, N.Y., June 20, 1893.
MR. EDI'TOR: Will yon please duplicate
me a copy of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER
issue of J nne 17th? From some cause I did
not receive it. By the way, I hav enjoyed
an intellectual feast perusing the ten or a
dozen Freethonght volumes secured at
your office when last in the city. The
·' • Dynamic Theory " is indeed a d·igeDt
.Q{ scie~ce; and a single chapter thereof
-effectually refutes the argument that a
God created man •in his own ima!l(e.
It seems altogether more probable that
ignorant man evolved God in his own
image-in the image of man evolved he
him. ·
PAUL S. TooKER.
The Religion of Renunciation.
CHICAGo, ILL., July 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I was very much disgusted
to-day on hearing the confession of a
young maiden, about twenty years old,
who came into our jewelry store to purchase a cheap silver case for her watch,
the cases of which were fourteen-karat
twenty;year filled gold, at a cost of $25.
She offered to exchange even up to get
the silver case for her movement. She
was very reluctant to hav to giv up her
"gold watch," but the German Baptist
church of which ~ohe was a member gave
her orders she must do this to retain her
membership, as gold was a curse which
would probably keep her from going to
heaven.
CHAS. P. SaHELLBERG.
Lost.
STAPLES, MINN., June ·23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: There appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, under date of April 4,
1892, a letter requesting exch~mge of in-

form11tion. It was written by Mrs. Rose
R. Delders, Ann Arbor, Mich. I wrote to
her add·eFs, but received no reply. This
was aboat one year ago. I hav sent her
a registered letter, and hav received a card
from the nostmaster that she is unknown
there and he is unable to deliver it.
If she is a subscriber to your paper, perhaps yon can tell me if she has changed
her address. Perhaps some of the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav had better snccees with her in getting the advertised inf,>rmation than I hav, and can tell son..ething about it.
D. C. -JENKINS!"
Says Women Are Intellectually Inferior
and Like to Show Off.
NUNACH, CAL., April 5, 1893.
MR. EDITo~: I see by your issue of
March 25th, that two ladiel'l, both hailing
from the Garden of the West, Kansas, hav
something to say· about my views on the
woman suffrage question. On.e congratnlates me on my position, and, of course, I
feel highly gratified that a lady of such
common sense as her article proves her to ·
be should praise my humble effurts. The
other lady proceeds, fignrativly speaking,
to giv it to me right straight from the
t!honlder, and I suppose it is expressions
hke this that h'l.v shocked Miss Laura
Knox (I do not know, my dear madam,
whether yon are a Mrs. or miss, but I Will
take tne liberty to presume the latter,
as none but old maids could possibly obj::ct to one or two strong expressions, where
these express the meaning much more
torcibly th'l.n chaste Bostonese English
would) Yon should go and hear Mr. Sam
Jonesonce, Miss Laura Knox.
The lady from Kansas also thinks I expressed my views from a hasty impulse,
together with an effort to show off. I will
say that I certainly tri~d to show as many
points as I could on my side of the question; and, as far as .he hasty impulse goes,.
that is rather a feminin characteristic, I
think. I consider the woman suffrage
question of paramount importance, and as
1 said in my article, I think that a great
many Liberals do not see it in its true
light. I do not" propose, Mr. Editor, to
take up a lot of your valuable space to
answer Miss Laura Knox, as there is really
nothing to answer. She has confined her
article mainly to the typical woman's
answer when argument fails, viz., showing
np the lordly man drawing himself up in
his d.gnity, etc., etc. Now, I did not
one' touch on that delicate q'lestion,
man's intellectual superiority over woman.
Had I, there would hav been something,
at least, to haul me over the coals for. It
is extraordinary how names are misappliedin this age. Mr. Westbrook still persists in calling himself a Liberal, regardleas of Mr. Putnam's unanswerable argument that he is not. Likewise Miss Laura
Knox calls herself a Liberal, and thinks I
am not because I won't actually prohibit a
set of fanatics from commanding me what
to do and not to do on Sunday. Verily,
there are strange people in Kansas,
ALBERT SANDBlllRG.

diverse in character as two persons can be.
An honest skeptic is free from malice and
contention, free from hypocrisy and destrnctivness. An honest skeptic, a peaceful one, a neutral one, can be everythiDg
that is noble, humane, and true, but a
scoffer, a man thBt ridicules religion of
any kind, heathen or Christian, is vile and
low-bred in thought, is ignoble, rakish,
garrulous, and swinish in nature. An
activ, scoffing skeptic is an Anarchist.
They, like Anarchists, seldom ever become
men of note. There are exceptions.
Colonel R. G. Ingersoll is one of them.
Even he, a~?"gressiv as he is against the
scriptures aud Christianity, would not be
guilty of even sanctioning anything so
corrupt as the book referred to. He, it
would seem, was merely a fat, goodnatured, garrulous sort of a skeptic, who
was really at one time sincere, in the main
part, in his tirade against religion. He, it
appears, was seeking gold and notoriEty.
You are not like him. Yon are hypocrite.
When yon saw the finger of God as was
revealed to the world according to the
prophet which he sent, a few years since,
instead of repenting and acknowledging
your sins, and acknowledging that you
were wrong, yon continued in ~infnlness
and hypocrisy from sheer meanness and
hardness of heart. I would nqt hav written this to yon, ignoring all sin, as it
would hav been weakness and fntil to do
otherwise, until the time of the beginning
of judgment was close at hand. But as
the time is very short, but a few hours, according to the Lord's reckoning, I thought
it meet to write and admonish yon torepent.
THEODORE P .. CRoNsro,
Prophet of the Lord.

We Must llav Liberal Sunday-schools.
PITTSBURGH, PA., ;Feb. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been looking round
for some time for some way to help the
cause of Liberalism, but hav not made a
success of my undertaking.- I hav been
taking THE TRUTH SEEKER for more than
two years. There is a splendid picture on
the first page, Jan. 28, 1893. It is of
free schools. I can loan the papers and
the Bible Picture Book, "Old Testament
Rtories- Comically Illustrated," also the
Boston Invest-igator and !3ecular Thought,
all of which are good family papers. I
hav some .books, all of which I can loan
ont withrmt any trouble, and some of them
are read. But I could never get anyone
to subscribe for papers or buy books.
Now, I hav a letter before me from W.
F. Jamieson, with the plan of pamphleteering the churches, and I see this idea
indorsed by quite a number of Liberals.
I hav nothing against the plan that Mr.
Jamieson has in view. But I wish to say
through the columns of your paper that
not :many of those that hav grown up to
men and women in the churches ever become Liberals. There are many reasons
for them not doing so. I will only mention two of them. The church-member is
not accustomed to thinking. He pays the
preachPr for doing his thinking. Then
for a church-member to become a Freethinker or a Liberal it takes a good deal
Rather a Yituperativ Lunatic.
of study and reading-more reading and
CmcAGo, April 18, 1893.
study than they want to giv. Now, to
ADDRESSED TO THE FREETHOUGHT PUB, my mind the thing Liberals want to do is
Co.: To tbe Principals and Originators of to start Liberal Sunday-schools and train
That Concern: A friend of mine loaned me up the young.
That is the way the
a book which has for its title the name churches recruit their ranks. Liberals,
"Old Testament Stories Comically Illns- start with the children, and bring them np
trat.ed." Whether it was done caQnally or Liberals. The chnrc)l robs the cradle,
from a sinister motiv, I do not know. and commences to plant the seeds of
This is what I think of the disgraceful superstition to recrmt its army and
book and its perpetrators-perpetrators is keep it up. Now, to start a Sundaytheword. It is clumsy, rakish, and swinish school and to make it interesting to
wit. (Wit is the word, for 1 know no word the cliildren there
would hav to
to take its place.) It savors of fat men and be books suitable for children, and
8Wine, likewise hyoocrisy and spite. It cards. But my idea was only to suggest
savors of the hoodlum and the barroom the matter of the Sunday-school, as all
tough. It savors of all things that are Liberals must see by this time how slow
foul and rotten. It savors of all things the cause is spreading. But I would like
the rever•e of charity, chastity, and hu- to hear from some of the more able writePB
manity. It savors of a generation of on the subject. They hav more experivipers. It is a disgrace to the laws of a ence than I hav, but that is my idea of
nation. In no uther country would such making Liberals. Then we would hav
a book be tolerated.
Liberals dyed in the wool.
This is wnat the writer thinks of the
DELMONT JONES.
anthurs of this work. It will likewise be
P.S.-We certainly need some good
the truth, for as much as I maybe tempted Liberals to be growing up to defend our
to resort to sarcasm, ridicnle, and exag- free institutions, I feel aftPr reading Mr.
geration, or, in other words, lies, it is for- Putnam's piece on the World's Fair on
bidden me~a Christian.
Sunday in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 28,
An honest skeptic and a scoffer are as 1898,
D. J.

True Nature of the Clergy.PENIEL, 0., June 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOB: I liv in a -community
where the priests reign supreme. To be a
clergyman in this section of the country is
to be in heaven as near as there is a heaven,
not at rest in Abraham's bosom exactly,
but often resting in the arms of some lady
follower. They dine at the best tables,
sleep in the best beds, and scoop in their
aim (the dollar), while their superstitions
slaves honor and worship them.
The Christians denounce me for reading
T~ TRUTH SlllEKmR, and in retnrn I denounce their Bible, which is rotten to the
core, for by its teachings the many are enslaved, and the most damnable, rotten
class in human form on the face of the
globe tthe clergy) are supported in luxury
through its teachings, by a class of fools,
but honest, laboring people. I hope the
time is near when all such medicin men
as the above-named will be compelled to
e:o to honest labor for their support. I.
became a Freethinker not by reading Freethought literature, but by going to church
(especially revivals) and reading the Bible.
It has only been recently that I knew
where to get any Freethone;ht literature ;
since I hav found oQUt, I hav used all the
money, and even more than I am able to
spare, in that directiop., and intend to continue doing so. Among my library of Freethought I hav "Old Tes·ament Stories
Comically Illustrated" and the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." I would not be
without those two books for ten times
what they cost_ me. And THE TRUTH
SEEKER, with Heston's finishing touch,
beats the world for a Freethonght paper.
I notice an article in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of May 20th from S. F. Davis, of Portland,
Kan., explaining to George Geer how a
wage-earner can save from $1 to $10 a
week without taking any money out of
circulation. This reverend gentleman's
article of the grasshopper state contains
the germ of a monopolizer's argument. Of
course we hav no reason to believe this
gentleman monopolizes anyone, or that he
is even in more than living circnmstances,
but from the principles he upholds, the
masses of the people to-day arE'·panperized
and enslaved.
Peradventure Mr. Davis means to save
$10 a week by extorting twenty per
cent Interest from his neighbor, to keep
his property fr :m being sold for taxation
when he encounters som natural calamity
as cyclones and grasshoppers.
Mr. Davis's article contains the essence
of selfishness and miserly oppression, He
can learn from Mr. Geer's article of May
28th that saving and hoarding money is not
what a man wants if he even can do so;
he wants to make money and use it; then
he can liv and let liv, and ·reap the re- ward of his labor .. Th'e miser's idea of
happiness is to grasp every copper he can,
and if he is hoggish enough, he makes
it double itself, then compounds it. But
his money is as his life, a failure, and both
he and his money are oppressiv to the
poor, and better had it been for himself
and his fellow- beings had he died at his
birth.
Mr. Davis's explanation of this moneysaving question is suited for a miser, and
by such misers extending into monopolists
has financially ruined thisconntry.
ALBERT SHELTON.
.A True ~host Story.
June 25, 1893.
MR. EDITO"R : When I was a lad, one
evening while my grandfather was sitting
in the house I stood at the garden gate
watching the last ray of departing day.
Everything was calm and peaceful.
Brother John on a sudden rushed ·up to
the door with a face pale as death. I
caught him by the arm and asked what
was the matter. "I hav seen my sister! hav seen my sister."
My grandfather was a very grave man,
and somewhitt sharP-tempered, though
kindly at heart. But he was a little skeptical upon points far removed from superstition, and looking np said, "What does'
John mean ? His sister has not arrived'
home from her visit?"
·
"If it was not she, it was her spirit,"·
replied John. "I saw her as plainly as I"
see yon now. Her night-dress brushed
against me."
"So she was in her Dight-dtess1 WaF
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she?" said my grandfather. "Boy, yon
hav been exciting your imagination with
ghost stories."
"No,. I hav not," answered John. "I
was thinking of nothing when she came
suddenly by me."
My grandfather mused a little.
'' Did she speak?'' he said.
" Not a word," said John. " How could
she speak? I am sure she is dead."
.
" If she is dead, she could speak as well
as move," said grandfather. "But don't
be· foolish, John. Your sister is a fine
healthy girl. No fear of her being dead."
" I am sure she is dead."
"Pooh, pooh," said grandfather. "Take
John into the other room. Something
has put hii:n out of spirits."
My grandfather made light of the whole
business, and read me a long lecture upon
superstition that very evening. He wrote
to relieve Jobn's mind, and received an
answer of the poor girl's death on the
very evening when John fancied he had
seen her. It was a singular coincidence.
I thought grandfather winced a little,
but only in a dry, skeptical manner. I
pondered long upon the subject, and ·hav
drawn my own conclusions. As regarding the &onl's destiny, a future state, a
world beyond the sight, it is worth to me
all the arguments in the world, when I
can understand it.
I did not reason much on the event that
had occurred, it irs true. I was too young.
But I never became convinced that disembodied spirits walk the earth and fill the
air beside us. b. the darkest night, in
the most lonely place, I never feared to
see a spirit, or, to use a good old AngloSaxon word, ·ghost. On the contrary, I
rather longed for it, and would giv much
to hav held some communication with
several of those who hav left me upon
earth, my mother and friend especially.
I remember, too, that, my mind, led by
events which had occurred, brooded over
it. I speculated curiously as to how long
sensaticn, consciousness, lingered in the
corporeal frame after actual life. had departed. I asked myself, Can the dead
feel? Can they hear? Do they know?
Are they conscious of what is passing
around them? My grandfather, as I hav
said, was somewhat of a skeptical turn of
mind. His reason was of a very specnlativ character. He was fond of every sort
of discussion, and particularly in collection of facts which would form the basis
of arguments.
No reverence ever stopped him. No
awe of any being or any theme stood in
his way. ·He used to say, everything may
be true, everything may ; and everything
may be false; let us always inquire which
it is, and keep our minds open to conviction.
He was a Freethinker, and if he was alive
now would be delighted to read the various opinions published .in THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
0 religion! 0 conscience/
what crimes hav been committed in thy_
name! '.rby laws hav often been more
cruel than those of Nero. Claiming the
authority of God, thou hast so pictured
or caricatured him as to make him oft'ensiv to all benevolent minds. Calling thyself deity, thou hast perverted all morality.- Is there a crime which thou hast
not at times sanctioned ? Thou sanctioned deceit among the Jesuits. When
men hav do11e evil, thou hast lent thy
sanction, confirmed them in their wickedness, and aggravated their crimes. ·The
Inquisition with its instruments of torture
is thy symbol. In obedience to thy command, good men hav been burnt at the
stake, or shut up in the darkness of the
dungeon till they became maddened.
What is vastly worse, thou hast in willfulness deprived whole communities of innocent enjoyments, and led multitudes to
bow before the most abject of superstitions and to expose themselvs to the most
terrible lacerations.
S. B. THoRNE.
Fighting the Church.
VERA CRuz, Mo., June 20,1893.
:MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of a
friend I hav been receiving a few copies
· of THE TRUTH BEEKER lately, and as I pass
them around among the ostracised ones of
our locality I find they are creating an
appetite for more, consequently I am
going to try to get up a club ·for yon. We
bav a few brave men and women here who

hav courage enough to raiPe their heade
above the waves of darkness and be
counted . for truth, regardless of the
anathemas aRd condemnations of the
intolerant church bie:ots that swarm
around us and try to crush us down. We
hav been holding a few godless meetings
this fall in our district and the one ad-.
joining us on the east and I tell yon from
the amount of stir we created to follow us
J begin to think we must be of considerablll importance. A friend and I talked a
few weeks ago to a handsome audience at
Denny & Decker's MillP, about four miles
from here. Among the audience we found
were some sky-pilots, who had heen
brought in cocked and primed and fully
prepared to swoop upon us and down us.
After we had made our principal talk we
granted the opportunity desirPd and one
of the followers of the meek and lowly
myth took the floor. He scouted, he
spouted, he puffed an!l foamed and
shouted, and finally, when in our closing
remarks he found we failed to down, he
and some of the rest of his fellows, who
always keep an abundant supply of that
good Christian- spirit, like their God
appeareil to get wroth and like their pet,
Jesus (Luke xix, 27), seemed to want
those who would not they should reign
over them brought hither and slain before
them. Some of the followers of that mePk
and lowly three- times- one -make -·one
talkeil as though they were afraid "Old
Billy " might strike me down for some of
my blasphemous talk, but I told them if
they would just keep their own hands oft'
and let the old fellow do his own striking, I would probably liv for many days
yet to preach for truth and drive away
the darkness that causes human butchers
·to·condemn and murder men for opinion's
sake.
I think I hav made an important
discovery since I landed at this place
about two years ago. I hav probably
found the missing link in Darwin's chain.
I find, not a thousand miles from here, a
species of slimy, half-made quadrupeds
that in some respects resemble the human
form, yet in disposition I think the darkness of about a thousand years ae:o would
closely fit them. A part of the breed are
n~Jarly all month and it is always filled
with a kind of feigning, hypocritical
smear that they use to rope their victims
in with. Like a great many other kinils
of animals, they hav one that seems to be
a leader or big dog with a brass collar on
among them. He is very hide-bound and
selfish, and appears to hold complete control over the rest of his tribe. When he
growls they all hav to bark, and when he
says "puppy," puppy it must be without
a murmur. There is one word that these
fellows use to scare their subjects together with and it always seems to fetch
them. That is the awful word "Infidel."
They hav a great regard for -truth when
they are the ones that tell it, and they are
very peaceable as long as they can hav
things exactly their own way. They very
much esteem justice as long as it is the
other fellow who is dealing it out, and
they hav a puticnlar love (or the· precP.pt
to do unto others as yon would hav others
do unto yon as long as others are the ones
that are doing it. Adversity does not
appear to trouble them when they can
cover it up with that smear from their
months. And from their actions I judge
they hold that an honest man has no
rights that a hypocrit is bound to respect.
Rule or ruin seems to be their motto, and
their eyes are so placed that they can only
look inwardly for justice.
They ai:e
nearly always in trouble and striving with
their neighbors, and after they hav done
some mean thing to anyone the next thing
is to lick him over or smear others in on
top of him so as to crush him down and
make their infamy pop~lar by a majority
vote. These fellows make long and loud
prayers to be heard of men and in a
revival-meeting great tears roll down
their cheeks like boulders from a mountain
top; their voices in shouting their praises
to that great bugaboo are "like that of
many waters," the Western coyote that is
gaunt with rage, or the panther with its
mimic yell that •eeks by deception to
capture its prey and grow fat on ~he body
of its victim. They prate a great deal
about what they call heartfelt religionsomething that I &appose is ~own ex-

cept in a locality like this; yet it appears
to create a frame of mind in the victim
that is caught by the cr11ze, that makes
him positiv of everything his emotional
nature g asps at He knows to a positiv
certainty that he has the love of "Gawd"
in his heart, and he knows that a man
with a calm, reflectiv nature, who looks
intelligently and candidly into matters
before he acts and doesn't go crazy and act
the fool just as he does, is doomed to
endless punishment in a place he is pleased
to. call hell, although he knows no more
about the place than he does about charity,
decency, or the rights of man toward man,
except as he finds it of his own manufacture. I am satisfied now in my mind that
if these creatures all "hold out faithful to
the end," there will some of them at least
~et to that heaven they are figliring so
conspicuously for-that is, the insane
asylum; and I think if they get their just
deserts they will be tapped for the simples
the first thing after their arrival.
S. B. DAVIS.
IfWe Hav No Right to Close Church
Doors, Pietists Hav No R1ght to Close
Fair Doors.
BELVIDERE, ILL., March 17, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Since it is recorded in the
Constitution of our country that CongreBB
shall hav no authority to enact any religions laws, it becomes the duty of every
loyal American citizen to defy and to violate every law that a disloyal majority of
Congressmen shall enact that is a clear
violation of the country's Constitution.
When any Congress shall become so corrupt and obsequious that in order to please
the enemies of religions liberty and the
Constitution, it shall in obedience to their
mandates enact laws that are contrary to
it, then the time has arrived for those who
hav a loyal regard for that sacred docn.
ment to call a halt and declare that
though a time-serving majority of Congressmen shall command them to dishonor the Constitution they shall not do
so, for knowing that it is the bulwark of
civil and religions liberty, they know that
allegiance to it is the first reqnisit of every
patriotic citizen.
Now Congress has enacted that the Jfair
must be closed on Sunday. If we ask
why, they will probably tell us because it
is a legal holiday.
To sensible minds
this is a very silly excuse, for the Fair should
be opened all the more for that very reason. The Fourth of J nly is the greatest
of all legal holidays, but no one dreams
that on that account the Fair will be
closed that day. No, indeed, the very
opposit instead, for fair days and · holidays harmonize exactly with
each
other. If driven to giv the actual reason,
they are compelled to acknowledge that it
is because Sunday is held by some people
to be a holy day, and to please those people, and in the interests of holiness, they
enact a holy law-that is to say, a religions 'law, which is a direct violation of the
Constitution. Now, we defy anyone to
make anything more or less out of it:
therefore, the peo1.1le of Chicago, the·Fair
managers, and every citizen of the United
States should from principle despise,
disobey, and defy this unconstitutional
enactment. It is not a law; for a law, in
order to be a law, should neces~arily accord with the Constitution. Does any
patriotic citizen think of interfering in
any ma~;mer whatever with one who wishes
to observe Sunday in the orthodox style,
and try to prevent him from attending his
chosen place of worship? Certainly not;
every man of them knows that it would
be treason to the Constitution to do so.
Then, certainly it is equally treasonable
for anyone to close the doors nf the temples of science ag~inst those who prefer to
exercise their constitutional rights to
worship at the shrine of science and art.
Is it a crime to look up'ln the works of
nature, science, and art on Sunday? If it
is, then it is reasonable to claim that it is
a crime to do so any day of the wetk, and
accordingly the Fair should be closed on
week-days. B•t Sunday closers claim
that it leads to vice to look at these things
on Sunday, whereas to look at the ~ame
things on Monday is a virtuous act. They
claim that to look at them on Sunday is a
crime against God. Very well, they hav
a perfect right to think the moat unreuon-
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able things in the world. They hav also
as great a right to say so. But that is all
They hav no right under heaven to fore~
others to conform to what they think or
say. In like manner the Snnda.y openers
hav no right to oblige anyone to conform
to their opinion". In short, since the
Sunday openers hav no constitutional.
right to close the doors of any church
against anyone, then in like manner the•
Snnday closers hav not one iota of a right.
to close the doors of the temples of f!cienc&
against anyone who wishes to attend.
And not all tJe Congres~men in the
universe, backed by fifty thousand
preachers with petitions as long as
their intolerant consciences will allow
them to stretch them, can debar a libertyloving people from spending Sunday
in their own way and attending the
Fair if they wish to on,Sunday. That is,
as long as our beloved country's Constitution is in force. When it is not, and is
trampled underfoot by its enemies, when
Hierocracy instead of Democracy holds the
reins of government, when instead of
temples of science an inquisition is built
on Jackson park, when the good old days
of religions persecution hav come again
(and it begins to look a little that way
now), when we are enjoying all the evils
attending a union of church and state,
when we are once more enjoying the civilization of the fifteenth century in the
way that the unfortunate people of
Italy and Spain used to enjoy it, then of
course we will hav no right to demand any
Sunday enjoyments, and we will hav to
draw our faces a yard long, and our Sunday songs will hav to conform to the
''Hark from the tombs" style.
Now,
in view of the fact, the lamentable fact,
that a concentrated and organized band of
enemies to the rights of conscience for
which our forefathers fought and bled
hav managed to coerce both our CongrABBmen and Fair managers to sell' the birthright of freemen for a detestable $2,500,000 meRs of pottage; therefore, it
hecomPB all lovers of freedom to use
every possible means to defeat this treasonable attempt on our liberties.
Now, the citizens of Chicago should by
legal compulsion oblige the gates to be
open on Sunday, for the reason that it is
held in a. park that belongs to the people
and which was originally deeded to the
people for the main purpose of Sunday recreation. It was originally designed, set
apart, and chartered for the purpose of
giving the thousands who are restricted by
labor and business a chance at least once
a week to partake of nature's joys. The
people hav permitted the World's Fair to
be established there for the purpose of increasing those joys, not to retard them.
Thev hav never given any Religio-Rnm
combination the ghost of a right to usurp
possession of the grounds on Sunday to
the exclusion of the owners of the grounds.
They hav never sold this right to anyone.
And no Congressional power or any power
in the world has any power to infringe on
this right. And fifty million of dollars
should not buy it. The Sunday enjoyment of the park remains intact with the
people. If the Fair managers say they can
not furnish the enjoyment on account of
being crippled by a Congressional enactment, then the city authorities should
order them to move all of their truck oft'
the grounds every Saturday night so that
the people can hav their rightftJ.l enjoyment of the grounds. every Sunday, If
the Fair managers think that it will pay
them better to do this than to take in
about half a million dollars every Sunday,
it is for them to judge best. If they think
it best to open the gates under such circumstances, then in order to avoid infringing on anyone's conscientious scruples, no attempt should be made to compel
anyone to attend the Fair on Sunday, and
if any exhibitor has anything on exhibition
that he considers a sin to be looked at on
Sunday, let him hav the privilege of removingit or covering it from view. In this
way no one's rights will be encroached
upon, and no one with a spark of brains in
his hea-l will be able to say that any injustice has been done to him. There may
be a few other ways of dealing with the
last-century mossbacks, but perhaps this
way will be sufficient.
Hopefully, I remain a Friend to Equal
Rights,
RommT Sw.ur.,
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lasses, and a drop of ga1I. ''There, Billy!
here is jalap, copperas, sulphuric acid
d
0
,
'
an nux vomica.
pen your mouth.
"Oh, no, no!" said Billy. "Let me go.
Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- I hate beer. I'll never drink any more!
tions for this Corner should be sent.
I'll never go in that shop again. Oh, let
me go! I can't eat those things. My mouth
f 1
Oh t k
"Between the dark and the daylight,
tastes aw u n~;v·
• a e them away,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d!!,y'~- occn~ations
Fat~er Zende!
That is known as the Ubildren s Hour.''
"T.ake them away? Take away good
beer, when I hav paid for it? My boy,
you drank them fast to-day."
Friendship.
"Oh they make me sick , said Billy.
When shadows flit across my path,
..
'
.
'
.
And leaden are the clouds;
_ A man. drinks all these bad ~hmgs
When storms arise in furious wrath,
mixed up m water. He gets red m tbe
And all the daylight ~hrond;
face; he gets big in his body; he gets shaky
When spite and envy linger near,
in his hands; he gets weak in his eyes; he
With malice-burdened dart,
gets mean in his manner."
Intent to strike me now and here· fi
. Billy was sa tis ed on the. beer quesTo pierce my very heart;
tion.
When those I trusted stand aside,

f$1t.iZdr-en' s eornor.

Or lightly float away,
As birds of passage offi espied,
That tarry but a day,
Then, as the starR in darkest night
Show with a clearer ray,
Whose mildly sweet and steady light
Shines on to perfect day;
So stand the faithful friends and true,
Firm as the century's rock;
Unmoved by falsehood, old or new,
Steadfast beyond all shock.
Their names are fragrant as the rose,
With petals snowy white;
Within my heart their value grows
As priceless as tbe light.
SUSAN H. WIXON.

The Student's Prayer.
There was long ago a divinity hall presided over by a most amiable and dignified
professor. On certain days the senior students opened the proceedings of the day
with prayer. One morning a raw youth
from a remote region performed this duty,
and it was a memorable occasion. None
who were present can forget how the venerable professor turned and gazed on the
untutored lad who prayed for him as
follows: " Lord, hav mercy on our profeBBor, for he is weak and ignorant.
Strengthen his feeble hands, confirm his
tottering knees, and grant that he may go
How Billy Took His Lager.
out and in before us like the he-goat be"Boy Billy" was the adopted son of fore his flock."-Zwenty-five Years oj St.
Christian Zende, an honest German, who Andrews.
was much shocked one day at seeing the
boy in a lager beer resort, tossing off a
When Edith Was Wicked.
glass of foaming beer. He bade the boy
Little Edith, a five-year-old daughter
go hon;le, but said nothing till evening. whose behavior is not always the best the
After tea, Zende seated himself at the market affords, has been full of excitement
table and placed before him a variety of over the cold weather and skating prosqueer things. Billy looked on with curi- pect. She went to her mother a day or
osity.
two ago begging for a pair of skates, to
"Come here, Billy," said Christian which request the reply was given that
Zende. "Why were you in the beer-shop the skates should be got if she would
to-day? Why do you drink beer, my "try to be a good girl, not just for to-day:
boy?"
Edith," said her mother, who thought she
''Oh-oh-because it's good," said saw an opportunity, "but for every day."
Billy, boldly.
Edith's black eyes snapped.
"You
"No, Billy, it is not good to the mouth. can keep your old skates," she replied
I did never see so big faces as you did promptly and disrespectfully, "if I've got
make. Billy, you think it will taste good to be an angel all the time!"-New York
by and by, and it. looks like a man to limes.
drink; and so you drink. . Now, Billy, if
" MAMMA," said little Willie, " I cannot
it is good, hav it. I will not hinder you
from what is good· and manly; but drink tell a lie, I took that pie to feed a poor,
it at home; take your drink pure, Billy, little starving boy."
"My darling child," said his mother,
and let me pay for it. Come, my boy!
"and
did the poor little fellow eat it?"
You like beer? Well, open your mouth.
"No'm. You see, I couldn't find any
I hav all the beer stuff, pure from the
shop. Come, open your mouth, and I starving boy to giv it to, so I had to eat
it myself."
will put it in."
Billy drew near, but kept his mouth
Correspondence.
close shut.
DoRA, Mo., July 1, 1893.
Said Zende: "Don't you make me
Miss WIXoN: This is my first attempt to
mad, Billy. Open your mouth."
write to the Corner. My father has taken
Thus exhorted, Billy opened his mouth, THE TRUTH SEEKER about twenty years.
and Zende put a small bit of alum in it. I like to read the Children's Corner so
much.
Billy drew up his face. A bit of aloes folThe Fourth of July will be celebrated
lowed. This was worse. Billy winced. at one of the many springs near this place.
The least morsel of red pepper now, from I spent last Sunday at a spring called
Double Springs. It is just one spring,
a knife point, made Billy howl.
"What, not like beer!" said Zende. but there is a large rock that separates
water into two parts; one stream flows
"Open your IllOuth." A knife dipped in the
north and the othtll.' south,
oil of turpentine made Billy cry.
Either stream is large enough to row
"Open your mouth; the beer is not a boat on, and they flow into North Fork
of White river about a mile apart.
half made yet."
CLARA F. FISCHER.
And Billy's tongue got the least dusting
of lime, potash, and saleratus. Billy now
FRESNO FLATS, CAL., June 28, 1893.
crieq.loudly. Then came a grain each of
DmAR FRIENDS oF THE CoRNER: As I
licorice, hop pollen, and saltpeter.
hav not seen anything from thiH part of
"Look, Billy! Here is some arsenic the conntry, I will tell you where I am.
and some strychnine which is used to kill It is about seven thousand feet above sea
level in the Sierra Nevada mountains,
rats!"
among the pine and redwood timber. I
"I shall die! Oh-oh-oh-do you want was to where they were cutting the big
to kill me, Father Zende?"
tree for the World's Fair, and was on the
" Kill him l just by a little beer, all good stump. If any of the readers of the
and pure! He tells me he likes beer, and Corner would like the full description of
it is manly to drink.4t, and when I givhim the tree, I will send it if they will write to
me.
some, he cries I kill him! Here is water.
This is a delightful climate here through
There is much water in beer."
the summer, but the winter is as bad as
Billy drank the water eagerly. Zende in the Eastern states.
I am the only one that takes THE THUTH
went on.
"There is much alcohol in beer. Here, SEEKER up here, but there are several
say it is the boss paper. As for my
open your mouth," and he dropped four that
part, it can't be beat.
drops of raw spirits carefully on his tongue.
I will close for this time. If it don't
Billy went dancing about the room, and find the waste-basket, I will write again.
M.D. PRICE.
then ran for more water.
" Come here, the beer is not done,
AusTIN, NEv., May 25, 1893.
Billy," and seizing him, he put the cork of
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As every WPek 1
an ammonia bottle to his lips, then a drop glance over the letters of the Children's
of honey, a taste of sugar, a drop of mo- Corner, I feel ashamed of myself for not
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j helping in our contest for liberty of
Fine Hand-Made Violins.
thought an~ spP.ech. As I _read every wee~ Made strictly on scientifiti priaciple.i. Best in

of the closmg of the Fall' on Sunday, It
makes me· laugh to think that a man who
has been a ringleader to hav the gates of
the Fair closed on Sunday, turned around
and had the pure and unadulterated gall
to think that he could get in_ and view it
whe"l thousands of poor workmgmen had
t 0 take a back seat. What next? Let us
look back in history at the once powerful
republic of Rome.
While the pagans
were in the majority it continued to be
a republic, but t~e Christian religion
sapped the foW?-d~tion of. Rome, a1;1d ~ence
she fell. So Will It be With America 1f the
clergy once get their heads above water.
I hope the time will come when mankind
will rise out of the pool of superstition,
an~ no~ be afraid of an:y sup«;lr~um_an god.
This Will not b!3 done till rehgwn IS taken
out of the pubhc schools nd the churches
are destroyed. One day I was talking with
some friends, and one of them asked me
to which church I belonged. I told them
there would be a green moon when they
saw me praying to any god on the face of
the earth or in "heaven" either. I told
them also that if the Lord had a mind to
strike me dead he could for · all I cared.
They told me to look out, that he would
be mean enough to murder one he had
" made." Well, I am not dead yet, nor
do I expect to die by his hand. I hav
made one convert of a boy of my size,
fourtee:n years, who, not more than a year
ago, was baptized in the "Holy Catholic
church." He blasphemes his God, much
to the dismay of the mother and sister.
He saw that I lived as well as he did, so he
rose out of the mud.
Yours truly,
HARRY Moss.
[Il,_arry's letter was mislaid and has just
come to light. Harry is a thinker, and we
are glad to add his-name to our long list
of brave boys.-ED. C. C.]

CoLUMBus, RAN., July 11, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I want to write you
a long and appreciativ letter, but cannot
now. I still suffer, and enjny, and struggle to liv here alone with all my ailments
and misfortunes. I think of and bless you
often as though you were my own daughter. I send a few words for Miss Palm,
whose death was a greqt shock to me. I
also send my opinions of the two books
you commended. Will you please send
them to THE TRUTH SFEKEB ? Perhaps I
should not hav troubled you. If so, forgiv me.
Bless von in every sense.
J. H. CooK.
WORDS FOB ANNETTA C. PALM.
I ask space to express my appreciation
of departed worth. And can it, must it be
that my genProus friend and correspondent is dead? '• How blessings brighten as
they take their flight." 1 never saw Annetta in person, but I held sweet communion with her mind and spirit by my
pen and the mental telegraph. Over three
years ago she read that I was a poor old
mvalid, in need, and made me very happy
by sending ,me a donation with kind and
appreciativ words. They came from the
head and heart of a noble, free, sympathetic,_ truth-loving, humane, exalted girl,
responsiv to the higher spiritual, mental
life. She sent me two more small donations, or which I was very grateful. Bu~
the spirit that prompted her to write such
encouraging words to me- how it endeared
her to mel Tearful emotions, inexpressible in words, fill me. It was too much
for m:y: sensitiv nature. Dear Annett.a,
you will ever liv in some form. Your life
and noble deeds shall emit undying fragrance, grateful to the living, salutary to
future generations. In tears and irrepressible emotions I will say; Farewell.·
[It is hard to be aged, feeble, and suffering. Pathetic cases of trial and pain are
on every hand, and some are utterly unworthy who seek aid and sympathy. All
may be assured, however, that our aged
friend and toiler for the truth, Professor
Cook, is most worthy, and any gift, however small, sent direct to his address will
be most gratefully received. He has done
good service for Freethought in his day,
and still is not idle in his old age and feebleness.-ED. C. C.]

MY RfLIGIOUS f~XPf1By

So Po Putna-.

I RIfNCE.

Being the st~ of his relij!'ions life and mental
Journeyings. Written in hls happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEE~
CHOLERA, DIPH'.l'HEKIA, Dysentery,
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote fur $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, I,44I South
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
20t28

the World for the Money. Fine Wood,.Tools, and
Trimmings for Violin-Maker,. Also Old and
New Violins Repaired snd Regradnated. at
reason•ble prices.· Square aealing. Address
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.

8%0
" ;,

~GUARANTEED
~g" i:::~
Q company is offered at par. Suitable

0 tor large: and small investments.
furnished by W. E.
rJlLOWN, Mills Building, New York.

E- Full information

4t28

A YOUNG INFIDEL WOULD LIKE TO
inyest $200 or $250 with services in some legitimate business in any of. the fat:-Western states.
Addreis, with ·particulars,.
F. HooHBRU.liN,
2t3u
2,I56 Second ave , New York city.

FOR HER .DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Cento1ry Novtl.

Preface by R. G. INGiRSOLL.
For Her Daily Br>a>i is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and
much conrall'e, to' make t eir way throng; the
world b;f gomg to Chicago. 'lhe author 1s also
the hero1ue. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Iuger•oll to be interested in; and
·whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

!ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
Irulo, 300 pp., $1.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. Hmo, 883 pp., $I.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition, for Children and Yont
The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
t i full-page illustrations aud 25 smaller; large
trpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $I.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thiniers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians}l from
the time of Menu to the present. By D. 111. Bennett. I,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
·

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decideilly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. I,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
·

The Great Works of Thomas Paine·

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llanda:f!. Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 p~ges, SVo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edgel 1
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ex-

·arnination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
. writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Rnssell 1 twice Premier of England. Complete from •he London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a .full ac-

count of all the j!'Ods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mclnding_Jehovali, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Uhrish Virg_in Mary 1 and the
Bible. 835 pages 1 8vo. vol. II descrioes fully
all religions systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occnpyil372 p~tg~s. being fully _g_one
into. 949 pages.
y D. M.. Bennett. Written in 11rison Itt bany. In cloth. $8 per volume. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called ~·The TrUth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together a.nd
sent bf express~ one dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eacn.
.

••With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Photo~Jraph o:f · Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild in his lap, a delicate little souvenir o:f
o\.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's g!'eatest
cha.mpion at home, ma7 be had at this omoe :for
flft7 oents.
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Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

JOHN E.

• A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wou.'d give $25 a
to have the <Jioimes of Preachers recorded, liB the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Uhrietianity
possesses to make men moral.
. We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doing thia.
The additione for this new edition of ihe
~

REMSBURG'S

"Crimes of Preachers"
Bhows neo.rly 400 ca.ses of Ininisterial conduct. While those in prenone editions show that within a few yeard ab~nt

1300 MINISTERS· HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. MoRt of the crimes
are aga.inst women, for the fair sex o.re at once the weakness and
the. strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy.
• Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we havo kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church----~
men. Show them just what sor~ of sca.mps are the clergy who have
ol~seq the.Wor~d's :F:air .on !'Iunday, because it is so holy a day th&t to look upon mll.chinerr or
:pamtings 1n this periOd IS "Immoral." ·

WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

-

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea ·s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He Presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this qnestwn
at rest forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty wunesses who claim that Lincoln wa•
a Christian, and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimol!}' of more than a hnn<lren ")Vitnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln wa• nqt a (!hristian. 'l'h~se witnesses inc~nqe
'1 '" wlfe and other relatives; his three law partners; his pnvate secretanes; member• of hi"
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of bis most mtimate friends.

False Olai!ms. Revised and Enlarged.

Address

REDUCTION .IN

THE TRUTII SEEKER COlllPAN'i.

PRICE~ OF

A GREAT BOOL

_

With the eighth editi,. fl1

As a Missionary Document it is naexcelled. Ampnll' the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Uhnrch and Morality; Crimlnal Statistics showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;, the Woman's
Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cents
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

.,;

Bible Morals.

Winwood Reade's" Marty,..
dom of Man," the cost ol
production has been IN-

Twenty O'r'i!mes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; Falsehood and Deceptioni Ohea.tinll'; Theft and Robber;r; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of Co}!gnest ana Extermmation,;. Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; urnelty to Animals; Human Sacnfices;
Cannibalism; Slavery; Witchcraft; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancyi Ignorance and Idiocy;- Obscenity. Pnce, single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. Special discount
on larger qnaatities.

sened so that we can r.ed•
tbe pries from $1.16 •

Sabbat"W-I,Jreaking. This is the _best ~nd most thorough_ work

ever written on the Sabbath from a rational pomt of VIew. Large and handsome prmt. Th'
question. is disr u~se!l under the following heads: Origin oJ th!l Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
S!J,bbath; the' Chnstian Scriptures and the Saoba.th; Exa.mmat10n of Sunday Arguments;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony of ttla Christian Fathers; the Sabbath durin!!'
the Middle Ages; the Puritan Sabbath: Testim ny of ChrJsoian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. Price, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

I.mage Breaker.·

Six Lectures:

.

.

.-

The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workhsecond only to Helen Ga.rUDII'I

Decline of Faith· Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading; traits of his character apd genius, and v!;n.~icates. his ~up~e ,fr.m:~ the
aspE)rsions cast upon It. Choice extracts from · Cgmmon Sen~e, , AmeriCan Onsis,
Rights
of Man " and •· Age of Reason " are given; also, tnbutes to Pamo s character from more than
one hn~dred noted persons ~f Europe and :A.me:t:ica, many of them written expressly .foJ: this
work.. Second edition, 160 pa~es, printed on fine tmted paper, neatly bound, and contammg a
handsome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.

.

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
"

IssUEs

OF
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1892.-$3.

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustrated ........•..... :.........................
Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower. ...
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ... . . . ... .. .. .. .....• .. .... ... .... ..
BibleMorals. JohnE.Remsbnrg ............
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ........... .
PocketTheology.
Voltaire...................
Why Don't God Kill
the Devil? M. Babcock,.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liberty m Literature.
Testimonial. to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,.............
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Rich~~ord A.
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart......................................
·.The Ho!x Bible Abridged......................
· False Ulaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

IssUEs

OF

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
Is 8. very interesti~gly pi9tureli; synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has uudergoue
-its martyr~om-m Its nse to Its present plane. It shows how War and Heligion have been oppr!l(lo
sive factors 1n man's struggle for Libert;y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes llJt
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, 1tddiug an outline of whai
ihe author conceives would be a religion oJ reason and love. Tho chapter~ 1tre'
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Gre~ks, the Maoodonians, Alexandria. ihe

W.1:l.."R
RELIGION
LIBERTY
INTELLECT

Superstltinn in All Ages.

.

•

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, tho Jews tho Propheta
• Character gf ~ esn~ 1 the. Christians1 Arabia, MegcaJ..Clmracte,r _of Moham;
med, Descnpt10n oi Afnca, the Monammedans m ucntral Atrlca.
Ancient Europe, Inva.sion of tho Germans, the C!tstle, the Town, the
• Chm:cli, Venice, Arab S_pai.n, thfl Portu~uesel: Dis<;overor~ tho Slave Trade,
AbolitiOn in Europe, AbolitiOn ID ~menca. 1\ ltterzals of human History.
Animal Period of the Eacth, Origin of Man and Eai·ly HistQO',
• Bmpmary of Universal History, The Fntupe of the Human Race, T.IM
Religion of Reason and Love.

l?aioe reduced from tl.'lG to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

:.l8 Lafayette place, New York.

1891.-$3.

Price.
Truth Seeker Annnal,.)891 ..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated..................................... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben25
Chrisfi~~-Absurdi"ties." · J'6:hii ":P6~~t::::: :::::: 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 40
BabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert 0. Adams . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• . . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller, . . . . . . . . . . . 25
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Putnam........................................
25
The Hi~her Ctiticism in Theology and ReligiOn. T. E. Longshore................ 50

IssUEs

" Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary eneftt of it. The

.Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, before the :N. E. Freethmkers's ConventiOn, January
29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Creed of Christendom.
It• Foundation Ccintruted with lt1 Superltructure,
.
BY W. B. GREG.
Complete'", ....,1 .
liCIIInn. eun
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•

•

CRUCIFIED?

Iri898..-

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,

OONTENT8:

A judicial consideration of the queBtionl:ian<l the
The Moral Sanction Leslie Btep)len; Reverent
AIDiosticiem, Amos Water~U The Mother Nature: decision against the scripture" and the C ristian
A Poem Gerald Massey; J.Jogmatism in Theol- tr&ditiou. Price, 10 cents. Address
ogy, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
TH.E '£RU'£H SEEKER.
Bamll,el Laing; The Cit;y of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross !Saladin)· On the Duty of Honesty in Our
OonvlOtions,J:i. E. Plnmptre; Scientific Religion,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Bn_perstition, Charles
Pre a.Hri Con or
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clod<!; The Disap:pearance of the Nether World1
F. J. uonld; Religions Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla~i Sii{nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; materialism &nd
Idealism Harmonized, Lnci&n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
a:&ve We a Supernatural, lnsph:ed, .Mira.o~ddrAR• T]J]jl TRUTH REEKli:R.

Supernatural Religion.

S(Jl--.~~~'\:

o en ts;[~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tJiotb, 11.
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L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teachin~· of the Christian
Church. '• The Thirty-nine ,A.rticles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a Ininister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit¥ to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolor&do beetle!"
Price, 10 cents. .

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact~
l'rice, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, lO"cents.
The Public Schools ·and the Catholic
Cbnrch. Price, 5 cents.

qHARITY.•.

A Lea11.et showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE- TnuTB
BEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

R£b.~i~Jn 7

Cnl. R. C. rngersnll's Colonel l{elso'~ Works.
~<w

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANX.
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Edited by OHARLEB A. WATTS.
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25
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'l:'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll............................... 15
The ·Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart.
mann..................................... 50
Orimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E.· Billings . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Resurrection of J esns..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Handbook of Freeth ought. w. S. Bell......
50
Religion a Onrse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam..
.. . . . 25
Design Arg_nment Fallacies. By Editor of
THE TliUTlJ SEElCER ....
15
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Chriatian?
John E. Bemsbnre-..... ... ... ..... ......
50
Pen Pictures of The WoJld's Fair. ll'nstuted. S. P. Putnam............... . . . .
25
Dunn~ the year other standard Freethought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.
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ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever ChristillnJ'ersecntion is going on this argument shonl be
freely circulated, read to the Ohristi>llls, anil. ex·
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE 1'liTiTB REEHEJ .
28 LafavAttf' Place. New York.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTL€- FOLJ{S.
By MRS. E. D. 8LENKER.

··ue fUble Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.

Roari~g Lion on the Track.
Bv M. BABCOCK.
Price,

~1a

cents.

:)eity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
' 11.e Real
Dl!!.sphemers. Paper, 12mo,
"88 pages, 500.
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Gems of ~AougAt.

woman's created and religions equality celibacy of the cler~ was dir~ctly opwith man, to her right of Private iudgment posit to the promotwn of pnnty. ~he
and to her Personal· freedom. His t!'acb- prieF<ts, denied marringe, pract·ced crrming that Adam, first created, was not first inal intPrConrse with the wives and dangbUnless otherwise specified, all publica- in sin, divided the unity of the human ters of their whole neighborhoods. The TREASON doth never prosper: what's the
reaqon?
tions noticed here can be had oj THE race in the assumption that woman was not rightful state of marriage being disTRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price part of the original Cr!'ativ idea but a B!'C- countenanced, its place was supplied by Why, if it prosper none dare call it treason.
-Anon.
named.
ondary thought, an inferior bAing brought the wrongful states of fornication, adulinto P:X:ist.ence as an appendage to man. tery, concubinage, and prostitution.
TRUTH has i11alienable rights. Just as it
WoMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE. A Histor- Everything connected with woman was Morals ~ank fearfully low.
is never out of season to search for it, so
Chapter III is on Canon Law. The it can never be out of season to defend it.
ical Account of the Status of Woman belil to be unclean. It is Eltnted that
Tbron~b the Christian AgE's.
With Agatbro ilesired the Sophist Herodes to canon law of the church teemed with feat- - Volta.irP-.
ltemimscences of the Mat.riarcbate. By g!'t really for him the next mornine- a ves- ures of baneful effect. The cbnrcb made
MAN can only be a gainer and not a
:Matilda Joslyn Gage. Chicago: Cbas. B!'l full of pure milk, that is to say which the legitima<'y of marriage dependent on
H. Kerr & Co. Pp. 545, price in cloth bad not h!'en milked by the band of a her control of the ceremony. A change loser both intellectually and morally by
woman. Bnt be perCPived as soon as it from ancient civilization to renewed bar- the spread of knowledge and education
$2. in half leatb!'r $3.
This is a work of a nature which bas was offer!'d to him that it was not sn11h as barism was perceived and noted by.bis- and by the disappearance of superstitions
long been desired. FrePt.binkers attemPt- be desir!'d, protPstine- that the SCPnt of her torians at an early point of the Christian ideas. To refuge to recognize this is to
iniZ' to CI"ID bat the churchly as• ertion that banns who bad milbd it oftend!'d his era, but its canse was unperceived. The run oonnter to all reason and all history.
the condition of wnman bas been higher nostrils. In t.be oldest Enr~'poan churches cause was the extension of the canon law. Popnhu theories about the governm!'nt of
under Cbrist.ianity than nniiPr previons gr!'at di~tinct.ion "'BB made botwe!'n the The clergy became a distinct legal body the world and immortality may change
relifrions, and that that religion is the Pnrity of man and woman. At an early from the laity, with diffe·entrigbts. Canon and take whatever forms they like: hucause of this elevation, bav not before bail dale woman WB" forbi.dnen to receive the law grew ropidly in England, and the man society will not be changed for all
so complete a storehouse of factR and !'ncharist into her naked band on account separation of !'CClesiastical courts from that, and will not come to grief.-Buchne_r.
argum~nts for tb!'ir side. The work will of her impnrity, or to sing in church on civil was, savs Blackstone, one of the most
VOLTAIRE was the champion of the· opbe of !'qual interest, t.oo, to every think- account of her inherent wickedness, To notable legal events ofthat country. Learning woman, supplying the bistorv of her such an extent was this oppnsition carrien, ing was probibited to women. The oath of pressed and the helpless. He was the
sex and giving the facts from which she that the church of the Mindle Ages did not seven person<~ was required to convict a cre~ar to whom the victims of church and
can d!'dnce bow the present character and heRitate to provide itself with eunuchs in priest. Daughters could be disinherited, state appealed. He stood for tb~ intellect
circnmstaPces of ff'mininity came to be order to supply cathedral choirs with ·the but sons could not. The Reformation con- and heart of his time. From a great
And t.be book deals not onlv with the soprano tones inhering by nature in woman tinned the same principles. The catering bight be snl'vey!'d the world. His horiOne of the principal charges of the nations to Pope Leo XIII. at the zon was large. He bad some vices-these
church and woman, but, as its title reads. alone.
with woman, church, and 11tate. So the ae-ainst the HngnPnots was that they per- time of his jnbilee was shameful. The he shared in common with priests-his
woman snftragist who end!'avors to re- mitted women to sing in church, using s~>niling him a gift by the president of the virtues were his own. He was in favor of
nnivPrsal education, of the developmllnt
.
move the preseut discriminat.ious against. th~>ir voices in praise of Goo contrary to United StatPs was disgraceful.
Chapter IV is on Marquette. This was of the brain. The cbnrcb despised him.
woman by the stat<>, will find here a t.be exprPBB command of St. Paul, Cathernecessary relation of the course of those ine de Medicis reproaching them for this the )pgal right of the feudal lords to pass He wished to put the. knowleilge of the
discriminat.ions in the past.
great sin. The massacre at St. Bartholo- the first night or nights with the new- whole world within the reach of all.
The work is quite encyclopec'lic. We mew, when thirty thousand men. womPn, made bride of each of their tenants. This Every priest was his enemy. He wished
cannot well convey an id!'a of the vast and children lost their lives. and the entire right existed both in the civil and the ec- to drive from the gate of Eden the
number of the facts packed in its pages. destruction of many families of Purest. clesiastical law. Church dignitaries were cherubim of superstition B•) that the chilWe will, however, skip through the vol- character took placP, with an additional often fPndal lords also, and in this case dren of An am might return and eat of the
ume with our readers viewing at least great loss to France from the self-imposed they claimed this privilege the same as the fruit of the tree of knowledge. The
some of the information contained.
haniEihment of hundreds more. may be rest The immorality of the beads of the church opposed this because it had the
Cbapt.er I dPals with The Matriarchate. traced to the teaching of Rt. Paul that Roman, Guek, and Protestant cbnrcb~s fruit of the tree of ignorance for sale.The matriarchate or mot.ber-rnle was a woman should keep silenoe in the church is recit!'d. This subject of marquette Is Ingersoll.
form of societ.y that existed- at a.n early This dnctrin also crossPd the ocean wit.b followed by that of the immorality of
WIITL'E the eve and tbll ear vary little in
a!!'e, and continued till very recontly. It. the Puritan fathers, and bas appear!'il in modern Christian society. Shocking cases structure in different· individuals, the vasuch
as
r
bose
of
the
Pall
frfatl
Gil.zette
diswas the government of the. motl'ter. Un- America under many forms. The Chrisriations in mental structure are endless,
der the matriarchate, except as Pon and tianity of t.be ages teaching the existence closures, the West End of London, Eton, being determined by our environmAnt,
and
the
Northwestern
pineries
of
the
inferior, man was not rAcognizAd in any of a superior and inferior sex, poBBPBBing
education, and inherited peculiarities.
one of these great institutions-family. differPnt rightR under the law and in th~> United States are nescribed. The foreign Color· blindness is comparativly rare and
traffic
in
young
English
girls
is
related.
church, and state. A father and husband cbnrcb, it bas been easv to bring mon and
limited to a f.,w colors; psychical blindas such bad no pJoce in thP social, polit- woman under accnunta.bilitv to a dift'ere t There is, it is stated, an immense number ness, in a greater or less degree, is a deof
child
criminals.
'rhe
church
bas
aided
ical, or religions flchPme. Woman rnlPn code of morals. For this double code the
fect no man is free from. The simpler
in each.
The child bore its mothPr's church is largely indebted to the subtle in all this. Her tendency was from the illustrations of this Jaw need not detain ns.
first
toward
the
employm!'nt
of
woman
for
name, tracing its deRCent from her. Her and acute Pan), who saw in the new reWe put any new phenomenon into that
authority over it wa.s r!'garded as in ac- ligion but an enlargen Jndit.ism that ~bonlil salaciousness. Among other citations is class of our previous notions which it most
cord with no.t.nre. The father, having no giv prominenM to Abraham and his peed that of the baptism of women nude by the cl •sel:V resembles. A child who sees a
part in the familv. WQ.B a wandPrer. TbP from whom Christ claimed de~CPnt. His early church.
cow for thA first time calls it a horse, if
Chapter V is the bi~tory of Witchcraft. familiar with horses. The same plant may
Iroqnois or Rix Nations of Indians liveil conversion did not remove his old .Tewi~b
under the matriarchate. Its existenc<> and contempt for woman, as shown in his tem· The possession of a pet of any kind was be apperceived by a girl aa a flower, by a
workings in the ancient Aryans, Egvpt., ple service, the law forbidding her en- dangerous to a woman. The fact of any farmer as a weed, by an old woman as an
Malabar, and other p 1aces are describen. trance beyond the outer cnn~t.
Nor woman's possessing knowl<"dge brought herb. The stnry of the precocious boy is
There wa~ greatant.horityof the wife in thP could be divest himself of the soidt of th<> her under the suspicion of the church. in point. He sat under a tree as three
most polished nations of antiquity.
AQ nld morning prayer which duly ]eel each Women physicians of the Middle Ages strangers pasAed by.
The first said,
vestal vire-in in Rome, woman's antboritv Jew to thank God that be was not born a. were pers!'Cuted and snppressed by the "What a fine stick of timb~>r!" "Goodwas great. both in civil and in religions af. heathen, a slav!', or a womq.n. He brought cbnrcb. The persecution of women as morning, carp<>nter," said the boy. The
fairs.
Mono~Zamv was the rnle of tbP into the nAw dispensation the infl.,ence witches was introduced into America by second, "What excellent hark!" ''Good_.
matriarchate. Polygamy, infant.icide, and of t.be old ceremonial law, which r"- the Pilgrim fathers. These persons also morning, tanner,'' The third, "What a
prostitution becamA the rule with t.he in· gardPd woman as nncl!'an. The J<>w- whipped women half nude for their re- beautiful t.ree-top !"
''Good-morning,
stitntio:r:. of pat.riarcbn.te or fathPr-rnle.
iQh exclusion of forty days from even ligions opinions
artist." He bad correctly interpreted
Chapter VI is on Wives. Under Cbris- their vocations from their manner of apCbapt.Pr IT is on Celibacy. The noctrin the onter court of the sanctnary to
of t.he infPrior and secondary position of the woman who hRd given birth to a son. t.i 1nity wiv~s held a position much m re perceiving the tree.
Our habits of
woman early· became an intPwal part of and of twice that period, or ·p:lf!bty days, if restricted and servil than previously. t.bongbt, once started, grow on any food.
Daughters
were
sold
into
marriage,
and
Cbrist.ianity. Its most emphatic mani- a daughter bad been born, WRB terminated
We go by chance to bear a lecturer of an
fefltation is in church doctrins on mnrriage in both religions by a sin-offering in ex- wives sold or traded from one husband to opnosit party or sect, and come away conanother
like
cattle.
Murder
of
a
husband
As it was a cardinal tenPt that the fall of piation of the mother's crime for having.
firmed in our own views. This law of
Adam took place through his tpmptation at t.be peril of her own, brnniZ'ht anntber by a wife was styled petit treason and pun- mPntal inertia tends constantly to produce
ished
by
burning
alive,
while
murder
of
into marria!!'e by Eve, this rPlation was human being intn life. This Old Testaone-siderlness.
Nature strives ever to
l'egard!'d with horror as a continuance of ment teaching degraded the life-givine- a wi e by a husband was condoned. Mari rectify this tendency by presentin!!' to ns
tal
infidelitv
of
a
hnsbanil
went
nnrebnked,
t.he !'Vii that first brought sin into th!' orinciple !'XPmplified in motherhood, and
an nnsortefl variety of details, and snc·
world. Woman was an nncl!'an one, in a t.wofold way lessened the nation's re- but of a wife was allowed to be punished C'~eds in keeping most of ns within the
with
instant
n!'atb
by
the
bnshand.
HuBthe ~!'dncer who brought sin into thP !!'ard for womanhood. Fir.qt, through the
bounds of sanity, though. not of perfe<'t
worlil and canse"'·t.he fall of man. Conse- Rin-offering and pnrificatinn demanded of banns controled wives' property. Hus- balance.-Proje-•sor Patrick on The Psybands
cont·ol~d
wives'
religion.
Women
qnent.ly all aPostles nnd fat.hers of thP the mother; ,qe~ond, by its doubling t.be
chology of Prejudice.
.
chnrch ree-arded marriage as an inevitablE' period of exclusion from the temple in were notadmittedas witnesses. They were
IT was stated by friends of Lincoln that· •
Pvil jnst aR we regard prostitution to-day. case a girl was given to the world. Th!' not permitted to read the Bible.
UbaptPr VH handles Polygamy. Our be generally refrained from giving pubMarriage waR an inferior and rePrehensi- influence of church teaching is most
ble state. Celibacy was a condition of ~trikingly manifested in the thought of to- present system of marriage of one bus- licity to his religions opinions while in
holiness. It would be difficult to conceive day. Wit.bont predetermined intention of band to one wife was not produced, as is public life because of their unpopularity.
anything more coarse and repnlsiv than wrong-doing, man has been so molded by claimed, by the Christian church. It was In answer to this the Christian claimant
the manner in which marriage was re- the church doctrin' of ages and the co- brone-bt about by other can~es. · It is of retorts: "If this be true then be was a
garded bv the church. It was regard!'d ordinate Jaws of state as to hav become undisputed historic record that both the hypocrit." But let ns be honest. NAarly
only in its very lowest aspect St. An- blind to the justice of woman's demand for Cbrifiltian church and the Christian state every person entertai;ns opinions which he
Nor is in different centuries and under differing does not deem it diecreet or necessary to
gn~tin~>, whill'l admitting the possibility of freedom such as be possesses.
salvation· for the marri!'d, yet speaking of woman herself scarcely less bound, al- circumstances gave their influence in favor make public. Yon, my Christian friend,
a mother and daughter in heaven com- though now torn by the spirit of rebellion of polygamy. These instances are here entertain doubts and heresies concerning
pared the former to a star of the second which burnt in the hearts of her fore- related by Mrs. Gage in detail. An ac- your creed which yon keep a secret or dismag-nitude, but repres!'nted the lat.ter as mothers, so cruelly persecuted, so falsely count of Mormon polygamy follows.
close only to your most intimate associates.
Chapter VIII discusses Woman and If yon, in private life, and not dependent
shining with prime brillian<'y, Wbil<> the judged, during past ages, when the most
possibility of salvation to the married was devout Christian woman possessed no Work. Women bav been degraded to upon the public, bide your unpopular
at first recognized, it was denied at lat,f'r rights in the church, the govern- menial and base labors. The work of thoughts from the world, can yon consistdattl even to persons otherwise living holy ment, or the family. The learning which women during pregnancy causes injury to ently blame Lincoln for his silence when
the fate of a nation depended upon him
livE's. The emperor J ovinian banished a bad been he"s in former periods was the offspring.
In Chapter IX The Church of To-Day and the alienation even of a few bigots
man who asserted the possibility of salva- then interdicted as an especial elemPnt
tion to married p!'rsons provided they ?f evil. ~er property rights recognized. is exposed in its pernicio~sness. ~ts oppo- might turn the scales against him? Again,
obeyed all the ordinances of the church m former perwds were then denied; as sition to woman's elevatiOn and Its thou- the clergy are forever allvi<~ing al!d enand lived good lives. As part of this a being snbordinat.e to man she was not sand other faults are noted. " The opposi- treating men not to publish their doubts
dnctrin. the church tangbt that Wi>man allowed a senarate estate or control tion of the church to woman's education," and heresies. Is it consistent in them to
was nnder an especial curse and man a di- over the earnings of her own hands. Her SI\YB Mrs. Gage, "bas killed off the in- condemn a man for following their advice?
vi.nely appointed agent for the enforce- children were not her· own but those habitants of the world with greater rapid- The church sbonld learn to r!'spect
mf,nt of that. curse. It inculcated the be- of a master for whose interest or pleasure ity than war, famin, or pestilence."
honesty herself before she charges ot.hers
Chapter X surveys The Past, Present, with dishonesty.
lief that ali restrictions placed upon her she bad given them birth. Without freeIt is the shame of
and
Future
aspe11ts
of
the
matter.
were but parts of her just punishment for dom of thought or action, trained to conChristianity that men bav been oblig~d
The
book
is
a
valuable
treasure-bouse
of
having canj!ed the fall of man. Under sider herself ~econdary to man, a being
to concAal their honest convictions ~n
such teaching a belief in the supreme who came into the world not as part of the facts. It is of interest and use to the stu- order to escape ostracism and persecution.
dent
of
church
history,
of
woman's
bisvirtue of celibacy-first 1leclared by the great original plan of creation but as an
When the church herself becomes honeRt
.Apostle Paul-was firmly established. To afterthought of her creator, and this doc- tor:v, and of the history of the state.
enough to tolerate and respect the honest
Not
the
least
among
its
uses
is
that
if
Angnstin,e is the world indebted for full trin tan!!'bt BB one of the most sacred mysopinions of those who cannot consciendevelopment of the theory of original sin, teries of religion which to doubt was to placed in women's bands it is calculated to tiously accept her creed, then will it be
turn
them
from
the
church
better
than
promulgated by Pau.l as a doctrin of the insure her eternal damnation, it is not"
time for her to charge Lincoln With
Christian church. Paul gave to the Chris- strange that the great bedy of women are almost any other boo!< that_ we bav seen.
hypocrisy for having partially withheld
his unpopular views from religions ruftian world a lever long enough to reach not now more 6ntspoken in demanding
down through eighteen centuries, all that equal religions and governmental rights GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. fians.- Was Abraham Lincoln a ChrisThe establishment of the
time moving it in opposition to a belief in with man.
tian 'l by John E. Remsburg.
Bt M. B.tJJOOOK. l'rice,15 ots.
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THE Minnesota supreme cour~ has
affirmed the right to boycott.
SmoE Steve Brodie jumped from high
bridges about New York city, emulation
to 'equal him has prevailed. Brodie invoked no supernatural protection, and
was unharmed. _ Last week Matthew
Rooney blessed himself, making signs of
the cross, and jumped. The hospital
authorities say that he may liv.
ON the animosity between· Christians
and Hebrews in the Jewish quarter of
New York, a court judge says: "There
wUl be a ' Red sea ' if many more Jews
come here to liv. The Christians and
Hebrews are at swords' points now around
here, and an outbreak may occur at any
time. The police hav all they can do to
keep peace among the people now,· and if
many more Jews get in here they will hav
a hard task."
IN an English court a husband who was
sued for divorce pleaded that he was the injured party. He was, he said, not so well up
in theological subjects as his wife, and when
they were talking over sermons they had
heard iihe became offended if his opinions
were not like hers. One is not surprised
after this, says tbe account, to hear that
one of the alleg11.tions against the respondent is that he had ·struck the petitioner
with the Methodiat Magazine.
THE Jews of Yalta, Russia, refused to
obey the decree to retire within the Pale.
For several days the Greek Catholic
clergy exhol'ted the rest of the population
tCl rise and expel them. Last week an
JERHY'S JOSS PREPARETH TO GO ON THE WARP A l'H.
anti Jew mob took possession of the
streets, broke into houses occupied by
The Lord hath opened hill armory. an<l h>1t.h hrunght fnrth the wf'R.pons of his indignation: for this is the
.Jews, and tried to drive the occupants
'1\0rk of the Lord God of ho~ts in tt1e hmcl of the Ohaldettns.-Jere. 1, ~5.
from the town. The Jews fought back.
Dozens were dragged into the streets and
. .
were beaten. Many ·were killed. t The
EAGLE BRANL).
houses owned by Jews were plundered and
wrecked.
~~A
AT Fabriz, Persia, _Mirza-Ibrahim, a
dHEFTI
convert from Mohammedanism to Christianity, has died from ill treatment reIs unequaled for house. barn, factory, or outbuildings, aurt costs half the price of shingles, ceived in prison, where he had been contin, or iron. It is 1 eady for use. and i, easily ap- fined a year on account of his conversion.
plied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and His wife and property had been taken
state size of roof.
awav, and 'he was placed in chains and
EXCELSIOR PAINT AND ROOFING CO., with his feet in stocks. An account says:
Dept.
10,
155
Duane
St.,
New
York.
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Con"With him were twelve desperate fellows.
They became angry and took turns in
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
. 13t18
cJ;loking ¥m with their finger~ and asking
of their respective Environments.
RELIGION NOT HISTORY. hun 'Is 1t Isa (Jesus) or Ali?' To this
question he invariably answered 'Isa/ and
then they would choke him again."
Examination of the Morals and History
BJ'" JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
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tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
By M. FARRINGTON.
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' OF _...,, Thorough Exami•1-ation anit Ref~ is it impossible to treat a friend or brother
Do VOU WtSh to be Well t'fl,formear THEN READ A_OHAPTEB OBVERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE
member to a drink witnout breach of the
SOIENOE!
utation of the Claims of the
new law, but if the law is strictly conIt is entertaining as well as enli11hteniug, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
Sabbatariarut.
-t. e., appreciate th" worth of the Umversal Mother.
strued it is illegal to maintain any except a
Yon must ownthie book some day: why not NOW?
blue-ribbon club. Treating is forbidden
itOe~nts.
Addres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
by a phrase which makes it illegal to distribute or giv away liquor, and clubs are
aimed at again in the clause which declares that a place where men associate to
•
keep liquor may be adjudged a nuisance,
FIVE LECTURES.
-..ty .Tohn R. Kel.so, A.ol'PJ'o
AN intimate friend of Governor Altgeld
12mo. cloth. $1.00.
says '' there is now being made ready for
Origin o:f' the Sabbatic .Ideathe printer a pamphlet in which the
The Je-wish. Sabbath-The
governol' will go into an exhaustiv review •
Christian Scriptures and the
of the Anarchists' case. He will reaffirm
Sabbath-Exa:rnination o£
that the men were tried by a prejudiced
Sunday Argu:.nents Origin
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
judge and a jury selected to convict, He
o:f the Chris-tian Sabbathwill outline in detail the alleged conspiracy
Testi:rnony o£ the Christian
among the police to manufacture evidence
Fathers-The Sabbath dur:o
and suborn witnesses to testify against
ing the Middle Ages-The
Spies and his comrades. He will print, I
Puritan. Sabbath-Testi:rnony
am told, the names of the rich men who
of Christian Re:for:rners,
contributed to a secret fund to be used to
Scholars, and Divines--.A.broIf yon need a medicine pa:v attention to some- aid the prosecution and the amounts they
c-atiou o:f' Sunday La--ws.
thing which will cure you. It is known as
gave respectivly. He will assert that an
immense sum was to be divided among
certain parties in the event of the convicJOHN Eo. RE-MSBURG.
tion of tbe Anarchists, and that no means
and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blaader were left untried by some of the parties in
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all interest to earn this reward."
sorts of inflammations of the internalorganlb_snch
A RFBELLION in Kansas is feared. The
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_ilowel
Price, 25 Cents.
Addres6 THE TRUTH SEEKER,
diseases, UterinA and other forms of JFernale governor is charged by conservative and
.u
Complaints. It is a Blooa Purit!er, and is an ex- capitalists with now being plotting one.
'28 ttlftzyeul!o fJIIJC&, 8/ew rorlr.
cellent remedy for Oatarrh and Lung and Throat
------------_ inflam)llatim;o.s .. It will heal the nerve.s, restoring He has, they say, been "squaring him---lost ':Igor of mmd a,nd body, creatmg a good self" with what the governor's enemies
appetite and prodncmg sound sleep. It arts
l\ II steadily upon t)le urine, cleansintz the blood by .call the most vicious element in the state.
I" means of the lctaneys, and acts mildl:v upon the Not only has he, say his accusers, through
I
bowels, thereby producing bodil:v habits which his subordinate officials directed the
are so essential to good health. This
strike among the coal miners now in
4 HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW,
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
progress, but he has invaded the penitenWITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR
This little book goe~ down to the very bed-, tiary and has pardoned men who hav :reBy GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
rock of human liberty.
'
turned to their former homes to terrorize
··,.,ee,
1f. cr.nt"'
! is sold .absolu.tely Pure, as i~ ~s pumped from all those who were instrumental in secur25 cents.
I the sprmg, Without the additiOn of' any drug
Price.
In all these
THE TRUTH SEEKER I whatever. It is Nature's Remedyi pure and sim- ing their incarceration.
Address
' ple, and not a manufactured artie e. The • uccess pardons, say the governor's
accusers,
THOMAS PAINE;
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I •t has achieved has come mostly from its friends ''the criminals had been guilty of gros11 ·
who hav been rnred b;v using it. Send for a
pamphlet free. containmg photo-engraved let- o:fl'enRPB, and they hav come from comWAS HE JUNIUS?
.
ters and recommendations from those who have munities in which the Populists hav the
"
nsed it, giving a forty-page history and all parI
0
By W. H. BURR.
strongest hold. Take the entire list and
t.icnlars about this remarkable water, to
you will find this to be the case, Then,
·' By .D.A VID HUME"
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
Second edition, enl&rge.d to 32 pages; with the
too, those pardoned are the ones who hav
best engraved likeness of Paine. PricE2l10 cents.
tlm12
34 South Main Street, Willresbarre, Pa.
the most influence with a certain class,''
Address
THE TRUTH S.I!;EKER.
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The Truth Seeker library.
I'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians), from
the time of 1\Ienu to the present. B:y D.l\I. Bennett. 1,075_ pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, glit edges, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into

the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work· on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine•

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism1
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights or
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religions Belief.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writin_gs of the World. By Viscount Amherley,
son o! the late Lord John Russell 1 twice Premier of England. Complete from ~he London
edition. 7(5 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

count of all the _gods the nations of the earth
have worshirwd, mcluding_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgj.n 111aryband the
Bible. 835 pages Svo. v ol. l i descri es fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupyingU72_Illtges, being fully _g_one
into. 949 pages. By D. l\1. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by express~ one dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eacn.
.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible or Nature: A Oontribution
to the

Reli~tion

of the Fu1mre. Cloth. $1.

The Secret or the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Edncation; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Oontribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Clotht...$2.
·
Address
THE TrtUTH BEEKER,
.
28 Lafayette place. New Yorlr.

THE-HOLY CROSS SERIES.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plo.in statements, in very unvarnished language, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Cn.tholicism in this country,
this hook cannot he too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75cents.

The Awful DiscloRures of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin< her residence of five years as a novice..._and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel JJie!l
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic hook published has. create.<l more eJfcitement, and ha<l such a mrculat10n ns tlus
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria 1\Ionk wa.s "no
better than she shoul<l be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of hnr priest-seducer.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confes!'lion and Popish Nunneries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

THE

JHE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.
" Write me no more fables, zest 1 be a JooZ ana
reaa the rtaazes awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.D" LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I•npeached; The Fabulous Clainls of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Btoriesl· The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last damb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Cqnst; .Jesus and Other Ch:riBts; A Reverent
Cnt~que on Jesus; A Few .Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thin~ Tl)at Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

FALL OF MAN.

fiOVEBBMEBT AIALYZED.
:By COL. JOHN R· ~:eLSO.
Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
Political Terms; Various Forms of Govermn!Jnt;
General Principles of Government; Funct10ns
of Government; Origin of Government; Decl!!-fation of Independence; Articles of Confederation;
Defects of the Confeder&:tion; Formation of. the
Constitution of the Umted States; Taxation;
Tariff for Prot~ction; .WaF; Punishment~ Marriage; Religion; Pronibit10n; Money; I'Y nat a
Government Should Be.
,
.
Those who know Col. Kelso s keen analxtical
power, s.s shown in.his "!3ible An!LlY;'Iied and
·• Deity Analyzed " will realize that m Government Analyzed ,• they will hav t~e bedrock of
human authority exposed, and w¥1 learn w~at
g9vermnent is. Whether they Wlli 1!-gree With
his statement of what goven;t~en~ IS depends
upon whether they lean to Bomalist10 or Anarchistic philoso~_hy. But at.all events everyone can
learn something from thiHEs
boTRok.UTH BEEKER.
Price, $1.60. Sold by T
.
•

..With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Photomt~h of Oolonel Ingersoll, with his
gra.ndeliild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
-.merie&'s greatest orator a.nd Freedom's greatest
champion at home, JD&Y be had at this oflice for
flftv Mnt.r.

years a confessing priest. A revelation of tl)e
licentious practices of the priests and nuns m
these religiOus brothels. There i• no question
that Ex·priest Ho~[an knew the truth of the
tales of VIce, seductiOn, and infan~icide he giyes
in this volume, and equally there Is no quest10n
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not he given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
·
•
.
f

The Priest in Absolution. A Rev1ew o

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest aga.inst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious sys~eJil so.invA)!ive
of privacy1 so powerful for evll m hcent10ns
hands, so rraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
PUBLICATIONS.
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durhaip. EngThe ~dent's Darwin. B,Y Edward B.

Aveling, D. Be., Fellow of U~Iversity. Colleg~1
London. The purpose of this book IS to teu
something of Darwin's work to th9se wi;J.o hav;e
neither the time nor the opporturuty_to mv~stf
g_ateitfullyforthemselves. 1. The Naturali!!t s
Voyage .Around • the World. 2- GeoloeJcal
Works. s. Botamcal Works. 4. Zool9g1cal
Works. IS. Works on Evolution•.. With a
copious index. Price, $2.;;;;;;; - ~-

land. Revised American edition, showmg the
result in p_ariehes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham Essex England. Showing that convents
are lnimioal to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, ~t.j\RUTH BEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York City.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

J

New Publications.

P[N PICTURfS Of THf WORLD'S' fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Invaluable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
Deaicatea to tlie Amm"tcan Congress, of 1892, which for the salGe o.1 Religion. Stabbed Liberty gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other usefulinformation to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and ~he triumph
on Sunday-au act which pra ~tically united the gov .. rnment and the Christian church.'
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they ~ontain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Bxposition Committee of the House of RepresentatiTes against Sunday closing.
Also the following Essays and Poemo by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statne
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_poem written for the opening__exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 18\'6).
The main essay in this worl< i~ on;~ of the strongest arraignments ever made of tl e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this con• try. It should be distributed widely.
h has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in 'l'HE TRUTH l:!EEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and a.rouse thought.

.

!"rice 25 otJnts; Five ooptes for

$1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

ILLUSTRATED.
A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor tomake his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

O[SIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACI[S.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining "Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

• A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in TuE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Re:tuta-tion o:t -the ArguDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
an Intelligen-t Being.

Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~m ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
ill. If There Were One He Coul.;t Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregiou•l;v Slow,
They Are Egregioosl:y:__Wasteful,
They Often Serve No u~e.
They Have ProdncPd Fau1tv Mechanisms.
IV. Whmt Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and tha Watch Argument b Illegitimate
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
·
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of a Fust Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

Address

'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Piact, N.Y.

A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mentltl processes that led to the formation
of idol~ and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform&tion and
his bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chatdean Idols, to Christ's coming the _principal ch;aracters &re analyzed an<). shown to b.e humal), by thought and deed: It is made plain that the
p~cnlia.r phraseology, can~ saymgs, subterfJ1g~s, miracles.• wop.der-workings, and supernatural pad!liJtg are the ~roptr pjfsprmg of the then existmg barbansm, Ignorance, and superstition constitutmg the peculiar poll tiCs of the day.
·
'
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical A.l!pect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a RPst.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissue;.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
.

.

In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STA l"E.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
-------- •
The firRt chapter~tbP Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom~put that the tenden•JY of. Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter ll'l.ra. Gage claims thHt to the Matriarchate-or Mother-1·ule-the world is indebted for its
first conception of inherent rights.
Chapter 11 deals with the theological dogmas of original sin a11d celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marriage was looked upon as vile· wives were so~
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church wa< unfavorab)e to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced degrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by: making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon its own control of the ceremony. AnCient civilization gl\ve
place to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learmng W•B prohibited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving th-m more than onethi d of their property; d~tughters cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation e:ffected
nochange.
,
Chapter IV-Marquette-is on Feud~tlism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lord~
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, baptiRm of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learningwa• sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was d~tngerous, so rabid were the cler~y not to suffer '~ witch t • liv. 'l'his persecution for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un ·versal dominion over mankind.
Women phYsicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the " Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
strip~d and whipped for not agreeing with the clergy.
The chapter on "Wives" shows how the disruption of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and propriet:try rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-thltt the pmctice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marriag!)IB opposed b_y the church.
In Chapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other" prinCipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposltion of the church to the amelior~ttion
of wc,man's sufferings as interference w1th her •· cnrse, 'of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.

.
The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good ;
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
Morals; Whence They Spring. will do.
The Non Credo.
Rules for Human Conduct.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In cloth, $2; in half-leather binding, $3.
lLLUBTBATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-Tte Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Gafden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred an~ Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.
In Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
Address

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York.

THE RESURREf:TION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret A:ffair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jean~; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-o-A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal al').d l9t~ic:al Societies,
for Sc:~ools al').d
t~eHon)e.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

r•lce,

OoJ.n>ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
$1.50,
For s~e ~t THIS OFFIOR

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thum_pil!g whacks a~ ~Up~Jrstition. It deals with the
e:ffect of Chnstiamty on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion ~tnd impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY- is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in s.ccord with Science, that the atonement'
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
·
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
A-ddress TilE TRUTH &EEKEB.

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1 he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone";
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom~tn Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A 1\'Iodern
Example; The Roman GovernorR and the Resurrection Story; The Te•timonY of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers: Is the Resurrection Well Atte•ted?
Insniration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 'IIi cents; paper, 40 cents.
A.ddress

THE TRUTH: Sl!lE.lPiJR1 ~ ~M!!-;rette Place, New York City.
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did not become their highnesses to hav anything to Columbus's theory, but that his writings were "caldo with it."
culated to perpetuate darkness in respect to the
A
fuller
account
will
benefit
us.
This
we
may
sciences
" in general.
FO'UNDED BY D• JJI, BENNETT,
Objections of a graver nature were advanced
hav from Prof. A. D. White, from Washington
E. M. MACDONALD, ~ - - - - Editor and Manager. ·Irving, and others, transferring to our own page againRt Columbus on the authority of St. Augustine28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORKsome of the graceful periods of that admirable He pronounces the doctrin of antipodes to be inAmerican biographist Irving.
The council was compatible with the historical foundations of our
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1893. beld in the Dominican convent of St. Stephen. Of faith ; since, to assert that there were inhabited
the permeation and control of all things at that lands on the opposit side· of the globe, would be to
S'UBSCRIPTION BATES•
time by theology, Irving says: "Religion and sci- maintain thai! there were nations not descended
Bingle subscription, in advance .... ____ --···.·-····-···----·- __ $3 00 ence were at that time, and more especially in that from Adam, it being impossible for them to hav
One subscription two years, in advance······-·-·-·-·--····-··· 5 00
This would be,
The treasures of passed the intervening ocean.
Two new subscribers ........... ·-·----··············---·····----- 5 00 country, closely associated.
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. 5 00 learning were immured in monasteries, and the therefore, to discredit the Bible, which expressly
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ..... ·---···-···············-···--··---------··········· '1 00 professors' chairs were exclusivly filled from the declares that all men are descended from one comOne subscription with three Dew subscribers, in one remitcloister. The domination of the clergy extended mon parent.
tance·--·-·---·········-······ ...•.... ···········-··········· S 50
over the state as well as the church, and posts of
Such, says Irving, were the unlooked-for prejuOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance. ___ ... ·--··---·· ..................... ---------·-· _____ ;10 oo honor and influence at court, with the exception of dices which Columbus had to encounter at the very
An:v number over ftve at the same rate, invariabl:vwith one
remittance.
hereditary nobles, were almost entirely confined to outset of his conference, and which certainly relish
ecclesiastics. It was even common to find bishops more of the convent than the university. To his
Mcmev s1wuld. be sent btl ezpress oompanv's monB?J oraer, in helm and corselet at the head of armies.
simplest proposition, the spherical form of the
I!IOStal oraer, d.ra.tt on New York, or btl reutsterea letter.
Aaaress oommuntcattons ana make d.ra.fts, checks, post-otflce Spain surpassed all other countries of Christendom earth, were opposed figurativ texts of scripture.
anaez_pressmonevoraerspavableto
E. M. MAOIJONALIJ,
in the fervor of her devotion. The Inquisition had They observed that in the Psalms (civ, 3) the
28 La.tavette place, New Yorkjust been established in that kingdom, and every heavens are said to be extended like a hide, that is,
opinion
that savored of heresy made its owner according to commentators, the curtain or covering
. SPECIAL NOTICEo-We shall be obliged to o.u
readers if they will send us the na.Ine and address of obnoxious to odium and persecution."
of a tent, which, among the ancient pastoral naany Freethinker W'ho is not a. regular subscriber.
Such was the period when a council of clerical tions, was formed of the hides of animals ; and that
sages was convened in the collegiate convent of St. Paul, in his epistle to the Hebrews, compares
The Church Opposed the Discovery of America. St. Stephen, to investigate the new theory of Colum the heavens to a tabernacle, or tent, extended over
If a political club exhorts one of its members not bus. It was composed of professors of astronomy, the earth, which they thence inferred must be flat_
Irving's account concludes with the markworthy
to vote for a principle of an opposit party, pro- geography, mathematics, and other branches of
fusely argues against and ridicules that principle, science, together with various dignitaries of the statement that ''Columbus, who was a devoutly reand finally points threateningly to a long line of church, and learned friars. Before this churchly ligious man, found that he was in danger of being
victims whom it has murderea for so voting, and assembly, Columbus presented himself to propound convicted not merely of error, but of heterodoxy_"
Columbus's discovery, like every other action of
then the member does vote for the principle in and defend his conclusions. We are told by
benefit
to man, was performed not in accordance
Remesal,
in
his
''
Hist.
de
Chiapa,''
that
when
Cospite of them and good comes of it, then for the
but
in spite of, the teachings of the churchwith,
lumbus
began
to
state
tne
grounds
of
his
belief,
club to claim the credit of that good is monstrous.
If the government of Russia exhorts one of its the friars of St. Stephen alone paid attention to
The Closing of the Fair.
subjects not to leave the bounds of that country, him; that convent being more learned in the
profusely argues against and ridicules leaving, and sciences than the rest of the university. ObjecOur Congregational contemporary Qmerges from
finally points threateningly to a long line of victims tions quickly showered down on the broacher of the obscurity to !emark:
whom it has murdered for so leaving, and then the new idea. Several of the objections proposed by
" Sunday closing iR a bitter defeat to the handful of
subject does leave in spite of them and good comes this Bible-lea.rned body hav been handed down to Infidels represented by THE TRUTH BEEKER- There is a
of it, then for the Russian government to claim the us; they are, says Irving, "p~oofs of the imperfect great deal of significance in these words of that antistate of science at .the time, and the manner in religious sheet: 'The jubilation of the Sabbatarians is incredit of that good is monstrous_
describable_' And there is a strain of sadness in its
If the Catholic church exhorts Columbus not to which knowledge, though rapidly extending, was reflection that Sunday closing will prevent 'great
entertain the notion that a certain voyage is possi- still impeded in its progress by monastic bigotry. masses of our people ' from ' entertaining and elevating
ble, profusely argues against and ridicules that no- All subjects were still contemplated through the themselvs_' This is too bad; but these 'masses' did not
tion, and finally points threateningly to a long line obscure medium of those ages when the lights of take advantage of the opportunity when they had it.
of victims whom it has murdered for entertaining antiquity were trampled out and faith was left to The Fair was open several Sundays, but the ' masses '
did not attend it."
the notion, and then Columbus does cherish the no- fill the place of inquiry- Bewildered in a maze of
The Independent needn't feel so almightily tickled
tion in spite of them and good comes of it, then for religious controversy, mankind had retraced their
over
the closing. It is n.ot a triumph the Christhe church to claim the credit of that good is steps,· and receded from the boundary line of
tians can feel proud of_ They were beaten fairly
ancient
knowledge_
Thus,
at
the
very
threshold
of
monstrousOf such a monstrosity is the claim that the the discussion, instead of geographical objections, and squarely on the question, and now the closing
Catholic church is now making everywhere in the Columbus was assailed with citations from the is due to their meanness in working upon the
land. It is taking to itself the glory of Columbus's Bible and the Testament: the book of Genesis, exhibitors and inducing them to cover up their
discovery, merely because he :was a member of that the Psalms of David, the pJ:ophets, the epistles, exhibits. The Sabbat!lrians hav resorted to bullinstitution:- It is by this claim strengthening the and the gospels- To these were added the exposi- dozing, boycotting, and threatening, and the
tions of various saints and reverend commentators : directors hav been weak enough to yield. The
reverent admiration of its myriad devotees.
Of the principal conclave at which Columbus's St. Chrysostom and St- Augustine, St- Jerome and reason the masses did not attend was because they
doctrin was considered, the Encyclopedia Britannica St. Gregory, St. Basil and -Bt. Ambrose, and were not fools enough to pay full price to see half
says: "Fernando de" Talavera
in 1487 Lactantius Firmianus, a redoubted champion of the show. With half the exhibits closed the •dmissummoned a junta of astronomers and cosmogra- the faith- Doctrinal points were mixed up with sion ought to hav been cut in two_
The moral effect of the whole business is, notphers to· confer with Columbus, and examin his philosophical discussion, and a· mathematical demwithst!lnding
the closing now, a victory for liberty.
onstration
was
allowed
no
weight,
if
it
appeared
to
design and the arguments by which he supported
It
has
been
rendered barren by the meanness,
clash
with
a
text
of
scripture,
or
a
commentary
of
. it.· The Dominicans of San Esteban in Salamanca
bigotry,
clannishness,
and general cussedness of
one
of
the
fathersThus
the
possibility
of
the
entertained Columbus during the conference.
the
orthodox.
They
are a perpetual source of
antipodes,
in
the
southern
hemisphere,
The jurors, who were most of thep~. ecclesiastics,
were by no means unprejudiced, nor were they dis- beeame a stumbling-block with some of the sages danger to the republic, to the people's liberty apd
posed to abandon their pretensions to knowledge of Salamanca. Several of them stoutly contra- welfare, to human freedom.
But it is consoling to know that the masses
without a struggle. Columbus argued his point, dicted this fundamental position of Columb11s,
who
did U:ot attend the emasculated Fair do not
but was overwhelmed with biblical texts, with supporting themselvs by quotations from La.ctantius
attend
the churches now that the Fair is shut.
quotations from the great divines, with theological and St. Augustine, who were considered in those
Instead
they go to the theaters and to the parks.·
objections, and in a short time the junta was ad- days as almost evangelical authority_" Of LacAnd
we
are sorry to add, Sunday closing of the
tantius,
that
bestudied
and
venerated
father,
Irving
journed_
In 1490 the junta decided that
Fair
drove
thousands to the saloons. The liquorremarks,
not
merely
that
his
weight
was
against
his project was vain and impracticable, and that it
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dealers profit more than the churches. If the ence is regarded by tpe police as "prejudicial to
church had as much desire to do good as she has public order."
Martial law, goes on this traveler, "in civilized
to tyrannize she would dissolve that partnership.
countries is not a permanent institution; it is a last
We had written thus far when news comes that resort in time of war, tumult, or disorder, when the
the Fair is :iwt closed Sundays, and may not be, comparativly slow and formal processes of the civil
though it probably will, for the reasons given be- courts are not adequate to meet the dangerous and
fore-the bulldozing of the churches. On Friday, swiftly-arising emergencies of the hour. But marthe 28th, the council of administration ordered the tial law has existed in Russia for twelve years in a
Fair open, pending the settlement of the Clingman time of profound peace, and seems likely to last for
injunction suit. Probably this week the -matter a quarter of a century. What are the reasons for
will be decided permanently. Until the Clingman it! Is Russian society in such a state of tumult or
injunction against closing is disposed of it is illegal disorder that the civil courts can no longer conto close it. Yet Mr.- Crafts, for the Sabbatarians, trol it?"
,
sent this dispatch to the council of administration :
Russia is the most thoroughly Christian nation
"PITTSBURG, July 29th.
in Europe. Yet we see that she is the most turbu"A:n.y possible penalty for contempt of court in closing lent. The Christians' designation for their faith,
to-morrow in accordance With law will be a trifle to the "the religion of peace/' is, like all their utterances
cost of incurring the everlasting contempt of the country
for inefficiency or trickery in re,ent dealing with Stein oil religion, the exact opposit of the truth. Wherever Christianity has most prevailed disorders
injunction, if it results in even one reopening.
"In behalf of National Sabbath-cloaingoommittee,
and violence hav most abounded. This is shown
"WILBUR F. CRAFTS, Chairman.
equally by the history of the past and by a survey
"S. H. GmoRGE, Secretary."
of the nations of the present.
"The people who sent that message certainly
Religion Is a Friend of Disease.
cannot understand the situation we are in," said
President Higinbotham to
reporter.
"They
The Catholic Review says :
think we are tricking with the .injunction and are
"Cholera is raging in Senegal, Smyrna, and Naples.
immodest enough to say so. They seem also to Its germs hav not all been destroyed. - They may be
think that it would be better for all of us to go to brought to this port. It is well to ·be prepared. The
jail for disobedience of that injunction than to incur best preparation is a conscience at peace with God."
This is the genuin Christian doctrin on disease.
their displeasure by keeping the Fair open.
The
best preparation for it in any of its varieties is,
"In other words, these Christian people don't
the
clergy
hav always taught, a conscience at peace
want us to obey the law. They want us to still
with
God,
or
a spirit endeavoring to serve God, or
further disobey· the mandate of the courts. It
a
fat
gift
to
the
coffers of the agents of God. Not
would seem to be everyone's duty to support us in
a
word
did
the
churoh
ever speak, in the old days
obedience to the law rather than to counsel' any
when
she
was
supreme,
on the true, scientific prepmore infractions. It is probable that Judge Stein
arations
for
disease,
and
how little she is disposed
will punish us for what we hav done already. I
to
recognize
them
now
her sentiments like the
shall be disappointed if he does not. Certainly, if
above
testify.
I were in his place and he in mine, I should visit
It is solely because of the teachings of religion
some punishment on him. I don't think that my
on
the subject that epidemics exist now.
The
position, my wealth, or my connection with the
progress
made
within
a
very
few
years
by
ignoring
Fair ought to shield me in the least. And, as I
said, I shall be disappointed if Judge Stein does not supernaturalism and in~Stituting scientific measures
h~ts been l'ltttlh !l.s to warrant us in inferring that
punish us all."
had
this movement not been deferred to this late
So it is seen that the World's Fair Sunday quesday
by
the long reign of superstition, all contagious
tion is not at rest, and the Independent is prediseases
would now be practically extirpated. The
mature in its chuckling. But, whether it is closed
cholera
breaks
out each time about Mecca, the holy
or not, the fact remains that the bigots were defeated in the open fig-ht and now win by measures city of the Mohammedans. It is bred there by
which in others they condemn vehemently. The Mohammedan pilgrims, determined to perform the
ceremonies of their religion and utterly indifferent
moral effect is with Liberalism.
to instruction on the physical perils often involved
therein. We hav called attention to the fact before.
Not to Bring Peace but a Sword.
A late account says that at Mecca it has become imOne of the surest signs of contentment and prospossible to bury the dead, and the bodies of the
perity in any country, says the Russian traveler
wretched pilgrims lie in the streets and on the
Kennan, is the absence of extraordinary and exroads between that city and neighboring towns.
ceptional legislation, and particularly of legislation
Such is the condition of a place only a few hundred
intended to silence criticism, to prevent discussion,
miles from the Suez canal, the cities of Egypt, and
and to repress all forms of pohtical activity. If
the eastern end of the Mediterranean. Such has
the people of a country are satisfied and prosperous,
been its condition repeatedly in the last twenty
there is no necessity for severe repressiv measures,
years, and from Mecca and the other " holy places "
because there is no popular discontent to repress.
at the head of the Persian gulf cholera has repeatIs· this absence of exceptional legislation, inquires
edly been carried into Europe and from Europe to
the able Kennan, characteristic of the l'lresent situaAmerica, causing enormous loss of life and
tion in Russia? It appears from the semi-official
property. It has not recently gone westward by
journals of civil and criminal law in St. Petersburg
way of the Suez canal and Egypt, thanks to the
and Moscow that a large part of the empire, includlabors of the Egyptian Sanitary council, but from
ing its most thickly-settled provinces and nearly all
those nurseries of pestilence imported from India
its large cities, has been in a state of siege, or, as
the path through the dominions of the sultan and
we should say, under martial law, ever since the
the shah has been unobstructed. The account of
present emperor came to the throne. It appears
which we speak says:
that throughout a period of nearly twelve years
"The points at which the westward movement of
RussiVL governors, governor-generals, and chiefs of
Indian cholera should be checked are, first, the Indian
police hav had authority to issue ''imperativ orders" ports at which pilgrims embark for Mecca and other 'holy
with regard to all matters that concern the main- places,' and second, these 'holy places ' themselvs on the
tenance of public tranquillity or the safety of the Red sea and at the head of the Persian gulf. If the
state; to prohibit all public, social, or even private transmission of the disease to the 'holy places' cannot
be prevented, then the European powers should take
meetings and assemblies; to direct the closing of
possession of the 'holy places' or compel the .sultan to
all commercial and industrial establishments; to re- place them under the supervision of sanitary commissions
move cases from the civil to the military courts appointed by a European sanitary alliance."
whenever in their opinion such a course is necesRestraint upon "holy places" and holy things of
sary ; to arrest and imprison without judicial war- all kinds is, to tell the truth, the chief factor in the
rant and upon mere suspicion; to make searches advance of civilization. About every advance in
and seizures in all dwellings, factories, foundries, knowledge, morals, or health that mankind has
etc., without exception, and, finally, to recommend made will on examination be found to be an abatethe banishment to Siberia of any person whose ment of a holy something and a substitution of decharacter seems to them obnoxious, or whose pres- votion to an unholy one ..
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.Another account points out the chief of the religious rituals by which cholera is spread at Mecca.
At that city, it says, the chief agent for spreading
infection is an ancient and '· holy" and unutterably
filthy well, from which each pilgrim believes it to
be his duty to drink. It is little better than a cesspool. Mecca has a fair water supply, and the
powers, urges this writer, should insist upon assuming control of the city, so far as sanitation is
concerned. They should prevent the use of water
from this well, and subject both residents and pilgrims to rigid sanitary supervision. Great Britain
should take the lead in this work, and should begin
with the enforcement of sanitary laws with respect
to the shipment of pilgrims from India on the
steamships of English companies.
And from ahother report we .see that "the ordi~
nary sanitary laws are disregarded in Mecca as in
other cities of the Mohammedan world ; anything
like scientific treatment of the cholera is unknown ;
the fatalistic believers regard a visitation of it as
the decree of Allah ; they are willing that it shall
bring them death, if they but die within view of
the holy city or on the way thereto, as paradise is
assured to them. The cholera was in Mecca last
year; it is almost as constant there as it is in the
delta of the Gan~es. It often rages fiercely there
without approaching any part of Europe."
Finally let us note down, to satisfy Christians
what lack of benefit there is in prayer, that when
in Hamburg, Germany, the people gathered in
churches and prayed for remittance of the pestilence,
that very aot produced the exacerbation of the
disease.
The story is told by Miss Annesley
Kinealy, appointed judge of the hygienic section in
the World's Fair- by the ladies' committee of the
royal commission. Returning from an investigation of the situation in :ffiurope, she says: " In the
Hamburg epidemic I acted as nurse in a hospital
where there were two thousand pat~ents. We
noticed that every Monday morning there was an
alarming increase in the number of new caE~es. _lt
soon became evident that these were largely due to
the congregation of persons at the churches, beer
gardens, and other resorts. So convinced of this
became the authorities that they ordered the people to avoid assembling so far as possible. The
churches were closed and so were all the other resorts. There was a diminution in the number of
cases at once."

What Is More Mischievous Than a Preacher 1
Strange as it may seem, there is something more
meddlesome and vicious than a preacher-by that
we mean a plain preacher, bearing no superadded function-and that is a missionary. Whoever will go to the pains to look up the careers of
Inissionaries will find lives of mischievousness outstripping ·the suppositions even of the ·strongest·
hating Infidel. The injurious conduct of missionaries on the Hawaiian islands has been such, pronounces the New York Times, as to " justify the
severe sentence of Clarendon upon 'clergymen,
who understand the least and take the worst measure of human affairs of all mankind that can write
and read.'" Also, Col. Volney V. Ashford, one of
the most prominent residents of Honolulu, has
little respect for the Protestant missionaries in
those islands. In a special report lately made by
him to United States Commissioner Blount, he says
that in case the islands be annexed to this country,
they must be put on the footing of a territory, and
he then adds: "There is here a bitter objection of
the majority against any unusual plan such as is
proposed in the treaty laid before the American
Senate. The feeling is strong here that no American commissioner can fail to be influenced by the
Inissionary party here, and that the proposed scheme
of annexation would result in plutocratic rule of a
haif dozen met;_ who came here poor to serve the
cause of religion on starvation salaries and who hav
developed by thrift into a moneyed aristocracy,
owning all the valuable lands and industries of the
country. This class has always been the enemy of the
nativ race, and their efforts to reduce the Kanakas
to inferior political position, as well as their arrogance to those not so rich as themselvs, hav alienated
all masses from them." Then, the Cook islands, in
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the. Pacific, exhibit an instructiv object-lesson of
what clergy always do when they get the power.
The earl of Onslow, giving an account in the British
House of Lords the other night of this interesting
archipelago, said he had once, while governor of
New Zealand, procured a report upon one of the
islands, Mangaia. by Mr. Moss. It showed that
the missionaries made the law, and that churchmembership was a requirement for office, from
sovereign to policemen. Of these last there were
one hundred and fifty-five, or one to every twelve of
the people. All fines were paid to them, and among
the fines were $5 for sorcery, and $5 for visiting a
village not your own on Sunday. The nativs had to
pay dearly when caught in any of these offenses,
and to extort evidence girls were shut u{ ' .; ·'·
holes, exposed to the torturing attack~~·
in order that they might confess and \>&·tl
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matter. The wealth of material is simply exhaustless, and my chief labor is to condElnse and giv the
main currents of progress in these four magnificent
centuries. Besides, I intend as far as possible to
hav a list of all the Freethought organizations in
the world and the work they are doing. The fact
A literary man of a French-Canadian and Catholic of it is, that no Freethinker can afford to do withpart of Canada says: "Our people are beginning out this work. By securing a large number of sub-to see that the education imparted by the religious scribers before the Congress, we can so arrange as
orders, whose members are not asked to pass an to publish the book in splendid fashion, and at the
examination or produce any other evidence of their same time hav quite a sum of money for the benefit
of the Congress. It is a method of co-operation
fitness to teach, is a poor article." Parochial eduby which the subscriber gets a valuable return, and
cation is such a poor article that every people un- greatly aids the International Congress. Here are
der it hav been found by advancers of the modern some of the letters I hav received from all over the
genuin school grossly and blackly ignorant, unable country:
WATERLOO, N.Y., July 11, 1893.
to read and write.
DEAR BRoTHER PUTNAM: I hasten to meet you, to greet
·'""·-"i;..-----------.
you, anrl bid you good-speed and send you $5 for yonr new
~fh,~nan sends to ,~he. London ,~hron~cle book. I wanted to send this early fearing my age-eightyprevent sending at all, and also would like
, 1 ".~~ outburst.
Literature, he ones, seven-might
to be the first subscriber to your "Four Hundred Years
•
<, •
.•
/~'~lke care of itself, and contemporary of Freethought." I am ever yours, HENRY BoNNELL.
The Anglican Church Combated Our'"' J.mVolii-" "jtrdlfments upon it are only the cacklings of geese
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., writes:
tion.
in the capitol. A writer must be a dead man,
I observe you offer your "Fonr Hundred Years of
. 'lhe churches, fortunately, help us somewhat in either physically or morally, before the geese ap- Freethnught" for $5. Cheap enough. Every Liberal
to be satisfied with the price. But little over $1
our . exposure of their misdeeds.
They .are not prove him. They hissed, until he was stiff and cold, ought
for every hundred years. Inclosed is my check for the
un1ted, but separate, and are ever pointmg to the greatest of all living Americans, and when he volume.
the delinquencies of one another.
The Roman was laid in his grave only one man, an Atheist by
Robert G. Ingersoll writes:
Catholic Freeman's Journal. ana Catholic Register profession, had the courage to speak the funeral
Of course I shall subscribe for your new book. Put
has fished up out of O'Callaghan's ''Documentary oration." By "the greatest of all living Amen- my name down. Your letters from Chicago were imHistory of New York" a piece of writing evincing cans," Buchanan means Walt Whitman, and by the mense.
John E. Remsburg sends word:
the hostility of the Church of England to the cause "one man" who ·~had the courage to speak the
Inclosed
$13. Put us down for "Four Hundred Years
of our American Revolutionists a century ago. It funeral oration" Colonel Ingersoll.
of Freethought." Every Freethinker must hav that
is a statement, vouched for by the written "authorbook.
We shall print next week an article by Otto
ity of the rector of Trinity church, New York city,
James A. Greenhill says:
that all the Anglican missionaries of New York, Wettstein on "The Underlying Reality," in which
DEAR BROTHER PuTNAM: Inclosed $5 for the book. I
New Jersey, and New England, without exception, he knocks the underpinning away from some of the would hav it if it cost twice the money. I wish you success and a rousing time in October.
did their best to stifle the aspirations of the Ameri- unsubstantial idealists and metaphysicians who are
John D. Powers, of Vermont, writes:
can people. It is in the form of a letter written by building some pretty flimsy structures upon treachIt
is just what I would like. I send the money order.
erous mental quicksands. Incidentally we may add
an Anglican bishop:
In
the interest of Freethought and honest thought I
"NEw YoRK, Oct. 31, 1776.
that Miss Chapman made us a pleasant call recently
wish the work success.
LoUis LEVINE.
"I hav the pleasure to assure you that all the So- and left word that ·she proposed in the near future
I think such a work is one of prime necessity and I am
ciety's missionaries, without excepting one, in New to topple Mr. Wettstein over. Incidentally we
sure you will do it justice.
M. O'B. WARD, M.D.
Jersey, New York, Connecticut, and, so far as I can
I like your vigorous style, and am sure your work will
learn, in the New England colonies, hav proved them- may still further add that she has a much more difselva faithful, loyal subjects in these trying times, and ficult task than has Mr. Wettstein. One difficulty be a valuable addition to my library. Bo k me for a
E. LIVEZEY.
hav to the utmost of their power opposed the spirit of Miss Chapman labors under is that she isn't really c PY
Says
Franklin
Steiner
:
disaffection and rebellion which has involved this conti- much of a Christian, anyway. Her Theism is about
nent in the grell.test calamities. I must add that all the all the orthodoxy she possesses, and bare Theism
It will be a grand book. The theme itself is grand.
Put my name down.
other clergy of our church in the above colonies, though
not in the Society's service, hav observed the same line won't get people to the orthodox heaven, by any
N. F. Griswold writes:
of conduct, and although their joint endeavors could not means.
Of
course I want your "Four Hundred Years of Freewholly prevent the rebellion, yet they checked it conthought," for I think it will hav more real merit, and
The
whereabouts
of
the
editor
of
o.ur
Children's
siderably for some time and prevented many thousands
more light of truth on the future pathway of progreBB
from plunging into it, who otherwise would certainly Corner may be inferred from the following from than u.ll the noted New York's" Four Hundred."
hav done so.
the Lake Sunapee, N. H., Echo: "Miss Susan
DF.AR MR. PUTNAllf: My heart's desire is that you will
"l'he present rebellion is certain! v one of the most H. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass., in company be liberally and heartily indorsed. I am a subscriber for
your book.
Yours always,
JAMES TuRNER.
causeless, unprovoked, and unnatural that ever disgraced
with her sister, Abethia M. Wixon, and her
ll.ny country.
A rebellion marked with peculiarly
Bennet Anderson joins :
aggravated circumstances of guilt and ingratitude. . . . cousin, James Wixon, of New Bedford, arrived
Sure,
my brother, I want your book. Excuse me for
"I hav not a doubt but, with the blessing of Provi- at the Ben Mere a week ago last Tuesday, and calling you
brother, but you are.
dence, His Majesty's arms will be successful, and finally the ladies still remain, admiring the beauties of
CASTANA, JA.
CHARLES INGT~Is.
crush this unnatural rebellion.
D~r.AR MR. PuTNAM: Inclosed is $5 for which please
the lake and surroundings. Mr. Wixon, after
enroll me as a member of the coming Congress and a
"THE REv. DR. HAND, London, Eng."
a successful attack upon the fish in the lake, subscriber to your book. I am old and cannot s<>e the
We are well suited to hav clergymen Rhow people
landing an eight-pound salmon, was obliged tore- gre~t gathering, hut I hav enjoyed your beautiful de·
how much their profession was against political
scriptions of the Fair I hav been a Radical for forty
turn to his duty at New Bedford, leaving the ladies years. I feel like leaving my name on the record of
liberty.
of the party to their own sweet will.' Miss Susan your book. There are too many Radicals who go to
and giv their mitA there instea~ of supporting
is
the autboress of a romance bearing the title, chtlrch
More About the Fair.
Radical papers and interests. Giv against superstition
of your mind and strike to kill.
When Mr. Putnam had finished writing his de- 'All in a Lifetime,' and a number of works deeply all the strength
Yours for truth,
CARRIE BoRDEN DAY.
interesting
to
juvenil
readers,
such
as
'Apples
of
. scription of the World's Fair he made a lecture
The
following
is
a
full
list
of
names. As fast as
Gold,' and ' The Story Hour.' She has been, for
trip Down East, a.s will be seen by his News and
received
the
names
will
be
published.
Send them
quite a number of years an honored member of the
Notes on another page.
in as quickly as possible. There is no better way
board of Education of Fall River; and is entirely
Having concluded his engagement there, he is
to advance Freethought.
absorbed in enterprises of an intellectual and melipaying New York a visit and writing his "Four
Carrie Borden Day.
Robert
G. Int:;"ersoll.
orating character, on behalf of the lowly and the Dr. E. B.
Judge John H. Liening.
Foote, Sr.
Hundred Years of Freethought." In a week or two
She is elated to deliver an address on Dr E. B. Foote, Jr.
Franklin Steiner.
he will return to Chicago, spending the time be- poor.
A.•J. Allen.
'Woman's Day' at Chicago, early in October, on John E. Remsburg.
Cyrille Lacasse.
tween now and October on his book and writing us
N. F. Griswold.
the theme : ' The Progress of Woman for Four Dr. Rufus K. Noyes.
Wm. Hunt.
more about the Fair. After the International
Louis Levine.
E. Livezey.
Centuries.' "
Congress he will make a lecture trip East and then
M. Boehmer.
Louis Roser.
B. Monroe.
Dr. M. O'B. Ward.
turn his face westward, lecturing for his old
Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
Wm. Thomas.
Dell Barker.
friends and as many new ones as he may induce to
J as. E. Alexander.
The plan of putting the grand history of Free- John D. Powers.
W. B. Clark.
listen. Mr. Putnam has immense capacity for good thought from 1492 to 1892 into a permanent book Capt.. R A. Hardee.
John Diamond.
A. Vostrovsky.
work, and he taxes it heavily. He is about the form, together. w~th the International Congrt ss of James Turner.
H. Merrick.
Simeon Sharp, two copies.
busiest man in the country.
the World's Fair, meets with prompt and generous Dr. Wm. T. Carter.
R. Butterfield, "
"
response. No doubt it will be a success, but we L. Magenheimer.
Horace D. Everest.
Bennet
An<lerson.
A casual visitor to one evening session of a late need to know at the earliest possible moment all James A. Greenhill.
W. H. Powner.
M.A. Manchester.
Presbyterian assembly thinks that the general ap- who will join in the work. I want it understood A. Van Deusen.
pearance of the commissioners was decidedly less that this will be no catch-penny affair. The book Henry Bonnell.
After this week I shall be in Chicago and I
intellectual than a meeting of the New York Acad- in every respect will be worth the money paid. I
hav counted up the number of portraits of Free- would like to hav friends send all communications to
emy of Medicin or a gathering of lawyers.
thinkers for the book, and the number is nearly one my address there-345 W. Randolph street. If
ence says this: "There were more broils and backbitings and underhand tricks in the People's Municipal Lef!.gue, which was made up very largely of
parsons, than in any organization I was ever in."

0

hun ::Ired. This in itself will be worth the price, for
Oliver Sumner Teall, a young New Yorker popu- it will be a picture gallery of the greatest reformers
lar with the four hundred notwithstanding a habit of the world, nowhere else to be obtained. Besides
of speaking his mind, in giving his political experi- this there will be over five hundred pages of printed

more convenient for subscribers to remit directly to
THE TRUTH SEEKER for "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," I ask them to do so. Let there be
no delay.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAlf.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 5, 1893.

God did not learn· me or you anything; we learned same time you can read carefully the Bible, hunt up
all we know from our surroundings. Circumstances its 144 flat contradictions, and look up its 2,000 ermade us all; circumstances were our only teacher. rors; rea.d and reflect, and then ask yourself if God
God has no account against us for schooling. The had any hand in such stuff. It is all the machinaWhy I I' o Not Like the God and Religion of greater variety of circumstances surrounding us, tions of man-and rascals at that-engaged in
:My Parents.-Continned.
the greater was our teacher.
hoodwinking, fooling, humbugging, and enslaving
The Christian teaches to "order Satan behind the minds of their fellow-man; murdering, burnChristians destroyed every work of art, every temple and .fine building; burnt every library, and drove you and press forward with faith." How can one ing, pilfering, robbing-all in the name of God.
man back from a high civilization to barbarism, and possess faith in a thing he knows to be a lie and The whole thing is a lie from Genesis to Revelation,
for a thousand years the time was known as the fraud from the beginning? I can't. Before all a fraud and a curse to mankind.
I can possess any faith in the monster the ChrisInvestigate. .·No god will damn you for investi"Dark Ages."
Infidelity rescued man and woman from the bar- tia!ls call God, they must make him over and alter gating, and when you hav thoroughly investigated
barity of Christianity. It is not two centuries since many of his attributes. All gods are man-made, you will feel greatly relieved. You will feel like a
a holy council of the Catholic church was held, and I possess as much right to make a god as any- new man, light-hearted and happy. The dread of a
six hundred bishops presiding, to determin the im- one, and should I find time to spare from some burning hell will disappear. The frowning face of
portant question "If a woman should be permitted more useful occupation, I may try my .hand and an angry God will no longer disturb you ; you will
to learn the alphabet." Of this six hundred make a god to suit me. I shall ask no other mor- feel in truth a free man, with none to make afraid.
bishops five hundred and ninety-four voted "No." tal to worship him. I will not be like the (!h~stian, Qome with me, lift yourself from the old ruts of
r~·1,n. I am thankful that I was enabled to
They said, "It would unfit and disqualify her for and contend that m:y go~ is t~e only gog~f-1 'I think there remains not sophistry or
her duties toward her husband." And they went all who do not believe m him. ~"' ;.;.J'r
ii:Uning sufficient to turn me one inch from
further and declared "That a woman who would com- Freethought. Human advancement;
. and smooth paths of nature. I am a natmit the multiplication table to memory was a fit ment is impossible without Fre~h""'-5htK~, _ , , .
Christianity will not suffer the mind to know any- uralist::.....that which is natural cannot be a sin.
subject for hell." Friend, what say you to this?
But Christianity teaches "to crucify nature."
After Infidelity has forced them to respect thing but Christ and him crucified.
"Behold the lil1es of the valley, they toil not Shame-what fools! Their God gave man a nature,
woman, just listen to their holy howl in the pulpit:
" Oh! dear sister, it is you who was first at the neither do they spin, yet Solomon in all his glory then made it the duty of his life to fight that
foot of the cross. It is you who should support was not' arrayed like one of these." "Take no nature.·
I take no stock in such a God nor in his :t:eligion.
this glorious religion. It is you whom the church thought," etc. No, you must lie down in filth and
has elevated from degradation and slavery, and support yourself upon the slime and drippings of He doesn't suit me. I cannot consent to claim any
lifted to your present proud position in so- the filthy monster that has usurped your right to such God as being the true God. I make no
ciety." Save me from a fool, liar, and hypocrit. think and worked upon your fears through the sacrifice to superstition, ignorance, credulity, nor
B11t it is charity to suppose many of them ignorant. preaching of a burning hell, malignant devil, and cunningly devised fables of heathens or pagans.
They know no better. Many of them hav read cruel, angry God, until you are afraid to think. I Man is continually advancing, and will so long as
nothing but Sunday-school tracts, or, perhaps, think it a crime to preach a devil, hell, or angry he possesses llberty and Freethought. And those
something from John Wesley or Baxter's "Call." God. There is no angry God-no devil, no heaven, who come after us will know more than we do.
no hell, outside of your own bosom. If you pass Man has advanced from animalculre of the sea to
I think if there is a God, a fool must worry him.
The wise man will investigate. Church history through life with your desires gratified, this is what.he is, and will continue to advance until he
is all written in the interest of the church and to heaven; if you stump your toe and miss a trick, will be-enabled to grasp the helm of nature and dideceive the people. The Jewish Bible from Genesis this is hell. No angry God, no heaven or hell, no rect her laws to his own purposes.
I hav investigated all gods from earliest history,
to the book of Ezra WillS all furnished by Ezra and cunning devil but the priest. Look out for him ;
his expert scribes. All the power and authority he wants. your yellow-legged chickens, your wife, and I find them all man-made, and all requiring a
given in the Mosaic law to the priesthood was put sister, or daughter; your property, your liberty, sacrifice of some kind. This sacrifice was for the
priest. Yes, he must liv, and he always obtained
there by Ezra for his own aggrandizement. If and to hav you ever his willing slave.
I ask no one to go my way, or serve my God. If God's portion. And at one haul we are assured
there was such a person as Moses, he lived two
thousand years before Ezra's time. And we only my God wants anything, I will make him large that, with other spoils, he obtained thirty thousand
hav Ezra's word for it that such a person as Moses enough, strong enough, and smart enough to get it virgins. Pretty good allowance for the saintly
ever lived. Josephus tells us, and so does Ezra, without anyone's assistance. I shall not make a God cuss, you must admit. But then the Lord wanted
that when the Jews were taken into captivity whose happiness shall demand the sacrifice of in- the virgins, for the · priest said so. Oh, in t.he
every vestige of Jewish writings was destroyed. nocent blood. I will not make him to get angry and language of Puck, "What fools these mortals be !"
And Ezra proposed to the king of Babylon to re- curse in his wrath whole nations of people and or- Must swallow the whole thing and stand trembling
produce these same writings burnt three hundred der their destruction-men, women, children, and for fear an angry God will knock us out and damn
us to everlasting torment if we even think l We
years before he was born, "prC!vided the king would dumb brutes.
furnish him five expert scribes." Well, he unWhen I go into the God business, I will make no can only with a sad face mentally declare, " Great
doubtedly obtained some very expert scribes. And sardine, but a God endowed with every virtue an~ are the mysteries of God and his holy priestby stealing some Chaldean writings as a base, Ezra possessed of no evil. He will not send the spirits hood."
.
soon possessed a history of his people made from of lyfng prophets to deceivA and lead his people
They first baptized with fire, then blood, and
now with water. I admit the water is an improvewhole cloth. I am not convinced that such a per- astray.
son as Moses ever lived. If there did, he was a
! do not fancy Israel's God. I hav read and ment if used vigorously with soap, for many of
Chaldean, no Jew. Yet this book is the holy word studied diligently all that the Jewish Bible said of them need it. One man was made a saint in the
of God. " Giv us a rest."
him. I hav read various commentaries upon the Christian church because he had not washed his
The pious Christian reads the book with holy Bible, all comments upon God and his attributes feet in fifty years ; another, because he had never
reverence, not knowing it to be but a Gulliver as portrayed by his superstitious admirers. I spent washed any part of his body, and a woman was
novel. He knows that the man "after God's own years reading religious trash, and the more I read sainted because she had never washed but the tip
heart" wrote the blessed Psalms; and when he reads the more disgusted I became. Had I believed as ends of her fingers. And yet another man was
Ps. cxxxvii and finds it bewailing the Babylonian my parents did, there could hav been no advance- sainted because he had dwelt seven years in an old
captivity he is too pious to know that King David ment, no improvement, no investigation. But well, and yet another because he had slept standing
had lain in his grave fully six hundred years before thought and investigation brought desire for for nine years in a thicket of thorns. What a dirty
the Babylonian captivity.
change. I wanted a different god. Israel's God set of saints! I could giv you a long list of them,
Ezra, experts say, wrote the Psalms-not King was too mean and cruel. I cannot permit ignorant but the subject is too dirty. The early Christian
David. The whole thing was got up by rascally pagans to make a God for me. My soul craved refused to wash the food he ate, dressed in rags,
priests to humbug and rule the human family, and something better. I found it in the elements of and dwelt in filth indescribable. They refused to
they hav ruled and cursed the world long enough. nature, as matter, and electricity as force, where liv in good houses-they must do nothing that th&
I am tired of their assumptions and shall try to there is neither love, hatred,. envy, anger, malice, worldling did. They were required to come out'
protect me and mine from their vile machinations. nor revenge, but nature's laws all working in har- from human nature and become dirty brutes. InI am tired and disgusted with the audacity and mOJ1Y with evolution, ever advancing man to a fidelity taught them a little decency. Now thPy
dirty meanness of priestcraft, and their continued higher and better plane of existence.
possess audacity sufficient to claim every virtue as
efforts, through their attempted union of church
Kingcraft and priestcraft hav cursed the world peculiarly Christian, and they can use and they can
and state, to destroy the liberties of the people. It so long that a large majority of the human family say " Christian gentleman " with all the grace and
is the duty of everyone to do all they can to edu- hav become so superstitious that they are afraid to suavity of a Chesterfield. Well, I am glad to see
cate man in the defense of his rights. Priests hav think. Hence these pretended vicegerents of God them change and improve ; but with all their imrobbed him of one-seventh of his valuable time and hav been enabled to rule by sumptuary laws, the provement there yet dwells with them the parsewould compel him to come and listen to their tyrant's wand.
cuting principle that would burn at the stake all
stories told over and over again millions of times
Am I right? Or should I lay aside my manhood Infidels if they could but obtain the power to do
and read at home millions of times.
Yes, they and reason and get down and pray and howl to so. This is the greatest obJection to religions of
would place a band around one's head and prevent some imaginary God, away up somewhere, pictured all kinds, the disposition it givs them to persecute
his brain expanding; chain him upon the stool of by some old fool pagan thousands of years ago? everyone who does no~ agree with them. Even
superstition and keep him ignorant, so they could My friends, do not be afraid to investigate; God the Mohammedan can say "Infidel dog" with as
rule him; permit no literature but such as they will not damn you for doubts, nor for investigating. much vindictivness as the Christian.
recommend, and thus forever retard human prog- This is your duty, and when you investigate as I
Any religion or principle that causes man to perress. I think it every man's duty to do all he can hav you will speedily hav lifted from you a heavy secute his fellow-man is not from any god. No refor the liberty of man. I know if the church pos- load, the great burden of life-superstition. No ligion has ever started that did not prove to be a
sessed the power they would burn me at the stake. doubt, my friend, but you hav investigated by read- curse; and never will, until they make a god
Hence it is my duty to prevent them obtaining the ing-all the church literature you could get your capable of taking care of himself, and one that talks
power. This duty is to myself-not to God; for hands upon. . But this is not investigation. It is directly to the people, not through dark holes in a
God claims nothing from me, but has left me, by but placing a mask between yourself and truth. mysterious language to priests. But certainly, my
nature's laws alone inspired, to eat when hungry, Now read everything you can find upon the other friend, so far as you and I are concerned, there is
rest when tired. Self-presenation is my ·auty, side- Paine's works, Volney, Voltaire, Spencer, no God. There is a nature, and we are all subject
hence I shall do what I can to destroy superstition, Darwin, Ingersoll, the Trath Seeker Library, and to that nature, and we are subject to nothing else.
priestcraft, and the slavery of the human intellect take THE 'IRUTH SEEKER, published at 28 Lafayette We cannot violate any law of nature without punto imaginary gods and devils. There is a nature place, New York, and read it the balance of your ishment.
This anyone of ordinary intelligence
which creates and develops and teaches by evolution. life, as an alloy to your religious reading. At the must know. And this punishment is in this world,

eommunioations.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST 5, 1.893.
not the next. Hence there can be no sin but sin
against nature.
You can sin against your fellow-man but not
against God. There is no God who will ~unish you
in the_ next world for what you do in this. In fact,
there 1s no next world to sufier in. For when you
are dead, you are dead. "The dead go down to the
grave and ~av no more a reward forever."
So shake off your superstitious fears and tread
the earth' with the might of all your manhood. For
there is no burning hell to fall into and when a
priest tells you there is, giv him the kick he deserves.
Man is subject to nature's laws and is governed
and controled by the circumstances that surround
him. He always acts as he thinks at the time "for
the best." And as the most powerful motiv governs
and controls his acts, he could not act otherwise
than he does, unless circumstances change, or he
does violence to his nature, hence the only remedy
for crime is to cultivate and improve the perceptiv faculties by education, and thus enable man
to control as far as possible his surroundings.
Poverty is one among the greatest curses and
drawbacks to human progress, as it surrounds
the individut£1 with unfavorable and uncontrolable
circumstances, influencing him often against his
will and judgment. And then the church has ever
sided with wealth and power, authority and influence, against the poor and helpless, so she could
rule them. And the church has ever prayed to
God for the rich. "The poor could beg."
Yet poverty is not wholly an evil, as it has furnished "Necessity the mother of invention."
And when we investigate the pro's and con's,
and institute a scientific investigation of life and
the .various effects upon us, for our weal and woe, of
all things in nature, we are often led to think that
"whatever is, is right." W. B. RADFORD, M.D.
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tyranny sits enthroned and mocks the doings of the been as large as, if not larger than, that of any other
fathers of the nation, driving their descendants day, except perhaps special days or a national holiinto a Siberian slavery, and defaming the Goddess day. But bigotry has triumphed for the time.
of Liberty, freedom, a~d justice, and loading her This victory will lead them and encourage them in
with the infamous chains of serfdom and animalism. the search for greater ones. Like the dog in the
Strike from the false statute-books every priv- manger, the orthodox cranks did not wish to visit
ileged act that permitlil brainless scullions to ply the Fair themselvs on Sunday, and they spared no
their titled and bought franchises, and giv every effort to try and prevent those from going who did.
daughter and son of this fair land the right that is And whyT Because they said, "This is the Lord's
theirs, and let freedom rejoice where merit is the day, and you hav no right to it." But my cry
criterion of preferment and she or he culls the unto them is, Hypocrisy and humbug; if any day is
flowers of reward because of their genius -and the Lord's day all days are equally his, and conseability.
quently must be equally sacred. But in this recent
Liberty does not mean license for the few or aggressiv action of the church, Freethinkers may
many, but justice to and for all.
find a leslilon to take to heart and seriously reflect
The autocrat will soon pass away when once upon. Step by step bigots are encroaching upon
hjs henchmen are deprived of caste and priv- the rights and feelings of the American peoileged legislation. Ignorance will be supplanted ple ; they are playing a desperate game for poby knowledge, and dogma and creed, with titled litical supremacY' and we must be fully prearistocracy, will be closeted ill: the dungeons and pared to meet every emergency. The terrible
hells of the terrible past. Benjamin Fran:klin was influence of orthodoxy has by no means lost
not a favorit of ecclesiasticism-neither possessed a its hold upon the people. Without activ and
hoodoo of a diploma or certificate of privileged law increasing opposition to their stQady advance we
to practice medical tyranny, legal chicanery, or shall soon find ourselvs hurled backward into the
ecclesiastical nonsense ; and yet he has done more midnight of barbarism, tyrannized over by a cruel
for the toiling millions than all of those tricksters and relentless fiend, a monster in the form of a
in Christendom combined. The animalism of the creed, and then will fall upon us with redoubled
world has run to seed, the harvest is immense, and fury the system of the long-drawn Christian
let me tell you, the gathering and threshing will be ages. The whited sepulchers of the church will
fearful. Justice demands that an equilibrium be fasten themselvs leech-like upon the intellect of the
established, and that demand must be complied rae~; they will permeate our nationallife with their
with. It matters not if the ·very mountains be traditional parasitism; our constitutional rights
loosened from their foundation, liberty must be and liberties will be utterly destroyed, and all the
established and right proclaim the freedom of all. holy horrors of church rule will o.vertake us again.
It is in the nature of things an inevitable law. There is more need now than ever for the successThe adoption of policy instead of principle has en- ful termination of this Congress.
Our friends
tailed untold misery upon the masses. The end is must stand by us, for the hour of need is at hand.
not yet ; it has only begun. A little while longer Freethinkers everywhere, join hands with the noble
Le Cassid, Fla.
and the breach will hav widened into a gulf. Then army of Freethought and take your places in
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
will come the storm and in its wake pestilence, dis- liberty's vanguard. The struggle for the very liberty
asters, cyclones, earthquakes, and horrors in ratio ,we possess to-day has been a long and bitter one.
to the demands of violated eternal law and orde~ It has lasted for centuries; the trials and tribula.Caste Legislation.
IJenver, Col.
G. H. MILLER.
tions endured by those who engaged in its cause
" Truth se-eker" is a good name for a paper or
should make that liberty sacred to us ElVerywhere,
for an individual who is in search of truth, but the
International Congress of Freethinkers.
and we must learn to guard it with jealous care.
quest~on arises, are all who call themselvs truth
seekers sincere and honest? Are they in-search of
Sabbatarianism and fanaticis-m hav triumphed Though beaten for a time we must never relinquish
truth? Truth is eternal and bows at no human over liberty and justice. They hav at last sue- the fight ; but by our earnestness try to convey our
shrine. If mankind were in earnest and actually ceeded in their pernicious attempts to restrain the enthusiasm to others, to fill them with our hopes,
coveted truth, there would not be a financial cyclone freedom of this republic. Right and truth hav been and by joining our aspirations with theirs we may
desolating the commerce of our fair land to-day. ruthlessly cast aside, and bigotry has planted its together accomplish that which singly we would
Why this fearful cry of "hard times ?" What is standard upon the fortress of faith. The World's fail to win. How much, then, do we need the help
the cause ? Where does it lie ? Who is to blame? Fair is to be closed on Sunday. Following im- of our friends to aid us in this fight ; how willingly
From whence this wanton destruction of our peace mediately upon the decision of Chief-justice Fuller, each one should giv of whatever he may possess to
and happiness ? One sentence answers all: Caste the preachers with their flocks of ignorant follow- place us in a position whereby we may giv battle
legislation.
" '''
,ers formed combinations among themselvs and for the right I These are the salient points we must
A combination of states hav n9 rjgh~ · ·
--.:ught out other avenues wherein they could con- henceforth assume, and more particularly must we
against the product of anotherF~f.lcJ.
>r:--fje their efforts to get it closed again. Beaten emphasize them at the Congress. From that
more than a legislature has to_:_
,_..tirt of equity, the law of the land being de- meeting let a new battle-cry ring out, "For the
to exclude one of its citizens froni:tlull:l"'
.,,A~q. against them by the highest judicial au- right!" Let us set forth a new declaration of indeliberties vouched to her or him by the hfiriioft&i.L- _ .uhority, they now turned their efforts toward the in- pendence, of independence from church rule and
ration of American Independence. That la~ whldh dividual exhibitors, and tried by every means in priestly tyranny. The beauties of nature and the
givs rights to the few as against the many is not law their power to induce these to close up their ex- truths of .science must be arrayed against the dogbut knavery, deceit, and damnable hypocrisy. Not hibits on Sunday. Many of these exhibitors, being mas of the church and faith. A continuous warfare
one word or sentence can be cited in or from that tainted by orthodoxy themselvs, readily complied must be made against the professors of supersti~
Declaration that permits the passing of or enacting with their demands, and not only did they veil their tion and the paid mystery-mongers of the Christian
a law whereby one American can be ostracised or exhibits on the first day of the week, but also dis- faith. Let this Congress be the inauguration of
-debarred from making an honest living through played a card in a conspicuous place bearing the the consolidation of our party. Let each one do
:and by the use of those faculties with which nature ominous sign, "Closed on Sunday." This card was his or her part, and the labor of others will not
has provided her or him. I say that caste legisla- furnished to them by the church, and was hung up need to be so weary or so prolonged. It only retion is the demon of evil that is to-day riding down throughout the entire week. The people seeing quires a determined effort upon our part. we hav
the bone, sinew, and brains of this republic, and this, learned that scarce anything worth seeing the right material ; the only question is "How shall
making slaves of every daughter and son of toil. would be opened to them on Sunday, and conse- we dispose of it?" Friends, send in your names
The Declaration is the stone upon which this quently refused to go. By this the rich people,· or and contributions to this Congress. It must be a
republic was and is built, and by it we stand or those who had sufficient time at their disposal to success, but it remains for you to say, and by your
fall. By virtue of that document and upon it was go on a week-day, could see the whole Fair for the actions to determin, whether it shall be so or not.
and is our Constitution erected. Every law must fifty-cent admission; while the workingmen of In eight weeks the Congress will meet. We hav
(to be law) conform to and be acceptable to that Chicago, who could only go on Sunday, could see not yet sufficient means at our disposal to guarantee
Constitution, and that Constitution can only exist but very little for the same price. The purpose of its succel'!s. Each one should contribute to the fulland be perpetuated by carrying out every principle the clergy was to make Sunday as unpopular as est extent of his ability. The Congress is fast beof that grandest of all documents that has ever ex- possible. They urged their flocks to keep away on coming popular among Freethinkers, as the followisted. It is as far ahead of the law that Moses Sunday, and tried by every means in their power to ing letter from our esteemed friend and co-worker
July 11, 1893.
received from his God as is the great World's cause a diminished attendance on that day, thus will show:
MY DEAR CHARLESWORTH: Yonr favor has been reExposition now being held at Chicago ahead of a giving to themselvs an opportunity to inform the
Yon ask me if I can attend the Congress and
Spanish Christian bull-fight.
.
directors that there had never been any great de- ceived.
deliver an address. Most assuredly I shall attend the
It is not law that curtails one American from en- ma.nd for Sunday opening, and upon these grounds Congress . . . and will giv a talk. Everywhere the
joying perfect freedom to pursue those avocations urge its immediate closing up. Owing to the op- Freethinkers are talking abont the Congress, and I bewhich by nature she or he is best qualified to pur- position of the clergy to Sunday opening, several of lieve we can make it a grand success. . . .
Fraternally yonrs,
J. E. REMSBURG.
sue. It does not take a person with seven eyes to the state buildings were closed. One by one the exMr.
Remsburg
was
in
the
lecture
field at the time
see where the tyrant lies couched. We find .tim in hibitors who had opened at first fell in the general
every city and village in the Union, and shame to line, and even the Government Building itself came of writing the above. He was among tke people of
our boasted patriotism. He is of the masculin under their censorship. As a natural result the our cause, and was in a position to learn their sengender, every time.
greater portion of those visiting the Fair preferred timents upon the subject. We want the FreeLynx-eyed, hyena-streaked, ecclesiastical priest- to go on a week-day, when more could be seen and thinkers to talk about it, and by so doing they will
craft; dogmatic practitioners of medicin, and po- the entire grounds should be opened without re' advertise it. Spread the glad tidings all around,
litical lawyers-those are the triple brothers that striction or limitation. Had the Fair been fully far and wide, on every hand, and wherever you find
thwart justice, blaspheme our flag, and make it a opened on that day, had the machinery been al- it possible send us in a subscription. Try to raise
lie; sustain the lobby, support and uphold aris- lowed to run so that engineers of all descriptions one among your friends and acquaintances. Retocracy, kmgcraft, and all the barbarisms, supersti- could hav listened to the song of its wheels and the member that every little helps.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
tions, and fabulous nonsense of the black, bleak, poetry of its motion, had all the buildings been
Sec.
Committee
of Arrangements.
arrant, and licentious demonism of the Middle thrown wide open, Sunday would hav been the most
345 W: .Randolph Bt., Chicago, Ill.
Ages. Those three evils are the tripod upon which popular day of the week ; the attendance would hav
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My New England Trip.

It was quite a pleasant change from the rush and
roar of Chicago to the bright quiet June days of
New England. This is the season of the year when
this land is particularly lovely, and indeed cannot
be surpassed anywhere on the globe. For a month
or more I hav been reveling in the beauty of sea
and shore, the luscious green fields, the wooded
mountains, the tumbling rivers and cataracts, the
multitude of ferns and flowers~ and the changing
skies, that clouds only make more delightful.
I strike Bristol, Conn., first, where C. F. Michaels
generously opens his Opera House for the Secular
pilgrim, but I do not find a very large attendance.
The clergy keep at a safe distance, although as soon
as I go away they begin to att.ack me vivaciously
and viciously. However, I had a good report of
the lecture in the newspapers, and .I guess that will
do some missionary work. There are a few Freethinkers at Bristol who hav the courage of their
conviction, and it was a privilege to meet with
these. Mr. Michaels always givs a warm welcome,
and does his level best for an unpopular caus.e.
Perhaps some day we shall be in the swim. . But
whether or no we shall push ahead.
I come to Worcester, the heart of the commonwealth, and find a quite numerous audience here.
Mr. W. B. Clark and others are a pretty stalwart
company, and they propose to stand by the colors.
There is a pretty good Liberal element in Worces~
ter if it can only be rallied. I think it will, and
make a big impression before winter appears.
I travel on to B.oston, where I look into the Investigator office, and find this end of the line is in
good order. I meet my Anarchist friends, Shumm
and Walker, etc., who are not very terrible fellows
after all, and wouldn't make a bad world if they
had their own way.
Cape Cod is again in the way of my journeying,
and Cape Cod is simply a paradise. No wonder
they build elegant dwellings here, and the president
spends l~isure here, for surely this is as beautiful
as the Italian shores themselvs. The sea spreads
away, and in soft blue light melts into the dist~nt
horizon. Cool breezes fan the cheek; the nights
are delicious, with starry expanses, cool shadows,
murmuring waters, and glittering sands.
I hav a somewhat larger audience than before at
Harwich, and I feel that some day the tide will turn
for Freethought. Sunday afternoon, June 11th,
B. F. Robbins drives me over to East Dennis, where
I lecture afternoon and evening.
The Liberal
Society has been established here for over twenty
years.
Joshua Crowell is president, and ably
carries on the work.
I am entertained at his
hospitable home. The hall in which I lecture is
named Worden Hall, after Peter Worden, about
the first settler on Cape Cod in 1639, who was
"excepted to" on the church records. So it seems
that he was theologically unsound, and as far as I
can find out the first heretic on the continent. Cape
Cod has always been the freest portion of Massachusetts. Somehow the mind was not quite so
tied up here as at Boston and Plymouth. There
was a good deal of adventurous life in this country,
and the shining sea on both sides, and the broad
outlooks, had a tendency to open the mind, and
loosen the bonds of the old faith, and hence it was
natural that even as far back as 1639 there should
be some Freethought here. East Dennis maintains
the tradition and carries on the work of progress.
Although Mr. Crowell is an avowed Liberal, he has
been elected several times to the general court 'of
Massachusetts, and has occupied other official positions. So it seems that the church rule is not very
rigid 'in these parts, although the other day the
session of the justice's court was delayed about an
hour in order to find a clergyman to open it with
prayer. It is difficult for these old customs to
disappear.
Monday, June 13th, I come over to Osterville,
where I meet again the Crosbys and Captain Handy
and other Liberals, and giv two lectures to fair audiences. I hav a fine sail Tuesday over the waters
from Osterville to Cotuit. Delightful prospects
open as the wind bears you lazily on. The weather
is all that one could wish. Even if an occasional
· shower does come up and vary the scene, it
passes and the sun shines out again with renewed
brilliancy.
After taking in the varied scenes of Cape Cod
and Boston, I journey again to the land of the
A-roostook. I anticipated a debate with the Rev.
Mr. Wheeler at Faneuil Hall, but for some reason
or other he failed to make connection. I was in
hopes that he or some other defender of th~ faith
would put in an appearance. At Fort Fairfield
President Baker issued a challenge to all the clergymen· of Aroostook county, but not one ventured
to debate.

However, the Liberal forces are gathering auspiciously at Fort Fairfield. Mr. Baker has a new
bell on Liberty Hall, and it makes better music
than all the church bells put together. I remained
a month, and gave two lectures a Sunday, and the
attendance was good. The membership of the
League was increased greatly. There are about
fifty now on the roll.
In connection with my work at Fort Fairfield I
gave lectures in various parts of the county-in
Caribou, Blaine, and Easton. Houlton, the countyseat, used to be quite a rallying-place for Liberals,
but at present it is pretty difficult to stir them up.
There is the rot of indifference. This iR the great
trouble in New England. The Freethinkers simply
do nothing, either through cowardice or lack of interest. The majority of the people in Aroostook
are Liberals, but they will not many of them be
identified with any public movement. They don't
care to make an issue. Next to Fort Fairfield I
found that Blaine was the best point for lectures.
This is about twenty miles from Fort Fairfield, and
there are some live men here, who are willing to
stand at the front. At Easton I lectured on Satur~
day afternoon, and we arrR.nged to hav a picnic in
connection with the occasion. Only a few were in
from the immediate vicinity, but with the forces we
brought from Fort Fairfield and round about, we
made quite a goodly show. It was asserted that at
Easton, over the Fne, there were two grog-shops,
and they didn't want anything worse than these in
the shape of a Freethought meeting. It seemed to
be a good plan to meet this accusation by a demonstrat.ion of what a Freethought meeting .was, and
by a declaration of our principles, and the movement was a success.
I was assisted in the campaign by Mrs. John
Avery, Mrs. 0. M. Waldron. Nettie C. Avery (who
sang the Freethought melodies), and Miss Lizzie F.
Waldron, who gave a recitation. It is fortunate
,,tJD,t we hav the ladies to aid us in this way, and
'imbw that Freethought is for woman as well as
man ; and for the graces and· amenities of human
life, even if we do hav to engage in pioneer work.
I enjoyed with John McGill a pleasant drive over
the line to Perth, where Geo. E. Baxter livs,_and
who is going to lecture occasionally for the League
during the coming season. He is an ardent Freethinker, and of great help to us in the work here.
There is quite a sprinkling of Liberals over the line
in New Brunswick.
I also enjoyed a visit to Joseph A. Conant's, and
climbed the highest hill near Fort Fairfield, which
gave me a grand and lovely view of the country for
many miles-Presque Isle, Caribou, the far-offc
Katahdin, and Mars Hill, which looms up majestiftally over the village of Blaine. Aroostook cour.~,:r
in the perfection of its glory now; the fal'llo..
looking splendidly, the crops are in fine condit_ 7 _
and there is a picture of pro!lperity in every direc'"
tion. The hard times hav not come here yet.
The Conants are a big family, and make almost a
whole regiment ·for our cause-and a family meeting would make quite an audience of Freethinkers.
There are Joseph A. Conant, Sr. and .Jr.; Stephen
R. Conant, Isaac Conant, Chas. M. Waldron, and
their families-all with us. Among the others are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grant, in whose home I also
found entertainment; Frank Hanson, Geo. L. McNally, Wilmot A. Hiscock, the Ackorn brothers, W.
T. Ashley, A. G. Rollins, 0. A. Johnson, Benj.
Whitehouse, Henry H. Gilman, John A. Davis, A.
W. · Hatfield, J. L. Parks, George Eastman, the
Averys, etc. I cannot mention all, but my friend
Baker has an array of supporters of which anyone
might be proud; and with Liberty Hall for a rallying-place, I am sure there will be continual progress.
I wish there was somebody like R. L. Baker in
every town in Aroostook. I feel sure that we might
do a rushing business for Freethought. The elements are present, but it needs some one with persistent genius to bring them together and organize.
I hav great hopes of the Fort Fairfield League. It
is far away from the main lines of travel, 'and
it cannot depend upon the cooperation of other societies throughout the land. It may be, however,
that some of our lecturers will be able to go there
on a kind of vacation tour as I did, and combine
pleasure and work. Aroostook is a good place for
summer residence. There are fine prospects, excellent fishing and hunting grounds, etc. I met
one man at Blaine who had just brought in his
ninety-third bear. He intends to kill a hundred
before he dies. Those who like bear can haV' a
chance in the forests of Aroostook.
Even the Christians of Aroostook as a general
thing are a jolly set. There are a few bigoted ones,
but on the whole I found them quite genial. They
wouldn't come to my lectures, but in a social way
they treated me first-rate.
I couldn't find a better place than the comfort-

able surroundings, brilliant landscapes, and happy
society of Fort Fairfield in which to begin my
wanderings in the "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." .f was enabled in the quietude and leisure of t.his remote post to make a beginning in
this vast field, and there was not a dull moment,
combining the glories of the past with the labors
of the present. It was one of the pleasantest experiences of my life, and I must thank the Liberals
of Fort Fairfield for their generous treatment, and
we can all look forward to the future with hope.
I left Fort Fairfield on Monday, July 17th, and
coming to Bangor by car took the boat on Tuesday
down the Penobscot to Bar Harbor, and from Bar
Harbor I take the boat to Rockland, and thence to
Boston, and if I had time I should like to describe
this really enchanting journey. The most changeable and attractiv views of land and sea were constantly opening before one, a• d you scarcely felt
like sleeping, both day and night being so full of
glittering panoramas.
On my arrival in Boston I had the pleasure of
spending an evening with Washburn, in his beautiful
home at Revere, where the beach, crowded with
hundreds of people, stretches ttway, and bands of
music are playing and summer's revelry makes beauty
on every hand.
I also make a call at the home of the Dentons at
Wellesley. This is a lovely place, and there is
plenty of stimulation for heart and head, for here
are the people who think and work for humanity.
Here also is art, the study of nature, especially the
fishes of the sea. I wish I could describe all these
glowing forms and colors. Mrs. Elizabeth Denton
is still interested as ever in progress and reform
with bright and indomitable spirit In the evening
Mrs. Shull makes up a party for a drive around
Wellesley, Natick, etc., and certainly one could
not find more elegance and splendor than is witnessed in these prosperous suburbs of Boston.
·Urs. Shull is an exhilarating reformer, and it did
me good to meet with one so thoroughly radical,
and so earnest for the elevation of humanity.
I stop over Sunday at Meriden, Conn. It is one
of the most beautiful days of the whole oeason, and
Meriden shone effulgent in the bright atmosphere.
I was at the charming home of Mr. and Mrs. N. F.
Griswold, and we read and talked, and in the afternoon drove about the country, and this was indeed
a vivifying conclusion for my New England trip.
I hav been so busy writing up "Pen Pictures of
the World's Fair;" and" Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," that I hav not had time to giv more
than this fragmentary description of my last
,m0nt.h'11 .•"{._g.rk. I now return to Chicago, ana shall
·- ·.
s for the coming International
.. e it is to be a great s~c~ess.
.J~co~rage ?S· The. Chnstians
~~;;%\Ot(),l(Y In closmg _the 13"ates of the
, . . _ ~yrnav only shown their chicane~y. and
meanness. They hav not conquered the Fair Itself
nor the people of Chicago. The churches will remain just as empty as they aver were.
Now let us all join forces for a grand Congress.
Let us make a fitting close to the vast and splendid
triumphs of four hundre~ years of Freeth~ught. _I
expect to shake hands with a thousand Liberals m
this auspicious time.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

The Christian Schenie of Salvation.
Theologians call this scheme the "atonement."
It is an ecclesiastical device to degrade the nature
of man and to glorify the mercy and loving kindness of God. Thousands are deceived by it, and
the moral culture of the race is retarded by the lying theory which says •·there is no health in us."
Once impress upon men the idea that they are sick,
and unless they hav sufficient will-power to successfully combat the error they are sure to feel indisposed and stay home ; so in like manner if men hear
nothing but statements of their inherent wickedness, that they "are born in sin " and " shapened
in iniquity,'' they are sure to continue in their sins,
to excuse their crimes, and to look elsewhere for
that moral stamina which should be the natural result of the development of their own faculties.
The ordinary Christian is very ignorant of the
origin and character of many of the leading tenets
of his church. When it is asked, "Why are Liberals always hammering at the Bible, the church,
creeds, and dogmas~" the answer is, "Because the
truth about these things is not told by those who
preach them and profit by their propagation."
Theology is a system of mystification. Priests use
language to conceal their thoughts, and the people
become slaves of cunning phrases. Few believers
hav investigated the theory of the "atonement," but
every Christian can talk glibly about such preposterous side-issues as "circumcision," "fulfillment of
the law," '·baptism," "grace," "justification by
faith," "imputed righteousness," ''second coming
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of Christ," "election," "predestination," etc. All
these theological figments tend to obscure the
brutal and bloodthirsty features of the "atonement" from the minds of men and women.
The " four gospels " certainly do not teach this
doctrin in the form presented by recognized church
authorities, and those isolated passages which are
quoted as evidence are pressed into the theological
service by a forced and strained interpretation.
The writers of the " epistles " are the " chief of sinners " in respect to the suggestion of this doctrin,
and the "church" through its "fathers" and councils is responsible for its present form. It is an
egregious error to believe that Christian theology
has always been what it is to-day. Every doctrin
has its history, and s:>me of the doctrins were centuries in process of formation. This very doctrin
now under consideration is an illustration of the
fact. The writer of the " epistle" to the Romans
says (v, 10-12): "For if when we were enemies we
were reconciled to God by th.e death of his son,
much more being reconciled we ·shall be saved by
his life. And not only so, but we also joy in God
through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we hav
now received the atonement. Wherefore as by one
man sin entered into the world and death by sin,
and so death passed upon all men for that all hav
sinned.''._
This clearly means that in consequence of one
man's · (Adam) sin, humanity was separated from
God, or rather that God was offended, and that the
physical torture and death of Christ reconciled
these two enemies-God and humanity. The early
church .fathers dwell with considerable devotion
upon those passages which represent the suffering
and great sacrifice of Christ1 but during the first
four centuries there appeared no certainty of opinion as to whether they were a ransom-price paid to
God or to the devil. Origen and St. Augustine
supposed that the ransom-price was paid to the
devil. Athanasius controverted this theory and
maintained that the ransom was paid to God. It
was not, however, until the middle of the eleventh
century that the doctrin was arranged into something like theological consistency. Anselm was the
man who accomplished this marvelous dialectical
feat. Like every other church dogma it is a confusing mosaic of assumptions. It may be summarized
as follows: The infinit guilt which man had contracted by his disobedience of God's laws could be
satisfied (or atoned for) by no mere creature; only
the God-man J. C. could render the required satisfaction. God only can satisfy himself. The human nature of Christ enabled him to incur the debt
(or take up the note) and his divine nature enabled
him to pay it. As a human being it was incumbent
upon him to order his life according to the law of
God; but as a God he was under no obligation to
die. But. he nevertheless voluntarily surrendered
his life and was therefore entitled to a recompense.
This recompensd consisted in the forgivness of
the sins of those who accepted the terms of the
compact.
Slight modifications hav been made of this theory
by Luther, Calvin, and a host of other Christian
apologists, but in its main features it may be taken
as the "Christian scheme of salvation."
Now the fundamental principles here stated are
gratuitous assumption§.
First. Man's sin of disobedience was of infinite
··demerit.
Second. Christ had a double nature-huinan and
divine.
Third. Sin is transferable.
Assuming that there was on the part of man an
act of dis:>bedience, how can it be regarded as of
infinit proportions? A finite being cannot commit
an infinit crime. A lie is a lie whether it be told to
a prince or a pauper, and the person to whom it is
told does not lessen or increase its dimensions. A
crime is not greater than the criminal. But this
act of disobedience was not committed by the whole
human race, but by one man-Adam. (See above
quotation from Romans.) This raises the question,
Is not sin (or wrong-doing) of a personal character?
A man may commit a burglary, or any other form
of social violence, but that would not make his
children burglars ;_ and to punish his children for
the misdeeds of the parent would be an act of injustice and of cruelty.
S. T. Coleridge defines sin "as an evil which has
its ground or origin in the agent, and not in the
compulsion of circumstances. An act to be sin
must be original, and a state or act that has not its
origin in the will may be a calamity, deformity, or
disease, but sin it cannot be." The sin of Adam
then is not the sin of the human race. But did
Adam sin' Or was there a sin at all? Sir William
Jones in his ''Asiatic Researches" says, "Either the
first eleven chapters of Genesis are true or the whole
fabric of our national religion is false." In other

words, if Adam did not sin precisely in the manner
set forth in the book of Genesis, then the crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension of Christ . are
myths. No" fall," no "resurrection,'' no apple, no
harp, no garden ofEden, no mansions in the sky.
It is impossible to believe that a scheme of such
gigantic proportions-involving as it does the
nature and charact<:Jr of God, the nature and destiny
of the human race-should hav been revealed to
man by an almighty-wise God in such an incomplete and suspicious manner ! No theologian with
a reputation to lose would defend the biblical
version of man's origin.
Keeping, however, to the ethical phase of the
question, Did Adam sin! Did the act of disobedience originate with him or was he the creature
of circumstances! God is perfect, say the theologians. He is all-wise, all powerful, ail-good. He
is. the same yesterday, to-day, and forever. God
knows everything. With him there is no yestt.rday, no to-morrow. Everything is. The immeasurable past and the illimitable future are present
facts. He has no need of a memory, and imagination is quite unnecessary. If this be true now, it
was true before Adam was born. The sin of Adam
was a fact to God millions of years before it was
committed ; and furthermore, the sacrifice of Christ
was a fact (accomplished) to God before Adam
sinned. Adam and Christ were but two characters
in a drama which had been, and still is, in the mind
of God throughout eternity.
God was not surprised at Adam's fall. He made
him to fall because it was also arranged that Christ
should be the means of restoring him to his original innocence and purity. In tact, Christ died (in
God's mind) before Adam sinned.
Can it be said, then, that Adam sinned? Certainly not.
If God be all-powerful he could hav made man
impervious to sin and temptation; yea, he ought to
hav surrounded him with every safeguard, knowing
as he did that the devil was on the watch to destroy
his most perfeet handiwork. God did not so make
him, so he is responsible for all the suffering,
misery, and crime entailed upon the human race as
a consequence of the corruption and imperfection
of their original progenitor.
If God be all-good and all-wise, as well as allpowerful, he would hav destroyed the procreativ
faculties of Adam and made a new man on an improved plan. And if he found it impossible to perpetuate a pure and perfect race, he ought to hav
abandoned the idea altogether ; for it would be
more merciful to abstain from creating a race than
to create one which is in danger of. an everlasting
hell.
The theory of the double nature of Christ is a
necessary counterpart of this general theory of salvation. It is an ingenious and subtle contrivance,
and at the same ti ·u e has many comical aspects.
When examined in connection with the "atonement," it appears very inconsistent and absurd.
The sin of Adam was of infinit proportions, still
the human half of Christ was created so that he
might assume the guilt; for God could not participate in sin. The divine half of Christ undertook to
offer itself as a sacrifice-in the form of death-for
that guilt; still it must be remembered that the divine can neither suffer nor die. How then, in the
name of all that's true and good, could the manChrist assume an infinit load of sin, and how could
the God-Christ offer a sacrifice by death when God
cannot die ? If Christ were Uod then he could not
die, .and if he were m11.n only he had not the divine
merits necessary to satisfy outraged deity. The
subject becomes much more complicated when it is
remembered that it is God who is supposed to be
making all this fuss. The man-Christ evidently
thought he was doing 'all the ~uffering, for it is reported that he exclaimed at the close of the great
drama, " My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
meT''
The injury done to mankind by the teaching of
this doctrin is incalculable. Men hav been taught
to ask God for forgivness of sins through the atoning merits of Jesus Christ, and as thf'y hav never
received an answer whether their sins hav been forgiven or not, they hav taken the priest's answer
instead. The priest is full of ready compliance,
he will always promis to forgiv. It costs him
nothing and the ignorant victim is ready to subject
himself to priestly power and authority in return.
Sins cannot be forgiven but by those sinned
against. Man injures his fellows ; he should make
reparation to them. God has nothing to do with
it. He stands alone, distinct and absolute. He
cannot be related to the affairs of men and the
world, and to accept his imaginary forgivness
while the injured one still sufters is an act of cowardice and brutality.
The same may be said of the doctrin of " im-

puted righteousness," or the taking on of the
righteous:o.ess of Christ. This is a favorit theory
of Calvinist and Methodist alike. It is born of
that lying dogma which says "All are born in sin
and shapened in iniquity." Having no goodness of
their own they borrow Christ's and fancy themselvs
strutting about in the borrowed plumage of the
son of God.
Goodness cannot be bought nor borrowed. It
is natural to man, and it increases in proportion as
he learns his true relationship to his fellow-man,
and "seeks to find his own in all men's good."
It is time that ·men recognized the fact that
salvation does not consist of gaining heaven nor
shunning hell, but rather in self-improvement.
That man is " saved" whose mind is broad, sympathetic, and clear; whose physical functions· are
vigorous and healthy as a result of pure and wholesome food, and wise and chaste living; and whose
ideal is to help spread the knowledge of right, and
to see virtue and happiness prevail.
HENRY RowLEY.

Random Notes.
Moses was the most meek m!!-n who had ever·
lived during and prior to the time he was on the
earth, and the terrible state of society can be definitly arrived at when we consider without prejudice
some of the deliberate, cold-blooded murders and
crimes which he committed against humanity. He
commenced operations quite early in life by killing
an Egyptian with a club, and followed it up by assisting at the massacre of all the first-born, the
drowning of Pharo's hosts, the killing of his own
people by the bite of fiery serpents, and later by the
massacre of whole cities of innocent, harmless, and
unsuspecting peoples, with the exception of the
maidens, whom he reserved for purposes which we
would be ashamed to publish and offer for carriage
through the United States mails under a Democratic administration.
I~ seems ae though ninety and nine of the Presbyterian synod hav gone astray, leaving only one
old buck in the fold to freeze to death alone.
· Samson was very strong in body, but he was
no match for his wife when it came to headwork.
One of the marked improvements in society since
Abel's sudden taking off is, that a sheep-herder is
not considered any more honorable than an honest
farmer on account of his associations.
During the war in heaven the angelic cavalry
made their famous charge astride of winged horses
( Oore's illustrations in " Paradise Lost"), but
nowadays God depends for spiritual protection
upon the tumult of those jackasses who can bray
the longest and loudest, and longest without giving
other people a chance to speak.
The last time God has been seen was when the
Apostles were celebrating the last supper with wine
made principally of water.
Prayers for rain will not be heard during the
coming dry season.
A late scientist, who has been sojourning in the
lower regions, has recently discovered the " great
fixed gulf " which has so long separated the two
future localities to be ice instead of ·glass. His
reasons for the final entire disappearance of the
aforesaid gulf and the already perceptible cooling
of lower levels will be easily understood.
My mother's religion is not good enough for me
if I can make it better.
. There are plenty of people in the world narrow
enough to love God because they believe he is
mean enough to burn up some of their neighbors.
People would still be going around naked if the
devil had not laughed at Eve.
The devil is said to hav been, and still to be, a
champion of new ideas and fashions. If so, let him
"go about and roar" while he devours the new
crinoline.
If Mary was a virgin when she married Joseph
the world is not growing wicked with so great
rapidity as the People's party platform would hav
us believe.
Some people think twice before they speak, but
there are twice as many who speak twice before
they think at all.
--------~._

________

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG has just closed a midsummer campaign
in Iowa, delivering thirty-seven lectures in thirty days.

THE Ladies' Liberal League of Philadelphia holds
meetings regularly every 'l'uesday evening at 8 P.M.
Admission free. All welcome.-M. P. McLeod, Sec.
CHARiirt:S WATTS will be in Toronto about September
1st, and will lecture on his way from there to Chicago, which city he will reach about October 1st,
to attend the International Congress of Freethinkers.
We hav received no word from his colleague, Mr. Foote.
Mr. Watts's friends can address him care Secular·
Thought, Toronto, Ont.
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~etters

sent a few questions to be answered, but I
got no reply. Now, Mr. Talmage, or any
other man: Snnpose a man should die at
Pleasing Praise.
mid-day and his wife should die at midThe Best.
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., Apr. 15, 1893.
night, both souls would go up, but they
DUNCANNON, PA., July 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, .for which
would go in opposit directions. Suppose
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed replease send me in Ingersoll's edition '' God
a man should die on the 1st day of July
newal of my subscription, for I cannot do
in the Constitution," "Declaration of Inat midnight, and his wife should die on
without the paper. It is certainly the best
dependence," "Blasphemy," "The Truth
the 1st day of January, at midnight, both
paper of the kind ever published, in my
of History," and Ingersoll's great address
souls would go up, but they would be
estimation.
JASON PASSMORE.
on "Thomas Paine;" and among Saladin's
190,000,000 miles apart and both go .out
from the earth's orbit. Would they ever
Could Not Keep the Charlatans Away books " The Confessional." I think THE
TRUTH BEEKER gets better in every issue.
When He Was Dead.
get together? Suppose twelve members
I think Samuel P. Putnam's article1 "Reof one family would die a month apart
MILTON, PA., July 24, 1893.
each, their souls would go up, but they
MR. EDITOR: The late Isaac Marsh de- ligion a Curse, Religion a Disease, Rewould be 50, 000, 000 miles apart each, as
parted this life Dec. 19, 1892. THE TRUTH ligion a. Lie," is just grand, and strikes
the orbit of the earth is 600,000,000 miles
BEEKER had been his Bible for many years, deep at the truth.
Wishing your paper prosperity, I rearound. When would they get together?
and he did very little else but read that
main,
Yours for the Truth,
S. B. MoCoRMIOK.
paper. He did not want a preacher at his
CHAS. TROTTER.
N.B.-Some preachers think tha,t heaven
funeral, but as he died of paralysis in less
is in the star Aloyon. If so it would take
than two hours, could say nothing on the
Wedded to Truth-search.
a soul, traveling at the rate of 1,000 miles
subject, eo the friends and G. A. R. buried
MAYFmLD, KY., July 22, 1893.
an hour, 4.566 years to get to its heaven,
him as everybody else is buried here.
MR. EDITOR: I haste to renew, for fear A Man Who Helps the Cause, and Loves as that star is about 40,000,000,000 miles
MARY D. MARSH.
yon will stop my paper. I call it mine beHis Friends.
aw~ty from the earth.
I cannot think
cause I am married to the grand old TRUTH
Is Pamphleteering the Authorities.
GARNETT, KAN., March 9, 1893.
the New Jerusalem can be so far away.
BEEKER; so is my good wife; also a good
DAYTON, 0., June 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal note
S. B. M . ...
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed fifty cents friend, Mr. Henry Wimberly, whom I hav for ninety cents, for which yon will please
loaned
several
copies.
How
hard.
it
is
to
'
please send at once to my address thirty
place fifty cents for any object where yon
A Hall Capable of Noble Work.
World's Fair leaflet<. I want them for get men to read. They tell me they are think it will do the most good, and send
SANGER, CAL., July 9, 1893.
distribution. The last order of one hun- afraid to read such literature; I quote, for the other forty cents ·• Hard Knocks
MR. EDITOR: I will bav to thank yon for
dred and eight I received from yon are all '' Fear bringeth torment," ''Perfect love at Christianity," by R. Wheeler; "Was
distributed to officials and prominent casteth out fear." Get more love for hu- Qhrist Crucified?" by Bierbower, and the prompt filling of my order, which
came to band in good condition. I hav
parties in Ohio and Indiana. I sent manity and less fear for a God whom you "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle," by H. H.
_read
the following and found them to be
do
not
know.
I
read,
I
saw,
I
left
the
them mostly by mail so rapidly that I hav
Gardener.
fully· up to my expectations: "Bible
not enough to supply all of the police of church two years ago. I shall never reThis is in accord with the promis I made
turn to bondage any more than a man a short time ago, when I gave out word Temperance," ''Science Versus Religion,"
this city, which number fifty-seven.
freed
from slavery. If God has made a through THE TRUTH BEEKlilR that I had "Sabbath-Breaking," "What Liberalism
Fraternally,
NoA.HDOLER.
revelation to men, why not make one for back files of THE TRUTH BEEKER that I O.ffers in Place of Christianity;" also
It Is the Enemy of Imposition and Fran d. all nations of men? If salvation depends would exchange for postage stamps; and I "Crimes of Preachers," which I thirik
upon a knowledge of snob, if man has a would say that I hav not only been en- should be in the hands of all who can read
McKEEsPORT, PA., July 21, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to renew future 1i£e he will know when he enters abled to giv THE TRUTH BEEKER a little the English language. The " Old Testament Stories " is a hard hit for the minisR. G. DoDSON.
my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. I into it ·and not before.
lift, but hav made the acquaintance of
try. I hav not read Helen Gardener's
could not afford to miss one issue. Hesthree of the most estimable members of
"Men, Women, and Gods," but my wife
Will Spread Literature at the Fair.
ton's pictures alone are worth the subTHE TRUTH SEEKER family, whom to be
says we cannot giv it too much praise.
SAORA.MENTO, CAL., July 20, 1893.
scription price. He is an artist, nay, a
acquainted with I consider a high honor
The ministry of Sanger hav not accepted
MR. EDITOR: Please send to the inclosed to anybody, and may their days be long,
genius. Taking all in all, I consider your
publication the best Liberal paper pub- address one copy of "Darwin and After prosperous, and happy. If I thought they the challenge made by the Good Templars.
Darwin," by George J. Rcmanes, $2; also would not object, I would introduce them Inclosed you will find a copy of the
lished on tho continent,
Wishing yon all poS.!!ible success, and send me $1 worth of Putnam's descrip- by name to THE TRUTH BEEKER family. I resolutions and challenge made by the
long life to the grand old TRUTH BEEKER, tion of the Wor-ld's Fair, and five copies. guess I will anyway. They are Mr. Angus Good Templars of Sanger. When this
the avowed enemy of superstition, imposi- of Putnsm's late book, "Religion a Curse," McKay, Union City, Wash., Mrs. Carrie kind of a war is raging is the time for the
tion, and fraud, I am hastily but cordially, etc., and catalog of TRUTH BEEKER L. Miller, Oneonta, N. Y., and Mr. Jehu Freethinkers to do some good work.
This is what I thought, and I commenced
books and stock in trade.
A. J. GILLIS.
A. Calder, Jackson, Tenn.-all grand and
You can put me down for two copies of noble specimens of the truth seeker work at once. I went to some of the most
He P11oseJytes Traveling Men.
influential parties in the Order of Good
Putnam's conteiilplated new work, "Four fraternity.
CHARLES GREGG.
Templars, who also claim to be GodCA.PRON, ILL., July 17, 1893.
Hundred Yooars of Freethought."_ If I
MR. EDITOR: I am much pleased with can spare the money I intend to visit the A Song Service, Wound Up With a fearing, and I made them the following
proposition: If the Good Templars and
THE TRUTH SEEKER in every respect. The Fair in September, and attend the FreeBenediction.
churches of Sanger would cooperate in
papers are kept in my office, where the thought convention in October. I believe
GREELEY, CoL., May 7, 1893.
building and furnishing a hall in Sanger,
public can hav access to them. The travel- that I can sell a good number of the deMR. EDITOR: The books ordered (so far with the following pastimes nnd amuseing men especially take great interest in scriptions of the l!,air. · I will insert a
them, and many is the laugh created by notice of the pamphlet in the dailies of as published) reached me all right, and I ments, I would giv $250 toward furthering
Heston's genius or hearty applause given the town, and introduce it with the trade, am more than pleased with them, especially the undertaking: the hall to be built so as
with the " Short History of the Bible. " to admit of a fr.ee reading-room in front,
to the thought and words of some of the which will. create a demand.
THE TRUTH BEEKER of May 6th arrived to- with a billiard-room back of this, where
writers. There is a good Liberal element
Yours truly,
R. BUTTERFmLD.
day, and after reading several of its excel- billiards, pool, cards, and other games
here. The "holy cloth " would talk to
lent articles my exuberance "broke out" may be indulged in without having to
"God
Bless
It."
empty pews were it not for the women and
in the following acrostic:
Lom, Wis., July 10, 1893.
patronize a bar, also a room with gymchildren.
Truth is mighty, so they say,
M.R.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
find
$2
money
nasium e~ercises. My proposition was
With best wishes for your own success
Onward haste the ·wished-for. day
order for the following order-$1 credit
brought before the Independent Order of
and for the cause, I am, very truly,
shall ope the eyes now blind,
Good Templars last night. They thought
c. E. HILLYER. to the good old TRUTH SEEKER, God bless That
Heal all errors of the mind.
it; one copy "Bible Morals;" one copy
well enough of it41to appoint a committee
Ever foremost in the fray,
'' Religion a Curse, Religion a Disease,
Truthful seekers on life's way
to bring the matter before all the churches
Ingersoll Set Him Thinking.
Realize that each must fight,
Religion a Lie;" one copy "Candle from
of Sanger. This place is to be open SunLAKEPORT, S, D., July 12, 1893.
Undismayed by falsehood's blight,
days and admit all moral literature withMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50, Under the Bushel."
Though the "pilots" of the sky
The
books
that.I
ordered
before
came
out restrictions.
for which send the books entitled "The
Hurl anathemas and cry,
Inlllosed yon will also find some clipCreation of God " and " Old Testament to hand all right, and are good. Paine's " Seek ye now the way we teach
"Age of Reason" ought to be read by
Ere damnation doth yon rea< h."
pings, showing some more of the hellish
Stories Comically Dlnstrated."
Every person by them scared
work of those who would "lead our little
About three months ago I happened to every honest man with profit, and would
Knowledge lacks-hath sense impaired; lambs." May our common sense lead us
be
if
prejudice
would
not
be
in
the
way.
read some of Colonel Ingersoll's works,
Each
should
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
scan,
not in the ways of the ministry, but
which shook my faith in religion. They "Crimes of Preachers" ought to open
Read, subscribe and be a man.
deliver us from their snares. For Freeset me thinking, and the more I thought the eyes of some of the brethren, and take
The
attention
of
all
weak-kneed
Liberals
thought is the orily guide to moral enthe more I became oonvino11d of its utter some of the starch and impudence out of is especially called to the closing lines.
lightenment.
L. A. RosE.
emptiness, and now I am working hard for that class of humbugs and impostors.
And now may truth, justice, FreeThe other books are all right. If yon see
the cause of Freethonght..
thought,
and
good
sense
prevail
until
the
My brother takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. fit and will send me a few copies of THE blackness of mental darkness be forever
We Giv the Church Laud and She
TRUTH BEEKER or any circulars I will use
It is a most excellent paper.
dispelled, is the earnest wish of,
Sells It.
them
to
the
best
of
my
judgment
in
the
Yours for Truth,
A. J. NELSON.
Yours
fraternally,
A.
CHAPMAN.
GRAHAM,
TEx., July 11, 1893. ·
interests of the best paper that I ever saw,
MR. EDITOR: I hav been traveling in
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Where Is Heaven 7
Likes Tllose Eloquent Descriptions.
west Texas since the 16th of May with
Wishing you and your cause very much
OAKDALE, CAL., Feb. 17, 1893.
Edison's phonograph, making it preach
LoNDON, ENG., July 11, 1893.
prosperity, I remain, as ever,
Mll. EDITOR: Sammie Putnam got up to
MR. EDITOR: I do not wish to trespass and sing to the people for the nickels. I
Very respectfully, N.C. SKELTON.
a white beat on "Religion a Curse," etc.
on your space, but I am very anxious to found much competition, and did not
News from the Co·operativ Colony.
His declamation is almost wonderful in
hav this question answered. I am getting succeed in making much money. Some
its incandesotlnt flow; and his descriptiv
old, approaching eighty years. I hav been other fellows with phonographs beat me
ToPOLOBAMPo, SINALOA, MEx.,}
June 6, 1893.
powers are charmingly displayed in his
listening to sermons for at least seventy to all the towns, and when I took to the
MR. EDITOR: I desire once more to speak years, all about heav(ln, but can get no country I had to divide my earnings with
letters on the great Fair. But I think
these powers of his shine more brightly through the columns of your valuable pa- information. The Master said, "The the churches and Sunday-schools.
I found the country churches renting
when be revels in the sun-smitten rooky per to the friends of Freethonght. It bas kingdom of heaven is within yon," and I
peaks, the green valleys, and the flowing been known nearly all over the world that partly believe that heaven and bell are out their untaxed and unfenced gronnd,
streams that wend their way through the we expected to organize in May, and put both within the human breast.
which had been donated to them, at from
thonsQnds of miles that are waved o'er by everything on a sound and business basis.
But to be sure of the thing I would re- $40 to $.50 per day for the use of picnics,
The big guns arrived here on the 28th of spectfully ask Dr. Talmage or any other and the parties who rented the land would
the Stars and Stripes.
That brighter .and still clearer light May-C, B. Hoffman, from Enterprise, preacher the question. Some time ai'e I sell privileges to men who wanted' to r~.

of P,riends.

may 11hine on the pathway of both of yon,
is the sincere wish of Yours,
C. P.

Kan., who is president of Kansas Sinaloa
Investment Company; AlbeTt K. Owen,
from New York, who is president of the
Credit Foncier Company; the great economic miter Flenirshiem, from Europe,
and Dr. Whealer, from Coloradq. These
big guns, instead of going to work and
organizing a good strong company under
one head, hav divided, and each is trying
to run things in his own way, and how it
will terminate no one can tell. Hoffman
thinks Owen is not accountable for his
acts, while Owen believes the other party,
Hoffman and Fleuirshiem, to be two
sharpers. This quarrel has knocked ditch
scrip away down to .twenty cents on the
dollar. My advice to friends is not to
come down or invest until this fight is
over. There are two hundred and ninety
people here now, and about fifty want to
leave. I will try and drop yon a line in a
few weeks again.
A. BUTTERFIELD.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 5, 1893.
phonographs, lemonade stands, etc., so as
to make about one hundred per cent pro:!l:t
on the investment. From $5 to $10 per
day was demanded of me for the privilege
of setting up and working my phonograph
in the shade of a tree on unfenced and untaxed church property. I refused to buy
snc;h privileges and came home. I fo~nd
the ilky-pilots competing with me evervwhere in entertainin~ the people for the
nickels.
. My absence from home is my excuse for
not sooner answering the article of Dr. N.
A. Pickens in your issue of June 17th. I
hav not the time and space to write an
elaborate answer to Dr. Pickens's article.
Dr. Franklin said that it was not good for
a man to be in advance of his fellows, and
that ''Truth must not bark too close upon
the heels of error; it would get kicked
over." I find that when I get in advance of
other scientific investigators, and set forth
facts which they hav not reached, they
charge me with superficiality and with
jumping to cQnclnsions. I admit that
Spiritualism, likfl theology, has a substratum of truth underlying it. But I
claim that in both theology and Spiritualism a sod of superstition has overgrown
the substratum of truth so as to obscure the
facts. This talk about the materialization
of spirits is meaningless jargon to me. The
words soul and spirit hav evolved from
words meaning breath, atmosphere.
Chemistry has demonstrated the fact that
air is composed, like solid and liquid substances, of electricity ·and. matter. The
word ghost has evolved from words meaning gas. Chemistry has demonstrated
thM the gases are of the same constitution
as liquid and solid substances. Chemistry
has analyzed nature and determined her
constitution. When we analyze a man, a
dog, a rock, or a piece of wood we obtain
electricity and matter, and nothing else.
We do not know that anything else exists
except electricity and matter. I suspected
many years ago that that hypothetical
something called "ether " was electricity.
Prof. Henry Raymond Rodgers, Dunkirk, N. Y., claims to hav demonstrated
that it is electricity. The word spirit is
usually defined and understood .to mean
something immaterial. Matter is necessary to giv anything form, tangibility, and
ponderosity. How a gas, breath, or any
immaterial thing can become visible or
tangible and shake hands with a living
man, I cannot conceive. Our school of
scientists say that all is matter. Another
school of scientists say that all. is ether.
Another school sav that all is electricity.
Some say that· all is God. Others call all
the universe, and deny the existence of
any god. I do not know· that anything
exists except electricity and matter, and
before I can regard them as being only
one and the same thing I will hav to
abandon the atomic theory, and the inertia of matter, and the imponderability of
electricity.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
Spiritualism Is Suspicious.·
OLIVE HolliE, CAL., July 9, 1893.
DEAB LIBERAL FRmNDS: It is with no
small degree of pleasure that I read your
many articles pro and con on the various subjects treat_ed. I hav read THE
TRUTH BEEKER for seven or eight years,
and like it pictures and all. I think I am
clear out of the woods of superstition; I
expect I got my first ideas of Free'honght
from Dr. Monroe, of the Seymour Times
-afterward editor of the Ironclad .Agea. quarter-century ago. Although a Materialist, yet I believe the Spiritists hav got
the best of us in the discussions lately. If
the tests· were truly made as reported, I
think it funny that spirits can manifest
themselvs to us best at night. And there,
too, must be a go-between.
That does
not seem right. All the old religions hav
a priest or preacher, and yours has a
medium; and they rimst all be fed from
the public crib and robed with the fruit of
another's ~bor. I hav learned to regard
truth as being as destitute of habiliments
as a South sea islander; but no, the truth
of Spiritism comes to us dressed in all the
sable cloth, mystic garments, swaddlingclothes, mist and .. fog, of the older faiths
and religions. Why is it? Life comes to
l18in the morning, death in open daylight,

naked and real, and seeks not to hide its
reality, and treats all alike and is no
respecter of persons. All nature is realopen to all-until we come to a demonstration of another life. Then for a real manifestation darkness is a favorable condition.
A ilird person, maybe a fourth
person, is needed. Is it not strange?
One of the hardest hits the church ever
got from Colonel Ingersoll was when he
said, Why did not God tell the people
what he wanted, not hav thousands of
people making a lh·ing by telling the rest
what he wanted them to do? Now comes
Spiritualism with a go-between, too-the
medium. Brother, are yen sure there is
no cloven foot here? In the name of
Hope, by all the principles we hold dear
in life, let us be honest. I hav tried
faith, now I want facts, knowledge, or
nothing.
Some of yon say slates may be sealed at
home before going to your meeting and
not opened till long af~er returning, so that
there is every precaution against frauds of
mesmerism, magnetism, etc.
·
And the dead can write, can they? Why
cannot they make their own pencil as well
as their body? And they can materialize,
can they, and be photographed and subjected to other chemical tests, proving beyond doubt that the dead do liv? If the
dead sometimes materialize, is the body
real, i. e., flesh? Is it substance, as a Ma~
terialist understands the word?
Tell me, brother Spiritualist, just what
yon know about1t. If yon are prone to
theorize, keep fact and fancy apart, so I
can tell which is which. I hav been told
one can feel a spirit-hand. Is that true?
And hear a spirit talk, and play on the
guitar and other instruments. Is that
true? And that a dress of a spirit has
been clipped and the piece kept for a
souvenir. Is that true? And where can I
see·a piece of cloth, warp and woof, made
with other than earthly hands? Does it
require ten or twelve yards to make a
dress? And does the spirit make a new
one at every visit? Are they made in
modern style? And why do they appear
in dress at all? Is there sex in spirit-land?
Hav men and wpmen of note ever come
back-D. M. Bennett, for instance?
W onld a China spirit wear bloomers, and
hav one little foot, a cue, etc. ? Did ever
a Bushman or a Sandwich islander come
back? If ~JI' · • # y,ere they dressed?
Do pof _.,..,.,..(~~ . · • · ~Ri:ncerity cec~.al!.e. T ) . so many ~:"-estio~s: I hope
~;~1"..;.-:~· li.ttle. t.o_ get ngnt at the~ottom
"f~clli of spirit eivilizatio:u."' I want to know
if they are ahead of us or not. Are they
more humane? Is Calvin Calvin still?
Or has he not been heard from yet? I
hope not.
Do they die again when they dematerialize ? Is there pain in these
processes?
They say yon are millions in numbers.
Hav yon all had proof direct and positiv?
Can I hav the same, and not hav to toady
to some third person?
I know how to make Christians-Protestants, at least. J nst hello "Jesns" a few
times good and loud, sing " Meet me
there," and up will come a dozen, and in
three days to six months they can all tell
yon that they hav seen Christ They
know that their redeemer liveth. And
they are honest, too, or most of them are.
They think that they know just what they
are talking about until they run up against
a Wettstein, and then, Mr. President,
where was I at? Then back streams the
light of reason and science, and what
they thought was a Holy Ghost and a
reality now fades into thin air and the mist
and mirage is gone.
Are there no backsliaers in Spiritualism?
Hav yon heard of none? How can there
be if we can talk with our loved dead?
Since writing the above I hav read
Pickens to Shumaker in THE TRUTH
BBBKKR of June 17, 1893. Mr. Pickens,
please send me a. piece of one of those
spirit letters. I am sincere. I wish to examin the paper. I wish to use my five
senlfes in examining it.
I believe yon
honest. Yon will not fool me with a piece
of man-made paper. Tell, me, Mr. Pickens, what my mother's name was; and
whether there were brothers and sisters,
as yon ask Brother Shumaker. May I ask
them of yon, or cannot yon tell? H not,
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wrong right. Vice if practiced by the infinit does not become virtue, or injustice
justice. The gods must conform to the
inflexible law of justice. They must yield
to her imperativ demands or forfeit their
claims to infinit goodness and become
devils of the darkest dye.
I believe that matter is absolutely indestructible, hence eternal, and could not
hav been created. Matter is infinit, existing in some of its multifarious forms
throughout the boundless expanse of the
universe. I cannot conceive of "a time
when there was no time, of a place where
there iSJlo place;" neither can I conceive
of "the possibility of creating something
out of nothing," hence the absurdity of a
belief in an alleged supreme being supposed to hav created the universe.
"All forms are transient." There is no
power that can arrest the operation of the
universal and inflexible law controling the
transmutation of matter. Present forms
must be removed to make room for those
that are to come. This is truly a demonstrable fact.
I believe that the ''powers and potencies
of nature are adequate to the production
of all the phenomena that exist." For
this significant reason I hav eliminated
There Is No God.
the supernatural from my creed. If there
RoANOKm, Mo., Apr. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Having drifted entirely be any gods, it seems to me that it would
away from the faith of my ancestors and be impossible for them to reveal themselvs
the ancient traditions of the church, my to man and establish their identity beyond
religions creed though unpopular was the possibility of a doubt. However,
neither original nor new. I am now should they succeed in this particular it
forty-four years old. At the age of thirty would be necessary for them to reveal
I believed "in one God and no more. " I themselvs, personally, to everyone beregarded this one God as being the creator fore the whole world could believe in their
and upholder of all things. However exist 11 ce. It is not quite sufficient for
after a more thorough investigation, ~< "Father Abraham " to say, "I hav seen
more extended· research, I arrived at the God face to face and my life is preserved."
conclusion that a supreme being, or God, This, to me, would be hearsay eviden0e.
was in no way connected with, or essential It would be second-hand proof. I would
to, the existence of the universe. There probably conclude that it was more likely
may be one God; there may be a million that Abraham had lied than that such an
gods; and there may be none at all. I do improbable event should hav occ11rred.
not pretend to know. There is no evi- W cinld Abraham be able to discover the
dence on which to predicate a belief in difference between an actual God and a
God. If there are any gods they are- first-clnss devil?
This alleged interview after all may hav
though vastly superior to man-only parts
or particles of the u,niverse. They are been only a huge joke, got off on Abe
subordinate to her inflexible laws and not by Old Sooty for the purpose of breaking
superior to them; and they must in time up the monotony of a protracted spell of
succumb to the inexorable law that gov- the blues. It is thought that the old wag
erns the ceaseless change of forms con- is up to such tricks, anyway.
Though I use dogmatic forms of exstantly going on in the universe.
pression
in the treatment of specnlativ
The popular belief is that nothing can
exist without a preexisting cause. If this theories, I do not. wish to be understood
. is true, how are yon going to acco.unt for as speaking positivly with reference to
the existence of a God? Yon reply that things that we cannot, by any possible
God is an exception to the rule; that he is means, know anything at all about. It is
self-existent; that it was not necessl}ry for a truism accepted by almost all scientific
him to hav a beginning-a creator; and men that" whatever has a beginning must
that he will continue to liv on and on of necessity come to an end." There is
eternally. If God is one exception to the no evidence that any one special form
rule, may there not be other exceptions to ever existed prior to its conception and
the rule? I believe that it must be birth, hence Birth and Death are the
admitted that other things may exist on Alpha and the Omega-the beginning and
the same principle and that a God is not the end-of all human existence.
Having carefully perused the foregoing,
essential in any sense whatever to the
existence, maintenance, or control of the can yon say that yon find yourself absolutely without a doubt? To entertain a
universe.
The idea of a supreme being is fatal to solitary doubt is to abandon that faith and
the existence of an infinit good!less, for implicit confidence in God's word so
the reason that it makes God responsible essential to the salvation of a soul from
for all the wickedness, wretchedness, hell. To shatter your faith in God is to
misery, and woe that ever existed in the destroy your belief in the devil-an infinit,
world. A supreme being would not allow omnipresent fiend. If yon no longer
an event to occur contrary to his will and hope for heaven when yon die yon no
longer believe in an endless hell as being
pleasure.
He would not allow conditions to exist the place of abode for a large and overthat were condnciv to misery, moral de- whelming majority of mankind, inclndin~t
pravity, and social degradation were it many of your nearest, dearest, and best
contrary to his sovereign will; his fixed friends. As there is not the remotest
determination, and pleasure.
No.
I probability that such is, or ever will be,
would much prefer to dispense with the the fate of a solitary human being, and as
idea of a supreme being altogether than to it is impossible that yon could ever be
entertain such crude ideas of absolute happy if such ever was the case, or if yon
sovereignty. Accordin~ to the popular believed that such was· the case, yon will
theory the ability to design and execute find yourself infinitly happier in a state of
evil is derived from God; the source of all unbelief that frees the mind from the
knowledge and power. Were God to horrid nightmare of superstition's bewithdraw his power from Satan and thus mghted reign. Embrace then a system of
deprive him of the means of locomotion, philosophy that teaches you to look on the
this antiquated old gentleman would cease state of the dead as a condition · of
to roam over the fair fields of earth "like ''dreamless sleep," an eternal rest undisa roaring lion," visiting the palatial homes turbed by the impotent rage of angry
of affinence and wealth as well as the gods' or devils' darkest frowns.
For the inclosed fee please send me
hovels of poverty and destitution, seeking
innocent victims 'bn which to wreak ltis your valuable paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER,
fiendish d<> light in the destruction of happy for one year, as I cannot get along withhomes and the demoralization and ruin of out it, though I hav more reading-matter
than I hav time to read just now.
those who were once pure and good.
Fraternally yours,
W, E. WALTON.
The fiat of omnipotence cannot make

why not? Can the dead talk to each
other? What is the nativ spirit-tongue?
Hav they other languages than those of
earth?
Now, my dear sir, there are three lines
in your letter of J nne 17th that make me
feel as Samho did when he said, "Massa,
I don't helebe dat fish story, neither."·
Hear it: They walk, talk, sing, shake
hands, caress, kiss, and show their individuality-what individualityll-jnst as
they did while clothed in the body.
Ah, brother, ·I will stake my soul this
cannot be proved true. If that were true,
Christ may hav been celestially begotten,
why not? It won't do. I see M.D. with
your name. As a physician, do yon not
know whence springs a kiss-the nectarnone of your two-for-a-cent kind, but a
smack right on the lips? Get out. "Pa,
can God make a two-year-old colt in two
minutes?" "Yes, son."
'.rhere is, I fear, a better solution of
your manifestations than to attribute
them to the dead. But it will ever be my
mission to garner facts.
LEoNIDAS FosTER.
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tottering knees, and grant that he may go
Fine Hand-Made Violins.
out and in before us like the he goat be- Made st.ri<'tly on scientifio principle•. Best in
fore the Hock."-1'wenty:five Years o.f St. the World f >r the Money. Fine Wood, Tools, and

Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall .Andrews.
River, Mass., to whom all Communications {or this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occuP-ations
That is known 8.8 the Ohildren s Hour."

Hoeing and Praying.
Sai<l Farmer Jones, in a whining tone,
Tohio good old neighbor Gray,
"I've worn my knees through to the bone,
But it ain't no use to pray.
"Your corn looks just twice as good as mine,
1'hongh you don't pretend to. be
A shinin' light in the church to shine,
An' tell salvation's free.
"I've prayed to the Lord a thousand times
For to make that 'ere corn grow;
An' why yonrn beats it so an' climbs,
I'd gin a deal to know."
Said Farmer Gray to his neighbor Jones,
In his easy, quiet way,
"When prayers gets mixed with lazy bones,
They don't make farmin' pay.
"Your weed~. I notice, are good an' tall,
In spite of all your prayers;
Yon may pray for corn till the heaven~ fall,
If yon don'G dig np the tares.
"I mix my prayers with a little toil,
Along in every row;
·Ani! I work this mixtn!"e into the soil
Quite vigorous with a hoe.
•' An' I've discovered, though still in sin,
As sure as yon are born,
Tois kind of compost wC>rked well in
Makes pretty decent corn.
" So while I'm praying I use my hoe,
An' do my level best
To keep down the weeds along each row.
And the Lord, he does the rest.
" It's well to pray, both night an' morn,
As every farmer knows;
Btit the place to pray for thrifty corn
Is right between the rows.
"You must use your hands while praying,
though,
If an answer you would get,
For prayer-worn knees and a rusty hoe
Never raised a big crop yet.
"An' so I believe. my good old friend,
If yon 'l!ean to win the day,
From plowing, clean to the harvest's end,
Yon must hoe as well as pray."
-Leaaer.

From the Editor.
We are sojourning in a most charming
and romantic spot among the granit
hills of New Hampshire. It is known as
Sunapee, and is about twelve hundred
feet above sea level. Next week we will
try and giv you some account of this delightful locality, so that our dear family
may enjoy with us somewhat of the
beauties of the place.
Direct all letters and communications
intended for the Corner to Fall River,
Mass., as usual, and they will be forwarded
here.
S. H. W.
An Argument for Diminntiv Trousers.
It seems that Max had only just been
promoted to the dignity of trousers and
was strutting about the room to the despairing envy of his two-year-old brother
John. Indeed Max looked so great and
grand in his manly two-legged garment
that kilt skirts grew instantly unbearable,
and John pleaded earnestly, "Mummer,
p'eas', m'm, div' me some pants too,"
''But, myson,"repliedhis mother kindly,
"you could not possibly wear trousers.
See your legs! They are ever so much too
short,"
"Oh, nome dey ain't," John whimpered with tearful intensity. "Dey's long
enuff. My legs goes all de ways up to my
stummick," evidently believing his petticoats gave the popular impression that his
nether limbs stopped short at his knees.-

Correspondenee.

TAMPA, FLA., July 17, 1893.
Miss WixoN: This is my first letter to
the Corner. My father takes T1m TRUTH
SEEKER, though not long; but I know he
will keep taking it; he lends it out. I am
eleven years old. School is out.
In fear of the waste basket I will close.
From yours,
ELizA WmTEHUST.
[Thanks, Eliza dear, for your letter.
Please tell us about Tampa and the people who liv there.-ED. 0. C.]

reas · n ble pr' ces. Squa.re aealtng. Address
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.

8%0

~GUARANTEED ~,;g"i~:~;

Q cotnpu.ny is offered at par. Suitable
0 for large and small investments.
~Full information furnished by W. E.
IIJLOWN, !hlls Building, New York.

··

4t28

A YOUNG INFIDEL WOULD LIKE TO
invest ~200 or $~5U with services in some legitimate business in any of the far-Western states.
Addrels, with particulars.
F. HocHBRUJ<oN,
2t3u
2,156 Second ave , New York city.
CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Langnagei· 2. The
Identity of Language and Though , and 8.
The s,mplicity of Thought. With an ll.])pendix
which contains a correspondence on '"l'hought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton; the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75o.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
gnage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

Oxford UniversitY Extenaion Lectures. With
a supplement, '·My Predecessors." an essay on
genes1s of "The Science of Thought." llll
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, I!!"Ofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at tile College de France,
and editor of the Revue Phtloso:PMque. Authorized translation. Treating or the following
topic": 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; c, Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Attention.-a~Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c1,
The feeling or effort. 3. The Morbid States or
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c1 Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a Iiliocy; e, Attentlon in sleep and hypnosis. C1oth, '1'5c.

ELBERTON, GA.~.,July 14, 1893.
Piles, Quin~y. Catarrh. Tte Antidote for $1.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : This is my first Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MrLtER, 1,441 South
lE>tter to THE TRUTH BEEKER. I like Mts. l welfth otreet. Denver, Col.
~Ot2S
I hav three, one kitten and two grown
cats. My kitten is named Jo, and my
cats Bee and Bonnie Doon. I am a member of the "Little Defenders' Society." I
Fundamental Problems. The Method of
like to read.
Philosophy a" a Systematic Arran<rement of
Papa has been taking THE TRUTH BEEKER
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.
long before I was born. I am eleven years
The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.
old.
I remain,
OLIVE BELL.
A Study in Experimental PsycholQgy. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
[We know Olive will see to it that this
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following
subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
letter will not be the last one.-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory

DAYTON, WASH., July 1, 1893.
and Sensoa Organs. 3. The Ps¥chology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophyt10, and AniDEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first
mal Nutrition; .Predatory Habits of Certain
letter to the Corner.
My father has
Animalcuia. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organtaken THE TRUTH BFEKER for a long
isms. 5. Fecnnda_tion of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7,
time. I am nine years old; there are four
The Physio'ogical Function of the Nucleus. 8.
of us in the family, and we are all strong
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Freethinkers. We hav lots of pets, and
Il.ichet (profc•sor of physiology in the Faculty of .
Medicine
at Paris) respecting cellular psycholthey are all fat. Mamma always makes
ogy.
10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.
me feed them. We keep a hotel, and papa
Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
is always lecturing on Freethought.
on the Labor Question, Including the
LuLu BosE.
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
P.S -Please send me "The Story
Ethics of the Board of Trade;. and also the ConHour." Find zponev inclosed, $1.
troversy with Mr. Hu_gh v. Pentecost, 9lld
othere, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
· Address, Dayton, Columbus county, All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
cloth binding, _portrait of the author, and auto1.:mo, 300 pp., $1.
Wash.
graph letter. Price, $1. ,
[Freethinkers always keep their pets Apples of ~old. And Other Stories for The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus.
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
Being a disquisition on the development of
well fed. Lulu is a bright girl, and we
the idea of God in human thought and histo!}';
Story Honr. An Exceptionally Handshall want to hear from her again.- The
discus"ing: 1. The Nature of ldeas. 2. The Etsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstiymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
tion,
for
Children
and
Yout
.
The
Only
FreeED. c. C.]
Idea. • 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.

GLENWOOD, WAsH., July 9, E.M. 293.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I will now pen you
a few lines, as this is Sunday and I hav
nothing else to do. It rained all day yesterday, but to-day the sun is shining very
bright. Everything looks nice and springlike-the flowers in full bloom, and the
grass so rich and green.
I will tell you something about old
Mt. Adams. Its summit is now, by the
most accurate measurements, thought to
be 12,300 feet above sea level. It rises a
little east of the central axis, rising directly from the great plateau of the Klickitat. The mountain has four summits.
There is no point, however, from which
more than three can be seen at once.
There is one great central dome, majestic,
pure white against the blue· black sky of
its unsullied hight. The others are hroken
jags of basalt, leaning as for support
against the mighty mass in the centersix or seven distinct glaciers, separated
from each otller by sharp ridges. To one
approaching the mountain from the south,
the first of these glaciers to be seen is the
"hite Salmon, so named from the impetuous river which issues from it. On
the southeast side of the mountain a narrow ridge of lava rock descends from the
summit, inclosing in its embrace to the
east a beautiful, curved glacier, which
from the canyon in which it descends is
known as the "Hell-roaring Glacier."
Next beyond the Hell-roaring, and pretty
nearly on the eastern side of the mountain, is the greatest and grandest glacier
of all; this is the great glacier of the
Klickitat. There are many more glaciers,
from which issue forth the Cowilitz
and Lewis rivers. There are many lakes
around Mt. Adams-from one point alone
can be seen fifty lakes.
I will close now, as this will be getting
too long; Tf any of the Cornerites will
write to me I will gladly answer.
Yours lOr the freedom of thou~ht and
speech,
JESSIE MAY PARROT.
[Jessie has written a very interesting
letter.-ED. C. G.]

American Woman.
The Student's Prayer.
There was long ago a divinity hall presided over by a most amiable and dignified
profeBBor. On cedain days the senior
studentil opened the proceedings of the
day with prayer. One morning a raw
youth from a remote region p~rformed
this duty, and it was a memorable occasion. None who were present can forget
how the venerable professor turned and
gazed on the untutored lad, who prayed
for him as follows: "Lord, hav mercy on
our professor, for he is weak and knorant.
Strengthen his feeble hands, confirm his

Scientific Works.

'l'rimmiovs for Violin-Maker•. Also Old and Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max MiilNew Vinhns Repaired and Regr•dnated at

FOR HER ·DAILY BREAD.
A If ineteenth Cent ry Nov, I.

Preface by R. G. lNG: RSOLL.
For Her Daily Bra~ is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little mone~·h fair eoucatwnh and
much coura?e, to make t eir way throng the
world by golug to C•oicago. '1 he aut nor is also
tee herobe. 'ihe n•rrative is, in the main, a hiRtory of a wcrldr;g-girl'slife anu experience in the
city of Chicago ~mong bluff bnsin's,;-mea, kind.
hearted fo!ks. ana d sreputable hypocrits. It is
just •n h a •tory of human life as we should expect Col0nel lnger,oll to be i'lterested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates is snre to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

t i full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large

tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRU'fH SEEKER CO.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

Monoth ··ism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

l!arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. BL
Prof. H. Oldenberg, of the University of Kie.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to La~
sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
:fur Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany· c, Psycholog;y m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peo_llle of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The ConQl!!lst of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Olde.nberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

An important and remarkable revelation con~erning the life and times of Apollonius of
ryan a, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appro_priated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is ma~e_pl!!oin ip. this brief.hi•t.ory. of .Apollonius~
especially m v1ew of the hi~t."· · ~'r"'terences ana
comments thereon .. n ;s <">-:l)nt that to
conceal the plag: · -' .... ~ na:u...,-1.. ... Apollonius
was ~nppressed.
·b~:;.,
PrlCe, .'5 cents.
. ·
. . ·. · · ,.
· AddreRR
THE TRUTH. R]jlE.1< ..,..., Ji
1!8 L.,...yette place. New York·Oft:Y The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
in'liljlttion of the Bnard of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a S'ctence; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The Theories ef Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

Antiquity
Unv.eiled.
-o-

.Anctent Votces
from the Sptrtt
Realm atsclose the
nwst Startling Revelations.

-a-

PrOVing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price, - - - - $1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

MY R[LIGIOUS [XP[1By S,

p, Putnam.

I AI[ NC[I

Being the sto._ry of his relijtious life and mental
lonrneyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ANEW WORK
BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution:""
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnl:er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

On Deoble Consciousness. Experinlental
Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical]j)xe .
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intens1ty of Subconscious States.
s. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activit' of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso · ders. 8. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

Tile Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Facts of Ph;ysiological and Ex11erimental
Psychology. ByDr.PaulCarns. With 152Ilin•trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price$3, pages4BO.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of li'Iind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. a. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experiment8J Poychology. 6. The Ethical and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'.rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New York

PULPIT·, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Helel'\ H. Gar'Ciel'\er'.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and

Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,
- - Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
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Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.
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Just Out.-25 Ceitts.-Five Copies for $1.
• A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would give $25 &
~ to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lt.psel
of '9irtue of the tmnisters showed how little va.J.ue <Jhriatia.nit;v
possesses to make men moral.
We hl!-v;e ius~ i8sUed_ the Fourth Edition of the book doina' thia.
The additiOns for th1s new edition of fue

ABRAHAM

"Crimes of Preachers''

LINCOLN:

shOWB nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous edit10ns ehow ths.t within a few year8 abtlnt

1300 MINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GlliLTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once th.J weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy,
'I Notwithstanding ihe many additional pa,ges, we have kept the
price the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church• ._llliiiiW:r:tll
mpn. Show them just what sort of sca.mps are the clergy who have
clo.seq the,Wor~d's E:air .on ~nnday. becaus.e it is so holy a da.y that to look upon machiner.r OJ:
;;..amtings m this penod lB "1mmoral."

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By John E. Remsburg.

~"~

i

Address

THE TRUTII SEEKER COllP.ANY.

I

r;

BOOKS

bne .of tbe :most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religions belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were'
laid to.rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland. put forward the claim that he was a'
Oi}.rj.stiaii. 'l'h!J <ilJLill). was promptly denied by the dead statesm&n's frie~ds, but only to be renewed.
agam, and agam demed. And thus· for a qu]Lrter of a century the questiOn of Lincoln'8 belief basi
been 1 ossed hke a battledore from side to side.
I
For fifteen yea·s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an~
~rray of testimoqY, that is irresis~ible and overwhel~ing, and whic~ must put this question &:t restl
forever. In add1t10n to the testimony of twenty wanesses who cla1m that Lincoln was a Chnstun,!
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduce• the testimony of more than a hnnclreil witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa• not a Christian. These witnesses include hi.s wife ann other;
rela.tives; his three law partners; his private secreta.ries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate frienas.

SALADIN

NOTED WITNESSES,

Hon. W. H. Herndon. Col. Ward H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathenv, Col
John G. Nicolay, Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, lion. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne.
Judge Stephen '1'. Logan, Joshua Jj', Sp."ed Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gillespio, Dr. C. H.
Rav, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Rohert Leachman. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, JoRPPh
Jefferson, Hon. J!l. B. washbnrne, Hon. E. M, Haines_, Hon. James Tuttle, ffon. M. B. Field,Jion.
Geo. W. Julian, Hon. John B. Alley. Hon. Hugh Mcuullocl> Gen. M M. Trumbull, Rev. vavid
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Jni!ge Jesse W. Weik, Hon. J.P. Usher, Hon. Geo.'S. Boutwell, Ron.
Wm. D Kelley, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover, lion. w. H
T. Wakefield, Gen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich. Judge James M. Nel~on, Rev. Edward
E~iCleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Denms .F. Hanks, Mra. Sarah Lincoln.
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

REDUCTION IN

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
>8 Lafayette Place, New York.

PRICE~ OF

~.STEWART

BOSS),·

Editor of the

.r.ONDON .AGNOSTIO JOUBN.AL.1

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n h11-ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cnti0lsm or caustic
humor of sledgehamm.-r vehemence, of scathing satire, 9f patnos and elog,nence. 1t 1s one of
the he~viest iconocla.stic broadsides ever fired at the Jewtsh God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25. .
j

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev Archdeacon Farrar said that " Christianit:,r elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo.of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The·ol?lect o~ Salad~n's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee~ed. An Enghsh W11ter sa1d of it:
"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelou~ books ever lRsned from the press. The anthori·
ties cited are unquestionable. and the result lB convincing.''
In two volumes, cloth, g1lt lettered, $2.50.

A GREAl BOOK,

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WO:.UAN.
With the eighth editiOII. II(
Win wood Reade's" Martyf'w
dom of Man:· the cost of
.production has been Ids
sened so that we can redua.
the price f rorn $1 .76

tw

This is one of the mo<t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis •eotion of woman, with int:idental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reYerence lor woman and exalted opinion or what she is a net should be. A mercilcs.~
satire upon certain of the conventional foible• of the day. full of ftwts, f>Lnctes, trntus. l'HL'e
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mfl 't of tb.e satirical 8hafts a1metl at;_the IVJlllall
go past her and stick in the man behind her, an<l it serves him about right.
Cloth. uncut edges, gilt top, u .

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subjec~ pro~g that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J.'o_which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

$1.00.
c:r
The book bas had a phenomenal sale for so hereticaJ. a workbsecond only to Helen Ga.r-&ell111"l
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary enefit o! it. The

''MARTYRDOM ·OF MAN''
!!I 6 very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone

-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its PrE/sent plane. It shows how Wa;r and Religion have been oppreslive factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some' 150 pages, describ6s WI
llltellectual struggle from the animal penod of. the ear.th to the present, adding an outline of wha•
ihe author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedor:.ians, Alexandria.. the
.1:t.. ,Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W 'R
RELIGION
LIBERTY
INT.ELLECT
·

·

·

The Natural Histor:y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
• Cha;racter gf ;resu~ 1 the. Christians1 Arabia~ Megca,_Characte,r _of Moham•
med, Descnpt10n or Afr10a. the Monammeaans m uentral Afnca.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the Castle, the Town, tbt
·.church, Venice. Arab S_pain, the Portuguese, Discovel'e':'& the Slave ~·rade,
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in &merica.Materials of .t:Lnman History.
Animal Period of the Eatth, Orig_i.n of Man, and Early Histol"l'
• Bmy.mary of Universal History, The Fntll!'e of the Human Race, Tbt
Religion of Heason and Love.

~\'educed from $1.7G to $1.00. ,

Address

THE TROTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette place, New York...

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and scienoe, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. home of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Jlfan of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpicnltnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.60.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, hlstoric verse, aglow in e'fer:r
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poem.~
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observllr, and reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents .

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a manucript in the pol8el8ion of BaladiD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who WILB cut down from the !lallowa. Printed from D1&1l'li•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short atorf of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the DJ>en Oour&
said: "~'his nove will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, • Ia
l'his Your Son, Jloiy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

The Agnostic Annual Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
-F'OB-

.... 1_893...Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENT&:

The Mora.! Sanction, Leslie Step!len; Reverent
Agpostici8m,Amos Waters.,.;, The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massex_; 1Jogmatism in Theolog,-, Alfred Momerie; t:!ermons on the Mount,
Bamnel Lain~· The C1tx_ of the Dead, W. Stewart
Boss ~Saladin · On the Duty of Honest:r in Our
Convictions~.,; . E. Plumptre; Scientific Religion,
B. Bithell; ·~·he Blight of S-qperstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olodct The Dis&p:pearance of the Nether World~
F. J. uould; Relig10us Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla!'i Sil{nals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; matenalism a.nd
Idealism Harmonized,Lnoia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.

ARGUMENT

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial~
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the gre&testargnment ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, an<l expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Addresa
THE Tl!UTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.·
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HAND-BOOK
OF

By W. S. BELL.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

Roaring Lion on the Track. LITTLt
B11 J£, B.ABOOOK.

-·.)

IN THE

lu1ilr8RR T'Rlil TRUTH SEEKlllR

.

.Bding an exposure of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the E~aped Nun; Extracts from Dena and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Contiuency even more Ruinous than Her Self·
Indulgence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
~
ln na.per, 25 cents.
W
··~p
,,.,,QO .. wm~: .. ,.A,<;,~···
'1l"''!JF. T'1J.TJ'I'lt SElilKEB. II Lafayette Place. New y ...

FOL~S.

By MRS, E. D. 8LENKER.

Boa.rdll,

• «<oentl.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
, , , . ..
, .
.
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of·
1 ames Age ,of RE~ason\ 1t enaoles somebodf in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
'··mety of subJects mcluae all the disputed pomts between Christianit.; and Freethol!B'ht. Price,
$1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
DEBJGN .ARGUMENT FALLACms.
By the
Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Permi-t me also to add my testimony in
behalf ef your unanswerable logic in
ans'\l"ering the Design asl!umpf.ion.
I
think your little book contains the best
and ablest, the clearest and mo~t comprehensiv, the most rigidly analyzed and
dissected, the most. variously compared
and i11ustrated view ond review of this
subject I bav ever read. I think Paley
himself, if .he conl<l read it, wonld
" pale " (y), and find himself an ignorant
sophist.
Who can answer you? Again
I confirm what bas been published in
commendation of this book. J. H. CooK.
-THE RESURRECTION OF JESUR. An Agnostic's View. By Don Allen. Price,
40 cents.
In view of the fact that so many thousands of people believe that if Christ did
not rise from the dead all preaching is
vain, it is well to sift the evidence carefully and weigh well the arguments for
and ag.ainst. This Don Allen bas done,
and in summing up his carefully written
story be says; "I close this discourse
with the don bt that such a thing ever
occurred. As to a future life for all the
dead, we hav no proof that such wiJl be.
. . We can only fay we do not know."
The snnject of the book is old and backneyed, but our author handles it well and
makes an interesting narrativ of 161 page!'
and not a dull one among thE'm all.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
-TJJF. CRFATION oF GoD. By Dr. Jacob
Hartmann. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50
cE>nts.
This is a library in one volnme-432
pages-history, physiology, cbemi~try,
and hygiene, as well as a close analysis of
many of the old Bible tales. I do not see
bow anyone can read this book and not
see tha' people make their own gods and
worship the crPatnre of their own imaginings. Our author satisfactorily proves the
heathen gods to be fully equal to the
Christian and Mosaic Gods. He says:
" The history of the human race begins
with fa hie, myths, childish stories, and
with idolP. These prevail until some one
arises and either disputes their anthenticity or provE's them unreasonable." No
one <'an read this book and not. at once see
bow unreasonable are the old Bible tales,
from the creation to Revelation. It will
furni~h thought for a lifetime-progressiv,
enlightening, and radical thought.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
-RELIGION A CURSE, RELIGION A DISEASE,
RELIGION A Lm. By S. P. Putnam.
I bate religion. It cursed me before
and after birth, and by it I bav been
largely cheated out of 1:ife. I glory in the
man who can picture its character, and
who has the moral courage to denounce
it and hold it up to human view in the
E'O.rnest, humane, and masterly style of S.
P. Putnam. J know by facts, science, and
reason that religion is a lie; I know from
Feventy years' experience and observation
that religion is a curse and a disease, so
great and all-pervading I hav no words to
Pxpress it. As Horace Greeley said of a
certoin platform: ''I spit l].pon it, I exPCrate it." I mean not any natural religion, if such there be, but the religion
based upon God and a false cosmology and
uphE>ld by priestcraft, church, and state.
I say a moAt Pmphatic Amen! to all that
has been published in behalf of this hnmane, truthful, iconoclastic condemnation
of humanity's greatest enemy. The book
ought to be read by the millions of those
who are the victims of this lie, curse, and
disease.
J. H. CooK.
-THE ONLY FAULT- TOO MUCH FOR THE
MONEY.
Frorn tM London Freethinker.

A weighty work in every sense is" The
Dynamic Theory of Life n:nd Mind," b;v
Jas. B. Alexander. Itcontamsovera thousand pages, and deals with all departments
of biology, from embryology to hypnotism.
The author's aim is to prove that all organic beings are both constructed and
operated by the dynamic agencie-s of their
respectiv environments. Mr. Alexander
attempts to show what are the essential
facts and causes underlying selection and
the survival of the fittest. In his view organisms do not bear •• marks of design,"
but rather of being machine-built machines. His big book is crammed full of
sciPntific facts, which are of interest to
e ·
scientific person whether the
th~~~ conclusions are a:X,epted or not. anMr. Alexander urges that the tme course
of knowledge is not from above downward, but from below upward. He works
his own way from the elementary facts of

the te~t~mony of geology, through physics,
ele~tnctt:y, a:natomy, and physiology, to
an mvest1gatmn of the brain and mind of
man. He may be ca1led a mechanical
evolutionist. One of his most original
chapters is his analysis of the will, which
he resolves into a mode of the motion of
brain-cells or their materials, commnnicated to them by antecedent motion of
others. The pbenmp.ena of hypnotism and
thought transference are explained in an
eqnal1y mechanical manner. The intensification of one faculty arises from the
subordination of others. Mr. AlE>Xander,
indeed, suggests that with the advance of
intel1igence the human animal may hav
lost something of the power of mindreading.
. The mind, Mr. AIE>xander holds, is ent1rely dependent on the brain. He compares it to a series of electric lights, and
the brains to the dynamos by which the
lights are proilnced. When the dynamos
are still there is no light. So when the
brain is still there 41 EO mind. Nor does
he shrink from the evidE>nt conclusion that
his views subvert the theory of the immmtality of the soul. When the body
and brain are dissolved it looks as if the
machinery for the production of mind
were destroyed. A disinterested observer
could hardly uacb any other conclusion.
But in this matter we are not disinterested,
and faith will find foothold when reason
shows none.
Mr. Alexander devotes a chapter to
'' Theological Considerations," in which
he shows the incompatibilit.y of all supernaturalism with science He says natural
phenomena may be divided into two
classes-thini?B we know, and things we do
not know. Tbe phenomena not understood are those which bav always been att•ibntE>d to supernatural agency. Plagues,
!amins, storms, earthquakes, eclipses,
lightning, and other such unmanageable
or inscrutable phenomena bav at one time
or another belonged to this catalog. But
be proceeds to show that the kingdom of
science is continually extending. "Within
these wide and constantly widening limits
no phenomenon has been discovered which
can be referred to a supernatural source.
Every discovery has shown the connection between phenomena and natural
~auses; and reasoning from analogy, which
IB our only resource, we are bound to conelude that there is no warrant for snpposing that in the secrets of nature yet nnexplored we shall ever find a clue that leads
to the mpernatnral. The causes which remain as yet undiscovered we may reasonably conclude are of a piece with those
which hav been found out. The civilized
a11d enlightened liberal Christian of the
closin!l" decode of the nineteenth century.
who has found out that light, heat, and
electricity are not caused by a worshipful
personality, but who yet bows down before the pbenomeva of consciousness and
!Dentality, and Jnvokes superhumana!l"ency
ill the regulatiOn and rectification of the
human 'heart' and the illumination of the
human 'mind,' is like t.be idolator ridiculed by the prophet Isaiah (xliv, 15), who
burnt part of a tree to warm himself and
made the rest into a God and worshiped
it."
The only fault we bav to find with Mr.
Alexander's book is its size, which may
deter many from tackling one of the most
noteworthy productions that has reached
us from America. But "The Dynamic
Theory of Life and Mind" is really a compendinm of modern science, and traverses
almost the whole of its ground in most interesting fashion. It is a digest, with
criticisms and illustrations, of the works
of Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Carpenter,
Mandsley, Luys, Brown-Seqnard, BinPt,
Romanes, Bain, Sully, and others of our
best psychologists. It is as full of information as an egg is full of meat. It deserves, and we hope will receive, attentiv
consideration.
-"Tax the Railroads, Thereby Indirectly
Taxing the People, to Raise Revenue for
Support of the Government." This is the
titl Of a 10-cent pamphlet by Henry
Frink. Taxes hav been prop~sed to be
levied exclnsi:vly ~r especially on pretty
much evr·rythmg m turn. Perhaps some
one who is studying the tax subject, and
wishes to consider the effects of taxes on
absolutely every class of things, will
gather some notion of value from this
book.
•
A new work is named "Ethianism; or
The Wise Men Reviewed." The wise ma~
who wrote it, and whom we are going to
review, is namPd F. J; Ripley, and livs at
Atlanta, Ga. He bPgins upon ether the
substance which scientists hav suppos~d to
fill all space, This ether be says is in certain limited localities invested with the addition of individualities. These individualitif'B do not crowd ont the ether, but
occupy the same space with it. The ethE>r
is dilated upon to the extent of a whole
book. It forms the ground conception of
~n elaborate s.vstem of philosophy which
1 Is unfolded chapter bv chapter. The book

sells at $1.

5, 1 893.

is bound in paper, and

"Charles Darwin: His Life, and What
the World Owes to Him," is by B. 0.
Flower and T. B. Wakeman. It is a pamphlet of 28 large pages, bound in blue paper, and accompanied by a very ,2"ood portrait of Darwin. Its price is 15 cents.
H. L. Green is the publisher. The
world can never pay enough attention to
the man who overthrew the Bible doctrin
of the supernatural origin of mankind by
showing just how that estimable race came
about through natural processes. Colonel
Ingersoll opens his oration on Lincoln
with the declaration that the glory and
progress of the latter half of our century
centers on two men-Charles Darwin in
science, and Abraham Lincoln in statesmanship, The theory developed by the
former is set forth in this booklet, and it is
also pointed out that his moral nature was
so excellent as to afford churchmen a shining example of the high character which
can• be produced outside the pale of their
religion. The power of :Qarwin's wonderful mind was only second to the charm of
his noble personality. He was the most
unselfish and sincere of men; a stranger to
that personal ambition which ruthlessly
tr.,ads upon the happiness and the merit of
others; devoid of all traces of jealousy; diffident, indeed his diffidence was so marked,
it is not improbable that the world would
never hav received his best thought bad
not Lamarck and other great thinkers
blazed the way before him. Writing of him
in after years, Sir James Sullivan, who
sailed on the Beagle, observed: " I can
confidently express my belief that during
five years on the Beagle he was never
known to be out of temper, or to say one
unkind or harsh· word of or to anyone.
The marvelous command at this early date
which Darwin bad over his temper will be
better· appreciated if we remember that
during this voyage the young philosopher
was constantly seasick. In after years
this wonderful control of his lower self
grew more and more complete. He had
an iron will, but it was need in subjugating all that was unworthy of the noblest
manhood in his nature. Darwin loved his
home passionately, and naught but thirAt
for knowledge could hav driven him forth
on his long, perilous voyage. In his letters we catch many delightful glimpses of
this strong, abiding home love, as, for example, the following: 'It is too delightful
to think that I shall see the leaves fall and
bear the robins sing next autumn at
Shrewsbury. My feelings are those of a
schoolboy to the smallest point; I doubt
whether ever. boy longed for his holidays
as much as I do to see yon all again. I am·
at present, although nearly half the world
is between me and home, beginning to arrange what I shall do, where I shall go
during the first week.' "
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OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.o.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Ji're'!tp.ought Its arguments are based
upon 8c1ent1tic phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic. a~d love of justice.
It '"eloquent as w,ell as conv1ncmg.
Price, cloth. $1.
Arlrlress
1'HF. TRUTH SEEKER

SHALL 'l'HE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

'

Address THE TRUTH 5EEKJR.

Gema of ~!ought.
THE philosopher is the lover of wisdom
and truth; to be a sage, is to avoid the
senseless and the depraved. The philosopher therefore should liv only among
philosophers.- Voltaire.
FROM :SUDDHISTIO SACRED LITERATURE.
If a man does what is good, let him do
it again; let him delight in it; happiness
is the outcome of good.
Let no man think lightly of evil, saying
in his heart, it will not come over me.
Even by the falling of water-drops a waterpot is :filled; the fool becomes full of evil
even if he gathers it little by little.
'
Let no man think lightly of good, saying
in his heart, it will not benefit me. Even
by the falling of water-drops a water-pot
is filled; 'the wise man becomes full of
good, even if he gathers it little by little.
Let a man overcome anger with love, let
him overcome evil by good, let him overcome the greedy by liberality, the liar by
truth.
THERE a1·e thousands of men and
women, fathers and mothers, who repudiate with their whole hearts the creedR of
suPerstition, and still allow their children
~o be. ta~ght these lies. . They allow their
1magmatmns to be pmsoned with the
dogma of eternal pain. They allow arrogant and i!l"norant parsons, meek and
foolish teachers, to sow the seeds of barbarism in the minds of their childrenseeds that will fill their lives with fear and
pain. Fathers and mothers should do
their utmost to make their children free.
They should teach them to doubt, to investigate, to inquire, and every father and
mother should know that bv the cradle of
every child, as by the cradle of the infant
Hercules, crawls the serpent of snperstition.-Ingersoll. ·
MosT signally hav those failed who
regard the supreme or absolute power as
so interwoven with the things of nature as
to caus(;l everything that happens to take
place by his direct influence on them.
The immutability of natural laws is such
that in no place and at no time bas an exception to them occurred, that under no
circumstances do they reveal the working
of a controling hand, and that their interaction constantly takes place quite independent of all rules of a superior intelligence, now building up, now destroying
now apparently according to a design and
now again qn>te blindly and in opposition
to all laws of morality or reason. Some
of the f9;cts that are as obvious and as plain
as dayhght show that no guiding intelligence can be directly at work either in
the organic or inorganic formations th~t
are continually renewing tbemselvs upon
the earth · There exists in nature a
tendency to form which is the outcome of
a definit formula and is so blind and so
dependent upon casual external circumstances, that it often givs birth to the
most senseless· and aimless forms, that it is
often incapable of surmounting or conquering the smallest obstacle it meets in
its way, and that it frequently obtains the
very o~posit of the effect it ought to obtain
accordmg to the laws of reason or intelligence.-Buchner.
EVOLUTION.
The stars are but fragments of light,
Lost out of the heart of the sun·
Your eyes were once stars of the ~ight
Ere your. body and soul were made ~ne.
The moon IB a planet long dead,
Yon bav stolen her face, who knows?
And silence is music unsaid,
And June was evolved from a rose.
The nightingale once was a maid·
The whip poor-will but a poor iad ·
He crieth of penance afraid,
'
She of innocence, holy and glad.
The brook was a wave of the sea;
The rain a white cloud in the &ky·
The lily, a youth, fair to see;
'
But what under heaven was I?
The will-o'-the-wisp was a brave
Gone mad with a lover's desptrlr ·
With a lantern he comes from the grave
To seek for the dead maiden fair.
Ob, bate is but love gone a~tray;
The wind was a Wandering Jew.
From night is born glorious day·
·
But what in the wide world w~re yon?
A flower, a flame, wind or sun?
Something beautiful, blessed· and free?
Two souls were woven in one, '
Whatever a soul may be.
Oh, w~at were we then, who «'an say?
Durmg ages we each hav forgot·
We only may guess it to-day,
'
But separate we can be not.
The butterfly once was a soul;
If the one that went by me were you
In a silken cocoon I would roll,
'
Till my soul ~ew a butterfly too.
The vapors go back to the sea·
The sea into vapors shall lift·
One atom of all life are we;
'
All life in one atom may drift.
-Evelyn C. Roe.
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A.ge of :Reason. Pap.,
6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

~c.,

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75<1.
Apostle of Political and Re•
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B"i

J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap~.
50c.; clo., 75c.

·

Common Sense. Written it.
1776. l5c.
Crisis. Written During Am..
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75<1.

Great Works.

Bvo. BOO pp.•

clo., $3; leather, $4;
@t edges $4.50.

morocc~>.

Ltfe of. By J. E. Remsbur&;
Port.

Pap~c.

Life of.

with Remarks
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With Explanatory
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Comte and Rousseau. By 0.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
·
Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.
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" Crisis," "Rights
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--o-Bein,g true accounts of the passing away of the
followmg_ persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and ot!.lers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcethRob~rt
Cooper, D'Alembert, Dan~ Charles J.Jarwm,
Erasmus Darwin, Delam
, Denis Diderot,
Etienne·Dolet, George Eliot, rederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi lsaa,p Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, H~vetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Halyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Littr~ Harriet Marllneau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, doll.n Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ..Rilbelais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolan..l, ueorge
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thoma.s Woolston.
Prine. 2.~ Mnt..
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·
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HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
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lution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75<1.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. tOe.
Theological Works: "Age of

·~(?~

Reason,"" Examination of ProJ;>h·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $.1.50.

Vindication of. Reply toN. :Y.
Observer. ByR. G. Ingersoll. 10•c

fRffTHINKfRS) PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The .Fathers Quoted as ~ cripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
PaPer, 50 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OR, THE

!i'BE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DlVINE AND BENEFIOENT INSTITUTION, AND REo-,
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
,.>TATE,

WITH

Full-Page
lllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS 1M

FACTS,
HISTORY,
StATISTICS.
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OPINIONS OF SCHOL..
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THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HES'J.''J~
WITH PORTRAIT u.l!'
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The illustrations are classified as follows:
/lS ~i Uncle Bam and the Priests.
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"
The Church Robbing the Peopll'l.
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"
Thanksgiving.
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"
Sabbath Laws.
141
Children and the Church.
30
Woman and the Church.
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"
The Church and Thomas Paine.
41
"
Studies in Natural History.
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The Bible and Science.
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The Clergy and Their Flocks.
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Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
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The Atonement Scheme.
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The Lord and His Works.
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"
Prayer.
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The Creeds.
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Christians and Mohammedarul.
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BamJ;>les of Christianity's Work.
MissiOnaJies.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnl»
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civili2ation.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chunb.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b&.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Beeker Company the credit of p_utting the book in the reach of all
A.i twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ !tnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

m

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius tG
Preethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
'Ilatter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the uttel
·~·alsit;y: of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
ok is one of the best weapons against Christianity &IId the church that has ever been put in in.
d!l of Fl!'aet:hlnkers.-[Boston Investigator.
l~~<§@!r. board coVei"i!i,

$2 i olot}\, $2.50~

P~PIS A~~a!u!!~!ll DOJHGS.I T!}!:a!serv~h~::;!!:;!~uTH
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I'aper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cente.
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symptoms rapidly disllppea.r, and in ten days at least two-thirds
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mail. DR. H. H. GRliB.N & SONS, Specialists, ATLANTA.r.A.
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In order to introduce this most artistic of all
f'l..ouvenirs, Ish•ll present to all patrons who favor
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gilt bowl,
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Burke's Attack on French Revo-

...
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$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
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paper. 22x28, $1.

Politichl and Religions R6•
former. By B. F. Underwood. lOc.
Political Works : "Common

THE TRUTH SEEKER

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON-CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.......... ..
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holy~>ake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiot.
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max 1\'[ueller .....
S Religion of inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................
11 Philoso_ph:~~: <•f Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's Belfabt Inaugural and l:'ortralt ..
13 EssaYs on Miracles. David Hume ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh .. .. .. ..
15 Were Adam and Eve Our J<irst Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh.... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ...
16 Why .IJo Men l:ltarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ...
19 Large or Small F'amilies? A. Hol:~~:oake.... .
20 l::lu~rstit.i o ' Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. AnRtin Holyoake........
21 DefenHe of Secular Principles. C. Watt8....
22 Is th" Bible Heliable? Charles Watts.......
23 'l'he Christian Deity. Charles Watts......
24 Moral Value of th• Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Ohristiamt:y: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts.............
28 'Ihoughts on Atheism. Austm Holyonke...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake......... .. . . .. ... .. .. . .
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlan" h......
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh
40 1-overty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonisti<'. C. Watts ..
43 Christian Brheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh7 Should the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G.~. Holyoake ..
. ...
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi~al Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh..
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MANNA SERIES,

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen.". . . . . . . ~
3 New LifA of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 20u Questions Without AnswHs.. ... .. . .. .... 5
6 JJialoguE~ between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm .................. 10
'f Queries Submitted to the BAnch of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian..
10
8 Search After Heaven and HelL A. Holyoake ......................................... 5
g New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.... ... 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil. .... ~.......... 5
llNewT-ifeofJacob .............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol;y:oake..... 10
13 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Fa•·ce. A. H..
.. 10
15 Luilicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Brarilaugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlaul!'h...... 5
19 Jllew Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New :Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
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HO'T£0 SPECIALISt,
For Men Only,

18 a Physician of a wide and extensive practice.

and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
~reats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthfulerrcrs
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Jllanhood, Wastin_g Disoharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
0
!F;ib.ose amicted a:~.d who are desixpus of teinll
cured a boo!tlat llf ~orne 88 pages will be sent to
their ad.:i£&88 for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
onvelnpe, giving 1auses anu B.YJ?lptoms o the
Compla.i.nt an;} d. description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward ApJ lication-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. B. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. l., .
And say you saw this advertisement in THE
TBUTB 8EEXE11•
.
Dr, Fellows IB an lrUldel.
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WHICH LIED, JERRY OR illS JOSS ?

EAGLE BRAND.

"A Digest of Science."

-THE BEST-

ROOFING

THE DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND:

Is unequaled for house, barn, factory, or outbuildings, and costs half the price of shingles,
tin, or iron. It is read:y for use. and b ea,ily applied by anyone. Send stamp for samples, and
state size of roof'.

EXCELSIOR

PAINT

AND

ROOFING

CO,

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both ConDept. 10,.155 Duane St., New York.
l8tl8
structed and Operated by the D:ynamic Agencies
of their respective Env1ronments.
RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
By J .AMES B • .ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.

Price, express prepaid by us, only IZ.'f:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific t!eries," etc., b_y bringing together, in

stmpZe and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con·

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By l'Bol'. II'. W. NEWMAJI,
Price 2fl '.lentil.

l'HE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON,

Do

t/OU wtsh tO be wezz tn,formecZ t

It is entertaining as well as

THEN

BEAD A OHA.1'TEB OB VERSE DAILY FBOM THIS BIELE OF
SOIENOE!
enli!fhtenin_g~ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature

-!.e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.

You must own thi~ book some day: why not NOW?
Addresa
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

~

Thorough .Exami.,,ation ana .Ref
utation of the Claims of the
Saboatariane.
tOc~nts.

BREAKING. Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTURES.

By .T,_bn R. "Kel11o, A.M.
12mo, cloth. $1.00.

,I

Origin o:t' the Sabbatic IdeaThe Je"W"ish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exan.ination o£
Sunday Argun.ents -Origin
o:f the Chril!!ltian SabbatnTestin.ony of:" the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath dur•
ing the Middle .Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testbn.ony
of Christian Re£or:rners.
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation of Sunday La""W"s.
-BY-

JOHN

Price. 25 Cents.
DP6fl rliiiiOAYS

The Sunday Question.
1\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL IIEVIEW.

WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Price,

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
a,w.H.BURR.
Second edition, enl~>orged to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric!!!IO cents.
Address
THE TRUTH S.)!;EKER.

:e.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Jl'ox, M.A.
Addreeo t.hi~ ofllcA.
Prica, 15 centll.

MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine pav attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

The Water of Life,

R:e.M.SSURG.

Addre~>s THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lalqyette place. New

rort.

Is Controversy Dangerous?

and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, l.iver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it wiH heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organ•..~.su~h
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers.._.Howel
diseases, Uterin• and other forms of p·emale
Complaints. It is a BloocZ Pu1·ttter, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It aPts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kicZneys, ond acts mildl:v upon the
bowels, thereb:v producing bodil:v habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
- 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.

Essay on Miracles.

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy. pure and aimpiP, and not a manufactured article. The • uccess
•t has achieved has co.ne mostly from its friends
who hav been cureil b:v using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing plioto-engraved letters a.nd recommendations from those who have
n~eil it. giving a forty-pa!l"e history and all par~
ticulars about this remarkable water, to

By DAVID HUME.

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6ml2

84 So nth Main StrEet, Wilkeelarre, Pa.

A CROWD of Ohristian roughs mobbed a
Hebrew ,colonv in Greenpoint, N. Y.
When Mrs, Scheng appeared at the door
with a baby in her arms and pleaded with
them they stoned h~a, A young man was
shot in the leg, and police reserves were
necessary to disperse the mob.
THE managers of the Missionary Society
of the Methodist Episcopal church hav petitioned Oongress to repeal the Geary
Ohinese exclusion law. They call attention to the danger hanging over the 125
Methodist missionaries in China, and the
Society's property there, valued at $400,000,000. .
EUROPEAN residents of Ohina telegraph
that the Ohinese government refuses to
make reparation for the murder of Wickholm and Johannsen, Swedish missionaries, three weeks ago. They request the
European powers to compel the Ohinese
government to punish the authorities of
the section in which the murders took
place.
UnuGUAY's section in Agricultural Hall
at the World's Fair was opened a few days
ago.
Chancellor Muldoon, acting for
Archbishop, Feehan, accompanied by the
Rev. Father Barry, emerged from the
private office in the pavilion attired in the
robes of church. Taking up a position
near the center of the di~play, Father Muldoon explained to the visitors that he was
about to follow the custom of the Oatholic
country of Uruguay by blessing the exhibit. He proceeded through the aisles in
the pavilion sprinkling each exhibit with
holy water.
ON St. Anne's dav the shrine of the sacred :relic of St. Anne in the Frenchr.anadian church of Ste Jean Baptiste in
East Seventy-sixth street, New York city,
was crowded. Every day at all times of
the year there is an average of three hundred visitors to this shrine and those' of
St. Anthony of Padua and St. Philomena,
both of which are permanently erRcted
within the church and its crypt. Yesterday the sacred edifice was unusually
crowded with believers in the miraculous
power of St. Anne. Masses were being
said all day, and oft'Rrings were,heaped before the shrine. Father Tetreau, the pastor, ePtimated that upward of t.hree thouRand worsh•pers passed the portals during
the day. The relic, which consists of
two portions of the wrist bone of the departed saint, is placed in the new shrine
made expressly for it in Holland, from
which country it has only recently been
received.
AT Oanton, Minn., excitement over the
Oatholic church "window miracle," or
"miracle window," has been growing at
a rapid rate during the past ten dayp, and
hundreds of infirm people are again going
there w1th the hope of being cured of
their ailments by prayer under the ''miracle window." This too in spite of the fact
that the Jeal window was removed in the
winter. A common pine board was nailed
where the "miracle window" had been
over the church door, but three or faur
days ago five prominent citizens made affidavit that the image of Mary and the
Ohrist-child could be seen as plainly on
the pine board as in the original window.
They· also' made solemn oath that the
image was plainly visible over tbe church
altar, and that they could at all times
when in the church easily feel its presence. This settled the case with the credulous, and thev again began fl eking to
the village. Since July' 1, 1892, thirty
thousand diseased persons hav visited the
miraculous window, at great exvense, in
order to be cured, and Father Jones has
taken in $15,000.
GoVERNOR LEWELLING of Kansas has, it
is charged, supplanted Republicans and.
Democrats in the militia with Popuhsta,
that he may hav force ready when the
time comes for armed rebellion against
capitalism.
Anti-Populists say: "The
past actions of the governor show it to be
his intention to remove evAry officer who
is a Democrat or a Republican. Where
companies hav a preponderance of membPrS of these parties, they are being disbanded and other companies are being organized in their places. The next election
will be so managed that none but Populists will reach office. Long before that
time the militia will be fully reorganized
and prepared to enforce the commands of
officials who· hav shown in the past that
they are unscrupulous and ready to shed
blood to accomplish their purpoSAS. When
the legislature assembles it will be to meet
in a building under military rnlP, and only
such persons will he admitted as may bear
the credentials issu"d b:v Governor LewE>llinl!'. That body will be organized with
every corrinor nf the state house well
guarded." PopuliFts brand some of these
allegations as falsehoods, hut admit that
they nre desperately hound to obtain redreA" against railroads and other unjust
capitalistic bodies.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A FAMIN AND A FEAST-AN OLD QUESTION ANSWERED.

Darwin an~ After Darwin. Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrat~d.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By

GEORGE

J.

RoMANES.

A ~stematicEx@sition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the l'(eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Huxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
~upernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of thl" pre•ent generation in a manner.and
to an extent that has never before J;leen possible;
and inasmuch as the change wh1ch has taken
place ha• taken pla\Je in the direction of naturallam, and this to the )lxtent of rendllring t}J,e
mechanical intAr_pretatlOn of nature umversal, 1t
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force ~n the
words of its traditional enemy-Where lB now
th God?"
~ustrated. Price, oloth.J..$2.
KER
Address,
TH.!!i TRUTH 8 EE
.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD~
The Bible of Natnre : A Oontribution
to the Reliftion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, Ill,

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
o! Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hum&n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Oontribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustra.ted by H. Faber. Oloth~$2.
.
Address
THE T~UTH SEEKER,
2S Li.fa,yette pl&oe, New York.
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PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining· a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
IJne of Twins,

Jacob and Esw,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Mosss,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Doborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacnttflf'J·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not it."xcel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, ~UDIIP.a.ted covers, 81; clo-Eh, f:ll-£ side st.a~p~ 81.450.
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
·RELICION A LIE.
Derltcatea to the American Congress, Of 1892, which for the salce oj Religion, Stabbea Liberty
to the Heart.
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-au act which praJtically united the government and the Christian church.

To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following EsHays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of' Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_lloem written for tbe opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essa.y in this work i• on~ of' the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of th~ people of' this cour,try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TBUTR SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 25 cents; Five oopies for $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York City.

Address

O[SIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACIES.

New Publications.

I

New Publications.

P[N PICTUR[S Of TH[ ·WORLD'S ·fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval;
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the·': esent time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER'-that

A Re:tu-ta-tion o:t -the .ArgUDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
an Intelligen-t ~eing.
SYNOPSIS:
I. '!'he Desi@ ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
TI. If '.rhere Were a De~ner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
Ill. If' There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are .lligregiously Slow,
'l'hey Are Egregionsl:y:_Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of a Fll'st Cause.
Embracing a. Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTHS EEKE.R COMPANY, 2S Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By Sohn E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abrahrtm Lincoln's religious belief. Soon af'tu the remain~ of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Helland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly denied by the dead statesma.n's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of' a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to side.
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In additioo to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that L.ucoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of' more than a hunilreil witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa• not a Christian. These witnesses include hts wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his ,Private secretaries; members of' his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most inttmate f'rienas.
NOTED WITNESSES.

Hon. W· H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H: Mathea:\', Col
John G. Ntcola.:\',.Tudge David Davis, Col .Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jl!,}'ne,
Judge Stephen'!'. Logan, Joshua}'. Speed, Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gill~~i•, lJr. u. H.
Rav, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachll"an, Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, Joseph
Jefferson, Hqn. K B. "ashburne, Hon. E. M Haines-t Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Field,._Hon.
Geo. w. Juhan, Hon. John B. Alley, Hon. HJ!gh Mcuullocb, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Rev .uavid
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Judge JAsse W. Weik, Hon. J. l'. Usher, Hon: Geo. S. Boutwell, Hon.
Wm. D Kelley Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John CovodP, Bon. A. J. Grover lion. W. H
T. Wakefield, Gen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aa_ron GoodJich,_Judge JameR l'vi. Nelson, Rev. Edward
;!!:_gldeston, ~ev. John W. ChadWtck, Donn Ptatt, H. K. Magte, Denms F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lmcoln.
The foregoing and oixty other reputable witnesses telltify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinku.
·
Cloth, $1; paper,

eo cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York .
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COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
-oA COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal Bl'\cl :et~ical Societies,
for Sc~ools al'\cl .
t~eHome.
-With Music Written to All the Songs.- ·

CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN. .
For sale at TWB OFFIOE.

Price, $1.50,

Five copies for $1.

Single copy, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

EVERV Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom~ put that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter mrs. Gage claims that t.o the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for it3
fi.r8t conception of inherent rights.
Chapter II deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria[!e was looked upon as vile\ wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church wai unfavorable to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced <1 egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showing how th"' church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon ito own control of' the ceremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w•s prohibited to wom611, husbands prohibited from leaving thPm more than onethird of their prdperty; daughters cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
·
Chapter IV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lords
spiritual," the immorality of the· heads of the church, bapti~m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of' religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little le~ning was sufficient cause to suspect a :woman qfwitch.craft, that .te keep
a p-et was dang·erous, so rabtd were the clergy not to suffer '~ wttch t' 11 v. Thts persecut10n for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un versal dominionovermankino.
Women physicians of the Middle ·Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for hHesy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clerll'Y·
Thechapteron "Wtves" shows howthedisrnpt10n of' the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and _proprietary rights of woman-tnat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying wtves was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marcia~s opposed by the church.
In Cnapter Vll is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the .Heformatiol'\ convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other "prinmpal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse,' of woman's degra.dation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.
The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious iostitution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the.
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $2; in half-leather binding, $3.
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THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
__QoN'~KliTs:

The Chri•tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

the Tie,urre<·tion a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Aftempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1 he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod ; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's ViRit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-

MY R[LIGIOUS EXPEl
I RIEN c[.
By So

Po PutD&Ino

Being the sto.n- of his relijrtous·life and mental
lourneyings. Written in hiS happiest and most
"brilliant w~~oy, and is the best of a.ll his splendid
works. ·Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

I

tion: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Prie·ts Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Orio-in of the StorY; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Exa:n!ple; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; 'l'he Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Atte,ted?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pri<Je, cloth, 'IIi cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addrest
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serted their innocence with their dying breath. charge of witchcraft; but the records of the events
He also says that in. 1650 "a poor wretch-Mary succeeding hav fallen into oblivion. Goody Burt
Oliver-probably weary of her life from the general and Margaret Gifford we likewise find arraigned,
FOUNDED BY D. Mo BENNETT.
reputation of being a witch, after long examina- without our having knowledge of the sequels. In
E. M..MA.ODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. tion, was brought to a confession of her guilt; but 1673 Eunice Cole, of Hampton, was jailed on suc28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
I do not find that she was executed." In 1656 picion, and finally indicted by the grand jury for
Mrs. Ann Hibbins, of Boston, was hanged _for the Massachusetts jurisdiction for "familiarity with
SATURDAY, - AUGUST 12,1893.
witchcraft.
Hutchinson, who wrote a hundred the Devil." The Courts of Assistants found that
years
after
the
event, and evidently had no other there was "just ground of vehement suspicion of
SUBSCRIPTION RATESo
her having had familiarity with the Devil," and orBingle subscription, in advance ..•...•........•..............•• $3 00 foundation for his opinion than vague conjectural
One subscription two years, in adva.nce ........................ 5 00 tradition, givs the following explanation of the dered her "to depart from and abide out of this
Two new subscribers........................ .. .. . .. .. .• .. .. . . •. • . li 00
jurisdiction." At a county court at Salem, Nov. 24,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :5 00 proceedings against her: "Losses, in the latter
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitpart of her husband's life, had reduced his estate, 1674, a case was dealt with of which the record
tance ........................................................ '1 00
and increased the na.tural ~rabbedness of his wife's runs:
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ 8:50 temper, which made her turbulent and quarrel"Christopher Browne having reported thu.t he ha~
One subscriptiOI! with four new subscribers, in one remitbeen treating or discoursing with one whom he appresome,
and
brought
h.er
under
church
censures,
and
tance ........................................................1.0 00
hended to be the Devil, which came like a gentleman,
Any number over :five at the same rate, invariably with one
at length rendered her so odious to her neighbors . . . the court, giving him good counsel and c~tution,
remittance.
as to cause some of them to accuse her of witch- for the present dismiss him."
Monev sll.ould. be sent VII ez:press oom:panv's monev oraer, craft." Later historians, however, are disinclined
In 1679, at Newbury, a case occurred which will
postal oraer, araft on New Yor:t, or VII reotsterea letter. to believe that this woman was condemned solely
be
best presented by giving a copy of the judicial
Aaaress CO'IWmiuntcattons ana ma:te d.ra./'t8, cMcl:B, :post-otllce
ana ez:press monev oraers j){L'UabZe to
E. M. MA OlJONALlJ,
because of a crabbed temper; Upham in his "His- finding:
28 LaJavette :place, New Yor:t.
tory of Salem Witchcraft" says: " The fact. is,
"Upon the hearing the complaint brought to this
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to ou:r that the tongue of slander was let loose upon her, Court against Caleb Powell for suspicion of working by
readers i f they Will send us the nante and addren of and the calumnies circulated by reckless gossip the Devil to the molesting of the family of William Morse
any Freethinker W"ho is not a regular subscriber.
became so magnified and exaggerated, and assumed of Newbury, though this court cannot find any evident
such proportions as enabled her vilifiers to bring ground of proceeding further against the said Caleb
Powell, yet we determin that he bath given such ground
Witchcraft in America.
her under the censure of the church,• and that em- of suspicion of so dealing that we cannot so acquit him,
It is not generally known that the belief in the boldened them to cry out against her as a witch. but that he justly deserves to bear his own share of the
But that alone, without some pretense or costs of the prosecution of the complaint.''
existence of witchcraft once prevailed in this new
The wife of this William Morse, old and a. grandland of ours, and led to the execution of innocent show of evidence, could not hav brought the genpersons, as activly and as shamefully as in the Old eral court
to condemn to death a person mother, was next suspected. She was tried and
World. That it did, however, is the melancholy of such a high social position." Traces of this evi- convicted. The governor on the 27th of May, in
dence appear to exist in a letter from a neighbor the First Church of Boston, pronounced on her
fact.
During the first two centuries of white inhabit- that has been preserved, which runs : "One of your sentence of death. The evidence against her had
ancy of America, the witchcraft superstition was magistrate's wives, as I remember, was hanged for been frivolous in the last degree. She was reheld in undoubting belief throughout the colonies. a witch only for having more wit than her neigh- prieved from date to date by the governor, all the
she having unhappily guessed that while enduring the sufferings of a jail of that
And persons suspected of being witches were fre- bors ;
quently tried and executed. ~m Penn presided, two of her persecutors, whom she saw talking in period. Her husband, in her name, presented a
in his judicial character, at the tr1al o1 two SwedThh the street, were talking of her, which proving true touching petition " to the honored Governor,
women for witchcraft ; the grand jury, acting under cost her her life." Nothing was more natural than Deputy-governor, Magistrates, and Deputies now
instructions from him, havin found bills a ains for her to suppose, knowing these neighbors, wit- assembled in Court, May the 18th, 1681," that her
them. They
re saved, not in consequence of any nessing their manner, considering> their activ co- case might be concluded, one way or another.
;arl'icular reluctance to proceed against them operation in getting up the excitement against her, After referring to her condemnation, and to her
arising out of the nature of the alleged crime, but which was then the all-engrossing topic, that they attestation of innocence, she says, " By the mercy
only from some technical defect in the indictment. were talking about her. But, in the blind infatua- of God, and the goodnees of the honored Governor,
Winthrop in his "Journal" givs an account of the tion of the time, it was considered proof positiv of I am reprieved." She begs the Court to "harken
execution for witchcraft of Margaret Jones, of her being possessed, by the aid of the devil, of su- to her cry, a poor prisoner." She places herself
Charlestown, Mass., who had been tried and con- pernatural insight. Joshua Scottow, a person of at the foot of the tribunal of the General Court, and
demned by the Court of Assistants. She treated high respectability, who dared to testify in her be- pleads : "I now stand humbly praying your justice
her accusers with indignant resentment. "Her half, met the fate common to tb'pse who in any way in hearing my case, and to determin therein as the
beha~ior at her trial," says Winthrop, "was very favored such suspects. He was compelled to write Lord shall direct. I do not understand law, nor
intemperate, lying notoriously, and railing upon a humble apology to the court, to disavow all do I know how to lay my case before you as I
the jury and witnesses, etc." Through the whole friendly interest in Mrs. Hibbins, and to pray ought ; for want of which I humbly beg of your
train of witchcraft cases, we commonly find the "that the sword of justice may be drawn forth honors that my request may not be rejected." But
victims' assertions of innocence and reproaches of against all wickedness." He wrote : " I am cor- she was kept in prison a long time, and released at
their destroyers set down as diabolical hypocrisy dially sorry that any thing from me, either by word length only to go home and drag out an embittered
and malice. The pious annalist Johnson thus r.e- or writing, should giv offense to the honored Court, life with the sentence of death still unrepealed and
lates other cases in his ,;Wonder-Working Provi- my dear brethren in the church,. or any others." hanging over her. In 1688 an Irish woman of the
dence :" " More than one or two in Springfield, in Hutchinson mentions a case of witchcraft in Hart- name of Glover was executed in Boston for witch1645, were suspected of witchcraft; much diligence ford in 1662, where some women were accu.sed, and, craft. From the accounts that hav reached us, she
was used, both for the finding them and for the after being proceeded against until they were con- appears to hav been crazy.
Besides the cases that we hav related, there were,
Lord's assisting against their witchery; yet hav founded and bewildered, one of them made the
they, as is supposed, bewitched not a few persons, most preposterous of confessions, which ought to we well enough know, many more, the particulars
among whom are two of the reverend elder's chil- hav satisfied everyone that her reason was over- of which hav not been transmitted to this age.
dren." The Massachusetts colonial records of thrown. Three of these women were condemned, "They were," remarks Upham, "not looked upon
1651 bear accounts of the condemnation to death and one, certainly-probably all-executed. In as sufficiently axtraordinary to be transferred, from
of Mary Parsons, who was believed to be a witch 1669, he says, Susanna Martin, of Salisbury, was the oblivion sweeping like a perpetual deluge over
and to hav murdered her child. The same records bound over to the court on the same charge, "but the vast multitude of human experiences, to the
of 1652 register the fact of Hugh Parsons, husband escaped at that time." Another case is mentioned ark of history, which rescues only a select few."
We bav reserved to the last the most striking of
of Mary, having been tried as a witch, and found by him as having occul:red, in 1671, at Groton, in
guilty, and finally retried by another court which which the party confessed· and thereby escaped e::::- the clas> of occurrences that we are relating.
decided that "he was not legally guilty of witch- ecution. There were several other cases, about This is the witchcraft panic of the village of Salem,
craft, and so not to die. by law." The early histo- this time and place, in which persons were severely Mass., in 1692. This village, besides being aroused
rian Hutchinson says that a woman at Dorchester, handled in consequence of being reputed witches. by the previous cases in its limits, hereinbefore
and il.nother at Cambridge, were executed, not far In 1659 John Godfrey, of Salem, was bound in one noted, had become wrought up to the highest pitch
from this time, for witc-;P.cr~ft ; ~md that they as- hundr~d pounds to P.ppear in coUrt and answer a of excitement by the reports ol the pro~ress of
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the satanic war in neighboring vicinities. The
details of the cases in Newburg and Charleston
were dressed up by Cotton Mather and other clergymen in the strongest colors that credulous superstition and the peculiar views of that age on demonology could invent. They were almost universally
received as proof that Satan had commenced an
onslaught, such as had never before been known,
upon the world and the church. They were
looked upon as fearful demonstrations of diabolical
power, and preludes to the coming of Satan, with
all his infernal confederates, to overwhelm the
land. The imaginations of all were excited, and
their apprehensions morbidly stimulated. The
very air was filled with rumors, fancies, and fears.
The ministers sounded the alarm from their pulpits,
and called upon the magistrates to make sharp the
sword of justice; which demand the latter faith_
fully obeyed. The ensuing events we will set forth
in another number.
Let it suffice the reader for the present to reflect,
upon the hideous occ-prrences already related, that
they were the legitimate and unavoidable outcome
of the teaching of the clerical class, which earns its
living wholly by professions of the existence of
hordes of evil spirits against which this class defends us. That these occurrences are the fruits of
belief in the scriptures, which plainly teach the
existence of such agents of Satan and command
their execution. That while the clergy and the
scriptures are maintained in reverence precisely
the same errors and outrages must be repeated at
.any time when occasion has produced an unusual
strengthening of religious fervor and neglect of
science. And, finally, that so far astray as we of
this age see the Bible has led former generations
in the field of witchcraft, just so far astray will the
people of coming ages see it is now leading us of
this generation in other fields, such as morals,
social relations, government, and indeed all in
which that compilation of error and wrong feeling
is suffered to touch our lives.

As the Priest Grows "eaker, Man Grows
Better.
The clergy continually inform us that the world is
declining in religious fervor. This decline, they
tell us, is certain to draw on all manner of evil, so
we must check it at once. Instead of taking the
word of the clergy that it will draw on evil, it is
better to look about and see for ourselvs whether
it will or not. We cannot take the clergy's word
for it. They are an interested party. They make
their living by the said religious fervor. Then if
we find that the religious decline is drawing on
us not evil but good we shall want not to check but
to promote it.
Every glance about us assures us that the world
is growing better. Every investigation fills us with
cheerfulness and hope.
Pepys's Dilo.ry is a book that is being read with
renewed curiosity. Pepys was an observing, chatty
old gentleman who lived in England under the
reign of Charles II. He records that Charla& keeps
a seraglio and introduces his concubines to his
wife. The queen cannot go into her own dressingroom for fear of finding him with one of the concubines there. 'lhe language and demeanor of the
ladies of the seraglio are such as might be expected
from one of the humblest members of their own
profession.
The duke of York, afterward (as
James II.) the gr€at champion of" true religion,"
also keeps his mistresses, though not on the same
scale as his brother. His grace the archbishop of
Canterbury, Sheldon, the great pereecutor of Nonconformists, if the positiv statement of Pepys's
cousin Roger may be believed, keeps a" wench," and
is " as very a wencher as can be ;" and Pepy!l himself
is witness that the same prelate was amused with a
burlesque imitation of a Presbyterian service and
sermon "shown him as a rarity."
Everybody,
from the king downward, gets drunk ; and Prince
Rupert, when something is said about drunkenness
in the navy, answers that if you are to exclude the
drunkards, you would hav no officers at all.
Manners are on about a par with morals. The
queen tells people that they lie, and the earl of

Buckingham strikes the earl of Rochester a'nd pulls
dff his peri wig at a conference between the lords
and commons. Dueling is common. Traitors are
dragged through the streets on their way to be
hanged, drawn, and quartered ; fine gentlemen go
to enjoy the sport and see the heads stuck upon
poles. Cock-fighting and brutal prize-fighting of
course are in vogue, though, on the subject of
prize-fighting, society at the present day can hardly
throw stones at the Restoration. Tbe Spanish and
French ambassadors having quarreled about precedence, the government leaves them and their
trains to decide the question by an appeal to
arms, which they do with not a little bloodshed. If
two guilds or trades quarrel, they fight it out in the
streets, the police not interfering.
Great deference is paid to rank. When persons
of quality are present at church, a clergyman commences with "Right worshipful and dearly beloved
brethren." Two noblemen amuse themselvs by
running about the streets naked, and the constable
who takes them up is committed by the lord chief
justice. A knight, one of the king's physicians,
having been arrested for a fuel bill of £30, the
bailiffs are severely whipped and the magistrate has
a narrow escape. Meantime, Pepys sees with a
half-pitying eye people led away to prison for worshiping in conventicles. He sees with stronger
emotion (for he has a good· heart) poor laborers
and housekeepers carried off by the press-gangs to
serve on board the fleet and their wives weeping
for their loss.
"To the Tower several times, about the business of the
pressed men, and late at it till twelve at night, shipping
of them. But, Lord! how some poor women did cry;
and in my life I never did see such natural expression of
passion as I did here in some women's bewailing themselva, and running to every parcel of men that were
brought, one after another, to look for their husbands, and
wept over every vessel that went off, thinking they might
be there, and looking after the ship as far as ever they
conld by moonlight, that it grieved me to the heart to
hear them. Besides, to see poor patient laboring men
and housekeepers, leaving poor wives and families, taken
up on a sudden by strangers, was very hard, and that
without press money, but forced against all law to be
gone. It is a great tyranny."
When religious fervor was great, the conduct
of society was such as this. Now while that
fervor is decreasing, manners and morals, though
not perfect, are ten times better. So let us hav
no religion at all, and see if that won't help us
to get things somewhere near perfect.

Few Things in Many Words.
The pope is. preparing an encyclical on labor.
Copies will be sent to each of the rulers in Christendom in his own language, instead of in the original
Latin. It is as empty as its preceding effusions in
the same line. Not a single sentence of it is really
in point, or throws any light on the problem. It
is a collection of vague phrases that sound pleasantly and mean nothing in particular, except that
irreligion is the source of all ill and religion of all
good. Leo says that Socialism has become a power
which it is necessary to take into account. This
explains the attention he is turning toward it. He
thinks that it, or at least some labor cause, will become extensiv and powerful, so he consults his interest by putting on an appearance of favor for the
laborer's· cause now. He aims, too, to divert the
masses from the Socialism that is associated with
Freethought to Christian Socialism, and in this
communication he solicits them accordingly.
Some of his utterances are:
"Constitutions and laws are the work of God through
the centuries, as the history of every country shows.
But no law which wanders from religion or tends to subvert it can be otherwise than defectiv and in time must
come to naught."
"Society is not a human invention, but a divine inspiration, for the real social contract is not merely a
right between man and man, but between man and God.
Where the individual fulfills his duty to God, he cannot
fail in performing his duty to society."
"The divine law has declared property sacred and inviolable-'cursed be he who removeth his neighbor's
landmark."
"No so-called right has any sanction if not sanctioned
by God."
•' Men talk of reason as their guide. But the theory of
the sovereignty of reason is the source of all injustice,

for each pretends to hav reason for himself, and each arrogates to himself the right of making his own ideas triumphant as the most useful to his country. Each has his
plan of action or of reform."
"Rulers stand toward their people as magistrates of
heaven."
"Atheism and a departure from the Christian faith are
the great aids and stimulants of Anarchy and Socialism.
The Christian faith alone is the bulwark of social order.
Where Christian institutions and customs are not maintained in a state there must be disorder, bewilderment,
and decay."
" Nor can anyone fail to recognize what grave errors
hav been committed by those governments which are
hostil to the church and which would deprive her of her
powerful prestige-the great buckler and shield of ruler
and peopl0. The potency of religion and charity opposes an insurmountable obstacle to the dangerous
movement which human repression can only make more
grave.''
The above expressions, to be sure, are not vague.
They speak clearly enough against reason, selfgovernment, banishment of religion, and everything
that is necessary to the solution of the labor or any
other question. The parts where the pontiff himself pretends to solve actual labor problems are as
vague as cloud and as idealess as infancy's babble.
Yet millions will listen to or read the production
with reverence profound, feel that they hav received, they know not just what, but something of
precious value, and render up therefor their hardearned_coin, while of the true modes· of investigation they go utterly oblivious.

Our New Member of the United States.
A communication from Canada says that the
Catholic priests, who were formerly opposed to annexation, are discarding their misconceptions of the
effect of entering the Union. They are becoming
familiar with the fact that, under our federal Constitution, Quebec, transformed from a Canadian
province into an American state, would hav full
power to uphold the Catholic religion and its other
local institutions. The account adds that the reason of this new advocacy on the part of the priests
is that "they, like their parishioners, are suffering
from the impoverishment of the province and from
the increasing exodus of French-Canadians to the
United States." In other words, having eaten up
clean everything about the houses and gardens of
their victims, these priestly rats desire a flow of
good things from a new source to be turned on.
_As to the fact that Quebec when made one of our
United States could continue under an established
religion, that is perfectly true. It see:ins to be the
vague belief of many that there is about the United
States something antagonistic to religious despotism-that that form of tyranny cannot be practiced
within the jurisdiction of our national government.
But this is not the case. The Constitution declares
that Congress shall not establish any religion. but
the states are left at perfect freedom, except where
prevented by their own constitutions, to establish
as many religions as they wish, and persecute other
faiths as severely as devout heart shall crave. Even
in those states whose constitutions forbid the establishment of a religion, any church becoming powerful enough could r JVerse that provision and set
itself up in legal domination.
Of course, in a certain sense church establishment, or any connection of church and state, is tinAmerican, and repugnant to our political spirit and
traditions. This government was founded by Freethinkers, and their intention was that it should
keep church and state separate. And one of the
factors of its success over the old nations has been
its abstinence from the sectarian coercion common
in them. To be sure, the separation of church and
state here is not complete yet.
Thus, no national law is against state religious
establishment, but an unwritten sentiment, a public spirit, is.
Quebec, however, is not to be expected to heed
this spirit. When she gets admitted as a state she
will, it may be supposed, at once set up laws favoring the Catholic church, and persecuting Protestants, even beyond her present ones, which she is
obliged to keep within measure by the Protestant
British general government over her.
Interest is naturally turned to the character of
our new sister. In one account we find .a. his-
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tory of· the .Qnebec peasant. He attended mass has leaned toward metaphysics and .·idealism, and thought." I wish to d > something to help the cause
along, and this scheme strikes me as being worthy of the
every Sunday if the church was within reach, wel- because of which leaning many smaller men hav given support of every Freethinker in the land. It will giv me
comed the Recollets, or poor friars, who tramped the thinking world much rot and called it scientific great pleasure to see my name enrolled as a Freethinker
a book that will be read by- thousands of people who
through the settlements; offered the first salmon reasoning. Mr. Alexander's paper is a. fitting sup- in
appreciate that name. I shall be proud to place it by
of the year for sale at the church door for the go~d plement to Mr. Wettstein's efl:ort in the present the side of other works in my scanty library of Freethought literature.
of the souls in purgatory; prayed at the angelus/ issue.
Yours very truly,
CHAS. A. EoKER.
sought a blessing when he began any serious work,
Geo. E. Light, president of Ohio Liberal Society•
On the 2d six of the forty-five directors of the
such as building a barn, and prided himself on his
World's Fair, and Director-general Davis, were writes:
loyalty to his king and religion. There were no
Put me down for the book at once. Lively times in
fined by Judge Stein for contempt of court in Cincinnati.
schools outside of Qnebec, Montreal, and Three
passing an order closing the Fair on Sunday, in
Another Liberal friend joins :
Rivers, and no books save the catechism. Everydisregard of the injunction granted by Judge Stein,
Inclosed subscription for your book, and $1 for your
body was superstitious. Fortune-tellers cast his
which meant that the Fair should be open on Sun- splendid "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair." I shall
horoscope for two sous, a meal, or a bed ; feuxMRs. P. V..I.N HoRTER.
days. Five of the six directors arrested were fined be at the October Congress.
follets and witches sought to lure him to destrucWm.
Cook,
of
Savannah,
puts
the flag above the
$1,000 each and one $100,while the director-general's
tion ; a loup-garou or werewolf, under the corcross:
fine was $250. Consequently the Fair was open
Place my name on the list, I want my name in the
poreal form of a beggar, except that it had four
last Sunday, and apparently will be each following ,great book of the Freethought International Congress
legs, haunted Kamouraska as late as 1767. Hapone. The attendance last Sunday was very light. of America. I expect to be with you in October.
pily, the St. Lawrence was consecrated, and these
. Capt. J. F. Rhoads and Capt. C. E. Garner, of
The opening was but nominal. The paid adsatanic agents could not cross it, but fled howling
missions numbered only fifteen thousand. The Jacksonville, Fla., are also with us, and Ralph
into the forest when the frightened habitant
Helm, of Syracuse, and Geo. W. Beck, of Baltimore,
grounds were practically deserted. Most of the and Will H. Baker, of California.
reached its shores. The peasant's life was without
exhibits were veiled. Of those requiring paid atAlexander Rogers, of Salt Lake, givs a good
intellectual interest, and intolerably laborious. He
tendants, ninety-five per cent were closed. The word:
was hard ground by lord and priest. Besides
Exposition's sublime work in bettering man's mind
Put me down for a copy of your new book. I expect
the seigneurial dues and restrictions the habitant
and heart--in filling his attention with solicitations to be io Chicago in October, and attend the Liberal
paid tithes to the clergy. Originally one-thirteenth
Congress.
to useful pursuits which crowd out folly and viceAnd L. C. Gilmore, of Oregon, has another :
of his cereals, they were reduced to one twentythis work was halted that the sacerdotal profession
Count me as a subscriber for your forthcoming book.
sixth, the present figure. On a petition from a might retain its monopoly of one day in seven.
I like your courage and enthusiasm, and wish you every
bare majority of the Roman Catholic freeholders in
success.
a parish, the priest and bishop may .proceed with
One of the Indian potentates visiting the World's
Such responses from all over the country indithe erection of a new church or priest's dwelling, Fair, the maharajah of Kapurthala, says Christianity cate that we are on the road to success. Tne great
and the cost is levied as a fabrique tax on all the has been a failure in India. "The Hindoos hav a body of Freethinkers realize the need of this underfreeholders. The fabrique tax and tithes are a first philosophy of their own far superior to the one you taking, which will be of lasting value.
The following are the names, with those of last
charge on the soil. Protestants· are exempt. It send them," he declares. "If they were savages,
week:
cannot be said, continues this account, that these like the South Africans, you might hope to effect
W. B. Clark.
G. Ingersoll.
imposts fleece the people; they would probably some improvement, but as we can place against Robert
John Diamond.
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.
H. Merrick.
pay as much if the church were supported on the every moral maxim you tell us a much purer one Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.
Simeon Sharp, two copies.
E. Remsburg.
voluntary principle. The main grievance which drawn from our sacred writings, you can under- John
R. Butterfield, " "
N. F. Griswold.
Horace D. Everest.
they hav against her is that her vast estates, esti- stand why the religion of the West makes no prog- Dr. Rufus K. Noyes.
W. H. Powner.
mated. to Le worth $100,000,000, do not pay their ress in the East. Education is effecting a vast E. Livezey.
M. A. Manchester.
Louis Roser.
fair share of municipal taxation, and that there is change in the people of India. The British govern- Dr. M. O'B. Ward.
D. W. Smith.
Geo. E. Light.
an excessiv number of "religious" both in the ment has established schools from which religious ])ell Barker.
Geo. W. Beck.
John D. Powers.
church itself and in the conventual bodies of men teaching is entirely excluded. 'l'he consequence is Capt.. R. A. Hardee.
Chas. A. Ecker.
Wm. Cook.
and women. Tne official handbook in 1892 shows the people hav begun to take advantage of them. A. Vostrovsky.
Mrs. P. Van Hoeter.
James Turner.
The
railway,
the
telegraph,
and
the
other
scientific
nearly eight thousand.
Capt. J. F. Rhoads.
Dr. Wm. T. Carter.
Capt. C E. Garner.
Their L. Magenheimer.
Sad is the life of the m~n who has fallen under inventions set their brains in motion.
Ralph Helm.
Bennet Anderson.
the unbroken sway of the priest, in Canada and horizon is enlarged, and they begin to compare, James
A. W. Dellquest.
A. Greenhill.
weigh, and judge matters with the same standard A. Van Deusen.
E. A. Stevens.
everywhere.
Mrs. Ruth Smith Saunders.
----------~---------that other nations apply. They find that Hindoo Henry Bonnell.
John Boise.
In connection with the M;ohammedan propaganda philosophy is the source of the Christian system of Carrie Borden Day.
L. C. Gilmore.
Judge John H. Liening.
begun in this country, the New York Sun very truly ethics, and as education progresses so will Chris- Franklin Steiner.
Will H. Baker.
Alexander Rogers.
A.•T. Allen.
remarks : "It is true that the Koran in some tianity decline."
·
L. G. Reed.
Cyrille
Lacasse.
passages seems to justify the enforcement of reJohn A. Calder.
Wm. Hunt.
Willet Phillips.
Freethought to the Front.
Louis Levine.
ligion by the sword, but as a matter of fact ChrisWm. Fisk.
M.
Boehmer.
tianity itself has relied in past times on violent
In spite of the "hard times," it seems that Free- B. Monroe.
Wm. Broadbelt.
M. V. Dadisman.
means for its propagation. When men once believe thought is forging ahead. There is a wide interest Wm. Thomas.
N. B. Parnell.
that they hav the only religion that will save souls, in the coming Congress, and undoubtedly the J as. E. Alexander.
T. Castello.
gathering
in
October
will
be
a
great
gain.
With
it is easy for them to excuse persecution as a method
Write me at 345 W. Randolph street, Chicago,
the promis of abundant harvests, it is hoped that
of overcoming those who refuse to accept it, on the the present commercial stress will pass away and Ill., or send orders for book to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
theory that the temporal torture of a few will con- confidence be restored, and all the people be busy
duce to the eternal good of an untold multitude." again, and Freethought enjoy the prosperou~ days to
"Pen Pictures of the World's Fair."
come.
Let those who can afford it put their
S. P. Putnam never touches his hand to a work
Coneerning Mr. Remsburg's new book on Lin- shoulder to the wheel. The help of everyone is
but he does it thoroughly and well. His " Pen
coln, we hav received the following from one pur- needed, be it great or small.
Subscriptions are flowing in, and it looks bright Pictures of the World's Fair" is no less charming
chaser:
than his other previous works, but more so if any"MY DEAR MR. MAcDONALD: I hav just received for" Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
thing. If one cannot by any manner of means go
D.
W.
Smith,
of
the
Oregon
State
Secular
Union,
Remsburg's 'Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?'
to the Fair, he can, at home, read this book of 146
writes:
I congratulate you on the honor of being intrusted with
It will be splendid reading, instructiv and interesting. pages and see it in all its glory and magnificence.
what will prove an important publication in every
If he goes to the Fair, he will want the book as a
respect. And a world of thanks are due and will be Put us down for a copy, quick!
Katie Kehm Smith is doing fine work in. Oregon. guide, for it tells everything--juRt what to see and
given Mr. John E. Remsburg. This painstaking and
sincere e:flort to honorably rescue the immortal memory She recently gave before the State Grange at New what not to see; what to do and what not to do. It
, f one of 'nature's noble men' from the selfish, dubious Era an address full of radical ideas, and the ap- contains illustrations of the principal buildings, and
claims of creed, and restore it to the world-wide hu- plause was long and loud. The preachers do not is altogether an excellent souvPnir of the great
SusAN H. WixON.
manity of deeds, is a work I truly believe Mr. Remsburg hav it all their own way while Freethought is so Exposition.
will liv to be proudest of. Truth, 'tis the best of us, ably represented on the coast.
Obituary.
live immortal; 'tis what makes us free.
E. A. Stevens writes :
''Sincerely,
Lours LEVINE."
This is a supreme undertaking, and what Freethinker
At Larchmont, N. Y., June 29th, Mrs. Herschel
could possibly do without a book like this-a graphic re- Foote, mother of Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., passed away,
aged eighty-eight. Mrs. Foote became the wife of
Mr. James B. Alexander, author of "The Dy- view of Freethought?
A veteran Freethinker sends the following:
Herschel Foote in. Cleveland, 0 , in the year 1820.
namic Theory of Life and Mind," has favored us
Inclosed $5 for " Four Hundred Years of Free- They were pioneer settlers on tl1e Western Reserve
with a paper of exceptional merit-as might be exthought." lhav been a Freethinker for sixty years, and of Ohio. Cleveland was the birthplace of Dr.
pected from so erudite a writer- on "Dynamicism am with you in thought and work.
Foote, Sr. Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., was born in what
vs. Agnosticism," which includes a further considerMRs. RuTH SMITH SAUNDERs.
is now called East Cleveland. Mr. and Mrs. Foote
A. W. Dellquest, secretary of the Young People's joined their children in the East in the year 1858.
ation of the subject treated in the editorial on
In 1870 the former died at the age of seventy-nine,
"Materialism vs. Idealism," in THE TRUTH SEEKER Freethought Temperance Society, says:
am
gl~d
that
the
cause
of
Freethought
is
to
be
enand now the latter has passed away at the ripe age
I
of July 15th. Mr. Alexander adorns whatever subnobled Wlth such a work. It has my heartiest approval. of eighty-eight years. That she remained here so
ject he touches, and his contributions throw light
I am sure the following will appeal to all gener- many years beyond the average life is largely due to
upon abstruse subjects and make them plain.. In ous supporters:
.
the solicitous care of her son and his sons, who
the article which we shall print next week he breaks
DEAR MR. PuTNAM: I wish to enter my name as sub- studied to make her life free from worry and full of
a la.nQ.e with Professor Huxley, who of recent years scriber to your book, "Four· Hundred Years of Free- ease.
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Gommunioa,tions.
Why I no Not Like the God and Religion of
:My Parents.-Concluded.
But oh, the sad sight to behold ! The millions
living a dual existence, traveling through life upon
hypocrisy and deceit, knowing they are fooling
their fellow-man and hoping they are fooling their
God. And you ask me to join this s!tintly throng
of deceit and falsehood.
Remove the devil-the prop-and the entire
structure would tumble. Should everyone kn_owing it a fraud, but who travels with the saintly throng
through interest, popularity, or fear, come out from
among yoil, your ranks would wonderfully decrease.
There are a few ignorant, goody-goody people
who are honest and sincere; they believe it
all and act it, because they know no better. They
are satisfied with investigations made by those who
hav gone before them, they think it all right, and
in fact do not know how to investigate; they just
think it all right from age and use ; they are happy
in the belief that they will receive a harp and crown
in the sweet by and by. Well, it is all the same,
they will not be disappointed, for when they are
dead they will know nothing about it, but will join
the silent millions in that long sleep without
dreams. "Who shall bring the dead to see what
shall be after them ?"
My friend, God had nothing more to· do with the
authorship of the Bible than he had with the authorship of the ••Arabian Nights," Tooke's "Pantheon," Butler's "Hudibras," or Webster's spellingbook. It is all from the hands of cunning priests
and greasy-sleeved monks. If God ever spoke .to
man it has been through a natural law. Should he
ever speak to man all mankind will know it. He
will not speak from dark holes in a language that
the priests alone can understand. The language of
a God will require none to interpret. But as God
can only exist in nature, his only language to man
is nature's laws, unalterable, unchangeable, ever the
same, and their violation brings speedy and certain
punishment. Hence we should study nature's laws
and liv and abide by them, and we will secure happiness to ourselvs and neighbors.
Away with all religious creeds that bring hatred,
strife, and trouble to mankind.
Happiness dwells with the simple religion of
nature, not in sectarian creeds.
Would this course not be preferable to pinning
your f11ith to an old fetish book, one line of which
has caused the cruel death of more than nine
millions of people 1 Please think it over and shudder-more than nine million human beings murdered because that old fetish book says : " Thou
shalt not suffer a witch to liv." This one line in
the Bible is sufficient with me to damn the book,
and its authors as ignorant, cruel brutes. Please
do not call it "the word of God." You slander
all mercy, truth, goodness, and intelligence.
·
And the chief corner-stone in the foundation of
Christianity is the dream of a Jewish carpenter.
This dream was never told by the carpenter, but revealed by a priest two hundred years after the carpenter was dead-and not one particle of evidence
that the carpenter ever had a dream or told one.
If a thousand Jews to-day should hav some remarkable dreams, would you be willing to base your
religion upon their dreams? No. Yet you willingly base ~t upon that of one said to hav had his
dream nearly two thousand years ago, with not one
particle of evidence of its truth. Friend, a religion
based upon any number of dreams is to my way of
thinking, with my pathological knowledge of the
many disturbing causes creating dreams, rather a
poor, superstitious structure for a religion, anyway.
"Oh, well," you say, "these were prophets."
Just exactly such prophets as we hav to-day-not
one whit better. Some pretended to be "witches,"
some "mediums," and some claimed to be inspired
prophets of the Lord ; but they were all dirty liars
and frauds. They were often inspired, it is true,
but it was with wine and a desire to humbug and
fool the people. God never spoke to anyone save
as he speaks to you and I. But why longer cling
to the Adam and Eve story-the fall and redemption of man-when it has clearly been proved a
Munchausen story from the beginning? Christ has
already been proved to hav been Apollonias or
Apollo, and the picture of Christ as furnished by
the church has been clearly shown to be the likeness of Apollonias. I can now see one of them
upon the wall, of "Christ Blessing Little Children."
Why did the Christians burn every library they
could! Certainly to hide the pagan origin of their
religion. Why did they permit none but the priests
to learn the alphabet? Certainly to hide all knowledge from the people and keep them ignorant, so

they could rule.over them by holding over their superstitious minds the fear of a "burning hell."
Proselytizing seems to be the chief end of. a Christian's existence. They act as though their God
could do nothing without their assistance. " I'm a
soldier of the cross, a follower of the lamb." Their
God requires soldiers to protect him. He is represented by a sheep, the most foolish and cowardly
of all animals. God is pagan from away back. Read
history and you will find it true. The entire thing
is of pagan origin, and is propagated to-day by a
vindictiv set of pagans doing all they can to destroy
Freethought, enslave the mind, and retard human
progress. Freethought does not try to proselytize,
save in self-defense. They know that if the church
obtained the power she would destroy the brightest intellects of the world, would suffer none to liv
but the ignorant and superstitious. Hence Freethought is compelled to contend for its very existence, in the defense of human progress. If
there is a God, he certainly is capable of attending
to his own affairs without the intervention of
priests, and when any of the holy sky-pilots calls
upon me as sent of God, I shall certainly call for
his vouchers. God has given to ;no one more than
he has given to you and me; and I say "hands off,"
and giv everyone a fair chance in hfe's race. , All
vicegerents of God are self-constituted and contemptible in the eyes of honest people knowing
the fraud. But unfortunately, millions are unable
to see and comprehend the dirty fraud that has
so long enslaved the human mind and chained it
to the block of ignorance, preventing advancement
and progress. Sever the chain and be a free man.
Investigate for self all things. Christianity received her civilization from the Mohammedan
Arabs. History, art, poetry, geography, chemistry,
surveying, distilling, pharmacy, painting, sculpture,
mechanical arts, were all preserved by the Arabs
during the Dark Ages, and returned to Europe by
the returning Crusaders. Christianity destroyed
everything it could, but never invented nor discovered anything, not even its own innate corruption, falsehood, and fraud. Christianity never so
much as invented a fish-hook or hoe-handle. All
discoveries in art and science are outside of Christianity. The Christian neither admitted nor suffered
any knowledge not recorded in his old fetish book.
When a physician discovered and proclaimed the
fact that the blood circulates in the veins, he
suffered death for his blasphemy. He that discovered the art of printing was denounced as one
in league with the devil. The inventor of the
common fan-mill was denounced as one perverting
the will of God ; and it is not many years since a
man was hung in England for the heinous crime of
burning stove coal. God had hid it in the ground,
and it was sacrilege in the man to uncover and
steal it and burn it. It was robbing God. And
now in this claimed "enlightened day," but a few
months ago, a holy ·synod of Christians declared
that "it would be a sin to attempt the destructi~n
df grasshoppers, for the Lord had sent them as a
curse, and it would be a sin to attempt to subvert the
will of God," and that it should only be lawful to pay
the priest to pray to the Lord to stay the plague. So
millions of pious Christians in holy Russia try to
kill the doctor and all sanitary officers sent among
them to try and stay the cholera. " God sent the
cholera and all anyone should .be permitted to do
was to pay the priest to pray God to stay the
plague."
We do not hav to go back to ancient history, we
see it to-day in all Christian countries where church
and state are united. And when I see Christians
in this country trying to subvert the governmentput " God in the Constitution " and unite church
and state-my patriotic blood is fired and I am
compelled to say that Freethought must organize
in self defense or soon all our laws and courts will
become ecclesiastic and we will soon drift back to
barbarism. Liberty is now almost gone-destroyed
by legislation secured by the influence of , the
churches. I am disgusted with their audacity and
impudence. If a town or village contains one
thousand inhabitants and there be one hundred
Christians among them, these· <me hundred Christians want to make all laws, rules, and regulations,
hold all the offices, and rule the nine hundred Infidels; and often the nine-to-one will submit to
their audacity. But that day, I hope, is passed.
Freethought must and will assert itself. Life and
liberty are sweet, and we hav surrendered long
enough to Christian arrogance and superstition.
We must ever hold ourselvs ready to stand up and
be counted and not ashamed to show our hands.
Christians do not like us anyway. They would
damn us if they could. Why should we love or
fear them? We hav never meddled with them, nor
with their right to worship a crucified God if they
desired. But we do object to being compelled to

directly or indirectly aid in any such stupidity.
And it is hoped that the people will return to the
walks of private life every member of Congress wbo
voted two and one-half millions of the people's
money to bribe the managers of the World's Fair
to close their gates upon Sunday against the poor
laboring man. It is· true their " proviso " is illegal and void, as it is religious legislation and
unconstitutional; and the directors of the Fair
can take the money and throw wide open their
gates and Congress is helpless. It is true
they might bring suit before a federal Judge
in Illinois for a return of the money. But the
federal judge would readily decide the act of Congress unconstitutional and void, and this would end
the farce. The Fair is for all the world, not for
Christians. No one cares if they remain away on
Sunday and every other day if they like. A vacant
place is preferable ·to the presence of a bigoted
Christian that spends his time trying to rule and
enslave other people. Although there is not above
one Chri_stian in ten of the population in America,
yet this small number try to dictate to and rule the
world at the public expense. They claim the
moral right, presuming they are better than other ·
people. And while claiming the moral right they
ever intrigue for the legal right. Impudence or
audacity in this has overreached itself. The church
has made more enemies in this matter than it had
made in a century. I do not regret their action,
for it has aroused the public Lo a realization of. the
fact that "eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."
And from this day forward I truly hope that not $1
from Freethought will ever enter the coffers of a
church. We must organize and drive the Christians
back in line with other people. Compel them to
pay their taxes and deny them their assumed
superiority before the law and in the minds of the
people. We should no longer suffer their assumption and browbeating, domineering acts, ever ready
to destroy th"e character and reputation of Freethought and hamper and destroy its business prosperity.
I am disgusted with all this. If the church
preaches, we can do the same ; if they are clannish,
we can be the same ; and I do not fear but that the
church would tire first. Christianity, I am sorry to
say, is the same to-day in many respects that it has
always been. It was conceived in falsehood and
fraud and forced upon ihe people by the sword. It
has always held it lawful to gain its ends by any
means, fair or foul,_ and no fraud or lie was objectionable so long as the end was accomplished.
Hence I am not in the least astonished or surprised
to see the church presenting more petitions for
closing the World's Fair upon Sunday . than the
state possessed inhabitants, for this is true Christianity-all done for God's benefit and no lie or
fraud too great when perpetrated in the interest of
their supposed crucified God, whom they must lie
and cheat to protect and defend. I am tired and
disgusted with all this Sunday business. It is a
dirty fraud. God may hav rested upon the seventh
day, but he certainly has never rested since. The
sun continues to shine and the million worlds to
revolve.
The rivers flow, the trees and plants
grow, and all animated nature is as activ on Sunday
as any other day. The billows of the ocean roll
and wash the shores of every continent and island
in the world every Sunday. The winds blow, the
rains and storms are the same. Man is born a.nd
dies the same. All nature continues to work, and
so do I. When God stops to rest I will then pull
off my hat and sit down through respect, for I
would not, like old Jacob, try to outdo my inaker.
But I do not hav to go to any priest to tell me anythingBy Nature's laws alone inspired,
I eat when hungry, rest when tired.
Every day is God's day. He can keep them all if
he likes. He will not find me kicking.
But" Happiness is man's being's end and aim." So
anything that contributes to man's happiness and.
does not injure his neighbor, is certainly his right
and duty to appropriate. I appropriate and use
everything in nature that will contribute to my
"being's end and aim," happiness. Why should we
restrict our liberties and privileges _and liv lefthanded and unhappy T Let us use and enjoy all
within our reach. Feed the flesh, instead of crucifying it. Now, do not accuse me of a want of reverence. It is true I possess but little for man, his
religion, or works ; but I do possess reverence for
nature-my god the creator-and in revering that
nature I think to enjoy is to obey. Nature certainly intended her children to enjoy life. If she
intended anything otherwise they would not hav
been endowed with capacity for enjoyment. Then
why should they throw restiv restrictions around
themselvs, and deny themselvs the pleasures and
enjoyments of life-labor, worry, and struggle to
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please an imaginary being of whom they know poor lost sinners. But in her religion there was their "underlying reality" is composed of 1 Can
nothing and never can know anything, and who not one word of truth, and she led the miserable they do itT No! They hav simply mystified the
certainly cares but little for them or he would not life of a degraded slave of priests and superstition. problem, infinitly increased existing mysteries,
send disease, pestilence, poverty, sorrow, and death She possessed not one particle of evidence of the jumped from the frying-pan into the fire, divested
to affect them ? But we will not charge all these truth of her religion, and her mind was so warped reality of, and invested an unknown nothing with,
evils to God, for it may be that God sends no and stunted by the impressions of early education potencies to produce phenomena.
curses. But great nature is ever busy in her work- that she could not reason nor reflect. She was
The objectiv reality underlying all phenomena
shop, and if one gets in the way they will get hurt, afraid to think, for fear she would commit a sin. which we subjectivly perceive in its final analysis
or if one livs not in harmony with nature's laws of Yet at times involuntary thoughts would force must be matter or substance or substantiv existence
hygiene they must suffer. the penalty, for by this themselvs upon her, and oft queries in her mind, or all phenomena would vanish from the infinit
means the human family are schooled. It is thus "May there not be some mistake in itT"
realms of space-boundless expanse would be one
we learn evil to shun, thus learn the future by past · These queries were prominent and frequent after limitless absolute vacuum, and the ego itselfexperiences. This is our schooling ; millions may her dearly beloved bishop had desired, during the purely a product of such material-would, of course,
fall, those left learn how evil to shun.
absence of her husband, to enjoy her person. And be impossible.
Nature has no feeling, no mercy. Obey her laws it was during one of those periods of queries and
We are because we are. We are because we are
or suffer. And now comes to my mind the words doubts that she ushered into the world a little a fact, an entity, not a fiction. If we were not
of one said to hav possessed great wisdom : " There squalling and kicking doubting Thomas.
actual substantiv reality we would not know that
is nothing better than that a man should eat and
She married a .minister, and was happy in the we are ; consciousness would not be possible, bedrink and enjoy the goods of this life, and liv joy- thought that " she was united to one of God's cause in such a case we, or the organism engenderfully with the wife whom be loveth, for this is his elect." ller .first son was born a minister-he ing this conscious ego, would and could not exist.
portion and all he shall enjoy under the sun; for could hav been nothing else. He came into the
There no more exists a logical necessity for
who shall bring him to see what shall be after world the embodiment of church thought, the prod- denying that matter is the underlying reality of all
him T"
uct of the ~d of the mother upon her offspring. existence, simply because the limitations of mind
But one of the greatest obstacles to human progI am the same, the product of the impressions of cannot grasp certain psychical problems, or matter
ress comes from the efforts of theologians to mold maternity. Yet how different from my brother. I in its final analysis or last division, than there exists
the brains of all mankind to fit their standard, was born an Infidel and he a minister, both the a necessity for denying infinit expanse of space,
which is but little removed from idiocy.
products _of maternity, and neither to praise or because incomprehensible.
No two human creatures are alike. They all blame. We are both just what maternity and our
I am well aware that the mysteries of sentience
differ in every important feature of life. One's surroundings hav made us.
are still far from a rational solution, neither am I able
food is another's poison. Careful physiological
As early as I can remember I required a reason to throw any new light upon these perplexing probresearch will soon establish this fact to your entire for every cause, and one of my first recollections is lems ; but this has nothing to do with the question
. satisfaction.
that I was glad my father was not God. My at issue, which resolves itself simply into the followBut you believe everything in the Bible to be the infant mind reasoned that if my father was God he ing: What are cosmic bodies composed ofT What
word of God. Well, see 2 Chron. xxi, and say if might kill me because some other boys were bad ; are the constituents of flesh, blood, and bone T
you believe the younger child to be two years older so I was glad my father was not God. And to-day What are the components of water, metals, rocks,
than his father. My friend, study the old fetish I am an old man, full of years and experience, and soil, air! Are these things composed of substance
book, and you will find it, instead of being the I must say that in my candid opinion and best or not ? Is " the underlying reality " of all these
word of God, a dirty stinking lie.
judgment the story of Adam and Eve and the ap- things composed of substance or not T Is this
All the prayers ever uttered from the earliest day ple, and the fall of man and redemption through a substance matter ? Can it be verified by the science
of time unto the present hav not altered, changed, crucified savior, is the most superstitious and huge of chemistry and physics 1 Is this matter something
reformed, nor abolished anything. It is but a waste of falsehood ever conceived, uttered, or believed in by or nothing? Can it be ignored as a basis or factor
time to attempt to instruct God what to do. I never man. It has neither reason nor common sense to of phenomena T If so, what will you do with itT
engage in any such folly. God can get along with- sustain it; and if there is a God, it destroys his at- Can you annihilate and banish it from the universe T
out my advice, aid, or assistance, and I certainly tributes of wisdom, purity, intelligence, and good- And then, what will you giv us in its place ?
It must either be something or nothing. If the
would not worship any God requiring my advice or ness, and is disgusting to all human intelligence.
assistance.
'
Now, my friends, you hav some of my reasons for former it must again be matter, if the latter you
Every human being is born with the same natural not returning to the God and religion of my wipe out the universe I
Because color, form, light, heat, acidity, and
rights. No one should possess power or authority parents. And as I am responsible to no one but
to control the thoughts and acts of another. No myself, it is but necessary that to me alone they other attributes of matter hav no existence per se,
one can believe anything until his reasoning facul- should be good and sufficient. The world must and are only psychical phenomena, we must not get
bewildered and assume that if sentience were
ties are convinced. Yet Christians want to com- abide my judgment.
W. B. RADFORD, M.D.
blotted out, "the underlying reality "-matterpel everyone to believe their dogmas of .faith, and
Le Gassid, Fla.
------~--------would vanish also.
want the state to cruelly punish all who do not
"The Underlying Reality."
Thought implies a thinker-some person, creature,
believe as they do. Some one unthoughtfully said
It is a paradox that idealism or transcendentalism or being who or which thinks. In the absence of
that there was one of the articles of faith that he
could not believe. His honest doubts coming to as presented to the wodd by many of its greatest such a living creature or material organic form,
·
the ears of the eccleEjiastical court, he was summoned thinkers is nevertheless a relic of barbarism and a thought is unthinkable.
"Spirit" (ah, there's the rub !-the source of all
before it and compelled to stand while the priest species of grossest superstition. It may be accounted
burnt his right hand off to compel him to believe for by the strange order of nature which often bewilderment) is a name without a meaning, or
causes the foibles and follies of our great-ancestors rather with no significance. " Spirits " come propall the articles of Christian faith.
Nowthis poor, persecuted man possessed as much to crop out again in modified form in the fifth or erly under the category of gods, ghosts, phantoms,
right to make articles of faith as John Calvin or fifteenth generation; or maybe, that a life devoted spooks, etc., all of which hav no existence, per se /
any other person. A few bad men get together and to continuous and intense study of the perplexing never hav and never can be defined or proved,
promulgate articles of faith, then with church and problems of nature may get lost and bewildered in simply because composed of nothing. Without
state united they can easily compel obedience to their the vast labyrinth of cosmic mysteries, become de- physique, without constituents, without substance,
faith, and they want to kill by the most cruel deaths ranged in a degree, and thus prone to originate they are nevertheless said to be endowed with
by torture all who do not beli(')ve their dogmas of and accept theories strictly contrary to reason, identical forms, functions, and attributes of physical
beings, yet, not composed of matter ; all of which
faith. We hoped this thing had had its day. But logic, and rational probability.
Now, I am aware that in laying aside my brush and proves that they are a phantom of the imagination.
when we see good men fined and imprisoned in
more than one state of the Union for not keeping tweezers and leaving my shop and store for a Sun- If real, there would, in this day of scientific rethe Christian Sabbath, we are troubled and day's study to combat the intellectual giants of the search, be no doubt as to their existence; but
ready to resist by force every such attempt at world I am laying myself liable to ridicule and the "spirits" themselvs, as well as spiritists, sadly fail
tyranny and oppression. Should bigoted Chris- charge of being possessed of an abnormal develop- to prove their identity.
" Spirits" not being conceivable to the lucid
tians force a struggle they may well consider the ment of conceit. Yet, did not David slay Goliath?
end, for the preservation of human liberty would Blind Tom, untutored and witless, reproduce the mind, nor their reality established in the open court
justify the wiping of every priest and church from sublimest creations of our greatest compolilers vastly of science, all basis for the idealistic conception
the face of the earth. We say to all, "Hav and enjoy superior to the students of a lifetime ! and a shy falls to the ground. It then becomes self-evident
lly religion you want, but do not attempt to American boy conquer the masters of the world on that the physical organism which constitutes man
force your sJ.perstitioU.S, disgusting, nauseating the checkered board ? Therefore, at the risk ef or beast alone supplies a basis for consciousness
stuff upon anyone else. We, the people, will not being likened to a sportiv cur barking at the moon, and is capacitated to think-in other wordP, mind
I will state in my humble way why I think that of necessitates organism. This, conceded, proves that
stand it."
all
the follies of the wise, the ridiculous attempt to without such organism sentience ill impossible, and
· But you refer me to the "religion and piety of
my mother, so honest, so pure, so good, that her re- base abstract existence upon mind instead of matter this in turn the fallacy of i~ealism, which insists
that man and the universe are but concepts and
ligion must be true," and that "surely there was a is the most preposterous.
I think. Nothing cannot think. Hence I am ideas, but not realities or facts.
God directing her . for the good and salvation of
Of course, assuming without proof the existence
others." My friend, my mother was pure and good something.
Something is the antithesis of nothing, hence is of a non-material entity, soul, or spirit, it is easy
as you saysomething ; and if something, it must be an entity, enough to manufacture a universe in like manner.
In life having never done any. wrong,
The mysterieo of existence are indeed profound
substance, or matter, and hence matter must be
I hope she bas joined the heavenly throng.
and startling, and man in his endeavor to grasp the
But there was no God directing her. for the good "the underlying reality " of all existence.
And if not matter, pray, what? If something, it real aspect of nature has ever been prone to offer
of others. She was filled with love for humanity
and desired the good of all. And when young, with must be matter ; if reality, it must be substance; if most absurd theories for its solution, often greatly
her reasoning faculties undeveloped, her tender neither matter nor substance, it is nothing, and augmenting existing mysteries. But of all such attempts, that submitted by our modern philosophers
mind was stuffed full of superstition by the preach- consequently cannot be "the underlying reality.''
The question, profound though it may appear, is is the most unreasonable.
ing of others older than herself, and in whom she
Idealism struggles to annihilate reality and to
was taught to place implicit confidence, and she as simple as A B C.: The "underlying reality" is
was led to believe that there was a cruel devil and either something or nothing. Now, let those wise- base existence on concepts and dreams. It"i.nan angry God who would damn all mankind to an .acres who complacently divest matter of reality tell finitly complicates existing problems. In denounceternal hell of torment because old Eve had eaten us what matter is; what becomes of it when by ing materialism it renounces existence, fact, truth,
an apple. She was thus persuaded that it was her mysterious dispensation of (il)logic they hav reality, and the basis of all phenomena. It defies
duty to ever pray and work for the salvation of relegated it into oblivion; and then define what the intellect, repudiates knowledge, and ignores
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reason. Physics, chemistry, astronomy, physiology,
and all other positiv sciences are complacently repudiated. It denies consciousness in the complex
and subtle human form, and believes an " airy
nothing" is so capacitated!
It is a grotesque attempt and struggle to make
the c~t pull the horse, mind to create matter
and thought phenomfilna! The grass grows,
flowers bloom, the chicken scrambles out of its shell,
the bird flies and sings, man is born and livs, the
world moves in its orbit, the sun shines, and lightning flashes and tears the clouds asunder, not by
virtue of their own existence, but because of our
own respectiv states of consciousness! It divests
uature of tangibility, but sadly fails to explain or
define the nature of their own ultimate psychical
basis for life. After repudiating Materialism what
basis has the Idealist for hif:l " subjectiv reality~,
What is this subject? Is it an entity, organism, or
a living being~ Has it outline, form, and organs
like a man? If not, what? Can those who formulate this subject giv it tangibility and form without
_conceding theexistenceofmatterT No. Emphatic. ally no!
Idealism implies that mind, instead of being a
product and reflex of existing entities, miraculously
calls the latter into being fr9m nothing for its own
especial benefit or caprice. Because certain qualities of matter, such as color, acidity, light, heat, etc.,
are dependent for their manifestations upon mind
and not manifest otherwise, this is no reason why
" the underlying reality" manifesting such qualities does not exist. There is no light in the universe in the absence of the media which transform
the ether waves into light. But the sun causes the
waves, and the waves move throughout the realms
of space, shedding their cogent influence upon the
earth and other planets just the same in the absence
of eyes to perceive them as with them. There is
necessary silence in the regions of the sun, where
gigantic masses of blazing, belching, seething matter
combust and explode continually, because acoustic
organs could not exist there; but these movements
occur just the same. The flower throws off its invisible particles on the air unconcerned if evolved
into aroma or not. Of course mind is a necessity
to recognize such phenomena, but who can doubt
that abstract cosmic and physical existence and
the regular evolutions and involutions of nature
continue forever mind or not?
If we go back a few milli~n of years in our
imagination we can demonstrate it. During those
ages when our globe was still in an incandescenL
state, no mind or subjectiv consciousness recognizing objectiv reality was possible. Yet who doubts
the earth's existence at that time? If it had not so
existed, then subsequently evolved into conditions
favoring human life, sentient beings would never
hav been evolved These geological facts alone absolutely prove the apriori existence of matter and
the dependence of mind upon physical phenomena.
How absurd thell: for a would-be philosopher to renounce Materialism ! Surely ideas could not exist
previous to "the underlying reality" which receives
and conceives them.
The physical and chemical forces of nature embodied in matter are the sole cause and underlying
reality of all phenomena. They coinpose all bodies,
solid, liquid, and aeriform, and the ether, if such
there is. They fill all space and are the sole constituents of all existence. Whatever is, is matter,
and not till the Idealist or Spiritist can define what
he would giv us in its place can he produce even a
reasonabl(,) argument against the one great absolute invulnerable science of Materialism. But. this
one argument he cannot produce. Because should
he establish his belief on basis of fact and reality,
he would hav to encroach on Materialism to th1t
extent and then humbly ask permission to enter
our fold. Because outside of matter is the shoreless sea of eternal, infinit nothing.
Spiritism, Idealjsm, Theism, all alike infinitly increase the degree of mysticism of a mysterious universe instead of explaining it. Divested of gods,
ghosts, souls, and spooks, and existing mysteries
reduced to their minimum, man may at last unfathom nature to a certain extent. The infinitly
large and infinitly small will <:ver evade the limitations of his senses, but the only hope of an eventual
solution is that things are what they seem to all
rational minds. And why, indeed, is it more logical
to assume that things are not what they seem than
what they seem ?
I hav no ide11. who or what will next pass my
window 'Y'here I write. How then can my subjectiv consciOusness be a factor to create the objectiv
rea:ijty already on the way to pass my window 1 I
will make a rough guess and think of a beautiful
woman, and see if my mind can create or materialize
the concept- Ha, ha, hal It's a boy on a
horse with a . little fellow hanging on behind!

Which was the objectiv reality, the woman conceived or the boys on horseback 1 So the universe,
though void of light, heat,·sound, and color, would
exist though the last vestige of mind were blotted
from existence. Without seeing, feeling, hearing,
or thinking, planets would gyrate on their axes and
within their orbits just the same. Fire would consume bodies, though no heat, light, or pain. The
underlying reality-matter-which possesses within itself the potency of all life, would perpetuate all
cosmic processes forever.
Fichte says : "The phenomena of the external universe are mere phenomena, reflections so far as we
know of our thought; the mountains, woods, stars,
are facts of consciousness to which we attach these
names. To infer that they exist because we hav ideas
of them is illegitimate in philosophy." This is a fair
sample of German and English transcendentalism,
now making fools of some of our best American
thinkers. Wisdom gone mad is the only. proper
definition. What would we know about stars,
Mars, sun, Jupiter, and Sirius, if not an objectiv
reality? And did they not exist long before an eye
existed on earth? And what would we know of
them to-day if not aided by a good solid, material
telescope 1 Not till the material "underlying
reality" impinges upon our senses does it b(lcome
a subjectiv reality.
·
There is one important physical fact our puzzled
metaphysical friends hav overlooked, viz.: Atomic
matter is the only objectiv reality in existence and
this constitutes the basis of all existing forms.
Hence fruit, flowers, trees, man, beasts, worlds,
suns, and systems hav no existence per, se, or as
such forms, but are only transient forms composed
of immutable atoms. But these atoms in their
elementary form vary in physical and chemical attributes, and so in infinit variety constitute all phenomena. Thus an orange has no existence as such;
neither has it color, sweetness, etc., but it
clashes upon our consciousness as an orange,
yellow, round,. sweet, etc.
Should all mind
vanish from existence the orange would lose,
or rather not develop, its acidity, sweetness, and
flavor because no gustatory organs ; its color would
vanish because no eyes; but every particle constituting the orange in its elementary form would
still exist forever-the underlying reality!
Let us place an orange on the table before us.
We behold it in all its beauty. Now let some one
blindfold us, or let· us close our eyes. The color
and form of the orange hav vanished, but if we eat
it we still taste its flavor. So color exists only related to the eye, flavor to taste, sound to acoustic
organs ; but the original elements exist forever and
absolute. A· chemist can tell us all about the
essence or properties of the matter composing the
orange separate from its qualities dependent upon
our psychical powers. Sweetness and sourness are
sensations, but certain chemical elements are absolutely necessary to produce them.
So " the underlying reality " of rock, steel, heat,
etc., are the elements of matter which exist entirely
independent of man or beast to "sense" them. And
the attempt to base the existence of the infinit aggregation of will-less and mindless energy (for such is
matter) upon the psychical attribut~ of man is but
a species of fetichism or evidences of mental decay.
On the other hand, to infer objectiv r~ality by
reflex action from our subjectiv consciousness after
having obtained sufh sense impressions from absolute facts must be legitimate or all our knowledge,
sciences, and arts were a farce.
Idealism is Spiritualism. Until a "spirit" the
shape of man is placed upon the dissecting table of
science and analyzed the issue is still Matter vs.
Nothing.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Rochelle, Ill.
·

Woman's Day at the International Freethought
Congress.
It is particularly appropriate that the _management of the Freethought Congress to be held in
Chicago in October should set apart one day especially for women.
Had woman stood side by side with man all the
way along, there would hav been no need of this
observance of one specific day for the hearing of
woman's voice, for her sentiments would alternate
with man's as naturally as rippling music follows
the flowing river. But we, who know the history
of the past--of woman's past--how she has been
restrained, bound by fetters forged by canon law,
held in .check, relegated to an inferior position on
account of her sex, can understand in full the significance of "Woman's Day" at the forthcoming
Congress.
The tyrannical metes and measures of ecclesiastical authority hav trampled upon womanhood as
nothing else in this world has done or could hav

done. Ecclesiasticism made her a slave, an underling, and fastened the finger of silence upon her
lips.
The drudgery appointed as her portion kept
her in submission until she came to feel, if not to
say:
My very chains and I grew friendsSo much a long communion tends
To make us what we are.
But a wonderful change has taken place in these
later times. In the light of the new dawn, man
sees that he has been unjust to the mothers of men.
He has been in error regarding woman and the
limit of her powers. He realizes as he never
realized before that he had no business to put a
chain upon the neck of woman that he would scorn
to wear himself. He sees that the knowledge he
possesses, extended to woman, makes her not a
worse, but a better helpmate. He observes that
with equal opportunities, equal advantages, woman
holds her own, and loses not her self-respect; and
if she is no longer willing to crouch at his feet, he
is more than glad to welcome her to a place beside
himself.
Now, all that progressiv womanhood is to-day,
and it is much compared to the past, is due to the
dissemination of broad and Liberal ideas.
Freethought has been the best friend woman
ever had-her best and truest ally. It early sent
her forth as a teacher, and it has always encouraged
her to press on to nobler bights. It hae ever welcomed and lauded her best efforts. It has made the
rough places smooth for her unaccustomed feet. It
has urged for her the crown of equality before the
law. It has striven to remove from her onward
path the barriers placed there by ignorance and
superstition. It has sought to place her in her
own true light as a woman, intellectual and capable,
a true guide, counselor, and friend; queen, not
only of home and household, but of every domain
where her work is needed, and equal sharer in life's
pursuits, duties, and emoluments-the undwarfed,
unstunted, the real complement of man.
Every woman who knows the value of an independent mind should be present at the Freethought
Congress 'in October. Every woman who has felt
the thralldom put upon her sex by theological
dogma should make it a point to be at the Congress, that the world may see how many women
there are who are superior to superstition and
priestly influence.
The Congress has honored woman by the appointment of a day essentially her own. Let women
honor the Congress by their presence.
SusAN H. WrxoN.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The Hungarian clergy are up in arms. A law
sanctioning civil marriage is about to be enacted.
The French Freethinkers are to hold a grand
celebration in honor of Etienne Dolet on August 6th.
French Freethinkers are canvassing the country
previous to the fall elections. Their object is to
down the church by legislation.
Our friend Dr. Voelkel has entered the German
prison to serve out his sentence for so-called blasphemy. Another example of Christian love and
charity.
We hav heard about God's care and watchfulness
when it regards his dear children. June 22d, Mr.
Jehovah "watched" his chance and caused a panic
in the Romanow Borissoglebsk church in the government of J araslow, Russia, and he took particular
"care" to see that 126 women and 10 men were
killed and 20 persons of both sexes dangerously
hurt. Thank the Lord for hi 3 mercies !
Swedish Freethinkers held a very successful
demonstration meeting at LillcJ ans on July 2d.
Mr. Lennstrand spoke for two hours and was enthusiastically applauded. Two hundred petitions,
each accommodating one hundred signatures, were
signed in a short time. Another meeting was held
at the same place July 30 h. Mr. Lennstrand will
lecture every day from now until the Upsala celebration.

Gentraal Isr. Weekblad, a Jewish· paper published in Amsterdam, states that during the year
1892 the Amsterdam Society for the Conversion of
the Jews spent $182,435 for the conversion of
twelve renegade Israelites, and of these twelve, five
slid back again to the synagog. Jews seem to
hav gained in value since the time of Cresar.
Then thirty silver pieces was considered a bribe,
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now it takes $15,202 91 to make the Jewish people
number one less. There being sixty-two thousand
Jews in· Holland their conversion will be quite a
financial item.

shows that an epoch in the intellectual development takes its start from some event happening
every six hundred years: Year 24:00 B.o., Oldest
Buddha ; 1800 B.o., Rama (!), Oldest V edda; 1200
B.c., Chrishna; 600 B.o., Buddha, Jesus ; 600, Mo. The -S~edish F:eethinkers are circulating peti- hammed ; 1200, the Crusades, Franzecus Assisi;
tiOns whiCh contam a protest against the state 1800, Religion of Idealism.
church system in particular and Christianity in
GusTAVE NELsoN, M.D.
general. Each list contains room for one hundred
signatures, and a stirring appeal, to circulate them
Who1 which 1 whaU do You Think~
is published in Fritankaren. At least fifty thou- You hav heard, I presume, of Adam and Eve,
sand signatures are expected. We will, in a later Of the garden of Eden? And do you believe
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, publish a translation That 1he serpent, most subtle of beasts of the field,
Oould influence Eve, and cause her to yield
of the protest.
To his earnest entreaties? Do you think he could talk?
Do you think on the end of his tail he could walk?
A few weeks ago an Atheist at Altona, Germany, Do you think that a God deserving the name
was indicted for violating the ministerial edict of Would inspire such a book, to giv himself fame?
Jan. 16, 1892, by not letting his child go to church Do you thiuk there's a being way up on high,
nor receive religious instruction in school He was So cruel and beastly? Or is it a lie?
fined five marks by an inferior court, but appealed Did the snake never crawl until he was cursed?
Is it true, ever since, he has lived upon dust?
the case and proved to the satisfaction of the higher Is it t.rue that the devil once lived np on high?
court that the moral education imparted to the And tried to dethrone the king of the sky?
child in the Sunday-school of the Freethought Or are these all lies that we meet every day?
society of Hamburg was sufficient to warrant an And is it for money the preachers all pray?
acquittal.
Do you think that an angel ever stood in the way?
And did Balsam's ass ever talk as they say?
They had a drouth in the country surrounding Did a fish RWallow Jonah? And on the third day,
Did the fish spew him up on the dry land, as they say?
Saragossa, Spain, and the clergy, always ready to Did Samson's whole strength lie all in his hair?
turn a dishonest penny, ordered a procession to in- Or are these the products of the champion liar?
voke the assistance of Mr. Jehovah or some other Don't you think that a God who'd inspire such stuff
member of the heavenly firm so as to get some rain. Should be treated with scorn? And would that be
enough?
The villages of Murillo and Santa Eulalia clubbed
together, whether to save expenses or to fool Don't you know that all over this land of the free
Still the followers of J esns do never agree
Jehovah by making him believe they all came from If
Jesus, as claimed, was the son of a God,
one village and hence ought to receive special 0 r the son of a ghost, or the son of a prod. ?
attention by virtue of the greatness of the proces- What religion we hav we got from the Jew,
sion-this we don't know for certain. But it seems Then why not consider that they probably knew,
a God set a trap to catch innocent man?
Jehovah took it in that sense. The procession Would
Did he murder his son? Was there no other piau?
had to cross a river. A ferryboat took the children
over all right, but when the priests and the women If this all-wise being had even half sense,
he hav placed temptation inside the fence?
were carried over, the boat was tipped over by a Woald
Do you think that the devil is God's hired-man?
sudden gale, and eighteen women lost their lives.
That he gets pay for all the dirt he can plan?
If not, then why doesn't God banish the cuss?
And commence all anew, and stop all this fuss?
It is a slander on the Catholic church to say that Is
God omnipresent? If so, he is in hell.
she is not progressiv. At Beauvois, France, the Will some one who knows please rise up and tell?
following part of a dialog took place between a
Who was it advised the Hebrews to borrow
married woman and her confessor:
The Egyptians' jewels and leave on the morrow?
Confessor. Does your husband attend the ser- Who was it that told old Adam the lie
vices of our mission '?
That the day he ate of the fruit he should die?
Who was it who drowned everything in the land,
Penitent Female. No.
Save those in the ark? Andis it not grand?
0. Does he attend our confessions T
Was it the fault of the beasts and also of man
P. F. He has never attended one yet.
That God should utterly fail in his plan?
0. Does he ever attend mass!
Who was it that cursed the land for our sake?
P. F. Yes, when obliged by circumstances.
Who was it who made the devil and snake?
0. Madam, your husband is then but a heathen Who was it who gave the devil his power? •
-a terrible miscreant. You hav lived too long ·And is not the devil this God's right bower?
with him. Get a divorce as soon as you can, for If a man reads this book and uses his brain
Oan't he tell why so many saints(?) are insane?
your soul is in danger of eternal damnation.
Oan you show me a place in this filthy old book
P. F. But if I get a divorce, who shall support Where the devil's disgraced. by word or by look?
me and my five children'?
In a cllrtain old adage, I thiDk you will find
0. Never mind. God never abandons those That
"birds of a feather will go with their kind;"
who are his servants. Get your d1vorce right away Don't the ohuroheli! take in anyone who'll applyand trust in me.
Thieves, robbers, or cutthroats? Now, is this a lie?
The woman responded that she loved her bus.: Don't you think where these all meet on a level
be a disgrace to a half-decent devil?
band, he had made her happy, and she would con- Would
Are the church people honest? Do they all pay their
tinue to liv with him. The priest got furiou':',
dues?
drove her out of the confessional, and refused to Please examin them all as a olas!', if you choose.
absolve her. Great indignation has been aroused Is mankind any better for believing a lie?
in the village against the pretended substitute of Does a three-headed God inhabit the sky?
God who endeavored to create discord and division The myths of the Bible why not lay aside?
in a happy family. The woman in question stated Why not consider all miracles " snide?"
that she nevermore would put her foot in a con- Why not be a man; and acknowledge at once
Such teaching as that will do for a dunce?
fessional.
Then why should mankind place any reliance
In any religion that conflicts with science?
We are the recipient of three pamphlets by Dr.
KLAXTA 0UMTUX.
Phil. Adolf Brodbeck, Hanover, Germany. Dr.
Brodbeck represents Germany in the Advisory Coun- The Church and Temperance-One Instance.
One of the most congenial men I ever knew was
cil of the Parliament of Religions to be held at the
World's Fair. In one of the pamphlets, "Idealism, the late Hon. Charles S. Wolfe. With his nervous,
the New Religion," the author, after pointing out irritable, restless disposition he was an exact counthat millions of people hav given up their belief in terpart of Horace Greele~. In _home and soci11l
Christianity, states that a new religion is necessary, life Mr. Wolfe was honest, mdustr10us, courteousand that the one suited to the times is "Idealism." an ideal man. His political aspirations ran away
An Idealist believes in absolute power over which with his better judgment. He knew no bounds.
he has no control, but what the essence of this He did not stop until the famous Pittsburg thieves
power is, he does not know. Idealism is not con- were brought up before the Pennsylvania legislanected with nor does it consist of a combination of ture and convicted. But all this has been recorded
"isms," it is an "ism" for itself and by itself ; it in history fifteen years ago. It is said that Exstrives for the ideal in everything, for the ideal Secretary of War Cameron and his followers were
of mankind, science, art, civilization, virtue, family, opposed to Wolfe in his wholesale slaughter, and to
community, society, and humanity in all forms. show the overwhelming influence of those men the
The little pamphlet of fifteen p_ages makes quite pardon beard met the very next day and pardoned
interesting reading, and shows, we think, the di- the thieves.
That is the political history of Charles S. Wolfe,
rection in which the mind of cultured people will
so far as the Republican "party is concerned. He
eventually turn.
The two other pamphlets by Dr. A. Brodbeck are openly confessed that he did not like "the paRt
of a different kind. The "Life and Teachings of history of the Democratic party or the present
Buddha" givs a short, comprehensiv account of the doings of the Republican party."
Mr. Wolfe was a Christian ; the people as a body
Buddhistic savior; while in "Every Six Hundred
Years Comes a New Savior" the author goes admired him ; the church began to boom him for
over forty-two hundred years of world history, and governor of the state on the Prohibition ticket.

He threw his whole soul into the canvass, and he
did. not hav the least idea that God's people would
be so cruel as a political party, especially since the
church had pledged itself to him irrespectiv of
former political faith .
He honestly believed the church would practice
what it preached, and he would be elected.
One morning a few days before the election I
met Mr. Wolfe in his nativ town. We had known
each other for yearil, and this being the case, he dd
not hesitate to talk with me in glowing terms of
the temperance party and the people who would
vote for the cause, of their purity, honesty, etc.
" Well, Charley," said I, " I admire. you and the
temperance cause, but you hav !l. heavy load to
carry."
''And what is that load!" inquired the quick and
nervous Mr. Wolfe. .
"Why, sir, you hav the church to burden
you."
Patting me on the back, he said :
"Young m!l.'l, the church will stand by me in the
cause of temperance. They dare not desert the
cause and hav any claim on Christianity."
The election passed off, and while Mr. Wolfe ran
somewhat ahead of the ticket, the whole was one of
the worst defeats that party ever knew. I never
saw Mr. Wolfe after that. Only a short time before
his death I read the following interview in the
Philadelphia Times, Mr. Wolfe speaking of churchmembers who had sold themselvs to the devil:
"And if this state of affairs continues until after
I am dead and buried in yonder cemetery, I want
one word carved upon my tombstone, and that
word is 'Deserted '-so that when the stranger
pauses beside wy resting-place and inquires what it
means he shall be told that there lies a man who
entered the political arena, and when comparativly
young gave the best of his time, talent, and work to
the great cause of honest reforms in their behalf ;
and that when he rose to a certain point, and had
accomplished more than he or his friends had ever
reasonably expected for the purification of his party
and the good of the people of the entire commonwealth, he was ' deserted ' by the people he had
championed ; he was ' deserted' by the friends he
counted on standing by him in the battle for reform; he was ' deserted ' by the Christian church
and its members in his martyrdom for the right."
Despised by his old party (Republican), deserted
by the church, the Democrats afraid of him, Charles
S. Wolfe, among the brightest men this state ever
knew, dted a political wanderer. And now, when
I look in through the open doorways of churches
and hear ministers pleading for money to put down
the evil of drink, and when I hear the money drop.
ping into the churches' coffers, I am tempted to
cry out: ''Stop thief! Police I Police I"
Watsontown, Pa.
J. WARD DIEHL.

Lectures and .Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG has sent the following list of appointments for Illinois and Indiana:
Jacksonville, Ill. Aug. 12 PleasantLake,Ind. Aug. 21
Jerseyville,
"
"
13 Logansport,
"
"
22
Mt. Vernon,
"
"
14 Wadena,
"
"
23
NewHarmony,Ind. "
15 Arrowsmith, Ill. "
24
Washington,
"
"
16 Henry,
"
"
25•
Petersburg,
" "17,18 Wataga,
"
"26,27
Spiceland,
" "
19 Ohio,
"
"
28
Bluffton,
" "
20
He will lecture in Michigan during September.
JoHN R. 0HARLESWORTH has just delivered a successful course of lectures in Delphos, 0. During his visit in
that town, a branch organization of the Freethought Federation was inauguruted. The society has started out
with forty members, among whom are quite a number of
ladies. A Freethought library will be established for
the use of its members. Friends having books they
could donate may send them to the secretary, by whom
they will be gladly received. The society has good
prospects before it, and they will send a large delegation to tho International Oongress. The officers elect
are as follows: President, Louis Eysenbaoh ; vicepresidant, Mrs. H. H. Brundage; secretary, B. A.
Roloson; treasurer, Jos. Roth.

How to Help The Truth Seeker.
renewin~ get a friend to subscribe and thus
save a half dollar ap1ece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
tht>m the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send you
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting-room, in the
cigar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our ctheap tracts and
when convenient hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
take it.
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An U ntirable Missionary.
WEEDSPORT, N. Y., July 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My sub2cription for your
valuable paper has expired. I will not do
without it-I cannot do without it. Inclosed find $3 to pay for the best paper in
the world another year. I hav tried in
vain to get· some subscribers. But I will
keep on trying.
Yours for truth,
WM. SLAUSON.

Hail to an Agnostic Society.
WHITE OAKs, N. M., July 21, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find herein inclosed
$3, for which you will please send me THE
TRUTH SEEKER. There are but two Liberal
publications taken at this place-Independent Pulpit and Boston Investigator.
Liberals are in the majority here by far,
though but few are very pronounced in
their views. We are on the eve of organizing an Agnostic society. I think we can
organize with a membership of about one
hundred to begin with. That will be considerably in excess of actual church membership. Yours truly,
P . .S. TATE.

Expects Much of That Book.
GuEENSDURG, IND., July 24, 1893
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find order for $6,
with which to renew my subscription for
THE TRUTH BEEKER and also to pay for
vour publications for 1893 in The Truth
eeker Library. I wish also to subscribe
, JMr. Putnam's book, "Four Hundred
ears of Freethought." I shall look for. ard to that book with great interest, execting it to equal in brilliancy the life of
;fend ell Phillips, written by Carlos Martyn. If so, its reading will be grand entertainment for my old age. I am nearly
seventy-four years old, and am well
pleased with THE TRUTH BEEKER.
W. H. Powm:R.

Grab-hooks
Holding U. P. securities, and, with countless superfluities,
Bank-books.
Then to woo back his spirit, ye who his
wealth inherit,
Givbond,
To erect a massiv golden bell, to be heard
in heaven or hell,
'Twill come.
Such music, I must insist, Jay's spirit
could ne'er resist,
Not much.
His heaven, my fancy paints, would be to
" corner " all the saints,
First touch.
And he'd ne'er relax his hold, till they
were ransomed with pure gold,
Or equivalent.
Such a grasping nature here, will be found
most surely there
Still prevalent.
Yet, I've pity for poor(?) Jay Gould, he'd
been different if he could''Had to."
Environment made him thus, as it does
the best of us,
Bad too.
I'm not sure but every man does the very
best he can,
Hav charity.
We may evolve to deal with others as
though they were our brothers,
Now rarity.
Tn that happy time to come, with no "Rebellion, Rome, or .Rum,"
All peace,
Wars of Christian subjugation will hav
had their consummation
And cease.
Then for fear of retrogression, I hope the
long procession
Will stop.
Let Gabriel blow his horn, come the resurrection morn,
All "kerflop."

An Efficient Worker and Pointed Talker.
CRAYON, 0., Apr. 27, E.M. 293.

MR. EDITOR: After an interval of two
years, I shall again contribute a letter to
the columns of a journal whose peer is not
to be found on this side of the "mystic
beyond "-viz., the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER. I am conscientious in this statement, it being justified by an experience
The Rival Missiona-ries.
of
nine years with the paper and its variDE RuYTER, N.Y., July 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Do you know that some ous publications. In all these years I hav
valiant Christian is doing missionary work been a constant worker for the ·cause of
among THE TRUTH BEEKER contributors? Liberalism by using it as a missionary
Since my brief letter some weeks since I document among my associates, and prehav received tracts from religi0us seed- senting its principles to the saint and
sowers. How would they like it, I won- sinner, as well as the sky-pilot himself, in
der, should some ungodly Infidel send a way that I feel that good has been accomplished.
skeptic~! leaflets to the it>nocent little conI look upon the closing of the World's
tributors of Sunday-school papers? One
can almost hear the howl of indignation Fair Oii. Sunday as a calamity, short of rithat would go up from such turning of their diculous, to the natural rights and moral
own weapons upon them. I will not even impulses of the American people, as well
as those of the entire wor Id. It is an act
su~gest that some wealthy Freethinker
thus use some of his time and meanB, yet looking to the interests of the churches,
it might lead a few of the lambkins to saloons, and other immoral places of Chicago, and sanctioned by the devotees of
light.
W. W. AMEs.
superstition and priestly bigotry throughout the world.
The Freethinker's Badge.
There is quite a number of Freethinkers
MlLu CITY, PA., July 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me "Crimes in this part of the country, among which
of Preachers," and oblige. I hav the myself and a few others are the only outbadge I sent for, and I am not ashamed to spoken ones. The rest, on account of
wear it. Quite a number of persons hav their vocation in life and social surroundstepped up to me and asked me what it ings, hav submitted to Mrs. Grundy.
During a protracted meeting in one of
meant. I tell them to read it. One said,
''I never hav seen one like it." He did our villages this winter, the minister took
not know what it meant. I told him that the liberty to misrepresent science and
he did not keep himself posted. Another history in regard to his religion, when
asked me where we held our meetings. I one of our reputable citizens, who is an
told him all over the world, and that our ardent Liberal, took exceptions to it, and
lodge was increasing faster than all other wrote him a letter. This caused a couple
lodges combined, and that we would scoop of exchanges between the two on the
up all the rest. He was a pilot. He subject, until our Liberal friend gave him
the ultimatum in a mammoth missiv
walked away and said nothing.
So, long may the banner of Freethought which contained such an array of historwave over the land of the free and the ical fact.s, science, and logic that the man
of God was completely knocked out. He
home of the brave.
WM. OWEN.
sought to vindicate himself and appease
Robbery and Religion.
his pious anger by hurling from his pulpit the most unbecoming epithets that his
ST. JosEPH, Mo., July 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hope this little outburst regenerated mind could conceive of, thus
will be considered worthy of a place in the receiving the censure of his own flock and
the contempt of fair-minded people .. This
best paper in the universe.
***
has agitated thought on the question and
JAY GOULD'S "MEMORIAL CHURCH."
Let those who will, and can, rear for this ultimate good will be the result.
Some of our ministers speak of Freewonderful man
A stone.
thinkers as "narrow-minded Infidels."
Fit emblem it would be of the flinty heart Is not this a shame when we think of such
which he
Held alone.
intellectual giants as Col. R. G. Inger·But why a palace church raise, to sound soli, S. P. Putnam, and many others?
peans of praise
Who but a dishonest, devising priest or
To God?
sky-pilot could utter such an absurdity as
Thenh <iarve upon
its altar cross-bones and t h"IS ? F or my par t , I am no t so m
· pursm"t
, ht>.lt
angman s ..,. er For Gould.
of anything at the hands of Christians, or
And in the center overhead, in memory of any popular craze that, by chance, might
the dead,
1 be thrust upon .the people, but that I can

proclaim the principles of TIQ!l TRUTH.
BEEKER wherever I go and still be successful in my legitimate requirements. I
hav no aspirations· for the future with
respect to fame or fortune that would.
cause me to be a mental slave or advocate
principles that conflict with my better
judgment. Therefore I shall ever be
found, bold and fearless, working for the
cause of humanity and the destruction of
superstition.
·
I herewith send you a renewal of my
own subscription, together with a couple
of new ones, and will say in conclusion,
may the grand old TRUTH SEEKER and its
principles ultimately prevail.
ELMER MILLER.

Oft-refuted Slanders.
LA MINE, Mo , July 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to inform you and
the readers of the best paper on the globe,
THE TRUTH BEEKRR, that I hav recently
made a very important discovery. I hav
without a doubt found the missing link,
the ape-man, that long-sought personage
that has so long bafiled the skill of our
greatest men. In proof of my statement I
hav copied from the Western Ohristian
Union the following article, which I think
is unmistakable proof. The article is
headed thus: "The Mistakes of Ingersoll
on the Inspiration of the Bible." H. L.
Hastings, the eminent author-publisher of
Boston, has the following to say concerning America's foremost skeptic: "I hav
heard of a man traveling around the country showing up the mistakes of Moses-it
would be interesting to hear a military
lead~r and legislator like Moses, the man
of God, who after he was eighty years old
commanded for forty years an army of six
hundred thousand men, emancipating, organizing, and giving laws to a nation which
has maintained its existence for more
than· thirty stormy centuries, giv his
candid opinion concerning the mistakes of
a colonel of cavalry whose military career
is said to hav included a single engagement, in which he was chased into a hogyard and surrendered to a boy of sixteen,
after which as soon as exchanged he heroically resigned his commission in the
face of the enemy, subsequently turning
his attention to managing swindling
whisky rings, discussing theology, defend·
ing scoundrels, blaspheming God, and
criticising dead men who cannot answer
him." Thus ends the article. There are
plenty of damned fools that will read such
nonsense as is contained· in said article
and tell you that Ingersoll has been an
swered. They never ·read a line of Mr.
Ingersoll's works, and if they did they
havn't got brain enough to understand
him.
Now, I want to ask the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER if they think it necessary
to go back to the dug-out to produce the
ape-man.
Mr. Editor, please find inclosed a list of
names of Liberals I wish you to send
sample copies to.
A. J. BRIGGS.

Hell.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., July 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: One of the blatherskites,
Rev. E. Hathaway, held forth in his church
the other evening on the situation of hell,
Who could tell where the place of hell
-was? said he. It may not be pleasant to
contemplate, but some unpleasant things
command our attention and require consideration. The Christian church has for
a leading teaching the dogma of an endless
hell-torments in the future world-and
made belief in it the test of membership.
Can this be true, that they cannot tell
where it is after preaching about it for
these many years? True, enlightened reason is against the doctrin of a hell and the
government of a wise and just God. All
the finer feelings of the human soul are
against it. How different is this word
''hell" from what it was a century agoyes, a half a century. Hell or no hell is
the question that will confront the Presbyterians' general assembly on their meeting at Washington.
We believe in our Ingersoll, who takes
up the word "hell " as it has been
used by ministers and finding it on the
pages of the Bible, believes it a liethat the Bible teaching is a libel on the
character of the creator.

The eminent divines cannot locate the
pJace.
Only see what the new version has
done with the word-reduced it from the
twenty-fourth time of its occurring in the
New Testament to twelve, and in the Old
from thirty-two to thirteen. I think that
any thoughtful reader-and he need not
be a Hebrew or a Greek sc.b.olar-cannot
help seeing a great significance in the
change.
So you see Freethought and xeason are
making rapid progress among the people,
with THE TRUTH SEEKER as a pioneer.
A neighbor, a Methodist, after reading
the new version said she did not like the
new Bible at all-now they bad taken he11
out of the Bible, the next thing they would
do would be to take heaven out, then there
would be no Bible left.
The mountebank Talmage, at a meeting
at Monona lake last week, said that Voltaire on his death-bed sent for a priest, so
that he could be reconciled to the church
before he died, and that great terror fell
upon him; that he made the place all
around him so dismal that the nurse declared that she would not for all the wealth
of Europe see another Infidel die. Is that
account true, or did Talmage tell a lie? I
hav to fight this thing, and wish to be
posted as to the truth or falsehood of the
assertion. I hav always thought that Voltaire was an extraordinary character. who
exerted his powerful talents to pr~n:i.ote
the cause of frted(lm, humanity, and reason; that he was a Freethinker, and that
was t.he reaRon they called him an Infidel.
There are many such-" 0 Father Abraham," what will not these Christians resort
to, to defame a good nian's character?
The Jesuit priest wished to brin!! Voltaire to acknowledge the divine nature of
Jesus Christ, and shouted in his ear, "Do
you believe the divini y of Jesus Christ?"
"In the name of God, sir, ~<peak to me no
more of . thst man, but let me die in
peace."
Few men ever existed whoRe Jives hav
been honored by more conspicuous worth.
8. R. THORNE.
[The death of Voltltire and other prominent Infidels is deRcribed in the pampblPt,
"Infidel Death-beds," advertised in th1s
paper.-ED. T. S.]

An Attempt at Socialism.
SINALOA, MEx., July-15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I will write 1\ few lines today, for there are a great ma-ny of your
readers anxious to hear from this place.
About thirty-one colonists left in disgnst
on the last boat about ten days ago, and
there are some thirty or forty more intending to leave as soon as they can get
away.
The people leaving are going
away because they dislike the way it is
managed.
The men worked hard here,
expecting when a crop would be raised
that it would be sold and the money used
to buy groceries and clothing, as we hav
had but little of the former and none of
the latter for the past two or three years;
but instead Owen came down here and
domineered everything.
He was dead
broke when he got here, and has had to
pay some fines, so I hav been told; and he
has kept a Mexican officer to guard him,
not because his life was in danger, however, but for show; and the money has all
been used up. Men are ragged and children too, and hav not one cent for
groceries. The Credit Fancier store has
dwindled down to seven boxes of matches,
one pocket-handkerchief, three cakes of
soap, fifty packages of cigarets, and a
few carrots, beats, and tomatoes. - They
charge cash for everything nearly, except
carrots, beats, and tomatoes.
The
governor is here now, and Mexican judges,
and what will be the outcome I cannot tell
as yet. Hoffman and Fluerschem organized the kickers and they seem to be getting along all right, but Owen swears he
will drive them out.
For the last month Owen and Wilbur
hav .been ·making constitutions and
by-laws. I think they will be through in
a month or six weeks, and then I will write
again.
At this writing the Credit Fancier company is entirely out of flour, meat,
sugar, and cash. Owen was unable to
bring a supply down with him, while
Hoffman brought the _kickers a good
supply. As these goods were shipped iu
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the name of the Credit Foncier company,
Owen stopped them at the custom-house
in order, he said, to show Hoffman that
he, Hoffman, had no power in Mexico.
Mr. Hoffman was able in a day or two to
deliver the goods to the rightful owners.
Nothing has been done on the railroad
yet, but I believe Mr. Owen intends
building it next month. That is what he
says. There has been much lying done
through the columns of the paper printed
here. From forty acres of potatoes they
sold for cash $644 worth instead of
$50,000 worth. They ha-or never cut a bit
of alfalfa hay, and will not for some time.
They hav no saw-mill. It played out two
years ago. There is no school here. We
liv in brush houses and tents yet. The
company has no dairy. They milk four-.
teen cows and get no more than six or
eight quarts of milk. The company owns
no hogs. They did own one, but after
keeping it six months Mr. Law, farm
director, concluded that it did not pay to
keep hogs, so he sold it for $3. These are
facts. We hav lots of vegetables.
A. BuTTERFIELD.

Our Reply Is, Conversion Is Not Hypnotism.
ALBIA, IA., July 24, 1893.

MR. EDITOR: When the ignorant who
claim to hav experienced the influence of
that mysterious member of the "Godhead " called the "Holy Ghost " come to
investigate the matter thoroughly they
will hav·to admit that they were under the
influence of hypnotism.
My young readers may not know what
I mean by the term hypnotism. It is the
same as mesmerism. It is the power that
one person has over another to induce
sleepiness and lack of will power.
· When hypnotism becomes better lUlderstood.there will be more pity for the poor
girl who has been brought to disgrace by
the influence of some young rascal who
gets her in his power.
Many may read this who do not believe
anyone can hav such influences over
another as I am about to relate. I can
furnish abundant proof if necessary.
A man came to our town who claimed
he could hypnotize people and make them
do as he pleased. I did not believe he
could; but he took a schoolmate of mine,
who was temperate, honest, and a model
young man, and after rubbing his head and
drawing his attention by counting his
pulse he made him imagin he was drunk,
and he would stagger like a drunkard.
He told him he was freezing, and the boy
held his hands up before an· imaginary
stove and rubbed them and shivered
until his teeth rattled. He then told him
that he was too warm, that he was burning
up, and the boy took off his coat and vest
and was commencing to take oft his pants
when the performer snapped his fingers in
his face and told him to awaken, and he
did and he felt sold to find himself nearly
undressed before a house full of people.
I am a teacher in the country school.
This man took one of my pupils whom I
know to be an exceptionally strongminded and self-willed boy,· and after
putting him under the influence of hypnotism he gave him a large onion and told
him it was an· apple. The boy ate it before a large crowd of people who will all
testify that he acted as if he relished
the imagined apple. He put a dirtyfaced boy beside him and told him
he was in a buggy beside his girl,
and the boy put his arm around his
imagined sweetheart and held the lines in
his other hand and drove the horses in a
peculiar way that his father had of taking
when driving a team. I asked the boys if
they knew what they were doing. They
said they did, but could not help doing as
the man told them.
Now, I hav related a story to which I
can furnish fifty sworn testimonies that it
is true, and the Christian people who witnessed it thought the man was in league
with Satan.
·
I wish to relate another story and then
I wish to ask you a question. There was
a Methodist revival near my home which
closed a few weeks ago. I attended pretty
regularly to discover, if I could, what to
attribute this feeling that Christians experience to. They had not much success
for a long time until a young girl and an
old lady' got to rnobing people's heads,

and praying until you could hear them a
quarter of a mile away; and they created
quite an excitement and drove the devil
clear out of town, unless perhaps there
was a small devil left in my heart. I had
an experience that I did not intend to
relate here, but for the sake of showing
you how I make the preacher responsible
for my soul I will tell you. The preacher
came and laid his hand on my shoulder
and said: '' Friend Lanning, I hear you
are an Infidel. If you can tell me you Ire
not I want to ask you a question or two,
but if you are I do not wish to talk to
yon." I replied, "Do you think an Infidel has no soul to save?" He said, "A
man who denies the Bible is damned. Do
you believe the truths of divine inspiration?" I repliAd: "I will answer that by
asking you the same question. Do you
believe all the Bible?" He answered:
" Most certainly I do." " Do you;" I
asked, " think Christ meant it when he
promised you everything you should
ask in his name?" He said he did.
"Then," I replied, " I ask you to pray
for my conversion, and I want you to ask
your congregation to do likewise, and if
you are believers your p;rayers must be
answered. I want to be prayed for tonight, and if your prayers are answered
I will join this church to-morrow night;
and I will think if I am not converted and
made to believe as you do that you are not
of the number to whom Christ gave his
promis." He was cornered. He said he
would do all he could for me and would
ask his congregation to assist him. I re.
mained at home the next evening, and
went the next. I never was asked how I
felt, and all that preacher ever tried t9 do
for me was to report to his congregation
that I am an Infidel, hopelessly damned.
But to my story. There was in that
congregation a young man who had been
converted, but by having some trouble
with a young lady who would not allow
him to escort her to and from the Epworth League, he had fallen from grace.
He was anxious to get out of his " awful
and undue" condition, and after allowing
his elderly sister to rub his head and pray
and "pow-wow" over him he went off into
a trance, or, as the Christians said, he was
so stubborn that God was obliged to take
away his reason in order to allow the Holy
Ghost to enter his heart. He is· a schoolteacher, and a very strong-minded man,
and I hav never known him to be dishonest. Now for my question: Is conversion the same as hypnotism? or did I
in these cases see the workings of good
and evil spirits?
8. J. LANNING.
P. S.-If you don't want to insult your
Christian friends, don't tell them conversion can all be attributed to natural
causes.
S. J. L.

Mental or Industrial Freedom First 7
GRAND MoUND, IA., July 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Your attempt to prove
the proposition that "Mental freedom
must come before industrial or economic
reform will be more than a temporary
hope and illusion," is before me. And
notwithstanding you say, •• The proposition is self-evident," yon hav failed
utterly to prove even one side of it. To
the superficial thinker and observer, I
hav no doubt the truth or falsity of the
statement will appear of very little moment or account, yet nevertheless it is of
vital importance to the individual, society,
and the nation, under existing conditions.
Of course the "history of Christianity
proves that" some members of the Christian organization, notably its priests and
church dignitaries, hav figured as the
partners, or pals, of the state-Uncle Samand hav "held back the world in every
reform as wen as every science." But it
is the "taxing machine," a:p.d the privileged class, that are the real culprits.
Under the name of law (but really in opposition to our fundamental law) our
government officials virtually '' steal us
blind," and divide the " swag " with the
bnllionists, bankers, and church dignitaries. Hence, Voltaire, Paine, and their
compeers clearly saw that while the people were in physical, or industrial slavery,
their mental faculties were impaired, their
spirit of independence void, in short,
.they had no just conception of their natural or legal rights; but weJ;'e just in that
abject, servil condition to be victimized

by the religious propagandist. Hence,
they, and nearly all of the old guard of
Liberalism previous to the Rebellion, demanded physical or industrial libertyfreedom from the law, which imposes a
tax to support a privileged class. "Free
trade and sailors' rights, equal rights and
privileges, and equality before the law."
and not" mental liberty," was the issuethe rallying-cry of the fathers of the republic previous to and during the war of
the Revolution, and the issue was fought
out and fairly won. But the Tory element in America, led on by Hamilton,
did not believe in equal rights and privileges. They were the class of citizens
who were living an indolent life upon
privileges granted by. the tyrannical laws
of England-the mother country-and
scouted the idea that the people were capable of establishing a government by the
consent of the governed. They were opposed to a separation from England,
fought the idea of organizing a democracy
from its inception; hence, as soon as "our
bugles sang truce," and peace was declared, they began scheming to inaugurate measures to subvert the principles of
the Constitution. Hamilton voiced the
sentiments of the Tory element-the privileged classes of his time-when he boldly
and often declared "the Constitution a
thing of nothing, which must be changed,"
and "the rich and well born" (whatever
that is) "should rule and govern the people." With these sentiments in view said
element procured the most important
cabinet position in the gift of the president, the chief magistrate of the nation;
for their leader, Hamilton. Through intrigue, deceit, and treachery he, aided by
his pals, the priests, bankers, and bullionists, succeeded in bulldozing Congress
into adopting England's monetary system,
as the fiscal policy of the young republic
-a system which for thievery and downright robbery by so-called law not only
" takes the cake," and beats the chattel
slave code two to one, but is in direct violation of the supreme law of our nation,
the sacred compact entered into by the
fathers, after they had fairly won on the
issue of equal rights and privileges. There
are positivly no two opinions among intelligent, unprejudiced thinkers, who hav
taken time to investigate this damnable
and inhuman system; they all agree.
To sum it up in a few words, strip it of
its verbiage-the system consists in first
creating by so-called law a fraudulent,
perpetual public debt called gold and silver money. Then, in order to compel or
force the people to redeem or float this
debt, our agent, Congress, enacts a law
making it a legal tender for all debts and
taxes. But the iniquity of this system
does not end here.
The bankerlil and bnllionists, who from
the dawn of so-called civilized governments hav held a. strict corner on or monopoly of the material or substance upon
which this debt is coined, stamped, or
printed, procured the passage of a law by
which they may loan their money (which
they obtained as a gratuity) to the government, and thus tax every legitimate industry to pay usury, interest, or tribute to
them.
During the struggle to perpetuate chattel
slavery, this fraudulent perpetual public
debt (gold and silver money) culminated
in a fraudulent bonded debt; and the
monied oligarchy, the usurers, or privileged classes, in order to rob all of their
own class who operated in silv-er, and also
to make the bonded debt perpetual, prevailed with Congress to pass a law allowing the holders of all obligations to repudiate money stamped on silver if presented or tendered in sums above $5.
Now, this act of Congress, together with
the act which allowed the bondholders to
repudiate all of the greenbacks except
sixty millions of dollars, is downright
robbery of the masses to enrich the
classes, and was denounced at the time in
and out of Congress, by both Republicans
and Democrats. In fact, the financial
policy was inaugurated by the Tory element during Washington's first administration, and which was persisted in by the
proslavery element in the North during
the Rebellion, the spirit and intent of
whom was well represented and made
manifest by the " respectable mob" who
treated Garrison to a coat of tar and
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feathers and nearly murdered him outright to put down the antislavery move-·
ment.
But when they learned that the
question would not down, that it was an
•• irrept'essible conflict," this element
joined the Republican party, not to abolish slavery, but in fact to force the same
political issue forced upon the colonies
by the tyrannical laws of England-inaugurate a worse system than chattel
slavery.
"The times that try men's
souls " are upon us once more.
And now, inasmuch as THE TRUTH
BEEJUJR is familiar with "the ways that
are dark and tricks that are vain " employed by the ubiquitous trio, the bank·
ers, Uncle Sam, and the clergy, who
constitute the chief factors in the great
confidence game called government, it is
surprising to "We, Us& company" that
it should ignore the strongest, and concentrate its fire upon the weakest member of the syndicate, and thus change the
issue from a reformation of our robber
laws, which would giv us industrial and
physical liberty, to a demand for "mental
freedom," thus "putting de cart befo'
de anemule." In its efforts to extricate
itself from the dilemma of assuming an
untenable position THE TRUTH BEEKER
assumes " that slavery is abolished " and
that we hav a "civilized world" which is
"well out of tho grasp of the church."
Upon a little reflection, I think the Editor
is not serious in his assumptions; he wants
to utilize his correspondents as the monkey
did the eat's paws. At any rate, neither of
his propositions can be maintained fer a moment by an appeal to actual facts as they
exist to-day. It is true that the slave code
is repealed, and chattel slavery abolished;
but it was not done until the aforesaid trio
discovered there was a cheaper way to
secure the results of labor. Under the old
regime, the master had to house, feed,
olothe, and care for his chattel; but under
this perpetual debt system, the laborers
are actually compelled to work for nothing, and board, clothe, and furnish shelter for themselvs. Civilized world, is it?
Where will we go to find even a civilized
nation? You can bet your bottom dollar,
Eugene, that a civilized nation has never
been seen. And if you think the "world
is well out of the grasp of the church,"
you're destined, "my honey," to be left
in the lurch. It is high time for all reformers to know that stealing by law is
much worse in its results on society than
stealing in opposition to law. And as the
law-making powers in all nations are constantly robbing Peter by law to pay to
Paul, it is quite evident to all who hav
an:}' idea of equity in their make-up that
there is no civilized nation extant. There
are a few truly civilized men and women
scattered throughout Uncle Sam's broad
domain, who do not want something for
nothing and are laboring to abolish privileges and distinctions, and establish equal
and exact justice to all-make our government what its founders (chief among
whom were Paine and Jefferson) intended
it should be, a civilized nation of freemen.
Now, this noble band enjoy "mental freedom;" they are not " hel<i back by religion, Christianity, or the church." But
they are held back and hampered in every
conceivable way by the money-mon~ers.
It is almost impossible to get the true
reformatory issue embodied in the platform, at any county, state, or national
convention. The ubiquitous usurer, and
his sycophants and ward heelers, are sure
to be on hand with some gag, or bone of
contention, to prevent its adoption.
In our present transition state, when the
human animal iB evoluting out of old
ideas of law, government, morality, and
religion, it is not "well-read men" that
are needed so much as civilized menthose who love the truth as well as seek it;
and can lay aside all· prejudice, partisan
spirit, and compare what they read with
their experience and observation and
know if they are reading the truth.
Priestcraft and churchmen form simply an
adjunct to our present system of 1·obbery
by so-called law, and are just as necessary
to keep the people in subJeCtion while the
state and usurers rob them, as the military
and police. Reform our financial system
(legal-tender law), issue money that shall
represent the expenses of the government
instead of a gift to the banker. Such reformation will bring physical and industrial
freedom to the producers and wageworkers and "mental freedom" will follow as naturally as the night follows tha
day,
.Au revoir,
C. DUTToN,
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.Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the d&rk and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d~v's occuP-ations
That is known as the uhildren s Hour."

Lake Sunapee.
Once more, my muse I from rest of many a year,
Come forth again and sing, as oft of yore:
Now lead my step to where the crags appear
In silent grandeur, by the rug-ged shore
Tha.t skirts the margin of thy waters free,
Lake of my mountain home, loved Sunapee!
Meet invocation to the pregnant scene
Where, long ere yet the white man's foot did
roam,
Strode wild and free the daring Algo "quin;
And where, perchance, the stately Metacom
Inspired his braves with that poetic strain
"\\ hicb. cheered the Wampanoags, hut cheered
in vain.
Clear mountain mirror! who can tell hut thou
Host borne the red man. in his light canoe,
As fleetly on thy bosom as e'en now
Thou bear'st the paleface o'er thy waters blue ?
And who can tell but nature's children then
Were rich and happy as the mass of men?
Sweet gra.nit "Katrine" of this mountain land!
Oh, jewel set amid a scene so fair I
Kearsarge, Ascutney, rise on either hand,
While Grantham watches with a lover's care,
Ann our dark "Ben" • to Croydon sends in glee
A greeting o'tlr thy silvery breast, Lake Sunapee!
How grand upon a moonlit eve, to glide
Upon thy waters, 'twixt the mountains high,
And gaze, within thy azure crystal tide,
On t•embling shadowR of the earth and sky;
While all is silent save when trusty oar
Awakes an eeho from thy slumbering shore.
Oh,lovely lake, I would commune with thee!
For in thy presence naught of ill is found;
Tbat cares whieh wed the weary world to me
Mav cease to harass with their carki.ng round.
And I awhile 'midst Nature's grandeur stand,
On mount of rapture 'twixt the sea and land.
Thy past is curtained by as deep a veil
As shroud• the secrets which we may not reach;
And then, 'twe e wisd Jm, when our quest doth
fail,
To read the lesson which thou now dost teach;
And in thy face, on which we look to-day,
Bee hopes to cheer us on our onward way.

realities, awaking responsiv measures in
the heart of every true nature-lover. It
abounds with dainty fishes, very tempting
to lovers of the piscatorial art, who hover
about the green islets and near the inlets
and coves of the charming lake. They
find here not only the nativ trout, perch,
pickerel, black bass, and other kinds to the
water born, but, through the agency of the
fish commission, they get also the raiRbow
trout from California, transplanted here,
the blueback from the Rangely lakes, and
the lochlaven imported from Scotland.
Mr. Perley Bartlett is ever ready to escort
the amateur fisherman to the charmed
spots in the lakt>, and cousin James A.
Wixon, from New Bedford, was a proud
and happy man yesterday when he pulled
in a lovely salmon weighing nearly eight
pounds, besides other smaller creatures
of the finny tribe. To-day he has gone
in pursuit of the "better half" of that
salmon.
If the lake itself is a most bewitching
and enchanting pleasure spot,
charming
also is it!! outlet, the dashing, rolling, rollicking Sugar river, a veritable "laughing
water," _tumbling joyously along, with
many a foamy fall and graceful curve,
babbling sweet, unceasing serenades, and
merrily showing its power to speed the
machinery of almost any manufactory that
might be planted on its grassy edges.
The mountains seem ever coaxing one to
"come up higher," and the climber can
not be disappointed when he reaches the
summit.
The shaded, fern-bordered
roads also extend invitations to forest attractions, where the modest wild flowers
bloom and flourish in gay and gallant costumes. Near the babbling brook is found
the
Flower in the crannied wall.
I pluck you out of the cranniesHold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower, but, if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know-
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well, something more of nature's wonderful mysteries.
There are many different kinds of wild
blooms in the bosom of the forest and in
Roll on, sweet lake! and if perchance thy form
Laves less of earth than floods of Western the meadows and lowlands, among them
the brilliantred lilies and showy cardinal
fame;
Yet still we love thee, in the calm or storm,
flowers, making the marshes and water
And call thee ours by many a kindly name.
edges glow and gleam,
No patriot heart but loves the scenes that come
O'er memory's sea to breathe a tale of" home."

And when the winter in its frozen thrall
Binds up thy locks in braids of 1cy wreath,
Forget we not thy cherished name to call,
In fitting shadow of the sleep of death I
When golden rays shall o'er our rest still flee,
As morning beams salute thy brow, sweet
Sunapee!
WILLIAM

c. BTUllOC.

~Ben," Gaelic for mountain.

Sunapee, Lake and Village •.
You may read and hear descriptions of
certain localities, but really you never
quite know a place till you see it. Your
correspondent was prepared to behold a
most romantic and attractiv spot up here
among the granit hills, but the charms
and beauty of this locality more than meet
anticipation.
Sunapee is twelve hundred feet above
sea level-too near the stars for choleraand the air is deliciously cool and fragrant
with many woody odors, while birdnotes wild trill and echo far and near.
The lake, bearing the same name, is a
miracle of loveliness, seeming almost a
twin to Loch Katrine in Scotland, so
closely does it resemble that famous sheet
of water. Three handsome steamers ply
over the ten-mile reach of rippling, dimpling wavelets, that seem to be laughing
and dancing in the glancing sunbeams,
while the rugged hills and st:.:etches of intervale loom, lessen, and glisten amid blue
mists and many-changing lights. Many
cottages and little pleasure resorts are
dotted here and there amid the tall trees
and beside gray rocks that stand in all
sorts of fantastic shapes like so many
nature-appointed guardians. There are
little nooks with here and there a lonely
cave, half concealed by underbrush, openings that show quaint lily ponds amid
cool, luxuriant shadows, the magnetic
odors of whose snow-white, queenly blossoms invite one to the nry edge of their
moist and spongy bed. The lake is a living poem, throbbing with a thousand

As if some wounded eagle's breast,
Slow throbbing o'er the plain,
Had left its airy path impressed
In drops of scarlet rain.
This wonderful and idyllic region presents strong evidences of the great primeval period when the glacial currents
were moving downward to the sea. Here
are the immense boulders, such as may be
seen around Fall River, delicately poised
rocking-stones, and many other curious
rock formations to interest the student in
geology.
·
It is said, too, that choice crystals,
staurolites, electric stones, garnets, etc.,
are here for those who choose to seek
them.
You hav heard, no doubt, of "Blue
Mountain park," Austin Corbin's great
game preserve, but you did not know it
lay in this locality. It does, however, and
comprises twenty-six thousand acres, with
a mountain, Croydon, three thousand feet
above the sea. Here he keeps elk, buffalo,
deer, moose, the wild hog, and other
strange creatures.
And running wild in the forest are
foxes, rabbits, an occasional lynx, and
other untamed animals. Last fall a deer
was discovered in the wildwood and captured-poor thing-by some wild-eyed
hunter. Oh, who would be a deer, to be
caught by some pursuing, "covetous trapper I Scholars, thinkers, people of wealth
and culture, hav discovered this fair land
of Sunapee, and are appropriating its
choice beauty-spots, and no one blames
them, for. if ever there was an earthly
paradise this is certainly one; and the
cooling shades, the great, wonderful hills,
the restful peace touching all things,
would seem to heal all hurts. As Emerson has said:
A woodland walk,
A quest of wilding grapes, a mocking
thrush,
A wild rose or rock-loving columbine,
Salve my worst wounds.
The little gem of a town can boast of

nine schoolhouses, and, of course, the
people must be well educated and intelligent.
The Ben Mere Inn, where your correspondent finds rest and comfort, stands
on an elevation overlooking that part of
the lake known as Sunapee Harbor. It is
kePt by Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Courser,
whose great pleasure is to entertain their
many guests and make them happy and
contented.
It is quite certain to me that you will
want to view this favored and enchanting
spot. My heart went out to all my friends
with a wish to hav them here when I saw
the sun the other morning coming grandly
up over the towering hills like a conquering hero, with retinues of pink~panoplied
soldiers, bearing as it were bright banners
and flaming torches, showering a wealth
of gold and silver upon the smiling lake,
while the birds, enraptured with the scene,
flung floods of melody in generous measure upon the scented atmosphere, royally
welcoming the dawning of a new day.
Among the guests at the inn, and my
neighbor at the table, is William Dean
Howells, the author. Mr. Howells is as
genial and companionable as are his wellknown books; and although enjoying a
vacation, he still writes a little every day.
He is accompanied by his wife and lovely
daughter.
Next week there will be more about
Sunapee. Until then, and always after,
remember me as your friend.
Sunapee, _N. H.
ED. C. C.

Correspondence.
ANAHEIM, CAL., July 20, 1893.
DEAR LmEBAL FBmiiTD: This is my first
letter to the Corner. I would like a correspondence. I am twelve years old and
in the seventh grade. My brothers are
running a hay press. The country is full
of sugar beets. They are going to hav
a sugar factory here next year. I worked
for B1X weeks on the beets this year. This
is the first year they hav raised beets here.
They are going to send their beets to
Cheno this year. My father gave me a
horse, saddle, and bridle, and says when I
am twenty-one he will giv me twenty
acres of land. I do not go to Sundayschool very much, because I liv so far from
church. I liv about three miles south of
Anaheim. I had a nice Fourth of July.
We had a celebration at Santa Ana. I
enjoyed myself finely riding in the swing
and treating the girls to ice-cream and
candy. I do not take THE TRUTH SEEKER,
but I would like to, becaul!ie I like to read
the children's letters. I very often go
over to Mr. Martin's and read it. They
are our neighbors.
I am going camping on the beach next
week. I think I will stay a month. I
would like to correspond with some
Liberal.
As this is my first letter I
will close, hoping to see this in print,
and try to do better next time.
Your friend,
ALL'EN WHEATON.
PoRT ToWNSEND, WASH., July 27, 1893.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I was very glad to
see my first letter in print. This time I
will write about Port Townsend. This
city is situated in the northwestern part of
Washington, on a fine harbor at the point
where Puget sound unites with the Strait
of J nan de Fuca, and is about ninety miles
from the Pacific ocean. The chief business section is built on a beach; the
schools and most of the private dwellings
are on a bluff, overlooking Port Townsend bay. This city is called the Key City,
because it is the port of entry for the
customs district of Puget sound. The resources are iron ore and limestone, forests
of pine, spruce, a'ld fir, and a large variety of fish. On clear davs we can see
the Olympic mountains, Mt. Baker and
Mt. Rainier, with their tops covered with
snow.
. 'rhe Indians make their living by digging clams, making rugs, and fishing;
they also row their canoes from one place
to another selling their goods. On the
beach in summer the boys and girls go in
wading, dig clams, hunt for seashells, and
row their boats.
At the present time the government is
building a quarantine station on Diamond
point, and will soon build a new marine
hospital.
We hav vacation now for two months,
and I expect to go out camping, but instead of a tent we will hav a log cabin;
and this log cabin will be twenty miles
from Port Townsend in the center of
forests, where we can pick all the wild
blackberries we want.
I was very e-lad to see the Connecticut
blue laws in THE TRUTH !:!ERKER. I hav
been looking for them for over a year, and
I could not find them.
Your Liber Jl friend,
LoUisA IFFLAND.

Fine Hand-Made Violins.
Ma.48 str1"tly on scieniifi.n principles. Best in
the World f •r the 'Money. Fine Woorl, Tools, a.ud
Trimmi·rgs for Violin-Makero. Also ®ld and
New Vinhns Repaired Bnd Regroduated at
reason•ble prices. Squa.re d:ealtng. Address
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.

FOR SAI.E, CHE.l.P.
200 acres

good farm land in Washington.
Small improvemen·s; easily cleared; about six
miles from railroad station. My object-getting
old and health poor. For particulars address
G. A. BOYD, Boistfort, Lewi$ co., Wash
2t8~

CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery
Piles, Quinsy, Ca.t.arrh. The Antidote for $Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 1,441 South
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
2ot28

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Cent.ry NoYtl.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For H~r Daily Br•aoi is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little money fair educatioo 1 and
much couraj!'e, to make their way througn the
world by gowg to Chicago. 'l he autuor is also
the heroiue. '!he narrative is, in the main, a hiRtory of a working-girl's lif~> a no experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just ~n"h a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger,oll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appraciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
"Price, 25 cents. Addt ess
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gosJiels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Force a11d 1\atter;
oa,

/,.))

fll'inclples of the Natural Order of the Unfrerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
BY PBOFESSOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.Jol'iTENTS :

FO!'ml and Matter
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immor1la.lity_of Force, Man,
fufinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon&:ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Beat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of l:tod,
t1niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
· The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Concludli:ng Observa,.
tions.
·
'
Becul&r Generation,
Price, $1.150. Address THE TRUTH BEE:Kl!ill

L. K. Washburn's Works
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1m
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. ''The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit_y to undertake ~
crusade of one against the Oolor&do beetle!'
Price, 10 centli.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact I
l'rice, 5 cents.

Religiouf! Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

THE ELIMINATOR;
Skeleton Keys to Samr~otal Secrets.
OR

" Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a jool ana
reaa the rtd:d:les a'IDrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
h1peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Syrobolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Btories · The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last 1 damb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Re?erent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
SalVl)otion · The Thing!! That Remaiq.
Pnce, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at th1s office.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

• A Liberal living in Michiga.n s&id onoe that he wouid give $25 a
narf to have the Crimes of Pre&Ohers recorded, as the frequent lapses
o virtue of the ministers showed how little value Christianity
possesses to make men moral.
By D~. J A.COB HARTMANN.
We h~jov;e jus' issued 'he Fourth Edition of the book do~ this .
.An explanatiol). of t~e origin of the God Ide!J-, and the mental processes that led to the formation · The additions for this new edition of ~e
of 1dols and the worship of them. From the t1me of Terah's apostasy Abraham's reformation and 1 ' '
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha!dean 1dols, td Christ's coming the _princi-1
palch;aracters &re analyzed ang shown to be huma~, b:17 thought and deed. It is made pfain that the
PeCuliar phraseology, cant saymgs, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings and sunernatural nad : -'1
f · ·
"al
·
!ling are the_proptr .otfspring of the then existing barbarism ignorance and 'superstition constftut: · ~OWB ndie.art_ Y 400h casetsh ot D¥thinmsten conduct. While those in p~
mg the peculiar politlCs of the day.
'
'
'
nons e 1ons s ow
a Wl
a 1ew years ab&ut
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
1300 MINISTERS HA.VE BEEN G'UILTY
ol one :kind or a.nother of criminal conduct. MoRt of the crimes
The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
are ag&inst women, for the fair sex are at once the wea.kness and
The Earth..
In General.
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
By the Lungs.
The Chemical Aspect.
clergy,
By the Skin.
•. Notwithstanding 1he many additional pages. we have kept the
The Sun.
.
By the Kidneys. pnce tbe sa.me, 25 cents. Bend for a copy, and confound the church- -••.a=~
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
clu.seq the.Wor!d's F:air .on !3nnday. because it is so holy a da.y that to look upon m!Lchiner:r or
The Elementary Substances.
:!Jamtings
m
this
penod
1s
"=oral."
The Deluge.
·
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.

c r1•m es

The Scriptural God-The Creation,
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kin,pnaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances..

0 f p reac h e rs ''

"

The Soul-What Is It?

Address

THE TRUTII SEEKER CO.ll.PA.NY.

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS
.181'1

GatewaY'!! to Knowledge.
T a bles {Morals;
Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
lLLUSTBATIONS.

Map of the Intellectual Faculties-Tte Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden;

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.

~W.

STEWART ROBS),
Editor of the

In Clo-th, $1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
.JUONDON AG-NOSTIO JOURNAL.,

THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Address

REDUCTION IN

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

PRICE~ OF

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yop. h!'-ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." Itisaworkqf vast.research 1 of sound cnti01sm~of caustic
humor of sledgehamm•r vehemence, of scathmg sat1re, 9f patnos and elo9.uence. .Lt is one of
the heaviest iconocla.stic broadsides ever fired at the J eWlsh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
~

AGREAI BOOt

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.'
With the eighth editiotl •

Man,"

cost

the

ol

has been les

Tbe Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Cbristianitl'" !Jley,ated the woma,n; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender yeotrs of the child. The oJ:liect o~ Balad~n s 'I'I"O]."k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he haR succee(led. An English Wolter sa1d of 1t:
"This cl'rtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever lRsned from the press. The authori·
tie• cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2-50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo•t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis •eo.tion of woman, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion or what she is ancl should be. A merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibleR of the day, full of f~tot.s. fttncies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo•t of the satirical shaftR atmed ttt the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1-

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

$1.00.

A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec,t proving that Christianity did noG
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·.L·o which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
The book has had a phenimlenal sale for so heretical a work second ~to Helen Gal'liener.
" Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary b;;neftt of it. The

ROSES AND RUE.

''M.ARTYRDOM OF MAN!)'
Is a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone

-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its prE)sent plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppres.
live factors in man's struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes W.
Intellectual stmggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of whd
~e author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks~ the Macedonis.ns, Alexandria., ~
11.. .Phenicians, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, tne Arabs.

W 'R
RELIGION
LIBERTY
INTELLECT
·

The Natural His ton' of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews the Prophets,
• character gf ;resul\1 the. Christians~ Arabia~ Megca,.,Characler _of Moham.
med, DescnptlOn oi Afnca, the Monammeaans 1n ventral Afrwa.
Ancient; Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the Castle, the To~. th&
• Church, Venice. Arab S_pain1 the l'ortugues!!'l- Discoverer.;!!. the Slave 1'rad.e,
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in &.merica, materials of .1:1uman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin or Man, and Early Histort,
• Burpmary of Universal History, The Futu.•e of the Human Race, Tbl
Rehgion of Reason and Love.

Price :reduced from $1.7G to $1.00. 1.... Address

A consideration of the antagonism of t}le Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible cai! be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
98 Lafayette place, New Yor!t..

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its sublect8 are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Btirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; Godm the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.1l0.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in e't'ery
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS •
Tbe title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every vers!l_reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
Bl'" one who endured it. Based upon a ma.nusoript In the possession of Balr.dbl
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in PsychologY". By one who was cut down from the &'allows. Printed from Dl&ll"ill•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

The Agnostic Annual Col. R. G.· Ingersoll's
-FOB-

Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.

00111TENT8:

The Moral Banctio~ Leslie Btepb.en; Reverent
Agnosticism, Amos w ater!U The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Mas sex; vogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; t:!ermons on the Mount,
Bamu,el L&ing; The Cltl'" of the Dead, W. Stewart
RosssSaladin)• On the Duty of Honest:!" in Our
ConVIctions,_{$. E. Plumptre; Scientific Religion,
B. Bithell; '.L"he Blight ·of Bm>erstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Olod4i The Disappearance of the Nether World~
F. J. uould; Religions Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milia!'; Bii{Ilals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; matenalism and
Idealism Harmonized,Luoiari Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Ad.drMa THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

Pre and Con of

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian _persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and. ex•
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Bv M. BABOOOK.
Price.

10

cent.11.

Supernatural Religion

urn£ LEssoNs FoR

. Rave We a Supernatural;
ulous Religion?
~ .!1. 1!.. GmJ.D. P.~op8r, ·oo cents: aloill., 10 een*"
-----..

By MR8, E. D. BLENKER.

Inspired.l\fir~ LJTTL£. .FOLI{S.

- - -.._.:81/1

BoardJ.

•

A short atorr of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Ooure
said: "This nove will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, '!a
This Your Bon, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

ARGUMENT

.... 1_893 .....

WHffiLWIND SOWN and REAPED.

cooeut.l.

Baing an exposure of th&t infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the Pre·
Reformation Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pta at Continency even more Ruinous than Her BelfIndul_gence; The Relative Crinlinal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
t'
111'- ..n ,!1 ~h""·'" "'~rlu Mil"'"""
'll'QJil 'l'JJ.UTli S!illllDR. '"I X...t..:vetUI J.>I~MB, N-1!'~ j

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all tmth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
. , . ,.
, .
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said' of
Pame s. Age of Reason\ 1t enables. somebodf in every village to "corner the par~on." Its wide
variety of subjects incluae all the dit<puted pomts between Christianity and Freethomt. Price,
$1.
.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Jfew 1}·cibZioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
THE RELIGION oF Tim BRAIN, and Other
Essays. By Henry Smith. London:
Watts & Co. Cloth, pp. 88, price $1.
This is a readable going-over of a thousand such subjects as religion, the brain,
veneration, love, Jesus, enthusiasm, formalism, the nature of mind, prevention of
imperfect persons from marrying and
breeding, natural selection, the religion of
humanity, the Religion of the Brain that
science givs, gravity, heat, matter, electricity, life, phrenology, mesmerism,
clairvoyance, thought-reading, thoughttransference, insanity, instinct, cause,
first cause, design, a future life, the priest,
science's function in the .future, metaphysical necessity, and so on and on. All
these matters, which enter into the musings of the Freethinker, are touched in
this work's small compass.
A CoNCISE HisTORY oF RELIGION. By F.
J. Gould, author of "Stepping-Sknes
to Agnm tic ism," '' The Agnostic Island,"
etc. Vol. I. Comprising Sketches of
the Chief Religions of the World, with
the exception of Judaism, Christianity,
and Mohammedanism. London: issued
for the Rationalist Press Committee by
Watts & Co. Cloth, pp. 154, price $1.
This is a work to which special attention must be called above other works.
Vol. I. has been issued; and if the author
is encouraged by the Rationalist Press
Committee of England, under whose auspices he has produced the present volume,
he will bring forth a further part or parts.
In his first volume Mr. Gould exhibits the
origin of religion, the primitiv worships
such as those of stones, fire, sun, moon,
earth etc., the religions of China, India,
Egypt, etc., and in short about all the religions of the world except Judaism, Uhristianity, and Mohammedanism. The volumes that are to follow will, he says,
"deal on the same general plan of analysis
and history with. the compo~tion of t_!le
Bible, the evolutiOn of Judaism, the rise
of Christianity, the fortunes of the Christian church, and the growth of modern
Rationalism." Scattered through the first
volume we may note, he says, "not a few
indications of the purely human origin of
Christianity. These will be expanded and
added to." The author says: "I hav taken
occasion to point out, in passing, a number
of parallels between features of Christianity and certain phenomena in other
creeds· and in the next volume these correspondences will be insisted upon at
greater length."
This work will fill an important need.
It is complete, as it deals not with a few
religions but with about all. It is concise
and handy in form, the present volume
covering but 154 pages. It is exact, the
author being a gentleman of accomplished
scholarship, and scrupulous patience and
diligence in his labors. And it is up to
the time, embracing the latest discoveries
and theories. We recommend our readers to procure the present volume without
awaiting its successor or successors. It is
worth the purchase.
To show the extent of the subjects
treated with condensation yet satisfactorily
Jn this one volume we will exhibit the table of contents: Preliminary Sketch of
the Origin and Development of Religion;
Prehistoric Man; Are there Races Devoid
of Religion? Animism; Belief in the Soul;
Funeral Customs: The Spirit World; Evil
Spirits; Sorcery; Worship of Ancestral
Spirits; Fetishism and Idolatry; Stone
Worship; Animal Worship; Totemism;
Serpent Worship; Phallic Worship; Plant
Worship; The "Golilen Bough;" Fire
Worship; Sun Worship; Moon Worship;
Earth Worship; Water Worship; Nature
Worship; Man Worship; Polytheism;
Henotheism; Monotheism; Dualism; Mythology; Priests and Priesthoods; Religious Statistic~ American Religions; Religion of the .!!'inns; Religions of China;
Religion of Egypt: The Semites; Religion
of Primitiv Arabia; Reli_gion of Accad,
Babylonia, and Assyria; Religions of Canaan, Phcenicia, Phrygia· The Aryans;
Religions of India; Buddiru;m; J ainism;
Sikhism; Shinto, the oldest religion of
Japan; Mazdeism (Zoroastrianism, Parseeism)· Religion of the Wends or LettoSlav~;. Teutonic Religion; Keltic Religion; ureek Religion; Roman Religion;
Notes; List of Books; Index.
·
ASLEEP AND AwAKE. By Raymond Russell. Chicago: Chas. A. Kerr & Co.
Cloth, pp. 200, price $1.
This is a novel written from a Freethought viewpoint.
The heroin utters
Antichristian sentiments. The hero, and
others, touch on a number of those .questions meditated by radicals-the equality
of the sexes, the marriage formality, etc.
Regardin~ the literary quality of the
book, we will say that its merit is satis-
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factory. The novel would be classified, in
the phrases of the technical critic, as
belonging to the metaphysical and introspectiv school, and to the ideal school. To
the metaphysical and introspectiv, because it devotes much space to analysis
of character, to minute scrutiny of the inmost workings of the human soul. And it
belongs to the ideal school, because its
personages and tone are above the ordinary
plane of crude humanity, of an elevation
that is styled the ideal. In saying this, we
hav to imply that the work lacks in the
merits of the opposit schools-the naturalistic, realistic, etc. Its picture of Jife is
not of that photographic naturalness
which characterizes the latter class. It
could not possess the merits of both
schools at once. It is, on the whole, interesting and ennobling.
The words of the title, "Asleep and
Awake," hav a piercing significance. The
soul of the heroin is found asleep. We
cannot sleep always. This soul has to be
awakened. It is momentous whether its
awakening be to a life fulfilling happy
dreams or revealing a world which can
never correspond to thf>ir brightnePB.
The awakening is effected by the girl's
lover, who finding her a country lass of
knowledgeless head but noble heart, reflects that as she must some time confront
the problem of life it is best that she do so
under favorable and protecting circumstances that he can provide. He has her
educated, and carried through deep readings of the most opposit thinkers. Here
she learns many lamentable things of the
selfishness and cruelty of at least a part
of the race. Her further awakening
is brought about chiefly by her own action. She plunges into life itself. Here
she meets horrible aspects of human nature which surpass what she had beheld in
books. After escaping a theatrical manager to whom she has applied for employment, and who besides desiring her to
mingle with male audiences and sell
liquors insults her with his own libidinousness, she giows giddy and helpless in the
street. She is pitied by a passing prosti·
tute, taken to a brothel, nursed through a
fever, and on convalescence told that she
may depart unharmed. The harlot tells
her that she must discard, as misleading
and injurious, her trust in h1,1man goodness. She replies that there is at lea~t one
t:~;ue and lofty soul, and exposes the photograph of her lover. In an exciting scene
the harlot proclaims that very person her
ruiner. In an ensuing conversation the
fallen woman delivers this harang:
"Do you know, child, there is nothing
so helpless, so hopeless in all the world as
a girl with nothing but noble aspirations
and a fair face? If a woman has great
gifts, not simply accomplishments, but
genius, she may compel the world to her
feet. If she has money, she may then sway
society. If she has friends, they may do
much to smooth her way, but w•thout
genius, without money and without
friends, what is there for her in life? I
hav told you that marriage is a mockery,
an idle farce, and that love is a lie. In my
turn I say to you, come. In this life
there is at least ease and comfort, Bnd you
can teach yourself to forget all that you
hav ever hoped and dreamed. I tell you
it is possible to forget, and in this life of
ease there are some pleasures for the
senses. I like good wine, good theaters
and the society of clever men. The society
of men of wit and learning is very delightful sometimes. Rememher that women
like me keep company with the brightest
minds, men of letters, men of science,
ministers, doctors, lawyers, judges and
high offiCial dignitaries-men whose society
we could not hope to enjoy were we what
society calls virtuous women. This is
Custom House place. You hav never
heard of it, but it has a wiile reputation
among the male citizens of Chicago. Why
don't the authorities suppress it? Ha,
ha! It is the creature of the authorities.
It is nourished under the wing of authority. The authorities are among its best
clients. Your city fathers will not let
women sit in counsel with them, even upon
educational matters, because they say
that home is the place for women. I tell
you that word home is used as a cloak for
all that is most damnably selfish, brutish
and base in human nature, as well as a
shrine for all that is called most sacred.
When you hear a man saying that home is
the place for woman, rest assured that
underlying all his fine speeches about the
sanctity of the hom~, there is nothing
more nor less than a desire to keep he~
where she can best minister to him-to
his physical comfort, and to his various
appetii;es and· passions. Oh! yes, your
city fathers who clamor about the sanctity
of the home being violated by women
sitting on the board of education, are
among our patrons. . . . And these
creatures put on judg-e's ermin and
priest's robes over their hog bristles, and
preach virtue and call upon women to remain at home and guard its sacred portals.
No wonder they don't want their wives
investigating far beyond their own thresholds. No, no, it would overturn the established order of things to hav the

women meddling with the creatures of
authority."
The further vicissitudes of the characters of this story we find we hav no room
left to describe. The tale abounds with
I WOULD rather believe that man has
situations whose strikingness will· always risen
from the ape than fallen from the
be remembered, and with reflections of a angel.-0.
W. Holmes.
weight that will make them chief
building-stones of the reader's edifice of
NoT to commit any sin, to do good, and
philosophy.
to purify one's mind, that is the teaching
of the awakened. Not to blame, not to
The Fowler & Wells Co. hav publish<>d strike, to liv restrained undt•r the law, to
'• J erushy in Brooklyn," a dialect narrativ be moderate in eating, and to dwell on the
of a visit of a country aunt to the city. hip;hest thoughts, this is the teaching of
Price, 25 cents.
the awakened.-Buddhistic Sacred Literature.
A novel by Mrs. M. A. Freeman, enfu who is thoughtful, blameless, dwells
titled "Daughters of Cain," has been published by Donohue, Henneberry & Co., alone, does his duties, is free from desires,
has attained the highest end-him I call
of Chicago, at 50 cents.
indeed a Brahmana.-Ibid.

Goma of ~AougAt.

Jf the representativs at the Parliament
of Religions to be held at Chicago during
the Fair would each speak out directly
and clearly, their utterances taken together would sug~est a number of truths
as to re:Ugion. Daniel K. Tenney sup·poses them doing this. In a pamphlet entitled "The World's Parliament of Religions," he has them all sayi;n.g things that
are pointed, and shed quite a light on
many phases of religion. He has thus engaged Mr. Idolator, Mr. Israel, Mr. Elect,
Mr. Keehoty, Mr. Sawlog, Mr. Statechurch, Mr. Origin, Mr. Muchwife the
Mohammedan, Mr. Urim Thummim the
Mormon, Mr. Wungod the Unitarian, Mr.
Lung the joss-worshiper, etc. The price
of the book is 10 cents.

"All in a Nutshell" is the title of an
SO-page pamphlet by Asa· Auger, Middle·
boro, Mass. In it he givs a condensation
of the fu:r;tdamental arguments against
Christianity. He touches successivly on
Christ, The Fall of Man, the· Christian
Dogma of Salvation, The Origin of Christianity, Christianity Borrowed from Paganism; declares that Christians are Polytheists, that God Is Not O~nnipotent, God
Is Not Immutable, God Is Not Omniscient,
God Is Not Omnipresent, God Is the Au~
thor of All Evils, .God Is Identical With
the Devil, God Tempts Man, God Is Cruel
to Children, Intemperance Is Taught in
the Bible, The Bible Is a Book of Contradictions, Polygamy Is Upheld by the
Bible, The Bible is an Obscene a:!).d Immoral Book. Then the author liandles
the Witches, Wizards, Ghosts, Goblins,
Devil!!, etc., of the Bible, and apparently
unharmed by the evil arts of these characters lays down roundly that The Laws
of Nature Are Broken in the Bible. Next
he lays Nonsensical-and Laughable Pas~
sages of the Bible before an unfeeling
world. That Woman Is Degraded by the
Bible is his next declaration, and that
God Commanded Human Sacrifices the
next. 'rhen we hav such chapter titles as
Fiendish Laws, God's Partiality, Jealousy,
Hatred, Revengefuhtess Toward Man,
Slavery Upheld, Lying and Dishonesty
Upheld, Robbery Commanded, Did Mr.
.T. Christ Love His Enemies? Jesus a
Bruiser, Christ Taught Moroseness, Hatred to Kindred Enjoined by Jesus, Christ
Taught Thoughtlessness and Vagrancy,
Jesus's Sacred Promises, What Christianity Brought, Hell, Prayer~, What
Christianity Has Done for Humanity,
What Christianity Is Doing for Humanity,
What Christianity Will Not Do for Humanity, God Shattered to Pieces, Godly People,
and Has Man a SL ul? From the above
it will be seen that the book would make
a very good little missionary work. We
ought to add, we suppose, that it contains
some little things that . some would call
coarsen eases of taste, and also some offenses
against correctness .of speech. Its price is
25 cents, $1 for five copies.
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THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY. ·
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

.B. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of- its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SHAJ~L

THE BIBLE BE READ

/!JOUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R, B. Westbrook, A.M.
Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Address Tu TlluTB BEEKl!:ll.

HE who is tolerant with the intolerant,
mild with the faultfinders, free from passions among the pasSionate-him l call indeed a Brahmana.-Ibid.
TF organic or living bodies manifest
properties differing from those of the inorganic, it is not from the working of a
special force present within them, but·
only from the peculiarity of their chemical
composition, which makes the effect appear as a transitory manifestation of universal matter. Vital force is therefore no
principle, but, as remarked heretofore, a
result. When an organic compound appropriates and assimilates inorganic matter that exists in its proximity, it does not
do so by virtue of a special power, but
only by a process of contagion, whereby
it transmits to the other molecular arrangements of its own particles of matter,
just in the same way as in the inorganic
world energies are transmitted from particle to particle. In this way the genesis
of the whole organic world from one or
more beginnin~s, however small, may
easily be explallled, without resorting to
the no~ion of vital force.- Buchner.
WE like to read that which favors our
side of a question. The Republican subscribes for a Republican newspaper, and
the Democrat reads the organ of his
party. In the last political campaign it
was no doubt true that advocates of free
trade or of tariff reform, and advocates Of
protection, read for the most part literature
favorable to their respectiv views. The
churches plead for greater consensus of
opinion, yet the Methodist subscribes for
a Methodist paper, the Baptist for a Baptist paper, the Roman Catholic for a Catholic paper. In general we read the organ
of our own sect or party. There are, of
~ourse, some valid economic reasons for
110 doing. I shall speak of these reasons
below. Bnt, if truth alone were sought,
the plan we pursue would be the worst
plan possible. Sometimes even we indignantly refuse mental food that mi~ht serve
as a correctiv of our possible one·Bldedness,
instinctivly avoiding that which we feel
cannot be assimilated without a dangerous
readjustment of our mental possessions.
The sl. eptic in religion opens a book on
Christian evidences, only to close it in
haste when he perceives its trend; while
the pious believer, who picks up the work
of Strauss or Renan, drops it like a burning coal. We avoid books, men, sermons,
society, that are not, as we say, congenial.
Hence the trouble we hav in getting our
books read by the very people for whom
they were written, or in getting our articles printed in the journals that circulate
among the readers we desire to reach.
The preacher prepares a vigorous sermon
for "sinners," but he preaches it to his
own devout people; the " sinners " are not
there. Our psychological Ia w of prejudice
thus developed teaches us that, since we
seek not for what may correct our possible errors, but for what will confirm ·our
already acquired opinions, our mental life
always tends toward intensification or ·involution. Evidently this tendency of the
mind toward involution. will ~ow with
age, and our every-day experiEince confirms this deduction. Teaching new tricks
to old dogs is easier than giving us new
apperceptiv organs when middle life is
past. The old man changes his politics
rarely, his religion never. He livs from
within. The mind becomes more and
more a microcosm. The cerebral tracts
show well-beaten paths of association.
The brain becomes hardened and fixed.
"An old man," says Dr. Holmes, "who
shrinks into himself, falls into ways which
become as positiv and as much beyond the
reach of outside influences as if they were
governed by clock-work." The older we
get the larger becomes the subjectiv factor
of knowledge and the smaller the objectiv.
We are, as said the obscure sage of
Ephesus, like those aslePp, withdrawn
each into a private world of his own. We
can now understand that state of mind
described by the word " confirmed." We
hear of a confirmed pessimist, a confirmed
protectionist, or free-trader. Sometimes
we apply the word without shame to our-.
selva, saying that experience has confirmed
us in this or that opinion.-Projessor Patrick on The Psychology ot Prejudice,
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.&. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever ·kl<;;
tore ap~ared in this conntrr, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of l.l_utting the book in the reaeh o all
At twice the price i1; would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal ill
America will ?esire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genioo ~
lheethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the callf!e of right and truth. But the pictill'es do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred _pages of reading
"'latter that serve :first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p:rove the nttet
~alsity of the church's professions and the hYPocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
oook is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever beeXIJim.~
the
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Jf e'tDa of· t!o Woolt.
OWING to a quarrel between two rival
priests and their factions at the Holy
Rosary church, Baltimore, fights hav prevailed at late meetings which hav required large forces of police for their suppression.
AN important invention just made by
the medical profession is that of illuminating the body from within by electricity.
By holding an electric lamp in the mouth,
or swallowing it, a light is thrown through
the frame wliich enables the physician to
locate the morbid spot.
THE pilgrimage of Mohammedans to
Mecca has been extraordinaril:y large this
year, the total numbe::: of pilgrims already
being about double that of last year.
Over forty thousand hav psssed through
Suez alone, and it is estimated an equal
number hav arrived at Mecca by overland
caravans. The usual resultant conditions
of the pilgrim season favorable to epidemics hav been consequently aggravated, and
cholera has been exceptionally destructiv.
THE parents of six-year-old Johnny
Conney, of Fitchburg, Mass., consulted
Rev. Father O'Connor, of the Catholic
church at Roxbury, as to Johnny's hip
disease. Under the priest's advice they
obtained some water from the miraculous
grotto at Lourdes, and made a·nine days'
prayer to Our Lady of Perpetual Help,
whose picture is venerated at a shrine in
the Roxbury church. The boy. at once
became well and laid by his crutches, and
his parents testify to a miraculous cure.

JERRY MUST HAV BEEN DISGUSTED WITH HIS WRITINGS.
And it shall be when thou hast made an end of reading this book, that thou shalt bind a stone to it. and cast
it into the miast of Euphrates.-J ere. li, 63.
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This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Libraty of Science," the "International Scientific Series," eto., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling D. Be., Fellow of University Collell'e,
London: The purpoRe of this book is to tell
something o~ Darwin's work to th?se wi;J.o hav;e
neither tlie time nor the opportumt~,to mvestil!'ateit fully for themselve•. 1. The 1•aturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolo~ical
Wo~ks.
3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.
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diseases, UtermA and other forms of p·emale
Complaints. It i• a Blooa Purifier, and is an !'X·
cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sle()p. It a,.ts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kianevs, and acts mildlY upon the
bowels, therebly producing bodi.!;\'_ habits which
are so essentia to good health. ulis
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THOMAS PAINE •,
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By W. H. BURR.
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is sold absolutely Pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and aimpie, and n_ota manufactured article. Tpe ~ccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from Its fnends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing plioto-engraved letters and recommendations from thoRe who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,

1
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84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

RECENTLY the United Presbyterian
church endeavored to secure data upon
the relativ proportion of the sexes in
church· membership, and its returns show
that of a total of 100,548 members, 39,383
are males and 61,165 females. This indicates a percentage of 39.2 for the males
and 60 8 for the females, a preponderance
of the latter of somewhat less than two to
one. The proportion of females is nearly
the same in the Congregational denomination. The figures are 175,934 males and
349,163 females, for 1891. The proportion
here is also nearly two to one with a little
advantage in favor of the males.
AMONG the . many cures reported as ·
worked by the wrist-bone of St. Anne de
Beaupre at her church in New York city
are many fully vouched for by the
subjects.
John J. Reilly, of 337 East
109th street, had been laid up with
rheumatism for months, so that he could
not walk without the aid of a crutch and
stick. He declared that he had.visited the
relic three times, and felt perfectly recovered. He presented his crutch and
stick to the church, where they were
placed among other articles of a similar
description. Among the visitors was a
man paralyzed in both legs. He loudly
called upon the worshipers to witness that
he was beginning to walk already. A
lady who was crippled in the knee told
Father Tetreau that she was perfectly
cured.
EVER since last winter, declare those
who fear a Populist rebellion in Kansas,
the governor and his assistants hav been
maturing plans to make of the militia an
auxiliary force that would blindly obey
the commands of the executiv, right or
wrong.
"This," they say, "has been
deemed expedient since the commander of
the militia last winter refused to obey an
order given by Governor Lewelhng to remove from Representativ Hall the legislature then assembled in accordance with
law." These accusers, too, point out as
significant the declaration of Attorneygeneral Little 1hat "men must liv, and if
the nation adopts a policy by which they
nre unable to supply themselvs and their
families with food, these people will hav
it, and starving men will resort to anything."
THE secret negotiation of the Russian extrll.dition treaty by our Senate still provokes
reproaches against the private affirmation
of an instrument affecting so vitally the
traditional policy of this country and the
rights of man. The people of the United
States, these protesters say, are sovereign
rulers. · They are entitled to know the
terms of so important a contract with a
foreign power before it is finally concluded. It was due to them that they
should hav been made acquainted with the
extraordinary terms of this unparalleled
convention before it was concluded. Indeed, the despotic character of the Russian
government should hav rendered our representativs specially cautious and deterred
them _from a ?Ommitment of such moment,
certamly until they could hav ascertained
the will of their constitu~nts. It should
at least hav rendered publicity and open
discussion in the Senate imperativ. The
poople hav a right, say these expostulators,
and they hav now a new reason to demand
that the secret set~sions of the Senate for
the consideration of treaties be abolished,
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HOW TO CONVERT THE USELESS INTO THE USEFUL.

Darwin an~ After Darwin. Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated~
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

Ro:MANES,

A!!YBtematicEx).)_osition of what may be termed
~he Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the f(eileral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
·
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Deeign, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adapt.ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the chang\) which has taken
'place has taken plalle in the direction of naturalIsm, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interJ)retation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the relig_ious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thy God?"
Illustrated. Price, cloth_,,$2.
Address,
TH.~!< TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS B.Y

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the

Reli~tion

of the Fu1mre. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

· of the Christian Religion and t.he Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hum&n Organ: sm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Co:g.tribntion to
the Outdoor study of Natural llistory. Illus-

t~&~l!d ~~e~:ber.T~t~B~TJ;l BEEKER,
·· · - ··

-~ J;.a.f.~y~~~ py,

New iork.
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PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His , Sister,''
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SacnttllS·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not ¥xcel.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor,

Boardlil. Ul~n~-ted cQvei-s, 81; cloth, gUt; side s-taDJ.p, 81 .50.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Dedtcatea to the Amertcan Gon(Jress,

Of

1892, which for the saiGe oJ Reli(Jlon. Stabbed. Ltbertv

to the Heart.
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Con~ressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-au act which pra 'tically nnited the government and the Christian ch 1rch.

'l'o which is added Mr . .Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following EsHays and To em' by !VIr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and 'l'homas Paine; a_I>uem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
1'he main essa.y in this worK i~ onH of the strongest arraignments ever made of tb e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the peoople of this cou .. try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

New Publications.

PfN PICTURfS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
gives rates of admission to the various att•actions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
ILLU~T.RATED.

A MA.P OF J A.CKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Builoing.
Machinery Hall.

Prtce 25 cents; Ftve IJ01)1e~ for $1.

I

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
"Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building..

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in TnE TRUTH SEEKER-that

A Re:tuta-tion o:t -the ArguDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-tur~ Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
an Intelligen-t Being.

Five copies for $1.

Single copy, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt.

SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desig!l ArgumeBt Vitia.tes Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a De'>!gner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If ThMe Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
.
His Processes Are Egregiou•l;v Slow,
They Are Egregionsl:y:_Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Prodllced Faultv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of" .l!'1rst Caus1l.

Every LIBERAL Woman·

and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCI-I, A'ND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .John E. Ji emsburg.

One of tl' e most noted controversies of the century has teen waged over the question of
Ab·!Hiull Lincoln's religious belief. f:loon after the remain" of Amenca's mcst i Justriouo son w6lre
JH.id to rest at Springfiult.l, one of his biographers, Dr. H !land. put forward the claim that he was a
Cllrjst.ian. The cl11iii) • a, promptly d,med by the <lead statesman's lritnds, but only to be renewed
agam, and agam demed. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's benef has
been • ossed ]d{e a battled oro r, om siae to "ide.
Po.r fifteen yea s l)'Ir, Rems]mrg has been coll~cting material for his wo~k. He presents an
a:rray of testimony_ that 1s uresJstible and overwhmmmg, and whwh must put this questwn at rest
forever, I~ add.1tro" to the ~es•·Jlllony of twenty w11n~sses who claim that L.ncoln was a Chrihti,n,
and winch IR revHnved ann refitted, ne adduce• the testimony of more than a hunrlre<l witnesses in
proot" of th~ claim that Lincoln wa~ not. >t Chrbtian. These witnesses include hts wife and other
relatives; h1s three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friencs.
NO'J'ED WITNES,ES.

Han. W. H. Herndon. Co.!. Warq H. Lamon. Han. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen;y, Col
John G. NH olay, .Judge David DaVI>, Col Je;se W. Fell.}; on. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne
Judge StePhr·n 'l'. Logan, Joshua 1<'. Speed. Han. JesEe K. Dubois, Han. Joseph Gill~piP, Dr. c. H~
Rn.v, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachman. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard w. Vo!k, Josepb
J,efferson, Han. ~. B. "ashburne, Hon. E. lH Haines Han. James 'l'uttle, Han. lVI. B. Fie!" Han.
he9. w. Juhan, Hon. John B. Alley. Han. Hugh McCnllocb, Gen. lVI lVI. Trumbull, ltev. ba.id
Swmg:, Rev. ltooert Collyer, Judge Jesse W. Weik, Bon. J.l'. Usher, Hon. Gw. s. Boutwell, Hon.
>ym. D. Kelley,,S:1lmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Han. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover, Han. w. H.
'l. Wakefielfl, Gen. D W. Wrlder, Judge Aayon GoodJich, Judge James JH. Nelson, ltev. Edward
Eggleston, E;ev. Jchn W. Chadwwk, Donn P1att, H. K.l\fagie, Denms E. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln
l\Irs. l\Iary Lmcoln.
·
'
. The foregoing an(l sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
cont.ment was a Freethmktr.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest arid crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The fir8t chapter-th,.. Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilization' woman had great
freedom~ but that the tenden··yor Christianity from the first wa' to restrict her liberty. In this
ctlapter t>ir;. Gage claims th•t 1 o the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is iudebted for it;
firot conception of inherent rights
Chapter 11 deals with the theologiral dogmas of miginftl sin a'1d celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as. a human beiog; marria~e was looked upon as vile· wives were soU
as slav,s; women drrven t.> suicide; the intlntnce of the dmrch wa; unfttvorabie to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced • egrading sensn11lity, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how th~ dnuch controled woman by making the
]egitimac r of :u.arriage depend upon it; own control of the coremony. Anctent civilization gave
place to Christi• n barbarism. the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learn,ng w s prohibited to women, husban• s pwhibited f, om leaving th m more than onethird of their property; d.ughter3 con ·d be d1sinheritcd, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-lVIa·quet· e-is O:l Feudilism and its d ··gradation of wom·m, the rights of "lords
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti>m of nude women in the early Christian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, m,e our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaueheries, government"! crin e-makers, etP.
·
Chapter V-Wrtchcraft. In the days • fthis phase of religion• insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possession of eve ' a little learningwa< sufficient cause to suspect a woman ofwitchcrafG, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid Wtrd the cler, Y not to buff~r ,., "itch t • liv. 'l his perseeutwn for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtai nine: un vers.! dominion overmaukinn.
Women physicians of the llfiddle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgnm Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod co :vene<l in Am~rica wa• to try a woman for h,re•y, and other~ wercl
stripped and whippe<l to· not agreeing with the cleq:y.
Thectlapteron "W .ve;" RliJws howthedisrnptron of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and pro>riet:try rig!Jto of woman-hat the Fale of daughters was p acticed in England
soveu huudred years after it was Christiauized-that t.e practJCe or buying w1ves wao regulated by
law-that women wera not permitted to read the Bible-bat they were not adm:tted as witnessesthat civil mar ·iag~ 1s "l>PO,ed b t the church.
In C ~apter VII is t how a how polygamy was sust.aine.l by the Christian church. that the first
srn:>d of tht> tleformatio' ctmvened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other ·• prinCipal reformers" favor~d it, as we I as the American Board of Foreign Mis;ions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference w,th her •· curse,' of woman's degr~tdation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught uy the church to-day, aod of how littld
value Christian it; has een and is to civilization.
The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her perso'l. '£o the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $2; in half-leather binding, $3.
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TfHE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoN~rENTR_:__T_he

CJ,ri-tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

the Re,urre tion a Recret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indict.ment
Against JeEUs; Were the Guards Hired by 1 he Priest~? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod ; Matthew's Account of the Resnrrection;_Wh~h~ngel Sat on_tlr~_!:_one;
llfary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; ThA Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK
-oA COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-

FOB

Libel"al al'\d Bt~ical Societies,
for' Sc~ools al'\d
t~e HoJ:'Xle.
-With Music Written to All the Songs.CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
For sll.le at THIS OFFIOE.
P•tee, $1.50,

1 By s. P. Putnam.

I RIfNCf

I

Being the stQU" of his relil!'ions life and mental
lourneyi.ngs. Written in hiS 11a.ppiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of 8JJ. his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address

I

THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

tion: The Ascensio'l; Why Did JPsus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom•.n Guards?
The Origin of the StorY; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Exjj._!IIPle; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The TestimonY of
Contemporaneous Writers; l\Hracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration: Conclusion.

Pril.le, cloth, '15 cents; paper, 40 cents.
AddrCSI

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafa.yetw l'~&.Q~, New York Oity,
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dren in Mr. Parris's house, or wherever, from time with all the trappings of their offices; reined up at
to time, the girls assembled. They were the ob- Nathaniel Ingersoll's corner, and dismounted at his
jects
of universal compassion and wonder. The door. The whole population of the neighborhood
FOUNDED BY D. Die BENNETTe
people flocked from all quarters to witness their was. gathered on the lawn, or came flocking along
E. M. MAODON.ALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. sufferings, and gaze with awe upon their convul- the ·roads. The assemblage proceeded to the
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
sions. Becoming objects of such notice, they were meeting-house, amid e>ries of indignation and abstimulated to vary and expand the manifestations horrence against the prisoners. In that building,
- AUGUST 19,1893. of the extraordinary influence that was upon them. Sarah Good was subjected to an examination from
SATURDAY. They extended their operations to public placPs, the records of which WA here reproduce a few lines :
SUBSCRIPTION KATES•
"Sarah Good, what evil spirit hav you familiarity
and
their fits, exclamations, and outcries disturbed
Single subscription, in advance ................................ $3 oo
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ ~ 00 the services of prayer-meeting and church.
On with?-None.
"Ha.v you made no contracts with the devil?-No.
Two new subscribers ..................................•.......... li 00
One subscription with one new.subscriber, in one remittance. li 00 one occasion, in the midst of a sermon, Abigail
"Why did you hurt these children?-! did not hurt
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitWilliams noticed that an aged person was present them. I scorn it.
tance ........................................................ '1 00
against whom a charge of witchcraft had been
"Who do you employ then to do it?-I employ noOne subscription with three :new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ SliO sworn out the day before. Accordingly she call~d body.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit"What creature do you employ then?-No creature:
tance .......................................................10 oo out, addressing by name the person about to be
but I am falsely ac<'nscd.
An:v number over five at the same rate; invariably with one
prosecuted, "Look where she sits upon the beam,
"Why did you go away muttering from Mr. Parris his
remittance.
sucking her yellow-bird betwixt her fingers." In- house?-I did not mutter, but I thanked him for what he
Monev shouUt be sent 1YU ezpress company's monev oraer, stead of being punished for these silly and fantastic gave my child.
postal orcZer, cZraJt on New Yor~. or 1YU reatsterea letter. doings, the girls were supposed to be under an
"Hav you made no contract with the devil?-No. . . .
.Aaaress communtcattons ana malGe aro.rts, chec~s. post-ot!lce
"Who do you serve?-God.
irresistible supernatural impulse and were looked
E. M. MA OJJONALJJ,
ana ezpress money oraers payable to
"What God do you serve?-The God that made heaven
28 LafaYette place, New Yor~.
on with mingled pity, terror, and awe, and made and earth. . . .
objects of the greatest attention. Only a few per"Her answers were in a very wicked, spiteful manner,
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers i f they -will send us the na~ne and address of sons disapproved of this policy-the family of reflecting against the authority with base and abusiv
any Freethinker -who is not a regUlar subscriber.
Francis Nurse, Peter Cloyse and wife, and Joseph words. It was here said that her husband had said that
Putnam-and these became marked persons, to he was afraid that she either was a witch or would be one
very quickly. The worshipful Mr. Hawthorne asked
Witchcraft in America.
their future prejudice. Meanwhile the families of him his reason why he said so of her, whether he had. ever
In our last issue .we related that the witchcraft the affected children had applied themselvs to seen anything by her. He answered, 'No, not in this
superstition had prevailed in our country the same fasting and prayer, on which occasions the neigh- nata.re; but it was her bad carriage to him: and inas in the Old World. Its most striking manifesta- bors, under the guidance of the minister, would deed,' said he, ' I may say with tears, that she is an
enemy to all good.' . . .
tion here, namely that at Salem, Mass., we reserved assemble, and unite in invocations to God to inter"The above-named children, being· all present, posifor treatment in this number.
pose and deliver them from the dominion and tivly accused her of hurting of them sundry times within
During the winter of 1691-2 a circle of young snares of Satan. Finally all the ministers of the this two months, and also that morning. Sarah Good degirls had been formed who were in the habit of neighborhood assembled at the house of Mr. Parris nied that she had been at their houses in said time or near
meeting at the house of Mr. Parris in Salem for the and united in a whole day's solemn religious ser- them, or had done them any hurt. All the above children then present accused her face to face; upon which
purpose of practicing palmistry, and other arts of vices and earnest supplications for rescue from the they were all dreadfully tortured and tormented for a
fortune-telling, and of becoming experts in the grasp of the great enemy of souls. The children short space of time; and, the affliction and tortures being
wonders of necromancy, magic, and spiritualism. suffered their spasms and frenzies before the eyes over, they charged said Sarah Good again that she had
The leaders thereof were Elizabeth Parris, aged o~ these clergy, who made a formal declaration that then so tortured them, and did it, although she was personally then kept at a considerable distance from them."
nine; Abigail Williams, aged eleven ; Ann Putnam, the evil one was the cause, and had here commenced
On the fairness and sense which this sanctified
aged twelve; Mary Walcot, seventeen; Mercy his operations with a bolder front and on a broader
and Bible-guided assembly displayed in conducting
Lewis, seventeen; Elizabeth Hubbard, seventeen; scale than ever before in this or any other country.
this trial, we will quote Upham's" History of Salem
Elizabeth Booth, eighteen ; Susannah Sheldon, This judgment of that class supposed in those days
Witchcraft:"
eighteen; l\lary Warren, twenty, and Sarah to be supereminent and well-nigh infallible in
" It will be noticed that the examination was conducted
Churchill, twenty. Besides the above-mentioned knowledge, spread a dreadful alarm. Men and
in the form of questions put by the magistrate, Hathorne,
persons, there were thr :e married women, rather women left their fields and houses, their business based upon a foregone conclusion of the prisoner's guilt,
under middle life, who acted with the young folks and labor, to witness the awful unveiling of the and expressiv of a conviction, all along on his part, that
in the scenes :which are to follow-Mrs. Ann Put- demoniac power and behold the workings of Satan the evidence of 'the afflicted' against her amounted to,
and was, absolute demonstration. It will also be noticed,
nam, Mrs. Pope, and Mrs. or Miss Bibber. These himself on the victims of his malevolence.
that, severe as was the opinion of her husband in referpeople, in the course of the winter, became quite
It must be borne in mind that it was then an es ence to her general conduct, he could not be made to
expert in the arts they were learning, and grad- tablished doctrin, in theology and in law, that the say that he had ever noticed anything in her of the
ually began to display their attainments to the ad- devil. could not operate on mortals or mortal affairs nature of witchcraft. . . . In this, and in all oases, it
miration and amazement of beholders. At first, except through the intermediate agency of human must be remembered that the account comes to us from
they made no charges against any person, but beings who had voluntarily ente1·ed into confed- those who were under the wildest excitement against the
prisoners; that no counsel was allowed them; that, if
confined themselvs to strange actions, exclamations, eracy with him, that is, witches and wizards. So any1 hing was suffered to be said in their defense by
and contortions. They would creep into holes, the question now arose on all tongues, "Who are others, it has failed to reach us; that the accused persons
and under benches and chairs, put themselvs into the agents of the devil in afflicting these girls 1 were wholly unaccustomed to such scenes and exposures,
odd and unnatural postures, make wild and antic There must be some among us performing that unsuspicious of the perils of a cross-examination, or of an
gestures, and utter incoherent and unintelligible part-who are they 1" Before long the continued inquisition conducted with a design to entrap and ensnare; and that what they did say was liable to be missounds. They would be seized with spasms, drop pressure on the affected children-the earnest and understood, as well as misrepresented. We cannot hear
insensible to the floor, or writhe in agony, suffer- importunate inquiry, on all sides, "Who is it that their story. All we know i8 from parties prejudiced, to
ing dreadful tortures, and uttering loud and pierc- is bewitching you 1" opened their lips in response, the highest degree, against them. . . . It is undeniing outcries. The attention of the families in and they began to select and bring forward their able, that there was not, beyond the afflicted girls, a
which they held their meetings was called to their victims. One afte1' another they cried out," Good," particle of evidence to sustain the charge on which she
[Sarah Good] was arraigned; and that, in the worst
extraordinary condition and proceedings, and the "Osborn," "Tituba." Against these persons, on aspect of her case, she was an object for compassion
whole neighborhood and surrounding country were Feb. 29, 1692, warrants were issued. On the 1st rather than punishment. Altogether, the proceedings
soon filled with the story of the strange and unac- of March the two leading magistrates of the neigh- against her, which terminated with her execution, were
countable sufferings of "the afflicted girls." No ex- borhood, men of great note and influence, whose cruel and shameful to the highest degree."
Here we find it necessary to defer the remainder
planation could be given, and their condition grew fathers had been among the chief founders of the
worse and worse. Presently the village sages, called settlement, and who were assistants-that is, mem- of this account to our next issue. We hope that
in for solemn counsel on the case, gave the decis- hers of the highest legislativ and judicial hotly in its lesson will not be lost on sur>h supporters of the
ion, very common in those days, that the children the colony, combining with the functions of a sen- church as may read it. The witchcraft delusion is
were bewitched. The community became excited ate those of a court of last resort with most com- a natural accompaniment of religious belief in a
and alarmed to the highest degree. All other topics prehensiv jurisdiction-John Hathorn and Jona- dominant stage. Whenever t~e belief in a devil
were forgotten. The only thing spokt>n or thought than Corwin, entered the village in imposing al'ray, and his myrmidons fills tbe mind to a certain ex~f wa.a the t~J:#b~e ~~p.~tion of t~e p.fflic~ed ~?h4!- . escorted by ~4~ :plarsll~1 Qonstables, and tlleir a4ds1 ~en,t! ~t~~n,d~~~ n,otions, su94 a.s tl.lat this devil a.~<-1
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his legions are working mischief to mankind
through the agency of members of that race• witches-naturally and inevitably take rise. The
clergy hav always striven with might and main to
keep this belief in the devil and his fiendish train
at its highest pitch, and hence we may declare
that they would if allowed perpetuate these witchcraft panics and persecutions without end, or until
society dissolved under them. The lessened state
of the influence of the clergy at present is the only
cause that we do not suffer these horr<.rs to-day.
A reascent of that influence to its former hight
would be accompanied by a corresponding revival
of these madnesses and miseries in their olden
frightfulness.
----------~---------

Why the Rule Applies in One Case and. Not
in the Other.
In a recent review of a book, we adverted to a
difficulty that some reasoners meet in their search as
to whether there was a first cause or creator of the
universe. These reasoners find presented to them
the axiom agreed on by scientists, that every thing
or event has a cause. They are told to take this
rule up, and go by it, and when a Theist advances
his notion of a God who was a first cause tell him
that there could hav been no first cause, for they
hav a rule which shows that each thing must hav a
cause, and so God being a thing must hav had a
cause, and thus could not hav been a,first cause.
This suits very well so far, but trouble arises if
the Theist argues : If you apply your rule to one
thing you must apply it to another. If you apply
it to God, you must apply it to the universe. You
Materialists claim that the universe is self-existent,
without a first cause ; but if you will ooly apply
your rule to it, that every thing has a cause, then
you must admit that the universe, being a thing,
must hav a cause; and this cause is what we Theists call God. You must not apply your rule in
one case and not in another. You must not apply
it to God and then refuse to apply it to th~ universe.
.
This seems a poser to some Materialists, or Atheists. There is,. however, an answer to it, which
clears away the difficulty. This answer is stated
by Mr. Wm. Maple with a clearness surpassing, we
think, that of any other presenter of it, and his
rendering of it we will accordingly giv. It is adlllitted, says Mr. Maple, as it must be, that particular things and events hav causes; but in the opinion of that writer the great mistake in the reasoning
that givs to the great whole of things a "beginning," lies simply in viewing this totality, this aggregation of all things, as a thing or event.
The reasoning of the world that has resulted in
the almost universal belief in a first cause may all
be condensed into the following brief syllogism :
Major premia,
Every thing or event has a cause ;
Minor premia,
The universe-the totality of things-is a thing
or event;
Conclusion,
Therefore, the totality of things had a cause.
But is there fallacy in this argument? ·
Is the conclusion of th~ syllogism correct and
necessary?
If both of the premises are really true there is, of
course, no escaping the full force of the conclusion.
It is in such case a true statement beyond question.
And the first premia being admitted, it follows
that if there is fault in the argument it lies in the
second or minor premia, which declares the totality
of things to be a " thing or event."
Now, in order to make a valid argument the
words "thing" and "event" must be used in the
same sense in both premises-they must represent
the same mental conception,
But Mr. Maple asserts that the "tota:fity of
things" is not and cannot be a "thing " or "event"
in the same sense and meaning that these words
necessarily hav in the first premia ; and that the argument is, therefore, defectiv and the conclusion
worthless.
Mr. Maple proceeds to prove this statement in
• :
the following manner
By the word thin~, event, phenomenon, or sim-
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ilar word that might be used in the major premia,
is meant a particular thmg, as compared with other
things ; one thing out of more or many; a part, an
individual.
The idea of relation and condition, and, hence, of
something outside the thing considered, is a part
of the very conception on which is based the judgment, "every event or thing has a cause."
This is so evident that the proposition, " every
event or thing has a cause," may, without any violence to its meaning, be stated as follows :
Every event or thing is the result of, and exists
only because there are, other things or events.
And, therefore, the words " thing " and " event,"
used in the major premia, mean a part only of the
totality of things.
But these words cannot hav this meaning in the
minor premia.
It requires no argument to prove that the totality
of things is not a part of anything.
The whole of things can never be at the same
time a part of those things.
Therefore, it is most evident that this argument
is fallacious, in that it assumes that the great whole
of things is a thing in the same sense in which this
word is used in the first premia.
And it is equally evident that the totality of
things does not demand a cause, because particular
things must hav and do hav causes.
While as to a God, such a being would not be the
totality of events or things, but one single thing, a
thing apart from the rest, and the axiom that all
particular things hav causes would apply to him.
To repeat the whole matter in a few words: We
say that God had a cause because all single or particular things hav causes, and God is a single or
particular thing ; but we do not say that the
universe had a cause, because the universe is not a
single or particular thing.
Or in other words:
We say that God had a cause, because each part
is caused by some other part, and God is a part;
but we do not say that the universe had a cause,
because the universe is not a part.

Another Sunday-closing Fight.
The contest at Chicago about opening theWorld's
Fair in that city is to be reproduced in a small edition in San Francisco. While the managers are seeking subscriptions of money to pay for the necessary
buildings for the Midwinter Exposition, the ministers are urging that the gates yet to be built shall
not be opened on Sundays. The Presbyterians are
the first to giv tongue to their opinions. At a meeting of the Presbyterian clergy the subject was
broached by Rev. H. H. Rice, of Oakland. He said
the time is ripe for action, and in his opinion the
first move to prevent the opening of the Fair on
Sundays should come from the ministers. The
suggestion was approved, and upon Mr. Rice's motion the chairman, Rev. Joseph E. Scott, was authorized to appoint a committee to take sucb. action
in the matter as in their judgment would bring
about the desired end with the least opposition.
When asked by a reporter, " Do you think there
will be much opposition to your project?" Rev. Mr.
Scott said: "I think there will be. I think that at
least four-fifths of the people of the city, outside of
the regular church-goers, will want the Fair open
on Sunday. I think, too, that there are many
among the directors who want to open it, too. We
expect Mr. De Young to be against us, more, however, on account of his stand in the matter of the
Chicago Fair than from any personal knowledge of
how he stands upon the local question. Another
thing we will hav to contend with out here which
they do not hav in Chicago is the peculiar situation
of the Midwinter Fair. Jackson Park by itself has
but few attractions for the citizens of Chicago.
Our park, however, is another matter. Every Sunday, winter and summer, the driveways are crowded
with thousands of people. They would go there
anyway, Fair or no Fair, and when the Fair is out
there I am afraid they will all want to take a look
at it during their Sunday outing.
The Sunday
crowds in the Park I think are counted ·on by the
prom.otel-'s of the F~ir rof!.terially to add to its

financial success, and so we expect to hav a hard
time to meet the opposition of so many. The Fair
buildings will hav to be fencea in, however, and we
may be able to hav the gates closed."
To the end that this minister and his allies may
succeed not only in closing an exhibition, as at
Chicago, but in shutting the people from grounds
of healthful recreation which they would hav used
anyway, thousands of prayers will ascend, thousands
of grim brows be knit all the grimmer, and thou·aands of evil hearts spring into fierce action at the
thought of others enjoying themselvs when it is the
desire of those hearts that they shall not.

Religion Is Natural, Not Supernatural.
Sometimes the argument is met with, that man's
possession of a soul is demonstrated by his having
religious conceptions, which other animals do not
hav. If religion, it is stated, were a thing springing
out of the natural faculties of mind, the animals
other than man would possess it also. Man's possession of it, the argument goes on, is plainly the
result of a divine bestowal of it upon him, specially
marking him, and sealing him to his high destiny.
However, this assertion that religion is a property of man alone is not true. A writer in a late
European magazine pays the matter attention.
Those who deny the religious sentiment to animals,
says this magazinist, deceive themselvs. Without
doubt this religion is of a very inferior order, but,
to be exact, can that of millions of human beings
be placed in a very elevated category! Analyze
the religious idea, deprived of all its pretenses and
accessories, and what do you find? Fear and
love, from which come submission and many other
sentiments, which, according to the quantity, are
mixed with the two principal ingredients. Quatrefages writes that "the domestic animals are religious, for they obey those who appeal to them with
the rod or with sugar." In another place he says:
"There is no difference between the j egro who
adores a dangerous animal and the dog who cringes
at his master's feet to obtain pardon for a fault.
Animals run to man for protection as the believer
to his God."
The sentiment of the mysterious and supernatural is manifested by a number of animals and ha&
been observed with some attention.
Herbert
Spencer reports some observations on a large
mastifi which belonged to one of his friends. The
dog, playing with a cane which had been turned
over to him, inadvertently struck the ground very
hard with one end of it, and naturally the . other
end struck with force against his mouth. The animal at that unexpected manifestation showed consternation and, suspecting some sorcery, concealed
himself. It was with great difficulty that he could
be induced to return to his plaything. "His conduct showed very clearly that the cane, so long_ as it
only exhibited traits with which he was familiar,
was not considered by him as an activ agent; but
as soon as he received an injury from it he was led,
for the moment, to class it with animate objects,
and to consider it as capable of injuring him anew."
Of course, between the religion of a dog and that
of Pascal there are differences, but all the forms of
transition agree ; savage man, as well as the man
who believes himself civilized, furnishes innumerable examples of this, and shows that here, as irn
other matters, the differences are in degree, not in
kind. Animals know the sense of the mysterious ;
they are fetishists ; they ascribe life to the lifeless ;
and what more than this comprises the religion oil
our contemporaries T Between paganism or the·
grossest, most primitiv polytheism, and the purest
Christian religion, says the magazinist whom we
are noticing, the distinctions are few and gradual ;
not at all specific and fundamental. On the other
hand, between the rudiments of religion, past and
present, and certain sentiments of the higher animals, the differences bear the same character; the
source is the same.
The sentiment of religion is a natural· error, not
a supernatural perception. It is a mistake growing
out of the imperfect faculties of the animal, whether
the animal be higher or lower, not an insight or intuition superadqe(l from a f9reisn source.
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Religion and Pestilence.
While cholera is attracting the public attention,
we believe we can do nothing better than call people's consideration again and again to the fact that
religion is responsible for the disease. Dr. Walter
Kempner, who went abroad for the state and treasury departments to makE! an investigation into
choleraic cause and contagion, returns pointing
out to us that the epidemic is fostered by religious pilgrimages, and that its suppression is
hindered by governments whose ear is held by the
priest instead of the physician. In Jerusalem the
doc'.or and the other commissioners saw hundreds
of Russian pilgrims just arrived from the provinces
of Russia where famin and cholera were then prevalent. The pilgrims came through without quarantine examination and were camped or grouped in
one building in the suburbs of Jerusalem, living in
dirt and adding to the unspeakable filth of the
city. At Jerusalem the pilgrims come in contact
with travelers from all nations; hence this city becomes a focal point of contagion from any epidemic
disease. At Constantinople it was found that
quarantine was a name only, vessels being permitted
to pass through the Bosphorus from Odessa and
other ports on the Black sea without restriction.
The medical officer charged with the duty of establishing quarantine restrictions told the commissioners that it was impossible to carry out proper
quarantine regulations for two reas,ons-first, because there was no money to enable him to establish
them; and, second, because whenever any sanitary
measure is suggested by him the Koran, the
sacred book of the Mohammedan religion, must first
be consulted, and if the expounders of the Koran
find nothing in the book which by their interpretation authorizes the proposed sanitary measure,
then it cannot be done. The Koran, he said, comes
first, and science afterward. The investigation at
this point shows that it was through the routes
taken by pilgrims to and from Mecca and other
holy cities and the channels through which commerce passes that the cholera traveled from India
to Mecca, passing thence northward through Persia
to points on the Caspian se>, being especially severe at Teheran, where during the autumn of 1892
.the daily deaths from cholera were upward of 1,800.
Dr. Kempner says:
"The home of the cholera, as everybody knows, is in
India. Every seventh year, when the Mohammedans indulge in their pilgrimage to Mecca, a wave of cholera is
started abroad, which reaches over an important part of
the world. No doubt their religious pilgrimages are
praiseworthy from their moral point of view, but it is
rather hard that the rest of the world, even as far off as
.America,. should be made to suffer the effects of them.
" Great Britain holds the key to the situation. If she
would restrain the pilgrims from coming across the Suez
canal to Mecca, there would be comparativly little danger of a cholera invasion of Europe. BU:t her interests
oppose such a solution of the problem. Her supremacy
in India .ts assured only so long as she humors the·religious customs of the nativs."
Now, we wish not merely to hav the reader note
the dependence of the present cholera epidemic on
religion, but to hav him also understand that the
cholera epidemics of the past, and the other pestilences, all of which worked dreadful desolation
during century after century preceding the rise of
modf:Jrn science, were likewise due to religion. In
the fourteenth century the black death swept off
twenty-five millions in Europe ; half the population
of England perished. In the seventeenth century
the great plague exterminated a large part of the
inhabitants of Christendom. In the eighteenth century an unusually severe pestilence made away with
multitudes in southern Europe. Investigators into
physical science-into the natural causes of disease
-attempted to discover the origin and prevention
.of these plagues just as scientists actually hav dis.covered them to-day; but the church which then
ruled all was jealous that their success would draw
popular patronage away from its own trade of dealing in sacred science, and investigating supernatural causes, and it accordingly suppressed by force
these would-be benefactors of mankind. These
things are told at length in the histories of former
times. The ravages of the pestilences are depicted
in all their destructivness and the persecutions of
the church in all their cruelty. If people would
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read these narrations they would, thrilled with horror and indignation, not wonder longer at the vehemence with which we Freethinkers who hav read
them pursue the church. They would understand
our opposition to the institution which bred
these miseries, and which if it can ever again rise
into equal power will infallibly breed them over
again.

The Church and Female Beauty.
A Presbyterian minister of Brooklyn has adopted
the •device of employing young women as ushers in
his church, to draw the young men. In commenting on this, the Sun is led to describe the enmity to
woman and woman's charms that characterized the
Christian church in the early centuries. We are
pleased to hav this trait of the early church described to the people at large, for many of them
know nothing of it. The church now tries to hide
it, as it does all its past delinquencies. The Sun
speaks out to tell that in the earlier centuries of
Christianity, the fourth and fifth for instance, the
church repressed the display of feminin beauty as
a sinful provocation. Women were kept apart from
men in the houses of worship ; they were debarred
from holding offices in the church, unless as Sisters
of Mercy ; they were admonished to conceal their
physical charms from the sight of men, and they
were compelled to hold their peace in the assemblies of the faithful. So, too, in recent times some
preachers hav warned them of the danger to their
own souls and to the souls of their brethren involved in their instinctiv use of their attractions.
This action of the church the Sun calls an "insult
to womanhood," and a "contemptuous treatment of
the greatest blessing heaven has conferred on man."
It suits us to find our contemporary characterizing
the action in such direct terms of reproach. The
denunciation is deserved. This policy of the church
toward women was indeed shameful. The beauty
of woman is a noble thing, and esteem and admiration of it is commendable. Depreciation of it is
wrong-headed and despicable. Beauty is excellent,
for one reason, because it is useful. It serves as an
indication of merit of body and mind; and by
choosing the females who possess it, and shunning
those who lack it, men beget children who tend to
inherit that merit of body and mind. Freshness of
complexion and roundness of form are indexes of
physical health and vigor. And those facial features termed beautiful are mainly signs of brightness and amiableness of disposition.
The return of this particular Brooklyn church to
the recognition and use of the natural, in the matter of feminin beauty, shows that devotion to the
supernatural is, in that district at least, in a process
of decline.
We shall print next week a reply to Mr. W ettstein's "Underlying Reality," written by his old
friend and opponent J. R. Perry, who is, he says,
much amused at Mr. Wettstein's persistent attempt
to demolish his own consciousness. Mr. Perry is
one of the sturdiest of Spiritualists, as Mr. W ettstein is of Materialists. THE TRUTH SEEKER's broad
columns are open equally to both sides of the question, so long as disputants keep their tempe:rs. As
for ourselvs, we are bent on demolishing priestcraft.
The True ..American says that it did not, as was
recently stated by us, publish as authentic a
spurious encyclical of the pope. If this is the case,
we express to that journal our sorrow at having
wronged it; and with a lessened confidence in the
reputedly very accurate New York Sun, on whose
authority we made the statement, and a wish that
the American Protectiv Association would be as
.ardent in removing Bible-reading from the schools
as in excluding Catholic ceremonies, will bid the
A. P. A. journal farewell. Beyond this denial of
publishing a self-evident forgery, the remainder of
the True ..American's editorial is blather.
The Columbian Exposition was open last Sunday,
but the attendance was light. Visitors were allowed in all the buildings except the Government,
but most of the exhibits were closed. The management of the Fair offered no attraction of any kind,
nor were there any services in Festival Hall to in-
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duce visitors to come out to the park, and as a result nearly all of the sightseers spent the day in the
Plaisance, where the only life in the grounds was
apparent. The hope is strong among Exposition •
officials and employees that this will be the last
"open" Sunday, and that soon the Clingman injunction forbidding the closing of the gates on the
first day of the week will hav been dissolved. The
reason of the directors for wanting the Fair closed
is that every Sunday they lose about $10,000.
They hav offered Mr. Clingman, whose injunction
stands in the way of closing, a goodly sum of money
to withdraw that judicial order. But at Mr. Clingman's other ear stand the proprietors of the private
exhibitions on the Midway Plaisance, offering much
more money to keep his injunction in force and
continue Sunday opening. For t:he most of the
Sunday visitors, repelled from the real exhibits of
the Fair by most of them being veiled, resort to
the Plaisance, where all is open, and the concessionaires there reap good harvests Sundays. Thus
stands this complicated case, and flagrant exhibition of SabJ.:>atarian oppression and injury of the
masses.

To Grover Cleveland, President of the United
States.
HoNORED Sm : I hav thought that an open letter to you through the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKER would not be unacceptable, assuming that
you read that most estimable paper; and if not,
you ought to. I hav a few suggestions to
make, which, bad they been grouped in your
message and brought to the minds of that honorable body, would be of great advantage if wisely considered. As we are about to become a Christian
nation, having adopted the old Hebrew tribal God
(Jehovah) and our trust in him is recognized and
stamped on our coin without the sanction or even
the knowledge of the people, our first suggestion is
that you in cabinet council instruct our superintendent of the mint or coinage to remove that false
dogma, "In God We Trust," from our coin and place
it where it properly belongs-if it belongs anywhere
in any connection with the nation-and that is,
place the same on the flag of the nation instead of
on the coin, and hav that "trust in God" wave
from the mast-head of every vessel in our navy,
thus giving the lie to that assertion of Napoleon
Bonaparte, "That he had always noticed that the
Lord was on the side of the heaviest artillery."
My next suggestion is, that on the coin dollar you
recommend to be inscribed," No Trust," and on the
half dollar, "Terms Cash," and then to enable these
measures to be carried out you recommend that the
secretary of the treasury be authorized to issue a
sufficient amount of treasury-notes to do it with,
for a people despoiled of their circulating medium
to so large an extent are forced into debt, which is
to be forced into crime. I would further suggest
that you deal somewhat with the national banknote
(so-called), about midway on the top of which is inscribed these words, "national currency," which is
a square lie and is placed there to allure,
deceive, and betray a confiding people. The
same currency is not national in any sense,
but is only a piece of corporation paper, and
is only claimed to be " national" by virtue of an
unconstitutional law ; and if that term "national
currency" belongs anywhere, it is on the United
States treasury-note, for that is national-made
and issued by the nation-and it seems plain that
this whole business was only a scheme of cupidity
to giv a false appearance-that a banknote indorsed
by government on the back is good, while a
treasury-note made and issued by government, on
the face is not good, but a "rag baby," which
means that the corporation note has a credit
superior to the treasury-note. And there is one
other consideration I would respectfully suggestthat as the Union army has now been pretty well
pensioned, the Salvation Army be gone through
with and pensioned also, and especially those that
early " girded on the armor" and battled faithfully
for "union," which, carried to extreme, is centralization of power-which is monarchy. And my
last suggestion is, that as banks deal only in
money, the same constituting their stock in trade,
you cause to be inscribed prominently on the
top of every banknote this motte, "In National
Bonds We Trust." And so with these simple measures adopted the nation may survive. Otherwise we
shall continue to look for" kingdom come," bonds,
interest, power, and gold till the republic shall end.
Newark, N. J.
H. J. AvERY.
SEND for free catalog of our books.
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Dynamicism vs. Agnosticism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your valuable article on "Materialism vs. Idealism," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 15th, are
given some of the points of Professor Huxley's
creed that are worth attending to-as is everything
that pertains to Huxley, even when we are obliged
to differ from him.
It seems impossible to dissent from the proposition that all the knowledge we possess at firsthand and absolutely is the knowledge of our sensations or feelings. These we undeniably feel and
therefore know, but the cause that lies behind
them we do not feel; we only judge what it is exclusivly by means of our feelings. All knowledge
of things outside of ourselvs or even inside of ourselva, if outside of our sensations and feelings, is
got by inference-that is, processes of reasoning.
And we know nothing whatever of things outside
of ourselvs except upon circumstantial evidence.
But we are accustomed to regard this evidence as
mighty good in a great many cases and hav all
settled down in the belief that our sensations are
caused by things outside of themselvs. We hav,
for example, a disagreeable feeling we call hunger.
We know this much absolutely, that we hav the
feeling and that it is disagreeable; but we do not
know what caused it or what will cure it. We believe, however, that we hav been hungry before and
that we were cured in a certain way. We believe
(but do not know absolutely) that we hav hands and
a mouth and a stomach, and that outside of us there
are substances called food-whether spiritual, ideal,
or material we do not know; but at any rate we believe we inserted some of it in our mouth and that
in a short time the disagreeable feeling of hunger
vanished and was succeeded by one of satisfaction.
We hav another belief-a mighty far-fetched one,
a long way from absolute knowledge-that we can
repeat this operation and satisfy hunger again. So
we proceed to believe that we reach out and get
food and swallow it and after a short delay we get
through the uncertainties of mere belief, or believe
we do, and reach the solid ground of an absolute
knowledge in the shape of a sensation of satisfaction. Thus beginning with a positiv knowledge in
the shape of a sensation of hunger we pass through
a series of beliefs, and reach another tract of positiv knowledge. So far, we agree with Huxley,
Berkeley, Descartes, Fichte, etc., and do not ~see
what reason any materialist can hav for dissent.
But we must even go further and assert that the
sensations we hav of our beliefs are not conclusiv;
in other words, that when we hava feeling that our
belief is so and so, it may in reality be quite different. In fact, except by inference we do nqt know
we hav beliefs, thoughts, opinions, etc., at all, any
more than we know we hav fingers or clothes.
This is proved by the fact that thoughts are separable from sensations (as I hav shown in "Dynamic
Theory," page 965) and that beliefs are not of them
selva sensations, but as we commonly say and believe, they often, but not always, giv rise to them.
That is, we hav a sensation of having such and such
an idea or opinion, but the sensation is all we know
absolutely and whether the idea is really behind it
and is the cause of it, is inferential for precisely the
same reason and in the same way as is the possession of teeth or hair. Now right here is where I
am obliged to take issue with Professor Huxley.
He says (as you quote), the arguments appear to
"show that our certain knowledge does not extend
bt;Jyond our states of consciousness." .
. "But,
if this is true our one certaii!ty is the existence of
the mental world," etc. Not at all ; if this is true,
we hav no certainty whatever of the existence of the
mental world anymore than we hav of the physical.
The only certainty in the case would be the feeling
or sensation, it might be of heat or cold or red or
sound or pain or pressure ; but how do these establish the certainty of a mental world as distinguished.
from a physical one~ They do not do it at all, except
upon the assumption that they themselvs (the sensations) are mental, and this assumption is always
made by the metaphysicians. But it is as plain as
day that in this they beg the entire question. They
slip right off from their own fundamental proposition, that sensations are all we know, and proceed
to assume to know that sensations are not physical.
When we follow the common use and call them
mental it is with the reservation and understanding that the mental is only a subdivision of the
physical. And so we affirm that sensations are
physical, even though by way of distinction they be
called mental.
Now, neither an assumption on one hand nor an

affirmation on the other amounts to anything without proof. And according to the proposition
agreed to at the start, the only sort of proofs possible are circumstantial and inferential, the direct
original sensations themselvs not by any possibility
settling the question or even indicating any question to be· settled. And now an important preliminary to be determined is what we mean by
physica.l. The term is applied first to substances
or things, collectivly called matter, and second to
the motions of these things. We observe that
bodies are sometimes at rest (or comparativly so),
and sometimes in motion, and that when the :rpotion of any one begins or is accelerated it is the result or sequel ot an impact from another body in
motion that simultaneously loses a~ much motion
as the first one gains. That is, body No. 1 at rest
happening in the way of body No. 2 in motion, No.
1 "resists" the motion of No. 2 and reduces it,
while No. 2 disturbs the rest of No. 1 and sets No.
1 in motion. In view of the foregoing, I define a
physical body to be one that is competent to resist,
reduce, and acquire ~o itself the motion of another
body, or to lose such motion to a third body by an
impact against it. Now, what proofs hav we that
such bodies exist 1 In the Morse system of telegraphy the letters of. the alphabet are formed by dots
and dashes separated by spaces, and it is obvious
that the spaces are just as essential as the dots and
dashes. In fact, but for the spaces the dots and
dashes could not exist as such but would form a
continuous line.
When an operator receives a message in the
usual way by the ear, each dot or dash is represented to his ear as a sensation of sound, and each
space represents a pause in time, during which he
has no sensation, but of which he has just as full a
certainty as he has of the positiv sensations that
denote the dots and dashes. But again, the sensation of the dash is different from that of the dot
quite positivly, and yet only as regards its duration.
So here we hav either as original sensations or as
the very earliest of perceptions, a knowledge of
space as a blank destitute of sensation, or space
filled in to constitute an extension and giving a
sensation of continuity and contiguity, and a knowledge of time either as a blank pause without sensation or as a continuous, extended, unbroken sensation.
(The measurement of spaces and intervals of
time are probably accomplished by the activ sensations of other things occupying such spaces, and we
get no idea of times during which sensory impressions cease to be received, as in sleep, hypnotism,
pa;ralylilis of sensation, etc.)
Without the sense of times and spaces, duration
and extension, it is obvious that no adequate conceptions could be formed of anything, and all our·
sensations would be so many detached impressions,
disconnected, and therefore meaningless. But all
our positiv sensations are separated and connected
by these negativ ones, until all together they affect
our sensorium as if a complete picture of something
were printed on it. We do not at first know that this
picture is due to something outside of ourselvs.
But this conviction comes to everyone by the
mutual limitations, corrections, and reinforcements
the sensations put upon one another. Thus the
sense of sight alone does not convey an idea that
the object seen is at a distance-it may be in the
brain itself, for all we know, and in dreams in a
certain sense it is. But other. senses, as that of
touch, interfere to modify that of sight, and convey
to us a sense of the object seen being at a distance,
the identity of the two becoming a matter of sensation also, by the perception of the same qualities in
the object by different senses or different methods
of the same sense.
It seems hardly necessary to go any further in
this direction, or to seriously controvert philosophers who write books fqr people and deliver addresses to audiences of the existence of which outside of their consciousness they say they hav no
certain evidence, and who, if they do exist, are likewise instructed that the books, the people, and the
philosopher who is supposed to address them, are
possibly but the figments of their own baseless
fancy.
If we begin at consciousness and trace backward
the causes that lie behind it, we come to the external world. This is the method of the idealist or
spirit.1al school, and, having a~;~sumed consciousness
to be spiritual, it is not strange that as each· cause;
one behind the other, came into view they would
all appear spiritual to them. The materialist, on
the other hand, beginning in the physical world
and passing from one physical cause to another,
finally reaches consciousness. So his conclusion is
that everything, including consciousness, is physical.
The point of agreement between these two~ is significant. They practically agree that there is but
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one nature and one system of causes covering both
consciousness and the world external to it. One
says the external world must be spiritual to hav
produced spirit, the other says consciousness must
be physical. to be connected with and influenced by
physical causes. Now one or· the ·other of these
parties must be right. The third assumption, that
there may be both spiritual and physical existence
and causation acting together and influencing each
other, is out of the question, for the simple reason
that nothing can act upon a physical body, or be
acted on by one, unless it possesses resistance, and,
as defined above, such a body is physical. All the
bodies we get any sensation from or idea of come
under the head of physical bodies because they
possess resistance, and whenever they move their
motion can be shown to be the sequel of the
motion of some other body.
The chemists inform us that there are seventythree elements or distinct bodies which they are
unable to rPduce to simpler forms and from which
all other bodies are compounded. There is another
body, however, discovered by the physicists and
admitted by all natural philosophers to exist, although never seen by any of them, and that substance is called ether. It occupies all space and fills
the pores and spaces between the molecules of solid
and fluid bodies. Every motion of every body communicates motion to the ether in and around it,
and by reason of the elasticity of ether this motion
is transferred across and through it in all directions.
The agitation of this ether by the activity of the
materials in the sun, in a star, in a lamp, or even in
a burning match is communicated from particle to
particle by an undulatory or waving motion till it
finally reaches our eye, is thence propagated to the
brain and there sets up one or more of the sensations of color, as red, yellow, green, blue, etc., or
all of them at once, giving the compound sensatl.on
of white. Now it is essential to distinguish between the ether and its motions. While the ether
is still, as in a dark room, we get no sensation ; but
light a match and instantly the ether is set in motion, and this motion reaching the brain cells is
communicated to the material that feels and its
motion is feeling. It is a sensation, say, o:f redness.
It is only a particular sort of . feeling substance in
which the motion called redness can be set up. It
appears not to exist in the brains of some color-blind
people. What the nature of the substance is we do _
not know, but that it is competent to be started in
motion by ether undulations of a certain length is
about as certain as any knowledge we possess; and
its motion is feeling. Professor Huxley says in
one of his essays that it "givs rise " to a feeling.
If motio1;1 givs rise to a feeling, the feeling itself is
motion; for while motion is transferred from one
body to another it is never destroyed-it is always
the motion of something. Therefore, no matter
liow many removes we may place the feeling, redness, away from the motion of sunlight, we are
still under the necessity of considering it the mo~ion
of something. Furthermore, this feeling substance
is a physical body because it complies with ·the definition in being set in motion by the motion of a
physical antecedent; and feeling is a physical motion because it is a term in a series of physical
motions. We hav the feeling of redness on condition that certain physical motions hav preceded it,
otherwise we do not hav it. It is nothing to the
point to say, as Professor Huxley does, that redness is totally unlike any of the phenomena we
commonly regard as physical. If our notions of
what belong to the physical are too narrow they
must be widened to suit the indicated facts. Again,
Professor Huxley says that if we should be able to
follow the physical chain of the materials up to the
last molecule concerned in the sensation we should
still be unable to include "the feel of redness
within the bounds of physical science." If a man
is to be Agnostic, it ought to be on a point like
this, that surely nobody knows. But it is precisely
of this unsupported assumption that Professor
Huxley feels most certain and calls it a plain truth.
It is equivalent to saying that even if we could get
directly at the feeling substance in the brain, we
could not by any possible scientific test get a continuation of the motion constituting thefeeling in
any form competent to set up feeling in ourselvs.
For all the tests we hav or can hav of motion are
by its transfer and continuation in some form that
can finally become feeling in us.
· Thus, if a red object is too distant to be seen
with the naked eye we can use a telescope, which
concentrates more force upon the eye and so supplies enough energy to vibrate the feeling substance
of red sensation. It is hardly safe to say what we
could not do with this feeling substance if we could
get at it directly, but we can prove that in its normal place in the brain its surroundings are such
that its motions are continued on by transfer to
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other bodies, and it is physical in giving motion as
well as in receiving it.
For example, an engineer running a train at a
rapid speed suddenly sees a red flag or red lantern
in the middle of the track. Instantly a lot of ponderous machinery-muscles, levers, the throttlevalve, the reversing apparatus, the brakes-are put
in motion to stop the train. What is the cause of
it all? The feeling of redness. If the flag had
been white, or if the man were color-blind, so that
the red flag could not cause in him a feeling of
redness, then with a feeling of whiteness, he would
hav rushed along in safety, or with no color feeling
at all, hav plunged into disaster. Thus redness
alone, a motion of the feeling substance, is sufficient
to disturb a long train of other sensations that finally
culminate in a will and muscular activity. It is
nothing to the point to say that feeling does not
appear at all like other physical motions. Is the
motion of a waterfall anything 'like heat! Is the
motion of a dynamo anything like light! These
· motions all differ only because the thin~s that
move differ; and when we understand the physical
structure of the moving bodies we generally see why
they move in the way they do. If "our posterity"
ever get acquainted with the feeling substance of
the brain they may possibly be able to see why its
motion has that recurred or self-reflected quality
that makes it apperception. At any rate, if We can
be sure of anything, we must be sure that sensation is motion like heat and light, and not a thing
like gas or ether, and that it is interchangeable with
the motions of bodies recognized to be physical.
Minneapolis, Minn.
JAs. B. ALEXANDER.
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in another branch of science. Both publications are and expect to repent, when they get too old to
credits to the sciences they represent. About one hustle for a living, and go straight up to heaven.
year ago (June 25, 1892) there appeared in the I hav talked to one man who has killed several men,
Scientific American an article, " From Chaos to and he believes that we all hav a spirit that will liv
Man," by Garrett P. Serviss. The illustrations forever, and yet he does not seem to feel alarmed
were fine, and all that art and genius could produce. about his future happiness."
They were taken from the origin:;tls in the Urania
A SALVATION ARMY LIAR.
Scientific Theater at Carnegie Hall. In speaking
The question has often been asked : " Are the
of the different periods of the earth, after its pass- membe~s of the Salvation Army sincere-~" As you
age through chaos, the writer says: "The next ~annot JUdge a body by the doings of an individual,
scene carries us forward millions of years to a time It would be vain for me or any other man to attempt
when the crust of" the earth had become compara- to answer the question. One night last winter I
tivly stable, and broad continents had appeared stopped for a few moments near the corner of Vine
above the sea. This is the carboniferous age, when and Eighth streets, in the city of Philadelphia, to
the low, moist lands of the globe were clothed with listen to a lot of these religious fanatics. A woman
a wonderful vegetation, forming strange forests, in in the ring was speaking. I drew nearer, and I
which plants allied to some of the reeds and the suppose besides myself and others in the crowd God
club mosses of to-day attained the' size of great heard her say: "Now, in Chicago, where I liv,"
trees, such as the Lepidodendra, the Sigillaria, etc., "the Salvation Army has accomplished" so
and the Calamites."
and so. Now, there is not much in that, yet I hav
Mr. Serviss tells us that it was millions of years seen that very woman "pulled in" by the Williamsafter earth appeared from chaos and water to the port, l,a., police more than once for her violation
time of the carboniferous age. The age of glaciers and defiance of city laws governing the Salvation
the author approximately fixes at "two hundred Army. This woman never lived in Chicago, but
and forty thousand years ago, and to hav ended was· and always has been a :cesident of Williamsport, where her name can be obtained either at the
forty thousand years ago."
As theological students, with the assistance of county jail or police headquarters at any time: Sh&
the Bible, fix the existence of Adam at about six did not want to tell that Philadelphia crowd that
thousand years, there seems to be by Mr. Serviss's she was from a small city of thirty thousand peoarticle a big period existing between the formation ple. Chicago would giv her more prestige. She
of the earth and the existence of man; but using did not expect anyone in that crowd knew her, and
the Bible's own language there was only six days- that God had other business and would not see or
or rather God made the earth on the first day and hear her.
SYMPATHY WITH A VENGEANCE.
on the sixth day he made Adam.
A little five-year-old boy had been bmied, and
Mr. Serviss's article is very able, but it can lead
a man to believe nothing more than that the earth the friends and relativs of the family had come
.A. Few Pictures Perf'ectly Painted.
WHEN AN EXCUSE IS EASY.
was formed, as well as all it contains, by the only bJck to the house. The minist~r was there also to
If we hav a thief in our own family we can very true god-nature. No other God is recognized in console and administer spiritual advice to the parThis is the way he consoled the father :
often, through pity and sympathy, overlook his the article. Although worthy of publication in so ents.
crimes, and even go so far as to misjudge the court great a publication as the Scientific American, I "You may be glad your little boy is in heaven, for
in his favor. If we hav a liar in our own· family, we don't see how that journal can es~ape the slander had he grown to manhood he might hav entertained
can very often learn to believe many an honest man of Christianity. Surely, as portrayed here by pen his father's erratic views about our savior and
a liar in order to vindicate that particular one in and pencil, the world existed millions of years be- redeemer Jesus Christ and been lost. You can
our own family. Sins in our own families and fore the Bible's God. Would the verdict of the God- sing praises to God that your darling is in heaven
among our close friends look small; in those of fearing people hav been the same had those illus- with him who doeih all things well." If that rs
whomwe know little they are magnified. The sin trations and the article appeared in THE TRUTH Christian consolation, pray giv me not of it.
Watsontown, Pa.
J. WAuD DrEHL.
of a Christian looks very small to a Christian, while SEEKER~ But the aim of the Scientific American
the sin of a Freethinker looks very large in the eyes was not to antagonize Christianity. lt was simply
to prove scientific exploits, not even recognizing a
of a Christian.
'l,he Doctrin of" Peace and Charity.
An editor who was a Freethinker married in a God or the Bible.
One of the most difficult things for a radim~l beIN THE COMPANY OF SUPERSTITIOUJ PEOPLE.
Christian family. An elder sister of his wife had
Two years ago I traveled a distance of four or liever in anything is to imagin himself standing in
some years before married a farmer. Farming was
apparently too slow, so this gentleman taught five miles in a stage-coach, in the anthracite coal the shoes of a person who is just as radical in an
school, was a book-agent, moved to the same town regions. Ignorant people are &uperstitious, and opposit belief. The result of an argument between
where his brother-in-law was editing his newspaper, especially certain classes of the foreign elem('nt. two persons who so honestly differ in opinion is
and there engaged in the sale of organs, pianos, The coal region of Pennsylvania is the place to find generally a violent antagonism that stultifies judgand sewing-machines, still retaining his farm, which superstition and churches. In this roach were ment and paralyzes reason. The conversion of any
was only two miles away. One Sunday the editor about eight women and two men besides myself. We person to a different form of belief cannot be acand his family were invited to take dinner at the had just left the town and all the passengers seemed complished by abuse of the believer or by a violent
home of the other sister. The wife of the editor bound for the railroad depot where I was going. de:imnciation of the things he believes in. Change
proceeded t? her sister's home, but the editor did One woman began a conversation by stating that in belief to be effectual must be accomplished by
not accompany her. When asked why she was the little eight-year-old daughter of the evangeiical dispassionate logic and the presentation of facts in
. alone, she honestly confessed that her husband, ~e minister of the town we had just left was to be such a manner as to avoid the slightest shadow of
sides editing his own paper, was uncler contract to buried that day. Everybody in the coach expressed anger. The more gentlemanly the method emwrite for several other papers and that he was com- regret at her death, and then the wcman began to ployed to present a fact, the more effectual its work
pelled to do some work on Sunday. The parents tell a cold and startling story. "Last night," be- when dispassionately received. The man who has
of the women were also present, and putting their gan the woman, " there was not a soul in that min- calmly reasoned for himself, and thus been made to
heaas together the editor was condemned, hell ister's parlor, which adjoined the room containing change his ideas, can afterward bear to hear his
pictured off, and in fact there was every prospect of the corpse, and all at once the organ in the parlor discarded belief ridiculed; but never until then.
began to play ' Nearer My God to Thee.' This was There is as likely to be intolerance in the ranks of
family trouble.
Things cooled off some when the gentleman who the favorit 'piece' of the dead child." The women those who call themselvs Freethinkers and Liberals
lived on the other brother-in-law's farm drove up to and men, and even the driver of that coach, looked as among the churches. As church intolerance
a post and tied his horse. The ex-farmer brother- at each other in holy horror. They believed that and bigotry fans disbelief in religion into an
in-law greeted him cordially and, after courtesies the organ had really begun to play that little girl's activ flame of anger and resistance, so may the Agwere exchanged with the ladies, the two men pro- favorit "piece" without any human fingers upon nostic and Freethinker of whatever shade embitter
ceeded to the barn. What for? Would this great the keyboard. I was sitting in one corner of the the Christian follower against Liberalism by too
Christian brother-in-law do anything similar on coach, when the woman who told the story looked violent denunciation of the church. I confess to
Sunday to that which he so bitterly opposed in the at me so sharply for some expression of belief or hav felt like calling many a devout Christian a fool
editor! The folks in the house knew just what disbelief, that I sneered in her face. I was then for not seeing things as I did1 and the greatest
was going on in the barn. The matter had pre- looked upon as some great monster, and as I was struggle I hav before me to-day is to overcome this
I believe that
viously been discussed. The horse owned by the walking backward and . forward on the platform of natural tendency to intolerance.
there
are
only
the
seeds
of
future
weakness
sown
the
depot
waiting
for
the
train
I
could
see
little
organ, piano, and sewing-machin~· brother-in-law
was better suited for farming, and the farmer owned groups of the party talking to each other very con- by the violent and aggressiv Freethinker. To liv
a horse which was better adapted to sewing-machine fidentially, and by catching a word once in a while and expand, the doctrin of peace must thoroughly
business than to farming. What, then, was going I learned that they were wondering who and what impregnate the councils of those who unite in oron at the barn' Must I tell you' Why, a horse- I was, just because I was not superstitious enough ganizations for the spread of Liberal ideas. As
every aggressiv movement of the Christian church
trade! And on Sunday I It did not raise a com- to believe the organ lie.
has
in reality weakened its influence and lost true
RELIGIOUS
BIGOTRY
IN
THE
WEST.
motion at the house. But when the editor arrived
A very popular Pennsylvania humorist is at followers, Liberals should be warned by the exfrom his office things looked very blue for him, because he had written a two-column article that Sun- present living in Colorado. In a private letter to ample of their opponents. We may talk about
me of recent date he says among other things : "I peace and justice, liberty of thought, reason, and
day morning.
All this proves what I said in the first paragraph hav always heard people boast of tbe broad and charity existent as principles among us, but there
of this al'ticle. The editor was a Freethinker, and liberal views of Western people-the Western peo- are too many who fail to practice them in their inhis Sunday work was a crime. · The other brother- ple boast of it themselvs. Well, they are not. You tercourse with church-members, and thereby create
in-law was a hardshell Lutheran, and he could trade will find more religious bigotry here than anywhere an antagonism that rises as an impassable barrier
horses on Sunday without the least family jar. Not else. The biggest ' skirts ' are the biggest men in against every fact and truth in history and every
God alone, but the people, hav a right to judge the church. Of course one meets with some good effort to throw light into the dark byways of superJ. B. SwBTT.
fellows, but they are scarce.
Here, in - - - , stition.
here.
there are over a dozen men who hav killed from
THR DiFFERENCE IN TWO SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS.
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
THE TRUTH SEEKER is authority in a certain branch one to ten men. While none of them are churchon
application.
members,
they
all
believe
in
the
story
about
Jesus,
of science. The Soientijio American is an authority
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International Congress of Freethinkers.
The weeks and days are rolling by, and the time
of this great Congress is rapidly drawing near.
The committee desires to vividly imprint upon the
minds of all true friends of our cause the importance of this great event. Some do not seem to
fully realize it as yet. They appear to regard it as
a merely every-day event, an event of local character
and meaning. Some of our friends are of the opinion that its influence can only extend to the locality wherein it may be held, and beyond this
they fail to realize the meaning, the weight, and
vast importance that will be centered in and around
this gathering. Remember this is not a local congress of any one society, it is not a congress of one
state or territory, it is not a congress of any one
country_ or one nation. It is a Congress of all nations, of all races, and of all tongues ; it is a Congress affecting our cause the world over; it is a
Congress whose principles are universal in character ; it is a Congress the influence of which must be
far-reaching, overstepping the bounds of national
ties and purely local feelings of country. At this
Congress the principles and the interests of our
cause in every part df the globe are to be discussed
and declared. It is not only that the eyes of orthodoxy in America will be upon us, but the religious world at large will watch with exceeding
great interest the outcome of its deliberations.
They will exult in our failure, and frown upon our
success. Success to us at this Congress means
their speedy and ultimate defeat, but failure at such
a time means that the chains of mental bondage
shall be tightened just a little more, and the
triumph of the aristocracy of the church as against
the democracy of the peo~le prolonged in consequence. Again would I impress upon the minds of
all this one fact-that we, the Freethinkers of
America, hav invited the world at large to participate in this Congress with us. We must show them
our true generosity and our national hospitality toward them. Great things are naturally expected
from us, and it is a consummation devoutly to be
wished that the Freethinkers of America will not be
found lacking in sympathy or indifferent as to the
general results of this Congress. In your name is
this Congress being held, under your auspices was
it inaugurated. We must now work together ·for
its success. Everything of a nature most vital to
the future prospects of the cause of Freethought
depends upon it. We want this Congress of the
World's Freethinkers-the first of its kind ever held
upon our shores-to be a Congress worthy of the
United States and the cause of Freethought in general. Many Freethinkers hesitate about subscribing to anything of this kind outside their own locality. They feel that they are not called upon to
assist in any undertaking that may be inaugurated
or transacted outside their own district. These
forget that upon an occasion of this kind the entire
forces of our party are affected ; every town, every
village, and every locality will feel the beneficial
influences of our success at this time, and the converse is equally true, for each will feel the disastrous results of failure.
Our cause has a universal prerogativ, our concerns are with all mankind without distinction of
country or color; and though we claim no absolute
right to command_ or .enforce obedience to our demands, still we can assert the right of each to perform their respeetiv duties in this direction, and in
asking for your help, your assistance, and your
encouragement toward securing the greater and
better success of this Congress, I urge again that
it is not a privilege we are affording you, but a
duty we assign to you and ask you to perform.
Thomas Paine said, " Tyranny, like hell, is not
easily conquered, yet we hav this consolation with
us, the harder the· conflict, the more glorious the
triumph." Born of an earnest desire for the right,
imbued with a glorious hope for the triumph of our
cause, your committee will feel amply rewarded for
their labors, their time, their energy, and their enthusiasm if you will only help us to secure the success of this Congress and assist in our triumph
over ecclesiastical tyranny. Tyranny of such a
character is indeed a hell of itself, which to conquer
may not be an easy task, but we can fortify ourselva with truth, and with the light of human
reason, buoyed up with human hopes, we may break
through the dark and hovering clouds of ignorance,
illuminating the pathway of life, showing to men
and women, in characters of living light, a higher
and a nobler state of human progression. This is
the object that the leaders of our cause hav had before them in all ages of the world. Our leaders of
to-day are actuated by the same motivs, the same
principles-the same ultimatum being the goal
upon which their eyes are fixed, ever luring them
on, and whereon all their efforts are directed. The

forthcoming Congress should be made the fulcrum,
or the turning-point, in the l::istory of our cause.
A new era of religious and political freedom should
be declared, and the inherent rights of man,
woman, and child asserted and set forth. Where
in the broad expanse of universal thought could
nobler sentiments be found, purer thoughts portrayed upon the canvases of our minds, embodying a nobler cause than ours 1 Is not this sufficient
to secure for us the help and the good wishes of all?
Yet, alas, how many remain so indifferent upon
such important matters, which affect the whole of
mankind to the uttermost recesses of our earth.
Realize then that the Congress is at hand. Ro11
up your contributions, that they may be too ~ast
for us to record or count them. At this t1me
everything depends upon unity of action by all
concerned. If each would giv as he or she can
afford, a sufficient fund would be immediately
placed in the hands of your committee so that success would be certain, a grand and glorious victory
could be achieved, and our. cause receive such an
impetus, that the combined efforts of orthodoxy
would utterly fail to check it, even for an instant,
in its onward course.
We hav already secured the services of several
of our best lecturers of both sexes. To add to the
glory and success of Woman's Day, there will be
present to address the Congress Susan H. Wixon,
Voltairine de Cleyre, Mattie P. Krekel, Lillie D.
White, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Dr. Juliet Severance;
and we are expecting also Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith,
secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union. Our
lady lecturers will not necessarily be confined to
Woman's Day alone, but will also be heard upon
other days during the Congress. Do not forget
that G. W. Foote and Charles Watts will represent
our English friends, both of whom will address the
Congress. The other speakers who hav already
been secured are, Samuel P. Putnam, C. B. Waite,
Captain Adams, John R. Charlesworth, T. B. Wakeman, John E. Remsburg, Franklin Steiner, Dr. J.
L. York, and others.
'Tis true the prospects are decidedly increasing
for the successful termination of the Congress, but
the hands of the committee are somewhat cramped
for the want of funds. I trust, then, that our
friends will realize the necessity of prompt and immediate action, and that each will giv what they
can as their share toward the general expenses.
Bear in mind that the Congress meets on the
1st day of October, We want all to attend who can
conveniently do so ; help to swell the crowds that
shall congregate in the name of our cause upon
this auspicious occasion. By our association we can
greatly influence and affect each other. By these
means we may tend to increase both the happiness
of ourselvs and those around us. Here, then, is
our duty; here is the allegiance we owe to each
other; here lies the ground of our operations, and
the object of our future work.
JOHN

R.

CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Committee of Arrangements.
345 W. Randolph st., Chicago, nl.
THE FREETHOUGHT FEDERATION OF AMERICA.

Since my last report, I hav received the following
donations toward the Congress:
Mrs. E. A. Pantor, Wedron, ru ............................ $1 00
B. Dosohler, Charleston, S. C............................... 5 00
John Mitchell, Dorchester, Mass.......................... 1 00
0. Child, Moline, Ill ........................................... 25 00
A. B. Lennox, Bay City, Mich............................... 5 00
Geo. L. Pratt, Ridgway, N. Y ...... ....... ........... .... .. 5 00
Jcnathan Wells, Applegate, Ore............................ 5 00
A. W. Lake, Garretsville, 0................................. 1 00
A. C. Lake, Garretsvilleil 0....... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . 1 00
C. E. Garner. Jacksonv· le, Fla ............................ 15 00
John S. Peckham, Aledo, Tex .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
50
J. 0. Stephens, St. Joseph, Mo............................ 1 00
Alex. Cochrav, Franklin, Pa ................................. 10 00
T. R. Bunows, Chatham, N.Y ................ :........... 2 00
Wm. Cramm, Olney, lll... ... ............... ...... ............ 2 00
Simeon Sharp, Salem, 0..................................... 6 00
Dugald McDonald, Villa Grove, Cal..................... 2 00
Total ................................................ $87
JOHN

R.
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CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
345 W . .Randolph st., Chicago, .Ill.

Why Helen Gardener Wrote Her New Book.*
There are at least two sides to every question.
Usually there are several times two sides; or at
least there are several phases in which the question
has a different aspect.
I am led to state these seemingly unnecessary
truisms because I hav been confronted by hearers
or readers who assumed, since I had presented a
certain phase or manifestation of heredity in a given
article or lecture, that I was intending to argue that

* Preface to " Facts and Fictions of Life," a new book,
by Helen H. Gardener. Price, cloth $1, paper 50 cents.

a fixed rule of transmission would necessarily follow the line I had then and there drawn.
Nothing could be farther from my idea of the
workings of the law of heredity.
Nothing could be more absurdly inadequate to
the solution and comprehension of a great basic
principle.
Again, an auditor or critic remarks that, "We
must not forget that we also get our heredity from
God," which is much as if one were to eay, in teaching the multiplication table, "Remember that three
times three is nine, except only the times when God
makes it fifteen." So absolute a misconception of
the very meaning of the word heredity could hardly
be illustrated in any other way as in the idea of
"getting it from God."
Scientific terms and facts of this nature cannot
be confounded with metaphysical and religious
speculation without hopeless confusion as to ideas,
'and absolute wortlHessness as to the results of the
investigation.
The very foundation principle of evolution itself
depends upon the persistence of the laws of hereditary traits, habits, and conditions, modified and
diversified by environment and by the iRtroduction
of other hereditary strains from other lines of
ancestry.
Of course, there are people who do not believe
that evolution evolves with any greater degree of
regularity and persistence than is consistent with
the idea of a deity who is liable to change his plans
to meet the prayers or plaints of aspiration or repentance of those who chance to beg or demand of
him certain immunities from the workings of the
laws of nature. But with this type of mentalitywith this grade of intellectual grasp-it were fruitless to pause to argue. They must be left to an
education and an evolution of a less emotional and
imaginativ cast before they will be able to take
part intelligently in a scientific discussion even
where the· merest alphabet of the science is touched,
as is the case in these essays. They must learn a
method of thought which keeps inside of what is, or
cen be, known and demonstrated, and cease to
vitiate the very basic premises by injecting into
them what is merely hoped or prayed for. The
two phases of thought are quite distinct and totally
dissimilar in method.
The essays here collected wbich do not deal
directly with heredity and ~ts possibilities hav been
included in the book because of the repeated callA
for them upon the different magazines in which
they appeared and because they are rightly classed
among the facts and fictions of life with which we
wish here to deal.
That most of them touch chiefly the dark side of
the topics discussed is due to the fact that they
were one and all written for a purpose in which
that method of handling seemed most effectiv.
That there is a brighter side goes without saying;
but when a physician is writing a lecture upon
cholera or consumption he does not devote his time
and space to pointing out the indubitable fact that
ni.any of us hav not, and are not likely to contract,
either one.
In pointing out and commenting upon certain
social and hereditary conditions and evils which it
is desirable to correct or to guard against, and
which it is all-important we shall first recognize as
existing and as in need of improvement, I hav, it is
true, dwelt chiefly upon the evil possibilities contained in these conditions. I am not, therefore, a
pessimist. I do not fail to recognize the fact that
both men and conditions are undoubtedly evolving
into better and higher states than of old. If one
may so express it, these essays are the expressions
of a pessimistic optimis~one who is pessimistic
upon certain phases of the present for the present,
and optimistic as to and for the future. Let me
illustrate: The housewife who does not hav the
house cleaned because it stirs up a dust to do it is
in the position of those critics who insist that it is
all wrong to call attention to abuses because
abuses are not pleasant things to hav held up to
public gaze. Or like a. physician who would say:
"For heaven's sake don't remove that bandage from
the broken skull to dress the wound or you will see
something even uglier than this soiled and illarranged cloth. Trust to luck. Some people havrecovered from even worse conditions than this without intelligent cere and treatment. Let him do it."
I hav often been asked how and why I ever
chanced to think or write upon the.· e topics.
"How can a woman in your station and of your type
know about them?" It is always difficult to say
just how or why one mind does and another does
not grasp any given thing.
When I was a very young girl I heard a famous
judge read and discuss a series of papers which were
then appearing in the Popular Sczence Monthly,
and which were called "The Relations of Women To
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Crime." I was the only person admitted to the
club, where the consideration of the papers took
place, who was not mature in years and connected
with one of the learned professions. I was admitted
because I begged the privilege as the guest of the
family of the judge at whose house the club met.
More than any other one thing, perhaps, the thoughts
and suggestions that came to me-a silent and unnoticed child-while listening to the discussions
of those papers which. hinted at the various possibilities of inherited criminal tendencies-hearing
the lawyers comment upon it from the point of view
furnished by their court-room experiences, n.nd the
medical men from th~ir side of the topic, as practitioners upon those who had inherited mental or
physical diseases, and the educators from their outlook and experience with children and youths who
had not yet begun an open criminal course, but
who showed in their tendencies the need of intelligent training to modify or correct their faulty inheritance-more than any other one thing, perhaps,
this experience of my childhood led me into the
study of anthropology and heredity. That other
people hav been interested in what I hav written
from time to time upon this subject, and that I was,
for this reason, asked to present certain phases of
it at the recent World's Congress of Representativ
Women, accounts for the publication of this book
at this time. I presume it will be said that it is not
" pleasant reading for the summer season." It is
not intended for that purpose. It has been asked
for by many teachers, college professors, students,
and medical practitioners, the latter of whom hav
shown extraordinary interest in its early issue and
wide circulation, and for whose kind encouragement
and aid I am glad to offer here renewed thanks.
I had intended to elaborate and enlarge andrepublish in book form "Sex in Brain," but since
there hav been hundreds of calls made for i-t, and
since I hav not yet found the time to combine,
verify, and arrange the large amount of additional
material which I hav been steadily collecting
through correspondence with leading anthropologists and brain anatomists in England, Scotland,
Germany, France, and the United States, and other
countries, ever since they received, with such coroial and kindly recognition, the within-printed
essay, which they hav had translated into several
languages, I hav concluded to include it with these,
leaving it as it was abridged and delivered before
the International Council in Washington in 1888.
Later on I hope to find time to arrange and verify
and issue the new material on the subject. It has
grown in confirmatory evidence as it has grown in
bulk, with steady and assuring regularity.
HELEN HAMILTON GARDENER,

What the Mohammedans Think ot the
Christians.
From the Moslem Worll%.

Down in Tennessee last month a negro named
'Walker, who was accused of a criminal assault on a
young woman near Bond Station, was taken from
jail and lynched. The horrible incident is thus described in the Associated Press telegrams :
The attack on the jail began at 11 o'clock. The mob
battered down the doors, found the negro's cell, and got
him out. He fought fiercely, and bit several men
severely. He was stabbed and slashed until the blood
streamed from him in torrents. He was hustled off to a
telegraph pole two blocks away, and a rope was fastened
around his neck. He was lifted up, and his then naked
body swung clear of the ground. Then a big railroad
switchman pulled his legs until his neck cracked. The
same man then mutilated the corpse. The negro was
dead, or nearly so, before he was hanged. Walker tried
to commit suicide before he was lynched by cutting his
thToat with a glass bottle found in his cell. After the
body was cut down the mob raided a lumber-yard and,
building a bonfire, burnt the dead negro. The fire was
built in the middle of Front street, near the jail.
The attention of those who are so fond of quoting the "tree and fruit" adage is specially called to
this incident. Is this one of the fruits of the
church-Christian system~ Tennessee is, nominally,
a Christian state. Whenever anything occurs in a
Mohammedan community that shocks us, it is reported to the church-Christian and secular papers
as a Mohammedan atrocity, the natural outgrowth
of the Islamic religion and social laws. Every man
living in a Mohammedan community is, for the purposes ofthe newspaper article, considered as a Mohammedan (unless he has been converted to churchChristianity), and as a model exponent of the
tendencies of his religion. If we were to follow the
practices of the church-Christian missionaries and
writers we would call this Tennessee affair "A
Christian atrocity."
Negroes are not allowed to liv in Sandoval, Ill.
Two of the race went there to work as carpenters,
and were told that if they did not leave the town
they would be lynched. Sandoval is in a (socalled) Christian state, and a (so-called) Christian
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We will now sing the 93d hymn, "Let us
On the 16th ult. Rev. John Beaver, a well-known
love one another," etc.
church-Christian clergyman and "evangelist," at
Richmond, Ind., drew his revolver and shot four
That little unpleasantness between Archbishop times at Thomas G. Gray, ·one ball taking effect in
Corrigan and Mgr. Satolli was a very striking il- the latter's thigh. The clergyman was jealous of
lustration of the real character of the Roman church· his wife. Now, would it be fair to say that the
organization.
tendency of church-Christianity was to cause its
followers to go gunning for other people upon such
The World's Fair officials succumbed to bigotry a slight provocation as jealousy! If the shooter
and ignorance on the 23d ult., and the gates of the in this case had been a Mussulman, the American
great "international (?) " show were closed. It is church-Christian press would hav cited this inhard to believe that this is the " enlightened nine- cident as an illustration of the demoralizing effects
of Islam. That is just about what they and many
teenth century " we brag so much about.
of the secular newspapers hav been doing for these
Recently a Brooklyn man beat his wife to death, many years.
and then the neighbors disclosed the fact that it
had been a practice with him to knock the poor
Mr. Emory F. Boyd, of New Britain, Conn., who
woman down and jump on her with his heavy- is quite well known in the Eastern states as a joursoled boots until her body was a mass of bruises. nalist and author of considerable force and ability,
How foolish it would be to call this one of the nat- writes: "As between Christianity and Islam, I giv
ural results of the church-Christian social system! the preference to the latter-polygamy and all,
slavery and all-because these, if evils at all, are
One of the peculiarities of the church-Christian nothing when compared with the gigantic evils that
system of marriage is that it is a religious ceremony are everywhere the concomitants of Christianityuntil the knot is tied, after which it becomes a civil drunkenness, crime, bestiality, prostitution, vile
contract. In other words, the church ties the knot, personal habits, shocking profanity, etc., to say
but cannot untie it ; the civil courts must do that. nothing of the millions of feticides, suicides, idiots,
Under the Islamic law it is always a civil contract, insane, and diseased. Surely nothing can be worse
and bas no connection whatever with religion. This than ' Christian civilization;' and thousands of people are becoming conscious of this fact every day,
is at least consistent.
though few dare to speak their minds. It is ChrisEdward H. Thompson, who livs near West Hur- tian hypocrisy, more than anything else, that affects
ley, N. Y., recently sold his wife to Charles Lewis to turn up its nose at polygamy. It is a Christian
for forty-five cents. This is, nominally, a Christian fashion, that is all."
country, and these people are, nominally, Christians. Now, if that had happened in a nominally
A Beautiful System.
Mohammedan community the church-Christian misOne of the Mint Reports says in effect: "The pesionaries would hav reported it to the American
and European religious press as a Mohammedan culiar fitness of gold for the money basis is on
account of its very great scarcity, its exceeding
custom, prescribed by Islamic law.
costliness, and its liability to wear and waste, and
The Kingston (N.Y.) Freeman says: "A religion other qualities. Indeed, its scarcity is the great
is not good for much unless it proves of positiv ad- feature that renders it the proper basis. It can
vantage in the lives of those who profess it." This hardly be too scarce, and therefore it is necessary
is a variation of the "tree and fruit" idiocy, and if to employ representativs or substitutes." See Rethe editor had known that in every Mussulman port for 1869. Now, this is in accord with the very
community on earth the degree of morality is far spirit of the specie basis institution. The things
greater, and the criminal record at least fifty per that most unfit gold for use as money make it the
cent lower, than in any community of a correspond- money in fact. Custom, nature (for there is nating size in England or America, he wouldn't hav ure in our arts), declare that human confidence (comwritten this very unwise assertion. Quite a num- mercial trust or credit) is the basis of all money
ber of rural editors hav learned that the "tree and circulation. Without that trust nothing·can be fit
fruit" adage is a boomerang that comes back to for money, and money is that trust put into circuthem with greater force than it manifested in going lation and evidenced or represented by any sign
out, and they hav. stopped using it; but the Kings- custom or law favors. But we declare one of the
signs or representativs is the money itself, and the
ton Freeman man has yet to learn it.
other signs are representativs of it. This is reversing things with a vengeance. If we did the same
Business is very dull at the Brooklyn churches, way with regard to our titles to property, or any
and it is said the pastor ,of the Duryea Presby- of our vehi~les ideal or real, the absurdity would
1
terian establishment is going to try pretty female be apparent, because
we are not yet familiarized
ushers, as an inducement to the young men to with such abuse outside of our money system If
attend. We had thought of suggesting chromos, gold is money, then there could be no money withbut that scheme is being overdone by s me of the out gold. But we know better. If credit in circunewspapers. How would it do to try to revive the lation is money, then there can be no money
old gift-package plan? Giv a sealed envelope to without such credit. Let the law proclaim someeveryone who enters the church, and hav one thing is money no one trusts in-let it be deprize to every one hundred blanks. A plated tea- clared legal tender-no one will take it but once.
set or a watch and chain drawn occasionally might Trade will stop. And so we see that in spite of our
cause a great deal of interest. This suggestion is law that says gold is the sole money, sole legal
given gratis.
tender, yet ninety-five per cent of paper signs of
credit in circulation rise up in remonstrance and
Two young girls were cruelly murdered at Bard- prove your law is a lie. Surely to men capable of
well, Ky., early last month, and the excited inhabit- reason this is enough. Then consider the frightful
ants subsequently lynched a negro who was sus- consequences of such mislegislaf.ion. A thing unpected of having committed the crime. Quite a fit for money is declared the sole legal tender, "for
large number of the lynchers were in favor of the very reason it is so scarce and unfit for circulatorturing and burning the accused at the stake, tion." (See Report of l\lint referred to.) Immediand it was only after a heated argument that the ately a vast amount, some ninety-five per cent, of
more humane people present eucceeded in their all business is done by non-legal tenders. No one
efforts to hang the man. · It has since transpired is obliged to take them. As certain as deat.lt a
that the negro was innocent, and that the ruob, truce must come when confidence fails in one hour
blinded by brutal rage, killed an innocent man. all over the world. Every non-legal tender otl0at
What a rare sensation this would hav been for the is hurried for redemption, leaving ninety per cent
church-Christian press if it had happened in a unredeemed, unless some of the five per cent legal
Mussulman community ! As it is, very little has tender gets back into bank to do the work over.
been printed about it.
But it is just here that failure of credit stays the
circulation of legal tender also. It is assuredly the
A branch of Schweinfurth's Rockford, Ill., maddest scheme ever adopteil. The British gov"Heaven" has been established at Lexington, ernment being partner with the Bank of England
Ky., and some of the church-Christians there are was able to put a stop to demands on it -sustaining
so indignant that they declare they will tar and its fuJ.se principles by false conduct. But a free,
feather Schweinfurth if he visits that city. This is equal government has no such power. It must
the regulation church-Christian spirit; but what bear its evils. Thus we had to wade through blood
about our boasted civilization, which grants to to free our slaves, while Russia rids herself by a
every American citizen freedom of thought and the simple command. We ca:nnot adopt in part the
right to follow any religious belief he may select! ways of kingly governments. All or none.
CLARKE IRVINE.
It is about time that we Americans stopped bragging about "perfect freedom," or made an effort to
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent- free
show to the· world that we are actually a tolerant
on application.
people, and know what true freedom is.
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Why Doesn't He Save ~

·license for selling it, and the recipient,
having paid something to get it, is more
likely to read it to get his money's worth
out of it. Thus we disposed of forty-odd
copies of ''Protection or Free Trade?"
last Sunday. ·We also distributed cards of
our meeting-place.
Could not Freethought organizations
work on similar lines in disseminating
Freethought literature?
D. WEBSTER GROH.

JEANNETTE, PA., July 31, 1893.
MR. :EDITO"R: I write to let you know
that I read the good old paper, THill TRUTH
SEE!KER. Long may it wave. I am down
on religion. May it be banished. I read
in the paper the other day about a Presbyterian preacher who went out bathing
and was.drowned. That makes me think Christians Are Brave When No Enemy
if God is so good as he preached him to
Is About.
be, and if he is infinit, would he. not hav
CANTRIL, !A., July 30, 1893.
saved a good lamb?
A. H. A.
MR. EDITOR: We had Mr. J. E. Remsburg with us here on the 17th of this
The Ingersoll University.
month. He gave us an elegant speech on
NEw ERA, ORE., July 23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: The proposition of Marcia "The False Claims of the Church." This
Goff, of Kearney, Neb., is a very good was the first Liberal speech ever delivered
one, and if they go to build an Ingersoll in Cantril. My orthodox friends stayed
University anywhere in the United States away. I tried to get them to come out
I am willing to subscribe $5 t,l it at pres- and hear Mr. J. E. Remsburg, but no,
ent, and when it will be near completion I they had headache, stomach trouble, or
shall donate some more.
Let every rheumatism. But since Mr. J. E. RemsLiberal do likewise and we shall soon hav burg is gone they come up and unlimber
a nice monument for Mr. R. G. Ingersoll, their guns and are ready with shot and
whom I admire and with right call the shell to sweep the field and giv no quargreatest man of the nineteenth •century ter. My Christian friends to-day put me
and the smartest man in America. May in miDd of some soldiers in the time of the
he liv long and be able to do more yet for Rebellion. They were always blowing
enlightenment, progress, and advance- their horn how they could kill rebels, and
wishing all the time that God would bring
ment.
Wishing you and all the gentlemen the rebels to a stand so they could kill
writing for your paper long life, happiness, them. But alas, when the enemy made a
stand for fight those God-fighting people
and prosperity, I remain,
were two miles back at the provision train
Your Liberal· friend,
or commissary and filling up on JereDAVID WITTENBERG.
miah's ale, hardtack, and sow-belly. I
think we will hav Mr. J. E. Remsburg
To Help Our Congress.
back here ag11in this fall. When he comes
ST. Loms, Mo., July 30, 1893.
again I am going to get some of those
MR. EDITOR: Knowing that there are ministers out, and if they want to fight
Freethinkers in St. Louis by the thou- they can hav a chance. T believe in a man
sand, I would like to ask you, dear read- standing up for the flag that he fights uners, is it not possible for a few of us to do der and never giving it up until he sees
something in order to assist those brave he is wrong, and then surrender like a
workers at the head of the Freethinkers' man. Yours always,
ALEx. FIX.
party who are now inviting co-workers
from every country of the world to come
and hold an International Congress at
Government Is As ·Bad As Religfon.
Chicago October 1st? Anyone who has
CINCINNATI, 0., Apr. 23, 1893.
had the experience of getting money on a
MR. EDITOR: I hav read a great deal of
subscription list knows that it is an un- the argument appearing in THE TRUTH
grateful way. I will therefore suggest SEE!KER on the subject of closing the
that ten or more go together and get up a World's Fair on Sundays.
Up to this
picnic, and probably a boat excursion. time the Christians-so-called-hav betn
Should the reader think this a good way able to maintain the upper hand in this
to help fight superstition, please send matter, and probably will continue to do
your name and address to me and I will so to the end of the game. Now, I hav
call a meeting immediately.
come to this conclusion, that if these faRespectfully,
NILS GRANT.
natics are going to make a semi-religious
affair out of the Fair, then every real
Freethinker should stay away from
This Club Is a Model of Activity.
it and let them run it. Now, the cenCHICAGo, ILL., Aug. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: After discussing the ques- sus givs the number. of Freethinkers in
tion, "Should Church Property Be the whole country as ten or twelve millTaxed?" the Chicago Question Club last ions, and I take it to mean that many
Sunday adopted the following resolutions: adults. Now, if this be so, would not the
WHEREAS, For services rendered we as failure of all these Freethinkers to attend
justly owe taxes to .government as wages the Fair come very near, if not quite, making a failure of it? At all events, it would
to individuals·
WHEREAS, Churches hav received gov- cripple it very much, more especially as
ernment benefits without returniDg tax there is very likely to be a boycott on it
money equivalent therefor;
WHEREAS, Some can escape just taxation by some of the trade union organizations
of the country. The fact is, if the trade
only by over-taxing others;
WHEREAS, To preach morality yet prac- union men were to liv up to their princitice immorality by evading just taxes is ples strictly, they would every man of
inconsistent and hypocritical; and,
them boycott it What is the whole thing
WHEREAS, Complete separation of anyhow but a gigantic advertisiug scheme
church and state necessitates that each
should stand on its own bottom, keep sepa- in which the wealth-producers are to pay
rate accounts, and compensate the other the main part of the expenses of the disfor services rendered; therefore be it
play, and from which they will reap no
Resolved, That church property should adequale return? In all probability
be equally taxed with all other property.
ninety-nine per cent of the exhibitors
Resolved, That until churches refuse to
churchbecome a party thereto, by receiving un- are hypocritical Christians,
just and fraudulent tax-exemption, their members at least. and oppressors of labor.
moral influence will remain weak as that carin~ for nothing but the acquisition of the
of Satan preaching piety.
almighty dollar.
Through the persistent efforts of your
But this is unpatriotic! Yes, it is uncorrespondent Mayor Harrison has granted patriotic, and right on that very point is
our club permission to hold open-air where the Christian pharisees will catch
single-tax meetings every Sunday after- the Freethinkers and fool workingmen
noon on Market street near Madison.
and cause them to play right into their
After showing them the single tax, we hands by giving their presence and their
offer to make our auditors associate mem- dollars to the semi-religious World's Fair
bers of the club on condition that they this summer. When the superstition of
sign a promis to read the literature we giv government has faded out of the minds of
them and attend single-tax meetings when the average Freethinker and workingman
convenient. They pay a five-cent initia- to the lilame extent that the Christian retion fee and receive copies of the No. 2 ligion has, then and not till then will the
Government edition of Henry George's Christian pharisees be unable to abridge
"Protection or Free Trade?" and such the liberties of the people by closing on
other literature as we hav on hand. The Sundays places of amusement, recreation
initiation fee thus covers the cost of liter- and education-understand me, patriotism
ature and we thus evade the necessity of a is to government what fanaticism is to re-
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ligion, and when a m11n has lost his belief
in a revealed religion the priest can no
longer appeal to his fanaticism. and knowing this he appeals to his patriotism, which
is easily aroused on account of the belief
in the twin superstition. W. G. ScoTT.

How Religions Literature Looks When
Dissected.
ELSI"'ORE, CAL., Aug. 5, 18:}3.
MR. EDITOR: The Christian Herald
says:
Are they to be pitied whom the Lord
allows to be placed in difficult, almost impossible positions?
There are circumRtances in the lives of some of God's children which cannot be explained to any
but God, and which can be understood
by no other; circumstances which bring a
child of God to such an intimate walk with
him that every step must be taken with
the Lord, or it may be a false one. There
are positions where a. life is indeed hid
with Christ in God. The name of Esther
means "secret; hidden;" and her life is a
~;~ample of many lives in which all the surroundings are adverse to a life of holiness,
and where witness for God seems to be an
impossibility.
It seems like a waste of paper lo comment on such silly drivel as the above, and
yet there ·are millions in the world who
read or listen to just such statements, and
on account of the fear and superstition
instilled into their minds in youth fail
to blame their God for allowing his
"children" to get l.nto such "difficult and
impossible positions·."
If the Lord is really to blame for the
positions in which some of his ministers
are surprised (" Crimes of Preachers"),
we should perhaps be more lenient with
them and try to devise some plan
whereby the real offender could be
brought before the bar of justice. The
first half of the second sentence seems to
be absolutely true and as deplorable as it
is absolute. If the intimation of the first
sentence is true, i. e., that '' the Lord" is
to blame, perhaps it explains that only
God can explain the circumstances described in the second sentence.
The
meaning of the writer is so completely
hidden in the third sentence that we might
almost believe God wrote it, or that John
dreamed it. The ide~ of a position being'
"hid with Christ in God " rarely presents
itself to people nowadays. Some of these
religious editors get the names of God,
Christ, the Holy Ghost, Mary, and Joseph
S@ jumbled and mixed up, that it reminds
me of a cat-fight-you can hardly tel}
which is getting the best of it.
I decline to discuss the last sentence, or
to discuss Esther or her "secret "-"hidden" or unbidden. If any of THE TRUTH
BEEKER readers are determined to read
such obscenity as appears in the book of
Esther they can send to some Bible concern
and hav it transmitted through the United
States mail for the regular rates on obF. H. HEALD.
scene literature.

A Reminiscence.
YoUNGSTOWN, 0., Apr. 21, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In 1889-1890, !published a
list of preachers' crimes in the paper I was
then publishing in Cincinnati.
As secretary of the Ohio State Brewers'
Association, I appeared before a .legislativcaucus thatsession-1889-1890-to advocate the passage of an anti-sumptuary
measure. The preachers were there lobbying against me, resorting to some very
secular tactics, and eventually bulldozed
the members, against their pledges and
convictions, into beating my measure by
tour votes on joint ballot. So much as a
premia for this. After the preachers had
buttonholed, protested, and threatened,
I made my little say-while so doing,
among· other points: "Gentlemen, the
only opposition, except partisan, which we
expect appears from our ' reverend '
friends. They represent a church property
value of not less than $75,000,000 in this
district of our state. But that $75,000,000,
in way of taxes, revenue for local, state,
or national measures, or public income
pro bono publico, represents 0. These
preachers themselvs perform neither jury
nor military duty, are of no practical
benefit whatever to the commonwealth;
they and their property representation receive all the benefits 'without bearing any
of the burdens of citizenship. My constituency, with $50,000,000 invested, pays
general and special taxes on every dollar

invested.
Thousands and hundreds of
thousands of dollars flow annually from
their tills into the public coffers. They
pay their own and the churches' taxes.
They perform the duties and bear the
burdens the preachers evade. And, in
conclusion, gentlemen, I here present for
your inspPction a printed and absolutely
authentic eight-column itemized list, with
each charge specified, with name and date
of criminal and crime, of more than five
hundred Prote~tant preachers arrested in
the United States within the past fourtePn
months for crimes involving moral turpitude. And ma.rli: you," during that period
of time not one brewer, of the more than
fifty thousand in the United Rtates, has
been charged with or arrested for any
crime whatever!
"In view of these undeniable facts,
which I am prepared to substantiate if
anyone doubts, the wishes of which class
are the better entitled to consideration by
our legislators-the non-burden-bearing,
non-producing, non-laboring, evangelical
fungus sapping the commercial tree it
never nurtures, and whose crimes clog our
courts and swell the tax-levy, or the
thrifty, industrious, labor employing, taxpaying, public-spirited business-men who
sustain the courts, but do not attend them
in the capacity of prisoners at the bar?"
No one could deny the correctness of the
allegations, but the preachers whipped the
allega(i)tor-of course.
With best wishes, Fraternally,
THOMP. BURTON.

Takes Exception to a News Item Which
We Intended to Be Entirely Un·
colored.
·
PARKER, KAN., Aug. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a constant subscriber for twelve or fifteen years, and hav
done all I could to induce others to subscribe, but if you intend to follow the
course you hav taken, particularly in the
last two issues of your paper, please to do
me the favor to drop my name from your
list. Every person with whom I am acquainted ~hat takes your paper is a "Populist," and the untruthful things said of
Governor Lewelling will not be tolerated.
Nothing is being left undone or unsaid
by the Republican masters or the Democrats who vote the Republican ticket that
would tend to embarrass his administration, and to think our TRUTH BEEKER
would stoop to assist in circulating these
lies seems to me very strange. Do you
think the people who gave to the ·Republican ticket four years ago a majority o{
eighty-two thousand hav brought about
this political change without cause? No,
sir. The People's party is made up of the
Liberal, liberty-loving, and progressiv
portion of our citizens. Without going
into a statement of our needs and demands, you will allow me to add that this
is an honest effort of the masses to better
their condition, not by force, but through
the ballot. It is a fight for home, for our
children. Through oppression the seed of
discontent is sown, and it will increase
until relief comes. Every Methodist
priest, every Catholic priest, in our state is
either a Republican or Democrat. Do
you wish to add your name to that crowd
o.f dictators? If so, we will part company
now. I earnestly hope you will cease to
publish such cursed stuff. A paper that
has always stood for truth and liberty
should now avoid aiding the enemies of
free speech, free press, and free homes.
Fraternally yours,
WILBUR F. DALLAS.
[We think it would hav been in better
spirit for Mr. Dallas to haV' shown the
statements to be untrue than to write as he
does. If they are untrue, we regret their
appearance in THE 'FRUTH SEEKERthough in nowise to blame, as we must depend upon the daily papers for news. If,
however, the statements are true, orders
to part company would not deter us .from
stating them. We went through that
ordeal once, in the case of the Chicago
Anarchists. We lost many friends for telling the· truth about that matter, but today our words are jnstified by the governor of Illinois, who poi!JtB out the monstrous injustice committed upon the
Anarchists, and pardons those who were
not hung. We are not telling the truth
for $3 a year, but because it is the truth,
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If we are unwittingly led into error, o~r

since resided He is the father of seven
columns are always open to corrections, children, of whom six are yet living; one
with thqnks to those who set us rigbt,- having preceded him to the unknown
ED; T. S.]
beyond, Brought up under Congregational rule, he shook off the yoke of superThe Modern an Improvement Over the stition on arriving at manhood and became
a bold, fearless, and unfaltering ]'ree·Old Methods of Persecution.
"Men from habit become conservativ. thinker, and died as he had lived, with no
We learn to love what we are accustomed fear of an angry God or endless hell. He
to. and misguided affection makes us cling often requested me to let no orthodox
with death-like tenacity to social and po- preacher disgrace his funeral with his
litical institutions long ·after they hav presence. Accordingly when our acquaintceased to be useful or serviceable to the ances came to prepare the body for inter·
human race-yes, long after they hav become the instruments of injustice and op- ment and inquired if I had decided upon a
pression Luther's Reformation corrected minister, I requested that they bring a
many abuses in the Romish church, but Liberal to read a funeral service and
the Protestantism which he left to the hymn from the Freethinker's Book of
world carri<'B in its bosom th~ tyranny of Hymns, Recitations, and Funeral Services,
opinion which, while greatly mitigating
the severity of formPr church disciplin, is etc., which they promised to do, but did
quite effectiv in deterring men from too nothin~ and baffied me in. everything. I
liberal indulgence of independent thought was alone, both his chiltlren and mine
in construction of doctrinal Ftandards. being so far away, and he could not be
The church does not compel a recantation kept, his disease being heart failure and
on bended knee of obnoxious scientific dropsy, consequently he was taken from
opinions, but it puts a quietus on advanced
thought by a resolution of its general as- the house and to the grave and buried
sembly, lest the vulgar world, the laity, without a word spoken over his remains.
may be set to thinking outside of estab- I also requested that his grave be made in
lished theological lines. The method of some pleasant, retired nook, as we had
silencing Briggs is no doubt to be pre- been but a short time in Douglass and had
ferred to that applied to the tongue of
Galileo, but both methods answered to the neglected making any choice of a lot.
purpose, and both illustrate the tendency Our dear. Christian brother who has care
of institutions to perpetuate themselvs by of the cemetery willPd it otherwise, and
means of the veneration in which they are had the sexton make the grave in an old
held and the dread they inspire. Institu- lot where two corpses bad been exhumed
tions represent opinion and public opin~
ion is as potent as thumbscrews to repress only two months previous. One of them
They
. independence and enslave thought. As had lain there fourteen years.
long as the syatem remains we permit started in to open one of the old graves,
non-essential modifications, changes in but it caved in upon them and they were
methods, but revolt at radical innovations obliged to dig his a little to one side. I
that would sweep away the system itself
even for something better, Romanism re- knew nothing of this until two days after
appears in Proteetantism in a less severe the interment. 1t nearly drove me wild.
form, with apparently a larger tolerance It was nearly as great a shock to me as
and a more benignant spirit, but is still his deatb. And now he lies only a few
carrying in its bosom all the possibilities yards from ~he entrance gate where he
of old Romanism as it existed in Luther's w1ll be trampled over by Christian feet.
day.
"There is this d;fference, as a writer This is Christianity's inhumanity to man.
stiggests, modern civilization has too many My husband and myself were the only
material interests at stake to permit an ex- Freethinbrs in this little hamh't of two
treme indulgence of propensity to prose- hundred inhabitants, and just now and the
cute. It puts its staying hand, therefore, last two weeks t-hey hav been holding a
on the tendency to ecclesiastical domination, and thus unconsciously enables the great howling revival. Since my husliberal and humane sentiment to more band's death I am the only one that is not
fully assert itself in all the churches. But called where few are chosen. Not heing
this staying hand does not press against the satisfied with giving injury as well aR
system itself. This would be a shock and insult, the correspondent had an obituary
outrage to inherited prejudice and aflectation which civilizati ·n finds it convenient in one of the county papers:
· and useful to foster."
Daniel McDuffee, one of the earlv
county settlers, died at his home Sunday
These Liberal words were spoken to an evening, aged seventy-eight. He was the
audience of five thousand people at a father of a large family, none of whom are
Chautauquan assembly bv a man who, at now livjng near hPre. He was a man of
the last general election, received more many d"omestic difficulties, which at last
than a hundred thousand votes for gov- so embittered his life that he lost all fear
God or love for man and even forbade
ernor of his state. This speech was made, of
his remains to be respected with a Chrisnot for a discussion of the ideas of religion, tian burial. Such a case was never before
but for a political effect. The truths he known.
states are applicable to the inherited
B.ut giving his age as seventy-eight is a
prejudice of the people. Probabiy thou- mistake. That thrust about domestic difsands who heard or read this speech will ficulties was given merely because he was
not question the conclusions, though many not a Christian. Certainly we never had
will not think their religions ideas are in- any difficulty about our religion, as Chriscluded therein. As he states it, there are tians do, for THE TRUTH SEEKER was our
many people who honestly believe that- gospel and Thomas Paine our god, R. G.
they are as liberal as any, and do not know Ingersoll our new-born savior, and
where or how their ideas bav become so Messrs. S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg,
firmly fixed as to deny to others the rights C. B. Reynolds, Watson Heston, and J. ;a.
they claim for themselvs. His politieal Charlesworth our angels.
What emfriends; who are also Christians, doubtless bittered his life more than anything else
thought this was a hard hit at their political was being swindled out of his posseBBions
opponents, and yet never realized that it by Christian bigots and hypocrits. So we
was their own religions ideas that were as will count that mistake number two. And
much at fault as the political ideas of their as to such a case being never before
opponents. The Hon. T. L. Nugent, who known is mistake number three in somespoke these words at San Marcos, Tex., is thing less than a dozen lines, for tw~ men
doubtless a thinker who is not bound to hav died right in the town where the
the " public opinion" which is as potent county papt>r is printed that made the
as thumbscrews to repress independence same request and were buried according
and enslave thought. He has spoken these to their belief. I remain,
thoughts fearlessly and in deliberation be- Yours for Freethonght, justice, and truth,
fore thousands of criticl!l. He has thus
MRs. D. McDUFFEE.
placed himself upon a broad, liberal platform for the rights of investigation of poReads and Tolerates All.
litical, religions, and scientific subjects.
ANTRIM, N.H., July 23, 18!!3.
Respectfully,
JAMEs H. PARKS.
MR. EDITOR: As I take all sorts of papers to read, I must of course take some
A Dead Freethinker Wronged.
that do not advocate the same doctrin that
I do, but as I am a firm believer in perDouGLAs, lA., July 2, 1893.
·MR. EDITOR: My husband, Daniel Mc- sonal right11, I allow everyone to think and
Duffee, after a painful and lingering illness, speak for themselvs; so you see that I am
passed calmly and peacefully away, June living up to St. Paul's doctrin-if there
25th, at 6:30P.M. He was born in Cabot, ever was such a person, doubtful in my
Caledonia county, Vt., May 26, 1817, and mind. "But whether there was or was not;
was aged seventy-six years and twenty-nine he was much like his Lord and master, aldays. He came to Auburn toWnship, ways contradicting himself in his stateFayette county, Ia., in 1849, where he has ments. That is, he wanted all men to be

well convinced on any subject in their own
mind, and any reasonable person would
suppose that he was willing arid anxious
to hav them act according to their own
judgment. But no, you must do just as he
said or go to '' L." And as I rea-l all of my
books and papers through, and try to understand what the writer means in his remarks, and having common sense, I am
deriving some knowledge from other people's mind, providing I hav got sense
enough to know when a person is talking
common sense. And now let me say right
here, that is the reason that I take THE
TRUTH BEEKER and Ironclad Age, and
should take many more of the same kind
if I was able. For all such papers tell the
trnth, the whole truth, and nothing but
truth, without the help of any God or any
other great being, and it sounds to me a
great deal better to hav any person tell
a story without being prompted by some
one. But as I am wandering somewhat
from the main point of what I intended, I
will stop and commence. What !intended
to say was this: I see on the fifth page of
my weekly Witne,Rs an article headed
"Rumors of Danger." Now, by the reading of the article the people are getting
their eyes a little opened in regard to
Catholicism-just what our papers hav
been telling them and Heston has been
picturing to them right along for the last
two or three years-and now at the last
hour they begin to see the devil. Oh, yes,
l-out just see how tlleir own devil is trying
to quiet them by quoting from the book of
Daniel. I do not say but that he is quoting from the right book or saying, but I
do say that he is quoting from no particular part of the reading, and I think that he
should take the eighth chapter and commence to read, and when, he gets to the
fifth verse then look sharp and read slow.
For I am a-going to suppose that I am
Daniel. Now, the he-goat is Ingersoll.
Now read on until you g-et to the twelfth
verse. There you will read what the
colonel's doctrin is a-going to do. Then
read on to the eighteenth verse, and you
will see the people are all the same way.
But Robert will wake them up and will tell
them wh"t to do. Now read the twentyfourth verse, an.i you will see that the
colonel is not alone, but there are all of our
big speakers with him, such as Jamieson,
Remsburg, Bell, and a thousand and one
others on the male side. Then there are
Helen H. Gardener, Susan Wixon, and as
many more on the ladies' side that are agoing to help. And by the time that I am
as old as I see some of my noble brothers
and sisters are, I shall see this vision come
to pass, and I think that whenever this
comes to pass that every priest and minister in the world will be so sick that they
will know just how to pity poor old Daniel.
But now, my dear friends, do not faint.
The time is just as sure to come as the sun
is to rise to-morrow, for if you will only
stop and think one moment you will see
that there is not born nowadays one fool
where there used to be twenty, and our
schoolhouses are ten times as numerous
and giv three times as much schooling as
the people used to hav when I was a boy.
Now, will any person with common sense
stand up and say that the vision will not
come so that those who can liv forty years
from now will hav the enjoyment to see
something of a heaven on this earth?not saying that there will be the breaking
out of two or three hells before that time,
for we all know that whenever the paople
hav tried to bind old Satan,. those that
kept him in their stock in trade would
kick like a mule, and they will always.
But I say for now and always,. keep your
whip a-going and we ahall kill the devil at
last.
H. B. RALEIGH.
When Women Become Free We Shall All
Be l!'ree.
KEARNEY, NEB., July 31, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of
June lOth is an article entitled "An Appeal
to Women." I agree with the writer that
Liberal women should do all they can to
help remove the mental bondage that prevails among women. Thousands of them
are blindly clinging to worn-out dogmas,
creeds, and superstitions, and persistently
refusing to help-roll away the stone that
bars their progress. It has been truly
·said, " There is no slave so degraded as

the one who hugs his chain and does not
want freedom." So women are giving
their influence and support to that which
has always enslaved them in the past, and
is holding, not only woman, but the race,
back to-day.
Freethinkers, both men and women,
should be at all times ready to express
their conviction, especially when they can
benefit others by so doing. All questions,
both civil and religious, should be open to
argument; nothing clears up a subject
like debate. Let us hav discussion, agitation, conflict, for out of these whatever
is true and vital will come at last. The
readiness wit.h which women signed petitions for closing the World's Fair on
Sunday evidences the need of missionary
work among them. Women shoulrl be the
last ones to help preachers or anyone else
to violate our national Constitution, or
tear down any of the safeguards its noble
and far-seeing founders placed therein to
protect us from religious perRecution, war,
and bloodshed. Fortunately for us and
.our beloved country, they wisely placed
religions questions beyond the control of
Congress.
Many•thoughtful, liberty-loving women
feel humiliated and aggrieved at this action of their countrywomen who signed
these petitions. If women would read and
investigate Bibles for themselvs, they
would soon fitJLl out what they really area collection of books, good, bad, and indifferent, written at different times by
different authors, when and by whom
there is no exact knowledge; full of mistakes and much that is reprehensible;
adorned here and there with passages of
spiritual and poetic beauty; every good
thought and deed that is recorded inspired just as they always hav bee:a and
are to-day, by the aspirations ·of the human heart for that which is noble and
beautiful and true. We presume that in
none of the many Bibles extant is woman
considered the equal of man. In contradistinction to this we are gratified to find
that a woman's day is to be one of the
prominent features of the' Congress of
Freethinkers. This shows that they are
believers in equality and justice, and that
no whole-souled Freethinker would deny
his mother or wife any of the privileges
he claims for himself. All around us we
see women unable to rise above the cruel,
ignorant ideas, prejudices, and. customs of
past ages. They hav environed her so
long that they hav become ingrained
in her nature and it will be no easy task
to change or eradicate them. Woman's
lot has always been a hard one. Priests,
preachers, lawmakers, and other interested
persons hav always assumed the right to
mark out her sphere and control her destiny. All laws, teachings, and influences
hav tended to make her subservient to
the will of others until dignity and selfrespect are cruslled and individuality
lost. '' Women, keep silent," ''women,
be obedient," has been rung in their ears
for ages. Men hav discussed the question
as to whether woman possessed a souland might be doing so to-day if it were not
inexpedient. Women are so necessary to
help pay aalaries and fill church pews. Is
it any wonder that men hav so long tamely
submitted to religious, political, ·and
financial tyranny when such enslaved,
cow»rdly women hav been their mothers?
Let women, so far as space in T1rn TRUTH
SEEKER permits, express their convictions and giv their reasons for the faith
that is in them. Let us hear from the
woman who believes the "rib story," a&
well as those who do not. Let some one
tell us why Adam, just got up after an
infallible pattern, failed to hav honesty
enough to tell his bride about those dreadful apples, and after eating part of
them himself, allowed u.ll the blame to
fall upon Mrs. Adam; and whyJesusnever
mentioned Adam and Eve although sent to
atone for their sins. Let Us hav discus·
sion that will lead woman out of superstition and ignorance into knowledge and
light, and fit her mind to receive the
newer, broader views of life and it~ uses,
which nature and· science are unfolding.
A great man has said, •' When women
reason, and babes sit in the lap of philosophy, the victory of reason over the
shadowy host of darkness will be complete."
V. M.G.
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G'Ai.Zaren' s Gornor.

sent you last week. Mr. Sturoc is a subscribe!" to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and is one
of the rare gentlemen whom it is a pleas- Three Introductory Lectures on the
ure to meet. Of fine attainments, scholScience of Thonght. By F. Max 1\iiilEdited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, I(all
ler. 1. The Simplicitv of Languagej 2. The
River, Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca arly and apt, he possesses that wonderful
Identity of Language and 'l'hought, and a.
charm of manner and conversation that
The Simplicity or Thought. With an a_ppendix
tions for this Corner should be sent.
which contains a correspondence on" Thought
is attractiv to everyone. His intellectual
Without Words," between F. l\Iax Mnller and
Francis Galton, the duke v-' Argyll, George J.
attainments and his blameless life hav
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
When the night is begi~ning to l9wer,
attached to him many friends who
Price, 75c.
Comes a Ilause in the da:y·s occur.ations
greatly admire his rare qualities of mind Three Lectnres on The Science of Lan•
Tbat is known as the Children s Hour."
gnage. By Prof. F. M.ax Muller. The
and heart.
Oxford University Extem;ion Lectures. With
Mrs. Etta Marden, another of our
a supJ?lement, ''lVly Predecessors." an essay on
That's the Way.
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
TRUTH SEEKER friends, live at Pennacook,
Just a little every day,
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.
in this state. She very kindly sends an The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
Th- t's the way
invitation to the editor of the Corner to
Seeds in darkne's swell and grow,
Ribot, I>!'Ofes;or of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at tue College de France,
Tiny blades push through the snow,
visit her in her home; and it is with feeland editor of the Revue Philosophique. AuNever any flower of May
ings
of
regret
that
this
invitation,
with
thorized translation. Treating or the following
Leaps to hlossr-m in a bnrPt.
topics:
1. Spontaneous, or Natu!'<Ll, Attention.
some others, will hav to be declined,
Slowly-slowly-at the first.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations;
a,
Surprise. 2. Voluntary.._or Artificial,
though
it
would
giv
us
the
greatest
pleasure
That's •he way!
Attention.-a,, Its mechanism; b, J.nhibition; a,
JnHt a little evEr' day.
to grasp our dear friend by the hand.
The feeling oi effort. 3. The Morbid States of
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria-;·
JuEt a little every dny.
Another time it may be so that our mutual
a, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a Idiocy; e, Atten.
That's the way
desires will be gratified.
S. H. W.
twn in sleep and hypnosis. C1oth, ,.5c.
Childnn learn to rea•l and write.
Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Bit by b t, and mite by mite,
Never anyone, I say,:
Lpaps to knowledge and its power.
Slowly-> low1y-hour by honr,
'That's the way!
Just a little every day,

From Sunapee-Land. •

Scientific Works.

Correspondence.

Philosophy as a Systematic Arrangement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

DELMONT, s. D., July 25, 1893.
The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.
DEAR MISs WIXoN: This is my second
A Study in Experimental PsycholQgy. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
'attempt to write to the Corner.
the sanction of the author. Treating of the folI like .to read the Corner very much.
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
Pa has taken THE TRUTH SEF.KER for
-Introductory. 2. The. Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
fifteen years and thinks he could not
and Sensoa Organs. 3. The Psychology of
do without it. I do not see many letters
Nutrition: tlololl_hytic, Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; Predatory Habits of Certain
from Dakota.
Animalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicellnlar OrganWe like it very well here, although we
isms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
are going to southwest Missouri this fall on
Fecundation of Hig-her Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
account of the alkali water.
We just
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
moved here a year ago last March. We
Richet (proftssor of physiology in the Facnlty of
hav no fruit here, and pa thinks he cannot
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellnlar psychology. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.
do without that. We "\'¥lre always accustomed to lots of fruit in Iowa.
Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
Our school was out about two weeks
on the Labor Question; Including the
Controversy with Mr. L:vman F. Gage on the
ago. The weather got too warm to go to
Ethics of the Board of Trade;. and also the Cog_school.
troversy with Mr. Hugh u. Pentecost, and
I think your pieces of poetry very nice.
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding, _portrait of the author, and autoI hav them all cut out and am saving
graph letter. Price, $1.
them to paste in a book.
The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.
Well, I will close for this time.
Being a disquisition on the development of
Ever your friend,
the idea of God in hnmltn thought and histov;
NELLIE E. WILSON.
discussing: 1. The Nature of ldeas. 2. The Et-

WOODLAND WALKS AND PLEASANT RAMBLES
-SUNAPEE INDUSTRIES-PERSONAL MENTION.
Whichever way one turns in this delightful region, new beauties unfold before the enraptured gaze of the beholder.
A walk in the woods or on the hills is al•ways a feast. '!'he feet press the softest,
greenest mosses, and many flowers and
fragrant herbs bend and smile on either
side. Wintergreen, the partridge berry,
the snow-flower, wild clematis, rare yellow
clover, life-everlasting, bayberry, many
varieties of fern, and various other wilding plants and nestling blossoms peep from
ymology of The Word God. a. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God _(Polytheism,
the spongy earth, while the birds twitter
Monotb~ism. Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
and sing amid the pines, hemlocks, and
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
Fine Hand-Made Violins.
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.
leaning birches, seemingly in love with l\'fade strictly on scie -1tific principle,. Best in
Epitomes
of Three Sciences. 1. Comthe World fnr the Tltoney. Fine Woo', Tools, and
their surroundings.
IJarative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Trimmh!"H for Violin-Mal• er . Also ®ld and.
Among the industries at Sunapee is the N~w Violms Repaire i • nd Hegr• duated at
Prof. H. Olden berg, of the University of Kiel.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to Lasshop for the manufacture of hames, some- reas en ble pr c2s. Squm·e aealing. Add< ess
sen; a, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The In.
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.
terpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
thing belonging to the harness of horses.
Vedic Epoch. 2. ·Experimental Psychology
A visit to the pulp mill is not uninterest~Y. Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
FOR SA& E, CHEA. ·".
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
ing. Great logs of spruce are placed beb. Psychology in Germany; a, Psycholog;y m
200 acres good farm land in Washington.
France and Italy; a. Psychology in Great Brittween two immense granit blocks, and in Small
improvements; easily cleared; about six
ain and the United States. a. Old Testament
from railroad station. My object--getting
fifteen minutes are reduced or crushed into miles
History: or, The Rise of the peqple of Israel.
old and health poor. For particulars aidresa
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
a looee mass of pulpy matter, which by
G. A. BOYD, Boistfort, Lewi• co., Wash.
Konigsberg._-a, The Traditions of the People of
the aid of machinery and water is made
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
2ta~
Israel;
a, The Conql!!lst of Palestine and the
into a soft,. cheesy consistency. This is
Kingdom oflsrael. With es:Qecial introductions
CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefspread upon rollers, and by another process
atory remarks by the editor of the Open
is fashioned into sheets of thick material, Piles, Quinsy, C!l.tarrh. The Antidote fllr $1.
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 71ic.
Agents
wantedDr.
G.
H.
MIL"lER,
1,4.41
South
which in another establishment is readily
The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul
~ot28
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
converted into paper, upon which is Twelfth Etreet. Denver, Col.
Society for Ethical Cnlture of Chicago at the
printed the news of the day. So we may
in-witllotion of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a S\ience; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The Thesee that even the forests contribute to our
ories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50o.
happiness and comfort in a literary as wel
On Donble Consciousness. Experimental
Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
as physical way, reminding us of our deA ~ inefeenth Cent ry Nov I.
of contents: 1. Introductoryi Experimental
pendence upon the simple things around
Psychology in France. 2. Prooi of Double Consciousness in Hysterical Individuals. a. The
us. The pulp mill is under the care of SuPreface by R. G. lNG R30LL
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
perintendentAbbott, who is always pleased
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical E_ye.
For H-r Daiiy Br•a lis the story d two young
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The
girls
and
a
younger
brother
who
were
left
parentto show courteous attention to strangers.
Graphic l\fethod and the Doubling of Consciouswith a little moneyh fair educatior-h and
ness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
A little farther on from the pulp-mill, less,
much courage, to make t eir way throng the
s.
The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
by gowg to Chicago. "l he autuor is also
and the rambler comes to the workshop of world
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousthe heroioe. 'l"he narrative is, in the main, a hisness
in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.
the talented artist, Mr. Alfred Dingle, tory of a working-girl's life auo experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff busin 'S>-men, kind- The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By
whose work speaks for itself. From the hearted
folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
superior quality of nativ Sunapee granit, just such a •tory of human life as we should exbound edition of this famous and popular Gerpect Colonel lnger,oll to be interested in; and
man romance. The author writes a8 a motto
Mr. Dingle evolves many beautiful figures, whatever he admires and appraciates is sure to
for the American edition: "A noble human
ba
worth
the
attention
of
the
rest
of
the
world.
life
does not end on earth with death. It conthe chiseled features of which seem almost Price, 25 cents. Add< ess
tinues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
ready to speak to the beholder. What a
in
the thoughts and the activit; of the naas
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tion." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.
genius it is to be able to bring forms of
Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
loveliness from the dull and ~enseless
Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
stone, to portray the emotions so visibly
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso ders. a. Emoas to affect one to tears or smiles. How
,,
tional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Oil,
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.
patient is the work of the sculptor, and hinctples of the Natural Order of the {In;
The Soul of Man. An Investigation of
how happy must he be as he sees the
rerse, with a System of Morali'y
the Fact8 of Ph;ysiological and Experimental
gradual mifoldment of his dream! Mr.
Based Thereon.
Psychology. ByDr.PalilCarus. Whh 152Illu'trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $a, pages 480.
Dingle, as an artist, has before him a
BY PlloFEBBoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
bright career. His faithful helpers, too,
•
duSTENT8 ~
divided into the followil!_g sections: 1. The
as slowly, with mallet and chisel, they un- ll'oftl!l and Matter,
The Fitness of Things ii•
Philosophical Problem of Miud. 2. The Rise of
bmnortality
of
Matter,
Nature
(Teleology),
Organic Life. a. Physiolo!)(ical Facts of Brainlock the mysteries of the marble, are [mmortality_of Forc.'l, Man,
Activity. 4. The Immortality uf the Race anu
deserving of much praise and encourage- infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
the Data of Propagation. 5. The InvestigaValue of Matter,
Thou~ht,
tions of Experimental Psychology. 6. 'l'hc Et!Jment.
Motion,
Consciousness,
ical and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Seat of the Soi:Ll,
Address
'THI!l 'I'RU l'H SEEKf?T>.
There are but two churches in this pleas- Form,
fmmntabilityofNatural Innate Ideas;.
28 Lafayette Place, New Yor·:.
ant town, only one of which isip. working
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
of Natural Personal Continuance
order. Perhaps there is but little need of l1niversality
Laws,
Vital Force,
ANEW WORK
churches in such a charming spot where The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
BY
Periods
of
the
Creation
Frea
Will,
Nature dispensed her gifts in so lavish a
of the Earth,
l\lo!•ality,
ARTHUR B. MOSS,
manner; where every forest path is a vriginal Generation, ConclndTng Obsern.
:>ecnlar Generation,
tions. · ·
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
revelation; where the rhythm of the river A''dce. $1.50. Address THE TRUi'H SEEKJ!JH
ENTITLED
makes unceasing melody, rivaling the
choir of the finest cathedral, and the hill.:~
seem uttering a never;ending benediction.
Among many pleasant people that it has
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated ChrisWith_preface by
statement that Infidels do not contribute
been my good fortune to meet since so- tian
J. M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of Freethfnl:er.
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
journing here, is Hon. W. C. Sturoc, be widely circnlated to meet the calumny. Price,·
Price, $1. Order at once.
cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address TRE TRUTll
whose fine poem on Lake Sunapee was 5SEEKBB,
28 Lafa.yette pla.ce, New York.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

8ooks.byHe/en H. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Godse
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, eloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
111" Traae Supp!iea at Spema! Discounts.

iS THIS YOUB SOH. MY LORD"1
~Fascinating

Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

Price. c!oth, $1 ; PaPer, 50 cents.

.oRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W" NOVEL.

Price, cloth, $1.
~~dress

Paper; 50 cents.
TH.E TRUTH BEEKER,
1

og T,Slf*.vPt.t.A nlacA. 'J'. PVF Vo1'1r

Pyramid of.Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N&r·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAJ!I BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15oents

Prof. Wm. Oenton;s Books.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Force aqd 1"\atter;

uJNFIDELS AND CHARITY."

Christianity and Evolution.

Je Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Oelnge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

i}arrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

'ieology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

iiod Proposed for Onr National Constitution. 10c.
[rreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

{s Darwin Right ~ Origin of Man. $1.
{s Spiritualism Trne ~ 10c.
llan's Trne Saviors. 10c.
)rthol.oxy False, Since Spil'itnalism is
Trne. 10c.
!ocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

:tadical Discourses on Religions Snbjeets.
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

'lermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Researches, etc. a vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
III. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

\Vi1at Is Right ~ 10c.
\Vllat Was lie~ Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians l 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Bt ltf. 1J~IWOOK. l'rice,15 ow.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of th·e Go.l Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform&tion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Chaldean Idols, to Christ's comingi the 3Jrincipal characters &re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
IJ~culiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and su_Pernatural padding are the :~>ropbr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
_
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food.Substances.

Elimination of.JWaste Substances,
, .

--

'In General.

~"'".' ":

~

::BY the Lungii:D
,By the Skin.
~By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
·
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?
·

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
• A Liberallivin__g in Miohiga.n sa.id once that he woa\d give $25 •
Jl!&r to have the Urimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Uhristir.nity
possesses to make men moral.
We have jus~ issued the Fourth Edition of the book doinlr thia.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre-

vious editions show that within a tew ye.-rd abo.ut

1300 HINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or a.nother of criminal condu)t. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once th<3 weakness a.nd
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
oloo:_gy,
1 Notwithstanding the many A-dditional pages, we have kept the
price the same, 25 cents. Send for " copy, and confound the church- -••r..~tr.~
men. Show them JUst what sor .. of suamps are the clergy who have
cl~seq the.Wor~d's E:•~ir .on ~un<lay. b;cause it i3 LO holy a day that to look upon machiner;r
jJamtings m tins penod 1s "Immoral."

"

A1ldress

'fHE TltUTII SEEKER CO.M.PANL

or
r

The Mind.

·Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS

to Knowledge.
T a bl es {Gateways
Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.

lLLUBTBATIONS.

1\fap of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.
Editor of

th~,

In Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-t.-. --...,.,..,_,.,
AddresR

,.QNIJON AGNOBTIO JVUBNAL.-.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York."":-

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:rn.h!J-Ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work gf vast. researoh 1 of sound ontwtsm~ of caURtio
humor of sledgehamm• r vehemence of scathmg satire. of patnos and elo9.uence. .1t 1s one of
the he~viest iconocla.stic broadsides ever fired at the Jewlhh God o.nu the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

REDUCTION IN PRICE _)OF A GREAI BOOK,

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
With the eighth editi'oll ,.

~ Winwood Reade's" Martyl'
; dom of Man:· the cost ol

I·

·production has been les

r
: sened so thf!.t we can redllft

I... ,.,.. ,,.., ., "
i

~

The Rev. Archdeacon F<~rrar said that '·Christianity llle~,ated the woman; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender ye~rs of the child. The o]?Jeot o~ Salad~n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he baH succee\led. An English w11ter sa1d of 1~:
•• This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever 1•sued from the press. The author!·
ties cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g1lt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the molt delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•ootion of woman, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophicu.l withal, and pet·meated with
a tender reverence lor w"·nan and exalted opinion or what she is u.nd should be- A mereiloAs
satire upon certain of thee >nventional foible• of the day, full of f~tcts, fnncioA, truth", rare
touches of genius, and bursts of oloqllcnce. Most of the satirical shafts aimed tit tho w ,,man
go past her and stick in the m~tn behind her, and it serves him abont right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, -~1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE. SLAVE TRADE.

$1.00.

A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec_b proving that Chris~ianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·.1·o which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
The book has had a phenomenal sale lor so heretical a workl second only to Helen GarUeiKI''
., Men, Women, and Gods," and we give 0111' readers the pecnniary oenefit of it. The
.

ROSES AND RUE.

"MARTYRDOM OF MA.N"
(J & very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergou

-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present plane. It shows how War and Religion have been oppree

etve factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describ6s hie
intellectual stmggle from the animal period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha>
·
!Jle author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Maoedonians, Alexandria, ~h•
.1:l.
Phenician~,
Carthage
and
Rome,
Roman
Africa,
the
Arabs.
0

W 'R
RELIGION
LIBERTY
IN-TELLECT

·

The Natural His ton' of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
• Character gf ifesus,1 the. Christians~ Arabia, Me<;ca,. Characte,r _of Mob am;
med, Desonpt10n or Afnca, the Monammeaans m uentral Afrwa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, th~
• Church, Venice, Arab Spain, the l'ortu&"ues~~ Discoverer~ the Slave l'rade,
Abolition in Europe, A'6olit10n in <\menca. materials of 1:1uman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man\ and Early Histoo,
• Snrpmary of Universal History, The Futa~e of tne Human Race, TM
Religion of Reason and Love.

frioe reduced from $1. 7G to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New Y orkc

The Agnostic Annual Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
-JJ'OR-

.... i8~3 ....
Edfted by CHARLES

A.=

WATTS.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.

The Moral Sanction Leslie Stepl:len; Reverent
This is the greatest argument ever made in a cas~
Al{!lostioism, Amos Waters.;_ The Mother Nature: of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
A Poem Gerald Massey; .uogmatism in Theol- long as the Christians use force to repress free
ogy, Alfred Momerie; Sermons on the Mount, speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloSamntel Laing; The C1t~ of the Dead, W. Stewart quence never equaled. Wherever Christian perRoss !Saladin)· On the Duty of Honestr: in Our secution is going on this argument should bf
Conv10tions~..,6. E. Plumptre; Scientific Religion, freely circulated, read to the Christians, ani!. ex·
B. Bithell; ·.me Blight of S~Werstition, Charles pounded on every occasion,
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Olodi!; The Disap:pearance of the Nether World~
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEit,
F.J. uould; Religious Ideas: Their Origin ana
28 Lafayette place, New York.
Development, Frederick Milla!i Si&"nals :with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; ruatenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lucia.n Armstrong,
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKlilll.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Bv M. B..!BOOOK.

Pre and Con of

Supernatural Religion.
9£we We a Supernatural, Inspiredr Mira&

mona Religion 'I'

Price,

1n

oente.

LITTLE LEssoNs FOR

LJ11L£. FOLI{S•
By MR8. E. IJ. BLENKER.

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gemus; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read· again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglCJW in e'fer7
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

IISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poem!J
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, a.nd every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING;
By one who endlll'ed it. Based upon a. manuscript in the po1session of B&ll.diu
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who wu.s cut down from the ll&llows, Printed from lllall1l•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 ce11ts.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the ()pen Oour'
aaid: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Ga.rdener's11tory, 'II
This Your Son, l\fy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

ARGUMENT

OONTENT8l

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the questiOn whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern soienoo,
In paper, 20 cents.

Being an exposure of that infamous reliiious rite. Cqnteqts: Li
· i_onsness of the Pre.
Reformation Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Pnest m Absc
an; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts :l'rom Dens and J,iguori; Examination of t,_ 'ihurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self·
Indulgence' The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 2~ cents.
•
m>"'"' "'.,, ~~ ~''Q"'' ~"""!!." "'"""''""~
'II'RJl\ 'I'RliJTH SEEKER. Ill LM-f~~~ovette l?laoo. Ne• '!r~ J

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl"H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against tlie superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
J
.
,
..
, •
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
l'at!JP s Age _of R~a.son 1 1t enable~ somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
vanety of Sllb1~cts mcluae all the disPuted pomts between Christianity and Freethomdtt. Price,
$1. ·
Address
THE TRUTH SJ!;J!;KER.
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THE
i)u'bZications. Truth Seeker Library. Good Books for Liberally In.
clined People.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
C.:nless otherwise specified, all publica-

IssUEs oF 1891. -$3.
tions noticed here can be had of THE
Price.
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price Truth Seeker Annual,)891.. ................... $0 ~5
nam.ed.
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener,. ··· ........................... ·· ··· · 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. ill usTHE WORLD WANTS TO . KNOW, WHAT
Answ~~~t£~\:ii.~i.siiaii 'qi.i88iioii8." ·n: ~C:Ben: 25
GOOD RESULTS ?
nett....................................... 25
In direct opposition to Mr. Mitchell's Christ;
an Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
orthodox argument comes a Reries of Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 10
The
Crisis.
Thomas Paine. illustrated..... 40
books from the Truth Seeker Company, Sabbath Breaking.
John E. Remsburg....... 25
''An Agnostic's View of the Resurrect-ion," Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reathe "Creation of Gfl d," and the "Handson. Robert C. Adams.................. 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller........ . . . . 25
book of Freethought." The Agnostic in My
Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putquestion jR Don Allen, and he i• visibly
nam............... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
disturbed by the Christian acceptation ·The Higher Criticism in Theology and Religion. T. E. Longshore................ 50
of the resurrection, and has ''concluded
IsSUEs OF 1892.-$3.
to giv my theory of what took place
Infidel
Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
at the tom b." And that theory is t.hat
of Man. Thomas Paine. illustraPilate removed the body of the Ravior Rights
ted........................................ 40
from the grave and secreted it in order Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.... 10
Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Garto prevent a riot that would follow any Pulpit,
dener .... ...... .... .. ...... ............... JO
desecration of the tomb by the multi- Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg..... .. . ... . 25
tude. To the setting forth and substanti- Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .. : ........ ·. 50
Pocket Theology. Voltaire................... 2:;
ation of this thPory the author devotes his Why
Don't God Kill the Devil? llf. Bahenergies.
cock, .................. · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15
in Literature. Testimonial to
The "Creation of God" is contributed Liberj;y
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
by Dr. Jacob Hartmann, and goes over
lL
25
B C 1R b tG I g
the old f11miliar lines.
The first four Six Le~tu~es ~nerAst~o~o:~~ iHch'ai-i:i 'A.:
Proctor......................
..
..
..
..
..
..
chapters are devoted to the considera- Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 15
tion of the chief aspects of the natural
H t
ar Bible
.. · ................
· · · · .. · · · · ...... · · 30
40
unive•se. The author endeavors to d"mon- The Holy
Abridged......................
strate that, search where you will in the False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10
universe, suns, stars, planets, satellites,
IssUEs OF 1893. -$3.
t.his terrestrial globe, its atmosphere, 'l:'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
infinit space, chemical constit.uents, aniG. Ingersoll............................... 15
mal and vegetable life, all, all, every- The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartthing known, is found to be natural, Crim:a~f ·:r~·e~ch·~~~. hi' th~. uir';i8,fsiaie8: 50
governed by natural laws, "and not a
M. E. Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
vestige, not the remotest shadow, of any- Handbook
Freethought. w. S. Bell...... 50
thing supernatural, of a God or gods, Religion a of
Curse; Heligwn a Disease; Reis to be found." He aRsails also tbe first
. 25
ligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
ten chapters of Genesis, shows "how the Design
THE '£RUTH SEEKER.........
.. ..
15
idea of God originated," takes up Old Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Chri8tian?
Testament history in its natural order,
J('hn .E llemsbnrll'.
.... .... . ..... 50
of 'I he Wodd's Fair. ll'usand plavs havoc with accepted ortho- Pen Pintures
tr. ted. s. p, Pu1 nam......... . . . . . . . . . .
21
doxy. This and much more of th<l same
Durmg the year other standard Freeth ought
sort conclude with an appeal to people worl<~ will be published and sent to subscribers
to eat proper food, keep their feet dry, as they appPar.
Yearly subscribers at $3receive all the numbers
and "remember that dead men enjoy published
in one year. In ordering please say
nothing."
whichyear is desired.
Mr. W. S. Bell informs the readers of
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
his "Handbook of Freethought" that he
28 Lafavette Place. New York.
has "aimed in preparing this work to put
into compact and orderly form a large
amount of irrefragable evidence against.
the superstitions of the church." This
evidence consists of a good deal of old
straw that bas been thrashed over by
Paine, Ingersoll, and all that class of
orators and writers.
Of course as a
"handbook "nothing else could be reasonably expected. The precise usefulness of
Ruch a boflk doee not s"em exactly clear,
but it is inferred that the compilation
gave Mr. Bell great pleasure, and it is
sure that the peruRal will supply a number
of smart sayings for immature young people to throw at their grandmothers.
Yet, after all, considering the temper in
which these books are written, considering their sneering, cynical, querulous
tone, what good results? ("Handbook of
Freethought," "The Creation of God,"
•' An Agnostic's View of the Resurrection;" Truth-Seeker Company.) -New

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

York World.
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THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE ·CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.

The Last 'l'enet1 Imposed upon the Khan o:..
Tomathoz. J::Sy Hudor Genone, author
of" Inquirendo Island." Copiously illustrated
with original drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
Inquirendo bland. A novel. By Hudor
Genone. 12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1; paper,
50c. "This book is to me a delightful surprise. In m:y_judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's • Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
mercrless exposure of Pharisaism and hypocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Christiamty of to-day. It is a good book~ and while
it will offend many, should be reaa by all."[The Arena.
Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, past.or of the Theistrc church of London, with a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'l'aft Root. PapPr, 37 pages; 20c.
God in· the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bra<lford. Paper, 1smo, 18 pages·, 10c.
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.
"h
F
The •J ange of rout of the Universe.
By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 10c.
A Study of Primiti've (,·hri'sti'ani'ty. By
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt 1op2 uncut
edges, .319 pages; $1.25. "Dr·. Janes is evrdently
a thoroufh scholar, and one cannot fail to be
rf'm_pressetrhwj.th thet.calarte; tthhe h onestyf, tthethfaithhulness, e Impar 1 Hy, e 1ove o ru \ t...,e
conservatism exhibited throughout this aamirable volume."-[Popnlar Science Monthly.
What Can Ethics Do For Us~ By
William J\olackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, 1Qc.
Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By
WillJam lliackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, 10c.
The M.orals of Christ. A comparison
with the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
Pharis~ic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bier bower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical s:ystems which chie:fl,y concern the modern crvilized world, and m this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
by that anal~is as to ~ive them a high scientific value. His book rs almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.
Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208pages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
essays on ethic&l and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
aiC. ~.,11 of interest to the casual reader by reason of their fund of anecdote and biol'(raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religwus and
W.~~!a~ruth they offer many helps."-[Literary
Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, 30c. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put. His book is the ;fruit of
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffalo Express.
Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished-sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address . THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

An important and remarkable revelation con~erning the life and times of Apollonius of
l'yana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
1ll:mo, 300 pp., $1.
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
Apples of ~old. And Other Stories for formulators of the Christian religion in the inBoys and Gnls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
terest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apollonius~
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- especially
view of the historica references ana
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti- comments inthereon.
It is quite evident that to
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Free- conceal the plagiarism,
the name of Apollonius
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. was suppressed.
t; full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Price,
15
cents.
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusAddress THE TRUTH REEKER.
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
~Lafayette place, New York City.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.rt.,
with a preface by

CHEAP EDITION.

R- G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as WPll as convincing.
Price, cloth. $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Prrce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Antiquity
Unveiled. GOVEBBMEBT ABALYZED.
-o-

:By COL. JOHN R·

~eLSO.

Contents: Derivations and Definitions of
.A ncient Voices Political Terms; Various Forms of Government;
General
Principles of Government; Functions
from the 8pi1·it
of Government; Origin of Government; DeclaraRealm disclose the tion of Indc(!endence; Articles of Confederation;
most Stm·tzin(l Rev- Defects of the Confederation; Formation of the
Constitution of the United States; Taxation;
ela.tions.
Tariff for Protection; War; Punishment,. Mar-ariage; Religion; Pronibition; i\'Ioney; what a
Proving Christianity Government Should Be.
'l'hose who know Col. Kelso's keen analytical
power, &s shown in his "Bible Analyzed,., and
to be of
·• Deity Analyzed," will realize that in "GovernAnalyzed" they will hav the bedrock of
Heathen Origin. ment
human authority exposed, and will learn what
government is. Whether they will agree with
[ILLUSTltATED.l
his statement of what government is depends
Price. - - - - *1.50. upon whether they lean to Socialistic or Anarchistic philoso_phy. But at all events everyone can
learn something from this book.
Price, $1.50. tlold by THE TRUTH SEEKE:a,
THE TRUTHISEEKER.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

On6 of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible. -

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE BEAD
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKFR.

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
.l:'hoto~raJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
~merica's greatest orator and Freedom's g!'eatest
champion at home, m&:Y bll h~d ~~ot this omoe for
1\tt:Y oentl',

Gems of Cfo''hougltt.
CERTAINLY, if the Bible i~ such a revelation as men claim, it has egregiously failed
to anAwer the purpose for which it was in·
tended, seeing that· men equally able,
earnPst, and sincere differ among themselva radically and hopelessly.- Chadwick.

IN ecclesiastical history we see Christians denouncing and excommunicating
one another for supposed error, and every
denomination has been pronounced accursed-anathema · maranatha- by some
portion of the Christian world; so that,
were the curses of men to prevail, not
one human being would enter heaven,-

Dr. Ghannin,q.
VOLTAIRE demonstrated that the origin
of all religions is the same, the same mysteries-the same miracles-the same imposture-the same temples and ceremonies-the flame kind of founders,
apostles, and dupes-the same promises
and threats-the same pretense of goodness and forgivness and the practice of
the same persecution and murder. He
proved that religion made enemies-philosophy friends.
These were his crimes.

-IngP.rsoll.

OuR free press, also, and our free speech
are great educators. fu these days we are
compelled to see and hear and think. The
narrow-minded man is unhappy and distracted. He is no longer protected in his
little system by college or cloister walls. A
myriad unwelcome facts peer in at him from
every side-from the circulating library,
from the interesting novel, from the omnipresentand iconoclastic newspaper. The
man of mental bias is veritably a victim
of persecution. Optimists tell us that the
world is growing honest. I am optimist
enough to believe that it is growing broadminded. Perforce it must. The air is full
of .everybodv's ideas.
They circulate
everywhere, and act as· a series of incessant shucks wherever they find a mind too
narrowly planned to admit them. Hence
men are beginning to avoid systems as the
cause of more fr~ction than they save.
Thf1y are willing to sacri:flce a narrow love
of unity and consistency for a broader
harmony with the spirit of the age.-

Professor Patrick on' the Psychology oj
Prejudice.·
IN order to believe a miracle, it is not
enough merely to hav seen it; for a man
may be deceived. A fool is often called a
dealer in wonders; and not merely do
many excellent persons think that they
hav seen what they hav not seen, and
heard what was never said to them-not
only do they thus become witnesses of
miracles, but they becom<l also subjects
of miracles. They hav been sometimes
diseased, and sometimes cured by supernatural power; tbey hav been changed
into wolves; they hav traveled through
the air on broomsticks; thev hav become
both incu i and sucnubi. It is ne'cessary
that the miracle should hav been seen by
a great number of very sensible people,
in sound health, and perfectly disinterested iu the affair. It is above all necessary, that it should hav been solemnly
attested by them; for if solemn forms of
authentication are deemed ncessary with
respect to transactions of a very simple
character, such as the ·purchase of a house,
a marriage contract, or a will, what particular and minute cautionary formalities
must not l'e deemed requisit in order to
verify things naturally impossible, on
which the destiny of the world is to depend.- Voltaire.
THERJ!l are three main groups of influences which more or less control the will
of man, and which set certain definit
limits to his actions. The first and most
powerful of these influences resides in the
individual organization of each person,
and in his physical and moral tendencies,
'impulses, inclinations, and characteristics
which are mostly inherited from parents
and ancestors. The second influence is
the force of training, education, and example, acting upon the innate character,
and producing thereon sometimes a beneficial, and sometimes a deleterious effect.
The third influence lies in the external
circumstances of life and in the action· of
the surroundings or media within which
each individual man does and must move.
In the most superficial sense we reckon
among these media: country, climate,
natural conditions in general, also manners and customs, social and political circumstances, stages of civilization and
knowledge, peculiarities of character, the
style of feeding and living in use among
the people, nation, or race to which the
individual belongs ; lastly, the special
personal circumstances by which everyone living in the midst of a community
is affected in the same way as he is by
general circumstances. These are: healtli,
nutrition, wealth or poverty, abundance
or privation, social position, happiness Q:r
misery, and so on,-Buchn(lr,
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J. -:E. Remsburg
50c.; clo.; 75c.

Portrait. PaP:

Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois
Broussais, Giordani> Bruno, Henry
Common Sense. Written U.
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
1776. 15c.
William
Kingdon
Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, AnCrisis. Written During .Am. thony Collins, Auguste
Comte, Condorcet~obert
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Cooper, D'Alembert..._Dantgl)., Charles varwin,
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.. Erasmus Darwin, velamn&e, Denis D.iderot,
clo., $3; leather, $4; morocc<> Etienne Dolet, Georg_e Eliot, Frederick the Great,
~lt eclges $4.50.
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Life of. By J. E. Remsbure, Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Heivetius, Henry Heth, erington Hobbes, Austin Hntyoake, Victor Hu_go,
Port. Pap,JOc.
L 1ttre Harriet Marllneau, Jean Mealier,
Life of. vvith Remarks o:tc Hume,
Mill, JodD. Stuart Mill, Muabeau, Raben
Comte and Rousseau. By C. James
Owen
Thomas
Paine, Cour1il.andt Palmer RlllbeBlanchard. Pap., 4Qc.; clo., witt lais, Winwood Reade,
Madame RolanJ, George
portrait, 60c.
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ John
J,Ife of. With Explanatocy TolanJ!; Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
ObservatiOns. By G. Vale. Po:t· John watts, Thomas Woolston.
trait. $1.
Address
Prioe. 25 oents
l.itllograph of. Heavy plate
"I'JJF. TRnTR REEKER
p~per. 22x28, $1.

PouticaJ and Religions REI"
former. By B. F. Under-

A SHORT

Political Works : " Common

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

wood. We.

Sense;'' l~ Crisis 1 n
Man.'' $1.5().

M.

Rights

oi

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c. ·

Testimonials to His Merits.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Reason,"" Examination of Pro:pL
ecies," etc., with Life of PB,J.r.•
and steel port. $1.50.

CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were tne Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ~cripture
Boo:Ks Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

Vindication of. Reply toN. Y

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. :o<:·

Ad4llreslilll

BEING

Compiled by J. N. Moreau. toe.

Theological Works: "Age o1

The Truth ~eekeJ>:" Con:o>Q:!J!.~ •

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

CS.W.POOTB.

J.ge of Reason. Pap., ~5o.,
6 copies for $1; clo .. 50c.
Age of Reason aud Examina·
tion of tile Prophecic&"
--oPap., 40c.: clo., 75c.
Bein~
true
acaounts
the passing away of the
Apostle of Political and Re· followmg persons, thusofrefuting
the many Chrisligious Liberty. (Life.) Bl tian slanders upon them and ot.hers:

BEDS.

527

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TnUTH
BEEKER one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind \'l'eu or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE TRUTH MEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A £-IBERAL 8'10RY.
Br MRs. E. J. Bu.r..

PricE>, 25 cents

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER

Creed of Christendom.
Ita Foundation Contraated with Ita Superatructure.
BY W. R. GREG.
1 -"t .. ,OTnn. !OQnn..
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving,
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Pain<ll.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks,
Piety in Our Penitentiarieo.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and lilohammed&m.
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Bam:ples of Christianity'a WoQ:.
MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResultM
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilizatioa
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Ch~.
Persecutions of the Church,
Some Allegories,
Heaven.
Hell.
llfiscellaneoUt

.&. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like i~ !lu!.s eve:r \00.
,ore a,pJMlared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again he pub.
'lillhed. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of !!_Utting the hook in the reach of all
&.t twice the price ii would have been a cheap hook. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful successJ ~tnd we judge from our own feelings· that nearly every Libel!'al ic>'
Ameii'iGa wi.U deoire a copy of tnis moat wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
llfr. Jffeston deserves to he called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated b.iu geniruJ iAl
!i1'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the calllle of right and truth. But the picto
\llll!'es do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
·"latter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations. and secondly as texts to p:rove the uttel
a!sib: of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
oook is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has !lV1lll' b?.e'tl Ptlt iY:~ ~
lhvmdl! ~J! Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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FILE BINDERS.

dial, and all modern improvements; uua1·anteea
a pm:fect time~·. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $2B. In best filled
gold cuse 1 open-fuce, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case, $28 w $50; hunting $80 to $3;; 14 carat,
solid gold, 1!145 to $150. Niclrel works, $2 more.

Philadelphia, Pa.

£llJ('>"WING

Those who preserve the volume~ of THE TnUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will sefid on
receipt of cue dollar•

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Jlel!"ular (>rade A01erican WatcbeOio-

Silvenne case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, 1!17 50; 15
jewels, $9; aitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer ca•es, add us above.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IKON•CLAD

Lauie•' A01er•can Gold \Vatcheso-Ail

SEKII~S.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugb ............ .
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake .... .
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatioo .
Underwood ................................ .
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max 1\fueller .... .
8 Religiou of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... .
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... .
11 PhilosoJ?.hY of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... .
12 'l'yndatl s .Belfast Inaugura~and l'ortratt ..
13 Essays on Miracles. David tlume .......... .
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlough ....... .
15 Were Adam and Eve Our l!irst Parens?
Charles .Bradlaugh.........................
16 Why 1Jo Men tltarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh .
19 Large or Bmalll!'amilies? A. Holyoak e .....
20 Sul!_E)rstitio , Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake ....
21 Defeme of Secular Principles. C. Watts ... .
22 Is th« Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ...... .
23 The Christian Deit}'. Charle• Watts ...... .
24 Moral Value of th Bible. Charles Watts ..•.
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Wat.tB ....
26 Christiamt:y: It" Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts .....•...•....
28 ~houghts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake ...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holr,oake... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlau~h. ... . ...
89 Labor's Prayfr. Charles Bradlaugh
•. .
40 Poverty: Its Uause and Cure. Ili. G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonistir. C. Watts ..
48 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'J. Should the Atheist
l!'ear to Die? By G. . Holyoake
....
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi~al Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh..
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latest styles. in Plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels~
1!114; 11lewels, $15.EO; 15 jewels, *20; 14 curat solia
gold, $10 more. HeaVler, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $1 00 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee. kept
in ol"der 1 year, und after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries. Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spec.ucles, $1: best razor, 1!12;
bedt triple-plattd teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$b.fi0; knives, 1!11. 75; forks, $1. 75; all for sets of 6.
:,;olid silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver
souvenir •poons, $1, $1. 5, $1.501.-$< to $8.
'I'••eColonellnMersoll.-'.l'ea,$2.50; orange,
1112.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more.
Etclled (teas only):
" 'l'he 'l'ime to be Happy is Now,"
50 cents extra.
'J'he '.l"orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors. •mall pins, $2, $2.75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $6, $8. Large, $a, $4, $15.
Cllarms, $5, $6, $7.50, $ 0, 1!!15, $20, *30.
DiaDlonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, Ate., free. A1l goods prevaict (exccpt knives and forks) and cash refunded atop..
tion. Watch cle·;ned $1~anrt returned frPe.
O'l'TO WK1:TSTE1N. Rochelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "In!!ersoll" freA with every $20
order.
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MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosfn. ". . . . . • . ~
3 New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 20" Questions Without Answtrs.............. 5
6 1JialogUE' between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarm ................. 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian..
10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoaks ... . .................................. 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh..... .. 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil ...... .-.. . . . . . . 5
11 Newr.ifeofJacoh............................ 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostle•: A Farce. A. H..
. . 10
15 Lutlicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. ..... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Brad laugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? fl. Bradlaul!h...... 5
f
19 New Life of Ab•aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh . . . . 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per d<>z..... 10
I!'O'r Men Onty,
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send Ia a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
far $3, and $10 worth for $5.
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiooy, -Insanity, and
Death.
.
'l·o those aftlieted a::d who are desirous of bemg
11..60 1ri1l now bu1 a. rella.ble AMERI·
cured a bon!tlat of Borne 83 pages will.be sent ~o
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envelope, giving lauses ana S_ymptoma o the
made. FULLY GL'ARANTEED.
Complaint anJ "- description of the Doctor's imJthuAMERICANpa.tcn~lever MOVEMENT,
portant medical discovery-an Outward ApplicaPaunt Ese~~.pement and Regulator, Lantern Pinion.
2-40 be&t.l to minute; No ke7 required to wind and
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
60
kind
in existence-with evidences of success.
~:~·~.12;~-~~~-~~;=::.~t-'h:~!t~~~ ~ ;
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
and we Yillinclude handsome gold plated CIIAI;r'&:
Vineland, N. J.,
CHARM. AGENTS & Storekeepen 1eo.d for TERMS.
~
Cataloguo otlOOO new art.ielel FREE.
And say you saw this advertisement in THJ:
ROBERT 11. INGERSOLL I< BRO., ~
TnUTH MEEKER,
Dr. Fellows is ap..Intldel,
66 CORTLANPT ST., NEW TOliK Cl'n •
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JYotOa of tAo Wselt •
. CHoLERA is prevailing extensivly in RusSia. At Naples, Italy, the deaths from it
are thirty a day.
IT is now learned that the naval disagreement between France and England on the
28th and 29th ult. nearly occasioned a war.
Lord Roseberry said a few days ago:
"We were nearer to a war with France a
week ago to-day than at any time since
Waterloo."
·
·
PRoF. ST. GEoRGE MIVART'S work
" Happiness in Hell," which originally
appeared in the Nineteenth Century, and
which provoked a lengthy controversy
and a deluge of comment, has been
placed by the Vatican in the Index Expurgatorius.

DID THEY CARRY THEM AWAY THIS WAY?
And Judah was carried away captiv from his own land.~Jere. Iii, 27.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

"A Digest of Science/,

Examination of the Mor&ls and History
of the New Testament.
By l'llol!'. F. W. NEWMAl'l.
Price 211 'lents.

THf DYNAMIC. THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND 1

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both ConBy M. FARRINGTON.
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
4 Thorough Exam'i»,ation and Refof their respective Environments.
utation of the Olaim8 of the
SabbatariaM.

By JAMES B . .ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, only 12.7':5.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
' Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., b_y bringing together, in
slr,,ple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Do !IOU WiBn to be Well in.formed. r

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATIONS.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University College,
London. The purpose of this book is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity to investigate it fully for themselve•. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolooical
Works. a. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

THEN BEAD A CIU:PTEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BIBLE OF
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enli&"htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
th~ worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own thi~book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

- t. e., appreciate

Soiritualism Sustained.
SABBATH • BREAKING.
,._,
FIVE LECTURES.

q,.. Jqbn Ro lKeliiO• Aol'll'·

1.2mo, cloth, $1.00.

Origin o£ the Sabbatic .IdeaThe .Je'Wish Sabbath~The
Christian Sci·iptures and the
Sabbath-Exainination o£
Sunday .Arguinents - Origin
o:f the Christian Sabbai:hTestiinony o£ the Chri.-;tian
Fathers-The Sabbath during the Middle Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath~Testiinony
o£ Christian Ref'oriDers,,
Scholars, and Divines-AbrQoo
g-ation o£' Sunday La 'Ws.
·-BY-.

~rice,

25 Cents,

Address

The Sunday Question.
Price~

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
Address
THE '!'RUTH SJ!oEKEB.

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this ol'!l.oe.

MEDICAL.
If yon need a medicine pay attention to some·
hing which will cure you. It is known as

The Water of Life,
SEEKER,

THE TRUTH

'lB /.Q.fa,yetts

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL flEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

place, New Yort.

Is Controversy Dangerous?

and is adapted to curing, more especially\ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations or the internal organ~such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_nowel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of lf'emale
Complaints. It is a Blood. Purifier, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It :tPts
steadily unon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the ll;id.ne1JS, "nd acts mildly upon the
bowels, therebY producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bed·
rock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without tbe addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and simr.le, and not a manufactured article. The· uccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing plioto-engraved Jetters s,nd 1:eqommendations fr 9 m those who have
used 1t, g1vmg a forty-page h1story and all particulars abouttbis remarll;able water, to

I

6Ull~

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
ll4 South M11.in Street. WUkesbll.rr!l. P11..

JoHN FINN, of St. Louis, on the 8th attempted to murder his four young children and himself, using a flatiron, a razor
and a scissors, All were badly injured and
some will die. At the hospital Finn said:
"I thought if I could only kill myself we
could go right straight to heaven."
MONSIGNOR SATOLLI, the ·papal delegate
to the United States, has just made a tour
of the country. He was everywhere received with sumptuous demonstrations of
reverence.
A great railroad president
residing at St. Paul placed at his disposal
his own private car, and provided for the
free transportation of him and his party
over the West.
SEVERAL daily newspapers in New York
are demanding that enough railroad trains
be run Sundays to deliver their Sunday
editions, despite the prohibitions of Sabbatarians. They will hav these trains
they say, notwithstanding they forese~
that their " request for proper mail
facilities on Sunday will be resented by
the Sabbatarians, who want the whole
world to observe the ftrst day of the week
in their particular way."
Ex-CoNGRES13MAN HoRR, of Michigan
spoke at the national services in the Audi~
torium at Asbury Park, N. J., on Sunday
the 6th. He attacked Darwin, declaring
that that scientist hit wide of the mark in
his theory on the evolution of man. Mr.
Horr declared it his belief that at a
not far distant time it would be demonstrated that the mind acts independently
of the body, and when that time comes
Darwin's theories would be worthleBB. He
further said that when God saw the necessity for the ape he created it, though not
as the ancestor of the human race. A
letter was read from ex-President Harrison
expressi~g sympathy for t!Ie work being
accomplished at the natiOnal services
The ex-president's name was received with
demomtrations of approval.
INGALLS sttys: "This day is balmy and
sunshiny in comparison with the clouds
and storms just ahead of us. The ultimate
result will be redistribution of the as~ets
of the country. The millionaire of to-day
will occupy the pauper hut, and the paup r
in the near future will :ride in the chariot
,of the millionaire. The devastation of the
yellow fever in the South was not near so
disastrous as the situation in Colorado
produced by the closing of the mines.
Thousands of people are walking_ the
streets of Denver. Like the lowly Nazarene, foxes hav holes and birds of the air
hav nests, but the Colorado tramp hath
not where to lay his head, On every
street corner in Denver goes up the
piteous cry for bread. In Wall street
the piteous cry goes up for gold, When
these two panicky conditions come together in the great Mississippi valley,
chaos and anarchy will follow."
AT the Christian Alliance camp-meeting
at Old Orchard, Me., nearly two hundred
persons personally testified to having been
cured by faith, and twice as many more
stood up at the close of the meeting when
their leader, Dr. Simpson, asked all in the
audience who had been healed by divine
power to arise. M:rs. J. 0. Thompson, of
Portland, has been cured of a tumor, and
Miss Jennie M. Benwick, of the same
city, had seven teeth extracted without
suffering pain. Mrs. F. C. Clark, of
Tyngsboro, Mass., who suffered paralysis
of the optic nerve, which nearly robbed
her of her eyesight, was led to the campground, became anointed, and her sight
was restored. Mrs. M. J, Clark, of New
York, gave testimony that a few years ago
she fell in a church door and broke her
wrist. Neither medicin nor bandage was
applied, but the Lord united the broken
bones. Another New York lady said she
was thrown from a carriage not long ago
and her right nnkle was dislocated. The
Lord set the dislocated bone. The Rev.
A. S. Orne, of Haverhill, Mass., said that
for seven years he had employed no phy~i
cian in his family. In that time one child
had been cured of the croup and anothPr
of pneumonia without the use of medicin.
An infant had died, but Mr. Orne declared
that its death was due to a broken heart,
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Darwin an~ After Darwin. Old Testament Stories
ComiCally Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J,

RoMANES",

A systematic Exi!_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the f(eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers J!POn evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"'.rhus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of bea.uty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation in a manner ann
to an extent that has never before been possible:
and inasmuch as the change which has talwn
place hRl' taken pla0e in the direction of· natura].
1sm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, i1
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thy God?"
illustrated. Price, cloth.,~..$2.
Address,
TH.r. TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the

Reli~ion

of the Fu1mre. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, :n.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature.

Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
j;)J.e Outdoor study of Natural History. illus.
t.ra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth~lftg._
'd(lress
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
Ja Lafl.yette J(aoe. New York.

IT WILL
IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
~ Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
fJne of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SacNfiiiS·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not £xatf.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor,

Board.lil, illunrl:na;ted covers, 81 ; cloth, ~rUt side sta:rn.p, 81 .50.

.Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COo
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New Publications.

I

New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A_ DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

New Publications.

PfN PICTURfS OF THf WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
.Deatcatea to the .Amerwan Oonuress, Of 1892, which tor the sake of ReZtuton, Stabbea Liberty gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Christian church.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Put~am's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

:By .Samuel :P. :Put!lam.

Exposition Committee ofthe House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following EsHays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_poem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work i• one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tbe religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this com•try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ~ver known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

Price 25 oonts; Five oopies for $1.
Address

ILLUSTRATED.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

OfSIGN AHGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building,
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Re:tu-ta-tion o:t -th~ ArguDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligen-t Being.
SYNOPSIS:
L The Desi~rn ArgnmeRt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Defligner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis.!to for
His Processes Are .l!;gregiouslr Slow,
They Are Egregiousl:y:__Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
The:yBave Produced Faultv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
.
VL Astronomv and Design.
·
VII. The Argument of aFust Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and

11.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF LlF(.
CONTENTS.

Sketch of Astronomy.

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Cl•ss.
'l'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Priee 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

At the Woman'R Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chaPters of this book. The Chicago Times said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing wi~h the
most delicate of the problems of refotm, clear, unhesitant, modest, b1u uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was 'Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and 1t was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified to speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thou~ht,
Miss GRrdener enchained every auditor. and when she had finished received a perfect ovation, which
her courage ana devotion had so worthily won. The evening session was highly intere ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of tbe distinctivly great features of the week's congress."

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

LINCOLN:

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.

By .John E. Relllsburg.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

NOTED WITNESSES.

Hon. yv. H. Herndon, Co_l. Warq H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. :Matheny, Col.
John G. N1cola_x, Judge Dav1d DaVls, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne
Judge Stephen '1'. Log!Ln, Joshua F. Speed. Han. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Jo•eph Gill~iP, Dr. C.
Ra_y, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Rollert Leachman. Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk Joseph
Jefferson, H9n. E. B. Washburne, Hon. E. M Haines_, Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fieirl Hon.
Geo. W. Jul1an 1 Han. John B. Alley, Hon. Hugh Mcvullocb Gen. M M Trumbull, Rev David
Swing_, Rev. Rooert Collyer, Judge Jpsse W. Weik, Bon. J.P. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell, Ron.
Wm. D. Kelley... Sahnon P. C¥ase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover Bon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. W1lder_, Judge Aa_ron Goodrich, .Judge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
:E_gglest~, ~ev. John W. Chadw10k, Donn P1att, H. K. Mag1e, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lmcoln.
. The foregoing an !'I sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
contment was a Freethmker.

H:

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

COSMIAN HYMN-80 0 /(
-oA COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

FOB
Liberal al'\d :et~ical .Societies,
for .Sc~ools al'\d

t~eHome.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.OOKPILED BYL.K. WASHBURN.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid. to. rest a~ Sprin.gfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland, put for;ward the claim that he was a
Chnst1an. 'I he cla1m was promptly demed by the dead statesman's fnends, but only to be renewed
again, and al!"ain denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed hke a battled ore from side to side.
.
For fifteen yea•·s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduceR tlie testimony of more than a hundrerl witnesses in
proof of th~ claim that Lincoln wa~ not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relat1ves; h1s three law partners; h1s ;private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most int1mate friends.

Prlct1 $1.60,

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

l!'or sale at THIS OFFICE.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-

I RIfNcf

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom but that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter Mro. Gage claims that t-o the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
fir;;t conceptim. . of inherent rights.
Chapter II deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria~e was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the intlu~nce of the church was unfavorab\e to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced degrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon itH own control of the ceremony. AnCient civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w•s prohibited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lorde
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti•m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-W1tchcraft. In the days nf this phase ofreligious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning waq sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler~ y not. to suffer l~ witch t' liv. This perse utwn for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un•versal dominion overman kind.
Women physicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the " Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clerjl"Y·
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disruptwn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and propriet~try rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying w1ves was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marriage_Js opposed by the church.
In Chapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other •' prinCipal reforlUers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse;' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
By s. p, PntB&Jn.
I woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
Being the stqry of his relijtious life and mental woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
lourneyings. Written in h1s happiest and most will do.
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
worb. l'ri<io, ~ conts. Address
.
. 'l'Wl ~lJ'l'B SEEXE:R.
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Witchcraft in America.
Some persons are not greatly horrified by Christianity's persecutions of so-called witches, because
they look on them as distant. These persons may
be brought to a proper realization of those atroci
ties by learning that they were also committed here
on our own soil, at a. time scarcely anterior to that
of ~mr grandparents. They will be helped to arealization of them, too, by reading an account of
them in detail. Accordingly we hav been describing the witchcraft persecutians in ~erica. The
trial in Salem, Mass., was the theme in which we
paused in our last issue.
In this trial, Sarah Osborn was the next who was
given an examination, which ran in part thus :
"What evil spirit hav you familiarity with?-None.
"Hav you made no contract with the Devil?-No: I
never saw the devil in my life.
" Sarah Good saith that it was you that hurt the children?-! do not know that the devil goeth about in my
likeness to do any hurt.
"She . . . either saw, or dreamed that she saw, a
thing like an Indian all black, which did pinch her in her
neck, and pulled her by the back part of her head to the
door of her house."
Other passages of the examination of this person,
.too long to be given here, illustrate, says the historian Upham, " the unfairness practiced by the examining magistrate. He took for granted, as we
shall find to "hav been the case in all instances, the
guilt of the prisoner, and endeavored to entangle
her by leading questions, thus involving her in contradiction."
The third person examined was Tituba, a
negress who in her former home, the West Indies,
had become saturated with the wild superstitions
which there fill the air. She confessed complicity
with the devil. She also implicated the two women
examined just previously, and on the word of this
degraded and silly creature .the white women were
believed guilty and conveyed to jail. On the way
thither Sarah Good "leaped off her horse three
times " and " railed against the magistrates and endeavored to kill herself."
Next Martha Corey, a pious matron who hade~
pressed dissent from the prevailing witchcraft notion, on account of that view fell under suspicion.
.The Christians of Salem were as forward to impute
evil to whomsoever doubted their dogmas a.s we all
Wl.d tlle:JI!. &fO®d us now~®ys. An<l M§91 the
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words of the historian : " As she was a woman of
notable piety, a professor of religion, and a member of the church, it was evident that her case, if
she were proceeded against, would still more
highten the panic, and convulse the public mind.
It would giv ground for an idea which the managers
of the affair desired to cir6ulate, that the devil had
succeeded in making inroads in to the very heart of
the church, and was bringing into confederacy with
him aged and emii:J.ent church-members, who, under
color of their profession, threatened to extend his
influence to the overthrow of all religion." On the
name of Martha Corey being buzzed about by the
tongue of suspicion till it reached the ears of the
affected children, these persons declared her one of
their tormentors. Citizens repairing to her house
to examin her were received with the pleasant
smiles of an enlightened and courteous lady, and
the words, "I know what you are come for ; you are
come to talk with me about being a witch, but I a.m
none; I cannot help people's talking about me."
The lady in the diecourse that followed declared
that " she did not think there were any witches."
But upon her being fetched to the house of the
children their tortures at once became exacerbated,
and she was subjected to a more formal examination at the meeting-house. Part of this inquiry
ru:.;ts:
"Who is your God?-The God that made me.
"What is his name?-Jehovah.
"Do you know any other name?-God Almighty.
'' :Ooth he tell you, that you pray to, that he is God
Almighty?-Who do I worship but the God that made
me?
"How many Gods are there?-One.
''How many persons?-Three."
In the midst of the questions, pressed with unfairness and uncharitable suspicion, the poor lady
exclaimed, "Ye are all against me, and I cannot
help it." Upham remarks: "It is almost amusing
to see how the pride of the magistrates was touched,
and their wrath kindled, by what she was reported
to hav said, 'that the magistrates' and ministers'
eyes were blinded, and that she would open them.'"
Her husband, Giles Corey, a firm believer in witchcraft, called to testify against her could not say
anything very positiv, but related two physical
affections which had seized his ox and cat. On
this Upham remarks: " It illustrates the state of
the imagination prevailing among those who were
carried away by the delusion. If an ox had a
sprained muscle, or a cat a fit of indigestion, it was
thought to be the work of an evil hand."
Rebecca Nurse, a matron of the highest character, was next accused. At her examination Mrs.
Putnam went into a fit of what may be called insanity, which lasted many days. It was found that
her fiercest convulsions could be allayed by the
reading of a chapter of Revelation by Rev. Mr.
Lawson. The next Sunday this preacher delivered
a sermon suited to the dread crisis in which the
neighborhood found itself. The text was Zech. iii,
2: "And the Lord said unto Satan, ' The Lord rebuke thee, 0 Satan." By statements from the
B1ble he confirmed the already amply believed doctrin of witchcraft, and distressfully exhorted to
work against Satan, after this style:
"Satan exerts his malice mediately by employing some
of mankind and other creatures. Thus he used the serpent in the first temptation (Gen. iii, 1). . . . He
would deceive the very elect (Matt. xxiv, 24). . . ,
The Lord doth terrible things amongst us, by lengthening the chain of the roarfug lion in an extraordinary
manner, so that the Devil is come down in great wrath
(Rev. xii, 12). . . . Be sober, be vigilant; because
your adversary the Devil goes about as a roaring lion,
seeking whom amongst you he may distress, delude, and
devour (1 Pet. v, 8). , , , Be ye very desolate, saith
~~ l4ofcl (Jer, p~ 12). , , , ,ARM, A.llM, A.lUtl
1
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Approve yourselvs a terror of and punishment to evil·
doers (1 Pet. ii, 14). . • • The Lord Jesus suffered
not the devils to speak, because they knew him (Mark
i, 34)."

This sermon answered its end. It reinforced
the powers that had begun their work. It spread
out the whole doctrin of witchcraft in a methodical, elaborate, and most impressiv form. It justified and commended everything that had been
done, and everything that remained to be done
Under the supervision of a council of the most
eminent divines of that and the neighboring towns,
it was printed and scattered broadcast.
Fantastic affections and illusions became numerous beyond our means of presentation in these
pages. Accusations followed in so great number that our readers must be content to forego
their details, and conceive of them by means of the
sample cases already given. In April, 1692, by a
council of the colonial government the affair was
changed from a Salem one to one involving the
whole colony of Massachusetts. The same inconsiderate haste to believe, and the same resentment
toward whomsoever suggested doubt, that marked
the cases already related, and that we find exhibited toward us by Christians daily, continued.
The trial of Rebecca Nurse, for instance, was of
such a character as to draw this remark from
Upham: "There is no more disgraceful record in
the judicial annals of the country than that which
relates the trial of this excellent woman."
Executions now appear. Of their horrors one
may judge from Upham's description of one, that
of Rebecca Nurse : "In her old age, experiencing
a full share of all the delicate infirmities which the
instincts of humanity require to be treated with
careful and reverent tenderness, she was ruthlessly
snatched from the bosom of a loving family,
from the side of the devoted companion of
her long life, from a home that was endeared by
every grateful association and comfort; immured
in the most wretched and crowded jails; kept
l.oaded with irons and bound with cords for months ;
insulted and maligned at the preliminary examinations ; outraged in her person by rough and unfeeling handling and scrutiny ; and in her rights, by
the most flagrant and detestable judicial oppression; carried to the meeting-house to receive the
sentence of excommunication in a manner devised
to harrow her most sacred sentiments ; and finally
carted through the streets by a route every foot of
which must hav been distressing to her infirm and
enfeebled frame; made to ascend a rough and
rocky path to the place of execution, and there consigned to the hangman."
The number of persons executed was twentyseven. Those imprisoned numbered vastly more,
and th~se who fled the country abandoning their
possessions more yet. Giles Corey was pressed to
death. Because of his refusal to plead guilty or
not guilty, he was sentenced to be laid on his back
on the dungeon floor, naked for the most part,
with a board Isid on him and weights piled on it
sufficient to crush him gradually to death; no sustenance to be given him but on the first day three
morsels of very poor bread, and on the second day
three draughts of standing water, the nearest to be
found by his prison door, this ministration to be
repeated till he died. As his end approached, and
his body yielded to the pressure, his tongue protruded from his mouth, and an official forced it back
with his cane. This official is said by tradition to
hav been the pious Parris. Giles Corey was eighty .
years old.
The historian Upham, in the c?ncludin~ ~nd
revi@WW~ se~t~~~~~ of hi~;~ work, while proclaunmg
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belief in Christianity, deplores the doctrin of witchcraft. He says :
"In the terrible consequences that resulted from the
mischievous, and perhaps at the outset merely sportiv,
proceedings of the ,children in Mr. Parris's family, we
hav a striking illustration of the principle that no one can
foretell, with respect either to himself or others, the extent of the suffering and injury that may be occasioned
by the least departure from truth, or from the practice of
deception."
Let, then, the full evil be seen of that volume,
the Bible, which is one monstrous departure from
truth, and that profession, the clerical, which consists solely of the practice of deception.
Another remark of Upham is:
"It may be that the air is full of spiritual beings,
hovering about us; but all experience shows that no
benefit can be derived from seeking their intervention to
share with us the duties or the burdens of our present
probation. The mischiefs that hav flowed from the belief that they can operate upon human affairs, and from
attempting to hav dealings with them, hav been illustrated in our narrativ. Enlightened reflection, common sense, natural prudence, would seem to be sufficient
to keep men from meddling at all with practices or countenancing notions, from which all history proclaims that
no good has ever come, but incalculable evil flowed.
"For the conduct of life, while here in these bodies,
we must confine our curiosity to fields of knowledge open
to our natural and ordinary faculties, and embraced
within the limits of the established condition of things.
Our fathers filled their fancies with the visionary images
of ghosts, demons, apparitions, and all other supposed
forms and shadows of the invisible world; lent their ears
to marvelous stories of communication with spirits; gave
to supernatural tales of witchcraft and demonology a
wondering credence, and allowed them to occupy their
conversation, speculation, and reveries. They carried a
belief of such things, and a proneness to indulge it, into
their daily life, their literature, and the proceedings of
tribunals, ecclesiastical and civil. The fearful results
shrouded their annals in darkness and shame. Let those
results forever stand conspicuous, beacon-monuments
warning us, and coming generations, against superstition
in every form."
To this let us add, that besides casting from us
the notions of a multitude of subordinate spirits as
Mr. Upham counsels, we must also, and it is of
much more importance that we do, throw off the
conceptions of those two paramount spirits, God
and Satan; and indeed until we do the latter we
cannot do the former.
We can do no better than conclude with another
valuable thought from this historian of the Salem
witchcraft. "One of the practical lessons," he reflects, ''inculcated by the history that has now been
related is, that no duty is more certain, none more
important, than a free and fearless expression of
opinion, by all persons, on all occasions. No wise
or philosophic person would think of complaining
of the diversities of sentiment it is likely to develop. Such diversities are the vital principle of
free communities, and the only elements of popular
intelligence. If the right to utter them is asserted
by all and for all, tolerance is secured, and no inconvenience results. It is probable that there were
many persons here in 1692 who doubted the propriety of the proceedings at their commencement,
but who were afterward prevailed upon to fall into
the current and swell the tide. If they had all discharged their duty to their country and their consciences by freely and boldly uttering their disapprobation and declaring their dissent, who can tell
but that the whole tragedy might hav been prevented? and, if it might, the blood of the innocent
may be said, in one sense, to be upon their heads."
We hav now, in occasional numbers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER during the last twelve months, given
a history of the superstition of witchcraft that will
be found, by such of our readers as hav preserved
their papers, more complete than any with which
they hav before been provided. We hav recounted
the pagan beginnings of scientific investigation of
the phenomena of the air and of disease ; the overthrow of. these investigations by the rise of the
Christian church proclaiming that these two departments of weather and disease are controled by
the devil and his agents; the elaboration of this
doctrin, founded on scriptural texts, by each succeeding age of churchmen from the early fathers
to the Catholic popes and Protestant Reformers ; the
decline of the superstition under the influence of
science; and the persecutions severally in the Continent, in England, in Scotland, and in America.

The President Thinks That Public Officers has risen in regard, and fallen into comparativ
neglect as it has fallen. into comparativ neglect;
Should Enforce Church Mandates.
We hav been waiting since last May to see what
remarks our readers would offer on a certain utterance of President Cleveland, which we gave in our
News column. On the 19th of that month a body
of commissioners and visitors of the Presbyterian
general assembly at Washington, D. C, was received by President and Mrs. Cleveland at the
White House. The speaker of the delegation said,
among other things : "Let me congratulate you
upon the fact that sturdy Presbyterians hedge you
round about, and that the sturdiest Presbyterian of
us all [Mrs. Cleveland] is at your side, a holy benediction to keep you straight to the faith of your
ancestors." He concluded with an ·invitation to
visit the assembly. The reply of the president
was:
"I assure you it affords me much personal gratification to meet on this occaSion the representative of that
great religious denomination which has done so much to
make our people better and happier, and which is associated with so many tender and pleasing incidents of my
individual experience."
Here Mr. Cleveland says that it affords him much
personal gratification to meet a bevy of parsons.
It does not' afford gratification to a man of thorough
knowledge, and right feelings, to do so. Such a
man knows from history that preachers are a class
injurious to the happiness of mankind, and consequently their presence does not excite in him agreeable sentiments. Mr. Cleveland's feelings may be
right enough, but, we must regretfully say, we do
uot see how to avoid inferring that he is a person
whose knowledge is not thorough.
Mr. Cleveland says, too, that the Presbyterian
denomination "has done so much to make our people better and happier."
When the Presbyterian deiwmination had its
greatest power the people were not better and happier but worse and unhappier. They hav bettered
only as the dominion of Presbyterianism has grown
less pervasiv and compelling. The chief magistrate
of this nation ought not to be uninformed of this
fact.
The Presbyterian denomination, the pre~ident
goes on to declare, "is associated with
many tender and pleasing incidents in " his "individual experience." This seems strange. In the
case of a sound-headed man who has grown to be
such out of a natural and healthy boyhood, religion
is associated in the man's memory with incidents
not at all tender and pleasing. It is associated
with memories of hateful stillness and inaction enforced on the boy every seventh day ; and of a
highly unpleasant discovery gradually made by the
man, that one of the most venerated institutions of
the race is a fraud.
The president next said:
" The thought is also in my mind that, in the light of
my public duties and responsibilities, there is a propriety
in extending to you a welcome to this home of the nation's
chief executiv."
We differ flatly. We do not see what especial
propriety there is in welcoming Presbyterian ministers to the home of the nation's chief executiv. If
there were such a propriety, it could spring from
no other cause than that of the existence of some
connection between church and state, some especial
relation of ministers to the government of the people. But the purest American principles are hostil to such a connection or relation.
President Cleveland goes on to make clear his
notions of the exceeding propriety of clergymen influencing government:
"We still profess to be a Christian people.
This
means that no public officer of high or low degree should
be unmindful of the restraints of religious sentiment."
We shall not lay ourselvs open to a charge of
exaggerating if we reckon among " the restraints
of religious sentiment" in this land the restraint of
labor on that day whereon God forbade work; the
restraint of worship of other than the Christian
God, in accordanc~ with the command, " Thou
shalt hav no other gods beside me;" the restraint
upon scoffers at religion who would imperil the
eternal happiness of our and our children's souls,
etc. These restraints hav ever characterized the
course of religion; they hav risen in regard as it

and we believe that all will hold us justified
in ranking them among the things meant as " the
restraints of religious sentiment:" Now, of these
things, Mr. Cleveland says, "no public officer of
high or low degree should be unminaful." If the
officers are not to be unmindful of trem they are
to be mindful of them, and if they are to be mindful of them they are to enforce them ; and so we
hav President Cleveland declaring that all public
officers should enforce the Mosaic Sabbath law, and
suppress worship other than that of the Christian
God, and punish speech against that God, and
so on.
This officer proceeds:
"It means that the religious teaching of our people
should lead them to exact from those who make and execute their laws a recognition of these restraints. It
means that the rules which a popular religious sense approves should underlie the performance of every public
duty; and it means that those who assume to be religious
teachers in this land where the people rule are related in
responsibility to those in public station. You therefore
will, I hope, permit me to say that though you do well to
insist on the conscientious discharge of official obligations, and though you ought never to shrink from the exposure of official shortcomings, the contribution you owe
toward accomplishing good government will not be fully
made unless you teach the people by precept and example
that they will find their safety and welfare in enforcing
upon their public servants the observance of 'the man·
dates of Christianity and morality."
Each sentence of the above utterance might be
commented on as those preceding were. But we
will leave this task to our readers. The expressions
are plain, and no difficulty stands in the way of understanding just what they mean. The deliverance, indeed, is remarkably bold, even for a president of this canting land. Let the reader take, for
instance, the last sen.tence. It affirms that the
people should enforce on their public servants the
observance of the mandates of Christianity. Now,
let the reader pause and gather from the commands of the founder of Christianity as recorded in
the New Testament, and from the decisions of
church councils and the declarations of church
creeds, just what those mandates of Christianity
are ; and then let him imagin the officers of the
United States government being compelled by a
preacher-led populace into observing these mandates, and he will find himself in possession of a
conception nothing less than astounding.
We do not criticise the utterance of Mr. Cleveland from any political bias. We are free from any
such. We call Republican presidents as bad as
Democratic. During the late Republican administration we directed upon the similar actions of the
president and his postmaster-general remarks of
equal disapprobation. We wish merely to hav the
people know accurately how each public officer
stands, so that if by any rare chance they should
ever be offered a choice between such a one and a
candidate of sentiments mortl nearly secular and
just, they may know which to choose.
When, whe. will the chair of the chief magistrate
of this nation be adorned and glorified by the occupancy of a Thomas Paine or a Robert Ingersoll!

Why Make the Clergy an Exception 1
A writer in a prominent English newspaper
makes a good point. A woman was brought up in a
London police court on a charge of having ·pretended
to tell the future of certain persons from reading the lines of their hands. On this the correspondent of the Bradford Observer says : '' It was
a great humbug on her part, no doubt. I do not
believe at all in fortune-tellers, whether they pretend to find knowledge in the stars, or in the
bumps of one's head, or in the lines of one's hand,
or in any other way. I will go a great deal further
than that. When a minister of religion pretends
to tell me what will happen in the next world to
myself or my friends, I feel quite sure that he can
not be quite sure. But I don't summon him in the
police court for trying to impose on me. This is a.
very serious and solemn thing, and assuredly I do
not want to make fun of it. But I should like to
ask why the people who read the bumps of your
head, or the palms of your hands, or the appear-
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ance of your face, should be brought up at the police court for fraud; whilst the man who speaks
from a pulpit, and frightens money out of you in
that way, by foretelling your future, goes free."
This is a way of looking at the matter which we
commend to our friends. All the persons who
make a living by telling one's fortune, or reading
distant events, by mysterious means and often with
the aid of spiritual beings or communications, may
properly be thrown in one class. It is not logical
to make an exception of any one division of the
persons possessing the above general characteristics. Now, looking at the matter in this way, how
monstrous seems it that one species of these persons, the Christian clergy, should be exempted
from the penalties enforced against the rest of the
varieties. These clergymen cannot giv a shadow
of proof that what they offer for sale as deliverances from a mystic world are more genuin than the
similar wares of the astrologers, clairvoyants, and
fortune-tellers of divers species whose arrest as
swindlers is common, and under the law of this
state may be procured by whomsoever wishes.
The secret of this strange spectacle is, one of
these frauds once in the past became so powerful as
to compel the government to lend it its support
and make common cause with it, just as a big
financial or public-works fraud does now.

Agents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a mop.th. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Sal!lson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.
We hav received a letter postmarked Hartford,
Conn , containing renewal of subscription, but no
name signed to the letter. If the sender will send
his name it will giv us pleasure to make the proper
credit.
In good condition, and with a fragrance all their
own, a basket of Cape Jessamine buds were received
here this week all the way from Houston, Texas,
which goes several hundred miles at least to prove
that Mr. M. V. Wright is correct in his claim that
. he can send them in that shape to any state in the
Union. Several young ladies who read THE TBUTH
SEEKER said the buds were awfully nice.
A scientific person once remarked that to get
decent people into the world, reformers should
begin with their grandmothers. There is a young
man up at Dobbs Ferry-last name Brown, first unknown-who ought to be a pretty good fellow, for
his grandmother is Mrs. R. G. Ingersoll. He is
about a month old, and his father already regards
him as quite an orator. We hope some privileged
kodak fiend will invade· the house soon and giv us
a picture of the colonel with both arms full of
babes.
" At the many big religious camp-meetings held hereabouts and elsewhere this summer, some of which hav
been described in the Sun, there hav been all the flushing fervor and overflowing rapture th~t there ~sed to be
at the camp-meetings held long ago m the times when
Agnosticism was far less obstreperous than it is now.
The Agnostics hav not inflnenced the community nearly
as much as some of them boast that they hav."
The Sun will find, if it investigates, that the
flushing fervor and overflowing rapture proceed
from people who do not read and never heard of
Agnosticism. There are a few of such left in the
country. Revivals hav no influence upon intelligent
persons. The Agnostics hav influenced the community to that extent, at least.

The judges who heard argument in the Clingman injunction suit as to closing the World's Fair
Sundays, had not rendered their decision by last
Sunday. Accordingly the directors, as on the Sunday before, opened the gates, under protest. No
music or services of any kind were provided. A
large part of the exhibits were veiled. The attendance was between fifteen and twenty thousand, and
these persons were seen little elsewhere than in
the Plaisance. The average attendance for the preceding week-days had been 128,695. Of all the
exhibits contemplated by the American people
this year, the most striking one is the exhibit of
hateful t,Yranny and perniciousness made by the
Christian church in keeping the masses from
delighting and bettering themselvs on the first
day of each week.

-------------------

A prominent Western lawyer writes as follows
concerning Remsburg's " Lincoln": " It is a remarkable book. Judged from a lawyer's standpoint, as a defense of the charge that Abraham
Lincoln ;was a Christian, it must rank with the most
skillfully conducted cases of the century. Aside
from the admirable disposition of the voluminous
mass of testimony presented, for judicial fairness,
subtle analysis, powerful reasoning, convincing argument, faultless logic, and conciseness of statement it is a masterpiece. The author possesses not
only the elements of a great lawyer, but a great
jurist. Every young lawyer should read and study
this book. 'It will show him how a strong lawyer,
starting out with an apparently hopeless case, fights
his way inch by inch to a triumphant verdict."
The following is a copy of a placard that was displayed around Gallup, New Mexico. We hav not
heard how the sale panned out, but the stock in
trade of a priest is pretty plainly indicated by the
assets of the deceased man of God :
'' AnliiiNISTRATOR'S BALE.-Public notice is hereby
given that at 10 o'clock A.M. on Friday, the 14th day of
July, 1893, at the parochial residence of Rev. Father
Coudert at Bernadillo, N. M., we will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for cash all the wines, brandies,
vinegars, settlings, tuns, tierces, vats, empty barrels,
etc., now remaining unsold and belonging to the estate
of the late Rev. Stephen Parisis. It consists partly of
two or three ten-gallon kegs of nativ brandy, eighteen
forty-gallon barrels of first-class white nativ wine, fiftysix barrels of red wine, vinegars, settlings, etc., of different grades and qualities; a large lot of empty barrels,
kegs, etc. ; a lot of bottled wine, etc. This is a first-class
chance for persons needing any of these goods to secure
a bargain. An effort will be made to sell all without
reserve.-James H. Defouri, Anthony Fourchegu, administrators."
Mr. and Mrs. Dunbar, of Cincinnati, were
recently bereaved of a babe. The Oommercwl
Gazette of that place prints this letter received by
them from Colonel Ingersoll :
"NEw YoBK, July 19, 1893.
"MY DEAR MR. AND MRs. DUNBAR: Your sad telegram
reached me yesterday. The sweet babe just touched
life's shore and was then carried out to the great sea by
the ebbing tide. I know how dark the world must be to
you, standing in the shadows of so great a grief. How
helpless we are. All we can do is to bear our burden
and to hope. How pathetic our poor life is! The loving
mother goes to the gates of death when her child is born,
and when she hears the first feeble cry her heart aches
with love-and then in a few hours this miracle, this
divine babe goes back to sleep and death.
"And yet nothing can be done and nothing need be
said-words are worthless. Time is the only comforter.
You will become accustomed to your loss-while other
pains and joys will fill your days. All I can say is that
my sympathies are with you and that my heart is yours.
There is, however, one consolation: The dead do not
suffer.
"Hoping that you will bear your loss, and that you
may liv for ma:ay, many years, enriched with material
love, I remain,
Yours always,
R. G. INGERSOLL."
There was witnessed in Camden, N.J., the other
day, what the Camdenites, most of whom hav not
read "Crimes of Preachers," deemed a novel
spectacle. It was a mingling of criminal and
preacher, a translation from cell to pulpit. Rev.
Geo. Le Count had been arrested several days ago
for stealing washtubs, washboards, and other articles, and the evidence being clear, Justice Paul
had sent the reverend gentleman to jail for thirty
days. The Rev. George Washington appeared in
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court with a plea for Le Count's release. He represented that the prisoner was in great demand
as a preacher at the East Camden camp-meeting of
colored people. "Why should I release him~"
queried the police justice. "Kase de good ob de
public 'mand it, yo honah," replied Washington.
"De Rebring Le Count am looked fo' ter preach
at de camp-meetin', an' it may cause a heap o'
damage ef he ain't dar."
"You want me to
let this bad man out to preach, do you T" demanded the judge. "Yessir; make it a fine, 'stead
of jail, sah." "He has no money with which to
pay a fine." "But yo honah, I'll g'arantee de fine;
I'll see dat a c'lection is taking up, and dat de fine
am paid outer de fust money, sah." The kindly
but astonished justice, anxious to place no stumbling-block in the way of religious observance,
allowed the preacher to go, exacting the promis
that a $10.75 fine should be paid. The track being
cleared, Religion proceeded on her way as oblivious
of her supposed sister Morality as, except in the
assertions of some churchmen, she has ever been
since the world began.
At the Christian Alliance convention at the
camp-ground at East Orchard, Maine, the other
evening, a New York lady who hadbeen in constant
attendance at the meetings, but had of late taken
no part in the services, approached the platform
and told one of Dr. Simpson's elders that she was
possessed of a devil which she wanted him to drive
out. The elder called to his assistance several of
the brethren and sisters for a season of special
prayer. The applicant for the removal of the evil
spirit knelt on the ground while the supplications
were being offered in her behalf. Suddenly she
began writhing and tossing and uttering incoherent
exclamations. "Lord, cause the devil to come out
of her," prayed the elder, echoed by those around
him. "I won't come out," came in a piping voice
from the woman's own lips, repeated again and
again. The prayer was continued about a quarter
of an hour, and then the elder and his assistants
laid their hands upon the woman and repeated their
plea for the devil to come out. As suddenly as she
went into the tormented state the woman recovered
from it, arose, rubbed her eyes, looked around, and
declared the devil had been conquered. We hav to
remark on this incident that it was equally amusing
and instructiv. That it was amusing, the shaking
sides of any man of sense who chanced to be a
spectator could hav left him no ground to deny.
That it was instructiv lay in the fact that it was a
faithful rendering of one of the oldtime cases of
demoniac possession and witchcraft, such as produced the fearful panics and persecutions. Silly
old women called their nervous disturbances attacks
by a devil, and silly old women of the other sex
asseverated from the pulpit that this was so. Then,
in the cases of olden time, the crazing of communities r..nd the butchery of innocents would follow.
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers can remit the difference in price between paper and cloth binding, and get the books
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated,"
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents ; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a
Christian," price 50 cents. Other books besides
are in preparation. One of these, we may mention is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M.
Lor~ntz, LL.B., of which further notice will
shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at once
the books already published, and, as they appear, those which will be published between now
and January, '94.
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Gommunioations.
No One Knows What Matter Can Do.
For these many years hav I been amused at the
persistent efforts of Mr. Otto Wettstein to _demolish
his own consciousness, and wipe out spirit existence.
It is amusing, because if he had made half the effort
to obtain and observe some of the facts and evidences of the reality of spirit which he has made to
oppose it, he might long ago hav laid aside his
weapons of destruction and been satisfied that he
has been fighting a bigger phantom in his own
mind than the anti-materialist idealism he is so
constantly belaboring. He says:
"Idealism is Spiritualism. Until a spirit the
shape of man is placed upon the dissecting-table
of science and analyzed, the issue is still matter vs.
nothing."
Now, while I readily agree that pure Idealism
is a thing not to be defended as against the facts
of material nature, and i 3 a chimera of the overstrained minds of certain transcendentalists, I
object that Idealism is Spiritualism, and ·hope to
show our friend that the two are widely different
subjects. Idealism depends on a system of mental
ethics purely the results of speculation, a mental
process of thought, founded on imagination and
probably a false notion of physics, upon which all
its deductions are made, but Spiritualism is founded
upon the evidence of our senses in the observation
of physical phenomena.
Otto Wettstein contends that the " underlying
reality" is matter, because it appeals to our senses
of feeling, hearing, tasting, smelling, and seeing,
and because, too, though we, as individuals, were
not here to exercise these senses, which are the re·Sult of the organization of material substances, yet
external nature would go on just the same ; and so
has it gone on before we had an organized existence, to all of which I fully agree, and admit that
natural phenomena hav existed before men lived to
witness them. And for the sake of the argument I
will not dispute about the idea whether a spirit, or
mind, existed independently of matter or not. Since
he contends that the mind of man is the result of
matter, and says that matter contains all the potentialities of life, and is adequate to all phenomena
and all existence, we will argue the case and take
him at his word. I believe that matter is real substance, and all there is of life, or spirit, or existence ; but, my friend, this I believe also, that you
hav not yet defined every kind of matter. You
hav only defined such matter as .becomes tangible
to our ordinary senses.
Then there are forces
and potentialities related thereto, and connected
with its phenomena, which your analysis has not
reached, and of these I wish to speak, applying
the evidence of my senses to them and their
phenomena just as you hav argued we must do to
upset the idealism of the transcendentalist, and if I
do this, you cannot accuse me of violating your own
rules of reasoning from the effects of natural causes.
Before I begin, however, I wish to say one word
about the forces of nature. The sun, which you
gave as an illustration, is throwing out its immense
volumes of light and heat, acting upon our atmosphere, while the system of planetary motions go on
and maintain the various bodies in their relativ
places by means of magnetic forces, attractiv and
repellent. These globes of real matter are millions
and billions of miles apart, yet the forces, which are
not matter, per se, no more than the tastes or colors
are, are what is propelling matter and causing it to
perform these wonderful revolutions through space.
'fhe globes are visible and tangible, but the forces
are not. It is the invisible parts of material nature
which exert the most potentiality. This should
convince us that matter and the life of it are
coexistent and coeternal, and that the tangible
matter and the intangible and invisible force are
all part and parcel of the same "underlying reality." And now for my argument based on phenomena which go to prove that a spirit man or
woman can hav an (lxistence, and that an intelligent force can demonstrate such existence, addressing itself to our best judgment and reason.
Some time ago a meeting was held in Scranton,
Pa., at which a young lady placed her finger-ends
upon a small table, whereupon the table began to
move about the room, and it was proposed that, if
this movement was caused by a spirit, the said
spirit should cause the table to go to any part of
the room by the mental request of any person who
might desire it. Accordingly, a gentleman was req .1ested to test this proposition, and made a great
number of mental requests for it to move and touch
various members of the circle-which request was
known only to the gentleman-and after many
tests were made, each one proving correct, and the

spirit never missing a single case, the gentleman
then told what he had requested the table to do.
It did not only go to the person he had mentally
requested, but it did such things as standing on its
two legs, rapping a certain number of times, and so
on, as desired. The same was then tested by
others in the party, to the entire satisfaction of
everyone present. It was then proposed to hav
Mrs. Perry sit upon this frail table. She weighs
about two hundred pounds, yet by the mere plaeing of the medium's fingers upon this stand it
moved all around the room, and gently raised one
side and slid her upon the :floor. Then another
and another got on, and was by this peculiar force
l:'ropelled all over the place. This was an intelligent force, and akin to a human intelligence, and
purported to be controled by the spirits of my son
and my brother. In this experiment we are judging by the evidence· of our senses of hearing, seeing, feeling, and by the intelligence manifested to
requests made. There was no idealism in the case,
and it is a reasonable thing to believe that it was
what it purported to be-viz., spirits.
A year ago I went to Onset, Mass., and called
upon a person who was a slate-writing medium, and
requested a sitting. The person had never seen
me-in fact, it was our first meeting-and yel I got
writing upon five slates, which I hav now in my
possession, as tangible evidences of spirit facts.
On one of them my son and daughter wrote, the
slate being completely covered with writing, and a
large rose, which was painted in all the natural
colors; and remember, that not a particle of any
pencil or paint was placed between those slates.
The spirits furnished their own materials-real
stuff-with which . they made them. These I hav
now as evidences of the facts of a force, intelligence, the mental characteristics of my departed
son and daughter, signed Talbot and Mary. The
rose was made as a special test to me, having been
such a one as Talbot used to paint upon the panels
of organs and pianos while he worked at his trade
here, and he could bav given me no better test of
identity. Then I bad writings from Blavatsky and
others, and a slate full from Pythagoras, who related matters in reference to the precipitation of
Blavatsky's picture, which I bad witnessed in
Philadelphia, Pa., a year before, furnishing incontestable proof of the facts of spirit power over
matter.
·
Having witnessed such things for the last forty
years as the mo¥ement of physical objects, even
without human contact, and the manifestation of
intelligence which could bav come from no earthly
source, and in many cases even seen the veritable
spirits materialize and dematerialize in my presence
while holding them by the hand, away from the
medium or cabinet, and often without a cabinet, it
seems to me to be somewhat laughable for Mr.
Wettstein to tell me that Spiritualism is nothing
else than Idealism, and as I bav been depending
entirely upon the evidence of my senses for the
evidence of spirits thus received. But what reply
does he make to such facts~ Why, he simply offers
no argument but the stale one of legerdemain, hallucination, deception, trickery, and fraud, and he
will instead of patiently investigating for himself
go on from year to year fighting the spooks, ghosts,
hobgoblins, etc., on the ground that matter is a
something and a spirit is a nothing, therefore it
can't hav. an existence. He admits that matter can
and does organize a man, and through it make a
mind. That is, matt.er makes mind and is the underlying reality. Now, if it can organize out of ~he
coarsest matter-such as bones, blood, muscle,
fiber, tissue, nerves, etc.-a mind, why can it not
organize out of the finer elements of the body and
its forces a finer organism, such as a spirit, capable
of withstanding the shock of dissolution, and
adapted to exist in a state of infinitly finer and
better relations ? I ask this because I don't think
anyone knows what matter can do. Matter cannot
be destroyed; it may be changed and refined, but
never lost. It always existed, never came from
nothing, and can never be turned into nothing.
Something never came from nothing, and something can never be forced into nothing. The mind
and spirit body is composed from the most refined
material elements of the natural body, and is destined to liv in a sphere far above this material condition. Just as we had a preparatory existence in
a little world before we came into this, in which the
body, composed of hands, feet, ears, eyes, etc., was
formed, together with all its senses, in a place
where they could not hav been used or exercised, so
are we preparing a spiritual temple in this state to
be used when we are advanced into the spiritual
world into which we are going. And all the finespun theories will not prevent our passage to the
world beyond, the evidences of which are plentiful
to those who wish to be informed and are reason-

able enough to understand themselvs, and who are
willing to receive the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.
The Spiritualist depends on facts and the evidences of his own senses. He tests the truth of
his knowledge by his understanding of phenomena
as witnessed, and not upon anything so :flimsy as an
ideal hypothesis. He cares not what any man or
set of men say, but he learns for. himself and is
convinced of its truths by facts adapted especially
to his own case, and when convinced on such evidences, no ordinary argument on the elements of
matter, or a denial of what can or cannot be done
with matter, will hav a feather's weight; and this is
why a thorough Spiritualist cannot be changed by
metaphysical or material argument. It is impossible for the Materialist to show what matter cannot
do so it may organize into a spirit, and the· facts
prove it.
J. R. PERRY.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Aug. 14, 1893.

.A. Southerner on Lincoln .and Mr. Remsburg's

Book.
From

the

Oharleston, B. 0., News ana Oourier.

John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan., has published a book of 336 pages to prove that Abraham
Lincoln was not a Christian. It is issued as No. 32
Extra of the Truth Seeker Library, and while it is
ostensibly meant to establish beyond further controversy a historical fact, it is really intended to aid the
cause of Infidelity in the United States. In the
preface the author says : "In proving Lincoln a
disbeliever he does not presume to hav proved
Christianity false, or Freethought true ; but he has
shown that some Christians are not honest, and
that an honest man may be a Freethinker."
Mr. Remsburg holds that in regard to· a supreme
being Mr. Lincoln entertained at times Agnostic
and even Atheistic opinions, and that while he professed li. sort of deistic belief during the later years
of his life, he did not accept the Christian conception of deity. He did not believe in the Christian
doctrin of the inspiration of the scriptures, nor in
the divinity of Christ, nor in the doctrin of a special
creation, nor in miracles or special providences, nor
in the forgivness of sin, nor in future rewards and
punishments, nor in the freedom of the will, nor in
the efficacy of prayer. He indorsed for the most
part the criticisms of Thomas Paine on the Bible
and Christianity, and accepted, to a great extent,
the theological and humanitarian views of Theodore
Parker. He wrote a book, which was suppressed,
against the Bible and Christianity ; "and he died,
as he had lived, an unbeliever."
In the prosecution of his argument the author
presents the testimony of 120 witnesses,·twenty of
whom say of their own personal knowledge of the
man that Mr. Lincoln was a Christian, and one
hundred of whom say of their equally intimate
knowledge of the man that he was not a Christian.
We are not impressed, however, by the force of Mr.
Remsburg's reasoning. We do not think that he is
fair in the presentation of the evidence or that he
proves his case. For example, he quotes the account of an interview that the Hon. Newton Bateman had with Mr. Lincoln in 1860, in which Lin"'
coln said : " I know there is a God,
. . I
know I am right, for Christ teaches it, and Christ
is God." Mr. Remsburg accepts Bateman's account of everything that was said at his interview
with Mr. Lincoln except the clear and explicit
statement of his religious faith. He adopts the
eclectic form of treating this " testimony" by choosing what he wants to prove his point and rejecting
the rest. Again, he quotes what Mrs. Lincoln, the
president's wife, was reported by Colonel Lamon to
hay said in 1865, that "he never joined any church;
he was a religious man always, I think, but was not
a technical Christian;" and says that Mrs. Lincoln's
denial of this testimony in 1874 was made when she
was insane. He gets over the Bateman confession
by saying that Bateman was a liar, and answers
Mrs. Lincoln's statement by saying that she was
crazy.
One of the principal witnesses on whom Mr.
Remsburg relies is William H. Herndon, who was
Mr. Lincoln's law partner for many years, and who
has published a "Life of Lincoln," in which, it
seems to us, he has collected everything that was
particularly offensiv in the career of his old friend.
We really do not think that it makes much difference whether the Freethinkers think that Mr.
Lincoln was a Christian or not-it is generally admitted that he was a great man ; but if they would
hav his fellow-countrymen to follow him in what
they call his unbelief why should they object to the
imitation of his example in some other respects T
We are told by Mr. Remsburg that "Abraham
Lincoln stands to-day the greatest, purest, noblest
character in human history," that "in the social
relations of life he was the most exemplary man,"
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and that "his rugged honesty " was &_marked feat- that mak;; th~m d~;;_bly attractiv. One..:ca~a.lm.ost ·•' go
No Evening Session.
ure of hiet exalted character. We think that it can to the Fair" by reading his little book, and we imagili that
Tuesday,
October
3d-Morning Session 10 AM
be demonstrated by the evidence of the witnesses most that do go will not see as much as this volume conPresiding officer, Samuel P. Pntn~m. · ·
t~s, o.r see it in .so rare a light. If yon are going to the
1. Re~orts of officers of the Freethonght Federation
who hav ~een called by Mr. Remsburg to prove Fau this book .will help you to appreciate its grandeur
that Mr. Lmcoln was not a Christian, that he was and beauty; if yon are not going, it will bring the Fair of AmeriCa.
2. Nomination and election of officers.
not pure or noble, that he was not an . exemplary to yon. It is a magnificent artistic, literary, poetic,
3. Address by President-elect.
practical
dish
for
a
small
sum.
If
yon
are
hungry
for
man in his social relations, and that he was not facts, for fancy, for solid food or a dessert it can be
Afternoon Session.
honest.
found in this volume. -Boston Investigator. '
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
Colonel Lamon, one of Remsburg's witnesses,
1. Address by E. A. Stevens.
says that at an early age Mr. Lincoln began to
2. Address by C. Beatty.
"A Handbook of Free thought" is a compilation by
attend the preachings round about him principally W. S. Bell, o~ San Francisco, containing in condensed
Evening Session, 7:30 P.M. .
at the Pigeon cre~;~k church, and th~t he was so and systematic form " a vast amount of evidence against
Presidi?g officer, Capt. Robert C. Adams.
the
snperstit~ons doctrins of Christianity."
Mr.
Bell
much struck by a. particular sermon he heard at does not claim to hav written any of this work himself·
1. Address (m Bohemian) by Frank B. Ydrubek.
2. Address by Charles Watts.
Pigeon creek one Sunday that "he frequently re- indeed, he claims only the labor of putting into compact
3. Address by Dr. Carus.
produced it with nasal tones, rolling eyes, and all ~nd orderly form what he considers a large amount o:(
4. Address by G. W. Foote.
Irrefragable
evidence
against
church
superstitions.
The
manner of droll aggravations, to the great delight
herewith presented, he tells n,s, has b~en culled
Wednesday, October 4th.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
of Nat Grigsby and the wild fellows whom Nat was , matter
from some of the ablest writers living and dead. The auWOMAN'S DAY.
able to assemble." It appears from this that Abe's thor also states that he has often felt the need of such a
1. Address by Presiding Officer.
associates were "the wild fellows whom Nat was boo!t for ~s o'!n use, and there are, no doubt, other peo2. Address by Lillie D. White.
able to assemble." There was nothing very pure ple JUSt like hrm. New York: The Truth Seeker Oom3. Ad.dress by Mattie P. Krekel, "Individuality as a
or noble in this. Dennis Hanks, Mr. Lincoln's pany.-Portland Oregonian.
Factor m the Progress of Humanity."
cousin, says: "Religious songs did not appear to suit
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Gazetteer has received a copy of a book of about
him at all; but of profane and amorous ditties he 150The
pages entitled "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
1. Discussion on "Woman's Relation to Advanced
knew the words of a vast number." Another was: by Samuel P. Putnam. Mr. Putnam bas a national Thought." Introductory paper by Dr. J nliet Severance.
reputation as a poet and prose writer, as well as lecturer.
Hail Columbia, happy land!
· Evening Session, 7:30P.M.
His powers of description are equaled by few, and in
If yon ain't drunk, I'll be damned.
1. Address by Voltairine de Cleyre, "Mary Wolthis little book he tells the story ot his tour through the
There does not seem to be anything gentle or wonderful Whit~ City in a way which holds the abtention stonecraft, the Apostle of Woman's Freedom."
2. Address by Mrs. M. A. Freeman, " Woman's Day."
pure ·or noble in that. A young man who found from start to fimsh. Mr. Putnam had plenty of time and
Address by Susan H. Wixon, ''Progress of Woman
his most congenial company among "wild fellows" two good eyes, and he saw the show in detail, not omit- for3.Four
Centuries."
the many unique exhibits in Midway Plaisance.
and who took especial delight in "profane and ting
4. Address by Mrs. Monroe Power.
Those who contemplate visiting the Fair should first
amorous ditties" could hardly be a very pure char- read this little book, as it tells you what to see and where
Thursday, October 5th.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
acter or "a most exemplary man " in his social re- yon will find it; also the prices of admission to the
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
in
Chicago
and
various
side
attractions,
cost
of
living
lations.
•
1. Reports of officers of American Secular Union
other imp?rtan.t informat~on. If yo'! hav already 'been
2. Nomination aRd election of officers.
·
John Hall, a son of Mr. Lincoln's step-sister, to
the Fair this book Will greatly mterest you, as it
3. Address by the presidEVnt-elect.
Matilda, is in,troduced by Mr. Remsburg to prove ca~ries yo'! over the_gronnd al?ai? and tells you of many
Afternoon Session, 3 P.].f.
that Mr. Lincoln made a specialty of preaching things which you nnssed. It IS m fact a complete guidePresiding officer, Judge Waite.
mock sermons and that "he prayed God to put book, the best description of the Fair yet given, and the
valuable because reliable. To read it is the next
1. Address by Capt. Robert C. Adams.
stockings on the chickens' feet in winter." Mr. more
best thing to visiting the Fair in person. The book is
2. Address by Harry Hoover.
Herndon says in his "Life of Lincoln " that it was illustrated by many full-page pictures, including a map
3. Address by Dr. Mak.
his custom to take off his shoes and pare his toe- of Jackson park, bird's-eye view of the Fair grounds, and
Evening Session, 7:30P.M.
nails in the parlor. Dr. Gardner, of Atlanta, lll., pictures of all the principal buildings. The book is sold
Presiding officer, Capt. Robert C. Adams.
at
the
low
price
of
25
Cllnts,
or
five
copies
for
$1.
Adanother of Remsburg's witnesses, says: "When he dres~ E. M. Macdonald, 28 Lafayette place, New York.1. Adciress by Judge C. B. Waite.
2. Address by Clarence S. Darrow.
[Lincoln] requested the prayers of his neighbors Den~son, 1ex., Gazetteer.
Friday, October 6th.
on leaving Springfield for Washington he said that
a storm was coming and that he must hav the supDelegates will assemble at the hall at 10 A.M., and proThe religions convictions of Abraham Lincoln appear
port of the church." There was not much to trouble a good many people who hav written tracts ceed from there to the World's Fair in a body.
and pamphlets and brochures to prove that the martyr
Saturday, October 7th.
''honesty" in that.
was or was not a Spiritualist, and was or was
We might continue indefinitly the quotations of president
Delegates
will
meet
by appointment, and will be shown
not a Christian. All authorities from Lamon to Arnold
what Mr. Remsburg's witnesses hav said about and from Dr. Holland to Remsburg agree that Lincoln the. various places of interest in and around the city of
the characteristics of Mr. Lincoln, but what good was a great and good man, but seem to gage his attain- Chicago. Grand banquet and ball, commencing at 7:30
P.M.
would it do 1 The point that we would make is that ments and standard of goodness by the measure of his
Sunday, October 8th.
If
Dr.
Holland
was
firmly
of
the
opinion
orthodoxy.
in trying to pull down Mr. Lincoln's character as a that Mr. Lincoln "had found God ·and rested on the
Addresses will be delivered throughout the day upon
Christian Mr. Remsburg runs the risk of utterly eternal truth of God," Mr. Remsburg is equally firm in various Freethought topics by G. W. Foote, Cbules
de.stroying by the testimony of his own witnesses his conviction that he "proclaimed himself an Infidel Watts, L. K. Washburn, Samuel P. Putnam, John R.
T. B. Wakema~ J. D. Shaw, John E.
the character of Mr. Lincoln as an honest man, as a and died a dliJbeliever." And so the conflict rages. Charlesworth;
"Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" is the title of Mr. Remsburg, ~r: J. L. York, Judge Waite, Mattie P.
patriot, and as a gentleman. If Herndon is worthy John
E. Remsburg's contribution to the controversy. Krekel, Voltaume de Cleyre, Susan H. Wixon, Mrs. M.
of belief, Mr. Lincoln was the coarsest kind of a He takes the negativ of the proposition, and seeks to A. Freeman, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, and others.
man; if the testimony of the twenty honest and overthrow the clerical side. Inasmuch as the author
This program is subject to revision by the commitupright men who hav testified that he was a Chris- has been toiling over this question for fifteen years, and
accnmulatin&" a vast amount of testimony, it is evident tee as the circumstances at the moment may demand,
tian be accepted, he was a great and good man, that
he considers it of paramount importance. He uses although they will endeavor to adhere as closely as
who served his country faithfully and lived without the language of Mrs. Lincoln, to the effect that Mr.
possible to the outline given above. The hall will be
offense to God or man. We hav very little at stake Lincoln "had no hope, no faith, in the usual acceptation
handsomely decorated and no pains will be spared by
in this controversy, but we protest against the of those words,~· and he brings to his side other testimony
t~e president's family, law partners, members of all concerned in its management to make it successful
attempt of Mr. Remsburg to prove that Mr. Lin- from
the cabmet and personal friends, some of which is im- in every way. This Congress is essentially a Concoln was a rank old sinner and a hypocrit as well, portant, all of which is interesting. Clearly Mr. Rems- gress of Freethinkers. The leaders of the Freemerely to establish the fact that he was not a saint. burg has . done his duty as he understands it, and has thought movement both on this c.ontinent and in
had the fairness to present at the outset the opposit view
of the question. The book is published by The Truth Europe will take part in the proceedings and great
Short Notes About Books.
Seeker Uompany.-New York World.
· results are naturally expected. Delegates hav
"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" byJohnE.
written me from almost every state in the Union
Remsburg, is published in paper at 50 cents by the Truth
and from Europe also declaring their intention to
Seeker Company of New York. It is an exhaustiv reInte1·national Congress of Freethinkers.
view of the claims that Lincoln was a Christian, with the
be present at the Congress. We are consequently
evidence in refutation of them. The Christian's claim is TO BE HELD AT 517 WEST MADISON STREET, CHICAGO, looking forward to large and enthusiastic meetings
given in evideni fairness and remarkable completeness,
COMMENCING SUNDAY, OCTOBER !ST.
with crowded houses upon each and every session.
and the rebuttal is strong and convincing. Whatever
We are securing the best talent the cause of Freeconclusion one may reach, it is well to hav in this conOFFICIAL PROGRAM.
venient form a compendium of the evidence on both
thought affords.
Sunday, October 1st.-Morning SeRsion, 10 A.M.
sides of this interesting controversy.-Ohicago Times.
The contributions still fall far short of the
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
amount necessary to meet the expenses, so those
1. Address of welcome by the Chairman.
The 146-page pamphlet issued by the Truth Seeker
2.
••
"
"
" Samuel P. Putnam.
intending to help the Congress financially I urge to
Company, under the title "Pen Pictures of the World's
3.
"
"
"
" Robert C. Adams.
do so at once.
Fair," from the pen of Mr. Putnam, should be in the
4. Appointment of committees.
hands of every person visiting the World's Fair. It is
The banquet on Saturday evening will be a grand
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
written in a very entertaining manner, and describes the
and fitting climax to the educational exercises of
Presiding officer, Capt. Robert C. Adams.
buildings, etc., which were visited upon a previously
1. Address by T. B. Wakeman, "Christianity and the week, when with song, speech, and dance we
well-laid-out plan; and if the same plan be followed by
can rejoice each with the other over the glorious
readers and visitors they· will no doubt see more and be After."
2. Address by Franklin. Steiner, "The Church and victories we shall achieve. Bear in mind, friends,
vastly better pleased than if they go helter-skelter without a gUide. The price of the pamphlet is 25 cents.- Freethonght."
this is an eight-day Congress-the greatest of its
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
Secular ·Thought.
kind ever inaugurated on the continent of America.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
It is truly worthy the support and consideration of
1. Address by John E. Remsburg.
Dr. Hartmann, in his "Creation of God," goes to the
2. Address by John R. Charlesworth, " Freethonght-- all. I would say to every Freethinker who has not
very beginning of the earth and man, and settles all the
yet contributed to the Congress that now is the
vexed questions that hav for thousands of years troubled What It Implies, Its Power and Results."
3. Address by L. K Washburn.
this planet's inhabitants. In justice to the author, he
tiine to declare yourself. Delays are dangerous,
makes out a more reasonable cause for man's existence
Monday, October 2d.-Morning Session, 10 A. liE
especially at the present time. Therefore, let none
than many theological authorities. Science and nature
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
delay. Strengthen the hands of your committee
are the author's guides. Religion in all its phases, Jews,
1. Reports of committees-standing or special.
and put sufficient means at their disposal to insure
Christians, andMohammedans are all alike to the doctor's
2. Reception of foreign delegates.
views, and each is painted with a blackness that only an
a lasting success and benefit to our cause. Never
3. Address by J.D. Shaw.
extremist such as· the doctor could make use of. Dr.
put off until to-morrow what you can do to-day. By
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Hartmann holds the platform in a long talk with a good
so doing your help, your sympathy, and donation
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
book that only theological giants can find flaws in.may fall short of their purpose.
1. Secretary's report of progress.
The Newsman.
2. Address by Dr. J. L. York, "The New Faith."
JOHN R. CBABLESWOBTH,
3. Discussion of ways and means to promote the best
Whatever Mr. Putnam writes on, he writes on well.
Sec. Committee of Arrangements.
cause.
Introductory
paper
by
T.
B.
interests
of
the
His Pen Pictures are original views of the great exhibit
345 W. .Randolph 8t., Ohicago, Ill.
of the world's genius and labor set in poetic word frames Wakeman.
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News and Notes..
its independence; tens of thousands killed or sent that what you no~ giv has treble value. Whatever
I arrived at Chicago Friday evening, August 11th, into exile-it has yet recovered, not only its national you can-norie of us are too poor for this oncein time for the great Bohemian celebration on the spirit but its language even, and to-day in the Bo- 50 cents, $1, $2, $3; $5, $10-do it right off and
following day. This was indeed a brilliant affair, hemian tongue there is a wealth of literature which 'tis done. Do it willingly.
and most people were surprised to find so many givs promis of a surpassing future. The genius
At the other end, Mr. John R. Charlesworth,
Bohemians in ·the country to make ·such a grand of Ireland, so brilliant, must to-day seek for expres- secretary c_ommittee, No. 345 W. Randolph street,
demonstration, equal to that of any nationality. sion in a language other than its own; Bohemia hav- Chicago, Til., will receive an~ gladly acknowledge
There are about sixty-five thousand Bohemians in ing passed through the same direful destruction, the attention.
Chicago-the largest number of any European still maintains its nativ speech, and this speech is
Liberals everywhere, the occasion is here.
nationality with the exception of the German. immortal in song and romance. The language of Another mile-post in the vigorous life of Liberal
They are among the most intelligent ltnd patriotic Bohemia is imperishable like the spirit of its peo- thought has been reached. A success, an inspiraof our people.
They are thoroughly American, ple. Bohemia, like Ireland, is to-day struggling tion, it should undoubtedly be.
while they cherish the sublime and heroic memories for home-rule, and every Bohemian in this country
No more opportune time could present itself,
of their nativ land.
is in favor of that, and this great Bohemian day mark it, for such a gathering as a means to greater,
It is estimated that there were twenty-five thou- and magnificent demonstration means something more far-reaching efforts.
sand in the procession. It took three hours for it in the politics of the world. The Bohemian exBe present if you possibly can. It will help you.
to pass a given point. It was an animating spec- hibit is the most important in the Austrian section. It will cheer others, thoughtful men and womentacle. The Bohemian colors-white and red- :As Governor Jonas say, ''Bohemian garnets, Bohe- all workers.
mingled with our starry banner and noble strains mian chinaware, Bohemian musical instruments,
If you cannot be there, show your interest in the
of music filled the air and enthusiastic greetings and, I may add, Bohemian beer, are not likely to be work to be done and that you would like done.
overlooked by any visitor to the White City."
waved along the glittering ranks.
·
Write an encouraging word. It will take but five
In the Woman's Building are three hundred minutes. It is almost a duty you owe yourself.
After the procession many thousands thronged
to the White City. Festival Hall was crowded to volumes of books written by Bohemian women.
Think well of it. Do it, and do it now. It is far
The Bohemians were the first in central Europe from a small matter, this.
its utmost capacity, and one of the most brilliant
concerts of the season was given in honor of tl).e to build a university-the University of Prague,
It is well to bear it ever in mind, Liberals, it is
day. A magnificent address was delivered by Hon. which in the time of John Huss was attended by the duty of each and all of us, so
Charles Jonas, lieutenant-governor of Wisconsin. twenty thousand students. · To-day ninety-five per
To act that each to-morrow
.Finds us farther than to-day.
He is an eloquent speaker and the vast audience cent of the Bohemian people can read and write.
There is a flavor of Oriental romance about BoThat a Liberal poet said. That is the Liberals'
was stirred by his vivid and picturesque exaltation
of the genius of Bohemia and the liberty and· glory hemia. There is something more antique in its orifl.am. That is progress.
of America.
art, music, folk-lore, than in any other nation.
The earnest Liberal c!tnnot else be than in the
The music was conducted by Dr. Antonin Somehow its people hav preserved more of the van. . He is used to stand the brunt of futil prejuDvorak, director of the National Conservatory of original impulse of their Slavonic origin than the dic~ and coward customs. Never yet has Liberal
Music of America, and Prof. V. Hlavac, professor kindred races. Perhaps the oldest people in thought led in vain. It compels humanity's betterof music at the Imperial University in St. Peters- Europe, the Bohemians are destined yet to a long ment. This is worth working for.
The International Congress has its good wm·k
burg. It was all Bohemian music. The Exposition and brilliant future. Like unhappy Ireland, their
orchestra of one hundred and fourteen men was genius is inextinguishable. In painting it givs to- to do. Striving for universal enlightenment and
present. After the overture came the songs, day the masterpieces of Brozik; in music, Dvorak liberty-the best use of this w.orld-it calls for the
"Bohemian Chorale" and" Star-Spangled Banner," and Hlavac; in steam navigation, the great inven- best thought imbued with the unconquerable spirit
of truth.
by the united Bohemian singers of Chicago. This tion of Joseph Ressel.
So to me there has been a great deal of meaning
Friend, do your part. Do all you know how.
was followed by one of Dvorak's own noble symAll are expected to do no less.
phonies, and certainly the music of this symphony in this notable gathering.
There is a Bohemian Freethought society in Chi"But man can do his duty "-simple, yet truly
1s not to be surpassed. The grandeur, the delicacy,
the softness, the sweetness, the rippling melodies, cago, and this will join with us in the International eloquent-said that grand Liberal, Charles Darwin.
To the point, I bespeak your warm response.
the trumpet tones, the thunder strains, were like Congress, and T. B. Zedrubek, president of the
Your fellow Liberal,
LouiS LEVINE.
nature's own rhythmic splendors. The mountains society, will giv an address. We hope also that
and seas, the vast rivers, the fountains, the streams, Mr. J. J. Kral, who is one of the rising literary
P. S.-When sending a donation if you will menthe flowery expanses filled the mind's eye as the lights of American Bohemians, will speak upon our tion this letter, Mr. Charlesworth will note amount.
beautiful and majestic harmonies swept along. international platform.
For every $100 subscribed in this way, I will conI hav had the pleasure of meeting with Thomas tribute an additional $1. Do not let me off
The'' Slavonic Dances," known the world over, are
enough to make the most sluggish trip the "light Capek, editor of the Bohemian Voice, a monthly cheaply.
fantastic toe" and realize the ''poetry of motion." journal published in English at Omaha, and which
Keep this in view. The Congress will open its
is doing excellent service to make known to Ameri- session at 10 A.M., Sunday, October .1st, at No. 517
It was like
cans the Bohemia, not only of hi tory, but of to-day. West Madison street, continuing eight days. L.
The Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders. ·
Also I hav met Mr. J. Vostrovsky, of San Jose,
August 18, 1893.
Not less beautiful it seemed to me was the music Cal., and his daughters, Miss Anna V ostrovsky and
--------~~-------of Professor Hlavac, "The Chase" and" Mazurka." Miss Clara Vostrovsky, who are visiting the Fair.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
Both these eminent composers were greeted with Also Mr. V. L. V odica, of Omaha, a thorough
The subscriptions for this book are indeed ensalvos of applause. Flowers were showered upon radical, who has charge of a Bohemian colony to be couraging and generous.
them; an ovation was given of which an emperor established upon the fertil lands of northern
L. K. Washburn writes :
might be ~roud. These great geniuses hav a warm Texas.
I
believe your work will be as valuable to us Freeplace in the hearts of their countrymen, and BoI hav also visited the office of August Geringer, thinkers
as anything we hav in our libraries to-day.
hemia may well exult in its preeminent position in publisher of the .Daily Sbornost and Weekly AmeriParker Pillsbury writes :
the world of music to-day. Professor Hlavac is can, a Freethinker. This paper has a wide circuWhen your book is completed, so sure as I am on, not
graceful, keen, superb. With every wave of his lation, and a fine business establi!!hment at 150
arm he brings forth exquisit music.
West 12th street. Mr. T. B. Zdrubek: is on the in, the planet, and am worth $5, that book shall be mine.
This good word comes from Susan H. Wixon:
Dvorak walks onto the stage like a Hercules. editorial staff of this paper.
I also made the acquaintance of the brilliant
Big and splendid he is, and what enthusiasm he
Your proposed book, "Four Hundred Years of Freekindles in that great orchestra, every string of young artist, E. V. Nadherny, on the staff of thought," will be the golden crown of your life-work. I
a.m sure it will take its place with·the standard literature
which seems to vibrate with the intensity of the Le Monde Illustre, of Paris, and other foreign of
the world.
leader's spirit.
journals. He certainly has the knack of seeing
I
can't help publishing Otto Wettstein's enthuDvorak is the most original composer of things as they are, and there is a dash of vividness
to-day. He is a student of nature. He is a and accuracy in his pictures which I like. Of siastic letter:
DEAR PUTNAM: You deserve success. Your last serial
realist in his beautiful art. He is like Thoreau course there is no superstition about him.
-now in pamphlet-is one of the grandest productions
in his naturalness.
What Comenius is in phiThere are five hundred thousand Bohemians in I hav ever read, and should sell by the thousands; and I
losophy, so is Dvorak in music. There is no America. One-half of these are Catholic ; the 1·est am sure your book, "Four Hundred Years of Freeartifice about him. He doesn't soar to heaven to are Moravians, Protestants, and Liberals with all thought," will be the most appropriate and attraotiv
find his melodies. He puts his ear to the earth sorts of opinions.
Ingersoll is a great favorit souvenir of the Columl:iian year that could possibly be
offered to the Liberal public. I trust our friends
and in the earth he finds the loftiest rhythm. H~ with the latter class, and his lectures are constantly throughout the world will respond liberally in behalf of
himself says that "in the negro melodies we find a translated into the Bohemian language. I also had our Congress and yourself. Of course, I am a subsure foundation for a national school of American the pleasure of meeting L. W Kadlec, who was scriber. May fortune bless you.
music." Who that has listened to these beautiful grand marshal of the Bohemian day.
Henry Bird, president of Newark Liberal LeaguP,
melodies, sprung from our very soil, freighted with
The Bohemian Catholics hav established a Cath- writes:
the tragedies and the hopes of a new world, has olic paper, published in the Bohemian language,
I invested a dollar a few days since in copies of your
not felt that in these is the true music of our na- whose particular purpose is to fight the Freethink new book, "Religion a Curse," etc. I know I shall retional career T Why should we imitate the old ers. The very fact of this opposition shows the quire many more copies, for it is a capital thing to drop
into the bands of any thinking person who is not entirely
countries, when our very land itself throbs with strength of Liberal ideas among these people.
lost to reason.
strains that thrill in the rude and rhythmic songs of
We shall find strenuous allies 11.mong the BoheI find the harvest is getting riper and riper, and Freethe plantation? In the folk-music of Bohemia mians in the struggle for Liberty on this continent. thought is gathering them in. I send check for your
"square of Freethought," which will no doubt cover
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
Dvorak himself has found a wealth of material
every side of the question.
which will yet enchant the world.
My Pacific coast friend, A. Schell, says :
The International Congress.
After the festival of music over fifteen thousand
Of
course, I would not neglect the opportunity of .acspectators gathered in the arena of Stock Pavilion
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Giv
to witness the calisthenics and drill of the Bohe- me space for these friendly words to each and every quiring a work of so much importance.
Joseph Haigh, who wrote the song "Why Don't
mian Amencan Gymnastic Union. The Bohemians reader (subscriber or not) of your paper. They reare famous athletes. Men and women partake in fer to the International Congress. They embrace God Kill the Devil~" and now writes "The Devil
Never Lies," givs us his heterodox blessing:
the exercises and display a wonderful skill. Every three points.
move was the occasion for applause.
I will take your new book, "Four Hundred Years of
The cause is in your hands, friends. What are
Bohem~a is. a 51uite remarkable netionality. It you going to do for it 1 You are earnest, the call Freethought." I am sure it will be interesting readingmore so than all the years of the Dark Ages, Those who
has amazmg VItality. Crushed almost out of exist- the worthiest. It is urgent.
Decide quickly. hav read your letters in the Liberal papers know that
ence by the terrific Thirty Years' war ; stripped of You value your convictions, back them. Realize you can write a good book.
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T. Theo. Col wick, of Texas, writes:
Lawrence Hoffma.
Josephine Tilton.
Lectures and Meetings.
Mrs. L. Langley.
James Fur gus.
I must hav your boo\, and trust you will do ample jus- 0.
P
BELIMINARY
to the International Congress, a series of
Littlefield.
Charles CasT'ary.
tice to the subject.
C. J. CurtiA.
Dr. C. W. Mak, twelve copies. meetings will be held at 517 W. Madison street (Henchel's
Clhas. Haas.
Academy) during the month of September on Sunday
And Charles T. Hayden, of Arizona, does the John I:flland.
John Kane.
John Winn.
evenings, under the auspices of the Chicago Secular
right thing :
P. Scbmantz.
John J. Duffy.
Union,
the Freethought Federation, and the American
Dr. S. Morse.
~rs. Sallie D. Hayden, my wife, desires to be a sub- MrR. C. Scofield.
Secular Union. On the first Sunday evening, September
Squire Balfe.
scriber for your book. She is a better worker for Free- F. Theo. Colwick.
3d, John R. Charlesworth will lecture; on September
Wm .•r. Jones.
thought than I am, but depend on me for the reserve Geo. N. Adams.
A. Chapman.
Mrs. R L Andrews.
force. I send $5.
lOth, Samuel P. Putnam; on September 17th, Mrs. M.
T. S. Frishie.
J flhn Q. Carter.
A. Freeman and Dr. Juliet Severance, and on September
This is Woman's Day of course.
The "Four Dr. R. Greer.
W. F. Freeman.
24th President Beatty, o.f the Secular Union, and Judge
Mr. and l\irs. A. K. Olds.
Hundred Years" will be a record .of woman's tri- Henry Bird.
Waite. The object of these meetings is to create an inCapt. G. Cox.
Thomas Salmon.
umph.
terest in the coming Congress. It is hoped that all visitJ nhn Hudson.
N. B. Parnell.
My old friend, Wm. J. Jones, of Utah, is quite Charlotte Palm.
T. Castello.
ing Liberals who cannot attend the Congress will make a
enthusiastic. He says:
T. H. Belcher.
J. W. Castner.
special effort to attend these meetings. THE TRUTH
John Kane.
If "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" were J. C. Sprong.
SEEKER
and the Investigato1· will be for sale at these
B. A. Roloson.
Mrs. F. L. Latour.
written on sheets of gold, the writing would be worth John
meetings, and Liberal books and pamphlets. It will be
Dayton.
Joel
B.
Parker.
more than the sheets. The three words on the badge you
a splendid opportunity to cultivate acquaintance.
Hayhurst.
P. V. Wise.
sent me, "Freethought, Science, and Reason," are more M.S.
0. P. Platter.
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Michigan during the
to me than all the universe.
month of September. His appointments as far as arC. J. Curtis, of Pennsylvania, writes:
Dr. Holland's Failings.
ranged are as follows:
It will be something that can be understood-no myth
IIi readinQ' Mr. Remsburg's admirable book, Dorr,
31 Gagetown,
Aug.
Sept. 16, 17
and no miracle.
1 Port Huron,
"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian!" my at- Muskegon, Sept.
"
18
''
2, 3 Rochester,
"
19
H. P. Marsh, author of the poem," The Devil is tention was attracted to the expression which Dr. Ravenna,
"
4 Northville,
"
20
Dead," etc., says:
f_SI
J. G. Holland made to an Illinois friend of Mr. Hubbardston,
Howard City, "
5 Tipton,
"
21
Lincoln's,
who
informed
him
tbat
the
subject
of
his
Elk Rapids,
"
6, 7, 8 Mongo (Ind.), "
22
I giv my whole time, so far as my health permits, to
9, 10 La Grange("), "
23
preaching the gospel of humanity. I shall start toward contemplated biography was not a Christian, and Traverse City, "
" 11 12 13 Lawton,
"
24, 25
Chicago in time for the Congress. I, as a Freethinker the less said about that matter the better : "Oh, Harriette,
' 14; 15 Benton Harbor, "
26
and a soldier, want the book, "Four Hundred Years of never mind; I'll fix that " The readers of Scrib- Mt. Pleasant, "
Freethought." A glorious record indeed.
Mrss VoLTAIRTNE DE 0LEYR111 will lecture for Friendship
ner's .Magazine will some of them remember an arDr. Z. Coman, of Colorado, lifts the banner:
ticle written by Dr. Holland, the editor, in reference Liberal League, Philadelphia Hall, Broad and Wood
to
an occurrence which took place in the city of streets, Sunday evening, 7:30 P.M., August 27th. SubPut me down for the book. We will hav a few dollars
and a banner with a new design of Freethought on it to New York, in which some of the readers of THE ject, "The Pope's New Encyclical to the World." Liberals throughout the vicinity are cordially invited to
send to the Convention. The design is my own and I TRUTH SEEKER were interested.
come
and hear this very interesting lecture.-Geo. Longwant you to take a good look at it.
Mr. Bennett had completed his term of imprison:
.
R. Butterfield reminds me of California times as ment in Albany, and some of his friends had ar- ford, Secretary.
he sends in his good word :
ranged to giv him on his return to the city of his
CHARLES WATTS will be in Montreal on the 26th. He exI may go to Chicago and be with you at the Congress. home a reception, which should testify to their pects to lecture there September ad, at Toronto SeptemIf I go, Mr. 0. T. Davies will go also. Dr. Light, N. D. faith in him as a good man and true. Many speak- ber lOth and 17th, and at Grand Rapids, Mich., SeptemGoodell, Henry Fickler, and R. Butterfield were out to ers were engaged, among them two women. One ber 24th. His address while in Toronto will be care
.visit 0. T. Davies on Sunda.r, July 16th. We had a
glorious time, I assure you. Five old Anti christian associ- of them was myself; the late Hon. Elizur Wright Allan Woodhouse, 5 Wilton Crescent. We notice by the
ates were there. We only lacked our friend S. P. Put- was the chairman ; the reception held in Chick- London Freethinlcm· that Mr. Foote will not visit us this
nam to fill the bill and return thanks for the royal feast erinQ" Hall, and an attendance so large that many year. He says:_ "I hav now to state something with
set before us.
were unable to gain admittance. Dr. Holland respect to the Chicago delegation. It will be obvious
I wish I had been there, for I know what Mr. characterized the assemblage as an "apotheosis of that the subscriptions received are far from sufficient to
and Mrs. 0. T. Davies can do in the way of Ca.li- dirt;" said the women who allowed themselvs to pay the expenses of two delegates to the International
fornia hospitality.
take part in that service would liv to regret it as a Freethought Congress. Mr. Watts offers to stay in EngThese are some of the letters I hav received blot upon their reputation. When the Magazine land, and do all he can for me in my absence, if I go to
from all over the country. I hav now over one hun- appeared Mr. Wright wrote to the editor, asking America myself; but, in the existing state of our party's
dred and sixty names on the list. I want to double him to repudiate the article or sustain it with truth- affairs, my presence in England is the more necessary
it before Congress. I hope that every friend who ful reasons. Mr. Wright showed me the letter during the next few months. Circumstances are such at
present, indeed, that I hardly think I could go to
thinks of taking- the book will write to me at once which he received in answer. It did not say "I'll America even if I had a few hundred spare guineas jingabout it. I want to begin the publication imtnedi. fix it," but the doctor said, "Why, Mr. Wright, I ling in my pocket. Some will perhaps say, 'Well, why
ately, but I must hav the guarantee of two hundred hav the highest respect for you, but we might differ hav any delegatinn at all?' I answer that our American
names before I can do so. This is no slight under- somewhat in regard to giving a reception in such a brethren hav !ret their hearts on having a representation
taking. It involves four months' hard work on my case ; but you know we editors never like to take from England. Mr. Watts will go, therefore, nnd I may
part at least, besides the expense of the publication back, or acknowledge ourselvs mistaken in what we be able to meet the American Freethinkers next year, or
itself. There is not a greater field for the portrayal publish." I had been something of an admirer of the year after."
of human effort than the last four centurief'. Dr. Holland's publications, and had supposed him
WHEREVER Capt. R. C. Adams goes there will the banThe task is an inspiring one, and when I know that at least truthful ; but this letter always comes to
ner of Free thought be raised. 'fhis summer he is at NelI am supported by two hundred Liberal comrades my memory when I see his name.
son, B. C., looking after mining and other property in
from Maine to California, I can labor with infinitly
In the early days of the woman's rights dis- which ~"·e is interested. The following, from the Kaslogreater zest. There is nothing like companionship cussions Dr. Holland was one of the editors of the Slocan Examiner, tells the rest of the story: "A large
iii what we do. I want to bring out all the wealth Springfield Republican, and though he with other and attentiv audience gathered in the Hotel Slocan
of Freethought there is in these four hundred editors found a good deal to criticise in the agita- dining-room last Saturday evening to listen to Capt.
years, and to do so I must devote myself to the tion, he at tbat time gave a pleasant notice of a Robert Adams's lecture on the subject of 'Modern
work without any anxiety as to the financial out- speech of mine in Springfield, a third of a column Thought.' It was an impromptu meeting, the outgrowth
in that paper. Then it was the fashion to rtport of an argument which occurred in the lobby of the Hotel
come.
With the splendid support I hav already received anything that woman might say on the public plat- Slocan, when Mr. Adams volunteered to express his opinI feel ample encouragement for the future ; but now form in the most ridiculous manner. We were ions on Freethougbt publicly, and it became generally
is the time that I need a solid assurance of success, called "crowing hens," and our meetings "hen con- known throughout town that there would be a lecture in
the hotel dining-room. The lecture was a clear, forceful
and I want every friend who is going to help me, ventions."
Perhaps these little anecdotes will not much in. presentation of the opinions of a learned, thoughtful
to send the cheering message at once. With two
hul!ldred strong it won't take a great while to make terest the readers of THE TRUTH SEE:K:ER, but some scholar. The speaker argued from the most advanced
a regiment of co-workers, and a magnificent im- of us hav grown so old that WA liv in reminiscences theory of evolution, depicting the wonderful changes
that had taken place since this world first assumed its
rather than in the events of the present.
pulse will be given to Freethought.
Hoping that the coming Freethought Convention globular form, contending that the old biblical theory of
Address all communications after this to 17
the world being made in six days could not possibly be
South Curtis street, Chicago, Ill., or, if more con- may be a grand success, I am as ever yours,
correct,
stating that the era of man in this world only
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug., 293. Lucy N. CoLMAN.
venient, send subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER
occupied about 1-200 part of the world's existence. He
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
quoted Darwin's theory of the evolution of man, and
R. M. Casey.
The following additional names hav been recompared the ·embryo of man with the embryo of the
One more friend of Freedom bas passed away. world previous to man's inception; he referred to the
ceived since the list was last published :
R. M. Casey died Aug. 12, 293. He has been sick Bible as 'an excellent collection of ancient literature,'
Geo. L. Pratt.
Chae, Trotter.
for years, from running a splinter in his wrist. and declared that ' ignorance is the source of all evil.'
A. B. Lemmox.
E. A. Haslett.
Capt. C. Garner, two copies.L. K. Washburn, two copies. But his love of freedom never wavered and he He asserted that owing to the teachings of the Bible men
H. H. Wessel.
.Ann L. Farrington.
labored to the last to help educate people out of hav become the slaves of two tyrants, the altar and the
H. Wettstein.
M.S. Palmer.
old fables, myths, and cneds, and into facts, real- throne, and that the present agitations of capital and
Lars Hansen;
W w. Jensen.
labor were due to that source. He said that the poverty
itie'l, and living truths.
Mrs. Sallie D. Hayden.
Geo. H. Fowler.
-F. D. Rexford.
Susan H. Wixon.
His name as a contributor has been in our Liberal of the many and the immense wealth of the few were atCapt. J. H. Handy,
A. Schell.
tributes of the preaching of contentment and of superstipapers for many years.
S. S. Sacket.
B. l!,, Robbins.
tion. Before taking his seat the speaker invited anyone
He
was
postmaster
at
Five
Forks,
S.
C.,
and
S. F. Benson.
J. C. McMurrin.
that so de11ired to speak, as the question was open for dissucceeded
in
getting
the
name
of
his
office
changed
Otto " ettstein.
A. M. Stevens.
Dr. W Botsford.
Geo. Schubert.
to Bruno, thus scoring a grand point for Liberal- cnseiou. A number of poignant questions were asked by
Carry Fowler.
A. W. Brayton.
ism.
One more of the old standard-bearers has the Rev. Martin, the Rev. Nettle, and others, all of which
Dr. F. Coman.
Elias Steenerson,
were answered more or less satisfactorily. The utmost
gone
from
us. May his memory remain green in
H. P. Marsh.
Geo. L. Robertson.
good nature prevailed throughout, and when the meetour hearts.
Affectionately,
AuNT ELMINA.
Parker Pillsbury.
E. C. Reichwold.
ing finally broke up everyone felt that they had benefited
0. J:t. Harmon.
Robert R. Jones.
J. F. Miles.
Mrs. S. B. Miller.
THERE are many hundred kinds of Christian re- by being present,"
0. Child.
Joseph Heigh.
ligion. Each one is the only one that is right, and
Capt, C. D. De Rudia.
W. S. Rodgers.
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent fref<
individuals of each would gladly murder and burn
M. G. Hewitt.
John Hubbell.
on
application.
all the others for God's sake.
J. S. Martin.
A. R. Woodhams,
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of q;,rienas. ·

and up with the stars and stripes is my
motto until all is made free.
Yours most respectfnlly in Liberalism,
Cannot Get Along Witho~t His H~lper in
G. W. URMSON.
Seeking Trnth.
A Fine Society Doing Finely.
CoLFAX, WASH., Apr. 14, 1893.
ELSINORE, CAL., July 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for
MR. EDITOR: Since writing yon of the
my subscription for two years, as I could
not get along without THE TRUTH BEEKER. formation of our Society of Science,
It is gplendid. Three cheers for Heston. Literature, and Art, we hav made good
Wishing _yon success, I remain yours progress. We hav purchased a hall in
Elsinore for $700 which cost not less than
truly, a solid Freethinker,
$3,000 in 1887. We had a great "boom"
HmAM HULL.
in Elsinore at that time and although
A Distributor of Literature.
Elsinore is located on the shores of the
only lake in southern California and has
ELKHART, Mo., May 30, 1893.
M:R. EDIToR: Send me "Mistakes of 183 hot and cold mineral springs in the
Moses," and " What Must We Do To Be center of town, yet the reaction after the
Saved?" by the same author. Please send boom was so great that fine houses and
me with them a few of the lists of Inger- lots can be bought for almost any price.
soll's works to distribute. I think many The ot:P.er day I saw a miner trade a buckwould get them if they knew where to skin broncho worth $20 to $30 for a house
and lot, which was probably worth $1,500
send.
I am a. Populist and a Freethinker, and or more during the boom days; a few days
I think a person cannot be the first long later he traded it for a span of desert
mules and was happy. We get our hall
without being the second. E. E. LEBo.
on the building and loan plan, In other
Anything to Uproot Orthodoxy.
words, we pay a very small rent and at the
TEXAS, MIOH., July 3, 1893.
end of seven years our hall is paid for.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper for
W. F. Jamieson and wife are expected
over fifteen years, although I am an here in August to make their home with
avowed Spiritualist. I find much truth us on account of Mrs. Jamieson's health as
and good sense, that feed my desire for well as their desire to liv where there is a
historical facts. Yon are right as far as society of believers in science.
yon go, but the phenomena of SpiritualF. H. HEALD.
ism do occur.
It cannot be denied.
Wishes to Sell Freethonght Works.
I think yon know more about it than yon
LEWISPORT, KY., July 4, 1893.
tell the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Let everyone work in his or her proper
MR. EDITOR: I see in your paper of
channel. Anything to uproot orthodoxy J nne 17th an advertisement of "Design
of the present day-or as they should be Argnnient Fallacies/' price fifteen cents.
called, a set of religions hogs.
Inclosed is $1; please send me the worth
L. s. BURDIOK.
of my $1, as you, say it is the necessary
thing.
Obituary.
On the 18th of June the CourierNoRTH Coos RIVER, ORE., Aug. 5,1893.
Journal had a discdurse by Rabbi A.
MR. EDITOR: On Tuesday night, June Moses on " Religion and Science." I hope
20, 1893, Mr. William Vincamp died at his yon hav seen it. A goodly number of my
home in Alleghany, on North Coos river. religions friends-some of them not overHe was a kind friend to both Christians and religions-thought this rabbi had hit the
Liberals, and being one of the oldest Lib- mark exactly. I hav never seen argnnient
erals in this community his death is sin- more fallacious. He did grind his ax
cerely regretted by all. He had been for well for Christian patronage, which he will
many years, and was at the time of his get. The clergy are much in his interest,
death, a subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER. as well as he in theirs. It is a shame that
His obsequies were conducted by W. W. one so well learned should prostitute himR. Glenn, a constant reader of your paper self for gain. He says, ''the priests of
and a stanch friend of the cause.
Atheism." Where did he get this word
He leaves a widow and two sons, who Atheism? What is a rabbi good for?
hav the heartfelt sympathy of friends in Nothing, like the priest-to keep the
this their sad bereavement.
masses in a muddle.
GEORGE SMITH.
Miss MILLIE DisE.
P.S.-I am going to try my luck at selling this book for fifteen cents. If I sucThe Trnth Seeker in the Army.
ceed I will send again and again. It is the
FoRT SILL, 0. T., March 31, 1893.
thing. Colonel Ingersoll's works and
MR. EDITOR: My TRUTH BEEKER of others can be sold, I think, in great numMarch 4th was lost, or rather misplaced, bers.
G. S.
and got into Company C 13th Infantry
mail. Some bigot got it, and not being Believes in Hell, Heaven, and Devils.
·
SoNoRA, MEx., June 25, 1893.
satisfied to let others read it, threw it
MR. EDITOR: I hav paid attention to the
away. Some of the boys found it and
were attracted by the picture on the first letter of l\Ir. Dugald McDonald, and if
page. Several of them read "What I yon will let me giv yon my opinion I will
Know About God " and at once hunted up tell yon with Thomas Paine : "Jesns
Joe Gunther-a stanch Infidel and sub- Christ was a good and virtuous man," and
scriber to THE TRUTH BEEKJ<JR-for more now he does not make any evil, conse"light on the subject." He and I gave quently I do not believe that he is the
them several books to read and hav head devil according as the above" opened the eyes " of two of them. So mentioned gentleman says. And yet I
yon see my lost number did more good believe that there are a hell, a heaven,
and a great many devils; but I believe
thall. if I had g0t it myself.
Wishing yon and THE TRUTH BEEKER that the hell is the superstition, ignorance,
and fanaticism of men ; the heaven is
success, I am,
Yours, etc.,
the liberty, freedom, and science; and the
WILL c. GRAVES.
pope is the grand devil or the head devil;
That Was Hard on Christianity.
and all the priests and preachers are the
CLARK, PA., July 11, 1893.
little devils, for they ha.v made and still are
MR. EDITOR: I sent yon a postal order making a great mischief in the world. I
about the middle of June of $1.50, at the do not think that they are trying to contime thinking I might get a new subscriber quer this world of ours, to make it a
to go in with me; but I hav failed so far, world of devils in place of angels; but
so please to apply that $1.50 on THE they hav conquered it many centuries
TRUTH BEEKER and forward it to me for ago; this conquest took place when the
the next six months.
Inquisition domino and esclaviso d la
It makes me feel proud to hear that the humanity ; but fortunately for us that
stars and stripes, the flag of our country, time is past, because in this century many
are hung out to the breeze over the a country has broken the chain of slavery
World's Fair on Sunday. I am one of the with which religion has tied them, and
boys that helped to make that flag free. there are many Freethinkers. I think
I served three years at the front in the late that the best champions we hav are the
war in Company B, Seventy-sixth Penn- Truth Seeker Company and that of El
sylvania Volunteers, and can .say I feel Combate (journal of Freethonght in Mexproud over helping to set our flag free, and ico). I think also that they are doing all
nlso over four million slaves we made free. they can to save the world from all these
That was rather hard on the Bible and devils, and some day there shall be no reChristianity. But down with the traitors ligion in this world, and instead of

church-houses we shall hav only schools creation. Therefore we should never
and colleges to worship science, liberty, hesitate to employ il in our searches after
8, R. THORNE.
and truth. Then everyone may say with truth,
Christ: "The l;ingdom of heaven has
Sunday Persecution.
come,"
IGNAOIO HERNANDEZ.
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., July 22; 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I herein inclose a clipping
We Are So Meek That We Think It a
from to-day's Gazette, which explains itPrivilege to Get a Hearing•
self:
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., June 18, 293.
OAN A MAN SAVIll HIS OORN ON SUNDAY?
MR. EDITOR: We wish to thank Rev. Mr.
A case was tried before J ndge Johnson
Wood for very kindly giving his permis- in . the county court last week, which,
sion to allow us to reply to his brother from its nature, was of more than passing
minister, Rev. Mr. Mucklow, through the interest. It was that of the state of Texas
Salina Union, of which J. C. Cobb is vs. J. L. Crane, indicted for working on
editor, because notwithstanding that Mr. Sunday.
Mr. Crane is an attorney of this city,
Cobb is known as a gentleman of Liberal and has a farm some four or five miles
tendencies he would not hav allowed a out in the country, Work in the courts
reply without the consent of the denomi- kept him busy during the gpring, and
nation to which Mr. Mucklow belonged, when one Saturday afternoon, he took a
out to the farm, he found the cuckleand that too when Mr. Mucklow had run
burrs taking the corn and the ground
made an attack on the class of people to hardening so fast it would soon be too late
which we belong. In this case was not to work it. He shouldered a hoe and
Mr. Cobb willing to submit to a censor- made the boys do the same and attacked
the burrs on Sunday morning, working
ship of the press with a vengeance?
And in order to test Mr. Cobb, inas- until about 4 o'clo'Ckin the afternoon, and
saved the corn. The last grand jury inmuch as Mr. Mucklow had made an attack dicted him for violating the Sabbath
through his columns on our class, we in so unholy a manner. On trial last
turned his right as it were and made a week these facts were brought out, but
counter march or attack, which Mr. Cobb the jury brought in a verdict of guilty,
did not publish. Perhaps he failed to get assessing a fine of $10. Judge Johnson
set the verdict aside and dismissed the
Mr. Wood's permission again. What is case, holding that the finding of tho jury
called the secular press is. supposed to be was contrary to the evidence and the law.
impartial to all classes, except what they
We liv in a city where we can see a
announce as their platform of principles, steeple in any direction rise from the
and we will never get our rights until we earth as a monument on sacred grounds
insist on them or withdraw our support where hypocrisy congregates to thank the
from such periodicals. What we want to omnipotent absurdity that his dreaded
do is to so conduct ourselvs that the disasters hav been sent to heathen lands,
market will be overstocked with such and that his followers are still blessed
weak-kneed sheets, then we will command with the privilege to persecute honest men.
regpect. Liberals ·are as much to blame In case he is so kind as to remember his ·
for this state of affairs as anybody. They, loved ones in this Christian land and send
many of them, lack the backbone to insist a deadly cyclone, his servants do not foron their right, and many of them pay $10 get to drop on their knees and thank God
to the church where they pay $1 to the that he has neglected them. They can
Liberal cause. How long at this ratio snbscrjbe $2.50 or $5, and see their names
will it take for Liberals to accomplish in the daily periodicals for two weeks.
equal and exact justice? Creep and crawl But for all that Judge Johnson ('who I unand the world will walk over yon, stand derstand is a church-member) overruled
stern and erect and it will sooner or later the verdict and let the transgressor of
giv yon your share of the road.
God's holy laws go, and stood up like a
JOHN W. ABBOTT,
man and decided in behalf of justice, reason, and humanity.
He Knows That the Universe Is the Rev·
You will hear from me soon again in reelation of God, but Does Not Know gard to some of the reverend gentlemen.
That the Bible Is. ·
I hav a great many newgpaper clippings
of their misconduct in this vicinity, which
NEw YoRK, N.Y., July 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I expected before now to I intend to mail you as soon as I write the
T. L. FISHER.
send one or two subscribers for THE explanations of them.
TRUTH BEEKER, but they hav some excuse
Electricity Is God.
to offer, although they are able to pay.
MT. TABoR, ORE., Aug. 13, 1893.
They are afraid to let it be known that
MR. EDITOR: I hav often heard the
they are Freethinkers. They say it is
popular to be a Christian, a Roman Cath- question, What is God or the ruling
olic, and a skeptic is degpised-'' although power? but hav never heard it answered
I believe," said one, '' the almighty to be and supported by what I deem logical or
as nature represents him, and I do not and reasonable argument. While I do not
cannot believe in any creed or book which believe in any of the old Christian dogmas
pretends to reveal his character as other- I do believe some of the writers of the
wise than merciful and good. The Chris- Bible had some vague idea of what I betian churches declare that the Bible lieve to be the ruling power or God. I
teaches, and they believe, or at least ad- hava theory that I hav never seen admit, that God in the future state will end- vanced, and would like to put it before
lessly torment myriads of the creatures the minds of thinking people. I know .a
whom the suggestions of his own infinit great deal better how to do ·a hard day's
wisdom and benevolence called into being. work than I do to write an article for pubThe character of the deity is wholly in- lication. Nevertheless I cannot but be
compatible with the teachings of the book zealous in the cause of Freedom and
of nature. The books contradict each Progress. Hence this letter.
other, and therefore only one can be true.
I believe Electricity to be the ruling
Now, I know the world to be the handi- power, and will endeavor to support my
work of the almighty, consequently I be- theory and show wherein it is hinted at in
lieve its teaching in preference to the in- the Bible. In the beginning man made
consistent dogmas of a work whose claims God in his own image; as he, man, was
to divine origin and authority are, to the highest type of life, men could not
say the least, in my mind extremely ques- put God any higher for the simple reason
tionable, This," said he, "is the princi- they could not shape him. Here is their
pal reason for believing as I do. "
trinity, electricity the Father, time the
And this, I fear, is the state of many Son, and space the Holy Ghost. All are
minds. They are afraid of being known without beginning or end. Hence, their
as Liberal Freethinkers. So yon see it is three-headed, singular, plural, omnipodifficult for one to obtain subscribers. tent, omnipresent God.
The Liberal press has of late done a great
They felt the power of this electric
deal of good in causing people to think God. They heard his voice in the thunder
and examin for themselvs, and when the and saw his wrath i:r;J. the lightning. He
fashion of being a Christian leaves them was there, a power, a something, and had
they then will come out for Freethought to hav shape. Electricity is in all and
and Liberal principles.
through all. Without it there could be no
Hammer away, Mr. Editor, with THE life. It holds all the planets in their reTRUTH BEEKER. Our congregation are spectiv places. In it we hav heat, cold
few, but they hav reason and common light, and motiv power. Through it we
sense in their brains, which will ultimately convey voice, matter, and expression of
triumph.
thought; light our streets; murder our
Reason is the noblest attribute of man. criminals. We see the halo of light about
It is this which raises him above the brute the head and hands of magnetic healers

THE~TRUTH
and Spiritualist medi~s. The land, sea,
and air is one grand "network of electric
currents. Electricity connects everything
in life. Every sound goes out and floats
like the germs of life on this grand electric
sea, and under certain circumstances can
be reproduced. Electricity is almighty.
It is God, the creator of all, yea, life
itself. I can in my own vague way con·
nect it with everything in the past and
present. And I will trust to evolution and
men of brains to look out for the future.
My wife and I both belong to the Secular Church of Portland, and we are doing
what we can to do away with the Christian
God and kill their devil. When that is
done Progress will commence.
Yours for Truth and Progress,
J. B. Hoss.
Pleasant Dying Thoughts. CHARLEVOIX, MIOH., July 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I notice that my subscription expires on the 7th inst. You will find
inclosed a post-office order for renewal,
which if the United_States mail is prompt
will reach you in due time. I would like
to be as punctual in paying as your very
valuable paper has always been in its arrival. Your paper I cannot think of doing
without, for it _has for these many years
been my consolation in sickness and my
inspiration in health. In sickness, when I
thought that the end was drawing near, I
hav been consoled by some of your correspondents' pictures of the peaceful and
.dreamless sleep that awaited me, or again
by some others who from another point of
view would portray the wonders and beauties of the spirit world, where the seasons
will be one eternal June, and we on sunbeams will ride through space and return
to earth at the call of some medium, where
we will hav a high old time, occasionally
playing peekaboo from some mysterious
cabinet in a darkened room. When I hav
felt the inconvenience of poverty I hav
been inspired by some one pointing to the
good time coming, when the single-tax
would do away with all poverty. Another
one will knock out povertj>- by having the
government issue direct to the people a
certain amount of money per capita.
Another, by knocking out governmentaltogether and having a general divide-up.
No more working for self-interest; all
will be working for the general good and
the welfare "of others. I am too old to
ever expect to see any of these glorious
times, and I fear that unless those who
preach these different fads begin to practice what they preach many generations
will grow old and the good times be still in
the distance. Nevertheless, the fact that
we can denounce the government without
fear of a dungeon, and ridicule religion
without fear of the priest and his hereafter,
are hopeful signs, and the glorious old
TRUTH SEEKER affords such a fair field for
a free intellectual fight, and so many able
combatants avail themselvs of the privilege, we can but say the world is advancing. We who stand back and take no part
in the combat can say with the old farmer
when his dog and the bear were fighting,
"Good dog! good bear!"
RoBERT MILLER.
The American P1·otectiv Association.
SANDUSKY, 0., Jilly 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your issue of today an article under the head of " Only
Freethinkers Can Properly Oppose Sectists." In this article there appear some
mis~kes, which you will allow me as one
of thjs Association to correct.
You assert it is of Protestant composition. It is not, nor does it exclude
Protestants. It admits every man, . no
matter what his creed may be, except
Catholics. I am an outspoken Infidel; and
live working member of Toledo Council
No. 15. Any man who loves his (this)
country, who givs his allegiance to it without any mental re8ervation, is welcome
within its folds. No matter if he be Infidel, Agnostic, Materialist, or what not;
if he loves our land, with its free schools
and magnificent institutions of learning;
if he is opposed .to the church of Rome
upon liberty of speech, press, and free
education -he is virtually one of us,
whether in our councils or not.
I cannot make this communication more
complete than by appending the written
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principles of the A. P. A., and simply
adding they now number about two million, and are having thousands of additions
to their membership daily. The A. P. A.
is a patriotic institution, solely and purely.
Fraternally,
DR. GEo. H. BoYD.
THE A. P. .A. PRINCIPLES.
1. Nationality is not a bar to membership in the order. No man is asked where
he was born.
2. We interfere with no man's partisan
politics.
3. We attack no man's religion, so long
as he does not attempt to make his religion
an element of political power.
4. We unite to protect our country and
its free institutions against the secret, intolerant, and aggressiv efforts that are
persistently being set forth by a certain
religio-political organization to control
the government of the United States and
destroy our blood-bought civil and religious liberty.
5. We are in favor of preserving constitutional liberty and maintaining the government of the United States.
6. We regard all religio-political organizations as the enemies of civil and religious liberty.
7. It is in our opinion unwise and unsafe
to appoint or elect to civil, political, or
military office in this country men who
owe supreme allegiance to any foreign
king, potentate, or ecclesiastical power,
and who are sworn to obey such power.
8. We are in favor of maintaining the
principle of one general unsectarian free
school organization, and will oppose all attempts to supplant it by any sectarian institution.
9. We are opposed to all attempts, local
or national, to use public funds for any
sectarian purpose.
10. We are in favor of laws taxing all
church property.
11. ·we are in favor of changing our immigration laws in such manner that they
will protect our citizen laborers from the
evil influences of cheap pauper and criminal labor, which through the instrumentality of European propagandist societies, and in this country by the aid of
strikes and the subtle influence of priests,
are rapidly supplanting our free and educated American citizens in every line of
industry.
12. We believe there should be an educational qualification to the electiv franchise that will require every "American
citizen" to be Americanized.
13. We are in favor of putting into office honest and true patriots, who are best
qualified to fill the position, regardless of
political parties.
14. We are willing. to be governed by
these principles in our future political
action.
15. Our mission is to awaken the people
of free America from their lethargy, indifference, and over-confidence. "Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty," yet the
Protestants of this republic hav ceased to
be vigilant, and in conscious strength are
either intently chasing the almighty dollar
or quietly dozing, while we swiftly drift
toward a more tremendous and terrible
crisis than this country has yet known.
Proposes a Home for Aged Freethinkers.
RoCHESTER, N. Y., Aug. 3, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: From letters which hav
been in THE TRUTH SEEKER at intervals
lately it seems that many of the friends are
thinking it desirable to build a monument
-in honor of Colonel Ingersoll while he still
livs. We hav all of us been born, brought
or dragged up, as the case may hav been,
under the dark shadow of Christian institutions, and each of us has been marked in
a greater or lesser degree by its influence,
hence the idea as to what the monument
should be will be apt to take very different
and opposit forms. I cannot see myself
how . the building of a stone or bronze
monument, or even a Freeth~:mght university, could add to his fame, for he is already famous and has won for himself a
glory of which no man or set of men can
rob him. They cannot withdraw from
circulation the books he has written or the.
lectures he has delivered. It might hav
been done in times past, but it is too late
in the day now. With reference to universities, there are many things of much
greater importance to us as Freethinkers
than colleges of any kind. We should
take these Christian institutions as examples when we can. In THE TRUTH
SEEKER of July 29th Miss Wixon says it is
hard to be aged, feeble, and snflering.
Pathetic cases of trial and pain are on
every hand. Such being the case, and
many of them in our own ranks, some of
which we may know and others of which
we know not, it seems as though we should
be able to do something to alleviate such

conditions, professing as we do to be not
Christians but Humanitarians-and there
is a wide distinction between the two. The
Christians hav what is called a home for
the friendless, where an old lady who is
able to pay $200 can be secure of a home
the remainder of her life, under certain
rules and restrictions. I think we might
be able to do something in this line by
building a home for old people in the
West, as our friend Marcia Goff suggested.
It might be for either 'single men or
women, or for old married people who hav
no home, no one to soothe, comfort, or
appreciate them for what they hav done in
the past. Many in the beginning of their
loneliness might possess several hundred
dollars, and in some cases more, which
they doubtless would hav been glad to invest in such a home, instead of being compelled to mope in a corner in the house of
some person who did not want them, or
closed up in some Christian institution
subject to its restrictions and its requirements. I can see where such ·a home
would be of great advantage to the cause
of Freethought. It might be built large,
convenient, and with all the modern improvements, without any nonsensical show
about it. Many of the class of persons to
whom I refer would be both able· and willing to do much of the work which would
be required themselvs. I hav been acquainted during the past sixty years with
many Freethinkers. They all of them hav
been persons depending on the wage system or in some small way of business for
a living, where the dread of failure is ever
hanging over them like the sword of
Damocles in this mad race of competition.
Imagin the comfort the thoughts of such
a home would be to such a class of persons
who, when they could no longer keep up
with the business procession, would rejoice to think a retreat had been provided
for them, where the few hundreds or thousands they might hav been able to acquire
would secure for them a quiet home for
the remainder of their lives among persons
holding similar thoughts and feelings as
themselvs. To such an establishment
might also be added a home for the orphan
children of Freethinkers, where they
would receive a good education free from
superstition, and thus he prevented from
becoming inmates of Catholic or Protestant protectories. Many parents hav to
suffer hours of unhappiness when those
common occurrences of sickness or lack of
employment overtake them, thinking what
would become of their children should
they hav to die and leave them. I think
there are very few fathers or mothers who
would not be willing to make sacrifices if
such were needed to assist in building up
such an institution. The greatest good for
the greatest number, and those who need
it the most, is what we should ever bear
in mind.
With much respect, I remain, as ever,
The friend of Justice and Freethought,
RUTH BRETTELL.
Thinks This Stock a Profitable Invest·
ment.
BosToN, MAss., July 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken TIIE TRUTH
SEEKER from its start, having previously,
and some time after, taken the Boston

Investigator.
I hav written at various times, and you
hav published my articles-say in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of July 26, 1879, about
"Sun Worship." And that same year I
sent D. M. Bennett $13 to help him in his
trial against what I thought to be unjust
charges. You also published my articles
Oct. 19, 1889, and Nov. 19, 1889, about
"The Discovery of America," etc. You
know me well enough. I would not giv
two cents for a clear title to the Christian
heaven, signed- by Jehovah, Jesus, and
the Holy Ghost three in one. Lastly, I
wrote about two months ago about the
"Lone Star Cotton Picker," the office
of which is at 31 Milk street, Boston,
and the factory at Waco, Tex. Now,
there are four and perhaps more so-called
cotton-picking machines, and whichever
one is the best as now made, or as improved in the near future, will make, in
my opinion, enormous sums of money for
the stockholders and the public. My principal reason for thinking that the Boston
machine is the best, is on account of the
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remarkably efficient mechanism, which I
ha.v seen and examined, and I am sure it
will do the work well, and not injure the
cotton plant, which must be picked three
times, as the plant grows from September to December. It was nothing
against this co·mpany, but in my view
rather favorable, when I was told that the
president of the company, Col. E. J. Gurley, of Waco, Tex., was a planter, with
six thousand acres of cotton land, and is a
Freethinker, like Colonel Ingersoll or you
and me. And when I saw the picture of
the Wallis-Lispenard cotton-picker advertised in a whole page in the New York
Sunday World about three or four weeks
ago, and I had a detailed description of it
from my correspondent in New York, I
made up my mind that, although it would
pick some in the field, it would injure
the plant so much that in my opinion
planters ordinarily would not allow it to
be used in their fields except at the third
picking in December, and that it never
would be an economical machine. When
I found by inspection of their circular,
that the larger part of their principal
officers and board of directors had Jewish
names, it did not make it any more attractiv to me.
A third machine which I hav seen a
picture of, with explanations, I did not
judge to be any better than the Wallis~
Lispenard machine. In fact, I would not
buy stock in either of their companies on
account of the faulty mechanism of their
machines.
I wrote my first article, not to make any
profit, but to let your subscribers hav an
inkling, so that each could make inquiry
and investigation for himself as I did, and
if they should buy at all, they could purchase with their eyes open and not at a
mere venture. The cotton market is now
so large and some machine in so great a
demand that the owners of stock in what
shall prove to be the best one will receive
enormous dividends. I therefore would
like to hav the Truth Seeker Company
own at least one 2hare of the Lone Star
Cotton Picker Company's stock. I will
therefore contribute $2 toward the $10the price of one share at par value. The
New York machine preferred stock, par
value $100, is offered at $85 per share. I
would not giv anything toward giving a
sha:re of that to the paper.
I am in fair condition financially, having say $2,000 laid up, with no debts, and
I never failed in business. E. George &
Co., 28 South street, New York, hav
known me for years.
1f any subscribers to THE TRUTH BEEKER
choose to send me $1 or $2 each to make
up the sum, I will buy the share for the
Truth Seeker Company and send it with
the understanding that the company shall
keep it at least three years, when I confidently expect it will pay much larger
dividends than the ten per cent (stock)
dividend it paid in January. If more
than enough is contributed to giv this
share as above, then we will giv Watson
Heston a share, and after him one to Miss
Wixon, of THE TRUTH BEEKER children's
column. An object like this is much
better than giving to a church.
As I expect the Lone Star Company
will advance its price of shares in a month
or so, in case thay do so and the shares are
not bought, I will repay the money (if any)
sent to the contributors, or send it to the
Truth Seeker Company, to be credited on
their account.
The Lone Star Cotton Picker Company
will havin the Texas exhibit in the World's
Fair in Chicago, on the 1st of May next, a
space of from thirty to fifty yards long to
show how the cotton picker works. Every
pleasant day during the Fair, at a specified
time, the machine will pick precisely as in
the fields the cotton from a long row of
cotton plants placed in planks prepared for
the purpose. Tens of thousands of these
plants, with the cotton bolls on them, hav
been taken up and boxed, enough to last
for a trial each day until the new crop
comes in. Of course they will not sell the
stock at the same price they do now.
Whether THE TRUTH BEEKER or Mr.
Heston or Miss Wixon gets anything out
of it, depends on whether you hav any
other subscribers who will contribute a
.
fair share toward it or not.
HBNRY N. STON.Iil.
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C'h iZdron' s (j ornor.

When men want changes they appeal to
natural means, not supernatural power,
with incantations, which are now relegated
to the garret with the dream-book
Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- and horseshoe.
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
"You pray," said Seth, "to the God of
Bible inspiration. Samuel the prophet
was inspired and an Anarchist when he
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
beat Agag, an Amalekite prince, to smithOomes a pause in the d~J<X) occuEations
That is known as the vlllldren s Hour."
ereens because he dressed sacrifices with
cod liver oil, or made some other foolish
mistake.
These prophets were supThat Terrible Cyclone.
pressed, or we should be surrounded with
It was a hot, ~tm summer day,
wonders at the present· day. Human beWhen everything was at re9t;
ings would be partially crazed, and at last
Out in the field of fresh-mown hay
disappear from the face of the earth." The
ArA Robert and his gu,st.
lions were so mild that t~ey never winked
1:hey do not see the lowering cloud
1:hat dips ail own the west,·
when Daniel raised his green umbrella.
But are only talking of the crowd
The spirit of prayer is supposed to be
Which meets on the sidehill crest.
magnetic, and should bring blessings from
Saiil Robert: "I take Gertrude Mundrane,
the fertil God, who is supposed to resemAnd lots of fun we'll hav;
ble the goddess Diana. '' Our God is full
We will ride down the grassy lane
And will keep up quite a gab."
of fertility-" But this latter idea is
left out from modern bibles. Baptism
Said his guest. "I'll take Miss Fannie Ballwith prayer, inspires people, and Rice, th~
She will meet me at the gate;
I never saw su~h a pretty galgreat debater, remarks that conquerors
But I must hurry o:· be late."
had an enormous machine or squirt, which
There is a crash of thunder,
sprinkled thousands of prisoners. I know
The clouds roll, oh, so fast,
of wretched women now sick or torn to
Boards and trees are torn asunder;
pieces by sewing-machines. But piety and
'The boys think 'tis their last.
prayer are ·not at their bedside; ''they are
High in tbe air houses are seenfound," croaked the raven, with harsh and
Everything is in a whirlthreatening intonation, "at the springs,
And there is a lit.tle dog so lean,
And Robert sees his girl.
picnic, or seashore-perhaps- at Chautauqua."
ALHAZA.
In a moment 'tis overLexington, Ky., July 1, 1893.
This terrible cyclone-

-·=========

And the boys are safe in the city of Dover,
Where they had been blown.
Robert and Gertrude are happy,
For they are married to-day;
But the guest, he feels prettY fiappy,
For his girl was blown away.
ELVA M. WILSoN.

The True Story of Dog Duke.
A wood~ huck by the wall lay dead,
" Beat for a beet.'' the gardener said.
The children come with curious eyes.
The growling dog would claim the prize;
Small ears, a dusky coat. large pawsThfy stole a beet against the laws.
" He's T'itty if he was alive,"
Sa~s Madeline, whose years are five.
" I knew before," says little Nat,
"A woodchuck is some like a cat."
The gardener spoke-" Good-bye, old foe;
Your carcass in the ditch I'll throw."
" Oh, i!on't !" with sudden thought cried Jim,
"Like a true knight we'll bury him."
Jim rattled out his new green cart,
Dog Duke was ready for his part;
In captain's sash of gold and red
He proudly marched behind the deai!.
Nat tooted on a shining horn,
And Jimmy was a whistler born;
The hymn was" John Brown's Body," and
Maddie strewed daisies with each hand.
Yonder a lovely grave was maile,
Thanks to the gardener and his spade.
So they, with honors nothing slight,
Buried the body out of sight;
Then stayed a monument to rear,
Duke acting well the overseer.

iron on Sunday?" reprovingly as]).ed the
mother when she discovered the child.
"Well," promptly rejoined the little
oa,
girl, " don't you s'pose God knows this
!!JI'incfples of the Natural Order of the
iron's cold?"- Columbus Dispatch.
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y

Force a11d Platter;
<•'

"Say, mamma, is heaven beautifuller
than Aunt May's parlor?"
" Oh ! ever so much, Johnnie."
"Well, then, I don't want to go there."
"What! Why not?"
"'Cause everything'll be too good to sit
on."-Detroit Tribune.
"Papa, didn't you tell mamma we must
economize?"
"I did, my eon."
"Well, I was thinking that mebby if
you'd get me 1 pony I wouldn't wear out
so many shoes. "-Good News.

Fine Hand-Made Violins.
Made strictly on scientific principle>. Best in
the World for the Money. Fine Wood, Tools, and
Trimmings for Violin-Maher,. Also. (iHd and
New Violms Repaired and Regraduated at
reason•ble prices. Square dealing. Address .
6t29
J. COLLINGWOOD, Avery, Ia.

(lni~

Based Thereon.
BY PBoFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.VoR'!'ENTS

~

.Fo:f<lfl and Matt«l,JZ,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of 1uatter, Nature (Teleology),
ImmoriJality_of ForCle, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou!;fht,
Motion,
Consc10usness,
Form,
Seat ·of the SoUl,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas,_
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
t1niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
J\lloJ:ality,
Original Generation,
Conclud.li:Ug Observa
Secular Generation,
tiona.
l.'rice, 81.00. Address THE TRUTH SEElilai

Prof. Wm. Denton;s Books.

CHOLERA, DIPH'I'HERIA, Dysentery,
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 1,441 South
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
20t28

Books by Helen H. Gardenet

Correspondence.
NEWTON, MoNT., July 29, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter to the Corner. My father takes THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and I like to read the
Children's Corner. I am twelve years old,
and I liv on a farm. I hav one sister and
two brothers. There is no sch:ol here
this summer. I like to go to school very
much.
,
Well, I will close my letter for this time.
From your Liberal friend,
LoRENA LoVERING.
JEANNETTE, p A., July 24, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My first letter to
the Children's Corner. I'm a Freethinker.
I hav three more brothers Freethinkers.
My mother and father are Presbyterians,
but thElY don't believe in preaching, but
believe in the book called the Bible.
There are too many nonsensicalities for me.
I read the good paper called THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and find it interesting; but not
in the Bible. I like to read, but not nonsense. I would like one of our young
Freethinkers to correspond with me.
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER the greatest success,
Your friend,
ALEx ADAMSON.

Jle Thyself. too.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritua.lism

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and RadicaL By J. H. PowelL
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women. and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Suppztea at B:Pema! 1Jiscount8.

God Proposed fo-l Our National Constitn·
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth,40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
ls Spiritualism True 1 lOc.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Ortho[oxy False, Since Spiri'tualism is
True. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

iS THIS YOUR SOBJ MY LORD 1

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
DELMONT, S.DAK., July 31,1893.
Soul of Things. Psychometric ReDEAR Miss WIXoN: It is my first attempt
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
to write to the Corner. I enjoy reading
1\1. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
~Fascinating
Story
of
Radical
Truths
on
the Children's Corner very much, and am
Wllat Is Right 1 lOe.
Religion and Social Matters.
sorry when I see but few letters. I hav
Next morning, out the garden gateWhat Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
Price.
cloth.
$1;
DaPer,
50
cents.
one sister-her name is Nellie. She is
Just where Sir Rodent met his fateLight. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
fifteen years old. My brothers' names
Dog Duke barked, clawed, ran to and fro,
Who are Christians 1 lOc.
are Clarence and Ray.
Capered in glee and would not go;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And when at last the llhildren come
I am twelve years old.
To find what means their playmate dumb,
Pa has taken THE TRuTH SEEKER for
.Behold a neighbor's cat laid low,
about seventeen years, and thinks he
Made ready for a funeral show!
could hardly do without it.
A NEW' NOVEL.
"Bdd dog," they cried," what hav you done?
There are not many Freethinkers here.
Killed Pussy Gray to hav more fun!
Paper, 50 cents.
Price,
oloth, $1.
- - - - 1 4 44b---I was to church Sunday, but got tired, the
We do not like you. Go away.
preacher
preac~ed so long.
.
'lloral, rlleological, Historical, anrl Speculative
There'll be no funeral hPre to-day."
As my letter 1s getting lengthy, I must
Propositions.
·
T~e wondering brute, with look profound,
close. If this escapes the wastebasket, I
'J:~. ;~"
15 cents.
Walks disappointed from thP ground.
will write again.
LAVINIA S. GoODWIN.
From your Liberal friend,
SHORT STORIES.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
ELVA MAY WILSON.
l'aper, 5' cents.
Price, cloth $1.
P.S.-I hav written a short piece of
Legend.-Continued.
poetry, which I will send to you. It is
"Do you pray?" inquired a miserly my first attempt, and I hope you will
Christian of Seth.
print it.
E. M. W.
Said Seth: "Those who put this quesCONTii.NTS:
It• Oauses al').d :Re•t.tlts.
tion are generally cruel and selfish ChrisA Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
C!ub-Uni!er
Protest
-For the Prosecution-A
tians, without compassion or sympathy,
A merchant put a sign of ''Boy Wanted"
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
By W. S. BELL. Paper, 12mo, 25 ctll.
1\'Iystery -The Time-Lock of Our Anliving in luxury, flinging hard speeches in his window. The first applicant was an
cestors -Florence Call!Pbell's
into the faces of the poor every time they overgrown youth who inquired if he
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
meet them; blaming them fiercely for be- would do.
Pri e, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
ing pocr and helpless; drawing them into
Address TH.E TRUTH SEEKER,
"No, you are too large. I want a cheap
518 Lafayette Pl&Ce, New York
Reply to New York )IJseNJer.
some wretched corner to die, without a boy to run errands. "
polite or lovely word to cheer them when
Sy 'R· G. ING:e~~"';r,.,x...
"I see," answered the youth, "you
the gates of joy should be opened to them. want a little one for a sent."
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO OANAR.1:>."
Price, 15 cents.
Every day the heart should be cheered by
The merchant was so pleased with his
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
meseages of Christian love and kind con- wit that he gave him the place.-Detroit
BY W. B. GREG.
tribution~, to prevent their sinking deep Free Press.
Complete''" " """ 1 •• 1 0.mn. soOnn .• • 1.M
into an abyss of wretchedness and ruin."
The passages unfit !or family rea.din!f.
" Behold he prayeth." Does he expect
On last Sunday a little four-year-old
an imaginary god to alter the nature of had difficulty in spending the day prop~aper.oocentH: cloth.oooent..
things because imagination raises the heart erly. Not being allowed playthings she
above its natural level? Does he ask for was restless and fretful, until finally she
radical changes, which are only brought found her little toy iron and proceeded to Twenty Ori!mes and Vices
about by disintegration and destruction? amuse herself ironing her handkerchief.
Sa'IWtioned by Scriptu'l'e. 1
Is prayer a dynamic force in nature?
B11 M. B.ABOOOK.
"Don't you know that it is wrong to
i
B:r J. E. RDlBliUBG. l'rioe, 1115 cents.
l'rioe.
10 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Self -ContradiGtions of the Bible.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
A Thoughtless Yes.

fRfNCH REVOLUTION.

Paine Viridicated

Creed of Christendom.

lloly Bibl0 Abridged.

BIBLE MORALS.

Roarmg Lion on the Track.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
of i~l:~~~nt~! ; ~~~f; gFitiff~d{f t*e Go~ld~!1· andftThe mental processes that led to the fot:mation
his banishment for h
d bl · hrom
e. lme 0
erah's apostasy, AbrA.ham's reformatwn ani!
1 h
t
eresyJ'n
asp emy agamst the Chaldean Idols, to Christ's coming the principao~li~~a\ers arf ana yze an<J. shown to be huma~, by thought and deed. It is made pfain that the
~
¥h raseo ogy, can~ saymr, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings and supernatural padin~'i~~~ec~!~~~t~fc~P~}~t~~~Y~ then existing barbarism, ignorance, and'superstition, constltut0

0

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

• A Liberal living in Michi~ran said once that he wou)d givll. $25 &
have the Crimes of Preachers reoorded, as the frequent lapses
of Tll'tne of the ministers showed how little v&J.ne Uhrietir.nit:r
possesses to make men moral.
We h~v_e jus~ issued. ~he Fourth Edition of the book doina' this.
The additions for this new edition of ~he
)'ll&l' ~o

"Crimes of Preachers"
shows nearly 400 cases of mi11isterial conduct. While those in previous editions chow that within a few years abont

1300 l'tiiNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY

CONTENTS 'IN_':DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Organic Life-Ammal.

541

Elimination of Waste Substances, •
In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are a.gainet women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the streng-th of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
oler_gy.
•. Notwithstanding ihe many additional pages, we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- ._llliliiiiiDoA~
men. Show them lust what sort of so&mps are the clergy who have
~lo.se4 the.Wor~d's :JJ:air .on ~unday. because it is so holy a da.y that to look upon Dl!1Ci.lllJtlei~T
,!lamtings m this periOd 1s "Immoral."
~

Address

THE TRUTII SEEKER CO.M.PANY.

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelatimis.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge . .
Morals; Whence They Spnng.

The Non Credo.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissnes.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Food and Food-Substances.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.

~W.

STEWART BOSS),
Editor o:l thl1!

l:n Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
Address

..-..ONDON .A.GNOSTIO JOUBNAL,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCTION IN PRICE . JOF A s·REAI BOOK,

.\

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo;n h!Lve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cr1ti01sm'-of caustic
humor, of sledgehamru, r vehemence, of scathing satue, !Jf patnos and elog,nence. J.t lB one of
the heaviest iconocla.stio broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
,
-~

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.'
With the eighth editi011 .,
Win wood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man," the cost of

jproduction
1 sened

has been les

so that we can redllft

I

· the price f rorn $1 7a irf

$1.00.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity !Jley,ated the woman;· it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ;>leot o~ Salad~n s WO].'k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has suocee(led. An Enghsh WI 1ter sa1d of 1t:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever lRBUed from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOlUAN.
This is one of the molt delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•eotiou of womtt<l, with incidental tearing apart of man-~austic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permelltetl with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion of what she is and should be. A merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the flay, full of fllcts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo•t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, nncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation-of the known facts upon ~his sublec_h proving that Chris~ianity did noS
abolish but aided this infamons tmffic in human beings. TO which are added such comments
as only !:laladin can make. In paper, 80 cents

THE TRANSITION.
..
The book has had a phenomenal sale for eo heretica.J. a work second only to Helen Ga.nleDer.
· \lhn, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary 1oenefit of it. The
- .

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN''
· lJ,e. very interestii,J.glX pi~ured; synopsis of universal history, showing what th~J race has undergo:.:..,
·-Its martyrdom-In 1ts nse to 1ts present plane. It shows how War and ReligiOn have been oppree
dve factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hie
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha\
i.he an thor conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapteis are:
Eg:I'Pt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonia"Qs, Alexandri&, tb~
.1:l..
0 Phenioian~. Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

W. .lR

The Natural Riston' of Reli.non, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
• character of Jesu~ 1 the Christians. Arabia. Mecca,, Character of Moham
med, Description OI Africa, the Mohammeuans in uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the Castle, the Town. tb~
• Chm.:c\J., Venice, :Arab S_pai.n, thE! Portn&'nese, DiB\)OVerer~ the Slave 'l'rade.
Abolitwn in Europe, AbolitiOn 10 <\.menca. nfatenals of .1:1uruan History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig-in of Man and Early Histol'7
• Suxpmary of Universal History, The Futu.o:-e of the Human Race, Tbt
Religion of Rea.on and Love.

RELIGION
LI BERTY
INTELLECT
.

.

fdce reduced from $1.'15 to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Arrnostic
Annual Col. ARGUMENT
R. G. Ingersoll's
6
IN

-FOR-

.... :1_893..Edited by OHARLES A. WATTS
OONTENT8:

The Moral Sanction Leslie SteplJ.en; Reverent
Al{!lostici!m, Amos Waters· The .Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey· Dogmatism in Thea!ogy, Ai.fred Momerie; S'ermons on the Mount
SamUiel Laing; The c1ty of the Dead, w. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honest:y- in Our
Oonvictions~-.8. E. Plumptre; Scientific Religion,
:R. Bithell; The Blight of Su_perstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
{Jlodil.i The Disapvearance of the Nether World~
F. J. uonld; Religious Ideas: Their Origin ana
Development, Frederick Milla!'i Si(\"Ilals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Martin; matenalism and
Idealism Harmonized, Lncia.n Armstrong.
Price, 25 oen ts.
Andre•~ THlil TRUTH RElllKEJ!.
-------------------

Pm and Con of

Supernatural Religion.
&ve We a Supernatural, Inspired. Miraoulous Religion?
\
lPr.per, 110 cents:

clo~ ill Millilt

THE

IReyn.o/1:M~~~:fw~.e':!'J.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. j':ome of its llllll)ecos ate, A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the book! that lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again In cloth, gold· and silver-lettered, $1.110.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic verse, aglow in e'fery
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS •
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poelll!l
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, a.nd reformer,
Every page glows with passion and throba with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based npon a. manuscript in the poii81Bion of B&ladlD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the ~r&llowl. Printed from Dl&D1io
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short storf of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the 0%1~ Oour'
aaid: "This nove will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's story, 'II
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 centa.

THE CONFESSIONAL.

Trial,

1 This is the greatestargnment ever made in a case
• of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so

long as the Christians us~ force to repre~s free
speech. Its legal acumen lB nnsurpass~d •. Its eloquenqe n~ver ljqnaled. Wherever ChnstlanpersecutlOQ lB gomg on this argu~el\t should be
freely circulated, read t? the Ohr1stians, ann expounded on every oocas10n.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKEJ:t,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

I

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the vmled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible ctm be interpreted by modern soienoe,
In paper, 20 cents.

A ' inefePnth Cent ry Novel.

Preface by R. 6. ING,RSOLL

For Her Daily Br a l is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair education 1 and
much coura!(e, to make t eir way througn the
world by go~ug to Chicago. :the autaor is also
tbe heroice 'lhe narrative is, in the main, a history of a w rking-girl's life ann experience in the
city of Chicago •.mong bluff busin s•-men, kind.
hearted folks •. anu d sreputable hypo.riM. It is
just au h a >tory of human dfe a~ we should expect Colonel In~er.oll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bving an exposuro of that infamous reli!Jioua rite. Contents: Li
~ionsness of the Pre,
Reformation Ohnrch; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc. 'on; ConfessiollB of
the Escaped Nnn; .Extracts from Dens anu Liguori; Examination of h .. <:Jhnrch's Claim to
have ]fostered Learning; Her Atte pta at Continency even more Rninous than Her SellIndul~ence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
•
Ill'""" ":1 ,.1 ~11-"o'" "'"'"~" .0.~.,..
'li'BJIJ ~JT'I'B ml\JilKER !Ill f.,.,flloVAtt...
lli<&'l'f ¥~ .J

l'!..,.,,,

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amonnt of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subiects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age ,of RE)ason " it enable~ somebodf in every villag~ t? ".corner the parson." Its w_ide
variety of subJect• mclnde.all the di9puted I'OJnts between Chnst1am~ and Freethol!!rht. Pncr,
cloth, $1; paper,50 cents.
Addresij
'.l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Truth Seeker Library.

THE

BRAIN

AND

OB

THE CONFUUI' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethough Its arguments are based
upon scientific pb · nology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seue of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH S·EEKER.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-o-

Anotent Votoes
tram the Sptrtt
Realm atsolose the
most Startltnu Revelattons.
-o-

PrOYing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price, . - - - - 8!1.50.

THE:TRUTH:SEEKER.

Address

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
" Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a Jool ana
react the rtaazes awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Trutl).; SacerdotaJism
Impeached; The Fabulous Clau:~s of Juda1~m;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Anment Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Stories· The Fable of t'he Fall; Search for the
"Last Adam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The brama of the Go~pels; The Ideal
Christ· Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jean~; A Few Frag.ments; Blood
Salvation· The Thm~ That Reman:!'
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at th1s office.

Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IsSUEs OF 1891.-$3.
Price.
Truth ·Seeker Annual,)891..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener, .................... ,................ 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. llius25
trated
· ·····
····· ······ D.
· ·····
Answers
to ........
Christian
Questions.
M. ······
Bennett....................................... 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated..... 40
Sabbath Breaking.· John E. Remsburg....... 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
The Higher Criticism in Theology and Religion. T. E. Longshore ... ·.··········· 50
IsSUES OF 1892.-$3.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. w. Foote............. 25
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliustrated ... ·······
.. ··········
......
40
Was Christ
Crucified?
Austin
Bier············
bower.... 10
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ..... ...... .......... ...... ........ .. 10
Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg........ .... 25
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............ 50
Pocket Theology. Voltaire................... 25
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bahcock,··· · ..... · · ·. · · · · · · .. · .. · · · ·. · · · · · · · · 15
Liberj;y · m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.············· 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor································· · · 15
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 40
The Hoty Bible Abriaged... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . so
False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg................................. 10
IsSUES OF 1893.-$3.
"l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll ......................... ··.··· 15
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart50
crim:a~¥·:P~-~~~he~~-iii"i'he"uii"ii~·a.·si8.i88:
M. E. Billings ............... ~............
25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Handbook of Freethought. w. S. Bell...... 50
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. s. P. Putnam............ . 25
DesigTnHArE guBmUTeHntSFE!.~aEcBi.e_s_._
.B
..Y. _E
__ d_i_t_o__r..o.f_
T
"~
15
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsburg.,....................
50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllus·. tra.ted. s, P. Putnam...................
2!\
Common Sense. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . .. . . . . . 15
15
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which _year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re!Pllating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-~e Ar~i.cles of
the Christian church are th1rty-mne poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a mini~ter's p_raying God to, kill grasshoppers,
or trying to mduce the De1ty to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!"
Price, 10 cantil.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12lno, 800 pp., $1.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact ~
l'rice, 5 cents.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. 12lno, 383 pp., $1.25.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
The
Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandWas Jesus-Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition
for Children and Yout . The Only FreeThe Public Schools and the Catholic
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
t 1 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.

This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, s;ttowipg
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science) that the ato!le,meqt
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religwn IB
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY."

A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Qhristian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ough~ to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York
-~--~~-~----

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS, E. D. SLENKER.

'"

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ANEW WORK

BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,

1893.

Good Books for Liberally ln.
clined People.
The Last 'l'ene~ Imposed upon the Khan o'.
Tomatboz. · .tSy Hudor Genone, author
of" Ing,nirendo Island." CopiouslY illustrated
with original drawings byLouis M. Glackens.
12Jno, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.
Inqni'rendo I~land.
A novel. By Hudor
"
Genone. 12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1; paper,
50c. "This book is to me a delightful surprise. In m;y_judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's' Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
merciless exposure of Pharisaism and hypocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Christiamty of to-day. It is a good book~ and while
it will offend many, should be reaa by all."[The Arena.
Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, past.or of the Theistic church of Loudoni With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
'l'af Root. Paper, ffl pages; 20c.
God in the Constitution. By Arthur :B.
Bradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; 10c.
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.
Th Ch
f F
t f th U •
e
ange o
ron o
e
mverse.
By Minot J'. Savage. Paper, 81 pages, 10c.
A Study of Primitive Christianity. By
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt top, uncut
edges, 819 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
• a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
impressed with the care, the honesty, the faithfnlness, the impartiality, the love of truth\ tlJ.e
conservatism exhibited throughout this aamirable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.
What Can Ethi'cs Do For Us.. By
•
William Mackin tire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 82
pages,10c.
Freedom of Thought and of Speech. By
William Mackin tire Salter. Paper, 12lno, 29
pages,10c.
The Morals of Christ. A comparison
with the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bierbower. Paper,l6mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical s:ystems which chiefl,y concern
thehas
modern
mvilized
andrevealed
m this
book he
so classified
theworld,
elements
by that analY§is as to ~ive them a high scientific value. His book Is almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.
Liberty. and Life. Seventeen discourses
on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 20Spages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong, even bold,
essays on ethical and religions subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader by reason of their fund of anecdote and bio~raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religious and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.
·
Evolution and Christianity. A Study.
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 1Smo,
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
one, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffalo Express.
Lessons From the World of Matter and
theW orld of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished ser1nons by
Rufus Leighton. 12lno, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOllONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.·

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, ana
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ

Christianity and Evolution.

By R. B. Westbrook, A,M,

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN Bmu:N DENSWW, u.:..l).

J;>riQil, 11) 0911-~

Gema of ~:houg:ht.
ON the 7th of December, 1484, Pope
Innocent VIII. eent forth his bull" Sum-·
mis IJesiderantes." Of all documents
ever issued from Rome, imperial or papal,
this has doubtless, first and last, cost the
greatest shedding of innocent blood. Yet
no document was ever more clearly dictated by conscience.
Inspired by the
scripturilJ command, " Thou shalt not
suffer a witch to liv," Pope Innocent exhorted the clergy of Germany to leave no
means untried to detect sorcerers, and especially those who by evil weather destroy
vineyards, gardens, meadows, and growing crops. These precepts were based
upon various texts of scripture, especially
upon the famous statement in the book of
Job; and, to carry them out. witch-finding
inquisitors were authorized by the pope
·to scour F.urope.-Ex-President 'White of

Cornell University.

VoLTAIRE was a mail of humor, of good
nature, of cheerfulness. He despised with
all his heart the philosophy of Calvin, the
creed of the somber, of the severe, of the
unnatural. He pitied those who needed
the aid of religion to be honest, to be
cheerful. He had the courage to enjoy i?he
present and the philosophy to bear what
the future might bring. And yet for n:ore
than a hundred and fifty years the Christian world has fought this man and maligned hie memory. Priests and ministers, bishops and exhorters, presiding
elders and popes hav filled the world with
slanders, with ca-lumnies about Voltaire.
I am amazed that miniilters will not or
cannot tell the truth about an enemy of
the church. As a matter of fact, for more
than one thousand· years, almost every
pulpit has been a mint in which slanders
were coined.-Ingersoll.
WHAT is likely to be the result of this
general breaking up of old unities, sys~
tems, habits? An increase of insanity?
By no means. Insanity proceeds from the
opposit movement, from the involution of
the mind upon itself, till fixed ideas can no
longer be rectified by objectiv facts. The
results will be good and bad: good, in encouraging inquiry and in substituting the
love of truth for the love of consistency;
bad, in discouraging a certain moral
earnestness and enthusiasm which are the
outgrowth of strong conviction, for the
narrower is one's system of thought, the
stronger often are one's convictions of its
truth and importance. The extreme -form
of this union of prejudice and intensity we
call fanaticism. If not in fanaticism,- at
least in enthusiasm, there is an element of
good which we must not overlook; Men
possessed with one idea are men of action.
Enthusiasts carry forward great movements. The development of the intellect
is the weakening of the will. Children
and animals act out every thought.
Education is a training in the inhibition
of movements by the higher intellectual
processes. The man of many-sided mind
finds every volition ''checked" by some
antagonistic idea.
The correction of
mental bias, therefore, will result in a certain loss of spontaneity. But progress
will not suffer. If we move more slowl1,
it will be more surely. What we lack m
enthusiasm we shall make up in bala.nce.-

Professor Patrick on the Psychology of
Pr((judice.
·

Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

With preface by
J. M. WHEELEB, Sub-editor of Freethtnlt;er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

•

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

~~With

Address THE TRUTH SEEKI!B.

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

IMPERFECT education fosters delusion;
indeed, delusions are most rife with the
ambitious condition which often comes
from "a little learning," when the whole
is liable to be assumed from the part;
when a false appearance of truth may be
mistaken for explanation; when the result
of an erroneous observation, unchecked
by scientific training, may be hastily considered to amount to demonstration.
Education can hav no more important aim
than to equip pupils with the best known
method for the recognition of truth.
Every day of their lives they will hav to
decide as to the truth or falsity of some
statement; and what is to prevent their
going astray, if they hav not been practiced in searching out all modifying circumstances of a problem, if they hav not
been accustomed to finding the ralance of
evidence, and taught the great lesson that
judgment is not to be given rashly, but
must be suspended when sufficient data to
warrant a decision are not obtainable?
The old studies of our schools do nothing
toward training the young in examining
evidence and forming judgments. The
study of science, however, when rightly
conducted, mainly consists of the process
of investigation, the very instrument which
pupils must be able to use handily in after
life to save themselvs from becoming the
victims of impostors and swindlers. Aside
from the material advantages involved,
the habit of making truth the goal of
his exertions inspires in the young learner
a respect and fondness for truth for its
own sake which cannot fail to hav an
elevating influence on his char~oter,

Photo~ra:J;lh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild In his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
A.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's~rreatest
champion at home, m1y be h1d at this oJnoe for .:Professor Youmans,

tlftiY OODte,
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Thomas Paine;is WorkS~~ ~INFIDEL
~

"

..lge of Reason. Pap., a5oo
6 copies for $1; clo.!. 50c.
•
Age of Reason anu Examma·
tion of the Prophecie&
Pa-p...,40c.; clo., 75c.
Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) BJ
J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.

50c.; clo., 75c.

•

Common Sense. Written lli
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During .A.m.
Revolution. Pap.,40c.; clo.,75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.,
clo.,

~3;

leather, $4;

moroco~>.

Lrfet :f;es:B~·Y: E. Remsbur&;
Port. Pap..,_,.50c.

Life of.

with Remarks

Olk

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
Life of. With EXPlanatory
Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
par,er. 22X28, v.
Political and Religious Rt>•
former. By B. F. Underwood. ·10c.
Political Works : " Common
Sense1" "Crisis " "Rights
Man.' $1.50.
'

of

Rights of Man. Answer to

Burke's Attack on French Revo-,
lut10n. Pa:p., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.
Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination ofPro:Qh·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. lOo
A.c:ldreM• The. Tru-th ~eeker CoU~pan.y.,'

DEATHBED·S.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

:ay

AND

G. 'W'. POOTS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEXEB one year for $5.

--o-Bein~t

true accounts of the Jl&Ssing away of the
followmg_ persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
•
Lord Amber ley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz~An
thony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet~ooert
Cooper, D'Alembert.._DantQll, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, velambll(l, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Ho!.yoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttre Harriet Marttneau Jea.n Mealier,
James Mill, Joil.Jl Stuart Mill, Wra.beau, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtla.ndt Palmer Rooelais, Willwood Reade, Ma-dame Rolan;!, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan.!!; VaninJ., Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
·John watts, Thoma.s Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
'I'HI!l TRUTH REEKI!lB.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popuiar Account of the Formation and Development

of the Canon,

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as !'oripture
Bool!:s Which are Now Callea ApocrY"Phal. The
Heretics. The Christian Ca.non.
Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
'AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Su;:ar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEXEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
.A LIBERAL S'I. OB Y.
By Mns. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PATENTS

OBTAINED.
Terms Easy,

fhirty-tlTe yea.rs' oxperienco. Exa.mino.tione a.nd ltO·
ports free. Prompt attention. Send Dt•a.wing and d,all'iption to L. BJ.GGBR & Co •• AUy's, WAshington, D."'

THE

fR[fTHINKfRSl
~

rxr-

PICTORIAL T
[

0,·

·
SCIENCE VS. RELIGION, ' Otto Wettstein" WATCH
B00K~ Conflict betweenv. n:as~~ and Superstition.
vositi~n. b~autiful
By T.

Philadelphia., Pa..

SHOWING

'l'Blll ABSURDITY AND UNTRtJTIIF'OX,>
OF THE OHUROH'S OLA.Illl
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI~
OENT INSTITUTION, AND~
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
..>TATE,

NESS

185
WITH

Full-Page
lllustratiol\s.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS 1M

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL"
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT ()I
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTuJi.J
WITH PORTRAIT O:F'
THE .DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
Hre~nt

It· "••"
K
JO

I
4
I
3J
1
4
4
I

:10
1

"

"
"
..
10
••
"

"
"

,.

Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbatli Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedanll,

2 represent SamJ?les of Ohristianity's Work.

5
1

25
1
2

4

2
1
4
II

:Ia

3

&

'I'

"
"

MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resultl
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Churell.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

.A most extraordinary publication. we· venture tlle assertion that nothing_ like it ha.s ever be.
fore ap~ared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished.. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of J;LUtting the book in the reach of all
A,t twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and d&.
SJ.gller is a wonderful success~ p.nd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
·
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated hia genius to
l'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the came of right and truth. But the
ores do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve :fli:st as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the utter
~'alsitY. of the church's professions and the hYJ?OCrisy of tliose who upliold them. Altogether the
t;;';;it is one o~- t}uil best weapons against Christianity a.nd the church that baa ever been put in thf
!iliida of Freet.lllnJters.-[Boston Investigator.
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18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... 5
19 New Life of AbPaham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 TH~ HOT~D
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake, Per doz ..... 10
For Men On7;y,
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send Is a. physician of a. wide and extensive practice:
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wastin_g Discha.rges~.Varfcocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and

SPEClAI..lST,

D1F;~hose a.fllicted a::Id who are desirous of being

cured a. boo!l:lat of some 88 pages will.be sent ~o
their a.dc:il'6ss for ten cents~ sealed m a. flam
enveloPe, giving oause~ s,na Sgmptoms o, ~he
Complaint and a descnptwn o the Doctors important medical discovery-an utward Apj:)!ication-a. vositive cure--the only remedy of th c:
kind in existence--with evidences of success.
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
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Vineland, N. 1.,
And say you saw this advertisement in Tl!E
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Jfowe of tAo Woolt.
THE pope will shortly publish what is
termed an important document with reference to the Washington Universit.y.
ON account of the prevalence of cholera
in Italy, which is coneiderable, immigration to this country has been stopped.

___ __
.

--:;::...

JEHOACHIN THE CHAMPION BREAD-EATER.
And changed his prison garments: and he did continually eat br <ll ad before him all the days of his life. -Jere.
Iii, 33.
·

TI-lE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
_C,<:J:'i'!'I'Nl\'<_!__

till•

The Cbri<tian Dogma of Ralvatiou; The C'lriotian's Belief; Why Was

Jic 'llrre tion a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove It,, Truth;

Pi!H.te'" At tempe. to Save the Life of .Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indi~tment
AJ£1dn""..l~sus;

Were the Guards Hired by ihe Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting

the Dool ; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on_ th~tone;
l\Iary'H YiHit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification: The A"c"u"iou; Why Did Jpsus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testa.ment.
By l'BoJ'. F. W. NEWMAl'l.
l'rice 211 '.Ients.

·rHE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON,
~

Thorough E':Cami,.,,ation and Rej
?.ttation of the Claims of the
Sabbatariam.

Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom"n Guards?

---------------

The O:·i"in of the Storv; St. Paul's Account; St.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATION.

Paul'~

Conversio:.; A 1\Iodern

Exawple;_The_Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneon• Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Con :Ius ion.
rri"e, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addre>!
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 LaJayette Place, New York City.

Digest of Science."

The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.
Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Colleg-e.
London. The purpose of this book is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportnnit:vto investigate it fully for themselve•. 1. The Naturalist's
Yoyage Around the World. 2. Geolooical
Works. a. Botanical Works. 4. Zoological
Works. 5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

Spiritualism Sustained.

TH[ DYNAMIC THfORY Of Ltff AND MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

FIVE LEOTURES.

11y John B, Keno, &,JU:,
l2Jno, cloth, 1111.00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
BY REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this oftloe.
Prioe. 15 oents.

By JAMES B . .ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, only 12.7:>.

MEDICAL.

If you need a medicine pay attention to someThis work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the thing which will cure you. It is known as
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
and is adapted to curing, more especially all
Do you WiSh to be well tn.tormeclt THEN BEAD A OHAPTEB OB VERSE DAILY FROM TmS BIBLE OF forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
SOIENOE!
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
It is entertaining as well as enli~Ihtening, and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature sorts of inflammations of the internal organs,_such
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_,Jjowel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of .1! ernale
You must own thi9book some day: why not NOW?
Complaints. It is a Bzooa Purifier, and is an 1\XAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It aPts
steadily Uj)On the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kidlneys, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This
1\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
This little book goes down to the very bed·
U11 GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
rock of human liberty.
Prtce~
15 cents
is sold•absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
Price,
25 cents.
··~---------------~---the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and aimAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ple, and not a manufactured article. The •uccess
THOMAS PAINE;
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who
hav been
b.Y using
it. Send forlet-a
pamphlet
free, ClJred
containmg
photo-engraved
WAS HE JUNIUS?
ters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all ParBy W. H. BURR.
ticulars about this remarkable water, to
Second edition, enlltrged to 32 pages; with the
B!f' DAVID HU.ME.
J. R. PERRY, Manager,
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
6ml2 34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Address THE TRUTH S.I!;EKER.

The Water of Life,

i he Sunday Question.

Is Controversy Dangerous?

Water of Life

Essay on Miracles ..

;-.

A HUGE meteor having appeared and exploded at Norwalk, Conn., the superstitious there are conjecturing what great
event it was sent to omen.
THE Ministerial Alliance of Denver, Col.t
has petitioned President Cleveland to appoint a national day of fasting and prayer
that the people may be guided through
the financial distress.
THE call for the Congress of Universal
Religion at the World's Fair is being sent
''to all those who believe in a divine order
in the government of the world and who
work and wait for the kingdom of God on
earth."
THE pope in a receptio:ta given to Rev.
W. E Bartlett, of Baltimore, on the 17th,
spoke affectionately of President Cleveland, and declared himself touched by the
president's letter of congratulation forwarded through Cardinal Gibbons.
EnzY PIKBET, a twenty-two-year-old
Polish girl, was found acting as if insane
in New York streets. She told the policeman that she was a Christian, and a Jew
wanted to marry her if she would change
her faith. She said she liked the man and
her religion about the same, and thinking
over the matter hurts her head.
THE committee of arbitration to consider the difficulty between England and
the United States over seals, which once
bade fair to lead to war, has given its decision. This decision appears to satisfy
all parties fairly well. The United States
has substantially gained her important
point, that the seals be protected.
CHOLERA reports from the Russian provinces for last week are: Podolia, 484 cases,
175 deaths; Orel, 327 cases, 110 deaths;
Don r~>gion, 254 cases, 147 deaths; Kieft',
290 cases, 91 deaths; Grodno, 110 cases, 27
deaths; Nijni Novgorod, 258 cases, 102
deaths; Kherson, 50 cases, 10 deaths;
Yaroslav, 39 cases, 15 deaths; Samara, 31
cases, 8 deaths; Vladimir, 23 cases, 5
deaths; Kazan, 30 cases, 13 deaths; Moscow, 57 cases, 24 deaths.
IN South Carolina "blind tigers," or illicit liquor saloons, exist abundantly.
Despite Governor Tillman's threats to en·
force the law only one raid has been made,
and the offender there has been freed on
bail and will not be tried for some time.
The state has been able to introduce few
of its dispensaries, and secures little rev·
enue. The decisions of the courts on the
constitutionality of the law hav already be·
come hopelessly tangled, and presage end·
less litigation.
CUBRENOY is very scarce. · In New York
city it commands a premium of three per
cent. In consequence, there is a tendency
to dishonor a good deal of commercial
paper. Some firms are failing. Banks
are in difficulties; but while many hav demanded time in which to meet demands,
few hav failed. There is a prediction,
which however is not generally believed,
of a disastrous general panic and failure,
followed by the throwing of workingmen
out of employment.
SEVERAL passages of the latest speech of
M. Clemenceau in the Paris election bav
become famous. Among them is one
where, after referring to the Monarchist
party as nearly dead, he says: "What is
living, though, and very powerful, is the
Catholic church, the greatest organized
political force in existence. The pope
sees from afar. The pope is in no hurry.
Serving only one interest-that of the
church, disposing of a conservativ force
without limit, he knows well how to bend
to his yoke Conservativs of every hue.
How far will he go? It would be rash to
say. Perhaps far, always asking for toleration, always working for domination."
THE pope has received from Cardinal
Gibbons a letter written to that prelate by
President Cleveland. The president requests the transmission to the pope of his
congratulations on the latter's golden jubi·
he. Speaking of the friendly sentiments
of the pope for the United States, he says:
"I am glad to believe that these sentiments
are the natural outgrowth of the Holy
Father's solicitude for the welfare and
happiness of the masses of humanity, and
his especial sympathy for every effort
made to dignify simple manhood and to
t th
1 d
· 1 1
·
promo e e mora an soCla e evat10n of
those who toil. The kindness with which
His Holiness lately accepted a copy of the
C onst"t
ti
f th U n1"te d Sta t es 1ead s me
1 u on o · e
to suggest that, if it does not seem presumption, it would please me exceedingly
to place in his hands a book containing the
official papers and documents written b:y
me during my previous term of office,"

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 35· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, September 2, 1893. {28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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A BIT OF HISTORY-THE KTND OF MEDICIN THE CHURCH USED TO PRESCRIBE.

Darwin· an~ After Darwin. Old Testament Stories
Comically 'Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

RoMANES,

A f!YBtematicExp_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enl'(lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. • . • Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy. . .
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of tht> pre~ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been pos~ible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place haR talten pla\le in the direction of naturalIsm, and ·th_is to the ~xtent of rend~ring t!J.e
mechanical mter_pretation of nature umversal, It
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thy God?"
Dlustrated. Price, cloth.J. $2.
Address,
THJ!; TRUTH SEl<KER.

BOOKS B\'
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature : A Contribution
to the Relijl'ion of the Future. Cloth, $1.
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. IDm~rated b_y H. Faber. Oloth~$2.
_
.6-ddress
THE TnUTH BEEKER,
·
IS Lafa:vette pl&oe, New 'fork.
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IT WILL
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PARSON..
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the.
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

40 0 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Seme Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
~ Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrm-.
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God ShBII Not Jixcel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boarcbt, illunrlu.Q.ted covers, 81; cloth, ~1; side sta.DJ.p, 81.50.
.Addlre~:~s
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New Publications.
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New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

New PubUcations.

PfN PICTURIS Of THE WORLD'S fAH1.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description ofthe Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
JJerlicatea to the American Oonuress, or 1892, wh1ch tor the sake oJ Reliuton, Btabbea Libertv gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other usefulinformation to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indi_gnation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which praotwally united the government and the Christian ch,rch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, ·and is,
To which is added Hr. Putnam's .address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following EsHays and Poem~ by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
ILLUSTRATED.
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue

of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a~oem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a po ;m on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essa.y in this work is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tl:e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this com try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building,
Electrical Building,
Machinery Hall.

Price 25 cents; Five oopies for $1.
Address

A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS :
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Re:futation o:f the ArguDJ.ent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:f Having Been .Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:

A New Book by Helen H. Oardener.

I. The Desig!). ArgnmeBt Vitiates It~ elf By N eces5itating an Irifinitl" Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
ill. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion'l;v Slow,
They Are Egregiousi:LWasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have ProdllcEd Fanttv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called D!Jsign Is Only Snbservit;mcy; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
·
VI. Astronomv and DesiEn.
VII. The Argument of a F1rst Cause.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS,

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of E.volntion and a Sketch of Astronomy.

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Closs.
'l'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

At 'he Woman'• Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chap.
tera of ttl's book. The Chicago Times· said ofit and· her: "Butt e Jast address, dealing WI<h the
most delicate of the Eroblems of reform, cle•r, unhPsitant, mod st, bu uncompromising, was listened to with breath ess mterest by the audience. It was 'Heredity in Jts Hela'ion to a Double
Standard of lliorals,' and It was delivered by the one womm of all others beet qualified t • speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloqnent with the burden of her thon~ht,
Miss Gerdener enchained every auditor, and when she had finished received a perfect ovatio '• which
her couTage ana devotion hart so worthily won. The evening sesRion was highly in•ere ling, but
tha of t.he morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those preoent as one of tbe d!stinctivly greao features of the week's co greso."

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.

ABRAHAM

Cloth, $1; paper, 110 cents.

LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

One of the ,mas~ ~oted cqn~roversies. of the century has been waged over the question of
A]:>raham Lmcol~ s religions belle~. floon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid. to.rest at Sprm_gfield, one of his biographers, Dr. H• Hand. put forward the claim that he was a
Chqst1an. Th!J clan~ was promptly (lenled by the qead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
agam, and agam demed. Anc:J. thns.for a q~1arter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to s1de.
]'o,r fif~een yea•s ¥r: Rm,ns]mrg has been coll~cting material for his work. He presents an
'lrray of testimDI!Y. that IS ures1s~Ible and overwhelmmg, and which must put this question at rest
~orevcr, I~ add_1t10n to the ,test.Imony of twenty w1 n~sses wh9 claim that Lmcoln was a Christian,·
.md whi!Jh IS rev~ewed and ;efnted, 11e adduce• th.e ~eHt.Imony of more than a hnndrecl witnesses in
proof of th!3 claim that Lmcoln wa~ not a Chn;t1an. These witnesses include his wife and other
r~lat1ves; his three law par~ners; ~1s _private secretaries; members of his cabinet· his principal
lnographers, and scores of his most mtimate frienas.
'
NOTED WITNESSES.

Han. W. H. Herndon, Co,l. Warq H. ~amon, Hqn John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen c 1
John G. Nicola~. Judge David Davis, CoJ Jesse W. ]'ell ll on Leonard Swett Dr William J~J~e
Judge Stephen T. Logan, Joshua]'. Sp ed, Han. Jesse K 'Dubois Han Joseph 'Gili~_pie Dr c H'
Ita~, Col. F. S. Rn~herford, Judge Robert LeachiPan, Coi. R. G Iiigersoll, Leonard w. V~lk Jos.eph
Jefferson, Hqn. E. B. Washburne, Hou. E. M Haines Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Field Hon.
Gep. W. JnllanbHon; John B. Alley, Hon Hwd~ McCnllocr, Gen. M M. Trumbull, Rev. David
Swmg:, Rev. Ro ert Collyer, Judge J•sse W. We1k, Han. J.P. Usher, Han. Geo. S. Boutwell Han
Wm. D. I~elley_,Salmou P. Cjlase, Wm. H. Seward, Han. ifohn Covode, ll on. A. J. Grover Ron. 'w. H:
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Good11ch Judge Jemes M Nelson Rev Ed
d
:E_ggleston, ~ev. Jchn W. Chadwwk, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie Denms :F. Han'ks Mrs 'sarah· LI'nwcoalrn
M.rs. l\lary Lmcoln.
'
•
·
,
. The foregoing an(! sixty other reputable wi 'nesses testify that 1he greatest man born on this
contment was a Freethmk• r.
.
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will' Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

Hy .John E. Relllsburg.

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Sex in Brain.
Heredity in Its Relations to a Double Etandard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legac.y.
Common Sense in Surgery.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had gr at
freedomdmt that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter mn. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-J·ule-the world is indebted for it. J
first conceptio~< of inherent rights
Chapter li deals with the theologiral dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a hnman being; marria~e was ]Jloked upon as vile· wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suici<le; the influence of the church WM unfavorab\e to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced< egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how th~ church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon it> own control of the ceremony. Anctent civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the c:ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w<s prohibited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving th m more than one•
third of their property; daughter; con'd be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
ChaJ?ter IV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of womeu, the rights of "lord!!
spiritual,' the immorality ofthe heads of the church, baptiFm of nude women in the early Christian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries·.
the English debaucheries, government ...! crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days <·f tbis phase of religions insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning wa; sufficient cause to suspect a. woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler~ y not to suffer ,~ witch t'l liv. 'fhis perse utwn for
witchcraft was a contmnance of the church's policy for obtaining un·versal dominionovermaukind.
Women physicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for htreRy, and othe.~ wer&
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the cleql'Y·
The chapter on "W1ves" shows I10wthe disruptiOn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the.
personal and _propriet:o.ry rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that tbe practice of buying Wives was regulated by'
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnesses-·
that civil mar'iag'!LJS opposed by the church.
·
In Cnapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, tha~ the first
s}'Ilod of the ltefor.mation !JOnvened to sanction.this institutioJ!I th~tLnt.her and the other" prinCipal reformers" favored It, as we'l as the American Board of J!·oreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Ga.~e treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference w1th her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbofwoman's "inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.

The work is a burning prot~st against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No

I woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious iostitution

Being the stQD" of his relijlions life and ment&l
lotp'lleyings. Written in hlB happiest and most
brilliant w~y, 1\nd is the best of iJJ. his sPlendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
niE 'l'BUTH BEEKEB.

which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $2; in halj-leather binding, $3.
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We Must Observe Genuin, Not Diluted Religion.
Some persons say that religion does not deserve
to be so vehemently blamed and fought, for, say
they, when we look about.us we do not find it doing very bad things-do not find it doing the
dreadful things that Infidels are always charging
against it. But to these persons il should be
pointed out, that what they see about them as
religion, in this country and this age, is not religion. That is, it is not religion pure and genuin.
It is not religion ungoverned by other forces, and
allowed to hav its own way and act out its inmost
nature. What they see about them is not religion,
but a compound of religion and science. Or we
may say, a compound of religion and common
sense. In this land and age science and common
sense hav won a considerable prevalence, and penetrating the minds even of those who suppose themselva the most orthodox religionists, cause them to
forego the most conspicuously absurd or injurious
acts to which their faith would impel them.
The persons who would apologize for religion
should first get a good idea of what that system is.
They can never do this by inspecting this land, or
the most of Europe, in the present age. They
must turn their glance to other lands or ages.
They must turn it either to other ages of Ertrope
and America, or to other countries in the present
age. In the histories of Europe and America a
few generations ago they may contemplate religion
as it behaves when it gets full possession, or in
Russia, Asia, Africa, etc., of the present day they
may contemplate it as it behaves when it gets full
possession.
In order that real religion may thus be observed,
we frequently depict some case of its prevalence
either of old, or now in foreign ·lands. We will in
this article ask the reader's attention to an .instance
of it and its workings in India. The city of Bombay
has a population of over seven hundred thousand,
· more than half of whom are Hindoos. The Mohammedans are the next most important nativ element
numbering over one hundred and fifty thousand,
the rest of the nativ inhabitants being Parsees,
Buddhists, and J ains. Although not the most numerous the Mohammedans are the most fanatical,
portion of the inhabitants of Bombay, and are always finding pretexts of one kind or another for

quarreling with the other religious sects. A little
more than a year ago they found an excuse for
making a disturbance in the fact that a Parsee theatrical company intended to produce a play in which
the person and character of K.haleefa, one of the
successors of the Prophet, were to be represented.
On the eve of the proposed performance a general
excitement prevailed throughout the Mohammedan
quarters of the city, and a riot would hav ensued
had not the police induced the proprietor of the
theater to abandon his project. Immediately afterward the Mohammedans addressed a. petition to the
government of the presidency setting forth that the
proposed performance would hurt their religious
feelings, and they cited the fact not long previously,
both in London and Paris, on objections raised by
the Turkish embassador, the performance of a play
in which Mohammed was brought on the stage wa.s
prevented. It has frequently happened that the
Mohammedans hav publicly killed a. cow, which is a.
sacred beast according to the Hindoo religion, in
order to exasperate the Hindoos. The common retaliation has been to kill a pig and throw it into a
mosque. This the Mohammedans regard as the
grossest defilement.
Leaving this past history, we will come to an outburst of religious hostility which began~ on- the
11th of Augnst and has been repeated at intervals·ever since. This trouble had been brewing
since the latter part of June, when some Mohammedans slaughtered a few cows, exciting the wrath
of the Hindoos, who hold cows sacred. They retaliated by killing pigs and throwing the carcasses into
the mosques, a defiling of those places of worship
which no Mohammedan can endure. On July 3d
the Hindoos held a great meeting in the cloth
market to consider the situation. They were inflamed by the speeches of the jogis made there, and
the result has been offense and counter-offense
ever since, with growing fury. The mullatis and
the jogis hav been urging on their respectiv followers to a holy war of extermination. On the 11th
the Mohammedans were observing one of the
festivals commanded by the Koran, while the
Hindoos were also taking part in celebrating a day
set apart for religious observance. The consequence was that religious feeling was high on both
sides and it took but little to cause the men who
were at first involved in the dispute to come to
blows. The number of rioters grew rapidly, and
when some of the Mohammedans proposed to capture one of the holy Hindoo temples they found
plenty to aid them in the attempt. Howling and
yelling "Allah il Allah!" the Mohammedans rushed
to the temple. But the priests, aided by hundreds
of Hindoos, fought desperately against the desecration of the building, and finally succeeded in driving off the assailants. The fighting was continued
in the vicinity, and finally the authorities were
compelled to call out the troops to restore order,
which was done after considerable trouble. The
rioting was general in the business part of the
city, and during its continuance traffic was entirely
stopped. Since this first outbreak there has been
a repetition of the scene every few days. Some of
the conflicts hav resulted in a large number of
deaths, and the hospitals are filled with the
wounded. The mosques, or churches of the Mohammedans, hav been an especial object of attack,
and several hav been destroyed. Those remaining
are being protected by heavy equipments of artillery. Shops are closed, and every train leaving the
city is filled with families returning to their nativ
districts for safety in the event of general trouble.
The working people refuse to resume their labor.
One of the greatest massacres in history is threat-
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ened, if it has not already begun. The force at
Great Britain's command is said to be entirely inadequate to cope with such an emergency. It is
said that only three thousand troops are within easy
distance of Bombay. The religious fury has seized
not only the nativs in that city, but in the whole
province, where the population is sixteen millions.
It has spread also to other parts of India.
This kind of doings always prevails when religion
is thoroughly believed. It prevailed among all the
Christian peoples when they fully believed. It
would prevail here now if it were not that Infidels and scientists hav filled the air with doubt of
the faith.
But the clergy want to hav this doubt totally
abolished. They want the people to believe Christianity with the same full assurance as of old. This
is equivalent to saying that they want religious
warfare to prevail in Christendom as of old. Down
with them!

What the Foundation of Morality Really Is.
Christians say that Freethinkers hav no " foundation" for morality. However, reflect upon what is
meant by this word, foundation. The idea that will
rise into most minds to correspond to this word
will be the idea. of a command. Most minds, if attentiv to their thoughts, will perceive a vague sense
of the necessity of a ruler, a superior, issuing a
command. Why· will most hav such an idea T
Simply because Christianity has during centuries
got man· accustomed to the feeling that he must
look, for the ultimate source of authority, to some
person. This was the tendency of all in the childhood of humanity, and Christianity has kept them
in the habit. To look up to some arbitrary, despotic personality, king, priest, or go::l, and obey his
commands-this is all that religion has ever taught
mankind.
But science has in these later days discovered a
different source of moral authority, a different
foundation of the moral feeling, and the true one.
Evolution, in tracing back the course of man's development from lower orders, has discovered how
all the others of man's faculties took their rise ;
naturally it has also discovered how the moral sense
took its rise. The lower animals hav a certain
moral sense, and out of this the stronger moral
sense of man took its rise through what is called
" the association of ideas." Our ideas and feelings
all run into one another, one merging into another
connected idea or feeling so that when it is present
the other is aroused too. Then if a certain class
of actions be usually followed by painful outer consequences, it will presently come about that an indissoluble connection will hav been formed, in one's
mental associations, between the ideas of those
actions and the painful feelings of their consequences. The ideas of those actions ~ill immediately upon rising in the mind produce feelings of
pain and abhorrence, whether· the consequences follow or not. It only remains to ascertain, then,
whether the actions detrimental to others are followed by painful outer consequences, and upon
finding that they are, we shall hav found the source
of that painful and repugnant feeling that accompanies the ideas of acts detrimental to others. One
set of such painful consequences is easily found.
It consists of the effects which society has made to
follow such acts in punishment by law, in punishment by condemnatory social opinion, and in general hindrance to one's business designs and material prospects. Another set of painful consequences is not so easily found. It lies in the
sympathies, in the imagination. The law of association in its simplest form being that : Any state
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of mind which reproduces an element entering into
some previous ·state, tends to reproduce the whole
of that previous state, it follows that upon seeing
in a fellow- being outward J11.8Irifestations of suffering, these being elements which entered into a
previous state of suffering in ourselvs, there is a
tendency to reproduction of the whole of that
previous state of suffering in ourselvs. Such is the
nature of sympathy, of pity.
It is the mental associations formed upon these
two sets of consequences that mainly constitute
what we call our moral sense, our· conscience.
Then when we observe how the development of
this sense has been accelerated by the struggle for
survival of competing tribes or groups of men, those
deficient in it being necessarily deficient in cohesion
and in prosperity, and being supplanted by those
possessing it in greater strength, we get a hasty
view of the causes of the highly developed moral
feeling of to-day.
Thus any who hav been accustomed, with Christians, to think in a vague way that moral authority
must issue from the command of some personal being, need not be at a loss at the removal of that being. The " foundation " of the moral sense is the
same as that of anything else. The "foundation" of
any mental faculty is simply, that it is. Christians
might as well select any faculty of the intellect that
we see working and producing results around us
and say that it cannot exist longer, as it " has no
foundation." "In a universe of collected facts,"
say Christians, "there is found no ought." Wereply that in a universe of collected facts there is
found an ought. That universe of collected facts
must include the facts of psychology, the science of
mind, and when we come to inspect the facts of psychology we find among them the fact of a faculty of
the human disposition that pronounces oughts and
impels man to conform to them, and has through
all ages. So when a Christian talks about there
being, except as consequent upon divine ·direction,
no moral impelling force, no ought, in the human
disposition, the reply to be made is simply that, there
is, just as much as there is each intellectual faculty,
each faculty of every other kind, without being consequent upon divine determination.

Theologians Finding Out What the Bible Is.
It is known to most Freethinkers that the work
of investigating and making public the true character of the Bible, which was begun by members of
their own party, is now being carried on to a large
extent by Christians themselvs. Among the professors in theological seminaries and other persons
skilled in biblical knowledge, those ones who are
honest and courageous hav come out with the truth
that the Bible is not at all what it used to be
thought, and are elaborating their proofs that it is
not, in great detail, for the eyes of the world. We
should not, however, characterize these men as
"honest and courageous " without qualification;
we mean, partly so; if they were completely honest
and courageous they would go farther and take the
stand of the out-and-out InfideL
The work of these persons is what is called "the
higher criticism." That from which it is distinguished is the old traditional criticism. The
olden criticism, under which we were born and
bred, insisted that the scripture was perfect, without inconsiatency or error; and taught popularly
that the authorship of the several books was plain
and assured, each being written by the person
whose name it bears. On the other hand, the new
or higher criticism regretfully but firmly announces
that it has found the scripture imperfect, full of
inconsistency and error; and that the authorship of
the several books is doubtful or unknown, they not
being by any means written by the persons whose
names they bear.
· But these exponents of the higher criticism still
say, after finding out all these things about the
Bible, that that book still contains the divine word
in some way or other. When pinned down to
answer just how this can be, they giv replies extremely vague and unsatisfactory. The truth is, they
really believe the Bible divine no more than did
Thomas :Pai~e their prede(lessor. Some of them re-

frain from proclaiming this unbelief through the mistaken notion that religion must be maintained as necessary to morality. These persons" it is our aim, in
our frequent articles here, to disabuse of this error.
Others are deterred, it is to be imagined, through
the notion that society's change from religion to
irreligion, though inevitable, must be made gradually. This is nonsense; the more speedy and
sweeping the change the better. Still others are,
we fear, actuated by a selfish desire to retain their
positions.
It is not to be disputed that, with all their precaution, these men hav dared and suffered a good deal
for the cause of truth. Moderate as has been the
radicalism that they hav shown, it. has procured
them no little obloquy. A writer on this subject
said a few days ago : "It is sa.fe to say that no set
of men hav been more bitterly reviled· than the
eminent scholars who helped to lay the foundations
for the present structure of biblical study, not.withstanding the fact that many of these scholars,
in addition . to their devotion to . science, were
also preeminent as earnest leaders of religious
thought."
The most weighty work of these men is one called
"The Sacred Books of the Old Testament." It is
edited by the distinguished Professor Haupt. It
givs the Hebrew text and the English translation,
with ·notes by eminent scholars of the advanced
school. In this work the break with traditional
views regarding the origin and composition of many
of the books of the Old Testament has been more
or less violent. The Pentateuch, instead of being
regarded as the work of a single mind and dating
from the beginning of the national existence of the
Hebrews, is declared to be the result of a long
process involving the combination of quite anumber of documents, historical, prophetical, and legal,
of unequal date, but not brought together in their
present shape till the return from the Babylonian
exile. The historical books proper similarlyc embody the labors of many compilers, the later one
using the material provided by his predecessors
and either adding to it or contenting himself with
a different arrangement. The Psalms represent
the hymn-book of the second temple, and while
some of the pieces in the collection are old, the majority date from the Babylonian exile and the centuries following. Lamentations does not represent
a unit composition, but a series of independent
chapters of unequal date and composed by differetlt
hands, united simply because of agreement in the
subject they treat of. Half of the book of Isaiah
dates from a period varying from one hundred to
three hundred years subsequent to the time that
the prophet of that name lived, and scarcely a book
in the great prophetical series but contains chapters
that cannot hav originated with the author to
whom they ate ascribed. The books of Chronicles
are the work of a priest whose view of the past is
colored by an ideal of theocratic government, the
reality and antiquity of which he attempts to establish. Ecclesiastes is a skeptical bit of philosophy, written under the influence of Greek
thought, but brought into conformity by later. editions with the trend of orthodox doctrin ; and so
on throughout the list.
Startling as some of these propositions may appear to the orthodox at first blush, it is to be borne
in mind that many of the traditional views to which
they stand opposed find little or no support in the
Old Testament itself. Thus the ·supposition, so
generally accepted until a short time ago, that
David is the author of the Psalms is directly contradicted by the Hebrew headings of quite a number of them, according to which they are either
anonymous or assigned to other persons than
David. It is nowhere stated in Ecclesiastes that
Solomon is the author, nor are the Lamentations
declared to be the work of Jeremiah. Even so
fundamental a proposition as that Moses is the author of the Pentateuch finds no warrant by a reference to the books comprising the same. The laws
contained therein are issued in the name of Moses,
but it is not said that he wrote the book of Genesis,
which does not contain any laws, nor are we told
that Moses combined the laws with the historical

narrativs within which they are incased. On the
contrary, the fact that :Moses is always spoken of
in the third person is sufficient indication that he is
not supposed to be the author.
An illustration of the method is furnished in the
first part of the undertaking to leave the press, the
book of Job. According to the distinguished pro~
feasor Siegfried, who is the editor of this part, J oh
is not a work produced at a single stroke, but in
its present shape givs evidence of having been submitted to considerable revision, in the course of
which additions to the original "stock" hav been
made, and no small. number of interpretativ and
correctiv clauses added. Moreover, he is of the
opinion that the book contains a·number of "parallel compositions," by which he means sections that
duplicate one another and represent different treatments of the same theme. Thus, in chapter x,
verses 18 to. 22 inclusiv form a parallel to chapter
iii. Such passages-about ten in all-Professor
Siegfried prints in blue color. Again, detecting
traces of some commentator-and in the ancient
Orient the owner of a manuscript is generally
identical with the commentator-who adds some
thoughts of his own to such speeches,of Job as
seem to him to contradict the orthodox doctrin of
retribution, Professor Siegfried prints these interpolations, some seven in all, in red. Another class
of interpolations which are directed against the
tendency of the poem are printed in green.
Thus the more advanced theologians are now
pronouncing the Bible to be, what it is described
as in the words of one of the writers for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, "a collection of Hebrew literature, fragmentary and of mixed and uncertain authorship,
extending over a period of a thousand years." And
some time they will giv in to telling the whole
truth, that it contains in no shape the least iota of
what is divine.

Religion a Bottler and Forwarder of Cholera.
The number of persons whom religion has killed
in wars, massacres, and tortures is vast. Yet th~
persons killed thus are only one to every hundred
that hav been killed by religion through the action
of disease. When Christianity prevailed controlingly, people lived only two-thirds as long as they
do now. The diseases which cut their lives short
received aid, first, from the unwholesome religious
customs of fasting, monkish cell-life, abstinence
from bathing, and the like ; and second, from the
employment of holy relics and prayers as curativ
agents instead of the measures of physicians.
An instance of this friendliness of religion to
disease is being brought to light at Mecca. Mecca.
is the sacred city of the Mohammedans. Within
the past two months the mystery of the cholera has
been cleared up, and it has been definitly ascertained that Mecca is the center from which that
pestilence radiates, and that the Holy Well of Zerozero is the nucleus, as it were. In this well all the
pilgrims wash themselvs, believing in the efficacy of
its sacred waters. These waters they also drink.
The consul at Yiddah writes : " This well is not a
spring. Its water is supplied by filtration, by rain
water passing through the overlaying mass of foul
matter. Another cause of the pollution of the well
is the thousands of pilgrims, diseased and unsound,
who daily wash beside it, the water they use
naturally finding its way back into the well.
Mecca has a permanent population of forty thousand, to which are added during the pilgrimage
one hundred and fifty thousand pilgrims, residents for periods varying from a week to
three months." Water from this holy well
was analyzed recently.
It contained more
animal matter than the average London sewer
water. It showed traces of previous pollution
equal to• six times that· of the average London
sewage. None but Mohammedans are allowed to
enter Mecca, so no proper description of the horror
of this summer there has b~en printed. OneMohammedan authority says that a camping-place of
pilgrims returning from Mecca is like a battle-field
where the dead are not yet buried. This year and
last year the resulting epidemic was cholera, but in
other years it has peen other diseases. Some yPars
it is smallpox, again ;rellow f~ve-,:, A pilgrimage
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always ~reeds something, and at the breaking up Oliver Sumner Teall. We must not overlook voluminous pages of manuscript now in course
While
scatters It to the four corners of the earth. Year either, the fact that the same honor is paid th; of preparation for the above work
its
prolific
author
lay
in
the
dreamy
embrace
of
after year the holy well of ·Zemzem is the instru- colonel by John L. Sullivan; who with a wideSomnus,
entirely
oblivious
to
his
surroundings,
I
ment of infection. The bathing in and drinking of minded toleration which we are pleased to see
stole from my couch in the early morning hours
the water at Mecca itself is not the worst. Those characterizes that gentleman, includes also written and, perc~iving the pile of MSS. as it lay upon the
'
who ~re not able to go to Zemzem ask the pilgrims Just above Mr. Ingersoll's, the names of Archbishop desk, I seiZed the opportunity this occasion offered
.to brmg them some of its waters. And in tens of Corrigan and T. De Witt Talmage. Among those to take a glance at the contents. Here in vivid
thousan~s of flasks and bottles these deadly waters who omit the name of him whom our readers know colors I saw, as it were, in words of beauty a deare carried away to be drunk in cities and villages to be not only the chief in intellect of the leading scription of the progress we hav made for the last
all over the Mohammedan world. The pilgrim Americans, but the noblest and dearest of them four centuries. !he slow but sure and steady ad' vancement of philosophy, despite the opposition of
himself may escape, but he bears bottled cholera are Ward McAllister and Belva Lockwood.
orthodox creeds; a description of the impassioned
with_him, and in some unhealthy village hundreds
If the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER doesn't go labors of science, undermining forever the tottering
of miles from Zemzem its poisonous waters are set
walls. of the "Ark ~f God;" the steady strides of
broke before October 1st he is going to Chicago to learnmg
and educatwn, the greater factors i.n the
free to start a new center of infection. In former
the International Congress of Freethinkers, where moral and intellectual development of the racetimes the danger was not· so great as in recent
he hopes to meet a goodly number of his friends, all these are described i;n glowing language, clear
years. With increased facilities for transportation
thank them for their many favors, and hav a chat and easy of understandmg. I can truly say bewith the shortening of the time in transit, the dis~
yond doubt, that this work will become one or' the
with them.
ease has a chance to spread more widely and to get
most
interesting of this kind ever published in the
. The Congress bids fair to be as genial a gatherfurther from its place of origin before being discovname
of Freethought. The book is at once hismg as one of the old-time New York state meettorical,_ biographical, scientific, philosophic, and
ered. It may travel undetected far down into
ings, w:hich were the bright particular spots in educatwnal. The writing will entail some months
India, or as far as France, or Spain, or England, or
years of labor and sometimes depression. We of patient labor upon its author, which is deserveven nearly to America. And if among the immiought to hav much brilliant oratory, for all the ing and highly commendable to the Liberal public.
grants to America there Is one with a bottle of
lecturers are to be there, and all the editors will be And then the picture-gallery, in which the pictures
Zemzem, he may not release his poison until after
there too to set down and print their wisdom. of o~e hundred Freethinkers, living and dead, will
he has landed.
·
The program is an entertaining one, and the dis- be faithfully po~tr~yed. Each picture will occupy
The most enlightened Mohammedans are begincussion .of practical affairs, as started by Mr. Put- one whole pagtl m Itself. They will be on the order
of photo-lithogra:Ph~. The cost of the pictures will
ning to realize that something must be done. But
nam's correspondents in this issue of '.tHE TRUTH amount to $5 m Itself. The book will contain
even they hesitate, because of the fanaticism of the
SEEKER, will lend variety and piquancy to the ?ix ~undred pag.es of solid reading-matter ; besides
masses. The masses, far from complaining of these
occasion.
I~ ~ be a glorwus addition to our Freethought
pestilences, look upon them as acts of God for the
Liberals going to the Fair should make the Con- libraries, and no true Freethinker can afford to be
trial of Mohammedan virtue. According to Mogressional season their season. Harvest will be without it. Besides, those who now subscribe foz·
hammedan ideas, he who dies on a pilgrimage, like
over, and we hope, too, that by that time the finan- the book will help along our great International
him who dies in battle for the true faith, is caught
Congress. Then,
cial jugglers who started the senseless panic will
up to a heaven of especial glory. And as for the
On Freethinkers, on ye brave
allow the country to resume its normal prosperity.
On to glory or the grave,
'
slaughter of these pestilences in the Christian
Cool weather will prevail, October is the most deworld, this delights the Mohammedans, who are
but
do
not,
I
beg
of
you,
"on
to
the
grave" until
lightful of months in Chicago, and everything ought
thus confirmed in their belief that the pestilences to conduce to a good time at this union offreemen. you hav subscribed for "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought."
JoHN R. CHlBLESWORTH
are of God's sending. The sultan and the other
Sec.
Freethought
Federation of America.
In the published speeches of Edgar Fawcett, the
Mohammedan leaders may regret the scattering of
17 South Ourtis street, Ohicago, fll.
poison throughout the world from the center of well-known novelist, appears the following. He is
Mohammedan faith, but their influence, though speaking of the coming poet: "I hav little doubt
Agents Wanted.
great, does not extend to the changing of religious that this age of ours will be satisfactorily expressed
by
but
one
sort
of
poetic
intelligence-the
sort
that
We
believe
that
not only can good be done but
belief. Indeed, by meddling with the faith they
is
now
expressible
in
concrete
terms
by
such
a
permoney
made
by
any
Liberal who will canvass for
would simply legislate themselvs out of office. And
sonality
as
that
of
Robert
G.
Ingersoll.
I
think
our
book
"Old
Testament
Stories Comically Ill usto suggest sanitation or any other renovation in
that
Mr.
Ingersoll,
through
his
splendidly
eloquent
trated."
In
fact
we
know
one
man who worked at
connection with the Mohammedan holy of holies
utterances,
his
abhorrence
of
shams,
his
merciless
it
but
a
few
hours
weekly
and
sold nearly fifty
means radical· change, to which the Mohammedan
logic,
his
warm
love
for
humanity,
his
reverence
for
.
copies
in
a
month.
The
price
is
low; everybody
world is no nearer educated than it was a thousand
the
great
achievements
of
science,
and
his
incomknows
the
Old
Testament
stories,
and
nearly everyyears ago. All sorts of plans hav been sugge~ted
parable
courage
in
pointing
out
the
absurdities
body
would
like
a
book
applying
nineteenth"centby which something could be done without touching Mohammedan fanaticism, but none of the plans with which so-called revelation abounds, will prove ury wit and knowledge to them. People like to
is of account, because none gets at the root of the an absolute beacon-light to the American poet of laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
0
matter. Sanitary inspection everywhere else but at the future. Deprived of its gods and goddesses, its largely disappeared and jokes at the expense ~
Mecca is part of the battle, but only a small part. supernatural love, its pietisms, its genuflections be- Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
fore a deity whose anthropomorphic existence is to and the other worthies of unsavory reput!ttion, axe
For as long as the " cholera nursery " remains unbe imagined solely through the intensity of his. keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
touched, the cholera germs will escape the most incruelties toward mankind, poetic literature will find will sell at sight. It does here i.n the store.
.telligent and assiduous vigilance.
in the prose poetry of such men as Herbert Liberals out of employment will find this a good
This condition of things is precisely like that which
way to make an honest dollar.
jprevaued in Europe when the priest ruled, withhis Spen cer, L eck y, H u xl ey, an d our own wonderful
Ingersoll the stimulus and watchword of its unborn
Terms to agents sent upon application.
Jinger on the physician's mouth. Pestilence after
:.pestilence swept over that region, sometimes carry- renown. Two fairies will stand at the cradle of the
We desire to call the attention of read~rs of T-HE
!ing off a quarter of the inhabitants of a country. great coming American poet. Their names will be TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
:iPiety, as in the case of the present Mohammedans, Science and Agnosticism. They will be, if you Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly sub-resented any attempt to stay the diseases by natu- please, his two calm, gracious, yet severe muses scription is only $3, and subscribers to the J:Aibrary
ral means. Europe and America would be the their locks filleted by no Greek or Roman laurel' receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
'
same now had not the Freethinker risen, in spite yet radiant with the light of love and charity. it; or,. if they desire. the books in cloth binding,
of the church's !'lfforts, and deciared that disease They will bear him priceless gifts-an intellect subscribers can remit the difference in price besprings from natural instead of supernatural causes, from which all twilight of superstition has been tween paper and cloth binding, and get the boo,ks
and must be avoided by natural instead of super- swept, a heart alive to every impulse of kindliness, in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
natural measures.
The clergy are perpetually a spirit pregnant with all fine and sweet moral to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated ''
fighting to hav as many events attributed to super- truths as the heaven of space above him will be by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Cre~
natural causes as they can, and if they could they pregnant with its burning stars."
tion of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
would hav people account for disease thus now, and
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
would bring society again into the miserable suffer40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents.;
. What a glorious thing it is to him who may ening and dying state of the Dark A~es.
JOY favors and privileges that are denied to his the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
fellow-cr~atures.
I assert this in a general way, price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. PutThe New York World has just gathered the and not m the abstract. In times like the present nam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies "
opinions of about a baker's dozen of peJ::sons, more qualifications are absolutely necessary when ex~ price 15 cents; " Pen Pictures of the World's Fair'"
. 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He 'a
or less known to the public, as to who are the pressing one's thoughts or opinions. Yet here in price
twenty-five leading Americans. Of the lists written the busy, bustl~g city of Chicago, undisturbed Christian," price 50 cents. Other books besides
out by these judges, one-half contain Colonel In- sav~ by the warnmg clang of the gong on the fire- are in preparation. One of these, we may mengersoll's name. This beloved appellation appears engms, the roll of drums, and the clarion shri.eks tion, is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M.
o~ . the ~ugles as s?me troop marches past to paron the lists of Postmaster Dayton of New York ticipate m the . tram of events tri\nspiring day by Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
city, Superintendent Byrnes of the police of the day at the World's Fair, I hav been favored shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at once
same town (here in the shape of "Bob Ingersoll"), with an opportunity that has as yet been denied the books alr~ady .published,. and, as they apTheatrical Manager French, Assistant District At- to ~ther curious eyes. That opportunity was pear, those whiCh will be published between now
i;orney John Mcintyre, Mrs. Ftank Leslie, and nothing more nor less than a glance over the and January, '94.
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Gommun1oat1ons.
Tbe Rich Man Defended.
'l'here has been much said and much written and
published in favor of the poor workingman and
against the rich man or his money, which is claimed
to do the workingman a great injustice. We hav
often thought of this subject, but hav failed to comprehend the great evil that others do see in the
wealth that man possesses. When we look around
us over the state of our own nation that we call
governed by free institutions that claim all men to
hav equal right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, we see one man's right is as good to get
and hold property as another's, but it seems that all
hav not the gift to do so. Then how can we blame the
rich man for using his money as he may think best!
If he should hide it away like the miser and keep it
out of circulation, then he might be blamed for that;
but this is not often done; he wants to add to his
pile, so we see him building factories and making
railroads and all the great improvements of our
country, and in so doing giv employment to thousands of poor people, and that givs the poor man
a chance to feed and clothe himself and family too.
Now I will tell you how I began in life for myself.
I am now in my eighty-ninth year. In 1826 I went
into my father's sawmill to work, with my wife to
keep house, and I staid there two years., I did not
like the business. I was brought up on a farm and
that was my element, so I concluded to buy a little
farm; so I bought a piece of land and agreed to giv
$1,400 for it. I could pay but $400 down, and
gave a mortgage for $1,000. I went to work on it
in the spring of 1828. Everything was low. I drew
corn twelve miles and sold it for forly-two cents,
and wheat for forty cents. I paid $70 interest, and I took my team winters, went into the
lumber woods and worked for $1 per day. I could
hire a good man to work on my farm for $10 per
month, or a girl to spin wool or flax for five shillings
per week or do housewm·k for sev€lnty-five cents.
But now everything is changed. A man must hav
$20 per month and the girl $2 or $3 per
week. But I still own and occupy the little farm
-sixty-eight years, at East Lake George, in Warren county. And now there is a great cry against
the ~ich man for holding mortgages that cover almost all of the Western farms, and that may be so.
But how can he be to blame for thatT Undoubtedly
that gave the settler time to turn himself and work
out. And again, the rich man owns the railroads.
If he does, that helps the producer to send his
stuff to the market of the world, and here is another
great help to the poor man that he ought to be
proud of-at least, be thankful for. If the laboring
man cannot get work in one place to suit him he is
free to go and work in another. The government
has been blamed for not doing more for the poor
man, when, in fact, it has given him a good home if
he would accept it and go onto the homestead farm
and go to work on it and raise his living ; and here
the government has done much for the poor man.
The poor of the foreign nations hav taken advantage
of this offer and flocked to this country in great
numbers, and now are enjoying the fruits of our
forefathers, that spilled their life's blood to leave an
inheritance to their own dear offspring that were
dearer than their own life's blood ; and as Patrick
Henry said in Congress, Giv me liberty or giv me
death. And now the poor man of the old country
is enjoying liberties of our free institutions that the
rich man's money has built up and maintains. They
send their children to our free schools that the rich
man supports, and he pays for their education.
Still some keep on finding fault. Never were there
any better times for the poor man than 1893. He
can buy a good suit of clothes for less than $10,
and all wool at that. Our Western people are much
dissatisfied, or some of them, at least, and are forming parties in hope to control and manage the general government. Perhaps it is only a few of the
influential ones that want to run the ship, like the
little priest with his long fingers in Uncle Sam's
pockets, in which he has been very fortunate in getting his church property exempt from taxation,
and throwing the burden on many a poor man, with
a family to support too. And here the pnor man
might justly complain, but he generally bears the
burden as patiently as the ox or the horse under
the whip or spur. And here again we see the influence of the little priest in politics, and both parties are in to get his help, which it is abominable to
think is so. When we look ahead into the future
that awaits us, and imagin the consequences of a
civil war, we hav only got to look back less than a
year to see what the influence of religion has done
in our Congress in violating the Constitution of our
country by shutting the gates of the World's Fair

on Sunday. We would think Congress would be
ashamed to invite the friendly foreign nations to
come and visit us and when they come to slam the
doors. in their faces and say: Go home or go to
church ; we don't want such wicked ones here as you
are. But we think, he that is without sin let him cast
the first stone. We would not think that a man
qualified to hold the office of president and run the
United States of America would ever stoop so low
as to lend his influence to buy his way into office
and then violate the sacred oath which he has taken
to support the sacred Article that cost so much
blood to gain. The church and politics are exchange
partners- you help me and I will help you into office; after I am in power then I will giv you a fat
place in return. But this we hav to regret- our
nation is drifting away from the principles that
made us a free people.
'Tis sad, I say, and well I may,
To see our nation die
By their own hand, in this fair land ;
Now, who will breath a sigh?
Our fathers dead no tears will shed
About our future state,
Or even know the bitter woe,
Or dream of our sad fate.
Brayton, N. Y.
AsA. W. BRAYTON.

Always in the Way.
Christians differ among themselvs about a pope
and a purgatory, about drinking, dancing, keeping
of Sunday, etc. ; though they all, with an insignificant exception, unite on a belief in the Mosaic
God and his peculiar son Jesus, as recorded in old
fables, and hold this belief necessary to escape the
God's everlasting wrath. Owing to these differences, the world is progressing, and liberty of
thought and speech prevails in some sections of
Christendom. But the bloody cross of this God
and son is the banner around which all Christians
still flock and threaten to subdue all opposition.
Now, Liberals may safely differ on questions of
government, of finance, of capital and labor, of sexology, etc.; but while discussing these important
subjects we should remember that the priest is always in the way of progress, and must be got rid
of. We need to hav a potent bond or banner ever in
view that will unite and inspire us. Priestcraft is
the great obstacle to human liberty. Therefore
.every Liberal's banner should be, The Blessings of
Science vs. the Evils of Prie.stcraft. And probably
the Freethought Federation of America opens one
of the best methods of effectiv concerted action.
Progress is made only when and where the priest
is thrust aside. Seldom is a discovery made, or a
progressiv step taken, and the priest be not there
with his theological barricade. Do we try to treat
the Sunday question from a rational, historical
standpoint, we encounter the priest with an antediluvian order that no servil work shall be done on
the Sabbath, and no fun nor recreation allowed except the pleasure of listening to the reciting and
shouting of his crazy visions and the fun of contributing generously to his Lord through him.
Do we want to tax churches equally with other
property and
just to all citizens, we find the
priest intrenched on the same old worthless authority. The Levite is there demanding tithes and
fatlings with which to enrich and feed his God
through himself : " What man soever of Israel that
killeth an ox, or lamb, or goat, and bringeth it not
unto the tabernacle to offer an offering un~o the
Lord [priest], blood shall be imputed unto that
man ; he shall be cut off from among his people "
(Lev. xvii, 3). And this gluttonous god-priest
mixes a hygienic law with a moral law in this wise:
"Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself;
thou shalt giv it unto the stranger that is in thy
gates, that he may eat it ; or thou mayest sell it
unto an alien" (Dent. xiv, 21). 0 that Christian men
would read the stuff as it is written I
If it be proposed to modify the marriage tie the
better to enable the wife to escape from a brutal
husband, the priest is met with his Thus saith the
Lord, "Let not man put asunder." The knot may
hurt, but it is awfully sacred.
When, peradventure, a man and woman imprudently transgress a local rule of custom and we ask
impartial treatment of the two, we are confronted
by the priest with this clincher from the God who
"is no respecter of persons:" " Whosoever lieth
carnally with a woman that is a bondmaid, betrothed to a husband: She shall be scourged; but
he shall bring his trespass offering unto the Lord,
and the sin which he hath done shall be forgiven
him" (Lev. xix, 20). 0 that Christian women
would read the Bible as it is written.
An attempt anywhere in Christendom, with few
exceptions, to change or modify the civil government is met by the priest with his heavenly command to "obey the powers that be." Here, in

be

1776, the people, led by a few Freethinkers (Paine,
Franklin, Jefferson, etc.), ignored that old dogma.
Kingcraft was scotched, if not killed ; but some
kingly prerogative are still exercised by" the powers
that be." And this fact leads some few Liberals to
advocate a state of Anarchy-no government. Of
course every Liberal wants a liberal government,
with no priest or Comstock attachment. But evolution works slowly; and not before the time is
reached when no wrong shall be done and when
everyone yields to everyone else all the rights he
claims for himself, can we do without government.
Law is found in every department of nature, with
accompanying force to execute the law. Human
society cannot exist without law and a government
or force to execute th(llaw. Just in proportion as
we are fit for self-government we are responsible
for the wisdom or unwisdom of the laws.
Experience, reason, humanity, enables us to
modify the natural law of "the survival of the
fittest," and through human law and united force
to protect the weak. In establishing this force,
some discretion necessarily is given to legislators
and executivs. This discretion may be used wisely
or unwisely. In this country, when the use of such
discretion is unwise, extravagant, bad, it is the province of the voters to select better officials. If
through ignorance they cannot do so, the cause
may be traced to the priest, who declares that his
God is the author of all government and sole ruler
over the affairs of men. Here the priest is in the
way. Knock him out. And priest rule and pope
hav been always in the way of Irish home rule.
Probably a greater number of Liberals, in their
opposition to private monopolies, want to extend
the powers of government; to hav it control and
operate all railroads, telegraphs, mines, etc. No
head-center has yet or can be devised short of an
absolute monarch to conduct such a government.
Authority would hav to be concentrated in a sort
of Mosaic God-the champion monopolist. The
individual sovereign is of no great account now; he
would then be a nonentity.
While some are advocating the doubtful policy
of unlimited silver coinage, many of our Liberal
friends want the government to giv up the use of
coin and issue enough paper money to satisfy everybody, and to loan the paper to anybody at one or
two per cent. Now, as only those having houses or
other property could giv security and obtain a loan,
and as such a policy would inflate values, it
follows that the poor man would be worse off than
ever. · Here is a hitch, as there always is in any
meddlesome attempt of governm1mt: helping the
few hurts the many. Or, should government rush
the presses and giv free to every inhabitant all the
paper money each could carry, surely financial chaos
would follow.
But, says the paper advocate, gold has no intrinsic value; that it rests solely on the superstitious
opinion; that paper, being cheaper than gold, as a
matter of economy should only be used for money ;
that the interest cost of a gold dollar in a dozen
years or so equals its original value, etc. Now, the
admitted fact that gold is the more costly presents
another hitch in his theory. It matters not whether
we call the value intrinsic, artistic, or ornamental.
Like the fellow in the stocks on a Sunday, it is
there. Gold is preferable in many uses because it
retains its purity. Everybody prefers a gold spoon
to a brass or pewter one, with verdigris or lead
poison.
Had the Southern Confederacy issued gold and
silver coin, that coin would hav had a market value
to-day ; because throughout the civilized world
those metals are .received in commercial exchange.
No paper money can obtain so wide indorsement.
Were the nation issuing it exempt from war's disruption, the paper is more easily counterfeited and
more liable to destruction. The attempt through
faith to make paper of equal value with gold, is
somewhat like the notion that a God made the world
out of nothing.
But these interesting questions of government
and currency are of minor importance compared
with the great evil of priestcraft. Plainly the increase of numliers and influence in the ranks of
Liberals is causing different Christian sects to stop
the .long-practiced recreation of denouncing and
persecuting each other. For self-preservation they
are now acting together in the attempt to fit on to
every mortal a Sunday strait-jacket; to inoculate
the plastic mind of every school-child with the
fables about a virgin Mary, about a God-Jesus that
wandered around the barren hills and stagnant
ponds of Syria for two or three years, and then left
for parts unknown without ever finding or knowing
anything of America, etc. This partial Christian
conspiracy strengthens them somewhat; and Liberals must recognize and prepare for a stubborn,
prolonged contest with a cruel theological super-
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stition. Truly it may be said, the priest is always
Every person of any intellect and fairness, and
The Bimetallic Problem.
in the way.
L. G. REED.
that has sufficient information to enable him to find
What necessity is there for changing the ratio of
his way across the street, knows that the people, the silver coinage!
and especially the artists, mechanics, and working
Design a Creation of Faith.
Let Congress pass an act making all debts payclass, did not attend the Fair on Sunday because
In all creation there is design. The crane, with these lying enemies of the right, of justice, of able, half in gold and half in silver, unless otherwise
its long legs and bill, can stand in shallow water liberty, of ptogress, and of education had used stipulated.
Or, without such an act, let all written promises
and catch the little fish as they pass by. True it is every false and unfair means that their saintly and
hard on the fish, and the crane is a useless produc- malignant ingenuity could invent to shut the gates to pay be .so worded-half in gold and half in
silver.
W. H. BuRR.
tion ; but here faith comes to the rescue, and says : against the people and keep them away.
Nothing in vain; an all-wise God knows best. The
If it is true, as the pietists declare, that the devil
herbivorous animals are destroyed by the billion to exists and loves liars, then he will get all of them, Beltold, How These Christians Love One
.Another!
support a carnivore, and man destroys all things because there is no profession or class of men on
and his fellow-men besides, and all proves, if we hav this earth that can utter lies that would shame the
A Christian, named J. W. Ellis, used to be a
faith, the glorious plan and design of creation. prince of liars himself so fast and recklessly as Presbyterian minister in San Francisco, until the
The daisy; the beautiful daisy, has no prickles to these pretended men of God.
presbytery there convicted him of misusing the
P. V. WisE.
wound the spoiler ; while the noxious thistle, cacfunds
of his church, and kicked him out of the
St. Joseph, .Mo.
tus, and thorn hav prickles by th(!l million to protect
ministry. Now he says he will appeal to the synod
their worthless existence. The fawn, whose eye is a
to unkick him, and if it doesn't he says he will
Why Christianity Is Declining.
poem, is torn to shreds by the fangs of the wolf or
start a newspaper to rub out all the San Franciscan ·
the lion, and the harmless, innocent dove, quivering
In a late sermon delivered in one of the Baptist Presbyterian m;nisters. A newspaper man recently
with agony and terror, dies to prolong the life of churches of Binghamton, N. Y., by Rev. Benjamin interviewed h1m, and here is the burden of Chrisa hawk, and thousands of honest women and men L. Herr, he dilated. upon and suggested methods tian love which this reverend embezzler dumped
liv and die in poverty and misery to support a few for increasing the growth .and strength of the into the sympathizing bosom of the reporter, with
of their own race in luxury and debauchery. Life Christian church, and admitted and bewailed its a view to show that God almighty is a thoroughis dogged by death ; creation by destruction ; decline. Among the many methods suggested going Ellisite:
honesty is the prey of roguery; virtue of vice; and there were none that might be considered practical,
Every minister who took part in taking my pulpit
all goes to prove the wisdom, mercy, and intelli- for he omitted each and all of those which had been away from me has lost his own pulpit. Distress and
gence of the creator. If we hav a Samson-sinewed employed with success in the past. He probably disaster hav come upon them all. God has forsaken
faith, with such faith, out of these jarring and dis- lacked the courage to stand up before the congre- them. T. Chalmers Easton was compelled to resi~n from
church as pastor. He was one of the leading
cordant elements, a Christian or a savage manu- gation and advocate the total extinction of secular Calvary
prosecutors against me. The next was Rev. A. J. Kerr,
factures one merciful god or a billion at the dicta- schools, and perpetuation of a government under who conducted the prosecution. The missionary board
tion of his priests.
T. WALKER.
absolute church control. Protestant and all other withdrew financial support from him and he had to go
East for another field. Rev. Dr. Chapman, of Oakland,
Rat Portage, Ont.
Christian churches make a great mistake when, in lost
his church and is now financial manager for Mills
their desire to keep abreast with the times in seminary. Rev. J. F. Rhoda declared that his field in
Why Do Religious People Lie So~
liberality of ideas, they encourage education in any South San Francisco was a useless one. God had withThe religionists before the vote was taken in but ecclesiastical and dogmatic channels. Free drawn his support from it, and the church was compelled
abandon it. With it went Rhoda. Dr. Thompson
Congress piled up mountains of lies and committed education of the masses, especially in science and to
tried several things for a year and then gave them up.
forgery in offering lists of petitions of the names history, has been, is now, and always will be de- Not only hav the ministers suffered, but so has the
of many thousands more persons in several of the structiv to the elements which are of vital impor- church. Since my trial, they hav lost four churches.
states than the last census showed were inhabitants tance to the Christian or any othe:t: religion. The One of them was the Woodbridge, which has gone over
the Unitarians. 'fhe Central Tabernacle has been
including men, women, and children in those states. most tractable and inteneely religious people are to
wiped out of existence, and a new one is in its place. Two
Then they talk of the holy Sabbath ! ·
those most densely ignorant.
J. B. SwETT.
of our flourishing congregations in San Mateo hav gone
over to the Congregationalists.
On such basis as this they claimed that a large
majority of the people, and especially the working
It is none of our funeral, to be sure, but would
Figures to .Aid Thought.
men and women, were in favor of closing the Fair
not Brother Ellis do better to stand still, and see
on Sunday.
Acting Director of the Mint Preston has prepared the salvation of the Lord wipe out his enemies,
By such falsehoods and forgeries, coupled with a table of the monetary systems approximate stocks without undertaking to set up a newspaper? To
threats of boycotting every member of Congress of money in the aggregate and per capita in the the unregenerate mind, starting that newspaper will
,who dared to vote against them-corrupt themselvs, principal countries of the world. This table shows look very like as if the Lord had deserted Brother
and thus corrupting all others with whom they that the aggregate stock of gold is $3,582,605,000; Ellis and flopped over to the presbytery of San Francome in contact, trampling the Constitution under silver, $4,042,700,000; uncovered paper, $2,635,- cisco. In Job's time a man who hated anybody
their feet as Jeff Davis, Toombs, and Yancy did in 873,000.
used to say : " Oh, that mine enemy had written a
1861-they induced the unprincipled politicians to
The stock of gold possessed by the principal book!" It is a much more horrid wish nowadays
vote for closing the "greatest show on earth" one- countries is given as follows: United States, to say, "Oh, that mine enemy had started a newsseventh of the time, and on what should be the $604,000,000 ;
Great Britain,
$550,000,000 ; paper!"
•*•
France, $800,000,000 ; Germany, $600,000,000 ;
people's day.
.
These enemies of progress, morality, and free- Russia, $250,000,000.
.
Short Notes .About Books.
dom, self-styled "law and order people," when
The silver stock of these same co-qntries is given
The
Truth
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, N£w
fairly beaten in the Supreme Court of the as follows: United States, $615,000,000; Great York, hav just
brought out a most suggestiv paper
United States, in an opinion delivered by the chief Britain, $100,000,000 ; France, $700,000,000; volume, "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" by
justice himself, abused the justices who favored the Germany, $211,000,000; Russia, $60,000,000. This John E. Remsburg.--Boston Daily Traveler.
opening of the Fair on Sundays, invoked their gods stock of silver is divided by Mr. Preston as follows:
"Pen Pictures of The World's Pair," by Samuel P.
to send lightnings and fires from heaven or cyclones United States, $538,000,000 full tender and $77,published by The Truth Seeker Company of
from hades to destroy the greatest educational ex- 000,000 limited tender ; Great Britain, no silver Putnam,
New York, begins with a description of the opening of
hibition on the only habitable globe that we know full tender, $100,000,000 limited tender; France, the Fair, done in the style known to newspaper-men
$650,000,000 full tender and $50,000,000 limited as "fine writing." In the last analysis, the phrase
anything about.
But finding that the gods paid no attention to tender; Germany, $103,000,000 full tender and means bad taste in the use of a wealth of words. THE
TRUTH SEEKER is evidently a flamboyant Atheist. For
their foolish mutterings they then called upon their $108,000,000 limited tender ; Russia, $22,000,000 instance:
"The_y say that President Cleveland joined
cranky dupes and frightend them from going to full tender and $38,000,000 limited tender.
audibly in the Lord's Prayer at the close. Well, it's
this greatest exhibition of the genius and industry
The ratio prevailing in nearly all the principal just like him. He's getting to be awfully pious. Does
of man, and by inducing the puritanical exhibitors countries between gold and legal-tender silver is that mean a third term and colossal ambition? I do disthese fellows that pray. Yes, it's pray and pray,
to close the greater number of the buildings and 1 to 15l This is the ratio in France, Belgium, trust
that's what it is." Mr. Putnam apparently aims to be
exhibits, and acting in collusion with the railway Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Russia, and Central and blasphemons.-Buftalo Illustrated Express.
companies prevented them from getting up excur- South America. The ratio between gold and
sions to take the people to the Fair, and by threats limited-tender silver is as a rule 1 to 14.38. The
One of the most really useful books to the ordinary
and chicanery prevented the directory from reduc- respectiv ratios in the United States are 1 to 15.98 Freethinker is" A Handbook of Freethought" by W. S.
ing the fee for admission to twenty-five cents, and by and 1 to 14.95.
Bell, a well-known American publicist. Mr. Bell modthese fraudulent means prevented the great mass
The various monetary systems as divided among estly enough claims that he has "selected" the book,
not written it. He has deliberately elected to be useful
of the people from attending the Fair, and then de- the several countries are as follows:
rather than to be famous; and he has so signally reached
Gold and silver-United States, France, Belgium,. the former goal that he has left himself not far from the
claring that the closing of the Fair was done by
the gods in answer to the prayers of these lying, Italy, Switzerland, Greece, Spain, Netherlands, latter. To the young man who has a suspicion t-hat
Christian orthodoxy has no basis outside the interests
piratical priests;
·
Turkey, and Japan.
of its clergy and the gullibility of its laity, but who bas
Gold-United Kingdom, Germany, Portugal, little
On Saturday last a small new:<paper, rather some
time for recondite study, we can recommend Mr.
printing on a .sheet of paper containing more lies Austria, Scandinavian Union, Australia, Egypt, Bell's book without hesitation. If he "asself" it, as
to the square inch than all the newspapers pub- Canda, and Cuba.
Dr. Lewins would say, he will hav little difficulty in dealSilver-Russia, Mexico, Central and South ing with the stock arguments of the parson's dupe, or
lished in the interest of the Wall street wreckers
even, in many casesi with the more disciplined arguments
and r~bbers since Chicago convention in June E. M. America, and India.
of the parson hinlse f.-Agnostic Journal, London.
Of the uncovered money South America has
292, was thrown into my yard, and among other
falsehoods the leading article stated that notwith- $600,000,000; Russia, $500,000,000; the United
The Minneapolis Journal says :
standing the decisions of the state and United States, $412,000,000; Austria, $260,000,000; Italy,
"The Truth Seeker Company, of 28 Lafayette place,
$163,000,000
;
Germany,
$107,000,000;
France,
States courts, the directory had become convinced
New York, publish a volume by John Remsburg, entitled,
'Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?' He takes
that the people were opposed to the opening of the $81,000,000, and Great Britain, $500,000,000.
The per capita circulation of gold is: United three hundred pages to reply in the negativ and asserts
Fair on Sundays, because so few attended on the
that his conclusion only adds enormously to Lincoln's
first day of the week, and that the working men States, $9.01; United Kingdom, $14.47; France, greatness.
He affirms that it will not be long before the
arid women would not attend because they were $20.52 ; Germany, $12.12 ; Russia, $2.21.
accepto.nce of the doctrins of Christianity will be considThe per capita of all classes of money is : ered an evidence of human weakness. Mr. Remsbur~ has
determined to hav "Sunday for a day of rest."
France, $40.56; Cuba, $31.00; Netherlands, not proved that Lincoln was not a Christian, but h1s efThis was adding insult to injury.
quite laborious, is certainly not much to his credit."
Why is it that religion will m:ake men and women $28.88; Australia, $26.75; Belgium, $25.53; fort,
That is to say, it is no credit to Mr. Remsburg to tell
lie faster and more unblushingly than aU other Unitea States, $24.34; United Kingdom, $13.42, the truth! The kind of morality held by the Minneapolis
things combined 1
·
Journal is now known.
and Russia, $7.16.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 2,
What Shall the Freethonght Congress Do 1

1893.

This is what I propose for future effort--a Freewe to combine our forces for future work? I beThe following letters refer to important matters lieve in organizing great plans and trying to do thought university, increased political action on
something far-reaching and e:ffectiv. I believe that the three main demands, church taxation, secular
and require consideration:
Freethought is to be a permanent power in human schools, and DO Sabbath laws, and a cooperativ
PmnsoN.~.IA., Aug. 7, 1893.
S. P. PUTNAM, EsQ., My Dear tJir: Inclosed please civilization. So long as this present civilization en- union among the subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
find check for $5. Please put my name down for your dures, .so long will Freethought magnificently in- and Investigator, by which the subscription list of .
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought." I earnestly crease. Don't let us lose faith in our cause. Free- these papers may be increased to the extent of one
hope you will be able to make the Convention a genuin thought was born at the martyr's stake of Bruno. thousand names this coming year, and other Liberal
success.
May I propose a question for the Convention (or its See what it is to-day from the lips of Ingersoll, papers aided accordingly.
I hope that others will enter upon this discussion
friends) to consider ? How to adequately cope with the when thousands listen enchanted. What will it not
all-pervading activities of church organizations without be a hundred years hence, or a millennia! from now? and tell what is best to do. I bavspoken my mind.
seriously overburdening the already painfully taxed Let us look ahead and let us build deep for the Before Congress meets let us hav a full expression
social fabric?
of opinion. We are going to bav a grand Congress.
For instance, in this little town of less than three hun- centuries that are to come.
Now, fir!lt of all, I believe it is time to organize Don't let us waste the opportunity, but through
dred people there are in the two churches and their
ramifications in each year over one hundred regular ser- for a great Freethought university. It seems to this Congress push on the practical work. Don't
mons, besides nearly as many extra-revivals, etc.; one me that nobody can question the immense benefits criticise simply, but tell us what to do, and bow to
hundred prayer-meetings; over one hundred choir meetings for practice; some fifty meetings for aid societies, of such an institution. I admit that there is a vast do it. I bav shown what I think will benefit our
etc., besides over one hundred Sunday-schools and about amount of Liberal teaching in our universities, but cause. Let others giv their views and see if after
forty to fifty children and young people's meetings. this teaching comes as a matter .of necessity and all we do not agree, and so can pull together.
And nearly every form of amusement or enjoyment is the not of choice. Now, I want a university where
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
fruit of these numerous church organizations. So com- Freethought is at the basis, is the law of the instipletely is the ground covered that the church may be
said .to be omnipresent, and some sort of subscription or tution, its supreme choice and purpose, and not an
International Congress of Freethinkers.
charity matter pertaining to the church is going round incidental affair oftentimes grudgingly admitted.
about all the time.
I want ·a Freethought university from top to bot-. TO BE HELD AT 517 WEST MADISON STREET, OHIOAG01
Now, the Liberal element here and its sympathizers tom. I want the atmosphere of Freethought all
OOlllliiENOING SUNDAY, OOTOBER !sT.
are about as strong as the church-membership. We had
OFFICIAL PROGRAM.
thought (and do contemplate) organizing a Liberal about it. Such an institution as this would be a
Sunday, October lat.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
league of some kind. But it seems cruel to add labor fountain of mighty influence, and why !!houldn't we
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
and expense and care to this tired, taxed, and busy com- labor to establish it? We can do it. The thing
munity. The women are all tired nnd overworked, for of it is to begin. We hav several centuries be1. Address of welcome by the Chairman.
whether church-members or not they are expected to
2.
"
"
"
" Samuel P. Putnam.
help on each festival, etc., both by cookery and attend- fore us. We hav as much time as the Catholic
3.
"
"
"
" Robert C. Adams.
ance. The young people are all connected with choirs church. Why not use it as wisely and patiently as·
4. Appointment of committees.
or permanent committees or some other affair of some that church does? Begin with small means-with
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
branch of this huge octopus. The men and married
Presiding officer, Capt. R. C. Adams.
women who are still left to the Liberal cause are a hut if need be and a few dollars, and wait. That
1. Address by T. B. Wakeman, "Christianity and
heads of families, activ business men and women, few is the method of the church and it succeeds.
After."
Five
dollars
has
been
offered
for
the
university.
of whom would care to be saddled with the responsibilities
2. Address by Franklin Steiner, "The Church and
of regular meetings or other continuous propaganda. Let us start with that and see what can be done. Freethought."
Nor hav they the heut or desire to further affiict the
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
social fabric with more charities, begging, or importun- The first thing to do is to locate the institution. I
Presiding
officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
think
a
committee
should
be
appointed
by
this
ing. What then is to be done'! This continual hammer1. Address by John E. Remsburg.
ing of the church cannot fail to win an occasional victim Congress to select a location. I think it should be
and add new fuel to the fire. In some way we must meet somewhere in the great West, near to the central . 2. Address by John R. Charlesworth, "Freethoughtand conquer this hydra of superstition. But how'! It point of the :United States, where land can be pur- :what It Implies, Its Power and Results."
3. Address by L. K Washburn.
seems a pity to adopt the same methods we so deprecate
in our foe, even if they are the result of age, long expe- chased at reasonable rates. One hundred acres, if
Monday, October 2d.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
rience, and the deliberate conni!el of long-headed councils possible, should be purchased. Having settlf'd on
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
and synods.
1. Reports of committees-standing or special.
the location, then let us raise money to buy the
Can your "gathered wisdom" grapple and solve the land. When the land is paid ~for, then build a
2. Reception of foreign delegates.
enigma?
Yours truly,
S. F. BENSON.
3, Address by J.D. Shaw.
bouse on it--small, if need be-install a professor,
CRAWFORD, MICH., Aug. 16, 1893.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
MR. JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Dear Sir : I take the and go to work. When we really begin to do
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
things
in
this
direction
the
money
will
flow
in.
liberty to address you on the subject of the Freethought
1. Secretary's report of progress.
Congress, to be held at Chlcago in October, and, having
Besides the university there ought to be a
2. Address by Dr. J. L. York, "The New Faith."
read the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Inde- "summer residence" for Liberals, where we might
3. Discussion of ways and means to promote the be~t
pendent Pulpit, I am unable to find any bills to be ofinterests of the cause. Introductory paper by T. li.
fered or laws to be passed by said Congress or any object bav a summer school of philosophy, lectures, etc. Wakeman.
Our Boston friends bav started a thing of this kind
for which said Congress is called.
No Evening Session.
Also, seeing a call for financial aid, we do not feel like and I bop~ they will be amply supported. There
Tuesday, October 3d-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
sending very much money if the Congress is simply are many Liberals who want to spend a vacaticn
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
called to talk Infidelity to Infidels, and to test our ora- somewhere in the country amidst quiet and beauti1. Reports of officers of the Freethought Federation of
tory and our eloquence before an audience, and to hav a
general good time. If that is all its objects, I for one ful scenes, and yet at the same time they want America.
2. Nomination and election of officerA.
hav no finances to spare. I would now say if there is any social stimulant. Why wouldn't it be a good plan
3. Address by president-elect.
object for which it is called or work to be done to main- for . Liberals to select together an agreeable place
tain our liberties, guaranteed to us by the Constitution of for summer. residence and combine for Freetbougbt
Afternoon Session.
the United States, we may feel like doing something.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
As the time is drawing near, would it not be well to an- lectures, librari3s, reading-rooms, etc.? Let us join
1. .Address by E. A. St~:-vens.
nounce its objects through the columns of THE TRUTH with our Boston friends and make a success in this
2. Address by C. Beatty.
SEEKER and other Liberal papers?
direction. So much for the literary, sociable, and
,Evening Session, 7:30 P.M.
WILLIAM c. DEOKER.
educational progress cf Freetbougbt. Now for the
Pr1 siding officer, Capt. Robert C. Adams.
What will the Freethought Congress do ? What political work.
1. Address (in Bohemian) by Frank B. Ydrubek.
will be its practical outcome? What is the best
I believe that we should pull together for the
2. Address by Charles Watts.
method of future work! etc. These are the ques- more decisiv action on three main points-church
3. Address by Dr. Carns.
4. Address by G. W. Foote.
tions ·presented to us by the above letters. I am taxation, secularization of public schools, and aboliglad that these questions are asked, however hard tion of all Sabbath laws. I think we should outline Wednesday, October 4th-Morning Session, 10 AM.
WOMAN'S DAY,
it may be to answer them. I wish more would ask a campaign for the coming year, in which thou1. Address by presiding officer.
these questions-the more the better. It would sands of Liberals could unite for effectiv labor at
2. Address by Lillie D. White.
show an interest, and if a sufficient number would the ballot-box and legislatures. Thirdly, I believe
3. Address by Mattie P. Krekel, "Individuality as a
ask then the answer would be easier, for it is by the that Liberals throughout the country should make Factor in the Progress of Humanity."
interest manifested that we obtain the ability to a tremendous effort to increase the circulation of
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
answer.
1. Discussion on "Woman's Relat.ion to Advanced
the Liberal papers. We ought to .put special emIn looking forward, however, to future work phasis upon the matter. It is absolutely necessary Thought." Introductory }Japer by Dr. Juliet Severance.
don't let us forget the great value of the Congress to the ·success of my first two propositions. We
Evening Session, 7:30 PM,
in itself-that it is a good thing to come together, can't bav a university nor political power without a
1. . Address by Voltairine de Cleyre, '· Mary W olstoneto get acquainted, to make companionship. It is a Liberal press, and that Liberal press must con- craft, the Apostle of Woman's Freetilom."
2. Address by Mrs. M.A. Freeman, "Woman's Day."
good thing to shake hands, to hear our best speak- stantly increase in circulation. Now, I want the
3. Address by Susan H. Wixon, "Progress of Woman
ers, to be animated by the presentation of grand Congress to create so much interest throughout for Four Centuries."
ideas. It is a good thing to be stirred up, to hav our ranks that every friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER
4. Address by Mrs. Monroe Power.
the blood run swifter than ordinary. It is a good and Investigator will set to work and get at least
Thursday, October 5th.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
thing to be in a crowd, and realize for once that we one new subscription for the paper be takes. I am
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Reports of officers of American Secular Union.
are in a big majority, that we are in the swim. It quite sure that there are one thousand subscribers of
2. Nomination and election of officers.
is a good thing to attract the attention of the THE TRUTH SEEKER who, if each one made a special
3. Address by the president-elect.
world, to show that Freethought is an intellectual determined effort, be could get a new subscriber.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
power, and that it can be declared in splendid elo- Why can't one thousand subscribers do this? Make
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
quence, music and speeches, flags and banners, a combined effort--hav a common understanding,
1. Address by Capt. Robt. C. Adams.
2. Address by Harry Hoover.
flowers and applause, eclat, corps cle esprit-these and say we will get during this year one new sub3. Address by Dr. Mak.
are all good things in their way, and there never scriber. See bow this would count up. One might
Evening Session, 7:30P.M.
yet was a party that won its way without them. say: "A single subscriber don't count much; I won't
We must hav enthusiasm, and human nature is so try;" but suppose be realized that a thousand other
Presiding officer-1. Capt. Robert C. Adams.
1. Address by Judge u. B. Waite.
constructed that we can't hav enthusiasm unless we Freethinkers were trying with him, and that it
2. Address by Clarence S. Darl'ow.
get together and hav a big time. The churches wasn't a matter of adding one subscriber but one
Friday, October 6th.
hav to do this, and they'd die if they didn't. Free- thousand subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
Delegates will assemble at the hall at 10 A.M., and prothought is not thought simply. It is the heart- then be would see in this cooperatiT action a vast
beat, the glowing feeling, it is a common sentiment. influence added to the Freetbougbt press. Surely ceed from there to the World's Fair in a body.
Saturday, October 7th.
The Congress in itself is a good thing, and wor- by this sort of united effort a thousand subscribers
Dele~ates will meet _by appo~ntment, and will be s~ow~
thy of the support of every Liberal.
might be added to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
var1ot'!s places of mterest m and around the 01ty of
But let us also recognize the demands of hard Investigator, and the Congress should be an instru- the
Chicago. Grand banquet and ball, commencing at 7 :30.
common sense, as well as of poetic ardor. How are mentality to this end.
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Sunday, October 8th.
Addresses will be delivered throughout the day upon
various Freethought topics by G. W. Foote, Charles
Watts, L. K. Washburn, Samuel P. Putnam. John R.
Charlesworth, T. B. Wakeman, J. D. Shaw, John E.
Remsburg, Dr. J. L. York, Judge Waite, Mattie P.
Krekel, Voltairine de Cleyre, Susan H. Wixon, Mrs. M.
A. Freeman, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, and others.
This program is subject to revision by the committee as the circumstances at the moment may
demand, although they will endeavor to adhere as
closely as possible to the outline given above.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. of Committee of Arrangements.
17 South Curtis street, Ohica,qo.

The International .Congress.

•

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Giv
me space for these friendly words to each and every
reader (subscriber or not) of your paper. They refer to the International Congress. They embrace
three points.
The cause is in your hands, friends. What are
you going to do for it? You are earnest, the call
the worthiest. It is urgent.
Decide quickly.
You value your convictions, back them. Realize
that what you now giv has treble value. Whatever
you can-nona of us are too poor for this once50 cents, $1, $2, $3, $5, $10-do it right off and
'tis done. Do it willingly.
At the other end, Mr. J 6hn R. Charlesworth,
secretary committee, No. 345 W. Randolph street,
Chicago, lll., will receive and gladly acknowledge
the attention.
Liberals everywhere, the occasion is here.
Another mile-post in the vigorous life of Liberal
thought has been reached. A success, an inspiration, it should undoubtedly be.
No more opportune time could present itself,
mark it, for such a gathering as a means to greater,
more far-reaching efforts.
.Be present if you possibly can. It will help you.
It will cheer others, thoughtful men and womenall workers.
If you cannot be there, show your interest in the
work to be done and that you would like done.
Write an encouraging word. It will take but five
minutes. It is almost a duty you owe yourself.
· Think well of it. Do it, and do it now. It is far
·from a small matter, this.
It is well to bear it ever in mind, Liberals, it is
the duty ·of each and all of us, so
To act that each to-morrow
Finds us farther than to-day.
That a Liberal poet said. That is the Liberal's
oriflam. That is progress.
The earnest Liberal cannot else be than in the
van. He is used to stand the brunt of ft;ttil prejudice and coward customs. Never yet has Liberal
thought led in vain. It compels humanity's betterment. This is worth working for.
The International Congress has its good work
to do. Striving for universal enlightenment and
liberty-the best use of this world-it calls for the
best thought imbued with the unconquerable spirit
of truth.
Friend, do your part. Do all you know how.
All are expected to do no less.
"But man can do his duty "-simple, yet truly
eloquent-said that grand Liberal, Charles Darwin.
To the point, I bespeak your warm response.
Your fellow Liberal,
Louis LEVINE.
P. S.-When sending a donation if you will mention this letter, Mr. Charlesworth will note amount.
For every $100 subscribed in this way, I will contribute an additional $1. Do not let me off
cheaply.
Keep this in view. The Congress will open its
session at 10 A.M.; Sunday, October 1st, at No. 517
West Madison street, continuing eight days. L.
August 18, 1893.

--------.--------

The Truth Seeker Sustained.
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Dear Sir:·
I hav been a "constant subscriber" of THE TRUTH
SEEKER for nearly twenty-one years, and allow me
to say that I like your style of running a Freethought journal.
I was an Infidel first and a
partisan afterward. You need not "stop my
paper." I could not keep house without it. I
always put my vote where it will do Freethought the most good and Christianity the most
harm. A real, genuin, live Liberal has mighty
little use for political claptrap.
The three-cornered fight here in Kansas is simply a scramble for boodle. Brother Dallas does
not see and realize this, or he would never hav
penned you the unkind letter he did. Thirty-eight
years ago this month I located at Topeka, and for
ten years hav been engaged in business here. If I
am not fairly well posted in the politics of the state
I certiinly -ought to be. The item of news you

copied about our Populist governor, Lewellen, was
correct as viewed from my non-partisan standpoint.
His adjutant-general, Artz, a fugitiv from Colorado
justice, is reorganizing the state militia on a strict
party basis, with evil designs and fell intent as
everybody but a blind Populist partisan believes.
The Republican captain of the " Garfield Rifles "
of this city was informed a month ago that if he
would promis to qui~tly become a Populist and
work to convert his officers and privates to that
faith he could retain his commission, otherwise the
company would be left out of the new deal. He
declined, and the arms, ammunition, and equipmenta of the company hav just been ordered
shipped to Topeka, to be placed in the hands of
willing tools of knavish demagogs.
Last winter Lewellen called out the militia and
ordered it to charge upon the legal house of representative and drive it from the capitol, but it refused to obey the bloody mandate, and war was
averted. Lewellen was formerly a blatant Iowa
Prohibitionist.
The Populist party might accomplish some
needed reforms were it not led for the most part
by a gang of cranks and old, played-out political
prostitutes from the other parties.
There is too much blind partisanship. What the
country needs is two or three hundred thousand
liberty-loving voters who will concentrate on the
best man of all the tickets in the field.
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 23, 1893.

"That will do!" That will do I" shouted the
colonel. ''I am a busy man."
But the praying couple only changed their tune
and began again :
At the judgment day, great sinner,
When your sentence is passed while yon wait,
Oh, how you will plead for your pardon,
But pleading will then be too late.
So make a bold start, great sinner,
Jesus will help yon along;
Sweetly and kindly he will guide yon,
And he will put in your heart a new song.
This last effort of the prayin~· band was too much
for the colonel, who said a few things under his
breath and left his private office in possession of the
exhorters.
Half an hour later the colonel returned and half
opened his door and peeped in.
" Hav they gone!" he asked his clerks.
When assured that the praying band had left he
ventured to his private office. He called in his stenographer and dictated the. following, which was
printed in big black letters on a piece of cardboard
and hung in a conspicuous place in the main office :

Freethinkers, Attention.

···············································································

The headquarters of the Freethought Federation
until October 1st will be 17 South Curtis street,
Chicago. Please send all communications for
Samuel P. Putnam, president, or John R. Charlesworth, secretary, to this place. All Liberal visitors
are cordially welcome. Call if possible between 9
and 12 in the morning. Liberal papers and publications will be for sale at this office and also at
Henchel's Academy, 517 W. Madison street, during
September and until after Congress. Liberal meetings every Sunday evening during September, and
International Congress from October 1st to October 8th, at Henchel's Academy.

Legal Business Encroached on by " the Business of Your Soul, 0 Great Infidel."

NOTICE.
DON'T NEED SALVATION.
All persons who wish to pray for me hav my
permission to do so.
BUT
kindly keep out of my private office until after
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
business hours.
I

Ever since Colonel Ingersoll moved from Wall
street up to his Nassau street office, a year ago, he
has had scores of religious cranks as callers, but his
last visitors were the most persistent. His private
se<;~retary described to a reporter some of the recent
cranks he has had as visitors.
For instance, Chauncey M. Depew recently received a call from a man who had a new religion
already made which he wanted Dr. Depew to put
on the market. Dr. Depew could not see his way
clear to adopting the new religion, so he sent the
maker of it down to Colonel Ingersoll, declaring
that he understood the colonel was looking for ju::~t
BtlCh an article. Colonel Ingersoll, after reading
Dr. Depew's letter of introduction, handed th
fellow a $10 bill. "You can keep this $10," said
the colonel, "but for heaven's sake keep out of
here." It is needless to say that the man with the
new religion accepted the $10.
There is an old lady up in Delaware county who
for three years past has been sending Colonel Ingersoll choice bits of hymns, Bible leaflets, sermon!',
and religious quotations. Last week the colonel
received from her a lot of religious matter that
had been cut from some weekly paper.
In
glancing his eyes over it the colonel found that the
old lady had made a very bad mistake in pasting
into her letter the clippings referred to. Sandwiched in between two hymns which had been cut
from a weekly paper was the following :
"Lilly Stebbins's great burlesque show, at Music Hall
next Monday evening. Don't miss it! Great galaxy of
beauty and talent! All stars!"
The colonel sent this letter back to the old lady
in Delaware county, with a polite note of inquiry
as to how she made burlesque shows and scriptu!'e
agree. A few days later the old lady appeared in
person to make explanations. In pasting up her
scriptural quotations she accidentally turned one
upside down, and unfortunately the reverse side of
the scriptural quotation contained the theatrical
advertisement of the weekly paper of Delaware
county.

Ever since Colonel Ingersoll began making converts to his ideas on the hereafter he has been
besieged by numerous religious cranks and fanatics
who write him letters and call at his residence and
law office to persuade him to reform before it is too
late. Colonel Ingersoll has treated all his callers
pleasantly enough and always tried to evade arguing
on the subject of religion, but his patience gave out
one day early last week, when a couple of religious
cranks stopped all business in his Nassau street law
office for two hours. While Colonel Ingersoll was
discussing with a wealthy client a few days ago as to
the best measures to be taken in a heavy railroad
suit his private secretary ushered into his office a
couple, apparently man and wife, quite respectably
attired. It is Colonel Ingersoll's custom to permit
all his e~tllers to enter his private office and there
await him instead of being oblig(,)d to sit in the
outer room of his law offices. He does this out of
pure good nature, but he will do it no more.
According to a story told to a Herald reporter
by a clerk in Colonel Ingersoll's office the couple
permitted to enter his private office Tuesday morning last week suddenly startled the colonel and his
railroad client by kneeling down in the midst of his
Lectures and Meetings.
books and- papers and crying out to the Lord " to
J.
E.
REMSBURG
will lecture in Michigan during the
save this great Infidel."
month of September. His appointments as far as ar"Lord.! Lord ! Oh, save and hav mercy on this ranged are as follows:
enemy of thine, who hast done such great injury in J:)orr,
Aug.
31 Gagetown,
Sept. 16, 17
thy vineyard," the praying band kept shouting.
Muskegon, Sept.
1 Port Huron,
"
18
"
2, 3 Rochester,
"
l!i
" Hold on there I Hold on I I am talking Ra..-enna,
Hubbardston, "
4 Northville,
"
20
business to a client," exclaimed the colonel.
Howard City, "
5 Tipton,
"
21
" Leave off before it is too late and look after Elk Rapids,
6, 7, 8 Mongo (Ind.), "
"
22
the business of your soul. 0 great Infidel, we hav Traverse City, "
9, 10 La Grange ( "), "
23
"
Harriette,
'' 11, 12, 13 Lawton,
24, 25
come to save you," cried the exhorters.
14,
15
BentonHarbor,
"
26
"That's all right, but for heaven's sake wait out- Mt. Pleasant, "
side, will you, for me ! I am thinking about railPRELIMINARY tv the International Congress, a series of
roads now," said the colonel, as he began to lose meetings will be held at 517 W. Madison street (Henchel's
Academy) during the month of September on Sunday
patience.
evenings, under the auspices of the Chicago Secular
His client suggested that he call in the police. Union, the Freethought Federation, and the American
His private secretary stood by helpless while the Secular Union. On the first Sunday evening, September
praying couple continued their exhortations. Sud- 3d, John R. Charlesworth will lecture; on September
lOth, Samuel P. Putnam; on September 17th, Mrs. M.
denly they burst out in song:
A. Freeman and Dr. Juliet Severance, and on September
24th President Beatty, of the Secular Union, and Judge
Division from the devil,
Waite. The object of these meetings is to create an inDivision from the wrong,
terest in the coming Congress. It is hoped that all nsitUnited in King Jesus
ing Liberals who cannot attend the Congress will make a
We'll send the cry along;
special effort to attend these meetings. THE TRUTH
For in his strength we'll battle
SEEKER and the Investigator will be for sale at these
And do our best to win
meetings, and Liberal books and pamphlets. It will be
From Satan all his minionsa splendid opportunity to cultivate acquaintance.
To Christ we'll bring them in.
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the schools as in excluding Catholic cereThat is a good point to be considered. For how can an, editor who
justifies superstition and bigotry hav a
clear sight into the truth of other things?
Consistency is a jewel. I am in iavor of
the A. P. A. in putting down all superstition, and am opposed to ail Catholic ceremonies, and would take all proper methods
to eradicate the damned superstition out of
the heads of the deluded dupes. But I
would hav consistency of purposes in
the undertaking. The :Irue Amer'ican
takes the snake by the throat, but dare not
strangle it, and will not until it possesses
Freethought to overcome prejudice and
abolish creed and belieif in the infallibility of the Bible and other inconsistencies.
I am greatly interested in spreading Freethought throughout the land. The more
we Freethinkers can show the people by
reason and example the absurdity of believing the ipse dixit of paid humbugs of
the day we may find reason .and common
sense to be marching on to victory.
Yours truly,
S. R. THoRNE.

rmonies."
Mark It and Mall It.
ToRONTo, Aug. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Of several ways given to
help THE TRUTH SEEKER, I see no one so
good as that I steadily pursue, viz. : Having
read it and marked striking passages send
it by mail to some one whom you know to
hav brains enough to "see the point."
The marked passages excite curiosity,
and it gets treble attention.
S. V. G.
Occasionally a Sinner.
liERNSTOWN, VA,, Aug. 8, 1893.
Mn. EniToB: Please find inclosed $3 for
paper. My father died on last Feb. 3d,
and itis a consolation to me to think he
was no Christian. He passed off as
quietly as a child going to sleep. He was
in his sixty-sixth year. We are located in a
·religious county, but occasionally we run
across a sinner.
J. H. SAvAGE.
The Best Gospel-the Gospel of Truth.
MowRY, ORE., June 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5,
for which renew my subscription for .one
year.
I can't do without the good gospel of
truth. Please send me "Old Testament
Stories," the '' Resurrection of Jesus "
(cloth), and "Sabbath-Breaking," by J.
E. Remsburg.
I will do all I can to get some new subscribers this year. Lots of Liberals here,
but all cowards.
A. L. ALLEN.
It Was Got Up by Man to Deceive Man.
CARLISLE, IA., Aug. 9, 1893.
MR. EniToR: Please find $3 to renew my
subscription to the paper that I think the
best printed in this United States.
I hav tried to get you a new subscriber,
but as this small town is cursed with seven
sky-pilots there is ratherapoor look-out as
yet. Keep up the pictures. Heston is
well posted in that old God-book that in
my opinion was got up by man to deceive mankind, and they hav succeeded
for the last two thousand years in deluding
the people.
M. GusmGER.
Wily Be Afraid of the Preacher ~
MT. CLEMENS, MICH., Aug. 17, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I like THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It is the best Liberal paper I know of, and
I shall help it along all that I can. There
are several men here that call themselvs
Liberals; but will they take a Liberal paper? No; they are afraid li!Ome of their
Christian friends would find it out, and it
might hurt their business. Why is it that
some are afraid of a preacher? As for myself, I hav no use for that class of vermin.
They are the bloodsuckers of every community, Yours in fraternity,
CoPLEY CoTTRELL.
Cheer for the Toiling Swede.
SANTA Cnuz, CAL., Aug. 11, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: The sample copy of THE
'.rRuTH SEEKER at hand, and I am pleased
very much with it. I desire to thank you
and others. I am very glad to see that
Mr. Lennstrand is kept pretty busy
lecturing in different cities. Take courage, then, friend Vic. Be assured you
are in the right place. ·Just act out your
conviction of right, and the good work of
reform will move on with accelerated
speed.
Please find inclosed money order for
$10-$2.1:i0, one year, for my subscription,
and $2.50, one year subscription to the
inclosed address, and $5 for the followfug
books : "Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook," in cloth; the "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth ;
"Priestly Celibacy Exposed;" "Crimes
of Preachers;" "God in the Constitution," by R. G. Ingersoll; also Lithograph
of Ingersoll, 22 x 28 inches.
Wishing you every success, I am yours
for liberty,
VICTOR LAINE,

Going to Discredit the Great Witness of
the Christians.
RUNNELS, IA.., Aug. s, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find stamps for
fifteen
cents, for which send me
"One Hundred and Forty-Four, SelfContradictions of the Bible," as I want to
answer those Christians who say, "That's
what the Bible says." I want to impeach
their witness.
The Infidels who are at all times ready
to stand for the truth number four in the
little town of Runnels. Three years ago
the Christians would go out of their way
to attack us; now they will go out of their
way to avoid any argument with us. We
hav become the attacking party. We hav
them on the run.
At present I hav the Pictorial Text-book,
" The Gods," the Speech at the Trial
fur Blasphemy, and "Orthodoxy," also
" Crimes of Preachers."
THE TRUTH SEEKER I regard as one of
the necessaries of life, and I am placing
the copies where I think they will do the
most good.
I am not able at present to pay for
friend Putnam'11 book, "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought," but am determinod
to hav it as soon as I can get the money.
J OSIAll BIVANS.
A Warm Admirer and Generous Giver.
SALEM, 0., July 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received a letter
from Samuel P. Putnam-one of the leading Freethinkers of the world, because he
had the pluck to declare "Religion a
curse, religion a disease, religion a lie."
There is one man in the seventy-seventh
year of his age that has the courage to say,
I believe Putnam has spoken one of the
grandest ·truths ever uttered by man, notwithstanding our brilliant star A, Augusta
Chapman may think to the contrary. And
I want you to send me $1 worth
of his fearless pamphlets, and I will circulate them among the weak-kneed brethren
who dare not speak above a whisper on
religious subjects. He requested me to
subscribe for his coming book on" Four
Hundred Years of Freethought," which I
had concluded to do before receiving his
request. So you can put my name down
for two of his books. I want one for myself and one for one of my best friends.
You can say to S. P, Putnam I giv him
the liberty to write my name on the roll of
Freethought. Please send me Mr. Putnam's pamphlet on "Pen Pictures of the
World's .Fair" as soon as you hav it ready
for distribution. I wish to take advantage
of the Truth Seeker Monthly Library. I
send you $3 for one year's subscription.
Please find inclosed post-office money
order for $20-$H> for Mr. Putnam, $1
for his pamphlets, $3 for the Library,
and $6 for the Freethinkers' CongreFs,
Please send me a list of the books that I
may be entitled to, for I do not care for
any that I now hav.
SIMEoN SHARP.

If the Ceremonies of One Sect Are Excluded from the Schools, Those of the
It Takes the Theologians Years to Do
Otlter Should Be.
What We Do in Days.
NEW YoRK, Aug. 20, 1893.
WEsT LmERTY, lA., Aug, 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In the last issue THE
TRUTH SEEKER justly says "that the
MR. EniToR: I see by an item in the colAmerican Protectiv Association should be umn of "News of the Week " of the grand
as ardent in removing Bible reading from old TRUTH SEEKER that another Presby-

1898.

terian · college professor has gone by default. It seems strange it has taken these
Christian wiseacres all these long years to
arrive at a disbelief in the inerrancy of the
old scriptures. If they would only read
Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" with
an unbiased mind they would soon become
convinced that the Bible, instead of being
the word of God (if there is any), is nothing but a batch of bungled-together lies,
unreliable history, and fables.
We had the pleasure of hearing J. E.
Remsburg deliver his matchless lecture on
"False Claims of the Church," in West
Liberty Opera House. He is the first
Liberal lecturer that has lectured here for
twelve or fifteen years. He had a large
and, I might say, an enthusiastic audience.
We are working among the Liberals here
to see if we cannot organize a league, as
there is quite a number of Liberals around
here. Some are outspoken, others prefer
keeping still, but that is not how I feel
over this work.. We as Freethinkers will
never be recognized as the powerfu~ factor
we are in this country till we do organize.
Every earnest Liberal should be a selfconstituted missionary in the cause of
Freethought.
I hav placed the last books I sent for in
good hands, and now inclose $2. 50 for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months, one
"Age of Reason," and one dozen of J. E.
Remsburg's pamphlets on ''False Claims."
Please send me catalog and special prices
for retail dealers in THE TRUTH SEEXI<JR
publications, and I will endeavor to get
one of our newsdealers to handle them.
J. HoBBS.
I am, yours respectfully,
What Christian Will Answer~
RoCKVILLE, InA., June 24, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I received and read your
sample copy. Please send it for one year
with the Freethinker's Badge-Pin, for
which find inclosed $5. I should like to
ask some questions through your paper,
as I am a good Methodist, and want information. Why was Christ, the favored
son and heir to the kingdom of heaven,
always so unkind to his elder brother,
Michael Lucifer Satan, nicknamed the
devil ? Did God need help to create man
after he created the earth? To whom did
he say, Let us make man? Did God hav a
wife? If so, why is she never mentioned?
If not, how came he by so many sons? If
Christ was the only begotten son of God,
what about Isaac, Samuel, and John the
Baptist, and lots of others whose mothers
God visited? Was the first man whom
God created after his own image and made
male and female such a monstrosity as
we call a hermaphrodite, or was he simply a tapeworm? , Did the devil help God
make man? What was he made of? If
out of nothing, why was Adam made of
dust, and Eve of a bone? Why is the person made of dust so much stronger than
the one of bone, and why should he be
any better? If some kind brother or sister in Christ will answer those questions,
it may prove tho salvation of one poor
soul. I hav read the Bible three times,
but never read any Liberal books until
lately. Brother Will Carlton lent me
some of THE TRUTH SEEKERS,
A METHODIST.
A Noble Death to Die.
NEw FLORENCE, Mo., Aug. 16, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Death would seem to entertain a spite against you if we may judge
by his selection of victims in this region.
as he takes off your stanchest, best, and
most liberal supporters, and l~aves those
of us that are older and useless to you as
being too poor or too stingy to .patronize
you to much extent. Some time ago I
wrote you of the :lamentable and untimely
taking-off of Mr. Burlingame and wife
by being run down in the night by a swift
wild railroad train. And now, it has be:
come my painful duty to report the demise
of your old subscriber and admirer, Mr.
Pierre Foristell, of Foristell, Mo. (town
named in his honor) ; stricken down
in the prime of manhood and in the midst
of a career of usefulness.
But he met death calmly and bravely
and added one more to the many proofs
I hav had that an honest Infidel is not
afraid to die. But his whole family were
nearly crazed with grief for their terrible

bereavement and irreparable loss, and
hundreds of friends are saddened and
sorrowful in sympathy.
Now, a few words more about the death
of Mr. Burlingame. In my notice of that
event I missed an important item, not
having been fully informed, I learned
later that he was off the track, but lost
his life in an heroic effort to rescue his
wife. Surely a grand transition to the
"other shore," if there is such a thing.
I would wish to go in some similar manner myself. We may well imagin his reception by the dwelers of that mysterious
land to be like that imagined of Napoleon
wherein "the kings in hades rose up to
greet him."
C. S. OsGoon.
Results of Obeying " Search the Script·
ures."
CINCINNATI, 0., Aug. 9, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: My first year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER has not yet expired, but as I happened to secure a new
subscriber I inclose herein check for $5.
I hav recently finished reading both the
Old and New Testaments, which I believe
only about ten per cent of the strong orthodox Christians can say, and I hav
arrived at the conclusion that he or she
who cim believe the book to be of divine
origin can be induced to believe almost
anything, even to the supremacy and infallibility of old man Pecci.
If I am to be damned because of my unbelief in the Bible absurdities and impossibilities, then damned I will be. What
surprises me most is that women, whom
the Bible grossly insults and makes slaves
of, should be the principal support of the
priests, while, in fact, they should throw
the nasty book in the fire. If I were to
approach a lady and address her in such
language as is found in the followingnamed passages she would most certainly
hav me arrested, jailed, and prosecuted :
Gen. xvi, 7, 8, -9; xix, 30-36; xxx, 1-15;
xxxiv, 1, 2; xxxix, 7-20; xxxviii, 8, 9, 1320; Numb. xxxi, 17, 18; Josh. vi, 21, 22;
Judges xvi, 1; 1 Kings i, 1-4; xi, 3; 2
Sam. xi, 2-6; xvi, 21, 22; xiii, 10-14; Ruth
iii, 3-11; Ezek. iv, 11-15; Song of Solomon
vii, 1-4; Hosea i, 2. Of course these are
only a few of the obscene passages which
the Bible contains, but I am almost
ashamed to hav called attention to any of
them.
Woman's path from servitude to liberty
bas been a long, heroic struggle for what
little freedom she has acquired, still she is
tied down and her hands are bound. Not
until she discountenances the claims of
the church whose slave she is, will she
ever gain her hoped-for release.
Let the women withdraw their support
from the church, and the clergy will hav to
seek some useful occupation to make a living. Take theology out of the world, and
money squandered on superstition will to a
great extent, if not fully, relieve all present.
wants. Let us hope that the future will
bring forth a better class of people, that.
freedom and reason will be enthroned
where now slavery and superstition reign:
supreme. Yours for right and reason,
M. J. CUMMING.
Christ ls the One That Recanted:.
C'om>oN, ORE.• Aug. 7, 1893>
MR. EDIToR: I wish to writeoa few lines
to yolU' 'faluable paper that some able
Liberal seeing may catch an idea
and use it in a way that· will make
hell-fire screamers stop lying about
Infidel death-beds. Admitting some do re
·cant, they are poor, weak, sick humanity,
racked with pain, and make no pretense of
being gods. Jesus Christ recanted when
he came to die-" My God! my God! why
hast thou forsaken me?"
Infidels are more noble than Christians.
They scorn to trade in the feelings of the
heart-broken afflicted, or make stock of
the agonized ravings of the suffering dying.
Some good, kind friend, interested in
the salvation of my soul, for which with
the gratitude of a true Infidel I thank
him with all my heart, sent me a lot of
Unitarian tracts and sermons, bracketing
with lead pencil noble principles of their
belief, indicating the goodness of · the
sender's character, if nothing more.
Unitaria~s believe in the divine insJ>ira-
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tion of the Bible. I am an Infidel. We
are getting good, very good, much better
than we used to be. To illustrate: Benedict Arnold, a traitor, died in a foreign
land, away from family, and without
friends; he walked the floor in agony
with the death-sweat on his brow. " Oh,
my God! my life has been a mistake; had
I done differently I might hav been somebody, I would not be thus." And with
these sayings he drops down dead; he is
lost, lost, lost-gone to hell to burn forever and forever. Amen. Particularly is
this true in the mind of America. Poor
Arnold! I feel sorry for you. I pity you
with all my heart. There are few of us that
want to go to heaven and look down in
hell Jtnd see your misery. This is to-day.
Yesterday: David was a man after God's
own heart. Elected to heaven and
anointed with grease and and other filth
till he is old and stricken in· years, he gets
no heat-in plain English; he is about to
die. So he calls to him his boy Solomon
that he may giv him his blessing and
crown, with some instructions concerning
his sociability with one of his old neighbors. He says: "See to it, my son, that
thou spare him not, but bring his old gray
hairs down to the grave in blood." Think
of it, my friends, with these feelings of
murder and revenge in his heart he died
and went to heaven.
L. S. 0.
A New Name-" Bunko-Steerers !"
GREYOOUBT, N.Y., Aug. 17, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find a $1 note
for which please mail me one copy Put~
nam's " Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair," one Wheeler's ''Hard Knocks at
Christianity," and one Remsburg's "Abraham Lincoln : Was He a Christian?"
(paper). Your paper and Freethought
books suit me so well that, Oliver-like, I
hav to call for more.
I guess I am about the only one hereabouts who buys and reads your publica·
tions, as nearly all consider it a terrible
sin to doubt the existence of that creation
of sentiment, "Yahweh," or to think or
say anything derogatory to his welfare, or
the welfare of his pious bunko· steerers,.
the leaders of that band of organized
credulity, the church.
It is sad to note the pernicious influence
of religion on the common people. Taught
early to implicitly believe in an absurd
and ridiculous superstition; made to feel
that doubt is a sin and investigation a
crime; tortured by the fear of hell and
deluded by the mirage of heaven-a condition never realized-it is not surprising
that so many remain idly anchored to a
creed, the prey of designing sky-pilots,
and in intellectual attainments unable
even to reach mediocrity,
A believer (a thorough gentleman, by
the way, and a man of ability) recently
said to me that he thought that " Gawd "
in· :King David's time looked with indifference upon all forms of sin except the sin
of idolatry. Very good, The orthodox
will hardly admit such a toleration on the
part of their idol to-day, for as civilization has increased the standard of moral
excellence ·among men, so the standard of
a deity has improved.
The- God idea is therefore subjectiv
rather than objectiv, being the creation
of sentiment and having no real existence.
When this important truth becomes generally recognized, we may anticipate the
time when the old God of Christianity will
hav to abdicate, or navigate, and be relegated to his proper sphere of oblivion in
the annals of mythology, along with Thor,
Bacchus, Zeus, Siva, etc. Then the millennium will indeed appear; but for the
present the irrepressible conflict between
science and .what Brother Putnam has so
aptly denominated "a. curse, a disease,
and a lie,~· must be maintained.
PAUL S. TooKER,
Prized Counsel.
RIOHMOND, VA., Aug, 11, 1893.
MB. EDITOR: I hav been an interested
reader of your most valuable paper for
eight or nine years, and am now the Richmond agent. I am a. fervent believer in
Freethought, and anxious to spread the
theories taught throughout the columns of
your most valuable and instructiv paper;
but I do not want you to think that I write
these lines to teach you how to edit a. paper

or what to publish, for my aim is only to
put the same question to you that has been
asked of me by several people here who are
readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER. And I
thought it would be pleasing to the public
as well as profitable to you, both now and
in years to come.
You may think I am very "cheeky,"
but why don't some able writer devote one
or two columns each week in TsE TRUTH
BEEKER to critical expounding of each
chapter of the Bible, beginning with Genesis and continuing systematically through
each chapter without omitting any one until the author has explained the last chapter of the book of Revelation?
Such an analysis of the holy book would
make THE TRUTH BEEKER in great demand
and much more valuable as an instructor.
And if you were to open a query column
for correspondents so Christians could ask
questions and giv opinions through the
columns of your paper, and thus put it on
the basis of a Sunday-school paper, it would
be read by many who do not now read· it.
This would cause many controversies which
are now not fully brought out, and thus the
readers of your paper would hav many
explanations which are not now given
though universally believed. Each copy
would then he anxiously looked for and
carefully prized as valuable and :Plstructiv
information concerning the salvation of
mankind,
In years to come the back numbers would
be called for:and diligently read by all future investigators after the truth, and it
would become a Bible-class journal, as all
biblical questions might be asked and answered through its columns.
And as those articles would be continued
from one week to another you would hav
many more regular subscribers, thus
making it more popular and financially a
success for the Truth Seeker Company.
Mr. Watson Heston could also assist
most wonderfully with his most wonderful, marvelous illustrations, with each succeeding chapter, thuswemighthavaBibleclass class-book which would be circulated
all over the globe and would eventually be
of more interest to the public than any
Sunday-school paper or Bible-class instructor now in use in the churches.
In after years you would hav many applications for those back numbers in which
the different chapters of holy writ were expounded, and the more issues it would be
continued in the better for you, as it would
not be of that class of trashy reading like
continued-story papers, but would· be of
interest to all mankind, therefore a revenue
to the benefit of the publishers.
EUGBNE J. BRADY.
[Thanks for advice, which is always welcome. Critical exposition of the Old Testament, chapter by chapter, has already
been done by us to a certain extent in
" Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. " Queries and comments are now
being published by us to just the extent
to which they are sent us.- ED. T. S,]

are issued by the government for the use
of all the people thereof.
To willfully violate this fundamental
principle of our government by thus advertising a certain one of our gods is discrimination iii favor of the business of a
class who neither toil nor spin-unless the
spinning of pious fish stories can be raised
to the bight of labor-and is a direct
snub to the multitude of other gods which
our people worship. While it is true the
writer has not reached that degree of perfection wherein he has tied his faith to
any of the gods which are worshiped by
any of our people, he nevertheless believes
in fair play. Serve all alike and let the
fittest survive. Why should not Allah,
Joss, Jehova, Kitche-manito, Unktahe,
Montezuma, or any other of the gods
which our people worship be fully advertised upon our coins. If a silver dollar
contained a dollar's worth of silver, and
was made rather thin, we could hav room
for them all, together with a statement
that some of us do not " trust " any of
them.
If the matter of trusting in some superstition must be engraved upon our coins,
it should certainly be made so sweeping
and general as to include us all.
What right has a coin which I pass you
in payment of a debt to lie about what
either of us believe? Whenipay a Chinaman for washing my shirt, the coin which
I giv him bears the information that "we"
trust in God, which is not true. He trusts
in Joss, and I trust in E pluribus unurn.
Of course this little piece of sharp practice
by the Christian to advertise his God to
the exclusion of all others seems very nice
and proper to him, but it in reality only
shows him to possess the qualifications of
a swine, coupled with the prerogativ dispoSition of a jackass to do things which in
the end must inure to the benefit of his
combined opposition, In order to obviate
the calamity which this unqualified misrepresentation, " In God We Trust," is
sure to bring upon the Christian, it is suggested that the double eagle be provided
with one hog head and one jackass head,
leaving the other advertisement off.
Of course, it is wrong to mutilate a coin
-either by placing upon it profanity
against all of our gods except one, or by
afterward making it (by the erasing of a
letter) to also include the advertised God
in the profanity-and yet the law should,
if it does not already, giv each man,
woman, and child in these United States a
right to express her or his religious belief without improper restraint, if they
hav any such belief, and to say so if they
hav none. A man should certainly hav a
right to say ''In God we rust" if, after
having carefully read the history of Christianity, ht~ is forced to conclude that
science has been hindered and handicapped
by it for sixteen hundred years, and that
even now the church trembles with rage
whenever a great discovery is made which
proves some one of its pet delusions a
fraud; but whether or not he has a right
to say so by changing the lettering of a
coin, is a matter which a test case would
In God We Rust.
probably compel the people to raise up in
ELSINORE, CAL., Aug. 5, H!93.
their dignity and declare.
MR. EDITOR: Some hardened wretch at
F. H. HEALD,
Elsinore, Cal., has mutilated a number of
silver dollars (worth "four bits") by reReflections of the Bible God.
moving· the first " t " in the last word of
PITTSFIELD, MABB., Aug. 6, 1893.
the religious posy of our stereotyped piety,
MR. EDIToR: This Sunday morning
leaving the following fa<it to stare in the finds me in the state of Massachusetts, a
face of the pious, "In God We Rust." place where the vicegerents of God call
Now this radical change of sentiment, upon his devotees to surrender their manfrom superstition to fact, is a red rag to hood and pocketbook to the Lord that his
the truly good, which. calls for gore, and pulpiteers may liv and grow fat and ihe
as there is a law which prohibits the muti- people be kept in blind ignorance. Being
lation of coin, the offender will no doubt a stranger here I concluded to attend
be sacrificed to the Lord under the aus- church. Wishing some fruit to satisfy
pices of the government if his identity can the demands of my stomach I looked in
be determined. There is also a Constitu- vain for a fruit stand, but learned that it
tional provision which, if carried out, was wicked to eat fruit in Massachusetts
would prohibit the officers of the mint or on Sunday, or at least to sell it on Sunday,
the Congress from originally mutilating and in comequence the Lord's will had
the coins of the United States by plaoing closed the fruiterers' business on his holy
thereon the advertisement of any particu- day.
lar god. When our Constitution guaranI had supposed until this time that ''if
tees to each of us the right to exercise our one had no shoes he could go barefoot,"
own particular religious belief according it being a free country, but my memory
to the dictates of our own consciences, it reminds me that I am now in a land where
takes away the power of Congress or any I am liable to be burnt as a witch unless
officer of the government to make a. relig- more favorable conditions surround me.
ious bulletin-board of our coins by which As I feared more witches in the church
to advertise any particular religious sect than out, I at once returned to my room to
or group of religious sects, These coins read my Bible for fear of unjust acousa.-

tiona. The first chapter I opened to was
Gen. xxxviii; it being a ltttle mysterious,
I fail to comprehend its true meaning and
at once conclude it is like most of the intricate teachings of the scriptures, '' only
figurativ;" that no one is expected to
understand it, yet must abide by it. This
of course is easy to do, for we can follow
that which we don't understand much
better than that which we understand. I
wish some " divinely inspired" divine
would explain how the transaction of
Judah was intended to elevate the ''house
of Judah " from which descended our
"Lord and master." There can be no
question but what Judah (as well as Solomon, David & Co.) was a very righteous
individual and followed the spirit of the
Lord, yet he seemed to be a little
"muddled " in his righteousness in this
case. I can easily understand where his
licentiousness came from, he being a descendant of Adam and Eve, for unquestionably the dust that the Lord God made
Adam of was poor clust and had never
been screened or :filtered; but how such
sacredness, accompanied by carelessness
on his part, could so '' overcome " Judah
at this time I know not.
Some one has hinted that " God's ways
are not man's ways," and as man's ways
are not at all times perfect, I hav been
trying to find deity to learn of him. I
wish a real, live, sure-.enough, merciful
god, but can find none.
I used to bow in daily prayer to tell him
how much I knew, what I wished him to
do, and how to do it, but I never could
see any great change in his management
of affairs and I abandoned the acheme and
turned my commission over to the Salvation Army, thinking that perhaps he would
"lend an ear" to their understanding.
When at the Columbian Exposition in
Chicago I saw what they said represented
God, but as each country fashioned him
differently and tells a different story, I hav
concluded that sorne one may be in error.
I do not wish such a God as Moses givs
us, who creates a world of earthquakes,
filled with pain and death, and then undertakes to lay the blame on poor Adam and
Eve, when he himself had made them
from dust of his own creating, knowing
they would sin and that he in his infinit
mercy would hav to punish and kill them
-yea, their children also. Further, that
he would hav to bring forth, "in a mysterious way," a son to suffer and die to
appease his infinit wrath. All this is said
to hav been caused by a devil, whom God
had previously made and who seems
to hav nearly equal power with God,
which really givs us two gods-a good
God and a bad god.
I only wish to learn of the good God,
whom Moses partially describes in Ex.
xiii, where the /irst-bom of the parents
must be killed to please the L01·d. This
is nothing unreawnable, for the Lord did
the same thing himself and that by slow
torture on the cross. Also Ex. xi and
Num. xxxi giv us some idea of the goodness of the Lord.
I hav often wished that Pharaoh's
daughter had never fished the murderer
Moses out of the bulrushes, for it is
through him we are taught came the garden
of Eden yarn, the ark story, where a little
boat with only one window, twenty-two
inches square, carried living animals of
many times its own size and weight for
one year, etc.
The web into which these yarns hav
been woven has caused many disasters.
Millions hav been burnt at the stake as
heretica for non-belief, the Bastile was
erected, nations and individuals hav
quarreled and fought and are still doing
so. Yet the Lord's will must be done,
and we sing:
Praise God from whom all blessings flow,
Praise him all creatures here below.
And still the birds fly to and fro on the
Sabbath in search of worms (poor, innocent worms), the dogs bark, the cattle
bellow, and the fish in the sea play tag
among the boulders, just as if Moses had
never been born, I am called an Infidel
because I will not accept such a brute for
a God as the Bible descrjbes, but wish
something better to feast my love upon,
Justice is my god, Truth my redeemer;
Pleasant Thought my paradise, and Home
myheaven.
A, D. SwAN,
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and sickly. "It was probable," her in"You'd better keep yourdistance,"said some youth, too. He said he won the
formant said, " that Hannah would hav to the first little fairy-. "Remember I am crown by always doing that work which
was nearest. He told Hannah that there
go to the poorhouse."
Closathand."
All Myra's ~Jympathies were aroused,
" And I am Lafitoff," chimed the blue- was just such a crown for her, if she
Edited by MISS SUSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- and although she was not well off herself eyed, dimpled, smiling fairy, still throwing would persevere in the work that waited
nearest her hand, the same as she had
tions for this Corner should be sent.
in this world's goods, she resolved to take smiles and dimples.
her orphaned half-sister under her own
"Oh, dear !" sighed Hannah. "Such a mended the stockings and swept the room,
protection; so she made a journey to the dreadful life! Such an awful old world!" and that it was the homely little duties
•· Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
town where Hannah was living, and took
"Such an awful old world," repeated that seemed so small and slight which,
Comes a panse in the da,y'~- occnr.ations
in the end, made the great work of the
That is known a.s the Children s Honr."
the feeble little girl-woman away with her Cronicgrumbler, echoing her words.
"If I had something to do, perhaps I world.
to her own home. But she did 110t know
Cronicgtumbler poked his head in the
the burden she had assumed, for Hannah might do a little, but Myra does all the
"Presbyterians."
door, and groaned, '' 'Tis a mean, nasty
had always been indulged by her fond work-oh, dear I"
[In the state of Pennsylvania there exists a
"Look here!" said Closathand, and with old world- Oo-'ooohl"
sma.ll, sharp-stinging fly or gnat known as the mother, and petted greatly on account of
"Presbyterian. "l
Nimblefoot handed his foot and leg to
her deformity and ill health, and, as is a stick he pushed a basket of stockings
Yo11silly, airy, little prigs!
Hannah, and told her he would make them
often the case, she had thus become self- right under Hannah's nose.
Sailing &long with outspread wings,
i8h, fretful, petulant and exacting. She
'' They're full of big holes," sighed Han- a present to her to kick the old dwa.rf out
Like ancient sloops or modern brigs!
of doors whenever he made an appearance.
thought
she
had
the
hardest
fate
of
anyHurting our flesh with yonr sharp stings.
nah.
"You can giv them back to me," said
body,
and
was
the
most
ill-used
person
"Darn
'em
I"
whispered
Nimblefoot.
Thiiblood of Methodists you seek,
he,
''as soon as he departs for good.,
,
that
ever
lived.
She
was
constan11ly
reHannah very reluctantly took a needle,
· (And they seek yonrs, you may be sure),
But Hannah, not wishing to deprive him
pining over her hard lot,. and finding fault and, strange to say, went to work.
And, from a Pap is ·•, fat anti sleek,
You draw the life of his heart's core.
~:ven for a short time of two such useful
with the world and everybody in general.
Cronicgrumbler made her prick her
"If you would only exert yourself a finger with the needle, at which she members, replied, laughing:
Your sect is known by shape and tint"I will keep him away with my own
Sometimes, they say, your victims die,
little," said Myra one day, "and try to groaned, and he groaned too.
Because your stinging has no stintfoot."
forget
your
ailments
you
would
be
hap"Never mind !" said Lafitoff.
" Try
0 Presbyterians I :ll.e, oh, fie !
"Then you will belong to the Nimblepier."
again. You're doing bravely," and she
Perhaps in Evolution's way,
"But what can I do? You know I'm flung a smile which hit Hannah right in foot family, sure," said the fairy, smiling
You'll evolute to bird or beast;
graciously.
feeble, deformed, and miserable. I can't the middle of her rosy lips.
Or, maybe-who that's wise can say?"If you can get clear of Croniogrumwork. Oh, dear, such a hard life! I wish
You may hav been here, once, at least,
Pretty soon every hole in the basket
I was dead!" and Hannah began to cry of stockings had disappeared. Hannah bler," said Lafitoff, "I will giv you this
And worn blue stockings, bell-shaped hats,
golden arrow "-taking a lovely arrow of
again.
A dozen, or, perhaps, a scoredid not feel very tired, and had not found
And harl your loves, and hates, and spats,
Thus it was, whine, whine, whine, cry, a bit of fault for the good hour that she gold from a quiver full of the same kind.
And sung your psalms, if nothing more.
cry, cry, all day aud half the night.
was engaged in work. Then she went out "The more smiles and dimpl, s you can
Bnt, never mind, oh, typic fly!
"If I were able to work, I don't know in the nursery, and found the floor all catch, the farther off will go CronicgrumOf other flies; we all might tell,
what I could do," she whined. "I hav littered up with dust and crumbs, where· bler,· and as long as you keep this golden
How some are blue as any sky,
never been trained t:> do anything. Be- the children had been eating and playing. arrow, whose name is Good Will, you will
And Fome a1·e black as any-well,
not feel like entertaining such a creature
sides, there isn't anything to do here--"
"Sweep I" exclaimed Nimblefoot.
We will not rest on this or that,
as Cronicgrumbler. I like you so much,"
And
after
a
pause
she
added:
"
Myra
does
"Don't
you
do
it,"
exclaimed
CronicOr how they each can make blood flow.
she added, "that I will giv you two more
it all."
Jndge no man only by his hat!
grumbler.
They all hav record• as you know.
"There's work enough to do if you've
"Do it," said Closathand. "I'll help arrows. They are of gold, and set with
jewels. One is called Love and the other
only a mind to do it," said a voice at her you."
Patience, and with these three-Love, PaThree Fairies.
elbow.
''And so will I," said Lafitoff.
"Oh, dear, dear! this is just the worst
Hannah jumped and gave a little scream.
So she swept the room, and dusted the tience, and Good Will-I think you can
conquer, not only yourself, but. all the
old world I ever saw! Everyone for him- She saw no one and, with a beating heart, furniture.
self, and nothing but trouble and trouble she whispered : '' Who spoke?"
At that moment Myra came in. "Why, world; but you must keep a smiling face
all the time."
and trouble!" and poor little Hannah
'' I did," answered the voice.
child, are. you crazy?" she inquired..
All this transpired in a much shorter
Downley began to cry.
"And who are you?" and Hannah's
"Yes, she is! And it's a mean old
time tpan it has taken me to write it, and
"Pray how many worlds hav you visited heart went thumpity-thump.
world," growled Cronicgrumbler.
" I'm Closathand; a fairy friend," said
in the whole course of your natural exist"She is just coming to her senses," when Hannah awoke-for she had been
asleep and dreaming-she saw that Myra
ence?" inquired Hannah's half-sister, the same voice.
whispered Nimblefoot.
Just then some one rapped on the door.
Myra. "I think it is a very good world
"I thought I'd turn over a new leaf was asleep, too. It was a very sultry day,
"Why don't you go to the door?" and see if it would not read better than and Myra had leaned back in her chair
indeed. Plenty to eat, plenty to wear,
beautiful flowers blooming in the fields squeaked another voice.
the old one." And as Hannah spoke, and was sound asleep, with a darning"Oh, dear, what was that?" and Hannah Closathand threw a. shower of smiles and needle in her hand and a basketful of ·
and meadows, birds singing in the trees,
stockings before her.
green grass waving in the wind, berries to began to shake and quiver.
two pretty dimples in her face and eyes.
Cretlping softly along, Hannah took the
"Mynameis Nimblefoot, a fairy friend,"
be had for the picking, sunshine by day,
Myra was so pleased she hardly knew
and at night a lovely sky dotted with was the answer, soft and low. "Come, how to express herself. Such a change as needle and mended all the stockings before
bright twinkling stars and a shining moon come," it went on. "Go to the door, my appeared in Hannah's face and conduct! Myra awoke. Then she went noiselessly
looking down upon· a quiet, peaceful dear."
"Why," said she, espying the basket of and swept the nursery, as she had
Hannah made an effort, and opened the stockings, "why, Hannah, you've mended dreamed.
world-good friends watching over youMyra awoke, and said just the same
door. There stood a pretty little blue- the stockings!"
what hav you to complain of?"
"Yes," laughed Hannah, "I thought words that Hannah had dreamed she said.
" Oh, it is beautiful to you, of course, eyed creature, all smiles and dimples,
because you are well, and hav all your which she commenced to pluck from her there was nothing for me to do, but Then Hannah related her dream.
"Wasn't it·funny, Myra? But I see
Closathand, that little fairy there, pushed
friends around you, but I am sick and all face and throw at Hannah.
now
how naughty, fretful, and faultfinding
Smiles
and
dimples
fell
all
around
her,
the basket right under my nose, and I
alone, and-and-and helpless," and Hanlike rose leaves blown by summer breezes, thought I would do the stockings, and I hav been. You are so good and patient
nah began to cry harder than ever.
Hannah was a poor little deformed girl and once in a while one would hit her face then you wouldn't hav them to do. Oh with me. And you were so kind to take
and sickly. I call her a girl because she and stick there.
dear, oh dear, my head aches," and she me in whPn 1 had no home. My mother
cast you off when your mother died, but
"Catch them! Catch them! They're all began to cry.
was small in stature and childish in her
"That's the talk!" groaned Cronic- you took me in and cared for me. I will
ways and manners, but in years she was a for you," said Closathand, who sat perched
on the back of Hannah's chair.
grumbler.
"Go ahead! It's a mean, turn over a new leaf, and 'be as.:good _.and
woman.
kind to everybody as you hav been and
''
Oh,
I
can't,
"whimpered
Hannah.
''I'm
A long while ago her half-sister Myra
nasty old world."
was left motherle~s, and after a time her a poor, sickly, deformed girl- I can't do
"No such thing!" said Lafitoff, pelting are to me." And Hannah looked as if she
father married Hannah's mother. After anything at all. Oh, I wish I was dead!" Hannah with another show&r of smiles and meant what she said.
'' And may the three good fairies be al"Giv that fellow a kick," said Nimble- dimples.
Hannah was born, Myra, then a small
"Rick that silly old dwarf out of doors!" ways near to help you," said Myra.
child, was neglected. The stepmother foot, dancing up to Hannah. " Here's my
Hannah's face appeared as it Lafitoff
cast her off, and she went about, shabbily foot, at your service," and he handed her said"Nimblefoot, handing Hannah his leg
had thrown another shower of smiles and
dressed and altogether forlorn. One time his own foot and leg.
and foot once more.
Closathand gave him a push, and the dimples, and Myra said Cronicgrumbler
her older brotht>r came home from sea to · "It isn't a fellow that's-that's talkingfind little Myra sitting on the doorstep it ill I,· Hannah Downley. I'm a poor, dreadful-lookin- dwarf hobbled away would never dare approach that smiling
face, sure. And he didn't.
~. H. W.
crying at 10 o'clock at night. The step- feeble, sickly, deformed--"
without further notice.
"You may think it js yourself," intermother had been gone all day, and locked
Hannah then took a survey of the three
Myra out, to get along the best way she rupted Nimblefoot, "but von can't see the fairies. Lafitoff was dressed beautifully
CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,
could. Her father was away on a foreign fellow as I do. I tell you it is old Cronic- in pink silk and white lace ruffles, pink silk Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1
voyage at sea, and, of course, knew grumbler, a blind old dwar£, crossgrained stockings. and pink shoes. When she Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MlLLEll, 2,883 Hicory
St. Louis, Mo., former addreso 1,441 1-'ou th
nothing of the treatment his little girl and peevish, and he is trying to make you smiled her face dimpled all over, and she street,
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
2ot28
was receiving. The big brother, indig- look just like him. "
was so merry that she made everybody
"And he is awful-looking," said the around her just as happy as it is possible to
nant when he found his sister on the doorTHE
THE
step crying at that hour of the night, im- pretty little blue-eyed creature, still throw- imagin.
mediately took her to a boarding-place ing smiles and dim pies. '' If you can catch
Nimblefoot was a youth who appeared
AND
where she would be kindly treated. She these smiles and dimples, you can make to be always hopping about, but somehow
never lived at home after that. When she him go away. I would if I were you, for he very seldom hopped into mischief.
OB
grew to womanhood she married, and, if you do not get rid of him soon he will Sometimes he did, for, he said, he was not
THE CONFLIIYf BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
although she met with many reverses, she just stay with you forever, and he's very perfect any more than anybody else. He
was brave and courageom•, and never disagreeable company."
wore a tunic and pants of blue velvet, and
AND THEOLOGY.
stopped to waste time in repining, but
'' Oo-ooo !'' groaned Cronicgrumbler. had a blue velvet cap on his head that was
just went right along working and singing "She won't get rid of me so easy. This is covered with short yellow curls. His
By EDCAR C. BE~LL, M.D.,
cheerfully. She went away to liv, and a nasty old world, anyway, but I hav to cheeks were very red, and his eyes very
with a preface by
it was a good many years before she heard stay in it, as old and rotten as it is. Han- bright. He said he kept them so by stirfrom her old home. Her father and big nah is my property, I'd hav you know, and ring about and trying to find something
R. G. INGERSOLL.
brother died, and t.hen she no longer felt I stay with her all the time. I eat with her useful to do.
This is the only work of its kind in the litera-the same interest in her childhood's home and I sleep with her. I'll not desert HanClosathand was dressed in white velvet ture of Freethough Ifs arguments are base~.
upon
ph enology, and appeal directly·
as before. But .one day there came word nah, and I will stay with her just as long trimmed with gold lace, and, instead of to the scientific
reader's seLse of logic and love of justice_
to her ,that her stepmother had died and as she stays in this mean old world." And a cap, wore a gold crown on his head set It is eloquent as well as convincing.
.
Price, Cloth, $1.
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that Hannah was left destitute, deformed he made a terribly ugly grimace.
with pearls and diamonds. He was a handTHE TBllTH SEEKEB~
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Was A.braham Lincoln a Christian t
I ha.v never risen from the perusal of any
work by this prolific author with greater
satisfaction than this one which is now before me. It is written in Mr. Remsburg's
own style, a. style peculiar to himself. The
authorities upon both sides of this much·
vexed question are given, thus allowing an
impartial reader to form his or her opinon as to the views held by Lincoln regard·
ing- religious matters. It is indeed a. si~·
nifica.nt fact, as Mr. Remsburg says m
chapter iii, page 54, "of the twenty witnesses whose testimony is given in chapter i, ten admit that. during a part of his
life Lincoln was a.ri unbeliever, or Il).fidel.
Of the remaining ten not one denies the
fact." Thus the author declares with authority that Lincoln's Infidelity is not denied even by those who ha.v strenuously
labored to prove the contraey. With Lincoln, as with all great men whose private
opinions were known to be averse to the
Christian creed, no attempt whatever is
made to claim his allegiance to such a.
creed until after he is dead. and gone and
unable to bear witness to the truth or
falsity of such claims. Would the Christian world hav been so eager to claim
"America's most illustrious son" as a.
Christian had he died some poor, humble,
and obscure citizen?
Lincoln was a. great man, a good man,
and as orthodox Christians cannot understand that goodness may spring from
any man, be he Christian or not, they assume with a. coolness amounting almost to
111uda.city that all good men must therefore
be Christians, especially should greatness
be coupled with it. On page 16 the author
enumerates the particular " religious
views Lincoln is said to hav held by those
who affirm that he was a. Christian." Of
these there are eight, and sixteen are given
of an opposit tendency. Of the former,
the third statement avers that, "He believed that the Bible is a revelation from
God-the only revealed will of God."
Had this VIew of the Bible really been
held by Lincoln, then in very truth he
could never hav conscientiously signed the
emancipation proclamation. The Bible
teaches and upholds slavery; Lincoln detested it with all the bitterness of which
his nature was capable; evidently Lincoln
could not believe the Bible to be "the
only revealed will of God," and oppose the
slave traffic as earnestly as he did. From
his proved actions, those actions which now
play an important part in the history of
America, Lincoln did not believe the Bible
to be as stated above; hence we are driven
by the logic of fact to the same conclusion
as tbe author-that Lincoln was not a
Christian. The "hitherto unpublished
testimony of William H. Herndon," as
given by the author on page 113, is valuable indeed in assisting him in his work.'
This authority here quoted was for nearly
forty years a. personal friend of Lincoln.
The testimony of this witness should ha.v
great weight upon the controversy concerning Lincoln's religious belief. He was
certainly in a position to learn Lincoln's
personal characteristics, and to use his own
words, as quoted by the author, he declares that, "in 1843 we entered into a
partnershi~hich was never formally dissolved." Who, then, could ha.v known
Lincoln better? And yet on page 117
this witness further states that Lincoln
"was a scientific materialist." On the
strength of such testimony we may feel
safe in declaring that Lincoln was neither
Christian nor Spiritualist. Scientific lV, aterialism is a system of philosophy antagonistic to both; it differs as widely from
either as the direction of the poles. It is
the very furthest philosophv from Christianity, and bv the aid of such testimony
we are assured that Lincoln was not a
Christian. The overwhelming mass of
evidence the author has put in this volume
to show that Lincoln held no ideas in common with orthodox Christianity is significant, as against the great discrePancies in
the dates of his alleged conversions. On
page 311 we are told that "One witness
states it was in 1848, one that it was in 1858,
another that it was in 1862, another in
July, 1863, and still another that it was in
November, 1863." If each of these witnesses is substantially . correct, Lincoln
was converted five different times, and at
each conversion he must hav fallen back
to his ''scientific Materialism." .Evidently
they are not all speaking the truth; fc.ur
of them must be in error, and very probably they all are. We cannot believe
them all, and as no reliance can be placed
upon either, we still adhere to our former
position, that Lincoln never was converted
-i.e., not a Christian. Again, on page
266 we are told that "It is a matter of
history that in 1834, at New Salem, Ill.,
Lincoln · read and circulated Volney's
'Ruins' and Paine's 'Age of Reason,'

giving both books the sincere recommendation of his unqualified approval." Lincoln's Infidelity is thus established beyond
dispute, for no man who claims to be a.
Christian can '' sincerely recommend with
unqualified approval" either of the above
works, both of which, in Lincoln's time,
were considered decidedly Infidel works.
And the farce increases when interested
persona will, in our day, irisist upon asserting such a claim for him.
Numerous authorities are quoted, all
in the same strain, throughout the entire
book, which could only be obtained by
long and patient study and investigation.
One hundred and twenty witnesses are examined, and we are to judge the religious
views of Lincoln by the testimony oftered.
The twenty aver that he was a. Christian,
the one hundred, that he was not. The
bulk of the evidence is against the claims
made by the orthodox church and confirms us in our belief that Lincoln was
not, and never was, a. Christian. The
work is valuable as correcting an important matter in American history and
not as favoring any system of religious belief. It should ha.v a. wide circulation.
JOHN R. CJIABLESWORTH.

carefully collected facts-will forever settle the question as to Lincoln being a.
Christian. IfJ..will in all honest, candid
minds.
Like Paine, V olta.ire, and Emerson, he
had some sort of a. GQd..,- a. vague unknown, unknowable something he called
God, but nothing at all in the shape of a.
Christ or a. savior.
He knew an ·honest man was ready to
face his own deeds and would feel degraded at the bare idea. of another suffering- for his errors and mistakes.
Lincoln was too good, true, and honest
to be a Christian, and every thinker will
be glad that ''Our Remsburg" has proved
this to be emphatically and irrevocably so.
. I hope all true Liberals will help to circulate this book far and wide. It shows
so plainly Christian methods of manufacturing proof (?) of what they ,desire,
rather than what is actually so.
One is startled as he reads the seeming facts of the piety -of Lincoln as
pictured by priests and pious panderers
to popular prejudice, and wonders how it
can be nullified and made void, it seems
so well and so carefully substantiated.
But wrapping after wrapping is removed,
and at last Truth in her majestic nobleness
A DANGEROUS BOOK.
stands naked and unveiled, pure and
Having just read "Apra.ham Linco:IJY. sublime.
ELMINA DRAKl!l BLENKER.
Was He a. Christian?" permit me to say
that in many respects I regard it as the
"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Chrismost valuable contribution yet made to tia.n?"-this is the title of Mr. J. E. RemsFreethought literature.
burg's latest and, one might add, best
As a. rule Christians positivly refuse to work, since it settles for all time the muchread Infidel publications, and nine-tenths mooted question of Abraham Lincoln's
of the world's people, while unconsciously Christianity. Ever since the lips of our
leaning more or less to Christianity, are martyred hero ha.v been sealed in death
too indifferent and unconcerned to investi- Christian cormorants ha.v been busy
gate either one side or the other. How to certifying to falsehoods and claiming this
reach them all is the question. Here is a. ·noble and gifted 1ea.der and statesman as
work that solves the problem. It deals their own. For fifteen years Mr. Remswith a. subject of peculiar and thrilling burg has been gathering facts and data to
interest to every person, young or old, prove the contrary of this. He has done
who ever heard spoken the name of his work well-none could do better. He
Abraham Lincoln. Those who could not presents an overwhelming array of proofs
be coaxed or hired to read any other from known and intimate friends of LinInfidel book will pick this one up and read coln, from eminent schola.re, business asit with increasing interest from beginning sociates, statesmen, life-long comrades,
to end.
relativs, and others, all showing conWith captivating courtesy and a. spirit clusivly that the great benefactor of the
of fairness that cannot fail to charm and human race never entertained Christian
disarm the most obdurate Christian, Mr. ideas.
Remsburg presents in the first chapter of
Mr. Remsburg has conferred a. great
his work the testimony entire on the benefit upon the reading and thinking peoChristian side of the case. Having de- ple in giving this carefully prepared and
voured this with the utmost satisfaction true statement to the public. The book is.
the Christian reader will boldly and con- a sturdy defender of the aea.d, an eloquent
fidently rush on only to find himself at the appeal for truth and justice. It .is neatly
close thoroughly surprised, ambushed, bound, of good type and paper, a.nd....rulm~
disappointed, discomfited, demoralized, prises 336 poges of interesting evidence,
and " done up"-his faith shipwrecked and proving beyond doubt that Abroham Linhis idols bro:ken to fragments.
coln was a. st~tnch Freethinker. It is to be
It is a. well-baited and well-set trap, ad- hoped that the sale of this book will be
mirably calculated to catch even the most commensurate with its value. Everyone
wary Christian. To the average man ex- should posse~s a copy in order to refute
clusivly logical, philosophical, or argu· the untrue statements circulated by the
mentativ writings are Greek-an "un- Chrfstia.n world.
SusAN H. WIXoN.
known tongue." Giv them the drama. of
real life as an object-lesson, illustrating
I bav just finished reading this very inthe fact that man attains goodness and
greatness only as he rises above the nar- teresting book, in which the author clearly
rowing, dwarfing, demoralizing confines proves the late president a Liberal-perof sectarian, priest-made reli~ons, and haps not an Atheist, but an outspoken
Agnvstic, not at all fearful in the nse of
th~ will understand ana appreCiate it.
The world's sages and thinkers, its good words very significant of unbelief in the
and its great men, its philanthropists and Christian creed.
The style of the book, indeed its whole
its saviors, its broad-minded and its lovable men, hav been and are necessarily make-up, is admirable. As a biography,
Infidels. Its narrow bigots; its cruel per- it . equals in painstaking exactness the
secutors, its bloody butchers, and its in- biographies of our much-lamented friend,
human monsters, ha.v been and are nec- James Parton; and like Mr. Parton,
essarily sectarian religionist!~, mostly Mr Remsburg finds in his subject so
Christians. Lincoln's goodness and great- much to interest the reader, that after
neB~ was, after all, the best proof of his reading the entire three hundred and
thirty-five pages he unwillingly lays it
Infidelity.
The world owes Jobn E Remsburg a. aside, feeling that the book, "Was Abradebt of gratitude for defeating Chri-tian- ham Lincoln a. Christian?" is one of the
ity in its base attempt to rob Infidelity of volumes which he must ha.v for his home
library, so that he can turn to its pages
one ofits brightest j<>wels.
·
Every Liberal in America. should pos- and read it at his leisure. The humor of
sess this work, in durable binding, and President Lincoln was rich, and Mr.
pass it round where it will do the most Remsburg does not detract from its spiciness in relating it.
Lu<JY N. CoLMAN.
good. It is a "dangerous" book.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Leavenworth, Kan. S. R. SHEPHERD.
This book of Remburg's ought effectually to settle the question regarding Lincoln's belief in Christianity. It givs all
the arguments pro and con, and extinguishes and wipes out every effort made
By ABA AUGER.
by the unduly zealous to claim "Honest
Old Abe" as a. believer in a. savior, a.
A condensation of the fundamental&rguments
"sweet Jesus," or any other of the old against Chriftianity.
Christian myths and fables. He did not
believe in a. vicarious atonement, in forgivA V6ry Good Litt!J Misstonary Work.
ness of sin (a. violation of nature's laws),
Price, 15 cents. Address
but that penalty must follow transgression.
THE TRUTH, SEEKER.
He did not believe in a. special creation,
but in evolution; he did not believe in the
divinity of the Bible, in miracles, or
A NEW WORK
BY
special providence, but in law unchanged
· A.KTHUR B. MOSS,
and unchangeable. Some people will insist that all good deeds, generous deeds,
Author of "The Bible &nd Evolution,"
and benevolent deeds are Christian deeds.
ENTITLED
Even I, Infidel and Atheist as I am, hav
often been called a. good Christian by pious
people who consider good works a proof of
Christianity. This effort of the church to
claim all it believes good, true, and worWith prefa.ce by
thy has stigmatized many noble workers
J, M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of FreetMn7ter.
as Christians when they themselvs dislike
Price, $1. Order at once.
and despise the name. But I think this
work of Remburg's-over 336 pages of
THE TBUTH BEEKER.
Address
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Christianity and Evolution.

Gems of ~AougAt.
THE secret of happiness is to moderate
your desires.- Voltaire.
" IT is strange," .a· judicious reader is
apt to say, upon perusal of these wonderful histories, " that such prodigious events
never happen in our days." But it is not
strange, I hope, that men ·should lie, in all
ages. You surelr, ha.v seen instances
enough of that frailty. You ha.v yourself
heard many such marvelous relations
started, which, being treated with scorn
by all the wise and judicious, hav at last
been abandoned even by the vulgar. Be
assured that those renounced lies, which
ha.v spread and flourished to such a. monstrous bight, rose from like beginnings;
tut, bei'hg sown in a. most proper soil, shot
up at last into prodigies almost equal to
those which they relate.~Hume's Essay

on·Miracles.

MEN are continuaii;v mourning over
heresy who are cheatmg widows out of
their inheritance and making business men
bankrupts by their selfishness. All our
fine scholarship and philosophy will not
avail much, unless they teach men to pay
one hundred cents on the dollar and to
produce a. dividend here and now. Talk
as we please about the superficiality of
·some men who seem to ignore poetry and
ideality in the interest . of simple good
works, they will assert their right to be
heard as teachers and even iconoclasts,
until we can show some practical result of
our fine idealizing in common, every-day
honesty. Even morality in the lowest
sense will be a broader principle than ever
religion has been, if it touches the everyday miseries and wants of needy men and
women.-S. J. Stewart.
·
IT is popularly supposed that belief in a
personal deity givs a. certain exaltation,
serenity, fortttude, hope, and even joy in
hours of darkness and calamity, aud holds
us to high aims; and that, under any cosmic theory, society would sink into barbarism and bestiality. The claim, in my
judgmen't, cannot be . maintained. At all
events, the sentiment of the legend of
Abou Ben Adhem is truer. '' The greatest
motivs of the soul are purely social products, are born of communion with actual
and idealized. human beings, and not with
superhuman; and they will flourish and
decay, as respect for human rights increases and declines." As well fear that
the denial of the old conception of light as
a separate entity will involve the world in
darkness, and the assertion that heat is
only molecular motion will bring an Arctic
climate, or at least make the comforts Of
the fireside forever impossible to the
denier of caloric and phlogiston.-E. D.

Stark.
AMoNG those who hav been obliged to
abandon not only the trinitaria,n ('Onception of Jesus, but the supernatural conception of him, even in the mildest
form, I often notice what I think Dr.
Channing would call "a swollen way of
talking about Jesus," if he were with us
now. It is the talk of men who do not
wish to be left behind by supernaturalists in their verbal homage of Jesus.
So they reiterate that Jesus was the
greatest of mankind.
They .call him
the ideal man, the perfect man, and so
on. Now, if there is anything .that I
despise it is the disposition which many
persons manifest to disparage greatness.
For myself, I love to believe in greatness
and to rejoice in it. But I cannot see that
our knowledge of Jesus and of all other
men is so exha.ustiv that we hav a.' right to
predicate his absolute superiority over all
other men. I see that, in the evolution of
history, his is the n:ost commanding position and the most stupendous influence
ever exerted by one man; but concerning
his moral perfectness I do not care to dog-

ma.tize.-Ohadwick.

IT has been frequently stated or implied
that Secularists wish to destroy morality.
But this is a. most absurd slander. No
sane man ever dreams of such a policy.
Destroying virtues-real, useful virtuesfrom among mankind m order to make
men happier, would, indeed, be the maddest of follies; though a folly, by the way,
of which Christianity is far from being
guiltless, as witness its systematic repression of intellect and self-reliance, and its
fundamental advocacy of the passiv virtues, or rather vices' ("other-worldliness,"
covetous pra;verfulness, reckless improvidence, submtssion to wron~ and tyranny,
and so forth), as contrastea with its condemnation or neglect of courageous,
thoughtful, prudent, activ virtues, so
highly valued among the hardy and enterprising gentile races. . . . The word
Christianity is often thoughtlessly used as
a synonym for moral excellence. Men
teach moral goodness and call it Christianity, when it is nothing of the kind.
Their moral judgment shapes their Christianitv, more than Christianity shapes
their moral judgment. - RfJligiqn in

Schools,
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Christianity a Fiction.

Political and Religious R~·
former. By B. F. Under-
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HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
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Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pav., 40c.; clo., 75c.
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CONTBNTs: The Hebrew Canon. The NewTes·
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as ~ oripture
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The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Result~
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Priests and Politics.
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Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
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Persecutions pf the Church.
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Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore "!!PP!!ared in this oountnr, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fub!ished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of IJ!ltting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as &portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful sucoes~, ~tnd we judge from our own feelings that ·nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of 1illis most wondel.'ful volume.-[Freeth.i.Dkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deservtrs to be called the artist-hero of Libera.J.ism. He has dedicated his genius to
iheethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the :@otmes do not make up the whole of this ·Volnme. There are nearly two hundred :Pages of reading
>natter that sepe :fiiost as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p;rove the utte1
·=alsitl" of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of thos~._who uphold them. Altogether the
ook is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the u.uurch that has ever been put in till
I
dl! of Freetbinkers.-[Boston Irivestigator.
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HOT£0 SP!CIALJST,
For Men Only,
Is a _physician of a wide and extensive practice.
and bis remedies are of the best. The Dochn
treats all those peculiar diseases of young aud
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful erron
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Diseharges\,VancQcele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, lnsanity, and
Death.
.
To those amicted a:~d who are desirous of be1ng
cured a boo!l:!a~ of Borne 33 pages will be sent tn
their a,d.ll'ess for ten cents\ seaJ.ed in & flain
envelo;>e, giving 1auses ana S~ptoms o the
Complaint an;l & description of the Doctor's important medio&l discovery-an Outward Application-& 'POsitive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland,N.l.,
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THE LAST OF JERRY.
Mine enemies chased me sore, like a bird, without cause.-Lam. iii, 52.

· 1 J-IE RESUkl{ECTION.

or· JESUS. RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals a.nd History
of the New Testa.m.ent.
B.v PBol'.l!'. W. NBWJ~AN.
Price 2li 'Jente.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

'fHE SABBATH.

Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards ·Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting

By M. FARRINGTON,

4 Thorough Examination and .Ref
".ttation of the Claims of the
Sabbatariana.

the Bod•; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Bat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifies.tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; Tbe
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resnrrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?

Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATION.

Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workero; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?

The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

'rhe Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern

Aveling D. Sc., Fellow of University Collefl'e.
London: The purpose of this book is to tell
something or Darwin's work to th!Jse wJ:to hav:e
neither the t1me nor the opportumtYto mvestigateitfullyforthemselve•. 1. The Naturalist's
Vovage Around the World.
2. Geoloeical
Works. s. Botanical Works. 4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 7 5 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addre81
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"A Digest of Science."

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTUREB.
u,. ;John R. Kelllo, A..D.
12mo, cloth. 81.00.

THE DYNAMIC THEORY Of LifE AND MIND 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

·Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T.l!'ox, M.A.
Address this ollloe.
Price. 15 oentl'l.

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

MEDICAL.

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a a-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, only 12. 't:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, 8Jl of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Do !IOU Wish to be well tn,formedl

THEN BEAD A OHAPTEB OR VEBBE DAILY FROM THIS llmLE 01!'
BOIENOE!
It is entertaining as well as enli~hteniDg> and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) natun
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Addres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New YorJs.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N&r·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 oants

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
f:econd edition, enl~trged to 82 pages; with the
b!lst engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
· '·· -~d<4"esa
'l':alil TRUTR S.llilil:IQ!l~.

Is ControversyDangerous?
w.
Bv

F. JAMIESON.

•

This little book goes down to the very bed·
rock of human liberty.
Price,
- 25 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKEl\.

Essay on 1\, iracles.

If yon need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known ItS

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially~ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal orgltns.,_such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers nowel
diseases, Uterina and other forms of Female
Oomplatnts. It is a Blood Purtt!er, and is an !'X·
cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and. body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a<'ts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kirJ.neys, and acts mildlv upon the
bowels, therebY producing bodily habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely Pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatevAr. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and simple, and nota manufactured article. The· uccess
ft has achieved haR co,ne mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
Olll12

84 South Main Street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa..

THE number of unemployed is great.
RusSIA had last week 4, 328 new cases of
cholera and 1, 711 deaths.
AT New Haven, Conn., on the 26th uft.,
the rabbi and congregation of a synagog
had a violent fight iu church.
RAcHEL BoYLE, of Philadelphia, during
religious excitement out oft' a part of her·
lip and broiled it as an offering to God.
ON the 26th ult. the citizens of Toronto
voted on Sunday running of street-cars,
and defeated it. The vote was one of the
largest· ever polled there.
IT is said that that there has been contemplated a move upon Washington of
half a million of the unemployed from the
West and all parts of the country. The
object would be to force Congress, by a
tremendous demonstration, to relieve the
needy classes.
·
THE Peace Congress at Chicago sent this
telegram to President Cleveland and Queen
Victoria: "The World's Peace Congres
of Chicaffo sends equal congratulations to
Great Br1tain and America on the triumph
of arbitration as a substitute for war, exemplified in the recent Behring sea decision, cementing the friendship of both
nations and full of happiest augury for
mankind."
·
THE l!,riendship African Baptist church
at Aiken, S; C., was burnt on the night
of the 19th ult. A colored exhorter had
been preaching there and dealt very severely with the Methodist congregation
which meets across the street. The fire
was evidently incendiary, and while it
raged the Baptists accused the Methodists
of setting the church on fire to revenge
themselvs on the exhorter. A riot was
narrowly averted.
AT the Jesuit church of St. Francis
Xavier, New York, the prior of the
Carmelite fathers a few days ago made
these remarks: "Protestantism is so split
up at the present time that its adherents
do not know where they stand. They
deny the authenticity and inspiration of
the scriptures. They must confess that
they are routed and beaten. At present
there are only two forces remaining-Agnosticism and Catholicity, Infidelity and
Catholicism. You must be a Catholic or
you must be an Infidel."
A NUMBER of persons continue to protest
against the dn.nces of the females of several
Oriental nations at the Midway Plaisance
in the World's Fair. The directors promis
suppression of the objectionable features, but do not fulfill their word. The
most criticised exhibit is the dance du
ventre, which term translated means dance
of the stomach, or stomach dance. The
dancer has her abdomen semi-nude, and
moves it, and at other times the muscular
part of her buttocks, iJa ways expressiv of
passion.
RussiA took especial pains to shine at
the recent international naval display in
New York waters. After the display she
sent over yet more ships, which had they
been here during the review would hav
made her exhibit bigger than that of any
other power. It is said that she looks to
the favor of the United States in event of
a Russo-British war. It is said by some
that we should favor her, even to the extent of condoning her home tyrannies, because of her record of friendly acts to us
in the past. For instance, when during
our Rebellion England appeared about to
take the part of the Confederate States,
Russia sent war-ships to these waters,
which were said to be under instructions
to open on our side at England's first hostil demonstration. But others urge that
Russia's motiv has been only enmity of
England, and indeed that no personal
services to us should render us so partial
as to ignore the cries of the oppressed in
RuBBian dominions.
ON the 19th ult. G. T. Sei~el, of Parkersburg, w. Va., accompanied by J.
Finley Brown, who is said to be an activ
member of the American Protectiv Association, went to the Convent of the Good
Shepherd at Columbus, 0., to get his two
daughters. While they were at the convent a crowd of about two · hundred
gathered on the outside. The imPression
prevailed that the girls were unlawfully
detained, and threat~:~ were made against
the sisters in charge, which led to an effort
to force the door, While the lock was
being cut the mother superior appeared,
opened the door, and asked what was
wanted. One member of the mob sprang
forward as if to strike her. The two llirls
told their father in the presence of the
sisters tbat while they loved him, they
were bein~ well treated and preferred to
remain where they were. This did not
satisfy the mob, which had worked itsP]f·
into a paroxysm of rage. Much fPelin~
has grown out of the incident and gra"a
fears of a conflict between the Cath9~i~
and anti-Catholic ft'Qtio:g.s ~,J.re felt~
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A WARNING TO JESUITISM.

Darwin an~ After Darwin. Old Te.stament Stories
Comically Illustrated.'

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
llt fiiilaRaEl j, RoMA!me,
A8l'Ateii:l.aitcExi:Jtleiiitlii tlf ~hat may be tehi:te~
Hie DikWiiiistti of])!l.f\vin, Mid intllnd!ld tq be. o1
hi!Vitie to the jltmei"a reaaer r!lther than td pi'o"
fe•sed naturs.lists .
. Mr. Romanes is well knoWn iLB one of the most
interesting of Enjrli~ writers J!pon evolution,
besides ranking With rofessQr Huxley in scientifto knoWledge ltnd ll. ilitY.. iiAnd this is a part of
his r.onclusion regarding t e gi"lJat Sublect of
Design, to which the church so often refer~!
"Thus whether we look to the. facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo•ophy. . .
All nature has thus been transformed before t.he
view of tht> pre•ent generation in a manner ann
to an extent that has never before been pos~ible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• talten pla\le in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the !JXtent of rend~ring t~e
mechanical intP.rjlretatiOn of nature universal, It
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a ntlW and a terrible force in the
word• of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
~ustrated. Price, cloth, $2.
Adi4"eas,
THE 'flHJTR SEEKER.
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PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

BOOKS B\'
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. (!1.
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

J'bysicaJ Education ; or, The Health-Laws

at Nature.

Cloth, $1.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

New Publications.

1

PfN PICTURfS Of THf WORL0 S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, .Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHA.T TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
JJeatcatea to the American Oonuress, or 1S92, which tor the saTre D.! Religion, Btabbea Ltbertv gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes tbe various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbiim all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also tbe following Es~ays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which ha.ve never before been put in
book formt Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (writ.ten fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thoma. Paine; a _poem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; ~'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a po;m on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Ph1ladelphis, in 1S76).
The main eBsay in this worl< i• onP of the strongest arraignments ever made of tbe religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the p€ople of this com try. It should be distributed widely.
It bas been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to l@nd his neighbor and arouse thought.

A. MA.P OF JA.CKSON PA.RK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE · F A.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

PICTURES OF A.LL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

Price 25 cents; Five oopies for $1.
Address

ILLUSTRATED.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE PRINCIPA.L BUILDINGS :
Art Palace.
Fisheries.Building,
Manufactmes and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.
·

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TBUTH SEEKEB-that
A Re:fu-ta-tion o:f -the ArguDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly enterta.ining.
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligen-t Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desitm ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Detl!gner He Could :tfut Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are J!;gregion~ly Slow,
They Are Egregioosll'_Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Onl:[.Bnbserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Oalled Design.
VI. Astronomv and Desj,gn.
VII. The Argument of a First Cause.

A ·New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS.
P£eface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in C<mrt.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An !•responsible Educated Cl•ss.
'l'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman a$ an Annex.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price·15 oents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

At· he Woman'• Congres• at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chapter• of this book. The Chicago Times said of it and her: "But tne last address, dealing wu h the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest, buG uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of MoralR,' and lt was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified to speak
upon that snbject-Helea Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss G' rdener enchained every auditor, and when she had finished received a J?erfeot ovation, which
her courage anu devotion had so wortnily won. The evening session was highly intere ting, but
thaG of t.he morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the distinctivly gieat features of the week's congress."
-

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAH-AM

Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

L IN C Q L N :
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND ·STATE.
•

One of the most noteil controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religions belief. Soon after the remains of America'8 most i lJlstrions son were
laid to rest at Springfield. one of his bi >graphers, Dr. H Hand. put for:ward the claim th •. t he was a
Christian. The claim ·• a, p·omptly d nied bv the ilead statesman's fri~nds, but only to be renewed
again. and again denied. And tbnH for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's 1-elief has
been tossed like a battled ore f• om side to >ide.
]'or fifteen yea s l'IIr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
arrar of testimony that i~ irresistible and overwhetming, and which must put this question a.t rest
forever. In additio·• to the testimony of twenty WI nesses who claim that L uroln .va< a Chri~thn,
and which is reviewed and refuted, ue addncev the testimony of more than a hnn•!reil witnes,es in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa• not a Chri tian. These wituesse~ include h ~ w fe ani! other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members vf his cabinet; his principal
biographer•, and scores of his most intimate frienus.
·
WI'J:NES~Etl.

Hon. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon. Bon John T. Stuart, Co'. JEmes H. Matheny, Col.
John G Nicola]', Judge David Dnvif, Col JeFse W. Fell, l'on. L~onard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge BtPJJhen '1'. Logan, JoRhna ]' Sp ed, Hen. Jes<e K. DnbciR, Hon. Jo~eJ.h Gill~!!J,i•, l.lr. C. H.
Ra:v, Col. F. s. Rutherford, Judge Rorert Leachwan. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, Jo8eph
Je:tierson, Hon. ~- B. "asbburne, Hon. E. M Hainef'_,_ Hon. James Tuttle, Hou. l'IL B. Fie!~ ,_,Hon.
Geo. "'· Julian, Hon. John B. Alley. Hon Hugh Mcvnllool, Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev. va id
Swing_, Rev. Rohert CollyH, Judge JPsse W. Weik, Ht.n. J. l'. Usher, Hon. Gto S. Bor.tw~ll.,!fon.
Wm. D Kelley Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, 1-'on. A. J. Grover ... on. YV. H.
T. Waktfielil, Gen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Good! ich, Judge James M. NeJ,on, Rev. Edward
Egl(leston, Rev. J,.hn W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, B. K. Magie, Denms F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatEst man born on this
continent was a Freethink• r
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK
-o--

A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal al'\d :et~f~al .So~ieties,
for s~~ools al'\d
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t~e HOJ:T}.8o
-With Mnsio Written to All the Songs.Oo)[PILED
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L. K. WASI{BURN.
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MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf1
I RIfN·C f
By S. p. Putnam.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

'l'Bl!i T.BUTH SEBKEB.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position.· A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom, but that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter Mrs. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptio4 of inherent rights.
Chapter li deals with the theological dogmlll! of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marriage was looked upon as vilet wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the infinence of the church wa~ unfavorable to virtue. The
calibacy of the clergy produced regrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon its own control of the ceremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the c:ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w •B prohibited to womf>n, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters con:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
ChaJ?ter IV-Marqnette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lords
spiritual, ' the immorality of the heads of the church, baptism of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religions insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning was sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the clergy not to suffer c. witch t1 liv. This persecution for
witchcraft was a continnanne of the church's policy for obtaining nn iversal dominion over mankind.
Women phYsicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
strip~d and whipped for not agreeing with the cler~y.
The chapter on "Wives" shows how the disruptiOn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and proprietltry rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible--that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marrial@.!.B opposed by the church.
In Chapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the .Reformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other" principal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves~ of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has Deen and is to civilization.
·

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No

I woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution

Being the stQ!"Y of his reli~ious life a.nd ment&l
lourneyings. Written in hlB happiest and most
brillia.nt way, a.nd is the best of iill his splendid
works. Prioe. 25 oents. Address
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

By .John E. Remsburg.

NOTED

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $2;

~n

halj-leather binding, $3.
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principle, in questions of right and wrong, but one
who can take into view the boundless future. Now,
it need not be proved that none but God has this
perfect foreknowledge ; no one else can, therefore,
safely act upon the principle of expediency." Nev~
ertheless, we will assure this writer, this very doctrill of expediency is the one that the whole race is
growing to act on more and more every day, and
much more " safely" than it ever has acted on any
other. That we can ever attain perfect safety in
the application of the principle is of course impossible, but neither can we in any class of our actions.
It is admitted that reason is at the best shortsighted and erring, and must every now and then
lead us astray in our essays to estimate " all effects,
collateral and remote as well as those which are immediate and direct." But reason leads us astray
just as often in other matters as in ethical, and yet
we do not abandon its use ; we cannot abandon it;
it is all we hav to go by in matters of morals or any
ones at all.
Our object is to start people to thinking on
ethical .mbjects. We hav overtbrown the old moral
code, a:nd hav a new one to erect. There is in the
subject pleasant and profitable food for thought
every hour of one's life.

The Present Policy of the Catholic Church in
America.
In a late number we said that the "'true object
The True Ground of Right and Wrong.

of moral action is happiness. This principle will
do better with some explanations. A vital point is,
whose happiness. It is not meant that the individual's happiness alone is to be considered. A person on throwing aside the old standards of custom
and religion, and learning that the true standard is
happiness, is not to plunge forward into any conduct that makes him happy, regardless of its consequences to others, and think that he is doing right.
Indeed, no persons who hav received even a small
bit of Freethought training do. Once in a while,
to be sure, an individual who has thought far
enough to . see the falseness of the orthodox
standards, and to perceive dimly that happiness is
the real standard, carelessly stops thinking here
and does not press on to obtain a clear idea of the
new criterion. He thinks that only his own happiness is to be considered. Christians say that every
Infidel does like this one. But this is not so ; as we
hav just said, it is only one here and there tbat doefl
so. However, even this one here and there must be
correctly instructed and saved to the ranks of the
well-doers. So let it be understood that the
proper test of conduct is its promotion of the
happiness not of the individual alone, but of all
mankind.
Another caution is often needed. Even in a willing and would-be honest employment of this test, a
certain mistake is apt to be made. In seeing to it
that his action is favorable to the happiness of
others, a person of~~n reckons in oniy one or two
individuals as all" ot those others. But every
action affects not only the two or three persons most conspicuous in it, but all of the race.
The consequences of every action are far-reaching.
Theologians of course hav always opposed this
doctrin of morals as they hav everythmg else true.
Handling it under the term of " the doctrin of exped~ency," one pietist admits that "whatever is expedient is right," but, he objects, the action "must
be expedient· on the whole, at the long run, in all
its effects, collateral and remote, as well as those
which are immediate and direct. Now, this i& undoubtedly true, to a being capable of estimating all
effects, direc.t and indirect, collateral and remote,
through all time, and upon all beings-and to such
!!- W}.e ~9:P~· No p~r~P:n can e~fcly act UJilOD this

Not all of our readers are aware that there are
two parties among the Catholic churchmen of
America, one rightly orthodox and traditional and
the other progressiv. The former strives to perpetuate in unmodified strictness the ancient policies
and usages of the church. The latter desires to
accommodate these policies and usages somewhat
to the new influences and interests of the time. It
would hav the church pay some deference to science,
and to the claims of citizenship and the cause of
the public schools. It does not approve of the
saying, " I am a Catholic first and an American
afterward ;" and it equally disfavors extreme
severity against the public school system.
The lines between these two parties hav been
drawn with sharpness during the last three or four
months. This was over the school question. The
pope sent what seemed to be a command to discontinue the infliction of the final penalties upon
Catholic parents who send their children to other
than parochial schools. This seemed a triumph
for the liberal party in the church. But the papal
injunction was very vague in its expression, and the
conservative proclaim that it does not mean what the
liberals would make it out to. In ::leed, Freethinkers
do not believe that there will be any actual change
in Rome's school policy at all. They deem the
utterances of seeming liberality to be but devices
to lull the hostility of those who hav become indignant at papal aggressions.
On these two points-of party division in the
Catholic church of America, and specifically, division over the school question-our readers will
learn more by perusing the latest utterance of
Father Brandi, of Rome. This is a deliverance of
some weight. In the interpretation of papal pronouncements, this Rev. FatheJ' Brandi, famous
Jesuit controversialist, is recognized as the highest
authority ; and he also is always put forward to
reply to the attacks on the doctrin of the church,
and has the fullest access to the documents and
persons giving light on the respectiv subjects. He
is the authoritativ interpreter to whom all outside
the circle of the highest illumination, such as
bishops, archbishops, monsignors of the· various
degrees below cardinal, giv respectful adhesion.
He w~~os pqt forward to reply to the articles iu the

Contemporary Review, and has now published, in
the Civita Cattolica, organ of the order, his dictum
on tbe school question in the United States,
headed "A New Pontifical Confirmation of the
Parochial Schools in America." It is followed by
the text of the pope's letter to Cardinal Gibbons
"on the controversy about the public and parochial
schools of the United States," which the reverend
father says "has been received with grateful mind
and applause by all who were and are, here [in
Rome] or elsewhere, strenuous defenders of an
education strictly Catholic for the Catholic youth
in Catholic schools. Nor could it be otherwise,
it being known to all that on such an education depends in great part the true and genuin
well-being not only of individuals, but also of
the family, the state, and the church." Father
Brandi consistently and with his whole soul
sustains the most uncompromising adherence to
the rigid doctrin of the church as it is defined by
the papal bulls and rescripts, defiant of all the
temporizing and compromising weaknesses· which
maintain the nominal boundaries of the Catholic
Roman church at the cost of its disciplin and compactness. . He has no patience with the Catholics
who question-he recognizes nothing but the most
implicit acceptance of the authority of the church,
and will hav none of the modern liberalization of
it. Therefore he says :
"Our readers are not ignorant how the bitter struggle
for the existence of the Catholic school, and the princiRles on which it is founded, has been in the United States,
especially during the last two years, sustained not only
against the attacks of the secret societies, which there
not less than in Europe, animated by a Satanic fury, do
everything to pervert the education of the youth, but
also and chiefly against certain laicizing Catholics, who,
under the pretense of patriotism, reaching a friendly
hand to the enemies of the church, seem to desire to
subordinate in the school the religions good to the civil
good, and fully approve, against the decrees of the popes
and the prescriptions of the plenary council of Baltimore,
such a method of educating the youth as should be divided from the Catholic faith and from the authority of
the church."
That there exists in the United States such a
party among the Catholics he considers a grave and
painful fact, and he stigmatizes the Western
Watchman as a sacrilegious assailant of the true
doctrine of the church, associating with it the Colorado Catholic of Denver, the Catholic Union and
TimiJs of Buffalo, the Northwestern CAronicle of St.
Paul, the Freeman's Journal of New York, and
the Catholic Times of Philadelphia. To put a
stop to the propaganda of the pernicious principles
of these pseudo-Catholics, the father undertakes
to comment on the letter of the pope to which
reference has been made; and it is assured (says
a writer from Rome to the New York Post, to which
paper we are indebted for this account of the
father's declaration) that what Father Brandi says
is what the Vatican means, and what must be accepted by all who desire to remain in the grace of
the church. The letter, he shows, must be accepted
as the sole and indiscussible rule by which all
Catholics must be guided on the question involved,
being, not the teaching, either theoretical or practical, of a prelate or private teacher, but the decision of the head of the church, intended to put an
end to the dissensions and disputes which hav existed on the subject of the schools. These are the
authoritativ words of the pontiff:
''For the rest, in order that there may remain in the
future no reason for doubt or clash of opinions in a matter of so great gravity, as we hav already declared in our
letter addressed on the 23d of May of the past year to the
venerable brethren, the archbishop and bishops of the
ecclesiastical province of New York, so again, as far as is
necessary, we declare that the decrees established accord
in~~r to ~ll~;~ rules S.ive~ by the holy- see thron~h the couD,'
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cils of Baltimore, in regard to the parochial schools, as
The Latest Sunday-Opening Decision.
well as all that the Roman pontiffs, either directly or
through the sacred congregations, hav prescribed on the
On the 31st ult. there was given at Chicago a
same subject., are to be constantly observed."
judicial decision on closing the World's Fair SunThere follows a resume of the history of the days which is, says a report, "unparalleled in the
councils of Baltimore, with quotations from their history of Cook county." Judges Dunne and Brandecrees, insisting upon the retention in the hands tano were called to sit as assistants to the presiding
of the clergy of the education of the Catholic youth. judge, Goggin. The suit was over Clingman's in" We exhort the bishops," says the first council, junction. Judges Dunne and Brentano decided for
"and; in view of the grave evils which habitually pro- Sunday closing. But Judge Goggin decided for
ceed from a not well-instructed youth, we conjure opening, and \o keep the majority decision from
them by God's bowels of mercy to endeavor to going into effect, declared the case continued sixty
found in their respectiv dioceses schools annexed to days. The strangeness of the case is, partly, what
each church." This was confirmed by the second the reports style Judge Goggin's arrogance in forecouncil, which further urged that not only the re- ing his opinion over that of two colleagu~s ; and
ligious, but the literary, education of the Catholic partly his manner, which if we may believe these
youth should be conducted by the clergy. The reports was extraordinary.
third council, affirming what had been said by the
One account says that "the decision was given in
prior ones, adds that " each parochial church should a wildly incoherent and stammering way, and was
hav, in the space of two years from the promulga- enforced by a threatening shake of the fist." Judge
tion of the present decree, its own school where it. Goggin denounced the attempts of attorneys to try
does not already exist, and keep it up perpetually, to compel a court to decide cases dealing with the
unless for serious reasons the bishop considers that needs of the present day from formulas in vogue
a delay may be accorded." And further, it adds hundreds of years ago. He said he had a profound
that a priest who neglects to obey this rule deserves respect for Lord Coleridge, chief justice of Engto be sent away from his parish. To these decrees land; for Melville W. Fuller, chief justice of the
of the councils, Brandi adds a digest of the allocu- United States; for Judge Stein, and others; but
tiona and letters of Pius IX. and Leo XIII. confirm- Jackson park could not be turned over to private
ing this rigid view of the questicn, concluding corporations to deprive the people of their rights of
with an extract from the encyclical Sapientce Chris- entering it and enjoying the beauties thereof at any
tiance, and one from the letter of the past year to time. Admitting that he was going outside the
the archbishop and bishops of New York. Father limits of the evidence, Judge Goggin declared that
Brandi says :
he was glad he could do so. The report con" Here the holy father declares that his decision, like eludes with declarations by the counsel for the
that of the whole episcopacy, • denies the possibility of Sunday closers that Judge Goggin was drunk.
On the other hand, Judge Goggin says that the
approving the neutral schools-i. e., those without religion-and asserts the necessity of confessional schools reports that he was intoxicated are infamously false.
in which the youth .shall be instructed in religion by H
those whom the bishops shall hav judged fit for that
e says that he had not drank any intoxicating
office.' After the last solemn declaration of the holy liquor at all that day. The reason that he conti~
father in favor of the parochial schools and the decrees ued the case, he declares, is that one of the judges,
of the councils of Baltimore, illustrated by the documents when making up the decision; agreed with him that
to which he refers and which we hav desired to quote at th F · ·8 h ld b k t
b
e 811" ou
e ep open, ut changed his
length, we believe that, according to the expressed desire
of the pontiff himself, all controversy on this subject ?pinion without notice to him, Judge Goggin, when
m court. This change of opinion, Judge Goggin
ought to cease."
It is the belief of most disinterested observ~rs alleges, was due to the political influence of a Garthat Father Brandi is correct, and those who liv in man newspaper. To keep to the original decision,
Rome, and are daily witnesses of the struggle go- and thwart improper motivs, Judge Goggin was
ing on between the church and its opponents, de- compelled to make his arbitrary ruling.
clare that there is no compromise possible and no
As the matter stands, the Clingman injunction,
"liberalizing " of the Roman Catholic church in the to reverse which this suit was brought, remains in
way that so many non-Catholics and lukewarm force, and the Fair will be open every Sunday. By
Catholics are des1rous of seeing it liberalized. The the time the sixty days' postponement has expired,
very foundation of the organization is the principle the Exposition will be over.
of authority of the holy see, and Father Brandi Everything Christian Trying to Shirk Taxes.
sees, as the pope sees, that any weakening of this
authority is simply the beginning of a schism.
A while ago the Colorado senate held a lively dePrivate judgment no longer exists on any matter bate over tax-exemption of the property of the
on which the church has spoken, and it must be re- Young Men's Christian Association. An account of
membered that it is not merely the opinion of the it sent us got mislaid, but now on coming across it
person who holds the papacy in hand, but the de- we deem it worthy of the perusal of our readers for
liberations of the highest authorities of the church it illustrates the shameless and all-devouring :baras expressed in its conclaves and councils, of whieh acter of the pious element, not content with robhe is the mouthpiece. We who maintain as the bing us of the taxes of its churches alone; and it
vital element of human progress the absolute lib- contains a good point or two against that policy.
erty of human intelligence and the inherent wisdom Senator Drake, who, says our .account, "has no
of doubt. consider as a theological fiction the au- great love for a church or anything approaching to
thority of the papacy and the dogmas of the church, it," was the one to spy out the proposed law snugly
under whatever form ; but, if the church is to stand en:"3conced ~n ?ne section of a long bill concerning
it must stand by authority, and every member wh~ smd AssoClatlOn. The section provided that lots
doubts and claims liberty of judgment is an illog- with buildings thereon, which are used solely and exical Catholic and an enemy to the church, and it is clusivly for the purposes of the Association in carfar better for the church, the heads of that body rying on their religious, educational, and charitable
believe, that he should be excised from it than that purposes, shall be exempt from taxation. He moved
he should air his liberalism in it ; that the church to strike it out. Senator Merritt opposed the meshould be diminished in numbers rather than weak- tion on the ground that the Young Men's Christian
ened by want of cohesion and homogeneity. This Association does just as much good as the churches,
is the feeling of the great body of the churchmen and should be equally free from taxation. Senator
who liv near the head of the church, and it is the Pease launched a shaft against exempting either
logical conclusion of Roman Catholic doctrin. We Young Men's Christian Associations or church propshall not believe, till we see it very plainly, that the erty from taxation. He said such laws were founded
Catholic church will willingly relax its grasp on the on sentiment, uot on practical common sense. If
schooling of the young, or modify the conservatism the buildings should be torn down by a mob the
of its policy in any respect. Meanwhile we extend city would hav to recompense them. Why, then,
to those few churchmen and journals who desire it should they not pay their rightful share of the
to do so, a measure of esteem.
taxes? Senator Drake said : " We are taxed to
.
.
de~th in this state now. The rate is creeping up
Readers w~ ~1d the caus? by forwarding us gnevously every year. People are complaining
II th
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up in untaxed church property on the free list."
Senator Webber placed himself on record against
exempting church or any .other property from taxation. Senator Pease said that though he should
vote to strike out the section, he knew how such
things went, and in order to do the best he could
for the people he would amend to exempt all Association property to the value of $8,000. He
hoped sentiment would not go further than that.
Senator Lockwood thought it was a practical
question of whether the state would pay to prevent
crime or later pay to support criminals in our
penitentiaries. We Freethinkers who know that
the most religious countries and the most religious
ages hav ever been the most immoral ones, will
not be able to suppress a smile here. Senator .
Pease's amendment to limit to $8,000 was lost.
Senator B. L. Smith moved to amend by including
the property of the Woman's Christian Tempemnce
Union, the Woman's Christian Association the
. .
.
'
Printers' Home, and the Young Men's Institute, as
they were all working on the same plan, and if one
were exempted all should be. It was objected to
on a point of order. Senator Pease moved to limit
the properly exempt to $25,000. It was lost. The
same fate met amendments for $30,000, $40,000 and
the original question, and the property of the
Young Men's Christian Association will probably
not aid the revenues of the state in the future.
Disgraceful it is that there should exist a public
sentiment so biased and unjust as to make such a
scheme as the above possible. According to the
principle on which the above demand is based
it is . sufficient for any society merely to put on ~
thin dress of Christian character and its property
however costly or profitable is exempt.
. It is often wondered at that Christian organizatiOns are numerous and wealthy, while those of us
Freethinkers· are few and poor. Ours are stolen
from, is one of the reasons.

True Christians Will Torture Themselvs.
At Tiflis, Persia, recently the Shiite festival of
the martyrs Hassan and Hussein was celebrated in
such a revolting manner that the authorities threaten
to forbid its future observance. The celeb~ants
slashed and wounded themselvs and one another in
so frightful a manner that several of them now lie
in a precarious condition. Similarly, the devotees
of the, Christian religion a few centuries ago used
to abuse their bodies in a manner equally revolting.
They used to cut and flog themselvs, kneel on rough
surfaces, wear crowns of thorns, and so on. Some
among them practiced, also, methods of self-affiiction
t?at were not so violent but were of lifelong con~muance, such as abstinence from society, fasting,
1mmurement in cells, and the like. These latter
penances are still current. The first-mentioned more
violent ones are rarely attempted. The law would
prevent them as it threatens to do those in Persia.
It would be the spirit of humanity, which has risen
above the spirit of religion, that would direct the
law against them. The acts, however, would be
deeds of devotedness to God, and so we should behold Christians setting devotion to God on a lower
plane than devotion to man. These Christians 80
called, in such courses would do little credit' to
their enthusiasm in the faith. If that faith is tru~,
these self-tortures should surely be permitted. The
principle which their perpetrators wish to obsene
is ~hat of c~ntempt of earth and of all earthly suffenngs or JOys, because of the sinfulness of the
earth and its adverseness to God. And this has
been held, from the earliest age of the church one
of .the essential doctrins of the Christian rellgion.
It lB based on biblical texts of abundant number
and plainness. " He that hateth not his own life
cannot be my disciple." "Take no thought, saying,
What shall we eat? what shall we drink T or wherewithal shall we be clothed?" " Take no thought for
your .life, what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink,
nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on."
"Bodily exercise profiteth l;mt little." "Blessed are
they that mourn." "If any man will come after me
let him deny himself and take up his cross daily.'~
"Be affiicted, and mourn and weep ; let your laughter be turned to mourning and your joy to heaviness." "If an~ W.Nl QO:Ql~ to me and hate not hi&
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father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot
be my disciple.'' "Woe unto you that laugh.''
When Ohristianity, the Religion of Sorrow, permeates thoroughly the minds and hearts of men,
they renounce earthly joys, and the extreme ones
among them even inflict self-tortures. The fact
that . they do not now do so to any considerable
extent, but would even prevent by law such attempts to do it as we read of above in Persia,
shows that Christianity has to a considerable degree been s:nbordinated .to regard for humanity.

Religion Always Produces Persecution.
On account of the Christian missionary, Miss
Melton, having been beaten by Mohammedans in
the province of Mosul, Turkey, the vizier of that
district is investigating with a view to punishment.
and will in the future protect missionaries by passport or guard. Similarly, when Christianity was
devoutly believed by the inhabitants of Europe, the
adherents of other faiths were continually maltreated among the Christians, unless protected by
a guard ·or something of the kind. Their not
being abused now is owing solely to the fact that
Europeans do not now believe Christianity with
their whole heart. Civilization chanced to start
first in Europe, and humanize the people there out
of persecuting dissenters. Had it started first in
Asia, the people there would now be humanized out
of their Qorresponding persecution.
The news arrives, too, of persecutions of extreme
cruelty being e~acted by the Turks upon the
Christians who hav from olden time populated one
of the p~ovinces over which the former" hav control.
These ar.e the Armenians. One of these oppressed
people writes:
"l'he .American public in general is not, perhaps,
aware of the fact that it is an ordinary thing in Armenia
to hav churches attacked during service, the young
women violated, the men wounded or slain, the sacred
edifice rf!.Ill!acked, and the altar desecrated with filth and
dirt. It· is a matter of daily occurrence to hav funeral
processiQns mobbed, the mourners dispersed, and the
dead. taken out of the coffin and thrown to the dogs in
the streets; that wedding festivities are stopped by
means of revolvers and the bride dishonored. Do the
Americahs know that to-day the young Armenian wife
and the' blushing maiden are entirely at the mercy of unbridled Moslems...:..that horses and cattle, crops and merchandise,fur:Diture, and even houses are coolly appropriated by cruel, ferocious Kurds and Circassians, with the
tllcit sanction of corrupt Turkish officials?"
Religion always has perpetrated, and always does
and will perpetrate, heinous barbarities whenever it
is believed without reservation and made a subject
of daily thought and feeling. These barbarities can
be abolished only by withdrawing the attention of
the people from religion and allowing it to sink into
ignorement and nothingness.

the only day when the majority can view them, so
that the working classes are largely deprived of
deriving any benefit from that which they are
taxed to support and which they desire open. Assuredly these people hav just as much right to
attend the museum as dthers hav to attend church;
and the one class hav no more right to close the
museums and deprive the others of their freedom
of action than the other classes hav to close the
churches and so deprive many of their privileges.
How far are the people from comprehending the
principles of equal rights when they view with complacent eye, without a suspicion of wrong, the spectacle of one profession closing the establishments of all
rival industries or attractions on the day when it
transacts its trade and reaps its profits. How far
from actual accomplishment is the separation of
church and state that is supposed to exist in
America, when the state unites with the church in
suppressing either industry, or recreativ pleasure
and improvement, on the day selected by ecclesiastics for their own purposes.

Agents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.

Freethinkers, Attention.
The headquarters of the Freethought Federation
until October 1st will be 17 South Curtis street,
Chicago. Please send all communications for
Samuel P. Putnam, president, or John R. Charlesworth, secretary, to this place. All Liberal visitors
are cordially welcome. . Call if possible between 9
and 12 in the morning. Liberal papers and publications will be for sale at this office and also at
Henchel's Academy, 517 W. Madison street, during
September and until after Congress. Liberal meetings every Sunday evening during September, and
International Congress from October 1st to October 8th, at Henchel's Academy.

The Church. and. State Union Every Seventh Everyone going to Chicago this fall should hav a
copy of S. P. Putnam's" Pen Pictures of the World's
·Day.
The clergy of California are continuing their war
upon the proposed opening of the Midwinter Fair
at San Francisco on Sundays. However, they are
meeting at the hands of the sensible journals of. the
state an opposition that we are glad to see, and
that will do much toward opening the people's eyes
as to what the nature of the infamous clerical policy
really is. The Oakland Times, for instance, says:
"Rev. Joseph E. Scott, chairman of the meeting, was
candid enough to admit that the movement to close the
gates of the Fair on Sunday was indorsed by only a small
minority of the community. He thought that at least
four-fifths of the people of San Francisco, outside of the
regular church-goers, will want the Fair open on Sunday.
If this is true, it may, in all propriety, be asked why the
Fair should be closed on that day."
. Another remark of the same paper, equally good,
is:
"The Sa.bbatarians are very bigoted in their ignQrance
of what the people want and what is good for the people.
Their narrow view comprises only thoJ outlook of a very
narrow creed, and the e:tlort to compel their neighbors to
believe and act with them is little short of tyranny-it is
certainly a presumption that will be vigorously resented
by every liberal-minded citizen in the community."
The Times goes on to say that one thing is evid(mt, and that is, that it is unfair to close these
institutions, which are supported by the people, on

Fair" in his pocket. He will flnd it a great aid to in·
telligent sight·seeing. Price, 21) cents; I) copies for

$1.
Rev. Charles Edwards has been obliged to resign
his charge at Freeport, N. Y., because of having
been discovered to be the author of an anonymous
book recently published and circulated there. In
it he expresses disbelief in some such notions as a
material hell, the miracles, and so on. He says :
" Did I believe in the existence of a material hell
I never would hav written the following satire.
Neither do I believe that any aquatic animal swimming in a geographic sea ever swallowed Jonah.
The grotesque picture painted by divines of the
big :fish's contortions as he swallows Jonah is so
horrible that we involuntarily recoil and almost
disbelieve our senses. That ecclesiastical teaching
which pleases and terrifies the ignorant is certainly
in keeping with the dilatory past, but should hav
no place in the aggressiv future. That which dis*orts and deforms, rendering wild and extravagant
a beautiful symbol, demands more than a single
protest." The Freeportites are as determined as
were their great-grandfathers that the whale shall
swallow Jonah as of yore, and determined personally to swallow anything that the biggest-speaking

miracle-monger shall tell them; and when it comes
to us we hope that Oblivion will swallow them up
and hold them for about twenty years until the
news to reach us from their antiquated village shall
be more sensible.
In a San Antonio Express we find some deserved
invectiv against several preachers who are trying to
settle their Sunday yoke more firmly on people's
necks. We are glad to hav the ecclesiastical tyrants
combated on every hand. Joyous is the sound of
the strokes falling upon them. The Express introduces its subject thus: "Two or three preachers
who are industriously hacking around in the Lord's
vineyard with their little hoes while they should be
industriously chopping cotton, are laboring with all
their puny strength to create sentiment among the
Christian people against the Express, because it
presumed to say that each community should be left
free to enact its own Sunday laws, instead of being
compelled to submit to the dictates of voters :five
hundred miles distant." The truth is, the preachers
do not believe in a community being left free to
enact its Sunday or any other laws. They would
enact all its laws themselvs ; they would govern all
its concerns down to the most minute ; they did
this when they had the power, as for instance in
Scotland and New England ; and as to the distance
at which the laws shall b~ made, half of the clergy
counsel our sending across the wide ocean to Rome
for them. The clergy hav no notion of self-government, individual government, or any government
but the most despotic by their own sacerdotal
selva, in favor of themselvs, to make the money flow
into their own pockets.
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers can remit the difference in price between paper and cloth binding, and get the books
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
to the Library hav received " Paine V~dica.ted,"
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a
Christian 1" price 50 cents. Other books besides
are in preparation. One of these, we may mention, is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
shortly be made. Send· $3 and receive at cnce
the books already published, and, as they appear, those which will be published between now
and January, '94.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Michigan during the
month of September. His appointments as far as arranged are as follows:
Traverse City, Sept.
9, 10 Northville, Sept.
20
21
Harriette,
" 11, 12, 13 Tipton,
"
14, 15 Mongo (Ind.), "
22
Mt Pleasant, "
23
16, 17 La Grange("), "
Gagetown
"
24, 25
Port Hur~n,
"
18 Lawton,
"
26
Rochester,
"
19 Benton Harbor, "
MR. FRANKLIN STEINEll's lecture engagements, so far
as arranged, are as follows:
17
Newton
Ia., Sept...........................
W oonw~rd,
"
" · · · ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··
18
Carlisle,
;;
;; ........................... 20-23

~{~~:n((!~:~~);•

" " :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

8:a:Jtikound,
C'alamus,
Chicago,

::
"

:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
" .. · ... ······· ········ ·· ····
Til., Oct. . .... . ...... ...............

~
~

27
1

· After the International Con~ess of Freethinkers, Mr.
Steiner will return to Iowa and spend the latter half of
October and all of November in that state. Address him
at Box 882, Des Moines, Ia.
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_Roma.noe.
The Revivalist.
A STORY OF KATIE.

I remember very well the day when I first saw
Katie. There were six of us, juniors at Pierson, who
had formed an eating club and had consigned ourselva to the mercies of Mrs. Ames. I trust these
were tender for the sake of an exception.
This matron was a widow, as she must needs hav
been since she had married, with a tearful eye and
an apron. When she wiped the one with the other,
expostulation supinely yielded to resignation. We
had filed into her stuffy front parlor, whose atmosphere was a memorial to the defunct masculin
adjunct of her matrimonial entity, and were there
awaiting our initial dinner with an anticipation
which we felt could not be better than realization,
yet which proved blissful in comparison.
"My niece from the country will serve you," announced our landlady. "Katie, fetch up the victuals for the boardsrs."
The folding-doors were flung apart, and we entered the scene of many future discomfitures.
On this day, however, we did not scan the board
-a term, by the way, just plane enough-with
chagrin.
One and all of us were startled and
gratified by the trim little figure that courtesied a
welcome, and flushed to the roots of her fluffy light
hair. Our contentment was supreme when Mrs.
Ames left us to study this pleasing vision, on the
impossible mission of looking after the dinner-as
if anyone, having once seen it, would look after it !
Katie was truly a comely and dainty maid. Her
eyes were large and blue and appealing in their
expression. Her red lips quivered and disclosed
small, milky teeth. She looked at us as if to say,
"Don't you see how embarrassed I am 1" and we,
not being clowns, did see, and turned our attention
to old Bowen's account of Professor Jackson's
lecture. Now, old Bowen was nothing if not prosy,
and he was quite a leader in our college world, so
the self-denial was genuin. Doubtless the drone
of his talk served to make it effectual, for gradually
the girl became composed.
Then little Dobbs
ventured a joke regarding the plum pudding, which,
he l!la.id, reminded him of the Acropolis, "It was
such an embodiment of ancient Greece," and she
giggled and dropped a plate and then looked
frightened. When old Bowen announced that he
would tell Mrs. Ames to charge the blame and the
breakage to our account Katie was recognized as a.
member of our organization, and thenceforward
accepted the communion with frankness.
There was nothing mawkish or meretricious in
this relation. Little Dobbs, indeed, h'ad a liquorish
eye and an engaging manner, and one morning we
found him awaiting us, to our astonishment, with
one very red cheek and a whistle of indifference.
As Katie was abrupt in her responses and almost
fierce in the way in which she served the cakes,
making veritable flipjacks of them, the rest of .us
concluded that littlli Dobbs had met that complete
reverse which sometimes comes to audacious advance. Thereafter he was respectful, a temporary
loss of identity on his part, and Katie, having nothing to fear, became a partisan in our unequal
struggle with a Spartan fare, interpolating
sly ironical grimaces to her aunt's encomiums,
and whispering "care" toward dishes unusually
noxious.
Old Bowen used to philosophize about Katie in
our walks to and fro. "That child," he would say in
his ancient way-he was twenty-one, and had lived" is a bait for misfortune. She has such capacities
for enjoyment that she surely must suffer. She is
filled with sensibilities; some day they will rend
her like devils. If she were only married to a
rough farmer, compelled to toil from twilight to
twilight, and to get growls for her pains, with a
family increasing each year, she would likely be sufficiently wretched to be contented."
One Sunday afternoon we met Katie walking with
an awkward, stalwart young man with red hair,
whom little Dobbs immediately styled "William
Rufus." She didn't feel proud of her swain, a fact
which he appreciated as well as we; and when at
supper we attempted some trivialities regarding his
carriage and boots, she tossed her head and pursed
her lips and said "he wouldn't say boo to a goose."
Poor William Rufus, he had yet to learn that the
tongue is a weapon and the heart a hindrance.
Mrs. Ames intoned a lament to old Bowen regarding her niece. "She is that captious with her follower," she said. "A sober young fellow, much
too good for her that one of these days he'll bid her
good riddance, and then she'll see."
Perhaps William Rufus did thus pluck courage
from despair, f01· as the autumn deepened into win-

ter we noticed a change in Katie. She grew listless and absent. Wherever her thoughts were,
they certainly were not with us, and yet our conversation had lost none of its sparkle. As little
Dobbs said, "A joke needed a life-preserver, her
indifference threw so much cold water on it." The
ideality that had lightened"'our meals disappeared,
and in its stead remained the heavy, sodden reality.
One evening old Bowen, little Dobbs, and I
chanced to pass a Methodist meeting-house that
had long since been abandoned. Its windows glimmered, and through them came the sound of exhortation, of psalmody, and of ferment. In front
were large posters setting forth in fiery letters that
the Rev. Jacob Pross, the world feared, worldrenowned evangelist, would hold forth that night on
the approaching end of the earth. Admission, 25
cents. Come one, come all.
"Let us go in," I suggested.
Old Bowen demurred. Why should we waste
our money in encouraging such impostureT
"Money's no object at such a ticklish time," said
little Dobbs, and, moved by a common curiosity, we
entered and obtained seats on the middle aisle.
The scene was impressiv, even to mocking eyes.
The lights were so arranged as to throw the pulpit
into strong relief. In fr<;>nt and on the sides was
gloom. Within, a tall, stalwart man of swarthy
mien and dominant brows, whose face was ugly and
fascinating from its very ugliness, was craftily
using every elocutionary device to produce effect.
His voice, sweet and full and modulated to his
thought, swept the entire gamut of emotion from
ecstasy to despair, and from determination unto
welcome. Its tones pierced like daggers, or soothed
like a mother's hand. The man was master of his
audience, and exercised his sway ruthlessly. At
his bidding tears and hallelujahs burst forth. At
his bidding the hardened grew ashamed and the innocent bold. Men confessed sins of enormity;
young girls revealed celestial visions. His text wa-s
an obscure prophecy from the book of Daniel; but
it served as a reason for a ranting and disjected discourse, abounding in imagery and apostrophe.
The preacher announced that he alone was the
gate to salvation ; that all those who had died, that
all those who were alive and followed him not, were
doomed to everlasting torment. Coming to the
edge of the platform, he leaned far over, with extended arms.
"My· parents," he moaned, and tears dripped
from his cheeks ; " my honest, industrious, Godfearing parents, where are they ! Down, down,
down! Deep in the eternal gulf of perdition, where
the worm never dieth and the fire is not quenched,
they expiate their rejection of the truth! And if
such be their fate, what will be yours, and yours,
and yours whose sins are as scarlet, if you heed
not the voice of the shepherd who can cleanse you
as white as wool?"
Ay, it was a rapt, a painful scene; for fear and
agony and tt ansport are darts that can penetrate
even the shield of skepticism. Little Dobbs, whose
one purpose was fun, glanced uneasily toward the
door. Old Bowen darkened like a Puritan magistrate. "That fellow deserves to be scourged," he
muttered. As for myself, I was exceedinglyuncomfortable. A crowd always repels me; the fervor of
this crowd well-nigh vanquished my self-control. I
think I should hav incontinently adopted little
Dobbs's evident desire had not my eyes caught a
familiar face. There, in the very front row, seated
among the chosen sisters who were called the
" Cherubim Band " was Katie, swaying forward and
back, waving her hands and proclaiming glory!
Now she would dash from her seat and embrace
some one, an indiscriminate anyone it seemedshe, our modest Katie ! Now she would pace the
steps of a stately dance, and then, down on her
knees, with arms upraised ! Evidently her companions regarded her as their chief; evidently the
Rev. Mr. Pross cherished her as a beloved disciple,
for they imitated her impulse, and he, by his glance,
encouraged, nay, forced it unto extravagance!
" Look !".I whispered to my friends, and from
the humiliation of our little maid there came to us
a common aversion.
"Come," warned old Bowen. "It's none of our
concern," and we stepped out into the aisle.
At -this instant it chanced there was a lull, a thing
of dread to the preacher, and he seized the opportunity for its avoidance.
''Stay, young man, stay!" he shouted, dramatically. "You are on the very brink. Pause, oh,
pause ! If you pass that threshold you fall into the
bottomless pit!''
Old Bowen shrugged his shoulders disdainfully;
and I, shamefaced, hastened my steps, but little
Dobbs stopped and turned around and bowed
politely.
"Awfully sorry," he said, "but really, we must

go. So if you hav any message for your respectable though unfortunate parents, we shall be most
happy to deliver it."
·
There was a roar of exasperation, and the for
ward swell of a tumult. I caught sight of Katie'
face in the throng ; it was livid and distorted, and
her eyes flashed like a panther's.
" Hurry, you fool!" cried old Bowen. " Do you
want to be torn into pieces?"
"Let us hav peace rather than pieces," replied
little Dobbs. And we turned tail and ran.
It was the next morning at breakfast· that this
same little Dobbs, who could never let well enough
alone, or anything else that he could pick at, precipitated a crisis by saying: "Well, Katie, we can't
fare any worse when we get there, 'that's one comfort."
The girl dropped the tray from her grasp.
'~ Oh, you wicked young man," she cried, "to
dare to scoff at the Lord's anointed! I will never
wait on you again-never, never, never I" and she
slammed out of the room. We "heard the sound of
contending voices, but no one came. At dinner
Mrs. Ames presided like the skeleton at an Egyptian
feast, though there was no other similarity. In
response to old Bowen's cautious inquiries she
vouchsafed " tantrums" as a cause, and'" I'll serve
meself " as an effect. That settled it ; without our
little maid our food turned to ashes in our mouths,
and it didn't hav far to turn. Through the embassage of old Bowen, to whom disagreeables were
always allotted as a privilege, we declined further
risks, and shook the" dust" from out our pockets in
full payment, and from off our feet in joyous escape.
It made no difference to Mrs. Ames. The widowed
landlady at Pierson is never utterly forsaken. She
livs by faith alone-and so, too, do her hapless
boarders.
Some months after our exodus little Dobbs and
I, while sitting on the fence one afternoon, caught
an approaching glitter of teeth. It was William
Rufus, presenting the broadest case of grin I hav
ever seen. He slapped us mightily on the back and
then coalesced the small bones of our hands.
"Congratulate me, gentlemen I" he roared, "I've
up and done it."
We glanced from posy to necktie with enlightenment.
" What ! Married!" we cried.
"Yes, Katie, you know, and I.....:and we...:...are so
happy," and the great fellow blushed like a dusty
road at sunset.
"Sit down, William Rufus," said little Dobb's
affably, after we had expressed the usual disgul.se'd
condolences. "Tell me, who officiated at the
'wish-you-much-joy!' The Lord's anointed,hey!"
" Pross, d'ye mean 1 Sure, sir, he's not fit to
mate two cats ! The Lord's anointed 1 I guess
the devil's got something to say about that!
Belike you havn't heard how his great revival
ended~"
·
"No, tell us," we both replied.
"He skipped the burg between two days. You
see, it was this way: He and the sisters were having a love feast, where .they sings and prays and
gets themselvs generally excited, when a. little
dried-up old woman broke up the meeting quicker'n
Gabriel's horn. Gad, I guess his reverence wished
the end of the world had come afore ~he got her
fingers in his hair! Ho! hoI" And William
Rufus laughed seemingly some distance below his
boots. "She was his wife from England," he continued. "And she had reinforcements behind her
in the shape of four children, but they weren~t
needed. The services were adjourned in a jiffy,
and" there wassen't no doxology neither."
"And Katie 1" asked little Dobbs with normal
impertinence.
·
"Clean disgusted! She ain't sung a psalm tune
since. Why, if it hadn't been for that matrimonial
exposure I wouldn't be here to-day, gentlemen,
really I wouldn't. She was that set up with his
idees and notions. You see, when he talked so
beautiful and confident like of the visions of glory,
she believed they were spread out before her very
eyes. Well, that deserted wife brought her back
to earth again with a bang, and she finds it a pretty
good place, too. So when I asked her once more
just for luck, she flushed and courtesied and said,
'Whenever .you will.' And if you gentlemen would
look in on our little home, we'd take it kindly, very
kindly, indeed."
"You hav a sweet and tender little wife," I said,
after we had both accepted his honest invitation.
"I am glad she has found such a strong and faithful protector."
·
"Protector I" he repeated. "I should rather say
so. Do you see these hands !"-they were very
evident as he extended them. "Well, sir, if any
man should dare to even think wrong of my dear
wife, I'd squeeze his life out between them."
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Ah, stout, viril hands, the day is coming when Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- book of reference for those who hav been there and
thinkers.
wish to refresh their memories."
such a strain will be put upon thy sinews, and well
will they fulfill the promis. Alas for love and hapThe next congress of th~ .Belgian Freethought
A terrible misfortune has befallen mankind. - The
piness since such strength as thine can still find its Federation will be held in December at Louvain.
church of Holy Anna at Kankakee, Ill., has burnt
task!
We did call on the young couple and old Bowen
The Belgian Freethought Federation advises all down, and the :fire destroyed a " part of the earthly
went with us. Katie was her old self-that simple, its members to be cremated when they die. Very remains of Holy Anna." Well, we suppose the
church will be rebuilt, and as people die every day
joyous old self that had changed Mrs. Ames's drastic sensible.
we need not despair. Earthly remains just as good
regimen into ap1brosia.
"She's just the same," said little Dobbs enthusiThe IJageraad, our Dutch contemporary, has as Holy Anna's can be had for the mere asking.
astically.
issued Col. R. G. Ingersoll's lecture on Voltaire in Inquire at the nearest medical college during the
dissecting season.
"Yes," responded old Bowen. "That's just pamphlet form.
where the future troubles lie. Had she taken my
The Hindu Organ, published at Jaffna, Ceylon,
farmer, with his yearly accompaniments, she would
The "Temple of Science " at Charleroi, Belgium,
hav been different and more fortunate."
occupies a building formerly used as a Catholic is on our table. Unfortunately half of the paper is
published in the Sanscrit language, which we are
We laughed his gloomy prognostications to school. The Catholics are very much put out.
not versed in. However, we contrived to pick out
scorn, and Katie being settled and beyond our
life, we thought but little of her for many months.
The yearly cost of the Church of England to the an item informing us that even in that far-away
It was one day during the following winter that English taxpayers is $33,7 50,000. Such is the con- island the Christians are fighting with one another.
little Dobbs called my attention to an ·advertise- clusion of Prof. Edwin Johnson, the English statis- We are glad they are. It may be a means of informing the Hindoos that the invariable outcome
ment board with the careless expression, "The tician and economist.
of " the religion of love" is fighting.
devil has broken loose again." There was more
aptness in his flippancy than he intended. Yes,
At the recent congress of the French FreeFrance under the seco~d empire was distinctly
there were the familiar red letters setting forth thought Federation an address of sympathy and a
that the evangelist, the prophet, . the Lord's fraternal greeting was sent by the Federation to Catholic; now, under the republic, it is secular if
not Freethinking in its tendencies. During the
anointed, the Rev. Jacob Pross, had returned with the Freethought Federation of America.
.empire in 1865 there were 53,350 free schools, with
a message of woe ; that the end was near, and that
only through him could there be an escape.
The "Festival of Youth" held by the Cercle des 2,601,619 pupils, while at present there are 79,000
"But he made the same prediction a year ago;" I Soirees Populaires Rationalistes was a decided suc- schools with 5,500,000 pupils. During the empire
objected.
cess. Over nine hundred people participated. Our the public-school budget was 10,000,000 francs
(1 franc = $0.19), at present it is 125,000,000
''What of itT" said little Dobbs. "The earth is Belgium friends know how to do a thing.
francs. During the last Panama scandal the Catha sort of star, I suppose; and all stars hav an inherent right to several 'last appearances.'"
The Committee of Moral Laws, Mr. Jean-Paul- olic papers complained that there was no school
It was a week later, when I was strolling alone Cee president, is about to publish a new work, left " unto God." It is too bad. All the Panama
one evening across the green, that I came across " fhe Astronomic Origin of the World." The book boodlers got their education in the schools of the
empire, which were devoted ''unto God."
them-:-! mean, of course, Pross and Katie. They is to be an antidote to the history of saints.
emerged from an obscure path and met me face to
The rapid growth of Freethought in countries
face under an electric light. The girl's face was
To make the darkies in Africa swallow the dry
uplifted, the girl's eyes Wtlre fixed on that strong, teaQhings of Christianity and tolerate the presence like Spain and Belgium, and the never-failing genhateful countenance with the same expression of of a missionary, ten thousand gallons of liquor are uin enthusiasm of Freethinkers in these countries,
is due to a great extent, we believe, to the interexaltation which they had borne when I had imported for every missionary in that country.
mingling of politics. The Freethinkers form the
watched her during the revival meeting.
" Katie !" I cried, involuntarily, as I stopped
The Freethought society of Wiesbaden, Ger- greater part of the Liberal, the republican party, a
short. She turned and scanned me disdainfully. many, has joined the National Federation. In party whose aims are extremely popular. It is the
She shrugged her shoulders and pressed her com- u,nion there is strength. Why do not our local politics that makes Freethought popular. Here in
panion's arm. They passed on unheeding. After societies join the American Federation of Free- the United States Freethinkers form as yet no political party. They adhere to the old ones. Some
all, what concern or right was it of mine! Should thought¥
do so because it is business or fashion, others beI suspect, when her husband believed T But, alas
cause
their fathers did, and again other.; through
for the simple faith of William Rufus! I more
Malta, the English island in the Mediterranean
than suspected, I knew.
sea, is not a healthy place for Protestants to liv in. ignorance or, what is worse, political orthodoxy.
Commencement Day came and old Bowen, little A Protestant lady who distributed tracts relating l'he writer has seen well-educated Freethinkers,
Dobbs, and I bid farewell to Pierson. We lingered to her "ism" was imprisoned for twenty-four hours, Liberal on all subjects but politics, stand up in a
political meeting and make speeches with as much
like lovers in our departure, and the town was well- and then given a day to leave the island.
fervor and noise as a Methodist sky-pilot at a renigh deserted the night when we went to the railway station. We were in ample time for our train,
The Russian press censor has prohibited the vival meeting. And these men not alone threw
for old Bowen had that anxiety about traveling so sale of Zeitschrijtfar Ethische Oultur (Magazine their own vote, but exhorted others to vote as they
common in the aged. We paced disconsolately up for Ethical Oulture) in Russia. Why the Russians did, for parties whose whole political career has
and down the platform alongside of the tracks. may not read this excellent magazine edited by been marked by laws detrimental to liberty. Let
The weather was stormy, and the lights on the Prof. Georg v. Gizyiki is known only to the censor us take a lesson from our European brethren. Let
us form a political party. Let us, till we are strong
building sent long glimmers through the mist like and the czar.
enough
to stand alone, be politicians-i. e., let us
the pointing of a ghost's finger. From the distance
there came the shriek and rumble of an approachThe bookseller, Wilhelm Koster, of Berlin, vote for any man who will in his public office favor
ing train, and old J..JOWen began to fuss· about Prussia, has been sentenced to one month's im- our demands.
tickets and checks.
prisonment because in a. public gathering he spoke
The annual Congreslil held at Herstal on May 21st
"Keep your clothes on, old woman," said little against giving ten million marks for the erection of
and
22d by the Belgian Freethought Federation
Dobbs, soothingly; "we hav half an hour yet. a new church. He called the house of God a
was a decided success. Delegates representing
That's the 'peanut train.'" ·
''damnation institution."
sixty-eight societies were present. The Federation
Now, this humiliating term was given to thenarMrs. Hedwig Henrich Wilhelmi, the German- consists of one hundred and thirty-four societies,
row-gaged communication between Pierson and a
neighboring manufacturing town, and little Dobbs American Freethought lecturer, left for Europe with an aggregate membership of over seventeen
was quite right in his conjecture, for a moment July 15th. We were in hopes to hear this excellent thousand activ and paying members. Mr. Mevisse
later a tiny engin, with a single car, puffed up and lecturer at the International Freethought Congress delivered a lengthy but extremely interesting restopped. There were but few passengers, and of in Chicago, but Mrs. Wilhelmi had to leave owing port regarding the operations and social-economic
standing of women in Belgium. For the benefit of
these the latest to descend were a man and woman. to the sickness of her mother.
such Qf the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER as are in"Spoons I" muttered little Dobbs, as we noticed
terested in woman's rights we will when time pertheir affectionate clinging.
·
Imprie~onment does not conquer the spirit of
They passed slowly toward the door. One of German Freethought lecturers. Dr. C. Riiger, mits giv a translation of this report. At the
those spirit fingers touched the woman's face. It who has nearly served out his last sentence for closure of the report the following resolution was
was Katie ! Little need for us to surmise as to her blasphemy, reports through IJer Freidenker that adopted by acclamation: " The Belgium Freecompanion, nor, indeed, did we hav time. There he is ready for engagements. It is people like Dr. thinkers reunited in congress at Herstal, believing
that. woman is a human being of the same intrinsic
was a heavy rush, an infuriated roar, and out from Riiger that make orthodoxy fly about.
import
as man, demand the recognition of her abthe gloom sprang William Rufus full at the preachsolute
right
to develop all her faculties and all her
er's throat I
·
Messrs. E. Pasquer, Epaulard, and A. Fleury re- aptitudes, and furthermore the revocation of her
Then followed a literal crunch of bones. The ceived the highest number of votes at the election
body,. limp and lifeless, was tossed at our feet like for the general council of the French Freethought disfranchisement in the economic, legal, political,
and social worlds." It was furthermore decided to
a rag doll twisted by a ruthless child, and William Federation; while Messrs. Bevalet, Marc Cotar and
print five thousand copies of Mr. Mevisse's report
Rufus dashed back and disappeared within the Distribue were. equally fortunate to be elected'with
and distribute the same among the societies for
mist, to wander like Cain over the face of the earth. the highest number of votes to the commission of
general circulation. "The Political Aspect of FreeWe might hav stayed him, but we raised not a control.
thought" was the next subject for discussion. The
hand; indeed, little Dobbs cried "Good!" and
following resolution pertaining to this subject was
Happed his arms against his side. But old Bowen
Announcing Mr. S. P. Putnam's "Pen Pictures then adopted unanimously: •' Congress declares
turned solemnly toward the dead and I toward the
of
the World's Fair," the Milwaukee Freidenker hereby that the Freethinkers of Belgium demand
living. But Katie wildly waved us away. Sheuniversal suffrage pure and simple (one man or
clung to the poor body as love alone will cling, de- says : "It is well written and contains many practical suggestions highly beneficial to the visitor at woman, one vote), and accordingly call for the
spite dishonor and death, and when the men came
the great Chicago Exposition. Besides an excellent abolition of privileges as awarded certain indito bear it away she passed from _our view with her
description of the Fair, it givs the reader an ac- viduals under Paragraph 47." The Federation's
arms still tenderly entwined.
curate account. of necessary expenses, hotel and relation to the Committee on Moral Laws was taken
transportation rates, etc. And inasmuch as it con- up next. And at the conclu~ion of the discussion
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free tains good reading it recommends itself as a lecture it was resolved to continue the support of the Com- ·
on application.
for those who intend to go to the Fair and as a mittee, and all Freethinkers were advised to join
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the Committee or at least make themselvs thoroughly acquainted with its work, "Essay on Secular Education." Among the members present at
this Congress who hav achieved more than a loc~
reputation for their work in Freethought, we ~ill
mention Messrs. Oscar Beek, Eug. Renaud1ere
Dons, Joseph Thirion Gorrison, R. Rens, and Van
Petenghem, besides our friend Leon Furnemont.

News and Notes.
John E. Remsburg, from his wide and busy lecturing field, dropped in upon us Tuesday, August
28th, and on Wednesday we found our devious way
to the World's Fair. Taking the horse-car via
Uandolph street to State, we meandered along that
brilliant thoroughfare, which in itself presents attractions as various almost as the exhibits of the
World's Fair. Remsburg takes in the post-office
and his multitudinous mail, and then we journey to
the foot of Jackson street with a vast throng of
other pedestrians, some wending their way to the
"cattle-trains," and others, over the vast arch of the
bridge, roll Bnd tumble into that modern leviathan
of the deep, the" Whale-back," whose hull is of the
shape of Jonah's famous sea-vehicle-the whale. It
holds over five thousand passengers, goes at tpe
rate of eighteen miles an hour, and is the biggest
and fastest excursion boat anywhere in the world.
We find our way to the very topmost bough or boat
of this huge vessel, and as it floats slowly and
grandly out from the dock, a magnificent panorama
unfolds-the broad, blue, sparkling lake and the
enormous, wonderful city, with heaps of smoke over
it, glittering to silver as the volumes surge away
into the distance. Soon the mighty vessel reaches
its open pathway, and with vast clouds, through
which the sun burns like a golden orb, speeds for
the White. City. Over the luminous horizon we see
the golden turrets and domes of the Manufacturers'
Building, which at first appears like a huge bank of
clouds. Then the distinct outlines of the many
structures ray forth - the dome of the Illinois
Building with its lofty flag, the Government Building and Administration Building, the massiv columns of the Peristyle, the glowing figures and the
golden statue of Dian11.-a propect of forma and
colors that is indeed indescribable; while the beautiful waters are covered with craft of every sort,
and the heaving floods seem as immeasurable as the
ocean. Landing on the wharf we are crushed in an
immense crowd while seeking entrance, but soon we
find ourselvs in the magic city, and we join in the
procession in any direction that our fancy prompts.
The Great Basin outspreads first of all with its
animating scenes-the gondolas flitting about, the
fountains shining, the superb statue fronting the
ever-changing wonder and beauty of the huge
circle. Into the Manufacturers' Building we pass,
and of course it is no use to attempt a description
of what we see here, for miles and miles of everything conceivable is before the wandering step.
As this is the Butchers' and Grocers' Day, and E. A.
Stevens is one of the executiv officers of the latter's
association, and H. C. Liddell, our Liberal friend,
is president, we thought perhaps if we wended to
the Sapolio exhibit we might find our comrades
hovering about; but they were busy elsewhere, for
we discovered them not. The Sapolio exhibit is
one of the most interesting in the building, for
there is the very little cockle-boat in which Captain
Andrews crossed the Atlantic ; and Captain Andrews is there to tell us about his oceanic adventures, and certainly the old ship Argos did not go
upon a more romantic voyage. The waves of the
sea are in miniature before us, and Sapolio shines
in golden letters for every day of the week, Sundays
and all.
From the Manufacturers' Building we went to
Uncle Sam's Building, and glanced at its numerous
displays, especially the soldiers and the Arctic
sceneries and the big guns, and then we passed to
where the picture of Thomas Paine was shining on
the wall and there took off our hats to the illustrious
Freethinker, and that was the only picture before
which we did this act of homage, for in this picture
there is for us the glory of the fHture as well as the
memory of the past. Over the Wooded Island, with
its gorgeous summer array, we take our path to the
Woman's Building, for of course it wouldn't do, as
this was the first visit of Remsburg to the Fair,
that he should not look upon the Fairest of all, and
so for an hour or so we did honor to that sex which
theology declares has no soul and therefore will
wear no crown in heaven. Well, it behooves woman
to do the best she can on earth and let the New
Jerusalem go by the board. We came in contact
with our Secular friends, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman,
Mrs. Foster, Mrs. RQberts, and several other ladies.
I do not know whether women can keep a hotel or
not, but we found it exceedingly difficult to get a

lunch in the Woman's Building, more so than in
any other locality. In the first place they only allow four at a table. That's a new kink, and just
like a woman. We four and no more, although
there might be half a dozen in the party and all
could sit at the same table! Then again, when you
go in you get a check. This check is taken from
you at the table, and when you get your lunch you
receive another check, and this allows an exit, and
without this check you can't " exit." We waited
half an hour for a lunch of tea and sandwiches-it
was fifteen minutes before we could giv the order,
but we couldn't go out, no matter in how much
hurry we might be, for we must hav lunch· anyway in order to get our check. We were really imprisoned and had to stay. That also must be a
woman's idea. I don't think I shall go to that
restaurant again, for really there is too much compulsion about it. I wonder if that is the way
women will run politics.
We spent the afternoon in the Midway Plaisance.
This is always crowded, and the grandest part of
the exhibits, which it costs nothing to see, are
neglected, while the ten-cent shows flourish. But
after all we go with the tide. It tires one to look
too long at the beauties of art, at the wonders of
human genius, and it is quite restful to go into
this merry midway and ·take a look at sights that
don't strain the intellect. When you want to sit
down all you hav to do is to pay ten cents or
twenty-five cents and look upon the most outlandish dance, hear the most curious music, hav your
fortune told, etc. Certainly the philosopher can find
a great deal to enjoy in this conglomeration of the
world. The great Ferris wheel is now in full operation, a.nd it is an experience not to be omitted
to roll around that vast circuit and take a bird'seye view of the Exposition. The big wheel takes
it slow and easy, and almost before one knows it
he is lifted two hundred and sixty-four feet into air.
We ramble tnrough the streets of Cairo and hav
our pictures taken in Oriental costume and feel
.,hat we are really Turks and Arabs in that nondescript scene. Remsburg with his twisted mustache and flowing beard makes an imperial-looking
sheik, and Charlesworth has the air of a desert
Bedouin. Temples and dancing-halls attract the
little mules and the camels, which are slow-coaches
indeed. This street is crowded all the time and
everybody seems to be happy with the variety of
sights. The Moorish palace; the Chinese theater,
the Turkish cafe, the glass works, also add to the
vivacity of our travels.
Toward sunset we wander along the state buildings-Colorado, Washington, Kansas. This is Missouri's day and its building is ornamented with a
thousand colored lights and the bands play and
the people throng the esplanade. The Pennsylvania and New York buildings are also ablaze with
electric jets. The Intramural railroad givs us a
bewildering journey from Iowa's Building to the
Administration Building. We wind in and out
amidst the flashing sceneries, and the vast darkness
is like an illumined palace. The search-lights are
out and penetrate the night for fifty miles away
with their pyramids of flame.
Multitudes are
about the Administration Building; and the whole
vast square, the fountains and waters, the statues
and the white walls, are radiant with the incandescent splendor. Our last look is at the Electrical
Building, and this certainly in a concentrated
manner givs one the glories of man's genius.
-so we passed the day, crowded as no other day
ever was crowded, I guess, with the signs of human
progress. Our pioneer work, so often remote and
laborious, a.nd with apparently small results, finds
here its most beautiful and manifold promis. I
am glad that R11msburg happened round and that
we could change off for a while, and, instead of the
picket-line, see the rush and glory of actual triumph,
and hav the world giv us its warmest, brightest,
sweetest side, instead of the cold shoulder which it
so often does.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
Since the publication of the outline of our official
program the committee, as a result of further
labor in extending and enlarging the same, has received several additions to the program and further
adhesions to the Congress.
In consequence
thereof we hav been compelled to enlarge the same,
making an imposing array of talent to be brought
together upon this occasion, of which the like has
never before been witnessed upon the continent of
America. Delegates' credentials and certificates are
arriving from Europe, thereby assuring all friends
of our cause of the cosmopolitan character of this
Congress. The friends o1 freedom from miles distant, across oceans and seas and continents, are
sending in their respectiv adhesions to our Con-

gress. When such an interest as this is manifested
in the great and approaching event by our brethren
in far-off Eastern lands, how much should our own
members be interested herein in proportion to
them?
From Spain, yea, Catholic Spain, come
the most encouraging reports, a truly significant
fact, of the zest, · the zeal, the enthusiasm and
earnestness with which the gallant little band of
Freethinkers, though striving against popular
prejudices and overwhelming odds, adhere ~ly
to their principles and work together, sustammg
each other in the heroic fight they are making for
the sacred cause of human liberty. A compendium
of these will be found immediately following the
amended program given here.
OFFICIAL PROGRAM.
THE CONGRESS MEETS AT 517 WEST MADISON STREET,
CHICAGO, COMMENCING .SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1sT, ENDING
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8TH.
Sunday, October lat.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
2. Address of welcome by the Chairman.
3.
"
"
"
" Samnel.P. Putnam.
4.
"
"
"
" Robert C. Adams.
5.
"
"
"
(in German) by J ens L. Christensen, president German Turn-Verein.
6. Appointment of committees.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Capt. R. C. Adams.
1. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
2. Adilress (in German) by Hermann Boppe, editor
]\[ilwaukee Freidenker, "Die Moral der Republicanischen Weltanschauing."
3. Selection by German Turner Singing Society.
4. Address by T. B. Wakeman, "Christianity and
After."
5. Address (in German) by J ens L. Christensen, " The
Cross and the Crown."
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. "Putnam.
1. Selection by the EdelweisR Zither Club.
2. Address by John E. Remsburg, "Jesus Christ."
3. Address by L. K. Washburn.
4. Selec•-ion by German Turner Singing Society.
5. Address by John R. Charlesworth, '' FreethoughtWhat l t Implies, Its Power and Results."
6. Address by Charles Watts.
Monday, October 2d.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Reports of committees-standing or special.
2. Secretary's report of progress.
3. Receptio.n of foreign delegates.
4. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
5. Address by Harry Hoover.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
2. Address by W. S. Bell, "The Conflict Between
Christianity and Civilization."
3. Address byJ. H. Burnham, "The Love and Worship of the Christian's God."
.
4., Address by J. D. Shaw.
No Evening Session.
Tuesday, October 3d-MorBing Session, 10 A.M.
Presiding officar, Samuel P. Putnam.
1. Reports of c mmittees, standing or special.
2. Reports of officers of the Freethought Federation of
America.
3. N umination and election of officers.
4. Address by president-elect.
Afternoon Session-3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
1. Secretary's report of progresA.
2. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
3 Address by Franklin Steiner, "The Church and
Freethought."
4. Discussion of ways and means to promote the interests of the cause. Introductory paper by Thaddeus B.
Wakeman.
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
Prf'siding officer, Capt. Robert C. Adams.
1. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
2. Address (in Bohemian) by Frank B. Ydrubek ..
3. Selection by Bohemian Orchestra.
4. Address (in English) by J. J. Kral.
5. Address by Samuel P. Putnam, "The Rights of
Man."
6. Selection by Bohemian Orchestra.
7. Address by E. A. Stevens, "The Real and Lasting
Religion of Man."
WOMAN'S DAY.
Wednesday, October· 4th- Morning Session, 10 A,M.
1. Address by presiding officer.
2. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
3. Address by Lillie D. White, " The Coming
Woman."
4. Address by Mattie P. Krekel, "Individuality as a.
Factor in the Progress of Humanity."
5. Address by Sarah E. Ames.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
1. Address by presiding officer.
2. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
3. Address by Katie Kehm Smith, "The Necessity for
Aggressivness on the Part of Liberals."
4. Discussion on " Woman's Relation to Advanced
Thought." Introductory paper by Dr. Juliet H. Severance.
Evening Session, 7 P. M,
1. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
2. Address by Voltairine de Cleyre, '• Mary Wolstonecraft, the Apostle of Woman's Freedom."
3. Address by Mrs. M. A. Freeman, "Woman's Day."
4. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
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5. AddrAI'B bv Susan H. Wixon, "Progress of Woman
A. L. G. D. G. A. D. U.:
for Four Centuries."
The "Faro de Is Hnmanidad," No. 40, of the Order of
6. Selection by th<> Edelweiss Zither Club.
Grao of ValE>ncia, regnlady constituted by authority,
7. Address by Addie L. Ballou, of San Francisco.
the Serene Grand IbE>rian Order:
Greeting .. S. F. U.
·
Thursday, October 5th.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal
Congress of Freethinkers of Chicago:
Presiding officer, Judge C. B. Waite.
And we hav the honor of informing yon that at a regu1. Reports of committees-standing or special.
lar ses&ion held on the 12th inst, this Lc.dge by unat~i
2. RE>ports of officers of American Secular Union.·
mons vote selected as it& delegate to your forthcoming
3. Nomina tion and elllction of officers.
Congress
4 Address by the president-elect.
Prof. Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis,
5. Adtlress by Dr. C. W. Mak, "Freethonght and
and that he was duly authorized to empower such person
Phrenology."
of his choice and confidence to act as his proxy, should
Afternoon Session. 3 P.M.
he find any reason so to do.
Presiding officer, Capt. Robt. C. Adams.
And in order that he, or his proxy, may be properly
1. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
identified, WA hav caused to be issued to him this certifi2. Address by Judge C. B. Waite.
cate, to be presentAd to your Congress.
3. Address by Dr. J. L. York, "The New Faith."
Executed in Lodge this 15th day of March. 1893.
4. Address by J.D. Shaw.
CAMTZO MmAVET, Ven. Mast.
JosE PEREZ, Sec.
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
Escuela Laicas, Madrid:
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal
Presiding officer, Judge C. B. Waite.
Congress of Freethinkers of Chicago:
1. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
Gentlemen: Having had the honor of presiding over
2. Address bv Dr. Paul Carns.
3. Address (il:t English) by Isaac A. Hourwich, of Rus- this Secular School for more than seven years, I wish to
express my profound interest in your Congress~,. and exsia.
4 Address (in Polish) by Madam Josephine Kodis tend to yon my sincere wishes for its success. .1 hav the
honor of now naming as our representativ in your body,
(graduate from the Universit.y of Zurich).
with full powers to act as such, for us,
5. Pian of rte selection bv John J I. Remsburg.
Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis,
6. Address by Capt. Robert. C. Adams.
distinguished for his numerous self-sallrificing acts and
7. Address by Clarence S. Dar:mw.
dAeds in the interests of Progress and the welfare of huFriday, October 6th.
manity. And in the event of his inability, from any
Delegates will assemble at the ball at 10 A.M., and pro- causA whatever, to act personally for us, then and in such
ceed from there to the World's Fair in a body.
event to appear· bv proxy. Receive, gentlemen, one and
all, the profound acknowledgments of our fraternal
Saturday, October 7th.
Signed, Jan. 27, 1893.
Delegates will meet by appointment, and will be Shown regards.
JosE MoNTERo, Principal and Director.
the various places of interest in and aronnil the city of
A.L.G.D.G. A. n. U.:
Chicago. Grand banquet commencing at 7:30P.M.
We, Ven. and Wor. Offrs. and other Wor. of the R. L.
Sunday, October 8th.
La Razon, No. 142, under the auspices of the Gr. Or. of
There will be sessions during the day, at which ad- Spain,
dresses will be delivered upon various Freethought topics
GreAting.
by all the lecturers in turn.
To the Oom. Organization of the Universal Congress of
This Congress has now reached such proportions Freethinkers of Chicago:
Greeting. S. F. U.
that it will of a surety eclipse anything of its kind.
a genAral SAssion of this Lodge, on the 18th inst.,
Our friends will observe that on Sunday afternoon, theAtfollowing
order, verbatim et literata, appears on the
October 1st, the session will be given to our Ger- records of the same:
"Bro. Rosendo Costelloe proposed that the Lodge
man brethren ; on Tuesday evening the Bohemian
Freethinkers will be present, and the evening given send a representativ in its name and by its authority to
attend the Congress of Freethinkers to take plaee in
to thE>m. Wednesday is "Woman's Day," and on Chicago. Which motion was put and carried unaniThursday evening the Polish and Russian friends mously; and thereupon, Bro. Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis
of our cause will also celebrate with us. Thirty- was, upon motion, dut:r delegated, and empowered to be
'" three speakers are now upon our program. The represented by proxv should any unforeseen cause prehis personal attendance at Chicago.
speeches will be interspersed with fine music and vent
" It was· further resolved, that a transcript of the
singing. John J. I. Remsburg, a son of our gifted minutes en this matter be forwarded, should it be deemed
co-worker, will officiate at the pianoforte, and will necessary or advisable."
And in order that his rights as sneh delegate may be
render selections of his own composition.
established and recognized in such Congress, we
The following credentials and adhesions hav been fully
issn<'l this certificate . on our Lodge paper, using the
received from Spain:
Lodge Seals for the purpose at Madrid, Spain, this 19th
day of January, 1893. VINCENTE PoLo, Sec. G. T. S.
To THE G. oF THE G. A. oF THE U. L. Y. F.:
ToMAS fsTURIZ, Ven. Mast.
The venerable and dig. offi"ers and ot.her workers of
.A.L. G. n.G.A.D. U.:
Aurora Lodge No. 316 of the Order of Madrid, working
The Captain Severidad Lodge, No. 102, regularly conunder the authority of the meset Ser. Nat. Gr. Order of
stituted in the Grand Iberian Order.
Spain,
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal
ORIENTE DE VALLENCIA, May 1, 1893.
Congress of Freethinkers, Chicago :
Greeting-S. F. U.,
Greeting. S. F. U.
Gentlemen: At the last session of this lodge it was
We hav the honor of informing you that, for the pur- unanimously resolved to commission a delegate to reprepoBe of being represented in your body, we hav del- sent this lodge in your Congress to participate in its imegated, at a meeting held on the 9th inst., Adolfo Maglia portant proceedings.
y Galbis, who, should he be prevented by any unexpected
Brother Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis was duly chosen;
or unforeseen causes from attending in person, is hereby and Severity Lodge congratulates your Congress, and
empowered to issue a proxy to one of his choice. And to expre~ses the hope that it may accomplish the object
the end that yon may recognize and identify him as such, sought and promote the welfare of hnm~nity.
or his proxy, we do issue this to said Universal Congress
Accept our most profound consideration in the cause.
of Freethinkers.
:By order of the lodge
Executed in Lodge this lOth day of .Tannary, 1893.
RICHAlill I. lBANER, Ven. Mast.
(Signed)
B. B. SERRANO, First Vig.
ALE.rANDRo FLARA, Sec. G. S. S.
SEBASTIAN Loprtz, Ven. Mast.
A.L.G.D.G.A.D. U.:
M. AFIERRO Cor.coBoSAs, Sec. Vig.
Valencia Lodge, No. 119, working under the ausC.m:sAR G. Cor..CLURRo, Secretary.
pices of the Serene Gr. Spanish Order, in Los Valles,
We, the Ven. Wor. Off's, and other Wor. of the La Valentinos.
Acacia Lodge No. 9, under the auspices of the order,
Greeting. S. F. U.
Greeting:
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal Congress
of Freethinkers, Chicago:
Congress of Freethinkers, Chicago:
· At a eeneral session of this Lodge, held on the 15th
At a meeting held Jan. 21, 1893, it was resolved to inst., it was unanimously resolved to deputize as its
pledge .devotion to the U. C. of F. and send Delegate
representativ at your Cungress
Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis,
de Maglia y Galbis,
and that he was delegated with power to appo. proxy, in and conferred Adolfo
on him all necel!sary power to appoint
eveut of not bemg able to attend. We congratulate yon proxy in his place,
stead, and name, if, for any cause, he
on the meeting of your Universal Congrees, and earnestly
be unable to reach your mty or attend thereat;
hope you will compass the ends you hav in view, and should
And, that he may be properly credentialed to you,
urge all to work unceasingly,
for himself or proxy, we hav used our Lodge
By order of Lodge,
paper, and attest same with the seal of our Lodge, in
WALLES DE MADRID, Jan'y 21st, 1893.
Valencia, Spain, this 30th day of March, 1893.
FLORENTINO RoDRIGUES, Sec'y.
JosE CAuno, Victor Hugo, Gr. S.
OoNZALO DE CORDOVA, First Vig.
HOMER CAuno, Ven. Mast.
Approved-FRANCO PuNzE CoSTELLOTE, Ven. Mast.
To the Committee on Organization of the Universal
.A. L. G. D. G. A. D. U.:
Congress of Freethinkers, of Chic~o,
The Aug. Ben Can. Acacia Lodge, No. 25 of the Or.
Gentlemen: As the head of this Valentian lay school, I
of Valencia, regularly constituted under the authority hav the honor of naming
of the most Serene, Gr. Or. of Spain.
Adolfo de Maglia y Galbis,
Greeting. S. F. U.
an indefatigable worker in the cause of human progress,
To the Committ~>e on Organization of the Universal as our representativ in your body. He will bear to yon
Congress of Freethought, Chicago:
our unswerving fealty for your Congress.
This august Lodge, in regular Ression on the first inst.,
Receive, gentlemen of the Congress, our heartfelt
duly empowered as its representativ to your Congress
C. CLEUTOBIO, Mireable.
wishes lor your success.
Adolfo de Maglio. y Galbis,
Freethinkers, with these letters of congratulation
by unanimous vote, and was ceded the requisit authority
to deputize, should he for any reason be unable to attend coming as they do from such a distance, exhibiting
in person, another faithful and capable person, by proxy, a great interest in our proceedings, I would say to
to act in his stead at your forthcoming convention.
you, manifest your own enthusiasm, try to be presThE>refore, to the end that this instrument may serve
yon to recognize and identify our del~> gate, or his proxy, ent upon this auspicious occasion. Come and bring
we hav signed and sealed it, using the Lodge seal, this your friends. Let the city of Chicago be crowded
.
fourth day of May, 1893.
with Freethinkers in October next. The eyes of
(Signed-Signature in Rubric)
the people may then be opened as to our real
Ven. Mast.
strength, and the cause be benefited throughout
LoUis CAMPO l'dALVEANDO, Sec,

all nations. Two thing-s I would urge upon allsend a subscription and be sure to attend the Congress.
JoHN R. CHARLESwoRi'H,
Sec. of Committee of Arrangements.
17 South Ourtis street, Ohicago.

The Eastern Dances.
An allusion to the Chicago Fair and the " naughty
Midway Plaisance" in your valuable TRUTH SEEKER
of August 19th-being given me by Mr. Week<~
induces me to send you the following for your
next.
The subject of the dance, mixed up and distorted
by the general press sufficiently to extract some
"truth," has just come up from Chicago and the
proseribed spot specially. I was sorry to see the
Oriental dance on exhioition, but considered the
best policy would be not to advertise it by condemning it.
I had satirized not it, but the class of audience
it attracted in India, Algiers, and Egypt in many
journals.
In a pamphlet entitled, "Irish Stew-Made in
Algiers and Geneva," I gave a couple of pages
stating undeniable · facts about " la dance du
ventre.''
First, it is not especially Mohammedan.
The Mohammedan men and women don't dance.
"La Belle Fatima" is an assumed name for the
queen of dancing-girls all over the East, and they
are considered disreputable.
I E!peak of the populace of the East, for la
dance du ventre is never witnessed by the great
chiefs except once in a while when they hav Europeans or Americans to entertain. Then the
dancing-girls are paid for the performance given in
private palaces, and no grossness nor indecency is.
witnessed, no girl falls on the platform exhausted.
In Indi 1 and Algiers and Egypt the girls are moderately clothed (so were all the girls I saw at the
Chicago Fair); but if the theatrical managers at the
Plaisance saw fit to strip arms, bosoms, and legs of
his girls he was quite within his right, and only
following la mode of the highest aristocratic society
under England's imperial rule. Both in Egypt and •
India and at Queen Victoria's court it is law-bare
neck and arms-and under republican American
permission I hav seen the same charming e~pose
of natural beauties.
Wicked Paris covers them
with lace. I write now of private people of highclass standing, not poor dancing-girls, paid so
much an hour.
Morality is a relativ term. Marriage with one
wife is moral with the Western. He has, by soeial
law, as many illegal ones as he can pay. Only,
unlike the wives of the East, he does not feed and
clothe them. They are under our civilization outcastil, prostitutes, recognized by no church nor
society.
Those do not exist at all all over the East.
In Thibet the women marry several hu&bands,
and sneer at the monotonous homes we enjoy with
one man.
So on, I could write fifty pa~es of
comparisons. I will, if you giv me space in your
admirable paper. I will giv you illustrations of
Algerian life that will please your readers, and tell
you of the happy condition of the women there under
Mohammedan rule, both socially and financially
superior to our boasted Western civilization.
If the supersensitiv visitors to the ''Midway
Plaisance " could only know what a boom they are
giving the new Mohammedan movement in New
York, they would prefer to take a little Chinese
opium and sleep than wake up the sen~e of justice
stirring in the hearts of those who hav personally
known the woman's real life in the real Oriental
harems, and her comparativly divinely protected
one as a public dancer or prostitute to gross
Europeans or Americans.
I joy in the proprietor of the Persian Theater,
who will not allow his exhibit to be shut up, nor his
girls cast upon the gross, immoral, and drunken
city of Chicago. There is no Christ to save these
now, on earth, and the church raised in his name
damns them to hell, here and hereafter.
Yours for woman's rights to equality with men,
New York, N. Y.
SARAH PARKEB.

Random Notes.
It seems by the old story that Sampson kept his
strength until he told the truth, then God punished
him by reducing him to an ordinary man and allowing the Philistines to exercise the function of burning out his eyes. Perhaps he had better hav stuck
to the lie as David did.
If your enemy smite you on one cheek and you
turn the othor you hav disgraced your manhood,
and the dignity of your descendants will be proportionately disgraced. The man who teaches you such
a religion would be foremost in the crowd who
would kick you for being an ass.
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ever did hav an existence, he had not
of P,riends. Iiftheheleast
bit of respect, and then proceeded

On With a Liberal University.
WEST SUPERIOR, Wis., Aug. 6, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I here send you clippings
from newapapers showing you what kind
of Catholic priests we hav in this part of
the country.
I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER a party had
proposed a Liberal University, and to call
it the Ingersoll University. I think that
it is a very good proposition, and I am
willing to donate money to that enterprise,
and also to send one of my boys to that
school.
·
Those parties who are so fortunate as to
possess Liberal training, pecuniary means,
and energy should push the matter at
once. Reapectfully,
NoRsE VIKING.

Going to the Congress.
MaCUNE, KA.N., Aug. 20, 1893.
MR, EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7.
Three dollars is for THE TRUTH SEEKER for
1894 in advance, the good old paper that I
hav read for over twenty years, and the
Truth Seeker Library, as advertised. I
will need the ''Pen Pictures," by Putnam,
as I am going to Chicago to attend the
Liberal Congress. The day it opens,
October 1st, I will be seventy years old.
And for the other $4, send me two of
Wettstein's small gold badge-pins. I see
them advertised at $2 each. I "ould like
to hav them soon, so my wife and I will
. hav them to wear to the Freethought CongreBB. Please let us know the number of
building where it will be held, so we will
hav no bother in finding the place.
Yours for eternal justice,
M. S. GoWIN.

On to the Congress.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., Aug. 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I was pleased to read in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 26th that
the arrangement for the coming Freethought convention in Chicago, with the
program for the exercises of each seBBion,
was so well perfected. It seems to me
there cannot be a more fitting time for
such a convention, for so many can come
and attend the meeting and the World's
Fair at the same time.
I like the name '' Freethought," and it
ought to commend itself to all shades of
Freethinkers, and not be confined to any
one school of thought. I hope it will
arouse to renewed action many of the
Liberals all over the country that are in
a state of inaction and indifference. For
this is· a time for· revolution .as well as
evolution of ideas. Therefore, I hope the
meeting will be a success. And certainly
some of the leading workers in the movement deserve all the encouragement they
can get. They hav a fine array of talent
of lady speakers as well as gentleman.
Let the East and the West and the North
and the South come together for the pur- pose of agitating Freethought principles
all over the land, and let us.shout liberty,
liberty, and freedom for all.
PROF. A. B. SEVERANOE,

•

The Character of Christ.
OsaEOLA, !A., Aug. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Find mclosed fifty cents
for two copies of " Religion a Curse," etc.
J. E. Remsburg delivered two lectures
here in this town on the 24th and 25th.
On the evening of the 25th he lectured on
"The False Claims of the Church," and a
good per cent of the hearers were Christians, and among them one preacher,
Cross. At the close privilege was given to
anyone who wished to ask questions, and
the Rev. Mr. Cross got up, heated to a
white heat, claiming that the lecturer had
said hard things about Jesus Christ, and
that Christ's good name had been assailed,
and that it was his (Cross's) duty to defend
that apotless name. He sl!.i.d that he a.nd
the good people of Osceola wanted something in the way of proof, and that Remsburg should point out at least one immoral saying or deed against Christ. And
the Christians cheered long and loud; and
when he got through Mr. Remsburg commenced to reply by saying that for the
historical Christ he had all respect; that
the Christ he was speaking of was the
theological Jesus Christ, and for that man,

to point out what he was challenged to do.
And just then I noticed that the hall had
commenced to leak Christians just as a
sieve would water. But the reverend
stood the fire until the crowd was dismissed. Then he came forward and gave
his hand to J. E. Remsburg and the surrounding friends, stating that he loved the
truth, and if he was in error he wished to
know it, and that he would examin Remsburg's evidence; and if he does we will
nail THE TRUTH SEEKER to the cross, not
to crucify, but to glorify.
Yours for eternal Liberty and Truth,
R. JONES.

We Suspect Irony Here.
LESLIE, MIOH., Aug. 15, 1893.
DEAR PRoFESSOR EsTERBROOK : I hav
just read in the papers with a sad and
heavy heart that you and others that conducted the trial at Eaton Rapids against
our dear, beloved pastor, C. M. Arthur,
hav found him guilty of lying and misrepresentation, and that you won't giv him a
permit to preach any more. I hav been
praying ,every day to our blessed Jesus
that you would change your minds and re·
instate him as one of God's servants. No
man in Michigan has ever been lied about
and persecuted as he has been. He was
tormented, harassed, and lied about at
Nashville by the scientists and Infidels of
that town until he had to leave, and just
because he stood up boldly and denounced
sin wherever he found it. Then he came
here to Leslie, and was soon moved by the
Holy Spirit to tell the G. A. R. what he
thought of them. He said that the G. A.
R. and W. R. C. were the two worst societies outside of hell, and that is true and
no lie. And Mrs. Bingo, bless her heart,
says they are drawing off all our members
and she don't see how they can go to their
meetings and spend all their money instead
of using it to support the gospel and pay
the preacher, and! don't either. Of course
he broke up the Congregational church
here, but for heaven's sake let him preach.
He is doing good and his friends all like
him. Then think, professor, how hard and
cruel it would be to throw him out of employment, out of his chosen profession. He
has never been used to work, and it might
make a bad man of him. That story about
him having two wives I don't believe, and
neither does Mrs. Bingo, and no one can
say he has gone contrary to the sacred
scriptures. Think of Solomon and King
David, and think of yourself placed in the
same czycumstances. Then, for the love of
J eBUB, restore him, and God will bless you,
is my prayer.
MRs. PENELOPE PETTIBONE.

Humane Sentiments.
CHADRON, NEB., June 17, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Our meeting and resolutions hav been kept out of the Associated
Press reports. If you. can spare the space,
will you kindly notice our meeting and
resolutions, to show that there is some
humane sentiment here? Yours truly,
MARY SMITH HAYWARD.
THE PROTEST MEETING,
Handbills scattered over town Monday
announced a meeting to be held that night
at the Congregational church for the purpose of protesting against the cowboy
race to Chicago. In response the church
was filled.
Mrs. Mary Hayward was
chairman and Rev. John Power secretary.
Speeches were made by Professor Ferguson, Rev. John Power, Mrs. Jennie
Sheldon, Mrs. Hayward, A. G. Fisher,
Fred Houghton, Judge Ricker, and
others. There was considerable divergence of opinion as to the best way of getting an expression of sentiment. Finally
a committee consisting of Mrs. McFadon,
F. L. Ferguson, J. S. Romine, and A. E.
Sheldon was appointed to draft resolu·
tiona. Each member of the committee
prepared resolutions, and after a prolonged debate lasting until after 11 o;clock,
the following were adopted as the sense of
the meeting:
Resolved, That we, citizens of Chadron, Neb., assembled in mass meeting
this Monday evening, June 12, 1893, express our sentiment of opposition to the
cruel treatment of animals under all circumstances, and our hearty appreciation
of the wideapread desire to prevent the
infliction of cruelty upon the horses to be
used in the cowboy race which starts from
this city for Chicago to-morrow afternoon.
Resolved, That we are in perfect accord
with the officers of the Humane Society in

the endeavor to prevent the infliction of
cruelty upon the horses and will readily
cooperate in punishing the offenders.
Realizing that we are powerless to prevent the race, .we affirm, that because our
city; has been chosen as a favorable
starting-point, there is no reason why
any elsewhere should judge that this region is the home of the brutal, lawless,
and desperado class.

Fallen in Love with a Book.
CoRRY, PA., Aug. 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: About three years since I
read an article in the Newcastle Chronicle,
a fearless and one of the most popular
journals in England, referring to the value
and importance to heterodox thinkers of a
work entitled, "The Martyrdom of Man,"
by Winwood Reade, a nephew, I believe,
of the great novelist. The terms in which
the correspondent spoke of the work inspired me with a strong desire to procure
a copy, and in a little time the treasurefor such I esteem it-was in my possession.
It came from the TRUTH SEEKER office, and
for it I paid $1. 75. And when I examined
the contents, the quality of the print, paper, and binding, I concluded that it was
the cheapest piece of literature I had ever
bought, and I am a bookworm. The excellence of the matter surpassed my expectations. The author, who died young, in
the firm conviction of the principles which
he fearleBBly presented, must hav been
an accomplished scholar and a gentleman
in the highest sense of the term. His object was to present truth, which deeply
impresses the mind of the reader. In the
entire work there is not to be found a single line of sarcasm. The author expresses
himself in serious, religious earnestness,
and the reader lays down the volume with
a calm, satisfied, yet strongly established
conviction of the truths evolved by the
highly gifted, fearless writer. Among my
books the '' Martyrdom of Man " is my
favorit. I hav it so placed that I can put
my hand on it if only to read a few pages,
and it has been well perused, but never
fails to interest me. I noticed in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, some time since, that the
price was reduced to $1. At that low
price, if the value of the work was known,
the "Martyrdom of Man" should command a large sale among the intellectual
lovers of Freethought.
I am an entire stranger to you, and my
only desire is that I may be instrumental
in introducing the rich feast of reason
which I hav myself enjoyed to all lovers of
truth.
OWEN JoNEs.

" In God We Trust."
WATERTOWN, PA., Aug. 24, 1893.
MR, EDITOR: I should like to hav a little
talk Fith H. J. Avery, Newark, N. J.,
about his ''To Grover Cleveland, president of the United States,"printed in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, August 19th, and concerning in particular '' In God We Trust."
Now, I do not believe Grover Cleveland or
any president of the United States had
anything to do with that. James Pollock,
who was born and is bgried at Milton,
Pa., just four miles from where I am
writing this, suggested "In God We
Trust " for the national currency after he
was appointed director of the Philadelphia
mint by President Lincoln in 1861.
James Pollock held "fat" offices, from
president of the Northumberland county
courts to that of Congressman and governor of his nativ state in 1855. He was a
Presbyterian, and much inclined to office.
Had Mr. Avery been born and raised up
this way he would not blame the author
of "In God We Trust," for the no-hell
and all-hell Presbyterians, the Lutheran
hypocrisy, the water-splashing Baptists,
and the come-to-Jesus Methodists rule the
roost up here.
Still, since the late Mr. Pollock was a
graduate and in later years president of
the board of trustees of the College of
New Jersey .at Princeton it may be that
the New Jerseyites are guiltyof neglect in
turning him from the legend ''In God
We Trust."
I read in a newspaper an item some years
ago-but cannot recall names or dateswhich went on to prove that some good
old farmer from a Southern state suggested the idea to Mr. Pollock originally,
but as Mr. Pollock had more fame and
religion than the old farmer, the leg-

end will go down to history wrongfully
credited.
Again, Mr. Avf.'ry would not attempt to
harm a dead man who in life was too modest to refnse a ''fat" office every time it
was offered to him. '' In God We Trust "
would not be much of a campaign arg ment in some localities, but it does the
business in this community.
However, the next time I go to the
Milton cemetery (unleBB I am boxed up
C. 0. D.), I shall see to it ;that "In God
We Trust" has been carved on the exgovernor's headstone. It is of just as
much use ther.e as on the dollar, and since
seven-sevenths of the people of the United
States by their actions prove that the
almighty dollar is the ruler of the universe
probably the late respected Mr. Pollock
was not so much in error after all in his
selection of the legend. A man has just
as many gods as he has "In God We
Trusts" in his pccket. J. WARD DIEHL.

Land Offered the Ingersoll University.
OAKLAND, NEB., Aug. 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find fifty cents
for "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair"
and '' Religion a Curse, Religion a Disease, Religion a Lie." I want one of Mr.
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought," but I cannot spare the money
now.
I get more al;ld more interested in reading THE TRUTH SEEKER. I used to read
some bosh of a different character and
thought it was all right because I was
brought up that way from childhood and I
used to be a good boy. But now, when I
cannot swallow the old stuff any more, and
worse yet, I cannot keep quiet but say
what I think, I am the worst creature
that nature produced in this orthodox
community.
V. Marcia Goff's proposition of building
an Ingersoll University is to my notion a
very good plan and ought to be taken hold
of with energy and carried out.
I am a poor man and hav to work to support my family, but I hav a farm of one
hundred acres in southwestern Minnesota,
three miles from a very prospering little
town of twelve or thirteen hundred people,
and I will givten acres of ground to build
such an institution on, free of incumbrance. The land is~worth $30 per acre.
Let us hear more about the Ingersoll
University.
ELLING STRAND.
.A. Christian Who Likes The Truth Seeker.
SAN PEDRO, CAL., Aug. 12, 18113.
MR. EDITOR: Regarding TBE TRUTH
SEEKER, several copies hav been presented
to me by Mr. Dnffie, of this city. I con·
aider the paper a valuable one and hav
been much interested while perusing it
during my leisure time. For twenty years
I hav been a shifting member of the orthodox churches. Regarding Sunday as the
Sabbath, I no longer recognize that day
as a day of worship and rest. I fail to find
between the two lids of the Bible that God
commanded Sunday to be kept as a day of
rest and worship. God never commanded
the people to keep that day as the Sabbath.
Christ nor the Apostles never recognized
Sunday as the Sabbath but kept the
seventh day-the Sabbath of the Lord thy
God. Why, I find that I hav beenlfollowing a delusion and that Saturday is the
Sabbath. Sunday is only a day of heathen
or1gm. According to the Bible the
Seventh Day Adventists are right in keeping Saturday as the Sabbath. They prove
their day and the orthodox churches can
not prove their day as the Sabbath. By
whom was the Sabbath changed, my good
readers? Why, by Constantine. Now
the orthodox people bow down to the
Catholic church. For one I am glad to
seek for the truth and to obtain knowledge. Generally speaking, the orthodox
people seem to be horrified when they see
THE TRUTH SEEKER read. Perhaps ifthey
would be a little more Liberal and throw
aside prejudice and read up both sides
they would become more enlightened. I
would advise no one to read THE TRUTH
SEEKER if they thought it would ruin
them or make them backsliders. Concerning myself, I am aware I can read
the paper without interfering with my religious belief; hence it is my privilege to
read both sides of this great question. I
want all the light possible and to know the
truth and the facts and break loose from
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delusions. I believe in God. He says we
are made after his own image, I want to
gain a home in this eternal world and be
with him. This earth is only a preparatory
place for the next existence. Let every
person be guided by God and his word
and not man's.
N. A. STEVENS.

While you sit in silence like idiots to learn
.
ignorance
And take in the racket when osked to believe
The little rib story about Adam and Eve,
That a woman has more ribs than a man
And there's babies in hell not the length
of a span;
That the sun stood still (just think of the
snap
Old Sol had waiting for Joshua to finish
Death of a Man Who Will Ever Ltv in
his scrap).
Galileo could swipe 'em now with a horseMemory of His Good Acts.
laugh at persecution
ST. JoHNS, ILL., Aug. 13, 1893.
Saying "the world moves," and every time
MR. EDITOR: It is my sad duty to state
it turns round it makes a revolution.
the sorrowful news to the many readers of " Made in the image and likeness," is what
they try to show,
your much-esteemed journal of the death
isn't that putting the infinit down
of our valued friend and brother Thomas (Now
pretty low?).
Goddard, who· subscribed for the grand Fancy the ape-man formulating original
old TRUTH BEEKER a short time after its
causation,
first issue, nineteen years ago, at Parris, Shaping it like himself either slim or fat
andchunkx
Ill. Our worthy brother had been a conbuilding 1t up after the model of Darstant subscriber and reader ever since. And win's
high monkev.
Our Liberal friend was born at Holmes- I like the divinity better we're obliged all
bury, near Huddersfield, Yorkshire, Engto follow,
'land, Dec. 26, 1826; died at Du Quoin, Which somebody named the Almighty
Dollar.
Ill., Aug. 7, 1893, aged sixty-six years
eight months. For nineteen years I hav Without money given it to prop up its
stays
closely associated with Brother Goddard, Christianity at farthest would liv but few
and a more true, moral, and genial man I
days.
hav never known during my life of over That Solomon was better posted than some
one less so is what the preacher dissixty years. I hav learned through intercloses,
course with my departed friend that he
And the next best trump he holds in his
has had the good fortune to hav never
hand
been contaminated much by religion. He Is the Sheeny bushwhacker Moses,
was a pronounced Materialist, had the true Who ground out commandments to fossilized man
moral courage of his convictions, and
never swerved to right or left in the face To keep Sunday holy-no other gods in
van,
of an opponent. He had such control of Howthe
not to be caught stealing or killing
his passions that he seldom offended his
each other,
friends and neighbors who di:ffered with Etc -How could a bastard honor his
father and mother '?
his views on religious matters, but invariably when expressing their opinions Yourself or friend you might harm (let me
· modestly clamor),
in regard to him said he was a good man. But
you couldn't hurt the Lord to come
In regard to his loyal principles to Liberat him with a sledge-hammer.
alism, the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER With Sundays and holy days I don't
bother a minute,
cannot help rem em bering his many donations made for the purpof!e to help in the But take nothing for holy that hasn't holes
in it.
battle against the blighting influences of
Hav soured on laws made from r~cipes in
the teachings of Christianity, or any other
that holy book
doctrin the tendency of which impeded Like the Dutch putting onions in most
things that they cook.
the progress of universal mental liberty
for man, woman, and child. Broth- When the rich get to heaven they will exthe best rations
ers Hacker, Cook, Casey, Harmon, Aunt Withpect
all other good things except poor
Elmina, and a host of other Liberals will
relations,
·
remember his generous little gifts; also Will hav golden harps and wings plenty to
do them,
·
will many in this vicinity now cherish
more than ever in their memory the gift But let the poor be content with the gospel preached to them.
of some Liberal book he has given them in
If the Lord made us what we are with this
the past few years. In conclusion, I will
"wicked world " to imprison us,
say Brother Goddard was a lover of the Being just why didn't he attend to his
beautiful and true in art and nature. The
business
aphorism of the immortal Thomas Paine And not throw on the market cholera microbes and rattlesnakes' fangs,
may well be applied to our deceased·
fieas, and bed-bugs to come at
friend, with a slight change in phraseology, Withusfiies,
in gangs?
viz., "The world was his country, to do Man is said to hav dominion over all
good his highest conception of duty to his
earthly things,
fellow· beings." The world is made bet- But the musketo tells him better from the
song that he sings.
·
ter by such characters as his having lived
Providence helps those who help
in it. So far as we know, he died an un- Thatthemselvs,
is what they say about· him,
believer in religious superstition-showed If that is true and is the best he can do we
no signs of being haunted by fear of the
will try to get along without him,
consequences of death. His wish in regard to his funeral was carried out, which
was simply to hav no clergyman to speak
· The Evils of Chinese Immigration.
over his remains, only some suitable seNUNAOH, CAL., Aug. 9, 293.
lections read by some friend. ConseMR. EDITOR: I noticed in THE TRUTH
quently, by request of his son and other
Liberals,_ I selected Form I, page 65, of BEEKER of July 29th an extract of Colonel
" Truth Seeker Collection," which I read Ingersoll's article concerning the Chinese,
at the house. At the grave I read Form which appeared in the North American
rr, page 71. A large concourse of people Review for July, Now, I am a great adattended his funeral. Among them were mirer of Ingersoll, but as I am not a Godseveral of the clergy of the different worshiper, neither do I believe man infalchurches of this city. His good, kind, hu- lible, and in this respect Colonel Ingersoll
mane acts· will ever hold a sacred place in is certainly as much mistaken as Moses
was when he wrote the Pentateuch. The
our memory,
WM. A; THoMPsoN.
colonel is bringing forth the same arguments as used by Senator Hoar, Joseph
Cook, and the Presbyterian assembly,
Rhyme on Religion.
which induced President Cleveland to defy
JAcKSONVILLE, ILL., Aug. 19, 1893.
the Geary ~aw. The glory of these United
MR. EDITOR: I hope the following little States, and that to which it owes its woneffusion will merit a place in THE TRUTH derful prosperity· and growth, is that a
SEEKER.
BILLY PATTERSON.
poor man who has some intelligence and
Preachers feel their oats, to their gall you
must submit tamely,
And if you don't go to church it's hellviz. and to-wit, namely:
They will tell you enough about God to
fill a mule's ear full,
About Helen Blazes and other inventions
not at all cheerful,
About apostles and patriarchs and other
non compos mentises
With Y. M C. A. and Sunday-schools for
apprentices.
Will stand up and with a big mouth call oft
the dance;

energy has a cha.nce of bettering his material condition. Did a poor man down
South during slavery ti:mes hav a chance
of bettering his condition? It was hardly
a desirable place to liv except a man was a
landed proprietor and rich enough to own
slaves. Now, the system under which the
Chinese come to this country is virtually a
system of slavery; the Chinese laborers
are owned body and soul by the Chinese
Six Companies. I came to California
twelve years ago a poor boy with no,thing

but two willing bands. I found all kinds
of labor well paid, thanks to those who
were instrumental in restricting the traffic
in Chinese slave labor. I bav done well,
and am now on the road to prosperity.
What should I bav done bad I come here
and found hundreds of thousands of
Chinese blocking every avenue of employment and working at rates with which a
white man could never hope to compete? I
don't believe I ever would hav been able
to subscribe for THE TRUTH BEEKER, nor
would these lines ever been pennsd, I believe it is a well-known fact that those
countries where labor is the best paid-as,
for example, the United States, England,
and France-are the most progressiv and
enlightened countries in the world; while
take those countries where labor is the
most wretched and ill paid-as for example
Russia, Spain, and Italy-there you will
find more ignorance and retrogression
than anywhere else. Colonel Ingersoll
says the Geary law is as inhuman as the
ukase of the czar expelling the Jews.
Now, I deny it. The Geary law did not
intend to drive the Chinese now here out
of the country. It simply provided for a
system of registration as a protection
against any more Chinese entering the
country. It is not near as severe a measure as the alien bill recently passed by the
French Chamber of Deputies, which provides for a system of registration of all
foreigners, with fines and imprisonment
for non-compliance. This measure has
been passed without any disapproving
comments from those who delight in calling the Geary law inhuman, barbarous,
and cruel. Out here in California, where
people hav a much better chance of forming a correct judgment on the Chinese
question than Eastern people-who probably never saw a Chinaman in their lives
except on a lid of a teabox-there are only
two classes of people who are in favor of
Chinese-those who own the immense
grants of land which California is cursed
with, and which can't be profitably worked
except by cheap labor, and all the Christian ministers or sky-pilots, who are afraid
the Chinese will retaliate against a few
dozen missionaries in China. I am sure if
Colonel Ingersoll and all the conscientious
opposers of the Geary law living in the
East could only take a trip through the
Chinese quarters in all the large cities on
the coast, and view the opium dens, where
hundreds of persons white and Chinese
are ruining their lives, take a peep into
their gambling-dens, investigate the infamous traffic in Chinese slave-women,
who are bought and sold like cattle, the
crime and extreme filthiness all through,
no candid or unprejudiced person would
ever conclude that the Chinese were a
benefit to this or any other civilized country. Colonel Ingersoll fought gallantly
during the war on the side of free labor
as against slave labor, This Chinese question is essentially the same thing-viz.,
free labor against Chinese slave laborand I believe Colonel Ingersoll, when he
comes to investigate the question thoroughly, will yet see it in its true light.
H. SANDBERG.
Yours truly,

Unusual Theories.
VILLA GRoVE, CoL., Aug. 9, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I will inclose$3.25 in postoffice money-order-$1.50 for Saladin's
Book, "Roses and Rue," and twenty-five
cents for "Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair," by Mr. Putnam, as soon as it is
printed, and $1.50 to put my name in the
Freethougbt Federation of America, to
John R. Charlesworth, secretary. Please
send " Roses and Rue " as soon as you
can, I did not see his advertisement in
the last issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
I thank you and Heston for the cartoon
of myself you send me. Heston in his
cartoon to the ex-Catholic put a snake
round each leg, a snake round each arm,
a big snake round my waist with its bead
on my shoulder. I believe there were five
or six snakes round me for three weeks,
trying to take me back to c~~,tbolicism and
to hell. But I am all right yet.
I think it is very strange all the world's
people are against one another in everything, in creeds and politics and in everything else. Gods and the future is the most.

5?'1

The fall of man is the great mystery. I
wi.l tell you my thoughts about the four
secrets of the earth. There is no god,
only a devil in shape of a snake or serpent,
which came out of the first fire we call
the sun, which makes the worlds. Our sun
made the wor Ids of our solar system,
Neptune first. Atoms make the worlds,
one at a time. I can see the atoms all the
time. Night and day they are the same
color, light brown or yellow, as thin as
the thinnest piece of mica. Millions and
trillions would go in a cubic foot. When I
look at them a minute or two, they seem
to know it, and go round lively, making a
thick crowd of them only to let me know
they are activ and living beings. You can .
see the atoms as well as I can. Then go
outdoors, and look first to the blue sky.
Look keenly in one place a moment.
You can see small white dots between you
and the clouds. The darker the clouds
the better.
Darwin said man came from a monkey,
a monkey from an eel, making an eel our
ancestor. Darwin bad no great reason
when be said man cannot swim when be
is young or old. If be does not learn to
swim he will swim like a rock, as I did
when first I tried to swim. You can try
animals, every kind, cats and dogs, before they open their eyes. They can swim
across a pond when a week old." You can
buy or borrow a poor child in your city
a year old, and heave it in .a pond, be will
swim like a rock. Darwin might bav used
the same and found his error. A man says
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week man
came from fish. Spiritualism has the
same notion. But I tell you man came to
earth as man, rude and ignorant-but a
man for all that. Atoms are the creators
of heaven, earth, and hell. They are tho
creators of man. We are all atoms. The
world is atoms.
All space is atoms;
no empty space. I cannot see them near
me. I can see all the space round me full
of white specks.
Now, Mr. Editor, I bav something to
say about our green world. At present
philosophers are making all believe the
world is going round the sun once in a
year. I· do not believe them, for the
reason I believe in place of going round
the sun the world is rising. It commences
to rise the 25th day of June, keeping its
own swing every twenty-four hours east to
west or west to east, and rising little by
little westward or little north; it keeps
rising till the 25th day of December like a
ship at anchor in harbor, rising with the
tide and then lowering down with the tide
to where it was. The world could not go
round the sun with the north pole tied to
its end. Besides, the south pole is tied
with frost and ice and clouds, the same
way old philosophy is by old creeds and
old Christianity, old lies and humbug.
Freethinkers will drive old superstition
away from the world. Force and matter
are immortality. So is the soul of man.
Man is the rightful heir to this world,
after he drives out old creeds and devils,
gods, snakes, and serpents. The center
of the sun is the hell and home of all the
gods.
Mr. Editor, I bought the book "Force
and Matter," and I read it nearly through.
Mr. Buchner said we sharpen our glaEses
and can see in a drop of water a thousand
of small living animalculre, and in salt
water every kind of living being, with the
aid of our glasses. Why dctn't they try
with the aid of their microscope the air
between them and the clouds, to see what
is there for them-look slow and steady
in one place near the blue sky this side of
the ·clouds? Buchner and his crowd think
there is no life in space nor any other
place only in the face of the earth. There
is where they are all astray, and as long as
they are astray, they keep the rest of the
world astray. Why does not science see
and find out what is all round them? All
is life and living atoms; the world' is all
life; space is all life; our solar system is
There is no death there; a
all life.
change, that is all, Man must rise himself, with more reason, more justice to
his fellow-man, more freedom to himself
and his fellow-man. Drive old creeds and
all superstition from the land, all Christianity. The land and the world will be
blessed then, not till then.
DuGALD MoDoNALD,
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$600,' he said. Then I said I didn't see
how, but I was sure I would find some
way-it I lived. Then Mr. Lincoln put
Edited by MISs SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall his hands on my shoulders, and looked
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunioa- into my face as if he were sorry, and said:
tionR (or this Corner should be sent.
'My boy, my bill is ~ very large one.
Your friends cannot pay it, nor your
bounty, nor your farm, nor all your com"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
rades There is only one man in all the
Comes a pause in the da_y's occueations
'!'hat is known as the Children s Hour."
world who can pay it, and his name is
William Scott.
"'If from this day William Scott does his
A Rev.
duty, so that if I were there wh, n he comes
In a pulpit stoo<l a reverend one,
to die he can look me in the face, as he
Preauhing of G Jd's love, an•l that of his son;
does new, and say, I hav kept my promis
Such eloquence wa. in hts w 'rds and voice
That each hearer cou'd but exult, rejoice.
and done my duty as a ~oldier, then my
debt will be paid. Will you make that
"God is our father Jesus .our mother,
And as hrothers we muot love ea""h other.
promis and try to keep it?' I said I would
Oh, how I can feel my own hea t swelling
make the promis and I would keep it. He
With this love fraternal I am telling."
wt>ntaway out of my sight forever. I know
As he glanced uuon all hi~ audience
I shall never see him again, but I never
Magnificently arrayed and immense:
will forget his kind words or my promis. ''
"0 h~t I could take you each by the hand,
Mr. Chittenden, who had a personal
What matters wealth, 1f we·re a loving band?
share in bringing the case of Scott to Lin"Is not the divine love thR.t would enfold
coln's attention, and who watched his subHumanity, better than W{laith of gold?
If all cared less for wealth, and pomp, and fame, sequent carAer, says he became "the genAnd more for loving aeeds in Jesus's name,
eral favorit of all his comrades, the most
popnlar·man in the regiment, and modest,
"If our bonds and deeds were love fraternal,
unassuming, and unspoiled by his success."
Constant, ever abidmg. et~rnal;
Gazing upward toward the bights afa",
He died risking his life in the rescue of
Methinks we'd see the heavenly gates ajar."
wounded men, "being shot all to pieces."
Regardless of the tone and words he said,
There wa• oft a rakish wag of the head,
What the I.ittle Oues Are Saying.
A sensu& stamp on the solemn face,
Belectea by 'lfrs J. B. Puffer.
Cold, soulle•s the eyes he closed to say grace.
THE BIBLE AND NURSERY RHYMES.
Outside the church he scorned the poor and
A little four-year-old, in a very religious
weak,
family who had Bible-reading every mornAnd to the gold kings only liked to speak;
ing, was very anxious to join in the exTbey a,one we•e his and Jesus's brothers,
ercises, so he was taught the following
Offscourings, scum, a.:d low trash the others.
lines: "Ephraim is joined to his idols;
Sympathy and love with them he shares not,
let him alone." When it came his time he
For their misfortu es and sorrows ca · eA not,
Jo'or their w.nts an<l nteds has bu" mdifference,
repeated this for a few times, but one
His brothe•ly love a sham and pretense.
morning he astonished the circle with the
I .as Angele!, al.
8. ATHENA MAGOON.
following: "Ephraim is joined to his
idols; let him alone, let him alone, and
Dorothy's ltlustn 'ts.
he'll come home dragging his tail behind
JlY ELLA WHO:ELER WILCOX.
him." He had evidently got his Bible and
"I'm sick of 'mustn't.'" said Dorothy D,
nursery rhymes mixed.
"Sick of 'mustn't' as I can be."
AN UNSELFISH CHILD.
"From l'arly morn till the close of day,
Little Millie had been told by her mother
I hear a' mustn't' and never a' may,'
It's' You mu ·tn't lie there like a sleepyhead,'
that God never slept. One night, after
And 'You mustn't bit up wh~n it's time for bed.'
praying God to care for them while they
"'You mu•tn't cry when I comb your curls,'
slept, she finished with, "And now, God,
'You mustn't play with those noisy girls.'
do try and get a little rest for yourself."
'You mustn't be silent when spoken to,'
SIMPLE JUSTICE.
, You mus n't chatter as parrots do,'
• You mu ;tn't be perG a.nd you mustn't be proud,'
A very bright little ten-year-old was
'You mustn't giggle or l•.ugh aloud,'
reading in the Bible the storv of Jonah.
'You mustn't rumple you• nice clean dress,'
When he had finished it, he threw down
'You mustn't nod in the place of yes,'
the book in disgust and exclaimed: " If I
"So all day long the 'mustn'ts' go,
had told such a lie as that I would hav got
Till I aream at night of an endless row
a good whipping."
Of goblin' mustn'ts' with great big eyes
That stare at me in shocked burprise.
"Oh I I hope I shallliv to see the day
Correspondence.
When some one wi l say t >me,' Dear, you may,'
DEs
MoiNES, !A., Aug. 11, 1893.
For I'm sick of 'mustn'ts.' said Dorothy D,
DEAB Miss WixoN : As every week I
"Sick of' mustn'ts' as I c<ln be.''
-Exchange,
glance over the letters of the Children's
Corner I cannot help but feel ashamed of
myself for not helping in our contest for
An Anecdote of Lincoln.
liberty of thought and speech.
An anecdote showing- Lincoln's merciful
I bav not been to Sunday-school for
nature in a touching light, and from au- more than a year because I get so tiredthentic sources, is the one of the Pleeping always the same thing over and over again.
sentinel, William Scott, whose life Lin- The Methodists of this place were intending to hav a picnic yesterday, but it rained
coln saved after he had been condemned so hard they couldn't go. I don't see why
to be shot. Lincoln personally saw Scott they didn't pray a week or so beforehand,
anil talked with him for a long time. so as to be sure of a good day !
One day, not long since, one of our
Scott would not talk to his comrades of
the interview afterward until one night, good "Christian "girls asked me if I was an
lnfidel. I asked her why she wanted to
when he had received a letter from home. know, and her reply was that Rhe liked to
he finally opened his heart to a friend in know the views of her schoolmates, but
this wise:
when I came to giv her some of mine she
"The president was the kindest man I soon turned away.
1 n glancing over a paper before me I
had ever seen. I was scared at first, for I
had never before talked with a great man. find a piece about "Sabbath-Keeping,"
saying that nothing should be read on
But Mr. Lincoln was so easy with me, so Sunday except the Bible. Now, I think
gentle, that I sof}n forgot my fright. • . . that if it is given as a rest-day then a perHe stood up, and he says to me: ' My son has just as much J:ight to sit down and
boy, stand up here and look me in the read a novel as the "holy book," and !think
face.' I did as he bade me. 'My boy,' most of my rPaders will agree with me.
Hoping to see this in print if it escapes
he said, 'you are not going to be shot to- the waste-bas et, I remain,
morrow. I am going to trust you and
Your Liberal fri.,nd,
send you back to your regiment. I hav
LAURA HUFFMAN.
come up here from Washington, where I
[Laura is a brave, sensible girl, whose
hav got a great deal to do, and what I healthful sentiments will always find a
want to know is how you are going to pay welcome in the Children's Corner.-ED.
my btll.' There was a big lump in my C. C.l
throat; I could scarcely speak. But I
ATCHISON, KAN., July 23, 1893.
crowded it down and managed to say:
Mrss SusAN H. WixoN: My last letter to
" ' There is some way to pay you, and I
the Corner was written on a dreary Sunwill find it after a little. There is the day morning, when the rain was falling in
bounty in the savings' bank. I
ness torrents, but this Sunday is a typical
we could borrow some money on a mort- KanHas day. The sun has risen in all its
gage on the farm.' I was sure the boys mlljestic glory, and is penetrating the clear
would help, s I thought we couid make it ether blue. A cool, refreshing breeze
loiters around, and it seems more hke a
up if it wasn't more than $500 or $600. spring day than a day in mid-July. The
But it is a great deal morQ than $500 or question, What could be more beautiful

G1tiZaron' a {Sorner.

•

than a Kansas landscape at. this season?
comes before my mind. One can stand
on some high eminence and, on looking
around, he beholds a scene of most varied
beauty. We see the checkered fields of
grain stretching out over the hills and
rolling prairies, with strips of timbered
land between.
The lofty river-bluffs,
crowned with sylvan· beauty, rear their
stately heads and overlook the beautiful
valleys below. It seems to me that it
would be hard to conceive of a more picturesque scene than the "Sunflower State"
presents at present. Everything com
hines to make a scene that old Germany
with her beautiful Rhine might envy.
Since last writing I hav been e joying a
two wePks' vacation. ·In company with
my sister and 11. young lady friend, I visited
Fort Leavenworth. We had a pleasant
time. The fort is probably the most beautiful spot in Kansas, and it has many attractions, such as the bPautiful national
cemetery, the Grant monument. the militaty prison, the government building, the
various batteries, a beautiful lake, and
other things. ThA Grant monument is an
imposing piece of work. It is surmounted
by a bronze statue of the great military
chieftain, represPnting him in full military
dress at the capture of l!'ort Donelson. By
the way, General Grant died just eight
years ago to-day, but his name still hvs,
not only engraved in bronze and marble,
but enshrined in the hearts of a grateful
nation.
We also visiten the old historic town of
Ki11kapoo, which was named for the Kickapoo Indians, who once had a village
there. Kickapoo and vicinity is one of the
historic spots of Kansas.
In my last letter I forgot to mention
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Haslett, who are
stanch Freethinkers of Atchison. They
are readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
other Freethought hterature. Mr. Has
lett is a conductor on the Central Branch
railroail.
The last TRUTH s~EKER was an interesting one. Mr. Macdonald's editorials were
to the point, and I obsArve that he had a
larger amount of editorial than usual. He
is a good writer and a deep thinker. Mr.
Putnam's "Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair" are almost as good as a visit to the
Fair. I await with eagerness the new
books by Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage and
Helen H. Gardener; also Putnam's new
work.
Well, dinner is ready, so I will bring
this letter to an abrupt close, as I am going away this afternoon. Hoping that
Miss Wixon and her army of young Freethinkers are well and happy, I remain as
ever your friend,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILlER, 2,333 Hicory
street. St. Louis, Mo., former addreso 1,441 Routh
rwelfth street, Denver, Col.·
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THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.O.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethongh Its arguments are based
upon scientific pb nology, and appeal ilirectly
to the reader's ser.~e of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1:1ID.o, 800 pp., $1. ·
Apples of ~old. And Other Stories for
Boys an~ Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Chtldren and Yout
The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book .ever issued.
t >full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
t"pe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1 .
Address. TH.E TRUTH SEEKER CO
THE

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
Price.
Truth Seeker Annual,)891..............•...... $0 25
Men, Women, and l.:tods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
Tbe Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. IDustrated .....·................................ 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett ...................................... . 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. 20
Victor Hugo's Orat.on on Voltaire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated .... . 40
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert 0. Adams .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . . 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam....................................... 25
The Hi~her Criticism in Theology and ReliglOn. T. E Longshore.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 50
!SSUES OF 1892.-$3.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustrated........................................ 40
Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.... 10
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .................................. ; .. 10
Bible !liqrals. John E. Re,msburg ........... . 25
Awful Disclosures of Mana Monk ..... c •••••• 50
Pocket Theology- Voltaire .................. . 25
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Dabcock,................... .................. 15
Liberj;y m Literature. Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart... ................ .................. 40
The Ho!¥ Bible Abridged...................... 80
False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg............................ ·.... ; 10
!SSUES OF 1893.-$3.
~homas Paine Vindicated.
Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll............................... 15
·rhe Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart..
mann..................................... 50
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. ..
25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Handbook of Freethought. w. S. Bell...... 50
Religion a Curse; Heligwn a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
.. • 25
Des11rn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
'l'HE TRUTH SEFlKER ..
15
!braham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
J<>hn E Jlemsburg.... . .. .. .. .. . .. ... 50
Pen Piotures of The World's Fair. lllustr•ted. S. P. Pn·nam.. ....... ..... .....
2!\
Common Sense. Thom•s Paine.............. 15
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.
00

00

00 0

•

00

00

ANEW WORK'
BY

3/ZZ in a. Jfuts'beZZ.
By ABA AUGER.
condensation of the fundamenta.l arguments
against Chrif tianity.
A.

A Vtry Good
Price, 15 cents.

Littl~

Misstonary Work.

Address
THE THUTH SEEKER.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLKS.
By MR8, E, D, BLENKER.
BoW..

"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."

ABTHlJB B. JIOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethflnl:er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE BEAD
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R, B, Westbrook, A.M.
Third Thousand.

Price, 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ:B.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

A Leafiet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
Photo!P."a:(lh of Colonel Ingersoll, with hill
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
be Widely circulated to mtet the calumny. Price, 1\.merica's greatest orator and Freedom's g'!'&&test
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTH ch&mpion at home, m&:v be had at thiB omoe for
SEEKli1B, 28 Lafayette pl&ce, New Yo!:k.
1lft:v aentll.
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A NEW BOQK.-AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explanation of t'\le origin of the God Ide!J-. and the mental processes that led to the formation
of Idol~ and the worship of them. From the.t1me of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
his barughment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha.dean Idols, to Christ's coming the principalch.aracters are analyzed an~ shown to b,e hnma~, bY' thought and deed. It is made pfain that the
ll!JC'Illiar phraseology, can~ saYlllgs, subterfpg!JB• muacle~, wonder-worKings, and supernatural paddininfthaare the J1rop_ rlipffsprmg of the then enstmg barbarism, ignorance, and superstition constitntg e peculiar po tiCs of the day.
'
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Organic Life-Animal.

Elimination of Waste Substances,

In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

573

Just Ont.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
• A Liber&lliving in Michigan said once that he wouJd give $25 •
:Je&rf ~o ha.ve the onmes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent !&P{Iea
o 'flrtne of the ministers showed how little v&lue Ohristir.nity
possesses to make men moral.
We h~-v:e jns~ i>!sue(\ the Fonrt~ Edition of the book do~ thi1.
'1'he additions for this new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers''
ahOWII nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in preVious editiOns bhow that within a iew yeu.n abo;ut

1300 JIIINISTERS ILl.VE BEEN GmLTY
of one ).tind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are agamst women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
clergy.
".Not-withstanding the many additiop.al pages, we have kept the
pnce the sa111e, 25 «ents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- WllliliiJII...:Iol
men. Show them JUSt what sort of•sca.mps are the clergy who have
clo.seq the.Wor~d's F:air .on ~nnday. because it is so holy a d&y that to look upon uu,.<:.wne 1:r
l>aintings m this period 1s "Immoral."

Address

f'

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.M.P.A.NY.

The Mind.

BOOKS

Sin and Salvation.
The EcclesiaRtical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.

lLLUBTBATIONB.

Food and Food-Substances.

Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

tW. STEWART ROSS),

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages,
Large 12mo.

·, Editor of tho

In Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
Address

~

.JUONDON AGNOBTIO JOUBN.AX..).

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

REDUCTION IN

PRICE~ .OF

A GREAT BOOK,

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h11-ve ea.rned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound orJtlClsm'rof caustic
humor, of sledgehamm r vehemence, of scathing satire. pf patnos and elognence. t 1s one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jemsh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.:.!5.
-·~

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.'
With the eighth editi011 ,.
Win wood Reade's "Martyr-o
dom of Man," the cost of
production has been les~
sened so that we can redut:t
the price from $1.7 6 C.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianit:y elev,ated the woman; it ~hronded
as with a halo of sacrPd innocence the tender ye ..rs of the child.' The obie.ct o~ Salad~n's wo.rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee<;J.ed. An Engbsh w Iter said of 1t:
•· This ct>rtainly 1s oue of the most marvelous books ever Issued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g 1lt lettered, $2.110.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
'!'his is one of the mo •t deliqhtful of Saladin's books, a dis e1tion of w~man, with incidental tearing apart of ma.n-~austtc, sarcastic yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence or woman and exu,lted opinion o( what she is an I shoul<l he. A merciless
satire upon cert.i.n of tne C•lnvenGional foihltH of the day, full o facts. fancies, t•uth<, rare
touches of genms, a.nd bursts of elo11ence. 'li~·t of the satirical "hafts a1med at the woman
go past her and stick in the m~n behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth. uncnt Ail<res. gilt. too, 4< 1

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

$1.00.

A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did no~
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To whioh are added such comments
as only tlaladin c<tn make. In paper, 80 cents.
-

THE TRANSITION.
The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a work second only to Helen Ga.nleoer'l
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary 1oenefit of it. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
It a very interest~glX pi9tureq synopsis of universal history;showing what the race has nndergoue
-ita martyrdom-ln 1tB nse to 1ts Pr~sent plane. It stows how War and Religion have been oppres.
live factors in man's struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of some 11j0 pages, describes We
Intellectual stmg:gle from the amm!J.l. period of the earth to the present, adding an outline of wha* ·
the author concelves would be a religion of reason and love. The chapte~s are:
Egu>P• Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria.. the
.Pheruciam, Carthage and Rome, Roman Afnca, the Arabs. -

WAR
The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets,
f?f ;resusJ the. Christia-nsl
Megca,_,Character of MohamRELIGION • oharact.er
med, Descnpt10n or AfriCa, the Monammeaans m uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town, the
Chru:cJ:t, Venice, Arab S_pai.n thE) Portu~r~es~t- Dis!)OV&e~ the Slave Trade,
LIBERTY• AbolitiOn
in Europe, AbolitiOn m
lYlaterials- of ttnman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Oril@l of Man and Early
of Universal History, The
of the Human Race, Tli4i
INTELLECT•Stupmary
Religion of Reason and Love.
'
Arabia~

1

~er1ca.

l!'lltll!e

Price reduced from $1.7G to $1.00. c Address

Histo~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Lafayette place, New York.
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L. K. Washburn's Works. Col.
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
.At Morristown, N. J.

the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
The Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of long as the Christians use force to repress free
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, speech. Its legaJ acumen is unsurpassed, its eloor trying to induce the Deit:y to undertake a quence never equaled. Wherever Christian percrnsa.ile of one against the Oolorado beetle I" secution is going on this argjlment should be
freely circulated, read to the Ohriatians, an<l exPrice, 10 cent11.
pounded on every occasion.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact I Address
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Cent.ry Novtl.

Preface by R. 6. lNG: RSOLL.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ecience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible ca.r.. be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its snbiects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God 1n the Const1tntiun; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetrr in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read a.gain aud again In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.00.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being Tomantic, historic verse, aglow in e1'er:r
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS •
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poema
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals .tl:ie thinker, observer, &nd reformeT.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Ba.sed upon a. ma.nuscript in the poase18lon of SrJM.W
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the g&llows. Printed from m&D\1•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oaurt
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 centa.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
&ing an exposura of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: LL 'tionsness of the PreReformation Churcb; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Abso_ ]on; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tr._ <"Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self.
Indul_gence; The Relative urimin&l Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
·
•
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HAND~BOOK
OF

FREEl~H

OUGHT.

For HP-r Daily Br 'a" is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parent-less. with a little money fair e ucatJOo and
much courage, ~o make their way through the
world by golug to C••icago. 'J he autuOJ is also
tt e heroi e '.lhe narrative is, in the main, a history of a w rking-drl's lif· ano experience in the
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
city of ChiCago ~mong bluff busin s -meo, kind
vast amount of evidence against the snperstitious doeBY OAPT. ROBERT O. ADAMS.
heHted folks. an 1 d srepntable hypo rits. It is
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
just
>U h a tory of human jfe aH we should exBeing the story of his ment&l Journey from pect Col·'nel Inger ol to be i• teresteri i~ and
to all truth seekers it is invalnable: Its classification
orthodoxy ~o Bation&lism.
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
whatever he adwi es and appreciates is sure to
Paine's
..
Agt
v1
Jotllovu
n
tUilUtto
"omehodf
in every villagP to "corner the parson." Itii_wide
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
_varietY of subie<'ts include all the di~puted l'Oints J-oetween Christianif;:y__!!_nd FreethoJ!ght. Price.
Price, 25 cents. Add tess
.
cloth,
$1;
paper,
W
cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

By W. S. BELL.

'

5'74

Goms of tp'Aoug'At.
To enjoy the pleasures, yon must knoW
how to leave them.- Voltaire.
PROSPERITY, adversity-these are but
names; our happine&s is in onrselvs alone.
-Ibid.
WE should not be satisfied with merely
approvingthosewhodowell, but we should
emulate their good deeds.-Socrates.
VIRTUE is profitable for all things, infinitly preferable to riches or birth. -Ibid.
WE should be content with our actual
condition, without, however, neglecting
t') improve it if in our power.-Ibid.
No real greatness can long co-exist with
deceit. The whole facnltiee of the man
must be exerted in order to noble energies,. and he who i_s no~ earnestly si~cere
livs m but half his bemg, self-mutilated
and self-paralyzed. -Coleridge.
KNowiNG is seeing, and if it be so, it is
madness to persuade onrselvs that we do
so by another man's. eyes, let him use
never so many words to tell us that what
he asserts is very visible. Until we ourselva see it with our own eyes and perceive
it by our own understandings, we are as
jilnch in the dark, and as void of knowledge as before, let us believe any learned
anth~r as much as we will.- Locke's Conduct of the Understand·lng.
THEoLoGIANS calmly assume that the
destruction or radical transformation of
the old symbols is. equivalent ~o the destruction of the things symbolized, and
the alteration of the human nature which
created them. For my part, I cannot
even understand the doctrin that the conscience (for instance). was ~reated by a
belief in hell and will pensh when hell
ceases to be credible,
It seems to me
clear that the conscience created the old
hell and will presumably create a new one,
sufficient for practical purposes, whenever
the ancient mythology decays.-Leslie
Stephen.
THE peculiarity of the evidence of mathematical truths, is that all the evidence is
on one side. There are no objections and
no answers to objections. But on every
subject in which difference of opinion is
possible the truth depends on a balance
to be str'nck between two sets of conflicting
reasons. Even in natural philosophy,
there is always some other explanation
possi, le of the same facts; some geocentric theory instead of heliocentric, some
phlogistmi instead of oxygen; and it has
to be shown, and until we know how it is
shown, we do not understand the grounds
of our opinion.-.lJ.Iill.
WE figure society as a machine, and t~ink
that mind is opposed to mind as body lB to
body; whereby two, or, at most, ten little
minds must be stronger than one great
mind.
Notable absurdity! The plain
truth very plain, we think, is tbat minds
are opposed to minds in quite a different
way; and one ma~, that has a hith~r~o
higher wisdom, a hitherto unknown spiritual truth in him, is stronger, not than ten
men that hav it not, or than ten thousand,
but than all men that hav it not; and stands
among them with a quite ethical, angelic
power, as with a sword out of heaven's
own armory, sky-tempered, which no
buckler and no tower of braos will finally
,withstand.-Garlyle.
JACOB had four wives-Leah, Rachel,
Bilhah, and Zilpah-and the a~unda~ce of
his wives, as well as of his children
and cattle, is spoken of as proof of the
divine favor, just as it would be to-day in
Utah. The element of the crime of David,
the man of God's own heart, which
God rebuked, is not the polygamy, but
the manners, in robbing Uriah of his wife,
when Uriah, instead of an opulent flock of
women, had only "one little ewe lamb."
But it is "the Lord God of Israel" who
says to David, " I delivered thee out of.
the hand of Saul, and I gave thee thy
master's house and thy master's wives into
thy bosom." It is needless to cite a single
further text to prove that the God of the
Old Testament directly sanctioned polygamy.- V. B. Denslow; LL.D.
THE king ruled by force, the priest by
fear, and both by both. The king said to
the people: "God made yon peasants, and
he made me king; ho made yon to labor,
and me to enjoy; he made rags and hovels
for you, robes and palaces for me. He
made you to obey, and me to comruand.
Such is the justice of God." And the
priest said: "God made you ignorant and
vile; he made me holy and wise; yon P,re
the sheep, I am the shepherd; your fleeces
belong to me. If yon do not obey me
here, God will punish you now and torment
you forever in another world. Such is
the mercy of God. You must not reason. Reason is a rebel. You must not
contradict-contradiction is born of egotism; you must believe. He that has ears
to hear let him hear. Heaven is a qnestio~ of ears, "-Ingersoll.
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Antiquity
Unveiled.

Books hyHe/en H. Gardene1.

-o-

A n oient Voices
rrom the Bpi rH
Realm aisczose the
most BtartZinu Re'IJelattons.

-a-

~

PrOVIng Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUBTBATED.)

..
Force aI\d ~a tte r .
Price, - - - - $1.50.

Address

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

~.

,:A

oa,

l'rinciples of the Natural Order of the
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
1'he Traae 8?J,1Jpliea

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

llni~

BY I'BoFEBBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.

at Bpeutaz Piscount&.

.JtJJ."i''Z'ENTB :

The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of For~'3, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
valne of Matter,
Thon~ht,
Motion,
ConsCiousness,
Beat of the Soul,
F orm,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.~.
Laws,
The Idea of uqd,
(Jniversality of Natural Personal Contmnance,
Laws,
Vitsl Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
p eriods of the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
l\'loYality,
Conclnd.'i:ng Observa.
0 riginal Generation,
tions.
secUlar Generation,
rh:ice. $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKI!lll

Foree and Matter

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~Fascinating

Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price. cloth. $l : paper, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Prof. Wm. Denton;s Books.

A. NEW" NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Price, oloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman -The Lady of the
Clnb-Unrler Protest -For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Link in the Chain -The Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Pri~e, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
1111 Laf&vette 'Place. New York.

I

Hist~rjcal, am/

Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. lOc.

----144~---

tloral, Theological,

Spiritualism

Common-Sense Thonghts on the Bible.

Speculativ e

Propaslttons.
15 cents

AN OUTLINE OF THE

lOc.

Delnge in the Light of Modern Science.
lOc.

.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and RadicaL By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION I

$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitn.
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Paper, 12mo, 25 ct.'l.

By W. S. BELL.

Paine Vir1dicated
Reply to New York ')bseNJer.
:R. G. ING:e~~~!..L.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC OANAR'D."
Price, lo cents.

Bibl~

Is Darwin Right t Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True 7 lOc.
Man's Trne Saviors. lOc.
Ortho[oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
·True. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. lOc.

lay

Holy

Three Lectures on The Science of l.an•
gnage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

Oxford University Exteniion Lectures. With
a BDPJ?lement, "My Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
pages: cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, Il_rofessor of Comparative and Experimentlil Psychology at the College de France,
and editor of the Rewe Phtlosophi.q'!J.e. Authorized translation. Treating or the following
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; o, Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Attention.-a~Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; c,
The feeling or effort. 8. The Morbid States of
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
c1 Fixed i'deas and ecstasy; al Idiocy; e, AttentiOn in sleep and hypnosis. C oth, '1'5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy as a BY!ltematic Arrangement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental PsycholQgy. By Al~
fred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introdnctor:r. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and Benso!"l' Organs. 8. The Psychology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; Preda~ory Habits of Certain
Animalcnla. 4. Colonies of Unicellular.Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (prof~ssor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. lOmo, 185 pages; Cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the "Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;. and also the Controversy with Mr. Hl!&'h v. Pentecost, and
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,_portrait of the author, and autO..
graph letter. Price, $1.
.

The Idea of God. By Dr. PaUl Oarns.

:Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in human thought and histo!Y:
discussing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The.Word God. 8. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
1\lonotheism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.
parative Philology: The &tndy otl:lanscrit. By
Prof. H. Oldenberg, of the Univemity of Kie!.
-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From Jones to La~
sen; c, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interp_retation of the Veda; e, The History of the ·
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
:fur Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University. of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psychology m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Grea·t Britain and the United States. 8. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peQI>le of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Koni_gsberg,-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israe1; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Con<rn..est of Palestine and the
Ki:qgdom ofisrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

Thoughtless Yes.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible

ler. 1. The Simplicity of Languagei 2. The
Identity of Language and Though~. and 8.
The Btmplicity of Thought. With an ll.Jlpendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke ui Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 76c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

Paper, 51 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

scientific Works.
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects.
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

Abridged •

The passages unfit !1.11' family readinll'.
Paper, 30 cent8: cloth. !10 centa.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. <Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

What Is Right ~ lOc.
What Was He 7 Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

THE ELIMINATOR;

'

Who are Christians 7 lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets Hard Knocks
I

"Write me no more fables, zest 1 be a Jooz an a
reaa the riaazes aW'I"''/."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Bacerdotalis m
I•npeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolis m'
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bib le
Stories i The Fable of the Fall; Search for t he
"Last adamb·" What Is Known of the New Tes tament; The rama of the Gospels; The Id eal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blo od
Salvation; The Thin@ That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. l<'ort sale at this office.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr.

Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
in~ljlttion of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a S'cience; 2. The Data of Ethics; 8. The The·
aries of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
PsychologicalBtndies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousness in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of
HYl;!terical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical]j)xe.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. The
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 98 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble hmnan
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activitvof the nation." In twooctavovolnmes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality.. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Disorders. 8. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

The Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Fact8 of Phxsiological and Experimen~al
Psychology. B:r:Dr.PaulCarns. With 152llimtrative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $8, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject..matter of the work is
divided into the followin_g sections: 1. The
Phi).osophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. 8. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of ExJ!erimental Psychology. 6. The Ethical and Religions Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2B Lafayette Place, New Yorl<

at Christianity. PULPIT, PEW,..;~
By R. WHEELER.
and CRADLE.
This book is just what its title implies-thmnp-

ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Cj:tristianity on the world, s)10wip.g
what Christmns have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianit;y: is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science.. that the atop.e,mel!t
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion IB
not a real benefit to man.
Price, oo:cents, six for $1.

Address THE 'l'BUTH BEEKEB.

By HELE'N H. GARDENER.;

~__:_~

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, antJ
Strongest Lectures Against ., ~
the Bible.
·~

Every WomaniShould Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and,:Her:Friends.
Fric(l, 10 ce11ts. A<l<U"ess tms:oflioe. --1
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Thomas Paine's Works.IINFIDELI
,
DE.A.TH~~~~~~~

.lge of Reason. Pap., »l>c,,
6 copies for $1; clo.~ 50c.
A.ge of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&
P&p. .,40c.; clo., 75c.

A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) H~
J. ~-Remsburg. Portrait. PaP:
50c.: clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written U.
1776.. 15<:,_
Crisis. Written During .Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.,
clo.,

~3;

leather, $4; morocc•

L~t ~f;es:B~·Y:-E. Remsbura,
Port. Pap...JOc·

Life of.

with Remarks ol!

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., wltl
portrait, 60c.

Life of.

With Explanaton;

Observations. By G. Vale. P<:>i·
trait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy p:W.w
paper, 22X28, $1.

Political and Religious Re.,
former. By R F. Under·
wood. 10c.
Political Works: "Commom
Sense " "Crisis," "Rights
Man.'1 $1.50.

o1

Rights of Man. .Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revo-·
lution. Pap~. 40c.; clo., 75c.

~(?~

. '.

fRfETHINKfRs· PICTORIAL
·

true accounts of the _passing a.wa.y of t}le
followmg persons, thus refuting the many Ohris·
tia.n slanders upon them and otllers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anaoharsis Olootz~An·
thony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condoroet~Roo(}rt
Cooper, D'Alembert._Dantan, Charles .u&rWin,
Erasmus Darwin, .uelambae, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georgjl Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta. Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, HEtvetius, Henry Heth·
erington 1 Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martine'!'!}, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, .J04.n Stuart Mill, m.ua.bea.u, Roben;
Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolana, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan,lh Vanim, Volnltl'. Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price. 25 cents.
Address
'l"RE TRUTH REEKER.

A SHO~T

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

1'- Popular Account of the Formatlen and Development

of the Canon.

Vindication of. Reply to N. 1!
Co:rnpa-nv

. SCIENCE

TEXT~BOOK.

~

Conflict between

vs.

NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAillt
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RJIIo.
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
.'TA.TE.

185
WITH

Full....Page
lllustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS I»

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL··
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTOB
WITH PORTRAI'!' OF
T.d.J§ JXESI(}:NER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
l~~Dt Uncle Sam au.d the Priests.
1
"
The Church J:tobbing the People,
ll
"
Thanksgi.ving.
II
"
Sabbath Laws.
H
"
Children and the Church.
JO
..
Woman and the Church.
e
The Churcll and Thomas Pain~
~
"
Studies in Natural History.
I
..
The Bible and Science.
..
The Clergy and Their FlQon
•
1
"
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
"
The Atonement Scheme.
t
The Lord and His Worka.
I
"
Prayer.
20
"
The Creeds.
:<
"
Christians and Mohammeda.n!.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1
~

4.

~

1
4.
II

1~

8
S

'!

"

SamJ?les of Ohristianity's Work.
MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resulil
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Chm-ch.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chunll,
Persecutions pf the Chnroh..
Some Allegones.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous,

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it ltiM e-ver be.
rore ap~ared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fub.
!ished. We must give_ the TrUth Seeker Company the credit of })_utting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and d&.
signer is a wonderful success~ !lnd we ;iu<ke from our own feelings that nearly every Liber-al in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be caJled the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
l'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the Oalltle of. right and truth. But the pict.
nres -do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p).'ove the utter
"'alsity: of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
k is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that baa ever bee:Q pnt i~ the
de of Freethinkers.-[13oston Irivestigator.
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POPES AHD YKtJll DOJHGS.j
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, AOOo'Dl'IT .
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Ytoars of Chrtst and. Ytcegerents ~f God.
l"aper, 50 cent3; oloth, 75 cents..

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TBm
BEEKER need a File Binder, which we;will:send.OD
receiPt o:f one dolla.r.

ONE YEAR,

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKEB one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKE'R
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DATENTS E!:!fnTtt~n~a~~l~

OBTAINED.

Phirty-:flTe ;rears' experience.
porta tree. Prompt attention. Send Dra:wing and de-

ierJ:ption to L.

n:as~and Superstition.

By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia., Pa..
Price, 10'cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

BJ.GQBR a:

Co •• At;ty's. Wa.shinaton.D.J

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
A.ililreRR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BIBLE MORALS.
Pwenty Orl!mes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. E.

RELIGION, "Ott

SHOWING

'lCm!l ABSURDITY AND UNTBtJTHFU:I:.o

Al'ID

THE TRUTH SEEKER

--o-Bein~t

COl'ITEl'ITB: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as f'oripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. ·The
Heretics. The Ohristia.n Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

~eeke~

.

Sy

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Observer. By R. G. IngersoJJ. iO·

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

CS. W. POOT:e •

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lGc
Theological Works: "Age :Cli

Reason,"" Examination of p-ropb.
ecies," etc., with Life of Pam.•
and steel port. $1.50.

A.ddresa '1'bu Tru.t;h

BEDS.

..••
.••

0

REMSBURG.

Price, ll5 cents.

wtt Tt~ , WATCH
e sem

Perfected~

I

new model, 16 jewels. full adjusted
to heat, cola, and vosition. b~autiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; uua1·anteed.
a perrect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
oases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $211. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case $28 w $30; hunting $80 to $85; 14 carat,
solid gold, $45 to $150. Niclrel works, $2 more.
Re!fular Grade Ainerican WatchesoBilverme case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; aitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$ 1fa~!..~e~:::;i~~~~a~~fete. Watcheso-llll
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $15.EHO· 15 jewels, ~00; 14 carat solid
ld $
ore
·
1 b te
d
g9 • 10 m
·
eaVIer, m 0 re e a. ora • an
diamond-set cases, f·rom $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.- Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $ 8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best t · le 1 ted te
$1 so· t ble 8
-P a$1.75; afspkoons,
oofns,
$3.60; rklP.
mves,
or s, $1.75;· a•11 afor se so
6.
Solid silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver
souvenir spoons, $1, $ 1 .~ 5 • $1.50~.,$~ to $8.
TbeColonellngersoll.-Tea,$2.50; orange,
$2.75 ., sugar, ~ 8 ., gilt bowls, 5o cents more.
(
Etched teas on Y):
''The Ttme to be Happy ts Now,"
50 cents extra.
The Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
e
el d ·
ll ·
$ $ 7
d
1
nam e m 5 co ors, sma pms, 2, 2. 5, a.n
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Largo, $8, $4, $15.
Charms, $5, $6, $7.50, $10, 1!!15, $20, $80.
DiaJDonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists. cards in colors and gold of
b d
t t
d
(
a ge, ra.c s, etc., free. All goo s prePaid. except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tion. Watch clenned $1-t.!!.nil returned frPe.
OTTO WE"J.TBTElN. Rochelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "Inl!'ersoll" free with every $20
order.
-------------------

IRON•CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charl es Bra dl a ugh ............ · 5
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
4 Influence of Christianity on CivilizatioL.
U n d erwoo d .......... · · .... · · ........ · • .... · 25
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .•... 10
8 Religiou of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall.. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philoso])h;y: of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast InauguralHand
Portrait .. 25
'd
13 Ess ays on Miracles. D a vi
ume........... 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl,..ugh .. .. .. .. 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh................... ..... . 5
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ... 10
Families? A. Hol£oake..... 5
19 Large or. .Small
D
.
20 Sum!rStltlO n isp1ayed, mth a etter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoak e.. . .. .. .. 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... 5
23 The Chri"stian De1'tJ3· Cha.rles Watts · · · · · · · · 5
24 Moral Value of the ible. Charles Watts.... 5
25 Freethou~:ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christiamty: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts. . . .... . . .. . 5
2S Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake... 5
·
29 I s th ere a Moral G overnor o f th e U mverse?
Austin Holyoake.......... .... . .......... 5
. 80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles BradlauJ!h.... .... 5
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh
. ... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... ·10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts .. 10
43 Cpristian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wby Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake . . ..... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi<•al Condi
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for" God's Chosen.". . . . . . . ~
8 New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 200 Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 Dialogut~ between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a. Weak but Zealous Christian... .
10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ......................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh:.. .... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil......... . .. .. . 5
11 New J,ife of J'acob.............. ... . .. ... . . .. . . 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake..... 10
18 Specimen of tht> Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H..
.. 10
15 Lurlicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5
17 Wbo Was Jesus Christ? C. Brad laugh...... 5
18 Wbat Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... 5
19 New Life of AbPaham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
For Men Only,
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth Is a. physician of a. wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies a.re of the best. The Doctor
for $8, and $10 worth for $5.
treats all those peoulia.r diseases of young a.nd
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
a.nd excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wa.stinf Discharges Vancocele, Mental
a.nd Physioa. Debility, Idiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those a.m.icted a:Id who are desirous of being
cured a. booltlat of some 88 pages will be sent to
their a.(J:l<ess for ten cents\ sealed in a. flain
envelope, giving ~auses ana SJ']llptoms o the
Complaint a.nd & description of the Doctor's im··
porta.nt medical disoovery-n Outward AppliO&·
tion.-a positive our&-the only remedy of the
kind in existenc&-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. B. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland,N. ¥.,
And sa.y you sa.w this advertisement ln Tur

E
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DID ZEKE HAV DELIRIUM TREMENS ?-See Ezekid, chap. i,

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTS: The

Chri~tian

Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's BP.lief; Why Was

the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
l'ilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

RELIGION. NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
B.v l'BoF.l!'. W. NBWMAK.
l'rioe 25 'lentil.

the Bod ; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection;__Fh_!_!he Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification: Th~ Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The

SABBATH.

~l'HE

By M. FARRINGTON.

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting

A Thorough Exami"~,ation and Refutation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatariana.
Nee.

20 cents.·

Chief PrieBts Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom"n Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern

WIZARDS MAGIC PURSE.

.E!!Jc.n:tPle; ·.The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Te•timony of

~':t~~e~l rh~~~~e~ ~~r~~~e: kt~lt~~~~J

~temporaneous

The most bewildering Illusion diS•

sewed and beautifully embroidered~
(ltegulargoods Ol equal Q1lRiltY ·~li l'or

Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?

~~-JU~R~~~~r~~6~n8eP~~~t:e:"ftic~

houre Without knowing the secret. It
ha8 baffled all experts ln puztledom.
A great novelty, a wonderful tnystE'ry
and a. usehll article, all in one. Yo"Qt

Inspiration; Conclusion.

PriP-e, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addres1

~~A

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City,

~uo~:r as~s:;::t1~~reGs:l: i:~~~~hJ~

Sample with secretin se:nedenvelope postpaid with Ca·alo~e
o!1ooo useful articles, 2.;C": a for 4-;n"; 6 f'or $t.uo, $1.80 l_?oz•
.U. H. INGERSOLL & BRO, llf> Cortlandt st., N.

r.

Digest of Science."
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Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LEOTUREB.
By .John Ko Kel•o, .&..Mo
12mo, cloth. 1!!1.00.,

THE DYNAMIC THEORY Of LifE AND MINH 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Bein~s are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynam1c Agencies
of their respective Environments.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV; G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this ol!loe.

Price, 15 oenta.

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

MEDICAL.

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,087 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.

Price, express prepaid bv us, only •2.')':S.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific t>eries," etc., by bringing together, in
stmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of tlie known factors contributing toward the or~gin and evolution of organic beings.

If yon need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

Do t/OU UltBh to be Ulell t11J'ormed.1

and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sortM of inflammations of the internal organs..._such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_.tlowel
diseases, Uterin~ and other forms of .lf·emaZe
OomPZatnts. It i• a Blood Purttter, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restonng
lost vigor of mind. and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It aPts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood .by
means of the letd.nevs, •nd acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodilf habits which
&re so essential to good health. '!'his

THEN

BEAD A OIIAI'TEB OB VEBSE DAILY FBOM TIDS BIBLE OF

SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enli!{htening~ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature

-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.

You must own thie book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Anoient Egn~tian Civilization and Hebrew N&r·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
~
B Y VAN BUBEN D ENSLOW, LL.D, Price. 1uk ~nte

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.

Second edition, enla,rged to 82 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric~ 10 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH S.lllEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
"
Bv W. F. JAMIESON. <,
This little book goes down to the ~ery bedrock of human liberty.
l'rice,
25 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Essay on Miracles.

The Water of Life,

Water of Life
is sold absolutely Pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addit.ion of any drug
whatever. It 1s Nature's Remedy pure and MimP,le, and npt a manufactured ar ticie. The uccess
•t has achieved ha• coille mostly from its friends
who hav been t·urerl by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letter• and recommendation" from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

' Bv DAVID HUME.
PriM.

10 OIDI&.

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
Gm12

34 South Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

•'W• of tAe W••lt.

A~ attAmpt was made by some person unknown to burn all the churches in
Dover, N.H.
A FINE monument to Abraham Lincoln,
bearing his statue, has been unveiled in
Edinburgh, Scotland,
TBE Catholic Congress at Chicago will,
it is said, "bring together tbe most
notable gathering of ecclesiastics and laymen ever seen in America."
THE cholera has finally penetrated into
England. It has likewiRe entered Amer ·
ica. ·Cases ha.v appeared in Jersey
City, N. J., a port for foreign steamers.
L'Eo XIII. has made advances to the
patriarch at Constantinople and the czar
at St. Petersburg, who are the heads of
the Greek Cathnlic church, with fhe view
of reunitil;lg that body to the Roman
church.
WHEw the Jews of Yalta, Russia, were
ordered to leave, a mob attacked them,
prostrating many and dragging th~>m
through the s•reets, and killing several.
Meanwhilfl the Greek Catholic clergy held
up their crucifixes to encourage the assailants.
FRANX LEWIS, an ex-agent of Rev. Dr.
Parkhurst's society, has been arrested at
Cottage City, Mass., on 9. charge of passing worthless checks. C. H. Gardner, the
Parkhurst agent convicted of blackmail, is
still in the Tombs prison awaiting another
trial.
FoR the present no retaliatory measures
will be taken ag-ainst citizens of the
United States residing in China, and every
eff· •rt will be made to protect them and
their interests in peace and safety tJ.Il the
assembling of.Congress in regular session,
when legislation more favorable to the
Chinese is hoped for.
TRADE depression continues. It is not,
however, severe. The meetings and processions held to manifest the distress of
the unemployed hav been small. The c>ne
at Chicago was the largest. At this, the
police were attacked. An ensuing riot
was averted only by getting the military,
with artillery, in readiness.
A NtrMtllilR of Mohammedan religious
pilgrims on their way to Mecca, who were
confined temporarily i:ta the lazaretto at
Tripoli, engaged in a riotous demonstration on account of the burning of their
clothes by the authorities in the work of
disinfection. The military were called out
and it was not until they had threatened
to tire into the crowd that order was
restored.
THE Roman Catholic clergy of Nicaragua, Central AmPrica, is not disposed to
·be friendly toward the provisionale-overnment Its opposition is being aroused by
leaders of the conservativ party, who hope
to. gain control by making promises to
favor the church in the administration of
the government. Fearing their open opposition, Acting President Ze1aya hRB
Promised the priests that there shall be no
interf,.rence with church affairs, and this
may cause the clergy to be more favoJ'p.})le
to him,
AT the fttneral of Mrs Pii.ul G. :E'a.ber at
the Germah Ltttherah chureh of Decatnr,
Til., on the 20th ult , some members of the
G.. A. R. Women's Relief Corps and Odd
Fellows went to the church wearing their
badges. The Rev. G. L. Wagner, pal!tt>1'
of the church, peremptorjly ordered th~t all
badges must be taken off, or the personl5
wearing them could not enter the church.
Daniel Moore had on G. A. R. and Odd
Fellows' badges. Mr. Wagner told him
and his companions that it was against the
principles of the church to permit the
badges in the sanctuary. Moore replied
with some heat that he had fought three
years for the right to wear the G. A R.
badge and no man could force him to take
it off now. Mrs. Melville Hatch, of the
Relief Corps, told Mr. Wae"ner that she
would see him cremated before she would
take offher badge.
CoNTINillNG its efforts to obtain a termination of the extradition treaty between
Russia and the United States, an address
has been issued by the Russian-American
National League to all Russians, l!'inns,
Lithuanians, Hebrews, and other former
subjects of the czar, to organize and SPnd
protests to Washington. '' Declare to the
political parties," says the appeal, '' that
not a single vote of a former Russion subject now an American citizen will be cast
for the political party which will not make
the issue of its platform the abrogation of
the shameful treaty with Russia. Demand
of your Senators that they may at th- next
session of Congress insist that notice of
termination of the treaty be given, pursuant to the provision therein. This
iniquitnus and dseTacefnl partnership
with despot1sm must be dissolved at onceii·
sons of a country born of revolution sha
not offer aid to a tyrant."
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TRYING TO BRIDGE THE CHASM BETWEEN REVELATION AND EVOLUTION.

Darwin and After Darwin. I Old Testament Stories
I

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs,
A !!YBtematic ExiJOsition of what may be termed
the Darwinism cif Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l"eneral reader rather than to professed naturallsts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enl'(lish writers _lli)on evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
•• Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre~ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place has taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter_pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
ffiustrated. Price, cloth~ $2.
Address,
THJ!; TRUTH SEEKER,

-

Comically Illustrated.·
IT WILL

MAKE YOU

to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education ; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. IDus·
~rated by H. Faber. Cloth~il!g.
Mfirm;~.!l
THE T nUTH BEEKER,
- - -28 Lafayette place, New York.

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD. I

The Bible of Nature: A Contribution

IT WILL

I

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
~ Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacnl/rll'.o
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not Excei,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. illu.url.v.Q.ted cove:rs, 81; cloth, ~1; side s-taDJp, 81.50.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

I

New Publications.

New Publications.

PfN PICTURfS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
Deawatea to the Amerwan Oonuress, or 1892, whwh tor the sake oJ Reztuton, Stabbea Ltbert'll gives rates of admission to the various att•actions of the· Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information t,o the visitor.
.
. .
.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Gmde-Book, the best descnpt10n of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the ~nau_guration ceremonies,_ gives
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing theW orld's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the trmmph
on Sunday-an act which practically united the gov~rnment and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added llr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Exposition Committee ofthe House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Essays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book fornn Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a~oem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; '!'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a po·;m on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work iA one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this country. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Prwe 25 cents; Ftve ooptes for $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

ILLUSTRATED.
.A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling- the visitor to make his way arotmd,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
.A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAlli, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Transportation Building.
Arts Building. .
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A. Re:futation o:f the .Argu:.n.ent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~m ArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Defligner He Could ]!fut Be Benefi.cen t.
.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis.(;. for

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

His Processes Are .lligregionoly Slow,
They Are Egregionsl:y:_Wastefnl,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced Fanltv Mechanisms.
What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is IDegitimate.
What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
Astronomv and DesJgn.
The Argument of aFust Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER!
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

A New Book by Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .John E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religions belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his bio~raphers, Dr. H~lland. put forward the claim ths.t he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly demed by the dead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and azain denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been t.ossed like a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hnndren witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln waA not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his .Private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.

LIF~.

CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An !•responsible Educated Cl•ss.
'l'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

At 'he Woman'R Cong-resR at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chapters of tb.•s boo!<. The Chicago Ttmes said of it and.her: "But tne last address, de(tl!ng with t)le
most delicate of· the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest, but nncompromismg, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was 'Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of !\'[orals,' and 1t was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified t~ speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss Gardener enchained every auditor. and when she had finished received a J;>erfect ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so worthily won. The evening session was highly intere ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of tbe d1stinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, .CHURCH, AND. STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:

The fir•t chapter-tb" Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizationa woman had gr> at
freedou1, but that the tenden,•yof Christianity from the first wa.< to restrict her liberty. In thi8
chapter Mro. Gage claims th•t to the 1\'[atriarchate-or !\'[other-rule-the world is iniJ.ebted for it.;
fir,t conceptiOI.. of iuherent rights
·
Chapter li deals with the theological dogmas of original sin a" d ·celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria!le was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as s1av s; women driven t i snicirle; the inflntnce of the church wa• unfavorabie to virtue. The
celibaov of the cl r~y produced' egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showin>l' how th" church controletl woman by making the
legitimac' of lLarriage depc~1d n~on it< own control of the c~remony. Anc.ent civilization gave
place to Christi n barbarism. the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learn.ng w s prohi·t>Ited to women, hnsbancs prohibited from leaving th m more than onethird of their property; dknghterJ con ri be disinherited, sons could not. 'l'he Reformation effected
NOTED WITNESSES.
no change.
Hon. W. H. Herndon Col. Ward H. Lamon. Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathenv, Col.
Chapter IV-Marqnet'e-is oa Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lords
John G. Nicolay-, Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Hon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne, spirit.nal," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti~m of nude women in the early Chnstian
Judge Ste.Phen T. Logan, JQ!Ihna F. Speed. Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. JoReph Gill~iP, Dr. C. H. church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females,like our Northwestern pineries,
Rav, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Rooert Leachman, Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. VolklJosep!J the English debaucheries, governmental crin, e-makers, etc.
Jefferson, Hon . .K B. ''ashbnrne, Hon. E. M. Haines_,_ Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fie d,__Hon.
Chapter V-W1tchcraft. In the days • f tbis phase of religions insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
Geo. W. Julian Hon. John B. Alley, Hon. HJ!gh Mcunllocb Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev. vavid possession of tve ' a little learning wa• sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
Swing-, Rev. Robert Collyfr, Jnd~re J~sse W. Weik, Bon. J.P. Usher, Han. Geo. S. Boutwell, Hon. a pet was dangerous, so rabid wtru the cler, y ~ot to snff~r y, witch t' liv. 'l:hi.s perse utwn. for
Wm. D. Kelley_,_ Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover.:.. Bon. W. H. witchcraftwus a contmnan~e of the church's policyfor obtammg nn versa! dommionofermankmn.
T. Wakefielil, uen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, .~:tev. Edward Wofllen phvswians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
~_ggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, B. K. Magie, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
America. The first synod convened in America "a~ to try a woman for hcre•y, and other~ weru
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
stripped and whipped fo,· not agreeing with the cler~y.
.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the llreatest man born on this
The chapter on "W,ve-<" shows how the disr11pt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
continent was a Freethinker.
personal and l!rOJ.riet?-rY J?ights of 'YOJPal).-tLat the sale of dang?ter~ was practiced in England
seven hundred years after It was Chnsttamzed-'-that the practice of bnymg Wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesCloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
that civil mar ia~1s nppo>ed bv the church.
.
. .
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
In C aapter YII is 8howu how polygamy was snstamed by the Chnstian church, that the first
synod of the Heformatio'l convened to sanction this institution. that Luther and the other ·• prinCipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. 'l'he 1\iormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.. .
.
.
In the JRst three chapters 1\'[rs. Gage treats of the opposttwn of the church to the amelioratiOn
.of
w.oman's
sufferings
as
interferenc~
with
her''
curse,'
of
woman's
degradation
by
the
church
to
-o-labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
A COLLECTION OF
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfI
I RI[ Nc

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
Liberal artd
.Societies, '
By s. P. Pntn&JD.
[I woman it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious iostitution
for .Sc~oola artd
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
t~e Home.
Being the sto_v of his relijlious life and mental woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
-With Music Written to·All the Songs.onrneyings. Written in his happiest and most will do.

e7~tcal

OoliQ'~I!lD BY

rrlca, $1.!10,

L. K. WASHBURN.

JJ'Qr ''"e •t 'l'BIB OFFIOE.

I

trilliant way, and is the best of 8Jl his splendid
WQfQ, fnoo, @ cents. Address
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-to hear the organ recital [at the People's Palace].
There is nothing which mor_e vexes the so 1 of the publican than to think of these men kept away from the
drinking-bar by sweet and holy music."
Mr. Besant should hav mentioned also the other
person whose soul is vexed. This is the ciergyman.
His soul is vexed at the people's ·hearing fine
music, which delights the soul and elevates the
sentiments. He pretends to desire the delighting
of people's sou~s and the elevation of their sentiments, but that he really does not do so is shown
by his hindering these things when they take a
penny from his pockets.
Mr. Besant adds:
"Yes. There is one si ht m·ore beautiful still. It is
the sight of the two thousand people who throng the
library on the Sunday evening. They are quiet; they
enjoy warmth and light; they are in the best of company; they are filling their minds with noble thoughts.
Instead of this those who do not blush to sign a document against Sunday opening in the name of what they
c~~oll religion, would send them out-what to do?-to
:tramp the streets, to find in crowded bars shelter from
cold and rain, to swell the ranks of the fallen, and to subject the young to temptation. In the name of religion!
Is it possible!''
It is not only possible that. the clergy and those
whom they influence would do this, but it is the
fact, the infamous, revolting fact, that they hav
ever done it, and will try to do it to the end of time,
for the purpose solely of averting competition with
their trad~ of vending for cash silly myths and lies.

rated. Many are growing to think of the classics.
as Ingersoll does of the old masters in painting,
that they are lauded only because they are old. It
is likely that extreme antiquity exercises an influence of strange perversion over the fudgment in the
case of the merit of art-works as it does in the case
of the creqibility of miracles. But however this
may be, it is at all events certain that the thing
of the very first importance nowadays is modern
science; and everything else, no matter what it may
bP, must come second, and receive consideration of
its claim for time only when the demands of the
first bav been satisfied.
A youth spent in learning Jewish myth-history in
the Sunday-school, and an early manhood spent in
learning the way in which two extinct peoples spoke
three thousand years ago, too often constitute what
passes as an educated man.

How It Sounds in Plain Words.

An organ of the American Protectiv Association
prints an article headed "Instructions to True
Catholics." This is, a sub-title states, " The Platform of the Papal Party a'l Laid Down by the
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers H they W'illsend us the na-e and address of
Pope.'' It givs "Orders from the Holy See."· The
any Freethinker urho is not a regular subscriber.
article is signed with a column of names of the
sound dear to the Catholic heart, such as Michael,
Patrick,
Jerome, Aloysius, and Dennis. IL has at
Sunday Opening Entails No Added Work.
first
the
aspect of a genuin deliverance of the
The churchmen say that Sunday opening of the
church.
But
a little inspection shows it to be an
museums, libraries, and art galleries would occasion
imitation.
Indeed,
a note suffixed explains: "The
inore labor. But it would seem from the experience
in England that the opposit would be the case. The Learn the Nature of a Thing, not Names for It. essence of this document is to be found in the writ.
experience there is. that the people are more orderly
On the question, whether we should teach the ings of so called American Romish bishops and the
in such places than elsewhere, and require less su- languages and literature of the extinct nations of letters of the pope to them." Thus, the essence of
perVISlOn. In England, a picture gallery that has Greece and Rome, Christians and Freethinkers it is said to be genuin, though the words hav not
an attendance of two thousand in four hours requires lean to opposit sides. Christians, in general, favpr been used by papal authorities. We concur that
only five willing attendants, whose sole labor is .these classical studies. Freethinkers usually de- the essence is genuin. We think that the article
to walk about. The following from Professor Fow- clare them injudicious; we hav two or three times correctly represents, without exaggeration, the
real sentiments of those authorities. We deem it
ler, director of the London National History Mu- so expressed ourself in these columns.
useful as putting in plain words the feelings and
seum, is to the point:
What we need to learn in this world is the propdesigns of the Catholics, which these persons
" I am gJad to say that the majoritv of the trustees are erties of the things that surround us, and crowd
in favor of opening it on Sunda.y afternoon, and three- against us from all sides, affecting us for good or merely intimate. After giving " To Our Beloved
fourths at least of the staff are also in favor of euch open- bad.
These things and their properties are so Brethren in the Faith, Greeting," the document
ing. Many of them are so enthusiastic as to say they are
says that it is issued
willing to come and take their turn at attending even numerous that we need for learning them every. bit
"in view of the pressing necessity for activ, earnest
without remuneration. . . . These men would not be of time that we can get. As to names for them, efforts on the part of all Catholics to save onr Roman
expected to sweep or clean, to stuff birds, to arrange tab- we need a name for each, that we may indicate it church from destruction; to preserve the income and
lets. or write labels, or do any of the real work we expect to our fellows. But we need only one name for privileges which we of the hierarchy hav enjoyed for a
of them on week-days; they would hav to walk to the each. The English name is enough. To learn thousand years; to maintain the pleasure of shriving the
museum, walk or stand about there for a few hours, and
then walk back again. Probably, if they were not doing several narues for a thing would be a waste of masses who hav toiled and economized that we might fare
sumptuously and wear fine linen; to continue to build
this they would be taking a walk somewhere else, so that time and of brain-room. When we hav learned fine churches and cathedrals as monuments to perpetuate
they would not be working any harder than usual. And five names for an object we know no more about our own memories; to preserve ignorance in the masses
out of our whole staff only a few need come, so that the its l)roperties than we did before. We know no to insure devotion; to enable us to keep our vows of
turn would only fall on each man perhaps once in every more about how it will affect us, about how we celibacy with the aid of the confessional."
six or eight Sundays; and we should never ask anyone to
This is not misrepresentation. The objects of
come if he had any conscientious objections."
should deal with it. When we hav learned the
Even a correspondent to the Christian World Greek for rheumatism, we hav learned nothing the clergy in striving to preserve the church are
makes the following admission in regard to the about how to cure that disease ; but we hav con- those here named. They are, for one, "to preserve
London People's Palace, which is open Sundays:
sumed time in which we might hav learned some- the income and privileges " of the hierarchy. The
' • We looked in one Sunday to see and judge for our- thing about how to cure it. Learning the Latin term object certainly is not to preserve .the income and
This populace has
selva. It was 4:30 when we entered the large hall; about for democracy does not teach us whether democracy privileges of the populace.
fifteen hundred were present, mostly of the better work- is good or bad, or how we should extend or limit it, always bad less income and pri vilpge in Catholic
ing class and shop-assistant types. All was decorous and or what measures are favorable to its maintenance; ages than in non-Catholic, and less in Catholic
orderly. And the greatest attention was being paid to but it does occupy moments in which we could hav countries than in non-Catholic ones.
Another
the various items of a thoroughly high-class and miscellaneous sacred concert. The most cantankerous could found out something on these matters from history, object imputed is that the clergy may "fare
sumptuously and wear fine linen." This is true.
hav found no occasion for fault-finding.
The or observation, or meditation.
total number of Sunday visitors is estimated at 92,927.
The study of the ancient literature is somewhat They do eat and dress much better than the people
In the library was found a large number of seats occu- more beneficial than that of the ancient languages. whose toil supports them, notwithstanding that
pied by studious-looking men and women, while in two This may be read in translations. In it we see they ought to be the first in exemplification of
smaller rooms a score or two of lads were having a good
time with the 'illustrateds' ~nd interesting boys' books. about all of the great questions of government, Christ's doctrins of self-denial. Another object of
These rooms were in charge of lady volunteers.
morals, and so on, looked upon differently from to· the church dignitaries, says this document, is that
We looked in vain for a policeman, and on inquiry later day. In reading it, we are in another atmosphere. the people continue " to build fine churches and
found tha.t" the audience, although composed of 'East- The effect is broadening to the mind. Yet, the ex- cathedrals as monuments to perpetuate" the memEnders,' did not need the services of these gentlemen."
act value of the thoughts therein is not great. The ories of those dignitaries. Surely the church has
The English novelist, Walter Besant, writes:
science is but guesses. The guesses are occasion- never done anything to perpetuate the memories of
" There is no more beautiful, no more religious sight ally right, but they are not verified. As to the lit- the masses. In church monuments and annals we
in London than that of the two thousand earnest men
.
.
. .
. .
and womenlwho gather together on the Sunday morning erary, the esthetic quality of this hterature, It IS nowhere find, as we do in secular, ment).on of the
...'be~weli)JI. 941lr9h. ~:q.\1 diuuer, if tbe,y ~~v ~one~ (fhUt9Q q~effi~4 b1 manr m94~rnij tQ P~Y been gre~tl1 over- llll'lijsea, or. of me:Q d ~~~tl~ut iD ~4e4' midlilt1li~e
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Stephenson, Fulton, Edison, and Darwin: but we that man can help himself to better conditions, and
meet only laudation of popes made emment by is able to know. In fact, knowing, or knowledge,
their intrigues, or clergy besainted for their in- is what science is. Again, Christianity teaches that
sanity in self-torture. Another object for which events do not occur in an unseverable order, so if
the clergy continually endeavor is, says this docu- we know the one is present we may know the other
ment in plain words, "to preserve ignorance in the will be, but that their succession is determined by
masses to insure devotion." Truly, so it is. And the changing will of a divinity, or the prayer of a
finally, a wish of the clergy is said to be, to con- believer. It teaches that, given the conditions
tinue to keep their "vows of.celibacy with the aid which we hav hitherto observed preceding death, or
of the confessional." That they do observe their the conditions preceding a tornado, the death or
vows of celibacy in a peculiar manner qualified by the tornado may be made not to follow, and often
the practices of the confession, we all know, and does not follow. Science affirms that given these
know of course that they wish to keep on doing so. conditions the events must follow, and do always
Christianity teaches that the sun may
The orders are issued, says this document, ad- follow;
dressing the Catholics, " to remind you of your pause, iron may flo~J.t, men may walk on waves,
duty to your faith when you vote as a citizen of withered arms may be restored by a word. An inthis heretical nation." There are quoted the two spection of science will show it to be composed of
affirmations that the sun never pauses and cannot
utterances of Loyola, the father of Jesuitism:
"Let everyone persuade himself that he who livs un- do so, iron never floats and cannot do so, men
der obedience, should be moved and directed by his su- never walk on waves and cannot do so, and withered
perior, just as if he were a corpse."
arms never are restored by a word and cannot be,
"That we may in all things attain the truth; that we and so on. Of statements of these and similar
not err in anything we ought ever to hold as a :fixed laws, we say, science- consists wholly ; if the laws
principle; that what we see white to ~e black, if the suwere subject to continual infraction by supernatperior authority of the church define 1t to be so."
ural
agencies, science would be of no use. Thus
To these is added the following from the encythe
more
the domain either of Christianity or of
clical of Pope Gregory XVI. of Aug. 15, 1832 :
science
is
enlarged, the more the domain of the
"If the holy church so requires, let us sacrifice our
own opinions, our knowledge, our intelligence, the most other is decreased. The two are mutually contradictory and hostil. In view of this, we may easily
sublime attainments of the human understanding."
reckon
of how much use Christianity has been in
Finally we are given the "Holy Laws of Romanism." We hav not space to comment on each of making scientific men.
Dr. Darwood next declares that the first instituthese separately, but who will say that the follow_
ing are not what the Catholic ecclesiastics really tions of learning in this era were endowed by Chrismean in their cautious and fine-sounding phrases ~ tians. Of course they were, for there were none
" 1. The holy father is the supreme ruler of the world, but Christians then to endow them. In the present
in spiritual as well as in temporal matters, especially generation, when there are getting to be other peowhere we hav the votes or power.
ple than Christians, other people than Christians
'' 2. It is the duty of all Catholics to plot and labor for
are endowing them. That they are doing this
the absolute supremacy of the pope.
"3. It is the duty of all Catholics to take part in elec- abundantly, too, the little work, "Infidels and
tions, to know that 'politics are a part of morals. Poli- Charity," shows. But the Christians who endowed
tics -are morals on the widest scale.' They must also giv institutions of learning did not do so as Christians.
perfect submission and obedience of will to the church Whenever they felt and acted as Christ\fl.ns, they
and the sovereign pontiff, as to God himself; they must scoffed and spurned learning, as belonging to this
remember that they are to acknowledge no civil superior
before the holy father, that in their political work 'they evil world and the evil nature of the human being,
must always and in the first place serve the interests of and applied themselvs to devoutly contemplating
Catholicism.
God and aspiring to him, as the only good. When
"4. We are opposed to any system of schools that the sensible, natural, this-worldly part of their natteaches the youth more than Roman catechism, or that
teaches the young to think-it is unnecessary, a waste of ures moved, then, and only then, was it that they
time and money, when the holy father has been appointed turned to these institutions.
The doctor of divinity then asked, " What has Inby God, especially at the Vatican council in 1870, to do
the thinking of this world. Therefore we call upon our fidelity done for humanity?" W_e will tell. It has
subjects to do all they can to break down and destroy the given us all that we know. Taking each of the
free public schools of this Protestant nation, which has
compelled us to set up and maintain at great expense sciences in- turn, it may be found that before Infidelparochial schools to defend our faith, thus lessening the ity rose the science was grounded on texts of the
Bible and dogmas of the church ; that it was ridicuincomes of the clergy. . . .
"8. We hav learned with regret that there are some lously wrong; and that. the clergy maintained its
Catholics who are possessed with the insane idea that their truthfulness, and suppressed all who disputed it, by
children can get a better education in the godless public
schools than in the parochial schools. These insane persecution. It will be found that the true docapostates must be taught by their father confessors that trins of each science were broached in contradiction
they cannot disobey the holy church with impunity. In of the teachings of the church, in direet unfaithfulsuch cases the confessor of such Catholics must deny to ness or infidelity thereto; and that theyhav obtained
them the sacraments and impose a severe penance, order acceptance only by bitter stTife against it, and as
a liberal alms, which the confessor will giv as he may
its power has waned an.d Freethought has risen.
deem best."
Plain speech makes a big difference. A thing Or we may put this answer in other words, by
that passes challenge in elevated phrase and covert naming some of the truths which we hav just asintimation, may at once start indign'ation when pre- serted Infidelity has erected in contravention of
Christianity. It has informed us that the earth
sented in words open and direct.
moves
round the sun and not the sun round
No one can truthfully maintain that the above is
the
earth
; that the earth was made many
not a true representation of the designs of the
millions
and
not six thousand years ago ; that
Catholic church.
it is round instead of flat ; that man has
A Preacher's Misassertions.
existed hundreds of thousands of years instead of
A subscriber asks us to comment a little on a six thousand ; that he has- ever been rising instead
This was of being fallen from a former hight ; that his moral
-sermon of Rev. Mr. Darwood, D.D.
preached at St. Paul's Methodist-Episcopal church, sense is a natural growth and not a supernatural
Middletown, New York. The title was" The Critic implantation ; that the weather is controled by natAs He Appears Under the Searchlight of Truth.', ural causes and not by evil spirits ; that disease can
The critic whom Mr. Darwood professes to turn the be cured by medicin and cannot be cured by
searchlight upon is the Freethought critic. This prayers and relics ; that witchcraft never expersonage he slanders venomously. That part of isted, and that old women should not be burnt
his sermon which is not libel consists of misrea- therefor ; that government is of the people and not
soned efforts to confute the critic's allegations.
of the Lord's anointed; that slavery is injurious to
The libels are beneath notice. As to the de the slave and to the master, and should be extinfenses against the critic's animadversions, one is, guished. These are a few of the many things t.hat
that " Christianity has made all the scientific men." Infidelity to the Bible has given us in the way of
We will say something to this. Christianity lays knowing. And it has done as much more for us in
stress upon the assertion that man is helpless, un- bringing us into moral doing ; it has made us more
able to know. Science proceeds on the assumption tolerant, more humane, and more just.

-------

The Outcome of the Congress.
Two weeks ago Mr. Putnam was induced by a
few correspondents to ask in these columns what
the International Congress should do. We suppose
they meant what practical work should be undertaken 7 It is pretty well settled by the program
what the Congress will do. And we do not imagin
that beyond the program there is any plan outlined.
Mr. Putnam's suggestions are that the Liberals
of the country make united e:llort to increase the
circulation of the Freethought papers, to found a
university, to start a summer school of philosophy,
to push for legislativ action upon three points of
our demands-church taxation, abolition of Sunday
laws, secularization of public schools.
']o these the Investigator this week adds another.
Mr. Washburn says: "We must recognize that
Christianity as a religious faith is back of every re-·
ligious evil which we are trying to correct, and it
seeins to us to be the shortest and surest way to
reformation to destroy the faith in which these evils
flourish. It may be urged that some Christians are
already convinced of the justice of our demands,
and that we may more quickly secure victory by not
antagonizing these auxiliaries. We do not believe
in floating any banner that has not all of our stars
and stripes upon it. As a body of unbelievers, we
are opposed to the Christian faith. Our enemies-those who are striving for Sunday slavery, for religious instruction in the schools, and for the continuance of the injustice of exemption of church
property from taxation-are Christians, and we see
no good reason why we should deny the fact or
why we should not emphasize it in every way within
our power. We believe that Christianity is false,
and that this pestilent superstition should be driven
off the earth. It has cursed the world ever since
its advent, and it is to-day the greatest foe of religious and political justice. We are in favor of
having the strongest words possible used against
the Christian religion. We can do but little in a
political contest until the people are emancipated
from the church. Our first work, and the most important, is to attack Christianity; attack it from
every point possible ; show up the falseness and
foolishness of its doctrins, the hypocrisy of its adherents, and rescue the world from the authority of
priest and minister. We hope, whatever else the
Congress does, that it will declare itself Antichristian."
We agree with all of these as in themselvs good
things. Their practicability is altogether another
matter. For instance, we do not believe that the
millions necessary to found a university can b6l
raised. The summer school of philosophy seems at
present unattainable. The other suggestions, however, are practicable, and can be utilized by everybody. Certainly the Freethought journals should
be more enthusiastically supported, for Mr. Putnam
rightly says that without them little can be accomplished. This Congress itself could never be held
without these channels of communication between
F_reethinkers. There should be no hesitancy then,
on this point.
After the Congress has declared itself opposed to
Christian superstition and domination it should
pledge itself-and this pledge should mean some_
thing, and not be forgotten when the pledgers get
home-to support by deed and purse every effort
made to push for legislativ action upon the three
Demands which are uppermost in the public mind
at this time-church taxation, secularization of our
public schools, and abolition of Sunday laws. The
controversy over the Sunday opening of the World's
Fair has prepared the way for the last. The efforts of the Catholics make the second of supreme
importance, and the pecuniary burdens laid upon
citizens by the tax assessors easily force the first
to the front.
The exact steps to be taken in these matters can
not of course be determined in any set manner.
They must develop. Occasions must be improved,
opportunities grasped, work be done in a quiet or
public manner as is most likely to accomplish.
results. Mr. Putnam did good work publicly in
Californi~ !'LP-4 Washin~ton; Captain Adams did
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wonderfully well in a quiet way in his Canadian province. Both ways are useful, both can be tried.
Which shall be used must be left to the judgment
of the individuals doing the work. The thing for
the Congress to do in the matter is to pledge itself
-and not forget its pledges-to back up these
efforts in any and every state, and in all ways,
where made. No money should be wasted on unimportant detail work. Let it all go to the work of
defeating the enemy.
,
If the Congress does this, and livs up to its declarations, it will be the most important gathering
of Freethinkers ever held in this country. The
time is ripe, and ripening still, for every effort the
church makes demands a counter effort from the
Liberals. So let the Liberals say to their leaders
go ahead and do this work and we will back you'
up. If said heartily and the pledge kept, there is
common s~nse and energy sufficient among the
talkers and writers to keep the church bigots dancing on hot gridirons about all the time. At any
rate they· will know they hav had a fight, and be a
little cautiousln. consequence.

Agents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illus_
trated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms t() agents sent upon application.

Freethinkers, Attention.
The headquarters of the Freethought Federation
until October 1st will be 17 South Curtis street,
Chicago.. Please send all communications for
Samuel P. Putnam, president, or John R. Charlesworth, secretary, to this place. All Liberal visitors
are cordially welcome. Call if possible between 9
and 12 in the morning. Liberal papers and publications will be for sale at this office and also at
Henchel's Academy, 517 W. Madison street, during
September and until after Congress. Liberal meetings every Sunday evening du!'ing September, and
International Congress from October 1st to October 8th, at Henchel's Academy.
The late Charles Bradlaugh's journal, the Na·
tional Reformer, announces that after October 1st

devoted to investigating nature, .man would be far
above his present development. Man has been a
standard by which all things hav been measured.
That belief is the result of evidence, and not an arbitrary act of the mind, was shown by numerous illustrations. Every man is endowed by nature with
reason, and that it is a better guide than all the
revelations ever made unto the sons of man, and
that the intellects of the present century hav more
real information as regards nature than was possessed by all the gods that ever lived on Mount
Olympus. Mr. Dickson said that Christ made many
mistakes as a teacher of pure philosophy, and that
he seemed to hav in his heart an utter disregard for
every institution erected on the virtues of man.
A Catholic priest of New York city having praised
the charities of his church, a Protestant doctor of
divinity writes to the Herald some things about
those charities. These we are glad to hear, and to
hav the public hear. We are pleased to hav the
rogues take turn at exposing one another. The
first thing is, that of the persons requiring charitable assistance seventy-seven per cent are Catholic.
This does not speak well for the capacity of the
Catholic church to instill-the moral virtues of foresight and providence into its following. Next the
Protestant doctor proclaims the truth, so often
stated by us, that the Roman Catholic church has a
great many schools where poor children of all denominations are taken in, with the hope of making
them Roman Catholics, but they hav no charitable
institutions where adults of all denominations ar~
received, showing that her object is proselytism
rather than open-handed and open-hearted charity.
The doctor's next point is a noticeable one. It is :
"A successful charity worker in our day must be an
expert reader of character and hav a thorough
knowledge of general life. If he has not these
qualifications the greater part of his time will be
spent ministering to frauds to the neglect of the
worthy. Now, the people who do the greater part
of the charity work in the Roman Catholic church
are the sisters, whose knowledge of life is almost
nothing, shut up from the world, many of them not
even reading a newspaper. And when they are out
the costume they wear prevents them getting any
idea of what is going on around them. What, then,
can these simple-minded 'children 'do among 'professional beggars' or 'intellectual thieves'' Nothing. Only waste their own time and somebody else's
money." This assertion of our Protestant writer
we believe may derive confirmation from the invariable prevalence of excessiv pauperism in Catholic
countries. The doctor says : "In conclusion let
me add that my years of experience in charitable
work lead me to say that apart from the Roman
Catholic schools her charities are doing very little
for the general public."

Gotham Gleanings.

it will suspend publication. Lack of adequate support is the cause assigned. The editors, however,
hope to make a monthly magazine, te be called the
.Free Review, self-sustaining. Mr. Foote's paper,
the London .Freethinker, has been forced to double
its price ·in order to make both ends meet financially.

The Rev. Mr. DeCosta, of the Episcopal church, calls
for the union of American Protestantism against the
church of Rome; and he proposes for the consolidated
force the rallying cry, ''Loyalty to Uhrist! as contradistinguished from "the modern transient rallying; cry,
'Loyalty to the pope!' "-Evening Sun.
But whether the cry be "Loyalty to Christ I" or
"Loyalty to the pope!" the meaning remains the
same-" Down with Freethought !"

A correspondent directs notice to a Freethought
lecture at Lawrence, Kansas, that pleased him
greatly. It was by Thomas Dickson, of the Kansas bar. Among the thoughts it contained was
that every man has a brain whose function is the
production of thought, and the conclusions of honest thinking ought never to be charged as sins,
however much opposed to so-called fundamental
truths. There is, said Mr. Dickson, a diversity in
nature, every brain having an identity of its own,
and when one man robs another of this identity, or
dwarfs the mind of a child with theories he himself
cannot demonstrate, he commits a crime against
nature. The greatest property a man can enjoy is
an absolute title to the elements which constitute
himself. Investigation generally precedes man's
belief in all things except religion, and had the
same time and energy that has been wasted in defense of the conceptions of the primitiv man been

An industrial and financial crisis is upon the
country. North, South, East, and West, the situation is everywhere the same. Factories hav closed,
mills hav shut down, the busy whir and hum of
labor has ceased, and in its place rises a cry for food~
Thousands of families willing to work, are suffering
the greatest privation and degradation, with the alternative, starvation or suicide, staring them in the
face. In New York, as in every other city, the case
is the same-enforced idleness, the pitiful wail of
despair, and the petition for "daily bread."
Yet in contrast with this gloomy picture let me
point out another. During this season of calamity,
for such it is, there hav been two Presbyterian
churches with seating capacities for six thousand each
with a separate chapel and parsonage attached
erected in this city. One Episcopal church has been
building a new church edifice, two more hav been enlarging their seating capacities, one to almost
double its former number, and a third has laid the
foundation for a large parish school. Another has
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completed its main building, and is looking forward
to the erection of supplementary buildings. The
work on the cathedral of St. John the Divine has
gone on without interruption.
Three Baptist
churches hav been erected, one of which is building
a costly parish house and parsonage. One Methodist church is about to begin the construction of
its new main edifice. A Collegiate Reformed church
has been completed, and decorated and furnished in
a most extravagant and luxuriant manner, while
funds are being collected for the building of a new
uptown Catholic church.
"But," it has been argued, "all this building givs
employment to many who would otherwise hav
nothing to do." Bosh l They do not believe it,
and neither do I. Churches are not factories nor
dry-goods stores. They are not money-earning, but
money-taking institutions. And everycentgathered
in the collection-baskets is "taken " from the
pockets of the workingman and the mouth of the
poor. I always gave Judas Iscariot credit when he
suggested that the ointment might hav been sold
for the benefit of the poor, and I hav a similar feeling in regard to these new church lands and edifices.
The other day the following card was placed in
my hand: "The Fulton Street Daily Noon PrayerMeeting (113 Fulton st., or 58 Ann st.) is for you l
Come! 'Ask, and it shall be given you. Seek and
ye shall find.'" And on the reverse was," His divine
power hath given unto us all things that pertain
unto life and godliness" (2 Peter i, 3).
How many, I inquired of myself, during the
past few months or weeks, how many petty shopkeepers on the verge of ruin, how many wretched
seamstresses, earning scant pittances from Christian
employers, how many workingmen when the mills
hav shut down, how many merchants with failure
before them, how many a mother watching her
child slowly starving, how many in all conditions of
life, hav echoed and reechoed this cry! How many
hav asked, how many hav sought, and how many
hav found! Think of the despair, the awful burdening despair, as one arises from a prayer of faith
unanswered. The last cent is gone, the last loaf is
eaten, the candle has burnt out in its socket; the
last hope has fied. Is there any wonder that there
are wretched beings who regard the river as a
mercy!
Professor Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb,
the Mohammedan missionary, has been very activ
lately. An article in the Herald of recent date
attests Mr. Webb's ability as well as the superiority
of Mohammedan morals to those of Christianity.
Mr. Webb very correctly says that he has made
more converts in six months than Christian teachers
hav made from Mohammedanism in a lifetime, and
reminds us that there is a mosque in London with
a congregation of three hundred Englishmen.
Following this comes the arrival of Mrs..Annie
Besant and several fellow Theosophists, prominent
among whom are Professor Ganendra, Nath Chakravarti, a Brahmin, Hevavitarana Pharmapala, a
Buddhist, and Miss F. H. Muller, who came over
on the Paris. During the voyage Mrs. Besant was
kind enough to deliver a lecture, at the close of
which Dr. Lyman Abbott proposed that Mrs.
Besant should be given a vote of thanks. Thereupon, one Dr. Brandeth, of pill and piety fame,
asked Mrs. Besant in an aggressiv tone of voice if
Christianity was not good enough for her, g,nd
wanted to know what good Theosophy had ever
done the world, adding that Christianity had lasted
eighteen hundred years and would last much
longer. Mrs. Besant's reply, however, squelched
the irritable man of medicin.
The unconcerned reply of Mr. Virchand A.
Gauthi, a priest of the Jain sect of India, as to how
long ago a priest of the same community had ever
left that country, "Oh, about two thousand
years," is significant. But neither Christianity,
Mohammedanism, Brahminism, Buddhism, or Theosophy, which underlies the whole, hav yet experienced a sufficient time-test.
One thing alone,
and that is what man has done for his fellow-man,
has outstood the trial of ages.
·
Every religion that is in the right sense of the
word a "religion " is racked, torn, and upset in its
attempt to keep pace with the scientific developments of the times. The picture presented to the
mind is that of an elderly lady, with numerous
shawl-straps, band-boxes, and packages, which she
is continually dropping and stopping to pick up
again, trying to keep abreast of a limited express .
train. Poor old lady! She really thinks she is
ahead.
LINDSLEY FLA VEL MINEs.
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eommunioations.
Reply to Otto Wettstein.
NO. IV.

DEAR Sm: When I behold things in imagination,
either with my eyes open or closed, I see in a very
different fashion from that in which I see in dreams
. or in ordinary, everyday life. Aild so do you. I
can recall in imagination scenes of the past, or
build air-castles in the future ; I can even see the
dismayed expression of your countenance ere you
reach the end of. this letter. But all this is in
imagination, and I know it to be so. I am conscious
all the time of my material surroundings and can
easily distinguish between the reality and the revery.
But in dreams, as you and I both know, the case is
quite different. Then we know no other than that
what we behold or experience is the reality, and the
only reality-we are conscious at the time of nothing
else. The dream is never a dream until we wake
from it. This stage of existence which we call real
life may prove likewise to be but a dream when we
awaken out of it at last.
But come, brother philosopher, let us cease this
idle skirmishing and get down to business. We
might continue to whip the d,evil around the stump
in this aimless fashion for an indefinit period with
no other result save to wear out the patience of our
indulgent public and our still more indulgent publisher. No battle can be successfully waged except
on solid ground; so no argument can be conducted
except on definit premises which the contestants are
agreed to hold to. I am willing to stand by every
positiv statement I hav made, with all the logical
consequences thereof, and am prepared to fight it
out on these lines if it takes all summer.
Before I can define spirit or demonstrate its existence to your satisfaction, you must condescend
to consider attentivly some of the questions which
you hav hitherto mainly succeeded in dodging. I
will here reiterate the most important of those
which I put to you in my last communication, but
which you hav persistently ignored, and which are
all capable of being answered by a simple yes or no.
Please giv me a definit reply to all of them, and
then be prepared to hold your ground upon either
issue. Here are my questions:
Hav you ever seen objects in your dreams which
· were not among your material surroundings at the
time1
Did you see them with your material eyes?
If not, with what eyes did you see them 7
Can we see at all without eyes of some sort 7
You say of spirits, "If an entity, they must be
something."
Most assuredly.
"If something
they must be possessed of organs, parts, and constituents." To be sure. "If possessed of constituents, it must be in the power of such spirits, at
least through their 'mediumlil,' to so inform the
world." Well, my dear sir, my spirit, through the
medium of my material body, is endeavoring to inform you of its nature and constituents; but its
success will depend largely upon the extent of your
knowledge and understanding of the nature and
constituents of your own spirit.
You say that "they [spirits] hav failed so far to
name a single element contained in the spirit
body." Let me name a few of them for you. Intelligence, thought, memory, affection, will, are
some of these constituents. The memory is properly speaking an organ of the mind, and like every
other organ may be strengthened and developed
by exercise. In the spirit world, it is said, thoughts
become visible and affections audible. To a certain
extent they are so here. When you use the expression" I see your idea," you do more than merely
use figurativ language; you speak from an instinctiv
recognition of the truth, and spiritual instinct is
as reliable as any physical instinct can be.
If oxygen, hydrogen, iron, etc., could be embodied in spirit-form, it would no longer be a spirit
form but a very material one. To insist that spirit
must be composed of matter is about as logical as
to insist that the French, German, Hebrew, or any
other language should consist of English words
arranged according to the laws of English speech,
in which case it Muldnot be other than the English
language.
If evolution proves that nature, or anything else,
can bestow what it does not possess, then evolution
teaches a self-evident absurdity, having no more
claim than any other fallacy upon the credence of
rational minds. Whenever you can show that anything can bestow what it does not possess, I shall
be ready to bestow upon you a sum of money which
I certainly do not possess, expecting to receive
from you in return the Kohinoor or some other
costly gem which you do not possess.
You ask if my parents did not bestow upon me

talents entirely absent in themselvs. Most assuredly not. It is true that perfume is not needed
in the black soil to produce the rose which produces
the delicate aroma; but it is also true that a rose
seed or cutting is necessary. Life has never ap·
peared on this planet to our knowledge save as the
product of antecedent life, and that not in a rudimentary but in a fully developed form "after its
kind." To claim otherwise is to make a bald assumption for which nature affords us absolutely
no precedent whatever. It is about as ea~y to
prove that mind could produce itself independently
of antecedent mind, or that a race or species could
elevate itself without the intervention of any higber
power, as that a man ca~ lift himself from the
ground by tugging at his own boot straps-and
about as reasonable. To attempt to disguise the
absurdity and impossibility of such an assumption
under the high-sounding but meaningless (as used)
terms of "development" or "evolution" is but to
throw dust in the eyes of rationality, and bamboozle
common sense.
It is undoubtedly true that as we must look beyond nature for the intelligence. that produces
mind, so we must look beyond it for the cause of
idiocy, deformity, brutality, lust, and crime, though
not precisely to the same source.
You ask if I hav ever been in love. Well, no,
not very deeply. The fact is, I find it difficultvery-to grow enthusiastic over any mere combination of oxygen, hydrogen, iron, or carbon, and do
not find them much more irresistible in the guise
of masculin humanity than when in the form of
well-cookPd edibles the same elements lie before me
on the dinner table. And I could about as easily
form a romantic attachment for a haunch of roast
beef, a dish of potatoes or salad, a suit of clothes,
or a tailor's dummy, as for any so-called man who
consisted merely of physique and nothing more.
Love being with me a spiritual rather than a physical attribute, I instinctivly look for a responsiv
soul upon whom to best0w it, and the evidence of a
lack of spirituality in anyone toward whom I
might be waxing sentimental, would very promptly
chill enthusiasm and dull interest.
Of course I cannot perform the feat of divesting
any object of size, extension, or weight without removing any of its material, .any more than you can
"abstract extension ~nd omit all material " in order
to tind space. I am afraid my friend has not read
enough on some subjects or he would hardly
attribute the origin of learning to the brain of
ignorance. For myself, I hav read but very little
of late years, being too much occupied in other
ways, but I hav done a good deal of thinking.
If we should appear at the International Congress this fall it would be necessary, I rather think,
to go in clothing as well as corporeity, or I fear we
should be compelled to be absent. Where we are
our clothing-or a portion of it, at least-is pretty
apt to be, which does not prove, however; that we
are identical with our clothing.
If you are content to be merely an animal, well
and good; speak for yourself, however. For my
part, I should be ashamed to be nothing more.
While I am ready to admit that I am an animal,
I am convinced that I am an animal plus vastly more
than any animal has or ever had; and I hav no
idea that I shall" die like a brute," Brother Wettstein's fiat to the contracy notwithstanding.
You must look even higher than "the men in the
dugout" for the source of original ideas.
The
pioneers of thought, the originators of ideas that
hav moved the world, hav ever been the highest,
not the lowest, of the race.
My idea in regard to the heathen deities is not
that they are "false gods," as you term it, but that
they are only so many more or less perverted mental
images of the one Divine Being-human reflections
of a Divine Reality. Now, while no reflection can
exist without a substance to be reflected, the
accuracy of the reflection will depend largely upon
the nature of the reflecting medium. Should you
behold yourself, for instance, in either a convex or
a concave mirror, the result, I fancy, would hardly
be satisfactory, nor do I tbink you could be induced
to admit that either reflection was an adequate
representation of your own comely countenance.
The heathen idol, which in itself is nothing, as St.
Paul says, having eyes that see not, ears that hear
not, etc., is yet the grotesque and distorted shadow
of omnipresent Deity. A shadow is nothing in
itself, but it points conclusivly to the substance
that has caused it; so the various and multitudinous gods and idols of the pagan, Mohammedan,
and Christian world testify to the Infinit Divine
Reality so dimly perceived, so differently understood, that stands behind them all.
My conception of the Divinity may be, and I
trust is, higher than that of the average heathen
idolator ; but I do not claim, therefore~ that it is
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the highest conception possible. Indeed I know it
is not, from the very fact that it grows with my
growth and rises as I rise, as the stars appear to
rise with us above the horizon as we climb the
mountain peak6. To attempt at any stage to set a
limit to this growth in tl!e human mind of the conception and perception of Deity, to impose even the
highest idea yet attained as a finality upon the
race, would be to change the worship of God into
idolatry-the worship of a human image embodying
human imperfections instead of the infinit completeness of the Divine Father of Lights, from whom
cometh every good and every perfect gift, every ennobling aspiration, every pure thought, every kindly,
generous impulse.
You say, "All races and nations originally having
been alike ignorant concerning abstract existence
and natural phenomena, all alike conjectured a god
in their own image to explain matters;" a statement
whichis pure assumption on your part, and whose
persistent defense would be, according to your own
showing, rank dogmatism, since it . is certainly
"beyond proof and contrary to knowledge, reason,
and analogy." For the testimony of tradition,
history, personal experience, in.tuition, alld enlightened reason are all against your assertion, which
has only your unsupported affirmation to sustain
it. We hav every reason to believe, and none to
doubt, that the nations and races of remote
antiquity knew much more concerning abstract
existence and natural phenomena than we do ; and
with regard to prehistoric races we hav no adequate
data upon which to base an inference. I hav no
hesitation in saying that there are far more data in
our possession to-day relating to the nature and
phenomena of that spirit world into which we so
soon must enter than we hav of the habits or
notions of prehistoric men; and that the former are
of far more practical worth and importance to us.
Your objections as to the inadequacy of a possible
God occupying a space of a thou and million miles
in extent, to govern an infinit universe, will all fall
to the ground as soon as you ha.v learned to
abstract ideas of time and space from your reasonings, and realize that spirit is wholly independent
of these material conditions. Meanwhile let me
remind you that God is omnipresent and therefore
does not require "years" to get anywhere, any
more than I need to traverse the space. between my
home and Rochelle in order to think of you.
Awaiting your reply to my previous questions,
which I trust you will meet squarely, regardless of
consequences to your position or mine, I now yield
you the floor.
A. AuGUSTA CHAPMAN.
Butternut Grove, N. Y., Aug. 22, 1893.

Origin of Worship.
In studying the mythologies of the ancients, it
seems at first sight that man's ideas of gods had
their origin in the phenomena of nature. Thunderstorms, earthquakes, tornadoes, and the sun,
moon, and stars, and seasons, summer, autumn,
winter, and spring, and all things they could not
comprehend, they ascribed to SUfernatural causes.
There thus were some powerful being or beings, who
ruled them for good or ill, and in whose hands they
were powerless; and sa.crifice or placation of some
sort became the most urgent duty of their lives.
These natural-phenomena gods, however, in my
opinion, are a later creation, and hav no place in
the earliest mythologies, where beasts were worshiped as gods.
Reading this beast. worshiping
period carefully, we are forced to the conclusion
that the bull was the first, only, and universal god
of the Aryan and Semitic races for long ages, and
has stamped itself on all the worship of to-day.
Osiris, the earliest god of the Egyptians, was a
bull, or they would not hav kept a bull as his vicar
or representativ on earth, the god Apis. Indxa,
the god of the Hindoos, was both sun and bull, and
the clouds were his cows, and he was called the
milk-compeller, and in some far-distant period of
his history he killed Vittra, the serpent. Zoroaster,
an early Persian religious reformer, although fire
was the symbol of deity in some of his invocations,
addressed him as "Thou great primal bull;" and
so on throughout all the tribes of the Al•yan and
Semitic races their highest ideal of might, wisdom,
and majesty was the bull, therefore god, and the
serpent all that was evil, therefore the devil. In
some of our own invocations in use to day we find
lingering traces of that ancient bull-worship, for
instance: " Turn not away thine ear, 0 Lord.
Listen to the voice of my supplication. Bow down
thine ear," etc. These invocations were evidently
addressed to some animal that could turn away its
ear or walk beyond earshot. And as n0 expression
will take permanent root in language which is not
strong and expressiv at the time of its formation,
these old invocations must hav been all of this, for
they still retain their place to-day when a moment's
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thought will convince any thinker that with our joy, etc., common to all animals; isolate a child vengeance. The love of vengeance in their nature
notions of deity they are simply absurd. The idea from all its kind, and it will neither walk erect nor was probably engendered by wrongs inflicted on
of God's omnipresence forces the belief that of be able to articulate a word in any language of the some far-distant ancestors by this red enemy when
necessity he knows every thought of our heart and human race, proving conclusivly that walking erect they were unable to cope with it. But for long
every word we utter, whether blasphemy or prayer, and word-language are not instinctiv, but educa- ages before this winged monster disappeared the
and to beg as a favor what we believe we cannot tional acquirements. And the old instinctiv knowl- bovines must hav been the dominant and aggressiv
escape is surely absurd. And, consequently, the edge of the language of our forefathers, although animals, as their descendants do not wait· to be at,..
god worshiped in those days must hav been a_ very dormant, is still alive and will awaken at the first tacked, and show no symptoms of fear in their ondifferent g9d from the god worshiped in these. call when made in the passion-cry language used so slaught. To .the color red bovines hav no anAnd between the fierce, repenting, inflammable, and long ago. To illustrate : One scream from a hu- tipathy when it shows no signs of life. A red barn,
explosiv vengeance-loving God of the Old Testa- man being in agony will excite our sympathies more house, or fence they regard with the utmost indifment, and the calm, dignified, and immutable God than all the woes depicted by Dante in his " In- ference, but a fluttering red cloth or dress will exof to-day, there is a wonderful difference. But the ferno." And again we may visit a friend or neigh- cite them to frenzy. We knew a case where a
bull in his wild state is still very fierce, treacherous, bor, where death has thrust his ice-cold hand, and woman wearing a scarlet cloak was pursued by s.
and fond of vengeance, and bears such a strong our heart may be full of sympathy and sorrow for meek-mannered. mild-eyed, every-day milk cow, and
resemblance to the ancient god that, if they are not our grief-stricken friends as we listen to the mourn- would in all probability hav been gored to death
the same, it is a very excusable case of mistaken ful story of their bereavement, but our sorrow soon but for the timely interference of the owner of the
identity. In Ex. xxxiii we are told that Moses fades from memory, leaving scarcely a trace behind, cow. It seems at first sight that the powerful flydesired t9 see God in all his glory, but God told but the wild, wordless . funeral wail of the Irish or ing serpent discovered by geology would be more
him he could not look upon his face and liv. In the Scottish Highlander will open in a moment a well- than a match for the bull, and for one in all prob.
words of the book : "I will put thee in a cleft of ing spring of pity and sympathy in our hearts ability so it would, but we must remember cattle
the rock and will cover thee with my hand which the most pathetic word-language ever ut- always go in herds, and it would be impossible fo:r
as I pass by, and I will take away mine tered could never hav reached, and when remem- the serpent to descend on them without exposing
hand and thou shalt see my back parts, bered long years afterward will awaken a feeling of its most vulnerable part, the belly, to their sharp,
but my face
shall not be seen." And sadness and pity deep in our natures. It will strong, upward-curved horns, and no doubt when
at this time when they entered into this strike any thinker that, unless some old instinct man was the inferior animal, looking up to the
compact, they were chatting face to face as man to had awakened to life and comprehended these cries bulls as gods, they would be far more fierce and
man-proving, if it proves anything, that the ancient to us word-speaking humans of to-day, they could fearless, and in all probability would be able to hold
God was very far from being the same at all .times, hav meant no more than the scream of a locomotiv, their own with any animal on the earth, and the
therefore not unchangeable, therefore not the God as in words they told us nothing, and but for that names given to them by their worshipers-" lords
of to-day. When a bull is in a quiet, ruminativ old instinct we would hav mistaken them for the of hosts" and "gods of battle "-would be very
mood, as a general thing he is harmless, but when cries of some wild animal. Had the first man and appropriate. <?ur forefathers would be intelligent
in his glory, that is, fighting, it is safer to take a woman of the human race been created bipeds enough to reahze the comfort and safety derived
peep at his tail than his horns (this is probably one using word-language, these instincts would never from the protection of the bovines, and probably
of the oldest traditions of the human race). The hav existed, and the child's first efforts when able out of gratitude gathered fruits and vegetables that
pass11.ges in the Bible are so numerous where the to travel would hav been to attain the biped posi- grew where the bulls could not reach them and
description of the ancient God· tallies so exactly with tion, and its first attempts at utterance would hav brought them close enough to the herd to attract
the well-known temper and disposition of the ~g been word-language, as it could hav had no in- their attention, and such is custom that after a few
of the bovine tribe, that we cannot help thinking stincts for anything else. Therefore if we are hon- times the bulls would look for them, and sacrifice
it true, as Darwin puts it, that man evolved from est with ourselvs we must admit that our instincts was established. And we all know how easy it is
the monkey, man's God evolved from the bull. As teach us that passion-cries must hav been used by to make a ringing bell, a mewing cat, or a roaring
man rose in the .scale of the animal kingdom, the our forefathers for a far longer period of time and bull echo our thoughts, and from some imaginativ
bull went down, and the priests to stamp out Infi- taken deeper root in our nature than word-language, forefather and a roaring bull came our firt>t "Thus
delity were obliged to create a spiritual or heavenly for if we had the same instinct for word-language, saith the Lord," and the man who first caught the
bull. Here the question arises, Why did ancient and had used it the same length of time, it would knack of crystallizing his own foolish thoughts
man worship this ugly-dispositioned beast ? And hav destroyed this older unused instinct. And th~ into God's commands would beeome the first lawfrom the old traditions it is very plain it was for the same conclusion must be reached in regard to man's giver and priest. Our mythological traditions and
sake of ·self-preservation .and temporal advantage, position as a biped. Some may object that man's legends, our own instincts, and the instincts of the
and in all probability for nothing else, for long ages, arms are too short to hav been used as legs, bovines all bear testimony that in all probability in
THOMAS WALKER.
until it became a necessity to graft on the spiritual but we must remember that adaptation is this way worahip first began.
Rat Portage, Ont.
and heavenly to prolong the life of priestcraft. one of the laws of nature, and that from
._
Geology and our own instincts throw a little light the time man first attempted to walk erect
Our Duty Toward Watson Heston.
on why man worshiped the bull, and the instincts until it was the only mode of traveling, must hav
of the bovine tribe confirm them. Geology proves covered a long period of time, and during that peTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Dear Sir :
beyond a doubt that for a long period of time before riod the arms would shorten to adapt themselvs to When I sent friend Heston my contribution, in
mammals appeared on the earth it was inhabited by their new duties. At this time man must hav been response to his call for a loan, it was so small that
cold-blooded animals, among whom the serpent a weak, defenseless animal, and if persecuted by I was ashamed of it ; for, as I said to him, I am
family throughout all its branches was fierce, power- some fierce enemy, necessity would force him to not yet out of my own financial wilderness, but I
ful, and numerous. One branch of this family, the create word-language. In this way all defenseless concluded that nearly everybody I owe would forflying serpent, was in all probability the most dan- animals, when persecuted by an enemy with whom giv me under the circumstances.
gerous and destructiv of them all. A great many they are unable to cope, when getting food or
That the following letter made me sad beyond exold legends and traditions of the human race con- amusing themselvs, where they are exposed, post pression, goes without saying. It is a private letfirm this view, where a fiery flying serpent or great sentinels to warn them of approaching danger, and ter, which to me is sacred. I hav not permission to
red dragon plays a prominent part in the old tale, any animal would soon discover that warning cr~s print it, and may offend my good friend Heston by
bringing death and destruction with it. These old alone were almost worthless, as in running to es- giving his condition this publicity, which his own
legends were looked upon as mythical, as the flying cape they might meet the danger in the face. This pride and modesty hav concealed from the public
serpent was considered a myth until resurrected by would cause necessity to invent other sounds to sig- eye ; but, after thinking about the matter a few
geology. In the Bible weare told God brought the nify thlngs such as tree, rock, river, etc., and using days, I decided that it is my duty, even at the risk
children of Israel to time by the aid of some fiery them and teaching them to their children would of incurring his displeasure, to report to the Libserpents (Num. xxi, 6). In Rev. xii-an old legend increase their powers of articulation, and they erals of this country through our Freethought pubof the troubles the human race and their gods had would keep adding new sounds until an uncouth lications, the Boston Investigator, THE TnuTH
with the great red dragon- it is put forward as a language was formed, which has grown from then SEEKER, the Ironclad Age, the Freethinkers' .Magprophecy, but has every appearance of ancient tra- till now, and is growing yet. Several species of azine, and the Independent Pulpit, all of them.
dition. From our own instincts we find that the animals are forming word-languages of their own,
Had he made known his real situation to the
human and the serpent families must hav passed but man has been slow to recognize it, owing to Liberals of America as he has unbosomed himself
long ages at enmity, and our shuddering dread for the fact that he was imbued with the belief that to me in the following letter, in which, despite the
all serpents tells us that the serpent was the ag- word-language was given to himself alone, direct effort at cheerfulness, he reveals a large measure of
gressor and scourge. Some children who would pet from his God, while all our instincts point to the grief, discernible between the lines, I believe this
a lion are terror-stricken at sight of a harmless fact, he created it himself. All helpless animals noble worker for our common cause would hav met
snake, and considering the time we kno~ ~o ~av when pursued by a voracious enemy will fly with ready assistance from those who are able to
passed since the serpent ceased to be an mvmmble for refuge to some other animal they think power- render it.
foe, we may safely conclude that to plant this dread ful enough to protect them, and some of our foreWha·t are we in this world for, if it is not to aid
so deep in our nature its cruel oppression must hav fathers having discovered that the bulls could con- a brother in distress~ Is it humane and sensible
lasted for a long period of time. When studying quer the flying serpent or great red dragon, their to withhold food and clothing while he livs, and
our own instincts we ought to remember that no common enemy, they would soon learn to feel a build him a monument when he dies~ Shall our
interested party could reach them to pervert them great deal safer when a herd of cattle was close by fellow-man call for bread and will we, mockingly,
by erasure or interpolation. AD;d when pries~ly and look upon them as a far superior animal to giv him a stone? But read his letter:
history says man was created a biped and t~e ~ themselvs; and that is the foundation on which all
CARTHAGE, Mo., July 31, 1893.
MY DEAR JAMIESON: Yours, with the "almighty dolstincts of the child a quadruped, we must decide m worship rests, the lower looking up with all reverfavor of the child, its evidence being unbiased. ence to the higher. The instincts of the bovine lar," arrived to-day. I also got your other letter a few
days ago. Never mind, my dear brother, about the size
Take the young of any animal we know and they family are strong evidence in support of the asser- of your loan, for I appreciate your letters and friendly
never make a motion toward locomotion until they tion that they fought with and conquered this fiery interest in my humble self a good deal more than several
attain the position of their parents, which they keep flying serpent. Nothing will rouse a herd of half- dollars, although I am glad to get the money right at this
I assure you. Had I known that a financial panic
through life; while the young human commences wild cattle to such fury as a red cloth elevated on a time,
was coming so fast, when I asked for a loan, I should not
pole,
and
no
element
of
fear
seems
to
mingle
with
its life journey on all fours as naturally as a young
hav done so, and I hesitated a good while before I
puppy, and the first time its nurse raises it to its their fury as they rush pell-mell to the charge. ventured to make my wants known; but I was so hard
feet and leaves it to its own devices, it shows as Had the contests between their forefathers and this pushed that I felt almost desperate enough to turn pirate,
or almolilt anything but a preacher, in order to get a little
much nervous alarm and want Qf instinct for the red enemy been of a doubtful character we would more
money. The reason I need money is on account of
hav
expected,
and
no
doubt
found,
caution
and
biped position as a pup when placed on its hind
the sickness of my wife. She has been in a very critical.
legs for the first .time. And the child has no hesitation in their manner of attack, but they show condition, and not only needed skillful treatment, but a
language except the passion-cries of grief, pain, nothing of this, nothing but confidence, hatred, and change of climate, and I hav paid out so much of o~
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limited means _going about in search of health, paying
big doctors' bills, etc., that I am "dead broke," and
could not pay for what she so sorely needed,
I thought if I could raise several hundred dollars we
could also secure a little home of our own, where we would
not be at the mercy of the greedy landlords who want
such high rents. Somehow "luck" has been against us
for the last six or seven years, and we hav grown poorer
ever since I hav been working in the cause of Freethought. We hav at last begun to sell our household
goods in order to raise the funds we need, but times are
so hard that we will hav to take half their value, or less,
if we can dispose of them at all. I am going to send my
wife to Ban Diego, Cal., and I shall follow when I can.
My dear sir, I hav very pleasant memories of your debate with Cunningham, and also of a lecture you once
gave the Liberal League here, and I should be glad to
know what you are now driving at, and how you are
prospering.
.
I hav only got $4 yet on the "loan" business, but
every little helps, and if I don't get much it will be all
the easier for me to pay my debts! I am not easily discouraged, and will manage to pull through some way if I
keep able to work. My own health is poor now, and I
shall get out of this climate for good as soon as I can get
in shape to do so. Poor health and doctors' bills hav
played the devil with my worldly possessions in the last
few years, but "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,"
yon know, and I suppose "I ought to be thankful that it
is no worse," as our Christian friends would say.
Ha, ha!
Excuse the length of this letter, but somehow I feel
like sa.ying even more yet, if I were not afraid I'd make
you tired.
Will pay you back as soon as I can get in better shape,
and with many thanks for your friendly interest in myself, don't forget that I hav long been your sincere
friend,
WATSON HEsTON,
P. 8.-I shall be glad to hear from you if the "spirit"
ever moves you to write me.-W. H.
Now, Liberals, what is our duty? We hav no
God to giv to; but we hav men and women who
are giving their very life to this cause-editors,
publishers, lecturers, writers, artists. They devote
their brains to the upbuilding of this Freethought
cause, whereas they might, with less effort, acquire
wealth.
I say, let us help the living, who are working to
free the world from the shackles of superstition,
and esteem it a privilege.
W. F. JAMIESON.

Mosca, Colo.

World's Fair Notes.
The procession of state days at the Fair is quite
magnificent. Wisconsin advances with its famous
eagle, New York with its speeches by Governor
Flower and Chauncey Depew,. and Pennsylvania
with its Liberty Bell and Hall of Independence.
Vast crowds· attend the imposing ceremonies. The
boom is on, and people who can spare the money
are coming from every quarter. On Saturday the
great state of California wheels to the front. It
will be a gorgeous day. Carloads of fruit will be
ready for free distribution, and the Golden state
will no doubt be duly appreciated. The attendance
now averages a million per week. As October approaches it looks as if there would be a tremendous
rush. The Exposition is making dividends, and
the financial outlook is brighter than ever. Perhaps the worst is over, and autumn will pour its
wealth into our laps, and prosperity shine throughout our borders.
The largest attendance on any one day was Fourth
of July, with 286,000 paid admissions. Illinois day
follows, with 243,000 ; Pennsylvania, with over
200,000; Wisconsin, with 161,000; New York is
next in rank, and then Bohemian day takes precedence, with 157,000. The largest number of paid
admissions on one day at the Paris Exposition was
in round numbers 400,000. A vast effort will be
made on Chicago's day to surpass that number,
but it is doubtful if it can be equaled. It is to be
remembered that the admission to the Paris Exposition was only twenty cents ; and in many cases,
by the sale of coupons for prizes the admission
was reduced to ten cents. Besides, Paris has a
much more compact population to draw from, and
hence Chicago will hav to rustle to beat the
400,000. Prices of accommodations near the Fair
gates are beginning to double up. Within reasonable distance of the grounds, however, the rates are
about the same. On the West Side and the North
Side charges are still normal. The price of a dinner ranges all the way from fifteen cents to $1.
One can get along cheaply if they make arrangements in time.
The Sunday-closing matter has now become an
amusing and roaring farce. The church party is
completely bowled out. It has received a black eye
of colossal proportions and long may it remain
thusly. The decision of Judge Goggin was a dramatic surprise. It is seldom that a judge is so
bold. I admire his pluck and vigor. He evidently
understands the law, for his decision cannot be
reversed until the snow :tlies. It is doubtful if anything more is done, for Judge Stein, who first
granted the injunction, is now the only one who

can come to the "aid of the Lord," and he is away
on a vacation and the Lord can't reach him.
It is refreshing to hav a judge declare that
precedent is not always law. It is absurd that justice in this country is bound by the common law of
England. What has that to do with America after
the Revolution? Why do not judges understand
tha.t precedent is only a guide and not an authority
-that no decision of the past is absolutely binding
upon any court to-day? And yet, in order to force
Christianity upon this people, the Supreme Court
goes back to the precedents of the Middle Ages.
When will our judges be as independent as Judge
North, of THE TRUTH SEEKER ranks, who made a decision in the courts of Nevada of which it was complained that it was against precedent. Judge North
replied: "I make a precedent myself, as I hav a
right to." Of course, every judge has that right.
If the first judge who sat on a bench had it, then
every judge has it. Where is the law that forbids
a judge to make an original decision on the merits
of the case, unless there is a statute law to settle
the matter? This "common law" is all humbug.
A statute law of course is imperativ, but what is
common law but common· opinion, and to be
brushed aside if need be by common sens£l? It is
time for America to be a law unto herself, and not
creep and crawl through the Dark Ages to find the
opinion of some judge who merely echoed the barbarism of his time. Is law like theology, nonprogressiv, and is the first judge all-wise and every
succeeding judge a tame copyist? It was a grand
declaration of independence when Judge North
said, ''I myself hav the right to make a precedent."
Judge Goggin has also given a severe flagellation
to the police of the city for arresting people without
a warrant and shooting them to death. He says he
would hang these policemen. But policemen seem
to think they hav a right to murder. It is about
time to stop this tyranny of the police, and Judge
Goggin has courage enough to begin the work.
There were twenty-five thousand people at the Fair
last Sunday, and this shows how many would attend
the Fair if it were really open on Sundays as on
other days. Nearly all the exhibits are closed.
The machinery is not running, nor the fountains,
and there are no means·of conveyance on the lagoon.
All is quiet, funereal, and solemn. It is like paying
fifty cents to go into a graveyard, and yet twentyfive thousand people pay for this privilege, with
plenty of cold water thrown upon them. There
seems to be a studied effort on the part of the directory to make Sunday-opening unpopular. The
directory in this matter hav acted like a weathercock. They don't seem to hav any settled
convictions. "They are everything by fits and
nothing long." They act as if they were scared out
or bought out. Had they had any courage or real
conscience in the matter, they could hav made Sunday the most popular of all days, as it was in the
Paris Exposition. Chicago may be a great city, but
its directory in this case hav acted like a set of provincials, and given to Chicago the aspect of a great
country town. They might do to run a county fair,
but as for a World's Fair, that is entirely beyond
their ability. They might take a lesson from the
state of Iowa, which keeps its state fair open on
Sunday, and in a most successful manner. Chicago
is behind the times yet. It can't run a World's
Fair on Sunday, and that puts Chicago away behind
Paris and New York. I think even Boston could
beat it, and as for Coney Island, that is far ahead.
Chicago had better cease its boasting until it has
learned to make the Sunday a genuin holiday.
What Chicago couldn't do of its own gumption
the law has compelled it to do. The church party
has found that the law is a two-edged sword and
can cut both ways. The orthodox party are Anarchists of the worst type-not philosophic Anarchists,
but crude, savage Anarchists. When the law is on
their side, they use it with all the power of a despot;
when against them, they are willing to break it
without any compunction. When it comes to the
real point the orthodox bigots are the most lawless
in the land, for they only want law when they can
use it to crush those who think differently from
themselvs.
Take it altogether, we hav won quite an advantage
on purely legal points, and this will be of great service in the future. The decisions of Judge Stein
and Judge Fuller contain admirable declarations of
certain Constitutional principles which are for the
benefit of the people, and what Judge Goggin has
done is perfectly legal and cannot be questioned as
a matter of judicial right. As we necessarily hav a
legal battle to fight, it is well to get all the points
of advantage we can, and we certainly hav checkmated the church party in the courts of the land,
which hitherto hav been the stronghold of the ecclesiastical reactionaries.
The Catholics are holding a congress, and in
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point of numbers and in ability I think it surpasses
the other church congresses. They hav some very
shrewd leaders in that church, and they pretty well
understand what they are about, and are willing to
learn a thing or two. It is seldom that a church
conference is willing to listen to such an honest
declaration as this. The Catholics hav the wisdom
of humility.
One of the marked papers was that read by Mr.
Elder, of New Orleans. He is evidently a man of
intelligence, great observation, and serious thought.
In speaking of the church and its source of weakness in the American republic, he said:
Let us tell the truth to ourselvs. Our inferior position
-and it certainly is inferior-is owing greatly, chiefly,
almost wholly, to ourselvs.
The great men of this nation hav been, and are, and
will continue to be, Protestant. I speak not of wealth,
but of brain, of energy, of action, of heart. The peat
philanthropists, the great orators, the great wr1ters,
thinkers, leaders, scientists, inventors, teachers of our
land, hav been Protestant_. . . .
. _
What does surprise me 1s the way we hav of eulog1zmg
ourselvs-of talking buncomb and spread-eagle, and of
giving taffy all round. I am sorry to say that I cannot
well join in this enlivening pastime. But I truly cannot.
When I see how largely Catholicity is represented among
our hoodlum element, I feel in no spread-eagle mood.
When I note how few Catholics are engaged in honestly
tilling the honest soil, and how many Catholics are engaged in the liquor traffic, I cannot talk buncomb to anybody. When I reflect that out of the seventy million of
this nation we number only nine million, and out of that
nine million so large a proportion is made up of poor factory hands, poor mill and shop and mine and railroad
employees, poor government clerks, I still fail to find
material for buncomb, or spread-eagleism, or taffy-giving.
They hav a nice little bit of a hell in the Moorish
Palace, Midway Plaisance, which can be seen in all
its horrors for five cents-cheap enough. I a:tp
willing to pay that amount just to see it, although
I don't think I care for any further experience. You
can behold the liquid :tlames and streams of fire,
and the poor victims rolling and tumbling, and the
devils punching them in with long poles, while the
big devil is looking on with a smile of satisfaction
that would grace the features of an orthodox God.
A Catholic priest is looking on ; whether to aid the
devil himself or to receive his own reward I don't
kno~. At any rate, he doesn't seem out of place.
The whole thing is got up in quite skillful fashion
and has a very scarey aspect. One old woman,
gazing at it with perturbed spirit, cried out :
"How good we ought to be after looking at
that!"
"You Otight to ·be good b§fore looking at it,"
said friend Denny, who was standing near by.
Our Congress is looming up in bright array. We
hav visitors now from all parts of the country, from
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Florida,
and New England, as well as from the adjacent
states. They report great interest in our work
throughout the country. The Congress evidently
is becoming a magnet of attraction. Hundreds of
letters hav been received, and I guess Mr. Charlesworth has written about a thousand letters since he
began his work. It is no child's play to get up a
Freethought Congress. There is a multiplicity of
labor about it--to arouse enthusiasm, arrange forces,
attract public attention, and make a lasting impression, not only by what is said in the Congress, but by·
the appearance and surroundings of the Congress itself. This will giv a great and fruitful impulse to
the cause.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
Since my last report I hav received nearly one
hundred names. There are over two hundred and
fifty subscriptions now, and the publication of the
book is assured. This is exceedingly gratif~ng to
me, not only because I shall enjoy the work laid out
before me, but because I think that it will be of
great service to our cause. The history of the last
four hundred years has not been written from a
purely Freethought point of view. The interrelations of its great geniuses, and the work they
hav wrought hav not been placed -before the reader
as a grand and harmonious whole. We see Freethought in fragments, and not as a continuous and
universal movement.
Freethought has been a
great, steady, and onward current in human affairs.
It has been a persistent force in the varied domains
of human actions. What a record there is-Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Bruno, Spinoza, Des Cartes,
Locke, Hume, Kant, Comte, Bacon, Comenius,
Froebel, Spencer, Holyoake, Shakspere,'· Gibbon,
Shelley, Voltaire, Paine, Darwin, Bradlaugh, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Garrison, Ingersoll, and many
others-and what a world of activities these shin
ing names represent. As I progress the work
broadens and deepens upon me. New avenues of
research are co:n,stantly opening. I find that after
Congress I must devote two months of hard labor
to the book, and perhaps more. I am sure that
those who aid me in this enterprise desire that I
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should take plenty of time for a task so important
as this. The cost also will be greater than at
first contemplated. I might get out a cheap edition, and so save a few hundred dollars; but I
shall do nothing of the sort. I intend to publish
a beautiful book-one that Freethinkers will be
proud of, not simply on account of the matter it
contains, but the attractiv form in which it is presented. We hav plenty of pioneer and rough work
to do, but that should not prevent us enjoying the
elegancies of life ; for art and beauty belong to
Freethought as well as toil and danger, and I know
that those who subscribe for this book will be better
pleased to hav me spend a few hundred extra dollars
on the book, and hav its outward appearance excellent and not cheap and shoddy. I shall want more
subscriptions to pay expenses, but I hav not much
doubt but that I shall get them. I hope that I
shall obtain five hundred before Congress. It will
be seen that some of my friends subscribe for more
than oll;e copy. I hope this good example will be
followed.
This is a kind of cooperativ undertaking, and I want every subscriber to feel that he
has a personal interest in its success. Unaided
and alone I could not hav ventured on so vast an
undertaking. I hav been most generously supported, and I am glad to announce the absolute
certainty of the publication of the book. If there
was any doubt at all, the following letter from N.
F. Griswold makes the sky perfectly clear. Mr.
Griswold has contributed thousands of dollars to
the Liberal cause.
DBAR PUTNAM: I beg to assure you that if the want of
a needful number of subscribers will endanger or cause
delay in the publication of "]!,our Hundred Years of
Freethought," I will guarantee the amount. So go on
with the work. Let your pen be unconfined. Write
your Freethought book, to enlighten, save, and bless
mankind. I hope the time will soon come when every
bookstore will dare to nail up over its door Ingersoll's,
Putnam's, and other Liberal books for sale, price five
cents, up to $5.
I intend to be at the Congress if alive and well.
Hoping that you will realize all and more than your
most sangnin expectations, I am very truly yours,
N. F. GRISWOLD.
My veteran friend, J. H. Cook, of Kansas, writes :
I am inexpressibly pleased with your forthcoming
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought." I hav appreciated your unsurpassed descriptions of the World's
Fair. It is possible I may hav the means and feel well
enough to attend the Freethought Congress.
It is delightful to receive the following from
Helen H. Gardener, who has done her woman's
share to mf.tke Freethought to-day more brilliant
and hopeful than ever :
DEAR MR. PUTNAM: And so you are to giv us "Four
Hundred Years of Freethonght." It is going to strain
even your power to see the rainbow tints to discover
much Freethought in a good part of that four hundred
years. Still, I don't doubt your ability to do it, if it can
be done by anybody, and those of us who havn't the time
and ability to dig for the information will be happier
and wiser men when we read that book and find out what
a lot of Freethonght there has been such a long time that
we didn't know the first thing about. I mean to improve
my mind -not to mention my temper-with the contents
of that book. Meantime, good luck with it. Did you
receive the nice notice of your World's Fair book which
was in the Toledo Blade? I sent it to you, The writer
of it is a friend of mine, and sent it to me.
Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER.
With such expressions of good-will and a multiplying subscription list, I hav a cheerful though
arduous task before me. In adding these many
new names, I will say to . those who hav not yet
joined the "five hundred," that I hope they will do
so at once, for aid and encouragement now will be
better than six months hence. I want to be perfectly free to devote myself to this work, and not
hav any outside cares or anxieties. Every subscription will be the voice of a friend. It will not
be so much money only, but interest, sympathy, and
companionship. It will make the toilsome hours
golden with bright hopes. I hope to hear right
away from every friend. ·Address me until October
1st at 17 So. Curtis street, Chicago, ill.
ADDITIONAL NAMES.
Helen H. Gardener.
Ernest Mendnm.
Capt. Robert C. Adams.
Mrs. Jessie Day,
Col. R. Peterson.
J. H. Cook.
A. Beveridge.
Charles Watts.
John R. Charlesworth.
G~ T. Conaway.
R. W. Bancroft.
Alex. Cochran.
Wm. J. White.
C. E. Cohoon.
J. Henry Schroeder.
A. W. Cheever.
J as. A. Kimble.
Mrs. L. A. Griswold.
A. H. Chandler.
Wm. J. Fox.
Victor Laine.
G. T. Toye.
S. Brewer.
Wm. H. Forest.
J. E. Marden and
0. T. Davies.
Etta Marden. Dr. E. B.Foote,Sr.(5 copies).
Dr. J. H. Braffet.
Mrs. A. C. Todd.
S. T. Proudman.
M.P. Braffet.
Jas. H. Greenhill (5 copies).J. T. Johnson.
Henry Furgnsen.
John Griffiths.
· L. Schlegel.
A. N. Johnson.
John R. Hundley.
B. B. Rockwood.
Howard Blackburn.
Mrs. A. E. Macdonald.
J. E. Palanca.
H. D. Ballard.

J. M. Libby.
Gustave Nelson.
J. F. Hnaenstein.
Mrs. C. A. Berleth.
Geo. H. Turner.
Gilbert Lincoln.
Dr. E. B. Foot, Jr. (4copies).OriD: Fairbanks.
A. Lewis.
J. Pitman.
Jonathan Wells.
Geo. Hendee.
David Wittenberg.
H. W. Vitte.
A. Rosenow.
J. W. Beaty and wife.
M. H. Coffin.
R. P. Bissell.
P. H. Brown.
Dr. W. C. Priest.
C. F. Michael.
Alfred A. Raymond.
A. 'Bnrnston.
Jackson Haynes.
P. F. Garrett.
Jas Condy.
Thos. G. H. Porter.
Chas. Wagner.
J. C. Gage.
Eliza B. Burnz.
Phil. S. Binkley.
Jacob Simon.
R. Dewhurst.
S. Silverman.
A. Parlett Lloyd.
J. C. Brown.
Henry Bonnell.
Mrs. Charlotte Palm.
Jno. Hnbbel.
T. B. Wakeman.
Mrs. Sallie D. Hayden,
Mrs. Eliza W. Haines.
D. Williams.
F. D. Rexford.
E. K. Moffit.
S. F. Benson.
Capt. C. E. Garner(4copies).M. S. Palmer.
J, Vostronsky.
Susan H. Wixon.
Geo. Schubert. ·
Elias Steenerson,
A. Schell.
J. F. Miles.
Chas. A. Ecker.
Chas. Haas.
J no. Winn.
E. A. Haslet.
Thos. Salmon.
Dr. S. Morse.
Wm. J. Jones.
A. Chapman.
Mrs. S. B. Miller.
Henry Bird.
Mrs. Rachel L. Andrews. Chas. Waterbury.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Olds, I. B. Rochel.
A. M. Hiltz.
Geo. Chamberlain.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
Once again before the Congress is fully upon us
I feel it to be my duty to write something by way
of a reminder to the members and the friends of
the Federation. Tuesday morning, October 3d,
has been set aside for the use of the Federation, at
which time the reports of our year's work will be
read and the results of our labors given in detail.
The Federation is just one year old, and though an
organization of comparativly recent date, it has attained a grand roll of nearly thirty-five hundred
members. It has done valuable work for the cause
of Freethought even in this short time, the details
of which are far too numerous to recount here;
but we ask that every member will make a special
effort to attend the Congress and be present at the
morning session of October 3d.
.It has been nobly supported in financial matters
-a fact which alone perhaps has conduced toward
its successful labors. Freethought has now a grand
opportunity to make itself both heard and felt.
Our principles must still be put before the people
and the platform used for good and effectiv work.
Each one that we can win to our side weakens the
power of the church, and our cause-the cause of
human freedom-is strengthened in due proportion.
Thus we must use all our energies in that direction
and direct upon the bulwarks of the enemy all the
power of argument and the force of logic we may
possess.
The powerful motor that lies in political action
is far too great to be easily estimated. Wherever
Freethinkers are sufficiently numerous to hold the
balance of political power no possible means whatever should be spared to put our forces into operation and in good working order. The social standing of any individual church to-day is reckoned by
the amount of wealth it controls; but their power
and standing as a whole is estimated solely by the
number of votes they may command. When, therefore, Freethinkers will use their suffrage for Freethought they too will hav something to say,
as Freethinkers, in the administration of public
a:flairs. These things our friends should take particular notice of, and try their best to work on these
lines, wherever they find it possible so to do. In
those districts where Freethinkers hav followed
this rule, theyhav, by a strict compliance therewith,
been more or' less successful. These points the
Federation will show up in its reports, and will
open out a way for more effectiv work in the future
upon these lines. It had been the intention of
Mr. Putnam and myself to start upon a joint campaign immediately after the Congress, but, owing
to the financial panic through which we hav just
passed, and from which we hav barely recovered, it
has been found impracticable to do so at this time ;
we hav, therefore, decided to defer such campaign
until after the winter months hav passed. Again,
the vast amount of labor in which Mr. Putnam will
be involved, consequent upon the publication of
his new book, has made it impossible to put it into
operation as soon as we had expected. It is now
my intention to start eastwards upon a lecture
tour as soon after the Congress as possible. My
route will be through Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.
I hav already a few dates fixed upon my tour, and
I would request that friends in the states named
desiring lectures address me at once concerning
them. We must carry on our part of the good
work of the Congress. We must keep on working
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in the field, working for the happiness of man, and
not for the glorification of God.
Since my last report of subscriptions received,
the following hsv been sent in, of which we now
make due acknowledgment:
W. J. White ......................................................... $1 00
Alex. Cochran ...................................................... 10 00
G. T. Conaway .................... :............................... 5 00
Greensburg Liberal Union .................................... 10 00
James A. Greenhill..................... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. . 5 00
C. E. Garner ....................................................... Hi 00

~.~o!k.~~~.'.'.'.'.'.'.:::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g gg

BlackhawkLiberals.............................................. 5 00
Victor Laine....................................................... 1 00
Fred Cooser........................................................ 1 00
Carl Mercal.. ..................................................... 1 00
John Mahara ....................................................... 1 00
Mrs. Mahara ............. .......................................... 1 00
·Miss Anna Mahara.... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 00
A. G. Case..........................................................
50
S. B. Starr ... ~......................................................
50
'Philip Cowen....................................................... 1 00
R. Dewhurst....................................................... 5 00
H. Sandberg ..................................: .................... 1 00
G. T. Conaway .................................................... 1 00
A. Kimball............................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 00
A Friend of THE TRUTH SEmKER ........................... 50 00
H. W. Vitte ......................................................... 2 00
P. F. Garrett....................................................... 2 00
S. Brewer ............................................................ 1 00
W. H. Pepper ...................................................... 10 00
Ed. Gregg............................................................ 1 00
Francis and RuthBrettell....... ............................. 2 50
A. Rosenow......................................................... 5 00
Y. T. Bogard....................................................... 5 00
A. Schram.......................................................... 1 00
T. M. Oakley....................................................... 1 00
W. A. Bogard...................................................... 1 00
Phil. S. B1nkley.................................................. 25 00
Mrs. S.D. Hayden.............................................. 2 00
J. N. Cloe........................ ....... .... ......................... 2 00
Geo. Hendee...................................................... 1 00
FredManterz ..................................................... 1 00
A. W. Tucker......................................................
50
Total. ...................................................... $191 50
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
17 South Cu1·tis street, Chicago.
Everyone going to Chicago this fall shonld hav a
copy of s. P. Putnam's" Pen Pictnres of the World's
Fair" in his pocket. He will ftnd it a great aid to in·
telligent sight-seeing. Price, 25 cents ; 5 copies for
$1.
What the New York J!erald says:
This is a handy volume to hav in your grips11.ck when
you start for Chicago. Yon can read it while on the
way, and so prepare yourself for the wonders of that
gorgeous Exposition, and after yon get there it will giv
you a vast deal of useful information, a thousand and one
facts, and plenty of interesting statistics concerning the
various departments. It is as good a book for this purpose as we hav seen.
----------~----------

The Godless Eskimos.
Astoria, Ore., Datl'U Buauet.

There arrived in Tacoma recently Miner W.
Bruce, late superintendent of the United States
government reindeer station at Port Clarence,
Arctic Alaska, in charge of a party of Eskimos from
the far and frozen North, who are to appear in the
Alaskan exhibit at the World's Fair.
These Eskimos are a singularly interesting people, presenting some subjects for ethnological
study that belong to them alone of all the known
races of men. They are unique, alone, lost, as it
were, in the solitude of an originality as vast and
strange as that bleak and terrible North to which
they apply the tender name of home.
They hav no religion, worship no god, and dream
of no future life beyond the narrow horizon of this
world. They are kind and affectionate and serious
crimes are unknown among them. They marry,
but by no ceremony, secular or religious. When a
nativ wishes a wife he takes the first one he finds
who is willing to hav him and they are very faithful
to their husbands.
The Eskimo mothers never beat their children
and the cry of a child is rarely heard.

Lectures and .Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG is lecturing to crowded houses in
Michigan. He will delivor thirty lectures in that state,
and after the Congress make a tour of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas.
MR. FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements, so far
as arranged, are as follows:
17
Newton,
Ia., Sept...........................
Woodward,
"
" ...........................
18
Carlisle,
"
" ........................... 20-23
Lyons (afternoon),
"
" .... ......... .... .... ......
24
Clinton(evening),
"
"...........................
24
De Witt,
"
" ...........................
25
Grand Mound,
"
" .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .
26
Calamus,
"
" ...........................
27
Chicago,
Ill., Oet. ...........................
1
After the International Con~ress of Freethinkers, Mr.
Steiner will return to Iowa and spend the latter half of
October and all of November in that state. Address him
at Box 882, Des Moines, b.
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Is Socially Persecuted.
NoRTH MEHOOPANY, PA., Aug. 21, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money
order for the Truth Seeker Library which
I see advertised in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which I hav taken for years. The Truth
Seeker Library is $3. I also want " Infidel Death-Beds," price twenty-five cents.
I hav been so interested in "Why I Do
Not Like the God and Religion of My
Parents" that I hav read it over ana over.
It is splendid. We love the dear old TRUTH
SEEKER and would gladly add to your subscription list, but we liv in the hotbed of
orthodoxy, and we cannot even get them
to read our paper. We get many a thrust
and cold shoulder on account of our Freethought principles, but they will prevail,
as they ought and must. LEVI KELLEY.

The Five-Points People.
CHEYENNE, WYo., Aug. 23, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed $5,
for which yon will please continue to send
me THE TBUTII SEEKER. Also send it to
the name and address shown on the inclosed
subscription list. There are a great many
Freethinkers in this part of God's footstool, but they don't seem to be as faithful
to principle as the Christians are to dogmas. If they were, what a great blessing
it would be to humanity ! I hav been trying to hav your valuable paper sold by the
newsdealers here. One of thosu gentlemen, a believer in the five points, said he
would sooner starve than se U a paper of
that kind. I think there is very little danger of any of those five-points people starving if there is anything in sight.
Yours fraternally; JoHN DoNNELLY.
What in Religion's Place ~
JuNCTION CITY, Aug. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for
renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER for two years from May 11, 1893.
I hav tried hard to get a subscriber for
yon, but it is uphill business here. The
people seem to think that they are better
off with the old fossil of religion than they
would be with the paper; but for me, I
will take the paper in preference, and I
keep it before the people. I giv everyone a copy that will take one and read it.
Some like it, and some think it a little too
strong, and ask what I would giv in place
of religion. I tell them liberty and common sense; but they seem to want something to worship, so I tell them to worship
nature as we behold it, and then they worship something real.
Yours for Truth and Reason,
J. L. RowELL.
Wants Names and Dates.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Aug. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I get your paper weekly
on one of our local news-stands. I am
much instructed and benefited by its
perusal and generally read every article
and item in it. Now, I should like to
make a suggestion-it is one I am forced
to make by circumstances. I was a Catholic· now I am honest enough to say when
asked as to my belief, ''I am an Agnostic
about things outside of this green earth."
I say, relativ to what religion terms
spiritual, " I know nothing." I hav many
a controversy with a Jesuit priest and very
religions laymen, and it would help me
wonderfully to hold my end up if, as in
the case of a statement in your last made
by Dr. Bradford in the beginning of his
article on page 486-" It is not two centuries since," etc., etc.-your correspondents would be a little more explicit. If I
had the name of that council, where it was
held, and all the attendant data, I could
then use it, as I would like to, and not hav
to answer to the return question as to
where the council was held that I did not
know. Now, my suggestion is to request
your correspondents to always when possible giv data. It is a great help, and facts
are stubborn things. Hoping yon will
agree with me, and apologizing for encroaching on your valuable time, I am,
Yours truly,
J, M. MAxWELL.

the loss of our friend, ·J. M. Cosad, who
died at his home in Huron, Wayne county,
N. Y., Tuesday, August 15th, being in
his eighty-third year. He had been as
well as usual until a few days before his
death, and was supposed to be improving.
Getting up in the morning, and after sit·ting by the fire a short time, he returned
to bed, and in a few moments passed
away. The funeral took place Thnrsoay,
H. L. Green, editor and publisher of the
Freethinkers' Magazine, ()f Buffalo, officiating. Mr. Cosad wail the founder of the
first Freetbonght grove-meeting held in
this country, in the year 1877; building a
short time after a large hall, which he intended to be used for the advancement of
Freethonght. At his expense he had lectures at different times, but found ·the people in this section so impregnated with
orthodoxy that nothing but the doctrin
they had been taught from infancy would
bring them together, and the lectures were
abandoned. Mr. Cosad was a man of temperate habits, neither using alcoholic
drinks nor tobacco in any form; a firm believer in the religion of humanity, and up
to the time of his death worked for the
cause.
G. W. SMITH.
Obituary.
CHARLOTTE, MICH., Aug. 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Died, Aug. 6, 1893, at
Orangeport, N. Y., Martin E. Atwood.
Mr. Atwood was born in Niagara county,
N.Y., in 1822; was a lifelong Freethinker,
and a man of many virtues. A wife and
five children are left to mourn the death
of a good husband and kind father. His
children now living are Frank Atwood, of
Tonawanda; Mrs. Emma Headley, Albert
A. Atwood, and Alice Atwood, of Buffalo
county, and Charles Atwood, of Orangeport, N.Y.
In a letter from his daughter, she says:
" My father is missed very much all over
this part of the country. His good deeds
and kind ways gained him many friends;
and I don't think he ever had a blemish
on his life." This enlogv from his daughter was not because he was taken away,
but from the love and respect that all the
family felt toward their father.
The children, as also the mother, are
united in the belief that deeds, and not
creeds, make life worth living.
In a letter to the family, at the death of
a brother three years ago, he says:
"Death is as natural as birth, and we hav
no fea~ from a natural cause that brought
us into existence." That letter, as a enlogy to a loved brother, was read at the
funeral by Homer Potter, and is preserved
by the family as a kindly remembrance
from him who so recently passed away.
The writer of this article spent two
pleasant weeks at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Atwood one year ago, and the
genial good-nature of all the family made
home what it should be, a place to enjoy
life.
R. E. ATWooD VENN.

Presage of Future Existence.
MILLS CITY, MoNT., Aug. 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: "There is, I know not how,
in the minds of men a certain presage, as it
were, of a future existence, and this takes
the deepest root, and is the most discoverable, in the greatest geniuses and most exalted souls " (Cicero).
The above quotation attracted my attention and struck me with such force
that it prompted me to investigate. Will
you kindly let me know through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER if it is
true, and if true how do you account for it?
Yours truly,
C. E. WERST.
[There is not a presage of.a future existence in " the minds of men." There is
one in the minds only of some men. And
in the minds of these men there continually are, also, presages that eaclr of those
persons is smarter or better than he is,
that sundry illnsiv projects will turn out
well, that they will eventually win in the
races or the lotteries, and a thousand such
flattering things. But the presages of
these things do not prove them true, and
the presage of a future life does not prove
it true.
The wish is father to the
thought. As to the presage of a future
Founder of Freethonght Grove·:Meetings. life being " most discoverable in the
NoRTH HuRON, N. Y., Sept. 4, 1893.
greatest geniuses and most exalted souls,"
MR. EDITOR: It is with feelings of regret it is obvious that, as far as the belief in the
that I announce to you and your readers Christian's future life is concerned, it is

most prevalent in the lower orders of the
community, and lacking in the eminent..
The most nnintellectual nations and classes
most ent.ertain it, while in calling over the
roll of the world's greatest men one will
find it but rare ly-vide "The Biographical Dictionary of Freethinkers," by J.
M. Wheeler.-ED. T. S.]
Land for a Freethinkers' College and a
Freethinkers' Home.
ST. JoSEPH, Mo., Sept. 2, E.M. 293.
MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of recent dates a proposition to build a
monument to Colonel Ingersoll in the way
of an institution of learning, and anot-her
to build a home for aged Freethinkers.
I hav been thinking over the matter, and
hav made up my mind to make th~ fol·
lowing offer in regard to both propositions. To start with, I will state that we
(my wife and I) are the owners of Ingersoll springs in Scott county, Kan., together
with one hundred and sixty acres of land,
and will giv five acres for the bgersoll
college, and five acres for a home for aged
Freethinkers and orphans of same, on
only one condition, viz., that the land
shall not be contaminated by any orthodox teachings, and shall be controled
exclnsivly by Freethinkers or so-called
Infidels forever, and when in the future it
should fall into disrepute by being under
the control of any orthodox or the doctrins thereof, then the title to said lands
shall ·revert back and be vested in my
heirs and assigns.
I will say that the springs are of sufficient volume and power to water a city of
fifty thousand inhabitan'ts or to irrigate
quite a large tract of the fine land adjacent
to the springs. I· hav made a survey of
the springs and find there is a volume of
fourteen inches square and twenty-eight
foot fall in a few rods. The water is soft
and good for health purposes and for any
and all domestic uses. I will further state
that within five miles of the springs there
are acres of the finest building-stone in
America. The buildings could be built of
that stone at very reason·able prices. The
land we propose to giv is high, level,
beautiful land, with a rich soil, and adjoining it there is at least forty thousand
acres of splendid levelland. The springs
are two hundred and fifty miles east of
Denver, and very neaT the geographical
center of the United States.
Now, I make this offer in good faith,
and if some of our noble Freethinkers will
formulate a plan of procedure in the premises I think we can make a success of
the 'project, and the above offer is not all
I will do if we get the matter started on a
sure basis.
.cu. Editor, I hope yon will publish this
before the Congress in Chicago, Oct. 1 to
8 1893 as I want the matter known, so
V:e car: make it go. It would be one of
the happiest days of my life if I could liv
to see the success of the undertaking.
Yours for the rights of man,
G. G. BECK.

breath is blown upon it. This I believe
will account for so many bitter and acrimonious jibes by your correspondents
upon the subject of the continuation of life
beyond the grave.
I hav oeen in the midst of this fight for
over thirty years, and for the last twenty
I hav read nor heat'd no newer argument
against an after life than what were
brought into existence within a few brief
years after the advent of modern Spiritualism, which precipitated the discussion.
If our modern Freethinkers could only
bring _themselvs into the frame of mind of
our first great apostle, Thomas Paine, and
even hope for immortality, they might
show a little more charity and a great deal
less ex-cathedra knowledge on the subject. Some of them make us exceedingly
tired with their long-winded platitudes
and pointless argument (so called). It certainly can make no man or woman the
worse to believe in a continued existence and that they will hav to atone in
their own person for every infraction of
law, moral and divine. Like the immortal
D. M. Bennett,-i: believe a man or woman
may believe in the immortality of the soul
-Spiritualism, if yon please-and not be
a blanked fool.
Yours for the Truth,
0. F. THORNTON.

Freethinkers Hav Been Rip Van Winkles.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Aug. 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read with interest
"Sister'' Ruth Brettell's letter from
Rochester, N. Y., of August 3d, and think
''Sister" Ruth entertains good ideas regarding a home for aged Freethinkers.
But while aFreethought home is commendable, a university where the seeds of thought
may be expanded by the ripening knowled~e of the years to be is far more important it seems to me. As I understand it,
Freethinkers hav few schools. It is true
Cornell University, Harvard University,
Girard College, and a few other schools
are considered Liberal by many, but a
correct investigation will reveal the fact
that they are canopied by Christian
clouds.
Therefore, a Freethought university is
what is needed most for the present. It
has been well and wisely said, "Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty." When
Freethinkers awake from their lethargy
they will then see the necessity of proper
education.
If it is a fact that all told there are only
seventeen million Christians in America
and about one hundred and ten thousand
preachers are the mouthpieces of this
minority of Christians, does it not reflect
discredit upon the majority of Liberals in
this country to be chiefly controled and
schooled by the Christians? Freethinkers,
wake up! Wake up! You hav be&n the
companion of Rip Van Winkle in the
mountains altogether too long: A few
heroic workers hav through all the four
hundred years of Freethonght in America
carried the torches and the masses hav
been too lazy or indifferent to assist them.
Immortal.ty Viewed as a Result of
Friends of Freethought, now is your
Evolution.
time to rally round the :flag of libertyCHRYSTOVAL, ARIZ., Aug. 13, 1893.
round the blue, the red, and the stars, and
MR. EDITOR : In reading your corre- make a magnificent showing at Chicago.
spondence, I am surprised at the number
The International Congress, its noble
and bitterness of those who fear the im- workers-all of them -need your help. The
mortality of the soul. I am one who be- question is, Will yon help? I sincerely
lieves in immortality, but not necessarily hope so.
Liberals pay school taxes to
in tbe immortality of all men.
defray the expenses of schools whe~e
The starting-point of the universe is the superstition reigns and the Bible is read
primordial atom, within which lie all the and science dethroned. How long, oh,
actualities around us and possibilities be- how loug, will yon submit to this debaryond that remain to be worked out by ment of your children's progress? I wait
law inherent in the atoms that constitute for time to answer.
the whole. Inasmuch as man is the result
Christians, despite their Bible teachings,
of evolution, why maynotthework be car- hav in many cases outgrown their creeds,
ried to a point where, upon the dissolution burst their bracelets of bondage, and ilof the body, there may be a continuation of luminated many dark souls and helped
the conscious mental man under conditions cheer them up the summit of truth. I do
analogous to those surrounding him in the not wish to say that Christians, all of
physical world, and where his mentality them, are bad. Neither do I claim that
may act unhampered by the thralldom of all Freethinkers are good. Hundreds of
the grosser elements of this earth life? church-members, like hundreds of FreeSuch continuation cannot be more won- thinkers, are good friends of mine and I
derful than that we are here. If, as I be- am their friend. It is their religionlieve, immortality is the result of evolu- belief-that is repugnant to me and not
tionary growth, it is possible that that the humanity of their souls.
Great men, who hav by brain and heart
evolutionary work may be checked or entirely suspended, and the being hav no ascended to the topmost round of fame's
immortal spark, and die when the body ladder and achieved their merited success
perishes as the flame of the lamp expires by their own unremitting diligence, are
when the wick is turned down and the . the men historic readers admiring praise,
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That Col. Robert G. Ingersoll has reached
with outstretched wings of noble thoughts
and kinglv deeds the hearts of men-a
praise. as lasting as the stars-I will never
question. And Liberal friends of every
clime, who recognize l1is noble work and
worth, admire the man and wish to pay
their tribute to him by erecting a monument that time's affecting fingers can
never obliterate.
Friends, pause a moment. The literature of many lands blossoms into monuments for Colonel Ingersoll.
He has
built his own monument, and his countless
gems of speech will continue through all
ages to enrich the souls of men. Therefore, he needs no monument yon can
build for him. But what we need is a
university built by Colonel Ingersoll and
conducted under his management. From
great men we naturally expect great things,
and Colonel Ingersoll can as easily giv
half a million dollars for the endowment
of an inge~soll University as some poor
devil who talks about making Colonel
Ingersoll a present of a monument could
giv a cent.
Giv us more schools and teachei·s, less
churches and preachers, fewer monuments, more joyousness, more of the useful, less of religion and more humanity,
then this world will be a very Eden of
happiness.
RoBERT R. ·JONES.

.A. Christian but Criminal Town.
SHENANDOAH, !A., Aug. 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : A modern Sodom and
Gomorrah is the wicked but thoroughly
Christian town of Shenandoah, !a., familiarly known to the outside world by
such significant and euphonious names as
Crime Center, Chippyville, Pokertown,
Christbnrg, Hell City, etc., all of which
names it richly deserves. Shenandoah is a
pretty little town of about twenty-five
hundred inhabitants, situated in Page
county, about thirty-five miles east of the
Missouri river, and about eighteen miles
north of the Missouri state line. It has
only fourteen churches, and a Christian
parrot and idiot factory, mi8named Western ·Normal College, whose motto is,
"Strictly non-sectarian, but thoroughly
Christian." For its size Shenandoah has
had more murders, suicides, robberiesboth legalized and unlegalized-incests,
abortions, rapes, adulteries, fornications,
bastardies, elopements, drunkards, opium
fiends, baptism~, syphilis, lawsuits, church
trials, fights, calumnies, scandals, lying,
hypocrisies, incendiaries, usuries, etc.in fact, these good, pious, virtuous, and
non-sectarian Christians are guilty of every
crime in the calendar, from cigaretsmoking, hazing, and plain drunk, up to
compound bigamy and bastardy, fifty per
cent interest, and an Omaha massage
treatment. The latest scandal in this
"strictly non-sectarian bn t thcronghly
Christian'' town, was the accidental discovery <>f the virtuous and angelic Deacon Mell
with the virtuous and thoroughly Christian
Mrs. Gardiner on his lap. The committee
of Christian sneaks and snakes who were
watching this good sister's house were not
looking for the good Deacon Mell, but
were watching for smaller game. At the
church trial in the Methodist church, this
holy saint, deacon, Sunday-school teacher,
Prohibition detectiv, and Sunday-closing
bigot confessed the whole business, and
like the cowardly cur that he is, put the
whole blame on the woman, claiming that
she came and sat on his lap, put her ''nonsectarian but thoroughly Christian" arms
around his beefy neck, kissed his pure and
holy lips-unmistakable evidence of her
insanity--and otherwise tempted him until he folded his wings and-submitted.
Poor, innocent little thing, he should never
hav wandered so far away from his chaperon! They took away his deaconship and
teachership just for appenrances, but did
not expel him from the church because his
nickels and dimes are just as good as ever.
Oh, the church is a great institution! or,
more correctly speaking, a great prostitution. They recently discharged the principal of the public schools, Professor Carroll, for attempting liberties with the little
girl pupils. He is very pious, and an activ
worker in the Rev. Dr. God's grape-patch.
Then the kind and gentle followers of
Mr. J esns H. Christ burnt their nonsectarian but thoroughly Christian college

lara, we refer to Gen. xix, 30-38. All
this we suppose was perfectly proper,
as no word of remonstrance was forthcoming from heaven or earth. They will no
doubt contend that he was shamming,
which partly accounts for the success of
the undertaking. But the same could not
hav been said of Noah, who evidently
imagined himself in the garden of Eden
before clothes were the fashion, and where
he also took lessons in cursing. In Exhibit No. 2 will be seen one of the spotted
sticks that Jacob placed before Laban's
cattle (Gen. xxx); also the signet, bracelets, and staff which the pious old Judah
gave to the virtuous Tamar as a pledge of
good faith (see Gen. xx:i, 12-30); also
Joseph's skirt, which he parted with in a
hasty retreat, which so disgusted him we
will wager he ever wore a roundabout afterward (see Gen. xxxvi, 7-20); also the
identical nail and hammer that Madam
.Tael used in spiking the fleeing Sisera to
her tent floor (see Judges, iv, 21). Lovera of music will no doubt be attracted to
this exhibit, as it not only contains Deborah's song over the event, but also the
Song of Solo~on, and Ps. cix, with music
set thereto, making it not only rich but
racy. In Exhibit No. 3 no doubt may be
seen a lock of Samson's hair, taken from his
head while asleep by the charming Delilah;
also one-of the posts of the gate he carried
away, together with a section of one of the
columns he removed from the temple, killing himself and others; also the jawbone
with which he slew a thousand Philistines
as they stood round waiting to be killed.
This exhibit will no doubt be largely patronized by athletes. Military men will no
doubt be very much interested in Exhibit
No. 4, as it will show the veritable chariot
of Pharaoh in which he pursued the fleeing Hebrews, and which, in consequence
of the Lord's removing the linchpins,
spilled him into the sea (thit! last was lately
brought to the surface by a vessel while
weighing anchor). The other chariot to
be seen will no doubt be closely scrutinized, being made of iron, and successfully
used by the children of the valley as they
warred against the Lord himself. The
rams' horns, used with such signal effect
by Joshua in throwing down the stones
piled up around Jericho, will also receive
considerable attention. In fact, they must
be considered a stunner. Exhibit No. 5
very likely will show a brace of quails the
same as the east wind brought from the
sea to feed the manna-cloyed Hebrews, together with the veritable perch the little
flock roosted upon (Num. xi, 31-33). The
sight of a quail to a Jew from that day to
this has been like the sight of water to a
rabid animal. In Exhibit No. 6 no doubt
will be seen the style of skirt worn by the
renowned Boaz. Its extreme length will
undoubtedly astonish some, but if they
will turn to the book of Ruth, iii, 9, they
will at once see the necessity in the case.
Exhibit No. 7 will no doubt show the
identical saddle used byBalaam, in a good
state of preservation, although it may not
be thought prudent to produce the ~~onimal
he rode, as the Qontrast mig-ht not prove
favorable to the asses of the present day,
the modern ass having fewer legs and more
jaw. Witness the diatribe of one of these
Rev. asses against the decision of the
judges in the case of the World's Fair.
His spiritual vision was so clear that be
could see a devil in the shape of a black
toad at his elbow guiding him in his decision. Another, with the unmiBtakable
bray, is calling upon the Christian president for troops, showing the same desire
to swell the scarlet river that the church
has always manifested whenever and
wherever it has had the ability to do so,
and all the little asses rush to shake the
hand of him who attempts to belittle President Cleveland in the comparison with
Andrew Jackson, imagining that such
gibberish makes him a little Simon Magus,
of scripture fame, who was called by
his followers "The Great Power of
God." Oh, how these followers of the
meek and lowly Jesus thirst for gore. Do
these mud-spouting geysers expect to intimidate these and future judges who may
be called upon to decide a case of constitutional law? I think I hear them say,
''Hands oft, gentlemen! Attend strictly
to your own legitimate business, and yon
will then hav no time to thrust your snout
into <?Dr trough. Otherwise we may find

to spite each other and to convince outsiders that it was strictly non-sectarian,
but thoroughly Christian. Since the hard
times hav come the thoroughly Christian
Thomas Reed, president of the First N ationa! Bank here, has advanced his interest
rate from twelve to twenty per cent, just
to convince us Infidels that he is "doing
unto others as he would hav others do
unto him," and that he is practicing the
following alleged teachings of his bachelor
savior: "Giv to every man that asketh of
thee; and of him that taketh away thy
goods, ask them not again " (Luke vi, 30); ·
''But love ye your enemies, and do good,
and lend, hoping for nothing again, and
your reward shall be great " (Luke vi, 35).
Oh, yes, Mr. Christ, Brother Reed has no
doubt but that his reward will be great
(perhaps more than twenty per cent) if he
follows your Popnlistic advice, but still
doesn't intend to take any chances on it.
"Sell all that thou hast, and distribute
unto the poor, and thou shalt hav treasure
in heaven" (Luke xviii, 22). Yes, Mr.
Luke, Brother Reed is distributing all he
has to his poor neighbors (but on giltedge security and at twenty per cent interest, payable- by deduction-in advance); so please hav some choice treasures
ready for Brother Reed when he arrives,
and be careful to not assign him apartments anywhere near the good, virtuous
Rev. Mr. Bogges's apartments. As Brother
Reed is very pious, and also a stanch Republican, you might giv him quarters near
Guitean's. As a matter of justice, the
other bankers here (and every place else,
for that matter) are just as thoroughly
Christian and onery as Brother Reed. In
fact, there are only two virtuous men in
the whole town, and they are Col. C. V.
Mount and Benj. Clare, and they are no
more Christians than Christ was.
.
There are four weekly papers here, and
only one, the Post, dares to tell the truth
about anything, and it only dares to
speak out upon political matters. If anyone has children home he wishes thoroughly educated in ancient, medieval, and
modern idiocy, alias theology and Christianity, and all the mysteries of scientific
and classical poker-playing, I can conscientiously recommend the strictly nonsectarian but thoroughly Christian college that is located here. There is· no
college in the world that affords its students such ample clinical advantages
(church scandals and trials) as the nonsectarian but thoroughly Christian college at Shenandoah, !a.
DR. C. W. MAx:.

Grand Christian Exhibit at the Fair,
YPSILANTI, MICH., Aug. 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I suppose we may consider
ourselvs beaten in relation to the World's
Fair, not fairly, but by organized bigotry,
intolerance, and misrepresentation. Yet,
notwithstanding its seeming victory, the
church has received a blow it will not recover from in years. The people of this
country, having had their attention called
to the subject as never before, will be
slow to cease their opposition to its further
claims to control actions and consciences.
After reading the threats of the different
sects to withdraw their exhibits if the
gates were open on Sunday, I was not'
very sorry that they hav decided to close
them. It would hav been, to say the
least, a great misfortune to hav been deprived of seeing some of the most important of religions relics. I had pict"D;red
in my imagination some of the things that
would naturally find their way to the collections. Beginning with the race, we
should expect to see in Exhibit No. 1 the
garments worn by our first parents, at the
suggestion of the talking serpent that they
would be eminently proper, which will be
admired, not so much on account of their
material and workmanship, as exemplifying the fact that then, as well as now, necessity was the mother of invention. Another
article to be seen will be a specimen of
scripture wine, said to hav been unfermented, and as this exhibit will be under
the supervision of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, they will no doubt be
able to convince the anxious inquirer why
Lot's daughters gave it to their father for
the express purpose of making him drunk,
and which proved so satisfactory in its results to themselvs in both instances. Those
who may be amrious to learn the partiou-
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it necessary to ornament it with a ring."
In Exhibit No. 7 we may expect to see
the saws and iron harrows that the man
"after God's own heart" used in preparing
prisoners captured in battle for kingdom
come; also the identical dress that this
representativ of the sheep-cote should hav
worn, but did not, when gyrating before
the maidens of whom he expected to be
held in honor. The scriptures are silent
as a clam as to whether there were any
Dr. Parkhnrsts present to witness the interesting performance, but we venture
the prediction, could the maidens said to
hav been present hav exchanged places
·with this jumping-jack, not all the barbedwire fences ever made would hav kept
them out, because it would hav been in
the interest of morality, yon know, and
the glory of God. Space forbids the
naming of all that will be shown, but it
will be curious to notice the modern improvements made in the rack, wheel,
thumb-screws, red-hot pincers, duckingstool, etc., all of which fill the hearts of
the ransomed of the Lord with joy unspeakable.
Exhibit No. 8 no doubt will contain
the marriage license and certificate of
marriage, with price of the same, of a
couple of heaven-made matches (Hos.
i and iii); also a barley cake, with a
recipe for the same (for particulars
see Ezek. iv, 9-15); also the wardrobe
ordered for the prophet Isaiah (see !sa.
xx, 2-5). This exhibit will not be complete without the· family Bible of King
Solomon with frontispiece showing his
little family in the attitude of family worship, both married and those that ought to
hav been. To wind up with I expect to
see the last edition of the "Crimes of
Preachers," published by THE· TRUTH
SEEKER, showing that the crew that man
the old ship Zion to-day hold their own
in every particular with those that are
now roosting in Abraham's bosom.
I suppose all these gentlemen who travel
in the narrow way will now boycott all
broad-gage railroads, all manufacturers
of clocks that run more than six days in
the week, all manufllcturers of yeast that
will rise on Sunday, all magistrates who
perform the marriage ceremony upon that
day, all priests who- do the same, except
under certain circumstances and conditions
mentioned in 1 Cor. vii, 9. If these reverend
sheiks who are holding religious services
every Sunday upon the grounds fail to
convert the heathen representative present
and insure another "Pentecostal season"
as recorded in Acts ii, they will probably
order the president to turn the troops
upon them with orders to "slay old and
young, male and female, infant and suckling, leave nothing alive that breathes,"
.as recorded in Num. xxxi. Oar British
cousins, who also are Christians, may
recommend the Sepoy route as preferable,
load the big Krupp gun with them, and
send them lakeward, "baptizing them
int!hdeath," then sing the Doxology"Praise God from whom all blessings
flow." There is not the slightest doubt
that these ranters hav got religion in its
full strength of the Cook, Crafts, Sam
Jones, and Sam Small variety, got it bad
too-unless they are what the little boy
said his parents were. A Sunday-school
agent asked him if his parents were Chris
tians. His reply was, "Not much; my
parents are Democrats.
They hav not
caught it yet; when they do they will
make things hum, you bet" We suppose
the ransomed of the Lord will now proceed to sing:
Oh, how happy are they
Who their savior obey,
Who can ride on half-pay
On God's holy day.
We can ride on free passes,
Although we are called asses
By great and small classes
Which make the great masses.
It was expected that all members of the
Young Men's Christian Association would
wear crape upon their hats; the Christian
Endeavor Societies would do the same;
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
suitably adorn the back furrows upon
their shoulders; all Christian newspapers
ornament their columns with black lines,
etc.; but I will not further trespass upon
your patience. With best wishes,
I remain, yours respectfully,
Jt.s. P. DICKINSON,
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eAiZdren' s {Sorner.

we acquire knowledge. Herbert Spencer ness, and be at peace with the world, havsays: "Remember that to educate rightly ing done your duty and your best.
is not a simple and easy thing, but a com_
EnwARD DoBSON.
Edited by Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall plex and extremely difficult thing." Alas!
What the Little Ones .A.re Saying.
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- how many young men and people well on
tions for this Corner should be sent.
in years think the contrary. "I will send
A mother was calling the attention of
my boy to school and college, and he will her little boy to the moon, which was to
graduate and be educated," is frequently be seen clearly, but pallidly, in the early
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
said. But how many are educated? is the afternoon. " Why, you can't see the
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."
question. Education rightly means to hav moon in the daytime?" replied the younga fit knowledge of the affairs of life, and ster. "Oh, yes you can-there it is over
no school or college is fitted to giv that the trees!" The little fellow looked, and
His Brother.
knowledge. Experience, again, must be had to admit the fact that he saw it, but
A traveler up the mountain side,
the teacher; observation, the assistant; he added: '"Tain't lighted, anyhow."
Through cloud and gathering mist,
willingness, the pupil. A school or colA little five·year-old here was told by
A dark, forbidding object spied" What's this?" he said, "I list.
lege education is only the rudiment of her mamma, a Baptist, that if she did not
I almost hear his frightful howlthe greater education, and we must not stop being naughty she would go to that
Shall I go on or wait?
ignore them at all. The few hours spent wicked place where the fire burns continuThis beast, now bent on mischief foul,
in them must be used to the best ad- ally. "And shall I burn up, mamma?"
May kill me in his hate."
vantage.
"No, you will burn and burn forever."
Still nearer came the dreaded thing,
Too much self-confidence is a danger " Well," said the child, " I guess 1 will
Its shape more like a man,
Perhaps some stranger come to bring
which all young men are apt to fall into. wait until I- feel it burn me; then I'll
·Late tidings to his clan.
They imagin at times they cannot do stop."- Onset correspondence Brockton
wrong, and that they are proof against Enterprise.
Still on the creature came. His face
Then most familiar seemed;
the " frailties common to mankind." It
A little seven-year-old, whose philoThe traveler paused, and tender grace
is right to hav confidence-it is necessary. sophical mind was bent on allowing its
Quick in his fond eyes gleamed;
It is right to think you ha v ability for little owner to stay up longer than usual,
His eager, hastening feet him led
doing this and that, but it is wrong to asked a question that could not be anClose unto the otherClasped in his arms he, trembling, said,
think you can do anything, as most do. swered offhand. It was this: "Mamma,
" Lo I it is my brother!"
Too much self-confidence, like pride, what would we hav been if we hadn't been
S.H.W.
goeth before a fall, as many find to their anybody?"
sorrow.
A VALUABLE SUGGESTION.
A Sermon to Young Men.
Now comes the choosing of friends and
"Remember, boys," said the new
" The boy is father to the man," is a companions. This is a difficult task, be- teacher, " that in the bright lexicon of
saying frequently heard, and the truth of cause there is so much fickleness and hy- youth there's no such word as fail."
it is often shown in the lives of men. Most pocrisy in human nature. Sincerity to
After a few moments of deep silence a
of those who hav attained eminence, and one another is good, and so is truthfulness. red-headed boy from Boston raised his
hav been looked upon by the world with A person having these virtues will make a hand.
admiration, only became so by persever- good friend, and should be chosen in pref"Well, what is it, Socrates?" asked the
ance, study, and obedience when they erence to one who lies, gambles, or does teacher.
were young, continued when they were things similar, for such person could never
"I was merely going to suggest," remen. It is when we are young that our be sincere or truthful. If yon hav among plied the youngster, as he cleaned his
hopes are brightest, our lives so full of your friends any who are sincere in their spectacles with his handkerchief, "that
sunshine, and that our future seems se- friendly relations, you may be sure ad- if such is the case, it would be advisable to
cure. It is only by acts of transgression versity will not frighten them away. Sin- write to the publishers of the lexicon and
that the bitterness of life is brought be- cerity and truthfulness are the foundation call their attention to the omission."
fore us. It is by such acts that we are of friendship.
inclined to be pessimistic, and it is by an
The class of books you read should hav
Correspondence.
obstinate refusal to view things from their attention. They help you to form opinLmERAL, Mo., Aug. 28, 1893.
bright side that we remain so. Truly, ions, and in a way educate. Bad books
DEAR M:rss WIXoN: This is my first letthen, every young man that wants success must surely degrade the mind, and such a ter for the Corner. I delight in reading
must hav hopes, must hav determination. mind is not of any use. Young men gain the Chidren's Corner. I am thirteen years
He must view the failures that are to be more useful and valuable knowledge in old. I hav no sisters or brothers. Papa
met with in the beginning as stepping- reading books on history, science, philos- takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and likes it very
much. Our school beg_ins next Monday.
stones to the bright future ahead. Expe- ophy, and essays by such men as Bacon, I like to go to school. From your Liberal
rience-true experience-is dearly bought, Emerson, and Macaulay. Standard works friend,
DELIA WEBB.
and it is only by failures and experience by such authors as Dickens, Scott, Thackthat we become better adapted to fight eray, etc., are interesting and help to pass
CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,
this battle of life in the way we should.
away many an idle hour. Remember that Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
Perhaps the first lesson to be learned is good reading improves the mind, so be- Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLEB, 2,333 Hicory
when we are babes-when we can just ware of the books you read, and be judi- street, St. Louis, Mo., former addresrl 1,441 South
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
20t28
say, "Papa," "Mamma," and when our cious in your choice.
little feet are barely able to support us.
THE
THE
A lecturer once said: ''Always hav an
That lesson is obedience. This is part object in view, and let your aim in life be
of the secret of success.
This is the elevated. Here young men are extremely
AND
stepping-stone to greater things.
To apt to fail. They hav no settled plan in
know how important this lesson is, ask life, no high-commanding purpose impellOB
those that hav failed in making life a sue: ing a worthy action. The consequence is
THE CONRIIIT BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
cess the cause of their failure. They will they are fickle of purpose, unsteady in
answer: "Disobedience," Still further conduct, open to the assaults of temptaAND THEOLOGY.
will be shown the necessity of obedience. tion, and are easily drawn into vicious
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
View the broken-down wretch-whether courses." Think of it. Must you not be
the prison is his home, the poor-house his impressed wlth the importance of having
with a preface by
last abode, or the highways and the low an ambition to lead you on, of having
R. G. INGERSOLL.
city resorts his places of refuge, you can something that must at times encourage
hear the cry: "If I only obeyed when I you when you are about.to weaken? It is
This is the only work of its kind in the literaure of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based
was young, I would not now be as I am." the duty of young men to hav an object in upon
scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
Obedience is the first lesson of the child, view; they must, if they want to succeed; to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It
is
eloquent
as well as convincing.
of the citizen, of the soldier, of the states- and where can success be when you are
Price, cloth, $1. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
man and monarch. It is a lesson that living on in empty ambition?.
must be learned, or if not, the conse" Be thyself " is another lesson to learn,
quences that follow will be exceedingly for, if we are not ourselvs, how can we exsevere.
pect to prosper and be honorable? It is
Now, the next thing to learn is the differ- an essentiality-something that every noBrought Into the
ence between right and wrong. This lesson ble person is. It calls upon you to be
may be studied when the youthful mind has other than an imitation, and surely no
Absolutely Reliable Govthrown off its babyish notions, and when young man wants to be an imitator of ernment Banks Established in
you hav emerged into that state known as another's character-a hypocrit. If you
the Interest of and Owned
''the schoolboy." It is now that you learn would do a thing, do it, if it is right, no
by the Whole People.
the rudiments of right and wrong, and as matter if it displeases others who would
the mind expands, so will you be better hav you do otherwise, that may be wrong.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
able to grasp and comprehend. You now Be thyself, in all the affairs of life be of "Hill's Manual of ~ocial sndBusiness Forms,''
"The Hill Bankmg SYstem," and other
learn that theft, lying, murder, and such thyself.
works of great service to tne world.
acts are wrong, and that truthfulness,
And now, in conclusion, it is said: Be
feasor Hill has given several years of carehonesty, and being honorable are right. kind, be generous, be sympathetic, for it fulPro
study to the elaboration of a system of sound
Still, as you grow, you see why it is so. is what the world needs. The many who money, that may fit immediately into present
methods
doing ]",usiness and be easily introYou see the cause and effect. And thus hav fallen, those who are falling, need your duced andofuniversally
adopted.
This book is "just in time," is an absolutely
you are able to decide between right and sympathy and encouragement. Little
book from the beginning to the end is a
wrong.
So you grow into men; your acts of kindness make many a place original
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearexposition of money, uses of money, causes of
judgment is supposed to be ripe, and you smooth, and it does no harm to do them. est
money panics and remedies for the same, ever
can enter into any intellectual battle; In this battle of life, young men, be good, published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
twenty-five cents for copy.
fitted to make a good fight, provided your obey, be truthful and honest, be thyself, want yours. Send
Address THE TRUTH I:!EEK.ER.
knowledge is equal to it.
and always hav an object in view, and hav
The word "knowledge," by the way, c.ourage. If you are so, when you" shnflle
OF ST. JOHNS.
suggests education, for it is by education off this mortal coil" you may rest in quiet- GHOST
Bw M. B.LBOOO.K. :Price, 15 eta.
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JA.COB HARTM:AJS"N.
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f
expl~nt~ion of ~~e ofritgin of the God lde!J-, and the mental processes that led to the formation
o. I o ~ an
e wors IP o ;hem. From the time of Terah's apostasy Abraham's reformation and
hi~ b~mshrent for heresy and blasphemy against the Chaideau Idols, td Christ's coming the .Principa c rara\ers &rf analyzed an~ shown to b,e huma~, by thought and deed. It is made dain that the
Il!!CU Iar Phraseo ogy, can~ saYlllgB, subterfJig\ls, miracles_, wonder-workings, and sunernatural nad.pngthare t e J?roperliot:(Ispnfng of the then enstmg barbarism, ignorance, and superstition constftutmg e peculiar po ICB o the day.
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Man," the cost o:
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broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
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The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
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quence
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read to the Christians, ancl ex.
Price, 10 cents.
pounded on every occasion.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Facti Address
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. IN6ERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair education, and
much coura~e, to make t eir way througn the
world b:y gomg to Chicago. The author is also
the herome. 'l.'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind·
BY OAPT. ROBERT O. ADAMS.
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just
a story of human life as we should exBeing the story of his mental journey from pect such
Colonel lngeraoll to be interested in; and
orthod.oxy ~o Rationalism.
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Price, 25 cents. Addretlll
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'J.'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and acience, and ot the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible cao be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random N<Jtes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last interVleW with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of otrong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.00.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in e'lfery
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poeJWI
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every Page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A. FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript In the POIIelslon of 8-.l&d1il>
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the g&llows. Printed from m&ll1i•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the O.ven OlYUr'
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's iltcry, 'Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 centa.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.Being an exposure of that infamous reli~iona rite. Contents: LL t,ionsness of ~he Pre"
Reformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc 'on; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tr., <Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atten pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self.
lndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
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HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl~H

OUGHT.

By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against tho superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of lteason" it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson.'' lttLwide
variety of subJects include all the disputed J'Olllts between Christianit;r:_and Freethougbt. Price,
clo~h, $1; paper, 50 cen~s.
Address
Tli.E TRUTH SEEKER.
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with the conviction that there is an eternal
purpose of good running th,.ough all
things. And sol grounded on the Inscrutable Mystery, not only fall on mv face in
reverent awe; I cheerfully surrender myself in hopeful trust."
The reader will see from this resume of
the first article in Mr. Maxson's volume,
the viewpoint and tone of the writer as
they appear in t.he following essays. He
will see that the author is a man of cautious
thought, who after presenting the Infidel
or Atheistic views in their full strength
and with perfect fairness, in the end modestly insinuates some of those considerstiona in favor of Theism and devotionalism
which constitute him a Unitarian and
enable him to conduct worship, We think
that the book would make interesting and
instructiv reading for a Freethinker.

title of a section which we suppose will
make the devout start wildly in his
seat with mutterings in which the wor!ls
libel and blasphemy laws may be discerned. "God Swears in His Wrath,"
is the next heading-, which, we should
. think, might suggest the employment of
I the statutes in another way, That "God
Orders and Accepts Human Sacrifices,"
as we are next told, will perchance do the
mission cause some good in Afric's anthropophagous wilds. The "Results of
These Examples," following next, we will
leave to shock Christians into something resembling common sense, passing on to perceive how ''The Lord Is Guilty of Outrage,
Injustice, and Vanity," "Is Warlike and
Vengeful," "Is Partial," and "Is Guilty
of FalRehood and Deception." That
"God Violates His Oath and Breaks His
Promis" is succeedit>g information that
will surprise Christians, who never were
known to do so themselvs. "God's Personal Appearance " is next commented on,
without, we fear, that delicacy in treating
such matters which is recommended by
modern manuals of etiquet. Even "His
Dwelling-Place" is not spared remark.
"Personality and Infinity Are Contradictory ;" verily, so does ourself believe,
"The Chief End of Man " will scarcely
turn out to be, in the opinion of this
writer, to glorify God. "Responsibility
to God," too, is a thing of which Mr.
Smith says something, but, we would
wager, feels nothing. "Creators Are Responsible to Creatures" is a declaration
that will swell the Christian notion of
" the colossal arrogance of Infidels " to
huger proportions yet. "The Facts " is a
heading which we suppose will scare Christian eyes away. That "Perpetual Vigilance Is Imperativ ly Necessary " is the
truthful statement with which the exSenator closes his useful book,
i

I

SERMO:I'S OF RELIGION AND LIFE. By
Henry Doty Maxson. Chicago: Chas.
H. Kerr & Co. Cloth, pp. 334, price $1.
This is a selection from the sermons of a
Unitarian minister It is published by the
Unitarian Society of Menomonie, Wis. A
biographicall'l<etch opens the book. Then
come sermons entitled Relig-ious Possibilities of Ae:nosticism, Am I My Brother's
Keeper? Sympathy, Which Is CatchingHealth or Disease? Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde: a Study in Dualism, Faith, Shall
We Preach the Whole Truth to the Peo- HoRJE SABBATICJE; or, An Attempt to Correct Certain Superstitious and Vulg-ar
ple? Who Are the AtheistA? Do Unitarians
Errors Respecting the Sabbath. By
Believe the Bible? What Do Unitarians
Godfrey Higgins, F.S.A., F. R. Asiat
Believe? Jesus. The True Individualism,
Soc., F. R. Ast. S., author of" AnacalypImmortality, Losing One's Soul, How
sis, or an Inquiry into the Origin of
Much Does He Get?
Languages, Nations, and Religions. "
In the first article, "Religious PossiNew York: Peter Eckler. Octavo, pp.
bilities of Agnosticism," the author first
81, cloth 50 cents, paper 25 cents.
sees to it that the reader g-ets a good notion of what Agnosticism is. He quotes
The facts in regard to Sunday ought to
Huxley's narration of how he came to in- be known. All institutions now observed
vent the word " Agnostic," containing his by human beings may claim a human
phrase, "The chief thine: that I was sure origin, but many pious people believe difof was that I did not know a great many ferently, and claim in addition to human
things that the -ists and the -ites about me laws divine authority for the religious obprofessed to be familiar with." The an· servance of Sunday. But their notions in
thor next tells that the word has taken on regard to this subject are confused and illa more specific philosophic sense as de- defined, and will not bear the test of exscriptiv of the view of Mr. Herbert amination. They believe the Bible to be
Spencer, who insists that all the three the inspired word of God, that Jesus Christ
theories respecting the origin of the uni- was the only-begotten son of God, and also
verse- self-existence, self-creation, and God himself but when the son of Mary
creation by an external power, or in other defends his disciples for violating Jewish
words the Atheistic, the Pantheistic, and Sabbath laws by plucking 110rn on the Sabthe Theistic-are ultimately unthinkable; bath day (as recorded in Mark ii, 23-28),
but that they all, nevertheless, instead and tells the Pharisees that '' the Sabbath
''The prophet Jonas is said by holy
of being purely erroneous, contain a was made for man and not man for the writ to hav remained in the bowels of the
fundamental verity; that, pursued to their Sabbath," and that "the son of man is whale for several days, at the expiration
last analysis, they all alike lead the in- Lord also of the Sabbath," our modern of which the cetacean, who seemed to be.
quirer into the presence of an infinit, eter- Sabbatarians, although they assert that possessed of friendly sentiments toward
nal mystery, ever pressing for solution, "Jesus spoke as one having authority," the Prognosticator of the fate of Nineveh,
but ever insoluble. To this Spencer ap- yet seem to hav no sympathy with his lib- gently evacuated him into the Mediplies the term, ''The U nlmowable." This eral views, and, by striving to enforce the terranean sea, where, it would appear, he
unknowable that surrounds us will, the Puritanical Sundav laws of modern big- was Pic I, ed up by a passing vessel. Jonas
author thinks, always excite those feelings otry, they, in effect, like the ancient would seem, if reliance is to be placed in
of mystery and awe which largely consti- Pharisees, oppose the teachings of their biblical records, to hav exercised contute relig-ion. The more we know, the " savior," and repudiate the authority of siderable influence over the vegetable as
more we find there is still unknown. In the God they pretend to worship. Be- well as the piscatorial kingdoms, and we
the words of the writer, "If you thrust cause the Jews were commanded in the may be certain that a gold medal, at least,
out into space the expanding circle of Bible to "Remember [Saturday] the Sab- would hav been awarded to him at any
knowledge, by so much as you increase bath day, to keep it holy," certain phari- agricultural exhibition lor the marvelous
the area of that circle, you lengthen the saical sectarians decided to remember the vine from underneath the shade of which
circumference which marks off the endless sun day. the venerable day of the sun, and he uttered his celebrated imprecations on
realm of the unknown still awaiting solu- keep it holy in like manner, without any the city of which the inhabitants had, for
tion." Indeed, when investigation and biblical command for so doing. The Bible reasons unexplained but doubtless cogent,
analysis hav done their utmost, the hu- student will seek in vain throughout its refused him audience. The fact that the
man soul, in the very nature of the case, pages for any reference to Sunday observ- prophet may hav proved an indigestible
must ever find itself in the awe-inspiring ance, as there is no authority whatever in item in the whale's m.enu is not ment.ioned
presence of an impenetrable mystery. The either the Old or New Testament for keep- by the anonymous biographer of the
soul itself is mysterious. That anything ing holy the day which the idolatrous amiable gentleman.
Nowadays fishes
exists is mysterious. All is mysterious.
pagans formerly dedicated to the sun. seem to be more voracious and less polite.
But, says Mr. Maxson, we are met by Christ and his disciples never proposed so at any rate toward gentlemen engaged
a difficulty if we assert that this unknO\\- radical an innovation. St. Paul and the in ecclesiastical mission, as is proved by a
able should be regarded with love or wor- evnne:elists never advocated such a change. recent tragical event off the coast of Santa
ship. '' I stand awe-struck," says he, ''in The Apostles were Jews by birth, educa- Cruz in this colony."
the midst of a gorgeous June day, whose tion, and faith. They were strict observThe author of the foregoing, who
warmth and light are not only filling my ers of Jewish laws and customs, and it thinks that the whale possessed "friendly
soul with cheer. but, in ways whose mys- was while celebrating the Jewish feast of sentiments" toward Jonah, deems t.hat
teriousne&s baffles my understanding, are the Passover at Jerusalem that Jesus was said prophet should hav a medal, adds
quickening into fresh activity and crown- betrayed by Judas, and arrested, tried, that after all he was so tough with bigotry
ing with renewed promis all t.he channels convicted, and crucified by Pilate. The and sanctimonious drynesE as to be indiof life t.hat are flowing on around me. first Christian emperor, the wicked Con- gestible, and deplores the late decline in
But, on the other hand, I stand awe-struck stantine, who imagined that his stalwart politeness of fishes as evinced in their conin the midst of the shafts of lightning that form~ impressiv features, august and com- duct toward an ecclesiastical gentleman
are working havoc on every hand and manain_g presence gave him a resemblance oft the neighboring coast-the author of
threatening myself and those I hold most to the ·Grecian Helios or Roman Apollo- all this is a journal named ProgrPss, the
dear with imminent death. So if there the fabled god of the sun-was a strong first two numbers of which hav just
lies at t.he center of the universe an im- advocate for the change from the Jewish reached us from Port-of-Spain, Trinidad,
penetrable mystery, although it may in- sacred Saturday to the equally sacred pa- West Indies. It is, itf:l pretty yellow coverspire me with awe, there is no more rea- gan [)unday, or the day n med for and page proclaims, "a monthly journal of
son, it may be said, for contemplating it dedicated to the solar luminary. Accord- advanced thought." That it is indeed a
with love than with loathing, with trust ing 1y, the change was made. Thus it was periodical of advanced thought is evithan with fear; and therefore why may it made witho~t~ivine auth<:>rity of any sort. denced by the Port-of-Spain Gazette, a
not be the part of wisdom, as far as in me So the Chnst1ans now disobey the com- journal run in the spirit of the populace
lies, to shut it out from my soul and exer- mands to observe Saturday that were· of that church-swayed neighborhood.
cise my emotions solely on the known and given, their Bible states, by God; and 1 This Gazette says of Progress that "its
the knowable, which will be of use to me?" obey the commands to observe Sunday existence is an insult to a Christian comTo this ohjection against loving and wor- that were given bymeremen. Could they munity." Nothing more in favor of this
Ahiping the great mystery of the universe, be made aware of the want of foundation bright new Freethought monthly need be
Mr. Maxson admits he c~n furnish no re- for their observance of Sunday, they added.
ply wholly satisfactory. He allows that would relax in their enforcement of it. 1
whether the religion of the unknowable is We continually counsel our subscribers to
"I hav spent a good part of fifty-one
to be productiv of a pleasurable or a pain- post themselvs on the subject and teach
ful sense of mystery will depend upon these Christians the truth. We hav al- years of my life in reading and thinkwhether one's view of life savors of optim- ready been proffering our readers several ing about religions, especially the Jewism or pessimism, whether his tempera- good books for the purpose, and this one ish and Christian; and, believing that
ment and environment chance to conduce contains even things that are not in the I am now at the meridian of my comto well or ill being. However, for his own others, and is of unchallene:e•ble correct- petency to judge of their merits, and that
part, he nourishes the opinion that there ness in its historical affirmations. We from this, in the natural order of life, I
is ground for affectionate feelings toward commend it highly, and should be glad to must soon begin my descent, I want to
the world-mystery that operates our lives. see a copy of it in the hand of every Free- gratify a long-cherished hope of transmitHe says: "The Infinit and Eternal Energy thinker in the Ja:Itd.
ting to posterity, as well as promulgating
from which all things proceed inspires me
while I liv, my conclusions upon this subwith an awful sense of mystery. But, as I
ject.
Regarding my competency, my
examin the stream of things which comes
Ex-Senator Warren Smith, of Nashville, readers can best judge as we progress,
within the ran!!'e of kn.1wledge, I find, or Tenn., produces as his latest work a though I will say that I was ordained to
seem to find, that, notwithstanding fre- 10-cent pamphlet, "Theism or Law- the Christian ministry after having taken
quent failures ana relapses and occasions Which?" Glancing over its chapter-titles, my degree in an average Western college,
for tell'porary discouragement, a wider we find that first the Christian is flatly and then having studied the books that
view discloses the fact of a marked prog- told, "The God Idea Is of Human Ori- are specially used in training young men
ress in the world of life, a marked advance gin." The Christian is next stigmatized for the pulpit; and that for a few years
in the evolution of human character. And as that unpleasant character, the borrower, after I became of age I preached, with
so thou~h I recognize the infinit signifi- for, declares the next heading, "The what, I then and now think, was an
cance of life as beyond the compass of my Christian's God Is Borrowed." "The average.. ac. ceptability. I left the pulpit at
twite QOJ:!lprehension, still I am re~aa~req Char&oter of tile Chl'isti~~tn'a God " ~fl t4e the bight of my ~eateat prosperity ft.D.d

Popularity, and when it gave me great
trouble to do so, because I became
skeptical as to the miraculous claims of
the Christian religion," The foregoing is
the way in which Charles C. Moore, of
Louisville, Ky., opens his work entitled
"The Rational View." He goes over all
the arguments most useful to the Infidel
in warfare against the scriptures. He
considers the origin of the earth and man,
design, evolution, the existence of a God,
the historv of the Jews, the authenticity
of the Old Testament, the character of
Jesus, the credibility of the narrativ of
the New Testament, and many other like
topics.
In style the book is plain, in
statement nearly always accurate, and in
judgment usually wise. It contains 373
pages, is bound in cloth, and sells for $1.
We are pleased to receive a volume
bearing the title: "Seventh Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Labor.
1891. Cost of Product-ion: the Textiles
and Glass. Vol. I." The book is got out
by that well-known publishing firn:, the
United States government.
That this
house enjoys a first-class reputation in the
publishing line, we will not affirm. Its
managers are far from what could be
wished in the choice of matter for publication. Most of their volumes, it appears,
are so dull and worthless that they are not
read. But we are not without esteem for
some of the points of the concern, despite
its so numerous faults, and we wish that it
may hav all the. success that it will try to
deserve.
Montague Leverson has written out his
"Thoughts on Institutions of the Higher
Education." These thinkings are, that
the classics in our colle~es should be supplanted by science as they waste the
students' time and degrade their morals;
that among the sciences, that of government and political economy should be
taught especially; and that drunkenness
and gambling among the students should
be suppressed.
These thoughts, which
very much resemble our own, are elaborated with wealth of illustration and quotation in 114 pag-es, which may be had in
cloth binding for $1 and in paper for 50
cents.
The 10-cent pamphlet, "Is Roman Catholicism a Menace to American Institutions?" by Sister Agatha, touches on the
chief grounds of our hostility to Rome,
viz. that institution's setting duty to religion above duty to the state, its enmity
of the schools, its falsification of the history and all books that its pupils and students study, its contravention of civil law,
its plundering of public coffers, its persecution of the speakers of truth about it,
its systems of celibacy and the confessional,
and so on. Jordan Bros., Philadelphia,
are the publishers.
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PrOYing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
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Price, - - - - IU.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thUmJling whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY- is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PDBLICATLON.
The Student's Darwin. By Edward B.

I

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University Collegeil
London. The purpose of this book is to te
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investigate it fully for themselves. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geological
Works. 3. Botanical Works. 4_. Zoological
Wo~ks.. 5. Works. on Evolution.
Witll 11
copwus lnde~ !'nee, $~.
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A.ge of Reason and Examina·
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ligious Liberty. (Life.) B~
J. :E. Remsburgc Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.
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true accounts of the ;Passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz\Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet, Rooert
Cooper, D'Alembert, DantQD., Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambne, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Heth.
erington 1 Hobbes, Austin Halyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Mar1inean, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, JO.dll Stuart Mill, Jlllrabean, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Rolana, George
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, BtransJI~ John
Tolan$!; Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
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Reason,"" Examination of Provb
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"Vindication of. Reply toN. Ji
Observer. ByR. G. IngersoJJ. :o•,
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CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Onoted as flcriptnre
Booli:s Which are Now Callea Apocryphal The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paller, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
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Studies in Natural :History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedam.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worlr.
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The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resaltl
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization"
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the ChllNI!I.
Persecutions of the Church.
Borne Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Misce.uaneollll

A most extra9I"dinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has eTer De.
fore f!.pptJared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
llished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of I>_utting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price i; would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and d&
signer is a wonderful success~ !Lnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to b!l called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his gani11B to
heethought, and has done fa1thful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictl!res do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
'llatter that serve first as explanations Qf the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the utter
.alsity of the church's professions and the hY)?ocrisy of those who nvhold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever bee!l put m tM
[M.Dda of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10'cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON-CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlangh.............
2 Secular Resvonsibility. G. J. Holyoake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilizatiot.
Underwood .................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller.....
8 Religio:m ofinhnmanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................
11 Philoso_ph:y: of Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural......and Portrait ..
13 Essays on MiracleR. David .t:Lnme ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ngh........
15 Were Adam and Eve Our Jfirst Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh.........................
16 Why Do Men l:!tarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol:y:oake.....
20 Sulli)rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . . . ... .
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is thA Bible Reliable? Charles Watts.... .. .
23 The Christian Deit:v. Charles Watts.. ... . .
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts....
26 Christiamtr: ItR Nature and Influence on
Civilizat10n. Charles Watts. . . .... . .. .
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoak e...
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol,v:oake ........................ ,
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlana-h........
89 Labor's Prayer. CharleR Bradlaugh. . . .. .
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonistio. C. Watts ..
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watt.s
44 Logic of Death: or, Whx Should the At:Oeist
]'ear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake . . ...
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi<'al Condition of the People. Charles Bradlangh..
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Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position. b~autitul double sunk
dial, aud all modern improvements; oua1·anteed
a perfect ttmer Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounco coin Rilvcr, $211. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust.-proof, $26; hinged
case, $28 to $30; hunting 1!130 to $85; 14 carat,
solid gold, $45 to $150. Niclrel works, $2 more.
l~el!"ular C~rade American Watches.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6: 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; aitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. ln finer ca' es. a.dd :<R above.
Latlic-' American Gold Watches.-1\.ll
la•est ptylcs. in nlnsh cases; best IUed, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.Eo; 15 j wels, *20; 14 carat solid
gold, >!<10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches •ent witn wr1tten guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that ~ime cleaned for 1!!1
and returned free.
Sundries. Lower grude nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spec acles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plat~d teaspoons, $1.80; tn,ble spoons,
$o.n0; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for •ets of 6.
l:lolid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; s ,lid silver
souvenir RPOons, $1, $1. 5, $1.50, II!• to $3.
Toe Colonelln~:"ersolt.-'fea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cent~ more.
Etched (teas only):
"The Ttme to be Happy ts JXow,"
50 cents extra.
The 'J'orch of lleason lladge, solid gold,
enameled in 5 colors. •mall pins $~. $2. 7J, and
$3.50. With diamonds, >115, $8. I,arge, $3, $4, $5,
$15. Channs, $3, $4, $5. $6, $7.50, $'0, $15, $20, ~30.
Diamonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price ltsts. cards in colors and gol•l of
badge, tmcts, etc., free. All goods P7'eoat'l (except knives and forks) an•! cash refntuled atOP·
tion. Watch ciA ned $1. an" returne•l fr<e.
O'l'TO WETTSTE•N. n •chelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir SDoon tree with
every $"0 order. 5 with $100 order.
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MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen.". . . . . . . ~
Charles Bradlangh.. •. 5
5 20~ Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 Dialogni' between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian... . . 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ........................................ 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh.... ... 5
10 A Few Word• about the De-o:"il................ 5
11 NewJ.ifeofJ"acob ............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holxoake ..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the ApostleR: A Farce. A. H..
. .. 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh.. .... . 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Braillaugh...... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlangh...... 5
19 New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ..... 10
80'1" Men On1Jy,
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we wills end
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
for $8, and $10 worth for $5.
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those pecnli&r diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those aftlicted and who are desirous of being
cured a boo!l:lat o! gome 83 pages will be sent to
their ad.-lr6BB for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
enveloPe, giving ~uses ana Sympt()ms o the
Complaint ana a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. 1.,
And sa;y yon saw this advertisement in TBJ
'hll'filt!PKEB·
3 New Life of David.

H01'tD SPEClAllS1',

Dri FeUows ia M1 Injldtll.
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JY ~tDa of tlt,o Woo.It.
FoUR Anarchists hav been fined at Newark, N.J., for carrying a red :flag.

ZEKE GETS SOME SPffiiT INTO HIM.
And the spirit entered into me when he spake unto me, and set me upon my feet, that I heard him that spake
unto me.-Ezek. ii, 2.

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By J.>BoJ'. F. W. NEWHA.N.
l'rice 25 oent8.

the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the GuaTds Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod•; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough E'lJamination and .Refutation of the OlaimB of the
Sabbatariam.

tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Ot)ler Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pri<Je, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
AddreSI

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

"A 0 i gest of 8 oien oe/'

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation con~erning the life and times of Apollonins of
ryana, the great sage an9 philosopher ,of ~he first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appro_priated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiar!sm
is made~ plain in this brief history of Apollomus~
especially in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
15
Price, CX~~ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1!8 Lafayette place, New York O!ty.

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND: Spiritualism Sustained.
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

FIVE LEOTUBEB.
By John H. Kelso, A.ol'llo
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this oftioe.
Price. 15 cent!!.

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.

Price, express prepaid bv us, only 12.'1:J.

MEDICAL.

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in

If yon need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

stmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con-

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

The Water of Life,

THEN BEAD A CHAPTER OB VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE OJ!"
SCIENCE!
It is entertaining as well as enli&"htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
Yon must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Addreso
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

and is adapted to curing, more especially\ all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blaader
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs.._such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_.Howel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of .!Female
Complaints. It is a Blooa Purtt!er, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It aots
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the kianeys, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodilY habits which
are so essential to good health. This

Do 1JOU WiSh tO be Well tn.formea 1

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Oivilization and Hebrew Nar·
rative in Genesis &nd Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15011nts

THOMAS PAINE;
~t;:WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
best engraved likeness of Paine. Pric!ll10 cents.
Address
TliE TBUTli SJ!;EKER.

Is ControversyDangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price,
Address

Essay on
'

1

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Miracles~~

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simP,le, and not a manufactured articie. The • uccess
1t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,

Bg DAVID HUME.
6Ul12

34 South Main Street, Willi;esbarre, l'a..

FRANK WELLS, of Riverhead, L. I., has
become insane from religion and overwork.
MARY NAEGLE, of New York city, enthusiastic or perhaps insane on religion,
committed suicide on the 12th.
A TORNADO tbat struck Port Jervis, N.
Y., on the 7th singled out the Methodist
church as the one building for its destruction.
THE Catholic Congress at Chicago was
opened on the 4th. Judge O'Brien of the
supreme court of New York was temporary
chairman.
A HoME RULE bill, having passed the
British House of Commons, was defeated
in the House of Lords on the 8th, by a
vote of 419 to 41.
A RoMAN CATHOLIC chapel near Mien
Yang China, has been destroyed by an
Antiobristian mob. The European priest
.:fled and the nativ converts concealed
themselvs.
THE Wilson bill for repealing the silverpurchasing clause of the Sherman act,
which received a two-thirds vote in the
House of Representative, is finding difficulty in the Senate.
THE Vienna Fashion Club has sent a circular to all the tailors in Austria, calling
upon them to promote the colored dress
coat as being in the interest of good taste.
Not bright colors, but blue, brown, drab,
and green, are recommended.
IT is said that China is waiting to see·
whether the Geary law will be enforced
here. If it is, she will at once expel .all
Americans in her dominions. She has
them all enrolled, and can expel them
more easily than we can her subjects.
JUDGE EWING has declined to endeavor
to set aside Judge ·Goggin's order continuing the World's Fair Sunda;y-opening
case sixty days. Attorney Edwm WalkeJ."
for the directors, however, will try to obtain a decision and appeal, so as to close
the gates.
HAMILTON FISH, ex-secretary of state,
died on the 7th. His most meritorious
work was procuring the settlement by the
Geneva Tribunal of Arbitration of the
claims against Great Britain growing out
of the depredations of Confederate crUisers
fitted out in British ports, and commonly
known as the Alabama claims.
AN investigation into nepotism in the
national Senate reveals that nearly every
Senator who is chairman of a committee
givs the clerkship to his son or nephew,
and that nearly all the clerks, assistantclerks, messengers, and others who are engaged in the service of the Senate are related by blood to some Senator.
REv. DR. SToECKER, a leader of the persecutions against the Jews in Germany,
has arrived in response to the invitation of
Mr. Moody to take part in the Congress of
R!Jligions. Stoecker is being severely
criticised. Professor Bamberger says:
"To call here a man who preaches intolerance and hatred against fellow-citizens,
is nothing more or less than treason."
A CHARWOMAN employed in the British
Parliament house has died of cholera.
England is alarmed. The disease is causing deaths in Italy, Austria, and Germany.
The Rhine has been declared infected, and
bathing in it has been forbidden. Hundreds of Mecca pilgrims hav died about
Suez, Egypt, and given the plague to
others. The epidemic is raging in Russia.
UNDER the decision of Judge Ross, of
Los Angelefl, Cal., warrants for the arrest
of six Chinamen under the registration
clause of the Geary act hav been issued.
The Chauenga Farmers' Association has
determined to arrest every Chinaman in
the Cbauenga valley. The council of la·
bor will swear out tw'o hundred warrants
on the result of the trial of the six China·
men.
NEWSPAPER veracity is reflected on by a
late utterance of President Cleveland.
Don M. Dickinson, who was postmaster
under Cleveland's first administration,
says: "I saw Mr. Cleveland yesterday,
and we had a long chat. He told me the
newspapers had said scarcely anythililg
true about his movements for the last six
months. 'When I hav been at home they
hav had me fishing; when I've been fishing
they hav had me at home.' These were the
president's words to me."

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superatructure,
BY W. B. GREG.
Complete ,., ~ .,oL, l!!mo, 39911:0..

1.5Q,

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 38. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, September 23, 1893.

A

DANGEROUS

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

ROAD.

Darwin an~ After Darwin. Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs.

A aystematicExp_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers JWOn evolution,
besides ranking mth Professor Huiley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supern~J.tural design. . • . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the preRent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place has taken place in the direction of naturalIsm, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter.Pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thvGod?"
Iilustrated Price, clolli~ $2.
Address,
T.t:!.J!, TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relijrion of the Fulnlre. Oloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Oloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Oloth, $~.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus·
trated by H. Faber. Oloth~$j.__
Address
THE TnUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette plaoe, New York.

IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Ortgln and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS;:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
~ Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esu.u,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifn..
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not Excel.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•.
Adventures of the Prophets.
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. illlUD.lna;t;ed covers, 81; cloth, ~1; side staDJ.p, 81.450.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB CO.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

--------

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

1

New Publications.

PfN PICTURfS Uf THE WORLD'S fAIR~
By S.A..MUEL P • .PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
.Deatcatea to the Amertcan Oonuress, or 1892, whtch tor the sake QJ Reltuton, Stabbea Ltbertv ~ves rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Ohicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indi,ll'nation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair l;!undays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which practwally united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be paiJ:lted with a pen.

Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es8ays and Poem" by Mr. Putnam, which have never befo~e been _put in
·book formr Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libert}' and Thomas Paine; a_11oem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main e8say in this worlt is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this com• try. It shonld be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
Teader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

A. MAP OF JA.CKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FA.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

PICTURES OF A.LL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building,
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

Price 25 oents: Ftve oopies for $1.
Address

ILL UST.RATED.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

DESIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS~

THE PRINCIPA.L BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Re:tutation o:t the Argu:rn.ent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~m Argnmeat Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.
II. If There Were a Def!igner He Conld Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion•l;v Slow,
They Are Egregionsly_Wastefnl,
They Often Serve No URe,
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is IDegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of aFnst Cause.

A New Book by Helen ·H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FJCTJOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Closs.
1'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

At the Woman's Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chap..
ters of this book. The Chicago Times said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing with the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest, but uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and rt was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified to·speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss Gsrdener enchained every auditor, and when she had finished received a l?erfect ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so worthily won. The evening session was highly intere·ting, but
that of t.he morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the distinctivly great features of the week's congress."

Remsbure:'s Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

LINCOLN:
By .John E. Remsburg.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

NOTED WITNESSES.

H:

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF
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Liberal Bl'\d Btl\ical Societies,
for Scl\ools al'\d
tl\e Home.
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L. K. WASHBURN.
,IJ(JJ' ~~e a.t 'I'IUS Of~OE,

BY

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.

Ron. '{f. H. Herndo~ Co.J. Warq H. Lamon. Ron. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Matheny, Col.
John G. Nrcola]', Judge .vavid Davr~. Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jl!cYlle
Judge Stephen T. Log1;1n, Joshua F. Speed;Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gill~iP, l>r. u.
Ra_y, Col. F. S. Rn~herford, Judge Robert Leachmal).. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, Joseph
Jefferson, Ron. E. B. "ashbnrne, Ron. E. M Hames Ron. ·James 1'nttle, Hon. M. B. Fielil Hon.
Geo. w. Jnlran, Ron. John n. Alley, Ron. Hugh llfcCnlloc!J, Gen. l'YI M Trumbull Rev David
SwinK, Rev. Robert Collyer, Jnqge Jpsse W. Weik, Hon. J.P. Usher, Ron. Geo. S. Bontweii, Bon.
. Wm. D. Kelley_,_Salmon P. C\lase, Wm. H. Seward, Ron. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover llon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. Wrlder, Judge Aa_ron Goodrich • .Jndge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
~~gleston, ~ev. John W. ChadWick, Donn Pratt, H. K. Magre, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lmcoln.
. The foregoing an? sixty other reputable witnesses testify t.hat the greatest man born on this
oontment was a Freethmker.
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WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

One of the most noted controversies of the cen tnry has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religions belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son w~>re
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Helland. put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly denied by the dead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed ltke a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen yea•s l\fr. Remsb11rg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimOI!Y. that is irresis~ible and overwhell_ning, and whic~ mnst put this question at rest
forever, I~ add.Ition to the .testimony of twenty WitnE)SSes who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which IS reviewed and refuted, he adduceR the testimony of more than a hnndre<1 witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa. not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his ;private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in S11rgery.
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MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-

I RIEN Cf

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
·
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom. but that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter Mrs. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptioh of inherent rights
Chapter li deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
ch11rch, was not regarded as a human being; marria~e,-was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as s1av.es; women driven to suicide; the infln~nce of the church was unfavorable to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced f1egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how th" church controled woman by making the
legitimac' of ruarriage deptnd upon ito own control of the ceremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christi.n barbarism, the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w •S prohi-bited to womeo, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; domghterg cori:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-Marqnette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lordR
spirit.nal," the immorality of the heads of the church, baptiBm of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days • f this phase of religions insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of eveu a little learning wa; sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid wEre the cler~ y not to suffer '~ witch t' liv. 1'his perse ntion for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining uu versa! dominion over mankind.
Wom•,n ph]'sicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it· in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for htresy, and others were
strip~d and whipped :(gr not agreeing with tl).e cler~y.
,
.
The chapter on "W 1ves" shows how the drsrnptron of the Roman empire was unfavorable tQ the
personal and proprietll.ry rights of woman-tLat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying wrves was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessestllat civil mar'ia@ 1s opposed by the church.
In Cnapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the .Heformation convened to sanction this institution. that Luther and the other" prinmpal reformers" favored it, as we,] as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference W1th her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman b_y
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
By s. P. Putnam.
I woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious iostitution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
Being_the sto.!"}' .of h~ relij!"ions life &nd mental woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
lo~eymgs. Wrrtj;en m his happiust and moBt will do.
bnlliant W&y, a.nd 111 the best of all his splendid
WQfM·
fnll(l, 25 Cli!Dts. Address
I.
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What We Pay to Support the Church.
When we are given definit knowledge of the exact amount of taxes shirked by the churches, we are
more impressed than by the merely indefinit knowl. edge thereon that we ordinarily possess.
The
Globe .Democrat, of St. Louis, h'1s been to the pains
of collecting the particulars of all the tax-exemptions
in that city; and among these exemptions that
of the churches stands out most markedly; and
it makes a weighty impression on our mind. We
do not mean, exemption of the churches alone,
but of other ecclesiastical institutions and proper·ties-associations, academies, eon vents, cemeteries,
·and the Lo:rd knows how many more sorts. The
Roman Catholic churches form a long string. They
receive from the Agnostics, Infidels, Jews, and all
the others who make up the body politic, a gift of
. the taxes that should be levied on $2,934,600 worth
·of churches and parochial schools. The Presbyterian churches make a good second in .the struggle to avoid paying one's honest due3. They dodge
. payment of the taxes on $589,220 worth of edifices
which the city departments are nevertheless expected to provide with water, protection from fire,
policing, indemnity in case of riot, paved streets
leading thereto, and so on. The Episcopalians
. next file forward and claim that they should be allowed to be dishonest to the extent of the taxes on
$379,539.
The German Evangelical Lutheran
churchmen then push to the front, pounce on and
pocket the assessments on $323,630, and retire to
their pulpits to declare that Christianity .elevates
morals. The job, or deal, which the Baptist.s
operate against the city treasury is one of the extent of the taxes on $305,340. The Methodist
Episcopal church South evidently feels that the
populace should do something in reparation for the
taking away of the slaves which its clergy and
wealthy supporters once enjoyed, for it demands annually the taxes on $301,860. For St. Louis's nonchurch-goers, unbelievers, and so on, to pay their
hard-earned dollars to buy Congregational sermonizings and psalm-singings, seems odd, but nevertheless they do so yearly to the amount of the taxes
on $272,330. The purchase by the same people of
Methodist Episcopal rigmarole and prevarication,
seems as queer, and suggests that there is a violation of the freedom of contract supposed to obtain
iu t¥s Japd, but the buying goes ou year after yeM"

in the sum of taxes on $237,220. Other denominations filch tax-money on the following amounts:
German Evangelical, $219,680; Hebrew, $217,400;
Unitarian, $106,240; Christian, $52,000; Presbyterian Cumberland, $41,880; Presbyterian United,
$40,780 ; English Evangelical Lutheran, $40,380 ;
German Lutheran, $40,200; New Jerusalem, $39,940; miscellaneous, $227,650.
Besides these, the Christians hav a deal more of
property on which, by their intrigues with the public officers, they contrive to escape taxes. There are
hospitals in which the inmates are by daily ceremonies inducted into sectarian beliefs, though we
who pay their taxes decidedly do not want any such
beliefs propagated by our money. There are asylums to which politicians giv not only taxes but
large bonuses of our money, and in which youth are
bred in doctrins inexpressibly repellent to our sentiments. There are schools and academies which
we must daily see before us imbuing the young with
the creeds of religion, while we know that an establishment of ours for imparting to them the principles of irreligion or Freethought would be required to pay its every cent. There is the Young
Men's Christian Association. And finally there are
cemeteries, business concerns operated by the
churches at a goodly profit. Out of these classes
of exempt property, we will make room for a detailed
statement of those of convents and cemeteries:
CONVENTS.

Carondelet ..................................................... . $6 750
Convent of the Good Shepherd ........................ . 134 890
Convent of the Sacred Heart........................... . 205 850
Convent of the Visitation ................................ . 278 620
Mt. Carmel of St. Joseph ................................ . 25 460
Oblate Sisters of Providence ........................... .
6 500
St. De Charetal Academy of the Visitation ...... . 27 800
St. Joseph Convent of Mercy .......................... . 39 540
St. Vincent (German) ..................................... . 62 850
Sisters of Loretto ........................................... . 35 900
Sisters of St. Joseph. ...... ......... .. . ................... . 72 700
Ursuline Convent and Academy ....................... . 53 800
Total. ..................................................... $950 660
CEMETERIES.

Bellefontaine Cemetery ................................... $213 500
Bethlehem Congregational Cemetery .............. .
1 200"
Calvary Cemetery ......................................... . 142 000
Cemetery Catholic.......................................... . 23 600
Evangelical German Cemetery........................ .
6 270
Evangelical Lutheran Congregational Cemetery
4 160
E'irst Evangelical Lutheran Cemetery Society...
4 500
German Evangelical Lutheran Cemetery of the
Holy Ghost .......................................... . 39 140
German Evangelical Protestant Cemetery ........ . 23 790
Independent Evangelical Protestant Church
Cemetery ............................................. .
6 870
Missouri Crematory AssociQtion ....................... .
5 780
New Bremen Cemetery ................................... .
6 140
St. Matthew's Cemetery Association ................. .
2 510
St. Paul's Church Cemetery ........................... .
2 610
SS. Peter and Paul's Cemetery ...................... .
5 720
Western Evangelical Lutheran Cemetery ......... .
7 360
Total ...................................................: .. $495 150
The total value of the church property exempt
is $10,507,550. This is over one-fourth of all the
property exempt in the city, as the total, reckoning
in the city hall, city hospitals, court house, fire
department buildings, city asylums, markets, police
department buildings, poorhouse, workhouse, waterworks, and public parks, with state and national
properties, is $38,621,750.
The exemption of church property is a monstrous
curse. It is so efficacious a help in the accumulation of property, that by its means the church has
sometimes obtained a third of the wealth of a nation. When it did this, in the European countries
of a few generations ago, it was enabled by this
opulence to exert a tremendous power in keeping
the people in servitude. By this instrumentality
of tp.x-exemption it will be euabled to secure a like

proportion of the wealth of the United States if
some future conjunction of events shall chance to
revive its popularity. As it is at present, the exemption is a prodigious robbery, a glaring violation
of the American principle of equal opportunities
and no privileges, and a perilous tie of connection
between church and state.

Scientists Are As H apJ>Y As Pietists.
It is said by some that Freethinkers must naturally be less happy than Christians because the
scientific way of looking at the world offers no food
for the heart. Science, it is said, is cold and hard.
The exercise of the intellectual faculties, it is alleged, in the investigations, discoveries, comparisons, analyses, classifications, and determinations of
science, cn.nnot gratify the nature of man like the
emotions of trust, adoration, faithfulness, and communion with divinity, which are developed by religion. But the persons who say these things make
the mistake of supposing that human nature always
remains the same. It does not. The nature of man,
and of every other form of living being, changes
with change of environment. It varies to meet the
varying demands upon it. Evolution shows that
with the change of the conditions of humanity or
any other species of organism, there follows a readjustment of constitution to the new conditions.
Whatever is found necessary or beneficial to the
continuance of life, appears as the need for it appears. The pickman's palm grows horny, a:t;Id the
blacksmith's arm strong, as the requirements on
them comes; and in like manner as men are more
and more forced to intellectual activities as requisit
to winning in the struggle for existence, so do there
more and more appear pleasures accompanying
those activities and prompting to their exercise.
An African finds the attempt to comprehend a
slight abstraction, to conduct a considerable mental operation of any :!rind, repugnant and painful.
But the intellectual members of the Caucasian race
-and they are increasing in number every dayturn to such activities as their chief delight. The
pleasures of barbarous man hav consisted in great
part of the exercise of the emotions of wonder, awe,
and, in particular, the emotion of satisfaction felt
at supposed love and protection by an imagined
personality beyond the skies. But there is now
growing among advanced mankind the set of emotions making it a pleasure to know, and to do. The
Christian repugnance to the scientific view of the
world and scientific relations with it, amounts only
to an example of thq rule that all readjustment of
human conditions involves a corresponding readjustment of emotions. and such a change is always felt
as a deprivation by those partial to the old set of
emotions, and is by them denounced as such.

Christ as Distiller and Tippler.
Among all the plain cases of immorality being
sanctioned by the Christian religion, there is none
plainer than that of liquor-drinking being commended by that system. Yet despite this plainness,
so bemisted and beclouded are the majority of the
people in the thick fog that outbreathes from the
pulpit, that they believe Christianity to be a foe to
the use of liquor. The church has taken up the
cause of temperance lately, as it often does any reform when the movement has been started and
pushed into popularity by others, and the church
thinks that it is going to succeed ; and this makes
many suppose that Christianity is by nature a signal enemy of intemperance. It is not, however
The temperance movement is favored by church
people solely by reason of the human, moral ele
meuta of their natures, not beC!lill.S6 Qf their !luper"
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belief, is invariably bigoted and intolerant, while
science proceeds by the opposit methods of broadness,
all-tolerance and all-inclusion. An admittance
The way in which the firmest faith can be proof
all
applicants to fair and equal hearing, an imduced in a Christian believer, is to keep him ignopartial
scrutiny of all evidence submitted, such as
rant that there are any men on earth who reject the
is
the
rule
in this religious congress, is opposit to
·evidence for his religion. A child, to whose eyes
the
spirit
of
religion and the whole of its past course
everyone about him appears a Christian believer,
of
conduct.
On the other hand, it il!l of the inand whose parents speak of Christian doctrins
most
nature
of
science. It is the very method that
as things of which doubt is out of the question, is
science
adopts
in its proceedings. A congress of
the most thorough believer possible. When he
scientific men gathered to investigate religion could
grows older and learns that great bodies of human
beings in other ·regions of the earth reject the hav adopted no more characteristic course. It is
Christian claims, his assurance of the truth of his the method which Herbert Spencer has employed
in his sociological constructions, theological as well
faith is, imperceptibly to himself, somewhat les'3as other; only that scientist used the printed reports
ened. If then his mind throughout his further life
is liltle directed toward those people who repel of travelers instead of the spoken reports of deleChristianity, if he never obtains a very realistic con- gates.
Another striking feature of this congress is its
caption of their numbers and their weight in judgabsence of strife. That bitterness of feeling which
ment, his faith may suffer little more diminution.
But if he reads much of these non-Christian peo- a short time ago would hav prevented its very as" For John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor
sembling has not shown itself. This is unexpected.
drinking wine; and ye say, He hath a devil. The son of ples, and their numbers and importance begin to
It
is at variance with the relations that hav up to
man is come eating and drinking; and ye say, Behold a figure in his imagination as they deserve, he gradthe
present prevailed between the various religions.
gluttonous man, and a winebibber, a friend of publicans ually grows to feel much less certain of his own
It
moves
the New York Herald to remark:
and sinners!"
creed. Journeying to the lands of these people,
"This
exhibit
of peace on earth and good will to men is
Furthermore, this joutnal pursues, "when they and mingling with them, produces a still stronger
the
one
transcendent
incident of the World's Fair. We
wanted wine" at the" marriage in Cana of Galilee," effect. Travelers are a class extremely given to uncan almost hear the echo of millennia! bells piercing the
as John ii records, "the mother of Jesus saith unto belief. In short, a person largely governs his opin- air above the hilltops, and are warranted in making a
them, They hav no wine." Then occurred this ions by the .rule, what everybody believes must be prediction that controversy will soon giv way to charity
event:
true; and his doubt of Christianity grows just as and the bitterness of sectarian strife to the realization of
practical religion. Oardinal Gibbons and a Jewish rabbi
"Jesus saith unto them, fill the water pots with water. he gets to understand that everybody does not be- on the same platform! A Presbyterian and a Brahmin
And they filled them up to the brim. And he saith unto lieve it, or gets an impressiv conception of those and a Mohammedan and a disciple of Confucius following
them, draw out now, and bear unto the governor of the persons who do not, by whatever means he may get each other in eloquent words of greeting and welcome I
feast. And they bear it. When the ruler of the feast this.
Such a spectacle was unknown in the ages of the past and
had tasted the water that was made wine, and knew not
By a bit of carelessness and inadvertence, the has until this moment seemed "an impossibility. If the
whence it was (but the servants which drew the water
great Fair were a failure in everything else, it would· be
knew), the governor of the feast called the bridegroom, Christian ecclesiastics hav done just this thing of memorable for this noble achievement. The idea was a
and saith unto him, every man at the beginning doth set which we hav been speaking-directed attention to novel one, and the man who suggested it must havreforth good wine, and when men hav well drunk, then the fact that other peoples reject Christianity, and garded it as an experiment likely to be attended with
that which is worse; but thou hast kept the good wine that these peoples are many and mighty. They hav grave danger. Its success, however,· is a wonderful tribute
until now."
assembled at the Columbian Exposition a World's to the common sense, the love of fair play, and the proIt appears, therefore, goes on our reply, that Parliament of Religions. The effect cannot but be found reverence for what is good and true and inspiring
the heart of this nineteenth century. Look back to the
Jesus not only furnished a miraculous supply of prejudicial to their own cause. The attitude which in
days of our grandfathers, or even to those of our fathers,
wine, but that he produced it after the guests had they should take, to operate most favorably on their and note the miraculous change that has taken place.
alreafiy " well drunk;" and among those guests, as following, is one like that of olden time-scorn of Such an enterprise as this Parliament of religions would
the evangelist records, were both Jesus and his all who believe otherwise than in Christ as unwor- hav been scouted by them with immeasurable contempt,
disciples, the obvious inference being that he par- thy to touch the hem of a Christian garment, and or roundly denounced as Antichrist. The world was divided into warring sects, and the more loyal they were to
took of the beverage along with the others. He persecution and warfare upon them. They should,· their peculiar forms of worship, the more violent were
would not hav made this "beginning of miracles" to win success with the masses, continue to insist their attacks on their neighbors and rivals. The man on
by changing water into wine if he had objected to on their religion as being seJf-evident, a thing the the next corner was a deluder and ensnarer of souls, and
the use of wine even in considerable quantities.
truth of which none but the veriest blind could fail no thunderbolt of rhetoric or logic was too heavy to hurl
Another instance is given by Matthew. He re- to see, and to reject which argues a soul infatuated at him. The Baptist, who believed in immersion, might
perhaps admit that the Congregationalist, who only belates that at the institution of the holy supper, of crime and vice and all wrong, or possessed by the lieved in sprinkline:, would possibly get to heaven, but if
Jesus "took the cup, and gave thanks, and gave it evil one. When, on the other hand, the Christian he did it must be by a lucky chance and in spite of his
to them, saying, Drink ye all of it. But I say unto clergy allow themselvs to be seen by their disciples error. The Oatholic threw red-hot shot into the Protestyou, I will not drink henceforth of this fruit of the willing to enter an assemblage of other ecclesiastics ant camp and the Protestant gave him a Roland for his
vine until that day when I drink it new with you in on a level with them, paying to the others as much Oliver by calling his church the' Scarlet Ladv' of scripture. The chief characteristic of differing pulpits was
my father's kingdom."
consideration as is shown tl:emselvs, and present- their unwillingness to touch the hem of each other's garIt is to be noticed, too, that St. Paul counsels ing declarations and evidences of their religion in ments for fear of contagion, a harsh and violent repulsion,
Timothy to "drink no longer water, but use a the same fashion and style as the others, the special a series of coarse and in some instances brutal attacks on
little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine often distinction heretofore enjoyed by them in the minds each other."
The sole thing that has brought about this
infirmities."
of those disciples is sure to be lost.
Our journalistic colaborer in the work of exThe Christians hav always alleged that a revels- change of f~eling is Infidelity. When a person beposing Bible faults despite ministerial lies, goes tion has been made by divinity to mankind. A lieves with his whole mind and heart that his religback to Old Testament times and shows that wine minute's consideration of the meaning of the word ion is the only means of mankind's escape from an
was there described as a blessing, and employed revelation, and then a noting of the huge numbers eternal hell, he will do anything in his power
for sacred purposes. It was poured out as a drink of people represented in the Parliament who do not against those who refuse to embrace it; the
offering to God. It is said of it that it "maketh believe Christianity, should convince anyone that no only reason that one does not do so now is that,
glad the heart of man" and "cheereth both God revelation has been made. A revelation means a owing to Infidelity's having permeated everything
and man."
revealing of something, a showing, a making evident with doubt, he does not believe with his whole mind
Our contemporary then closes its plain talk to or clear. Now, that Christianity has not been re- and heart. Accordingly, then, "the one tranits correspondent in the following words. As the vealed, shown, or made evident or clear, to man- scendent incident of the World's Fair," as the
contrasting point of the Mohammedan religion, kind, the presence of all these men declaring that Herald calls it, the assembling of hitherto hostil
that it forbids liquor-drinking, was mentioned in it has not been made so to them abundantly testi- perlions on terms of peace, is the work of Infidelthe Sun's original article, we find it again touched fies. So testifies, too, the number of sects present ity. It is because of Infidelity that "we can" in
on here:
into which Christianity is divided. If that religion that paper's words, " almost hear the echo of mil"Our New Jersey friend must see, then, that Chris- had really been revealed, there would not be five lennia! bells above the hill-tops.'' Yes, "if the
tians, under the law of their religion and the. precept and hundred different opinions on it. The diversity, great Fair were a failure in everything else, it
example of Jesus, hav no ground for debating whether h
d ·
d
t
the use of intoxicating beverages is sinful. Neither is t e wan enng an contradic ory variety, of re- would be memorable for this noble achievement.'•
there any reason for such debate among Mohammedans, ligious beliefs, shows plainly that they proceed not Its success, says the Herald, is " a wonderful tribute
for in express terms the drinking of those beverages is from one revelation made by one god to one set of to the common sense, the love of fair play, and the
forbidden to them as a sin."
men, but from the separate guesses of the multi- profound reverence for what is good and inspiring
Is it not plain to every Christian after reading the tude of separate human minds.
in the heart of this nineteenth century." And, be
foregoing that his religion does not discourage but
The fact that Christians hav by the holding of it marked, this nineteenth century is above all the
does encourage the use of alccholic beverages 7 Is this Parliament so departed from their former ar- age in which, as preachers lament, faith is declining
there one Christian into whose httnds this paper rogance, self-sufficiency, and intolerance, which we and the world is becoming uppermost, the age in
will fall so hardy that he will stand forth and said they should to serve their own interests hav which Infidelity and science hav reached their utallege that Christianity is not far inferior to Mo- maintained, evinces a shifting of the spirit of the most pitch hitherto known.
hammedanism in the repression of intemperance?
age from religion to science. Religion, held in firm
We must giv some account of the goings-on at
natural imbuement ; and the Bible itself pronounces
for liquor-drinking in terms unmistakable. We hav
ever and anon held up to public view this sanction
of drink by the scripture. Now we are helped in
the good work by the New York Sun, a paper which
is continually seizing on some truth that is being
obscured by popular error and raising and displaying it aloft in convincing clearness to the eye of the
multitude. This Sun has received a letter running
thus :
"In your editorial under the head of 'A Question
Christians Oannot Debate,' you aver that Christians with
the example of Jesus before them, cannot consistently
condemn the use of intoxicating drinks as a beverage;
also that Christ himself was a drinker of wine. Will you
kindly tell me how you make out the above, and where in
the Bible it sayE that Ghrist indulged in intoxicating
drinks?
W. L. B."
To this inquirer the Sun replies that in Luke vii,
33, 34, it is written:

Freeth ought .Assembles a Parliament of
Religions.
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"Christianity was widely spread in Japan when, in the crags of certainty upon which I would plant
the religious parliament. It was opened on the
11th by a procession. Jew marched with Gentile, 1837, the Christian missionaries, combined with their the foundations of the universal religion." One of
converts, caused a tragic and bloody rebellion against
and Catholic marched with Protestant. The re- the country. It was understood at the time that these mis- cannots of the Bible, as we remember it, is that a
ligious beliefs of India, of China, and of Japan sionaries intended to subjugate Japan to their o"n coun- man cannot get good from the lips of a fool.
Next Dharmapala, the Buddhist priest and
were represented, as well as those of the English- try. It was this which caused the prohibition of Chrisspeaking nations. All, attired in their priestly tianity in Japan. Christianity had brought riot, blood- scholar of Calcutta, stood on the edge of the platrobes and wearing the insignia of their office, shed, and rebellion in its train. Verily, it had brought form and fearlessly exposed Christian lies and reinstead of peace a sword, The government was forced to buked Christian . ignorance.
He suddenly demarched in fellowship to the platform, while the drive out the missionaries in self-defense,"
manded:
"How
many
of
you
hav read the life
audience rose and cheered at the sight.
Cries of "Shame! shame upon the missionaries!" of Buddha~" Five hands, four of them belonging
On the succeeding day, the 12th, the more im- arose on every side. Leaving the missionaries to
portant meetings began to be held. These meet- the administration of shame, of which we think they to women, were timidly held up. "Five only." said
ings, as well as those on following days, were very can never get as much as they deserve, we will pro- the Buddhist, with a tone and look of disdain.
largely attended. It was necessary to hold over- ceed to the next speaker. This was Mozoomdar, a "Four hundred and seventy-five millions of people
accept our religion of love and hope. You call
flow meetings in several halls. · On the 12th, says
Hindoo. He, says a report, " told a story that was yourself a nation, a great nation, and yet you do
one report, " For the first time from the same plattouching in its delineation of the humanity of the not know the history of this great teacher. How
form spoke a Jew, a Christian, and a Hindoo, each
noble faith and the gentle practices of the great dare you judge us~" The audience cheered. ''You
deeply in earnest; each logical and honest accordsect to which he belongs." Certainly, his faith does complain that you do not make converts among
ing to his light. For the first time a congregation
possess considerable that is noble and many pracof divided faiths listened with deepest interest to tices that are gentle-more than the religion of the us," he continued. "You preach a God of love,
the presentation of views which a hundred years cross. In succeeding addresses, representativs of but in your actions you are selfish. You make of an
ignorant or · an unsophisticatlild man a perfect
ago might hav sent a heretic to the gallows. It
many Oriental religions told things that the audi- bypocrit. You hav used the story of a life-crushing
was a consummate triumph of Liberalism ; a study
ence will be the better-the more broad-minded and bloody Juggernaut to secure the means to save
of comparativ religions by a great university, which
liberal-for having heard. The newspaper reporter, alleged heathens. Juggernaut has been popularized
was ready to attack the subject without prejudice
catching the temporary fervor of generous tolerance, by Christian missionaries, and yet a committee
and in the pure light of reason." Yes, it was all of
writes : " The truth and beauty which lie embodied composed of eminent Englishmen has declared that
that. It was one of those noble and beneficent
in religions heretofore practically unknown to the the Christian idea of Juggernaut was a myth, that
works with which Freethought is perpetually
mass of Christendom were laid bare to wondering death and blood were repulsiv to our people. This
adorning and bettering the world.
and almost reverential eyes."
Christian story has been exploded. It has gone
To be sure, the value of the gathering did not lie
The congress would hav been incomplete had it into oblivion." And so the Orientalist went on,
in the worth of what the delegates said. It lay
omitted, when there were so very many clergymen scoring his hearers and defending his own creed.
only in the fact that they had been made willing to
present, of all kinds, an example of that class of acts He asked how many had read the life of Mohammed;
come together, and say anything to one another as
for which that profession hav become so noted. the prophet of Arabia, and when four hands went
equals, at all. As for the intrinsic worth of their
What we mean will be seen when we relate that the up he asked why they should denounce Mohamremarks, Freethinkers will readily imagin that it
Right Rev.· Ruichi Shibata, of Japan, archbishop of medanism when they knew nothing of it or its
was scant. No wondrous sageness, for instance,
the Shinto church, at the conclusion of his address founder.
will be imputed by Freethinkers to the address by
"created a sensation by embracing three Caucasian
The Parliament of Religions contains much
the Very Rev. Augustine F. Hewitt, on "The Exladies who were sitting upon the platform behind that is nonsensical and valueless, but it also brings
istence and Attributes of God," which, "amid a
him. Upon the right cheek of each he imprinted to light a few truths. And it is noteworthy as
burst of applause," concluded thus:
the chaste kiss of religious brotherhood."
being the first instance of Christian use of the
"Matter and force are fixed quantities. Who fixed
On the 14th some important speeches were made scientific method. Hear all sides and then decide.
them? The matter in the stars and nebula never changes
in quantity, and the force that drives them never varies. -important, that is, as the Christian public ranks This instance has been brought about by the opWho or what was their first motor? The mind demands things. Cardinal Gibbons presented a paper enti- eration of Freethought-Freethought the untiring
this by a law of its original action, and the soul answers tled, "The Needs of Humanity Supplied by the benefactress and showerer of good gifts, under
involuntarily, the supreme being that gave me my con- Catholic Church." The need of our readers for
tingent being. The alternativ is chance-an absurdity." truth we fear we can but ill supply by passages whose blessed sway the tiger and the lamb of
varying sects shall lie down together, and the ravenWhile the chairman of the day in opening pro- from it, such as :
ing
beasts of religious persecution and warfare
nounced this "the most momentous congress of the
hush
to unwaking sleep.
"We
liv
and
move
and
hav
our
being
in
the
midst
of
a
age," our readers will hardly deem very momentous
civilization which is the legitimate offspring of the Cath------------------the paper of the celebrated Rev. Alfred Momerie, of olic religion.''
An Omaha policeman has been suspended for
England. For that paper, on "The Philosophical
'' The Catholic religion labors not only to assuage the neglect of duty. His plea of excuse is, all will adand Moral Evidences of God," read, alas, thus. physical distempers of humanity, but also to reclaim the mit, the most extraordinary ever entered. He alHe said that the uniformity of nature, which had victims of moral diseaae."
leges that he entered a church and, becoming interbeen claimed as an Atheistic argument, was really
Rev. Lyman Abbott, the famous Brooklyn divine, ested in the services, remained there too long. The
a first step toward the proof that there is a God. and editor of the Christian Union, next favored journal that reports the case adds, "Never was poHe held that the whole universe showed that there the congress with sundry of those profound remarks liceman, probably, ever before suspended for neglect
under such circumstances." Yes, marvelous it is !
was one great purpose in the making of it. Science in which theology is prolific.
all-strange! all-wonderful!
had proved not that there was a lack of purpose in
Rev. Joseph Cook, of Boston, opened with the
----~~-------the creation, but one great and intense purpose. announcement, " The world expects of us this
The Freethinkers who hav obtained the lead in
There were many evidences of the world's relation afternoon no drivel." But the world is old and has governing Italy are leading the pope a sorry life.
to and dependence on mind. All showed the in- grown used to being disappointed in its expecta- They hav just got up what Catholics style " a
creasing activity of ap in:finit thinker. The most tions. Well it is that it is hardened against dis- scheme of the Piedmontese usurpation in Rome to
certain thing in science was evolution.
That appointment, for t?e best that it got in this case_ forge new fetters for the sovereign pontiff." This
showed that the difficulties of civilization were be- was such declarations as: "I hold that Christianity is a regulation, proposed in the Italian parliament,
ing slowly but surely overcome. Infinit goodness is the only religion that will harmonize the soul that all documents issuing from the Vatican must
and wisdom involved infinit restraint. There were with its environments." We do not think that hav an exequator, or official recognition before being
restraints on the poet that were not on the prose- there was much harmony between the soul and its allowed publication in Italy, or transmitted abroad.
writer; there were restraints on a good man that environments when Christianity was most be- "This," says a Catholic journal, "is an old expedient
to deprive of the right of free communication those
were not on a bad, and there were restraints on a lieved-when men thought that their environment who hav received the divine commision to teach all
god that were not on a devil. He held that it was the earth was flat, that their environment the nations."
impossible for God to create a painless world. It starry host revolved about the earth, that their
Our readers remember the scheme for obtaining
seemed hard that a mother could not recall her environment of diseaseful influences was due to
public money for Catholic schools that was introchild from death by prayer, but it would be harder witches whom they must burn, and that their enduced at Faribault, Minn. The Faribault plan,
for the world if she could. If we should know that vironment of religious dissenters was a manifestahowever, will soon be a thing of the past in that
the laws of nature had been broken only once, we tion of Satan which they must exterminate with the
city. The Catholics, whose children attend the
should lose our faith and believe that we were liv- sword. That which the world expected to be "no
parochial school which was placed under the jurising in a world of chance. It was because God was drivel " was, too, in another part this : " Chrisdiction of the city board of education, now insist, in
always with us that it sometimes seemed as if he tianity only will deliver a man from the love of sin
view of the coming term of school, that only Cathcould not be found.
and the guilt of it." Whether it will deliver a man olic teachers be engaged. The board of education
No, not momentous in their revelatory wisdom from the love of sin we will let the criminal is willing to hav two Catholic teachers, but conwere these remarks. Neither were the deliverances statistics of Christian as contrasted with the un- tends that if Catholic teachers only were engaged
of the various Christian, Jewish, Mohammedan, and christian ages tell. Deliver him from the guilt of the school would become once more one for CathoBuddhist speakers following.
it Christianity may ; it is of all religions the one lic religious instruction, and the purpose of the
Let ua seek a grain of truth in the chaff-heap of that has the best-developed system for freeing the Faribault plan as expounded by Archbishop Ireland
the utterances of the following day, the 13th. We ill-doer from guilt, as he regards it, upon payment would be lost. The Catholic prelates of the country
are, however, determined by this scheme or some
find it, luckily. It is in the speech of Right Rev. of cash to the priest. Mr. Cook continued: "I other to grasp part of the funds now used by the ·
Bishop Shibata, of the Shinto sect, from Japan. It appeal to the Bible as the ultimate authority for public schools. That they may not succeed, every
reads:
my belief. These cans and cannots of the Bible are endeavor of every lover of secularism is n6aded.
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Wherever paper money has been tried, it has proland for the landless ? Old Bill Scully owns ninety
thousand acres of land in one block, enough to make duced prosperous times, as it did here in 1865.
nine thousand independent homes for the homeless. Venice used neither gold nor silver as money
" The Rich Man Defended."
The men who work these lands are mainly Irish, for more than six hundred years, but issued full
A FRIENDLY CHAT WITH BRAYTON AND REED.
liV in shanties, pay all the taxes, bear all expenses, legal-tender paper money, which brought to her
I hav written quite a little on land, financial, and furnish all the seed, and not a bushel of grain can such prosperity as was never heard of in the histariff reforms, but those writings hav been published be sold until the lion's share is secured for old Bill tory of nations. And it continued up to the time
in papers advocating such reforms and not offered Scully. He livs in London, and manages to take of the Napoleon wars.
Franklin was instrumental in establishing a systo THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I thought it better to from this country about four hundred thousand a
keep that paper battling with the old superstition year; not one dollar of which will ever see this conn- tem of full legal-tender paper money in the colony
and striving to elevate men to a higher plane of try again. Here is your European system, not only of Pennsylvania, known as the Franklinian system,
morality than to divert it from its proper channel. hatched, but full :fledged and ready to reproduce its which lifted that colony out of debt and brought
But believing the articles of friends Reed and Bray- kind. But I suppose a man has a "right to do with the most prosperous times in its history, and lasted
up to the time of the Revolution.
ton, published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September his money as he thinks best."
France was conquered by Germany and lost two
2d, were calculated to lead men from the truth, I
"And now the poor man of the old country is
thought I might be allowed space in 'I'HE TRUTH enjoying liberties of our free institutions that the of her most valuable provinces, and had to pay GerSEEKER to giv a reason for the faith that is in me.
rich man's money has built up and maintains."
many an indemnity of $1,100,000,000. Yet, by isMr. Brayton says : "We see one man's right is as
And that is the one thing which ails us. The rich suing full legal-tender paper money, and making it
good to get and hold property as another's." Let man's money has brought over thousands of foreign- plenty, kept every man to work, paid off her debt·
us change the phraseology a little and say that one ers to underbid and degrade the American laborer, in a comparativly short time, and is to-day one of
man's right to rob and plunder is as good as another's. because he (the rich man) wanted cheap labor, and the most prosperous nations in the world.
Germany, on the contrary, demonetized silver,
What would friend Brayton say to that? When a he has got it. I was riding with a gentleman, and
half-dozen men can meet in the city of New York we passed an Italian with a cat in his arms. "That reduced the currency, made money scarce, and in
and stop the output of coal and throw thousands cat will make a dinner for him," said my companion, consequence her people are poor and oppressed.
out of tmployment, and raise the price of coal from and he pointed to a little, low building and told me
You see a hundred Germans in this country to
$6 to $10 per ton and freeze out thousands who how many Italians were quartered there. What one Frenchman. Why? Because the German is
are too poor to obtain it; when a Senator can self-respecting American wants to liv on cats poor and discontented, and seeks to better his contouch a button and send oil up fifty per cent; when and garbage, and be packed away in shanties like dition. The condition of the Frenchman is far beta few men can combine and make a corner on pork herrings in a box, in order to compete with this ter, and he has no occasion to leave his natl.v
and wheat and send thousands of children to bed foreign element? But this is just what he must do. country.
supperless, I think it about time for the American He must work for the wages of the foreigner, liv as
Having seen that full legal-tender paper money
people to begin to question the right to "get and the foreigner livs, eat cat and crow, or the foreigner has brought prosperity in every instance whenever
hold " property by such means.
will take his place.
used, let us see if it is Constitutional money, and if
"Then how can we blame tha rich man for _using
But we must not "blame the rich man for using there is power to make it.
his money as he thinks be3t?"
his money as he thinks best."
The Constitution declares that "Congress shall
In 1873 Ernest Seyd c·1me over from England
"Never were there any better tim9s for the poor hav the power to coin money and regulate the value
with $500,000 and bought out the American Con- man than 1893."
thereof." Thus the power to make money is placed
gress body and breeches and got silver demonetized,
Well, that is decidedly rich. Go tell· it to the in the hands of Congress, and it rests nowhere else.
making the bonds payable in gold, thereby adding thousands of starving poor in the city of New York, But the Constitution does not prescribe the mamillions to their value, making every bond held in where one woman wears $14,000 worth of gold and terial that money shall be made of. Therefore ConEngland worth ten per cent more, which difference diamonds, and another pays $1,000 for a collar for gress is left free to choose its own material.
the American people had to ptty. Here is one a pet dog, and another makes shirts for three cents
You say" the attempt through faith to make painstance at least in which we may justly blame a apiece and works all winter without fire in order to per of equal value of gold is somewhat like the noman for doing with his money "as he thinks best." save enough to keep her children from starving. tion that God made the world out of nothing." I
Did space permit I could cite scores of cases of the Proclaim it to the one hundred and forty thousand am inclined to think that paper is greater in value
same sort.
people in Chicago out of employment and begging than gold. I think we could do better without
"He [the rich man] builds railroads and factories for bread, where millions of bushels of grain are gold than paper. But whether paper can be made
and employs thousands of poor people."
stored and mountains of beef and pork are killed the equal of gold or not, Congress can certainly
How did he come by his riches? Did not the and packed every week. Declare it to the thou- make a paper dollar perform all the functions of a
poor man earn them before he could obtain them? sands of miners and citizens who wander friendless gold dollar. It is evident that you hav studied the
Which was first, labor or capital? There could be and homeless through the land without where to money question just about as the Christian has the
no capital till labor produced it. Labor must pro- lay their heads. Good times for the poor man in ·God question.
duce the capital before the factory can be built. 1893 ! whe:ri it is estimated that there are two millLet us see. Money is a medium of exchange.
Then labor must not only earn money enough to ions of people out of employment with nothing on No matter what material it is made of, so that it is
pay itself, but generally earns enough besides to earth to sell but their labor, and no market for that. convenient. It need not be valuable, because its
make the employer rich. Which is really the in- No doubt Mr. Brayton is a good man, but as to his function is only to mature value.
deb ted party?
supposed facts, they are like the old woman's teeth
We want to know the length of a stick of timber,
"And now there is a cry against the rich man -one is gone and the others are missing.
and we lay on the rule.- The rule does not affect
for holding mortgages that cover almost all the
Secretary Windom said, "Capital had bought, or the length of the timber ; it is neither longer nor
Western farms."
was fast buying up, the Associated Press and shorter. The rule need not be gold nor silver ; it
Suppose a mortgage had been given when wheat closing the avenues of knowledge to the people." will measure as accurately if wood, steel, or iron.
was $2 per bushel, and the rich man, through his Mr. Bland said recently that " capital had got con- A man has two cows for sale, and one is so good
money, influences Congress to burn up the green- trol of the Metropolitan Press." And brave John a cow that he asks $50 for her. The other is so
backs and demonetize silver, and make money Swinton said at an editors' convention: "You are poor a cow that he will take $20 for her. Now, the
scarce, and thereby prices are sent down until wheat intellectual prostitutes. There is not one of you kind of money which is paid for these cows does
is only fifty cents a bushel; and now the mortgage who dares tQ print honest opinions. If you did not affect the. value of the cows one iota, any more
comes due. How can a mortgage be paid which you would be out on the street looking for a job. than the rule affected the length of the stick of timwas based on wheat at. $2 a bushel, with wheat at You are jumping-jacks-rich men behind the screen ber. As the rule measured or expressed the length
fifty cents 1 How can a debt of $2 be paid with pull the string and you dance." No doubt here is of the timber, so the money measures or expresses
fifty cents! Here is the Clew to nine-tenths of the the secret of Mr. Brayton's mistakes. He reads the value of the cows, and this is the true function
Western mortgages. It would seem that a man papers published in the interest of capital, and of money. The value of the cows depends upon the
who would not cry out against such outrages must never dreams that they are published to lead !:tim amount of milk and butter they will yield, and not
be either ignorant or heartless.
astray. Like the Christian who reads nothing but upon the kind of money paid for them.
''If the laboring man cannot get work in one religious literature, he is molded like wax.
Now for another step. I am leading you along
place he is free to go and work in another."
Now ior Mr. L. G. Reed and the money question. just as I would a Christian from the errors of superSo, so. If he cannot eat skunk he is free to eat In 1865 Secretary McCulloch said: "There are stition into the broad light of truth and reason.
crow. A factory shut down recently and threw nearly $2,000,000,000 in circulation. The people
Congress takes sixty cents worth of silver bullion
five thousand people out of employment. They are are out of debt-the business of the country is and by legislativ enactment pumps a dollar of money
free to go anywhere else; but there is no work done on a cash basis. Every man who wants a value into it. And if Congress should take onewhen they get there. They might as well hav day's work can get it and good wages, and the pea- half or one-quarter of the silver and declare that it
starved at home. What does such freedom amount ple are prosperous and happy." And this was should be full legal tender for a dollar, we should
to?
right on the heel of one of the most expensiv and be as much bound to obey that law as any other act
"It [the government] has given him [the poor destructiv wars known in modern times, when it is of Congress. And it would be a far more convenient
man] a good home if he would go on to it and raise generally expected that depression must follow. dollar than the present silver dollar. There is one
a· living."
There was not a dollar in gold or silver in circula- cent's worth of nickel in a five-cent piece; ten cent's
Yes, and there are vast treasures in the deep tion, yet we had the most prosperous times in the worth of copper in a hundred cents. So Congress
sea, but how is one to get at them ! In the name history of this nation.
decides. We obey the law, and nobody is cheated.
of common sense, what benefit to the starving millCan every man get a day's work and good wages
Now, if an act of Congress can make $1 in
ions who roam the country that they can get farms now? Is business done on a cash basis 1 Are money out of ten cent's worth of copper, can it not
in the West, when they are out of employment the people out of debt and prosperous and happy! go one step farther and make $1 out of a piece of
and hav not a cent to buy bread with? How are What caused these prosperous times? The amount paper? The Supreme Court says it can. The trade
they going to get there with their families-build of money in circulation-more than $70 per capita. dollar, containing seven and a half more grains of
houses, buy teams and tools and seed, and liv until It is generally stated at about $50.
But the silver than the standard dollar, was worth about
they can raise a crop? And worse than all, the $2,000,000,000 did not circulate in the South at sixty cents, when the standard dollar was worth
great majority of them know no more about farm- all. There were about thirty-five million inhab- one hundred cents. This ought to show you that
ing than a Hottentot knows about the fine arts. itants-twenty-five millions North and ten millions the law not only determins values, but makes and
Throw a man overboard in mid-ocean, and then tell South. If two billion be divided by twenty-five unmakes money.
him if he will swim to land he need not drown.
million, it will be found to giv over $70 per capita.
According to the idea that the money value of a.
And at the rate that capital, both foreign and And here is the secret of the good times in 1865.
silver coin depends upon the amount of silver it
Would not the same cause produce the same re- contains, I want to ask you if the trade dollar con.,
nativ, is buying up great blocks of land, I want to
know l:low long it will be before there will be no , suit to-day T If not, why not!
tained seven and a half grains.more silver than the
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standard dollar, and was worth forty cents less,
how much more silver must be put into it to make
it worth nothing!
I hold in one hand a full legal-tender paper
dollar and in the other a gold dollar. The paper
dollar will pay just as much, buy as much, as the
gold dollar, and is much more convenient. Now,
what is the difference to me in the cost of these two
dollars ! The bullion in the gold dollar cost me a
day's work before it was coined, then I had to giv
to the government a day's work to get the dollar
after it was coined. Then in loss to the coin by
abrasion and in interest on the day's work which I
paid for the bullion in ten or a dozen years will
cost me another day's work. Now what did the
paper dollar cost me! Just one day's work to get it
from the government. Would not prudence dictate
that I should use the cheaper dollar?
All the time spent in digging gold and silver
out of the mines, which is put into money, and all
the time spent in coining it is a dead loss to this
country. Men thus engaged might just as well be
divided into two gangs, and one gang set to digging
holes in the ground and the other gang to filling
them up again.
The trouble is, men do not arrive at conclusions
by a course of reasoning. · They derive their ideas
by contact with others, by hearing ideas often expressed, and thus they are rubbed in, or on, so to
speak, very much as one gets daubed by going
through a paint shop.
The Christian believes that God created man, 11nd
that it was a good job. Then a snake knocked him
out and made him so almighty mad that every soul
he created for thousands of years he brought into
existence only to sputter in a brimstone stew. Then
his wrath so far abated that he came down and suffered himself to be killed in order to open up a way
whereby one out of a hundred might twang an imaginary harp in an imaginary heaven.
Now, Mr. Reed, I am indined to think that you hav
obtained your ideas of money as the Christian has
obtained his ideas of God and the Bible, viz., by
hearing the minister talk. If nine-tenths of all
Christians would read the " Age of Reason " and
take THE TBUTH SEEKER for one year, and carefully
read it, they would realize how flimsy the arguments
·are upon· which the whole Christian fabric rests.
So, if you would read " Bryant on Money,"" Brice's
Financial Catechism," or some other standard work
on money, you would entertain far different opinions from what you do now. Best wishes.
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PEcK.

"Spirits" Upon the Dissecting Table.
The persistent efforts of spiritists to multiply
themselvs and to create full-fledged men and women
who can liv forever from nothing, is, to say the
least, extremely amusing. So I, as well as Brother
Perry, hav had plenty of amusement of late years.
The question now is, Who is laughing at the other's
expense? .
I insist simply man is man. Brother Perry insists something not man may also be man. I insist
man necessitates animal organism; he insists man
can exist when all that constitutes a man is absent.
I believe man is bred, born, livs, dies, and vanishes
as · such form ; he believes that he is bred, born,
dies, his organic form decomposes, yet a perfect
man, identical in outline, features, functions, and
talents survives. I believe man's physical body is
the cause, consciousness or mind the effect. Brother
'Perry insists that the effect can continue when the
cause ·has vanished.- I believe mind is a function
of the animal organization; Brother Perry that it is
an entity-" a finer organization "-yet without
components or parts that he can name. I believe
consciousness, as manifest in monad or man, is generated from the vital electro-magnetic forces, engendered by means of the subtle and complex
chemistry ·of the living animal organism ; he complacently insists that all this is not needed to perpetuate the dual-man or " spirit I"
I insist that the physical organic form is a necessity
to the origin and the continuation of a living being.
That the nervous system is a necessity to conscious.
ness ; blood, or a circulating fluid and its concomitant organs, veins, and arteries, etc., to individual
life. That such life is, furthermore, dependent
upon the functions of the stomach and its chemical
processes. That physical organs are an absolute·
necessity to produce sound, sight, taste, feeling,
and thought; All our sciences declare such to be
facts. All our knowledge is confined to these
truths, verified by experiment and demonstration.
If the physical organs of thought, sight, hearing,
tasting, smelling, respiration, assimilation, etc., are
not an absolute necessity to the existence of a perfect man, then all empirical sciences, all self-evident
faots,. all knowledge is a. delusion and a fraud.

But no rational mind disputes such facts concerning man. Man is an animal, and as such
strictly subject to all conditions and laws governing
the animal world. No one would insist that man
can see without eyes, hear without acoustic organs,
breathe without lungs, think without a brain, feel
without a nervous system, or liv with his heart dug
out. But all these essentials to man'FJ life and consciousness after death disintegrate, vanish as such
forms, assume other forms, and are no more. This
also is self-evident.
Now the laugh comes in: I insist man now is no
more. Brother Perry, however, that when all which
originally constituted man-his form, organs, anatomy, flesh, blood, brain, and all-has undergone
chemical decomposition, and is now contained in
soil, fluid, shrub, and worm, that yet the identical
man-same in form and function-survives, and
without such physical form can henceforth exist
during all eternity as well as with it!
But what is the plain self-evident truth? That
man exists no more. This I assert-nothing more,
nothing less. This requires no proof, all know it.
Mr. Perry might as well find amusement in the fact
that I believe that twice two equals four, as to
laugh because I frankly insist-in spite of the almost universal clamor to the contrary-that when
a man is dead he is dead I
Now let us see if I am justified to find amusement in the fact that otherwise sensible men and
women believe that when man is dead he is not
dead, or that man can liv without organic form.
What survives when man is dead and buried or
cremated? His " spirit." What is this "spirit ?"
A dual form of man, embodying identical form and
functions of the original man. What constitutes
such "spirit form T" A "finer organism," Mr.
Perry says. What constitutes such "finer organism T" No answer. Has it anatomy, organs, flesh,
blood, nerves, etc.? No answer. What are they
composed of! No answer. Has it weight T No
answer.
Now let us place a living man upon a dissecting
table and beside him Mr. Perry's ideal "spirit."
Let us apply the scalpel and note the difference.
First we make a deep and bold incision in the abdomen of the physical man. He squirms in agony,
the blood gushes forth, he is soon dead. His
"spirit," however, "escapes" unharmed.
How?
Whether from the gaping wound, from. his mouth,
or other orifice, spiritists hav never agreed upon.
(Such organic form escaping from within another
organic form being a physical impossibility
or miracle.) But we proceed with our operation. We cut further and deeper, and soon discover the most complex and subtile organism in
existence-" the crowning work of nature" indeed!
Every incision reveals delicate tissue, nerves,
ganglia, organs, and all the necessary parts to constitute the perfect living man.
Now, let us make an incision into the "spirit."
What is revealed to us! Taking for granted Mr.
Perry's "finer organism" to be upon the dissecting table, we slash away, expecting of course to
see manifestations of anguish and pain. But the
result is startling. Not a motion is visible, not a
drop of blood forthcoming. We dig deeper, cut a
gash here and there with same results. We look
closer to discover signs of organic form, nerves,
anatomy, organs-alas! all in vain. We put on our
strongest "glasses," apply a microscope, but there
is absolutely not a solitary thing in sight. Now
we make a gash deep into the heart (where it should
be) and expect at least a flinching or squirming as the
immediate result of the wounds inflicted, but, upon
gazing upon the placid countenance of the "spirit,"
we sti.ll behold the same don't-care-a-damn kind of
an expression, as if to defy us to do our worst to
inflict an injury! And just then it occurred to us
what a big fool we were to expect to hurt, wound,
or kill an "immortal spirit," who by virtue of his
(miraculous) being. is beyond injury from carving
knives, guns, or dynamite!
Finding nothing upon closest investigation inside or outside of such " spirits," nothing that has
hngibility, weight, chemical attributes, etc. ; nothing that has color, taste, smell, solidity, etc., is it, I
insist, not amusing that sensible men and women
believe their individuality can be perpetuated during all eternity with an airy nothing'!
But our good and, no doubt, earnest friend ingeniously refers to the unseen forces of nature
which are such potent factors in cosmic phenomena.
But it avails him nothing to seek an analogy for
" spirits " here. To be a "spirit," and all it implies, it must be (Jrganic. To be a husband, wife,
son, or daughter to us in the "sweet by and by,"
such "spirits" must be of organic form. This
again implies anatomy, organs, circulating fluid,
and heart ; also brain, etc. Can the outline and
functions exist without interior organism to create
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such outline and functions! Can such. organs,
fluids, chemistry, etc., exist without being manifest
to our ordinary senses or in the open court of
science! Can such organism resemble air, ether,
electricity, or other organic forces of nature? If
not, does not Mr. Perry's analogy fall .tl.at to the
ground T
All spiritists insist that a 'i spirit " in man, not
man himself or his material body, does the thinking
while man l!!tilllives. If this is so, our " spiritual "
power of conception must be as acute now 11.s ·after
such a " spirit" escapes the grosser body. Now I
ask our friend, in all candor, if it is in his power at
the present time intelligently to grasp such a.
"spirit?" Let him divest the human form of garments, then of flesh, blood, anatomy, etc., and what,
in the name of reason, is left to create such a form
from? If reality, it must be something. If of the
appearance of man, it must be again a body which
has such appearance (air, electricity, gravity, cannot
possibly assume the form of man); if of such appearance it must resemble flesh and blood ; if it resembles the flesh, blood, hair, and teeth of man, it must
be such physical flesh, blood, hair, and teeth. If
not, how can the appearance of such forms be real
in the absence of the substance which alone constitutes such appearance T
"Spirit," in the abstract, being undefinable, utterly unthinkable, and absolutely beyond scientific
analysis, all theories explaining (T) certain mysteries
upon such basis are illogical and unreasonable. As
the idea of a God, not only not explains but infinitly
increases cosmic mysteries, so the overwhelming
mystery of finite " spirits "per se, or of "spirit" in
itself, is so vastly greater than all the trivia] mysteries of so-called "spirit phenomena," that until
sn<~h " spirit " is first established upon a scientific
basis, all candid minds-however reluctantly-are
compelled to reject peremptorily the same in explanation.
I consider it far more reasonable to believe that
the powers mentally and physically (maybe as yet
unknown to us) within Mr. Perry or in a little child
might "gently raise a table or a piano with one or
a dozen persons on the same," than to believe that
a " spirit" nonentity or nothing could do it. I believe the full capacity of humanity in that direction
is not yet known. I am not ready to dispute the
psychical powers of anybody to any extent. I believe most of it being performed by man has a rational basis. In my opinion it is infinitly less mys~
terious how a •· medium" by skill or cunning, in
spite of Brother Perry's vigilance, should write or
paint betwee:q. two slates than that the dead, who
exist no more, can do it:
But now I positivly hav the laugh direct on our
good brother. In his able defense of "spiritism " he
proves too much I Even on the basis of " spirit "
existence he relates a miricle: On five locked slates,
which he received from a "medium," the "spirits"
of his son and daughter wrote, and "on one painted
a large rose in all the natural colors,'' and not a
particle of any pencil or paint was placed between
the slates/
Now, if not miracle, what is it? Fraud I Does
not Brother Perry know that writi,ng and painting
are purely material processes, and that certain materials, conditions, and time are absolutely necessary to produce such results? When "spirits"
then are said to write without pencils, paint without naints and brush, or "materialize" them from
the 'atmosphere (positivly not containing the elements necessary to produce paints, oils, bristles,
etc.) in a few mm;nents, it is self-evident to all penetrativ minds that the whole performance is a
fraud!
Conditions favoring so-called" spirit pht>nomena"
always favor fraud. Why are oil-paintings or crayon
drawings made in a few moments (?) behind
drapery, or on the surface of the canvass reverse
from spectators, but never in plain view of the
audience? Because these conditions favor fraud.
Why can "spirits " write between two slates under
a table, but not simply on one slate on the table, in
plain view? Because such conditions favor fraud.
Why can " spirits" do certain " tricks " when hidden by a single board of the cabinet, but not outside of the cabinet T Because the board supplies
the conditions favoring fraud. Why is darkness a
necessary condition to all successful "seances?"
Because it favors fraud. Conditions-except those
favoring jraud--in all the above cases would be
practically identical.
"Spirit forms," as such, being beyond the reach
of scientific analysis and utterly unthinkable when
divested of natural physical attrib.utes ; and all socalled " spirit phenomena, being extremely vague
and uncertain-in large proportion accepted to-day
and rejected to-morrow-such abstract existence of
"spirits" towers so far above the trifling mysteries
of such" manifestations "-at most on a par with
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other cunning feats of legerdemain-that to offer
them in explanation but infinitly increases the mystery.
It is not my intention, neither hav I the ability,
to shed new light upon the mysterious origin, character, or relations of body and mind; but only to
prove that without such physical body mind does
not originate, exist, or survive. Also that, of all
profound mysteries, such " spirit bodies " or "finer
organisms," not physical, cap the climax of all mystery!
Do you insist that the physique of a Humboldt
does not explain his colossal intellect '
Place his
" spirit body," which you assume exists within his
physical body, beside the latter, if in the power of
your imagination, then tell me how much nearer you
explain his mind in conjunction with such "spirit,"
or this " spirit's " mind, than in the physical alone 1
Do you insist on a " spirit" within his physical
body during life to explain his psychical powers,
then, by parity of reasoning, you are compelled to
conjecture another such "spirit " inside of this
" spirit " to explain his mind, and another in this,
and so on ail infinitum/ and when you get through
"calling up spirits from the vasty deep" (of nothing
and nowhere) how much nearer are you then to explaining mind? Do you know how these " spirits "
or your "finer organisms" think, or hav you simply
divested the most complex physical form of nature
(an automatic mechanism, bewildering in its delicate
complications, and of capacities far beyond our
present knowledge, and which, no doubt, is the
source or basis of all mind) of all potentiality to
feel, think, and reason, and are complacently investing an " airy nothing " or ghost with miraculous
powers to do it for him? Sadly failing, however,
to explain your " explanation."
Now, Brother Perry, put on your "glasses," apply the scalpel, and dissect your "spirits," then
make known to the world what they are composed
of. All matter has chemical properties ; please tell
us what they are. If not matter-" spirits " must
go!

There are no eternal forms'in nature. Man is
a form of matter. Hence not eternal.
.Rochelle, Ill.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Everyone going to Chicago this fall should hav a
copy of s. P. Putnam's "Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair" in his pocket. He will find it a great aid to in·
telllgent sight-seeing. Price, 25 cents; li copies for
$1.
What the New York Herald says:
This is a handy volume to hav in your gripsack when
you start for Chicago. You can read it while on the way,
and so prepare yourself for the wonders of that gorgeous
Exposition, and after you get there it will giv you a vast
deal of useful information, a thousand and one facts, and
plenty of interesting statistics concerning the various departments. It is as good a book for this purpose as we
hav seen.
What New Occasions says:
"Pen Pictures of the World's Fair" is a paper volume
of 146 pages, containing a series of thoughtful and original
sketches of the World's Columbian Exhibition, by Samuel
P. Putnam, the well-known Liberal lecturer. The book
is entertaining throughout, and for those whose time for
reading and sight-seeing is limited, it will prove more
helpful than any of the encyclopedic guides.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
An old proverb says, "Where there's a will there's
a way," and the truth of this old proverb has been
verified in the arrangements of this Congress. The
committee has certainly worked with a will, and the
way to success has been opened out to them. Each
mail brings some cheery response to our calls for
aid, and some grand word of encouragement and
hope. Many of our friends who liv in the country
for miles around hav written me declaring their intention to be present. With some of these it will
be the greatest trip of their lives, and this Congress, the greatest event in the history of our
cause, is the magnet attracting them toward Chicago. There will be crowds at the Congress. One
cannot take up a newspaper of Chicago to-day without mentally commenting upon the frequency and
number of congresses that are being celebrated
in the World's Fair city every week. There are
congresses of all descriptions, sizes, and colors.
There seems to be, in fact, an almost unlimited free
trade in the supply. It is passing strange that no
one, not even McKinley, had thought of imposing a
tax upon them, and thereby increasing the governmental revenues. There hav been congresses of
Catholics, Protestants, Single-taxers, Universal
Peace, Literature, Education, Medicin, and so on.
Throughout the most of them, and more especially
the former, superstition has been enthroned as a
god, and hypocrisy put forward as a science, and it
iS truly amazing to see how proficient some men
haV become with the art. The congress of the
world's religions is now in session, and every
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phase of superstition will vie each with the other to
tell mankind at large which of them has succeeded
in gulling the people the longest and most
successfully. It is quite appropriate that at the
close of the latter congress the Freethinkers of the
world should meet in convention.
Chicago is now filled with priests and preachers
of all denominations. But during the first
week of October we want the order reversedwe want to see Chicago filled with Freethinkers.
Everyone that can come should make an effort
to be with us. Come, let us show our strength.
We want to see the hall packed to overflowing, in fact, everything that can be done toward
increasing the enthusiasm of the occasion. Observe
that not .America alone is to be represented in this
Congress, but the world. Not .America alone, but
the world is interested in its success. Not the
Freethought world, but the so-called religious world
is interested in it as much as we. They will glory
in our failure and frown upon our success. Our
failure means a more aggressiv attitude toward our
secular institutions, and a prolongation of chur(lh
domination in politics. Our success ~ place them
on the defensiv, rather than make them the aggressors in this great battle of opinions. This is the
position in which we must place them. Far better
for us to continue our assaults upon the fortress
of faith than to hav them combine for the purpose
of a general attack. Not that we fear the fight;
on the contrary, we invite it. We want to meet
at close quarters, if possible, and fight them on
their own ground. We hav driven them back from
one position to another, and we must keep up the
fight until the clouds of intellectual darkness, occasioned by orthodox superstitious creeds, hav dissipated themselvs in the sun of truth and hav faded
away forever.
In this great Congress of Freethinkers the leaders of our cause the world over will be present, and
speeches will be made by people of all tongues, recounting with glowing eloquence the story of their
labors for human rights. Bohemia will hav her
story to tell by capable and faithful workers in our
cause. Germany, too, will be there and hav her say.
The story of the growth of our cause in Russia will
be told, and long-sufferi.Bg Poland will tell us of
her wrongs, and the patient though brilliant struggles she has made for liberty. England will be
fully repre~ented by Charles Watts, and though
his present colleagues cannot be with- us in person
they will be represented by speech. George Jacob.
Holyoake, long known as the "Father of Secularism," has sent us an essay from his own pen,
written specially for this Congress. Saladin, the
brilliant and versatile writer, well known in America
by his works, and G. W. Foote, president of the
National Secular Society, will both, in all probability, favor us with a like epistle. Every day
Freethinkers are arriving in Chicago and are preparing for the Congress. Others hav written me
that they are on their way, so that the present
outlook indicates the greatest Freethought gathering ever held upon this side of the Atlantic.
Nearly every one of our lecturers, and all the
editors of Freethought journals in America, will be
present and take part in the proceedings.
Here, then, is the opportunity for all Freethinkers to become acquainted with those who hav devoted their lives to the education of the people in the
principles of reform. Seize it, take the advantage
this occasion offers. Come, stand up and be counted
in the vanguard of liberty's army. Each one who
shall attend and giv in his or her name as a member of the Congress will receive a handsome certificate of membership, forming a splendid memento of the Congress and the circumstances that
hav occasioned it. I would say to each one of our
friends who may intend coming to the Congress,
that the best accommodations may be secured on
the west side of Chicago. One thing let me impress upon you. Keep away /'!:Om the hotels ana

lodging-houses in the vicinity of the Fair grounds.
Good rooms for two persons or more may be had
from $4 to $10 a week, while the same kind of a
room near the Fair grounds will cost from $7
to $40.
The hotels in Jackson park expect to reap a rich
harvest during October, and prices are proportionately exorbitant. Let none stay away on this
account, for there are plenty of commodious apartments in other quarters of the city. There are
plenty of good rooms on Washington Boulevard,
near the hall where our Congress meets, right in
the heart of the city and close to all lines of transportation. The fare to the Fair grounds will be
only ten cents each way. We will secure all the
rooms required in advance, providing those who
wish them will write me in time, stating the date of
their arrival, how many persons there are in the
party, how long they intend to stay, and full par-

ticulars. Friends writing to us for rooms should
inclose a few dollars, in order to secure them, for
we may not hav sufficient funds at our disposal to
advance a deposit for all who may write; then there ·
will be no mistakes, no disappointments. These
rooms will be for the most part in fine private residences, thereby escaping the bustle and confusion
of a crowded hotel. Those _:wanting rooms must
write at once. Come one, come all. Chicago is big
enough and generous enough, and quite capable of
entertaining thousands yet. Let us crowd her more,
and let a mighty peal of triumph ring out at our
Congr~ss.
This will be my last letter to the Freethought public before the Congress meets. All the
arrangements are complete. Everything is in readiness and waiting for you to come and take possession. The day of the rally will soon be here, and
we are looking forward with joy to the realization
of our hopes-a successful Congress, and the meeting with hosts of Freethinkers.
JoHN

R.

CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Committee of Arrangements.

17 South Curtis street, Ohica,qo.
Since our last report the following donations hav
been sent in behalf of the Federat.ion :
·
W. S. Galloway....... $1 00 Minnie Hickethier. . $1 00
Eugene Moore....... . 2 00 Ed Pollerds............
50
Joseph Beck, M.D.. 2 00 H. J. Warren .... .-... 1 00
John Kane............. 1 00 S. P. Thorpe .. :....... 2 00
Nellie Newkirk....... 1 00 A. L. Willis............ 1 00
D.P. Beery............ 2 00 Wm. Hall............... 1 00
G. Hessler............. 2 00 J. A. Thomas.......... 2 00
H. Dannenbrink.... 2 00 Mrs. P. Van Router 5 00
Joseph Wenzel....... 1 00 Henry Leeken......... 2 00
Jonas Myers........... 5 00 James McGinnis...... 2 00
H. 0. Ir1sh. ............ 5 00 Frank H. Nicolas.... 2 00
S. H. Trowbridge... 1 00 Sam E. Nicolas....... 2 00
Charles Gregg........ 1 00 H. S. Palmer.......... 10 00
A. 0. Egbert-......... 1 00 B. B. Rockwood...... 5 00
N. S. Rolin............. 10 00 John L. Way.......... 1 00
B. A. Curtis .... ,....... 5 00 Ralph Urmson........ 1 00
John Crowley......... 1 00 Walter P. Buchran. 1 00
David Ulery........... 1 00 S. F. Benson.......... 5 00
R. N. Howe............ 1 00 R. Butterfield......... 5 00
Aaron Richardson... 3 00
Tilman Azias..........
50
Total.. ............. $100 00
Charles Hickethier. $2 00
JOHN

R.

CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

What Are You Going To Do, Brothers1
The Chicago Congress of Freethinkers will of
course hav a value to its members, who will there
meet each other and exchange thought, and also to
the readers of its reports, who will be more or less
instructed and stimulated by what will be said.
What will be said? Enough, no doubt ; but what
will be done-anything? I notice nothing in the
program but speech, speech, speech, and, so far as
topics are announced, nothing to be advanced in the
addresses to help the progress of secularism, as we
call it, among the people and toward its practice,
politically, socially, and individually, without which
last it is worthless-only a name.
"Secular "-what is secular? The word has
ordinarily, heretofore universally, been used to denote business not religious ; sacred and secular hav
meant as difterent things as wind and water; and,
in the mind of the Materialist and independent
Spiritualist, the sacred has as little place in the
secular, the religious in the rational, as :fiction has
in fact, as lies hav in logic. But, boast not thyself
of thine own name until thou hast heard another's
claim thereto. The last output of Christian cogitation and pious impudence is this, by Rev. Richard
Wheatley, D.D., in his article on the police force in
eleven principal cities in the United States, in the
Ohq.tauquan, May, 1893:
Purely secular education is the grand panacea of all
self-sufficient talkers for all the ills that affiict society.
Herbert Spencer, Archibald Alison, and other sociolo~sts, who endeavored to obtain knowledge of facts, hav
discussed the proposition in all its bearings. Their conclusion is that purely secular education enhances power
of mischief, and that as a moral influence, if not wholly
neutral, it exerts slight benefactiv power. Education
that insists on the being and government of God, on personal responsibility to him, and on rewards and punishments as sequential to free moral conduct, is as surely
purely secular as training in the truths of arithmetic or
geography; for, like them, it rests on undisputed facts
known and read of all men. Even if religious, they are
not less secular data. The education which excludes
them is unscientific-it may be suicidal Agnosticism,
Infidelity, and wickedness are social nuisances infinitly
more pernicious to health and happiness than the noxious
ones that the police of all cities pride themselvs on
abating.
Think of that, Freethinkers, secularists ! Is
there a more egregious falsehood in anything that
assumes to be an educational factor ? We can excuse ignorance in the laity, and charitably suppose
honesty in the common clergy, but must not a D.D.,
a teacher and author like this Wheatley, know he
turns truth upside down? How much show would
Freethinkers hav in a "secular" government with
such a construction and under such an administra-
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tion as his ! Agnosticism a nuisance. What Agnosticism 'r Agnosticism to the Christian's audacious assumption of a mythical monster who will
eternally torment all who dare to doubt what the
Christian pretends to tell about him. Infidelity a
nuisance. Infidelity to what! Infidelity to the
Christian's tyrannical imposition. Wickedness a
nuisance. What is the wickedness meant! Contempt of the. Christian's demand of obedience to
him as one of God's police-going fishing or to the
World's Fair on Sunday. God, his government,
rewards, and punishments rest on undisputed facts 1
If they did there could be no Agnosticism. It is
the very skepticism about these priestly notions, the
very questioning of the alleged "facts," which constitutes the nuisance deplored, the sin "infinitly
worse" than drunkenness, licentiousness, robbery,
and murder, which the secular police try to abate,
and which the secular moralist and reformer would
lessen by instruction in the data of the facts of nature and by destoying confidence in the vicarious
atonement of religion and eleventh-hour repentance
and eternal glory. The liberty to dispute and investigate on these subjects is the right demanded by the
thinkers, and without which they were the "dumb,
driven cattle" which the holy mokes of Christianity
and all other divine institutions hav always striven
to make and keep them. We are aware that under
the thousands of years of priestly "training " in
Godism there is little moral character in their
dupes and coherents, who teach and hav been
taught that the only adequate motiv of morals is
the rewards and punishments they hold out, chiefly
awaiting in a remote and uncertain hereafter ;
otherwise, in the church's fellowship or ostracism;
all morality is negatived by " Jesus died and paid
it all "-only pay the priest. We admit that ther~
fore a sudden revulsion from this belief of godliness by the ignorant would produce a social chaos,
for a time; that the priest is needful until his
dupes are better instructed by observation and
conversation of people preferring decency for decency's (not God's) sake. But with the apathy of
so many Freethinkers, who don't think half enough,
and the aggressivness of so many religionists, there
is no danger of that.

public. schools; when they largely support the
higher institutions of learning; when they contribute their full share to the public-school funds ;
when they permit themselvs to be taxed for appropriations for sectarian schools; when they are
over-taxed on account of the non-taxing of gospel
mills ; when they hav the majority of ballots in
their own hands ; when they hav more than half
the wealth and most of the brains of the land;
when they make the bulk of the minister's congregation; when the minister himself, out of the
pulpit, will court the society of the Freethinker
and own himself another but for his bread and
butter. Oh, tell it not in Andover, publish it not
in the Princeton Review, lest the churchmen should
say, There is nothing in secularism.
Tyngsboro, Mass.
JOHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.

All Honor to the :Memory of Richard Proctor.
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the people as one of them, and I assure you they
had no need of a ' Society for the Suppression of
Vice ' or for 'Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.'
Let me illustrate. When the first street cars were
introduced into that city, many of the dogs, which,
having always had the streets to themselvs, refused
to get out of the way quickly enough, and were run
over by Christian drivers. Were they left by. the
roadsides to die? No, indeed! Instead of that
the ignorant, heartless, and entirely degraded
heathen brought out straw for the dumb sufferers
to lie upon, and placed food and drink within their
reach. Let the tree be known by its fruits."
"What," I asked a Catholic friend the other day,
"is the real object of Mgr. Satolli's visit to this country? I hav tried to inform myself through the
newspapers, but each one givs to him a different
mission. Now, can you tell me the facts !"
"You are right," he responded, "the papera.hav
made many misstatements concerning the delegate,
but the truth of the matter is this : the Catholic
church in America is, or has been rather, what is
known as a ' missionary church '-i.e., it has had no
supreme prelate or head. The bishops hav held all
the power, and, being human, often misused it to
further their own interests. Besides this, they s~
lected the priests who were to become members of
their own order, giving them authority over other
priests who had no voice in these elections.
"Again, if a priest were wronged by a bishop,
there was no appeal, except to Rome, and this in
many cases was too great an expense for the priest
to bear. It was to remedy and mitigate these evils
that Mgr. Satolli was sent here by the pope. As to
his being stationed at Washington, that has no political signification whatsoever. ·rhe only reason is
that the Catholic University, for which Miss Ca.uldwellleft $300,000, will be built there, and it was, of
course, selected as the permanent residence of the
apostolic delegate."
.
This certainly reads very nicely, and sounds very
plausible, but let me make a suggestion or two. Is
there not a significance in the " delegate's " putting
in an appearance during a remarkable season .Df unrest in the Protestant church, and also during a
parallel season of dissatisfaction in the RQmish
church T And as to his intended residence at Washington, this at once exposes the cloven hoof beyond
the shadow of a doubt. The tactics of the church
of Rome are too time-honored and well known to
be mistaken, and too dangerous to be trifled with.
All these things culminating during the administration of a president singularly favorable to religious
movements of all kinds are warning straws in the
wind.
It has been said, in answer to similar charges,
that Mgr. Satolli is a most liberal man in his views,
and his (alleged) decision in the public-schools affair quoted in substantiation of this argument. It
is true that he has shown that kind of a disposition,
and very wisely so. Mgr. Satolli is the representativ of the pope, and must necessarily be, above all
things, a diplomat. And would it be diplomacy to
put himself in an unfavorable light with the general
public of this country in order to please a few fanatics among his followers T
And, apropos, I should like to ask why, when the
Homestead rioters wanted arms, they found them in
the cellar of the parochial school; or what is the object of putting the Sunday-school scholars of a certain Catholic church in this city through a military
drill for one or two hours each Sunday? Pro:majorem gloriam .Dei! LINDSLEY FL.A. VEL Mntms~
New York, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1893.

To THE EDITOR OF THE· TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
notice with surprise that Talmage is announced to
delivu the address over the remains of the lamented
Richard ~roctor on the occasion of the unveiling
of a monument erected to his memory in Greenwood cemetery, which will take place October 2d.
A more glaring incongruity could hardly be presented
than that of a pious mountebank-a first-class
charlatan-ranting and driveling a hypocritical
rigmarole over the hallowed remains of the fearless
Freethinker and astronomer, Richard Proctor-a
man who died poor, but whose integrity was unsullied, who would scorn to practice a bold, bluff,
dishonorable game, based on twenty-three per
cent.
Mr. Proctor was by birth an Englishman, but
really a cosmopolitan. He was bred a Roman
Catholic, but when truth unfolded her beauties to
his comprehensiv mind, like an honest man as he
was, he openly acknowledged the fact that he
could no longer bow in allegiance to the Catholic
or any other church which fettered and enslaved
the human mind with musty, absurd creeds and
dogmas, the relics of barbarous ages. He was fearless in the expression of his convictions, and like
those men of gigantic intellect-Darwin, Huxley,
and Spencer-with whom he identified
Tyndal,
The fear of hell's a hangman's whip
himself, he always accepted truth, no matter how
To keep the "saints " in order.
much his conclusions might conflict with conFreethinkers know enough to behave themselvs ventional ideas. He was a perfect gentleman in
without it-except sometimes under Christian influ- all his transactions, never aggressiv but always
ence or unbearable provocation by them.
able to sustain his opinions, which were the result
Apathy, alas ! We are too much like the old of a severe mental analysis. Those who were in
woman who had always borrowed a spinning-wheel, the habit of reading his articles on various subjects,
but when she bought one she vowed she would which for a long time appeared every week in the
neither borrow nor lend-except a few of us who, out Newcastle Chronicle, one of the ablest and most
of the irritability engendered at our birth and bring- widely read Liberal journals in England, will be
ing up at the skirts of superstition, as it is in Jesus, able to form a conception of the frankness, honesty,
and continued by the schoolma'am, the parson, the and independence of the man, coupled with his
Christian Endeavorers, and others who :flaunt their expansiv intellect. It was in the Chronicle that
"nuisances" in our faces and attempt to f?ag us, Mr. Proctor's debate with John Hampton appeared.
we cannot help crying out against them and seek- It lasted many weeks. Hampton was a deluded
ing the society and assistance of our like and at- crank, but a marvelous mathematician, and firmly
tempting to win the worthiest, the most honest and believed that our earth was :flat, and that "de sun
thoughtful, from the errors of their schooling and do move."
the influence of their company: The priest, wherTouching the coming memorial services to the
ever he could not silence the philosopher and ·pro-- honor of Richard Proctor, I assert emphatically
hibit the scientist, has stolen their thunder and that it is an insult to the memory of one of God's
slandered the original proprietors, who hav rested noblemen to hav a notorious, canting trickster
too satisfied with the self-security of truth among bellow his shallow platitudes over his remains.
its friends or foes. Religious power, under what- Such an outrage would be enough to make the
ever name, has always damned everything it could bones of the astronomer rattle in his coffin with
not pervert, destroyed what it could not command, indignation.
and stolen what it could not destroy, whilst the disLet us hope that such an outrage will not be
coverer, the inventor, the informed, hav, for the sake perpetrated. There is one man who could and
of peace and a crust, sought shelter beneath the should represent with dignity and manly sincerity
eaves of the sanctuary that would otherwise belch the fitting demands of the occasion, and before the
Lectures and Meetings.
anathemas and annihilation. The church is the splendor of whose eloquence and inspiring thrill
COLONEL
INGERSOLL'S LECTURE DATES.
agency of the college extension which panders to of emotion men would bow their heads in tender
The people along the line of the following towns will,
priestcraft ; the summer-school and reading-circles sympathy before the tomb of the lamented Richard
during October, be made happy by a visit by Colonel Inare bossed by a band of D.D.'s; the weekly, daily, Proctor. That man is Robert Ingersoll.
gersoll, who will speak on the following dates:
and monthly press is stultified with superstition
AN ENGLISHMAN.
Oct. 19 Omaha, Neb.
Oct. 8 Louisville, Ky.
though the publishers are often Freethinkers, whilst
'' 9 Lexington, '•
'' 20 Council Bluffs, Ia.
Free thought has a dozen ill-paid lecturers to combat
" 10 Paris,
"
" 21 Atchison, Kan.
New York Notes•
. orthodoxy's thousands of well-cared-for parsons, a
" 11 Cincinnati, 0.
" 22 Kansas City, Mo.
" 12 Richmond, Ind.
" 23 St. Joseph, "
It was during a discussion with a Christian that
half-dozen begging papers, whilst pious literature
"13 Indianapolil!, "
" 25 I.Jincoln, Neb.
my friend the bey, who, though a graduate of
is sown broadcast.
" 15 St. Louis, Mo.
" 27 Sioux City, Ia.
The schools, whether public or private, from Annapolis, had served in the Turkish army, and was
" 16 Springfield, Ill.
" 29 Chicago, Ill.
" 17 Quincy,
"
kindergarten to university, are under ecclesiastical an earnest Mohammedan, once remarked: "You
or otherwise religious domination. The orphan laugh at our methods of education, but they are
As previously announced in our columns, John R.
college founded by the priest-hating Girard is a precisely like yours. We do not hav so many Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The folseminary of the gospel cannibalism. Even the books, but our scholars recite, and the teachers lowing appointments are on his list, and friends along the
astronomical observatory built by the Freethinking hear recitations, and that is all your schools do. route desiring lectures should addreBB him at once:
Lick is in the hands of churchly regents, and the Education is not a method. It is something be- Oct. 15 Cincinnati, 0.
Nov. 3 Manhattan Liberal
prayer-mongers taunt the natur~students with, "If yond that, and our upper classes hav as much as
" 19 Golden Pond, Ky.
Clnb, New York.
you don't like our style, you are free to go to some yours. If we hav no general system, we do not
" 20
"
"
" 5 Newark, N. J.
" 21
"
"
" 19 Boston, Mass,
school that is not under Christian direction-if you follow an ironclad method, and proclaim, as you do,
.. 22
..
..
can find it." For shame on Freethinkers that it that it is the best in the world.
"You hav boasted of the good results of Chrisis not to be found, when they send their own sons
Tell me, what has it accomplished 1 Durtianity.
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent ffet
and daughters to Christian colleges ; when they
fermit Christian teaching and text-books in the ing my residence in Constantinople I lived among on application.
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down the river yet. There are one hun- thought works, an!! which we should at- -when there is a great panic and distress
dred and eighty kickers organized, and tempt to preserve.
-they are inducing everybody to fall upon
they are Jawing with the, Owenites and
Let this great and inspiring work be in- their knees and with their backs to the
Yes, Canvass!
Wilberites daily, and everything is in an augurated at the coming Freethought Con- country pray unceasingly in utter disreBENToN HARBoR, MicH., Aug. 31,1893.
unsettled condition, and let no Freethinker gress, and plans laid whereby posterity gard of all earthly surroundings. So i~ is
MR. EDITOR: I inclose yon twenty-five think of coming down or investing his may be endowed with a priceless heritage that if it is proposed to corrupt the govcents for "Pen Pictures of the World's money until the difficulty between the two of knowledge, culture, and enlarged ernment or deapoil the nation all that is
Fair," by S. P. Putnam. I hope to be companies is settled. A. BUTTERFIELD.
thought. Let the Freethinkers of to-day necei:JSary is to start the pulpit-pounder
able soon to giv yon an order for Freelay the foundation of a temple where ont and the purpose of deapoiling them of
A.n
Old
Friend
Renews
Greetings.
thought books amounting to $10. We
Reason and Science shall sit enthroned, their senses, property, and liberty is. an
PoRT JERVIS, N. Y., Sept. 3, E.M. 293.
Liberals are expecting to hav J. E. Remsthe true Goddesses of Liberty, in a true easy task. Our Sunday-schools first, then
MR. EDIToR: I am an old admirer and home, after being the degraded outcasts of prayer- meeting, then preaching ; then
burg in this city some time next month. If
yon can let me hav a reasonable commis- reader of your most valuable paper and I all past centuries; where Thought shall comes the revivalist, whom all rush. to
sion on Freetli.onght wo~ks I would devote prize it highly. I am a stranger in this wear no chains; where prison bars and see, and then to giv their hand, and then
considerable time to canvassing. My place and hav not found any readers of fagot's flames shall not prevent men and be like the others, fall down and pray and
THE TRUTH SEEKER yet, but hope this will women from making their ideals the living howl to be saved from hell, and then to retracts a11d books are out all the time.
meet the eyes Qf some and will be a means realities of the future. Let this great turn home to be and remain lunatics or
W. H. CoNLEY.
of our becoming acquainted. I hav found work be started, and ere the golden hypocrite for the remainder of their lives.
·· .. Yes, Money Is Very Helpful.
a few Libera.l· minded people here, but not hinges turn and old Father Time swings Not one in five hundred can escape their
ARcH BEACH, CAL., Sept. 4, 1893.
many.
back the doors that shall usher in a new assaults. I liv in a suburb of Chattanooga,
· M'B. EDITOR: They say money talks, _so
The Baptist's joss-house was burnt here century, its rosy light may fall upon the in which there was no lawyer, no doctor,
here is $8 that says Freethonght must September 1st. I was at the fire and saw grandest achievement of all ages, a Free- no preacher, no justice of the peace,. no
move on and surge to the front till down- lots of the church-members there, but did thought university, as Brother Putnam constable, and no church until recently,
trodden humanity will look up for support, not see one of them down on his marrow
when the Sunday-school began, and some
puts it, "free from top to bottom."
. not to a mystic power, but to r.eason.. We bones asking their Joss to save his temple
stale preaching. For the past month we
MRs. VANESSA MARciA GoFF.
cannot aiford it as a donation, however. from destruction. Oh, no. But they put
hav passed through the ordeal of a revival.
It has two missions to perform~first, to their faith in the fire companies. Mustard
The Chinese Muddle.
They hav cleaned up the place. Myself,
.help our leaders to keep the flag above the seed faith is good for nothing · in a case
NEwYoror, N.Y., Sept. 8, 1893.
about two neighbors, and, as I put it, a
··cross, and second, .to circulate our literat- like that and the Christians know it, too.
MR. EDITOR: It seems to me that H. large pine stump only hav withstood them .
..ure. So put me down for Brother PutI received a letter from an old friend of Sandberg takes a very narrow view with With such surroundings what can Secunam's ,, Four Hundred Years of Free- mine in Binghamton the other day and respect to the Chinese. He talks about the larists do? The young are stolen, mentally
thought" and the Truth Seeker Library.
this is what he says in it:
system under which the Chinese come to degraded, and despoiled; not one in a
.
J. S. THURSTON.
"I went to church . (Methodist) at this country. Who created that system? hundred can escape them. Thus FreeLester-Shire Sunday and heard the Rev. He says the Chinese are owned soul and thinkers are driven away from the children
Five New Subscribers.
Mr. Wilbur spout. Suffering Moses, how body by the Six Companies. Why not go and youth to the quiet retreat and the
ILwAco, WASH., Sept. 6, 1893.
I was edified, especially by a story he told for the Six Companies ? Is ·the slave any university, as shown in the reply of Mr.
MR. EDITOR: I had thought that we had of a man who was blind and restored to worse than the slave-holder?' Is the robevoluted sufficiently to exchange the sight by prayer at the Sidney camp- bed any worse than the robber? The Putnam. It seems that reason cannot
Christian club of revenge for the mantle meeting years ago. Oh, yes; I was well- alien bill recently passed by the FFench stand before the conspiracy and curse of
the Christian system.
J. W. JAMES.
of charity.
acquainted with the facts in the case. It Chamber of Deputies contains ten times as
Not many moons back, we sold and dis- was a professor in one of our schools up
much justice as the Geary law, in that it
tributed eleven Bible Picture-books, and there. The prayers of course gave the provides that all foreigners shall register,
The Only Infidel in His Town.
great was the howl among the sky-pilots. man faith that he should see; so he came making no discrimination in favor of one
ITHACA, N. Y., Sept. 7, 1893.
They said ai:ly man that would distribute down here to Binghamton and had Dr.
MR. EDIToR: As I am the only genuin
as against another.
~uch books should be sent to the state's McFarland, I think it was, remove a
The Chinese hav their faults, but so h9,v Infidel in this city, and being a constant
p:rison.
cataract from his eye, and behold! the other nationalities. Opium dens are no reader of THE TRUTH SEEKlllR for the last
Hence we feel slightly exultant over the obstruction removed, he could see. As
worse than gin shops. Traffic in women. two years, I thought I would write a few
f~ct that we send you a club of five names big a fool as I am I could hav told him
is to be deplored and condemned whether lines to you. I take the paper of a news
for TBE TRUTH SEEKER for one year.
that it required no particular faith to be- carried on by Chinese or the Europeans. agent. All the Christians hate me for my
When we see the attitude of the church, lieve that."
The Chinese should no more be ostra- belief; and I can out-argue any theologian
from the halls of Congress down ·to the
Thus it is the world over. The ·lying cised than the white people of other lands in the world, and take my text from hi~
rural district, we think it should " nerve hypocrite will rob science of all its possesown book. Now, they say that the Lord
the heart and steel the sword " of every sions to build up their own rotten who incite to riot and disorder in a foreign knows everything, Well, did the Lord
tongue because we do not adopt their petrue Liberal.
J. A. LEEBER.
religion.
know when he made Adam and placed him
culiar notions.
I
receive
the
paper
through
a
friend
of
in
his garden that Satan, whom he had
It
is
to
be
hoped
that
the
World's
ConJudge Goggin's Good Work.
mine, as I am too poor to subscribe, but gress will consider the question of estab- created, would come into that garden and
Sept. 11, 1893.
. MR. EDIToB: I desire that you will call hope some day to be able to become a life- lishing Freethought societies in the prin- coax that poor little innocent woman to
attention with a forcible editorial to the long subscriber to such a valuable paper cipal cities of the United States, and also partake of that fruit? Did he know that
central.fact that by the dispensation of a and to be able to possess some of the of suggesting how those already established his devil was going in on purpose so that
mysterious providence _and the judicial sterling books published by the same com- may be endued with increased activity he would hav an excuse to throw poor old
grit of Judge Goggm the World's pany.
and usefulness. There are twenty-eight Adam and Eve ont of the garden? Was
An old Liberal and Freethinker,
Columbian Exposition is a Sunday show
cities in the United States which hav more not that a farce? Why did the Lord reR. M. TUCKER.
pure and· simple. To use an expression
than one hundred thousand inhabitants. pent to think he had made man? Poor,
~ore striking than classic, the SabbathCannot something be done toward plant- foolish old Lordi he did not know what
The Proposed University.
mongers are completely " knocked out." ·
ing a wide awake Freethonght society in he was about, or else his Satan was too
KEARNEY, NEB., .Sept. 5, 1893.
· Now, let a Sunday be appointed some
each one of these cities, and suggestions smart for him. Oh, that old devil! I hav
MR. EDITOR: I am rejoiced to see that offered as to how it can be kept alive and always been sorry he created him. I won.
time in October and let it be understood
'that every Liberal who can will attend on Mr. S. P. Putnam has seconded my long- growing? Freethonght societies scattered der if he knew what he .was about when he
that day, and if possible let Col. Robt. G; cherished idea of an Ingersoll or Free- all over the country would in time exert a created this Satan, his partner? It takes
Ingersoll be induced to speak on some thought university, set forth in THE TRUTH powerful influence for good if properly all the priests and preachers over oneappropriate theme in order that we may BEEKER of July 22d.
con.dncted. Only through them, in my seventh part of their time to keep that old
Brother Putnam, with his enthusiasm-, opinion, is it possible to maintain a Free- devil down. He got so much the start of
sufficiently show our appreciation of the
good genii who hav adduced this most eloquence, and energy, is just the one to thought university or a home for aged the Lord that he had to send the Holy
glorious consummation; for it does look inspire Freethinkers to giv money and Freethinkers. To giv them character and Ghost down to the Virgin Mary; and she
as though it is a triumph over bigotry, labor for this great and important project. stability, they should do what the church had a son, said to be the best man on
intolerance, and theological deviltry that If one million Freethinkers of the several does-marry, educate, minister to the sick, earth, and he lived a life of persecution,
never ought to be allowed to pass without million in our country would respond as and bury its members. Would it not pay the same as I do for my belief. At last he
a supreme effort to acknowledge the good- has our friend Wittenburg, of New Era, to employ one or more organizers to es- was taken and crucified for his belief, the
ness of the benign fates in thus giving Ore., with $5, or even $1, the Free- tablish these societies, and hav them make same as his followers would me if they
Liberalism this victory over nineteenth thought university would be an assured regular vista to see they are kept wide- dare; but to think that his father should
fact. Mr. Putnam is right in saying that awake?
allow, under his own eye, the .best son that
century fanaticism.
B. G. MoRRISoN..
JoHNC. RoE.
a small beginning should be made. A loever lived to be nailed to a cross, when he
The Mexican Colony.
cation and a building, even though small, The Way the Christians Do It in Chata. asked him, "Why hast thou forsaken me?"
nooga.
ToPOLOBAMPo, SINALOA, MEx.,} would be evidences of good faith, and in
while at one swoop he could havwiped the
Aug. 12, 1893.
CHATTANooGA, TENN., Sept. 10, 1893.
whole earth out of existence. Show me
time all other things would follow, such
MR. EDITOR : Please publish this for as an observatory, a library, scientific apMR. EDITOR: I note 1\:fr. S. F. Benson's the meanest man in any town that has got
the benefit of some of your readers who paratus, statues of Freethought's heroes and W. C. Decker's letters, and S. P. a pretty bad son, to let a gang of hoodhil.v been thinking about coming down and heroins, and the other useful and Putnam's reply, in your issue of Septem- lums take his bad son and nail him to :a
here. I hav been here three years, and beautiful ·adjuncts. He is also right in ber 2d, upon, '' What Shall the Congress cross alive, and all for something that he
know. whereof I speak. Things hav been saying that Freethinkers should imitate Do?" Mr. Benson givs the business pro- has created himself, knowing just what it
badly misrepresented here of late in the the Catholics in their persistency and de- cesses of the church. A like system pre- would be when he created it. How he must
columns of. the Credit Foncier paper, sire to spread their faith. The writer has vails here. Our city is full of churches- l:!.av loved that son. But finally, at last,
and many people-perhaps eight or nine during her lifetime seen institutions started they control all departments of local gov- he only died for a few, for the majority die
hundred-hav come here and got dis- with a log house and a few hundred dol- ernment, control the schools, take posses- without Christianity, and if he has a hell
heartened and gone back; over forty hav lars, which hav since risen to positions of sion of the minds of all the children; to put me in I do not wish to · cheat him
left during the last six weeks. I wish to honor and usefulness, and are now recog- the country is full of exhorters and re- ont of his job. The Bible was made by
deny through your paper a few Credit nized throughout the country. Why can vivalists; they pound the pulpits until the priests, and they rule the people with an
Foncier lies.
First. There never has we not do as well or better? Shall we women and the young actually believe iron rod. They take the children as soon
been any Credit Foncier Company organ- stand by with helpless hands while Catho- their teaching. They bowl of hell-fire and as they are ont of the cradle and teach
ized ·in Mexico, not $1 worth of stook lics and Protestants boast what they are damnation, hypnotize and mesmerize all them to love what the priests do. Yon
has ever been issued to anybody. There doing and how their schools are flourish- who are uninformed, young, or weak; must not offend one of them; if yon do, he
are no school advantages whatever. They ing? We should not be ashamed of a force them to the mourners' bench, and to will hav his God send yon to hell. I·do
hav no saw-mill nor never had but a few small beginning. I know of no project make public acknowledgment of conver- not like J esns for turning water into wine
hundred feet of poor lumber on the old which holds so much in store for present sion, and subscribe to the church. The and treating the crowd. And finally I be~
thing they didhavwhen I first came here. and future as this. It is for the liberty preacher takes the last mite, and hounds lieve the Bible to be a myth, the most ob',l'hey hav never brought one pine log and· intelligence of posterity that Free- the people day and night, and at this time scene, tieing book ever pnblisheCI.
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If I get able I may start a bookstoreall Liberal works.
I am an old Union soldier, and draw $12
per month, if Hoke Smith does not cut me
off; will be seventy-three in January,
but am as smart physically as a boy. I hav
been to the Bath Home, but they fired me
out because I was an Infidel; bn t if they had
allowed me to talk I would hav converted
one-half the old soldiers there was there.
They put up a job on me. I gave a
corporal an old briar pipe, and he stuck it
in my pocket, and then went and told the
officers I stole it, so I left.
Send me THE TRUTH BEEKER of August
1-2th; I missed it.
WM. L. MARsH.

With sinners and devils wallowing in
hell,
With heads old and hoary, ghostly, and
gory,
Bowed down and weary in that smoking
old hell.
This hell was large and wide and deep,
and devils manned it;
This hell was placed near heaven where
·God could scan it;
This hell was a scorcher, and sinners don't
forget it;
This hell was everlasting-repent and
pray and dodge it.

'Twas the hell that with the souls of infants was crammed;
The Old-Fashioned Heaven.
'Twas the hell that by the ancient old
BuFFALo, N.Y., Sept. 5, 1893.
pagans was plallll ed,
:)\{B. EDITOR:
the hell to which all but the Chris'Twas
The old-fashioned heaven was up in the
tian was damned, ·
skv,
And it is now the hell of the Methodists
A place exceedingly small,
J. W. DENNIB.
all over the land.
The great white throne nearly covered the
space,
And the saints stood close to the wall.
A. Live Paper Whose Editor, A.rtist, and
Distributor Should Be Burnt.
The golden harps were stowed under the
throne,
PITTSBURGH, Aug. 10, 1893.
And the balconies hung over hell,
MR. EDITOR: On the 3d of December
And sinners were plunged beneath the last I sent yon a check for $10 to renew
flood;
m:y subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER
And the saved could hear them yell.
for one year, which uses up $3 of the
same, and I then intended to write yon
The howling in hell to justified ears
soon requesting yon to send me some
Was meat and drink for them all,
And the smell of toasting souls was sweet Freethonght books for the remainder; but
I neglected to do so, because other mat. To the saints that stood by the wall.
ters absorbed my time and attention. I
THE OLD-FASHIONED HELL.
How dear to· my heart are the scenes of my am an old man, being seventy-six years of
age, and hav been a Freethinker from my
childhood,
Now that fond recollection paints them youth up; but I never read any Freethought literature until in M.ay of last
so well,
year, when I was sick at the house of a
Of the cot and the barn and the deep
friend in Milwaukee, where I first saw a
tangled wildwood,
few copies of your paper, which I read
And the old-fashioned minister that
with pleasure; and as soon as I got home
taught us of hell.
I subscribed for it for a few months,
With what anguish of mind I remember to see what further intellectual fruit it
my boyhood,
would bear, and, as I was pleased with its.
As is recalled to my view that old- fruitage, I renewed my subscription, as
fashioned hell,
stated at the head of this letter. In the
'l'he orthodox hell, the fiery old hell, the paper many subjects are rationally and
hell where the driftwood
scientifically discussed, well reasoned to a
Of mankind could tumble and fight and logical and satisfactory conclusion; hence
could yell.
a thoughtful person gains instruction and
The hell of my father-how dear to his takes pleasure in reading it; and then
there are Heston's pictures, a source of
soul
Was this old-fashioned hell, this moss- amusement as well as instruction. Heston is a genius in his appreciation of truth
covered hell,
That existed to him in some wild unknown and error, as well as of the ridiculous, and
he is endowed with great ability of demonholeWhere the trembling old sinner was stration. In his pictorial illustrations of
truth, and his exposures of religions ertoasted in hell.
ror, he sometimes mixes enough of the
Ohl hell of my childhood, thou Methodist ridiculous to make them laughable as well
hell,
as instrnctiv; and here is where he stirs
. As hot as brimstone and blazes could np the wrath of the clergy, they knowing
make it smellthat the great body of church-members
Without a drop of water from an old- can stand disputation much better than
fashioned well,
·
being laughed at, because the horizons of
And not a moss-covered bucket existing most church-members' intellects are hung
in hell.
too low to get a scientific argument under
Did your soul in its anguish climb out of them, while they can see, understand,
and appreciate a picture. Heston suggests
the heat,
Some little devil with a jump and a a truth, a fact, a principle, or the correction
of an error, and then by a picture demonwhoop,
Would trot along with his big cloven strates the truth of his suggestion-sometimes affirmativly, by the exhibit of direct
feet,
And thrust your tired soul down into and certain proof, and sometimes negativly, by showing that an absurdity would
the soup. ·
follow if his suggestion was false. The
Oh I hell of my boyhood, I dream of thee
diagra.ms in Euclid perfectly demonstrate
now,
to a clear mind the truth of the theorems
And horrors on horrors .loom np to my
to which they are attached, and so it is
view·
with Heston's pictures. But as the fifth
And the' old-fashionod dominie with hell
proposition in the first book of Euclid is
on his brow
called Pons-assinorum, because dullards in
That preached the more hell to your
college hav great difficulty in getting over
soul as older he grew.
it, so an occasional picture of Heston's
The };tell that our forefathers defended,
might be called an asses' bridge for ChrisThe hell that from our grandsires de- tians, because they cannot get over it withscended,
out many a halt and stumble.
The hell for which all Christians conTHE TRUTH BEEKER is a· live paper; contended,
tains many bright thoughts; therefore as
The hell of my youth, thou art well soon as I read it I giv out each copy I
recommended.
receive to others, in order to spread the
truth
as far as possible; and in doing this I
The revivals· we had were glowing with
am frequently met with the charge of blas·
hell,
And sinners and saints came trembling phemy and sacrilege, and one old Scotch
Presbyterian said: "Heston, the Editor
with fear;
The sermons were full and reeking with of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and yon, for circulating such damnable pictures, ought to
hell,
And the pions old preacher had the best be plunged into hell,
"To gnash your gums, to weep and wail
of good cheer.
In bnrnin' lake,
The old moss-covered story of saints np iri
Where damned devils roar and yell
. Ohain'd to a stake;"
glory,

His use of Holy Willie's prayer I thought
was good.
I commenced Freethonght at an early
age-on my first day in the public school,
in a backwoods neighborhood. Before
going to school I had learned to read sentences composed of short and easy words,
and had read in "Mother .Goose's Melodies:"
Old Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard
To get her poor dog a bone,
But when she came there,.
The cupboard was bare,
So the poor dog had none.
And also many other rhymes in said book.
And I also read in the '' New England
Primer:"
In Adam's fall
We sinned all,
and other things therein. Of course, I
understood that the stories in the former
were mere fables, but I was instructed
that everything in the latter was true and
was to be implicitly believed.
I was started to school with two booksa spelling-book and the New Testament.
The first contained long columns of words,
to be studied, spelled, and pronounced
without knowing their meaning or use;
and the latter was to be used as a readingbook, and concerning which I was instructed by my parents that it was part of
the holy Bible, God's holy book, and that
I should study it diligently, so as to understand it and learn to be good, which I
promised and determined to do. And I
was also told that the master would help me
and tell me everything I wanted to know.
On the first day of school the boys and
girls were arranged in classes (mixed), and
composed of those about of the same age,
and I was placed second in a Testament
class. Our first lesson was concerning the
genealogy of Christ, in Matt. i, a subject I
was totally ignorant of. I knew no more
stout the meaning of genealogy than
I did about the cube root; but I was
anxious to learn, and wished to aqnit myself well on the verses that w.onld fall to
me to read, the first of which was "Ahraham begat Isaac," etc ; and as I studied
over the leBBon I saw that the word "begat" occurred many times, and must
therefore be· important, and I wanted to
know what it me&nt. Hence I went with
my book np to the master, where he sat
like a king on his throne in one corner of
the room, and asked him what "begat"
meant-what Abraham did to Isaac when
he "beg-at" him? The master frowned on
me awfully, struck me several times with
a whip, and then told me that that was one
of the mysteries of the Bible, that it was
wicked to pry into them, and that I should
read and believe what I read and not ask
questions, or that I would be burnt forever with fire and brimstone. Well, then
and there I took the first step in Freethought, for I could not see what use
God's holy book would be to me if· I must
read and believe it without knowing what
it meant.
However, I continued to read in the Testament class until we had read the book
through two or three times, and although
I had ceased to ask quelltions about it, I
did not escape punishment. On one occasion, after we had read about feeding five
thousand men besides women and children
with five loaves and two fishes, and that
they were all filled, and there remained of
fragments twelve baskets full, I whispered
to the girl next me in the class, saying,
" That would hav been a good place for
Mother Hubbard's dog." She laughed,
and the master asked her what she was
laughing at. And I told her slyly to tell
him, for she and I were the best of friends,
and I feared he would punish her severely
to make her tell; and she would hav stood
great severity before she would hav told
him if I had not whispered to her to tell.
Then he punished her for laughing, and
me severely for making fun of and ridiculing the Testament. Many other trivial
remarks about stories in the Testament,
that I did not understand, that seemed
doubtful, and I c"onld not fully. believe,
brought me to punishment, but without
convincing me of their truth or of the justice of eternal damnation for unbelief.
That teacher was a member of the church
(Presbyterian) in which my grandfather
was an elder, and, like the other schoolmasters of that time, was a boss tyrant; to
his mind, all pleasures among the children

were sinful and should be suppressed.; .his
desire seemed to be:" Suffer little children
to come unto me, that I may flog them
with a whip big enough for an ox goad,"
In thus going through the New Testament in the public school, I became -~· ·
doubter, and lost all respect for my mother's (the Presbyterian) church. But not
bein~ satisfied, I undertook to read the
Old Testament, and I began at (lenesis and
continued on through Mala.chi; and the
filthy stuff I found.· therein sickened me of
the Christian's God and his book. True,
I found some good therein, but mixed up
with such a mass of deceptions, crneltie_s;.
absurdities, contradiction!!, enconrageif
vices, and nastiness, that I rejected· the·
book, · I could not believe in· nor. worship'
such a God as is described therein.· When
I commenced writing I intended to par.tic•
nlarize to some extent at this point; but I··
find my letter is getting too long to dosq;
hence I will simply remark that the story
of the king's daughter saving, adopting,
and educating Moses impressed me as good
enough to be true; but admitting it to be·
true (of which I now hav grave doubts), his
career after arriving at manhood sngge11ts
that it might hav been better for the hn·:
man family if some crocodile in the. Nile
had eaten him, instead of his being saved
by the princess. Church members say
they believe the Bible to be the word of
God, but from my conversations with
many of them, I am satisfied that not one
ln a thousand has ever read it; their utter
ignorance of its contents is astonishing;
they simply utter, without examination, ·
what they hav heard from the pulpit.
I hav frequently heard clergymen eulogize the Bible, because of its lofty sentiments, majestic imagery, beautiful poetry,
and grand descriptions; and for these
reasons urge its use in the public schools,
but I hav not been able to find that it is
superior in these respects to many other ·
books. There are some good poems in it,
and the best and purest of them is the song
of Moses, after the triumphant passage of.
the Red Sea. Some other of its poems;
like Solomon's songs, are good enough as
poetry merely, but are as salacious as any"thing to be found in Byron, Virgil, or any
of the other great poets. And for majesty
of diction and grandeur of description, I.
hav not been able to find anything in it
superior to what is contained in the works
of Milton, Shakespeare, Coleridge, Byron,
Virgil, and the blind old man on Ohio's.
rocky isle. Take a couple of samples from.
Byro:u., to wit:
Above me are the Alps,
The palaces of nature, whose vast walls
Hav pinnacled in clouds their snowy
scalps,
And throned eternity in icy halls
Of cold sublimity, where forms and falls
The avalanch-the thunderbolt of snow!
All that expands the spirit, l.et appalls,
Gather around these summits, as to show
How earth may pierce to heaven, yet leave
vain man below.
And again:
Thou glorious mirror, where the almighty's
form
Glasses itself in tempests; in all time,
Calm or convulsed-in breeze, or gale, or
storm,
Icing the pole, or in the torrid clime
Dark-heaving, boundless, endless, and
sublimeThe image of eternity-the throne
·
Of the invisible; even from out thy slime
The monsters of the deep are made; each
zone
Obeys thee; thou goest forth, dread, fathomless, alone.
Lastly, take Homer's majestic description of the nod made by him,
Who rolls the thunder o'er the vaulted
skies,
in confirmation of his answer to the prayer
of Thetis, whom he thus dismissed:
Depart in peace, secure thy prayer is
Fped;
Witness the sacred honors of our head,
The nod that ratifies the will divine,
Th~ faithful, fixed! irrevocable sign;
This seals thy smt, and this fulfills thy
vows,
He said, and awful bent his sable brows,
!::!hook his ambrosial curls, and gave the
nod,
The stamp of fate and sanction of the god;
High heaven trembling the dread signal
took,
And all Olympus to the center shook.
Many other samples might · be given
from these and other poets, and also from
prose writers, but the above are sufficient.
KRATAIGOS;
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Just before reaching the old historic to ride all night and reach home about great many Freethinkers in Louisville,
town of Kickapoo we observed a very com- morning. We struck out, although the b!lt m~st of them are men, and all of my
manding point near the roadside and night was very dark, and the road for girl fnends are good Christians. We are
Freethinkers, and my father takes THE
Edited by MISS SuSAN ·H. W:a:oN, Fall thinking there might be a prehi~toric the most part rough and lonesome. TRUTH
and a great many more
RitJer, Mass., to whom all Oommunioa- mound or aboriginal plAce of interment on My head was aching most unmercifully, Liberal SEEKER
papers, I read your paper all the
tions for this Oorner shoultJ be sent.
its summit, we scaled the steep ascent but and I was sitting sideways in my sad- time, and especially the Corner. I read a
our expectations were only squand~red. dle with my head supported on my letter a short time ago in the Corner from
"Between the dark and the daylight,
We
noticed a basin or depression in the arm, and paying no attention to the sur- Daisy Suter, of Alexandria, Egypt. · I
When the night ill beginning to lower,
earth near by, and thought it was where roundings. I was suddenly startled by would like to corresPond with her, and if
Oomes a pause in the d~·~- Q0011P.ations
you would not mind I would like you to .
That ill known as the Ubildren s Hour."
some one had opened a mound, but investi- some one calling to me to "Look out!" send me her address. I will send her some
gation revealed the fact that it was nothing and upon looking up I perceived that I. stamps, and I would like her to send me
·A. German Fable.
more or less than a modern stone-qu~rry. had unexpectedly come in contact with a an Egyptian one, as I hav never seen one.
My father and rmet a Catholic priest
A famous.hen's my story's theme,
Upon reaching Kickapoo the first thing cart, in which two ladies were seated. I
the other day who had known father for a
Who ne'er was known to tire
and
swore
to
them
politely
excused
myself,
that met our eager visions was the Kicka·
long time. When he found out that I beOf laying eggs-but then she'd scream
poo correspondent of the Leavenworth that I would never be guilty of the like lieved like father, he told me that I was a
So loud o'er every egg 'twonld seem
again.
Dick,
who
was
a
little
behind,
gave
Times, James Malone; and from his obpagan, and would never get to heaven. I •
The house must be on fire.
A turkey-cock who ruled the walk,
serving countenance he was evidently look- them the whole road, and chided me for go to church sometimes, but not very
A wiser bird and older,
often. I am not afraid to tell any preacher
ing for something to write up. We did not my carelessness.
Could bear no more; so off did stalk
I stopped at a drug-store in Leavenwo~th or priest that I am a Freethinker.
stop, but simply greeted him with the faRight to the hen and told her:
Colonel Ingersoll lectured here a few
" Madam, that scream, I apprehend,
miliar salutation, '• Hello, Jim!" and and made the clerk prepare something for months ago. His lecture was grand. He
Does nothing to the matter;
my
headache.
As
we
passed
through
town
passed on. We did not giv him a chance
lectured on Shakspere. I am very anxious
It surely helps the eggs no whit,
to ask any questions, for we would rather that night, everybody stared at us, and we to hear him lecture on religion, and I
So lay your eggs and done with it.
hav met the devil than a reporter, anyhow, imagined that the police were looking at hope he will come to this city soon again.
I pray you, madam, as a friend,
We always go to hear him. Father thinks
Cease that superfluous clatter:
We then traversed the beautiful Salt us in a suspicious manner, because we he is the greatest orator of the day, and so
Yon know not how't goes through my head!"
characters.
But
were
suspicious-looking
Creek valley, which lies just this side of
dol.
"Humph! very likely," madam said,
I hav read " The Story Hour," " Apples
Fort Leavenworth and Leavenworth city. we congratulated ourselvs on the fact that
Then proudlY putting forth a leg" Uneducated barnyard fowl,
This valley is at least a mile wide in some neither of us had a guilty conscience, if of Gold," and "All in a Lifetime." I admire them a great deal.
Yon know no more than any owl
places, and there is not a more beautiful our imaginations did run rather high.
The noble privilege and praiRe
I hope to hear from you soon. GoodWhen we reached the Government hill
and
picturesque
spot
in
the
varied
landOf authorship in modern days;
bye. Your Freethinker friend,
it
was
approaching
midnight,
and
as
this
I'll tell you why I do it :l
scape of Kansas. It is dotted with beautiLOIS BLIGH CARTER.
First, yon perceive, I lay my egg,
ful homes and farms, and the soil is noted place is noted for highwaymen, we carried
[The
above
letter,
together with that of
And then-review
it."_ _ _ _ _-_Exchanfle.
____
for its productivness. This valley is one of our revolvers in our hands, ready for an Lulu Beall, became mislaid and has just
emergency,
but
fortunately
we
passed
the
the historic spots of Kansas. The first
come to light. Better late than never.white settler of Leavenworth county, Major place in safety. At Kickapoo, we went to ED. C. C.]
A. Summer Outing.
the
school-house
and
were
going
to
stop
in
I wonder how many Cornerites enjoy Robert Wilson, settled near the Salt Creek and take a rest, but the doors were locked,
horseback riding? No doubt you all do. bridge in 1844, and established a trading- and we were foiled again. From KickaBut did any of you ever take occasion to post. The house which he built, the first poo to Oak Mills we had to travel a road
ride all day long on a warm summer day? in the county, is still standing. The first leading through a dark, lonesome hollow,
If so, you can better understand the ex- country school-house in Kansas was built next to the river, and which is scarcely
periences of a friend and myself on one in this vicinity. It was a log structure ever traveled, especially at night. We
of the warmest days of this week; in fact, about twenty by thirty feet in size. The managed to get through all right, howone of the warmest days of the season. first teacher was V. K. Stanley, who taught ever, and we reached Oak Mills just beHorseback riding has always been my the school in 1856. Mr. Stanley is still fore daylight. I stayed with Dick until
favorit mode of exercise and pleasure. I living, and is a member of the school- daylight, I!.Ild then repaired to my home
hav indulged in its pleasures ever since I board in Wichita. The celebrated Wm. F. in Atchison. Although we found no relics
was a "wee tiny chap," and when I get on Cody, everywhere known as " Buffalo Qf importance, we nevertheless had a
the back of a spirited horse I imagin I am Bill," lived in this valley for years, and his pleasant time, and we are going to aras near heaven as I will ever get. I doubt old home, or a portion of it, is still stand- range for another trip at some future
if the throne of heaven itself would hav ing. It would require a volume to enumer- date.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
the charm for me that a place in a good ate all the historical events of this romanAtchison,
Kan.,
Aug. 10, 1893.
tic spot.
saddle has.
Before
leaving
the
valley
we
stopped
at
On Tuesday morning, having secured a
WE received a call the other day from
lay-off for two weeks, I decided to take a country store to get a lunch, and while Mr. and Mrs. William Thorpe, of Jersey
there
Dick
had
a
fine
pair
of
gloves
stolen.
a pleasure trip. The readers of the CorCity, formerly of Ballston Spa. It was a
ner are no doubt aware that archeology We spotted the man who committed the pleailure to see these loyal friends, and an All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
theft
just
as
he
was
riding
out
of
sight,
and
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
is a fascinating study with me, and having
inspiration to listen to them, for they are
A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for
heard that Wyi!.Ildotte county, Kan., we commenced pursuit; but he had gotten
broad-minded, clear-headed, honest FreeBoys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
afforded a rich field for archeological re- the start of us, and we failed to catch him.
thinkers, whose colors are nailed to the The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handthen
climbed
the
Government
hill,
We
search, I advertently made up my mind
mast-head They are parents of a bright
some and Interesting BookhWithout Snperstito spend a day or two amid its prehistoric near Fort Leavenworth and made our
tiqn1 for Chil!lren and Yout .- The Only Freeand interesting family, The daughter
thmKers' Children's Story-book ever issued
entrance
into
the
city
of
Leavenworth
on
treasures. In the afternoon I thoroughly
til fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Batie
will
be
remembered
as
being
instruequipped myself for the ride. I donned the bank of the Missouri river. This town
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusmental in procuring -a cow for R. M. Casey,
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
·
a pair of leggins, strapped a satchel full of was once the metropolis of Kansas. Its
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
recently deceased, and it is pleasant to
neceBSities over my shoulder, tied a rub- population is now about twenty thousand.
know that the animal furnished nourishCHOLERA. DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,
ber and another coat to my saddle, and We stopped here long enough to fill our
ment to Mr. Casey and his invalid wife, Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
satchel
with
provisions
to
use
along
the
placed my trusty l'tlvolver in the scabbard.
and at last was sold to defray the expenses Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILuEB, 2,888 Hicory
I then mounted my Colorado pony, a road. From Leavenworth to Lansing the
of Mrs. Casey's funeral. " So shines a l!treet, St. Louis, Mo., former address 1,441 South
road
is
macadamized,
and
we
enjoyed
this
spirited though docil animal, and after
20t28
good deed in this naughty world." May Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
portion
of
onr
ride.
The
state
penitentiary
bidding the folks good-bye, started off on
and
Mrs.
Thorpe
and
their
happy
Mr.
my long journey. I must confess that I is located at Lansing, and about half way
family liv long and prosper ! - ED. C. C.
felt like a true frontiersman, and my un- between Lansing and Leavenworth is the
sightly appearance surely warranted it. Soldier's Home. Some of the most interCorrespondence.
Brought Into the
I imagined that as I passed through town esting points in Kansas are to be seen in
the people would clear the streets for me, a ride from Atchison to Wyandotte, a dis- PoRT TowNSEND, WASH., Aug. 24, 1893.
Absolutely
Reliable Cov.J?EAR Miss WixoN:· I saw my sister
and on reaching the country, I feigned I tance of about forty miles.
ernment
Banks
Established in
wr1te a letter to the Corner, so I thought
We stopped on a large creek south of I would write c ne. I am twelve years old.
could see the farmers surrendering the
Interest
of
and Owned
the
whole road to me. But an incident oc- Lansing, in Wyi!.Ildotte county, where we I go ~o school, and study reading, writing,
by
the
Whole
People.
curred on the journey which foiled my camped for several hours and partook of a spelling, geography, language, arithimagination and which I will relate hearty lunch, and fed our horses. We metic, and singing. Our teacher's name
By HON. THOMAS E. HlLL,
then resumed our journey, and did not is Mr. Peck, and he is very strict.
further on.
Manual of Social and Business "Forms,'
We hav three pet kittens, the names of of"Hill's
"The Hill Banking S;vstem," and other
After traveling over a very rough rond stop again until we reached the village of which are Cmsar, Brutus, and Antony
works
of great serv10e to the world.
for about nine miles I reached Oak Mills, Walula. Here we paused and held a con- I ~ear my letter is getting too long, so i
Professor
Hill
has given several years of caremy old country post-office, from which sultation. It was then getting late in the will close. From your Liberal friend
ful study to the elabora~ion of a system of sound
JENNm lFFL~D.
place I hav addressed many a letter to evening, and every moment was precious.
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing ~usiness and be easily intromy Corner friends.
Here I struck a We were much fatigued by our long ride
duced and universally adopted.
CENTRAL PoiNT, 0ItE., May 13, 1893.
'rhis book is "just in ttme." is an absolutely
friend, Richard E. King, whom I per- through the intense heat, and I had conDEAR MISs WIXoN: This is my first atbook from the beginning to the end is a
suaded to accompany me on the remainder tracted a severe headache. We decided to tempt to write to the Children's Corner original
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the ciearof my journey. It was then almost night, turn back as far as Lansing and take a I. am foJ.!l'teen years old. My home is est exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
money panics and remedies for the same, ever
and so we concluded to resume the jour- rest. This we did, and upon reaching this Bltuated m the center of the Rogue river published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want
yours. Send twenty-five cents for copy.
about
a
mile
from
a
small
valley.
I
liv
ney early the next morning. I spent the place we secured a feed for our horses,
Address '.rHE TRUTH t!EEK.I!JB.
night with my couSin, Will Oliphant, and and while they were eating we laid down town called Central Point. In this town
there are two churches-Methodist and
the next morning my friend King met me on the grass, and, with our coats for pil- Baptist.
SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D
there, and we started out. He had like- lows, we took a mlJ.ch-needed rest, It was
There are only two or three FreethinkIN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
wise equipped himself for the journey, after dark, and we were among strangers. ers around here, but I am numbered with
the
small
list.
By R, B, Westbrook, A.M.
and as he rode up, with a resolute expres- Therefore, imagin our indignation when
My brother has taken THE TRUTH
sion on his countenance, he remarked, some boys_ passed along and remarked,
Third Thousand.
SEEKER about a year, and I like it very
"Well, it is Wyandotte or bust!" My "Wonder 1f they are drunk?" This was much. Well, as my letter is getting rather
Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKU.
friend King is also a lover of antiquities, a cutting remark, for we had never before lengthy for the first time, I will close
and he has a goodly collection of quaint been accused of drunkenness.
Dick Hoping my letter may escape the waste:
and curious things. He has accompanied looked at me in astonishment, and said basket, I remain, yours sincerely,
LULA BEALL.
me on several oooasions, and I am indebted "Wonder if Lansing water makes people'
to him for the assistance he has rendered drunk?"
LoUISVILLE, KY., May 18, 1893,
Photo!Jraph of Oolonel Ingersoll, with hill
me while exploring this section of the
We next concluded to finish our journey
DEAR MISS WIXoN: As I hav not writ- granqchild in his lap, a. delicate little 19,uvenir of
country for evidences of aboriginal occu- homeward, and rather than ride through ten to the Corner for quite a while, I sup- ~en<!a's greatest orator and Freedom s tn"eatest
at home, may be had at th1ll omce for
the intense heat the next day, we decided pose you hav forgotten me. There are a champ1on
pancy,
lftycenta.
·
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The Creation of God.

• A Libera.lliving in Michigan said once that he wou.ld give $115 a.
have the <mmes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent l&p.ses
o 'Yll'tue of the ministers showed how little va.lue Ohristi&Dity
possesses to make men moral.
rrn.._We h~v:e just issue~ the Fourth Edition of the book do~ thia.
...... additions for this new edition of ihe
~f ~o

By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An expla.na.tion of t~e origin of the God Ide!l, a.nd the menta.l processes tha.t led to the forma.tion
of 1do~ a.nd the worshiP of them. From the_t1me of Tera.h's a.posta.sy, Abra.ha.m's reformation a.nd
h1s ba.mshment for heresy a.nd bla.sphemy a.ga.mst the Cha.tdea.n Idols, to Christ's coming, the _principa.l c~a.ra.cters are a.na.lyzed a.n~ shown to be hnma.~, by thought a.nd deed. It is made pla.in tha.t the
P()Cnlia.r phra.seology, can~ sa.ymgs, snbterfpg!ls, miracle~, wo;nder-worJdngs, a.nd snperna.tura.l pa.d\ling a.re the proper !>:\Isprmg of the then eXIstmg ba.rba.nsm, 1gnora.nce a.nd superstition const1tntmg the pecnlia.r politiCs of the da.y.
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AND HIS BOOK:
When he ha.d rea.d this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You have earned the
tha.nks of a.Jl who rea.lly think." It is a work of va.st researc~\ of sound criticism~. of caustio
humor of sledgeha.mmer vehemence, of sca.thing sa. tire, pf pa.tnos a.nd elog,uence. .Lt is one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired a.t the Jewish God a.nd the Bible,
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
A
WOMAN: JIER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.··1
The Rev. Archdea.con Fa.rra.r said tha.t "Christia.nity ~leva ted the woman; it_~hrouded
a.s with a. halo of sa.cred innocence the tender yea.rs of the child." The oi;>Ject of Sii.J.a.din's work
is to show the a.rchdea.con his error, a.nd he ha.s succeeded. An English writeua.id of it:
"This cprta.inly is one of the most ma.rvelons books ever issued from the press. 'l'he a.uthori·
ties cited a.re unqnestiona.ble, a.nd the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.
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With the eighth editloc •
Win wood REade's "Martyl'·
dom of Man," the cost o$

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the most delightful of Sa.la.din's books, a dis•ection of woma.n, with "inoi·
denta.l tea.ring a.pa.rt of ma.n-ca.ustic, sa.rca.stic. yet philosophica.l witha.l, and permea.ted with
a. tender reverence for woma.n a.nd exa.lted opinion of wha.t she is a.nd should be. A meroiles"
sa. tire upon certa.in of the conventiona.l foibles of the da.y, full of fa.cts, fa.ncies, truths, ra.re
touches of genius, a.nd bursts of eloquence. Most of the sa.tirica.l sha.fts a.imed a.t the woman
go pa.st her a.nd stick in the ma.n behind her, and it serves him a.bout right.
Cloth, nncnt edges, gilt top, $1.

production has been l~s
sened so that we can redllfJf
the price from $1-16 C.

The book ha.s had a phelwmen~ fi&~e lor so heretical a. workl second only to Helen G~

"Man, Women, a.nd Gods," a.nd we give our readers the pecuni&ry oenefit of i~. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
!a a. very interestil).gl,- Pi\)ture~ synopsis of universa.l history, showing wha.t the ra.ce ha.s undergone
-its ma.rtyrdom-1~ 1ts nse to 1ts Prllsent ola.ne. It stows how Wa.r a.nd Religion ha.ve been oppre&o
aive fa.ctors in ma.n s struggle for L1bert:y, a.nd the la.st cha.pter, of some 11!0 pages, describes lrll
lntellectna.lstrnf!igle from the a.nim!ll. penod of the ea.rth to the present, a.dding an oumne of wha'
ihe a.uthor conceives would be a religiOn of rea.son a.nd love. The cha.pters a.re:
EgY.P~· Western Asia., the Persia.ns, the Greeks, the Ma.cedouia.ns, Alexa.ndria., the
,.. l
1 Phemma.m, Ca.rthage a.nd Rome, Roma.n Afne&, the Ara.bs.

UT.A_R

RELIGION
1
LJ. BERTY•
Ori~
INTELLECT
•tlf~~~Y0~~~~:6~r:~~I£~~~~·
tu.~e
ed d f
0

The Na.tural Histol'l' of Religion, the Isra.elites, the Jews, the Prophets,
• Oha.ra.cter 9f ifesu~ the. Christia.ns~ Ara.bia.~ Me<;ca.,_, Cha.ra.cter of Moha.mmed, Descnpt10n OI Afnca., the Mona.mmeaa.ns m uentra.l Africa..
Ancient Europe, Inva.sion of the Germa.ns, thE) •Ca.stle, the Town, the
Chm;clJ., V~nice, Ara.b S_pa.i.u1 thE! Portu!PleS!:I- Dis~ov.ere~ the Sla.ve Tra.de,
AbolitiOn m Europe, AbolitiOn
m A.menca., Jn&tenals-of l:Luma.n History,
Anima.l Period of the Ea..rth,
of Ma.n a.nd Ea.rly Hist~
The
of the Huma.n Ra.ce,

'

Do.J-

u.-..r uce

til

rom ~U.7Uo .1.0 •

Address

L. K. Washburn's Works. Col.
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law retpila.ting huma.n conduct on the Sa.bba.th is a.n 1m-,
pertinence." Jhi.ce, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

I

•

Studies in Psychology. By one who wa.s cut down from the g.Uowa. Printed from m&a'll•
script in the ha.nds of Sa.la.din. In pa.per, 10 cents.

B. G. Ingersoll's WHIR~~-:-!~rof~l~~!~n~!a.~~!.~:nfa.ot.
ofthisbookthe~ oorm
aa.id: "This nove
comma.nd the sa.me. or more, interest than Helen Ga.rdener's&tory, 'II

ARGUMENT

TRE
ReynoJ..Ius BJINasp
hemy Trial,
At u:o....;stown N. J.

.a

.LU• , , •

the Christia.n church a.re thirty-nine Poor,
Th'1 . h
·
'
' '
.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
.sls ~ e grea.tes~a.rgnment everma.dem a ca.se
•
of this kmd, a.nd will be a. model for the Ba.r so
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of long a.s the Christia.ns use force to repress free
a. minister's pra.ying God to kill gra.sshoppers, speech. Itslega.l a.cnmen is unsurpa.ssed, its eloor trying to induce the Deity to undertake a I qnence never equaled. Wherever Christia.npercrtisa.de of one a.gainst the Uolorado beetle!" secntion is going on this a.rgnment should be
Price, 10 centil.
freely circuia.ted, re&d to the Uhristia.ns, a.nn ex·
pounded on every occasion.
•
Followers of Jesus. Prxce, 10 cents.
In pa.per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact~ Address
THE TRUTH SEEKE.R,
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents,

I

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensa.tion of the known fa.cts upon this snbjecb proving tha.t Christianity did not
a.bolish but aided this infamous traffic in hum&n beings. -~·o.which a.re added such comments
a.s only Sa.la.din ca.n ma.ke. In pa.per, 80 cents.
THE TRANSITION.
A considera.tion of the a.nta.gonism of the Bible a.nd science, a.nd of the question whether
the veiled or allegorica.l portions of the Christia.n Bible ca.n be interpreted by modern science.
In pa.per, 20 cents.
ROSES AND RUE.
BeingRa.ndom Notes a.nd Sketches. 6ome of its snblects a.re: A Last Interview with a
Ma.n of Genms; An Essa.y on Stirpicnlture; Ascetic.i!lm a.nd Superstition; Capita.l Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcra.ft, etc. This ma.y be ca.lled BaJa,.
din's own book, for it is poetrl': in prose, a.nd is one of the books tha.t lovers of strong literature
like to rea.d aga.in a.nd a.ga.in. In cloth, gold- a.nd silver-lettered. $1.150.
LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being roma.ntic, historio vene, aglow in f1WYt7
pa.ge with the energy of a. trne a.nd high poetio genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a. story of intense pa.ssion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
a.re fresh, fra.gra.nt, thoughtful, a.nd every versl)_reveals the thinker, observer, &nd reformer,
Every pa.ge glows with pa.ssion a.nd throbs with Hfe.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;y: one who endured it. Ba.sed upon a.ma.nusoript in the pollltllaion of Bal&dlD
In pa.per,10 cents.
THE AGONIES OF HANGING

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL

will

This Your Son, My Lord?'" In pa.per, 25 cents.
THE CONFESSIONAL.

.Baing a.n exposure of tha.t infa.mous reli~ious rite. Contents: Li. ·tiousness of the PreReforma.tion Church; Lecher~v of the Confess1ona.l; The Priest in Absc. ion; ConfessioDll of
the Esca.ped Nun; Extra.cts uom Dens a.nd Liguori; Exa.mina.tion of tn_ <Jhurch's Cla.il!:l .t9
ha.ve Fostered Lea.rning; Her Atten.pts a.t Continency even more Ruinous tha.n Her SelfIndui~nce·, The Rellitive Ct~~~na.l Statistics of Ca.tholicism a.nd Protesta.ntism
·~
pa.per, 25 cents.
• 1
'If!"'" "'1 <><7 ~b~~,. 1W"""- a.dduu
THm 'l'Btl"l'H SEEKER. •IAfa:vette Pb.oa. Nnr Y~ ..J

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREETH OUGHT.

I For Her Da.ily Brea.d is the story of two young
girls a.nd a. younger brother who were left pa.rentless, with a. little moneyh fa.ir educa.tion 1 a.nd
much conra.~e, to ma.ke t eir wa.y throngn t~e
world b:y going to Chica.go. 'lhe a.nthor is a.lso
the herowe. 'l'he na.rra.tive is, in the ma.in, a. history of a. working-girl's life a.nd experience in the
Conta.ining in condensed a.nd systema.tized form a
city of Chicago a.mong bluff business-men, kind.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
va.st a.monnt of evidence a.ga.inst the superstitions dochea.rted folks, a.nd disrepnta.ble hypocrits. It is
trines
of Christia.nity. As a. book of reference a.nd a.id
just
such
a.
Ptory
of
human
life
a.s
we
should
exBeing the story of his menta.l Jonrnev from pect Colonel Ingersoll to be ioterested in; a.nd
., .
to a.ll trnth Reekers it is inva.!na.ble. Its cla.ssifica.tion
orthocioxy to Rationa.lism.
·
·
·
of subjects makes it a. hand-book. As Ingersollsa.id of
wha.tever he admires a.nd a.pprecia.tes is sure to
be worth the a.ttention of the rest of the world. Pa.ine's "Age of .Rea.son," it ena.t>les somebody in every villa.ge to "corner the pa.rson." It~wjde
Pnce, pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
va.riety of subJects inclnae all the disputed :I'Oints l>etween Ohristiani~nd Freethol!&'!lt. Price,
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
Address
cloth, $1; pa.per, 50 cents.
Address
TRUTH SEEKER:
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

By W. S. BELL.
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Good Books for Liberally ln. Books by Helen H. Gardener.
clined People.

Do not unto others that which yon would
not they should do unto you; yon will
conquer anger if you behave yourself toward offenders as you would hav others
behave themselvs toward yon when yon
transgress. -Socrates.

.The Last Tenet_;_ ImJlosed upon the Khan o~
Tomathoz. .tlY Hudor Genone, author
of "Ingnirendo Island." Copious tv illustrated
with onginal drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
12mo,165pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo bland. A novel.
Genone.

By Hudor

12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1; paper,

prise. :rn m:r_indgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds one of. It is a
merciless exposure of Pharisaism and hypocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Christianity of to-day. It is a good book~ and while
it will offend many, should be reaa by all.''[TheArena.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, pas+·or of the Theistic church of London, With a new introduction by ltev. Herbert
Taft Hoot. Paper;37 pages; 20c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper,18mo,18 pages; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,

New Edition, Il,evised and Enlarged.

The Change of Front of the Universe.

Men, Women and Gods.

By Minot J. Savage.. Paper. 31 pages, 10c."

A Study of Primitive (;hristianity. By

Introduction by

Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt top, uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
'.:a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
.impressccl with the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout thiR admirable volnme."-[Popular Science Monthly.

What Can Ethics Do For

Us~

Freedom of Thought and of Speech.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
!'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents .
1':U Trade Supplied at Special I!iscounu.

By

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, 1Qc.

By

IS THIS YOUR SOB, MY LORD l

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages,10c.

The :M.orals of Christ. A comparison

with the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
·Bierbower. Paper, 16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical systems which chiefl,Y concern the modern civilized world, and m this
·book he has so classified the elements revealed
·by that anal;y~is as to ~ive them a high scientific value. His book Is almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and which
leads us nowhere.''-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo,208pages;
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
nre the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has atndiEld the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary t0
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
arc ~-ull of interest to the casual reader by rea,.
son of their fund of anecdote and biographical
citation, and to the seeker for religions and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

~

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Sociall\fatters.
Price. cloth. $1: PaPer. 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

No one, who values facts aild is ac·
·quainted with the method of scientific induction, can hav the least doubt that the
conception of a special organic force, which
produces phenomena of life independently
and apart from the universal laws of nature, must be banished from the province of
life and science; that nature with its matter and force is in one single indivisible
whole, without limits or exceptions; again,
that the hard and fast line of division,
which some hav sought to draw between
organic and inorganic, can only be a
forced one, and that a difference between
the two exists only in the outward form
and in the grouping of the material atoms,
but by no means in the intrinsic character.
-Buchner.
HERETICs escaped the fury of the fiends
who loved their enemies, and died naturally in their beds. It would not do for
the church to admit that they died peacefully. That would show that religion was
not eBBential at the last moment. Superstition gets its ~power from the terror of
death. It wonld not do to hav the common people understand that a man could
deny the Bibly-refuse to kiss the crosscontend that humanity was greater than
Christ~ and then die as sweetly as Torquemada aid, after pouring molten lead into
the ears of an honest man; or as calmly as
Calvin after he had burnt Servetus; or as
peacefully as King David after advising
with his last breath one son to assassinate
another.-Ingersoll.

..A. Thoughtless Yes.

Force aJld

11\at~er;

:fiZZ in a Jfuts'AeZZ.
A Vfry Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 cen•s.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Hard Knoc·ks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thump..
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
·are not authentic, and that Christianitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

VALDABLE ENGLISH
PDBLIOATLON.
The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University College!
London. The purpose of this book. is to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investigate it fully for themselves. 1. 'fhe Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolo~ical
Works. 3. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5- Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.

~u31'1'ENT8:

~'oft1El and Matter,
The Fitness of Thing!! in
[mmortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forc'3, Man,
.
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon!{ht,
Motion,
Cons•}Ionsness,
Form,
Seat ·vf the Soul,
fmmntl!.bi!ityofNatnral Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of u-qd,
tTniversality of Natural Personal Contmnanca,
Laws,
Vital Force,
'I'he Heavens,
The Soul of Brntes
Periods of the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
ll'l<'·~ality,
Original Generation,
Conclnd:i:ng Observr.
Secular Generation,
tions.
P-ill9. ~1,6.').. ~.ddress 'fH"E 'J'RITTB :~T<'.I?.K~:H

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTL€. FOLI{S.
By MR8. E. D. BLENKER.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to

SaGer~otal SeGrets.

" Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a Jool and
read the rtddles awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
In•peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses
and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
~~INFIDELS
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Chris- "Last adam·" What Is Known of the New Testa,.
tia.n ·statement that Infidels do not contribute ment; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
be widely· circulated to meet the calumny. Price, Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
·11 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE ~UTH Salvation· The Things That Remain.
f!PKD, 2!! :r-a.fa.rette place, New York.
Fr!ce, ciot4, $1-GO- Fort s~le at t4is otlicf}.

AND CHARITY."

-o-

.Anotent Votces
f'rom the Sptrtt
·.Realm dtsolose the
most Btartltnu Revelations.
-o-

Proving Christianity
to be of

Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price, - - - - $1.110.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prof. Wm. Uenton;s Books.

!Je Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dreani. lOc.
Geologist and RadicaL By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

As diverse as are the systems of the stoics
and Lord Bacon, I hav never, until recently decided as to their respectiv merits.
Certainly, Jesus taught stoicism by sayEvolution and Christianity. A Study.
ing,
"Take no thought for the morrow;"
CONTENTS:
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square ·18mo, A Splendid Judge of a Woman -The Lady of the
but Paul agreed with Bacon that men
75 pages, SOc. "l\Ir. Grumbine's statements are
Club-Under Protest-For the p,·osecntiOn-A
should be "diligent in business." The
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
Rusty Link in the Chain-TheBoler Honse
·wide reading ancl investigation. It is a helpful
first system taught uncomplaining and
Mystery- The Time-Lock of Our Anone, is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
cestors
-Florence
Campbell's
willing submission to the disadvantages of
presentation of the relation between evolution
Fate-Uy
Patient's
Fate.
and Christianity includes much valuable
our surroundings, while the latter taught
thonght."-[Bnffalo Express.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
that we must subdue these into subservLessons From the Worlll of Matter and
iency to our purposes. I am now satisfied
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
1!8 L&fsr•vette Place. New York.
that, as in all issues, there is the "happy
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
medium " long ago expressed in the sentiR,nfns Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
ment, in medio tutissimus ibis, and that
.PI1.Per, 50c.
the solution requires that the question
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
should be taken by both horns, and that
o:a~
-"',..~}
men should subdue their adverse sur~l'inctples of the Natura! Order of the llni~ roundings when they can, as Bacon taught,
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
and submit to them complacently when
~~,fj
Based Thereon.
they cannot subdue them, as the stoics
By ABA AUGER..
taught.-Oharles 0. Moore.
BY PRoFESSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
A condenoation of the fundamental arguments
against Chri• tianity.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

To obtain the remission of his sins a
Christian should feel a hearty sorrow for
actions he possibly took great pleasure in
committing. An act of contrition suffices
to make one's peace with God, which is
very convenient for Christians who, in
spite of their contrition, hav no intention
of mending their ways.- Voltaire.

50c. "This book is to me a delightful sur-

24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

Goms of ~hought.

TBE JUPITER OLYMPUS AT ELIS.

Where is the Jove of Elis,
Which sate adored of old,
By matchless Phidias carven
Of ivory and gold?
From its large brow effusion
Of tranquil thoughts was poured
On warrior, b11.rd, and statesman,
Who silently adored.
Thus throned on high Olympus
The Thunderer Homer saw,
When from his eyes the Muses
The mortal veil did draw.
The mightv poet's vision
The mighty sculptor caught,
And there it sate for ages
Chryselephantin(;l-wrought.
Thus grasped the bolt of terror
The right hand of the god,
Thns rolled the locks ambrosial
To ratify his nod;
Thus perched upon his scepter,
With ample pinions furled,
His regal bird, the eagle,
Gazed o'er the nether world.
Nine hundred years the Grecian
Unto it homage paid,
And e'en the victor Roman
Knelt awe-struck in its shade:
At length fanatic fury
·
Dethroned the idol vast
And in the smelting furnace
Its rich proportions cast.
The eagle-shaded forehead
Of Zeus no more prevailed;
And in his fallen temples
The smoke of incense failed.
Was lifted o'er the nations
The thorn-encircled brow,
And to the cult of Sorrow,
They're loy~l eveu now.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitn•
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

ls Darwin Right ~ Origin of Man. $1.
ls Spiritualism True 1 lOc.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Orthoi:oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. lOc~
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

What Is Right ~ lOc.
What Was He ~ Jesus in 19th Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Self-Contra~iGtions of the Bible.
----144

•

troral, Theological, Historical, tint/ Speculative
Propositions.
.
:'r;cJO,

15 cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRENCH REVOLUTION.
Ita Oauees
By W. & BELL.

a~c:I ~suits.

Paper, l2mo, 25 ctR.

Paine Viridicated
Reply to New York ~ss-rwer.
:R-. G. ING.e~~§!,L.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO OANAR.1>.,.
Price, 1o cents.

lay-

Holy Bibl0 Abridged.
The passages unfit !ur family readinK.
Paper, 80 centij: cloth,IIO centL

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Exa.mination of the Morals a.nd History
of the New Test&lllent.

Brl'BOI'. Jl'. w. NB"W1t41(,

l'rioe 211 ov~" •.]

Thomas Paine·'s W orks.IINFIDEL
\

~~~~~~-

.l.~ of Reason.

Pap.,

6 copies for $1; clo.~ 50c.

~o.,

DEA.THBEDS

Pa,p. '.40c.; clo., 75c.

J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
5Qc.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.

Written hi

1776. l5C.

Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 'l5c.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 pp.•

clo., $3; leather, $4; morooc<>
@t edges.;...$4.50.

Life of. ny J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap...JOc.

Life of.

with Remarks

Life of.

With Explanatocy

011.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40o.; clo., with
portrait, 6Qc.
Observations. By G. VaJ.e. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, 22x28, ~1.

·

Political and Religious R6•
former. By B. F. Underwood. lOc.

Political Works: "Common
Sense1" "Crisis " "Rights
Man.' $1.50.
'

of

:Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Att&ek on French Revo.
lution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.

~or~
.A.d.Grelil•

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

:By
<S. W. POOTB.

--o--

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
Christianity a Fiction.

HISTORY O~mJHE BIBLE. BIBLE MORALS.
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the F(tthers
Competent T The Fathers Quoted ae Scnpture
Books Which are Now CaJ.lea Apocrypha.!.. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon .
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

Ollserver. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c

~eeker

Co:rn.pa.uy

ONE YEAR,

THE
true accounts of the passing away of t)le ~
followmg~persons, thus refutmg the many Chnstian slandel'll upon them and otkers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
AND
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Oli.fford, Anacharsis Olootz~An
ONE YEAR,
thony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet~Rooert Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton, Charles .uarwin, SEEKER,
$5.
Either
Erasmus Darwin, Delamb'le, Denis Diderot, gilt bowl, 50c. more, kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Gambetta GaribaJ.di Isa.ac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Groie, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Ho1yoake, Victor Hu_go,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, .JoJI..D. Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Roben
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PaJ.merJ.RabeBY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
lais, Winwood Reade, M&dame Rolan;!, ueorge
THE
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan.!!J Vanim, Volnlll':, Voltaire, James watson, Astronomical and AstrologicJohn watts, Thomas Woolston.
al Origin of all Religions.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
A SHORT
Address THE TRUTH REEKER.
Bein~t

Reason,"" Examination ofProph·
ecies," etc., with Life of Pam.£
and steel port. $1.50.

Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.

Theological Works: "Age o!

Tile Truth

..

•

Age of Reason an11 Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.
A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligiousLiberty. (Life.) BJi

607·
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Twenty Orl!nws and .Vices
Sanctioned by Sc'l'ipture.
B:v J. E.

Bmu!BUBG•. Price,$

cents;

DATENTS E!!;fnTtl~n~a~Jil~;.

OlSTAINED.

'hirty-1h·e years' experJence.

porta free.

Prompt attention.

••riDtlon t.1 T, TlAnn"Rn .k

Bend Drn.wjng n.nd de-

t~r.. Ath·'R.

Wn.Ahinaton.D.'

vs.
RELIGION, "Ott wtt TtH~ "WATCH
•
fR[fTUINK[RS' pIcT0AIAL T[ XT-B00K. Conflict between n:as~~ and SuperstltiOJI. 0 e seIll
.

SCIENCE

~
-,...

SHOWING
THE ABBUBDITY AND UNTlltlTHF'iJL•
NEBS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIJII:
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFIOENTINSTITUTION, ANDRE'VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
,;TATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
JUustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS fM

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT fJP
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HEST(J.liJ
WITH PORTRAI7.' 01!'
THE J):&SIG:NJJ.'R.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgi,ving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natur~l.History.
The Bible and Smence.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Ohristians and Mohammedan!!,

2 represent SamJ;>les of Christianity's Work.
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25
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12
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Missionaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resol*l
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Id.ea of Civilization.
The Gses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the ChUNJlll,.
Persecutions of the Church,
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneollll.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b6.
fore ap~ared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fub.
!ished: We must give the Trnth Seeker Company the credit of I>_utting the book in the reach o all
A.t twice the .price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
Bigner is a wonderful suocess1 !J-nd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Libera.!. m
A.merica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethilikers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be caJ.led the artist-hero of LiberaJ.ism. He has dedicated his genillB to
!11reethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the p!ctIU'es do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
. "'latter. that serve first as explanations Qf the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!-'OVe i!lle uttet
·~'aJ.sity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogetbar th&
ok is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has aver bee:o. p:~t m ~,m
dl of Freetbinkers.-I]Joston Investigator.

PJ"foe, l:loarcl cover., •2; c:slotl\,, •2.80.
£~~
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POPES AHD TJttJli DOJHGS
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
J'p,per, ~o:ce~ts; cloth,~ Q(lntfl.

'll'raa

~

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of Tn Tlt.m
SEEJtBB need a FileBincler, wh!clt w~wlJ,ls~ncl. on
r~ceipt of one doll~,

By T. c. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.

Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position. b~autiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; uuaranteea
a perrect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case 1 open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case $28 ~o
$30; hunting $80 to $85; 14 carat,
solia gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, 1!!2 more.
Re~ular Grade Ainericau WatcllesoSilverme case 1 7· jewels, $6; 11 ·jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; aitw, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. ln finer ca' es, add us above.
Lad.ics' Ainerican Gold. Watclleso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$! 4; 11 )ewels, $ 15.f..Q; 15 _jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. HeaVIer, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time clearied for $1
and returned free.
sundrie!i•. Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $B. Best spema,cles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$~.no.; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets of 6.
l:lolia silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; solid silver
souvenir ~poons, $1, $1.,5, $1.50~.,$t to $3.
'.l'beColonellngersoll.-Tea,$2.50; orange,
1!12. 75 ., sugar, $ 3·, gilt bowls, 50 cents more.
Etched )teas only):
' The Time to lle HaPP!I is Now,"
50'.l'lle
cents'I'orch
extra. of Reason Badge, solid gold,
d · " 1
"mall p 1'ns $2 $2.75 and
ename1e m u co ors, "
;>
•
•
$3.50. With diamonds, 1!15, $8. .loarge, $3, $4, $5,
$ 15. Charms, $ 3• $4, $5. $6, $7.50,$"0, $15,$20, lll80.
Dia~nond,.. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
d
(
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goo s prepata except knives and forks) and .cash refunded atOPtion. Watch cle,ned $1-t.ann returned free.
OTTO WE'rTSTEIN. Rochelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon tree with
every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

IRON·CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh............. 5
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake. · · · · 5
4 Influence of Christianity on Oivilizatiot:.
Underwood ......... ·· .... ·
25
'l Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller.···· 10
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. LyaJ.l. · 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philoso_phy of Spiritualism. Marvin .... ,··· 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural.J..and Portratt .. 25
13 Essays on Miracles. David 1:1nme .... ··· ·· ·· 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradl•ugh ........ 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our .!first Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh......................
5
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh
10
19 Large or Small Families? A. HolEoake ..... 5
·
· 1aye d • W1'th a
20 Sulli)rstitiOn
Dtsp
ett er 0 f
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.......... 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
1 W tt
22 I s th e B1'bl e R el'Ja ble ? Chares
a s ...... · 5
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts........ 5
24 Moral Value of th~Bible. Charles Watts.... 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christianit'!{: Its Nature and Influence on
5
CivilizatiOn. ch arles Wa tts .....
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
5
Austin Holyoakeoo ...... · ......
80 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaurth........ 5 ·
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh ....
5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts .. 10
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'!. Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. . Holyoake .. ..
10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politi~al Condi·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh.. 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for " God's Chosen.". . . . • . . ~
8 New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh .... · 5
5 200 Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian )lissionary
and a Chinese Mandarm .... .. :.. ......
10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian... . ... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ......................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Brr.dlaugh....... 5
10 A Few Word• about the Devil................ 5
11 New Hfe of J'a,cob ....
5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol.}'oake ..... 10
13 Spedmen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H..
.. 10
15 Luilicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Brad laugh ....
5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugoh,... . . 5
19 New Life of Ab~aham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
1
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.. ... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per d<Jz..... 10
For Men Only,
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
treats all those peculiar diseases of young .and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting. Discharges\.Vancocele., Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
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TB£ HOTtD SPECJAl.JST

D~a~ihose a.mioted and who are desirous of being

cured a. boo!!:!at of some 83 pages will.be sent ~o
their a.<Hrees for ten cents\ sealed m a flam
envelope, giving -,a,use~ ~na Symptoms o, ~he
Complaint and a .descnpt10n of the Doctors )lllportant medical discovery-an Outward API>lication-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address
DB. R. P. FELLOWS,
'
Vineland, N. 1.,
and say you saw this advertisE)ment in Tp
T:p;tJTH I::!EEKEB.
. -~ . -......~
J)r. Fellows:ls p,n In1lclel.
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.Jfe'tDa of tAe W••lt.

ZEKE H.AS A QUEER APPETITE.
Moreover he said unto me, Son of man, eat that 1hou findest; eat this roll, and go speak unto the house of
Israel. So I opened my mouth, and he caused me to eat that roll.-Ezek. iii, 1, 2.

'I tiE RESURRECTION OF JESUS. ·rHE SABBATH
AN ACNOSTIO'S VIEW.
Co!I'TENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; Tile Christian's Belief; Why Was
t,he Re,nrrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

By M. FARRINGTON,

4

Thorough Examination and Rej
':dation of the Olaims of the
Sabbatariana.

Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jeans; Christ Before Herod; A New Indict.ment

WIZARDS MAGIC PURSE.

Against Jeans; Were the GnaTds Hired by , he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod ; Matthew's Account of the Resnrrection;__Fh!J;_he Angel Sat on the Stone;

The most bewildering illusion discovered ln this century! A very strong
purse of the finest dressed kld strongly
sewed and beautifully embroidered.
(Rebruiargoods ot equal quallty sell for

Mary's Vi•it; Angels; Renan'• Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica.-

~;· Jtlli~~~~ir!~e~;ep~~:~t:~:~~

tion: The Ascension; Why Did Jeans Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The

hours without krrowtng the secret, It
has bu.ffied all experts ln puzzledom.

Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?

:-nw:a!:!~,~~~!rtl~l:,ot!i?~~~~~Yr~~~
~u0r~:f a~~t~:fsfc~\~~r~s,~~ ~~~~~!bJ~

The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; T_he Roman Governors and the Resturection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 7 5 cents; paper, 40 cents.

Sample with secretin senled envelope post paid with Catalogue
or1oou u~eftll articles, 2iir; 3 for fttt-; 6 fur Sl.fiU, $1.80 J?oz.

R. H. lNGEltSOLL & BRO, 6.> Cortlandt st., N. f,
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Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Addresr

IMPORTANT
To .AJl Men and Women Who .A.re Total .A.bstainers From Use of Liquors, .A.lso
to Members of the

Ry .John H. Kelso, .&..111.
t2mo. cloth, $1.00.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Prioe, 15 oentll.
Address this oflloe.

TOTAL ABSTINENCE LIFE INSURANCE ASSOC'N

MEDICAL.

OF AMERICAVou believe in insurance for Temperance people in a strictly Temperance Company.
You want a stra.itforward life policv at rates as low as possible commensurate with safety.
Yon DO NO'.l' want a ten-year term policy, whiCh either leaves you without protection at
the end of ten years, or compels you to re-insure at the advanced-age rate.
You are therefore invited to transfer your policy to or insure in

If you need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known &s

The Water of Life,

and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organ~such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers~.,.tlowel
187 BROADWAY, :NEW YORK.
diseases, UterinA and other forms of p·emale
Oomplatnts. It is a Blood PurU!er, and is an !lXThis is not only the" pioneer organization of its kind, but has just absorbed into its business cellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
THE ENTIRE MEMBERSHIP OF THE GOOD TEMP LARS' MUTUAL BENEFIT inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
ASSOCIATION, thuR doubling the strength of The American Temperance Life Insurance Com- lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a~ts
pany, both in membershiJL:a.nd in business.
117'" Members of the Total Abstinence Company will be accepted on the basis of their original steadily U:QOn the urine, cleansing the blood by
application, and without a medical re-examination. The Membership Fee, which is usually charged means of the kttlnevs, snd acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodily habits which
upon entenng, wiiJ a.Jso be remitted, so that your insurance is
are so essential to good health. This

The I meriGan Tern ~eranGe Life InsnranGe AssoGia tion,

ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST FOR 30 DAYS.

This is the only regular Life Insurance Company in the country insuring oply tota· abstainers.
It is now absorbing the membership of temperance orders, and proposes to contmue until it is the
stronllest temperance organization in the world.
This Association insures persons whose ages are forty-five and upward at a fair increase over
the cost of younger members, J.lllltea.d of exce11sive ra.te11 clla.rged by old•line COillpa!Iiello
For transfer blanks or applications and other information, address, at once,

American Temperance Life Insurance Association,
187 Broadway, New York.

FRAND DELANO, Pres.
GEO. E. GODWARD, Sec.
Be sure to say that you saw this advertisement in THE TRUTH SEEKER

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simple, and not a manufactured articie. The • uccess
•t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured b,v using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containmg photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarkable water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.

This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Second edition, enla.rged to 82 pages; with the
Price,
25 cents.
heat engraved likeness of Paine. Price, tO cents.
!Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

6m12

34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Creed of Christendom.
Ita Foundation Contruted with Ita Superstructure.
BY W. R. GREG.
Complete In

'

W'nl.. 11lmn. JQ!InD.. $1.5D.

A GIRL baby was born to President
Cleveland on the 9th.
DEMOCRATS in the House of Representative announce their determination to secure the repeal of the Federal Election
law.
THE business depression seems ending.
Factories are resuming work. The revival is attributed to the assurance of the
repeal of the silver-purchase act.
THF..REis cholera in two or three districts
of London, and in over a dozen other parts
of England. Rome, Berlin, and Vienna
report oases in themselvs and other localities in their countries.
THE Senate's delay over the bill repealing the silver-coining act is exasperating
most of the people of the country, who
desire its passage. Talk of the uselessness of the upper House is being excited,
with suggestions of its abolition.
0UEEN VICTORIA on the 11th laid the
foundation-stone of a church at Crathie,
Scotland. In a speech she declared her
warm attachment to the church of Sootland, which, she said, so largely represented the feeling of the people of the
country.
THERE is indignation against Rev.
Father Smith, of St. Joseph's church,
Paterson, N. J., because of his breaking
into the rooms of the Catholic Club on
Labor day, when they wished to hold a
picnic and ball, and tearing down the
American flag that they had displayed to
advertise the event.
LAsT Sunday a papal encyclical was read
from all Catholic pulpits of Hungary, in
which Leo XIII. admonished the priests
and prelates to stand by the church in the
fight against the Liberal government,
which endeavors to reduce papal influence
in the country's administration to the level
obtaining in other states-Prussia and
France, for instanee.
OF the nine thousand religious pilgrims
who left Tunis last May for Mecca only
half hav returned. The others died of
cholera. The survivors tell of terrible
suffering. One hundred thousand pilgrims gathered on the sacred mount, June
24th to hear a solemn address prior to proceeding to Mecca. Many were starving.
The mount was strewn with corpses of
victims of the pestilence, among which lay
hundreds dying.
Ex PosTMASTER-GENERAL W A.NAMA.XER
and his double quartet of singers hav finished their tour of Cape May county,
N.J. They were furnished with a special
train by the West Jersey railroad. Wanamaker spoke at every church and urged
the people to hold fast to the gospel and
called on all believers to be more vigilant
in the work of the church.
He said
religion was of more importance than the
great questions of the day, not even excepting labor, tariff, or finance.
A DISPATCH from Rome givs an accou11t
of a riot in the town of Sulmona, in the
province of Aquilla, Italy, which originated in the appearance of cholera at that
place. A number of cases of the disease
had occurred in the town, and as a pre.cautionary measure the officials attempted
to stop a religious procession. This led
to serious trouble, and an encounter between the military and police and the paraders was the result. During the fight
a captain of the ohasseurs was killed and
several gendarmes were wounded.
WITHIN the past few weeks Gov. Claude
Matthews, of Indiana, has received anumber of letters from individuals in different
parts of the state warning him that the
members of the Catholic church are preparing to rebel against the constituted
authorities, and asking that he at once
take steps to suppress any outbreak. To
the majority of the letters the governor
has not replied, but one from R. N. Moulton, of Decatur county, he answered to
the effect that the rumor of Catholic rebellion is false. The letters arise from
. American Proteotiv Association agitation.
AT noon on the 16th the 100,000 or 150,000
people who hav been waiting on the boundary of the Cherokee Strip were admitted,
The territory thus opened is about 200
miles long by 56 m1les wide. It covers a
little more than 11,000 square miles, or between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000 acres. It
will afford at the most farms of 160 acres
for 40,000 or 50,000 persons. Much of the
territory is well watered and exceedingly
fertil, with a climate as nearly perfect as
can be found anywhere on earth. There
was a mad race for claims. There was
land for less than half. Not only the dillappointed, but those who located claims,
will suffer extremely for water, food, and
shelter, and a number will inevitabl;r
perish. It is a noteworthy fact that this
is the last piece of public land, of any account, available for farming.
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A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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rhe New God.· Price, 10 cent&
l'he Problem of the Universe~ and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Cnticisms of
Universolou, Price 20 cents.

Waifs and wanderings, A New Ameri-

ca.n Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pa-per, 6U
cents "A 11rose epic of the wa.r, rich with
incident a.nd dra.ma.tic power; breezy from
first pa.g:e to la.st with tlie living spirit of toda.;r."-[John Swinton's Pa.per.

Golden Throne, A Romance. "The au-

thor certa.inlY .ha.s. ~eni~. The divil!e
crea.tive spa.rk 1s wtthm h1m. The book IS
filled with ma.nly thou_ghts expressed in
ma.nly words-the tra.nscr1pt of a. ma.nly mind.
Every Libera.l shonld rea.d • Golden Throne.'"
-[lnl{f!_rRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.
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Adami and Heva.

=----:---

.......__--

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentnry
Infidel a.nd the Ga.lilea.n Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in ha.rmolly between
them. Price,lO cents.

~~~

A poetic version of

the Jndia.n story of the Ga.rden of Eden in
whir.n. ita superiorit:y to the muti_\~ted copythe Genesis le~r.end-18 shown. Pnce, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Roma.nce. Price, 85 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents. ·
.For a.ll of the a.bove a.ddress
R
THE TRUTH SEEKE CO.,
28 La.fa.vette vla.ce, New York.

Col. R. G. Ingerson's
ARGUMEN'l'
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy -Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the grelltesta.rgument ever ma.de in aca.s~
of this kind, a.nd will be a. model for the B&r so
long a.s the Ohristia.ns USE) force to repre~11 free
speech. Its legal a.cumen 18 unsurp~ss~d •. 1ts elo·
quence n\)ver Elqua.led. Wherever Chnstlanpersecution IS gmng on th1s a.rgull!el!t should· be
freely circula.ted, rea.d tp the Ohr1Bt1a.ns, a.nrl expounded on every occa.s1on.
In pa.per, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

---AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS ·.' {"';'t' HfJlL CONVIfN1.
W ~ f. v: Words on Aurk~lar Col1lftlsslori.
'1.~

THOMAS· PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?

~~~~oM~fu~
CONFLICT BETWEEN RELIGION

·Godly Women of the Biole
A HIS'TORY OF ALL

The Women Who r-:gure In the Bible.
v

~BY...;.

UNGODLY ·woli:QJll oil' 'mE

WY,

NlNETEENTH c.-~

AnoientEgyptia.n Civiliza.tion a.nd Hebrew Narra.tive in Genesis a.nd Exodus.. ~Y V4N ~~ P~BM''Y~

g..».

By ASA AUGER.
A.. condenoa.tion of' the fundamenta.l a.rguments

Price, 15 oents

By W. H. BURR.

SCIENCE.

:fiZZ in a JYues'AeZZ. i Roaring

Second e<lition, enlarged to 32 pa.ges; with the
engra.ved likeness of Pa.ine. Price,lO cents.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

Lion on the Track. Is Controversy Dangerous?

B11 M. B.ABOOOK.
Price.. .

10 cents.

a.ga.inst Chri< tia.nity.

A Y.ry Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 cents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

AND

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.

Essay 0 n M I rac_l es.
lB'M DA

uw

JIUME,

~I'()D.iul

'\l))J)f
P\'{1 ~H
- •

~
01

Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price,
AJJroRR
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By M. FARRINGTON

A Thorough Exarni••.ation and ..Ref
';ttation of the elaims of the
Sabbata.riana.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81 OR F.
J>rice, 25 ceJlts,

•
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New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.

I
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

1

PEN PICTUR[S Of. TH[ WORL0 S· fAtH.
By

SAMUEL P • .PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book atid still more Inval·
uable to those wJlo cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
JJedtcaterl to the Amertcan Oonuress, or 1892, whtch jor the sake oJ Relt(Jton, Btabbea Llbertv gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with <?ther n~eful information t~ the visitor.
. . .
·
.
to the Heart.
It is, bes1des bemg a complete Gmde-Book, the best descr1ption of the Fatr yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the ina~guration ceremoniest gives
A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fatr Sundays and the trmmph
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
Exposition Committee ofthe Honse of Representatives agains.t Sunday closing.
Also the following Es8ays and Poem" by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
ILLUSTRATED.
book form: Orthodoxy; Freeth ought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_l)oem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
,
The main. essay in this work is one of the strongest arraignments ever ma.de of t}Je religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of·this cour try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reade.r wil,l buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
·

Prtce 25 cents; Five ooptes for $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
.glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Womli.n's Building.
Administration Btiilding.
Electrical B)lilding.
Machinery Hall.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACI[S.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS :
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry ~uilding.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
A Be:tutation o:t the Argu:rnent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed ~y
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligent . Being.
SYNOPSIS:

I. The Desi~rn Argument Vitiates Itself.By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers.

•

ll. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
Ill. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregiously Slow,
They Are Egregiously_Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
.
·
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is illegitimate .
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Desi.gn.
VII. The Argument of a First Cause.

.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
~

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N. )C.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

A New Book by Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FlCTJOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court•
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An I• responsible Educated Cl•ss.
'l'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .J oh~ E. Remsburg.

.

Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

At the Woman'R Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chapters of this book. The Uhicago Times said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing with the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant,.modest, bur. uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was 'Heredity in Its Rela•ion to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and 1t was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified to speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss Gardener enchained every auditor, and when she had finished received a J?erfect ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so worthily won. Tbe evening session was highly interesting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the ta.blet of the memory of those present as one of the distinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper,

LINCOLN:

Sex in Brain.

H erPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of

50

cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage;
10

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
One: of tbe most noted controversies of the century. has been waged over the question of glance at its contents will show this:

Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid.to.rest at Sprin_gfield, one of his biographers, Dr.. Holland. put fqr:ward the claim tha.t he was a.
Chnst1an. The claim was promptly denied by the dead statesman's fnends, but only to be renewed
again, and a_gain denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduceR the testimony of more than a hundred witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate frienos.
NOTED WITNESSES.

Hon. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon. Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Matheny, Col.
.John G. Nicola,l', Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Ste])hen T. Logan, Joshua F. Spred. Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gill!ll!Jlir, lJr. C. H.
Ray, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Robert Leachman. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk. Josepb
Jefferson, Hon. Jl:. B. Washburne. Hon. E. M. Haines, Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fiel,.,__Hon.
Geo. w. Julian, Hon. John B. Alley, Hon. H11_gh McCulloch Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev . .vavid
Swing, Rev. Robert CollyPr, Judge Jesse W. Weik, Hon. J.P. Usher. Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell,J;ron.
Wm. D. Kelley_, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover.:.,. lion. vv. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. NelRon, Jtev. Edward
:E_ggleston, Rev. John W. ChadWick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Denms .F. Hanks,l\'Irs. Sarah Lincoln.
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinktr.
Cloth, $1; paper,

50

cents.

COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND FOB
SELECTED HYMNS
Lf'beral al'\d Btf\.ic:r;al Soc:r;ieties,
for Sc:r;f\.ool& al'\d
tl'\.e Home.
-With Music Written to All the Bongs.ColltPUiii;D

P lc111 $1.50,

L. K. WASHBURN.
For sale at THIS OFFIOE.

BY

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~8 Lafayette Place, New York.

MY RfLIGIOUS fXP[1
I RlfNCf.
I

'The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedomdmt that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
coapter Iv.u:s. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-J·ule-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptior. of inherent rights.
Chapter li deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marriaqe was looked upon as vile\ wives were sold
a.s Rtav.;s; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church wa< unfavorable to virtue. The
· cJliba~y of the clergy produced negrading sensuality, and won1an was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'J:he Canon Law, showing how th" church controled woman by making the
leg'timacv of n.arriage depend upon its own control of the ceremony. Anctent civilization gave
plare to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg W•s prohi·bited to wom6n, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters cou:d be disinherited, sons cmild not. The Reformation effected
no change.
ChaJ?ter IV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lords
spiritual,' the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti~m of nude women in the early Christian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of tbis phase of religious insanity Mrs Gage. shows how the
possession of even a little learning was sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid w~re the clergy not to suffer '' witch t~ liv. 'l'his persecutiOn for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un•versal dominion over mankind.
Women physicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
A·nerica. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for hcreey, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the cler~y.
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disrnpt10n of the Roman empire was ·unfavorable to the
personal and proprieta,ry rights of woman-tllat tbe sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that tbe practice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil mar ria@ lS opposed by the church.
In Chapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the .lieformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other "prinCipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
.
In the last three chapters !\irs. Gage treats of the oP-position of the church to the amelioration
of wnman's sufferings as interference wtth her •· curse, of woman's degradation· by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.
.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the cliurch, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
Being the stqry of his religious life and mental woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
lourneyings. Written in his happiest and most will do.
By s. P. Putnam.

brilliant Wll.y, and is the best of all hi$plendid
works, Price, 25 cents. Address
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FourHundred Years of Freetbought.
The World's Fair marks the completion of four
centuries of this continent's known history. These
years hav bee_n a warfare between ~avagery and civilization in thought as well as in material things.
From the hanging of witches on Boston common
and whipping of women naked through Boston's
streets to the holding of the International Congress
of Freethinkers is a long way. Liberals can celebrate the event as perhaps no other class can do,
for in the past they hav suffered much.
Nor is this Four Hundred Years of Freethought
complete without recognition of our European
brethren. They blazed the way, contending in their
own countries for the same liberty of speech the
American desired to enjoy. In a large measure the
battle has been won. A bare quarter of a century
ago even the man who proposed to hold a religious
congress where Mohammedan and Catholic, Buddhist and Protestant, could stand upon the same
platform and· defend their creeds would hav been
deemed a proper inmate for an insane asylum. But
Chicago has seen it in. this culmination of Four
Hundred Years of Freethought, and, cause for the
greatest rejoicing, the religious congress is succeeded by a Congress of Freethinkers, and there is
no inquisition to follow, no dungeons for the audi.
ences, no racks· nor flames for the speakers.
It seems to us a fitting time to call again to
mind the noble men and women who hav lived
and worked, and some of them died, that the
heretics of the world may meet in peace. So we
print this week the portraits of some of these. A
few of them are still living and joining in the celebration. The others hav passed to their rest, but
living yet in the grateful memories of those to
whom they hav given freedom. Let us treasure
the lessons of their lives and emulate their example.
There is no need of biographies of these heroes.
Those who hav died hav.left their records in the
world's history. Those yet with us are making history, and happily the time has not come to sum up
tl:!,ejr work,

How Blasphemy Fares in New Jersey.
The whole of Hunterdon county, New Jersey, last
week was torn with excitement ovE:>r the horrid suspicion that they had in their midst a blasphemer.
The dire word"had gone forth that one of tC.eir inhabitants was that infamous creature, a man whose
mind was so constituted that he could not accept as
conclusiv the evidence for religion, and who therefore
naturally treated it with levity_ whenever occasion
called just as he did anything else. Dr. W. W. Hawke,
a young dentist, was this hateful viper, and the town
of Flemington the spot in the Christian bosom on
which he had chosen to coil his venomous shape.
The man of God of that hamlet had done his duty
of denouncing the blasphemer, and the latter thereupon brought suit for $1,000 damages. Charles A.
Skillman, of Lambertville, one of the oldest practitioners in the state, opened the case. He told the
jurymen they_ had to deal with an unusual case. In
a practice of more than forty years he had not in
either civil or m·iminal proceedings known of a case
in which blasphemy figured, so degrading it was and
so much moral turpitude did it involve. Mr. Skillman then read the complaint. The first count was
to the effect that Pastor Sagebeer before preaching
his sermon had tpld Miss ·Bertha Rittenhouse and
others that the doctor had been present at a mock
prayer-meeting, where whisky had been drunk in
mockery of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
mock prayers had been said, and the long-meter
doxology had been sung. " They are blasphemers,"
the complaint alleges l)astor Sagebeer said to Miss
Rittenhouse, " and you must, not associate with
them." If the charges against Dr. Hawke were
trae, said Mr. Skillman, he ought to be hunted out
of town. If not true, the jury must giv him a substantial verdict. Mr. Skillman defined blasphemy
and told the jury the penalty in New Jersey for
sp aking evil of the deity or willfully and maliciously
attempting to lessen the reverence for God or his
attributes, or to weaken regard for the Christian religion was a $200 fine or imprisonment at hard labor
for twelve months, or both. "Why, up· to 1813,"
said he, " blasphemy in Scotland, under certain circumstances, was punishable with .death."
·After divers witnesses had testified, Dr. Hawke
took the stand and testified that when he had asked
Pastor Sagebeer for a retraction the divine had
saidtbat he would not take what Hawke said as
evidence of his innocence, as he would not believe a
blasphemer. Further, when Dr. Hawke threatened
a lawsuit the pastor said that he courted a suit, as
it would make him the most widely known young
sensational preacher in the state.
One of the rulings interposed by Judge Abbett
was : "A slander is never privileged, even though
it come from a minister of the gospel, and I will so
charge the jury." By the judge's use of the word
"even," we are reminded of the fact that a leniency
is shown the faults of preachers that is not given to
those of other persons. They are, such remarks indicate, privileged to do things of a certain degree of
badness anyway, though perhaps not quite allowed
the one indulgence of slander. When the alleged
drinking of whisky was brought under question,
the judge put in: "That's immaterial. Drinking
whisky is no crime in New Jersey."
Several witnesses testified to such fearful sights
as the beholding of Dr. Hawke, Tom Brown, Frank
Gray,. and two strangers drinking from a longnecked black bottle, and the hearing of them sing,
"Jesus, Lover of My Soul," "Nearer, ]14:y God, to
Thee," and the doxology. A witness testified that
the singing was very fine and that he had gone to
his room to listen to it and be soothed thereby.
Many a church attendiUlt will, we fear, on reading

this heave a sigh at the contrast with his own experiences, and wonder why the vocalistic dentist
should receive upbraiding instead of honor.
Lawyer Lindabury said that he would prove beyond a doubt that the young men had in a drunken,
riotou.s, scoffing, and blasphemous manner sang,
'' JesuEt, Lover of My Soul,"" Nearer, My God, to
Thee," and the long-meter doxology, taking frequent drinks of whisky between. "If such things,"
said Mr. Lindabury, " can go unrebuked in this
world there would be little for Christian ministers
to do, and the Christian churches had better close
up."
The verdict was one of six cents' damages for Dr.
Hawke. Whether the accusation of the preacher
that Dr. Hawke did do and say the things alleged
was true, and, consequently, whether t.his award of
damages was in its smallness just, we cannot say.
We relate the matter only as an instance of the
power which Christians still possess, in the state of
New Jersey, to injure whomsoever has the brains to
despise their creeds and the boldness to ridicule
what he despises.

Hostility to Education.
A Catholic writer has collected instances of the
Protestant church's opposition to education. 'lhere
are also plentiful cdllections by Protestants of the
Catholics' hostility thereto. We wish that Catholic
and Protestant would fight each other over the
point till there should ensue a mutual destruction
like that of the Kilkenny cats.
This Catholic exposure of the Protestant hindrance to education opens with pointing out that
Raliam, in his introduction to the "Literature of
Europe," blames Luther for the general stagnation
of literature. We are next reminded that Schlegel,
in his ''Philosophy of History," speaks of "the
truly barbarous era of the Reformation." Likewise, Erasmus, in his "Letters" (59), says: "Luther
wrote that 'all science, sp.eculativ as well as practical, is damnable. Speculativ sciences are sins and
errors ;' '' and Melancthon, Luther's disciple, "condemned public schools.''
Erasmus again says:
"Wherever Lutheranism reigns, there literature
perishes." The Anabaptists in Germany and the
followers of Knox destroyed all libraries in religious houses. Nearly all the manuscript histories
of England were destroyed by the Reformers.
Gordon, of Rothesy, tells of Scotland in the days
of Knox that learning was decried. Laing, speaking of the eighteenth century, says: "In every
species of improvement and in the arts and refinement of social life, we must, unfortunately, consider Scotland as a century behind the period."
And Scotland was then dominated and guided in
every department of life by the Protestant clergy.
As late as 1575 there had not been a printed edition
of the Reform Bibl9 published in Scotland. In
Buckle's " History of Civilization" we learn that
"the Scottish kirk had become a bye-word and a
reproach among educational men." Some of the
Scottish divines wrote against education. When
the famous chief, Walter Scott, of Harden, was
married, we are told in Chambers' Annals: "That
the contract was signed by a notary, because ntlne
of the parties could sign their names." This Catholic arraigner next tells us to look in Chambers'
Annals for accounts of the deplorable ignorance of the
Presbyterian divines of Scotland, as shown in connection with witchcraft and other absurdities." .in
Germany, Erasmus tells us, the schools were neglected, the churches ruined, and fanaticism pervaded the people. Our writer now quotes: " In
Germany, the war of the peasants sent more than a
hundred thousand of those poor deluded beings to
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the grave, more than twice that number of manuscripts were destroyed during that commotion;
and the Thirty Years' War completed the work of
destruction and left Germany almost a dreary
wilderness." The circumstances under "which the
extensi~ library at Munster was destroyed by the
Anabaptists recur here to mind. Rothman, one of
their leaders, incited them to its destruction by the
same argument which the Caliph Omar used in
justification of the destruction of the Alexandrian
library. "If conformable to the Bible, they were
useless, and if not conformable they were hurtful,
and in either case to be destroyed." Thus, cries
our Catholic colaborer in anti-Protestant propagandism, one of the noblest collections of Germany
perished at the hands of Baptist fanatics.
And in the same manner, too, many of the
noblest collections of learning perished at the
hands of Catholic fanatics. Both the Protestant
and the ·Catholic faiths are, by their essent.ial
nature, at deadly enmity with knowledge. Each
livs solely by the ignorance of its devotees. Each
exists because the masses are so ignorant of the
natural causee which produce all things that they
believe the clergy's lie that supernatural causes
produce them, and giv money to that clergy to use
their influence favorably upon those preternatural
agencies. If the masses were instructed as to
natural causes that hav already been discovered,
and made acquainted with the axiom of science that
all things for which such causes hav not been discovered still possess them, then not a penny would
cut the cobweb on the contribution-box.

Why the Clergy Represent Man Helpless.
Rabbi Wise, of a Jewish congregation in New
York city, has preached a sermon on the subject,
dear to every sacerdotal heart, of the ignorance and
helplessnegs of man. After praising the achievements of man's genius as seenll6t the World's Fair,
he changes his tone and croaks:
"But, behold, certain natural phenomena make their
appearance and teach us the lesson that our much pr~ised
knowledge has its limitations. Medical science has undoubtedly made rapid progress. Step by step it battles
with the angel of death, but what do we see? From tbe
far East comes a small speck, detectable only through
the microscope. Science calls it the comma bacillus, and
the whole world, with all its power, intelligence, might,
and inventiv genius, stands awed and in abject terror before the approaching peril-helpless and dejected. Aye,
the secret things belong to the Lord our God."
The rabbi then pictures corresponding discomfitures of mankind by financial disaster, storm, and
so on. After each he exhorts us to :fly from man
who cannot save to the bosom of God.
But not the slightest use in doing so can be
pointed out by all the rabbis in the world. Even
supposing that man cannot save, God certainly can
not and does not. Not one case of his doing so was
ever known. And the truth is, man can save. He
has already saved us from countless ills. He has
saved us from unnumbered diseases that cut short
our lives when we knew of nothing bPtter than to
take the advice of rabbis and priests and appeal to
their God. And he will very soon, at the present
rate of medical progress, hav learned how to save
us from many diseases more. In finance man has
saved us from much. The present monetary troubles, great as they are, do not equal those of former
ages. And science will yet do away with such as
we hav now. Man has, too, averted a large part
of the dangers proceeding from storms. And here
likewise he will do better yet. Man does all, God
nothing.
The reason that the preacher belittles the province of the known, and magnifies that of the unknown, is that other professions deal with the
known while he pretends to hav influence over the
nnl&own, and he wishes to divert the people's
money from the pockets of the other professions
into his own.

Jlgents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty

copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated; It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers can remit the difference in pric~ between paper and cloth binding, and get the books
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated,"
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don ·Allen, price
40 -cents; '~Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S: Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; " Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a
Christian?" price 50 cents. Other books besides
are in preparation. One of these, we may mention, is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at cnce
the books already published, and, as they appear, those which will be published between now
and January, '94.

Colonel Ingersoll Expresses His Views of the
Parliament of Religions.
Although he was not invited to take part in its
deliberationSr there is probably no man in this
country who is watching more closely the proceedings of the Parliament of Religions in Chicago than
Col. Robert. G. Ingersoll, the leading American Agnostic, FPYS the'· Herald. A reporter for that paper
had a talk with him last week about this meeting
in which so many churchmen of all denominations
hav figured.
·
"The Parliament of Religions," the reporter volunteered, "was called with a view to discussing the
great religions of the world on the broad platform
of tolerance. Supposing this to hav been accomplished, what effect is it likely to hav on the future
of creeds~"
"It was a good thing," answered Colonel Ingersoll, "to get the representative of all creeds to meet
and tell their beliefs. The tendency, I think, is to
do away with prejudice, with provincialism, with
egotism. We know the difference between the
great religions, so far as belief is concerned,
amounts to but little. Their gods hav different
names, but in other respects they differ but little.
They are all cruel and ignorant."
" Do you think likely," the scribe asked, " that
the time is coming when all the religions of the
·world will be treated with the liberaiity that is now
characterizing the attitude of one sect to another in
Christ en doni?"
"Yes, because I think that all religions will be
found . to be of equal authority, and because I believe that the supernatural will be discarded and
that man will giv up his vain and useless efforts to
get back of nature-to answer the questions of
whence and whither. As a matter of fact, the
various sects do not love one another. The keenest
hatred is religious hatred. The most malicious
malice is found in the hearts of those who love their
enemies."
''Bishop Newman, in replying to a learned Buddhist at the Parliament of Religions, said that
Buddhism had given to the world no helpful literature, uo social system, and no heroic virtues. Is
this true~" was the next question.
"Bishop Newman is a very prejudiced man," said
the colonel. "Probably he got his information
frcm ~he missionaries! Buddha was undoubtedly
a great teacher. Long before Christ lived Buddha
taught the brotherhood of man. He said that intelligence was the only lever capable of raising
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mankind. His followers. to say the least of them,
are as good as the followers of Christ. Bishop
Newman is a Methodist-a follower of John Wesley....,...and he has the prejudices of the sect to which
he belongs. We must remember- that all prejudices
are honest."
"Is Christian tmciety. or rather· society in Christian countries, cursed with fe-.ver robbers, assa(:lsinfil,
and thieves proportionately than countries where
' heathen ' religions predominate!" ·
"I think not," said Colonel Ingersoll. •' I do
not believe that there are more lynchings, more
mob murders in India or Turkey, or Persia than
in some Christian states of the great republic.
Neither will you find more train. robbers, more
forgers, more thieves in heathen limds than in
Christian countries. Here the jails are full; the
penitentiaries are crowded and the hangmen are
busy. All over C)uistendom, _as many assert,
crime is on the increase, going hand in hand with
poverty. The truth is, that some of the wisest and
best men are filled with apprehension for the future,
but I . believe in the race and hav confidence in
man."
''How can society be so reconstructed that all this
horrible suffering· resultant from poverty and its
natural associate, crime, may be abolished, or at
least reduced to a minimum?" I asked.
" In the first place we should stop supporting
the useless. The burdens of superstition should
be taken from the shoulders of ·industry. In the
next place men should stop bowing to wealth instead of worth. Men should be judged by what
they do, by what they are, instead of by the property they hav. Only those able to raise and educate children should hav them. Children should
be better born-better educated. The process of
regeneration will be slow, but it will be sure.
The religion of our day is supportEld by the worst,
by the most dangerous people in society. I do not
allude to murderers or burglars, or even to the
little thieves. I mean those who debauch courts
and legislatures and elections-those who make
millions by legal fraud."
"Is it possible for men to be. good and honest
without the help of Christianity~"
"Christianity is not a help," was the colonel's
reply. "Christianity offers to sell crime on a credit.
It says to the bank cashier: ' Be honest. Don't
you steal a cent, but if you do steal the entire bank
God will forgive you in Canada just as quickly as in
the United States.' Christianity does liot make men
good. Good men hav given Christianity the good
reputation it has."
.
"What do you think of the Theosophists! Are
they sincere-hav they any real basis for their
psychological theories?"
"The Theosophists may be sincere. I do not
know. But I am perfectly satisfied that their
theories are without any foundation in fact-that
their doctrins are as unreal as their 'astral bodies,'
and as absurd as a contradiction in mathematics.
We hav had vagaries and theories enough. We
need the religion of the real, the faith that rests on
fact. Let us turn our attention to this world-the
world in which we live."
Before our talk began Colonel Ingersoll had
taken up a pamphlet in which he was soon absorbed.
He read on to the last page and exclaimed :
The fellow who wrote that givs Bishop Potter
some hard blows."
I looked at him questioningly.
"It's just this way," said the colonel. "Bishop
Potter, in advocating the opening of the World's
Fair o~ Sundays, dubbed the fourth commandment
' a venerable relic' and Sabbath observance as ' a
scarcely less venerable tradition.' Now this hardy
pamphleteer pertinently asks; "Why did Bishop
Potter for so long read the commandment to the
people of Grace church, New .York, as one of God's
commandments? Does he not now require it to
be read by the clergy of his diocese ? Has it been
stricken from the decalogue in the new prayer
book? And are all the commandments omitted as
being, like it, only ' venerable conceptions ' and
' traditions !' I guess those are pretty tough questions for Brother Potter to answer."

Notes on the Congress of Religions.
The Congress of Religions is like the Midway
Plaisance. It is a curiosity shop. It has not the
slightest practical value. It givs no light on any
subject whatsoever. It is simply a gush aboat God,
and makes one smile. All confer in this grand conglomeration provided they will not attack the Chri!'ltian religion. They must giv the good points of
their own religion in a neighborly sort of way. It
is to be a feast of sweetmeats, and eyery speaker
must devote himself to taffy. He must not refer to
superstition, tyranny, or persecutions or bloody
W~Bs~cres, or any w:rong thing ·tb~tt hiLs ever b(lel}
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done in the name pf religion. Religion is the fetish
and all bow down before it. No matter what" he is,
if Christian, Jew, Mohammedan, Buddhist, Free
Religionist, Unitarian, Pat.J.gonian, Feeji Islander,
or Esquimaux, if he will only proclaim the sacred
.name of religion he is all right. He can say his say,
and utter all sorts of notions about God, but he
must not say there is no God. That is forbidden
ground. · He must not attack anybody else's notion
:of God. He must speak in dulcet tones and :flatter
.every deity, and only hy innuendo giv the prefer;ence to his own deity. Of course the out-and-out
Freethinker has no place in a congress of this kind.
The Atheist is tabooed. The scientific man is outlawed. Faint or dense the clo~d of theology envelops it all. · It is permeated from beginning to
end with faith. It is the place for the believer, but
not for the man of facts and the investigator.
· · Well, there are many ways of looking at this non.descript congress. It is a manifold affair. Like
.the many mirrors in the Moorish palace, it presents
a bewildering variety, and looks to the casual observer much more immense than it is.
·
From the Unitarian standpoint it is a pretty
good scheme. It emphasizes the idea that all religions hav the same origin, the same purpose, and
on the whole are equally natural and equally good.
It is a triumph for the liberal Christian element.
It is anti-orthodoz from its very nature. It is a
deadly blow to the old-fashioned ideas. If Christianity is only a natural religion, then Calvinism
goes by the board. If Christianity is not a supernatural religion based on a miracle and a special divine revelation; if it must take its chances with all
other religions, and appeal only to reaqon ; then
where is its supremacy 1 All those who participate
in this congress practically renounce the old orthodoxy, and align themselvs somewhat with human
progress. They really take the side of the devil and
are willing, with Adam and Eve, to pluck the fruit
of the tree of knowledge. The pure Theist has won
the day. He no longer needs to be a Christian in
order to enter the charmed circle. The lion and
the lamb can lie down together provided they both
hav an abiding faith in the ''goodness of God."
So we might say that on the lines of a liberal and
progressiv faith there is quite an advance. The
growls of ancient superstition are now succeeded by
the mellow accents of a polite recognition of each
other's pet belief.
But all is not rose-colored. I opine tl::at this
Congress would be like the old church councils, and
there would be a knock-down and a drag-out if it
were not that the civilization of the age keeps a
steady watch over the proceedings through the
agency of the lynx-eyed newspapers. It won't
do to break out and violate the courtesies of the occasion unless Joseph Cook is on the platform and
the rampage, for there is no use to try and make
Joseph Cook a Chesterfield in debate. Still there
is an undercurrent of bitter feeling. The good old
orthodox soul is horrified at the idea that the Jew
or the Mohammedan has anything to say in behalf
of his religion. The harmony is all on the outside.

The hand-greetings are pretty cold all round.
There is much mental reserve. Every religionist is
on the lookout that no one gets the drop on him.
There is a great lack of sincerity and openheartedness. There is a concealed warfare: At times it
is impossible to prevent the groans and hisses of
contending parties, and the police are on hand to
prevent further displays. I don't think this Congress will add to the harmony of Chrif!tian sects or
of the religions of the world. After the Congress
is over there will be a more furious battle than ever.
I ani glad of it. It would be exceedingly dangerous to the progress of mankind if all the religions
of the world &hould agree. There would be a
mighty poor chance for the radical Freethinker if
this should happen. The salvation of science lies
in the fact that religions do not combine. Religion,
if thus harmonious, would rule the world everywhere with a rod of iron .
There seems to be a sort of subtle conspiracy all
round among the religious people to shut off Freethought entirely. They don't want it The Atheist
and the Agnostic need not apply. There must be
no discussion of the God question. Believe or be.
damned is the shibboleth. The Freethinkers could
not even hav a hall of their own without a padlock
on their lips. Th~ Free Religionist, the Unitarian,
the Mohammedan, the Catholic, the Presbyterian,
by universal combination might make it pretty hard
for the Atheist. They would ostracize him to their
heart's content, and God would hav the glory. It
is rather difficult now to be an outspoken Atheist ;
but the difficulty would be enormously increased if
the religious element should really combine into
OJ1e vast whole. Fortunately, those who do believe
in. God do n,ot agree and will not agree ; if they
did, I am of the opinion that Freethought would
be absolutely crushed out. I am somewhat afraid
of these Theistic fellows, no matter how mild they
a•.e in appearance. They have the disease, and
there is ~ knowing how violently it might break
forth. But ·so long as they constantly quarrel
about God, the world is free from a tremendous
intellectual tyranny. God is at the bottom of it all,
and if God is saved, then despotism will still :flaunt
its banners. That is why the far-seeing Catholic
joins in· this religious Congress. This is why he
foregathers with the Free Religionist and Unitarian.
With them he is defending the outworks of his
mighty citadel. These men, liberaJ. a~d progressiv
as they are, make alliance with the pope. The pope
is no fool. He understands that his throne is built
on Theism, and every argument for Theism is, in
the long run, an argument for the pope. While
people believe in God, so long will many believe in
the pope; for, though every Theist is not a Catholic, still he furnishes the logical foundation of the
Catholic church, for Theism is faith and only faith.
The main argument for God's existence presented
to this Congress is, God is thinkable, therefore
he exists. If that is not faith I do not know what
faith is, and it is that kind of faith which subjects
reason to sentiment. What limits can there be to
human credulity when it is asserted that the think-

ableness of a thing is a proof of its actual being?
And yet learned doctors argue that there is a God,
not on the ground of fact, but on the ground that
there is an idea of God in the human mind. I
must confess that I am impatient of these frivolities. I would smile at them. but for the danger
that is in them, for broaden religion and Theism as
you will the seed is there of mental servitude, and
it will produce its perilous fruit. Is the tyranny of
Theism simply as such any better than the tyranny
of a pope~
T~e Congress of Religions is a failure so far as
proaucing harmony is concerned ; and in the interest of human liberty it is better thus to be. There
is, I admit, one good thing in theologians-that is,
pugnacity ; and I supp')se that pugnacity and dogmatism go together. Theologians will fight and
fight about tri:tles, and they fight one another with
delightful asperity. Keep it up, I say. It is the
everlasting fight of the Kilkenny ca,ts, and it in the
salvation of the world. If theology could for once
present a united front, then farewell ·to freedom.
But theology is broken into a thousand camps ;
every il'lm :floats its :flag, and hence truth and liberty
hav some chance.
Bicker away, 0 theologians! Bark and bite at one
another. Quarrel about every creed under the sun.
Dispute about the trinity, hell-fire, atonement, foreordination, predestination, and infant damnation.
Excommunicate one another. It's the best thing
for man that you don't agree. Keep on damning
one another. It saves the world from being damned
by you.
SAMUEL· P. PUTNAM.
Chicago, Ill., 1893.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York. Its lectures for October are:
October 6th.-" The Silver Question:" Henry Nichols.
October 13th.-" Christianity and After :" T. B. Wakeman.
October 20th,-" Freethought and Morality:" S. P. Put. nam.
October 27th.-" Arbitration:" Albert Day.
E. B. FoOTE, JR., Presiding Officer.
THE Newark Liberal League opens its season of 1893-4
at 177 Halsey street, corner Market, Sunday afternoon, October 1st, at 3 o'clock. W. S. Bell, of New
York, will lecture. Subject: "Evolution of Religious
Worship," This being the first lecture of the season we
hope to hav a good audience to greet Mr. Bell. He made
a favt rable impression when here last season
J. E. REMSBURG goes to Wisconsin after the Congress.
His appointments are as follows:
Portage,
Oct.
10 Hillsborough,
Oct, 15
Madison,
"
11 West Salem,
" 16
Lodi,
" 12, 13, llt

I

Readers will aid the cause by forwal'ding us
namea of their friends who might be interested in
sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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The Annual Convention of the Canadian Secular Union.
The Convention of 1893, says Secular Thought,
may fairly be said to hav been the most interesting
and successful one of recent years. Although several of the older members were absent, the attendance at the Sunday sessions was large and entliusiastic ; and the business accomplished will cause it
to be remembered as the starting-point of at least
two great agenuies toward the success of our cause
-the establishment of a funeral fund, and the appointment of a committee to arrange for the permanent and regular support. of Secular Thought,
and for the payment of a traveling or visiting lecturer, who will thus be enabled to make visits to all
parts of Canada where lectures may be desired.
On Saturday evening the first session was called
to order at about half-past 8 o'clock, at 35 Adelaide
street East. In the absence of the president, the
vice-president of the local Secular Society was voted
to the chair, and he at once called upon the secretary to read the president's address~ which was as
follows:
To THE CANADIAN SECULAR UNION AT THE ANNUAL CoN-VENTION, Friends and Fellow-workers: Prevented from
being at your Convention by the search for secular wealth
in the mountains of British Columbia, I send greeting to
the friends assembled in counoil, and hope that the
spirit of reason and of progress will inspire your deliberations and lead onward in the advancement of Liberal
opinions.
During the past year we hav witnessed at large most
encouraging signs of the evolution of Freethought. The
general sentiment of civilized communities is steadily
drifting away from orthodox religious beliefs, and heresy
is even daring to lift its head in the pulpit. A few preachers hav ventured to hint at some of the truths that Thomas
Paine boldly declared a hundred years ago, and these
glory in persecution as advanced thinkers. The agitation
of the Sunday-opening of the World's Fair has done much
to educate the people, and we may reasonably claim that
the principles of Secularism hav been mo.re widely accepted in consequence.
Among our greatest immediate causes for gratification
hav been the successful tour of Mr. Ellis across the continent, the sustaining of the issue of Secular Thought,

and the passage of the Oaths Laws by the Dominion Pttrliament.
Mr. Ellis has given a stimulus to Secular agitation in
many places by his instructiv addresses; and aided by his
talented daughter he has sent out every week by his jour~
nal a valuable suoply of information and argument that
must hav had an effectiv influence upon the thoughts of
its readers.
Since the 1st of July of this year it has been possible
for any person who has conscie:utious scruples against
taking oaths to make affirmation in all cases under control of the laws of the Dominion. It is desirable for the
sake of influence that every Secularist should bear this in
mind, and always refuse to take the oath, thus testifying
against the superstition involved in th&t custom.
Of future work I may say that we hope to.secure a
change in the oaths laws of the province of Quebec. A
commission is now engaged in the revision· of the statutes
of Quebec, and I hav taken measures to secure the consideration of a change in the disgraceful edicts that at
present disqualify Agnostics or Atheists from testifying
in the courts of this province. Several circumstances
that it is not prudent to mention just yet ·lead me to believe that our ends will be quietly but effectivly gained,
as was done in the case of the Dominion Parliament, without exeiting the opposition of bigotry or the vested interests of the clergy. When I assumed the presidency of
the Secular Union I marked out this reform as-the one to
which I would devote my special efforts, and I am gratified to feel that my term of office has been signalized by
the culmination of this long struggle which so many
earnest and faithful workers hav aided in the past, and
which now in the fullness of time brings one more trophy
to the cause of Rationalism.
We hope that Secular Thought may be upheld by
worthy financial support~ and that its sphere of usefulness
may be enl.rged. As tne only professed Freethought
paper in Canada, it ought to be sustained. The press is
fast superseding in influence both the pulpit and the
plat~orm, !lnd it is very desirable that our society, in connectiOn mth the paper, should secure the broadcast issue
of judiciously selected tracts and pamphlets. A fund
should be provided by which the free circulation of tracts
upon·a given subject could be secured at an opportune
time and place when public opinion and action might be
influenced favorably thereby. A bureau of literature,
unde~ the direction of a small committee, might at comparativly small cost circulate Liberal opinions throughout the country and affect more minds than could possibly
be reached by any practicable system of lecturing. Such
work as was done by Mr. John Helm in sendin.,. Mr.
Allen Pringle's admir 1ble pamphlet upon "The Bible in

the Schools " to every teacher in the Domiaion- ;s. an example of the sort of effort that the times· demand, and
which should be taken up systematically. ·Earnest Liberals in every town should be supplied periodically· with
matter for free distribution, besides making all possible·
uses of the mails to reach legislators and known persons
of influence. I would like to see a fund raised for this
purpose.
·
I should be glad to hear that some efforts are being
made to invigorate the Toronto Society, and trust any
plans put forward with that object will meet with your
hearty cooperation. All around us we see signs of the
liberalization of thought and the secularization of action.
Our only coursA is to persevere in contributing our efforts
~o the grand .forces of the age, which through education
m nat~ral_sCience and the l~ws of evolution are gradually
emanCipatmg the human mmd from those beliefs in supernaturalism which hav hitherto held the human race in
bondage to the altar and the throne. I expect to .be present at the International Congress of Freethou~ht at Chicago in O~tober, and will speak for the Canadian aspects
of Secularism For some years I hav been honored with
the presidency of the Canadian Secular Union, and shall
be pleased and proud to serve yet another year inc that
capaci~y should it be the general desire ; but I feel it to
be :!ittmg that others should receive the recognition of
their zeal and devotion bv election to this office and I
shall be heartily in accord with any choice that the Convention may make.
I remain, with cordial good wishes,
Faithfully yours,
RoBERT C. ADAMs.
Kaslo, B. 0., Aug. 18, 1893.
At the conclusion of the address, the secretary
gave a synopsis of the business which had been accomplished during the past year, calling particular
attention to the clauses in the recently passed act
of the Dominion legislature by which anyone having
"conscientious scruples" against taking the oath in
a court of justice or otherwise is allowed to affirm
without being subjected to any inquisition as to his
religious opinions.
·
The secretary then gave a short account of his
lecturing tour in the spring of the year.
Referring to the Sunday-car contest in Toronto
he said there were two well-marked features in it ;
th_e . almost total ~b~ndonment by the intelligent
mm1sters of the b1bhcal argument in favor of the
old-time Sabbath observance; and an emphatic
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declaration by the workingmen that they were able
and determined. to look after their own inter~sts
without the intervention of the clericals.
Of the matters to be brought before them, the
establishment of a burial club in connection with
the Union was a very important one, and he hoped
it would be discussed and some plan adopted.
An effort would,·u·possible, be made to establish
a SundiLy'-school during the· next season; and the
se~~t'ary read an item from Sweden, recording the
fabt.that the·Sunday-school attached to the StockMlin. Freethbught Society had fifty-seven children
aWmding regularly, to show how backward Canadian Secularists were.
' After some little discussion on various matters
mentioned in the report, the chairman called for the
ri.ext order of business, and the letters were read by
the secretary from various friends who could not attend...
The following committees were then appointed :
On· Resolutions: Messrs..Kendall, Armstrong,
Lockie, and Ellis.
Secular Thought and Propagandism: Messrs.
Lo.ckie, Middleton, Wilson, Risser, W. C. Hay, and

·on

Elfis;

.

Tlie·Convention then adjourned.
SUNDAY MORNING.

At the meeting of the Convention on Sunday
morning, Mr. J. Lockie was elected to the chair, and
at once called for nominations for the office of
president. . Capt. R. _C. Adams, of Montreal,. ~as
reelected by acclamatiOn, as were also the retmng
secretary and treasurer. After several nominations
had been made for members of the executiv committee, it was moved and seconded that the whole
of the executiv committee be reelected. This was
carried unanimously. The present staff of officers is
therefore as follows: President, Capt. Robert C.
Adams, Montreal; secretary, J. Spencer Ellis, Toronto; treasurer, A. Earsman, Toronto; executiv
committee, Messrs. George Martin, Montreal; W.
Macdonnell, Lindsay; J. Lockie, Waterloo; A. Roe,
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Wingham; E. Duval, Hamilton; and J. Taylor, J. ~long before Toronto people would be able to ride
A. Risser, F. Armstrong, and E. J. Kendall, of on cars on Sunday, and he hoped country people
Toronto.
would be able to come into town as freely on SunThe secretary then reported the following reso- day as on other days. He had seen a great change
lutions from the committee on resolutions, and the in public sentiment during recent years. Formerly
chairman put them to the meeting:
he had met "much opposition.; but he had .been
Resolved, Tpat this Convention, while,regretting the. lately elected to office, though he had been opposed
unavoidable absence of its worthy president in the West;: on the ground of his Infidelity, and to-day ·many
desires to thank him for his able address; for the con-. of his former opponents were very friendly with
tinned energy and ability he has displayed in fulfilling· him.
the duties of his office, and for the exertions he has made
Mr. James Wilson, of Attwood, said it was unin favor of a liberal improvement in the law as to the
taking of .oaths; and, while congratulatin~ him upon the doubtedly the fact that public opinion was becom·success already attained, as shown by the clauses em- ing more liberal. He was once a leader in the
bodied in the Dominion statutes, hopes that he may be church. When he left the church, a petition was
enabled to continue those efforts until the statute-book of
Quebec also is relieved of this objectionable· trace of a signed by a large number to prevent his acting
barbarous superstition. The Couvention trusts he may elsewhere; but when it came to the heads of the
for many years to come be enabled ·to carry at its head chlirch, who knew him intimately, they refused to
the flag of freedom and progress.
·
sign it.
Resolved. That this Union desires, through the meMr. Lockie said he had the honor of being pubdium of its late respected and eminent leader, Mr. Charles
Watts, to conv~y to its fellow-workers in the Liberal licly prayed for in the churches ; but, strange to
cause· in England its great appreciation of the efforts say, both those churches-one on each side of his
made during the past year by their able arm;r.of advo- house-had been struck by lightning, while his
cates headed by Mr. G. W. ]'oote, Mr. G. J. Holyoake, house
had escaped. Mr. Hodgins suggested that
and Mr. Charles Watts, and trusts soon to hear of the
completion of the arrangements being made to establish that might be due to the fact that Mr. Lockie paid
the headquarters of English Freethought in London on his taxes. Mr. Moffatt thought all the churches,
a grand and permanent foundation.
notwithstanding their profession of faith in divine
providence, took occasion to insure, and all the
The :resolutions were carried unanimously.
·Mr. G. W. Hay then gave some interesting rem- ministers he knew were heavily insured. He
.iniscences of his experience with ministers and thought a great need among Freethinkers was
others in propagandist work. He urged the neces- more social intercourse.
sity of more care being taken in the training of the
Mr. Ellis suggested that next year the Convenminds of children in Liberal ideas. As showing tion should open with a banquet, which would perthe . deeply rooted bigotry of some Christians, he haps be one means of helping to attain this end.
recalled a case where he had acted as chairman at a
Mr. Stewart recalled a convention of thirty years
teetotal meeting. The next mornil)g, at a meeting ago in Scotland. There were a dozen of them, and
of ladies, it was suggested that the floor should be everyone of them had been imprisoned for thirty
scrubbed where he had stood.
days for lending Paine's "Age of Reason."
Mr. Middleton spoke of the increasing liberalism
Mr. Middleton spoke of the late Sunday-car contest, and~ said the World deserved the support of of the parsons. A year ago he had induced Rev. Mr.
all . Liberals for the stand it had taken, notwith- Johnson, of Lindsay, who had been a Sunday-observstanding they might not approve its politics.
ance fanatic, to read Mr. Macdonnell's" Day of Rest,"
Mr. Moffatt, of Orillia, thought it would not be and he had not said a word about Sunday since.
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

Soon after 2 o'clock, Mr. J. Lockie again took the
chair and called upon Mr. Lemay, Toronto, to read
the paper which was the first in order on the program;
"Religion in the Province -of Quebec." At the conclusion of the paper, which was received with many
marks of approval, Mr. Stewart gave some of his experiences with the Canadian Institute. Mr. G. W.
Hay said there was no question that Quebec was the
most priest-ridden country in the world. Mr. Ellis
spoke of the recent contest between the Canada
Revue and the clergy, and thought Ontario Secularists should aid the Quebec .Liberals whenever
possible. Mr. Moffat said it was a fact that, whenever Catholics left the church they almost invariably
became Freethinkers.
The chairman then called upon Miss Hepburn to
read her paper upon "The Position of ·woman,"
which was received with frequent applause.
The chairman then called on Mr. Denton to read
his paper on the formation of a burial society.
The secretary moved that a committee be appointed to take the matter in hand and carry it out
-the committee to consist of Messrs. Risser, Armstrong, Denton, Taylor, J. S. Ellis, McClemont,
and Densmore. The motion was carried.
. Mr. Watts then gave a brief address, comprising
a short sketch of the history of Secuhirism in
England and its present aspect; and he delivered a
message of greeting from Mr. G. W. Foote and Mr.
G. J. Holyoake, both of whom regretted their
inability to be present at the Convention.
After some further discussion, in which Messrs.
.Hay, Ellis, Burnell, Watts, Hepburn, and the chairman took part, the meeting adjourned until 7 P.M. at
the Academy of Music.
The audience began to arrive at the doors of the
Academy of Music before 7 o'clcck, and at that
time there was a considerable crowd waiting for the
doors to open. When Mr. Watts walked on to the
stage, accompanied by Mr. Lockie (who had been
appointed chairman), the auditorium was well filled,
and many who arrived late could find only standing
room. Mr. Watts's lecture was received by the immense audience with all the old-time enthusiasm.
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WEST MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO, COMMENCING SUNDAY, OCTOBER leT, ENDING
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8TH.

Sunday, October lat.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg.

2. Address of welcome by the Chairman.
3.
''
"
"
" Samuel P. Putnam.
4.
"
"
"
" Robert C. Adams.
5.
"
"
"
(in German) by J ens L. Chrisensen, president German Turn-Verein.
6. Appointment of committees.
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Capt. R. C. Adams.
1. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
.
2. Adilress (in German) by Hermann Boppe, e~ttor
l\Iilwaukee Freidenker, •• Die Moral der Repnbhcanischen Weltanechaning."
3. Selection by German Turner Singing Society.
4. Address by T. B Wakeman, "Christianity ~d
After."
,
5. Address (in German) by J ens L. Christensi>n, "The
Crnss and the Crown."
Evening Session. 7 P.M.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
1. Selection by- the EdelweisR Zither Club.
2. Address by John E. Remsburg, "J esns Christ."
3. Address byL. K. Washburn.
4. Selection by German Turner Singing Society.
5. Address by John R. Charlesworth, "FreethoughtWhat It Implies, Its Power and Results."
6. Address by Charles Watts.
Monday, October 2d.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Presiding officer, Jud~e Waite.
1. Reports of committet1s-standmg or special.
2. Secretary's report of progress.
3. Recepti011 of foreign delegates.
4. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg .
5. Address by Harry Hoover.
Afternoon Session, 3 P. M
Presiding officer, Judge Waite.
1. Pianoforte Selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
2. Address by W. S. Bell, "The Conflict Between
Christianity and Civilization."
3. Address by J. H. Burnham, "The Love and Worship of the Christian's God."
4. Address by J. D. Shaw.
No Evening Session.
Tuesday, October 3d-Morning Session, 10 A M.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
1. Reports of c mmittees, standing or special.
2. Reports of officers of the Freethonght Federation of
America.
3. N oinination and election o~ officers.
4. Address by president-elect.
Afternoon Session-3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Samuel P. Putnam.
1. Secretary's report of progresP.
2. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
3 Address by Franklin Steiner, "The Church and
Freeth ought."
4. Discussion of ways and means to promote the interests of the cause. Introductory paper by Thaddeus B.
Wakeman.
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
Presiding officer. Capt. Robert C. Adams.
1. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
2. Address (in Bohemian) by Frank B. Ydrnbek.
3. Selection by Bohemian Orchestra.
4. Address {in English) by J. J. Kral.

5. Address by Samuel P. Putnam, "The Rights of
Man."
6. Selection by Bohemian Orchestra.
7. Address by E. A. Stevens, "The Real and La_stjng
Religion of Man."
WOMAN'S DAY.

Wednesday, October 4th-Morning Session, 10 AM.
1. Address by presiding officer.
2. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
...
.
3. Address by Lillie D. White, "The Coming
Woman."
4. Address by Mattie P. Krekel, /' Individna.lity -~ a
Factor in the Progress of Humanity."
.· ·
5. Address by Sarah E. Ames. ·
.
Afternoon Session> 3 P.M.
1. Address by presiding officer;
2. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
3. Address by Katie Kehm Smith, ''The NecessityJor
Aggressivness on the Part of Liberals."
4. Discussion on "Woman's Relation to Advanced
Thought." Introductory paper by Dr. Juliet H. Severance.
Evening Session, 7 P.M.
1. Pianoforte selection by a Friend.
2. Address by Voltairine de Cleyre," '' Mary W olstonecraft, the Apostle of Woman's Freedom."
3. Address by Mrs. M.A. Freeman, "Woman's Day."
4. Selection by the Edelweiss Zither Club.
5. AddreRs by Susan H. Wixon, "Prpgress of Woman
.
for Four Centuries."
6. Selection by th11 Edelweiss Zither Club.
7. Address by Addie L. Ballou, of San Francisco.
Thursday, October 5th.-Morning Session, 10 A.M.
Pre~iding officer, Judge C. B. Waite.
1. Reports of committees-standing or special.
2. Reports of officers of American Secular Union.
3. Nomination and election of officers.
4 Address by the president-elect.
·
5. Address by Dr. C. W. Mak, · "Freethought and
Phrenology."
Afternoon Session, 3 P.M.
Presiding officer, Capt. Robt. C. Adams.
1. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
2 Address by Judge C. B. Waite.·
3. Address by Dr. J. L. York, "The New Faith."
4. AddreBB by J. D. Shaw.
.
·
Evening Session, 7 P. M,
Presiding officer, Judge C. B. Waite.
1. Pianoforte selection by John J. I. Remsburg.
2. Address by Dr. Paul Carns.
3. Address (in English) by Isaac A. Hourwich, of Rus·
sia.
4. Address (in Polish) by Madam Josephine Kodis
(graduate from the University of Zurich).
5. Piano£ rte selection by John J I. Remsburg.
6. Address by Capt. Robert C. Adams.
7. Address by Clarence S. Darrow.
Friday, October 6th.
Delegates will assemble at the hall at 10 A.M., and proceed from there to the World's Fair in a body.
Saturday, October 7th.
Delegates will meet by appointment, and will be shown
the various places of interest in and around the city of
Chicago. Grand.banquet commencing at 7:30 l'.M.
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Sunday, October 8th.
The· editor of El Progreso, the Spanish FreeThere will be sessions during the day, at which ad- thought monthly published in New York city, and
dresse_!> will be delivered upon various Freethonght topics the editors of Las .JJominicales, of Madrid, hav been
by all the lecturers in turn.
excommunicated and their respec-tiv journals put on
the black list by the bishop of Popayan, Columbia.
Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
I find it impossible to print the large number of Both journals are ·in a prosperous state as yet.
letters I now receive from friends cooperating for
But It Was Premature Rolling.
the support of this enterprise.
George Jacob
Holyoake and Saladin from over the waters send
Joseph Cook says that when the news came to him of
their good word. There are now over three hun- the closing of the World's Fair gates on Snnday_he went
dred and thirty subscriptions to the book-but the out on the Dakota prairie and rolled for joy, Mr. Cook
the victory "illustrates the value of a vertebrate
more the better. The following I hav the pleasure says
Christianity as opposed to a lax, molnecan Liberalism."
of adding to the list :
-Michigan Ohristian Advocate.
B. A Curtis.
Gust. E. Krenzke.
Fri~nd,a of freedom, how do you like it!
Is
Philip Pierce.
W. Dosse.
there · l!Qt need of union? Is the Freethought
W. Goldbeck.
Elnora J. Taylor.
Federation in vain T
Robert Thorne.
Wesley Miller.
Isaac H. Watson.
L. Fowler.
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Henry Luken.
Addison Ellesworth.
Or close up the wall with our Freethought dead.
I. -M. Beck, Sr.
G. W. Whittemore.
Jas. McGinnis.
J. M. Jackson.
Lucy N. Colman.
·Richard Hazleton.
Ridiculous Bigotry at the Fair.
Frank H. Nico1es.
Dominique Boldine.
F1·orn the Detroit Eveninglf ews.
H. L. Moffit.
Frank Flitner.
Isadore Goulette.
John Hudson Llewellyn.
After all, the liberalizing tendencies of theWorld's Fair
Isadore Caron.
John L. Moore.
in the way of religions presentations does not extend to
John Leitch.
D. Orine.
the Freethinkers, who hav been denied the nse of the hall
Geo. N. Adams.
J. J. McCabe.
in which the religions congresses are being held in ChiG. M. Gates.
H. Wettstein (2 copies).
cago. It would seem that where every phase of thou~ht
A. W. Nelson.
E. Wickersham.
on the end of man and the means of attaining it, from deJosiah Bivans.
Ole Eidem
votion to the tenets of Roman Catholicism to the worship
Emanuel dos Santos.
Dr. w. Bottsford (5 copies). of idols or the wrapping of one's self up in the dreamy
H. P. Anderson.
Alex. Risk.
philosophies of the East, was permitted, there should hav
Wm. Slater Mowry.
0. Child (5 copies).
been room for the presentation of the opinions of people
W. J. Dean.
Henry Bird (5 copies).
who hav no belief in these systems, but who hav on the
Daniel Crosby.
J. S Thurston.
contrary some reasons of their own for disbPlief in all of
Philip H. Fitzgerald.
W. A. Griswold.
them. The contention of President Bonney, who runs
R. J. Moffat.
Geo. Adams.
"the religious sideshow of the Fair, that he does not proMrs. Sarah J. Metzler.
H. L. Lindeleof.
pose to allow any set of people who will criticise the church
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
r drag the name of the creator in the mire, is petty. The
church has been given some pretty hard raps in the congresses already held, and for its own good, by its own
Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- friends
in many cases. To presume that the Freethinkers,
thinkers.
who probably hav as many persons of a philosophic turn
La Antorcha del Libre Pensamierito is the name and of exact expression in their ranks as any of the other
schools, cannot hold a congress without heme: offensiv to
of a new-born Freethought journal in Havana, Cuba. those
who hold to one or the other forms of belief in the
We send our fraternal greeting and best wishes.
creator i~ _ridiculous. It would hav been just as faido

-----------------

hav indulged in the same presumption about any one of
the other bodies which applied for the use of the World's
auxiliary facilities.

Churchly Purpose and Performance.
Sheriff Whitcomb, of Berrien Springs. Mich., has notified the butchers, the bakers and restaurants, candy and
cigar stands, drug stores, and all the other business places
that they must keep closed doors Sundays hereafter.
The London fltar says that the good Christians of the
Isle of Skye amuse themselvs and serv the cause of God
by throwin~ bricks at tourists who take views there on
Sunday. Well, in Boston, United States of America,
photographic galleries are closed on Sunday by the police in enforcement of law.
·
· ·
On August 26th the members of the Mnnoie, Ind., baseball team were again arrested for desecration of the S \bbath. The Snndav previous the team played a game with
Alexandria. To evade the law no admission fee was
charged, but tho11e who went into the grand stand were
charged twenty-five cents. "Ry this assessment the Ministerial Association alleges that the law waq violated.
The retail grocers of Kansas City hav decided to close
their places of business on Sunday, after October 1st.
Says the Ohrist·ian fltatesman: "Those who open their
stores on Sunday after that date will be prosecuted. This
was decided by the retail Grocers' Association. The time
was set five weeks in advance to giv the members a chance
to secure the cooperation of the butchers. Some of the
a-rocers also conduct meat markets, and to protect them
the grocers propose to close the meat markets also."
At the recent meeting of the New York Sabbath Association it was "Resolved, That we rejoice in and indorse
the decision of the Supremo Court of. the United States,
on Feb. 29, 1892, that 'this is a Christian nation.' Resolved, That we see in such contrary decisions as that of
Judge Stein, of an inferior court, the necessity for putting the decision of the Supreme Court into our national
Constitution that all our Christi'ln institutions may hav
an undeniable legal basis in our fundamental law. Resolved, That we rejoice in the World's Fair Sabbathclosing law, and in the eqnallv impressiv failure of Sunday opening, and we urge that these great victori~s be
vigorously followed up with state and local victories over
Sunday papers, Sunday trains, and Sunday mails."

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT
Some of the World's Freethinkers who lived and labored, and some of them died, that we of to-day may exist without fear of the dungeon aud tile rack •
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of 'Jiriends.

It Will Kindle the Light.
STITZER, Wis., Sept. 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $5 to pay for
Samuel P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethonght." M~y it kindle
the light of science and reason never
more to be extinguished by Christian ignorance and superstition. I wish the
Freethinkers' Congress a great success.
My design is to be with you at the great
Columbian Exhibition in Chicago.
Truly for the cause of light and reason,
WM. A. GRISWOLD.

Scatter The Freetbought Seed.
CHAPIN HoME, N.Y., Sept. 16, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: A friend in Camden, N.J.,
writes me that THE TRUTH SEEKER I sent
him has been distributed among friends in
his vicinity, and has been read with a great
deal of interest. I think yon may soon
expect some subscribers for the paper.
They are outspoken about the truth your
paper contains.
Let all Liberals scatter the seed by
the wayside, and it will yield fruit an
hundredfold, All it wants is the people
to read without superstition or bigotry.
Then they will discover a rich mine open
to them, where they will find reason and
common sense, when no Salvation Army,
with all their toot-horns and cymbals combined, could ever make a convict of Freethought.
S. R. THORNE.

Pay the Dominies Off in Their Own
:Medicin. •
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Sept. 10, 293.
MR. EDITOR: It is well known that the
dominies dictate the course of the secular
press, especially the local press or county

papers, at least to the extent of suppressing anything of a Liberal or Infidel character, and at the same time claim the right
to denounce the above doctrin most vehemently through the same channel.
Now, we do not believe in suppressing
anybody, but in self-defense it is well
enough sometimes to make these doctors
take their own medicin, and the way to
proceed is to go to the weak-kneed editor
as I havdone and demand a hearing in selfdefense; and if this is denied, then demand of the editor that he cease to giv the
dominie a hearing without he will consent
to a reply, and that of course he will not
do. He would rather remain silent than
to do anything that would be the cause of
setting the people to thinking; so to this
extent we can suppress them and make
one grand stride forward by compelling
the secular press to at least remain neutral.
JOHN W. Abbott.

Battle Must be Fought Openly and
Justly.
WARREN, 0., Sept. 13, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith I again send yon
a year's subscription. Am sorry that I
could not send it sooner, but these are
hard times to raise money, yon know. At
my age, when ·the snows of four score
years are fast approaching, and these
made none the less tolerable by a term of
service in the tented field, I feel that this
may possibly be my last remittance for the
paper that has so valiantly fought the battles of progress.
Its old battle for secularization of the
schools begins to hav new' adherents, but
if onr schools are to be saved from papal
interference and perversion, the battle
will hav to be fought openly and justly, as
has been contended for by the Secularists.
Secret societies will only produce opposition in kind. What we need is to make

the schools purely secular, and stand by
them on that line, if .it takes the last man
and last dollar.
It would please me to do .whatev_er· i can
to help along the cause of progress and
humanity, and I wish success and prosperity to the good old TRUTH SEEKER,
which has done so much and so well..
Very truly yours,
Taos..DouGLAss.

The Clergy Afraid of Ingersoll.
FoRT PREBBLE, ME., Sept. 9, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: After a long time without
the good-cheer of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
inclose $4, for which send ·the paper to my
address for six months, and the following
books: "Force and Matter," "History of
Religions," and ''Men, Women, and
Gods."
When I wrote to THE TRUTH SEEKER
last I was in the priest-ridden city of Atlanta, Ga., at the time when the clergy of
that city had their scare about Colonel Ingersoll coming to lecture. How the orthodox pigmies did howl when it was made
public that the colonel was coming,
and well for them they did howl, for if
such men as Ingersoll, Remsburg, and
Putnam would only go down there they
would cripple their profession and make it
necessary for them to gain a livelihood by
some other means than dispensing fire
and brimstone to the poor, unfortunate
beings who come under .their ·.Jeprons
voices. There are more than thirty-five
churches (temples of superstition, I call
them) in Atlanta, each one of them with a
holy, pions sky-pilot quartered on its adherents, for no benefit to the people, but
for revenue for themselvs.
I do not know how this city stands in
orthodoxy, as I only arrived at this station
two days ago. Yours for Freethonght,
SAMUEL B. PRIOE,

Official Taffy for. Leo.

.··

SHAWANo, Wis.·, Sept. 15, i89S.
MR. EDITOR : I think it was during the
election campaign of last year that I read
an article or speech in THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
by Mr. McCabe, of Albany, N. Y., the.
drift of which was to favor the election of'
Mr. Cleveland on the ground that he wouldl
not toady to the Roman Catholic chnr.ch as
much as Harrison had done, p.nd would do
again if reelected. While it iB a sad fact
that Mr. Harrison was more or less guilty
•of bowing to Rome for promised or hopedfor political influence, and made sever~n
disgraceful important appointments upon
the sole ground of the appointees being
Romanists, and upon the demands of
Bishops Ireland and Gibbons, itis also a
well-known fact that he stood by General Morgan, commissioner of Indian affairs, in his correct policy not to allow the
Catholic Bureau at Washington to exclnsivly run the Indian schools for the express.
and exclnsiv benefit of the Romish church,.
on public money, to the extent of half a..
million dollars each year. It is also welli
known that fidelity to General Morgan is.
what consolidated the Roman church vote
against Harrison for Cleveland, and electe·d
him. The acts of Cleveland since March
last are ahnost positiv proof that he was a
party to a bargain to do as he has been doing, because, if the conn try has been watching the appointments, it is plainly evident
that Rome has got far more than her
share of the spoils-not perhaps in so conspicuous a way as Harrison's appointment
of Egan and Ryan, and lots of others, but
they hav "got there " just the same all
over the country in the desirable local
snaps. And to cap the climax of Cleveland's shameful sycophancy, he insulted
the American people by sending Pope ·Leo
his taffy letter of congratulation upon. the
occasion of Leo's "jubilee," which too~
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cities. It. may surprise some Northern
people to hear that it is cooler here in
summer than in the North, but it is true,
nevertheless.
In the nineteen years that I hav been
here I never saw the thermometer above
ninety-three degrees in the shade, and very
seldom up to ninety degrees.
Hoping a great many of our Northern
Liberal friends may find the climate and
he people here pleasant and congenial, I
am, with best wishes,
Yours truly,
SAMUEL RHODES.

6:19

·other men too liberal-minded to resort to
such methods.
If the church resorts to such methods, I
say other people, who do not belong to
the church, ought to take like measures.
M. J, RUSSELL.

Catholics Arming.
MILWAUKEE, Wis , Aug. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I think you ou~rht to know
what I am about to write, viz.: On August 1st I had business at Bay View, a
suburb of this city, and the first man I
spoke with there complained of the hard
The Clergy Oppose Every Good Thing. times, etc., and he told me that the Roman
ADEL, IA., Sept. 6, 1893.
Catholic priests were holding secret meetMR. EDITOR: The fact that the clergy ings and drilling every day; that the Cathare opposing the opening of the World's olic ·churches were filled with arms and
Fair so strenuously is not to be wondered ammunition; that they had tried to keep
at, because history demonstrates that the their members from doing any trading at
church has undertaken to dabble into Protestant stores; that just before the last
everything since its organization. Start- election they had a lot of tickets printed.
ing with the advent of Christ, they began On the Democratic ticket was Cleveland,
opposing him.
Their opposition con- pictured as an angel, in the act of going to
tinued until they caused his crucifixion. heaven. On the Republican ticket was
Now, what spirit of religion could hav Harrison, pictured in the form of a devil.
The priests forbade their members voting
possibly cause(! this?
· Finally,· after the sect known as Chris- for him, but they must vote for the angel.
tians grew . powerful and overcame the Not long ago there were several boxes
pagans in war, they made Constantine shipped here to the priests, and marked,
the Great emperor.
A more inhuman "Old wine, from the old country." In
wretch never existed. He murdered his taking them from the cars one was burst
near relative, and committed crimes too open, and it was filled with firearms.
numerous to mention. Was it religion (Queer Bibles to be sent to the house of
that promoted such acts? I rather think God.) They were moved to the church in
not; more likely the devil, i:f there is such the night, and they hav plenty of arms
a thing.
and ammunition in the Catholic churchetl
Peter the Hermit went all over Europe, all over the country. Another young man
preaching the Crusades. Why? Did he told me he was going to get a gun an!l
do it because of any religious feeling? carry it for self-defense. From there I
No. He did it simply to be revenged for went to Cuddaby. A Protestant told me
imaginary insults to himself. What re- there th&t the Catholic church was filled
ligious sentiment prompted him to do with arms and ammunition, and the priests
this? Only think of the many millions were holding secret meetings ancl drilling
who perished in the Crusades. A horrible every day, and about the 15th of Septemreligion, a more horrible clergy.
ber intended to make the grand rush, and
When the Reformation began, John at the dead of night, when every innocent
Huss was burnt at the stake, not because Protestant was asleep, burn and slaughter
of any religious feeling for him, but to every one who opposed them.
How is that for Christians? No need of
demonstrate to· the world that it was unsafe to oppose the church. What is to be trying to get information from an alderexpected from such an element? If they man or mayor, for in the majority of cases
would burn John Huss, would they not they were put there by the Irish Catholic
vote.
oppose the World's Fair?
There are Catholics all around me, and
Next · followed the execution of the
martyrs of Brusselld at Brussells. There I do not want my name published, as it
the preachers danced around those burn- would seal my fate; but I hav given you
ing boys for a long time. Is it to be facts, not fables. Things are getting sewondered at that the same element should rious.
On Saturday, August 5th, there was a
oppose the World's Fair opening on Sunfuneral here at the Catholic ceJ1letery.
day?
At Metz, a short time after, the preach- The young priest, on his way back to the
ers executed La Cleric.
They first church, met two young ladies, and induced
place a long time before Cleveland was turned after a little more than three months' sawed oft his legs, they sawed off his arms, them to go back to the church with him
stay atthe breezy city. And let·me say I they cut out his tongue, cut off his nipples, and he would giv them some nice pictures
president!
It is evident that Cleveland has entered almost fell in love with the place, the city dug out his eyes, and afterwards placed a for their books. They entered the church
into a secret understanding with the as well as the Fair. As I was saying, I got red-hot iron around his head. They then with him, when he locked the door and
Roman octopus to become a candidate for one of your papers at the Fair, and it was threw him on a heap of burning fagots. they were his prisoners; he commenced his
president for a "third term," to break the so good that I decided I must try and What religion would tolerate such damna- advances toward them. When they knew
what his object was, they wanted to be let
record of Washington and all former pres- make room for the paper one year at any ble deeds?
. idents, and that the Catholic vote is pledged rate.
In Scotl.8nd the people became so thor- out, and said they would tell their father
I was particularly anxious to get a full oughly imbued with a religious senti- if he did not let them go. But he would
to him fot that event. But what I started
in to do was to remind Mr. McCabe that, account of the Freethinkers' Convention. ment that they gave all their lands and not until he made them promis not to tell
while he might hav had honest faith in his How glad I would be if I could hav stayed their chattels to the preachers during the their father. Then he unlocked the door,
· belief, it turns out that he was awfully mis- to see it.
eleventh Qentury. As a consequence, the and they went right home and told their
I was particularly interested in the relig- ·preachers became so arrogant, that the older sister, who told the father, who
taken, which should warn all patriots to
1ook well after the candidates for office be- ious conventions assembling at Chicago. people were compelled to appeal to Rome. straightway got out a warrant and had
fore election, by open and specific pledges But I soon discerned they do not represent The pope replied that he was powerleBB him arrested. His trial came off the next
of where they stand on the Romish ques- the best thoughts of the world untram- to do anything for them. The result was Monliay, and the justice let him go. He
tion, and this will naturally lead to a won- meled. They represent principally the that the people rebelled. If the preachers straightway packed his grip and left the
derful growth of the American Protectiv clique or committee that selected the were successful in having the World's country.
As near as can be learned, U.ncle Samuel
Association, which the octopus hates and writers of essays. It was very appa11ent Fair closed on thf, Sabbath, they no doubt
begins to fear. While office-hunters of all that in theological matters they were run- would want visitors to contribute some- is feeding and clothing a traitor at the
parties cater to the Romish vote and betray ning in a very narrow groove, but the thing to the church before entering. Soldiers' Home, near Milwaukee. The
priest pays him, I understand, $15 per
the people by obeying Rome after elected, problem was solved when I learned from There is no religion in that.
During the seventeenth century Jeffries month for drilling a company of young
there is no salvation for Americans but po. TnE TRUTH SEEKER of June 24th that they
litical action, at the ballot-box, after the would not permit an attack on any estab- made a trip down in West England. He Catholics in the manual of arms.
Now, Mr. Editor, if these facts are realmanner of the American Protectiv Associ- lished religion. What a transparent sham, caused to be hung over three thousand
to call a congress of the world and decide of England's most worthy citizens. Yet ized, if the true Americans don't clean
__ation.
W. S. WOOD,
before it meets to discuss methods and he claimed to be a good Christian. It is them out root and branch from this contiSettled Down to Take The Truth ways and means to promote the welfare of said to hav been the most bloody act ever nent, and then immediately enact such
Seeker.
mankind, that it must not attack the great- perpetrated by a person claiming to dis- stringent laws that not one of the traitol'B
CocoANUT GRovE, FLA., Aug. 30, 1893.
est evil that ever cursed human beings tribute justice. If there is such a place will 13Ver be allowed to set foot upon our
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a copy of priesteraft.
' as hell, Jeffries is there,
Yet it was free soil again, then they ought to suffer.
THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. I will
Now, just a word with regard to my out- done under the guise of religion; so is History points to the truth of their great
inclose $3. It has often been my fortune ing. After staying here in Dade county, the opposition to the Su:uday opening of aim, and if a lesson c~tnnot be learned
from past events, what use is experience?
to meet with copies of your paper. I saw Florida, nineteen years, less a -month and a the Worlu's l!'air.
The people are also aroused on this subIt is stated upon good authority that ject
a great many while Mr. Bennett was on his half, it was decided I was entitled to a vaat Lincoln, Neb., and hav written the
Wanama·kM· wants the governor for a means of defense, but he
trip around the world, and often since, and cation, and a very pleasant vacation it was, Ex-Secretary
· .my verdict every time was that it suited meeting and spending considerable time church to boycott the Fair if it opens on only replied there is no danger. It is alme the best of any paper I ever saw, But with a brother and his family and a sister Sunday. I always thought Wanamaker ways so-no danger until the enemy is
I was always pretty well loaded down with and her family that I had not seen for was an old hog. Now I krtow it. He can upon us. Then what can we do? Nothing but an unconditional surrender to a
reading matter, having all that I could twenty-eight years. In fact, i had never. afford it, but he has no feeling for the '' Dago" pope. Arouse the people in time.
spare the money to pay for and the time to seen their families at all. I was glad to poor laboring men who cannot.
Hoping this time this may reach you
Wanamaker's object is to get the church safely, I remain truly yours,
read, But I got one while at the World's get back to beautiful, pleasant Biscayne
·
AN OLD UEBIDEN.T,
Fair at Chicago, from which I hav just re- Bay and away from the heat of Northern trade by taking .such a. stand. ;He thinks

I
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termined to find the good, the trne, and
the beautiful, we shall discover it in abundance. But if we seek flaws, thorns, and
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall iniperfections, they will thrust themselvs
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- before us. I often think of the·old lady
tion.•· for this Oorner should be sent.
who made it a point to find dust and dirt
in the houses of her friends. She would
"Between the d!U'k and the daylight,
drop the ball of yarn so as to turn. up the
When the night is. beginning to lower,
edges of the carpet and see if there was not
Comes a. panse in the day's occn~a.tions
That is known as the Children s Honr."
dust or dirt hidden there, and of course
seldom failed of finding some.
But think you not she would hav been
Aunt Avis.
far happier had Rhe sought cleanliness,
Annt Avis once was young and fair
beauty, sweetness, and light?
·
With rosy cheeks and soft brown hair;
Her voice was tender, sweet, anrl low
We become what we m JBt love and· adAs murmuring brooklet's gentle flow,
mire. We daily make ourselvs through
In time came snitora her to woo,
our thoughts, our words, and our deeds.
With words of hope and promise true; ·
We "grow pure by being purely shone
From all she chose the soldier brave,
upon." Hence it is we should cultivate
And nnto him her whole heart gave.
the taste, and feast the eye.
In fondest trnst they then were wed,
AUNT EuMINA.
"For better," and not •·worse," he said.
And then began her clays of ioY,
Brimful oflove without alloy.
And Avis felt her bliss complete,
Of heaven snre a foretaste swe6t,
When babies two came her to bless,
With wealth of precious happiness.
One morn the husband, smiling, said,
As to the door his horse he led,
"Dear wife, I go to mill to-day,
Bnt not long shall I be away."
He kissed the babies, face and feet,
"Good-bye," he said, "my darlings three,
And keep the supper warm for me,"
AnntAvis watched him ride away.
Her fair young husband bright and gay,
Then, cheerily to her work she turned.
With spinning flax all day concerned,
At length 'twas time for him to come,
He who e'er rna de the light of home;
Ann& Avis laid her work away,
Wond'ring why he shonld so long stay,
She watched the shadows slanting west,
And rocked her babies to their rest.
No snpper -would she touch till he,
Her hnsband dEJar, with her should be,
Bnt daylight into twilight crept,
Till night npon earth's bosom slept,
And still, she waited there alone,
Waited the coming of her own.
'fen-'leven-twelve !-the midnight honr
Wrapped in it• darkness leaf and flower;
Anxions she listenE>d at tbe dour,
For ne'er had he so staid before.
That night, and many nights the same,
She watched for one who never came;
Listening, waiting, night and day,·
Till yonth and beanty fled away.

0, what suspense, and donbt, and dread!
Was he alive, or was he dead?
For since that morn that dawned serene,
Horse, or rider, was never seen,
One babe soon vanished from the earth;
The other in young manhood's worth,
Passed suddenly to dreamless sleep,
And Jeft her all alone to weep.
With her to labor was to pray;
With earnest work she wreathed each day;
And every night through shadows dim,
She kept the supper warm for him,
She waited still with hopes and fears,
·Through the mi•ts of seventy years,
"Till patience, industry, and thrift,
In gloomy clond made shining rift.
••To sit and think," she said, wonld kill.
Bnt work bids Ptorms of grief be still."
And tbongh her heart was sad and sore,
She toiled till wealth came to her door;
With it, she many comforts gave,
And some from sin her hands did save;
And good deeds, to yonng and old,
Returned in love a thousand fold.
· Pnre, and more pnre grew her sweet face,
Saintly, in tender, holy grace
Until she entered into rest,
By ninety years crowned and caressed.

0 woman's love and woman's trnst l
Faithful, till dnst doth enter dust l
If blessing wait beyond the pall,
AnntAvis, thou deserv'st them all.
-From the Story Hou1·,

Feast the Eye.
The rainbow comes and goes,
And lovely is the rose.
-Wordsworth.
We all enjoy a feast of good things-to
eat what tastes good to us; to please the
palate and delight the appetite.
But almost as sweet is it to feast the eye
-to see the beautiful things nature spreads
around us. Each tiny blade of grass or
green leaf has a thousand beauties if we
study it carefully. The smallest flower
that blooms is perfect in loveliness.
The flitting clouds, the rippling streams,
the breezy hills, and cool, green meadows
each and all hav their charms and their
sweetness.
" Seek and ye sball find." We usually
find what we look for. If we start out de-

Tongue-Twisters.
Say These Over Fast and Hear Your
F1·iends Laugh.
Read the following aloud, repeating the
shorter ones quickly half a dozen times in
succession:
Six thick thistle sticks.
Flesh of freshly fried flying-fish.
The sea ceaseth and it sufficeth us.
High roller, low roller, lower roller.
A box of mixed biscuits, a mixed biscuit
box.
Strict strong Stephen Stringer snared
slickly six sickly silky snakes.
Swan swam over the sea; swim, swan,
swim; swan swani back again; well swum,
swan.
lt is a shame, Sam, these are the srune,
Sam. 'Tis all a sham, Sam, and a shame it
is to sham so, Sam.
A growing gleam glowing gre·e~.
The bleak breeze blighted the bright
broom blossom.
Susan shinet h shoes and socks; socks and
shoes shine Susan. She ceaseth shining
shoes and socks, for shoes and socks shock
Susan,
Rob&rt Rowley rolled around roll; round
a round roll Robert Rowley rolled round;
where rolled the round roll Robert Rowley
rolled round.
Oliver Oglethorpe ogled an owl and
oyster. Did Oliver Oglethorpe ogle an
owl and an oyster? If Oliver OglethC':rpe
ogled an owl and oyster, where are the
owl and oyster Oliver Oglethorpe ogled?
Hobbs meet Snobbs and Nobbe. Hobbs
bobs to Snobbs and Nobbe. Hobbs nobs
with Snobbs and robs Nobbe' fob. "That
is," says Nobbe," the worse for Hobbs'
jobs," and Snobbs sobs.
Sammy Shoesmith saw a. shrieking songster. D~d Sammy Shoesmith see a shrieking songster?. If Sammy Shoesmith saw a
shrieking songster, where is the shrieking
songster Sammy Shoesmith saw?
I went into the garden to gather some
blades, and there I saw two sweet pretty
babes. Ah, babes, is that you, babes,
braiding blades, babes! If you braid any
blades at all, babes, braid broad blades, or
braid no blades at all, babes.
You snuff shop snuff, I snuff·box snuff.

CorresPondence.
FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Sept. 8, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I am eight years old, and
I liv on a farm. We hav feven kittens;
Dotty, Snowball, and Lillie-the reilt I
havn't named yet. My papa and mamma
are Freethinkers. One brother is away,
and one brother is in Mississippi, and my
father's brother is in Minnesota.
So
good-bye. From your Liberal friend, ·
ETHEL GRANT.

Soisnos.
Our Kid Glows.
The fact is we do not many of us own a
pair of kid gloves, although we think we
do, and we buy what we are told are
really kid gloves. But there are very
few real kid gloves in the market. How
can there be, when in the whole known
world there are such a small number of
goats, comparativly speaking? Goats do
not and cannot begin to supply the demand for gloves. What then? Well, the
skins of young lambs must furnish a substitute, and your lovely kid gloves are,
nine times out of ten, made from the skin
ofthe little lamb. A lady said, "I always

wear kid gloves." She probably never
wore a genuine kid glove in her life.
The process of preparing a glove of lambskin ·which passes for kid is quite interesting. The skins are taken to the manufactory and immediately dumped into
large tubs or tanks. These tanks are
filled with the yelks of many eggs, and
some other adhesiv material added. In
this mixture they are mixed and pounded
softly with a padded sti.:lk. In some
factories men tread them barefoot, instead
of using the stick. This is called '' nourishing." After nourishing a certain length
of time, they are rinsed carefnlly in clean
water. This leavea them soft and pliable,
and in color a dullish white. They are
then pressed out and stretched, rough side
down, on a marble slab, till every wrinkle
has disappeared. While thus stretched,
they are dyed in various colors, the dye
being applied with a brush. The utmost
precaution is used so as not to get nny of.
the dye on the ·mside of the skin, a stain
being considered a great injury in the sale
of a costly glove. The skins are then
taken to the drying-room, where a high
temperature soon leaves the skins dry,
hard, and somewhat rough. But they
m"Q.st be soft and smooth before they can
be worked. To get this result they are
left for several days in moist sawdust,
when they are stretched again to the
greatest .extent by a machine, which is
worked gently by means of a screw. After this process the skins are ready to be
made into gloves." Sometimes it falls out
that there are cracks, or thin places in the
material, and if these are made up they
will be pretty sure to tear the first time
worn. Many of these poor skins are made
into gloves and sold at cheap rates. But
it is never safe to buy cheap gloves-they
are generally the dearest in the end.
S.H.W.
QuEsTioNs.-Are there many real kid gloves in
the market? Why are there not? What substitute is nsed ? Explain the process of preparing
lambskins for glove-making. Is it good policy
to buy cheap gloves ? Why?

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF

MENTAL HEALING.
A. Practical Exposition of .
Natural Restorative Power.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
A Book to explain the correct idea of }len tal
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
to resnlt from an understanding of its principles.
Price·, $2.50.
Address THE Tli.UTII SEEKER.
THE

BOOK TEIAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

DIREGT LEG ISLAT ION
By the Citizenship th,;ough the
Initiative and Ref"~rendom,
Price,

~5

BY J. W. SuLLIVAN.
cents. Address THE TRUTH S.tEKER.

CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dyaentery,
Piles, Qninsy, Catarrh. The Antidote f .r $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 2,333 Hicory
street. St. Louis, Mo., former addresd 1,441 flonth
Twelfth &treet, Denver, Col.
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BY

Aft.THUB B. ltiOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by

.f.. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnl:er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
. CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation conJerning the life and times of Apollonins of
ryana, the great sage ang philosopher .of ~he first
century, It is here cl.aimed that )).IS hfe and
teachings were apprqpn!J.t~d and .n~iliz~d by ~he
formulators of the Chnstian relilliOn Ill themterest of so-called Christianity. The plag_iaqsm
is made_plain in this brief history of Apollomns~
especially in view of the historical references anu
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
'conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
15
Price, cxat:ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
118 Lafayette place, New York City
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"PROF. FELIX L OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reli¢on ofthe Fntnre. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Oloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Oloth, $1.

-

Household Remedies for the Prevalent

A.ll in a ·Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

A.pples of

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition for Children and Yout . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issned.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
t,.pe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00

·. Disorders of the Hnma.n Orga.msm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution tD

, the Outdoor stndy of Natnral History. IDus; trated by H. Faber. Oloth~$.g. .
THE TnUTH SEEKER, ·,
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SHALL THE BIBLE BE BEAD
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

By R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs.
A ~tematicExp_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the jl'eneral reader rather than to profe•sed naturalists.
Mr. llomanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of FnJ'ilish writers npon evolution,
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is .a. part of
his ~onclusion regarding the great snbJect of
Design, to which the chnrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere through·out organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . · Adapt-ation and
beauty are alike receiVing their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
All nature has thus bePn transformed before the
view of thE' pre•ent t:f'neration in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been pos"ihle;
and inasmuch as the change which has talren
place ha• taken pla<Je in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical int<>rpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mi.nd has su~denly
awakened ·to a new and a ternble force m the
words of its.traditiona.l enemy-Where is now
thv God?"
Illustrated. Price, cloth.,t,$2.
Address,
TH.Ill TRUTH SEEKER.

Address THE TRUTH SEUI.B.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Photo!fra.ph of Colonel Ingersoll, .with his
grandchild in his lap, a. delicate little 19,uvenir of
&.meric&'s gr~a.test orator an_ d Freedoms greatest
champion at home; m&Y be h&d &t this omce for
fifty oentll.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .John R. Kelllo, .&.M•
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Priestly Celibacy· Exposed.
By RBv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this oftlce.
Price. 15 o&Dtl!.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted wlth Jts Superstructure.
BY w. R. GREG.

Complete '"'
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A NEW BOOK.-AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
_An explanation of tl;le origin of the God Ide!L, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of Idol~ and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
his bamshment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha,dean Idols, to Christ's coming the _principal ch.aracters ~re analyzed an~ shown to be hnma1J., by thought and deed. It is made p!ain that the
peculiar phraseology, can~ saymgs, snbterfJig\ls, miracles.• wonder-workings, and supernatural pad~ng are the _proper p:(Isprmg of the then enstmg barbansm, ignorance, and superstition constitntmg the peculiar politics of the day.
'
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Ohemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Oreation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Oreation.
The Oreation of God-Abraham.
:Moses-Oonfi.rmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,

In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
• A Liberal livin_g in Michigan sa.id once that he wouJ.d give $25 •
~~ ~o have the Urimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
o "'firtne of the ministers showed how litt!e value Christianity
pOSses sea to make men mora.!.
..,__We hl!ov:e jus~ iss ned. the Fourth Edition of the book do~ thia
'""...., additions for this new edition of ilie

"Crimes of Preachers"
llhows nearly 400 cases of ministeria.J. conduct. While those in previous editiOns show that within a few yeard abt.nt

1300 1tiiNISTERS H..l.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one ~ind or another of crimina.!. conduct. MoA~ of the crimes
arhe ag&lJlllt women, for the fair sex are at once tlu weakness and
t e strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
cler_gy.
Notwithstan~g ihe many additional pa~es, we have kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- ---~ill
ml'n. Show them just what son of s~amps are the c[erlly who have
cl~se4 the.Wor~d's :E:air .0:1 ~nn.lay. bJcanoe it is Do holy a da7 th.:.t t.> lo->k upon mu.chinerr or
yamtings m this penod 1s "1mmcral •·
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Every Man His Own God.
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l:LLUSTBATIONS.
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SABBATH

•

BREAKING.

Origin o:t' ·t;he Sabba-tic .[deaThe Je-wish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-Exa:n:J.ina -tion o:t'
Sunday ArgUIIJ.en-ts -Origin
o:t -the Chris-tian Sabba-thTes-ti:n:J.ony o:f" -the Chris-tian
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WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD."
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ele1',ated the woman; it shfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oi:>lect of Salad~n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snccee(l.ed. An English wliter said of It:
"This cE'rtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever 1ssned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing.''
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo 1t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis •action of w .>man, with inoi. dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarciiBtic, yet philosophical withal, and perme11ted with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion or what she is and should be. A mercilesR
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the day, fnll of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of elo~11ence. Mo•t of the satirical shafts atmed at the woman
go past her and stwk in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth. uncut edges, llilt top, of\1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

~BY-

JOHN

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo.n.h!'-ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work"qf vast. researo~\ of sonnd critimsmiof caustic
humor of sledgeham.mH vehemence of scathmg satire, pf pamos and elo9,nence. t Is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever $ired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
~
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
,.

R:e.M..S:BURG.

A conden8ation of the known facts upon this snbjec,t proving thA Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in linm&n beings. ·.L·o ..which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
Price,

fJ/1611 BIIMDAYS.

zs· Cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 l.afqyette p/a£6, 1/ew Ytri.
--------·----~

1 HE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Chri··tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not 'Prove Its Truth;
-Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jeans; Christ Before Herod; A.New Indi~t.ment
Against Jeans; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Orill"in of the Story; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prioce, cloth, 'i 5 cents; paper, 4:0 cents.
AddrllSI

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Force alld J~atter;
oa,

l'rinciple6 of the Natural Order of the llnfrerse, with a System of Morali.Y
Based Thereon.
BY PBoFESSoB LUDWIG BUCHNER,)LD.
t~uBTENTB

g

F~ and Matter,
The Fitness Qf Things iT•
.Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
ImmortaJity_of Foroo, Man,
fnftnity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Va.l.ne of Matter,
Thon&:ht,
Motion,
Consmonsness,
Form, .
Seat -of the SoUl,
Immutability of N atura.J. Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of l:tod,
tJniversality of N atura.J. Personal Con tinnanct
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Sonl of Bnites
Periods of the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
llfc?:ality,
Concl nd!fn g Observa
Origjna.J. Generation,
SecUlar Generation,
tiona.
l'rice, ~~.liCJ. Mdree~ THE TRVTll SM.\U!l.U

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.
"Wrtte me no more fables, lBst 1 be a Jool ant!
real! the rtl!l!les awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I.npeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Stories~· The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last dam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; he brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critiq!ie O!!... Jeans; A .Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thinl{!l_ That Rema.in.
frice, Cfoth, $1.50. .lforj; s!iol!lll<~ thls oft\c!!,

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Geruns; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticiliim and Superstition; Capita.!. Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetrY.: in prose, and is one of the books that lovers or '~trong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.150.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir W a.J.ter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in e1'arT
page with the energy of a true and high poetic geruus.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 76 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty J)Otllllll
are fresh, i'ragrant, thoughtful, and every versl!.reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 76 cents.
·

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:l': one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the poaseasion of Sal&dW
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the i'&llo"!l'll. Printed from DI.&Dlil•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Oven 001M'C
aaid: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is
rhis Your Son, My Lord?'!' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
&ing an exposure of that infamous reliiiOns rite. Contents: Li. tiona ness of the PreReformation Church; LecherAv of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc. 'on; Confessions ot
the Escaped Nun; Extracts nom Dens and Liguori; Examination of tr.. 'Jhnrch's Claim to
have Fos.tered Learning; Her Atte pta at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self·
Xndul_gence; The Relative Crimin!lol Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism

In~~$~
1~"'~~ rci\1\ ,,jl ~ibl"~'" """''!fl'u o..il~'"""

-J

'II'8Jll ~U'l'll SI!\EKEB, illll JAfa:vettft PJ.M, N11w Y~

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl"H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doc·
trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classification
.
.
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of ReB.flont it enaoles somebodf in every village to ".corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects inclnae all the ~Pntl!d rmpt~ hP.tween Christiani!Land Freetho~t. Price.
cloth, $1; paper,qo:c!lnt~.
·
Adar~sa
"l"~Jil lll\JTH S.J!;.J!):J{Ejl,
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Gems of

ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S

BRAIN

~Aoug1r.t. I

WE should avoid whatever may display
bad feeling, and attend with civility to
what may be addressed to us; all hearts
are conciliated by politeness and a:ffability.

-Bocrates.
WE should speak only on those occasions
when we are well acquainted with our subject, or when silence would be improper.

I

1 -Ib·id.

WORKS. I

.

CoNscrousNRSS, like thought, is a per-

1 formance or action or phenomenal activ-

~--

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
.
·
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individna.lity,;Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 5U cents; cloth, $1.
HHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
,
Inclnding The Ghost~,L!berty of Man, !Voll).an, andChild;.,._,T:qe De_claratio~ of Inqepen~
cncc, Abont Farming in Ill~nots, Speech Nomm~ttn>: ~ames G .nl.atne f<?r Prestd\)ncy m 187(),
The Grant B,.uquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Ularke, The Past Rises Befo.re Me Like a Dream,
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
·
Contents: Some i\Hstakes of Moses. Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Monday, 'fneHdav, Wednesday, 'fhursday, He Made the St.ars Also, Fnday, i:>aturday, Let u" lVIake lV1an, Sunua_,y, 'fhe Necessity for a Good Memory, The Garden, 'l'he Fal.
Dampness, Bacchus and Babel, l•'ai~h in ~'ilth 'fqe .Hebrews, The Plague~, 'fhe Flight, Confes<
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Rehgwns Liberty, Concluswn. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Oratpr on Six S~rmons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talm~ge, of Brooklyn, to which ij added a '.ralmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.
BLASPHE~IY.

Argttment hy R. G. Ingersoll in the Trifll of C.. B. Reynol!ls\ at Morristown N. J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will oe a mpdel for the bar ~o long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen IS unsurpassed, Its elo- ·
qnence never equaled in a trial for ".blasphemy." Wherever Ph:ristian persecution is going
on th~s arg_ument should be freelv mrculated, read to the Christians, and expounded on, every
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED~
Analyzes the so-called gospels of lVIatthew, 1\:Iark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and a.n"wers the question of the Uhristiand as to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religion of svrord and fittme .. Paper, 25 cents.
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon bv Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution," by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
Witil Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
In t.he suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. TeL Co.,1886 Paper, 10 cents.
CRIMES AGAI:!Vs·r CRIMINALS.
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x.13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
LITHOGRAPU OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 centil.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 ~ents.
PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIA.L), 7! x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND TilE PULPIT.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on :the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
IN~ERSOLI. CATECHISED. Paper, 3 celilts. BIBLE IDOLAT:&Y. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF lliSTORY.
.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had jomed the church.
Paper, 3 cents.
·
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
'fhe lecture is a grand one, and was received by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, whtch speaks well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet contams 1ll pages;
beautifully printed. .Price, 6 cents; ton copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORATION ON ROSCOE CONKLING.
.
Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever. wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
. INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CON'f'ENTS.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt: Individuality· Thomas Paine: Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; 'fhe Liberty of liiaf!.~ Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Declac
ration of Independence, July 4, 1876; 'iv hat I Know About Farming in Illinoi': Speech at Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Presidency; The Past Rises Before Me,
or, Vision of War, an extract from a Sueech made at the Soldiers· and Sailors' Reunion
at Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to tbe Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of Moses;
Whttt l\Iust We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D.D.;,. to which is added a Talmagian Catechism, and Four
Prefaces, which con.tain some of Mr ..mgersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
'fhis volume has th 9 greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half calf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,357 po,ge3, good paper,large type, post Svo. Price, postpaid, $5..
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
o
'festimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wl'eaths on the brows of the ltvtnq." An Ad-

~~~JW~E~'1J~:ltT~~2r~~aA.~ilii£~8:>A.:'ti~]d~tj.aitNoJ:..f}~m~lj; w~l~iiWlr¥i~

JUAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. containing 3S3 I!_ages. This is
beyond question, the cheapest and most elegant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
finish is worthv of its iutrmsic excellence. No expense has been spared to make it the thing of
beauty it is. The typo is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ and richly tinted,
tho presswork faultle~s. and the binding as perfect as the best materials ana skill can malre it.
As to the contentshit is enough to say that they include all of the choicest utterances of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published w01·ks, will
have in this book of selections many bright samples of his lofty thought, his matchless eloquence, his wonderful imagery and his epigrammatic and Poetic power. The collection includes all of the "Tributes" that have become famous in literature-notably those to his brother
E. C.lngersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beechet\.,Conkling, Courtlandt M. Palmer, Mary Fiske, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and 1\'Iorality,
Science, Nature, The Imaginatwnl-.Decoration Day OrationhWhat is .Poetry,l\'Iusic of Wagner,
Qrigin and De~tiny, "Leaves of u-rass," aad on the great eroes o( intellectual Liberty. Besides these are mnumerable gems taken here and there from the oratiOns, speeches, arguments,
toasts lectures, letters, interviews, ani! day by day conversations of the author.
The Look is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal
souvenir. To help it serve this I>nrpose, a fine steel portrait, with autograph :ac-si:D:ril.e, has
been prepared especially for it. ln the more elegant styles of binding it is eminently suited
for presentation purposes, for any season or occasion. ·
!'BreEs.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges, $5; in half
calf, mottled :edges, library Ptyle, $4.50; in full TUrkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50;
in full tree calf, highest possible finish, $9. J
,
•

Any of the above sent to &!!}'_addres~y eJY)ress, pre_paid, or mail, post free,.
on receipt of price, Address T.E:!]J TRU·.t·u SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York:

THE
AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLim' BETWEEN MENTAL SClENCE
A.ND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.l'.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethoul!"ht. Its arguments are based
upon. scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's-seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.·

ity of certain parts or tissues of the brain,
and in that capacity it is subject to all the
changes which take place in the condition,
nutrition, and growth of the brain. But
the question as to whether, as Meynert
THE
thinks, capacity for consciousness is
latent in the essence of the atom itself, or
whether it is to be regarded as the result
.Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
of a certain mode of atomic union taking
IsSUEs oF 1891.-$3.
place under certain conditions and cirPrice,
cumstanres, may for the present remain
Truth
Seeker
..................... $0 25
unanswered.
How and in what way the Men, Women,Annuall-.1891
and uods. Helen H. Garatoms, the nerve-cells, or, to speak gendener; .................................... ; 50
erally, matter, began to produce and bring The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustrated
, · 25
forth sensation and consciousness, "is quite Answers to ......................................
Christian Questions. D. M. Benunimportant for the purpose of our invesnett...................................... . 25
tigation; it is s?Jtficient to know that such Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire .......... .. 10
is the ('ase.-Buchner.
The Crisis .. Thomas P~J>ine. Illustrated .... . 40
SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
THAT the conceptions of God, or of Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 25
gods, hav no substantial reason for their
of a Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . . 25
existence, seems to be evinced by the fact Strike
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Piltthat these ideals are always influenced by
nam....................................... 25
the character of the people that entertain The Higher Criticism in Theology and Religion. T. E; Longshore................ 50
them.
The god of the Indians was a
IsSUEs oF 1892.-$3.
great hunMr, and smoked a volcano for
Death-Beds. G. W. Foote ............. · 25
a pipe. The god of the Greeks and Ro- Infidel
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustramans was a great warrior, and took part
ted .......... :............................. 40
in battles, while demie-ods presided over Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower:... 10
Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Garmusic and poetry. The god of the Hin- Pulpit,
dener .................................. ; .. 10
doos, under the soft influences that the Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... . 25
climate had upon the people, was very Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ...........• 50
25
Theology. Voltaire ..... ·...........•..
mild and gentle, and, in a climate where Pocket
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babfruit best suited the people, was opposed
cock,...................................... 15
Testimonial to
to the killing of animals for :food. The Liberty in Literature.
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address;
ancient Jews were intensely cruel, sordid,
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
and money-loving, and they conceived of Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15
God as full of jealonsy and vengeance, and
From Under the Bushel. Wm. A..
as being pleased with tbe useless shedding Candle
Hart ...................... ·................ 40
of the blood of innocent animals.-Moore. The HolY Bible Abridged...................... 30
False Ulaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg ........ ,. ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ..... 10
THERE is no recorded instance where
the uplifted hand of murder has been
IssUEs oF 1893.-$3.
paralyzed-no truthful account in all the 'l;homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G.
Ingersoll
'.............. 15
literature of the world of the innocent The Creation of................
God. Dr. Jacob Ha!,'tchild being shielded by God. Thousands
mann ..................................• ;.
50
of crimes are being committed every day Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
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E.
Billings
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25
-men are this moment lying in wait for Resunection of Jesus ...... ·................... 40
their human prey-wives are· whipped and Handbook of Freethought. w. 8-. Bell.. . . . . 50
crushed, driven to insanity and death- Religion a Curse; lfelig-ion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.... . .... . • 25
little children bee-ging for mercy,_ liftin~ Des1gn
Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of
imploring, tear-filled oyes to the brutal
' THE TRUTH SEE"R:ER.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
faces of fathers and mothers-sweet girls Abraham Lmcoln: Was He ·a Christian?
John E. Bemsbur!!:.... . . . .. .... . . . . . ..
50
are deceived, lured, and outraged, but Pen Pictures
of The World's Fair. lllusGod has no tim'e to Prevent these things
trated. S. P. Putnam...................
25
15
-no time tq defend the good and protect Common Sense. Thomas Paine..............
of ProphecieA. Thos. Paine..
15
the pure. He is too busy numbering hairs Examination
Pleastl''e and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
and· watching sparrows. He listens for
LL.B ....·..................... ....
50
blasphemy; looks for persons who laugh
Durin!f the year other standard Freethought
works
Will
be
published
and
sent
to
subscribers
at priests; examins baptismal registers; as they appear.
watches professors in colle~e who begin to
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
doubt the geology of Moses and the as- published in one year. In ordering please say
which
_year is desired.
tronomy of Joshua. He does not particuSingle numbers sold at prices quoted.
larly object to stealing, if you won't swear.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
A great many persons hav fallen dead in
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
the act of taking God's name in vain, but
millions of men, women, and children hav
been stolen from their homes and used as
beasts of burden, but no one engaged in
this infamy has ever been touched by the
Brought Into the
wrathful hand of God.-IngerBoll.

Truth Seeker Library.
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MONEY FOUND.
•

IT is becoming less and less possible
for the man who puts his faith in scientific methods of ascertaining tt:uth1 and is
accustomed to hav ~hat faith JUstified by
daily experience, to be consciously false
to liis principle in any matter. But the
number of such men, driven into the use
of scientific methods of inquiry and taught
to trust them, hy their education, their
daily professional and business needs, is
increasing and will continually increas~.
.The phraseology of Supernaturalism may
remain on men's lips, but in practice they
are Naturalists.
The magistrate who
listens with devout attention to the precept "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to
liv" on Sunday, on Monday dismisses, as
intrinsically absurd, a charge of bewitching a cow brought against some old
woman; the superintendent of
lunatic
asylum who substituted exorcism for rations! modes of treatment would hav but
a short tenure of office ; even parish
clerks doubt the utility of prayers for
rain, so long as the wind is in the east;
and an outbreak of pestilence sends men,
not to the churches, but to the drains. In
spite of prayers for the success of our
arms and Te Deum.~ for victory, our real
faith is in big battalions and keeping our
powder dry; in knowledge of the science
of warfare; in energy, courage, a.nd disciplin. In these, as m all other practical
affairs, we act on the aphorism '' Laborare
est orare;" we admit that intelligent work
is the only acceptable worship; and that,
whether there is a Supernature or not,
our busiP(lss is with Natnre.-Huxley,

a

Absolutely Reliable Government Banks Established in
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
of"Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,"
"The Hill Banking System,:• and other
works of great service to tne world.
Professor Hill has given several years of careful study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing business and be easily introduced and universally adopted.
·
This book is "just in time," is an absolutely
original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the ciearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
mone:y panics and remedies for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want yours. Send twenty-five cents for copy.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH l:IEEKEB.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what i"l;s title implies-thum_ping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It· shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religionis
not a. real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
4dcU'e~s

'l'fiE ':mV'l'U SJ!lEKEB,
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Thom~:,::_~~~~w orks.IINBDEE~n~Tsn.fi~~
.lg6 of Reason. Pap.,
6 copies for $1; clo.\ 50c.

Pap..,4ilc.; clo., 75c.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin.
:Sy

CS. W. P.OOTS.

~o. ,

A.ge of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&.
A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) BJi

Beinjl" true accounts of the passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refuting the many ChrisJ. -:E. Remsburg" Portrait. Pap., tian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Ba:rle,
!iOc.; clo., 75c.
· ;~
Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Common Sense. Written ~ Jeremy
Francois Broussais, Giordano · Bruno, Henry
1776. 15c.
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
Crisis. Written During Am" William Kingdon Cliftord, Anacharsis Clootz,AnRevolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
thony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.\..Robl)rt
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.• Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwtn,
clo., $3; leather, · $4; morooo~. Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, D.enis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg_e Eliot, Frederick the Great,
@t edges.;_$4.50.
Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Life of. ny J. E. Remsbn:re,; Gambetta
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Heth·
Port. Pap,.,.!iOc.
erington, Hobbes, Austm HoJyoake, Victor Hu_go,
Life of. with Remarks D!llJ Hume, Littr~ Harriet Martine~u, Jean Meslier,
Comte and Rousseau. By 0. James Mill, o~ollll Stuart Mill, llirrabeau, Robert
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with· Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlanqt PalmerJ..Rabeportrait, 60c.
lais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Life of. With Exp:Lmaroey Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Obsenations. By G. Vale. Polt- Tolan~ Vanim, Volni)L Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
trait. $1.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
Lithograph_ of. Heavy plare
THE TRUTH BEE]{ER.
paper. 22x28, $1.
.

Political and Religious R~>"
former. By B. F. Under~
wood. 10c.

.

Political Works: "Commom
6

Sense,"
Crisis," •• Rights· of
Man." $1.50.
&

Rights of Man. Answe:r to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lOc.
Theological Works: "Age o!
Reason,"" Examination of Propb·
ecies," etc., with Life of Po.tu
and steel. port. $1.50.

Vindication of. ReplytoN. JL
Observer. By H. G. Ingersoll. 10<3

.A..<ldre&ll
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'!mE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTIIF1Jli:,.
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM;
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFX<OENT INSTITUTION, AND R&VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
,3TATE.

Full•Page
IUustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS fM

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HES'l'()JM
WITH PORTRAIT OJ!'
Tf!E JJESI(J:NER,

The illustrations are classified as followtJ:
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Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Tholl!as Paine.
Studies in Natural Histurv.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flock&
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His W arks.
Prayer.
.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedlloll.l.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
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25
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111
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Missionaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resa1il
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization,
The· Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Chnrtll.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories,
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneonz

A. most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b&.
fore a,ppeared in thj.s country, and it is very doubtful if an_other one. like it will ever again be pub.
liShed: We must grve the Trnth Seeker Company the credit of llilttmg the book m the reach of all
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and d&
signer is a wonderful success~ !tnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every LiberaJ. m
Ali;lerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-I:Freethinkern' Magazine.
·
Mr. Heston deserves to be caJ.led the artist-hero of Liberalism. He hao dedicated hia genius t<t
l'reethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the 11ict;o
ores do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p:rove ilhe uttet
·~'alaity: of the church's professions and the hYJ!oCrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeiher the
ok is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that hl!oll -aver been p12t i!l1 ~
of Fre!lthlnkers.-CBoston Irivestigatoli'.

POPES AHD 1'KtJll DOJHGS
/CCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ arrd v·cegerents of t:od.

l'a.per, rw:ceiJts;

cloth, 75

centQ.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
Address THE THUTH SEEKER.

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J. H. MENJ)ENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrologtcal Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Addre•• THE TRUTH REEKER

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Chris-

REili'G

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
of the Canon,
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted a~ Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea ApocryphaJ.. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon .
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
SEEKER. 28 Lafayette place, New Yo~k.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the MoraJ.s and History
of the New Testament.
By Pllol'.l!'. W. NEwMAN.
Prioe 2!i 'Jents.
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Perfected new modo!, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, col<i. and position. beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; uua1·anteea
Anctent Votces a perfect ttmer. Price, in silvorine dust-Jn·oof
from the 8ptrtt cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silvur, $23. In host filled
Realm atsclose the gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinge,l
$28 to $30; hunting $30 to $35; 14 carat,
most Sta1·tztnu Rev- case,
solid gold, $45 to $150. Niclw! works, $2 more.
elations.
Ke!fUiar Grade Ainerican 'Vl~tcheso
Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
-ajewels, $0; aitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer ca•es, add as above.
Ladies' Ainerican (>old WatcJ•eso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 jewels, $15.E..Q; 15 jewels, :11:10; 14 carat soli<l
gold, $10 more. J:le~tvier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, 11nd after that time cleaned for :111
Price, - - - - $1.50. and retn.rned free.
Sundrieso-Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$H.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1. 75; aU for sets of 6.
Holid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; solid silver
souvenir spoons, $1, $1.<5. $1.50, ·$~to 1!13.
Tbe Colouellngersollo-'fea, $2.GO; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more.
Etched (teas only):
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re~PI
"The 'l'tme to be HaPPY ts Now,"
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im- 50 cents extra.
'.£he 'I'orch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
in 5 colors. Rmall pins, ill~. $2. 75, and
The False Teaching of the Christian enameled
$3.50. With <liamonds, ili5, $8. L11rgo, $3. $4, $5,
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of $15. Ch!LTDlA, $3, iil-J, $5,$6, $7.50,$"0, $J!j, $20. 11!80.
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor •
Diamonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
Send for !lrice lists. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tmcts, etc., free. All goods prepala (exThe Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of cept knives and forks) and cn.sh refnn<le<l atopa mini~ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers, tion. Watch clemed $1 a.nrt returned fr•o.
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
. 01'TO WE'1'TSTEIN. lt0chelle, Ill.
crusade of one against the <Jolor&do beetle I"
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon " tree
Price, 10 cents.
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

PrOVIng Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
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.A SHORT

Antiquity
Unveiled.
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOKE

185
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THE TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.
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FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SF.RKER need a File Binder, which we will sene! on
receipt of one dp!Ja,r.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
'Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents;
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Cbnrcb. Price, 5 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOlL
For Her Daily BrFa1 is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left JJarentlesR. with a little money, fair eaucatiov and
much coura~e, to make their way through the
world by gmng to Chicago. '1 he author is also
tte heroiDe. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind·
heorted folks. and disreputable hypo.rits. It is
jnst Fuch a Ftory of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingerwll to be interested in; and
whatev€r he admires and appreciatEs ie sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of tho wJr!d.
Price, 25 cents. Addre¥HE TRUTH SEEKER

TH£ HOT£D SPECIALIST,
FOT .M.en Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity. and
Death.
To those afllioted a:rd who are desirous of being
cured a bon£at of some 33 page~ will be sent tn
their ad·l~ess for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving \'Jauses ana Symptoms of the
Complaint and & description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward AP!1liCd.•
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOW!;,
Vineland, N. i.,
and •say you saw tb,is advertisement in TilE
TRUTH HEEKER.
Dr. Fellows is an Infidel.
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Jfowa of tho Woo1t.
BRUNSWICK, Ga.' has a number of cases
of yellow fever.
SEVERAL cases of small-pox hav been
discovered in New York.
EMILE ZoLA is in London, lecturing before the Institute of Journalists on anonymity in journalism.
HEAVY and disastrous floods in Japan
recently.
Hundreds of people were
drowned and thirty thousand are receiving relief.
THE gunboat Alexander PAtion of the
Haytian naVy foundered on September 6th
near CapA Tiburon and aU but one of her
crew of ninety were lost.

ZEKE SEEMS TO BE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE "SPIRIT.".
. Then I arose, and went forth into the plain: and behold, the glory of the Lord stood there, as the glory
wh1ch I saw by the river of Chebar: and I fell on my face.-Ezek. iii, 23, .

Old ·Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

THE
PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200
•

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
~ Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holt Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Jephthah and His Human SacNtiiM·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Watel', God Shall Not Excei. •
David, God's Favorite;
Some Stories from the Book of Kinge,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

CIVIL war is raging in Brazil. Most of
'the war fleet is i11 Tebellion and for l!everal
days Admiral Mello bombarded Rio
Janiero. Panic reigns in the city.
THE treasury of President Hippolyte of
Hayti is empty and resident merchants
refuse to lend him money. Besides a
financial crisis, revolution is imminPnt.
PRESID1!NT CLEVELAND bas appointed
William B. Hornblower, of New York, to
be associate justice of the Supreme Court
of the United StatFs, vice Samuel Blatchford, deceased.
PRESIDENT AsA B. PoTTER, of the
Maverick Bank, Boston, was acquitted in
his second trial. He was charged with
misappropriation of fnnds and· falsification
of the bank's accounts.
PRINCE MAx of SAxony, nPphew of King
Albert, bas entPred the cloi~ter of ·Eisena<>h as a monk. Although he is but
twenty-three the pope has appointed him
apostolic vicar of Saxony.
CHOLERA ;s hourly spreading in Russia
and other parts .of Europe. Hamburg,
which was so terribly stricken last year,
is threatened with a recurrence of the
epidemic, several cases having appeared
in the suburbs,
THE remains of James K. Polk, tenth
president of the United States, were, with
those of his wife, Sarah f'hilders Polk, removed on September 19th from the tomb
at Polk place and reinterred in the Tenne~see state capital grounds at Nashville.
THE orthodox Jews and the Atheistic
Jews are fiercely at outs in New York.
The latter, most.ly Russian Anarchists,
complain that the Sons of Israel congregation persecnt.es them because of their unbAlief and that the police afford them no
protection.
A REVOLT against Austrian rule seems
imminent in Bohemia. The suspension of
the liberty of the press, and the right of
trial by jury for political offenses, as wen
aA of public meeting, in Prague and its
vicinity, is bringing to a crisis the Czech
agitation for home rule.
THERE is a revolt in the province of
Buenos Ayres, Argentina. The national
government orde:red the provinces to disarm; Buenos Ayres treated th;s decree
with contemnt; then the people, under
Radical leaders, took up arms to compel
the provincial government to comply with
the decree of the nation. •

CHINA is becoming better prepared for
war thaii. she bas been. She has obtained
from German and British ship-yards many
vessels of war. She also builds such craft
herself, and manufactures modern breechBoards. Wu.url.no;t;ed coyers, 81; cloth, gilt side sta"ID.p, 8 I .50.
loading rifles. Indign~~ont at France's doings in Siam, she holds, it is said, ·her
A fldrP-H.!l THE TRUTH SEEKEB ()G,
fleet of iron-clans ready to sail "at a moment's notice."
THE United States government and the
"A
Canadian transportation companies hav
entered into a new arrangement regarding
immigration. The companies will not
sell a ticket into the United States to an
Bt HELEN H. GARDENER.
immigrant unless he has a passport from
Her Brightest, Wittiest, ana United States inspectors, who will be
1 One ofStrongest
stationed at ports of entrance on the interLectures Against
national line, and will pay a head tax of
the Bible,
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Con- Every Woman Should Read It fifty cents to the United States government for each immigrant carried.
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
and
IN the exchange of menaces between
of their respective Environments.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends
the Triple Alliance of Germany, Austriai
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
and Italy on the one hand, and the Dna
Alliance of Russia and France on the
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
other, little countries are being pushed
CHEAP EDITION.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
forward to pose as allies and produce the
effect of a universal cataclysm.· French
Price, express prepaid bv us, only S2.1':io
papers drop hints of splendid new Danish
fortifications, and Germans counter this
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
by remarks on Belgium's and Rouman1a'R
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
stmpZe and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of tlie known factors conmagnificent new lines of defense. The
tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
Being the story of his mental journey fron, Dual compact announces that the R11ssian
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
fleet is also to visit Spanish ports, where 1t
lJO IJOU WiSh to be Well iriformed 1 TREN BEAD A ORAFTEB OB VERSE DAILY FBOM THIS BmLE OJI'
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents. ·
will be received with excited, significant
BOIENOEI
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
enthusiasm. The Triple Alliance answers
It is entertaining as well as enlil!"hteniug, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship} natnre
with a succinct report of Sweden getting
;_f. e., apprechLte the worth of the Umversal Mother.
•
.
·
You must own thie book some day: why not NOW?
·
GHOST OF ST. jOHNS. together a. :(leet to o:!fs~~ :Russia in th~
Baltic,
~qdress
TJil!l TRUTH SEEJilllR, ~ Laf!Lyette Place, New York,
Bw .M. B.ABOOOK. l'rioe. 15 of.ll.
Barak

Digest of Science."

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND

Travels in Faith.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 40. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}
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THE POPE'S PRETENDED LOVE FOR COLUMBIA-AN OLD FABLE THAT SUITS THE TIMES.
BOOKS BY

Old Testament StOries
Comically Illustrated6

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
rhe Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relill"ion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

•

rhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its~ise and Decline. Cloth,$!.

!'hysical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth,$1.

ifonsehold Remedies for the Prevalent

IT WILL

Disorders of the Huma.n Orgamsm. Cloth, $!.

f.ilological Sketches: A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Oloth~-.$2.
Address
THE T.nUTH SEEKER,
?J! La.fa.vet.te nla.oo. Np·;v Vnrlr.
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THE

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

J.1uU-Page
Pictures.

CONTE:NTS.:
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work 8f Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf 11 Great Ancestor,
A Qu9er Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
·One of Twins,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SacnttllS.
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Watel', God Shall Not Excti,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. illunrlna.ted covers, 81; cloth, &"fit side sta:rn.p, 81.50.

,Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB ()Q

"

~·

•

•

RoMANEs.

A systematic Ex!!_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to bo of
iervice to the !(eneral reader rather than to profa sed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
nteresting of F.nll"lish writers upon evolution,
~eeides ranking w1th Professor Huxle)T in scien·ific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
1is conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of ada ptaion or to those of beauty, everywhere through•ut organic nature we meet with abundant
,vidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
.ve meet with any independent evidence of
upernatural design. . . . Adapt.ation and
l>cauty are alike receiving their explanation at
·he hands of a purely mechanical philoeophy...
\11 nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
•nd inasmuch as the change which has taken
:•lace ha• taken plDAJe in the direction of ~atural
i<m, and this to the extent of rend!lrmg th.e
mechanical in:terpreta~io.n of napure umversal, 1t
i< no wonder 1f the rehgwus mmd has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
$rfRUTH SEEKER.

rllustrattdJe~~e, c~if:E
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New Publications.
New Publications.
New Publications.
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---------------------------------------------------- -----------------New Publications.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

PfN PICTURfS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR .•
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book aud still more J;uval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
IJeawatea to the .Amerwan Oonoress, or 1892, whfoh tor the sake oJ Rel{,flton, StalitJea LttJerw gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other usefulinformation to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indipation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address.. the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which practiCally united the government and the Christian ch'll"ch.
of the Sunday-openers; descrioes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added 1!1r. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es8a_ys and Poem~ by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
ILLUSTRATED.

book formt Orthodoxy; Freeth ought; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libert~ and ~'homas Paine; a_I!<> em written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a ;:oem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The mairi e~say in this work i~ one of the strongest arraignments ever m&de of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this com try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration BUilding.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

Prtoe 25 cents; Ftve ooptes for $1.
Address

A. MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE. PRINCIPA.L BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Agricultural Buildin_g.
Manufactures and Liberal
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SmmKBB-,that
A. Re:tutation o:f the .A.rgu:rn.ent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:f Having Been . Designed by
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desitm Argume11t Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designers .
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
fiL If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are J!;gregiou•ly Slow,
They Are Egregionsl:LWasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced FaultY Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is On!:\':_ Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimate.
V. What Actually Did Oause So-Oalled Design.
VL Astronomv and Desjgn.
Vll. The Argument of a Fust Cause.

A N~w Book by Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FlCTJOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Cl•ss.
'l'he Mora.! Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman ail an Annex.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

Address

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Single copy,_25 cents. Five copies for $1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N Y.

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Bta.nda.rd of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
·
Common Sense in Surgery.

At t.he Woman's Congress at Chica.go Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chap.
ters of this book. The Chicago Ttmes said of it and her: "But the la.st address, dealing wit.h the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest, bU6 uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest br the audience. It was • Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of Mora.ls,' and 1t was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified h speak
upon that subject-Helen Garden1.1r. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss G•rdener enchained every auditor1 and when she had finished received a J;Jerfect ovation, which
her courage ana. devo.tion had so wortnily won. The evening session was highly intere ting, but
that; of the mornmg will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present a.s one of·the distinctivly great features of the week's congress."

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM
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Cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want It~

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

By John E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his bioll"raphers, Dr. Hnlland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly dm1ed by the dead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to side.
For fifteen yea·s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lmcoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundrerl witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa" not a Christian. These witnesses include his-wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.
NOTED WITNESSES.

Ron. Yf. H. Herndon..~. Col. Ward H. Lamon. Ron John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen}', Col
John G. N1cola~,Judge l.Javid Davi~, Col Jesse W. Fell, Pon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Ste_phen T. Logan, Joshua F. Spted, Ron. Jesse K. Dubois, Ron. Joseph Gillei!J)iA, Dr. C. H.
Ra;y, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Rollert Leachman. Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk Josepb
Jefferson, Hc:>n. E. B. Washburne, Ron. E. M Haines_,_ Ron. J.ames Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fie1d~Hon.
Geo. W. JulianbHon. John B. Alley Ron. HJ!gh Mcuullocb Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev l.Ja">id
Swing, Rev. Ro ert Collyer, Ju<!ge jesse W. Weik, Ron. J.P. Usher, Ron. Geo. S. Boutweil..!fon.
Wm. D. Kelley.._ Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Ron. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover Bon. w. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Jndge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
:E_ggleston, ~ev. John W. ChadWick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lmcoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

COSM~~!L~~!~;BOO K.•
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MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

1By s. P. Putnam.

J..tberal &J'\cl :et~ieal Societies,
for Se~ools aJ'\d
t~•

Hol"Y}••

-With Music Written to All the Songs.OollPILED BYL. K. WASHBURN.
For sale at THIS OFFICE.

r tee, $1.&0,
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'l'HE TBUTH_BEEKEB.

The first chapter-+.he Matria~chat.e--;shc:>ws that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom 1 ]:>ut that thf\ tendenryof Ohnstu~mty from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter 1\lrd •. Gage !llaims tha.t to the Matnarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
fir,t conceptwr. of mherent nghts
Chapter 11 deals with the theologir~l dogmas. of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a p\}man be~ng; marnage was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as .slaves; women driven to SUICide; ~he mfiutn«e of the church was unfavorabie to virtue: The
celibacy of the clet;gy pr9duced "egradmg sens~ality, and woman was the victim of these brutes ..
. _Chapter III I~ on The Canon L~w, showmg how tpA church controled woman by making the
legttimac,· o.f 1parnage 4epend upon Its own cont~ol. of the Cdremony. Anc•ent civilization gave
place to Chnstlo,n barbarls~rL the c.ergy became a distmct _body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
ca~te. Lear.umg w-.s prohtbited to wom6n, huf!ban,,~ prohibited from leaving th·:m more than onethird of their property; daughtera cou;d be dtsmher1ted, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
.. ChaJ?~er Iy-Marquette-is on Feuqalism and its deg_radation of women, the rights of "lords
sp1ntua.l, the Immorahpy of the heads of the church, bapti•m of nuqewomen in the early Chrlstian
church .. It also deals "'1th some of the late~-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries
the English debaucheries, governmental cnme-makers, etc.
·
'
CJ;Iapter V-Wit«hcraft. I.n the days d.tbis phase of religious insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possessiOn of eve~ a little lea~·mng wa1 suffiCient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a _pet was dangerous, so rabid Wtrtl the cl~r~y J;IOt to suff~r .'~witch t, liv. 'Jhis perse~ ution for
Witchcraftwa.s !" contmuance. of the ch,nrch s pohcyfor obtammg un versa! dominion over mankind.
Wom!)n phYsiCians of _the Middle Age_s were p~rsecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
~enca. The :fj.rst synod cooven~Jd m .AmeriCa was to try a woman for hcre•y, and others were
stnpped and whipped for not agreemg with the clerll"Y·
The chapter on." W1ve!!" shows how the disr11pt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and _proprietary rights of woman-tLat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was. Christianized-that tl!e practice or buying wives was regulated by
law-tp.~t wom!)n wera not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat CIVIl mar•·Ia@ Js oppo~ed by the church.
In Cuapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church that the first
synod of the Heformation !lonvened to sanction t.his ipstitutio~ that Luther and th~ other" prinCipal r~formers" favot;ed. 1t, as we!l as the Amen!laJ;I Board of Jroreign Missions. The Mormon theocracy Is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In t~e last tJ;iree ch~pters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of wnman s suffenngs as mterferenca w· th her • curse, ' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unjit .fot; slaves~ of womap's " ip~erior~ty," as taught by the church to-day, a.nd of how little
value Chnst1amty has oeen and IS to mvilizat10n.

The wor~ is a burning protest

ag~nst

the tremendous wrong done woman b_y

chnr~h, which controled the s~ate. It 1s !llso extremely valuable as history. N 0
I the
woman, 1t seems to us can read 1t and remam a supporter of the religious iostitution

Being the sto_ry of his relipous life and mental
iourneyings. Written in hiS happiest and most
brilliant Wt.V, and is the best of iJl. his splendid
works. Prioe, 25 oents. Address
·

I

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:

1

which has crushed her mdividuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.
'
In cloth, $2; in halJ-leather binding, $3.
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" An Agnostic Ministry."
On another page Rev. Mr. Chunn endeavors to
demonstrate the essential bigotry of an attempt on
the part of the Unitarian church to set up any
"dogmatic qualifications " for its ministry which
should exclude Agnostic ministers from Unitarian
pulpits. To an outsider it would appear that whatever reception his own congregation might accord
to the deliverances of an Agnostic preacher, the
church at large could not accept him as its representativ. Juggle with words as we may, the fact
remains that ·unitarianism is a form of Theistic
Christianity, and the man who wears its name can
not, in justice to the organization, rep!ldiate Christianity and Theism. Mr. Chunn's congregations
at Luverne and Rock Rapids may be wholly in accord with the views he enunciates in this sermon
and their right to accord him a generous support,
financialiy and otherwise, we hav no wish to
call in question, but in their case, as in his,
"Unitarian" is simply-to slightly vary a sentence of Professor Clifford's-Agnostic and Infidel
"writ respectable." In passing it may be said that
there are a number of such societies and such ministers in the West, and the fact is far from reflecting credit on Americans, showing that American
courage and American directness are at a very low
ebb in some sections. Agnosticism and Atheism
are hated and feared, for they are not "respectable,"
they do not giv admission to "good society," but
Agnosticism and Atheism covered with the veneer
of the Unitarian or the Universalist or the Congregationalist name find ready acceptance and support,
for, forsooth, are not these all "Christian"
churches!
Returning to the point at which we digressed, it
might be profitable to ask Mr. Chunn, who seems
to be a very earnest young man, whether he believes
there is any organization-religious, social, industrial, or political-which would not grow more or
less restiv should one of its recognized spokesmen
giv public andcontinued utterance to opinions diametrically at variance with those popularly supposed
to represent its position, and who should persist in
calling himself by its name and should proceed to
brand its members as bigots because they objected
· to his performances T Suppose, for instance, that
one of our Liberal lecturers should ·become convinced of the truth of Theism, and of some of the

fundamental tenets of Christianity, and should go
about the_ country lecturing as a Liberal, but advocating Theistic and Christian ideas while looking
to Liberals for recognition and support, and denying the right of Liberals to "set up dogmatic qualifications" to the extent of repudiating him as the
representativ of Infidelity and Agnosticism. Would
Mr. Chunn say that this man could in any proper
sense be called a champion of Freethought? That
he was justified in attempting to utilize the Freethought platform for his Christian propaganda and
in demanding Freethought support in so doing?
That he was fair and honest in denouncing Liberals
as bigots because they objected to his actions, and
that his rightful place was not in the Christian pulpit T . Or, suppose a man calls himself a Republican,
but denounces Republican doctrins, praises Democratic principles and votes the Democratic ticket,
how long will his professions of Republicanism be
accepted, and how long before he will be excluded
from the primaries of \hat party? These illustrations, showing the utter untenableness of Mr.
Chunn's position, might be multiplied indefinitly,
but lack of space forbids further citation here.
But this is not the only aspect of Mr. Chunn's
position which may be profitably viewed. So far
we hav been considering the rights of the organization whose doctrins Mr. Chunn abjures while
claiming the right to bear its name, accepting for
convenience his assumption that the quotation he
makEs from the Christian .Register bears out his
contention that that paper is trying to set up dogmatic qualifications for the Unitarian ministry. We
will requote the paragraph in question: " No
literary ambition, or interest in social problems,
or desire to deliver lectures, or love of philosophy,
will be sufficient to hold any man or woman long
in the ministry, unless there be also a deep and a
~;?trong desire to impart comfort by exhibition of
the divine goodness and the hope of immortality."
To us this does not bear the meaning that Mr.
Chunn appears to hav extracted from it. It simply
says, in clear, direct language, that no purely
humanitarian enthusiasm nor any love for philosophy, as philosophy, will suffice to long hold a man
in the Christian ministry after he has lost all faith
in the supernatural dogmas of Theism and Christianity. This would seem to be almost axiomatic.
Why should an Agnostic wish to continue to pose
as a representativ of an organization whose fundamental doctrins. he repudiates, holding them to be
false or unproven in science and morally pernicious?
What business, anyway, has an Agnostic in the
Christian ministry? Why does he want to be
there? How can he feel at home in a temple to
whose gods he cannot sacrifice ? Is he so weak
that he cannot stand without the supporting arm
of a priesthood in whose worship he cannot sharE',
and whose cherished beliefs he holds to be idle
speculations about the " unknowable "!
Mr. Chunn avers that "The Unitarianism that
would set up dogmatic qualifications for the ministry lacks the inspired Bible of orthodoxy, but it
also lacks the consistency of orthodoxy. It is the
hybrid offspring of orthodoxy and Liberalism, and
it ought not to receive recognition by either
parent." As shown in preceding paragraphs, there
is no valid reason why a body of men, although
wholly destitute of sac:red books and divine standards of authority, should be asked to· permit to
pass as their own opinions which they do not
accept, merely because the person who givs voice
to those opinions chooses to tag himself with their
corporate name. They are fully within their right
in individually and •collectivly disowning him and
his doctrine. Signing another man's name to a

note of hand is not the only kind of forgery there
is.
The minister who tries to preach Agnosticism in
a Christian pulpit should be neither surprised nor
indignant if he finds himself regarded as "the hybrid· offspring of orthodoxy and Liberalism," and
so fails to "receive recognition by either parent."

It might be pertinent to inquire what Mr.
Chunn means by the phrase "heaven-born jewel".
Being an Agnostic. in so far as belief in a place
called "heaven " is concerned, it would seem that
such a positiv assertion that our moral natures are
born in that unlocatable region is scarcbly in keeping. The scientific theory is that our moral natures hav developed as hav our bodies by almost inconceivably slow processes here on this earth.
Again, Mr. Chunn declares: "I am willing to
trust that power which preserved me through past
eternity, and brought me into this world about
thirty years ago, to take care of me through future
eternity. Whatever the condition may be that
awaits me beyond the grave, it is the best condition
that could await me." If this be accepted, was not
the condition of those maimed and killed by the
Pomeroy tornado " the best condition that could
await" them? Then why does Mr. Chunn sneer at
Christians who manifest the same "trust" in their
"personal God" that he does in his "power" T
"Trust" implies personality in that which is
trusted, and .the faith that "nature doeth all things
well" is as much superstition as is the faith that
"God doeth all things well."

What is the Religious Character of the Nationl
In the World's Congress of Religions, Prof.
Thomas O'Gorman, of the Catholic University,
said:
''We may truly say that with us separation of church
and state is not separation of the nation from religion.
The American conception is that the religious character
of the nation consists mainly in the religious belief of the
individual citizen and the conformity of conduct to that
belief."

What does Professor _O'Gorman mean by "nation "1 If by nation we are to understand is meant
the political machine, then we must say that there
can never be peace and security in the republic so
long as there is the slightest bond of union between
it and religion, and we can readily believe that with
such religionists aR Professor O'Gorman and his
confreres separation of church and state does not
mean separation of the nation and religion. The
phrase, "separation of church and state," is only
"gull's seed thrown to catch the unwary." Professor O'Gorman givs the impression, or wants to
seem to giv the impression, that by "nation" he
means the individuals of the country, spoken of as
a collectivity, and that separation of the political
machine from the church machine is not separation
of this collectivity from religion. But we use
words very loosely and carelessly when we make
them say that the religious character of the nation
consists in the religious beliefs of the individual
citizens. The nation has a political character because it stands for a particular form of government,
but it has no religious character, for the good reason that it stands for-or should stand for-no
particular form of religion.
"The American conception is that the religious
character of the nation consists mainly in the religious belief of the individual citizen and the conformity of conduct to that belief." " Mainly "T 'l'he r~
ligious character of the nation is composed chiefly
of the belief-belief, not beliefs, mind you-of the
individual citizens. But what is the minor factor
of this religious character of the nation? The use
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of the word "mainly" implies that, in the opinion
of Professor O'Gorman, there exist some elements
of the religious character of the American nationor· government-other than the religious belief of
the individual citizen. What are these unnamed
elements T What can voice the religious convictions
of the people, taken collectivly, but the belief and
consequent conduct of the individuals who compose
the collectivity? Why, law, statute law, to be sure.
What laws would Professor O'Gorman, as a member of the majority, demand to complement the belief and conduct of the individual Christian citizen
in order that the religious character of the nation
might be wholly shown 1

Preacher vs. Preacher.
An incident of the World's Parliament of Religions;
''The feature of the evening was a bitter attack on
the religion of the Hindoos by Dr. George F. Pente.
cost, the famous evangelist of London. Hil!l paper was
entitled 'The Present Outlook for Religion.' He held that
the Christian religion was the only true religion. He
said some of the Hindoos hav been here aud hav dared
to make an attack upon Christianity. They cite the
slums of New York and Chicago, and ask us why we do
not cure ourselvs. They take what is outside the pale of
Christianity and judge us by it. He then attacked the
religious systems of India, .charging that they were immoral.
''He added: 'There havbeen several Buddhist bubbles
floating around Chicago for the last week that need
pricking.'"
Almost at the same moment, Rev. Dr. Charles H.
Eaton, pastor of the Church of the Divine Paternity, New York, was praising to his congregation the Parliament. These sentences fit the case
of Dr. Pentecost quite as well as though they had
been uttered especially for his admonition:
'' The World's Fair is a marvel by day and a dream by
night, but if human hearts are worth more than blocks of
stone, then the religious congress is of more importance
than all the rest.
"The object of the Parliament was an interchange of
statements of all phases of belief, a comparison of views
in a brotherly spirit and to show that there is a bond of
common brotherhood among all men. The results would
be the teaching of the universal necessity of religion to
mankind. A Turkish peasant once looked down a well
and saw the moon shining on the quiet water. 'What a
pity it has fallen,' said he. He straightway procured a
rope and grappling-iron, and, lowering it, caught the
moon on the hook. He gave a strong pull and fell backward. As his head touched the earth, he looked up and
saw the moon shining in the heavens. 'Allah be praised, •
said he, 'I hav put the moon back in its place.' Many
Christians who assert their beliefs to be the only true
guide would do well to note this little story and by observation they would discover many of the highest qualities in the so-called pagan people."
By the way, what does Dr. Pentecost mean by
his declaration that the slums of New York and
Chicago are without the pale of Christianity 1 Certainly, a vast majority of the denizens of those
slums are firm believers in the dogmas of the
creed of which Pentecost is one of the loudest
champions.

Let Us Learn Good from Everything.
The peoples of Europe and America are not better than the rest of the world in all things. It is
generally allowed by thinkers-though this is dis_
puted by some-that they are better on the whole
on the average. But there are a good many points'
in which other peoples are our superiors. By
Christians nothing would ever be said about these.
They wish to represent our peoples as preeminent
at all points, and others as defectiv at all points,
because ours hav Christianity and the others hav
not. But we can learn of foreign peoples in many
things.
The Japanese are a very happy o.nd contented
folk. Perhaps they are more happy than we. If
this be so, then, as happiness is the end of life, they
can be said to be a race superior to us. However,
happiness is a thing difficult to measure. We will
not attempt a comparison. We will say merely that
the J aps enjoy life mighty well. Their happiness is
attributed by some travelers to the politeness that
characterizes all ranks of them. Rich and poor,
these are alike courteous. It is impossible to distinguish employer from laborer, wealthy from beggar,
by their behavior. All, says a writer in the .Fort-

nightly .Review, are clean, all a;e easy, all guide
themselvs by propriety in behavior. This politeness
must go far toward securing happiness. Where
courtesy is . not in form merely, where it springs
from, and promotes the growth of, real kindness in
the heart, it settles all questions and difficulties of
the relations of men with one another. Observance of the maxim referred to in the phrase, " In
honor preferring one another," would pretty nearly
altogether soften the roughness and sweeten the
bitterness that pervade intercourse in our rude
Western race.
The kindness of the Japanese to animals is remarkable in contrast to that exercised here. A case
of cruelty toward animals by children, such as the
tormentings of cats and dogs that our boys are continually at, is about as rare in Japan as a homicide
in this land.
Japan has no poverty problem. One reason is
said to be found in the land system, which givs a
holding to every worker and encourages him to
labor and reap not a part but all the fruits thereof.
The equality and intermingling 0f classes is great.
It is helpful in a number of ways. The governor
lets his child go to the common school and sit next
to the child of the manual laborer, certain that his
child will pick up no bad manners and get no contamination in thought or in person. This equality
enables rich and poor to meet as friends, and gifts
can pass without degradation. The rich nobles in
the country are thus able to giv to those whom
they know to be in need, and. friendship becomes
the channel of charity.
•
Wants are limited in Japan. There is a curious
absence of ostentatious luxury. The habits of living are in all classes much the same, and the rich do
not outshine the poor by carriages, palaces, and
jewelry. The rich spend their money on curios,
which, if costly, are limited, and the most popular
agitation is that against the big European houses
which ministers build for themselvs. Wealth is
thus not absorbed, and is more ready for investment in remunerativ labor.
We should admire and imitate good wherever we
see it. It is only by so doing that we can maintain that slight advance over the rest of mankind
which we now, perhaps, possess. But the priests
and preachers would never urge upon us for adoption a trait or habit of any other people. They
think that to admit that any other race has m!;lrits
which we hav not, would be to acknowledge the
falseness of the clerical claim that Christianity confers all goods.
And the essential Christian spirit is not in har.mony with any recognition of the excellence of
others. That spirit is the quintessence of selfishness and self-conceit. The truly Christian impulse
is, to think our world looked after by a god because we are on it, our human species of a different
origin from other animals because we belong to it,
our sect going to heaven and our neighbor's to hell
because we belong to the former and he does not.,
and our nation better in every way than others because we are a member of it. The Christian spirit
is the acme of selfishness and arrogance. When it
prevails wholly it arrests all progress. The race
can advance only by means of the policy of the Liberal-an impartial search for truth, and a free
recognition of truth and merit wherever found, and
adoption of them.

-

Agents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book "Old Testament Stories Comically Ill us.
trated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a .few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.

Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.
The New York He1·ald, in an editorial criticism
of Zola's arguments against anonymity in journalism, says: "All the great movements in public
opinion are anonymous. The belief in God is the
result of the unanimous belief of the nameless
crowd." This is true, and it is also true that the
Southern lynchings and torturings are the results
of the " unanimous belief of the nameless crowds~"
Peculiar coincidence isn't it, gentlemen of the

Herald?
The eminent Dr. Brinton contradicts those who
hold that diseases of the nervous system hav increased with the increase of civilization. He says
that "civilization, so far from increasing this class
of maladies, is one of the most efficient agents in
reducing them in number and severity, especially
when free from religious excitement and competitiv anxieties." For our part, we should conclude
from the pages of history that at no period can
nervous diseases hav prevailed more than in the old
times of religious ·panics and crazes, with the epide·l1ics of convulsions, dancing manias, and the
like.
A maze to the pride of intellect, the Bible is simple and
sweet and blessed to faith. To the ritualistic Jews a
stumbling block, to the rationalistic Greeks foolishness,
to the faithful and lowly it is nothing short of the power
of God.· It comes to such as the sun rises out of the horizon upon him that watches for it, and shines upon him in
all its sublimity.-New York Observer.
Eliminate intelligence, and to the " faithful and
lowly" Mother Goose's Melodies· or the Arabian
Nights would be " nothing short of the power of
God," ·if such a view of either were sedulously inculated generation after generation, under penalty
of hell on earth and beyond for non-belief.
In answering the qu-estion, " Does a man who is
prosperous and rich in the world's goods owe a
duty to his neighbor, who is less fortunate?"
John Swinton says, in the Independent: "I know
persons, who, repudiating all religious dogmas, act
on this law. I know men who are really Infidels,
blasphemers, repulsiv persons, who act on this law
with promptitude, precision, and inevitably."
Indeed! And are these benevolent persons repulsiv inherently, regardless of their infidelity, or are
they simply repulsiv to you, because they are
Infidels!
"LONG BRANCH, N.J., Sept. 28, 1893.-Five hundred
delegates were present to-day at the thirty-fourth annual
convention of the State Sunday-school Association, and
the Rev. Mr. Provost in his address startled them.
'Many of the Sunday-school teachers,' said he, 'are users
of rum daily, go to races, gamble, play cards, and use
profane language. I know many and can name them in
this building, but do not feel like it just now.'"
When you make church-merubership and activity
in religious work the conditions of social respectability you inevitably breed hypocrits. History
bears sad but eloquent witness to this. When the
National Reformers hav won and the nation is
"Christian" in law and name the hypocrits will be
multiplied a million-fold.
As one of the fruits of the World's Congress of
Religions we hav the "Brotherhood of Christian
Unity," an organization having for its object "The
glory of the Creator and the relief of man's state.''
The New York Times indulges the presumption
that " There are doubtless many professed Agnostics, and even avowed unbelievers, who will be
prepared to subscribe to what is in no sense a confession of faith.'' Why unbelievers should profess
to " desire to serve God " in order to work for
humanity when they can labor in humanity's behalf
without stultifying themselvs by any such acceptance of Theism, the Times does not condescend to
state.
"Joseph Garrison, a well-to-do farmer who Iivs near
the line between North and South Carollna, was one of
the unfortunate farmers in this section whose crop was
badly damaged by the great storm, Garrison went out
in one of his fields of corn a day or so ago, and, seeing
that it was almost totally ruined, he blasphemed terribly.
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condition since. In his wakeful moments he repeats the
epithets. The case attracted a great deal of attention."·
The dailies head this-" Cursed God and ·Was
Stricken." That this man's delirium was caused,
as was his "blasphemy", by the loss of his crop,
does not seem to hav occurred to the reflecters of
what the New York Herald calls the "unanimous
belief " of the masses, so they jump to the irrelevant
and irrational conclusion that some god hit him on
the head and upset his reason because he had
blasphemed his majesty.
It is significant that the victories of Freethought
are in the fields of literature and science. In the
domain of politics the church militant is still the
church triumphant, in most cases. In the magazines and reviews we can feel the pulse-beats of a
nobler and deeper thought, but the newspapers
and religious journals chronicle an almost unbroken
series of defeats for freedom of thought on every
political rampart where the church enters the fight
in e:unest against the secular theory of government,
against the cherished principles of the fathers of
the republic, against the idea and fact of equal opportunities for citizenll·of all shades of belief, nonbelief, and unbelief. We can study nature and we
can dream of a better era, but we cannot, it would
seem, hold our own in the face of a united church,
of an invasiv and aggressiv hierarchy.
This country now possesses what is termed an
American pope. This is Monsignor Satolli, who has
been sent here to occupy a permanent position as
chief arbiter and director of the concerns of the papacy in this country. His po·wer is superior even
to that of our archbishops. The Catholics are
divided as to the desirableness of his office. Some
of the clergy favor, and some seem inclined to resist, this prelate.
One secular journal, the New
York Herald, givs a surmise as to the pope's motiv
in establishing the office, which conjecture we think
may not be far wrong, and which we will therefore
print here, as follows : "When Mgr. Satolli said at
the Catholic Congress in Chicago that 'America is
the key of the future,' he indicated the motiv of the
pope in sending him here clothed with extraordinary power. The opinion is a perfectly sound one,
and is ratified by the judgment of every student of
history. Both politically and spiritually the republic is the hope of the world. It is no boast to say
that we represent on the one hand the largest freedom of worship and on the other the most advanced ideas of government. Since, therefore, we
hav a domain which is practically without limit, and
a population unaffected by religious traditions, we
present to the missionary an ample and remunerativ
field for the exercise of his energy.''
''The Congress may not be the occasion of giving a new
composite religion to the world, but it will certainly hav
a tendency to create the impression that one religion is
about as good as another, after all; indeed it has done
something in this direction already. And as merely
moral systems the difference may not be so very great;
but while other religions hav no power in them or back
of them but the power of the human will, there is in
Christianity the power of God to transform the soul.
This fact has, however, been very largely lost sight of
by the promoters of the Congress of· Religions. They
propose to make an exhibit of Christianity, but they can
not thus exhibit its hidden power, without which it is not
Christianity. The Congress of Religions is simply an
exhibition of human vanity ."-American Sentinel.
As the Sentinel seems disposed to admit that as
"merely moral systems " there may be no great
difference between the world religions, we are at a
loss to see the need of the alleged transforming
power of God in Christianity. Does the Sentinel
mean to say that, no matter how good a life a man
may hav led, there can be no resurrection for him
unless his soul has been transformed by the power
of God through Christianity? The American Sentivel is making a brave and able fight against the
God-in-the-Constitution fanatics, who are striving
to make church and state one, and whose efforts,
if successful, would result in the utter subversion
of the liberties of the American people. Its enemies in this struggle are its fellow-Christians ; its
allies are the Freethinkers.
Which-:-the hie.rar_chica~ Christii!<P.l'l p;r tbe F.reethinkers-hav felt
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the "power of God to transform the soul "!
their fruits ye shall know them."

"By disposition of a great many business men to disregard the
Sabbath seems to be growing to an alarming extent. While
this does not apply to all lines of business, yet it does exist, and unless there is a united effort on the part of all
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE law-abiding citizens to enforce the law, no one can foreTRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to.the tell the result, as all the larger crimes are a result of disTruth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly sub· regard for law in minor offenses.
scription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
The woes of sinners in hell will not be a cause of grief
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in to the saints in heaven, but of rejoicing; will be the fruit
of an amiable disposition, and a perfect holiness, and
it ; or, if they .desire the books in cloth binding, conformity to Christ. At the judgment yon may be
subscribers can remit the' difference in price be-- ready to fly to some godly friend; but yon will see them,
nnconcerned.for yon, with joy ascending to meet the Lord,
tween paper and cloth binding, and get the books and not less Joyful for the horror in which they see you.
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers When they hear yon groan and sigh and gnash your teeth,
these things will not move them at all to pity yon. After
to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated," your
godly parents shall hav seen yon lie in hell millions
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the "Crea- of years, or ages, in torment day and night, they will not
tion of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents; begin to pity yon then. They will praise God that his
jnetice appears in the eternity of your misery. The torthe "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price ments ~n hell will be. im~easurably greater than being in
40 cents; " Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents; a glowmg oven, a brtck kiln, or fiery furnace.- President
Edwards.
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
"I notice in your p!l.per a reference to the cost of conprice 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putverting Jews. It reminds me of the cost of converting
nam, price 25 cents ; " Design Argument Fallacies," the heathen in these pat·ts. The missionaries of Kangra
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the. World's Fair," h;av been at work since 1846, and hav converted in that
trme one adult. The Moravian missionaries at Lahonl
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a hav
been at work about the .same time, and hav conChristian'" price 50 cents. Other books besides verted one Lahonli and one Ladaki (adults). Of course
are in preparation. One of these, we may men- they do better business with infants, some of whom are
voluntarily brought to the mission by their parents,
tion, is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M. while others are sold in times of scarcity. Yon will be
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will interested to know what becomes of them. The children
are brought up, of course, in the tenets of Christianity.
shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at cnce When they arrive at marriageable age, a board forthwith
the books already published, and, as they ap- assembles and decides which maiden shall be given to
which youth. The marriage is then consummated. Thus
pear, those which will be published between now more little Christians are bred, just as yon would foxand January, '94.
hounds and horses, and so the church of God increases."
_.
This is an entirely new view of the propagation of the
gospel in foreign parts. But why, I would ask, can
Freethought Progress.
not this method of multiplying the saints be practised as
The secretary of the Freethonght Federation reports well at home as in partib1tB infidelium ?-Punjab,
that the Congressman from a certain distrillt is a ]!'rae- India, letter in London Truth.
thinker. Don't mention it; he voted for ihe Sunday
closing of the World's Fair.
Everyone going to Chicago this fall should hav a
copy of S. P. Putnam's" Pen Pictures of the World's
The Sunday omnibus business in Toronto is increasing;
a second line being started on Sunday last, thus covering Fair" in his pocket. He will ftnd it a great aid to in·
the city front for about six miles. No fares are charged, telligent sight-seeing. Price, 25 cents; 5 copies for
but a box is left on the seat, into which passengers drop $1.
what sums the;y choose to pay. Both lines appear to
Lectures and Meetings.
do well financially.
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S LEOTUltJ!l DATES.
It is no indication of " progress" that the London
The people along the line of the following towns will,
National RP:tormer, the journal founded and for thirty during October, be made happy by a visit by Colonel Inyears edited by Charles Bradlangh, will soon cease publication, but it is some relief to know that its present gersoll, who will speak on the following dates:
editor, John M. Robertson, is to start a new monthly, to Oct. 8 Louisville, Ky.
Oct. 19 Omaha, Neb.
be called the Free Review. It will cost one shilling (25
" 9 Lexington, "
" 20 Council Bluffs, Ia.
cents) per number, fifteen shillings per year. The corps
"10 Paris,
"
" 21 Atchison, Kan.
of contributors announced is the best possible guarantee
" l1 Cincinnati, 0.
" 22 Kansas City, Mo.
of the quality of the publication.
"12 Richmond Ind.
" 23 St. Joseph,
"
"13 Indianapoi!eJ "
" 25 JJincoln, Neb.
Mr. G. W. Foote, editor of ·the London Freethinker,
" 15 St. Louis, .M.o.
" 27 Sioux City, Ia.
lectured early in September at Douglas Head, Isle of
" 16 Springfield, Ill.
" 29 Chicago, Ill.
Man. It was a decided innovation, and he accomplished
"17 Quincy,
"
his purpose in plain defiance of the town commissioners,
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evewho arbitrarily ruled that only the clergy could occupy
the common ground of Douglas Head.· Mr. Foote was ning, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
ably supported by Mr. Robert Forder and other fearless East Fifteenth street, New York. Its lectures for OctoFreethinkers from various parts of England, and the ber are:
Liverpool roughs of the Christian Evidence Society were October 6th.-" The Silver Question:" Henry Nichols.
nicely foiled in their attempt to create a mob and drive October 13th.-"Christianity and After:" T. B. Wakethe Infidels from the Head.
man.
•• Kissing the book" is likely before long. to become one October 20th.-" Freethonght and Morality:" S. P. Putnam.
of the lost arts. Another ·objector to the practice has October
27th.-" Arbitration:" Albert Day.
turned up in the West London police court in the p~rson
E. B. FooTE, JR., Presiding Officer.
of Dr. Morris Wallace, called to giv evidence in a case
where one woman was charged with stabbing another in
THE fifth Annual Convention of the Oregon State Secthe eye with a fork. The doctor said he had no religions
scruples, but he considered that there was a risk to health ular Union will be held at Red Men's hall, corner of
involved in putting to his lips a book which has already Second and Salmon street, Portland, Ore., October 20th,
been kissed by other people. The magistrate suggested 21st, and 22d. Entertainment will be provided for visitas a compromise kissing the inside of the volume. But ing Liberals by the members of the First Secular church
here, too, the doctor objected "on sanitary grounds," of Portland and therefore those who expect to attend
and he was finally sworn by holding up the right hand.- will please inform the secretary, 'Katie Kehm Smith,
New York Herald.
Oregon City, Ore. There will be important business
--------~~-------before the Convention that should interest every Liberal
Churchly Purpose .and Performance.
in the state. Let the attendance be large. An interestIe religion no lqnger dangerous? The London Freethim.ker shows that the present pope has created "one ing program will be provided. By order of the executiv
new patriarchate, twenty-seven new archbishoprics, and committee.
seventy-seven new bishoprics."
·
As previously announced in our columns, John R.
The Sabbatarians of Yarmouth hav incited the police to Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The folprosecute Sunday oyster-sellers, tobacconists, and fruit- lowing appointments are on his list, and friends along the
erers, for following their own calling on the Lord's day, route desiring lectures should address him at once:
under the old act of Charles !I.-London Freethinker.
Oct. 15 Cincinnati, 0.
Nov. 3 Manhattan Liberal
" 19 Golden Pond, Ky.
Club, New York.
The Consolidated Street Railway Company of Wor" 20
"
"
" 5 Newark, N. J.
cester, Mass, recently did some Sunday work on their
" 21
"
"
" 19 Boston, Mass.
tracks, upon which an indignation meeting was called by
22
"
"
"
the ministers of that city to protest against a recurrence
of the "desecration. "-American Sentinel,
J. E. REMSBURG goes to Wisconsin after the Congress
His appointments are as follows:
The Catholic Review, referring to Protestant missionOct, 15
Oct.
10 Hillsborough,
aries, says tha~ "in!ndia, China, and ~t~er parts of Asia, Portage,
" 16
"
11 West Salem,
in central AfriCa, With the help of Br1t1sh officers, they Madison,
" 12, 13, 14
are exterminating the nativ Catholics and banishing Lodi,
priests and nativ rulers."
HENRY RoWLEY, of Brooklyn, will lecture before the
The grand jury of Tarrant county, Tex., hands this re- Newark Liberal League, Sunday, Oct. 8th. Subject,
port to the presiding judge:
"Education.'_'------------------To HoN. S. P. GREEN, judge of the forty-eighth disBound Volumes of The Truth Seeker.
trict of Tarrant Co., Tex., Dear Sir: We, the undersigned grand jury, would respectfully report that we hav
We hav: a few bound volnme.s of T!IJ!l TRUTH BEEKER for
made diligent inquiry into all crimes and misdemeanors the year Just closed (1892) which w:1ll be sent on. receipt
that hav come to our knowledge; that we hav found three of $4. We also hav a few o! prev1ous ye!l'rs whiCh can
hundred and thirty-three bills of indictment, a large por- be sold for $3. Reader!' desuo~ o~ keepmg files· as re·
tion of them being for. violations of the Sabbath law. The ' ceived .weekly can obtam the File Bmder for $1•

______ _______
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eommunioations.
An Agnostic Ministry.
The Christian .Register, a Unitarian newspaper
published in Boston, in its issue of August 24th
answers the question, "What encouragement should
be given to Agnostics to enter the ministry?" The
gist of the Christian .Registers answer to the
question propounded is that an Agnostic, one who
does not accept the belief in a personal God, and in
the conscious existence of mankind beyond the
grave, ought not to be encouraged to enter the
ministry. This passage may be regarded as tha
keynote in the editoria1 article referred to : " No
literary ambition, or interest in social problems, or
-lesire to deliver lecturelil, or love of philosophy will
oe sufficient to hold any man or woman long in the
ministry unless there be also a deep and strong desire to impart comfort by exhibition of the divine
goodness and the hope of immortality." This position taken by the Christian .Register on the subject
of " An Agnostic Ministry" cannot be construed in
any other sense than as an attempt to set up a dogmatic qualification for the ministry. That which
distinguishes our Liberal faith from all other faiths
in Christendom is the absence of any dogmatic test
whatever for those who sit in the pews, and for those
who speak from the pulpit. The door that leads
to our pulpits, as well as the door that leads to our
pews, is supposed to be wide and high enough to
allow.every man to enter freely, from the man who
accepts the Nicene creed, which honors Christ and
the holy spirit as worthy of worship along -with
God the father, to the man who turns away from
the worship of both Trinitarian and Unitarian gods
to bow reverently at the shrine of the "unknown
and unknowable god." The · Christian .Register
would not prefer charges of heresy against an Agnostic pastor, but it givs us to understand in the
most unmistakable language that an Agnostic would
be better off out of the ministerial profession than in
that profession. Happily, the day has gone by
when a Unitarian pastor can be tried for heresy, but
unhappily the day has not gone by when, if he is an
Agnostic, he may receive a hint that he could employ
his time and talents to better advantage in some
other profession than that of the ministry of
religion.
_
The attempt to set up dogmatic qualifications for
the ministry is always fraught with danger. The
setting up of dogmatic qualifications for the ministry has been one of the greatest curses of orthodox
religion, and has been the means of driving thousands of the brightest intellects from the orthodox
faith. If Unitarianism is to bind its ministers to a
certain creed, what more is Unitarianism than orthodoxy broadened out a little? If it is logical to
encourage only those persons who accept the belief
in the personality of God and in the immortality of
the soul to enter the ministry, why is it not logical
to encourage only those persons who accept the belief in the inspiration of the Bible and in the
divinity of Christ to enter the ministry? Who has
the right to determin what shall be or what shall
n'ot be a doctrinal qualification for a candidate for
the Unitarian ministry7 If you would add to the
dogmatic qualifications that the Christian .Register
would demand of a candidate for the ministry the
belief in a supernatural Christ, you would meet the
requirements of the liberal Congregational churches.
If you would add to the dogmatic qualifications that
the Chistian .Register would demand of a candidate
for the ministry a few more dogmas, such as the inspiration of the scriptures, the atonement, everlasting punishment, you would meet the requirements
of the most orthodox church in Christendom.
When we once begin to set up dogmatic qualifications for the ministry, where shall we stop ! In
our zeal to protect the churches from " unsound
teachers," we may find ourselvs vieing with the
most rigid orthodoxy in hedging in our pulpits.
Orthodoxy, when setting up dogmatic tests for the
ministry, can make a show of consistency, for it
professes to find in its inspired Bible authority for
setting up these tests. Unitarianism has no inspired
Bible that it professes to accept as authority, and,
therefore, unlike orthodoxy, it has no criterion to
guide it when making dogmatic qualifications for·
the ministry. The Unitarianism that would set up
dogmatic qualifications for the ministry lacks the
inspired Bible of orthodoxy, but it also lacks the
consistency of orthodoxy. It is the hybrid offspring of orthodoxy and Liberalism, and it ought
not to receive recognition by either parent.
Orthodoxy we know, and Liberalism we know,
but what is this mongrel faith that the Christian
.Register would invoke us to reverence T
It is not the particular object of this sermon to
~~ottflP.lpt to show the tenableness of the Agnostic

position. But I wish to :remark that the Agnostic
can be driven from his position only by bringing
against him an array of stubborn facts. He cares
not for beautiful sentiments that are not based on
stubborn facts. You may deliver to him a panegyric on the "Divine Goodness," but such a disaster as the late Pomeroy tornado proclaims in
more convincing tones that God is Law than the
most eloquent human tongue can proclaim that God
is Love. The man who can stand . amid the
wreck of that Pomeroy tornado-the wreck of
property, the wreck of life, and the still more awful
wreck of mind caused by that never to-be-forgotten
event--and then worship a personal God of infinit
power and goodness, would experience no difficulty
in paying homage to the Jehovah of the Old Testament. In 1 Sam. xv, we are told that Jehovah
commanded Saul to smite Amalek and spare not,
but slay both man and woman, infant and suckling,
ox and sheep, camel and ass. Orthodox scholarshav
attempted again and again to save the moral character of Jehovah in the face of this bloodthirsty command that he givs to Saul. I take up an orthodox
commentary on 1 Sam., and I read on this passage:
" The national interest required, and God, as king
of Israel, decreed, that this public enemy should be
removed." It fills one's soul with contempt to read
the vain efforts made by orthodox scholars to preserve the moral character of the Old Testament
God in the face of the long list of terrible crimes of
which he stands condemned. But a personal God,
who causes or permits such a disaster as the Pomeroy tornado is as guilty of just as heinous a crime
as was Jehovah of the Old Testament when he commanded Saul to exterminate the Amalekites root
and branch. We do just as great a wrong to our
moral nature when we attempt to vindicate the justice of a ~rsonal God in causing or permitting the
Pomeroy tornado, as we should do should we attempt to vindicate the justice of Jehovah in commanding Saul to exterminate the Amalekites. The
time has come for theologians to cease making gods
that men and women can worship only at the expense of crucifying their moral nature. One man
can look always on the bright side of the picture of
life, and sing the "Divine Goodness." Another man
can fix his eyes on the dark side of the picture of
life, and with just as much reason bewail the'' Divine Badness." Some advocates of the Liberal
faith can hold fast to their belief in a God, in:finit in
power, goodness, and knowledge in spite of the
moral and physical evil with which the world is
smitten. But other advocates of the Liberal faith
who are just as reverent, just as conscientious, just
as earnest in their efforts to work for the good of
mankind, cannot cherish such a belief of God. The
men and women who belong to this latter class can
commend no characteristic in a God that they
would denounce in a fellow-mortal. Their moral
nature is their one priceless jewel which they will
preserve intact. Nothing will ever induce them to
worship at the altar of any God where they cannot
worship without dimming the luster of that heavenborn jewel, their moral nature. These men and
women hav not renounced their belief in " God ; "
they hav simply renounced their belief in the hosts
of man-made gods-gods of thought as well as gods
of stone-that hav been set up as objects of worship.
Then, too, as regards the question of personal
immortality, the Agnostic is not willing to accept
sentiment as the equivalent of facts. If the Christian .Register has any facts to giv that man continues to liv after the death of his body, we should be
glad to take them at their full value. We should
be glad to listen respectfully to all valid arguments
that can be advanced in support'f>f the belief that
man is possessed of an immortal soul which survives the wreck of his mortal body. But no desire
to follow the rules of religious etiquot, or to bestow
comfort upon the sorrowful, ought to lead a man to
giv his assent to theories of the future condition of
mankind that there are no scientific grounds for assenting to. Man, like all vertebrate animals, begins
his existence in a simple cell. No eye can distinguish any difference between the simple cell that
afterward becomes a man, and the simple cell that
afterward becomes a dog. The individual life of
man, like that of every other animal, begins with
the act of fertilization. The individual life of man,
as far as science can determin, ends with the death
of the body. Science knows nothing of an immaterial soul that bocomes a part of man at some
period in his development. The difference between
man and the dog is a difference of degree and not
of kind. These facts, established by the investigations of modern scientists may not be pleasant facts
to consider, but what good shall we accomplish if
we close our eyes to the facts T The ostrich cannot
escape from lihe hunters by hiding its head in the
sand. We cannot escape the condition that a.w~tlll

us beyond the grave by taking refuge behind pious
sentiment. Every fair-minded person must look
these facts squarely in the face. While the Agnostic sees no way to escape the conclusion arrived at
by scientists regarding the future condition of mankind, he is not presumptions enough to assert that
science has solved the problem of personal immortality so that it can never be opened up again.
Science may hav failed to discover and to giv due
weight to all the factors that ought to enter into
the solution of the problem of personal immortality.
Science at this stage of its progress cannot be relied upon as an infallible guide to conduct us
through the intricacies of the problem. The attitude that the Agnostic takes toward the question of
personal immortality is not that of dogmatic denial or dogmatic affirmation .; it is that of suspended
judgment. When a man asks me if the planet Mars
is inhabited, I answer : " I do not know ; science
has not yet in its possession sufficient data to determin whether or not the planet is inhabited."
And, when a man asks me if the departed are enjoying conscious existence beyond the grave, I answer : " I do not know ; science has not yet in its
possession sufficient data to determin whether or
not the departed are conscious in the shadowland."
As far as the hope of personal immorality is concerned, the Agnostic has no quarrel with hope. But
it is a war to the knife with dogma. Man in every
age of the world has been making his god in his
own image, and denouncing as an Atheist everyone
who would not fall ·down and worship this god.
And man in every age has been making his future
world after the fashion of this present world, and
denouncing as a Materialist everyone who would
not believe in the existence of this future world.
The time has come to call a halt on the manufacture of religious dogma. Men may well agree to
differ in their opinion regarding a question on which
so little light has been shed as that of the future
condition of mankind. It is by no means a necessary conclusion that a continued conscious existence
beyond the grave is the best possible condition
that mankind could experience. I would not trust
the best heaven-maker in the world to make a
heaven for me in which I should be forced to spend
future eternity. But I am willing to trust that
power which preserved me through past eternity,
and brought me into this world about thirty years
ago, to take care of me through future eternity.
Whatever the condition may be that awaits me beyond the grave, it is the best condition that could
await me.
It seems to be difficult for the Christian .Register to understand what motiv an Agnostic can hav
to enter the ministry. It is an historical fact that
the man of the narrower creed has always fourid it
difficult to understand what motiv the man of the
broader creed could hav to preach his message to
the world. The man of narrow creed can discover
lying beyond the bounds of his· creed no truths
that are worth preaching. A few years ago I heard
an orthodox minister say that if he did not accept
the doctrin of vicarious suffering in the strictest
sense, that Christ shed his blood on Calvary to save
mankind from the just wrath of God, he would hav
no motiv to preach the gospel. The conservativ
wing of the Congregational denomination cannot
appreciate the motiv that prompts the more liberal
members of that faith who believe in a "second
probation'' for the unfortunate heathen, to carry
the gospel to heathen lands. The doctrin of a second probation ''cuts the nerve of missions." The
average orthodox believer cannot · appreciate the
motiv that leads men and women to embrace the
Unitarian faith. When you giv up the inspired
Bible and the supernatural Christ, you hav given up
all in religion that for the average orthodox believer has any value.
.
The truth is, that to broaden one's creed means
to strengthen and not to weaken one's motiv to
preach. The Agnostic .minister certainly has as
strong and worthy motivs as any man to preach his
message to the world. The Agnostic minister has a
just right to a share in these grand ethical truths
which are the common property of all religions.
These grand ethical truths, which are as old as the
oldest of the world's historic religions, ought to
constitute the staple of all preaching. There is no
just reason for believing that either the orthodox
ministery or the conservativ Unitarian ministry has
the monopoly of these ethical. truths. Then the
Agnostic's conception of God as eternal and unchangeable law is grander than the conception of
God as personality. One of the greatest curses
that has disfigured the Christian religion is the
doctrin of the forgiveness of sins. Christianity has
taught for centuries the pernicious doctrin that
there is no sin under heaven, exeept the sin of
honest dQuPt~ th"'t God will Pot gladl1 for~v. Tho
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Agnostic knows nothing of a God who can or who
will forgiv sins. Sin is a transgression of the law
of righteousness. It is just as impossible for a
man to transgress the moral law and escape punishment as it would be for him to put his hand into
the fire an!l escape burning. It would require a
volume to do justice to the evil results that hav
followed from the Christian doctrin of the forgivness of sins. The Agnostic gospel of God as unchangeable law steers clear of the evil that the
Christian gospel inculcates by its doctrin of God
as unchangeable personality.
Another fault of which the Christian gospel
stands condemned is that of teaching men and
women to despise this world, and to fix their hopes
on another world beyond the grave. Monasticism
is the logical outcome of the Christian doctrin of
heaven. The less men should care for this world
the greater would be their happiness in heaven.
A life of hardship and self-denial here was the
currency coined in the mint of selfishness-with
which men and woman were to purchase crowns of
everlasting glory in heaven. The common people
were duped by the priesthood, and induced to exchange their earthly possessions for the imaginary
possessionlil of heaven. The Agnostic gospel knows
nothing of another world beyond the grave. "One
world at a time," is the motto of the Agnostic
gospel.
The Agnostic gospel instead of teaching its
advocates to despise this world, teaches them to
use it, to improve it, to beautify it. The Agnostic gospel is the best antidote to the poison of
monasticism. It is the best antidote to that
spirit of fanaticism which leads men and women
to believe that by catering to the whims of priestcraft they are laying up for them!!elvs treasures in
heaven.
·
The ministers of religion hav been preaching for
centuries the proud gospel of 1-know. The time
has come for them to preach the humbler gospel of
1-do-not-know. The ministers of religion for centuries hav been speaking as familiarly of the plans
of God as if they had been admitte·d into the
secret counsels of the most high. The time has
come for them to learn the truth that reverence
consiots in bowing in silent awe in the pre_sence
of the Unknowable, and not in making arrogant
claims to hav fathomed the thoughts of the almighty. The ministers of religion for centuries
have been speaking as positivly and as arrogantly
of the condition of mankind beyond the grave as if
they themselvs had passed over into the shadowland and returned to tell us what their eyes saw
and their ears heard in that realm of mystery. The
time has come for them to learn the truth that
reverence consists in making an honest confession
of ignorance when standing in the presence of
death, and not in claiming to gaze behind the vale
of the future upon which fate has inscribed the
word "unknown." The world is longing for ministers of religion who are bold and honest enough to
stand up like men and make a clean breast of their
ignorance. The world has been fed long enough
on religious dogma. Men and women hav been
paying out their money long enough to support a
ministry that professes to know the unknowable,
and fathom the unfathomable.
I venture to
prophesy that when ministers of religion learn the
art of confining their preaching to the sphere of
the knowable, they will find their congregations
growing larger. and not smaller. I would put no
restrictions upon psychical research.
I shall
always be glad to receive any light that future investigation may shed upon the problem of man's
existence beyond the grave. But I shall not take
opinions for facts.; I shall n_ot take s"enti~en~ for
· truth; I shall not take the hght of the will-o -thewisp for the light of the su~. I believe th~t ~f
there is any man who is quahfied to preach, 1t IS
the man who can put early prejudice and religious
sentiment under his feet and follow unimpeded the
path of truth. Unitarianism, as I understand it,
givs its advocates the largest freedom of thought
and speech. It does not hedge in its adv~cates, as
the uhristian Register would hav us beheve, and
then say to them: "You may hav the largest liberty,

only you must not go beyond the limits of this
hedge." If the Ohristian Register has sounded the
war cry of Unitarianism, then the time· has indeed
come for every friend of true progress to leave
Unitarianism and work for the organization of a
church that shall be free in reality as well as free
in name. But the Ohristian Register does not
voice the sentiment of progressiv Unitarianism.
it voices the sentiment of non-progressiv Unitarianism, which, like orthodoxy, is bound to droop and
die before the .coming of the larger and broader
and truer faith.
M. W. CHUNN, Pu.D.,
.
Pastor of the Unit1 "hurches, Luverne, Minn.,
311-~ !J?~! If~J?ids, J!t,
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A Methodist " Ranter ,. on Lincoln's Re- time he assumed the presidency is generally conligion.
ceded. All that is claimed is that he changed his
In the New York Ohristian Advocate of September 7th appears a lengthy editorial under the caption, "Was Abraham Lincoln a Church-member?"
During the Ingersoll-Collis controversy last winter
concerning Lincoln's religious belief the Advocate,
to the surprise of many, denied the claim of General Collis that Lincoln was a church-member and
affirmed thtt he was not.
A little later the Mail and E~press, Col. Elliott
F. Shepard's paper, came out in an editorial asserting that Collis was right, and the Advocate and
Ingersoll wrong. Colonel Shepard attempted to
prove that Lincoln was a church-member. But the
only proof adduced was a deliberate forgery, executed by the pious editor himself. He quoted
from Townsend's "Library of National, State, and
.Individual Records " a letter which Rev. Dr. Smith,
formerly pastor of the Presbyterian church of
Springfield, Ill., which Lincoln sometimes attended,
wrote to Lincoln's partner, W. H. Herndon. This
letter, as penned by Dr. Smith, and as it appears in
Townsend's work, contained the following words :
"Mr. Lincoln became a member of my congregation."
As there is but one copy of Townsend's work in
existence (it is simply a set of scrap-books stowed
away in Columbia College), the editor of the Mail
and Ewpress thought a forgery would not be detected, and so he expunged the word congregation
·and for~ed the word church, making the passage
read as follows : " Mr. Lincoln became a member of
my church." After presenting the forgery the editor coolly adds : " So that General Collis was right
at first when he asserted that Mr. Lincoln was ' a
member of a Christian church,' Colonel Ingersoll
notwithstanding."
A reader of the Advocate has taken its editor to
task for not accepting Colonel Shepard's "correction." He says :
I hav expected you, ever since that was published, to
correct your mistake. Now that you hav got home, I
hope you will attend to it, as it is very important.
To the above Mr. Buckley thus spiritedly replies:
You will wait a long time for us to correct that proposition. We positivly know that Mr. Lincoln never was a
member of a Christian church. He stated this himself on
various occasions to Bishop Simpson· and others. We
also believe that the Rev. James Smith never claimed
that Mr. Lincoln was a member of his church.
But while Mr. Buckley is so ready to admit that
Lincoln was not a church-member, he spurns the
claim that he died a Freethinker. With his characteristic good manners he refers to ''Abraham
Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" in the following
courteous language: ·
An Infidel ranter has issued a book, which, with a show
of fairness, givs a long list of witnesses to Lincoln's
Christianity, and a much longer list of those who witness
to his Infidelity; but in analyzing them he proceeds on
the principle that ev·ery one who says that ·Mr. Lincoln
ever changed from the Freethinking, coarse Infidelity of
his early life, and became a man of pz:a.yer, and believed
that Jesus Christ· was a teacher come from God, is a
liar; and everyone who says that he always remained an
Infidel tells the truth. A more grotesque pretense of
analysis of testimony was never seen."
He omits the name of the book and its author,
lest some reader of his paper should procure a copy
and discover his mirepresentations. He implicitly
asserts that the only answer I make to the Christian witnesses is a simple denial, when he knows that
the testimony of every witness is carefully reviewed
and refuted by convincing proofs that neither the
editor of the Advocate nor any other Christian
claimant can overthrow. Not to go over the whole
ground again, take the testimony of his Methodist
witness, the Western Ohristian Advocate. This
witness testified as follows:
On the day of the receipt of the capitulation of Lee, as
we learn from a friend intimate with the late President
Lincoln, the cabinet meeting was held an hour earlier
than usual. Neither the president nor any member was
able for a time to giv utterance to his feelings. At the
suggestion of Mr. Lincoln, all dropped on their knees
and offered in silence and in tears their humble and
heartfelt acknowledgment to the almighty for the triumph he had granted to tbe national cause.
In answer to this evidence, I presented a letter
from Hon. Hugh McCulloch, a member of the
cabinet, containing the following explicit denial :
The description of what occurred at the executiv mansion when the intelligence was received of the surrender
of the Confederate forces, which you quote from the
Western Christian Advocate, is not only absolutely
groundless, but absurd. After I became secretary of the
treasury, I was present at every cabinet meeting, and I
never saw Mr. Lincoln or any of his ministers upon his
knees or in tears.
The proof adduced in answer to the other witnesses was equally conclusiv.
That Lincoln was, during a portion of his life, a
Freethinker is admitted by Mr. Buckley and ever;r
other CllmP!).nt. That he was an unbeliever up to the

views after going to Washington. Did he change
his belief after going there, as claimed? In refutation of this claim his private secretary, Col. John
G. Nicolay, thus testifies:
Mr. Lincoln did not, to my knowledge, in any way
change his religious ideas, opmions, or beliefs from the
time he left Springfield till the day of his death.
Leonard Swett, who placed him in nomination
for president, writes:
You ask me whether he [Lincoln] changed his religious
opinions toward the close of his life. I think not.
His lifelong friend and executor, Judge David
Davis, after his assassination, thus wrote:
He had no faith in the Christian sense of the term.
Another lifelong friend, Judge Nelson, writes:
In religion Mr. Lincoln was about of the same belief
as Bob Ingersoll, an-i there is no account of his ever having changed. He went to church a few times with his
family while he was president, but so far as I hav been
able to find out he remained an unbeliever. . • . I
asked him once about his fervent Thanksgiving message
and twitted him with being an unbeliever in what was
published. "Oh," said he, "that is some of Seward's
nonsense, and it pleases the fools."
Hon. John B. Alley, member of Congress from
Massachusetts, and one of his closest and most
valued friends, says:
In his religious views Mr. Lincoln was -very nearly
what we would call a Freethinker.
Col. Ward H. Lamon, his biographer, the man
who was delegated to conduct the living Lincoln to
Washington, who was at his side during all the
eventful days that he remained there, and who
with Judge Davis and General Hunter was selected
to carry _the remains of the dead president back to
Springfield, thus writes regarding his belief:
Indefinit expressions about '' Divine Providence," the
"justice of God," the "favor of the Most High," were
easy and not inconsistent with his religious notions. In
this, accordingly, he indulged freely; but never in all
that time did he let fall from his lips or his pen an expression which remotely implied the slightest faith in
Jesus as the son of God and the savior of man.
Listen to the testimony of the grief-stricken wife,
uttered immediately after his death:
Mr. Lincoln had no hope, and no faith, in the usual acceptation of those words.
This and the testimony of a hundred other witnesses that this "ranting Infidel" has produced
shows that Mr. Buckley is as far from the truth in
asserting that Lincoln was a Christian as Colonel
Shepard was in asserting that he was a churchmember.
The apparent frankness of this Methodist editor
in affirming that Lincoln was not a church-member
is, aside from the motivs that inspired it, admitted
and commended. But a spirit of fairness and candor is so foreign to the editorial columns of the
Advocate that one naturally looks for some other
motiv than an inherent desire to reveal the truth.
What was the motiv in this case! Why is the editor of the Advocate, while so tenaciously claiming
that Lincoln was a Christian, so eager to show that
he was not a church-member? Because in doing
this he plucks a feather from the cap of Methodism's
great rival, Presbyterianism. To admit that Lincoln was a church-member is to admit that he was a
member of the Presbyterian church. Had he attended the Methodist church instead of the Presbyterian church, the admission that he was not a
church-member would never hav graced the columns
of the Advocate.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Some Gentle Hints.
AN

APPEAL

IN

POETRY.

The following poetical aPPeal won for its author, the editor of
the Roc1cy Mountafn Oelt, the prize cf $1,000 offered for the best
a,Poeal poem to newspaper sub JCribers to pay up their subscriptwns :·

Lives of poor men oft remind us
Honest men won't stand a chance.
The more we work there grows behind us
Bigger patches on our pants.
On our pants, once new and glossy,
Now are stripes of different hue,
All became subscribers linger
And won't pay us what is due.
Then let all be up and doing;
Send your mite, however small,
Or, when the snows of winter strike us,
We shall hav no pants at all.
A. NEW GAME WORTH TRYING.

There is a new game called '' Editors Delight," remarks a contemporary, and is played in this wise: Take
a sheet of ordinary writine- paper, fold carefully, and inclose a banknote sufficiently large to pay all arrears and
one year in advance. What adds handsomely .to the
game is to send along the name of n new subscnber or
two accompanied by the cash. Keep an. eye on the
editor if he smiles-then the trick works like a charm.

Try it once.-Logan Bation,
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The Freethinkers' International Congress.
A good many of the Freethinkers of the country
grabbed old Father Time by the forelock and pulled
it so vigorously that they got into Chicago several
days ahead of the meeting, and did up the odd
corners of the World's Fair, so as to hav that off
their minds and to be left free to attend to the
more important work of the Congress. The Editor
of our "Childrens' Corner" was on hand bright
and early and held little congresses of her own at
her quarters when she was not on the Fair grounds.
Messrs. Putnam and Charlesworth's rooms were
besieged early and late, and they had small
chance to be idle. They made a rather unfair
division of the labor of showing visitors around,
Mr. Putnam assiduously attending to the wants
of the ladies and Mr. Charlesworth to the less
pleasant tal!!k of installing the male visitors in
suitable · quarters.
Among the earliest arrivals
were Dr. Foote, Captain Adams, T. B. Wakeman,
Charles Watts, and John E. Remsburg. There
were visitors from South Dakota, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, New York,
Massachusetts, Indiana, and Mrs. P. Van Router
eighty years old, came all the way from California:
all alone. She left her husband at home to take
care of things. He wanted to come, she said, but
then, some men had no sense. He was too old to
make the journey. There were Mr. Adams, Mr.
Kendall, Mr. Crouch, Mr. Thorpe-who had a little
present for Watson Heston-Mr. Bogard, Mr. and
Mrs. Pfaff, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Campbell, and about
forty more who wanted their TRUTH SEEKER, but
didn't leave their names. The first thing they
asked was, "Howdy?" and the next was, "Where
i~ your broth?r ?". When th~ Man With the Badgepm reads th1s h1s bosom will probably swell with
pride, but he needn't write, for the compositors
here hav forgotten how to decipher his penmanship,
which his wife picks out for him on a typewriter.
Previous to the assembling of the Congress the
Freethought Federation had the good fortune to
encounter some of the Christian bigots and find the
opportunity for a nice little legal fight.
They
bearded the bigot in his own den with some TRUTH
SEEKER books, like "Old Testament Stories,"
"Crimes of Preachers," "Religion a Curse," etc.,
and the aforesaid bigot had no more sense than to
resort to physical force to suppress opposition. It
all occurred before THE TRUTH SEEKER scribe got
there, and Mr. Charlesworth has sent us the following account of it:
FREETHOUGHT FEDERATION OF AMERICA.
SUIT TO RECOVER $10,000 DAMAGES.
The Fe~er~tion has entered ~to litigation for the purpose of vmdiCatmg at law the nghts of Freethought in a
pl~ce. of public resort. We feel that Fr~ethought, as a
prmmple, has far too long been content w1th the position
assigned to us by the religious world; we hav therefore entered upon a determined course to test "the
~owers that be." and find out, !£_possible, what jurisdic·
twn they hav m matters pertammg to the .tights of the
general public. President Bonney, of the World's Fair
Congress Auxiliary, has not only refused to grant us the
privilege of holding our Congress in the Art Institute
b~t. also to_ok up~m himself thl' right to trample upon in:
dividual rights m a dastardly manner indeed. A Freethinker, Edwin D. Betts, had obtained a concession from
Secretary Carpenter, of the Art Institute, to put up a
stand for the sale of Freethonght literature in the hall set
aside for such purposes. He was also under contract to
giv twenty-five per cent. of his receipts from the sale of
his books to the authorities in charge. The Federation
had suppli:'!d h~ _with some boo~s •. amon&" them being
Putnam s Religwn a Curse, Rehgwn a Disease, Religion a Lie," " Crimea of Preachers," and the "Bible
Picture Book." There were also a few leaflets from the
American Secular Union. Everything progressed favorably until the preachers began to flock around the little
stand, and upon learning the nature of the workB exposed for sale in the hall among religious texts and
tracts, they gave vent to their indignation by complaining
to Mr. Bonney, and demanded they be excluded from the
hall, and Mr. Bonney hinlself, a pions fanatic of the Wanamaker brand, complied with the request of his brethren
in God, and at once ordered Betts from the place under
pain of immediate arrest.
·
An officer was called in and ordered to arrest him but
the policeman evidently knew how far his authority extended in the matter, and refused to do so, telling Bonny
''that he should use his his own judgment in the matter."
Failing in his purpese here, he next ordered his assistants to remove the table and books by force, an order
with which they readily complied. The table was remo~ed and its contents covered up. Acting upon our
adVIce, Betts removed the cover and again exposed his
stock.of books for sale. We promised him all the assistance we could giv in vindicating his rights in the place.
It was. not long before Secretary Carpenter, under instructiOns from Bonney, took away the table and its contents by force, and dumped them into a corner.
'l'he Art Institute was built by public subscription· as
such it belongs to the public, and in this action Boni:J.ey
and ~is. associates. hav not only violated the rights of the
pubhc m a pubhc hall, but they hav also committed a
flagrant breach of the contract they had made with Betts
They hav COin!llitted an ontra~eous wroll~ ~:pon tlle man;

and in ~ddition to this tMy hav confiscated his property,
and 9hief ~onney, together with Carpenter, are defendants m a smt to recover $5,000 damages from each The
Fede!ation will stand by Betts to the last. We ~re determmed to d!lfe!Jd him and if possible to punish Mr.
Bonn~y for hl!! Illegal conduct.
The Federation has
supphed the funds to fight the case, and we shall fi~ht it
to the end. C. Stuart Beatty, president of the Ch1cago
Secular Union, has charge of the case for Betts.
The hall at 517 West Madison street was su:ffici~ntly decorated· to remove even the iloom of a
ramy day ; flags of all nations hangiltg around, between festoons of our national colors with an
American flag of sufficient size to suit 'anybody's
p~triotism ·draping the front of the stage.
The
L1berals of Boulder, Col., sent a magnificent ban~er, emblazoned on both sides, which, suspended
m t~e center of the hall, caught and held the attention of everybody.
There was music galore,
everyone was glad to be there and to see everyone
else, and the actors at the religious congress could
hav .learned several lessons in good manners and
good nature had they remained to attend.
Sunday morning the hall was early crowded with
visitors from all over the country. It was soon
evident that . more Freethinkers were to get together at this Congress than ever before in this
country.
On the platform, beaming benignantly
upon the audience, were S. P. -Putnam, T. B.
Wakeman, Dr. Foote, Jr., Captain Adams Miss
Wixon, Mrs. Freeman, John R. Charle;worth,
Ch~rles Watts, and Franklin Steiner.
Judge
W a1te opened the Congress after a piano selection
by John J. I. Remsburg. Mr. Waite's address was·
a criticism of the religious congress, which had developed various religious feuds.
That congress
had, he said, left it for us to show the evil in all
religions, which had developed into a gigantic
trust, to the detriment of the people of the country. The Congress had assembled to hasten the
day of downfall of this trust. He referred to the
fight between the Federation of Freethought and
Mr. Bonney over THE TRUTH SEEKER books, and
thought that Mr. Bonney had made an error almost
equal to some of the mistakes of Moses. He adverted to the prosecutions of the Seventh Day Adventists, saying the Protestants bad, for the sake of
a temporary advantage over the Freethinkers, laid
the foundation of Catholic rule.
After a few "fOrds of more direct welcome to the
city; Mr. Waite read a letter from Colonel Ingersoll reg~etting that b1;1siness engagements prevented hrm from attending the Congresfi!.
·
Mr. Putnam's welcoming address was also a
crit.icism of t~e bigotry exhibited in the religious
congress, wh10h excluded even Christians from
their deliberations. He said:
Freethonght is as broad as the universe. As Harriet
Martineau defines it, it is " the unfenced universe "
That is the universe in which I believe, a universe without fences, without creeds and without chains
The ringing words of Thomas Paine are the platform
of Freethought. Words so beautiful and sublime that
they w.ill never cease to inspire the human race-" The
world lB my countrx, and to do good is my religion." But
even more wonderful in their far-reaching meaning are
these profoundly significant declarations: When one said
~' 'Yhere li~erty i~ there is my country," with deepef
ms1ght Pame rephed, "Where liberty is not there is
my country." Paine recognized the eternal' battle of
liberty. There is a!ways conflict. We· cannot escape it.
We must fight. It 1s forced upon us. There is wrong
in the world, there is injustice and suffering and we
must do our best to relieve mankind of these b~rdens
There has just been held a Parliament of Religions." It
professes to be harmonious and to unite the world. But
1t excludes the Freethinker and it excludes the Chrictian
Every religion under the sun oan defend its tenets, n~
~atter how barbarous. But the Seventh Day Adventist
Is not allowed to make a plea for human rights, nor the
Freethinker to make a plea for human reason. All who
partake in the Parliament must be believers in something. They must hav a religion, a faith. But he who
stands for the Declaration of Independence and the Constit~tion of our country, and for science, is not allowed
a vmce.
.
. Is that harinony ? Is that progress ? Is that civilizatiOn ? Even when by a fair commercial transaction
paying for the privilege, we had secured a place for th~
sale of F.reethough:t literature in the Art Institute, we
were t.hreatened mth arrest, our books were seized and
th:rown into the waste basket, with the remark, "We
:will not have such blasphemous stuff sold in this buildmg." Is thif! liberty ? Is this American citizenship ?
Is this justice ? ·
Freethonght must meet the cambat ; the combat for
freedom fought t~ou~h all the a&"es aud not ended yet.
But Freethought m 1ts nature 1s not destructive. It
l!Jeans the highest and grandest progress of man. It is
hberty! It is human brotherhood ! We know not the
fatherhood of God. God we cannot find in earth or
heaven. But man is ever present with us, and man we
must help. With man we must work. With man, each
for all and all for each, we win the victQ!:Y and a paradise
on the bosom of this green earth itself. We look not above
but beyond to the golden to-morrows of humanity.
Freethonght is science. It is all the truth that man
can attai~. Freetho~ght is h~anity. Its goal is the
noblest VIrtues of whwh the mmd of man is capable.
We recognize the priceless treasures of the past. Every
age has toiled for us. We are all together-the past and
the present-and as the univerflal world through vast
periods hae given us the glory of to-day-so we should re-

turn to humanity the splendid gift and labor not for ourselva but for all the future.
Wherever we are, in the wilderness blazing the pathway of human progress, on the picket-line or in the grand
army with music and banners floating, still in our hearts
sha_ll ring the voices and so:z:gs of poets and martyrs,
while before us shall ever shme the glorious rays of the
morning.
Captain R. C. Adams followed Mr. Putnam.
His address was an advocacy of American union regardless of boundary lines. He was quite willing
to haul down the flag of the Canadian Secular
Union and work under the banner of his American
brethren when that could be brought about. He
also advacated commercial union between the two
countries, -and wanted this Congress to be the
pioneer of such affiliation, as well as of the time
when all the countries of the world should be
united. He indirectly jumped on the Comstock
. postal laws, saying the mails should be free.
He told of a visit to E. H. Heywood, both
when he was serving his time, and upon his
liberation, and wanted to rush along the time
when such outrages were impossible.
He also
wanted Liberals to do some constructiv work,
leading the people out of the hovels of superstition
into the palaces of reason.
J ens L. Christensen was to welcome the Germans,
but, owing to the se1ious illness of his wife, could
not attend. Herman Boppe was substituted and
spoke a few words in German, and judging from
the applause, about half the audience could understand his eloquent words.
Charles Watts brought greeting from G. W.
Foote, who had sent a letter to read, but which had
failed to arrive. He also read a letter from George
Jacob Holyoake, prefacing it with a few words describing the situation in England. Mr. Watts, as a
disciple of Mr. Holyoake, was a Secularist, pure and
sim:J?lle, not depreciating other reforms, but em~
phasizing above all others the more important work
of Secularism or Freethought. After reading Mr.
Holyoake's letter, w]lich was characteristic, Mr.
Watts delivered the greeting to American Freethinkers from seven thousand members of the English
Secular Union. Mr. Holyoake wrote:
To THE INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGHT CoNGRESS OF
CmcAGO, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am far enough
away to be a Mahatma, but I hav no pretensions that
way. I know no ghosts, I see no spirits, and, like the
P~ophet Esdras, can only address yon on "things of
this world, and such as pass before me in daily life".
Mr. Charles Watts, the representativ of Free and Secnlsr
thought from Great Britain, who will deliver this mes~age for me, is known as an Unsettler of Opinion. That
1s the name given to those whose aim is to substitute new
opinion for old-better for bad: The American poet
Whittier owned that he once turned the crank of an
opinion mill_. I hav work~d in.a similar way a good portion of my hfe; and, proVIded/ood material is used and ·
the work turned out with goo finish, opinion-making is
ae. honest and useful a business as any going· and I hope
your Chicago Congress will increase the dem'and for such
produce.
In these days, when competition ·of all kinds is admitted on all. bands to be more incessant, sharper, and
more engrossmgthan ever, prudent people are obliged to
~ e more econoiJ?.ical than formerly in order to liv.
Every day there IB less and less time to believe in creeds
and that o! qhris~ianity is the most ponderous, cbmplex:
and conflwtmg m the world. The Moslem creed is
better suited to the exigencies of business-you believe
i~ Allah an4 hav.done with it. It takes threefold more
time to beheve m three gods than to believe in one. It
takes even preachers-who hav nothing else to do-years
to adjust the preferential claims of Father Son and
Holy Ghost, to the ruinous neglect of secular duties~not
to mention original sin, incarnation, salvation by faith
and other engrossing perplexities, which absorb an un:
conscionable amount of time. Therefore whoever
assis~s in simplifying C.hristianity and reducing its timewastmg tenets economizes human life and acts in accordance with the spirit of the age. Our English delegate
therefore comes to yon as an apostle of mental economy
and progress.
For myself, I pray, in such imperfect way vouchsafed .
to _me_, that yo~r International Congress may advance the
prmmples of mtellectual brevity and truth which they
represent.
With greetings and regards, I am,
Very faithfully yours,
GEORGE JACOB HoLYOAKE.
'!he Committee on Credentials was then appomted, consisting of Franklin Steiner, Reuben
Rush, and Herman Wettstein.
. A soothing melody was then played upon the
p1ano by young Mr. Remsburg, while a contribution was taken up. Adjourned to 3 o'clock.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
Mr. Waite first announced the Committees on
Re~oluti<?D;S and Auditing, and Captain Adams,
wh1le wa1tmg for the Edelweiss Zither Club filled
in the time with compliments to the Germ;n contingent. The club came in in the middle of one of
his prettiest sentences, and blushed. The Zitherites were forced to play two tunes, and then Herm~n Boppe ta~ked to the audienc. Mr. Boppe is
editor of the Milwaukee Freidenker and .Die ·.Moral
der Repu,blir;.anisQhen W~~th:aucll:~i1~~~ th,Q. first
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of which we know to be a fine publication and the
latter we believe to be.
Mr. Boppe is a fluent speaker, fine looking, and
held the attention of the audience even though
some of them did not understand all he said. In
English his speech reads, partially :
THE

MORALS

OF THE

REPUBLIOAN OONOEPTION OF THE
WORLD.

The World's Fair and the immense secular civilization
it represents, shows that already the "religions " represented in the CongreBB of all Religions have really outgrown their creeds, and become sentimental aspirations
for a better future. Unfortunately their creeds in
becoming discredited, hav become fossils and retard
these higher aspirations for the future which are supposed to be based upon them. In this regard even
Christianity is no exception. Evolution shows that it
too, as to its early history and the creeds which grew out
of it, is a hopeless fossil. All of the true life which it
had, has passed into the higher and newer forms of
sentiment, thought, and action. Upon these newer forms
which may be condensed into the new Trinity, Liberty,
Science and Humanity, Freethonght and Secularism has
taken its stand and presents them as the foundations of
civilization in the place of theology, whether Fetichistic,
Polytheistic or Monotheistic. It takes this position not
at all out of mere wantonness, but from the· firm conviction that this new Trinity of Liberty, Science and
Humanity only can furnish the ·condition, the means
and the motivs of the higher progreBB and civilization.
This conviction arises from the fact that Evolution has
hopelessly discredited the histories and creeds of every
one of the old religions. In this age Progress is dragging them around like so many dead bodies-simnly out
of ancient habit and affection for them-much as mothermonkeys persist in carrying their dead offspring. The
dead past cannot become a solid and healthy foundation
for the future nntil it is buried-and buried intelligently
and scientifically, pursuant to the law of evolution-and
the true is recognized in its place.
Liberals do not, or at least need not, attack Christianity as was done fifty years aa-o, as a bundle of frauds,
but as an outgrown stage of illusions, which now evolution applied to mythologic hiiltory haPpily explains.
The same laws of evolution which, under Niehbur, Grote
and Kuenen, explains the early religions of Rome, Greece,
and Palestine, explains the subsequent success of
Christianity.
What then was Christianity? Evolution answers that
it was a temporary phase of the messiah belief and
craze of some of the Hebrews in which they believed
that the kingdom of the heavens was to be introduced on
earth by their Christ among the generation then living.
It was in its origin a purely temporal and temporary arrangement. The attempt to extend it to the Gentiles by
Paul gave it only an enlargement of territory and uumbers, but did not change the nature of the original craze,
as anyone may see by his first epistle to the Thessalonians.
The attempt to measure or guide the evolution of civilization around the planet by this temporary hallucination-utterly baseless in fact and utterly impractical now
-is the crowning absurdity of our age. The first glance
through the telescope of Galileo proved that there was
no kingdom of the heavens and remanded the whole
scheme to the realm of the utterly impossible. Early
Christianity was simply a messianic craze of no more
possible validity than that of our modern Millerites and
Adventists, who periodically sit around in their nightshirts waiting for the angel Gabriel to come down from
·these heavens, as Christ said he would, and blow his
big horn to resurrect the dead.
The folly of basing upon or mixing up the actualities
of life with bhese crazy phantasies is wicked beyond expression in this age of science and evolution. Akin to
-this illusion is the delusion that a personal Christ did
come and speak and act as is represented in the so-called
gospels. Evolution explodes the whole story.
The
Messianic Apocalyptic literature, of which only one
specimen, the Revelation, appears in the New Testament,
gives the start of belief that Ohrist would and then that
he did come, but only in the spirit, as in the first, the
gospel of Mark, at the baptism, at · the walking on the
sea, at the transfiguration, and at the ascension. Peter,
Paul, Stephen, John, etc., never saw him, except as in
"Epiphany," a "materialized" Messiah. Then they
wrote letters, then the '' dri rtwood " gospels were
evolved to make the story credible to those who had not
these visions, especially to the Greeks. Read the Revelation and the letters and then the gospels, and yon will
get the true order of the way in which the craze originated and was propagated, and then sought to be
proved by gospels made out of prophecies, miracles sup·
posed to refer to a Messiah, and to which many poor
fellows who sought to play that role before the destruction of Jerusalem contributed by acts, etc., attributed
to the synthetic name, "Jesns, the Christ."
Thus Jesus Christ, as a definit person, passes from
history, as the positiv school hav for years contended.
To continue to use this ideal character, as though it was
of our age and perfect and sufficient as a model or guide,
or that some sort of belief about him, or it is in any way
anything but an obstrnctiv waste of brain effort, thought,
and feeling is to sacrifice the present and future to the
past.
This ChriSt conception may be useful as an ideal, if
properly used as a symbol of the higher union and integrativ progress of mankind. But all of the old views
and creeds about it are deadly obstructive, and must be
replaced by the new, true, and all-sufficient foundation
of which verifiable science is the corner-stone.
And then, what after? We answer in the three phrases
of the glorious Thomas Paine: " The Age of Reason,"
"The Religion of Humanity," ''The United States of
the World "-that is to say the era not of superstition but
of human providence, cooperation, and welfare-the
higher integration lifting Humanity above all "the religions." 'l'o prPpare for anil to aid the incoming of this
new era is the fundamental purpose of Freethonght,
Secularism, and of every interest and sentiment which
has brought this Congress here.
May its deliberations and influence be a memorable
step of progress toward the realization of that era
throughout the world.

This essay was ali elaborate and convincing series of
arguments for a determined and enthusiastic campaign
against every sort of superstition, against the so·o!Llled
hydra of revealed religions and against every compromise
at the cost of self-esteem for present gains, and a warm
appeal for united a~gressiv action to all Freethinkers and
Liberals against bigotry, dozing pseudo-tolerance, and
blindfolding from the hands of the church saints.
In his introduction Mr. Boppe quoted a passage from
the German philosopher Arthur Schopenhaner, where the
benefits and harms accruing to human kind from revealed
religion are weighed against each other, the balance
showing that religion is a very useful complement to the
temporal power wielded by despots and monarchs who
claim divine authority, and an obvious obstruction to the
progress of the subjects in the direction of humanity, liberty, and happiness. How did it happen, though, that
Schopenhauer was in favor of monarchical governments?
Mr. Boppe showed that this great pessimist was sometimes inconsistent with his judgments, a fact that cannot
be explained away. Nevertheless, Mr. Boppe continued,
though Schopenhauer was wrong about his preference
for monarchy, he was right in his judgment about religion. "Indeed, it is natural that revealed religion and
absolute monarchy must stand and fall together. Both
are powers that originated in a remote past when mankind was still imbued withchildishconceptions, and when
the yoke of ignorance pressed heavily upon the nations."
The Christian religion, the vaunted religion of love and
charity, the religion of the lowly and miserable, is praised
by the very class of people who abuse it in every way in
order to continue their usurped privileges end authority.
It has inculcated to its adherents a conception of . the
world and of this earthly life that, as experience and history show was more a curse than a blessing, more an
obstacle than a compass to the state of bliss and happiness
which its servants, the clergy, hold out to the downtrodden miserable.
Then Mr. Boppe gave his view of the dark aspects that
the Christian-Jewish conception of the world presents to
the liberal, unbiased man of culture. The ''modern " conception of the universe (Wellanschannng) he said, was not
properly called so, for various reasons; he preferred the
appellation ''republican," for the reason that the era that
was dawning upon mankind was imbued with republicanism firsb, last, and at all times, and that the old or Christian-Jewish conception had lost its foothold not only
among the educated, but just as much among the large
mq,sses who are in favor of republican institutions. It
was true that there were among the former still many,
even of the most reputed leaders in society and statesmanship, who, from ignoble interests or from inclliference
still cline- to that old conceptbn, defend it against the
new aggressiv spirit of the reformers, and view it often
with favor, albeit they do not believe in it themselvs.
Mr. Boppe threw a couple of side glances upon some of
the representants of this multifarious group of guardians
of the faith and good morals. So he chastised with wellplaced sarcasm the illustrious monarch of all the Germans,
emperor William, for such witty sayings as, "Suprema
lex, regis voluntas;" "Hoc volo, sic jubeo;" ".Sit pro
ratione voluntas." Another sarcastic mention he made
of the liberalizing journalistic press, which attempts to be
tolerant where no application of tolerance is called for.
And a well deserved charge of sarcasm Mr. Boppe inflicted upon the attempt of the saints to close the World's
Fair on Sundays.
In the course of holding up into the proper light for
comparison the two· conceptiens of the world and life,
namely, the Christian-Jewish and the republican or
modern, Mr. Boppe touched upon the much-argued question of the moral responsibility of man. To the contrary
assertions of the religionists notwithstanding, he affirmed
and showed conclusivly that the republican conception of
the universe and of life does not abolish or diminish in
any way the law of responsibility for human actions. Nor
does science intend to abolish or diminish it. He quoted
a number of passages from Schopenhaner and others .in
corroboration of his positions. But, on the contrary, Mr.
Boppe went on, the moral responsibility founded upon
the new "Weltauschaung" assumes a much more exalted
character such as no revealed religion is able to impress
upon the ethics of a church, because it urges man to do
the right and good for his own earthly sake, not for the
promis of future reward, nor does it forbid the wrong
and bad actions with the threats of eternal cruel punishments.
·
On the one side, said Mr. Boppe, we thus find belief,
authority, and thoughtless habits, with an arbitrary supreme monarch behind it who forbids criticism, abhors
thinking, investigation, development, and liberty; on the
other, everything that leads to independen~e, _freedol!l,
republicanism, progress, and knowledge; this 1s the dilemma from which thinking mankind is to emer~e sooner
or later. In passing to the critique of the JeWish·C~:is
tian Decalog Mr. Boppe sho·wed the barbarous positiOn
in which the female sex has been placed by the old conception of the universe and reviewed the practical application the churches and princes had made of the Ten Commandments. He quoted a number of German phil~.so
phers of the best repute in the course of the lecture,
among whom may be mentioned, beside Schopenhaner,
Bertha von Buttner, Victor Scheffel, Johannes Scherr,
B. von Carneri, Carl Heinzen, and, as a matter of course,.
our own esteemed Robert G. Ingersoll. Mr. Boppe
wound up with an earnest, hearty appeal to all Freethinkers for a greater display of courege, manlineBB, and
Professor Montegazza's work, " The Physiology
energy as against the hitherto lame spirit of dread indifof Woman," the poems of Miss Ada Negri, the rising
ference and heartlessness.
Lombard poetess, "The Myths of the Bible," by
He was followed by Mr. Wakeman with an ad- Emile Ferrier, and all the works of St. George
dress on "Christianity and After."
Mivart hav been added to the papal" Index," hence
Mr. Wakeman .said:
must not be read by lay people.
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It.ems of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The well-known Spanish Freethinker, Sr. Ram6n
Chles, editor of Las .Dominicales, is very ill.
A new Freethought sociE>ty, LJus och J!rihet
(Light and Liberty), has been formed in Finspong,
Sweden.
Victor E. Lennstrand, although he cannot be
present at our Congress at Chicago, will send a.
paper on the Freethought movement of Sweden.
M. Tartarin, founder and president of the Freethought Society of Argenteuil, France, was cremated
April 13th. Over six hundred persons followed his
remains to the crematory.
Victor E. Lennstrand delivers lectures nearly
every day in various towns in Sweden. The meetings are all well attended and numerous are the
signatures to the protest list.
The " Penny Fund " of the French Free thought
Federation amounts to 833 francs, while the money
subscribed for the Freethinkers' Home amounted
to 7 42 francs for the month of July.
Our friend Edward Scwella has been ill againthis time from an attack of sciatica. We hope the
Austrian Freethought champion is well by this
time and hewing away at orthodoxy.
The Freethinkers of the department Seine-etOise, which includes the city of Paris, held an anticlerical congress at the Masonic Temple at Versailles on July 2d. The congress was numerously
attended.
. We are the recipient of the latest, the May circular of Comite d'Etudes Morales. The circular
contains .the revised manuscript of "The Astronomic Origin of the World," which is to form Chapter I in "Principles of Scientific Materialism."
Of 4, 7~5 Congregationalist sky-pilots in England,
1,050 hav received no "call" from the Lord as embodied in a congregation. Perhaps a few of these
idle workmen in Mr. G. Hovah's vineyard will be
compelled to saw cord wood or engage in some other
useful occupation ; at least we hope so.
A heavy mortgage has settled on the roof of the
church in Newton, Ireland. To induce it to leave
a grand prize-game will take place on the Lord's
day, September lOth. He that throws the most
ayes will get $25 ; he that throws least, $15. Entrance fee, three pence per ticket, to be devoted to
paying the debt.
August 19th and 20th were sad days for mankind.
Ninety young girls, pupils of parochial schools, took
the white veil in the cloister of Notre Dame.
Ninety young people forever lost to coming generations, society, and the state. And yet church schools
are not taxed. They benefit mankind, society, and
state, our Solons exclaim to defend their boodle
legislation.
During the late dry season in Italy it was a
spectacle of every-day occurrence to see processions
of peasants, dressed ln thick clothing and carrying
iron chains and heavy stones, calling upon the
saints to send a little rain. These processions were
ordered by the priests, who, let it be remembered,
carried neither chains nor stones, nor dressed
themselvs as were they to undertake an Arctic expedition.
According to the ~'World Almanac," 1893, the
population of the United States is 62,622,000. The
total of members of all churches, 20,400,000, which
leaves to the world and the devil 42,132,000 individuals. And yet every day we are told we are a
"Christian nation." Still, perhaps this little is due
to the fact that there is church property worth
$450,000,000 untaxed in this country. Freethinkers, organize and wipe off that shame!
In the state prison of Lansing, Kan., there are at
present 418 prisoners. Of these 102 are Methodists,
90 Baptists, 80 Catholics, 68 Christians, 31 Presbyerians, 29 United Brethren, 9 Episcopalians, 7 Congregationalists, and 2 Quakers. The parents of 344
prisoners were church-members, and the same number of prisoners had attended Sunday-school.
What does it say in the "cornerstone of civilization," the holy word of God 1 "By their fruits ye
shall know them."
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found that dreamless, painless, peaceful the following extract, taken from to-day's
rest that marks the end of each and all.
World:
The family has our heartfelt sympathy.
The Datholic church has always been
The Truth Seeker and Heston are To the departed lover of trnth and hater the friend of popular education. Common schools, for the instruction of the
of wrong, farewell.
L. R. TrTUs.
Needed.
masoes of the people, were first founded
BROOKLYN, N. Y.," July 22, 1893.
" Old Testament Stories " On Their by the church, and the progress of knowlMR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed check
edge is in accordance with her long-settled
Travels.
policy. When I hear of antagonism befor $5. for two years' subscription to TUE
SAN FRANcisco, CAL., Sept. 16, 1893.
tween educational institutions, I feel that
TRUTH SEEKER, in continuation of my
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6-$3 for there should be instead the antagonism of
present subscription. We need your help
the Truth Seeker Library, 1893; $2 for emulation only.
in the battle for free speech and free mails,
these works: "Martyrdom of Man," "InYon are credited with the authorship
and Freetbought needs the aid of Heston.
fidel Death-Beds," "Is This Your Son, My of the above remarks Can it be posYours truly, HENRY M. PARKHURST.
Lord?" "Poverty, Its Cause and Cure," sible that a man of your acknowledged
by M. C. H.; "Large or Small Families?" attainments, and living in the very
Vindicating Paine.
"Why Do Men Starve?" "The Land center of a highly cultured community,
GREEN IsLAND, N. Y., Aug. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send check for Question;" $1 to International Congress of could hav the effrontery to utter such
$6, $3 of which is for the paper another Freethinkers. I hav the " Old Testament nntrnthfnlsentiments! Pray, where does,
year, the other $3 for the Monthly Truth Stories." It has been going around from or has, the practice of your church been
Seeker Library. My object in subscrib- one to another-perhaps one hundred had a to institute schools for the education of
ing for that is because I see somethin~ of look at it-but could not induce any to buy the masses? In what part of Europe, if yon
the vindication of Paine in it. Ihad some or send for one. Still, there are many of please? I am a reader of history and am
talk with a minister, who said he had been them that read the Bible with their eyes a little familiar with current events of the
told that Paine was a drunken sot, and open. I hav also "Superstition in All day as portrayed in the newspapers, and I
everything bad. I want to show the min- Ages," in German and English. It is fun am at a loss to find any country in Europe
ister that Paine was not so bad as the to see how Catholics get taken in on that. that is dominated by your hierarchy that
I hav been away from home, and in supports or endows any such institutions.
Christians hav made him out to be.
looking over accumulated TRUTH SEEKERS Take Italy to-day, for instance-the headYours respectfully,
HIRAM WILBUR.
I found in July 29th what Mr. Ingersoll center of your boasted church-and what
A. Challenge to Ingersoll
said on the Chinese. While reading, I is the condition of its masses in comDoRCHESTER, Wrs., Aug. 22, 1893.
could not help thinking some parson had parison with any other nationality in EnMR. EDIToR: As the name of your paper got the better of him. I am in California rope where your system is not dominant?
claims, yon are after the truth. I there- over forty years; hav worked for Chinese; Look at Spain and Portugal, also Ireland.
fore in the interest of truth send a challenge they hav worked for me; havbeen in their Why not meet the question in manly
to any Infidel in these United States of slums, business houses, restaurants, thea- fashion and do less dodging?
America to meet me in an open and public ters, and had them as tenants. Mr. InYour system is despotic, and no man
diacnssion on scriptural truths, I will de- gersoll makes a great mistake by compar- knows it better than yourself.
Your
fend the pure gospel doctrin against any ing them with the Moors of Spain and motto is, "Ignorance is the mother of deHuguenots of France. The Moors and votion." Devotion to what? To images
and all comers.
I am not a preacher, but a Freethinker, Huguenots were the better classes, the in- and pictures which your hierarchy set up
as I liv in a free country. But I believe in telligent of those countries. They were to be worshiped in lien of the unseen; and
script11re, and what is more, I profess to for Spain and France-it was their home. hence idolatry is practiced as a substitute
know what it teaches us. The Bible is not To come in contact with them was elevat- for true worship; hence it is that ignorance
the book of mystery some would make it ing. With the Chinese in this country it lends a charm to your system. In proporout to be, but a book of good, sound in- is the opposit; to come 'in contact with tion that education. and intelligence prethem is degrading. The Chinese hav no vail images and idolatry are ignored.
formation.
Especially should I like to meet Mr. R. interest in America, except what money Out, I say, upon such nonsense. Yon reG. Ingersoll. If he thinks ~ poor old sol- they can make.
WM. RENNER.
strain your people from reading the Bible;
dier is not able to cope with him in a field
even your own version does not circulate
A. Seven Years' Siege.
where so little cash would be realized, the
generally among them. Your church is
MoscA,
CoL.,
Sept.
14,
1893.
challenge is good against any other gentlepurely despotic in its spirit and practice,
MR. EDITOR: Nearly seven years ago I
man of these United States of America.
consequently there can be no affinity befirst
set
foot
in
the
San
Luis
valley.
I
hav
A. F. F. JENSEN,
Respectfully,
tween it and its Protestant opponents.
Commander H. F. Pruyn Post 168, De- had my experience of "pioneering;" lived We don't want any intermeddling with
in this country when it was a bowing wilpartment of Wisconsin, G. A. R.
our schools by your church. No! no! let
[There is no doubt that our Christian derness (literally "howling," if we count us alone, I pray yon, and we will agree to
friend can be accommodated by the Free- coyotes), and I now see it transformed, as let yon severely alone. Mind your own
thinkers of Wisconsin. He thinks he is a if by magic; but it is the modern magic of business and teach your subjects what yon
Freethinker because he " livs in a free almost omnipotent labor. Away for miles please in your so-called religion and all
country"! But does he? And are the in every direction (this valley is a vast, will be well.
Yours respectfully,
Sabbatarian bigots Freethinkers because level plain, and is larger than the state of
G.W.W.
Massachusetts, including Boston) can be
they liv in America?-ED. T. S.]
seen cultivated farms. I thought I saw its
NEw YoRK, Sept. 19, 1889.
Samos Parsons.
future as plainly as I think I can that of
To CARDINAL GmBoNs, Baltimore: Pray
SAN Jos:E, CAL., Jnna14, E.M. 293.
the orthodnx religion, and I see that it
MR. EDIToR: I s~e in THE TRUTH will take a great deal longer to subdue who are yon that in this nineteenth centSElllKER of June lOth that friends of Christianity than to cultivate the wildest ury presumes to talk so arrogantly?
Heavens! "Upon what meat has this
Samoa Parsons neglected to notify yon of parts of the globe. But what a lovely
the death of that brave old man, and that picture the change makes! Look over this our Cmsar fed that he has grown so
yon learned the news only from the In- immense San Luis, now a thickly popu- great?"
Presuming that the enclosed printed slip
vestigrr.tor. We plead guilty to the charge lated farming community.
My pioneering has indeed been a nov- cut from a daily paper of September 13th
of negligence.
The friends of Samoa Parsons embrace elty blended with severity. Who is it that contains your utterances, I would respecteverybody who ever knew him. He com- has said a lecturer is good for nothing- fully ask by what authority yon dare armanded the confidence and respect of all except to talk. In these seven years I hav raign the motivs and acts of the people of
men of whatever creed or no creed-saint succeeded in subduing 270 acres out of Rome for unveiling a stc.tne ere&~ted in that
and 'sinner alike. The inclosed tribute 320. Bronzed, toughened, healthy by city to the memory of a. poor monk whom
from bis children, received by us J nne 2d, physical toil, I am now ready again to your infamous hierarchy burnt at the stake
brought to us the first sad news. Although strike for mental liberty everywhere I can in the year 1600, for the monstrous crime
the family had previously notified us of get a hearing, on every platform free of being a skeptic and daring in that age of
his declining health, still we were sur- enough for free speech, all alorig the Pa- darkness and intimidation to avow his discific coast. The rest of my days I want to belief in the absurd dogmas of transubprised;
To those who hav personally met this spend, I am anxious to spend among Free_ stantiation and immaculate conception.
manly man nothing can be said. To those thinkers, doing our Freethonght work. I For promulgating these views with honest
who hav not had that pleasure it is only hereby notify my Ukiah, Cal., friends ,intent he was hounded throughout Europe
necessary to say that language can who hav kindly extended me a call to de- until at last, when he thought he was at
never pay a just tribute to his worth. liver them a course of lectures, that I will rest in Venice, your devilish machine, the
"None knew him but to love him, none be with them shortly after my arrival in Inquisition, called him to account for the
named him but to praise."
Elsinore, where I may be addressed in belief and expression of his opinions, and
without right or reason condemned him to
On coming to this city to mail his last future.
donations to Freethonght friends, he
Change the address, please, of my copy the stake and burnt his poor body on Febspent an hour with us-the last hour. of your paper from Mosca, Col., to Elsi- ruary 17, 1600. Oh, what a victory was
And I caDnot describe the pleasure, the nore, Cal. Let me hear from Liberals of this!
Now, pray consider where this outrage
supreme satiRfaction, it gave this noble California, Oregon, and W asbington. I
man to distribute those amounts, aggre- hope to meet many old friends in those took place;' in the city of Rome, the
gating $200, among the friends of the states, people that I used to greet in head-center of the papacy. And where,
cause he so dearly loved-the cause of Michigan, Minnesota, Massachusetts, and after the lapse of three centuries, was this
statue erected? In the city of Rome. And
Humanity. He only manifested uneasi- elsewhere.
ness in not being able to do more.
The first week of October will find us what is the moral of this event? It is manWhat an example for Liberals to emu- flying toward the setting sun.
ifest to my mind that the emancipation of
Italy from the thralldom of the papacy
late!
W. F. JAMIESON.
has given the Italian mind time and opporThis brave hero has reached his jourLetters From a Protestant.
ney's end, Freethonght has lost a stanch
tunity to reflect over the horrible crime of
NEw YORK, Dec. 19, 1892.
burning a poor, helpless monk for a simple
supporter, the human race a friend, the
To ARcHBISHOP RYAN, Philadelphia, expression of opinion, and after the lapse
family a loving father. But the tireless
worshiper of Uberty, Sa.~o~ P~sons, hae Dear ~ir: I wish to oall your atteution t<> ?f thiee oenturiee they propoee to do jus-

tice to his memory by daring to avow a
man's inalienable right to his opinions,
whatever they may be. This is s.ll there is
in it, and yon and your machine may howl
and bluster as much as yon please. Yon
can't alter the decrees that the people of
Rome hav put forth. That act was nothin~
more than a confession of pain and sorrow
that their ancestors were so lost to every
impulse of honor and independence of
spirit when they stood by and suffered the
perpetration of that dastardly outrage in
the year 1600.
Romanism has become so thoroughly
demoralized that I confess my surprise
that a gentleman of your keen susceptibilities could any longer adhere to it, but perhaps the force and impulse of early training (and other causes) may justify your
continued attachment to it.
This letter is prompted by no other feel
ing than one of honest indignation at your
terrible arraignment of those people in
Rome who hav dared to offend :vonr
princely dignity.
G. W. W.
Thinks the Populists More Pions Than
Other Parties.
JEANNETTE, PA., Aug. 27, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: In looking over your paper of a week ago I was surprised to read
the letter of one of our so-called Freethinker friends, who protested against the
way in which yon handled the third party.
If I am not mistaken, this person seems to
be a Populist first and a Freethinker. last,
and in my estimation cannot be very much
of a Freethinker. What we need at this
time are Freethinkers to the backbone,
and not hypocrite. I would like to know
what good it would do for us to support
the third party, they being more in fa.,·or
of uniting church and state than either
the Republican or Democratic parties?
And I believe this. is the worst we hav to
fear from any party. Time after time I
hav seen where some one would exhort
Mr. Ingersoll to lead this party, but he
can see things in a much different light,
and does not intend to make himself the
footstool of schemers. In their preamble
they ask for the blessing of God on their
efforts, which shows that superstition is at
the head, and the head will rule the b~dy.
I never can believe the third party will be
a success among Freethinkers, as in this
preamble they smell danger. One scheme
after another has been tried by . the religionists of this country to get a party in
power whom they could control, but thank
goodness they hav. not succeeded, and I
hope never will. If anyone doubts my
reasoning, let them watch the daily pa~
pars, and they will see for themselvs
whether I am right or not. The Catholics
hav a leader in the form of foxy McGlynn,
while the ideas of Mrs. Lease in her
lecture at Mount Gretna, Pa., would satisfy any sane person as to what party has
her in hand. Here is one sentence spoken
by her, which is a fair sample e;f the whole
address: "The ministers of the gospel
should be interested in this revolution for
the cause of Jesus Christ and humanity.
The time has come when politics must be
discussed from the pulpit." McGlynn was
to hav been present, but did not put in an
appearance. A nice pair of leaders for
Freethinkers to follow. But, Mr. Schemer,
yon had better try some other plan than
trying to intimidate the ·editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to conform to your wishes
by cutting off' your paltry subscription.
Yon hav a wide-awake class to deal with
when trying to ensnare us in your net,
and your action if carried out by yon
would only show yon up in your true form
of a snake in the grass, as yon appear to
me to be too well educated to be ignorant
of what harm yon are trying to do. Your
action would only cement Freethinkers
more close together, and show them that
the old ,Christian devil (who goes around
seeking whom be may devour) is not dead·
yet. But, my friend, he has no power
over us, as we are not citizens of his conntry, but are Freethinkers in thought and
acts, and so cannot be thi,rd parties.
.
J. ADAMSON.
A.bout the Cotton Picker.
BosToN, MAss., Aug. 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your paper of Aug.
26th, my letter written to yon July 27th,
or previously. The situation is now different. At the time !·wrote i~, w:QiQb W!\S
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certainly some months previous to the
date printed, the company was selling
shares at $10 each, and the prospect was
very bright for continuing the sale and an
advance in the price.
Sometime about the commencementof the
panic, the market for shares became very
dull and but few or none were sold since,
as the company did not reduce its price.
But those who had bought shares were
not all as firm believers as I am in the
future of the Lone Star Cotton-Picking
Machine Company. Some of them commenced to sen at any price they could get.
I bought a considerable number at $4 per
share, but none at any less price. Under
the circumstances, I should not be willing
to take money at the rate of $10 per &hare,
to make a present to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
when I know of parties who will sell stock
at about a third of that price. I believe
in the future prosperity of the company
as much as ever. I mean to hav THE
TRUTH S:mEKER, and Miss Wixon, and Mr.
Watson Heston hav one or more of the
shares, if I hav to make a present of them
myself. I think sometime that they will
be worth more than $100 each. But there
is no hurry, and I may write you again.
I would like that you should hav as much
as five or ten shares· each, enough to
amount to a handsome set out. I suppose
if you make a. life subscriber of me, while
I giv you the shares, you would feel better than for me to giv them outright. I
am now seventy years old.
I think I ought to say something. about
the Lone Star cotton-picking machine being shown in the World's Fair in the
Texas exhibit. When I wrote, the intention was to exhibit it there, but these circumstances prevented: In the fall of 1890,
the first machine made, which cost $20,000,
wBI!I exhibited in Texas and worked well.
The next fall, in 1891, there were eight
machines, somewhat altered from the first
one, which 1f'Orked imperfectly in September and October, l,>ut were fixed and
worked well in November and December.
In the fall of 1892 about 35 machines were
ready to work, but the picking spindlesof which there were 144 in each machinecommenced to break in the small gear
that made them revolve, it being the wettest fall in the cotton belt for about
twenty years or more. The inventor
therefore .concluded to remodel the machine, which he did, putting in 308 spindles
instead of 144. This machine has been
tried this year, and has picked 20 pounds
in a minute, which is nearly twice what
the older machine will do. It was also
twice as strong, and weighs about 1,100
pounds, or about 200 pounds more than
the other. As it was finished too late
to put it into the World's Fair, the inventor absolutely refused to hav it sent
from Waco, Tex.-, wliere it now is. A
good many boxes of last year's cotton crop
plants, with the cotton on the bolls, are
now at Waco, and I furnished some of the
money to pay an expert, who is now on
the way from New York, to giv it a thorough -examination· and see it work. A
friend, interested with me, who furnished
more money than I did, has been to Texas
several times and has seen the new machine work, speaks of it in the highest
terms.- The company is practically out of
debt, and win hav enough money to pay
for 500 machines without selling a share of
stock.
·
I believe every word of the above.
H:mNBY N. STONE.

The Physical Basis of Mind.
BLUFFTON, h"'D., Sept. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Materialistic philosophers
divide the the things of the known universe
into force and matter. This classification
is admissible for the sake of convenience
and ready explanation, but is in fact erroneous.
So-called force never exists apart from
matter.
Force is not an entity, consequently does
not exist.
On close examination we find nothing
but matter and its motion.
Latent force, so-called, is simply matter
in a state of comparativ rest, which, however, is capable of taking on a degree of
action that' may be communicated to the
surrounding meditun and oause More or
eH motioo,

Whenever a subshnce of high stabilitv
undergoes change into one of less, there is
always imparted to the adjacent medium a
certain degree of motion. Thus, when a
quantity of coal is consumed in the furnace
of an engin, matter poRsessing great action
is changed into a different condition containing less action, thence this difference
of motion is transmitted to the water in the
boiler, and ultimately throughout the entire machine.
There is never the least degree of motion
in matter lost.
The smallest conceivable particle that
matter has been divided into is called an
atom. This is a particle so small that it
does not admit of further division. Two
or more of the atoms in close union constitute a molecule. This division of matter is of course only arbitrary, yet very
useful to the chemist in combining certain
proportional quantities.
The molecules, or infinitly small parti~
cles composing all material things, are in
a state of p<~rpetual vibration.
-Every molecule in the universe has a.
certain peculiar action, differing from all
others, except those of like kind, and not
the least degree of this motion ever becomes actually lost. When coal or wood
burns there is a u,nion of the oxygen of the
atmosphere and the carbon in the fuel producing a differently appearing substance
altogether. The physical characteristics
of both the oxygen and carbon entirely
disappear, and the resulting product is
carbonic acid gas. Now, the oxygen
and carbon molecules hav combined and
taken oR an entirely different appearance.
Why? Because they no longer vibrate as
they did. Besides, the "carbonic acid
gas " has much less action than the aggregate motion of the oxygen and carbon
molecules previous to thf'ir union. What
has become, then, of this apparently lost
motion? It has been transmitted to the
molec~les of the l'!urrounding medium, and
elevated their motion to that condition,
which, when affecting our sense of temperature, we recognize as heat.
On the same principle electricity is generated. When there is union of two heterogenous (unlike) boilies the molecular
action of each differs from the other, consequentlytheir motions do not h~rmonize,
but antagonize; as the result of this antagonism a new mode of motion arises
which we hav learned to know as electricity, which phenomenon is nothing more or
less than apeculiar mode of motion in matter.
Homogeneous (like) bodies do not generate electricity, because their motions harmonize.
Light is another phenomenon of matter,
being a molecular vibration in straight
lines.....
·
The1ight of the sun is the vibratory action of that body communicated to the
molecules of a subtle ether intervening between that great luminary and earth,
through which medium waves of motion
incessantly roll from the sun to the eyes of
mankind. The heat rays are produced
when the light ray comes in contact with
the earth's atmosphere. The vibratory
motion Of the air molecules affect the light
wave and a. new action is generated, called
heat.
The telegraph, telephone, phonograph,
electric light, etc., are an operated on this
same principle of motion in matter, in illustration of which we will refer to the
moduB operandi of the electric light.
Electricity having been generated and
its circuit es,ablished, passes through the
wire into a delicate carbon film placed by
means of a· closed glass bulb in vacuo.
Now, there is no light seen along the wire,
but just as soon as the electricity reaches
the carbon thread a flash of light appears.
Electricity is a certain molecular motion,
but not of a. character to prorluce light.
The molecules of the carbon 1llm also
hav a distinct action of their own, and essentially different from the mode of motion
called electricity, consequently when the
two meet tlley antagonize ea.eh other and
set up a dift'erimt mode of action, which is
communicatea to the ether surrounding
the carbon and thence to .the eye, and we
at once hav the phenomenon of light.
Each phenomenon in matter has its own
peculiar mode of molecular action.
The :motiQq of the ~erent bo<Uee iD

nature are constantly encroaching on·eaeh
other, the stronger overcoming the weaker,
and consequent change of form follows.
Some elements are particularly characteristic of this kind of behavior, among which
is oxygen. This element is ·ever on the
alert, and myriads are the changes it incessantly brings about by its consttmt ef·
fort of overcoming the motion of other
bodies by the action of its own. Even
though it has to combine with other substtmces and for the time being lose its own
iaentity, it will do it rather than forego
the opportunity. The reader must not
confuse the vibratory action of the primary
elements whereby their individuality is
maintained, with those that affect the
senses and produce change of form. We
hav now considered the actions relating to
the various appearances in matter, and
come to the proper place to discuss the relations between the material movements
and mind.
Philosophy has long since established
the fact that the mind never takes direct
cognizance of material objects, but only
perceives the impressions which the external world is capable of producing in
consciousness.
There ilil nothing reaches out from the
senses to material objects whereby we hav
knowledge of them, neither is there anything materialistic passes from external
objects into the brain by way of the
senses. Consequently, the only relation
existing between external nature and mind
is the power matter possesses of arousing
a conscious state in the cells of the cortex
of the brain, and consists in a wave of
motion passing between the external objects and the brain, in the molecules of
the nerve cells of which a corresponding
movement is produced. These molecular
vibrations, established in the nerve cells,
become permanent; the oftener they are
repeated the more permanent their movements become. It is in this way the infant
builds up a state of consciousness and obtains a knowledge of its surroundings,
The first few weeks after birth no nerve
cells at all exist in the intellectual region
of the brain, but in time a few, small,
rudimentary cells appear.
During the
growth and development of the child there
is a direct relation existing between the
cell growth and the intellectual attainments. This is well exemplified in the
lower animals where there is an accurate
correspondence between the mental scale
of the animal and the brain cell in its
cerebrum. The superior and anterior portion of the cerebrum is the region of mind.
This has been removed experimentally in
animals, whereupon they lose all mental
power; nothing remaining except the
reflex and automatic movements due to
the action of the spine and lower brain
centers.
The same facts hold true in the intellectual region of the human being, in
which disease bas impaired or destroyed
the mind regions.
Individuals of low intellectual power and
idiots hav very few cells in the mind territory.
Loss of mind in elderly people, called
"senile dementia," is accompanied by the
disappearance of the nerve cells in the region of thought, and the diminution of
cells is in direct relation to the degree of
the dementia. Men of extraordinary intellectual capacity during life show on examination in death a mind region rich in
brain cells. Who can then doubt that the
mental propensities depend directly on the
cellular elements when there is such an
accurate correspondence? No brain cells,
no mind! Numerous brain cells, great intellect! etc. The multitudinous material
movements which perpetually roll from
the many external objects through the
senses into the nerve cells, cause their
molecules to vibrate after a certain pecUliar manner. The oftener the act is repeated the more permtment the oscillations. This is the conscious operation
whereby we are cognizant of an impression, and when originally made is called a
perception. Myriads of these become
fixed in the molecules of the nerve cells,
caused by the infinitude of molecular
waves rolling through the senses from· the
external world. This is the stage of perceptions, or recording office, where the
eymbollc :r:eprea.eutations are :r:eco:r:ded of
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external objects. These perceptions for
the greater part lie quiet, but as soon as a
wave of motion rolls through the nerve
molecules so soon the identical perceptions
are reproduced. When a movement
passes over the cells, either from internal or external cause, many of them are
agitated and will take on the action they
possessed when the original perception
was made. When this takes place, from
internal cause or from a general wave, the
perceptions revivified become conceptions,
because they are now evolved directly
from the brain molecules and do not depend, like the perceptions, on a wave
movement from without. At this stage we
begin to enter the domain of thought,
where there is a relation and correlation of
the many perceptions.
Man selects numerous promiscuous perceptions and arrives at a conclusion or
projects an idea having no direct correspondence in the attributes of matter.
Here arises imagination, and the superstitious hav no trouble in selecting- such
perceptiv attributes that when found together will make the conception of a most
hideous monster, which never had or
could hav any material correspondence.
No wonder that the ignorant fail to make
logical combinations of sense-attributes,
but conceive all sorts of fanciful and monstrous imagery. Not until eduoation
enables them to judge logically and see
the reason for their conclnsions will the
gods, demons, and spirits disappear from
their imaginations. Their imagery, thongh
formed from the attributes of matter, is of
such prAposterous construction that its
very character and appearance is a. foul
outrage on honest nature.
Those making claims to a spiritual body
after death must see from the preceding
facts that there is only matter and its motion in the universe. so far as our senses
hav been affected, and accordingly if a
spirit exists it must consiqt of common
matter. If it does not consist of matt11r, it
cannot exist at all. A spirit cannot consist
of nothing, and consequently is unable to
impress our senses.
However, a spiritualistic nothing comes
about as near the Christian's deity &nd
angelic spirits as I can oonceive. Every
concept possessed by hnman being!! is
composed of such attributes that their
physical counterpart can be found in matter and its relations. All thoughts, however abstract, are based on the outer
world. When the brain ceases to act,
where is the soul? It's at the same place
as the electric light when the elect.ricity is
turned off; it ceases to manifest. But
what about tbe will power? Th<>re is no
Ruch state as absolute fr~>ed.)m of will.
Every so-callerl voluntary act is governed
by motiv. When one determines to do
this, that, or the other act there always
precedes a motiv which becomes the instigator or cause of the action, which is no
more free than a muscle is free to act
without a stimulant of some character.
Absolute freedom of will is an absurdity
and impossibility. Freedom of will implies condition or state in matter without
cause. If a man ,.an commit a so-called
voluntary act uncaused, then there is no
reason why we should seek a. cause for anything.
Nothing composed of anything other
than matter can exist. Consequently, how
can anyone make a claim that spirits exist
unless they are capable of giving us a
knowledge of their existence through our
Renses? But this they are unahle to do unless they are material, and if material they
are not spiritual. The only manner in
which spirits, demons, etc., hav found
their way into the sky has been through
the fancies of some infatuated and morbid
imaglliation, on the same principle that a
man with delirium projects the objects of
his delusions into the outer world. He
sees them in his mind, but refers them to
the outside through the power of ex
perience. If a spirit, then, is unable to
affect our senses, we hav no rig'llt in claiming a knowledge of their existence. We
hav no right to go any farther than the
facts and probabilities warrant us. Most
of the premises, put forth by those who
believe by faith rather than bv conclusions
based on evidence, can at once be dismissed as absurd in the estimation of all
W. W.
logical thin:kers.
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(Sli iZdron' s (S ornor.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
lU~er, Mass., to whom all Oommunicali ms (or this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occu~ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

The World Would Be the Better
for It.
If men cared !ess for wealth and fame,

And less for battlefields and glory;
If writ in human hearts a name
Seemed better than in song an<l story;
If men, instead of nursing pride,
Would learn to hate and to abhor it;
If more relied
On love to guideThe world would be the better for it.
H men dealt less in stocks and lands,
And more in bonds and deed• fraternal;
H love's work had more willing hands,
To link this world with the supernal;
If men stored up love's oil and wine,
And on bruised human hearts would pour it;
If " :vours " and " mino "
Wo,;ld once combineThe world would be the better for it.
If more would act the play of life,

And fewer spoil it in rehearsal;
If bigotry would sheathe its knife

Till good became more universal;
IF custom, graY with ages grown,
H~td fewer blind men to adore it;
If talent shone
In good aloneTin world would be the better for it.
H men were wise in little things
Affect.ing less in all their dealings;
If hearts had fewer rusted FtringR
To isolate their kindred feelings;
If men, when wrong beats down the right,
Would strike together to restore it;
If right made might
In every fightThe world would be the better for it

- W. H. Cobb, in Ex.
Ct~ltivate

Your Intf'llect.

Why should young Liberals cultivate
their minds by the study of the natural
sciences, namely: Natural philosophy, natnrnl history, astronomy, and geology?
Because to do so will secure them against
superstition, especially religions superstition, that destroys human health, life and
property-that has already destroyed the
lives of millions of men and women, called
Infidels, heretics, and witches. These men
of great minds are now honored for their
intellectual achievements.
Young Liberals should cultivate their
intellects, because by the agency of the
human intellect the creations came that
hav marked the progress of man from the
infancy of the world to the present day.
'!'hey should cultivate their minds because
of the pleasure to be derived from it. This
gem of thought is from a favorit author:
"Jnte11ect uncultivated has bnt few pleasures, and these are low and gross. Bnt
the pleasures of cultivated intellect are
among the most refined and noble as well
as the most ecstatic that enter into and
form a part of human happiness. To the
man of truly cultivated power of thought
there are a thousand voices that speak the
rich language of instrnction and wisdom,
to which the uncultivated ear is totally
deaf.
Yet more than this. It is
his to be surrounded by the greatest and
best minds which hav rear~d their m' nnmental piles upon the soil of intellect, as
hia companion!'." Great is the joy of such
a companionship. Most gratifying is an
association with the minds of the great and
good. Rich, deep, and pure are the pleas_
nres of cultivated intellect. They cannot
well be told; they are to be felt. Is not,
then, the cultivation of onr intellects
an object worthy of attention? Intellectual cultivation is a progresaiv work. The
powers of the mind unfold with their exertion. Each snccessiv effort adds to the
mind's power. Every new thonghtgleaned
confers upon it a new strength. Every
struggle for truth, every effort for a clearer
light, every strife for a noble victory,
every resistance of error, every toil-earned
discovery, every drop of brain-sweat adds
something to the power, brilliancy, and
treasury of the intellect.
Young Liberals should study, because
the cultivated intellect is a never-failing
source of pleasure to its friends and companione. Says a lecturer: "A cnlfivated
intellect is a mine of wealth sparkling with
instruction. It has an attractiv force

which draws around itself the minds of
others, and delights them with its companionship. Its words are rich with the
magic powers of thought. It charms the
ear with its varied harmony of rich and
glowing language. It ravishes the heart
with its recitals of the poetry of passion
and love. It fires the imagination with
the fights of its fancy and the gorgeous
drapery of its figures. It captivates the
judgment by the justness of its opinions,
the cogency of its reason, and the comprehensivne!!s of its views. Who that has
ever enjoyed the companionship of a truly
cultivated intellect knows not its power to
please and instruct the mind, to captivate
and ravish the heart? How fnll of interest is the conversation of a truly intelligent
man or woman! How eagerly do we seek
the company of such, and how long do-we
enjoy it before we tire! Great are the
charms which the cultivated intellect has
for its companions." Then should not onr
young Liberals cnlitvate theirs?
'
Onr young friends should strive to improve their minds, because it will increase
their power to do good in the world. Unjust laws are grinding the fac€. of the poor.
Existing religions institutions are opposed
to the well-being of the masses of the people. Old errors are blinding the public
mind and veiling the understanding of
humanity from the light of truth. Ignorance is palsying human energies and
dwarfing human powers. The whirlpool
of intemperance is swallowing np thousands. Cultivated intellect must apply
the lever of reform to these evils and remove them. The world must be reformed,
improvements made, laws enacted, institutions abolished and established, discoveries made, education carried to the
masses, justice administered, science
taught, and religions creeds exterminated
by cultivated intellect.
Some may ask: "How can I cultivate
my intellect?. I am poor, and hav not the
means to procure an education."
Has
poverty robbed yon of your intellectual
powers ? Has it not sharpened them ?
Gold will decorate the body, bnt it can
not adorn the mind.
The poorer yon
are, the more and greater stimulants to
action, and fewer inducements to idleness. Hav yon not time? Not time to
think! How can yon help thinking? I
will say this : " The will is the way."
The youth who believes it imp 1ssible to
get an education is deficient in courage
and energy. If onr young Liberals wish,
when they grow np, to help exterminate
the creeds that are keeping the world in
ignorance, they should now begin to cultivate their minds,
The above is written for the Corner by
A FRIEND oF YouNG LIBERALs.

papers, bnt he thinks THE TRUTH BEEKER
is the best. I like to read the Children's
Corner very much.
My age is fourteen, I hav three sisters
and three brothers. My youngest brother
we hav not named I would like for some
of your Corner correspondents to send ns
a name, as we. are unable to find one to
snit.
I bardly ever go to church. There are
several churches around here holding
prayer-meetings and Sunday-schools. I
went once or twice, and was digusted, so
did not care to go again. I would like to
correspond with some of the girls of the
Corner.
As my letter is getting long I will close,
hoping to see this in print.
From your friend. DE ETTA HooPER.
[Now, let ns all try and see if we can
find a name for that baby.-'-ED. C. C.]
RoANoKE, M~ Sept, 10, 1893.
DEAB MISS WIXoN: will yon permit me
to take a peep into the Corner, as I wish to
get acquainted with your pleasant little
family of Freethinkers. I was nine years
old on the sixth nit. I am the youngest of
three sisters, I hav one brother dead, bnt
none living. We go to Sunday-school and
church most every Sunday. Papa and
mamma go with ns sometimes. There can
be no harm in hearing what they bav to
say, though I do not believe any of their
fish stories, all the same. My teacher says
God takes care of everybody. This may
be true, bnt some people are very badly
taken care of. T am told that God loves
everybody. Why does he not make everyone happy? My teacher says that God
wants ns to love onr enemies and be kind
to them. J{ this is true, why does he talk
about burning his enemies? My teacher
says that Jesn!! at one time lived on the
earth, and that the people all saw him.
She wanted everyone in her class that believed this to hold np their hands. I
thought she might be mistaken about it.
I did not hold np my hand. Pa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER as far back as I can
remember. He says the preachers do not
think well of it because it is opposed to
their trade. It keeps people from believing what they say about some things. I
hope you will publish my letter, unless yon
think it of no account. For the present I
must close. I remain,
- Your little Freethinking friend,
LIZZIE WALTON.
[A very good letter, and we shall be glad
to hear from Lizzie often.-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
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Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. .
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,................... . ... . . .. . . ... . . . . .
LiberJy m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll..............
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart......................................
The Holy Bible Abridged ................. :.;·..
False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg........................... :. . . . •
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'l:'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
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The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-
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M. E. Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Resurrection of Jesus ................•.. ;.....
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell......
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam............ .
DeBllrn Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of
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50
25
40
50
25

15
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. I! ems burl!".... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. ll'ustrsted. S. P. Putnam...................
2'i
Common Sense. Thomas Paine........ ·..... .
15
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
LL.B......................... •••.•......
50
Durm~ the year other standard Freeth ought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Correspondence.

HooKSBURG, 0., Sept. 10, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner, and I hope it will not
be the last. My father takes a good many

BRAIN

THE 'l'BUTB SEF.KEB.... •• •••• ••.••. • •• •

FROM A FREETHINKER.
AsTORIA, ILL , Sept. 14, 1893.
To THE READERS OF THE TRUTH BEEKER:
This is my first letter to THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Pleased n't put this in the waste-basket,
as I intend making Freethinking my life- All In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
work, and may write quite often. I hav
hmo, 800 pp., $1.
read THE TRUTII BEEKER quite often.
Apples
of ~old. And Other Stories for
There are many interesting things in it. I
go to scboo], and I mean to get a good ed- · · Boys and G1ds. Umo, 383 pp., $1.25.
ucation that I may be able to do the work Tbe Story Honr. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstiwhich I hav undertaken. Ross FRAZIER.
tion for Children and Y out . The Only Freet !linkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
[May onr friend persevere in his deter66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
mination and become a l1right and shining
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
light in the ranks of Freethonght.-ED.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
C. C.]
RoANOKE, Mo., Sept. 11, 1893.
DmAR Miss WIXoN: Will yon permit
another stranger to enter your cosy
parlor for a few minutes' chat. I never
saw THE TRUTH SEEKER until I went to
Mr. Walton's. I always take pleasure in
reading the Children's Corner.
I am
eleven years old. I go to school every
day. I study United States history, geography, B grammar, fourth reader, B
spelling, and third part of arithmetic.
I hav five brothers. I am the only girl.
I hav four brothers older than myself and
one ;r_onnger. My father subscribed for
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like it very much.
For fear of your waste-basket, I will
close. I remain as ever your little Freethinker friend,
AGNES FINNELL.
[Agnes is no longer a stranger, bnt one
of the family, from whom we Phall always
be glad to hear.-ED. C. C.]

THE

THE

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, anci
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mentsl journey from
orthod.oxy to Rationalism.
Pnoe, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75-cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEE KER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily BrPad is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much couraf(e, to make t eir way throng_ the
world by gmng to Cbicago. l he author Is also
the heroine. ~·he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It is
jnst such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation con~
:erning the life and times of Apollonius of
ryana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
centUl'y. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and utilized. b_y the
formulators of the Christian rengion in the interest of so-called Christianity. ~'he plag_iarism
is made_ plain in this brief history. of Apolloniul!
especially in view of the historical-references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that- to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed. .
· .,
·
Price, 15 cents.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
l!8 Lafayette place; ·New_ york City

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCIIf!OLS?

~fR. B. Westbrook,·A.M.:··.'.:

Thir4
Price, 10 cents.

Thous.-,p,~.
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NEW BOOK.-AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Chaldean 1dols, to Christ's comingi the Jlrincipatcharaoters 11re analyzed and dhown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
Jlecnliar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the proper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chelnical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal..

The Master Tissues.
The Mnscnlar Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,

I.u General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances. ·
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

Jnst Out.-25 Cents.-Five
Copies for $1.
....
A Liberallivin_g in Michigan said onoe that he would give $25 a
~ to have the Orimes of Preachers ~;.eoorded, 118 the frequent lapses
of 'Yirtue of the ministers showed how little v&lue <Jhristianity
possesse• to ma.ke men moral.
..... _we have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doine thil.
,....., additions for this •new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers"
ahows nearly 400 oases· of ministerial conduct. While those in pre"rious editions show that within a few years abeut

1300 ltliNISTEBS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are a~ta.inst women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strena-th of the church-" the church" meanin&' of course the
l'ler,Ky.
Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we have kept the
price the same,25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the churoh--!!!!l=~o.t:a
men. Show them just what sor~ of soa.mps are the clergy who have
oloaeq the. World's Jtair .on ~unday. because it is so holy a d11.y that to look upon
"Paintings m this penod IS "1mmor8.1."

Address

The Mind.

SALADIN

The Non Credo.

Rnles for Human Conduct.
ILLUBTBATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

ffl. STEWART ROSS),

Pages

Editor of the

•

BREAKING.
./,
''

Origin of the Sabbatic J:deaThe Je~ish Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Ex a :rn in a t ion o £
Sunday Argu:rn.ents -Origin
o:f the Christian SabbatnTesti:rn.ony ·of the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath dur..
ing the Middle Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testi:rn.ony
of' Christian Re£or:rn.ers,
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation of Sunday La"W'S.

.1

Jt.ONI>ON .A(}NOBTIO JOURNAL.).

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

·I

BY

T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

In Cloth, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

r

BOOKS

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planeta!'Y Gods.
Every Man His Own God.
.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

,r.r

llliLCJJ,1111

THE TRUTII SEEKER COM.PA.Ni".

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

.

.

When he had read this book Oolonelln~rsoll wrote to the author: "Yo:u h~ve e&med the
thanks of all who really think." It is a wor of vast. research, of sound cntimsm~ or caustic
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scat · g satire, pf patnos and elo9.uence. J.t IB one of
the he~viest iconocla.stio broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
}
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.
· l

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ele1,ated the woman; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The ol;deot o~ Salad~n s 'l'l"o_rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An Enghsh wnter sa1d of 1t:
"This cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever issued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the most delightful of Saladin's books, a dissection of woman, with inoi.
dental tearing apart of man-oaustio, sarcastio1 yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence for woman and exalted opimon of what she is and should be. A merciles"
satire upon certain of the couveu~ional foibles of the day, full of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. MoRt of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

-BY-

JOHN :e. R:eM.S:BURG.

A condensation of the known facts upon this subjecj, provin~r th~ Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. 'J.'o_whioh are added such comments
as only Saladin can ma.ke. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
Price, 25 Cents.

fJPO 81/IIDAYS.

Address THE TRUTH 8EE¥Eil,
'18 Lafayette plac6, 1/ew Yri.

'f HE RESURRECTION

Of~

JESUS.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pil.,te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Panl's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration: Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 'Z 5 cents; paper, 40 cents,
AddreBf

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Force a11d 1\atter;

on,
<.~)
/'tinctp/66 of the Natural Order of the l.lnirerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

~keleton Keys to

SaGerdotal SeGrets.

BY PlwFEBBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.

=
;.

<it,;lttENTS:
and Matter
· The Fitness of Things in
ortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
orfla.lity_of Force, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon!'jht,
Motion,·
Consmousness,
Form, .
Seat of the SoUl,
ImmutabilityofNatural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of ttod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The .Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Con c 1u dli:n g Observ•
SecUlar Generation,
tiona.
fr.lce, •uo. Address THE TRUTii sEEm

A considQ:ration of the antagonlsm of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible oa.n be ititerpreted by modern scienoe.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subiects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpicnlture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punlshment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of qtrong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.110.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being t"omantio, historic verse, aglow in e..-81"7
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of in tense passion, touohingl:r told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verBEl.reveale the thinker, observer, a.nd reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:~~:

one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the porae1aion of Br.l&diD

In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallo'll'!l. Printed from :m&D.'Il•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the ()pen Oourc
said: '.'This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, 'Ia
This Your Son, My Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
&ling an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Li. ·t,iousness of the PreReformation Uburch; LecherY of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc. 'ion; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tn_ 'Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte•l.pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfInd~ence; The Relative CximinalStatistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
•
lll'or 11M ~>lr ~hli'~ work!! adcb'M•
THE 'r21JTR SEEKER. • LA.fA.l76tte Plaoe, New Y4ll!t',. _;

HAND-BOOK
OF

"Write me no more fables, lest 1 be a /OOl ana
reaa the rtaales awrv."

FREEl'H OUGH1'.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabnlous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Lastadamb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospele; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thin~ That Remain.
Price, o!oth, $1.50. Fort sale at thi!J office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is inval.uable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables somehodr in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects incluae all the disputed l'OlDts ]'letween Christianitl:J!cnd Freethol!K)lt. Price,
cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
·
· Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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,]fsw 'IJubZr'oCLtions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
TBE PHILOSOPHY OF MENTAL 'HEALING; a
Practical Exposition of Natural Restorativ Power.
By Leander Edmund
Whipple. New York: The Metaphysical
Publishing Company. Cloth, price,
$2.50.
Some idea of the range of this work
may be given in a summary of chapter
headings: Metaphysical Healing-Its Nature and Scope; Metaphysics versus Hypnotism-Is Mind Cure Mesmerism? The
Potency of Metaphysics in Surl!ery-Does
Mental Healing Claim to Replace Surgery? The Progress of the Age-Universal
Ether and Telepathy; Intelligence and
Sensation-the Office of the Senses; Mental Action-the Process of Thought; The
Physical Reflection of Thou~?ht-Its Expression on the Body ; The Mental
Origin of Disease-Thought Images; Cnrativ Influences-What Is a Mental Cure?
The Physical Effects of Anger-How
Mental Action Causes Disease; The Influence of Fea.r in Sickness-Discordant
Emotion and Its Results; Illnstrativ Cases
-Cures That Hav Been Effected-Various
Effects of Fright; M n~cnlar and Inflammatory Conditions-Heart Disease, Fevers,
and Colds; The Common Ground of Healing Methods-Why Do Conflicting Theories Heal? Conclusion-the Importance
of the Movement.
Mr. Whipple proceeds upon the assumption that the body is an adjunct nf the
mind, that the five senses are insufficient
and misleading in their guidance, and that
disease-"whatever its name or naturemust originate in some mental activity
afterwards registered in the body, where
the mode of action is outwardly expressed." There is in the work very little
of " Divine Will " talk and similar theological rubbish of the old style, and it is a
well-printed and attractive work, and will
undoubtedly be welcomed by those of our
readers whose mental habits and inclination lead them into the domain of metaphysical research.
DIRECT LEGISLATION. IIY THE CITIZENSHIP
THROUGH THE INITIATIV AND REFERENDUm. By J. W. Sullivan. New York:
True Nationalist Publishing Company.
Paper covers. Price, 25 cents.
The author of this work, Mr. J. W. Sullivan, for a long time associated with Hugh
0. Pentecost on the Twent·ieth Century,
may truly be said to be the father of the
initiativ and referendum, as advocated in
this country. Although many had preceded
him as American adherents of the idea, it
remained for his propaganda to secure for
this political cult wide consideratiOn and
extended favor. What it has accomplished
in civilized Switzerland he bas shown in
these pages; what it could do in the semisavage sections of the United States he is
endeavoring to show in the pages of contemporaneous history. Regarding thereception accorded '' Direct Legislation,"
the publishers say in an ''advertisement"
dated last April:
"This book has completed its first year.
. . . It has received the stamp of high
approval for correctness in fact and principle from such well-known Swiss publicists
as Carl Biirkli, Louis Wnarin, Th. Curti,
and Michael Fliirscheim. It has been
made the subject of 1avorable review by
prominent Swiss journals, notably the
Zurich daily Post, the leading newspaper
of German Switzerland, which devoted to
it several columns in three successiv issues,
and. the Journal de Geneve, the leading
newspaper of French Switzerland, which
also accorded it unusual space and Qttention. It has been reviewed at length in
Italian, German, Belgian, French, Canadian, and Australian papers, the one verdict being that it has supplied a hitherto
vacant place in the literature of political
science. It has demonstrated the possibility of the universal republic. It has
convinced hosts of Americans that the
middleman in lawm•1l-ing mn~>t go. It has
brought to the autbor hundreds of letters
from men of all classes in America, who
commend its spirit and express their readiness to assist m carrying out itR object. It
has helped, through some of its readers
"ho went to the Omaha national convention with the purpose in view, to place a
direct legislation plank in the People's
Party platform. It has informed and encouraged the delegates who last fall, at the
St. Louis and Philadelphia general conventions, brought the Knigl:its of Labor
and the American Federation of Labor to
the decisicn that they would help to establish direct legislation."
THE SociAL CoNTRACT; oR, PRINCIPLRS oF
PoLITICAL LAw. Also, a Project for a
Perpetual Peace. By Jean Jacques
Rousseau, Citizen of Geneva. Translated from the original French, New

tTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
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1898."

York: Peter Eckler, 35 Fulton street. ity." These associations to make no
Cloth, $1.
profit, "discount no notes, deal in no
~onssean left his impress on the race. securities, engage in no speculations, exact
HIS thoughts became the thoughts of no interest, or in any way risk the money
the noblest, most clear-seeing leaders of or creditof [their] members." Running
ALL my fears and cares are of this
the .French and American revolutions. expenses to be paid by the members in the world; if there is another, an honest man
SubJected to penury, the victim of miscon- ratio of their credits, and these expenses has nothing to fear from it.-Burns.
CPption and persecution, voted crazy by "probablv will not exceed from two- to
those who could not themselvs be insane three-tenths of one per cent. annually." . GREATNESS is not the gift of majorities;
because they could not think, he planted Mr. Van Ornnm avers that the banks hav 1t cannot be thrust upon any man; men
the seeds of religions and political liberty repeatedly demonstrated the feasibility of cannot giv it to another; they can _giv
in thousands of brains, and made us all this plan, the clearing houses of New place and power, but not greatness. The
the legatees of his priceless wealth of heart York, Philadelphia, and Chicago having place does not make the man, nor the
Greatness is from
and intellect. But, of course, Rousseau resorted to this expedient in emergencies. scepter the king.
·
was only human and his age was one of re- Inasmuch as the government has not at- within.-Ingersoll.
ligions dar knePs; hence we need not be tempted to enforce the ten per cent. tax
THE
age
is
dull
and
mean.
Men creep,
surprised to find him advocating princi- upon the clearing houses which hav enNot walk; with blood too pale and tame
ples that are to-day repugnant to every gaged in this enterprise our pamphleteer
To pay the debt they owe to shame;
correct thinker. For instance, on page claims that it is estopped from pressing
196 of the "Social Contract," are found the application of it upon the co-operativ Buy cheap, sell dear; eat, drink1 and sleep
Down-pillowed, deaf to moanmg want;
these paragraphs:
banking asssociations. Yet, should the
"There is a profession of faith, there- law be imposed, through a strained inter- Pay tithes for soul-insurance;' keep
Six days to Mammon, one to Cant.
fore, pnrely political; the articles of which pretation, upon the associations, their ad-Whittier.
it is in the province of the sovereign to as- vocate thinks that their credits could hold
certain, not precieely as articles of re- their own against the bankers' money, beJusTICE to the state requires that every
ligion, but as the sentiments due to so- cause of the much less cost of issue-ab- religions corporation or society owning
ciety, without which it is impossible to be sence of interest, etc. In an appendix, real estate should bear its proportionate
a good citizen, a faithful subject. With- f<?rms of organization, by-laws, etc., are share or quota of taxation. Otherwise
out compelling anyone to adopt these sen- given:
this burden must be distributed among
tim~nts, _the sovereign ~ay also equitably
and assumed by the general taxpayers.bamsh h1m from the soCiety; not, indeed
.AddreRS oj Gilbert R. Hawes, Esq., oj
Short Notes A.bont Books.
as impious, but as unsociable, as incapa:
the New York bar.
The
question,
Was
Abraham
Lincoln
a
ble of havil':lg ~ sinc':re .reg~rd to justice,
IT [Christianity] surged up from below,
and of sacrificmg his life, 1f required, to Christian? is settled forever. Mr. Remshis duty. Again, should anyone, after burg in this book presents an the import- from the dregs of the world; it arose
having made a public profession of such ant testimony which bears upon the ques- amon&' an obscure sect of local fanatics,
sentiments, betray his disbelief of them tion pro and con, and conclusivly shows even m its own narrow provincial birthby ~is mis~ondnct, he ma;r eqnitably be that Lincoln was not a Christian. In his place; and it brought with it, to cultivated
pumshed With death, haVIng committed preface the author says: "In proving Lin- Rome and Hellas, the common ideas and
the greatest of all crimes, that of belying coln· a disbeliever, he (the author) does practices of the less civilized medium in
his heart in the face of the laws. The not presume to hav proved Christianity which it had its origin.- Grant Allen.
tenets of political religion should be few false or Freethonght true; but he has
MR. PAINE in his person was about fiv&
a11d simple; they should be laid down also shown that some Christians are not honest
with precision, and without explication and that an honest man may be a Free- feet ten· inches high1 and rather athletic;
he was broad shorudered, and latterly
and comment: The existence of a power- thinker."
All who know Mr. Remsburg's mental stooped a little. His eye, .of which the
ful, intelligent, beneficent, prescient, and
provident dei~; a future state; the re- temperament know that he is specially painter could hardly convey the exquisit
ward of the VIrtuous, and the punishment fitted for a work of this character, and meaning, was full brilliant, and singuof the wicked; the sacred nature of the so- they also know that any statement made larly piercing;...._it had in it the muse of
cial contract, and of the laws. These by him is made upon the authority of facts fire. , , , His manners were easy and
should be its positiv tenets. As to those which are indisputable. This book will gracious; his knowledge was universal
of a negativ kind, I would confine myself need no successor. The mission which its and boundless- in private company and
solely to one by forbidding persecution." author undertook is accomplished. The among friends hls conversation had every
We hardly realize how far this age of Christian church must pluck the diamond faBcination that anecdote, novelty, and
scientific knowledge is removed from the of Lincoln's name from its crown, for it is truth could giv it.-Clio Rickman.
old centuries of speculation until we are out of place in such a setting.
IF ever one is inclined to don bt the
While Mr. Remsburg's book is neces- danger of priestcraft, a visit to India.
brought face to face with a Rousseau
speaking in all seriousness of the possibil- sarily made np largely from other sources, ought to dispel such doubts, He will find
ity of "compelling one to adopt senti- there is an originality about it character- in the Brahmans a typical priesthood, and
ments " which his intellect cannot assimi- istic of the author. An air pervades it that he will see how their unquestioned rule
late! Then think of the conception of Shows that he thoroughly appreciated his has degraded the people, until they seei:ll'
justice which a philosopher must hav had subject and thoroughly enjoyed his la- without the power of clear thinking or
The Freethinker may confidently wide feeling. . . . The pions giv, not
who advocated the death penalty as a pun- bor.
ishment for one who, under pain of ban- claim Abraham Lincoln as a disbeliever in because their brothers hav need, but to
ishment otherwise, had made a profession the divine character of Christianity and please the god; and it is nothing to them
of belief in dogmas which he subsequently an Infidel to the Christian superstitions, if their gifts are consumed by the priests
renounced! And this philosopher was and he can find in this book an array of or wasted on worthless objects. The
Rousseau! If he had progressed no facts to snpport his claim that his Chris- priests giv as priests-either to attract
further than this, in what quagmires of tian opponents cannot overthrow.
worshipers to their temple or todeliver
The testimony of a few interested editors their own souls.-.Samuel .A, Barnett,
superstition and crime ·were the masses
cannot,
for
a
moment,
stand
against
the
of his compatriots sunken? After this
CHRisT was sent to the "lost sheep of
Ronssean would forbid persecution! Th~ evidence of scores of personal friends and
paragraphs I hav quoted might hav been associates who knew Mr. Lincoln inti- the house of Israel," but he failed to win
transferred from the columns of the mately for years and who were in a way their confidence, for we read that "He
Christian Statesman or Christian Nation. to know his private opinions.-Boston came unto his own, and his own received
him not." He then undertook to "show
Yes, we hav in this age and this country Investigator.
light to the Gentiles," and be "the light
an activ, aggressiv and powerful party
Another author who appears to hav mis- of the world;" but after eighteen hnnd~ed
whose scheme of "political religion" differs scarcely a particle from that of Jean directed his talents is Mr. John E. Rems- years of the teaching of his faith it has
J acqnes Rousseau, and this party is the burg. He has written a book of 336 pages failed to reach two-thirds of the wodd;
enemy immediately in our front. The to prove that Abraham Lincoln was a and among the one-third, where it lias
age in which he lived excuses Rousseau- Freethinker, and was therefore not de- been preached, the majority of the people
is there any excuse for the God-in-the serving of what the author evid.,ntly con- hav rejPcted its claims. However ,his
siders to hav been the stigma placed upon name may be professed, Christ himself,
Constitution reactionaries?
Mr. Eckler has done his part of the Mr. Lincoln's honesty and mental strength not being in touch with the genius of our
work well; _the printing and bookbinding by those false friends who insisted that the time, has failed to become a living factor
are a credit to those crafts, as are all his martyr president died a Christian.. Mr. in modern !ife.-Charles Watts.
Remsburg has been at the trouble to hunt
publications.
RELIGION has filled the world with conevidence for fifteen years, gathering test.itentions, quarrels, wars, and terrible
mony
from
more
than
one
hnndred
witMoNEY: Co-OPERATIV BANKING AND Exbloodshed. The worshipers of one god
CHANGE. By William H. Van Ornnm nesses to the effect that if Mr. Lincoln had ho.v waged war against the worshipers of
any
convictions
whatever
on
the
subject
of
Chicago: Charles H. Kerr & Co., 175
some other god, and each hav tried to
Monroe street. Paper covers. Price, religion, they were on the side of Free- their utmost to exterminate their oppothinking-a
conclusion
which
can
be
of
no
25 cents.
Men hav thus became deadly
nents.
On the title-pa!!'e of this pamphlet it is particular importance to Christianity, to enemies to each other when they should
Freethinking~.,
or
to
history.
New
York:
declared that it shows "An easy, practihav remained friends and brothers. They
cal, and permanent relief from financial The Truth .::;eeker Company,-Buffalo hav spilt each other's blood, mutilated
Express.
difficulties, and one which can be apeach other's bodies, and made corpses of
plied jmmediately."
Quoting approvmillions of their fellow-beings while madly
"An Agnostic's View of the Resur:rec- following the monsters of their own creaingly Francis A. Walker's definition of
money, "That which passes ·freely from tion," by " Don Allen " (New York: Truth tion, and hav made perfect demons of
hand to hand throughout the CJmmunity Seeker Company; 161 pp., 3s. 6d.), is a themselvs. Yes, the worship of gods has
in final discharge of debts and full pay- thoughtful examination of the supernatural made devils of men.-M. Babcock.
ment for commodities, being accepted allegations of the orthodox theory. The
IT is only the coward and the charlatan
without reference to the character or writer has " nothing to say against the
credit of the person who offers it and personal character of the man J esns," but who is afraid to face the ordeal of debate.
without the intention of the person who only attacks " seme of the superstitions A sincere man, confident in the strength
receivt:s it to consume it, or enjoy it, or that hav always been associated with his of his convictions, will gladly face discusapply 1t to any other use than in turn to name." His own th~ory is that "the sion; if he feels that his opponent's case is
tender it to others in discharge of debts body of J esns was, by the orders of Pilate, more than he can answer, he will be led to
or payment for commodities,'' Mr. Van taken out of the sepulcher in which it was think further, and perhaps reconsider his
9rnum proceeds to state his objections to laid; that the Roman guards were acces-- position. If he be a sincere man he will
mterest, to the ten per cent. tax to private sories to the fact when 'it occurred; that it not hide or stifle the doubt or the opinion
banks of issue, government m~nopoly of was secreted elsewhere in order to quiet he cannot refute; for, if he did so, he
cur;rency, money hoarding, metal coinage, the tumult that had been raised on ac- would cease to be sincere. It is a true
national bank currency, gold and silver count of the crucifixion; that it had the man's duty to pursue a doubt, grapple·
certificates, private banlt outputs and effect for which it was intended, and that with it~,..and conquer it-or let it conquer
greenbacks. The remainder and bulk of is all there was of this pretended resurrec- him. To shut your ears, however, to the
the pamphlet is devoted to the advocacy tion." This simple but sweeping explana- arguments yon are unable to meet, is the
of co-operativ banking associations which tion is reasoned out in a conversational resort of a coward. And the very worst
can be formed, the author claims, in every manner.-.Amos Waters, in Watts's Lit- kind of deception is the deception of self,
Hence nothing but good results can flow
city, town, or county, and be composed of erary Guide.
from the calm, disp88eionate comparison
business and professional men farmers
of dift'erent opinions.,..~ the sincere testing
and workingmen. ''Each me~ber to b~
rated for credit according to his financial GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. and discussing of ainerent views.-Pr~«·
er;ck Ryan,
and prodnctiv ability and personal probBw Jl, BA 1J(JQ("I¥ Price, 15 ota.
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Thomas Paine's works. The Freethinker'sBa~ge-pin
AND
THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
BEEKER one y~ar for $5.

WHAT strikes me as the funniest
Among some funny things,
Is that the fallen angels
Failed to use their wings. -Life.

.&.ge of Reason. Pap., ~5G
6 copies for $1; clo. 50C.
Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie!i
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
THE
Apostle of Political and Re·
ligiousLiberty. (Life.) B,J
J. 'E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.
AND
Common Sense. Written m
1776. 15c.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
Crisis. Written During Am.
ONE YEAR,
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c. Will be sent for $4.75.
Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
Great Works. Svo •. 800 pp., BEEKER, $5. Either kind
(Te,. or Sugar) Spoon
clo., $3; leather, $4; morocclo, gilt bowl, 50c. more,
@t edges-h'll4.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ltfe of. .15Y J. E. Remsbura;.
Port. Pap;~.~·
·r~
c.u.
Life of. with Remarks oh
Comte and Rousseau. By C.
g
Terms Easy.
Blanchard. Pap., 40C.: clo., with
rty-:tiTe years' experience ExA.mino.tlone and Reports tree. Prompt attention. Send Drawing a.nd deportrait, 60c.
Mri»tion to L. RA.GGKR-': Co .• Atty's. Wa.ahln&rton.D.J
Ltfe of•.. With Explanatory
Obse:rvaiaons. By G. Vale. P<:l:'·
trait. $1.
Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper, ~>x28, $1.
Pohtical and Religious Rt>•
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.
Political Works: "Common

E. N. CHom: "Is Y.Our church supported
bv voluntary contributions?" Dr. Howlet: "No, sah; by in-voluntary contributions. It's jess like drawin' teef ter git
der cash outen my congregation. ·~-Puck.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

PREACHER (arriving drenched): "What
shall I do, Mrs. McGregor? I am wet
through and through."
Old Scotch
woman: "Get into the pulpit as sune as
ye can. You'll be dhry eno' there. "-Lon-

don Preethinker.

Puck.
IT is especially incumbent upon men of
eminence to set an example of moral strictness in personal conduct. The distinguished slugger, Mr. Corbett, appears
properly to appreciate his duty to sop.~E)ty
in this respect, and so he refused yesterday to violate the sanctity of the day by
signing on Sunday the contract he had
concluded with Mitchell to break the law
by engagin~ in a prize-fi~t. He put the
business aBide for a secular day.-New

Sense "

Crisis~"

u

Rights

cl

~S<':"MC~ COlnJ>O.ll""

tl.50 will n01f' 'buy a reUable AMERI·
CAN WATCH In etrongGOLD PLATED
Duli Proof Cue. 'WIll not vary •min-

~~:.80~lli o~·\~~~~~~~~n~"'&toh
11

lU1u AMERICAN patrnt loter 1\IOVEMENT,
Patent. E1oapemrnt &ni R['gulator, L&ntorn Pinion.
2{0 boata t.o minute; No koy required to wind and
11

11
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andwl!wllllncludehandaome G"Qid plated CHAIN &
CHARM. AGENTS & Stot11h['pl'l1ll 11eu.d for 'l'ERMS.
Cataloguo oflOOO new artlolta FREE.

ROBERT II. INGEnHOLL k 11110., f'6& CI)RTI.ANDT s·r.. KEW YORJ\ CITY.
THE

FRHIIII NKERS' PI CfORIAL TEXT-BOOK~ "Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
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f.IHOWING
'Mill!i Al>SURDITY AND UNTIIUTH:i!'<rJir

•
NESS OF THE CHURCH 5 CLAn!:
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFX·
CENT INSTITUTION, AND~
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHUROH AND
.>TATE.

I'M GLAD BAt.VATION'S FREE ••
I'M a seeker for salvation, and ·I never
· miss a meeting,
For well I know eternity is long, and time
is fleeting.
I am very poor in pocket, but 'twould fill
my soul with sorrow
.
To scrimp myself in giving, so long as I
can borrow.
There's the fund for pastor's salary, the
mission fund for Asia,
The special spring collection for the blacks
of Polynesia,
The organ fund, the building fund--our
church, though built but recently,
Is really getting rather small to worship
God in decently.
.
·
But I'm glad salvation's free,
Oh! I'm glad salvation's free!
Salvation's free for you and meI'm glad salvation's free!
There's the fund for aged preachers, the
League for Spreading Piety,
The Sabbath-school, the Epworth League,
the Ladies' Aid Society;
The Blue Cross and the Yellow Cross, the
choir (I love it best of all)And each must hold its summer fair, and
· each its berry festival;
The tickets in the aggregate cost more
· than I can spare for them;
For though I help donate the food I hav to
pay full fare for them;
And each one has its special fund for saving heathen brothers;
You're not exempt from any, though
you've given to all the others.
Bnt I'm glad salvation's free.
Oh! I'm glad salvation's free!
Salvation's freA for you and meI'm glad salvation's free!

H

Man.'1 $1.i>O.
Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attaclt on French Revolution, Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Testimonials to His Merits,
Compiled b1· J. N. Moreau. Hlc.
Theological Works: "Age oi
Beason,"" Examination ofp-roph
ecies," etc., wit!J Life of P~,1r. ~
and steel port. $150.
findicationof. ReplytoN. Y.
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10r:

York World.
AN Italian prince who had a Sicilian cook
was once traveling to his provincial estates,
takmg with him his cook, together with his
entire kitchen force, without which, so
fond was he of the delicacies they were
wont to prepare, he rarely, if ever, traveled.
At a point where the narrow path along the
precipice turned the angle of a projecting
rock the prince, at the head of his long
cavalcade, heard a shriek and the splash of
a body falling into the torrent far below.
. W1th a face white with horror he pulled
up, and looking back, exclaimed: "The
cook! thA cook! Oh, do not tell me it is
the cook!" " No, your excellency," cried
a voice from the rear; "it is Don Pr@sdocemo." The prince heaved a sigh of in~
tense relief, then said: '' Ah, only the chaplain! Thank God!-London Freethinker.

. . . , .., .

~ATEN

FATHER: "Here I'm giving you an expensive legal education in hopes that you
may eventually occupy a position on the
bench, and you spend your time goiqg to
prize fights and horse-races." Son: "It's
a necessary part of my studies, governor.
I want to be a police justice same day."-
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Perfected new model, 16 Jewels, full adJusted
to heat, cold, and Position. b~autiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteea
a pe?·fect ttmer Price, in silverme dust-proof
oases, $17; 4-ounce coin si1vcr, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust.-pr·oof, $26; hinged
case $28 to $:;o; hunting 1!180 to $85; 14 carat,
solid gold, 1!145 to $150. Niclwl worlis, 1!12 more.
Re!fular Grade Alllerican Watcbes.Silverme case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; uitto, adju"ted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$ 1ia~~~~e~~~~i~~~1'sJgf;;_e. Watcbeso-All
latest styles. in Dlush cases; best fLied, 7 j.;wels
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.EO; 15 jewels, :1~0; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $!00 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Suudrie01. Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spec•acles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $LBO; table spoons,
$U.fiO; knives, $1.75; forks, $L75; all for eets of 6.
l::!olid sLver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; s ,lid silver
souvenir Bpoons, $1, $1. 5, $1.50 $t to $3.
'l'beColoneJ lngersoJJ.-Tea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, l!!3i gilt bowls, 50 cents more.
E~ched (teas only1:
" 'the Ttme to be Happy ts :Now,"
50 cents extra.
'J'be 'J'orch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
E'namelcd in 5 colors, Bmall pins $~, $2. 75, and
$3.50. With diamonus, :1!5, $8. J,arge, $3. 1!!4, $5,
$!5. Charms, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, 1!1 0, $!5, $20, 1!<80.
DiaJnond.,, 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, Ate., free. A1l goods P7'ePata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atOPtion. Watch cle ned $1-t.an" returned fr e.
OTTO WE'J:TSTEIN, B chelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon " tree
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.
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The illustrations are
Uncle Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammed&rui,

classified as follows:
2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's WadE.
IS
"
Misswnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Besalil
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
•
Ireland and the Church.
ll
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
·
•
Unkind Reflections on the Chunll!1
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
a
Heaven.
II
Hell.
Miscellaneoru.
7

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
··Collections carry off my cash and leave fore li,PP!lared
in this countrY, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fub.
me often penniless;
iiahed. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of pJitting the book in the reach o all
twice the price i1; would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
My name is pled<;ed on sixty cards-! !t
3igner is a wonderful success1 !Lnd we jud~e from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
know it can't be many lesstiilerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonaerfcl volume ..:...[Freethinkers' Magazine.
For homes for deaf-and-dumb and blind,
· evangelizing Exquimaux,
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated hia genhlll tc
theethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pici<
For sending men to Africa and other men IU'es
do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred p11,ges of reading
to rescue those;
>natter that serve .firet as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove tbe uttel
Donations for the pastor, for his wife and .alsity of the church's professions and the hYJ1ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the ohuroh that has JVer been :on~ iv. tiM!
wife's relations, sir;
ilJlw.d.!l of Freethinkers.-!Boston Investigator.
The pew-rent and the Christmas tree hav
put me on short rations, sir;
My salary is mortgaged many months into
futurity,
And where my clothes are coming from is
veiled in dini obscurity.
But, I'm glad salvation's free,
FILE BINDERS.
Oh! I'm glad salvation's free!
ACCOUNT
OF
Salvation's free for you and meThose who preserve the volumes of THE TBUTli
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
l'm glad salvation's free!
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.
E, .Frank Lintaber, in Puck.
Paper,IIO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

POPIS AHO 1'1{£lll DOIHGS

1'B£ HOT£0 SP.SCIALIST,
For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and liis remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decar, Loss of Manhood, Wastinf Discharges\,Vanoocele, Mental
and Physics Debility, Iaiooy, Inaanity, and
Death.
To those amioted a:td who are desirous of being
cured a bon!tlat of some 88 pagM will be sent to
their a<H<ess for ten cents~ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving 3auses ana S.YlDptolllll o the
Complaint and & description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward API>lioation-a positive cure--the only remedy of the
kind in existence--with evidences of success.
DB. B. P. FELLOWb,
Address,
Vineland, N. i.,
and •say you saw this advertisement in TH!t
TRUTH SEEKl!R.
Dr. Fellows is an lnftdel.
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ZEKE DOES SOME DRAWING.
Thou also, son of man, take thee a tile, and lay it before thee,· and portray upon it the city, even J erusalem:-Ezek. iv, 1.

"A Digest of Science."

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF

TH[ DYNAMIC TH[ORY Of Llf[ AND MIND:

MENTAL HEALING.
A. Practical Exposition of

Natnral Restorative Power•
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.

.An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Con-' A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
structed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
to result from an understanding of its principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
of their respective Environments.
THE

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1, 087 pages, and a a-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, only 12. 7:i.

BOO~t'

THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVElliENT.

DIREGT LEGISLATION

By the Citizenship through the
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
Initiative and Referendum,

" Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., b_y bringing together, in

sfmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con-

BYJ. W. SULLIVAN.
Price, 25 cents. Adpress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THEN BEAD A OIIAPTEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BmLE OJ!"
· BOIENOE!
It is entertaining as well as enli!fhtening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery,
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 2,833 Hicory
street, St. Louis, Mo., former address 1,4.41 South
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
20t28

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

Do !IOU tDfBh to lle well fn.formeat

ANEW WORK

BY

..l.RTHlJB B. MOSS,

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAI BOOt

Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

With the eighth editi011 •
Winwood Reade's" Martt,..-

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

dom of Man," the cost oi
productio~

has been

les

MEDICAL.

sened so that we can redlHJf
tile price from $1.16

a

If you need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known a,s

$1.00.

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sortsofin:fl.ammations.oftheintemalorgan~such

The book has had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workl second only to Helen
"MeD, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oene:flt of it. The

GB.l"'le~

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
b a very interestingly pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergone

-its martyrdom-in Its rise to its present plane. It stows how War and Religion have been oppres.
live factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some· 150 pages, describ&s hk
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an oumne of wha\
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Maoedonians, Alexandria., ihl
l .11.. • Pheniciaru., Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

-'R

r·

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
• Character 9f ~ esu~1 the. Christians~ Arabi~ Megca,..Characte~· _of Moham·
med, Desonptwn ox Afnca, the Mona=eaans m uentral AfriCa.
Ancieni Europe, Invasion of the Germans th~ •Castle the Town, th~
Church, Venice, Arab S_pain1 the Portu!fues~,. Discov~e% the Slave 1'radll.
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in lmenca, .oo.ateriill&Of .ttuman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man, and Early Riston-.
.summary of Universal History, The FUture of tne Human Race, T6l
Religion of Reason and Love.
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Address

oases as Piles, Typhmd and other fevers,_.Howel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of .Lremale
Oomplatnts. It is a Blooa Purttter, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
in:flammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body, creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It acts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the letaneus, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, therebf producing bodijy habits which
are so essentia to good health. '!'his

Water -of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy pure and simple, and not a manufactured articfe. The 'uccess
;t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by usin_g it. Send for a
pamphlet free, contaimng photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remarleallle water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

liS Lafayette place, New York.

Gm12

84 South Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

YELLOW fever is spr~ading at Brunswick,
Ga.
'' .
THE floods in Japan left seventy thousand people homeless.
IN England, striking Staffordshire minerswere rioting last week.
PRAIRIE fires in Oklahoma and the
Cherokee Strip havdestroyed several lives
recently.
THE feelin~ in England against the
House of Lords, though smouldering, is
very strong.
ON Oct. 1st. a case of cholera was reported at Eau Claire, Wis., but there is
room for doubt.
FILBUSTERTNG against the repeal of the
silver purchasing clause of the Sherman
Act continues in the Senate.
EMILE ZoLA is engaged upon a new
novel-"Lourdes "-which will first ap.
pear in the New York Herald.
THE Barbers' Sunday-closing law of
Michigan is being tested in the courts, on
the appeal of a Detroit barber.
AT Wichita, Judge Reed pronounced the
Kansas eight hour law unconstitutional, it
being in restraint of liberty of action.
ON Sept. 22nd. at the Kiel Observatory,
Professor Charlvis of Nice, discovered
three new planets of the eleventh magnitude.
ON Sept. 25th., Dona Maria Aurelia
Mendonca, daughter of the Brazilian minter at Washington, died at South Wilton,
Conn.
FIVE non-union sailors were blown up
with dynamite in Sari. Francisco Sept. 24th.
Several union sailors hav been arrested on
suspicion.
THE Russian coast-defense armor-clad
vessel Roosalka went to the bottom in the
gulf of Finland with her entire crew of
two hundred men.
FoREIGN men-of-war ·in the harbor of
Rio Janeiro interfered to prevent the further bombardmeNt of the city by the fleet
of the rebel Admiral Mello.
,
THE Salvation Army will hold a Columbian Congress in New York, Nov. 1218th. Twenty-six states,. and .Sweden,
Germany and India will be represented.
ON Sept. 28th. four congresses opened
at the World's Fair-the Sunday Rest Congress, Congress of Missions, Congress of
Evolutionists, and the Ethical Congress.
IN a breach of promise case in a Boston
court,- Judge Barker ordered that no report of the case or comment is to be made
by any newspaper until the case is ended.
ON Sept. 29th. the Michigamme river
broke into the Mansfield iron mine near
Crystal Falls, Mich, and twenty-eight
miners were drowned. The disaster had
been expected.
FoR some time a sharp controversy over
the free parochial school question has been
going_ on between Rev. Patrick Corrigan
and Rev. Dr. Joseph J. Synnott, champion of Bishop Wigger.
THE concerted and prolonged attack
upon the Minnesota coal combine is bearing fruit. It has abolished its central
office and discharged its head officer.
Dealers are selling coal cheaper.
AN attempt was made on Sept. 23rd. at
Barcelona, Spain, to kill Captain-General
Martinez de Campos. Two bombs were
thrown, and one soldier was killed and
several person·s were injured, including
De Campos.
THE appointment of James J. Van Alen
of Newport, as ambassador to Italy, has
created a great stir in the political world.
It is alleged that he is a mere society dawdler and that his appointment is the result
of a pre-election arrangement.
RioTs in Hamburg because of the
attempts of the authorities to cleanse certain quarters of the city. Cholera threatens to be epidemic but the poorer classes
fail to recognize the need of sanitary precautions. One policeman was killed in the
riot.
PRRSIDENT BoNNEY of the World's
Congress Auxiliary lias positivly refused
to permit the Freethought Congress to be
held in a room in the Art Institute build"
ing.. The Freethought Federation has
brought suit for ten thousand dollars
damages.
THE last three weeks were Bignahzed by
several very bad railroad accidents in the
United States. One of the latest reported
was at Kingsbury, Ind., when a head-on
collision between the Toronto and Montreal express on the Grand Trunk resulted
in the death of eleven persons and the
serious injury of twenty-two others.
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Old Testament Stories
Cqmically Illustrated.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relijlion of the Future. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of. the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
o{ N atnre.

Cloth, il!l.

•

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnm&n Organism. Cloth, $1.

IT WILL

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution ·to

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

Bv

WATSON HESTON.

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
·, Old.l"estament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

CONTE:NTS:.
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work 8f Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins~

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J.

PARSON.

, ..

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated b_y H. Faber. Cloth~-.$2.
Address
THE T.nUTH SEE;KER,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sactm-.
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Watel', God Shall Not t:xcel.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

·Board&, illuud:P.a:ted coverlil, 81; clo-th, gil-t side s-ta.DJ.p, 81 .50.

AddTexR THE TRUTH SEEKEB l()(h

RoMANES.

A !!}'stem a tic Ex!!_osition of what ma_y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
wteresting of Enj\lish writers J!POn evolution,
oesides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Des'igi.i, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent· · eTi"derice of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy.•.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place haR taken plalle in the direction of ~at uralIsm s,nd this to the extent of rend!lrmg th.e
me~hanical intP.rpretation of nature nmversal, It
is no wonder if the religions m~nd has sn<j.denly
awakened to a new and a terrible force .m the
words of its tradit-ional enemy-Where 1s now
thv God?"
illnstrat~aJ:Sis~e, cl:l!if:E$fROTH SEEKER.
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New Publications.

New Publications.
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RELICION. A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

PfN PICTU~ES Of THE WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval•
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT '1'0 SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
I ~atcatPa to the A m~rtccm Cmtf/1"~-'·'· ur 1B!r2, wlttch tor the .mice oJ Reltoton. Stabbea Ltbertv gi-v:es rates _of admission to. the vari~us attracti_o~s of the Fair and cost of livin~ in
Chicago, With other useful mformat10n to the vtsttor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration c.eremonies, gives
A work burning with indignation inspir•d by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Hltnclay-an act which practically united the government and the Christian ch•nch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair fluat can be painted with a pen.
Expo~ition Committee ofthe Jlouse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es•a_ys and roem~ by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
ILLUSTRATED.

book form 1 Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libert)• and Thoma• Paine; a_puem written for the opening_exercis~s of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a o:oem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Phtladelphia, in 1876).
The main eesa.y in this work i• onA of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this cou, try. It should be distributed widely.
lL has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TBUTH BEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 25 cents; Ffve ooptes
Address

for $1.

THE THUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

DESIGN ARGUMENT fALLACifS.

A MAP OF JACKSON PARK. enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the presl)_nt time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

TilE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Agricultural Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Arts. Building.
Transportation .Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
F?restry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that

A Re:tu"ta"tion o:t "the ArguiDen"t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marl~s o:t Having Been Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligen-t Being.
SYNOPSIS;
I. The Desig_n Argument Vithttes Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designe
H. If 'l'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
IlL If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion'lr Slow,
'l"hey Are Egregiously » asteful,
'l'hey Uf<en t;erve No U,e,
They Have Produm d FaultY Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitima,\..
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
·
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. ~'he Argument of • Ftrst Cause.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF' LIFt.
,

Embracing a Succinct Exppsition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE. EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price 15 cents.

A<ldre8o

THE TRU lH HEEKEH COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place. N Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Cl•ss.
'J'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman ali! an Annex.

At the Woman'• Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chaPters of this book. The Chicago Ttmes said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing wuh the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest 1 buij uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest br the audience. It was • Heredity in Its .Relation to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and 1t was dehvered by the one woman of all others best qualified to speak
11pon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
1\Jiss Gardener enchained every auditor\ and when she had finished received a Jilerfeot ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so wortnily won. The evening session was htghly intere•ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the d.tstinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

L INC Q L N :
By .Tohn E. Remsburg.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

NOTED WITNES!!ES.

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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cos•'!!LLE!ro'!:t-sooK.I MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

I

.Soefetfea,

.Se~oola llJ'\cl
t~e Hol'Y}e•

-With Music Written to All the Songs.OoHPltili:D BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"~~''"!!' ·~le !lot '.FlUS OfflOE,

f' ~CD1 $1.5Q,

I RffNCf.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had ~ r at·
freedom~ put that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter ll".lXS. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for it J
fir~t conception of inherent rights.
Chapter ll deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a p.~man be~ng; marria~e was looked upon .as vilet wives were soJ. 1
as stavas; women driven to smmde; the mfluence of the church wad unfavorable to virtue. Th~
celibacy of the cleJ;gy produced degrading sensvality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
.. Chapter III 1~ on The Canon L~w, showmg how th" church controled woman by: making the
leg1t1macv of marriage depend upon Its own control of the ceremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning WdS prohi-lnted to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters could be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
·
Chapter TV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lordR
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, baptism of nude women in the early Christian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
·
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning was sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that te keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the clergy not to suffer '~ witch to li v. This perseeutwn for
witchcraft wa.s a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un.versal dominion over mankin<~.
Women physicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for hbresy, and o"thers werd
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clergy.
The chapter on "Wives" shows how the disruption of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and proprietary rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years.after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted •as witnessesthat civil mar•ia@ Js opposed by the church.
·
In Caapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the lleformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other ·• prinmpal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. ·The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse;' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves~ of woman's "inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the :religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
Being the stQU" of his reliJlious life and mental woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
lol)IIleyings. Writ~en in hlB happiest and most will do.

FOB

for

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.

Hon. Yf. H. Herndon, Co.!. Warq H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Matheny, Col.
John G. Nl(ola.x.Judge Dav1d Dn,vi~. Col Jesse W. Fell, Hon ..Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Stephen '1'. Logan, Joshua .1!. SpEed, Hon. Jesse K. Dnb01s,.Hon. Jopeph Gill~iP lJr c H
Ra;l', Co\. F. B. Rutherford, J11dge Robert Leachman, Col. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard w. V~lk Jos.epb
Jeffer8 on, Hsm. E. B. "ashburn e. Hon. E. M. Haines_.. Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fieirl Hon.
Geo. ~. Juhan, Hon. John B. Alley Ron. H)!gh Mc\Jullocb, Gen. M M Trumbull Rev Da.id
SwH:l g, Rev. Robert Colly,r, Ju<lge jesse W. Weik, Hon. J.P. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutweil, Hon.
Wm- D Kelley_,_Salmon P. Cllase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover Hon W H
T. Wakefield, uen. D W. Wtlder, J11dge Aa!on Goodrich •. Judge James M. Nelson, i~ev. Edw.ard
~_ggleston, ~ev. John W. Chadwtck, Donn Pjatt, H. K. Magte, Denms .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln
Mrs. Mary Lmcoln.
'
. The foregoing an!lsixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
contmen twas a Freethmker.

:et~feal

Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAf\1?

One of the most noted controversies of the cent11ry has been waged over the question a
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son we
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. He Hand. put forward the claim that he was r
Christian. 'l'he claim was promptly demed by the dead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's he lief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remshurg has been collecting material for his work. Represents an
anay of testimony that is irresistible and overwhetming, and which must put this qu stion at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincolnct ~-~~ s a Chribti•n
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduce" the testimony of more thai! a hun ~0 <1 witnesses id
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include hi s wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet· llis principal
biographers, and scores of his most inttmate frienas.
· '

J.. fberal &J'\cl

Sex in Brain.
Heredity in Its Relations to a DJnble Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

l
.

By So Po Putnam.

brilliant wt.v, and lB the best of iill his splendid
wqrk~. Price, 25 oents. Address
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Has the Time Come to Go Into the Chv.rch 1
A writer in an English journal which is in some
ways slightly Liberal complai,ns that certain ethical
questions upon which, as he thinks, some of the leaders of the Freethought party took a wrong position,
· hav prevented the reunion of the Freethinkers and
the churGh,men which was otherwise rendered possible and desirable by the abandonment of a number of fundamental doctrinal dogmas by the
church.
·Referring to the English church and English
religious thought, this writer says-"The wisest of
the public teachers of the day are those who would
reconstitute the church with its endowments rather
than confiscate 'both. Assuredly it would be better,
after having destroyed the ideas of original sin, the
atonement of Christ, and the supernaturalism of
scripture, if we were to attempt to fall into line
with sensible people of like views to our own,
rather than to carry on a war of interminable negations. The next generation, I trust, will try to
capture the churches, now that dogma. is a. mere
tradition." It would be exceedingly difficult to
take a more superficial view than this of the agesold conflict between the authoritarian and the
libertarian ideas. And the position is one of extremest peril for Freethought. Although conditionR in England and the United States differ
greatly, in some respects, the divergence is not
sufficiently radical to make our observations upon
church doctrine and methods valueless in England.
Destroyed the ideas of original sin, the. atonement of Christ, and the supernaturalism of. scripture 1 What is the extent of this destruction? To
be sure, they were destroyed, in one sense, when
the first Freethinker showed their falsity, but in a
wider and truer sense they are not yet destroyed.
The masses of Christianity are not yet converted to
rationalism on these points. Let us be practical,
let us keep our arms in our hands yet · a little
longer, at least until we hav heard from the interior
counties and know for certain that the line officers
and the rank ·and file of the army of unnaturalism
hav indorsed the articles of capitulation signed by
some 1 of the :field officers. This they hat not done
yet, as every man knows who has broken away
from his coterie of cultured associates ~dgone out
a.n:iong the common people, even for a little while.
Delude 9'\ll"selva wi~b f!ll~Se bores ~~\! tre~~ocheroua

security as we may try to do, the opinions of a few more or less liberally for the support of the church.
tbousand ·educated men !Uld women do not mark
Conquest, when the church auxiliary societies, such
the advance line of human liberty. The masses as the Young Men's Christian Association, the Society
indicate that, especially in a democracy, and in the of Christian Endeavor, and the Woman's Christian
most practical manner. The politician, no matter Temperance Union, which hav gathered into their
how advanced his own religious views, is not in- ranks millions of the young and susceptible, are
clined to antagonize those of the men who put him the admirable training grounds of the parent
in office.
church, where misinterpretations of the Bible and
But original sin, the atonement, and the super- false notions of history are sedulously inculcated
naturalism of the Bible are not the universally ac- ·and where plastic minds are cunningly moulded by
cepted fundamental dogmas of churchianity. These deft clerical hands to the end that they will readily
are the belief in God and the immortality of the accept the modernized but none the less· dangersoul. These yet hold the churches in the league of ous principles of church-and-state union.
anti-naturalism; these are the final tests of orthoConquest, when the Dem:tnds of Liberalism, emdoxy; these no man can abjure and remain in or bodying the simple principles of religious freedom
enter any Christian church and retain his self- which until recently were supposed to be unalterrespect.
ably fixed in the organic law of the nation and
We are not engaged in a war of "interminable to be the faithfully recognized rule of practice
negations." We are, of all men and women, in our federal courts, are contemptuously spurned
positiv and constructiv. We would build the by the national law-making body as they had been
home, society, industry, the state, upon the broad heretofore and are yet flouted by every state in the
affirmativ grounds of sympathy, justice, equality of Union.
rights and opportunities, liberty of thought and
Conquest, when the Ge>d-in-the-Constitution
utterance. Our goal is a society in which the New party, the Sabbath Observance Unions, and other
Idea shall be welcomed, not banned and damned, affiliated organizations are pushing their propastarved and imprisoned, as it has ever been where ganda so vigorously and so successfully that each
the church was dominant, as it will ever be where year Sunday becomes in law more and more the
acceptance of dogmas about gods and other worlds priests' private property and the liberty of the
giv the acceptor special privileges and opportun- citizen consequently and synchronously grows less
ities.
and less.
It is utte~ folly to cry, Peace, peace until the
Conquest, when a great int3rnational festival,
equality of rights of the citizen, regardless of his the World's Fair, is practically closed on Sunday,
views upon any and all dogmas, is recognized and the judicial decisions in favor of opening being
respected. There has never been an hour since based on careful evasions of the real principle at
July 4, 177 6, when this equality of rights was in stake, the Constitution-guaranteed religious liberty
greater peril than it is at present. The union of and equality of the citizens.
church and state is more nearly complete to-day
Conquest, when the Supreme Court of the
than ever before in this country. Our only hope United States unanimously declares that this is a
lies in the inactivity of legislators. Necessarily, "Christian nation," thus, unreservedly and officithey are, on the average, less given to superstition ally, as the tribunal of last resort and in the name
than are their constituents. Many of them see the of the whole people, accepting the fundamental
danger that confronts the nation, and they would dictum of the Covenanter party, accepting the keymuch prefer not to vote further aid and privileges stone of the arch of the penitentiary of church
to the church, not to plunge still deeper the dagger supremacy.
of religious domination into the vitals of liberty.
No, the battle against ecclesiastical tyranny has
But they are afraid of the influence of the ministers not been won. Nothing but the dissensions of the
with the masses, and so many of them are prepared Roman, Greek, and Protestant churches saf6to do the bidding of the ecclesiastics when it comes guards religious liberty in Europe.
to the pinch, but they will postpone the evil day as
In America, the immediate danger, and the
long as they can with safety to their seats. They present oppression, comes from the Protestant
are time-servers and cowards, but their hesitancy churches. Foolish as fanatical, they are striving
has its value; it givs us time to do more educa- to make the state the executiv arm of Protestanttional work among the better classes of the people. ism, forgetful of the fact that the hope of religious
There would b& no hope for us if these fence-riding liberty in the world is the spirit of the Protestant
legislators should get down now on the side where revolt againt church uniformity, and of the further
are massed the ::-anks of our enemies. May blind fact that their success, as foreshadowed by the deluck save us from the country-wide referendum of cision of the Supreme Court, can be only temposuperstition; it would seem that nothing else can, rary, for Catholicism will surely seize all the ground
for Liberal people are serenely sleeping over an ec- they win from Liberty. They are pulling its
clesiastical volcano. And then men who are sup- chestnuts out of the fire. If they succeed, they
posed to be leaders in the cause of Freethought tell put their own necks and the necks of the Freeus to fall into line with the church, cease our neg- thinkers in the Catholic halter.
No, we cannot go into the liberal Protestant
ativ warfare, and be "benefited" by the "concamp. We can form no such alliance, if alliance
quest" we hav made!
and not surrender is meant. We stand squarely
Conquest!
Conquest, when the God-myth is accepted by upon the ground of absolute separation of church
all but a handful of thinkers and scientists.
and state. With the Adventists and all other
Conquest, when the churches least touched by Christians who will work for the priestless state we
modern ideas concerning the minor religious dog- can cheerfully a~d gladly join forces. All forms of
mas which are mentioned by the Englishman are religion and anti-religion must stand through volthe churches with the enormously large member- untary support or fall because of the lack of it.
Sunday, as well as all the other days of the week,
ships, such as the Catholic and the Methodist.
Conquest, when of every fifty business and pro- must belong to the individual, not to the church or
fessional men and politicians who in their minds any other organization.
The church is aggressiv and- invasiv in numberreject Christianity, not more than one dare avow
his convictions, RUd nin~ Qf ~very ten l:Jiv money lE}Sij ways, but just now !'llle ~s concentrating ber
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forces to wrench from us the last vestige of Sunday liberty. This issue is the overshadowing one
to-day. If ecclesiasticism wins here it will win
elsewhere. There can be no compromise. No
faltering, no sleeping on duty. The Freethought
Federation has before it a struggle which will be
desperate and long-protracted. Every Liberal who
wants to be free and to leave his children free will
giv to it all possible aid and comfort.

least, know that Sunday is not the Sabbath of the
Bible, and that the only "divine law" they hav
enjoining its observance is the arbitrary edict of
the Catholic church. But that makes no difference to the invasiv hypocrites ; anything is good
enough to conjur~ with, so only it protects their
craft against the competition of intellect and honest
labor.

The Intolerable Gall of' Some Christians.

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.

On August 13th a meeting was held in the
United Presbyterian church of Denison, Kan., to
protest against the reopening of the post-office in
that town on Sunday. "In May a resolution was
passed in the convention of the Christian Endeavorera, which met in this place, expressing a desire on
the part of the Christian patrons to hav no" distribution of mail on Sunday.· This fact was made
known to the general superintendent of mails and
he ordered that no distribution be made. But a
remonstrance was gotten up against the closing.
It was signed by one hundred and fifty persons;
the petition for closing, by two hundred and ninetyfive. The chief clerk came up from Kansas City
and went over the papers. The result was a compromise, it being ordered that there be one distribution on Sunday instead of two as heretofore. This
made the clerics and their followers awful mad" mad" is the word. In the language of the Christian Statesman, " This fired the Christian people."
They held a mass-meeting and vented their wrath
about the reopening in speechmaking and resolutions. The first of the latter reads : "Because it is
in opposition to the wishes of the majority of the
post-offir.e patrons."
This is very much to be
doubted. It seems to us that four hundred and fifty
names on the petition and remonstrance represents
a much larger population than Denison has. There
is reasonable ground for the supposition that one of
the reasons why the chief clerk ordered the Sunday
reopening of the office was because he found that
the Christians had been up to their old tricks-as
in the petitions for closing the World's Fair-of
stuffing their paper with the names of children.
Another resolution reads: "Because we consider
it an outrage upon our American liberty." Yes,
we hav no doubt it was an outrage upon the
"liberty " of these bigots. With them "American
liberty" is a synonym for "Christian liberty,''
about which they prate so much, and which means
their right to think, speak, and act as they please
and compel all other people to do the same. This
is just what "Christian liberty" means and it is just
what "American liberty" means when on the impudent lips of a God-in-the-Constitution perverter.
What business is it of these insolent meddlers if
the one hundred and fifty business men and others
who signed the remonstrance do get their mail on
Sunday 1 That is their business, and there is
not the least danger that they will attempt to
force the Sunday-worshipers to go to the postoffice on Sunday. The bigots can get their mail
such days as they choose, and what is their right is
the right of every patron. But they are not satisfied with this equality of rights and opportunities,
they never hav been and never will be. They fear
competition as a thief does a detectiv, for they are
thieves, shamelessly robbing the citizen of his
time, and, consequently, of his property, for "time
is money." These clerics hav a vivid realization of
this ; Sunday is the day they earn most of their
money, and it makes them furious when men permit
work, recreation, or reading to keep them away
from the preachers' places of business.
Hexe is another of the resolutions: " Because it
is contrary to the divine law, without which obedience to all human law would cease." Ah! what becomes of the pretense of many of the most cunning leaders in the Sabbatarian movement that they
seek only to secure a " civil " day of rest ? They
are not trying to enforce religious dogmas by law,
they say, but only to secure a "civil" resting time'
for the poor laboring man. Their belated country
followers hav again given them away by their
parrot talk about ''divine law." And yet there
can be no doubt that the Denison ministers, at

Agents Wanted.

ers ·are happy in thus cutting off competition in salaryearning.
The summonses issued in connection with the prosecution of Sunday traders at Yarmouth are lithographed,
showing that they are kept in stock ready to be issued
wholeslile.-London Freethinker.
Exeter Noncomformists are up in arms against the Sunday League's excursions to Devonshire. The railways
are being called upon to stop this wholesale deseCI'ation
of the Sabbath.-London Freethinker,
The" News Worth Telling" compiler of the Christian
Statesman narrates how, in Lawrence county, Pa., a
correspondent of that paper, ~ ~on~unction with oth~r
bigots, closed a colored pe~ple s picnic becau~e an admission fee was charged and cigars and other artiCles sold on
Sunday.
Representativs of the various brotherhoods of railway
employees on the "Big Four" met last Sabbath [Sunday]
at Terre Haute to consult in regard to the strike now in
progreBB on t~at road. We greatly reJ~ret t~ see these
labor unions uBIDg the Sabbath for their busmess meetings, a custom which greatly weakens the P!otest~ that
engineers, firemen, and _brakemen hav made m the~r _national conventions agamst Sunday work.-Chr~stian
Statesman.
·

Properly, the Parliament ilil nothing more than a conference between the religions of the world, so that all
may understand the claims and t_he d6fenses of ~ach.
Christianity can well afford to sustam such ac~mpariBOJ?-;
and we believe that the outcome of the Parliament Will
be that instead of deepening "true brotherhood among
the religions of the world "-~o ~se the gushing p_hr~se_of
the committee's prospectus-It will show that Christianity
is in the world for conquest of false faiths, not for communion with them, and that it can hav no fellowship with
The Manhattan Liberal Club resumed its meet- the superstitions o.nd idolatries of the ethnic seligions.The Watchman.
ings Friday evening, October 6th. A full house
listened to the presentation of " The Silver QuesThe English chaplain at Victoria, in Mashonaland, has
tion," by Henry Nichols. Friday evening, October been inciting to the slaughter of the Matabele people.
says they are murderers, and '' the divine command
13th," Christianity and After," by T. B. Wakeman. He
should be imperativly carried out at this time." But as
he goes on to add, "1\fashonaland is indeed a rich counMohammed Alexander RusseH Webb is pushing try, and will be one of the richest of our colonial possessions," it is pretty evident that he wants .the Matabel!J
with vigor and tact the propaganda of the religion exterminated for the same reason as Moses urged the diof Islam. He recently gave a lecture at Chickering vine command to slaughter the Canaanites-that the
chosen people might possess their land_. The missionary
Hall in this city, in which he briefly sketched the is always the forerunner of annexation. He preaches
life of Mohammed, disproved many Christian mis- peace and opens the way for plunder.-London Freerepresentations regarding Mohammedanism and its thinker.
founder, and incidentally but most effectually laid
The Catholics never tire of boasting of how they estabout Joseph Cook. Bombastes Cook had asserted lished religious liberty in Maryland. The fact is that
they had to do it in order to secure liberty for themRelvs.
that Webb had advoc,Jtted polygamy in the Congress England was at that time Episcopal, not papal; and in
of Religions at Chicago, and had been hissed down providing for liberty of conscience in Maryland the secLord Baltimore, himself a papist, simply secured the
by the audience. Webb had not said anything in ond
colony against the otherwise probable establishment of
defense of polygamy, and the truth of the matter the Church of England or of Presbyterianism. Indeed,
about the hissing was that it was direted against a the greater part of t~e Maryland colonists '!Vet:e Presbyterians, and not papJsts; and as Presbyteria_nism was at
clerical opponent of the Mohammedan missionary that time striving- for political ascendancy m England,
who attacked Mr. Webb in a most outrageous man- and was already the established religion of Scotland, a
guarantee of religious liberty was on the part of ~ord
ner. Mr. Webb is a very pleaBant speaker.
Baltimore only a measure of self~defense.-.Amerwan
~entinel,

We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
subscribers can remit the difi'erence in price between paper and cloth binding, and get the books
in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
to the Library hav received "Paine Vindicated,"
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the "Creation of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents;
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putnam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies,"
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a
Christian T" price 50 cents. Other books besides
are in preparation. One of these, we may mention, is "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M.
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at cnce
the books already published, and, as they appear, those which will be published between now
._
and January, '94.

__________ ________

Churchly Purpose and Performance.
The Wisconsin State Sabbath Association will hold a
two weeks series of meetings, beginning the middle of
October.
September 24th, a "Sabbath committee" was organized at Wooster, 0. Professor Seelye, son of Dr. J. ·H.
Seelye, of Amherst, is chairman,
--Dean Hart, of Denver, succceeded in his crusade
against Sunday theaters. Of course, the Denver preach- :

S1'. PAUL, Sept. 25.-Thomas Leyden, the ex-priest of
New Jersey, spoke at Minneapolis last nig-ht, and his address was of such a character thRt the Roman Catholics
of St. Paul determined not to let him speak here. The
streets around the market house where he was billed to
speak to-night were filled with an excited mob, armed
with clubs, stones, eggs, and firearms, as early as 7
o'clock. While the crowd was surging around one of the
entrances the market master came out and read a letter
from City Clerk Prendergast, in which he peremptorily
refused to allow Mr. Leyden the use of the hall on the
ground that it was public property, a part of the taxes on
which were paid by Roman Catholic citizens.-Daily
paperB. The city clerk's reason was valid, but how about.
the untaxed churches?
WASHINGTON, Oct. 5th.-Rev John T. James, who got
notoriety by smashing liquor exhibits at the Worl~'s
Fair, was in the police court to-day, charged with
throwing a brick through a $300 plate glass window,
destroying about $150 of stock in the liquor store of
Chas. Kraemer on Seventh street, and very nearly inflicting serious injury upon Kraemer's wife and child. '' Why
did you do this?" the court asked the prisoner. "Because I am opposed to the rum traffic, and I want to
break it up if Possible," was his response. ''Do you
think thil'l sort of business is going to stop it?" asked the
judge. "Yes, sir, it will stop it if it becomes a general
business throughout the country." "Well, it won't." ''I
only obeyed the spirit of God in my heart," the prisoner
said. " But there is nothing in the spirit to show that
you hav a right to destroy the property of others," said
the court. "I don't recognize whisky as property."
The court committed the prisoner to the workhouse for
examination as to his sanity.-New York World.
A year ago I wa~ not only suspended_ from the church
but was excommu~Icated. I saw very little chance' of a
change. As much despair as I felt, I never mj:lant to
change myself. I did not think there could be a change
to benefit me until there had been a half-dozen eminently
respectable funerals, which may be interpreted that I
did not think I could be restored until a half-dozen
eminent persons-possibly in the church-should die. I
thought tliat if the Lord saw fit in spite of my g-rowing
years to restore me, he, in that sweet and gentle way of
his, might gather up some of those eminently respe~table
and venerable persons. I would not hav you thmk I
wished their death, but, you know! there are some_pe;z.:sous at whose death no one would gneve, and, as I said m
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·a meeting a few years ago, if the czar of Russia should die
I would not feel called upon to wear crllpe on my hat.
Like the Lord, however, I would rather see the conversion of the wicked than their death. But the restoration
has come about without so many eminently respectable
funerals. ·r11ere were ~everal, and perhaps those who
were left began to think there was some fatality about it,
and came in out of the wet to save themselvA. I was not
particularly anxious about going to Rome. It took me a
long time to make up my mind, but I am now glad that I
dec1ded to go.-Dr. McGlynn.

Rosalie was a female who flourished several hundred years ago in Italy. When she got crazy, she
went to liv in a cave, where she subsisted on grass
until her death, when she began curing cholera.
Considering the spreading of cholera in Europe, it
seems to us rather inhuman to deprive the old continent of her valuable services just when they are
most needed.

It is .funny to hear Christians crow about their

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- tolerance, as shown in the assembling of the Parliament of Religions, when we know they refused to
thinkers.
Charles Bradlaugh is to hav a statue at North- the Freethinkers not alone participation in the proceedings, but even the use of the hall. And after
ampton.
all what is the parliament anyway, but simply the
L. Ram6n Chies, the great Spanish F1·eethinker, result of a fit of tolerance. No, giv me the pagan
Romans for tolerance. They kept a permanent
is slowly recovering from his illness.
·•parliament" in their Pantheon where gods of all
One of the leaders of the Italian Peace Associa- nations were set up for worship. But the bigoted
tion is Marquis Pandolfi, the prominent Free- Christians kicked against having Jesus adjoining
the holy crowd, and for that reason were persecuted
thinker.
by some of the best Roman emperors.
The church in Hungary owns over three and a
The bigoted King Oscar II. of Sweden has, ever
quarter million acres of land, while the state has
since the Freethought movement of Sweden started,
but four million acres.
shown himself to be a mere puppet in the hands
The church of All Hallows in London still pos- of the clergy. His latest move is a bill punishing
sesses an income originally given to it for the pur- blasphemy. Ridicule of the Bible, the sacraments,
and religious service; public expression of conpose of buying fagots for burning heretics.
tempt for the Christian faith, and activ opposition
D. Luis Herrera, editor of La Raz6n, Caraccas, to same; unchristian life; employment of means
has been subject to a brutal assault by a number of destined to make members of the state church leave
priests who held a street paTade in honor of some the same or partake in the services of other faiths
(in Sweden a child born of parents either belongkind of saint.
ing to the state church or not activly identified
The well-known poetess and Freethought writer, with other religious faiths is considered by the
Angela Lopez de Agala, has entered upon her state as belonging to the state chnrch)-all these
sentence of imprisonment at Barcelona, Spain, for "crimes" to be punished with imprisonment. This
blasphemy uttered in an article of hers published in nice document, which savors more of the Dark
Ages than of our time, has been considered by the
the Nueva Oatorra.
supreme court of Sweden and declared no good.
Times must be pretty hard in Spain. The salary Of course this bill will be indorsed by the sky-pilot
of such of the clergy who hav an income of more glorification meeting at Upsala, but the Swedish
than $1,000 has been reduced 10 to 20 per cent. Tbe congress is not so simple as King Oscar imagins ;
pope has sanctioned the reduction, most likely fear- hence the beautiful inquisition document will be
ing that did the clergy resist they would get noth- simply a legislativ still-born.
ing at all.
In the public scho"ols of France the Bible, cateThe good St. Ann is doing great busin'lss this chism, prayers, etc., hav no home, according to the
year, hence the demands for her relics are increas- law of March 28, 1882. Education is strictly secuing. It has been estimated by some impious per- lar. It is to Jules Ferry that France owes this
son that the relics of St. Ann's material body are great progress in civilization. About five hundred
Each
now so numerous that they will form at ~east three different text-books on ethics are used.
school
district
has
the
liberty
to
select
one
of
these
good-sized St. Anus.
books found on the lists of the yearly state teacher's
Of the 287,000,000 inhabitants of British India conference. Among the most popular works of
207,000,000 believe in the Vedas, 57,000,000 are this kind are: Liard's " Lectures morales et litteMohammedans, 9,000,000 nature worshipers, 7,000,- raires" (Moral and Literary Lectures), which is
000 Buddhists, 2,000,000 Sikhs, 1,400,000 Jacnas, used in forty-one qepartments (counties); Josts and
89,000 Parsees, 17,000 Jews. Here is a chance for Braunig's ''Lectures practiques" (Practical Lectures), used in 'eighty departments; and Bruno's
Christian missionaries.
'' Le Tour de la Prance par deux Enfants" (the
Mary Magdalen waq possessed of devils, but a Tour of France by Two Children), used in seventyyoung girl at Gif, near Paris, is possessed of 28,000 three departments, and which has reached the
devils. The doctor, M. Dumont, says she suffers two hundred and nineteenth edition. The nearest
from epileptic hysteria, but the archbishop of Ver- Bruno comes to teaching religion in his book is
sailles sustains the priest, and has given him per- the statement that we should show reverence to
mission to drive out every one of the 28,000 devils. "la cause premiere" (the first cause). Liard does
not mention the subject with one word, nor does
M. Benoit Malon, the founder of the Revue Mm. Greville in her b9ok for the use of girls'
Socialiste, who died September 13th, at the age of schools. La Comite d'Etudes Morales, president
fifty-two, was a Freethinking Socialist of the liter- Jean-Paul-Cu, and which has working members in
ary and intellectual class. He was one of the most all countries, and is officially recognized by
founders of the International and a member of the the Freethinkers of France, Belgium, and Spain,
Commune of 1871, and has left many works on the has under preparation a series of works which
economics, religion, morality, and history of the finally will be reproduced in a more popular form
for the use of schools.
Socialist movement.
The Calholic church is keeping up its reputation
as the "best" soul-saving concern. In the reform
and industrial schools in England run by Catholics
the mortality is 17.3 per cent among boys and 13.1
per cent among girls; while in Protestant schools
of same kind the mortality is respectivly 2 9 and 9.5
per ·cent. The more orthodoxy, the less science;
the less science, the more deaths.
The Montreal Labor Congress thinks that there
is taught too much catechism and too little grammar in the public schools of Quebec. The congress wants a council of public education elected
by the people and under the management of a responsible minister.
This proposed educational
policy is "impious" according to ecclesiastical
opinion, and the labor organizations are now
roasted from every Catholic pulpit in Quebec.
New York and Brooklyn Freethinkers had better
apply to a certain church in latter city in case they
get a touch of cholera. A consignment of several
bones of St. Rosalie hav arrived in Brooklyn. St.

The Cause in the State of Washington.
The financial depression is keenly felt throughout the state; and when it becomes a serious study
how to obtain any kind of employment whereby to
earn the necessities of life f<1r loved ones; when
property-owners fail to pay grocer, butcher, and
baker on account of non-receipt of rents-which
the tenants hav no possible means of paying, and
the banks hav stopped payment; when merchants,
in spite of the discharge of clerks and every possible retrenchment, are offering their goods at
actual cost, and for lack of cash find no buyers;
when city and county treasurers, having been bulldozed or coaxed to loan funds to bankers aLd
political sharks and finding no prospect of any return of the funds, hav gobbled up all remaining
cash and absconded ; when bank cashiers and
presidents rival each other in wrecking the bank
and defrauding the depositors, it is not much to be
wondered at that the contributions to the Washington Secular Union are meagre in the extreme, and
that no appeals for payment of dues hav been sent
out by the secretary.
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But despite this lamentable condition of things
-with over fifteen hundred unemployed men in
the city-the Tacoma Secular Union has heroically
held its own. We hav held our regular weekly
(Tuesday evening) meetings, given a free lecture
every Sunday evening, kept up our dramatic class,
and two months ago inaugurated our Infidel Sundayschool. Our average attendance is twenty-eight
children and thirty adults. We hav music, singing,
lessons in natural philosophy, and end with calisthenics (under the able tuition of Prof. 0. H.
Fhurbm·g, the most successful teacher of calisthenics and gymnastics in the entire West).
Our
Sunday-school grows in numbers and interest, and is
doing effectiv work in adding to the number o~
members of the union.
A year and four months of lecturing every Sunday evening, added to other duties, necessitated
my calling a halt. My health failed and I announced postponement of lectures for one month.
Will resume on second Sunday in October. Regular weekly meeting, dramatic class, and Sundayflchool continue without intermission.
I much regret that poverty precludes the possibility of my attending the Congress at Chicago,
and ask especial consideration of all who do attend
of the suggestions made in my letter of greeting.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
Tacoma, Wash.

Lectm·es and Meetings.
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S LECTURE DATES.
The people along the line of the following towns will,
during October, be made happy by a visit by Colonel Ingersoll, who will speak on the following dates:
Oct. 15 St. Louis~ Mo.
Oct. 22 Kansas City, Mo.
" 16 Springfield, Ill.
" 23 St. Joseph,
"
" 17 Quincy,
"
" 25 J,incoln, Neb.
" 19 Omaha, Neb.
" 27 Sioux City, Ia.
" 20 Council Bluffs, Ia.
" 29 Chicago, Ill.
" 21 Atchison, Kan.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth etreet, New York, Its lectures for October are:
October 13th.-" Christianity and After :" T. B. Wakeman.
October 20th.-" Freethought and Morality:" S. P. Putnam.
October 27th.-" Arbitration:" Albert Day.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Presiding Officer.
J. E. REnrsnuaG goes to Wisconsin after the Congress.
His appointments are as follows:
16
Oct.
Lodi~
Oct..
14 I West:Salem,
Hillsoorough, "
15 I
As previously announced in our columns, John R.
Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The following appointments areon his list, and friends along the
route desiring lectures should address him at once:
Oct. 15 Cincinnati, 0.
Nov. 3 Manhattan Liberal
" 19 Golden Pond, Ky.
Club, New York,
" 20
"
"
" 5 Newark, N. J,
" 21
"
"
" 19 Boston, Mass.
"
"
" 22
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN will lecture before theN ewark
Liberal League, Sunday, October 15th,
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Society holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Fraternity Rooms,
Bedford avenue and South Second street.
THE WoMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock.
October 17th.-P. J. Lackensteen (a nativ Hindoo),
"The Religion of the Hindoos."
October 24th.-Miss Constance MacKenzie, "Effects of
Education on Character."
October 31st.-Rev. Wm. I. Nichols, "Unitarianism; Its
History and Principles."
November 7th.-Miss Voltairine de Cleyre. (Subject to
be announced hereafter.)
November 14th.-Dr. Francis Emily White, "A Study
in Sociology."
November 21st.-Ida C. Craddock~ "Survivals of Sex
Worship in Christianity ana Paganism. What
Christianity Has Done for the Marital Relation."
November 28th.-Mrs. C. B. Kilgore, "The Congress of
Religions."
THE fifth Annual Convention of the Oregon State Secular Union will be held in Red Man's hall, corner of
Second and Salmon street, Portland, Ore., October 20th,
21st, and 22d. Entertainment will be provided for visiting Liberals by the members of the First Secular church
of Portland and therefore those who expect to attend
will please inform the secretary, Katie Kehm Smith,
Oregon City, Ore. There will b? important bu~ness
before the Convention that should mterest every L1be1·al
in the state. Let the attendance be large. An interesting program will be provided. By order of the executiv .
committee,
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The Freethinkers' International Congress.
The evening session of the first day brought out
a large number of local people as well as visitors,
and· the hall was crowded.
Moses Harman appeared upon the scene, erect, white-haired, talkativ,
and well aware that he baa been a martyr.
Mr.
Betts placed pictures of Paine and Ingersoll, which
he afterwards tried to sell, at the wings, and when
they were in place the Zither Club played a fine
"selection," followed by young Remsburg on the
piano. He in turn was followed by his father who
had found "Five Hundred Flaws in Christ's Credentials," but had time to tell of only forty or
so. However, these were enough for the purpose,
and the audience applauded his effort heartily.
When Mr. Remsburg had dethroned Jesus, a big
bundle was put on the table, a cloth laid over it, a
package of manuscript piled on top, and behind it
appeared Mr. L. K. Washburn. Mr. Washburn is
as finished a speaker as he id charming gentleman
and jolly companion, and the audience literally fell
in love with him. It was well that his wife accompanied him.
After a collection had been taken, Mr. Watts,
rosy and strong in physique, incisiv and eloquent
in speech, gave the multitude who had waited to
hear him one of his old-time, rousing addresses.
Mr. Watts's return to old England has not, apparently, injured his Americanism, and he is as much
in love with some of the institutions of this country
as ever. And the people were as glad to see him
as he was to meet them.
Mr. John R. Charlesworth succeeded Mr. Watts
with an address on "Freethought-What It Implies, Its Power and Results." ]few speakers could
hav held an audience at the hour of night Mr.
Charlesworth began to speak, but the people, at
first attracted by his resonant voice and evident
earnestness of purpose, listened later to his most
effectiv and convincing arguments with real appreciation, notwithstanding the hands on the clock
were going toward the figure 12.
MONDAY MORNING.
Mr. Putnam started the Congress going Monday
morning, as Mr. Waite, who was slated to preside,
did not appear until late. When he finally came
in, and promptly objected to things in general, and
in particular as to the way the certificates had been
prepared, Charlesworth interrupted him and explained how it was that room had been left for only
one of the three presidents of the Congress to sign
at a time. Mr. Putnam said all three signatures
should ornament the paper, and a motion to that
effect was about to be carried when Mr. Waite
avowed that he would not sign them anyway. A
motion that all present were to be considered delegaks was carried.
Mr. Steiner, of Committee on Credentials, read
the following as partial list of delegates present:

ILLINOIS.
S. P. Putnam, Chicago.
H. Wettstein, Byron.
C. B Waite,
"
W. J. Adams, Chicago.
Philip Bregstone, ::
F. Lelzenburger,
"
W. H~ Snelson,
"
A. M. F.reeman,
"
E. A. Stevens,
Anna Foster,
"
Mrs. C* V. Webb, "
A. C. Richwa.ld,
"
B. W. Carrington, "
Emanuel Auspite, "
JensL. Chriatensen,"
"
Georg-e Black,
Henry Steinbock, "
Geo. Borst,
"
Washington I. Fox, Capron.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,''
Dr. P. C. Mosi~>r, Homer.
Emma Geschefsky, "
Joseph Haigh. Cbebana.
J. C. HBrt,
''
John Steves, Durand.
C. G. Bastwick,
''
Marc Rowe, Redmon.
S. J. Livingston,
"
N. S. Hazen, Rock Island.
W. 0. Davies,
''
A. G. Templeton, Harney.
Geo Ranis,
. ::
James Tuttle, Atlanta.
S. Murray,
"
T. D. Tuttle,
J. R. Charlesworth, "
IOWA.
A. H. Petty, Correctionville F.dward Grey, Brigham.
H. B. Smith, Glidden.
Thos. Garth, M.D., Clarion
Chas. McCauley, What J. C. Brown, Shenandoah.
Cheer.
J. W. Humphrey, ShenanH. P. Miles, Sioux City.
doah.
J. M. Peck, Sr., Ottumwa. Mrs. Humphrey, ShenanJ. W. Dayton,
"
iJoah.
Franklin
Steiner,
Des John Mahara, Charles City.
Moines.
G. A. F. De Lespinasse,
J. A. Greenhill, Clinton.
Orange City.
A. A. Raymond,
Fon du Lac., Wis.
Voltairine de Cleyre,
Philadelphia, Pa.
D. G. Crow,
Fort Clark, Tex.
DavidS. Sincare,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. McDonald,
Longly, Ont.
Paran Davis,
Frecferick, Md.
N. D. McDonald,
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Mrs Lewis Moffett,
Seward, Neb.
T, G. Ruffhead,
Williamsport, Pa.
A. G. Lang-burg,
Grove City, Fla.
T. J. McKinney,
Hoxie, Kan.
J.P. Jasper, Wisconsin.
M. E. Hibbard,
Curtis Bay, Md.
Jas. White, Sub Rosa, Ark.
D. A. Blodgett,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. W. Miller,

B. Thorpe,
Beaver Dam, Wis.
M. V. Dadisman,
Luray, Va.
Jas. A. Conant,
Ft Fairfield, Me.
John Aird, Seattle, Wash.
Gustave Augerstein,
Washington, D. C.
A. Peterson, Tacoma, Wash.
Chas. Watts,
Birmingham, England.
J. E. Remsburg,
Atchison, Kan.
J. I. Shaw, Waco, Tex.
E. W. Crouch, Huron, S.D.
J. T. Bogard,
Golden Pond; Ky.
W. G. Mellinger,
·
Cumberland, Md.
Max Thurmausen,
Neenah, Wis.
W. C. Sturoc,
Sunapee, N.H.
A. C. Humphrey,
Atchison, Kan.
T. G. Humphrey,
Atchison, Kan.
Portland. Ore.

The treasurer's report not being ready, 1.\'Ir.
Charlesworth read the credentials of foreign delegates. These hav all b~>en printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. A letter from J. Hacker was read, urging
t.hat Colonel Ing~rsoll be run for president of these
United St11tes. Mr. Hacker closed his epist.le with
poetry. Mr. C. B. Reynolds sent the following;
TAOOMA, WASH.
To THE CoNGRESS OF LIBERALS AssRMBLED AT CmoAGo,
ILL., Greeting: May the glorious gathering inspire each
and all present with a spirit of emulation in carrying out
the grand principle of Liberalism, " Seeking individual
happiness by promoting the general good," and so
making secondary all personal ambition, prejudice, and
pet hobbies, devote their every energy to securing harmony, and formulating a practical plan of work that shall
MASSACHUSETTS.
advance the cause we love.
L. K. Washburn, Boston. W. B. Clark, Worcester.
I rdspectfully suggest that the establishment of local
Ernest Mendum,
"
Susan H. Wixon, Fall River. Infidel Sunday-schools would do infinitely more to adDr. C. H. Simms,
vance the cause of Liberalism than any Infidel university
"
which at best could only result in waste of funds much
MIOillGAN.
needed for more practical purposes.
Wm. C. Decker, Crawford. H. W. Gillette, Bonny.
Even now the children of intelligent Liberals attending
G. J. Beck, Dowagiac.
Alex Campbell, Elk Rapids. existing
universities are doing effectiv missionary work,
Melvi~ A. Root, Bo.y City. Albert Barwis, Wexford.
arousing Christian fellow-students to discussion and inMISSOURI.
vPstigation-leavening the lump.
To gather all the Infidel children into an Infidel uniWm. Cook, Savannah.
G. G. Beck, St. Joeeph.
versity would be to giv over the Christian students at exNEW YORK,
isting universities to bigotry and superstition.
Geo. H. Look, Plattsburg. Ira Adams, North Java.
The education that would be afforded by local Infidel
E. M. Macdonald,
Wm. S. Galloway,
Sunday-schools would better qualify for missionary work,
New York. not alone those who may attend a university, but also
T. B. Wakeman, New York.
OHIO,
those who hav to work in factories, shops, and stores.
For want of such schools .thousands of children of InfiChas. R. Kimberly,
H. A. Pierce, Dayton.
dels are attending Christian Sunday-schools, their young
Fincastle. S. M. Bowers,
J ohu M. Carrigan, Dayton.
North Baltimore. minds poisoned with superstition. Surely the pressin~
need of FlO me plan to promote the establishment of local
B. A. Roloson,
Delphos. W. J. Dutton, Elba.
Miss Nora B. Roloson, "
Sol. Benson, Brandywine. Infidel Sunday echools deserves the best thought and
earnest consideratioiJ. of the Congress.
A. Zemmerman, Beach City Dora Brundage, Delphos.
All Liberals hav felt the need of some stronger tie,
G. B. Vanness,
.J. W. Harrington,
Mechanicsburg.
Cincinnati. some closer bond of union, something to insure greater
degree of interest in each other's welfare. In this conINDIANA.
nection, it is a jnst cause of reproach against us that we
Mrs. Sara J, Guild,
W. W. Wilson, Spiceland.
no provision for the destitute widows and orphans
Indianapolis. Fred Garing, North Judson make
Liberals.
Mrs. L. G. Shelley, "
Geo. W. Wright, Kentland. ofWould
not the formation of a cooperativ insurance and
OALIFORNIA,
benefit society, something like the "Ancient Order of
Mrs. Paulina Van Hoeter,
Dr .•r. L. York, San Jose.
United Workmen," supply both dPmands?
Grass Valley, H. W. Youmans, Oakland.
Why not shorten the oratorical pyrotechnics and deJohn Sunter, French Gulch
vote time to formulating and perfecting plans for supplying thesfl g-reat needs?
ARIZONA,
Fraternally yours, ever for reaAon, ri~ht and truth,
Geo. N. Adams, Aravapa.
Dr. R.V. Tripp, St. Thomas.
C. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Secular Union.
MINJ'."11SOTA,
J. Spencer Ellis, of Secular Thought, wrote that
B. Peabody, Utica.
E. C. Sly, Edina Mills.
L. K ..Tohuson, Steele.
James Geddes, Delavan.
he could not attend the Congress, and regretted it.
J. L, Johnson,
"
Otto J. Knippa, Adrian.
Mr. Lonis Levine sent a poem which the secretary
J. W. Hasmer, Janesville.
of the Congress lost before the reporter could get
NlllBRASKA.
it,
and Mr. S. F. Benson. of Pierson, Ia., set forth
H. B. Smith, Gordon,
C. F. W. Marquardt, Norhis views as to organization and the best method of
folk.
C. W. Smith,
"
accomplishing the same.
C. W. Goff, Kearney.

The next thing on the program was the reception
of foreign delegates, but as Mr. Watts was the only
one who presented his person to the gaze of the
multitude, and the credentials and proxies of the
others having been read out of order, there was
nothing to do but ask Mrs. Kinsella to sirig a song,
which she did sweetly. Mr. Waite called for Mr.
Hoover, but that person not being present, the time
was filled up on earnest solicitation from the chair by
a man from the West who evidently valued himself
too highly to want to talk to a small audience. All
he wanted, he said, was to show himself, and this
was a good time to do it-hey? He had been visiting his relativs, and 0 dear ! dear! What a time
had had. The people of the East were narrow.
See? But they must take a good square look at
him (the entertainer). He believed in the free coinage of silver. Anyone one who didn't want politics
in this Congress should not come himself.
Freethought talk was namby-pamby. Materialism was
too narrow.
See1
He (the entertainer) had
traveled•up and down the Pacific coast and traveled
through Australia. He couldn't get supported by
the hardshell Liberals, so he talked Spiritualism.
He wanted all the help he could get. See?
The entertainer then sang in minstrel tones" The Bible leads to glory," repeated that all he
desired was to show himself-see? see?-and asked
to be permitted to retire in a. tone which signified
that he wanted the audience to tell him to go on.
But he was allowed to go, and Mr. Putnalll. read
the following message to the Congress from
Saladin:
TWO PETTIOOATB, KATE'S AND ANN'S.
MB. PRESIDENT LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: I should, to·
day, hav dearly liked to hav been with you in person.
Consider that I am so; for heart and soul I am with you,
and with all everywhere whose hammers go to break the
fetters that priestcraft has riveted on the limbs of the
human race. Since heart and soul I am with you, mind
not that my poor tenement of clay is far away from you,
on a different continent of the globe. Our brother-inthe-cause, Samuel P. Putnam, has generously volunteered
to giv you his voice for mine; and iu my few remarks I
venture to make to you you hav my essential presence.
I need not advise ;ron that in America the only enemy
to our cause that 18 really formidable is the church of
Rome. The other church which you hav there-and
which essentially you inherited from England-is a poor
thing, a mere tag or tassel to Ann Boleyn's petticoat.
Christendom is a matter of petticoats; the old section
stood by that of Henry VIII. 's consort Catherine of
Arragon, the new section by that of the same Henry's
illicit flame, Ann Boleyn. A third petticoat was not
without effect, viz., that of Luther's deflowered nun,
Catherine Von Bora.
Who was Henry VIII? According to Prof. Edwin
Johnson, he is the second authentic English king, all
the other English kings before him save one not having
been born from the womb of woman but from the heads
of monks. Many kings, I feel certain, hav been conceived and gestated in and hav been born of a monk's
head. All our really romantic and magnificent ones, like
Arthur and Alfred, hav been so born. By the bye;
"born of the womb of the Virgin Mary" means born of
thfl head of a monk-a hig-hly respectable parentage!
But to return to Henry VIII. of the six Janets. There
are sundry obscure points in the reign of this sovereign.
Even Fronde has failed to clear them up. But the school
board of these advanced files of time has come to the
res1me, and re Henry VIII. the crooked has been made
straight and the rough way made smooth. 'Here is a
scbool-bo<~.rd essay on the bluff father of Queen Bess:
"King Henry VIII. was the greatest widower that ever
lived. He was born at Anno Domino in the year 1066. He
had five hundred and ten wives besides children. The first
was beheaded, and afterwarils executed: the second was
revoked,·she never smiled again, but she said the word
OalaiB would be found on her heart after her death.
''The greatest man in this reign was Hir Garret Wolsey.
He was surnamed the boy bachelor. He was born at the
age of fifteen unmarried.
"Henry VIII. was succeeded en the throne by his
l?l'eat-graudmother, the beautiful and accomplished Mary
Queen of Scots, sometimes known as the Lady of the
Lake, or the Lay of the Last Minstrel."
If the school board sage in Standard IV. will permit
me to say so, there is just one point he has not satisfactorily elucidated. Henry VIII. is generally accounted
the founder of the Church of England. Did he himself
belong to the church he founded; or, did he remain to
to the last a Roman Catholic? Let us see. His (Henry
VIII.) last will, which bears date Dec. 30, 1546, runs
altogflther in the strain of the old religion, excepting the
title that he givs himself of being the supreme head of
the Church of Eng-land immediately under God. He
professes his belief in the real presence of Christ in the
sacrament of the altar; he "instantly desires" the
prayers of the blessed virgin Mary, and of "all the holy
company of hPaven;" he directs altars to be erected, and
maBBilB to be offered for the repose of his soul," while the
world shall endure," and he assigns a sum of one thousaud marks to be distributed in alms on the dav of his
burial, ordering his executors to "move the poor people
to pray heartily unto God for the remission of his offenses
and the wealth of his soul." (Dodd's "Church History,"
vol. i., p. 320.)
What do you think of that? The Roman Catholic
church had two presidents-God and the Pope-both of
them unmarried. The Anglican church had also twoGod and Henry Tudor-one unmarried, the other not.
This seems to hav been all the difference as far as Henry
VIII. was concerned. D' Aubigne has written a biggish
book abont the Reformation, far too big a book to hav
been devoted to a pious disturbance over a petticoat. If
there be a row about " religion" or anything else, be.
sure there is a lady in it. The only thing that remains
to be asked is "Who is she?"
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The Ohnrch of England is founded upon two petticoats lands of the church to such of the English nobles as in Scotland, the laud of John Knox, there are Professor
-that of Kate and that of Ann. Kate's, to Henry would assist him against Leo. This settled the matter. ·Bruce and Professor Dods, whose writings would hav
VIIL, was not as nice as ann•s-hence the Church of It was upon this sort of thing "the Reformation" de- raised every hair on the heads of the early opponents of
England, a big thing to come out of a petticoat. The pended for its success. A few obstinate p~>rsons like a Thomas Paine. Yet they are allowed to sit peacefully in
eftect could hardly hav been more decisiv had the garters religion by which they are likely to be burnt or hanged; their chairs. The church cannot afford to turn them out.
and slippers been thrown in. Never such a row over a but the great majority of persons select a religion that It turned out Professor Robertson Smith some years ago,
petticoat since Achilles, Hector, and the rest of them willpay. And, if it will only pay, all trifles like doc- and let him loose upon the world unmuzzled. Having
danced a bloody reel for ten terrible years over that of trinal differences can be squared. Illnstrativ of this a learnt a little wisdom, it now prefers to keep its heretical
Helen of Troy. Of course, vide Genesis, the greatest story was wont to be told by Dan. O'Connell, who, as a professors, and only asks them to draw it as mild as they
and primal row of all was brought about by a petticoat. devout Catholic, made a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. can.
But no! Petticoat, indeed! The lady in Genesis brought Thomas of Canterbury every year. "On my first visit,"
The National Secular Society is really an organization
about the primal row before she had taken to wearing as said O'Connell, "I did not know the exact spot where of militant Freethinkers. We take the odium of our prinmuch as an apron of fig leaves. This first Janet before the saint fell martyred, but the verger showed it me. I ciples, we propagate them boldly, and we do it with sucshe had even a petticoat let us into a scrape out of which knelt down and kissed the stone which had received his cess. A very large proportion of the most activ workers
we hav not got, even to this hour.
life-blood. The verger, in horror, told me that he would in all advanced movements hav passed through our ranks.
Eve, minus a petticoat, got Adam kicked out of Eden. be dismissed if the dean saw that he allowed any 'popish We are the recruiters of the army of progress. It is our
Ann, with one, got the papists kicked out of Westminster work' there. I, to console him, asked him his fee, and conviction that to rescue men from the thralldom of
Abbey. In a sense, there hav been a good many at- he said a shilling. I gave him half a crown, saying the superstition is to liberate their intelligence for the solutempts to get us, Adam's representativs, back into Eden. additional one-and-sixpence was for his fright. He tion of all the problems of society. Fruitful thought is
If all reports be true, there was, some eighteen centuries thanked me and, having carefully looked out into the impossible while the mind is chloroformed by religion.
ago, a considerable rumpus in ·Palestine with a view to grounds, he said, 'He's not there, sir; yon may kiss it And the proof of this is to be found in the list of those
effecting that end. Bnt let that pass. There hav also again for nothing. When a real gentleman comes, I let who hav sown germinating ideas in the soil of our civilibeen attempts on the part of the papists to get back into him do as he likes.' " The "real ·gentleman" can "do zation.
Westminster Abbey. By them there has been a good as he likes" with the sanctities-if he only pays.
The organization of Freethought in England, under
deal of. praying with that object, and that counts for
lnto Westminster Abbey itself Romanism marches, the National Secular Society, is, I believe, more complete
much. Bnt they do more than pray. Inside the Abbfly waving Kate's petticoat over Ann's. So much for the than it is in any other country in the world. Branches
there is the tomb of a "saint," a Saxon flapdoodle England of Wycliffe! But Rome, an enemy of far other of this society are planted in most of the large towns. In
mythos, yclept Edward the Confessor. On a certain day mettle than Protestantism, confronts you, ranked un- some places they hav their own halls, despite the infaof the year certain of the papists must visit this tomb or der far other standards that . the petticoats of Ann mous law which prevents Freethonght societies, as such,
burst. That day is the 13th of October. It is thu feast Boleyn and Kate Von Bora. By and by when, from holding any property. A notable feature of our
of Edward the Confessor. From this it would appear on the 13th of October, yon invade We&tminster work in London is the outdoor propaganda. During the
that this famished fable had a feast (with a big F) only Abbey yon may find the contents bill of the summer months, in the public parks and other open
once a year. What he feasted on on that day I know Agnostic. Journal and THE TRUTH BEEKER posted spaces, our spo•1kers address crowds of people. And we
not. He must hav been one of the leanest of saints. upon the tomb of your Edward the ConfeBBor and not find this good for the speakers themselvs. Tt was EmerEven a boa constrictor requires a feast more than once a automaton Anglican vergers whimpering to yon "not to son who said that a course of mobs is excellent training
year. However, on the anniversary of his "feast'! the touch;" lint, instead of these. the descend!l.nts :of the for an orator. You must interest an outdoor meeting, or
Scarlet Lady tucks up her red skirts and walks into West- Ingersolls, the Macdonalds, the Washbnrns, the Put- it melts away, and you are left to waste your sweetness
minster Abbey without saying to the ~Protestant frump, nama, the Hux:leys, the Spencers, the J nlians, the Laings, on the desert air; wherens a man cannot decently leave a
''By your leave, madam," Recently the Universe, the the Momeries, and ''a host which no man can number," meeting within four walls unless he enjoys the advantage
Scarlet Lady's high-flying and holy organ in the press, prepared to fight with yon a bloodless but tremendous of a seat near the door.
plumed itself on the unwonted and consoling sight of the Armageddon for the mastery of the world. Rome, there
The word "secular" is here a~sociated in the public
Catholics reassembled in the Abbey from which some is your danger, there your ides of Marchi conqueror for mind with a certain policy of public education. It imthree centuries ago they had been driven in the row over two thousand years, there yon will be conquered! There, plies the banishment of religion from our state-snpportPd
the rival petticoats of Kate and Ann.
in your red raiment of murder, yon shall lie, unpitied and schools. According to our education acts, the Bible can
The UniverRe proceeds: "The fane, forcibly reft from abhorred! Yours shall be a tomb more horrible and be read and commented upon in such schools, but " dethe purposes of its foundation, polluted by the rude steps unhallowed than that of Tamerlane, and your bastard ·nominational" teaching, as they call it, is forbidden.
of nnbelievers"-that is, of those who sided with Ann's daughter, Protestantism, who predeceased yon, shall This is clearly a compromise. Tt is a treaty between
petticoat against Kate's -"and desecrated by unworthy lie unhonored by your side I No one shall come Chrilitian sects. But there is always more or less quarworship for so long, received for a time a congregation to weep under the curse and the npas upon your reling over the matt~; for here, as elsewhere, the Chrissuch as it once welcomed. It was the Feast of Edward grave! The finger-posts of history shall point to it with tians are a happy family; and this quarreling has matl!l
the Confessor; and from the neighboring temple of SS. an index painted in blood! The numberless, the infinit many persons who are not Freethinkers sick of the ve1·y
Peter and Paul~ when high mass had been sung, the en- multitude whose bodies yon consigned to slaughter, and name of religious education. A great battle is imminent
tire gathering of the devout, headed by their pastors, whose souls yon sent to the damned with hatred and im- over this question, and theology will be defeated. If it
made pilgrimage to the shrine of the canonized s vereign. precation shall haunt it evermore! The sun shall shine be true, as John Ruskin said, that the way to empty
There they prayed and besought the king that the Eng- down on it with disc blushing red as the seas of gore that jails is to fill schools, it is no less true that the way to
land he loved might be brought back to the true faith." yon shed, and the moon shall turn from it in shame! empty churches is to keep religion out of the schools.
The weekly Register gave the names of the Romish ec- Write it vast on the vault of heaven, write it in hiero- The priests know this as well as we do. 'rhey will fight
clesiastics present, and described the procession of glyphics of fire, write the new Prophecy of Capys- with the savage instinct of self-preservation. But they
"tonsured monks and pilgrims" who visited the Abbey, " Rome shall perish, and reason rule the world."
will be beaten. With a free preRB and platform, and a
W. STEwART Ross, (SALADIN).
"fervently kissed the shrine of the saint, and pressed
popular legislature and government, it is impossible for
their ros!l.ries to it, in spite of the protest! of the vergers
any combination of churches to stem the tide of progress.
MONDAY AFTERNOON.
that 'visitors are requt>sted not to touch the tomb.' "
In England, as in America, churches, tabernacles, and
In the afternoon the first thing was the letter all sorts of bet.hels are exempted from taxation. This is
Fancy _going to his tomb to pray to a dead man to restore to dominancy in li:ngland what should long ago hav from G. W. Foote, president of the National Secular a virtual endowment of reli~on by the state, and against
been a dead fa1th! Still, praying tp men who are dead Society of England, whwh Mr. Putnam read as sub- the foundation principles of a free commonwealth. Reand to gods who never lived has done wonders in the
ligion, like .Jther forms of opinion, is a personal matter.
interests of priestcraft It has caused the dupe to lift up joined:
Those who are whole need not a physician, and should
To THE MEMBERS OF THill INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGHT not be taxed to support one. If a man wants a spiritual
his eyes to his "father which art in heaven " while his
brother, or friar, which art on earth, picked his pocket. CoNGRESS AT CHICAGo, Ladies and Gentlemen : It is doctor, let him pay for attendance ancl physic. Happily
All the heavy pocket: picking in the world has been done with profound regret that I find myself unable to take a this principle was adopted by the wise founders of the
personal part in your proceedings. To say nothing of the American Constitution. Religion is not directly estabin the name of the Lord.
The time draweth near when Kate's petticoat, the one trip across the Atlantic, with its lazy life in immaculate lished in the United States; in Great Britain it has a
that was favored by Pope Leo X., shall triumph over air, and its freedom from letters, morning and evening splendid position and magnificent endowments. The
Ann's, the one that was favored by Henry VIII. The newspapers, and other blessings of civilization-! should Church of England has a total income of about ten millCatholics shall yet recover Westminster abbev and be hav rejoiced to meet face to face a number of brave ions ($50,000,000) a year, whi~h exceeds the total amount
able to make a kirk or mill of it. At all events, it is not American Freethinkers, and above all to spend an hour devoted to erlncation; that, is, we spend more to make
Protestants that shall keep them out. The star of Ann's in the society of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, whose name is children candidates for heaven than we spend to make
petticoat is in the wane. Never in that region of the a household word among the Freethinkers of England. them citizens of earth. It is certain, however, that this
world nominally "Christian" did aggressiv and defiant We think of him as a brilliant intellect and a beloved legacy from Feudalism is doomed to ext.inctivn. The
Rationalism close and grapple with the battalions of the personality, and many of us would meet death more re- Irish church was disestablished by Mr. Gladstone; the
signedly if we could only see him in the flesh, and hear Welsh church has already received warnin!!; the Scotch
cross as she does·to-day.
church is preparing for its last fight, and the English
Never since the Reformation era did the Scar let Woman but once the accents of his living eloquence.
There is no need to trouble yon with the reasons of my church is aware that, though it will go laHt, its day~:~ are
flaunt her skirts so proudly in the great cities of both the
Eastern and Western hemispheres. Protestantism has absence. The long and the short of the story is, that l numbered. One by one the relics of Feudalism are
no geographiQal area that she did not win by the ze!l'lons cannot very well leave England in the present state of undermined and overthrown. The time is not so far distant
fanaticism of her first rush. The Protestant conntr1es of our party's affairs. Happily yon hav amongst yon my when England will be a true republic. 'rhe old country
the sixteenth century are the Protestant countries of to- friend and colleague, Mr. Charles Watts, a vice-president will then, I hope, be knit more closely with the great reday and no new ones hav been added thereto. Nay, of our society, who is authorized to represent us at your public of the West, which shares our hlood, spea~rs our
and' the old ones are rent and riven; and the seed sown Congress and who enjoys our complete confidence in that language, and inherits our hternture; tllH republic that
by Luther and Spalatin, by Hus~ and Calvin, by Wycliffe capacity. At the risk of making him blush-though I ad- was sanctified by the blood of freedom ~h~cl for hberty,
and Sawtree, by Knox and Melville, has grown up almost mit that the bloom of his modesty has been brushed off that was ennobled by tile sword of Walllltngton an<l the
choked with Romish weeds and Rationalist tares. The by the rough hand of experience-I venture to say that pen of Thomas Paine, that destroyed the c:trse of slavery
mentation and the aspiration of the fifteenth century he is an excellent specimen of the John Bull; with a at the cost of an unparalleled sacrifice, and produced in
were not identical with those that actuate the nineteenth. sound mind in a sound body, a broad back for the world's Walt Whitman the poet of the new democracy, whn
The floods of human folly hav worn other channels, the burdens, and a ready smile for its frowns: added to which sounded loud and clear the reveille of the great new day
cnrrents of human tendency hav torn their way through he is a very fine speaker and an extremely skilful or" humanity.
In the light of that dawn how poor n.ncl petty are the
debater. With him to represent us, we shall cut someother rocks and over other shoals.
The old battlefields are deserted, and only through the tb.ing more than a passable figure at your Congress, And artificial distinctions of nationality, race, and creetl! 1n
mists of departed time we can descry them, with their now I must ask yon to take your eyes off Mr. Watts and hoping to be knit more closely to the great republic of
the West we also hope to be knit more closely to our
rank grasses, broken and shapeless weapons, half- let him recover from his confusion.
I do not, however, cease blowing the trumpet of ola eastern ~eighbors in the united Atatefl of Enr~pe. It is
obliterated trenches, and dull mounds marking more or
less dishonored graves. The battalion!! hav reeled and England. This is the land of Darwin, of Mill, of Huxley, in this spirit that we salute the first InternatiOnal Consurged into other fields; and there, with other weapons of Herbert Spencer; the land of Byron and 8helley; the gress of Freethinkers ever held in America. We s~e in it
and with other battle-cries, the often-changing, but land of Charles Bradlangh, the hero of a hundred fights a fresh promis of human brotherhnod. The thmkerl',
never-ending, tide of hutrian conflict eb_bs and flows. for freedom; the land of the author of the "Age of Rea- the seekers for truth, the lovers of liberty and equality,
Guns are yet planted on the ramparts and there is a son." Like Shakspere's yeomen at Agincourt, the limbs the haters of priestcraft and privilege, in every land on
rattle and blaze of musketry from the crenels of the old of Thomafl Paine were made in England. He was one of earth belong to the same fraternity. They waft a meahalf-way fort between Rome and Rati nalism; but the the greatest of the founders of the United States of Rage to each other across frontiers anti sea~; a messag!l of
shot and shell fall wide of the mark. Formerly, the old America, bnt we produced him-the dedicated champion conra"'e for the 50metimes hard and bitter present, a
fort was in the center of operations; now it is on the ex- of liberty of thought and the rights man, from whose pen message of hope for the grand and glorious future.
G. W. FooTF.,
treme left flank; and miles away the real conflict rages. there fell the sentence which eclipses the shibboleths of
President National Secular Soeiety, England
The half-way house is tottering to its fall. The emerg- all the creeds, a sentence worthy to be written in star-fire
ency to meet whic;h it was built has pass~d away.. I~s on the brow of night-" The world is my country, manW. S. Bell was next on the program, but he is in
giants are dead, 1ts heroes are no more; 1ts prest~.qe lB kind are my brethren, and to do good is my religion."
Yes, Old England may hold up her head even m im In-- New York studying phrenology and not at Chicago.
over and "Ichabod" is inscribed over its gateway. A
shabby despotism three centuries ago, it_modified a ternational Freethought Congress, not in braggadocia, J. H. Burnham sent his speech, as he could not atterrible despotism,- and thereby justified its exil!tence; but with a feeling that she has a right there, that her tend owing to the the illness of his wife.
Mr.
but now, Why cnmbereth it the ground? Hardly place is neither an usurpation nor a concession.
Charlesworth read the speech, which was good, and
English Freethonght-1 regret to say it in one sense, I
taking it into account in military strategy, up on the
side of the windy hill the banners wave and the rejoice to say it in another-is far wider than the limits of which THE TnuTH SEEKER hopei! to print shortly.
troops are ranking, the forces of Rationalism and Rome; the National Secular Society. It is a leaven in the gen- Mr. Herman Wettstein read an esRay which will inand with them and no other rests the balance between eral mind. It creeps into books, magazines, and news- terest st,udents. He is an original inVQstigator in
victory and defeat in the death-struggle of these latter papers. It effects the very churches. There are clergy- the field of metaphysical speculation, and thol:le who
men here, filling theological chairs at universities, who like that kind of mental exercise will find him R
ages.
The whole thing_very much depends upon the holy are more drastic though less pointed than Thomas Paine
trinity of £a. d, Henry VIII, awarded the confiscated himself in their treatment of the Old Testament. Even valuable teacher.
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David S. Cincose followed Mr. Wettstein.
Mr.
Cincose's claim to distinction is that he is colored,
has been a Baptist preacher, and is now an Infidel
converted by THE TBUTH SEEKEB. In Philadelphia,
where he resides, he is called· the "Colored Bob
Ingersoll." Mr. Cincose made a pleasant little reminiscent speech and a favorable impression upon
the audience.
TUESDAY MOBNING.
Tuesday morning was devoted to Federation
work. Mr. Charlesworth read his report, as follows:
FBEETHOUGHT FEDERATION OF AMEBIOA.-BEOBET.A.RY'S
BEPOBT.
In presenting this report of the work done by the
Federation for the past year, it is my purpose to preface
it with a brief review of the circumstances which hav
called it into being, and made its existence necessary. It
is . a significant fact that for some years past the Free·
thinkers of America had become very indifferent regarding an activ propagation of their principles and
ideas; nor has this state of things entirely passed
away to-day-a fact to be. deplored by those who for
years hav been laboring with untiring energy to
secure the emancipation of conscience and the redemption of humanity. The United States of America has been looked upon by the world as a great
democratic institution, whose government was purely
secular in character and whose Constitution was a safeguard from any attempts that might be made to change
the meaning and character of the federal government.
Whatever may hav been the feeling of constititutional
safety held by the Freethinkers of America, they must
not forget that in times of a national crisis constitutional
methods are entirely discarded and overthrown, an illustration of which is afforded by the late Civil War.
The. Co!J.stitution of a <:ountrY: stands as a safeguard to
the mmority, as a protectiOn agamst the oppression of the
majority that may be in power; but of late the legislat·
ors of the United States hav shown a remarkable aptitude
for discarding the Constitution altogether from their deliberations. This sense of security, or constitutional
safety, no longer prevails, for while the Freethinkers as
a body hav shown such indifference upon national issues,
the orthodox people hav been more activ in their efforts
and hav gradually been forging chains to bind down th~
boasted liberties of the American nation. The Freethinkers of this country will remember the many
attempts that hav been made, within the last few years
to amend the Constitution in a manner directly cal:
culated to incorporate in the laws of the federal ~overn
ment enactments that should distinctly recogmze the
Christian system of religion as our national religion, and
sought by the law of the land to enforce an observance of
that r~ligion upon all alike. In this respect I hav only
to remmd you of the effort of the Gad-in-the-Constitution
party, and the several attempts to enact religious laws
instanced by the introduction into Congress of the Bla~
Sunday bill and the Blair Educational bill; and furthermore, I would wish you to bear in mind that these bills
were defeated by a small majority. I cite these instances
merely to rimind you of the ever increasing activity of
the. church . to control, for their own purposes, our
n_atwnallegi~lature; _and to show also the pressing necessity of orgamzed actwn upon the part of Freethinkers to
resist and oppose them.
The efforts of the church party to change the secular
character of our government hlllli not met with much success, except, perhaps, in certain localities by the enactment of Sunday-observance laws through the assemblies
of certain states; but even these cannot be enforced
rigidly without spirited opposition by individuals, and
even societies, who are opposed to any such laws. But
at length, by persistent effort, they met with success~
when, by extensiv lobbying at Washington, by forgea
petitions and perjury of the grossest kind, they induced
Congress, during the session of 1892, to enact a law
closing the World's Fair on Sunday. The methods
resorted to in order to accomplish this, though vile in the
extreme, served to gain their end, and with them " the
end justified the means." Throughout the earlier part
of this controversy the Freethinkers were apparently
contented over the matter. They felt sure that Congress
would never violate the national Constitution, so comparativly nothing was done to oppose the step and Congress asserted itself greater than the Constitution, for it
violated the spirit and letter of that document b;r_enacting and declaring it a law of the land that the World's
Fair should be closed on Sunday.
It was then that the promoters of the Federation, fully
alive to the dangers that menaced the nation from all
sides, at the hands of priestcraft, determined at once to
establish an organization of Freethinkers for purely political purposes, a step which had frequently been urged
by the leaders of our party for years past. They realized
that no ~asting good would ev.er be a~complished by simply calling together Freethinkers m convention, and
passing resolution after resolution without laying down
a sure foundation to carry on the work effectivly and
well. Congress ignored all our resolutions. In most instances, they were never heard of more when the meeting
which passed them had dispersed.
We felt that our
work lay in Washington. We must go to the national
capital, to the legislature itself, and compel the representative to giv ear to the voice of the people. The influence we possessed must be there, and kept up by a continual warfare against church politics at the ballot-box.
We felt that the Freethought party. to be successful
must be a voting party, and use the suffage we ourselve~
possess, in a manner calculated to benefit us as a whole
and not in an individual sense.
'
These sentiments were held not by ourselvs alone, but
by the greatest living representative of Freethought in
America. In proof of this I will refer you to a symposium of Liberalism, published in the Truth Seeker Annual for 1889. In that symposium a series of fourteen
questions, affecting the greatest interests of our cause,
were propounded to the leaders of the party. It is
only one of these questions that I shall speak of here
and which will corroborate the statements I hav made:
and justify us in the course we hav adopted. The seventh
question was, "Should Liperals vote on Liberal issues?"
The answer given to this query by the greatest repre-

sentativ of Freethought in America, Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll, is as follows:
."I think that, other things being anywhere near equal,
Liberals should vote for men who believe in liberty, men
who believe in giving to others the rights they claim for
themselvs; that is to say, for civilized men, for men of
some breadth of mind. Liberals should do what they
can to do away with all the theological absurdities."
Helen H. Gardener says: "Most assuredly, if they are
persons or citizens."
Samuel P. Putnam: "Liberals should always vote on
Liberal issues."
Charles Watts: "Yes, for by so doing they can make
themselvs felt politically. Politics properly understood
are means to an end, that end being the possession by the
people of their rights as citizens."
_E. A. Stevens: "Cer.tainly, if they do not, they are not
Liberals. The only difficulty would be to define satisfactorily what are 'Liberal issues.'"
Parker Pillsbury: "Surely, if they may write a:nd
speak upon them. I do not see why not.''
Robert C. Adams: "Liberals should vote on Liberal
issues, and procure as many partial reforms as possible
even though their full desires may not be attainable." '
J. D. Shaw: "By all means."
F. M. Holland: "There seems to be no excuse for a
Li?eral who does not vote regularly and take all possible
pams to find out how the candidates stand on Liberal
issues."
Dr. E. B . .l!'oote, Jr.: "It is yet somewhat premature
to endeavor to force Liberal issues (the Nine Demands)
into politics and while other important issues predominate, it is not practicable to get Liberals to vote as a
unit."
Lucy N. Colman: "Wherever there are ten persons, or
eve!l five, who agree upon five points, they would find
their strength much increased by organization, and if
~hey believe in voting at all, they should vote on Liberal
Issues."
J. H. Burnham: " I do not understand what is meant
in. this question, and hence cannot place myself on record.
Liberals should vote on all questions when principle is
involved in that vote."
L. K. Washburn: "Liberals ought to vote as they
think."
· Ella Gibson: "I will pass that over, as I cannot vote,
by s lying, I think they should never vote for men and
!Deasures that they know are directly opposed to LiberalIsm."
Susan H. Wixon: "Upon what issues should Liberals
vote, if not upon Liberal ones? It should be considered
n:ot only a privilege, but a bounden duty, to sustain by
ballot all Liberal and unsectarian projects that aim for
the true elevation of the people."
John Peck: "At the present time we shoUld lose more
than we would gain. Increased burElens require increased
strength-we must not try to do too much at once."
W. S. Bell: "I hav no interest in politics.''
Mrs. M.A. Freeman: "In this republic the ballot is
the expression of individualism. The voice of the ballot
is the voice of the people. Said Thomas Jefferson: 'If
the people are silent under oppression it is lethargy-the
forerunner of death to public liberty.' The people, then,
should always speak, and on the side of liberty-the Liberals should organize a new party with the Nine Demands
for its platform."
Dr. Juliet H. Severance: "They should vote on Liberal issues, if at all. The laws are the means used to preve~t t~e freedom of ~peech, of the press, of transit by
!D~• nght of occupat~on on Sunday, and other aggressiv
mf~mgements upon Liberty, of which we so justly complain."
·
Elmina D. Slenker: "What is a ·vote but expressing
one's opinion publicly? Should not Liberals then, by all
means, vote on Liberal issues? I say, yes, every time."
John R. Kelso: "I do think that Liberals should vote
on Liberal issues."
. G. H. Dawes: "Liberals should vote on Liberal issues,
If they expect to get equal rights with the Christian."
Thus we see that of the twenty-four Liberal leaders,
t~enty ~f them urged the necessity of Liberals voting on
L1 beralissues, and one of them even urged the necessity
of a ~ew Freethought political party. There is now no
9-ue_stwn as to t~e ~eces.sity of s~ch an organization, for
If nghtl:t used, It will giv the Liberals the opportunity
~he~ desi.te to -yote on Libe~al issues
With this object
m view a meeting of Freethmkerswas called in this city,
on September 4th, 18lJ2. That meeting was well attended
and several of the states in close proximity to Illinoi~
were represented. At that meeting the Federation was
duly and formally organized without one dissentient
voice, its objects and principles were declared, its officers
duly elected, and from that day its work commenced.
The result of its labors since that time hav been very satisfactory to those at its head, owing to the noble and
generous support it has received throughout the country
and I trust that in giving you this report of our year'~
work, you will find much therein to meet with your approbation.
Following immediately upon the adjournment of that
meeting, preparations were commenced for the president
of the Federation to conduct in its behalf an activ campaign at the national capital, to try and induce Congress
to repeal the clause in the World's Fair Appropriation
Bill, closing the gates of that institution on the so-called
Sabbath. The president labored incessantly while in
Washington, both by argument before the Congressional
committee, and by the distribution of Freethought political literature. With lectures around the district his
labors at Washington extended over a period of three
months, and our warmest thanks are tendered to those
generous hearts who so nobly responded to our appeals
for financial aid, and which enabled him to conduct his
P!"rt in that great and memorable fight for constitutional
rig.Q.ts. Though unsuccessful in our main object, still
valuable work was done there, for it has raised up a great
and ever increasing agitation against church or religious
legislation. In order to assist the president in his work,
your secretary immediately commenced a tour throughout
the United States, with several thousand petition sheets,
against closing the World's Fair on Sunday. To these
about twelve thousand signatures were secured and
promptly forwarded to the president, who in turn presented them before the proper authorities.
The president's work at Washington did not cease until
Congress itself had adjourned, ancfthough not thoroughly

satisfied with the results thereof, he left the battle ground
with feelings of contentment over a bounden duty done.
We went into this fight because we believed we were in
the right and we could not turn our backs toward the
enemy because they were more powerful and better
equipped than we. The Federation never wavered for
an instant. We resolved to fight whether we won or
lost. Five thousand of the World's Fair Leaflets, published by the Truth Seeker Company, were purchased by
the Federation and distributed at our meetings, and circulated throughout the various towns and cities along
our line of travel. Being now fully aroused to the dangers that surrounded our rights as citizens of this republic, and learning that some few local elections along our
line of travel had yet to take place, we resolved to concentrate all our efforts in that direction. The success
gained by Liberals in" the field of polities where the
principles of the Federation hav been employed has been
very satisfactory indeed. In Crookston, Minn., the Freethinkers hav been singularly successful. We hav a strong
auxiliary of the Federation in this Northweste•n town,
comprised of the most enterprising business men to be
found therein, whom we confidently hope may achieve
greater victories yet in their future labors. In this district, the Congressman is a Freethinker, also the judge
of the district court, the prosecuting attorney, the deputy
treasurer, and several others of the county officials; this
has been accomplished by an heroic few, who labored
without ceasing for the supremacy of their principles and
for just rights to all. This shows what Freethinkers may
accomplish as a political power, by perseverance and determination.
Perhaps the greatest achievement of our labors,
in this line of work, was in the town of Selma. Cal.
I g~~;ve three l~ctures in this place, in March of this year..
While there, It came to my knowledge that an election,
for the purpose of incorporating the township, was to
take place on the day following. It was regarded as a
scheme concocted by the Methodist Church for -the sole
purpose of obtaining entire control in the town. Learning this, I at once centered all my energies against the
church, urging the electors not to giv their votes to the
church candidates, should the vote for incorporation
pass. The vote did pass, the church got her candidates
into the political arena, but only to meet with a disastrous
failure and a crushing defeat, for not one on its whole
ticket was elected. This was success, sure and certain,
and one which may be kept up, provided the Freethinkers will only stand together, and vote for Liberal issues.
In various other parts of the country the Freethinkers
are in a good position for effective political work, in
the states of Washington, Colorado, Kansas; Illinois, and
others. A sufficient reason exists why we should continue in our present w0rk persistently and well; and in
but a few years, we may hold a larger part of the balance
of political power in the country, and eventually be abl
to turn the tide of a national election. The present is a
favorable opportunity for the realization of our hopes.
The gradual disintegration of political parties affords us
the greatest possible opening for carrying our plans to a
successful issue.
In addition to this work, the president and myself
hav traversed the entire country, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, from the borders of Canada in the North to the
Indian river in thQ~ South. During' our travels we
secured mem!Jers for the F~deration in nearly every
state and territory. In some mstances our most sanguin
expectations hav been surpassed, and in others we hav
met with slight disappointments-not that no members,
but because no more, could be secured. The Federation
has now a grand membership of 3,437, all pledged to promote its interests and to assist in the realization of its
hopes. Of these the golden state of California heads the
list with 903; Iowa comes next with 374; Illinois, 359·
Colorado, 213; Washington, 182; New York, 181; Minna:
sota, 165; Connecticut, 141; Kansas, 109; Indiana, 97'
Oregon, 168; Ohio, 91; Idaho, 82; PEmnsylvania, 77!
Nebraska, 55; Utah, 77; Tennessee, 49; Missouri, 42!
Maine, 38; North Dakota, 22; Montana, 32; Arkansas:
19; Texas, 38; New Mexico, 8; Virginia, 3; Florida, 2;
Marylan_d, 2; Ma~~achusetts, 1; New Jersey, 1; New
Hampshire, 1; British Columbia, 3.
This roll of membership, mustering nearly three and a
half thousands, gathered together in one year, should be
regarded as a good o~en by those who may succeed us,
and may by good work m the fl.elds among the friends of
our cause be doubled, if not trebled, during the ensuing
year; and at the election of 1896 we may with good taste
select the candidate whom we will support for national
honors.
In addition to the five thousand World's Fair leaflets
the Federation has also published and distributed free of
cost one thousand pamphlets on Liberal political organization, by Mr. Putnam; one thousand circulars on the
Freethought Federation; and two thousand copies of Mr.
Putnam's argument before the Congressional committee
at .W~shington, e~titled, ". Holydays and Holidays."
This literature has m the mam been distributed by mail
to those of our friends who hav so generously contributed
to the funds of the Federation. Since our return to
Chicago, in May las~, we hav, with the exception of a
few lectures given in the East, directed our attentions to
the present Congress up to this present time.
In concluding this rePort, I may say that the prospects
are exceedingly. bright for the better success of the Federation. We hav endeavored, to the best of our ability
to fulfil the promises we hav made, and faithfully per:
form the resp.msible duties imposed upon us by our acceptance of office. Whether such performance is satisfactory to the members of the l!'ederation or otherwise
they alone must be the judges.
·
'
Respectfully submitted,
JoHN R. CHABLESWOBTH, Sec'y..
The rtport was accepted, on motion of E. A.
Stevens, with unbounded satisfaction, after which
the treasurer's report was read, as follows:
TBEA.BUBEB'S BEPOBT.
In furnishing you with this report of the financial ·
standing of the Federation, I am pleased to say that
since its inauguration on the 4th of September last -it
has met with a generous support from the hands of ':Its
members and friends. I am also pleased to note the
quick response which its members hav made to our ap-
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peals, a fact which alone has conduced toward the work
it has successfully accomplished.
As the names of individual subscribers, together with
the a!llounts subscribed, hav been published in the Liberal Journals from time to time, I hav deemed it advisable in this report to giv in condensed form a financial
statement of its receipts and expenditures month by
month. I would say, however, that if anyone having
subscribed to the Federation whoso name has not yet
been published, will only inform us of the fact, we will
rectify the matter immediately. But in the case of the
special fund, given to the president to aid him in his
work at Washington, I hav made out a full and separate
list of the subscribers, together with the amounts they
hav subscribed for the purpose of publication, as this had
not as yet been done.
The following are the receipts and expenses of the
Federation month by month. During the month of
September, 1892, the receipts were:
Sept. Receipts.......... $48 54 Apr. Balance on hand$52 11
Disbursements.. 46 94
Subscriptions.... 9 45
Balance.... . 1 60
Oct. Balance on hand 1 60
Subscriptions .... 30 75

Total.. .... 61 56
Disbursements.. 54 15
Balance.... 7 41

Total ...... 32 35 May. Balance on hand 7 41
Disbursements.. 2 63
Subscriptions.... 59 50
Balance.... 29 72
Nov. Balance on hand 29
Subscriptions.... 83
Total ...... 113
Disbursements .135
Balance due ...... 22
Dec. Subscriptions ... 70
Disbursements.. 33
Balance due ...... 22
Total indebtedness 56
Subscribtions. ... 70
Indebtedness .... 56

Total.. .... 66 91
Disbursements.. 25 00

72
Balance.... 41
32
04 Jun. Balance on hand 41
61
Subscriptions. ... 57
Total ...... 98
57
Disbursements.• 43
78
Balance.... 55
60 July Balance on hand 15
57
su bscnp
· t'Ions .... 142
17
Total ...... 197
Disbursements.. 128
78
17
Balance.... 69

Balance..... 14 61 Aug. .Balance on hand 69
Subscriptions .... 149
Jan., 1893, Balance
· on hand......... 14 61
Totru...... 218
Subscriptione.... 29 00
Disbursements.. 93
Total. ..... 43 61
Disbursements.. 9 00

91
91
00
91
33
58
58
25
83
52
31
31
50
81
00

Balance.... 125 81

Balance.... 34 61

Sep. Balance on hand 125 81
Subscriptions .... 260 17

Feb. Balance on hand 34 61
Subscriptions.... 17 75

Total.. .... 385 98
Disbursements.. 224 01

Total.. .... 52 36
Disbursements..
25

Balance ... 161 97

The total receipts from
Balance.... 52 11 September 4th, 1892, to
September 23d, 1893, hav
Mar. Balance on hand 52 11 been:
Subscriptions .... - Receipts.......... 953 01
Total disbursements
Total.. .... 52 11
for same time .. 796 01
Disbursements.. - - - [Balance on hand up to
Sept. 23, 1823... 169 97
Balance.... 52 11
Of these disbursements the sum of $135.33 has'been
s~,>ent i.n the publication of Freethoug-ht literature, as
given m t.he ~eport of the secretary. This literature bas
all been distributed free of cost, both by mail and express. It has, for the most part, been distributed
through the secretary's office, the cost of which, together
with postage stamps, wrappers, cards, express charges,
etc., has amounted to $97.99. In addition to this a further
sum of $200 has been given to the secretary for four
!llont~' work in Chicago, while arranging and organizmg this Congress· alEo the sum of $50 for his expenses
consequent upon the organization of the Federation in
September last, making a total to secretary of $347.99.
The cost for the president's office, for postage and general
expenses, has been $52 60. The cost of treasurer's office
·
has been as follows:
For postage ......................................................... $ 8 59
Exchange on checks............................................. 1 00
Book and letter file.............................................. 1 50
Hall rent and advertising meeting for Sept. 4, 1892. 13 25
Total ................................................ $24 84
The Federation has contributed toward the expenses
of. this Congress the sum of $85. There has also been
expended for' Federation badges the sum of $60, and a
further sum of $5 for a press seal. For office rent in
Chicago, $24; for printing stationery, etc.-such as
letter-heads and envelopes-$36. 75; for sundries, .$41. 23.
These sundries including gold paper seals, large envelopes, ink, and other articles of stationery.
The financial support given to us is very satisfactory in~eed, and we trnst that the expenditure of the moneys
mtrusted to our hands has been carried out in a manner
satisfactory to you. With a cash , balance in hand of
$161.97, we are able to commence the new year with
better prospects than the last, and we hope to continue
in the line of work we hav adopted, which, by your continued support, we will do thoroughly and well.
Respectfully submitted,
GEo. L. RoBERTSON,
SPECIAL FUND FOR PUTNAM AT WABHlNGTON, D. C,
W. B. Clark ............. $2 00 W. B. Bowers.......... 1 00
F. D. Rexford.......... 3 00 H. Jones.................. 1 00
J. D. Powers............ 5 00 D. C. McKillip.........
25
Chas. C. J anny.. .. .. . . . . 10 00 R. E. Dunphy.......... 1 00
Liberals of Blackhawk 10 00 Waler Bros. & Co......
25
Andrew Beveridge.... 2 00 G. H. Purdy ............ 2 00
Dr. ~etmore............ 5 00 S. Brewer................ 1 00
E. W~ckersham ......... 1 00 Dexter K. Cole......... 5 00

Eli Taylor................ 1 00 Mrr:i: C. Schofield..... 1 00
John T. Dewitt......... 5 00 John A. Calder......... 5 00
Wm. Case ................ 10 00 E. H. Ralston........... 2 00
Mrs. Burns............... 5 00 John Vernon ............ 2 00
W. W. West............. 5 00 W. Whittick......... ... . 5 00
Mr. Carpenter.......... 1 00 H. L. Wilson............ 1 00
Jos. Haigh................ 1 00 H. Wettstein............ 1 00
J. Deming................ 1 00 H. T. Ebers............. 2 50
John Johnson........... 1 00 J. S. Martin............. 2 00
Mrs. John Fisher....... 1 00 Robert Gunther .. ;.... 2 00
Tempe, Arizona, LibMrs. Wm. Higginerals.................... 5 00
botham .................. 1 00
Abram Schell............ 5 00 Messrs. Hubbel&Endicott ................... 5 00
Dell Barker.............. 1 00
Mrs. M. Pefi'erle.. ..... 1 00 Dr. Carter................ 2 00
J. M. Doan............... 1 00 S. Newkirk.............. 1 00
J. D. Bernardi.......... 2 00 F. Schornhost. ......... 1 00
Ralph Helm.............. 3 00 Mrs. L. P. Langly.... 1 00
J. T. Johnson ......... 5 00 J. M. Hubbard......... 1 00
H. Ferguson............. 1 00 Georgetown Liberals 8 00
50
Chas. D. Lane .......... 50 00 H. M. Fish..............
John Diamond.......... 10 00 B. Anderson............. 3 00
B. B. Rockwood....... 5 00 J. Rosenthal............. 1 00
P. Greville...... ...... ... 2 50 E. N. Dunckel.......... 4 50
Mr. Cooper............... 3 50 Bogard & Rhodes...... 5 00
J. Hudson................ 1 00 G. Hogan................. 1 00
N. B. Parnell ............ 20 00 J. Robinette............. 1 00
0. T. Davis ............... 10 00 Minneapolis Liberals 9 00
John Bumbacker .. . . . . 5 00 F. M ........................ 1 00
Mabel W. Tarbell ...... 10 00 Denver Liberals....... 12 00
E. A. White ...... . .. ... . 1 00 Reno Liberals.......... 5 00
Mrs. De Lespinasse... 2 00 Missoula Liberals. . . . . 7 00
Peter Fletcher...... . .. . 2 00 J. W. Long ............. 5 00
J onn C. Blaidsell . . .... 1 00 Mr. Fergus.............. 5 00
Jas. Turner............... 2 00 C. W. Crosby........... 1 00
Wm. Cook................ 5 00 Daniel Crosby........... 2 00
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr... 5 00 J, L. Larkin............ 1 00
Mr. Hitchcock.......... 10 00 H. P. Anderson ....... 2 00
0, Close................... 1 00 Thomas Scott. ... ... . .. . 5 00
Liberals of Crookston 4 00 J. Vostrovosky ......... 5 00
W. H. DeVoe .......... 2 00 S. Sharp................... 10 00
S. G. Cooper............. 2 00 Nellie Newkirk......... 1 00
T. Cameron.............. 1 00 M. S. Palmer............ 5 00
Chas. Nickell............ 1 00 R. Peterson.............. 25 00
H. Lan~ell ........ :...... 1 00 M. H. Coffin .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 00
T. J. Kmny............. 1 00 Palouse Liberals .. .. .. 5 25
Max Muller............... 2 50 Geo. N. Adams......... 10 00
P. Pritt.................... 3 50 J. H. Dibble............ 1 00
S. G. Gilmore .. ..... ... 1 00 P. Schwartz............. 5 00
J. H. Handy ............ 10 00 John Kane............... 2 00
25
C. Chope.................. 5 00 T. J. Griffin.............
Ed. Wegner............. 5 00 John E. Jones.......... 2 00
R. W. Barcroft......... 5 00 M. A. Hewitt ... .. ...... 2 00
Mrs. S. M. Brady..... 1 00 C. H. Crosby............ 1 00
Mrs. S. B. Miller...... 2 00 H. S. Crosby............ 1 00
L. Moffit................
5 00 J. B. Johnson.......... 1 00
H. L. Boyes............. 2 00 Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr... 5 00
A. Brickman .......... ,. 2 50
Total. .............. $509 00
G. Dickman............. 1 00
H. P. Brands........... 1 00
DISBURSEMENTS ON SPECIAL FUND,
Stationary and stamps ........................................ $18 25
Express charges................................................... 3 25
Distribution of pamphlets..................................... 2 00
Expenses from San Francisco to Washington ......... 125 00
For printing pamphlets. . ... .. . . . ... .. .. .. ... ... . . ... .. .. ... . .. 23 00
Samuel P. Putnam's expenses for three months at
Washington .................... ;.............................. 337 50
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tha hall with sweet harmony, under the influence of
which Mr. Putnam made the speech of the Congress on "The Rights of Man." In, introducing,
Captain Adams gracefully said that in him the
Liberals had a great combination-poet, author,
orator, organizer-and that, contrary to an old
adage, he did all things well. It was owing to him
that t,he Congress was the rousing success it was.
Aided by his able Lieutenant Charlesworth, he had
engineered it and the credit was due to him. And
as between i;he two organizations, he said the only
rivalry that should exist was the rivalry of effectiv
service.
Owing either to the music or the splendid audience, ·or perhaps to nativ genius, Mr. Putnam
made this evening the most impassioned and oratorical address of the Congress. His words went
home to the hearts of his hearers, and · he was
wildly cheered. But his speech was by no means
exclusivly sound. The solid matter was there, and
what he said impressed the audience vividly and
deeply. It was full of facts as one of A. T. Jones's,
with the logic of Watts, and an eloquence all his
own. It should be a campaign document for the
Federation, and we will print it soon.
WEDNESDAY.
Wednesday was Woman's Day, and completely
did women fill it. There was not a man on the
platform, and the only service the despised biped
could render the ladies was to loan them hats with
which to take up a collection. Mrs. Severance occupied the chair most of th3 time, and was a much
more severe ruler tban Captain Adams, or Mr.
Putnam, or Mr. Waite. The speakers all wore
dresses, had charming manners, and interspered
their denunciations of man with considerable sense.
It is to be regretted, however, that when the
women-that is, the majority of them-do get up
to say something, they will not go straight
ahead with their work instead of devoting the
greater portion of their time to the side issue of
male depravity. If man is really the horrible
creature they picture him, the world would be full
of old maids and bachelors rather than filled with
millions of happy homes.
Mattie P. Krekel and Katie Kehm Smith did not
attend, much to the regret of all. Susan H. Wixon,
Lillie D. White, Voltairine de Cleyre, Mrs. M.
A. Freeman, Sarah Ames, and Mrs. Webb were
the speakers. Miss Wixon kept straight to the
point, and told what progress ·woman has made in
the past four hundred years. Mrs. White's address was upon the "Coming Woman," and Mrs.
Severance talked about marriage, to the grief of
many, who objected to her plain words. Miss
Wixon's address will be given to our readers just
as soon as space permits. V oltairine de Cleyre's
address on Mary W ollstonecraft, the apostle of
Woman's Freedom, was a fine tribute, and deserves
a wider circulation than the walls of Henschel's
academy.
THURSDAY MORNING.
The Secular Union used the morning session for
its regnlar annual meeting. The secretary read her
report, containing several covert attacks upon the
Federation, which was in very bad taste, as the
Federation had done nothing to deserve such
treatment. The work done during the past year
had been the organization of a mass meeting in
Chicago, anent Sunday closing of the Fair, the distribution of several circulars, and the writing of
fifty or sixty letters to papers. Future work, the
secretary thought, should be in favor of church taxation and against Sunday laws. The secretary said
the Union had no enemies but the Christians, and
ought to prosper.
Otto Wettstein read the treasurer's report,
showing receipts of $619.85 and expenditures of
$484.33. The report was referred to an auditing
committee, which did not report. The treasurer
thought that considering that this was the first
year the Union had had a competitor, it had done
well.
Mr. Waite reported as his part of the work the
writing of a letter to the Senate, which he was willing to read. Upon request he did so.
Mr. Waite said he did not want to be president
again, but upon unanimous request of all present,
the old officers were reelected.
After this business had been concluded, to the
great satisfaction of everybody, Otto Wettstein
read an address, which we shall print in extenso.
It wouldn't hav been Otto if he had not poked his
Spiritualist brethren in the ribs, but they will hav
a chance to hit back, and Mr. Perry can prepare
the materials for his warpaint.
(REPORT OF CONGRESS CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)

Total. ............................. :................. $509 00
The treasurer's report was accepted without reference, and Treasurer Robertson was thanked for
his services.
The Liberals of Boulder, Col.,
specially mentioning Dr. L. Z. Coman, were also
thanked for the banner. The banner was hung on
the stage and excited much admiration. In response
to a call from the audience Mr. Wakeman beamingly
explained the significance of the letters U. M. L.
The motto Universal Mental Liberty was first suggested in THE TRUTH SEEKER about ten years ago,
and had since been generally adopted. Mr. Wakeman went on also to explain the Bruno Calendar, or
era. and when he closed it was voted that the Freethought Federation adopt that method of dating its
correspondence. Three cheers w;ere given for the
date and the Federation.
Next came the election of officers of the Federation and the following were unanimously elected
by acclamation:
President-Samuel P. Putnam.
Vice-Presidents-N. F. Griswold, Meriden, Conn.,
J. M. Peck, Ottumwa, Ia., Franklin Steiner, I. J.
Porter, and B. A. Rolloson, of Delphos, 0.
Secretary-John R. Charlesworth.
Treasurer-E. C. Reichwald, of Chicago.
Mr. Putnam made a neat little speech of acceptance, and the meeting adjourned.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON.
In the afternoon, Franklin Steiner spoke his
piece, and spoke it so well that we shall print it in
full, soon. Mr. Steiner is filled with youthful zeal,
and works with heart and ·head. The people like
him, and if nothing happens he has a long career of
usefulness and honor before him. He was followed
by A. T. Jones, the Seventh Day Adventist, who
gave instances of Christian encroachments upon
liberty.
Captain Adams and T. B. Wakeman also spoke
upon the methods of Freethought work. In the
evening the Bohemians had the floor, with the addition of S. P. Putnam. Mr. Zdrubeb spoke in his
Readers will aid the cause by forwarding us
nativ tongue. J. J. Kral related in English how
Freethought prospered in Bohemia, and the Edel- names of their friends who might be interested in.
weiss Zither Club and the Bohemian orchestra filled sample copies of THE TBUTH SEEKER.
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~etters of P,riends.

butter, both good and fresh, are ten cenis more influence with my family than I man. The Chinese are far more useful to
per dozen and pound in goods. One week had, who raised and supported them, a country and much less· harmful to it
ago this day they offered Mrs. Reynolds drove me from home, and I am now afloat than are the plutocrats.
A. W. DELLQUFST.
two cents per pound for live fowls. She on my own hook.
The Dear Old Truth Seeker.
returned them to the yard, but might ae
I think this is the best field for your
PAXTON, ILL., Sept. 30, 1893.
Roman Catholic Office-holders Dangeron~.
JAMES KENNEDY.
MR. EDITOR: I send postal note for $3 well hav delivered them, as we cannot eat works lever saw.
NEWARK, N. J., Sept 3, 1893.
them. We cannot sell anything for money
to renew my subscription to the dear old
MR. EDITOR: Instead of founding a uniA Preacher Wants to Know.
unless at a great sacrifice. It would be a
•TRUTH SEEKER. Please send to
versity or college, we had better try to inLEADVILLE, CoL., Sept. 22, 1893.
blessing to the human family if every
REUBEN NEWKIRK.
MB. EDITOR: Please find inclosed news- crease the circulation of THE TRUTH
grain of gold and every national bank
were off the earth. They are in company paper clipping, which goes to prove what SEEKER and Investigator. I furnished a
A Good Example.
with the churches. God help the bottom Freethinkers hav always claimed-that brick for the Investigator building at BosGRANITE, MoNT., Sept. 17, 1893.
ministers know very little about things in ton. I hav helped to increase the circuladog.
A. B. REYNOLDS.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal
tion of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav got a
general:
note for $3, and twenty-five cents in
The Trinity Solved.
few
subscribers; but I giv timely notice,
The following letter was sent out by Dr.
stamps, for which please renew my snbSAN ANTONIO, TEx., March 19, 1893.
Tupper this week to some twenty leading if those Democratic free-traders' comsctiption to THE TRUTH SEEKER and send
munications are printed in Freethonght
MR. EDITOR: It has always been a puz- citizens of Denver:
"Crimes of Preachers," and oblige,
papers on the eve of a presidential election,
zle to me to know just how to solve the
"DENVER, Sept. 13, 1893.
CHAS. c. MITCHELL,
"My Dear Sir: At the request of rep- I, for one, will withdraw my subscription
question of the Trinity, " Three in one
and one in three," but at last I hav seen resentativ business men of our city, I shall and also my friends'. I, for one, do not
Home For Aged Liberal&.
the problem solved beyond a question of sneak at the First Baptist Church on the write politics to your paper, nor do we
ST. Lours, Mo., Sept. 21, 1893.
evening of September 24th, .on, 'The
want politics or political leaders to lead
MR. EDITOR : I see in THE TRUTH doubt. I chanced to be present, this Bright Side of Our Present and Future.'
" It would gratify me to receive from Liberals, and any Liberal who attempts to
SEEKER of recent date a proposition to morning, to see an anatomical operation
as well as from a few other of our lead Liberals will make a mistake. I for
build a home for aged Liberals. If such performed on an immense cat-fish. He yon,
citizens, any information which mjght aid
a home should be commenced I will giv was decapitated, .his body laid open to in making my address effectiv. Will yon one do not forget last fall how those
$25, providing the home be managed al- view, and it was soon learned that be kindly answer early, as fully as your time Jesuits advised the Liberals to vote· thfl
had but lately swallowed a large fish for may permit, the following questions:
Democratic ticket. They know that Demways by a Liberal. JOHN M. ANDERSON,
an early morning meal, and fish No. 2
" 1. Do yon contemplate with hope Col- ocracy in this country ·means popery, and
also had relieved the sea of a still smaller m:ado's future?
those people know that the pope and the
Clerical Half Fares.
"2. On what do you base your answer to contents of the Vatican will be dumped in
fish, probably for his supper the night beNEWARK, N.J., Sept. 1, 1893:
qneRt.ion 1?
America, for there is no other country
MR. EDITOR: If yon are searching for fore. While this is a fish story, it is
'' 3. Were congressional legislation to go
smaller
than
the
old
fish
story
of
the
the truth, here is a blank form that should
against silver, and our state interests be that will allow an old, superannuated pan·
be an eye opener for the poor laboring Trinity, yet contains a little natural truth, thus injured, on what industries must Col- per to rule, dictate, and rob their country.
while the old one seems rather too much orado rely, and what prospects hav these I hav heard people assert that Roman
mechanic.
Catholic officials, holding office in New
Why should these clergymen ride for of a fish story for one not filled with ig- industries?
'' 4. What of the future of Denver in York city, donate millions of dollars to
half fare on all the railroads, so long as norant faith to believe.
particular?"
Which one of the trio of fishes was the
support the P'>PEl. 11ond the Catholic priests
tbere is no half pay pew rents? Oh! poor
-Denver Times, Sept. 16, 1893.
father
or
the
son
or
the
other
fellow,
I
openly boastPd that they elected Grover
mechanic; he is bled on both sides of this
Now, here is a man who is going to Cleveland because Harrison's secretary of
know
not,
yet
there
was
three
in
one,
and
creed ism; when will he wake up ?
the outer one might hav represented three. rreach about the hard times, and he hasn't the interior refused to giv any more
Yours truly, CoMMERCIAL TRAVEiiER.
got sense enough or talent enough to make money to eflncate Indian children in
Verily I believe.
A. D. S.
a decent address without sending out a Romanism. Now,ilii,r,'if Liberals want to
Young Men's Christian Association
.A
Splendid
Miracle
Suggested.
circular· to the business men in order to help the pope they are w~lcome to vote
Beaten.
get enough pointers to make people believe the Democrat.ic ticket or any other ticket,
NEw ORLEANs, LA., Sept. 30, 1893.
DENVER, CoL., Sept. 12, 1893.
he is greatly interested in their welfare. but keep thPir damnable politics out of
MR.
EDITOR:
For
inclosure
please
conMn. EDITOR: In an article or editorial of
If he was rightly interested for the good non-sectarian papers. They should be
September 9th, headed, "Everything tinue sending your good paper (at the exof the people he would know how to make sent to the World or Times, Sun or Post.
Christian Trying to Shirk Taxes," you say: piration of which I expect to be able to do
an address without the assistance of any- They are Simon-pure free-traders. Now,
"And the property of the Young Men's a little better).
one. Freethonght lecturers are and hav in conclusion, I hope the Democrats will
Times
are
still
very
hard,
and
I
see
Christian AFsociation will probably notaid
been addressing the people on the silver hav free trade and free soup-houses. They
there
are
about
five
hundred
thousand
the revenues of the state in the future."
question, and do it on the impulse of the voted for it, and they should hav it. Free
Having been a member of the Ninth Gen- men idle in New York and Chicago alone,
moment, and make a good speech. Now, trade and free importatioJ;l of pauper
unable
to
support
their
families.
I
would
eral Assembly, I am in a position to state
that while the bill spoken of passed the suggest that these unemployed petition why can't any other person who has a fair cheap labor is rmmng our once
Senate, it was "killed" in the house by a Mr. Jehovah to direct his son, Mr. education do the same? In closing I will prosperous country. The next war in this
Christos, to pay a daily visit to these cities say Good luck to THE TRUTH SEEKER, which country will not be waged against the
handsome majority.
CHARLES RoTH.
and feed the hungry on a few loaves and I buy every week from the newsdealer rich, but it will be against Roman Catholic,
Was Born An Agnostic,
fishes until the crisis is over. If he fed here. I should hav said good luck to all office-holding Democrats, who, through
five thousand men, besides. women and Freethinkers and all their journals.
PETALUMA, CAL., Sept. 16, 1893.
their J esnitical leaders, colonized all our
J. C. SuTHERLAND.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 children, on five loaves and two fisbes, five
large cities to rule and rob the people.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months. I hundred bakers in those two cities c,1uld
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.
Labor Should Recognize Its Real
like the paper very well. I was born an easily be found to donate one loaf daily
Enemy.
Why Don't We Organize 1
Agnostic ill'-a most superstitious country, for his lordship's son to feed these five
FoRTWORTH, TEx., Sept. 11, 1893.
the north of Italy. From infancy I could hundred thousand unemployed and t.heir
NEw YoRK, Sept. 16, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My countryman, Mr. H.
not believe that a God could be so cruel as wives and children. The basketsfnl of
MR. EDITOR: Every Thursday evening
to send people that he had created to hell. fragments-about twelve thousand-would Sandberg, in last week's TRuTH SEEKER I hurry home from work to enjoy looking
My spirit, if I hav any spirit, rebelled, and be good food for their goats, cats, dogs, ventures to criticise Robert G. Ingersoll over TnE TRUTH SEEKER, and a great treat
in place of loving him I sincerely hated all chickens, etc., and all would be happy. for defeniling the poor Chinese. Un- it is. But I would like t" know what the
forms of Gods and Holy Ghosts, and par- And just think how many of these thou- doubtedly it is difficult to liv in California Freethinkers of New York City are doing
sands of unbelieving Thomases would thus without imbibing Rome of the prevalent in the way of organizing, If we simply
ticularly the traitor, Pius IX.
be converted, and Jehovah's vis-a-vis prejudice against the Chinese. Brother write each other letters and peruse Freel:'ours truly, as a friend of liberty,
would be deprived of a good deal of fue} Sandberg in his letter speaks of "Chinese thought papers we cannot expect to acJOSEPH BARALLI.
for his patent furnace.
slave labor," but seems to forget the great complish much. Organize is. the word.
l'ush the Sale of }'rcethought Literature.
ERWIN AUFFURTH,
system of wage-slavery prevalent in the Form clubs for various purposes. Some
CLAY CENTER, Kans., Sept. 12, 1893.
United States. Why should slaves be of the churches in ·this city, such as St.
Will Sl10ck the Young Christians.
MR. EDITOR: The books I ordered came
jealous of Pach other because they belong Francis Xavier, St. Monicas, etc., show
PALO ALTo, CAL., Sept. 24, 1893.
to hand 0. K. Accfpt thanks. I am st.ill
to a different race or nationality? Why their power and successfully attract young
M:R. EDITOR: I note your "Agents not endeavor to abolish the present system people by forming boat clubs, athletic,
making an effort to take orders for "Old
Testament Stories," and sell Freeth ought Wanted," and I write yon for a trial. I of wage-slavery, founded on the devil- baseball, football, outing, and other clubs.
think I can make a go of it. I hav been take-the-hindmost princiole, instead of op- Why do they do this? It attracts the young
literature.
At present it is pretty hard times finan- here since April, 1892, and hav got ac- pressing and abuAing tho~e whom pluto- men and keeps them in contact with the
cially, and difficult to sell anything. But quainted pretty well. I get the paper cracy can a little more successfully enslave church. They make a noise and the world
later on the farmers will hav to sell grain, from a dealer, who keeps it hid for me, and rob-the Chinese? Do yon not be- knows they exist. What are the Liberals
etc., and that will pnt more money in cir- as he is afraid of publicity, but I now hav lieve in the brotherhood of man, Brother doing? Why don't they come out and
culation, and then a person will stand a a chance to do something with it. I Sil.ndberg ? If the Chinese do not re- show themselvs? Fly our banners on every
better chance to sell books. Selling Free- donated carpenter work toward a free ceive a just compensation for their la- occasion. This is a great and glorious
thought literature throughout the country reading room, and hav worked it out, but bor. is that a reason for debarring them town wherein the Sunday-closing law is
does a wonderful deal of good for univer- hav discovered that it is a Young Men's from making a living in this country? If used to the greatest advantage. If there
sal mental liberty, as it is destroying the Christian Association affair. But all the Chinese work for nothing almost, then is any other place on earth that can make
Christian religions superstition. Rev. H. right. I will put in all my papers just the even a poor man can afford to hire a a better (or worse) showing let us hear
B. Vennum of Industry, Kans., especi- same. This place is only one mile from servant.
from it. The church demands the closing
ally, can testify to that effect, as. he is the Stanford nniversitv, where there are
It is justice, not oppression, that we of the saloons Sundays. (The reverend
losing from his little flock right along, several hundred students, and a great should advocate if the Chinese receive gentlemen hav their beer and wine cellars
many of thorn live here. We hav had a not a just compensation for their work. stocked.) The Prohibitonist demands the
and not adding any to it.
J. B. WisE.
building boom for the past year, but To prevent the workingman from realizi:u.g
Farm Products are Cheaper in Kansas things are winding up in that line now. his true situation and from asserting his same because he does not drink-,-in the
open. The police likewise want the saloons
than in New York.
Among the workingmen Freethonght is right~, plutocracy endeavors to draw our closed (at the front) for revenue only. As
HAZELTON, RAN., July 15, 1893.
uppermost, but there are some church- attention to the " degraded Chinese." for the liberty-loving mortals, thev drink
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order goers. I myself never even received in- When plutocracy is dethroned the Chinese their beer or claret at meals as much on
for $6. ·Extend my subscription one year, fant baptism, consequently I am free question will take care of itself.
Sunday as any other day. It is a great allnnd enter M. A. Reynolds as a subscriber from all religions. I am not contaminated
Chinese opium is bad, and Chinese around law that kills several birds with one
to the Truth Seeker Monthly Library. in the least with it. It has been a curse gambling dens are unquestionably repnl- stone, but it has its humorous ·side, as has
Onr financial system must be changed to me ; it broke up my family that I siv, but no more so than the Christian to- also a little incident that occurred in a·
soon, or we cannot pay taxes much longer worked hard to raise, and expected a great bacco, whisky, and gambling dens. Tt is restaurant I dropped into one Friday not
on our land.
bli11s with in my old days, but the hell on far more important that we abolish opium, Ion~ ago. An old white-haired woman,
We are delivering our wheat at the depot earth, to liv with the damnable harangue of tobacco, intoxicants, gambling dens, and whose tottering steps and pinched face
for forty cents per bushel.
Eggs and parrot teachings by the preachers who had wa.ge-slavery than to abolish the China- were sorrowful to see, came in begging for
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something to eat. The cashier left his
post, and, going to the kitchen, wrapped
up a" nice sandwich for her. She invoked
the blessings of God Almighty on him and
mumbled thanks as she left the store. But
she was not gone long. Judging from the
way the screen doors flew back, the loud
voice, and the strength with which she
threw the sandwich back on the counter,
new life was hers. "Shure, what do you
take me for?" she shouted. "I'm a Catholic, I am. If you can't giv me fish you
can keep yer old mate." She didn't get
fish. Mr. Thos. W. B. Thomson, of Washington, in a recent letter to me suggests a
column in THE TRUTH BEEKER devoted to
busineBS pointers to Freethinkers, in this
way putting a good many on the road to
prosperity, which I think is a very good
idea.
Keep up the good work. Never weary
in wellcdoing.
Fraternally yours,
FREDERICK HooHRRUNN.

My brother knows very little of the life
of Paine. That he was the author of
several Radical books and a somewhat
conspicuous figure in the Revolutionary
war, is about the extent of the information he had of the illustrious patriot and
reformer. He was very much, and pardonably, pleased when I told him that
Paine was a civil engineer and that he
invented the arched iron bridge.
Yours fraternally,
A. B. T.

The Fearful Fruits of Revivalism.

JAMESToWN, PA., Feb. 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a clipping, copied
from the Greenville .Argus:
The little town of Farmdale, 0., over in
the neighboring county of Trumbull, is
seeing more exciting times than it has for
years.
For a short time an evangelist of the
ultra type has been holding forth in Farmdale. The meetings were largely attended,
and the interest ran high. The evangelist
was of the violent type, and succeeded in
making some of his followers as much of
A. ChriRtian Phrenologist on Paine~
extremists as himself. The excitement
culminated last week when Mr. and Mrs.
SALT LAKE CITY, U., Mar. 12, 1893.
Gleason became insane on religion. About
MR. EDITOR: On receipt of my last a year ago their son was drowned, and the
TRUTH SEEKER I carried it on a visit with d1stressmg circumstance was of course a
me to my brother's house. While there terrible blow to the parents. Over the
the thought occurred to me to ask him his loss of their only child the sorrow-stricken
opinion of Thomas Paine from the por- parents brooded until their minds were in
a ripe condition to be carried away by
trait printed in the advertisement of his any excitement. They were regular atworks in the columns of this journal. I tendants at the meetings already referred
will here state that my brother, J. M. to, and became absorbed in ~he work.
Thompson, is a well-read and experienced Last week, at the same time, their minds
phrenologist. He is also a very religious gave away, and they are now raving mad.
The passengers of the Nypamo main line
man and a pious Mormon. I may add, I express
No. 7, known as the ''Bob Tail,"
am neither. J. M., as it happened, was which leaves Shenango at 7:23 A.M., witnot acquainted with the likeness of Paine, nessed a sad sight Saturday morning when
and therefore, as I covered up the name the train stopped at Burg Hill. Mr. and
below it, he had no idea who the subject Mrs. Gleason were put on board to be
was. After looking at Paine's picture a taken to the asylam at Newburg, a suburb
of Cleveland. The unfortunate couple
few moments he gave the subjoined deline- fought their attendants savagely, and had
tion of the great patriot, as well as his to be strapped to the car seats, all the time
consent to its publication in THE TRUTH shrieking and talking about religion in
BEEKER, even after I told him the likeness general and the meetings in particular.
A day or so after Mr. Gleason and wife
was Paine's. I am sure your many readbecame insane; another attendant of the
ers will be interested in
meetings went crazy. The residents of
the neighborhood then concluded it was
PAINE'S PHRENOLOGY.
time for the evangelist to go, and go he
In bodily organization this subject re- did, though somewhat against his will.
sembles his mother. He is adapted to He bought a ticket on the Lake Shore to
light and refined employment. He pos- Amasa, as if Greenville was his destinasesses good recuperativ powers and greatly tion, but took a train in the opposit dienjoys social pleasures, including those of rection.
the table ~nd the wine glass. He has
The meetings spoken of were held near
great energy and force of character,
quarrelsome when aroused, a fluent talker~ Killsmen Center (instead of Farmdale) in
and a brilliant writer; a man of pronouncea the Methodist church. It and the Presbyopinions and ambitious to promulgate terian are dominant there. The whole afthem, and apt to state his views in a too fair is a very melancholy one, and should
harsh and aggressiv manner. He is a
wonderfully close observer, always re- make such propagandism infamous for
membering the faces of those he has once ages to come. The writer has been well
met, and readily recalls their names, acquainted with Mr. and Mrs. Gleason for
where he has met them, and the circum- many years. They were both members of
stances connected with the incident, so the Methodist church, but he had began
that, again meeting persons whom he may
hav seen but once, he will,. in five or ten to tlrlnk a little and, of course, was
years after, at once recognize them, call watched. Socials were held at his house;
their names, and lmely mention some in- the clerics went there during meeting, incident of the first meeting, thus winning sisting on his going, taking advantage of
them to his friendship.
the circnmstance of the loss of their only
I fear he leads a more or less convivial
life. In spite of hie faults, by virtue of son last July. On. the fatal evening when
his strong social nature and those qualities they both became raving ·maniacs, the
of memory I hav just described, he wins Rev. Mr. Pollard discoursed long and fer_
most men to be his friends.
vently on his own loss of children, etc.,
He is full of history, and draws useful the whole occasion bearing fruit to the ef.
lessons from historical information. He
has a full share of abstract reasoning feet that a once happy home is broken np
powers and philosophical talent, but he and its inmates ruined for life. News has
reasons chiefly from analogy and compar- just came that Thompson Gleason is dead.
ison. He is preeminently a fighting critic, What shall I say? He told me just a few
fearlessly assailing whatever is not in har- days before he became entangled in the
monv with his way of thinking. He reads fatal maelstrom that he had read Ingersoll
people intuitivly and is gifted in penetratsome, and would read more, but his wife
ing the motivs and intentions of others.
Benevolence is one of his characterist- would burn every Liberal book he brought
ics, for beneath all his force, harshness, home. How glad I feel that I said to him:
and sarcasm there must be a kindly heart "Leave the church! It is a foe to all
and a humanitarian purJ;!ose.
progress, all refol'm." But it is all c;>ver
With necessary training he would hav
been a military leader, though not a gen- now! You Methodists, you Presbyterians,
eral of the first rank. He would hav been what hav you been doing here for husuccessful as an engineer of military manity for the l~st fifty years? As a reworks. As a civil engineer he would hav sult of your false hell-fire teaching a
succeeded and skilfully managed the con- woman became insane and drowned three
struction of a suspension bridge. He appreciates money values, has a decided of her children in a spring near by. You
commercial side to his character, and, failed to heed the admonition. You turned
under ordinary circumstances, would hav your backs upon the Anti-slavery apostles,
become a man of considerable wealth.
sent among you, in the past; you are doHe has a fair development of the relig- ing the same to· day to the advocates of
ious faculties, but the head slopes too
rapidly from the base to crown to show Freethought and reform, and stand by
sufficient size of the religious organs for creed and dogma as of old. Is it not time
them to exert a controlling influence over to call a halt? Especially you Methodists,
his life. As to the strength of moral your past wrongs are fearful. You turned
faculties, owing to the disposition of the your backs upon the American slave, not:.
hair I am not able to judge; but I can
say he is a man of lofty character, and one withstanding it meant chains and dungeon,
not at all likely to stoop to mean or un- theft and robbery, piracy and murder,
with all their fearful concomitants. You
just aots.

atsi

hav tried to make man the subject of fear superstition had to giv room for the use
and terror here, and given him the promis of my senses. I wrote to the editor of the
religious paper, named Hyrderiisten (the
JERRY BROCKWAY.
of hell hereafter.
"Shepherd's Voice"), asked what I
Appreciated by the Vets.
owed, and told him not to send me his
paper any more. I also asked if he did
LEAVF..NWORTH, KA.N., Sept. 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper is read and not think that it would be just as natural
appreciated by many of the veterans in for our savior to be a daughter of God and
blue. There are about twenty-five hun- without a mother, as to be a son of God
dred men here, and of these about two an:i without a father. He or his wife sent
hundred are Catholics and the same num- me in reply a letter containing many
ber attend the Protestant divine service, prayers, quotations from the Bible, and
and the remainder are more or less Liber- other nonsense. I was bound to write
again, and asked him honestly to answer
ally inclined.
The new church which the government my question, but hav not heard anything
is building is nearly comilleted. · From from him yet. I send you the following,
three corners of the tower, near the top, a translation of my last letter to him,
projecting out toward Franklin avenue, thinking that it possibly may find room in
are three dragons, each with a chain the corner of your valuable paper:
around his neck three or four feet long,
MRs. TRAUDBERG: I hav received your
and fastened to the stonework above. The welcome letter dated the 25th of June.
sight is very suggestiv of the superstition Its contents seem to prove that the deVIl
of the Dark Ages. The people's money has taken firm hold of me, but therein you
would much better have been expended are mistaken. You are trying to scare me
with hell. I do not believe that there is
in a more practical way for the benefit of such
a place. Is your god there? If he
the old soldier.
is everywhere, he must be in hell, and be
I think Brother Benson suggests the obliged to bear with it the best he can.
one thing that is needful at the present Do you think that God created man with
time for the advancement of the cause Of passions and feelings, endowed us with
Science and Freethought. We must hav thinking power, and at the same time
built a hell to put us in, because we made
&. plan of organzation, both
local and use of what he gave us, according to our
general, and if there is not room for it, we abilities?
must make room. And if there are too
What do you think about the pagans?
many churches and societies now which They in their belief die just 8d happy as
hav outlived their usefulness (if they were the Christians; will they be sent to hell?
ever useful), we must make a new de- They do not believe in Jesus Christ, the
only one by whom we can be saved, and
parture and form a society that will be must therefore, according to the teaching
a,uperior in every way, so that it will draw in the Bible, be damned. What became
the people away from a number of the old- of all those people that lived in this connfogy institutions and cause them to drop try. from the time of Christ until it was
discovered by Columbus in 1492?
into a state of innocuous desuetude.
time a!W, before I got the use of
Such a society should be scientific, mySome
common sense, which was weakened
moral, and literary in character, and be by years of faith in the Lord and his two
made socially attractiv.
comradPs, I wrote and asked Mr. TraudPeople must hav somewhere to go on berg to let me know his honest opinion
Sundays and the long winter evenings, in regard to the lot of the above-mentioned
heathen, but the answer has not yet arand if there is no other attractiv place, rived.
Yon tell me to read the New Testhey go to church or Sunday-school, and tament. Why not also read in the Old,
learn what ignorant people believed then- and thereby learn how God recommended
sands of years ago, instead of what men slavery, polygamy, and other things,
of science m this age hav proved to be which nowadays are not found very praisetrue.
I hav given this subject some worthy? Do you think the spirit of God
dictated all that stuff in the Old Testathought, and it seems to me that a county ment that will cause every virtuous woman
organization would best meet the require- to blush? If he did, I would not giv
ments of the case. Let a plan be formu- much for his literature. If he did not
lated with constitution, by-laws, and or- guirle the pen that wrote the Old Testader of business (not too complicated), and ment, may it not also be possible that be
never had anything to do with the compolet this plan be printed in a five or ten sition of the New Testament?
cent pamphlet, so that each county society
Yes, I hav for a long time possessed a
could adopt it.
Bible, and hav liltudied it a good deal.
The county society ~p.ight then be a How do you account for the contradictory
basis or a starting point from which statements in the New Testament in resmaller societies could be organized in gard to the genealogy of Christ? If any
of them at all are true only one can be
townships or villages. Then every Lib- correct. Is it necessary to exercise our
eral lecturer should be an organizer of faith and believe them both to be true in
county societies, and a county lecturer order to go to heaven? I like very much
could organize ·Bub-societies or other to buy a good book for sixty cents, but
please send me one of Ingersoll's. I do
county societies.
not think the reading of religious and
A circulating library should be a sub- other unnatural books will help our distantial feature of every county society.
gestion the least. I understand you mean
I would not suggest any state organiza. to do me good, and am therefore thanktion, but that each county every year ful, but religion is a bad medicin. You
send one delegate to a social, camp- are talking about heaven and hell as if
had been there yourself or in some
meeting, picnic, convention in midsum- you
other way received reliable informationmer, first in one part of the Unite:i States the Bible is no authority on that subject.
and the next year in another. Our policy What do you think about the prophecies?
should be conciliatory. We should at- Are they all fulfilled? How many days
tend religious meetings and ask our neigh- was Jesus in his grave ? It is written
in the Bible, as Jor:ah was
bors who differ with us to come to our somewhere
three days and three nights in the belly
meetings, and be sure to treat them kindly of the whale, so shall the son of man
when they do· come. I do not wish to be three days and three nil'!;hts in. the
dictate. I only suggest, but something grave, or words to that effect. I unof this kind must be done before we can derstand the son of man spent only one
day and two nights in his grave. This
hope to win the masses from their idols. In and
other similar prophecies are knockthe interest of man I believe the hour is ·ing themselvs in ·the head. You say I
come for a combined, organized, forward cannot spare $1 per year as payment for
movement all along the line, and I for Hyrderiisfen. I am now taking THE
one am willing to do my humble share in TRUTH BEEKER, a Freethonght paper,
which you must hav heard something
the work.
about, and I pay for it $3 per year. I
I do not wish to occupy too much of always giv a cripple or a blind person
your space, but if this is favorably re- when I meet one some of my hard-earned
ceived, I may in the future point out some money, as I believe that that will do him
of the advantages of a systematic cam- more good than many prayers. I could
paign against organized ignorance and use the sacraments, you say? Is it soon
nineteen hundred years since the person
superstition.
CHAS. C. MILLARD.
whose. flesh you want me to eat, was
born without a father2 If you take the
remains of a lord's supper and leave it in
Questions to Worry Good, Pious People. an unguarded place, why, then the rats
will come and eat it, and thereby be enSept. 15, 1893.
titled to the same glory as the superMB. EDITOR: I subscribed some ago for stitious two-legged god-and-man eaters.
Inclosed find the fifteen cents I owe you.
a religious monthly paper printed in Chicago. I was then a Christian and not ac- If you can spare time in working for my
please answer my questions in
quainted with THE TRUTH BEEKER, but salvation,
an honest way, and show me the errone- .
one of my friends, who is taking your ousness of the statements I, in all haste,
gran~ paper, gave me a copy, and the old hav made,
P. HERTZBERG.
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Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIX01i, Fall
Riuer, Mass., to whom all Oommunicati ·m11 (or this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y'~ occur.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

The Friendly Visitor.
He comes, and with sardonic grin,
He rubs his hands in glee;
"Ah, hal" he •ays, "I find you in'Tis you I'm glad to see.
" But just one minute, I've to stayWhy, what a cosy place!
I'm glad I ventured out to-•lay,
To look upon your face.
"Now, what is fresh ?-and what's the news?
What hav you under way?
It is so dull I've had the blues
Since all of ye,terday."
He fumbles o'er your books, and states
He has no time to read!
Of books and 9apers, and t,heir rates,
He does not see the need.
And thus he gabbles, slow and fastYou watch the clock and sigh;
While he 1·elates his hi <tory past,
To be at ease you try.

u

He tells of what he means to do,
Of all his little plans;Your tnanuscript," he says," looks new"It, furtivly. he scans.

You shortly ask if he e'er knew
'l'hat time is precious gold;
" 0 yes," he says, "that's very true,
I know that fact of old!"
When two good hours hav passed away,
He thinks he'd better go;
But says he'll call some other day,
And hopes you'll not say, "no."
Your heart then givs a joyful leap,
And lip and eye both smile;
Imnatient words you hold and keep
Within your mind the while.
" 0, by the way," he says, " I'll wait!To meet a man I mustAt twelve o'clock-it is not lateyou will not care, I trust.
"And, not to hinder you, proceed
With what you hav to do;
This magazine I now can read,
This album, too, look through."
So down he sits another hour,
Then, walks he to and fro,
Until you ask if any power
Will make that man to go.
He really starts to leave at last,
And opens wide the door;
Then closes it, and holds it fast,
To speak-'· just one word more!"
You groan in spirit all this time,
Your heart is troubled soreYou wish he'd seek anon er clime,
'fhis horrid, " friendly " bore,
SUSAN H. WIXON.

'1'he Edi'tor of the Corner in Chicago.
DEAR FRIENDS: It is too stormy to go
.out this morning, and I will improve the
time by writin~.;" some letters, first of all,
to our friends of the fireside Corner.
Arriving in this city on Thursday morning in company with my sister, we went
immediately to the pleasant locality where
Mr. Charlesworth had kindly engaged
rooms for us. There we were met by Mr.
Charlesworth and Mr. S. P. Putnam, and
felt at once that we were among dear
friends.
As tired as we were from a long railway
journey, we started immediately for the
one point of attraction-the World's Fair.
Of course you hav all read friend Putn~t.m's "Pen Pictures of the Fair," and it
is excellent, but no description is adequate. The beautiful White City is beyond description. It certainly rivals the
City of the New Jerusdem, and has a
million times more visitors, as well as interest, and deservedly, too. All conveyances to the grounds are crowded by
eager sightseers. It is amusing to note
the throng waiting for trains to Jackson
Park-men with hats on the back of their
heads, eyes rolling " every which way,"
womeL! with bonpets awry, wisps of hair
lifted and tossed by the wind, some carrying heavy babies, for the most part wellbehaved, and little boys and girls arrayed
in their best, all bent on one particular
.object-seeing the ·Fair.
'rhe first building we visited was the
Mines and Mining, which is very interesting, showing collections from our own
.and many foreign countries. In the Colo:rado section, we saw the Aspen "Silver

Queen;" and the Montana section contains the statue of Justice in silver. There
are pagodas and pavilions from different
states, each containing separate collections, some extremely interesting. There
are lovely specimens of onyx from Mexico, and the handsomest petrified wood,
in sections of trees, highly polished, that
I hav ever seen. One might spend many,
many days in this department with pleasure and profit.
We were some time in the Electricity
Building, where are many wonderful and
unique exhibits-dynamos, batteries, etc.
I was much interested in the Kimetograph, and ill" the application of the phonograph to common social and business
uses.
We walked, talked, and looked,
seeing so much that we were almost bewildered, and glad to get to 308 Washington Boulevard at night, where we received
several callers.
Yesterday, we followed the crowd again
to the Fair grounds, and passed another
interesting day, visiting among other exhibits, the strange homes of the ancient cliff
dwellers. This place is in imitation of a
Colorado cafion. The cliff homes are
reproduced just as their ruins hav been
discovered. In the museum attached are
many cruious cooking utensils, and other
implements used by people who hav been
dead probably a thousand years, and
whose skeletons and mummified remains
are shown in glass cases. A lecture on the
cliff-dwellers makes this exhibition of particular interest. A herd of wild animals
adds to the realistic vision. Among deer,
elk, sheep, moose, and other creatures,
was a pet donkey, wlio shared our lunch,
and, then grew so particularly fond of
our company, that he followed us everywhere. The frequent application of his
nose to our basket showed, however, that
he was more attached to its contents than
to us.
In the Anthropological building there is
much to hold the visitor's attention. All
sorts of ancient things relating- to man
may be seen here, and no end of gods of
various devices. You can take your
choice among these heathen deities, which
are held in as great reverence by their
devotees as is the great I Am of Christians.
A visit to the Forestry Building brings
to view the forest products of the world,
especially of our own country, and the variety and beauty is magnificent.
During this day we called, in company
with Mr. Charles P. Adams, of Pawtucket,
on Hon. Frederick and Mrs. Douglas, in
the Haytien Building-, where they are
pleasantly located. 'Mr. Douglas is one
of the wonderful men of the country, the
charm of his personality impressing vividly everyone with whom he comes in
contact.
The great International Congress of
Freethinkers 'begins to-morrow, and I
trust the rain will be over by that time,
although Freethought cannot be affected
by water. Already the Liberals are gathering. Mr J. G. Kendall, of Edelstein,
Pa., and Mr. E. C. Sly, of Minneapolis,
hav just called, and also Prof. J. H. Cook,
whom you all know by reputat-ion. Mrs.
P. Van Router, nearly four score, and as
bright as a new coin, has come all the way
from California to attend this Congress.
For vigor, energy, strength of purpose,
keen minds, and good looks the attendants
of this great convention will certainly be
noted. Mr. Remsburg is located in the
next house, and the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKE~ has rooms in this house, also Mr.
and Mrs. Pfaff and Mr. aud Mrs Lang, _of
Pennsylvania. Among others, we had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Stevens last evening.
S. H. W.
Chicago, Ill., SePt. 30, 1893.

Correspondence.

in town. As it is too far for me to walk,
I go on the street cars.
I attend the Unitarian Sunday-school.
We havn't a very large school, but all that
come take a good deal of interest in it.
We seldom hav lessons in our class, but
talk on subjects which we are all interestod
in, and each one givs her opinions on it.
Sometimes our teacher reads a pretty poem
or au instructiv story to us.
The Sunday-school and church are going to giv a supper next Monday evening.
We hav invited our preacher and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, of Kansas City, to
be present. He comes up every Sunday
evening to preach here. About five of the
Sunday-school girls, including myself, are
to wait on the table. The supper is free.
I spent two weeks of my_ vacation this
summer in Wathena, Kan., and while there
I attended a German Catholic church.
The priest called the teachers of the public
schools devils, and said the children who
went to them were heathens. He also said
that parents who send their children to
the public schools were sending them to
hell, and I suppose all of those Catholics
who were listening to him believed all he
said-at least, they looked as if they did.
I would like to see a letter in THE TRUTH
SEEKER from one of Mr. Cooter's daughters.
Well, as my letter is getting rather long,
I will quit for this time.
Hoping to see the number of letters increasing in the Children's Corner, and
that mine will be among them, I am your
Liberal and true friend, NoRA McCoy,
[We would be pleased to hear from
Nora often. She is a sensible and observing girl.-En. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
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Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Broad is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng tbe
world by gmug to Chicago. 'J.he autnor is also
the heroine. 'l'he nArrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life ann experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff bnsinesq-men, kindhearted forks, and d•srepntable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger.,olt to be ioterested in; and
whatever he admires arid appreciates is sure to
b9 worth the attention of the rest of the wurld.
Price, 25 cents. Add ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation conterning the life and times of Apollonius of
ryana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appro_priated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian rel.li;ion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apollonins
especially in view of' the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ST. JosEPH, Mo., Sept. 21, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXON: ~eeing that your
correspondents are few, I thought, perhaps, a letter from me would be acceptable.
CHEAP EDITION.
I liv with my uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Stephens, who take THE TRUTH
SEEKER I enjoy reading it very much.
We hav "Old Testament Stories Comically IllUstrated," "Freethinkers' PictoBY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
rial Text Book," "All in a Life Time,"
and several other books from The Truth Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Seeker Company, which we read with
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
great pleasure.
We liv in the country, buti go to school
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in Faith.

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unvarnished languag-e, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Ca.tholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The A. wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin• her residence of five years as a novice...!!-nd
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel JJieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria I.ionk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of ~hame "·was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prtce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

A.nricnlar Confession and Popish Nnn·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

year• a confessing prie~t. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There ia no question
that Ex-priest Horran knew. the truth of the
tales of vice, seductwn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equall v t.here is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Ca.
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.

The Priest in A.bsolntion. A Review of

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Un.
masked," from the "Master Key to PoperY,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an ap..Peal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so inva.sive
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentio11s
hands, so naught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.

Prie~tly

Celibacy Exposed

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised Americ•n edition, showing the
result in pari•hes of thP. Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Sister Lucy and HP-r A.wfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham. Essex England. Showing that convents
are iJ:Iimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York 01ty.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, 4na
Strongest Leotures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,
Price, 10 cents. Address this oftl.oe.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the. God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idol~ and the worship of them. From the_time of Terah's apostasy, Abr~ham's r!Jformation.an,d
h1s bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Cha;dean Idols, to Chnst's commgi the prmmpal characters .::.re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
Jl~Cnliar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the proper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of. God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a R<'st.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,

InG6neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

Just Out.-25 Cents -Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wou!d give $25 •
~ar to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent la.pse1
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristir.nit:r
possesses to make men moral.
rm._We have jus~ issued ~he Fourth Edition of the book do~ thil.
.o.ua additions for this new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers"
ahows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in prenons editions show that within a. tew years about

1300 JllNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
ot

one kind or another of criminal conduct. MoRt. of the orinles
are against women, for the fair sex are at once th.J weakness and
the strength of the churoh-" the church" meaning of course the
l'ler_gy.
. .Notwithstanding 1he many additional pa~es, we have kept the
pnce the same, 25 cents. Send fpr ~"copy, and confound the church.......-.-.J~
men. Show them just what Roru of scamps are t.he clerR:y who have
ol~eq the. World's ~air .on !'\nnday. bJcause il; ia LO holy a day that to look upon m!lchinerT
l!amti!lgs m th1s penod IB "Immoral.,.

Address

The Mind.

BOOKS

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions'-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

· T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

(W, STEWART ROSSl,

Pages

Editor of the

In Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
Address

_.~;ONDON

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

•Jt

'l'JIE TRUTll SEEKER C(UU'.\.NL

BREAKING.
·'

Origin oJ:' the Sabbatif'> IdeaThe Je"'\-vish Sabbath-The
Chris-tian Scriptures and -the
Sabba-th-Exainina-tion of:'
Sunday Arguinen-t~ Origin
o:t -the Chris-tian Sa bha-thTestiinony of' -the ChJ·is-tian
Fathers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puri-tan Sabbat;b-2Tes-tbnony
of:' Christian R e f or In e r s.
Scholars, and Divines-Abro-o
{Z'ation of' Sunday La~s.

e.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

When he had read this book Colonellngersoll wr<>te to the author: "Yo;u.h~ve aamed ths
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cntlmsmi.of cau•tio
lmmor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, pf patnos and elog,uence. tIs one pf
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.
\

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity !!ley,ated the woman; it ~hfoudcrl
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ;>lect of Salad~n s 'l'fo_rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee~ied. An Enghsh wliter said of I~·
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ·e-.:er lAB ned from the press. The anthon·
ties cit.ed •.re unquestionable. and the result is convinmng."
'
In two volumes, cloth, gtlt lettered, $2.50.

,JANET SMITH: A,PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the most delightful of Saladin's books, a di•·o~tion of wom1tn, with inCi·
dental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophimtlwithal, and permeated with
a tender reverence for woman and exalted opinion of what she is anti should be. A mercilesR
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the day, full or fact.s, fancies, truths, rarA
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo•t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stiCk in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

-BYJOHN

.A.GNOSTia JOURNAL,,

A condeneation of the known facts upon this subjec,i. proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in liuman beings. ·~·o.which are added such comments
as only t:\aladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

RE-MS:SU~G.

THE TRANSITION.
#'rice, 25 Cents.

tJ/1611 81/IIDAYS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 I.D.fqyette place. New

Address

rert.

'fHE. .RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Chri"tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pil;•te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indi~t.ment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Rom>Ln Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Exe.mple; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pri11e, cloth, '2 5 cents; paper, 40 eents.
Audre~'

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

THE ELIMINATOR;
{ec!l'inctples of the Natura! Order of the lim
rerse, with a System of Morafi.'y
Based Thereon"
!BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
VoRTENTS ~

and Matt~IZt
The Fitness of Things iJ
llmmortality of .l"latter, Nature (Teleology),
lmmorbality_of Forc>'l, 1\fan,
.infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon!'[ht,
Motion,
Consmousness,
.Form,
Seat 3f the Soul,
lmmuta.bilityofNatural Innate Ideas.._
Laws,
The Idea of. ~.:tod,
t.Tniversality of Natural Personal Continuan<'e
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of •he Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
Mol."ality,
Original Generation,
Con cl u difn g Obsena
Secular Generation,
tiona. · ·
l'rice, ouo. Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ!lli
lff'tlhle

OR

A con•ideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ~clenoe, and ot the question whethef
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. ~orne of its snbiect8 are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of ~trong literature
like to read again aud again In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. h!storic Terse, &glow m &T&rt
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius .
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 centB.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is ~' 3tory of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poeDlll
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, a.nd refOl'Dler
Every page glows wit!: p!Lssion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:t one who endured it. Based upon a manus'Jript in the poiBiliBion of Br.la.druii•
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
f':tudies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the eallowa. Printed from m&llfiscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fa.ct. Of this book the 0pm O!YUY(
aaid: "~'his novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's Ntory. '111
This Your Son, l\1y Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.B..;ing an exposure of that infamous reli~iona rite. Cqnte~~:ts: Li
'·i_onsness oi ti).e Pl!'t;·
Reformation Church; Lecherv of the ConfessiOnal; The Prwst m Abs<.
on; Confess10ns ot
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Lig1~ori; Examination of t,t. 'Jhurch's Claim to
have l!'ostered Learning; Her Atte • pta at Contmency even more Rmnous than Her Self·
Indul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
.
'"'
'l!""" ,..n "':1 !~,'Ill,,,,,. """'"'"" ..,Jdr..'l'lU\ TRUTH SEEKER. • L&fa.:vette Place. NWII' Y~ j

HAND-BOOK
l)F

"Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a Jool ana
reaa the rtaazes awru."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to llible
1:\toriesl· 'fhe Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last dam•b" What Is Known of the New Testa. ment; 'fhe rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation• The Thing~~ That Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

FREE1"H OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized for-.n a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth aeekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Beason " it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its widP
variety of subJects include a.ll the disputed l'Oints l"oetween ChristianiJl'._!!,_nd Freethoqg_ht. PricP.
cloth, $1 ;:paper, 50 cents.
Address
'l'H.Ill TRUTH SEEKER
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fsooks by Helen H. Gardenet

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and

Gods~

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
TM Traae SuppUea at Special 1Jiscount3.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~Fascinating

Story of Radical Truths on
H-eligion and Social Matters.

!'l'H'AJ,

cloth. $1 : vaPer, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE

DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Prloe. oloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Jud~re of a Woman-The Lad:v of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
RnRtY Link in thA Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery- The Time-Lork of Our Ance~tors -Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, i!ll.
A.lidress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
OQ

T .g fo,..."'"'"'~ -nlR.I'A.

ND"GG'

V n!"lc

MONEY FOUND.
Brought Into the
Absolutely Reliable Covernment Banks Established in
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,"
"The Hill Banking System," and other
works of great service to the world.
Professor Bill has given several :vears of careful study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of f.oing t·usineos and be easily introduced and univerRallY adopted.
'l'his book iR "just in time." is an absolutely
original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, aml is the ciearest exposition of money, uses of mnney, causes of
money panics and remedes for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want yours. Senu twenty-five cents for copy.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH i:!l:!:.Kll.l:!:R.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what i-ls title implies-thnmpil!g whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the worlu, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for an.
Address THF. TRUTH REEKEB.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OB, THE

Conflict
between Reason and SuP.erstttton.
· By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Fhiladelphia., Pa.

nQ!l

Price, 10 cents.
TB-pTH BE:f!llQ!:R 00.

Jfot for ])arsons.
0LERrcus: "Do yon belive 'heaven lies
about us in our infancy?'" Oynicus :
"Yes, and that it always will, so long as
infant damnation st-ays in the creed."
FIGGS: "Joblots is getting to be a
crank. He has started a remonstrance
against opening any more new streets in
his ward." Di~gs: "How is he interested?" Figgs: "He has got it into his
head that they iutend to keep them open
on Sunday."
BRIDGET: "The new neighbors next
door wants to cut their grass, and they say
as would ye be so kind as to lend them
your sickle." Puritanical mistress: ''Lend
my sickle to cut grass on the Sabbath!
Teil them, Bridget, that we havn't any."Brooklyn Life.
"NIVER again," said Mr. Dolan, "not
even if Oi get to be as rich as the Vanderbilts, will Oi take me clothes till a Chinese
laundry." "An' phy not?" asked Mrs.
Dolan. "Because Oi hov a suspicion thot
the wroitin' he puts an the ticket is somethin' personal. An' be the looks av it it's
moighty nncomplemintery."
THE good pastor: " I noticed that yon
looked pleased when I denounced certain
members of our congregation for visiting
bad places, deacon, but I could not understand why you threw up your hand in
such a peculiar way and slapped your
knee." '!'he deacon: "Oh, that was be·
cause yon reminded me of where I left my
umbrella.'' -Jud,qe.
GABE SNODGRASS recently applied to
the Rev. Aminidab Bledso, of the Blue
Light Austin Tabernacle, for some pecuniary assistance. "I jess can't do it," replied Parson Bledso; " I has to s'port my
pore ole. mudder." "But yer pore old
mndder says you don't do nuffin' for her."
"Well, den, if I don't do nnffin' for my
pore ole mudder, what's de use ob an outsider like you tryin' ter make me shell
ont."-Texas ~iftings.
A PUGNACIOUS minister of this city once
in a while trips up. This time he was
talking about Labor day. He spoke about
the dignity of labor in one unctuous paragraph, and of th<~ curse of God, which imposed labor upon Adam, in another. Politicians and preachers sometimes curse
their opponents into prominence, but for
the first time in our short experience hav
we had our attention called to the alleged
fact that God cursed dignity into labor.
'!'he modern spirit has secured at least a
temporary lodgment in this gentleman's
mind, and mixed him and his dogmas promiscuous1y.-Progressive Age (Minneapol s).
MABEL shows a distressingly logical
mind for a little girl. The second day
after school began, she came straggling
home late in the afternoon, with unmistakable signs of having spent the day in
play. "Mabel," said her mother swrnly,
"havn't you been to school?" "No'm,"
answered Mabel.
"Where hav yon
been?" ''To Patty's house, playin' in
the g-ooseberry bushes." When she was
asked how she came to do so naughty a
thin~!. she explained as follows: "Yon
said God could do anything; so I just asked
him to excuse me for not goin' to-day, and
to make you not mind about it. An', of
course, he did."-1\'ew York World.
THE mountain circuit rider met me at
the foot of Hurricane Gap in the Pine
mountains, and we rode along together, and
about a mile from where the roads forked
we were stopped by a mountaineer, with
a Winchester, whom the preacher knew.
He preEented me in due form, and when
the nativ knew I was an "outsider," he
did't hesitate to talk. •' I just stopped
yer," he said to the preacher, "ter ax yer
to come up to the house in the mornin."
"Anybody sick?" inquired the preacher.
''No," and the mountaineer hesitated.
''Yon know you hav been a talkin' ter me
fer a long time erbout gittin' religion,
an' I been a holdin' off?" The preacher
nodded and looked pleased, for there was
a tone of penitence in the nativ's voice.
"Well, I've erbont made up my mind
that I've got ter the p'nt when somethin's
got ter be done. Jim Gullins come by my
place this mornin' an' killed one uv my
do~s when I was away, an' you've heerd
me say what I thought of Jim Gnllins
many a time afore this?" The preacher
nl'dded sorrowfully this time. " Well,
I'm goin' down to see Jim now," con.
tinned the mountaineer, "an' if I git
him, I'll be ready to jine the meetin'
house when you come up in the mornin"
nn' ef Jim gets me, you'll hav a funeral to
preach, ..so's yon won't lose nothin' by it
nohow. I must be gittin' along; goodbye," and, slinging his Winchester into
the hollow of his arm, he hurried away
through the thicket, leaving the circuit
rider and me sitting on our horses in the
road completely knocked out by the snddenooss of it all, ~nd t~e peculitnity.E;vchange,
·

THE

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh. .. . . . • .. .. . .
2 Secular Responsibility. G.J. Holyoake.....
4 Influence of Christianity on CivilizatioL
Underwood .......................... ; ......
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller.....
8 Religioa of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ......
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall ..
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ......•......_...
11 Philosp_ph:l': of Spiritualism. Marvin ........
12 Tyndall's Helfast Inaugural+.and Portralt ..
18 Essays on Miracles. David 1:1.nme ...........
14 Land Question. Charles Brad!.,ugh........
15 Were Adam and Eve Our Jfirst Parents?
Charles Bradlangh.... .. . . ••. . .. ...•..... ..
16 Why Do Men l:!tarve? Charles Bradlaugh..
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ...
19 Large or Small Families? A. Hol:l'oake .....
20 t:luP.!1rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake. . . . . . . .
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts....
22 Is the Bible Reltable? Charles Watts.......
28 The Christian Deitx. Charles Watts........
24 Moral Value of th.,Hible. Charles Watts....
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. W &tts....
26 Christiamt;y: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts. .. . ... .. . .. .
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake...
. 29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol;y:oake ............... -....... ....
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts..
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh.... .. ..
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlangh.. .....
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .....
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Wa.tts •.
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh_y Shnuld the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .... _....
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politinal Condition of the People. Charles Bradlangh..
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25
10
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10
10
50
25
10
5
5
5

':I'HE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLUIT BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.

10

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal dire••tly
5 to the reader's seL.1e of logic and love of justice.
5 It is eloquent as well as convincing.
5
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
5
THETRUTHSEEKER.
5
5
5

5

:fiZZ in a Jfuts'AeZZ.

5
5
5
5
10
10
5

A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.

5

10

By ABA AUGER.

A Very

~ood

Price, 15 cents.

5

Little Misstonary Work.
Address
THE TUUTH SEEKER.

lliANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen.". . . .• • . 5
3 New Life of David. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
5 200 Questions Without Answers.............. 5
6 l>ialogut> between a Christian Missionary
·
and a Chinese Mandarin................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian... • ... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake ........................................ 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh....... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
11 New Life of J·acob.. ... . . . .. .. . . ... . ........... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H . . •. 10
15 Lnilicrons Aspects of Christianity. A. H ... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh. .... .. 5 Price..
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh.. ... • 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlangh.... .. 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Charles Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per d.,z ..... 10
On orders for Iron-Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

Essay on Miracles.
. lB'!J D-A VI.D HUME.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Bv M. BAJJOOOK.
10

oenta.

fHE SABBATH.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examination ana Ref~tation of the OlaimB of the
,Sahbatariam.
tooonts.

Godly Women of the Bible"
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Wllo figure in the Bible.
-BYV t'NGoDLY WoMJJi! o~r TBB NDIIETEENTB Cml'l'l
UBYo

'<1l cents

Pyramid of Cizeh.
The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Na.rrative in Genesis and E:iodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 OIIDts

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

SISTER LUCY

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~U_, Price: 20 cents.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. " A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcri_pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A poetic version of

the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whi<:a its snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~epd-Is shown. Price, 10 cen_ts.

Gottli6b : His Life. A Freethonght Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette vlace, New York.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

Her Awful Disclosures
W

AS ··10 G:m'i H!Jl.L CONVENT.
Q I',.,.. Words ~n Aurlcull!f Coilfussiol'.

A conversation in

rh;yme between the Nineteenth Centnry
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harm~ny between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

-AND-

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a caHt
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar 80
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian porsecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, anil expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81 ORY,
friee, 25 cents,

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlzr.rged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,10 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VALUABLE ENGLI.SH
PUBLICATI.ON.
The Student's Darwin. B_y

~dwar.d

B.

Aveling, D. Be., Fellow of Umversity Colleg~t
London. The purpose of this book is to tell
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the opportunity_to investi·
g_ateitfullyforthemselves. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2- Geolo~ical
Works. 8- Botanical Works.
4. Zoolo11ical
Works.
5- Works on Evolution, Wall .q,
1/0Vio-qs ~nqe~ fnoe, •~·
·
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Goms of ~AougAt. Thomas

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

TIME indeed works wonders. As theologians hav no useful knowledge of their
own, they adopt the terminology of astronomy and geology. Now they can no
longer suppress the truth; or proscribe the
study of the works· of philosophers, they
embrace the theory of evolution, and endeavor to giv it a theological explanation.
Perhaps, after all, there is some hope for
those theologians who hav endeavorAd to
make the fiat earth of the Bible into the
globe recognized by modern science, and
to extend six thousand years into myriads
of ag~:.s. . The theologians could bury Darwin ·in their sacred temple with sacred
rites, but happily they could not bury his
teachings, or obliterate his declaration
that their way of looking at nature was
content to be with the eye of an uneducated savagel-Oharles lVatt.s.
SocRATEs tells us that "All we know is
nothing." Well, this much I do knowthat a man wrote the book of Genesis, and
so, of course, the first and most important
of hnman beings which he creates therein
is man. Then poor woman comes in, at
the fag-end of all, and is at once a~signed
her place, that of being man's helpmate;
in other words, his slave. And so throughout the Old and New Testament, down to
the time when St. Paul bade " wives submit themselvs to their husbands," etc., the
creed has been sedulously fostered that
man is the superior being, woman the inferior; that in him are vested all human
right,s, while in her are vested only such
of these as he may chonse to giv her. That
creed has survived the wars of religion
and the ravages of time. and to this hour
it is taught to the girl and boy, the woman
and the man, with sedulous zeal, and nowhere more so than from the pulpit.
With what awful result? I answel', "the
degradation of woman."-Lady Florer>ce

Dixie.

ONE YEAR,

..ls-e of Reason. Pap., :aile. ;

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.

A.ge of Reason and Examina·
tion of tlte Prophecies.

Carlyle.

way.

Works. TheFreethinker'sBadge-~in

Paine~s

SPEEDY end to Superstition, a gentle one
if you can contrive it, but an end. Wbat
can it profit any mortal to adopt locutions
and imaginations which do not correspond
to fact; which no sane mortal can deliberately adopt in his soul as true?-Thomas
WHAT is heresy that it should be so
heavily punished? Why is it that society
will condone many oftenses, pardon many
vicious practices, and yet hav such scant
mercy for the open heretic, who is treated
as though he were some horrid monster to
be feared, hated, and if possible, exterminated?-Oharles Bradlaugh.
THERE is one mind common to all individual men. Every man is an inlet to the
same and to all of the same; He that is
once admitted to the right of reason is
made a freeman of the whole estate. What
Plato has thought, he may think; what a
saint has felt, he may feel· what at any
time has befallen any man, he can understand. Who hath access to this universal
mi,nd is a partv to all that is or can be
done, for this is the only and sovereign
agent.-Ralph Waldo Emerson,
THE first to urge extension of the
principles of independence to the enslaved
negro; the first to arraign monarchy, and
to point out the da~er.of its survival in
presidency; the first to propose articles of
a more thorough nationality to the newborn states; the first to advocate international arbitration; the first to expose the
absurdity and criminality of duelling; the
first to suggest more rational ideas of marriage and divorce; the first to advocate
national and international copyright; the
first to plead for the animals; the first to
c'Jemand justice for women-what brilliants
would our modern reformers hav contributed to a coronet for that man's (Paine's]
brow, had he not presently worshiped the
God of his fathers after the way that theologians call" heresy."-Moncure D. Con-
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Pap .• 40c.; clo., 75c.

A.postle of Political anti Re·
llgions Liberty. (Life.) B-,;

J. "E. Remsburg. Portrait. PaP..
clo., 75c.

liOc.:

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

Written ill

Common Sense.

THE TRUTH SEEKER

1776. 15c.

Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

8vo. 800 pp.•

clo., $3; le1tther, $4;
!lilt edges $4.50.

morocc~>,

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SlJ:EKEB, $5. Either kind <Tea or Sugar) Spoon
g1lt bowl, 50c. more,
Atlt!r~"" 'l'HF. .,.llUl'"f RKEKF.R

Life of. By J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap...JOC·

Life of.

with Remarks oll.

Life of.

With Explanatocy

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60C.
Observations. By G. Vale. Pox-trait. $1 .

.Lithograph of. Heavy plata
paper, 22X28, ill.

J>olitical and Religious R~"
former. By B. F. Underwood. tOe.

Political Works : '' Common
Sens~(

Man.

"Crisis," "Rights
$1.50.

tJI-IULEitA, Dl PH'I"H .,;IliA, Dyoenterl.
Piles, Quimy, Cat•nh. The Antidote f r $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G H. lliiLLEB, 2,333 Hicory
strtet. St. Loui<, l'rlo. rormeraddr~so t.44t >-outh
Twelfth t treet. Dem·er, Col.
~Ot2ll

of

Rigltts of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; olo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. tOe.

Theological Works : "Age of
Reason,"" Examination of P"roJ;>h··
ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

Ol!server. By R. G. Ingersoll. tOo.

~eeker CoJD.pauy.. •
THE
-THE-

fRfETHINKIRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDI'l'Y AND TINTI\UTITFULNESS OI•' THE CHUlteii"s CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND UEr-EFICENT INSTITU'l'ION, AND llE•
VEALING l'HE ABUSES
OF A UNION 0~'
CHURCH AND
STATE.
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WITH

:Fun ...Page
Jllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

Cl7kTIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOlARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMEA T OF
THE ARTIST.

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, t6 jewels, full adjusteol
to heat, colri. and position. beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; ouaranteed.
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
oases, $t7; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold oase1 open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case $28 to $30: hunting $80 to $85; t4 carat,
solid gold, $45 to $t50. Nickel works. $2 more.
Re!fUlar (;rade Aruerican WatcbesoSilverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; !5
jewels, $9; aitto, ndjuated, $11; ditto, t7 jewels,
$t5. 1n finer ca,es. add as above.
Ladies' Aruerican Gold \Vatcbeso-~ll
latest styles. in Plush cMes; best filled, 7 jeweiR,
$14; lllewels, $t5.EO; t5 jawels, 1!\00; t4 carat soli<!
gold, $10 more. Heavier. more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $tOO more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order t year, and after that time cleaned for $t
and returned free.
Sundries.- Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spec.acles, $t; best razor. $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$8.60; knives, $1.75; forkH, $1. 75; all for sets of 6.
Solid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; solid silver •
souvenir spoons. $1, $t.,5, $t.50~.-l!!~ to $3.
Tne CoioneJlngersollo-'.l'ea, $2.50; orange.
$2.75: sugar, $3"i gilt bowls. 50 cents more
Etched (teas only :
" The Ttme to lie Hapw ts N()1J),"
50 cents extra.
Tbe 'l."orcb of Reason Badge, solid golcl,
Pnameled in 5 colors small pins $2, $2.75, an•\
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. f,arge, $3. $4, >!15.
$!5. Cbarms, $8, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $10, $t5, $20, 1!180.
lJiaruouds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. At! goods P>"ellatd. (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle»ned $tot.a nil returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll So11venir Spoon" tree
with every $20 order. 5 with $tOO order.

IJESIGNR BY WATR?N JIES1'0N,
WITH PuhTRAir OP
1.'.HE .DESIGNER.

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
'fhe Church !lobbing the People.
"
ThankHgiving.
3
6
"
.Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
lU
Woman and the Uhurch.
6
"
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
"
Studies in Natural History.
3
~'he Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
t5
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
'fh9 Atonemen~ Scheme.
4
The Lord and H1s Works.
2
Prayer.
10
'fhe Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work

5
t

~5
1

2
4
<

t

4

"
"

Missionaries.
'fhe Lord'o Instruments.
B1ble Ductrines and 'fheir Rcsu!ts,
The Church and Slavery.
l'ciestH and Politics.
I1·eland and the Church.
Church'H ldea of vivilizatio~.
'fhe Uses of the Cross.
• Unkind tlctlections on the Church.
PerdccutionH of the Church.
So'lle Allegories.
·
He>Lveu.
He!.

WHEN the Puritans left England it was
9
12
for dear liberty's sake, but when t.hey
3
reached this continent and hail established
6
theniselvs they practiced the same tyranny
7
i\Ii;c~llaneous.
for which they had fled their nativ land.
So it is with Joseph Cook. He would
A most extraordinary publicatim. We venture the as"crtion that nothing like it has ever 1"'
not allow Father O'Gorman to pray in the 1_ore appAared
ict t):tis countryhaurt it is very doniJtfnllf" "uothet" •ll.w lihe it will ~JVer again be pub.
public schools, nor present his ideal of tshed. We must g1ve the Trut Seeker Company the cred t f pn tmg the book m the reach ol all.
Christ. That would be tyranny. It \t twice the pried 1t would have lnen a cheap hook. Art ~<t llest.on as a portr&lt painter and <l•·
is a wonderful sttccesd. an l w, judge from our ow11 f clmr;s that nearl:l; every Lilerol i
woul!'l be opening the way for the Catho- .igner
.merica will desire a copy of thi" moot wvndeLful volume.-[Freethmkers' l'r1agazme.
lic conquest of the republic. Yes, if the
Catholic was allowed to say prayers and
1\fr. Heston deserves i o be called the artist-her~ of LibcraJi.·m He has dedicated his geniuH t
and has done fai hf1tl11nd noble work for 1IW enn'e of right and truth. llnt the , j,.,
present Christ as he idealizes him, the •'reethonght,
res do not make np the whole of , his volumA 'l'h«re a. e Hearh· two hundrc.l J>ages .,f rcad11•
pope would soon be in America and t·ttter th•t "" ve first as exp,anations of th, 1llnstrati• n<, alii I H•CundlY as texts to ]trove the, II
Chriiltianit.y would be doomed! Yet this 1l<tty of the chnrcn's profeeslons and thH hypocrisy of tlloo<e who uphold them. Alto"ether 1'
ok is one of tne best weapons against Chrbtianity < n1l the church tha; has ever been put in tJ
same· Mr. Cook would practice the same
ands of F_eethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.
tyranny of which he accuses the Catholic.
He would say his prayers, and make the
Price, b~ar'd cover's,. $2; cloth, $2.50.
Catholic hear the.m or stay out of schooL
He would hold up his ideal of Christ, if it
Atldrcs" 'I'UF. TRUTH SFJ<:KEllo
ostracized every Catholic, every Jew,
every Buddhist, every Unitarian, and
every Agnostic in the republic. He would
FILE BINPER~.
do this · and rather tlian not do this, so he
lCCOUNT
OF
Those who preserve the volumes of Tm: TnuTn
avers, he would prefer to. cut off his right
SEEK•B need a File Binqer. which we wi1Isencl "'"
Vicars of Christ and v:cegerents of God.
arm, or cut out his toDfr!e,-Jl(inneapotill
f(l(l~i~~ of op{l dQlil'f·
· -----~~.-.. .---~··
j7oqrf31Jf#vo Aq~Jt
l'tliPtll"• ~oce11~; clptl:~t 70 (ltlQl§,

POPES AHD TI{£Jlt DOJHGS

TB£ HOT'£0 SPECIALIST',
For Men Only,
physician of a wide and extensive practice
and his remedies are of the .. best. The Doctor
treats all tho•e pecU11ar dise&.~es of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man.
hood, Wasting Discharges\.Vanoocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiooy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those am.ieted a:J.d who are desirous of beinR
cured 11 boo!t!ai l)f some 88 page~ will be sent to
their B.IHi."ess for ten cents\ sealed in 11 flain
enveln;Je, giviug }auses ana SYJ11ptoms o the
Complaint ani 4 descritltion of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Applica·
tion-a posith'e cure-the only remedy of the
kind in exi•teoce-with evidences of success.
DR. R P . .FELLOWb.
Address.
Vinelanil. N.J.,
and "'H yon saw this advertisement in Tl!ll
Is

11

l'!IUTU d!IJ..K• u.

pr.l!'ellows is~n {q!i,<lel.
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ZEKE GETS INSPIRED.
Moreover take thou unto thee an iron pan, and set it for a wall of iron between thee and the city: and set
thy face against it, and it shall be besieged, and thou shalt lay siege against it · This shall be a sign to the house
of Israel.-Ezek. iv, 3.

II

A 0 i g est

0I

sci en c e .

THE PHILOSOPHY

n

OF.

1Hf DYNAMIC THfOAY Of Llff AND MIND r
n attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.

MENTAL HEALING.
A Practical Exposition of
Natural Restorative Power.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healing, and what may be reaR on ably expected
to result from an understanding of its principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
THE

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, only 82.7':>.

BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

DIREGT LEGISLATION

By the Citizenship th, ough the
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
R
"E nmboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
Initiative and efe1•endum,

simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors con-

tributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

THEN READ A OHAPTER OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BffiLE 01'
SOIENOEI
It is entertaining as well as enlifihtening~ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship} nature
-1. e., appreciate the worth of the U mversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
Addre8s
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York.

BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
Price, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

'JO 1/0'U W18h tO lJe Well tn.{ormedt

ANEW WORK

BY

ARTHlJR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.

With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of Freethtnlrer.
Price, $1. Order a.t once.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

With the eighth editi011 •
Winwood Reade's" Martrrdom of Man," the cost ol

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
R~;

M. JIA lJOOf'K

Price.

1•

ot.•

production has been fes

MEDICAL.

sened so that we can redtH:6
the price from $1.75

trs

If yon need a medicine pa;y attention to something which will cure yon. .Lt is known as

$1.00.
The book has had a. phenomenal sale tor so heretical a. work~ second only to Helen Garde~
"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oenefl.t of it. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
La r. very interesth;1glX pi9tnred synopsis of universal history, showing what ~h!J race has m;1dergo~
-ita martyrdom-m 1ts rrse to its present :olane. It st.ows how War and Rehgwn have been oppreslive factors in II¥1n's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hie
intellectual stmggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outline of whal
ibe author conceives wonld be a. religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
UT .l D
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria., ibt
f'l ~li.Pheniciam. Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.
The Natural Histocy of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets
.character of Jesus, the Christians1 Arabia~ Mecca,_ Character of Moham:
med, Description of Africa, tb.e Monammeuans in uentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the ·Castle, the Town, th~
.church, Venice, Arab S_pain, the Portngues~'l-Discoverer~ the Slave 1'radf;.
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in \merica.materials-of numan History.
~TTELLECT
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early Histort,
w .l,
• Bmpmary of Universal History, The Futu.ooe of the Human Race, T~
Rehglon of Reason and Love.
,
,.•">Ploe reduced from $1. 'J~ to .1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

RELIGION
LJ.' BERTY

i8 Lafayette place, New York-

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Bladder
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organs,_such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers.._powel
diseases, Uterine and other forms of p·ernale
OO?nplaints. It is a Blood Purtt!er, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restoring
lost vigor of mind and body. creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It acts
steadily UJ?on the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the 1£idneus, and acts mildly upon the
bowels, therebf producing bodily habits which
are so essentia to good health. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It is Nature's Remedy, pure and simple, and not a manufactured article. The 'uccess
it has achieved has co!lle mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, containing photo-engraved letters and recommendations from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particulars about this remar1£allle water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6ll!12

34 South Main Street, Wilkes barre. Pa..

Jf swa of tAo Weelt.
BISMARCK is very sick.
CHOLERA is on the increase in Spain.
THE Brazilian rebellion appears to be
gaining strength daily.
THE time for completing the eleventh
census has been extended to June 30, 1894.
JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, Unionist leader
in the British House of Commons, is visiting the United States.
ON October 2d there was heavy :fighting
~t Melilla, Morocco, between the Spanish
garrison and the Moors.
JERSEY CITY preachers and elders hav
organized the Christian vote against gamblers and the liquor trade.
A. OAKEY HALL, ex-mayor of New
York, was counsel for Emma Goldman,
revolutionist, accused of inciting to x:_iot.
NEARLY all the Democratic state conventions indorse the position of the administration on the Sherman law repeal issue.
RIOTING on October 5th, near Indianapolis, Ind., between Big Four workmen
and railway special police. One man
killed.
MEMORIAL services in honor of Charles
Stewart Parnell were held in Dublin, October 8th. It was the second anniversary
of his death.
THE mining troubles at Coal Creek,
Tenn., ha.v been terminated by the return
of the men to work. The companies hav
reduced rents.
THOMAS MAN, associate of John Burns
and Keir Hardie, in the English labor
movement, is about to take holy orders in
the English church.
A NATIONAL convention of Spiritualists
was held at Chicago Sept. 27, 1893, and a
national organization perfected, with H.
D. Barrett, of Lily Dale, N. Y., president.
THERE is trouble in the British colonies
in South Africa. The Matabele attack and
kill the Mashona, who are at work in the
mines of the British South African Company.
EuGENE PosT, a dentist of New York,
was fined $250 in special sessions court for
practicing dentistry without a license. He
was prosecuted by the New York Dental
Society.
THE Canadian government refuses to
impose further restrictions on Chinese immigration. Neither the letter nor spirit
of the treaty obligations can be violated,
it is held.
ON October 1st a tremendous hurricane
swept in from the gulf of Mexico, destroying
several island villages and fishing settlements below New Orleans.
Over two
thousand lives were lost.
There is much dissatisfaction· in France
over the proposed fete of the officers of
the Russi~n fleet. It is felt among the
radicals that a really free country can hav
no fraternity with such a despotism as
Russia.
CHIOAGO DAY, October 9th, at the
World's Fair, witnessed the greatest attendance at any exhibition in one day.
Over seven hundred thousand pers. ns entered the grounds. There were many accidents.
A LARGE number of the titled women
of England are writing for the Press.
Among these are the duchesses of Cleveland, Rutland, Sutherland, and Bedford,
the countess of Carlisle and Lady Constance Howard.
RusTEM PAsHA, Turkish ambassador to
England, declares that there is no such
thing as religious persecution in Turkey.
He says that the so-called "Armenian"
troubles hav their root in the American
college of Marsoven.
PALLAS, the Spanish revolutionist, who
attempted to murder Captain-General
Martinez de Campos, by throwing two
bombs at him, was executed at Barcelona
on Ootober 6th. He was shot with his
back to the firing party.
JUDGE SHEPARD, of the Bowie county,
Tex., district court, has declared more
than one thousand marriages in that
county illegal because of irregularity in
issuing licenses by the county clerk. An
appeal to the Texas supreme court will be
taken.
·
THE great English coal strike continues.
Coal is $12 per ton in London. One and
a half millions of wage earners are affected, fifty per cent. of whom are entirely
out of work. In some towns soup and
bread is being doled out every oth~>r day,
and school children are getting breakfast
each day. Nothing like such disaster and
suffering has ever before been known in
England.
.
.. .. •.,- .. ·~ ·, i
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Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated~

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $!.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent

IT WILL

Disorders of the Human Orga.msm. Cloth, 1111.

IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

THE
PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTE:NTS::

C

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ,, Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
/Isaac and His "Sister,"
tine of Twins,

~

Jacob and Esau.
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SacnttfiS·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate", God Shall Not kxcei,
David, God's Favorite,
··
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor"

Boards, illlUD.inq;ted covers, 81; cloth, a"ll"t side s"ta:rn.p, 81 .50.

4-ddlrells ,:I!HE TRUTH SEEKER COo
···-

_).

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Olotht--$2.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
28 La.fa.vette pla.oe, New York.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J.

RoMANES,

A ll}'StematicExi!_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather ~han to profe"sed na.tnrahsts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enf'lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Hnxle;v in scientific kn0wledge and ability. And this lR a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of ada.pt.ation or to those of beauty, evtywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . . . Ada.pt.a.tion and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrelymechanica.l philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before t,be
view of the present generation in a. manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha.• taken pla.<Je in the direction of na. tnrallsm, and this to the extent of rendering t-he
mechanical intflrpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind bas suddenly
awakened to a new and a. terrible force _in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where IS now
th God?"
·
ff!ustra.ted. Price, cloth.;, $2.RU H SVEKER
Address,
TH.!!i T
T
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

PfN PICTU~fS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.
By S.A.MUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval•
nable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHA.T TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
JJ eatcatea to the .Amertcan Congress, or 1892, whfch for the salte o.t Reltoron, Staliliea Ltliertv gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Ohicago, with other nsefnlinformation to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning with indi_gnation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which practiCally united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added 1!1r. Putnam's address ~livered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Exposition Committee ofthe Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Essa_ys and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form! Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libert_}'_ and Thomas Paine; aclJoem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a ;::oem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tl:!e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this country. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 25 cents; Ftve CJ01]1es for $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.
.A Re:fu"ta:tion o:f "the Argu:rn.en"t That Nature Exhibits

Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~m Argument Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designe ·
II. If ~'here Were a Delligner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
Ill. If ~'here Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregiousl;v Slow,
They Are Egregiously Wasteful,
They Often tlerve No Use,
They Have Produced FaUltY Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is lliegitima'"·
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VL Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of a First Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

ILLUSTRATED.
A. MA.P OF J A.CKSON P A.RK, enll.bling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE F A.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF A.LL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Agricultural Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Horticultural Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly enterta.ining.
..
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTJOXS OF

At the Woman's Congress at Chica!\"o Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chap.
ters of this book. The Chicago Ttmes said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing with the
most delicate of the_ problems of reform, clea.r, unhesitant, modest, but uncompromising, was listened to with breathless interest by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its ReJat.ion to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and it was delivered by the one woman of all others best qualified t'l speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
:Miss Gardener enchained every auditor\ and when she had finished received a J?erfect ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so wortnilywon. The evening session was highly intere•ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of' those present as one of the distinctivly great features of the week's congress.~'

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HYMN-BOOK·

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-

A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND FOB
SELECTED HYMNS
Libel"'al al'\cl :et~feal Soeietfea,
fol"' .Se~ools &1'\cl
t~e

Home.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.OoliU'ILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.
I' ~ceo $1.!10,
For sale at THIS OFFIOE.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

By .Tohn E. Remsburg.

NOTED WITNESSES.

COSMIAN

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.

Ron. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen}', Col.
John G. Nicola}", Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Ste_phen 'l'. Logan, Joshua}'. Speed Hon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gill!!!!J!iP, Dr. C. H.
Hay, Col. F. B. Rutherford, Judge Roliert teachman, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Leonard W. VolklJosepb
Jefferson, Hon. E. B. Washburne, Hon. E. M Haines_,_ Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Fie d~Hon.
Geo. W. Julian~ Hon. John B. Alleyj Hon. HJ!gh Mcuulloc'!.t GeR. M M. Trumbull Rev. lJavid
Swing, R'ev. Rooert Collyer, Juqge esse W. Weik, Hon. J. r. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell.,!!on.
Wm. D. Kelley.._ Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Hon.A. J. Grover Hon. w. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. Wilder Juilge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, Rev. Edward
!!)_ggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, B. K. Magie, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
$l~aper, 50

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Morals.
Divorce and the Proposed National Law
Lawsuit or Legaoy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been'waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland. put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly denied by the dead statesmu.n's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and agam denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimon:y that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this qustion at rest
forever. In additton to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincolndwas a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hun rei! witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa9 not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.

Cloth,

LIF~.

CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
·A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An !•responsible Educated Closs.
•
'!'he Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman as an Annex.

Cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

LINCOLN:

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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This is Mrs. Gage's .latest and crowning work. It is ·THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and ·kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contevts will show this:·
'
The first chapter-the Matriarchat.e-;shgws that under the old civilizapions woman had great
freedom~ put that the. tendency of Chnstiamty from the first was to restnct her liberty. In this
chapter lVlrs .. Gage !Jlaims thap to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
first conceptwr; of mherent rights
•
Chapter II deals with the theologie~l dogmas. of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not rega~ded as a p:t;tman be~ng; marnage was looked upon as vile\ wives were sold
as .slaves; women driven to BUIClde; ~he mtluenqe of the church was untavorabte to virtue .. The
celibacy of the cle~gy produced f!egradmg sensvality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
.. Chapter III I~ on The Canon Lf!-W, showmg how thA church controled woman by making the
legitimacv o! J!larnage 9epend upon It.l own cont~ol. of the ceremony. Ancient civilization gave
place to Christian barbansm, the clergy became a distmct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w•s prohi·bited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
.. Chapter Iy-Marq11ette;-is on Feuqalism and its deg:radation of women, the rights of "lordR
spintual," the Immorallpy of the hE)ads of the church, baptism of nuqe women in the early Chrlstian
church. It also deals With some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
'
Cl).apter V-Wi tqhcraft. I;n the days ''f.this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a httle leaJ;'llmgwa"l suffie1ent cause to suspect a ;woman o.fwitCh!Jraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler~y not to suffer a, witch t~ ltv. This persecution for
witchcraft was a contmnance of the church's policy for obtaining universal dominion over mankind
Women phYsicians ·of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the "Pilgrim Fathers" con tinned it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try ·a woman for heresy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clerll"Y·
The chapter on" Wive~" shows how the disrnptton of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and _propriet:try rights of woman-til at the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was. Christianized-tha.t the "Qractice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not pernntted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marria~m2.s opposed b_y the church.
In Chapter VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institutio~ that Luther and the other" prinCipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Jroreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves~ of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the
church,
which controled the state .. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
By So Po Putnam.
I woman, it seems
to ns, can read it and remain a supporter of the religions institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person, To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason, It ought to be widely read for the good it
Being the sto_u- of his reliJJions life and menta
lourneYiJlgs. Written in hiS ha.ppiest and most will do.

1

l

brilliant ww.y, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, ll5 oents. Address
'1'HE TRUTH BEEUB.
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Is It to be a "Civil", a "Moral", or a "Religious" Sabbath~
What is the basis of the theocratic assa~lt upon
our liberties by means of Sunday laws? Are we to
be oppressed in the name of "rest," or of "morality," or of Christianity~ We know, of course, that
Christians are the ones who are engineering the
movement for the practical union of church and
state, but we are not yet fully informed as to what
is the principle upon which they will seek to justify
to the conscience and common s _nse of ·mankind
their attempt to make the. United States a "Christian nation" constitutionally and in statute law
and fact, as the Supreme Court asserts that
it is traditionally and in common law.
Certainly we do not need to be told what they
privately hold to be a full justification of their
conduct and a perfectly valid reason why the
citizen should be compelled to abstain from work
and play on Sunday when he does not refrain voluntarily: It is their idea that " the earth is the
Lord's", and that, as he is inconveniently absent
just now, they, as his only representative, are under
an imperativ obligation to take charge of it for him,
incidentally to their own temporal and eternal advantage. This is the real foundation of the Covenanter demand for " Sabbath" laws. All the rest is
sham and pretense. But the men, or, rather, the
brightest of the men, who are at the head of this
Constitution- subverting and liberty- destroying
crusu.de are painfully aware that the people of this
. country, careless as they are of their liberties, hav
·:yet at least a lingering prejudice against a union of
. church and state and are likely to be opposed to the
ipassage of any law or the adoption of any constitu·;tional amendment which frankly rests on religious
.dogma. Hence they hav cast about for a secular
·cloak with which to cover their sacerdotal intentions. They hav found two; one is called "rest"
and the other is labelled "morals." The first is
getting to be quite thin all. over and in several
place3 there are large holes. Consequently the
" moral " cloak is now quite popular with some of
the theocratl!l. This change we can readily understand. When a party has a weak platform it soon
givs way under the assaults of the opposing parties
and must be continually patched or an entirely new
one substituted for it. Even if the platform remains unchanged the arguments used to sppport it

must undergo constant modification. As we hav
said, this is understandable, but what are we to
think when the champions of Sunday laws, vociferously disclaiming all 'intention or desire to unite
church and state, in one breath demand such laws
on purely human grounds; in the name of overworked labor, and.in the next seek to justify them
on the ground that the ''Sabbath" is "a moral institution "~ And why is the keeping of Sunday a
moral obligation 1 Because, they answer, "as the
Sabbath involves a great moral principle, God put
it in the very heart of the Decalog." There, if that·
is not beating the devil of theocracy around the
stump with a vengeance, what would you call it?
We · will range here a few of the contradictory
utterances of those who are at the head of the Godin-the-Constitution movement. They are all taken
from the columns of the Christian Statesman, the
official organ of the Sabbath observer!:', and the excerpts are editorials, contributed articles, and selections, as severally indicated. We begin with the
disclaimers of a desire to combine church and state,
taking next those which advance the "rest" theory,
and finally those claiming the "moral " sanction
for Sunday laws:
''The legislated exemption of church property from
taxa ion is a vital, dan~erous, and iniquitous form of
union of church and state.
''History shows that where religious sects hav been allowed to take pubiio lands or public money they hav become gorged with wealth aild forced a union of church
and state. It also shows that whatever religion has been
wedded to the state, individual conscience has been debauched and a gil!antic, tyrannical political machine has
been instituted. The present practical relation between
church and state in this country is not satijjfactory, because in an important sense it is not essential separation."
-Rev. James M. King.
"This brings us to our second practical problem in
the relations of the nation to religion, namely, that it is
now clear that in addition to maintaining our national
separation of church and state, we must forbid such a
union in the states before Utah and New Mexico can
safely be admitted, and we must also cut off such informal but real unions of church and state as are seen in
a case like that of New ·York, where millions of public
money hav been given to Catholics for purely sectarian
uses. All Protestants hav relinquished appropriations
·for their Indian schools because it is seen that if any sect
is so helped by the government all must be, including
Catholics, so making a dangerous opening for sectarian
partialities and conflicts. To correct the evils just
named, and especially to prevent the use of public money
for parochial schools, there has been introduced in Congress the following proposed sixteenth amendment to the
national Constitution:
'No state shall pass any law re~pecting an establish·
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exerci11e thereof,
or use its property or credit, or any money raised by taxation~_or authorize either to be used for the purpose of
founaing, maintaining, or aiding by appropriation, payment for services, expenses, or otherwise, any church,
religious denomination or religious society, or any institution, society, or undertaking, which is wholly or in part
under sectarian or ecclesiastical control.' "-Editorial.
Theljle two excerpts so?,tnd well, but how much do
they mean, in the minds of those who giv utterance
to them! And the proposed amendment-how far
is it intended to go? Will it shut chaplains out of
the legislatures and the penal and reformatory in_
stitutions ? Will it prevent the reading of the
Bible, the utterance of prayers, and the singing cf
religious songs in tlie public schools T Will it take
out of the school readers all selections embodying
or inculcating Theistic and Christian dogmas ? If
not, why not! These are perfectly fair and wholly
legitimate questions and we distinctly ask the
Christian Statesman to answer them. If it objects
to answering, will it tell us why it does not desire
to help make the differences between the Secularists
and the Theocrats clear and unmistakable? It will
not do to say that this amendment is aimed at the
sects, in the narrow ~eaning of that term, for the

Statesman has put itself on record otherwise by
admitting that this amendment is renderednecesliary
chiefly by reason of the existence and demands of
the Catholic church, and if the Catholic church is a
sect then the Protestant is also, and it is just as
much a union of church and state and just as undeniably an outrage to hav the Prot.estant Bible
read in the common schools, which are maintained
by·money raised by the taxation of all the people,
Catholics included, as it would be to appropriate
the public. funds, which are contributed to by
Protestants, for the maintenance or aid of parochial
schools, in which the Catholic Bible finds a place.
Now for some of the "rest "-day arguments and
claims:
•• How far can the civil law take cognizance of the
Sabbath and enforce special observance? Just so
far as the civil neceBBities of the citizens demand.
If the majority of citizens desire to refrain from
labor on the Fourth of July and Washington's birthday for purposes of recreation or patriotic observances, they may require such general refraining from
labor as shall not put them at· a disadvantage in the
matter of competition. If the majority of men in a republic wish to rest one day in seven, it is wholly legitimate for them to require the minority to so demean
themselvs as to make possible that rest. Upon this simple foundation rests our so-called Sabbatic legislation.
This is no more a restraint upon personal liberty than
the laws which govern public parks or national banks."The Interi01·.
Note the disingenuousness of this! It is true
that most people refrain from work on the Fourth
of July, but are those who choose to labor punished
by fine and imprisonment for so doing? And is
not the Fourth of July the day for recreation, and
the most boisterous, ear-splitting, and often
dangerous recreation, at that! But the Sabbatarian
would not only punish men who labor on Sunday
but would also absolutely forl;>id recreation. Where
is the parallel between the Fourth of July and
Washington's birthday, and +.he Sunday which the
theocrats would force upon us at the point of the
-"civil" sword!
The above excerpt from the
Interior is a fair sample of ''rest-day" sophistry.
"Reformers, too, need to be more careful not to feed
the prejudices that work against us by un~ua.rded statements in which voluntary and compulsory aspects of Sabbath reform and other Christian reforms are mixed
together. Let us say it so plainly that no one can misunderstand, that in Sabbath laws we forbid work, but do
not compel worship, that, though. the 'Christian nation'
in its Sabbath law recognize8 man's duty to worship, as
also in Thanksgiving proclamations, in neHher does it
enforce worship by pains and penalties. This distinction has been made widely familiar by the use of the
term ' Civil Sabbath' about which there has been of
late some needless cavil. We do not know of any Sabbath reform advocate in onr country who does not be·
lieve there are two aspects of Sabbath observation-call
them two 'arms' or use som9 other illustration if pre·
ferred-one aspect, our duty to God, to b"e 'in the spirit
on the Lord's day,' and in his church as well, an aspect
universally conceded to be of voluntary observance, so
far as law is concerned, belonging to the realm of religious liberty; the other aspect, one ·in which civil law can
be properly invoked, the suspension of all work, save
works of necessity and mercy, in order to provide free·
dom for worship and from labor. Civil law enforce~
duties to man and punishes crimes against man, bnt
Americans generally believe it should not use civil pains
and penalties to enforce what is only a duty to God nor
to punish what is only a sin against God. ''-Editorial.
Why should " reformers" be "careful" not to
make "unguarded statements" about Sunday observance? Why the use of the word "unguaded,"
when, if there is no intention to " enforce worship," either "incorrect," "inaccurate," or " untruthful" would hav been the right word to qualify
" statements"¥
Again, what is meant by the assertion that the
" Christian nation" " recognizes man's duty to worship" T You are talking of a "civil" Sunday; then
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why drag in assumptions about the " duty" of worship 1 The " civil" state can know nothing of any
duty to worship ; its sole province is to protect
each citizen in his right to worship or to abstain
from worship, as he sees fit. That he may hav opportunity to worship it is not necessary that his
neighbor shall abstain from work or recreation. If
it was, what would he do about the Wednesday
evening prayer-m9 eting or the revival effort?
The first excerpt which we put in our third category is taken by the Christian Statesman from
Rev. George Guirey's "The Hallowed Day," and is
placed under the caption, "Where the Doctors Differ," along with the before-quoted paragraph from
The Interior :
"But all this controversy and confusion comes from
treating the Sabbath as a 'civil' and a 'religious institution,' when in fact it is neither the one nor the other in
the restricted sense of these terms. It is the body to
which they both belong. We do not call the arm the
body, nor the limb the tree; yet the arm ·is a part of the
body, and the limb is a part of the tree. A religioml
dogma is an after-thought; it belongs to a remedial system which was devised after the fall of man, for the purpose of restoring him to peace and harmony with his
maker; but the Sabbath is a moral inst-ttutwn, which
goes back of all religious rites, and lies deep at the foundation of moral duty. As the Sabbath involves a great
moral principle, God put it in the very heart of the Decalogue. Hence it is within the domain of both civil law
and religious obligation, just as much as the law against
murder, theft, adultery, or any of the other commandments.
"Sunday legislation, therefore, is not an infringement
on the rights of anyone; and if every state in the Union
should enact a law compelling all men to observe the
Lord's day, no man could- truthfully say the state was
legislating in favor of any religion, because the state
would only be performing a moral duty, which she owed
to every citizen. A man is morally bound to keep the
Sabbath holy, not because he is a Chistian, but because
he is a man. God makes no distinction among men on
this account. This law is older than the nation, the Jew,
or the Christian. It is not made especially for any class
or creed. It was made for man. . . . And this law
of God makes it the moral duty of every man to keep the
day holy. When the state made God's moral code the
basis of civil law, it rightly considered the observation of
the Sabbath day a moral obligation within the jurisdiction of civil law, and binding upon every citizen, no matter what his religion might be, but conceding to him the
privilege of keeping the Sabbath according to his own
belief as Jew or Christian."
Presumably the Christian Statesman accepts
this as all true, for, a few weeks later, it closes an
editorial with these words :
"What needs chief emphasis on this theme, however,
is that politics, no less than persons, owe allegiance to
the Decalog and the Golden Rule. In repudiating the
famous statement to the contrary the nation came to
self consciousness as ' a moral person.' "
Leaving politics for a moment and entering the
domain of theology, is not this talk about the
"afterthoughts" of an all-powerful and infinitly
wise God rich beyond measure 1 "A religious
dogma is an afterthought ; it belongs to a
remedial system which was devised after the
fall of man, for the purpose of restoring him
to peace and harmony with his maker." But
silly as it is, it ;is an admission that moral duties
antedated religion, and is in keeping with the
reverend author's earlier concession that religion
holds only the relation to morals that the arm does
to the body.
If such advocates of Sabbatarianism as this Rev.
Mr. Guirney are honest, how stupid they are! A
man who will seriously contend that Sunday observance cannot be enforced on religious grounds
but may be on mdral ones and then proceeds
to argue,-or, rather, assumes without argument,that the Sabbath, being a moral institution, involves
a great moral principle and because of this "God
put it in the very heart of the Decalog," therefore
it may be, nay~ must be, enforced by the state, is
either lacking in moral rectilinearity or is intellectually deficient to a startling degree. When it is
assumed that any institution has been recognized
by God and a command to rev 3J (nee it put
by him in a sacred law-book you hav formulated a religious dogma, concerning the
truth of which there may be the widest divergence
of opinion. Because Mr. Guirey believes that the
"Sabbath is a moral institution" and that, being
such, " God put it in the very heart of the Deca-

log," is the very reason which stands immovably in
the way of its enforcement by the civil powers.
What certain men believe regardmg a given day
and their opinion concerning God's view of this
day are not the concern of the state; it has no call
to force their belief or their opinion about God's
belief upon those who hav different views of the
whole matter. Any state that attempts to do so
has to that extent ceased to be a civil and become
an ecclesiastical state. In other words, we hav a
union of_ church and sta~e: C~lin? ''~he Sabbath"
. a moral mstead of a rehgwus msbtutwn· d~es not
make its forced observance any the less a crime ..
Civil law is a plant of very slow growth. Somety
had recognized and punished the crimes of murder,
theft, etc., ages before any state had reached the
conclusion that the "observance of the Sabbath
day [was] a moral obligation within the jurisdiction
of civil law.'' To Constantine and the Catholic
church we are indebted for the legal Sunday, and
to-day we behold the edifying spectacle of the
Covenanter striking madly at "the scarlet woman
of Rome " with one hand while with the other he
wields a legal bludgeon to beat into submission
those who do not accept as God's Sabbath the
pagan-born Sunday she gave him.
To conclude as we began: Is the observance of
Sunday to be enforced in the name of rest or of
morals or of religion T

Christian Self-Sacrifice.
The Presbyterian Interior sapiently remarks,
anent the World's Parliament of Religions, that "no
anti-Christian faith has offered to lay its sacred
scriptures beside the Bible for comparison ; no
contrasted creed, however it may boast of righteousness, has proposed a single new ethical conception not found in Christianity,
and no
religion has presented to us a record of such continuous and tender self-sacrifice as that of the
Christian believer." Like the party organ on the
morning after election, the Christian attorney understands the art of claiming everything, sagely
trusting that a large number of people will not
take the trouble to compare the early claims with
the later and corrected returns. In accepting the
invitation to participate in the Parliament of Religions, did not the " anti-Christian faiths " lay their
"sacred scriptures beside the Bible for comparison"? Inasmuch as Christianity had long ago appropriated as its own the ethical conceptions of the
earlier religior.s, it is not to be wondered ut that at
the Congress the elder faiths did not present any
"new" concepts. And "self-sacrifice '? Christians, like all other people, hav sought to avoid
what appear.od to them the greater of two evils.
The more finely-organized hav been messengers of
mercy to the suffering because the agonies of the
innocent and helpless were harder for these sympathizing ones to bear than the pains and losses
they incurred in the work of alleviation. In this
they differed in no degree from other people of like
sensitivness, but when it is remembered that for
centuries no one was permitted to liv outside the
church, is it to be considered marvelous that the
church has such a large sum of benevolence) of
"self-sacrifice," to her credit? But there were millions not so highly developed, and these also engaged in the work of "charity." They did good
deeds that they might get the offered reward, eternal life, and escape the alternativ punishment,
eternal suffering. As the dyE~peptic foregoes the
momentary pleasure accompanying the eating of a
piece of mince pie, that he may escape the night of
horror which would follow such indulgence, so uncounted millions of Christians hav abstained from
the harmless as well as the hurtful pleasures of this
short life that they might enjoy the everlasting
felicity which they had been led to believe would
follow such "sacrifice."
But this is not all there is of Christian sacrifice.
Following out its idea that heaven was to be gained
and hell avoided by abjuring the pleasures as well
as the sins of earth, and that the church alone was
qualified to detect and measure sin, and define
truth, it zealously proceeded to sacrifice the sinful
and errant in order to save their souls and the
souls of others who might otherwise be cast into

the bottomless pit through follc:>:wing sinful exam
ple and accepting false teachilig.
Necessarily,
heretical doctrin. was regarded as more dangerous
than a bad life, and so sp'lcial efforts were made to
dig it out of the corrupt heart of man. The more
horrible the sufferings of the heretic the greater
the deterrent influence of his punishment. His
short-lived body was tortured that his immortal
soul might be ransomed. Let him die in lingering
agony; so only can be saved the souls of others.
Beyond measure or realization l;>y the people of
this age has been the suffering caused by the sacrificial offerings of the Cb.ristian church upon the
altar of superstition. Material civilization has been
retarded, heartlessness nourished, the intellect of
man has been "dwarfed, hypocrisy encouraged and
rewarded, and an unnatural and pernicious ethical
code imposed upon the race. Well could the world
hav dispensed with the self-sacrifices of the best of the
church's children if it had been permitted to keep to
the end of the normal life of men the reformers and
scientific thinkers · and investigators whom that
church murdered that its creed might liv. We hav
had enough of Christian " love "; what we need is
knowledge and justice. When we hav these human
love will do all that cam be done to lessen the pain
inseparable from sentient existence. We do not
need the dogmas nor the ethics of Christianity ; the
first are false and the second are anti-natural and
cruel.

Another Politico-Christian Scheme.
General Wheeler, a representativ of Georgia m
Congress, has introduced this resolution:
"In order to commemorate the beginning of the
twentieth century of the existence _f the Christian religion and by appropriate ceremonies to express the profound reverence and thanks of the people for the advanced civilization and mestimable blessings vouchsafed
to mankind by Christian teachings and example, a
Wol'ld's.Exposition shall be held in the city of New York,
commencing as soon after Jan. 1, 1900, as the legislature
of New York shall prescribe, and cmitinuing through as
much of said year as may be provided by said legislature;
that the president of the United States shall, upon receiving official notice from the governor of the state of New
York that said state has enacted a law accepting the responsibility intrusted to it by this act, i~sue a proclamation inviting the nations of the earth to participate in
said exposition; that unless the state of New York enacts
a law accepting said trust within three months after the·
next meetmg of the legislature of said state this measure
shall be void and of no effect."
A "World's Exposition" which could properly
embrace only Christian nations (so-called) would be
a novelty indeed. The essential narrowness of the
Christian idea is well exemplified in this proposition
to ask the entire world to take part in a World's
Exposition for the glorification of Christianity,
when only about a third of the population of the
globe is nominally Christian. What a lop-sided
conception of the material resources, and of the
thoughts of the people, of his mother earth a child
would get who should depend for his education
upon such a "World's Exposition"! Yet, as before
said, the idea is essentially and typically Christian.
But such a spectacle of religious insularity would
be merely amusing. considered simply as a Christian show and ·bragging arena. It is not as such,
however, that the friends of religious liberty can be
content to view it. We can but regard this as
another proposed step in the direction of the fusion
of church and state. Congress has constitutionally
and rightfully nothing to do with any celebration
of the glones or alleged glories of Christianity or
of any other religion. Neither has the legislature
of the state of New York. Such a World's Exposition c!)uld be justly called only-by those intrusted
with the affct.irs of the various Christian churches.
If the clerical and lay members of these· Christian
churehes hav self-respect they will indignantly spurn
any offer of the United States or of any state to take
religion under the wing of political patronage. It
is tantamount to saying that the Christian religion needs the official countenance and financial
support of the state. Will Christians admit this'
W1ll they confess, by accepting General Wheeler's
scheme, that the religion of Jesus (that is, of God),
is inadequate of itself to cope with the powers of
sin? Especially will Protestants thus put themselves on record by accepting the aid of the tem
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poral power in their war with Satan? We shall
soon know.
''.
In the meantime it is imperativly necessary for
Freethinkers to be sharply on tha alert. It is
,not the hour for sleep. We must keep ourselvs
posted as to the whereabouts of this resolution.
Let all friends of religious liberty watch carefully
in the dailies for any allusions to the progress of
this latest traitorous scheme of the Congressional
allies of the Gad-in-the-Constitution schemers. We
shall be obliged to those of our readers who send us
clippings from any papers which speak editorially
about this matter. The utterances of the religious
press, for or against, will be particularly welcome.

were much appreciated. The last speaker was Mr. Leslie
Johnson, formerly of North Shields, where he sat on the
school board and the town connell. Mr. Johnson's
bright and earnest speech was very warmly applanded.London Freetho.r.ker.
When the ,Rev. Mr. Noyes expresses the hope or the
conviction that the belief is mistaken and that the heathen
will be saved without the preaching of the gospel, he
knocks on t the underpinning of the whole missionary system. If they are to hav a fntnre probation under angelic
instrnctioll, the necessity of converting them to Christianity on earth is not imperativ; they can be left to the
mercy of God, and no responsioility for their fate will
rest on people who are already converted. Thus Mr.
Noyes destroys the argument on which the missionary
society of the Congregationalists relies for its practical
maintenance. If his view prevails, it must prepare to go
ont of business; the reason for its existence is gone.New York Sun.

Agents Wanted.

Churchly Purpose and Performance.

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight.
It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.

In the Stillwater, Minnesota, penitentiary, several
standard works of fictiOn and Ingersoll's writings, hav
been forbidden circulation. The Prison Mirror has
undergone change of editorial control, and is now distressingly pions.

Several preachers are condemning the Parliament of
One prominent d1vine says that it tended to
degrade Christianity. We do not believe Christianity
can be degraded. The beautiful and brilliant diamond
is not degradedwhen the ugly black Jump of coal is laid
beside it; bnt it sparkles all the brighter in contrast.Independent.
Reli~ions.

Among the results of the Parliament of Religions these
may be noted: No Anti-christian faith has offered to lay
its sacred scriptures beside the Bible for comparison; no
contrasted creed, however it may boast of righteousness,
has proposed a single new ethical conception not found in
Christianity; no philosophy has offered to ns a nobler
conception of God than that we hav obtained from the
Old and New Testaments: no hope richer and more consoling has been suggested than the hope of an immortality of holineRs; and no religion has presented to ns a
record of such continuous and tender self sacrifice as that
of the Chri~>tian believer. And it is especially noticeable
that most of the men who eulOgized ali~n faiths were
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE those who personally owed their intellPctnal quickening
and their morals both to contact with Christianity.- The
TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the Interior.
Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subscription is only $3, and subsc~ibers to the Library a-white-robed Pontiff of eternal Rome! tllee do we
hail as the living embodiment of onr enrapturing dream.
receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in Thou hast handed on from generation to generation the
it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding, s•cred torch of cosmic thought; thou hast kept alive the
of cosmic love. Thy name is inherited from presubscribers can remit the difference in price be- flame
historic mysteries; thy mission is the preservatiOn of the
tween paper an~ cloth binding, and get the books heritage of doctrin which unites the best thought of the
in the latter shape: So far this year subscribers flower of the Aryan and Semitic nations; thy home is
amid the traditions of universal empire; we dare to see in
to the_ Library hav received "Paine Vindicated," thy triple crown the symbol of a unity in which J·ew and
by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the "Crea- Christian and pagan can alike participate; and we hail
thee once more as the apostle of cosmic unity, the king of
tion of God," by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents ; the first great brotherhood of the world. HH.il to thee!
the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price and hail still more to the divine master who taught and
crowneJ thee!-Merwin-Marie ,Snell. in Parliament of
40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents; Religions.
the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
Among other papers; the Christian Commonwealth is
price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Put- prohibited
in Turkey. This might, perhaps, be taken as
nam, price 25 cents; "Design Argument Fallacies," a compliment, bnt it puts onr pions contemporary into a
price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair," holy rage. It denounces the "nnspeak~ble Turk," a~d
hints that a war would be a very t.ood thmg to teach h1m
price 25 cents, and 11 Abraham Lincoln: Was He a civilizR.tion. This is extremely funny in a professional
Christian!" price 50 cents. Other books besides champion of the meek and lowly Jesus; and especially
so when it is remembered that less than a hundred years
are in preparation. One of these, we may men- ago many papers were dealt with after the fashion of the
tion, is· "Pleasure and Progress," by A. M. "unspeakable Turk" in Christian England, and that
many men and women were rotting m jails for selling
Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will Paine's "Age of Reason." It is wonderful to see, when
shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at ~nee Christians are dragged forward a few steps on the road
civilization, with what ftJroCJty they turn upon other
the books already published, and, as they ap- of
religionists who still stand in the old orthodox position.
pear, those which will be published between now -London Freethinker.
and January, '94.
At a missionary meeting in Paris, a poor blind woman
--------~~-------put twenty-seven francs into the plate. "Yon cannot
Freethought Progress.
afford so much,'' said the man who was holding the plate.
On Oct. 3rd. the London Federation of Secular "Yes, sir, I can," she answered. On being pressed to
Societies opened meetings for the training of young tell why she could giv so much, she said: "I am blind,
and I said to my fellow straw-workers, 'How much
spen.kers.
money do yon spend in the year for oil for your lamps
when it is too dark to work nights?' They added it np
The attorney-general of Kansas has rendered an in their minds, and found it was twenty-seven francs.
opinion to the effect that the secretary of state cannot So," said the poor woman, "I found that I save twentyissue a charter to the American Protectiv Assocmtion, be- seven francs in the .Year because I am blind, and do not
cause, as he. says, it seeks to abridge the r~ligions rights need a lamp; and I giv it to send light to the dar.k
of some citizens.-Ma l and Express.
heathen lands."
[Christianity is assnl'edly wel<lome to all the credit it
It is gratifying to know that Freethonght has now a can get from such instances of '' love," manifested in
monthly organ in the W~st In~it;s. an~ Senor Emanuel obedience to the behests of the blindest credulity, and
dos Santos, of Port-of-Spam; Trm1dad, IB to be congratu- densest ig-norauce of what foreign peoples are and need.lated upon the way in which he sustains his monthly Eo. T. S.]
Progress. The number bP.fore ns opens with a vigorous
paper on "The Mission of Freethonght. "-London FreeIf some sentimentalists deduce that bPcanse of the cnlthmker.
tnre and urbanity of representativ teachers the pagan religions may, after all, be sufficient for these races which
We are pleased to note from Progress· that there are hav been nurtured in them, and th~t therefore Christian
also signs of FreethongM in Jamaica, where Mr. A.M. missions are superfluous, it is enough to say, in reply,
Monld has published" A Plea for the Agnostic." We that nowhere in the expositions submitted to the Parliaknow. that seeds of Freethonght were sown both in ment was there in the pagan system found any place for
Jamaica and Trinidad by certain of her majesty's soldiers the fundamental ft~ct of sin, or tor the equally fundawho are also enr.:>lled in the Armv of Freethonght, and mental fa<lt of salvation through a divine ag-ency already
who are now occupied with similar work in anotber por- in exis•ence for that achievement. The utter incomtion of the British colonies.- London Freethinker.
petency of the pagan fait-hs to touch the depths of human
natnre and develop a high moralitv among the people;
The Bradl11ongh birthday ce)Abration at the Hall of their utter want of any sources of spiritual nourishment
Science on Tuesday evening was a distinct success. The and heal't comfort for men and women suffering beyond
large meeting inclnded most of the cream of the Free- expression because of sin and hopelessness-these will
thought party in London. Mr. Foote took the chair, make missions imperativ so long as Christians believe
and delivered the opening speech. He was followed by that Christ came to be the savior of the world.-Stephen
1\h. R. Ford~r ~d Mr. (l, Standring, wboi'!El reJDa.f:k!J J. Ff~rf)en1 in ChriBtian .Advocate.

In this sense the Christian religion is esl!lentially intolerant. She cannot grant that other religions hav come
from God or that this has come from man. When the
time comes that those who stand for the Christian cause
assent to the position that the religion which they profess
is, in origin and character, one with the great world religiolls, onl.v contending that it is a late!' and more advanced prod net of human evolution, Christianity will hav
changed its essential character. It will no longer be the
cause which produced martyrs. It will no longer be the
religion of the apostles and fathers. It was the intolerant aggressivneFB of Christianity which brought down
upon it the hand of persecution. If it had been willing
to liv on terms of equality with othel' systems, courteously conceding to them a legitimate place in the economy of the universe, it would easily hav become a egalized system in the Roman world. Bnt it would engage
in no such compromise. It would not agree to "liv and
let liv." It could never be hindered from as~erting that
it alone was right and all the rest were wrong.- Living
Church (Protestant Episcopal).
Bnt yesterday Ivery nearly received my quietus. We
have Sunday open-air discussions here (Belfast), in which
for some time past I took a prominent part. On Sunday
week an English spAaker, who did not realize how strong
political feeling runs here, made a passing refPrence to
Home Rule, and the meeting nearly resulted in a riot.
Yesterday I pnt in an appearance, and was soon surrounded by an angry crowd. Cries of "Away with the
Atheist, the Home Ruler, the Socialist, the InfidAl," etc.,
were raised, and in a very short time I was set upon by as
many of a mob of thousands as could get at me Their
numbers were probably my safety, for I escaped, through
the interposition of the police, with a ont m the head and
bruises all over me. None very serious, however. The
spirit animating BelfahtChristians does not seem to iliffer
mnch in character from that of the Inquisitors in Spain.
After I and others had been chaqed, the mob held an enthusiastic and victorious meeting-, and declared themselva in favor of " civil and rt:ligions liberty" for all ;
and the Raw bath is not be broken without tlie accnmpaniment of broken heads.- W. M. Knox in .Agnostic
Journal.
The third conference of RnsRian ecclesiastics and others
interested in the extirpation of Stnndists, which was to hav
met in Angnst, seems to hav been indefinitly postponed.
The reason of the postponement is rumored to be the unwillingness of one or two of the chief eccclesiastical dignitaries in the synod to identify themselvs with more
drastic measures than are at the present time in force.
As fat' as it goes this is a .hopeful sie-n. No answer has
heen returned by the Russian bishops addressed by the
Evangelical Alliance on behalf f>f the persecuted Stnndists.
The Alliance letter, a most courteous document, was sent
to Russia in the early spring and bore the signatures of
leadmg Ohristian ministers both in England and the
United States. The Russian biRhops hav siroplv ignored
it np till now. Advices from the pro"ince of ElizabPt.hpol, in TranRcanssia, state that for a month past, the
arrivals of hanished Stnndists hav not been 110 numerous
as during the spring and earlv summer. We regret to
he~r that there is a good deal of disunion among the
brethren exiled to Elizabethpol, aDd it has even come to
onr ears that one or two of them hav consented to be
spies on the othel's. Be this as it may, the police show an
extraordinary omniscience of their actions. The Stnndists here are still prohibited from worshiping in their
own honses.-Independent.

Milton.
I face the sounding sea-beach and behold
How the voluminous billows roll and rnn,
Upheaving and subsiding, while the snn
Shines through sheeted emerald far unrolled,
And the ninth wave, slow gathering fold by fold
All its loose flowing garments into one,
Plunges upon the Rhore, and floods the dim
Pale reach of sands, and changes them to gold.
So in majestic cadence rise and fall
.
The mighty nndnlations of thy song,
0 Bill:htless bard, Eneland's Mrermides!
And ever and anon high over all
Uplifted, a ninth wave superb and strong,
Floods all tlte sonl with its melodious seas.
-H. W. Lon,qjellow.
MILTON.

A vision of Tartarns, hades, hell,
With hideous fiends that writhe and curse and rail
With awfnll'oar and groan and moan and wail,
With lurid flame and smoke and snlphnr smell,
The roar, the groan, the moan, the awful knell
Of every hope; nothing can here prevail
Against the curse, pronounced on all who fail
To understand the creed of Calvin well.
This is the bn • den of that wondrous song
That in majestic verse thou hast arrayed
Which alone reveals thy granil and wondrous mind,
Believing whi<lh, the world insane with wrong
Would suffer all the horrors thon'st portrayed,
And like thyself be blind, forever blind.
Grand Raptd 11, Mich.
C. 0. McCARTHY.

An Opportunity For the Fool-killer.
The MinistPrial Alliance of Denver has prepared a memorial citing- the existing financial distress and the ~reat
legalized sins of the nation and petitionine the president
to set aside a day when the people shall pray that the
nation shall be rightly guided in its present sore distress.
-Nbwsitem.
It seems as though even a preacher would know
better than to speak of the sins of a nation. Corporations, or public bodies of anv kind, are generally supposed to hav no soul~=~, and hence cannot
commit the great crime in the eyes of the preachers
-sin.
However, this being a Christian nation,
perhaps it can commit Christian sins. Does anyone know where the fool-killer i~;~ ~t the presept
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condemn all lynchings, mob laws, Pinkerton, white caps, He wanted it located in his town, and to show that
Comstock, Parkhurst, Gerry, and all similar irrespon- he at least meant business, he ;would giv forty acres
sible amateur or sectarian societies and agencies, as utterly of land, and the citizens of Kearney would raise
false in principle and opposed to orderly government by
h
the people. That the very existence of such methods is from ten to twenty t ousand dollars. ~earney, he
a precedent fraught with danger, a co~stant menace to said, was the geographical center of the country,
our government-state and federal-an inevitable cause of and is a fine city of over ten thousand inhabdistrust and demoralization to all lawful admi1;1i_stration itants. It had been suggested in THE TRUTH
of the laws, and a natural source of blackmailmg and S
h t
h
· t"t t"
b
11
h
corruption. That the temporary good which is to be
EEKER. t a . sue an ms 1 u lon e ca ed t e In~eraccomplished by their irresponsible substitutes for the soU Umvers1ty, and though byColonelingersollhlmlaw, whe~her _instigat!Jd by mobs or snobs, or bigots or self some other name had been eelected, it might
monoJ?ohsts, Is. sure, m the long run, to be exceeded by still be called after America's greatest genius. Mr.
the evils resultmg from them.
. · Goff would giv money wherever the universit
Resolved, That we not only express our sympathies
. h b l
t d b t h
ld '
·
fi
y
with the working and producing people of our country, mig t ~ o~a e. • u.
e wou n t g1ve ve ce~ts
but that we will aid them in every way in our power. for any mst1tutwn w1th a preacher or a prayer mT~at in so d ing we call their attention to the fact that in side its walls.
He was an Agnostic, and had been
this country and all over the world the churches. are sup- since eighteen years of age, though no one could
ported and run by the oppressors and monopolist~, who h t h" f li
b
lli
h"
I fid 1
use them as their allies and assistants. That any real
ur . lS ee ngs Y ca ng 1m an
n e or
economic or industrial emancipation of the people is Athe1st.
~r~ctically iml?oss~ble without their in~e_llectual and reMr. Goff's proposition was referred to the presihg!ous ema~~:m.patwn. Th~t the mediCm-man and the . dents and governing boards of the three national
chief, the kmg and the bishop, the emperor and the F
h
h .
· t"
h A
.
·
pope, the monopolist and the priest, the plutocrat a?d
reet oug t orgamza Ions on t e
mencan contlhis church, are everywhere but twin systems of authority nent.
-the two halves of one whole of temporal and spiritual
THURSDAY EVENING.
oppression-by which the masses of the people are
Thursday
evening
was filled in with music by
repressed, robbed, atupified, and degraded.
young
Mr.
Remsburg,
songs by Mrs. Kinsella, who
Resolved, That we look with anxiety and alarm at the
new departure which has been taken by the various de- throughout the Congress obligingly filled gaps with
her sweet voice ; addresses by Mr. Shaw and
Mr. Hourwich. Mr.
Shaw entertained a' d
instructed t h e
audience with a history of
Liberalism in Texas and
it is to be hoped he will
print it in the Pulpit.
Mr. Hourwich told about
Freethought in Russia
and his address follows.
It was worth listening to
and is worth reading:

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
Captain Adams, as chairman of the Committee
on Resolutions, read the following:
Resolved, That as in 1776 the patriots of America declared their independence of the king, we, the Freethinkers of the world assembled in convention in Chicago in the year 1893, do hereby declare our independence
of the church.
We denounce the church for securing unjust and injurious laws and customs, among which are the following:
Exemption to itself from the payment of taxes.
ThC' use of public money for its ministers and sectarian
institutions.
The use of the Bible and religious instruction in the
public schools.
The appointment by government of religious festivals
and fasts.
The observance of the Christian Sabbath.
The control of birth registration, marriage ceremonies,
and burial rites.
The enforcement of edicts of Christian morality that
are opposed to natural morality.
The oppression of those who do not accept its dogmas.
We therefore reaffirm the
Nine Demands of Liberalism
as expressed in the Constituiton adopted by theN a tiona!
Liberal League at Philadelphia, July 1, 1876, and
we pledge ourselvs to make
every possible effort for the
emancipation of this continent and of the world from
tho polit.ical religions and
social tyranny of the Christian church.
Resolved, That this Congress recognizes and affirms
the supreme value of a right
education; and that for the
complete establishment and
"FREETHUGHT IN RUSSIA!"
triumph of Freethought
principles reliance should
The title may sound to you
not be placed Rolely upon
somewhat like the old story
p,.eaent semi-Christian inof " The History of Snakes
strumentalities, however well
in Ireland." And yet, I
furnished and in accordance·
venture to say, Americans
with advanced methods, but
hav the least reasons to look
that Freethinkers hereafter
overbearingly upon Russia.
should endeavor to establish
You hav noticed the proud
and maintain schools upon
inscription over the likeness
a purely secular and Freeof Franklin in the Electricthought basis.
ity Building: Rapuit fulTherefore, with ample
men caolo -•ceptrumque tymeans and endowments,
rannis." The grandsons of
which it is hoped will somethe founders of this republic
time be at the service of
seem to be very anxious
Freethought, it should be
to return the thunders to
one of the ultimate objects
heaven and the scepter to the
of Freethinkers to establish
tyrants. The Congress of
a Freethought university,
RAligions appears to me an
and for this purpose the subattempt on the part of the
ject should be thoroughly
rulers of this country "to
discussed, and the interest
invent a God, if he does not
and generosity of Liberals
exist." Then the touching
aroused; also, as preliminary
newspaper recitals of the
to such grea* educational
preparations which were goinstitutions, science Sundaying on in the capitol for the
schools should be established
meeting of the prospectiv
wherever possible, together
president-apparent, Grover
with Freethought readingII.; all these columns of
rooms, libraries, lecture
gossip on what Mrs. Clevecourses, social and literary
land told Mrs. Lamont, etc.,
clubR. The time has come
does it not remind one of
for Freethought to depend
the old-fashioned court
on ita own independent
chronicle of some small
agencies for the future edduchy in Middle Germany?
ucation of the race.
What does it matter me
WHEREAs, It has been the
what is the weight of Miss
blessing of the civilized
Cleveland No. 2; what do I
care for Mr. Cleveland's
world that the press has alHOW THE CONGRESS APPEARED TO AN ARTIST FROM THE DUGH CASU.
most wholly taken the place
disappoinmen t?
of the pulpit as the means
Mrs. Cleveland is a young
of general communication
l
woman, and the event is
among people, and has become a factor of enormous I partments of the government of the United States, in- nothing but natural. I agree with the reporter that Mr.
power in modern life; therefore he it
, augurating a state religious movement, and especially at Cleveland has become unfit for a lawn tennis player, still
Resolved, That, as a matter of vital necessity, those l the action of Congress, commencing a system of religious there is nothing extraordinary in his being a father.
journals devoted to the spread of Freethought should be legislation.
·
No European newspaper would indulge in that bosh. If
thoroughly supported, for without such journals it is imObjectionable as were the state Sunday laws, a United the American newspaper offers such stuft to the public,
possible to carry on the work in any direction; it is States Sunday law is a hundredfold more objectionable, it proves that there is a demand for it. The little grandimpossible to agitate or educate, to keep open the lecture since it transfers the responsibility from a particular sons of the great-grandfathers of this republic seem to
fields, or hold successful congresses. The influence of community or aggregation of communities to the whole hav come to the conclusion that if there is no king, he
such journals in its very nature is far-reaching, radical, people of the United States.
must be invented It is this spirit of servility that has
and constructiv, since it constantly prese.nts Freethought
Resolved, That we stand committed to the most un- made possible the disgraceful alliance between the
from all over the world in its most varied, interesting, relenting opposition to all such laws, and to every law republic and the Russian czar, an alliance the only
and advancing aspects. It is urged upon every true looking however remotely toward a union of church and object of which is to grind down the Russian Freefriend of Freethought to support these journals-both by state. '
thinker.
subscribing himself and obtaining by personal effort the
Resolved, That the action of the highest executiv of
Yes, there is a Russian Freethinker; and though he
subscriptions of others in his vicinity-and it is earnestly this nation in proclaiming as law the decree formulated has never enjoyed the opportunity of the American
desired that during the coming year a vast combined in secret session by the United States Senate whereby Liberal, yet he is the salt of the earth in Russia; he
movement should be made by the thousands now sub- political refugees will be delivered to the tender mercies of forms the public opinion of Russia, and not those official
scribing for THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Investigator, the Russian jurisdiction on accusation of Russian police courts attorneys of the czar, who hav boasted in this city of
Iron Glad Aqe, Secular Thought, the Freethinkers' was an act derogatory to manhood and contrary to all the progress achieved through the exertions of their
Magazine, and Independent Pulpit, to double the sub- American precedents and concepts of liberty and justice crowned client.
scription lists of these papers. In this way will be made and deserves the condemnation of all fair-minded men
I think it will not be without interest to consider first
one of the greatest advances for Freethought, one which and women.
what is the relation between church and state in Russia.
That the church is only one among the state institutions
The resolutions were unanimously adopted.
will_be permanent and extensiv, co-operating with a?d
mskmg vastly more powerful all the other weans of md
f
in Russia, is known, I presume, to everybody. But I do
tellectual, moral, social, and political progress which is
Mr. Wakeman. ere he eparted or New York, not think the American public is fully informed upon the
the supreme purpose and spirit of Freethought.
wanted to congratulate the Congress not only upon methods by which the authority of the church is supRe_solved, TP,at we renew tp.e demand~ of former con-, its own greatness but upon its great good sense in ported in Russia. I shall read you just a few quotations
from the Russian Criminal Code:
vel!twns of L1b~ral p~ople m the Umted States for a passing such magnificent resolutions.
strictly secular, Impartial enforcement of all laws by the
.
" Whosoever dare to cast vituperation upon God glopeople through officers paid by and strictly responsibb
C. V. Goff, of Kearney, Neb., called attent1on to rified in the Trinity or upon our most chaste lady godt() the people aJ1d to no OJ1e e1se. That we, therefor~ the proposition to build a. Freethought University. mother and virgin Maria, or upon the venerable cross of
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our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, or upon the immaterial because he refused to tell his name, lest it might giv a present, he said, would never meet each other
powers of heaven, or upon the saints or their ima.,.es," clew to the persecution of his associates? The man who again in this world, but if they met in another he
. . . in case this crime be committed, : . . "in a p~blic died on the scaffold under the name of 'Unknown' was
place and before an audience, more or less numerous, certainly moved by anything but the desire of glorv." hoped it would be as Freethinkers.
Mr. Putnam was second speaker to this toast.
shall be sentenced to deprivation of all civil rights and The gentleman conceded that this martyr, thougli an Inhard labor for the term of from six to eight years." (Sec- fidel, had doubtless been accorded a place in the Chris- The Freethought Federation, he said, was the light
tian kingdom of heaven.
tion 176.)
artillery of Freethought, and he was glad that the
I hav nothing more to say. I hav attempted to show other corps of the Freethought army was willing to
The consequence of hard labor is exile for life to
that ~he movement whic]l is g!>ing on to-day here in
Siberia.
" Whoever has committed the same crime, not in pub- America has already a history m Russia. I consider, work with it. Freethought was the motor of all
lic, nor before a numerous audience, but in the presence therefore, the hundreds of educated Russians driven social progress, and while orthodoxy opposed it he
of witnesses with the intent to shake their faith or to se- to these shores by the political and religious intoler- wanted all the friends possible. There is a big
duce them, shall be sentenced to deprivation of all civil !tnce. of their government . as an element of progress fight on hand, and we must use the ballot. He
rights and exile to the remotest partB of Siberia for life- m this country. But that IS precisely the reason they
n:re not wanted !Jy the Phari~ees of this country. Here knew from his experience at Washington that had
time." (Sec. 177.)
The same punishments are meted out for " the vitu- hes the explanatiOn of the unwn between this plutocratic not the church used ballots Congress would not
peration of the Christian or orthodox church, abusing republic and the autocratic czar. To this union we hav voted to close the Fair on Sundays. Some of
must oppose a union between the Freethinkers of Amer- the Congressmen he personally knew were bullthe holy scriptures," etc. (Sec. 178.)
The witnesses of such crimes who hav failed to report ica and the radicals of Russia.
Therefore, before all things, down with the Russian- dozed by the church. We must fight it through
them to the authorities are subject to arrest or imprisonment for a term not exceeding eight months." (Sec. 179.) American treaty for the extradition of Russian political every channel, at the ballot-box and in the courts.
IsAAc A. HoURwiOH.
The same punishment awaits the blasphemous wrong- refugees!
On the moral side we should establish science
doer who dares to giv expression to such ungodly opinscho.ols, and he hoped to see the Freethought uniFriday,
the
delegates
visited
the
World's
Fair.
ions in a book, or pamphlet, as well as to the one who
About a hundred met at the Administration Build- versity under way soon. He also rejoiced at the
distributes the book. (Sec. 181.)
'' Whoever has succeeded in diverting a Christian of ing, and proceeded in twos to the temporarary mecca splendid harmony which the Congress had dethe orthodox or any other denomination, into the Jewish, of heresy, the Paine picture in the Government veloped, and advised the delegates to eat, drink,
Mohammedan, or any other non-Christian faith, shall be
and shake hands.
sentenced to hard 1!!-bor for the term of from eight to ten Building. Mr. Charlesworth had preceded them
Mrs. Ames, when called upon, said it was cruel
with the intention of obtaining permission for ~
years." (Sec. 184.)
Those so converted are deprived of their civil rights, speech in front of the portrait. He met with a to ask her to speak fur.ther, but as the men had
and a guardianship is instituted over their estates." ref~sal, which was afterward softened to permission been cruel to the women for so many ages, she
(Sec. 185.)
would try to bear this additional burden. The gist
Exile and imprisonment are also kept in store for those to hav a short service. Mr. Remsburg . had the
who will convert an orthodox Christian into any other honor of doing the talking while recalling Paine's of her remarks was that the church was in its doservices to the country as one of the framers of our tage ; the government granted the old lady all the
Christian faith. (Sec. 186-189.)
But the followin~.r statute is the most remarkable:
system of government and workers for .independ- favors she asked, and the speaker trusted that when
"Whoever, being aware of the fact that his wife, or ence. Mr. Hunt, who has charge of the state the Freethinker.s did come into power they would
children, or other persons intrnsted by law to his care
not enact retaliatory legislation.
and guardianship, hav in mind apostasy from the ortho- department exhibits, sent up this note:
Judge Hilton, of Oklahoma, said he had been a
dox faith, will fail to exert himself to divert them from
:pon't let your demonstration be too long or too consuch intent, and to avail himself of the power delegated spicuous. Remember the picture is exhibited by the Freethinker but four or five years. He agreed with
to him by law to prevent them from carrying out that in- government-not by a sect.
G. HUNT.
Mrs. Ames, and was more than charmed with the
tent., shall be sentenced to arrest for not leEs than three
Mr. Remsburg graciously cut it short, and the gentlemen of a new religion-the true one-aredays, nor more than three months." (Sec. 192.)
And yet the Russian government has the face to boast audience scattered around the grounds to see the ligion which always sought the society of ladies.
of its tolerance!
Fai;r. The day was rainy and cold, and sight- He should look back upon this night as Rasselas
Of course, in the case of all such laws the question
upon the happy valley. Freethought was felt even
arises whether they are not obliterated in practical life. seemg was confined to the exhibits in the building.
Sa.turday was also devoted to sight-seeing, till in Oklahoma. The people had forsaken the old reTo that I will say: They are and they are not obliterated, according to whether the culprit belongs to the evemng, when a dinner, erroneously called a ban- ligion on Sunday. The way to test Freethinkers is
higher or to the lower classes of society.
quet, was on the program. About one hundred when they use the ballot. He thought, too, that a
Tens of thousands of peasants are persecuted for
Freethought university should be built. .
apostasy from the orthodox Greek church, imprisoned, and thirty sat ~own to tables, which did not groan,
After music by the Edelweiss Club, Captain
exiled, ruined. The great majority of them are simply because the pr1ee was small. The service was also
Protestant enthusiasts, trying to embody in their every- in proportion, and lucky was he who had a knife Adams said that as progress depended upon the
day life the teachings of the first Christian apostles. But and fork at the same time. But as some were used printing-press, a machine that the old ecclesiastics
there are among them complete Atheists, opposed to all
said they must destroy or it would destroy them,
forms of authority, religious as well as political. Their to knives and others to forks, by dividing up the he offered the toast: " The Liberal Press, the
table
ware
substantial
progress
was
finally
made.
permanent residence is in the mines and in the wilds of
·
Captain Adams presided in his usual charming Greatest Disseminator o~ Freethought." The capSiberia.
As to the educated classes, the policy of the govern- ma~ner.
The captain is. an unusually graceful tain bad intended, he said, to ask Mr. Mendum, as
m.ent is different. Not that persecution is entirely out of chairman. He says the right thing at about the the publisher ef the oldest Freethought journal, to
the question-not by any means, no! During the reign
of Alexander II., alias the "Czar-Liberator," Adrian right time, and this habit, united with unusual first respond to this, but he was unable to be presPushkin was held twenty years in the dungeons of the good sense and sound attainments, makes the ent. And, continued the captain, as Mr. Macdonald
Solovetzky Monastery, on an island in the White sea, for captain a leader of great worth. He ought to be of THE TRUTH SEEKER was more addicted to putting
no other offense than having founded a new mystic sect forced to the front much oftener than his nativ his thoughts into deeds than words he would aak
of "Men-gods." Still, it was an easy task for the government to persecute religious mysticism, that had modesty now permits. The only one who stood Miss Wixon, another TRUTH SEEKER editor, to realongside Captain Adams as a judiciary officer was spond. Miss Wixon said:
scarcely a score of adherents.
But the case is entirely different with regard to Athe- Mr. Putnam, also a captain. When enthusiasm
The IJiberal press is an educator; it is one of the greatism. To persecute Atheists would ml?an to persecute the and money were wanted, it was Putnam who est educating forces in the worlil. It is the people's
whole educated class, Russian officials themselvs included.
schoolmaster. Without it the c11use of Freethought
There is a certain amount of official hypocrisy with the wielded the gavel. No one could escape the con- would languish and sink into obscurity. It sends around
servants of the pious czar, but no educated Russian would tagion of that man's boundless good nature and the world messages of hope and encouragement,
make a secret of his Infidelity.
zeal.. ~e extrac~ed half dollars from pockets used strengthens the weak and despondent, inspires the
The defeat of religion is entirely due to the activity
earnest worker with new energy and zeal, and is the proof the Nihilists, which began, during the sixt-ies, in the to yieldmg penmes, and he made the audience as moter of everything that tends to the happiness of the
enthusiastic propaganda of the theory of evolution and hilarious and happy as himself. They couldn't help human race. Its bright 11nd broadening influence is felt
culminated in the propaganda of political revolution. It it. They just caught it.
to the uttermost parts of the earth, and wherever it has
is needless to go into details. Suffice it to say that
But to return to the over mutton of the dinner.· gone it has left an impression of truth and goodness.
if the Nihilists failed to revolutionize the institutions of Captain Adams, began proceedings by recalling the Thousands owe their emancipation from the slavery of
their conn try, they hav produced a complete revolution
to the efforts of the Liberal press.
banquet at which Charles Lamb wanted to know superstition
in the minds of their countrymen.
'I'hrough this medium we get an interchange of ideas
The Russian is consistent. Having rejected religion, if. th~re were no minister present to say grace. and a knowledge of what is going on in the Liberal
he has also rejected the religious foundations of ethics. Fmdmg there was none, Lamb earnestly said: world. In this way heart meets heart, and hand meets
And here the question of the relations between man and " Let us thank God." Being in the same predica- hand in true fraternal greeting.
woman is of paramount importance. Marriage is in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, since its inception, has kept steadRussia a religious institution. Divorce is not recognized ment as the fellow at the feast, Captain Adams ily onward in the path of progress and reform. True to
by Russian law, except for adultery, precisely as in New used the old lady's benediction of the food she was its principles it has never wavered from its purPose-that
York. But the Russian makes no ·fetich of the law. to eat:
of seeking and following truth wherever she leads the
The first Russian female students were also the first
way, knowing that the truth can lead no one astra:y.
Let grace be here and grace be there,
pioneers of freedom for woman. In proud contempt
And whatever new fields of science and progress open m
And all around the table;
they disregarded the attacks of the Comstocks of their
the future, yon may rest assured THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
Let each one take a spoon and fork,
time, until finally they hav brought it to a complete
will be there, ready to gather new facts as they arise and
And feed as best he's able.
change of public opinion. Nowadays·Mrs. Manasseina,
place them before its readers in their true light.
the well-known writer on physiology, has lost nothing in
If you will pardon an allusion to my own department in
There being little to eat, the dinner was soon done.
public respect for having separated from her husband
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Children's Corner, I would like
and married Professor Tarcharoff without caring a whit With nothing but coffee to drink, the orators were to say that it is an important feature of the Liberal press.
easily kept within bounds, time being called on one That which is done for the children is done for the world.
for legal formalities.
Thirty years ago, when our glorious Tchernysheffsky only. The first toast was "Freethought, the Mo- Train a child in the way he should go and when he is old
announced the gospel of emancipation in his "What Is tor of Progress." Mr. ·Waite rose first. In com- he will not depart from it. If we would hav Freethinkers
To Be Done?" he was denounced, like Brother Moses ing along the street, he said, he came by D. L. in the future we must begin with the children. Imbue
Harman to day; he was imprisoned and spent twenty-one
them with the principles of freedom and those principles
years in jail and in Siberia. To-day his ideas hav become Moody's place of business, and was handed an ad- will remain through life.
vertising card bearing the legend, " Get right with
a matter of course.
Thousands of letters from children and parents all over
But, as I hav said, the Russian is consistent. Having Go~." But as .he had never injured God's repu- America, Canada, England, and other countries, testify
done awav with tradition in religion and ethics, he went
to the value of Liberr.l ideas to the young.
one step further and declared war on authority in politi- tatwn, the adVIce was wasted. And this led him
Finally, let me say that our thanks are due those who
to
remark
that
the
preachers
earned
only
about
cal and economic life. And here he has offered an object
hav so gallantly sustained THE TRUTH SEEKER by their
lesson to those who think that a moral life is imrossible ten per cent. of their salaries in teaching ethics sympathy and financial support.. Without their clear
without a religious behef. With tbe Rmsian Nihilist the other ninety per cent. beipg purely waste. Mr: heads, strong hands, and true hearts we can do little;
Socialism took the place of religion. In the name of this Waite went on to say that the Freethinker's Con- while we hav their aid and friendship we can meet all
worldly religion the Russian Nihilist has presented to
foes bravely. Hence, we ask only a continuance of their
our business-like nineteenth century examples of de- gress, as far .as it had gone, was a good one. That favors, and promis the same faithfulness to our common
votion and self-sacrifice which bring us back to the times he had had a good time. That the Federation and interests in the future as has characterized our efforts in
of the first martyrs of Christianity.
the Union had chosen good officers, in which view the past.
I remember a discussion on this very topic which I he believGd Brother Putnam would agree.
He
Dr. Foote, Sr., Moses Harman, and Dr. Pritchonce had with an English gentleman, a strong adherent of
Christianity. He denied, as usual, that morality of the had heard Brothers Wakeman and Menden men- ard, of Sierra Valley, Cal, also responded to this
higher type can be built up on a philosophical basis. I tioned as possibly good presidential timber for the toast.
quoted tne example of the Nihilist martyr, giving away Union ; so he had nominated both. He desired to
The succeeding toast was "To the Liberal Orahis life for his neighbor. "But he may hav been actuated by desire of glory." "What do you think of a please, but he couldn't see why he should object tors." Mr. Remsburg was the first to respond. He
man who was executed under the name of 'Unknown,' to himself more than to them. · The most of those spoke, he said, for the radical Freethinkers, those
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who had always been in the front of the fight, and for the slave. His speech was full of facts and
who had been condemned by the pretentious and quotations from Methodi.:,t documents, and will be
pretended friends of Freethought. Freethought, printed in good time as a chapter in one of his
said Mr. Remsburg, is both constructiv and de- forthcoming volumes. It made a splendid speech.
structiv, and while we could applaud Comte we
Mrs. Freeman followed and won great applause
could also admire Voltaire. The constructiv work for her wit and earnestness.
of an Adler merits approbation, but much more the
Reuben Rush, a young orator from Boston,
satire and wit that fall from the lips of an Ingersoll. made some criticisms upon the indifference of some
He indorsed the Nine Demands, but went farther. Freethinkers, and incidentally made himself famous
He not only demanded the taxation of churcqes, but with those who heard him. In the words of one
he demanded also their damnation. He would abol- admiring auditor, Reuben is a rattler! What the
ish chaplaincies and chaplains as well. He would re- cause of Freethought has most to fear, said Mr.
peal Sunday laws, but he would do more-demolish· Rush, is the apathy in the ranks. There are a great
Sunday itself. A God who could only make one many Freethinkers in the country, and yet but
day in seven holy was but a seventh-rate God, comparativly little work was done. The most of
and of but little consequence. He would discon- them seemed to think there is nothing to do, that
tinue appropriations to religious institutions, and Christianity is a dying creed, a fossil. But that
the institutions also.
Joe Cook told the truth view, he thought, is decidEdly erroneous. Chrisonce-the only time that had come to the speaker's tianity is not a fossil when it dictates nominations,
knowledge. Cook said, "Destroy the Sabbath, and controls elections, and make demands upon the
you destroy the church." Mr. Remsburg had been public treasury. It has fat offices to confer, and
saying that for fifteen years. And he would not only will die hard. Freethinkers had a foe unworthy
throw the Bible out of our public schools, but would their steel, but a cause worthy of their best efforts.
destroy it entirely as a religious work. Its influence They should attack the church at !lll points. He
was almost wholly bad. This country is not big had been to the legislature of Massachusetts and
enough for religion and Freethought, and the radi- induced the committee on taxation to report favorcal Freethinkers were in the fight for all time. Mr. ably a bill assessing church property, and though
Remsburg waxed gloriously eloquent on this theme. the bill was killed in general session, it was the best
and the room rang to his voice and to the applause result ever attained in Massachusetts. It was a
evoked. He was, in fact, unusually brilliant all result of work instead of talk. The church had lost
through the Congress, probably inspired by the its grip on the intelligence of the community, but
presence of Mrs. Remsburg, who had come five .still retained a mighty good hold upon the ignorhundred miles to hear him lecture, for the first ance of the country.
time in all the years he has been in the field.
Mr. Rush further urged Freethinkers to subVoltairine de Cleyre fol!owed Mr. Remsburg and scribe for all the Freethought journals and flood
made a little speech breathing defiance of law. the country with Liberal literature as Christians do
Freethought orators, she said, ought to stir up with tracts. It was much better than passing
opposition to all despotism. They ought to make resolutions. The papers were not supported as
Freethinkers really free, and not war. upon a book they deserved. If you take one paper, said this ent>r an idea of God. They ought to break laws, and thusiast, take another, or get some one else to take
she for one proposed to break all laws which con- it. Monroe is dead, but the Ironclad Age still
flicted with her conscience.
Miss de Cleyre's livs. THE TRUTH SEEKER is better than ever, and
speech offended a great many, and was not accepted who has not admired the art of Heston'? Bennett
as a proper exposition of the duty of Liberal is dead, but THE TRUTH SEEKER livs. And for
orators.
sixty-four years the Investigator has been fighting
Mr. Charlesworth told stories of his experience your battles and mine. Seaver and Mendum are
in the lecture field, and pleasantly removed the di~- gone, but Washburn is here. With this he left the
agreeable impression produced by the previous interests of the papers in the hands of the people,
speaker. He closed by saying that he was a de- and expected them to do their duty. We fight, he
structionist, as is a farmer who destroys no]!:ious concluded, as best we know, and foilow where the
weeds that nourishing plants may. grow, and he star of victory leads.
proposed to keep at it all his life.
Mr. Rush was a revelation to the audience, and
Mrs. Freeman spoke to the sentiment, "Woman's they gave him tremendous applause.
Day." When President Cleveland and his friends
J. H. Cook, of Columbus, Kan., was invited to
had a public dinner, she said, Mrs. Cleveland sat in say a few words. He was listened to attentivly for
the gallery. Freethinkers did not follow that prec- the work he bns done in the past, for he is now old
E>dent, and the women ought to feel gratified. and feeble. But the effort he had made to attend
Woman demanded her share of the apple, not the Congress was appreciated. At a previous
simply the core, and she proposed to get it. But session it had become known that he was suffering
there never was and there never will be a woman from poverty, and to attend had broken into his
with wings, and there never was a woman who "cremation fund" to pay the fare.
Twenty-five
·wanted wings. So the men need not worry about dollars were raised for him by Mr. Charlesworth in
_losing the women. Where she went, the man fol- many fewer minutes. This Sunday morning, after
lowed. All woman wanted was a chance to grow. his talk, $30 or $40 more were thrown upon the
She wouldn't harm the men, for they are her boys. stage for him. It did the old man a world of good,
The dinner broke up about midnight, with a ben- and never was money better spent.
ediction from Mr. Waite, as the oldest of the three
John H. Copeland, president of the Texas Press
presidents present.
Association, was called upon and responded nicely.
SUNDAY MORNING.
Mr. Cook rose again and mentioned the Health
The regular sessions .were resumed Sunday morn- Monthly and that forced Dr. Foote to the front.
ing, with Mr. Putnam in the chair in one of his The doctor denounced the preaching of Christian
happiest moods, and the collection was correspond- sentiments over the remains of Richard A. Proctor,
ingly large. The audience filled the hall clear back the astronomer. Ingersoll, he said, should proto the bookstands of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Inves- nounce that man's eulogy. When Dr. Foote contigator, and crowded our Seventh-Day Advent eluded, Mr. Remsburg, who seems to know everyfriend, who was there selling religious liberty thing, explained why it was that Talmage was
literature.
chosen. George W. Childs had paid for the manMoses Harman was invited to say a few words, ument, and so when Mr. Proctor's daughter Mary
and he went on for a long time, referring occasion- proposed to ask Colonel Ingersoll to honor her
ally to a "manuscript which he had no chance to father, the Philadelphia benefactor and bigot had
read, as he kept thinking of things to say. His the power to thwart her desire. Mr. Childs lost
talk was mainly a repetition of what he has so often caste with that audience in short order.
~aid in Lucifer. In regard to the present status
sUNDAY AF.TERNOON.
of his case he had heard through a marshal that
The proceedings were opened by a piano duet
the prosecuting officers at Topeka didn't want any by two sweet girls-each sweeter than the othermore to do with him, but he didn't purpose the the Misses Johnstone, of Chicago, readers of THE
fight should die. With him it was lay on Macduff, TRUTH SEEKER. They had to repeat, and the auand blest be him who first cries, Hold, enough! dience would hav liked to keep them on the stage
He said that Lucifer took precedence over the In- if they hadn't known a musical note. At the morndependent Pulpit and the JJreethinker's Magazine, ing session Miss Decker lost her watch, and Mr.
and he still wanted subscribers, but wouldn't be an Louis K. Johnson returned it in the afternoon.
organ of anybody. He was the center of his uni- Such an act (Mr. Johnl!lon's, not Miss Decker's) was
verse, and when he moved six feet the universe never known at a religious congress, and the
moved six feet too.
parties felicitated themselvs greatly thereupon.
Mr. Harman was succeeded by Mr. Remsburg, After the music, Mr. Steiner read some resolutions
who sustained the audience by recalling the men by Mr. Betts, who was pushed into fame by being
and women who were working for Freethought robbed of his Truth Seeker literature at the Art
twenty-five years ago, reading the names from a Institute. The resolutions were properly referred,
paper published then, called the Liberal.
and never heard of again. Mrs. Freeman read a
At the request of his friend, Captain Putnam, he communication from San Antonio condemning the
would show what the Methodist church had done . action of Mr. Bonney in the Betts affair, and then

Miss Wixon made a speech, which we will print
sometime. Mis_s Wixon got great applause. She
always does. She was the most popular woman at
the Congress, and pushed the men pre~ty hard too
as a favorit. She was followed by Messrs. Steiner
and Washburn, with addresses too long to print
here.
SUNDAY EVENING.
A long letter from W. H. Lamaster waR first
read, followed by a humorous theological song by
Mr. Glass. Captain Adams was the first speaker.
His was a mighty good speech and we regret that
the manuscript which he was to make from his
notes has not arrived. The_ post-office is probably
to blame.
While the captain was speaking, the Judas of
Freethought, who is now engaged on a Chicago
sheet at about thirty pieces of silver per week,
sneaked in, probably to see if he couldn't find something as a text for an editorial lie. But there was
evidently too much truth being spoken to make the
atmosphere congenial to him and he sneaked out
again.
.
Mr. Adams was followed by Mr. Charlesworth,
who said, among other things, these:
Many false impressions exist to-day concerning the
meaning and implications of the word Freett~~fht.
Christians are prone to claim that they are Freet · ers
aR much as we are; they claim that their belief in the
Christian creed is just as much the result of their freethought as our belief may be the result of our freethought.
This claim is not tenable. A devout believer can no more
think freely upon natural science and philosophy than a
railroad could be .built to the planet Jupiter. No man
can think freely upon sny subject when at the same time
he holds a preconceived belief in the subject he is examining. A Ohristjan may claim that he has impartially examined all the evidences adduced in favor of his belief
but when he starts out upon his investigation with a belief
in G.,d, Jesus, the Bible, et al, his examination can only
be a partial one, for if any fact is presented to him which
seems to contradict his idea of the God theory, he will reject the fact, and will not even investigate his theory.
His thoughts are not free to examin any given fact so long
as he implicitly believes in a theory contrary thereto. If
a Christian wishes to impartially examin the evidences of
his creed, he must giv up his God, his Bible, his Jesus,
and everything connected with tbem. lfhecandothis, and
then after his examination return to them again, all well
and good, but if he cannot do so let him havthe honesty of
his opinions and the courage to express them to the world,
thereby taking his place among the leaders of the world's
thought. We hav too much policy, so-called, amongst us
to-day, a policy in which man's sympathies extend no
further than his cash-box. It is a sad thing that all men
should not recognize that truth is a thing to be shouted
from the house-tops; it should be written across the horizon of the universe; it should be painted across the front
of every pulpit; it should be stamped on every human
heart that all men may become partakers thereof. Freethought, in its most essential characteristic, is just
thought; to think freely we must think justly, and to
think justly it is necessary that we should divest our
minds of all prejudice whatsoever. The honest, conscientious Freethinker is just as ready to abandon a conclusion
when he perceives it to be false, as he is to accept a new
truth no matter how much it may clash with his previous
convictions. Freethought is not a new thing. It has
existed in all ages, even as we understand it to-day-the
right to question the dogmatic assertions .of a corrupt
clergy. Still it has never existed as a reco~nized right.
When any statement is made to ra. Freethinker purporting to hav emanated from a supernatural source, his caution becomes redoubled for he knows full well that the
power of proving it does not lie within the pale of human
demonstration, and he usually requires that the person
making such a claim shall giv some extraordinary proof
of the truth of his assertion. To say that it came bv a
miracle is no explaination at all. There is no subject
upon which mankind has been deceived so much as upon
miracles. The great mass of society being profoundly
ignorant as to what really constitutes a miracle, it has
laid them open to the juge:lery and deception of the
priesthood in all ~ges and in all parts of the world. A
miracle pre-supposes the setting aside, or the suspension,
of some particular law of nature; for if it happens in the
ordinary course of natural events it cannot be a miracle.
The crowning glory of science in this nineteenth century
was when she demonstrated the immutability of the laws
of n~ture. They are implacable and unalterable,
hence, we claim that no such thing as a mirBcle has
occurred in any age of the world. Tell the people that
these miracles occurred years ago and they are likely to
pass as a truth. Tell them that two thousand years ago,
a child was born of a virgin, and they will believe it; but
tell tbem that it happened yesterday, and in your own
district, and they will say "Seeing is believing." They
will tell you that the age of miraclPs is past. Yes, and I
will tell you something more, and that is, that the ae;e of
the belief in miracles is fast pa•sing also. Hume remarked in his "Essay on Miracles" that he had never
known a miracle to happen, ·but he had known men to
lie, and he would rather believe that some men had lied
than believe in a miracle.
It has been said that "There is no such thing as Freethought." In a sense this is true, for our every thought
is g-overned by the conditions that surround us. Climate
and circumstances are tbe supreme schoolmasters of .the
human race. It is these that hav taue-ht us to think and
act so that the great human family may profit by our lives;
to liv and to do, that our lives may become everlasting
monuments of respect to those who shall follow after
US.

Mr. Putnam came next and his closing speech
was about thus:
The issue before us in the years to come is broad and
deep, We "'l'e not only o.p:pose~ tg the union of ehtU"ch

•
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and state, but we are opposed to the church itself and for
what it represents in human history.
. We are anti-Ohristian, and we must be anti-Christian
if we favor human pro~re~s.
What is Christianity? WA cannot giv it a private definition to snit onrs~>lvs. We must dPflne it by its own
documents-its Bibles, and creeds, and dePds ; by what
it has done and what from a thousand pulpits and for a
thousand years it has declared itself to be.
. Christianity is not morality, it is not good conduct, it
lB not character; for no priPst of that faith has ever admitted that an Atheist mi~ht be a Christian, however noble his actions. One might be a hero, a martyr, he
might diA for h~s country and serve humanity, and yet he
is not a Christian, nor is there a single Christian clergvman that will declare him ~o to be. The golden rn leis not
Christianity. for the Freethinker accepts the golden rule
equally with the Christian, and what orthodox preacher
has ever dPclared that simply to obey the golden rnle
will save a man?
Christianity is not ePsentially conduct, but a creed. It
is at heart a belief. Without a certain belief no one can
be a Christian, no mattPr what his conduct may be. Conduct is incidental to Christianity and not its essence.
He that believeth, shall be saved; he that believeth not,
shall be damned. This has ever been the •hibboleth of
the church, and without that the church would cease to
be. It is founded upon faith, and not upon any system
of morality.
This is the issue first of all between the Freethinker
and the chnrchPs, an issue which touches the very heart
of human advancement and happinPBB. It is not faith,
but character that should be supremely insistPd upon;
not belief but practice, not creed but works. It is not
what a man thinks, but· what he is, that is of thA greatPst
importance. Accept this dogma. says the Christian. Act
the best you can, says the Freethinker. This is the radical difference. Our platform is that of the poet, who
says:
" For modPs of faith let graceless zealots :fight
He can't be wrong whose life is in the right. 1'
But what is the Christian's belief? Is it a helpful belief? Is it a bAantifnl one, a consoling one? True or
false, will it add to human wPal, or decrease human woe?
The fundamental article of the Christian's creed is total
depravity. This is annonncPd by evAry orthodox chnrcb.
There is no division on this point. To be a Christian one
must believe in the absolute worthlessness of human naturE~; that man is a total wreck; that his conduct counts
for nothing so long as he is simPly himself. The Christian declares that the little child. smiling upon its
mothPr's breast, is worthy of everlasting condemnation,
simply because he has been born into this world, simply
because he is a human being.
Take away total depravity, and the corner-stone of the
Christian church vanishes and it tumbles to its ruin.
The logical result of the doctrin of total depravity is
the doctrin of vicarious atonemPnt, and a more immo,·al
doctrin was never preached. Man cannot be saved by
his own merits, but by the mArits of •nother. "Lay
your deadly doing Elown" is the Christian's song. Don't
try to do, only believe. I heard an orthodox revivalist
declare that one might come to the gates of heaven with
ten thousand murders on his soul, and all he need to do
was to fling thPm off upon Jesus and enter the golden
gates. This is the orthodox plan of salvation, and is vital
to Christianity. One may commit crimes all his life, and
at the last moment by an act of faith be wafted to the
blisR of paradise.
Total depravity, and vicarious atonement, and what
next? The doctrin of eternal hell. This is the necesPary
outcome. for if a man is totally depraved, anil cannot be
redeemed except by the merits of J esns through faith,
then those outside the pale of faith must be everlastingly
damned; and this includes the vast majority of thA human
race. Jesus said: "Many are called, but few chosen,"
and unless one is chosen he is lost. Again, the founder
of the church dPclares: "Straight is the road, and narrow is the wsy that leadeth unto life. and few there be
that find it; while broad is the way that leadeth to destruction, anil many there be who go in thereat." Thus
logically and historically the church is committed to the
dreadful doctrin of an eternal hell.
If there ever was a doctrin which bas crushed the human heart, which has filled this world with agony and
tears, which has beAn the ally of tvranny and Rnperstition, it is the doctrin of an eternal hell. I abhor it with
every :fiber of my being.
When. therefore, I say that T am an anti-Christian. I
do not mean to say that I am in any manner oppOBAd to
any good thing which incidentally belongs to the Christian religion as to all other rAligions; but I mean to AllY
that I am in unceasing hostility to these PBBPntiAl, fundamental dogmas of the f'hriEtian creed-total depravity,
vicarious sacrifice and eternal hell. I regard these doctrine as utterly destrnctiv of human hope and progress.
They are the outcome of savage tPrror and ignorance.
They are oppos~>d to reason, to every noble aspiration,
and the enlight"nment of mankind. In the interest of
truth, of virtue, of humanity, of liberty, I oppose them
to the bitter end; and whAn thPse doctrine are removed
from men's minds there will not be left any fouNdation
for the Christian religion. It will then die. and the
churches will become like vanishing clouds in the horizon
of humanity's onward ma•ch.
What does Freethought represent ~s opposed to the
great dogmas of thA Christian church? It represents
first of all liberty and the worth of human nature; that
man should bA a free being and. use his faculties to the
utmost. Freedom is the sweete•t boon of human life.
Without it there is no virtue, no truth, no manhood, no
grandeur of action. l!,reethonght compels to no mental
conclusion; it only insists upon individual independence; the absence of outward anthoritv in the Bible
or church, or priest. Do not be afraid; judge for yourself; be true to yourself, before all men, before the gods
if there be any. Don't bow down to anything less than
the sublime light of vonr own bAing.
This is the first grand word of Freethonght; the first
issue against the debasing creeds of the churches.
The second grand word is Liberalis•n or human brotherhood, in spit-e of infinite iliversitiPs of thonght. We
cannot agree in thought. We cannot see things alike.
Truth is manifold, many-sided. Truth cannot be a
com.JJlOJl platform c:>f human opinion; but there can

be a common platform of human endeavor. We can
hav the flame purpose.
We can be animated by the
same humanity; we can be inspired by the same motivs.
We know what is for human happiness, what good dPeds
are, whatkindnessis, whatjnsticeis, what generosity, what
magnanimity, what benevolence, what sincerity, what
trnthfnlne«s are, and joining hands, and standing togAther in these things, we ca'~'e not for the varying creAds.
They are unessential.
Christianity is not universal
brotherhood. Jesus said, "1 came not to bring peace on
earth, but a sword." Christianity has drawn the sword.
and slain millions simply to enforce its creed. .Freethought flings aside the sword, and would unite the whole
human rscA in onA grand and splendid brotherhood.
A!!"ain, Freethontzht is Secularism-politically and phi-.
losophically. It mPans a secular government-that is,
a government totally separated from the church. Secnla,.ism is the Declaration of IndepAndence anil the Constitution of our country. It is the glorious principles of
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Franklin, and Paine. · It
is a government of the people, and for the people. It is
the rights of man.
Philosophically, Secularism affirms the grandeur of this
present existence, that it does not depend for its value
or interPst or beauty upon any life to come, but in
itself without reference to anything before or after is of
supremA importance. The time to be happy is now; the
place to be happy is here. There may be a life to come;
but if so, that life is one with this life. It is the same
kind of a life. Death is simply an evolution, and not a
break in the eternal unity. Only by and through the
worth of this life can we reach the glory of any future
life. And if there is a God, he is not on some remote
throne, but is a living presence. glorious in this world as
in any other. Do the duty which lies next to you. That
is the grandest duty, says Secularism. Man should be
educated in life. He should be trained physically,
mentally, and morallv. He should attain p•actical
knowledge, and be able to act as well as to think. He
should be a soldier of nature and humanity, and win the
battle here. The philosophy of Secularism means fruitfulness. It means invention, discovery, art, the laws of
health, good citizAnship, wise parentage, happy homes,
golden harvest fields, and universal justice, prosperity,
and attainments.
Freethongbt also means not only Liberalism and Secularism, hut Infidelity-a terrible word, no doubt, but we
accppt the word and affirm the glory of Infidelity. In:fidelitv means doubt, question, inquiry, denial, and only
by this path has man attained wisdom. Doubt is the beginning of wisdom, says Aristotle. Doubt. says Dl3scartes, the father of modern philosophy. Doubt., says
sciPnce, in all its researches. If Columbus had not
doubted he would not hav discovered America. If Copernicus had not doubted he would not hav unfolded the
grandeur of the heavens. If Newton had not doubted he
would not hav revealed the nniw•rsality of law.
But doubt is the be!!"inning, not the And; the necessary.
beginning of all truth and all discovery to the human
mind. The end, the goal, of scient.i:fic ilonbt is wisdom,
virtue, progress, civilization. It is the conquest of nature, the building- of a paradise, the jeweling of this earth
with a thousand industries; the plowing of the soil, the
planting of the seed, and the reaping of the harvest. In:fidelitv clears away the rubbish, brings man out of the
caverns, confronts him with the blue sky, thA rolling sea,
and tells him to venture forth and win the prize-not
through the favor of any god, but with his own strength
and sublime energies.
Thus Freethought is manifold, universal, broad, and
deAp, as all of human life, of human hope, of human aspiration. It is intellectual, moral, social, political, industrial. It collects every truth and every aspiration
from history. It applauds every virtue &nd celebrates
every heroism. It examine, judges, and selects from all
that man has· done or man has thought. It unfolds the
wealth of this earth; it follows the shining pathway of the
stars. Wherever knowledge is possible there is its onward march.
From this magnificent, this animating Congress we go
forth upon the fields of time with brilliant hopes. With
nobler fPllowship, with grander impulses, WA can continue
the mighty conflict, handed down to us from the immemorial p•Rt. dark and terrific at times, but now opening
to sunny hig-htfl and splendid victories. so that afar we see
the day of triumph, the flag above the cross, truth above
superstition, reason above faith, character abovA b~>lief,
manhood above the priesthood. science above thA church,
civilization above barbarism, and humanity above God" Good and great and wise and beautiful and free."

the sword. Be more careful how yon wield it. Your
statement in regard to Mr. Van Hoeter's not c"miug to
the Congress is wrong. Mr. Van Hoeter did not want to
come, for the reason that his health is not reliable. This
shows his good sense. Bnt where was your good sense
when yon wrote those lines about me anil my hn'lband?
What is the matter with yon?
MRs. P. VAN HoETER.
Such things an this hav a tendency to make us
careful. Never again will we joke with an old lady,
unlers we can get someone to make a map of the
joke, and hav it explained in advance, thus avoiding
possible marital complications.
But seriously speaking, Mr. Joseph Van Hoeter
is one of the most energetic workers in the Freethought cause that we hav. He and his worthy
wife, the latter coming all the way to Chicago to
attend the late International Congress of Freethinkers, hav many times rendered efficient service to
Freethought and hav bravely held alo•t its banner
under all circumstancPs. Although advanced in
years, the hearts of this Liberal couple still throb
with the impulses of youth, and we trust there are
yet many bright years in store for them.

After the Ball.

THREE DISTINGUISHED LECTURERS IN THE STREETS OF
CAIRO, MIDWAY PLAISANCE, WORLD's FAIR.

Lectures and Meetings.
COT,ONEL INGERSOLL'S LECTURE DATES.
The people along the line of the following towns will,
during October, be made happy by a visit by Colonel Ingersoll, who will speak on the following dates:
Oct. 21 Atchison, Kan.
Oct. 25 !Jincoln, Neb.
" 22 Kansas City, Mo.
" 27 Sioux City, Ia.
" 23 St. Joseph,
"
. " 29 Chicago, TIL
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meetR every Fridav evening, at eight o'clock, in GPrman Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York. Its lectures for October are:
October 20th.-" Freethought and Morality:" S. P. Putnam.
October 27tb.-" Arbitration:" Albert Dav.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Presiding Officer.

I

As previously announced in our columns, Jr,hn R.
Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The following appointments are on his list, and friends alon~ the
route desiring lectures should address him at once:
Nov. 3 Manha.ttan Liberal Nov.19 Boston, Mass.
Club, New York.
" 26 Philadelphia, Pa.
" 5 Newark, N. J.
Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
" 12 East Dennis, Mass.
" 14, 15, 16, Waterloo,Ind
" 14 15, Osterville, •'
" 17 Chicago, TIL
" 16 Cotuit,
"
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Society holds meetings
every Snnd~ afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long IRland Business College, South F!ixth street, between Bedhrd and
Driggs avenues. Program of Lectures for October:
October 22d.-Dr. T. R. Kinget, "The Most Vital Practical Quest.ion of the Hour."
October29th.-.M:r. S. P. Putnam, "The Bible and Modern Thought."
THE WOMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock.
OctobPr 24th.-Miss Constance MacKenzie, "Effects of
Education on Character."
October 31st -Rev. Wm. I. Nichols. "Unitarianism; Its
History and Principles."
CHARLES W A'I'TB will lectnrA for Friendship Liheral
Leag-ue, Philadelphia (cor. Broad and Wood streets),
Immediately · following the report of the first Sunday, October 22d, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. Liberals
proceedings of the Congress we received the fol- are cordially invited to attend these lectures.
lowing letter :
NEwARK LIBERAL LEAGUE, Sunday, October 22d:
E:prro:a TRUTH S~!Q!lR.: The pen wonn<ls worse than :Frank W. Wilson, "Harq TiDies i Their Cause and Cure "
On motion of Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., a vote of
thanks was given to the Edelweiss Zither Club, the
Bohemian Orchestra, Mrs. Kinsella. John J. I. Remsburg, Prof. J. H. Cook, the Misses Johnston, and
others who aided the Congress with music.
And so the Congress concluded, successful in
numbArs, in speakers, and above all in goodfellowship. THE TRUTH SEEKER Editor n"Ver saw so
many of his readers together before, and he thanks
every one of them for their kind words a d the
sincere friendship shown. Likewise, for the generous patronage at his bookstan 1, and for the subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER. In his mind''OJ
eye th"re linger tl::e images cf a hun-:lred fac"'s cf
friends he had known before by correspondence,
but who now ra,r a living reality to be conjured
before him from the pages of their welcome letters.
Good luck and good health be with th'-'m always !
Here's to them and the Cause in a goblet of - water ! a good deal clearer than they found in
Chicago, unless they paid extra for it. May the next
convention be as jolly and leave as many pleasant
remembrances!
·
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A. Family Necessity.
OTTAwA, RAN., Oct. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money
order for $1 to extend !!llbscription on
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I can't do without
the paper very well. Having taken it so
long, it has became a family nece~sity and
we would be lonesome without it.
SALEM FouTs.
Yours truly,
Must Hav tl1e Paper.
. SCRANTON, PA., Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my check for
$4, for one year's subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, also for price of one copy
of "Crimes ' f Preachers," one copy of
"Sister Lucy and Her A wfnl Disclosures," one copy of "The Clergyman's
Victims," one copy of "Priestly Celibacy
Exposed," and one copy of "The Confessional," which all please send to my address.
We think we cannot do without the paper,
and look for it every week with pleasure.
GEo. H. MERRITT.
A. Hundred Years' Sentence.
LISLE, N. Y., Oct. 3, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As my time on the g-rand
old TRUTH SEEKER runs out the 6th of this
month, yon will please find inclosed postoffice order for $3. I must not skip a
number. Last week's issue was a great
treat. It was a pleasure to look on the
grand old faces of those veterans who hav
fought for the good of the human race.
Not only veterans, but young workers
likewise. We owe a great deal to them.
Hoping those yet with us may liv long
and THE TRUTH SEEKER flourish for a
hundred years, I am,
Sincerely yours,
R. H. GLOVER.
Would Be Afraid of His God.
MoRRICE, MICH., Sept. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : As my subscription to
that noble old paper, THE TRuTH SEEKER,
expires to day, I must renew, so find inclosed draft for $5-$3 for the paper, and
the remainder for t.he "Creation of God,"
by Dr. Jacob Harmann, and "Martyrdom of Man," by Win wood Reade.
We hav had John E. Remsburg here.
He delivered two lectnre~-one on Paine
and the other on "The Divinity of
Christ." I think he set some of them to
lhinking. One gentleman said he would
not dare to talk as Mr. Remsburg did; he
would he afraid God would strike him
dead.
C. DANSBY.
This One Like1l the Portraits.
ToRONTo, ONT., Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Yon mnet excm•e me for
being so long in remitt.ing for t.he grand
TRUTH SEEKER, for I am gettin!! old. I
think that THE TRUTH SEEKER is like old
r11m, improving by age. Always glad to
see it., and this number (Sept. 30, 1893) is
grand with such an array of men who hav
already fallen in the ranks of Freethonght
and others who are still nobly filling up
the ranks. Now that I hav been a reader
of the paper for twenty years and when I
see D. M. Bennett on the front, and wit.h
Thomas Paine and R. G. Ingersoll, I am
overjoyed indeed.
Please find inclosed postal order for $3.
W. JOHNSTON.
Joh'' Would Hav Been A.shame:l of the
Minister.
RusHVILLE, ILL., Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please send my paper to
Rushville, Ill.
I came here about a month ago. This is
one of the oldest towns in the state. It is
one of those old church towns, and in
those towns yon can find but very little
progress. I thought when I came here I
should hear something new, but it's the
same thing over. The minister tried to
preach about a man called John the Baptist. I think John would hav been
ashamed of the effort had he been there.
I suppose most of the congregation
thought it was a grand sermon.
I want THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am not
afraid of it, and _when I become delinquent let me know. I like Watson Heston's pictures-in fact., most everything in
the paper suits me. I can't agree with all
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My worthy religious lawyer got up, and
of them, but I like your method of hand- with reprobates and a devil that could not
be killed by God, saint, or sinner, nor in a bantering way said: "Will you acling the various subjects.
cept that-will you debate that with me?''
flooded out by old Noah, the drunkard.
I am, yours in the work,
I said I would. This was to come off
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.
D. W. BeTTOF.
two weeks from that date. During the
Take Particular Notice.
Open the Eyes of the Priest-Befooled we~k immediately following, it was noised
about town that there was to be a religious
THREE RIVERS, MICH., Sept. 30, 1893.
MasRes.
discussion. Soon good Christians began
CoNCORD, N. C., Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I want to know if the
MR. EDITOR: I am, of late, indebted to to make kind, loving, generous threats
undersig-ned thinker is insane when he
claims thtJ.t every firm believer in the you, or some one else, for two copies of against that club and its members.
My antagonist, in the time he had, had
plain der~larations of Jesus Christ-"by THE TRUTH SEEKER, for which. please acwhom the world was made" (according to cept my thanks. I am an isolated Infidel, discovered that he had a hard case to
the testimony of St. John)-will be able to of first water, and hav to endure much prove. At our next meeting, only a week
create worlds also? Jesus declared thus mental punishment from the orthodox after he had so boldly challenged me, he
to his followers: "The works that I do, Christians. I sent, a few weeks since, a arose and said that he "flatly, positivly
the same shall ye do also, and greater."
Boston Investigator to a lady friend, for refused to debate with me on account of
Now, as we may reasonably view that whom I had done much in my days of his incompetency, and of its being bad
promis or declaration as the word of God, prosperity, before the war, but who, when policy." He said he would not debate the
given through the mediumship of "the I got poor, turned the cold shoulder on question with me unless I gave him a year
only hegotten son," it follows as a matter me, she having plenty, inherited.
She for preparation.
I arose and told the club that since he
of fact that if a real follower of Christ wrote me: "I want you to send me no
Jesus shall, or can, do the same kind of more of your Infidel literature." She is a flatly refused, since he was more politic
workR that he, the son, did, such worker Presbyterian, and believes (I suppose) than honest, more religions than brave,
must positivly hav in possession the same that the Christian's God made rich folks all I could do was to allow him to retract
creativ and divine attributes that he, and ladies of far better dust than he his own challenge. He had already
Jesus Christ, possessed-it being a logical did the poor folks. I wrote her that crawled in the hole, and wanted to get up
conclusion that the so-called son of God Abraham Lincoln was an Infidel, and (before I had hardly sat down) and drag
must hav possessed every attribute of God, wanted in November, 1863, to stop the the hole in with him. I told him it was
his father.
war by arbitration, but Jefferson Davis, a no use. He was mfe. He ought to be
If, then, the followers of the son will be, Christian, wanted to fight it out, and kill satisfied.
Such light as I hav received J freely giv
or are, like him, and he is like God, said fol- thousands of innocent fathers, brothers,
lowers are also like God, said followers will husbands, and sons, and leave the land to my Liberal friends. Christians do not
be like God also and thus able to create full of widows and orphans mourning for believe that "he who fights and runs
everything in the ~ame way in which a lost friends. I hav not heard from this away," etc.; theybelitve he who runs away
supposed Mosaic or man-made God ever orthodox Presbyterian woman since. I never has to fight.
A man in town had a rattlesnake in a
did or. ever can create anything hereafter. offered to send her some good Infidel
The above reasonings are founded upon books to set her right, but hav received box in thA middle of the street one day,
and was surrounded by a crowd, mostly
and supported by records claimed to be no reply.
"the infallible word of God." Who will
In the midst of hard times and scarcity· Ch1·istians-they are in the majority here.
be able, therefore, to declare truthfully of money, a young man by the name of I came along (and I never see a crowd of
the same to be irrational, or as emanating Arthur Butts came to this to;wn with his Christians that my "blasphemous tongue"
from an insane mind? There is one of panorama of scriptural scenes, and ex- does not want to wag). So I said: "is
two things certain: First, if a man, or a hibited them three nights, and ral!:ed in there any Christian in this crowd who has
soul of man, cannot create or ever make the shekelP, some $150. Pretty good for faith enough to pick up that snake?" The
worlds like the one we inhabit, the11 the three nights during a money panic. His skeptics in the. crowd looked up to see
words of Jesus Christ and of St. John also tent was on l\fethodist grounds and free whence came that doubting voice, and seeare false and irrational; second, if true of state or town tax. Had 11ome enter- ine-, smiled. Not one of those Christians
that he can, then all of his disciples prising man brought a managerie of for- showed by a single muscle of his face that
I guess they didn't hear.
who claim to be Chri~tians will be Gods at eign animals to town to educate the chil- he heard.
Pome future time, or never be as he was, dren he would hav had to pay tax, and a "Having ears to hear, and eyes to see,
doing the ~ame works he did-i.e., make heavy tax, but this disciple of the meek they heard and saw not, lest they should
and mythical J esns, goes scot free of hear and see and be converted." •
worlds.
Yours for Freethought,
I think we should analyze the sayings or tax.
How inconsistent, how absurd !
R. A. GRIGSBY.
declarations of Jesus, the son of man (as he Whither are we drifting ? When, oh
often and rightly claimed to be), from a when, will Reason claim her throne in the
Church Growth-Justice for Woman.
rational standpoint. So declares
human brain and myths and superstition
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Oct. 8, 1893.
ELISHA D. BLAKEMAN.
be relegated to the background, where
MR. EDITOR: It is often asked "Is
they should be? It behooves 11s Infidels to
Christianity hsi~g its hold upon the peoImpftrtial Treatment of A.ll Soothsayers. sow broadcast in the laud leaflets to show ple?" Dr. J~ M. Bnckley, editor of the
the masses, who never heard of Voltaire,
NEwARK, N. J., Sept. 26, 1893.
Thomas Paine, THE TRUTH SEEKim, or Christian Advocate, tells us that "SllnMR. EDITOR: Tn this evening's News I
the Boston Investigator, that thPre are day traveling was never so common; dehav read that theTe is to be a celebration
men who ar€J striving to counterbalance votion to amusements was never so inof the feast of ~aint or Mr. Anthony.
the pernicious teachings of the designing _tense; absorption of the people in genera.!
Who the g-entleman is the Lord only
and fat-ealaried preachers, who liv by questions never more complete; political
knows, and I don't think he cares a contL
peddling myths and superstition to church- activity never greater ; the fibers that
nental; but the saint appears to be held up
chained white slaves. I wish I had a bind the church toget:her are relaxed, and
as a patron who is to do some people a
thousand such leaflets. I would distribute its energies, such as are available, absorbed
great deal of g-ood, and pilgrims, who worthem broadcast in this county. Religion in 'enterprises' and 'causes,' while the
ship at bis shrine and giv llberally of
is a fashionable humbug, and the Bible is growth in grace and the conversion of
lncer, will be cured of all their diseases.
a fabrication and a fraud, gotten up by souls receives only the remnants of atBesides, he will intercede for culprits who
tention. The geneTal report is that prayer
designing priests.
J. W. MAHAFFY.
hav transgressed the laws of man as well as
meetings are dull and slimly attended,
God. Now there is one fact, and that is,
and the signs of spirituality few and ocfolks who employ people to pray for them They Fear to Face tbe Freethought casional."
to dead gods and dead saints, instead of
Bat1eries.
Is not this qtlite a cJnfession? Well, it
praying for themselvs, hav got to pay their
CALISTOGA, CAL., Oct. 4, 1893.
is said that "confession is good for the
money. After the capitalists hav rung their
MR. EDITOR: I am one of those individ- soul " The doctor undoubtedly is conbells on a Monday morning for the toiling nals whom Christians say are living in just versant with the facts. Surely there is a
men to work and sweat all the week for a plain darkness now, but will be cast into great intellectual unrest among all the
mere pittance, barely sufficient to support outer darkness when I'm dead. I take people, and dull and drowsy sermons,
their families, it is barefaced robbery for pleasure in giving to some other likewise the very commonplace platitudes of "the
the clergymen, disciples of dead saints, to shaded ~onls some of the light that has chosen few," utterly fail to satisfy the
ring the slaves of superstition into church been given me by a rising-, religions law. brain hunger of the women and children
on a Sunday morning to pay out a part of yer. This lawyer and I belong to a de bat- who chiefly occupy the pews. Rev. Anna
their hard earnings. All the clergymen's ing club, which meets every Friday night. H. Shaw stated at the Women's Christian
stock in trade is dead gods, dead saints, Every meeting we select by vote a subject Temperance Union convention held in
"witches, ghosts, and spiritP. That kind of for the meeting two weeks ahead. This this city last week before an audience of
stock don't require any capital but cheek lawyer said to me one day that he and I twelve hundred people that " Threeand -wind. All the clergymen of every would debate the religions question in the fourths. of the church was composed of
persuasion are living on and supported by club. I told him all right. In a few days women." Yet, in the face of this, we are
people who believe that Christ was God, it was a meeting night. In meeting I of- reminded by a statement from H. E.
son, and ghost, and that he died and went fered quite a number of religious subjects, Carroll, LL.D., of Plainfield, N. J.,
to hades, was toasted and browned by his and a bigoted chair threw them out with- "that the churches hav had a net increase
sataDic majesty the devil. Now, sir, there out a vote and contrary to the rnleP. 'fhe over the increase of population of sevenhav been Jaws to punish astrologers and reasons given were that it was "bad: teen per cent., while the Catholic church
fort11ne-tellersforpredictingfutureevents, policy," "caused ill-will," etc. I got up has had a net increase of 1,910,000 or
and I think if such people are punished and used some plain language about the twenty-nine per cent.
The Methodist
for getting money under false pretenses bigotry of the club and the cowardice of Episcopal church increased its edifices
it is about time to arrest all persons who its religious members, anii told them that from 17,561 in 1880 to 22,844 in 1890, a net
preach such blasphemy to get an easy liv- the club was organized for the purpose of gain of 5,283, and the valt!.ation rose in
ing by robbing the poor and innocent. I debating all questions-religious, political, the same period· from $64,131,000 to $96,believe in education, not pnly sufficient to and civiL
783,000, or fifty per cent. Yet despite the
read and spell correctly, but to educate
One of the other members offered this fact (if a fact) that the membership of the
them out of the fear of dead gods, dead resolution: "Resolved, that God created churche8 increases, crime increases also
saints, and dead beats, and a heaven filled , the heavens and earth."
How will our good sister, Rev. Anna Ji
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Ah I no. The millennium has not yet
arrived, and notwithstanding the encouraging words of souie of your correspondents, unless the American people ar~
awakened to a true realization of the facts
of the matter,· it is still a long way off.
Is it not high time that the ala-rm was
sounded? Is it not a duty that we owe
ourselvs and friends, for our own liberty
and theirs, to call attention to this lowering cloud, so ominous and threatening to
the cause of mental amancipation that we
hold so dear? Freethinkers, we hav all
of us become so accustomed to sitting idly
by, while the Editor of TaE TRUTH SEEKER
and a few noble souls like him hav been
shouldering all the responsibilities, and
bearing the brunt of the battle, as private
and general both, that we hav become lax
and indolent, and while we slept in imaginary security, Cathci'licism has silently,
stealthily, insiduously, like a vast army of
moles, been secretly undermining the very
foundations of our American institutions,
and is already busily engaged in sapping
the vitality of our free schools, and those
liberties purchased at the cost of so much
of the most noble blood of the land-not
lamb-to the end that we may be forced
eventually to contribute to the lining of
their cloaks. Had I ever been a Catholic,
which I am too old to ever become,
and should say these words, I should
expect soon to be numbered with the
Dr. Cronins and a host of other patriotic Americans who hav mysteriously disapJ:!eared, and whose mangled remains
were never found even ina Chicago sewer.
Why, Mr. Editor, only a few years ago,
in your day and mine, we knew only the
dictionary definition of suoh words as
cardinal, bishop, archbishop, holy see,
etc., but one mus~ needs be young, indeed, who does not understand them now;
we hav more than a plenty of them now,
right here among us. While we hav been
dreaming, they hav knocke<l the persimmon and captured the United States.
Read between the lines of the daily press
items, and you will discover how it has
been accomplished. From year to year
their institutions hav been g-radually encroaching upon ours, silently yet steadily,
so as not to awaken a suspicion of the real
intention until all is in readiness, and the
He Prophesieth.
tentacles of the octopus hav all within
WHITEHALL, Wis., Sept. _4, 189 3.
their gasp, then the play begins. First,
MR. EDITOR: I hav been an I~terested a terrible hullabaloo with Dr. McGlynn,
reader of your paper for_ a long time now, in which some verv fine acting was so
although never a subscriber for two rlila-, skilfully done that very few Catholics even
sons! first poverty, second, the liberality were able to see through the farce. When
of Liberals from whom I hav borrowed.
Mr. Corrigan does finallv take his cue
~he pages devoted to Letters fr~m from Mr. Pecci's encyclical Mgr. SaFriends ~av always been fir_s~ to clarm • tolli says mass, and is dined and rubbed
my attentiOn, ne:rt the exqmBite poetry I the other way of his hair, jealousies are
that appea-rs occaBional~y, then the le~ders,l banished and explained awav, I!.Dd the
and finally the ~dvertisements of Liberal barriers to the "supreme authority" are
books, ~pon _which I frequently find my- all removed, and.Mgr. Satali is the highself gazmg With covetous eye.
.
cockelorum in America: Curtain.
I love t~ scan th? Letters from Friends.
Scene Second: Mr. Pecci gone to glorv;
~hey. thrill me wit~ a ho;e that at some the slate as it stands now is brought forth;
time m the lhow distant.) future Free- "Mgr." elected pope of Rome; as'ked to
th_ought, free mental~an: and womanhood take his seat in the Vatican; "No, they
With a~l the grand significance that the are building one for him here," and he
terms Imply, may be the common prop- will remain here and dispense holy water
erty of all; a hope t~~t some da~ the from Washington: Grand tableau, but
shack~es of the su~ers~ItiOns, barbar~sms, this is not the end, the pope of Rome is
and bigotry of antiqmty may be stricken here, in America to-day 1 What think
from the poor dupes of a crafty, blood- yo ?
E PLunmus UNUM
sucking priesthood, and that the glorious
u
'
sunlight of intelligent reason and common
A. Presbyterian Well Answered.
'' hoss" sense, may penetrate the mental
dust and cobweds of benighted faith in a
WERNERSVILLE, p A., June 5, 1893.
crucified Anarchist, and shed its vitalizing,
MR. EmToR: Last winter, while underfru!ltifying rays in a halo of intellectual going repairs at a sanitarium, I met a redsplendor in and" upon and roulld about hot and still heating Presbyterian, there
every son and daughter of man; yes, for the same purpose.
priest and all. " The merciful man is the
He approached me on the soul subject
man who has mercy on a beast."
sharply, and we had a number of tilts on
I hav been looking a long time for the theological topics; but he didn't seem to
millennium; it has not yet arrived. Are know when he had enough and continued
we drifting toward it? Not very rapidly, the discussion by letter long after leaving
as it appears to me; rather the opposite, if the place. I read a reply to one of his letanything.
ters to some of my Liberal friends, and
You know that it is said that every cloud they liked it so well they requested me to
has a silver lining; it may be in the main send a copy to you for publication in THE
true, but the cloud gathering, that has TRUTH SEEKER. Believing it might do
gathered, has no such lining for the friends the. cause some good, I comply with their
of mental liberty. No, the silver is only wishes. Should you deem it worthy of a
in the form of shekels for the "howly place in your columns, I, too, should be
fathers;" it makes a most excellent hilt pleased to see it there. Nevertheless, not
for a stiletto, and is at par yet with them. my will nor theirs, but thine be done.
They can use them, the handles, for a linYours fraternally,
L. B. SMITH.
·ing to their " cloaks/' and we are not to
WERNERSVILLE, P A., May 10, 1893.
see their "silver lining," until their time -MR. P. C. N., Dear Sir and Friend:
comes to strike, Then, stand from under I Your kind and interesting favor of April
Shaw, account for this? When almost all
the criminals of our "Free America" are
Christian criminals, there must be a big
mistake somewhere!
Syracuse has 107,000 population. Has
seventy churches, and has one thousand
licensed places that " giv strong drink
unto him that is ready to perish, and wine
unto those that be of heavy heart." Perhaps it is a pretty close estimate to say
there are one thousand disreputable
women in this "Salt city," the central
city of the state, the city of conventions.
If the Christians will reform their own
lives-pay taxes upon millions of untaxed
property, church property-be as honest
as the liquor dealers-then humble citizens, who now take no stock in their
untruthful professions, may possibly concede to them-although it is late-a
tribute of respect; but so long as a poor
woman and five helpless children are
compelled to seek shelter in the street,
or the parks, with weeping clouds for
coverlets, because they cannot pay taxes,
while churches go scot free, my respect
for such dishonest Christians is below par.
The very churches the women support dep-rive her of a voice in their councils, in the
deliberations of the church conventions.
It is not many years since she had no
voice in the church. Each woman, twentyone years old, as a matter of justice and
right, shouli be able to vote. And if
not, why not? Helen H. Gardener cannot
vote; the vagabond of the gutter can.
The forty .thousand women who went to
war, who gave wate-r on many a battle·
field to the boys in blue, who in the hospi.
tals tenderly dressed the wounds of some
dear mother's only son, and administered
comfort when hope's bright 'star was fading, cannot vote; but the fellow who can
not read his ballot, cannot write his own
name, is, in the eyes of the law, a person
competent to vote.
The time will come when justice and
the white ribboners will be married at the
ballot-bJx, when women will hav equal
rights with men. It is only a scoundrel
who now wishes to deprive another of
every right he claims for himself.
RoBERT B. JoNES.
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16th has been received and perused
with pleasure. Permit me to thank you
for the interest thus evinced by you in my
ph~sical and spiritual welfare. . . .
My spiritual or mental condition remains unchanged. · I am still inclined to
think that happiness depends more upon
good health than upon religion. Conditions of mind affect the body, and conditions of the body affect the mind. This is
a fact recognized by the leading lights in
the medical profession generally. Dr.
Foote says, "No man can hav dyspepsia
bad and be a very good Christian." And
Dr. Weir Mitchell, quoting from a learned
divine, says: "Consumptive are generally
hopeful, but the sick liver predicts damnation. No man, however secure he may be
in mind as to his future life, ever dies a
triumphant death with disease below the
diaphragm." You say you are assured by
your doctor and you hav reason to believe
you will get well again, and in consequence
you feel happy. This is enough to make
you happy, or any other sick and suffering man. You should be. Under the
same circumstances I should be just as
happy as you are, or the most religious
enthusiast that walks the earth, and I
don't claim to hav any religion at all.
You say God has been very good to you
since you hav been there and has blessed
you m many ways. While consoling
yourself with this reflection, it may be
well for you to bear in mind that this
same God, who is said to be no respecter
of persons, and who, according to the
Bible, "doeth all things " and doeth them
well, while he has hPen so good to you and
blessed you in so many different ways, has
at the same time been very bad to thousands of hi"! other creatures1 aye, millions
of men, and cursed them m as many or
more ways than hEI has blessed you. I
quote f1 om your letter verbatim et
literatim-" I know my soul is saved forever. I hav the witness of the spirit
within me, and all is peace with me and I
am ready to be called home at any time
when it is the good Lord's will to do so."
Now, to know that much and to feel that
way must be very gratifying and consoling./ especially to a sick and suffering man,
ana a thing greatly to be desired by all;
and I would very much like to know as
much and feel that way too. But if I am
ever 'taken that way, or am fortunate
enough to reach this sublime state of human perfection to which you claim to hav
attainedi so knowing, so believing, and so
feeling, assure you I shall immediately
abandon all efforts tending to prolong my
stay here and yield quietly, trustingly,
and gracefully to the evident will of my
creator.
I am surprised that anyone claiming to
be a Christian and to believe all in the
Bible shouldl when sick, seem so anx!ous
and try so nard to keep Irom dymg.
Paul is credited with saying, "For me to
liv is Christ, but to die is gain." Now, if
I felt and believed that way, the sooner I
could die, it seems to me, the better it
would be. But try as hard ns I may, I
can't believe and feel that or your way.
. According to the Bible, it is through the
grace of God that I am what I am. If he
has given me insufficient credulity, or
withholds evidence that would compel my
belief, can I be justly blamed for my unbelief? While God has given you the
elevating evidence of your soul's eternal
salvation, other souls, possibly as precious, hav been unceremoniously sent to
eternal torment. From others, perhaps as
earnest, honest, and deserving, this longsought evidence has· been withheld and
they are still in unhappy suspense, without
a ray of hope. Perhaps you believe t1nd
feel as you do because God has had mercy
on you, and I believe as I do because he
has hardened me, in accordance with
Ram. ix, 18, and Dan. iv, 17-"Therefore
hath he mercy on whom he will hav
mercy and whom he will he hardeneth."
" The Most High ruleth in the kingdoms
of men and giveth it to whomsoever he
will."
This seems to be a way he has of doing
things among .men, I suppose, his wonders
to perform. Yes, I believe in God; but
not in such an individual as the Bible defines or represents him to be-. Perhaps
two Bible texts will be sufficient to clearly
show you why: "God is aogry with the
wicked every day" (Ps. vii, 11). "Anger
restetb in the bosom of fools" (Eccles. vii,
9). These Bible declarations, or testi·
monies, by you believed, plainly establish
tbe status of the Bible God or Jehovah of
the Jews, and fix it entirely too low in the
scale of intelligence to command my
credence or acceptance.
With regard to his so·called son Jesus,
or Christ, or both, the story as given in
Matthew about his conception and birth
seems to me too silly and sickening for
any sane and sensible person to believe for
a moment. It is a libel on the name of
God-as I view it-who in the Christian creed is defined as a being without body, passion, or parts, to suppose
that he would or could personally participate in a transaction leading to such
a result, or perform an act followed by
such consequences. The whole story is
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founded upon a dream tbat Joseph, a
highly interested party, claims to hav had
re!!'arding the paternity .of his intended
wife's son.
Dreams are very thin things and not
accepted to-day as evidence in any courts
of a civilized land. How extremely absurd that this old t-radition or musty
legend that had its origin over eighteen
hundred years ago in a very ignorant and
superstitious epoch should be believed in
this enlightened and investi~ating age,
According to -Tewish law, stoning to death
was the penalty to be paid by any unmarried woman found in Mary's condition.
How easy for Joseph to concoct a story of
that kind and successfully palm it off on
the densely ignorant and g'lllible masses to
cover crime and save the life of the woman
he loved. It worked like a charm. The
majority evidently believed it then, and
strange to say, manv do even now. It is
quite likely Joseph had heard of the
Hindoo god Chrishna, who was born, it
was claimed, under the same circum·
stances as Christ and crucified for the
sins of the world, and whose birth and
death antedate Christ's at least a thousand years. Many erudite investigators
and advanced thinkers opine that the
whole Christian system of religion has
been largely borrowed and formulated
from the much older and, in many respects, similar system of the ancient Hindoos, whose crucified savior was Chrishna
(see "The World's Sixteen Crucified
Saviors," by Kersey Graves).
Mary,
mother of Jesus, and the only person
whose evidence as to his paternity could
be relied upon as valuable and conclusiv,
is as silent as a snail upon the subject.
Jesus is reported as repeatedly calling
himsalf the sou of man. Did not he know
who he was? If the salvation of the world
depends upon belief in this outrag·eously
unreasonable ghost story, which seems to
me like a fairy tale, why did not Mary
and Christ vouch for its truth, and leave
the statement over thei-r own sigonatures?
But not one wo-rd written by either has
ever come down to us. If God is allwisE~, he must hav known then, and does
know now, that many of his incredulous
creatures could not, and do not, believe
this silly story, and therefore must be
forever lost. If he is all-powerful, and
can 'do whatever he wills, why don't he
speak and tell his anxious creatures the
whole truth regarding this important matter, and all other matters involving their
present and future good. There is just as
much reason why he should speak to men
to-day as there was that he should hav
spoken to some of his special pets in the
past; and should he kindly condescend to
do so, he would hav a far more decent and
respectable class to talk to than eome of
the men he then addressed.
Instance : Cowardly and ungallant
Adam of Eden notoriety; drunken Noah
of flood fame; lying deceiver. Abraham;
mu-rde-rer Moses, the master magician, who,
at the simple sight of a golden calf, got
mad and broke all the commandments at
once by a slight of hand trick; wholesale slauf.!htere-r of men, women, and
child-ren, boss butcher, General Joshu~t;
first-class scamp and cheat, jocky Jacoh;
the seeming sot, incestuous, low, lascivious Lot; polygamous, death-de11ling,
dancing David, who stole Uriah's wife and
deprived him of his life; his m11re than
much-married son, sinful Solomon, and
the beadtly and vindictiv Elisha, at whose
cursing and prayer to God two she-bears
tore to pieces forty-two school-children
because they, in sportiv play and youthful
innocence, said to the queer-looking man
with no hair on his head, "Go np, thou
hald head." See account in 2 Kings ii,
23, 24. Now I am bald-headed myself;
but when the fact is mentioned, it does
not make me mad enough to curse anyone
about it, and I am not bad enough to pray
anyone to death for such a trivial matter.
That a man called Christ may hav once
lived and been crucified for some claimed
crime committed, may be trne, although
I am aware of no record of it outside of
the scriptures, which are very contradictory and unreliable, written, nobody knows
where, by whom, or when. But if a man
by this name eve-r lived and so died, ,
I am inclined to think his death had no
more to do with man's -redemption and
salvation than the death of Zo-roaster, ,I
Buddha, Confucius, Mohammet, Thomas
Paine, Joseph Smith the Mormon, or .
General Andrew Jackson.
li,
My e&timate of the efficiency of prayer I
is so well expressed by Stephenson's poem, ··j·'
"Our Father In Heaven," that I inclose
it to you, hoping it will help you as much, ';
ancl much mo-re, in you-r search after .1
truth than the two trncts, "I Have My .l
Ticket" aad "The Way to Salvation," ..:
you so kindly sent, did me. I shall be 1
happy to hear from you again at any time, 1
and be pleased to meet you.
,J;
Yours, for the speedv coming of the ·:
kingdom of 'rruth to the minds of all men, i
and the universal reign of reason and com- ~·,
mon sense, when all superstitiously orig- ~:
inated fabrications regarding gods and ·
ghosts shall be forever relegated to regions
remarkably remote,
L. B. SMITH.
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.Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communication.~ for tli~ Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark IJ.nd t!).e d_aylight,
When the night IS begmnmg to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occur.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

.A. Child Asleep.
A living jewel, fair and white,
It lay in slumbe" deep,
No object touched my throbbing heart
Like this sweet child asleep.
What hopes and fears, what loving plans
Are clustered round his way,
All grief an-i pain from his dear life,
Our human hand~ would stay.
Yet. what is true and what is best,
We may not always know;
Sometimes, from out the darkest cloud,
The brightest stars doth glow.
Thus storm ani! shade may o'er his path
Evolve the clearer light,
In wl.lich,with letters, ~ilver-tipped,
Shall written be the Right.
Unconscious now of harm or wrong,
He ~Jeeps in innocence,
Unknowing aught of life's alarms,
Its ills or recompense.
And when, at length, his hands take up
The work of life's great trust,
We onlY ask that he shall be
A truthtul man and just.
Wise to direct, calm to control,
And gentle as the d.,ve,
May all his days he rrowned as now.
With shining gems of love.
Ghica(Jo, Ill.
S. H. W.

Editor of the Corner in Chicago.
DEAR FRIRNDB: The great International
Congress of Freethinkers is over and gone.
It has become a thing of the past. Yet it
has made its mark, and will be remembered for a long, long while. Having
read the proceedings of the Congress, yon
will hav perceived that it was a very lively
one. The addresses were keen, incisiv,
pithy, and telling. But there is no need
of repeating that which yon hav already
read.
The social side of the Congress was very
pleasant indeed. It was delightful to
meet so II'any charming friends from different parts of the country, and it was an
added pleasure to hear them say they enjoy a peep into the Children's Corner.
Mrs. LindaU, of Columbus, 0., was just
the same as when we saw her last, three
years ago, at our Liberal Women's Convention in Wa.hington. Aaron Davis,
from Maryland, who celebrates the anniversary of Paine's birthday liS often as it
comes around, at his home, was as genial
as one might know him to be from his letters. Mr. Henry Lewis, of Denver; Mr.
McKenna, Mr. Marden, Dr. Morrow and
Mrs. Morrow, and many others were
newly-found friends, whose faces are impres~ed upon the mind, while our many
old-time friends grow dearer at every
meeting.
There were present some of our Cornerites who hav grown into young men and
young women in these passing years.
There were Ollie and Ida Johnson, with
their parents, whose presence was an inspiration, and John J. I. Remsburg, who
rendered beautiful instrumental and vocal
music: Marie Lumley, from .Bath-on-theHudson, N. Y., and others. Among the
younger truth seekers present was little
Charley Bradlangh CharleAworth, a dear
little fellow that we wanted to take home
with liB. As he lay sleeping in an alcove,
he unconsciously furnished a text for a
discourse, and, when awake in Mrs.
Charlesworth's arms,'hiR bright eyes and
dimpled face made ae lovely a picture as
one would care to look upon.
There is much to say regarding the
great convention, but others can tell it
better and more concisely, perhaps. Not
a day passed that thoughts of our big
family of the Corner did not come into
mind, and we wished it were possible to see
them all, young and old, together. What
a picture it would be! and what a happy
greeting on all sides.
We, my sister and I, hav spent days at
Jackson park, seeing and enjoying everythin&:". When not at the Fair, we hav
visited objects of interest in the city. One
day we went to Benton Harbor, ninetyseven miles distant. The railroad ride
through Po lovely country it$ interesting

and pleasant. But, if we may be pardoned
the suggestion, it would be quite in order
to improve the depot at that place, for it is
at present a very forlorn and uninviting
building. Rough, and without a chair, it is·
not quite attractiv enough for one to wish
to ~pend the day right there. The people
don;t seem to know where their neighbors
liv, and apparently measnre distances by
"I guess so," and "I don't know." Wbile
waiting in that dismal station, a woman
came down the road, seemingly in great
distres•, moaning, gasping, and grimacing
in what appeared to be dreadful torture.
Now, see what imagination can do. Inquiry revealed the statement that the sufferer supposed she had a pin in her ear!
She was on her way to see a physician.
As good luck would hav it, she met the
doctor right there.
"Oh, I am dying, doctor!" she ejaculated. "My head is whirling, buzzing,
singing, bursting! Oh, such agony! Lord!
Lord!-pin in ear-pin!-pin!-get it out!
-oh! oh! oh!"
"What're ye doing with a pin in your
ear?" growled the doctor.
"I was picking out my ear with it. Oh,
I shall die! I shall die! -I know I shall!"
The doctor adjusted his spectacles, examined the ear, probed it, and commencAd
langhing. "There's no pin there, yon
idiot," said he. "Go along home and
stop howling."
" No pin there, doctor?"
"No."
Immediately the complaints ceased, the
face assumed a composed appearance, the
woman tied her bonnet strings and walked
off homeward.
"Such fools!" exclaimed the doctor.
"Pin in her ear, indeed! Well it is for
some folks that the fool-killer does not
come around oftener. Imagination is
superb. It helps the profession wonderfully."
We returned to Chicago by steamboat
from St. Joe, eighty miles across the lake,
arrivi' g in time to see the fireworks at
the Fair grounds from the water side.
That was the close of '' Chicago day," and
the attendance was that day at the Fair
more than 713,00rJ people, besides a thousand or more deadheads.
One of our visits was to the immense
stock-yards of this city-the largest in the
known world. It is a great scene of life
and activity there. Thousands of bleating
sheep, brown-eyed cattle, fat hogs, and
handsome horses are all about in numberless pens, while mounted cowboys ride
hither· and thither, and drovers, in
slouched hats, with trousers tucked in the
tops of long boots and holding whips in
their hands, stand about, chewing tobacco,
and talk learnedly of steers and calves.
The receipts the day before, copied from
the bulletin, were as follows:
Cattle ........................................... 9,915
Calves............................................ ~22
Hogs ....................................... .-..... 15.218
Rhe~>p ............................................ 17,957
Horses........................................... 299
While the shipments were:
Cattle ............................................. 2,705
f[ogs .............................................. 5,235
Sheep .............................................. 2,281
Horses .............................. , ............. 191
This is about the average of daily work
in this line.
The stock-yards contain twenty miles of
alleys, and streets connect these cattlepens with the loading and unloading
chutes of as many railroads. The yari!s
can accommodate 50,000 cattle, 200,000
hogs, 30,000 sheep, and 40,000 horses.
The attempt to ·witness the pr(lcess of
killing and dressing the animals made me
sick. I shall always shndi!er as the scene
is recalled. The dazed, trembling, but
unresisting creatures driven to their death.
The brutal, red-handed murderers dealing
death-blows to the poor, dumb, helpless,
inoffensiv creatures, tearing the quivering
flesh ere the heart has ceased beating.
Oh, it is too dreadful! too horrible! It is
enough to make one forswear the use of
meat forever, and become a vegetarian for
life. Children are taught to be kind to
animals, and yet it is certain that some of
them must grow np to become assasRins
and butchers of the same. We are half
cannibals, I do b!llieve, when we feast on
these poor four-footed children, capable of
affection and devotion to their 'betrayers
llt:tld m-q.rdererf!.
.
.

The great American two-legged hog
stood by and laughed at a pale-faced
woman, sickened at the sight of blood, and
said: "This ere one firm kills and dresses
20,000 hogs a day-did ye know it?"-adding, "and they kill more'n 3,000,000 of
different kinds of stock in a year." If yon
like meat, and must continue to eat it,
don't ever go near the slaughter-houses of
the stock yard.
In company with two sweet school-girls,
Mabel Vanetter and Ida Hay, we visited
the Skinner school, which is under the
charge of Mrs. Hawley, an excellent
teacher and greatly beloved by her onpils.
Corporal punishment is not know in Chic~tgo schools. No teacher is allowed to
degrade herself or himself by striking a
child. For sixteen years the Bible has
not been read in Chicago schools, or a
prayer been offt!red there, and the children are moral, intelligent, obedient, and
grow into good citizens. If Chicago can
get along without the Bible and prayers in
her schools-and it is proven that she can
-what need of them in any school in the
United States? There is no need of them
whatever, and every city and town would
do well to follow Chicago's splendid example.
We are indebted to Mrs. George Robertson for a lovely drive to Lincoln park and
around town, which we shall always remember. Mrs. Robertson is a true, broadminded Liberal, and so is her good husband and the little children, who make of
home a heavE>n on earth, and are the
jewels in the refined gold of worthy and
noble lives.
An evening at the American Health Institute of Dr. George Dutton, at 8 Ada
street, was extremely oleasant and interesting. The feature of the evening wa'l a
lecture on ohrenology by Professor Windsor, of Washington, D. C., who emphasized the facts of mental science in a
marl-ed degree. Dr. Dutton is doing
good work in Chicago by teaching rational
doctrins regarding health and disease.
His school is, as a medical institute,
gnaged on broad lines of progreFB, and is
destined, no doubt, to accomplish m1lch
good.
Chicago is a grPat city. It is the London of the New World, destined to be the
greatest city on the whole earth. It makes
one dizzy to look upward and downward,
from the top of its highest building-two
hundred and eighty-five feet-twenty
stories high. It has one street nineteen
miles in length, and a la\. e frontage of
twenty-two miles.
Everything is on a
large scale of magnificence, and something
to be admired is seen on every side. It is
a center attracting all nationalities. It
has the glory of holding the great Colnmbian Exposition, and also of the first intel"national Congress oJ Freethinkers in
America, where Freethonght and free
speech asserted their rights undisturbed
by the minions of superstition and bigotry.
Chicago, Ill.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.

stands a large dahlia that is loaded with
pink balls of blossom, that are, to all apllearance, enjoying the rain, which is
pouring down to the utmost. Thev fill the
place of the roBPB of the spring and early
summer, and perfectly, too, I think, for
the rose is too fleeting to please me. I
can never get anyone to agree with me in
thinking the dahlia is the prettiest, however. Wha~ is your opinion, Miss Wixon?
My favorit flowers are the carnation and
pansy.
In .THE TRUTH SEEKER of September
9th I read Lanl"a Hoffman's letter. I
like it very much, and would like to know
her, also George J. I. :Etemsbnrg. But,
Laura, I go to Sunday-school every Sunday, and I hav a gPod deal d fun out of it,
too. I hav a dispute with my Bible-class
teacher nearly every Sunday, and that is
fun.
I would like to know Lanra's favorite
authors. Of all I dislike Dickens most.
His works are fully as bad ·as the Bible;
i. e, they are equally tiresome. How do
von like Scott's poems.
I admire the
"Lady of the Lake"very much. Awhile
ago I wrote a letter to one of our leading
papers, which contains "A Young Folk's
Department," defendmg our cause. It
was returned to me with a letter from the
editor stating reasons for not onblishing.
He was, of course, afraid of the opinion of
his pions customers and subscribers, but
Rdmitted what I said was true. It was the
head Pditor who rejecteil. the letter, but
the sub-editor who wrote. He was very
gentlemanly, was he not? Most people in
hiq position would hav tossed it in the
wastebasket without further ado.
Well, I must close, or this will deserve a
prominent position in the wastebasket.
But first I must tell yon what I've· been
doing since I wrote last. I went to the
town school last winter, hav studied hard
and failed at two teacher's examinations.
But I am not eighteen, or rather seventeen, so could not teach anyhow. I am
about fifteen years old.
Well, good-bye. Three cheers for liberty of thought and speech.
Yours truly,
AURORA SoUTHWIOK.
[We are delighted to hear from Aurora
once more. We hav not time to answer
all her questions now, but will say nature
is good enough for anyone's consideration
and reverence, In regard to the examination, Aurora will hav better luck next time.
-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Ul in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1~mo,

300 pp., $1.

Apples of ~old. And Other Stories for
SHERMAN, MIOH., Seot. 21, 1893.
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
Mrss WTXON,.M.'I/ Denr Fri.,nd: It has
been a long time since I hav written to The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstiyon, and as I feel a trifle a•homed of the
tion for Children and Yout
The Onl:l! Freemembers of the Children's Corner when I
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
see the scarcity of letters, I will help add
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 snialler; large
· t• pe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusa mite.
trated covers: 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Last winter I received a letter from a
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
¢rl by the name o f - - . I answered
the letter, but hav not heard from her
since. PPrhaps the foolish description of APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
myself which I gave her disgusted or
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
frightened her. But reallv it was not
trne as all. Instead, I am five feet five
An important and remarkable revelation conand a half inches in height; weigh one cerning
the life and times of Apollonius of
hundred and seventeen pounds; have-ray Tyaua, the great sage and philosopher of the first
eves, medium complexion, brown hair- century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appro_priated and utilized by the
though when I sail I hav unmercifully formulators
of the Christian reli_gion in the inlarge feet I told the truth. But they s&y terest of so-called Christianity. '!'be plagiarism
large feet denote an eqTJally large under- is made_ plain in this brief histoi"y" of Apollonius~
in view of the historical references ana
standing, and consequently I am very especailly
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
proud of my feet. I wear number four conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
and a half and number five shoes.
Price, 15 cents.
.
Miss Wixon, since last I wrote I hav lost
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.
one of mv dearest and nearest friends on
~ Lafa:v.ette place, New York City
eal"th-my grandma. The fnneral was a
source of great wonderment to the neighhorhood. We had no sermon, according
CHEAP EDITION.
to her wish
Now, Miss Wixon, do not some of the
LiberalR believe in a hereafter, and do not
Rome of them hav ft. God of their own that
they worship? And do y<m not think that
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
nearly everyone has a God of some description? And isn't nature a glorious 'leing the story of his mental Jo11-rney from
orthod.o:n to Rationalism.
thing, at whose shrine each and everyone
of us should pay homage!
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Near the window by which lam w:riting,
M<4"1JsS
THE ~RU'rli SEEKEn.

Travels in Faith.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explanation of tl;te origin of the God Ide!L• and the mental processes that led to the formation
of 1dol~ and the. wor8hlp of them. From the.t1m~ of Terah's apostasy. Abr ..ham's reform ..tion and
h1s bam~hment for here8Y and blasphemy agam•t the Cha dean Idols, to Christ's eoming, the _principal cll:araoters :l.re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant saYing8, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-worliings, and snJlernatural pad~ng are the 9rop r pffsprip.g of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constitntmg the peculiar polit1cs of the day.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Snn.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a R<~st.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic ·Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-AnimaL

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Sonl-What Is It?

~1.
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1893.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan sa.id once that he wou.ld give $25 a
~ po ha.ve the Crimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers shol!'ed how little value <Jhristia.nit7
possesses to ma.ke men moral.
rm,._We h~v:e jusv issued, lihe Fourth Edition of the book do~ thia .
.. ..., additiOns for thill nell' edition of the

"Crimes of Preachers"
8hoW1! nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre'Vious edlt10ns bhow that within a. few years a.beut

1300 lt.UNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or a.nother of criminal conduct. MoRt of t.he crimes
&re aga.inst women, for the fair sex are at once tha weakness and
the strentrth of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
l'ler_g:y.
. Not-withstanding the many additional pages, we have kept the
pnce the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- -l:llliiBI...tld!
men. Show them just what sort of sca.mps are the clergy who have
clo.seq the.Wor~d's :E:air .oc1 ~unday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon macbinerr o:r
ymntings m this period 1s "ImmorB.l."

A.ddre!ls

THE TRUTII SEEKER COMPANY.

The Mind.

BOOKS

Sin and Salvation. •
The EcclesiaRtical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
!LLUBTBATIONB.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Food and Food-Substances.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

(W. STEWART ROSS),

Pages

Editor of the

In Clo-th, S 1; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.

X.ONIJON .A.fJNOBTIO JOUBNAI..).

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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SABBATH

•

e

BREAKING.
.·J!

Orig-in o:f' "the Sabba-tic :IdeaThe Je-vvish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and "the
Sabba"th-Exa:rnina"tion o£
Sunday Argu:rnen"ts- Origin
o:t "the Chris-tian Sabba"thTes"ti:rnony of "the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during "the Middle Ag-es-The
Puri-tan Sabba"th-Tes"ti:rnony
of Chris-tian Re£or:rners.
Scholars, and Divines-Abroga-tion of Sunday La-w-s.

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yop. h!!-ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work gf vast. research\ of sound crttimsm'ro{ caustic
humor of sledgehamm• r vehemence, of scathmg satue, ~f patnos and eloquence. tIs one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the B1ble.
.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.
·•1

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.··
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that ".Christianity ~ley,ated the woman; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender yettrs of the child. The ol?lect o~ Salad~n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee~ed. An Engbsh W•lter said of 1t:
•· This cPrtainly lB one of the most ruarvelou~ books e':er Issued from the press. The a.uthori·
ties cited are unquestionable, and the result Is convincmg."
In two volumes, cloth. ~rllt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: :A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo<t delightful of Saladin's books, a. clis •eetion of w~man, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence or woman and exalted opinion of what she is an 1 should be. A merciless
satire upon oerttLin of the C<lnvenGional foible' of the day. full or facts. fancies, truths, rare
touches of genms,and bursts of elo'lllence. M:.1,t of the satirical sha.fts Mmed at the woman
go past. her and stick in the ma.n behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth. uncut edges, 1:1ilt op, ~1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

-BY-

JOHN :e.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

~:e.M.SBU~G.

A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subjec.t proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in !:inman beings. '.L:o"whioh are added such comments
as only l:laladin can make. I.n paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
Prict~,

ZS Cents.

Address

'8

tJPOI BIIIIDAYB.

-----

·-----~·-·

THE TRUTH 8EE¥ER,
LafqJette place, llew Ytri.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ----·-·-· --

]'HE kbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Chri•tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indict.ment
Against Jesus; Were the Gnat"ds Hired by- 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod·; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica.tion: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Prie•ts Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roma.n Guards?
Tha Ori1:1in of the Stor:v; St. Paul's Acc.ount; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors anu the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
I.nspiration; Conclusion.

Pri"e, cloth, 76 cents; paper, 40 cents.
AddreSI
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force aqd ?\atter ~
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fi'l'inc1ples of the Natural Order of the lim
rerse, with a System of Morixli.'y
Based Thereon.
BY l'RoFEBBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
vunTENTB:
l!'oPm! and Matt~IZ>
The Fitness of Things i •
Immortality of JYlatter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortmlity_of Forc<J, Man,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
Motion,
Consciousness,
Form,
Seat of the SoUl.
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
The Idea of tiod,
Oniversality of Natural Personal Continuance
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens, .
.The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth;
Mo~ality,
Original Generation,
Con c 1u d!i:n g Observ•
Secular Generation,
tions.
l'tice, •uo. Address THE TRUTH SEEK.KJ.j

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Samrdotal SeGrets.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ooience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modem soienoe.
I.n paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a.
Man of Gem us· An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Ca.pital Punishment;
Poverty; God in the Const1tntiun; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be c~ed Sala.din's own bnok, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of "trong literature
like to read again aud again. I.n cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.1KJ.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, &glow in e.,ery
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is It story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, phoughtful, and everY v~rBf!.reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Eve'ry page glows With Pll.BBlon and throbs With life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y: one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript in the poiS81Slon of Sal&dhi
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gr.llows. Printed from m&ll'll•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy fonnded on fact. Of this book the Oven Oourt
aaid: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest tha.n Helen Gardener's 11tory,' X.
This Your Son, My Lord?'" I.n paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
.B.Jing an exposure of tha.t infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Li. ~ions ness of the PreReformation Church; Lecher:v of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc. 'on; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tr. 0hurch's Claim ·to
have Jfostered Learning; Her Atte .pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfJ:ndul.genoe; The Relative CliminaJ. Statisti£s of Catholicism and Protestantism
In~~25~

~.,.. ..u of ~illi9i01 11f<~'l"k,a IUWrlll!~

-J

'm1l\ ~UTJr Silll:RlilB. • Laf~o:vette ~~........ New Yori!. ~

HAND-BOOK
l)F

'• Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a Jool ana
reaa .the rt<t<tles attlr'/l."

FREEl"H OUGHT.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CoNTENTs; The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
I ' peached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
l:ltoriesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .a.damb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other ChriBts; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation • The Thing~~ Tha.t Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale a.t thill office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form
vru.t amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said; of
Paine's "Age of lteason," it enaoleR somebod:y in every village to "corner the parson." Its Wide
variety of subjects incluae aJl the di»puted pomts betweliln Christianit.L]l!!d Freetbought. Price
cloth, $1; pa.per,50 cents.
Address
'l'.I:U!l TRUTH BEEKER.
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Short Notes About Books.
Last week's TRUTH SEEKER must be a
source of pride both to its publishers and
its hosts of readers. No pains or expense
was spared to make it a number that may
be well termed souvenir. It is printed on
heavy book paper, and is embellished with
a galaxy of portraits representing the advanced and matured minds of the century.
Orthodoxv can never produce a comparativarray.-Iron Clad Age.
The Chicago correspondence of Samuel
P. Putnam, published in the New York
TRUTH SEEKER, has been issued in a large
pamphlet, profusely illustrated, under the
title . of "Pen Pictures of the World's
Fair." The letters are not only useful as
a guide to the most interesting points of
the great Exposition, but they are written
in a faEcinating style, and no one who
takes up the pamphlet will lay it dc.wn until he has read it all, unless he desires to
prolong the pleasure by biting his drink
in two.-JSnohomish Eye.
"Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?"
by John E. Remsburg, from the Truth
Seeker Company, New York, gathers all
the evidence possible in the negativ of that
question, but while denying that the grtlat
war president professed Christianity, or
anything else, the book at the same time
goes on to show what an eminent enample
Lincoln was of the lofty self-sacrifice of
character which is the heart of Christianity.
In fact, it is not satisfied till it calls him
"the gentlest, purest, noblest character in
human history:"-Brooklyn Eagle.
A good thing to take with yon to the
World's Fair, to preserve after you hav
been there as a reminder of the good
things you hav seen, or to giv an excellent
idea of the pleasures yon will miss if _you
are unable to visit Chicago this fall, is
"Pen Pictures of the World's Fair," by
Samuel P. Putnam. It will giv yon a vast
deal of useful information, a thousand
and one fp,cts, and plenty of interesting statistics concerning the various departments.
'fruth Seeker Company, publishers, 28
Lafayette place, New York.-Maine Coast
Cottager.
''Handbook of Freethought." Published
by The Truth Seeker Company, New York.
Price 50 cents. Author, W. S. Bell. Passion and deep-rooted resentment is as
much in vogue with the Freethinker as it
is with the bigoted Christian, as much of
their writings prove, and I was agreeably
surprised not finding in this work any
evidence of this. JVIr. Bell in many places
may shock the believer, but in no case is
abuse found. The history of persecution
und the wars of reli!:\"ions are graphically
1)resented. The wars of the sixteenth and
tJeventeenth centuries between Catholics
and Protestants are pre sen ted with all their
horrors. The authority of the Bible is
questioned. The Freethinker has an able
champion in this work.- Newsman.
" Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" by John E. Remsburg, is a new
book issued by the Truth Seeker Company,
of New York. It proves very conclusivly
the negativ of the proposition contained in
the title. For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg
has been collecting material for his work.
He presents an array of testimony that is
overwhelming, and which must put the
question of Lincoln's belief at :rest forever. In addition to the testimony of
twenty witnesses who claim that he was a
Christian, and which is reviewed and refuted, he presents the testimony of more
than one hundred witnesses in proof of
the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian.
These witnesses include his wife and other
relative; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet;
his principal biographers and many of his
most intimate friends.- Pittsburg Post.
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tian?" John E. Remsburg seeks to show
by_ the testimony of many who knew the
martyred president intimately that he was
not. How the interests of humanity can
be snbserved by the collection and publication of this testimony it will be difficult
to conceive. It is clearly the intent and
purpose of the author to promote the interests of Freethought by this attempt to
show that one of the greatest characters
of American history was in full accord
with the principles promulgated by Freethinkers, notwithstanding his contention
to the contrary,
Granting that Lincoln was an unbeliever, can it be said that society will be
benefited by the knowledge, or that the
doctrine of Christianity will shine the less
grandly? All but the most radical Freethinkers acknowledge that Christianity is
the true foundation upon which the wellbeing of humanity rests. Remove it completely and the moral fabric of society
falls to the ground. By those who are
interested in Freethonght this book will
no doubt be read with pleasure, for much
of the proofs adduced appear to be irrefntable.-JSan Prancisco Post.
"The Creation of God," by Dr. Jacob
Hartmann (New York: Truth Seeker Company; 432 pp., 4s. 6d.), is a good book
somewhat spoiled in the making. There
is a mass of useful science of vital interest
-the author is in arms against alcoholic
as well as theologic spirits-a sturdy enthusiasm for truth against credulity arid
its monopolists, and a general honesty of
opinion throughout. Dr. Hartmann's
reasoning is plain, his motive are admirable, and his abilities for instruction are
undeniable. But occasionally his pages
are defected by undue "raciness," which,
although entirely clean, has the streetcorner effect; and more frequently the
style is a trifle too fervid and florid. The
absence of restraint is regrettable in the
witness of so many excellent qualities.
ChapterV. on "Genesis: The Creation,"
for instance, bristles with acute points,
which are only blunted with such a conclusion as '"!'here is not an intelligent
priest living who is ass big enough to believe any such nonsense." Again, " Solomon started chock full of wisdom;" when
"full of wisdom" would hav been equally
forcible, and more mannerly. In justice,
allowance is to be made for the transatlantic taste, which, however, does not always commend itself to the literary judgments of our own country.- Watts's Lit.
Guide.
One of the most noted controversies of
the century has been waged over the question of ex-President Lincoln's belief as far
as religion is concerned. Soon after his
remains were laid to rest at Springfield,
Dr. Holland, one of his biographers, put
forth the claim that he was a Christian.
This claim was denied, reaffirmed, denied again, and so the controversy continues. Like a shuttlecock being tossed
from battledore to battledore was the
question waged.,. .until Mr. Remsburg took
it up to satisfy nimself. For fifteen years
he collected his material, and to his own
satisfaction proves that "Honest Old Abe,"
who controlled the destinies of the nation
during the dark days of the Rebellion, was
a Freethinker.
He presents an apparently very strong
array of testimony in support of his views,
giving the evidence of at least a hundred
persons, intimate associates, among whom
is no less a personage than Mrs. Lincoln,
the wife of the great man.
Mr. Remsburg claims that in 1835 Lincoln wrote a small book on Infidelity, in
which he contested the idea that Jesus
Christ was the true and only begotten son
of God, as the Christian world believes.
Later on, when he was a candidate for
Congress, one of the arguments used
against his election was that he did not believe in Christianity, and that he had
openly proclaimed that Jesus was an illegitimate child.
The author also givs the testimony of
twenty witnesses that Lincoln died a
ChriBtian, ten of whom admit that he had
been an unbeliever during a portion of his
life.
It is an interesting work, on account of
the object of the author's arguments.
Everything concerning "Old Abe" is
read with intlirest by the American people, but it is a question whether they are
ready to accept the doctrine put for~h in
this book, and believe that the president
whose name ranks second to none of those
who hav reached that high elevation did
not believe in the existence of a God.Philadelphia Item.
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AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLIUI' BKI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by
R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's ser.se of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1. A4f:/i:1sTBUTH SEEKEB.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGTJMENT
IN TRE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargn.ment ever made in a. case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its lega.l acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equa.led. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this arg}lment should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, a.nd. expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Andress
THE TBUTH SEEKEB,

MONEY FOUND.
Brought Into the
Absolutely Reliable Covernment Banks Established in
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILI",
of" Hill's Manua.l of Socia.l and Business Forms,"
"The Hill Banking B.vstemt and other
works of great serVIce to tne world.
Professor Hill has given several years of careful study to the elabora~ion of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing ~usineos and be easily introduced and universally adopted.
'fhis book is "just in time." is an absolutely
original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
" one¥ panics and remeoies for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want yonrs. Send twenty-five cents for copy.
Address '£HE TBUTH I:!EEKEB.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what. i~s title implies-~hnm~
ing whacks at superstitiOn. It dea.ls With the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianity: is a. borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20'cents, six for $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
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of the Bible,

A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who f:gure In the Bible.
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PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Mr. J. E. Remsburg has completed and
placed before the public his new book on
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
Abraham Lincoln. The purport of this
OntJ
ol
Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
work is to prove conclnsivly from Mr. LinStrongest Lectures Against
coln's own life and words that he was not
the Bible,
a Christian but a Deist, as were Thomas
Every Woman Should Read It
Paine and Voltaire. There has been much
discussion on this subject since Colonel
and
Ingersoll's lecture was first delivered. Mr.
Know
Her
Enemies
and Her Friends,
Remsburg is an analyst. His clear and
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
forcible statements depend upon facts only
for their foundation. The reader is not
wearied with long sentences of fanciful
structure. Where truth of history is aimed
at, the writer of books needs not lights and
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
shadows, flights of fancy or poetical imagery. Mr. Remsburg is remarkable for
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
condensation. It is this that makes him
For Her Daily Br~a.1 is the story of two young
so admired by many who wish to arrive at
girls and a younger brother who were left parent..
facts without loss of time or confusion of
less, with a little money fair education and
ideas. All the Christian testimony in exmuch coura~e. to make their way throug;h the
world b:y gomg to Chicago. 'Jhe author IS also
istence concerning this subject is produced,
By ASA AUGER.
the hermoe. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his.
made to proclaim its utmost, and then extory of a working-girl's life a'lcl experience in the
amined, weighed, and rated at its true
A condensation of the fundamental arguments city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
against
ChriEtianity.
value. The book is a most interesting one.
just RUch a Ptory of human life a.s we should ex-Ironclad Age.
pect Colonel lngeraoll to be interested in; and
A Very Good Little Miss1onary Work.
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
In a book of 336 pages, under the capPrice, 15 cent.s. Address
Price, 25 cents. Address
tion "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Chris'fHE T.RUTH SEEKER:
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Jf ot for 'I) arsons.
TEACHER: Yes, Willi<>; every d•y will be
Sunday in heaven
Willie: Well, what
dav will they hold their Sunday-school
picnics on?-Puek.
CoDLING: Why did yon speak to that
howwid twamp, old fel? Gilley: Why
shouldn't I, chappie? He isn't in twade,
and he doesn't work faw a living."-Judge.
" Do yon think that sending Bibles to
the heathen is productiv of good results?"
"Most assuredly. Our publishing house
makes a clear profit of thirty-seven cents
on each. Bible."
" Dm yon pass the hat, deacon?" "Yes."
''What's in it?" '' Well, fort'nitly, parson, the linin' is still thar. First time it
ever happened, parson. I reckon the boys
is gettin' religious at last."-London Freethinker.
JusT previous to giving out the hvmn,
the minister said: "The storm outside is
raging so viole:atly that I will ask the sexton to be kind enough to close the doors
and windows. It will giv us all a greater
sense o£ security. The congregation will
now sing- 'I would not liv alway, I ask not
to stay."'
" I HEAR dat you is dissatisfied wif de
new ministah," said one colored resident
of a suburban town. "Well, I dunno but
we is. Dab am a chu'h 'mittee cidin ob his
kace now."
"What wnz de surkimtances?" "Pofanety. De foks woz talkin' 'bout bildin' er dam 'cross little ribber
dat go by de town, an' de ministah he com
an' put his oar in." "What did he say?"
" Rea said he didn't blebe de rihbah was
wnf a dam, an' dat's de Il!int da' is 'cidin
on."
THE magpie devours the corn and grain;
so does the parson. The magpie takes the
wool from the sheep's back; so does the
parson. The magpie devours alike the
young animal and the eggs; so does the
parson. The magpie's clack is everlastingly going; so .is the parson's. The magpie repeats by rote words that are taught
it; so does the parson. The magpie is always skipping, and hopping, and peeping
into other's nests; so is the parson. The
magpie's color is partly black and partly
white; so is·the parson's. The magpie's
greediness, impatience, and cruelty are .
proverbial; so are those of the parson.William Corbett.
Tms story is told of a formerly wellknown eminent divine of Boston, who was
also president of a railroad. He had occasion to go out into the railroad yard one
day and witnessed the unloading of a·carload of rails. The men were pitching them
over in a careless manner, and, as in those
days they were very expensiv, he remonstrated with the workmen. One of the
men gently told him to go to hades-the
polite expression used to describe the torrid zone of the hereafter for the wicked.
"Oh, shame!" said the ex-clergyman;
"that's the. last place yon ought to send
me to." '' Faix, I think yon are right,"
replied the workman; "there's no doubt
but it will be the last place you'll go tol"Boston Evening Telegram.
OLD Pete Robinson, who lived at Wor·
sham, Va., was a pious negro, who jogged
along with his wife for many years, nam:ipg a new baby every year until seventeen
unbleached olive blanches bore scriptural
names. Then came a surprise. One morn·
ing the Presbyterian minister, while taking his constitutional, met Pete. "Good·
morning, Peter. You seem to be very
much pleased with something." "Yes,
sah, I ill. You see, de ole 'oman 'creased
de family las' night." "Ah; indeed!"
"Yes, sah, dar's two mo' little lam's ov de
Lord," " Indeed! And what will you
name them?" "Gwine name 'em both
arter de Lord; gwine call 'em Messiah an'
Halloway!" "Messiah and Halloway I
Where did you get that name Halloway?"
"Hi, man! Don't de Lord's pra'r say,
' Halloway be thy name?' "
A SUNDAY or two ago, at a Methodist
chapel in one of the pit districts of Staf·
fordshire, a worthy "local," after preaching very earnestly for about three-quarters
of an hour, had tired his audience, and yet
showed no sign of drawing his discourse to
a close; indeed, he had just got past
"secondly." A number of the congregation had been slee[1ing for some time; but
one brawny miner was wide awake, and
apparently in a state of great uneasiness.
After repeatedly looking at his watch and
then at the preacher, the miner groped
for his stick and hat, and then proceeded
to make his way out of the chapel. The
preacher just then had got warmed up to
his subject. He had been advising his
hearers to beware of the pitfalls by which
they were surrounded. " Stop, sinner I"
he shouted, "Pause!" "A' can't stop
onny longer," exclaimed the miner, who
had just got to the door. " Y've preached
well-nigh an hour, and if a' stop, our
Peg'll be kicking up a row when a' get
whome. "-London FreetMnker,
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Thomas
.ALL that Shakspere says of the king,
yonder slip of a boy that reads in the corner feels to be true of himself. We sympathize in the great moments of history,
in the great discoveries, the great resistances, the great propensities of men-because there law was enacted, the sea was
searched, the land was found, or the blow
was struck, for us, as we ourselvs in that
place would hav done or applauded.Ralph Waldo Emerson.
THE ordinary human idea is that when
you burn a body you simply annihilate it;
and on that account early Christians pteferred burial to cremation, because they
thought they stood thereby a better chance
at the resurrection. It is true they allowed
that the divine omnipotence could make
new bodies for the martyrs who were
burnt; but for themselvs, they seem to
hav preferred on the average to g0 on
afresh with their old familiar ones.-Grant
Allen.
A WIDE-SPREAD feeling against controversy is fostered throughout Christendom,
and a simple love of truth is looked upon
as out of harmony with modern progress.
A late writer in a widely-circulated Eastern
journal deplores the existence of "the
man who argues." He evidently was not
conscious that he argued against argument! Confutes himself with th& utmost
complacency, and states his personal
preferences as a superior hind of argument!- W. F. Jamieson.
IF we engraft in law the first day " Sabbath," then, indeed, as all law, it must be
enforced. Besides injustice to very good
and honorable people, we should know we
hav no right to enforce God's law upon the
people that dwell on the earth, presuming
it to be the Sabbath day, which we all
know quite well it is not. As well might we
enact a law to compel all men to be baptized, or fix in law what may constitute a
Christian, or by law create Christians.James A. De Moss, Disciple.
THE old idea of development of a series
of beings similar in order to the steps of a
ladder, has given place to the new process
which resembles a tree with its trunk, its
branches, and its leaves. In our opinion,
evolution is not merely a speculation, but
the expression of known facts, and the
best and most scientific explanation that
has been given of those facts. It is no
longer regarded as a heresy, one to be
pelted at with Bible texts; neither is it an
instrument in the hands of any Providence
for confirming the truths of the orthodox
religion.-Oharles Watts.

THE church is losing her hold upon the
intellect of the world, and it has become
necessary to once more appropriate to
herself the products of the labor of our
common humanity. As she now credits
herself with the overthrow of American
slavery and the elevation of woman, so
does she attempt to make us believe that
the temperance movement owes its inception and development to her teachings
and labor, and the precepts of her sacred
book. No more impudent and unfounded
claim was ever made, not even either of
those above-mentioned, brazen as they
are.-E. 0. Walker.
.
THE pursuit of pleasure is the persistent
purpose of . every individual. If he voluntarily undergoes a pain, it is only to
avoid other greater pains. If he voluntarily foregoes a pleasure, it is only to
secure other greater pleasures. If he
abstains from gluttony to-day, it is to preserve capacity for gustatory deli!'rhts tomorrow. If he shuns the riotous joys of
vice, it is to preserve qualification for the
sweeter joys of virtue. If he submits to
the painful operation of a surgeon now, it
is to prevent the agonies of disease in the
future. If he practices self-denial in this
life, it is to escape the terrors of the life
to come.-A. M. Lorentz.
THE theory of evolution encourages no
millennia! anticipations. If, for millions
of years, our globe has taken the upward
road, yet, sometime, the summit will be
reached and the downward route will be
commenced. The most daring immagination will hardly venture upon the sugl!estion that the power and the intelli~ence
of man can ever ar;rest the processiOn of
the great year. Moreover the cosmic nature born with us, and, to a large extent,
necessary for our maintenance, is the outcome of millions of years of severe training, and it would be folly to imagin that a
few centuries will suffice to subdue its
masterfulness to purely ethical ends.
Ethical nature may count upon having to
reckon with a tenacious and powerful
enemy as long as the world lasts. But,
on the other hand, I see .no limit to the
extent to which intelligence and will,
guided by sound principles of investigation
and organizing in common effort, may
modify the conditions of existence for a
period longer than that now covered by

history.-Hu:~:ley,
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"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; aum·anteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $211. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
cased $28 to $30; huntingk $80 to $85; 14 carat,
soli gold, 11!45 to $150. Nic el works, 11!2 more.
Regular Grade AJUerican 'Vatchelil.Silverme case 1 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $!1; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer cases add as above.
Ladielll' AJUerlcan Gold Watchelilo-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 jewels, $15.~0; 15 Jewels, $20; 14 carat soiid
gold, $10 more. HeaVIer, more elaborate, antl
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for I!! I
and returned free.
Sundrielilo-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectaoles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80~. table spoons,
$H.60J knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; au for .sets of 6.
Solia silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; solid silver
souvenir spoons, 1!!1, $1.~5. $1.50~,.$~ to $8.
The Colonel ingerlllolJ.-Tea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $8i gilt bowls, 50 cents more
Etched (teas onlYI:
" The Ttme to be HapP!J ts Now,"
50 cents extra.
'J'he Torch of Rea111on Badge, solid gold,
enameled in 5 colors small pins $2, $2. 75, ant!
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. f,arge, $3. $4, $5,
$15. Charms, $8, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $'0, $15, $20, 1!<80.
DiaJUondlil, 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists cards in colors and gold oJ
badge, tracts, etc., free. At! goods prePata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle-•ned $1-t.anrt returned frPe.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon " tree
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

JJESIG7f!R BY WATS~N HESTON,
WITH P'JltTR,..,IT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church l:lobbing the People.
3
"
ThankRgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
3
The Bible and Science.
15
The Ctergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and H1s Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Cresds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1

2
4
~

1
4
9

12

3
6

7

Samples of Christianity's Work.
Missl onaries.
'fhe Lryrd'd Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Thtir Results,
The Church and Slav~ry.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Chnrch.
Church's lclea of Civilization.
The Uses "f the Cross.
Unkind Jiefiections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Ohurch.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publicatLn. We venture the as•ertion that no thin~ like it ha. ever bP
fore appAared in this countryhand it is very doubtful if >mother one li• e it will ever again be pub
<iohed. We must give the Trut Seeker Company the ered t' f putting the book in the reach of al
At t.w;ce the price 1t would have been a cheap hook. Art et Heston as a portrait·painter and dt
signer is a wonderful sncce'sd. and we judge from our own f elin~s that nearl:y every Liberal i
.merica will desire a copy of this most wunderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heston deserves' o be called the artist-hero of Liberaliom He has dedicated his genius 1
Fr< elhought, and has done fai• hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. .Hut the JCi•
Jrts do not make up the whole of -his vo'ume ~'here are noarl:vtwo hundred pages of readi•
'll,ttter tb•t se ve first as exptanations of th-J illust-rati n~. and sccondl:v ItS texts to prove tho ut1
fai, t:v of the chnrcll's profe>swns and the h:vpocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether 1
" ok i one of t ue best weapons against, Christianity • nd the church tha · has ever been put in ·
hunds of Fieethmkers.-rBoston Investigator.
>

p, ioe, board oovers, $2; olotl\, $2 50.

POPES AND Tl{tlll DOINGS

FILE BINDERS.

ACCOUNT OF

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TBum
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dolla.r.

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Pa.per,IIO:cents;

cloth, 75 oenis.

THt NOT£D SPECIAI..JST,
For Men Only,
Ia a physician of a wide and extensive practice
and liis remedies a.re of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physioal Debility, laiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
.
To those aftlicted a:1d who a.re desirous of bemg
cured a booltle~ of some 33 page~ will be sent to
their a.dili'ess for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving oauses ana S~ptoms o the
Oompla.int and a description of the Doctor's im •
portant medioal discovery-an Outward Applica·
tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind ill existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. J!'ELLOWb,
Vineland, N. i.,
and 'sa_y you saw this advertisemeut in THill

TBUTJl

I:IUXEB.

Dr. Fellows isa.n llUideL
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JY owa of tltG Weo.It.
ENGLAND seems likely to hav another
war with the Zulus.
DEPRESSION in Wall street givs promis
of another monetary panic.
PREPARATIONS continue in Spain for a
formidable expedition against the Moors.
A STATE protectiv association has been
organized by the liquor-dealers of Washington.
JOHN WANAMAKER, late state-in-church
postmaster-general, spent his vacation
!lleaching.
THE relations between Catholics and
Protestants in Germany are becoming decidedly strained.
MoRE than twenty-two thousand persons
were fed by the Chicago relief committee
one day recently,
PRESIDENT PEIXoTo of Brazil has at last
gotten together two small fleets to oppose
the rebel Admiral Mello.
IN th" international vacht race between
the English vacht Valkyrie and the American yacht Vigilant the latter won.
THE Union Pacific railroad, one of the
greatest railway systems in the country,
has gone into the hands of a receiver.
AT Leadville, one thousand men hav resumed work, the result of a conference
between the mine owners and the miners.
THE battle of "physical endurance" in
the Senate over the Sherman law repeal
bill continues to drag its weary way along.
ZEKE GETS INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT HIS RATIONS.

Digest of Science.''

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF

rHf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MI~D 1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B • .ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv 12.')':J.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Hnn. toldt 1itrary of Science," the "lntunational Scientific t:!eries," etc., by bringing ~ogether, in
ilt'll :J-lt alld dinct i01m, '\'lith J.Io-pu corrtsl'OIHltn<t between them, all of the known factors contributing toward thto originand evolution of prganlc bemgs.
~·o !IOU Wtilh

MENTAL HEALING.
A. Practical Exposition of
Natural Restorative Power.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healinl!', and what may be rea•onably expected
to resnlt from an understanding of it.s principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TBuTH l:lEEKEB.
THE

BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDU:M MOVEMENT.

DIREGT LEGISLATION
By the Citizenship th • ough the
Initiative and Referendnm,
BY J. W. SuLLIVAN.
Price. 25 cents. Address THE TBuTH SEEKEB.

to lJe well fn.formeat

THEN BEAD A ORAl'Tl!:B DB VEBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BIBLE Ol!'
BOII<:t-OE!
It is entertaining as well as enli~htening, and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) na.ture
-t.:e., appreciate the w01th of the LlJlversal:Mother.
Yonmnstownthiebooksomeday: whynotNOW?
·
Addre~s
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT BOOK.
With the eighth editiD8 flf
Win wood Reade's "Martyr-

oi
production has been 188·
dom of Man," the cost

lsened so that we can reduef
the price from $1.76 1iJ

ANEW WORK
BY

ARTHlJR B. MOSS,

The book ba.s bad a phenomenal sale for so heretical a work1 second only to Helen Ga.rdeDea"<
"'Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oeneflt of ii. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
fa • very iiiterestingly plctured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has nndergoDt.
-its martyrdom-in Its rise to its pr!)sent plane. It sLows how Wa.r and Religion have been. oppreslive factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hit
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the ea.rth to the present, adding an ou~line of wh&li
ibe author conc~ives wonld be a. religion of reason and love. The chaptel's are:
UT
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Ma.cedonians, Alexandria.,~
r· l A
Phenioi.an!>, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa., the Ara.bs.
0

'R
RELIGION
LJ.,· BERTY
lNTELLECT Bn~mary
·

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets.
,Character of Jesus the ChristianshArabia~ Mecca,._Character of Moham·
med, Description o:t' Africa, the Mo ammeaallB in ventral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Inva.sion of the Germans, the ·Castle, the Town, tbt'
0 Chnrch, Venice, Arab S.Pain, the l'ortn~ues~~,. Discovere~ the Slave Trade.
Abolition in Europe, Abolition in \meuca. ru.aterial~ of .ttnman History.
Animal Period of the Earth. Orig_in of Man and Early Histon,
of Universal History, The Fntu.ooe of the Human Race, TW
0
Re!lgion of Reason a.nd Love.

''1!'\oe reduced from tt.'71l to $1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
S8 Lafayette place, New York.

THE Bo.r Association of New York denounces the nomination of Judge Isaac
H. Maynard by the New York Democrats.
for judge of the court of appeals.
AusTRALIA is a very young human hive,
and yet it is alrPady Bt>nding out colonies.
In Paraguay 41'i0, 000 acres hav been
secured upon which to locate a communistic association.
THE largeRt attendance of any day of
the World's Fair at Philadelphia in 1876
was 217,526; at the Paris Exposition of
1889, it was 397,150, and at Chicago this
year it was 713,000.
THE Flint-Glass Workers' Union has
ordered a strike in the sixteen factories of
the United States Gl01ss Company. The
company had announced its determination
to be non-union hereafter.
Two sections of a World's Fair excursion
train, westward bound, came together
near Jackson, Mich. The air-brakes had
failed to work. Thirteen persons were
killed and twenty-three injured.

Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

NEw postal card machinery is being
made for the government contractors. A
new rotary press will deliver eight cards at
a time. Four counting and packing machines will do the work of eighty girls.
With preface by
PRINCETON CoLLEGE students who enJ. M. WREELEB, Sub-editor of Freethfnker.
gaged in a hazing affair lately are in imPrice, $1. Order at once.
minent danger of imprisonment, Judge
A.ddr~••
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Abbett having charged the Mercer county
grand jury very strongly in the matter.
$7 5.00 to $250.00 c~o~~Jft/e THE House of Representative has passed
working for B.lt'. JOHNSON & OO.,Richmond, Va. the Tucker bill repealing the federal
elections law. The Democrats and Populists voted solidly for repeal; the Republicans, solidly against. The vote was two
to one for repeal.

Christianity and Evolution.

MEDICAL.

If yon need a medicine pay attention to something which will cure you. It is known as

$1.00.

THE president of Guatemala has declared
himself dictator, dissolved the extra session of Congress, and ordered a new election.
IT is said that the people of Norway are
becoming quite temperate under the operation of the "Gothenberg "plan of government liquor control.

The Water of Life,
and is adapted to curing, more especially1 all
forms of Stomach, Liver. Kidney, and Blander
troubles. By injecting this water it will heal all
sorts of inflammations of the internal organ~ such
cases as Piles, Typhoid and other fevers,_jjOWel
diseases, Uterin" and other forms of p·emale
Complaints. It i• a. Bwoa Purifier, and is an excellent remedy for Catarrh and Lung and Throat
inflammations. It will heal the nerves, restormg
lost vigor of mind and body. creating a good
appetite and producing sound sleep. It a<'ts
steadily upon the urine, cleansing the blood by
means of the Jcianeys, •nd acts mildly upon the
bowels, thereby producing bodilY habits which
are so essential to good heii.lth. This

Water of Life
is sold absolutely pure, as it is pumped from
the spring, without the addition of any drug
whatever. It Is Nature's Remedy pure and •imple, and not a manufactured articie. The nccess
;t has achieved has come mostly from its friends
who hav been cured by using it. Send for a
pamphlet free, contaimng pl:ioto-engra ved letters and recommendation• from those who have
used it, giving a forty-page history and all particnlars about this remarleallle water, to

J. R. PERRY, Manager,
6m12

34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

DEBATE has opened in the Reichsrath
(Austro-Hungary) on the government's
action in declaring Prague in a state of
siege. The Young Czechs are very bitter
in their denunciations, while the German
Liberals are neutral.
THE English colliery strike is ended at
last: The men accepted the mediation of
the mayors of the cities in the mining district a.nd will go to work with their old
pay but agreeing to accept a ten per cent
reduction in December.
·
THE new French Chamber consists of
581 members. Of these, 350 are Moderate
Republicans, 60 Monarchists, and 50 Socialists, while the remaining 120 are described as ''.Radical-Socialists," although
they are much subdivided.
JuDGE GARY, who presided at the trial
of the Chicago agitators, Parsons, Lingg,
Fielden, et al, has been renominated for
judge of the supreme court by the Chicago
Republicans, but the Democrats refused
to put his name on their ticket, notwithstanding the recommendation of the Bar
Association and their practice in former
years,

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 20. No. 43· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

New York, Saturday, October 28, 1893. {~s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-oA nofent Votces
from tlte 811 t r tt
Realm disclOse tlte
most Startlfno RelJelatfons.
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Provlng Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
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(ILLUSTRATED.]
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Price, - - - - $!.50.
Address
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'l'HE 'l'RU'l'll SEEJmR.

A SHORT

-

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEil'IG

A Popular Acc.eunt of the Formatlen and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.

-~~
~-~]

-=

-

-

--=--

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Ca.non. 'l'he New'l'estament. The Early Controversies. 'l'he Book11 &t
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent f 'l'he Fathers Quoted 11.11 Scriptur.e
Booxs Which a.re Now Callea ApocrYPhal 'l'he
Heretics. 'l'he Christi&n Ca.non.
Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 centa.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMmSON.
'l'his little book goes down to the very be.drock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address

'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER..

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BYCAPT.BOBER'l'C.ADAH~

Being the story of his ment&l journey from
orthotloxy to Ba.tion&lism.
Pnce, pa.per, 211 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANES,

•

~·
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-

I I

WHAT EDUCATION IS DOING FOR SUPERSTITION.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
re~-

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

IatiiJ.g human copduct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teachin~ of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

•.The Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of
.a minister's pr&ying God to kill gr&ashoppers,
.or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
,·crusade of one &g&inst the Oolorado beetle I"
·Price, 10 cent11.

!Followers of Jesus. Price 10 cents.
·Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact '
Price, 5 cents.
!Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
•Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
"J'he Public Schools and the Catholic
£burch. Price, 5 cents.

INFIDEL
DE4.
'TH•
BEDS •

..••
Sy

-ooT :e.
.... w.,....

U

--o-BeiJ1~ true accounts of the p&asing &W&Y of the
followmg_ persons, thus refutmg the m&ny Christi&n sla.nders upon them &nd otaers:
Lord Amberley, John B&Bkerville, Pierre Ba.yle,
Jeremy Bentha.m, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Fra.noois Brouss&is, Giord&no Bruno, Henry
Thom&B Buckle, Lord Byron, Bich&rd Carlisle,
Willi&m Kingdon Oli1ford, An&eharsis Olootz\Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Oondorcet~Rooert
Cooper, D'Alembert Ds.nton, Ch&rles .u&rwin,
Era.smus Da.rwin, Del&mbal, Denis Diderot,

Etienne Dolet, Georg~ Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Ga.mbetta Gs.ribaldi Isa.w Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, GroieJ Helvetius, Henry Heth·
erington 1 Hobbes, Austm HQlyoake, Victor Hnjl'o,
Hume, L1ttr~ Ha.rriet Ms.rtineau, Je&n Meslier1
J&mes Mill, J04ll. Stuart Mill, Mir&be&u, Roben;
Owen Thoma.s Pa.ine, Courtls.ndt Pa.J.mer Ra.bela.is, Winwood Re&de, M&d&me Rolana, George
Sa.nd, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinozs., Straus~ John
'l'ol&n~ V&nim, Voln~ Volt&ire, J&mes wa.tson,
John wa.tts, Thom&B Woolston.
Price. 211 cents

A J!YStematicExp_osition of what m&y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l"eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers _!!Pon evolution,
besides ranking w1th Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s &ps.rt of
his conclusion regarding the great subject of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of a.dapta.tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic na.ture we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
supernatural design. . • . Adapt.ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of& purely mechanical philosophy...
All n&ture h&s thus been transformed before the
view of the preRent generation in a manner a.nd
to an extent that has never before been posRible;·
a.nd inasmuch as the change which h&B taken
pl&ee haR taken pl&ee in the direction of naturallsm, &nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
&wakened to & new a.nd & terrible force in the
words of its tradition&! enemy-Where is now
th God?"
~ustrated. Price, clo~$2.
Address,
'l'.ti.!!i 'l'RUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Na tore : A Contribution
to the Relijlion of the Fu1nlre. Oloth, $1.

Christianity a Fiction.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

BY DB. J. H. MENDENHALL.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws

THE

Astronomical and Astrologtcal Origin of all Religions.
Explan&tory notes compiled and &rr&nged by
the l&te Jon&th&n M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE 'l'BUTB BEEKEB.

of the Christian Religion &nd the Signific&nce
of its Rise &nd Decline. Oloth, ill,
of Nature. Oloth, t!·

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Oloth, $!.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to

the Outdoor study of Natura.! History. Dins- .
trs.ted by H. Faber. Oloth\..$g._
Address
'l'HE 'l'rlUTH SEEKER,
2B La.fa.yette pl&ee. New York.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

1

----------------- ----------------RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

.Deatcatea to the Amertcan Oonuress, or 1892, whtch ror the sake oJ Relffff,on, Btaliliea Lfliertv
to the Heart.

A work burning '!fith indi,l!'nation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunda.y-an act which pra.ctiCally united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee ofthe Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Alw the following Esija_ys and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form1 Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary)· The Statue
of Libert~ and Thomas Paine; a._poem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a ;:oem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
. The main essay in this "\Ork is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the mmd!i of the people of this country. It should be distributed widely
It has been commended in the highest ternis as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEXEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lena his neighbor and arouse thought.

Prtoe 25 oents; Ffve ooptes for $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

1

PfN PICTU~fS OF THf WORLD'S fAIR.
By S.A.M:UEL P. PUTN.A.M.
· A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHAT TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
gives rates of admission to the various . attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Ohicago, with other usefulinformation to the visitor.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address the efforts to close the Fair Smidays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-ho~e to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Biiilding.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

OfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS :
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Transporta,tion Building.
Arts Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
.A. Re:futation o:f the ArgllD1ent That Nature Exhibits it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining•

Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Being.
SYNOPSIS:

I. The Desig]l ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Neoessita.ting an Infinite Series of Designe ·
II. If There Were a Defllirner He Could Not Be Beneficent.

Ill. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are J!;gregiously Slow,
They Are Egregiousl:LWasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Oilll': Subserviency; and the Wa.tch Argument Is lliegitimao.b.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VL Astronomv a.nd Design.
,
VII. The Argument of a First Ca.use.

Embra.oing a. Succinct Exposition of Evolution a.nd a Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.

ABRAHAM

Single copy, 25 cents.

Five copies for $1.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FJCTJOXS OF LIF£.
CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Class.
The Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
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NOTED WITNESSES.

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND -STATE.

Ron. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon, Ron. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen:y, Col
John G. Nicola.:!", Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Ste_phen T. Logan, Joshua F. SpeedtHon. Jesse K. Dubois, Ron. Joseph Gill~ifl, Dr. C. H.
Ray, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Roliert eachman, Col. R. G. lngersoll1 Leonard W. Yolk, Josepb
Jefferson, Hgn. E. B. Washburne\ Ron. E. M Haines_,_ Ron. James 'f1ntle, Hon. M. B. Field~Hon.
Geo. W. JulianbHon. John B. Alley Ron. H~h Mcuullocl!.t Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev. lJavid
Swing, Rev. Ro ert Collyer, Judge jesse W. Weik, Ron. J. r. Usher, Ron. Geo. S. Boutwell.,!!on.
Wm. D. Kelley.._ Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Ron. John Covode, Ron. A. J. Grover-~-. Ron. w. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, nev. Edward
:E_ggleston, Rev. John W. Chadmck, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lineoln,
Mrs. Ma~:y Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
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WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his bioJ1raphers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly demed by the dead statesm&n's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side. '
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting ma.terial for his work. He presents an
array of testimon:y that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this ·qustion at rest
forever. In additiOn to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincolnd was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hun verl witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include h s wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.
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Sex in Brain.
Heredity in Its Relations to a Double Standa.rd of
Morals.
·
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legacy.
Common Sense in Surgery.

·At the Woman's Congress at Chica.go Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chaPters of this book. The Chicago Tfmes said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing with the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modest 1 buG uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest br the audience. It was 'Heredity in Its Relation to a Double
Standard of Morals,' and 1t was delivered by the one woma.n of all others best qualified to speak
11J?On that snbiect-Helea Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss Gardener enchained every auditor 1 ~nd when she had finished received a :{>erfect ovation, which
her courage and devotion had so wortnily won. The evening session was highly intere•ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the distinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
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MY RELIGIOUS EXPE.
I
I RIfNC[I
By s. P. Putnam.

Being the stQU" of his religious life a.nd ment
lourne}'lngs. Written in hiB h~piest a.nd most
brillia.nt w~oy, a.nd is the best of a.ll his splendid
works. Prioe, 115 oents. Address
'l'HE TRUTH BEEQlll.

I

This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman aJ,d kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its content!'! will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedomdmt that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter ro.rs .. Gage !Jlaims tha.t to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is jndebted for its
first conceptwr. of mherent rights
Chapter II deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria~e was looked upon as vile\ wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church wad unfavorable to virtue The
celibacy of the cleJ;gy pr9duced r' egrading sensvality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III Is on fhe Canon Law, showmg how th<~ church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage deptnd upon it.o own control of the ceremony. Ancient civilization ga.ve
place to Christian barbarism, the c ergy.became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w.s prohi·bited to wom&n, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughtero cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reforniation effected
no change.
.. ChaJ?,ter IY-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its deg.radation of women,. the rights of "lords
spintual, the Immorali~y of the heads of the church, baptiAm of nude women m the early Chrlstian
church. It also deals With some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religious insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learningwa~ sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the eler~y not to suffer ~witch t1 liv. This persecution for
witchcraft wa.s !1- contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un •versa! dominion over mankind.
Women phys1mans of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the cler!(Y·
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disruption of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and proprietary rights of woman-tbat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marria~1s npposed by the church.
In Chapter V 11 is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institutio~ that Luther and the other" prinCIPal reformers" favored it, as we'l as the American Board of J!'oreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference Wlth her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.
The work is a. burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. ·No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crus~ed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause 1t opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do. _

In cloth, $:0; in aalJ-leather binding, $8.
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system than is uncongenial labor in which he feels
that he must engage in order to liv,-no, it does
not exhaust so much, even, as does enforced idleness. But the church and her servile judges take
no account of any of these things ; in the interest
of God (i.e., of the preachers), they are bound to
ignore the real needs and the initiativ of men and
women. No matter if to the players and the spectators alike the Sunday ball game is a rest for both
SUBSCRIPTION KATJ;lS,
"The human body, considered as a machine, is the body and mind, it must be stopped nevertheless.
Single subscription, in a.dva.nce .................................3 00 most perfect mechanism of which we hav any knowledge. The masters, the clergy, know that they mean
One subs~riptio~ two yea.rs, in adva.nce........ •• •. . . • • . . . . . . . . 5 00
Two new subscnbers .............•••.•..............••...•.••..•• 5 oo If properly cared for and treated, it will, in ordinary cases "worship" when they say" rest," and the servants,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremitta.noe. :i 00 where there are no hereditary defects, retain its vital- the judges, are in duty bound to so interpret law
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit. · · ity and vigor to old age; but every movement of the body
tance ........................................................ 'f oo or action of the brain involves waste of the vital force, as to gratify the desires of" heaven's ambassadors,"
One subscription with thr(le new subscribers, in one remitso they talk learnedly about the needs of the body
ta.nce ........................................................ S 50 and this the creator ,has•provided shall, to a great extent,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit·
be replenished during sleep. Hence it is neceBBary to and the "creator's intentions" and then complata.noe ........................................................10 00 spend about one-third of our time in sleep. While it is cently shut the door of law in the face of justice.
Any number over five at the same rate, inva.ria.blywith one
true that the reserve force of life is so great in many perremitta.nce.
"No doubt one of the objects of the creator in estab·
sons as to enable them to liv for a time with less than the
normal amount of sleep required, yet, if continued for any lishing the Sabbath as a day of rest was to provide for
MO'TI6II shoula be sent btl ezpress oompanfl's m0'T1611 oraer,
restoring and retaining, as far as possible, health and
postal oraer, ara.rt on New Yor:t, or ll!l regfsterea letter. considerable time, the general health will be affected, and strength and perfect action of the body."
Aaaress oommunwatfons ana ma:te ara.rts, cheo:ts, post-ofllce to entirely abstain from sleep for a week or more, as in
·ana ezpress monev oraers pavab!e to
E. M. MA O])ONAL]), . cases of certain fevers, like the typhoid, almost unavoidJudge Maxwell is much better informed concern28 Lafavette place, New Yor:t.
ably results in temporary insanity, if not death. But the ing the" objects of the creator" than he is regarding
recuperation from sleep in most cases does not restore
the inhibitions of the United States Constitution
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to Olll' full tone to the system, and Sunday is like an oasis in the
and
the requirements of equity. Th9 people of
readers H they -will send ns the naJne and address of journey of life where each traveler may be refreshed and
any 'Freethinker -who is not a regular IIUbscriber,
become more able to continue the performance of his du- Nebraska should eagerly embrace their first opporties or labors. As a natural consequence, if the vitality tunity to giv him a chance to enter the ministry.
of the body is permitted steadily to decrease without be- He would be at home there, but he is too much
What One Court Knows About God's Inten- ing
replenished, life will be proportionately shortened.
tions and Man's Needs.
Therefore, if a person labors continuously at hard and given to special pleading to honor even the chair of
We mean no reflection upon the intelligence of exacting labor without rest for many years, his health is a justice of the peace, much less the supreme court
bench.
Freethinkers when we say that but few of them liable to be impaired and he become prematurely old."
"Every person of observation knows that the man who
These judges seem to think that not only are
know to how great an extent their liberties hav
been adjudicated away by the judges they hav their views of rest something superior to those of labors seven days in the week continuously for any considerable length of time lacks the spring and elasticity of
helped, directly or indirectly, to put upon the the ordinary citizen, but that they may rightfully action of another of like years and naturally activ habits
bench. In the hard struggle for existence few hav compel him to conform his actions to their notions who rests on Sunday. Experience has also shown that
time to keep in that close touch with current events instead of following his own predilections. One men will accomplish more labor in a series of years by
which is implied in the aphorism that " eternal would suppose that these lawyers imagined that working six days in the week than by continuous applivigilance is the price of liberty." The physical the base ball player was compelled to engage in that cation."
All of which may be true and yet furnish no valid
necessities of life must be provided, and after that sport on Sunday, and that they should be credited
excuse
for Sunday laws.
Involuntary labor is
is done there is generally little time left in which with an act of charity in interposing the law of the
to search in tht~ public prints for the news which is state between him and his heartless taikmasters. It slavery, but that is not the thing in dispute. The
of real imp0rtance, and which, ~tlas, is more often does not appear to hav occurred to them that he sole question at issue is whether the state, at the
obscured or omitted than given the place its gravity may hav wished to play ball on Sunday, and that if behest of the church or otherwise, can compel
merits.
The Freethouglit paper should watch he did they had no business to deny him the oppor- those who wish to labor or those who wish to play
every movement of the enemy, and giv its readers tunity to gratify his wish. And the presumption is on Sunday to abstain therefrom. We ma\ntain
the fullest information possible concerning the that he played voluntarily; otherwise he would hav that it cannot in justice do anything of the kind;
that such interference with citizens' rights is unaggressions of the church. But there are the appealed to the public or to the courts for relief.
constitutional
and iniquitous.
courts and legislatures of more than forty states to
If the fact that the body needs rest justifies the
"
Sunday
is
to
be a day of rest. Wordly cares are to
keep under surveillance, saying nothing of Copgress existence of a law compelling people to refrain
be
laid
aside,
and
the worries of business or pleasure
and the federal courts and the tribunals of thou- from labor and recreation on certain days whether
thrown
off.
How
gladly
the tired laborer, workman,
sands of cities and towns, and often news of the they wish or do not wish so to do, then the citizen
farmer, merchant, manufacturer, attorney, and judge
most vital import escapes the scant scrutiny which should be forced to pass a certain number of hours welcome Sunday as a day of rest and on the succeeding
the inadequate force that can be employed is able in bed each night regardless of his own preferences Monday enter upon their respectiv labors with renewed
to giv to the papers and periodicals which are ac- in the matter. The court avers that God has pro- strength and vigor. The idler and trifler may complain
cessible, saying nothing of the court transactions in vided for the recuperation of physical energies by of the loss of time from resting on Sunday, but the activ
the mor3 distant states, which frequently are not means of sleep. But it is well known that many intelligent worker knows that thereby he has increased
chronicled in the Eastern dailies. Freethinkers in all people do not giv themselvs anywhere near enough his capital stock of health and chances of longevity."
But if the brain worker finds that his " capital
parts of the country can help the cause much by .sleep at any time, while others turn day into night
sending us news of the kind indicated. We want and night into day. Following the court's illogical stock of health and chances of longevity " are in
the particulars of every trespass of the church upon argument to its logical conclusion we see at once creased by working in his garden or orchard on
the equal rights of the citizen. To comment inte - that these disregarders of nature's law should. be Sunday, what then? If the over-worked mechanic
ligently and warn judiciously, it is necessary that brought up with a sharp turn by a statute law, "in or salesman believes that his health is improved by
we hav the facts connected with every attempt to force that case made and provided." And these philan- wa,ching a game of ball, a cricket match, or a
Christian theology and Christian morality down the thropic judges do not seem to understand that one regatta on Sund&.y, what then, again? . The feelthroats of Liberals and other dissentients. Judicial of the most important elements in rest is change. ings and beliefs of these men are of much more imdecisions are of far more than ordinary value, that Mere idleness is itself a very wearying kind of portance to them than the opinion of the Nebrask!l.
is, if quoted correctly and in ea:tenso, for they mark work. What activ, industrious man or woman is Supreme Court, and they are, moreover, feelings
the hight to which the dirty flood of theocracy has there who has not oftentimes felt, when forced by and beliefs with which no court has any business to
swept, showing us how far the principle of church pious surroudings or uncivil law to total cessation meddle. And it is highly probable that no court
and state union is recognized in the law which we of action, that Sunday was the most tiresome day would think of meddling were it not for the insoare expected to obey.
of the week ! The body needs change first of all. lent demands of the clerics. Of course the minds
So much by way of prelude.
Many different kinds of labor during the day are of many judges are still saturated with superstition,
In 1892 the supreme court of Nebraska unani- less exhausting than one, other things being equal. and so, moved partly by their dread of hell and
mously decided that Sunday base ball playing was The same is true of the weekly task or tasks. And partly by their fears of the pious electors, they turn ·
in violation of the Sunday law of the state. The the work which the man enjoys, the toil in which their backs on equity and interpret law to please th~
decision was read by Chief Justice Maxwell, who, he has an interest, is far less wearing upon the blackcoats.
together with his associates, should not be forgotten
by the voting Freethinkers and Adventists of Nebraska. This judicial opinion is a curiosity in its
FOlJNDJ;lD BY Do Mo BENNETT.
way, and for illogic which ends in puerility, and cant
E. M. MAonoNALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. which degenerates into impudence and culminates in
outrage, it cannot be surpassed. In its labored ef28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
fort to prove that because -the human body; needs
OCTOBER 28. 1893. rest, Sunday laws are necessary and just, this
SATURDAY. •
learned court sa)'s :
·
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"Christ sought to apply the Sabbath to its appropriate has no business to officially know anything about
use. The Jewish religion at that time consisted largely "divine" law T And does he not know, further,
of outward ceremonies, which were performed with a rigor that he, as head of the highest tribunal in his sta~e,
never intended by the author of the Mosaic law. It is
evident that great reliance was placed upon these outw~rd is there, not n~cessarily to ascertain if men hav Vl?ceremonies. Christ, however, while not condemnmg lated a state statute, but rather to determm
many of _these ceremonies, intended to show that the whether the statute is in harmony with the state
mere observance of these was not sufficient; that the Sab- Bill of Rights and the federal Constitution T The
bath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath; judge of a lower court may hav no discretion; he
and in effect, therefore, that works of charity, mercy, and
necessity not only could, but if necessary, should, be per- may be able to say only : "This is the law ; you
formed on that day. He recognized the Sabbath, how- hav broken it; I must sentence you." But the suever, as a day of rest set apart by the creator. After his preme court is not so bound ; it can pass beyond
death and resurrection, his disciples, to commemorate the oft'ender and inquire as to the equity and conthat event, changed the day to the first day of the wee~, stitutionality of the law that has been violated. The
and that day is now observed by the great body of his
followers throughout the world, and is recognized by judges of this court should not hide behind a legislativ statute, much less behind the Bible or a rotboth the common and statute law."
Is the foregoing an exegesis of scripture or is it ting parchment of Constantil:te the assassin.
What right has this judge to assume that the
a homily on law? How long since judges in America were made expositors of Bible texts, inter- "deliberate violation" of the Sunday law is but t)le
preters of the will of God, and elucidators of the beginning "of a series of offenses that lead to
teachings of Jesus 1 Is this opinion of Judge infamy and ruin "? What right J;tas he to declare
Maxwell's authoritativ! Is it binding upon the that " the influence upon the participants themconsciences of all good Nebraskans? Will they go selva has a tendency to break down the moral sense
to hell, or to jail, or both, if they fail to agree with and make them less worthy citizens "T Who is the
Dogberry? To jail, certainly, if they do not ob- more infamous ; the citizen who attends to his own
serve the "Sabbath" of Judge Maxwell. By the business on all the days of the week and lets that
way, to what "disciples " does this man allude of his neighbor alone, or the judge who steals in
when he says that they changed the "Sabbath" to the name of law and God one-seventh of his neighthe first day of the week? Does he mean the im- bor's time! Who is the less worthy citizen, the
mediate followers of Jesus, those whom he had in- man who works, if it so please him, on Sunday, or
duced to believe in his mission, and who were living the judge who sits in the pew of the self-righteous
on earth when he died~ If so, where is his honor's on that day and then on Monday in the court room
evidence in support of the assumption~ A lawyer does all that he can to trample down and destroy
should not eschew evidence entirely, even if he is the equal religious and civil rights of the people T
merely a cheap pettifogger for superstition. "Af- There are tens of thousands of men and women
ter his death and resurrection, his disciples, to who pay no more attention to the Sunday laws that
commemorate the event, changed the day to the disgrace our states than they do to the fantastic
:first day of the week," we are judicially assured. tales of the Arabian Nights, and these men and
Which "event," the death or the resurrection 1 In women are morally more than the peers of the best
either case, why T What had either the death or Sabbatarians in the land. Their ever-increasing
the resurrection to do with the Sabbath? God, aC- freedom from superstition constantly adds to their
cording to all the authorities which Judge Maxwell good qualities as citizens, neighbors, and friends.
has consulted, made Saturday, the seventh day of It is not necessary that a man should be a shivering
the week, the everlasting Sabbath of his people. slave of gods and afraid of his own shadow on SunWho had authority to change it? ·rhe ignorant day in order to be endurably decent.~·
This Nebraska decision closes with these words:
followers of a Jewish agitator T Even if they did
"The fact that the defendants were some distance
change it, how could they make the observance of a
false Sabbath obligatory upon us? Could they ab- away from the residence of any person can make no difrogate the :fiat of God~ Does not this judge, who ference. It did not change the nature of the offense nor
excuse the act. It was a violation of the law just the
has the audacity to try to read a church dogma into same."
our jurisprudence, in plain defiance of our national
You see, the "offense" was one of lese majestie.;
Magna Chata, know that it was not until the fourth God's kingly dignity was insulted. It is admitted
century that Sunday was " recognized " by the by the minis-no, we mean by the judge-that the
state as a day of "re3t," and then only for a part of equal rights of no citizen were Invaded. The fact
the people 7 Does he not know that in that famous that the ball players "were spme distance away
Sunday decree of the murderous Constantine, issued from the residence of any person .makes no differin March, 321, no reference whatever was made ence." Of course it "makes. n~ 'difference." Noeither to the death or the resurrection of Jesus, body but a dolt ever supposed th~t it was intended
Constantine· contenting h1mself with calling the to punish the players because they had injured
day IJies Solis, " The day of the sun " ?
some person or persons. That would hav been a
The court continues:
trifling matter, good only for a pretext. The com"In this state the right of everyone to worship God ac- plainant was a myth called " God" and back of him
cording to the dictates of his own judgment and conscience is recognized, and hence permits those who were the parsons, anxious, as usual, to drive all
prefer to keep the seventh in place of the first day of the competitors off the :field and out of the world.
" Keep your children away from the p1iest or he
week to do so. The law, both human and divine, being
thus in favor of abstaining from sporting, etc., on Sun- will make them the enemies of mankind."
day, is a reasonable requirement and should be enforced.
The deliberate violation of such a Jaw there is reason to The Wonderful Love of the Church for the
believe in many cases is but the commencement of a
Poor.
series of offenses that lead to infamy and ruin; and in.
"A
Social
Reform
Club
has been organized in New
any event the influence upon the participants themselvs
has a tendency to break down the moral sense and make York, under the leadership of D. Stanton Coit. The object of this club is the salvation of 'Darkest New York'
them less wort~y citizens."
.
without the ·use of 'banners, drums, or prayer.' From
The right to worship on Saturday is reluctantly an interview with Mr. Coit we take the following: 'Every
conceded, and the worshipers are generously ex- Inhabitant of the ward may join my club. Anarchists
empted from punishment unless, having rested on even will be welcomed provided they indorse our subSaturday they venture to work on Sunday, in which jects. First of all, we will establish coal depots. We
case they are :fined and sent to prison, as witness will buy coal at wholesale and sell it, say, for five cents a
pail where now the poor are forced to pay twelve and fifthe Adventists in Arkansas, Tennessee, and Mary- teen. Coal the people must hav to keep them alive, and
land. Right to worship! Yes, sometimes, but the our co-operativ store will furnish it to them at cost price.
right not to worship; the right to work or play T At this and other stores we intend establishing, we will
No l That is another story. "The law, both hu- sell such staples as coffee and bread and meat; in fact,
the necessities in the way of groceries. At the wash
man and divine, being thus in favor of abstaining all
houses, which will be centrally located, the poor will be
from sporting, etc., on Sunday, is a reasonable re- able to do their washing for, say, five cents. For this they
quirement and should be enforced." What stupid- get all the utensils, water, soap, etc., so that a woman
ity ! Does not this judicial marplot comprehend who does washing for a living will hav work done in a
the fact that he, a judge of an American court, ad- couple of hours that it would take her a day to finish at
home. The swimming baths will be open all the year,
ministering the law in a country where church and and will be free. We will also establish a public kitchen,
state are decreed ~o be wholly and forever separate, at which families that liv in small quarters can cook their

meals.. It does not take much of a prophet to foretell
what will be the result of this work. The attempt to lift
men out of vice, poverty, and filth without attempting
to lift them up to God will never succeed. Practically,
Mr. Coit says: 'We can do this thing better without God
than with him.' If Mr. Coit's idea is simply to giv away
fuel clothing and food he will succeed. The inhabitants' of the T~nth ward will take all he wi11 be able to giv
away. The Herald calls this work 'Salvation by Soap.'
We beg to call attention to some ancient words of Holy
Writ which say: 'For though thou wash thee with niter,
and take thee much soap, yet thine iniquity is marked before me, saith the Lord.' "-Rev . .A. 8. Gumbert, Boston, in Christian Statesman.
How much the church loves the poor and unfortunate is vividly revealed by Mr. Gumbert. She
would prefer that they should be " always with us "
if the alternativ is their uplifting through other
agencies than those she patronizes. " The attempt
to lift man out of vice, poverty, and filth without
attempting to lift them up to God will never succeed." The shameless, heartless cant of that! If
God wants them raised why does he not do it ~ Is
he limited in power 1 Does he not know how to
do it ? Why does he let generation after generation wallow in :filth, rot with vice, and starve at
last and be tumbled into unmarked graves in
Potter's Field? It is to be presumed that Mr.
Gumbert can answer all these questions glibly and
with perfect satisfaction to-preachers. Note the
narrowness of the man and his creed : When a
man with some grains of practical sense in his
head proposes to form a club among the poor so
that its members can furnish themselvs with a few
of the necessaries of life at cost this attorney for
the ghosts sneeringly prophecies failure for the
enterprise because the projector of it has failed to
brand "In God We Trust " on the coal shovels and
stencil on the .flour sacks," For Christ's Sake." He
remarks that the inhabitants of the Tenth ward will
take all Mr. Coit will be able to giv away. The
clerical intellect does not seem to be able to understand the difference between givil!;g away and furnishing articles at. cost of production and distribution. It is very :fitting that the representativ of
the church which has elevated charity to the position of the most exalted of virtues should jeer
at something which he mistakes for charity, when
it is undertaken by one without the temple.
Was there ever a reform, of small or of great
promis, that the ministers could not find texts in
the Bible with which to damn it 1 To defend
slavery or censure reform without prayer, the Bible
is equally useful.
We are told that Mr. Coit practically says, " We
can do this thing better without God than with him,"
which is no doubt true.
" God " is merely a
euphemism for" church," and every student of history knows that it has always been a stumblingblock in the way of progress.
Friends of the
laboring man who get angry because Liberal
iecturers and writers keep pounding away at the
church will possibly sometime get their eyes opened
enough to see that the Freethinkers were right,
and then they will realize the futility of attempting
to secure justice in a state composed· chiefly of believers in Christian dogmas and morals.

Four Good Books for German Freethinkers.
We can supply, in the German language, the
following four books which everyone knows to be
good:
"The Mistakes of Moses,"by Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.
"Men, WoD~:en, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, 50 cents.
"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck,
20 cents.
These are neatly printed, bound in paper covers,
and are complete. Our German-reading friends
should circulate these widely.

Has :Mr. Ellis Been Converted 1
The following queer teaching for a Freethinker is
from the "Boys' and Girls' 1' department of Secular
Thought of October 7th :
"Those who deny man's fallen and Binfnl state, and
teach that the human race is constantly progressing, hav
manv difficult things to explain.
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" There is no true progress except where God is feared
and his word is obeyed. The dream of human advancement without God is a delusian and ~ snare. Assyria,
Babylon, Egypt, and Rome show how wickedness ends
in desolation. And every nation that livs to-day without
God and his word is a standing proof of the same truth.
But let the gospel reach the most degraded nation on
earth and immediately there is progress, improvement,
T. DARLEY ALLEN."
prosperity, and civilization.
We should like to know what church Mr. Ellis
has joined?
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Yet if Christianity is true God could hav saved his
child and servant, but he coldly refused to pass her
''through the fire unhurt." What hav the Christians to say of his criminal inaction '! Will they
denounce him as they would hav denounced men T
Or will they grovel in the dust and abjectly mumble " Thy will be done "! Are their brains paralyzed and withered into utter nothingness by the
poison of supernaturalism!

--------~~--------

Agents Wanted.-

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who Will canvass for
our book " Old Testame~t Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours w~ekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a ilionth. The price is low; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories; -~d nearly everybody would. like a bQ.ok applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. 'People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals. out of employment will :find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
..
Terms to agents sent upon application.
"STRoMSBUBG, NEB., Oct. 22.-The Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, of Osceola, the county seat of Polk
county, resolved itself last night into a White Cap committee to chastise several young women of that city
whose :morals did not meet the approval of the union.
Decoys were used, and five young women ~ere terribly
beaten, one becoming insensible. Two of the victims
escaped from their captors after their clothes had been
torn off in the struggle. The White Caps were composed
of prominent people of the city. Eleven of them were
recognized and arrested. They will hav a preliminary
examination to-morrow. Several are in jail."
The mobocratic spirit is not con:fined to the
South, and the resolution against lynching adopted
by the Freethought Federation may be read and
pondered with profit in all parts ·of the country.
These Woman's Christian Temperance Union females had better cut out the second section of their
corporate name; the man of whose name it is a
derivativ set the example for a different treatment
of unfortunate women, as they will know if they
take the trouble to read their New Testaments, if
they hav any. The dea.r Christian people are great
sticklers for law when it embodies their narrow
notions, but when it comes to regulating the morals
of their neighbors they all at once become as
oblivious to "law and order," and humanity, as the
most ignorant, irr~sponsible, and frenzied savages.
What a "present help" God is! "Ask and ye
shall receive "-death, if man cannot save. In the
late terrible railroad accident at Battle Creek, Mrs.
Charles VanDusen was held in one of the wrecked
cars. Her body hung out of the window, but '!her
limbs were pinioned by the heavy framework of the
seat. Thus held, roasting from her feet up, she
pleaded and begged for the help that those outside
were powerless to giv." Then she folded her hands
and prayed; "this drove the crowd frantic," but
they could not save her. "Despite her terrible
agony she retained consciousness to the last, and
as the flames crept up, and surrounded her she
called out her name and address and those of her
friends to be notified. ' I am a teacher in the
Methodist Sunday-school at Sprout Brock, N.Y.,'
she cried ; ' say I died like a Christian.' Then the
side of the car gave out, and she fell back-into the
flames." This poor woman's pitiful prayer does not
appear to hav driven God frantic, as it did the
crowd, which proves that man is lf!SS cruel than
God, or that God is a myth, and prayer is a futile
manifestation of superstition.
Christianity is a
baleful and accursed delusion. When this tortured
Christian teacher appealed for help to those
gathered about they suffered intolerably because
they could not rescue her. Let us suppose, however, that they could hav saved her, but would not.
Christians no less than In:fidels would hav denounced
them for their atrocious heartlessn&ss, and if they
had esc'.l.ped lynching they would havbeenfortunate.

We do not wish to precipitate another panic or
"object-lesson" upon the country, but it is perfectly true that there are a number of our subscribers whose time has expired who hav not paid
us. And it is perfectly true also that there are
some people ·down-town to whom we owe money
whom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly
easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will
stop at the post-office and buy a monay order for
$3 and ml'l.il it hf!re. If they meet a neighbor o~
their way who doesn't take the paper but wants it,
make the money order $5 and it goes for a year to
both. But please remember that the down-town
fellows here are hard up.

The Devil Necessary to :Preachers.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir : I am
a poor, broken-down preacher. I hav worked in
the gooseberry patch of the Lord for nigh on to
thirty-:five years, and helped to bury many a goose
snatched from the beggarly elements of sin and
folly.
But now my profession is gone. The devil is
dead! The goose that laid the golden egg (the
heathen call it "aig ") is gone from the pulpit, and
this knucks the life-interest out of preaching. It
also knocks the devil out of my bread and butter.
I believe in dreams. So does my congregation.
I taught them in that faith. I had to, because
Joseph dreamt about Mary. So much the worse.
You see, I dreamt one night that I saw the angel
Gabriel and the angel Mike, and the angel Abraham
catch the old boy peeping over the gates of paradise to see if any of the United States Senators had
slipped in past St. Peter ; and they ran out and
caught Satan by the tail, and held him while
Gabriel broke one of his horns off and stabbed him
in the belly six times, and ripped him up the back
and tore his liver out in true heavenly style; and
he kicked the bucket several times like the devil,
and,then died soon after.
The dream was so vivid that I told it to my congregation, and they told it all over town, and
everybody believes it just as firmly as I do myself,
and now my pews are empty.
They all go on the plan of "No devil, no need to
pray any more, or pay any more, or listen to what
the preacher has to say any more."
. I tell you, Mr. Editor, my church lost its very
foundation-ground-work-basis-lost the whole
system and entrails out of the plan of redemption
when the people thought the devil was dead.
I wish I had not told them. I wish I had not
dreamed it. I wish I could persuade them that
dreams do not amount to anything, only when people dream such things that help to keep the devil
and the church united and brings in the preacher's
salary sure pop.
Oh, what will become of the Christian and pagan
church, if the common people get to believing in
my dream l Oh, what shall we do to be saved, and
get paid for telling the people what to do to be
saved, if the devil is really dead ? 0 dear old
devil, come back to life, or we poor preachers will
hav short pickings trom this on !
Who is going to pay us to preach about heaven
and glory and golden harps, if the news gets out
that the big bugaboo is dead ! They may come
and listen to the preaching, to be sure, but they
won't pay in worth a continental, so they won't.
Oh, dear, dear! if somebody does not come and
assure me that the dear old devil it still alive and
helping us to drive sinners into the fold-scaring
them in, so to speak-! shall go rip-roaring crazy
and stab myself in the belly with a fence-rail !
J. Ward Diehl, of Watsontown, Pa., advised me
to write to THE TRUTH SEEKER, as you fellows hav
been after the devil with a sharp stick for ever so
long, and know all about him.
I must hav him back again! I must re-establish
the old faith in my dear congregation that the
blessed old boy is still healthy, and standing behind the church to catch the people that do not pay
in promptly and feed poor preachers on yellowlegged chickens.
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You might as well expect a watch to run and
keep correct time without a mainspring as to expect a church to go on collecting nickels from
Christians without a good reliable devil.
Oh, giv me back the devil, or my profession is
gone up the spout forever! Ex-REv. JACOB HuFF.
G-1-and Junction, Ool.

The Rise of Christ.
[A more original or succinct account of this event has
rarely been given. Its origin is as singular as the account
itself. The writeris a doctor of law of greatattainments,
and holding an official position in a well-known English
town, himself a Conservativ and a leader of Conservativs,
who are mostly as bigoted in piety as in politics. Yet the
bold writer casts the following extraordinary statement
into the midst of them. It was done in the course of an
argument in favor of their political prejudicPs against Mr.
Gladstone's great Home Rule bill. It would seem that
there must be greater latitudinarism in the center of political orthodoxy than is commonly supposed. The learned
doctor's kinsmen were related to Thomas Paine's great
friend, Clio Rickman. This may account for the courage
and thoroughness of the opinions which follow, but this
does not diminish the strangeness of their expression
under the circumstances I hav;named.-G. J. HOLYOAKE.]
The Christian superstition consists of a huge
mass of legendary tales incrusting a small nucleus
of fact, which, of itself, would hav been too insignificant to be termed historical, but which may be
conjectured to hav been about as follows: The successors of Alexander the Great had long been
waging desultory wars against the Semitic Syrian
tribes, including the Jews, all refractory to the
spread of Greek culture. To this kind of warfare
the Romans succeeded, after they had absorbed
various dominions carved out of the Macedonians'
empire. Judea was vanquished by Pompey and received Roman governors. But a state of dissaffec-·
tion and unrest prolonged itself for long after, much
as the same condition has continued in Ireland after
its absorption by Great Britain. A young man inspired with these species of disaffection, but in
whom mental excitement had passed the bounds of
sanity, became possessed of the hallucination that
he was destined to overthrow the Roman rule and
re-establish the ancient kingdom of David. He was
a home-ruler of his age and nation. His attempt of
course failed. He was impaled upon a cross, but
whether his wounds were mortal has been doubted,
and, for the present purpose, the question is unimportant. What is of importance is that among the excited and credulous populace of the Levant he obtained a following, and this destructiv superstition,
to borrow the words of the Roman historian, continued to ferment, expanded about the close of the
Antonine era into great dimensionE', and installed
itself as the state religion. But its triumph was
bought by the ruin of ancient civilization. The
thousand years of its unquestioned supremacy, from
Constantine until the invention of printing and the
dawn of the Ueformation. are known as the Dark
Ages. Thought in every form of development was
prostrate under the Christian faith. The Protestant
Reformation made the first breach in the huge edifice of medieval superstition. It is not needful to
value this event higher than by saying that it made
the first great rift in the dark pall of superstition
and credulity, and that the rays of nature and
reason streamed in upon men through the rents and
fissures which the Reformation had made, and hav
kindled the torch of progress upon various fields of
human activity, scientific, political, and economical.

Churchly :Pul'pose and :Performance.
It is quite suggestiv that the associate of Melville Stone

in his very dubious Associated Press schemes, is Victor
Lawson (nee Larsen), of the Chicago Record, the
Chicago daily which has the doubtful distinction among
the papers of that city of opposing the Sunday opening of
the l!,air. Lawson is one of the two members of the local
directory who voted to accept the impudent condition
which-Congress sought to impose.

In any case, efforts should be made locally and nationsHy to stop this un-Christiani un-American, unnecessary
Sund~y work in the mails.
n scores of towns local appeals to conscience and humanity, and then by petition,
to the Postmaster-General, hav resulted in the Sabbathclosing of the post-office. Let this be done all along the
line. And whPre the office cannot be closed at once, let
all who claim to be Christian or humane be urged to hav
n<? part in the Sunday work on either side of the delivery
wmdows. Let postal employees insist on their rights o.f
conscience in the courts. And let us renew the mighty
petition to Congress against Sunday mails and Sunday
trains, a petition which represented an even larger constituency (more Catholics and more labor unions) than the
victorious World's Fair petition. Those petitions can be
brought out of Congressional archives anew whenever the
people are ready to re-inforce them by_ a broa:dside of letters. Let the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
once more lead on in this reform, and let all the friends
of the Lord's day and the rest day follow up our series of
victories in the World's Fair contest with this one of yet
more permanent benefit. "Awake, awake, Deborah;
arife, Barak, and lead thy captivity captiv. "-Christian
Statesman.
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{Sommunioations.
Idiocy in Finance.
Our friend, John Peck, in his "Friendly Chat
with Brayton and Reed," remarks that he has
" written quite a little on land, financial and tariff
reforms, and that he enters into THE TRUTH SEEKER
discussion on finance in order that people may not
be led away from the truth." This motiv is entirely
praiseworthy, but one should take due care that he
is not in error himself, before attempting to instruct others. This Mr. Peck has neglected to do.
When, for instance, he changed the phraseology of
Mr. Brayton's assertion that "one man's right is as
good to get and hold property as another's," into
the statement that ''one man's right to rob and
plunder is as good as another's," he does not change
the sense in the slightest degree, for no man has a
" right" to work injustice against another. " When
a half-dozen men can meet anywhere and stop the
output of coal," and thus raise, arbitrarily and
needlessly, the price thereof, they are transgressing
the law of justice under cover of the law, which by
taxing unused coal lands at farm land rates, enables
them to keep the production of coal in their own
hands. So also of the Senator who can " touch a
button and send oil up fifty per cent." If the oil
land held out of use by the Standard Oil Company
were taxed at its real value, there would soon be
more oil producers, because even the vast wealth
of that monopoly would be inadequate to stand the
huge expense. Again, when Mr. Peck says that
" Ernest Seyd came over from England with half a
million dollars, bought out the American Congress
and demonetized silver, making the bonds payable
in gold, thus adding millions to their value," he
pays a poor compliment to his countryman, :flies in
the face of logic, and states what is not a fact. For
in the first place, the average American congressman has too high an estimation of his own worth
to allow himself to be bribed with about a fourhundredth part of half a million dollars. Next,
there was no occasion to spend money to bring
about the so-called demonetization of silver, for
that metal, being undervalued some three per cent
by the ratio of 15.98 to 1, had not been coined for
many years, had in fact demonetized itself, being
worth more as bullion than as coin. Besides, such
silver as had been coined up to 1873 was not demonetized, but passed at its face value as it always
had. Lastly, no well informed person now believes,
or has ever believed, that Ernest Seyd, or any other
person, has ever brought the amount stated, or any
other, for any such purpose as the bribing of the
American Congress. This will appear the moment
Mr. Peck attempts to marshal his proofs, for there
are none now, and none hav ever existed. The
charge arose in the superheated brains of those
who believe that those who differ with them cannot
possibly differ from conviction, and that therefore
they must necessarily have been bribed to do what
they knew was wrong.
Mr. Peck says further that the effect of Ernest
Seyd's half million dollars was to make the bonds
payable in gold, to which it may be replied that the
conditions of sale demanded that they should be
paid in "coin." Which everyone knew-there
being no silver coin in existence, or very littlemeant gold coin ; and the only doubt which ever
arose in the minds of the people, arose from the inflation of the currency, first, by the issues of greenbacks, and later, by the addition of the notes of the
national banks at the close of the war, when the
necessities of the South for currency would probably hav brought the greenbacks up to par. Silver
had nothing whatever to do with the case.
Mr. Peck falls into so many misstatements of fact
that it would be impossible to correct them all
without making unconscionable demands on THE
TRuTH SEEKER's space. I will therefore turn my
attention from the dogmatic to the supposedly
. argumentativ portions of the gentleman's paper.
"Wherever paper money has been tried, it has produced pro!!perous times, as it did here in 1865," we
are told.
The so-called prosperous times were
caused-not by paper money, but by the withdrawal of something like two millions of men from
industrial :pursuits into the army, thus reducing the
. pressure for employment and raising wages. But
these wages were largely fictitious, for the depreciation of the paper money of the country had caused
prices of commodities to rise to about double their
normal amount. So it is advisable to divide wages
by two if one wishes to compare the wages of 1865
with those of the present time. Again, when
France paid Germany that $1,100,000, did she pay
with " full legal-tender paper money" or with
money made of metal! Of course with metal
mo:n.e;r, Qr ~~ot least with commodities mea.smed by a

currency having an intrinsic basis, which simply
proves that all money must finally be judged by
some generally recognized standard, no matter
what the fiat of the power which created it might
hav been or may be. Mr. Peck says that he thinks
that paper is more valuable than gold, because we
can do better without the latter than without the
former. Mr. Peck has chosen his terms badly, for
he evidently refers to utility and not to value. A
discusser of financial questions should be more
careful. He thinks also that Congress can make a
paper dollar perform all the functions of a gold
one, which is true only to a limited extent. If
Congress puts out no more paper dollars than
would equal the amount of gold that would circulate if there were no paper notes, such paper
money will be equal to gold. But this is so, not
because of the Congressional fiat, but on account
of the need of the country for a circulating medium.
When a gold dollar, bought with paper dollars
made by Congress, costs $2.85, which would buy
the most, a gold dollar or a paper one T
When Mr. Peck says that it does not matter
what the material may be of which money is made,
if it be convenient, he makes convenience the standard by which money is judged instead of value,
which latter is the prime consideration among
cjvilized people, and the assertion is simply ridiculous. But Mr.·Peck can be more ab!lurrl still, as
he clearly shows by the following: "We want to
know the length of a stick of timber, and lay on
the rule. The rule need not be of gold or silver in
order to measure accurately." This would work
all right if no exchange of the measure for the
commodity ever took place ; but suppose Mr.
Peck were asked to exchange the thing measured
for the yard-stick with which the measuring was
done. What would probably be his answer? So
of his two cows-one worth $50 and the other $20
-which he says hav not their value affected, no
matter what kind of money is paid for them, because " the money simply expresses the value of the
cows, which is the true function of money." If
Mr. Peck were offered Confederate money in exchange for his cows, it is probable that he would
muster up intelligence enough to decline the offer,
although the fiat lunatic might point out in Mr.
Peck's essay the assertion that such money, being
called dollars, sufficed to accurately measure the
value of his bovines. And he thinks he has been
thinking when he writes thus, too.
So of Mr. Peck's remarks anent the trade dollar,
which had more silver in it than the standard dollar
contains, but which, nevertheless, would pass only
for its bullion worth. Is it possible that Mr. Peck
does not know that the trade dollars were :qot exchangeable at the public treasuries for any other
kind of money, while the standard dollars are so exchangeable for any kind of money ? This is all that
made the latter worth one hundred cents while the
former was worth only eighty-five cents, not sixty,
as Mr. Peck states. The government coined the
trade dollars to order, and never was responsible
for their redemption.
" I am leading you along just as I would a Christian, from the errors of superstition into the broad
light of truth and reason," quoth Mr. Peck, whereas
it turns out upon investigation that Mr. Peck bases
quite as many conclusions regarding money upon
hearsay, surmise, and preconceived notions, as the
Christian does of his alleged arguments in favor of
the fiat creation of material things by the supposed
Almighty. Truly saith Mr. Peck when he remarks
that the trouble arises from the fact that "men do
not arrive at conclusions by a course of reasoning,
but derive their :financial as well as their theological beliefs through accidental contact with those
who hold them." Mr. Peck should shun in the future any contact with bi-metallic or silver fiends of
.any grade.
E. 0. RoscoE.

Mythology and Economics.
It was refreshing to get a word from that sturdy
foe of religious shams and intolerance, John Peck,
upon the suoject of land, labor, and finance. He
speaks with no uncertain meaning, and his brain
seems as clear upon our great industrial misdirections as upon the mythologic impositions. It is
not my purpose, however, to recall his general
arguments; but simply to point out a mischievous
superstition which seems to hav escaped his attention, the " legal tender " fantasy.
Now, really what has this to do with his sound
and admirable presentation of the finance question·!
If the government affects the circulating medium
as to stability of its purchasing power, it is solely
because the credit of the nation is supposed to be
good. The early issue of treasury notes were not
legal tender either full or partial. Nor are national
bank notes, silver or even gold certificates. Yet
all c.>f tbeee p~~oss in preference to coi:n.. Our gretln-

back declined to forty cents on the dollar, while the
now-legal tender treasury note remained at a premium with- gold, simply because the government
did not refuse to receive it in payment of duties.
The greenbacks were raised at par, simply because of John Sherman's questionable action in
offering to receive them in payment of duties.
They are not even now a legal tender for the bonded
debt. This complet Jly shows that legal tender or
fiat givs no purchasing power to money, and givs .
to it no assistance in effecting exchanges, or measuring values. It is simply related to the theological conception of morals, with legal enforcementpowerless for good ; almost omnipotent for evil.
Within this generation it has canceled millions of
debt in forty cent dollars. In the same time it
has created billions of debt, public and private, at
an average of fifty, which the law compels to be
paid at one hundred. The greenback certainly
furnishes no argument in favor of legal tender. It
enables the financier to exact two days' labor for
every one received, two bushels of wheat for each
bushel had. The benefit of the greenback issue
would hav been greater, and. the evil of it would hav
been far less, had it been a simple treasury note,
like the first isme.
Our United States Supreme Court sunk itself to
a low level when it·decided the legal-tender law applicable to paper money. The Constitution expressly prohibits the states from making .anything
but gold and silver a legal tender, or from impairing the validity of contracts, both of which this
does. But if paper can be made a constitutional
legal tender, then the states are compelled to enforce powers specifically prohibited to them.
The logic of that court in rendering such decision hardly rises to a level with that of "the citizen of African descent," who, wishing to purchase
a horse, offered his note in payment, and, when
asked what he would pay in when the note was due,
replied, "Why, gib you another note, ob course."
Were our bank notes legal tender, the banks need
only "gib another note." The gold and silver certificates could be cancelled by .another certificate.
Could warehouse certificates be made legal tender
-and they sometimes perform the functions of
money-they could be satisfied by being duplicated.
They would soon become valueless in commerce,
however, and only perform the office of canceling
debts, without the power to convey any actual
wealth.
But it is said: We must hav legal tender money,
in order to collect debts. I do not think that laws
for forcibly collecting debts necessary to any healthy
business ; but a legal tender is not needed to the
enforcement of such a collection. If a man fails to
pay a debt, it can in no case be collected except
from his assets. Whatever is found in his possession, not exempt from attachment, could be
taken and accounted for, not at a price realized at
a forced sale, but at the current market rate, not in
legal tender, but in current money. Legal tender
compels the debtor to sacrifice his goods to get
current money, and then his money to get legal
tender.
Gold and silver certificates . are good enough
currency, and without law would circulate for the
commercial value of those metals. They might not
keep at a parity, but that would work no hardship
to anyone. An unvarying standard of value is a
patent impossibility. Without the legal standard,
gold and silver coin would pass at their market
value, relativ to other commodities. The most stable and imperishable metal perhaps would be at
once recognized by commerce as the most suitable
single standard, and by that all other values would
be dete~mined, but would not be required in the
discharge of debt, and therefore could not be
monopolized.
Legal tender has no effect in determining the
purchasing power of money. Its only operation is
against the lender in 11. forced loan, and against the
borrower in a forced sale to convert his assets into
legal money at whatever loss. Neither of these
powers are necessary in any :reciprocal and equitable exchange, and can be excused only in the exigencies of. war, when all "laws are silent '~-they
are the relics of the most barbarous despotisms.
There can be no excuse for the principle even as
regards metallic mon#y, which is supposed to represent value and to contain it as well. If gold is the
nearest to the invariable standard of value, it needs
no law to make it so. That a law is required by its
friends, is proof that it is not invariable in the absence of law, and that tne law can work only injustice and promote advantage-taking.
So far as I know I was the first to point out the
pernicious working c f legal tender money. In 1848
reviewing Edward Kellogg's "Labor and Othe;
Capital," I suggested that notwithstanding his
a.ble discuesioP.. of tbe subjec~ 4til b~~od by llO mea.us
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made it clear that the great evil of our monetary
system "does not rest in the assumption of the
government to make anyone thing a legal tender to
the exclusion of all others, thereby making it subject to monopoly and to work oppressivly upon the
unsuspecting and unfortunate."
Legal tender laws in :finance are what union of
state and church is in politics, and quite as subversiv of human interest and progress, and the priesthood of mammon and the worship of the almighty
(legal tender) dollar are not less blighting to human
hope than is the priesthood and worship of religious
creeds and idols. Pro:fit, rent, and interest, by
enabling the land- and money-holder to plunder
labor through · economic superstitions are twin
brothers to tithes and church livings and the "gain
of godliness " generally. But for the :first the last
· would fail and intolerance and persecution ceasing
to be pro:fitable would cease to be.
'rhen let the " search light of science " be turned
full upon existing relations of land to labor, of
money to exchange. It has been effectual in banishing thQ owls and bats, the goblins and ghouls of
superstition ; it will drive the devouring beasts of
privileged power and demonic class rule, to the
utter darkness of their barbaric dens.
J. K. INGALLS.

Mr. Brayton Again Enlightened.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir.~ I
think "The Rich Man Defended" needs an answer.
No doubt abler men will answer it, but every question, the more it is discussed from all sides, the
better it w"ill become understood. When we closer
examin the claim that all men hav equal right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, we will
:find that this principle is a dead letter, a delusion,
at present. To exemplify it, take two new-born infants, one from a rich family and the other from a
poor one. A person may :find no difference between
them, and could not tell one from the other. The
rich man's baby, say a boy, is brought up with the
best nursing, most constant care, under the advice
of the highly learned doctors ; it receives the bestselected food, is dressed in the costliest cloths, and
livs in the latest-improved, ventilated house with
the greatest comfort ; he will be sent to school, college, and university, at whatever cost. Afterward
this favored one can follow any pursuit to his taste,
or idle. his lifetime away in following recreations,
from pleasures to pleasures, good or bad ones as
. the inclination may lead, the result-the idle brain
will become the devil's workshop ; for this reason
there are many times more bad men and criminals
among the rich than we hear of or imagin. Now,
consider the lot which awaits the poor man's baby
son. It is unavoidably neglected, because his mother
has to do her housework, or, worse still, work for a
living. In sickness the doctor cannot be called except when it is ofttimes too late, or they must go to
the dispensary. What do the doctors .there cBre
whether the sick baby livs or one more goes in
death to the grave, which, after all, I think is best
for such a little human being. If he livs and grows
up, he will hav to go to school as long as the law requires, but not longer, for he will hav to go to work,
and bring home his small earnings to pool into the
family's expenses. All this time and even through
all his lifetime, he may not get even enough bad
food, and is insufficiently clothed and unhealthily
housed. If he has learned a trade, is frugal, and
has saved some money in a savings bank, how often
has it not happened that just such a rich, pampered
person of the above class has made away with it!
For these rich men constitute and are the custodians
.of t.he poor man's savings. Of course I do not say
that all rich men are bad, but they are not my
.idols..
Now, every intelligent man knows that education
promotes knowledge, and knowledge as well as
wealth is power ; therefore, in the face of these
facts, where does the equal right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness come in? Not in fact, not
in theory, nor even in a court of law, as we are
made to believe, for do we not see the rich man's
influence will generally get him free of his accused
crime, while the poor man has little or no influence
and few friends to help; with no dilatory justice he
is sent to prison.
._
From what I read in the papers I believe there
are more rich women shoplifters than poor ones, but
not one in ten is prosecuted to the end. Where,
then, is boasted equality ?
In time of war the government calls for volunteers ; if not enough are forthcoming, then it takes
recourse to conscription. Why not pursue the
same way with the sinews of war, money? Why
not ask for contributions, or if it fails, take the
money by force, the same as is done with men"? Is
not wealth better esteemed and protected than poor
blood T The poor :P.l!tll hft.s to go to Will' ; th~ rich

man buys his substitute; and when they return
they also hav to help pay the borrowed money, and
are always comparativly higher taxed than the rich
which latter class are too well known here as the
tax dodgers.
The government enacted a homestead law. It has
done great good, but how much more of the land
has not gone to the rich railroad schemer?
Has Mr. Brayton ever heard and considered how
many hundred millions of dollars the government
has and does still lend to the banks, to the rich
men, without interest ! And not one dollar the
poor man can borrow from it. What right has a
government to help a rich man establish a big plant,
a big concern, with the damned tariff tax wrung
from all others of us citizens T
Then when full grown these big concerns combine themselvs into so-called trusts to suppress all
competition and dictate their own prices in buying
and selling their products to us consumers.
Why and by what moral right does a just government help the already rich-the manufacturers, the
mme owners, the sugar planters, the bankers and
capitalists-to become millionaires"? What can
be the motiv of our legislators in making such unjust
laws"? They are not stupid as a class. Is it not
that they are shareholders m these concerns, and
therefore legislate for their own interest, and the
majority of the people are wilfully ignorant? There
are many more of Mr. Brayton's mind, that the
rich man's money built up all our industries, but
know not that they hav done it with the people's
money. ·It would be better we had ten small factories for every very large one, and ten owners for
them instead of one. If these factories and
mills were built and grew up in a natural way according to the laws of demand and supply we would
not hear so often of strikes and over-production.
I do not blame the rich men as men, I blame the
government, our legislators, for it. I blame society
itself, for it cannot rotate out of its established custom; it has no desire for innovation else it would hav
changed it long ago for the better welfare of all.
No one will deny that it would be desirable to hav
no paupers, no beggars ; that that country is the
most contented and happy where the wealth is most
equally distributed among its citizens. To bring
about or near to us such a state we need, in my
opinion, two kinds of taxes only, and all others,
every one now in existence, should be abolished.
For our local, city, county, and state expenses, a
tax on ground value, all improvements freed; and for
our general government expenses, a graded income
tax, which is the most just tax, because borne only
by those able to pay. Our present tax system is a
s~ame for this age of civilization.
New York Sept. 2, 1893. FREDERICK KoEZLY.

The Church's Attitude to Labor.
Regarding .the church's attitude toward the laboring class, Bishop Fallows said, in his addreSjl before the Labor Congress at Chicago, as reported in
the Chicago Tribune of August 30th :
I want the laboring man to get rid of the idea. that
the church in any way or manner stands opposed to the
progress and welfare of the laboring man.
That is just what you want, and just what the
church wants, but it is not what the laboring man
wants. What the laboring man wants, is to get that
idea inground and grained in the very :fibers of his
being. The laboring man has labored too long under a delusion, the outrageous delusion, the outrageous, damnable lie, that the church is the fnend
of the laborer.
The church a friend of labor ! The church has
always taught the oppressed to "Love your masters." Serve those that are in authority, for they
are placed there by God. I hav failed to :find a
single passage in the Bible which teaches selfimprovement, unless that passage was ascribed to
Satan. Satan taught to eat of the fruit of the tree
of knowledge; but the church teaches, and has ever
taught, "Partake not, lest ye be damned."
The laborer has enough, and more than enough,
to do to support himself and family, and yet, let
me ask, who supports the church? Who builds
her architecture-her fine edifices, her mammoth
cathedrals, her giant tabernacles? Who frescoes
her walls, beautifies her cornices, carpets her aisles?
Who purchases her sites, her building material, her
stained glass, her gold and silver fixtures? Who
fills her coffers ? Answer comes from a million
tongues,-thelaborer. The hollow, sepulchral-voiced
answer comes, rumbling up as from the bowels of
the earth, from th~ ghastly lips of the tortured,
delving miner there,-the laborer. The answer
comes, mingled with sighs and tears, laden with
the noxious fumes of the kitchen and the wash-tub,
permeated with hunger's groans, in a voice · in
which is heard the heart-throbs of woe, the hard
bre~J~thing

of

(l~spair,

the ebbing blood of waut,-
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the laborer. Answer comes from the sewing girl,
the factory girl, the servant girl,-the laborer.
Answer comes from the professor in the college
and the drudge in the hovel,-the laborer.
While the laborer is clothed in rags and fed
upon husks which swine might well refuse to eal;,
his master, his God-sent master (I came near saying
his God-damned master), is clothed in purple and
fine linen and fares sumptuously every day.
The poor must giv up their pittance. And who
is benefited by this blood money!-for it is blood
money. Money which is wrung from the toilhardened hands of labor is stained with the laborer's heart's blood. It is robbery-downright and
damnable robbery. He who takes from another
money, or the equivalent thereof, without giving an
equivalent in return is a robber. Then the church
is a robber, for she takes moneys and buildings
and lands; she takes the works of art, sculptures
and paintings ; she takes finely caparisoned horses
and equipages-but why enumerate T She takes
any and every thing with a moneyed value, and in
return she givs-nothing. And who is the gainer T
An insignificant handful of lazy, lying hypocritethe clergy. And the clergy is the friend of labor,
is it T Ah, my laboring friend, do not fool yourself. The clergyman will eat up your sustenance,
prey upon your purse-strings, and in the end
seduce your wife and daughtt~r ; then leave you
with your life blasted for this world and in your
soul a fiendish fear that you will be damned for all
eternity.
Bishop Fallows said, to prove _that the ministers
of the church were not antagonistic to the real
interests of the laboring class, that no less than
nine ministers were down as speakers on the program. Certainly; we expected them to force themselva forward with their usual arrogance; we expected them to be present to retard with their
presence and their lies all endeavors for advancement. We did not expect the power of the church
to be unfelt ; and so long as the church wields a
power in the land, so long may we expect the bigots
to put themsel vs forward undesired and unasked to
retard all progression toward the relief of labor.
It has ever been the case. No improvement, no
advancement, was ever attempted but the church
put her veto upon it. To be sure, when some bold
spirit established a scientific fact in spite of the
church and her creed, in spite of her dignitaries
and dogmas, then the church cried, " We did it !
We did it!"
Of all the achivements of science, all the improvements in nature, all the wonders that hav been
brought to light in the heavens above or in the
earth beneath, the church says, "We did it." "Jesus
wept," and well he might. Was there ever a more
contemptible, more damnable lie? Thus, she robs
the laborer, not only of his hard earned pittance, but
she filches from his honest brow his laurels also.
Who felled our forests, which for centuries had
stood in majestic beauty undisturbed by the
echo of the woodman's ax sounding through the
moss-strewn aisles T Who cleared those extens iv
jungles, and made them fit for man to inhabit 1
Who builds our cities, builds our bridges, digs our
canals, makes our railroads T Who delves to the
heart of the mountain to bring her treasures
thence T Who dives to the depth of the restless
deep to snatch from its hungry maw deposits precious to human needs T Who givs to commerce its
impetus.! None but a liar or a fool would say the
church.
It is the sons and daughters of labor.
The church has been a blood-sucking parasite,
attached to the most vulnerable part of the body
of labor, ever since the beginning of the Dark
Ages. The church is, and has ever been, an incubus upon labor; and yet she claims to be the
very _power that rolls the wheels of time. She has
ever held the laboring classel:l in a grip of iron; and
thus she ever will, until science and Freethought
crush the heads of the hydra-headed monster.
The Tribune, in its account of the Labor Congress, says ; "There were no professional agitators
present ; they would hav found the atmosphere uncongenial.
The church was well represented ; for rio less than nine ministers were prt>sent
to take activ part in the proceedings."
I want to ask any candid man or woman which
had the best right there, the honest agitators or the
dishonest ministers!
The Tribune plainly shows its colors; but I do not
believe its colors are the colors of the Congress. My
opinion is, with the body of the Congress, that the
ministers were there, like the skunk in the henhouse, barely by sufferance. They were there to
mingle their foul, contaminating .breath with the
pure breath of honest toil. No doubt they had a
ca.ll from God to be there, and had I been there,
b~d felt 1'1 cft.ll to ]tick the fRt part of tb~il' IUl~tom
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out of the hall, and the rest of their worthless carcasses with it.
Bishop Fallows said : "Fellow-laborers, we are
with you, and the church is ready to stretch: out t~e
hand of helpfuliJ.ess to help every person if he 1s
starving." Ah, indeed! No doubt the bishop will
tell you that when starvation stared thousands of
people in the face in Chicago (now and in weeks
back) the church, the Christian church, was the
first to. come forward and offer aid to the suffering.
But it was not the goody-goody Christians ; it was
the despised Jew. He set the example. The despised Jew, who is scourged from one land and
driven from another ; who is persecuted in every
land ; who has been a hissing and a by-word to all
Christian sects for eighteen hundred years. He is
the first to come forward to· offer succor ; but, mark
my words, the church will rob him of the honor.
The church will say, as she ever has, " We did it."
The three worst enemies of labor are : the clergy,
monopoly, and class legislation. These are the
worst, and of the three the clergy stands at the
head.
JAMES PoE CRYDER.

Happiness, and the Way to be Happy.
"Pleasure and Progress." By Albert M. Lorentz,
LL.B. New York: The Truth Seeker Company,
28 Lafayette place. Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50
cents. This is No. 34 of the Truth Seeker Library.
It is to be hoped that no one who may note the
title of this book and the name of the author will
be deterred from procuring and reading the volume
merely because the author is not already famous in
literature. Every writer has to begin, and sometimes the maiden effort is the best of all. In this
instance, Dr. Lorentz could easily write many books
which would each be greatly inferior to this, and
yet all of them be well worth reading. However,
we need not waste time in conjecturing what he will
do hereafter for our instruction and entertainment..
Sufficient for to-day is the delight thereof when it
is of such refined and exquisit nature as that furnished by " Pleasure and Progress."
On the title-page of this book the author states
that it is "An attempt to prove that the pursuit of
pleasure is the sine qua non of intellectual, moral,
and social development, and that the promotion of
pleasure is the duty of philanthropy and statesmanship," In the preface he very neatly and succinctly indicates the purpose he had in view when
he began his task and the methods he pursued in
accomplishing it. This often tedious and profitless
portion of a book is made to speak as a living personality, informed with intellect and feeling in
touch with nature at her best. " This book is
written for the people by one of them. Its purpose
is to promote the. highest happiness of humanity.
In its pages I assail not persons but practices. I
respect persons for their good intentions, even
while I ridicule their beliefs. I may be convicted
of error but certainly not of malice. It is because
I love humanity that I hate the conditions that in
my judgment retard its progress. If I succeed in
impressing useful truths, I shall be happy. If anybody demonstrates that I am in error, I will esteem
him as my benefactor."
Book I., analyzing "Pleasure," is subdivided
into seven chapters. These treat respectivly of the
Sources of Pleasure, Material Pleasures, Ideal
Pleasures, Social Pleasures, the Pleasures of tbe
Savage, the Barbarian, and the Civilized, Genesis
of Religions, and Christianity.
Book II., devoted to "Intellectual Development,"
consists of Chapter I., outlining the Purpose of
Life ; Chapter II., which, under the head of Material Pleasures, tells us about the Appetites and
Health, al\d Sensations and Knowledge ; Chapters
III., IV., and V. explain the nature of Ideal Pleasures, under the sub-heads of Knowledge, Reason,
and Character ; Chapter VI. takes us into the realm
of Social Pleasures, and Chapter VII. deals with
Pedagogical Despotism.
Book III., teaching the science of Moral Development, has Chapter I., Morality; Chapter IT., Material Pleasures-Prudence ; Chapter III., Material Pleasures-Refinement; Chapter IV., Ideal
Pleasures-Foresight; Chapter V., Ideal Pleasures
-Civilization, under which we find a sketch of Civilization, and Christianity and Civilization; Chapter
VI., under the general caption of Social Pleasures,
discourses upon the Power of Public Opinion, and
Sympathy, while Chapter VII. speaks frar..kly of
Vice Caused by Restraint.
In Book IV. the reader is taken into the world of
Social Development. Chapter I., entitled Progress,
deals with the Law of Individual Sovereignty ;
Chapter II. has three sections, one devoted to Protection, another to Capitalism, and the third to Socialism ; Chapter III. tells of the Condition of Agriculture ; Chapter IV. shows the relations of the

Public Schools to Socialism ; Chapter V. sets the however is a reflection on the intelligence of the times
Although they hav been refuted before, I will perform the
metes and·bounds of the Province of Government, same office again. Their only force is derived from reand in Chapter VI. Dr. Lorentz givs us his opinion iteration. The reiteration of their absurdities is the best
.
as to what is the Cause and what is the Conse- means for their era~cation.
The idea that suffering is a virtue and self-de!Ual a
quence of and the Remedy for Our Social Disorder.
duty originated when our ancestors were savages. They
Writing most graphie~tlly of ideal pleasures, our practiced abstinence to indulge their god. They sacriauthor necessarily has something interesting to say ficed their goods to placate his wra~h. They_ un~erwent
of illusions. He givs many insta.nces of the same, torture to gain his favor. According to therr VIew, aband we reproduce here one paragraph which nar- stinence and self-denial prevent greater evils. From
such a standpoint, asceticism is neither madness nor
rates three incidents illustrating the fact that an folly. The savage practice was just}fied by_ savage belief.
idea may perfectly counterfeit reality:
We however, continue some of his practices, although
Even when awake an idea will counterfeit reality if it we ~eject his doctrine.
attracts the attention to a degree that causes insensibility
With one more nibble we must reluctantly turn
of surroundings. A friend of mine heard a le~turer from this table heaped high with delicious and
describing a hunting scene so vividly that persons m the
audience rose to see the flight of the game and the pur- nourishing food :
suit of the hounds. Similar effects were produced by a
So I say that the re~lations of the church are p~ompted.
preacher's graphic description of a storm a.t sea. Among less by charity than mtolerance, le~s by humamtr than
his auditors was a sailor, who arose and trumpeted out persecution. Every one has occaa10n to s~e this fa.ct
the commands appropriate on a ship in distress. More ludicrously illustrated. On a Sunday, a parr of Chrisdelightful than either of these instanPes is one related by tians in a .carria~e will roundly berate the occnJ?ants ~f an
Sir John Herschel. A village blacksmith became the excursion train. At noon, as they banquet w1th fnends
happy possessor of a long but interesting story.. During in a dining-room, they sc~re the e~cursionist~ f!Jr bana ser1es of summer evenings, he sat on his anvil and read queting in a grove. Agam Y<?U ~1 see. Chnstla?J-B reit aloud to a crowd of open-mouthed listeners. The turning from a party after mldmght runmaaverting on
events of the story excited universal interest. The per- the depravity of those returning from a concert saloon.
plexities of the heroine elicited universal sympathy. The Then again you will see an over-fed lecturer or overachievments of the hero provoked universal approval. laced lecturess holding forth on the enervating effects of
Finally when there was a union of the hero and heroine, wine-bibbing. They object to vice only that differs from
who in the vicissitudes of the story are unwillingly sep- theirs. They arraign n1•t so much debasement as disobearated, the enthusiastic villagers procured the key of the dience, not so much dissipation as nonconformity.
church and rang the bell in jubilee. Now in all these
All attempts to elevate men by authority are worse. than
cases, the persons who escaped deception did so only be- ·useless. Dictation of conduct is dethronement of Judgcause they retained a consciousness of surroundings.· ment. Persecution is more likely to excite rancor than
They saw the incompatibility between a stage and a hunt- morality. Punishment is more likely to develop fear than
ing ground, between boisterous breakers and a crowded principia. Conduct is not moral unless it is a true
church, between a grimy shop and the romantic situa- expression of motivs. A good deed may be prompted by
tion in which occurs the rapturous reunion of two lovers. fear as well as by virtue. The expression of lofty sentiments may be prompted by hypocrisy as w~ll as by generOf theology's wild conjectures this is good:
ous impulses. The church, however, exCI~es terr?r and
We see clearly now, I think, that error and truth re- calls it virtue, compels ~bedience and calls 1t morality. .
spectivly result from poverty and opulence in facts. In
Morality grows only m a state 9f free~om. The ~_~ottn
the path of life facts are like guide-posts. He who has butes of all animals correspond With therr surroundmgs.
them can reach his destination with dispatch. But he Where the fox has enemies, he is sly. In Kamschatka,
whose store of facts is small is confused by conjecture. where he has no enemies, he is stupid. Where there is
He is constrained to rely on persons of superior knowl- water, geese can swim .. In some desert parts of South
ed!!"e. In past times, these were priests. On common- America a goose can sw1m no better than a hen. Whe;,e
place matters, the priests could respond with true and there is winter; the bee is noted for its providenc~>. Jn
precise answers. On graver matters, they were equally Mexico, where summer is perpetual, it is improvident.
at fault. They, in their turn, resorted to the sacred So it is wilh men. Where they must take care of themwritings. These were supposed to be depositories of all selva they are prudent and moral. Where they are conwisdom. If they could not find a question answered in troll~d by authority, they are ignorant and vicious. All
direct and perspicuous terms, they derived it by inter- history testifies that wheTe men are most free, they are
pretation of obscure or ambiguous passages.
on the average most enlightened. Where tyranny is t.he
A New England congregation was sadly disturbed by most unquestioned, they are the most ignorant. Where
dissensions. After vainly endeavoring to compose their conduct is most untrammeled, it is most moral Where
differences, they appealed to a venerable clergyman re- it is most regulated, it is most vile.
spected far and near for his moderation and wisdom. The
No penworker is always wholly right; Dr. Loclergyman took the matter under advisement, and, after
due deliberation, reduced his counsel to writing. At the rentz is to be debited with some serious mistakes,
same time he wrote a letter to his tenllnt. Inadvertently but it is rarely that a writer givs the world a book
he directed the congregation's letter to the tenant and the which has so much of truth into which is woven so
tenant's to the congregation. Upon the receipt of their
letter, the people of the congregation were Rummoned to little of error. And the fundamental principles
hear its cotmsel. It read as follows: "Yon will see to the upon which he so strongly insists will shed a clear
repair of 1he fences, that they be built high and strong, and warning light upon the entrances of the misleading
you will take especial ·care of the old black bull." At first by-paths into which he has occasionally strayed,
the people were perplexed. After a painful pause, an individual wiser or more ingenious than the rest. volun- thus serving to keep in the broad way of logic, justeered as interpreter. He said that the allusion to the tice, and liberty all reasoning men and women who
fences was a caution against admitting incongenial mem- read "Pleasure and Progress," a work which, taken
bers and that the allusion to the old black bull was a warning against the devil, who had recently broken into their all inl all, is, in the judgment of this writer, the
I. C.
fold. The whele congregation was at once enlightened best book of the year.
and ardently approved the clergyman's counsels. For
centuries the priesthood has sought for knowledge bv The International Congress and Four Hun·
similar violent constructions. The compendium of their
dred Years of Freethought.
constructions is called theology. The persons who emThe International Congress has exceeded our exploy this puerile method of investigation are called
theologians.
'
pectations. It has been a great event. It bas
As to the ethical basis of conduct we find much united Liberals on a broad platform. There has
that is valuable in this new book. Here is a speci- been no endeavor to limit; but methods hav been
men of the author's crisp, explicit, convincing combined and hereafter there will be more coopersargument:
tion than ever with wider means of action.· The
The criterion of conduct is its outcome. If it pr,omotes best of feeling prevailed. It was in every respect a
pleasure, it is moral. If it induces pain, it is immoral. representativ gathering. From all over the connThese thrPe sentences constitute the true sCience of try the leading Liberals were present.
The best
ethics. Their explicitness makes exposition superfluous. thought of the best men was presented. The reTheir rationalness places them above the necessity of defense. Their avowal is their vindication. They are con- solutions had the right ring. They were radical
firmed by every dictum of common sense, by every im- and comprehensiv.
pulse of humanity, and by every purpose of conduct.
There will be greater interest and greater enthuThe business man recognizes their validity bj" the hopes siasm than ej.Pr, and this is what we need first of
that are the stimulants of his enterprise. The philanthropist ac1nowledges t-heir validity by the comfort that all in our Liberal ranks. Napoleon understood this
is the aim of his benefactions. The statesman acknowl- and led his men to battle with martial strains. The
edges their validity by the public welfare that is the end churches understar: d this and depend upon corps
of his legislation. Tlieir truth is implied by the abortiv d'snrit fo< t_heir largest successes. Political parties
careers that are our warnings; by the successful careers
'.I:'
that are our examples; by the odium that clings to those understand that the first necessity of every camwho substitute a wail of woe for a shout of joy; by the paign is enthusiastic feeling. We cannot formuesteem that attaches to those who chase away tears with late plans for practical action until first of all we
smiles. If these statements are not true, we should adore hav the means-that is the life-to do it with.
ogres and abhor benefactors. We should emulate a
h C
slave-driver, instead of Wendell Phillips; and we Should Nothing could be more useful than t is ongress
dedicate the monument of Washington to Benedict for it has roused .Liberals, it has created a fire
Arnold.
among us, and that is just what is wanted more than
Happiness is virtue. Conduct that promotes happiness anything else at the present time. Not bing can be
is morality. No one of reputed sense, except theologians,
h
repudiates these doctrine. No one can repudiate them done with a cold, inert, indifferent mass. T ere
outside of the pulpit or pew and escape imputations on must be warmth before there can be movement. It
his sanity or sincerity. Even religionists repudiate .them is useless to organize unless you hav something to
only i:n church. The doctrine .fully accord with their
·
"th I ·
1
t d·
h · 1 ·
practices. They conflict only with religious professions. orgamze Wl .
t lS use ess o Ig a c anne unIt is common to see a minister pass from a sumptuous less you hav some water to run into it. We must
parlor to a gorgeous pulpit and inculcate abstemiousness; create material before we can put into work the
or to s~e one of the lai~y pass from '!- banquet. to his glorious ideal of Freethought.
velvet;lined pe.w: and tes~1fy to th~ menta of abstinence.
The Congress has outlined plenty of ways to do
Such mcongrmt1es are mrrthful, smce they are harmless.
.
.
·
· ··
d · ·
They now delude few even of the religionists themselvs. something 1f ~ne o~l;r has the d1spos1t10n, an 1t 1s ,
The constant assertion of the doctrine of abstinence, r to make the d1spos1t1on that we hav congresses and
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conventions, and speeches and music.
Now that ing of this book, and it will be published at the
the Congress is over let us utilize the glow and the earliest poss,ible moment. But I shall take time to
splendor that has been made for Freethought over do justice to the great theme. I desire, however,
the land. Let us take our special work and push it the names of all who purpose taking the book so
thoroughly. Help the Liberal journals, help the that 1 can enroll them in its pages. Besides, I
lecturers, talk up the Freethought university, estab- must hav some funds to proceed with, for the getlish science Sunday-schools, circulate pamphiets, ting out of the souvenir edition-as at present
write for the press wherever you can, start a read- planned-will cost at the very least $1,500, and I
ing-room, watch the ecclesiastical enemy and be hav to depend on subscribers to furnish the funds.
ready to meet him in the court, in the legislature I am now going on to five hundred subscriptions,
and at the polls; agitate, educate, and inform andre- and I hope for one thousand ; and this will make a
form wherever you can. That is. the way to do. power for Freethought in the ye.trs to come that
The object of the Congress was to stir your heart will be of vast influence.
like a :fl.aJ;D.e. Now use your brains to the best adIn addition to the names already published are
vantage and put into home work the glorious inspi- the following :
rations of those golden days.
Judge C. B. Waite (5 copies). Jasper J. Brown.
And I desire to crystallize this auspicious Con- Frank McClure.
R. C. ,T acobs.
E. C. Sly.
gress into all its wonderful meaning both "before M. L. Sims.
Wm. S. Dowing.
and after." My task is to write a book of which C. K. Spencer.
W. T. Galloway.
G. W. Doane.
this great International Congress shall be the cen- Joseph
Atkins.
W. W. Walker.
tral point, in which we can read the great lessons S B. Mnnn.
B. C. Murray.
Mrs. M. F. Carver.
of the past and see the glory of the future. This H. M. Buell.
·Leroy Dutton.
World's Fair is a noble hight in human history, Wm. Whittick.
Franklin a:· Wells.
Geo. H. Look.
and it is for Freethought to take advantage of the George
W. Robinson.
B. Thorne.
splendid occasion to realize its own greatness, its· N.D. Goodell.
Sam •el D. Moore.
D. A. Blod~ett..
victories in the past, and its powers for the future. Uriah Fritz.
What more fitting moment could there be for the Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Brewer. l\1. P. Rteele.
F. Fobes.:
S. W. Bowers.
unrolling of the panorama of " Four Hundred S.
L. DeWitt Griswold.
A. Peterson.
Years of Freethought T
S. Sharp (3 copies).
Lewis Moffitt.
Charles Davenport.
This great work opens upon one like a beautiful Joel B. Parker.
J. A. Mnnn.
and boundless day. We see the night and the R. A Hardee, (5 copies).
Mabel W. Tarbell.
Wm. C. Decker.
morning :flowing onward into the noonday bright- J.
H. Sloma.
Sophia B. Robinson.
ness.
Susan M. B1·ady.
Wm. Dickson, l::!r.
F. Schornhorst.
In order to do full justice to this manifold sub- Dr. P. C. Mosier.
H. I. Daigle.
ject, I find I must divide my book into two parts. Wm. Mansfield.
M. Monroe.
John Sawvel.
The first part Will deal with Freethought univers- J.
Abijah Lamb.
John Souter (2 copies).
ally-in its world-wide aspects, in the great realms r,. N. Stevens.
A. H. Dwight.
Sol. Benson.
of philosophy, science, literature, education, ethics, J. B. Schneller.
M.S. Troyer.
government and politics, and the emancipation of John G. Kendell.
Will Barry.
C. W. Havlick.
woman. In this I can only survey the mountain- Albert
Barwi1:1.
W. C. Sturoc.
bights and broad expanses of human history, con- E. P. Peacock.
A. C. Smith.
C. Fannie Allyn.
necting them in the one supreme principle of Free- A. C. Humphrey.
Mrs. J. R. Monroe (5 copies). F. J. Porter.
thought.
Fortier.
Charles Eggert.
The second part will be more sociable and home- Joseph
B. Marcus.:.
John Brosie.
like, for in this I shall take up mainly the organized E. P. Bly.
J. B. Janin.
Peter Sinclair.
Freethought of modern times-the Liberal press, John G. Cooper.
Wm. Joseph.
secular unions, federations, etc. Organized Free- Miss Jennie Armstrong.
Sam E. Nicolel.t
Wm. Baldridge.
thought is not so wide and high as that unorgan- Dr.
W. B. Radford.
J, M. Kendall.
ized and tremendous power which through the Wm. D. Rockwood.
l\1. A. Goodwm.
Maxwell Ramsby.
ages has been the )!lOtent factor of human prog- Chas. T. Harris.
Warren Carsoner.
ress, lofty and deep as the spirit of man. In Wm. C Howard.
R. GreP.r (5 copiea).
Owen Jones.
order to understand Freethought, it is neces- Dr.
Mrs. S. C. Gilpatrick.
Charles Werner.
sary . o look upon it in this two-fold way. S. Toomey (6 copies).
G. M. Buck.
Not until the last half century has there been
This is an inspiring array of names, with those
any great important Freethought movement or already on the roll Let us make us a full regiment
Freethought press. And in this part of my subject of one thousand of the world's Freethinkers for the
we shall come into a familiar domain. We shall
book.
meet comrades and friends, and it will be equally
The following from a repres 'ntativ Freethinker
important wilh the first grand department. It will
be a kind of family record, or the history of a of the Old World shows the universal interest in
company of soldiers who hav been through storm this great undertaking:
and battle. Here we shall meet those with whom
B'RMINGHAM, ENG. Aua. 11, 1893.
MY DKAR PUTNAM: I hav been delighted with yonr letwe are acquainted, with faces that we know, and in
the picture gallery there will not only be those who ters from Chicago. Glad yon are publishing "Four
Hundred Years of Free thought." The work is sure to be
are famous as lecturers and editors and writers, but of great value, Put me down for a copy, and I will do
representativ Freethinkers who in other fields of my best to get it circulated in England.
CHARLES WATTS.
activity hav notably represented Freethought, men
of business, captains of industry, pioneers, successAddress all communications for me hereafter to
ful merchants, lawyers, doctors who hav always 28 Lafayette place, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
kept their colors flying and in· action, hav made New York.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Freethought respected. It is well to see Freethought not only in writing, in eloquence, in
Kansas Notes.
thought, but also in the doer. It is well to thus
Judge
Louis
A.
Myers, of the second judicial
come into communication with each other, to hav a
roster of our own ranks, and to know what the district, is a Freethinker. In fact nearly all of the
Freethinker is, not only in the press and on the prominent public men of Kansas are very liberal in
platform, but in the varied life of communities. their religious views. Kansa · is destined to become
The history of organized Freethought and of those a Freethought domain. It is evident that her citiwho hav been associated with it is peculiarly zens want freedom in every form, and they are
attractiv, and I shall endeavor tq make it as com- ready t.o fight for their rights.
plete and valuable as possible. Nothing of this
The Kansas City Star says that there are only two
kind has ever been publhhed, and in this respect it
' will be a splendid souvenir of the International preachers left at Wellington to scatter seeds of
Congress, of the Liberal press, of the various or-. grace. It is doubtful as to whether the Star can
ganizations that hav struggled and won for human say the above with proprietry. As a general rule
We
liberty; and of those brave workers who hav always these preachers scatter seeds of disgrace.
been ready to stand up and be counted.
The . would infer so, at least 1rom a careful perusal of
second patt in itself, with its pictures, biographies, Billings' " Crimes of Preachers."
and histories, will be of great importance to every
Oakl.-,y, Kan., is having a spell of dry weather
Freethinker who is in the harness and trying to do
something. This will be an expression of the com- and a religious revival. It is hard to tell which is
panionship of Freethought. It will cultivate the the dryest, the weather or the revival Only one
corps d' sprit. It will be the rol -call of friends person has been converted, and, according to the
and neighbors. The first part of the book will ap- Graphic, she had to be baptized in a farmer's wapeal to the universal world as it displays the mag- teting trough on account of a scarcity of water.
nificence of Fre thought in all human progress, This 1s religion •• cut and dried."
but the second part will be the home-life of FreeCol. Robert G . .ingersoll will speak in one Kanthought, its comradeship, its conscious fellowship,
its organized material, its spirit bodied forth in sas town during his western tour. He is billed for
Atchison on Oct. 21st. It is believed that the opera
united heart and hand.
I shall now devote myself exclusivly to the writ- house will be crowded to its utmost capacity. His

subject will be "Myth and Miracle," and it is hoped
that those of our citizens who are deluded by the
dogmas of such a religion will turn out "and let the
light shine in their eyes," providing they are not so
blind that they cannot see the light. We hope to
hav the able young Charlesworth or the brilliant
Putnam with us this winter.
There is one institution in Kansas that the state
should feel proud of, and that is her historical
societ.y. Freethought literature is by no means debarred from the library of this institution. A great
many Freethought works are to be found on its
shelvs. Judge F. G. Adams, the very efficient secretay, is one of the most liberal of men. He is free
from bigotry and malice and has conducted the
affairs of the society in a fair and impartial manner.
All papers and books pertaining to freethought and
reform are accepted by the library.
Kansas can boast of one of the oldest and most
faithful Freethinkers in the United States, and one
who has not been afraid to "beard the lion in his
den." He is old and decrepit. He has for a long
time been in destitute circumstances and almost
without sustenance; but he has a brave heart and a
noble mind and has probably done more good for
the cause of mental freedom in Kansas than any
other man. He can justly be called "The Father
of Freethought." I refer to that brave old hero,
Prof. J. H. Cook, of Columbus, whose name is
familiar to every Freethinker in the United States.
How glad I was to hear that he attended the great
Congress and that he was honored and generous} v
provided for by that body.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
Atchison, Kan., Oct. 15, 1893.

Lectul'es and

~eetings.

THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York. Its lectures for October are:
October 27th.-" Arbitration:" Albert Day.
November 3d.-John R. Charlesworth.
E. B. FoOTE, Jn., Presiding Officer.
As previously announced in our columns, John R.
Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The following appointments are on his liRt, and friends alon~ the
route desiring lectnres should address him at once:
Nov. 3 Manhattan Liberal Nov.19 Boston, Mass.
Club, New York.
" 26 Philadelphia, Pa.
" 5 Newark, N. J.
Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
" 12 East Dennis, Mass.
" 14, 15, 16, Waterloo,Ind
" 14 15, Osterville, "
" 17 Chicago, Ill.
" 16 Cotuit,
"
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Society holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Sixth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Pro~ram of Lectures for October:
October 29th.- Mr. S P. Putnam, "The Bible and Modern Thought."
November 7th.-MiRR Voltairine de Cleyre. (Subject to
be announced hereafter.)
November 14th.-Dr. Frances Emily White, "A Study
in Sociology."
November 21st.-Idn. ,_ Craddock, "Survivals of Sex
Worship in Christianitv and Paganism. What
Christianity H11.s Done for the Marital Relation."
Novemher 28tb.--Mrs C. B. Kilgore, "The Congress of
Religions."
THE WoMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of PhiladelPhia, will
meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock.
October 31st -Rev. Wm. I. Nichols, "Unitarianism; Its
History and Principles."
'fHE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Admission is free. Program to December:
October 2Uth.-Prof.•T. S. Van Cleve, Ph.D., "The
Historic Christ."
November 5th.-C. 0. Wilmot, "The Christ of Myth
and Mystery."
,
November 12th.-Judge Alfred Yaple, economic lecture,
(subject to be announced).
November 19th.-Allen 0. Myers, "Was Judas Iscariot
a Traitor?"
November 26th.-MrA. A. L. Fealy).. of Dayton, 0.,
'• Truth and Fallacy of Christian 1:>cience."

How to Help ·rhe 1'rnth Seeker.
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus

save a half dollar api ... ce.
2. Get your IHlwsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displavs the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
thPm the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send yon
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be pick~d np
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting room, 1n the
cigar Rtore. in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts and
when convenient. hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subRcriber by perl'nniling some friend t.~
take it.
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More Pledges for the University.
SANTA CRuz, CAL., Aug. 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER and
books hav arrived and we are much
pleased with them. I will do all in my
power to increase the circulation of your
splendid paper in this part of the world.
If Ingersoll university is started I will add
$10 to Mr. Wittenberg's $5, and Mr. John
W. Laine says he will add $10 more.
Fraternally yours, JoHN McKENNA.

Christianity Is Nothingism.
Cmoo, WN., Apr., 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Send your paper right
along, for you can count me one of the
stayers as long as yon keep Lord Hel'!ton
at work on the front and back of it, keeping at the same time its columns open to
Christian, heathen, Jew, and gentile alike
to discuss the merits of nothingism that
givs employment to seventy thousand howlers, clubbing the devil in public, and with
a tickler furnished that they may privately tickle him for giving them such a
fat job.
Yours for equality,
J. T. HELM.
[Infidel Bible-Reading.
Oct. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In the Utica Saturday
Globe of September 23d T find the followiug: "Rev. T. De Witt Talmage offered a
reward of $100, Sunday, to any Infidel
who could prove by one witness that he
had read the Bible through twice. The
doctq;r said he did not believe that any Infidel ahve had read it thoroughly."
Of course, to prove by one witness a
double reading of the Bible would seem to
be a difficult thin~ for an Infidel to do,
but no more difficult for the Infidel than
for the Christian. His own belief that no
living Infidel had read it thoroughly is
evidence cf either ignorance or falsehood
on his part.
It is a fact well known and acknowledged by most investigators that the
strongest Infidels are those who hav
studied and read the J;Jible most thoroughly. In most cases it is this thorough
and careful reading and consideration of
the contents of the Bible, and a search
also after the som-ce of these contents,
that has made the Infidel. This holy talking machine has stated what he asserts to
be his own belief. I feel I hav a right to
state my own, which is to the effect that
the strongest and most zealous Christians
are those who, when they read the Bible
at all, read it as the Asiatic turns his
prayer wheel, and absorb at the same time
about as many ideas. If they stumble
upon a passage that seems strangely at
variance with reason, contradictory, improbable, or inconsistent, they pass it by
as one of the divine mysteries of the book
too deep for human understanding.
J. B. SWETT.

Will ·work Saturday and Sunday, Hell
or No Hell.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., June 17, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I notice the figures on my
tab read '~June 1st, '93," which means
"time is up," or its equivalent, and would
be in plain English, "Send $3 to E. M.
Macdonald for the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER (and read your own paper instead
of the editor's)." I hav been taking THE
TRUTH SEEKER for several years, and it
has almost became a household necessity,
although I began to think I would hav to
stop it on account of the drought; but
God (nature) has blessed us with plenty of
rain lately, so I guess I can keep right on
feasting on mental food for another year,
at least.
I am a farmer, and hav divided my time
as follows: Eight hours for labor, eight
hours for sleep, and eight hours for recreation. Now, as I hav written in previous
letters that my neighborhood is noted for
piety, I will tell yon what my neighbors
say about it. One says, "If yon don't
quit your Sunday labor, you will go to
hell;" another says, "If you don't stop
working on Saturday, yon will go to hell;"
but I quote the eleventh commandment to
them, viz., "Mind your own business;"
and keep right on, hell or no hell.
I will send yon a few names of Liberal
lllen, to wbolll you may !'!end sample
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copies. I lend my papers wherever I can
got anybody to read them, and if yon will
send me some back numbers I will scatter
them in as good soil as possible.
Yours respectfully,
J. L. BoWLING.
What Does It Mean ~
SPoKANE, WASH., September 27. -A
new religions movement has been started
in Spokane, and over one hundred members of churches of all denominations hav
formed an association to compel everybody
to attend church. A careful canvass is to
be made of the city, and everyone who
does not attend church will be listed, and
a set of books is to be kept open for inspection, which will be called the blacklist
books. The only way anyone can get
their name off" the books is to go to church
for three consecntiv Sundays. There is
considerable excitement over the movement.
NAPLES, N.Y., Oct. 5, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: The above was clipped
from the Missouri World, and it. must
mean a great deal more than is expressed
in the above article, unless one reads between the lines. I suppose all churches
keep a list of the names of members of their
churches, and these members are supposed to attend church. But I apprehend
that most churches would object to having
this list of names, called the " blacklist." It seems to smack of the idea of the
"black sheep in the flock." There must
be some odium or disability connected
with this "black-list," or there would not
be ~· considerable excitement over the
movement." Why should a careful canvass of the city be made unless some
penalty is to be inflicted upon the "nonchurch-goers?" Are those who do not attend church to be boycotted in their bn~
ness and regarded as "black sheep" in
society? There must be some object in
keeping open books for inspection.
I dare venture the assertion that when
the true inwardness of the black-listing
operation is made to appear, that it is a
crawfish movement back toward the Dark
Ages. The teeth and claws of the old
monster are merely covered with gauzethe feline disposition has not been eliminated-and she is just as ready to pounce
upon the unsuspecting as she was three
hundred years ago.
"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." I believe in toleration, and I believe in equal rights, and when I am
threatened with penalties because I do not
attend their religions jamborees, I will
risk a sniff of gunpowder, as old as I am,
and may the Lord hav mercy on their little, nasty souls.
JOHN PEOX.
A.ttempts to Find God A.re Futile.
GoLDEN, IA., March 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been much interested in your anti-design articles. Yon
hav presented many good points, and
coverednearlythe whole ground, although
much might still be said without in the
leastconvincingthose who are so constituted
mentally that they cannot get along without a giant spook as a moving power of
the universe. It is of no use to ask them
who made the giant spook? They account
for his existence as Topsy did for her
own-''Jnst·growed,"
I am often asked, " How did all these
things come to be "-refering to the phenomena of nature-"and what is it all
for, if death ends all?" And I tell them
these things are simply a natural result
of all that has gone before; the effects of
an infinite chain of cause and effects
which reaches backward into eternity
and forward just as far. This is the God
without l:)eginning and without end,
And these things were not made for
anything. But they cannot get the God
and design idea of their minds, or rather
it fills the place where their minds ought
to be.
The best argument against the God idea,
the one which leaves them no way to
dodge, no means of escape, as yon attack
them on their own ground, is this: God
at some time created the universe.
Whether it was a six days's creation or
the result of a succession of creativ acts,
makes no difference, At some time during his existence he created the universe.
This being the case there must hav been
something prompting or impelling him to
create it at the time and in the manner
in which he did. This places the inspiring cause beyond him, subjects him to
condition, and makee him only Qne sm~ll

link in the endless chain of cause and
effect, and therefore not God.
Now, while the believers are rushing
around red-hot after God, assertfug that
the belief in and worship of God is all
that builds up and elevates man, they
forget that he gets along first-rate without such worship and belief, and is bigger
and better than they all, It may be said
that he believes in himself, and therefore
is God. Then let man believe in himself,
and he will grow as great and good. And
judging from the book which God is said
to hav written or dictated, he will not attain an exalted ideal.
Yours for man and him ennobled,
R.N. HoWE.
Tl1e Era of Man.
NEw YoRK, N, Y., Oct. 12, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: Your report about the action of the Congress in regard to the
Bruno or Era of Man Calendar is not quite .
straight. It should be revised thus:
In response to a call from Mr. Putnam
and the audience, Mr. Wakeman concisely
explained the significance of the words
"Era of Man, "whichheadedthebanner designed by Dr. L. Z. Coman and presented
by the Liberals of Boulder, Col. This
Era, Mr. Wakeman stated, was first proposed by him in a course of articles in
THE TRUTH SEEKER some ten year& ago,
and had been largely approved and
adopted by Liberals. He also referred to
the meaning of the letters U. M. L. as the
motto of Universal Mental Liberty, and
as the intellectual side of tbe Era of Man
and its inevitable concomitant. At the
end of Mr. Wakeman's remarks Mr. Putnam moved that the Era of Man be
adopted and recommended for dating
purposes among Liberals. This motion
was seconded with applause and was
adopted unanimously. Three cheers were
then given for the new date and the Congress,
Some years ago the editor of Lucifer
made a pretty good statement of the historical reasons for this new era, which,
with a slight amendment, I send herewith,
and ask yon to reprint:
OUR DATE, "E.M. 293."
We date from the first of J annary One
Thousand Six Hundred and One. This
Era is called the Era of Man (E. M.) to
distinguish it from the Theological Epoch
that preceded it. In that epoch the earth
was supposed to be flat, the sun was its
attendant light revolving about it. Above
was heaven, where God ruled supreme
over all potentates and powers; on earth
ruled the Pope as the vicegerent of God;
below was tb!e kingdom of the Devil, Hell.
So taught the Bible. Then came the New
Astronomy, the Astronomy of Copernicus,
Bruno, and Galileo. It demonstrated that
the earth is a globe revolving about the
sun; that the stars are worlds and suns;
that there is no " Heaven" or hell and no
'' up " and '' down " in space.
Bruno
sealed his devotion to the new truth with
his life on the 17th of Febrnray, 1600. At
the beginning of the Seventeenth Century
Grotins wrote the first work on International Law: India and America were
opened up to civilization; Shakspere produced his immortal works, and the New
World of Science and Man, instead of
Revelation and God, fairly began.
T. B. WAKEMAN,
[The only difference in the two accounts
is that the THE TRUTH SEEKER :seporter
took it down as it occurred, and Mr.
Wakeman writes it out as it ought to hav
occurred. But it's all thesame.-ED. T.S.]
A. History of the War.
NEw CAMBIDA, KAN., Oct. 9, 293.
CoMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, GEN. E. M. MAoDONALD: Your subordinate officer in command of the grand army of freedom of
Central Kansas reports from the field of
battle as follows:
Yon know he has had several skirmishes
with General (Rev.) Mucklow, commanding the opposing forces, as yon will find
by my last two letters recorded in your
ledger (THE TRUTH SEEKER). Those two
letters went to show how he had me suppressed, and how I had him suppressed,
or cut off from his communications. Is it
any wonder that hostilities were renewed
when we both were really claiming the
victory? We claimed the victory because
he made an assault on our lines and we
had repulsed him, as we thought (a la
answer through the Salina Union to an attack from the same source, to which answer
he did uot re:ply), but lo 1\P.d be4old, be !len~

me an invitation to attend my own funeral as it were, a place to which we will
never go willingly-that is, ·he invited
me to come and hear him discuss the
various issues between Christianity and
Liberalism, the causa of the war; and so,
as he had retreated to his fortress (the
coward's castle-the pulpit) and issued such
an invitation, and as he no doubt considered his position impregnable, we
thought we had better move cautiously,
and we finally decided upon sending to
yon for reinforcements (sample copies of
THE TRUTH SEEKER and other literature),
inclosing to yon the card of invitation,
with some of the promises to pay, to show
yon the necessity of responding quickly
to the call, which you did. When the
troops arrived, at the first order, "fire,"
they mowed down whole platoons of the
enemy__:_emptied the pews-and it was impossible for them to close up their ·ranks.
We don't see what your men's guns were
loaded with-" rocks" perhaps-at any
rate they "fetched down a bagful." Your
regulars (we don't like to admit it) did
mnch better service than onr provincial
troops.
Now, since the battle, listen to what he
says of the enemy: "They are all fools;"
and again: "They are more numerous than
one would think;" and-" There are more
enemies [Infidels and Atheists at Bavaria,
Kan.] to the square inch than any other
place in the county; but there seems to
be a good deal of it in and about New
Cambria, and the Christianity is of a kind
that don't amount to ninch "-that is dead.
Gen. T. H. Terry no doubt will feel
flattered, while we mnst confess that we
feel somewhat envious. They must hav
some mighty good recruiting officers up
there at Bavaria. If we get in a close
place again we will send more of that
promis to pay and we know we will get relief immediately. Hoping to hear of my
early promotion, I remain,
Your humble and obedient servant,
JoHN W. ABBoTT.
Strike While the Iron Is Hot.
WooDVILLE, 0., July 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: The clouds of battle between Freethonght and Christianity for
supremacy in America are growing darker
daily.
Never befo1•e were those two
powers so determinedly arrayed against
each other. Heretofore Christianity has
dictated, and .Freethonght, through feebleness, has been forced to obey. But
slowly, silently, a great change has been
wrought. The under-current has worked
its way to the surface, and the withering,
blood-stained creed now finds itself confronted by an enemy whom it is bound to
respect. It can no longer crush with
hands of iron all who cry out against its
unholy usurpation, It still poesesses the
power to fight, but it has an antagonist able
and willing to giv it battle. It closed the
gates of the World's Fair on Sunday, but
its once feeble rival opened them again in
spite of it. It can still ride a cowardly
Congress, but it got cn:ffed when it flung
its impudent pretenses in the faces of the
American people.
In opening the Fair on Sunday, an advantage of great importance to the cause
of Freethonght has been gained, and now
that success has once crowned our efforts,
we must continue the fight until we hav
driven superstition from its remaining
strongholds.
The leaders of the Christian religion
now realize for the first time that the hnman brain has slipped from beneath their
grasp-that the mind of the world is
against them,
They realize that the•
wounds which their pet faith has received
in England and America at the hands of
Liberals must be healed now or they will
prove fatal; and we see in the present
mightyeffortsfortheirsnpremacyinAmerica the votaries of a dying faith driven to
desperation.
. It is a very popular opinion among Liberals that Christianity is on her last legs,
that she is struggling in the throes of
death; but that is a sad mistake. True,
she has long since passed her meridian,
and is declining toward the western horizon, but she has enough of"vitalityremaining to revive at the sight of a possible
victim for her merciless jaws, Should she
at the present moment succeed in getting
' her despotic :principles incorpor!l!ted mto
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our laws, she would rekindle like a smoldering :fire on which fresh fagots hav been
thrown, and a repetition of the French
Revolution would be the almost inevitable
consequence.
The time has come when a mighty blow
must be struck. Two great armies, Freethought and Christianity, liberty and
bondage, stand arrayed against each other.
Both cannot conquer - one must fall.
Which shall it be? I ask, in the name of
freedom, which shall it be? No person,
male or female, who is in sympathy with
the cause of liberty, should shrink from
duty now. A herculean task is to be performed and we must put forth every effort and win this battle, or the cause of
Freethonght in this country is lost, and
with it the life-work of many of the best
men on whom the sun has ever shone.
Through a mistaken idea a large percentage of the American people consider
this conflict as a matter of no real importance, and take no part or interest in it
one way or the other, but loll themselvs
into a false security, without considering
whence that security is to come.
Another class, appropriately called "silent skeptics," are more useless stilL I
cannot regard them otherwise than with
contempt. In their hearts they are unbelievers in orthodox Christianity; would be
"tickled to death" to see Infidelity gain
the ascendancy, but hav not the moral
courage to make their wishes known lest
the minister should '' call them down " or
" the girls might not like it." How will
the girls like it when they become aware
that those dear boys are a lot of hypocrites? I dare say that their opinion will
not be a very flattering one.
I hav never concealed my antagonism
to the Christian faith from the public ear,
nor hav I (to my knowledge) ever forfeited
the friendship or goodwill of any person
by expressing my views, though I hav met
a great many Christians, including some
ministers, in controversy.
Yours for Freethought and Liberty,
GEORGE H. TURNER.

Binghamton's Side Show.
Oct. 3, 1893.
MR. EDITOR:, The city of Binghamton
which has been long known as the Parlor
city, from its broad, clean streets, beautfnl
residences, magnificant puhlic. buildings
and charming parks and pleasure resorts,
yet counts much upon the splendor of its
church edifices as the chief attractions to
the place. There are some thirty-six of
these churches, and with few exceptions
they are large and imposing ·structures,
fitted up with all the pomp and luxury of
wealth, and well calculated to inspire with
awe and admiration the ignorant and superstitions. Last winter the First Baptist
church, on Chenango street, was burned,
but is being rebuilt at an expense of over
$60,000, while the f'atholics are building
a !!till more costly temple on Court street,
and but recently the Universalists dedicated a pretty little church on Exchange
street, erected at a cost of between $20,000
and $30,000. Notwithstanding all this
Binghampton has suffered much from the
financial depression of the past few
months. Many of the people who depend
upon the manufactories of the city for employment hav been out of work, or hav
been compelled to work on reduced time
and at reduced wages, and these are the
ones, especially among the Catholics, who
hav been called upon to contribute largely
to the e-rection of these temples of the
supernaturaL Besides, the city boasts of
two Young Men's Christian Association
halls, another for the young women, and
still another for the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, with all of its auxiliaries, sub-societies, and under-organizations.
There are very few people in the city
who know anything about the principles
of Liberalism; nearly all are held in the
yoke of Christianity, yet there is a sense
of uneasiness, doubt, and unbelief existing, which is a source of much discomfit
to the clergy and their more enthusiastic followers, in consequence of which a
large union taberna.ole has been erected,
and the Rev. B. Fay Mills employed to
conduct a long series of revival meetings,
with the hope of securing converts and
whipping the delinquent and lukewarm
Utle. This side show will be the <Jhief
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entertainment for months to come, if we
except the Salvation Army, which we
omitted to mention above, that nightly
parades the streets, and holds open-air
meetings. A veritable crusade of the
bloody cross, though we hope not a dangerous one, thanks to the noble phalanx
of Infidel martyrs who hav purchased our
liberty and safety with their lives and
sufferings.
These meetings hav been largely advertisP-d in the city papers, and by glaring
handbi11s distributed promiscuously about
the streets, in the homes and public buildings, on the street cars and railways, and
which are found blowing about like autumn leaves in every wind. Cards of invitation hav also been issued, which are
given to every man, woman, and child,
and every imaginable device to advertise
them has been resorted to, even to the
blotting tablets found on the desk!< of merchants, bankers, and shop-keepers.
Large bulletin boards hav also been
erected in front of the various churches,
painted in colors, giving a description
of the meetings at the Mills' Taberna.ole, and telling of the great divines
who are expected to air themselvs before the assembled multitudes. If these
bulletins could only be illustrated by
some of Heston's cartoons, thev would
make excellent circus or theater bills.
YE>t, after all, their real object is to giv
notoriety ann popularity to the priests,
and fill their pockets with ready cash.
At thE> opening meeting last evening
over four thousand peonle were gathered,
the largest Binghampton audience ever
under one roof, while the clergy expressed
their pleasure and approbation in every
look and gesture. Verily they expect to
reap a rich harvest-of souls, of coursebut then it wi11 take a good many converts
to bleed the amount of expenditure for
these meetings out of, as it will easily exceed $10,000. But if they do not succeed
in doing this, they will hav the satisfaction of spouting to the people, of demonstrating their importance, while the latter
pay the bills.
At the same time,. that handmaid of
Christianity, rum, is dealt out in over
three -hundred different places, in every
case, so far as I am able to learn, by men,
and women, who believe in the Christian
religion. If some of these rich men's
Sunday club houses could be turned into
halls of education and science, where men
and women could be taught self-reliance,
true manhood and true womanhood, and
how to rightfully enjoy the privileges and.
pleasures. of life, Binghampton, and all
other places, for that matter, would soon
experience a change for the better, which
they never can hope to enjoy, so long as
overshadowed by a superstition and idolatry, which has too long been a festering
sore to our fair republic. These things
show how great is the enemy with which
Liberalism must strne-gle in the years to
come.
ADDISON ELLSWORTH.

Equal Rights and no Favors.
RuTLAND, VT., Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I regret that so many of
our people who profess to be-and they
really think they are-Freethinkers hav
neglected to study the great social question, except in so far as relates to church
dogmas. But, notwithstanding, I rejoice
'over the fp.ct that we feel free to exchange
views.
My attention has been attra.oted to an
article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 2d by Asa W. Brayton.
He has
studied far enough to see that " the
church and politics are exchange partners," and that " our nation is drifting
away from the principles that made us a
free people." Would that all men had
studied thus far. But when he comes to
consider the claim that "all men hav an
equal right to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness," it seems to me he fails to
follow out that claim. He says: "When
we look around us over the state of our
own nation that we call governed by free
institutions that claim all men to hav
equal right to life, liberty, and the pursnit of happiness, we see one man's right
is as good to get and hold property as
another's, but it seems that all men hav
not the gift to do so."
Surely one man's right is as good as
Rno~er's, if we remove ~be ob11taolefl
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which society has put in the way, that
make it necessary for man to hav a "gift"
in order to obtain that right. Naturally,
all hav the same right; but under the unnatural conditions in which society's rules
hav placed us many are deprived of that
right Mr. Brayton wants to know how
we can blame the rich man for using his
money as he ma.y think best. We cannot
blame him, but we can blame ourselvs for
allowing a condition to prevail which givs
him an undue advantage over other men
simply because he has money, no matter
how he obtained it. He says the rich man
"wants to and to his pile, so we see him
building factories and making railroads
and all the great improvements of our
country,"-bntstop a minute! If the rich
man wants to add to his pile, why should
he not do so by the fruits of his own labor,
the same as any poor person has to?
Then again: Does the rich man build factories, make railroads and all the great
improvements of our country? Is it not
the · laboring man who does all this?
Money cannot build factories, nor produce
manufactured goods, nor build railroads,
nor t>roduce the products of the coun~y
which railroads are employed in tran~port
ing over the country.
Labor does all thiP, and without labor
nothing can be done. Continuing, he
savs: "and -in Po doing lriv employment
to. thousands of poor people, ani!. this givs
the poor man a chance to feed and clothe
himself and family too." But how does it
happen that the power rests with the rich
man to giv employment to thousands of
poor people? If poor people hav not the
power to goiv themselvs employment and
the rich man has not only the power to giv
himself employment, but the power to giv
employment to thousands of poor p"eople
as weli, can it be said that the right of the
thouRanda of poor people to g-et and hold
Property is as good as the rich man's?
How did the rich man obtain the right to
giv employment to thousands of poor people, and how did the thousands of poor
people lose the opportunity to lriv themselva employment? It seems quite plain
to me that the rich man has deprived these
thousands of poor people of their natural
right to giv themeelvs employment by
monopolizing the natural opportunities,
and that, by virtue of this monopoly. he
exacts of them-for the privilege of exercising thAir natural right to giv themsPlvs
employment-that they furnish food,
clothing, and shelter for himself and
family, and many luxuries besides, off the
procePdB of their labor. It is not becanPe
of a fellow-feeling that he givs employment to these poor people, bnt because he
can profit off the labor of his fellow-man.
If the rich man is to pose as a philanthropist he must allow the poor man to
retain all the proceeds of his labor-for
what right has he to the products of the
poor man's labor, except the right of
might? We do not say that the poor man
should hav more of the rich man's money
than the value of the products of his
labor; then why should we say that the
rich man should hav more of the products
of the poor man's labor than the (representativ) value of the money he pays him?
Surely the rich slaveholder of the South,
in the days of chattel slavery, gave employment to thousands of poor slaves on
the same conditions.
Did we abolish
chattel-sla:very because we saw the wickedness of it? If so, why are we so slow in
seeing the wickedness of wage-slavery?
I fear we who style ourselvs Freethinkers are, very many of us, free thinkers
only in a certa.in dirPction and, even then,
to a limited extent. We boast of having
-for onrselvs-cast off the fetters that
bind men slaves to religions superstitions
and church dogmas, taught in the interest
of rich hypocrite who desire to maintain
a false and tyrannical religious system calculated to dupe the unthinking masses
and make them the more easily slaves to
'' gifted " monopolists. We pretend to
hav outgrown the idea of a just God so inhuman as to make most of human beings
forever miserable hereafter; and yet we
hav not outgrown the idea of a humanity
of rich speculators, monopolists, Wallstreet gamblers, and political demagogs
so inhuman as to make the masses of our
fellow-men forever miserable here on this
earth-and we call it just!
Wlly, Ioolt a~ tbis_f Tbe New l'orlt
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World, August 4th, reports that in fiftyseven trades in New York city, 36,177 persons are out of work.
And read the
World's Bread Fund report: In a little
more than four weeks 210,701 loaves of
bread has been distributed to the poor
people of New York city, who are starving
because they cannot find employment ; and this i~ but one of the charity funds.
And the World says, September 9th:
"From the date when this bread fund was
started, a little more than two weeks ago.
until the present moment, not one !J.ame
of the well-known money arit!tocra.oy of
New York appears among the contributors
to it." As a companion piece to this last
I take the following from the World, Sunday, September 24th:
BABY STARVED TO DEATH.
The mirror in Max Meverowicz's poor
little room at No. 105 Allen street was
covered with a white cloth yesterday, and
a lamp was burning in broad daylight.
Until next Wednesday night they mourn
thns for little Annie, nine months old,
who died Thursday morning of starvation. She was six weeks in dying. It
takes a long time to starve. When she
was well, and there was milk enough to
feed her, she was a good little thin~, and
didn't cry at aU, but for six weeks she
moaned all day long, with just a faint,
trembling cry, etc.
As the mother told it, "For the last
week she didn'tsleep at aU, only she cried,
not loud, but like a little kitten. The
doctor said she died because she had
nothing to eat. She was a bottle baby."
Good Lord, deliver ns! from the hands
of the rich people, who hav a gift for gaining wealth. In the case just mentioned,
the father could find no work, and there
was not a cent in the house. I pity the .
person who can read such an account with
indifference.
Surely, something is wrong, Mankind
having been originally ignorant concerning a proper and just social system, the
masAes who toiled were easily led by a
crafty (gifted) few to acoept a system of
government that niade them subservient
tools of the ruling power; and the world
has ever since bowed down and worshiped
false gods. The people hav not yet given
sufficient thought to this matter to enable
them to see the great wrong inflicted upon
mankind by a few in power; so we continue to pay rent, interest, and taxes in
support of a class of useless persons who
are themselvs, usually, efficient churchmembers, and pay large pew rent and support the church liberally, if only the
preacher teach the people submission while
he - rolling his eyes heavenward nnd
thanking God he is not like other mencollects dividends on stocks, watered a
hundredfold. Let the people once learn
their need, and repeal all laws that support monopoly-then see who are the persons who hav a gift to gain wealth.
Speaking of how he commenced life,
Mr. Brayton says he went to work in his
father's sawmi11, with his wife to keep
house. They worked there two years; then
he bought a piece of land, agreeing to pay
$1,400 for it; he could pay but $400 down,
and gave a mortgage for $1,000. Now, as
$400 was all he could pay down, it is fair
to presume that $400 was all he was able
to save of the products of his and his wife's
labor during that two years.
That being the case, he and his wife
gave two years of thetr labor to some person for the privilege of occupying a piece
of land upon which they were at liberty
to apply their labor to produce for themselva a living. We ha v rea& of cases where
a chattel slave gave his master a certain
number of years of his labor to pay for
the privilege of his freedom, and we
thought it awful. To pay the remaining
$1,000, he saye: "I drew corn twelve
milPB and sold it for forty-two cents, and
wheat for forty cents. I paid $70 interest,
and took my team winters and went into
the woods and worked for $1 per day."
All of which was mighty hard labor
which he gave somebody for the privilege
of living on this "free " earth.
My dear Mr. Brayton, I admire your
pluck. Yon are a thousand times more
deserving of praise than people who merely
settle back into the harness and grumble
at their hard lot. ·But, sir, it would be interesting to know just how many years of
your and your wife's labor yon gave for
your freedom-and you are not free yet.
Yon are still paying large dividendS to
Ql.Onopolists,
A. A. OnoUTT,
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Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
'liver, Mass., to whom all Communications {or this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the day's occuvations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Lark in the City.*
The meadow-lark has found me out,
Altho' I bide in city lanes,
Where, 'bove the din and morning shout,
She bringR the message of the plainR.
I shall not heed the RUrge and scream
Of crowds that press, of bellR that rin ~,
While she has thrilled my morning dream
With all the songs she used to sing.
I may forget the engin's blast,
The hum of wheels both night and day,
Since she has come at last, at last,
With sweet cantata's on my way.
Her note has banished care and pain.
Has chased with jo" all dread alarms,
Recalling oft the summer rain
And songs of home and prairie farms.
Puelilo, Ool.

-MABY BAmD FINcH.

• The lark is singing now her fa.rewell songs
preparatory to her departure for Southern lands.

Mamma.
'' It.'s • mamma' here and' mamma' there,
Till I am like to drop;
It's • mamma,' • mamma,' all the timeOh, will it never stop 1
"It's 'mamma,' 'mamma,' 'mamma,'
'!'ill it would wear out a saint."
Ah, poor tired mother,
Thus I ofttimes hear you ma.ke complaint,
But when the quiet night descends,
And every voice is still,
Ob, noes no vague but haunting fear
Your gentle bosom fill.
Oh, floes no •udden heart-throb make
You seek the children'R beds
And call heaven's blessings down upon
Their precious, curly heads.
Their little hands make mischief
And their 1i ttle feet make noise,
But oh, what could you do without
Those naughty girls ann boys 1
Ah, think of lonely moth~rs who
All day in silence sit;
AcrosS! whose hearthstones nothing now
But ghoetly shadows flit.
Ah, think of those who never hear
The sweet child voices oall;
Whose empty arms reach out to find
No little ones at all.
BLANcHE G. CHA»IBERLIN.

Home .Again.
A letter received to-day reads thus:
"Dear Miss Wixon: Are you safe? I am
so afraid you will get hurt on the railroads." The uneven, trflmulous handwriting of the little one who penned the
letter testified to her fears and anxiety,
and I hasten to say to her and to all my
dear friends that once more I am within
my home, safe and sound. The two dogs
of our family, Bonnie and Tommy,
shrieked and howled for joy. You would
hav laughed to see thtm, leaping, rolling
over, Bitting up on their hind legs, capering about and trying to talk. The parrot
laughed and screamed at the top of her
voice, "Mother! Mother! Mother!" Even
old Dick, the cat, who had been off enjoying a vacation of sevE>ral weeks, put in an
appearance aud purred his delight at seeing me again.
Best of all, there came neighbors and
friends with words of welcome and gladness, and one sent a big tray laden with
good things for a feast. But, bflfore my
hat was f ff my head som11 callers came in
on business, And ere they left two more
called, in ten~ on matter11 of importance to
themselvs.
If you could see me now in the midst of
letters, circulars, invitations, newspapers
and magazine~<, the accumulation of three
weeks' mail matter, you would think me
quite disorderly, for some things will drop
upon the floor, and others will tumble
about f•n the table. Everything- will get
11traightened out in good time, however,
if we can only be patient. I hav just
looked ov~>r the Westminster Budget, and
read on the ''Children's Page" an account of a children's party at Epping
Forest, where the little deformed and
crippled children of the east end of London had· enjoyed a holiday in that lovely
wood, through the generosity of l\lr .•T. F.
Shorey, a kind-hearted gentleman who is
always happiest when doing good to some
one deserving kindness and attention.

This reminds me that our last Sunday in
Chicago, a part of it, was spent with some
of the waifs of that wonderful cicy, who
had been gathered into one of the large
halls in the Art Institute. These children
from the slums and alleys represent a portion of the under~current of Chicago. For
the most part, they were bright-looking,
intelligent, keen and shrewd, but one of
the managers said there were those among
them who would pick your pocket in a
minute, and you wouldn't know it. Nearly
all the boys had dirty faces, and wE>re
chewing tobacco. When I remonstrated
with one, a lad· of ten years, he said:
"Why don't you tall< to that kid over
there-Jim-he's only five years old?"
Turning my attention to Jim's grimy face,
and perceiving he was vigorously working
at a mouthful of something, I questioned
if it really was tobacco. He quickly
showed me tbat it was, and he had had the
habit for a year, and was but five years
old! With some trepidation, I asked him
if he would not go into the ante-room and
wash his face, also rinse his mouth. To
my surprise, he graciously assented.
Shortly after, when inquiring for "Jim,"
and he was pointed out, smiling in front
of my seat, I could hardly recognize in the
bright face the dirty little fellow of a few
minutes before. The girls had the wizened, prematurely old features that belong
to those whose fate has made them ac.
quo.inted with crime and wickedness early
in life. !twas a sorry sight, and when the
editor of the Corner was invited to address them she had to wink back the tears
in order to tell the children a little story
with clearness. It is said there are about
ten thousand such children in Chicag-o,
who liv by their wits, as it were, who do
not know the blessedness of a sweet and
cleanly home. Yet, from among these
little waifs may arise the poet, statesman,
and philosopher of the future ; while
others among them must necessarily join
the long procession called the criminal
classes. Alas and alas!
I told you in my last of a visit to the
Skinner school, and also that the Bible had
not been read in Chicago schools for sixteen years, nor a prayer recited. One day
after that visit, while passing a section in
the educational department of the Liberal
Arts Building, a lady held out a paper and
asked my signature, Upon reading it
what was my amazement to see that it
asked to hav the Bible replaced in the
public schools. The matter is of such
importance that I copy the form of petition, that those residents of Chicago, es-.
pecially our Bohemian friends, who are
not in favor of any such nonsense, may
see to it tbat their rights are not infringed
upon, and, if neceBBary, send in a counter
petition to the school board of Chicago.
Here iq the form of petition:
To be signed only by Residents of Chicago
ovei' eighteen years of age.
To THE HoNORABLE BoARD oF EDUCATION
OF THE CITY OF CmoAGo- Petition for the
Reading of the Bible ·in the Public
Schools:
WHEREAs, t.he Bible is the great fountain
of public and private morals, and contains tbe most exalted literature ever produced; and, WHEREAS, the effect of reading appropriate extracts therefrom, to and
by the pupils in the public schools would
be to elevate their minds, and strengthen
their moral character;
Therefore, the undersigned citizens of
Chicago respectfully pray that the proper
order may be made to require'the reading
of such extracts in the opening exerci~es
each day of all departments of the publlc
l!lchools of Chicago.
The undersigned regard the claim that
such reading would be an infringement of
just, personal, or religious liberty as wholly
destitute of merit and insist that such
reading would still leave the mind and
conscien..,e of every pupil entirely free
from any improper bias.
Address.
Name.

I

In an instant I found myself in controversy with the lady who was in charge (;f
the petition. " How dare you offer this
to me?" I said, "I am not a rel!lident of
this city." '' 0, we hav another petition for non-residents," she stammered.
" Hav the schools become demoralized in
the last sixteen years without the Bible
being read in them?" was my next query.
"Oh, yes, very much indeed," was the
reply. "The schools are in a wretched
condition-you've no idea."
Then I quoted the Skinner school of

twelve hundred and fl.Uy pupils, where the
principal had informed me that the scholars were not worse without the Bible, but
were obedient, moral, and well-behaved.
There was no sensible reply. Then some
good exceptions were taken as to the Bible
being the "great fountain of public and
private morals," and somebody behind
in the crowd laughed audibly. Think of
strengthening the moral character and
elevating the mind of childhood by reading some extracts from the Bible that you
and I mind us of, and which I would not
degrade myself by quoting.
The reading from the Bible in ~<chool
would certainly be an infringement of
"just, personal, and religious liberty,''
and I send this as a note of warning to the
friends of Freethought in Chicago. The
lady said she had already secured fifty
thousand names to the petition.
How
will you know that they are residents of
Chicn.go? The public schools of Chicago
·ue free from Biblical instruction now. It
is your duty, friends in Chicago, to keep
them free. In order to do so, you must
be awake and alert, for the enemy is crafty
and moves stealthily.
ED. CHILDREN's CoRNER.

Correspondence.
MILwAUKEE, Wis., Oct. 7, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I will send you a
name for that baby, that suits me. I am
thirteen years old, and a firm bPliever in
Freethought. My choice in names would
be Robert Seamon. That would be after
our noble friend, Colonel Ingersoll, and
another friend equally as good.
Your friend,
CoLIE L. INGLIS.
EL RENo, OKLA. TER., Sept. 23, 1893.
DEAR MISR WIXoN: I hav been reading
the letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do
not go to school now, because the scho!Jl
is not commenced yet. Well, we had ram
here yesterday, and it is raining to-day,
and we needed it. I like this country very
well, only it is a little windy here.
W ~ ll, I guess I will close.
Yours truly, from a Freethinker,
JESSE J, JOHNSON.
[Will Jesse please write something about
the town he livs in, and oblige the Editor
of the Corner?]
CoALING, ALA., Oct. 1, 1893
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I th:ught I would
write to the Corner. I am twelve years
old. My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER;
I like to look at the pictures and read the
Corner. I liv in the country on a beautiful farm. I work; I pick cotton every
day that it is not raining, or Sunday.
I do not go to Sunday-school or to church.
I llon't go to school now; our school
closed a week ago.
I will close for fear of the waste-basket.
BRANTLY wARD.
[Please tell us how cotton grows, its bud
and blossom, and all about it.-ED. C. C.]

you and all the other grand workers for
freedom. I am sure it will be a noble
gathering of noble men and women.
I was so happy to see how the Sunday
opening terminated. That was just the
quietus the bigots needed, trying to make
the whole world come to their small twoby-four .minds. Why, many of them
would put us in chains if they dared.
And still there a few good men and
women who call themselvs Christians, but
their religion makes them narrow and
fanatical.
Hoping you will hav an enjoyable time,
Twill close by asking you to giv W. F.
Jamieson and W. S. Bell my best regards.
Tell them I still remember them with
pleasure. Yours for the whole of freedom,
MARY BAIRD FINOH.
ATomsoN; KAN., Oct. 14, 1893,
DEAR Miss WIXoN: While I hav a few
leisure moments I thought it would be
better to occupy them by writing to the
Corner than anything else I could do. I
left Chicago Monday evening, returning
to my dear old home in Atchison Tuesday
morning. I was very glad indeed to see
my old friends again, but regret that I had
to leave so many new friends behind.
But friend after friend must part. Yet I
hope that I will be able to meet them all
again in the future.
I think that our Congress met with the
grandest success, and hope that the people .
who attended will work hard to down superstition. and to put Freethought in its
place. I don't see how anyone can believe
in a hereafter after attending our great
Congress and hearing the s~bject explained by some of the smartest women
and men in the world. If there were any
who attended and believed that way, and
left with the same impression, I think they
ought to be taken to the insane asylum,
for they must be crazy,
My orthodox friends seem to be anxious
about my salvation. If I could, I should
be glad to believe as they do, and put an
end to their anxiety in my behalf. But I
do not and cannot so believe. I shall be
just as glad to hav it shown that I am mistaken in any particular as to hav it shown
that I am right. But I think I am right,
so I shall stick to it. It will take something better than an old superstitious
preacher to change my opinion.
Well, a.s my letter is growing monotonous, I will close for this time. Hoping
that you reached home safely, and trusting to mee~ you some time again, I remain,
Yours for Freethought,
JOHN REMSBURG, JR.
[Among the pleasant memories of the International Congress of Freethinkers there
will always remain the sweet music, the
fine face, .and gentle manners of the gifted
writer of the above letter. Long may he
liv to stem the tide of superstition and
charm all hearers with delicious melody.ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

ST. ANTHONY PARK, MINN., Oct. 5, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first attempt to write to the Corner. I like to
read the Corner very much. Grandpa has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for over sixteen
years, and thinks we could not do without
it. I am nine years old; I hav one
brother, Sidney, who is three years old; I
hav no sisters. I will send a piece of
poetry, and I hope you will print it.
Well, I will clvse my letter for this
time. From your Liberal friend,
BLANOHE G. CHAMBERuiN.
[May this letter not be the last.-ED.
C. C.]
PALousE CrTY, WAsH., Sept. 24, 1893.
DEAR l\1Iss WIXoN: Every week I read
the Children's Corner, and never read a
letter from this place. I think THE TRUTH
SEEKER one of the best papers in the
world. My father takes it, and we all read
it. We couH not do without it. I think
everybody ought to read it. Some of the
Christians turn up their noses at it, but I
don't,
I don't go to church or Sunday-school
very much, and when I do go I just go for
fun, not because I believe in it. There is
more sense in one TRUTH SEEKER than all
the Bible. For fear my letter will get too
long I will close, hoping to see this in
print, that! may write again. I think Mr.
Heston must keep busy making pict11res.
I remain one among your Liberal
frienfls,
ZENIA H. RoBERTSON.
[Zenia is a girl of fine discrimination,
and her letters will be always welcome.ED. c. C.]

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance,
limo, 800 pp., $1.

A.pples of

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and Guls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.

Tbe Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yout . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
'l'yana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
t.eachings were appro,priated and utilized h.Y the
formulators of the Christian reliEion in the in·
terest of so-called Christianity. The plagiaris.a
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonius~
PuEBLO, CoL., Oct. 3, 1893.
especailly in view of the historical references ana
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Iinclosealittlepoem comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
f r t.he Children's Corner, while sending conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
suppressed.
you good-speed to the Freethinker's Con- was
Price, 15 cents.
gress. How much I wish I could be there
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to hear you speak, and see and talk with
:.l8 Lafayette place, New York City.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE·

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HA.BT::M.ANN.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Libera.lliving in Michigan said once that he wou.'d give $115 &
~ar to h&ve the <Jri.mes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of Tirtue of the ministers showed how little va.lue Ohristi&nitJ"
possesses to m&ke men mor&l..
rm._We have iust issued the Fourth Edition of the book dolna thil .
......, additions for this new edition of i;he

.An explanation of tl;te origin of the God Ide!', and the mental processes that led to the formatwn
o~ 1dol~ and the worshiP of them. From the t1me of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
h1s bamshment for heresy and blasphemy against theCha,dean Idols, to Christ's comingi the princi- j
pal ch.aracters are analyzed an(! shown to be huma~, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant saymgs, subterfuges, mrracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural pad- 1 ahOWII nearly 400 cases of ministeria.l conduct. While those in preding are the prop~r offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constitut- Tiona editions show that within a few years abuut
ing the peculiar politics of the dav.
1300 IIINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
of one kind or 11.nother of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
The Universal Aspect.
&re aga.inst women, for the fair sex are n.t once the weakness and
Elimination of Waste Substances,
the strength of the church-" the churoh" mea.ning of course the
The Earth.
In General.
~>ler_gy.
By the Lungs.
The Chemical Aspect.
Notwithstanding the many additional pa~es, we have keJJt the
BylheSkin.
The Sun.
By the Kidneys. price the same, 115 cents. Send for n. copy, and confound the churchm11n.
Show them just what .sor& of scamps are the clergy who have
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
clu,•e4 the.Wor~d's :JJ:air .on ~unday. boJcause it iij uo holy a day that to look upon machlner:r or
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
l>amtings m this perwd 1s "Immoral.''

"Crimes of Preachers''

-••...a:lll

The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life,
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable,
Organic Life-AnimaL

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

Food and Food-Substances.

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUBTBATIONB.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map ofTheological~etrogresslon.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

A.dd1'ess

'rHE TRUTII SEEKER COM.PA.NL

The Mind.

BOOKS

T bl - {Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Moral'S; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

SALADIN
rw. STEWAR'l' BOSS),

Pages

Editor of the

In. Cloth, 81; in. Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

&ONDON .A.GNOBTIO JOUBN.A.L. I

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

BREAKING.
·',l

Orig-in of the Sabbatic .IdeaThe J evvish Sabbath-The
Christian. Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exa:rn.in.ation. o£
Sunday Argou:rn.en.ts -Origin.
o:f the Christian. SabbathTesti:rn.on.y of:" the Christian.
Fathers-The Sabbath dur•
in.go the Middle Ag-es-The
Puritan. Sabbath-Testi:rn.on.y
o£ Christian. Re:f'or:rn.ers.
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation. of:" Sunday La-w-s.
-BY-

JOHN :e.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
Whnn he bad read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo)l h!l-vee&rned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast researchl of sound critiCism'-of canstio
humor of sledgehammt r vehemence, of scathing satire, pf patnos and elqg,uence. J.t lB one of
the he~vi est iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jemsh God a.nd the Bible.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar Raid that" Christianity ~le~ated the woman; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oi?iect o~ Saladin s WO]'k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succee!led. An Enghsh wnter said of 1t:
•· This ct>rtainly is one of the most marvelou~ books ev;er Issued from the press. The authorities cit.~d are unquestionable, and the result IB convinmng."
In two volumes, cloth. gtlt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the most delightful of Saladin's books, a dis1ection of woman, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion o( what she is and should be. A merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the day, full of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloqnence. Mo•t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt 1 op, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec,t prol;ing that Christianity did noc
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in liuman beings. To which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

R:eM.SS\T~G,

THE TRANSITION.
Price, 26 Cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 LafqJett& place, New

rart.

tJII6II BIIMDAYS.

·rHE KbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTS: Tbe Chrbtian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Tmth;
Pilttte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the

Resurrection;~h~_Jhe

Angel Sat on_t;he__8!one;

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus

Disappe~r_'l_~ber

Strange Phenomena; 'fhe

Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; ·What Became of the Rom"n Gnartls?
The Origin of the Story; St. raul's

Ac~ouut:

Rt.. T'aul'~ Conversion; A Modern

Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, '15 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addresr

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City,

Force- al\d 1\atter;
o:a,

twnctples

of the Natural Order of the llnl
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.

lBY I'BoFEssoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D

r=

otioii'l'ENTS :

The Fitness of Thinge it
Nature (Teleology).
Man,
Brain and Mind,
Thou&"ht,
Consmousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
'rhe Idea of uod,
IJniversalitv of Natural Personal Continuan•·•
Laws,
Vitnl Force,
The Heavellll,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods llf the Creation Fro a Will,
of the Earth,
lllol'ality,
Original Generation,
Con cl u dli;n g O!Jsen.
SecUlar Generation,
tiona.·
Pri~. 111.00. Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEE.\li.l,
a.nd Matter,
ortality of Matter,
Immorilality_of Fort>-':!,
mfinity of Matter,
Value of Matter,
Motion,

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty· God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the book~ that lovers of 'ltrong literature
like to read again a ad again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historio verse, aglow in e1'8l'T
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is II· story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poelll8
a.re fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveal'S the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold.lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:t one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the pol&lllllon of Br.l&dlD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
S~udies in Psychvlogy.. By one who was cut down from the ~r&llows. Printed from Dlmii'
script m the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oowr-1

aaid: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest tha.n Helen Gardener's atory, 'II
rhis Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 115 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
B.;ing an exposure of that infamous relie-ious rite. Contents: LL tiousness of the Pre·
Reformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Abs<. ·on; Confessions ot
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and TJiguori; Examination of t1. 'Jlmrch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self..
[ndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
-.
'~'·;r. c.ll ,,, *f>.~o• ,.,...Jro .... ~,>~,.,,•.,
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HAND-BOOK
0F

" Write me no more fall!es, lest 1 lle a fool ana
reaa the rtaazes awrv."

FREEl'H OUGHT.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
llllpeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Stories; The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adam·b" What Is Known of the New 'l'esta.ment; The rama of the Gospel'S; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thinl{!l That Remain.
Price, cioth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious dootrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
·
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said:of
Paine's "Age of Reason " it enables somebodf in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of snhjects inclnde a.ll the disputed vomts J-.11tween Christianit1' and Freethought. Price
cloth, $1; paper, 50 ce:uts.
Address
THE '!'RUTH SEEKER.

THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLit'f BEIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

Goma of ~AougAt.

JOHN E.

WHAT is history but a fable agreed
upon?-Napoleon.
·
A ooNSERVATIV young man has wound
up his life before it was unreeled. We
expect old men to be conservativ, but
when a nation's young men are so, its
funeral bell is already rung.-Henry

REMSBURG'S

Ward Beecher.

R. G. INGERSOLL.

THE student is to read history activly
and not passivly; to esteem his own life
ture of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based the text, and books the commentary.
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly Thus compelled, the muse of history will
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice. utter oracles, as never to those who do
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
not respect themselvs. I hav no expectaPrice, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tion that any man will read history aright
who thinks tha.t what was done in a
remote age, by men whose names hav resounded far, has any deeper .sense than
what he is doing to-day.-Ralph Waldo
This is the only work of its kind in the litera-

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At .Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargumen t ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian J>ersecutioJ;I is going on this argument shonld be
freely mrcnlated, read to the Christians, an<l expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

MONEY FOUND.
Brought Into the
Absolutely Reliable Covernment Banks Established in
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,"
"The Hill Banking System,_" and other
works of great service to tne world.

Emerson.

THE theory of this government is opposed to the union of church and state.
The exemption of church property is the
taxation of the whole people for the maintenance of the church, This is done in
the face of the declaration that there shall
be no union of church and state. We are
opposed to any such injustice. It is not
advantageous to either the church or
the state. There is nothing gained by the
state, but much lost, and a great principle
of free government violated in the letter
and the spirit. The laws need reconstructing on this point.-.Minneapolis

Progressiv Age.

THE pursuit of pleasure is a man's unconscious aim, even when he promotes the happiness or relieves the distresses of others.
If by self-sacrifice he alleviates the misery
of a fellow-being, it is because he feels the
misery he sees. If he is solicitous to indulge the desires of those he loves, it is
because he shares the joys he witnesses.
The hard heart, which we attribute in disdain to the selfish, expresses their callousness to others' wretchedness. The tender
heart, which we attribute in praise to the
generous, expresses their sensitivness to
others' happineBB. Charity is but the expression of an exqnisit susceptibility. Altruism is the most delicate sense of delight.

Professor Hill has given several years of carefnl study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing business and be easily introduced and universally adopted.
This book is "just in t1me," is an absolutely
original book from the beginning to the end is a -A. M. Lorentz.
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the ciearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
THE indifierence toward, or the dislike of,
rn oney panics and remedies for the same, ever athletics, a generation or two ago, was due
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
partly to the fact that it was an era of transwant yours. Send twenty-five cents for copy.
Address THE TRUTH HEEKER.
cendentalism in politics, and also largely
to the religious ideas and feelings of the
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFER- time. The body was but a shell, a prison
in :which the soul was confined, and
ENDUM MOVEMENT.
agamst whose bars its aspirations continually beat and bruised themselvs. All these
notions hav now gone together, Other
i4e!l~· b~tter suited to inspire a progressiv
By the {)itizenship th' ough the CivilizatiOn, hav taken their place. In
Initiative and Referendum,
part, this is due to the decay of superstition; in part, to the effects of positiv teachBY J. W. SULLIVAN.
ing. The men of to-day are more conPrice, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
cerned with how they shall liv than how
th~y shall die. Man is no longer a pilgrrm here below, but a citizen.
This
world is a place to work in; activity and
d_evel«;~pment, not suffering or self-repressiOn, 1ts law.-F. A. Walker.

DIREGT LEGISLATION

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

THE earliest form of the superstitious
By R. WHEELER.
notion of a continuance of life after death
This book is just What i"\s title implies-thnm.Jl- is the belief in the Resurrection of the
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing Body; a later form is the belief in the Imwhat Christians have done to advance their relig- mortality of the Soul. The idea of Resurion and impede the progress of man. It shows rection arose from and is closely bound
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianitr. is a bor- up with the practice of burial, the earliest
rowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not and simplest mode of disposing of the
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is remains of the dead. The idea of immortality arose from and is closely bound up
not areal benefit to man.
with the practice of burning, a later and
Price, 20'cents, six for $1.
better innovation, invented at a higher
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
stage of human culture. During the early
historical period all the most advanced
and cultivated nations burnt their dead,
and, in consequence, accepted the more
ideal and refined notion of Immortality.
But moder~ European nations bury their
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
dead, and, m consequence, accept, nomiOne of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and nally at least, the cruder and grosser
notion of Resurrection.-Grant Allen.
Strongest Lectures Against

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little money, fair educationhand
much coura!'e, to ma~e tneir way throng: the
world b:y- gomg to ChiCago. '!'he author 1s also
the herome. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel lnEeraoll to be interested in; and
whatev-er he &dmires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
;price, 26 cents. Address
U
THE TR TH SEEKER.

• . • HE was of that stubborn crew
Of errant saints, whom all men grant
To be the true church militant;
Such as do build their faith upon
The holy text of pike and gun·
Decide all controversies by '
Infallible artillery.
And prove their doctrin orthodox
By apostolic blows and knocks;
Call fire, and sword, and desolation
A g«;~dly, thorough Reformation,
Which always must be carried on
And still be doing, never done·
As if religion were intended '
For nothing else but to be mended.
A sect whose chief devotion lies
In odd perverse antipathies·
In falling out with that or thls
And finding somewhat still amiss·
Compound for sins they are incfuted to
B~ damning those they hav no mind to;
Still so perverse and opposite
As if they worshiped God for' spite.

-Hudibras.

WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea·s Mr. Remsburg has been collectin(l' material ~or his work, IJ:e presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelmmg, and WhiCh m~st put th1s questiOn
at rest forever. In addition to the testim3ny of twenty wJrnesses ~ho claim that Lmcoln wa•
a Chri~tian, and which is revieweq and ref~ted, ne adduc<')J the ~e~tuno!!X of mpre than. a hunc4"ed ")VItnesses in proof of the .claim that Lmcoln wa> nqt ! qhnotum. 'l'h~se w1tnesses mcluqe
~us Wife and other relatives· h1s three law partners; his . ·1vate secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of his most: tim .te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlargeii

As a Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Amm · the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crim .nal Statis .. Js showmg the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; t!Je Church and Sciencei the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liber~; the Cnurch and the Antislavery Reform;, ~he Woman's
Rights Movement; the •.remperance J:teform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent!
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F.>lsehood and Deception; Cheitting; Theft and Robber:!': Adultery and ProstJtnt.ion; Murder; Wars of Coi!_gnegt ani Extermination;. Despotism; intolerance and Per,ecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; uruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism· Slavery; Witchcraft; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Pr1ea, smgla copies,~ cents; 6 copies, $1. Special discount
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most tlwrough work

ever writt~n on the Sabbath from a ratioJ;Ial point of vit)w,. La,rge and han.dsome print. 'L:!J9
guest10n 1s discussed under the fo.lowm5 headg: Or1.g1n of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
1:\abbath; the Christian Sctipturas and the Sabbath; Exll.mination of Sunday Argum&.1ts;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony of ths Christian Fathers; the Sabbath durin<r
the Middle Ages; the Puritan Sabbath.;_ Testimony of Christian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures:

.

Decline of .Faith· Protest-ant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.
·

Tlwmas Paine.

Tells the story of the Autlwr-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
aoperoions cast upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sense,"" American Crisis," ·• Hight!
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more .than
one hundred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly for this
work. Second edition, 160 pa&'es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
.
hand,lDme steel portrait of Paine. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.

An address delivered in P~ine Hall, bef re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

For all the above works address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
2SLafayette Place, New York.
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Published Monthly at $3 per Year.

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
Price.
of Christ and vicegerPnts of God, showing what
TruthS k Ann 1 1891
$0 25
they have done, and what kind of men tbeywere.
ee er
ua ,_,. .. · · · • .. · ·· · · · · •· ··..
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unMen, Women, and uods. Helen H. Garvarnished langua~re, and the!lnmasking is comdener,. ·· · · · · · ·• • · ... · · · · •• .. •• • · · ••· · • · · · · 50
plete, proving them to have been cruel, inThe Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. lliustriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
trated. "Jli.' ... ••• .... ··•• ••••·· · ..... · ···.. 25
rapid growth of C~ttholicism in this country,
Answers to C lstian Questions. D. M. Benthis book cannot be too widely disseminated.
25
nett
.....
···············
...
···
..
·····•·•·
•
·
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75cents.
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .....••.•.. 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 10 The A. wful DisclO!mres of Maria Monk,
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated..... 40
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dur,
SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg....... 25
in" her residence of five years as a novice~nd
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reatwo years as a black· nun, in the Hotel vieu
son. Robert C. Adams . • .. . . . . .. .. . ..• . . 25
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiStrike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
Catholic book published has created more exMy Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putcitement, and had such a circulation as this
nam..........
. ••.
.
.
25
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
The Higher Critici8m'i:ri. Tiieoiogy B.i:id. Be~
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
ligion. T. E. Longshore................ 50
better than she should be," but investigation
ISSUES OF 1892.-$3.
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
Infidel Death-Beds. G. w. Foote............. 25
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliustraPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
ted........................................ 40 Auricular Confession and Popish NunWas Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.... 10
neri"es. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener..................................... 10
fieart.a confessipg prie~t. A ,retelation of the
~~J~l~~~~~su~~:~l~~~sMbourng ·.:::::: ·. ·......· 25 t~~~e ~~yisgf~~~ ~~~th~ls. h\{~~~s i~ ~~dq~~~'i~~
Pocket Theology Voltaire
k
~
that Ex-J?riest Hoi[ltn lmew the truth of the
Why Don't God Kill the 'i:)tiVli? "M:: ·:B~~
tales of viCe, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
cock
15
in this volume, and equally there is no question
Liberty lii"i.'itiir'ature: .... T~stilii~i{{S:i"'io
that if the people generally knew of them, CaWalt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
tholicism would not be given the vast ttmounts
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
of money now allowed it by our various city
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
CanJer~~g~ ..u'rid'a;·ii.ii':Bii8h"eCWlli."A.: 15 Tl1~ntpriest in Absolution. A Review of
Hart...................................... 40
the system of ttnricular confession, including
The Ho!;y Bible Abridged...................... 80
copiouR extracts from the "Confessional UnFalse Claims of the Church. John E.
masked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
Remsburg....... . . . .. .. . . •• • . .. .. . . . .. . • .• 10
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
ISSUES OF 1893.-$3.
to every American citizen to examine ca1·efully
and thoughtfully 11 religious system so invnsive
'l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G 1 ue ll
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentious
15
The Cre~t'if~o of .. G,c,·,c 'i>'r... Ja~~i:i ··Hart:
handR, so uaught with danger to female modmann
esty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
50
Crimes of ':Prea~he~s 'iiJ' t'he'tiiii.te'J'state~:
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
R
M. E. Billings............................ 25
action. Price. paper, 25 cEnts.
esurrection of Jesus .................. ;:..... 40 Priestly CeJibacy Exposed. A lecture by
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, EngReligion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Reland. Revised American ed1tion, showing the
ligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.............. ·25
result in pari•hes of the Roman decree that
Des1gn Ar~nment Fallacies. By Editor of
prieRts shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents. ,
Abra~:ri: £~~g~E~=·iiii. &'cill-'istiiiri? 15 Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures
John E Remsburg......................
50
Respecting New Hall Convent, BorePen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllusham, Essex England. Showing that convents
trated. S. P. Putnam...................
25
are mimical to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Common Sense. Thomas Paine.............
15
Price, paper, 10 cents.
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.:
15
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Pleasure and l:'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz
28Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.
LL.B .................................... .'
50
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Ye~rly su.bscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
pul)hshed 1p one. year. In ordering please say
By ABA AUGER.
WhiCh year 1s desued.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
A
condensation
of the fundamental arguments
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
against Chri•tianity.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
lsBUES OF

1891.-$3.

3/ZZ in- a J'fu;ts'AsZZ.

GHOST OF ST.· JOHNS.
Btl M. BUQQfl¥

l'rioe, 15 otll.

A Very Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH liEEKER.
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A CL~THIER has excited public curiosity
by havmg a large apple painted outside his
shop. When asked for an explanation, he
replied: "If it hadn't been for an apple
where would the ready-made clothing
shops be to-day?"- Tit-Bits.

mg on Sunday. What was the reason?
J~net: I had three verra guid reasons, sir.
Firstly, ye read yer sermon; secondly, ye
didna read it wee!; and thudly, it wasna
worth readin' at a'!-Tit-Bits.
A MARRIED couple announce in the Bolton Evening News the birt~ of a BOD, givthe very minute at which he first inflated
his little lu11gs. They add: "Not mito
us, but unto Him be the glory." We hope
it isn't a special reference to the third person of the trinity. As for the "glory,"
considering the number of people who beget babies, it is difficult to see where it
comes in.-London Freethinker.
THE Catholic church at Dover had fifty
pounds' worth of communion plate. The
officials are now looking about for it. The
thief who went off with the sacred silver
cares more for the police than he does for
the devil. Fifty pounds' worth of siver plate
would hav made Judas Iscariot's mouth
water. All he got for selling Jesus Christ
was thirty half-crowns-£3 i5s. It was a.
beggarly price for God Almighty.-Lon-

London Freethinker.

AUNT HANNAH ON THE PARLIAMENT OF
RELIGIONS
Wall-I'm glad enough I'm hum agin-kin
rest my weary brain,
For I've seen an' heered so much, too
much, I guess I've heered in vain.

· ;_Minnie Andrews Snell, in Open Court.

o!

THE

THE ABSURDITY .AND UNTRUTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHUUCH'S CL.AlM
TO BE .A DIVINE AND BE.1'EFICENT INSTITUTION, .AND RE·
VEALING THE .ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHURCH AND
ST.A TE.
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AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL
ARS

·I listened to th' Buddhist, in his robes of

Must I leave all this sarchin' 'tel I reach
th' other side?
I'll treat all men as brothers while on this
airth I bide,
,
An' let "Love" be my motto, 'tel I enter
in·th' door.
Of that great Religious Parl'ment, where
· · creeds don't count no more.

CHOLERA, DIPH'I'HEKIA, Dyoentery,
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote fJr $1
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLEB, 2,3881Iicory
street, St. Louis, Mo., former addres• 1,441 !:Iouth
Twelfth street, Denver, Col.
, 20t28

I

heathen's air,
As he told us Christians 'bout our faults
an' laid 'em out so bare,
But thair :flowin' robes was tellin' an'th'air
mighty takin' folk,
So th' Parl'ment of Religions clapped to
every word they spoke.

I've harkened to th' Buddhist, to th' Hindu
an' th' Turk·
I've tried to :(ind th' truth that in our dif~
ferent sects may lurk,
·
'Tel my pore old brain it buzzes, like its
goin' religious madFor th' Parl'ment of Religions nigh put
out th' light I had.

Rights

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEi!:XEB. $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl. 500 A~~~~s THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHOWING

It made me squirm a little, to see some

Then a Cath'lic man got up an' spoke,
about Christ an' th' cross;
But th' Christians of th' other creeds, they
giv' thair heds a toss.
When th' Baptist spoke, th' Presbyterians
seemed to be fightin' mad,
'Tel th' Parl'ment of Religions made my
pore old soul feel sad.

Crisis."

AND

THE 'TRUTH SEEKER

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TEXT-B 00K :.:~;!:~ia!~~!~l~~:~!!~~~

I seen th' Turks agoing round th' Midway
in th' Fair,
But our minister reproved me when he
seeR me peep in thair.
"Defilin' place," he called it, an' th' Turk
" a child of sin "·
But th' Parl'ment of Religions took all
them heathen in.

Then I heered th' han'some Hindu monk,
drest up in orange dress,
Who sed that all humanity was part of
God-no less,
An' he sed we was not sinners, so I comfort· took, once more,
While th' Parl'ment of Religions roared
with approving roar.

~

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

-THE-

·I thought th' Fair was mixin' an' th' Midway made me crawl,
But th' Parl'ment of Religions was th'
mixin'est of all!

.
shlnin' white,
. As he told how like to Christ's thair lives,
while ours was not-a mite
'Tel I felt, to lead a Christian llfe, a Buddhist I must be,
An' th' Parl'ment of Religions brought religious doubt to me.

3

Sense"

THE

Man.• 1 $1.50.
Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke'o Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by .T. N. Moreau. 10c.
Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination ofFrcpJ., ·
ecies,'" etc., with J~ife of P&o·o~
and steel port. $1.50.
"Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.
Ollserver. By R. G. lngers'oJ.l. ::oc.
j.ieeker Co:anpauy,,

·

THEY hav a man on the Methodist Times
who. writes labor notes, and he finds it unfortunate that "the founders and teachers
of modern Socialism hav been and are,
with hardly an exception, blank and blatant Atheists." How shocking! But what
is a blank Atheist! Is it a Methodist way
of swearing? What a blatant Atheist is we
know. From the orthodox standpoint, he
is an Atheist who openly proclaims his
Atheism-which is the crime of crimes.-

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEXEB one year for $5.

.lr;'fl of Reason. Pap., i.l5c.
6 copies for $1; clo .., 5Qc,
A.ge of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&.
Pap.,_40c.; clo., 75c.
A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) BJi
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.,
liOc.; clo., 75c.
Common Sense: Written ill
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp••
clo., $3; lmtther, $4; moroocll
@t edges.;.,$4..50.
·
Life of. ny J. E. Remsbur&.
Port. Pap.._,.~oc
Life of.
with Remarks o:t>
Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
L1fe of. With Explanatocy
Observations. By G. Va.le. Por.
trait. $1.
Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper. 2£x..'l8. $.1.
~ohtical and Religious Re·
former. By B. F. Under.
wood. lOo.
.Political Works 8 16"Common

MINISTER: Good-mornin~, Janet. I am
~orry to b,ear you did not like my preach-

don Freethinker.

w or k s ~ The Freethinker's Badge-pin

Thomas Paine's

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

dial, and all modern improvements; ouaranteea
a pe?·(ect tlmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $I7; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
casea $28 to $30; huntin.gk $80. to $85; 14 carat,
soli gold, $45 to $150. N10 el works. $2 more.
Re!fU.lar Grade AIDerican WatcllelloSilverme case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.-50; 111
jewels $9; aitto, adjusted, $ll; ditto, 17 Jewels,
$15. ln finer ca.-es, add :tB a.bove.
Latlies, AIDerican (.fold Watclleso-~11
latedt styles. in nlush ca.ses; best fiiled, 7 iewels~
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.EO; 15 jewels, :!1:.!0; 14 carat so ria
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee 1.kept
in order 1 year, a.nd after tha.t time clea.ned I Or $1
and returned free.
Sundries.- Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spec~acles, $1; best razor, 1{!2;
best triple-platsd teaspoons, $1.80; ta.ble spoons,
$tl.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets.of 6l:lolid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; BJlid silver
souvenir Rpoons. $1, $1. ,5, $1.50~.,$~ to $3 ..
'I'.II.e ColonellngerOIOll•-Tea, $2.50; orange,
1!!2. 75; sugar, $3l· gilt bowls, 50 cents mote
Etched (teas only :
" 'l'he Ttrne to lle Hapw ts Now,"
50
,j,~!s.J.~t;'~b. of Rea11on Badge, solid gold,
rnameled in 5 colors small pins $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, >1!5, $8. Large, $3. $4, $5,
$15- Charms, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $ 1 0, $15,$20, \1!80DiaiDonds. 20 per cent. below market pnce.
Send tor price lists cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods preoata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at option. Watch cle 'ned $1.\.anrt returned frAe.
O'l'TO WETTSTEIN, lt')Chelle Ill.
P S.-The "ln~rersoll Souvenir Spoon •l free
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

IJESIG'VR BY WATS"N HESTON,
WITH PUltTRiliT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church Hobbing the People.
"
Thanksgiving.
3
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children anca the Church.
10
Woman and the Church
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Nat ural History.
3
The Bible and Science.
15
The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work,
5
"
Missionaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
~5
B1ble Doctrines and Their Results,
1
The Church and Sia.very.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
~
Church's ldea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind t{efiections on the Church
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
:J
Heaven.
6
Hel'.
7
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publicatiDn. We venture the assertion that.nothin~ like it ha~ ever be.
fore appPared iu this country, and it is very doubtful if another one h•e it Wlll !JVer agam be fublished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the cred1t' f putting the book m thf/ reach o all.
At twice the price 1t would have b·1en a. cheap hook. Art.Rt ¥est.on as a portralt.pamter: and d.e·
signer is a wonderful auccess. an I we JUdge from our own f<elin~s that nearl:!;' every L1beral m
America will desire a copy of thi; most w .nderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heston deserves' o be called the artist.hero of Liberalism f!:e has dedicated his geniu~ tr
Freethought and has done fai hful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. .Hut the PICtures do not £nake up the whole of hiR "o'ume. ~l'here are nearly two hundred pages of readm
matter th•,t secve first"'" exptanationR of the illustrati .. us, and secondl:v as text" to prove the ntteJ
falsity of the chnrcll's profe,swns.and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogethrsr tl11
book is one of toe best weapons against Christianity and the church tha ·,has ever been put ill tJt.
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·

"''H£ HOT£0 SP!CJALJST i
For Men Onl!y,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar disea.ses of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, cansing:Early Decar, Loss of Manhood, Wa.stinf Discharge. s\.Va.ncocele, Mental
and Physica Debility, Iaiocy, Insa.riity, and
Death.
·
.
fb.
To those aftlicted a!!.d who are desll'Ons o e1IU1
Price, board covere, $2; cloth., $2.50.
cured a booxlai of some 88 pages will.be sent ~
their a.rHress for ten cents\ sea.led m a pla.m
envelope, giving 'ause~ a,na S~ptBms Of ~he
Complaint ana a descriPtiOn of the Doctors liD·
portant medioa.l discovery-an Outward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind.in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. B. 1?- FELLOWb,
ACCOUNT 01!'
Vmela.nd, N. 1••
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SBEXEB need a. File Binder, which wewillsend on and say you saw this advertisement in Tx•
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
TBUTll 8EEUB.
receipt of one dollar.
Paper, ~((cents: cloth, 'l'li oenill.

POPIS AHD Tl{tlli DOJHGS

FILE BINDERS.
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Jf ewa of tAo Weelt.
. Lucy SToNE is dead, ripe in ye11rs and
honors.
THE New York Synod refuses to reopen
the Briggs case.
.
·
THE London _Church Missionary Society
admits that there i~ no anti-Christian crusade in Persia.
HERBERT SPENCER is in poor health, and
has been obliged to do less than his usual
amount of work. ·
SENATOR ALLE:r.r, of Nebraska, made a
speech fifteen hours in length the other
day in the senate.
A FIRE in New York on October 18th destroyed more than three millions of dollars
worth of property.
A CRISIS is imminent in Austria, caused
by Count Taaffe's suffrage bill and hard
treatment of Bohemians.
THE New York and New Jersey bridge
bill passed the house of representatives
without a dissenting vote.
There have been an unusual number of
desertions from the United States navy
during-the last six months.
IT has been discovered that the Indian
[English] penal code permits the sale of
young girls except for public use.
WRIGHT MILLs, of Evergreen, Ala., has
been sentenced to two years' imprisonment
for sending a challenge to fight a duel.
ZEKE IS INSPIRED TO PART WITH HIS HAIR.
And thou, son of man, take thee a Eharp knife, take thee a barber's razor, and cause it to pass upon thine
head and upon thy beard; then take thee balances to weigh, and divide the hair.-Ezek. v., 1.

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION!

Digest of Science."

THE DYNAMIC THEORY Of

A rare chance is oJiered for a surve} or to get a

LIH AND

MIND1

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv S2.'1:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Libran- of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
sfrn:ple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

9o

'IDfSh to lJe well fn.forme!lt

half•price-$80. Addreos
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

LOO PER
CEN'.I' PROFIT
and 010re, g<et sa01poe free, bestknown goods Jll all AD1er1ca. <..or•
set.. , Belts, Brnsllt's. Safety Razors
Curler,., Insoles, Plasters. and all our
ot" er popular goods. \Either sex.)
Address Dr.
EO A StJOTT,
842 Hroud,vay, N.Y. Cit,.

AGENTS

'liAK ...

A GREAT BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONO:\'IIC HEFORMt:l
The title of the book is

A CITYLESS AID
COUBTBYLESS WORLD.

A OHAFTER OR VERSE DAILY FROM THIS BffiLE OF
SOIENOE!
It is entertaining as well as enlil'(htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-(.:e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own this book some day: why not NOW?
The author is
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
HENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia.
1/0U
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BEAD

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAT

With the eighth editioa •
Win wood Reade's " Martyf'.

c»

production has been les
, sened so that we can reduc.
I

;!

,.. "''"

1

~~ ''·'• "

$1.00.

The book bas had a phenomenal sale for so heretical a workt second only to Helen Gll'llelMrt
" Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecnniary oenefit of it. Tbe

"M.AJ~TYRDOM

OF MAN"

.ta a very interesting!}' p1ctured synopsis of universal

history, showing what the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its prf!sent olane. It s:tows how War and Religion have been oppreetive factors in man's struggle for Llbert:y, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describes hil
intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth ~o the present, adding an ou~liue of what
the author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
~
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians. Alexandria., the
~·t 1:l_
,Pheriicianb. Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.

'R
RELIGION
L.l. BERTY
INTELLECT
·

The Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the ProRheta.
• Oharacter gf ;resu~ 1 the. Christians~ Arabia~ Me<)Ca,. Characte.r .of Moham·
med, Descnptwn ox Afnca, the Monammeuans m uentral Afrwa.
Ancien~ Europe, Invasion of the Germans the -Castle, the Town, •ht
,Church, Venice, Arab S_pain1 the l'ortuguese))iscoverer,:_Ii, the Slave 'l'rad&,
Abolition in Europe, Abolitwn in \merica ihateria.J.S.Of Human History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man and Early HistQr?,
• Su~m•try of Universal History, The Fu\U!'e of the Human Race, 'l'IK
Religion of Heawn and Love.

. , . . reduced from t1. 'lG to .1.60.

Address

LADY HENRY SoM"ERSET is again here.
She came to preside at the World's Congress of the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
SENATOR HILL, of New York, has recently come to the front in the senate as
th<> leader of those who want the senate to
reach a vote on the silver bill.
AssoCIATE JusTICE BRoWN, of the supreme court, was badly cut in the head by
a piece of glass while attempting to close a
window during a severe storm.
PERRY, the capital of the newly opened
Cherokee Strip, has fifteen thousand inhabitants, six daily and two weekly papers, and a choice assortment of desperadoes.
PROFEssoR HELMHOLTz, the German
physic•st, recently in America, was injured by falling down the companionway
of the steamer in which he sailed from
NewYork.
·

THE bombardment of Rio Janeiro continues. Talk of foreign intervention iB
heard. United States war vessels hav arrived. Forts in the harbor are firing at
This book is in story f.:Jrm, well printed on each other.

BOO~

dom of Man,'' the cost

CBARL"ES FRAN<(OIS GouNoD, the famous
musician, and composer of "Farut," died
in paris on Oct. 19th. He was born in
1818.
FRANCE has gone crazy over the RuBBian
fleet. Mobbings of those who do not take
off their hats to the Russian officers are
common.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
J8 Lafayette place, New York.

good paper, well illustrated, and hands ·mely
bound. It 1" a text-book on" Co-oper.tive Individualism." For many it is per hap" too adical
on some questions of reform, but it is n~V'erthe
Jess eminently thought-provoking.
The universal unrest manifested by the thinking world, particularly during these "hard
times," plainl:y indica es that our social, eco
nomic, and rehgious ;nstitutions are not in tune
with the best thought of the age. 'fhe author
vividly portrays an ideal world from wh1ch all
our present social, euonomic, and religious evils
are eliminated., For the fulfillment of his
prophecv, the author does not rely on mir ..cles
but on the advancingj_ntelligence of thoughtfui
men and women. If Mr. Olerich's ideal state can
ever be attained the world will certainly be a
paradise. Beautifully cloth-bound, price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

$7 5.00 to $250.00 c\Yo~!}Httate

working for B. 1<'. JOHNSON & CO.,Richmond, Va.

THE PHILOSOPHY
0

)MENTAL HEALING.
A. Practical Exposition of

Natural Restorative Power.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE. ·
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
to result from an understanding of its principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Godly Women of the BiMee
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who figure In the Bible.
V lJll!ooDLY
~loth.

•

·-BYWow..~~t 011 'l'BB NiliiETEBNTH

1IBL

CR'!<'l

'lllcents.

STRIKING coal miners at St. Helen's, in
the county of Lancaster, England, twice
repulsed the constables who went to the
rescue of non-union miners, who were being maltreated by the strikers.
UNDER pressure from England, the sultan has ordered that the streets of Mecca
be cleaned and a pure water supply secured. It is hoped that this will check the
spread of cholera from the holy city.
ON October 16th, a political meeting in
Rome ended in a free fight between the
Radicals, who were conducting the meeting, and the Anarchists. That night the
theatre, where the trouble occurred, was
burned.
MANY lives were lost on Lake Erie during the recent storm. The Dean Richmond went down with her entire crew;
the W ocoken foundered, and all but three
of her crew were drowned, while many
other vessels lost men.
W ASBINGToN's first decisiv victory,
achieved at Trenton,. was celebrated on
October 19th by the unveiling of a magnificent monument which has been talked of
for fifty/ears. Eight governors and five
thousan troops participated.
WALES is working for disestablishment
of the Welsh church and for land reform
the latter on similar lines to those pursued
in Ireland-fair rent, free sale, and fixity
of tenure - only cloaked under other
names.
FIELD MARSHAL MAcMAHoN, of France
duke of Magenta, died October 17th, aged
eighty-five years. He was the descendant
of an old Irish Catholic family who followed the fortunes of the Stuarts, and
after their downfall emigrated to France.
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Antiquity
Unveiled.
-o-

Anctent Vawes
f'rom the Sptrtt
Realm cttsclose the
most Startltno Revelations.
-0-

Provlng Christianity

to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.)

Price, - - - - 1U.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

~

Popular

~ccount

of the Formation and Development
ot the Canon,

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted a~ Scripture
Booli:s Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics.· The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 centa.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthoaoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By-GEORGE

J. RoMANEs.

A ~ystematicEx11.osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !l"eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes iB well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers u_pon evolutton,
besides ranking w1th Professor Hnxle;v in smentific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet· with any independent eTidcnce of
supernatural design. . . . Adapt.ation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands ofa purely mechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of thl' present generation in a manner. and
to an extent that has never before been poss1ble;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• talten pla\Je in the direction of ~atnral
Ism, and this to the extent of rend!lrmg th.e
mechanical inter_pretation of nature nmversal, It
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a ne:w. and a terrible force .in the
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great, words of its traditiOnal enemy-Where Is now
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon, th God?"
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Heth·
~ustratetaai:s~e, cl~if:E$fRUTH SEEKER.
erington 1 Hobbes, Anstm Hq!.yoake, Victor Hn_go,
Hnme, L1ttr~ Harriet Mar1inean, Jea.n Meslier1
James Mill, o~oilll. Stuart Mill, Mirabean, Hoben
Owen.J..Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt PalmerJ..Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorKe
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Vanim, Volni)L Voltaire, James watson,
J"ohn watts, Thomas Woolston.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
'Price. 25 oents
to the Relij!'ion of the Future. Cloth. 11!1.

CONFLICT BETWEEN RELIGION AND GEOLOGY-A STORY WITHOUT WORDS.

~:nd~y1 a!'t~~~a~~!~:s }!~rr~!~ IINFIDELI
DE "TH
..

lati~g
human copdnct on the Sabbath is a.n 1mpertmence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down oPinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact!
l'rice, 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was. Jesus Insane 7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

1:1.

BEDS

•

::.

ByCS. W. POOT"S.

•

::

-o-BeiDjf true accounts of the _passing away of the
followmg_ persons, thus refntinK the ma.ny Christian sla.nders upon them a.nd ot.ll.ers:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, HellJ'Y
Thomas Buckle, Lord B:vron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olliford, Anacharsis Olootz,Anthony Ooll1Ds, Angnste Comte, Oondorcett...Bobert
Cooper, D'Alembert,_Da.nton, Oha.rles ua.rwin,
Eraamus DII'WID. uelambre, Denis Diderot,

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

Christianity a Fiction.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws

THE

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
o{

Nature. Cloth, $1.

Remedies for the Prevalent
Astronomical and Astrologlc- Household
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.
al Origin of all Religions.
Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to
Expla.natoey notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonatha.n M. Roberts. Price, !50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated b.Y H. Faber. Oloth~illg~
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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New Publications.
New Publications.
New Publications.
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

P[N PICTU~[S Of TH[ WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

A Full Description of the Fair. Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WH.!.T 'fO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
lJetUcatea to the Amerwan Oonuress, or 1892, wnwh tor the sake ·oJ ReZ1!J1,on, Stabbea Ltbertv gives rates of admission :lio the various att actions of the Fair and cost of living in
Ohicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is. besides being a complete Guide-Book. the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic. beautiful. accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies. "gives
A work burning with indignation inspir·d by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-an act which pra-.·tiCally united the gov,rnment and the Christ1an cll·Jrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair .bat can be painted with a pen.
Exposition Committee of the Honse or Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Es~a_ys and foem by Mr. Putnam. which have nev• r before be'n put in
ILL U!iOIT RATIGD.
Ely .Samuel P. Putl").am.

boo~ form1 Orthodoxy; Freethvnght; Man. Not God (wrnten fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and 1'homa< J- aine; ap em written for the opening_exeroi••s of the Btl verton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Go.den Age; Bhnt the Door (a ;:cem on the closing of tht>
Centennial Exposition in .l'h,]a, elphi , in JS; 6).
. The main e;sa.y in this wor•• '" on of the strongest arraignments ever made of tt e religion
wh1eh cramps and fetters the minds of th~ p;,ople of this co_n try It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest term• as 1t appeared in 'l'EE TBUTH SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and aronoe thought.

Price 211 oents: Ftve
Address

OOj)ieB

for

$1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

A. MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIU, enabling one to comprehend at a.
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Buil.ling.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACI[S.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Agricultural Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Transporwti 1n Building.
Arts Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry BuildlDg.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
Single copy, 25 cents. Five Clopies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
an Intelligen-t Being.

A. Re:tu-ta;tion o:t -the

.Argu~en-t

SYNOPSIS:
L The Desig]l Argume:at Vitiates Itself By Neceseitating an Infinite Series of Designt'rs.
ll. If 1'here Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
Ill If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion•ly Slow,
They Are Eg, egioESIY •• astefnl,
ThAY Often :-lerve No U.<e,
They Have Pro<l10~d Fau,ty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Oalled Design Is Only Snb,erviency; and the WaLch Argument Is Illegitima.b.
V. What Actually Did <Jause So-Called Design.
VL Astronom' and Design
· ,
VII. The Argument of aFust Oause.
Embracing a Succinct Ex;position of Evolution and a Bketoh of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price 15 oen ts.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Remsbure:'s Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS ,AXD FlCTJOXS OF LIF€-.
CONTENTS.
Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day m <Jour;.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An 1 respo. sib.e .l!luncaLed Cl ss.
he l'lloral ResvortsiblliLY of Woman in Heredity.
Woman a. an Annex.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .Tohn E.

Be~nsbnrg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon aftu the remains of America's most i lustrious son wijre
laid to rest at Sprmgfield, one of his bi-Jgraphers, Dr. H lland. put forward the claim that he was a
Ohnstian. 'rhe cla1m wa.; p ompt!y d med by the dead st ..tesm«n's fritnds, but only to be renewed
ag&m, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to oide.
For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimony that ie irres1stib1e and overwhe1ming. and wLich must IJUt this qust10n at rest
forever. In addltio• to the tes'·imony of twenty wnnesses who claim that L.neolnd wa- a <Jhrioti,.n,
and which is reviewed and refuted. ne adtluce .. the testimony of ruore than a hun ,rei! witnes.es in
proof of the claim tbat Lin com wa not a Chri tian. These witneBses include h "w.fe and oth~r
relatives; his three law partners; his pr1vat~ secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biograpllers, and scores of his most intimate frien"s.
NOTED WITNES"iESo

Ron. w. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon. Bon John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen;y, Col
John U. Nicola;y, Judge David Davi,, Col Je•se ~.Fell, J-on. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge HteJ)hen 'I'. Logan, Joshua .b' Sp ed, Bon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Jopeph Gill()!!JJi•, !Jr. C. H.
R&x, Col. F. B. Rutherford. Judge Ro1 ert Leachll'an. Col. 1!. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, Josepb
Jefferson. Hon. 1!:. B. "asLburne. Hon. E. M Raine~ Bon. James 1'llttle, Hon. M. B. Fit:lr' ~Bon.
Geg. W. Juhan, Hon. John B. Alley Hon Bl!&h 1\lct;ullocJ:- Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev . .ua id
SWing:, Rev. Rotert Colly· r, Judge Jf'sse W. Weik, Hvn. J.P. Usher, Hon. Gto S. Boutwell, Ron
Wm. D Kelley.._ Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward. Bon. John <Jovode, Pon. A. J. Grover >--on. W. H.
T. Wakefield. ven. D W. W1lder, Judge Aaron Goodlich, _Judge J2mEs M. Nel,on, Rev. Edward
EggleMton, ~ev. J hn W. Chad-.y1ck, Donn Platt, H. K. Ma~le, Denms F. Hanks, Mrc. Sarah Lin ... oln.
M.rs. Mary Lmcoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
eontinent was a Freethinktr.
Oloth, $1; paper. 50 cents.

COSMIAN

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
~8 Lafayette Place, New York

HYMN-BOOK·

MY RELIGIOUS fXPf-

A COLLECTION OF

ORI&INAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal al").c:l 'Stl\ieal .Soefetfe•,
for . .Sel\oc:~ls al").c:l
tl\• Hom•·
-With Mnsio Written to All the Bongs.OoliiPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN

Prl;e, $1.50,

For sale at 'l'Bl.S OF:hOE.

I RI[ NC[.

Mor~ls.

Div01ce a•·d the Proposed National Law.
Lawsmt or Lega y.
Common Stnse in Surgery.

At "he Woman'R Congres• at Chica!Zo Helen Gard-ner delivered as an address one of the chap.
ters of t'1·s b .. o •. Th~ <Jhi··ago Ttmes sa•d of tt and her: "Bu. t •e last addrdos, d a!ing w h the
·· o8t delicate of the problem• or r.,fo m, cle-r, unhe•itant. mod st, bu uncompromi,iug, wa• listened to with breathless ntere.t by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its Rda ion to a Double
St •ndard of 1\loral".' and t waR dellvere<l. by the one worn ,n of all others beet qn»lified t • sp.,ak
upon tllat suhject-Hele ' Gardenlil ·. Pet te, graceful, eloquent with" tue burden of her thon~ht,
• i•s G rdene, ench tined Lvery auditor. an I when A he had tiutshed received a perfecto ;atio '• which
her con ag~ an .. devo ion ha.~ so worth1ly wo•J. The evening seesion was higl:l]y in ere ing. but
tha of the morning w1ll be "et down on tue tablet of the memory of those present as one of the wstin~tlvly grea~ foatnres of the week's congress."
Cloth. $1: paper, 50 cents.

LINCOLN:

Sex in Brain.
ber dit~ in Its Relations to a Double Standard of

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURC.H, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage'11 latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has lo'nslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at lts conttnts will show this:
The tir"t chapte"-th Ma riarchate-~bows that under the old civilization• woman had groat
freedolll. but tHat th~ tendeu yoi t h. i•tianity frvm the first wa. to restrict her liuer~y. In this
Cl>apter l\lr . Ga.,e ~lamts th ~ 'o the l'llatria.rchate-or Mother-rule-the v.orld is Ldeb.td iur itJ
fir"t cOnCeiJtlOh uf loth <relit rl,_ bts
Chapter .I deals with the theologi ~I dogmas. of o.·iginnl sin a d celib~cy. Woman, by the
church, wa" not regarded as a h\1man be~ng; marrla e was I oked upon as vlle\ wiveH were soi-l
ItS s.av s; women d.nven t• ~u.m e; themtlu,ncn d the thurchwa, unfavo.abtetovirtuP. 'The
c;libi1.JY uf tho cl ~!l'Y I-l?~Utle,l egr~tdiu sens~"lity, and woman ,, a" the victim of these Ut utes.
Chapter III 1~ on lLe Canon Low, shnwm. how rh' ''hurch contro.e•l wonta.l bv making the
leg t.mltc of L arriage dep. n•l u1 011 it. own control of the c"' emony. Anc ent civliizdo<iou gavJ
pia e L 'Chridtl n b~rhar,sm the c ergy he~awe a d.Ltinct hody...:...at. once a" holy" anu an n1llolJ
caste. Learn ng w s prohi·u.te.l to womt , bus han s Pl'vhiu,ted f om La,ing- rh m morA than onethird of their property; d_ughterJ con ·I be d.sinheritcd, sons cou.d not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV -Ma quet e-is o J Feud 1· sm and its d •grada'ion of wom ·n, the rights of "lords
spiritual," the imn,orall.ty dthe heads nf the cht..rch, bapti•m of uude women in the early Ch !shan
church 't al•o deals With some <·f the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the .l!.ng-!ish deuau htrie", 1- overnmet•t .. l cri e-makers. et.,.
Chap.er V- W1tchcraft. In thA days t't·· b pha,e of religion• insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possecsiou of, ve a 1itt1e leArning wa buffiment cause tv sn,pect a woman oi witchcraf~, that to keep
a_petwas "angerou",s'' r"bi•l:W·r, the cler ynot.to >nff•.r .. ·· \\itclrt ··!h. 'Jhi.s perse utlt>n.for
witchcraft wo.s a contmuan e,of the ch rct.'s pohcy for obtamm~ un vers .] <lorn mon o~t.r maukm<:l.
WO'U><n phvs1eians ol t11e Muldla A~e~ were persecuted, and the" Pilgr1m Fathe•s" continue<l it in
America. The firet SYnod co vene1l in Am< nca "a· to try a woman for h,re"Y• and othe.~ were
stripped and .,hippecl"fo not agredng wi· h the clerjl'Y
1'hecnapteron "\V vel" •h ,WA how thedisr••phon of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and l'ro ri~t:.r.v r'ght; < f woman-t at tl.e 8ale of daughters was p ac•iced m En~< land
seven hn,,rlred years after it wa~ Christiauized-'-that t e pra.ct.ce oi buying wives wao regulated by
law-tllat wo.nen werJ no\ pe. mit ted to r~ad the Bible-t...tat they were not adm:tttd as witnessesthat civil war iag!) -s ' I-PO' ed b the <hurch.
In C ·apter VII is thow<~ ·ho-v polygamy wa~ smtaine·l by the Christian church. tha~ the first
synod of the uef·1rm .tio • c .nvened to ~anction: this institntioJ!I that Luther and tho other ·• prin.
mpal reformer;'' favor d it, as w; I '·" thA AmE!•ican Roard vf Jfureign Mis"ions. The Mormon theocracv lS shown to be Similar to that of othtr Christi .n stcts.
In the 1ast thre 1 chapterR Mrs. Gage treat• of the opp·1s•ti~n of the chnrch to the amelioration
of w ruan's s 1fferings a; interfer. nc ., w th her' ... n,se,' of woman's de~rotdatwn by the chureh to
labor; unfit for •laves1 of woman's" inferiority," a; taught LY the churcn ~o-day, and of how little
value ChrlstianitJ has oeen and ld to civ1lizatioil.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. l tis also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and mmain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
Being the stqry of his religiolll! life and ment woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
lournejrings. Written in his happiest and most will do.

1 By s. Po Putnam.

l

brilliant W'loV, and is the best of !ill his splendid
workll. l'r1oe, 25 oents. Address

'l'Bl£ 'l'BUTB SEEKBB.

In cloth, $:0; in i1.alJ-l6athBr binding, $3.
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buns much very wishy~washy stuff, but the preachers are the ones who can least afford to call attention
to such weakness. At the worst, the Sunday paper
FOVNDED BY D• Mo BENNETTo
is more interesting and instructiv than the Sunday
sermon, and even if it were not, the attempt of the
E. M. MAODONALD, - • - - - Editor and Manager.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
clergy to suppress it by force is nothing less than
_an attempt to commit a crime. The daily newspaSATURDAY. NOVEMBER 4.1893.
per proprietors are often cowardly and mean, loudly
defending their own right to engage in business on
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Sunday, but joining with the Christian persecutors
Bingle subscription, in advance ................................ t3 00
in hounding men engaged in less popular enterOne subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00
prises who try to earn a dollar on that day. But
Two new subscribers ............................................. li· 00
One subscription with onenews11bscriber, in one remittance. :i 00
actions are more important than words, and hence
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitthe example of the Sunday papers is one making
tance ........................................................ "00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitNow, here are five reasons why these clergymen for the widening of the bounds of free and just actance ........................................................ S :iO
are opposed to the Sunday newspaper. Four of tion, spite of their verbal lapses at times.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittanoe ........................................................10 00 these reasons relate entirely to the religious as.the clergymen are right in their denunciation of
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
pects of the matt~:>r and only one bears upon the granting of special favors to one line of busiren;littance.
the "rest" question. Then which is of the most ness, therefore we can never consent to giv the
importance
in the eyes of the clergymen, and, conse- preacher, prayer and psalm-singer a monopoly of
Montl11 B110Ula be sent !1!1 e:ej)'T"eBB oompanv's money oraer.
postal oraer, ara.tt on New Yorl:, or !1!1 reotsterea letter. quently, which will most influence their actions in
Sunday. Let them take their chances with men
Aaaress oommuntoati0118 ana mal:e ara./'tB, checi:B, post-Ot!IOil
the attempt to secure the suppression by law of and women engaged in all other occupations. Let
ana B:ej)'T"essmoney oraerspavable to
E. M. MAODON.ALD,
28 La.tavette Place, New Yorl:.
these papers, the religious or the secular relations each person select his or her own rest days and rest
of the problem? Is it not perfectly plain that the weeks and rest months and rest years. The hand
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
Sunday law advocates are working in the interest of the church must be kept off the helm of s.tate.
readers H they win send us the naJDe and address of
of religion, that they want to enforce the observ- The priests must not be permitted to subvert and
any Freethinker who is not a regular subscriber.
ance of Sunday because such observance will, in degrade just.ce in the name of physiology. We
their opinion, advance the cause of religion, and
The Cloven Hoof of the "Sabbath" Satan. that their talk about securing a day of " rest " for thank the Boston ministers for letting in the light
of day upon the sinister designs of their junto. It
Those who hav kept themselvs informed on the helpless workingmen is the sheerest humbuggery?
is not the rest day, but the Christian Sunday for
Sunday-observance question know that nearly all No foe of the Sunday tyranny could hav more
which they clamor and scheme. We know what
the leaders in the movement are very restiv when it clearly and succinctly stated the case for the oppothey want and wb,ere tney are. We shall hav only
is'charged that they wish to compel the people to nents of Sunday laws than hav these ministers in ourselvs to blame if we are ultimately beaten.
observe S;.mday as a holy day. They make it their the foregoing resolutions, especially in the third and
business to declaim against the union of church fourth. They are opposed to the Sunday paper, as
After· Talmage"s One Hundred Dollars.
and state and they are sharp enough to see that they are to Sunday amusements and Sunday work,
It will be recalled that unreverend T. De Witt
they will lay themselvs open to the accusation of primarily and chiefly because such publications,
Talmage recently offered one hundred dollars to
favoring such union if they advocate Sunday laws recreations, and labor interfere with their work on
any Infidel who could prove, by one wi~ness, that
in the name of religion.. So, as hitherto pointed their particular work-day. All these secular agenhe had read the Bible twice through by course.
out in these columns, they hav invented several cl.es he)p to curtail their influence and authority in
rhe Bible is put together somewhat carelessly, and
specious catch-words with which to deceive such the community and ·lessen their means of liveliwhile there is no class of people who hav studied
of the people as might dangerously antagonize them huod.
it more carefully and thoroughly than hav the
should they frankly avow their purpose to make
In the last resolution an " anchor is cast to educated Freethinkers, the temptation to read it
Christianity the state religion. They talk glibly windward"; a saving clause in regard to the "civil through by course is not exactly irresistable. No
and delusivly of a "civil" Sabbath which shall be . rest day of large numbers of railroad employees, doubt Talmage was df'pending partly upon this
enforced in order to allow everybody (except newsdealers, and especially youthful carriers," is to enable him to keep his cash. The point he was
preachers, church organists, sextons, ushers, choirs, introduced, but it is evidently very much of an trying to make was that the Bible is one ·book, a
et al.) to "rest" on Sunday, and they vary this afterthought, a secondary consideration which it was coherent and logically connected whole, and the
siren's song with considerable illogical and nauseat- necessary to recognize somewhere in order to draw, reason Infidels do not accept lt is their supposed
ing talk about the "morality'' of Sunday reverence. if possible, some support from the so-called labor- failure to read it through from beginning to end,
But this pious pretense cannot be kept up all the ing classes. But labor is benefited, not injured, by this failnre resulting in the breaking of the chain
time; not all the Sunday worshipers can be induced the Sunday paper.
There are always more men of revealed truth and the consequent release from
to talk discreetly-some will persist in making than there are places, and there can be no doubt that her moorings of the ship of faith. '£hat the Bible
"unguarded statements" and thereby getting the whel'_e ~>uperstition does not dominate, a sufficient is a heterogeneous collection of books, fragments
whole Sabbatarian happy family into hot water. number can be found who will gladly do this Sunday of books, books patched up out of parts of other
The latest to do this are some Boston clergymen, work, thus giving the "week-day" employees a chance books, many of them written by unknown authors,
who hav assembled themselvs together and adopted to rest. As for the ,, youthful carriers," meaning, and produced in periods of time separated by hunthese resolutions:
· without doubt, the newsboys, the Sunday paper is dreds of years, is a fact not known to the mass of
"We, the Congregational, Baptist, and Methodist an immense assistance to them. Suppose that a Christian believers, and Talmage relies upon this
ministers of Boston and vicinity, assembled in our daily journal issues one hundred thousand copies popul~r ignorance to giv weight and force to his
Monday meeting, Oct. 2, 1893, cordially unite with the of its Sunday edition, whi<.h sells for five cents per flamboyant challenge. But when a speaker or
Massachusetts Sunaa.y Protectiv League m the following
expression:
copy, and that the newsboy~\! get one and one- writer depends upon the ignorance of his auditors
" In view of the deplorable increase in the issue of half <'ents of each five paid by the reader. This or readers to supply the truth and logic which is
Sunday newspapers in Boston, we are constrained tore- giv~ the boys :fifteen hundred dollars in wages each absent from his deliverances, he leans upon a weak
new our earnest protest against the Snnday newspaper, Sunday for the one paper of one hundred thousand support indeed, and is almost certain to find himself
and our strong condemnation ol it, as one of the chief circulation. Then a good portion of the remaining precipitated into an inconvenient chasm at a moment
agencies of evil in hindering our work.
"Because it preoccupies the minds of its. readers on three and a half cents finds its way into the work- when he deems his position most proud and secure.
the Lord's day with secular things, from the contempla.- ingmen's pockets, being distributed in the compos- This seems to be the case with Talmage just now.
tion of which the higher needs of human nature and the ing room, stereotyping room, press room, paper A man comes forward who says that he wants that
beneficent divine requirement prompt man then to rest; mill, ink manufactory, and various other places. one hundred dollars and that he has the pole which
"B, cause it thus beguiles its readers to I!eglect and Of course mu_ch of this, in the absence of the Sun- can gather it from the Talmagian persimmon tree.
exclude from their thought those religious considerations
on which all right character depends;
day paper, would hav been drawn into the coffers This man is Rev. Moses Hull, ex-minister in the
"Because it thus indisposes its readers for public wor- of the church, but we cannot afford to weep with the Adventist church, ex-lecturer for the Liberals, now
ship in the house of God, disqualifies them for it, and ministers because of this diversion. What is their Nationalist speaKer and Spiritualist preacher. He
detains them from it to a degree that is r~pidly changing loss is freedom's gain. We are not blind to the de- is fluent, eloquent, and an exhaustless magazine of
the habits of large sections of our population, far and merits of the Sunday paper; we know tha.t it con- Biblical texts. In his monthly, New ~l'hought, be
near;
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"Because in thus becoming a main instrument in
breaking down the habit of public worship in our land it
weakens the religious restraints which are indispensable
to the stability of society, and thus becomes a foe to
good order and a menqce to our civilization.
"We look with the deepest sorrow upon the unscrupulous and unpatriotic greed, and the inhums.nity, exhibited
in the publication distribution, and sale of the Sunday
newspaper, trespassing upon the civic rest day of large
numbers of railroad employes, newsdealers, and
especially youthful carriers; and in view of the hearing
now in progress before the railroad commissioners of this
state in regard to special Sunday newspaper trains, we
respectfully represent to 1hat honorable board that it
seems to us against public policy to grant special favor
.to any one line of business on Sunday."
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talks in this saucy way about the offer of the
Brooklyn sensationalist: "Rev. T. De Witt Talmage has, in a recent sermon, offered one hundred
dollars to any Infidel who has twice read the Bible
through by course. If an Infidel is, as Webster
says, 'One who disbelieves the inspiration of the
scriptures and the divinity of Christianity,' I can be
put down as an Infidel. . For over thirty years I
hav not believed in the plenary inspiration and the
divine authority of the Bible. I am entitled to the
one hundred dollars. I hav read the Bibl3 through
by course ttoenty-three times j five times since such
men as the reverend doctor hav been calling me an
Infidel. In the year 1891 I read King James's
version through twice, and the revised version once,
beginning in each instance at the title page and
ending with the final' amen."'
The money is not all that Mr. Hull wants; he
wishes also to test Talmage's knowledge of the
Bible; he would feel almost too happy to liv if he
could get that gentleman into the competitiv examination herein proposed: ••Now, if Dr. Talmage
wishes to test my knowledge of the Bible before
he hands over the one hundred dollars; if it is his
desire that he and I shall pass through a mutual
test, to see which has made the more thorough
study of the Bible, I will try and arrange to meet
him at some time and place where it suits his and
my convenience_ We will test the amount of
knowledge he and I may hav of the Bible, and
allow a mutually chosen committee to decide
whether I am entitled to the one hundred dollars
or not."
:8ut the foregoing is not enough- Mr. Hull seems
animated by the inquisitorial spirit, and proposes
to find out what the preacher does not know about
the history of God's book. Hear him: " Should
Mr. Talmage wish further to test my knowledge of
the origin of the bible, of its authors and of its history, I am willing to include that in the test, providing that gentleman himself will submit to the
same ordeal."
And now he cruelly tells the Christian champion
what he wants to do with the money, and in addition
he seems to insinuate a doubt of the challenger's
candor : " I am not doing this as a game of bluff;
I really want the one hundred dollars ; and I
promis, if the doctor hands it over, according to his
voluntary promis, that I will honestly expend every
cent of it in publishing and circulating a reply to
his often repeated harangue against Spiritualism.
Besides that, I want to be tested as well as to test
Mr. Talmage's knowledge of the Bible, and his candor in making the offer."
·
Will Talmage stand by his guns and his proposition, or will he try to sneak away?

conformation of the earth. Only when he was a
practical heretic was he of service to mankind.
" God's goodness to us " is not apparent, unless
we consider that he is to be credited with the
diminution of the power of his church. But as his
ambassadors fought to the utmost to smother the
enlightenment that made possible such decrease of
churchly tyranny, w~ do not think we are under
any obligations to thank him or belaud it for the
tolerable degree of security from persecution which
we to-day enjoy. Certainly, the nation cannot in
justice levy taxes upon all the people to pay the
expenses, or any portion of the expenses, of a
Christian ratification meeting. Let the Christians
hold the fair under their own auspices and foot the
bills themselvs. If the followers of Jesus and Paul
insist upon compelling those who do not accept as
divine or true the teachings of those ancient
agitators we shall know that there is at least one
fundamental principle of an honest human society
which Christianity, despite all the boasting of its
adherents, did not giv to the world and does not
regard, and that is the principle of justice.

the young woman, and we suppose his majesty
wanted to admonish her to keep her temper under
better control. His own has always been murderously violent.
Prof. Felix Oswald will shortly resume his bright
paragraphs on "Science and Progress," which appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER last winter and spring,
but got crowded out by the voluminous World's
Fair letters. THE TRUTH SEEKER obtains the services of the best minds and pens in the land, and
Professor Oswald has not the least of these.
Everybody that we know likes to read the epigrammatic sentences from his pen-except the Christians!

Among the sturdy Freethinkers of Iowa none
were more earnest in their loyalty to the great
cause than the four Dutton brothers, Leroy,
Lorenzo, Charles, and Jerome. Intelligent, hospitable, generous, and fearless they hav been a
tower of strength in Clinton county. Alas, the
ranks are broken! Jerome Dutton is dead. Keen
in thought, genial in disposition, tender-hearted,
Four Good Books for German Freethinkers. and loving, he kindled admiration, inspired respect,
and stimulated love in all who knew him. He was
We can supply, in the German language, the
a true man and the world is better because he has
following four books which everyone knows to be
lived.
good:
"The Mistakes of Moses," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
A Chicago paper recently called attention to the
50 cents.
fact that "Americans who engage in commerce in
~·Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gar- so-called heathen lands seldom become embroiled
dener, 50 cents.
with the natives. It is only the missionary, who
"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
attacks old traditions and long-established faiths,
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck, that gets in to trouble," and then asks : "Are the
20 cents.
inhabitants of our land so :firmly grounded in the
These are neatly printed, bound in paper covers, precept and practice of Christianity that we can
and are complete. Our German-reading friends turn our attention to the heathen at the risk of
should circulate these widely.
kicking up international rows?" There is food for
thought in the above, and THE TRUTH SEEKER has
In J .. K. Ingalls' "Mythology and Economics," in the past illustrated the folly of religionists of
last issue of paper, insert "stamp" after govern- Christian countries trying to pull the mote of difment in third line of second paragraph, and "non" ferent doctrin from the eyes of people of heathen
in lieu of now before legal in eleventh line of same countries, while the eyes of the people of Christian
paragraph.
countries were full of the beams of moral and.,social
C. W. Goff, the Freethought university advocate, wrongs.
of Kearney, Neb., pays the following characteristic
compliment to Remsqurg's "Jesus Christ," delivered before the International cOngress: "It is
the best thing I ever heard, and knocks out anything that has ever been put up in the English
language."

The San Francisco .E'reaminer cut tingly says:
"Barbers do not want the Midwinter Fair closed
Sundays because this would destroy their only
chance of attending. There are other journeymen
in the same condition. Ministers, however, hav
Another Proposed Assassination ot Justice. reason to be grateful that they can attend any day
The Catholic Freeman's Journal grows enthusi_ of the week, and natural generosity would prompt
astic over the proposition of Congressman Wheeler them to remember those less fortunate."
in reference to the celebration of the beginning of
The Woman's Christian· Temperance Union
the twentieth century of Christianity. It says :
females who engaged in White-Capism a few days
"Let us hav the fair in commemoration of this greatest ago decoyed their victims into their talons hy signfact in human and divine history. Even from the low,
material view, mankind's advancement, under the aus- ing the names of several young men to notes which
pices of the cross, leaves it debtor beyond measurement they sent to the young women. Of course forgery
to Christianity, The soldiers of the master pioneered is a trifling crime for Christian viragoes to commit.
our American civilization, just as their.co-laborers in the They remembered the "crafty" example and adOld World stood between unarmed and uneducated man
and his enemies in his struggle from darkness into the monitions of that model friend of woman, St. Paul.
light. Let us hav the fair in 1900 and let New York show
Rev. Da.vid Gregg is debited with the statement
that grand and unequaled as was Chicago's Exhibition in
honor of the Christ-bearer, Columbus, it can still sur- that " Love, which is the soul of friendship, is the
pass that wonderful display with the glory and vindica- fruit of religion." Well, about how mur.h religion
tion of God's goodness to us as the incentiv."
is there in "Christian Europe," tue nations of
We wonder if the church is really proud of the which, in order to manifest their friendship and
murderous performances of " the soldiers of the love for each other, hav eighteen millions of men
cross" in Mexico and Peru 1 And when its cham- trained to the highest degree of perfection in the
pions talk of its services to humanity in the Old art of maiming and killing, and armed with the
World we are reminded of Clifford's comment upon latest and most improved inRtruments of death T
its claim to hav preserved learning through the "Whom the [Christian] loveth, he chasteneth," eh T
long, dark night of the Middle Ages: "A man," he
pithily remarks, " burns your house to the ground,
God has just knocked down another woman.
erects a wretched hovel on the ruins and then She is a Baltimorean. She was in c<?urt, testifying
takes credit for whatever shelter there is about the in her own behalf, having been charged with strikpremises.'' As for the achievements of the "Christ- ing a young woman with a teapot, and she reckbearer, Columbus," not one of them would .now lessly called upon God to smite her if she had not
. laurel his memory had he not acted in utter dis- spoken the truth. He smote. It was all right,
regard of the teachings of the church concerning the probably, because it was established that she did hit

The attendance at the World's Fair on Sunday,
Oct. 22, was 152,206, of which 140,578 paid the
admission fee. Had it not been for the superstition and cowardice of, many of the exhibitors,
who hid their exhibits, the unaccountable conduct
of the managers in not providing some compensating attractions for that day, and their failure to
reduce the admission fee to the thus crippled show,
Sunday opening would hav justified itself from the
beginning. As it was, it did not hav a fair trial.
People could not be expected to pay full admission
rates to a.n entertainment shorn of four-fifths of its
attractions. These facts must be borne in mind
when Sabbatarians in future oppose Sunday open·
ing of any place and claim that the slim Sunday
attendance most of the time at the World's Fair
showed that the people are opposed to Sunday
recreation and instruction.
Chief Justice Maxwell of the Nebraska supreme
court, whose decision affirming the validity of Sunday laws was recently reviewed in these columns,
was defeated for renomination in the Republican
convention. Whereupon he has come out in support of Judge Holcomb, the Populist candidate.
This is bad for Holcomb, who stands upon a platform which contains these t.wo planks:
''We are opposed to any union of church or state in
any form or under any pretext whatever.
"We demand that the freedom of speech and of the
press shall ever be maintained; that there shall be no religious test for office. We are opposed to all secret or
open political organizations based on religious prejudices
as contrary to the spirit and genius of our institutions
and thoroughly un-American.
If those planks are to be understood as ~eaning
what the letter expresses how can a theocrat like
Maxwell support any man who honestly accepts
them?
There was imminent danger of all the United
States Senators losing theii souls-and some of
them their seats-if the silver debate had continued
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much longer. A dispatch from Washington a few
days ago said : " Shortly after this episode the
Senate took a recess until to-morrow. It took a
recess instead of q.djourning because if it adjourned
it would hav to listen to prayer when it meets
again, and it would be obliged to observe certain
other formulas of etiquette and business which the
Senators are too impatient and too absorbed to
make way for.;, About ten days later we get some
additional information regarding the danger that
menaces Senatorial souls. Senator Allen " called
attention to the fact that for ten days the Senate
had been proceeding in the legislativ day of Tuesday, Oct, 17th, and that in all that time the Senate
had not liotened to a single prayer by the chaplain."
This is simply awful.
It will please our readers to learn that Mr.
Charles Watts will send us frequent letters from
England, giving the news about the Freethinkers
in the tight little island, what they think about
things generally, and what they are doing. Our
English friends, when they meet him, can hand him
their subscriptions, and he will transmit them.
Mr. Watts returned home on the record-breaking
Campania last Saturday morning. In company
with the author of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," we spent Friday evening with him on
that magnificent vessel-an evening full of jollity
except the parting, but which it wouldn't do tore-.
port too closely. The Poet and the Debater had
the platform to themselvs,· and the Editor ga.thered
much wisdom, which is carefully treasured. Mr.
Watts sent greeting to his friends all over the
country, and took others home with him to all the
Infidels of :ffingland from the land of Yankee
Doodle.

fire, no longer exists; it was a human invention that humanity has outgrown and sloughed oft'."
Mr. Wilder seems to hav mistaken the opinions
of the cultivated few for the beliefs of the uneducated many. A few:. hundred city ministers, who
speak to and for the Unita.rianized people of humanitarian feelings, are on one side ; on the other,
are the tens of thousands who break the bread of
the gospel for the millions. Listen to the teachings in the Sunday-school 1 hark to the utterances
of the great evangelists, whose ravings can hold the
attention of cities of one hundred thousand inhabitants, and who gather in thousands of con-verts
at a single meeting, and tell us, if you can candidly, that the fires of hell hav really been extinguished. Hell has not become unpopular in
the creeds-not a church bas eliminated the dogma
from its confession of faith. Until the churches
officially close hell we shall be justified in maintaining that belief in it is a fundamental dogma of
Christianity. Their more astute leaders know just
as well as we do that hell is the keystone of their
structure ; with that gone the whole redemptiv contrivance tumbles into ruins.

We do not wish to precipitate another panic or
••object-lesson" upon the country, but it is perfectly true that there are a number of our subscribers whose time has expired who hav not paid
us. And it is perfectly true also that there are
some people down-town to whom we owe money
whom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly
easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will
stop at the post-o:fllce and buy a monay order for
$3 and ma.il it here. If they meet a neighbor on
their way who doesn't take the paper but wants it,
It i J reported that Rev. J. G. Stewart, of Mon- make the money order $5 and it goes for a year to
mouth, lliinois, has been suspended from the min- both. But please remember that the down-town
istry of the United Presbyterian church because of fellows here are hard up.
his belief in divine healing. Well, what next! The
New Testament writers could not hav had the
We desire to call the attention of readers of THE
Presbyterians in mind when they· penned some of TRUTH SEEKER to the benefits of subscribing to the
their " Prescriptions for Christians-follow the di- Truth Seeker Monthly Library. The yearly subrections carefully." Dr. Mark prophesied that scription is only $3, and subscribers to the Library
those who believed in Christ should " lay hands on receive a paper-bound copy of each book issued in
the sick and they shall recover." Evidently the it ; or, if they desire the books in cloth binding,
United Presbyterians of Illinois dare not risk such subscribers can remit the dift'erence in price bea test as this. Dr. James givs more particulars in tween paper and cloth binding, and get the books
his prescription: '·Is any sick among you! Let in the latter shape. So far this year subscribers
him call for the elders of the church; and let them to the Library hav received "Paine Vindica.ted,"
prav over him, annointing him with oil in the name by Colonel Ingersoll, price 15 cents; the " Creaof the Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the tion of God,",by Dr. Hartmann, price 50 cents
sick, and the Lord shall rais~ him up; and if he the "Resurrection of Jesus," by Don Allen, price
hav committed sins they shall be forgiven him." 40 cents; "Crimes of Preachers," price 25 cents;
This w.ould appear to giv the Christian Scientists the "Handbook of Freethought," by W. S. Bell,
large odds against the Presbyterians. What is the price 50 cents; "Religion a Curse," by S. P. Putmatter with the latter, anyway 1 Are they getting nam, price 25 cents; " Design Argument Fallacies,"
to be afraid or ashamed of their own "rule of faith price 15 cents; "Pen Pictures of the World's Fair,"
and practice " ?
price 25 cents, and "Abraham Lincoln: Was He a
Christian!" price 50 cents. Other books besides
The St. Louis Christian Advocate wishes now are in preparation. One of these, we may menthat it had not been so sure concerning something tion, is "Pleasure an'd Progress," by A. M.
it did not know anything about. In its anxiety to Lorentz, LL.B., of which further notice will
make a point against the Sunday paper, it asserted shortly be made. Send $3 and receive at once
that "London, with her five million inhabitants, the books already published, and, as they aphas no Sunday newspaper." Upon which the pear, those which will be published between now
Christian Commonwealth, of London, comments : and January, '94.
" This .will be news to the people of the metropolis
who hav become quite accustomed to hearing the
We hav purchased the copyright and plates of
Sunday newspapers cried by the newsboys. We A. Jacobson's "Bible Inquirer," and shall soon hav
are profoundly sorry that our contemporary's ob- ready the fourth edition of that admirable little
servation is wholly untrue. London has a surfeit book, of which Lincoln's old law partner, and biogof Sunday newspapers, and some of these hav a rapher, Wm. H. Herndon, wrote to the author:
phenomenal circulation, reaching as many as five
" A few days since I received your most excellent
hundred thousand. Surely this does not look much pamphlet, the ' Bible Inquirer,' and for which I am
like sup :rior respect for the Lord's day on this side much obliged to you. It should be in everybody's hand.
" The arrangement is methodical and excellent. How
the Atlantic ! " This is a very good report. It
any
sane man or woman in the world can hold that the
shows that the people are slowly getting back their
Bible is God's special revelation, as contended by the
own from the priests and the priests' God. SomeChristian world, I cannot conceive.
time this absentee Lord will be wholly dispossessed.
"Your one hundred ·and forty-eight propositions
We can hasten the coming of the hour of happy de- quoted from the Bible refute the idea that God had anything to do with the book. If God revealed it he is a
liverance. Watch and work.
poor God.
" It smells of the ignorant and barbarous human. It
D. W. Wilder, ex-commissioner of Kansas, says
is a record of the struggle of the human soul in th&
in his Insurance Magazine :
process of its grand evolution to kno:w the unknowable
"in the United S~tell the belief in hell, an et~rP~~ -to )tnow p.~tur~i~ ~w_s, 931U!es, etc, Your boo~ il!
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a manly aTtempt to enlighten the world on the subject.
of revelation, and I hope you will scatter the pamphlet
over this broad land.
"You hav done in this matter a most noble deed for
humanity. It has most certaioly cost you much intellectual toil and eft'ort. Your pay will be the gratitude of
your fellow-men. Among the great men of the world is
he who removes ignorance and superstition, and substitutes therefor fact and science. You hav done your
duty bravely and nobly. I do sincerely recommend
your book to all free Religionists, Liberals, and those
who would be free. The book is a good thing; it is no
sham; it is a fact-solid facts, well and sharply put."
As to the dream of Christian unity, Cardinal Gibbons says:
''There is a heartfelt desire for it, I am sure, among
all goodmen. The Parliament of Religions was an evidence of it. But the eBBential principle of unity is a
head, and there can be no union of Christians without a
central authority. The successor of St. Peter is the head
for members of the Christian faith, approved by our Lord
himself."
Cardinal Gibbons is undoubtedly right as regards the necessity of a central authority in matters
religious, especially in the case of a "universal"
church. It is not possible otherwise to prevent
schifilm and disintegration.
Doubts must be
smothered. The machin8ry of the organization can
work smoothly only when the power is distributed
through one great, central motor. What is true of
religion is true of morals. To successfully establish
a universal system of morals, heretics must be relentlessly crushed. All must conform their conduct
to the one standard, that of the dominant party.
In Christian ethics no account can be taken of temperamental, geographical, and racial differences.
All priesthoods are alike. None can tolerate disseut. The bed is made to hold a man of a certain
length. 'l'hose who hav fallen short must be
stretched, those who hav been unfortunate enough
to grow a little taller must be chopped down to fit.
The universal church means the stagnant, it means
the intolerant, it means the persecuting, church.
The universal empire is another name for despotism. Had Rome, the mistress of the world, maintained her ancient power until to-day, or could
Russia shadow the whole earth with her flag, would
there be any political liberty 7 If the Catholic
church had encountered no rivals, could Freethought even whisper now! Uniformity is enforced conformity, cruelty, persecution, decay,
dissolution.

Freethought Progress.
Toronto has no Sunday street cars yet but the Sunday
omnibus movement is extending, several lines having
been opened.
The barbers who do not want to work on Sunday seem
determined that those who do shall not hav the opportunity. It is the dog-in-the-manger tr~ck again, but it is
not always successful. Mayor Bevms, of Omaha, has
just vetoed a Sunday-closing ordinance for barbers.
About two months ago the Boston Post began the issue
of a Sunday edition, this making three Sunday papers in
that city-the HeraCd, Globe, and Post. Now the
Journal has made the trio a quartet. It is the only
Republican Sunday paper in Boston. Of course the
meddling preachers are raising a fuss about it. They
are bound to defend their Sunday trust by fair means or
foul.
CanonS. A. Barnett admits that the Japanese get on
remarkably well with;ont re~igion. H~ say~: "No one is
rehgious. I believe In nothmg. I believe m myself !.ex- .
presses the attitude of young Japan. The Japanese are
c-..triously· deficient in t~e rel~gious sense. •: Yet by e!lergy
and versatility, Japan m. smence educat10n, _and history
now takes it place alongside the foremost nat10ns.-Lon- ·
don Freethinker.
If every modern theologian could receive, by a sudden
inspiration, Professor _Tyndall's openness of min:d to all
disclosures of truth, his earnestness of_ purpos~ m quest
of truth and his candor of statement m teachmg truth,
there wo'uld be an end to heresy trials; and the church
universal would enjoy an illumination like that which
used to make St. Peter's dome on Easter night a blaze of
glory.-Rev. Dr. Abbott, in Outlook.

Ladv Shelley has just presented the Shelley Memorial
to University College, Oxford. Several clergymen were
present and the principal of the college, in acknowledging the 'gift said that "the rebel of eight;y_years ago was
the hero of the present century." It WBS Uniyersit;r_ College from which Shelley was expelled for Athetsm. Thus,
to adopt Ingersoll's words, "the heretic of one age becomes the aureoled saint of the next!'-8ecular Thought.
Readers will aid the cause by forwal'ding us
name3 of their friends who might be interested iiJ
~:~a.m:rle co:ries of THE TRUTH SEEKE~-
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Woman : Four Centuries of
Progress.
We are living to-day in the midst of glowing
splendors. Our breath mingles with the bloom and
beauty, the 1lowers and fragrance of the grandest
hour since time began to be.
On either hand a multitude of honors amd
achievements meet and greet us.
The blossom of genius, the wealth of art, the
glories of science, speak with a million eloquent
tongues.
Reality, strong, supple, graceful. with queenly
magnificence, dowers the world with strength and
honor. As, with magician's wand, she has touched
the hidden forces of Nature, lo, from centuries
of growth and development, has unfolded the fairest fruitage of all the blooming earth.
It is eminently fitting and proper that the blossom of philosophy and reform should crown this
unequaled exhibit of the world's great work and
worth. Hence, science holds the jeweled coronal
above the fair brow of Freethought to-day. Freethought, many times slandered, bruised. beaten
bleeding, martyred, yet now arisen, glorified, dei:
fied, arrayed in robes of consummate grace and
glory-the pure white angel, and only savior of
this, or any other world.
In the midst of the golde'n glory of the magical
scenes unfolded before the enraptured vision stands
. woman, an active, honnred coadjutor and friend
For the first time in modern history she is in her
own place. For the first time her right to be a part
of the forces .that produce. the beauty and delight
of the world IS acknowledged. For the first time
she stands beside her brother in art, literature industry, and science.
'
All honor to America for this recognition, a recognition, however, absolutely compelled by the hard
work and persistency of woman, and the times in
which we live; and it is right that in this new world
the triumph of woman over old-time prejudices, over
ancient and rigorous customs, should be complete
and undisputed.
Just here it is pertinent to inquire why this
present condition of things has not always obtained,
why woman has not heretofore, as in the present,
stood shoulder to shoulder, and hand in hand with
man 1 What terrible force, what iniquitous powers
have operated to keep her in ignorance, and what
has made her a weakling, dist~ustful of herself'
What had she done? what dreadful crime committed
for which she was relegated to a back seat or no
seat at all, in the world's great auditorium? What
sins lay at her door that she should be compelled to
do penance as long as she lived!
And what has changed the order of events ?
What has raised her to the position she occupies todav 1 What power has brought to her the opportunities she now enjoys 1 What has broken the
barriers that, not so long since, shut her from all
that she now takes as her just right and due!
Why is the consideration tendered her to-day, never
vouchsafed her before? What in the paRt held her
a slave, and what has changed her condition T
The above are a few of the inquiries we shall seek
to answer, brie1ly and concisely us possible in the
space assigned us upon this occasion.
When Isabella of Castile fitted out, at her own expense, the little squadron, that, launched on its
voyage of discovery, was destined to touch into
action the springs of a new world, little did she
think what she a woman, was doing for the liberation of her sex. And, when Columbus sent a
cargo of Indians to Spain as slaves and this true
queen indignantly ordered them returned to their
nat-ive land, it was then a ringing blow was struck
at human slavery, a blow that has resounded down
to the present, and still is ringing in. the ears of dependent womanhood. It was then that Isabella
unlatched the door to the woman's kingdom.
That she gave a reluctant consent to the establishment of the Inquisition only makes more apparent the angry sea of ecclesiasticism in which she
as well as all other women of her time was engulfed.
Man was there too, but his head was now and then
above water. He could occasionally feel the
breezes of _liberty and understand which way they
were blowmg. But woman could neither see the
real light nor experience the touch of the sweet
winds of freedom.
She wa_s enslaved without knowing it. She
accepted her situation meekly. She thought she
must. She was born and reared in subjection.
Her pre-natal condition bore the stamp and seal of
slavery. Her ,.,...other wore the badge and emblem
of servitude before her.
Her "very chains and she grew friends
So much a long communion tends
'
To make us wliat we are."

She was held as a species of property, along with
chattels, animals, or real estate, created, as the Hebrews had it •'solely for tl.e pleasure of man," but
"man was said to be made for the glory of God."
Petruchio in the "Taming .of the Shrew," expresses the former, and to a great extent, tte still
prevalent notion of the ownership of woman, when
he says,
"I will be master of what is mine own.
She is my goods, my chattels; she is my house,
My household stuff, my field, my barn;"
my animal and so on.
This conception of the status of woman is recognized in the Episcopal marriage service. Some male
relative must be present to respond ''I do," to the
question "Who gives this woman away?" thus implying that Phe is owned by somebody, and when she
marries she simply changes masters.
No one gives the man away. He usually does that
himself! and pretty effectually too, sometimes.
In Spain four hundred years ago, woman had
learned the use of the needle and could sew and
embroider, but it was not till the time of Elizabeth
that the needle was known to any great extent in
England. Four hundred years ago the general use
of the table fork was unknown. The clergy from
the pulpit denounced the article as devilish, an implement of Satan, and as 1lying in the face of divine
wrath to use it at table when God had purposely
made fingers to eat with.
Society, at that time, was loose and sensual.
Woman was the beast of burden, the puppet, the
plaything for man's amusement, or the serving mistress to come and go at his command, his vassal,
and legitimate prey. Shfi.l was unacquainted with
her own nature, practically unknown to herself.
Perhaps she had a dim consciousness of something different than she had known, but, in the
main, she knew no better than to acquieRce in a dreadful edict that had been put forth against her. Her
sphere was compassed by one word-toil. It was
bounded by one other word-submission. The
mummy of an Egyptian woman represents her with
a di~taff in her hand and her finger upon her lips,
signifying silence and labor.
Worn with fatigue and suffering, many times a
mother, wit.h all the consequent perils, trials, cares,
and vicifilsitudes of motherhood, she was in no condition to realize any higher state than the one she
occupied. Go look among the valleys and mountains of Italy, Switzerland. Russia, where women
have toiled for eight hundred yenrs in silence and
servitude-go to Germany and Belgium and see
women harnessed with dogs and sweating under the
most ab j · d toil, behold the condition of woman in
every priest-ridden country, if you would understand a little of the slavery that still holds woman
bound hand and foot. Go to France and those
countries where prostitution is legalized, where,
under the sanction of law,. the bodies of women are
made marketable merchandise, if you would realize
somewhat of that ancient sacerdotal barbarism that
has not even as yet taken its fingers from the throat
of woman.
Nor need we go three thousand miles from home
to find women bending beneath the yoke of a bondage dreadful to contemplate. Nay, nay, friends.
· Go out upon the streets of this beautiful city,
and behold women selling themselvs for bread this
very night.. And mark ye tne eager purchasers
at every pomt. Mark ye, too, the men of standing
of in1luence, yea, those who are sent up to th~
nation's capital to frame the laws of the land, hesitating at nothing to accomplish the ruin of inno
cent women. Take off the veneer from aristocratic
circles, and witness the surging of the filthy waves
in the miasmatic lakes of pollution, where woman
sinks to rise no more.
Go read the " age of consent " laws, disgracing
the statute books of every state in the Union.
Read. the reports .of indignities heaped upon young
and mnocent children, mu:rdered ofttimes by the
wolf of passion in man.
And, through it all, from beginning to end, may
be traced the subserviency of· woman herself -the
victim and slave of falsehood and fear.
CAUSE OF WOMAN'S SUBJUGATION.

The cause of the subjugation of woman reaches
far back, and is wound around with the rusted chain
of ancient theology and a false faith. Under pagan
rule woman was treated with honor and regard,
and she had many rights and privileges which were
lost to her under Christian rule.
If ever there was an ingeniouf:'ly woven plot, it is
that of the "Fall of Man," with Paul of Tarsus for
its moutbpiece. ·
~is words on the subject of women are deadly
po~son. "She was first in the transgression," said
pnestly Paul, "therefore keep her m subjection."
''She shall not teach. She must not usurp authority over the man." "She must obey her husbl\>nd7"

whatever he may command, and she "must keep
silPnce." Why? Wdl, this is the reason given.
" She was first deceived and not Adam!"
Realizing that she might desire to ask a question
or two, might wish for some education, her schooling is provided for in this way by the sainted Paul:
She can go home and ask her husband! Can
anyone wonder that women, married women especially, were such absolute illiterates when they
had such ignorant instructors as the husbands of
the past! No provision hnving been made for old
maids and widows, they have had the field to themselves.
It is needless to say that they have made good
use of time, and show some progress ! Paul also
gave instruction as to how women should dressthat they should not wear gold, jewels, or pearls
(see Paul's Epistle to Timothy), thus paving the
way for masculine dressmakers. It was long after
the death of Paul before w:.:men dared to wear rings
and breastpins.
This reformer also left written orders how women
should w£ar their back hair, long, of course, and
braided. He is, for the most part, dutifully obeyed
to this day, with some additions, as the ·French
twist, bangs, and frizzles. He also commanded
that woman should keep her head covered when she
went to church, and that is presumably the reason,
gentlemen, that you find yourselves presented with
such marvelous milliners' bills, as to sometimes .cause
each particular hair of your heads to stand on end,
like quills upon the fretful porcupine.
Strange enough, few names are dearer to the
ordinary Christian woman's heart than that of Paul,
yet no man has done more to bring disgrace, shame,
and servitude upon women than this same Paul.
No man has stood in the way of woman's progress
as he has. No other man, primarily speaking, has
caused her so much sorrow; none made her more dependent; none besmirched her name and fame as
he has.
No man more deserves the contempt and scorn
of woman.
An apple had been 1lung at the head of woman,
and she was accused of the blackest crime in the
calendar-that of introducing into the world all the
shame, pain, woe, crime, and wretchedness in it, and
we need contemplate only a portion of it to know
how stupendous and monstrous the charge. She
was not adjudged probably guilty, and bound over
to a higher court for trial, but, without judge or
jury, without being allowed one little word in selfdefense, without a witness to attest her innocence
or to prove an alibi, she was pronounced guilty,
GUILTY, GUILTY!
- .
She was drummed out of her garden home, according to the record, and her sentence pronounced,
with no recommendation to mercy.
·
THE CANON LAW.

The canon law comprises that system of laws es- tablished by the Christian church in the ninth century, and based upon the B1ble. These laws are
the root and cause of the subjugation and degradation of women in Christian countries.
In 1632 a book was publi,.hed in England in
which it is declared that "the reason why women
have no control in Parliament, why they make no
laws, consent to none, abrogale none, is because of
their original sin ! "
This is the whole story in a nutshell. All the
abuses, humiliations, cruelties, and indignities
heaped upon woman in Christian countries may be
traced directly and Pquarely to this source and nowhere else-the fable of original sin.
Listen to this from St. Chrysostom, Greek father
of the church, commonly known as the goldenmouthed saint. This may be one of his golden utterances. Judge ye: "Woman is a necessary evil,
a natural temptation, a desirable calamity, a domestic peril, a deadly fascination, and a pninted ill."
Hark ye to what the great authority, Tertullian,
a Latin father of the church, said: " Woman, thou
shouldst ever be clothed in rags and in mourning,
appearing only as a penitent, drowned in tears, and
expiating thus the sin oJ having caused the fall of
the human race. Woman, thou art the gate of the
devil. It is thou who hast corrupted those whom
Satan dare not attack face to face."
You will note that Tertullian regarded woman as
worse than the devil. _,
. St. Jerome wrote that "woman is the gate of the
devil, the road to iniquity, the sting of the scorpion, in a word, a dangerous species." Jerome was
the dirty fellow who lived in one garment till he
died, letting his body go unwashed and half-starved,
despising and mortifying the same, in order to preserve his s0ul. At the death of this notable saint,
his ragged garment, full of hvely tenants, was held
up as proof of his right to be known as a saint and
blessed martyr._ This gave him the undoubted
right to thus discourse regarding womeu.
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These women were believed to be in league with
the devil, and were consequently regarded with the
ut.most horror and suspicion. The persecutions came
from the church, and ~eorge Com be say!', in speaking of this shocking state of aff.irs. that "religion
was employed to fan the :flame of cruelty and superstition." John Wesley had said that to destroy the
belief in withcraft was to destroy the Bible-and
Wesley was certainly right. The old superstitions
have gone, many of them, and where, let me ask, is
the Bible to-day '?..:-tottering in weakness, a moldy
mass of ignorance and superstition.
But little progress was made or could be expected
under a general belief that woman had the power
to change herself at will into a black cat, and in this
guise perf-Jrm all kinds of villainy, cruelty, and
depredation, to cause pain and sickness, to blight
crops and torture the innocent, to maliciously
injure, to destroy and kill.
Satan was thought to be trying to go the
Almighty one better, if I may be pardoned tpe
phrase, in getting possession of the saints, and any
maimed. unattractive, ag .. d woman was liable to be
accused of being a witch. In the present, times
are so changed and opinions, that the young and
attractive among women are the most bewitching
witches.
It seems almost incredible that such men as Sir
Matthew Hale in old England, and Cotton Mather
in New England should lend themselves to gravely
preside over a delusion like witchcraft. Yet such
is superstition, and when blinded by religion, no
one can calculate its harmful and deleterious effects
upon the human mind.
Woman was now regarded with more suspicion
than ever, and was continually urged by the fathers
of the church to rep(:mt of her sins. Her business
was to work and pray, and her only recreation a walk
in the graveyard to view the place where she might
shortly lie.
In such a situation she found herself hedged
ab')ut and circumscribed, unable, from ignorance,
to define her position, and too bewildered to lift
herself above it if she knew it.
In England, as is stated by Herbert Spencer,
''wives wer : bought from the fifth to the eleventh
century. Women were whipped on slight provocation, and Christian gentlemen arranged pleasure
parties to go to Bridewell to see the women whipped."
And this public whipping of women was not
abolished in England until 1817. In that country
the wife calls her husband "master" to this day.
In this country wives were bought by the early settlers in Virginia, and the price paid was one hundred and fifty pounds of tobacco. (See Eggleston's Hist.) • The first persons publicly whipped
in this country were women. They were tied to
the tails of carts and whipped on their naked backs
through th:e streets of Boston. Our policeJ courts
everywhere are still di .. graced by wife-beaters, the
frequency of whose appearance before the bar of socalled justice is a diE~grace to present civilization.
As a result of the shameful burdens and bondage
of woman, the ownership and slavery of the same,
the Christian world has been, and is still. a hot· bed
of Bl'lnsuality and vice. When the m ther is regarded solely as a house-cleaner, a scrub, drudge,
and breeder of children-and I regret to say that
too many regard her in this light only even to-day
-what can be the outcome but laxity of morals and
crime? When Lust is concealed under the title of
Love, what can you expect but sin and sensuality?
As th~ offspring of the inferiority and degradation
of woman, planted and ma ntained by theology, behold in every town and city throughout the Christian world wells of immorality, sinks of iniquity,
disgraceful to humanity and shocking to the moral
sense of communities.
Two stand~trds of morality have been adopted as
a result of the teaching of the early theologians,
one for woman, and another, quite different, for
men.
And there can never be any great moral progress
until there is but one code of morality, and that for
all the universe alike.
The first Synod of the Reformation passed laws
sanctioning polygamy. Martin Luther him.selJ favored it, and the Bible gave it sanction.
Out of it has come the prostitution that goes
hand in hand with our boasted civilization, planting
itself before every church.!door in Christendom, and
which the church candidly admits it is powerless to
wipe out.
Thus woman was stranded, as it were, Ol!l. the
rocks of superstition, a helpless and almost hopeles<~
wreck, made so by ecclesiastical rulings. and decisions, based entirely upon false and ruinous
charges.
Gradually the tide arose, and woman found herl}elf atloat7 ailo~t o-n ~ cruel7 trea.c.Q.erous sea7 but

still afloat. l,eople were beginning to think, and
to think aloud.
As the rigidity of early Christian teaching softened under the influence of the truths of science,
the star of woman dimly appeared in the firmament.
A little learning was not to woman a dangerous
thing, but the opening of a door letting in a little
of the light of common sense. She had been kept
in ignorance. She could not read. She could not
write.
Samuel Johnson claimed that "as the
faculty of writing has been chiefly a masculine endowment, the reproach of making the world
miserable was thus thrown upon women ; and the
grave and the merry hav equally thought themselves at. liberty to conclude, either with declamatory complaints, or satirical censures, of female
folly or fickleness."
The effort made to allow her some advantages of
education met with great disfavor and a terrible opposition.
The first plot of ground for a schoolhouse in
this country was given by a woman, Bridget Graffort in 1700, but her sex was not allowed to attend
that school. The entrance of girls to the first high
school was most bitterly opposed, and it was only
after great pleading, and the paying of taxes under
protest, that they were admitted.
In France in the sixteenth century when Mme. de
Saintonges attempted the opening of a school for
girls, her father called in four eminent physicians
to pronounce as to her sanity. To attempt to
educate a girl was considered proof enough of mental derangement.
The whole duty of woman had been assigned her
by the ·early Christian rulers-to make bread, and
keep the cradle rocking-to bear children in sorrow
and silence, and to bear the burdens not only of
the household. but of out-door labors as well. Her
path was indeed a weary one, marked by insult,
wrong, blood, and tears, from which there seemed
to be no appeal.
SusAN H. WIXON.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Ministers Giving Themselvs Away Again.
Prof. Joseph Le Conte is· an evolutionist
He is also a beloved instructor in the University of
California. C. H. Hobart b<>lieves in the Bible.
He i11 also a Baptist minil'ter of Oakland. He thinks
Professor Le Cont.e and his fellow-evolutionists in
the ch.,irs of the University of California are leading the students straight to hell. He is not afraid to
say so. The consequence is a great time on the Pacific Coast. Professor Le Conte is a member of the
Presbyterian <'burch but he innocently admits that
he is not as orthodox as some other members of
that conventicle. The papers out there are filled
with the pros and cons. and Rev. Mr. Hobart can
bav the satisfaction of knowing that he baR helped
alopg the cauRA of FrPethought by his rash attack
On Sunday, Oct. 15th., the San Francisco Examiner run this q•1estion across the top of one of its
pagAI'-" Are Evolution and Christianity Reconcilable ?"'-and filled the page with closely-printed replies thereto, mos~ of which were from ministers.
one being- by Mr. Hobart himself. President David
St11rr Jordan think<! that all scientific discoveries are
"steadily bringing us toward a real conception of
the meaning of Omnipotence," and hence taking us
away from ''godlessness."
R"v. Charles W.
Wendte takes the position that the University is too
orthodox, and in connection with Professor Le
Conte's •'her sy,"' he mentions the rPceipt recently
of a letter from England in af·knowledgement of a
copy of the Professors book. ''Evolution and Reli
gion,'' in which the writer says: ••It has saved me
from Atheism." But the witty and gifted Ambrose
Pierce P.ontributeEl an answer, which, for keen satire
and delicate ridicule of t.he Bible and its defenders,
has not often been equaled. He simply transposes
Evolution and the Bible and lashes the latter over
the shoulders of the former. Here is his articb in
full·
Is thA theory of Evolution reconcilable with the Christian Reli~ion? Is th·· theory that a bull is an '·Wl reconcilable with the hypothesis that a cow iR n. fish? Is the
belit·f that twice two make seven consistent with the cnnvict.ion that five can be divided by two without a remainder? Ts total abstinence from Atrong drink compatible
with sidicti·n to the habit of toping double-distilled
thunder snrl lightning out of a clamshell? Is r~tnndity
of t.he earth identicll.l with terrestrial hengonshty? Is
an academy of Fcience undergoing impairs the same thing
as a "burch in the l11st. throes of des-•htion?
I do not say that all these "problems" are "pressing
f r solation" with an equal urgency; I say only that the
discussion of them all with fit and becoming gravity
would promote the gayety of nations. In the hope that
at least some one of them may be so discussed by my collaborators in this competitiv examination for controversial honors, lies tbe exceeding great reward of !llY par·
ticipstion. In snportioning the honors, (and 1f there
are prizes the priz~s) I trust the editorial judges will be
1\ble to intelli~ently deoid~ which ifJ the more cr~(litsblQ
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-the generoAity of the Evolutionist in veiling his contempt for religion, or the forbearance of tbP Religionist
in disguising his hstrPd of Sllience? And truly I cannot
but feel that something will be "coming" to me for
frankness in conffssing my esteem for both. One who
can rPspect at the same time Science and R .. ligion, can
rePpect anything at any time, can discern the well-known
"identitv of interest between labor and capital," and is
a. goon citizen.
When yon come to think of it very hard the essential
consistency between the Mosaic and the Darwinian
Scriptures is obvious. For example, the former assures
us on honor that the world, with everything iufesting and
impesting it-science, r~>ligion, and the mule exceptedwas cresteil in six days. In support of this view we see
the Book of Evolutinn, pas~<im, where it is averred that,
like Topsy, the world "just growed," consuming incslculabl~> ae-es in the process. By the· really enlightened
underRtandir g these apparently contradictory assertions
n.re observed to be quite the same; the term" incalculable ages," as used by the inspired evolutionist, is
merely "language " It means six days. The difficulty
has all been cans~>d by the stubborn insistence of the
SciE>ntists on the literal inspiration of their Good Book.
That narrow and unintelligPnt view is now generally
abandoned, and it is concPdeo that their Sacred Scribes
wrote ''with a perfect looseness." Much that is recorded
with a dogmatic and !!Ievere particularity is to be underFtood in a Pickwickian sense, and some is not to be
understood at all.
Take Herbert Spencer. Projecting his vision forward
to the present diFcnssion. he ssw with a prophetic eye
how he could assist. So he actually pointed out a
common ground upon which Science and Religion could
stand to compose their differences.· He explained that
they agreed in the one great essential doctrin that back
of all that we can perceive is Something that we cannot
p~>rceive.
This somethin~ which Reli~,?ion calls God
Science calls the Unknowable. Superb discover:v-that
two great ~'YFtems are reconciled and pra.ctica.ily one
through the solvent power of a common ignorancel-thst
thP true foundation and corner-stone of spiritual fellowship is intellectual darkness!
But even this magnificent discovery did not suit, nor
win immediate acceptance, for the Religionist held that
his God, while induhitablv incomprehensible, was very
knowable indeed-that He was known "by report
divine" to be good, wiRe, powerful, loving, jealous,
pomewhat ;rritable, etc. So matters were really nc.t very
ereatly bPtter than before. But th~> reconcilers th~>n, as
now, WPre activ and alert; no difficulty would daunt
thPm. BPing all in the S!lience camp, they soon agreed
(ann so preached) that St. SpPncwr was inspired only
Pickwi,.kwis~>, and his term "The Unknowable" must be
nnder~tono in the Pense appropriate to that inspiration;
it meant Goo-knnwn "by report divine" to be good,
wiAe, pnwerful, loving, jPalous, somewhat irritable, etc.
So, Religion having in the immemorial way driven
Science from anc·ther of its untenable outwm ks, the capture of the citadel was hrou~?ht nctably nearer in point
nf time; <>rf in more familiar metaphor, the complete defl.piJgine- o the parrot by tbe monkey was made immintnt, though on some disnnt~>d points they are still
havin~ "a h-1 of a time," it must with sorrow be con~
fessed.
Innumerable examplPs might be cited of how the epirit
of concePsion among the ScientiRts has brought about a.
practical agreement-a modu• vivendi which promises to
become the haPis of a pPrmanent treaty of peace. The
Darwinian Scriptures affirm the slow descE>nt of Man
~rom an arboreal ancestor with a swim-bladder; the
MoRsic say he was made at a single operation from a
Jump of cloy and named A<lom. Obviously these are
two accounts of the sam~> nccurrence, as has been pointed
ont by the ingeninus ProfPFSor Frump, of Gottingen.
He says that the Darwinian account is either allegorical
or a parable. He is himself unable to say which, but
nPon that point he quotes the learned Dr. Grump, of
Bonn-who also is unable to say which. As to the a.dv~>nt of Woman upon
this (theresftor) "distracted
globe," the silence of the Evolutionists is most si~nifi
cant, lt must be takPn as singularly strong corroborstiv
eviilence of her creation from a raw rib. Of course that
a.ppliPs only to the first woman; the others, a.s Ca.libsn
says of the ~tars, " f'ame otbPrwiPe."
But why multiply evidence of the essential identity
of Evolut~on and the ChriHtio.n religion? It must be obvious tbat when interpreted in the light of a sincere desire for peace and quietnes... and giv<>n their true Pickwickian sense, all the knotty assertions of the book of
"R:vnlution are accuratPly confirmatory of those in the Hebrew and the Greek scriptures. It is only when not so
unoerAtood that the one set of inspired scribes give the
other the lie direct.
For further examples of that way of understsndinathings I feel that l can confirlently ref~>r to the work of
Aome of the most d;stinguished of my collaborators in
t.bis dav's controvPrPy. If they happen to be mostly
from tbe camp of Religion-well, let us accPpt it as a.
falter dn.y miracle, which will itself go a.long way toward
confirm in~ Revelatinn-for by miracles the truth of Rev·
elation has been always beat attested.
In conclusion, havinl? said so much about Creation, I
ma.:v venture to submit my own humble view of it; and
this I no not only as a contribution of raw material for a
scientific religion of the future, but in refutation of the
erroneous doctrin that God made the world in six days
and was arrested on tho 11eventh. My notion of the matter is best set forth in a couplet:
God slept-suns, worlds sprang flaming into place,
God woke-His smile alone illumined apace.
IntPrpreting this couplet as well as we can, it
would appear to state that God occupied bachelor
apartments in vacuity for an indefinit eternity,
reposing in slothful somnolence upon the downy
couch of-nothing. Sometime he awoke, and, like
the little child which opens. its eyes on Christmas morning upon a room full of new toys, he was
so tickled when he beheld the "suns; worlds," and
other cosmographic paraphernalia that had materi.alized while he was taking his siesta, that he smiled
with such tumtJltuou~:J ~Dd ex}laDs~v }liJ!lrit;y that th~
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Marsites thought Talmage had opened his mouth.
The illumination was due to the conversion into
light of the movement of his lips in smiling. This
is believed to be the earliest authenticated instance
of the operation of the Law of the Conservation
and Correlation of Energy. If this translation is
not sufficiently free doubtless Mr. Bierce in the
kindness of his heart and his delightfully felicitous
style will set us right.
----~------~---

News and Notes.

I left New York Saturday evening October 14th.,
on one of the magnificent sound steamers. which is a
very delightful way of traveling from NewYork to Boston. There is an orchestra on board which fills the
air with music. There ie a fine table set, and the
prices are really gorgeous and somewhat surpass
the cuisine. A fine cabin is at your service, if you
pay for it, and you can sleep comfortably until
morning. You don't hav to hurry to "awake,
arise," for there are two express trains for Boston.
and you can take your choice.
Boston is an awfully lonesom:e place on Sunday ;
I feel as if I were in a country churchyard when I
get there. The melancholy spirit of the Puritans
seems to possess the place. I arrived in Boston at
7:30 a.m., and the cars do not run until 8 o'clock,
and then like angel visits they are few and far between. The ;restaurants are not open, and you
must remain both hungry and thirsty. The only
thing that breaks the monotony is the faint odor of
Boston baked beans. This givs you a sniff of good
things to come, and reminds you that Boston is
still the" Hub," even if it isn't the hubbub like New
York. You can't get your boots blacked on Sunday
in Boston unless the boot black takes you around
the corner where the eye of the policeman is conveniently absent. I wonder if a boot-black keeps
on the right side of a policeman by a division of the
spoils; you hav to pay twice as much on Sunday as
on any other day.
Well, along toward afternoon Boston wakes ap.
The church people having performed their duties
in a most solemn manner, the general masses begin
to think of having a good time on the Common and
round about and the streets look a little bit lively,
and the, swift-footed steeds adorn the avenues, and
there is a sort of religious hilarity in sights and
sounds, as if Yankee Doodle was being played on a
church organ. There is a vast undercurrent of
jollity in Boston, after all, on Sundays, but the
casual observer is not in it. If one knows the
ropes, however, he can see the elephant in a very
quiet manner.
When I come to Investigator Hall in the afternoon I find, of course, the advance guard, and the
true glory of Boston begins to appear-that which
has made it such a stimulating memory and such a
prophetic impulse, for .Boston after all is the seat
of Radicalism and· it flourishes alongside of Conservatism with a life all its own. From Boston has
flowed many a stream of progress, and the fountains
are brimming yet.
It is pleasant to meet old comrades around the
camp-fires of liberty. Washburn is back from th«:l
Congress and the World's Fair. Dr. Noyes I greet
again, and Secretary Foster and President Rockwood and Reuben Rush-whose fiery oratory gave
us a new impulse at Chicago-and his brother and
Rush, Sr., who has borne our flag on two continents,
and Babcock, my old Unitarian ministerial friendfor we were both together in the Liberal pulpit and
hav come together into the "unfenced universe"and my young friend Chainey, who reminds me of
old times, and upon whose brow are gathering the
laurels of literary success-these I see and many
more. And so my afternoon's lecture at Investigator Hall was a genial labor ; the audience was
that kind which makes one feel at home-a friendly
and inspiring one-and Boston and Paine Hall hav
the warmest place in my heart, for its venerable
and beautiful surroundings do giv hope for the
future.
After the lecture at Boston I take the train Jor
Worcester, Mass., arriving just in time to go upon
the platform and address the largest audience I hav
yet had in this city. W. B. Clark keeps things on
the move here, and supplies mainly the sinews of
war. A fine report of the lecture was given in the
Worcester Telegram. I had a pleasant sojourn
with Mr. Clark and his family, where THE TRUTH
SEEKER sheds its rays. Mr. Clark's son, a member
of the high school, is one of the most brilliant contributors to the Children's Corner, and takes to
journalism with true Yankee genius.
Next I come to the Liberal Club, New York,
where I lecture on Friday, October 20th, under the
presidency of Dr. Foote, Jr. This club maintains
its old-time prestige. J.he hall was full. The Liberal Club is a place where one must be on the lookout. He must be ready to defend himself; for, af-
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ter the lecture, he is the subject of manifold
criticisms. I lectured on "Freethought and Morality," and was followed by Macdonald, the sculptor,
with a widPspread discourse about almost everything the lecture included ; and the audience liked
his quaint and venerable manner, for he has been
over fifty years in the Freethought movement.
Mr. Wright said the lecture didn't amount to anything. He came to hear something, and didn't.
What's the use of this Freethought talk-why not
do something! Both Mr. Rowley and Mr. Wakeman ably replied to this attack, Mr. Wakeman showing that talk was absolutely necessary to agitation
and to the enlightenment and education of the people, and no reform could get on without it, and
that the first necessity of progress was the f~eedom
of the mind. We must get rid of the dogmas and
chains of the past before we can grapple with the
great social problems and settle them on a true
scientific basis. Mr. Rowley I met and heard for
the first time, and he is a power upon the platform.
He knows what he is talking about, and can make
his points clear. He is one of the foremost debaters in our ranks.
The criticisms of the club were on the whole
favorable with the exception of Mr. Wright. To
this I answered that ideas must precede action.
Before a reform can be practical, it must be ideal;
it must be in the minds of men, and it can come
into the mind as a commanding force only by talk
-by the pen and the platform ; and furthermore,
that the chief thing now in the way of social advance
is the church itself, whose intellectual authority
must be destroyed, for people must nobly think before they can nobly act.
On Sunday, October 29tr, I lectured before the
Brooklyn Philosophical Association. Sixteen· years
ago, at its first organization, I gave a lecture before
this club in 1878. Since then it has been growing
in numbers and influence, and is now a recognized
power. It is formed "for the attainment and diffusion of knowledge, on scientific, social, ethical, and
religious subjects, and for comparison of ideas by
mean·s of lectures and discussions."
It meets at Long Island Business College on
Eighth street, between Driggs and Bedford avenues.
Its president is Jos.eph Warwick, a stalwart Freethinker, who gave me welcome sixteen years ago.
H. A. Stone is vice-president, W. V. Winham,
treasu.rer, Henry Rowley, ~orrespondiug secretary, and George E. Frederick, Jr., recording
secretary. Its motto is, " The Truth shall make
you free."
A fine audience was present to listen to my
lecture on" The Bible and Modern Thought." A
very interesting discussion took place afterwards,
with much variety of thought and difference of view,
but in the same direction as the lecture mainly.
There was no orthodox to take the stand and defend
the old doctrine. Every one of the speakers was
more or less a heretic. Mr. Delmore Elwell first
advanced to the arena. In a vague sort of way he
believes in the Christian scheme of redemption, but
is much more interested in the great question of
poverty, and on that point indorsed the opinions of
the lecture. However, he wanted to know what
Freethought was doing to redeem the world to get
rid not only of the Bible God but the God of
mammon, which was now apparently the "Almighty
God." He was followed by Wm. Ranson, well
known among reformers, who takes the Bible in a
sort of free and easy way-picks out the good
things and lets the bad alone without saying much
about it. He doesn't believe a thing because it's
in the Bible, but if it happens to be in the Bible,
the Bible is a good book to back it up with, being
so universally accepted. The world had not yet
come up to Moses on the land and usury question.
As for Jesus he would idealize him, and God also,
as creations of the human imagination and not real
things ; and to be made better as man grows better. We need not therefore trouble ourselvs about
the record of Jesus or the past conceptions of God,
but look to the future and make our own ideas of
these things more conformable to advanced reason
and morality.
·
The Rev. Frank E. Mason next occupied the
platform. He is a thorough-going idealist after
the fashion of Berkeley, Fichte, and Schelling.
Everything is subjectiv. There is no objectiv reality. The ego is all in all. Moses, Jesus, God, are
not outside of us, only in our consciousness. Time
is not a reality, but a concept. It is only a method
of thought, and so is space. Matter is only a mode
of the mind, a "concentration of limitation." Mr.
Mason goes into his subject with a good deal of
vivacity He has evidently thought the subject
out quite vigorously from his standpoint. His
philosophy is pure transcendentalism. The ego is
the center, and when the ego vanishes, then the
universe vanishes also.

My valiant, materialistic ally, Rowley, attacked
these statements with plenty of logic and wit. It
was a delightful combat-the Idealist with the
Realist-and the sparks flew, for there was matter
in hand, and even Mr. Mason. proved a solid substance and knew when he was hit. If I am subjectiv to Mr. Mason, says Rowley, why, then, Mr.
Mason is subjectiv to me, and therefore does not
exist. When I cease he ceases, and when he ceases
I cease, and therefore both of us are nonentities, and
the universe is annihilated. To assert that there is
no objectiv reality, no real succession of events, is
to ruake everything nothing. There is no such
thing therefore as knowledge, no such thing as
truth; no time, no space, according to Idealism.
It is only the ego, and since the ego rests on
vacuity, it itself becomes a nothing, and Mr. Mason
vanishes from view on the tide of his own philosophy. Is he here, or is he there, or where is he?
Mr. St. John closed the animated discussion,
pointing out the practical work of Freethought and .
the value of these destructiv cl'iticisms of the Bible.
I gave a reply of about ten minutes, iil which I
a:ffirn:.ed that the only possible way to settle any
question was by science, and that science affirmed
the objectiv reality of the universe, but that we
could only know it through phenomena, as finit,
not as infinit; that we know ourselvs only' as parts
of the universe, not as separate from it, for in the
very act of knowledge is included both subject and
object; that in this universe we can improve our
surroundings, and so from our standpoint at least
make the world a better and more beautiful one.
Thus concluded a very varied and instructiv discussion. I lecture before the same association
again November 12th and November 26th.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

International Congress of Freethinkers.
FINANCIAL REPORT.
The Congress is now a thing of the past. This
first Congress of its kind held in America, has met,
transacted its business, and dispersed. It has now
become a matter of history. But its influence will
not wear off for some time to come. Freethinkers
will speak of it to each other, it will be remembered
in our correspondence, and its many little pleasantries will remain in our ·hearts yet awhile.
In justice to those who hav helped in matters of
finance to make it a success, to whose assistance in
this relation its success was almost entirely due, I
present for publication this statement of the moneys
received and ex¥ended by myself in its behalf:
There had been placed in my hands by collection
at the Congress, from all sources, the sum of... $291 01
By subscription from the Freethought Federation ........................................................:...... 111 10
By subsoription from the Secular Union............. 111 10
Returned by Federation to common fund by request of Dr, E. B. Foote, Jr........................... 25 00
Making a total received by me of ................ $538 21
This amount has been expended, as here specified:
To hall rent, extra chairs, tables, etc ................... $81 00
To advertising.................................................. 68 03
To translating foreign documents, typewriting,
etc................................................................ 28 30
To decorations, silk badges, etc., for committees, 15 70
To printing programs of Congress, and mailing
same............................................................. 45 65
To printing members' and lodge certificates...... 11 00
To payment of lecturers for services rendered.... 283 00
To personal expenses........................................ 12 00
To sundries...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5 35
Makin~ a total of........................................ $550 03
Total reoe1pts...... ...... .... .. ........ .... .. .. .. ...... .. .... ... 5~8 21

Balance due me.......................................... $11 82
Of this balance due, the Federation has already
paid me the sum of $6, leaving the sum of $5. 82
due from the American Secular Union.
For the further information of those members of
the joint committee who were not present at the final
meeting on Tuesday, October lOth, I will say that
this latter balance was occasioned by the agreeme;nt
of the committee to include Mr. Reuben Rush
among the list of paid lecturers: Immediately after
the adjournment of the Congress, a meeting of the
joint committee of arrangement~;~ was called for the
above date, for the purpose of winding up its business rblating thereto.
There were present at that meeting Samuel P.
Putnam, E. C. Reichwald, Dr. J. H. Greer, and myself. A full, itemized report on finances was presented to the committee, which report being adopted
as entirely satisfactory to all, the committee was
then discharged and relieved from further obligations by Dr. Greer, who acted as chairman in the
absence of Judge Waite.
The large number of delegates from Massachusetts to California, from Michigan to Florida, who
attended the Congress; the good feeling of comradeship that prevailed upon all Elides i the :re~~wala
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of brotherhood, and exchanges of good-will, show
that we are gaining in numbers and strength
throughout the country. The good work of the
Congress must not stop with its adjournment; let
each one that attended carry it on in his or her own
sphere. Keep it up by a constant and thorough
agitation, and in the meantime prepare for another
grand meeting next fall.
Those members of the Congress who hav not received their certificates of membership therein may
hav them forwarded in due time by applying to me
at 165 South Water street, Chicago, TIL
JOHN R. CHARLEBWOR~H,
Sec. Committee of Arrangements.

Sunday. In addressing his somewhat motly crowd,
the preacher urged them to follow Christ, that
being the highest duty of every person. "My
friends," said he, "Jesus is your friend; if he were
here he would be a steerage passenger, for he preferred tc be amOng the poor and lowly." The same
evening, when we had retired to our state-room, I
suggested to my clerical companion, that if he
practiced what he preached he should quit the saloon and adjourn to the steerage, where he alleged
Christ would be if he were on board. "Ah !" he
replied, "we poor mortals hav too much human nature in us, which prevents us emulating Christ in
every particular." Upon this point we agreed.-

Oharles Watts in London .Freethinker.

Death of Dr. A. G. Austin.
It is with feelings of inexpressible sorrow I announce the death of that good friend and stanch
Liberal, Dr. A. G. Austin, of Williamson, Wayne
county, New York, who died at his residence Oct.
2, 1893.
He was a deservedly popular and very successful
physician and a surgeon of great skill, possessing
wonderful nerve, coolness, and rapidity of action,
born of confidence and real ability. A man of
broad views, a generous, kindly nature, and fearless
independence, he had supreme contempt for cant,
hypocrisy, and shams. His opinions were ever expressed in langu.age unmistakable ; yet, despite his
constantly avowed and aggressiv Infidelity, his
benevolence, conviviality, and sterling honesty commanded the respect even of those who most difl:ered
from him.
His home, the "Old Stone Mansion," was the
happiest and most delightsome of resting places
for pilgrim exponents of Liberalism, and in the
exercise of hospitality he was ever ably seconded
by his loved wife, who rivaled him in generous endeavor to promote the comfort and make glad the
welcome of the Liberal pilgrim.
The doctor was for many years the leading
musician of the town, and was always relied on to
take the lead in every public enterprise.
No Liberal lecturer being available, his funeral
was conducted by the Masonic fraternity, of which
for many years he had been an honored member,
hailing .from Lodge 159, Eagle Chapter and Zenobia Commandery of Palmyra.
The doctor had a long and severe siege of suffering, alleviated by the unceasing, loving ministrations of his ever-faithful and devoted wife, who for
thirty-six years was his true and trusted co-worker
in every good work.
His heart, home, and hand were ever open to the
call of need and the cause he loved. NowPale, withered hands that, more than four-score years,
Had wrought for others, ~oothed the hurt of tears';
With science's skill allayed the fever's smarts,
Dropped balm of hope, in many despairing hearts;
Gentle hands, swift to act, courage undismayed,
By skill in surgeon's art so many saved;
Now in mute appeal they tell of labors done,
And well-earned rest-life's work well done.
Tacoma, Wash.
C. B. REYNOLDs,

Mr. Watts Relates An Incident of His Latest
Trip Across the Atlantic.
We had a plentiful supply of the clerical profess• ion on board, including two Catholic priests, and
about twelve Protestant clergymen and ministers-of
various denominations. Some of these gentry appeared to be in no way influenced for good by their
religion, so far as proprietry of conversation in the
retirement of the smoking-room was concerned.
On one occasion, I good-nll.turedly inquired of two
of those gentlemen if they were in the habit of entertaining their congregations with such stories as
they related there. '' Oh, no," replied one of them,
" but we are taking our holiday and you know we
are but men." This I readily understood, and it
was also evident to me that their profession had not,
in the matter of conversation, made them gentlemen in modesty and refinement of language, for it
had never been my fate to listen to such questionable talk as some of those "pious servants of the
Lord" indulged in. What a hollow mockery orthodox Christianity is as a factor in human conduct! We had one very devout clergyman on bo.1rd,
and he happened to share my state-room. Every
night he occupied considerable. time in prayer and
Bible reading, and he very kindly asked me to
join him in his pious exercises. I assured him that
I had more profitable reading than the Bible
afforded, as it was a book whose contents I knew
fairly well, and that prayer was in no way in my line.
This position upon my part gave rise to frequent
and pleasant controversies upon the faith which was
said once to hav been delivered to the saints. One
afternoon I heard this good shepherd preach to the
steerage · passengers. The cabin folks were not
troubJed ~uch with EJe:rmons, exce:pt a brief one on
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ism was making its last stand, and it may be tb~tt
the fabled battle of Armageddon may yet be fought,
though not on the same ground as prophesied.
Christianity so-called has existed a long time and
has taken deep root, but long since it was attacked
by decay which may be retarded, but cannot be arrested. But for all that, it will not do to be off
guard, as the cursed creed may do much damage
even in its death-throes.
In the school board a strong effort is being made
to compel children to learn catechisms and other
pernicious rubbish to the glory of the priests and
the injury of the infant mind, and it will require
some considerable effort to resist the innovation.
Secularism is not yet strong enough to combat
these insidious enemies in the open field, and can
as yet only work cautiously and, to a certain extent,
out of sight ; .but it will be a gogd day for this
country when indifferentism is overcome and will
join forces with avowed Secularism; when the utter
destruction of supernaturalism will be accomplished,
such freedom will be established as has never yet
been known in historical times.
The disputes among believers are sometimes intensely amusing to those outside. Parker, the
creator and preserver of the city temple, has had a
glorious shindy with his organist, who h~~os been
foolish enough to perform on the church organ for
seventeen years without pay. Unfortunately for
him he did not blow Parker's trumpet also, and has
been ejected with ignominy, which may perhaps
open his eyes to the virtues possessed by the priesthood. It seems that there are weekly concerts given
at the church, and the organist, who is also musical
director, does not giv Mrs. Parker all the best solo
parts, the truth being that this good lady's voice is
not pleasant to hear; and this greatly upset the
bumptious shepherd, who declared his intention to
"squash the choir and squash the organ," winding
up with the words, "I dismiss yon for the hellish
position you hav taken up." What a meek and
humble disciple of the "gentle Jesus"!
J.D.

As was shown by the secretary's late report, made at
the Congress in Chicago, Iowa stands second among
the states in members of the Freethought Federation.
It givs about three hundred and fifty.
Three hundred and fifty men and women, when
they take the matter in their hands, can do a great
amount of work for the cause of Freethought, and
particularly for secularizing the government.
As the legislature meets this winter, no better
opportunity could be given for activ effort toward
having church property taxed.
We can begin
ed~cating the people, and while we may fail perhaps
at the present time, our efforts will ultimately end
in victory. I say this, as I understand that steps
will be taken in the coming session of the general
assembly to compel all ecclesiastical organizations
to bear their just share of the public burden.
Several different orders are working for this end
and we should not lag behind. How can it be
done? First, circulate literature upon the subject,
showing the injustice of exemption. Talk the
matter up among your friends. Write letters to
your senators and representative, and, above all,
circulate petitions, which can be presented to the
legislature when it meets.
I am ·about to start on a brief lecture tour
Lectures and Meetings.
throughout the state and will present a petition
for signatures at the meetings. Later on, I hope
FRANKLIN STEINER desires to come East this fall and
to hav some printed blanks for signatures, which winter on a lecture trip, and would like to secure
can be had by writing me at Box 882, Des Moines, many engagements. His terms are very reasonable, and
Iowa.
FRANKLIN STEINER.
he should be kept busy. Address him at Des Moines, Ia.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
Of all the bills brought forward by the present East Fifteenth street, New York.
Liberal government, perhaps none has excited so
J. E. REMSBURG has returned from an extended tour
much wrath in the minds of the parsons and their
through
Minnesota, and South Dakota. His
friends as the Veto bill, which is after all very mild next tripWisconsin,
will be to Nebraska, where he has the following
in its way, and in the present state of the drink dates:
trade is greatly to be desired. One holy man has Omaha,
Nov.
4 Seward,
Nov. 15, 16
gone so far as to denoun-ce it as a most unrighteous Lyons,
"
5, 6 Cairo,
"
17
act, and urged upon his congregation to pray that Ponca,
"
7, 8 Gibbon,
"
18, 19
"
9, 10 Cambridge,
" 20, 21, 22
the country might be preserved from this threatened Tilden,
"
11, 12 Blue Hill,
"
23
evil. As beer and the Bible are such close allies, it Hooper,
North Bend,
"
13, 14 Hebron,
"
24
is not greatly to be wondered at that one friend
When theee appointments are filled he will speak in
stands up so boldly for the other; but to my mind Kansas.
it seems fairly clear that it must be more or less a
As previously announced in our columns, John R.
good measure, or it would not be opposed by the
clerical interest. If has been always found that the Charlesworth will commence a tour Eastward. The following appointments are on his list, and friends along the
church party steadily sets its face against anything route desiring lectttres should address him at once:
proposed for the benefit of the public at large, and Nov. 3 Manhattan LiberalrNov.19 Boston, Mass.
it is always safe to vote for any act that may be opClub, New York. " 26 Philadelphia, Pa.
posed by the religious bodies.
" "5 Newark, N. J.
Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
" 12 East Dennis, Mass.
" 14,15,16, Waterloo,Ind.
It must be admitted, however, that there are many
" 1415, Osterville, "
" 17 Chicago, lll.
shrewd parsons who are quite willing to go with the
" 16 Cotuit,
"
tide, though at the same time the majority of them
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
are as bigoted and reactionary as ever they were,
and in several large towns are doing all in t.heir every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island .Busipower to show their sentiments in this respect. In ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Birmingham, which has lattt>rly gone back very con- Driggs avenues. Program of Lectures for November:
siderably instead of forward, as it was doing before November 5th.-Mr. T. B. Wakeman, "Christianity and
After."
Chamberlain held it in thrall, prosecutions hav
been instituted against the vendors of newspapers
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
on the first day of the week, as well as against the meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
small shopkeepers, who cannot in their struggle for northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesexistence afford to take a much-needed rest one day day evenings at 8 o'clock.
in seven. In Inverness a solemn warning has been November 7th.-Miss Voltairine de Cleyre. (Subject to
be announced hereafter.)
given to the faithful that iniquity is ripe amongst
'I:HE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168
them, and that they are guilty of most heinons sins,
young people having actually been seen walking in Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
couples on the blessed Sabbath, which everyone prompt. Admission is free. Program to December:
knowstobeamostfearfulcrimeagainstGod. Ifsuch November 5th.-C. 0. Wilmot, "The Christ of Myth
absurd charges and persecutions exist in these comand Mystery."
parativly enlightened ·times, what would the priests
THE Science Sermons Society has been organized in
do, if they once more got the upper hand? The Prot- New York city, to hold Sunday evening meetings in the
estants would be as intolerable as the Catholics, and lecture room of Dr. Collyer's church, Park avenue and
there would be no peace for anyone outside the pale Thirty-fourth street. The lectures on "Life and the
of the church. Secularism only can be a thorough Conditions of Survival," provided for the Brooklyn Ethisafeguard and preservativ of mental freedom. Were cal Association, will be repeated in the New York meetthis extinguished, we sh~uld be speedily plu~ged ings, and other lectures of similar trend will be given in
into the darkness .and ignorance of the M1ddle alternation with them. The first meeting will be held
Ages, but fortunately Secularism is a growing November 5th at 8 o'clock, and addrt>ssed by Dr. L. G.
power, and has too much life in it to be easily yan- Janes, Henry Frank, Helen H. Gardener, Rev. G. W.
quished. It would seem almost as ~hough clencal- • Samson, and others.
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~etters of (_flriends.
Ch.-.-rs For the Ff'deratiou.
TRUXToN, N. Y., Oct. 18, E. M. 293.
M"R. EDITOR: I ag-ain renew my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Am
much pleased with the Freethought Federation, and hope that it will be a success,
and I think that I will become a member
of it before long, I think much of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and do not know what I
will do without it, when, if ever, the time
comes that I cannot pay for it. With best
wishes for its welfare and that of its many
friends, I am, as ever, a Freethinker, who
is doing what he can for Freethought.
JOHN DEAN.

RPason Stands Erect.
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., Oct. 11, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 torenew my subscription. Also $1, for which
send me a dozen "False Claims," by
Remsbur~, and one coPy of Ingersoll's
"What Must We Do to be Saved?"
I am seventy-five years of a~e, and want
to liv to vote for Robert G. Ingersoll, the
greatest man in the world. We will nominate him, and get up an electoral ticket,
and I will vote for him in opposition to all
other men in the United States, if they
won't helP. Let us show a bold front and
fight against fraud and superstition.
Reason stands erect,
Supprstition kneels.
Yours for liberty and Liberalism,
J ONAB ScoTT.

Nature Proves the Falsity of Religion.
BEE, NFn., Oct. 12, 1tl93.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.25 for
which please send me the following: THE
TRUTH SEEKFR (renewal of sub8cription);
"The Dynamic Theory of Life and
Mind;" " Mistakes of Moses," cloth;
"Gods and Other Lectures;" "Crimes of
Preachers;" " Design Argument Fallacies," and "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle."
Please send me catalog.
The more we learn of nature the less we
think we know, and yet but a slight acquaintance with the wonders of nature is
positiv and absolute evidence that all
religions of mankind of whatsoever shade
or degree of ignorance or intelligencfl are
but supPrstition and priestcraft-nothing
more and, moRt aBBnredly, nothing less.
Yours truly,
CALviN J. WRIGHT.

Wanted!

A Stenographer to Report
Sermons.

TALLAHASBE, FLA., Oct. 16, 18fl3.
MR. EDITOR: Please accept inclosed $5
for two years' subscription to THE TRUTH.
SEEKER.
Ignorance and superstition are my immediate neighbors; three chnr<'hes within
six hundnd yards; three meetings every
week in each, where they howl in circles
and ~quart's, and dance the round dance
until12 to 2 o'clnck every night; then go
home howling like coyotes. Yet but few
of them will pay their debts. Every negro
in the community is taught from infancy
that the acme of all that is good and great
is to become a nPgro preacher, and all of
the smart Ale<'ks among them want tn
preach; and they all think the one who
can howl the longest and loudest is the
greatest preacher. A gooil, expert shorthand writer, stationed out~ide the chm·ch,
could certainly amuse the world with a
verbatim report of their sermons. Pleasesend one along. I will board him free
and pay liberally for sermons. I think
they would be splendid for dyspepsia
cures.
Ever yours for Truth,
W. B. RADFORU.

Please Heed Elm ina's Kindly Words.
SNowviLLE, Va., Oct. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I wi~h to call your attention to "Hacker's Last Snng." It is a
poem of seventy-five verses, and embodies
the thoughts of a lifetime of Liberal study
and experience. It is his last legacy to
the public, for which he has work"'d so
many years. He has spent nearly $50 of
his meagPr income in pnblishing the book
and long months of labor in getting it up.
Old, feeble, deaf, and nearly blind, he
still longs to help a needing world to see
the truths of Liberalism. TP,is pleasant
jingle of rhymes will impress the memory
more than simple matter-of· fact prose.
Here i1> a ve:rse 1 for instance, tel.j.in.g of ~e

man after God's own heart-King David;
He supported himself
'
And large harem by war,
Ani! did many things
That would hang a man now,
If not king or priest,
But b•longed to the plow.
Turn to his psalm,
One hundred and nine,
And read his long prayer
That the book calls divine.
Then think if a devil
·
Could pray any worse,
For the wickedest sinner
He wanted to curse.
The poem is historical, use'ul, and CJ!tting. It hacks Bible, priest, and myths
into ten thous'\nd bits, and teaches truth,
virtue, and honesty as the true road to
right and peace. I hope it will sell well.
It will do good, and will be some rewa1 d
to an old man who has given the work of
a long life to the spread of broad, Liberal,
and useful thought. If any of you feel
like adding a small bonus to the price
(fifteen cents), it will be doing a kindly
deed where it will help and encourage.
J f'remiah Hacker's address is Vineland
N. J.
ELMINA. '

All of the'le I consider very able papers,
and also the Ironclad Age, and Secular
Thf'Jught, especially when Charles Watts
was at its helm. Your own articles and
editorials at present hav a charm for me
and I consiiler the readin~ of them my
greatest pleasure; and on Sunday, while
groups of people are reciting to one
another some of the things that were new
fifty years ago, I am quietly sitting in my
back room behind my paper and taking in
every sentence of those scientific dissertations of of yours, as well as those of grand
Otto Wettstein, and occasionally one of
our old sledgehammerer, John Peck, the
grand blacksmith who can hammer _the
church and old nonsense far worse than
any oth.er thing that ever got a hammering. It does me good to see him (Otto
Wettstein) throw rocks at hiA lady correspondent.
C. C. GERMANN.

Our Confestdon of Faith.

RAT PoRTAGE, ORE., Oct. 5, "1893.
Of a place of bliss or woe or a god we
nothing know;
Or a brPad-and-wine, ever-dying savior;
Or hereditary sin, that priests claim leaves
a stain
Talking to Uncle John in a Friendly
On all human, lofty, pure endeavor.
Way.
BRAYTON, N.Y., Oct. 20, 1893.
Or a gnod and noble man who would sacMR. FDITOR : I want to talk to John
rifice his son
Peck a fev. minutes. Well, Uncle John,
At a devil or a god's instigation;
I see that you h~~ov been criticising my
Or turn wife and child adrift-a-man like
article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Septemthis deserved a lift,
ber 2il, which von think was calculated to
And a thorough, well-laid-on castigadeceive and lead men from the truth.
tion.
Now, I will say the same by your criticism, for it was written on assumption, And we never knew a whale, in either
calm or gale,
and I might as wPll say presumption, for I
Turn itself into a free Pxcursion packet,
fa1l to see one fact in all of the points that
you hav made.
You say : Suppose a And carry truant priests, to giv warnings
or love feasts,
mortgage was given when wheat was $2
Or ~ny other silly, senseless racket.
per bushel and it fell to fifty cents, how is
he to pay? Now change it about. and say We could God a lesson teach, how to get a
the mortgage was giv"n when wheat was
fraud to preach,
fifty cents, and it rose to $2; what then,
And his little, trifling story glibly
Uncle John? Then, nothing; we all must
chatter.
take our chances in life, either up or Had he promised bigger pay Jonah would
down as time moves onward. When I
hav ta'en the way
first read your article I thought I would
To Nineveh-or to hell for that matter.
not notice it-let it pass in silence. Then I
thnught that John would take that as an And we never knew prayer prevent woe
or care,
insult. I saw his sympathies were on the
Or r11ise one lonely bunch of tomatoes,
side of the strikers, who were clamoring
for higher pay and shorter hours. Well, Cure a broken leg, build a house, or lay
an egg,
I thought that the strikers were like the
Or supply a starving pauper with potaold-fashioned Christians, who put on the
toes.
thumb-screws to make Infidels recant ;
the striker thought he would put on the But we know a queer old book, the delight
thumb-screws and bring his employer to
of avery crook,
terms. I hav no sympathy for the striker
That has more pious lies in its pages,
who kills so many good people, for he is
Than throughout the wnrld you'll find in
free to go away to Fome other place, or
all other books combined~at cat or crow, and liv in a crowded
'Tis the Inllpiration lie deposit of the
shanty if he chooses. But you say he has
superstitious ages.
nothing to eat. If he had nothing to
eat or nothing to buy with, he never would When by sickness low we're laid we depend
on human aid
strike ; and here is proof that he has
To soothe, comfort, and deliver when it
something ahead to liv on, or he would
can,
not strike.
Well, Uncle John, I think it is about And in hPalth our joys we find in community of mind,
time to close up the gnp, It is not pro·
And our trust is in the brotherhood of
ductiv of much good in a family to quarrel
man.
over small things; the churches would accuse us of immorality, at least giv us a
When superstition dies and its priest's
bad name and !lay that Infidels are not
gone with his lies,
what they claim to be.
And the human race no longer dreads
AsA W. BRAYTON.
his ban,

An Enthusiastic Admirer of Wettstein Our mottoes then will be, "Fraternal
equality,"
and Peck.
And, "Our brotherhood's the whole
PRAIR!lll DEPOT, 0., Sept. 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am a red-hot Infidel,
and I call myself before the public a
Materialist, an Agnostic, a heretic, a Freethinker, and I hav had a red-hot time here
talking to the people.
It is my intention to start a Freethought
club and to name it the" Pioneer Freethought Club of Frepport." It seems this
little place has more Liberal-minded people in it than most of the small burgs into
which I hav happened to stumble.
T hav been what you might term an outand-out Infiilel for at least twenty-five
years and hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
from ths second year of Mr. D. M. Bennett's residence in New York city and hav
during all this time been an ardent reader
of the pqper, and consider that most of
the k•·owledge I now flo1tter myself as
being the possessor of I got from readin!!'
it and the Boston Inve!Stigator, which I
took for three yeaTs, and the Freethinker's
Ma[lazine, which l took fo:r 9~e year,

race of man."

ToM WALKER.

Could Not Work the Scheme Without
Judas.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Oct. 8, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: '1 he fullowing letter, addressed to a prominent chicken-eater, has
thus far f.:~iled to receive notice m: reply:
Reverend Sir: In one of your discourses you took pains to denounce the
trlo'achery of Judas bcariot, and asserted
that he hung himself through remorse.
Now, JudaR playtd a most important part.
in tbe Christian scheme of salvation, and I
rise to protest agtlinst his being ctnsured
fur the part he played in the work of saving mankind from the wrath of God.
rbristtanity teaches that Gud sent his son
JeRnB into this wor'd to undergo a violent
death, that his anger and vengeance toward a sinful race might he appeased
through the shedding of that aon's blood.
Nothing but blood would do the business;
that is understood. .Now, if this foreordained zp.ethod of bringin~ ~>alvation to

a sinful world was a Pcheme of God himself, did not everything occur just as God
intended it should? If so, why is Judas
Tscariot Clenounceif for betrayivg Pr revealing the Ron of Goif, who <'ame on purpoRe to 8hed his blood and die for others?
Whv, too, is Pontius Pilate blameil for
condemning ,Jl1sns to death? Could Jems
hav been betrayed without a bett·ayer, ,
condemned without a judge, or execnted
without executionerR? If not, were not
his betray"r, his judge, ani!. his executioners just as necessary in perfecting thiA snlvation scheme as the chief actor hin self?
If God wanted blood to apppase his
wrath. did he not hav to provide some perRon or persons to flhed it, or do the job
hims~'lf? And if those P"r•ons did exactly
as God willed thPy Rbould do, whPrein
can you consistently find canoe to blame
th~'m?

If your future happine•s and salvation
were secured thron!!'h the acts of Jndas
Jscariot, Pontius T'ilate, and the soldiers
who carried out the Fentence of rleath,
which made vour fntrance into heaven a
possib1lity, why blame any of them? They
simply did the wtll of your God, and
were his instrument<~ in that scheme of vicarious atonement which destroy~< all individual responsibility and makes Jesus the
pack-hnrse for sins and the savior nf sinners, who need only believe thiR trash in
order to be saved. For the Bible distinctly says: "By faith are you sa veil and
not through works lest any man should
boast."
Such doctrine are an outrage on common
~<ense, as Thomas Paine declared, and hav
done more to develop criminals and hypocrites, bilks and frauds than anything else
you can name. Only b ..lievP, gape, and
swallow and you are ·aav.. d, though your
name be J aC~k-the-Ripper or any other cutthroat's. This is Christianity, and my
. dear but deluded sir the world has had too
much of it al:r,-ady, and it is hil'!h time it
ceaRed to be ~·= e>tched and promulgated
bv any persor: who knnws t.he value of
rea•on or Pos. Es _38 common sense.
In conclusi. n. qJlow me to s~y that t.be
old riddl" call, d be Bihle has two different accounts uf ·he way J ndas di"d; so you
hav no means v · r:owing whether he hung
himRelf or not, , , ·o:1 will see by comparing Matt XXV11
v.ith Acts i., 18. How
do you accouL!
, uch discrepancies in
an infallible b, •
A direct am , , t. these queries will be
acceptable to
C. SEVERANClll.

What Is CLJ.'istianity, Anyway Z
Ro.\N .. llli, M o , Aug. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITon: On account of the '"igorous
mannet· in which St. Paul denounced 1he
opposing religi.ms sects of his day, it has
been thought lty some ·that he still retained, in B~>ite of the sanctifying power of
the Holy Ghost, a ~pirit of religious intolerance imbibed originally, perhaps, from
the teaching of Gamaliel, his former preceptor. Or, it may bav bePn a legacy inherited from a long line nf fanatical religious predfcP•Bors. Be this as it may, it
cannot be denied that St. Paul's intolerance, his hatred and utter detestation of
rival religious sects became more and more
iDtell'Be as he advanced in the minibtry of
the new religion. It is evidfnt that he,
like those of his calling of the presPnt day,
could scarcely endure the opposition to
priestly rule, which even at this time appears to hav been springing up. That St.
Paul, int~>ntionally or otherwise, inculcated the principle of religious intolerance
and hate in propagating the new theology
cannot be denied. He, with other illustrious examplPrB known to hav existed in
the primitiv times, taken in connect.ion
with the subsequent history of the chnrch,
explains why it is that about ninety-nine
per cent. of the profe~sed followers of J.
Christ hav been so relentless in their per~ecution of those who rtj cted the absurd
dogmas of their creed. Hence the ~pirit
of cruelty and uncc mpromising religious
intolerance always controlled the lawmaking powers of the church. This same
~pirit of late has been conspicuously characteristic of most all the great religious
reformers of both ancient and modern
times.
This idPntical spirit of implacable hatn~d and persecution, like a grim-visaged
Rpecter, for many long centuries has been
standing composedly at the helm of "the
old Ahip of Zion, "before whose rugged prow
millions ha.v sunk to rise no more, not being considered wort by to be taken on
board, on account either of their total unbelief or their fidelity to some rival system of relieious wor~hip.
This very intolerant controlling element
in the church in times pa~t, in its utter
dis:reg~rd of the I>!I.Cred rights of othexs,
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and through mercenary motivs, with a stance of a spiritual doctnr, who, having
view to extending the range of its ecclesi. exhausted his oratorical powers in dppictastical jurisdiction, carried the religion of ing the agonies of the damned in hell,
Jesus across mountains and seas In their brought his sermon to a close. He had
enterprising zeal they hav spread it over PCaTcely retired to his seat, when the folentire continents; under their fostering lowing consoling stanza,
care all other forms of religions worship Oh! I mean to shout !!'lory
hav been supplanted; with an iron heel When this world's all on fire
Hallelujah! etc.,
'
they hav sought to crush all opposition
into the earth; with their unlimited rev- broke from the pions months of most
enue, wrested from the calloused palms of evpry professing soul in the house.
Now if it is true, as we sometimes hear
unrequited toil, they hav b1rilt costly cathedrals and founded great universities, it alleged by the apologist, t.hat Christevand for whom? For the express benefit dom is not Christianity; that the professeil
of the clergy, and none others. Theology followers of Christ do love their enemies
was the principal feature; the sciences and treat them kindly; that they do not
were considered to be of but little value, persecute for opinion's sake; that they
only so far as they could be utilized as love one another and do not engage in
auxiliaries of the church; no one known carnal warfare with each other; that they
to entertain unorthodox views, or opinions. do not construct implements and make
in any way hostile to the cbnrch, were m nnitions of war to blow each other oft the
permitted to enter their great institutions face of the earth; that they are temperate
of learning. For centuries the church in all things; that they do not distrust
built no asylums for the insane. \\ hat is each other's integrity; that they are not
now known to be a mental malady pro- dishonest; that they do not take advantage
duced hy abnormal conditions of the of the stupidity of their fellow-man in
brain was considered by the learned business transactions; that when smitten
apiritnal doctors to be the outward or on one cheek they invariable turn the
physical manifestations of diabolical other; that they do not practice any of the
spirits that had taken possession within. vices to which a dppraved nature is adThe unfortunate victim was not con- dicted; that they are meek and lowly in
sidered worthy of scientific or humane spirit; that they are not cruel, haughty,
treatment, J. Christ, " the great phy- and scornful to their inferiors-their subsician," having anthoritativly declared ordinate~; • that they are not treacherous
that this particular class of patients could to their friends and ungrateful to their
be healed only by clerical exorcism, ac- benefactors; that they willingly concede
companied by prolonged " fasting and to others all the rights, privileges, and :ilnmunities that they claim for themselvs-in
prayer."
It was the chosen representative of the a word, if it be a fact that the ge:nnin
foul spirit of bigoted intolerance so Christian indulges in none of these vices
largely diftnsed among the clergy and lay and commits none of these crimes; if
members of the church that made laws for Christendom is nol Cliristianit.y, it must
the extirpation of heretics, the burning of be granted that the following of J. Christ
witches, and the stripping of Qnaker is a very insignificant party indeed; that
women to the waist, and whipping them it is not and never was a noticeable factor
publicly on the streets, as evidenced by in the solution of any of the grave and
reference to the history of the Colonial complex problems connected with the hisage in onr own country near the close of tory of the world. None of the grand
the seventeenth century.
Intolerance, achievements that were in any way conand implacable hatred of rival systems of ducive to the development of the arts and
religion, in connection with inordinate sciences that hav contributed to the presgreed, an insatiable desire for gold, is the ent advanced civilization were the result
power behind the throne that sends mis- of the allPged beneficent influence of
sionaries to the heathen, that usurps Christianity. It must be admitted that the
their government, confiscates their prop- malevolPnt spirit of religions intolerance
erty, ransacks their country in· quest of relentless cruelty, impla~able hatred, and
gold, demoralizes and degrades the un- systematic social ostracism is the fundasophisticated savagrl with rum and opium, mental principle of practical Christianity,
deprives- the people of their personal the logical development of the plain
liberty and lays the country under tribute del'laratiou of the guileless Nazarene that,
for the support of an ecclesiastical des.. "unless yon hate father and mother,
poti11m more cruel and relentless in the brother and sister, wife and children, yea,
enforcement of its arbitrary law than any and your own life also, you cannot be my
W. E. WALTON.
form of secular government ever known disciples."
to exist among semi· barbaric tribes of
Some Bible" Spirituality."
men. Under the strange infatuation, or
YPBTLANTI, MICH., Sept. 1, 1893.
impulse, of this terrible delusion the faJ\lR. EDITOR: The question bas often
na1jcal Christian views, with a her.rt unmoved by sympathy, the extreme destitu- arisen in my mind why a perfectly pnro
tion and wretchedness now prevailing, to and holy angel should hav had any desire
an alarming extent, throughout Christen- to rebel in heaven. When young I hav
dom, while with a lavish hand he dis- heard it said in the pulpit that it was ampenses his charities among the nnappreci- bition to rule, instead of serve. This to
ativ, naked savages of the jungle. As my mind was never entirely Ea tisfactory,
long as the wild, untamed Hottentot can although I supposed it must be true. The
be proselytized, or won to the Christian other day, when reading the account of
faith, they that are destitute and helpless the prodigal son it seemed to me I bad
may go unprovided for though dwelling found a solution more in accord with my
in the heart of the most opulent Christian mind. It seems the father had two sons,
the younger requesting that his portion
country on the .lace ot the globe.
This controlling, intolerant element, not might be given him that he might strike
being content with manipulating the law- out for himself, to which request the kind
making machinery of the church, seeks to father readily acoeded. After taking his
extend the field of her aggressiv opera- }eave, h~ seems (according to the a"connt)
tions by ilivading the domain of secular to hav sought out and made the acquaintgovernment where she can direct the mili- ance of all the Lot'R daughters, Madams
tary armof.the body-politic in a final eftort Tamar, Rahabs, Ruths, beautiful Abigails,
to compel a universal acknowledgment of and Bathshebas, he <~onld find, who, acthe absurd tbeolollical dogmas of her cording to the account, qniet'y relieved
creed. Eliminate the fiendish record of him of his bank account, leaving him dead
this element or class of intolerant Chris- broke. After finding himself thrown upon
tians from the true history of the church, his own resources, and taking his bearings,
and there remains but little to be said of he sought other occupation. Fortunately
her achievements or influence on the he found it, but not finding it to snit his
world during all the ages that are past. tastes; he concluded to "throw up the
It is true the church-her temporal power sponge" and return to the old hive, which
being on the wane-has become civilized he accordingly did, his kind and generous
to a degree that she does not so often em- old father m<>eting him with open arms.
phasize her resentment, her detestation This was all right so far. Had he stopped
and hatred of the unbeliever, by a direct here everything would hav been lovely;
application of brute forcl', ''as in the but this was not enou~:h. He must hav
days of yore," but her zeal, and her mor- the best robe, gloves on his hands, rings
bid delight in picturing the J>orrors to on his finger», shoes on his feet, a great
which the unbeliever is thought to be ex- feast of the fatted calf, with music and
posed has not abated one particle. The danc~ng thrown in. His elder brother,
writer remembers quite distinctly an ill- who 1t appears had not been apprised of
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his failure in business or return, on in- line, so much so that his God found it
quiring the cause of the f<>asting, was jeal- necessary to "plant a thorn in his flesh."
ous, or, as the Fcriptnre bas it., "was And yet with all this he could say. "I hav
angry," and would not go in. Therefore lived with all good con~cience to this day."
came his father and entreated him. Hear Here we hav St. Paul the Christian I If
his answer: "Lo, these many years do I all the above be true, he ought to hav had
serve thee, neither transgressed I thy a dozen thorns instead of one, and each
command at any time, yet thou never one as large as a crowbar.
gavest me a kid to make merry with my
Snrelv Judaism is a cast-iron creed,
friends," or expressed any gratitude for so Brother Abram S. Isaacs's opi ·ion in the
doing; but aq soon as my brother was Arena to the contrary notwithstanding,
come, who "has spent thy living with har- and no one who has studied both will" ever
lots," everythi r g else is forgotten in the he led to suspect that Chistianity is not its
excitement. It seems to me we find here legitimate child. They believed in the
the J. ey to the "rebellion in heaven." same God; both believed in witchcraft and
Scripture inf,,rms us "there iR more joy in its destruction; both believed in and
in heaven over one sinner that repenteth practiced slavery; both taught that all
than over ninety and nine just persons governments received their commission
that need no repentance." Who are these from God, instead of the " consent of
just persons that need no repentance? As the governed." Indeed, in almost all
all on earth bav sinmd or come short, it the essentials they were identical. It is
must hav meant those who had not sinned true Christianity bas substituted some
-viz., the angels. Now isn't it just pos- things in place of the old, viz., baptism in
sible, if not probable, that in witnessing place of circumcision, Sunday for Sabthe marvelt•ns demonstrations these re- bath, the Lord's supper for the passover,
penting sinners were able to call forth, etc.; but the object or intent is the same.
these unhatched devils felt a little inA good Christian brother said to me:
clined to imitate these new-comers who "Why do yon always take a literal view
had raised hell on earth in order to attract of scriptural passages when so much of
a little attention to themselvs, or in other
God's word must be nnderst'lod in a
words, to also create "joy in heaven?" spiritual sense?" I replied: "I ·rear the
never for a moment expel•ting to be excurse St. John pronounced in the last
pelled for so doin~ before they would hav
chapter of Revelation upon those who
time to repent. But failing to connect,
added to or took from it. As it is imthey brought on the first war of which we
possible for me to distinguish the one
ever read. (I would like Brother John from the other, I think it safest to take
Peck's opinion on the subject.)
the common-sense view. Now I like St.
Speaking of this heavenly war, calls to John, for he tells us something about
mind the remark of a preacher who' was heaven, while St. Paul, who also went
having a gospel racket at the time the cy- there, keeps mum, although he went into
clone struck us last spring. He stated to. the third heaven. St. John te Is us somehis hearers th'tt it was clearly the work of thing about the beast that run to heads
the devil; that he was still in heaven and horns, having seven heads, and nine
tempting the saints, but he could not see and ten horns. St, John also tells us about
what he wanted there. I said: "Friend, the scarlet woman that he calls-he callsthat is all clear to me; yon know the well, the Mary Magdalen b~fore the
scripture informs us he drew away the wholesale delivery of devils. My friend,
third part of heaven in his fint skirmish do yon think they were real devils? If
of 'three days.' Now he has been study- so, were thPy old or young ones? Don't
ing the situation, getting all the ~<trategic yon think the devils felt quite as much
points, sees where he failed, expects to relief as the poor woman? I think if they
remedy all that and get the other two- were real, gennin devils they were never
thirds; the chances are he will succeed, as caught in that trap like a flock of quails
he generally does."
the secrmd time. 'Ag11in, do yon think
I notice the religious Congress now be- when Peter cut off Malchns's ear, and
ing held in Chicago is having a regular Judas hanged himself, they were spiritual
love feast-Catholics, Protestants of all transactions? And again; do you think
sects, Brahmans, Buddhists, Jew~, etc. It it a Fpiritnal performancA when the devil
must be refr• shing to see the Protestant took Christ aLd lifted him to the pinnacle
put his loving arms around the Catholic of the temple, and tried to get him to
repreFentativs present, after denonncing cast himself down headlong, quoting
them for the l11.st hundred years. Still, we scripture to induce him to do so? That,
are inclined to think if the "lamb liPs yon know, is represented to be a temptadown with the wolf" it will be inside, in- tion. I see nothing of the kind about it;
stead of outside, of him.
it was simply a question of life and death;
It is the nature of all supernatural re- he knew that if he cast himself down all
ligions to be int1•lerant, especially so with the angels in Jerusalem w ·nld not save
the old Hebrew and its offepring, the him from being dashed to pi<>ces. Do
Christian. 'l'ake, for instance, the com- you think when Jesus turned the water
mand, "Tf thy son, or the wife of thy bo- mto wine it was a spiritual or real wine?
som entice thee saying, Let us go and wor- Goine: 1-oack to the Old Testament timesship other ·god•, thine eye shall not spare was David's performance with Bathsheba
or pity, but thou shalt surely put them t'l wholly a spiri•nal nftair? Do yon think
death." As we come along to St. Paul's Solomon was under the inQpiration of the
day, we find him trailing men and women, spirit when he selected the thousand
committing them to prison anil stoning women to make up his littlo family? Do
them to death. This was Paul the Phari- yon think the Philistines thought it a
seA. Later on the Jowish god by a stroke spiritual affair when David made his raid
of lightning knocked the Pharisaic st• fling among t.hem to obtain the material to pay
out of him, replacing it with the Chistian. for his wife Michal? How much FpiritnListen to him now: "If any man bring ality was there m the flood, in the Judah
any other gospel unto yon than· that we a.nd Tamar aff>~.ir, in Lot anrt his dane:hters,
hav preached, let him be accursed." in the Onan affair, in which he lost his life?
Again: "I would that they were even cut The only mistalte in this last was that
off that trouble yon," and he might truth- there should hav been three funerals infully hav added-If I had the chief priest stead of one, and that would hav wound
and pharisees to back me, I would see to it np the disgusting business-the originator
they were cut off. 'Ihis particular friPnd as wf>ll as the participants should hav
of woman could eay, for "I know that in filled the same grave. Please explain to
my flesh dw~lle•h no good thing." WaR me the spiritual significance of all the
there no truth, no honesty, no honor, no above cases." He looked as though he
filial afftlction, no justice, no humanity in had been telescoped in a wheelbarrow
him? These are all qnalities that belong train. "I recall but one passage where
to the fl<csh. He also said he "became all we are warranted in taking a spiritual
things to all men." He could preach cir- view of it.: God is said to hav put a lying
cumcision or nncircnmcision, law or no spirit in the mouths of his prophets, that
law, as the case might be; he could boast they might deceive, but T fail to see the
of "being crafty " or catching people need for going abroad for liars and de"with guile;" he-could dissemble, while ceivers; the church can furnish all that is
condemning the same in ( thers; he could needed and discount the foreign article
boast of" lying for the glory ot God;" he every time and then declare a dividend.
could "become a fool for Christ's sake." Witness the long list of names sent into
Is it any·wonder that he should hav been Congress to close the Fair; more than the
called the "off:~conring of all things?" It census gave the states."
J..ums P. DICKENSoN.
would seem he came dangerously near the
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!ff:lit6d by MISS SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall
RwBr, Mass., to whom aU Oommunica'i?ns for thirJ OornBr should b6 sBnt.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the nig_ht is beginning to lower,
Comes !J- pause m the day's occnEations
That 1s known as the Children s Honr."

The Old Stone Basin.
In the heart of the bnsy city,
In the scorching noontide heat,
A sonnd of bubbling wa.ter
Falls on the din of the s treat,
It falls in a gray stone basin·
And over the cooi, wet bri~k
The heads of thirsty horse~
Each moment are stretched to drink.
..

And, peeping among the crowding heails,
As the horses come aTJd go,
The G1ft of Three Lit tie Sisters"
Is read on the stone below.
Ah! beasts are not taught letters,
'!'hey know no alphabet;
And nevtr a horse in all these years
Has read the words-and yet
I think that each toil-worn creature,
Who stops to drink by the way,
Hi~ thanks in his own dumb fashion
To the sisterR small must pay.
Years hav gone by since bnsy hands
Wrought at the basin's iitone;
The kindly little sisters
Are aU to women grown.
I do not know their home or fa· es,
Or the name they bear to men·
Bnt the sweet.ness of their graci~ns deed
Is just as fresh as then.
And all life long, and after life,
They must the happier be
For this "Cup of Water" given by them
When they were children three.
SUSAN CooLIDGE.

An Unfavored One.
Wanted-kindness. Yes, it is true that
we are sadly in need of a little kindness to
cheer the busy worker on in this hurryillg
world of ours. It is a lamentable fact
that there is not enough of that humane
feeling in the hearts of those who, by a
few assuring words, would greatly relieve
the sufferings and hardships @f those who
find the world nothing but one of hard
work, with but little sympathy at that.
Yes, it is yet a truism that we are stili
selfish, and that we rarely do a thing unless it brings pleasure to us. We are Rtill
afraid that if we benefit others at a cost of
trouble to ourselvs we lose something·
when, instead, we gain. The knowledg~
that some one is benefited should recompense us for our trouble,
On one of the streets near, and running
parallel with, Fourteenth street, New
York, was a house the rooms of which
were let out in twos and threes at low
rents. Two rooms were occupied by a
father and daughter.
He was an old
man-the other side of sixty-and was
very cruel aud unjust to his child, the
only one left of six. The mother had
died a few years back,
At present they were behind in the rent
and much in debt. She had not worked
for some time. Business becoming dull,
she was "laid off" with others at the
place she was emploved,
He never
worked-not because he was unable-but
thinking a man of his years, with a grown
daughter, should be at his ease; while sbe
worked and with what money she earned
provided for the house,
In the larger room of the two he was
sitting in an armchair gently rocking himself to and fro. The fire was slowly dying. The hands of the clock pointed to
5. Darkness was gradually creeping upon
the city, and soon it was night. The hour
was now 7. He was still in the chair
but asleep. The fire was out and a cold
breeze was blowing outside.
Eight o'clock! The door slowly opens
and a young girl enters the room. She is
accustomed to the place and finds the
match to light the lamp. The lamp is lit
the blinds are down, but he is still sleeping~
The face of the girl was a thoughtful
one. Brown eyes-now filled with sadness-a prominent forehead,. an expressiv
mouth and high cheek bones. dark brown
hair and pale cheeks, tall and slender, is a
description of her.
She had returned from an unsuccessful
attempt to procure a position. From 7 in
the morning until 8 at night had she

walked and walked with hopes that were
onlv dashed to pieces as soon as formed.
She knew work was yet to be done at the
house; she knew bitter words would be
her welcome; she knew there would be no
supper unless she found a day's work and
with the money earned procured something to eat. She knew all this, and went
from one place to another only to find she
was not wanted, but exhibited a perseverance worthy of a noble person,
The rays of the lamp shed but a poor
light around the room. The father was
still asleep, and the girl also, with her
arms resting on the table, and on them
her head. She was worn out with her
day's wanderings.
The old man starts up quickly and, after
rubbing his eyes, looks at the clock.
Half-past nine! "God bless my soul!" he
exclaimed, "this late hour and that girl
not yet home.
I wonder," looking
around him-" Yes, yes, there she is fast
asleep, when she ought to be getting supper and cleaning up. "
He advanced toward her, and roughly
shook her by the arm. She slowly opened
her eyes and looked at him. She remembered now-she was clearing the table,
when she sat down in a chair, and in her
tired condition had fallen asleep,
" Come miss, come, why sit there like a
mummy when you ought to be cleaning up
and getting supper?"
"I'm so tired," she sadly said, " I've
been walking everywhere, and they all
say they don't want me, It does seem so
hard not to be doing something so we
could get something to eat.
"Stop that talk and be about your work.
If you had tried .you would hav been
working long ago. But you don't. You
look in every shop window and speculate
about what you would do if you had this
and that."
"Father," she exclaimed reproachfully,
" you know that is not true. Hav I not
gone day after day for the last three weeks,
and onlv a day's work here and there.
Just enough to keep us from starving."
"I don't know anything. I'm hungry,
and I must hav supper right away. Come,
risP, madam, and do as you are told."
She reluctantly arose and mechanically
began tidying up. He had taken his seat
and was gazing at the ceiling. He chanced
to look around and his eyes rested on his
daughter. He arose and violently bringing down his hand on the table, said: "I
thought I told you to get supper, and there
you are busying yourself with what you
hav nq business to."
"I cannot get supper when there is no
money or anything to get it with," she
quietly said.
"Go out and get money. Steal, beg,
or borrow. I don't care how, get money.
I must hav food to eat or I'll die.
" Who will lend or giv us anything?
No one. As for stealing or begging,"
and she proudly raised her head, "I can
not do it. Mother always taught me it
was wrong," sobbing, "and mother was
alwavs right."
" There, there, stop your whining and
be about. If you stay here you will never
get supper, Go out and see what you can
do. Supper I'll hav to-night, come what
mn.y."
She knew to disobey would be useless.
She put on her hat and coat and wandered
out into the chilly night.
The streets
were slowly being deserted, and .the stores
were closed up. Nowhere could she find
any success. Dame Fortune had entirely
forsaken her.
Beg? No, she could not do it. Steal?
That was still worse. "I don't care how,
get money." The words rang in her ears.
Woul<i her father hav her sell herself.
Better by far to feel death's sting than to
commence a life of degradation.
On and on she wandered, caring not
where. The love she bore her father was
almost dead. The bitterness of life had
pained her greatly. The difficulty of existing had shown new terrors.
The swish of water caught her ear. The
river l Hastily she went in the direction
of the sound. Soon she stood at the edge
of the Hudson. The moon shone with
unusual brightness, tbe stars thickly
studded the heavens. All about a scene
of calmness.
Why not drown? That thought most

horrid, entered her head. She thought
of the past with all its. troubles and burdens ; she saw the future, which offered
no encouragement to liv.
Standing
awhile, she thought of many things which
she alone knows
Now she glances up and down the river.
The ferry is coming in; .the lights on
several veBBels could be seen. No sound
save those of the dock hands and the ferry
could be heard. When the noise of the
chains and wheels in the mooring of the
vessel were going on, and with a feeling
quite unexplainable, she jumped into the
water. No outcry was made, and soon the
water was as placid as though another victim had not been claimed.
The father? He had fallen asleep in the
armchair. The lamp was slowly burning
out. The hands of the clock were fast
turning around. The light of morning
began to supersede the darkness of the
night. The. hour was six.
He awoke, and, rising, went into the
bedroom of his daughter. The bed had
not been lain in; she had not come back
yet. He muttered a curse and took no
further heed. Hunting up a few scraps,
and boiling some water, with which he
made a weak cup of coffee, he had his
breakfast. The day wore on, evening appeared, bed-time came-she was not yet
home. Still he did not feel anxious. She
might come home with something to eat;
that was all he cared for. Not that night
were there any signs of her;
Morning came again. By mistake the
newsdealer had left a paper at his door.
He took it in and began to glance over it.
On one of the pages was a likeness of a
girl, with nearly a column of reading matter. He hastily scanned it, and let the paper fall to the ground. He sat in a vacant
stare.
He knew now why his daughter had not
returned. He knew now that he had been
unnatural to the child-he felt it. He
knew it in a way not to be mistaken. He
put on his hat and hurried to the morgue.
Yes, that was she. His own child, so
much like her mother. As he looked at
her as she lay i:a that dreary place, tears
ran down his cheeks. All that he loved
was lying there. When she was gone,
when she never more would be home with
him, when it was too late, he found he
loved her ..
What would a little love and kindness
hav done here. It would hav saved a
young and innocent life, and he would not
be mourning for a daughter who was as
good to him as he was cruel and unjust to
her. What a lesson for us all to learn I
EDWARD DoBsoN,

Correspondence.
DAVENPoRT, WAsH., Ocf. 7, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Children's Corner. I am thirteen years old. Our school started Mc.nday, but I could not go till after plowing.
I study reading1 writing, spelling, history
geography, aritnmetic, hygiene. !like t~
read the Children's Corner. !take the little FreBthinker, and I like it very much.
We sent for the "Apples of Gold," but
never received it. We got the registered
letter return for the money. It was
signed by the name of Phillips, so you
were not home at the time. Times are bard
here, and I don't know when I will be able
to send again. I would like to hav "APples of Gold," and also "All In a Lifetime." I hav the "Story Hour," and I
like it very much. I will close for the first
time. Your Freethinker friend,
EDWIN SELDE.
[The book was sent all right, but was
probably lost or taken from the mails by
some dishonest person. Another copy will
be mailed to your address.-ED. C. C.]
WEYAUWEGA, Wis., Oct 18, 1893.
DEAR Miss WixoN: We lived in Oregon
four years, but we returned to Wisconsin
last June. We like this country better
than we did Oregon. Papa has bought a
place near Weyauwega. Papa is teaching
school two. miles from home. He goes
with the horse and buggy, and I go with
him. One morning our horse ran away.
He got frightened at some cows and ran
a little way and fell down, which threw
papa and me out of the buggy. We did
not get hurt. Nothing was broken but
the thills.
My little brother, Leland, and I hav
four little kittens. I call one Snowball,
another Lady Jane Grey, another Boody,
another Miggens. The old eat's name is
Diamond,
I like to read the Children's Corner to

my little brother Leland, I am nine years
old and he is almost six years old.
INEz DAWES.
[A good letter for a girl of nine years,
We hope to hear from Inez again. Write
something about the town in which you
liv.-ED. C. C.]
CLoVERDALE, VA., Sept. 24, 1893.
SUSAN H. Wn:oN, DBar Madam: Nestled
in the mo!ln~ai?s of Bote.tourt count.y,
state of Vtrgima, two and a half miles
from Bonsack's and two miles from
Cloverdale1 two small stations on the N. &
W. R. R., IS the farm on which livs Charlie
Wm. Power, a Freethinker of fifteen
years. We raise all kinds of fruits and
vegetables; we. raise strawberries and
melons.
Now I will tell you something about
raising strawberries:
·
1st. You plant the berries ·in the fall.
A new beginner thinks his work is done
when they are planted, bnt he is mistaken
His trouble is just begun.
'
2d. Yo!l hav to hoe them until they shoot
forth tjletr runners. Then you hav to handweed 1t and keep the runners in the row
so they will make more plants.
We hav
about five acres in berries, and are going
to plant about two acres more this fall.
We are busv pic1s:ing apples just now.
Melons are all gone.
I am _going to school next month (October). I stU:dY as .fo~lows: Ge?graphy,
gr~J:?mar, his~ory, diCtiOnary, arithmetic,
wntmg, drawmg, physiology, etc.
I would like to hav some of your little
boys and girls write to me.
~ell,. I am about done for this time.
Wlll write more next time.
With best wishes for Children's Corner
I will close.
CHARLIE PoWER.
P.S.-As I am a new writer I hope_you
will not neglect this letter.
C. W. P,
[We hope to hear from you again,
Charlie.-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

A.ll iu a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and Gnls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandS!Jme !tnd Il).teresting BookhWithont Snperstitl~nkfor,Chil!h'ell and Yout . The Only FreeC~ildren's. Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustratiOns and 25 smaller· large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margin~, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
·
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

thm ers

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An. importan~ ,and remarkable revelation concernmg the life and times of Apollonins of
Tyana, the gr!Jat sage an4 philosopher of the first
centu:ry- It IS here cl.a1med that his life and
t:eachmgs were,appro.pnated and utilized by the
formnla~ors of the Christian religion in the in~erest of S<!-c~lled.Chri.stia~ity., The plag_iarism
IS mad!J_Pl~m 1p this bnef history of Apollonius
especailly m VIew of the historical references and
comments thereqn .. It is quite evident that to .
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1!8 Lafayette place, New York City,

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examination auu1 Refutation of thB Claims of the
Sabbatariam.
moo.nts.
SISTER LUCY
--AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
W

i.tbi.

AS ';,"J tJtir!l HtJ!.L CONVENT.
Iii Fow Worda on Auricular Com'esslol!,

2ocenta.
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Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hundred Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object o£ this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, :frot;n the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It ·will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods,

adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. .

Nothing Can be More Interesting,

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Tne Traae Bu:P:Pliea at SpeCial Dtscountll.

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~ Fascinating

Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of

Price. cloth, il!l : PaPer. 50 cents.

W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:

A

NEW" NOVEL.

Price, oloth, $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

Pushed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.
Paper, 5a cents.

Price, cloth $1.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of Woman -The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest -For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Link in the Chain -The Boler House
MysterY·-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Pri~e, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Andress TH.E TRUTH BEEKER,

a

ao TJfl.ffl.vAt:f.C\ lllli\ftA- NAw

Philosophy.
Bruno.
t:!pinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hum e.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton,
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Co,\jernicus.
Ga 'leo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot,
Victor Hugo.
Gibbon.
Burns.
Emerson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Thoreau.
Byron.
Push kin.
Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison,
lution.
Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
J eft'erson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
MatildllJ oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE FORTR.A.ITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Vol'k.

Books byS.P.Putnam.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer,
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, e.tc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of .

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo!U! Price 20 cents.

Waifs and Wanderlngs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. " A IJrose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with tile living spint of today."-...1fohn Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A. Romance. " The author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
1!lled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcr1_pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[ln~~rRolL Price, $1.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

A.dami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian stocy of the Garden of Eden in
whien itli superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis leg_e_nd-18 shown. Price,10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro. mance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Essay on

Horace Seaver,
J. P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonn.ld,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putna.m,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J, H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams;,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,.
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
The name of every Subsc1"iber who sends jive dolla1•s be[01•e the work is on the p1•ess
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T F A.I.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
It will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to

when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
IY~ 1racles. your friends
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker

B11 DAVID JIUME,
Priol.
~~ ·~DJI.

can afford to be without it.
Address orders to

It is a library in itself.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
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THE GONFLIL'f BFI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
upon Bcientitic phrenology. and appeal dire<·tly
to the reader's se· .·e of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Address
Price, cloth, 1!!1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.

Goms of ~Aoug:ht.
Ca1·lyle.

THE audacity of a priesthood that arrogates the power to prescribe what an unborn child's relieious faith shall be, is an
anachronism which the spirit of the age
utterly repudiates. The child's right to
choose his own opinions must be recoenized if human societv is not to be thrown
into chaos.-L. K. Washb?.trn.
TBl<RE is no rational gr"nnd for supposing that su:fferin!? is a medicine, or that all
tFsrs are to be wined sway. If a gracious
God keeps himself in our remembrance by
murdering c>ur children, what would an
ungracious God do? A hu"·sn father
besting his child to keep it from wandering from his "protE>ction" is the parental 'type to which Theism is compAlled
to resort, in apologizing for human cslsm-

ities.-JYJoncure D. Conway.

MONEY FOUND.

By BON. THOMAS E. HILL,
of" Hill's Manna! of Social o.nd Bn,iness Forms,"
"l'he Hlll B~tLking B.• stem," at.d other
work• of greaL service to the world.
Professor Hill has given several years of carefnl s.ndy to the e!abora.ion of" system of sound
mouey, th~tt may fit immediately into p1eoent
metiJod• of <oing • nsine, s and be easily intrvdnced and nuiv"' sally adopted
'l:hJs book is "just in t!Tr:e" is an absolutely
origina!l·ook fcom the begiJJning to the end is a
good-•ized volume in cleaT tyiJe. and is the clearest expo•,tion of money. uses of momy, causfs of
n o• e:y pbnics and reme ies fer th sau e, ever
pnblbhtd. Orders are rapi !y coruing in and we
want yours. Sen,, twenty-live ce~t• 10r copy.
Arlrlres• l'HE TRUTH t~l'.l<.h~R.
THE BOOK TI:IAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEl\IENT.

Tms week the Humane Congress is in
session, and the cause of the mute sufferers
who hav no tongue to plead their own case
iR being pleaded by many representativs,
among whom none speak with better right
than the repres~>ntativs of non-Christian
religionR, who, in this particular at least,
shame the thonght and practice of Chris
tisnl'. The higher Oriental religions hav,
with scarcely an excPption, and with great
emphasis, tBught the sanctity of all life
and the sacredneRs of the ltfe principle
wherever revealed; while Christianity in
its attemPt to ma!?nifv man hsq dug a great
ditch b .. tween him and what it has called
the brute creation. Th1s has n~turslly
brought mountainous abuse to the lower
animals.- Unify.

IN spite of creeds and formularies, the
influence of Plato and other ancient thinkers, as well as of su· viving ancestral ideas,
has made most educated Europeans believe really in immortality, even when
By the Citizenship th• ough the they imsgin themselvs to be believing in
resurrection. Neverthdess, the belief in
Initiative and Referendum,
re!'urrection is the avowed ..nd authorits
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
tiv bPlief of the Chri~tisn world, which
thus proclaims itself as on a lower level in
Price, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
this reepect than the civilized peoples d
antiquity. And the rl'sson why European
nations after Constantme thus went back
from the higher practice of cremation to
thA lower practice of burial, and f, om the
higher ides of 1mmortslit.v to the lower
ide11. of resurrE>ct.ion, is because thev then
By R. WHEELER.
adopted the Christian religion, an offshoot
This book is inst what i+,s title implies-thnmj)- and sect of Juifsism.-Grant Allen.
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianit:y on the world, showing
AND much may be done to change the
what Uhnstians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It show8 nature of man htmself. The intelhgence
that J esns was a false prophet, that the gospel• which has converted the brother of the
are not authentic, and ~hat ChristianitY. is a bor- wolf into the faithful guardian of the flock
rowed system of religion. ThaL the B1ble is not oueht to be able to do something towards
in accord with !:lcience, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion 1s curbin!l' the instincts of savagery in· civnot a real benefit to man.
ilized men. But if we may permit ourselvs
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
a larger hope of abatement of the essential
A<lilrARR 'l'HF. 'l'lUT'l'l'J RF.F.KF.R.
evil of the world than was possible to those
who, in the infancy of exact knowledge,
faced the pro">lems of existence more than
a score of centuries ag-o, I deem it an essentilll condttion of the realization ot th-tt
hope that we should cast aside the notion
that the escape from pain and sorrow is
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
the proper object of life. We hsv long
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and since emerged from the heroic ch1ldhood
Strongest Lectures Against
of our race, when good and evil could be
the Bible.
met with the same ''frolic welcnme ;" the
Every Woman Should Read It attempts to escape from evil, whether Inc
dian • r Greek, hsv endtd in flight from
and
the battle· field; it remsms to us to throw
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
aside the youtbb lover· confidence and the
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
no less youthful discouragement of nonage,
We are grown men, and must play the
man" Strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
yield,"
cherishing the good that falls in onr way,
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
and bearing the evil, in and around us,
For Hor Daily Brea~ is the story ~f two young with stout hearts set on diminishing it.
girJB and a YO'I\Dger brother wl).o were left ps,rent- So far we all may strive in one faith toIess. with a llttle moneyh fau e. ncat1onh and
mu h conra~e. to make t eir way throng t"e wards one hopeworld b:f g01ug to C••icago. 'l he aut.,or is also
tbe herOl e. l'he n.rrative is, in the main, a his- " It may be that the gulls will wash us
down,
tory of a w rking-girl's !if" ano exterience in the
city of Chicago <mong bluff bnoin s <-meu, kindIt may be we shall touch the Happy
hearted folks. an,t d srepnta~le hypo rits. It is
Isles,
jru<t ,u h a tory of human Ife a< we shonld ex. •
but something ere the end,
pect Co!<'lnel Inger ol, to be i teresten in; and
whatev~r he ad.uires and apprdciates is sure to
Some work of noble note may yet be
~worth the attention of the rest of the world.
done."
oe, 211 cents. Addre.j_.'hl: TBUTH BEEKER.
-Huzley.

DIREGT LEGISLATION

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

PULPIT, PEW,

and CRADLE.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

JOHN E.

THE wPslth of a man is the number of
things which he loves and blessefl, and
which he is loved and blessed by.-Thomas

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
OuR hig-hest happiness is ·incoJJ.~istent
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians nse force to repress free with injnstJCe. In equity all men are
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo- equal. 1f we may sgg.-ess, sn0tber may requence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecntwn is going on this argument should be taliate. If we may be cruel, be may be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, ani!. ex- vPngefnl. lf we may injure, he may re·
pounded on every occasion.
tribute,
If Sl!greFston is practiced, joy
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
will be mixed with torments. Repose will
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
be disturbed by menaces. The shout of
hilsritv will be interrupted by the shout
of spite. Apprehension will displace suti<'ipstion, and confidence will be dtsplaced
by fpar. Our pleasuJ:es must be supplied
Brought Into the
by skill and not by mbtlety, by industry
and not b:y_ fraud, by contract and not hy
Absolutely Reliable Govviolence. Thus selfishness enjoins not only
ernment Banks Established in prudence but justice.-A. M. Lorentz.

the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.

1~\:to.

REMSBURG'S
WORKS.
Abrahmn

Lin~oln:

Was He A Ch'ristian?

.

}'or fifteen Yea s llir. Remsburg has h~en collecting mater.al ~or hls work, IJ:e presents
an array of lestunony that i i irre' "tiu.e. ancl ov,,rwhe.mmg, au~ wln"h :.:nust pnt ~hls ~uest.on
a~ rest forever. lit ad Ltio , to the tes··nu .ny o! twenty w. nes,es )VlJO ulan.n tiJlh L.nuom wai
a Chrtoti u, and which i~ revie" ed au ! ref~te. I,' e ad.tnce 1 tht> ~cl~Umo~r, of IU!Jre thau. a hunil.rerl witnes-es in proof of the chum t 1a& LIUco n wtt. not 1. t,nn t1an. Ihese Wltnessesmclu4e
~'" w.fe awl oth r rd~tivt"; his th e l htW part.• e. s; Ins i'nvatd seqetanes; members of h1s
cabiuct; his priu~ip.J biographer~, and scores of L 1s mo.t J tnn. te fr1cnds.
False Claims.- Revi.~ea anll Enlarged
As a lll1ssionar:v Docum1nt it is u :~.excelled. Amm : the subjects considered by ~.
Remsburg are: 'J hd Church ~tnd Morality; Cnm nal f:\tt\t•s;.cs,_sb.ow.ug th·~ creeds of th~ pns.
oner8 1u tne penitcntl~trJe;; the Churcn and Ctvtltztttwn; the uhurch and l:l<;.enoe; the Churcp
and L""ruing; tue Cnurc.t an.l Ltberty; ·tneC 1urcn and tneAnttslavery Hef.orm; the Woman s
Htghts Muvement; the 'J'emperance lt"form; tne Church and the Republl<!. PrJCe,10 cents
singly; 75 c ·nts per aozen.

Bible lJlorals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Sc ip.u·e; F ,Jsehnod and Deeeptwn; Che& .ing; ~nett and Robber;r; Adultery and Prostttntion· 1\'Iurd_er; Wttrs of CJ!!gue t an l E"'tarn:pnatlO-<). DdopJttsm; ).utvlerance aud Pe!'·eontion! Lin~tJCa tJ Wo nan· U nkinduess 1o Children; uruelt.v to A.Ilmals; Hnman Bacr11l.ces;
Uanuioa.iom; Slt~.vt>ry; Witchcraft; P I:rgam.;; Intemperance; Po e.rty and y,.grJLnoy; Ignorance and ldioey; o.,sceuhy. PrlcJ, suglJ cop.e~,l!5 canto; 6 cop1es, till. Spemal <1lscount
on larger quant.t.es.

Sabbath-Breaking. This

i~

the .best ~nd most thorough.wOTk

ever w it ten on th J Sab Jath fr.nu a rat10nal1 out of v1ew. Large and handsome prmt. The
is d.s us;ed undt>r the fo lowin' hdad : Or.~:fiD uf th.J s ... bJati~ Iuea; the Jewish
s .. bbath; tbe Chr stian SJ ip'•t es and the Sa 1bath; };xa.m.n ... tton of Sunday Argu 'e-.~ts;
Ori_ i 1. of th' Chri>tian S,tbbath; Te' Lno:1y pf t tl C lridLiau FaGb.ers; th' Babba.L!J. durmg
t e llllddi'l A?e'; tb, Pn 1t•.n Sa:>bath.;.. T ~st1m,ny of Chr,1s .1an RefJrmers, Bcho•ars, and
Divmes, Abrvgttti;:;n of l:iunday La .a. rr.ce, ~5 cents; 6 cople3 $1.
qu,,t.~n

I.mage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

.

.

De~.ine of Faith: Prot· s•ant Intolerance; Washmgton an Unbellever; Jelferson an Unbel'ever; Paine and Wesley; Chribtlau S>~.bbath. Each 5 cents; LouLd, paper,l!5 cents; per
doz .. 4J cen~s.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the stor'IJ of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading tra.ts of hi3 character apq genius, and V};lld cates. his ~~ll).e ,/:!,Oil). tho
a per ion; ra~t upon it.. lhoice extrdct" from· UomruJn Sen~~. Amen 'an Cno>s,
Hight'
t.f Man," and •· A>t.e of Reason." are gtven; a]s,,, tripute 1 t 1 Pd.ine's cha,·!J-··ter from mor,e tha.n
one hnndre.! noted por>On! of Europe and Ame~wa, many <•f them WI Itt n exotessly fOJ." tht•
W<>rk Se .oud editi .• n.160 pa!!:e<, printe•l on fiue tm~ed paper, neatly bound, and contammg a
hand;ome •ted portrait of ~·aine. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 centd.

The A]Jostle of Liberty.

• n adrlress ctel'vered in P.ine Hall, bef re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Jan nary

29, 1884. Price, .0 ceut.;.
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The Freethinker's Badge-piu

TEACBER (examining a class of little
boys in scri(tture): ''What did .Ta.cob say
whe~ he saw the bridal train, the men
Ieadmg the camels, laden with costly
presents?" Pupil : "The Campbells are
comi· g, hurrah, harrah!"-London Freethinker.
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Moral Tale.)

IN the evening gray the hermit sat
Before his cave, on a twisted mat,
And he told his beads and breathed a
prayer
Of thankfulness for his haven there,
" Here, farfrom the jostling market-place,
My humble spirit grows in grace;
And here my lot and fate I'll fill, ·
Lulled by the tinkling, drow.sy rill."
But hark! A horse is coming fleet,
And the rider stays his steed to greet
The hermit gray, and bends him low.
"My lord!" he cries "dost thou not
know
Thy brother's dead, . and his wealth is
thint?
Among the peers 'tis thy lot to shine.
Why linger here? Come, mount and
ride
Upon my horse, a steed of pride!
"Here is my cloak, of golden sheen,
My spurs, my sword, aud doublet green!"
'l'he hermet rose, and a curious look
Passed o'er his face. He rose and took
His st11ff, his cruse, his beads and all
He gave them a fling, and he let them
fail
Far and wide on the cavern floor
As one who'd never need them more.
"Come) Haste!" he cried; "I long to
see
The aores broad that belong to me;
The towers and trees nnd the manor old,
The boxes, iron-ribbed; the gold,
And all that weal.h and power can bring
To a noble rich as a Moorish king!"
Alaok and alas! As the hermit rose
He clavped his fingers to bis nose,
For a ~mell of sulphur filled the air,
While the rid.-r-well, he wasn't there!
And the hermit wished he hud htld aloof
As he gazed on the print of a cloven hoof.
MORAL.
The tale is good-if well spplied:
JJe sure all checks are certified.
-Puck,

Will be sent for $4.50. 'flle
, $2.75 Pin and THE TRUTB
BEEKER one year for $5.

Pap., 40c.; clo., 7llc.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligions Liberty. (Life.) Bl

THE HERMIT GRAY.
(A

ONE YEAR,

Age of Reason.

DEACoN WooLERTON (sneeringly): I
s'pose yo' t'ink it's de Lord's will to' yo'
to leave dis charge an' take d.e on.e wid de
biggah salary! Parson Shonter : Look
'ere, Bre'r Woolerton, ef one man offers yo'
ten dollars fo' dat mule, an' another offers
yo' twenty, would dere be any question in
yo' mind which off"r it wuz de Lord's will
for you to accept?-Puck.
Miss SAKEREI is a young Japanese
woman educat~>d in America and sent back
by the Woman's Christian ·remperance
Union, to abate the drink evil in the insular country. She renorted yesterday at a
meeting that two insuperable obFtacles
p·even•ed temperance reform in .Tapan.
The nativs hav no money to contribute
for the work of regeneration, and the
Japanese are not addicted to drink.-Ghicago Times.
TaE Examinertells of a colored preacher
who saw in a vision the golden letters
"G. P. C." in the sky, which he interpreted to mean "Go preach Ch1•ist." One
of his brethren sairl that he had nr> doubt
of the VIsion of h1s brother, but he thought
it would be more correctly interpreted,
"Go pick cotton." Probably a good many
who are sure which way destiny calls them
would do well to call in some impartial
interpreter of their visions.- Unity.
PARSON SANDY, a colored divine of deep
lore, and S1mon, a theoloeical student,
roomed together. The other morning,
when Simon arose, he discovered that his
watch had been stolen. When Sandy, who
had left hts bed early, came into the room~
Simon spoke to him about the missing
watch, and asked his advice as to the bes1
course to pursue for its recovery. "De
bes' plan, .Brudder Simon, is ter pray ter
de Lord. Ef yer praytl wid fervent-ness,
de Lord will see dat de watch is r ..turned."
"Does yer belitV"' dat, Brudder l::landy?"
"Yes, Brudder Simon. Ax de Lord, an'
he wtll answer yer pra'r," "W1ll yer
pray for me, Brodder Sandy!" ... Yas,
Brudder Simon, l'se always willin' ter
pray." Tbe two men kneeling, pr>~yed.
When they arose Simon said: ·• 1 feels dat
de Lord is gwme to answer my prayer."
"I'se glad to hear it," responded l::laudy.
"In fack, I know that he is, '' and drawing a horse pistol and leveling it at Sandy's
head, S1mun continued: •'Gtmme dat
watch or l'1l shoot the top of your head
off" Sandy produced th~ watch, when
Simon continued: "D, power of prayer
and h•JSS pistils is aston shing to the human un'erstandin'. "-A1·kun~Jaw Traveler.
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dial, a"d all modern improvements; ouarantel'd
a per(PCt ttm.Pr Price, in stlvertue dust-proof
cases, $17; <!-ounce com si ver, $21. In best tilled
gold case, open-face, dns•-proof, $26; hinged
ca.e, $:!8 to $ o; hunting 1!130 to $3>; 14 carat,
solid g. ld, t45 to $150. Nickel works, :lit more.
Ke!fular t.radu Amurican \VatchesoBilvHILe case 7 j, wds, $6; 11 jewels, i!S7 50; 15
jewels, $9; uitto, adjnoted, $'1; dhto, 17 jewels,
$15. ln tiner ca es. add .s aoove.
Lauie"' American (,loltl Watcltes.-A!l
la eot Ftyles. in tolush ca<e•; best filed, 7 jewels~
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.eu; 15 jewels, ':!0; 14 carat so .ta
gold, $10 more. Heav,er, more elaborate, and
diamond-•et cases, from *5 to $100 more.
All watclles senL w1tu wr tteu g,ar~tntee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that ~ime cleaned for $1
and returned free.
su .. dries. Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. BesL spec acles, $1: be,t razor, $2;
best triple-plat d te ..spoons, $1.8d; ta,le spoons,
$o.>O; kuives, $1 75; fo•·ks, $1 75: all for ;etR of 6.
1::\o!id si ver spoons,$ .35 per ounce. s lid silver
souvenir epoons. ill '• $1. 5, ;!11.50).,$' to $3.
'l'neColonellngt:rsoli•-Tea.$2.50; orange,
$2. 75; sngar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cent~ mor'e
Etched (teas only):

I

·• 1 he Ttme to be Hapw is Now,"

50 cents exLra.
'.l'be 'l"orclt of Reason Badge, solid gold
E>nameled m 5 colors, email pin"i' $<, $2.76, and
$3.50. With di,.m. nds, >l!n, $8. ,arge, $8. $4, $5,
$:5. Cr-arms, $3, $4, $5, $6, $ •. 50,$ O, $15 $20, .so.
Diamonds. 2u per cent. below marken price.
Send for pnce I sts, cards in colors and gold of
badge, t'acts, Ate., ft•ee. AJ goods prevaict (except Knives and forksl and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle ned $1.t.an returned fr e.
O'l'TO W K.L £STEIN, U chelle. ill.
P.S.-The "lnilersoll Souvenir Flpoon" tree
withevery$~Oorder. 5with$I00order.

IJESIG1PR BY WAT8-N HESTON,
WITH P
TR Il' OF
T.ilE IJESIGNER.

The Illustrations a1·e classified as follows:
16 represent Unole Sam and t'IJe Priests
2
"
The Church J,obbing the People.
3
"
Tuank"glvlllg.
6
Sa ,b~tth Laws.
14
Ohiltren auGl the Church.
•0
"
Woman and he t,hnrch
6
"
The L)h~. ch and 'J"homas Paine.
4
"
8tud1e .. in Na,ural History.
8
"
1'he Bil>le ano! HCleuce.
15
'l'ue C e. gy and. l'nPir Flocks.
1
l'ict ·in Uur Pe •itent aries.
4
Th·J Ato>n men·· Scheme.
4
"
'1 hv Lord and Hts Works.
2
P.a• er.
10
'fh' Cre ds.
1
Cnristians and Mohammedans·.

2 reprasent s~mples of Christianity's Work.

5
1

:!5
1

2
4
~

1
4

9
12

3
6

7

"
"

J-"'iss1onaries.
'fhe L rd', In,trnments.
Bible U .ctrtnes and Their Results,
The Chu. ch and 1::\lavtry.
P. i st~ and l'olltics.
Irel~tnd and ohH cha ch.
Chnr '~··s idea of' ivilizatio:l.
The Uses · f tlle Croso.
Unkin•l etl.ct on• on the Church,
Peroecut.ions vf the l!hnrch,
Bo ne Allegortes.
He11ven.
Hel.
Miscellaneous.

A most e'!:traordinary pnblicati n. We venture the as~ertion that nothin~ like it ha• ever berore appaar~d i , this <"OU try, an 1it is very douutful tf ,not her ori~ li e 1t w11l e\er again be pubi;h, d. Wu m 1st gi e t!J,, Trutu Beeker Compau~ the cred t f pu·ting the book in the reach ot alL
~t •w ce the 1 ric' t woultl have b ·<n a chenp l·ook. Art ,t Heston a~ a portrait painter and de
<igner is a wouderful s .cc•·s an 1 w' jnd~e ft•mtl our own f elin~s that near y every LLer~l iu
.merioa wi.l uestre a copy of thl~ most w nde3ul volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazine.
llfr Heston deserves' o be called the artist-hero of LiberBJism He has dedicated his genius t
B'reethou h•, an.! has none f,,i hf•ll Hnd noble work for 1he c11use of right and truth. Lut the 1 ict,rts do not mal;e 11 p tlw whole of lu~ o·ume 1'hp•·e n, o nearly t" o hundred pages ,.f read111
nutter th t se ve tirst as exp anatiOliB of th , tl!nstrati n .. , and s· condh· ns texts to> pr .. ve the ~ tt· 1
al. t)' of the ch rcu's prnfe·s.ons and the l·ypncrisy of tlloge who uphold them. Altogether 11"
, -ok i; 'ne oft e heRt weapons a g-ains•, Christianity •. nd the church tna' has ever been put :nth
.ands of F.eeth.nkers.-[Bosto:l Invest1gator.

Price, board covers, $2; clot!)., $2 50.

POPES AHD TJt£1li DOJHGS

FILE BINDERS.

AOOOUNT OF

ThoPe who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTli
8E•K•R need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

Vicars of Christ and Y cegerents of God.
l'aper, 50oents; oloth, ~ oentJ!.

TBt HOT£D SPECIALIST 1
:J!'or Men Onl;y,
Is a physioian of a wide and extensivE>

practic~o,

and his reme-lies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peonhar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the resolt of yonthfnl error~
and exoesses, causing Early Deca;v, Loss or Manhood, Wasting Discharges\,Vancocele, Menta.!
and Physical Debility, Ioiooy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afllicted !L:ld who are desirous of being
cured a bon~le~ <Jf some 88 page~ will be sent to
their ad li'ess for ten oents\ sealed in a flain
envelo;>e, giving 1anses ana SJ'l!lptoms o the
Complaint anl & description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Ontward Application-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence--with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. R. P. FELLOWb
Vineland, N. l . .
and say yon ss.w tbis advertisement in Tn
TBU'rll SIIBKBB.
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AN INSPIRED WAY OF DISPOSING OF TOO MUCH HAIR.
Thou shalt burn with fire a third part in the midst of the city, when the days of the siege are fulfilled; and
th on shalt take a third part, and smite about it with a knife: and a third part thou shalt scatter in the wind; and
I will draw out a sword after them.-Ezek. v, 2.

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION 1

••A Digest of Science."

A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a

TH[ DYNAMIC THmRY OF LIH AND MIND 1 ~~..~~~,~.~. ~~~~~::
Tripod, which cost $160. '"e ·wtll set• it for
half•price-1!180. Addrets
THE TRUTB SEEKER.

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
AGENTS lllt~~~~ of.~
of their respective Environments.
and JDOre, goet sa01p1e free, best•
0

By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 ilfustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a 3-co/umn index of 11 pages.

8

known gooos in all A1Der1Ca, t Or•
sets, Belts, Brushes. Safety Razors
Uurlers, Insoles, Plasters. and all our
other pupular goods. (Either sex.)
Address Dr. •- EO A SUOTT
842 Hroad"\vay, N. V. Cit',.

Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv $2.7:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"B umboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., b_y bringing together, in
stmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

A GREA'r BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONOMIC REFORMS
'
The title of the book is

A CITYLESS AID
COUHTBYLESS WORLD.

_9o 1/0U tofBh to be well fnformedf

THEN READ A OIIAP'rER OR VERSE DAILY FROM TIDS RlliLE 01'
SOIENOEI
'
It is entertaining as well as enlightening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate tb~ wmth of the Universal Mother.
You must own this book someday: why not NOW~
The author is
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
HENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A GREAl BOOK,
With the eighth editioa ,.
Win wood Reade's •· Martr,.
dom of Man," the cost of
production has been

f~

Is!med so that we can reduetl>e pr1ce from '1-16 t.t

This book is in story form, well printed on
good paper, well illustrated, and hand" mely
bound. It IS a text-book on" Co-oper. tive Individualism." For many it is perhaps too radical
on some questions of reform. but it is neverthele8s eminently thought-pro•oking.
The universal un• est manifested by the thinking world, particu)Jtrly during the~e "'bard
times," pJainl:y )ndi<ea es that our social, eco
nomic, aurt religious 1nst1tutrons are not m.tune
with the best thought of the age_ The author
vividly portr•ys an ideal world from wl11ch all
our present social, economlC, and religious evils
are eliminated.
For the fulfillment of his
prophecv, the author doeR not rely c n mir ..,.les
but on the advancing intelligence of thouglltfui
men and women. If Mr. Olerich's ideals tate can.
ever be attain~d the world will certainly be a
paradise. Beautifully clot.h-bound4.Price $1.
Actdres• THE TRUT.tl SEEKER.

-------

$7 5.00 to $250.00 c\Yo~~Ifr,~de
working forB l!'. JOHNSON & CO.,Riehmond, Va.

$1.00.
The book has had a phenomenal sale for eo heretical a work second only to Helen GanieJMr:
" Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary 4oeneflt of it. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
(Ia, very

interestingly tnctured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergoru.
-ite martyr9.om-in 1ts rise to its pr~sent o!ane. It stows how War and Religion have been oppres
1ive factors m man's struggle for Llbert:y, and the last chapter, of some l(ill pages, describes hi1
Intellectual struggle from the ammal penod of the earth to the present, adding an ou~!ine of wba~
Ule author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
"'OT
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedon.ians. Alexandria. Ulf
,.. y 1:l.
Pheniciam, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.
·
0

'R
RELIGION
L1,. BERTY
INTELLECT

·

.. ..

The Natural History of ReJ.i~on, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets.
• Character «;>f ;resu~ 1 the. Chrts t1anst Arab1a~ Megca).. Character of Moham.
med, Descnpt10n oi Afnca, the Monammeaans m uentral A.fri.ca.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans, the ·Castle, the Town. 'th&
•Chur:ch, V!Jnice, Arab S_pai_n, thE) l'ortu~P~es~~ Dis\)overer,!!_. the Slave 'l'ra.dll.
AbolitiOn m Europe, Abolitwn m \menca. lllatenals-of numan History
Animal Period of the Earth, OrigJn of Man and Early RistQO,
.sn111mary of Universal History, The FntU!'e of the Ruman Race, Tb4
RJigion of Reason and Lovs.

:•lfioa nduced from $1.'ll5 to

.1.00,

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
18 Lafayette place, New York.

(-THE-PHILO-SOPHY
OF

MENTAL HEALING.
A Practical Exposition of
Natural Restorative Power,
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
to result from an understanding of its principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER.

Godly Women of the Bible
A H/SiORY OF ALL

The Women Who figure In the Bible.
U UN~ Woli!All
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WHITE Caps are burning cotton gins in
Arkansas.
Ex-PRIEST SLATTEiRY was mobbed in St.
Louis while attempting to lecture.
PEFFER's free-coinage amendment to
the silver repeal bill was defeated in the
Senate by a majority of eleven.
THE Kabyle Moors and invading Spaniards are inflicting serious damage upon
each other at Melilla, Morocco.
JusTICE WILLIAMS has decided that under the constitution of New York women
cannot vote for school commissioner.
The House judiciary commit.tee will report favorably Mr. Oate's bill making·
more stringent the naturalization laws.
AT Budapest a beautiful young nun
eloped, leaving a letter saving she desired
happiness and could nl t find it in the
convent.
CAssiUs M. CLAY, the famous Southern
Abolitionist, has just passed his eightythird birthday. He is still robust in mind
and body.
To facilitate disestablishment in Wales,
Gladstone will maintain that no Church of
Wales exists, but merely the Church of
England in Wales.
THE dynamite cruiser Vesuvius is engaged in the useful work of blowing up
derelicts, which render navigation dangerous along the Atlantic coast.
In Baltimore the colored voters are advised by their leaders to stay away from
the polls, as neither party has given them
the recognition they demand.
FIVE agents and two lawyers of Parkhurst's Society for the Prevention of
Crime were mobbed on the Bowery in
New York on Oct. 27th, in daylight.
ON Oct. 30th, the Senate passed the
Voorhees hUl for the repeal of the purchasing clause of the Sherman silver law,
by a vote of 43 to 32. Ten Senators were
paired.
THE labor associations in New York are
determined to secure (if possible) representation in the constitutional convention,
delegates to which will be selected at the
November election.
Carter H. Harrison, mayor of Chicago,
was assassinated at his home on Saturdav,
October 28, at 8 p. m. He was shot three
times by a probably insane office-seeker
named Prendergast.
"LoVE AND LIFE," by the English artist Watts, the picture most appreciated at
the World's Fair, has been presented b;r
Mr. Watts to the American people, and will
be removed to the Metropolitan Museum
in New York.
CoMMoDoBE STANTON has been suspended
from the command of the South Atlantic
squadron of the United States fleet now
stationed in Brazilian waters.
He had
saluted the flag of Admiral Mello of the
insurgent fleet.
THE yellow fever scourge at Brunswick,
Ga., shows no signs of abatement. There
had been seven hundred and sixty-four
cases and forty-two deaths to Oct. 27th.
Supplies for the relief of the stricken town
are being sent from Northern cities.
THERE is a water famin in England and
Ireland. In the Hartlepool district, England, the water companies on Oct. 26th
!'topped supplying manufactories. At
-Dublin the great Guinness brewing company has temporarily stopped operations.
TH:u. coroner system of the state of New
York is being orettv thoroughly ventilated
in the newspapers, and is also being made
the subject of grand jury inquiry. It is
shown that cruel and unnecessary inquests
are often held, at great expense to the taxpayers.
THE Dew building of the West Side
Clinic (New York) will be opened to the
poor this week. The Clinic is supported
by wealthy Germans, and for more than
twentv-five years has given advice and
medicin free to the needy poor of all
nationalities.
THERE is a cholera panic in Leghorn,
Italy Business is generally suspended.
About sixty-five per cent. of those attacked
die, and the deaths of women are more
than double those of men. The schools
hav been closed and processions to the
shrines forbidden, the latter order nearly
resulting in a riot.
.
THE Cascade range forest reservation
extendR across Oregon from Crater lake
in the south to Mount Hood in the north,
being 250 miles long and 30 wide and l"mbracing 4,500,000 acres. It is set apart to
protect timber and water supplies. There
is also the Ashland reserve in Oregon, intended to protect the water supply of Ashland. It has 20,000 acres.
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THE SALVATION ARMY ON THE WAR PATH.

Darwin and After Darwin. Is Controversy Dangerous?
Antiquity
Unveiled.
J.
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE

-o-

A.n ctent. Votces
rrom the Sptrtt
Reazm atsczose the
most Start!tno Revezattons.
-o-

PrOYing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price. - - - - $1.50.

Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

RoMANEs.

A ~tematicEx11_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the general reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Hnxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IB a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"'l'hus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the chang() which has taken
place has taken plalle in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter.Pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th&
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
'rtlnstrated. Price, clogt+. $2.
R
Address,
TJ:l.l!j TRUTH SEEKE •

A Popular Acceunt of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

BOOKS BY

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

OOl'ITEl'ITB: The Hebrew Canon: The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent' The Fathers. Quoted ae Scripture
Books Which are Now Oallea Apocryphal. The
Heretios. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

POPES A·HD Tfltlli DOINGS
ACCOUNT OF

Yioara of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
l'a.per,liooents; cloth, '1'1 oenV..

This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
25 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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James Mill, JoJl.ll Stuart Mill, Mirabean, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Oonrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, George
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan!!J Vaninl, Volni)L Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thoma.s Woolston.
Price. 25 cents.

L K. Washburn's Works.

Suuday and the Sabbath. "A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a minister's praying God to kill griiBshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price1 10 oonts.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact I
Price, 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Prioo, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs. w. =~OTa. Christianity a Fiction.
••
IBEDS.
--o--

..

Being true accounts of the pa.ssing away of the

BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrolog!c·
al Origin of all Religions.

The Bible of Nature: A Contribution following persons, thns refntmg the many Chris- Explanatorl'" notes compiled and arranged by
tian slanders upon them and otl!.ers:
the late Jonathan M. ROberts. Price, 50 cents.
to the Religion of the Fnt7llre. Cloth, 1111.
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bal'"le,
The Secret of the East; or, The Origin Jeremy
Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Ph[sicalEducation; or, The Health-Laws
o Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organtsm. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Olothh$2.
THE TrlUTH BEEKER,
AddresB
28 Lafayette plaoe, New York.

Francois Bronssa.is, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas ~nckle, Lqrd B:vron, Ricl:!:ard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz,AnthonY Collins, Auguste Oomte, OondorcethRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton, Charles varwin,
Era.smns Darwin, Dela.mbre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great, Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nr.r·
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, He!.vetins, H~nry ·Hath·
erington 1 Hobbes, Anstm Halyoa.ke, VIctor Hngo,, By VAN BUREN DEl'IBLOW, LL.D. l':rioe, 15 OIDM
Hnme,Littre, Harriet Mar1inean, Jean Mealier,

Pyramid of Cizeh.
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lhe Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

SAMUEL

P.

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object o£ this work is t.o present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments o£ the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial,· and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
Mr. Putvam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends ,a most generous.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for
it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle i5 not ended aud what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Hat•monious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid ·picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular t·a tes ($r2 in
all), and we will send
the Getter""up of the
Club a copy of·' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

:from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART o£ the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
And further, to aid our friends in
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strengthened by the accretions of human knowledge, but every attempt to feed theology on the
food-facts-which nourish science has weakened
the ancient "queen of the sciences," until to-day
she is scarcely more than a skeleton. When men
like Dr. Briggs once get clear vision enough to see
that Christianity is merely theology they may quit
praising the former and damning the latter and
get out into the open to work for better conditions
for humanity. At present, however, they manage
to talk more hopeless nonsense than do their
enemies within the church, the old-style theologians.

The Status of the Woman Suffrage Cause in
New York.
In 1892 the legislature of New York passed an
act conferring the franchise upon women, in school
elections. School commissioners were voted for
this year. In a number of places the women registered quite heavily, especially in Elba, Penn Yan,
Johnston, Port Jervis, and Auburn. But Justice
Pardon C. Williams, of the Supreme Court, holds
the legislativ act giving them the opportunity to
vote to be unconstitutional. His decision is likely
to be considered final until the general term of the
Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals takes a
turn at the question. In many places the women
who had registered were enjoined from voting by
judges who accepted the authority and interpretation of Justice Williams. Miss Anthony advised
all who had not been enjoined to vote, as the electionins pectora, she claimed, must accept their votes,
unless specifically enjoined against so doing.
The enabling section of the act of 1892 reads as
follows:

"An persons without regard to sex, who are eligible to
the office of school commissioner, and hav the other
qualifications now required by law, shall hav the right to
vote for school commissioners in the various commissioner districts of the state."
In reaching his conclusion that this act is unconstitutional, Justice Williams construes in connection with each other section one of article two and
section two of article ten of the Constitution. Here
is the first:
"Every male citizen of the age of twenty-one years,
who shall hav been a citizen for ten days and an inhabitant of the state for one year next preceding an election,
and for the last four months a resident of the county,
and the last thirty days a resident of the election district
in which he may offer his vote, shall be entitled to vote at
such el&ction in the election district in which he shall at
the time be a resident and not elsewhere, for all officers
that now are or hereafter may be electiv by the people,
and upon all questions which may be submitted to a vote
of the people."
Section two of article ten follows :
"All county officers whose election or appointment is
not provided for by this Constitution shall be elected by
the electors of the respectiv counties or appointed by the
boards of supervisors or other county authorities as the
legislator shall direct. All such town and village officers
whose election or appointment is not provided for by this
Constitution shall be elected by the electors of such
cities, towns, or villages, or some division thereof, or appointed by such authorities thereof as the legislature shall
designate for that purpose. All other officers whose
election or appointment is not provided for by this Constitution, and all officers whose office may hereafter be
created by law, shall be elected by the people or appointed as the legislature may direct."
Here follows some of Justice Williams's reasoning. upon these two provisions:
" This office of school commissioner is not an office
provided for by the Constitution, nor was it an office in
existence at the time the Constitution was adopted. It is
therefore an office created by law after the adoption of
the Constitution, and by the terms of this provision such
officers might be elected by the people or appointed as
the legislature should direct. The statute creating the
office of school commissioner passed in 1856, and the
statute passed in 1864 continuing such office leaves no
doubt but that the office was made by the legislature one
whose incumbent should be elected by the people, and
not appointed by any authority. By section 3, title 2,
chapter 33 of the Laws of 18ti4 it is provided: 'The
school commissioners for each school commissioner district shall be elected by the electors thereof by a separate
ballot at the general election of 1866 and trie:anially
thereafter. The laws regulating the election thereof and
canvassing the vote for county officers shall apply to such
election.'
"In view of these and other provisions of the statutes
with reference to the office of school commissioners, it

must be conceded that the legislature has made this office
one to be filled by election and not by appointment.
"It will be well settled that the provision has had the
effect to exclude all persons who are not males from the
right to vote for the officers referred to in the provision,
and the legislature has no power to pass any act authorizing females to vote for any such officers. We are
brought, therefore, to this conclusion: The office of
school commissioner having been made electiv by the
people, no person can vote for an incumbent of the office
who is not authorized under provision of the Constitution
to vote, and only male persons are so authorized to vote.
The only escape from this conclusion must be found in
the claim made in behalf of these women that the office
of school commissioner is not covered by the latter provision of article 10, section 2 of the Constitution: 'All
officers whose offices may hereafter be created by law, or
shall be elected by the people, or appointed as the legislature may direct.'
.
"It seems to me that such claim is untenable, and
without support in reason or authority."
On the other side we hav the opinions of the nine
able lawyers on the judiciary committee of the state
senate. This question was raised while the bill was
in the hands of the committee, and was canvassed
with the result that the bill was reported to the
senate and passed. Gen. Martin T. McMahon,
one of the members of the committee, says in an
interview:
"The legislature did not act hastily in passing that bill.
The Senate judiciary committee heard its constitutionality fully discussed, and had the advice of Professor
Collin, the governor's adviser on such matters. We came
to the conclusion that the provision of the Constitution
limiting the franchise to male citizens applied only to the
selection of constitutional officers-such as were originally, now are, or hereafter may be provided for by the
Constitution. The school commissioners are not such
officers. They are legislativ creations, and the legislature
may direct how they are to be chosen even "to the extent
of limiting or extending the franchise. I am sorry that
Judge Williams has decided against the constitutionality
of the law. I think the law should be upheld until the
court of appeals shall say, if it ever will, that it is contrary
to the letter or spirit of the Constitution."
As it throws a strong legal side-light on the infallibility of our male law makers and adjudicators
the opinion of another lawyer is subjoined :
"If Judge Williams is right in his contention, there
are scores of unconstitutional laws on the statute books,
for if the franchise cannot be extended to females, it certainly cannot be restricted among males further than the
Constitution expressly allows, for the Constitution states
that ' every male citizen' shall hav the right to vote. I
hav in mind many laws which provide for the election of
officers, such as water and school commissioners, in various municipalities in the state where a property qualification is required of the voter."
Only about twenty thousand women registered in
the state before Justice Williams's decision was promulgated, which fact might hav had a negativ intluence upon the court. Had ten times this number
manifested a desire to vote it is not without the
bounds of possibility that Justice Williams would
hav read the Constitution in a different light. This
opinion is good law. The women must at the
constitutional convention next summer work to hav
the new constitution made right.

Sunday in the City, and Sunday Travel.

contiguous to their work, and so their surroundings
are often unsanitary to ·a degree, and even when
not so bad as the worst, are far from healthful or
desirable in other ways. By millions so situated
Sunday is hailed as a 'day of release. On cheap
excursion trains and boats they :flock into the country and to the seashore or to the marge of some
inland lake. They get away from the noise and
dust and unwholesome ordors of the city. The
restful, cooling green of forest and meadow delig4ts
eyes strained by the glare re:fiected from towering
walls of brick and stone. Children dance and roll
and play merry games upon the sand or under the
trees. They watch in wondering awe the incoming
and receding tides, or with bare feet and rolled-up
clothes wade in the limpid waters. To old and
young is brought relaxation, rest and quickened
pulses, but the benefit to the children is greater
than to the elders. They are growing, and they
need every touch with nature that can be given
them. To none, however, is it less than a positiv
blessing, and he is an enemy of his kind who would
lift a finger in opposition to the weekly out:fiow into
the country and to lake and ocean.
Then there are other multitudes who hav relativs and friends in the country, and in neighboring
villages, towns and cities. On Sunday, with proper
traveling facilities, they can hold delightful family
reunions or make and receive pleasant visits to and
from valued friends and agreeable acquaintances.
Or they can go and hear a lecture or attend an entertainment in some other place. All these varie4
forms of recreation, entertainment and instruction
are rendered possible by the Sunday train, electric
or cable car, and boat. They are all innocent and
health-bestowing. The trouble is that there are
not half enough trains and boats running on Sunday.
In view of these self-evident facts, and many
more equally unassailable, it is a matter of amaze·
ment that any laboring man can oppose Sunday
trains. All classes of workingmen are benefited
by them, and this is especially true of trainmen
themselvs. It is perfectly ea9y, with the power
possessed by organized labor, to so arrange business that each man will get his weekly rest-day
without depriving any other person of the opportunity to go into the country, to the seashore, or
on a visit on Sunday. Every new Sunday train
is a proclamation of liberty and an evangel of happiness to the people, as is every paper added to
the list of SundaylJublications.
Of course we cannot expect the clergy to attach
any importance to such purely worldly bem·fits as
those named. That the people should be healthy
and happy through Sunday" desecration " seems to
them inexpressibly monstrous. They are possessed
by one little, narrow, other-worldly, God-first-of-all,
idea and while that lodges in their brains there is
room for nothing else. It seems a pity that we
must say such severe things of a class of men who
set themselvs up as the·religious guides and moral
leaders of mankind, but it is absolutely necessary
to expose their fraudulent claims. They are the
mischief-makers in this Sunday business; they are
the rebel chiefs in this revolt against nature at its
best, and in this fierce crusade against rational enjoyment and a healthful Sunday they ply the sword
with a ferocity and apply the torch with a heartlessness unapproached by any of their dupes. Protestants they call themselvs, but they protest against
reason and justice alone.
"Keep your children away from the priest or he
will make them the enemies of mankind."

'fhe daily papers report that at the recent Boston
meeting of the League of Railway Trainmen a
resolution was adopted declaring against Sunday
trains. We hav not seen the resolution, nor do we
know the vote by which it was adopted, nor the
arguments adduced in its support. But there are
some considerations involved which are amply conclusiv against the wisdom of such a resolution, and
we are confident that when railway workmen examine them carefully they will refuse to maintain
the position the League is said to hav taken, and
this without reference to the church and state issue,
which is the real question at the bottom of all
Six Famous Victories.
Sunday law agitation.
The population of the cities increases in a much
The Christian Statesman says :
more rapid ratio than does that of the country. It
"Vexatious as are the serpentine twistings of the
is not necessary to our present purpose to inquire World's Fair management, we should not belittle our six
regarding the cause of this difference ; we are here great victories by forgetting that we hav been defeated
only in skirmishes on legal techn:lcalities which will be
concerned only with the fact, and the sequences. forgotten when, at the end of the nineteenth century, we
The rich and moderately well-to-do city residents recall as among its greatest moral triumphs that Congress
hav, most 0f them, homes in the suburbs, or at passed the Sabbath-closing law by a three-fourths vote,
least some distance removed from the crowded and later killed the proposed repeal in c9mmittee; that
court on the only occasion when the main
t d . tly so vitally inter- the federal
cen t era,
. and hence . are no 1rec
.
questi on was b efore th e court s dem"ded for th e sabbath ;
ested m the question of trans~t. . But the masses that "our friends, the enemy," gave us the greatest
of the people are forced to hv m close quarters, . victory of all in the failure of Sunday opening through
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the covering of exhibits of the rich and the non-attend- the blush of shame to even the indurated cheeks of
Governor Pennoyer of Oregon has issued the
ance of the poor; that the national commission and the
usual unconstitutional Thanksgiving proclamation.
local directory at last were constrained by public senti- the Christian Statesman factionists.
Into it he has injected a silver stump speech, the
ment to almost unanimous votes for the Sabbath. These
Agents Wanted.
six victories are vividly called up by the news that two ofobject being to secure from God, through prayer,
the five million half dollars are to go back to the mint to
We believe that not only can good be done but a veto of recent Congressional action. He does not
be recoined into common half dollars, because so few money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
state why it is necessary to beg God to interpose
want any souvenir of the frauds aBBociated with the govour
book
"
Old
Testament
Stories
Comically
lllushis
royal mandamus. Perhaps he thinks teleernment's gift to the Exposition."
trated." In fact we know one man who worked at graphic communication between Washington and
Yes, Congress trampled the Constitution under
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty Godlandville has been cut off, or it may be that he
feot at the behest of the priestly caste.
copies in a month. The price is low; everybody surmises that the Most Worshipful is on the fence
Yes, Judges Jenkills and Wood decided for the
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly every- and nothing but the united outcries of the people
Sabbatarians, and it is fitting that they should be
body would like a book applying nineteenth-cent- of Oregon will induce him to get down on the
proud of the latter judge, whose connection with
ury wit and knowledge to them. People like to right side. Anyhow, .i:'ious Pennoyer has a surthe Indiana election frauds is a stench in the
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has prising aptitude for making a spectacle of himself,
nostrils of all honest men.
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of and it is not strange that he inlagins that he is in
The " covering of the exhibits of the rich" was
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David, high favor at court.
not the work of the friends of Sunday opening, but
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
-of the narrow-minded exhibitors, and the " nonkeenly appreciated. It seems to us that the boo:K
In one of the courts of Atlanta, Georgia, the
~ttendance of the poor " was the natural result of
will sell at sight. It does here in the store. other day, Judge Edgar H. Orr was on the bench.
this. Working people did not care to pay fifty
Liberals out of employment will find this a good Judge Orr is a Sunday-school superintendent an,d a
cents admission to a show which was under the way to make an honest dollar.
devout churchman. A lawyer named B. z. Phillips
blankets of sixteenth century survivals. That their
Terms to agents sent upon application.
was trying to reach an agreement with his honor
failure to attend was not a victory for the holy day
about some costs of litigation, the sum of ten cents
idea is proven by the large attendance on the last
We do not wish to precipitate another panic or holding them apart. At last Phillips paid the
few Sundays, when the managers provided attrac"object-lesson" upon the country, but it is per- amount, remarking, "Touched again for a dime."
tions approaching in drawing power those which
Instantly the judge " sent him a right-hander"
caused the turnstiles to revolve sWiftly on week fectly true that there are a number of our sub- and, catching him by the collar, shook him up and
days. For a time the local directors cowered be- scribers whose time has expired who hav not paid down the court-room, finally hurling him out into
fore the bluster and forged petitions of the Sab- us. And it is perfectly true also that there are the street, threatening awful consequences if he
batarians, and this is the only reason why Sunday some people down-town to whom we owe money returned. Orr is six feet in hight and weighs two
opening was not a success from the start. The whom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly hundred pounds. Phillips is a little bit of a man.
idiotic scheme for a " silent Sunday " did all the easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will This is called " turning the other cheek." How
.mischief. With the machinery running and all stop at the post-office and buy a money order for often we see a domineering Christian nation similarly
other attractions open to view, except such as the
$3 and mail it here. If. they meet a neighbor on maltreat a feeble barbarian state which has ventured
Puritans covered, the people's day of recreation
to protest against t eing robbed! Just now Spain
would hav been a grand holiday for the masses. their way who doesn't take the paper but wants it, and England are making bloody records of this
The admission fee on Sunday should hav been put make the money order $5 and it goes for a year to kind.
at twenty-five cents, in consideration of the covered both. But please remember that the down-town
In the meeting of the Methodist ministers of
exhibits. This was the contention of the Free- fellows here are hard up.
Chicago the other day, Dr. L. W. Munhall, of
thinkers, and the paid attendance of more than
140,000 on Sunday, October 22d, fully justified this Four Good Books for German Freethinkers. Philadelphia, relieved his surcharged feelings a.s
We can supply, in the German language, the follows:
common-sense position.
From the above· stated facts and conclusions it following four books which everyone kn,ows to be
"The World's Fair has been a cursed thing. It did
the devil's work. Like the Sunday papers, it has been of
follows " that the National Commission and Local good:
Directory were " not "constrained by public senti"The Mistakes of Moses," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, the devil. When I thought they were going to close the
gates on the Sabbath day, I went to the Fair twice. Afment to almost unanimous votes for the Sabbath," 50 cents.
ter they desecrated the Sabbath I was very sorry for
but by the financial failure of Sunday opening
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gar- myself and did not go again."
during the first months of the Fair, which failure dener, 50 cents.
This is a pretty good certificate for both the
was wholly due to _the superlativly foolish "silent
"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
World's Fair and the Sundtty paper. Casting our
Sunday" plan.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck, eyes backward over the pages of history, and making
· When the Statesman talks of the "frauds asso- 20 cents.
an inventory of the innovations which the clergy hav
ciated With the government's gift to the ExposiThese are neatly printed, bound in paper covers, ascribed to the devil, we find that about everything
tion " and of the failure of the people to buy the and a.re complete. Our German-reading friends that has made for civilization in its best sense has
souvenir coins because they are tainted with these should circulate these widely.
come from the ruler of the nether regions-or the
"frauds," honest men and women must smile deparsons lied. It is too bad that Mr. Munhall
risivly. Frauds, indeed! Sabbatarian forgeries,
Colonel Ingersoll will lecture in the Boston should hav been fooled into attending the Fair
reaching into the tens of millions-forgeries so 'l'heater, Boston, Mass., on Sunday evening, No- which was destined to "desecrate" the Sabbath
colossal, so gross, so clumsy, that the petitions for vember 12th. Subject: "Shakspere." We envy so horribly. Was he ignorant of the fact that it
Sunday closing from several states were alleged to the Bostonians.
had already desecrated it! Did he not know that
bear the signatures of signers so numerous that the
when the buildings were under construction large
The old pro-slavery idea that Mongolians, Ne- numbers of men worked every Sunday T If he did
totals were largely in excess of the total populations of those several states, men, women and groes, and Indians are not descendants of Adam not, intelligent readers of the press did. In this
children, criminals, paupers, aliens, and lunatics all has been revived by an Episcopal clergyman of connection it is fitting to say that the thanks of all
included. Frauds ? Why, Congressmen were Charleston, South Carolina. He says ; "Every dol- Liberal citizens are due to the great journals of
cajoled or bulldozed into giving their votes fo: the lar and all time and labor expended on non-Adamic Chicago, New York, Boston, and other cities for
unconstitutional condition attached to the nahonal races is so much withdrawn from the forces of their independence in the matter of Sunday opengift to the Fair. They were told that they would Christ's kingdom." If Adam was not the father of ing, as well as for their priceless services in other
never come to Washington again if they did not do all men, maybe he was not the first man, eh ? And directions. Why the clergy hate them so is not
the bidding of the priests, and the threat was em- hav these other men, of the yellow, red, and black because of their really bad features, but for the
phasized by shaking in their faces those forged pe- races, souls! If not, have mulattoes; for instance, reason that they are largely independent of and are
How much longer is this t>Upplanting the pulpit.
- titions, asserted to represent the great majority of each half a soul?
their constituents. Frauds? In the Senate the Adamic myth going to be thrust into the discussion
corruptionist Quay was their most activ tool. of great ethnological and social problems T
Death.
Frauds? The attempt to close the Fair on Sunday
"What is Death?" The moralist would say,
The Science Sermons Society met for the first
"'Tis only a transition;" and the sage,
was from beginning to end, tainted with trickery,
on Sunday evening the 5th, in the lecture-room " 'Tis a returning back to dreamless clay
time
jobbery, and fraud. The connection o~ the national
From whence we sprung;" and thus from age to age
government with the Fair was . so disgraceful, so of Dr. Collyer's church. The place was crowded.
Come questions~ doubts, decisions, which. again
Must be deciaed, never set at rest.
unconstitutional, so fraught w1th deadly menace The speakers were Mr. Janes, the Rev. Robert CollDeath mocks within the shadow and in vain
to the liberties of Americans, that it is not at all yer, Rev. G. W. Sampson, and Helen Gardener.
We ask, "What art thou?" And in vain our quest
To search within that shadow land which lies
strange that honest people do not want any mem?- Mr. Janes's paper was upon Evolution and Ethics.
Around him and beyond him. Though we call,
. rial of the miserable deal. No wonder the souvemr Mr. Collyer made a generous little speech of welcome . " Let us hav light," the echo of our cries
Comes wailing back to us; and that is all.
coins became a drug in the market. What satis- Mr. Sampson talked about ancient history, and
Men weep about us as the wavering spark
faction to a Freethinker would be the possession Helen Gardener represented woman in the conSinks-flickers-starts-and passes with a breath.
A life has slipt into the boundless dark,
of a medal struck in commemoration of the forging glomeration. And it happens that in this particWhither no eye may follow. This is Death.
of a new link in the chain binding in loathsome ular instance, the_ women were better represented
ARTHUR EDGERTON.
than
the
men,
so
far
as
Liberal
thought
is
conunion church and state 1 That is all the souvenir
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
coins are.
cerned · And next week, therefore, we shall print
on application.
~' 'Tw~s ~ fQ.mous victory," but it should bring her speech. It is wise, witty, and weighty.
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Woman : Four Centuries of
Progress.
THEOLOGY NEVER HELPFUL TO WOMAN.

In the face of a history replete · with abuse,
cruelty, scorn and dogmatic insolence toward
woman, the Christian church still has the audacity
and impudence to declare that it has been her friend
and done everything for her elevation and advancement. It says that what she is to-day she owes to
the church. A blacker falsehood was never uttered.
After the crusades the respect and deference
first proffered to woman came from the Moors
and Saracens of Spain.
In America, it was
Thomas Paine who first spoke for equal rights
for woman.
And her first step in progressive lines began with her first defiance of, and indifference to, churchly rules.
Within the last hundred years her march has been
steadily onward. But it has not come through
the channels of the church,or by theological dogma.
Why, theology forbade a mother to kiss her babe
on a Sunday morning. It told her when her unbaptized little ones died that an extraordinary use
of their skulls was made in repairing old sidewalks
in the regions down below where asphalt pavements
and other modern improvements are unknown.
This was consolation with a vengeance.
Within the present century, when a young lady,
having taken cold at a ball, became ill with pneumonia and died, the clergymen who officiated at her
funeral, administered consolation to the bereaved
parents in this wise: "I have no doubt," said he,
"that she is now dancing amid the pains and tortures of hell-fire!" And then proceeded to declaim
11-gainst the sin(?) of dancing.
Theology the friend of woman ! What did this
boasted friend do when woman insisted on her
right to free speech? I will tell you, friends. It
hanged her in the person of Mal'y Dyer, to a tree
on Boston Common till she was dead. It banished
Anne Hutchinson to the wilderness for saying that
the clergy of Boston preached a covenant of faith
instead of works.
What was the consequence when the beautiful
Madame Roland declared her sentiments for truth
and justice ! She was rendered speechless by severing her head from her body.
What was the answer when woman asked for a
little more education? Christianity bade her go
home, sew on shirt buttons, mend the stockings,
and mind her husband.
When did Christianity, that boasts of being so
friendly to woman, ever advocate her right to reppresentation? her right to self-ownership? Never.
Has it ever been known to speak for equal suffrage
regardless of sex, or previous condition of sex servitude 1 No, it never has. Has it ever favored
eligibility to office of p~rsons of suitable age and
intelligence, without regard to sex? Never in the
world. Has it labored at all for the elevation of
woman, either inside or outside the church? Certainly not.
Has this boasted friendly power ever sought the
educational development of woman and the spread
of useful scientific knowledge among women?
Never to my knowledge or the knowledge of anybody else. Has it ever striven that woman should
receive the same pay as man for the same work?
Never, not even for missionary labors. Has it been
tolerant of woman's liberal and progressive ideas?
No, but, on the contrary, most intolerant and
abusive. Upon all these points, this self-asserting
"friend" has been as dumb as a tongueless bell,
when not preaching against her progress and advancement.
When, a hundred years ago, Mary W ollstonecraft
spoke brave words for the amelioration of the condition of her sex, how was she received ? With derision, scorn, and contumely. Frances Wright was
driven from a hotel in New York out upon the
street, a stranger in a strange land, to find lodging
where she might, because of her advanced views.
Ernestine L. Rose and others who followed her
have felt, in their own persons, the cruel shafts of
ridicule and insult, for endeavoring to lift woman
from the quagmires of superstition in which
she was placed by at). ignorant past.
INVENTION WOMAN'S FRIEND.

The age of invention marks the era of woman's
hour.
With the printing press came broad streams of
light that crept through the bars ot the prisonhouse of woman. It shed its streams of glory
around her head like an aureole, and illumined
her onward path.
When Charlotte Guillard in 1490, four hundred
and three years ago, started her printing presses,

printing books in Latin and Greek, and keeping
those presses busy for fifty years, she broke the
way for future generations.
The first daily newspaper in England was printed
by a woman, Elizabeth Mullet. And during the invasion of the British in this count1·y in the war of
the Revolution, when newspapers in Boston were
suRpended, the only two, and those the most radical, that kept on printing l'egular editions, were
owned and edited by a woman, Margaret Draper.
These early pioneers in printing and editing made
it possible for Margaret Fuller first, and many
other women since, in the present centu · y, to adopt
journalism as a means of support.
The printing press has been on0 of the greatest
factors of modern progresR. While it has been at
times the enemy and detractor of woman, it has
been elso her greatest friend and the promoter of
her best interests.
It gave to civilization a new impetus. When
people began to read, they began to think. When
they began tc think, they were led by easy steps to
reason and reflect.
By hard and incessant labor woman has overcome
many of the obstacles in her path. In astronomical
science, Mary Somerville, Caroline Herschel, Hannah M. Bouvier, Maria Mitchell, rank equally with
men.
In other fields of science, where feet of women
have trod, they have made constant progress. In
art, Rosa Bonheur, in her particulac department,
stands without a peer, while Elizabeth Sirani has
the honor of painting one of the l'leven finest paintings in the known world (The Baptism of Jesus).To Louise Bourgeois the world is indebted, in
medicine, for a treatment that robs some of the ailments of woman of half their terrors.
In literature, many publications attest the value
and excellence of woman's work, while George Eliot,
peerless and immortal; stands among the greatest,
with the laurel on her brow.
In political economy, Harriet Martineau, who
wrote forty volumes on the subject, and of whom
the late Wen dell Phillips was pleased to say she
had more brains than twenty thousand ordinary
men, stands side by side with the foremost political
economist of this or any period.
As showing the prejudice against woman in this
line of work, a gentleman told me he had never
been brought to the pass of reading "Jane Eyre,"
or "John Halifax, Gentleman," because these books
were written by women, and he did not believe a
woman could write anything fit for a man to read!
It was such prejudice as this that forced women to
adopt a wascutine cognomen in order to receive the
rewarJ. of true merit which would be awarded to
the matter, the signature indicating a man instead
of a woman.
In business conduct the women of France take
the lead, carrying on large enterprises with ability
and shrewdness. In our own country they are not
behind, coming into all activities. The inventions
of womPn are particularly noticeable, being of a
practical, beneficial order. Woman owes very much
of her advancement to the inventive genius of the
world.
It was the evolution of, the spinning jenny that
broke one of the shackles that bound her. She
had been the spinner, weaver, and maker of ell the
garments worn by man, and thus ha1 she been kept
in one ceaseless round of toil.
Tte power loom struck tl e handcuffs from her
hands. When the spinning wheel and the ponderous old hand loom went into the attic, woman got
her passport to the World's Fair to be held in 1893.
The first se~ing machine sent the thimble flying
fro!Y' her finger, and gave her time to read, time to
think. The washing machine was a god-send. The
carpet sweeper was worth more to her than a
thousand years of prayer.
As new fields opened, her vision unfolded. She
saw clearer. The scales fell from her eyes.
In the beginning of the century there were but
seven occupations open to woman. Now there are
nearly four hundred, in any of which she can earn
her own living. She is beginning to realize the
value of independence. Within the present century
the advancement of woman in industry, art, literature, science, has been as wonderful as it is marked.
She has entered nearly every department of work
and education, and wherever her hand has gone she
has achieved success.
Woman is practicing law in sixteen states and
three territories in this country. Nearly two hundred pulpits are occupied by women. There are
six medical colleges exclusively for women, and
thirty-six in which they share instruction with
their brothers. This has placed three thousand
women in active medical practice. Two hundred
and four out of three hundred and forty.five colleges
a,re co-educational, and ninety-six per cent. of our

teachers are women. There are women bankers,
brokers, dentists, directors of corporations, heads
of business establishments, artists, authors, writers,
pl'inters, and no large newspaper office is complete
without one or more women upon its editorial staff.
" But, after all, she hasn't produced a Shakspere,
Bacon, or a Robbie Burns," pipes a little man.
Hasn't she? In the words of Mrs. Chant, Who
did, if she didn't?
Politically, the march of woman has been directly
onward. She votes for school matters in twentyfive States, holds the office of school committee,
school superintendent, trustee of universities, dean
of colleges, and many other offices. In Kansas she
has equal municipal rights with man, and in Wyoming she enjoys all the state rights and privileges
equally with men. Before another. decade shall
pass it i 3 not unreasonable to believe that woman
will be an equal factor in the whole political world
with man-that she will occupy a seat in the Congress of the nation at Washington, and people will
wonder why she was not always there.
Macaulay said: ''The best way to prepare a people for liberty is to give them liberty," and the
people are just beginning to realize that the best
way t : make a nation great and prosperous is not
by holding one-half of the population in a superior
or an inferior condition, but it is accomplished by
making all of intelligence equal before the law and
the government under which they live.
In the time to come, and toward which everything iR pointing, the popular vote of this country
will not arise from the slums and saloons. It will
not be the vote of the ignorant and unthinking.
But it will be the woman's vote.
An incident. A few years since a woman, l:orn
in a foreign land, applied for naturalization papers.
When her case came before the court, tl;le judge
looked at the woman in astonishment. He had
never before heard of a woman applying for citizenship. For what did she want to be a citizen of this
country! Wasn't she a woman! And was not
that enough? He did not know about it. A man
might take out papers; but a woman-well, he
would inquire and see.
At the time of the application the court room
was filled with its usual quota of loafers and odors,
not exactly of the highest order of intelligence, or
as fragrant as the rose. The loafers heard the
woman's request in pained and indignant amazement. As she retired from the room, pending the
judge's inquiries as to her legal right to make such
an application, the loafers expectorated freely,
looked at each other quizzically, with half-opened
eyes, and said one to another, "Ber wants to be
like we."
Heaven forbid that woman should ever become
like the audiences of the district court, and you may
be assured she never will, but she would be glad to
at least take the management of her own affairs
into her own hands, instead of leaving it to the
tender mercies of the "we " of the court-room
rabble.
With the opening of new avenues of employment
has come to woman the right and privilege of competition, which she never enjoyed before in the
whole course of her existence. And this is a marked
era in her advancement. Heretofore she has been
crowded out of many employments that would
seem rightfully to belong to her, man assuming
that he had the right to provide for her as he
pleased.
He felt that he alone had the right
to be the wage-ear.ner, or, if woman worked for
wages, he should have the expenditure of the same.
Said Alexander Hamilton, " Give a man a right over
my subsistence, and he has a right over my whole
moral being." By woman coming into the great
arena of labor and competing with man, she has
achieved a great victory. Another triumph in this
direction will be accomplished when her work shall
secure the same pay as is now accorded to man for
similar labor. The trend of womanhood· in this
line is toward a better and nobler future than ever
has been known before.
It is a significant fact, marking the steady progress of woman, that her applications. for business
positions are no longer treated with contempt, but
are respectfully, and,. for the most part, generously
considered.
Since her advent into the labor market, her rise
has been steadily upward and onward. More than
three million women are earning independent wages
in the United States alone. Eighty thousand
women are earning wages inN ew York city outside of
domestic service. Six thousand women are acting
as postmistresses. Fourteen hundred are in various government departments in Washington.
Simultaneously with the uplift of woman in this
country has come her advancement in British Columbia, Quebec, and Montreal, in England, Scotland and Wales, in Frauce, Bels.-ium1 Germ~y,
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Sweden, Poland, British Burmah, Madnt!l, and equal facilities sbe has held her own, distanced man it. There are a large number of Freethinkers in
Bombay, at the Cape of Good Hope, NP-w Zealand, when he has bePn her competitor, won the prizes in this city, and the society has a long career of activ
New South Wales, Queensland, anii South Aus- mental work, and maintained her physical balance. usefulness bef0,.e it..
tralitt. In all these countries women havA ROme
Her progress. through many diffic~lties, through
Once more I resume my journey, this time to
political freedom, and that countrv is behind the man.v false notions and fooliRh preiudices, has been Golden Pond, "down thar in Ole Kentuck."
times where women have no politic~} powers what- stra1ght onward and successful. Yet there still re- Successiv stages of long rides, first by vestibule,
ever. In spitA of old customs and religious restric- mains much to be overcome, many narrow views to then by freight, followed by stage and hack, brought
tions, women almost everywhere arA inquiring and be overthrown. To do this there must be absolute me to my destination. Bogard met us a few miles
asserting their human rightR as intelligent beings. equality of the sexes. There must be no more from town, he being on his way to meet me.
And what has occasioned this uprising among cringing dependence, no more creeping and fawn- Golden Pond is beautifully located between the
women?
ing for favors, no more sex slavery, no more en- Cumberland ~tnd Tennessee rivers.
It is but a
There is one force, and but one, that has brought forced motherhood, but entire free.dom and inde- small placP, but there are quite a number of Libabout this condition of things and assistAd woman pendence of action.
erals among the population. They were eagerly
t.o the place in which she finds herself to-day.
'lime and the agitation of free and noble princi- watching for my arrival a.nd warmly welcomed my
Freethought-ca1l it Liberalism, education, or p1~>s alone can accomplish this. Goethe sayfl: advent amongst them. The ChristianA had been
whatever you will-is the onA power which has "Time is my inheritance, Time my field." And having thiD{2'R all their own way since Putnam was
broken the chains of woman and started her on the Time will bring all things to those who work and down there last fa11, and now it was timA for the
road to Freedom. When the colleges refuped her wait.
glorious light of Freeth ought to shine forth again.
admittance, FreAthought said, "We will build new
In the future we shall hear no more of what can
An effort had bePn made by Messrs. Bo~ard and
ones for her." It did so, and put an annex on the be done for the elev~ttion of woman, but the ques- Rodes to aunnl!e a debate between myself and the
old ones for her benefit. It said, "Down with the tion will be how shall we lift man from the moral Very Rev. J. N. Han. The sky-pilot failed to apdespotism that woulii keep wom~tn forever in the degradation of sensualit.y, of strong drink, tobacco, pear, though he had written to one of his "dearly
bonds of ignorance." And in this way more has lewdness, profanity, and obscenity.
beloved" that he would be on hand, but. later sent
been accomplished for her in a few years than in an
The future will be ruled not by brute force or by word that he was sic.k and could not attend. He
ag-e of scheming, and preaching narrowed clown to vast wealth, but by moral and intellectual streng-t.b, had probably heard from Braden ; but, then, his
the musty dogmas of ancient theology. It early and these belong to woman as to man, and will be sickness was of a :fleeting nature-it was only
sent her forth as a teacher and encouraged her to exercised for the good of the whole by both man temporary. Anyway, he did not come, either by
press on to newer bights, helcl her trembling hands, and woman.
accident or design, the latter being the most
ancl guided her unaccustomed feet.
. Schopenhauer saw only ill in the whole world, probable cause. The faithful had don0 their utIt bade her go preach the gospel of. truth and but Liebnitz saw the good running like a silver most to spoil the m~>etingl!!. They could not bear
righteousnesR to every living creature, the gospel thread all through life's Gbang~>s. So. after the ills to think that the Infidel should come among them
of ft new and better era. It opened the doors and that have beset the way of woman. shall come the and hav things all his own way, that their side
sent her out into the Runlight of freedom. and her good. Her path is onward, and her motto, Excel- should not be represented. But they forgot that
sior. Whither she goes, as a necessary consequence, "their side" had been represPnted all the time and
march has been steadilv and nobly onward.
Freethought has broken every barrier to woman's man must follow. The twain will stand side by it was orir side that had been without represent~
enfr~tnchisement that so far has been broken and will side, shoulder to shoulder. They will be friends, tion. They sent word by mail, by stage and pervet beat down the remaining stumbling blocks in equals, companions, helpmates. Woman, as she sonal visits, advising the people not to come. B1zt
her pathway.
progresses, will never lose her womanliness, as the people did come; they were like Eve with the
forbidden fruit.. A large hall had been seated for
For centuries the married women of England some have feared and predicted.
Woman will be always woman, whether she per- my lectures. The people came from miles around.
n.nd their property had no separate existence.
Freethought succeeded in securing "The Married forms her part of life's work as lawyer, editor, It was a general holiday. My first lecture was given
Women's Property Act," whereby women could doctor, banker, broker, president, of rorporations, to a good crowd, who seemed to enjoy it. I gave my
hold prOPPrt.y senarately from the husband. This ship-captain, mine-operator, stock raiser, teacher, first lectnre at 10 o'clock in the morning, and
was in 1862. Before that, in our own country, merchant, or manufacturer ; whether she pursues though "Preacher Bentley," of the Baptist persu~
Judge HertP-ll, a noted Freethinker of New York, the calling of any great business operator, or re- sion took several notes of what was said, he, wisely
had argued for the bill to restore to married women mains simply the housekeeper and regulator of the perhaps, refrained from making any remarks.
the right to hoJil property, as guaranteed by the family, venturing not beyond the boundaries of After the lecture a table was laid in the hall,
constitution of New York state. Fifty yea.rs ago home, she will remain distinctively and essentially whereat, through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs.
She will be always tender, (;!olicitous, Z. T. Bogard, we all sat down for a lunch. It was
everything belonging to a woman when she married woman.
a happy, merry crowd, with the exception of a few
became her husban"''s propertv; also, all that she sympathetic, loving, and lovable.
She will always be the principal factor of the sore-heade([ Christians; but when it came to eating,
might Rubsequentlv inherit. She could not sue or
be sued ~tt law. Her wages belonged to her hus- household, the home-maker, the heart-sweetnPss, the "lion" and the "lamb" sat down together.
h<tnd. She could not even own her children. the true lover and comforter of man, appreciated There were Freethinkers and Christians-of the latFreethought has changed all this. In nearly all of by him ll.s never before in the history of the world. ter. a parson and a few dupes-~tll around the festiv board. After lunch came another lecture. This
And then, when man and woman
the forty-four states of the Union a married woman
time the parson, urged on by one of his own friends,
holds and cont.rols her own uroperty, if not her person.
Upon the skirts of Hme
made the most ludicrous attempt at a discussion in
Rit ~ide by side. fully summ'd in all their powers,
She is ent.itled by law to the monev she may e~trn by
Dispensing harvest, sowing the To Be
which it has ever been my fortune to take part.
working for anvbodv except her husband. In six
Aelf-reveTent llO.Cb, ani! reverencing each,
He had prepared a little paper to read in answer
states she has gained equal rights with her hu~band
Distinct in individualities.
to my lecture, but sad for him, it didn't fit. Thereas to the g-uardianRhip of her childrf!n. FreeThen comes the statelier Eden back to manfore the preacher, who had, as he declared himself,
thought will yet assist her to equality in this re- and to woman, also.
"been commissioned from God to preach the gosspect in the ot"ber thirty-eight states. for it baR
Then, will the whole world be their country, and
pel," was compelled to argue from anticipation.
ever regari!ed her as an individual. independent the practice of goodness the only religion.
His remarlrA were prefaced by the solemn warning
being, capable of government and the exercise of
SusAN H. Wrx:oN.
of "He will tell you." . He wanted to argue upon
liberty. .
.
something that I was to tell the people, and not
Freethought early discovered that there is no sex
Sparks from The Lecture Field.
upon what I had told them. What is worse though,
to right, no sex to wrong, no sex to purity n.nd
After
a few davs sojourn at the beautiful home of and I regret to S!IV it, the parson got mad. Well,
truth ; that these qualities belo_ng equally to man
and to woma.n. When this iR still better uni!erstood B. A. Roloson, whithE>r I had gone to recuperate that's not.hing. Jehovah frequently got mad, and
and the old customs of society are outgrown, from the fatigue causE>d by my labors at the Con- played hell occasionally, so we can excuse this poor
woman will dem!l,nd the same purit.y of life n:rid con- gress, I commenced once more the work of human human worm who, by the way, has tuTned out to be
duct from man t.bat is now exacted from her. She progress and Freethought. These few days afforded the long sm1ght-for. though never before found,
will then frown upon the same irregularities in me a much needed rest, and my eternal gratitude "missing link" of Charles Darwin. I hasten to
is due to my friends for their kindness.
Cincin- make my apologiE>s to him beforehand, but really
man that she now scorns in hPr own sex.
Freethought has always been the best friend nati was tbe first ph!Ce upon my list of appoint- t.be reverend gentleman brought it all on himself.
woman had-the noblPflt., truPst aUy and cham- ments. HE>re I met all the old friends, but in new During my reply, he turned unPasily in his seat, and
Owing t.o the activ labors of Light, finally rose to leave before I got through. I
pion. It b~ts ever soug'ht to place her in her own quarters.
true light before the world-t.he g"11idP, connsPlor. Hngg. Allen and company the Ohio Liberal Society was then compelled to request him to sit and take
and friencl of man ; queen not only of home and has grown to such an extent that more spacious apart- his physic like a man. I realized how distasteful
household, but of every domain where her worth ments had to be secured for this season's work. to him it was, but it was all his own fault. He
and work is req11ired, and equal sharer in life's pur- A splendid audience of six hundred people greeted tried abuse and slander. He tried to throw ridisuits, duties. ~tnd emolumentFl-the undwarfed, un- me upon this occasion. They were enthusiastic to cule upon the cause of Freethought, but. like a
a degree. They are all Freethinkers and take a de- rubber ball, it, rebounded with double fury upon
fettered, real complement of man.
himself. I was the rebounder. He complained of
To a free and liberal press, to the free schools, to light in their we~klv meetings.
my perso:v~tl appearance. My cloth~o~s were too
A
discussion
always
follows
the
lecture,
and
this
free thought and free speech, to an enlightened
public opinion, is due the emancipation of woman time we had a good one. It lasted for an hour good to suit him, and my hat had too fine a polish.
from the bondage of superstition. To these forces, and a half after the lecture was over, ~tnd the audi- He said: "His appearance would show that he had
and these alone, must she look for her future wel- ence thoroughly enjoyed it. The Ohio Liberal never done a day's work in his life, while for ten
Society is well known all over the city. Its mem- years I hav been herding sheep in Texas." Rash
fare.
To destroy mental slavery is the work of the great bE>rs are regarded as the most activ opponents of mort~tl, vain p:uasite. how little he knew of the /
future, for that is the vulture still preying upon the all kinds of fraud and superstition. A few weeks world. He did not know that for fifteen years I
vitals of our common humanity. This cannot be back they upset a frudulent spirit materializer, by had toiled in the scorching sun of summer and the
accomplished without first making woman herRelf grabbing the "spirit," which turned out to be a biting winter frosts a.s a mason, and that. I told
free. Her condition decides that of the race. Ele- woman wearing a false beard and mustache. The him, "was b~trder work than chasing butterflies on
vate her, and you lift the whole human family. medium and the spirit were botb '{>laced under the plains of Texas." I urged him to speak the
truth, to tell the people what he really thought
. Degrade her, and disgrace and shame become the arrest, and pnt under bonds of $1,000 for their apand believed, and in the course of time the
pearance.
Once
outside
the
prison
walls
the
lot of man.
public would begin to appreciate him.
His
"
spirits
"
spirited
them
away,
and
they
failed
to
Education is the great lever, raising all to higher
avpearance would polish up a little, and there
answer
to
the
charge.
The
moment
that
"
Light"
ground, It is woman's benefactor. Pen and voice
would be no further need to pv.tch his pantahave been employed against woman's right to free appeared upon the scene of the darkened seance,
loons
with canvas. Tbe Freethinkers were jubiand full education. :aut wherever she has secured "Hogg" raised the devil, P.nd that put an end to
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lant, and the Christian portion of the community
wore a truly sad and dejected air. The next morning the people began to arrive bright and early.
It was evident that we were to be favored with a
larger audience than ever, and so it turned out.
The Misses Cunningham cheered us with vocal and
instrumental music, which added to the good humor
of the crowd. I was in good spirits. I lectured
again at 10 in the morning. There was no opposition this time. The preacher fought shy, and, even
if he had not. shied, his own congregation would hav
prevented him from speaking again. One of them
even urg<;~d Mr. Bogard to call him down should he
attempt to discuss with me again. Had this been
done the whole re.sponsibility would hav been
thrown upon us. We saw through the trick, however, and refused to entertain such a proposal. · If
they did not wish him to speak they were the people to make him acquainted with the fact, and so
they were informed that if he desired to speak the
platform was as free for him as for me. But "he
never spoke again." The preacher did not care
about it, and his :flock had no further desires in that
direction. The Christians were hot, hotter than
they will be when they reach hell. They would
hav rejoiced had some physical injury been in:flicted
upon me; and four hours later their rage found
expression. They tried to persuade me that I was
wrong-they knew I was wrong-and they tried to
show me the error of my ways with jack-knives and
revolvers. In the afternoon of Saturday, October
21st, eight zealous Christians rushed up to me with
these weapons in their hands. A preacher of the
gospel of Christ held my arm with one hand and
with the other he clasped a large knife. A wild
scene followed; the wooden place rang out with
Christian threats and Christian curses. The foulest
of epithets fell from their lips. My friends urged
me to escape from the hall; but no, I stood my
ground. My only defense was to back up against
the wall, keeping every man before me, thereby
preventing a blow being dealt me from behind. At
one stage of the game I thought my time had come,
so I began to count my "chips" preparatory to
handing them in; at least, I had made up my
mind that I might be called upon to do it.
I had no desire to wear a martyr's crown, nor
bav I yet. If the "big un " with the " six-shooter "
had insisted upon persuading me to join church, I
would hav consented to be baptized six times, once
for every chamber, if he would only let up on it.
It would hav been an easier matter, and far more
comfortable, to hav joined church and then backslid than to take chances on going to "kingdom
kum." My friends soon rallied to my assistance,
and, standing before me, they pushed the crowd
back, declaring that before they would allow anyone of them to touch me they (the Christians)
would hav to walk over them. My thanks here are
due to them, and more especially would I mention
the bold and ·determined stand taken by "Jim"
Holland and John Bogard. The appearance of
Z. T. Bogard upon the scene of excitement and intimidation soon had the effect of driving off the
would-be inquisitors, and ·order and peace reigned
supreme once more.
I was not through with them yet, however. I had
still one more lecture to giv, and I me~nt to giv it,
too. It was rumored that the Christians would not
allow me to do so, but I had not yet been persuaded, so at the risk of further efforts at Christian
persuasion, I went to the hall next day at the appointed hour, and lectured again to a splendid audience. The faithful were now driven to desperation. They got up evangelical meetings on the
streets, at which some wandering tramp was selected
to speak. Church meetings were speedily organized, and the quiet little Kentucky town was full
of excitement. They button-holed everyone they
met on the road, and urged them to go to church.
They deceived the people by leading them to believe that I was going to speak there ; but when
they discovered the fraud, some few of them came
out in disgust, while a few of the more timid remained. Despite their efforts I had by far the
larger crowd, and as I had purposely commenced
late, I caught a large portion of those who had been
to church, for I was still talking when they came
out.
Freethought never had such a boom there before;
the very air was full of it. Following upon my last
lecture, it was amusing to hear the expressions of
opinion. One Christian remarked to another,
that "he has given us some pretty hard knocks, and
the worst of it is, they are all true." The church
can never recover from the blow that has been dealt
her in that town. Freethought is at the top. At
the top it will stay. The Christians were mighty
gJad when I left town, but I would request them
not to jubilate too much over my departure, for I
am bound to return. Thus the good work goes ;

the " sparks" are still :flying, and the :flag of sweet
liberty is flying before the breeze.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
165 South Wate?" street, Ohica.qo.

The Manhattan Liberal Club.
After the annual round-up of our talented lecturers at the fall Freethought conventions, as many
of them as can make it at all convenient come to
New York. There is something in the air here they
like. THE TRUTH SEEKER editor chaperoned Mr.
Putnam direct from the Chicago convention, and be
is having a pretty good time speaking round about
here and writing "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Mr. Charlesworth, unscathed by the
knives of the Kentucky Christians, followed on, and
Friday evening the 3rd, he entertained the Liberal
Club. Mr. Steiner is looking eastward and Mr.
Remsburg will be here this winter sure. They are
all abundantly welcomed, and THE TRUTH SEEKER
puts itself out a little to make things cheerful for
them.
The audience came slowly together to hear Mr.
Charlesworth, but finally they all got there. The
room was plastered so thick with TRUTH SEEKERS
that few saw the People's Party documents laid upon
th9 table by candidate for Attorney-General Wakeman and he had to call attention to them. Candidate for Coroner Foote is taking a rest from presiding this month, and sat meekly among those he so
often lords it over. Candidate for Justice of the
City Court Chamberlain came in late, and candidate
for State Senator Titus Merritt didn't come at all.
Charles Eckhard's northwest corner was occupied
by his young chum only.
It was a thoughtless deed for which due repentance is hereby expressed, to put Heston's pictures
in opposition to Charlesworth's words and it apparently took him some time to get the attention of
tb.e audience away from THE TRUTH SEEKER. It
was half past eight when Vice-President Wilson
McDonald lay down on the reading desk, his feet
resting comfortably on the :floor, and announced
that as there were no announcements he would introduce Mr. Charlesworth who would say something
about the relation of Freethought to politics. .1\'; r.
Charleswort.h rose up and said that man bad
attained his present bad eminence as an animal by being the most accomplished and successful murderer
on the globe. This was in accord with the Darwinian doctrin of the survival of the fittest. But the
fittest was a pretty bad lot sometimes-especially
the politicians, with the exception of the Liberal
Club candidates· of t.he People's party. They are
all right. As for the p:ress, its devotion to human
interests could be inferred from the fact that when
Whittier died, the Worldprint.ed twenty lines about
him, and on the same day printed thirteen and a
half colums about a prize fight. Is that, queried
Mr. Charlesworth, a criterion of New York culture?
" Yes," answered a voice in the audience, "it is."
Conventions are no better as expressions of public
sentiment than the press, and the pulpit is worse.
All Christian countries base their claims to bigness
and power on their armies and navies, and every
regiment had a Christian chaplain, who asked God
to help his men kill the other fellows. And these
other fellows had the same. Eight men, down in
Golden Pond, Ky., had rushed upon him, Mr.
Charlesworth, each possessing a bowie knife or a revolver, and such weapons are Christianity's strongest arguments:
The Freethinkers, to become a power, must
become a voting party. Each year they met
in convention and passed resolutions which were
forgotten a week afterward. What .did Congress
care about that 1 . Congressmen never heard of it,
and anyway the average legislator didn't care what
the people said if he could make money enough
during his first term of office to buy a seat for the
next term.
·
•
But the speaker did not confine his remarks to
any one reform advocated by the Freethought
party, but undertook to show how all reform in
general should be attempted. He reviewed the existing mediums by which public opinion was molded
and inquired into the purity of the channels by
which they were made manifest. He first dealt
with the necessity for reform, or at least some
change in existing conditions. He next defined
what he meant by Freethought, and showed how it
might be made a factor in the political life of the
nation. The most important channels, he said, "by
which public opinion is molded and made manifest,
are : First, The public press, and the general
literature of the country; second, by the convention of public bodies ; and third, by the means of
the pulpit and the platform." The lecturer urged
that when these channels are palpably impure an
unenlightened and unmoralized public opinion is the

result. The present evils of society are the direct
results of such impure agencies; and when we consider the approximation of society to existing orthodox opinions, we are forcibly reminded of the evil
instincts of the adherents of modern Christianity.
The public press is supposed to be the true reflection of public opinion; and if the American press
truly reflects the opinion of the American public,
and truly represents American culture, we hav
nothing therein of which we may feel justly proud.
There is scarcely an organ throughout the country
but what is run either for party or personal interests. Their sole purpose is to distort facts and
pervert moral truths ; to serve their own end.
H~nce, as at present constituted, the press is an
unsafe and unreliable medium. The pulpit, which
might be made a great power for good, has been
used in the interests of the classes as against the
masses. For the most part its occupants are actuated by purely personal and selfish motive, and
they feel and speak accordingly. Many evils that
aftiict modern society are the results of its in:fluence.
With the inward organization of nations, as with
their outward relation to others, Force still determines the relativ condition of all things. We are at
present cursed with a huge array of cumbersome
and hopelessly entangled legislation, which, in itself, is hurtful to society at large.
The lecturer continued, " That education was
our only salvation ; in the proper education of the
young, lies the hope of America." He urged that
every Freethought voter should act in accorda~ce
with the principles of the Freethought FederatiOn
of America, and to begin right now with the ensuing elections.
When the lecturer concluded, candidate for coroner Foote gave notice of the new Science Sermons
Society which meets in the lecture room of the
Rev. D;. Collyer's church, Park avenue and Thirtyfourth street, and candidate for attotney-general
Wakeman from the audience adverted to the fact
that he was to speak to the Williamsburgers
on "Christianity and After,'' being his Chicago address.
The critics were slow in coming forward, and
Mrs. Donlevy filled the gap by saying that ~ll
thought is free, though Mr. Charlesworth h_ad said
otherwise. Then she said several other thmgs, to
which few listened, because they were reading THE
TRUTH SEEKER. But they all applauded when she
concluded, because she is a fine old lady, whom
everybody loves.
Dr. Kin get, in a red necktie, was the next speaker.
He liFed the Liberal Club because it invited persons
to its platform without regard to membership in it
or previous condition of servitude elsewhere. Mr.
Kinget is an Anarchist of the Anarchists, and wants
no government at all, and advised everybody to abstain from voting-. The lecturer of the evening had
not yet discovered the logic of Freethought. Go
into politics if you will, said Mr. K., and see where
you will come out. :rolitics could not be purified,
and association with politicians would only make
Freethinkers filthy. Let the honest men stay away
from the polls, leaving only the rascals to vote, and
they would soon fall. Honest p1en would then
form voluntary associations, and collectivly and individually protect themselvs. (Great laughter from
Mr. Eckhard's chum in the northwest corner.) The
logic of Freethought is free action, and we should
not vote for Democrat or Republican or Pepple's
Party. This last thrust made candidate Foote, who
had replaced Mr. McDonald as presiding officer,
look gloomy, and after that he evidEntly did not
expect to be elected.
As Mr. Putnam went upon the platform the hope
was expressed by one of the· aaditors that he at
least would talk sense, which he did. Freethinkers,
said Mr. Putnam, should vote as they think, and for
the men who favor our demands. The press should
be reformed and the pulpit abolished. ·It is true
that the politicians care only for the spoils of office, but we cannot get along without government.
It was better to make politics. something different,
and there was no use holding aloof. Personally,
he is a Jeffersonian Democrat. Further, the audience should take THE TRUTH SEEKER home with
them and read it and then subscribe. He had been
preceded in these sensible remarks by candidate
Foote, on the same subject, and it is hoped the
audience will follow the advice.
. Mr. Wilson followed :M.r. Putnam. He.is another
Anarchist and his remarks were substantially the
same as Mr. Kinget's. Government, he said; IS
only to suppress liberty, and rob people of their
property by taxation. The J7urpose of Tom J effer.:
son and Tom Paine was to extinguish government,
and that was what our Revolution was for. When
Emerson said the grandest part of our ·national
history was when we had no government, he spoke
a great truth. Organizing a party necessarily
'
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meant a combination with thieves and robbers and
the notion of making men honest that w~y is
absurd.
Candidate Wakeman indorsed Mr. Charlesworth's
idea of throwing influence in favor of cand1dates
who accept the Nine Demands of Liberalism and
he co_uldn't see anything unreasonable or impr~ctic
able m the Freethought Federation's work. As a
candidate of the People's party he was in it and he
wanted the audience to take the documents' he had
laid upon the table and study them. The Anarchists wo?ld make Jefferson and Paine groan in their
graves 1f those two statesmen heard the sentiments
attributed to them. If Jefferson were alive to-day
he would undoubtedly be a Populist. Jefferson's
scheme was to institute· new governments to replace
the old and bad ones. Government is · a n"ecessity
and every man possessed of common sense knows
it. The talk of Messrs.· Kinget and Wilson is folly
and only misleads fools' to their own destruction.
People with the culture of Kinget and Wilson ought'
to know better. AU audiences of the size of this one
~nclude a percentage of fools, who might, after listenmg to the Anarchists, get pistols, like Prendergast
who killed Carter Harrison, and go out and " pro~
teet" themselvs. That might be the ending of the
foolish talk of.Mr. Kinget. The best thing to do
is to vote for the People's party, and he hoped to
hear no more inane talk such as had been heard
from Messrs. Wilson and Kinget.
The time for debate having elapsed Mr. Charles. worth closed the session by graciously expressing
the hope that Mr. Wakeman would be elected. To
. Mrs. Donlevy he would say that there is no such
thing as absolute Freethought, because environment
·governed us and circumstances are our schoolmasters. To Messrs. Kinget and Wilson he WOtlld
say that govenment could not be abolished without abolishing man, to do which it would be necessary to extinguish the race. Mr. Wilson objected
to the words attributed to him, and interrupted;
Mr. Wakeman endeavored to set both right, and
the debate was progressing merrilywhen Candidate
Foote swung his black gavel and called time.
Messrs. Wilson and Wakeman subsided and
Charlesworth soon let the audience go home,
taking their TRUTH SEEKERS with them.
The text for the next meeting will be Mr. Wilson
McDonald's explanation of Psychic Phenomena.

Freethonght Progress.
The Free Religious societies of Germany held on
August 5th-7th their fifteenth congress at Nuremberg.
Delegates representing thirty-one societies were present.
Freethought is having a great boom in that orthodox
state, the republic of Peru. Three Freethought journals
exist now in that dark land-La Razbn, El Independiente, and El Rescate. Surely Freethought is progressing.
The Italian Free Mason society, Grand Orient, which
is affiliated with the International Freethought Federation, has made its headquarters in the Borghese palace at
Rome, and its insignia are placed on the identical spot
from which Pope Paul V. used to bless the populace.
Cuba is joining the forward procession. Freethought
is organizing in that beautiful island. El Esjieritu. del
Siglo, published in Santiago, contains a lengthy account
of the doings of our local brethren, who hav formed a society with the very appropriate name, "Victor Hugo."
The Freethou_ght Society of Vienna, Austria, the
president of which is Edward Schwella, held its silver
jubilee on October 1st.. The large hall was crowded
almost to suffocation at both the forenoon and evening
meetings. *** Three libelers of the Jews, one a priest
and another an editor, who said they sacrificed children
at the passover, hav been punished in Austria recently.
Th§ great Freethought demonstration held at Lill- J ans,
Sweden, on September 3d, was a decided success. About
five thousand people were present, and the greeting given
· our friend Victor E. Lennstrand was an ovation. A
telegram containing a protest against the Upsala jubilee
of the state church was sent to the king, and signed on
behalf of those present by Victor E. Lennstrand, A. W.
Aberg, A. Wester, C. J. Eket6f, and Dr. Knut Wichsill,
the latter by proxy, he himself being unable to attend the
meeting. *** Eight thousand five hundred and ninetytwo signatures were gatP.ered to the protest list against
the Upsala celebration. Several thousand more hav no
doubt been given, but numerous protest lists which were
left for signing m various new8paper offices and stores
hav mysteriously disappeared. The Christians of Sweden
no doubt forgot the commandment about stealillg. The
Swedish press is yet, with a few honorable exceptions,
decidedly hostil to Freethought.
·
The French Freethought Federation held its annual
Congress on October 29th, at Salle H'de l'Harmonie 94,
rue d'Angoul€1me. *** Le Reveil du Nord contains an
excellent account of a congress held by Freethinkers
from the north of France. What publicity did American
secular papers giv to our late Congress? *** ·French
Freethinkers hav now formed a society for promotion of
secular marriage. Why not? No need tipping a skypilot. *** Over one thousand francs hav been collected
for the erection of a home for aged French Freethinkers. *** La Verite Philosophique, formerly edited l>y
C. Cilwa, is now publish£ d in an enlarged form by E.
Oordeau, 17 Rue Croix des Petits Champs, Paris. We

hope soon to see it on· our table. *** Antoine D' Abbadie, ex-president of the Paris Academy of Sciences
has made over to the academy property and bonds to th~
v~lue of a million francs. An observatory is to be built
mth the proceeds, and one condition of the bequest is
that there shall be no vivieection in the physiological department ba;nefited by it.
The London Freethinkers wish to rebuild their hall
next spring. To this end the National Secular Hall Society (Limited) is working to raise three thousand shares
by February) next. Four thousand pounds are needed
before building is begun. *** Can any good thing
come <;>nt of the church? At Hamilton, Ontario,"renresentativs oi' the Central Presbyterian church, and of
Christ Church Cathedral, conferred with several officers
of t~e Hamilton street railway company to see if the
partial Sunday car service, which prevailed before the
introduction of electricity there, could not be restored.
The Sunday cars, before and after service, had been
found very convenient. So badly did the churches want
the Sunday cars-for tile benefit of their own services of
course-.that they were willing to guarantee at least' $2
a per day for each car if two bobtails were put on for
each church. So far as the report shows, nothing was
said about the immortal souls of the drivers and conductors of these cars. *** E. P. Powell has a very appreciativ "Study of Thomas Paine" in the Arena for November. He paints graphically the black ingratitude of
Americans toward this brilliant and heroic champion of
their rights.

ChW"chly Purpose and Performance.

Through love for God, the holy souls, and ourselvs, we
should endeavor to gain as manvindulgences as possible,
and deliver them, as well as all our satisfactc>ry merits, to
the Blessed Mother for the benefit of the souls in Purgatory. But it may be said that if we reserve no indulgence for ourselvs, andif we giv up the satiRfactory portion of our works for the benefit of the holy souls, that
we ourselvs run the risk of having to remain a long time
in the prison of Purgatory. On this point we need hav
no fears, for the voluntary whole offering of our satisfactions to the suffering souls is an act of charity of such
high merit that it remits all our punishment. But even
if some lolls to us should exist by reason of the "Heroic
Act," an occurrence not to be supposed, we shall certainly find onrselvs more than compensated for that loss
by the sublime degree of glory to which we shall be· exalted in Paradise by reason of this act of boundless charity
to souJs so dear to God and Mary, says a Dominican
priest in the Rn8ary.
As rosarians, thfl associates of the Sodality, and even
those of the faithful who do not belong to either of those
associations, hav by reason of the Rosary so many opportunities of amassing spiritual treasures in the form of indulgences, and as frequentlv they may be in doubt as to
the best wa:v of disposing of the treasures, we would moRt
earnestly advise them to keep continually before their
minds the principles just enunciated, and follow their
grand teaching as proclaimed in the ''Heroic Act."
The "Heroic Act of Chal'ity" consists in a volunt.&ry
offering or surrender of all works of satisfaction in this
life, and of all the suffrages that shall be offflred up for us
after death into the hands of the Blessed Virgin, to the
end that this tender Mother may distribute them in behalf of those holy souls whom it is her good pleasure to
deliver from the pains of Purgatory.
But it is only the special personal fruit resulting to us
from the satisfactions and suffrages we thus forego in
their behalf. Hence such a transfer would not prevent
priests from offering Masses for the intentions of persons
who hav given them honorario; neither would it hinder
a person from praying for himself, parents, or friends,
nor from practicing in his own behalf works of piety,
because it is only the satisfactory portion, so to speak,
that is applied or given over by thi~ offering to the ~<onls
in Purgatory. The fruits of merit, propitiation, and impetration always remain with the doer of the acts, since
the:v cannot be communicated to others.
The "Heroic Act of Charity" was first enricheil with
indulgences by a Dominican Pope, Benedict XIII .. afterwards by Pius VI., and lastly bv Pius IX, in a decree
of the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences, Sept. 30,
1852. The privileges conceded to it are the following: 1.
The indult of a pTivileged altar personally every day in
the year to priests who hav made this offering. 2. A
plenary indulgence, applicable only to the faithful departed, to all the faithful who hav made this offering,
whenever they go to Holy communion, provided they
visit a church or public oratory, and pray for some time
according to the intention of His Holiness the Pope. 3.
A plenary indulgence every Monday to all who hear Mass
in suffrage for the souls in Purgatory, provided they
visit a church or public oratory, and pray as stated above
in No. 2. 4. All indulgences !!ranted or yet to be granted,
even though not applicable according to the tenor of the
grant to the dead, which are gained or which may yet be
gained by the faithful who hav made this offering, may
be applied to the holy souls in Purgatory.
Finally, Pope Pius IX., having regard to the young
who are not yet communicants, as well as to the sick, to
those who arA affiict.ed with chronic disorders, to the
aged, farm laborers, prisoners, and others who are debarred from communicating and unable to hear Mass on
Mondays, has vouchsafed by another decree of the Sa
cred Congregation of Indulgences to declare that for all
the faithful who cannot hear Muss on Mondays, the Mass
hea1·d on Sunday would be available for gaining the indulgences specified in No. 3, and tbat in favor of those
not yet communicants, or who are hindered from communicating, he has also left it to the will of their respectiv
ordinaries to authorize confessors to commute the works
there enjoined.
Though this "Act of Charities" is denominated a vow
in some printed tracts, in which also is given a formula
'for making· the offering, no inference is to be' drawn therefrom that this offering binds under any sin, neither is it
necessary to make nse of the said formula, since in order
to share in the privileges and indulgences pointed out, no
mqre is required in the case than an act of the will made
with sincerity and iletermination.
The " Heroic Act " may be made in this manner by
anyone who desires to practice it and to gain its privileges:
"From this hour to the end of my life I freely giv all the
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satisfactory part of all my works, and also all the suffrages
that will be offered for me after my death, to the Most
Blessed Virgin Mary, to be distributed by her according to her good pleasure for the benefit of the souls in
Purgatory."
In the course of time, doubts having arisen as to somff
of the conditions for gaining the indulgences already
named, the Sacred Congregat.ion of Indulgences has
issued a decree solving five of those most frequently
occurring. The decree decides, in the first place, that
indulgences declared by the Holy See to be "applicable
to the souls in Purgatory" are included among the opP.ra
satisjactoria which by the "Heroic Act" are offered for
the faithful departed. 2. Those who reserve to themselvs
the indulgences granted to the living- do not satisfy the
conditions, and are bound to apply them all to the holy
souls in accordance with the words of the Indult. 3. It
is not an integral part of the "Heroic Act" that the dispensation of these spiritual favors should be placed in the
handR of the Blessed Virgin. 4. The plenary indulgence
which a person who has made the " Heroic Act" will
gain by going to Holy Communion, or by hearing Mass
on Mondays, need not be placed at the disposal of the
Blessed Virgin, but may be applied to any of t.he poor
souls at the discretion of the donor. Lastly, that a priest
who has made the "Heroic Act," and is using the privilege which some priests possess at Mass of what is called
a "privileged altar," must apply the plenary indulgence
gained therebv to the soul of the person for whom the
Mass is offered.-Gatholic Review.
[When we remember that tens of millions of people
could read the above and fail to see any joke in it, we
can begin to realize the awful depth of ignorance in
which the people are plunged. Just think of men and
women of even ordinary sense taking that piece of labored humor seriously! There is a general concurrence
of testimony that professional "funny" writers are very
grave and serious men, in appearance, sedate and dignified in their actions. Were it not for this fact, we could
not help believing that the writer of the foregoing article
nearly split his sides with laughter while penning it.ED. T. S.]

Lectm·es and Meetings.
FRANKLIN STEINER desires to come East this fall and
winter on a lecture trip, and would like to secure
many engagements. His terms are very reasonable, and
he should be kept busy. Address him at Des Moines, Ia.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York:
November 10th.-Wilson McDonald, "Psychic Phenomena."
November 17th.-Col. H. Charles Ulman, "The Rights
of Man."
November 24th -Prof. A. L. Rawson, "The Dualism of
Consciousness."
J. E. REMSBURG has returned from an extended tonr
through Wisconsin, Minnesota, and South Dakota. His
next trip will be to Nebraska, where he has the following
dates:
Hooper, Neb., Nov. 11, 121 Gibbon, Neb., Nov.
16
Seward,
"
" 13, 14 Cam bridge, "
" 18, .19
Cairo,
"
"
15 Danbury, "
"
20
When these appointments are filled he will speak in
Kansas.
HENRY RoWLEY will speak for the Newark Liberal
League, 177 Halsey street, corner of Market street,
at 3 P.M., Sunday, Nov. 12th.
John R. Charlesworth is now in the East. The following appointments are on his list, and friends along the
route desiring lectures should address him at once:
Nov. 12 East Dennis, Mass. Nov. 26 Philadelphia, Pa.
" 14 15, Osterville, "
Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
" 16 Cotuit,
"
" 14,15,16,Waterloo,Ind.
" 19 Boston, Mass.
" 17 Chicago, IlL

I

TnE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of Lectures for November:
November 12th.-Mr. S. P. Putnam, "Evolution and
Creation."
November 19th.-l\fr. H. A. Powell, "Reform and
Politics."
November 26th.-Mr. S. P. Putnam, "Rights of Man."
TnE WoMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock.
November 14th.-Dr. Frances Emily White, "A Study
in Sociology."
November 21st.-Ida C. Craddock, "Survivals of Sex
Worship in Christianity and Paganism. What
Christianity Has Done for the Marital Relation."
November 28th.-l\frs. C. B. Kilgore, "The Congress of
Religions."
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prm;upt. Admission is free. Program to December:
November 12th.-Judge Alfred Yaple, economic lecture,
(subject to be announced).
November 10th.-Allen 0. Myers, "Was Judas Iscariot
a Traitor?"
Novi'Jmber 26th.-Mrs. A. L. Fealy, of Da,v-ton, 0.,
''Truth and Fallacy of Christian Science.'
THE Science Sermons Society has been organized in
New York city, to hold Sunday evening meetings in the
lecture room of Dr. Collyer's church, Park avenue and
Thirty-fourth street. 'l'he lectures on "Life and the
Conditions of Survival," provided for the Brooklyn Etllical Association, will be repeated in the New York meetings, and other lectures of similar trend will be given in
alternation with them.
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Wesley said that to giv up witchcraft was practice of using Freethonght journals
to giv up the Bible. CHESTER BEDELL.
for electioneering purposes, should be
highly commended.
The }l,reethinker
A Most Astonishing Confession.
who believes that any good can come to
The International Congress Was Just
DEERING, ME., May 3, 1893.
his cause from any existing political partv
Splendid.
MR. EDIToR: A short time ago, in one is guilty of crednlons infatuation; he is
CABLTON, NEB., Oct. 18, 1893.
of our Sunday papers. among the notices thoroughly benighted on that point. My
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3
of divine (?) services for the day, the fol- residence is in a county where the Popufor renewal of my subscription to THE
lowing paragraph caught my eye: "Free lists rule; but we might as well expect 'to
TRUTH SEEKER. Ihav been to the World's
church, Western avenue, at 7:30 P.M. draw blooi!. from a stone as to derive the
Fair. I never had so good a time before,
Discourse by the pastor. Subject: 'The least benefit in thfl warfare against superand never saw so many Liberals in my
Greatest Sinner in Deering.'" Being stition from the Populist party. As the
life and it was just splendid. I hope our
somewhat of a Binner myself, according present object is to make some comments
can~ will grow faster from this time on.
to the verdict of some of my convet'ted on the financial notions of John Peck, as
Yours for the rights of all,
friends, I quite naturally felt some curi- set forth in Tmi TRUTH SEEKER for SepBENNET ANDERSON.
osity as to whom this interesting individual tember 23d, I will pass by that glittering,
might be, and straightway I made up my deceiving humbug known as free trade,
mind to attend the meeting and find out.
which cannot be adopted without serious
They Try to Persuade, but Would ComConseqnentJy, 7:15 P.M. found, me one injury to the common people.
pel if They Could.
of the few Freethinkers of this vicinity,
That brave iconoclast, who is strong and
SPoKANE, WASH., Oct. 16, 1893.
comfortably occupying a front seat in the convincing when discussing theology,
MR. EDITOR: Herewith please find
house of his majesty. Jehovah, the loving shows himself to be both credulous and
postal order amounting to $4.
.Tehovah, the kind Jehovah, Jehovah the careless in his views of finance. It is
I inclose under separate cover a copy of
just, Jehovah the only. the great, the orig- astonishing that Mr. Peck should place
San Francisco Examiner in which I
inal. After the introductory exercises were credence in that abAnrd old campaign lie
marked a piece which yon may use as yon
over the gospel dispenser rose and, naming about Ernest Seyd. Mr. Seyd has not
see fit. The churches here hav appointed
his subject, announced his intention of been in this country since 1856. He lived
committees to wait on every individual
calling the person's name right out in and died a bi-metallist who was opposed
and try to persuade him to go to church.
meeting before everyone. "Good, "thought to the demonetization of silver. It is a
The movement has aroused a great deal of
I, " now I shall hav a chance to go and disgrace and a shame to American politics
antauonism already and it may fall
compare notes with this poor soul, and that so good and intelligent a man as
thro~gh, which I hope it will. Trusting
therein we can both take comfort."
Ernest Seyd should be traduced and lied
yon will continue your good work, I reThe culminating point was delayed by about long after he has been placed in his
main,
Sincerely yours,
the minister's settling the grounds on grave.
JOHN E. WELIN.
which we were to juage a man, and what
"In 1865 Secretary McCulloch said:
standard of character we should use in so 'There are n11arly $2,000,000,000 in circudoing. After giving np several points from lation.'" McCulloch was not talking
Remsburg is a Scholar, an Orator, and
which we are wont to judge, such as pub- abnnt currency at that time and it must
a Gentleman.
lic opinion and the dictates of conscience be vet'y don btful if he used the words "in
LoDI, Wis., Oct. 26, 1893.
(he never mentioned the dictates of rfiR- circulation." According to his own treasMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find
son and common-sense), he finally settled ury statistics there were on]y about $20
money order to cover renewal to the good
on the character of Christ as the highest pAr capita. in circulation in 1865-6. Surely,
old TRUTll SEEKER. Long may it wave
standard known to man and therefore as Mr. Peck would not hav us reckon
and spread its truths all over this bethat from which we should judge. I took intereAt· bearing bonds as currency.
nighted and superstitions world of ours
decided objections to this, but of course
"Wherever paper money has been tried
God (!) bless THE TRUTH SEEKER.
did not wish to interrupt him, but I will it has produced prosperous times." r nAmen!!
giv them here:
deed! Has Mr. Peck never heard of conOur people here in Lodi hav had the
1st. We do not know anything about tinental, Confederate, and wildcat paper
extreme pleasure of listening to J. E.
the character of Christ, except what thfl money? Has he never heard of the
Remsburg. He gave UB .three lectures,
writers of the New Testament hav told assignats ot France, of Argentine scrip,
on the 12th, 13th, and 14th of this month
us, and they were such notorious liars and other such disa~ters? It is not true
(October), which were highly prized.
that we never know when to and when not that "Venice used neither gold nor silver
We hope to secure his services·again, if
Prayer Does Not Accomplish Anything to believe what they tell us.
as money for more than six hundred
possible.
·
2d. Even if 'the character of Christ af! years." Anyhow, I cannot find any such
Mr. Remsburg while here showed himPractical.
recorded in the gospels was a faithful thing in the history of Venice. Undoubtself to be a gentleman of the highest type,
NoRTH BENTON, 0., Sept. 13, 1893.
a fine orator, and a complete master of
MR. EDIToR: Within find $2 for which portrayal of the man's virtues, yet it is edly gold and silver were the currency of
hiE! subjects.
N. C. SKELTON.
send me the "Martyrdom of Man " and not the highest standard the world was the Venetians during the whole six huncredit me for the balance on THE TRUTH ever to know.
dred vears. Interest-bearing bonds and
Christ himself said (see John xiv, 12): annuities are not to be reckoned as curSEEKER. I hav been attending the ChiGod's Legerdemain vs. Nineteenth Ceocago World's Fair; it is a grand show, too "He that believeth on me, the works that rency.
~ tory Miracles.
big for the mind of man to contain. I am I no shall he do also; and _qreater works
France paid oft her enormous debt to
FALMoUTH, N. S., Oct. 25, 1893.
pleased with the result of the opening of than these shall he do." Now, in order Germany by borrowing the money for
MR. EDITOR The copy of the "Old the Fair on Sunday; it is a fatal blow to that a man should be able to do greater that purpose. That she has not yet repaid
T stament Stories Comically Illustrated" the sky-pilots.
works than Christ did, he must of nece11Bity that borrowed cash is shown by the fact
a:rived punctually and in good condition
I attended a camp-meeting a few days be a greater man, and consequently a that she bas the largest national debt in
despite the many orthodox hands through ago; they preached loudly and long about better character to jnage by.
the world. France is not a ·free-silver
which it must hav passed. Your Heston the effillacv of prayer. I told the preacher
WelJ, to come to the meat of the nut, country; she has no fiat money, and her
is a genius and his book a jewel that I am I would giv him $100 if he would demon- he dPclared that he himself wa11 the great- tariff is closely like onr McKinley law.
bliged to keep hidden, as I am the only strate that a single prayer was answered est of all sinners within the jn.,.isiliction of
Again, is it not astonishing that Mr.
~iberal in a community bitterly religions by the myth he called God. He turned the city of Deering, and to say that I was Peck should be so much in love with govand clouded with superstition, through · to his congrPgation and told them that all surprised would be expressing it hut ernment debt and full "legal-tender"
which THE TRUTH SEEKER bursts weekly who had had their prayers answered by mildly. Not that I doubted his word for paper money? The legal-tender power is
like a welcome sunbeam.
God should hold np their hands. A num- one moment. Far from it, bnt it aston- an exercise of absolnt,e sovereignty which
I hav been doing my own thinking for ber held up their handfl. After that he ished me greatly to hear him own it, for I is liable at any time to degenerate into a
some time past and bav searched long and called on them to giv their reasons for had previously been laboring under the vicious tyranny.
A government may
diligently for Freethonght works, but knowing that God answered their prayers. delusion that it was easiet' for the rich compel the people to accept bad money
never knew where any could be obtained One man about sixty-five years old said man to enter the gates of the New Jeru- for past debts, but it cannot force them to
until a few weeks since a new acquaint- he knew God answered his prayer because salem than for a minister to tell the truth. otherwise receive any kind of money.
ance presented me with several back God took away his taste for tobacco. I Amid the manifolil instances which we The French government once tried, with
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and I asked him who gave him the taste for constantly read of, wherein priests and pains and penalties, to drive its subjects
hastened to send in my subscription.
tobacco; be said the devil. Another said ministers take preceaence in ]ying, fol- to receive paper money. The final result
My father (i. e., my earthly father) has he knew God answered hiq prayer beoanse lowing therein the bright and shining was that the people ntterlv refused to
been a constant subscriber to a Baptist by prayer he could take fire out of a burn example of the father of Cbristi~tn Jies, take the legal-tender "stnft" and it besheet published at St. John, N. B., and and by prayer he could stop blood. I Saul of Tarsus. it was pleasant to find one came worthless. I havheard an.able and
devoted to the glory of God and patent told him I would a11ow the doctor to open case in which the truth was spoken, and I experienced business man seriously argue
medicins. Of late years it has reached a vein in my arm and if he would stop the made up my mind that I would inform that it would be better for the country if
the proportion of one column of God's blood by prayer I would giv him $100, THE TRUTH SEEKER of it. The only damp- the legal-tender power were abolished alpraise to two of the other fellows', and and he said be could not do it without I had ener to my joy was this: I could see that together. Why not?
the legerdEJmain of scripture has become faith. I told him such stnft as that would he haraly believed that he was as bad as
All money is to some extent beholden to
80 hopelessly confused with nineteenth do to convict persons of witchcraft and he said he was after all, but he is hoping the element of confidence.
But human
century miracles that it has become a whip a man for kissing his wife on Sunnature the world over bas attained far
against hope.
question of some uncertainty whether day, but it would not do to substantiate
I now believe there is a chance (though more confidence in gold and silver tha11
the raising of the widow's son ahould be an alleged fact in this day and age of the
a very small one) that at· some time in the in paper money; not that the world loves
attributed to the faith of Elijah the Tish- world. The Christians from pine-clad
future we ehall hear the truth proclaimed paper less, bnt gold and silver more. As
bite or to the administration of a timely Maine to California called on their God to
from the Pulpit, but it is a long, dreary governments are liable to go bankrupt in
dose of Pink Pills, or whether the credit heal Garfield. They also called on God,
wait, and in the meantime the task will an emergency and repudiate, a suspicion
of relieving Mary Magdalen of her seven their image, to close the !!'ates of the
devolve on us poor, d11spised Freethinkers. attaches to paper money which is not atdevils belongs to J esns of Nazareth or to World's Fair on Sunday. With all God's
tached to gold. Though all governments
Yours hopefully,
FRED IRISH.
the magical virtues of Hood's sarsaparilla. promises to his people they cannot demonon earth should repudiate, gold would
I am glad to find that THE TRUTH strate that he ever made good one of hie
Keep on Seeking for Truth
continue to exchange for clothing, proSEEKER is as free ·from modern miracle promises. At New Salem, Columbiana
CASTANA, IA., Oct. 25, 1893.
visions, and shelter. The almost unilies as it is hostil to the lies of scripture county, 0., the Methodists tried a person
MR. EDITOR: Politics is a bane to the versal verdict of mankind in favor of a
miracles.
for witchcraft and had a long and tedious expression of Freethonght.
For that precious metal basis is likely to control
For inclosed stamps please send Home's trial. The papers were fnlf of it just last reason the emphatic protest of W. W. the financial world until the possibility of
"Essay on MU'acles," and obli~e,
sPring, in the noonday of the nineteenth Morris, Newark, N. J. (THE TRUTH national debasement or repudiation of
P. LAWRENCE.
Qentnry.
Shame on such Ohristianityl SE:EPR, October 14th), againl!t the bad paper money has ceased to t;JJPst,
By Growth, Not by (Md.
PEASTER, TEx., Oct. 21, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.25 for
which please send to address below
"Hand-book of Freethonght," by W, S.
Bell, and "Infidel Death-beds," by G. W.
Foote.
The preachers can never cease defaming
the IBfidel dead, and their dupes, who
read but one Bide of the question, believe
all they say, even if the statements are
positivly false. I listened to a Second
Adventist preacher, short time ago, deliver a sermon to Infidels. His first argument was that " Tom" Paine died a
miserable death, and when "Old Bob"
Ingersoll dies he will die a miserable
devil. I suppose in the latter case he has
had a special revelation to that effect, and
in the former he takes Christian lies for
the truth. It never occurred to him to
mention John Calvin, the founder of the
Presbyterian church, who also died a
miser~ble death, as it is said he died
raving, cursing and blaspheming God.
He utterly forgot to refer to the pages of
history, where one can learn that hundreds of men holding high positions in
the church died miserable devils. He
never mentioned the fact that the church
is full of miserable devils to-day, who
would reenact the horrible scenes of the
past if it were not for the lack of power.
He seemed utterly oblivious to the fact
that the actions of men are governed by
their organiza'ions and not by what they
believe. The church, as well as the Jaws
of the land, hav been trying for centuries
to make good men and women out of vicions organizations, but thev never will
a~complish it; it can be done only by
proper breeding.
The "'rand old TRUTH SEEKER continues
to com~ regularly once a week. I would
hardly know how to get along without
it,. It is worth more to me than all the
divine revelations that hav ever been
promulgated, and hoping it may attain
the success it merits, I remain,
Yours for Freethong-ht,
J. S. WHITE.
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Mr. Peck writes: "The bullion in the
gold dollar cost me a day's work before it
was coined, then I had to giv to the government a day's work to get the dollar
after it was coined." What for? Is the
government seigniorage such an immense
thing as that? Dollars must be getting
expensiv.
Finally, brethren, howsoever things
may be, there is left to us one consolation
-we can continue right on seeking the
truth.
P. DAY.

Some Bible Worthies.
BoniE, CAL., Oct. 19, 1893.
MR. EDrroR: Strange that the living God
does not anoint some of the brigand
chiefs, railroad robbers, or stage robbers
of to-day as a complimentary voucher for
their f?rand achievements. No doubt he
is the same God who wrote about the robber chiefs of Bible times; maybe he has
changed his opinions. If so, why not
cause a revised book to be written? The
Freethinker has the only revised Bible.
Its golden works are "common sense,"
'' investigation," ''energy," '' perseverance," " honest thought," "reflect for
yourselvs." Certainly we will not be condemned for that, though there be a living
God.
Even the orthodox ought not to wish
their children or any other of their Lord's
children annihilated, or cast into a pit of
hell fire and brimstone, a life of everlasting-punishment, for using the organs nature gave them; for exercising the natural
ability or instinct with which the human
family was endowed.
According to the orthodox teaching,
there is no use for brain-work; the more
ability a man has the more wretched he
will be after death, unless he allows himself to be dictated to by some creedmonger. Then the question arises, Which?
They all tell us theirs is the only true way
to salvation of the soul; bewildering, this
is. It seems to me intellect is dangerous,
if exercised in a!! independent manner on
religions matters. The person who is
most easily persuaded and can be dictated
to stands the best chance for salvation.
Believe the book called Holy Writ from
lia to lid; ask no questions; it is not necessary to be able to read; believe and your
soul will be saved. Investigation is therefore dangerous; ignorance is safety. One of
ordinary ability cannot believe, or pretend
to believe this, unless he is a coward or a
knave.
Let one read the book of Samuel and
note the butchery ordered by the great
all wise, merciful,· living God, of a people that committed no sin. And they were
his people, "God the creator of all
things." First Samuel, xv., 11, tells us
that the Lord was displeased that he had
appointed Saul king over Israel through
Samuel, because he had disobeyed his
butchering order. The woman saluted David with shouts and fine music, saying that
Saul had killed his thousands, but David
his tens of thousands. This proves both
of them murderers. This incident made
Saul jealous of David thenceforth, because
the people thought David the greatest
human bnteher.
God stood in with David, for the "evil
spirit came from the Lord." Saul having
failed twice to murder David with a
javelin from his own hand, bethought it
policy to try scheming deception on
the boy after God's own heart; but the
youth was a player and dancer, even a
great poet. Saul then promised David his
eldest daughter to wife. Saul deceived
the youth by giving her to another; but
Michal, Saul's youngest daughter, loved
David. This love appeared to please old
Saul the deceitful king, who then invent~d another scheme to cause David to
die of heart failure, that the blame might
be cast on the innocent Philistines, choosing his daughter as the snare (1 Sam. xviii.,
22-25). Read of the dowry required by
tliis once godly king. The inspired work
informs us in English, but Jewish version,
that David procured double the dowry, at
the same time sacrificing two hundred innocent lives. Can anyone deny this assertion? To make this gift complete, David
should hav taken these two hundred
trophies, had them tanned by an expert,
!Ul4 bad a jacket made i then, no doubt,

the Lord would hav presented this holy I was it because circumstances placed them
garment to this lovely king. This grand where they could step into the shoes and
accomplishment surprised Saul, so that he inherit the wealth accumulated (honestly
was much annoyed, after having laughed or dishonestly) by someone else ? Recent
in his sleeve and rejoiced at his shrewd- newspaper accounts state that one of the
neBS. This scheme having failed, the old Vanderbilts is now developing a thirtywretch tried to make arrangements with eight thousand acre farm in North Ca-rohis son Jonathan and his servants to kill lina, where he now has seven hundred
David, but repented because Jonathan had men working on it, and where he con tamconvinced him that the Lord had wrought plates erecting a $5,000,000 residence.
a great salvation for all Israel, and called Did he earn all this by the "gift to do so?"
David's blood innocent. Saul swore that It represents the sweat of thousands of
David should not be harmed; then he industrious and hard-working men, who
tried to murder David, to shed innocent now slumber in neglected graves, and
blood, with his own hand that night.
whose son(! and daughters, in ·many inDavid afterward became a brigand stances, can scarcely secure food and raichief. The twenty-fifth chapter of Samuel ment, or school-books and medicins, for
tells us how David solicited alms from their children. Is this right? This is the
Nahal, the honest rancher, for his outlaw stamp of man that manipulates the stock
followers, and when refused, David, the market, that controls the price of grain.
anointed, prepared to make a rai'\l and ex- To this stamp helong the men who corner
terminate all Nahal's belongings, not leav- coal, lard, coffee, apples, etc., and then go
ing one wh-the reader may finish this sen- away to the sunny South to wallow in
tence by reading the twenty-second verse luxury, while their slaves that thE\y leave
of the twenty-fifth chapter of First Samuel; behind, shiver with cold and battle with
also the latter part of the thirty-fourth starvation, suicide, and crime.
verse. By the way, was not this man
It is a popular notion that a man has a
David, the man after God's own heart, a perfectly just right to bequeath hi" propMorman? The forty-second, forty-third, erty to whomsoever he chooses, and that
and forty-fourth verses of the same chap- children hav a just right to the property
ter read like it; besides the record of of their parents, but is this right? A man
other acts of this anoiuted one is convinc. brings no property into the world with
ing. Here is where the fine work of a him. We all come into the world emptywoman comes into play. Can anyone read handed. We do not even bring a suit of
this story without becoming convinced of clothes with us. If a man brings nothing
the intrigue of David and Abigail? They into the world, why should he be pergot rid of Nahal very soon, with the Lord's mitted to govern something after he has
assistance. Abigail became the wife of the gone out of the world? In the language
chosen man of the livmg God. This epi- of Paine, " should the dead govern the
sode is equal to the stealing of Uriah's living?" Is it right that those who hav
wife, Bathsheba, by the same anointed de- never done an honest day's work, but who
ceiver. He took many wives and concn- hav been brought up in luxury, and hav
hines in the name of the Lord.
spent their time in eating and drinking,
The above are but a few of the wicked smoking, pounding a piano, bugey-riding,
ideas that hav been forced into my dull, and entertaining company, and who hav
uncultured brain by the liberal teachings been taugM to scorn as inferiors all who
of the Freethinkers. Taught as I was in honestly sweat for their bread-! say, is
childhood to read and believe, to doubt or it right for such people to inherit wealth
investigate was wicked.
which they never earned, while thousands
N.J. SALISBURY.
more industrious, more talented and more
honest, inherit only sl~very, rags, and
disgrace? Laying all sentiment aside, and
Wealth and Want.
looking at the matter from a purely utiliCoLUMBus, 0., Oct. 25, 1893.
tarian standpoint, it seems to me th~t a
J\'fR. EDIToR: As Mr. Brayton has con- dead man's property should revert to the
tributed an articltl of considerable length state, and that his children should be perin defense of the rich man, I presume I mitted to struggle for themselvs. Why
may be permitted to express my views on should not the children of the rich strugthe same subject.
His views are sub- gle the same as those of the poor? They
stantially the same as are held by the rich are no better and often not as good.
g-enerally, as well as by many other wellWe often hear people in comfortable
meaning people in the more humble walks circumstances say of some less fortunate
of life.
brother : " If he had $25 on Saturday
Very few people hav any laudable amnight, it would all be gone before 1\fonday
bition or any worthy purpose in life. It
morning." It is a fact that there are quite
is the ambition of most people to become a number of such improvident and spendrich. Some persons desire this through thrift characters in the world, and for such
mere greed for gain; others because it I hav no great amount of sympathy, but it
givs them power and position; and both
is also a fact that there are thousands more
because it enables them to bring up their with no " ifs" in their case. W fl cannot
children in indolence and "respectabil- say of them, "If thev hail it ;" they hav
ity," and, at death, to leave the said chilit; and they "blow it in" regularly; and
dren sufficient means to continue their they never earned it either. There are
indolence and " respectability." To this people in this city who liv on the most
end they grasp, hoard, speculate, and
aristocratic streets and who put on great
swindle; they hav their lives insured, and
style, keep fast horses, get up excursions
they join all sorts of benefit associations,
fot the benefit of their friends, go off to
etc., for the purpose of " keeping the wolf neighboring states on horse-racing and
from the door," after they are gone. It gambling expeditions, and get so drunk
would look more honorable and more sen- and disorderly that they get into jail, and
sible if they were exerting themselvs half their friends hav to go after them. The
as energetically to secure a more equal newspapers speak of them as " good feldistribution of property and more just lows" and "high rollers;" they are
laws. But justice -and equality are not among the elite of this city, but it is very
what they desire; they want injustice and well known thattheyinherited their money,
inequality, knowing that if their own chil- or the most of it, from their old granddad,
dren are left rich, some other man's chil- who made it in a whisky-mill. Now, the
dren must remain poor, for we cannot all question is, hav they any better right to
be rich. They desire that someone be "blow it in 11 than Pat Casey, who makes
poor enough to be obliged to do the his money carrying the hod?
drudgery, to make the beds and bluck the
Mr. Brayton tells us that there never
stove and scrub the pavement and brush
the horses. In other words, popular am- was a time when the poor man was as well
bition, when carefully analyzed, is gener- off as he is to-day. I think it is true, but
ally found to. consist of a desire to escape he might also hav said the same thing of
from honest work and to dominate over the rich man. I think there never was a
others. Such is largely the ambition of time when there were so many millionaires;
those whom we send to Congres and to the but poor men, thousands of them, want
for the necessaries of life, and women still
legislature to make our laws.
Mr. Brayton informs us that "one man's make Ehirts for seventy cents per dozen or
right to get and hold property is as good barter their virtue for bread.
It is a mistaken notion that the concenas another's, but it seems that all hav not
the gift to do so." Did the Goulds of the tration of wealth and power in the hands
present generation, and thousands of of a few men is necessary to the successothers of the same stamp, get their wealth ful development or operation of railroads
because they " ba.v the gift to do so?" Or or other great enterprises, otherwise we
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should make haste to return to the feudalism of mediroval ages.
I do not wish to be understood as underrating the value of brains or intt31lectnal
effort. The brain of an Edison, for instance is worth more to society than a
thousand hands; but I wish it distinctly
understood that Edison could never put
his brains in the market or giv society the
benefit of them, without the thousand
hands; so that the thousand hands ought
not to belong to paupers, while Edison is
several times a millionaire. While admiring the frieze we should not forget the
mndsills.
This unjust distribution of wealth is one
of the principal causes of the vice and
crime which pervade society.
Money,
and the leisure, fine clothes, etc., which
only money will bring, are the only things
which can be depended on to giv a man
respectability. Lacking these, no amount
of character and talent will enable him to
maintain his "social position," but possessing them, his roguery and rascality
are only laughed at. The result of all this
is, that thousands of people in their efforts
to keep up an appearance of respectability
are tempted to resort to dishonest, vicious
or criminal practices, in order to secure
the necessary fnnds. Multitudes of rich
people, having much time and money at
their disp01:1al, often finil it impossible to
content themselvs with the common affairs
of every-day life, and resort to deg-rading
and demoralizing habits of dissipation,
thereby injuring themselvs and their own
and Petting a bad example to society.
It is a fact that many rich-men, in their
efforts to perpetuate the memory of their
"honorable" names, found colleges in
which the expression of a candid opinion
is considered a crime, and from which a pupil who would ask a few pinching questions
would be likely to be expelled. It is a
fact that some such people as Carnegie, in
the kindneBB and generosity of their great,
big, warm hearts, build libraries from
which most books which contain any valuable information are excluded. Such are
some of the blessings(?) of riches. Such
is charity.
Judging from the ways of the world,
the ponular definition of charity must be
somewhat as follows: Charity is robbin~<
every poor man that yon can, of every
cent that you can, and building churches,
asylums, and libraries with the proceeds;
charity is giving away what yon don't
want, and can't possibly make ns_e of yourself, and advertising your g-enerosity to
the world; Christian charity is grudgingly
giving a poor man ten cents, and then
asking- God to credit you with $10 in thE
sweet by and bye.
A.fter finding so much fault with -rlclt
men and riches, one might properlv be expected to offer some kind of remedy. My
remedy is a graduated tax on all property,
incomes and inheritances. This appears to
me to be the only practicable way to break
the back of the millionaire and monopolist. I certainly think they can be crushed
in this manner. When it is no longer
profitable or possible for men to accumulate, retain, or inherit vast fortunes, then
all will hav to begin to do something sensible and useful, and to bring up their
children to do likewise. Then those seeking glory, fame, or respectability will
find it necessary to apply themselvs to
science, art, invention, philosophy, or in
some other realm of useful effort, and
character and talent-not dollars and
cents-will become the true measure of
social position. We can hope to obtain
a graduated tax through the initiativ and
referendum only, but they are certainly
coming.
Their opponents may sneer at them and
laugh at them, but they cannot long ignore
them. All honor to the noble Infidels who
brought these measures before the American people!
After all, the principal cause of all the
misery in the-world is ignorance, and the
principal cause of this ignorance is the fear
of hell and Mrs. Grundy. Let us, then,
never lose an opportunity to Btab the
church under the fifth rib. until every
drop of blood has left her lifeless body.
Then two roses will blossom where one
now does, and prosperity and progress
will be the heritage of tha race forever.
DouGLAS TAYLOB.
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by their ready wit and eloquence, but
women must gain a hearing by the most
careful reasoning and regard for truth.
How glad I would hav been could I hav
been present at the truth seeker's
congress to present my new ideas for
further consideration; but circumstances
forbade, so in agony of mind I ex~laimed,
"Is there not a friend who will take
the trouble to bear the message for me?"
All churches refuse me a hearing; all
world's people who hav been brought up
under church teaching refuse me a hearing and now, if the Freethinkers refuse
me 'a hearing, my hard-earned vennywor~h
of reasoning ceaseth to be of any value m
the world.
My object in speaking at this time is to
try and show how the churches, the world,
nnd truth seekers hav come to be at such
HooPESToN, ILL., Oct. 22, 1893.
MY DEAR AUNT SusiE: On this beautiful variance with each other. Truth seekers
autumnal Sunday afternoon, I hav decided believe and say that all who allowthemselvs
to improve my time by complying with or their minds to be subject to church teachyour request~ and writing to you and the ings are blind fools; while all those of
church ideas believe and claim that FreeCorner frienas.
I am so very glad I had the opportunity thinkers are the devil's own, denying God
of meeting you and your sister in person. and the Bible. Now, with such feelings
(A pleasure I scarcely dared hope for a toward each other and so much tinle being
short time a~o.) I always thought I loved spent in telling the e things about each
you, Aunt Susie, but now I am positivly other it leaves very little time to examin
sure I do, and I wish all the Corner friends facts and principles carefully that we may
could meet their dear friend. I wish I find the truth in the warring systems and
could hav remained in the city for a longer reach a common ground of good-will and
time, and got bett.er acquainted with you. harmony for the human family. Neither
Of courFe I should hav liked to hav gotten party is yet able to do the other, or itself,
better acquainted with all the Liberals, much real good. There is a saying that,
but you seem to be nearer to me than any " Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
obtain mercy." Another saying is, "They
other of them.
I think our Congress was just grand! I who show no mercy shall receive no
hope we may hav many more just like it.
mercy."
The truth seeking party to do a truly
I am quite busy now proparing to graduate from the high school in May next. I good work must start right by finding out
study geometry, higher 1lgebra, ancient why the churches teach such false doctrins,
history, rhetoric, and Cresar (latin). I like deceiving and being deceived. Is it not
my studies very well. Ancient History right here? The churches take the Bible
shows us that the Christian were the least ·to be an exact history of ancient individuprogressiv of all nations, and still our als and things; while, on the contrary, it is
principal, who is a Methodist, refuses to the exact history of all nations' and all peosee it. But he does not read the Bible to ples' spiri tnal beliefs, using the names of inus any more, for last winter he appointed dividuals and thing!' as figures of Fpeech to
a young man to read a chapter and he re- represent tbe rulinl! minds in the human
fused, saying he did not come to school to family. Thus the Bible may not be a
book of fables and lies, as truth seekers
read the Bible, but to study.
One of my classmates called on me the suppose; but it is those who read and
other evening, and amazed me by saying, teach it as a history of literal events who
"I bate religion and the church." I make the fables and lies, by giving it an
could not help saying, "Good!" Then entirely false rendering.
The clergy profess to be learned men of
we had quite a talk, arrd I discovered she
has always been an unbeliever, but will God, yet jump at conclusions without innot say so to anyone but me. All her vestigating in order to learn whet:j:ter
friends and associates are church members. their conclusions are true or false, saymg
So are all my friends, but when asked, I that all must take the Bible to mean just
do not hesitate to let them knew my as it reads, otherwise it would be "cavil"(anti)-religious" belief.
ing !" For instance, they begin at GeneIn the report of the Congress, it was sis, and read that God made the world
given that Ollie and I were from Chicago. and all things thereto belonging in six days;
We are from Hoopeston. We want them then jump at the conclusion that the word
to giv our little orthodox town credit for God means a magic man, having a form
one Freetilinking family which is not afraid and voice like men, and doing very much
or ashamed to say so. We hav nine ele- as the genii of children's fairy tales are
nominations represented here, and we hav represented to do, making a man out of
no show at all, but we do the best we can, literal dust, then blowing air from his
own lungs into the mud man. Thus, say
anyway.
Our town has a population of about they, he became a living man in the liketwenty-six hundred people. We hav elec- ness of God. Time spent by the clergy
tric lights, city water-works, a good college for long ages in heedlessly rehearsing
(Greer); two public schools, a nice green· these sayings has kept them from learning
bouse, and the two largest corn-canning how to read the scripture in a shorthand
factories in the world.
way so as to describe elements of mind,
We hav quite a little city, but the by giving figurativ illustrations, intended
Lord saw fit to send no" rain upon the just to show the belief and actions of a whole
and the unjust " this summer, and so party or sect as if it were said and done by
nearly destroyed the vegetation in this one person. Thus the word God implies
good growing spirit of influence. The
part of the country.
Well, my letter is growing lengthy, so I word man or dust implies a newly-made
will close. But first I wish to say that we up element of ruling mind coming out
all send our best love to you and your dear from nature's mind, of the earth earthy.
sister, and hope that sometime we may all
Now, to prove that the Adam, who was
meet again.
called the first man, was not an individual
Wishing you all manner of happiness person, as the clergy teach, we must exanu prosperity, I remain,
·
amin things carefully in this age to comYour loving neice, IDA L. JoHNSTON,
pr!lhend how ruling elements of mind reIt was a great satisfaction to meet so ceive form and voice extending over the
many charming friends at the Congress, earth.
United teachings hav become as great
and especially do we remember the bright and mighty trees in denominations;
faces of our dear, adopted neices, Ollie grounds of faith, said by the churches to
and Ida, and their parents. Yes, it was a be the only truly cultivated grounds giving
grand gathering, which, let us hope, may peace and plenty, where the voice of God
is heard walking around teachings called
sometime be repeated.-ED. C. C.
trees, in the present Eden, happiness.

be twelve the 22d of December. We hav
had a very pleasant summer with the exception of a few thunder showers, and two
storms of wind; one about the 1st of SepEdited by MISs SUSAN H. WIXoN, .J(all tember, and one later. I suppose you
Riv6r, Mass., to whom all Oommumoa- hav been to the World's Fair; I would
like to hav gone myself, if it had b£en so
lio'ls for this Oorn6r should b6 B6nt.
that I could, but as it was not convenient,
I had to content myself by visiting the
" Between the dark and the daylight,
Wayne county fsir, where I stayed two
·
When the night is beginning to lower,
days, and was sick all the time I was
Comes a pause in the day's occunations
That is known a.g the Children's Hour."
there. Since I wrote yon last we hav lost
~================== the oldest Freethinker in the town, Mr. J.
M. Cosad. He died quite suddenly.
Ten Thousand Leagues Below.
Well, I guess I will hav to close, and
Deeper, far deeper down
busy myself with something else.
Than the eye can penetrate,
From your true friend,
Or, that the power of man
BERTHA E. WEED.
Can seek to investigate,
Lie tiny, living beings,
Disporting in mossy bowers,
Abe orbing and secreting
The sweets of tiny flowers.

Ami<l the seaweed's humid shade
The tiny beings glow;
Star fish and sea-anemone,
In rich profusion grow.
The incandescent lights upon
'l'he deep phosphorescent river
Glbten o'er the oilent waves,
Where the darkening sharlows quiver.
A populous solltnde under the waves,
'l'be glistening topaz rare;
'l'he emerald flashing from mo~systoneo,
'fhe gleaming white hones there,
The ghastly grinning skulls beneath
The pure, clear waters flow;
'Tis the fairy land of science,
Ten thousand leagnes below.
IDA BALLOU.

CJ1ats With Correspondents.
IDA BALLou.-Very glad to hear from
you, and your essays will be always welcome. Excuse us for not writing to you
personally. Our time is all taken, and
consequently there are few· opportunities
for correspondence.
MRs. S. W. SMITH,-Your commlmication is not especially adapted for the Children's Corner, but to oblige you we print
it. How many brothers and sisters children may hri.v, how many pets, cats, or
kittens they own, may be of little consequence to yon, but is of great interest to
them. The children, by their little letters,
nre learning to write, to spell, and to compose properly, which is of value, you will
admit. As they grow older, their minds
expand, their ideas broaden, and we trust
they will giv but little attention to the
myths and fables of old, except to demolish them by the logic of common sense.
KATIE KEHli-I SMITH.-We did not receive your letter in time to comply with
your request. We know you are doing
splendid work, and our best wishes go
with the Oregon State Secular Union.
JoHN RuDLING.-Thanks for your compliments. The lecture is to be printed in
pamphlet, and you can order of The Truth
Seeker Company.
EDWARD DonsoN.-Thanks for all you
send. · Your reasoning is good and valuable, and your kindness greatly appreciated.
MAGAZINES.-New Oooasions is the title
of a magazine of social nnd industrial
progress, edited by B. F. Underwood and
published by Charles H. Kerr & Co., Chicago. Among the contributors are several
well-known names, and the reading matter is sound and solid. It~ motto is:
"New occasions teach new duties, Time
makes ancient good uncouth;
They must upward still and onward, who
would keep abreast of Truth."
Progress is the stirring name of a
monthly magazine edited and published
by our friend, Emanuel dos Santo!!, at
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B. W. I. It is devoted to the dissemination of Free thought
principles, and bears the motto of that distinguished friend of freedom, Thomas
Paine: "The world i ~ my country, to do
good my religion." Our friend is to be
congratulated upon the handsome appearance of this new candidate for public favor.
It is one more protest a!.:"ainat bigotry and
superstition, and we wish it long life and
great prosperity.

Correspondence.
NoRTH HURoN, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1893.
DEAR Miss .WixoN: As the Children's
Corner seems to be growing smaller, I
hav concluded to write you a few lines
again. I am going to school now, and am
studying arithmetic, spelling, geograpl:!y,
bistory, physiolo~y, and grammar. My
teacher's name is Hattie Seager. I like
her very well. I am eleven years old, mll

:1898.

ADDISoN, VT., Oct. 6, 1893.
DEAR MISs WIXoN: I see you are editor
of the Children's Corner "of THE TRUTH
SEEKER-this part being assigned to
woman because she possesses more
patience in giving attention and opportunity for yourig reasoners to giv their
testimony to the world denouncing old,
long-taught ideas of God and Christianity.
Truly a noble calling on your part and the
part of the children. Now, mav I be
permitted to offer a few suggestions for
consideration by voung and old, thus
giving a helping hand, which may 110t
prove umiss-for there is a saying that
children and fools are apt to speak the
truth-? Should you think my ideas a
fool's reasoning, can you not even then
spare a small corner to present a new thcory for reasoning which I hav caref~lly
dug out through much study on cause and
effect? There may be persons in the world
who hav arrived at like conclusions who
wish to know that others hav thought
out similar theones. Men gam a hearmg

flying up in tile air invisible to natural
eyes. Churches say the old archangel,
devil, is going about like a roaring lion,
yet is invisible. Truth seekers may see
and comprehend this old serpent to be the
enemy of truth; this selfish, unreasoning
influence, which has long been the light of
men, is now being cast into fiery torment
because its days are few.
Churches and clergy will wrangle, seethe,
and foam out their burning hate toward
all who dare expose the old idolized
spirit of influence, firm in the belief
that the fallen angel light is outside
of their greatly beloved Eden grounds
of faith. Now, in plain words, what is
this deceiving spirit of influence that has
so long roared with a loud voice to all to
come and eat of the great teaching in the
midst of the churches' Eden grounds and
be saved, learning there all truth?
·
This roaring, deceiving spirit of influence, called devil, is a false rendering of
scripture, the light of the clergy and the
churches who are fully determined that all
the saved shall read and believe that the
words of the Bible are to be taken in a
literal instead of a spiritual sense. Most
people who hav lived sixty years hav seen
and heard of many who have become raving lunatics by taking scripture in a literal
sense, which has led to killing their own offspring and other outrageous and shameful
deeds. Is the Bible a mess of unmeaning,
jumbled. up words? or is it heedless mankind who read and teach it in a way to
make so much trouble?
Most of the truth seekers are clamoring
loudly to hav the old mischief-making
book thrown away, saying it is only a mess
of fables and lies, jumping at tile conclusion that nature is God, making all things
in its own time and order. Such ones hav
never reasoned carefully on the matter, for
nature is ever subject to good or bad influences which would make it a chance,
changeable god, subject to all manner of
influences. Now let truth seekers take the
story of Christ, the second man-Adam, in
a spuitual sense, contrary to the Jewish
way which the churches follow; then the
word Christ means tile true light and voice
of reasoning influence born into the world
among unreasoning ones having tile nature
of stalled beasts, which eat only what
others and nature provides for them; thus
this fignrativ language givs a perfect illustration of the ushering in of new li~rht.
A new and true element of mind called
true man to become the true light of
reasoning among all men. The mother of
the new reasoning element was, and now
is, a young, new disciplin, which could
Dot then nor now be governed by the
church's old mother d1sciplin. Thus all
Christendom of old mother disciplin in
every age, when an entire new element of
mind appears, seeks to kill it, shut it up,
setting a seal upon truth or untruth; when
it gets life again it is parted from sight by
clouds in all minds made by false sets of
reasoning. I beg of every truth-seeking
man or woman to tilink carefully that you
may know whether it is the shape of your
animal body that constitutes true man or
woman, or a true element of reasoning
mind that must rule our animal natures,
being rightly named spiritual man.
Truth seekers are not half alive to the
work begun; spending time laughing and
jeering at churches instead of reasoning.
For truth's sake, please do not consign
this production to the waste basket. Is it
not of more consequence to the world than
how niany brothers and sisters children
bav, and how many kittens and their
names? I am a very great lover of children. but I wish them to learn to write
and talk something useful. Soon as I can
find time I will talk directly with them
through THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am sorry
to giv you so much trouble to correct mistakes in my writing, but I positivly cannot
do better with every care heaped upon me
calling for my attention and labor.
MRs. S. W. SMITH.

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION!
A rare chance is offered fora surveyor to get a

TRANSIT CHEAP.

The reasoning voice of teaching in the
New Testament being more than all the
other twelve a ruling voice, was surnamed
We have one for sale, in good order, with
P1ml, and taught reasoners in that age to Tripod,
which cost $160. We will l!ilell it for
compare spriritual things. Then why not b.alf•priee-$80. Address
do so in this age so as to get at the true
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
knowledge of the nature and conditions of
ruling elements of mind in past ages?
'
So the serpent and disciplin, which is
AGENTS 1liJ-~~~ ~~00 :11~"!-1
called woman, of the churches hav in the
and more, gct l!lalllple free, bel!lt•
present Eden or grounds of faith nearly
l{.no,vtt goor M in all Antertca. Uor•
set... belts, Bt"UI!ilbel!l. Safety uazorl!il.
the make-up and nature which is repre(.)nrler .. , lnsolel!l, Plasters. and all our
sented in Genesis. One writer for '£BE
ot n er pupular goodl!l. \Either sex.)
TRUTH SEEKER said he was very sorry the
Addrel!ls Dr. q~ EO A. SUOTT
foolish old Lord ever made the devil, thus
842 llroad,vay, N. v. Cit'f•
proving that he has never studied into the
nature of things. for it is much easier to
jump at conclusions and make fun of $7 5.00 to $250.00 c\¥o~~H~le
others than delve for a solution of the working for B.Ji'.JOB:NSON &CO.,Richmond, Va..
story.
Any man, woman, or child in thi~ age,
who will stop to reason one ~~ur, w1~l admit that there are many spu1ts of mfluFIVE LECTURES.
ence--a test proves which is good or badBy John R. K:euo, A.M.
not such spirits as churches pretend are
12mo, cloth. 1!!1.00.
1
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation .of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!t, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of 1dol~ and the worsh1p of them. From the.t1me of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
h1s ba.mshment for heresy and blasphemy a.ga.mst the Cha.tdea.n 1dols, to Christ's coming the .Principal ch.a.ra.ctets 2ore analyzed an(! shown to b.e hum&!}, bY' thought and deed. It is made pia.in that the
l'!JCnlia.r phraseology, can~ sa.ymgs, snbterfJig!Js, m1ra.cle~, W0)1der-workings, and supernatural pa.ddmg are the .P.roper !Jffspnp.g of the then enstmg ba.rba.nsm 1gnora.nce and snperst1tion constituting the peculiar pohtlcs of the day.
'
'
'
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.

The Master 'fissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous 1'issues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
.

In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A I..iberalliving in Michigan said once that he won.l.d give $25 •
)'ell.l' to have the Orimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristia.nity
possesses to make men moral.
We have jus~ issued the Fourth Edition of the book doine this.
The additions for this new edition of the

"Crimes of Preachers"
sho;vs nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in prenons editwns show that within a J'ew years abent

1300 lt.UNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of nne kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
Are against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
"it>r!(y.
.
Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we have ke.Pt the
.price the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- •llliii•-.A~:t~
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon m~>ClllllElrJ"
;paintings in this period is " immoral."

Address
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BOOKS

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BY

T bl
{Gateways to Knowledge.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Fa.culties-Tte Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

m". STEWART BOSS),.

Pages

' Editor of th•

In. Clo-th, $1; in. Paper, 50 Cen.t;s,
Address

x.ONDON .A.GNOBTIO JOURN.Al'..o\

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

BREAKING.
·,,

Origin. o£ -the Sabba-tic .IdeaThe Je'\V'ish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and 'the
Sabba-th-ExaDJ.in.a'tion o£
Sunday ArguDJ.en.'ts -Origin
o:f -the Chris-tian. Sabba'thTes'tiDJ.on.y o£' 'the Chris-tian.
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puri-tan. Sabba'th-Tes'tiDJ.on.y
o£ . Chris-tian. R e £or ll1. e r s.
Scholars, and Divines-Abroga-tion. o:f' Sunday La-ws.
-BY-

JOHN

:e.

RBMSEVRGr

GOD AND HIS

BOOK~

When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo,U.h!!-ve earned tl!6
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cr1t1c1smior ca.ust1c
humor of sledgehammer .vehemence, .of scathing sa.tue, 9f pa.tnos and elo9.nence. t 1B one of
the he~viest iconocla.stic.broa.dsides ever fired at the Jemsh God and the B1ble.
.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.
·
:'

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD. ·
1
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christia.nit:y ~ley,a.ted the .woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ:>Ject o~ Sa.la.d~n s 'I'I'O]:'k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has sncceesJ.ed. An Enghsh wnter Bald of 1~:
"This cPrta.inly 1s one of the most marvelous books ever 1ssned from the press. The anthon·
ties cited •re unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN·
This is one of the mo;t delightful of Saladin's books, a dis•ection of w.Jma.n, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet ohilosophical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence lor woman and exalted opinion o1' what she is and should be. A merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibles of the day. full of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloqrrence. Mo't of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man· behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subjec1 proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in llnma.n beings. ·.m_which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION•.
I'N'ce, 25 Cents

fJP6II BtiMDAYS.

;r HE

Address THE l'RU111 SEEKER,
28 LafqJette place. 1/ew 16ft.

!\bSURRECTION OF JESU.S.

CoNTENTs: The C.!!_rt•tian D()gma. of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Uemrrection a f:ecret Affair? The Age of. a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pit·te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indict.ment
Against Jesus; Were the Gual'ds Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's llfotive for Secreting
the Bod'; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection;, Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Vi"it; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Prie·ts Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
Tha Orig-in of the Story; St. Paul's AcPount: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of

O~ntempora.neons Writers; llfira.cle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
lnspira.tion; Conclusion..
Pri~e,

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its subJect! are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism arid Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr:y in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of ..trong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.110.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.

,AddreEI

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the velled or allegorical portforis of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.
·

cloth, 75 cents; paper, 4:0 cents.
TH'El TRU'rH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic verse, aglow in 61'6fl'
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty voelllll
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer,
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
,
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript in the JlOI!elslon of B~
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the 2a.llows. l'rinted from DU.D'O!
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short stori of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book ths Open 0arJif'1
said: "This nove will command the same, or more, interest thr.n Helen Gardener's litory, 'Ir
·This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
B-eing an exposure of that infamous relir:ions rite. Contents: Li. +.ionsness of the PreRefol'llla.tion Church; Lechery of the Confesswna.l; The Priest in Absc 'on; Confessions ct
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of t1.. Shnrch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her ,A.tte11 pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Selt.IndulEence; The Relative Crimlna.l Sta.tistics·of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
•
~"~ .:!J caf ~'""$ 'i'i'r·J>.~)'.o~ !W.cb:NJ
~ ~IJTB: SEEK:J!1B, Ill L~fa.ntte PlaM.
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force a11d I'\ atter;

THE ELIMINATOR;

o:a,
~)
v;:r•iromples r11f the Natural Order of the llni
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon,.

OR

HAND-BOOK

Skeleton Keys to Saoordotal SeGrets.

OF

!!hr lE'BoFESBoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
<fomENTS:
JB'Ofloe and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immorba.lity_of Force, Man,
.mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou!{ht,
Conscwusness,
Motion,
Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
immutability of N atura.l Innate Ideas,~.
Laws,
The Idea of t:tod,
tO'niversl!Jity of Natural Personal Continua.nc"
Laws,
Vital Force,
'li.'he Heavens,
The Soul of' Brutes
JPerlods of the Creation Frea Will,
ll~ the Earth,
Molfa.lity,
Original Generation,
Con c l u dli:U g Observ..·
tions.
.
l:lecular Generation,
fricp. 8UO. Address THE TRUTH SEElillU

"Write me no more fables, zest 1 be a tooz ana
reaa the rtaazes awrv."

FREEl"H OUGH'I'.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesj The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last ada.mb·" What Is Known of the New 1'esta.ment; The ra.ma. of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christs; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Sal va.tion • The Things That Remain.
l'rice, c!oth, $1.50. l!'ort sa.le at this office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference a.n'd aid
to all truth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said~ of
Paine's "Age of Reason,_" it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects inclnae all the disputed points l>etween Christia.nU¥ and Freethought. Prille
cloth, il; paper, W cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Book Notes.
"Pleasure and Progress," by Albert M.
Lorentz, LL.B., is the title of a volnmetn
which the author attempts to prove that
the pursuit of pleasure is indispensable to
the highest intellectual, moral, and social
development of mankind. While his arguments are not always conclnsiv, there is
ample food for thought and reflection in
much that he places before his readers.
Issued in The Truth Seeker Library
series, by The Truth Seeker Company, 28
Lafayette place, New York.-Banner of

Light.

.

"Pen Pictures of the World's Fair," by
Samuel P. Putnam, with map and illustrations of the buildings. Price, 25 cents.
Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette
place, New York. It is too late to recommend this pamphlet as a guide for World's
..!<'air visitors, though we found it useful in
directing us to many interesting exhibits
that might otherwise have been missed,
but for those who were not able to "take
in" that great af-fair, Putnam's "Pen
Pictures" are even more useful than to
the visitor, for it givs them a very instrnctiv account of the world's propress as
there exhibited. The actual trip most
persons found very tiresome, but there is
no tired feeling possible-exhilaration,
rather-in reading about it in Putnam's
breezy style.-Foote's Health Monthly.
"Woman, Church and State; A. Historical account of the Status of Woman
through the Christian Ages; with reminiscences of the Matriarchate." By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Crown 8vo, 556 pages,
cloth, $2; half leather, $3. Mrs. Gage is
widely and favorably known as a writer
and platform speaker upon slavery and
woman suffrage, and had a hand in preparing the great " History of Woman Suffrage" with Mrs. Stanton and Miss Anthony. Now she has completed a historical work of her own, which is no doubt
"the effort of her life," and one of which
she may be proud. It concerns a phase of
" the woman question " which we do not
attempt to discuss in the Health Monthly,
not because it is unimportant, by any
means, but because we cannot cover the
whole field, and so prefer to devote our
space, as far as woman is concerned,
mainly to her relations to human regeneration. Those who want to know all
about the status of woman, past and present, will find Mrs. Gage's book indispensa-

ble.-Foote's Health Monthly.
PLEASURE AND PROGRESS. By Albert M.
Lorentz, LL.B. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
Here we hav philosophy up to date, the
advance word of the progressiv thinker;
not a dry,abstrnse discourse, but a common
sense essay in plain words upon the conduct of life, and all illustrated with such
an abundance of anecdote and metaphor
as add real entertainment to solid instruction. This is an important book, striking
at superstition and unreasonable tradition,
and upholding individual liberty in defiance of governmental law and social enstom.
After reading this book one feels that
the author will never be able to write
another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into this one. Every page
bristles with points; there is no padding
or filling in, no mere literary embellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound
and every line is dictated by hard-headed
common sense.
The author states that the pursuit of
pleasure is every man's aim. Food, comfort, and love are the chief sources of material pleasure; memory and imagination
minister to ideal joy, and friendship and
public opinion giv social delight. How to
secure these is the q nestion which is treated.
In answering it a rapid sketch is given of
the development of society from the
savage state, and the conclusion reached
is that individual sovereignty is the condition prec~dent to progress and happiness.
The author denounces all forms of church
control and government regulation of private concerns or commercial intercourse.
He is opposed to public schools, protectiv
tariff, indissoluble marriage, and devotes
a section to what must be called a diatribe
against Socialism. Most Socialists will
a~ree with his denunciations, and will tell
hun that he has put the wrong name on
the evils he rails against, and they will
turn the tables on him when they find at
the end of the book that his grand panacea
for economic ills is the application of State
Socialism to distribution.
He would hav the government ~stablish
large warehouses and be the wholesale distributor, paying out and receiving the
money or receipts for the goods. This
proposal, coming after a book full of protest against governmental action beyond a
limited sphere, is rather startling. The
author may hav to write another book after all to explain the logic of his remedy.
But apart from this the book is a magnificent plea for individual liberty, and it
is seldom that such serious questions are
treated in so entertaining a manner and

decided so fully in accord with the most
advanced conclusions of rational thought.
The main teaching of the book is found in
these sentences: "Sane men always endeavor to pursue the course that is in their
judgment most consonant to their happiness." " Soeiety has no pretext for interfering in conduct that affects only its anthor." "Laws that protect and promote
individual sovereignty alone deserve and
receive respect from the best minds of the
world."
RoBT. C. A.DAMs.

1~98.

Lincoln never an adherent of a Christian
church (this is admitted all round), but he
never accepted the Christian creed 1urther
than to hold by some form of Deis.rp.. And
even his Deism seems to hav been substantially very much of the kind seen in those
rationalists who say "God bless yon" because the phrase has a certain classic
flavor of frienrlly sentiment about it.
Practically, he was an Atheist; and some
who knew him describe him as coming
at times close to the theoretical position.
The mass of the stories to the contraryall of them going to make out that Lincoln
was fool enough to l;:eep secret a conver ·
sion which it would hav been very advantageous to him to make publicly knownleave a strong impression of the abundance
alike of imbecility and untruthfulness
among believing Christians.
One effect of Mr. Remsburg's booil will
probably be to set some of the the more
astute champions of orthodoxy protesting
that it matters nothing to the truth of
Christianity whether Lincoln was a believer or not. Nor does it any more than
the orthodoxy of Newman or Gladstone.
But the vogue of Christianity depends
immeasurably less on the arguments for
its truth than on the amount of popular
feeling to which it can appeal, and for the
champions of popular Christianity it is
practically a very serious matter that a
great and adored democratic statesman,
who contrived to settle one of the most
desperate political difficulties of modern
times, did his work on a basis of rationalism, and rejected the popular creed as
absurd.
His orthodoxy would only
slightly and indirectly affect rationalism,
since rationalists mostly become so on
grounds of conviction and not of authority
or example; but his rationalism is a
serious blow to the credit of orthodoxy,
which retains so much of its vogue by
mere appeals to authority and example.
Hence the persistent attempt to bolster up
an utterly false case for Lincoln's Christianity.
This may be said without wholly indorsing the estimate put upon Lincoln by Mr.
Remsburg who finally pronounces him
"the gentlest, purest, noblest character in
human history." This outgoes even the
poetic panegyric of Walt Whitman, and,
said in prose, it can still less pass with
critical people as a judicial verdict. But
no good judge of character who reads
Lincoln's life can miss recognizing in him
a man of extraordinary strength of character, admirable sotmdness of practical
judgment, and rare administrativ power,
combined with qualities of chivalry and
goodness which amply suffice to account
for the affectionate snperlativs. of his conn-

"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" By John E. Remsburg. New
York: Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place.
Mr. Remsburg has done his task well.
The question whether Lincoln was a
Christian is an old one, and its chronic
revival is one of the proofs of the
power of a church, a clergy, a creed, to
keep a delusion alive·. ·The unbelief of
Lincoln was perfectly well known to thousands of well-informed Americans of his
own day. The assertion of his essential
orthodoxy, resting largely on the trumpedup testimony cited by Dr. Holland (the
pietist who, while editor of Scribner's
.Lfiagazine.t.!efnsed to insert any contribution from walt Whitman), in his" Life of
Lincoln," was conclnsivly overthrown for
all judicial re~J,ders by the countertestimony cited in "Lamon's Life." No
case of the kind was ever more decisivly
settled as regards the weight and balance
of. evidence. . But in a case of this kind
there are two great forces of delusion to
be reckoned with: Firsti the general incapacity of religions peop e to form a sound
opinion on a question of evidence; second,
the self-interest of the religions bodiesi
operating through their professiona
mouthpieces, the clergy.
On the first head, we are making no
mere partisan assertion. The fact that religious people in the mass are less well
qualified .to judge of evidence than unbelievers in the mass, is just as true as that
Christians in the mass are better educated
than Mohammedans. The ''fidel" mind
generally sets out with so strong a predisposition to believe what it would like
to believe, that it can rarely attain
the self-denial of. abandoning even the
disproved. A. man may indeed remain
nominally orthodox while exercising critical judgment on points where the orthodox mind is usually uncritical.
Thus
Dean Milman was able to see the utter unlikelihood of, as well as the lack of valid
evidence for, the story of the dying J nlian
crying, "Galilean, thou hast conquered,"
where the average curate or archdeacon
accepts the legend without hesitation;
and Newman, so systematically credulous trymen.-London National Reformer.
in so many cases, seems to hav disbelieved·
in this. But these were exceptional religionists; the ordinary Christian believes
every story he hears about Infidel deathbeds and the piety of eminent statesmen,
and Holland's story in proof of Lincoln's
Brought Into the
religiosity, though on the face of it unAbsolutely Reliable Covsound for any good judge of human
nature, passes current easily with the ernm.ent Banks Established in
church-going multitude. A.s for the mothe Interest of and Owned
tiv to its circulation, we must not assume
that all those who pass it on in the knowlby the Whole People.
edge that it is disputed are nnscrnpnlons.
There is a kind of amiable sentiment in
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
many nnintellectnal believers which makes of" Hill's Manna! of Social and Business Forms,"
them quite honestly delight in assuring
"The Hlll Banking System\" and other
works of great service to tne warld.
themselvs that a given unbeliever was
"practically a good Christian." Many
Professor Hill has given several Years of careclerics and laymen now speak in this way ful smdy to the elaboration of a system of sound
of Mr. Bradlangh, in some cases, it may money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing bnsinehs and be easily introbe, the same people who once vituperated duced
and universally adopted.
him. The uncritical Christian cannot
This book is "just in t1me," is an absolutely
realize that his creed-name is not in itself original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearcomplimentary. In this way many Ameri- est
exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
cans keep up the false idea about Lincoln a.oney panics and remedies for the same, ever
when they merely mean to say that he be- published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
twenty-five cents for copy.
haved as they think a good Christian want yours. Send
Address 'l'HE TRUTH tiEEKER.
should behave. But there is no forgetting
the further fact that hundreds of Christian partisans go on vending the worthless THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.
evidence adduced by Dr. Holland in the
same spirit in which he adduced it-a
spirit which is rightly to be described as
the negation of intellectnalrectitade.
A. book like Mr. Remsburg's, however, ·By the Citizenship thtough the
must needs break down the delusion to a
Initiative and Referendum,
very great extent. He goes about the
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
question in an orderly and straightforward
v. ay, citing all the evidence and comparing
Price, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and analyzing it like a judge summing-up;
It is a book that must convince ninetyTHE
THE
nine fairly reasonable men out of every
hundred, whatever their religions beliefs,
if only they will read it through. Now
AND
and then, perhaps, he cites a story away
from the main point, which does not
OR
sound quite credible or accurate, as that
in which certain pietists are described THE CONFLUIT BFrWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
(p. 246) as asking Lincoln to withdraw a
AND THEOLOGY.
clergyman's official appointment because
he taught that even rebels might be
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
"saved." It is hard to believe that even
with a preface by
bigots would openll advance such a plea.
But Mr. Remsburg s handling of the main
R. G. INGERSOLL.
problem is always satisfying. He deals
This is the only work of its kind in the literawith all the dozens of reckless assertions ture
Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
as to Lincoln's having latterly become a uponofscientific
phrenology, and appeal directly
believer-assertions which for the most to the reader's seLse of logic and love of iustice.
is eloquent as well as convincing.
part promptly destroy each other-and ItPrice,
cloth, $1.
Address
leaves it perfectly clear that not only was
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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BIBLE;

Jfot for I)arsons.
Miss Hwxs: How did yon like going to
church? Dick Hioks: Awfully fnnn ~r
Miss Hicks: What was "awfully funny"?
Dick Hicks: The felly what played the
organ, an' all the old monkeys going
around after pennies.-Puck.
·
Miss LAURA: 0 auntie! Yon remember
Mr. Meeker, who went from here as a missionary? I hav just heard that those awful
cannibals ate him. Aunt Sophrina: La,
me I I do hope they cooked him with
turnips. The poor, dear man. was so fond
of turnips.-Tit-Bits.
CLERGYMAN: Is it true, Mie~s Ruth, that
yon said my last Sunday's sermon bored
yon? Miss Ruth (with a little gasp): Oh~
my, no! Goodness, gracious, no! I saia
that it-er-penetrated my very soul.
Isn't it strange how people will misconstrue things?- Truth.
THE Browns hav a daughter who has
been brought up with a due respect for the
clergy. The other night the minister was
coming to tea. She was carefully instructed as to her behavior; she was to
say nothing unless addressed; she was to
speak with the utmost politeness when
spoken to; if it became absolutely necessary for her to ask a question, she must do
it in the most respectful manner. All
these injunctions she carefully obeyed until the festiv meal was nearly over. Then
she fixed her solemn eyes on the guest and
said: "Dr. Blank, for Christ'R sake, please
pass me the bntter."-N. Y. World.
A. YOUNG girl in Miskolcz, Hungary,
pretended to see the holy virgin daily, and
to converse with her. Her mother encouraged the pions, who brought presents,
and when the priests int<'rfered the excited crowd threatened to ill-treat them.
Some days ago the would-be saint lay in a
coffin. Her mother told every-body that
the virgin had told her to die and she
would resuscitate her on the third day.
There was terrible excitement in the place,
and thousands prepared to wait the prescribed three days in prayer and fasting.
The local authorities came with a doctor
to put a stop to the scandalous affair. In
the presence of the crowd the doctor said:
"It is very serious that she died so suddenly. We must hav a post-mortem examination." Immediately the young saint
sat up in her coffin, crying: "Oh, don't
cut me up! I can be resuscitated immediately. "-Argonaut.
A. CERTAIN minister's sermons were a
patchwork from numerous authors to
whom he gave no credit. On one occasion
there was a half-drunken wag in the audience who had read pretty much everything, and he announced the authors as
the minister went on. The clergyman
gave an extract, without any credit to the
author, and the man in the audience
cried out: "That's Jeremy Taylor." The
speaker went on and gave an extract fr, m
another author, without credit for it. and
the man in the audience said: "That's
John Wesley." The minister gave an extract from another author, without credit
for it, and the man in the audience said:
"That's George Whitfield." When the
minister completely lo;t his patience and
excitedly cried out, "Shut up, yon old
fool!", the man in the audience replied:
"That is your own."- Worthinuton's

Magazine.

"Speaking of religion," said a prominent merchant who came out of a big
church yesterday, "my folks hav a .sub-.
lime faith in the efficacy of prayer. One
night my little girl, who is about a dozen
years old, reminded mo that she needed a
pair of new shoes to complete her Sunday
costume. I was interested in my newspaper, and made some badgering remarks
about the duty of children to wear
brogans at $1 a pair, and gave her a dollar.
She went away without a word, a fact that
surprised me, because I expected her to
protest. But presently she came back and
s ·id: 'Papa, I'll match yon for another
dollar-heads I win, tails yon lose.' The
proposition nearly knocked me off my
chair. I looked across the room at her
mother, a devout woman, from whom I
expected an emphatic lecture. She, however, was paying no attention, and so I
said: 'Don't yon know it's _wrong to
gamble? Where on earth did yon hear of
matching dollars?' 'Oh, I found out,' was
her evasiv answer. 'Will yon match me?'
Well, yon know me. I don't take any
bluff's like that, so I out with a silver dollar and laid it on my knee. The child was
about to follow snit, when she hesitated,
drew back, and then went to her mother
and said, with much solemnity: 'Mamma,
pray for me. I must hav another dollar.'
Her mother only smiled in a deprecatory
way. Then she came back and said:
'Now, papa, heads I win, tails yon lose.'
And dodbnrn it all, I did lose, sure
enough and the child looked me in the
face and said: 'Now, papa, yon see what
praying will do.' "-,St. Louis Republic,
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The Freethinker's Badge-~in

Gems of ~!ougltt.

AND

THERE are reformers who never think
it worth while to work at their trade themselvs.-Ram's Horn.
FoROE has never secured true followers
of the church, and law never made morals.
True reforll!-s hav come from a power in
the reform Itself that secured conviction
in its justic~ and necessity, of which this
Sunday closmg movement seems entirely
lacking. In the building of one good, care
should be taken that others are not torn
down. -Summerville News.

IF you would wait to speak the truth
until you can replace the old decaying formula by a completely elaborated system,
you must wait forever; for the system can
never be elaborated until its leading principles hav been boldly enunciated. Reconstruct, it is said, before you destroy.
But you must destroy in order to reconstruct.
The old husk of dead faith ·is
pushed off by the growth of living beliefs
below.-Leslie Stephen.
BuT were the middle ages less cruel
than Pawnees, Hebrews, Romans or Assvrians? Obviously the medioov~l tortures inflicted on political prisoners
witches, and heretics were as nefariou~
as any known to ancient or savage conquerors.
Nothing is changed but the
victims.
Then you find Covenanters
torturing witches, Episcopalians in England or Scotland torturing Jesuits, wizards, or Catholics at large.
You find
Cl?venanters burning naughty little boys
alive ; you find William and Mary just
as ready with the "boot" as James II.
was. Then the burning of witches slowly
dies out as the educated class becomes
skepticaL-Andrew Lang.
BUT t_he su~posed divine origin of plants
and ammals Is not the only theological
error that evolution has exposed. It has
destroyed other fictions that were for
centuries promulgated by the church. In
our youth we were taught by pious persons, not only that man was specially
created, but that he appeared at first in a
state of perfection.
The consensus of
opinion which now obtains among scientists is expressed by Mr. Herbert Spencer
th!ls-That life, under all its forms, has
ansen by an unbroken evolution and
through natural causes alone. Inv~stiga
tions hav also shown that in early stages
of humanity man was less perfect than he
is to-day, and that his history has been
one of progression, not retrogression.-

Oharles Watts.
OF course it will be readily seen that to
exempt any class of property from taxation, to that extent adds to the taxes of the
balance of the property. Why should the
man who does not go to any church be made
te pay heavier taxes because of the existence of the churches? It will not do to
say that the churches make possible the
peaceful government of the community,
and thus repay the non-churchman for his
ta.x. That is not a satisfacto:y nor a valid
argume~t, _fo:r. the law abiding citizen is
not native to ·any .particular church, nor
to church circles. He is found as frequently in proportion to population outside as inside the churches. It is very
evident that he is taxed not for a general
purpose but for a special purpose, and
that, too, in the interests of a sect whose
tenets he may not hold.-Minneapolis

Progressiv Age.

IT is now abundantly ·clear that the
Christian religion was one among a number of competing religions of the East,
which became popular among the slaves
and lower classes of the Mediterranean
world towards the decline of the Roman
empire; and Christianity was the winner in
the race for the mastery of the world, just because it embraced and synthesized in itself
so many separate elements of many other
popular creeds and superstitions. But in
displacing the civilized religions of Greece
and Rome, it brought with it into Europe
various ideas properly belonging to a lower
and Asiatic stage of culture. It brought
with it the ugly practice of burial, in place
of the sane and wholesome practice of cremation.
It brought with it the vulgar
Jewish conception of resurrection, in place
.of the elevated though erroneous Platonic
idea of immortality. It brought with it
the hateful oriental notions of asceticism
and repression, in place of the graceful
and artistic Greek ideals of happiness,
beauty, and equal development .. By means
of these false notions it has retarded the
progress of the world for at least half a
dozen centuries; and it is stil}. doing its
best to retard the progress of the world in
future. But the forces which tend towards
civilization are growing at last too strong
for it, and reason and common-sense are
beginning to overthrow the domination of
the ascetic oriental creed of unwholesome
restraint and unnatural repression.-Grant

Allen.
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Was He A Christian?

For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material ~or his work, IJ:e presentR
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhenmng, and whiCh m~st put this questwn
at rest forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty wJLnesses who olatm that Lmcoln ,va
a Chri~tian, and which is reviewed and refu.ted, ue adduceo tpe pe~timonx of m!Jre than. a hunrlreil w1tnesses in proof of the claim that Lmcoln was nqt a l!hnstian. 'l'h~se witnesses mclude
~Is wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his pnvate secretanes; members of h1"
cabinet; his principal biographer;, and scores of his most i tim<Lte f:Qends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

As a Missiona:r.Y. Document it is unexcelled. Amo1-..;' the subjects considered by ll):r.
Remsburg are: 'l'he Uhurch and Morality; Cri;m!~al fltatistics,._showmg the creeds of the pnsoners in the penitentiaries· the Church and C1vilizatwn; the uhurch and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liber~; the Church and the Antislavery Ref_onn;,. ~):te Woman's
Il:ights l\iovement; the Temperance .tteform; the Church and the Republic. rnce, IO cento
smgly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

CHOI,EKA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery
Piles, Quin~Y. Uatarrh. The Antidote f.Jr $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 2,333 Hicory
street. St. Louis, lifo .• formeraddreso I,44I South
Twelfth otreet, Denver, Col.
:Wt28

Sanctioned by

Scripture; Falsehood and Deception; Che~ttin!l; ~heft and R!!bber:y; Adultery and Prostitution· Murder; Wars of Coi!.Q.Uest and Exterll).matwn · Despotism; J.ntolerance and Pe~secu
tion: Iniustice to Woman· Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Ammals; Human Sacnftces;
Cannibalism· Slaver_Y." Witchcraft· Polfgamy; Intemperance; Pove_rty and Vagr!Lncy; Ignorance and Idiocy; obscenity. Prlce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, till. Spemal discount
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking.

This is the best and most thoroughwo'rk

ever written on the Sabbath from a, rational point of view. Large and ha~dsome pnnt. <J;he
questwn is discussed under the following heads: Ori.gin o.f th_e Sabbatic Idea; the J ew1sh
Sabbath· the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exumnatwn of Sunday Argumeqts;
Origin of the Christian Sal:ibath· Testimony of the Christ1an Fathers; the Sabbath durmg
tb.e Middle Ages;. the Puritan Sabbath· ',I'est\mony of Chr~stian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogatwn of Sunday Laws. PriCe, 25 cents; 6 coPies $I.

Lrnage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

DeclinE> of .Faith· Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character apd genius, and vfp.~icates. his n~ll).e ,f"f.OTf!. the
aspersions cast upon it. Choice extracts from· Common Sen~e,, American <;Jns1s,
Right.
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, triputes to Pa1_ne s char!Lcter from more th3:n
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Ame,wa, many of them wntten exPressly j'o.r th1'
work. Second edition. I60 pages, printed on fine tmted JJaper, neatly bound. and contammg a
handsome steel portrait of .Paine. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty. ..

.

,

.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, bef.re theN. E. Freethmkers Conventwn, January
29, I884. Price, 10 cents.
THE '!'RUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
:<8Lafayette rlaee, N~w YorkTHE
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'l:'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
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Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
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The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Chri.st and vicegerents of God,showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unvarnished language, and the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75 cents.
The A.wfnl Disclosures of Marla Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings during her residence of five years as a novice..._and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel lJieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more ex·
citement, and had such a circulation as this
work. 'l'o counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
.Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
:vears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the JJri.ests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There ia no question
that Ex-priest Ho!!ian knew the truth of the
tales of vice, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallY there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75
cents.
The Priest in .Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. 'l'he work is a protest agdnst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invasive
of privacy1 so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so uaught
with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth.
anii. to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in p_arishes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, I5 cents.
Sister Lncy and Her A.wfnl Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, Essex Englimd. Showing that convents
are mimical t·o chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28LafaYette Place. New York City.

3]ZZ in a J'!utsheZZ.
By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.

A Very Good Little Misstonary Work.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Btl M. BAJJ(IQO:& l'rioe.15otll.

Price, 15 cents.

Address
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All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order I year, and after that time cleaned for $I
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TB£ HOT£D SP!ClAllST,
FtW Men Only,
Ia a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Ea.rly Deca;v, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discha.rges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those amicted am.d who are desirous of being
cured a booltla~ of some 38 page~ will be sent to
their adciress for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving oauses ana SYl)lptoms o the
Complaint and & description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward API!lication-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
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Vineland, N. 1.
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Etooks by Helen H. Gardener~
PAPER is being made of sunflower stalks
at Salina, Kan.
THE extra session of Congress came to
an end November 3d.
IN Bosier parish, La., negroes were
lynched for hog-thieving.
EARTHQUAKE shocks were felt at Pembroke, Wales, November 2d.
THE Harvard observatory in Peru has
discovered a new star in Norma.
MoRE than $200, 000, 000 worth of coal
was mined in the United States last year.
THE supreme court of Michigan has de-·
cided that any act granting the franchise
to woman is unconstitutional.
THE westward steamer record is again
broken. The Lucania made her last trip
in five days, twelve hours, and forty-seven
minutes.
AN electric car plunged though an open
draw in the bridge across the Williamette
river at Portland, Ore., on November 1st,
and thirteen persons were drowned.
GAIL HAMILTON is getting out a pamphlet history of the case of Mrs. Maybrick, of England, in prison under a life
sentence for alleged poisoning of her husband.
THE British-Matabele war in South
Africa continues. The nativs fight bravely
for their homes, but Maxim guns are
more deadly than spears and primitiv firearms.
MAOEDONIAN rebelArnauts attacked and
captured Prisend, a town of forty thousand inhabitants in Albania, European
Turkey. The Turkish garrison was forced
to retreat into the citadel.
THE Austrian cabinet crisis will probably
result in putting in power Prince Windischgraetz in place of Count Tsafe. The
difficulties in Bohemia and the suffrage
question are the main issues.
THE Chinese exclusion law was amended
by Congress by extending the time for
registration six months.
Accordingly
Attorney-General Olney has ordered the
release of all Chinese held for failure to
register.
VmNNA Socialists attacked a meeting of
German Liberals and came into conflict
with the police. A fierce encounter followed, and many men were wounded.
The mob reassembled several times and
was as often dispersed.
THE Brazilian government has purchased several vessels of American owners
and is making them over into war ships
with all possible dispatch. It is said that
the insurgent Admiral Mello is also buying
arms, munitions, and ships in New York.
THE New York Times, Post, World,
and Herald, and the Brooklyn Eagle, all
Democratic, opposed the election of Judge
Isaac H. Maynard, nominated by the
Democratic party for judge of the court of
appeals. Many other Democratic papers
in the state also bolted the nomination.
THE House concurred in the Senate
amendment to the silver repeal bill by a
vote of 193 to 94. The vote shows that
124 Democrats, 68 Republicans, and 1
Populist voted to concur, and 70 Democrats, 15 Republicans, and 9 Populists
against concurrence. President Cleveland
at once signed the bill.
The elections of November 7th were
generally favorable to the Republicans.
They elect their ticket in New York state
by a plurality of perhaps 20,000, with the
exception of Bartlett!. for judge of Court
of Appeals, who beats Maynard, Democrat, by 75,000 or more. Legislature and
constitntional convention close. Republicans and independents in Brooklyn beat
McLaughlin Democrats by heavy majorities. In Erie county (Buffalo) the Sheehan Democrats defeated by 5, 000, at least;
a complete revolution. Massachusetts,
Greenhalge, Rep.; over Russell, Dem., by
20,000 to 25,000 plurality. Ohio, McKinley re-elected by plurality of 40,000 or so
over Neal, Dem. Pennsylvania, generally
Republican gains. Iowa Republican gains
indicate defeat of Boies by large plurality.
Virginia, strongly Democratic on state
ticket, with legislature which will elect two
United States senators. Colorado, returns
meager at time of going to press; light
vote. Probable victory for woman suffragists. South Dakota, very small vote.
Republican judges probably elected.
Maryland, Dem., by 18,000 majority.
Kansas; county elections only, Republican gains over Populists.
Nebraslm,
vote close, between Harrison, Rep., for
Supreme court justice, and Holcomb, Pop.
Chicago, reports indicate election of
Gary, about whom the fight centered.
New Jersey, overwhelming Rep. and
anti-race track victories, Kentucky, Dem.
by big majority,
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New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
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Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
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\ Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
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na.per, 50 cents.
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DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Prine. cloth, $1.

Pushed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.
Price, cloth $1.

A Thoug·htless Yes.

THE LORD SAYS THEY SHALL EAT EACH OTHER.
Therefore the fathers shall eat the sons in the midst of thee, and the sons shall
est their fathers: and I will execute judgements in thee, and the whole remnant of
thee will I scatter into all the winds.-Ezek. v. 10.

Thomas Paine's

CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman- The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecnt10n-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Onr Ancestors - Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
9R Lo.favette nlaoe. New York
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Books by S. P. Putnam•

.A.ge of Reason anu Examina•
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8vo. 800 pp.•
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Comte and Rousseau. By 0
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The New God. Price;lo cents.
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Theological Works: "Age of
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ARTHUR B. MOSS,

Creed of Christendom.

An thor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Its Foundation Contruted wlth Its Superstructure,
By W. R. GREG.

BY

Christian!~!Sn~-editor
~~b~volution. Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
J. M. WHEELER,
of Freethtnlcer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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By REv.
Prioe,15 oentl!.

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~U; Price1 20 cents.

A New Ameri-

Golden Throne, A Roma~ce.

"The. ~n

thor certainly has ~emus. The divrne
creative spark is withm him. The book .is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed 1n
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Tlirone.'"
-ITngerRoll. Price, $1.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentnry
Infidel and the Galilean &former, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and ·neva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of ·Eden in
whka itli snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis Ie~end-1s shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
· THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Essay.on

a. T. Fox, M.A.

Addreaa th.la oflloe.

wandermgs,

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5lt
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich· with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tlie living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
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THE FOOL-kiLLER.

"I am after the credulous n1asses.
And 1 scalp the hlockheacls who lu:•ve ha•r.
7/nd I plant t"n n-ry _grave :~a,-d the asses
/lnd fools who keep foolt"ng wdh pPa9'e1· ,'
13u f: the f'.oolishest fools 111 crecd,on
Are the fools who assemble to pray
To G.od ..for the sms of q ncdtonAnd 'tis them l om q.f_ter to d.!J.y l f ' '
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THE FOOL-KILLER AFTER VICTIMS.
James Mill, Jo.ll..J. Stuart Mill, Mira bean, Rober
OwenJ~Thoma.s Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer1.Rab3
lais, w inwood Reade, Madame Rolan.!, ueorEe
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John
Tolan!!! Vanim, Volne_L, Voltaire, James Watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Priae. 25 cents.

How To Preserve Healt~. Darwin and After Darwin. Is Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.

By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it,
tnat it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.
Price, cloth..l gilt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE.t4 00.
28Lafavette place. New York.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEll(G

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J. RolllANEs.
A systematic Exposition of what may be termed
the Darwini8m of Darwin, and intenrled to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to profa.- sed naturahstR.
Mr. Homanes is well known as one of t.he most
interesting of Rnglish writers upon evolution.
besides rankmg with Professor Huxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his ~onclnsion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural cansati.,n, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence ol
~upernatnral design. . . . Adapt-ation and
beanty are alil<e receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrelymechanical philo"ophy...
All nature has thns been trHnRformed before th~
view of the pre•ent .:eneration in a manlier. ann
to an extent that has never before been pos,Ihle:
and inasmuch as the change which has taliell
place ha• taken pla~e in the direction of 1_1at ural.
1sm, and this to t.he !lxtent of rend~rmg 1h.e
mechanical intPrpretatlon of nature nmversal. 11
i~ no wonder if tlie religions minrl has sudden!;;
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th~
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:vGod?"
.
llinstrate.faa::~e, cl~}fE:*fRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
to the Religion of the Fntnre. Cloth. $1.
of its Rise and Decline: Oloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws.
of Nature. Oloth, ~1.
OoNTENTS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Tes· Household Remedies for the Prevalent
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
Disorders of the Human Organism. Oloth, $1.
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers Zoological Sketches: A. Contribution to
Oompetent 1 The Fathers Quoted Ill! Scripture
By BRONSON D. KEELER

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illnstr&ted by H. Faber. Oloth'"'-eg.__
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
118 LrJayette plaoe. New York.

L K. Washburn's Wnrks.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A. law

Travels in Faith.

The False Teaching of the Christian
· Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

BY OAFT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.

Being the story of his mental journey from
orthocioxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price. 10 cents.

CHEAP EDITION.

a miniRter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
cmsade of one against the Uolorado beetle!"
Price. 10 centa. ·

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price. 5 cents.

.
INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTa. Christianity a Fiction.
BEDS.
...

I

••

Rellgioos Problems~ Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents,

BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

--o--

Being true accounts of the passing away of tpe

The Bible of Nature: A. Contribution following persons, thus refuting the many Chris-

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development The Secret of th~ East; or, The Origin
of the Canon.
of the Christian Religion and the Significance

Books Which are Now Oa.lled Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Ohristian Oanon.
l'aper,&O oente: cloth, 'IG centll.

This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
25 cents.
Price,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

tian slanders upon them and ot.Rers:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Oarliele,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anachars\s Olootz, Anthony Oollins, Auguste Comte, Oondoraet~-.Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus D.rwin. Delambre. Denis Dirlerot.
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Glbbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Beth·
irin&Wn 1 Hobbes, Austin Holyoa.ke, Victor Hugo,
B.ume, Littre,
Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,

Astronomical and Astrologlcal Origin of all Religions.

Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
A~~rARS

THE 'T'RTT'I'H RF.F:KF.R.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

I

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BtmE!I DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 ~nt.s
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethoughi Press.
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FOUR. HUNDRED YEARS
oF FREETHOUGHr

Four Hundred Ye~rsofFreethought.
BY

SAMUEL

P.

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object o£ this work is to present the Course of Freeth ought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History.
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splenoid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled. with Freedomls most. shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing ·can be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Worker;:; of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Hat·monious and ]Iagnificcnt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the~ added glory of
'WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($12 in
all), and we will send
the Getter--up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
F
HUNDRED YEARS 0
F R E E T H 0 U G li T,"
! FREE OF CHARGES

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevaili11g but unorganized Influence in every Department of Humau Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Org:1nized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should. be justly understood
·
•
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
And further, to a1d our friends in
, The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
getting this book for themselves, we
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation. will offer
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
1

Copernicus.
Bruno.
·Galileo.
!:;pinoza.
Kepler.
Descartes.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Newton.
Hum e.
Humboldt.
·Hobbs.
Lyell.
Kant.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
~ndall.
Comte.
Huxley.
Buchner.
Feuerbach.

Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe:
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Boccaccio.
Rabalais.
Cervantes.
Marlowe.
Shakspere.
Gibbon.
Burns.
Shelley.
Byron.
Pushkin.
Tchernychewsky.

Lessing.
Schiller.
Goethe.
George Sand.
George Eliot.
Victor Hugo.
Emerson.
Heine.
Thoreau.
Whitman.
Ingersoll.

Voltaire.
Rousseau.
French Salon.
French Revolution.
i Thomas Paine.
• Jefferson.
1 Mazzinni.
Bentham.
Mill.
Garabaldi.
Heinzen.

I

Gambetta.
Castelar.
Bradlaugh.
Garrison.
Phillips.
Parker.
Sumner.
Lincoln.
Bakounine.
Warren.
Petrofsky.

Madame Roland.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Ch.Ud.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
SuHan B. Anthony.
Matild \Joslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

To the New S'ubscribers as a
P'remium,
post free, a copy in boards of

0
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T
I

•

estament Stones
COffl/CU
• j'll.f /,'Z'IJUStrate d

By WA'ISON HESTON,

THE GRE!TFS'f BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of F'reethought.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to orgauize\1 Freet lwugh t and the Liberal
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secnlar Thought, Freethinkers' Magamiums there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the Xmerican Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secula.r Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identifieLl with :Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinctiop. in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
.T. P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Eliznr Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt, R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watt'l,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm ~m1th,
Lucy N. Colmall,
Lilhan Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED

BIOGRAPHIES,

and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which \yill be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be foun(l such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freptlwught.
·
. 1\Ir. Pntl!am is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
poss1ble moment.
·

The 'JUt me of' every Subscriber who sends fitJe dollwrs bef'o're the WO'f'k is on the I''~',. s.'i
will be enrolled 'in tl"i8 book. DON'T .FAI.L :1'0 SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain

Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits,
It will be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home aml the fireside. It will be a book to give 'c!'
your friends when they as~, What is Freethought-what hrts it done and what is it doing in the world'!
This is the :r:nost m:nversa~ pre~entation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freetllillh
can afford to be Without It. It 1s a hbrary in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SE~KER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
II Handbook of Freethought,'' in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new suliscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four ·New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us. ·
It ought not to be difficult to gtlt
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years·of Freethougbt" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Fo'UT New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
w'ill have their nu me~S enrolled in its sh'ininy pages.
THE

TRUT~I

SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.
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its courts, its camps, its commerce ; King of its colThe Woman's Christian Temperance Union is a leges and cloisters ; King of its customs and constiChrist and his law, the true basis
well-organized and powerful society. It is inter- tutions.
F011NDED BY D. Mo BENNETTe
of
government
and
the supreme authority in national
nationaL It holds in its grasp the consciences of
as
in
individual
life."
The Christian Statesman's
E. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. millions of women. The elements of good in it
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
blind the eyes of many careless and well-meaning capital letters are in themselvs evidence of treason
people to its reactionary and dangerous character. to the Republic, which can accept no King. We
NOVEMBER 18, 1893. It is popular, and educativ in scme directions, and can well believe Miss Willard's statement. ObSATURDAY, hence draws to itself many who do not believe in serving, thoughtful men and women hav long
S11BSCKIP'riON KATES.;
the religi 1us and theocratic objects of the organi- known that the Woman's Christian Temperance
Bingle subscription, in advance ........••••...•..•••...•••..•••• 3 00 zation. But their adherence adds to its strength, Union, ostensibly a temperance society, is in reality
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00
an auxiliary, a feeder, of the church. And it is
Two new subscribers ............................................. :i 00 and givs it an appearance of breadth and liberality
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 to which it is not entitled. And its associations and more than this: Not merely is it its purpose to
One suhscription with two new subscribers, in one remitconvert the world to Christ, but to place in the
tance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . " ·oo atmosphere must demoralize, to a greater or less
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitdegree, the Freethinkers who are enrolled in its hands of the Christian church the reins of civil govtance ....••.•................................................ S :iO
membership. The commendable but misdirected enment. In its thought there is no longer Jesus,
One subscription with four new Aubilcribers, in one remittance .•••........•.........................•.•••..••.•..••...10 oo desire to "do good " which affiliated them with a big- the sacrifice, the mediator, the savior, but Christ,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
oted body will inevitably carry them along with the the sacrificer, the ruler, the king. Persuasion and
remittance.
majority until they find themselvs advocating the argument are only expedients-the law and the
sword are finally to settle all controverted points
Monev shoula be sent llV express oompanv's monev oraer, closer union of church and state, like Miss Willard,
vostal oraer, ara.rt on New Yor.t, or llV reotsterea letter. or behind prison bars, like the White Cappers of in religion and morals. These women are making
A.aaress oommuntoattons ana malee araJts, checles, post-ot!lce
Stromsberg, Nebraska. The Union is Christian in a way, not for the churches, simply, each of which
E. M. MA OlJONA.LlJ,
ana exPress monev oraers pavable to
28 LaJavette place, New Yorle.
name, reactionary in purpose, theocratic in spirit, is a voluntary aggregation of individuals brought
arbitrary in methods. Crimes, such as that com- together by a similarity of belief and held in union
SPECIAL NOTICE--We shall be obliged to our mjtted in Nebraska, show us how closely related in by a common purpose, but for the Church, a body
readers H they will send us the na.-e a.nd address of
essentials are these Woman's Christian Temperance politic, whose fundamental tenets are God, Christ,
a.ny Freethluk.er who is not a. regular subscriber.
Union moralists and the mob moralists of other and Bible, and the units of which are brought and
sections, such as the women whippers of Indiana, held together by "the cohesiv power of public plunSOllE HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
Missouri, and Arkansas. And they indicate also der." By the quoted clause we mean that in the
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- how easily and quickly moralistic emotions, subject church-state it is not sincere belief and a life ordered
in accordance with definit principles that giv title
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- to no other restraint than that of religion, blossom
into hate and bear fruit in atrocious and cruel to honorable membership, but profession of belief in
ing handsome premium offers:
crimes. These women started out to force absti- the dogmas acceptance of which is a prerequisit to
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
nence from intoxicating liquors upon all in the name the holding of any position of trust, power, or
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's " Four Hundred
of a Christ who demonstrated his divinity by making emolument in the state, which is the church, pracYears of ]'reethought" ($5). By taking advantage
wine out of water for a crowd already drunk, and they tically. No man can hold office who is not an acof this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo,it
claimed for this crusade the sanction of a Bible which cepter of the creed of the church-state. This has
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
might well be termed" The Drunkard's Handbook: of been from the beginning the declared purpose of
the country should not possess this splendid work.
Precept and Example." From this starting point the National Reform Association. It wants only
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one of violence and fraud it was but a short step to the ·• godly" men on guard. Of course, this can be
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" decoying, stripping, and savage whipping of girls made possible in appearance only. Shrewd, un($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a who are the victims of a social system for which the scrupulous men are bound to mount the ladder of
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be Christian church is largely responsible. In the fame to the citadel of power, no matter how many
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New presence of the social evil Christianity has ever perjuries they commit. It is very easy to secure
Rochelle.·
stood utterly helpless. A stranger to the scientific nominal acceptance of a creed when you make such
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one spirit and method, it has not deemed it necessary acceptance the condition of possession of office, so
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and to inquire regarding causes. It has assumed that cial position, or wealth. The God-ill-the-Constituthere is but one cause for all evil, and that that is tion bigots are bidding for hypocrits. They can
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
get them. They are getting them. Every time
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one the innate corruption of the human heart. So it has
they succeed in inducing a municipality, a state, or
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- always striven to " stamp out" vice and to destroy
the
nation to take another step in the direction of
ory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one those who cannot win ethically in the sadly unequal
the
church-state
which is the goal of their ambiwants this book. It has over a thousand large struggle with bad heredity and poverty. The Stromation, they open new places for hypocrits, and the
berg
barbarity
is
merely
an
illegal
manifestation
of
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
hypocrits are always ready and eagar to profess
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies the same spirit of vengeance against the women vicChrist
and him in power for an office or the hope of
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific tims of i:cequitable conditions that constantly finds
one.
This
is why we say that the success of the
expression in legal fines, imprisonment and expamatters.
theocratic
party,
one wing of wtich is the Woman's
triation. Perhaps in no other city in this country
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
Christian
Temperance
Union, will put in control of
is the dominance of the church more complete than
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textthe
civil
power
the
church,
an ecclesiastical organin Pittsburg, and in no other city is the treatment
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
ization
held
together
by
"the
cohesiv power of
of women of the half world more foolish and crueL
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year Hundreds, if not thousands of unfortunate women public plunder." We repeat the phrase, for we
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" are turned into the streets to steal or starve, so in- know of no other so exactly and graphically dein boards ($2).
adequate are the resources of " Christian civiliza- scriptiv.
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year tion" to deal with the problem their existence preWe are warned by all the tyrannies and martyr($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- sents. It is perfectly safe to say that not one in a doms of the past to beware of the political church.
ally lllustrated," ~n cloth covers ($1.50).
hundred of those activ in the crusade against them We cannot afford to temporize with it. Though
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one would furnish one of them with honorable and re- their forms and names change with the fleeting
centuries, religions and priests are essentially the
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically munerativ employment in his household.
These observations are called out by the Strom- same, yesterday, to-day, and forever. The liberties
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
of the nation that puts into their keeping the scepter
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books berg outrage taken in connection with an utterance of Miss Willard, president of the Woman's of power, are by that act of folly thrown away.
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedChristian Temperance Union, in her address at the Not only does the past warn us, but the present
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can national convention held at Nashville. She declared also. On every hand are revealed the serpentin
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our that the Union has "one vital, organic thought, tricks and the tigerish ferocity of the priesthood.
present readers will call the attention of their one absorbing purpose, one undying enthusiasm. Protestant or Catholic, it matters not which; both
friends to the values offered.
It is that Christ shall be this world's King-King of must be watched and resisted. We see what the
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What They Are After.
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Woman's Christian Temperance Union is capable
of now, and what it intends to do when it comes
into possession of greater power. That we hav
not misinterpreted Miss Willard's statement of its
objects is shown by the Christian Statesman's
declaration that no "more ringing, national reform
sentences were ever uttered than those of the
president of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union."
"Christ and his law, the true basis of government and tl:le supreme authority in national as
in indiVidual life." These are all-inclusiv, bold,
traitorous words. They are pregnant with ominous
meanings.
They suggest proscription ; they
threaten persecution; they prophesy martyrdom.
Freethinkers, friends of justice, equal rights, and
human liberty, read these quoted sentences once
more, and again and yet again. Grasp fully their
meaning; realize all that they imply and forbode,
and then act. Act calmly, wisely, fearlessly, unceasingly. It is a campaign of education upon
which we hav entered. The people must be enlightened, for only an enlightened citizenship can
successfully cope with a priesthood which seeks to
rule through the state. Remember Ingersoll's
words : "Let the church but touch again the
sword of power and the splendid fruit of all the
ages will turn to ashes on the lips of men."

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freebhought. l'he church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
al'_e a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza.
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress : "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers ab the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will offer them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in

these clubs of four, and a copy of " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, .we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

Sunday Enforcement in Missouri.
The Sunday battle is on in Missouri. In Kansas
City the barber-shops were first closed and then the
grocery stores. N.ow the enforcers are getting evidence against the saloons. Presumably the turn of
the theaters, street-cars, and Sunday trains will
come soon.
A barber at Mexico, Mo., was fined one dollar and
costs for Sunday shaving. The case was carried to
the Court of Appeals and Judge Gill decided that
shaving on Sunday was not a necessity, as it was
made necessary by the negligence of the individual.
Now, while admitting that putting in defense the
plea of necessity is not to be condemned as evasiv
or cowardly, we nevertheless should much prefer
the issue to be made along the line of constitutional
right and equal liberty. No citizen should be compelled to show that an act which he does at his own
cost is an act of necessity. It is a personal affair.
It makes no difference to the preachers, to the Barbers' Union or to the courts whether he gets a shave
on Sunday because some overpowering necessity
compels him to do so, or through mere caprice.. In
other words, it is not the business of the preachtlrs,
the Barbers' Union or the courts, but his own. He
is the only one qualified to decide as to the necessity of his action. His face and his beard are his
own, or should be, and if he chooses to pay a barber ten cents for manipulating the one and removing the other on Sunday he has precisely the same
right to do so that he has to buy the same service
on Monday. And the barber's constitutional and
equal right to perform the service on Sunday is exactly the same as his his right to do so on Monday.
This is the only question involved. It is the one
issue that should be fought out in the courts, and
at the polls if necessary. The ministers' union and
the barbers' union must be taught that they do not
own the consciences of the people, and that the independent barber's shop and tools are his own, to·
be rented by him at his own discretion.
.
As intimated before, we do not wish . to wholly
eschew the defense of" necessity." No man is under
obligations to be a martyr, and, if escape from fines
or imprisonment for violation of an unconstitutional
and iniquitous law seems probable through such a
defense the accused is justified in making it.
Furthermore, as the Sunday laws of most, if not all
the States allow the doing of "necessary " work on
that day the result of a trial where the defendant
relies upon the plea of necessity is dependent upon
the liberality and common sense of the judge. The
widest conceivable or a very narrow construction of
the law is equally possible. A broad-minded judge
will be very apt to decide that the individual immediately concerned is the best judge as to the necessity of· his Sunday work, while a Sabbatarian bigot
will interpret the law in such a way as to giv delight
to those like himself. Others will find various ways
to make the law as little oppressiv in fact as they
can while upholding it in theory. Every time the
clerics and their allies and dupes are beaten a
step forward has been taken, even if the real issue
has not been as sharply defined as it should hav
been. No one can question the exceedingly great
value of the open World's Fair, although the Sun-

day monopolists were beaten on technicalities and
side issues. The moral effect of victory is not to be
despised.
To return to the Missouri struggle: Judge Gill's
decision was based on foolish reasoning, and his
"opinion" is offensive and impudent. He ha~ no
business to uphold a decision against the barber who
worked on Sunday on the flimsy pretense that the
customer had been guilty of "negligence " in not
getting shaved before Sunday. Perhaps this man
was in the habit of getting shaved every day. In
that case, what becomes of the j~dicial clap trap
about negligence? In every such instance Judge
Gill would be compelled, by his own logic, to
discharge the offending barber. Would he do itT
J. B. Smith, manager of the Midland Hotel in
Kansas City, refused to close his barber shop on
Sunday, and so notified the Barber's Union. He
says that Sunday shaving is a necessity, as viewed
from the hotel standpoint. "I purpose to spend
some money in contesting the point," he declares.
This is good, so far as it goes. Let us hope that
some one will make a fight on still broader grounds.
There are any number of " Sabbath Observance
Unions." Is it not about time that a "Sunday Defense Association " was formed? We submit that
the hour is ripe for action. We need a compact,
active, aggressive society devoted to this work
alone. A fund should be raised to fight the "Sabbath " robbers wherever they appear. The issue
must be met sometime, and that soon. The longer
we sit with folded hands the more bitter and costly
the struggle when we do decide to defend ourselves.

Agents Wanted. ·
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Illus.:
trated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does· here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.
Victor E. Lennstrand, the intrepid leader of the
Swedish Freethought party, is sick again, and has
had to submit to a surgical operation.
The editor of our children's corner spoke to an
audience of nearly 2,500 Sunday before last at Fall
River, Mass., where she resides and holds municipal
office. Every seat to the topmost gallery was filled.
Her topic was what she saw at the World's Fair.
The local papers compliment her highly upon the
lecture.
In view of the craze for repressiv legislation in
the interest and at the demand of multitudinous
cliques, factions, and sects a Georgia journalist
rises to inquire why some one "does not introduce
a bill to prevent the consumption of wormy chestnuts." Does he not see that this would be destructiv of the sermon industry?
We shall soon hav ready in neat pamphlet form
Miss Susan H. Wixon's address at the International
Congress-" Woman, Four Centuries of Progress."
Of this address W. C. Sturoc, of Sunapee, N. H.,
says : " It was really the ablest and cleanest effort
of that day (Woman's Day), and left the orator
standing high up in the estimation of all." The
price of this pamphlet will be oiily ten cents.
"The secret ballot law doesn't prevent God's seeing the
ballot you select. "-New York Voice.
But then, you know, "God is no respecter of persons," and so it does. not matter if he does know
who your favorits are. And if he did care, who
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cares ? This is not his government, but the people'~>, and when they devised the secret ballot law
they were thinking of the ward boss and the domineering employer, not of an alien, who can neither
register nor vote.

-------------------

It is reported that the members of the Ohio
senate hav agreed to hereafter employ no women
as clerks and assistants, owing to scandals said to
hav grown out of the employment of such help in
the past. This seems a very flimsy pretext. Why
any discrimination should be made in favor of men
as against equally competent women we cannot
understand. It would not be surprising to find
that some meddling minister is at the bottom of the
mischjef.
Anent the S'tromsberg mobbing the Minneapolis

Progressive .Age tersely remarks : " The female
lynchers are all 'respectable ladies ' and members of
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.. What
was the motive of the crime? Was it to reform
the girls? Hardly. No. It was to gratify a vulgar appetite for excitement, and virtue was made
the pretext. It would be well for those-let us call
them females-to remember the man who said, 'Go
and sin no more.' "
A Swedish church at Hyde Park, a suburb of
Chicago, had lately become convinced that the hour
for the general wind-up of all sublunary affairs was
at hand. On Sunday, October 5th, thirty-five
women donned their ascension robes and waited
expectantly in the church for the sounding of the
archangel's trump. As usual, he failed to keep the
appointment. The women watched all day and far
into the night, but they saw nothing of the herald
of the "risen Lord." He did not even send a telegram explaining the cause of his non-appearance.
In this he was discourteous, to say the least.
The Sunday question is to the front in all parts
of the country. Some time since one of the Presbyterian churches of Columbia, South Carolina, expelled Sadie Means because she worked in the
telephone exchange on Sunday. The Charleston
presbytery sustained the Columbia church. Then
the South Carolina synod took a hand and ordered
the Second church to " restore Sadie M. Means to
all her rights and privileges as a member in full communion in said church.'' Whereupon the pastor
of the Second church gave notice on behalf of the
Charleston presbytery that the case would be appealed to the general assembly. When God gets
into the Constitution such cases will be settled by
the civil courts.
The World asked several well-known people
what they thought of the candidacy of Judge Maynard, nominated by the Democratic party for judge
of the Court of Appeals in this .state. Among those
interrogated wasT. De Witt Talmage. He replied
that he had had no time to investigate the charges
and, anyway, he did not know what to believe about
any candidate, so full was the air of misrepresentations. And he concluded with this : " My hope is
in God and not in political parties." This is pretty
good, considering the fact that he knows nothing
abo~t God, while he can and does know something
concerning parties and their candidates. He is
willing to take God wholly on trust but will not
express an opinion even of a man because he does
not know all about him.
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The temerity of the ministers is something phe- Leeds's. "Few evils can be so easily suppressed,"
nomenal.
comments the Statesman. The Quaker inquisitor
might turn his attention, when he gets through
"A candidate on the Prohibition ticket in Massachusetts announces that the Lord is on his lrlde. If that is with the theaters, to the Bible. Every Sunday it
true the Lord might as well get ready for a bad snowing is in the hands of millions of susceptible young peounder."-Kansas CityJournal.
ple, and no one can estimate the evil which it does.
"That's what the scribes and pharisees said nearly
nineteen hundred years ago. But while Christianity still "Get some Christian lawyer to allow you to copy
marches on, Caiaphas and Herod are in a place, we fear, the law and then kindly call the attention of"where they would giv anything to be ''snowed under " Sunday-school superintendents to its provisions!
for even five minutes. "-New York Voice.
On second thought, we move that Josiah W. Leeds
The Voice should not jest
that heartless man- be appointed a committee of one to prepare an
ner. As to the Massachusetts' candidate, he is mis- expurgated Bible for the use of Sunday-schools,
taken about God being on his side, or else the Bible Epworth Leagues, Christian Endeavor Clubs, the
writers hav forged God's name in a wholesale and Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and the
scandalous way, for in the sacred record his signa- home. It will be much smaller than the present
ture is appended to hundreds of pro-liquor docu- edition.
ments. Besides, he was the patentee and original
''It is a fact that givs one a feeling of awe that of the
manufacturer of alcohol. ·
Christians sprinkled among this number so few were

in

Government by preacher is becoming daily more
popular and common in this unhappy country.
Here is a peculiarly flagrant case, illustrating the
superlativ impudence of the clerics and the abject
subserviency of the "powers that be." At Topeka,
Kan., on October 8th, Rev. M. Sheldon, in his forenoon sermon, inveighed after the manner of hig kind
against a balloon ascension that was advertised to
take place that afternoon at the fair grounds. In
his congregation was Police Commissioner Whiting,
who immediately ordered the chief of police to
prevent the ascension, which he did. Necessarily
every such success emboldens the insolent ecclesiastics .and makes more slavish the civil authorities.
The difference between parties is inappreciableRepublican or Democrat, or Populist. as in this
instance-all meekly take their orders from the
church.
To those credulous people who harbor the delusion that the sponsors of the proposed 16th
Amendment to the national Constitution intend to
really separate church and state we commend the
following excerpt from the leading editorial in a
recent number of the Christian Statesman:
"Most appropriate of all legislativ celebrations of
'1900 A.D.' in our land would be the passage by Congress
and the state legislatures, in. these intervening years, of
the proposed 16th Amendment, forbidding the states (as
Congress only is now forbidden) to unite church and
state or make sectarian appropriations, coupled with a
preamble to the national Constitution that shall giv our
Christian institutions that constitutional protection in
the future which custom has afforded in the past, by incorporatin,q into our fundamental law that famous
opinion of our national Supreme Court, ' This is a
Christian nation.' "

The italics are ours.

Is comment needed 1

The Christian Stanilard, in a paroxysm of denunciation of the nude in the Art Palace at the
World's Fair, inflicts this upon a long-suffering
world:
" It is nothing in its favor that papers and reporters
champion it, and literary and social somewhats admire it.
They do the like in some countries as to bull-fights; in
others, as to duels; in others, as to slavery; and in our
own country, as to race-courses and saloons. They are
all of a piece, and all stand on the same basis of lust."
What is to be thought of the brain that can
place in one category of abominations chattel
slavery and a picture of a beautiful human body!
And this man, wholly lacking in the faculty of discriJ:!1ination, utterly unable to segregate the like
and differentiate the unlike, is one of a party of
fanatics who think that the state should force their
abortions of ide~s upon all the people. The pros"NEw CASTLE, PA., Nov. 5.-Rev. Mr. Bigham, bne of pect of their accession to complete power is truly
the oldest United Presbyterian ministers in this neighborhood, while preaching at Plain Grove to-day, suddenly an enrapturing one.
became incoherent and rambling in his speech. Before
Among the institutions which the church thinks
his congregation recovered from its amazement he fell
heavily to the floor. He had been stricken with pa- she has a special commission to supervise (when
ralysis. Physicians state that he cannot recover."
she cannot suppress it) is her old enemy and rival,
This is one of the most startling and wholesale the theater. One of the edit.orial contributors of
warnings which we remember to hav ever read. the Christian Statesman, Josiah W. Leeds, a perJust think of it! Why, if this is true, nearly every verted Quaker, reported by telegraph· to the
minister in the country is in imminent danger of national convention of the Woman's Christian
being killed by a stroke of paralysis. Just before Temperance Union, in session at the time in
Mr. Bigham fell he "became incoherent and ram- Chicago, that a theater manager's advertising
bling in his speech." It was all the warning that agent had just been convicted in the quarter
was vouchsafed. But how many such warnings are sessions court of Philadelphia for exposing
given every Sunday I ~d they are ·all unheeded. "indecent" show bills.
The victory was Mr.

killed, so few wounded, and so few su:ffered in any way.
In many cases theirs were marvelous instances of escape.
Houses left standing when all around were in ruins, so
as to cause the heathen themselvs to make comments as
to why this should be so. We are bound to acknowledge
that God took care of his own."
The foregoing chunks of wisdom dropped from
the pen of Miss Bickersteth, when she was writing
her" Japan As We Saw It," and hav reference to
the great earthquake of Nagoya and its victims.
If we believed in a God we should say that. such
talk was rank blasphemy, for we can conceive of no
worse blasphemy against any person than to
attribute to him criminal intentions and actions.
But as we hav no God to defend we are compelled
to regard Miss Bickersteth's expressions as immeasurably stupid. Could any woman-or manlook out upon the world through a more narrow
aperture! We do not see how it could be possible.
Is Miss Bickersteth a near blood relativ to Talmage T There is a kinship, surely. God cares for
his "own"? By the logic of this argument the
numberless supposedly Christian victims of accident and natural convulsions must hav been Infidels or pagans in disguise !
"The national reform movement stands on this platform.
It opposes both to secularism and to church and state Christianityand the state It seeks to organize all the friends of

Christian civil government against the encroachments and
revolutionary demands of secularism. For in this conflict
the advocates of secularism are the assailants. Their watchwordR are 'discontinue,' 'repeal,' 'abrogate,' 'abolish.'
They find the .Bible in our public schools, and demand
its expulsion. They hear the voice of prayer in our halls
of legislation, and demand that it be hushed. The oath,
With its solemn appeal to God, is administered to witnesses and jurors in our courts, and to our officers of
government, and the demand is made that it shall be
abolished. In these and many other ways the government has been and is connected with Christianity, without any union of church and state; and this existing connection of state and religion, which secularism labors to
destroy, the National Reform Association strives to defend and maintain."-Dr. McAllister's Manual oj Christian Civil Government.

Those are splendid watchwords. We would discontinue the payment of public money for the
teaching of Protestantism in the/public schools ;
we would repeal all laws which exempt church property from equal taxation with the homes of the
people ; we would abrogate all the unconstitutional
and outrageous Sunday statutes ; we would abolish
all the Christian adjuncts of civil government. It
is only a dishonest trick of speech to advocate
"Christian civil government " in one breath and
declarim against " church and state " in the next.
There can be no connection of any religion with
civil government which is not at the same time and
inevitably a union of church and state. Every
chaplain who draws a dollar for his religious work
in army or prison or Congress is a living refutation
of Dr. McAllister's deceptiv disclaimer.
Readers will aid the cause by forwarding us
names of their friends who might be interested in
sample copies of THE T:aUTJ:I SEEKER.
" Happy is the man that fi.ndeth wisdom, and the
man that getteth understanding," provided he understands that "God's ways are not our ways" and
that no matter how many people he used to kill, it
was all right. They were no doubt Infidels and,
were in the habit of asking questions,
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"As A. :Man Thinketh so is He."•

lofty right and privilege and duty as a citizen of
such government, by doing all that he could to
place in power the best and worthiest candidates.
He argued that citizens who do not vote should
either be forced to vote or else be " disgraced by
having the franchise taken from them and being placed upon the footing where they belong"with "aliens, idiots, and criminals."
Well, that same paper had an editorial on the
same day in which women were sneered at for
wanting to register and vote-for not wishing to be
placed upon a footing with •" aliens, idiots, and
criminals," for taking an interest in placing
the best candidates in office, for taking an interest
in the welfare of the government whose benefits
they enjoy as citizens-in so far as the proscribed
class of "aliens, idiots, criminal, anil women " may
be supposed to enjoy these and other things.
Another rather amusing illustration I shall giv
you.
All this past six months the papers hav teemed
with the "squabbles" of the lady managers of the
World's Fair, and t.hey said that such unseemly
conduct showed anew " the folly of placing women
in charge of large affairs, for which they are, and
will ever be, wholly unfitted hy nature." I went
out to Chicago during the World's Fair, and while
I did hear a good deal of difference of opinion and
discussion among these women, it seemed to me a
most normal and healthy sign, a promising indication of individuality and independence of thought
of those who differed and did not feel that it was
absolutely necessary to go about all day long saying yes to everything that anybody else said.
Well, these same papers called the differences (of
which there were quite as many) in the men's board
of managers, "another spirited debate," etc., but
never a " squabble."
But if, perchance, they bad been so designated,
who ~ould ~av argued from that that it proved
"the mcapamty of all men (by nature) to deal with
such topics "? Need I make the application!
We hav heard ever since we were born-and some
of us are in danger of believing it-that whatever
the feminine brain might achieve it could never,
never, never be good at mathematics, because in
the scheme of nature, as interpreted by man, it
wasn't constructed that way. Well, 9. year or two
ago a Miss Fawcett, of London, stood in the Cambridge examination above the senior wrangler.
When this was pointed out as proof that it was not
sex .i? brain w~ich had kept most women from high
achievements m math~matics, we were met by the
reply; "Oh,. certainly; but she is an exception!
She IS not hke other women "-a discovery about
Miss Fawcett which had not been . made, by the
way, up to that time. Do you see where that will
lead? She is something of an exception not only
to women in general (since she, is the first to take
such rank), but to men in general, since it remains
yet for ~ven one man to prove that he is capable of
the achievement! The ratio is rather on woman's
s~de, isn't it 1 And time certainly is on his side,
smce he has the records of all the " exceptional "
men from the time the first university was estahl~shed to place against that of a petty scrap of time
smce woman has ever been permitted (as Miss
Fawcett was) to eat the crumbs from the college
table!
At our own Johns Hopkins recently it was a
woman-the mother of children-who achieved
the following, in what would seem to be a peculiar}~ u~ikely field for women.
Johns Hopkins
Umversity has enrolled among its students this
year a rather remarkable woman in the person of
Mrs. Arthur Davis. Before her marriage she graduated ':l'ith high honors from Columbia university in
Washmgton. She passed a perfect examination
fm the nautical almanac office, making one hundred
per cent., while her competitors, all men, and all
college graduates, retired from the examination
room early in the day, unable to solve the problems
presented. She invented a Washington-Greenwich
table, which is now in observatory use. She will
study for the degree of doctor of pl::ilosophy. The
paragraph does not state, but the fact is, that she
some time ago found and corrected blunders in the
nautical tables which hav stood the test of timeand masculine scholarship-for lo, these many
years.
.
They headline her as "rather a remarkable
woman !'' Of course she is not an ordinary woman;
but the "rather remarkable man" who will achieve
the. s~me trium~h has yet to appear ; and again the
raho IS on the side of the proscribed and incompetent sex.
" There has never been a female Shakspere " is
an argument often put forth to prove that the highest mental achievement in literature is beyond
*Helen H. Gardener's lecture before the Science Ser- woman's scope-that "nature has incapacitated
mon's Society.
her." There has never been but one male ShakLADIES AND GENTLEMEN: When I waR asked to come
here to-night and speak upon this platform "as
the reprtlsentativ of Woman," I began wondering
which of the infinit varieties of womankind I was expected to represent; and I thought if it took such
a number of distinguished and able men to represent Man, that I was surely expected to inflate myBEllf tremend0usly if I was to represent Woman with
a large W. But I accepted the invitation as a good
"sign" in the zodiac that. these gifted gentlemen
did not feel wholly capable and willing, as men hav
felt heretofore, and as the stupid and the aritrary
ones still feel, of doing all the feminin " representing" themselvs, so I agreed to come.
Then I fell to thinking that, although the very
originators of this new society hav probably not so
believed, yet it is true that the work of such an
organization will in the long run, mean more for,
and do more to benefit, women than men.
"Science Sermons!" The scientific method of
thought applied to the topics to be considered
whether they be of fact, of speculation, or of philosophy. Ah, that is a great step upward fot" both
Man and Woman; but in its application it will
mean to her, in addition to what it will mean to and
for him, all of that scope and opportunity of development which has so far bean his alone.
In the strictly scientific method of thought alone
will woman find her release from superstition and
the bondage which barbarity bound upon her. The
unreasoning emotionalism of woman herself, and
about woman by man, has bred more sorrow and
fed more crime than has alplost any other one
force.
Those who think unfairly act unfairly.
He whose mental processes are devious or befogged cannot be relied upon for conduct that shall
be direct and wholesome.
Did it ever occur to you that most minds filled
and educated by the unscientific method are like
jugs into which marbles are dropped 1 There is no
assimilation. The points of contact are so slight
and so evasiv that the mind itself never recognizes
the relations of the material or facts it stores away.
Each is a marble dropped in. It lies there alone.
There is no blending; no dovetailing; no instinctiv
and unconscious mingling which givs to the student
that grasp which enables him to see each thing in
its .relation to its fellows; which givs, in short, perspectiv or a sense of proportion, to his field of learning.
The result is that in after years much of the
ID:ass is utterly useless and the rest is so unevenly,
disconnectedly laid away in his mind that it is of
slight service. The application is as capricious and
as uncertain as the whims of a child. Let me giv
you two or three illustrations which I hav chanced
to stum~le ~pon in my reading in the past f w days,
and whiCh illustrate the results of the unscientific
"s~rmons" in school, in college, and in pulpit ;
which hav gone so far to form the minds of those
whose words I shall quote. These are taken quite
at random and are simply to suggest the results of
the old methods of mental gymnastics which we hav
heretofore called education. I am going to quote
first from a leading statesman. It will be necessary
fc~ ~s to a~sume (if any of us hav prejudices or
opmwns wht~h would lead us to think otherwise)
that these prmted words are the sincere opinions of
those who wrote or spoke them, and I for one believe there. i~ far .less mental dishonesty in' the
world that Is mtentwnal than there is of that which
is unintentional.
. An~ .remember that I am not going to" take
sides m these matters which I quote, but simply
show the illogical and unscientific results of the old
me~hods of education as they appear in expressions
whiCh we are bound to accept as sincere manifestations of the minds whi<?h gave them forth.
The first I take from a shining light, an able man
whether you agree with him or not. It is Senator
Sher~an. In a recent debate on the silver question
he sai.d : " Th~ government ought to encourage
every mdustry m every part of the country, but it
ought not to encourage those industries at the expe~se of the ~~terests of the whole people of the
Umted St~tes. .And t~at from a leading adYocate
of protectwn, tanffl His marbles don't assimilate.
His silver marble and his tariff marble are on different sides of his mental jug.
In the same paper I saw a glowing editorial urging every "good and loyal citizen" to register and
vote. The editor very eloquently argued that no
one was en~itled to the benefits of a free govern~ent who did not feel and show enough interest in
~ts welfare-:-who had not enoug~ pride in and patriotIsm for his country-to exermse his enobling and

spere. Well, there bas never been any male Miss
Fawcett, above the senior wrangler. There· has
never been a male Mrs. Davis ; but does this argue
that nature has incapacitated men for high achievement in mathematics, in nautical calculation-not
to mention "wrangling'"
But seriously, the unscientific wethod of thought
which leads to such non sequiter beliefs, editorials,
and squibs-or "arguments," as thE'ir authors
fondly believe them to be-would lead me to say, as
when I sat listening to the Senate discuss the silver
bill a few days ago : " Let us hear no more of this
idiocy of self government by men ! This ' squabble' proves anew that men are not fit for rulersergo, henceforth woman should make all laws and
rule as she sees fit," which no one would deplore
more than I. The scientific method handles premises and conclusions with a greater regard for
sequence.
According to the marble and jug method there
used to be a theory that if a man had epilepsy he
had been consorting with the devil-with a big Dand that he lad caught a lot of little devils.
Little devils of a migratory turn used to be as
numerous and as handy as " microbes " are now
when the doctors of medicin or of law or of theology
were digging around in their jug of marbles for information to giv out to their "lay" worshipers.
By and by they dropped the devil (as if he had
grown too hot) and took out their "witch" marble,
and their methods being the same their results were
quite as logical and as satisfactory to everybody
except, possibly, the witches.
I never had a chance-as they say in the South" to meet up with" a devil; but a yellr or so ago I,
with about seventy-five others, was taken on a
special train to visit the witches in their haunts
over in Salem, Mass. We were to hav two treatssee and learn all about the places where Nathaniel
Hawthorne lived and wrote, and visit (with guides
and instructors) "Witch Hill" and "the .. witch
house " and other scarey places. I saw, carefullypreserved in a sealed bottle, in the archiveA of the
courthouse, some of the round-headed pins that various witches had mysteriously inserted in the flesh
of sundry victims who had, later on, brought them
to justice . producing these " pointed" proofs of the
compact with the devil. I saw the "witch house."
We all stood-seventy-five of us-in the street to
look at it. We gazed at a small, old-fashioned
structure, the roof cf which (in common with most
of those about, which were of the old town) slanted
at a sharp angle from a peak or ridge pole. Our
guide was plied with questions from all sides.
" Why is it called the witch bouse,.,
The guide hummed and hawed, and gave no
legitimate reply.
"What did he say 1" "Why was it~, "Oh !"
"Don't he know~, "What did we come for?"
" Did one of the witches liv here?"
This last was addressed to the guide : " Well, I
don't just know that one of them lived here, but-"
Some one suggested that perhaps the judge who
tried them lived there or possibly it was the house
in which they were tried, orThe guide wa~;~ hard pressed and desperate ; and
it is only fair that I tell you that he was a college
professor, and was selected to pilot the party because of his learning and his witch and Salem
lore.
"Well," s~tid he, somewhat in desperation,
"I don't know that the judge who tried 'em lived
there, and I wouldn't like to say that it is the
house in which they were tried; but it is always
called the 'witch house,' and people come to see it
from everywhere.
Nobody ever asked before
why it was called that and I hav never looked that
up, but-"
Well, there we stood-seventy-five of us-in the
middle of the street-doctors, lawyers, mer~hants
teachers, writers, and men and women of leisur~
and of labor, all staring at that house, and that was
the information we had gone for from various cities
on a special expedition to obtain! That was the
.definitness
. and value of the information contained
m the JUg we had taken out as a guide, who was
familiar with the history of the town. At last some
one-determined to be appreciativ- exclaimed :
"Just see how the roof slants down!" and then we
all turned and wended our way to the special train,
and back to Boston I
Now, our guide, the professor, knew 1~ll the historical spots, and he took us to them, but right
there his stock of information ended, although he
had taken many others to see these same wonders.
His method of thought had put the marbles of fact
into his mental jug, and had taken them out from
time to time and dropped them back again, but
what he knew had no relation to anything else on
the topic. It began no place and ended nowhere.
Each was simply a cold, round, single fact dropped
among a lot of other miscellaneous, cold, round,
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isolated facts, and from a scientific point of view
might as well hav been a shot or a huckleberry.
That style of thought, that method of teaching
and of learning, which leaves simply a deposit of
the vagaries of nothingness as a result, is the very
antipodes of the " Science Sermon " method which,
as I understand it, is to be inaugurated here, according to which method of thought and teaching all
facts are related-lead somewhere-begin some
place-are a part of each and every other bit of
knowledge gained ; and instead of the echo of the
rattle of a half hollow jug of more or less valuable
marbles, will produce a mind so stored and developed that its unfolding will be like the spreading
of the branches of a great live oak; or better still,
like the sea, to which each river, or creek, or babbling rill brings its large or its small contribution
to "add to the one inextricable, mingled, powerful,
mighty whole which bears upon its bosom the
hopes, the wisdom, and the ambitions of man.
Perhaps it is not inappropriate for me to say
tha.t had it not been for the birth of the scientific
method of thought I would not stand here-no
woman would be represented here to-night.
Womanhood would be where superstition and authority placed it-under the feet of man! That
woman was created solely for his use, abuse, or pleasure was never doubted so long as" authority for truth
and not truth for authority" was accepted as the
creed of the world! And that is why I said at the
first, that however much movements like this,
which aim to achieve the true basis and method of
thought, may do for man-however much it may
mean for him-for woman it means salvation; and
therefore to the race, her children, it is the star of
hope. When both men and women shall be educated and learn to think by the scientific method
their children will cease to be born intellectual
cripples and moral idiots !
.i'his beautiful world does not need to be, as it
now is, a hospital, a prison, or a reformatory for
the majority of the race! If we only had the judgment-the accurate and scientific capacity of
thought to use them right-the materials are all
here to make us healthy, and happy, and good.
We hav been blindly throwing these materials together as a wasteful or a vicious cook pitches per.fect ingredients into the oven only to produce a
worthless or an unwholesome dish.
We hav but to apply the deft hand and the accurate eye of Science to make of this world an exquisit
garden filled with happy and healthy children, who
shall grow to manhood and womanhood lovers of
justice ; who shall be clear of head and clean of
heart-for " as .a man thinketh so is he."
HELEN H. GARDENER.
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for and working for, it is worth voting for. My J. L. Tompkins......... 1 00 J. H. Brown............. 5 0
Charlotte G. Palm.... '5 00
reports will show the success we may win if Bcmlder Liberals, Colorado. ................... 11 00 B_yron C. Parsons . . .. 2 00
we only pursue the right method.
This will Whitehall
Liberals.
Mrs. Chris. Scofield.. 5 00
be the chief line of work upon which our
Wisconsin ............. 10 00 C. T. Houser............ 1 00
efforts will be concentrated. In addition to this Dr. J. B. Schuller.... 5 00 G. E. Kraunske ....... 3 00
we hav several new campaign documents and Liberal League,Phila 10 00 Carl Hayden............ 2 00
Herman Wettstein.... 2 00 H. D. Ballard.. ... ... .. . 3 00
a. variety of Freethought literature which we E.
C. Sly.................. 1 00 A C. Bennett........... 1 00
wish to publish and distribute as early as possible. Christ. Schweitzer,.... 2 50 B. A. Roloson .......... 5 00
Lectures are a good means of spreading the cause John Springman....... 2 50 J. H. Schroeder........ 2 50
wherever they can be given, but there are thousands F. C. Schornhurst.... 2 00 n. E. Andersen......... 1 00
Mrs. Pafl'.... .. ... .. .. .. .. . 1 00 . .1!'. S. Kouhlin.... ... .. .. 1 00
of towns and villages where a lecture could not be M.
V. Dadisman....... 1 00 f
given at all. In such places we must rely upon the Leroy Dutton.......... 5 00,
Total.. ....... $174 00
distribution of Freethought literature. For this
Jo~ R. CHARLESWORTH,
purpose the Federation will shortly publish some
Sec. Freethought Federation of America,
small pamphlets, and friends desiring to help us
in this direction may do so at once by sending a
Paper vs. Gold.
subscription to the treasurer. One of the documents we wish to publish is the address given by
Yes, friend Peck, THE TRUTH SEEKER does confine
Mr. Putnan at the late Congress. This will make itself pretty faithfully to the all-important business
a splendid pamphlet for our cause, and should be of exposing the frauds and cruelties of priestcraft
widely distributed. The Federation desires to get and witchcraft. But through its indulgence you
these out as soon as possible. We will distribute hav been allowed much valuable space in which you
them free of cost upon application, but we must saw fit, with no good reason, to couple me with Mr.
hav the financial help we need with which to do it. Brayton. I did not, and do not altogether, indorse
The Federation has quickly become the most. popu- him. While you may feel able to cope with two at
lar body of . organized Freethinkers.
Fifty-four once, you will no doubt accord to me, as I do to
new members were enrolled at the Congress, and you, the virtue of sincerity. Each of us is aiming
with four workers in the field, we are expecting to for the best way.
increase our list of members threefold during the
You think that were I to read Bryant on "Money,"
coming year.
Brice's " Financial Catechism," etc., I would enterAll the leaders of Freethought in America are in tain far different opinions. I may retort, that were
sympathy with its aims and objects. It has now the you to read Herbert Spencer's "Meddlesome Legisundivided support of the Freethought press, and is lation," your views might be enlarged. You are
in a good position to accompi-;sh valuable work for pleased to say, in substance, that I must hav got
our cause. Send in your names for membership; we my ideas as the Chrlstian dupe gets his. Perhaps
set no price, ask no pay. We simply desire you to you get yours more through reading crazy Socialjoin yourself with us and fuse your enthusiasm istic theories than from observation and thought.
with ours. No thoughtful ni.an can fail to see that
In your opening skirmish you make secretary
the zealous partisans of factions, creeds, and McCulloch say, in 1865 : " The people are out of
money-making sects hav caused the greatest calam- debt, the business of the country is done on a cash
ities that man has been doomed to suffer. We are basis," etc., and then you add, "there was not a
cursed in free America to-day by a huge army of dollar of gold or silver in circulation." Unfortunpriestly parasites, who, by a corrupt system of ately for you, neither of these three assertions is
artificial society, are divorced from all productiv true. But it is true that about that time all our
labor, and this, too, in addition to an enormous paper money not redeemable in gold was at a disarray of cumbersome and hopelessly entangled court-requiring a double quantity to buy gold or
legislation. Our object is to prevent similar calam- anything e,lse.
ities befalling us in future ; and every honest effort
You are "inclined to think that paper is of
to free the humanity we love from serfdom greater value than gold." It is hard to believe that
ought, at least, to command respect. · In this age, you are sincere. You cite Venice as prosperous
and owing to the present constitution of society, and using no coin. Venice was then governed by
the feeblest suppositions of blind adherents to an absolute oligarchy, having its "bridge of sighs,"
creed or party may easily be hardened into firm over which no offender ever returned. And what is
convictions, and notions that are merely frail Venice to-day~
dreams often become grave and solemn accusations,
Yes, France paid an enormous war indemnity to
armed with envenomed teeth and 1ed by slander. Germany, and she had to pay it in gold. You say
This is the direct result of an emasculating Chris- that France is now more prosperous than Germany;
Freethought Federation of America.
tian education, and speaks plainly of the evil in- but you omit to say that France, with a smaller
SAMUEL P. PUTNA.M, President.
stincts of its adherents, with their concomitant and populatiom, has a third more gold than Germany
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Sec. E. C. REICHWALD, Treas. dependent follies. Eighteen hundred years ago, it and three times the amount of silver. Your stateAddress all communications to Headquarters at 165 is said, angels sang "Peace on earth and good will ment givs the impression that France has nothing
South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
toward men," but it has never been sung since by but legal tender paper.
The recent Congress has undoubtedly given the orthodox Christianity. That glorious day and its
Did you ever think of the struggle our contiFederation a greater impetus than ever. The ma.ni- consequent joys lies yet in the dim and distant nental currency had T How much will you giv
fes~ enthusiasm of its members, who contributed future.
Then let us work together, shoulder to to-day for a Confederate $5 note T Oh, there is no
largely to the great success of the Congress, has shoulder, for the dawn of that bright and glorious gold backing it !
done much to encourage us in our work, and we morn. Already its sun shows a gilding upon the
You say, "if an act of Congress can make $1 in
are looking with confidence and hope to yet greater clouds, but it lies waiting until orthodoxy shall money out of ten cents worth of copper," etc. As
victories. From almost every state its members perish and Freethought reign triumphant o'er the you assume it can, I do not see how you can logicame, and by their continued presence added to the earth.
cally deny the Christian dogma that a God made
interest therein.
,
Education is our salvation-on this we must rely. the world out of nothing. Congress may violate,
As may be seen by its reports, the Federation Then let us educate the people by a profuse dis- but cannot abolish, a natural law.
Savages use beads and trinkets, and sometimes
has now a membership of three thousand, five hun- tribution of Freethought literature and by means
dred. This constitutes it the largest and strongest of Free thought lectures. We will guarantee to more civilized communities use " shin plasters" as
Freethought organization upon the continent of flood the country with Freethought if we can only money, but such kinds of money hav no value outAmerica. The enviable position we occupy has get the means. Then help us to the extent of your side their narrow localities. And just so with a.
been attained in the one short year of its existence, ability, and let each send what he can afford. Times nation.
This country is one of a number of nations seekyet I am pleased to say, that with the assistance are hard just now, but cheer up, better ones are
of its spl ndid allies and wtlrkers, its strength coming, and they will be here just as soon as the ing foreign intercourse and trade, and it is necesand numbers will be very largely increased during legislators will let the business of the country sary to recognize the usual international measure
the ensuing year. In addition to the president alone, and interested party organs shall cease try- of value to adjust balances. Fiat paper won't do.
'· and· myself, Messrs. Steiner and Roloson will ing to cause commercial panics. Remember the Our national shinplasters do, and possibly your
shortly be found working in its behalf, secur- tre.1surer's address is 16t) South Water ·street, Chi- ten cents' worth of copper dollars might, pass curing members and organizing them into election dis- cago, Ill., to whom all subscriptions may be sent, rent in our own land as the beads of the sav$ge do
tricts wherever an opportunity to do so arises. This and all communications for the Federation ad- in his; but what could you do with them in foreign
is the work we hav before us for the coming year, dressed.
lands!
A hobby should be carefully examined. Some
and in which we earnestly a~k all Freethinkers to
Since the publication of our last financial statecooperate. We want to be prepared for the election ment I hav received the following amounts, by Liberals hav, most inconsistently, two hobbies-one
at each extreme. At one time they deny the
of 1896. We must· not wait longer. Now is the mai.l, and contribution at the Congress:
right or justice of any government at all; at
time·to begin, and at our next convention a platform
will be drawn up and presented to the country upon J.P. Miller ............... $2 00 John G, Kendall ..... .' 2 00 another time they advocate a government to run
1
which all Freethinkers may unite. There are nine_ *-~r. ~all~!~:;:::::::: ~ ~~ ~B. ~v.;'!~t~~-~::::::::: ~ ~g and control everything and supply everybody with
demands which Freethinkers hav been making for J, Atkins .................. 10 00 V. D. Vincent.......... 1 75 an unlimited amount of free money. · Now, our
some years past, but they hav never got any further .J. R. Johnson.......... 1 50 John Souter ............. 80 00 general government does not own everything in the
than the demands. Heretofore they hav existed E. W. Crouch..........
50 W. B. Clark............. 5 00 land; but, with the help of the many state and mu.~r t h
b
d t John J. Duffy .......... 2 00 F. D. Rexford .......... 2 00
mere l y upon paper, an d no euor as een ma e o Geo. W. Robinson.... 1 00 A.. R. Woodhams ...... 2 50 nicipal governments, it exercises the power of taxing
bring them forth as a practical issue. The Federa-: Wm. C. Decker. ....... 1 UO J. M. Peck............... 5 00 about everything heavily for everybody's protection,
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that I had no right to bring it in-it had no log- Brooklyn, New York, Newark, and all the surroundical connection with the subject of the lecture; and, ing country, come to this great gathering. Let
secondly, it did not represent Christianity in its New England, Boston, and Paine Hall send their
essence; and thirdly, the Christian world to-day delegations hither ; for surely the glory of our new
did not believe it, and what was the use of bother- republic depends not simply on the battles of the
ing about it. To these, I answered, First, that the great war, but upon the ideas that throbbed in the
creed did hav a perfectly logical connection with heat of the conflict ; and who has given the world
the subject, for the Presbyterian creed is the irre- nobler ideas, more inspiring thoughts, more just
sistible conclusion of Theism and the doctrinof crea- and sublime sentiments, than the author of "Comtion. If there is a God who made all things, then mon Sense," "The Rights of Man," and "The Age
he is such a God as the Presbyterian creed describeR, of Reason "? Let us gather th~ .flowers, let us
for he must be the author of all the horrors of the strew his grave-let us symbolize thus the brightworld, and such a God is simply a devil, and the ness of our memory and our hope.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
church does not slander him. The New York Sun
says that !:B a matter of logic the Presbyterian
The Brooklyn Philosophical Association•.
creed is one of the most magnificent productions Mr. Westbroolr Writes About the Sunday
EVOLUTION AND CREATION.-THE PAINE MONUMENT.of the human mind. This is so. There is no .flaw
Opening of the World's Fair and the -late
A GRAND CELEBRATION.
in it. It is crystal clear. Grant the premise, a
Congress
of the American Secular Union.
It was again my privilege to lecture before the God, and the structure is unassailable. No Theist,
Well, the Jackson Park Fair has come to an. end
Brooklyn Philosophical Association on Sunday and no Christian can escape it. There is no way
afternoon, November 12th, and certainly I could out except by pure Atheism and the doctrin of -rather untimely, because of the brutal murder of
not find anywhere a more appreciativ audience, evolution. Bring in a God anywhere, and you must the mayor of Chicago by one of the brutes. I can
one more ready to listen to advanced thought, thougb bring in a Presbyterian God. If, therefore, the not call it an International or World's Fair, nor
all do not agree with the speaker, as will be seen by theory of crPation must result logically in such a even a United States or National Fair, because,
the animating discussions which take place after the creed, then I hav a right to produce that creed in a eitter through neglect or design, Jackson Park was
addresses, which throughout the year present every lecture on "Evolution and Creation."
never turned over to the Federal government for
variety of topic. My topic was " Evolution and
Secondly: This creed is the essence of the Chris- the purposes of the exhibition, and the commisCreation." One or the other of these theories, I tian religion. Every statement in it is proved from sioners had to be subject to the municipal laws
said, must be accepted as an explanation of the the Bible. It is a Bible creed. It is the creed of which governed that suburb of the Mushroom city.
universe, or else no theory at all be accepted.
Jesus, for Jesus himself taught fore-ordinati~n. It The federal government had no jurisdiction over
The most modern, and the only reasonable theory is the creed of the Catholic church, of the Episco· the grounds upon which the Fair was held, and
of creation, is, not that God creates matter and its palian church, of the orthodox Congregational therefore could only cover up its exhibits, and thus
properties, which is inconceivable, but that he church, and of almost all the Baptist churches. It show what respect it could, for the more than twocreates motion-that is, he keeps matter moving is the creed of the vast majority of Christian thirds vote of Congress, appropriating $2,500,000
harmoniously.
churches. The Methodists do not accept it. They to the Fair on the condition that the gates should
But science in the great modern doctrin of the put "fore-knowledge" in the place of "fore- be closed on Sunday. It is worthy of note that an
conservation of force affirms trat rrotion is equally ordination;" but that does does not help the matter, f-ffort was made to get a repeal of this act of Conunbeginning and unending with matter, and mo- for if God foreknew all this horror and suffering, gress after it had nearly a year to consider, but it
tion cannot be created or destroyed any more than and did not prevent, then he is a hPlpless God. If failed tJ even get it out of the hands of the commatter.
he could prevent, and did not, then he foreordained mittee. Judges Wood and Jenkins, of the federal
It is simply, therefore, a question of evidence. this horror and suffering, and the Methodist God court, made a fair and square decision in favor of
While a vast amount of evidence has been produced becomes a ·Presbyterian God. So with the Unita- the condition made by Congress, but were over-ruled
in favor of evolution, not a single fact has been rian God, and all the Gods. The Presbyterian God by Judge Fuller, who happens to be chief-justice,
produced to maintain the theory of creation.
is the boss God after all; and a creed founded upon on the merest technicality. The remark about inEvolution is not a new idea; but it was only an the Bible, affirmed by Jesus as well as by St. Paul, junctions made by him in his decision, a boy who
idea to the Greek and Hindoo philosophers. To believed in by over ninety per cent. ~f Christian had been in a lawyer's office six weeks could sucmodern science it is more than an idea. It is a churches-that, I say, is the essence of the Chris- cessfully contradict! The decisions of the obstidemonstrated fact.
nate, local, petty Judge Stein, and of the incoherent
tian religion.
The four great laws of evolution are, First, the
But the Christians themselvs don't believe that local Judge Goggin, are not worth even a passing
law of persiRtency ; Second, the law of variation ; creed. Presbyterian clergymen don't believe it. notice. But the most remarkable action was, at
Third, the struggle for existence, for, through the Then what is the result, I said. This, that Chris- last, taken by the national commissioners by an aloperation of the first two laws, the universe becomes tians and the Presbyterian clergymen, in particular, most unanimous vote, and was soon followed by
overcrowded with forms of life, and Fourth, nat. are cowards and hypocrite ; for they profess to be- the Chicago local commissioners, to close the Fair
ural selection and the survival of the fittest. These lieve..the creed, and don't dare publicly to deny it. on Sunday. But then two local judges would not
explain, as nothing else has ever explained, the At this point of my answer one of my cpponents let them close. The commissioners had been
origin and growth of the present cosmos. Accept- became so angry that he left the hall, declaring "raised by their own petard!" This playing "fast
ing evolution, it changes all our thoughts of man's that I was resorting to abuse, when I was simply and loose," and performing divers "somersault,"
past, present and future; it gives us radically new stating a logical conclusion; for, if the Presbyte- and" ground and lofty tumbling," was most marideas of religion, of morality, of the powers and rian clergymen do not believe that creed, and yet velous to behold. The Jackson Park Fair kept its
progress of man.
will not change the creed, but still stand by it as a gates open until the last, because Judge Goggin
To contrast the moral influences of the theories church, then these clergymen must be cowards and decided not to hear the application for a vacation
of creation and evolution, I read the Presbyterian hypocrites.
of Judge Stein's injunction until some weeks after
creed, which is the logical result of the t'heory
So ended the debate; but I purpose to use the the final closing of the Fair by limitation of time.
cf creation, and over against this set the teachings Presbytl'rian creed every time, until the creed and But the question of Sunday closing was really deof modern science, which, affirming the immuta- the church go down together, for the church is cided by the people who were most interested in
bility of law, also affirms that man in and through built on that creed, and no man can escape that the matter; to wit, the large and influential body
the law can change phenomena, as is witnessed by creed until he renounces God altogether.
of representativ exhibitors, who covered up their
what Darwin calls "artificial selection," and thereI was pleased to meet Mr. H. A. Powell, who exhibits on Sundays. · This killed Sunday opening.
fore man can_produce changes in the universe, and took part in the discussion, and who lectures The people would not pay to gaze mainly upon a
so, to a certam extent, ie master of his own destiny ; next Sunday afternoon on " Reform in Politics." great sea of canvas, and the working people were
while, according to the Christian's creed, he is only Mr. Powell was formerly in the Christian pulpit, not so zealous for Sunday education after all.
a slave bound by an iron fate, subject absolutely to but became too broad for that, and is now a lawyer When the commissioners found that the "gate
the will of God, and, as St. Paul puts it, is clay in and a political reformer. He is elected member of money" would not pay, they voted to close. The
the hands of the potter.
the Constitutional Convention, and I think we can whole management was a blunder, which, as TallyThese are t?e main points of an hour's discourse, rely on him to do some good work there for Free- rand said, was sometimes worse than a crime. Inand a pretty hvely debate took place after the lec- thought. This convention is a matter of great im- deed, they were guilty of crime, too, in violating a
ture. No one took the old theological ground and portance to Freethinkers, and it must be carefully contract made with Congress, not to open the Exdenied evolution altogether. Almost every one watched, and we must be on the ground to see if hibition on Sundf\Y.
.
admitted evolution to a certain extent, but some of we can't get impartial taxation into the constitution.
And now to call attention to certain things I dtJ.
my critics wanted to mix God in with it. They We must not be idle in this matter. We must see sire to mention, I must necessarily introduce certain
didn't want God made absolutely useless and re- upon whom we can rely, and organize our forces.
personal matters, which I deeply regret. In Sepmanded to limbo. There was some use for him
The Brooklyn Philosophical Association in a tember, 1892, I was officially invited by the Board
still, especially in the operation of the conscience public-spirited and generous manner has resolved of The American Secular Union to make a speech
and exhibition~ of tran.scendent human genius, and to renovate Paine's monument at New Rochelle. at the annual Congress, to be held in Chicago in
changes from morgamc to organic life, and from Moss and lichen hav gathered upon it of late years October. I promptly accepted, and gave as my
vegetable to animal life an~ .·t~e origin of species, and the letters are somewhat obliterated. The subject "The Sunday Question." During intervals
etc. In answer to these cnt1c1sms I said that evo- association proposes to put letters of gold upon the of a protracted illness I made notes for my coming
lution had not solved all problems, for the reason monument, so that the memory of the great hero speech, but about a week before the Congress met
that man had not yet gathered all facts, but as all of Freethought may be the better preserved. This I was forbidden by my physician to go to Chicago
evidence so far taken was for evolution and nothing will be done the coming spring ; then, when the beQause of my increased illness. Sick as I was I
in favor of c~eation, it was but fair to presume that decoration is complete, there will be a grand cele- called a stenographer and put my rough notes into
evolution would eventually settle these problems, bration around the monument the following a written speech. I sent this to the officers of the
and there was no need of any_ God to fill up the Decoration Day. Let this be a noble and beautiful Secular Union ~tnd requested that my type-written
gaps, ~inc~ God must be a pure assumption, while occasion indeed for Freethought. Let us gather address should be read to the Congress. Just beevolutwn 1s a demonstrated truth. Science does from far and near ; let us make this a day to be re- fore the meeting I received a postal card from a
not know everything yet; it is willing to learn, membered. Bring :flowers and cover the monument member of the board saying, "You are announced
but it is not willing to bar its pathway with that with all the glorious wonder and wealth of spring. for Monday afternoon and program already out."
term "God." which represents only despair and Let us make that monument resplendent to the Another postal card from the same person and same
ignorance.
eyes of this generation. Let us show how deeply date said, "I am informed you are not coming, but
But the main battle ground was about the Pres- we love and honor this man, who sacrificed every- send your lecture. Your picture is already in the
byterian creed. It was averred, in the first place, thing for freedom and justice. Let the Liberals of hands of the Int~r-Oc~an. Come if :possible."
divide the gain with them. Well, I havn't spent
any time in that business.
I deprecate contentions between Liberals. Our
united and untiring force should be directed
against the octopus-like priest, who is a robber
from the beginning. The most important money
question is, how to accomplish the just taxation of
the millions of church property. I hav asked many
Protestants, in view of their fears of the growing
influence of the Catholics, why they do not favor
taxing all church property as a means of checking
them T But I find Protestants generally too meanly
selfish to accept the suggestion.
L. G. REED.
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Well, my request was not granted; my speech was
not read, nor did I ever receive any explanation or
apology. Personally I did not care a fig about. th~
refusal, but there was a principle involved. I was
the last preceding President of the American Secular Union and had been advertised as one of the
speakers, and in my unavoidable absence I had a
right to hav my speach read by a substitute.
The Congress had no more right to deny this than
they would hav had to seize me by the collar and
thrust me from the platform had I been present
and attempted to deliver my address. It was, however, soon printed in the newspapers in e::ctenso,
without any thanks to the Congress. No Roman
Catholic council, no Presbyterian synod or assembly, no Baptist convention, no Methodist conference, no Episcopel convocation, would hav been so
mean, narrow, intolerant, and bigoted as to t1eat a
fellow-member with such contempt. Where were
all their boasted professions about free thought and
free fpeech 1 Orthodox Christians are sometimes
very tyrannical, but if you want to find an example
of doubly-distilled arrogance you must go to a
handful of such extremists as controlled the American Secular Union Congress of 1893. I shall not
giv even a summary of my rejected speech, but
shall call attention to a few points. Was not a very
large majority of the exhibitors as I claimed
conscientiously opposed to the Sunday opening?
Did they not show it by covering up their ~rticles ?
Had they not a right to do this, and were they not
bound to do it, granting them even ordinary honesty
and sincerity T Hav we not reason to believe that
multitudes "boycotted., the Fair by staving away!
Did I not giv warning of all this in my suppressed speech T On the Sundays that the gates
were open there was, in the aggregate, a heavy
financial loss to the Fair. The Freethinkers
seemed to exert no influence whatever They rather
helped the SabbatarianR by their extravagances.
They were not even allowed, on a week day, to hold
a meeting in the Fair buildings, though all sorts of
pagans were allowed to do so. '£hey had to hold
their Congress outside the gates in a remote part
of the city, and pay for their private hall. When,
in their Congress of 1892, they upset what had
been done during the Centennial Fair in Philadelphia by the largest and most intelligent body of Freethinkers ever ass~mbled in the United States, by
amending (?) the Constitution so as to abandon all
laws regarding Sunday, the last nail was driven
into the coffin of the American Secular Union, and
it became auxiliary to the Anarchists. But it
makes very little difference where the corpl!le goes,
as very many of its old friends pronounce it an
offense. The financial receipts were so small in
1892 that the society seemed to be ashamed to
publish them, and, in 1893, aided by the plea of
the great demands for money to pay the lecture1 s
at their Congress, they raised, if I remember correctly, about $600. The receipts for 1894, I
predict, will not be sufficient to furnis~ the
secretary with pin-money.
But the pomt I
desire to emphasize is that the principles and
policy I advocated in the suppressed speech
hav been proved by experience to be correct. If
any one cares to read it he can find it in The Investigator and Progressive Thinker of November
2 and November 12, 1892. I would not change a
word if I had the address to make to-day. I virtually said to Sabbatarians and to so-called Freethinkers, "a plague on both your houses!': You are
both wrong Neither of them hav anythmg to be
proud of in the matter of success. We do not
want a Jewish or Puritanic or a religious Sabbath at
all as a matter of legislation, but we want a secular
Sunday established by law. Well, the Sunday show
business of Jackson Park is now over. The gates
were opened on Sunday at a heavy financial loss by
a vote of the commissioners, and they were ordered
to be closed by a vote of the same commissioners,
but tl:ey would not close. The local judges h~v
ing exc usiv jurisdiction of Jackson . ~a;k sai.d,
"No-not until after the great exhibitiOn dissolves." Now let us see whether the commissioners will refund the $2,500.000 they received
from the United States government on condition of
Sunday closing, or whether they prefer to go do~n
in history with an infamy for which the Enghsh
language has no word expressiv enough to properly
characterize. lt is enough for me to claim that the
principles and policy of my suppressed speech hav
been vindicated by the facts of history.
The
American Secular Union has done almost nothing
in two years to advance the Nine Demands. A
national society whose fundamental principles can
be "amended" by a handful of cranks, without
even giving the required notice, and that really
·does so little legitimate wor'< deserves to die.
.Requiescat in pace/
R. B. WESTBROOK.
Philadelyhia, Pa., Nov. 10, 1893.
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'• Sabbath" committees auxiliary to the Wisconsin SabKansas Notes.
bath Association hav been organized during t.he last few
The Catholic church at Newton recently caught weeks in Appleton. Wausau, Green Bay, Steven's Point,
fire on Sunday, and was damaged $2,000.
Tornah, SpaTta, La Crosse, Racine, Janesville, Platteville, and Beloit. In each case ·the committee means a
The Atchison Globe givs this sensible advice : confederation of churches, the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Young Men's Christian Association,
"Instead of counting up those who belong to you Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor, Epworth
in the next world, count up those who are lef.t to League, et al. These committees appoint sub-committees
you here."
wbich attend to the vari r>ns details of the "Sabbath reform" work. Do friends of Sunday liberty realize what
this systematic propaganda portends?
Jn Kansas, when pious people lay aside dancing,
they invariably resort to kissing parties for amuseIt is perfectlv safe to sav that such union of church and
ment. In a religious community in Brown county state as is pleasing to the Catholic hierarchy must be
the church people waged war against dancing, and offensive to Freethinkers and inimical to thfl liberty n.nd
prosperity of Americans. In a vaper entitled, "What
now kissing parties are held in the church.
America Owes to Christianity," rPad in the World's
Parliament of Religions by Prof. Thomas O'Gorman of
A fair-sized audience, composed of the most in- the Catholic University of Washington, this occurs:
telligent people of the city, greeted Col. R. G. "Such a wide and deep Christian life in the component
Ingersoll at the opera house in Atchison on the parts of the state cannot but influence the state itself; of
what I should call the State's Christianity, I give the
evening of October 21st. His subject was '' lVI yth following evidences:
and Miracle,'' and a number of prominent citizens
"1. Not only does the federal government· make Sunexpressed themselvs as being favorably impressed day a legal day of rest for all its officials, but the sta~es
with the colonel's logical sentiments. The lecture have Sunday laws, which do not enforce any specific
worship, but do guard the day's restfulness. Moreover,
has doubtless set man.y to thinking. The beautiful cE>rtain religions holidays are made legal holidays.
word pictures that illuminated the discourse charmed
"2. Pre~idents and governors in official documents
the audience. A number of people came overland a recognize the dependence of the nation on God and the
distance of twenty miles to attend the lecture. It duty of gratitude to him. As notable examples I will
cite Washington's first and last addresses, Lincoln's
was observed that several ministers were present.
second inaugural and Gettysburg speech1 and Cleveland's
second inaugural.
"3. Onr courts decide qntlstions of church di~ciplinP
Hon. Sol. Miller, the oldest and best known journalist in Kansas, in his paper, the Kan11as Chief, and property that come before them according to the
charter and the constitution of the church in litigation.
thus refers to Lincoln's religion : "Our own belief,
"4. The action of Congress in regard to Mormonism
from what we hav heard from autb'lntic sources, is an upholding of the Uhri~tian marria~e. and in all the
and from the cast of his features, is that Lincoln states bigamy is a crime. Immorality is not allowed by
was pretty much of a Freethinker, and did not hav the civil power to flaunt itself in public, but is driven
to concealment, and the Decalogue, inasmuch as it revery much faith where there -was no reason; but lates to the social rela~ions of man, is enforced.
that he respected the beliefs of others.· During the
"5. Celebrations of a public and official character,
great struggle which occupied the whole of his ad- sessions of state Le!rislatnres and Congress are opened
ministration, he realized that the country needed the with prayer. Chaplains are appointed at public expense
Congress, the army, t-he navy, the military and naval
assistance of all classes of people, and that the for
academies, the state legislat.nres and institutions. When
Christian churches were a mighty power being ex- Franklin moved for prayer in the Federal Convention he
erted for the preservation of the nation. In his gave the following reason: 'How has it happened that
speeches and writings he partook of the spirit of we have nC\t hitherto once thought o' humbly applying
to tbe Father of Lights to illumine our understandings?
these people. He may not hav believed as they be- The longer I live the more convincipg proofs I see of
lieved, but he had a feeling in common with tbem, this trntli, that God governs the affairs of men.'
"6. More than once it has been decided by courts
that tonec'l biR language in accordance with t.heir
beliefs. 1.11 t illle of great danger men naturally that we are a Christian· people, and that Christianity is
part of our unwritten law, as it is of the common law of
hope for or desire the aid of some mysterious power England."
higher than themselvs. It does not always signify,
when a man asks for the prayers of Christian peoLectm·es and Meetings.
ple, that he believes in the efficacy of prayer. But
FRANKLIN STEINER desires to come East this fall and
he feels that there is strength in the sympathy of winter on a lecture trip, and would like to secure
those who do believe in it. A man may appeal to many engagements. His terms are very reasonable, and
God, who does not believe in a God. Or a man he should be kept busy. Address him at Des Moines, Ia,
may believe in a God, but not in religious creeds."
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
Atchison, Kan.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
East Fifteenth street, New York:
November 17th.-Col. H. Chadea Ulman, "The Rights
Churchly Purpose and Performance.
of Man."
Max O'Rell has been in South Africa. Piety there is November 24th -Prof. A. L. Rawson. "The Dualism of
six-ply. People would come to his hotel and r.eqnest that
Consciousness."
they might kneel and ask God to convert him. In the
J. E. REMSBURG recently held a debate with a Mormon
Transvaal many of the Boers are "opposed to railways
and telegraphs because they are not mentioned in the elder at Tilden, Neb. He bas the following dates in that
Bible." *** How Christianity "elevates woman" in state:
" 18, 19 Danbury, "
"
02
Japan is told by the Buddhist Eay. Some years ago an Cambridge, "
American woman, a pTocnress, went to Yokohama, and
When these appointments are :tilled he will speak in
shortly after her arrival no less than :fifty young dangh· Kansas.
ters of respectable families disappeared. "Again, the
John R. Charlesworth is now in the East. The folforeign roughs, mostly, perhaps, the s~ilors going to. the lowing
appointments are on his list, and friends along the
public bath-houses on pretense of bathmg, often forcibly route desiring
lectnres should address him at once:
break into the women's department, and attempt to outrage their persons. From this horrible. indignity J ap_an
" 19 Boston, Mass.
Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
has no protection." *** Rev. Nehemiah Boynton givs Nov. 26 Philadelphia, Pa.
14, 15, 16, WateTloo,Ind.
these directions how to make and can for winter use im" 17 Chicago, Ill.
beciles and Christians: ·• Hav your beliefs and hav yvnr
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
doubts. Believe your beliefs and doubt your doubts. every Rnnday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island BnsiNever donht your beliefs, and never believe your ness.College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
doubts." *** We hear that the librarian of the Mil- Driggs avenues. Program of Lectures for November:
waukee City Library has decided that the .Freethinkers'
Magazine is not a fit publication to appear in the read- November 19th.-Mr. H. A. Powell, "Reform and
Politics."
ing-room of that library *** Isaiah Kunzman, who
keeps a small fancy goods store at 183 Grand street, New November 26th.-Mr. S. P. Pnt.nam, "Rights of Man."
York, was arrested on Sunday. The detectiv is still at
THE WOMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
large. Why is not a handkerchief a merchantable com- meet
on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
modity on l::)unday as much as a newspaper, a pound of northeast
corner of Ridge avAnne and Green street, Tuesgrapes, a hotel dinnPr, a car ride, or a sermon? *** day evenings
at 8 o'clock. Lectures for this month:
Canon Fisher, of Bonrnemonth, England, says: "Only
a fortnight since on my way to church, a boy offered me November 21st.-lda n. Craddock, "Survivals of Sex
Worship in Christianity and Paganism. What
a newspapPr for ~ale. Steady, concerted action must bo
Christianity Has Done for the Marital Relation."
taken to put that kind of thing down. . . . The sea
and cliffs are tempting enough to keep many persons fr'?m November 28th.-Mrs. C. B. Kilgore, "The Congress of
Religions."
chnrcb and we do not want Sunday newspapers to mcrease the temptation." Ca!lnot God's gospel ho~d its
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 16S
own in competition with a newspaper, the productiOn of Walnut street, Cincinnati, Snnday evenings at 7:45,
frail man? *** Says the (hurch Times (England): prompt. Admission is free. Program to December:
"Every possible endeavor should be made to pass a restraining measure by which the church may be saved the November 19th.-Allen 0. Myers, "Was Judas lscariot
a Traitor?"
indignity of having her affairs mana~ed by Jews, Agnos·
tics and nondescripts." Probably It would not do any Novflmber 26th.-Mr~. A. L. Fealy, of Da7ton, 0.,
•· Truth and Fallacy of Christian Science '
good to advise the divorce of church and state whi.le American militant Christians want to hav them marned here.
THE Science Sermons Society has been organized in
*** Rome, November 5th.- A p~asant b'?Y visiting with New York city, to hold Sunday evening meetings in the
his mother in Palermo was stncken with cholera on lecture room of Dr. Collyer's church, Park avenue and
Thursday. When he fell in cramps and cried _out for Thirty-fourth street. The lectures on "Life and th_e
pain, the mother thought him possesse~ of a devil. She Conditions of Survival," provided for the Brooklyn Ethicarried him to the convent of St. Antomo and begged the cal Association, will be repeated in the N~w Yor~ mee.tmonks to drive the evil spirit out of him. They placed ings and other lectnTes of similar trend Will be g~ven m
the boy in the middle of the chn~ch, sur~onnded him, alte;nation with them.
and for hours ~aid prayers and mcantations over his
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meete in Curry Univerbody. The ·boy died in agony on tbe floor of the chur<:h.
The municipal government in Palermo has begun an m- sity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
quiry with the view of punishing the monks. •** Local afternoon at 3 o'clock.
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!>etters of qlrisnds.
It Will Astonish the Pious Texans.
YEGUA• TEx.• Nov. 1. 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Your book to hand. I
like it very much. but I fear that I will
find poor sale for it here. as everybody
here believes in the Bible. I hav been in
the book business four years. I find that
religions works sell the best. This is my
first year to sell religions works, but I had
to do it, as I am unable to perform manual
labor and hav been for ten years. I taught
schnol until four years ago. As it happened, the trustees of the last so hool that I
taught were rel~ions fanatics, and when
they found that I did not believe in the
Bible they tried to take the school from
me on the grounds that I was an Infidel,
but tbe county jnd11:e sustained me, not
that he was a Freethinker, but because he
saw that he could not suspend on religions
grounds.·
I hav heen selling the ''Beautiful Story
of the Bible;" it is a picture-book. I am
going to try to sell this one to the same
·parties that I sold the other to; maybe if
they will read and compare them it will do
some good.
W. H. L. BARNHILL.
He Helps Twice Who Helps Quickly.
ARCADIA, LA., Oct. 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am one of TBE TRUTH
BEEKER family, and am also the victim of
one of the most destructiv hail storms of
which I hav any knowledge. Total destruction marked its trail. Hail stones four
and a quarter inches in diameter fell. All
our crops were entirely destroyed. Sweet
gum trees ten inches in diameter hav died
from the effects of the hail. Pine tree~
two feet in diameter hav gone the same
way. The hail fell May 30, 1893, and we
planted our crops over in June and worked
ihem well, but they hav made nothing.
We hav done the work to make two crops,
but the drouth has cut off late crops, so we
will gather nothing. A living we must
hsv, and I write this letter to yon all to see
if I can get some help. I am not a lazy
man, but am a poor man; hav helped to
raise seventeen children, seven of my own
and ten orphans; had my place destroyed
by hurricane in 1867, and in 1886 my house
and all else T had were burned down.
Now, if any of yon see fit to help me it
will be thankfully received. I am an Infidel; never belonged to any organization,
never was drunk,· never heard a case tried
in court, and never had a fuss with my
fellow-man. I hav always helped in every
reform movement that came in my reach
to the full extent o' my ability. If any of
yon feel willing to help me a little, take
out money order on Arcadia, payable to L.
P. Crossland.
L. P. CRoSSLAND.
Pleased With the Congress, On the
Whole.
OwATONNA, MINN., Oct. 29, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inl']osed find $1.50 to renew my subscription for six months.
I hav never written anything to THlll
TRUTH BEE:ICER before, but am going to
venture a few lines this time, even though
it should get no farthf'r than the wastebasket. Will first say that J. E. Remsburg delivered a lecture here on October
18th to a good-sized audience, and I think
this was the first Freethonght lecture ever
delivered in this city.
Would also like to say that I attended
the Congress of Freethinkers at Chicago,
and in the main was much pleased with the
program, and most of the speakers were
very good. But I am sorry to say that
there were some in the audience claiming
to be Freethinkers who breathed the spirit
. of Anarchism in declaring that the government as well as the church should be destroyed, on account of the close connection between the two. Now, I do not
believe anything can be more damaging to
the progress of Freethought than expressions of Anarchism or disloyalty to our
government, and I feel like giving a word
of warning to all true Freethinkers. Let
us show tCI the world by the example of
our lives that we believe in truth, justice,
and humanity; that we are moral, honest,
and law-abiding citizen•, and that we seek
a remedy for all wron~ZB in a peaceful way.
By so doing we shall eventually command
the respect of the world. To the working
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people who complain of distress. let me
say that I believe the liquor traffic has
caused more hardship than millionaires.
L. K. JOHNSON.
Entered Into the Joy of the New Life.
PEoRIA, ILL., Oct. 30, 1893.
MR. EmToR: Inclosed please find postage stamps for which send me " One
Hundred and Forty-four Self-Contradictions of the Bible."
My transition into the new life upon
which I hav but recently .mtered, though
towards which I hav somewhat unknowingly and helplessly been drifting during
the past few years, I feel marks a new and
enjoyable era in my life and exist'-lnce.
For the first time in my life I am, because
of the utter absence of superstitions
thoughts and ideas, enjoying the life with
all its surroundings given me, as I hav
every reason to believe was and is given
for my enjoyment and improvement. My
experiences in life hav been many and
varied. It is not my intention to enter
upon the discussion of those experiences
at this time. I may in the future giv to
the readers of TBE TRUTll SEEKER some of
the things connected with my earlier years,
which then seemed irresistibly to fetter
and bind me down to a life which, because
.of its very nature, seemed one of slavery
and hypocrisy.
Also the forces and
agencies which had to do with my ultimate
conversion to Freethonght.
I hav just become a subscriber to your
paper through a newsdealer of this city. I
secured a number of copies of the paper
from a friend. I like the paper very
mncb, although I do not coincide with all
it says. No paper can please every one,
and none of us should look for a paper of
any description to snit us in every particular.
M. W. SwARTz, D.D.S.
Determined to Defy Christian Boycotts.
CoDoRus, P A., Oct. 23, E. M. 293.
MR. EDIToR: For the amount inclosed
please continue sending your good paper.
Since taking it I hav never missed reading a single item. I do not want any
further improvement; in fact, I do n0t see
how the "truth" can be improved-only
continue giving us an abundance of· it,
and show up the falsity of orthodoxy,
Catholicity and creeds of every type So
many ask in their letters, " Why don't we
organize?" I say it is the best thing we
could do so far as regards local organization. With whom conlrl I organize? I
stand alone in my community at present
as a follower of Paine. A year ago I had
two friends who possessed sense and
reason instead of faith and hope. One of
them moved to another part of the conn
try, and the other succumbed to the
inevitable, and, having a Christian wife,
received a double funeral; i. e., two skypilots made a pretense of piloting his soul
from this flat world through space to the
New J ernsalem. Yet this man was an
outspoken follower of Paine and never
attended church, except in case of the
funeral of a relativ. Years back, for fear
of being boycotted by those who say they
love and pray for their enemies, I kept
more or less in the background. For the
past six years I haT openly declared my
sentiments, and attack sky-pilots at every
opportunity. Wishing success to the
Editor, contributors, and "cartoonist" of
your valnaple paper, I remain,
Yours and Liberty's Jriend,
J. W. lt,. CoPENBEAVER.
A Wholesome But DraHtic Prescription•
DuNCAN, WABH., Oct. 22, 1893.
M:R. EDIToR: It is just as impossible for
me to keep from having something to say
to A. F. F. Jensen as it is for me to believe in the sound information which he
professes to find in the Bible. As for the
mystery, I hav never found any in the
book, but I do know that the Old Testament is one mass of vulgarity and obscenity from beginning to end, and I can
not call the New Testament an immaculate
book, by any means. Perhaps such is
what our friend from Wisconsin calls
sound information. If he is satiSfied with
each mformation, find can call itsonnd, it is
his right. !shall try to giv our friend what
I take to be sound advice in this letter. In
the first place, Mr. Jensen, subscribe for
TBE .TRUTH BoXER, if yon are not ~lresdy
a subscriber, and read it every week from

The caricature that Heston has drawn
of the pope and the Catholic church in last
issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER is good, also
of the present situation of the Church of
England. It deserves to be well considered. It is a volume of truth setting
forth the plain facts. The child sucking
the wolf's milk of J esnitism ; the poor
bishop of the English church standing
penitent with his finger in his month,
tears running down his cheeks; the old
woman, Leo XIII., with her finger pointing to papal money (pap) with cross and
keys, and inscription on banner, "Death
to Heretics;" the graves of the martyrs,
Latimer and Ridley, who were burned
alive at the stake for having free opinions
-the whole idea is the conception of a
master mind, and deserves recognition.
It is one of Heston's happiest conceptions.
The canon law of the church is as binding to-day as it ever was, and the execution of its decrees is suspended only where
it must be, and the whole work will be
Wanted, Wealth With Which To Help. done in secret when Americans are unprepared.
8. R. THoRNE.
CLINT, TEx., Oct. 25, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1,
for which send copy of the " Martyrdom Alleged Discovery of the Missing Link.
GoL'OEN PoND, KY., Oct. 23, 293.
of Man." Was glad to see that the LibMR. EDIToR: On the morning of Octoerals made quite a demonstration at Chicago, and had a pleasant time of it. My ber 19th John R. Charlesworth arrived at
heart and sympathies were with yon, al- the hall in Golden Pond to deliver a series
though I could not be there bodily. If of lectures. We had a large and intellionly I had the wealth of the Vanderbilts gent audience awaiting his appearance.
and Astors I would make Christianity He delivered a fine lecture on the Bible,
howl. But for the present they seem to be and it looked as though we should hav
getting the best of us. The great masses smooth sailing. However, the waters beappear to prefer the slavery and degrada- came troubled in the afternoon, and there
tion of superstition and the admiration appeared on the scene one of God's skyand worship of priestcraft to the dignity pilots, commissioned direct from the
and worth of manhood and womanhood. throne. He heaped opprobrium upon the
Look at the onward march of Catholicism Atheists, Infidels, and Freethinkers of the
in this ''land of the free " and home of the world, and denounced in the bitterest
slave! Satolli and the Me's and O's hav terms all such men as Paine, Ingersoll,
got this country by the nmbilicns, and if and especially Charlesworth, the twothe people do not w11.ke up will soon hav a legged brute, and Darwin, the stinking
union of church and state; our public Evolutionist, who had the audacity to disschools will hav to giv place to "parochial pute the word of God on the creation of
schools," and such bad men as yon and I man, and to attempt to show that man had
will hav to keep our months shut or go to evolnted from protoplasm. Darwin had
jail. See how the secular press is aiding utterly failed to show the link that conand abetting this thing. Take your lead- nected the monkey with man. Now I
ing paper, the Wo1·ld, one of the defend- hope the Christian world will stop its
ers (so called) of civil liberty and free re- howling about this missing link, and
publican institutions. Almost every issue credit Mr. Charlesworth with its discontains columns of laudation of the do- covery in the person of the Rev. Mr.
ings of the minions of popery, and the Bently, the sky-pilot, commissioned by
ti ties of " his holiness," " his eminence," God. I venture the assertion that friend
"his excellency" applied to a lot of crafty, Charlesworth will complain if they cheat
designing, bigoted, fanatical Irish priests, .him out of this discovery.
After the missing link had been disseeking the subversion of American liberties, would lead the ignorant and credu- covered, the reverend disappeared and
lous to believe that there were no other was not seen on the premises again. So
people of any consequence in the country. we had as ·fine a time as we could hav
The other day I happened to get hold of wished. The Freethinkers of this county
a Catholic school-book used in all of the are well pleased with Mr. Charlesworth,
Catholic schools hereabouts, and if yon and we recommend him to all Freethinkwant to see what infernal rot and lies are ers as one of the ablest debaters and lecbeing instilled into the minds of our chil- turers that we ever had the pleasure of
dren, just look into the Catholic National hearing.
Yours for Liberty,
Z. T. BoGARD.
Fifth Reader, by the Rt. Rev. Richard
Gilmour, D. D.; published by Benziger
A Free Field and no Favor.
Bros.
8. L. ETHERIDGE.
CATHLAMET, WAsH., Oct. 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. W. W. Morris, in
The Drift Romeward
your issue of October 14th, finds fault
NEw YonK, Oct. 26, 1893.
with your paper and also the Investiaator
MR. EDITOR : The Chri&tian Leader because they are true to themselvs; beof October 19th prints the following:
cause they are true to their principles,
The Episcopal church appears to be true to Liberalism; because they know
inching along toward Rome. If some of
its impatient spirits can be persuaded to that a man can be a Democrat and a freewait awhile it is not improbable they may trader, an indorser of the J e:ffersonian
get to the goal of their ecclesiastical de- doctrine, and st.ill be a good citizen, an exsire by simply sitting still in the Episcopal cellent neighbor, and a progressiv Liberal.
chariot. Mass was said with intention on
The fault lies not so much in what he
the feast of the nativity of the blessed
virgin. It !!howe that papal innovations has written as the manner in which it is
are making headway in New York, Penn- written. To nee his own words, he (meansylvania, .New .Jersey, and Illinois, in a ing Mr. W. W. Morris) give timely warnway that would hav scandalized the whole ing, or notice, that if those Democratic
Protestant Episcopal church in the United free-traders' communications are printed
States thirty years ago.
in Freethought papers he will withdraw his
In connection the picture in THE TRUTH patronage. Dear mel
BEEKER comes in admirably.
If his communication of Oct. 14th, under
The Converted Catholic says:
the heading of ''Roman Catholic OfficeThe compulsory submission of Arch- Holders Dangerous," is a fair sample of
bishop Corrigan to the authority of Mgr. his efforts, of his support, his patronage,
Satolli, the papal delegate, is the most
striking manifestation of the power of the the sooner he withdraws his subscription
Roman church in this country that has the better, and with it his communications.
yet appeared. Nothing like this dictation If that is the best he can do I could form
bv the Roman power has ever before been no estimate of his worst. Tf the future of
witnessed in this country.
either of the papers he names depended
History is full of instances where the upon what he could furnish in the way of
supreme rnle of the pope was manifested. readable matter we would be in a de"Popish in all but name," says Arch- plorable state of ignorance.
deacon Farrar, referring to the church of
If Mr. W. W. Morris had beQn. one of
England.
the instruments through which all of the
beginning to end, and more particularly
read the editorials and the Gems of
Thought. Then invest in Ingersoll's
"Mistakes of Moses." Then read your
Bible and the " Mistakes of Moses " alternately and carefully. Do not mind if yon
find something tbat doeB not agree with
your thoughts at the present time. That
feeling will finally leave yon, and by the
time yon hav read that book through yon
will want to read some more like it. If
yon do this, my friend, I am sure that inside of a year yon will be ashamed to call
the Bible a book of sound information.
Yon will also, I think, be sorry that yon
were so credulous as to want to debate on
that subject with " Our Bob."
I hope :yon will follow this advice, as it
is offered in the most kindly spirit for your
good. This world is all we ha.v knowledge
of, and so let us try to make happiness and
be happy. Your Freethinking friend,
CLEMEY LACEY.
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Freethought papers had found theirway
into every home, it would not justify him
in his slanderous attack on Democracy as
it is understood to-day. If the gentleman
in question is a Liberal he is not a success.
He is what people who snpoort honestly
the party now at the helm of state would
call a monumental piece of ignorance and
egotism, who does not know the difference
between free trade and free importation of
labor.
For the benefit of that gentleman I will
stat~ that there are othe~s who subscribe,
who giv their patronage to Liberal papers
-by Liberal I mean Freethonght journals
-who take as much, or more, delight in
reading these than he does because they
would not withhold their support from so
good a cause for such a trifling matter as
that for which he threatened to withdraw
his.
.,
So I think it is the duty of an editor to
his subscribers, who look to him for news,
who look to him for pointers, to enable
them to hold their own with priests or
politicians; and he can do all this and
more if he knows how to be Liberal.
GEo. A. CASHEL.

In Death Vindicating Principles Ac·
cepted in Life.
RoYERSFORD, PA., Nov. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Having read your paper
for some time pretty regnlarly through
the kindness of your subscriber of very
long standing, Mr. R. H. Kline, of Spring
City, Pa., who, by the way, is the only
open and above-board Liberal of his
localiiy, I would, on his advice, write yon
a few lines of enconrt~,gement. Our town
of Royersford lies just across the Schuylkill from Spring City, and, although the
two contain about three thousand people
together, yon could scarcely find two
more church-ridden towns in three states,
not excluding Brooklyn, the "city of
churches."
Mr. Kline has had very lately a grievous
misfortune to meet, the loss of his wife,
but he met it as only a Freethinker can.
He had a Liberal speaker to say a few
words of cheer both at the house and at
the grave, thereby showing his consistency to the last degree. His spouse,
whose form was deposited last Sunday a
week ago in her last resting place, held
the same views as her husband, as does
their only son, who is quite a philatelist.
Mr. Kline is a successful business man
and has the respect and confidence of even
the most rabid orthodox; something almost
miraculous considering the state of
churchianity his town is in. I would not
sav that there are no other Liberal
thinkers, but if there are they are not as
outspoken at all times as is Mr. Kline.
Born in Switzerland,. I came over in
1884; hav Americanized myself thoroughly
and consequently I do not feel as a
stranger among yon. Although brought
up in a Christian church, the doctrins
. which I thought to be true had never been
investigated by me · until I came to the
age of thinking and reasoning, when some
very preliminary efforts convinced me
that there was something "rotten in Denmark." After a very short time I ceased
to worship a Bible that I knew to be
written by men of a very limited knowledge, and the subterfuge of ascribing it
in toto to God did not go down with me
any more.
While still admiring some
passages from a poetical standpoint I am
well aware such things can be found in
other ''Bibles," not recognized by the
orthodox. Admitting that I am not a
Materialist, yet yon will do me the justice
to think that I am not a worshiper of Joss.
Yours fraternally,
OTTO YoHo.

God.
October 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Why do w,e believe that the
great auk and several other species of
birds and animals are extinct? Simply
because no one has seen them for a certain period of time, and we know they existed in the past., as their fossilized remains
are found in the strata of the earth, and
this 'is the only course reason can pursue,
believe on well-authenticated evidence.
Let us apply this theory to our belief in
God's existence and see how it stands t.he
test. Ask our navigators and travelers
who hav been over the globe, and in every
cranny and corner where the foot of man

has trod, Did yon see, her, or speak to
God? and with a look of wonder and surprise the answer is, No. Ask the minel'
who is burrowing in the bowels of the
earth, and resurrecting and bringing to
the surface the sunbeams that were stored
there so long ago, and again the answer is,
No. Ask the diver, who explores the
ocean's bed, and he can tell yon of the
denizens of the dee·p and their habits, but
nothing of Gon. Ask the aeronaut, who
sails over the mountain-tops exploring the
upper regions of the air, and his answer is
the same, no God seen or heard from.
Ask the ·analytical chemist, the man who
analyzes everythin!!" from the petal of a
daisy to a granite rock, and can tell yon to
the fraction of a grain the elements of
which they are composed, and he will tell
you that he has never found one atom of
God. Ask the astronomer. whose keen
eye and powerful glass penetrate and
search distant space, and he can explain
the wonders of the starry heavens, but
still nothing of God. Ask the geologist,
who in the strata of the earth, a_s in an
open book, reads of its past history and inhabitants, and he has never discovered a
fossilized fragment of God. What an
overwhelming amount of evidence is here
to negativ the existence of God, either in
the past or present l And those who affirm
hav no evidence whatever; all t!Jey hav to
pit against this strong evidence is an imaginary belief in his existence; as they can
no longer put forward revelation, seeing
their best theologians hav declared it
anonymous, and nothing anonymous ean
be received in evidence. Ask the stonyfaced priest how it comes that no one has
ever seen, heard, tasted, smelled, or
touched Jehovah, and with great gravity
he will launch forth in a winrlv description
of Jehovah, in which he will tell yon that
he cannot be comprehended by the senses.
When he gets through ask him to describe
nothing, and yon can forcfl him to use the
same terms, as it cannot be seen, heard,
tasted, smelled, or touched, and it will
probably bring a startled look into his
solemn face if told that t"he two words being idl'lntical, it would spare him the necessity of explanation if, when speaking of Jehovah, he used the simpll.'r word nothing.
It has always been a priestly dogma that
although a thing cannot be comprehended
by the senses, that is no proof of its nonexi•tence, and thllt if a great many people
believe something, it proves its truth. And
yet it is the moAt simPle truth in the
world, that although a million people believe something and another million accept
the same belief, the second million do not
add one iota of truth to that something.
If false when one person believed it, it
would be false although a billion did. I
will tell a little silly story to illustrate how
this theory would work if adopted in
praotic11llife:
Some time ago, as I was entering a store,
a long-robed priest passed, and I overheard
the following conversation between two
boys: First boy: ''That priest hss a monkey's tail." Second boy: "No, he has no
tail, and ma sa.ys he is a real nice ma.n."
First boy: "Oh, that is nothing; pa says,
and he knows, that all women are priestridden, and "-a bright idea striking him
-"what does he wear his long gown for,
anyway, except to hide his monkey tail?"
This staggered No. 2, and he reluctantly
, admitted that he knew of D" other reason,
and that it might be worn for that purpose.
It would hav been impossible for the priest
to dispel this illusion, working by his own
theories, as, although he had submitted to
inspection and no caudal appendage had
been discovered, that would hav been no
proof of its non-existenne, and the boy believing it entitled it to as much credit as
his own belief in God's exist~>nce.
Tollr W ALKlliR.

Something About Various and Peculiar
Kinds of Matter.
SHl!lRMAN, MIOH., Oct.· 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: It is neces>ary when a person writes on any subject. nnles!< he is
known as absolute authority on that subject, to giv reasons, and those reasons
should be considered and nothing else.
And a person making assertions without
proof should know that he is imposing on
the credulity of the people, unless they are
well known or self-evident facts. Now,
when a man states for a fact that man has

a spirit or mind that livs after d!'lath, he is
inflicting upon his auditors that imPosition, and it matters not how strongly or
honestly he may believe it, it is no more a
fact or less an imposition. But if he givs
reasons for his belief, then the reasons
should be considered and conclusions
drawn therefrom. I long since concluded
that to promulgate a fact i'l was best to
show that it was a fact. I wish to make a
few statements, and giv the reasons when
they are not self-evident.
All can be
claBBed under the head of something;
nothing is the opposit. Something has
an exist!'lnce; nothing has no existence,
and so there is but one that has an existence, that is something, and that includes
everything and, to use a common namA,
we will eall it matter. This matter is infinit. It has no beginning or end. It is
unlimited in amount, quality, coarseness,
11nd finPness. But as fineness is the only
quality I wish to use in this article, it is
the only one I will attempt to sbow exists
unlimited. It is well known that there is
matter so fine that we recognize its existence only by the effect it has on recogniz~ble mat~er. For instance, air, heat, and
the like. Chemists hav found matter so fine
that theyconl.d not make a vessel so dense
as to hold it, and only know of its existence by its effect on other matter. An example of this class of matter is !!een in
gold-bearing quartz. As the gold conld
not hav been there when the quartz was
formed, consequently it formed afterward, and as gold could not pass through
the quartz in that form, the elements
then must be so fine that they could pass
through, and when they came to~ethQr
in the small crevices tbey united and
formed gold there. A.gain, a company of
people in a room may be in a great state
of hilarity. A stranger enters, and they
all become sedate. There has 110mething
passed to them th~t has produced this
muteness, and if something, it is matter
and so fine that is far beyond our comprehension. Another, one person may be
sitting in a chair suffering from acute
rheumatic pains or other disease; another
man in the room places his hands on the
invalid's head, holds them there a moment;
then takes them away; the invalid gets up
and walks a way free from all pain or disease whatever. Some would call this a
miracle, and probably it is as much of a
miracle as there ever is, but it is no miracle at all. This invalid lacked something
that was neceBBary to make his systAm
move on all right; the operator possessed
that something to excess, and when he put
his hands on the invalid's head he imparted
to him that something needed. It united
with the system antl all went on lovely,
and this something was matter too fine
for our comprehensibility, I think the
above shows that if matter is not infinitely
fine it is much finer than we can comprehend. We all know that everything that
has life starts from a seed or germ, except, perhaps, that of spontaneous growth
that has not formed sex or species. The
vegetable has only a physical existence,
which has onlytbe power to attract matter
such as will promote its growth and carry
on its regular routine of life. The animal
has in addition to the vegetable a nervous
arrangement, through which the senses
act,. and in which all the sensualities are
located. This the sensualist contends is
all there is of animals.
That there is something more in animals is quite apparent, but I will consider
only one class in this article, that is,
man. That something more I will call
mind, and the properties of this mind
are its reasoning, its intelligence, Hs
thought, its calculation, its comparison, its will. 1md many other things.
Some think that memory a.nd the affec
tions are part of the mind, but I am inclined to think they are not, though they
may be used by it sometime&. We will
call the other physical, and in it are combined all the senses and sensual palilsions.
This physical man grows up developing
the different senses and sensualities.
Until it is of quite a size, it has no apparent
idea of right or wrong; it shows only a
wish to gratify its own selfish 4esires.
After a time we discover reason, judgment,
calculation, and the like, displayed lightly.
The physical man grows on to maturity,
developing all the passions that belong to
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it, drawing from its surroundings the
matter that makes it and supports it. At
this stage we be~n to discovel' mind
taking form.
It displays judgment,
thought, reason, calculation, and such in
a small degree, for it is only in its infancy.
But we observe that it grows, drawing
from its environments the fine matter
that makes its growth. It is often noticed
trving to govern the passions of the physical, but it seldom s11cceeds, as it is young
and not strong, while the physical man is
of mature age Rnd strength. But as the
mind grows stronger we sometimes see it
governing the physical passions and at
other times yielding and giving them full
sway. In many we find the mind increasing and continually growing stronger,
while the physical does not increase, but
is on the wane; and frequently, when the
physical body is weak and nearly defunct
from old age, we find the mind activ, energetic, deeper in calculation, furtherreaching in its plans than ever before. In
the life of David we read that when his
passions were gone, his physical body almost dead, he called his son and n:i.ade
him swear to take vengeance on his enemy, showing that his mind was as activ
and strong for vengeance as ever. We read
of some of our greatest philosophers and
deepest-minded men m11king the greatest
observation of a life-time near death. And
we hear that Vanderbilt laid a greater
plan to 11ccumnlate wealth when he made
his will than ever before.
And now it 11eems to me that if mind was
the consequent of physical action, it would
lessen when the physical man began to
wane, but the fact is exactly the opposit.
No effect can be ~!'rester than the cause
unless it itself becomes the cauqe, then it
is entirely free from the first can!!e. It is
well known that everything that has life
that g:t:adnally grows into existence, gradually goes out when it goes, consequently
the mind that continues to grow until the
body dies cannot instantly drop into nonentity, but must exist separately and individually. Now, what becomes of these
minds? I can giv only comparativ reasons
for imaginary conclusions. Some of these
minds are made of a combination of matter, the properties of which are to accumulate wealth, others to gain praise and approbation, and others to gain power over
their fellow-man and gratify all their ambitions desires and sensualities. In another
claBB the properties of their make-up is
to relieve the needy, be kind and generons
to all, and so make all happy they can
among their fellow-creatures. There is
still another class, whose only object is to
gratify some degrading desire or satisfy
some lust of the flesh; and when the physical man begins to decay, the mind goes
with it, and before the body is fully defunct. the mind is frequently no more.
The first class of minds spoken of are made
up of a kind of matter, the properties of
which hav no attraction away from this
world, so they will be attracted to it, but
as they are in no condition to take support
from it, they will continue to decline,
P.hrink away, and finally die and be decomposed, thus ending their existence.
The other class of minds are made up of
the finer grade of matter, the properties
of which produce all that is good, such as
benevolence, kindness, justice, equality,
and so on; and when the physical man
dies, and it is at liberty, it has no attraction back to a selfish scramble of a selfish
physical existence. So it goes on increasing and growing from the fine matter that
surrounds it, too fine to be used in the
coarse physical world it has left; and as it
grows on it finds others of the same charaoter and together associa: e, and in this
association and growth expand in thought,
increase in ability of enjoyment, and become greater, nobler, and happier. With
them time is not noted. They know no
past, they imagin no future, but liv in and
enjoy the one eternal present. Thus they
liv on until they hav discarded every vestige of coart!tlr matter and become alike.
Then they unite in one and lose their individuality in one great mass of intelligence, wisdom, goodness, and happiness.
The comparativ reason that they will
eventually unite in one is that they, being
of the same class of fine matter and continually associaterl together, will eventually
become alike, and then will unite, for we
observe, and there are but few exceptions,
that when two bodies are alike and their
texture will admit, they will unite into
one.
DB. E. B. SoUTHWICK.
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(S 1tiZa,ron' s {Sorner.
EiitBd by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
RivBr, Mass., to whom all OommunicafioYI.s for this OornBr should b6 sBnt.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the dav•s occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Gertrude.
So fair and frai:\'ile, waxen white,
Like purest ray of mellowed light,
Or star gleam in a stormy night,
When other skrs hav taken flightThus gentlv falls thy influence here,
Serenely calm, and sweet. and clear.
And we, in pa~sing. may not fear
To say we met an angel h6re;
For purest soul looks from thine eyes.
Thy tbougbts beyonii ug all may rise,
May plainly trace without surprise
The onward way to paradise.

--------~---------S-H.W.

In Yosemite.
There's a fury of foam and a lonesome moan,
And crags and mournful pines,
With a grandness and bight that seems to blight
Most egotistic man.
There maidens dream dreams with beauteous
themes
Near the whispering" Bridal Veil,''*
Feeling half-form<:~d fears as the" Virgin Tears "*
Moan out some melodious tale.
Together these stand, by the same wind fanned,
And broken, and bent, anii kissed.
We wanderers weave bright our sweet story,
In the spell of the tawny dusk,
And the falls sweep on in their glory,
As ever and ever they must.
There the elements guard us an Eden,
Where an Adam may whisper to Eve,
Where the breath of a God
Never cursed the sod,
Or gave man a cause to grieve.
There bird• swing high their frail cradles
Adown where the thunderous roar
Is only an oft-tossed echo
Sweetly softenedo'er and o'er.
With fierce delight, from some dizzy bight,
The playful, wild waters are dashing,
With mournful and musical crashing,
In the deep of the canyon belowAwaY where the rocks are but guardsmen,
Where the wild rose and lichen sweep free.
Man's vexed that his feeling of greatness
Is replaced by humility.

Fzstnore, Oaz.

Each popil is allowed to choose the trade
he or she desires to learn, and then they
are required to stick to it until they hav
fully mastered it. The trades that are
taught the boys are blacksmithing, wagonmaking, painting, harness-making, typesetting, shoe-making, etc.; the girls are
taught the art of cooking and the care of
the home.
The Indian pupils arA very apt to learn
and take great pride in their work, and
make greater progress in the same length
of time than their white brother does.
Some time ago the school sent several
car loads of wagons, harness, shoes, etc.,
which they had made, to the Indian territory for use among the Indians. The
school is under military disciPlin ; the
boys are all organized into military companies; when any of the rules of the school
are broken, the offender is tried hy a
court-martial and punished accordingly;
the superintendent of the school has very
often to mete out mercy to the culprit; for
the Indians want to inflict very severe
punishment for the disobedience of any of
the rules of the school.
The Indians take great interest in athletic ~ports. They hav two base baU nines
and one foot ball eleven. They play with
all comers, and are very seldom beaten,
for when they play ball, they "saw wood
and say nothing. "
Haskell Institute has another novelty
in the way of an Indian band of sixteen
pieces It is the first Indian band ever organized. They play very well now, and
by practice they will soon equal any ordinary band.
It has often been said that as soon as the
pupils leave the school and go back
home they forget all they hav learned
and degenerate to what they were before
they attended the school; tbis is not so,
for most of the pupils take great pride
in their knowledge and try to help and
teach their less forttmate brothers.
DenvBr, Col.
WM. L. PALM.

18, 189::-:J.

A Sweet O:lfering.
.
Some one in New York has discovered
.
that the edi~o~ of the C~rner has a ~andy
tooth, and mimstered to It last week m the
way of an extremely generous box of very
choice bonbons. They are as sweet as the
large-hearted friend who sent them. The
.
donor mll please accept our thanks for the
delicious gift. We expect several little
hands will find the way to that box, and in
imagination its contents will be shared
with our many children little and big
'
'
everywhe~e.
.
The editor of the Corner feels that m
nothing else is she so rich as in her hosts
of friends whose pure and unadulterated
affection is better than gold-, more precious
than rubies or diamonds.

Correspondence.
RoANOKE, Mo., Oct 8, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Is there room for
one more in the Corner? If sci, please
permit me to become a member of your
little band of Freethinkers. I am twelve
years old, I hav two sisters, one of them
older, the other younger, than myself.
They hav written, each of them, a letter
to the Corner. I go to church and Sunday-school quite regularly with my two
sisters. We find much there to interest ns. The music, vocal and instrumental, is the principal attraction. I can
assure yon that the story of Jesus-the
crown of thorns, bis pathetic and anxious
pleading that the cup might pass, his dispairing cry, "My God! my. God! why
has thou forRaken me?"-awakens but little sympathy, interest, or admiration in
the minds of the young folks who attend
Sunday-school. These theological chestnuts hav become stale, very stale. Though
we do not believe in those silly, superstitions ideas about religion so much talked
about at church and Sunday-school, we
do not wrangle nor dispute with those who
do. Neither do they insist on forcing
their views on ns, but treat ns as kindly as
though we were known to be sound in the
Christian faith.
If Christians were better in any way
than many of those who are not Christians
it might be claimed that there was some

r virtue in their faith.

.Our superintendent
prays for God to bless ever:ybody. Is it
not rather presnmptons for him to suggest
to the all-wise the importance of looking
after those who are entirely dependent on
him? However, I suppose it shows the
godness. of his hear~ provided, of course,
~hat he Is perfectly smcere. If our snp_ermtendent possessed the power of domg
good that God is supposed to hav he
would make everyone happy; he would relieve, without any prayer, everyone that is
ii! distress. If he did not, he is n<;>t as
good a man as everybody supposes him to
be. We are told that if we would become
Christians God would Jove ns more and be
kinder to us. Now I think this is doubtfnl. Some that are unbelievers are better
provided for than others that do believe.
A very kind lady belonging to our Sunday-s!'hool says the reason God does n<?t
permit everyone to accumulate wealth IS
because they ha.v not the Christian fortitude to endure prosperity. Why does not
God supplement his ble'ssings with an
abundance of his all-sustaining grace?
That would be so much nicer than to allow
his children to suffer the hardships of destitution and want. The manifest injustice
of willfully neglecting to provide for the
wants of those committed to his care is
clear to everyone.
I hope that all my little Freethinking
friends that can do so will attend Sundayschool and report their observations to the
Corner. One intelligent, ingenions, courteons, well-behaved little Freethinker in
regular attendance at Sunday-school can
neutralize the influence of a corps of welldisciplined, hard-working teachers•.
I remain your faithful ally and coworker in the cause of mental freedom,
ANNIE WALTON.
Chats With Correspondents.
ANNm WALTON.-Children may gain,

occasionally, some good by attending orthodox Sunday schools; but, generally
speaking, it is a waste of time. That wbich
is greatly needed is a Sunday school of our
own, where children of Liberals may learn
the truths of science from a rational standpoint. We are thinking strongly of opening a Sunday school in the Cbildre·n's Corner, if we can find time to attend to it.
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• Names of falls.
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Uncle Sam's Indian Schools.
A nmn ber of years ag-o the United States
government came to the wise conclusion
that the only way (if there is any) by
which to solve the much-mooted Indian
question was to civilize the children of the
redmen by educating them. So, for a
nnm ber of years, Congress haR made liberal
appropriations for the establishment and
maintenance of the Indian schools.
At present there are about twenty
schools in sncces~fnl operation. They are
scattered all over the United States, one
being as far east as Carlisle, Penn., and
others are located on the Pacific Coast.
The largest school is the one at Carlisle,
which can accommodate about one thousand children. The combined attendance
at all the govenment schools is about 3, 750;
but the capacity of the schools are bAing
enlarged each year so as to accommoilate
the ever-increasing demand for education.
When the schools were first opened it
was with great difficulty that the Indians
could be persuaded to let their children be
taken from them to attend the schools;
but now the Indian parents are beginnin~
to realize that their children must be educated so they can more easi1y compete
with their white brothers.
Haskell Institute, the second lurgest Indian school, is located near the historic
city of Lawrence, Kan. The school was
established there in 1882, Congress appropriating a small sum to start with; but
each year since new buildings hav been
added, until now there are over thirtyfive buildings belonging to the school.
The ~rounds belonging to the EChool comprise six hundred and forty acres, most of
which is used for farming purposes. It is
well stocked, and is in fact a model farm
in all respects. At Haskell both boys and
girls are educated, and so far the co-education of the sexes has been a great success. Haskell Institute is an inilnstrial
school in every sense of the word, for the
pupils are given over to books one- half
of the day and the other half is apent in
the various_shops and in working theJs.rm.
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Pict~rial

f{OLIDA 1S.
Text-Book, in

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, >~;2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated.
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. l\f. Bennett, 4
volumes, red cloth covers, ~6.50: leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

The World's Sages, Think~ts, and Foefotmers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3;
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religio"s of Ancient aq Modern
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in
IJrison. In cloth, $~per volume. or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngerso/1' s

Prose

Poems and

Selections.

In selecting Holiday PreRents for their friends,
Liberals shonld remember that good buoks make
lasting impression~. and please as ~ell eve~ day
in the year. A LiberaJ book _In the nght
hands often changes the VICU'S of sev•
eral persons.
.
We have qllite a number of books approPnatelY
bound for HoJidav purchasers, and we will pack
them carefnUy so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by nrepaid express. The following are
all good books for the purpose :

voltaire's Romances;Profnsely Illustrated.
Half calf. $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

oarwin and After Darwin.

By George J.

Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hour.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book~ Without Superstition, for Children ana Youth. The
Only .b'reethinkers' ChildJ:en's Story-book
ever issued 66full-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

conway's Life of Paine.

Two large, hand-

some volumes. The best and only complete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

partan' s Life of Voltaire,

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

woman, Church, and State.

By Matilda

Silk

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth. gilt top,
$2.

Jngerso/J' s Princi. a/ Works: Gods and Other

History of Christianity, Comprising all that

From his Writinl!'s and Sayings.
cloth, $2 50; tree calf, $9.

Lectures; GhostR and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses: Interviews on
Talmage; W11at Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Life. A Prose Poem. By B. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of B. G. Ingersoll

22x28.

inches, heavy plate 11aper, 50 cents.

photograph (Cabinet) of B. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Force and Matter.

Gilt stamp. $1.25.

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

$1.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $I.50.

Half calf, $3; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.

Lessons From the World of Matter and the
World of Ma". By Theodore Parker.
Cloth, gilt top, $!.25.

Asleep and Awake.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.

~For

relates to Christianity in the " Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

A new Liberal novel.

By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

cosmian Hymn Book.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue.

~
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMA.N"N.
.An explanation of tJ;te origin of the God Ide!J., and the mental processes that led to the formatwn
of idols and the worship of them. From the t1me of Terah's apostasy Ab h •
f
t'
d
his b~nishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha;dean idols to' c~tst~~~~fn~r'fh~ IO~i~~i
pal c .araotets are analyzed an~ shown to be huma~, by thought and deed. It is made fain tfiat th~
Il~cnliar phraseology, can~ saytngs, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings and sn e~natural ad
(lingthare the:propor ptt'fspnfngof the then existing barbarism, ignorance and'superstftion constftutmg e peculiar po11 1cs o the dav.
'
•
-

CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
·The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmal!:er.
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Animal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
.
.
D J.gestion and Nutrition.

In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

The Eleme;ntary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

1898.

,Just Out.-25 Cents..-. Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would gi~e $25.,
:vefa.r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the rrequent lapses
o 'l'irtue of the ministers showed how little value Uhristi&nit;r
possesses to make men moral.
We h~v:e jus~ issned; the Fourth, Edition of the book doina thil.
The additiOns for this new edition of ihe

u

Crimes of Preachers"

l!hOW1! nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous editions show that within a iew years ab<mt

1300 HINISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo~>. of the crimes
are against women, for the :!'air sex are at once thJ weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
"l~rgy,

. Notwithstanding the many additional pa~es, we have kept the
Price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for & copy, and confound the church- •llillii'IIIIIIJ~
mPn. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy :who have
clo.seq the.Wor)d's ~air .on !'Iunday. because it is ~o holy a day th"t to look npon m6,clllmlr;r
;vamtings m this penod 1s "=moral."

Address

THE TRUTII SEEKER, CO.UPANY.

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rnles for Hnman Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The ~fin•!.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

Page~

(W. STEWART BOSS),

Editor of the

In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

.&ONDON .Ml-NOBTIO JOUBNAI..,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•

BREAKING.
·,,

Origin o1:' the Sabbatic .IdeaThe Je~sh Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exa:rnination o£
Sunday Argu:rnents- Origin
o:t the Christian SabbathTesti:rnony o:t" the ·Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath during the Middle .Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testi:rnony
o:t" Christian Re£or:rners.
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation o:t" Sunday La-ws.
-BY-

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
WhBn he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the a.nthor: "Yo:n.h!'-ve eiLl'Jled the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of soillld cnttclsm'rof caustic
hnmor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satue, pf patnos and elo9.nence. t IB one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWISh God and the Bible.
Cloth, gol-1 letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev Archdeacon Fanar said that ·• Christianit:y ~levated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo.of sacred innocence the tender ye~rs of the child." The oi_>ject o~ Saladi,n's '\'rO]:k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has sncceesJ.ed. An English wnter sa1d of 1~:
•· This cPrtainly ie one of the most marvelous books aver 1•sned from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable, and the re•ult is convincing."
o
In two volumes, cloth . .I!Ilt-lettered. $2.50.

JANET SMIT.H: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WO}JAN.
This is one of the mo •t deli~lltful of Sal~ iia'; oojJ:;, "dioiection of wo"iaa, .vith in :i.
dental tearing apart of man-Janqtic, sarca.stic. yet philosophical withal, and permeated with
"tender reverence 1or woman an·l exalted opinion of what she is and slwnld be. A. merciless
satire upon certain of the conveacwnal foibles of the day, full or facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. Mo•t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man bellind her, and it serves him about right:
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRAD:£.

---·-

A conden"ation of the known facts npon this subjeob proving that Christianity did no~
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in hnman beings. ·xo which are added such comments
as only Baladin can make. In paper, 8G cents.

JOHN :e. :R:eMSBURG.

THE TRANSITION.
Price, f/6 Cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 I.Dfa,flltte plaice. Mew

rort.

;1 tlb KbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
R~surrection

a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

Pibte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesns; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod.-; WJ:atthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards_!
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested1.
Inspiration; Conclusion.
Pri~e, cl~tb,

Addroo

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. ~orne of its sabjecte are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Gemns; An Essay on Stirpicnlture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God 1n the Constitution; Eruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of ~trong literature
like to read again and again In oloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $Ui0.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Cbriotian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ecience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bil:>Je call be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

?5 cents; paper, 40 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. historic veme, aglow 1n eTefl'
page with the energy of a trne and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is >\ story of intense passion, touchingly told. The o~her twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse_ reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;[ one who endured it. Based upon a. ms.nuaori.pt in the 'POIBNs1on ol' Sa.l.&cfl•.'
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGINGc
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cnt down trom the ~rrJlom. l'''rinted fr.om DUIII'I!c
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short storr of clerical crime and villainy foilllded on fs.ot. Of thls boolt the Opm OOW"t
oaid: "This nove will command the same, or more, interest thr.n Helen Gardenel''s itory. 'I•
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 centa.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Baing an exposure of that infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Li
·.;onsnes~ ot the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Abs(. ·on; Confessions ot
the Escaped Nnn; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tt.. 'Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte·• pts at Continency even more Rninons than Her SelfIndnlEence; The Relative Crimina.! Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
4*
·~"'" "IJ , , *"'""" """'1\'l<~ >M<i"IM"
'l:'Rlll TBll"l'Y ~, •~Af!!.:ve~ ~:~-'lr~ .J

Force a11d ?\atter;

THE ELIMINATOR;

OB,

OR

HAND-BOOK

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.

OF

,.

I'Wnctpi6B of the Natural Order of the lin;
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
t/Oi'ITENTS :
and Matter
The Fitness of Things in
ortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immorlality_of Force, Man,
Brain and Mind,
Inftn:ity of Matter,
Value of Matter,
Thoul{ht,
Motion,
Consownsness,
Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
C1niversality of Natural Personal Cont.innatJCe
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Sonl of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
MoJtality,
Original Generation,
Con c In dli:n g Observ•
Secnlar Generation,
tions.
l'rioe. auo. Address 'l'HE '!'RUTH SEEK.JW
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" Write me no more fables, Zest 1 be a fool ana
react the rtaazes awrv."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabnlous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
titoriesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adamb·" What Is Known of the New 1'estament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesns and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The 'rhings That Remain.
Price, cloth, $1.50. Fort sa.le at this office.

FREEl'H OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.
Conta.inmg in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable Its classification
·
'·
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason\" it enables somehOdf in every village to "corner the parson." Its -wide
variety of snblects inclnae all the disputed pomts between Chiistianit.y and Freetho!l&ht. Price
cloth, 81; paper, 150 cents.
Address
THE '£RUTH SEEKEU.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 18, 1898.

'734

Goms of ~Aought~

ROBERT G.

A GREAT' BOOK ON RADICAL, SOOIAL. AND
ECONOMIC REFORMS.
The title of the book is

GoD givs nuts to those who hav no teeth.
-Portu,quese proverb.
A MAN, so to speak, who cannot bow to
his own conscience every mornin~ is
hardly in a condition to respectfully salute
the world at any oth~r time of day.- The author is
Douglas Jerrold.
HENRY OLERIOH, of Hawarden, Ia.
As in a building
This book is in story form, well printed on
Stone rests on stone, and, wanting the good paper, well illustrated, and handsomely
bound. It 1s a text-book on "Co-oper11tive Infoundation
dividualism." For many it is :perhaps too radical
All would be wanting, so in human life
on some questions of reform, but it is nl'vertheEach act10n rests on the foregone event,
Jess eminently thought-provoking.
The universal unrest manifested by the thinkThat made it possible, but is forgotten
---o-ing
world, particularly during these "hard
And buried in the earth.-Longjellow.
times," p!ainl:y indicates that our social, eco
nomic,
antl religious institutions are not in tune
THE only education that can avail to with the
best thonl{ht of the age. The author
prevent crime in any substantial degree vividly portl·uys an Ideal world from which all
must be education in the true sense, an our present social, economic, and religious evils
eliminated.
For the fulfillment of his
education that is as much physical and are
GODS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.
prophecv, the author does not rely on miral'les~
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individnality,:Heretics and Heresies. moral as intellectual, an education that but on the advancing_i_ntelligeuce of thoughtfUl
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
enables him who has it to play a fair part men and women. If Mr. Olerich's ideal state can
ever be attained the world will certainly be a
uHOSTS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.
in sociallife.-Havelock Ellis.
paradise. Beautifully cloth-bonndJ>rice $1.
Incmdiug The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declara,ion of IndependAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ence, About Farming in Jllinoi;, Speech Nominating James G Blaine for Presidency in 1876,
EvoLUTION is not the-'' handmaid of reThe Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Olarlie, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Drenm, ligion," it is its mistress, the interpreter
and A Tribute toE bon C. In~ersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
TtsiE PHILOSOPHY
of theologies, and of all else that has enSOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
OF
gaged
the
human
mind
from
the
earliest
Contents: Soma ~Iistakes of lloses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesda:r, Wednesday, Thur;day, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, Hatuc- to the latest time. The result of this is a
day, Let us l\Iake illau, Sunda,~;. The Necessity fo.- a Good }!emory, 'rhe Garden, The l•'aJ. rational interpretation of life, of mind, and
Dampness, Bacchus and Babel, l! .,ith in Filth, ·rhe Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents; of matter, and even if their genesis is never
A. Practical Exposition of
certainly determined Freethonght has
cloth, $1.
everything to hope, and nothing to fear,
Natural Restorative Power.
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interview> with the Famou; Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Tal- from the truths of evolution that are
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
mage, of Brooklyn, to which ;_, added a Talm~tgian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25; already established.- Charles Watts.
cloth, gilt, $1.50.
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
W:m are all of us willing to accept dea<l Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
BLASPHEMY.
Argnmeut hy R. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Morristown N. J. This is truths or blunt ones; which can be fitted to result from an understanding of its principles.
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, s.nd will be a model for the bar so long harmlessly into spare niches, or shrouded
Price, $~.50.
Address TRE TRUTH SEEKER.
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. It< legal acumen ii unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a trial for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian :persecution 1s going and coffined at once out of the way, we
on this argument should be free!' circulated, read to the Christians. and expounded on every holding complacently the cemeterv keys,
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; clot I!, 50 cents.
and supposing we hav learned something.
WHA.T MU~T WE DO TO BE SAVED~
But a sapling truth, with earth at its root
Analyzes the so-cq,!led gospels of i\Iatthew, ~Iark, Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
Brought Into the
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and ll,ll- and blossom on its branches; or a trenchswers the question of the Christ b..,< ao to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the relig- ant truth, that can cut its way through
Absolutely
Reliable Covion of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.
bars and sods, most men, it seems to me,
dislike the sight or entertainment of, if by ernment Banks Established in
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
Th~ famous Christmas Srrmon u.v Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the mini•ters,
any means snell; guest or. v¢on may be
the Interest of and Owned
and Colonel IngersolL's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
avoided. And, mdeed, th1s 1s no wonder;
by the Whole People.
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
for one such truth, thoroughly accepted,
A Reply to the New York Ooserver's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by connects itself strangely with others, and
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
there is no saying to what it may lead us.
LIMITA.TIONS OF TOLERATION.
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,"
-.John
Ruskin.
A Dis~nssion between R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederick R. Oonden, and Ex-Governor
" The Hill Banking S;vstem " and other
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
•
works of great serviCe to the world.
SUBTLY and slowly ideas do their work;
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RlGHT~ SPEECH.
the end may not be accomplished so
Professor
has given several years of careA Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
Wit;,. Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents. brilliantly or with so much display as is ful study to Hill
the elaboration of a system of sound
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
money,
\hat
may
immediately into present
the case in war, hut it will be accomplished methods of doing fit
t usine•s and be easily intrOIn the suit of thg B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. TeL Co.,1886 Paper, 10 cents.
more surely and more lastingly. For the duced and universally
adopted.
CRIMES AGAn-s·r CRIMINALS.
'rhis book is "just in time." is an absolutely
victories of the cannon and the sword are
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10cents.
original
book
from
the
beginning to the end is a
transitory and trivial compared with the good-sized volume in clear
type, and is the clearJ,IFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents. triumph
of a great idea. '£he hero of the est expo8ltion of money, uses
of money, causes of
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
n,oney panics and remeoies for th" same, ever
sword
is
soon
forgotten,
and
a
new
genera22x28 incies, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.
published.
Orders
are
rapidly
coming in and we
tion, as Walt Whitman says, wipes the want yours. Sena twenty-five cents
for COP:!'·
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. H"GERSOLL, 50 cents.
slate and begins afre11h. The victories
A.fl<lres• •_rJ:[E TRUTH tlKI•~ll..EB.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BA.BY BROWN. are reversed, and what was purchased at
(A home picture.) 50 "ents.
so terrible a price of blood to-day is given THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERPHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7t x 13 inches, $1.50. up in blood again to-morrow. Not so the
ENDUM MOVEMENT.
triumphs of the mind. 'fhe thoughts of the
"rAGE AND THE PULPIT.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits. and Opinions on the Trial of the Chicago great thinkers of the past-of Socrates, of
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
_
Plato, of Aristotle-liv on and influence
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
the lives of men of to-day, long after the By the Citizenship tht ough the
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
bodies that gave them birth. hav gone to
Initiative and Referendum,
IN&ERSOLI. CA.TECHISED. Paper, 3 ce-ats. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents. dust.-.Frederick Ryan.
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
EARLY Christianity was in all its essenComments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
Price, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had jomed the church. tials a special development of the common
Paper, 3 cents.
religions ideas of Asia Minor and Syria.
'I'HE
THE
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
It was the creed of Adonis, the creed of
'rhe lecture i< "gr~tnd one, and was receive'l by the cmb with continuous applause from Attis, dressed up afresh and applied with
beginning to end, whiCh speaks well for the Unit .. rians. The pamphlet con&ams 1 J pages;
minor diflerences to a certain historical or
AND
beautifully printed. l'rice, 6 cent.;; ten copies, 50 cents.
mythical personage, s~d . to hav lived ~
MEMORIAL ORiTION O:i ROSCOE CONKLING.
OR
Galilee about the begmmng of the Chr18Delivered before the New York legislature May 9. 1888. Price. 75 cents.
tian era. Of this personage himself we THE CONFLII1f BFIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness o! know really nothing but the name or
author. Price, 10 cents. 'fwelve copies for $1.
names; every supposed fact or incident reAND THEOLOGY.
lated of him is merely one of the common
INGERSOLL'S GRElT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
At tlle Paine celebr.1tion ia New York city inl892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
and universal incidents related of all the
with a preface by
other gods, each of whom is represented
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE 'VOLUME.
CONTENTS.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individnalityo Thomas Paine; Heretics and Here- as being a man as he was; each of whom
.R.
G.
INGERSOLL.
sie~; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or DeclaThis is the only work of its kind in the literaratlOn of Independeuce,July4,1876; What. I Know About Farming in llhuoi'!.i Speeoh at Cin- is slain by a violent death; each of whom
undergoes resurrection, as a rule on the ture of Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
cinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre>idencv: The Pa~t.tdses Before !VIe
or, Vision of· War, a:1 ext.ract fr"m a Soeech made at the Soldiers· and Sailors' Reunio,; third day; each of whom is identified with upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
at .IndianaJ:!olis, IJ;~rl ..• Sept. 2~ 1876; A Tribute to Ebo'l C. Ingersoll; T.he Grant Banquet; corn and the vine; each of whom is sacra- to the reader's ser.~e of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Cnmes Agamst Crunmals; Tnbute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Som~ Mist!lkes of 1\'loses·
Price, cloth. $1.
Address
What Must We Do _to be Saved? Six Intervi!)WS .with Robert G. In~ersoll on Six Sermons by mentally eaten under the guise of bread
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the ;Rev: T. pe W1tt ;l'almage, D. D.;_. to whiCh 1s. a!lded a TaJmagian Catechism, and Four and wine by his worshipers.-Grant A lten.

A CITYLESS AID
COUHTBYLESS WOBLD.

INGERSOLL'S

WORKS.

MENTAL HEALING.

MONEY FOUND.

DIREGT LEGISLATION

BRAIN

Prefaces, which co., tam some of Mr ..mgersoll's wttt1est and bnghtest sayings.
This volume ha~ the greatestpopularity,is beautifully bound in half calf or half morocco
mottled edges, 1,357 pageJ, good paper,large type, post Svo. Price, postpaid, $5.
'

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows Of the ztvtnu.'' An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also

COLONEL JNGERSOLL'S ADDRESSA'I' 'I'HE FUNERAL OFWAL'I' WHI'I'•
MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fif&h ed(tion, en!R.rged and revised.· A handsome quarto. containing

3~3

pages. This is

be:!!on~ quest10n, t!1e gheape~t and most elegant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical

fimsh 1~ w:orth v of 1ts l!'trmstc excellence. No expemu has .been spared to make it the thing of
beauty 1t lB. The type LS large anqcl~ar, the paper heavy, highly cale.ndered~ andri~hly tinted,
the presswork fanl•less,!!-'1!1 the bmding as perfect as phe be;t matertals ana skill can make it.
As t'> the contentsh1t lS enough to say that they Include all of tue choicest utterances of
the greatest writer on t e topics treat.cd that has ever lived.
?'hos!J who lave not ~he good fort~ne to own all of 1\;[r. Ingersoll's :publishe'l workR, will
have m th1s book of selectLOns many bnght samples of h1s lofty thought, his matchless eloquence, his wonderful imagery and his epigrammatic and poetic power. The •·ollection includes all of the" 7'ributes" that have become famous in literature-notably those to his bro~her
E. Q. Ingersoll, Lmcoln, Grant, Beecher, Conkhng, Courtlandt M. Palmer, Mary Fiske Elizur
W~ght: his peerless monqgraphs on "ThE) Vi~ion of '~ar," Love,.Liberty, Art and Morality,
S~e~ce, Nature, ';{'he JmagUlatlOn,.,DecoratlOn Day OratwnhWhat IB roetry, Music of Wagner,
Ong~n and Destmy, Leaves of urass," and on the great eroes of mtel1ectual Liberty. Besides these are innumerable gems taken here and there from the orations, speeches ar uments
toast~J:,lectures,letters, interviews, and dav by day conversations c-·f the author. '
·'
•.t·he book is designed for, and will be accented by admiring friends as a rare personal
souvenir. To help it serve this J2.Un:>ose, a fine steel portrait, with auto~raph "ac-sifuile has
been. prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of binding 1t is eminently suited
for presentation PU11lOses, for any season or occasion.
PBroEs.-In cloth\ beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges $5· in half
!Ja.lf, mottled :edg_esJ liorary .Pt_yle, 11!4-50; in full TUrkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.50;
•
m full tree calf, lilgnest possible :finish, $9. 1

Anr of the above sent to any_address,__br e-;press, prepaid, or mail, post free,
OD receipt of price. Address THE TRUTu SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York;

THE history of persecution is a history
of endeavors to cheat nature, to make
water run up hill, to twist a rope of sand.
It makes no d1fl:erence whether the actors
_be many or one, a tyrant or a mob.. A
mob is a society of bodies voluntarily bereaving themselvs of reason and travers·
ing its work. The mob is man voluntarily
descending to the nature of the beast. Its
fit hour of activity is night. Its actions
are insane, like its whole constitution. It
persecutes a principle; it would whip a
right; it would tar and feather justice.!- by
inflicting fire and outrage upon the
houses and persons of those who hav
these. . .
The martyr cannot be
dishonored. Every lash inflicted is a
tongue of fame: every prison a more illustrious abode; every burned book or
house enlightens the world; every suppressed or expunged word reverberates
through the earth from side to side. The
minds of men are at last aroused; reason
looks out and justifies her own and malice
finds all her work in vain. It is the
whipper who is whipped and the tyrant
who is undone,-Ra~h Waldo EmerBon,

BIBLE;

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
•ryana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here cl.aimed that . ~is life and
teachings were appropnated and ut11lzed by the
formulators of the Christian reli,gion in tile interest of sq-c(l.lled. Chri.stianity. '!'he p!ag:iar!sm
is made plam m th1s brief htst!Jl'Y of Apollomus
especail!y in view of the histoncaJ. references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism. the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
15
Price, ~~t:ess
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1!11 Lafayette place. New York Oity.

Godly Women of the Biblee
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who figure in the Bible.
-BY-

<\pt \Jli!GODLY Woll.U! Oil' 'l'BII :NDUill111BNl'H <lE:NT.
1IBL

THE 'rRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 18. 1.893.

Jfot for '[)arsons.

JOHN E.

T~. milliner i~ point.ed at as a thing of
vamty, but she IS a mighty great aid to
church-going religion.-Puck.

REMSBURG'S

HAGGARD STRANGER: My principal difficulty, doctor,_i~ that I am unable to sleep.
Famous PhyBICian: Go and hea~ the Rev.
Dr. Seventhlypreach. Haggard Stranger:
Alas, ?octor, I am the Rev. Dr. Seventhly.

MR. SANDs (the village storekeeper):
Mrs. Waters, I hav in some nice bottled
beer. Shall I send some up? Mrs. Waters ( W. 0. '1. U., severely): You forget,
Mr. Sands; I never touch, taste, or handle
alcohol in any shape or form. Don't forget to send the large-size bottle of cologne,
and _three gallons of white wine for preservmg.-Puck.
WE are reminded of the old Vermont
story of Ethan Allen at the special thanksgiving service after the capture of Ticonder~g~.
The o:ffici~ting clergyman was
ascnbmg all the praise for that cheering
success of the American arms to heaven.
The colonel stood it as long as he could;
then he rose in his pew. "Parson--,"
he said, " would you mind mentioDing
that Ethan Allen was there?"-Hartford

Courant.

THE Sentinel quotes a negro philosopher
of Wakeeney, known as Uncle Nathan
Brown, concerning the condition of things
in western Kansas. The people hired a
rainmaker named Boyd, who failed and
pulled out. "I 'low dis heah country
ain't ·nevah goin' to get no mo' rain," said
Uncle Brown. "De good Lawd, in his
justificatin', didn't see no use ob a fall ob
de heavenly waters, an' you all done sent
foh Mr. Boyd. Den the Lawd.said, Ef you
gwine to put yo'r trus' in Mistah Boyd,
den trus' Mistah Boyd.
Den de Lawd
pulled out. Den Mist<ili Boyd pestifercated wif de elements a spell, an' he
pulled out. Wif tie Lawd pulled out, and
Mistah Boyd pulled out, how you gwine
to 'spect any rain?"
VIOE-PBESIDENT STEVENSON told the following story to a group of senators the
other night: There was an old darkey in
southern Illinois who wanted to join the
ministry.
He had progressed through
many years of trial and tribulation, from
the position of chief hog stealer and henroost robber of the community to the
mourner's bench, to membership, to a deaconate, and finally to the dignified office
of sexton and chief bell-ringer of the white
folks' church in the same town.
He
couldn't read, but his granddaughter Lucindy could, and he made her read to him
every evening from the good book. He
was finally brought before the board for
examination, which was conducted as follows: "Brer 'Lias, do you know the
Bible?" "Yas, praise de Lawd." "Brer
'Lias, do you believe it to be the word of
God?" "Yas, datI do, praise de Lawd."
"Do you believe the parables?" "Dat I
do. Ever w'ud ob dem par'bles is fac's,
sho nuff. Gospel troof." ''Do you know
any of them well enough to repeat, Brer
'Lias?" "Dati do. !knows dem all, but
dat one of Potiphar and Jezebal is de
truest an' mos' powerful one ob all. Hit
goes dis away. You see Potiphar was a
ridin' down in his charyit f'um Je'usalem
into Jericho. He drove 'long lil bit w'en
'long con:i.e Jezebal. She say: 'W'iteman,
gimme a ride;' an' he done tuk her up be-·
hin' him in his charyit.
An' dey went erlong a lil furder an' fell among t'ieves.
An' dey say: 'Frow down Jezeball' An'
Potiphar he say: 'Let him among you
widout sin cas' de fus'stone.' But dey say
all de louder: 'Frow down Jezeball' An'
finallif he frew down .Jezebal. But dey
warn satisfied, an' yell: 'Frow down·Jezeball' An' he frew her down ergin. An'
den dey yell out: 'Frow her down some
mo'.' An' he frew her down seb'n times.
But dey was dat mean dey warn' satisfy no
how, an' dey kep' a hollerin' 'Frow down
Jezebell' An' he frew her down seb'nty
times seb'n. An' of de remains dey geddered up seb'n basketsful. "-Washington
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Will be sent for $4.50. The
.;,. $2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
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-Ohwago Tribune.

MR. STEINBAOH: Vas you to dot synagog
yesterday, MoseR? Mr. Rosembanm: No.
Mr. Steinbach: Yell, der rabbi says if ve
vant to be goot ve haf to makA sagrifices.
Mr. Rosenbaum: Oh, I don't go to no
synagog vere a rabbi talks shop in der
pulpit.

The Freethinker's Badge-~in
ONE YEAR,

MoTHER: Horrors! What. in the world
ar.e you singin11:,. and on Sunday, too?
Little Boy: 0, this song is all right It's
about the prodigal son.-Good News.

• DR. F<?UR;t'HLY: I know how giddy fashIOnable hfe Is; but do von not pause sometimes to think of your heavenly father?
Miss Waite: Well-er-doctor, perhaps
you never hl'ard that papa's was merely a
death-bed repentance.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTB
SEEKER, $5. Either kind.(Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 500. more,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.Abraham Lincoln: Was He .A Christian? .

SISTER LUCY

For fifteen yea•s Mr. Rem~hnrg has been collecting material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that is irres•stibie and overwhe1mmg, aud which must pnt this questiOn
at rest forever. In addition to the tesr.imJny of twentyw,,nesses who claim that L.ncoJn ,val
a Christian, and which is reviewed and refnted,.ne adduces the testimolll' of more than a hnnrlrecl witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln wa'< n.ot ~> Ullrhtian. These witnesses include
~18 wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his pdncipal biographers, and scores of Lis most l tim',te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

Twenty Crimes a'nd Vices Sanctioned by

Sc.iptnre; F ..!sehood and Deception; Chea.ting; Theft and Robber:~>; Adultery and Prostitnr.ion; Murder; Wars of Co~qnest and Extermination;. Despotism; lntolerance aud Per~ecn
tion; Injustice to Wonan; Unkindness to Children; urnelty to Animals; H11man Sacrifices;
Canni'ba1ismj.Slavery; W1tchcraft; Polrg&my; I;ntemperance; Pove.rty and Vagr~tncy;- Ignorance and 1a10cy; Obscenity. Pr1ee, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 oop1es, $1. Spemal d1sconnt
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most tlwrough work
ever written on the Saboath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome lJrint. Thq
questwn is dls ussed under the fo lowin~ heads: Origin o.f th.3 Sabbaticiuea; tile Jewish
Sa.bbath· the Chr1stian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exa.mlDatlon of Sunday Arguments;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony of tn~ Christian Fathers; the Sabbath dnringo
toe Middle Ages; th3 Puritan Sabbath,;. Testim,ny of Chris1>ian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday La ~s. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copies $1,

I.mage Breaker.

Tells the story of the .Autlwr-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
asp~rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sense," •· Ameri•an Crisis,"" Rigohts
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tribnte3 to Paine's charanter from more than
one hundred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly for this
work. Se~ond edition. 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
handsome steel portrait of .Paine. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cent>.

AS ;:c; IJfJ,f HIJU CONVENT.
~ f.Jw Wort1s en Auricular Coi!ftlssloo,
10 -M>:ItR.

WANTED- 500,000 Freethinkers to stop at
Richter's Hotel, Onllman, Ala.
6t4.6

P,ATENTS

MripUon to L. B.t.GGKR & Co • A"y'R. Wa.ahinl!ton.D~

CHOLERA, DIPHTHERIA, Dysentery
Piles, Quinsy, Catarrh. The Antidote for $1.
Agents wanted. Dr. G. H. MILLER, 2,883 Hicory
street, St. Louis, Mo., former address 1,441 South
Lwelfth street, Denver, Col.
20t28

25

:g
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The Popes and Their Doings.

Price.

iin 'Bi~~ii~w~~::::

"Otto Wettstein, WATCH.

50 cents extra.
The •rorch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
Pnameled in 5 colors~ small pin'b $2, $2. 75, and
$3.50. With diamonas, $5, $8. Large, $3, $4, $5,
$15. Charms, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7.50,$'0, $15 $20, 1!!80.
DiaDJ.onds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at o:ption. Watch clenned $1.\.an" returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. ill.
P.S.-The "Ineersoll Souvenir Spoon" free
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

Published Monthly at $3 per Year.-

W a.s
i
.. 'A.ii8
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ................................... •
Bible 1\Iorals. John E. Remsburg............
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............
Pocket Theology. Voltaire...................
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock.................... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Liber.!Y in Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll..............
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. AHart .... · ............ ··•·· .............. ··
The Holy Bible Abridged......................
·False Olaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg...... · ............. · · ........ •·
IssUES OF 1893.-$3.
"ehomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll......................... .. .. ..
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann.....................................
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.

THE;

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durine her residence of five years as a novice..._and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel vieu
Nunnery, at 1\Iontreal. Perhaps not any anti·
Catholic book published has created more ex.
citernent, and bad such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria 1\'Ionk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of he•· priest-seducer.
Pr1ee, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Truth Seek~r Library.I THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIES.
Truth Seeker Annnal,)891.. ................... $0
Men, Women, and l:tods. Helen H. Gardener,..................... .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
The Age of Reason. Thoma.s Paine. illnstrated........ ...... .......................
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett.......................................
Christian Absurdities. John Peck...........
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... .
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated.....
SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg.......
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert c. Adams..................
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Pntnam.................. ..... ... .. .. .. .... . ..
The Hil'(her Criticism in Theology and Re1'g1
1 on. T · E · Longshore ............... ·
IssUEs OF 1892.-$3.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote ............ ·
Rights of Man. Thoma.s Paine. illnstra-

Terms Easy.

rty·tlTe years' experience. Examin&tionB &nd ne·
porta tree. Promp11 a.ttenti(ln. Bend Drawing and d,.

Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in st.atements, in very nnvarnished langual!e, and the nnma•king is comp!ete, proving them to have been erne!, intril'(ning, and licentious men. Considering the
rap1d growth of C•.tholicism in this country,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75cents.

An address deHvered in P~ine Hall, bef_re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Jannary
29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
" For all the above works address
28La.fayette Place, New York.

IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.

0 !.iT A I NJ •:;

Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjnstec'
to heat, cold, and position. b~antiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; !ZJ.'aranteea
a pertect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-onnce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case, $28 to $30; hnntingk 1!!80 to $85; 14 carat,
solid gold, 1!!45 to $150. Nic el works, 11!2 more.
Re!fUiar Grade AJ:nerican Wa~cheso
Silverme case 1 7 jewels, $6i 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; aitJ>o,
adjusted, 'I'll; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. 1n finer oases, add as above.
Lallies' AJ:ner1can Golll Watcheso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $15.f0; 15 jewels, 1!!20; 14 carat soud
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee. kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Snndries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoone, $1.80; table spoons,
$3.fl0; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for ~ets.of 6.
Solid silver spoons, $1.85 per ounce; solid s1lver
souvenir spoons. $1. $1.,5, $1.50~.,$~ to $3.
Tl.teColonellngersoll.-Tea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3i gilt bowls, 50 cents more
Etched (teas onlYI:

The .Apostle of Liberty.

d&~is criic'i'fi~<i?

W
'l.dos.

Six Lectures:

Decline of Faith: Protfs'antintolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an UnbeEever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 4ll cents.

Thomas Paine.

Her Awful Disclosures

,

As a 1\ofissionaryDocnment it is naexcelled. Amor ; the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: 'l'he Church and Morality; Crim .nal Statis·•~cs showmg the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Cllurcn and Liberty; the C.anrch and the Antislavery Reform;.. the Woman's
Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cents
singly; ·75 c:nts per dozen.

Bible Morals.
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Disclosures of Maria Monk,

0

" The Ttme to be HaPW ts Now,"

years a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentlOns practices of thELJ>riests and nuns in
these relig1ons brothels. There ia no question
that Ex-priest Ho&"an knew the truth of the
tales of v1ce, sednct10n, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equallY there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Ca.tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by onr various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
co pions extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. Theworkis aprotesta.ga.instandanappeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religions sYstem so invnsive
of privacy so powerful for evil in licentious
hand•, ao fraught with danger to femoJe modestv, to the ingennons openness of youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price. paper, 25 cc nts.
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Handbook of Freethonght. W. S. Bell......
Religion a Onrse; Helig10n a Disease; Re. ·
I 1g10n
a L'1e. s. p . Putnam.
... .
Dea1gn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
THI!: ·rnuTH SEE~tER...... ... .. . ....
~braham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?

25

15

land. Rev1sed menc"n e 1t10n, s owmg t ~:~
result
in ~ariPhes of thA
•
PriRoman decree that
pnests sha I not mary.
ce, paper,15 cents.

Sister Lucy and Hl'r Awful Disclo&ores
Respecting New Hall Convent, Hore-

John E Remsburg-.
.. .. .. .... .. .. ..
50
ham Essex England. Showing that convents
Pen Pictures of The World's. Fair. Dlnsare l imicai to cha.stity, virtue, and freedom.
trated. S. P. Putnam...................
2!;
Price,11 paper, 10 cents.
Common Sense. Thomas Paine. . . . . ..
..
15
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
28 Lafayette Place, New York Clty.
Pleasure and Progress. Albert.M. L"rentz,
LL.B............. ......
50
Dnnnll' the year other standard .b'reethonght
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please sa.y
By ABA AUGER
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
A
condensation
of the fundamental arguments
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
against ChriFtianity.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

3/ZZ in a JfutsheZZ.
A V6ry Good Little MissiOnary Work.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
l:iw ltl. BA.lJ,Q(}¥ l'rioe. 150tl

Price, 15 cents.

Address

THE TBUTH S:UKEB.

TBt HOT£D SP!CJALJST 1
J!'M" Men Only,
Is a physician of " wide and extensive practice.
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peon11ar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, oansing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancooele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiooy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those a11lioted ud who are desirous of being
onred a booltlet llf some 88 page~ will be sent t.n
their ad ·:iress for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving 'anses ana S.YIDptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's im·
portant medical discovery-an Outward ApJ;llioa.tion-a positive onre-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DB. B. P. F1!1LLOW~
Vineland, N.l.
and say yon saw tbis advertisement in TB1

TB1ml

BUUB.
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JtotDa of tAo Weo1t.
EMPEROR FRANOIS JOSEPH, as King of
Hungary; has signed the civil marriage
bill.
MAY wheat drop-ped to 68j at Chicago
on November 6, the lowest ever known at
this season.
Foun negroes were tortured to death
near Lake City, Fla., for the alleged
murder of a white man.
JunGE RIOHARD PARKER, who sentenced
John Brown to be hanged, has just died
at the age of eighty-three.
IT is reported that a new Triple Alliance
has bel'n formed; Spain, France, and Russia. Object: To keep England out of
Morocco.
JuDGE MAYNARD was beaten in New
York by 93,000 votes, running 64,000 behind his party. McKinley's majority in
Ohio is over 80,000.
THE ordinances of Newburg, Ore., forbid any person under the age of eighteen
to be on the streets alone after seven
o'clock in winter and after eight in summer.
SAMUEL GoMPERS was a candidate on the
Republican and Populist tickets in the
ninth senatorial district of New York for
del(lgate to the state constitutional convention.
HARLow N. HIGINBOTHAM has contributed $100,000 to the Columbian Museum
Fund, and John D. Rockefeller has added
$500,000 to his previous gifts to the ChiTHE LORD TAKES COMFORT IN HIS ANGER AND FURY.
cago U:qiversity.
A third part of thee shall die with the pestilence, and with famin shall they be consumed in the midst of thee: and
DANIEL L. DAwsoN, of Philadelphia, 1
a third part shall fall by the sword round about thee; and I will scatter a third part into all the winds, and I will draw
"poet, boxer, fencer, iron-dealer, and
out a sword after thAm. Thus shall mine anger be accomplished, and I will cause my fury to rest upon them, and I will
sport," died November 1st. He was one
be comforted.-Ezek. v. 12, 13.
of the most promising American poets of
his years.
IN 1886 Ireland had the .smallest number
of divorces to each thousand marriages,
and the United States the largest. Italy
stood next to Ireland, and Switzerland next
m3ier ~a6en fo(genbe mud)er in
to the United States.
~eufdjer ei.prad)e ineld)e fe~r 6erii~mt ftnb.
FRANoiS S. WEEKS, the New York embezzler of trust funds, is now in Sing
Sing penitentiary, New York, under ten
, ~ie 3rrt~ihner IDlofe~,"
<fine fritifd)e <3elcud)tung ~cs pentateud} fiir years' sentence. It cost the city $10,000
to secure his extradition from Costa Rica
!tli~erfprud) 311r motlernett !tleltan,
THE Augusta, Ga., Exchange asks Confd}anung
untl
~efittung.
THE HEARTHSTONE is a very
In order to secure Ioo,ooo new ~
grPSS to repeal the ten per cent. tax on
bon
~o(.
~.
@.
3ngerfoH,
~rei~
50
([ent~.
large and very interesting, illus~ trial subscribers during the season ~
State bank issues, saying that this· war
measure "should become a matter of histrated literary and family publica~ we make the following grand ex=
tory rather than remain an existing finan~a~ meiti nub i~re 6tellttttg 3llt cial
tion, eight mammoth pages, forty- traordinary limited offer to readers ~
farce."
eight columns.
of this paper.
~
9le1igiott nub ~ird)e ~nbe
IN Humboldt county, Ia., several hunbe~ 19. 3n~r~ttttbert~.
FOR ONLY THIRTY =FIVE CENTS
dred acres of land are burning, the soil
We will send THE HEARTHSTONE for tlle balance of tllis ye0/1' and all of 1894,
bon .\)e(ene .\). @arbener, ~rei~ 50 ([ent~. being consumed to the depth of fiftAen
feet. Until two years ago it was Owl
together with
lake. Interesting fossil remains are being
Twenty Complete Novels by Famous Authors.
" IDloberne alotterbtimmernng," exposed to view.
These Twenty Novels are bright, breezy and very interesting, are printed
BY a decree of the Russian post office
bon {[o(. ~. @. 3ngerfoll, ~rei~ 25 ([ent~.
in good readable type, from new electrotype plates ori good quality of paper, and
department all registered letters are to be
handsomely illustrated. We manufacture the books ourselves and therefore save
opened by the postman in the presence of
all intermediate profits. The Twenty Novels are as follows:
"munber nub mnnbert~titer," the receiver, and if they contain money
THE TRUE LOVE OF HER LIFE,
ALTHOUGH HE WAS A LORD,
from abroad seventy-five per cent of the
bon 3o~n ~ed, ~rei{S 20 ~ent~.
BY AMANDA M. DOUGLASS.
BY MRS. FORRESTER.
amount is to be seized for the government.
UNDER THE WILL,
IN DEADLY EARNEST,
MARSHALL FIELD, of Chicago, has given
BY MARY CECIL HAY.
BY ELLA CHEEVER THAYER!
"allantie llllb merunnft, u
$1,000,000 to the Columbian Memorial
WANTED-A WIFE
MISS RIVERS'S REVENGE,
O~er LE BON SENS.
BY JOHN STRANGE WlNT-::R.
BY HUGH CoNWAY.
M nseum, on condition that an additional
ONCE LOVED NOT FORGOTTEN,
A WOMAN'S PLOT,
~es romifd),fatolifd)en prieflers Jean Meslier. $500,000 in cash and $1,500,000 in exposiBY WALTER BESANT.
BY AMANDA M. DOUGLAl!!.
nad} t:lem franj3ifd}en Q)riginal iiberfei3t non tiOn stock , shall be given. George M.
HOW HE wo·r HER,
TWICE SAVED,
Pullman givs $100,000 of the $500,000 cash
i}'riiulein \Unnn Rnoo*'.
BY RETT WINWOOD.
BY AMEI,IA B. EDWARDS.
oo~ 5eiten, 1\:einwan~, $\.OO, papier, 50 <r:ts. required.
MYSTERY OF STffiLING HOUSE,
HE LOVED AND RODE A WAY,
LoNDON Anarchists, in a meeting comBY MARY. A. DENISON.
BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.
Diefe <3iid)er ftn~ in papier Umfd}lag un~ memorative
of the Chicago labor agitators,
AN ENGAGED MAN,
THAT LAST REHEARSAL,
flaren
Druc:P.
Un
fere
Deutfd)en
Iiefer
.,A
BY MISS EIRENE KNOWLTON.
BY "'l'HE DUCHESS."
applauded Pallas, who tried to kill General
follten es weit verbreiten.
"
MY HUSBAND AND I,
THE LIFTED VEIL,
Campos, and the unknown murderer who
,
BY COUNT LYOF TOLSTOI.
BY GEORGE ELIOT.
caused the slaughter of thirty theater
.A
THE BEAUTIFUL WIDOW,
SHE LOVES AND LIES,
goers in Barcelona. Paris Anarchists
mt>reffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
f
BY MARTHA H WILLARD.
BY WILKIE CoLLINS.
voiced the same sentiments.
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York .
.t
A HOUSEHOLD SAINT,
LUCY'S LOVER,
"
BY MRS. W. H. PALMER.
BY KATHERINE S. MACQUOID.
LILIUOKALANI will probably be restored
• tak 'Theliterarymattercontainedin the Twenty Complete
as queen to Hawaii. Secretary of State
SURVEYORS,
ATTENTION!
M a k e N 0 M IS
e.Novelswouldordinarilymaketwentybookssimilarto
Gresham's report to the president shows
A rare chance is o u-erl for a surveJ or to get a.
those sold at ten to twenty-five cents a copy, and would therefore cost $2. OOto $5.00.
that she was driven out of power, not by a
Upon receipt of Thirty-five Cents, in silver, postage stamps or postal note,
successful revolution of the people of the
.A we will send TrrE HEARTHSTONE for the balance of this year and all of 1894, and
islands, but bv. United States Minister
" all the novels mentioned above. Not one novel but the whole list of Twenty.
Stevens, with the aid of the naval power
This vast amount of reading matter will afford you entertainment and pleasure for
We have one for sale, in good order, with of this country.
months. Address HEAR'l"HSTONE PUB. HOUSE, Broa.dwa.y, New York, N. Y.
Tripod, which.cost-$160. We "'ill sell it for
Ex-CoNGRESSMAN GRAHAM FRosT of St.
half•price-$80. Address
+~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
Louis has found in a second-hand bookTHE TRUTH BEEKER. store a vellum book containing a map
made in 1690 from the original charts of
Agent'sprofitspermonth Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New a.rt•cles just ont. La Salle, the French explorer. On this
A 181.GO sample and terms fr~e. Try us. map, at the foot of the great lake, is a
VBIDEBTI!B & BoN. 26 Bond St., N. Y.
trading-post, spelled "Shee-kaw-gn."
A LIBERAL 8':1 OR Y.
By M. FARRINGTON.
18t46
This shows Chicago to be older than St.
Louis and New Orleans•
By :MilS. E .. BALL.
Price, 25 cents.
..& Thorough Eccamination and RefANEW WORK
utation of the Claims of the
UNITED STATES consul Sandberg, at
BY
Bagdad, reports regarding the cholera:
&Wbatariam.
A.RTHUR B. MOSS,
'' Panic and flight of Christians and Jews.
An thor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
Mohammedans resigned to the will of God.
FIVE LEOTUREB.
Rumor here that seventy-five thousand
ENTITLED
Ry John :a. Kelso, A.oM•
THOMAS PAINE;
died of cholera in Mecca <turing this year's
12mo, cloth. $1.00.
pilgrimage, which was unusually large. No
rational attempt is made to stay the diswAs HE JUNius?
ease. At any hour that I choose to look
With preface by
By W. H. BURR.
out of the Window I can see a dozen women
J. M. WHEELER, Bnb-editor of Freethtnl:er.
washing clothes I!IOiled with cholera dejecta
Second edition, enla.rged to 82 pages; with the
Price, $1. Order at once.
By JlBV, G. T. Fox, M.A.
in the river, and immediately below water
engra.ved.lilmness of Paine. Price, 10 cents.
Addreae
THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
carriers obtaining our daily beverage,"
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
Address tills otllce.
l"rlce, 11 oentill.

~THEHEARTtiSToNE.

IDrutfd)r $rrigrift-fBiidJtr.

~ Has the largest paid in advance
circulation of any similar periodi=
cal in the world.
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TRANSIT CHEAP.

The Clergyman's Victims. !"HE ~ABl)J\ TH. $525
Spiritualism Sustained.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Christianity and Evolution.
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THANKSGIVING OBJECT LESSON.
TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the many points of excellence of the Paper.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
,The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreciates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE 'l1RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country. All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Dabater of our time, certainly the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our movement there,
and such 1·eflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living !n this country and Canada want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns.. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country,
.and we are willing to make him known to more .
.THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
mpon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R · is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to. anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
The _Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country. On tl_lat THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people as against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought jobrnal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal _also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PBEMI.UM OFFER FOB NEW 8UB8CBIBEB8 on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
these offers, or send $3 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUT~ SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press. ~

"'

Four Hundred. Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

HOW TO GET

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Fre.ethought throughout the \Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
___
It will be a 1·adical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial; and Political - i SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its fut.ure triumph.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discovel'ies and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
mol'e inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of t.o-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progl'ess. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully gual'ded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from tht:J Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
1-,c-'.:::c~::

NO LIBERAL CAN AF.I!'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with thj added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 · in
all), and we will send
the Getter.. up of the
Club a copy of·' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'J'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Gl'owth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Eul'ope; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to a1d our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting this book for themselves, we
..., The first part will embl'ace the following Grand Departments:
will o1fer
Philo~opby.

Bruno.
Hpinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hume.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Gambetta.
Rabelais.
Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Burns.
Emerson.
Sumner.
I Jefferson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bakounine.
Bentham.
Push kin.
Whitman.
Mill.
Warren.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
chewsky.
Heinzen.

I

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
FranceR Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth C11dy Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
MatildiiJ oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF. THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

To the New Subscr·ibe1·s as a
Premlium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA'J.SON HESTON,

THE GREATFEf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of Freetlwught.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seelcer, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thottght, Freethinkers' Magamiums
there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scnoers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
.
It will contain the. portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
'
Horace Seaver,
P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Eliznr Wright,
'r. 0. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.
•T.

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J.D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote., Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Coo.K,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. ·Charles Watts,
Mrs. Rotert C. Ada.ms,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Sm1th,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lilban Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array ~f facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethough t.
,
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
·

The name of evm--y Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the prr-ss
will be en/rolled in this 1JOok. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
It will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book. for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frie~d~ when they as~, What is Freethought-what has it. done and what is it. doing in the wol'ld '?
Tins Is the most umversal presentation of Freethou(Tht ever given to the public, and no FreethinkPr
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
n
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Glub,.
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,.
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a pre'mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated,'' or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post.or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new sub~
scriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
lt ought not to be difficult to gtlt
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially w1th these
Splendid Premiums to assist...... : _... .
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought " as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Four :New SUbscribM•s and
$12 before the book is prilnted,
will have their names en-·
rolled in its shilniiiW pages.
TIIE TRUTH SEEKER,.,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.
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indisputably that just in proportion as the people
State:!".
in his address at the hav permitted religion to shape their education hav
B~tltimore Club banquet.
So say the fomenters they departed from justice, hav they been cruel and
F~VNDED BY D. Mo :UENNETTo
of the God-in-the-Constitution movement.
Do criminal. By education we mean education, not
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - . - - Editor and Manager. they mean what they say! Do they mean what we merely the learning by rote of a few rules and
mean when we say "No union between church and tables. There are two sanctions of right action,
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
state "f Is there a mental reservation behind their the human and the supernatural. "When men respect human life for the sake of man, tranquility,
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1893. declarations! Is what they call "religion and the
state " or "Christianity and the state," a part of what order, and progress go hand in hand ; but those
who respected human life only because God had
we call " church and state'"
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.;
forbidden murder hav set their mark upon
To
answer
the
first
question
in
the
affirmativ
is
Bingle subscription, in advance •....•..••....•••..••...••...... sa oo
One subscription two years, in advance .........••.........•... :i 00 to compliment their honesty at the expense of their Europe in fifteen centuries of blood and fire,"
Two new subscribers ..........................................•.. :i 00
strikingly says W. Kingdon Clifford.
One subscription with one new s11bscribor, in one remittance. :i 00 intelligence. To the second question the answer is,
"Religion proclaims the divinity of the laws
One subscription with two new subscribers,in one remitNo. To the third, Yes. To the fourth, Yes.
tance ........................................................ " oo
under
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tells us that there is no authority but from God,
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that all law is sacred." The Declaration and
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parallel lines and do not conflict with one another. The democracy of the founders of the nation? Is all
church upholds the state; religion educates the state and
Let the victims of the Inquisition
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our proclaims the divinity of the laws under which we liv. law sacred!
readers if they urillsend us the naDle and address of Religion tells us that there is no authority but from God, answer; and answer, Washington, Adams, Otis,
any Freethinker W"ho is not a regular subscriber.
and that all law is sacred. Religion sanctifies the virtue Henry.
of obedience and respect for civil laws by teaching that
"Religion sanctifies the virtue of obedience and
obedience to civil authority is not a servile homage paid
respect
for civil laws by teaching that obedience to
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to man, but a homage of freemen to God himself."
civil
authority
is not a servile homage paid to man,
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year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
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enforced, but they were enforced upon wrong
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of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
grounds, and they were not obeyed. But right
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page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
precepts are not always enforced ; the fact that the
company is a business enterprise ; the Freethought
the country should not possess this splendid work.
fountains of morality have been poisoned makes it
club is an anti-religious or philosophical body. But
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one the state is something entirely different from any easy to substitute wrong precepts for right ones.
I call those religions which undermine
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete'' and all of these. The ideal state is a union of the
the
supreme
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experience
and
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year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and individuals composing it. It is a purely defensiv comcommand men to do the right things they put the
bination. Its business is to restrain those who do
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
command upon wrong motivs, and do not get the
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one not respect the equal rights of their fellows. Hence things done."
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- it does not run parallel with the church, nor with the
" The state holds over the church the mgis of her proory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one lodge, nor the commercial company, nor the scien- tection without interfering in the church's God-given
wants this book. It has over a thou~and large tific society. Is has no dealings of any nature with mission. For my part, I would be sorry to see the relapages and more than four hundred illustrations. the Christian, as a Ohristianj it does not teach his tions between church and state any closer than they are
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or subsidized our clergy, they might want to hav someit cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific vocate the principles . of Odd Fellowship, nor thing to say as to the doctrine we teach, and we believe
favor, nor discriminate against, a man because he is that the gospel should be free. I thank God that we hav
matters.
an Odd Fellow. It does not deal with the insur- religious liberty."
·For $4.50 we'will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
ance company; it neither givs privileges to the comDoes not.the civil authority build your churches,
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textpany
nor punishes nor rewards its members, as to the extent of your exemption from taxation T
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
members. It does not propagate the ideas of the
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year Freethought club, and neither smiles nor frowns Does it not subsidize your clergyman when it pays
public :r;noney for their religious services in the
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
upon those who adhere thereto, because of army and navy, in the halls of legislation, in penal
in boards ($2).
such adherence. · In a word, it is strictly and charitable institutions T Hundreds of millions
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year impartial 10s between all creeds, philosophies, sci- of dollars' worth of church property is deadheaded
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- ence>, charities, fraternities, industries. It takes by the state and, of course, other property must
ally Dlustrated," in .cloth covers ($1.50).
note of the citizen only when his equal liberty has pay a higher rate because of this unjust and unFor $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one been trespassed upon, or when he trespasses. This constitutional favoritism. Religion is a private
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically is the ideal state. The nearer it is approaches! in affair; churches and their adjuncts are private
practice the less the wrong and suffering and the property; taxes are among the costs of maintaining
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
greater
the security and prosperity of the people.
private property"; under an equitable system of
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
"Religion educates the state"? No, the people taxation the members of churches would pay these
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceededucate themselvs. The state is not a person, to costs; under the present inequitable system they
ingly ··low price. Old and new subscribers can be instructed. The church educates those who are
are in part paid by other people, and these other
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be giad if our put under her instruction. She teaches them relig- people do not accept the religion which they are
present. readers will call the attention of their on and so much of s ' nee as she thinks is good th.us compelled to help support. In other words,
for them to know. The history of the world shows non-believers are forced by the state to pay thei
frienda to the Talues o1fered.
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money to maintain and extend the religion of bel ievers. Is this what Cardinal Gibbons calls separation of state and church ? Or is it what he would
designate as the union of religion and the state!
And in what consists the assumed difference between the two, that is, between a union of church
and the state and of religion and the state? Is
there at bottom any difference between voting a
sum of money directly into the coffers of the church
and voting it in indirectly by exempting the church
from taxation? In both cases the church receives
involuntary financial support ; that is, in both cases
the state givs her money which the earners of the
money did not wish her to hav; that is, to put it still
more clearly, the state acts as a tithe-gatherer for the
church, as the thug robs the belated and defenseless
citizen that his mistress may hav a wine supper or a
silk gown. If this support of the church by the state
does not constitute church and state union will
Cardinal Gibbons please tell us in what said union
does consist? And is it this enforced church maintenance that inspires his thanks to God for our
"religious liberty" T Very probably it is.
"Another mistake is made in supposing that, because
there is no union here between church and state, we are
not a religions people. I maintain that no country in
the world has a stronger religions basis than the United
States. Our common law is taken from the common law
of England, which is thoroughly permeated with the
spirit of Christianity. Where is the Christian Sabbath
better observed than it is here? The proceedings of our
national and state legislatures are opened with prayer,
and still another evidence of our respect and regard for
religion is the fact of our setting apart a day in each year
for special thanksgiving; the president of the United
States and the governors of the states calling upon the
people by proclam&tion to return thanks for the blessings they hav enjoyed."
Who has supposed that, because there is here nQ
formal union of church and sta.te, the people of the
United States are not religious ? Does Cardinal
Gibbons wish it to be understood that the people
of other countries are imbued with the idea that
the separation of church and state in any country
carries with it the presumption that the people of
that country are non- or anti-religious T Such
would seem to be a fair inference from his words.
And to those who had always been accustomed to a
state church it might indeed not seem possible that
people who believed in religion would dissociate it from the civil power, would cast it out,
as it were, to shift for itself. Had Cardinal Gibbons, in referring to this not unnatural mistake,
contented himself witb showing that the majority
of the people of this country are not Infidels,
spite of the theoretical separation of church and
state, he would hav remained on safe ground and
we might, by ignoring his previous utterances,
herein criticieed, hav concluded that he honestly opposes union of church and state and was trying to
demonstrate that a state church is not a necessity
to religion. But he does not remain on safe
ground.
Instead of pointing to any evidences
of the religiosity of the people, as individuals
and churchmen, he concentrates all his energies in an effort to prove that the nation is
officially Theistic and Christian. Instead of attempting to hold up before the world the faith,
piety, and reverence of Christian men and women,
he talks glibly of the "common law," which "is
thoroughly permeated with the spirit of Christianity ;" of Sabbath observance; of prayer in
national and state legislatures ; of thanksgiving
proclamations, etc. To state it in another way: Re.
palling the insinuation that our (supposed) separation of church and state shows that the pe<aple of
this country are not religious, Cardinal Gibbons
demonstrates that church and state are not sep.
arated; that we are free from politico-religious
domination in theory only, and that a people, the
majority of whom are Christians, cannot be trusted
to establish a government which will make religious
liberty a fact. Incidentally he lets in the light upon
his own utterances, permitting us to see that the
word "people" in the first sentence of the paragraph last quoted should hav been substituted by
" state" or "government." So at last we are
brought back to the perpetual contention of all who
defend as just the present privileges granted to the
church, and ask for more-which contention is that,

while they want Christianity recognized and coddled
by the state and its Sunday forced upon the people, they do not wish a union of church and state !
Are they mentally blind! Or is it moral shortsightedness that makes them talk and act as they
do? Whatever the correct answer, .we hav one
thing to 'lo, and that is to defeat every attempt they
make to bring Christianity and government into
closer union.

An Astounding Proposition.
The School Joumal of October 14th says editorially:
" Every public school in this country should be opened
by singing:
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow,
Praise him, all creatures here below;
Praise him above, ye heavenly host,
Praise father, son, and holy ghost."
So should every teachers' institute and convention. And
if the teachers would discuss this at the meetings this
winter and agree to do it a mighty step in advance would
be taken. It would ally the school with the churchthey are natural allies. Nor is there anyone to object.
Let every teacher begin his day's work with these noble
lines; they will ring on like the sound of bells in the minds
of his pupils when he has turned to dust."
The effrontery of this is unparalleled. Its cool
ignoring of all who might reasonably be expected
to object is simply insulting. It would appear to
hav been written by some one who has never heard
of the principle of religious liberty, who knows absolutely nothing of the "right of private judgment." Had it appeared in a professedly religious
paper it would not be so surprising, for long experience has taught us that Christian ministers and
editors are strangers to the theory and practice of
justice where the church is a party in action, but to
find it in an educational paper is enough to take
one's breath away.
There is no one to object, we are jauntily told.
Is that so! How about the Jews! Hav they no
conscientious objEciions to singing praises to a
three-headed God ! When did they abandon Monotheism? When did they accept Jesus! When
did they admit that he is a third part of God! And
what of the Christian Unitarians! Are they also
without rights at the bar of Trinitarianism! There
are some Freethinkers in America, and 'their children attend the common schools ; must they protest in vain? Hav they no right to demand that
the teaching of theological dogmas shall not be
made a part of the curriculum of the public schools!
And those Trinitarian Christians who believe in the
total separation of church and state-for there are
some-are they also not worth mentioning?
The School Journal should understand that the
public schools are maintained by all the people for
the primary education of the children of all the people. Religio!lB instruction is wholly out of place
in those schools. The Bible has no busmess there,
prayers hav no business there, pious songs and
hymns hav no business there. You could just as
rationally and rightfully open instruction therein
by reading the platform of. the Democratic, the Republican, the Populist, the Socialistic Labor, or the
Prohibition party, as with the singing of the stanza
proposed by this belated editor.
Instruction in th'l schools is supposed to be
based upon the latest verifiable scientific data. But
now it is demanded that the pupils shall be ~equired
to praise God each morning. The teacher is there
to guide the child in the way of ascertainable truth.
It is no part of her vocation to write upon the
plastic brain of the little one the unverifiable
guesses of theology, the dogmas of priests, the
dream-fantasies of desert mystics. What teacher
can prove that from God " all blessings flow " ?
Can she show even the shadow of a reason why "all
creatures here below " should praise him? Does
she know that there is a "heavenly host" to join
in any anthem!
What single fact regarding the
" Father," the "Son," or the "Holy Ghost" can
she put before the pupil! Does she know anything
about any supermundane personality? What business has she to substitute her beliefs for the demcnstrable facts of science 1 She may believe in a
triune or a unitarian God; in a ''savior," half spook
and half woman ; in a holy wind; in a split-footed
and barb-tailed devil, or in any other figment of the

imagination, and she has a perfect right to tell the
children at her fireside or in the Sunday-school that
these are real persons, but when she enters the
public school room and ranges before her the
classes composed of the children of people of va- ·
rious religious beliefs and philosophic opinions, she
is in a new environment and must adapt herself to
it or cease to teach. There she is an instructor in
science, not a pleader for Theism nor an attorney
for Christianity.
we are informed that if "the teachers would disCUBS this at the meetings this winter and agree to
do it a mighty step in advance would be taken."
Advance toward what? The church-state? The
Inquisition 1 And this leads to the question:
What penalties are to be visited upon the ·children
who decline to join in this hymn! Are they to be
regarded as contumacious and rebellious and punished accordingly? This would be a fair presumption. Such children, then, would be looked upon
as heretic to the state religion, and for them there
would be no escape from the latter-day "educational" Inquisition. Freethinking, Jewish, Unitarian parents, how do you like the prospect !
What are you going to do 1
We are regaled with the further information that
this "mighty step in advance would ally the school
with the church." Undoubtedly, as the lamb is allied with the lion. The school and the church are
"natural allies"! Indeed! Evidently the editor
of the School Journal wants to convert the public
schools into Theistic parochial schools. Perhaps
he hopes in this way to remove, at least lessen, the
distance between the Protestant and Catholic instructor, as the latter now objects to the common
schools upon the ground that they are "godless."
They are not, but they should be.

The Change from Saturday to Sunday.
There is rare fun to be found in the attempts of
the Sunday worshipers to show that Jesus in some
way changed the Jewish Sabbath ·obligations from
Saturday to Sunday. Here are some nuggets qf
wisdom recently mined by three English clergymen:
Rev. J. Gratton, secretary of "The Lord's Day
Observance Society," in a desperate attempt to
explain how the sacred attributes of the original
Sabbath got transferred to Sunday, says:
"There remains but one other question. Can the
Lord's day be the Sabbath day, when the one is the
seventh and the other the first day of the week? I reply,
The Sabbath law is the separation of one day in seven unto
the Lord-one day after six and not the seventh day absolutely. There came a time when one day in history fell
out, as not being; for therein the Lord of life lay dead in
the tomb, and the next day-when he rose again, the
Prince of life-became at once the seventh and first; and
this day, thus unique and glorious, was actually the
Sabbath."
Did you ever! When that "one day in hi.story
fell out" where did it disappear! In the bottomless pit!
Rev. Dr. Pope, writing of Jesus and the SaturdaySunday question, contributes this:
"He kept the old day always and to the last. He went
from its most sacred observance in Jericho straight to
his cross. He left the old Sabbath in his sepulcher, but
it rose again witlt him on the third day, now to be the
first day of the week."
The old day was left in the sepulcher and it was
not left in the sepulcher and when "it" got out "it "
was no longer "it " but another day ! What undignified pranks for a grave and reverend "duration of time " to play !
But Bishop Ryle gets away ahead of the ordinary
parson and the-doctor of divinity. Feebly wrestling
with the same subject he accidentally hits the crazy
bone of the question and this is the result :
"Undoubtedly the day was changed. It was made the
first day of the week in memory of our Lord's resurrection, instead of the seventh. But I believe the apostles
were divinely inspired to make that change, and at the
same time wisely directed to make no public decree
about it."
We think that there will be no hesitation on the
part of THE TRUTH SEEKER class in this case-it will
unanimously VQte that Bishop Ryle go to the head.
God is charged with commanding a change which
was destined ~o result in wholesale perse.cution and
at the same time the instruments of his will were
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forbidden to make public his edict because, as it
would seem, it was feared that some of the predestin~d victims of his changeableness might possibly learn of the substitution of Sunday for Saturday and so escape the snare laid for them. A
wholly baseless assumption is put forth as an irrefragable truth and then we are coolly informed that
no one has or ever could hav the slightest chance
to either prove or. disprove the validity of the assumption. In other words, men and women are to
be robbed, imprisoned, and killed because they hav
not obeyed a law which was never published, a law
of which no one knew. or could know anything.

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
. life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the · business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of :financial embarrassni.ents.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall ·send a copy o.f that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will offer them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought " in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
~he other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of- " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the :first column of the :first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered,

Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our/ direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

Four Good Books for German Freethinkers.
We can supply, in the German language, the
following four books which everyone knows to be
good:
"The Mistakes of Moses," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.
"Men, Women, and Gods," by ·Helen · H. Gardener,. 50 cents.
" The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck,
20 cents.
These are neatly printed, bound in paper covers,
and are complete. Our German-reading friends
should circulate these widely.
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deeper, better, more generally known, and, we hope,
better appreciated and rewarded. The people he
has left with regret and remembers with affection
will :find that he is helping them more effectivly
than ever, for the basis of all reforms is as well the
greatest of all reforms-Freethought. Let the
Snohomishans read THE TRUTH SEEKER and their
lamentations will turn to rejoicing!

Jlgents lVanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book " Old Testament Stories Comically Tilustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly :fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah ~d Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will :find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.

Elsewhere in this paper will be found a letter addressed to Mr. C. H. Packard, of the Snohomish
Eye. It will be gathered from the epistle that the
Eyt. has lost an editor; certainly THE TRUTH
SEEKER has gained a writer of most unusual abilities
and rare genius. Incidentally, THE TRUTH SEEKER's
Editor has also recovered a brother of genial disposition and affectionate n•;ture, and, naturally,
most highly valued. Hereafter, George E. Macdonald, who erstwhile wore one of Mr. Wettstein's
~adge-pins, will devote his rare talents to aiding
THE 'XRUTH SEEKER demolish superstition. The old
readers will, we know,: giv him the heartiest of welcomes back to his :first love, and to the new readers
we can extend the assurance that they are going to
get a good deal more for their subscription money
than they had reason to expect. The following
from the pen of Mr. Packard, in the last Eye, may
serve as an introduction:
"George E. Macdonald has resigned the editorship of
this paper to accept a position in a larger field-in the
city of New York. The change is voluntary, and it 1B not
without regret on the part of myself that his connection
with this paper is severed. He has ably filled the position,
and as friends and co-workers our relations hav been the
most agreeable.
"His editorial work has added much to the Eye's popularity during the past eighteen months. That some
good has been accomplished for the city and county is
self-evident, and will not even be denied by those who
may hav differed with this paper's opinion on some subjects; the amount of good accomplished is left to the public
to judge. During their residence here. Mr. Macdonald
and his estimable wife bav gained many warm personal
·friends, who will join our readers in regrets to learn of
their departure.
"As an all-round newspaper man Mr. Macdonald has
few equals and no superiors. That he is not so well
known, prominent, or wealthy as some alleged literary
giants who gained fame and fortune in various special
fields of journalism throughout the United States, is not
because he is less talented, but because he preferred to
champion truth and justice, even when to do so was unpopular, rather than sacrifice principle for profit in
championing popular shams, hypocrisies, and frauds.
"A word artist whose pen work in poetry and prose is
noted for its brilliant originality a:nd its rare combina·
tion of pathos, wit, satire, philosophy, humor, and logic,
he is a dangerous opponent to meet in controversy. He
is a truth seeker in every sense of the term-liberal,
gene1ons, open-hearted, and good natured under all circumstances, yet unassuming and nnobtrnsiv. He is a
man whose acquaintance and friendship is well worth
cultivating.
"In conclusion, I will humbly beg 'Mac's' pardon for
indulging in these personalities, but on this occasion I
feel justified in taking advantage of his absence from the
proofreader's desk and violating a long-established rule
of this journal. There are occasions when it is not necessary to wait until a man is dead before giving him wellmerited praise or censure. This is one of them. Too
often the good qualities of men (and women too) are
never discovered, or, if discovered, are never made
knoWn until after they are dead, when a good word or a
kind act can be of no benefit to them.
"' Mac,' may yon continue to ' keep in the middle of
the road,' even though in your new home it leads yon
under the shadow of the gold-bug hive in Wall street;
and may good luck and prosperity (which naturally follow) ever attend yon and yours.
C. H. P AOKA.RD."
We condole with Mr. Packard, as we know what
the people of his town hav lost, but we congratulate the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. With us,
Ge9fG"~ l\faQ<l9n3}q'ij wor~ wlll be wi<ler, broader,

We hav received too late for this number of the
paper an. interesting correspondence between
Hypatia Bradlaugh Bonner, Rev. Allen Rees, and
Sir Isaac Holden regarding the story that Charles
Bradlaugh recanted his Atheism on the approach
of death. Look for it next week.
We do not wish to precipitate another panic or
''object-lesson" upon the country, but it is perfectly true that there are a number of our subscribers whose time has expired who hav not paid
us. And it is perfectly true also that there are
some people down-town to whom we owe money
whom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly
easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will
stop at the post-office and buy a money order for
$3 and mail it here. If they meet a neighbor on
their way who doesn't take the paper but wants it,
make the money order $5 and it goes for a year to
both. But please remember that the down-town
fellows here are hard up.

-----------------

There is one independent editor in Hutchinson,
Kansas. The Christian Endeavorers held a convention there recently and the editor of the News
said : ''For weeks past the city has been besieged
by committees making a house-to-house canvas, insisting and almost coercing people into taking care of
the delegates to the Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor meeting.
. We insist and hav
always insisted that if religion is a good thing, then
like all other good things, those who enjoy its benefits should pay for it. It is universally conceded
by all denominations that no one is capable of
enjoying religion ex<Jept those who are in possession
of it. It is also conceded by all religionists that
the world is divided into two classes, those who
.hav religion and those who hav it not. It is also
claimed by all orthodox churches that those who
hav this religion are extremely fortunate. They
not only 'hav these things added to them' in this
life, but they itlso hav a never-en.ding eternity of
bliss in store for them. Those who hav it not are
regarded as 'of all men most miserable.' Their
iniquities are not only 'visited on them to the third
and fourth generation' here, but when this uneventful life closes they hav only the promis of a good
:fire for the rest of eternity. With the odds all in
the favor of the ona, and against the other, these
fortunate ones are eternally insisting that the unfortunate ones should do their mite to contribute
to their comfort. We hav no objections to those
who from pleasure, or from sense of duty, contribute; but we do object to having the people
burdened with the annoyance of keeping several
thousands of people at their own expense, because
they are too stingy to pay their hotel bills. This
thing, which we call religious mendicancy, has done
more to bring th~;~ churches into disre;pute than all
thinss els~."
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eommunioations.
Mr. Westbrook and Sunday Opening of the
World's Fair.
I think the officers of the American Secular Union
were perfectly justified in not reading the speech
of Mr. Westbrook, since it squarely opposed the
principles of the Union. Did not Westbrook once
upon a time call down Charlesworth for the reason
that he was going beyond the Nine Demands,
though not against them? Where is the intolerance, then, of not reading a. speech that is opposed
to these Demands upon which the Union is
founded T
The Union and Federation are opposed, and all
true Liberals must be opposed, to any kind of Sabbath or Sunday laws. We want no laws on the
subject whatsoever, any more than we want laws to
regulate our sleeping, or our eating, or our drinking. This is not Anarchy, as Mr. Westbrook charges:
It is simply the democracy of Paine and J efierson,
of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States. It is simply the
rights of man. Can't Dr. Westbrook· see that if
the government has a right to enforce a Secular
Sunday, it has the same right to enforce a religious Sunday? It then becomes not a question of
principle, but of the wish of the majority. · Does
Westbrook mean to maintain that the minority has
no rights which the majority is bound to respect 1
I wish Dr. Westbrook would discuss principles and
not wants. No matter what the majority of the
people want/ the question is what hav they a right
to enforce by law?
·
I affirm that as a matter of fact the opening of
the World's Fair was in accordance with the wishes
of a large majority of the people of the United
States, and there is plenty of testimony on this
point, given by A. T. Jones in the American Sentinel and our own Freethought journals, and in the
public press generally. As a matter of fact there
were two million signatures in favor of opening to
less than five hundred thousand against it.
But to get at the gist of the argument, I will
grant that two- thirds of Congress, of the National
Commission, of the Local Directory, and of the exhibitors, home and foreign, wanted the Fair closed
on Sunday. I will giv Westbrook all the majority
he desires, and then ask, Would this majority of two
to one hav any right to close the gates of the
World's Fair on Sunday! I answer simply, No,
and I challenge Dr. Westbrook to meet me on that
point, the question of the right of the matter and
not merely the wishes of the people.
I met this question fairly and squarely before the
Congresional committee, and showed that government had no more right to enforce a holiday than a
holyday. I am willing to throw out the whole ques
tion of religion-although, practically, it cannot be
thrown out-but let the issue be, not the enforcement of a religious day, but of a holiday.
I absolutely deny that government has any right
to enforce a holiday. It has no right to command
people not to work-in other words, to enforce
idleness-for in order to enforce a holiday, the
government must enforce idleness. It must say to
all the people on this day, "You shall not work;
if you work, we shall arrest you ; if you work
we shall fine you; we shall put you in prison
and in the chain gang, and send you int.o
exile." That is the logic· of the whole matter, and
there could be no more damnable tyranny in the
universe than a law that shall say to the people,
on fifty-two days of the year "You shall not earn
your bread, you shall not labor for your families,
you shall sit in idleness. Though the corn grows,
you shall not hoe it ; though the grass waves, you
shall not cut it ; though the comet sweeps, you
shall not set" sail with m~rchandise; you can take
rum and tobacco and go on a jamboree, but you
shall not work; you are compelled by law to enjoy
yourselves, but if you labor, then you commit a
crime." All business and traffic must be stopped.
Only excursion trains can run on Sundays. There
may be picnics and church fairs and kissing bees,
prayer meetings (no, I forgot, prayer meetings are
generally such hard work that I gue3s they'd have
to be forbidden); there may be all sorts of pleasure
parties but no toil, no matter how much man needs
work, he must not do it. The state hangs over him
with a. whip-lash, and says, "Now if you don't quit
work and go to play I'll lick you." That is the
position of Westbook, and it is more infernally nonsensical than the position of the church itself; a
position that grants everything that the church desires, a position that would make human society
rotten to the core, a position as dark and terriHe
in its consequencef:l as the logic of the inquisition,
a. position that necessarily violates the conscience,

the rights, the freedom of everyone in the land who
voluntarily keeps Saturday as a day of rest, compelling him to keep involuntarily another day at an
expense of hundreds of dollars a year.
Will Dr. Westbrook meet this question fairly?
Put the religious aspect entirely aside, ignore
utterly the existence of the church, take it. as a
matter of purely secular legislation, and I wi~l
show that Dr. West brook is a tyrant, and that his
so-called "secul!).r Sunday," enforced by law, is at
heart as cruel, unjust, and destructiv of all right as
the "religious Sabbath.". They hav different
names and different aspects, but at heart they are
the same despotism- To say that the wishes of a
majority are to be the source of all law is all that
the church has ever claimed of secular authority,
for no church has ever been in favor of religious
legislation when in the minority. But grant this
principle-that the majority can do as it wishes
with no regard to the rights of the minority-and
th<l foundation of every claim of the church is established. But even if there were no church to
take advantage of this principle, what an atrocious
assumption it is, anyway; and in this particular
matter of Sunday legislation, what an exasperating
infringement of human rights. The idea of· a f!,'OVernment saying to the people, "You shall not work
-you shall be idle. Play, if you will, but if you
do any labor you shall be fined, imprisoned, and
harnessed with the vilest criminals-the murderer,
the thief. the robber, the ravisher-for by our
'secular Sunday laws' you are equally criminal
with them and deserving of punishment." That is
the logic of Westbrook. Where is the difference
between it and all the outrageous persecutions of
the past!
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

In the Metropolis.

Jake helped much to relieve the tediousness of the
trip. .
_
.
When our fellow-townsman, Judge Griffith, came
East, he wrote to the E.ve about the excellence of
the meals furnished in the dining-cars of the
Northern Pacific, but said, as you remember, that
the mirrors placed opposite the passenger who was
eating reflected his countenance with unnecessary
distinctness. I can imagin that when the judge
saw those long red whiskers of his in the glass, they
appeared altogether disproportioned to the amount
of hair on the intellectual head between them. Although my own sideboards are too brief to be
oscillated by the wind, I thought it best not to sub·
ject myself to the embarrassment to which the judge
alluded, and therefore brought along th,e large basket of comestibles which the neighbors so kindly
provided us with, and out of which we lunched in a
sticky and adhesiv manner all the way from Snohomish to St. Paul. The pullets that Andy Hagarty
sent us got to tast.ing a good deal like the cake contrihgted by Mrs. Knapp, and Mrs. Cairns's buns
borrowed an oniony flavor from the dressing with
which Mrs. Martin stuffed her chicken ; but when
I thought of the six-bits demanded by the caterer
in the buffet car, and of my whiskers reflected with
unnecessary distinctness by the mirrors, I washed
everything down with a drink of alkali water and
smoked my pipe with a conten.ted mind.
By the way, if anybody wants to see a country as
godforsaken as the desert of Sahara, and twice as
cold, he should journey on the Northern Pacific
from Washington to Minnesota. The land east of
the Cas·cades, where the bunch-grass grows, looks
as unwholesome as a mangy dog, but it is a paradise compared with parts of Idaho, Montana, and
Dakota. On the soil of these places, as my fellowpassenger, Jake, truly observed, you couldn't raise
a disturbance. The sun rises and sets on a prairie,
rolling or flat, where a bird would starve. Your
last glance out of the car window as the orb of day
drops like a red-hot plummet in the black abyss of
night falls upon a dreary waste ; and in the morning you see a prospect so similar that you do not
appear to hav moved, though the train has run all
night.
Occasionally, in the neighborhood of a
spring or stream, appear houses and other signs of
attempts at habitation; also coyotes, cayuses, and
cattle, all of which resemble one another and the
land in general appearance. It is government
domain and free as water, but, unlike some natural
bodies of water, it is not worth a dam. Speaking
of water, I may say that we crossed the Missouri
where it is not much wider than Pillchuck creek,
and bridged that portion of the Mississippi which
does not suggest the Father of Waters. Further
down the line, I understand, the confluence of the
two form :1 stream rather larger than the Snohomish river where it passes Martin's boat-house.
·
The day before I left your city I interviewed
Major Smythe, whom I found lying upon a bed of
pain. That was Tu~sday. On Monday I had taken
a fond farewell of the major as he left Snohomish to
resume his labors as editor, business manager, and
compositor of the Whoop in,Baller, when he said
that he did not expect that he should ever see me
again; but, by some strange fatality which is
always hitting newspaper men who keep sober,
Major Smythe broke his leg before he got to the
office and was brought back to Snohomish. When
I saw him he was resigned and said he couldn't
kick. I asked him about that paragraph going the
rounds of the press to the effect that in response to
an inquiry regarding his circulation, he had replied
that the Whoop went all over the five continents
and that he had hard work to keep it from going to
hell. He said the paragraph was true, that the circulation of the Whoop was as stated, and that the
limitation alluded to was now likely to be removed.
The major is a remarkable man, of a cheerful temperament, and not easily depressed~
I note in the Eye your report of the proceedings
at Burton's hall, where, as the late General Grant
would say, I received a reception on the eve of my
departure. I pass over your description of my
oratory on that occasion as " classic and awe~
inspiring," but I want to say to the clergymen who
wished me godspeed and success in my present
labors that they are at liberty to withdraw their
remarks. They probably did not know what I intended to labor at. I am breathing these thoughts
in the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER; I am domiciled
with the Editor and am pleased to _find that his
shirts and collars fit me. Yours until reunited on
a free silver basis.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
New York, 17th inst., '93.

MR. C. H. PACKARD, Editor of the Eye, SnoWashington. IJear Gl'ayt: Since I reduced the intellectual 400 of your city to 399 by
coming back to the States, I hav traveled about as
far as a man can without leaving the country or
doubling on his trail. lt is difficult to judge distances by looking on a map, for I hav seen blue
prints of Two Percent Hysom's addition to Mukilteo that were larger than the map of the United
States which I brought in my pocket. You begin
to get a notion about the extensivness of the world
when you hav sat in a railroad car and kerplunkkerplunked in one direction for six days at a high
rate of speed.
Our journey from Puget sound to Long Island
sound, as I might designate it, was performed in a
tourist sleeper, upholstered in dark leather and presided over by a saddle-colored porter. The passengers were six adults and five babies. There was a
German woman coming east, like the wife of John
Rogers following that martyr to the stake, "with
two small children and one at the breast." There
was a young and newly married couple on their
wedding tour, both very tender. I watched with
much interest their endeavors to act as if they were
used to it; but when I saw them slide slowly
from the ends of their cushion toward the middle,
gaze at each other with watery eyes, and then sort
of melt into each ether's grip, I slipped off my seat
to the bottom of the car, and knew no more. The
other touriBts were a man from Iowa, accompanied
by his wife and baby. He had been inspecting the
Columbia river and sound countries with a view to
settling there, but could not find a dry spot to light
on, and so came back. I christened him Jake at
once, though I found out afterwards that such is
not his name. Jake imagined, I think, that there
were desperadoes, Indians and other wild game to
be shot in the northwest, for he went heeled. With
a rifle on his shoulder, and a six shooter &nd a large
knife for side-arms, he looked hard to curry, as Mr.
Stinson would say. He spoke defiantly, and handled
his weapons with lightness and freedom. He superintended the whole car and made the saddle-colOfed
porter's life a fardel to him. The porter got mad
and bucked, and Jake didn't know whether it was
best to lick him or blow out his brains with a gun.
After counting his cartridges and Sflending some
time in meditation, he allowed his heart to be softened, let the darky li v, and reported bim to Superintendent Rice at St. Paul. Although of a truculent
disposition, Jake had yet a streak of humor in him,
and liked to hold his baby up to the young married
couple and tell them how good a thing it was to be
a parent. The couple were going to Europe, and
Jake went so far as to offer a bet that when they
returned they would be carrying a live bundle; to
which he added much valuable advice about the
care of children. The bride maintained that she
should always be the baby herself, which her husReaders will aid the cause by forwarding us
band corroborated, whereupon both melted, and names of their friends who might be interested in
Jake yum-yummed in a high key and collapsed. sample co:pieE! qf T~E TnuT~ SEEB;Ell.
homiF~h,
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second to none in the country. Everybody wanted
How blest the righteous when he .dies,
How sinks the weary soul to rest;
to know who made those sandwiches, and no doubt
How calmly boam the closi:n.g eyes.
similar ones will grace the table at every Infidel
How gently heaves the expiring breast.
From the Snohomish Eye.
banquet in the state.
I see, though, this difference: At a well-conducted
The farewell reception given to Capt. Geo. E.
The fine coffee and tea were donations from the
the corpse is not expected to respond. On this well-known importers, Clossett & Devers; MalarMacdonald and wife at Burton'!> hall Monday evening funeral
occasion, I might as well be stricken with the dumbness
by the Sons of Veterans and their friends, to the of death if I could not express my appreciation of the key Bros. gave the mammoth salmon, which was
number of over one hundred, was an occasion which kindness shown me and the honor bestowed by this prepared by the chef of the finest restaurant in
will bring back pleasant memories to the parting gathbring. I might tell yon that this presentation was Portland, "The Model," of which Theo. Kruse is
wholly nnexp&cted, but such language could be uttered
guests and to many of those who attended.
only with the intent to deceive. Though I am something the proprietor. Sugar,· spices, vinegar, etc., were
An entertaining program containing- vocal and in- of a liar. there is o. limit to my weakness. There are mo- donated by Messrs. Steinfurth and Saunders. two
strumental music, recitations, and impromptu ments when one might as well tell t.he truth. The boys of Portland's staunchest Liberals and owners of
told me they wonld a:iv me this sword, and in accepting large grocery stores; the proprietors of the Chispeeches, was rendered.
token I would expreBB the hope that I may never be
Rev. W. C. Merritt, who enjoys the rare distinction thA
called upon to giv it warmth and color by sheathing it in cago Meat Market gave us as fine a roast as was
of being both a veteran and the son of a veteran, the stomach of an adversary. Also that no enemy of ever handed over a butcher's counter; Captain Snyafter giving reminiscences of the war exhibit at mine or my country's will Pver deem it necessary to take der, of the California Meat Market, made and gave
Chicago, paid Mr. Macdonald a neat tribute for the the chill and glitter off a similar weapon by inserting it the delicious bolognas; the crackers and cookies
between the ribs of the undersigned. I shall keep this came from Burns's, the large retail grocer on Secactiv part he has taken in the camp.
swol"d as a memento and souvenir. T ,..an never look at it
Judge Whitney made a few general remarks per- without remembering the boys with whom T hav beAn as- ond street ; the handsome young proprietor of a
sociated for the past two years in this camp. When grocery store on Third and Yamhill donated all the
tinent to the occasion.
The presentation address was made by Hon. C. I see it I shall recall the members of the Grand Army of condensed milk ; the celery and parsley came from
the Republic who hav honored us with their presence. .a successful poulty merchant on Second street;
T. Roscoe, who said:
It will bring to my mind some of the most prized assoLADIES ANn GENTLEMEN, CoMRADES AND FRmNDs: We ciations. I shall see the friends who still walk these busy the potted plants, which added so much beauty to
hav met this evening to say "farewell" to an honored streets; others who hav gone east of the mountains, and the tables and platform, were generously loaned by
citizen of this community and his amiable wife. They still oth!JrS who hav passed beyond the purple twilight of Ph under's floral establishment; the flags, Chinese
hav resided in this city barely two years, but .they hav those hills that separate us from the place where the in- lanterns, and festoons came from Ed. Alisky, presiwon the hearts of those with whom they hav met, both in numerable dwell. On week davs I shall think of the
a social and an educational way. It is as a feaT less advo- people here as I hav known them at their ordinary .dent of the First Secular church; the twenty
cate of principles with which he is profoundly imbued avocations, in stores and offices. On Sundays I shall re- foot flag, that was gracefully draped over thc3
that George E. Macdonald has perpetually impressed the member the ball players, putting up great games and hu- speaker's platform, was one under which the Cenminds of the people of this city and llounty. Some be- miliating the pride of Seattle. On the Fourth of July I tennial procession had marched in Philadelphia in
lieve in his reasoning, while others ~ainsay its conform- shall see the great flag floating from the top of the liberty
ity with truth; but all admire him for his learning and Pole on Second street; I shall see it floating and hear it 1876, and was loaned by Mr. and J\llrs. Kemp, of
originality. It is said of him by his associates that as an flap in the breeze, and along with that sound shall hear East Portland; a large banner, containing the words
all-round newspaper man he has few equals and no su- the objurgations of a clergyman who thought Sunday too "Universal Mental Liberty," was the artistic work of
perior. However that may be, it is as an editorial writer good a day for the raising- of the American flag. But G. H. Simpson, of the Simpson Sign Company.
that Macdonald has won his ~reatest laurels in this com- with charity for all and malice toward none, these recolmunity. When the search-lia:ht of his pen was turned lections will be pleasant to me, and this evening's recep- The hall was magnificently decorated with ever,
toward public officials, or when he called attention in his tion and presentation will remain among the happiest greens, flowers, and autumn leaves. the work of
peculiar, witty, satirical style to popular errors, the memories of my life.
members of the First Secular church. A happier,
whole public was aroused. Snohomish can ill afford to
Rev. D. LeSourd expressed a hearty appreciation more intelligent, or enthusiastic crowd of men
part with such a man, for, while we hav a large number
of bright and en!.'rgetic citizens, yet the great majority, of the camp's efforts to keep alive the spirit of women, and young folks never met than those who
not only here but in the West generally, are entirely oc- patriotism which is too oft forgotten in to-day's worked so willingly for the success of this Convencupied with their own selfish purposes, and pay too little mad rush for wealth and political power. So long tion.
attflntion to their less fortunate brothers and sisters.
Space forbids mentioning the names of all, but I
As captain and presiding officer of this camp of Sons as we do not forget our obligations as citizens, and
of Veterans, for the year now drawing to a close, he has so long as there is respect for the old flag, the want to put on record at least a few of them:
Messrs. Chas. Hagner, H. E. Girard, Prof. C. A.
endeued himself to every member; they not only hav country is safe.
found him a bold and dashing leader, but he has been a
Bauer, D. C. Hatch, and J. J. Tracy, while chief
Professor
Sinclair
briefly
reviewed
the
services
genial and courteous champion. Even upon first taking
among- the ladies who prepared and served the meals
command of the camp, he besieged the hearts of the which Mr. Macdonald had rendered the city and were Mesdames Chas. Hagner, Conrad Kehm, M.
boys. and one by one they have unconditionally surren- country with his pen, and viewed the departure of
A Squire, W. E. Jones, Emma Lee, J. J. Tracy,
dered. HA has ever reminded them that the objects of himself and wife as a loss to the community.
their meetings was to aid the members of the Grand
Mr. Gorham, of the Tribune, said he was not the Misses Nettie Kenyon and Nettie Olds. Over two
Army of the Republic and their families, to perpetuate
hundred meals were served, nearly half of which
the memory of their historic dead, to inculcate patriotism son of a veteran, but it was not his fault. The were paid for.
aadience
held
its
breath
in
suspense
until
he
exand love of country, not only among our own memberLiberals who had attended almost every state
ship but among all the people of the land, and to spread plained that his father was an invalid at the time of
and sustain the doctrin of equal rights, universal liberty the war. It had been said that the sword was convention and who hardly felt acquainted, became
and justice to all.
as "brothers and sisters," while enjoying the deliCaptain Macdonald's father fought for those principles mightier than the pen, but judging from his short cacies at each of these Secular banquets. The afteracquaintance,
he
thought
the
pen
in
Macdonald's
with a musket, but he fights for them with a pen. In
reading Macdonald's poetical works, I find these beauti- hand was a more effectiv weapon than the hand- dinner speeches were among the finest things of the
ful lines:
some emblem of war which had been presented him convention.
Friends like Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Mount of Silver" The monarch who sways by the sword of war
that
evening.
Hath glory and praise of men;
ton, at each meal paid double the price charged, so
A
military
lunch
of
hard
tack,
coffee
and
beans
Be it ours to sing of the mental king,
followed, after which some of the youngGr folks be- pleased were they with the entertainment.
Who conquers the earth with his pen.
The convention was called to order Friday, Oct.
And the breezes of freedom shall waft the song
came tangled for a short time in the giddy mazes
at 10 A.M., by President W. W. Jesse, of Port20,
Of the triumph of uoet and seer,
of the waltz and a few new round dances.
Through the aisles of the future, and bear along
land,
then took a recess until 2:30 P.M. On reassemMr. Macdonald and family started this morning
Every anthem we give to them here."
bling,
President Jesse delivered a short address of
on their journey across the continent. A number
I hold in my hand the sword which Captain Macdonald
welcome
and explained the objects of the Oregon
has carried as the leader of this camp, and as I hav some- of their personal friends were at the train to bid State Secular Union.
thing to say which directly concerns him, I wish he them farewell.
A committee on Credentials was appointed as
would come forward.
follows: Judge T. B. Handley, of Tillamook; E.
Captain Macdonald, First Lieutenant Paddon has
handed me this sword which he claims yon surrendered Fifth Annual Convention of the Oregon State .A.. Hansee, of Sellwood, and Judge D. W. Smith, of
to him at our last muster, by reason of your apProaching
Secular Union.
Oregon City. After ten minutes intermission the
departure for the east. I find engraved on the guard
In the face of the hardest times evdr seen on this committee reported the following persons entitled
these words: "Camp 13, to Capt. Geo. E. Macdonald,
'93." The camp 0 through its council, has unanimously coast the Oregon State Secular Union has had one to seats in the convention:
instructed me to present yon with it, and to say to yon of the most successful conventions ever held in the
J. G .. Abbott, Grant's Pass; 0. C. Lee, Chas.
that with this present go the best wishes of each member state. Our firmest friends believed it would be Hagner, Mrs. Chas. Hagner, Mrs. Amanda Jesse,
for yourself and for your family in your future home.
Although, henceforth, we are to be divided by the broad bE>st to postpone the annual convention until W. W. Jesse, Ed. Aliskey, Mattie Blaisdell, Mrs.
continent, yet even this cannot part the ties of friend- better times; but there was work to be done, and Emma Lee, all of Portland; J. K. Sears, McCoy ;
ship which hav continually grown firmer between us the few pushed bravely forward.
W. J. Dean, Talent ; B. F. Linn, S. C. Linn, D. W.
F<ince our coming together. In the language of Lord
Smith, and Katie Kehm Smith, Oregon City; J.
The
existence
of
the
First
Secular
church
of
Byron, I say to yon, "Farewell!- a word that must be
and hath been! A sound which makes us linger-yet, Portland was the most encouraging feature of the McNaughton, William H. Schroeder, J. Henry
undertaking, for we at least could feel sure of its Schroeder, Arago; Caroline Wittenburg and David
Farewell!"
Wittenburg, New Era; E. Stewart, Dayville; D. C.
The respon~e was characteristic of "Mac," and assistance.
To the many appeals for ·money, but few re- Stewart, Forest Grove; B. F. Hyland, Corvallis;
was frequently interrupted by laughter. He is not
a polished orator, and will probably never be as sponded. Friends up the Willamette valley said it Wm. Bar ow, Barlow; Dr. and Mrs. M. Pefferle,
successful in wielding his tongue as he has been in was simply impossible to raise money, and finally Baker City; Benj. Forstner, Louise Forstner, Marwielding his pen.
He has that classic, awe- the ladies of the First Secular Church decided that tha S. Coulter, Lottie Drinnon, Salem. The cominspiring style of delivery and gesture which is so. they would undertake to assist in defraying the ex- mittee recommended that all Liberals present be innoticeable in a bashful school boy. With a pre- penses by serving meals twice a day during the con- vited to take part in the discussions of the sessions.
vention. This idea received the hearty cooperation 'rhe report of the committe was adopted. Reports
liminary blush and a stammer he said:
CAPTAIN RoscoE, BRoTHERS, CoMRADES, FRmNDs, LA- of country members, and chickens, eggs; butter, ap- of officers being next in order, the president's reDms AND GENTLEMEN: I never was the subject of a recep- ples, potatoes, cabbage, etc., were donated by Mr. port was read, as follows:
tion and preRentation before; but I hav been to funerals, and Mrs. B. Friedrich, Mr. and Mrs. Spulak, Mr.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION: As many
and the solemnities of this occasion remind me of a and Mrs. David Wittenburgh, and Mr. Hal. Bogof you know, the old Oregon ·state Secular Union was
funeral. A few days ago I read in the Eye quite a flattering obituary notice of myself. It was written by my gess, 1tll of New Era. The veteran Freethinker and incorporated Jan. 13, 1893, at the last convention, which
friend Mr. Packard, and spoke so highly of the deceased genial entertainer, Col. J. H. Blanchard, of New was held in Salem. The by-laws then adopted placed the
that I expected to find at the end of it these lines:
Era, took charge of the donations, and expressed affairs of the Union in the keeping of the executiv come
mittee, which is composed of the president, four vicethe same to Portland, where the ladies of the Sec- presidents, secretary, and treasurer. This committee
Green be the turf above thee,
Friend of my better days;
ular Church added their donation of cake, pies and was required to meet every three months, viz.: March,
None knew thee but to love thee,
all the good things which ingenuity could make, or June, SePtember, December.
None named thee but to praise.
At the March seRPion, which was held at Barlow, only
which the market contained. Mrs. S. V. Lewelling,
And then to-night, when I heard the first note of the of Milwaukee, a vice-president of the First Church, the secretary and Vice-President D. W. Smith and myself were present. Only matter!! in J?;eneral pertaining to
organ, I should not hav been l!urprised if the choir had
has establist ed a reputation as a ''sandwich maker" the union were discussed, because of lack of attendRJl<l•
arillen and sun~:
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ARTICLE m.-MEMBERSRIP.
and doubt as to the power of three to act. In June the held in Portland, in order to giv me an opportunity to
SEc. 1. Any person in sympathy with the objects of this
committee met at Castle Kehm, when the secretary, Vice- fill engagements at other points.
Presidents B. F. Hyland and D. W. Smith and myself
Everywhere I lectured I found our friends enthusiastic, societ.y inay, "Without fees or dues, become a memh~>r
were present. This being a majority of the whole com· but, owing to the financial depression, unable to join the thereof by subcribing to its objects on one of the membership applications of the society, which will be furmittee, the rule was established that in all future meetings Union.
of the executive committee, three should constitute a
Through the ~enerosity of D. C. Hatch, an activ nished for that purpose on request, and filing the same
quorum, with power to transact all business.
member of the Fll'st Secufar Church, we hav been en· with the secretary, provided that the duly accredited deleThe importance of securing a camp-ground was men- abled to distribute three thousand printed copies of my gates of any auxiliary Union shall be entitled to seats,
voice, and vote in all state conventions to which they may
tioned and discussed,_ and the committee went in a body lecture, entitled, "Preachers, Prayers and Chinamen."
to personally look over Rock Island, situated in the WilHundreds of copies of Liberal and reform papers hav hav been chosen; provided further, that all persons who
lamette river, about three miles south of Oregon City, been sent out, and at my own expense copies of West- hav heretofore signed and filed a membership application
which had been suggested by reason of its accessibility brook's "A Few Plain Words on Church Taxation,"'and shBll be deemed members.
SEC. 2. For the convenience and information of memby rail and steamboat tranSISortation as a suitable place pamphlets on Sunday legislation. Through the courtesy
for that purpose.
of the Freethought Federation of America a large num- bers, membership applications shall hav printed
Since that session of the committee, Mr. and Mrs. ber of World's Fair leaflets hav been distributed. Since thereon, Section 1 of this Article, and also a subscription
David Wittenburg, of New Era, made a proposition to January 13, 1893, there hav been two meetings of the blank to be filled by those able and willing to pay for the
the committee to donate five acres at New Era for a sec- executiv committee, of which I hav kept the minut.es support of the society.
SEC. 3. All clauses, sections, articles, or parts thereof,
ular camp·ground, on the condition that the land should as required by by-laws.
be used only as a secular park, or for college purposes,
Our valued friends, Mr. and Mrs. David Wittenburg, of the by-laws which conflict with this article, as herein
but never be sold. The committee still has the latter of New Era., are ready to donate five acres of land to the amended, are hereby repealed."
proposition under consideration.
Union for a secular park, college or camp-ground, and an
Other plans were offered which will be fully conAlso the advisability of securing other lands formerly additional acre for a secular cemetery.
used as a public park, and adjoining the Wittenburg
Among the enjoyable affairs given by Auxiliary No. 1, sidered by the executiv committee at its regular
land, now opened by the 0. and C. Railroad Company. the First Secular Church of Portland, was a steamboat quarterly meetings.
I deem the matter of securing a Secular camp-ground or excursion to Castle Kehm-on-the-Willamette, when upThe following officers were elected and will take
park of great importance, and hope the coming year the wards of one hundred and fifty Liberals spent Sunday,
Union will hav title to land for that purpose, somewhere June 4, fishing, dancing, playing games and wandering their seats next January: President, W. W. Jesse,
where we may meet and possibly erect a secular collsge. over the rocks and hills. It was a gala day for Free- Portland; first vice-president, J. Henry Schroeder,
Our secretary, Katie Kehm Smith, having reported · thought.
Arago; second vice-president, B. F. Hyland, Corthe organization of the First Secular Church of Portland
While we hav received scores of letters and hav been vallis; third vice-presid.ent, D. W. Smith, Oregon
as an auxiliary to this Union, a charter was ordered told by hundreds that they would like to identify them- City; fourth vice-president, Nettie Olds, McMinnissued to that society. A Sunday-school having also been selvs with the Union, yet in the face of hard times they
organized in connection with saiq church, it was found could not do so. There are now thirty-one members of ville ; se~retary, Katie Kehm Smith, Oregon City ;
necessary by the committee to prescribe and adopt some the Oregon State Secular Union (incorporated). Eleven treasurer, D. C. Stewart, Forest Grove.
system of books for use in Secular science schools. After more hav paid dues; but, having failed to sign the memSaturday night was made memorable by a fine
correspondence and procuring samples of all books pub- bership blank, as required by law, cannot be counted
musical and literary entertainment and a grand
lished by several leading Liberal publishers, the com- members.
mittee found only the following books which it deemed
I want to say in conclusion that within the past month ball. Those who participated in the program were
suitable to adopt, namely: Paul Bert's ''First Steps in more encouragement has been received than ever before; Nettie Olds, Mrs. A. H. Wansley, Mollie Squire,
Scientific Knowledge" and L. K. Washburn's "Cosmic our friends are becoming interested; with better times, Mrs. Chrisman, Mr. Glen. Mrs. Chrisman, who
Hymn Book," and they were adopted. .
financially, our membership will number hundreds, where
sang the convention song, "A Thousand Years, My
The character of instructions proper for young chil- now we hav tens.
dren in Secular Sunday schools was fully discTJ.Bsed and
We hav sincerely and earnestly tried to get our friends Own Columbia," is acknowledged to be one of the
the secretary was instructed to prepare a set of fifty-two interested, and thou~h the task has been a difficult one, finest singers on this coast. Her voice is rich,
lessons in leaflet form and submit them to the committee we believe that, havmg heard this report, you will see sweet, and of rare volume, and the large audience
as soon as it could be done, and she will make a report to that our efforts hav not been without some measure of assembled Saturday night would not be satisfied
success, and that you will aid my successor to the best of
this convention of the progress made.
. until she responded to a second encore. The grand
The committee has prepared forms and had printed a your ability.
Respectfully submitted,
KATIE K.EHM SMITH,
supply of letter pads, envelopes, membership blanks, and
march was led by Judge D. W. Smith and Miss
by-laws.
Secretary Oregon State Secular Union.
Nettie Olds, and it was difficult to decide whether
The secretary was authorized to procure a seal for the
TREASURER's REPORT.
they or the second couple, President W. W. Jesse
society, which is now in the hands of the engraver. For Amount in treasury from all sources as per
and Miss Mattie Blaisdell, were the finest appearlist of members at the present time and the financial constatement in TRUTH SEEKER, Feb. 11,
ing. The annual ball of the Oregon State Secular
~!~~~; ~~~hfu~t;~:~u~:r~fer you to the reports of the sec1893................................................... $44 25
While our membership is not large, nor our treasury By cash on order to secretary .............................. $5 00 Union will not soon be forgotten. At the close of
the literary program a hitter filled with valuable
overflowing, I feel satisfied that the Union has made sub- April 27th, cash to Forest Grove Times for printstantial progreFs, and that it will continue to do so. I
ing 1•000 by-laws........................................... 12 00 suggestions from John R. Charlesworth was read.
desire to urge upon you especially the importance of
do 1,500 letter-heads..................................... 7 00
SUNDAY MORNING.
500 envelopes.......... ·............................. 2 50
sustaining the First Secular Church of Portland and its
do
Executiv committee held a business meeting.
Secular Sunday school. Let us help all we can to place
do
500 membership blanks......................... 4 00
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
and keep this society on a permanent footing, and it in Express on stationery..........................................
70
turn will help to sustain the state organization and be a July 1st, cash to TRUTH SEEKER, per order execuExercises were opened with a song by the choir;
guide and encouragement to the formation of other simitiv committee................................................ 5 15
lar auxiliaries.
July 1st, to cash on hand to balance..................... 7 90 after which the secretary read a note from the Rev.
Mr. Brown, of the Portland Methodist Episcopal
This society has been in existence now for nearly a
$44 25 church, expressing regret that he could not be
year, and it seems to be established on such lines"'lhat
D. c. STEWART,
.
at the Convention. He was to deliver an address
with age it increases in numbers, influence and popuTreasurer Oregon State Secular Union.
larity. If the plan it has adopted will solve the problem
on "The Co-equality of Sex and Property." Mrs.
of making auxiliary unions liv and flourish, it will hav FINANCIAL doNDITION OF OREGON STATE SECULAR UNION, Anna E. Barker then addressed the meeting, her
Received from H. E.lJee, $1; Dr. M. Pefferle, $1; Wm.
accomplished a step in the direction of the permanent organization of Freethinkers, which for years has been Barlow, $2; B. F. Hyland, $3; D. and C. Wittenburg, subject being, "My Views on the Liberal Question."
$2; J. H. and W. H. Schroeder, $2; J. McNaughton, $3; Short speeches were made by Mr. Read, president
discussed but never before attained.
B. F. Linn, $1; Reuben Wright, balance as ex-treasnrer: of the Portland Theosophical Society; 0. A. Phelps,
Respectfully submitted,
W. W. JEssE,
W. J. Dean. $2; Cbas. Hagner, 50 cents; J. G. Ab- Pueblo, Col.; B. F. Hyland, Corvallis, and Mary A.
President Oregon State Secular Union.
bott, $1; a friend,'$1; Mrs. S. 1\filler, $1; Mrs. W. W.
West $5; John Price, $5, Mrs. H West. $1; John Dia- Squire and J. J. Tracy, of Portland.
SECRETARY'S REPORT.
mon~'i, $5; J.P. Geer, $2; R. V. Short, $1; H. Bennett,
SUNDAY EVENING.
To THE MEMBERS OF THE OREGON STATE SECULAR $1; Nettie Olds, 50 cents.
Miss Olds and Mrs Wansley again delighted the
UNioN: Before presenting to you report of actual work
Collections during convention, $13.85; dance tickets audience with musical selections.
Rev. Dr. J.
done by secretary I deem it advisable, in fact necessary,
meals, $28.60; Mrs. H. Bennett. 25 cents; J. and A.
in order that you may understand the obstacles which and
Long, $2; B. F. Hyland, $2. Total, $88.45. In hands Bloch, the well-known Jewish rabbi of Portland,
hav been met, to recall to your minds the fact that when of treasurer per his report, $7.90. Total, $96.35.
delivered an address on "Our Agreements and Disthe present officers assumed control the Oregon State
agreements."
Katie Kehm Smith closed the ConExpenses
of
Convention
........................
$49
65
Secular Union was almost without funds, and with only a
9 20
vention with an address on "The Necessity for
very few-about six-activ members. The convention Secretary's bill of expenses allowed......
held at Salem, January 11th, 12th and 13th, having incor- Allowed secretary for services since orAggressivnE>ss on the Part of Liberals."
ganization, January, 1893...... .... ..... 50 00
porated the Union, thus giving it a legal existence, was
The Convention adjourned to meet at the call of
Deficit
to
balance
...............................
..
$12
50
the star of hope held out to those who undertook the then
the executiv committee.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
almost hopeless task of resuscitating the Oregon State
Secular Union.
$108 85 $108 85
Secretary Oregon State Secular Union.
The writing of letters urging renewed interest in the
After reading of officers' reports, Ed. Alisky,
cause, and showing at length the necessity for the same President First Secular Church, gave an interesting
began soon after the convention. Of the scores of let:
The Newark Liberal League.
ters written by your secretary-two hundred and eight address, following which Robert Scott, of Woodfrom January 14th to October 17th-only a few answers burn, the sturdy and wealthy old Scotchman, who,
Several years ago, after I first left the Christian
were received, and of these the majority, while express- with his wife, has done so much for the cause of pulpit, I used to go over to Newark and lecture being sympathy for the cause, yet the writers failed to
identify themselvs with the Union. "Times are too Freethought, gave his "religious experience," which fore the Liberal society there, and found many
warm friends. Picnics, sociables, etc., used to vary
hard;" " It is no use, as long as we are such a hopeless provoked a great deal of merriment and applause.
minority;" "I hav given money time and again and see
At Friday evening's session, the convention was the path of intellectual debate. All sorts of opinno returns;" "Why should I stand in the breS:,h when addressed by 0. A. Phelps, of Pueblo, Col., his sub- ions fraternized in this League and the sparks of
Liberals do nothing?" "There is too much inoney
thought were quite numerous, and· I guess there
spent for long speeches instead of work." These are ject being "Secular Philosophy."
Saturday morning . and afternoon were devoted wal;\ no creed but what had its defender on this
some of the reasons given why our friends hav failed
to respond to appeals for aid. No funds, no friends. to business sessions, when ways and means were platform. So, after many years' wandering in the
Rather discouraging outlook, but it certainl:y_aroused a devised for future work in this state. The plan of great West, it was a pleasure to again come to this
desire to show that the members of the old Union were
mistaken; that we are not a "hopeless minority" and the First Secular Church was commented on and old battlefield, shake hands with friends, while findthat persistent effort on the part of the few would ~urely recommended as a sure plan for permanent success; ing that many hav gone and new ones hav taken
win the approval and assistance of the many when they the plan of dividing the state into circuits, and put- their place; but the old colors are still flying from
realized that work was being done.
ting a lecturer in charge of each circuit, was fully the same fort. I gave my lecture on "Evolution
The secretary commenced field work by the organization of the First Secular Church of Portland on Paine's discussed, and the executiv committee instructed to and Creation," and it was curious to note how· difbirthday, January 29th. By delivering a lecture each complete this work; the secretary outlined her plan ferently the currents of thought flowed in the disSunday a most successful organization has been built up of leaflets for Secular Sunday schools, which was cussions at Newark from those in the discussions at
with an activ membership of about a hundred, while th~ enthusiastically received and adopted by the Brooklyn. There was more of a theological element
average attendance at each lecture is from one hundred
and fifty to two hundred. In connection with this se- convention; the necessity of a state camp-ground at Newark. One critic wanted to know who made
ciety there h~s be.en organized a Secular Sund~y-school was discussed, and steps taken to secure one; • nature-was not there a God back of it 1 Who are
and Progress1v B1ble class. The work of mamtaining D. W. Smith offered the following amendment we, where did we come ·from, and where are we
this society and Secular Sunday-school has been very to the By-laws, which was adopted unanimously: going ! I replied that we came from the monkey
great, but in my opinion the plan pursued by our Portland friends is the most feasible one to build up a suc- "Resolved, That Article III. of the By-laws of the and the protoplasm. There is no doubt about that·
Oregon State Secular Union be and the atune js it is simply a matter of fact, and we need not
cessful and permanent organization.
During the month of September no meetings were amended to read as follows:
trouble ourselvs about the question. As to where
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we are going, no man knoweth unto this day. No opens upon Freethought; but always there is the street; and what is still worse, John Swinton said
priest, or church, or Bible has ever answered that excitement of the chase, and the reward of seeing there was not an independent press in America, save
question. We only know that we are, and that the something new in the difficult ways.
in the country towns. He said the editors of all
best thing for us to do is to be happy here and now
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
the great papers were jumping-jacks. Rich men
and help make others happy.
behind the screens pull the strings and they dance.
Another critic wanted to know, if there was so
Friends Brayton and Reed.
And all of this hellward tendency is brought about
much time in the past, why the world was not
by the manipulation of money. But I cannot
already perfect by the process of evolution, and
I was a little afraid that my reply to these friends expect to pring the people up to a knowledge of
couldn't a god be evolved? I answered that no might stir up a hornet's nest. And now I am afraid what constitutes money, and the function it is
matter how much · time there was in the past, so the humane society will be after me because so designed to perform, through the columns of THE
far as we are concerned it is limited time, and there- many hav been stung.
TRUTH SEEKER-it would take too much space.
fore there was not enough of it from our standI am satisfied that if one wants to inherit eternal
I hav been much interested in many articles
point to evolve perfection ; and as to god-making, life he had better not try to get out of the old ruts. which hav appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER on tariff
the ~ime was certainly past for that; and although, Damnation seems to await every one who seeks bet- and finance and other kindred subjects from time
as Ingerso1l wisely and wittily says, "An honest ter conditions.
to time, but hav never attempted a reply until the
God's the noblest work of man," still, after all, it is
Fire in each eye and paper in each hand,
appearance of the articles of Brayton and Reed, and
better to make an honest and a happy man than a
They rave and tear and madden round the land.
hav much regretted that. It seems to me that I
god, for a god is a useless appendage anyway, seeGarrison was dragged through the streets of Boa- committed the unpardonable sin which cannot be
ing that .he must be made out of nothing.
ton for teaching the equality of man. Kneeland, forgiven in this world, neither in the world to
Another critic remarked that there was no con- Bennett, and the edito!" of Lucifer served unpleas- come.
science in the breast of man. It was in the brain, ant terms in prison, because they tried to lift the
Oh, wad some power the giftie gie us
To see ourselvs as others see us.
to which remark I fully assented. He said a Chris- people out of the quagmire of ignorance and place
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PEOK.
tian's conscience was generally india-rubber, and them on the broad turnpike of reason.
was capable of a great deal of stretching, which exThe old barbarous notions of money hav to do
perience undoubtedly proves if one has ever done with the welfare of the people, and gods, ghosts,
Thanksgiving~ 1893.
any trading, especially horse trading, with a Chris- musty forms, and old chestnuts must be scattered
0 Lord, let the millions of hungry beggars and
tian. Conscience is what the smart Sunday-school to the four winds, when they undermine the in- tramps in this bountiful land giv thanks that the
boy defined it to be, "That which makes one feel terests of the great, plain, common people to which dogs bavnot eaten all the crumbs that fall from the
bad when he is found out."
I belong. I shall work in their interest as long as rich man's table. Let them also giv thanks that in
Another critic wanted to know if the monkey was strength is given me, without fear or favor from this Christian country there is yet room out of
still evolving. I told him I didn't know but what anyone. Some day these matters will be taken to doors to sleep.
he was. There is no telling what might happen.
a higher court, and I can patiently await the
The thugs and criminals in our jails and penitenPresident Bird closAd a variable and inLeresting decision.
tiaries return thanks that there is not an Infidel
discussion with an object-lesson as to the differenWhen a wheezing, whiirlng Christian spends half among them; and also, as in Stillwater, Minn., that
tiation of se)!:, which was easily explained by evolu- his time talking about Sunday rest and drives his they are confined to Bible stories and religious
tion; but could not be explained on the theory of hired help all through the week like beasts of tracts for reading.
creation unless we take the ground that God did a burden, the best way is to tear the scalp off the
The murderers and cut-throats giv thanks to the
very foolish thing. Why the mammal glands in hypocrit without ceremony. But friends Brayton clergy who bav made the gallows the gate to
man 1 Evolution answers : It is a survival of the and Reed are no doubt honest, and therefore glory.
primitiv no-sex form of life. But for God to thus deserve consideration. At the same time I would
We return thanks, 0 Lord, for the railway ace~
create man would be an absurdity.
not try to convince them any more than I would dents during the last three months of the World's
I was glad to find the Newark League in such a try to convince the Indian that his dog will not Fair, by which was shown God's righteous wrath
flourishing condition. A large audience was pres- accompany him to the happy hunting-ground. It at reckless people trying to attend an open Sunday
ent. Every seat in the hall was occupied. Presi- is all folly to attempt to demonstrate propositions fair:
dent Bird was elected two years ago, and since then in geometry to an untutored mind, and all minds
We return sincere thanks that the Sunday-rest
there has been a manifest improvement. The hall are untutored in regard to something.
fanatics show no signs of letting up in their evil
has been refurnished ; music is one of the attracAll things considered, it is not astonishing that church-and-state designs on American freedom.
tiona, and the purposes of Freethought are kept the Inquisition condemned Galileo. He taught the
Let us be thankful that the nation is in no danconstantly in view ; and so the League is a working rotundity and revolution of the earth and the ger of sudden destruction, all its many sins having
and progressiv force. It stands for something. central position of the sun. For f:::urteen l!undred been prayed for, and that its salvation is, for the
President Bird was formerly in the Congregational years the people had been taught that the earth present, assured.·
church, and was side by side with Pentecost in his was a central and fixed body around which the sun,
And we thank thee, 0 Lord, for making this a
battle for truth and liberty, and never retreated, planets, and stars revolved. How could they con- Christian nation, which we hope now will become
and he still keeps at the front. I was also pleased ceive the idea that the earth, with its solid struct- more and more like Christianity's founder-poor
to meet with friend Avery, who reads THE TRUTH urea, lakes, rivers, and oceans, was revolving on an and forsaken, with nowhere to lay its bead.
SEEKER every week, and has followed in its pages axis?
And thine shall be the glory, for another Christhe Secular Pilgrim in his crossings and recrossings
Friend Reed tells me to read Herbert Spencer. tian year, in sickness and distress. AMEN.
of the continent. The Booth family I also meet, So the Inquisitors told Galileo to study the Ptolemand others who are stalwarts in the cause whatever aic system. The mind of a Christian can never be
Lectures and Meetings.
may be the fortune of war.
reached as long as he believes in God-written books.
THE
Newark
Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
I spent a delightful evening at the home of Mr. Neither can the mind of a man be reached as long
Bird, where Mrs. Bird, who is as Liberal and radi- as he believes that money is like the law of gravita- Market. Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, T. B. Wakeman,
cal as her husband, givs cordial welcome; and tion-something fixed and natural-not an invention of New York, will lecture. Subject: "What We Owe
to Christianity, and What We Don't."
there were books and music and conversation to in- and a creation of law, as it really is.
DURING the month of December, Franklin Steiner will
spire. :)\Ir. Bird livs in a world ,of flowers, and he
Mr. Reed asks: "How much will you giv for a
understands well the growth and evolution of these Confederate $5 note ?" He will never be able to lecture in Correctionville, Pierson, Atlantic, Walnut,
beautiful children of earth that giv such grace and see how silly this question is until he learns the dif- Carlisle, and other places in Iowa.
comfort to man himself. Mr. Bird is a florist, and ference between money and notes. A note is alTHE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evenit was quite delightful to wander through ~s .ex- ways a promis to pay, whether given by a govern- ing, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
tensiv hot-houses and gaze upon these shining ment, a bank, or an individual, and expected in East Fifteenth street, New York:
ranks, the green masses decked with all colors of some way to be redeemed or cancelled. These November 24th -Prof. A.. L. Rawson, "The Dualism of
the rainbow; and right here do we see, as Mr. promises are always far in excess of the redeemer,
Consciousness."
Bird pointed out, the most brilliant evidences of and somebody is drawing interest on these cheap
.John R. Charlesworth is now in. the East. The folevolution and its most remarkable facts. It is a promises. The Southern Confederacy never issued lowing appointments are on his list, and friends along the
matter to be noted that Mr. Bird, although a noted a dollar of money-it issued promises to pay, and route desiring lectures should address him at once:
Infidel, was invited to giv a lecture before the High had nothing to pay with. If the colonial govern- Nov. 26 Philadelphia, Pa. 1 Dec. 14,15,~6, Waterloo,Ind
School, on trees and plants, their growth, varia- ment had issued paper money instead of "promises Dec. 3 Alliance,
0.
'' 17 Chicago, Ill.
tiona, etc., and this lecture was given strictly in ac- to pay," it would hav been far better for the govTHE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
cordance with the principles of evolution, and was ernment and the holders of the notes. Mr. Reed
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busireceived with hearty congratulations by those who intimates that I would hav the man who builds a ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
could understand its truth-although the ultra or- house divide the profits with the workmen. I do Driggs avenues. Program of Lectures for November:
thodox were rather taken aback at the idea of such not ask the robber to stand and deliver his plunder~ November 26th.-Mr. S. P. Putnam, "Rights of Man."
a Iectm:e being given by an Atheist. But the large I only ask that the wealth-producer may be allowed
THE WoMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
majority of intelligent people approved ; and this to keep his own.
is a sign of progress, and such lectures do a great
There is a vast machine in operation to-day which meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
deal toward the advancement of thought. By sim- the people do not understand. Could friend Reed northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuespie science, by study of plants and flowers, ortho- look into this machine and see how one belt runs day evenings at 8 o'clock. Lectures for this month:
28th.-Mrs. C. B. Kilgore, "The Congress of
doxy receives an indirect blow from which it seldom to Washington, another to each of the state legis- November
Religions."
recovers, especially in the mind of youth.
latures, and another to the courts, and how other
THE Ohio Liberal Soci~ty meets in College Hall, 168
I shall lecture at Brooklyn again next Sunday, belts are running the presses of all the great paand at Newark December 3d, and s.o on Sundays I pers ; and could he understand how the wealth pro- Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at '7:45,
hope to be kept busy, while on week-days I write ducers of the country are constantly pouring their prompt. Admission is free. Program to December:
on my "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." r fortunes into this great hopper while the discharge Novl'lmber 26th.-Mrs. A. L. Fealy, of Dayton, 0.,
"Truth and Fallacy of Christian Science."
only hope that my readers will enjoy the perusal of spout empties into the coffers of Wall street, his
the book, as I do the writing. I am continually innate love of justice would make pim tear the hair
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry Univerreceiving letters from all over the cou~try render- from his bead.
sity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
ing me generous support. I don't know as I could
But recently Chauncey M. Depew said that fifty afternoon at 3 o'clock.
do this work without such reminders of friendly in- men by their money bad the power to stop all the
-.---------tere&lt, for really, as I traverse this vast period, it at wheels of business from rolling-they could stop
W~en Cbnst could not get what be wanted by
times seems as if I were climbing a mountain higbt, every car and strike every electric key dumb. The praymg be would curse. The example was bad, but
and not easily can I reach the broad expanse that entire country is revolving on a pivot in Wall . the result was the same.
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them I have caused J esns to lose manv a
lamb from his flock. There are a number
of Liberals here who would like to start
an association, and. would be obliged for
any advice yon can give us on this subject.
As we have no place to go Sundays except
~o church or saloons I think if we can
organize, and hav regular meetings, we
will hav many members and get anumber of subscribers for your paper and purchasers for your books. Hoping to hear
from yon soon, I remain,
Yours truly,
FRANK WAGNER.

A Subscriber from the Beginning.
VILLA PARK, Nov. 7, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I send. $5 for which please
send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year to
myself and one year to Leonard Parker,
Anaheim. Cal. I cannot do without the
grand old paper.
I hav taken it ever
since it started; it is worth more to me
than all the old superstitions Bibles in the
world. for it deeJs in facts.
Re~pectfnlly,
JoEL B. PARKER,
The Church's Miserable Work at Chicago.
Would Grasp the Hand of Heston.
FREDONIA, N.Y., Nov. 1, 1893.
ELMWooD, MICH., Nov. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to conMR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $3,
for which yon will please continue THE tinue my subscription to THE TRUTH
TRUTII S¥-EKER for a.nother year, as I can SEEKER. It has not reached its limit, benot get along without it, and especially cause it is constantly rising, rising, in
Heston's daring blows at the gods. Tell saving knowledge.
I hav just returned from the World's
him I would like to see him and shake his
hand. May the powers that control him Fair. Wherever I turned I could see the
continue to support him in his noble work. blighting hand of superstition upon all
nationalities.
On Sunday there was a
DANIEL M. SMITH.
decided exhibition of it in covering the
displays. Even our own state of New
Truth Seeker, Panic or No Panic.
York closed its eyes and compelled others
SAGNOOHE, CoL., Nov. 5, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav neglected to remit to do the same as far as the times would
on account of scarcity of funds, but in admit.
Now is a good time for all Freethinkers
order not to hav you pr~>cipitate another
panic or object Jesson upon the country at to show to the people the blighting curse
this time I inclose postal note for $2, of Christianity on all progress. In all
which will extend my subscription and that has been spoken and written good
alRo enable yon to relieve those fellows :reople would not believe one-ha.lf because
down-town, who are hard up.
THE it was so rHp:1lsiv to all common sense.
TRUTH SEEKER, however, we must hav in Now it has united and exerted all its
powers to close on Sunday the World's
the family, panic or no nanic.
Fair, one of the beRt opportnnities of all
• Yours truly,
W. H. MoNTGOMERY.
ages to see in object lessons the manners
Truth Seeker Is an Alert Champion.
and customs of all nations. Keep it before the people until a hearing is had, as
LuGcoucH, Amz., Oct. 31, 1893.
PLINY SMITH,
Mn. EDITOR: Herewith I send a money never before.
order for $5 to pay my subscription two
Long Live the Federation.
years in advance to the grand old TRuTH
FoRT TRUMBULL, NEw LoNDON, CoNN.,~
SEF:KER.
Nov. 11, 1893.
>
Your paper is the best I hav ever read.
MR. EDITOR : As yon seA by the headTt always is ready to champion the cause
of Freet.honght, and is on the alert to in2' of this letter, I have again changed my
guard against the insidious encroachmentq station, and althongh,.New London is a
nice town I r~>gret having left Portland,
of ecclefliRsticism.
Long may it liv and continue to exert for there were quite a number of Liberals
its wholesornA influence, until the intel- in Portland, some of whom I have enrolled
lectual emancipation of all mankind is ac- among my best friends. H. R. Norton is
complished, and all the gods hav abdi- a champion of Freethonght, one who never
lets a chance slip of giving orthodoxv a rap
cated.
PAULS. TooKER.
over the knuckles. Here in New London
Best Paper He Has Ever Rea".
we hav a few Freethinkers, but most of
them are of the week-kneed kind for fear of
DEERFIELD, IA, Nov. 1, 1893.
lVT R. EDITOR : While I don't know that I the overwhelming numbers of the enemy.
nee<'!. to care but little about those down- New London is a pretty nice old town, but
town fellows yon refer to in the last spoiled by the too numerous church spires,
'l'RUTH SEEKER as being hard up, I don't dotted about like ghosts of bad deeds. I
like to be owing for one of the best paperR see that Mr. Charlesworth is going to
I hav ever had the pleasure of reading. I Boston soon to lecture, and I wish he could
wish the circulation of the paper could be stop at New London for one night or
extended until its influence wonlil be felt mor£>. We could make him as miserable
in every home in this republic. Inclosed as any other place could.
I h>we just finished reading Helen H.
find draft for $5 for which please renPW
my subscription and send the TRUTH Gardener's "J\fen, Women and Gods,"
which is in if self enough to make any sane
SEEKER to party named in roy order.
person hate the Bible, if not all who up
Respectfully yours, GEoRGE BRowN.
hold it. I have also read the first part of
Sns'l.n Wixon's lecture, which is grand. I
The New Ideas Hurt Them.
will take a copy of "Four H1mdred Years
CANTRIL, IA., Oct. 25, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav neglected to renew of Freethonght" as soon as it is pablished,
my subscription.
In this letter I will and hope it will be published s.)on.
Long live the Freethonght Federation of
send yon $3 for a year's subscription. We
America.
SAMUEL B. PRICE.
had Mr. Remsburg here in Cantril some
time ago. He gave us one lecture, and
Is "Honest Error" a Crime 1
he Taised the wind among my ChriRtie.n
friends. The day after he went away they
EsKRIDGE, KANs., Oct. 18, 1893.
yelled awfully. It does hurt my ChrisMR. EDITOR: For many years I have
~ian frienil terribly to tell him of some- made the various religions of the world a
thing in his Bible that he has not Eeen. careful stndv. I examined the Bible to
Three miles south of Cantril a meeting thA best of mv ability. I always regarded
has been carried on by the Methodists for it as a deep and serious question, and
two "eeks, and no converts yet. People what the result of that investigation might
hav gone to reading more for themselvs be [ did not know. 'I think honesty is the
and using their liberty more in thinking noblest principle of man. I made up my
and judging for themselvs, and so they let mind to try to be honest, and I hav never
those sky pilots move the clouds as they regretted it. I consider the Bible (like
please.
Yours truly,
ALEX FIX.
other books) simply a record of the
thoughts and motives, and desires and
Jesus is Losing Lambs.
hopes and doings of mankind. So many
PHoENIX, A. T., Oct. 29, 1893.
contradictions, so many statements that
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed fir d $3 for the are incqnsistent with the nature of things,
"Freethinker's Text Book " and " Old and many passages too strange to be true.
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." The first lecture I ever delivered wa8 at
As we are living among Christians who Clinton, Kansas. Subject: "Is the Bible
cannot read, we must have some pictures Inspired?" I will never forget it ; there
to show them what they believe. They was an old Presbyterian minister present
are mostly Mexican Catholics, and the who took issue with me and got his fingers
most ignorant outfit I have ever met, but in a hot pie. He often laughed about it
in the.last fifteen years I have been among afterwards; by nature he was a good man,

too good to be in the Presbyterian Ch nrch.
Still, he did not preach Calvinism in fnll
bloom. I often discussed the question
with him, as he was my nearest neighbor,
and was a sincere friend. He would admit that he could not answer my argument,
and I sometimes think that he entertained
many doubts as to the infallibility of the
Bible and the truth of Calvinism. .After
all, I said: "There can be no crime in
honest error." Many Christians still insist
that the crime of crimes is to deny that
there is any power independent of or
superior to n~Ltnre.
Let us be honest:
Suppose a certain man had a little boy in
some other state who had never seen his
father, and no one could make the little
fellow believe that his father existed, what
would we think of that man if he should
fly into a rage and say, " J nst wait till I
get my hands on that little Atheist and
there will be weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth"? That is the Christian's view of infinit kindness. A friend
came to me the other day and handed me a
paper, saying, "Mr. Williams, here is a
chance for yon to get $100." The paper
contained a sermon by the Rev. T. De
Witt Talmage, in which he had offered
$100 as a gift to any Infidel who had read
the Bible throne:h twice. He t.hen proceeded to render it impossible for any one
to obtain the money by saying that he
would not take an Infidel's word for it;
that he would not believe an Infidel about
anvthing. This is not the first time that
Mr. Talmage has made a pn1-llic declaration that he had no confidence in any one
who might differ from him. Why did he
make the ofl:er? Can he show us the design in that offer? Mr. Talmage, in saying that he has no confidence in any one
who might difl:er from him, may cause
many peoplfl to have no confidence in Mr.
Talmage. He may be willing to accept as
true the testimony of any man who claims
to be a. Christian ; if so, the recipients of
his confidence can frequently be found in
the penitentiary and the at~ylnm. We
often find honest people who difl:er from
us on the subject of religion. Mr. Talmage does not seem to love his enemies.
c. V. WILLIAMS.
Work Proposed For the Federation.
ST. Lours, Mo., April24, 1893.
MR. EDrroR: I desire to say a few words
in regard to Freethonght propaganda.
The Freethonght Federation of America
is a splendid organization, and can be
utilized in various ways for the spread of
enlightenment. Now my idea is just this:
We are not activ enough, or we do not
use our activity in the right direction.
Wonld it not be well to use some of the
weapons of the church and disseminate
our doctrins in their way? If the Federa·
tion wiJl, it can send out lecturers all over
this country-that is, if Liberals will only
keep nn contributions as well as church peopie do. Let these lecturers be authorized
agents for the establishment of secular
churches and Sunday schools. If this is
done, I hav an idea that in the course of a
few years Christian God shops and Sunday
schools will be rather ~lim1y attended. I
merelv submit this idea for the consideration of the Liberals of the country in
general and the Freethonght Federation
in particular, and hope that some step in
that direction may be taken soon. I wish
yon would hand in my name to the Federation for membership. Times are pretty
hard with me now, but will try to save
enough from the wreck to chip in as soon
as possible. Wishing yon success, I subscribe myself,
J. F. CLANCY:
[Liberal lecturers-those connected with
the Liberal League and the Secular Union
of past years and with the present Freethought Federation, and those working
independently-hav always labored to
build up local societies. They hav recognized the vital necessity of such so.
cieties or "churches," and can be depended upon to do their part in this work.
With the necessary local assistance much
can be accomplished in this direction;
without it, nothing. At present we lack
the appropriate books, etc., for use in
Snnday schoole. 'rhe supply will come
when a sufficiently urgent demand is heard.
The roost imperativ present needs, however, are loca.l and state organizations to
combat the church in the city councils, the
courts, and state legislatures. The ca.ll is

not for bombast and· spreadeagleism, for
discnrsiv and difl:nsiv talk about every-'
thing in general and nothing in particular, but for deliberate, well-planned, purposeful action, which includes, of course,
the wide distribution of coherent, pointed,
fact-laden arguments against church and
state union, for religions and civil liberty. Especially important is organization
against Sunday observance enforcement.
"Sunday Defense Associations." should
be formed without delay.-ED. T. S.]
Saving Souls and Sinclting Shekels.
BINGHAMPToN, N. Y., Oct. 18, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: An evangelist by the name
of Mills, who, for sixteen days and nights,
has been holding forth in Binghampton to
an average audience of 4,000 people, mostly
women and children, members of the
churches and Sunday schools, has taken
his way to Scranton, Pa., there to preach
the original an,d interesting doctrine of
eternal salvation through Christ and the
Bible, and eternal and awful damnation to
those who will not, because they cannot,
believe in the doctrine.
For many weeks previous to the advent
of this evangelist, nearly, if not all, the
Protestant churches of the city, as part of
the machine for grinding up sinners, had
been steadily at work .advertising his coming, and soliciting aid and attendance. A
huge shed was erected on Water street,
filled with seats and called a tabernacle.
Great expectations filled the hearts of the
pietists, and great were the Prophetic
boasts of the preachers in the various
churches of the immense increase of church
membe:r:ship that was to follow this big
bl w-ont ,of the evangelist. To the superficial observer, what followed in the course
of the sixteen day's reign of the revivalist
in Binghampton, the doom of Infidelity
seemed sealed. The culminating point
seemed to be reached when, on Tuesday,
October 17, nearly every business house
was closed. Even the saloons displayed the
big printed card distributed by the machine,
announcing that· another new Sabbath
had heen created. The opera houses
were closed, and the street railway company stopped its cars during services that
the employes might also get religion. The
street.car company has had a big business
on account of the so-called revival. It
could well afford to stop its cars on the
newly-created Sabbath.
Statistics to show how many new souls
have been gobbled up by the machine may
possibly be furnished by the leaders and
representatives thereof in a near future.
If so, these statistics will have to be accepted, without question, on the score of
their divinity.
A word or two of personal mention concerning Mills and his ~taft, consisting of an
assistant Evangelist named Gillum and a
singer named Hillis, may not be out of
place. Mills speaks very plainly, and has
the natural gifts of oratory, coupled with
a fair, though not large amount of personal magnetism. During the three times
I heard him I was naturally a little interested in the beginning of some of the a.necdotes he related, and about as disgusted in
their ending as most people are who read
a story and find at the close that it refers
to some patent medicine which can be obtained of any druggist at a dollar a bottle.
I didn't hear him try to describe an orthodox hell, but there was ever and ever a
final appeal to fear and a reference to an
awful eternity that awaited all those who
failed to get converted, own up to a belief
in the indescribable absurdities of the
Christian doctrine and flop into the innocent looking tentacleE of the church octopus. This idea seemed to be the soul and
body of every peroration, and a great
many girls and boys, and occasionally a
man with a sloping forehead and weak physiognomy, stood up. Yon cannot blame
them for it-they really believed that if
they didn't do this they w· uld have to
suffer in an awful eternity. "Self preservation is the first law of nature." Much
force was added by a solo by Hillis, who,
in a very strong voice of It baritone tendency, sang a song, the burden of whoEe
subject was "Eternity." I would have
liked his singing better if he had struck
his tones squarely. He seems to have to
slide up or down to his next note to get it.
I Of Gillum I cannot speak from person(l,l
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experience. He is a kind of a ''-second
fiddle." I hav been told, however, tha
he relies more upon excitement than Mills.
It has been reported that Mills wo.s once a
gambler, and Gillum at one time president
of an Infidel club. In the eyes of our
good Christian people Gillum's offense was
greater. They are hunkidora now, and
when Hillis gets to heaven we shall hear
from him, sure.
J. B. SWETT.
Talmage Says the Earth is God's "Awful Example."
MR. EDITOR : Some months ago I suggested through THE TRUTH SEEKER that
"Sabbatarians" take advantage of the occasion and ask our pious Congress to appropriate money and make a special effort
on Sundays to illustrate the sacred history
of our planet on a grand scale. To make
this an entertaining and profitable enterprise I suggested the propriety of appointing Rev. T. D. Talmage and Prof. Joseph
Cook as artists for scenic effects, with
money ad libit1tm.
The wisdom of the selection is more
fully illustrated in a sermon reported in
the Globe Democrat of December 19th
from the Brooklyn pulpit of the firstnamed gentleman. There are certainly
many scenes recorded in the so;called
" sacred writings " which, if graphically
illustrated, would highly entertain and
edify the intelligent auditors of any small
world, but it never occurred to me until I
read this wonderful man's sermon of November 18th that, if it had been put artistically before Chicago's assembled multitudes, it could and would hav been enjoyed
at once by all appreciativ intelligences
throughout nature's wide domain.
This thing comes so like a new revela.
tion to me that I cannot help asking yon
to give room to the inspired words as they
fell upon the ears of that astounded Brook.
lyn audience. Mark them well :
Furthermore, I get from all t:Qis an nnswer to the question which every intelligent
man and woman, since the earth has stood,
has asked and received no answer. Why
did God Jet sin and sorrow come into the
world when he could have prevented them
from coming '? I wish, reverently, to say
I think I hav found the reason. T9 keep
the Universe loyal to a holy God it was
important in some world, somewhere, to
demonstrate the gigantic disasters that
would come upon any world that allowerl
sin to enter. Which world should it be?
Well, the smaller the world the better, for
Jess numbers would suffer. So our world
was selected. The stage was plenty large
for the enactment of the tragedy. Enter
on the stage, Sin, followed by Murder,
Pain Theft., Fraud, Impurity, Falsehood,
Mas;acre War and all the abominat.ions
and horr~rs and a~onies of centuries. Although we know comparativly little about
the other worlds, lest we become completely dissatisfied with our own, no doubt
the other worlds hav heard, and are now
hearing, all abol}t thi~ world in the awful
experiment of sm wh10h the human race
has been making. In some way interatelier communication is open, and all
worlds either by wing of flying spirits or
by dir~ct communication from God, are
learning that disloyalty and disobedience
doom and damn everything they touch,
and the spectacle practically says to al!
other worlds, Obey God, keep i?- the orbit
where yon were intended to swmg or you
will suffer that which that recreant world
out yonder has been suffering for thousands of years.
It is no longer to me a mystery :why so
small a world was chosen (as ours) whereon
to enact the tragedy. A chemist can d~
monstrate all the iaws of heaven and earth m
a laboratory ten by five feet, and our world
was not too small to del!lonstrate to. the
universe the awful cJ;tennstry o! .unrighteousness. its explos1v and r1ymg and
consuming power. I do _not ~eheve there
is a.· world that has been m eXIstence from
the time Copernicus knocked on the door
of heaven,. to the world that last week
came within sight of the observatory_ at
Greenwich, but has heard of our terrific
terrestrial experiment, !tnd the a:wf~l. object lesson has thrilled the mnlt1millions
of stellar population, especially whe~ they
·heard that in order to arrest the disaster
of centuries, the world-maker and worl~
starter and the world-upholder must g1v
lip his only son to assassination to expi~te
and restore and save the planetary shipwreck.
On the tower of _Pharos1 Egypt, a metallic mirror was ra1sed which refl.e?ted all
that occurred on land or sea for a distance
of three hun\lred miles, and so Egypt "!as
informed of the approach of her enemies
long before their arrival. By whatp;roce8B
I know not, but in solll:e way the ship of a
struggling earth is nnrrored to distant
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worlds. Sure this one experiment of a lying principle of animal organization is died in the same neighborhood, and were
world unloosing itself from God will be matter without life, or energy, or mind, neighbors in spirit life. Said Professor
enough for all worlds, and for all eter- yet wishing to be understood as having a Hare's mother's spirit to him through the
nities.
fine class of rhetoric, he talks of matter and mediumistic power of Mrs. Gowery :
This make.. clear enough the import- ego (energy or soul) in the following strain: "Yes, my son, we indulge in all the pasance of bringing out vividly the salient "The objectiv reality (matter) underlying sions of earth life, in a refined sense of the
features in the divine history of our planet all phenom(lna which we subjectivly per- word."
so as to make an object lesson for all·ont- ceive in its final analysis must be matter or
All of Brother Wettstein's postnlateR
lying space-for Gods and devils, angels substance, or substantive existence, or all respecting Idel}lism and Transcendentaland men. But this is not all. It is greatly phenomena would vanish from the infinit ism in which he concludes, ''Hence Spiritto be feared that our terrific terrestrial realms of space ; boundless expanse would ualism. is absurd," are surely ridiculously
experiment will not hav proven sufficiently be one limitless, absolute vacuum, and the illogical. The Spiritual philosophy hall
thrilling to the mnltimillions of stellar ego itself, purely a product of such nothing but matter and its inherent qualpopulation ere it sha I be everlastingly too material, would, of course, be impossible." ities. No logical mind ever denied that
late, as our Brooklyn seer has mirrored Let us strip this paragraph of its ·rhetoric each effect must hav a cause; eRch material
through St. John:
•
and it reads thus: "Without matter the phenomenon must hav been produced by
The last scene, when the earth itself ego could not giv itself geometricalform, either an outside or an inside force or
shall become a falling star, when not only and, in fact, could not exist." That is all energy, and he never once thought of di<~
fidgety meteors but grave old star~<, shall there is of it. It is true that energy or the carding energy from his thesis on Materialfall, fall to the earth, " even as a fig-tree ego could not give itself geometrical form ism until he discovered that it was thA
casteth her untimely figs, when she is
shaken of a mighty wind." What a time without matter, and matter could not ex- right bower in Spiritualism, and then he
that will be when worlds drop. Rain of ist without energy, god, or the ego, or soul commenced to either discttrd or renig in
planets. Gravitation letting loose her of things. As to which is the hor&e or the his hypothesis.
grip on worlds.
Constellations fl.ying cart in the brother's metaphor, so far as
In the phenomena of matter called man
apart. Galaxies dissolvPd, The great Spiritualism is concerned, makes no difwe must hav some cause of this geometriorchard of the universe swept by the last
hurricane, lettin~r down the stars like ference, for if the body makes the ego and cal figure; we may call it force or energy,
ripened fruit .. Our old earth will go with both are inseparably connected, they will or God or cansator. God is most generthe rest, and let it go, for it will hav ex- both appear, and if the ego (sonl)makes ally treat.ed as an outside force creating
isted long enough, existed long f'nongh to the body both will appear just the same, man, like a person making a wagon, but
complete its tremendous experiment.
and where is the point he has made by his that thesis is fast disappearing, and creativ
I would add: Let it go after the great re- rhetorical fl.onrish of high-sounding words? power is now being considered a center·
hearsal proposed; but I am not so certain
Again, he so.ys: "There no more exists stance and is termed energy by evolutionas the Brooklyn orator that after the last. a logical necessity for denying that matter ists and Spiritualists.
To the physical
hurricane has swept the orchard of the is the underlying reality of all existence." body of man belong all the quantities of
universe there will be enough worlds left Yes, to be sure, matter is the underlying man as taught in physiological schools, and
to make a heaven out of-if any more of all existence and the overlying of all ex- to energy belong hearing, feeling, seeing,
heaven is needed-for I am not informed istence, and thesidelying, top and bottom- smelling and tasting; those qualities bewhat kind of worlds are used as raw lying of all existence, and in one short and long to the soul or energy which created the
matPrial in building heavens. Still, this is simple sentence it is the universal environ- body. Energy (of which soul, and senses
probably all clear to the fertil mind which ment of a universal force, e:raergy, ego or are synonyms), is the creator of all phehas just discovered "why God let sin and soul, and this universal energy has been nomena. In our solarsystem all the god
sorrow come into this world when he could giving itself geometrical figures of matter or energy that we hav was environed in
hav prevented them from coming."
since the dawn of eternity in accordance the sun when it was evolved from our
I can understand how creatures calling with the teachings of Darwin, Huxley, sun's primordial planet as taught by thf'
themselvs men (from whom the brutal Haeckel, Helmholtz, Tyndall and Edison, Laplace theory of cosmogonv.
This
passions of savagery hav not as yet and after matter evolutes up to man, man energy permeated the entire body of the
been eliminated by cnltme), should be evolntes into angels. If matter evoluted sun when in size it reached from the
entertained by gladiatorial ft>ats; but how from nebula to man, why cannot matter planet Neptune to its present center, and
a holy God could in any sense create an evolnte a plane higher into beings called still further, if those comets were evolved
illimitable universe, and in order to keep angels? A_nd if energy evolnted matter from the sun, as now supposed. The
the sentient creatures therein loyal to into the millions of geometrical figures it energy or the God was the ego of the sun,
himself, think it well to make on our earth has, is it inconsistent to Ruppose that and commenced separating th~>~ surface
an example of the most unholy kind, for energy or God can rais11 man into a still nebula of the sun into ether and the
spectacular effect, is what the author vf higher grade of life? Thomas Paine said : various minerals which in time formed the
this ingenious theory is a- ked to explain "I believe in a personal immortality, be- mineral kingdom by radiation, as claimed
before applying for copyright.
cause the same power that brought me by Laplace, and when the mineral kingJ. H. CRAIN.
from chaos to where I am can much more dom was evolved the energy within it by
easily carry me on from where I am~" and atomic radiation evolved the vegetable
The Underlying Reality and the Per- "if it be necessary for me to hav wings kingdom, and the 8ame energy being the
I can easily imagin that God can change ego or soul of both kingdoms evolved the
meating Potency.
my arms ill to wings." As to the possibil- animal kingdom, and the same energy
ALHAMBRA, ILL., Nov. 7, 1893.
ity, I can not see how any logical mind which fills the entire universe evolnted
MR. EDITOR: By reading Brother Otto's
can deny the possibility of a personal im- man from the atoms emanating from tbe
article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 12,
mortality; the probability is all that is in mineral and vegetable kingdoms, much aR
1893, I am fully satisfied that he is conHaeckel's spontaneous generation and
doubt.
vinced thut there is such a being as Otto
I would here say parenthetically that Darwin's evolution claim. What is man?
Wettstein, and from his manner of logic I
Brother Wettstein, in connecting Idealism Answer: Man is an infinitesimal of God or
suspect that, as the Methodist preacher
or Transcentientalism with Spiritualism, energy envi;:oneil in flesh, or God incarwould say, he has been passing through
shows a g-reat want of logical acumen, for nated. Man is the ultimatum of all earthly
the gloomy scenes of doubt as to whether
the Idealists teach that the whole universe life, and can no more be annihilated than
there was actually such a being as Otto
is but a huge bulk of imagination, while can God and matter. Personally, man is
Wettstein; but it is pleasing to me to see
Spiritualism teaches that the whole uni- an infinitesimal of the male part of a unithat he has come to the conclusion that he
verse is full of energy or God and matter, versal God incarnated, and personally woactually exists and that he exists per se,
and that there will never be any less or man is an infinitesimal of the female part
which I understand to mean that he exists
more energy and matter, but that all crude of God or energy incarnated. God is as
within himself, and being convinced that
matter is eternally changing from a lower much woman as man, and the Grecian phithe brother again finds himself on a rock
grade to a higher until it reaches man, losopher. Pythagoras, who lived three
foundation of existence, we shall quote
and that the same energy in man at death thousand years ago, was correct when he
that grand injunction, " Man, know thytakes a sufficient quantity· of attenuated said the universe was permeated by male
self." In philosophizing on man, it apmatter to environ itself.
and female qualities striving to giv thempears necessary to give him material
selva geometrical figure in separate quanBrother
Wettstein
says:
"Of
course,
quantity and psychological quality, and
while the two are inseparably connected, assuming without proof the existence of a tities.
In conclusion: How does man reach anyet when viewed in minntire it becomes non-material entity, soul or spirit, it is
necessary to make that distinction, and easy enough to manufacture a nniversein gelic life? One simple illustration and I
I can see no need to change Brother like manner." Spiritualistic philosophers am done: Just the same as a caterpillar
Otto's axioms, as laid down in the Fr6e- never made any such assumption-such reaches the butterfl.y state. Take a perthink6r not long since, viz. : Axiom- assumptions are but the wanderings of his son who is not acquainted with the various
1, furce or energy; 2, matter; 3, energy own mind. The spirit is a material entity changes that take place in the silkworm,
giving matter potency; 4, energy and posses~ing every organ, passion and func- and he will doubt the possibility of such a
matter inseparably connected; 5, energy tion it possessed while environed in its change as much as Brother Wettstein does
and matter eternal. Brother Otto laid coarser material, enjoying every pleasure the change of the human into angel, The
down these axioms as the basis of Material- it did before death took place, all in a re- silkworm feeds on the coarsest diet during
ism, and I lay them down as the basis of fined condition. Sleep more refreshing, its earthly life, Ro to speak; after changing
the Spiritual philosophy, and, in fact, so labor more pleasant, taste more refined, to its aerial life it feeds on nectar and
far as the evolution of man from the ani- hearing more acute, seeing clearer-in traverses the air with ease. Comparativly
mal atom there is no dift'erence in the two short, we are the identical persons, refined speaking, here is a grester change than
takes place in the transition of man into
theories until we reach that condition in in mind and matter.
But how do I happen to know that such angel, yet nobody wonders at this myslife called death; and there the issue comes;
the Spiritualist claiming that man still ii the case? I answer, simply, because I tery. We do not see the spirit when
goes on evolnting in the same manner as myself hav seen disembodied persons or it leaves the earthy tabernacle because it is
before while the Materialist claims that angels (there never were angels until first perfectly colorless, so far as our sight is
man ai death involutes into what is termed men and women lived, and by dying concerned, consequently it is not visibl~>
primordial or first elements. If I under- evolved into angels), and mothers hav until it clothes itself slightly with a coarser
stand Brother Wettstein, he now, in the come and talked with us and told us of the matter than the atmosphere.
HENRY SHABP.
TRUTH SEEKER, contends that the under- neighbors who aforetimes had lived and
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Etited by Mrss SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicaio·M for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d~'s occnP.ations
That i.s known as the..Ohildren s Honr."

Address to the Magi.
I look .away beyond the trees
And see the gra.y.blne sky
Seren~ unmoved by storm or breeze
Or clonds that pass it by;
The orchard, the meadow, the valley, the hill,
Are spread ont in beanty my vision to fill.
Yon claim that paradise nnfnrled
To fancy's blindfold view
Is finer than this pictured world
Bedecked in varied hne;
If by my faith heaven-lands I may see,
Why do yon paint them, 0 Magi, for me?
The birils are singing in the wood,
The bees- hnm in the hive,
The chickens prate in happy r::ood,
All natnre seems alive;
Bonnds musical. social, and joyons I hear,
Bnt conld I, 0 Magi, without any ear?
Mnst I disdain snrronnding joys
-For fancy-fed desire
Of sky-hid realms and fairy toys
To which the saints aspire ?
Nay; life is right here with its aetna! bliss;
Oh why, why exchange it for shades· I may miss?
Ye landed 1\-Iagi, all of yon,
Ye promis elfin lands
Behind the sky of cold gray-blue
If I keep yonr commands;
Joy, life &ternal yon say shall be mine
If to your leading my ways I confine.
When hearing, tonch and taste and sight
Lie bnried with the brain,
How can I feel that great delight?
0 Magi, please explain.
Hav I a duplicate body on high
Which will awake at this body's last sigh?
Bnt how can thonght and love and hate
And memory arise
And in good order navigate
To realms beyond the skies?
Magi, if never your word I may donbt,
Show me jnst how these strange things are fonnd
ont.
l'ti. C. CooMER.
Hubbard, I a.

A.. Railway Ride.
As Mr. Marden is in Chica!!"o attending
our Freethinkers' congress and the Fair,
I take a ride along the banks ofthe Merrimac river.
The foliage iB gorgeous in its autumn
dress, and as the river winds in and out,
making graceful curves and occasionally a
little "wooded island," the view is lovely
indeed. I really felt that I was riding
through Nature's fair-grounds. 0 beautiful Nature, I bow to thee in silent
adoration.
My ride is on the cars from my home in
Penacook, N. H., to Franklin, twelve
miles. Just after leaving the depot we
cross Dustin island-it is formed by the
Contoocook river dividing here and
emptying into the Merrimac. This is
where the Indians brought Hannah
Dustin and her nurse after raiding her
home in Haver hill, Mass. ; and here is
where she killed them as they slept around
their campfir~, and after taking their
scalps, got into a canoe and returned
safely to her home. You can find it in
history if you wish to know more about
it. Some years ago the state appropriated
a sum of money, and public-spirited
citizens gave more, and· erected a granit
monument to her memory. The figure of
a woman stands on top, with a tomahawk
in one hand and the scalps in the otl;l.er.
As I gazed up into the sculptured, resolute face as the train rushed past, I could
but wish that we had to-day a Hannah
Dustin to scalp some of our dishonest
Congressmen, who make enormous Indian
appropriations and then use the most of it
to enrich themselvs. They evidently belong in the Christian missionary societies.
This iB the inscription on one Bide of the
monument:
March
15
1695
30
The War-whoop, Tomahawk,
Fagot and infanticide,
Was at Haverhill.
The ashes of
Wigwams. camp-fires at night,
And ten of the Tribe are here.
On another Bide is:
STATUS.
Know ye that we with many, plant it,
In trust to tl;l.e state we giv and grant it,

That the tide of time may never cant it,
Nor mar nor sever.
That Pilgrims here may heed the mothers,
That truth and faith and all the others,
With banners high in glorious colors,
May stand forever.
It fills me with awe to think of those terrible times almost two hundred years ago.
The next place of interest we pass is the
Merrimac County Farm in North Boscawen, a good set of brick buildings with
all modern improvements, and under good
management-the only fault here is there
iB no separate place for the children. Although there has been some agitation
tending to a change, I fear it will be a
long time coming.
If any of our readers liv in a state that
does provide difterently for such children,
will they please mention it in their letters
to the Corner?
A few miles on we pass the State Or·
phans' Home. This is in Franklin, and
was once the home of Daniel Webster, one
of our great statesmen. I do not know
how many children are cared for here.
They take great pains to get good homes
for all that they min, and I know of several
who hav been adopted and found loving
care and good homes.
Now the conductor iB shouting "Franklin! Franklin!" and my pleasant ride is at
an end.
Dear children and friends, let us all so
liv that as we approach life's autumn, it
may be beautiful, and thus shall we leave
pleasant memories for our friends. If we
seek to be useful and are kindly toward
all, especially the aged and unfortunate, it will help us to become lovely
and attractiv.
I am often reminded that children are
never taught these things, and how much
of real happiness they miss. We must
ever bear in mind the words of the immortal Paine: "The world is my country;
to do good, my religion."
ETTA MARDEN.
[A system obtains in Massachusetts,
whereby such children are boarded in private families until old enough to be helpful.-ED. C. C.]

----------------~Correspondence.
LocK HAVEN, Pa., Oct. 9, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I often read the
Children's Corner and see a _good many
little girls' writing to you, so I thought "r
would write a few lines for the Corner.
My papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
since 1878. I hav one sister and four
brothers. I am going to school every day.
My studies are spelling, reading, arithmetic, physiology, mental arithmetic
geography, and grammar. I like to go to
school. I am nine years old. I will close
hoping- this will escape the waste-basket.
From your Liberal friend,
CABRmDmTz.
[Glad to hear from Carrie and hope she
will write often.-ED. C. C.]
DRESDEN, IND., Oct. 29, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: For the second time
I attempt to write to you. I suppose you
hav forgotten me, since it has been so long
since I wrote last. I hav visited a Mormon conference, and obtained some of
their views of religion. I think it is about
like all the rest.
I was glad to hear that you reached home
in safety. There is no use to say that I
hope you had a good time, for I know you
did.
.
This is Sunday, and I can say I broke
one of the Ten Commandments, by changing a drove of cattle to another field; but
I don't think it will bother my conscience
much.
.
I go to church when there is any, but
that isn't very often, only every three
weeks. School began one month ago, and
I hav been every day.
The weather was very cold last night,
and there was a heavy frost, but the sun
shines bright now. Sundays here as a
general thing are very dull, and I usually
go nutting or some place else where: I can
see some fun. Your Freethinker friend,
EvERT PAGE.
P.S.-I would like to correspond with
some member of the Corner.
E. P.
[A sensible boy is Evert. Please tell us
the kind of nuts you gather, how they
grow, etc.-ED. C. C.]
YoucALLA, ORE., Oct. 22, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: As this is my first
attempt to write to the Children's Corner
I hope it will escape the waste-basket. I
was born in California. We came to
9regon about three years ago and we like
It much better than California. We liv
one-half mile from town. I go to school
every day and I like our teacher very well,

although she is a lover of Christ. My
papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER about
two years and likes it veTV mnch. I read
it Sundays instead of the Biblt\. I am
afraid I am writing too much. so I close.
Yours for truth, NELLm BRUMMETT.
[Nellie shows that she bas sensible ideas
by her cboice of Sunday reading. We
hopetohearfrom Nellieoften.-ED. C. C.]
WICHITA FALLs, TEx., Oct 28, 293.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I am a constant
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mother
has taken it for nine years. She is a
widow and I hav one little sister. We bav
been to California on a visit to see my
grandma and aunt. California is a lovely
country.
•
This is a bigoted town with nine
churches.
We liv near the school-house, and my
sister and I attend school. I study read-.
ing, 11pelling, arithmetic, languag-P, and
geography. My teacher's name is Fannie
Rurgess. She belongs to the Baptist
church. Mamma owns a farm three miles
south of town. It has been very dry,
crops are short, prices low, and times very
hard. I hav one of your books, " The
Story Hour." I also hav " Papa's Own
Girl/' "For Her Daily Bread," and
"Little Lessons for Little Folks." I enjoy reading the Corner very much. If
any of the Cornerit.es will write to me I
will gladly answer their letters. I am
·thirteen years old.
Hoping this will escape the waste-basket.,
I remain your Freethinker friend,
MAGGm CUMMINGS.
[Maggie is a progressiv girl, and we
will always be glad to hear from her.Eu. C. C.]
Voss, N.DAK.. Nov, 2, 1893.
DEAR MISS WixoN: Thinking vou wonld
like to hear from a little eirl in North Da'wta, I thought I would write you a few
words. I like living here very much. It
is a rich farming country. Our farmers
here raise mostly wheat. The wind blowR
sometimes, and we hav some very cold
weather. We that liv here become used
to these things and don't mind them; yet
we hav many pleasant and sunny days.
But we can't expect all sunshine anywhere.
My papa is a merchant. I am eleven
years old. I go to school. My teacher is
very religions. She teaches religion half
the time. For an object, she draws a
picture on the blackboard of Jesus nailed
to the cross for us to look at and be reminded of how he loved us to suffer so for
our sins, that we mieht be saved. ·For my
part, I think it would be quite selfish myself if I were to wish some one else to suffer for my sins, and if ,Jesus is the son of
God, as the teacher says, I don't think
God is a very good father to allow his son
to be treated in that way. The teacher
talks good and sweet about her religion,
and tries to make it appear real nice. My
little brother. six years old, thinks she is
jmt right. I think it is only little children that havn't come to the years of understanding, or grown-up folks that never
hav much understanding, that believe in
such trash. My mamma is a Spiritualist.
She takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. and thinks
it tells lots of truth, and so dol.
I will hav to close for this time. I am
your Liberal friend,
NELLm A. WooDBURY.
[A good letter from a good girl. Write
again, Nellie. Kind regards to mamma.Eu. C. C.]
___._
ATcmsoN, KAN., Oct. 27, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN AND CoRNERITES: At
the age of ten I wrote my first letter to the
Corner; at the age of eighteen I write my
second, and I hope by twenty-six my third
will be forgotten.
I trust after eight
years of study the second will show an improvement over the first, and it will unless the Lord has given me destrnction of
mind instead of trying to build it up as he
should hav done; and if while at work: on
it he knew my feelings for him and his
family, he surely impaired it to some degree. It seems a shame to abuse the poor
·old withered man, but the harm he did
while young can't be forgiven in his old
days. In the eight years I hav been silent
I suppose the Corner has (in point of correspondents) grown up with the country,
and may it grow high enough to get a
peep through the pearly gates of God's
great domain, and I believe we will hav to
go there on snme other plan than that
adopted by Christians, of waiting until we
are dead and buried. If Christians believe they will go to heaven when dead,
why don't they throw their dead bodies in
the oceans or in the rivers or any other place
out of the Infidel's way, and by so doing
save paving for coffins and other articles
which death demands? If I was as sure
there was a heaven as I am that there
isn't, and I knew I could get there by
joining the church I would be baPtized
before finishing this letter. so I could tell
you all how it felt, and if I took cold and
if I "cussed" the preacher for not warming the water or using soap, and, in fact,

everything that happened during the performance.
I will hav to :finish this letter without
the baptismal story included, and .can assure you all that my pen will never write
the sad story of my downfall. All the
Talmages in nature's green world couldn't
change my ·present belief.
Tal mages?
"Let me alone that I may destroy them
and blot out their name from under
heaven; and I will make of thee a nation mightier and greater· than they"
(Dent. ix, 14). Yes, Talmage, let me
alone, and I'll make it mightier with my
mouth closed than you will with your's
wide open pouring out slanders on some
man wbo could teach you something worth
knowing, providing your brains are not
limited. Fearing that I'll hurt the feelings of some poor Christian, if I continue,
I'll close my mouth on them.
Yours for anything Talmage does not
preach,
CHARLES B. REMSBURG.
[Charles, we are delighted to get a letter from you. It is of the right ring, too;
but do not wait eight years before you
write again.-ED. C. C.]
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explanation of t~e origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of 1doll! and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
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'
'
-
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Immoriality_of Force, Man,
·
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou&"ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNatural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of 1.:tod,
t1niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
Tbe Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Con c 1u dli:n g Observa
Secular Generation,
tions.
friQe, ouo. Address 'l'HE TRUTH I3EEKJW

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subJects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on S~irpicultnre; Asceticis¥1 and Superstitiol!; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitutwn; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. Th1s may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr:~e.in prose, and is one of the books that lovers or 'ltrong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.150.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma· of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

Addresl

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

THE ELIMINATOR;
OR

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, historic Terse, aglow in eTerT
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
Tbe title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. Tbe other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every versl)_ reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;y one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript in the po1seaaion of Sa.l&diD
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was out down from the &allows. l'rinted from DIAD'Il•
script in the hands of Salsdin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the D.Pm Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, 'II
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, ll5 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
&ing an exposure of that infamous relif1ious rite. Contents: Li. 'tiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the Confessional; The Priest in Abso_ ion; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tn, IJhurch's Olaim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atten pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulEence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, ll5 cents.
J
11'~ ..U llf thM!l W!!!!"b r.d~
'!.'ll.lll TBUTH IQl\lilKBB, • Lafa.yetM P1a.oe. New Yom..

HAND-BOOK
OF

" Wrtte me no more fables, zest 1 be a tooz ana
reaa the rtaazes awrv."

FREETH OUGHT.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CONTENTs: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient SY!llbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Storiesi The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adamb·" What Is Known of the New 'l'esta.ment; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; The Thin~ That Remain.
Price, ClOth, $1.50. Fort sale at this office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason.," it enables somebod;v lri every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects incluae all the disputed pomts between Chiistianit..fad Freethol!B:!!.t. Price
oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Address
TRUTH B.l!lEKBB.
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T.ffEHTRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 25,
A GREA l' BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONOMIC REFORMS.
The title of the book is

Jfot for ]}arsons.
You can't tell what a man will do in a
horse trade by the amount of noise he
makes in chnrch.-Ram's Horn.

A CITYLESS AID
COUBTBYLESS WOBLD.

Sit FAGAN: An' doosn't yer short mimory

giv yez . a ghreat dale o' trouble, Moike.
O'Rourke.: Shure, Tim, it's the coorse av 'L'he an.thor is
me life, ixcipt whin Oigoes to confession?
HENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia.

-Puck.

This book Js in story form, well printed on
paper, well illnstr.tted, and handsomely
SMITR: .I was sorry to hear, Brown, that good
bound. It IS a text-book on" Co-oper~ttive Inyon hav failed in business. Brown (a dividualism." For many it is perhaps tool'adical
pions grocer): Yes, I struggled hard, but on som~ question" of reform, but it is n~verthe
emmently thought-pro•oking.
I lost everything save my honor, thani- Jess
The universal unrest manifested by the thinkGod, and. the property I was wise enough ing world, particularly during these "hard
to settle on my wife when I found myself time~,'' plainly llldJCates that onr social, economic, and religiou" inst1tutions are not in tune
getting into trouble.
with the best thought of the age. The author
vividly portr.ys an ideal world from which all
A ooon old lady said to her nephew, a our present social, economiC, and religious evils
poor preacher: "James, why did yon are eliminated. For the fulfillment of his
the author does not rely on miracles
enter the ministry?" "Because I was prophecy,
but on the advancing intelligence of thoughtf;ii
called," he answered. " James," ~:aid the men and women. If Mr. Olerich's ideal state can
old lady anxiously, as she looked up ever be attained the world will cei·t ..inly be a
cloth-bonnd~_price $1.
from wiping her spectacles, "are yon sure paradise. Beautifully
Audre•~ THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.

MONEY FOUND.

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.l).,

Professor Hill has given several years of careful study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing hnsine•s and be easily introduced and universally adopted.
'fhis book is "just in time." is an absolutely
original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
111oney panics and remedies for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want yonrs. Send twenty-five cents for copy.
Address '!'HE TRUTH i:IEEliER.

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are· based
Upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seL3e of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.

THE

BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

Go~ly Women

i

-oA nctent Votces
f'rom the Sptrtt
Realm atsczose the
most Startztno Revelations.
-o-

By
Initiative and Referendum,

BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
Price, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

PrDVIng Christianity

of the Bible,

Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]

An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonins of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli_gion in tt1e interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is made plain in this brief history of Apollonius~
especailly in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
AddresR
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
>!.8 Lafayette place, New York City.

Price, - - - - ill.50.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

POPIS AHD 1'1t£1li DOIHGS
AOOOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paller. M cents: cloth, 7!1 oento.

I
In selecting Holiday PreRents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions. and please as ;vell ever:>: day
in the year. A LiberaJ book .u• the rtght

i

hands often changes the vte-ws of s~v·
eral pea sons.
.

THt :: f{OLJDA1'S.

A ScoTTISH congregation presented
their minister with a sum of money, and
sent him off to the continent for a holiday.
A gentleman just back from the continent
met a prominent member of the church
and said to him: "Oh, by the way, I met
your minister in Germany. He was looking very well; he didn't look as though
he needed a rest." "No," said the churchmember, very calmly, "it was na' him; it
was the congregation that was needin' a
rest."
BEFORE Tennessee had seceded Peter
Turney had organized a brigade and gone
to the front. Once, while in winter quarters with a Georgia brigade, a religions
revival broke out among the soldiers.
After a few days Turney asked how things
were progressing and was informed that
twelve Georgians had been converted.
"And how many Tennesseeans?" inquired
the governor. ''Not one," was the reply.
"What, twelve Georgians and not a Tennesseean? Never shall it be said, if I am
able to prevent it, that Georgia has excelled 'l'ennessee. Detail eighteen men
immediately for baptism."- .St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
A \\ ISCONSIN minister got a bicycle recently and took it to the top of a hill to
learn to ride. He thought it would be
feasible to get on and ride downlnll. He
got on and away he went like a sinner
down the toboggan slide of temptation.
Faster and faster flew the bicycle and
wilder grew the preacher's look as he
steered the thing with clenched teeth. At
the bottom the bicycle ran into sand and
away the rider flew. In other words,
such as railroad tourists use, the wheel
laid over and he went on. He ran his
nose about eight inches into the sand,
when he reached the earth, and disfigured
his face. He breathed a missionary vow
or two and went home. The chief feature
of his face for the next four days was
patchwork. It· is rumored that he has
remarked that all men should come to
Jesus, but as for bicycles they can go
where they hav pavements of good intentions.-Grajt.on (N. D.) Record. No
wonder he .took header if he steered the
bike with·-his teeth instead of using his
hands for that purpose.

to be of

APOllONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

I

AUNT EuNicE is conscientiously opposed l
to the words·' dead," ''death," and ''die" ·
as being both pagan and repnlsiv. When
her father died, therefore, and it became
her duty to send the sad tidings to her
brother out West, she telegraohed as follows: ''Jesus has taken father home." .
What was her amazement and distress to 1
receive, hours later, the somewhat disgusted reply: "Who is Jessie, and where
is her home?"-Life.

a

Antiquity
Unveiled.

BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.

A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
"AND how do yon like my 'Adam and
Eve in Paradise'?" asked Smudge of a Healing, and what may be reaeonably expected
to
result from an understanding of its princi pie~.
farmer during his last sojourn in the CatsPrice, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH ~EEKER.
kills, where he had removed his studio.
"The general effect is fine, but allow me
to call your attention to the fact that
yon'v placed in Eve's hand a variety of
apple that has been grown only the past
twenty years."- Vogue.
A HISTORY OF ALL
IN a French churchyard is a monument
having an epitaph of which the following
The
Women
W~o figure in the Bible,
is a translation: "Here lies Jean Pinto,
-BYthe Spanish vocalist. When he reached 1\F UNGODLY WoMA:bt mr TlD!l NllllREENTII: CE.-~
heaven he united his voice with the voices
1JBll.
of the archangels. ·As soon as he heard
him the Deity cried, 'Keep quiet, all you
fellows, and let us hear alone the illnstrioue singer, Jean Pinto!"'- Chicago

Tribune.

with a preface by

R. G. :INGERSOLL.

DIRECT
LEGISLATION
the Citizenship thl'ongh the

OF

A J:'ractical Exposition of
Natural Restorative Power.

BRAIN . .~~·:BIBLE;

By RON. THOMAS E. IDLL,
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,'
"The HJJl Banking B,vstem\" and other
works of great service to tne world.

THE PHILOSOPHY

MENTAL HEALING.

THE

THE

Brought Into the
Absolutely Reliable CovOR
ernment Banks Established in
THE CONFLil1F BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
AND THEOLOGY.

it wasn't some other noise yon heard?"

PE.ABLossoM: Uncle Mose, does you
beleebe we is all made ob dust? Uncle
Mose: Sutinly we is. Peablossom: Den
de cullnred folks must be made ob coal
dust. Uncle Mose: De Lor! I nebber
thunk ob dat, but I reckon we is. Peablossom: How erbont de yaller niggers?1 exas Siftings.
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voltaire· s Romance,s, Profusely Illustrated.

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in

Half ca:f, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50..'

clotll, with .gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. ln plain boards, $2.

Darwin and After Darwin.

Old Testame1t Stories Comically Illustrated.

volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50; leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient'and Modern
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

fngerso'f's

Prose

Poems and

Selections.

From his Writings and Sayings.
cloth, $2 50; tree calf, $9.

Silk

fngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some 1\'Iistakes of Moses; Interviews on
'l'!•lmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
BlaSphemy; Crimes Against Crimmals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Life. A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents

photograph.,(Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
'J

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

A/11.1 A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

conway's Life of Paine.

•

$1.

Two large, hand-

some volumes. The best and only cotpplete life of Paine. Jialt calf, $10 ; m
cloth, $5.

parf7n's Life of Voltaire,

Of which the

same can be sa1q as o~ Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; Ill cloth, $6.

woman, Church, and State.

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top,
$2.

History of Ch•istianity, Comprising all that
relates to Christianity in the, " Decline
and Fall of the Roman Emp1re." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

Force and Matter.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Ha.lf calf, $3; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.

Lessons From the World of llfatter and the
World of Ma~. By Theodore Parker.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

50 cents.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth. The
unly b'reethinkers' Childr.en's St~ry-book
ever issued. 66 fnll-page illustratiOns and
25 smaller; large typ.,, heavy. toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

·

By George J.

Romanes. Bilk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hour.

in cloth. with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, •l!l.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;

We have quite a number of books appropnately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and. we will. pack
them caretully so they can go any dis.tance m the
mall, or by prepaid express. •r he following are
all good oooks for the purpose ;

A new Liberal novel.

.By Raymond Russell. Cloth, side and
back stamp, $1.
.
.
l

cosmian Hymn Book.

W1th mUS1C to al

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

'fJii6"' For Other Books See the Advertiseme'Q,ts, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..,@I
Address '.I'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, Ne-w York,

I

.
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The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
8EEXEB one ye&r for $5.

REMSBURG'S

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

WORKS.
'Abraham Lincoln:

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresR THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has 'been collecting material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that is irres•stible and overwhemung, and which must pnt this qnestton
at rest forever. In addltion to the testimony of twenty wanesses who claim thar. L.ncolll wa;
a Christi.m, and which is reviewed and refuted, ne adducei the testimon_y of more thau a hunilreil witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln wa~ not a Ohrhtian. 'l'hese witnesseo include
~is wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographer;, and scores of Lis most i tim .te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Amo:r,.,; the subjects considered by l\[r.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crim.nal Statis·tics showmg the creeds of the pri•oners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Chur.;h
and Learning; the Churcu and Liberb'; the Cnnrch and the Antislavery Reform • the Woman's
Rights Movement; the ~l'emperance Ueform; the Church and the Republic. Pnce, 10 ccat>
singly; 75 c2nts per dozen.

Bible Mo·rals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F.Llsehuod and Deception; Cheating; Theft andRobbeq; Adultery and Prostctntion; Jlfnrder; Wars of Con_gue;t and Extermmation· Despotism; .mtolarance and Per.,~cu
tion; Injustice to Wo.nau; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism· Slavery; Witchcraft; P:Jlygamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and ldiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, siagla copies, 25 cants; 6 copies, $1. Special discount
on larger quant1ties.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work
ever written on tha Sabuath from a rationa4 point of view. Large and handsome print. ':rhe
questwn is ills ussed under the fo lowin~ heads: Ori_gin of the Sabbatici<lea; the Jewtsh
Babbath; the Chr.stian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of Sunday Argurue3t;;
Origin of th9 Christian Sabbath; Testimony of tne Christian Fathers; the Sabbath durmg
the Middle Ages; tha Puritan Sabbath.,;_ Testimony of Ohristian Reforme~s, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws •.nice,l!:> cents; 6 copies $1.

Lmage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

Decline of Faith· Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
asi>~rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from" Common Sense," •· Amerieah Crisis,"" Right·
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tri):mtes tr> Paine's chaqtcter from mor.e than
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Amenca, many of them wrttten expressly for tlu •
work. Second edition. 160 pa&:es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
handsome steel portrait of !'ame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

SISTER LUCY
-.~~"ND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS ': ':J t"tfCf H!JILL CONV!J!IJT.

W

~<

fow Words en Aur!cu!u Cor.fussioo,

~~

~I! !Xlnte.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is iust what i~s title implies-thumpin~ whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
t .. ,t Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels·
are uot authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borro .v< d system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKEB.l ~
WANTED - 500,000 Freethinkers to stop ·at
Richter's Hotel, Cullman, Ala.
6t46

The Apostle of Liberty.

An address delivered in P~ine Hall, bef:re theN. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Jannary
Price, 10 cent;.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
28 Lafayette !'lace, New York.

29, 1884.

Truth Seek~r Library.I THE
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.

HOLY CROSS

SEBIEt

The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
·ce.
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
.Pri
they ha·ve done, and what kind of men they were.
Truth Beeker Annual,__1891 ... ·· ·· ...... ·•···· .. $0 25
It contains very plain statements, in very unJifen, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar. varnished langnal!e, :.:::td the unmasking is comdener, ........•. • •.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 50
p!ete, proving them to· h>we been cruel, inThe Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
trated ....................•............ ·... 25
rapid growth of CHtholicism in this conntrv,
Answel's to Christian Questions. D. M. Benth1s book cannot be too widelr disseminated..
25 f Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
nett ..................... :.................
Christian Absurdities. John Peck........... 2o The Awful Disclo~ures of Maria Monk,
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..... 40
as exhibited in a narrativeofhersnfferingsdnrSabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg.......
25
in • her residence of five years as a novice~nd
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reatwo years as a blacl< nun, in the Hotel vieu
R 0 be t C Adams
25
Nunnery, at l'iiontreal. Perhaps not any anti.
·
· • · · · · · • · · · · ·· · · · · 25
Catholic book hublished has created more ex.
Strikeson.
of a Sex. r George
N. Miller............
My Religions Experience. Samuel .P. Putcitement, and ad such a circulation as thif.
nam.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
The Hi&:her Criticism in Theology and Recirculated a story that Maria Jlfonk wus "no
1·
T E Longshore
50
better than she should be," but investigation
iglOn.
· ·
· ·· · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·
disclosed that her "child of ehame" was none
IssUES OF 1892.-$3.
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote .... ····.····
25
PrJCe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
Rights of ]\fan. Thomas Paine. Illustrated........................................ 40 Auricular Confession and Popish Non·
Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower....
10
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Garyear• a confessing priest. A revelation of the
dener ....................... · ·... ... .. .. .. 10
licentJOus practices of the priests and nuus in
Bible l\forals. John E. Remsburg............
25
these religwns brothels. There ill no questiou
Awful Disclosures oJ!IMaria Monk .... ···..... 50
that Ex· vriest Ho&:an !mew the truth of the
Pocket Theology. Voltaire...................
25
tales of nee, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
Why Don't GOd Kill the Devil? M. Babin this volume, and equallY there is no question
cock,................... . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. 15
that if the peoi>le generally !mew of them, CaLiberj;y in Literature.
Testimonial to
tholicism would not be given the vast a.mounts
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
of money now allowed it by our various rity
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
cents.
Proctor...................................
15 The Priest in Absolntion. A. lteview nf
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
the system of auricular confegsion. in<"luding
Hart.... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
copiouR extracts from the "Confessional· UnThe Holy Bible Abridged...................... SO
masked,, from the .. Master Key to Po pert•,"
False Olaims of the Church. John E.
etc. Theworkis aprotestagoainstandanappeal
Remsburg.... ··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·•········· ·· ·· ·· 10
to every American citizen to examine carefully
IsSUES OF 1893.-$3.
and thoughtfully a religions svstem so invosive
't:'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentions
G.Ingersoll......................... ...... 15
hands, so tranght with danger to fem.tle modThe Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
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an<l to the freedom of thought., speech. and
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
action. Price. paper, 25 cc nts.
l\f. E. Billings .............. · .... ·........ 25 Priestly Celibacy Exposetl
A lecture
by
Resurrection of Jesus.........................
40
d
h
E
Handbook of Freethonght. w. s. Bell......
50
the Rev. Geo. Townsen Fox, 9f Dnr a1p, ngReligion & Curse; Keligwn a Disease; Reland. Revised American cdit10n, showmg the
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result in pari•hes of the Homan decree that
Designgfr~~m~~t Fallacie~~a~ Editor "0 {
priests shall not mary. Price, paper,15 cents.
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Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Chris.tian?
Respecting New HaH Convent, Hore50
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Price, paper, 10 cents.
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Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
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28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
.Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
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50
Dnrm~ the year other standard Freethonght
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearlysubscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
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Bingle numbers sold at prices quoted.
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"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 iewels. full adjustec
to heat, cold, and position. beautilul double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; ouaranteea
a perfect timer Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin Rilver, $2~. In best filled
gold ca$e, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case, $:!8 to $tO; hnntingk $30 to $35; 14 carat,
solid gold, :1!45 to $150. Nic el works,$~ more.
Ke~fnlar C,;rade AJDericau Watches.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 iewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; aitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 iewels
$15. ln finer ca,es, add <cs aoove.
L!I.Uies' AIDerican c,;otu \Vatclteso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 iawels,
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.EU; 15 jewels, >llllO; 14 carat so!ld
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent witn wntten guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that drne cleaned tor $1
and returned free.
su ..dries. Lower grad•l nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best speccacles, $1; beot razor, $2;
best triple-plat.d teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$~.60; knives, $1. 75; forl<s, ;f! I. 75; all for sets of 6.
:Solid sitver spoons, $1.85 per ounce; sulid silvet
souvenir spoons. $1, $1 .. 5, $1.50)..,$< to $3.
1'neColonellngersoll.-Tea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents mor'e
Etched (teas only) :
·• 'l"he Ttme to be Happy is Now."

50 cents extra.
·rhe •••orch or It cason lladge, solid gold,
enameled Ill 5 cclors >mall pins, $~. $2. 75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $o, $~. I,arge, $3. >1!4, $5,
$15. Charms, $8, $4, $5,$6, $'/.50,$:0, $15 $20, ll!80.
DiaJDonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid, (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1~ano returned free.
01'TO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Ill.
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon" tree
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.
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ITALY's financial situation is very serioua.
PRINOE ALEXANDER, of Battenberg, is
dead.
FRANOIS PARKMAN, the American historian, is dead.
THE trolley has been successfully applied to Erie canal boats, experimentally.
CANADA is to hav a forest reservation of
thirteen hundred square miles in the Nipissing district.
R:mv. CHARLES F. DEEMs, pastor of the
Church of the Strangers, of New York,
died on Nov. 18.
THE Sultan of Morocco has ordered the
Riff tribes to cease their warfare against
the Spaniards at Melilla.
WH.r.IAM H. BEERs, who built up the
business of the New York Life Insurance
Company, died last week.
GENERAt. BooTH, commander-in-chief of'
the Salvation Army, is coming to the,
Unijed States for a six months' tour.
SECRETARY CARLISLE has ordered the1
release of the ten Russian convicts picked,
up at sea and landed at San Francisco.
The new, pro tBm., mayor of Chicago,.
George B. Swift, has ordered the closing:
of all the gambling houses in that city.
PETER hiTsOH TsoHAIKOWSKY, the famous Russian composer, died at St. Petersburg on Nov. 5th of cholera, six hours
after
he 4lll ill.
THE LORD'S HAND FALLS ON ZEKE.
STRIKE of street car employees in MarAnd it came to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth month, in the fifth day of the month, '!'~.I S!lt in mine house, and
seilles, France. Fifty cars destroyed andl
the elders of Judah sat before me, that the band of the Lord God fell there u_pon me.-Ezek. vm. 1.
number of horses injured. Troops dispersed the rioters.
I. F. MENAGE,· the embezzling president
of the Northwestern Guaranty Loan and
Trust Company, has been arrested in
®ier ~alien folgenbe 5Biid}er in
Guatemala.
IDeufd}er 6~rad}e tt1eld}e fe~r lierii~mt finb. . THE great coal strike in England is
over, after a four months' fight that has
been as disastrous as a real war. Lord
, ~ie ,3rrt~ftmet· rolofe~,"
Rosebery acted as arbitrator.
(£ine fritifd?e Beleud?tung bes pentateud? flir
THE House of Commons adopted an
Wiberfprud? 3ur mobernen Weltan'
amendment to the PariSh Councils Bill
fd?auung unb <5efittung.
.
conferring the suffrage upon women in
tlon ~ol. ~. @. -3ngerfvU, ~rei~ 50 ~ent~. local government and parliamentary elections.
HENRY LABOUOHERE, in his paper,
~n~ meili unb ibre e;teUnttg 3ttr
London Truth, characterizes the "strug-·
meHgion nub lrirdje nm ~nbe
gle" of the British South African Com-.
pany with the Matabeltls as "a battue,,
be~ 19. 3n~r~nnbert~.
not a war."
tlon j)elene j). @arbener, ~rei~ 50 ~ent~.
THE Farmers' Loan and Trust Company·
of New York has brought suit against·.
"roloberne <SJotterbcimmernttg," the Northern Pacific Railroad for the•
foreclosure of mortgages aggregating:
tlon ~ol. ~. @. -3ngerfoU, ~rei~ 25 ~ent~. $53,000,000.
A CATHOLIC paper opposes the indict-, mnnber ttttb mnnbertbciter," ment of members of the American Prwtectiv Association for conspiracy. For
tlon -3o~n ~elf,· ~rei~ 20 ~ent~.
such ''martyr-making " proceedings it
would substitute the boycott.
, <SJlnnlie nub mernnnft,"
RoBERT.BEAB has been sent to prison in
ober LE BON SENS.
Australia for selling the paper, Hard Cash.
bes romifd?,fatolifd?en priefters Jean Meslier. Others are threatened with the same fate.
Uaci? 1>em franJoifd?en QJriginal iiberfet;t von The offense consists ia exposure of the
crimes connected with the recent great
iJriiuleln !Unnn Hnoo~.
30( Seiten, £einwanb, $(.00, papier, 50 <[ts. bank failures in that countty.
THE World's Fair of 1900 will be held in
Diefe Blid?er finb in papier Umfd?lag unb
Paris. The site will include the Champs .
PI"iN•, :>o cents.
flaren Drud'. Unfere Deutfd?en Eefer
de Mars, the grounds of the Palais du
follten es weit verbreiten.
Trocadero, the Quai d'Orsay, the Esplan-ade des Invalides, the Quai de la Confer-.
mbreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
ence, the Cours la Reine, and the Palais de,
'Lhe "l'ruth Seeker.
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York.
l'Industtie.
BY the joint action of CongreBB and the'
•
Snpreme Court of the United States, the,
fund arising out of the sale of the property;·
of the Mormon church, held under ordersl
A LIBERAL 8~ ORY,
by the courts for the past few years, haS!
been turned over to the Mormon church
By !IBs. E •• BA:LL.
Price, 25 cents.
By LOUIS BA.RKA.N, M.D.
authorities for disttibution. The fund
amounts to several hundred thousand
ANEW WORK
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
We have one for sale, in good order, with dollars.
BY
Bellevue Medical College says of it, Tripod, which cost $160. We 'vlll sell it fC\r
balf•price-$80. Address
A.BTH~ B. MOSS,
A NEW Paris invention, recently introwriting to the author: "I regard your
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
duced inN ew York, is likely to be hard on
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
book as the most sound, sensible, and
the druggists. "Laundering the stomENTITLED
Agent"sprofitspermonth Will prove ach" consists in running into the stomach,
useful book on the topics which it disit or pay forfeit. New art•cles just out. through a rubber tube, a quart of warm
A l!!l.W sample and terms fr•e. Try us.
cusses that I hav met with. I wish it
water. It is allowed to remain a short
UHIDESrBR & SoN. 26 Bond St., N.Y.
18t46
time, and four doses are given at each
could be in the hands of every intelliWith preface by
treatment. "Laundering" is aimed par- .
gent head of a family. I am particuJ. M. WHEELEB, Bub-editor of FreetMn'Ur.
ticularly at dyspepsia.
lliAK.,; 100 PER
AGENTS CEN'J' PROFIT
cularly pleased with one feature of it,
Price, $1. Order at once.
and more, get sample free, best•
IT is proposed to form "The CatholiB ·
known goolls in all America. cor•
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address
that it does not profess to teach dosWomen's National League of America."·
sets, Belts, Brushes. Safety Bazors.
It has for its aim ''self-improvement and l
curlers, Insoles, Plasters. and all our
~g and drugging. I congratulate you
other popular goods. <Either sex.)
the enterprise of philanthrophic work for·
on the wisdom and success of this efAddress Dr. GEO A. SUOTT
the uplifting and advancement of human-·
842
Broad-way,
N.Y.
Cit~.
fort."
ity." This includes reading circles, day·
nurseries, free kindergartens, temperance·
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
Other noted physicians recommend
societies, homes for working girls, moth-This little book goes down to the very bed- it just as highly.
ers' meetings and ttaining classes, and'.
rock of human liberty.
societies for the solution of the domesti~
Price, cloth, gut side stamp, $1.
service problem. Unlike the Woman'S<
25 cents.
Price,
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Addre5s THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Christian Temperance Union, it does not;
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address
28Lafavette place, New York.
l"rloa,l& aeuu.
appear to contemplate any resort to law.
Addresa tiJ.la omoe.
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Christianity and Evolution.

$525

Is Controversy Dangerous?

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
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A GOOD COMPARISON-THE FOLLY OF PRAYER.
TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker

to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitc1tion to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the many points of excellence of the Paper.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, aud each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE 'l'RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the PLtblic cn,n be found
in THE TRuTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and tl1e best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Dabater of onr time, ceriainly the fol'emost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our moyement there
:and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada want to
·read THE TnuTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country,
and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted to the defense of Dlental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It achocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
'Jhe Sunday Question is now to the front all over the countT·y. On that THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people as against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinker, you wa:Q.t it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PREMI.UM OFFER FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
these offers, or send $3 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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·The -rilo"f Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred Yeirs of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

SAMUEL

P.

FREE

PUTNAM:.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
·
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
'' Fpur Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History.
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for
it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be ]}:!:ore Interesting,
work to . obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Work8r::> of to-clay-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. rrbe struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully gLiardecl. Eternal vigi- Rround. This is the offer:
lance is the price of liberty; and from th8 Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN .AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest rrhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One HarUlonious and Magnificent lVhole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"WOMAN'S EJ}:I:ANCIPATION

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($rz in
all), and we will send
the Getter;.,up of the
Club a copy of 'FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

from the ch:1.ins and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, 11 prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal ~h Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
.A.nd further, to a1d our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting this book for themselves, we
) The first part will embrace the following Grauel Departments:
will offer
Philo.,ophy.
Literature.
Science. Education and
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Ethics.
To the New Subscribers as a
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Bruno.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Rabelais. Schiller.
t;pinoza.
Bacon.
Premium,
Rousseau.
Galileo.
Castelar.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Kepler.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Comenius.
Descartes.
post
free,
a
copy
in boards of
Da Vinci.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Frances Wright.
Shakspere. George Eliot. j lution.
Phillips.
Froebel.
Newton.
Hum e.
Lucretia Mott.
Old Testament Stories
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hobbs.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Spencer.
Lyell.
Burns.
Sumner.
Emerson.
Kant.
/ Jefferson.
Lydia Maria Child.
Comically Illustrated
Shelley.
Darwin.
Owen.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Hamilton.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Comte.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Bentham.
By
WATSON
HESTON,
Whitman.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Push kin.
Buchner.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Toherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Garabaldi.
Feuer bach.
Petrofsky.
MatiJdq,J oslyn Gage.
THE GREATFSf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
Lick.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
CONCEIVED.
Annie Besant.
Or,
if
preferred,
a copy cloth-bound of
THE PORTR.AITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
W, S. BELL'S
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of F'reetlwught.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Libentl
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magamiums
there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of. clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

..

I

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state an.l
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other :fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
,J.P. Mendum,
D. 1\'L Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Frankliu Steiner,
J.D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian L~land,
Amy.Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose ·names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money cap. there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The 'name of every Subscriber wlw sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be en/rolled in this book. DON'T FAI.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.. .
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
'it will .be elegantly bound. It wii_l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give i•
your fnend~ when they as~, What Is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This IS the most umversal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethi11\•·
can a:ffor.l to be without it. It is a library in itself.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
' · Address orders to

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YE"RS OF FREETHOUGIIT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testamet1t
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to gt3t
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
~plendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
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Revolution to this hour the work of involution has
Referring to episcopacy, the Living Ohurch re- proceeded. The sects hav come closer and closer
marks: "What is not of divine institution must be together; contiguity gave additional social and ·
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a matter of human choice. What is a matter of political power and fanned into intense heat the
dream of universal dominion ; synchronously re.E. M. MACDONALD, - Editor and .Manager. human choice cannot be essential."
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freedom was lessened and the love of it
Religion presupposes that certain things are of
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tinguished from the human 1 Who are competent sects are turned homeward, which is Romeward.
Involution gains in velocity every decade. Greater
to judge?
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Religion also assumes that what is of human and greater grow the throngs which year following
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One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00 choice is non-essential. Hence there at once begins ye11r ma.•e the journey to Ca.nosa. None who worTwo new subscribers ...............••......................•..... :i 00
ship God and find the Bible divine are immune;
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 a struggle to determin which of any two views is
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitbased on divine truth and which has the sanction of all such are liable to the contagion. There is but
tance ........................................................ 7' 00
one prophylactic, and that is scientific Freethought.
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remithuman wisdom only.
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Put no trust in phantoms; do not think that beOne subscription with four new subscribers in one remit· · The devotees of each religious system brand as
tance ..•..........•........................ .'•••..••.•..•.•... 10 00 heretical the adherents of all others. They charge cause invention and literature hav given us dominAny number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
that their beliefs and forms of worship are human ion over nature and a superficial culture that the
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Universal (Roman) church, towards which Chrisp.
inventionR.
In these disputes time, money, and vital forces tianity is surely gravitating, will be, except under
Monell shoula oe sent 0!1 ezpress oompanv's monev oraer,
compulsion, any the less a curse than it was in the
postal oraer, aroJt on New Yor~;, or OV regtsterea letter. are prodigally wasted. Antipathies and bitter haAaaress oommu·ntoattons ana mate aroJts, oheots, post-otlloe treds are engendered. Victories are won and de- Midae Ages. Any liberty that then may be enana ezpress monev oraers pavaole to
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joyed will not be the gift of the Church. She
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feats are suffered which make the victors proud,
never gave the world any freedom which she could
vainglorious, and domineering, and the vanquished
withhold, and she will be no better in her new in~
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any Freethinker W"ho is not a regular subscriber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the followin~ handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's " Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edltion of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monu.ment in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEiB one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a. thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send .THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one year
($3) and a copy of "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subs~ribers can
a.vail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if . our
present readers will call the attention of their

friends to the values oA'ered.

All desire to be in the good graces of the civil
power, and each fears that the other will thus secure advantages. Gradually the more powerful
gain substantial recognition from the state. This
makes them all the more greedy and unscrupulous.
They begin to dream of supremacy over the unchurched masses and the smaller sects which disagree with them on questions which are more
important on the human than the divine side. To
gain their ends they somewhat tone down the
sectarian difterences and soften the denominational
asperities which hav held them apart. They speak
with unwonted emphasis of the few beliefs which
they hav i11; common, and ignore as much as possi·
ble the many minor dogmas which are now tacitly
assumed to be hun1an in their origin and therefore
non-essential, althoiigh once held to be. of divine
parentage and hence vitally important.
~s this work of federation proceeds politicians
become in turn attentiv, obsequious, subservient,
slavish. They stand ready to do the bidding of the
-confederated priesthood. The Constitution and all
state guarantees of religious liberty are disregarded
and defied. Persecution grows apace. Every hour
the ecclesiastical hierarchy grows more insolent in
its demands, more aggressiv in its encroachments,
becomes more firmly seated on the throne. At last
the people awake. But is it not too late! Can
they win back '\Vhat they hav so foolishly lost T
Time alone will reveal. We of this generation
cannot know. The outlook is black ; the portents
are ominous.
Once there was only :: ne Christian church. Where
its black flag waved religious liberty was unknown.
Slowly and in spite of the most relentless and destructiv persecution there evolved from this through
the centuries hundreds ef religions. Light and
succor and weapons had come to the poor slaves of
the One and Universal from beyond its domains and
from the hands of the students of nature, Here
and there the principle of religious liberty secured
attention.
The right of private judgment was
recognized. State and church were .wrenched
apart. It seemed that at last it had come to be
understood and even accepted by Christians that
religion must stand unpropped by the civil power.
But this belief was illusory. There hav always
been those here in America who were heretic to the
new glad gospel of liberty. From the close of the

Thus we ~re led to see that the mission of Free.
thought is two-fold; It must lift the people out of
the mire of superstition, and it must giv them
the light withop_t which they cannot establish jP.s~
tice.
So long as the people believe in gods a;nd sariors
and heaven-sent books they cannot be tr)lsted with
political power. They hav it, to be sure, but they
no more know to handle it than the baby k;nows how
to safely play with a loaded pJ.stol. So long as the
masses c.an he humbugged with talk about " divi;ne
institutions," and believe the falsehood tl at "what
is a ma.tt.er of human choice cantJot b.e .ess.enti,a.J.," it
will be i.J;npossible to perwanently .divorce .chw-ch
and st.ate. So long as the huu an is subordina~ed
to the a;Uege.d divj.ne, t.q.utt.y and ltberty .can be only
names. Jeno;vah .a;nd Jel:!,us ,r;nust be laid in the
tomb of the dead god>~ and savi, r~o; the Bible m:us~
part with ).ts sa.cred an tribute~;; Chr1stian ,morality
must gizv way to the ethics of evdution. Wh!le any
of these old 1nyths a;nd unscient1pc conceptions
maintain their hold .on the hum!in brain it is impossibJe to hav a j '1St a;nd fr.ee somety.
E-iucati• ·;n ~s t,he ;tnf'dic.n wh1ch Freethinbrs
;must ad,rnmjsttr to a. creed ~>it·k wm~d. Get men
and wonu:·;n to tL~nJun,g induc.idy and they will approach the study of ~:;ocittl prob~t-ms in a spirit
which Will clanfy for the1r eyes t;b.e most disturbed
of moral aud .eco;n mJC pools where ,questions of
transcendent 1mpol"tauce to the race are drowne.d
in floods of iuk shed by ~he pens of m.en ~ho
hav reasoned fr0;t;n Hod ,to ,man instead of from
man and his environment to a j,1,1st social state.
Freethought to-day rests on evolution a;nd its
corollaJ."ies. Ood is an assumption. Je_sus is a
myth, in o;ne view; a very iinperfect ~«;;,e!ll, in
another. The Bible was ;not written by a god o;r
at the .dictation of a. god. lt was writte;n by rue;n,
as all othel" boo).rs were or a;re written.
Freethought, then, is com:r,nissioned to bripg
home the truths of science to t;he people a;nd ~.o
free thez.n from the bo;ndage of. ignorance ~d f.ea,:.
Until they are thus freed we can hav n.o ,bel\ef in a
future fo,: religious freedom .and sQcial justi~e.
While they remain Ohristial;ls they ar.e ;unsafe
citizens, for until they become free from theolog~ca,l
chains they will be possible recruits for the army
of theocracy, potential perverts to the Universal
(Roman) church. Protestantism has never under-
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stood the iogic of the Protest. It has ever been as
ready to damn those who exercised their freedom
of judgment in the examination and rejection of its
creeds as the Catholic church was to damn it for
the same offense against the mother church.
Never before were the Protestant churches so
closely united in an attempt to force their beliefs
upon dissenters by the use of the powers of the
state. Never before were they so willing to join
hands with the Catholic church in this reactionary
work. Would that we could truthfully say that
never before were the Freethinkers so wide awake
and so resolute to defend their rights and to keep
church and state separate, but, alas! we cannot.
It is to arouse them to the necessity of action,
prompt and untiring action, that a few sentinels
continually sound the alarm. Freethought has a
mission and that mission is to defend and preserve
human liJ::>erty.
----------~----~----

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those alreadyliberal in
the work of Freethought. .! he church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more intensted and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we
to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza.
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: " They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns" we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscrib:Jrs at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will offer them as a premium either of
two spendid works--The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
~he other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, .and a copy of " Four Hundred Years· of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the

ole

paper, to be found in the first column of the first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a. favorable eye be turned.
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you b'oom
the Liberal cause.

Four Good Books tor German Freethinkers.
We can supply, in the German language, the
following four books which everyone knows to be
good:
"The MiAtakes of Moses," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.
"Men, Women, and Gods," b' Helen H. Gardener, 50 cents.
"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck,
20 cents.
These are neatly printed, bound in paper covers,
and are complete. Our German-reading friends
should circulate these widely.
"The nation has no better friend than the mother wht>
teaches her child to pray."-Ram's Horn.
Yes, it has, and that friend is the mother who
teaches her child to hel'j',itsel· by productiv work.
It is easy to understand why the clergy are so
opposed to any places but the churches being open
on Sunday. They know that they cannot successfully compete with rational teaching and good·
amusements. Why, here is Rev. W. R. Andereck
declaring that the World's Fair was a great detriment to church work. What was true of his church,
he said, was true of almost every other congregation in the country. Presumably he will oppose
the opening of the next American World's Fair on
any day of the week!

MoNTICELLO, N. Y., November 14th.
Joseph Osterhout, a retired farmer, dropped dead in a
Methodist revival meeting here last night while engaged
in prayer.
"God moves in a mysterious way his. wonders to
perform.'' Probably no Christian will .be able to
giv a reasonable explanation of the killing of Mr.
Osterhout in church. Had it been in an Infidel
meeting we should at once hav understood that it
was because he was caught in bad company. But
it must hav been some kind of a "judgment."

every one who values the true principles of the American republic." Good for our Episcopalian contemporary! But we hav seen so much halting
and limping logic in Christian publications that
we are almost afraid to ask the Churchman if it
favors the taxation of church property. And what
does it think of the payment of public money to
chaplains? And of the atrocious scandal of religious instruction in the public scj:wols?
Talk about "cranks"! Just listen to William,
Germany's young war lord:
"I want Christian soldiers who say their Lord's
Prayer. Soldiers are not to hav a will of their own.
You must hav but one will, and that is my will; one law,
and that is my law."
Let the soldiers of Germany be humble and obey.
As good Christians they must not murmur. Peter, ·
who stood next to "the chiefest of the Apostles,"
has distinctly indicated their duty in the thirteenth,
fourteenth, and eighteenth verses of the second
chapter of his first general epistle, in these words:
"Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of man for the
Lord's sake, whether it be to the king, or unto governors,
as unto them that are sent by him for the punishment of
evil-doers, and for the praise of them that do well. . . .
Servants, be subject to your masters with all fear; not
only to the good and gentle, but also to the froward."
William is "froward" enough, undoubtedly, to
test to the fullest their Christian virtues. But they
must put up with all his cantankerous crankiness
or go to hell; no doubt about that. "The throne
and the cross hav always leaned against and supported each other," said Ingersoll in one of the first
of his lectures. He must hav had a prophetic
vision of the present emperor of Germany.
The Bible says that God gave us, through 0u ,.
ancestor, Adam, dominion over all the beasts of thr
field and the fowls of the air. This Christians hav
generally interpreted to be a license to slaughter,
in mere wantonness, helpless birds and animals.
One Rev. Thomas Dixon, of this city, thinks it compatible with his labors as an expounder of the
teachings of the "meek and lowly"· to murdfr
robins and other song birds in pursuit of "sport."
Last year he was heavily fined for killing robins on
Long Island and was very indignant because the
game wardens interfered with this work of " sweetness and light." Now the dailies inform us that he
and his wife are hunting robins in Virginia. "She
accompanies him in all his hunts, carries her own
gun, and shoots the birds on the wing." A sweet,
gentle pair, fit exemplars and instructors of the
young I By the way, Christian ministers and
moralistic newspapers make a great fuss over prize
fights, where nobody but willing participants is
hurt, but who has heard a word from them in protest against the cruel and cowardly " sport " of
pigeon shooting, where the only ones hurt are the
unwilling participants, the poor birds~ But was
the Christian ever known to be consistent or to show
a comprehension of justice T

The ministers of Savannah are nearly unanimous
in the opinion that the practice of women preaching and exhorting should be discouraged. These
are your simon-pure Paulists. They know what
the Bible teaches. They want none of the infidelity of woman's rights in theirs. But they are very
"chivalrous" in their defense of the sex-when it
costs nothing more than the trampling of law and
The resolutions adopted by the International
the infliction of torture. If their "honor" called
for the recognition of the principle of equal justice, Congress of Freethinkers vigorously and rightly dethey would be as meek as Moses and as unresisting nounced the whole b·ood of amateur vice and crime
societies with which this country is cursed. The
as Quakers.
Gerry Society of this city has just given us another
The American Bible Society has sent a donation object lesson in impudence and uselessness. One
of four hundred Bibles and Testaments, worth, at of its agents recently went into the Irving Place
first-cost, $177 50, to the Sea Island sufferers·. The Theater and tried to get on to the stage to take off
Red Cross Society, acting through Clara Barton, Miss Elvira Clemens, a young woman of eighteen,
will distribute these volumes. Therein the victims who has a part in a play now being performed there.
of the cyclone, who saved nothing but their lives, em He had a suspicion that Miss Clemens was under
read that "the Lord hath his way in the whirlwind the age which girls must attain before the Society
and the storm," and so hav definit information as will graciously permit them to act. The manager,
to the cause of their misfortunes. If he has his however, would not permit him to go behind the
way in the storm, and if in the storm they lost their scenes, and so a summons to the police court folBibles, it is nothing less than flying in the face of lowed. There it was established that the actress is
providence to send them more Bibles to take the eighteen, sure enough, whereupon Superintendent
place of those he deliberately destroyed.
Jenkins, of the Society, " expressed himself as satisfied, but thought that Manager Conried should
The Churchman says: "That ~he excise fund hav allowed the Society's agent to see the young
and the taxation and general fund of the city treas- lady, and then all this trouble would hav been
ury should be diverted from their proper use to avoided." lt does not appear to hav entered his mind
support any institution whose purpose is the that "all this· trouble would hav been avoided" if
spreading of any particular form of Christianity is he and the other meddlers of the Society had kept
an atrocious scandal, and should call up in arms theii- fingers oub of other people's pie. And no onES
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seems to hav had presence of mind enough to t.ell reasonable position, for when a man confesses that
him so.
he would lie if he did not put himself under. bonds
The Charleston (S. C.) News and Oattrier forci- to God to take a thra"hing if he does lie we can
hly contends that some questions cannot properly not rid ourselvs of the suspicion that he willlifl,
he submitted to the arbitrament of the ballot. trusting to his cunning to enable him to dodge God
And it givs a sharp point to its objections in this and escape the thrashing by "confession and avoidway: "It is interesting to reflect what would be ance" before he dies.
the state of the country by this time if the people
had been allowed to determin its religious conditions by ballot. A pretty mess they would hav
made of it, ·to be sure." Well, the "mess " is fairly
well mixed already, but it is not very "pretty.. , The
people are determining religious conditiuns by the
ballot, o:r perhaps it would be slightly more accu·
rate to say that the politicians are determining
those conditions for fear of the ballot. The Sundayclosing condition was tacked on to the World's
Fair appropriation· bill by Congress because the
members of the law-making body were fooled by
tee forged petitions of the priests into believing
that the people would vote them out of their nice
berths if they did not vote a religious dogma into
the statutes. And all over the country the people
are using the ballot to settle religious controversies.
This is done every time a Sunday law is passed,
every time the Bible is voted into the common
schools, every time the exemption of church prop
erty from taxation is sanctioned. Will the News
and Courier follow its own logic to the end 1
There is no place in the Bible where Gau has pronised
to make a loafer happy.-Ram's Horn.
Let us see about that; it is not always safe to accept without examination the assertions of Christians in regard to the contents of the Bible. In the
sixth chapter of Matthew, verses 25, 26, 28 to 31,
inclusiv, and 33, 34, we read:
"Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your
life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drin·~, nor yet for
your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more than
meat, and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls of
the air, for they sow not, Deither do they reap, nor
gather into barns; yet your heavenly father feedeth
them. Are ye not much better than they?
"And why hke ye thought for raiment? Consider the
lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither
do they spin. And yet I say unto you that even Solomon
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which today is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall he not
much more clothe yon, 0 ye of libtle faith? . .
''But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you
Take, therefore, no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof."
By loafing around, a la preacher, seeking the
"kingdom of God, and his righteousness," all other
things ~ere to "be added unto" the imitators of the
larks and lilies; they were to hav food and raiment
and all other good things given them, gratis. We
should say that this was a very clear and definit
promis to make loafers happy. The Ram's Horn
lilhould be blown to a different note.
Theodore N. Shulz is a wealthy jeweler of New
York. He was summoned the other day as a juror
before Justice Truax, of the Supreme Court. "He
refused to swear or affirm. He said be believed in
only what he knew. He did not believe in God or in
hell. He would not credit the evidence of any witness, wh') would consent to be -sworn or who
had to take an oath to keep from lying. Judge
Truax indorsed the notice to attend with these
words: 'Excused on the ground that he is not
mentally qualified to act as a juror.'" The World
adds that Mr. Shulz is a well educated, intelligent
man. What Justice Truax means by his statement
that Mr. Shulz " is not mentally qualified to act as
a juror" probably no one but himself knows. His
words may hav been "writ sarcastic." It is quite
possible that he seei, as we do, that Mr. Shulz is
altogether too keen-witted a man to make a good
juror, estimating the qualifications of jurors by what
they are, rather than oy what they should be. Certainly our independent fellow citizen has got it back
neatly on the "good people.'' They say that they
cannot be'ieve a person who will not t'lke the oath;
Mr. Shulz sharply retorts that he will not accept the
evidence of any witness who has to take an oath
in order to keep from lying ! His is the more

Madison C. Peters, pastor of a New York church,
writes in the Christian Intelligencer: "Coming
hmre from Chicago a few weeks ago, a man who,
seeing nothing of the parson about me, spokf.' his
mind freely on matters in general, finally boasted
that he drew from thirty to forty per cent on his
tenen·ent investments, a11d said that there was no
money in first-class buildings. Yet this man, whose
vast incomes are wrung from the p~ or, stands high
in society and hopes to go to heaven when he dies.
The wonder is that God Almighty does net grind
such men to pieces between the millstones of his
wrath. If there is no hell, according to some people's theology, I would be glad to head a subscription list to hav one built for these grasping, greedy,
tenement-house landlords, who thrive by oppressing the poor and fare sumptuously every day because of the enormous profits that come from investments in the vilest tenement houses."
No
<loubt Mr Peters is sincere in the expression of his
indignation against the landlords, but it does not
seem to hav occurred to him that God made the
landlords to oppress the poor and the poor to become the victims of the landlords. It is futil to
reply that God gave them all free will, so that they
could choose the good and refuse the evil. To refuse the evil is more than God has done, for, if he
is the all-powerful being he is supposed to be, he
has deliberately chosen the evil, arid that from
eternity. With infinit power foreknowledge is foreaction. There is no possible logical escape from
this conclusion. God decrPed, uncounted ages before Mr. Peters was born, that the landlord he
mentions should take his thirty to forty per cent
rental.
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no worship; no worship, no religion; no religion, no
morals; no morals-pandemonium." ·. ·. · Westbrook's
"legislat.iv Sunday," like all other legal Sundays, is the
preacher's and swindler's own. In the Westminster
(England) county court recAntly a tailor was non-suited
because the person who had failed to pay for his coat had
ordered the garment on Sundav. ·. ·. · Is superstition
dead? This, from the London Freethinker, would seem
to answer the question in the negativ: "During the
recent cholera panic at Tunis a woman named Nina
BoucH gave out that she had been told by an angel in a
dream that whoever drank of the water ii:t her cistPrn
would escape t-he malady. In two days twenty thouRand
persons passed through her courtyard to drink there.
Their eagerness wa~ so !'reat that riots took place among
them. The street where Madam BoucH lived was blocked.
Able-bodied adults carried their aged or paralytic
parents and their infants to touch with their lips the
water, one drop of which, they hoped, would be enough
to act as a charm. Another woman sells bits of ribbons
to be pinned on the clothes the purchasers wear. She
oeclares them to he a sovereign preservativ, and is believed by many. A third makes a mark with charcoal on
the foreheads of those who come to her." ·. ·. · Those
good Chri&tian miniRters who went to Africa to carry the
gospel of peace to the poor heathen seem to think that as
they cannot convert they had better turn their attention
to killing. Says Rev. Mr. Miller: "All are ready for
the fray, and would only be too happy to wipe out Islam
from the land. Captain Macdonald wants the Mohammedans put out of existence as well as out of the country;
he says, quite rightly, that there will be no peace as long
as there are Mohammedans about." ·. ·. · "Blasphemy"
is still a crime in Spain. The Freethought writer and
poetesfl, Angela Lopez de Azala, has been sentenced to
prison in Barcelona, her blasphemy being found in a contribution to the Nueva Cattora. ·. ·. • At Camden, N. J.,
the ministers asked thP. chief of police to prevent a yacht
race on the river on Sunday. The smaller yacht clubs
are composed of young men whoFe only time for recreation is Sunday.
Of missions in South Africa the
Natal Advertiser says: "The resident missionaries themselva are very far from above reproach, and t.he most
charitable t.hing that can be ~aid of them is that they hav
failed-utterly and irretrievably failed-to achieve a
hundredth part of t.he work they am suppoFed to perform.
. . . As in warlike Mashonaland, in Pondoland the
miss¥>nary is working on the side of war and bloodshed·
he seems determined to secure his ends even at the risk
of unrighteous war, and in the c11se of Pondoland there
are many who would rejoice to see his Jesuitical designs
frustrated." ·. ·. · The idea of good Catholics utilizing the
heretic Garibaldi for miracle purposes! But the Elvezia,
of San Francisco, reports this: "As you are aware, in
the north of Italy and Ticino, for some time past, them
was nothing else talked about but the dry weather; and
for the purpose of getting some rain, all the saints of the
calendar were for their amusement carried about in procession. A wealthy Novarese farmer, having spent some
hundreds of francs in benediction, three days of prayers,
wax candles, offerings, etc , without result, came to the
conclusion that there were nei~her saints nor madonnas
in paradise now worth a dry fig for imploring favors
near the throne of God. And do you know what he did?
One fine day he mustered his laborers, also all those of
his neighborhood, and greatly surprised them by presenting to them a small statue of Garibaldi. 'This man,'
he said, 'has done some miracles for us in life, why
should he not do soiu death?' Shortly, Garibaldi was religiously carried in procession among the arid fields; and
twenty-four hours after the rain came! It will now reqnire a special spiritn<tl missionary to bring those good
N ovarese back to the Roman Catholic Apostolic Christian
faith." ·. ·. · Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 23.-The grand
jury has returned indictments against eig-ht barbers for
violation of the Sunday-closing law. A bill was also
found against James H. Smith, manager of the Midland
Hotel, for keeping the hotel barber's shop open Sunday.
Indictments were also returned against six grocers for
violation of the Sunday law. ·. ·. · Marg-aret Sidney haR
gotten out a new book for the stupefaction of the brains
of children. It is called "The Child's Day Book" ano it
contains morning and evening prayers, grace before
meals, a text of scripture, and a selection of prose or
poetry for each day. ·. ·. · The Mahoning (Ohio) Disp«fch tells of Frank 1\'Iiller, of Columbiana county, that
sltate, who saw at the World's Fair a picture of the crucifixion of JesuR, and it made him a violent maniac. Now
he talks only of the crucifixion. He must go to an asylum. ·. ·. · Freethought lecturers in England hav plenty
nf rough Christian opposition to encounter. At Brighton
Mr. G•1est was speaking. The platform was stormed, the
stand smashed, blows were given and tak11n, the lecturer
received ChriRtian spittle on his face, and at last the secret~ry and lecturer were taken by the police to the police
station to protect them from the meek and non-resiRtant
Christians. ·. ·. · Sunday-closing agitation is rife at Danville, Ill. ·. ·. · A Cincinnati Faloon· keeper announced
a. "grand Sunday opening." He spent the Sunday
in jail. Suuday prosecutions were begun recently against
tr11.desmen of the same class in Wallingford, Conn.,
Montreal, and Minneapolis. ·. ·. · At .l<'ond du Lac,
Wis., cigar-makers hav passed resolutions of sympathy
with barberR in their fight for Sundav closing. . .
Covington, Ky, barbers hav closed on Sunday and are
now sharply watching one another, fearing desertions.
·. ·. · The pastors of Syracuse, N.Y., are moving for the
"preservation of the Sabbath." The "pastors ''are very
officiously in evidence these days. ·. ·. · The Illinois
Methodist Conference is strongly in favor of the "American Sabbath" and declares that consistent Christians can
not "patronize any newspaper which debauches the Sabbath of God, and defies and defiles the Sunday of the
state by a Sunday edition," but it does not say anything
about the papers which get out a l\'Ionday issue. The
ConferenCle also praises the Chicago Record, which should
be a sufficient hint to Freethinkers. • .
Rev. Dr.
Scudder, of Jersey City, says that hereafter politics and
religion "are to be combined. A religion that cannot
enter politics is not worth having."

Sunday bigotry is rampant in Missouri. The Kansas
City Grocers' Association is trying to force a few stores
which remain open on Sunday to close. Of course the
Jaw is being appealed to by the Sundayites. ·. ·. · In
Chicago petitions are being circulated whose si!:mers
promis not to buy anything on Sunday-fxcept sermons
and church music, presumably. Following this we are
not snrprised that some merchants want a law compelling
everybody to lock up on Sunday It is always law in the
priest's interest. ·. ·. · • Seventh-Day Adventists will be
tried for violation of the Maryland Sunday statutes at
the November term of court in Kent and Queen Anne's
counties. ·. ·. · The Baxter County, Ark., grand jury has
indicted sixty persons for using profane language. . .
·Now it is the turn of Cleveland, 0. The Congregational
Club is setting about the suppression of all Sunday work
and recreation. ·. ·. · TheMail and Express &nnounces
that the Sunday question has got into politics at Newport,
R. I. One of the candidates for mayor was proclaimed
to be a churchman and favorable to the project 1!o "close
up the numerous small places of business on Sunday."
One more straw. · ' · In Montreal the Min~;rvP., i
Catholic organ, iR shocked by the passing of J ewrl
bakers' wagons and the sight of Jewish milliners working
at their windows on Sunday. ·. ·. · The Lord's Day Observance Association of Canada will ask of the Ontario
legislature that it specify the classes of electors who will
he permitted to vote in Sunday car elections. ·. ·. · Retail meat Rhopq in Sioux Citv, Ja., which fail to close
voluntarily on Sunday1 will be forced to do so by the
law, pnt in operation ny the ol·hAr butchers. ·. ·. · The
Grocers' ProtPctiv As•ociation of Indianapolis has set
out to "procure a proper observance 'f Sunday." ·. ·. ·
It is proposed to prosecute Robinson's shirt factory at
Bayonne, N. J., for noisy Sunday work. Nothing is
said about the church bells. ·. ·. · At Knoxville, Tenn.,
four ba,.bers were arrested for Sunday work. Jt was at the
instigation of another barber. Dogs in the manger are
very numerous. ·. ·. · Sabbathcommitteeformeo at Cramer Hill, Pa., October 5th. ·. ·. • On October 16th flixt.ythree tailors were arrPsted in this city for violation
of t"e Snnday law. They were held in bonds of $100
each for appearance on November 16th. ·. ·. · The disciples of the "gospel of peace ' set an excellent example.
When Protestant Sunday-schools and Catholic temperance and other societies organize juvenil military companies doubters may well question where can be found
Christians who intend to ·"resist not evil." ·. ·. · The attitude of law-enforced Sunday observance toward justice
is well shown in this diepatClh from Victoria, B. 0.: " A
remarkable thing in connection with the Rathdrown
homicide trial to-day is the fact that when it was sought
to introduce the dying statement of the dead man, Jones,
an objection was made, and sustained by the court, on
the ground that·it had been tal!en on Sunday, and it was
therefore thrown out." ·. ·. · In most of the cases where
Second Adventists br.v been prosecuted for violation of
the Maryland Sundav laws Judge Robinson refused to
grant continuances until the decision of the J udefind case
Readers will aid the cause by forwarding us
by the Court of Appeals, unless the prosecuted men
names
of their friends who might be interested in
would promis to abide by that decision when rendered.
·. ·. · WailsRev.CrawfordJohnson, Belfast: "No Sabbath, sample copies of Tn TRUTH SEEKER.
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{Sommun:ioations.
Did Mr. Charlf's Bradlaugh Die an Atheist!
SIR ISAAC HOLDEN, M P., THE REV. ALLEN REES, AND MRS.
BRADLAUGH BONNER.
30 VICTORIA RoAD, CLAPHAM CoMMoN, S.W.,Nov., 1893.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York:
The inclosed givs the latest example of a statement
frequently made since Mr. Bradlaugh's death. It
is a source of considerable pain and ·annoyance to
Mr. Bradlaugh's friends, and entails upon me the
ungrateful task of contradiction.
You will be doing a great service if you will help
me to make it clearly understood, through your
columns, that Mr. Brad.laugh's opinions on theological matters were absolutely unchanged at his
death.
The only person to whom he spoke on
religious matters during his last illness was myself,
and then he merely uttered a few words as to the
futility of the Design Argument, as exemplified in
his own condition and the present state of medical
knowledge compared with the sufferings and treatment of the sick in the past, and the possibilities of
greater alleviation of pain in the future.
Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, I once more repeat, died,
as he had lived, firm in his convictions as a conscientious Atheist, and it can serve no useful purpose to assert the contrary.
Asking for the favor of your help in the matter,
I am,
Yours truly,
H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER.
The following correspondence speaks for itself:
I.-LETTER FROM MRS. BRADLAUGH BONNER TO THE'> REV.
ALLEN BEES.
30 VICTORIA ROAD, CLAPHAM CoMMON, S.W.,}
Oct. 18, 1893.
Srn : I hav been informed that you preached a
sermon on October 15th in the Wesleyan chapel,
City road, upon "the death of the National Reformer/' that in the course of your sermon you
asserted that the Atheism of my father, Mr. C.
Bradlaugh, weakened as he grew older; and that
you further stated, on the authority of Sir Isaac
Holden, M.P., that Mr. Bradlaugh had been deeply
impressed by the "conversion " of his brother, and
that he had often wished he were "half so good a
man as his brother."
I should be glad to hear from you as to whether
you still adhere to these statements, and beg to inclose a stamped and directed envelope for your
reply.
H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER.
-THE REV. ALLEN BEES TO MRS. BONNER.
WEBLEY·s CHAPEL, CITY ROAD. Oct. 21, 1893.
MADAM: In reply to your letter, which I find
awaiting me on my return from the country, I wish
to say that I motde no positiv stat"!ment.s with respect to any ch11.nge of view on the part of your
father.
I was very particuh.r as to thP- language I used,
being anxious to avoid. first, making too much of
what I had been told. and. Bf'cnndly. pu,ting myself
into the posttton of being unable to sub~t.antiate
what I d1d BRY I bav nothing to add and I bav
nothing to re ract. but. ~<O as to avoid mist,tke I
send you the verba i.psissima used by me I am,
m<~.dam,
Flj,tthfully yours,
ALL"N REES.
lNCLOSURE.
As a rule, men who profess Atheism do not b11come
stronger in their belief as time gues on. I think I may
almost say that this was true of Mr. Bradlaugh. Sir
Isaac Holden baR told me that he frequently conversed
with Mr Bradlaugh on r,..ligious suhjects. The conversion of his br ther deeoly affected him, and on one occasion lie had Solid to him: "I wish I were half as good as
my brother.'' It w•s the unreality of much of the Christianity wit.h which in early li•e Mr Bradlaugh was associated and the worldlines· and uncharitableness of religious professors, which made an Atheist of Mr. Brad laugh
·
'
as it has done of many others.
II

III.-MRS. BONNER TO THE REV. A. BEES.
Oct. 21, 1893.
Srn : I beg to thank you for having sent me the
exact words you used in respect of my father, Mr.
Charles Bradlaugh. I wrote because I was wishful
to know whether your words had been accurately
reported to me. I was not asking you to retract
and if your own sense of honor does not impel yo~
to do so after you hav learned from me that you
hav spoken in error, rest assured that I shall not
press you.
You now hav my deliberate word· for it that Mr.
Bradla.ugh's Atheistic convictions were as strong
when he lay on his deathbed as ever they were
during his time of health and strength. Mr. W. R.
Bradla.ugh never was " converted," because he was
always a professed Christian, and as it is quite

impossible that an honorable man could wish he
were " half as good " as a dishonorable man, either
Sir Isaac Holden is laboring under some misapprehension, or you hav misunderstood Sir Isaac
Holden. If you did but know the truth, you woulcl
see as plainly as I do how utterly impossible it is
that my father could hav made such a statement,
and much as I dislike to enter upon any details conct-rning the conduct of Mr. W. R. Bradlaugh, if
you care to call upon . me I will acquaint you with
the facts of the matter.
I am writing Sir Isaac Holden to-day.
Yours truly,
H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER.
IV.-MRS. BONNER TO ISAAC HOLDEN, M.P.
Oct. 21, 1893.
DEAR Sm: The Rev. Allen Rees, in a sermon
preached at Wesley's chapel, City road, on Sunday
last (Oct 15), made the following statement : " Sir
Isaac Holden has told me that hfl frE>quently conversed with Mr. Bradlaugh on religious subjects.
The conversion of his brother deeply affected him,
and on one occasion he had said to him, 'I wish I
were half as good as my brother.'" I wish to ask
if you really did tell this to the Rev.· Allen Rees?
As I feel greatly concerned about the matter, I
should esteem it a great favor if yon would send me
an early reply, for which I beg to inclose a stamped
and directed envelope.
Yours respectfully, H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER,
(Daughter of the late Charles Bradlaugh).,.
To this letter Sir Isaac Holden has pent no reply.
V.-REV. A. REES TO MRS. BONNER.
Oct. 23, 1893.
MY DEAR MRs. BRADLAUGH BoNNER: I am afraid
from the tone of your letter that you misunderstood
my remark that I had nothing to retract. I simply
meant to say that I had, so far as my knowledge
and conviction went, exactly stated what had· been
told me, and I . gave my authority. Of course, I
should not make my assertion col!l.cerning your
father, or anybody else, if it were shown to me that
in doing so I was wrong. As it was, I made no absolute statement; I knew I had no positiv evidence.
My remark was a bare suggestion, and
there I left it. There was, however, another remark which your father uttered at the Hall of
Science, the tendency of which, apparently at any
rate, was in the same direction. He said-and I
can giv you the name of the person who heard him
say it-" A man twenty-five years c•ld may be an
iconoclast, but I cannot understand a man being
one who has passed middle age."
I am, yours faithfully,
ALLEN REES.
VI.-MRS. BONNER TO THE REV. A. REES.
Oct. 23, 1893.
DEAR Srn : I thank you for your letter received
to-day. During the last twelve years of my father's
life I was present at all his lectures at the Hall of
Science, unless absent from London or kept away
by illness, and at none of the lectures at which I
was present did he use an expression such as you
quote, bearing the meaning you put upon it. He
himself lectured and published all his Freethought
works und':r the name "Iconoclast" until he was
thirty-five, and only gave it up then because his own
name had become so well known that a "fighting
name" had become useless. I once more giv you
my assurance that, in spite of all you hav been told
to the contrary, Mr. Bradlaugh never at any time
wavered, or showed the least inclination to waver,
in his Atheism. But instead of taking my word or
anybody else's word for my father's viewP, or other
people's versions of his conversation, will you not
take his own written words ? They can be open to no
dispute. I send you herewith a copy of the collection
of his "Doubts in Dialogue," and I will ask you to
read the latest, commencing with the one on page
53. Those dated January, 1891, were partly written
and published in the very month in which Mr.
Bradlaugh died. The final paper left his hands
only three or four days before the commencement
of his last illness. I must apologize for the very
soiled cover, but it is the only copy I hav at hand.
PL ase do not trouble to return it.
·
Without "positiv evidence" that you were inclining towards Atheism, would you think it quite bon~
orable in me to make from the public platform the
"bare suggestion " that you were 7
Yours truly,
H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER.
VII.-REV. A. REEB TO MRS. BONNER.
·
Oct. 30, 1893.
MY DEAR MRs. BRADLAUGH BoNN R: I would not
on any account misstate. Accordingly I inclose
you a letter which I received this morning from Si •
Isaac Holden, which, although slightly varying in
phraseology, nevertheless taken in association with
the circumstances is to my mind something much
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stronger than what I said. Thank you for the dialogs. I am greatly disappointed in them. I
thought they would hav been far abler than what
they are. You will excuse me if I say with all respect that the statements of "Infidel" are simply
sophism, whilst the answers put in the mouth of
"Christian" are the merest puerilities. For real
argument I hav a profound respect. For such misstatements I hav a simple contempt. May I request
that you will kindly favor me by returning the
inclosure.
I am, very faithfully yours,
ALLEN REES.
EXTRACT FROM LETTER FROM SIR ISAAC HOLDlllN 1 M.P., TO
MR. REES.
Your rendering of the story is a little di.ffarent to what
I spoke-" Mr. Bradlau~h was affected to t.ears when I
told hii:n that his brother .TameR said to the Rev. Richaro
Allen that his brother Charles was too ,qood a man to Dm
an Infidel, and he believed that before his death he
Tears started in his
would become a Christian.
(Charles's) eyes, and he simply smilP.d: "My brother
James is a good fellow," not "I wish I were half as good
as my brother.' There was evidently a. very kind feeling in each of the brothers towards each other.
VIII.-MRS. BONNER TO THE REV. A. REES.
Nov. 3, 1893.
SIR: I hav read the letter dated 28th October, of
Sir Isaac Holden to yourself, with mixed feelings of
surprise and indignation that a man bearin~ a. name
usually esteemed so honorable could lend himself
to such false statements.
1. My father, Mr. C. Bradlaugh, had no brother
named James.
2. The only brother he had was most distinctly
not a" good fellow," and Mr. Bradlaugh's opinion
of him was exactly the opposit to that given by Sir
Isaac Holden. I offered to make you privately acquainted (by means of documentary evidence) with
the facts, but it has been your preference to ignore
my offer.
3. There is no evidence whatever of a " very
kindly feeling in each of the brothers towards each
otl::er ;" a.s a matter of fact, the mutual feeling was
the reverse of kindly ; of this also I hav documentary evidence.
I enti:J:ely decline to discuss my father's literary
merits with such as yourself ; and were I to do so
it would be entirely beside the point at issue. The
view you take of alleged "misstatements" of doctrin by an Atheist contrasts strangely with the
lower standard of conduct you require from yourself as Christian minister in reference to the indisputable misstatements which you hav uttered from
the pulpit against a dead man.
H. BRADLAUGH BoNNER.
P.S.-I beg to inform you t.hat in consequence of
the attitude you hav taken, it is my intention to
giv this matter publicity.
IX.-REV. A. BEES TO MRS. BONNER.
Nov 4, 1893.
MADAM : I am surprised at your last letter. I
treated you openly and unhesitatingly when you
addressed me your first letter, although I was under no obligation to do so, having in public given
the authority for the statement I made. Now you
threaten to make public a private correspondence.
With what was said in public you hav a right to
deal as you please. With the private correspondence you hav no right so to deal. Why in your last
letter you should personally abuse me, I cannot understand. I replied to your communication becau~>e as a gentleman I was bound so to do, and in
return I of course expected to be treated in a
similar way. As, however, you are not honorable
enough to respect private corresp-;>ndence, and are
not la ,ylike enough to keep from vulgar personal
abuse, I entirely decline to hav any further correspondence with you.
I am, yours obediently,
ALLEN REES.
The story, as it stands here, rests on the obviously loose reminiscences of Sir Isaac Holden,
who can hav known nothing of. the family history,
since Mr. Bradlaugh never disclosed the facts; and
on the still looser reminiscences and surmises of
Mr. Rees, who had materially altered what he heard
from Sir Isaac. There is not a shadow of reel evidence that Mr. Bradlaugh changed his opinions,
and there is abundant evidence that they remained
unaltered to the last.
As to the "private" nature of the correspondence, I hav only to say that privacy was never suggested, and that I most assuredly did not contemplate keeping private a contradiction of a public
misstatement, although if Mr. Rees had seen his
way to accepting the evidence of my father's own
writings I should not hav thought it necessary to
print these letters. In addition I would point out
that if any such conversation took place between
Sir Isaac Holden and Mr. Bradlaugh (the possi-
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had no scruple in retailing it from the pulpit. I
will not trouble to defend myself from Mr. Rees's
charges, since my demerits are entirely beside the
point under discussion, which is:· "Did Mr. Bradlaugh weaken in his Atheism T" To this I answer
emphatically, "No."
HYPATIA BRADL:A.UGH BoNNER.

Sparks From the Lecture Field.
With the rattle of firearms which were never
fired, and the smell of gore that had never been
spilled, with visions of ba.ttles that "might hav
been " but were not, I made my way from the
grand and historic old hills of Kentucky and turned
my face towards the more effete and conventional
East. On my way to Louisville I ran across a
preacher, of what denomination I cannot say. He
occupied the seat next to me. Two or three times
he looked me hard over, as though desirous of conversing with me. His right cheek bulged out
considerably, and his breath gave forth a perfume
redolent of whisky and ltobacco. Suddenly he
turned round and ventured to remark: "To what
denomination do you belong!" Great Scott, he
had taken me for a preacher J
Instinctivly, I looked him over and subjected him
to a close scrutiny, to see if I could discover any
point of resemblance between us. My cheek did
not bulge out like his ; I did not expectorate all
over the floor of tbe car; I did not take up a double
seat all to myself, the other portion of the car being
crowded.
So, proudly, I replied to his query,
" None, sir ; I am an In fidel lecturer."
He gave a "grunt" for a reply, and never ventured to addrees me further. What hogs these
preachers are J
With a short stay at Pittsburg, where I spent a
few pleasant hours with Messrs. Staley, Hoover and
Graham, I came straight on to the grand and
glorious American metropolis. I arrived in New
York city in the early morning hours. From the
Jersey side the broad expanse of harbor spread out
before me as a large mirror. The sun gave out its
wonted munificence and tinted the crest of every
wave with a golden hue. 'Twas a glorious. morn,
and the surging waves seemed to sing me a glad
welcome. I soon made my way to THE TRUTH
SEEKER office, where I broke in upon the editor and
the venerable, snow-capped Putnam before they had
even prepared for the morning meal. I had always
been told never to enter an editor's sanctum before
meals, always after, if possible ; but I did it this
time unthinkingly, and due repentance is hereby
expressed. I found our editor just as busy as ever
dispensing the gospel of Freethought through the
medium of· books and papers, and Putnam seemed
to be almost buried beneath piles of manuscript
and proof, hard at work preparing his new book,
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought," for the
press. A few days' leisuve was afforded me in
which to rtlnew old friendships and acquaintances,
and then I resumed my work once more.
On Friday, November 3d, I lectured before the
Manhattan Liberal Club. I was greeted by a splendid audience.
Messrs. Foote, Wakeman, and
Chamberlain were in their accustomed places, while
in the rear of the hall, at the little table, there sat" sphinx-like "-THE TRUTH SEEKER Editor, with
notebook and pencil.. He never says anything, but
thinks a great deal. My lecture brought out a very
good discussion, and as a full report thereof has
already been published, anything I could say now
would be superfluous.
On the following Sunday, I lectured again before
the Liberal League of Newark, N. J, the scene of
my first conquests for our cause in America. As I
entered the hall, there rose before me in vivid
colors the many conflicts I had fought and won in
that place. Once more I was favored with a magnificent audience. The hall was crowded, not an
empty seat could be found in the place. There is
one grand thing about the Newark Liberals that I
like, t?ey are always Jull of enthusiasm. I !ound
them JUSt the same as ever; there was nothing of
the old times lacking upon this occasion. Like all
things else, the League has changed, hut the change
has made a decided improvement. There were many
new faces in my audience to fill up the gap occasioned
by the absence of old ones. The League boasts a
larger membership than ever, which increases at
every meeting. Henry Bird, loved and respected
by all, is still at the helm, and by his earnestness
and enthusiasm he seems to put new life into the
meetings and keeps things in good shape. The
meetings are enlivened by music and song. The
audience joins ·in, and t}ley thoroughly appreciate
the selections from the " Cosmian Hymn Book."
A pretty fair discussion fr llowed, though in the
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main the participants all agreed with me, so that whines," and the Christians making such an exhibinothing was said really adverse to my lecture. My tion of their temper showed that my lectures had
venerable colleague, Mr. Putnam, was present, and had the desired effect.
The people were well
had quietly taken his seat among the audience. No pleased, and our noble cause has made a grand
one seemed to know he was there, but he was not move onwards in this little town. Victory is ours,
allowed to remain long in obscurity, for when the though the work may be slow. We are bound to
audience learned of his presence, he received re- win in the end. For our cause is the cause of hupeated calls to come forward, to which he graciously man freedom, the cause of human happiness, and of
responded by taking a seat upon the platform at hutnan love.
my side, and later on he said his little piece. BeDuring my stay here I was the guest of Dexter
fore leaving Newark, I enjoyed once more the old- K. Cole, a sturdy old Freethinker; and his family
time hospitality of Mr. Bird and his charming sharing in his be1iefs, the home is made an ideal
wife, whose doors are always open to the Secular one. The weather was fine; and during the day
Pilgrim.
my host spread out the sails on his beautiful little
Highly elated and in extreme good spirits, I sloop and took me for a visit round the bay. The
push on again, this time to Northport, situated on surrounding scenery was grand; the boat glided
Long Island Sound. I was booked here for two over the water like a swan, and these filled my heart
lectures.'lJ They were the first of the kind ever given with joy. The afternoon was epent in fishing and
in this little seaport town. Considerable specula- otherwise tempting the briny deep to cast into our
tion had been made as to their probable result, and hands its finny inhabitants. Our chief executiv ocI am happy to report that our highest and best an- casionally indulges in this sport, so why should not
ticipations were fully realized and the cause of I leave for a moment the cares of the world?
liberty, sweet liberty, has taken a firm foothold Though I presume that some people will think
where for years orthodoxy had reigned almost su- that this is the only point of resemblance between
preme. There is a large number of Freethinkers us. And perhaps it's as well that it should be.
here, though but a few of them had ever ventured
My thanks are due to my friends for their many
to express themselvs. My first lecture brought out kindly considerations, for they hav made my first
a good-sized audience, and the second wae a glori- visit among them one to be remembered for years.
ous improvement on the first. It was an audience Thus ended my first lectures on the Sound. Success
of which any preacher would hav been proud, is inscribed upon our banner. Plant it high and
u.nd their highest aspirations fully realized. Mr. keep it before the breeze; it will ever be a guiding
Olmested presided at each meeting, and at each signal for our future work. The sun of victory
lecture the platform was occupied by Dexter K. shines upon us. It is a sure, a certain, and a lastCole and Mr. Lew Pidgeon; while old Captain ing victory. No terrible future hav we to look forScott could be seen in the front row, his pleasant ward to, of a world to be destroyed under the
face beaming with smiles. He enjoyed the situa- terrible will of an angry God; but a fair future, a
tion immensely. The audience gave me the strictest glad and happy future, a future which by means of
attention, and were appreciativ throughout. At the labor and skill shall be made nearer and more
conclusion of each lecture they burst out with a beautiful.
The world will be what we ourselvs
round of applause, and it filled the Methodist make it. Let this be our "guiding star by day, and
preacher's heart with envy and rage. He had called our pillar of fire by night." Keep the ball rolling.
in at the second lecture with a few of his flock, the We must not relax our vigil or our work. There
latter being a few girls and young children, but are plenty of towns in this land where the feet of a
afterwards the preacher showed by his actions that Freethought lecturer hav never trodden or his voice
he was sorry he had come. No one attempted to been heard. They must get there. Our friends must
criticise me, not even the preacher in question, so I do what they can to help them there. "Now is the
opened out my little stock of Freethought books, time of salvation." Do what you can to encourage
exposed them for sale, and called for subscriptions· the work of human emancipation, and the terrors
to the Liberal papers.
occasionei by priestcraft shall soon melt and vanish
Notwithstanding the hard times, I had sold sev- before the sun of righteousness, truth, and joy.
eral of my pamphlets in less minutes, and received
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
orders for more. When the preacher learned that
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
I had some Freethought literature with me, he el165 South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
bowed his way through the crowd and, running his
eye over them, he finally selected two pamphletsMr. Watts Enjoyed His Visit.
" Religion a Curse," etc, and "Crimes of PreachFrom the Lonaon Freethinker.
ers." He looked up and inquired, "How much?"
Mr. Charles Watts has returned from his AmeriI replied, "Fifty cents."
"Any reduction to can trip in excellent health, ready for a good winpreachers?" he asked further. "None, sir," I an- ter's work in Secular propagandism. He arrived
swered; "they can travel on children's tickets upon on Friday evening, Nov. 3d.
the railroads, but when it comes to our books they
Mr. Watts speaks very highly of our Freethought
hav to pay full fare, preacher or no preacher." friends in the United States and Canada, and he
These preachers are always looking for a reduction; has but one regret in connection with his American
they are an army of dead beats. But when it comes visit, and that is his inability to see Colonel In~er
to their salaries, they are always listening for God soll, who was thousands of miles from New York
Almighty to giv them a better call. He got hold of on a lecturing tour.
two good pamphlets, however (and which, by the
The last few days Mr. Watts was in New York he
way, were the self-same books that Bol';ney found spent with the able Editor of THE TRuTii SEEKER,
himself in trouble through). I would g1v ten dol- Mr. E. M. Macdonald, and Mr. S. P. Putnam.
lars to hear that preacher's first sermon after I left Both these gentlemen sent hearty greetings tc;> their
town. These gentlemen of God had tried their English co-workers. THE TRUTH SEEKER IS the
level best to make my lectures fail in their purpose. leading Freethought journal in the United States,
They had hoped that they might be a quiet fizzle, and we are happy to hear that its circulation is c~n
but they were sadly disappointed, for they were stantly increasing. Its editor sends an urgent msuccessful to a degree. The preachers had talked vitation by Mr. Watts to Mr. Foote to visit America
of then' from their pulpits, cautioning and advising at as early a date as possible.
the people not to go. By these means they had
given me a month's advertising, and that too en- Mr. Wa!lhburn's Opinion of "Pleasure and Progress."
tirely free of charge, for which I publicly thanked
From the Investigator.
them. It was the worst thing they could hav done
This book as it asserts, is an attempt to prove that the
for their own part, while they could not hav ser ;ed pursuit of pleasure is the sine qua non of intelle~tual,
me better. The opposition of the clergy towards moral and social development, and that the promotion of
is the duty of philanthropy and statesmansh~p.
ni.y lectures had caused the people to talk them pleasdre
The man who wrote this book knows how to write a
over; their curiosity had been aroused. They knew book and knows what he is writing about. There is not
that if the preachers opposed them, there must be a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up
something good in them ; they came to get their with words for lack of knowledge. The author deals
hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for
curiosity gratified, and went away satisfied.
realities and truth. We do not see how anyone can read
These lectures terminated with honor and glory this book and disagree with the lea~ing propilsiti?n.
to our cause. Though the churches had organized
The work is good; every chapter 1s worth readmg. It
special evangelical meetings, I had by !ar the larger is a work of common-sense socialism. The chapter on
audiences. They could not report a· smgle convert, puhlic schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to
every teacher in the land. T.h?usands _of sentences are
not even a little child, while I secured quite a few worthy of being framed as pohttcal maxims ~J:nd hun~ up
names for membership in the Federation, although all over the nation. The book dese.rves a wtde !"ea~~ng,
Northport had previously sent in a large list. Our not only for its literary style, which 1s clear and mctsl_ve,
friends were in high glee. The great battle of but for its bold, honestsayings. 398 pag~s. Paper; priCe,
50 cents. Truth Seeker Company, pubhshers.
opinions had ~een fought on the enemy's bulwarks,
and a brilliant conquest had been made.
There are many good women who join the church,
The Christians began to score me the next day.
That is just what I want. My lectures an not but whether they realize it or not ther~ are a great
meant to please them, but to start them on the many who join because God, Jesus Chnst, the Holy
way to Freethought. "The wounded dog always Ghost, and the preacher are all men.
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"Rights of Man " and "Shakspere."
I lectured on "The Rights of Man " before the
Brooklyn Philosophical Association on Sunday
afternoon, November 26th. This may seem at first
glance a simple theme, but wh?n we come to
analyze it, it is a very complex affair, as was demonstrated by the discussion which took place after the
lecture. 'rt branched off in various directionsSocialistic, Anarchistic, etc.
·
The first question which arises in the philosophic
mind is, Are there rights 1 Professor Huxley seems
to deny their existence, and others also, maintaining th~t the Declaration of Independence is only a
"glittering generality." One might as well deny
existence as to deny rights. If tber • are no rights,
then existence is of but little value, except to· the
privileged classes. The American principle is the
affirmation of rights and the foundation of all
government on rights.
·
But rights granted, What are they1
The
Declaration says, "The right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness ;" or again, as Spencer puts
it, the right to do as one pleases, provided he does
not interfere with the equal rights ofany other. After
a definition of rights, then comes the question of the
extent and limitation of rights. Practically there
are limitations, as Paine, Jefferson, and Spencer admit. There must be a state as things now existthat is, there must be a social organized physical
force for the prevention of <>rime. Paine says the
state is a necessary evil. Whether evil or not, it
is necessary. If a medicin, we must take it, since
social disease-crime-exists.
But the limitation, as Jefferson and Spencer affirm, should be the smallest possible consistent
with social order. The function of government
should be carefully guarded. 1'he power of a majority should be un~e~ the :estraint. of a c?nstit~:
tion, and "eternal vigilance Is the pnce of liberty.
The first and all-important limitation of government is the total separation of church and state.
This is a great step to freedom ar.d justice. We
hav not reached it in our own country. The exemption of church property from taxation, the appointment of chaplains, the appropriations to
sectarian institutions, the Bible-reading in schools,
thanksgiving and fast day proclamations, the oath instead of simple affirmation, and Sabbath laws-all
these are in violation of rights, and should not be
allowed in the Amf>rican republic.
These were the points I made, and they were
generally accepted by the audience ; but friend
Hanson, who is a philosophical Anarchist, took exception. There should be no compulsory taxation,
etc.
I suppose that between philosophical Anarchy and
Jeffersonian democracy there is a radical difference.
Anarchy, ideal or otherwise, I answered Mr. Hanson, was simply i!Lpossible. We must accept the
state, but we accept it as "of the people, by the
people, and for the people." Wrongs exist, of
course, but we must constantly point out the
wrongs and seek to abolish them. The state cannot
do everything; but it can do some things. It is a
machine for certain purposes, and it must be the
servant of the people, and not over and above the
people. The greatest of all problems is to harmonize individual liberty with social order. In
Freethought and democracy only is there any solution of this problem.
After this political discussion, which was quite
breezy, I wended my pilgrim's way over to Newark,
and found an entirely different world of thought
before me, in Sbakspere as presented by Ingersoll.
Mr. Henry Bird kindly gave me an invitation to occupy his box at the theater, which I accepted, and
it was indeed to me a gala occasion. It was one of
those rare enjoyments which make life full of meaning. We reach its bights and see all its vast extent.
Sbakspere is a wonder in himself, the greatest
genius of the world; but to hav him interpreted by
a kindred genius, to bav the noblest poetry unfolded by the finest oratory, is a pleasure, I guess,
which only this age will enjoy; for as there will not
be another Sbakspere, so there will not be another
Ingersoll. They are original geniuses wrought by
nature apparently in the same mold, with the same
passion, imagination, wealth of thought, splendor
and variety of expression, and the lecture, like a
beautiful and wondrous picture, gave a revelation
of Shakspere-" the great intellectual ocean," as
Ingersoll called him- which has never been
equaled; for Ingersoll is a child of nature like the
immortal bard of Avon, and through nature, and
not through art mere;y, makes manifest the universal excellence . of Sbakspere, which no art or
learning can ever measure. Ingersoll knows nature, her bights and depths, her glory, her intensity;
and through nature he knows Shakspere, for with
his own vision he b!l.s see:u wh~tt the poet beheld

in his glance "from earth to heaven and heaven to
earth." It is fortunate for the lover of Shakspere
that his own deepest thoughts of this mighty genius
can be made vivid to him in the sparkling words of
Ingersoll, every one of which is a jewel ~o se.t, with
such skill and harmony, that Shakspere Is mirrored
as never before to the intellectual vision of the
world.
Mr. Henry Bird presented Ingersoll with a beautiful bouquet of chrysanthemums, which indeed
was a fitting accompaniment to the eloquence of the
occasion; and one inspiring lesson to me both of
the flowers and the lecture was, that Freetbougbt
is both truth and beauty, and that all that is enchanting and delightful in music, in poetry, in art,
shall yet be for man, in that path of reason and freedom which hitherto bas been so harsh, so bloody,
and apparently so fruit.less. Ingersoll is the
prophet of that beautiful time, when freedom, having won its battles, and reason having borne its
torch from darkness to day, there shall be for man
the fruits and flowers of earth, the beauty and tenderness of music, and all the riches of all the poetry
ot the world.
SAMUEL P. l'UTNAM.

Obituary-Reuben L. Lunt.
Reuben L. Lunt died in Des Moines, Ia , Friday
evening, November 17th, at the age of seventy-four
years. The deeeased wab born in Mendon, N.Y.,
and in his younger days was a member of the Methodist church, an exhorter, and a Sunday-school
superintendent. Happily, while yet a young man,
the light of reason dawned upon his mind, and be
cast off the dogmas of Christian theology. The
best years of his life were devoted to the cause of
Freethought. While his health was good be often
arranged for Freethought lectures, and many a
lecturer can testify to Father Lunt's unflinching
devotion to the cause of universal mental liberty.
He was' a natural orator himself, and I hav often
heard him entertain an audience by his eloquence
and words of wisdom. He was outspoken at Pll
times, no matter who suffered in consequence. The
absurdities and cruelties of orthodox Christianity
found in him an uncompromising foe, and be dealt
with them in no easy manner. He was. a true reformer in every sense of the word. The oppressed
bad in him a friend. In his youth he espoused the
cause of Abolition. Side bv side wit.b W etJdell
Phillips, Lloyd Garrison, and Parker Pillsbury be
fought in the great conflict that finally banished
the great curse, human slavery.
Mr. Lunt was a believer in Spiritualism, but he
was at all times rational, and never tried to force
his peculiar views upon others. Though he thought
that there is a future life, he troubled himself but
little about it, and seldoll! spoke of it. This world
occupied his entire attention. Iu all things Reuben
L. Lunt was a model Freethinker-honest, candid, kh1d, and generous. He loved his fellow-men,
rejoiced with them in happiness, and shed tears with
them in sorrow. With a long farewell, I can truly
say of my departed friend,
His life was gentle,
And the elements so mixed in him, that
Nature might stand up and say to all the world,
This was a. man.
.Des Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEI,NEB.

Are We a Free People 1
If there is one set of patriotic platitudes which,
above all others, we, as a people, are fond of proclaiming from the bouse-tops, it is that which, in
one form or another, lays the flattering unction to our
"souls" that in this," our own dear nativ land," there
are none of the petty interferences with the rights
of men which are permitted and encouraged by the
" effete monarchies" beyond the seas. Here, we
declare, is freedom, unchained and chainless-of
thought, of speech, of the individual, of the press.
This is the home of the exile, the asylum of the
persecuted, the refuge of the denounced and oppressed. Here "the free spirit of mankind, at
length, throws off its last fetters," and an illimitable
field is open for every seed of truth to germinate;
here the mind may pursue an untrammeled career,
where no tyrant, no creed, no church can lay its
heavy interdict upon the growth of human thought.
But, as the child asked with reference to the star,
"Is it true?" . Are not our patriotic rhapsodies
somewhat in advance of our perception and reason 1
Do we enjoy that perfect immunity from despotism
whereof we boast? Hav we no authorities practically claiming infallibility and seeking to control
opinion 1 Are there no institutions, no selfconstituted judges desirous of imp0sing injurious
restrictions upon freedom of thought? Has the
spirit of persecution vanished with its tangible symbols'? All chains are not of iron, all dungeons are
not of stone, all inquisitorial devices are not mate-

rial, all banishment is not literal, all ostracism is
not proclaimed, all tyranny is not coarse and unrefined. The grosser applications of force, by which
opinion was wont to be controlled in a.ges past, bu.v
disappeared before an advanced civilization, yet a
less barbarous, a more refined tyranny is still compatible with the general sense of propriety and
justice. Intellectual fetters are still forged, mental
prison-houses are yet constructed, and men and
women who dare to think, speculate, and speak for
themselvs are denounced for the heterodoxy of
their honest sentiments, exposed to public odium,
and if they will not retract, or remain silent.
altogether, compelled to lead lives of perpetual
hypocrisy.
By both the church and the state the attempt is
made to preserve old and erect new barriers to
prevent entr!lnce into· the vast realms of intelligence
yet unexplored. These barriers are founded upon
creeds and laws which admit of no possibility of
truth beyond their own formulas, and discourage
inquiry in the largest and most important domains
of thought and progress. The church, especially,
appears to bav become largely a body of fierce and
bigoted disputants, not pnly within its. own provi.nce
but in secular fields; and l,llany of Its denommations, instead of pressing forward under the everliving inspirations of hope all.d freedom, still array
theniselvs on the side of gross superstitions, musty
traditions, and moldy abusPs. Hence we hav exhibitions, the prototypes of which may readily be
found in medireval history, and criticism of which
always raises the cry, "Procul, 0 proCltl este,
profani!" the same profane being invariably referred to, sneeringly, as Atheists, Infidels, or
Agnostics.
Can they who hav investigated and prosecuted
the numerous trials for heresy in recent years b6
called champions of any other freedom than that to
speak in the most obnoxious terms to and of all
who bold opposite opinions'? Is there no tyranny
in the desire of a few to abridge the rights of the
many, as evidenced in repeated attempts to stop
the issuing of newspapers, the running of public
conveyances, the sale of the necessaries of life, and
the opening of public libraries and art galleries nn
Sunday; or in the efforts to subject the press to
censorship, prevent free speech, control literary and
artistic taste, and cast odium upon the theater and
other sources of innocent amusement 1
The recent instance in St. Paul, Minn., shows
bow much "freedom" we might expect if one cbss
of" divines "-quo jure ?-bad the power to enforce
their dog-in-the-manger code of morality.. A Methodist parson, one E S. Pilling, preferred charges to
the conference in session in Minneapolis against a
"brother" minister, Rev. Thomas McCleary, of the
Bates Avenue Methodist church of St. Paul, because the latter while at the World's Fair attended
a theatrical performance of ''America," wrote up
his experience and impressions (which were favorable, on the whole), ancl published the same in the
Methodist Herald, the leading exponent of Methodism in that section.
To such a pitch of fury did this very natural and
innocent proceeding work the Pilling that he not
only attacked the liberal McCleary, but the paper
which published his observations, saying, in a letter
to the editor:
I a.m astounded that you would allow an article by a.
minister of our church deFcribing a. ballet show and play,
also advising our people to go, in the words, "the best of,
them annually attended." It is a. disgrace to the Meth?dis{ Her~ ld, the church, and to Rev. Thomas McOiea.ry.
You are not responsible for his views, but you are responsible for allowing such a.n article to go in. The question is not an open question. It is unlawful for minister
or member to a.ttenrt any play or theater, no matter how
little they think of their solemn promises to the church
and God. Unles& you make some statement in your next
issue deploring this article and nutting your paper right,
not referring to Rev. Thomas McOlea.ry, I shall use my
influence to try to ha.v every copy of the Methodist
Herald stopped in my neighborhood. I a.m against the
theater in every form and shape. I a.m trying to get all
people I come in contact with to keep from it, but this
article is directly against my influence and the law of the
church.
The obvious deduction from that screed is that
when a person joins the Methodist church (and
observe, the Pilling puts the church first and God
last), be surrenders his individuality and becomes a
serf, whose enjoyment of any intellectual pabulum,
save the rotten husks left over from . the Dark
Ages, renders him liable to the lash of intolerance.
But what shall we think of the position assumed
by thi<> Christian exemplar of love and charity
toward the freedom of the press'? He arrogantly
says to the editor, in substance: "I and the like of
me only are capable of conscientious convictions.
Unless your views coincide with mine and favor my
influence, I will do all in my power to ruin you."
Here is freedom of opinion, literally with a vengeance. A newspapex m.-u.Eit not giv all its. supporters
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a fair and impartial hearing, but must subject itself
to the dictation of the self-conceited, Pharisaical,
and bigoted cranks among them, whose virtues do
not include the faculty of minding their own business.
Observe, too, that the editor is ordered to deliberately stultify himself by a lie. Had he not
considered the article in queetion proper for publication he would not hav printed it. But here is a
command, accompanied by a threat, that he shall
say he "deplores" it, when, in fact, as an honorable man, he can do nothing of the kind. As the
Pilling probably accepts the Bible as an infallible
authority, we advise him to refresh hLnself with
some of its passages on lying. Otherwise, he may
expect to eventually find himself in that "outer
darkness" in which he professes to believe, and
where" are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers,
and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth
and maketh a lie."
JAMES T. CuMMINGs.

The Fact Is Admitted-What is the Cause
and the Remedy1
"But our antagonists go on and say that Christianity is falling back, because of the fact that
Infidelity is bolder and more blatant now than it
ever was.
I deny the statement. Infidelity is
not near so bold now as ib was in the days of our
fathers and grandfathers.
There were times in
this country when men who were openly and above
board Infidel and antagonistic to Christianity could
be elected to high office. Now let some man wishing hillh position in the state proclaim himself the
foe of Christianity, and an Infidel; how many states
of the Union will he carry; how many counties;
how many wards in Brooklyn~ Not one."-Tal-

ma_qe.
This fact we hav to admit.
A man with the
avowed opinions of Thomas Jefferson could not be
elected to the office of president. It is true that a
man who declare!! himself antagonistic to Christianity cannot get votes enough to make him governor
of a state. It is pretty hard work to even elect an
Infidel to the legislature. It can be done only
where his opinions are not known. Religion to-day
is more than half of our politics. Christianity not
only makes our statutes, it dictates our elections.
Colonel Ingersoll could not carry a town or city in
the Union were he nominated for president of the
United States, simply because he opposes the
Christian superstitions. Freethinkers are partly to
blame for this. They hav not made themselvs felt
as they might hav done. We need to band together
and work together and vote together if we are ever
to be a factor in government.-Boston Investi-

gator.

Colonel Ingersoll on the American Protectiv
Association.
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's well-known pronouncedness of views is further illustrated in the following interesting matter which he furnished to a Post
reporter at the Adams House last night.
To the query as to what he thought of the introduction of religion into American politics, as
evidenced in the late action of the American Pro. tectiv Association, Colonel Ingersoll replied emphatically:
"Apart from my peculiar religious or irreligious
belief, I am a firm believer in the divorce of church
and state. I do not think that religion, that is to
say, sectarianism, should be taken into account in
the political world.
I do not think that the
churches should be taken into account in the political world. I do not think that the churches should
unit3 against a man because he disbelieves their
creeds; neither do I think the unbelievers should
unite against the believers. Men should be j ~dged,
not by their peculiar superstitions or beliefs, but by
their actions-by their conduct.
"I do not believe in taking into consideration the
race to which a man belongs. If he is a citizen I
do not care where he was born. I am opposed to
all combinations on religious questions and to all
combinations that combat citizens simply because
. they were born in some other land. I believe in the
equality of all the citizens of the republic.
"I believe in fighting anything that I think
wrong in the open field; that is to say, by argument, not by combinations. I hav no prejudice
against a man because he is a Catholic; none be·
cause he is a Presbyterian. At the same time I do
not believe in Catholicism, and I do not believe in
Presbyterianism; but I do believe in the sacredness
of human rights.
"I do not join in the cry that immigration
should ue stopped. We hav lots of room in this
country for several hundred millions mOl"e of people. I do not want Europe to send its paupers or
its criminals, but I believe in allowing the people of
other countries, who are in love with our govern-
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ment, or who hope to better their condition, to come that he was something of a humbug himself-perhere, and in welcoming them when they do come, haps he settled that way w\th his conscience; anyand in treating them in the kindest and best manner how, he went to the congress of humbugs, walked
in the counsel of the ungodly, stood in the way of
possible."-Boston Post
sinners, and sat in the seat of the scornful.
.
I am informed that this Congress was made up
Observations.
This has been a gooJ season for Thanbgiving wholly of foreign religions-that is, those having
proclamations of extraordinary devo·Jtness, which their origin outside of Amehca-while the Mormon
might hav been expected, since nothing stimulates religion, the only one ever revealed to an American
piety like hard times. When people are able to liv citizen (if we except the Koreshanity of Teed) was
well on the proceeds of their own industry· or en- turned down and out. The fact that we hav no
t.erprise, they congratul!tte themselvs; whereas, for other state church except the Mormon, the property
the crust anrl rag thrown to them by others in their of which is administered by the United States govextremity, they thank God, being convinced beyond ernment through the hands of a receiver, seems to
doubt that providence has concluded to let up on hav been entirely overlooked by President Bonney ;
them. And, having become accustomed to the rag so, therefore, we Americans hav a right to feel that
and the crust, they do not often pray for anything our nativ and official product was not given a fair
show in the general exhibit. The time has come,
more elaborate.
Here I desire to call attention to a Thanksgiving as I maintain with boldness, for us to discard these
proclamation by Governor Pennoyer, of Oregon, Eurasian fads, patronize domestic industry, and
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
the gist of which is, that while God has given this keep our money at home.
country an abundance of natural resources, he has
Lectures and Meetings.
allowed Congress and the president, by ill-advised
legislation, to so dwarf and paralyze business that
Colonel Ingersoll's Lecture appointments are:
these natural bounties hav been withheld from hun- Dec. 3, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Dec. 10, New York City.
" 7, Worcester, Mass.
" 17, Williamsburg, N.Y.
dreds of thousands of people within the national
domain, throwing them out of employment and
DuRING the month of December, .Franklin Steiner will
leaving them destitute of means to procure food, lecture in Correctionville, Pierson, Atlantic, Walnut,
raiment, or shelter. Pennoyer has attracted the Carlisle, and other places in Iowa.
almighty's notice to the oversight, and asked the
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
residents of Oregon to join with him in imploring
Market.
Sunday, Dec. 3d, at 3 o'clock, S!tmuel P. Putprovidence to correct its error by softening the
hearts of those in high places, and moving them to nam, of New York, will lecture. Subject: "Rights of
Man."
allow a little circulating medium to circulate. He
THE Science Sermons Society meets every S:.mday
is quite· specific and does not hesitate to let provievening
at 7.45 o'clock in the lecture room of the Church
dence understand that the blessing which lingers
below the horizon of hope is the resumption of free of the Messiah, Park avenue, corner of 34th street.
Lecture for Dec. 3d, "Tbe Atmosphere: Its Past Hissilver coinage. He also declared that an emergency
tory and its Place in Life," by Dr. Robert G. Eccles.
existed, and, instead of waiting until November
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM will lecture_ befo1·e the Friendship
30th for his proclamation to go into effect, named
Thursday, the 23d, for the experiment. This, I Liberal League of Philadelphia on Sundav afternoon and
think, is practical, carrying out as it does the sug- evening, December lOth, at 2.30 and 7.30 o'clock. Subgestion of the late D. M. Bennett-to wit, when ject for afternoon, "The Rights of Man." Subject for
evening, "Evolution and Creation."
thou prayest, pray at a mark.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry UniverThe almighty gave you your heads for you to use. If sity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
he had intended that somebody should use them for you, afternoon at 3 o'clock.
he would hav put handles to them.-General Weaver.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
General Weaver is a person destitute of the fac- Central Labor Council Hall, 1701 Second street near
ulty of observation if he has not discovered that the Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
average human head has a handle to it, whereby same place at 10.30 A. M.
the priest and the politician lead the owner thereof
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
to the altar or to the polls, according as it may
affect their individual interests. The handle is the every Suuday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Lung Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
nose, and if General Weaver would abandon his Driggs avenues. Program of lectures f<Jr DccembJr:
pretensions to a knowledge cf the purposes of the December 3d.-Mr. John Mo,t, "'.fhe Cunsaquences of
almighty, he might fall less under suspicion of
Society."
attemptirg to direct his constituency by using that December lOth.-Prof. A. L. Rawson, "The Dualism of
C.mscio usness. "
organ for steering gear. Peradventure the inclinaOthers to be announced later on.
tion of many Freethinking political reformers to
take themselvs by the nose, and to direct their own
John R. Charlesworth is now in the E11.st. '.fhe folmovements thereby, has led Mr. Weaver to the lowing appointments are on his list, and friends along the
erroneous conclusion that the handle here discussed route desiring lectures should address him at once:
does not exist.
Dec. 3, Alliance, 0.
/Dec. 14,15,16, Waterloo,Ind
•• 17, Chicago, Ill. .
If the editor of the School .Tmtrnal, who would
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
that each day's session of all pub ic educational in- meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
stitutions be opened ~ith "Praise God from whom northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, '.ruesall blessings flow," performed on the vocal organs day evf'nings at 8 o'clock. Lectures for this month:
-of pupils, to the tune of "Old Hundred," will in- December 5th.-Henrietta P. 'Vesthroflk, l\I.D., "To·
.
bacco: W1ll ttle Coming Man Use It?"
cline his ear; I will admonish him that affi.iction
cometh not forth from the dust, that water does not December 12th.-M. Ball, "Methods of Punishing
Crime."
run up a tree, and neither is the Doxology a curtain- December
19th.-Prof. E. D. Cope, "The Material Relaraiser. It is a closing sketch. Were my son to be
tions of Sex "
enticed into a school where they doxologize before December 26th.--Voltairine de Cleyre, ·'Economic Independence for Women-Reply to Professl!r Cope."
discussing the definition of a unit, I should advise
him to remain standing uutil the benediction had
THE :Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evenbeen pronounced, and then fly his kite. The rule ing, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
of procedure li'uggested by the editor of the School East Fifteenth street, New York:
Journal would indubitably necessitate that a school December 1st. -l\frs. Matilda Joslyn Gage, "The
be dismissed immediately before the opening hour,
Church of the Future."
which would certainly be preferable if he were to December Sth.-Hon. Chas.· S. Smart, A. \\f., "What
Interest. HaR the State in Education?"
conduct the obsequies of secular education in the December
15th.-Edgar C. B,;all. M.D., "Phrenology
manner prescribed.
Scientifically Treated-With ·Readings."
December 22d.-Walter S. Logan," Arguwents for An
Eight Hour Law."
It was not my privilege, nor my hankering, to at29th.-Ye Club 1\Iaketh Merrit'. Program to
tend the Congress of Religions at Chicago. I would December
·
be announced later.
not hav gone there even if I had been a Christian
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168~
clergyman and had secured reduced transportation
rates for myself and the partner of my hilarity and Walnut street, Cincinnati, Snnday evenings at 7:4i),
gloom. As I told a. minister who came to shake prompt. Admission is free. Program:
hands with me and leave a local item bef.,re depart- December 3d.-EJward Q. Norton," Are We Nearing
the Danger Line?"
ing for the Congress under the above conditions, in December
lQt.h.-Prof. Chas. Augustine, "Tile Trne Hisa body of that kind the members meet as equals.
toric Christ." A reply to Prof J. S. Van Cleve.
Neverthele:s, the Protestant Christian is bound to December 17th.-G. Gordon Sattler. "The Miraculous."
maintain that the Mohammedan is the dupe of an December 24th.-C. 0. Wilmot, "Do Christians Believe
in Prs.yer?"
impostor, that the Brahman is the adberent uf a December
31st.-Judge R. W. McNeal, subject to be an·
godless cult, and that the church of Rome, like
nounced.
----------------------Queen Liliuokalani of the Sandwich Islands, has
The Turnerbund of New Ulm, Minn., has ordered
been a good deal talked about. The clergyman
may hav had it on the end of his tongue to reply five copies of Remsburg's" Abraham Lincoln."
J'
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For Two Decades.
BURLINGTON, KAN., Nov. 13, 1893.
1\fR. EDITOR: From the look!! of my
tah my time is up, and yort will please find
inclosed posto:ffice order for $3 for another
year. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for
twenty years, and I can :got do without it.
I am sincerely yours, R. A. LINEBAUGH.

THE TR"QTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 2, 1898.
the valuable books yon ha.v for sale on the
advance thought of the times. It is time
now that something was done to discredit
the doctrins that hav blighted and retarded
the progress and the good of man. Religions vagaries are on the increase, and so
are all forms of crime and diabolism.
Train-robbery, ban}!:-robbery, and all
other kinds of plundering and murder as
well are the order of the day. What a
boon Christianity is! A man can commit
any crime under the sun and therefor be
absolved thereafter.
I tell yon, Mr. Editor, I was blinded for
twenty-five years by this amaurosis of
heathen mythology. I now see clearly,
and shall to the best of my ability fight
this deadly nightshade of human liberty to
the end.
May the prosperous hands,
guided by "infinit mind "-for there is no
power in the universe of matter, except
mind-move on the ~eat work and cause
that is to elevate mankind to a nobler
plane of civilization.
Yours for the good of man,
DR. SIDNEY MURPHY.

·wants the Old Testament Stories Done
in German; We Are Willing.
CLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 13, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Would it not be a good
idea to hav the friends of THE TRUTH
SEEKER in the various towns and cities
pledge the number of Bible picture books
they are willing to risk if printPd in German? For instance, I will Pledge myself
• for twenty-five copies. Now, certainly
there is no subscriber of the paper but
could pledge one copy, or say from one
to twentv-five.
I make the above suggestion for your consideration. German books were received
Con&istent Objector to Political Dlscns·
this morning all right.
L. B STLVER.
sion-He Attacks Neither Side.
Liberals, Including Editors, Don't Skip
RIDGEWAY, N.Y., Nov. 19, 1893.
·
This.
Mn. EDIToR: I wish to say, whenever I
see a letter from our friend Peck on one
VINRLAND, N ••T., Nov. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: My "Last Song" is now side of the question of finance, or our
ready for sale. It consists of eighty-seven friend Reed on the other side, I feel quite
verses of eight lines each, and places the a strong inclination to take a hand in-I
man-made Bible, its m~tn-made God, and will not say on which side, for it seems to
their priests in their prope:::- position. I me the discussion of the subject at all in
want every true Liberal to ~end me a ten the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER is enand a five-cent piece for a copy of it, or $1 tirely out of place. I believe I giv expresfor ten if tbey want them to sell or giv sion to the wishPs of nine-tenths of the
~tway, and I think thPy might ·afford to do subscribers of the paper when I express
it., as I hav spent more than seventy years the hope that the time will come in the
of my life working for the Liberal cause near future when yon will print no letter
and all other reforms, with hardly com· on the subject on either side. By the bye,
pemation enough to make a large dog as I am writing I would like to say that
the letter of R. B. Westbrook in last
comfortable.
Will all Liberal papers please copy this? TRUTH SEEKER in relation to the Sunday
By so doing they will help me make Lib· opening of the World's Fair clearly demerals and increase the number of their onstrates. in my opinion (if there remained
any doubt before), his unfitness to represubscribers.
J. HACKER.
sent any Liberal association as president,
Tbe Truth Seeker a Sower of Good Seed. or even a representativ speaker on the
SUB RosA, ARK., Nov. 2, 1893.
Liberal platform. It is to be hoped he will
Mn. EDITon: Your journal increases its not attempt to pose further as a Liberal
circulation here every year. And by it Jeader, until he has "evolnted" up into
"good seeds are Rown;" the people are be- the'free atmosphere of Freethonght.
ginning to think for themselvs, and this
GEO. L. PRATT.
soon results in death to spookR, spirit!', and
dogmas. "Sky-pilots" are as numerous Paul and Paine of One Mind About God.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Nov. 12, 1893.
bere as elsewhere, but their influence is
MR. EDITOR: In conversation with many
waning.
We had a good lecture by Dr. W. R. people, I am surprised to learn how many
Bachelor, a veteran Agnostic, in our town are ignorant of the value of Thomas
ball, and the result was that the "Sunday Paine's works. Tbey bad heard a great
evening services" at church were meagerly d<!al about him, but never read his "Age
attended. The preacher himself said that of Reason." The other day, while talking
the doctor's address took away two-thirds on the subject of religion with a prominent
member of the orthodox church, the subof his congregation.
ject of Thomas Paine's belief in religion
YonriS for Truth,
N. J. RICE.
was broached. The church member was
The Experiences of the Liberal Col· rabid when any reference was made to
porter.
Paine's morality. "Why," said I, "hav
CLAY CENTER, KAN., Nov. 15, 1893.
yon ever read ' The Age of Reason?' "
MR. EDIToR: In my experience in mak- "Yes." "Did yon find in it aught but
ing an effort to sell Freethonght literature truth?" "I found in it Infidelity." "Now,
to the people throughout the country I my friend, Thomas Paine professed to be
find many obstacles in the way. Some a Deist, and acknowledged onlv one God
Christians make the remark that it is too -not the three-in-one that reason ca.nnot
bad that I am allowed go about the conn- understand. Yon believe that every word
try selling that kind of literature. Rev. in the Bible is the word of God?" ''Yes."
H. B. Vennum (his name ought to be "Well, the Apostle Paul believed as
spelled "venom"), of Industry, Kan., Thomas Paine did-that there is no God
made the rem.ark one Sunday evening in but one, the father of all things. Yon
his sermon that he did not see " why the wi 1 find it in 1 Cor. viii., 5; also in Gal.
good Lord lets such a fellow as him liv; iii., 20; again in 1 Tim. ii., 5-' For thAre
traveling through the country poisoning is one God.' " This staggered my friend;
people's minds with Infidel trash" No he refused to talk with me any more. Oh,
doubt he was wishing he was God al- what ignorance, mperstition, and bigotry
mighty for about five minutes; he would there are in the majority of church peosend me to the Christians' hell in a hurry, ple! Freethinkers are few, but thanks to
he so loves his Jesus. If the Christians reason and good understanding they are
had the power they once had they would multiplying.
S. R. THORNE.
burn a poor, one-armed Infidel at the
Where Is the Victory1
stake for selling Freethonght publications.
J. B. WisE.
BINGHAMToN, N. Y., Nov. 7, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : The fact that the civilized
Blind for Twenty-five Years, But Now world has not yet been one quarter conHe Sees Clearly.
verted to the Christian faith can only be
KANSAS CITY, KAN., Nov. 14, 1893.
accounted for by the fallibility and nnnatMB. EDITo.R: I hav read a few numbers nrslness of the teachings and doctrins of
of your valuable paper, and I must say the church; an:l.. its pre~ent existence
that I regard it as the ne plus ultra of all and strength ii:J. the Caucasian race and
Freethonght papers of the day. I got it those dominated by this race, proves a
through the news agent here. I intend as victory whose extent and value is far
soon as practicable to sent! direct to the from being comme1;1snrate with its gigantic
office for it, as I wish to purchase some of and terrible cost.

By every known and imaginable means,
fair and foul, practiced by th{\ dominant
powers of the world, the conversion of the
human race to Christianity has been
sought with an ardor that must hav
achieved the most complete success had it
been that the religion were true and based
upon a foundation of fact or even probability.
Throughout the entire Christian era
conversions to the faith hav been secured
by an appeal, not to reason and intellect
and hy the production of palpable evidence, but to fear, superstition, and blind
faith in the existence of supernatural conditions and beings as unknown and unproved to those who asserted their existence a~ to those who listened to the assertions. Add to this tlw thousand-and-one
temporal advantages offered to the worldly
and strong, and the spiritual joys offered
to theimaginativ, superst.itions, and weak.
During this era men hav lived in great
numbers whose opinions, formed by the
evidencps of nature, were contrary to the
Christian doctrins. During all that time
these doubters hav been in a vast. majority. The millions who hav chosen death
and torture rather than to utter falsehood
in recanting and accepting the faith were
certainly fewer in number than those who,
under the circnmstances, hav taken the
most reasonable and practical course and
either kept their opinions a secret, nr,
when forced to speak, hav represented
themselvs believers in the faith when they
were not.
Any religion, to estl)blish which such
means were found necessary, must., in the
nature of things, become weak in time
and finally obsolete. In spite of biblical
and modern evangelical assumption and
boast, the supernatural doctrins of Christianity will fade out of human life, out of
the memory of man, and possibly even
from the printed and written history of
man. We note an upward, perfecting process in the mental, moral, and physical
gJ;owth of humanity, the result of an increasing understanding of nature, and the
non-reliance in snpernatnre as an agent
in itself for either good or evil.
J. B. SwETT.
Did Not Know What. Is in the Bible.
GARDEAU, PA., Nov. 11, 293.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5.25 to apply on the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. It
is beyond my comprehension how anyone
can giv up Liberal works for the religions
trash with which the country is flooded.
Many of my acquaintances in this part of
the moral vineyard are of that stamp for
popularity, They are not worthy of the
name Freethinker; they are not Freethinkers, so to speak.
A short time ago I had some sport with
a runner from the Young Men's Christian
Association, in the shape of a Bible agent.
He lingered long and lovingly upon the
beauties of his faith. I became tired of
such nonsense, and turneci the tables on
him. At first he seemed to think I was
just ready for the lunatic asylum. I refened him to several works on Freethought which I hav. He asked if the authors of these works could substantiate
their statements. Most assuredly; we do
not base our doctrins upon myth. Then
I referred him to the Bible for proof.
He said such statements are untrue; they
are not that way in the true Bible. "True
Bible," I said, "I Phonld like to see one."
"I can show yon c,ne," said he, " and I
would like to s11e your8." Bibles compared and found to be the same. All he
could say was, "I must go." "No, not
yet," I said. "I hav a beautiful and instrnctiv little work which r presume yon
never saw; it will just snit your case."
(Producing " Bible Morals," by John E.
Remsburg.) He just glanced at it andremarked, "It is blasphemy." "Is it, indeed?" said I; "really, I was not aware of
it; is it wrong to quote passages of scripture?" "Oh, no!" "Then permit me to
read a few verses, and yon may look them
up in your Bible." I proved to him that
falsehood and deception, theft, robbery,
and murder were sanctioned and even encouraged by the Bible. He could stand it
no longer; he put his precious idol in his
pocket and started for the door. Said I:
"Stop! I hav one. thing moi:Q of great importance to yon; that is something for

your banner, or rather one you support
(the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union banner)-' Wine which cheereth
God and man;' 'Destroy it not, for a blessing it is "' "Say, Mrs., what will yon
take for that book-I want it?" "To destroy it?" I asked. "No, I want to read
it." Said T: "I will giv it to yon if yon
will read it carefully all through and not
destroy it." He replied: "I promis to
read it all through with care, and return it
by mail if yon hav no other." "Oh," I
said, "I know where I can get plenty
more; this is only the sixth one, and I will
giv it to yon, asking only that yon read it."
"I will do so with pleasure," he said, "and
return it." Then he departed, feeling
much calmer in his mind, and in two weeke
it came back with name and addres61.
MRs. E. N. F AIROHILD.
This Man Is on the Freethought Anxious
Seat.
FAIRVILLE, N. B., Nov. 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Several weeks ago I sent
you $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for six
months and the '' Cosmian Hymn Book."
I am well pleased with mv investment.
The "Cosmian Hymn Book" is away
ahead of the blaAphemons " Gospel
Hymns." I now inclose $1, for which
please send me "Some Mistakes of Moses,"
by Colonel Ingersoll. I am interested in
Moses. I think th'lt the Commandments
he gave to his people are the best part of
the Bible, and would like to get the
opinion of an educated man of this time
on them. However, the character, Jesus
Christ, tried to improve on the Commandments and made a muddle of it. In fact,
he broke the second one in telling people
to worship something in the likeness of
the. earth beneath. I also would like to
hav a copy of the "Age of Reason," by
the mnch·talked .. of Thomas Paine. I am
not one of that kind of people who will
look on only one side of a question, and
burn all literature on the other side without looking at it. The remaining twentyfive cents will also buy a copy of" Sabbath·
Breaking," by John E. Remsburg. Mr.
Remsburg takes a good picture and writes
a good band, and -will, no doubt, hav some
very clever thoughts to propound on the
Sabbath.
In y·onr last issue, Watson Heston represents General Booth in rather a dangerous position. It is to be hoped that
he may recover his reason before he
plunges into the abyss. It is the music
and excitement that keep the Salvation
Army together. Whv don't you Infidels
unite and form a new sect? Take the
good part of the Bible for a foundation in
order to please the people and the govPrnment. You know the book is not all bad.
Then weed out the bad part and replace it
by good.
People don't like sudden
changes. 'l'hey want things done gradually. It is right, too, to sing praises to
the God of Nature, although he ought to
be ashamed of himself for having allowed
so much cruelty, injustice, and misery to
come into the world through having made
people bow to violations of the second
Commandment of Moses. However, God
knows what he is about, and in fiFty years,
more or less, Jesus Christ will be a thing
of the past, and there will be universal
peace, a universal languags, and no
paupers. The English language will conquer. First, it will be spelled phonetically
and then people will see improvements
that can be made in its words. I am doing
what I can on the side of truth and happiness. The people here say: "We admit
that nature doesn't make sudden changes
like those mentioned in the New Testament, but what would the country be_
without churches? Why, people would be
robbing and killingoneanother." I reply
that there are too many churches and they
don't giv more than ten per cent of the
morality they ought.
FRANK JARVIS.
[The Commandments of Moses were
evolved from the expetiences of the race.
He was not their originator, nor the
formulator of several of them. Some of
them are good, some bad. Some are in
no sense adapted to this age, notably those
concerning the making of images, the
worship of gods, and the observance of
the seventh day. Freethinkers accept the
"good part " of the Bible as they do of all
other books. A "sect" founded on the
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good part of the Bible would hav a very
narrow foundation, for knowledge has:
made tremendous strides since the various
parts of ·that work were written. Onebook worship has been the curse of the
world; Freethinkers want none of it. Our
friend's "God of nature " seems to be a
sorry thing to sing praises to, as he. sees
and honestly admits. Much more rational
and healthful exercises can easily be found.
How does Mr.Jarvis know that "God knows
what he is about"? Language is a growth,
and the English language, like all other
live ones, is constantly undergoing modification. Tbose who say that crimes would
be rampant were it not fc,r the restraining
influences of Christianity forget that there
were high civilizations before its birth,
that the most colossal crimes of the a~es
were committed by peoples wholly under
the dominatiop. of the churches, and that
crime is almost epidemic in Christian
lands to-day. Do these objectors mean
that they would steal and murder and
torture were it not that thev believe in
spooks and a sacred book? Is that all that
makes thPm decent citizens?-ED. T. S.]
The "National" Heresy and Its Father-

hood of MonopoJies.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I notice from time to time
that some of your correspondents in their
communications indulge in a little dig at
politics. Taking license therefrom, I will
deviate from an Atheistic or theological
essay, and write a s~ort political on£'.
Having studied politics to some extent
I am satisfied that our forefathArs in· establishing our government never intended
that it should hav any national powers
whatever. Therefore, they established a
· foundation for a government by adopting
a federal constitution. The two kinds of
government-national and federal, if the
terms be rightly understood-are directly
opposeif and anta~onistic in their nature.
Not a single clause or sentence in the
Constitution made by our fathe1·s can be
found that by any fair or honest interpretation can be construed to show our government has or ever had any national or
sovereign powers whatever.
There is,
however, part of a sentence, composPd of
two words, " general welfare," in Article
I., section 8, for l'aising means· to pay the
legitimate expenses of the government,
which, if taken out of the sentence and
placed alone by themselvs-which by printers and others is not considered an honest
way to interpret written sentences, as it
conveys ideas that are absolutely different
from what the whole intends to conveymight giv a shadowy justification of the
nationalistic idea.
By many these two words are so taken
out of the sentence and construed. If the
construction be correct, then, of course,
our general government has nation~! and
supreme powers over federal or any other
·powers. Otherwise not, if not a fair and
honest construction.
No one having a
word to say on any legislation whatever;
but Congress. All the rest must submit
without question or protest, or even without being consulted or asked. A national
government de facto, indeed. The result
of legislation under this construction il!l
plainly visible.• Every heavy capitalist,
and corporations of all kinds having
abundant wherewith to support and back
them, from all parts of the country, at
almost every session, are at the doors of
Congress (many members of which are
deeply int,erested in " general welfare "),
with the idea of "general welfare " in
their minds or for their especial benefit,
concocting innumerable schemes of some
sort in the way of subsidies, loans of
credit, land grants, protection. to American industries, etc., in the mterest of
"general welfare," whereby millionaires
are made. Many of these millionaires put
their illegitimate ~Bins, paid for by labnr,
into church properties, educational and
so-called charitable institutions, which
are run under the care and control of
churches at an enormous expense, exempt
from taxation, thereby increasing the
burden, all of which must be paid in the
end by increased taxes upon the laboring
masses. Ali these schemes are inau~ur
ated under the unconstitutional idea of
" general welfare," in order that the
general government may aid them in their
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schemes whether they be legitimate or entirely of a specnlativ nature.
Almost all the men employed by or living in the neighborhood of these political
schemers are taught and made to believe
that,their wages, their living, their prosperit.y, and the happiness of themselvs
and families, depends entirely upon supporting these political schemers by their
votes at election, notwithstanding the fact,
which they ought to know, that whatever
advantage or pecuniary profit may accrue
to the already rich, t 0 rich corporations,
monopolists, and political schemers, bas
to be paid for in the end by taxes upon
the consumers, and by those who patronize their money-making schemes that are
carried by the general government. AU
of these taxes hav to be paid in wealth that
agricultural and other labor has produced,
the rich paying no more than the poor man,
for the reason that he is engaged in traffick·
ing in the wealth that labor produces, and
thereby does not produce a. dollar's worth
of wealth himself, and cannot consume any
more wealth-except in the way of luxuries-that he ean eat and wear out, than
the poor man does. Agriculturists and
all other laboring clp.sses engaged in laboring and· producing the wealth that the
rich traffic in, should thoroughly study
these principles and Pxamin all the
schemes concocted by the wealthy and
non-wealth-producing· classes for the gov.
ernment to carry in the interest of " general welfare."
Witness the purchasing clause of the
silver or '' Sherman act," which is only one
of the many schemes for the government to
carry rich corporations and monopolists to
their advantage and profit. A large contract cannot be made with. a single one of
them except upon the basis of gold paymPnts. W onld it not be just as legitimate, and jnst as much for the "general
welfare," for Congress to pass a bill C(lmpelling the general government to purchase and carry for the benefit of farmers
2,500,000 bushels of farm products a
month, or to purchase and distribute to
the laboring masses $2,500,000 worth a
month of provisions and clothing, in order
to carry them along, which in any event:_
no matter what the scheme-they are
obliged to pay for in the end, with all the
costs of collecting and handling added?
GEo. DAVIS.

Reconstruct.
MR. EDITOR: It has been said-by Professor Tyndall, I think-that "nothing is
absolutely stable. From the smallest par·
ticle to the ocean everything oscillates.
Oscillation is the condition of life; immobility a sign of death; and the general
powers of nature which regulate the inor~anic as well as the organic world never
rest."
Yes laws change, creeds change, governm~nts change-because 'the minds of
men change. And would it not now be an
appropriate time to calmly and refiectivly
considerthe status quo of our own boasted
"best government on earth"? If really
the beRt, a.s many over-patriotic enthusiasts
proudly and defiantly claim it to be, where,
oh, where hav intelligence, truth,- and justice secreted their diminished heads? Look
for a moment at some figures which represent facts:
The state of New Hampshire embraces
in a territory of 9,280 square miles a pop·
ulation of 376,530. She has a governor,
lieutenant-governor, and state officials
generally, locg,J officers of counties, cities,
and towns; 24 state senators, 358 representative, and two senators, and her quota
of representative in c('ngress-thus giving
an office to every fortieth one of her population!
Several other of the small states are alike
-or nearly alike-tax-ridden for the support of their vast armies of officials. They
certainly ought to be well governed-or
plundered!
Now, a few figures as to the area of
states, each of which, according to our
"very just laws," requires alike two senators in Congress:
Square miles.
New Hampshire has ............ 9,280
Vermont........................... 10,212
MasBBChnsetts ..................... 7,800
Rhode Island...................... 1, 306
Connecticut ........................ 4, 750
Delaware ........................... 2,120
Total for the six states ...... 35,468
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Excluding that of Massachusetts, the be rendered virtu!tlly non-~xi8t9nt hv a....
combined population of the other five claring it illegal and penal for any in 1ividstates numbers less than one-third the nal or institution to exact more than one
population of New York state, and only a per cent per annum on loans of any
little more than one-third that of Penn-. amount ot' for any purpose For bv the
aggre~ation of dollat's, either. honestly or
sylvania.
The territory of the above six states by fraud, the privilege being granted of
combined is less than one·half that of obtaining from five to twelve per cent, as at
either Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Nevada, present ~hfl codes of vuious states declare
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, or to be "le~al," the inert dollars do their
Wyoming; less than one-third that of the owner's Rhare of labor, ·while he is "lawterritories of either Arizona or New Mex- fully," though unjustly, ex emoted from
ico; less than one-fourth that of Califor- soiling his hands.
nia or Montana, and more than one-seventh
AftPr an equal division of our territory,
less than that of Texas. In other words, full power being granted. we should enact
forty-two states, each with a l"reater area an entirely new and uniform code of genthan that of the combined six, or two hun- eral laws for the governance of the people
dred states more than eq'laling the terri- of aU the states in the Union. Sometory of Rhode Island, might ·be carved thing like what is, in put, suggested here
from Texas, with a considerable number mhht prove eftectiv. To the dictums of
of a.cres to spare!
Moses, "Thou shalt not kill," and "Thou
Without some special line or mark·of in- shalt not steal," we should add, "under •
dication, how many persons are there who penalty of death," le>~.vin~ no m vthical
can point out the boundaries of a state, or loophole through which to crawl to glory.
even of a county; and what, if anything, We should hav the Confucian exhortation
inheres in the soil to render it more fertil Pnforced: "Do nothing unto others that
or more to be revered under one title than you would not hav others do to yon."
under another, when it happens to be geWe should inhibit voting by the ignoographically a few yards or miles east, rant and the foreigner until after their
west, north, or south of an imaginary line? due qualification; render ille~al all politIs not state sentimentality, in our day of ical primal'ies and conventions, and mBke
railroad and telegraph, extremely nncos- the unsolicited choice of the people the
mopolitan, if not ridiculous?
only legally elected officers for any official
In behalf of Justice (with a big J) let ns position-.
adopt a. common-sene form of governIn all cases where violations of l11.w are
ment, instead of stolidly adhering to that indubitably proven, the mandates of the
of the dark and troublous ages of war- statute in such case made and provided
whooping I!IBrvages. Let us hav, not a union should be, without further trial or cerewith plainly visible disintegrating ele- mony, immediat.ely enforced.
ments, but a union of uniform laws, of
All persons, children as well as adults,
equal and exact justice, of universal male and female. should be d<tily and duly
liberty, and unmistakable loyalty.
instructed in the Ia ws- particnlarly of
SuGGESTIV.-Let UB then, as' soon as it meum et tu!.lm-and warned as to their
can be lPgally done, divide the 3,580,000 undeviating and inexorable features.
square miles now comprising our territory
These laws should go into effect Jan. 1,
into twenty equal parts or states of about 1900, or sooner if lawfully ordered by the
179,000 square miles-each of which states voice of the people. Why?
to be again divided into twenty parts or
Because, since our earliest history, there
counties, and these counties into con- hav been Confucius, Laou-tsze (of the
veniently sized precincts or districts. For Taos), Buddha, Brahma. Moses, Mohamthe sake of brevity these states may be med, Jeans, Joe Smith, Miller, and numerdel!d~nated as A, B, C, D, E, G, H, J, L, ous others not neCPBBary to mention, who
M, N, 0, P, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z; the hav, in their way, apparently endeavored
counties by numbers, in figures, from 10 toincnlcatethe principles of truth, honesty,
to 29, and the precincts by numerals .. No justice, etc., and notwithstanding all the
two cities, towns, or post-offices should be mythical penalties threatened to be thunof the same name. In case of the acquisi- dered upon them from Sinai by a wrathful,
tion of other territorv on the continent offended creator, and all the labors of the
(which seems probable) it should be priestly callings-at a cost to the people of
similarly divided, and may be di~tin many hundred millions of dollars per
gnished as Aa, Bb, Co, Dd, etc , or by year-we are yet, in thi& "advanced age"
any other simple method agreed upon. of law and so-called justice, compelled to
Islands acquired may retain their own expend an equal number of millions of
names.
dollars every year in support of policeIs not every great city, with a popula- men, constables, jurymen, l>~.wyers, shertion of more than 500,000, an incubus iffs, judges, and manv other officials, to
upon a nation~a concentration of vice, "enforce law and order."
From the days of Moses to the days of
immorality, and suffering?
. In Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, Jesus, the a'most incessant cries among
and many other states and territories, Asiatics, Egyptians, and Enr;>peans, were
there are millions of acres of land which "War, war," "slaughter, sla•1ghter,"
require only irrigation to render them "plunder, plunder," "death to heretics!"
productiv. Now, as no one C!in honestly From the days of Jesus, with brief interearn so much as will amount in value to vals, until a very recent period, nearly
$1,000,000, would it not be just, proper, similar dread cries hav been heaTn in variOur own " civilized'' and
and right to enact a law forbidding the ous lands.
transmis•ion by will, gift, or otherwise, to "Christianized" people hav not escaped
heirs, friends, or any others, indivii!ually a fearful struggle, in order to maintain a
or combinedly, or to any society, institution, national existence, even with all the
or organization of any designation whatso- "prayednl aid" rendered by the multisoever, a snm total of more than $1,000,000; million infallibles of" Hold !-too radical-too harsh."
and, further, that in all cases where any inSay yon so? Why tamper with truth?
dividual may, at or prior to their death, be
found possessed of a greater amunntin value 'Tis trne it mav not a! ways be "politic."
than that sum, should it not inure to the Let politics avaunt-" skedaddle"!
"Magna est veritas, et prevalebit," was
accretion of a government fund, primarily
to be used in the work of securely damming written by a Latin sage, many, many
various canyons in the Sierra Nevada, the years ago, and
Rocky, and other mountains, and the con- "Truth crushed to earth will rise again,"
struction of the main sluice-ways to facili- was penned by Bryant before the-the.tate such irrig-ation? It is quite necessary trial of Dt'. Cook; but when will "truth
for us to remember that "public liberty prevail"? when will l!lhe "rise again"?
cannot progress except by the decay of Mr. Bryant has poetically answered:
"The eternal years of God are hers."
personal greatness anrl personal wealth,"·
Too long, oh! too long to wait for the
and that "the overbalance of one man is
"returns."
tyranny, of a few oligarchy."
"Fiat fustitia, 1·uat ccelum! " And
It may seem radical-perhaps very
radical-but nevertheless it is the writer's yet, as the heavens cannot fall, giv, ob,
oPinion, founded on just principles, that giv us more of justice, that we may be enthere should be no gambling in the price dowed with the power to lift truth from
of stocks, bonds, or securities of any char- her down-trodden, in-the-mud, "crushedacter; cotton, grains, or anythin~ pro· to-earth" condition. Then, and not till
dnced by labor or used by the pubhc; and then, can our Union hope to blaze out as
that all banks, excepting simply a few for a beacon light for the betterment of the
H. C. R.
the convenience of secure deposits, should people of the world.
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Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River. Mass., to whom all Communications for this Oornm· should be sent.
"Between the dark f<Dil the dayli~ht.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dav's occunations
That is known as the Children's Honr."

How the Lea-ves Came Down.
I'll tell you how the leaves came down.
The great tree to his children:
"You'1·e getting sleepy, yellow and brown,
Yes, very sleepy,little red;
It is quite time you went to bed."
"Ah !"begged each silly, pouting leaf,
"Let' us a little longer stay;
Dear father tree, behold OUl' grief;
'Tis such a very pleasant day.
we· do not want to go away."
So just for one more merry day,
To the great tree the leaflets clung;
Frolicked and danced and had their way,
Upon the autumn' breezes swung,
Whispering all their sports among.
'• Perhaps the great tree will forget,·
And let- us stay until the spring,
If we all beg and coax and fret."
But the great tree did no such thing;
He smiled to hear their whispering.
"'Come children, all to bed," he cried;
ere the leaves could urge their prayer,
He shook his he ail, ani\ far and wide,
Fluttering and rustling everywhere,
Down sped the leaflets through the air.
I saw them; on the ground they lay,
Golden and red, a huddled swarm,
Waiting. till one from far sway,
White bed-clothe• heaped upon her arm,
Should come to wrap them safe and warm,
The great bare tree looked down ani! smiled" Good night, dear leaves," he said;
And from below each sleepy child
Replied," Good-uight," and mnrmured,
" It is eo nice to go to bed."
SusAN CooLIDGE.

' And

Swans.
Bennie and Mamie Nelton came running in one day from Mrs. Lang's, where
they had been sent on an errand for their
mother.
"Oh mamma!" exclaimed Bennie,
"Mrs. 'Lang gave us two goose eggs. "
"Real goose eggs," added Mamie.
''Hong Kong goose eggs," ~aid Bennie,
" and when they are on the w:ater they
arch their long necks and look like swans."
"Who ever heard of goose eggs swimming on the water and looking like swans?'•
This from papa.
"It's the geese that look like swans,"
explained Bennie, "and they are all over
white, aud the goose says--"
"'Honk! konk!"' interrupted l\famie,
"and the-the--"
"Gander says 'Eureka! eureka!'" finished Bennie.
" But these are only eggs, and not
geese " said mamma.
"But the white hen wants to sit," returned Bennie; "can't we put them under
her to-night and let her hatch them? Mrs.
Lang said they would be just right for_
Thanksgiving."
·Mrs. Nelton gave them the required permission, and they were happy. The hen sat
upon these eggs one week; then some
hen's eggs were added; thus in four weeks
there were seven little chickens and two
downy, golden goslings. The latter the
hen refused to own, and pecked at them
savagely.
"Oh, oh, the bad hen!" exclaimed Mamie.
"What shall we do with them?" queried
Bennie.
" The hen will kill them, and they are
so sweet," said l\famie.
"We will bring them up by hand," replied mamma.
Papa made a little pen for them near
the house.
" What are you digging- that round hole
for, papa?" askeO. Bennie.
"Wait a minute and you will see," and
presently he placed in the hollow a brimming pan of water.
"You see," said mamma, "if the pan
was on the top of the ground they could
not reach the water."
"What will they eat?" questioned
Mamie.
Mamma put one spoonful of corn meal
and three spoonfuls of shorts or middlings
in a cup and wet it with sweet milk, which
Ehe fed to them. "Now they are sleepy,
vnd we will put them in this box, cover

them over with flannel, and take them
into the house."
How cunning they were, and how they
did grow. By Thanksgiving they were a
beautiful pair, and would follow Bennie
and Mamie everywhere when allowed to
do so; and when they commenced to
say, "Honk! konk !" and "Eureka!" the
children jumped for joy. They persisted
in calling thE~m swans, and Mr. and Mrs.
Nelton fell also into the habit.
"Well," said Mr. Nelton one day, "tomorrow is Thanksgiving and I must go
out and kill those swans, so they will be
ready for to-morrow."
Mamie commenced to cry, while Bennie
exclaimed: "0 papa! we'd rather eat just
nothing 'cept bread and milk, or 'tato;"
then he too broke down and they sobbed
in concert.
"'Twould be 'most murder, 'twould
papa," said Mamie.
"Wonld it be any nearer murder to
kill the swans 'than to deprive any other
Jiving creature of the life to which I think
they hav the same rie-ht that human
beings hav?" asked mamma.
''But we like meat," returned Bennie.
"Then perhaps you would like a piece
of swan?"
"Oh, no, mamma, I'd rather never see
any meat."
"Mamma never eats it," observed
Mamie.
"That's so," assented Bennie.
"Suppose we say we will never eat any
meat or hav any in the honsA," said papa.
"We will hav milk, cream, butter, ee-gs,
olive oil, vegetables, and plenty of fruit."
"And bread?"
"Yes, and sometimes pudding and pie.
What do you sav-shall it be meat or no
meat?"
''No. meat," they answered.
"T don't think I could eat meat any
more," said Mamie. " I'd always think of
swan."
S. ATHENA MAGooN.

Correspondence.
PENACOoK, N.H., Nov. 6, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I hav lately read
your "All in a Lifetime," and I do so wish
<>vervbod:v con M read it. Our friend, Mr.
Rockwood of Boston, kindly sent it to me.
I think it the very best story I ever read.
And now I am more anxious to see you
than ever. As'soon as I can I am goine- to
hav "All in a Lifetime" do missionary
work by sending it through the mails to
thosA I wish to read it. l\fr. Bl'oadbelt Rent
me" Almost· Persuaded" by Will N. Har·
ben. I am seeing how many I can l!'et to
read it. It is very nice. Sincerely thine,
ETTA MARDEN.

some fruit, such as apples, peaches, pears,
and plums. I would like for some of t_he
little Frt>ethinkers of the Corner to wnte
to me. I wilt clol'e. hoping to see this in
print.
Your Liberal friend+..
0DESSm A• .tt ooPER.
[Another bright girl added to our Corner family. Here are the Freethinkers of
the future, and all must admit they are a
splendid lot.-ED. C. C.]
CENTRAL PoiNT, ORE., Nov. 2, 1893.
DF.AR MISS WIXoN: As 1 havn't written
any Jette" to the Corner for some time I
thought I would write one to-day.
Near where I liv is a camp-ground on
which was h<>Id a meeting, lasting about
two weeks. I went once or twice and it
diFogusted me.
Nearly all my school-mates are churcbm~>mberR, and they try to shame me, but I
holit my own.
Well I wiJJ close. I wish some of the
gi"ls of the Corner would write to me.
I remain your true Libe,.al friend,
LULm BEAt..L.
[Never mind, Lulie, what they say to
you. You know the right is on your side.
Show by your daily actions how superior
a little freethinking girl can be. Be kind
and good and just to aiL-ED. C. C.]

That is the reason there are so many
fools in the church, becauee they don't
think what they are doing when they accept the dogmas of superstition. It is the
same way when they steal a.nd murder;
t.hey don't think until after it is too late.
I think if we could keep the baJJ rolling
and hav several more such lectures here
they would all get to thinking. In England and Wales, in 1873, tht>re were fivA
hundred Christians to onA Infidel contin eO.
in their prisons. It is because they did
not think until a.fter the deed was committed that confinAd them there. In
1880 a e-entleman of Kansas wrote to Chaplain McCleerv, aflking this qnestion :
"How many Infidels are con tined in the
Kansas penitentiary?" l\fcQleery is reported to have renlied in these words:
"There is but one Infidel confined in the
penitentiarv, and his Infidelity is of a
mild form." Too mild, you sAe, to keep
him out of the n~>nitentiary. So you can
see that the Infidels are the thinkers, or
there would ba.v been more criminals.
The old soldierA are holding a rennion
here this week. Over two hundred and
fift.y from the Hnme at Leavenworth are
present; also the band from the Home. It
is counted one of the best in tbe state.
They are having a e-rand time. It is rather
a Pitiful sie-bt to look at some of the old
fellows to think of the hardships the:v bav
gone through and the fighting they did to
free our country.
I wish to state that I meant "Christian hereafter" in my last lettflr.
Hnping that I hR.v not taken np too
much of your vR.lnable space, I will close
for this time. Yourfl for Hberty.
JoHN REMSBURG, JR.
[Yes, if people would only use their reasoning powers a little more this world
would be a much better place in which to liv.
Why, many of our young people of the
Corner are better reasoners and thinkers
than some gray heads who hav always accepted the dictum of a priest without stopping to think whether it was reasonable or
not.-ED. C. C.]

SALMON ARM, B. C., Oct. 29, 1893.
DEAR MisS WIXoN: Having seen in arecent. number of THE TRUTH SEEKER that
De Etta Hooper wanted a name for her
baby brother, I wish to propose mine. It
is "ot at all a common name-Bella.
There was a good joke on one of _our
Methodist neig-hbors who keeps a boardmghonse. A well-dressed young man went
in there and had his supper and a bed, but
before breakfast he said be had to read a
chapter from the word of God. This he
cHd and he was eerved with the best.
But aft.er eating he slipned out the back
way and fore-ot to pav; he then made for
the railway tracks. We do not take THE
TRUTH SREKER but my brother-in-law
does. I like to ;ead it, especially the Children's Corner. I am named after a Freethinker- the late Bella Bishop of Wisconsin, U. 8. Your Liberal friend,
OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
BELLA BOLTON.
[Our Corner can boast of a _large numAbraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian1
ber of very bright girls and boys. Bella
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
is among that nnmber.-ED. C. C.]
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
DELAIR, N.J., Nov. 5, 1893.
!'ents.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I thoue-ht I would Religion a Curse, a Lie, and a Disease.
write a few lines. This is mv first attempt
B:v Samuel P. Pntn•m. Pa.ner, 25 cent.s,
to write to the Children's Corner. I am Design Argument Fallacies. A Refut.ation of th~ Argu:ment +hat Nature Exhibits
nine years old. My little sister is only
M.rks of Having B~en nesigne<l hy an Intelseven years old. Her name is Maud. She
ligent Beinll'. Bv the Editor of THE TRUTH
is a cripple, and bas to wear braces. She
REEKER Paper. 15 cento.
bas a club foot. She is just beginning to Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
Bv M. E. Billir>""· Paper. 25 cent•.
walk a little each day without her braces,
and we are so very glad to think she may Handbook of Freethonght. By W. S.
Bell. Clot.h, $1' paper, 50 cents.
get well.
and Progress: An Attempt to
Papa has been taking THE TRUTH SEEKER Pleasure
Prove t.hat the Pursuit of Pleasure is the sine
for ten or twelve years. I think it is a
gua non· of Intellectual, Moral, •nd Social
DeveloPment. and that the Promotion of
nice paper. I read the Children's Corner
Pleasnre i• the Dutv of Philanthropy and
every week, and take great pleasure in
Statesmanship. ~Y Albert lVI. Lorentz, LL.B.
reading the letters of little girlfl.
Cloth, 11<1; naper, ~0 cents.
Delair is a little vi11age of fifty houses, The Creation of God. Trac1ne- the GodI<lA to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
five miles from Camden. Papa goes to
Cloth. i!tl; pap11r. ~0 cents.
work every day in Philadelphia, and he
Resurrection
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
goes to Camden one night a week to take
Cloth. 75 cPntP' cloth, 40 <>ents.
music lessonfl. He is learning the clar- Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
ionet. Papa savs he wants me to Jearn the
H. Garcloner. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
violin and Maud the cornet when we get a Woman, Church...! and State. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. Uloth, $2; leather, ljl3.
little older.
ELsm JACKSON.
[A e-ood letter from a good girl. We
IN PRESS.
hope Maud will soon be well and able to
write a letter for the Corner. If prayers Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.

SPoKANE, WASH .. Oct. 30, 1893.
DF.AR Miss WIXoN: Twill try to write to
the Children's Corner for the first timA. I
will be eight yean1 old the eleventh of
JanuaTy.
I hav been going to school
seven months and I am in the A second
reader.
M:v papa takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I hav a little brother. He is
onA year old. His name is Lloyd Ine-ersoll Sharpless. If 1 see this in print I will
write again. I will clMe my letter now.
MAUD SHARPLESS.
[Maud will always see her letters to the
Corner in print when they are as good as would avail, we would pray for her lameness to be overcome. But praying is usethis one.-ED, C. C.]
less and a waste of time. So we must trust
WESTMINSTER, CAL., Oct 30, 1893.
to ski11, good care and attention, and await
DEAR MI"S WIXoN: I thought I would results.-ED. C. C.]
write to the Children's Corner. This is
my second letter. It has been a long time
ATCHISON, KAN., Nov. 4, 1893.
since I last wrote. Our school has started.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: The hour has once
I go to school. I am in the fifth grade. I more arrivt>d when I feel it my duty to
study reading, Jan<mag<>, arithmetic. spell- write a few lines to the Children's Corne".
ing, drawing, music and writing. Yester- It seems to me thut I am not doing my
dav was my birthdav. I was eleven years duty towards Freethought unless I can
old. We hav two teacbArs. My teacher's write and express my thoughts often in
name is Mr. Conley. This is thfl second the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. Our great
term he bas t.anght here. I like him very orator, Col R. G. Ingersoll, has just lectmuch. On October 15th. we and a few of ured here, and I must say that we ought
our neigbbo,.swent to the ocean. We had to feel very proud to _hav. s~cJ;t a gr~nd
a little picnic and we had a nice time. It man in our field. I thmk It I~ Impossible
was tno cold to gQ in bathing. I remain to find a grander man or a finer orator.
your Liberal friend,
Tt seems strange that anyone could believe
LILLm B. GALLUP.
difl:erently from hi!D af~er once se~ing
[Will you not tell us somethine- of what him let alone hearmg him. Just thmk:
you saw at the ocean-alo,ng the shore, the The' smartest man living, and then for J>eonle to believe differently and curse and
rolling billows, etc. ?-ED. C. C.]
slander him for the way he believes. His
An bject here was "Myth and Miracle."
liooKSBURGH, 0., Nov. 7, 1893,
He had a very largfl audience, consisting
DEAR MISs WIXoN: This is mv first let- of the best people in town. There were
ter to the Children's Corner. My father some that went with the intention of distakes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we like to turbing and to make fun of him, but he
read it very much.
My af!A is twelve had scarcely commenced when everybody
years. We liv two miles from Hooksburgh in the house seemed to be charmed. The
and nine mileR from McConnelsville, our Christians barked around terribly when
county seat. I don't go to school, for we they hea_rd hewascom!ng. But you know
hav vacsttion before our winter school be- barking dogs never bite. I heard several
gins. I liv in a hilly country. We culti- say that tl:iey were going to think after
vate corn, wheat, oats, potatoes, and hav this. ThatJs where the question comes in.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB H..A.RTMANN.
of i~~l~~~~nt~! ~0~;~f~ gj\'fi~~.f tjf~ ~0 ~~~rfm~no~ tpe meptal processes that l~d to the fm:maiwn
his bani8hment for heresy and blasphemy against the c1S:t~h s apJsrs£,
Abri!-h~m s r~form ..twn an.d
pal ob,ara!)tets are analyzed and shown to be human by tho~~~£ 0 ~ d0 ~hrj~t.s oom1dngl, t.hethprinOJpeonllarphraseology cant sayings subterfuges m·' 1
dan ee ·
1sma epam at the
ding are the proper o'ffspring of th~ then existing ~!:~~:~· wop. er-workings, and sup~rnatnral P.Rding the peculiar politics of the day.
·
Ism, Ignorance, and snperst1twn, oonstltnt0

0

The Master 'rissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
.

Just Ont.-25. Cents.--Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he woul.d give $25 a.
7ea.r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristia.nit;y
possesses to make men moral.
. We h~v:e iusG issue~ the Fourth, Edition of the book doinl:' this.
The a.dditwns for this new ed1tion of the

I "Crimes of Preachers"

llhows nearly 400 oases of ministerial conduct. While those in preT.ious· editions

~>how

that within a. iew yeard &bt>nt

1300 lt.UNISTERS HAWE BEEN GUILTY

CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker~
God Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Anrmal.
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In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
BY' the Kidneys.

.

D1gest10n and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

of one hind or another of criminal conduct. Mo"t of the erimes
are against women, for the fair sex are Rt once thJ weakue•s ant!
the strength of the church-" the churuh" meaning of course the
l'iergy.
. Notwithstanding ihe many, additional pa!l'es, we hav1 kept the
pnoe the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- lol!I:II!Bil!llbo.J
mPn. Show them just what son of soll.mps are the clergy who havo
closed the World's Fair on Sunday. baoause it is so holy a day th··.t to lo 0 1: upon m~ohiner:r or
)Jaintings in this period is "immoral."
-
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'fltUl'li E;I;J2ci.ER COJH'_\..:c.:.

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
l\lorals; Whence They Spring,

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
I=USTBATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faoulties-'rte 1\Iind.
l\fap of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

Pages

(W. STEWART BOSS),

Editor of

In Cloth, $1; in Paper, 50

¥>.0NDON ••Hl·NOBTIO JOUBN.A.L.\

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Address

SABBATH • BREAKING.
·',l

Origin o:f' the Sabbatic .IdeaThe Je'-Vi.sh Sabbath-The
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exa:anination o£
Sunday Argu:anents -Origin
o:f the Christian SabbathTesthn.ony o:f? the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath dn.r•
ing the Middle Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath-Testhn.ony
of Christian Re£or:aners,
Scholars, and Divin.es-A..broe;ation o:f? Sunday La-ws~
-BY-

JOHN :e.

th~

Cent;~!;!.

GOD AND HIS BOOK;

ilh~n he had read this book Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!love eaJi'Iled tl!e
thanlts of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cntlcism,ot oanstul
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing sabre, pf patnos and elog,uenoe. J.t IS one of
the he~viest ioonoola.stio broadsides ever fired at.the JeWlsh God and the Bible.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.
...j

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.·
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity ~le~,atep. the. woma.n; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. 'I he ol,JJect <>~ Salad1.n s work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snooee\led. An English Wllter sa1d of 1~:
''This certainly 1s one of the most marvelous books e~er lABned from the press. The anthon·
ties oi~ed are unquestionable, and the result is oonvinomg."
In two volumes, cloth. gilt lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROl\USCUOUS ESSAY ON ·woMAN.
This is one of the molt delightfal of Saladin's bu-lko, a dis<eJtion of wo.na.u, witll incidental tearing apart of man-cauatio, sarcastic. yet pllilosophical withal, and permeated. with
a tender reverence tor woman and exalte<l opinion o( whH.t sb.e is and sb.ould be. A met·oiless
satire upon certain oft he conven~ional foible' of tile da;', fall of facts, fanoie,, trutils, rare
touches of genius, and barsts of eloqaence. MIJ•t of tile satirical shafts aimed. at the woman
go past her and stick in tile man behind her, anclit serves him about right.
Cloth,.nncnt edges, gilt rap, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.

~:e.M..S:aU~G.

A oonden•ation of the known facts upon this subieo_b proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in hnma.n be!ngs. To which are added such comments
as only i:laladin can make. In paper, ao oentG.

THE TRANSITION,
PrictJ, Zli Cents.

7

Mt!res11

THE TRUTH 8£/!KEii,
RB ~ ~.. 1/fW! rart.

I'HE KbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
tlie Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pil;•te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indiot.ment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hil·ed by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
Bod~:

Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;

l\fary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jpsus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resuneotion; What Became of the Rom"'n Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman GovernorR 11nd the Resurrection Story; The TestimonY of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.
Pri~e,

Addre..'\1

cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Force a11d 1\atte.r;

THE ELIMINATOR;

on,

OR

~AV[I3Ctples

of the, Natural Order or the llni

rerse,

wi~a:edsr;:::r:eo~: Morali.y

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its aableots axe: A Last Interview with a
]\fan of Genms; An Essay on Stirpionlture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This ma,Y be !lalled Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers o. "trong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.60.

LAYS OF R01l1ANCE.

CoNTENTs: The Chri•tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

the

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ~cienoe, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible oau be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. h.:storic verse, &glow in !l'll'&rT
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genine.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every nage glows with passion and throbs with life_
•
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
.

.A. FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:t one who endured it. BBBed upon a manus!ll'ipt in the poue;sion of i!all!.dW
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was out down from the grJlows. Printed from mmll•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on f&et. Of this book the 011M~ Oaurt
said: "This novel will command the same, or m.ore, interest than Helen Garo.ener's &tory, • I=
This Your Son, My Lord?"' In paper, 25 ::enta.
·

THE CONFESSIONAL.
&ing an exposure of that infamous reli,Pons rite. Contents: Li. ·~iousness of the Pre..
Reformation ()burch; Lechery of the Confesswnal; The Priest in Absc, :on; Confessions of
"the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tl:i_ 'Jhnroh's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte · pts at Continenoy even more Ruinous than Her Self·
Indul_genoe; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 2fi nents,
\0
lllt·" •l~. ;>\1 ~~·"' \l';.,~i'<.• "1\'1~11-"'''
~Jill ~Tim ~J\Qi\R ~ ;t...fo,v"~k,~ Pl_"""· N"'"'" 'Yl'illffi, '

HAND-BOOK
OF

.lEX l'BoFEsBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
o.JIJNTENTS :
:ili't'!r<ltl and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in "Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a fool ana
reaa the rtaales awrv."
Xmmortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immorbality_of Force, Man,
.llnfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou&ht,
Motion,
Consmonsness,
Seat of the SoUl,
FoJrnl,
CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
!l;'lmUta.bilityofNatnral Innate IdeltsJ.
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
I!Jniversality of Natural Personal.Continunnc•
and Modern Literalism· Astral Keys to Bible
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
Laws,
Vital Force,
·storiesi The Fable Clf the Fall; Search for the
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions dati~be Heavens,
The Soul" of Bruteg
"Last adam·" What Is Known of the New 'l'estatrines
of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
ll"eriods of t.he Creation Free Will,
ment; The brama of the Gospels; The Ideal
. ..
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
o!t .the Earth,
l\'lm·ality,
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
·
·
·
of
subjects
makes it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Original Generation,
Con ol u d!l'n. g O.~eurv.
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Paine's "Age of Reasont,'' it enables somehod:y in every village to ''corner the parson." Its wide
Secular Generation,
tions.
·
Salvation· The Things Tha.t Remain.
variety
of
subjects
incluae
all
the
disputed
vomts
between
Christianity and Freethought. Price
Price, cfoth, $1.50. Fort sale &t this office.
Price, lll.!!O. Addreaa THE TRUTl:lt l:l~w
cloth, tl; pa,per,fiOcents.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH S~<;EKEU.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.
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CREDULITY is not altogether bad. It
aids greatly in keeping money in circulation.-Galveston News.
A CHINESE witnes~, asked in what form
he would swear, said: "Kissee bookee,
blowie matchee, blackee saucee, shelpie
Bob, allee samee."
THE Cler~yman: And why Ehoulii little
boys say their prayers every nig-ht? The
Good Boy: So's the Lord can hav a chance
to get" hat they want by morning -Life.

A GREAT BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONOMIC REFORMS.
The title of the"book is

A CITYLESS ABD
COUITBYLESS WOBLD~
The author is
~ENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia.

MONEY FOUND.

THE

'1111•:

BRAIN

BIBLE;

Brought Into the
AND
Absolutely Reliable GovOR
ernment Banks Established in
THE CONFLim' BFIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
AND THEOLOGY.
By HON. THOMAS E. IDLL,
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,'
"The Hill Banking System " and other
works of great service to the world.

This book is in 11tory form, well printed on
good paper, well Illustrated, and hands mely
b\)~nd•.It ~~. a text-boo~ qn "Co-oper.. tive IndlVldnallsm. . For many 1t 1s perhaps too 1 adical
Bill has given several Years of careon som!l qnt-stwns of reform, but it is n~verthe fulProfessor
study to the elaboration of a system of sonnd
less emmently thought-pro· oking.
money, that may fit immediately into present
. Th' nmversal unrest mallifested bv the think- methods of doing business and be easily introlpg v;prld,, parti.c~larly during these "hard duced
and universally adopted.
t1me~, plaml:y ~nd1<;a.es th.at our •ocial, eco
This book is "just in ttme." is an absolutely
n<:Jmlc, and rehgwus mstJtn'.Jons are not in tune original
book from the beginning to the endl is a
WJtP. the best thoug:ht of the a!<e. The author good-sized volume in clear type, and is the ClearVlVldl:r po1tr.y~ an tdeal world from which all est
exposition
money, uses of money, causes of
our pr~se,nt somal, E>cononuc, ancl religious evils Jl'OT'ey panics of
and remedies for the same, ever
are ehmmated.
For tt.e fulfillment of his published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
prophec•·, the author does not rely on miurles want yours. Send twen~ve cents for cop:r.
but on the advancing inwlligence of thoughtfiii
Address THE TRUTH I:!EEKER.
men and wmpen. If l\Ir. Olerirh's iC:eal stat!' can
ever J?e att>tlllHl. the world will CHtainly be a
parad1se. Beautifully cloth-hound, price $1.
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERA.. clres" THE THUTH ~EEKER.
ENDUM MOVEMENT.

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are based

"DmJonesg-etan office?" "You bet!"
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's ser,se of logic and love of justice.
"What was it?" "Minister." ·'Where
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
to?" "Hanged ef I know-they keep
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
a-movin' him so fa~t." "Moving him?"
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"Yes. He's one o' these here Methodist
ministers. "-.A tla'Tita Co1iBiitution
SuNDAY-SCHOOL SuPERINTENDENT: Now,
when David took the sling, do you •uppose he realized what was coming- to him?
Model Boy (gl1bly): No; he prcbably
thought it was just one drink, und he
could stop any time he wanted to.-Puck.
THE PHILOSOPHY
-oONE of the stories that drifted out of the
OF
.Anotent
rrotces
Plaisance is of the moEque where prayers
By the Citizenship th~ough tlte
from the Spt1·tt
"erP faid daily at regular intervals for the
Realm disclose tlte
Initiative and Referendum,
IJHtivs. A pious woman passing accosted
most StartlinQ Rev.A. Practical Exposition 'Of
a young Oriental and chatted with him,
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
elations.
finishing with a non towarrl his prayerNatural Restorative Power.
PricE>. 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
-0house and the remark, "I hope_you go to
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
Provlng Christianity
cbnrch every Sunday, like a Christian."
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
"No," was the quick reply, "I go every
day, like a Turk "-which must 8core one Healing, and what may be reasonably expected APOllONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
to result from a.n understanding of its principles.
for the heathen.-Ne.w Y0rk Jimes.
Heathen Origin.
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
[ILL UBTRATED.J
A Rll'AL backwoodswoman, born nnd
An important and remarkable revelation conbred through a long life in the Vermont
Price. - - - - IU.~n.
cerning the life and times of Apollonius of
hills, was lat<>ly transr.orttd by a relativ to
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
the heart of Boston culture. Rbe was taken
century. It is here claimed that his life and
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKElt.
teachings were appropriated and utilized bl' the
to le,.tnres on every "ism" and "ology,"
formulators
of the Christian reli_gion in thE> into talks on dress reform, and exhibitions
terest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
A HISiORY OF ALL
of model living. The efiect of it all was to
is made_pl&in in this brief history of Apollonius,
especailly in view of the historical references and
be eePn in a soliloquy overheard one night,
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
as the poor old soul was trudging np stairs
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
ACCOUNT 01!'
-BYto bed: "No hell, no flannel pPtt.icoat,"
was suppressed.
OJl''I'Bl!lNDti!ttEBN:t'H CEN:t
Price, 15 cents.
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
she murmured drearily. "What's a body I? CNGODLY WOHAJj! USE.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
goin' to do?"- World.
Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 7tl centa
l!8 La.fa.yette place, New York City.
ABIDE with me, fast falls the bankrupt
tide,
Depression deepens, Cash, with me abide;
When other helpers fail and comforts flee,
Help of the helpless, Cash, abide with me.
I fear no debt, with thee at hand to bless;
~.~
By Mammon's aid I meet each tax and .~;cess;
Blest Gold! Whatever else away should
flee,
In selecting Holiday Pre~ents for their friends,
No rap I care, ao thou abide with me!
Liberals should remember that good buoks make
-.Melbourne Libe_rator.
lasting impressions. and please as w~ll ever:v day
in the year. A Liberal book in tb.e right
...-......~-'~ --~~-......~'""f'~'""-.,~--...~~~~"'--'..-.......~
A FARMER asked the well-known Father
hands often changes the vic"'s of sevTom Maguire what a miracle was. He
eral pe1sons.
We have quite a number of books approPriately
gave him a very fnll explanation, which,
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pil.ck
however, did not seem quite to satisfy the
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
farmer, who said: ''Now, do yon think,
m&il, or by nrepaid express. The followmg are
all good books for the purpose :
.
your raverence, yon could giv me an example of a miracle?" "Well," said Father
Tom, "walk on before me and I'll see
what I can do." As he did so he gl).ve him
The Freethinker's Pictori I Text-Book, in
voltaire's Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
a tremendous kick behind. "Did yon
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
Half ca'f. $4; vellum cl.oth, $1.50.
feel that?" he asked. "Why wouldn't I
for $2.50. ln plain boardS, 1!12.
Darwin and After Durwin. By George J.
feel it?" said the farmer, rubbing the
Old Testame1t Stories Comically Illustrated
P.omanes. Silk cloth. gilt top, $2.
damaged place. "Begorra, I did feel it,
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handin cloth, with gold lettering and side
sure enough." "Well," said Father Tom,
stamp,
for
$1.50.
In
plain
boards,
$1.
"it would be a miracle if yon didn't."
some and Interesting bookt Without Superstition. for Children a.na Youth. The
Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story- book
INSTRUCTION supposed to hav been imvolumes, red cloth covers, t6.50; leather,
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and
parted by an Irish farmer to his son:
25 smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper,
re·l edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
"Yon see, my boy, a man's life naturally
$10.50.
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.
·
divides itself into three distinct periods.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and PeformThe first is that in which he is plannin'
conway's Life ol Paine. Two large, handePS.
1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;
and conthrivin' all sorts of villainy and
leather, $4; morocco; gilt edges, $4.50.
some volumes. The best and only comrascality; that is the period of youth and
plete life of Paine. Halt calf, $10.; in
The Gods and Religions o'f Ancient a 'I·' Modern
cloth, $5.
innocence. The second is that in which
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in
he is pnttin' into practice the villainy and
part n's Lite of Yolta·re. Of which the
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume. or $5 for
rascality he conthrived before; that is the
same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of
the two volumes; in leather, $7; ·in moPaine. Half calf. $10; in cloth, $6.
prime of life or the flower of manhood.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
The third and last period is that in which
woman, Church, afJd State. By Matilda
- Jngerso 1f s Prose Poems and Selections.
he is makin' his soul and preparin' for
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top,
From his Writings and S&yings. Silk
another world; that is the period of
$2.
cloth, $2 50; tree c8Ji, $9.
dotage."
History of Christianity, Comprising all that
Jngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other
relates to Christianity in the " Decline
HE walked into the bookstore and
Lecture•; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
ancl. Fat! of the Roman Empire." Half
stopped before the Bible department. He
Some Mistake8 of MoRes; Interviews on
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.
'l'almage; Wuat 1\lnst We Do to Be Saved?
leaned over the counter and said to the
Blasphemy; Criu:.es Against Criminals.
For e and M<J.tt3r. By Professor Ludwig
ministerial-looking salesman: "Is them
1,111 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellum
Bufialo Bill books over thar?" "Nope.
de. A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
cloth, $1.50.
Religions works." "Don't nnn o' them
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
[Jynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
read about chasin' Injnns and shootin'
cents.
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.
wild varmints?" "Not exactly." "Nothin'
Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
22x28.
at>ont a feller 'at could knock 'em ont like
Lessons From the World of Matter and the
inche3,
heavy
plate
paper,50
cents
John L., ner a feller 'at's slick with er
World of Ma·. By Theodore Parker.
Winchester, er hed the nerve to tackle H
photogr.zt-h (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.
b'ar?" '' Oh, yes. One better than that."
50 cents.
Asleep and Awake. A new Liberal novel..
"Who's he?" "Samson." "What'd 'e
By Raymond Russell. Cloth, side a.nd
Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
do?" '' Oh, he bad a fight with a lion."
back stamp, $1.
Gilt stamp. $1.25.
"Laid 'im out, dtd he?" " Yes he killed
cosmian
Hymn Book. With music to al1
the lion." "Jes' bored 'im witb erWinAllin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1.
the
son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
chester?" "Nope." "Biffed 'im in the
Cloth, gtlt side stamp, $1.50.
·
head with er ax, I 'spect?" "Nope."
"Jes kyarved 'm with his bowie?" "No,
he jn~>t caught the beast by the throat ani!
JQr For Other BookB See the .AdvertiBernentB, or Send to UB for a Free Catalogue . .,m
choked it to death." "Yon don't say!"
"Yes, he wRR the strongest man that ever
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~8 Lafayette Place, New- York.
lived." "Wnsser'n John L. ?" "Yes."
"An' wnsser'n Jiminie Corbitt?" "Samson could knock them both out at once."
"Whoopee! ain't he the stuff? I'll take
two o' them Samson books. "-Atlanta
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The Freethinker's Badge-pin

JOHN EJ[

THERE are men who go to a gymnasium
for exercise while their wives are sawing
the wood.-Ram's Horn.
THE creator who could put a cancer in a
believer's stomach is above being interfered with by prayer.-Bret Harte.
THERE can be no true marriage until
woman is industrially independent, until
she is perfectly free to accept or reject the
terms offered her.- Gertrude Kelly.
TRUE freedom is to share
All the chains our brothers wear,
And with heart and hand to be
Earnest to make others free.

Al'ID

THE TRUTH SEEKER

REMSBURG'S

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

WORKS.

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent fQr $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A1J'raham Lincoln:

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He present<
an array of testimony that i< irres•stible and overwhenrung, ~tnd which must put this quest.on
at rest forever. In add.tio~ to the test.im my of twenty w•. nesses who claim thaG L.ncom wa <
a Chri~ti n, anq which is reviewed and refu,ted,_lle adduce; the ~es_timonr, of more than. a hundreq ~tnesses m proof. of the claim tnat Lmco.n wa m~t &. t.:hrbtlan. 'Ih'lse Witnesses mc!u(\e
~ns Wlfe and othor relatives; his three law partners; h1s pnvate secretanes; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of Lis most i tim "te friends.

False Claims. Revil!led ·and ·Enlarged ·

As a. Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Am or ; the subjects considered by Mr
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crim nal Statist~cs showmg the creeds of the prboners in the penitentiaries; thtJ Church and Civilization; the Church and Smence; the ChurcH
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the C aurch and the Antislavery Reformi. the Woman's
Hights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent;
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F .;lsehood and Deception; Cheaoing; Theft and Robber~; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of Col!.que,t ani Ex.termmation· Despotism; intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Wonan; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism; Slavery; W1tchcraft: PJI¥gamy; Intemperance: Poverty and Vagrancyi Ignorance and laiocy; Obscenity. Price, s1ngle copies, 25 cent•: 6 copies, $1. Special discount
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough wo·rk
· ever written on the Sabbath from a rational £oint of view. Large and handsome print. Th~
quest10n is dJ.s ussed under the fo lowin ~ headg: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Chnstian So ipturQs and the SatJba.th; Examination of Sunday Argume.1t";
Oris in of th9 Christian Sabbath; Tesdmony of tU? Christian Fathers; the Sabbath durm.,.
tue Middle Ages; ths Puritan Sabbath.;., Tostim 1ny of Chris•ian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of l:lunday Laws. rrice, ~5 cents; 6 copiea $1.

adopt.-Buckle's History of Civilization 1 mage Breaker. Six Lectures:
in England, Vol. L
DE~Ciin~> of Faith: Protestant Intolerance: Washington an Unbeliever: Jefferson an Un-

THERE was once a man who had a disagreeable WilY of fitting all wayfarers to
his bedstead by stretching the short and
lopping off the long. Many classes in society ruthlessly endeavor to do the same
thing by making their own habits the
standards for their neighbors. The mental stature of these busybodies, however,
is so small that the fitting process usually
consists in lopping off. Only now and
then, among heathens, do they come
across a character so midgety that it has
to be stretched.-Albert M. Lorentz.

THE

THE TRUTH SEEKER

-John Boyle O'Reilly.
IT has often and confidently been asserted that man's origin can never be
known; but ignorance more frequently
begets confidence than does knowledge; it
is those who know little, and not those
who know much, who so positivly assert
that this or tbat problem will never be
solved by science.~Darwin.
No great deed in done
By falterers who ask for certainty.
No good is certain, but the steadfast mind,
The undivided wilt to seek the good;
'l'is that compels the elements, and wrings
A human music from the indifferent air.
'rhe g-rt>atest gift the hero leaves his race
Is to hav been a hero. -George .Eliot.
DoRING almost a hundred and fifty :vears
Europe was afflicted by religious wars, religious massacres, and religious persecutions; not one of which would .hav arisen
if the great truth had been recognized,
that the state has no concern with the
opinions of men, and qo right to interfere,
even in the slightest degree, with the form
of worship which they may choose to

ONE YEAR,
Will be aent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB
SEEKER one year for $5.

bel"ever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; pee
doz., 4v cents.

:I'homas Paine.

Tells the story of the .Autlwr-Hero's Life,

delineates the leadmg traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
a per ions C'ast upon it. Choice extracts from -• Common Sense,"" Ameri~an Crisis,"" Right·
, f l'tlau," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more than
one hunrlred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them w!'itten expressly for tins
work. Se_ood edition,160 pa~res, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
hand;ome steel portrait of .l:'a.me. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The .Apostle of .Liberty.

·

'n address del"vered in P.ine Hall, bef re tD.e N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, iO ceut;.

For all the above works address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
~8 Lafayette !'lace, N~w York.
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Her Awful Disclosures
AS ':'J t.J.~V H!J!-L CO~Yf.Nr.
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Words on Aulicd!ll' CoilfussioP.
~rr <.-.nt•

\.doe.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
eft'ect of . CJlristianity on the world, showing
~hat ChJ;lStlans have done to advance their religIOn and 1mpede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a false prophet, that the gospel•
are not authentic, and that Christianity: is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in acco~d wi~h Science, that the atonement
scheme lB fut1le and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER.
WANTED - 500,000 Freethinkers to stop at
Richter's Hotel, Cullman, Ala..
6t46

DATENJS
~:r·~~·;a:;.;
~irty-ftTe

_years' experience Examinations and RO•
ports free, Prompt attention. Bend Dra.wjng and de
ileription to L. BAGGBR &: Co. Atty's. Washinaton.n.•:

THE

I AM not in favor·of taking the property
of the rich and giving it to others; but let
us see: We are in-vited this very night to a
banqutt. There ought to hav been a chair
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
and a plate for each, and there waa. SupIssUEs OF 1891.-$3.
pose when we arrived here we found that.
.ce.
to a certain nobleman and millionnire Truth Seeker Annual,.,1891.....................Pn
$0 25
they had given fifty seats, and forty-nine Man, Women, and \::tods. Helen H. Gardener,.......................... ........... 50
gentlemen were compelled to stand. The
Reason. Thomas Paine. illus- ..,.,
forty-nine gentlemen would pass a law in The Atgetofd
rae ..................................... ...,
favor of eminent domain. Nature is my Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Benmother; I was invited to this great feast Chris~i~~·Absurdfties."J'ob.ii':Peck::::::::::: 25
of life, and I do not propose to stand Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 20
10
while there is a seat in the world that The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated..... 4.0
SabbathBreaking.
John
E.
Remsburg.......
25
another fellow is not oooupymg.-Robert Travels in Faith from Tradition to ReaG. Ingersoll.
son. Robert 0. Adams .. ;............... 25
of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
IDEAS are mental food, and, as the brain Strike
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Putof man is one of the greatest and most imnam..... .... .............................. 25
perious of his organs, it follows that the The Hi~ her Criticism in Theology and Religwn. T. E. Longshore................ 50
food it consumes is of the utmost import- .
IsSUES OF 1892.-$3.
ance.
Hence it is that we should be I ftd 1
n
e
Death-Beds.
G. W· Foote ... " .. ".... 25
careful that the ideas we propound and Rights of Man. Thomas
Paine. illustrated........................................
40
the opinions we advocate are high ideas
Was
Christ
Crucified?
AustinBierbower....
10
and lofty opinions, and that, in following
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gartheir impulse, the race wiU advance to
dener · .................. · ...... · .. ·...... 10
higher states of men~ development than BibleMora.la. JohnE.Remsburg............ 25
Awful
of Maria. Monk............ 50
those in which it now rests. And for this PocketDisclosures
Theology. Voltaire................... 25
purpose we claim that the essential condi- Why Don't God Kill the Devil? 1\1. Babcock, .... · ............. .................. 15
tion of progress is that the thinker should
m Literature.
Testimonial. to
think sincerely and propound his thoughts Liber.!Y
WaltWhitman,with Funeral Address.
truly. It matters not how reactionary
By Col. nobert G. IngersolL ............ · 25
his thoughts may be, if they are uttered Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15
wholly and sincerely we believe the result
From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 40
will be good. For we hav sufficient confi- Candle
B. 'b'.1 .. A
..b. · 'd'· .. d...................... ·
HHa.rtl
e
oa'
1 eof nthe
ge Church.
......................
dence in truth to believe that it will never Th
False Olaims
John E. 80
be worsted, as Milton said, in a free and
R
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10
ems
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·
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...................
open encounter, and sufficient confidence
IssUEs OF 1893.-$3.
""-o~Pal'ne
v
CoL
Robert
·ndica.ted.
in true sincerity to believe it will follow .,u ~ 8
1
G. Ingersltll ......... · .... ·...... .... . .. .. . 15
where truth leads.-Jilrederick Ryan.
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob HartMoRAL progress is occasioned by the
mann..................................... 50
gratification of desires. This does not im- Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 25
ply that we should be idle spectators of Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
progress. On the contrary, we should, Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50
a. Curse; Helig10n a Disease; Reon occasion, help men to help themselvs. Religion
ligion a. Lie. s. P. Putnam.
• 25
In the lower classes are many whose cir- Des1gn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
15
cumstances are inferior to their tastes; Abra {fa~ '{~~~~nS:E~::· iii;· a· Christian?
many whose opportunities are less than
John E Jlemsbur~~:.
... .. .... . . . ...
50
their merits. We should not be indifferent ·Pen Pir.tures of 'l'he Wo.ld's Fair. ll'ustr.ted. S. P. Putnam...................
25
when they are blindly groping for a better
Common Sense. Thomas Paine. ... ... .. ..
15
life. We should not manifest indiffer- Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
ence when they manifest IA!piration. But Plell.su~e and Progress. Albert 1\1.-Lorentz,
LL.B .................. ;...... .. .....
110
we should not help them.
We should
DurmJl the year other standard Freethought
help them to help themselvs. Teach works
w1ll be-published and sent to subscribers
them the best manner of gratifying the as the:y appear.
desires that they, not you, possess. Giv
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
in one year. In ordering please say
them opportunity to realize their hopes. published
which year is desired.
If. you purs~e this policy consistently, you
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
will be gratified by now and then seeing a
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
noble character emerge from squalor. But
as to the· mass of men, you must be l'atisfted with progress. Pining for IJerfection
is but a display of puerility.-Pleasure
and Progress.
~ Jl. BJ.1JntJqiT l'rioe, IG ok,

Truth Seek:r Library. ITHE

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

HOLY CROSS

SERIES~

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerPnts of God, showing what
they have· done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains v<Jry plain statements, in very unvarnished langua~e, ,_:::J.d the unmasking is complete, proving_ them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering tbe
rapid growth of C...tholicism in this conntr:y,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
~ Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75cents.
The AWf1Il Disclosures of Maria Monk,
as exhibitep. in a narrative of hersufferingsdurin" her res•dence of five years as a novice,._and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel vieu
NunnerY, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti.
Catholic book published has created more t'X•
citement, and had such a circulation as this·
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a. story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents·, cloth 75 cents.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
;v.ears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of thELJ>riests and nuns in
these religiOns brothels. There iii noque8tion
that Ex-priest Ho~ran knew the truth of the
tales of vwe, seduct10n;a.ndinfantioide he gives
in tbis volume, and equaU v there is no question
that ifthe people general1y knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession. including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Un• to p opery,"
mask ed, "from th e "M as t er Key
etc. The work is aprotestagainstandanappeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious svstem so invAsive
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so naught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous opennese of yontb.
and to the freedom of thought, speech. and
action. Price. paper, 25cmts.
p I tl C J'b
E
d A Iect ure b Y
r es · Y e 1 acy xpose
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised AmericAn edition, showing the
result in pari•hes of thn Roman decree that
prieRts shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.
Sister Lucy and Hf\r Awful Disclo~ares
Respecting New Hall Convent, doreham, Essex England. Showing that convents
are Inimical to <'ha•tity, virtue, a.nd f•, eedom.
Price, paper,lO r.ents.
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York C1t:r.

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjnstec
to heat, cold, and position. beantitul double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; ouaranteed
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silveriue dust-proof
oases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case $21! to $30; hunting $80 to $85; 14. carat,
solitl gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works,~~~~ more.
Ke!fUiar Grade ADJ.ericau Watcbes.Silverme case, 7 jtJwels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; nitto, adjn.ted, l!ltl; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. 1n finer ca-es, add as above.
Lsdies' A.Jnericau Gola Watcbes.-AJI
latest styles. in plush cases: best fitled, 7 jewel•,
$14.; llJewels, $15.f0; 15 jewels, :!!00; 14. carat soud
gpld, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent witn written guarantee, kei t
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for 1
and returned free.
Suodries.-Lower gra.de nickel watches, $~.
$4., and $3. Best speccacles, $1; best razor, $~;
best triple-plat•d teaspoons, $1.!!0; table spoou.
$o.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets ur f.
l:lolia silver spoons, $1.85 per ounce; s~lid silve1
souvenir spoons. $1, $1. <5, $1.50~.,1!1~ to $3.
.
Tbe Colonellngersoli.-Tea, $2.50; orang e.
$2. 75; sugar, $3'\ gilt bowls, 50 ce. nt8 mo1'e
Etched (teas only :
·• 'l'he Ttme to l>e Hapw ts NotD,"
50 cents extra.
The 'J.'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold.
enameled in 5 colors~ small pinsi'.. $2, $2. 75, and
$3.50. With diamonas, $5, $8.
arge, $3, $4, $5.
$15- Charm!!_, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $10, $15 $20, 0!<80.
DiaDJ.onas, 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, eto., free. All goods prePata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at op..
tion. Watch olea ned $1.t..aud returned frPe.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "In~rersoll Souvenir Spoon" tree
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.
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STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

3/ZZ in a Jf-atsheZZ.
By ASA AUGER
A. condenoation of the fundamental arguments
against Chri>tianity.
•

A Vuy Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price.

1~

cents.

Address

'l'm: TBtl'TH BB.ED&

DROPSY

TREATED 1-'HEJ·l

P~lih~I.Y VURED with l'~ •
table RtoiDf!dlet~. Have cured
many thousand case5 calle•l
hopeless, From J\rst dose

aymptoms rapidly dlnppear. and in ten days at least two·thirrls
of all syrnptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials of mi·

raculous cures sent FREE, 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by
mail, DR. H,

H• Ci~IJ&N & SONS, Speciali$ts

1

A:nANTA,GAo
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IDcutfdJc £uigcift-13iidJ£t.
CABINET crisis in France-ministry resigned.
HEAVY snow storm in the Mississippi
valley last week.
YALE beat Harvard in the football match
at Springfield on November 25th.
RoBERT LoUis STEVENSON, the novelist,
was very ill in Samoa, at last reports.
THE Servian ministry has resigned,
owing to disagreement over the tariff with
Austria.
IT is reported that the "war" between
the Matabeles and the British South Africa
Company is over.
KoxHAN, in Persia, was wrecked by an
earthquake on November 17th. Many
thousand lives were lost.
ARRANGEMENTS hav been made whereby
Chicago will keep most of the World's
Fair buildings for several years.
Two American women died recently in
Berlin of a disease caused by eating
oysters infectPd with typhoid bacilli.
TwENTY·ONE hat factories hav closed
down at Danbury, Conn. It is said to be
a movement against the unions which control the hat industry.
A STATUE of Nathan Hale, the young
martyr of the Revolution, hanged by the
British as a spy, was unveiled in New
York on November 25th.
ONE of the insurgent Admiral Mello's
war ships, the ironclad "J a vary," was
8unk by a shot from the government fort
St. John, on November 22d.
LoUISE MICHEL approves the bomb
throwing in the Lyceum Theater in Barcelona, whereby thirty men and women
were killed and many more injured.
Tm: Prohibitionists of Minneapolis want
to impeach Mayor Eustis because he declared that he would permit the 8aloons to
keep their back doors open on Sunday.
GoVERNOR PRNNOYER of Oregon designated November 23d as Thanksgiving, but
it was not observed as such except by the
state officials and commercial institutions.
DESTITUTION and suffering prevail in
we5tern Kansas. A severe blizzard ac·
centuated the scarcity of coal and provisions and necessitated a call for assistance.
DISTRESS prevails in Newfoundland.
The fishing villages, cut oft' from medical
assistance, are ravaged by diphtheria and
consumption, and starvation adds its
horrors.
IN Maryland a circular-said to emanate
from an authoritativ Catholic sourcewhich advocates taking all denominational
schools under state control, is being
widely distributei!.
TERFNCE V. PowDERLY has resigned the
office of general master workman of. the
Knights of Labor, and J. B. Sovereign,
labor commissioner of Iowa, has been
elected in his place.
THE Giolitti ministry of Italy has been
forced to resign. The trouble is largely
due to the bank scandals, in which members of the ministry as well as many
deputies are involved.
Ex-SECRETARY OF AGRIOULTURE JEREMIAH M. Rusx died at his home near
Viroqua, Wis., November 21st. He had
been three times governor of Wisconsin
and three times member of Congress.
THE Waldenses, so bitterly persecuted
during the Middle Ages, hav established a
colony near Asheville,· North Carolina.
An addition of 166 members recently arrived from the Piedmont region in Italy.
EMPEROR WILLIAM of Germany has
ordered that when he goes to church all
seats which he can see or from which he
can be seen shall be filled with soldiers so
that he may not be distracted in his
prayers.
IN Kansas the Populists are divided into
two parties, the friends of Governor
Lewelling, and his opponents under the
lead of Jerry Simpson. Congressman
Simpson wants to form a nllw party standing on the one plank of free silver coinage.
AN extensiv strike has nearly paralyzed
business on the Lehigh Valley Railroad.
It involves all classes of trainmen. The
question at issue is not one of wages but
of the recognitimi of the 'Federation of
Unions, which the compar.y declines to
giv.
THERE hav been' stormy scenes in the
general assembly of the Knights of Labor,
in Philadelphia. 'rhe hottest fight was
between Master Workman Powderly and
Secretary-TrPasurer Hayes. The latter
was reelected, although Powderly had
previously secured the election of some of
his candidates for other offices.
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"The Truth Seeker,"

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.

SURVEYOUS, ATTENTION 1
A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a

TRANSIT

CHEAP~

We have one for sale, in good o~der, with
Tripod, which cost $160. We 'vill "'ell it for
ltalf•price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ZEKE IS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT AGAIN.
And he put forth the form of an hand, and took me by a lock of mine head;
and the spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven, and brought me
in the visions of God to Jerusalem, to the door of the inner gate that looketh
toward the north; where was the seat of the image of jealousy, which provoketh
to jealousy.-Ezek. viii, 3.

$525
I3t46

Agent's profits per month Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New art,cles just out.
A $l.CO sample and terms free. Try us.
lJHIDESrER & Sos, 2613ond bt., N. Y.

Made 1n all styles and sizes. Lightest,
strongest, easiest working, safest, simplest,
most accurate, most compact, and most
modern. For sale by all dealers 1n arms.
Catalogues mailed free by

'rhe Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
NEW HAVEN, CoNN., U.S.A.
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By I.OlJIS BARKAN, :M.D.
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Dudor~enone~
Price, i'iO cents.
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ANEWWOKK

ARTHlrRYB.
Au:hor

uoss.

.or"~h:1 1!;~:nand Evolutio:,"

Chnstiam~y

ADDRESS
The Trutlt Seeker,

.

The

1

By

Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it,
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.

,

Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28Lafavette place, New York.

Clergyman's

Victims.

Mns~E~~:a:~AL s1~:c:,-25 cents. • IS COnf~~~~!~!!!~B~~erOUS?

IRELIGION

NOT HISTORY.

and EvolutiOn.
Wlth preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of Freeth11nur.
Exa.mina.tion of the Mora.ls a.nd History
Price, $1. Order at once.
of the New Testa.ment.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER. . By Pll.OJ', Jr. W. NEWMAlll.
Prioe 25 IJants.

This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price.
Address

~ 25 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol.

20.

No. 49· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, December 9, 1893· {28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.
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'rhe Trade Su:p:pU.ea at S:peciaZ Dtscount..

S THIS YDUB SOB. MY LOBD 1
~

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social J\'Iatters.l'rice. cloth, $1 : vaver, 50 cents.
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PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

----====-

Pri~e.

NE'W' NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

oloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman ~The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest -For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery- The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Pa.tient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
9R Lo.fo.:vette nlo.oe. New York

L K. Washburn's Works.

Snnday and the Sabbath. "A law resu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
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The False Teaching of the Christian
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
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the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
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The Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of

.

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit_y to undertake a
crusade of one ag&lnst the Colorado beetle!"
Price, 10 cen b.
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ANOTHER SAIN'r

ENROU 'rE TO GLORY.

AHEW DISCOVERy IR ELEC fBICifY
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Within the Beach of.All.

TilE SE6RET OF TRAKSFUSION FOUND AT LAS f!

CHEAP

~DITION ••

Travels lll Faith.

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Bation&lism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
Bf W. H. BURR.
· Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents.
Addre111
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t
'Price, 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents,
Was Jesns Insane t Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

'- Popular '-ccount of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
OoNTBNTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tesr.ament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were t.lle Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted ae Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, liD cents: oloth, 75 oente.
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The Mo-t Magnificent

~1/ork

HOW TO GET

Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

FourHundred. Yea.rs of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is t.o present the Course of Free thought throughout the t:livilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as au Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
·
of Human History~
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Not;hing Can be

More Int;eresi;ing,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AI!,FORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,·
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
~OMAN'S

EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
':[1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a SpirH, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
'I The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments: ·
Literature.
Philosophy.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Bruno.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Rabelais. Schiller.
~pinoza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes.
Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Descartes.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Frances Wright.
Shakspere.
Newton.
Froebel.
George
Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Hum e.
Lucretia Mott.
Gibbon.
Humboldt.
Combe.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Kant.
Emerson.
/ Jefferson.
Lydia Maria Child.
Sumner.
Shelley.
Darwin.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Owen.
Hamilton.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
I
Tyndall.
Byron.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Comte.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton. ,
Bentham.
Huxley.
Push
kin.
Haeckel.
Whitman.
Mill.
Buchner.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
MatildllJoslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
1
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
1

I
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FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. P.utnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Nevv
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and we will send
the Getter. . up of the
Club a copy of 'FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends iu
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated

I THE
:i

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freeth ought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Fr·eethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Free thought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secula:~; Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr..
1.\irs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putna.m,
Prof. J, H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adllms,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ern'est Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
'Franklia Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts., such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
. Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.
. .

,
The name of every Subscriber who sen,ds jive dollars before._the work is on the
'U}ill be en1•olled in this boo/~. DON'T FAI.L. TO SUBSCRIBE· A~T ONCE.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

pT•es~

This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portra~ts.,
It will be elegantly bound. It witl be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frie~d~ when they as~, What is Freet~wught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
Tlus Is the ~ost u1;nversa~ pre~eutati~u of Freethought eve.r given to the pnbil.ic, and no Freethinker
can afford to be Without It. It lS a hbrary m itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 L~~fayette .Place, New York.

By

W~'ISON

HESTON,

GREA1Wf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.

Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought. to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Llub,
FOUR HUNDRED YEI!RS OF FREETHOUGn,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our frbnds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to g~t
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist. ·
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Free~hought" il.s soon, as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$1.2 before the book is printed,
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK.

•
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Editor and Manager.

28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER 9, 1893.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES<

Single subscription, in a.dva.nce ................................ •3 00
One subscription two yea.rs, in a.dva.nce ......... , .............. :i 00
Two new subscribers ................................. : ........... :i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remitta.nce. :i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit.
ta.nce ........................................................ '1 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitta.nce ........................................................ S :iO
One subscription with four new subilcribers, in one remitta.noe ........................................................10 00
Any nnm_ber over five a.t the sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
renn tta.nce.
Monev shoul<Z lie s1lnt 11!1 ezpress conwanv's monev oraer;
JOBtal or<Zer, ara.rt on New Yori:, or 11!1 regtstere<Z letter.
A!!4ress oommuntoattons ana mai:e <ZraftB, checi:B, po~otllce
ana ezpress monev oraerspaval>Ze to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 La.fatlette place, New Yori:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers i f they W"lllsend us the na:rne and address of
any Freethinker w-ho is not a regular subscriber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's " Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected .in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and" The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
.
· For $4 we will send TiiE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in ·cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year . ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Ilfustrated," in board covers ($1).
·
. This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call. the attention of their
friends to the values offered.

"Applied Christianity."
The National Reform Association was organized
thirty years ago. Its object is to apply the dogmas of Christianity. It proposes to do this by
the adoption of an amendment to tht3 national
Constitution and the enactment of national
and state statutes and municipal ordinances. It
accepts Jesus as tlre "King of the World," and intends that all governments which it can control
shall recognize and obey this king.
We do not think it necessary to arg·umentativly
combat the claims of the Theocrats in this, the first
paper of a series designed to show what are the
principles and resources of the National Reform
Association and its affiliated and recruiting societies.
Of necessity, all Freethinkers must be antagonistic
to theocratic designs and able to see the fallacies
and inconsistencies of the arguments urged in their
favor. The danger which threatens at present is
this : But very few realize the gravity of the situation ; it is difficult for most men and women to
believe that there is any real danger of the overthrow of religious liberty in the United States; so
many and engrossing are the tasks which the struggle for existence imposes upon us that only the
comparativly few whose daily work brings them
into contact with the currents of thought and
streams of propagandism know, even approximately,
the strength of the Christian party in this country.
They-the great majority of Liberal-minded people-reason subjectivly in this matter. Because
they do not wish to unite church and state, they
appear to think that no considerable number of
their fellow-citizens do, forgetful of the facts that
church property is exempt from taxation, despite
their desire to hav it taxed ; that the Bible is used
as a text-book in the schools, although the Nine
Demands hav been in print for years ; that the
Sabbath party can truthfully claim ten victories to
offset each defeat, in face of the combined opposition of the Freethinkers and Adventists, and that
in scores of other contests the theocrats hav the
nine points of possession to play against the solitary one of just demand.
It is time that we gravely consider ~he issue.
As compared with the English Secularists and our
church-state enemies, we lack many elements which
are necessary in a deadly struggle of this kind.
We are too diffuse, too boastful, too optimistic, too
careless of detail, Very few of us keep ourselvs
thoroughly informed in regard to the doings and
intentions of the would-be subverters of our institutions. It is impossible to be too clear, too concise, too coherent, . too watchful, too purposeful.
Above all else, we must discriminate between· the
essential and the merely incidental, the trifling, the
transitory. We must. know where we are to fight
first, and how to help one wing of the enemy's army
get in the way of the other. And more: Not until
we realize, as our opponents do, that the local
battles are to decide the issue of the war, that the
aggregate of victories won or defeats sustained in
the school districts, townships, counties, towns, and
cities will giv national victory or inflict national defeat-not, we insist, until this primary truth is fully
understood and acted upon will we be in a position
to do much effectiv work. Leadership and organization are helpful only in the degree and to the extent that they enable us to concentr~te a sufficient
force at the points attacked or threatened. If a
national society cannot do this there is no adequate reason for its existence. The National Reform Association and its auxiliaries are finely organized, wisely direc~ed to accomplish the objects
aimed at, and can be successfully resisted only by
organizations no whit inferior to them in the ma-

cl inery of propagandism and the ability to fight.
Truth and justice will win-if their battalions are
strong ~nough.
The National Reform Association declares its
purposes unblushingly in the second article of its
constitution, as follows :
''To maintain existing Christian features in the American government; to promote needed reforms in the action of the government touching the Sabbath, the instition of the family, the oath, the public morality as
a.fl'ected by the liquor traffic, and other kindred evils;
and to secure such an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States as will declare the nation's allegiance
to Jesus Christ, and its acceptance of the moral laws of
the Christian religion, and so indicate that this is a Christian nation, and place all the Christian laws, institutions,
and usages of our government on an undeniably legal
basis in the fundamental law of the land."
A member of the Association, D. S. Littell, says :
"These objects are one-viz., the making of the nation wholly Christian." The ·same commentator
proceeds to amplify and explain the fundamental
principles of the Association, as outlined above. Of
the claim that God is the fountain of all power in
civil law, Mr. Littell says:
''That Almighty God is the source of all power and au·
thority in civil government. Government is a divine
ordinance. Its powers and prerogative proclaim it such.
It wields divine powers. It exercises divine prerogative.
Civil government is an absolute sovereign in the sphere
of man's civil relations."
After enumerating some of the acts of government which indicate its possession of sovereign
power, our essayist says :
"Now whence these prerogative? They certainly are
not from men themselvs. They are not in the possession
of men to giv or surrender at will. They are sacred
trusts for which men are responsible to God alone. They
cannot be alienated without his authority. Yet civil
government possesses and exercises the right. It must
hav the right to be adequate to the ends for which it exists. And hence, in the very nature of the case, civil
government must be regarded as God's ordinance. God's
rights and prerogative are in it. It is a grand usurpation, to be resisted and overthrown, if it is not this.
Civil government is the embodiment and instrument of
the authority of the great Moral Governor over men in
their civil relations. And such the scriptures declare it
to be. They assert that 'There is no power but of God.
The powers that be are ordained of God. Whosoever,
therefore, resisteth the power resisteth the ordinance of
God. And they that resist shall receive to themselvs
damnation.' They declare that the ruler is a minister of
God. The sword is put into his hand. ' For he is a minister of God, an avenger for wr.tth to him that doeth
evil. • They enjoin obedience to the civil authority, not
simply because it has power to punish for disobedience, but
as a duty to God, ' for conscience' sake.' They require
subjection to the civil government for the Lord's sake.
And while they call it an ordinance of man, because its
form and administration are in the hands of men, yet the
power and authority with which it is vested is everywhere
claimed to be of God."
It will ·be observed that it is expressly denied
that the prerogativs of government inhere in the
people themselvs. On the contrary, it is maintained
that government-which, rightly organized and
administered, is merely a society· formed for purposes of defense against aggression-is a colossal
umrpation if it be not from God, and his instrument. The founders of this republic held differently; they said that all just government had its
source in the people ; they distinctly repu iiated
the old notion of divine rule, and in place of the
theocracy, or the eJl!.pire ruled by a king Godappointed, they established the democracy of
man. Kings then said they were in the wrong, and
the National Reformers now repeat the charge.
Jesus is God's represt>ntativ on earth, although
he is popularly supposed to be in heaven. Into his
hand has been put the scepter of civil authority.
The people of this land must accept him as King
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for these reaso,ns, as stated by Mr. Littell, speaking
for the theocratic party:
"The scriptures declare that all divine authority over
men is in the hands of Jesus Christ. He himself declared
just oefore his ascension, 'All power is given unto me in
heaven and in earth,' In the epistle to the Ephesians he
is said to hav been made ' head over all things to the
church.' In the 2d, the 3d1 the 72d, and the 110th
Psalms, in the vision given to Daniel by the inspired
Apostles Peter and Paul, and in the Apocalyptic vision of
John~ Jesus is distinctly and repeatedly declared to be
the ruler of states and nations, and in the latter book is
again and again called King of kings and Lord of lords.
Civil government, according to these scriptures, is a
divine ordinance in the hand of Jesus Christ. And it is
in his hands jo1· the accomplishment oj his pwposes in
men in their civil relations."
Italics are ours.
That is, Christian lawmakers, assuming to know
exactly what are the "purposes" of Jesus, will
order the " civil relations " of men in accordance
with their own notions of what those relations
should be, and relieve themselvs from all responsibility by declaring their crimes against man to be
the expression of the "purposes" of the "King."
Charming prospect!
Once more interpreter Littell:
"It follows from this that the civil government ought
to embody the will of God concerning men in their civil
relations. If it is his ordinance of government, it certainly ought to express to men and enforce upon men his
law or rule of government. It ought, therefore, to embody the Decalogue. This is the divine summary of human_ relations, rights, and obligations. It is the supreme
standard of morals. It is the supreme law to govern
men in their civil relations. The laws of the government
must therefore embody the moral law of God. What it
requires the government ought to Iequire. What it forbids the state ought to forbid. If the government requires more than God's law requires, it becomes a
tyranny. Men hav a right to ask, By what authority?
If it requires less, it is defectiv. The entire claims of
government are not secured."
If the Decalogue is to be embodied in its entirety
in the civil law there is no limit to the persecution
that must result.
" Sabbath desecration" and
" blaspheming " will be capital crimes. Freedom
of thought on re'igious questions will be mercilessly suppressed. No escape from such a catastrophe is possible in a state which legislates in
regard to belief in or acceptance "of a God. "Thou
shalt hav no other gods before me " is ample warrant for any crime when it is a part of the civil law.
Every page of church-state history is crimson evidence of the truth of this.
Another quotation from this writer follows:
" Dr. McAllister, in his ' Manual of Christian Civil
Government,' has shown by extensiv quotations from national documents at the beginning and all along the history of this nation, that our national history has exhibited
in most definit form the following principles of political
and national life:
"1. That Almighty God is Supreme Ruler of nations.
"2. That nations are bound to acknowledge his authority.
" 3. That J eeus Christ is the appointed way of acceptance for nations as well as individuals before God,
whether in confession of sin or services rendered.
"4. That God's Word, the Holy Scriptures, is given
for national encouragement and guidance."
Whether it be true that this nation has from the
beginning accepted the foregoing principles we do
not stop here to inquire; the assertion will secure
attention at another time. But whatever be the
truth as regards the past it is not to be questioned
that all these dogmas receive at present at least
partial recognition by the state, and that the tendency is toward fuller and fuller recognition, while
their complete acceptance is inevitable in the not
distant future if the friends of religious freedom do
not bestir themselvs much more activly than they
hav hitherto.
One more excerpt from Mr. Littell's essay and we
leave him for the present:
"Must nations answer for, and pay the penalty of disobedience to their moral obligations? They hav had _to do
so in the past. The record of the cases is just the world's
history. It is divine declaration too. 'The nation and
kingdom that will not serve thee- shall perish.' God will
ha.v Sabbath yet on the shore of the lake at Chicago. A
rest from loving obedience, or a rest from desolation is
his alternativ. 'Each drop of blood drawn by the lash has
been answered by one drawn by the sworo. "'
" Do as I want you to do, because you love me,
or I will cut off your heads," seems to be God's
alternativ to his children, if Mr. Littell, National

Reformer, is to be accepted as his mouthpiece.
There can be no doubt that if the Sabbatarians
could hav their way they would willingly do God's
work for him by desolating Chicago, or any other
city which should hav the temerity to disobey their
commands in regard to Sunday observance. Men's
gods are the reflections of themselvs, and they are
sure that they are his instruments for the disciplin
of his enemies, so, when they think that he would
commit a crime to vindicate his majesty, you may be
sure that if they hav the power they will commit
the crime in his name, debit him with it in the
ledger in which they keep their accounts with the
Court, and felicitate themselvs because they hav got
rid of their enemies at God's expense, as they
think.
Anyone can quote, "Each drop of blood drawn
by the lash has been answered by one drawn by the
sword," but it is not easy to see how Sabbatarians
can find comfort in that statement of fact. They
hav recently lashed with the whip of medieval law
several Adventists who had injured no man, woman,
or child by their Sunday work. When retribution
comes it will be Sabbatarian blood which will be
drawn by the sword of justice. If the friends of
Sunday liberty do the work that they should do it
is not without the bounds of possibility that the
bigots who hav persecuted the Adventists will hav
to put their hands deep into their pockets to pay
damages to their victims or their victims' families.
That would be a valuable object lesson to the promoters of "Applied Christianity."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

This Minister Wants to Swear.
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on Shakspere, in the
Boston Theater, November 12th, drove to frenzy
Rev. J. B. Brady, of the People's church, of that
city. On the evening of November 19th he preached
a sermon which had Ingersoll for its text. Below
will be found a few choice excerpts therefrom.
They are fairly representativ of the whole discourse.
Of Ingersoll's power and leadership he says:
" His splendid presence, his audacious daring, his
exuberant imagination, his florid rhetoric, his abundant
eloquence and his reckless treason to the high court of
this universe hav made him the idol of the infidelity of
this commonwealth. The men who traitorously design
to dethrone the deity listen to his glittering scurrilities
with rapture. They rend the air with applause, as with
polished spear he stabs all things and beings sacred and
sublime. His most blasphemous th~usts hav been most
welcome, and thousands of deluded deserters hav rallied
around him as the standard bearer of the flag of hell."
Note the political tone of this fervid criticism·
It is clear that Mr. Brady would very quickly
bring a charge of " high treason " against every
Ingersoll if the Gad-in-the-Constitution people
were firinly seated in the saddle. " Blasphemy "
statutes hav their inspiration in the idea that the
" blasphemer " is an enemy of the state because he
calls in question the authority of the " court of the
universe," from which the earthly potentate is supposed to derive his administrativ powers. Not as
''heretics," but as "traitors," would the churchstate try, and imprison, exile, or execute Freethinkers.
"·Although he [Ingersoll] is the son of a clergyman,
whom he eternally dishonors, yet he was born with a
brilliant but defectiv brain. He has no more power to
perceive spiritual things than a hog has to perceive
mathematics or a mule to perceive tlie laws of astronomy."
It seems to surprise Mr. Brady that Colonel
Ingersoll should be the son of a clergyman and
"yet" hav a brilliant brain. But he proceeds to
abuse him just as vituperativly as though he were
the offspring of an Infidel.
"Ingersoll is a brilliant but a heartless fool. Esthetic
in taste, ornate in rhetoric, eloquent in speech, but yet a
fool. Now, as a watchman on Zion's tower, I am constrained to cry out to all Boston, Beware of this madman I
A mad dog, a wild bull, is not one-millionth part as
dangerous."
Oh, dear I But what a scene for Heston's pen I
Just imagin the reverend gentleman stationed on
"Zion's tower" (Zion's Herald is published in
Boston-so he would be Zion's herald No. 2),
frantically calling out to "all Boston "-including
Boston proper, South Boston, East Boston, Somer-
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ville, Charlestown, Chelsea, Revere, Brookline,
Cambridge, Cambridgeport, Winthrop, Roxbury,
and the other suburbs-" Beware of Ingersoll!
He is dangerous I He'll BITE P'
" In other generations he would hav been swung from
the first limb of the nearest tree, but Christianity has
now so permeated society that according to its charities
he is permitted to run at large."
The triple essence of gall in that almost estops
comment. Its impudence is absolutely sublime.
What must this man's congregation think of such
an insult to their intelligence T Does he suppose
that cultured Boston does not know that in " other
generations," when Christianity was supreme, Ingersoll could not hav lived a day T That it does
not know that Christians would hav racked and
burned him? That it does not know that he livs
to-day because Christianity is not supreme! That
it does not know that if such men as Brady could
hav their way Ingersoll's life would not be worth a
copper T And see how he reveals the real nature of
the Christian when he says that it is only according
to the " charities " of Christianity that the Infidel
is "permitted to run at large " I The Freethinker
has no rights; helivs and enjoys his liberty only
by the gracious permission of the Christian! Thanks
for nothing.
"The restraints of the very system he defames prevent
the indignant and outraged populace from taking his life.
God hav mercy upon him. In the next life his fate must
be a fearful and terrific one."
It may be of interest to Mr. Brady to know that
intelligent people know that he :knows that the only:
portion of the "populace" which would hav the•
least desire to take the life of Colonel Ingerson
because of his opinions is the portion· which has;
implicit faith in the dogmas of Christianity.
" God hav mercy upon him. In the next life his
fate must be a fearful and terrific one." The sweet"charities" of Christianity permit the Freethinker
to complete his allotted days on earth, but let him
look out for God when he gets into the next life !
His fate will be so horrible that even Brady, his
Boston traducer, in anticipation of it, calls upon God,
the immutable, to hav mercy upon him! This cry
for mercy would convince us that the Christian is
better after all than his God, if we did not know
that his talk about charity and toleration is the
most hypocritical pretense.

For Once Talmage Had An Impediment In
·
His Speech.
It may reasonably be doubted if Talmage is entirely at ease since he made that offer of $100· to·
.any Infidel who has read the Bible through bwice;.
Moses Hull made him several fair propositions;
which, to refuse to accept, will be to confess thafr.
he was merely bluffing when he offered the $100L
A New York Recorder reporter called on Talmagel
for further information concerning his " dare."
Here is a part of the conversation that ensued:
" 'Is it true,' asked the reporter, 'that you offer $100
to any Infidel who can prove that he has read the Bible
through twice in course?'
" 'Yes,' answered the doctor, 'and you may hav noticed I added that it must be proved by witnesses.' Dr.
Talmage rubbed his hads and smiled blandly.
" • Well, doctor, that witneBB clause is just what the
Recorder would like to know about. Are you yonrl!elf in·
a position to prove by any single credible witness that;
you hav read the Bible through once?'
"Dr. Talmage started; his features took an expression•
of consternation, and he coughed slightly.
" 'Ahem!' he said. 'That is a matter-'m-that-it--ah-lies with me-ahem !-entirely to decide. Yes, as rr
was saying-ahem !-that is a matter that I don't care to•
go into-um-ah.'
"The reporter suggested that the reverend doctor·
might be expected by the Infidels to at least show that';
he ha.d fulfilled the terms of his own ofter.
" 'Ye-s,' said Dr. Talmage. (But that is my. own
lookout. Is there anything else you would like to ask me
about?'
" 'Hav you nothing more to say on this subject?' was
asked.
" 'No,' said the clergyman."
No, he had nothing more to say. The question
was assuming an aspect not at all pleasant to contemplate. It had dawned upon him that he had
once more thrust himself with his usual heedless impetuosity into a position where the feathered inhabitants of heaven would not hav dared to venture.
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Shall We Ever Hav Fair Play in Education~ on the subject from various speakers who make it ball between two college teams. The Times says
The school question is to the front in this state.
The various anti-Catholic Protestant organizations
are up in arms against the proposition to giv the
Catholics a part of the public school funds for their
schools. As between the Catholics Bond the Protestants, the former hav the best of the argument. The
Protestants hav insisted, and still insist, that their
Bible shall be read in the schools, and that in various other ways thE> children shall be indoctrinated
with Protesta.ntism. Practically, they get the
benefit of all the public school fund, and grow purpie in the face with rage when their fellow-taxpayers,
the Catholics, ask for their share of the spoils. The
New York Times well says, editorially: "If anything could justify the hostility to the public
schools of the [Catholic] zealots, whose zealotry it
is the mission of the papal delegate to suppress, it
would be the attempt of the Protestant zealots to
convert the public school system into a Protestant
propaganda. It is a. matter of regret that, whereas
the Pope, through his delegate, has exercised the
power to suppress the.Roman Catholic bigots, there
is no ecclesiastical power for the suppression of the
Protestant bigots. That must be left to an enlightened public opinion."
But where is the "enlightened public opinion"?
Will the Times help make it, by saying in distinct
terms, so that even the most stupid can understand
what is meant, that the use of the Bible, the utterance of prayers, and the singing of religious hymns
in the public schools is unconstitutional and in :flat
denial of the equal religious rights of all taxpayers
and patrons ? · No man of brains who has an atom
of honesty in his make-up can oppose the Catholic
demand as being unjust, while he favors the retention of the Protestant Bible in the public schools.
This applies to Rev. J. 0. Wilson, of Brooklyn, the
American Protectiv Association, and all others
whose war against Rome is in defense of the Protestant grab instead of in behalf of fair play and religious liberty.

Agents Wanted.
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book" Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
lara;ely disappeared and jokes at the expense _of
J oft"ah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and DaVId,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.

a rule to hav their " say" every Sunday.

Next week we shall hav the first installment of
Mr. Charles Watts's "Freethought and Secular
Notes from England." It will be noted ihat Mr.
Watts differentiates "Freethought" and "Secu
larism." In the first of his monthly series of
Notes he tells us why he does this, and we bespeak
for his explanation the thoughtful attention of our
readers. We hav no dou:bt the Notes themselvs
"Stricken dumb while blaspheming" is the headwill be eagerly read by all our thousands of sub- ing the World givs the following dispatch :
scribers.
"SHAMOKIN, PA., November 23d.-Eight months ago
James Starks, an iron worker, became angered and swore
We do not wish to precipitate ariother panic or in a most frightful way. He was stricken dumb at the
"object-lesson" upon the country, but it is per- time and did not speak again until yesterday, when he
fectly true that there are a number of our sub- attended a protracted meeting and made a profession of
scribers whose ti.ine has expired who hav not paid religion, after which his speech came back to him. The
next day, however, he was speechless again, and he is now
us. And it is perfectly true also that there are losing his sight. When h11 first lost his speech, he saw a
some people down-town to whom we owe money vision and imagined it reproached him for his wickedwhom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly ness. When it vanished he was unabl6 to speak or hear."
easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will
How did he make the profession of religion before
stop at the post-office and buy a monay order for "his speech came back to him T'' By pantomime T
$3 and mail it here. If they meet a neighbor on If God restored his speech because of the profestheir way who doesn't take the paper but wants it, sion, did he take it from him again the next day
m1ke the money order $5 and it goes for a year to and his sight with it, and why! It ;vould seem
both. But please remember that the down-town that God is playing fast and loose with the poor
fellows here are hard up.
sinner! It is apparent to all sensible people that
the man is high-strung, nervous, and superstitious,
In his Thanksgiving sermon, Rev. J. 0. Wilson, and that the action and interaction of violent pasMethodist, of Brooklyn, said :
sions produced the physic l phenomenon which the
'' Let Rome keep her hands off the American schools. learned reporters and editors attributed to an act
The Protestant Bible must be read to our public school of "God." It argues little for the general intellichildren. Rome must not be allowed to banish it from
gence of the people that the publishers of metroour schools."
politan papers think it pays to giv countenance to
Is not that nervy ? Why, a man who has no
such gross delusions.
more conscience than that should not be trusted
alone with a grindstone, unless it is broken. Can
Lectures and Meetings.
he tell us why the Protestant Bible should be read
Colonel
Ingersoll's
Lecture appointments are:
to the public school children in preferen<>e to the
Dec.
10,
New
York
City.
12, Holyoak£~, Mass.
Catholic Bible, or the Talmud, or the Age of Reason? " 17, Williamsburg, N.Y. I Dec.
" 13, Lowell, Mass.
The very terms of his own declaration would bring
DuRING the month of December, Franklin Steiner will
home to him the conviction, if he had even the most
rudimentary sense of justice, that no religious in- lecture in Correctionville, Pierson, Atlantic, Walnut,
Carlisle, and other places in Iowa.
struction has rightfully any place in the public
THE Science Sermons Societv meets every Sunday
schools.
evening at 7.45 o'clock in the lecture room of the Church
"Prendergast, I say, had as m,uch right morally in of the Messiah, Park avenue, corner of 34th street.
murdering Carter Harrison as had Carter Harrison in
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry Univerprotecting the gambling hells and saloons of Chicago."
sity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
The foregoing is an extract from a recent sermon afternoon at 3 o'clock.
of a Presbyterian minister of Chicago. It is to be
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
presumed that the reverend gentleman believes in Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
majority rule. The people of Chicago knew just Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
what Carter Harrison was and what he would do same place at 10.30 A. M.
should he be elected mayor. So knowing, they
THE Brooklyn Philosophical A8sociation holds meetings
eiected him by a rousing majority, by that action every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busideclaring .that they wanted the gambling hou!i!eS ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for December:
and saloons left alone. To say that Harrison's December
lOth.-Prof. A. L. Rawson, "Theosophy."
conduct, under those circumstances, and PrenderOthers to be announced later on.
gast's crime hav the same moral value is to utter
John R. Charlesworth is now in the East. The folnonsense, to put it very mildly. .A:nd it makes the lowing appointments are on his list, and friends alon~ the
Presbyterian divine an apologist for the worst kind route desiring lectures should address him at once:
Dec. 14,15,16, Waterloo,Ind I Dec. 17, Chicago, Ill.
of law-breaking.
--------~.---------

we hav received from C. P. Farrell a new ediColonel Ingersoll apeaks in the Broadway Theater
next Sunday, the lOth inst, on "The Gods." No tion of that splendid prose poem, "Life," by" the
more than the announcement will be necessary prince of orators," Col. R. G. Inger oll. It is
larger and better than the old edition, and can be
to bring out an immense audience.
framed or placed upon the table as an ornament.
The House of Representativs of New Zealand is In the center of the card appear the portraits of
a noteworthy one, from the fact that one-eighth of the Colonel and the baby, surrounded by the prose
its members are outspoken and avow:ed Freethink- poem, which has been truthfully described as "one
ers. Our House of Representativs is noteworthy of the masterpieces of the orator and poet, who
from the fact that seven-eighths of its members are now, as far as we know, stands alone in the living
outspoken and avowed hypocrits.
world." It will make a delightful Christmas present,
OWEN THoMAS DAVIEs, of Brighton, Sacramento and will be a souvenir not only of intellectual greatcounty, Cal., died on Wednesday, Nov. 29th. Mr. ness, but of artistic workmanship. It is printed on
Davies had for many years been a stanch and en- heavy board, gilt beveled edge. The size is 12xl6
thusiastic supporter of Freethought, and next week inches, and thlil price only 75 cents, post-paid. We
TliE TRUTH SEEKER will print a tribute from the pen would advise our friends to get this at once. The
of Mr. S. P. Putnam, together with a report of the words alone are worth the money.
funeral, which was very numerously attended.
If John Most is a man of his word, he certainly
did not keep it last Sunday with the Brooklyn
Philosophical Association, where a large audience
had gathered to hear what he had to say about
"The Consequences of Modern Society." However, the time was pleasantly passed with remarks

that " suggestions of a new designation would be
timely, but football day will not do i.md turkey day
is frivolous.'' How would "hypocrits' day" doT
Suppose a committee be appointed to select an appropriate name? Let the committee be composed
of the president, tl:1e governors of several states,
and a number of clergymen; they are the cads who
know all about politico-religious" functions."

The New York Times points out how the character of Thanksgiving Day has changed in the last
few years. The old Puritans would think they
were in sheol instead of "Christian America •; could
they be brought to consciousness on one of these
. "
degenerate days of suppose d "prayer an d pra1se;
especially if they should awaken near a game of foot-

THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Lectures for this month:
December 12th.-M. Ball, "Methods of Punishing
Crime."
December 19th.-Prof. E. D. Cope, "The Material Relations of Sex "
December 26th.-Voltairine de Cleyre, "Economic Indepen.dence for Women-Reply to Professor Cope."
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York:
December 8th.-Hon. Chas. S. Smart, A.M., "What
Interest Has the State in Education?"
December 15th.-Edgar C. Bt>all, M.D._, "Phrenology
Scientifically Treated-With Readmgs."
December 22d.-Walter S. Logan, ''Arguments for An
Eight Hour Law."
December 29th.-Ye Clnb Maketh Merrie. Program to
be announced later.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168i
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Admission is free. Program:
December 10th.-Prof. Chas. Augustine, "The True Historic Christ." A reply to Prof. J. S. Van Cleve.
December 17th.-G Gordon Sat~l;r, "Th~ ~iraoulo"!l~·"
December 24th.-C. 0. Wilmot, Do Christians Believe
in Prayer?"
December 31st.-Judge R. W. McNeal, subject to be~~
nounced.
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ena as eternal or immortal forms have no existence
and are impossible in the economy of nature.
And neither will the true and honest man or
woman cry "halt I" for fear some cherished instituThe Giant Delusion.
tion may be destroyed, or ardent hope blasted, but
PAPER READ AT THE INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGB:r all will insist to )earn the whole truth, lead it where
coNGRESS AT cmcAGo, ocT. 5, 1893, BY OTTO it may. But fortunately: in this case, a universal realWETTSTEIN.
ization of the entire truth and all the facts in the
We l:l.re assembled here bec~use we have found case, and a philosophical submission to nature's rethe truth and are desirous of imparting the same quirements, will be a far greater factor to establish
to others. We are here because we want the truth in the near future a more exhalted degree of purity,
-the entire truth-lead it into the pearly gates of morals, and a higher order of civilization than any
paradise, or straight into the caverns of an ortho- other truth ever revealed to mankind.
One of the principal reasons why the belief in
dox hell. What does the brave man care for sentiment, for childish cravings or longings T Once man's post-mortem existence has not yet been finally
determined to get out of the ruts of mental bond- .disposed of and is still cherished by millions of the
age, to subject his belief to the analytical tests of human race, is becaufile many unscrupulous individscience and reason, and to repudiate a blind faith in uals are financially and otherwise interested in permyths and miraclee, and he will traverse the world petuating such belief and in leaving the problem
and soar through the skies in search of facts, in unsolved. Add to this the important fact that man
search of truth, and forget his own little individual is prone to accept a faith which so entirely gratifies
self in proud determination to attain that one grand his vanity, encourages his hopes and desires, and
and superlative object, TRUTH! Truth agreeable, fully conforms to his notions of ideal bliss during
or truth disagreeable, what matters it to him T all eternity, and the mystery why a problem so
Would he hesitate to learn the result in a lottery in simple and so self-evident is still unsolved in the
which he may have drawn the great prize or-lost minds of many otherwise intellectual men and women
itT Others go elsewhere, into grander halls, os- is explained.
tensibly for the same purpose, but it is not at all
But suppose to-day it could be demonstrated to
certain that their motives are as pure as ours. the entire world, savage and saint (as I think it
Why T Because others may go to their places of could be with proper facilities), that eternal individmeeting or to their churches for selfish purposes- ual life after death were not worth living, were not
for money, profit, power, votes, social advantages, desirable, in fact a fate· seriously to be .dreaded,
etc.-but no such sinister motives can possibly be how many persons not now completely under ecoleattributed to us. I insist there is absolutely no siastical mbjection would continue to entertain
motive thinkable why anyone should voluntarily as- such belief! Suppose to-day it were to the finansume an attitude of hostility towards the prevailing cial interest of every priest, preacher and medium
religions unless, indeed, prompted by highest prin- to oppose such belief, how many of them would reciples of duty and hon•Jr. If we were in the least main in their pulpits or in their cabinets to preach
inclined to be dishonest we would not be here, but about an unknown God, spirits, and an unknown
there, because here we have much to los6 socially, life after death~ Suppose our politicians could
politically, and financially; there, much to gain. "catch" more votes out of the church than in it,
Here hard continuous struggle, ostracism, and per- how many would continue to enroll their names on
secution; there gliding smoothly with the stream the church docket! Suppose our merchants, docof popular conventionality. Not that all who wor- tors, and lawyers could sell more wares or obtain
ship are dishonest. No! But because all those in more patients and clients by professing Atheism
the least inclined to be dishonest go there to than Theism, what belief would they subscribe to?
worship.
Suppose the masses were convinced that all the EoThu~:~, indirectly, the church offers continually the cial and financial advantages now conferred upon
most tempting inducements-both in the shape of them by tl:e church would follow them outside, and
present bliss and future happiness-to induce the that it were otherwise to their advantage to abanmasses to affiliate with their institutions, with which don church life, how many would continue to support
we, being as yet sadly in the minority, cannot com- them~ Only those still crouching in abject servipete; and consequently it requires no ordinary de- tude and obedience at the feet of an arrogant priestgree of courage and honesty publicly to renounce hood T All of which goes to show that it is from
the church and its powerful influences. But all of motives of selfishness and hopes of gain that the
which tacitly implies that those who do so are bon- masses still uphold religion, not from honest con vicest men and honest women, and that their delibera- tiona that their faith is based upon facts and truth.
tiona, therefore, are entitled to profound respect.
Now, it will be cheerfully conceded t.hat if any
There was only one basis of unity in the great living being should be immortal and forever happy,
Parliament of Religions, which has just ceased its it should be man-the highest anirual-" the
grotesque deliberations in this city, and that was- crowning work of nature." But alas! in spite of
paradoxical as it may seem-not religious. Upon most acute researches I can discover no facts in naall questions theological and religious, the several ture, no logic, reason or analogy, which justify the
representatives of the world's most powerful re- conclusion that such is the case, or that because
ligions were radically divided-and always will be man thinks it should be therefore it will be.
because of conjecture and fiction. Upon the necesNature in general is very inconsiderate of man's
sity of ethical and moral culture all were agreed, welfare, wishes, and whims, and positively ignores
because practical and universally beneficial. But his strongest yearnings and desires. Are we not
not an intelligent effort was made to define or lo- all ushered into.Histence with a death warrant for
cate a God; and soul and spirit were unanimously us in t.he hands of Fate, and destined to go thrc ugh
taken for granted without proof. Now we propose life like convicts sentenced to an early death? Do
to indorse enthusiastica1ly every word said in favor we not all long (in vain) for continued happiness
of the brotherhood of man and every sentiment and unalloyed bliss, but, instead, are afflicted witb
breathing love, virtue, justice, and charity. If there disease, pain, and grief? Are we not all stunted in
is any good in the millions of churches outside of growth, restricted in power, unmercifully tossed
myth and miracle we want to preserve and per- here and there by unfavorable conditions and envipetuate it. All this we cherish, all tlis we indorse; ronments, and sadly limited in capacity to fully enand we will cheerfully unite with them in all prac- joy physical and mental pleasures? Is it npt true
tical efforts to elevate and fraternize the entire that we are but an insignificant monad, born by
human race. But myth and miracle we want to chance and destined soon to vanish from existence
overthrow. We know the basis of theology and like all other living forms ?
of all religions (in a supernatural sense) is a stuWhat preeminence has man over other brutes?
pendous error, taught and perpetuate:! by igno- True, we are the highest brute, but in a world where
ranee or deceit, and therefore shall not hesitate to all gradations of brutes exist, some brute necessarily
proclaim the entire truth, though contrary to pop- must be the highest brute. But so is a hyena
ular clamor and the belief of a vast majority of the higher than a worm, but is this any reason why the
human race.
worm should die and the hyena be possessed of a
It is about time, in this grand age of science and "dual body," which survives the destruction of its
progress as graphically and magnificently repre- physical cadaver 1 But human beings are separated
sented by the World's Columbian Exposition, and in the scale of physical and mental development as
even by the great city in which we are assembled far as the lowest and highest brute. Is the chimitself, that the doctrin13 of man's immortality be panzee immortal, the gorilla, the Bushman and the
divested of its sacred and mysterious aspect, sub- cannibal' If not, what physical distinction over
ected to rigid scientific analysis, and then, if found the lower races are we endowed with which enables
untrue, consigned to a place in the category of us to survive the dissolution of our physical bodies?
other exploded doctrines and illusions, where it And if we must concede immortality to these, what
properly belongs. ·
·
.
preemi~ence have these over the brute T Are we
To us ~ho h!lve ear~estly ~nd th~roughly investi- not all conceived, bred, and born like brutes 1 By
gated this anment behef, still chenshed by all na- what rule of logic, then, can we reasonably deny
tiona, it has ceas~>d to be a problem, because it can that we must also die like brutes T
now be absolutely demonstrated that such phenom- , "Terrible fate!" do I hear you say? Would you
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prefer the more terrible fate of the Christians, ninety
per cent. of whom-if Christianity is true-are unavoidably and absolutely doomed to an eternal
existence in a burning hell, without even the consoling thought that eveJ!ltually death may release
them from their agony? And, pray, why is nonexistence of the •dead any worse than non-existence
of the unborn T
I am an optismist and drink deep from the fountains of pleasure, scattered along the pathway of
life. I let good sense prevail, borrow no trouble,
and humbly bow to my fate decreed by Mother
Nature. I believe with Ingersoll: "The time to
be happy is now." Hence I study to obtain the
highest degree of enjoyment out of the brief period
of life allotted to man. This, I insist, consists
principally in the gratification of the desires, appetites, and passions dependent upon and concomitant with our physical body, foremost of which is
the sentiment of love for the opposite sex; marriage; building and beautifying our home; children and the intense pleasures incident to their
daily growth, changes, and development, etc. But
all these delights cannot possibly survive the physical body, and, consequently, a monotonous existence, extended through the countless ages of endless time without physical corporeity or capacity,
with no wife to embrace, no children to caress, no
three meals a day, occasional banquets, wine and
cigars. This would be, to say the least, very far
from my ideal "heaven" and all it implies. And
ratter than to live such prosaical eternal life as an
airy spirit, with the vivid recollection of the many
gcod things enjoyed on earth, but henceforth denied us forever, I, for one, cheerfully submit to
the inevitable, satisfied that when life ends all will
be as serene during the eternity after my existence
as it was during the eternity before I was born.
Shall I fear nothing ? Dread to go to sleep T
Hesitate to meet eternal peace or shudder at the
thought that life's struggle-its dire calamities and
fearful possibilities, menacing our existence continually-will soon be over, as far as I am personally
concerned? Shall I not rather rejoice, that when
I die I shall have escaped all impending danger T
But whether eternal life is desirable or not has,
as stated above, nothing to do with the possibility
of man's eternal existence. We must discuss this
question philosophically, regardless of our likes and
dislikes, inherited notions and cunningly assumed
authoritative pretensions. We must apply science,
reason, logic, and sense.
That the sole reason of the survival of the faith
in immortality is egotism, is best illustrated by the
almost general repudiation of late of the doctrine
of a literal "hell " as taught by the Bible and all
consistent Christians for eighteen hundred years.
This "monstrous doctrine" (as Beecher called it in
righteous indignation) has the same basis and identical origin as its associate doctrine of "heaven,"
yet to-day it is complacently consigned to realms of
fiction by all thinking minds, simply because it is
not comidered a comfortable climate in which~o
spend eternity. Yet it is the corner-stone and
foundation of the Christian religion.

Without "hell" there can be no Christianity.
Christ came to save sinners from "hell." Discard
hell and Christianity falls. It is like "Hamlet"
with Hamlet left out. There is either a "hell" for
heathens, sinners, and Atheists like myself, or Christianity is a farce and a lie. Believe this doctrine
and all the terror it implies and you may subscribe
youself an honest, consistent Christian. Repudiate
it, and if you remain in the church, you arc3 either
a hypocrite, ignorant, or dishonest. If no "hell,"
Christ's death wae deliberate and cruel murder,
and the whole scheme of man's fall and redemption,
and the entire Bible, must be repudiated.
"Adam's fall," ac.cording to Christianity, con~
signed humanity to death and "hell.'' So God decreed. But after four thousand years God repented
of peopling the world with billions of human beings
irredeemably lost without fault of theirs and damned
to eternal torment. So "he sent his only begotten son " and caused him to be crucified, and de.:.
creed that "whosoever believeth shall be saved, but
whosoever believeth not shall be damned." This is
Christianity, pure and simple, and all those who
discard "hell" discard Christianity, and, consequently, are not Christians.
But how many intellectual men and women believe in this "hellish" doctrine at the present time?
Comparatively few, but a vast majority of those who
have discard€d this most emphatic declaration of
Christianity now rally under the banner of the
"New Theology" as taught by Channing, Parker,
Savage, Swing, Thomas, and many others; still
cling to the hope of immortality, but without even
a shadow of authentic proof of such doctrine, without a revelation, and purely from the selfish motives stated above. They are practical Atheists-
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without a Bible, without a God. They have substituted human fallibility for "divine infallibility,"
the gospels according to Tom, Dick, and Harry for
the gospels according to Mathew, Luke, and John
-each his own prophet, each his own authority.
The Bible discarded as a basis of our faith, can
we by science and reason demonstrate that man
survives death T I emphatically insist we cannot,_
and though the burden of proof devolves ·upon
those affirming-which proof, however, has never
been forthcoming-! think I can now produce uncontrovertible argument that the doctrine of immortality must be consigned to realms of fiction.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Sparks From the Lecture Field.
An early breakfast at Northport, an early ride to
New York, thence to Boston, and from Boston
again, on to East Dennis, made all in all a ride of at
least fourteen hours.
It was late when I reached my destination, but a
good supper was awaiting me, ani Joshua Crowell
and wife did all in their power to make things comfortable for me. This is my first visit to Cape Cod.
At this time the cranberry season is at its bight,
and here, almost in sight of the very spot where all
kinds of torture were inflicted in the name of religion; here, where hangings occurred, where the most
horrible butcheries took place but a few years ago,
the light of intellectual freedom has penetrated to
such an extent that many people could be seen
picking the fruit on the "blessed Sabbath," and
preparing it for the market.
Work should be man's only worship, and these
people now residing on Cape Cod, where the feet of
the Pilgrim Fathers first trod on American soil,
hav so far attained to the bights of intellectual and
religious liberty that they hold to the right of occupation on any day. Let Tennessee take a lesson
from Massachusetts.
I gave two lectures in East Dennis, and each
time I was favored with a good audience, considering the sparsely settled condition of the district.
The lectures were opened and closed with music
and singing. Again the " Cosmian Hymn Book "
was brought into use, while Miss Alice Crowell and
Miss Hall took turns in presiding at the organ.
The society here is one of the oldest Freethought
organizations in America. For more than twenty
years it has stood the storm and stress and flourished in the bloom and flower of prosperity. They
hav a good membership and a list that any church
in the vicinity might envy. Mr. Joshua Crowell is
its president, and Mrs. Lydia Hall its secretary.
They put our cause before the people at every
favorable opportunity, and I can safely predict a
long career of uf'lefulness. I was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Crowell, who entertained me right nobly
while there, and in the spare moments they initiated
me into the mysteries of cultivating the cranberry.
My first visit here ended favorably all round, and
everyone seemed satisfied owith our present efforts
to Jisseminate the glad gospel of truth. From
East Dennis I went to Osterville, where I gave two
. lectures- under the auspices of the Cape Cod Liberal
Association. This, too, is an old and extensiv organization. · Its ramifications extend through various towns and villages along the cape. It boasts
a good membership and has some splendid and activ
workers in the ranks. Daniel Crosby, of Osterville,
is one of its vice-presidents. The Crosby family
are well known as Infidels throughout the whole
district, and they are never afraid of expressing
their views. My lectures here were successful to a
degree. The topics upon which I held forth caused
a wide-spread discussion, and the little stores in the
town were filled with eager disputants. I h1d a
quantity of literature with me for free distribution,
and Mr. Crowley saw to it that each person in the
audience was well supplied. Even the preacher's
wife came in for an abundance thereof. My stay in
this locality was made at the pleasant h:me of Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Crosby, a home made sweet and
pleasant by the perfume of flowers, for it is surrounded by chrysanthemums and "myrtle." Mr.
Crosby placed his boat at our disposal, and Captain
Handy took me for a sail round the bay. Even in
rough weather I would hav entertained no fear.
My companion had been a sea captain for years,
and knew ·every inch of the boat from stem to
stern. For years he had plowed the seas, but now
he has given his life to plowing the land and destroying superstition. Captain Handy attended
both my lectures at Osterville and upon the occasion of my second lecture he came over with his
daughter from Cotuit, a distance of seven miles.
There may be found a large number of Freethinkers
in this country. The hospitality enjoyed and the
intellectual. freedom displayed cheers the heart of
the traveler on his way.
J\f;r lectures iJl Osterville ooming to a close, Cap-

tain Handy drove me over to Cotuit where I was tend to my duties in connection with the FederaWe had not been long in tion, and prepare once more for my return to the
down for one more.
Cotuit when a carriage drove up, and Mrs. Crosby, West.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
with her daughter, alighted therefrom. They had deSec. Freethought Federation of America.
cided to follow us and attend another of my lect165 South Water Street, Chicago, Ill.
ures; the last one for the time being on the Cape.
Another splendid audience greeted me. Captain
Respects to E. 0. Roscoe.
Handy preceded me with a short and well adapted
When I offered my criticism on the articles of
address upon the objects and principles of our cause. friends Brayton and Reed I thought it might raise
I thoroughly enjoyed this visit and I hav made many a little breeze, but did not think it would cause an
new friends and acquaintances whose kindness and earthquake.
generosity hav gone straight to my heart. A pleasIf all the letters which I hav received in regard
ant little home in the country surrounded with to my comments on those articles could be spread
nearly everything to be wished is indeed conduciv out in THE TRUTH SEEKER it would be interestingly
to one's happiness and comfort. Music and singing funny to observe that no two of them agree. Each
were among the chief of our entertainments. In is very positiv that he is right, and they agree only
the homes of our friends here the glorious light of in one thing, and that is that John Peck has gone
Freethought shines with brilliant luster. Nothing daft.
but the ordinary cares and disappointments of life
Of course I cannot answer all of those letters,
can cloud the present or even dim the future. The nor need I; they answer themselvs. For a cursory
splendid hospitalities showered upon me by Mr. and examination reveals the fact that they not only reMrs. Crosby were repeated by Mr. and Mrs. Handy fute, but utterly annihilate each other.
in Cotuit. The contentment of mind, the happiness
But I must pay my respects to Mr. Roscoe.
of sympathy, all combined to produce a paradise Colonel Ingersoll says he has been called everything
that makes one almost loath to leave. But still I but a fool. Since tee strictures of Mr. Roscoe, I can
must up and away.
Yet these lectures and the go him one better. No doubt he (Mr. Roscoe) has
occasion will form another of those pleasant epi- been fed on angel's food, and drank only the pure
sodes in life for whose return we shall often long. dews of heaven. It is evident that he has not been
Harwich was my next camping-ground. I had contaminated with the companionship of ordinary
expected to lecture there, but owing to the non- men but has "dwelt apart." Probably he is in
delivery of my messag~ no arrangements ·had been spiritual communication with Koot Hoomi and
made; consequently no lecture was given. B. F. other Mahatmas of India and Ceylon.
Robbins came to the depot to meet me, showed
He is a nineteenth century wonder. .,.. hen Danme around the town, and entertained me for the iel Webster entered the arena with Colonel Hayne he
day. On the following morning I was up again to placed his name on the scroll of honor as the greattake an early train for Boston, where I lectured est living debater. Mr. Roscoe has thrown down
once more in the grand old " Paine Memorial" be- the gauntlet, but "0! ye Gods," I dare not pick it
fore the Ingersoll Secular Society. This time I up, for has it not been on the "hand of Cresar."
was favored with the largest audience that I hav · How he came to notice such a lilliputian specimen
ever had in Boston. The old hall was crowded of humanity as myself, and how he came to stoop
and many went away unable to find seats. Reuben to the consideration of so trivial a matter as the
Rush, the " Rattler" of Congress fame, presided at financial question is past my understanding.
the meeting and sent things off with one of his
He asks me if I would take confederate scrip
famous "Rushes," equal to any of Princeton's, for cows. This shows that he has studied the
Yale's, or Harvard's. R-uben is a whole team by money question deeply. Right here I would like
himself, and he did much by his opening remarks to ask him a question. But it is not likely that a
to start the enthusiasm of the audience.
glowworm would attract any attention under the
The crowded audience, together with the pres- broad glare of his calcium light.
ence of L. K. Washburn, Ernest Mendum, Marston,
Is there not the power in every independent govFoster, Babcock, and other well-known ones of the t:rnment to make money T If not, where does the
mighty host, tended to put me on my mettle and money come from? And has not every government
urge me to my best efforts. The platform was the right to choose its own material T
occupied by Messrs. Rush and Rockwood, the latter
But I must not overload THE TRUTH SEEKER.
having for years carried the work of humanity I think Mr. Roscoe would do better to use the
onward and the former ready to take his place and energy of his powerful intellect in solving the great
continue it. The leature was followed by a good, problems of nature. Tell us, Mr. Roscoe, why
though short, discussion, in which a Mormon elder the waters pour over the falls of Niagara. Why
participated. He is a man with a big heart. He don't the wind smooth down the waves of the
said "he had no sympathy with ancient or modern ocean T Why don't -the rainbow rest on the arch
creedism," but expressed a firm belief in that un- with the legs pointing upward T Don't you think
known quantity called God, and a future life some- it necessary for the man in the moon, away up in
where, though where he did not know. It will be the cold, to take a " smile " occasionally? Don't
seen that he holds on to just enough creedism to you think that old chestnuts are unpalatable T ·
float the boat in which he rides.
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PECK.
While in Boston I was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
.A. _Sample ot Christian "Love."
Rush. The Rushes are all Freethinkers, and the
audience at Investigator Hall on each Sunday afterAt Angerburg, Prussia, while making excavations
noon would be incomplete without Reuben'lil father, beneath the church, workmen came across a small
who occupies his accustomed seat in the front row walled-in space, in which they found a human
and never fails to manifest his appreciation of good skeleton, a broken chair, and the remains of a helsentiments by an occasional "Hear, hear!" accom- met and a pair of boots. The walls bore marks as
panied by applause. I was well entertained by if of finger-nail scratches, and there was only too
host and hostess. Reuben and his brother Thomas much evidence that some person had been walled
could never tire of showing me around the "Hub." in alive. This punishment was a common one among
Sunday evening Reuben secured seats for us at the religious orders in the good old times. All the
the Boston Theater, and we went to hear a dis- convents had an in pace, as it was called. The
course on "Abraham Lincoln " by the Demosthenes church would not shed blood, but for any offender,
of modern times, that great and accomplished ora- who betrayed the secrets of the order, there was
tor whose glowing eloquence is capable of swaying eternal peace in some cave or cell where, after a
the multitude, first to tears, and then to laughter- service for the dead, the offender was immured,
Robert G. Ingersoll. What a treat, what an intel- Bibliophile Jacob, in his preface to Le Convent de
lectual feast was there spread out before me! The Baiano, a story of scandalous doings at Naples in
vast crowd thronged in every part of the theater. 1577, says: "In several convents Christian charity
A line of people three deep stood around every bal- and monastic humanity consisted in prolonging the
cony and even c n the ground floor. No seats could life of these unfortunates by giving them a threebe bought Sunday night, and the people paid for pound loaf, a pitcher of water, and a lighted canthe privilege of standing. The moment Ingersoll dle." At the demolition of convents in France in
stepped upon the platform the audience broke out 1789 a number of these in pace prisons were diswith a storm of applause. The magnetism of his covered with skeletons. In several the water and
presence and his glowing oratory, with his occa- bread were untouched, either because the victim
sional humor, moved his hearers both to pain and was killed for want of air, or refused to touch food
pleasure. The mind was forever swaying to and intended to prolong misery.-London Freethinker.
fro, surging as a sea, now carried upwards with his
lofty word pictures, and again depressed by the
Th_e earth .has n.ever ~een an in.stant slow in its
graphic illustrations of the horrors and cruelty of rotatwns on Its a:ns, or Its rev~lutwns arou.n~ t~e
the slave traffic. At the conclusion the vast crowd • sun; there has never been a m1stak.e or c?lliswn m
broke out in a mighty cheer, and "America's great- the pl.an a~d operation. of the m~tenal umvers?, yet
est orator" was compelled to return and bow his the Bible Is full of recitals of mistakes and failures
o~ the. part of the almight~. If it be t:ue that. the
acknowledgments.
I spend Monday in Boston, and on Tuesday morn- Bible IS the word of God, It must be hterally trul}
ing I return to New York city,.where I must at- and free from all error.
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Fonr Hundred Years of Freethonght.

9, 1898.

The laqt from Washington, while from Oregon any more than one could hurry a poem or a painting. One can hurry on a city directory-names
comes
this word:
It is a pleasUTe to peruse the letters I receive
I hope :von will hav your book ready before winter is and dates are easily put together; but not phifrom all over the country. The interest manifested
Whatever hapin "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is de- over, as I hav promised myself some very interesting losophy, science, and history.
reading out of it during the long winter evenings. I
lightfully encouraging. I suppose my readers hope we shall meet again befc:>re we hav to apply to St. pens I must take my time writing this book. Do
would like to know how the book is accepted Peter for ''admission." The weekly appearance of THE what I will, other matters will press upon me. I
hav to do the work of two men right along. I hav
throughout our scattered ranks, and I think it will TRUTH SEEKER keeps me up in Freethought.
to
be my own clerk and write about one hundred
CHARLES
G.
CAsPARY.
be well to publish these indications of good-will.
I must send yon $5, knowing your ability as a writer letters per week. That is the business part of it,
Everyone knows J. H. Burnham and the splendid
and speaker on the great Liberal questions of the day, which breaks in terribly upon hours of literary
work he has done. He writes:
which are now shaking the old superstitions from center composition and disturbs the flow of lhought.
I want your book, and intend to hav it. I am sure it to oircumference, and it is only a matter of time when Then I hav to lecture more or less to keep the ''pot
will be the book of this generation in the interest of Free- they must nass away. I hav passed my ei!!hty-first birthday, yet I feel I must see this work and be able to rean boiling,'' and write articles; so that spite of all I hav
thought.
and call it mine. and let it pass down into the hands of scarcely one uninterrupted day when I can forget
James Turner writes from Nashville, Tennessee: it,
my children and grand-children, as it will be a work to be
I holJ(l you will :find abundant encouragement in read when the present generation has returned to the everything except this work and hav all my faculties
bent upon it. Not being endowed with riches, I canspreading the true light. Accept my warmest regards, earth.
SAMUEL D. MooRE.
and my hopes for a pleasant future for you and success
not command the leisure I desire. In some respect
This
next
comes
from
glowing
youth,
as
the
last
for the cause you love so dearly. No doubt as light
this is a good thing, and in others not. Poverty is
spreads among the common people superstition and des- from hopeful age, and both look forward :
a
hard school, but it givs good results. If I had
potism will vanish.
I was g-lad when my father told me that he had subE. Livezey, of Baltimore, who has done noble scribed for a copy of yenr prooosed work, "Four Hnn- plenty of cash and plenty of leisure I don't" think I
work in our cause for many years, givs cheering drl:ld Years of Freethou!!bt." I eagerly await its appear- should write so good a book as I now will under
ance. If T can do anything here among our little band the stress of circumstances. Poverty compels a
word:
of Freethinkers, I will do so with pleasure. I hav always concentration of energy, a quickness of judgment,
I Phall be pleased to do all I can for your great under- taken a great deal of interest in your work for our cause,
taking. I am satiP:Iied this will be a grand book. I in- and I want to thank yon a thousand tim~>s for what :von hav a choice of ideas, a selection of the best, that is not
close $5, for I think you ought to hav the money now to done. Your lecture on the "Glory of Infidelity" is one necessary when one has all the "time in the world.
aid you.
of the grandest things I ever read. I hav read it several I think I shall write a better book, because I've got
Dr. De Lespinasse is always ready, and the fol- times. May yon receive hearty encoura!!ement in your to get it done this winter, than if I had five years
future work is the wish of
'GEORG~ J. REMSBURG.
lowing is his good word:
to do it in. In my case I :find there's a great deal
Francis
S.
Brettell
and
Ruth
Brettell giv the
In~>losed :find $10 for your book.
I see that under the
of inspiration in the "printer's devil" constantly
music
of
cheerful
old
age
:
head of " Government and Politics" you do not mention
calling for copy. I~ has a very stirring effect. Still,
Prouilhon and Carl Marx.
I am getting to be what iR considered old, eighty on Nohowever, only about so much of real good writing
Of course the radical work of these men will not vember 12th, and my wife is nearly the eame age. Never
havin!! been poisoned mnch with tobacco, alcohol, or can be done in a day, whatever the demand. One
be omitted in a history of this kind, which is in- medicin,
my constitntion iR not yet used up. We take can't write like a hack. He must brood and dream,
tended to givall sides. Whatever my own opinions, many Liberal and Freethonght papers-Invesf(gator,
and giv time for ideas to be fully born, and he must
I shall endeavor to express a clear view of the opin- TRUTH SEF.KER. etc.-and we found vonr deFcriDtion of
study compactness and cleai-ness of expression, etc.
various
exhibits
and
sights
at
the
World's
Fair
in
the
the
ions and the labors of those who hav in any way
There
must be exhausting labor, and it can be
"Pen
Pictures"
very
interestin!l".
and
also
Mrs.
M.
A.
aided human progress.
Freeman's in the Invest(qator. Enter our names jointl:v kept up but a few hours each day. As somebody
Says L. D. Crine :
for one copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." says, "Easy writing is blanked hard reading." I
"Four Hundred YeaTs of Freethoug-ht" has a mission- We thin'<: it will be all yon represent, and a very valuable hope my subscribers will not be impatient about
ary work to perform. The author will certainly hav the and interesting work for all Liberals and Freethinkers.
the appearance of this book. I am giving up everysatipfaction of holding the torch of reason up to the
Our young and brilliant orator of Boston says:
world.
thing else to its production, but there are condiI want this book, a monument to its author and the
Dr. M. O'B. Ward, of Montreal, adds:
If I hav
cause to which he has given his best efforts. I Rhall do tions which cannot be overcome.
to liv on a crust a day for the next six
I am sure the book, "Four Hundred years of Free- all I can to help you.
REUBEN RusH.
thought." will be most interesting, and I hope it will
That grand old man, John Peck, sends grAeting: months I mean to :finish this book to my
prove a great :financial success.
Stress
kept me from the Freethone-ht satisfaction, and not omit any labor necessary
That iFI a good Wiflh, for as the world now is COJ~gressofat circumstances
ChiC'a!!'o, but. I was with yon in spirit. Your to make it more valuable. This is the child of my
:finances play a most important part in the success hook no doubt will prove a g-rpat acquiRition to our Free- brain, and I want it perfect so far as time and
of any enterprise. It isn't an inspiration of course t.honght literature. I wish yon abnndant success. My study can make it so. I won't, therefore, make any
in writing the book, but it is a very beneficial result, life has bePn oDe continued warfare. In the anti-slavery promises as to the day of publication ; but until it
lanil-tax, temperance, ann secnlar reforms I
even to the author. But generally in the case of movemf.'nt,
hav spPnt mv time and fmere-ies. But I shall die without is completed it will be the all.absorbing work and
Freethought literature ·the golden rule applies, reg-rets. When a man lays his all upon tbe altar of prog- pleasure of my life. Of course I shall get it done
"Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he will not ress he can do no more.
this winter. I was hoping to hav it ready for
be di!!appointed."
This is good for California :
Christmas and New Year's, but must now giv that
The land of the South sends a good message
I hav read many of your works, anil I am determined up, since I cannot do the work as it ought to be
from Captain Garner, of Florida:
to hav "Four Hundred Years of Freeth ought" if I hav done by that time.
I will do all I can to get all the Liberals of m:v ac- to work nights and Sundays to pay for it.
It will cost nearly $2,000 for the :first edition.
CHAs. F. HARRIS.
quaintance to take "Four Hundred Years of FreeThe portraits will cost over $500. I hav to depend
·Dr. Paoli, of Chicago, writes:
thought."
I take deep interest in your great work, and I know :von entirely on the subscriptions to meet these exAnd Wm .. Mansfield, of Texas:
are a man well :fitted to giv your book an enviable repu- penses. I hope that those who are going to take
I am satisfied your book will prnve itself worth more tation. Please put me down as one of your subscribers.
than the small sum asked for it. If ready in time I I was very mnch disappointed not to meet yon at the the book will giv me their names at once, as now is
the time I most especially need their assistance. It is
would like to order several copies for Christmas pres- Freethinkers' Congress.
ents, for it would make a most suitable and valuable gift.
I sincerely hope yon will be successful in your great the expense of publication that weighs so heavily,
Louis Levine says:
undertaking. I hope every LibE>ral will help according and which I cannot po~ssibly meet except by the
Do your work well. Your friends will expect no less to his or her me~ns. If they do, your reward will be cooperation of friends. I hope that those who !av
WM. JENSEN.
of yon. Yon will not be satisfied with anything short of only what yon justly deserve.
already so generously subscribed, will, if possible,
it yonr&elf.
I trnet von may he oompletely successful. I only fear secure subscriptions among their Liberal acquaintthat your many absorbing duties will not allow yon sufAnd the following from J. F. Hauenstein:
ficient leisure for that thoroughness such a great work an~es. Every new subscription at the present time
I am confident this will be the grandest hook ever pub- demands, and which people who know you bav a right to will be a mighty help to the :financial success of
lished, and I hope that the time will come when it will be expect.
R. J. MoFFAT.
this work. Don't wait to lend a hand, even if I hav
for sale in every bookstore. When I get my book I shall
I
send
yon
inclosed
the
price
of
your
book.
which
I
of
to wait a little while longer in order to produce a
make good use of it in passing it around among my
neighbors, ns I am doing with THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·r course want. I was always r"'li,qious. and I am living in better book. It is so much easier to take bills out
the anticipated delight I expect to hav in reading the
was at the Congress and had a glorious time.
of the pocket than ideas out of the brain~ But do
biographies of the sainfs to be sketched in your book.
your share, and I'll do mine. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
I want yon to make a grand success of this work; and
D. C. RoUNDY,
I hav all confidence that. yon will. I waTit to hav a record
This is what Colorado says:
of the part taken by Liberals in advancing the human
The :firm has raised the $5 due for your book, and I asrace that I can refer men to with pride and confidence. sure
Man and The Gods.
yon we all are as glad to send it to yon as von will
I want a work at hand to show what Freethongbt is, and be
to
receive
it.
Yon
are
dnly
entitled
to
it.
We
wish
The
main
criticism
of my lecture at Newark, on
its martyrs, reformers, and pioneers. I think I shall yon the most abundant success in its publication.
want more tban one copy, for I feel like spreading the
Sunday, December 3rd, was that I didn't go deep
M. H. COFFIN.
truth and giving Freethinkers the praise they hav so
enough and far enough ; that in confining myself
I inclose yon $5 for "Four Hundred Years of Freedearly won.
H. D. BALLABD.
to
the total separation ·of church and state I did
It is cheap enongh. I wish I conld double it,
I know your book will be grand, and I wish yon every thought."
not touch upon the burning question of the rights
but
times
are
hard
out
here
in
Oregon.
With
best
wishes
success in your undertaking. I shall join the Freethought for your success,
L. C. GILMORE.
of labor, which is a most important part of the
Federation soon. I advocated, through our Daper here,
These are some of the letters I receive. I hope rights of man. It is thus often said: ''Settle t.he
the opening of the World's Fair on Sunday, which led to
quite an argument with one of the leading "divines." A I shall be able to satisfy all expectations. The labor question and Freethought will take care of
short time ago I took a decided stand against the class of theme of course is a great one; b.ut the difficulty is itself." And I hav been urged to devote myself to
literature that is being adopted in the pnblicsohools. I was
on this issue elected member of the school board, which to so evolve it that it shall be a true picture of human that kind of political work-Labor reform, Peoplf''s
of course arouPed to a degree the Christian element· but progress, with color, form, and perspectiv harmoni- party, etc., as this was the best way to win for Freethe majority of the parents agree with me. I think. '
ously blended.
As some of my q,orrespondents thought.
LUELLA K. WEBSTER (AND 0. F. WEBSTER).
hint, I must take time to do justice to the work.
I endeavored to reply to this criticism but had
This is doing good work for the Liberal cause in In answer to many questions, I cannot say just not time to fully express my views. But. these are
a most important direction. Our friends in Michi- when the book will be published. I fully expected some of the points. In the :first place, as President
gan hav kept their Freethought and radical to hav it ready now, and I could hav written it after Bird said, we are all in the same boat, all going the,
opinions before tlie people and against wrong in the a fashion, but not so as to· satisfy myself or the same way, all hav the same large end in view-the·
church and out of it. This must be done all along C'ritical world. I do not want any imperfection in enlightenment and amelioration of the millions who·
the line.
this book if I can possibly help it. If it were inhabit this world.
Money was never so scarce in my memory, but it must merely a matter of dates, events, and statistics, I
But the end is so large and so magnificent that it
. come somehow for the purpose of helping yon in this en- could easily complete it. But it is more than this: must be reached by many means and many diverse
terPrise and furnishing the world with such a concise and
well-connected history of progressiv Freethought as It is a description of character, an evolution of e:fforts. We cannot follow one straight line, nor can.
yours will be. I want to leave no stone nntnrned that ideas; it is a work of combination-not merely of one man in himself include all means and methods
may lead some to see the falsity of the superstition that record. There must be a rearrangement of vast any more than one soldier can be artilleryman,
they revere.
WILLIAM J. W:mTE.
material. It is impossible to hurry a book like this, cavalryman, sharpshooter and infantry. Each man.
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must choose his line of battle and stick to it and
.
' so
not scatter himself
over the whole field and
really do nothing. The process of civilization is
differentiation and concentration; otherwise humanity cannot greatly advance. I do not criticise anyone for choosing a different line from my own. I
say if that is his work it is all right. Why, then,
should I be criticised for being simply a Freethinker
and fighting it out on that line, when it is conceded
that Freethought is absolutely necessary to human
advance T I admit that the questions of rent, of interest, of money, of free trade, of land tax are of
supreme importance; but no one man can settle all
these questions; and the demands of Liberalism
are also of supreme importance, and must be
equally insisted upon. Now I hav chosen the
Demands of Liberalism and Freethought for my
life work, and it is all that I or any one man can
attend to. I hav not time to attend to other questions in an adequate manner. I can giv my sympathies to these reforms, but I cannot be thoroughly
devoted to them as I am to Freethought. I, however, do not find any fault with those who put the
emphasis of their work upon these other questions.
I hav no creed of method; I am not so wrapped
up in my particular line of duty that I cannot see the
advantage of other lines of duty which it is impossible for me personally to pursue. Of this, however, I am positiv, that no great reform will be accomplished in this world without the triumph of
Freethought. And, though I hav to neglect many
important things, I am engaged in a fundamental
and far-reaching work. I am satisfied with the
work I hav chosen to do. It requires all my
faculties and time and the point I make is that I
ought not. to be criticised for not being God
Almighty and engaging in every reform under the
sun. Let us recognize the vastne~ of reform, the
manifold means by which it must be accomplished,
and the necessity of each individual choosing a particular line and being thorough in that, rather than
to dabble in all sorts of reforms and be good at
none. No man can do all. Each man can do
something. Let him find out what that something
is and do it with might and main. Illlt,this age
there must be special-ized effort, not only in science
but in reform. But don't let one specialist criticise
another specialist for being a different specialist.
Let all realize that digging away at diverse points
they will some day reach the same goal.
After the " Gods" hav ruled this world so long
and so harshly it was a pleasure indeed to see them
utterly demolished with glittering wit and reason,
and forever set aside by Ingersoll in his famous
lecture, "The Gods," which I heard at Brooklyn on
Sunday evening. A magnificent audience was
present, and everyone seemed to be in· sympathy
with the brilliant orator. How rapidly th 'l gods
who had so long tortured humanity disappeared in
the light of that splendid eloquence. How helpless
they were when logic and science attacked them.
Special providence, miracle, prayer, vanished into
nothingness. Only humanity remained free and
glorious, and working out its ow11,destiny. It was
a fine turning of the tables, to see man in his preeminence, without a particle of superstition, or
fear, remanding the gods to the darkness from
whence fhey sprang-all the multitude of gods, and
"Our God," with the rest of them; and of course
if the gods go, the devils go too; for as there is no
god without a devil, so there is no devil without a
god. And so the vision of humanity becomes clear
and bright, and wonderful indeed is the picture of
men's progress after the gods are set aside. It
made the heart swell to listen to those golden
sentences which breathed a requiem over the cemetery of the past, not in anger, but in pity; and
thence called us to the living future.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM~

Observations.
C. H. PAOKARD, EsQ, Editor of the .Eye, Snohomish,
w~~

.

-

.Dear Olayt: To-day I received a letter from a
resident of your city, wherein the writer, touching
upon the current financial stringency, says that the
cinch appears to hav been taken up another hole
since the date of my departure from Snohomish. I
am sorry to hear that, for the situation then was
too binding for the untrammeled exercise of trade.
The residents of the East are not, I judge, quite so
money-bound as those of the West, where the coinowners hav the people by the very umbilicus of
their systems, but the financial question is uppermost 'here nevertheless.
The other night the New York Chamber of Commerce entertained Secretary Carlisle, of the United
States treasury, with a dinner at Delmonico's restaurant. Delmonico's place here is a more expensiv lunch-room than the one that Van Loon kept
there by Hagarty's wharf in Snohomish, for the

guests at the dinner mentioned paid $20 for a
chance to eat with the secretary; but I should
guess that chambers of commerce are pretty much
alike all over the country. You remember what
ours did out there a year or two ago-held several
meetings and then listened to the secretary's report
on local developments, prepared by Eldridge
Morse, who was not
member. I do not know
whether the New York Chamber ever hears a report
on the conditions of trade or not. Its main function is to entertain distinguished visitors like
Carlisle and Comptroller Eckels the kid, who was
also present on this occasion, and who stridulated
after the habitual manner of the gold insect. When
each of the guests had consumeif his $20 worth of
grub, the president of the Chamber arose and proposed the following sentiment, to which Secretary
Carlisle was slated to respond, to wit:

a

Commerce demands and the honor of the country requires that the obligations of the United States !!!hall be
paid in coin current in any market of the world, and that
this question shall be settled for all time and beyond
controversy.
The proposition was followed by prolonged
cheers, of course; for when men hav a week's wages
under their belts in the form of champagne it is
easier to arouse their ~nth usiasm ·than to keep them
quiet. So all hands howled.
You will note the general terms in which this
proposition is made ; also that it is not a proposition intended for the relief of embarrassed citizens.
These fellows profess to be deeply concerned about
the "honor of the country." It is none of their
business, they think, if the farmer is unable to pay
the interest on his debt, owing to contraction that
makes gold twice as hard to get, without increasing
the purchasing power of subsidiary coin. " The
honor of the country," said President Smith of the
New York Chamber of Commerce, "requires that
the obligations of the United States shall be paid in
coin current in any market of the world." That
means gold, though it might mean girls, for among
the nobility of England a few years ago maidens
were accepted as tribute without anything more
than a cur.;o.ry examination. The reference to the
demands of commerce is not against the girl theory ;
the only objection to maidenhood as coin is its frequency. Like silver, it is abundant, convenient,
and economical.'' "Alas!" says the humanitarian
poet; "alas! that bread should be so dear and flesh
and blood so cheap.''
" Commerce demands a.nd the honor of the country requires," chirps Mr. Smith, "that the obligations of the United States shall be paid in coin
current in any market of the world.'' You, my
friend Clayton, and I, your friend George, know
that there is no coin current in all the markets of
the world. A view unobstructed by rear brick
walls and high fronts of encaustic tiles or other
hardware, has enabled us to see that honor requires
no mo;re than this, That obligations shall be paid
in money current in the community where such obligations are assumed. When I borrowed that dollar of Judge Van Bowen I did not feel bound to
pay it back in coin that would buy twenty beers in
South Africa.
By the way, I wonder if you could guess what
the chamber of commerce or Secretary Carlisle understands by "the honor of the country.'' Do you
think it consists in robbing the people of said
. 'd
country for the benefit of the b au k ers on th IS SI e
of the -Atlantic and of the English creditors on the
other? I should judge that the honor of this
country, or of the Atlantic ocean, or of the desert
of Sahara, the Rocky mountains, or the upper
atmosphere, is of less importance than that the
citizen of Snohomish should be able to pay his
grocery bill or take up his tabs at Fred Cleland's
hostelry. The ''honor of the country" and the
''demands of commerce" are fine words for the
auriferous-insect to conjure with, but they won't
buy land or a grub-stake. I often think that the
f th
. th h
patriots who take refuge m e onor 0
e country, while the citizen livs on sour-belly and salted
potatoes, 's as much of a humbug as the reverend
gentlemen who tell us the will of heaven and exalt
the glory of God.
I see that you still keep prodding away at the
editor of the Tribune, as if he, instead of George
Head and Billy Whitfield, had been responsible for
t f
·
· th
the premature announcemen ° an mcrease m e
family of Deacon Sorrrenson and his bride, who hav
not been married the full length of time in such
case made and provided. You would do better to
tak e H ea d an d Wh itfield apart and. .talk seriously to
them about the sinfulness of givmg bogus ne.ws
items to editors who are young and unmarned
tenderfeet I shall watch the .Eye carefully. Some
·
G h • t t
t
t
day, _B~ot~er ~rl am sd stha emhen . ~ar comet'firute,
and If It IS a grr , an
e P YSICian s cer I ca e
shows that he has called the turn, he will be able to

~898.

begin his announcement, "as stated exclusivly in
the Tribune," and the joke will not be on him so
much as present appearances would indicate.
Last week, while writing thinklets, the thought
came to me that, whereas the drowning catch at
straws, therefore the hard times must be responsible for a good deal of the present activity in religious cl.rcles. I wrote that statement with some
degree of uncertainty, not being more than reasonably sure that it was true. Now comes Dr. Charles
H. Parkhurst, the dive sharp, who states, upon information and belief, that the coming winter will
witness a more than usual interest in religion. This,
he says, wiiJ be the natural result of the business
sj;agnation. "There are some plants," says he,
" that will not thrive in too rich a soil, and religion
is one of them. In prosperous times people are apt
to say, 'This world is good enough for us.' The
shrinking of values and the loss offaith in securities
'will tend to turn the mind toward serious thought."
This is in harmony with a statement I.see in one of
your papers that lumber is being laid on the ground
for another church building in Snohomish. When
the building is erected, making six houses of worship for a population of 3,000, or one for every
500 people, your local means of grace will amount
almost to an over-production. There are but 200
churches registered in this city-one to every 8,000
citizens-and they are not crowded. Saloons occur
with greater frequency, our city boasting of 10,000
of them. What a paradise this would be for Jim
Pearl and myself if "morning's mornings" were
complimentary, as in Snohomish, and we could walk
fast enough to toucr them all before breakfast.
The solemnities attendant upon Thanksgiving
day went off first-rate last Thursday. This place
was infested with a thousand college students, who
came here to see the Yale-Princeton football game
and to incarnadine the municipality. Such was the
disorder of the day that people forgot to be thankful as they truly ought, and for the occasion praised
heaven with faint damns. Football is a violent
form of the sporting mania, and compared with it
the practice of indulging in prize-fights is an intellectual diversion. Teach the youth of Washington
to shun it as they would a bucking cayuse.
GEo. E. MAonoNAL!I.

Freethought Progress.
Dr. Huoer, of Berlin, has writtBn a work entitlBd
"Morality Without Dogmas." He sent his pions young
emperor a copy, asking permission to dedicate the work
to him. He received his book back with the gracious
answer that a book with such a title could not be accepted.
How nai:ve some folks are! ·. ·. · Dr. Bruno Wille has
assumed the editorRhip of Der Freidenlcer, published at
K6lnd, Germany. ·. ·. · Mrs. Hedwig Henrich-Wilhelmi,
the well-known German-American Freethonght lecturer,
has started on another lecture tour in Germany. Her last
one ended in imprisonment and exile for blasphemy. ·. ·. ·
Der Freidenlcer, Milwaukee, acceots subscriptions for
tbe family of Dr. Voelkel, who is himself serving in the
orison at Erfurt a two years' sentence for blasphemy.
We notice that Mr. George WilRon, of Lexington, Miss.,
an old TRUTH SEEKER subscriber, is among the contributors to the fund.
El Olamor Setabenl'le, a Freethonght journal edited
by Manuel Sori&no Lopez, is published at Valencia,
Spain. ·. ·. · Ramon Chi!~s. the editor of Les Dominicales
and leader of the Spanish FreBthonght party, died October 15th. The hearsA was followed by three hundred
carria"'es and eie-ht thousand persons. Tho~e who attended were members of the Freeth ought societies and
associations to which Chies belonged. All of the chief
papers were represented by their editors or bv substitutes.
Could there he found in the United States eight thousand
members of Freethonght societies to follow to the grave
the remains of any Freethonght leader? Spain is swiftly
cnmingtothefront. ButFreethinkerstherehavastupendons task before them. Accordimr to the just publishBd
Spanish census, Spain has 39,000 teachers ani! 72,000
priests. Of its 17,000,000 inhabitants only 3,318,000 men
and 1,687,000 women can read and write. Certainly men
like RRmon Chies cannot he spared.
At Lincoln, Neb., the mayor vetoed the resolut.ion oft~e
city council granting permission to the state band to g1v
Snndav concerts. The council passed the resolution
over the mayor's veto, spite of tbe objections of the parsons. ·. ·. · A fight over the Bible in the public schools
Is in progreRs at Lowellville, 0. There the Catholics are
·doing the work which dishonest Protestant officials hav
made nece~Hary and which should hav been done by the
local Freethinkers. if there are any. · · · Pitman
Grove N. J., is a Methodist resort where Sunday trains
hav n~t been permitted to stop. Now a majority of the
population ha.vpetitioneil for them. ·. ·. · In the Phono.qrophic Monthly for September Edward F. Underhill
bas an appreciativ and interesting sketch of the life of
the lat.e Theron C. Leland, Freethinker, philosopher,
wit, and Humanitarian A portrait of Mr. Leland acc~mpanies the sketch. ·. ·. · Arguments for church taxatiOn
were presented on November 4th to a C"mmittee of the
Massachusetts assembly bv J. 1\L L. Babcock, J. F. Foster, Dr. W!Json, and Mr. Moulton. Later the ar!!'Uments
• were contmned bv F. M. Holland, Dr. J. Van Elderen,
We.lter c. Wright, Charles AlexandBr, Charles _H.
Holmes, J. F. Foster, and E. H. Dunbar, all favonng
taxation. ·. ·. · The Granite Nonthly for December
opens with a biographical skP.tch of that earnest New
Hampshire FreethinkAr, W. C. Sturoc, of Sunapee. It
is from the pen of H. H. Metcalf and is accompanied by a
portrait of the subject.
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Brevity is the Heart of Generosity.
BARNHILL, 0., Nov. 21, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5,
post-office money-order, for one year's
s nbscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and
" One Hundred and Forty-four SelfContradictions of the Bible ;" the remainder to be used for the benefit of THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
JosEPH HmsT.

Freethinkers of tlie Pacific Coast, At·
tention!
PoRTLAND, ORE., N'"ov. 25, 1893.
FnmNus: What hav yon to donate
to the Portland Secular Sunday-school
Library and Museum? The children want
books, minerals, shells, fossils, insects,
etc. Send what yon can and help make
the Sunday-school one of the finest in the
country. All donations will be acknowledged by the secretary.
NETTm 0LDS, Superintendent.
WILL. JESSE, Sec., 10 Union Avenue.

A Man Wbo Puts Religions Liberty Abo-ve
Party.
RIDGEWAY, N.Y., Nov. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose clippine- relativ
to a proposed bill to giv state aid to private schools in New York stat~>, to which
I call your attention, although yon may
hsv seen it in the World.
I am a Republican, but I am ready to
leave any party in order to throw my influ.
ence against any coalition or combination
between church and state. Let us try
to Atop this matter above alluded to.
"Eternal vigilance is ~he price of liberty."
GEo. L. PRATT.

Such as This Will J[ake Jlr. Putnam's
Blushes Indelible.
LIBERAL, l\fo., Nov. 16, 1893.
1\fR. EDIToR: I must hav that book, the
book of all books, that book by the man
with· a soul like a mountain, a heart like
an ox, and energy like a flea, the man who
is always working for the emancipation
of his fellowmen, one of the best men that
ever lived-Samuel P. Putnam's "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought." If the
books are to be bound in leather, I want
one of the leather bound. Will send check
for $5 now, and if it costs any more let
me know, and I will send the rest.
Yours truly.
P. J. Ul\IBRITE.

Brother Smith Doesn't Understand the
Colonel ArigJ1t.
CADMUS, KAN., Nov. 10, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I Aee I hav got behind, as
my time expired on the 1st of the month.
Find inclosed $5 for another two years'
trip. This may be the last time I shall be
able to renew, as every year gets worse
for the laboring man.
I did want to go to Kansas City on the
22d to hear Brother Robert Ingersoll, but
I hav got a little tame on his talk of happy
homes, etc., when, as it seems to me, he
indorses the very principles that destroy
those homes. I think he means homes of
the rich. No, I am not yet ready to vote
for him for president.
AsA SMITH.

From a Victim of Persecution in Germany.
ERFURT, PRUSSIA, Oct. 2, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am here in prison, since
seven months ago. I am bodily well, and
am sure to be released in some months
with unbroken courage. Would you be
kind enough to send me H. Gardener's
"Is This Your Son, My Lord?" "Pray
You, Sir, Whose Daughter?" "Story
Hour," and "For Her Daily Bread"? I
hav got permission to read and write, and
should be glad to trans'ate those books,
since we ha'l' nothing similar in German.
But you must send me at the same time
the authors' permission to translate. I
read in your paper the note on my incarceration. Thanks.
With kind thanks, faithfully and fraternally yours,
DR. VoELKEL.

The Parasites of Industry.
TWIN MoUND, KAN., Nov. 1, 1893.
MR. EDITOR. Yon will find inclosed a
check for $3. I intended to remit some
time ago, but there were others whose demands admitted of no delay. I think, as
a class, the farmers are as prompt in meeting their obligations as any others; the
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be possible that the law, as they call it, of young ladies, and every week the presiexempts the railways. They come rush- dent of the said institution has his Bibleing, roaring, screaming through the classes, which he teaches regularly, and
towns, shaking the very church founda- every student is required to take the Bible
tions and deafening the congregations- work, and under no condition whatever is
stop and deliver freight, order cars to be she excused from it. So the work of drillunladen, or do it themselvs by their em- ing in superstition goes on. This instituployees. and we never hear of a righteous tion is nothing but a daily Sunday-school
soul complaining. In the name of all aflair. It is quite true they hav a capable
that is democratic or republican, free faculty (all Christians, however, to carry
and enlightened, how can these things be? out the one idea), and are very thorough
If laws (?) educate us, what kind of in the other branches, but no one may
education are we getting? One man sells study them unless she studies the Bible
a harmless book, and goes to the peni- too. So yon see the Bible is put first.
tentiary at hard labor for years. Half o. What will this school turn out? A set of
dozen other book-sellers keep for sale and one-sided bigots, who never hav heard of
sell with impunity books as vile as "De- anything but Christianity from the cradle
<'ameron," Rousseau's "Confessions," etc. up; hav never been allowed a free thought
(and the Holy Bible, too), and it is all in their lives. They, perhaps, represent
right. We talk about liberty and equality. several hundred homes every year. Yon
Jloney Close, But Not Close Enough to Yet we hav built up a monstrous system say this does not amount to anything-but
Reach ..
of injustice and despotism during the past it does. Just think for a moment; this is
BoULDER, CoL., Nov. 15, 1893.
one school, one drop in the bucket; there
thirty years.
HoLT.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, to apare a great many others of the same ilk.
ply on account. Money is close, but not Rellgrimite-A New Word for the LexiWhere are the free colleges 'I There
close enough to be reached here. With
cographers.
may be free public schools, but when one
an abundance of all the natural products
has finished there and looks around for a
SATANK, CoL., Nov. 6, 1893.
of the earth, men and women willing and
MR. EDIToR: As a Freethinker I take college in which to complete one's educaanxious to work are suffering for the nec- the privilege to write yon a letter which, tion, nothing bT't colleges run by retired
essaries of life, and even starving in this if yon choose, yon can put in THE TRUTH ministers meet the eye. Where are the
land of plenty. Why? All because of an SEEKER for all Freethinkers to read.
colleges in America that stand without reartificial panic, gotten up by the bankers
I read the " Rich Man Defended," both ligion for their foundations and a faculty
of Lombard and Wall streets. What for? that of Mr. Brayton and that of Mr. John who dare to say: "WE put science above
To add another delegation to the great Peck, and I congratulate Mr. Peck upon everything?" Has America any such?
army of tramps and homeless vagabonds, the gallant defense he made. I think it is
With the younger generation lies the
and to swell the already bursting pockets the best article on the hard times I ever destiny of this country. It lies with them
of the bloated and rapacious bondholders; read. As to Mr. Brayton, I think if he whether Freethought or superstition preto gobble up all the land; to add another will go out in some new country and take vails. If they are educated in Christian
link to the chain that is intended to make some of Uncle Sam's land as a homestead, coll~ges we cannot hav much security in
the majority of the people of America without money, and make a living till he prophesying a very decided growth in
slaves, in a worse slavery than negro raises a crop he will find it is harder than Freethonght. I do not mean that girl's
slavery ever thought of being. The ne- he imagins it to be. I had an argument colleges alone are needed; grand co-edugro slave was at least fed, however poorly, with a HeJJgrimite the other day that was cational schools are demanded where not
and had medical attention when sick, lest amusing, and I thought yon and the a breath of superstition can enter, and
his property value should he lost; but we friends would like to read it. As to the these would hav a very large influence in
must tread life's weary treadmill, and at word "Hellgrimite ": I suppose yon would shaping the future belief of this country.
the same time sing the jolly treadmill like to know what I mean by using tlfts They are needed, yes, badly needed.
song. And if we go under, who cares? word; well, I mean a man who pretends Freethinkers who hav children to educate
There is not even the property inducement to belong to church, and as soon as send them to the public schools, and when
to pull us out of the mud and mire, but services are over is schemin~ to beat his they hav finished there, hesitate to send
another is crowded in to take our place neighbor out of a few dollars. That is them to colleges of superstition, to blight
and deliver the tale of brick with or with- what I mean by Hellgrimite. The argu- the freedom of thought they hav already
out straw, as the case may be. And he ment was this: He asked me what was my gained.
must sing the same old jolly song, lest religious belief ; I told him I believed
Let us hav this idea talked-boomed!
with an idle tongue he might be plotting religion to be a humbug of the worst kind. Had I as much money as feeling on this
for freedom.
Says he: "Do yon expect to go to heaven subject, I should endow a college of FreeEnough of this; I did not start to lect- when yon die?" "Well, I don't know thought very liberally. But, unfortunure you; I am going to stay with you as but that I will, if there is such a place," I ately, I am not quite through one of these
long as I can, and help yon all I can, bnt replied. Then he asked: " How do you religions grist-mills yet and hav not tried
I wished to impress it on yon that things expect to get there if yon believe religion my fortune in the rough old world, but
move very slowly here just now.
a humbug?" And I answered him to the should fortune ever beam on me, I will
L. Z. CoMAN.
effect that if there was a heaven, as he certainly remember our educational needs
AN AToM.
claimed there was, I had as much show as and do my share.
Missouri's Sunday.
he had, if not more,• for I believed if a
OREGON, Mo., Nov. 23, 1893
man lived uprightly and honestly and did First Secular Church of Portland, Ore•
gon.
MR. EDITOR: Your article on Sunday what was right toward his fellow-manenforcement in our state, suggested by helping him along in need and distressPoRTLAND, ORE., Nov. 16, 1893.
the fining of a barber for shaving on Sun- and if there was a golden city the man
MR. EDIToR: Noticing in your paper
day, sug-gests a reminiscence and a few who did right (and we all know right from communications from all parts of this great
thoughts to me. We hav a legion of mis- wrong if we know anything) would be the and glorious land of the "free " and home
demeanor acts (not laws, for, with Barne~, man who would get there, and he didn't of the brave, and very seldom seeing anyI deny that it is in man's power to make a need to be a hypocrit, Hellgrimite, or thing from Portland, Ore., I feel that a few
law-he can only ascertain what the sky-pilot to enjoy such a place as they (the lines concerning the · progress of Freetrue law is, and regulate accordingly), Christians) are going to hav some of these thought and Freethinkers· here would be
which acts punish one party to the trans- fine days. He then said: "How does it of interest to the readers of THlll TRUTH
action-the seller, not the buyer-the come that we Christians get along better SEEKER. After the excitement attending
doer, not the employer, etc. They hav and hav money and are provided for the rousing convention of the state Secular
grown out of the fanatical temperance better than those who believe religion a Union, we, the small fry of the First Seclegislation and v;ce society efforts. The humbug?" "Well," I answered, "the ular church of Portland, hav finally settled
injustice and absurdity of all such at- money you get is begged from the poor, down to regular business and resumed our
tempts at statute making are apparent ignorant class of church-members who meetings, "which we had suspended for a
enough. But the Sunday legislation is so slave and work for a living and then you time," and they hav been thus far so
unconstitutional, so hideously one-sided come along and tell them it is their duty largely attended as to necessitate onr inand inequitable, that all reasonable people to giv it to the church for some confounded creasing the seating capacity of our hall.
will admit the charge. Last year, in Holt sky-pilot, and they believe you because Ours, you will see, is a church, but I think
county, in Missouri, a railway delivered a you are an officer in the church, and hand there is no other church in the country
car-load of bricks one Sunday, at Forest the money over to you, and that is where like ours, founded on good common horse
City, and ordered that it should be un- yon get your money to liv on; it is some- sense, instead of God, J esns, Holy Ghost,
loaded at once. The bricks were for Ore- body else's money, not yours, that you & Co. Every Sunday evening at 7. 30 we
gon, a town on the hills two miles above spend." At this little speech my opponent hold our doors open for the reception of
and east of the depot. The brick mason, dropped the subject for that time, and so all, and then we introduce, after some prewho had the contract for building the I must close for the present.
liminaries, our trump card in the person of
house for which the load was intended, to
our lecturer, Katie Kehm Smith, and she
SAMUEL HoLLABAUGH.
save the double expense of unloading and
generally takes a trick every time. The
loading up, just had the bricks placed on
Secularists and IJiberals hav tried and
Tl1e Need of Scienti1lc Scltools.
wagons and hauled up to the town where
0RTHO'DOX SCHOOL OF LEARNING,} failed repeatedly in this very Christian city
they were to be used. Some "unco gnid"
Nov. 10, 1893.
of Portland, to organize a society of Freepeople coming out of church took offense
MR. EDIToR: There is a girl's college in thinkers, but through the persistent effortR
at this display of Sunday labor, and had this country, where it is very unpopular to of our trump card, Katie Kehm, assisted
the parties arrested and fined for laboring be anything but a Christian. And a Free- by several others of untiring energy, we
on the holy day The drivers and contractor thinker is held a-well, I can't express it. now hold a hand that will be hard to
were punished, not the railway company. It bas at the head of it for president a euchre. Last Sunday evening, instead of
Oh, no! The writer of this called for the minister, who says and teaches that a our regular lecture, we held a literary and
enforcement of the law against the big woman is not refined unless she is a Chris- musical entertainment, followed by a card
corporation. Not a bit of it-not a foot tian, and so models his school accord- party. The hall was packed and all present
would the pions souls stir. It could not ingly. This school has a large attendance were highly pleased and voted the affair a.
trouble is; we are compelled by corrupt
laws to part with the greater portion of
the fruits of our labor to support a host of
idlers, who absorb our industry and make
laws to crush us. I hav lived in Kansas
for over eighteen years, and up to date I
know of no law that has been passed by
the state or nation which has benefited the
wealth-makers of this state. On the contrary, the laws are made to benefit Shylocks every time, and we take great pride
in having the glorious privilege of voting
these leather-heads into office to steal our
hard earnings, and to giv it as a bribe on
condition that the World's Fair be closed
on Sunday to please a lot of fanatics, of
whom nine· tenths are too mean for hell.
How long will the people stand such humbuggery, anyway?
ALEX McBRIDE.
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thorough success. Too much praise cannot be given to the parties who did all in
their power to make it such, among whom
were Miss Nettie Olds, Mrs. Wentzle,
Mrs. Wheeler, 'Mrs. Leeo, Misses Mollie
s·quire and Edith Kemp, and Messrs. Kemp
and Spalm, and last but not lellst, though
neither a singer nor a speaker, but a firstclass financier, our treasurer, Mr. Charles
Hagner, a man of energy and push, to
whom a great deal of praise is due for his
zeal in insuring the success of the Portland
Secular church. We are doing, we are
confident, a great amount of work, as can
be seen by ogr large audiences and the
many new faces appearing. We hav also
a Sunday-school started, meeting at 10.30
A. M. at our hall, where we will, under the
superintendence of Miss Nettie Olds, endeavor to stuff the attending children full
of common sense instead of superstition.
Hoping, Mr. Editor, that these few lines
will be the forerunner of others from this
section of the country, I will now coilelude by requesting, as a favor, that yon
insert in the valuable TRUTH SEEKER a
small notice of the meeting of the First
Secular church of Portland every Sunday
evening at 7. 30 at the Central Labor Council hall, 170t Second street, near Yamhill.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is very extensivly
read in Oregon, and we ask for the insertion of this weekly notice for the purpose
of informing Freethinking people throughout the conntr ' where we are to be found.
Fraternally yours,
H. E. GmAllD,
Sec. First Secular Church of Portlanl}.
A Nice Prayer 1o Utter in Church,
RIOEVILL1ll, IA., Nov 10, 1893.
Mr. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $6, for
which please giv me credit on my subscription. Every mite will help to keep the
"Grand Old TRUTH SEEKER Ship" sailing
upon the stormy waves and muddy waters
of theology and superstition, so that it may
save many who hav suffered shipwreck on
the dangerous rock!! and sandbars of
priestcraft. To change the metaphor, the
paper is a light-house to guide those who
are lost on the dark ocean of mental
slaverv and credulity to the safe harbor
of Liberty and Science. If 1 had the
genius of a Shakspflre or a David I would
write poetry and sing praises in honor of
the immortal Watson Heston. His cartoons alone are worth the subscription
price of the paper, there is so much
meaning and truth in them. The heathen
rage furiously in this church-ridd<~n town
at present. The Methodists are having revival meetings. I attended a few times.
Their actions made me think of Heston's
cartoon in the "Pictorial Text-Book,"
where he compares the howling 1\fethodists with the howling monkeys of Africa;
a good comparisonindeed. The first time
I attendrd the meetings some church members urged me to hav a debate with the
pious tramp, and as I was willing to comply
with their request, they grinned and snick·
ered at the prospect of havin~ the fun of
seeing an Infidel knocked out of time by a
preacher. But, to their great disappointment, I worsted the gospel-sharp so badly
that they all left the church, snapping and
barking at me like a pack of wolves. I
finnlly found myself all alone with the
peddler of piety. At last he pleaded that
I should get on my knees and pray. I
promised him that I would prepare a
prayer, and with his approval I would say
it in church; but before I had time to
attend again the good man had left for
other parts of the Lord's vineyard. But in
the hope that he or some other Christian
may read THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will giv
a copy of my prayer here.
There hav been so many gods, in fact
the woods hav always been full of them,
and every nation has made its own gods
under different names, but that there be no
misunderstanding among all the (dead)
gods, I will direct this message to the god
of the Christion, to G. Hovah, J. Christ, H.
Ghost& Co.:
" Great God in Heaven (if there be a
God and a Heaven), I hav been induced by
some of your dupes here to pray to thee,
and as I hav not prayed for many years,
for I am not such a beggar as to trouble
thee very often, I will take the liberty today and direct a few words to thy imaginary heavenly throne. 0 Lord, I hav but
very little hopes that thou wilt answer this
prayer, because thou hast never answered

any of the many prayers I directed to thee
many years ago. I also fear, 0 Lord, that
all the prayers and pious groans and Amens
which this ignorant and deluded peoole
here utter are all in vain. Great God,
this thy superstitions people almost hav
fits because I am such a hydra-headed
monster of an Infidel. Now, good God, if
thou art a reality then I beseech thee to
please let me know for sure, for how can I
be blamed for not believing in thee, as I
hav not the least proof of thy existence?
Thy book called the holy Bible contains so
many absurd and foolish stories called
miracles, and they tell me that I must believe all and everything which thy holy
queer contains or be damned, but I will be
if I do. I pray thee, 0 Lord, if thou
shouldst ever write another book, please
write it so as to promote Love, Justice,
Liberty, and Peace; for the Bible promotes
hatred, slavery, and persecutions. This
people call thee aU-wise and all-merciful,
and still they believe that thou hast
drowned all human beings with the exception of one man and his family and that
that man felt so good because thou hadst
saved him that he went on a spree and got
dead drunk as soon as the drowning busineBB waR over. . Why didst thou not drown
them all and make a new start? They also
tell me that thou hast made a hell and a
devil to torment the most of us forever and
ever for thy pleasure and glorification. 0
God, wilt thou forgiv this foolish people
for making such a monster out of thee,
but thou knowest (if thou knowest anything at all) that the sky-pilots hav to keep
the devil wide-awake and hell red-hot so
as to keep their dunes in fear; thou also
knowest that the devil and hell are the
preachers' right and left bowers, and their
salvation. At last I ask thee tu forgiv the
pionR drones and their poor dupes for
accusing thee of having killed thy only son
or allowing others to kill him (which would
make thee €q11ally guilty of thq crime).
0 God, if there be one, save o.tr souls if
we hav souls. Amen."
I hav one sentiment for the Christian,
and another for the Freethinker.
The
Christian may be compared wHh a monkey
in a ca.ge, for he is surrounded by the iron
bars of priestcraft and- superstition and he
defends himself with the weapons of fables,
myths, faith, imagim.tion, an<l bigotry.
The Freethinker is like an eagle; he
swings himself far above the dark clouds
of superstition, and enjoys the crystalclear sunshine of science, and keeps far
above the detestable mire and slush of
theolozy.
HENRY BisSoN.

Hav We Certitude in Philosophy or
Science~

Nov. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav this day received
a few pamphlets from Otto Wettstein. I
hav carefully read them, yet I fail to arrive at the same conclusions he does,
and why?
His mode of reasoning would lead to the
absurd consequence of denying the ability
to discover anything as yet unknown.
Furthermore, it would make an impossibility of the universe itself, were we to
deny the preservation of force.
For what is it that distinguishes the
dead, inert matter of this earth from the
living, palpitating, moving matter, called
man or animal? Scientists tell us that
every particle of our bodies is renewed at
certain intervals gradually but surely,
and the cessation of said renewal is death.
Are we not always the same individuals
with the same peculiarities and characteristi~s at all times during our life? Nature,
that does not make any distinction between man and man, still endows one man
better than another, and unjustly so; the
same catastropheB, the same hardships,
befall man, even were we to enthrone
deaf and dumb, cold law on the seat of
cosmic government. In short, Materialists hav a god whom they c1tll nature, law,
nfcessity, and wha~ not, with this differ·
ence, that they are more consistent and
deny the probability or even possibility of
cons1ious existence hereafter. Admitting
that question as very uncertain, it seems
to me rather irrelevant to man whence he
comes or whither he goes; the matter of
greater importance being to liv to-day as
if to-morrow were never to come (in a
certain sense), for to-day well spent earns
another to-morrow. To dive into meta-

physics, discussing the pros and cons of
an existence only anticipated, will help us
not one particle in acquiring those facts
innumerable but as yet unknown, which
the universe holds. It ill behooves the
dabblAr in the multiplication table to discuss the higher mathematics and to make
assertions and advance theo:ries on matters
entirely beyond his ken. In my humble
opinion it would be far better for man to
go a little slowly, to acquire all the necessary facts first before advancing as facta a
mere patchwork of conclusions arrived at
possibly by a false arrangement of appearances. Agnostics, asserting the impossibility of knowing anything positivly, should
of all men be the slowest to commit such a
blunder and couple with it the daring
challenge to disprove tbem. Religions (I
mean all kinus and all stages) hav had
their origin in man's heart and mind.
That that innate desire to worship something has been turned by unscrupulous
men to wrong advantage has naught to do
with that fact. Consider it as a remnant
of medieval times or in any other way you
will, some natural reason and explanation
can be given for it. How well does Ingersoll explain it? Why, people must or will
hav a religion, so-called. Then, if it is
natural for man, why should the stickler
for nature declare it unnatural? Remember I am not d~fending the Christian
religion; oh, no.
My visual horizon
reaches· very much beyond the meager
fund of spiritual knowledge that it can
giv; but as we believe in evolution I hav
the brightest hopes that a light will appear, perhaps not long hence, for men
with clear eyes can already perceive the
dawn; mental freedom has long been
struggling for exist~nce, sometimes succeeding in rattling its chains forged by
old Father Time. The rust of ages iR
slowly eating them away, and ere we know
it the human mind will stand unfettered
by any interests that hf!.V kept it enslaved
for such long ages. Whether things will
prove to be as I anticipa-te, or whether
they will be more to l\fr. Wettstein's taste,
I cannot know yet, but I am certain that
it will mean a greater change than any
reformer of any age has sought to bring
about.
The spirit of the times is at work; it has
put its divers agents, be they called
Materialists, Agnostics, Infidels, Spiritualists, Freethinkers, Bible-critics-yes, even
fanatics on religion -to the task of enc
lightening the existing and next generations.
I will close with the information, which
you may hav already gathered from the
foregoing, that I am leaning strongly
toward Spiritualism; at least, I am investigating. As yet I hav not been able to decide certainly; I am lingering on its threshold. I wish to thank Mr. Wettstein for
his kindness, and can assure him that I can
relish his outspokenness, even for that
which I as yet disbelieve, differing herein
from many of my old friends (the Cnristians), who hav turned the cold shoulder
to me since discovering my disposition to
stand on my· own feet. I do not beat
arountl the busb, either, and hope thereby
to earn the respect and friendship of bnth
Mr. Wettstein and your contributors and
readers.
OTTo YoHo.
Some Speculations About Gods
Other Intangibilities.

and

NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Nov. 27, 293.
MR. EDIToR: I was once traveling in a
covered business wagon over some flat,
und1ained roads which were in a dreadfully bad condition, with deep ruts on each
side alternately. I had for my traveling
companions my wife-a little, round woman who had t'> keep a firm grip on my
right arm, underside midway between the
elbow and armpit, to keep from rolling off
the rear seat-and a Mormon preacher by
the name of Clapp. He did not call himself a Mormon, but " one of the reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints." It is a long name, but there was
quite e. colony of them on the upper Calapoia river in Oregon, and they were real
good people, and did not believe in polygamy nor hav any illegitimate children, as
far as T could learn. Mr. Clapp was a
good talker, and I think I was born that
way myself. And so it was not long be·
fore we got into a conversation about our
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religions opinions. I did not know he was
a preacher, and, although I had often discussed with those of most religions beliefs
in the United States, I had never talked
with a Mormon, and so was much puzzled
to !mess what he was. He was very liberal, and seemed willitag to debate the
merits of the Christian religion. So I
guessed that he was either a Universalist,
a Unitarian, a Spiritualist, a Campbellite,
or an Adventist. Well, to get nearer to
his views I asked what was his belief reregarding a life after death. "Well," he
said, "it is somewhat specnlativ, of course,
but I believe there is a life cfter death."
He kept perfectly calm during the whole
of our talk, and never failed to score a
point when the opportunity occurred, even
though it seemed at times that our lives
were in jeopardy, and, when the "stage"
gave an extra lurch-which was about oncQ
a minute-mywifewould giv the little fistful of flesh a wrench to save herself. Well,
Mr. Clapp proved future existence by saying that "if God was just we would liv
again, because anyone could see that very
few, if any, get their just deserts here." I
replied by saying that there could be no
personal all-powerful, all-wise God who
created everything, because if he was perfect certainly nothing but perfection could
be the result of his creation. But since we
see much imperfection in the creation, we
are forced to one of two conclusions: God
was imperfect and could not, or would not
-which is the same-create perfect beings,
or else there was no creation and probably
no God. Is it not speculativ to affirm a
God to account for nature, full of imperfections, and imperfect nature to prove a
perfect God? Therefore, the argument is
invalid. It is no reply to a rea~oning,
thinking being to Ray, as did Paul in
Romans ix., 14, 20: "What shall we say,
then? Is there unrighteousness with God?
God forbid. Nay, but. 0 man, who art
thou that repliest to God? Shall the thing
formed say to him th11t formed it, Why
has thou madA me thns?" All this language either comes of superstitious fear,
or is a game nf bluff by a wily priePJt to a •
snperstitiouR devotee, so that no answer
shall be refjuired whore none can be made.
The question remains: Can perfection produce imperfection?
"Oh, what blasphemy!" says the devotee. "You limit
the power of God." I ask Panl: "Who
art thou, 0 man (you "thing," Rom. ix.,
20), that assumes to know so much more
about God than others, and speak in such
dictatorial manner?" Or, as a little boy
is reported to hav asked, "Can God make
a two-year-old calf in a minute?"
But then come the questions: Where
did we come from? What are we now? and
What will be our future? Darwin has
made answer to the first and second; the
last can probably never be guessed. We
are composed of a certain number of
chemical elements which can be found in
other animate and inanim<1te forms, which
go to make np an articulated bony system, each bone not only connected with,
but correlated to a muscular system, a
veinous and arterial system, and also a
nervous system, with many organs, such as
heart, liver, lungs, stomach, kidneys, and
brain, the whole correlated by life forces
-of which we know little, except that they
permeate the whole, while all are in good
order, and this leads us to guess that they
produce thought. Yet to UR Agnostics, if
we confess the truth, one thing seems certain, that there are no two formed alike,
nor do any two think exactly the same. So
we g1tess one is the cause and the other is
the effect. If matter, when organized,
forms mind, then the idea of a future personal (or individuttl) existence soems impossible, because it seems impossible for
the same physical body to be formed exactly the s~tme, to produce the same
thought, and the difficulty appears greater
when we discover that our thoughts are
changed by what we come in contact with,
and there seems no probability that the
same things will occur again at the same
ages of each of us respectivly. But it is
assumed that God can and may chang
our arms to wings. I say it is assumed,
but it is not proven probable, or even possible, or even that there is a being such as
God is conceived to be, and probably no
two persons hav the same conception
God-and that is all we know of "him.
Yours truly,
GEoRE F. ELLIOTT.
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box for the heathen? Georgie: I'm savI hav never been down in the mines, but
ing it for Aunt Hetty when she comes. would like to go.
Now, to change the subject, I will say
Why? Georgie: 'Cause I heard papa say,
that I like· to read the Corner very much.
"
Is
that
old
heathen
coming
here
again?"
Exited by Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, ~all
I take delight in reading it. There are so
River, Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca -Washington &ar.
many pretty pieces in it. This is my first
fioYI..~ for this Oorner should be sent,
"I say, mother, didn't I hear you say letter to the Corner, but I hope it will not
last night yon thought vegetables had be my last.
I am eight years old. I hav no brothers
•• Between the dark and the daylight,
feelings?"
"Why, yes, my son, it is very nor sisters, and I never had one. My
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
pleasant to believe so,"
"All right, mamma and papa are Freethinkers, and
That is known as the Children's Hour."
then, yon don't catch me running that we take THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do not go
old lawn-mower again. I'm not going to to church very often, because when I do go,
hurt
the feelings of the grass."-Boston I never take any interest in it, nor SunThe Rock-a-By Lady.
day school either.
Transcript.
As my letter is so long, and I hav to go
The Rock-a-By Lady from Hnshaby street
"The following," writes a correspond- to school, I will close, but I will write
Comes stealing; comes creeping;
The poppies they hang from her head t~ her ent, "is an actual occurrence in a near-by more next time. Good-b.ve.
f. et,
MARY LILY MERRITT.
public school:" Teacher: Giv a sentence
And each has a dream that is tiny and fieet[Not every girl of eight years can comwith
the
word
"healed"
in
it,
Scholar:
:She bringeth her poppies to yon, my sweet,
A lady- Teacher: Stop right there. Be- pose so good a letter. We are pleased to
When she findeth you sleeping!
gin again. What was the lady's name? welcome Mary Lily to the Corner, and
There is one little dream of a beautiful drumScholar: The lady I mean has no name! hope to hear from her often.-ED. C. CJ
" Rnb-a-dnb !''it goeth,
'There is one little dream of a big sugar plum,
Teacher: What! A lady with no name,
CLoVERDALE, VA., Nov. 17, 1893.
.And, lo! thi~k and fnst ihe other dreams come
Giv her a name then. Scholar: Mrs. Smith
DEAR MISS WrxoN: As I hav been sit·Of popguns that bang. and tin tops that hum,
touched
Christ's
garment
and
was
healed.
And a trumpet that bloweth!
ting here thinking about you, I will now
(Collapse of teacher.)-New York Tribune. put my thoughts into words. Well, the
And dollies peep out of those wee little dreams
harvest is past, summer is ended, and there
With langhtel' and <inging;
is left a pile of the biscuit material at many
Correspondence.
And boats go a-floating on ~ilvery streams,
households.
And the ~tars peek-a-boo with their own misty
ELBERToN, GA., Nov. 19, 1893.
The cold weather has set in, and the old
gleams,
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my second hare is scouting around through the connAnd up, up and up, where the Mother Moon
letter
to
the
Corner.
I
was
twelve
years
beali'So
try. I hav caught thirteen this fall in my
old in October. I go to school and like traps.
The fairies go winging!
my teacher very much. I study spelling,
I am enjoying good health at present.
Would yon dream all these ilreams that are thy reading, geography, grammar, history, and
Well, I'll tell yon. I went to church the
and fleet?
arithmetic. I liv in sight of the railroad. other night, and there was a pretty girl
They'll come to you sleeping;
When I wrote before I had two little kit- there; she was so pretty it made my head
So. ~hut the two eyes that are weary, my swee',
tens, and now I hav four more little swim to look at her, and every time the
For the Rock-a-By Lady from Husha.by street,
With poppies that hang from her head to her kittens. Their names are Fritz and Harry, preacher prayed I would turn around to
and I havn't named the rest of them. My look at her. I looked at her so much that
feet,
father is a doctor.
Yours truly,
Comes stealing; comes creeping.
I didn't remember a word he said. My
OLIVE BELL.
mother asked me to let her read this le.tter,
-Eugene Field in Chicago Record.
[Will Olive tell us what it means to be a but I didn't do it, for I told her if she
Freethinker?-ED. C. C.]
knew what was in it she wouldn't sleep a
Quiet Workers.
bit. Now, that is a pretty tale to tell my
SPoKANE, WASH., Nov. 7, 1893.
mother, is it not?-ha, ha!
The strongest forces are those making
DEAR Miss WixoN: I. hav never seen
Well, as I am getting sleepy, I will close
fhe least noise in the world. Gravitation
any letters to the Corner from this place, this time.· I would like to correspond with
:and electricity move quietly, yet are pow- so I will try to wdte a few words. I am any
of the readers of the Corner at any
·erfnl in results. Silently are the coral nine years old. Papa says T was the first time-prefer the feminin gender. With
-reefs raised, inch by inch, until they pre- Infidel born in this city. I hav been best wishes for your Corner, I will now
sent an impregnable and wonderful wall. going to school about ten months. I am close for fear this letter will reach the
CHARLIE WM. PoWER,
·so there are men and women who move now in the second reader. Some years waste-basket.
[Beauty is always attractiv, whether seen
;vithout noi8e or bluster, and yet accom- ago we all went to -hear Mr. Putnam lecture, and he said I was the smartest Freein tree, flower, or human face. There is
plish a vast amount of good in the world. thinker in the audience.
In the ranks of Freethonght there are
Well, this is all I can think of this time. no harm in it, Charlie, and you need not
P. TERENCE MoE.
hesitate to tell your mother.· Always conthose of whom the world never hears. So good-bye.
~ They do not lecture, they write no books,
[And we are glad to get a letter from the fide in your mother. She is your true
but they go about doing good. They Rmartcst little Freethinker in Spokane. friend.-ED. C. C.]
reach the men ann women that never hear Mr. Putnam is correct in his estimate.:FoRD, KAN., Nov. 9, 1893.
a Liberal lecture, who would never see a C. C.]
DEAR MI"S WIXoN: This is my first atLiberal book were it not for these silent
tempt to write to the Children's Corner.
SENECA FALLs, N.Y., Nov. 7, 1893.
workers, who buy books and copies of
I am thirteen years old, and I like to read
DEAR
Miss
WIXoN:
To·night
I
came
lectures, leaving them in convenient across your note containing the bark from the Corner very much. I am living with
my grandpa, Major Harvey R. Van
places-in halls, railway cars, or wherever that yew tree at Stoke Bogie.
Voorhis, We liv nn the Arkansas river,
they may chance to be. Thay drop a
So I thought I would send you a fern twenty-two miles below Dodge city, and
word here and there, which sets the hearer from the Himalaya mountains and a speci- four-and· one-half below a small town. by
to thinking. The good they do has not men of braid which women weave to trim the name of Ford city, the nearest town
been estimated, nor can it be. And when their garments
I expect to sail for India in about two around here. It is about one mile and
We
praises and thanks are rendered to those weeks. In memory of our pleamnt voy- one-half to our nearest ne;ghbors
are all Freethinkers, and grandpa has
who are known as public expounders of age together, I remain,
·
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time.
V cry sincerely yours,
the truths of Freethought, the efficient
I read your paper all the time, especially
FANNIE M. ENGLISH.
forces whose names are never seen in pubthe Corner. I read a letter a good while
[Miss English returns to India as a ago (back in April or May) in the Corner
lic print should not be forgotten, for their
labors, though silently performed, are of teacher. We wish her success, and may from Daisy Sutter, of Alexandria, Egypt.
her efforts ever point to truer and higher I would like to correspond with her very
great and permanent value.
S. H. W.
light, and a better comprehension of life's much, and if you don't mind it I would
Dullness.
great duties and interests. Thanks for like you to send me her address. I go to
church sometimes for fun, not because I
the
interesting specimens.-Eo. C, C.]
He is not only dull himself, but the
believe in it.
cause of dullness in others.-Johnson.
I am not afraid to tell any priest or
PoRT ToWNSEND, WASH., Nov, 12, 1893.
preacher that I am a Liberal and a FreeWe can ever be cross, surly, dull, or out
DEAR Miss WixoN: Will you allow thinker.
of heart, but what we affect in like manner another stranger to enter your cosy
Hoping to hear from yon soon, !remain,
thoee around us. One person who feels parlor and hav an afternoon chat with
Your Freethinker friend,
you?
dull and gloomy will make a rcom full of
CYRUS s. DAULER.
I hav been a Freethinker for quite a
people feel out of sorts and out of humor.
[Some
one
was
bemoaning
the other day
owing to the fact that I was conIt is a duty we owe to ourselvs to be while,
verted by my friend Louisa Ifll.and. I that the older Liberals were passing away,
cheerful, hopeful, and pleasant. It builds havthe books" Apples of Gold" and ''The and there were none to take their places.
up health and makes life worth living. It Story Hour," and hav read them a great Nonsense, Read the Corner and know
attractR friends and sows seeds of gladness deal. I read THE TRUTH SEEKER and I that thousands of children are growing as
am very fond of it. I would like my
all around us.
fast as they can into men and women,
Every glad day paves the way for more. mother to subscribe for it, but, as she young Freethinkers now-and among the
does not think as I do, my wish cannot be
Every hopeful thought opens the door for fulfilled. I attend school every day and number is Cyrus-and they will be ready
study arithmetic, Latin, geometry, civil to take up the work that others are
its successor.
Banish dullness and be bright, cheerful, government, algebra, and general history. obliged to lay down,-ED. C. C.]
I fear my letter is gettmg too long for
and hopeful. Enjoy the now, for of the
the first time. I will now close. Hoping
ATCHISoN, KAN., Nov. 10, 1893.
now only can we be really sure. To- that my letter wil\ escape the waste-basket,
DEAR Miss WixoN AND CoRNER: It is
morrow we may sleep the sleep that lasts I remain,
Your Freethinker friend,
again my pleasure to send my thoughts to
forever and forever.
ANNIE L. BARTHROP.
the Corner, and express them in a willing
Make glad then the present and rejoice
[A brave girl and one who thinks for wav, andwhile my sayings will be few, I
that so much of good is ours.
herself. Perhaps some one will be kind hope you will accept them with good
AUNT ELMINA.
enough to send Annie copies of THE grace. Since last writing to the Corner,
the minority hav been holding a revival
TRUTH SEEKER, after reading the same, at Atchison.
All denominations hav
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
until such time that she is able to sub- clubbed together in the hopes of captur" Mrs. Smith's got a dog that likes me," scribe for it herself.-Eo. C. C.]
ing the town, but I think their hopes will
be shattered. A few weak-minded sinners
said little Emily, coming home from a
SCRANToN,
PA.,
Nov.
6,
1893,
(mostly children) hav asked forgivness,
visit with her aunt. "How do you know
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I now hav the and may the poor creatures b~ forgiven is
he likes yon?" her mother asked. ''' Cause time to write a letter I write one to the the wish of many. The leadmg lawyers,
he tasted of me?" answered the little girl. Corner.
bankers, merchants, and educators of
-Youth's Companion.
I liv in Scranton, but I do not like it Atchison are Freethinkers, and we hope
here much-there is too much coal-gas. to secure some lectures the coming winter,
Mamma : Georgie, where is the five There is a breaker not more than a hun- then we will teach the bigoted how to
cents I gave you.to put in the contribution dred rods from our house.
convert people, People must be converted

by the truth and not by falsehoods. .All
preachers, as a rule, will get up before
their congregations, and utter falsehood
after falsehood, in hopes of getting conversions, and for that rPason fail. A lady
said to me recently that Freethinkers were
composed of the lower class of people;
when she uttered those words, she fairly
insulted the names of the grandest men
that ever lived, the men who made this
country free, and made it possible for her
to speak her opinions freely, but when she
uttered those words, she uttered them
most too freely, becanse I believe we bav
as large a band of Freethinkers in the
United States, and a better class of people
than the Christians can boaat of. If this
woman had been aware of this fact, she
would probably hav spoken the same
words, as Christians seldom admit the
truth when they know it. Christians will
some day rejoice in seeing their error and
be glad to hold to the banner of Freethought. May this day soon come is the
wi8h of your Freethonght friend,
CHARLES B. REM8BURG,
[We must pity the ignorant, Charles,
while we try to show them a better way
than the one they walk in. Hand that
lady a Freethoueht tract, or a good Liberal book, and let her read, if she wilLED. c. C.]
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Christianity a Fiction.
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Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE·

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

The Creation of God.

A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he won.ld give $23' a
f'E!&.r to h&ve the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of virtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristi&nity
possesses to make men moral.
We have jus~ issued the Fourth Edition of the book do~ this.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

By DR. J A.COB HA.RTM.A.]SN.
f .~n expl~nt~ion of ~Q.e origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
oh. 1b 0 1 ~ ahn
te. wors 1p of them. l!'rom the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
1s hams men, for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chaldean 1dols, to Christ's coming the principa1c .aracters ~re analyzed an<). shown to be humal)., by thought and deed. It is made lain that the
p~cuhar ~graseology,ffcan~ saymgs, subterfJig~s, m1raoles_, wonder-workings, and BU,I?e~natural pad~ngthare e proporliot. sprmtg ofdthe then eXlstmg barbansm, ignorance, and superst1tion constttut
mg e peculiar po 1cs of ;he av.
'
-

" Crimes of Preachers"
llhOW8 nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in prenons editions show that within a. few years abeut

1300 ]UNISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY

CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth..
The Ohemic.U Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Oreation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Oreation,
The Oreation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kin~maker.
God Save the Kmg.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life,
The Ohristian Era.
Organic Life-Vegetable.
Organic Life-Anunal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues .

• Food and Food-Substances.

of one kind or •mother of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are aga.inst women, for the !air sex are at once the weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
r.lergy,
_Notwithstanding the many additional pa.~es. we have kept the
pnce tbe same, 25 cents. Send for e. copy, and confound the church- -liillilllil!l!llloiliail
men. Show them just what sort of s~mps are the clergy who have
clo.seq the.WorJd's JJ:air .on flunday, b3cause it is so holy a day that to
l>amtings m this penod 1s "rmmora:l."

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In Gsneral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys,

.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

AddrePs

THE TRUTII SEEKER COllPANL

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

BOOKS

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge, .
Morals; Whence They Spnng.

The Non Oredo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

Pages.

ffl. STEWART BOBS),
Editor of tho

In Clo-th, 81 ; in Paper, 50 Cen-ts.
Address
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH

•
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·:\

Origin o:f• -the Sabba-tic .IdeaThe Je-vvish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-ExaUJ.ina-tion of
Sunday A.rgUUJ.en-ts - Origin
o:f -the Christian Sabba-thTes-tiUJ.ony o:t: -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers -The Sabba-th d u.r•
ing -the JU.iddle Ag~!"'-The
Puri-tan Sabba-th-TestiUJ.ony
o:t: Chris-tian ReforUJ.ers 9
Scholars, and Divine-A.bro~a-tion o:t: Sunday La--w-so
-BYJOHN

:e,

RSMS:SV~G.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrottJ to the author: "Yo:n h!'ve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research\ of sound cnti01sm~ of caustic
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satue, pf patnos and elo9.uence. J.t 1B one of
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWISh God and the B1ble.
Cloth, golJ.letters, $1.25.
·

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Cbristianit~ ~ley,ated the woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The o}?ject o~ Saladi_n s wo,rk
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wnter sa1d of 1~~
"This certainly is oue of the most marvelou~ books e;v:er issued from the press. The anthon~
ties cited a_re unquestionable, and the result 1s convincmg."
In two volumes, cloth. gilt-lettered, $2.50.

JANET SMITH: A PROMISCUOUS ESSAY ON WOMAN.
This is one of the mo Jt delightful of Saladin's b;,l3:<, ~des eJtion of woman, with incidental tearing apart of man-caustic, sarcastic. yet philo~opnical withal, and permeated with
a tender reverence for woman and exalted opinion of what sne is and shonld be. A. merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foible• of the day, full of facts, fancies, truths, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloquence. M'l•t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her andstlCk in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
-~
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANI.TY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condenRation of the known facts upon this subjecb proving that Christianity did no~
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·xo_which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
_p,.;Ctl, R6 Cents.

Addr_ess THE TRUTH 8EEKEB,
gB ~ pltJce, • • rort.

'fHE f<ESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIE_W.
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Again8t Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod,.; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The TestimonY of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eo me of its s·nbjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Oenms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment:
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers or qtrong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being roma.ntic, historic 'l'erse, &glow in 8'1'81')'
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
'l'he title poem is " story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every vers~_revea.ls the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows witt. passion and throbs with life_
Cloth, gold.lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
By one who endured it. Based upon a. mannaoript in the poas..slon of Baladbi
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the grJIOWll. Printed from 111&11.'11•
script in the hands of 1:\aladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the ()pMI Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Ga.rdener's story, • Ia
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
B.3ing an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. O(!ntel\ts: Li. ~i.ousness of h4e Pr&<
Reformation Church; Lechery of the Confess1onal; The Pnest 1n Absc con; Confesswns of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tt.. CJhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte • pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self·
Indul_gence; The Relative Cr.iminalStatistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
ln paper, 25 cents.
•
111""' .n ~t ~~~~ wra:l'kl! ld~"'.a•
~ TRUTH SEEKER, '-' J...~~oflll;retMI Placle, li1'1111r l."~

Forte a11d 1\atter,

THE ELIMINATOR;

OB,

OR

HAND-BOOK

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.

OF

~1inc1ples

of the Natural Order· or the (lni
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

·

ROSES AND RUE.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

AddreSI

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and 111cience, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible cau be interpreted by modern science,
In paper. 20 cents.

BY I'BoFESSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
vua'TENTS:
·f~:e a.nd Matter,
The Fitness of Thing8 iiJ
ortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Man,
.a.nfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon&ht,
'1\Iotion,
Consowusness,
'Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
Immntability of Natural Innate Ideas.~.
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
•I!Jniversality of Natural Personal Continuance
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods uf the Creation Frea Will,
of the Earth,
l\1o1:ality,
Original Generation,
Concludli'ng Observo
Secular Generation,
tiona. - ·
Jlrioe, lh.®< A.ddrsse '.I!.'.Wil 'll'RUTR SEEKJ!U1

"Wrtte me no more faiJZes, Zest 1 IJe a fool awt
reaa the rtaazes awrv."

FREEl'H OUGHT.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
1:\toriesi The Fable .of the Fall; Search for the
"Last adam·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The brama of the Go~pels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation; The Thin!!'!! 'l'hat Remain.
l:'rice, cloth, 1!11.50. l!'ort sa.le at this office.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity.. As a book of reference and aid
.
.
to all truth Aeekers it is invaluable. Its classification
"
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables somebodf in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects incluae a.ll the disputed pomts between Christianit_r and Freethmi_ght. Price
oloth, e1; paper. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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GREAT BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, AND
ECONOMIC REFORMS.
The title of the book is

WHoEVER speaks to me of God wants my
purse or my liberty.-P1·oudhon.
"IsMs," "ologies," a~d t_oadsto?ls, as
a general thing, are f~ngl which sprmg up
in a night from decaymg matter no longer
needed in the world's business.-Galves-

A CITYLESS AID
COUITBYLESS WOBLD.

tonNews.

The author is

MONEY FOUND.

THE

THE

BRAIN

BIBLE;

Brought Into the
AND
Absolutely Reliable CovOR
ernment Banks Established in
THE CONFLIUf BETWEEN MENTAL SffiKNCE
the Interest of and Owned
bv the Whole People.
AND THEOLOGY.

By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
HENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
INNOCENCE has often fallen a victim to
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,'
the first outcry raised by indignation
with a. preface by
This book is in story form, well printed on
"The
Hill
Banking
S,vstemt
and
other
against the crime, and the person sus- good paper, well illustrated, and handsomely
works of great serviCe to tne world.
.R.
G.
INGERSOLL.
pected of committing it; public clamor b9~nd. .It i~ a text-boo~ qn "Co-operative IriFor many 1t Is perhaps too radical
Professor Hill has given several years of careThis is the only work of its kind in the liter&should be allowed to subside before carry- dividualism.'
on some questions of reform, but it is neverthe- ful study to the elaboration of a system of sound ture of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based
ing into effect a sentence of condemnation. less eminently thought-Provoking.
money, that may fit immediately into present upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
The universal unrest manifested by the think-

-Tacitus.

PAINE was a better man than is commonly supposed, and a better writer than
any contemporary in his adopted country.
He deserves the eternal gratitude of
Americans; he received from them contumely during life and denunciation after
death.-The Athenceum.
I CAN find no evidence that seriousily
militates agains~ the rule that the priest is
at all times and in all places the enemy of
all men-Sacerdos semper, ubique, et
omnibus inimicus. I do not deny that
the priest is very often a most earneat and
conscientious man, doing the very best he
knows of as well as he can do it. Lord
Amber ley is quite right in saying that the
blame rests more with the laity than.with
the priesthood; that it has insisted on
magic and mysteries, and has forced the
priesthood to produce them. But then,
how dreadful is the system that puts good
men to such uses!- W. K. Cliffor·d.
THE policy of repression only results in
defeating your purposes. Enforcing a
custom is not philanthropy; it is persecution. Restraining a desire is not benevolence but intolerance. Good intentions
do not always condone bag acts. When
religio!!ists put a martyr to the rack their
sincerity did not leosen their brutality.
The character of conduct is determined
by its effects rather than by its purpose.
If you cause chagrin, your kindness does
not retrieve the cruelty. If you occasion
misery, your sympathy does not extenuate
your malignity. Vulgar h~bits ~ay be
ob.noxious, but not so obnoxiOus as mtolerance. Coarse appetites may be base, but
not so base as persecution.-Albert M.

Lorentz.
IT seems to be the peculiar mission of
modern science to demonstrate the permanency and universality of law; to drive
from the universe the very thought of
caprice, and to introduce inviolable harmony where was the wildest discord,
rudest fancy, and merest fiction.
To
modern science nothing is more impossible
than miracle, nothing more absurd than
accident. The rational philosopher recognizes no causes but such as are reducible
to law, and all causes are natural and immutable. He discovers the play of law,
not only in the motion of a planet and the
falling of an apple, but in the prevalence
of a crime and the rise of a religion. All
things hav causes-all are in their turn
causes, and governed by perfect and consistent law. The thoughts we think, the
emotions we feel, and the acts we perform,
are links in a chain no effort can break,
and that will endure when we shall hav
crumbled into dust; and in our graves we
shall still be governed by a law we obeyed
before the cradle of infancy received us.
There is no escape, no truce, no delay;
science has torn the mask of fable from
the face of nature, and revealed the marvelous features that no skill may interpret.

-Fr·ederick R ..Marvin,

~M.D.

WHY was the Christian Sabbath established? Because the clergy could not
close their eyes to the importance of having a clay set apart for their especial work.
With Constnntine, they had, for the first
time, the power to secure such an institution by legal enactment;" ith Constantine,
Christianity became the state religion of
the Roman empire, and so, with tbe advice
of the priesthood, this Sabbath edict was
issued. Why was Sunday selected for the
Christian Sabbath? Various reasor:s hav
been assigned. But the correct one has,
so far as possible, been withheld from the
public. With the pagans comprising a
large portion of the empire, Sunday was
already tbe chief day of the week. It was
the day which they had consecrated to the
sun; and although they did not observe it
as a Sabbath, it was yet their ·sacred day,
and we see· how much easier it would be
to compel the:m to abstaill from labor on
this day than on any other. To blend, as
far as possible, into one harmonious whole
the discordant systems of paganism and
Christianity was the. ambition of Constantine's reign. In the prosecution of this
work it is charged by Protestants that
Chri~tianity was corrupted, that in order
to unite the young and rising faith with
the old and and waning one, compromises
were made. They are loth to tell us
however that one of these compromises
was the ~option of the old pagan holiday
of Sunday for the Christian Sabbath.
And yet it was. -John E. RemBburg.

methods of doing business and be easily introing world, particularly during these "hard duced and universally adopted.
times," plaini:y indicates that our social, ecoThis book is "just in t1me," is an absolutely
nomic, and religious institutions are not in tune original book from the beginning to the end is a
with the best thought of the age. The author good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearvividly portrays an ideal world from which all est exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
our pr~se_nt social, economic, and religious evils n•oney panics and remedies for the same, ever
are eliminated.
For the fulfillment of his published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
prophecY, the author does not rely on miracles~ want yours. Send twenty-:Pve cents for cop;y.
but on the advancing intelligence of thoughtfru
Address THE TRUTH t:IEEKER.
men and women. If Mr. Olerich's ideal state can
ever l?e attained_ the world will certainly be a
paradise. Beautifully cloth-bound~.Price $1.
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERAddress THE TRUT.1:1 SEEKER.
ENDUM MOVEMENT.

THE PHILOSOPHY
OF

MENTAL HEALING.
A Practical Exposition of
Natural Restorative Power.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
to result from an understanding of its principles.
Price, $2.50.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.

Go~ly Women of the BiMee
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women
oUr

W~o

figure In the Bible.

-BY\JNGODLY W<mAlt Off' Tim NDiiiilEEN'l'H

OJoth,

-

uu.

Om·

to the reader's ser.se of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

DIRECT
LEGISLATION
the (Jitizenship tht"ongh the

-o-

Anotent Votces
f'rom the Bvt rtt
Realm auo!ose the
most Btartltno Revelattons.

By
Initiative and Referendum.,

BY J. W. SuLLivAN.
Price. 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-o-

PrOYIDg Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

[ILLUSTRATED.]
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apolloni us of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprqpriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in tile interest of so-called Christianity. '.rhe plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonins~
especailly in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ll8 Lafayette place, New York City.

Price, - - - - $1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

POPES AND Tl(£1lt DOINGS
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Pa.per, aocents: cloth, 7ll cenb.

I

I

TH( :: f{OLIDA \'S.
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

cloth, with_gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

oarwin and After Darwin.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated

By George J.

Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hour.

in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book~ Without Superstition, for Children ana Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Childr_en's Sto_ry-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and
25 smaller· large type, heavy, toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.
.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50_;_ leather,
red edges, $9.50 ; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

The World's Sages, Tliinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Bvo. Cloth, $3;

conway's Life of Paine.

Two large, hand-

some volumes. The best and only co:qrpletti life of Paine. Half calf, $10; m
cloth, $5.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in

parton' s Life of Voltaire,

prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngerso/1' s

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions. and please as .well ever;y day
in the year. A Liberal book ...n the right
hands often changes the vJ.eU's of sev•
eral persons.
.
We have q11ite a number of books appropnately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and. we will. pack
them carefully so they can go any distanc_e 1n the
mail or by prepaid express. The following are
all good books for the purpose :

Of wJ.;rich_ the

same can be Bald as 0~ Conway B Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; m cloth, $6.

woman, Church, and State.

Prose Poems and Selections.

By M_atilda

Silk

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth, gilt top,
$2.

Jngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other

History of Christianity, Comprising all that

From his Writings and Sayings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

relates to Christianity in the " Decline
·and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Force and Matter.

Life. A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents. ·

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

B. Alexander. Cloth, $1t.75.

22x28.

Lessons From the World of Matter and the
Woi'ld of Man. By Theodore Parker.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

··~

Asleep and Awake.

A new Liberal novel.

.By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

A/1/h A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

Half calf, $8; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents. ...

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

cosmian Hymn Book.

$1.

Cloth, side and

l
With music to al

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

_.,For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

~8

Lafayette Place, ·New York.
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.){ot for I')CLrsons.

JOHN E.

ANY minjster may get up a sensation, and
the se~sat10n may get down the minister.
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The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

-Plam IJealer,

SoME men hav an idea that they will
some day walk in the streets of glory because they now and then giv away an old
coat.-Ram's Horn.

REMSBURG'S

FLATTERING FRIEND: Oh, yes, I always
keep your books on my center table, and
I read them as I do my Bible. Fluttering Author.-Whatl
Not oftener than

"I SEE that you hav been elected a member of the Chamber of Deputies, and I
would like to know what policy you intend
to adopt." " Oh, I shall do as the others
do. In other words, I am determined not
to swerve one inch from the path of tradition."-Paris Figaro.
AsTONISHED MAMMA: Frankie, how could
you tell your aunt Annie that you didn't
know who made you? Frankie: Well, I
don't know. Astonished Mamma: But,
dear child, how often hav you heard that
Godmadeyou? Frankie: Oh, but I don't
believe everything I hear.
LITTLE May wrote a composition on
"The Cow.~· It was brief. " The cow is
a very useful animal." The mother requested her to read .it to the minister,
which she did, amending it thus to suit
the occasion: '' The cow is the most useful
animal except religion."- Woman's Jour-

nal.

STRANGER (in Brooklyn): Where are all
these gentlemen going? Resident: They
are going to bid farewell to a popular missionary to China, who has been very successful in teaching the heathen the gospel
of love and peace. "I see. And where is
this gang of boys going?" "They are going to stone a Chinese funeral."
As an example of what Lady Morgan
called " hating one another for the love of
God," Mr. Le Fann says: "Not very long
ago an old Orangeman in the county of
Down was asked: "Are the times as good
now, Toin, as when you were a boy?"
'' Faith they are not," answered Tom;
"they'd take you up now and try you for
shooting a Papist!"

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir ·Spoon
AND

WORKS.

that?-Somerville Journal.

BRER Fox: I knowed dat Zion revival
would be a sizzle. Brer Coon: How you
know hit? Yo' hain't no mind-reader?
Brer Fox: Dev put on one frill too many
when dey tacked up that sign about razzers bein' lef' outside.

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and 'l'HE TBUTH
BEEKEB one year for $5.

.Abraham Lincoln:

Was He .A Christian?

]'or fifteen yea-s llfr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He present.,
an array of testimony that i• irresistible and overwhelming, aad which must put this questwn
at rest forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty wunesses who claim that Lmcoln wa
a Christi on, and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimoi!Y of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln wag not a Christian. These witnesses include
'!lis wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his urivate secretaries; members of hb
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of Lis most i tim .te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

As a Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Amor.. ; the subjects considered by llfr
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crim:nal Statis•ics showmg the creeds of the pri8oners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Churc11
and Learning; the Church and Liber~; the Cilurch and the Antislavery RefOrlll.i,. the Woman';
Rights Movement; the 'l'emperance lteform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent<
singly; 75 con ts per dozen.

Bible Mor•als.

Twenty Grimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; FJ.lsehood and Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robber;y; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of Col!_gueqt and Extermmation· Despotism; lntolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism; Slavery; W1tchcraft; Pol:rgamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and laiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, smgb copies,~ cents; 6 copies, lin. Special d1scount
on larger quantit1es.

Sabbath-Breakllng. Th'ls is the best and most thorough wm·k .
ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. Th'
questwn is dis"ussep. under the fo lowin< heads: Odgin o.f th.9 Sabbatic Idea; the Jewioh
Sabbath; the Christ1an Scnptures and the Sabbath; Examma,twn of Sunday ArgnmeJ.to;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony of tb.s Christian Fathers; the Sabbath dnrinC~
the Middle Ages; th3 Puritan Sabbath; Testimryny of Chris~iau Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. Price, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

J.1nage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

DeclinE> of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; }..e:
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the story of the .Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from th ·
asp~rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sense,"" American Crisis," "'llig!.t
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tribute3 to Paine's character from more th:u1
one hundred noted persons of Europe and America, many of them written expressly for tl•i ·
work. Second edition. 160 pag;es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
handsome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The .Apostle of Liberty.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, bef :re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

For all the above works address

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTH
SEEKEB, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, soc. more,
·
AddresR '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

AGENTS

lliJ-~~f.c::'of1~a

and 01ore get sa01p1e free, bestli.uown goolls in all AD1eraca, Uorset,., Belts, Brushes. Safety Razors
tJurler,., Insoles, PJastcrs. and all ou
ot••er t>:opular guods. 1Elther sex.)
Add.-ess Dl'. GEO. A. SUO.J'T,
842 Broadway, N.Y. CitJ'•

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
'!'his book is just what· i+.s title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Oh1·istianit~ is a borrowed system of religion. 1'ha& the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
schewe is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
A.ddress THE TRUTH S:l!lEKEB.

Essay on
W

i~~_iracles~

ANTED- 500,000 Freethinkers to stop at
Richter's Hotel, Cullman, Ala
6t46

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPA~Y.
28 Lafayette !'lace, New York.

Truth Seek~r Library. ITHE HOLY CROSS- SEBIEt

Published .Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
Price.
A GOOD· instance of how the Bible can
be used to defend anything is mentioned Truth Seeker Annnal,)891. · ·. · · ·. · · · ·· · · · · · · · .$0 25
in Alsop's Inquiry, and also by Henry Man, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener,. · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · 50
Stephens, the printer. Pope Julius IL The Age
of Reason. Thomas Paine. illushad a peacock stolen, about which he raged
trated .... , ... ·· · ··· ····· · · · ··· · ····· ..... · 25
Answers
to
Chnstian Questions. D. M. Benblusterously. Advised to moderation by a
25
cardinal, he replied: "God could be an- Chrisfi~~'.A.i:isuriliti~S"." · J ~h;;. "i>e~k::::::
20
VictorHugo'sOrationonVoltaire
............
10
gry and plague the world for a sorry apThe
Crisis.
Thomas
Paine.
illustrated.....
40
ple, and shall not I much more for a SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg....... 25
delicate peacock?"-London Freethinker. Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert c. Adams.................. 25
A OERTAIN minister during the course of Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My
Religious
Experience. Samuel P. Puthis sermon spoke in regard to the use of
nam............... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
the word "damn." He said that it was The Higher Criticism in Theology and Religion. T. E. Longshore................ so
not a profane word; that men did not use
IssUES OF 1892.-$3.
it as such; that it was simply a forcible
1 Death-Beds. G. W·Foote. ·•· · · ·· ·· ···
25
adjectiv or verb used to emphasize things. Infide
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustraWell, the next morning the reverend docted........................................ 40
tor walked down-town to giv some spirit- Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.... 10
ual counsel to one of his recreant sheep, Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gar· · ·· · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · • 10
and on the way he met Miss Jones. Bible dener
Morals. John E. Remsburg .... ····.... 25
"Good-morning, Miss J .:mes, good-morn· Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .. ·········· 50
Pocket Theology. Voltaire................... 25
ing," said his reverence, lifting his shiny Why
Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babtile (Miss Jones was a pretty girl, and
cock, .... ··············· ·· ·· · · ·· · · ··· · ·· ·· 15
Testimonial to
preachers hav an· eye to beauty as well as Liber_!y m Literature.
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
other men), and he made his best bow.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.. ·....... ·.·.· 25
"Good-morning, doctor.
That was a Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
damn good sermon you preached yesterProctor ... ································ 15
day." The minister almost fainted, and Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 40
Hart···· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 30
the evening paper came out with an article The Holy
Bible Abridged.·····················
headed "An Attack of Paralysis."- Wash- False .Claims of the Church. John E. 10
Remsburg.. ····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··
ington Post.
IssUES OF 1893.-$3. ·
PARROTS are often used as the means o£ "l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
pointing a good J'oke in instances where The GC.rlenatgl.eornsollof... G
.. o"d'."'D"r'."'J"a'c'o'b'"'H"a'r"t-' 15
perhaps the poor bird would be amazedmann ............... · .... ···· .... ·........ 50
were that possible-at the quick-wittedness Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
25
M. E. Billings............................
a ttr1.b u t e d t o hi m. H owever, the f o II ow- Resurrection
of Jesus......................... 40
ing is told as true by a friend whose Handbook of Freethought. w. s. Bell...... 50
veracity we hav hitherto found no reason Religion a Cur,se; Religion a Disease; Re.
A I
t
h d . t
ligion a L1e. S. P. Putnam.
. ... . • 25
f or d onbtmg:
p easan group a JUS Des11rn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
seated themselvs at the supper table of a
'!'HE 'l'BUTB BEEKEB.... ...... .. .......
15
family whose custom was. to offer thanks Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
50
·out
~o
be
par•-ken
of.
A
John
E.
Bemsbur~t.....
......
...........
for the food ab
.,..
Pen Pictures of 'l'he World's Fair. TITusguest was present whose customs had not
trated.. s. P. Putnam.. ,................
25
lain in the lin:e of verbal expressl'On of his Comm,ou f?ensjl. Thoma~ Pame.:... ..........
15
.
.
· · Exammatwn of Prophe01es. Thos. Pame.. 15
. · d .
grat1tu e for b 1essmgs none the less ad--- Pleasure and l:'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz,
preciated. ··This same guest was called
LL.B............................... .....
50
Upon to.'' say grace;" anil, wishing to be
Durms; the year. other standard Freetho)lght
olite
·and
likewise
dislikin
to
appe~~
works
w1ll
be
publlshed
and
sent
to
subscr1bers
P
'
g
..... as they appear.
awkward, he struggled bravely for someYearly subscribers at $8 receive all the n'!J,mbers
thing appropriate to the emergency. But pu}?lished i~ one. year. In ordering please say
·
b
t
d
t'
wh1ch
year lS desued.
hi s em arras~men consume more III~:e
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
than he realiZed; and presently, on hts
THE TRUTH SEEKER co.,
amazed and bewildered senses fell these
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
impatient words: "For the Lord's sake I
Say something, and let us begin to eat!"
It was the parrot! The pet of the family!
-Boston Ideas.
Btl Jl. BABf'.008 :Price, 1~

:::::

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
m.

The Popes and Then• Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerPnts of God, showing what
they haYe done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished language, :..:!ld theunmasldng is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intri~ning, and licentious men. Considering the
rap1d growth of Catholicism in this country,
th1s book cannot be too widel.r disseminated.
~ Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin" her residence of five years as a novice,Jtnd
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .Jien
Nunnery, at 1\fontresl. Perhaps not any anti.
Catholic book published has created more excitement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents·, cloth 75 cents.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
yearH a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
these religwns brothels. There iii no question
that Ex-priest Hol'fan knew the trnth of the
tales of V1ce, seductwn,andinfanticide he gives
in this volume, and equall!v there is no question
that if the people general y knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
copiou• extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to PoperY,~
etc. The work is aprotestagainstandanappeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invnsive
of privacy1 so J?OWerfnl for evil in licentious
.hands,so rraug_ht with danger tofpmale·mod-·
esty, to the mgennons openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price, paper, 25cents.
P r i estl· Y Ce l'b
A Iect ure b Y
I acy E xpose d
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pari•hes of the Roman decree that
. priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.
Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclo!>ores
· Respecting New Hall Convent, 't3oreh am, E ssexl E. ng1an d. Sh owmg
·
th at conven t s
are mimica to chast~ty, virtue, and f\eedom.
Price, paper, lO.cents.
.
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
2B LafaYette Place, New York C1ty.
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THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjusteC'
to heat, cold, and position. beautiful double sunk
dial, and all'modern improvements; uuaranteed
a perfect timm·. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-onnce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
casea $28 to $:l0; huntingk $80 to $35; 14 carat,
soli gold, :!!45 to 1!!150. Nic el works, >li~ more.
Ke!;'nlar (,;rade A01ericau 'VatcbesoSilvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; ll jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. ln finer ca,es, add as above.
L.adies' A01erican Gold 'Vatcbeso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.EO; 15 jewels, :1120; 14 carat solid
gold, :1!10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for >!11
and returned free.
Sundries•. Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons
$~.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets of 6.
Solid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; sJlid silve1
souvenir spoons. $1, $1.i5, $1.50 $~to $3.
TheColonellngersollo-Tea,$2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3i gilt bowls, 50 cents mot'e
Etched Iteas onlY/:
' The Time to be HaPw is Now,"
50 cents extra.
'.l'be '.l'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold,
enameled in 5 colors, small pins $~. $2.75, and
$3.50. With dio,monds, :s;;, $B. f,arge, $3, $4, $5,
$15. Charms, $8, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $'0, $15 $20, ;;so.
Diamondlil. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price ltsts. cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, Ate., free. At! goods preoat<t (except l!:nives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle •ned $1.t.anl1 returned fr~e.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. It!.
P.S.-The "In~tersoll Souvenir Spoon" tree
with everY $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

.){uts'heZZ.

By ABA AUGER
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Chriftianity.
A Vuy Good Little Missionary Work.

Price,

1~

cents.

Address

THE TBUTH BUKBB.

"•nt~d

edyof
success.
DR. R. Pe FELLOWS,
~ar wbereyou saw thlsadver.
Vlllelalad, N.J.
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J. J. VAN Aiil!lN has resigned the ambassadorship to Italy.
IN Morocco the Rifs are ready to stop
hostilities aga.inst thtl Splnia.rds.
HEAVY snow storm on the uight of De• c.ember 2d in western New York delayed
trains.
•raE German Reichshag bas adopted a
motion, by a vote of 173 to 136, to readmit
the Jesuits to that country.
THE police of Marseilles hav made important seizures of ex:plosiY3 on the premises of Anarchists in that city.
EARTHQUAKill shocks were recently felt
in Canadq, northern New York, Massachusetts. Vermont, and New Hampshire.
ADMillA.L MELLO's flagship, the Aquidaban, has forced a pa.ssage out of Rio J a·
neiro harbor, and is now on the high seas.
THE Afro-American convention at Cincinnati was attended by more than seven
hundred delegates. Bishop H. M. Turner
was elected permanent ohairml).n.
PROF. JOHN TrNDAuL is dead.
He
passed out of life at his home in Haselmere, county of Surrey, England, December 4lli, aged seventy-three years.
JoHN BURNS, English Socialistic leader
and member of Parliament, had an attack
of chills while addressing his constituents
in Battersea. Caused by overwork.
ZERE IS INSPIRED TO DIG FOR A HOLE.
BANK-WRECKER and state boss Charles
W. Mosher, of Nebraska, is at last in
And he brought me to the door of the court; and when I looked, behold a hole in the wall. Then he
prison. He is incarcerated in the United
saiil unto me Son of man, dig now in the wall: and when I had digged in the wall, behold a door.-Ezek. viii,
States prison at Sioux: Falls, S. Dak.
7, 8.
TWENTY Catholics were killed by Russian troops in the government of Kovna.
The government had ordered the church
closed, but the people refused to leave it.
FRANO.E is still in political turmoil. Sen®iet: ~a6en folgenbe mudjet: in
ator Spuller was unable to form a cabinet,
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
:Deufdjer €:l1Jradje tueldje fe~r 6eril~mt finb.
and now t~e .task ~as been undertaken bv
By GEORGE J. RoMANES".
Jean Cas1mu-Perter, moderate RepubliA systematic ExiJ..osition of what may be termed can.
, ~ie 3rrtOiimer rolofe~,"
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the f:eneral reader rather than to pro-ATTEMPTS hav recently been made upon
<line fritifd?e Beleud?tung ~cs pentc1teud? fiir
fessed naturahsts. ·
Mr. nomanes is well known as one of the most the lives of Chancellor von Caprivi and
Wi~erfprud? 311r mobernen ltJeltan'
interesting of En1>lish writers upon evolution,. Emperor William, of Germany. Infernal
fd?auung unb (13efittnng.
besides ranking wlth Professor Huxley in scien- machines were sent to them through the
tific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of mails.
von <ioi. ffi. @. ~ngerfoH, ~rei~ 50 <ient~.
his r.onclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
ATTORNEY-GENERAL OLNEY says that cer"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, even·where through- tain notes issued by corporations during
~ne mci6 ttttb i~re 6telhtug 3Ut
out organic nature we meet with abundant the recent money famin are not taxable
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
tneligion ttnb ~h·dje nm ~nne
we meet with any independent evidence of ten per cent. under the bank note circula~upernatural design.
. . . Adaptation and tion law.
bee 19. 3n~r~unbctt~.
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philo~ophy...
IN the Massachusetts Superjor Court
uon .f;elene .f). ®arbener, \l3rei£l 50 <ienta.
All nature has thus been transforme<l before 1hE
view of the present .generation in a manner and ·Mary A. Fisher recovered $40 damages
to an extent that has never before been possible; against the election registrars of South
and inasmuch as the change which has taken Deerfield for failure to put her name on
"IDl:Ciberne ®ottetbtiutmerung," !'he New God. Price, 10 cents.
place ha• taken pla-.!e in the direction of nat ural· the voting list.
Problem of the Universe, and Its Ism,
and t~is to the _extent of rend~ring th.e
uon <ioi. ffi. ®. 3ngerfoU, ~teia 25 <ientl3. 'fheScientific
Solution, with some Criticisms of mechanicalllltAr_pretatwn of nature umversal, It
AMEruoANs returned from China think
Universolo~U: Price1 20 cents.
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri- awakened to a new and a terrible force in the that that country will retaliate upon citican Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 words of its traditional enemy-Where is now zens of the United States now resident
, mllnber ttnb munbetf~titcr'"
cents. "A I>rose epic of the war, rich with th God?"
there for the treatment accorded the
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
ffi.ustrated. Price, clo~$2.
uon 3o~n \l3ed, \l3rei£l 20 <ient\3.
Chinese by this Christian nation.
Address,
T.ti.lli TRUTH SEEKER.
first page to last with the living spint of to-day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
KmNTUOKY elected eight women as
Golden Throne, A Romance. "The au, ®lnulic ttllb merltlutft,"
thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
county school superintendents at the recreative spark is within him. The book is
oi:>er LE BON SENS.
cent election. One is a widow of fortyfilled with manly thoughts~ expressed in
i:les romifd?,fatolifd,>en priefters Jean Meslier.
five, with fourteen children, seven of
manly words-the transcri.Pt or a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
!lad) bem fran3oifci?en Q)riginal iiberfett tlOtl
whom are under twelve years of age.
-[Inger~oll. Price, $1.
jJtiinlcin \l(nnn Rnoo!J,
fhe
Bible
·or
Nature:
A
Contribution
ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
THE New York police forbid the danae
to the Religion of the Futnre. Cloth. $1.
301 Seiten, ~einwanb, $!.00, papier, 50 l[ts.
rhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry
fhe Secret of th~ East; or, The Origin du ventre in this city. Clubber Williams
Infidel and the Galilea.n Reformer, wherein
of the Christia.n Religion and the Significance may be enjoined, but his order was prob:Diefe Biid7er fin() in papier Umfd?lag uni:l
it is shown there is much in harmony between
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
them. Price,lO cents.
ably intended to put him in Parkhurst's
flaren :Drud'. Unfere :Dcutfd?en ~efer
Phlsical
Education; or, The Health-Laws good graces and so save himself from DevAdami
and
Heva.
A
poetic
version
o:f
follten es weit verbreitcn.
o
Nature.
Cloth,
$1.
the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
ery's fate.
whir.n itli snperiorit:y to the mutilated copy- Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1 .
the Genesis le1iend-lB shown. Price, 10 cents.
GoVF.RNOR TILLMAN, in his annual mes~breffite, "The Truth Seeker."
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to sage to the legislature o'f Soulli Carolina,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Rothe Outdoor study of Natural. History. Illusmance. Price, 85 cents.
takes occasion to savagely score llie fedtrated by H. Faber. Clothl-$2. ·
My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE Tl{UTH SEEKER,
eral judges who hav lately in railroad cases
For
all
of
the
above
address
28
Lafayette
vla.ce.
New
York.
given decisions which are favorable to the,
URVEYORS, ATTENTION!
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
receivers as against the state.
28 Lafavette vlace, New York.
A rare chance is offered fora surveyor to get a
Nxw YoRK City lacks an efficient system
of police signals, and is also in need of a.
complete pa.trol-wagon servic13. In these
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
respects, as in so many others, she is away
We have one for sale, in good order, with
SAfETY
behind other American cities. The subjeo
'l'ripod, which cost $160. We 'viii 01ell it for
Preface by R G. INGERSOLL.
is now under discussion in the city papers
half•price-$80. Address
For Her Daily BrPa1 is the story of two young
Made in all styles and sizes. Lightest,
THE destruction by earthquake of the
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
girls and a younger brother who were left parentstrongest, easiest working, safest, simplest,
town
of Kuchan, Persia, caused the death
less,
with
a
little
moneyh
fJlir
educationh
and
most accurate, most compact, and most
much coura~e, to make t e1r way throng the of twelve thousand persons. Between NoAgent's profits per month Will prove
modern. For sale by all dealers in arms.
world by gomg to Chicago. ~·he author is also vember 17th and November 24th one hunit or pay forfeit. New art•cles just out.
Catalogues mailed free by
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a hisA 1!!1.~0 sample and terms free. Try us.
tory of a w;orking-girl's life and filXperience in. the dred and sixty shocks were felt. Among
URIDEST.I!.B & SoN, 26 Bond f:lt., N. Y.
city
of Chicago among bluff busmess-men, kmd- the survivors great destitution prevails.
The Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
13t46
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
jnst such a story of human life as we should exNEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S • .A.
AN attempt is being mane to form a new
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates i~ sure to United States out of the now independent
be worth the attention of the rest of the world. five states of Central America. The final
conferences, intended to p~fect arrangePrice, 25 cents. Addre.f..\IE TRUTH SEEKER.
ARGUMENT
ments to this end, will be held soon. AlIN THE
ready there is much intriguing for the position of first president of the new confedSISTER LUCY
eracy.
-ANDAt Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargumentevermade in a case
THE. police of London closed Trafalgar
Upon
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
square to the .Anarchists on December 2d
long as the Christians use force to repress free
Hitherto there has been no restraint upo~
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo·
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian pertheir liberty of utterance in London, but
secutlon is going on this argu~e~t should be
at their last meeting they applauded the
PhotO&faJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
freely circulated, read t!J the <Jhristutns, an<l ex. grandchild
AS
:rc
!J.Jmtl
Hf.JU
CONVENT.
1n his lap, & delicate little souvenir of
massacre of innocent theater-goers in Barpounded on every occasion.
6-merica's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
celona, and advised or threatened similar
W Iii row Wcnla on Aurlcuill" Conl'esalcn,
··
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
champion &t home, mu be had &t this oftl.oe for
''propaganda by deed" iri England.
A.ddreea
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tlfty oente.
\111oa.
~o oonts.

IDeutfrl)e £r£igeift-~iirlJer.l Books byS . P.Putnam.

Darwin and After Darwin.

BOOKS BY
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A TOTTERING STRUCTURE-THE GREAT CHRISTIAN IDOL.
TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker

to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with a.n earnest invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the manv points of excellence of the Paper.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE 'l1RUTH SEEKER constantly prints tlie most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of tlle country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public ca.n be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
ca.use of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainly the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our moyement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly .for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country,
and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
•
THE TRUTH SEEKRR is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance
tion of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of
ingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and sta.te, either in name or
1'he Sunday Question is now to. the front all over the country. On that THE
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of

Institutions, and the Preservation of
of human rights.

It advocates the aboliIt is uncompromis-

church property.

in fact.
TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the people as against Puritanism be

found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
. or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PREMLDM OFFER FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
theae Qffers, or seJld $3 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The

Mo~t

Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Pres.s.

Four :a:undred Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object or this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the (Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries. irom the time of Columblis and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human R~ce.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from tht::) Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AF.FORD TO BE WITHOU'r THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificrnt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Iufl.uence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
, The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philosophy.
Science.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
Galileo.
~pinnza.
Kepler.
Descartes.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Newton.
Hume.
Humboldt.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Kant..
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Tyndall.
Comte.
Huxley.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo.
Burns.
Emerson.
Shelley. · Heine.
Thoreau.
Byron.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
lution.
Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
• Jefferson.
Sumner.
1 Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bakounine.
Bentham.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

I

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matild"Joslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
'rhe Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
•T. P. M~>ndnm,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pilh.bury,
Eliznr Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
"Judge C. B. Waite,

George E Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
FriKlklio Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other ·men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
··

Tne Price of This Superb BooR is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of mon~y can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the wm·k is on the press
will be enrolled in thi8 book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE .A.T ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.

}.twill be elegantly bound. It wi•l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give tn
your friends when they ask, Wha~ is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world"?
This is the ~!lost m;iversa~ presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethiuke1
can afford to be without 1t. It 1s a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

HOW TO
GET
.-.
·\

FOUR ·HUNDRED,: ,yE~RS
OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE
~PECIAL

OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need .more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. Thi~:-~ is the offer :

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I ::a in
all), and vve vvill send
the Getter . . . up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribet•s as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By W .l.'J SON HES fON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cioth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGitT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TnuTB SEE~ER
one year and a dollar book for $3. .

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri'"nds to
help us.
·
It ought not to be difficult to gt~t
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Club and
Four New Subs(·ribers and
$12 before the bouk is printed,
will have their nu mes ~n
rolled in its shining pages.
TIIE TRUTH SEEKER•
.28 Lafayette. Place,

NEW YORK.

A .Journal of Freethought and Reform.
enough to prevent the United States Circuit Court and
two county courts of one of our states from defeating the
All Freethinkers should be thoroughly .informed will of Congress and of the Christian people of the connas to the principles and purposes of the National try. And, (5) this defeat of Sabbath sentiment and ConFOUNDED BY D. JJI, BENNETT,
Reform Association and its allies. It is our pur- gressional action was, on the other hand, in harmony
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Mimager. pose to lay before the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER with the great tide of Sabbath-breaking amusements and
Sabbath-desecrating traffic, especially by great railway cor"
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
an authoritativ statement of those principle.3 and porations and newspaper companies and the United States
purposes, together with a condensed history of the mail. This divided and opposing condition as to Sab- DECEMBER 16, 1893. central organization and an impartial estimate of bath law cannot continue. As President Lincoln said of
SATURDAY,
its present strength, not omitting a summary of the slavery, so it must be said of the Sabbath here: Our naSUBSCRIPTION KATES•
victories it has won, directly and indirectly. It tion cannot continue to be both for and against it. It
must become wholly the one or the other. As our nation
Bingle subscription, in advance ......••••....••........••.•.... S3 00 must not be for a moment forgotten that a large
in that struggle in Lincoln's day put itself in right relaOne subscription two Years, in advance .......•••.....•........ ~ oo
Two new subscribers .............•..................•...........• ~ 00 arid influential number of the citizens of the United tion to Christ's law against slavery, so to-day we call
One subscriptio!l with onenewsnbsoriber, in one remittance. ~ 00 States are striving to apply the dogmas of Chris- upon it to put itself in right relation to the Sabbath which
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitwas made for man, and thus also to him who is therefore
tance ........................................................ '7 oo tianity, not through individual acceptance and
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitpractice, but by means of municipal ordinances, lord of the Sabbath."
tance .....•••................................................ S ~o
The momentous facts which Freethinkers will
state and national statutes, and an amendment to
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitnote
are that Congress did trample the Constitutance ••.•........•.........................•.•••••••••.•••..10 00 the Constitution. The objects of this attempt •to
Any number over dve at the same rate, invariably with one
tion,
as claimed in other terms by the Reformers;
apply religion by law are really to compel those
remittance.
that
that
disregard of the fundamental principle of
who cannot voluntarily accept the tenets of the
religious
liberty is in harmony with the Sunday
Monev should be sent /lfJ ezpress oompanv's monev order, dominant theology to appear to ·do so, and to force
IOBtaZ oraer, d·raft on New Yorl:, or /lfJ reutstered Zetter. them to render financial support to said theology. laws of most of the states, and that the National
A.aaress oommuntoattons ana mate araJts, checl:s, post-at/Ice As parts of this theocratic scheme we hav the denial Reform convention has deliberately and solemnly
E. M. MAOJJONALJJ,
ana ezpress monel/ orderspavab!e to
28 Lafavette place, New Yorl:.
by law of the right of the citizen to pursue his reiterated the falsehood that 25,000,000 of the peousual avocations or seek recre9. tion on one day of ple of this country petitioned and protested against
What
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our each seven, and the legal imposition of various anti- the Sunday opening of the World's Fair.
readers if they w-ill send us tti.e naine and address of
justice
can
we
hope
for
from
a
party
which
has
so
natural, inequitable, and misery- and crime-producany Freethinker w-ho is not a regular subscriber.
little
regard
for
the
truth!
By
the
census
of
1890
ing canons of Christian morality.
Last week we quoted at lep.gth from a paper read the population of this country was 62,500,000, in
SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
by D. S. Littell at the convention of the National round numbers. Children of school age (five to
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- Reform Association, held at Alleghany, Pennsyl- twenty) 22,500,000, in round numbers. This would
leave 40,000,000 of adults and of children under
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- vania, Nov. 14 to 16, 1893. Following are some of
the resolutions adopted and excerpts from others. five years of age. Subtracting from thil!; number
ing handsome premium offers:
7,500,000 children under five years, we hav left
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one This is the third :
32,500,000 adults. Now who is simple enough to
''That the ultimate, authoritativ moral law for nations believe that all but 7,500,000 of the adults of the
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
in their own proper sphere, as for individuals in theirs,
Years of Freeth ought" ($5). By taking advantage
is the law of Christ; that this obligation of nations to United States petitioned for the closing of the Fair
of this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo -it conform all their affairs in the sphere of national morals on Sunday! Who so credulous as to accept the
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in to the law of Christ is but the simple practical statement Sabbatarian rlaim that ten of each thirteen men and
the country should not possess this splendid work. of the truth thatChristis King of kings andLord of lords women in this c~ntry wanted Jackson Park shut
and governor among the nations; and that this convenFor $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one tion of Christian citizens bas met to do, by way of discus- up on Sunday, saying nothing of their demanding
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete'' sion, just what this nation, affirmed by the United States that it should be done? We repeat: What hope of
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a Supreme Court to be 'a Christian nation,' ought to do justice can we reasonably entertain in the event of
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be in its fundamental law, and in all the departments of gov- these contemners of truth obtaining that for which
erected ~n Chicago, and of his monument in New ernment founded in it, and that is to apply the law of they are so desperately striving-supreme power in
Christ as the nation'd king to every moral question that
the states and the nation!
Rochelle.
calls for national action.''
It will be noted that it is asserted that in freeing
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
That is to say, all citizens, including those who the slaves the government of this country "put
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and do not accept as authentic or true or scientific
itself in right relation with Christ's law against
· Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
the teachings ascribed to Jesus, and even those who slavery." More falsehood in the interest of the
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one can find no proof of his existence, shall be com- "king." Jesus gave no law against !!lavery, any
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- pelled to order their lives in practical harmony with m :re than he did against the then universal suborory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one the interpretation put upon those teachings by the dination of woman or the world-old evil of intemwants this book. It has over a thousand large ruling majority. This is the monstrous doctrin of perance. Modern theocrats would read into his
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. a national religion, in all its nakedness and deform- teachings the reformatory ideas and credit him
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies ity. This means that the Christians of the United with the civilizing achievements born of Freeit cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific States shall be empowered by organic and statute thought and then in their names conjure into balelaws to take the doubtful and contradictory and ful life a state-church designed to crucify every
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one irrational utterances attributed to one Jesus, said thinker who shall refuse to shut his eyes and
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text· to hav lived some eighteen hundred years ago in a swallow whatever is proffered him by the falsifiers
country called Palestine, and work them over into
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
of the records.
such a moral code as they can agree upon among
Concerning the Sunday paper resolution five
·For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one yea.r
themselvs, a.nd force that code, by means of the
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" civil power, with all its pains, penalties, and tortures, says:
'' That the ' Sunday newspaper ' is one of the most inin boards ($2).
upon the American people.
sidious and dangerous of all the enemies of the Sabbath;
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
that the publication and saie of this article of merchandise
Here is the fourth resolution:
($3) and a copy of "Old Testament Stories Comic"That one of the most prominent of national moral has no more right to legal exemption from prosecution
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
questions at this time demanding prompt and right settle- than other worldly business."
The Sunday paper must be legislated out of existFor $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one ment is the relation of our nation and government to
the Sabbath. We note the following momentous facts in ence, but nothing is said regarding the Monday
year ($3) and" Old Testament Stories Comically the present attitude of our nation to the Lord's day: (1)
paper, which involves more Sunday work, relativly
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
The act of Congress, in connection with an appropriation
to its size, than does the former. This shows that
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books to the World's Fair, honored the Sabbath. (2) When a not solicitude for the Sunday worker but fear of the
determined effort was made to repeal this act, Congress
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- deliberately and firmly maintained it. (3) This was in rivalry of the "Sunday paper is the cause of the
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can harmony with the Sabbath laws of nearly all our states, bitter clerical hatred of the paper which is dated
and with the sentiment of the great majority of Christian
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our citizens, about twentycfive millions of whom expressed the day their sermons are delivered.
The tenth res::>lution reads : ·
present readers will call the attention of their the Sabbath sentiment of the conn try in meetings and
"That
our multiplied sits of divorce laws, rendering
petitions to Congress. And yet, (4) all this was not
friends to the values o:lfered.
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adulterous connections that are criminal in one state perfectly legal in another, are chargeable with the yearly
wrecking of many thousands of homes and the early sapping of the morals and virtue of many more thousands of
children and youth; and that the only arrest of this loathsome social cancer is to be found in the enactment into
uniform and anthoritativ statute, either by the national
legislature, or by the legislatures of our several states, of
the one divine marriage and divorce law of the Savior
King."
In a paper read by Rev. T. P. Stevenson we find
the foregoing declaration divided and amplified as
follows:
"1. The family is a divine institution; not a human ar-

rangement. Every family belongs to God, for he has
made it. The law of God is, therefore, the rule of its
life.
"2. God's rights in tbe family, as in everything else, are
all vested in Christ. God's law for the family is revealed
and administered by Jesus Christ, to whom all authority
'is given in heaven and earth. All families are responsible to Christ, whether they acknowledge the fact or not.
"3. The state, in making laws for the family, must
hav respect to the supreme law of the family, the law of
Christ. The state has no ri~ht to legalize, in the case of
any family, what the law of Christ forbids.
"4. This is the more evident because the state itself is
responsible to Christ. who is the ruler and lawgiver of
nations, and who judges and punishes them for disregard
of his laws."
Here it is affirmed with insolent frankness that
the institution which more than any other can
make or mar human happiness rests wholly on the
"law" which a young man, who is reputed to hav
lived about two thousand years ago in a barbarous
Eastern land, is asserted to hav authority from his
"father" to administer upon earth. Human rights
and needs are nothing ; the dictum of this youth is
everything. The dead are to rule the living; the
past is to dominate the present ; the priest is to sit
at the head of the family table and in the name of
"Christ' decide what is right and what is wrong.
When the priest can no longer control marriage
and divorce, and pray at the bedside of the dying,
his reign is over. He knows this well. In the
United States he fights as wildly against rational
divorce laws as 'the Catl::olic priests of Hungary are
now figl:W;ing against the proposed civil marriage
law in that country.
This is the eleventh resolution:
"That we pledge ourselvs anew to the maintenance of
our public schools, both against the assaults of Secularism or political Atheism, on the one hand, and on the
other hand against the ecclesiastical system which seeks,
by a specious plan already in operatien, according to the
statement of one of the highest digtitaries of the system,
in over one hundred schools in the Northwest, to make
its own schools nominally the schools of the state, while
they continue in reality to be sectarian schools that draw
their support from the state; and that we renew our protest against the decision of the Supreme Court of Wisconsin declaring the B1ble to be a sectarian book, the
reading of which is consequently affirmed to be illegal in
every school in that state; against the clause in the constitution of Idaho which prohibits the reading of the
Bible in the public schools; and against the action of the
boards of education in many cities and towns, excluding
from the common schools the Bible and all religions exercises, and text-books inculcating religions ideas."
In other words: The National Reformers are determined that the public schools shall be Protestant
schools, regardless of the equal rights of Catholics,
Jews, and Freethinkers. This shows that they antagonize state-supported Catholic parochial schools
not because they are on principle opposed to teaching religion at public expense, but because stateaided Catholic parochial schools would not propagate their kind of religion. They think that the
people are too short-sighted to see that the public
schools as they run them are simply Protestant parochial institutions. And their confidence in the
blurred vision of the masses seems to be fairly wellfounded.
" 15. 'I' hat we request the execntiv committee of the
National Reform Association to send one or more agents
to Washington to press at every opportune time, in cooperation with agents of other kindred reform organizations, any such bill or bills as may be before Congress in
defense of our public schools, for the investigation or suppression of the drink traffic, or for divorce or any other
Christian reform; that the committee labor as far as possible for the enactment of a national Sabbath law, and f~r
the promdion of such an amendment to the national
Constitution as will justify beyond all peradventure the
declaration of our Supreme Court that 'this is a Chrililtian nation;' and that in aid of this practical work the

members of this convention pledge their activ, prayerful,
and financial aid."
What are Freethinkers prepared to do to neutralize at Washington the tireless efforts of the
theocratic enemies of religious liberty ? The question is one of present and vital importance. Congress is now in session. What are we going to do ?
Wait until npthing we can do will avail to turn
back the tide of repressiv legislation and Constitution-perverting adjudication!
Churchly purpose
is ambitious and everywhere-permeating; churchly
performance will not be less vaulting and widereaching unless Freethinkers do their duty fearlessly a:t1d thoroughly. It is a matter of selfpreservation. We must educate the people; we
m·ast fight with every legitimate weapon at our
command.
This subject will be further consider .d.

Tyndall's Prayer Test.
Commenting upon the death of Professor Tyndall, the Voice remarks :
"His death brings back to mind his famous prayer
test, by which he very foolishly insulted the sentiment of
the religions public. He proposed to divide the patients
in a hospital into two classes, treat each class exactly
alike medicinally, and hav those who believed in pnyer
pray for one class and not for the other, and see which
class recovered first. Whether the proposition was meant
as an insult or not, it was so construed, and very naturally so. The conflict between science and religion,
which so raged thirty years ago, has happily been discovered by most thinking persons to be due chiefly to
the incursions of scientists into theological fields, where
they went generaliy astray, and of theologians into
scientific fields, where they were equally astray. Professor Tyndall is to be judged as a scientist, not as a religions controversialist, and so judged his reputation will
endure as long as the glaciers of the Alps, whose motion
by regelation he so cleverly divined."
If Professor Tyndall's famous proposition did in·
sult the religious sentiment of Christians, the reason must be sought in the irrationality of the sentiment rather than in the proposition itself. But
what does th~ Voice mean by saying that the "religious sentiment " was insulted !
In the first
place, can a sentiment be insulted ! Does not the
Voice mean that the people who were dominated
by the sentiment felt themselvs to be insulted because the infallibility of their feeling was challenged T But if their faith in the efficacy of prayer
had no other foundation than a vague sentiment
which could not stand the rude shock of experiment, they were wise to decline to put their nos·
truro to the test of comparison. Still they should
not ·hav been insulted, for Professor Tyndall's offer
was a tribute to their honesty of belief. It does
not avail to say that such an experiment would hav
been derogatory to God. If prayer is what its advocates hav always claimed it to be; if "Ask and
ye shall receive" is indeed God's promis to his
children, and if God is a man of his wo•d, to speak
humanly, and really loves sinners, he would hav
jumped at the chance to demonstrate the worth of
prayer, the truth of Christianity, and his desire to
save men and women from hell.
The utterances of the Voice indicate the present
position of the more astute theologians. They find
that it is suicidal to attack science and futil to attempt to reconcile science and the Bible. So they ignore, to the utmost extent possible, the irreconcilable
antagonism between the two, contenting themselvs
with the declaration that they are two phases of
God's truth, each of which is to be studied as something apart from the other. The statement that
the scientists who hav entered theological fields hav
generally gone astray is to be interpreted as meaning that the methods of scientific inquiry cannot be
employed in the investigation of "religious truths."
If an attempt is mad~:! to so employ them a "conflict
between science and religion " is at once precipitated. Hence the anxiety of prudent theologians to
keep scientific inquiry and religious exposition
entirely separated. This attempt to educate the
young in science and at the same time keep them
from seeing the bearing the facts and laws of
nature, as discovered and synthesized by modern
science, hav upon the dogmas of religion is foredoomed to failure. It may postpone but it cannot
prevent the coming of the day of emaneipation
from theological guesswork. It is impossible to

thoroughly train men in scientific methods and keep
them in the Christian fold, unlesf Christianity parts
with all its ancient savor, retaining only its name.
And the process of elimination of erstw:Qile vital
dogmas has already proceeded so far that the name
Christianity is become a synonym for hypocrisy, so far a'S Protestantism is concerned. For this
reason alone sincere students of science must shun
it, as inevitably debasing to simple manhood and
womanhood.

Agents W~nted.
We believe thl!lt not only can good be done but
money made by any Liberal who will canvass for
our book ''Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked at
it but a few hours weekly and sold nearly fifty
copies in a month. The price is low ; everybody
knows the Old Testament stories, and nearly everybody would like a book applying nineteenth-century wit and knowledge· to them. People like to
laugh. Reverence for the Old Testament tales has
largely disappeared and jokes at the expense of
Jonah and Joseph and Esau and Samson and David,
and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are
keenly appreciated. It seems to us that the book
will sell at sight. It does here in the store.
Liberals out of employment will find this a good
way to make an honest dollar.
Terms to agents sent upon application.
"We are asked by the Western Watchman whether
we are serious in our treatment of the subject of the Roman Index, and whether we would keep "The Age of
Reason" where a child could get his hand upon it? Well,
no, we would not. We would exercise the right of
private judgment. "-Independent.
Whose right of private judgment, yours or the
child's ~
The United States has an extradition treaty with
Russia, which is eminently proper in view of the
fact that Russia still resorts to the torture in securing confessions. A late dispatch from that dark
land says that "liberal application of the knout
extorted a confession," and that "the others
arrested were also subjected to terrible torture and
the knout."
We do not wish to precipitate another panic or
••object-lesson" upon the country, but it is perfectly true that there are a number of our subscribers whose time has expired who hav not paid
us. And it is perfectly true also that there are
some people down-town to whom we owe money
whom we hav not paid. But it will be perfectly
easy to even this thing up if those subscribers will
stop at the post-office and buy a monay order for
$3 and mail it here. If they meet a neighbor on
their way who doesn't take the paper but wants it,
make the money order $5 and it goes for a year to
both. But please remember that the down-town
fellows here are hard up.
The Independent is not disposed to agree with
some of its orthodox congeners in their contention
that the assassination of Carter Harrison was God's
reprisal upon Chicago for keeping the World's Fair
open on Sunday. It says.positiviy: "God does noli
instigate a crime to punish a sin." If God did not
foreknow, and, foreknowing, did not wish and will
this crime, what becomes of his omnipotence~ Could
he not hav prevented the assassination? Why did
he not prevent it if he knew it would be committed
unless he intervened 1 If he did not know this, is
not his knowledge limited T If his knowledge is
limited, what is he but an enlarged man, wise and
powerful, perhaps, yet so constrained by extraneous
conditions that he is unable to foresee, or, foreseeing, to prevent, a crime which he loathes? The
Independent's ''heart" is all right in this instance,
but its logic stumbles hopelessly.
"Lobengnla sent three envoys to the white men's
camp; two of them were slain, and the ~hird narrowly escaped with his life. Lobengnla's capital has been taken
by the white men, who found the white traders and mis·
sionaries all protected by the king's order. Still, Lobengnla is a bloodthirsty savage. There can be no doubt
about it. The white men say so, and they are Christians.
That's enough, isn't it? Who says no? Blasphemous
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wretch! To hell with him! And now let's get on with
the slaughter. "-London Freethinker.
And the London Spectator declares that the
• bloody conquests by the white race are not in conflict with the teachings of Jesus. In the work of
"civilization" conflict is inevitable, it says, and the
accompanying bloodshed is not to b,e regretted.
Probably not, by Christians, but people of ordinary
humanity would be sorry for the butchery of inferior races, even if they deemed it unavoidable.
But the Christian is anything but a Christ-follower
when it comes to the non-resistant teachings of
Jesus.
In Pawnee, Illinois, the question of Bible reading
in the schools came up through the action of the
Catholic parents of thirteen children, who demanded
that this sectarian instruction be discontinued.
The directors requested the young woman who had
been in the habit of opening the morning exercises
in her room with Bible reading and prayer to stop
the practice. This she refused to do. Then the
Catholic parents threatened to appeal to the law,
and upon this the school board consulted with
State Superintendent Raab. He said that the
state law merely guarantees religious freedom, and
neither requires nor forbids Bible reading in the
schools. Now the directors hav decided to sustain
the teacher. If the Catholics do not make a test
case of this they will miss an excellent opportunity
to get a legal decision regarding the meaning of
the words "religious freedom" when embodied in a
state bill of rights. Who has so little regard for
truth and justice as to maintain that the state
secures religious freedom to its citizens when it
permits one sect to control the religious education
of the children of all the people~ State Superintendent Raab has been credited with more liberality of opinion, a clearer sense of justice, and a
stiffer backbone than this Pawnee affair would
indicate that he possesses.
"The higher criticism helps us to understand the
Bible better, and to love it more, because it prtll!lents it to us as a human book, and God, not as apart
from men, speaking through them as a fireman speaks
through a speaking-trumpet, but in men, speaking
through them as a teacher speaks through his pupil, or a
father through his child. This is the message of the
higher criticism: Not that there are errors in the Bible,
but that it is a human book. True, if it is human, there
are errors in it; but it is the humanity, not merely the
errors, in the Bible which the higher criticism discloses
to us. And this, its message, brings the Bible nearer,
and makes its meaning clearer, and makes the divine life
experienced by its writers, and transmitted through its
pages to its readers, dearer and more sacred. "-Outlook
(formerly Christian Union).

We are pleased that our contemporary has so
fully accepted the rational estimate of the Bible for
which all scholarly Freethinkers hav contended.
True, it tries to save God by supposing that he
speaks through the Bible writers, as the father
speaks through his child, but it must soon be forced
to admit that if this is so he is a very imperfect and a
very human God who so speaks. Its simile carries a
wider and more profound meaning than its orthodox
readers will cognize. The God who speaks through
the Bible penmen is Humanity, the father of us all,
who was before the Gods and the Bibles, and who
has made, now interprets, and will outliv them all.
The Outlook at last perceives the truth that only
those who hold the Bible as human and errant can
understand it and be really benefited by it, as
only the miner who knows which is gold and which
inclosing rock can separate the· former from the latter and make it of service to him.

How to Help The Truth Seeker
1. Whim renewing get a friend to subscribe and thus

save a half dollar apiece.
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand or in
his shop window. Be sure that he displays the pictures.
3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or more
copies, with your guarantee to take off his hands at the
end of the week any that remain unsold. If he exhibits
thf<m the pictures alone will sell them.
4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them among
your acquaintances. On your request, we will send yon
back-number sample copies free.
5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be picked up
-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting room, in the
ci~ar store, in the barber-shop. Leave it picture-side up.
6. Keep in your pocket some of om· cheap tracts and
·
when convenient hand one to a friend.
7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend to
take it.
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Freethonght Progress.

Colonel Smart lectured before the Liberal Club
The illinois branch of the American Anti-vivisection
on Friday, December 8th, on the "Relation of the Society has issued the twentieth edition of the London
State to the Schools," and it was quite an interest- address of Philip E. Peabody of Boston, with an introducing discourse, with sound thoughts and pregnant tion by Colonel Ingersoll.
suggestions. The colonel hasn't spoken upon the
The London Weekly Di~patch says that Ronen,
platform for eighteen years, but he still knows how France, which was formerly ~ city of churches and
to. talk. He has a quiet, taking way of putting priests, has become sadly neglectful of both. The
churches are still there, but most of them are little used,
thmgs that captured his audience; besides, he had and
the old fervor has wonderfully cooled. ·. ·. · Three
something to say. The lecture was the result of hundred delegates and more, sent by 230 groups, attended
much experience in the line of teaching and of the the National Congress of the French Freethonght Fedschools; and I hope that Colonel Smart will giv eration. The Federation was presented with a new hall
by Depute Hubbard. ·. ·. · The Independent reports
this lecture whenever he can. It comes pat wit.h that
the vicar-general of the diocese of Cahors, France,
the present agitation on the common school ques- has great difficulty "because of the perversity of the
tion. I havn't time in this short review to note all times." in finding a man to serve mass, and has been comthe fruitful matter of this lecture ; but in the issue pelled to ask the Sacred Congregation of Rites at Rome
he can hav recourse to the services of a woman for the
now before the people it is well to understand the if
responses.
true theory about the common school-what it
should be as an educator of the masses. It should
The Jewish method of slaughtering by throat-cutting is
be a truly democratic school and cultivate the denounced by Dr. J. Lawrence Hamilton, himself a Jew
birth, in a letter to London Vanity Fair: "To accept
spirit of fraternity, not by set lessons, but con- by
and applaud the dietary of the dirty, foul, filth-feeding,
stant influence. Besides the secularization of the ancient Egyptians, whose senseless superstitions were acschools insisted upon by the speaker as well as by cidentally adopted and incorporated into the Jewish ritual,
all Liberals, two other points I wish specially and to state that these food laws are still snperlativly
superior to the up-to-date knowledge of modern
to note as of first importance, namely, the abolition scientists
and food experts is ridiculous. One might as
of the system of '' cr!tmming" and the "high well consult Adam on agriculture, Cain on chemistry,
school." Colonel Smart made these points per- Noah on navigation, Sara on the sewing machine, Moliles
fectly plain. The "high school," sustained by the on microhes," or Paul and Jesus on Religion. ·. ·. · The
Rationalist Press Committee of England is distributing
state, is a humbug-only three per cent. of the literature-in
particular a prize essay, "The Practical
scholars attending the primary schools enter the Value of Christianity "-through the branches of the Nahigh school, and only one per cent. graduate. It tional Secular Society. ·. ·. · The Civil and Religions
is not for the masses of the people, and yet the high Liberty Extension Bill-a measure for making Freebequests legal-was read the first time in the
school costs more than the primary schools. Con- thought
House of Commons. ·. ·. · Rev. Dr. Fairbairn says that
centrate all effort, giv more teachers and more time to "there are not wanting signs that the church is seeking
the primary school. That is what the people need. reconciliation with the working classes. But as yet there
The colonel's vivacious, and still somewhat im- are no signs that the working classes are inclined to meet
·
posing, way of expresEting himself stirred up a good the church."
deal of thinking, and the discussion afterward was
The Swedish Freethonght champion, Viktor E. Lennone of the most lively to which I hav listened, and strand, is at the hospital Sofiahemmet yet. During his
the audience was hugely delighted with the intel- illness Fritanka1·en is edited by Dr. Knnt Wicksell. ·. ·. ·
"Matsagalser i Biblen" is the name of a pamphlet of
lectual battl6. Mrs. Burnz made two good points. forty-seven
pages, dedicated by the author, Viktor E.
First, that the spoken lang~age should be taught Lennstrand, to the ministers, missionaries, and other
as well as the written, the sounds as well as the let- Christians of Sweden. The work is divided into chapters. On this point there is very little training. ters, and contains Self-contradictions ·about God, All
Kinds of Contradictions, Dogmatic Contradictions, HisChildren do not understand the sounds of the toric
Contradictions, Contradictions Concerning the
language, only the words, and it is for this rea- Resurrection of Jesus. and closes with the genealogy of
son that there are so many poor readers. There Christ, according to Matthew, Luke, and 1 Chronicles.
isn't one good reader in a hundred of our scholars. ·. ·. · Viktor E. Lennstrand's "Dispntationer med Kommister L Meijir i Malmo och Kyrkoh 0. Nymansson i
Secondly, the spelling reform. Not one in 11. thou- Shepparslof
" is also now ready. These discussions were
sand can write a letter without being obliged to taken down by an official stenographer and are addiconsult the dictionary. This is simply absurd. Why tional proof of the' fact that a minister has no business
not spell by sounds T THE TRUTH SEEKER has be- debating with a representativ Freethinker, unless he
wishes to excite that sympathy and pity which all men
gun this reform, sanctioned by the best scholars, giv to the vanquished.
The arguments and logic of
and it is hoped that other journals will do the Mr. Lennstrand giv no chance of sncceBB for even a
same. On the whole, this was one of the best well-armed and learned champion of orthodoxy. . .
meetings of the Liberal Club. The club is still "Lucifer," 1893, Swedish, the workman's almanac, is in
our hands. It is an excellent number, containing sevalive. It has an illustrious history, and it keeps on eral good articles and numerous portraits. Amollg its
the path of inquiry. It is one of the institutions of contributors we note Viktor E. Lennstrand, Knnt WickNew York in which every Liberal should take a sell, Anna B. Wicksell, and Gal mer Branting.
deep interest. It is a thought-awakener. Its lectLectures and Meetings.
ures are good on every variety of topic, and its
J. E. Remsburg will start on a tour through Missouri,
audiences are both critical and appreciativ, and deIllinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and
mand live speeches and clear ideas.
Sunday I am in Philadelphia, where I meet New England early in January.
George Longford at his post, and the Liberal
DuRING the month of December, Franklin Steiner will
friends of this beautiful city. I lecture afternoon lecture in Correctionville, Pierson, Atlantic, Walnut,
and evening to crowded ho~ses. The "Rights of Carlisle, and other places in Iowa.
Man" and "Evolution and Creation" are the subTHE Science Sermons Society meets every Sunday
jects. The discussions after the lecture are quite evening at 7.45 o'clock in the lecture room of the Church
animating and add to the interest of the lecture. of the Messiah, Park avenue, corner of 34th street.
There is fine Liberal material in this city, and December 17th.-"Water, Its Place in Evolution," by
Longford and his associates hav kept things on the
Dr. Rossiter W. Raymond.
move with persistency and hope, and the Quaker
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings ·
city is always a bright spot for the Secular Pilgrim. every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island BusiThere is good welcome and good cheer all round. ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
In the audience I was pleased to note Mr. Long- Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for December:
shore, whose contributions to Liberal science and December 17th.-Dr. L. G. Janeij, "Cosmic Evolution as
scholarship are so well known to the readers of THE
Related to Ethics."
TRUTH SEEKER. Other friends, also, it was a pleasJohn R. Charlesworth is now in the West. The folure again to meet in these familiar places, where lowing appointments are on his list, and friends along the
Freethought has so long kept to the front. THE ronta desiring lectures should address him at once:
TRUTH SEEKER, the Investigator, the .Freethinkers' Dec. 14,15,16, Waterloo,Ind I Dec. 17, Chicago, ill.
Magazine, and the latest Liberal publications
THE WOMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, will
greet our eyes in tempting array. Also the picture
of Mother Eve with her first baby, which is quite meet on and after October 17th in the Skerrett Building,
northeast corner of Ridge avenue and Green street, Tueshistorical no doubt, and the portraits of Charles day evenings at 8 o'clock. Lectures for this month:
Darwin and Thomas Paine, presented to me with
December 19th.-Prof. E. D._ Cope, "The Material Relathe pamphlet of the Assembly for Free Discussion
tions of Sex."
on Religious, Political, and Scientific Subjects, and
THE
Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday eventhe compliments of George Longford, secretary.
This shows the breadth of the association ; that its ing, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
platform is wide as the universe; that it wants the East Fifteenth street, New York:
C. Beall, M.D., "Phrenology
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. December15th.-Edgar
Scientifically Treated-With Readings."
If Mother Eve was an ape it is no use to fret about
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168~
it. We hav advanced to Darwin and Paine and a
bright future is before us, of which our far-off Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
ancestor never dreamed, were she in orient forest prompt. Admission is free. Program:
or the garden of Eden. We will keep moving on December 17th.-G. Gordon Sattler, "The Miraculous,'
to the music of that glorious sentence, "The world
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
is my country, to do good my religion."
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
afternoon at 3 o'clock,
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~ommunioations.
The Giant Delusion.
PAPER READ AT THE INTERNATIONAL FREETHOUGET
CONGRESS AT CffiCAGO, OCT. 5, 1893, BY OTTO
WETTSTEIN.- CONCLUDED.

If a dual form inhabited the physical form (a natural impossibility) and survived the dissolution of
the body, spiritists could prove it and analyze such
form. And if all beings who have died now lived in
duplicate form son:.ewhere around us or off in
space, we would know it and astronomers would
discover such place of abode. But no such evidence
exists. .
There are no eternal forms in nature. Man is
simply a form of matter.
Hence man is not
eternal.
I challenge the world to refute this argumentto p:.;ove that eternal forms exist, which implies
miracle; beginning but no ending; birth but no
death; eternal youth, perpetual motion, without
wear and tear, and eternal statu quo, all without
analogy in the economy of nature. I go further
than this and insist that nothing exists per se but
inorganic matter or the segregate atoms in infinite
aggregation and these the only real immortal or
eternal elements in nature. Man does not exist.
Brutes do not exist. HousPs, rocks, worlds, suns, and
systems do not exist per se. Never did. All are
but transientforms of greater or lesser ag~regations
of immutable elements which temporarily unite and
then constitute all these diversified forms, but
which by virtue of the inherent potencies in such
elements or matter, no sooner evolve to maturity or
perfection, when the slowprocess of disintegration
begins, resolving back into their respectiv atoms all
such transient forms; but these possessing all the
necessary physical and chemical attributes to evolve
again and again into new forms, thus perpetuating,
by evolution and involution, such formation processes forever.
Thus the end, death, of all finite
forms is an inexorable necessity in nature, to insure the eternal existence, life, of the infinite
eternal whole.
To illustrate : The pyramids do not exist. Never
did. Certain forms composed of certain aggregations of matter we call the "pyramids." But such
forms at one time were not, and consequently
· some time in the future will not be. What begins
must end. The stone which constitutes the huge
piles does not exist. The only actual underlying
reality of this and all other forms, is the matter
which, in aggregation, constitutes such forms. Remove the matter composing the stnnes, and wbere
would the pyramids be ~ At one time in the past
these forms called pyramids were not. Then enormous quantities of mutable stone, composed of certain immutable elements or atoms, were placed in a
certain position, forming (not creating) what we
know as the pyramids. But after this building
process was consummated, not a particle of matt.er
was created or added to existing entities. And
when nature, maybe millions of years before, by fortuitous concourse of atoms or chemical affinity formed
the stone from pre-existing elements, even then
not a grain was added to the sum total of existing
eternal matter-only a certain quantity of matter
was transformed into certain forms we call "stone."
These forms-stone, pyramids, Columbian Exposition (I regret to say), worlds. systems, and man-all
at one time were not, and consequently in due
course of time and in the order of natural events,
when nature shall have accomplished its work of
evolution, involution, and disintegration, such forms
will of an inexorable necessity again vanish from
existence, their components, however, perpetuating
such formation processes forever.
There is absolutely no analogy in nature for an
immortal form or proof that matter ever evolves into
certain forms, which then remain in eternal statu
quo. But this is what spiritism, both ancient and
modern, of all schools and countries, implies. It
means beginning of certain forms, then stand still,
eternal sameneRs, eternal youth, miracle, sudden
transition from imperfect or decrepit physical form
to angelic perfection. (Nobody claims that peglegs, glass eyes, false tteth, crutches, cripples,
bald heads, monstrosities, fat freaks or lean freaks
will retain their hideous characteristics during all
eternity!) It implies miraculous restoration to full
vigor of manhood, to the full flush of maiden or
womanhood, of the aged and withered. Restoration of limbs, noses, ears, hair, teeth, and often even
old clothes, canes, spectacles, and jewelry ! Then
perpetual youth, vigor, golden hair, sound teeth,
and-in the opinions of some more rational than
others-even the addition of a pair of wings! Then
eternal sameness forever!
If not miracle, what

is itT

1898.

As stated before, man is simply a .form of matte_r. of all potentialities to feel, think, and reason and
Remove this matter an-1 he is no more. Born m have complacently invested an "airy nothing" or
time, he must end in time. Did you ever admire ghosts with miraculous powers to do it instead T
the beautiful forms in a complex kaleidoscope? If Sadly, however, failing to explain your explanation,
kept in motion it will ever exhibit new forms, com- a la Theists, who have divested nature of and inposed of the old, which have vanished forever. But vested an imaginary God with miraculous powers
suppose we remove the material composing such to create all natural phenomena !
forms one by one to perpetuate such forms, how
Mind is a function of a living animal organism.
long before such material would be all absorbed by When the body dies and is buried or cremated, such
such special forms? Then behold! No more kalei- functions cannot continue, or we posit a miracle.
doscope. So the universe would not exist to-day if What is a spirit body? What are its constituents?
only one solitary atom had been taken away daily Has it anatomy, organs, flesh, blood, nerves-all
from the infinite aggregation of worlds and been essential to continued life? How does it survive
made into such special eternal forms, because such bullet shots, decapitations, or dynamite explosions!
processes, havinQ" already been in operation during To be a spirit and all it implies, it must be organic
all eternity and from all existing worlds, -past and -a counterpart of m~.tn, internal and external, or
present, would, of course, have exhausted the sup- our departed spirit relatives can hardly be wife,
ply of raw material to make "souls" of even an husband, mother, father, or child to us and all it
eternity ago!
implies, when we meet them by and by. How do
Man is purely a physical result of purely physical spirits see without eyes T hear without. ears T breathe
causes, and, consequently, is subject to some order without lungs, live without cir~ulating fluid and
of nature which peremptorily decrees that, like all organs, and think without a nervous system and
other transient forms which are born or begin, he brains T All these are consigned to the grave and
must die or end. Others have died before him that destruction. Are thtse organs-the entire anatomy
he may live, so he must die that others may live -for a purpose? Is physiology a science or a
after him.
farce! Is phrenology based upon fact or fiction T
Have we any proof that mind is ever manifest in Are these organs, nerves, etc., for something or
the absence of physical organism T Have we ever nothing? Are they a necessity to the life and exheard, has anyone ever claimed to have heard or istence of man 1 If such necessity during the
known of the existence of any soul or spirit not first brief career of man on earth. how in the name of
born by woman! NoT Spiritists have claimed to reason can he exist during all the ages of endless
have seen the spirits of Christ. Coosar, Washington, time without them~
Stonewall Jackson (horse, saddle, boots, stirrups,
Some facts about life and mind cannot yet be exand all!), and innumerable other dead men, all born plained, but I insist., the spirit hypothesis infinitely
by woman, but not one has ever had the audacity complicates the mystery. As we gain nothing by
or cunning to pretend to have seen or made the ac- positing a God, involving all the mysteries of naquaintance of spirits not of animal or rather hum~n ture in addition to those of his own being, so we
origin. And there is where they have made a stu- positively gain nothing by assuming a dual-form in
pendous oversight. All of which proves that mind, man to explain psychical phenomena, which again
or so-cslled soul or spirit, originates with and exists involves us in identical mystifications. Rather let
synchronical only with the physical body. It us seek the explanation in the crowning work of
proves conclusively thai such mind is a function, nature-the human body-then we rave at least a
product, or process of this complex vital-electro- tangible basis for mind, mesmerism, hypnotism,
magnetic animal organism only, and is manifested clairvoyance, and memory, which latter faculty perby or produced and genern.ted from such organism, mits us to soar through space in imagination at
and must cease when such organism is no more. least, if not in bodily form.
Body and mind are cause and effect. In one sense
As a God-an Omnipotent Being-is a natural
mind is an evolution like the body. The anim~tl impossibility in omnipresent nature, so a dual-body
organism in its crudest form is an invisible cell, within man is an absolute impossibility. Both God
sack, or stomach. In this crude organism a certain and !'pirits-to be such and all it implies-must be.
chemical process occurs. It assimilates food which organic animal forms-but when you find such
is agreeable to its existence and creates a pleasura- forms, they are never God or spi1·its I
ble sensation. ("How?" Let spiritists explain
But it is insisteJ that both nature and psychical
how their disincarnate spirits enjoy sensations or phenomfna can be uplained only on the basis of a
experience T"ttin, and then the problem of mind will God and spirits, and, consequently, both theories
be solved. hut-without spirits!) This sensation must be correct. But if such explanations involve
causes t.be crude animal to struggle to obtain more the analytical mind in infinitely greater complicafood-this develops mind. The new-born Spencer tions, logic and reason certainly bid us to diEcard
or Humboldt has a stomach. The first mouthful of them. Furthermore, as something cannot spring
food it draws from the "fountain of life" creates a from nothing, this proves conclusively that a Gud
pleasurable sensation. It partakes until the crav- is not needed to create that which was never created
ings of the stomach cease- Soon this food is Rssim- or to rule that which rules itself. Also, as there is
ilated. It craves more food. It remembers and absolutely not a E<hadow of proof of actual r,pirit exstruggles again and again to gratify its appetite. istence, as such abstract spirit existence cannot be
This process gradually develops mind, and thus it analyzed, .dissected, or resolved into tangible combecomes plain that mind is literally dependent upon ponent parts, and upon close analysis vanishes or
a stomach.
explodes like a soap-bubble, such "airy nothing"
But it is not my intention, nor is it in my power, cannot be reasonably accepted as the basis of any
to E<hed new light upon the mysterious relations of phenomena whatever; and therefore the only rabody and mind, but only to prove that the spirit tional conclusion is, that if we continue our rehypothesis does not solve the problem, and that searches faithfully, discarding all preconcei\ ed nowithout such physical body mind does not origin- tions, we shall, no doubt, find the true source of all
ate, exist, continue, or survive. Also that of all such phenomena, and of all so-called spirit-maniprofound mysteries such spirit-bodies, in the ab- festations, in the wonderful, subtile, and complex
stract, cap the climax of profound mysteries, and form of man.
that they are utterly beyond human c mprehension
I insist it is infinitely more difficult for ~;piritists
and scientific analysis.
to scientifically establish spirit existence, or place
Do you insist that the physique of a Humboldt abstract spirit upon a scientific basis, than for others
does not explain his colossal intellect T Place his to explain the modus operandi of so-called 'spirit
spirit-body, which -you assume exists within his manifestations .. How many mediums, once indorsed
physical body, beside the latter, if in the power of by the entire Ppiritistic world, hav not been exyour imagination, then please tell me how much posed 1 How many rranifestations accepted to day
nearer you are to explain his mind in conjunction as truth will not be rejected to-morrow as fraud~
with such ~;pirit, or this spirit's mind, than in tbe But it is not my duty to explain such phenomena.
physical body alone. Do you insist on a spirit Spiritists affirming, upon them devolves the bnrdt-n
within his physical body during life to explain his of proof; and unless mch proof-placing abstract
psychical powers, then, by parity of reasoning, you spirit upon a scientific basis-is forthcoming, all
are compelled to conjecture or conjure another such· phenomena based upon such hypothesis must be
spirit inside of this spirit to explain this spirit's relegated to the repertoire of the theurgist or
mind, and another in this, and so on ad infinitum/ vendor of legerdemain.
and when you are through calling up ''spirits from
Conditions favoring so-called spirit phenomena
the vasty deep" of nothing and from nowhere, how always favor fraud. Why are oil paintings or crayon
much nearer are you then to explain mind' Do drawings made in a few moments Lehind drapery,
you know how these spirits think, do you know how or on I be surface of a canvas reverse from the specsuch spiritrbodies can see, feel, hear, and remember? tators, but never in plain view of the audience?
Or have you simply divested the most complex form Because these conditions favor fraud. Why can
in nature (an automatic mechanism bewildering in spirits write between two slates under a table, but
its complicated and delicate construction, and of \ not simply on one ~late on the table in plain view 1
capacities far beyond our present knowledge and Because sucP. conditions favor fraud. Why can
which no doubt is the source and basis of all spirits play a guitar when hidden by a single board
psychical phenomena) ; have you divested this form of the cabinet, but never unless so hidden 1 Be-
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cause the board suppljts the condition favoring
fraud.
by is darkness a necessary condition to
all successful "seances"? Because it favors fraud.
Why can spirits do so many things man cannot
do (?), but not do the simplest things man can do?
Does this not imply fraud? Conditions-ereoept
those favoring fraud-in all these cases would be
practically identical.
If spiritism were true we would know it. Both
an infinite spirit and human spirits would make
their presence known in methods alike plain to all
and without the aid of preacher or medium. But
now, without preachers, we would know nothing of
God-without mediums; nothing of spirits. Hence
the only knowledge we have is of the existence of
preachers and mediums, all the rest is conjecture
and faith. And for this the world pays a tremendous price! If spiritism were true all would worship
tb.e same God and all would know whether spirits
remain in the body till resurrection day, go to
purgatory on approval, or soar at once, frail and
nude, to the spirit world. All would agree on the
characteristics of God-all would know his place of
abode and that of human spirits. All would agree
whether spirits can come back and "commune with
mortals or not, whether anim11ls are immortal, and
whether reincarnation is a fact or fiction. The allimportant problem, how the spirit of a departed
wife can hover lovingly around her surviving husband after he has taken unto himself a second,
third, or fourth wife, and yet be etHnally happy in
the sweet by and by, would then. no doubt, also be
solved to the entire satisfaction of the husband and
all the wives concerned. As it is, we are sadly lf'ft
in the dark, as the testimony concerning these vital
subjects is aR conflicting as the opinions concerning
God of the several representatives at the great Parliament of Religions.
I thoro:ughly appreciate that these views differ
radically from those held by many of my best
friends and by many noble men and women who
have enthusiastically unfurled the grand banner of
Freethought in the conflict with superstition. But
as they have taken the liberty to repudiate the religion of their fathers and neighbors, 110 they must
grant me the privilege boldly to repudiate the la11t
vestige of that. superstition they still indorse. In
•denouncing some of the phenomena as fraud I must
not be understood as insinuating that the vast body
of Spiritualists are dishonest ; on the contrary, I
believe they are honest men and women, confident
that their motives are sincere, and that if they will
continue to investigate closer ·and keener and continue to attend our meetings or read our papers
they are on the correct road to salvation.
Let us then differ on minor subjects as we may~
but unite our energy, wealth, and talent to place
morality upon a natural basis, scatter our literature
of common sense liberally throughout the world,
support our papers and lecturers as freely as the
Christian does his, and we will soon emerge from
our present obscure positi:m and ·become the leading factor in civilizing the world and consummate
the only possible unification of the human race on
the basis and by the means of Freethought, Science,
and Reason.

In Memoriam.
On Wednesday, November 29th, I received this
message from my old friend, Mr. N. D. Goodell,
of Sacramento :
DEA'R MR. PUTNAM: I hav sad news to tell yon. Our
mutual friend and brother, Owen T. Davies, passed over
the river of dt~ath He died yesterday at his home, in
peace and happiness. He was sick but little more than a
week. He called on me about four weeks ago, and he
was then as happy and vigorous as ever. He. was always
a whole-souled man, and we hav certainly lost one of the
best friends to our cause.
Later on Mr. Butterfield sent the following :
SACRAMENTO, Nov. 25, 1893.
S. P. PuTNAM, Dear Sir: Herewith I l!end you the address of C. P. Massey at the funeral of our friend, 0. T.
Davies who passed to his long rest on Wednesday, No-·
vembe; 22d, at 11 P.M • after a short illness of fourteen
days. He was,himself until the last moment. He did
not fear death, nor hav any regr!:lts for the life he had
lived. He passed away without a struggle, On taking a
last look at the remains, I could not realize that my
friend Davies was asleep in death. He looked just as if
he was sleeping, with a smile upon his countenance, as
in a dream.
Dr. W. W. Light says that he counted one hundred
and thirty vehicles in line going to the grave. I mu~t
say in truth I never saw so many people attending a
country funeral. Mr. Davies had many friends, both far
and near.
Mr. J,. H. Atkins made some good remarks before Mr.
Massey spoke. The greater part of Atkins's. discourse
was from Freethonght authors,'
.The following gentlemen, intimate friends of the
deceased, acted as pall-bearers: R. Butterfield, N. D.
Goodell, Dr. W. W. Light, J. H. Atkins, A. Goldberg, T. Jenkins.
J. H. Atkii!.s1 ~~ olcl friend of Mr. D~vies 1 <le-
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livered a brief address. He said that he had known was always ready for an intell~ctual battle. He
the deceased brother for about twenty-five years. was enthusial'ltic in his Freethought S!'ntiments, and·
"Though younger in years than he was," said Mr his life illustrated the honesty aui nobility of LibAtkins, "I am older in Liberalism or Freethought, eral ideas.
and I took great interest in his emancipation fro n
Mr. Owen Thomas -Davies was born in ·South
superstition to reason. He was a man of great Wales, Great Britain, Feb. 7, 1820. He left Liverreasoning powers. In regard to the theory of life, pool Oct. 17, 1850, for America. He landed at New
he said, using the language of Pope:
Orleans November 23d of the same year. He went
to St. Louis and engaged in coal mining, and afWhate'er of life all qnick'ning ether kPeps,
Or breathes through air, or shoots beneath the deeps,
terwards to Caseville, Ill., where he pursued the
Or pours profuse on earth, one nature feeds
same business. I(is invention, which lessens the
The vital flame, and swells the genial seeds.
d~.tngers of mining, is used to this day at the latter
"The bubble of life with him has broken; but place.
though we shall never see his corporeal substance
He left Caseville, Ill., in April, 1854, and went to
again, his memory is enshrined in our hearts. Let Salt Lake City; but be remained but a little while
us all try to emulate his good deeds."
in this place or in the Mormon faith. From this
Rev. C. P. Massey, a Unitarian minister, officiated, time on he was a Freethinker. He came to Caliand in the course of his remarks paid the following fornia July 4. 1856, and settled at Brighton, Sacra;..
tribute to the memory of a worthy man:
mento county, where he has resided ever since,
With Mr. Davies in his lifetime I did not cbanPe ·to be adding both by his labors and his inventions to the
acquainted, hut from the testimo:oywhich has been !dven prosperity of the country. Mr. Davies possessed a
to me by his companions and intimates, I feel that I am fine mechanical genius.· and as a practical farmer
justified in saying that in his .business and ~ocial and.
family relations he has met the requirements of honesty was successful in contriving means to cultivate and
and generosity; and that now, when his mortal ctueer is i'Tiprove the lands.
ended. he goes, crowned with years and clothed with
He *was an honor to our cause and his memory
integrity as a garment, to meet the mysteries of the will be cherished. He has done his duty well. He
bevond.
Yesterday morning, when a son of Mr. Davies, in com- has never flinched. He was an original character,
pany with another gentleman, waited upon me, to solicit and carved out his own fortune by his energy and
my presence here this afternoon, I inquired as to Mr. ability. He was a typical pioneer--free, liberal,
Davies's r<'ligions belief. I was informed that of late independent, held, and forward looking: a repreyeaTS Mr. Davies had niscarded all techniPal fatth, having sentativ citizen, a helpful neighbor, and a kind
long since cut loose from ·any church anchorage whatever. And I nndPrstood that T was selPctPd to serve upon father and husband; a man of genius in his way,
thiR occasion for the reason that, as a Liberal ministPr, I who was ready to liv and ready to die as an honest
might be more sympathetic rega,.ding such a religions man and a brave thinker May the flowers bloom
attitude than some gentleman attached to one of the orthodox Christian denominations, who might not be able over his grave in sweet remembrance of his manly
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
to nnde~stand how essential integrity and great moral and virtues.
intellectual elevation can accompany a denial of many of
the positiv tenets of faith.
Affirmation or Oath, Which 1
For myself I will say. that, while still clinging to the
One
thing
that cannot be too strongly urged upon
church, reverencing its forms and treasuring its associations, it still, in many of its organizations, represents the individual Liberals, and upon which energetic work
medievalism of Rome and teachPs the exploded beliefs of should be done by the Federation, is the substituearlier centuries, so that ma~ a man of frank and earnest tion of affirmation for swearing.
.
nature, with intellect keenly alive to its incongruous
As long as Liberals consent to be sworn, so long
position in this age, when the foundations of so many
technical faiths are crumbling to the earth, scorns all must they take to witness their reputation for truth
compromise in his dealings with what be believfs to be and veracity a god or some other superstition in
essentially insincere, and absents himself forever from its which they do not believe. And if they do not beworship.
Mr. Davies thought, doubtless, as many of us are lieve in the god they call to witness, what is the use
forced to think, that, in the old historic and th<Jolog-ical in calling him to witness T t
way, the church, upon all questions bearing upon Gon
If anyone can tell the truth as well after taking a
and the future, has no positiv testimony to giv. It may hypocritical oath as tho•1gh he really believed if he
be possible, although I do not know, that your friend
dwelt too much upon the negat.iv aspect of the question lied an angry god would destroy him, what valid
of religions,faith, and, in his enthusiasm for truth, e~ reason can be advanced that the swearing superstipha.Rized too greatly the unknown and the unknowable 1D tion should not be done away with and the simple
the domain of bPlief.
·
affirmation substituted-!
I can imal!'in how the moral nature of a man in its esUpon this question the Constitution of the
sential integrity should become strengthened by such a
United
States is, as its noble architects intended,
course, how in scorning all subterfnge and in being unwilling tn swerve one particle from the direct path of broad as any Liberal could wish, as the following
truth, as truth is conceived by him, a character of im- will show: Paragraph 8, Section 1, Article II:
pregnable virtue would come gradually to be huilt. And "Before he [the President] enters on the execution
I take it that such a character as this ynnr friend exhibit-ed, self-reliant and truthful, jnst and firm.
. of his office, he shall take the following oath or
Some thing-s ynn may regret in him, the lack of qual- affirmation: 'I do solmnly swear (or affirm) that
ities that soften conviction, and touch thought with I will,"' etc. And Paragraph 3, Article VI.: "The
imagined spiritual suggestion, but if he was simPly and senators and representativs before mentioned, and
entirely sincere, if he waR just and kind, if his word was
his bond, making his integrity unassailable, it matters the members of the several state legislatures, and
not what faith or doubt he held; by hisjaith, Mr. Davies all executiv and judicial officers, both of the United
will be saved, his faith in that moral order regulating this States and of the several states, shalJ be bound by
world of our~, a moral order which resPnts every aBBanlt oath or affirmation to support this Constitution ;
upon it, with punishment ~OD;letimes, even unto death.
The doubt Mr. Davi11s entertained will h11.v no adverse but no religious test shall ever be required as a
bearing upon his eternal fortune; itwasan honest doubt. qualification to any office or public trust under the
better far, nerhaps, than half the creeds; 1mt snch·faith United States."
as he did possess, the belief in human affection, the conItalics are mine.
viction of the importance nf the practice of virtue, the
If persons desire to affirm instead of swearing there
insistence upon truth in every relation of life, will save
are not a great many states at present which will
.
him eternally, as these hav ever saved him here.
But let us not. insist too greatly upon the negat1v as- deny them this right, upon their declaring that
pects of religions subjects. The veriest doubte.r enter- they wish to do so from conscientious scruples.
tains some faith. It may be felt at times to be Illnsory,
but it is not regarded finally as a deluRion. Our off:c- Let all Liberals then exercise this right whenever
tions. some how, seem destined to ·endure. Generosity opportunity offers; and let them remember that if
and justice seem to us to merit more than our own ap- affirmation is insisted on, and the one insisting on
proval or that of our fellows; and the practice of them it states that i ~ is -done from conscientious scruples,
appears to place us in alliance with some infinit and eternal power, in whose protection, if we would only adjust no person has a right· to inquire deeper or more
our conduct to its high demands, we are safe here, and closely into what those conscientious scruples consafe forever.
l:list of. Also let the Freethought Federation of
This is the faith the higher poets c.f our modern age America take up this subject, prepare a list of the
IJ!"OC!aim most loudly from their signal towers, and
Whittier, perhaps, expresses it moye truly and more states, territories, and counties within its jurisdiction which do and do not allow affirmation, and
beautifully than any other, when he smgs:
carry the war into the enemy's country. Let us
For truth must liv with truth, self-sacrifice
·
hav equal rights!
Seek out. its great allies,
Good mu•t find good by gravitation sure,
As bearing upon this subject the Central Law
And love wit& love endure.
Journal, published irr 'St. Louis, Mo., Vol. 20, page
Mr. Davies was onP of the first men I met in Cal- 281 (April 10, 181S5), says:
ifornia, and the first thing he did was t.o hand me
In several of the states of the Union, whose statute
$50 for the Liberal cause. He was generous in his books are still enonmbered by the accumulated supersticontributions. He was a stanch supporter of Free- stit10ns af the Middle Ag .. s, the rule of the ancient comthought, and stood by it to the end. He was vice- mon law exists making such exclusions [of the testimony
of Infidels, Atheists, and Agnostics]. It is so in Pennsylpresident of the California Liberal Union. He vania, unless there has beAn a recent chang-e, It is so in
never kept his convictions to him!lelf. He was frank MasRachnsetts, a state which is unsurpassed by any state
in their utterance. He thought matters out for in the Union in the diffusion of culture among its inhimself. He was a great student of the Bible, the habitants, and which probably has more Atheists, Infidels and Agnostics per capita among its population
result of bis Mormon trt:l.ining, and he was a thor- than ~ny other state in the Union. . . .. A bill, the
ough master of its content~'!, and could use them to effect of which was to allow lnfirlels. Atheists, and Agthe dis~omfiture of his theological opponents. He nostics to testify in the courts of th!lot state, was :reQentl;r
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defeated in its legislature. According to new~paper
reports the vote in the senate stood twenty-two against
the bill to ten for it. When we think of this bill in the
M assachnsetts senate, we feel like saying, "Poor, old,
narrow-contracted, hide-bound, bigoted, Middle-Aged,
antediluvian, crustacean, superstitions, puritanical,
praise-God-barebones, hew-Agag-bip-and-: high, zeal-ofthe-land-busy, I- am-better-than-thou, Massachusetts."
Liberal publications please copy.

A. B.

LENNOX,

--------~~--------

Freethought and Secular Notes from
England.
It is my present intention to send a communication once a month to THE TRUTH SEEKER, which will
contain "Notes" on the position and progress of
Secularism and Freethought in England. It will
be observed that the terms-Secularism and Freethought-are both used, for the reason that in my
opinion the two words do not mean precisely the
same thing. The former always includes the latter,
but frequently Freethinking is to be found where
Secular principles are not observed. Moreover, in
England, as in America, Freethought is a'tl activ
factor where Secularism is not even professed.
Freethought indicates the mental condition of one
who can honestly surrender views that do not harmonize with increased knowledge. Secularism goes
further than this, inasmuch as it supplies ideas,
based upon purely mundane considerations, which
will replace the notions that hav been discarded.
In these " Notes" I shall report events that occur
in each of these departments in the Old Country,
hoping that what is recorded may prove interesting
and instructiv to the thousands of readers of this
journal in the great republic of America.
In England the spread of Freethought manifests
itself in many new circles. It is no longer confined
to one section of the community, but its power permeates society in ~eneral. Its influence has ceased
to be limited to Secular associations or to depend
for its propagation and defense on the pens and
tongues of a few daring spirits-men who for years
hav courageously stood alone against the mighty
hosts of the Lord. A few years ago the Christian
denominations thoua-ht that 'it was sufficient to put
forward one champion for the purpose of silencing
at least all public advocates of Secularism. Experience, however, taught them that the task they had
undertaken was more difficult by far than they anticipated, hence an army of theological Daniels
rushed forward as defenders of the faith. But
where are they now 1 The arena of debate is
almost entirely abandoned by these defenders.
Controversy in magazines has taken the place of
free and open discussion on the platform. It is
impossible to induce representativ clergymen now
to debate with us. The few laymen, or hard-up
parsons, who occasionally try their hand at discussion, are not worth naming, for they are not even
supported by their own people, while their manners
on the platform are not such as recommend their
cause to persons of intelligence. It must not be
inferred, by this change of front upon the part of
the orthodox, that Secularists are ignored. The
truth is, we never commanded so much public
attention as we do at the present time. Not only
at church congresses, but also at Dissenting conferences, papers are read on " Secularism, and How
to Deal With It." But the successful " how" has
not yet been discovered by these servants of the
Lord. Still, the fact of theologians being in arms,
who yet dare not :fight, shows their weakness. It
is also a proof that our eflorts are being recognized
among people beyond the sound of our own voices.
The progress of the Freethought movement could
not be gauged by a higher standard than this it
being of much greater importance than any estim~te
of our own.
Freethought is also activ in the pulpits here as it
is in the United States. Scarcely a Sunday passes
but ~hat some minister from his pulpit makes
mentwn of the progress of skepticism and of the
advocacy of Secular principles in "Christian
England." And many of those very preachers, who
once denounced Sunday lectures when given by us,
now lectu~a upon s~cular subjects themselvs, instead
of preachmg, as they did in former times from
texts of scripture. They are even confron'ted in
their Bible classes with doubts and queries which
defy answering, put by men who are known to be
''Infidels;" but the minister dare not denounce
them. as such, as would hav been the case in former
times. Voltaire and Paine are no longer held up
as scarecrows in the presence of reading men and
women. If some of the old-fashioned Christians
were to reappear at the present time in some
of our churches on Sundays they would be astonished at a :flaming placard announcing, "An

address to men only; with special music. The
tenor or bass of some cathedral will giv a solo
from the 'Messiah' ! "
These performances are
regularly advertised side by side with those of
theaters and music halls. Then we hav Sunday
societies, under whose auspices lectures, with music
and limelight views, are regularly given on the
"Lord's day." They do not supply sermons or
prayers, neither do they dispense with laughter and
applause. Thus the secular plan of making Sunday
a free and enjoyable day is adopted instead of
maintaining the old orthodox method of rendering
it one of gloom, groaning, and praying. So great
has the power of Freethought become in the church
that its ministers are frequently announcing their
change of views and leaving the congregations to
which for years they hav been attached. Two instances hav just occurred here in the Midland district. The Rev. Mr. Sale, a Congregational minister,
has resigned his office as preacher through having
studied the foundation of his faith. He has discovered that if one God cannot save him neither
can three. Now he announces himself as a "Free
Christian." 'rhe Rev. J. H. Chamberlain has also
left the Methodist denomination, to which he has
belonged from his childhood, and has joined the
Christadelphians. In his published reasons '' Why
I Left the Methodist Ministry," he observes: "I
know that many thoughtful persons in orthodox
circles are seriously disturbed and dissatisfied,
unable to find mental repose in their traditional
belief. I know that my case is only one of many,
as far as theological uneasiness is concerned. There
is much uncertainty and misgiving in the minsterial
world." Thus the very foundation of the theological
fabric is giving way from within, and a brighter
day of mental freedom is dawning.
Similar progress is apparent in other directions.
Freethought literature now circulates without legal
interfermce and in quantities that were unheard of
in the past history of England. Moreover it is no
longer confined to publications by avowed Freethought publishers, who, in former times, risked
having their goods confiscated when parsondom
ruled through the medium of the magistrates. The
extensiv sale of secular literature was the burden of
complaint made at a great church congress just
held in Birmingham. It was there stated that
Frfethought sentiments are found in high-class
books which are considered "respectable" enough
to find a place in fashionable drawing-rooms. The
fact is, there is an ever-increasing quantity of
Freethought and scientific literature published
under the name of Agnosticism. This is dealing
a fatal blow at the influence of theological publications in England. A striking instance of · the
power of Freethought literature is afforded in the
recent appearance of some remarkable books by
Professor Johnson, who was formerly a Christian
minister. After many years of extensiv research
he announces his belief that the Bible and many of
the so-called ancient ecclesiastical writings are of
comparativly recent origin. He is unable to trace
them further back than about the sixteenth century.
According to his contention, they were produced in
Europe and not in Eastern countries. It will be
seen that he presents a stronger case against the
authenticity of Christian records than any previous
writer has ever done. Of course he has given up
his pulpit and many of his former friends hav deserted him. Unfortunately, in the history of human
thought, the fate of the originator of new ideas bas
seldom been otherwise than his. Even to day, men
in many instances are fettered in their associations
with those who .doubt the correctness of church
"histories." Free thought propagandism is still
nece sary as a means of testing the popular theological pretensions, however sacred they are supposed to be. No doubt Professor Johnson's indictment is a bold on6, but the duty of the searcher
for truth is to examin the evidence upon which it
rests. It is a very old device to denounce and persecute the man who has the courage of his heretical
opinions instead of testing whether they are true
or not. · Galileo and Darwin Rre instances that
opinions of the most ancient type, which once were
deemed accurate, may be discovered to be palpably
and absolutely erroneous.
The Birmingham Church Congress, referred to
above, lasted a whole week, and $30,000 were spent
upon its arrangements. It was a curious assembly
of "loving" Christians. The adherents of the
High Church hissed the Low and Broad Church
folks, who returned the compliment with interest.
To ?s the a~us~ng_ feature was the manifestation of
mahce and Ill-willm a congress held for the avowed
purpo~e of pr?moti~g- ·~the uni?n of Christians."
In spite of this exhibitiOn of pwus wrath, Canon
Gore, the "heretical" editor of Lux Mundi, had a

splendid reception, while his violent opponent and
orthodox detractor-Father Ignatius-was suppressed by the president of the Congress. There
was much talk about the relation of "the poor
workingman" to the national church. It was intimated by one clergyman that there Wf!.S a place in
heaven for all the laborers in the city, only it required the church to prepare them to .occupy the
position. This appears to be a reckless statement,
when we remember that the people are so many
and that the churches are so few. Nine-tenths of
the inhabitants of the city keep outside the church,
either from want of inclination to enter, or from
some other cause. One speaker thougr t that he
had solved the question, after the fashion of Mohammed and the mountain. He said "if the workpeople would not come to the church, the clergy
must take the church to them." This is easier said
than done. Supposing it were possible to convey
the church to the working classes, in all probability
the intelligent portion thereof would hav nothing to
do with it. '!hey hav learned by a bitter experience
that the church, instead of being their friend, has
been and still.is their foe, counseling obedience and
contentment under social wrongs and political injustice. The mode the Congress dealt with the social problem-how to remove poverty, ignorance,
misery, and crime-indicated that the church is no
real helper in the present deplorable social condition of the masses. The principal suggestion offered was, that the rich members of the community
should subscribe a fund to. maintain an increased
staff of parsons to visit the poor folks and dispense.
the love of God and the bread of life in the person
of his only son. It is true that some speakers
urged the necessity of such adjuncts as coal, soup,
and blankets; but these, it was assumed, must be
given under the pious control of the charch. Here
we hav the old priestly plan of seeking to obtain
supremacy over the poor through the pangs of
their poverty.
The acct>ptance of religion is
considered by these preachers to be of the first
importance, whi e the satisfying of the material
wants of the people is deemed as being worthy only
of secondary consideration. The spirit of the age
is opposed to such clerical monopoly. Benevolence
is not necessarily allied with any form of theology,.;
the one is a human a!lpiration and the other is a
priestly invention.
There has been much talk in England during the
last few years of what is called " Christian Socialism." Its advocacy dates back to the first quarter
of the present century, but recently it has come to
the front more prominently than at any previous
time. It is now publicly asserted that it is only
Christianity that can bring about a succesliful social
tevolution which can be of any practical service to
the community. In v. recent debate that took place
in the columns of the .Daily Chronicle, one of our
leading London. newspapers, it was contended that
Jesus was the originator and the prophet of the
Socialism of to day. Jesus was declared to be the
herald proclaiming the liberation of the land from
private ownE>rship, the elevation of the poor, the
downfall of the rich, and the triumph of democratic
equality throughout the world I We regard this as
one of the great delusions of the age. So far as
history is concerned there is no evidence that Jesus
instituted ''all things in common," or that he
formed any society or organization for the solution
of the problems of capital and labor. He himself
apparently lived on his friends, and he gave distinct
instructions to his successors to depend upon the
public wherever they went. His disciples were to
make no provision for their personal wants, and to
carry with them neither "purse nor script." Moreover, Jesus never expressed any desire for the social
well-being of man in this world, or intimated that
such was either possible or necessary. To call a
man a Socialist who held the most conservativ and
exclusiv Jewish notions of his time is a misnomer.
We cannot forget his references to " the children "
and to the "Samaritans." Even admitting his
sympathy for the poor and his denunciations of the
rich, the fact remains that the issues were not to
be reached on earth, but in heaven. He made no
effort to remove the two great evils of hili! timepoverty and slavery. What history records the
continuity of any social scheme that he inaugurated T
Christian Socialism is a modern invention, based
upon a questionable application of certain texts of
scripture. But Shakspere has said that the devil
could quote scripture to suit his purpose.
~--

Although there is still room for improvement in
the Secular m_ovement in England, the progress it
has made durmg the last few years is exceedingly
grati_fying. TheN ati?~al S~cular Society is stronger
. and m a better conditiOn m every way than it has
ever been. lt was my privilege to be present at its
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formation, and I hav watched its developments, and
.I am pleased to· record that it is now in a most
flourishing position. Its president, Mr. G. W.
Foote, has lately made a new departure at the Hall
of Science, London, by having admission free, seats
being reserved for paying visitors. The new plan
has proved hitherto successful, and the financial
result has been about equal to the former income.
The great advantage, however, is that this new arrangement allows opponents to hear the Freethought gospel without charge. Another important change recently made is the doubling the price
of the Freethi[l,ker, and giving cartoons and portraits on superior paper. It is pleasing to note
that advancing the price has not reduced the circulation of what is now the leading Freethought journal in England. A new monthly, entitled the Free
Review, has been started by Mr. J. M. Robertson,
the late editor of the National Reformer, which
was so long conducted by Mr. Bradlaugh. The
interest in Mr. Bradlaugh's great personality sesured for his paper a wide circulation, which could
not be sustained after his death, therefore it had to
be discontinued.
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exertion; and it was a subject of such strange embarrass-·.
ment to me that I dared not show myself.
Physicians hav a name for these derangements,
and say that they are susceptible of adjustment by
judicious means. An agreeable person of the opposit sex, and the services of some official empJwered to perform the marriage ceremomy, hav been
prescribed wi~h gratifying results. A living character should be selected. Let the dead marry the dead~
.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD·
The worship of the Spook according to the faith
of Islam is upon us and the voice of the muezzin is
Professor Tyndall.
heard in the land. Last Sunday morning at 10 of
the clock a man wearing the red cap of a Turk
appeared in the door of Union Square Hall, turned
his face toward the east, and offered the following
remarks:
·
God is great! God is great! God is great! God is
great!
.
I bear witness that there is no god but God.
I bear witness that Mohammed is the apostle of God.
Come to prayers! Come to prayers! Come to salvation!
Praver is better than sleep!
God is great! God is great!
There is no god but God! There is no god but God!
There being no corrections to be made, this may
Another indication of progress on this side, of the stand approved as read. There is no god but God,
Atlantic is the letting of public halls by town coun- and, comparativly speaking, there is no other charcils or by other responsible officials of various insti- acter in fiction worth naming.
tutions. This is not yet the universal rule, as our
A mimeographed work entitled "The Danae du
orthodox opponents do their best to prevent us
John Tyndall was born at Leighlin Bridge, Irehiring those buildings. The plan adopted by them Ventre (Dance of the Abdomen): Its Value as an land, Aug. 21, 1820. His parents were of English
is to intimidate the landlord by urging that it is Educator in Marital Duties," by Ida C. Craddock, descent, and were religious ; they wished him to
illegal to take money at lectures given on Sundays. has just come to my notice.* I was at first some- prepare for the minis{;ry, but their means were
Herice proprietors of halls dread a prosecution, and what surprised that an unmarried lrldy, as Miss quite limited and they could giv him only an orwe hav simply, as a rule, to make a collection, and Craddock is popularly supposed to be, should as- dinary school education. He had a natural taste
in some instances to suppress discussion. On Sun- sume the function of an instructor in ccnjugal for geometry. Physical science did not attract him
day, November 12th, I lectured in the Town Hall, amenities, as I could hardly imagin that she would until later in life. He left school in 1839 and joined
Birmingham, to an audience that numbered over know much about the root of the matter herself; the Irish Ordnance Survey, becoming a draughtstwo thousand persons, but admission had to be but a detachei slip, accompanying the work here man and surveyor. Lrtter he went to England in
free, and no discussion was permitted by the au- discussed, explains her conduct. From this it connection with the same work. He now thollght of
thorities who had control over the hall.
The appears that Miss Craddock is not single, thou~h emigrating to America, but accepted, instead, a place
National Secular Society, however, is determined to her husband is in the world beyond the grave, and as locomotiv engineer, where he remained three
defeat this Christian bigotry by having halls of its had been for many yeal:'s previous to their union, years. Losing his savings through unfortunate
own under the control of the Secular party. A hall "which took place in October, 1892." Still, notwith- stock speculations, he returned to his engin and
company has been started in London for the pur- standing that Mr. Craddock, as he may be called his studies, having taken up the latter whib on the
pose of securing the Hall of Science, wherein Mr. for convenience, is in the spirit world, the lady tes- Ordnance Survey.
Bradlaugh really made his reputation. The great tifies that their union is as real and actual and
When he took his hand from the throttle it was
success this company has met with justifies the be- physical as though he were around the house to enter Queenswood College, Hampshire, as inlief that the time is not far distant when efforts bodily all the time, day and night. In fact, she structor in physics. Here he found a warm friend
will be made to hav Secular halls in all the larger thinks very few marriages turn out as well as hers in Dr. Edward Fr:mkland. In 1848 he accompanied
has. It is true that Mr. Craddock does not light Frankland to Germany and heard lectures from
towns in England and Scotland.
the fire in the morning and put on the tea-kettle, Stegmann on mathematics, Bunsen on chemistry,
There is a general desire among English Secu- nor does he pay for rents, groceries, or dry-goods; and Erling and Knobloch on physics. In conjunction
larists to hav a better communication with their and they are not keeping house or raising a family, with the latter Mr. Tyndall conducted experiments
Secular brethren of oth(>r countries. There are but in other ways which married people will readily in line with the then recent discoveries of Faraday,
thousands of Freethinkers in America, Canada, New call to mind it is a bona fide marriage. It is mo- determining the polarity of the diamagnetic force,
Zealand, Australia. France, and Spain, but as yet nogamous on her part, and on his likewise for any- etc. Feeling the need of recreation, he went to the
we hav but comparativly little intercommunication thing she suspects, which is often the situation Alps in 1849. He went for rest, but pursued his
with them, and we are only partially acquainted with. where both parties liv in this world.
studies with increasing ardor. In studying the
Owing to her year's experience in wedded life, glaciers, he was the first man to scale the Weissthe proceedings of our co-workers in these different
countries. Is it not possible by some means to hav Miss Craddock is enabled to giv husbands and horn. He made researches upon the movements of
official correspondents to supply interesting and re- wives a great deal more information than I could, the Mer de Glace, and established a series of therliable information pertaining to each nationality! although I hav been married ever since '88 and hav mometric stations on Mont Blanc. He revisited
-I should be ·pleased to read the opinions of some of had the care of an infant son more or less for the the Alps regularly for twenty years He published
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER upon this im- past three years. . Such is the advantage of having "The Glaciers of the Alps" in 1860. Professor
a conjugal mate in heaven instead of on the Pacific Tyndall had graduated from Marburg in 1851, and
portant subject.
CHARLES W ATTB.
coast, where I hav resided.
upon his return to England Faraday suceeeded in
The danae du ventre, as Miss Craddock interprets having him elected a Fellow of the Royal Society.
Observations.
Somewhere in this city, between Harlem and the it, teaches the married a valuable le>son, which is, The next year he was admitted to membership in
Battery, exists Mr. Fritz Schmidt, who, at an unde- that whereas the performer stops dancing before the British Association for the Advancement of
fined period in the past, wrote an Article and for- she drops dead, therefore the rule is a good one to Science, and was soon given the chair of natural
warded it to THE TRUTH SEEKER office. The article follow in other departments of life. To our author- philosophy. Just before he had received these
has not as yet bulged forth in print, as ·Mr. Schmidt ess the six tassels worn by the dancer are symbol- honors the University of Toronto refused him a
ical, and the serpent about her waist also, as any- chair, as it did Huxley. Upon the death of Faraday
thought it would.
.
The fact is, that for about two weeks pneumonia one whose mind runs that way will not fail to un- he was made superintendent of the Royal Institute.
In 1870 he went to Algiers to witness a solar
has confined the Editor of this journal to his bed, derstand. Still the symbols are capable of other
where he has been adorned with a bladder full of interpretations; for instance, each tassel might eclips, a!ld two years later he came to America on
cracked ice on his brain and with hot and moist represent the cork of a bottle, the reptil around a lecture tour. The net proceeds of his lectures,
cloths on his superheated person; and all this time the waist Euggesting snakes. The admirable dis- $10,000, he placed in the hands of a committee of
the author alluded to has been making epistolary cretion of the dancer in desisting before she drops American scientists, to be used to help students
demands for the return of his manuscript. I don't dead teaches the citizen to quit before he falls who devoted themselvs to original research. While
here he wrote to the Contemporary Review, and inknow where it is; nobody but the Editor ever knew down.
This is a skeptical wot;ld, not inclined to believe closed a letter from a fl'iend suggesting that one
where it was put, and he has forgotten. · Mr.
Schmidt now writes, under a special delivery stamp: that every meaning injected into a dance was really ward of a hospital be made the special object of
"Evidently politeness has no effect upon you. I intended to be expressed by the inventor of such prayer for a number of years, and the result comwillnowseewhether 'The Law' canhav any. If my saltatory exercise. The dance of the abdomen may pared with that in the same ward in previous years
article is not immediately returned to me, I shall be the outwa.rd and visible part of a whole system when it had not had the benefit of prayer. This
bring up against you a suit for damages. I hav of philosophy, but it is proper to remember that it common-sense prop:::sition earned him the hatred
the money, the brains, and the will to do so. I hav may not. As for spirit husbands, they are no new of the advocates of the prayer panacea.
Professor Tyndall devoted many years to original
at my disposal one of 'the best lawyers' in New fad. It is recorded that in the year 1671, one Mary
York." The loss of many hundreds of dollars to Alacocque, a pious French female, having ex- investigations of radiant heat, gaseous conductivity,
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is foreshadowed perienced a cataleptic attack, immured herself in a properties of sound, and the germ theory.
Of the remarkable scientific discoveries of thA
by the .cJrrespondent in case the above suit is convent and became a bride of Christ. While there
she wrote:
last half century he ranked easily first the law of
"brought up against" him.
Our Lord showed me that that day was the day of our the conservation of energy, ~ext evolution, and
I hereby notify Mr. Schmidt that he is out of
spiritual betrothal; he a'terwards made me understand
order, that he is ignorant of the amenities of the that he wished me to taste all that was most sweet in the third, spectrum analysis.
case, and that his proceedings are irregular. If tender caresses of his love. In fa.ot, these-divine caresses . Professor Tyndall was a clear, pleasant, and in· he has a grievance, why :doesn't he follow cus- were Ro overpowering that they made me quite beside structiv scientific writer, who did very much to
tom, and call at the office, ask if the Editor is myself, and rendered me almost incapable of any physical make scientific knowledge the property of the comheeled and warn hiin 'to fix himself. · Of course the
*For sale by the author at 1032-34 Race street, Phila- mon people. He has left us a large number of valEditor would summon his myrmidons al).d hav Mr. delphil', Pa. Price, 50 cents. ·
uable works, and in them he livs, though dead.
Schmidt placed on the sidewalk, where a police
officer, with a padded front and an unpadded club,
would take cognizance of him ; but the code would
be observed, Mr. Schmidt's ·honor vindicated, and
himself abated as a nuisance. As for the Editor, he
could avenge himself by digging up Mr. Schmidt's
manuscript and publishing it over the author's
signature.
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Of Conrse He Doesn't Like to Be lfltlt·
out It.
KALAMAzoo,. Mtmr., Nov. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed p1e.ase find $5 to
renew my subscription to Tm;: TRUTH
SEEKER and for "Paine's Great Works
Complete." I hav taken the paper a number of year!!, and don't like to be without
it.
JAYRS P. FORBES.
The Retort Courteous and Conrlnsiv.
MR. EDIToR: "H. C. R.," in his article
in Tam TRUTH SEEKER, of December 2d,
givs evidence that be is thinking; but he
Feems to be a little confused yet. For
instance, be says;
"To the dictums of Moses, 'Thou shalt
not kill,' and 'Thou shalt nnt steal,' we
Fhould add, 'under penalty of death,'
leaving no mythical loophole through
which to crawl to glory. We should hav
the Confucian exhortation enforced : 'Do
nothing unto otheTs that yon would not
hav others do to yon.' "
Would he- hav others inflict the death
penalty upon him?
A. A. ORCUTT.
froclamations Will Not Banish Poverty.
SYRACUSE, N.Y., Nov. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: To-day I inclose to yon $5
to aPply on indebtedness-dues to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, that is spreading the light
its founder, D. M. Bennett, ignited years
ago, and am happy to see it is made to
blaze .and shed its e:llulgence in thousands
of homes, and help disperse the darkness
that beclouds their mental sky.
Watson Heston's " Thanksgiving Object
Lesson" is the most forcible argument
l've yet seen. It givs a true and living
picture of the real condition of things that
has existed and exists to-day, and it ought
to be convincing of the utter worthlessness of any "proclamation" from the
president down to the governors of the
various states to observe any day and giv
thanks to any God or -gods. The foolishness of such action must be apparent to all
who think.
This city is besieged with trampstramps who are willing to work but find no
work to do. Justice Mulholland sends
from one to seven tramps to the penitentiary [jail?] every day-a charitable refuge for the poor during the cold winter
months. Crime and poverty stalk abroad
in our city. Fully five thousand men here
are without employment-great opportunity for charity. Putman School building will be turned into a lodging-house for
the poor, and the city givs fifteen-cent
meal-tickets for the Salvation Army restaurant. The poor are sick. dying, and
dead in the Seventh and Fifth wards.
Poverty implons the gods for relief, and
it comes slowly; yet "God is happy,"
'' the angels sing," and '' God doeth all
things well." Bah!
Truly yours,
RoBERT R. JONES.
:Man }lade in the "Image" of An Om·
nipotent God.
NEw LoNDON, CoNN., Nov. 26, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: I wish to say through the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER (for the
information of the Freethonght family at
large) that I hav been doing a little bit of
missionary work here in New London, but
owing to the weight of public opinion
against me it has been rather np-hill work;
but I do not despair of doing some effectiv
work. I hav induced one preacher to read
John E. Remsburg's "Bible Moral!!!," and
got him to make some admissions that are
rather damaging to the Methodist cause,
but in return I had to promis to go to his
church. I went, and paid particular attention to his sermon, which was not altogether as orthodox as I had expected. He
said that scientific men were saying that
matter has always existed, and that evolution had worked out everything to its
present state of perfection; he said he believed it, but then he added that there was
a God to direct the course of evolution,
for which I took him in hand in this wise:
"How do yon know that there is a God at
the helm of nature?" He replied t.hat he
could feel him and see him in everything
around us. Then I asked him how it was
possible that man was made in the image
of God and yet God could be everywhere
and in all things? That was a stunner he

could not answer, but he was hones
enough to say he could not tell. He had
defined an Agnostic as an ignoramus, and
before I got through with him I made him
admit that he was an Agnostic-an ignoramus!
The churches here hav been raising a
fund for the foreign mission, but if they
would take the advice that I gave them
they would distribute it among their own
poor, who are unable to purchase clothing
and food sufficient to keep out cold and
hunger. It is strange how the people i:p,terest themsehs in the religions WEllfare of
a few naked savages, when there are so
many of our own flesh and blood whn are
clothed in filthy rags and hav to liv on the
refuse of the tables of more fortunate people. I hav offered a plan to be followed on
the day set aside for prayer: Instead of
going to the churches and o:llering up longwinded prayers to we know not what, we
should take our baskets, filled with good
things, and hunt up poor persons who will
not be able to otherwise obtain Thanksgiving dinners, and make them happy.
And I said that all the prayers they could
offer to their triple-headed God would
not fill one empty stomach or clothe one
naked body.
Please hand my name in for membership
in the Federation.
SAMUEL B. PRICE.
"The Universal Chnrch of Arcbeans."
PHILADELPHIA, P A., Oct. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR; I beg to inform the gentleman who livs on the famous isle across the
sea that there are great efforts being made·
in the " City of Brotherly Love" to bring
into existence a "church," in the organization and constitution of which eternal
principles shall hav precedence over and
above debatable theories and dogmas,
and in which deeds are reco~mized above
creeds, acts above professions, etc. "Religious liberty" is the watchword of this
new church, and a person's character ·and
actions, not his beliefs and profes11ions, receive cognition-what he does, not what
he believes, is counted, and the doors of
this church or S()Ciety are open alike to
Atheist and Theist as well as the Agnostic,
Spiritist, Pantheist, Theosophist, Chris_
tian, or Jew. It declares that "Religion
is being, not believing;" that "Heaven is
earned, not hired," whether it be realized
in this world or in some other. Its religion is, "to do good;" its gospel, intelligence, industry, and integrity; its messa~e, to mankind. "Do your duty." It
is to be an industrial, economic body, and
asks for more work and less talk, more
practical action and less effusion from re.
form.,.rs. There are thousands advocating
a condition where justice would secure all
against adversity and starvation, but are
not willing to do a hand's turn to secure
those blessings to themselvs and their posterity until a time when the people llhall
hav become thoroughly enlightened and
developed (which may not be for generations), but prefer to go on in suffering
and anxiety and then growl about ittotally regardless of the welfare of their
little children. It is this work that this
church wishes to perform first, and then
it will be not only ready but able to help
others to help themselvs. It may not be
many years before this church will reach
the shores or realm of England, and then
our brother across the ocean may hav an
opportunity to work for that which he
advocates and much more. The church
above referred to is known as "The Universal Church of Arcbeans."
J. s. EATO
A :Modern Rams' Horn :Miracle.
NoRTH YAKIMA, WASH., Nov. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As the van of the noble
army of faithful and fearless defenders of
the honest few against the hypocritical,
superstitious, and intolerant many, and
the ever .bold and vigilant champion
of mental fNedom and equal physical
1·ights, I readily and cheerfully recogniz"
your splendid journal. Its healthful influence is constantly spreading and ever increasine', and I, with thousands of others,
earnestly hope and honestly bPlieve the
time is comparativly near when the walls
of bigotry and superstition-dank with
the putrid breath of licentious- priests,
fetid with the foul emanations of a myriad
chained heretics, and blackened with the

smoke of countless burning martyrs to
honest doubt and quenchless reason-will
tumble into irremediable ruin before the
vibrating and per~istent blasts of the rams'
horns of justice and liberty.
Reforms never retrograde, and this
warfare is for the right, and must never
cease, and no quarter can be asked or
given till state and church are completely
and forever divorced, and the goddess of
ju&tice is permanently enthroned at the
capitol of the nation and of every state as
well.
If my prose proves worthy of space in
your columns, perhaps the subjoined
"poetry" may keep it company:
Ne'er tJheathe the sword of jnstict>,
Nor let the arms grow weak
.That bear the torch of reason
For those who freedom seelr,
·Till prelate, priest, and preacher
The letJsonfully learn:
Who'd liv in ease and comfort
Themselvs the means must earn.
If the everlasting dropping
Of "Peter's pence" would cease,
The soft skinned, unctuous parsons
Would rapidly decrease.
·

If e.very "foreign misF>ion"
Were banished frnm the earth,
Of holy. lying mendicants
There'd be a healthy dearth.
If youthful minds were guided
Long reason's lighted path,
Instead of tnught to tremble
At black Jfhovab's wrath,
Tht>re'd be more honest dealings,
Fewer hypocrits and knaves,
More stalwart sons of freedom,
Less daughters born of slaves.
If every " house of worship"
Were turned into a school,
Where each inquiring pupil
Were taught the Golden Rule;
Where faith and fears and dogmas
Were banished from the brain,
And superstitious worship
Were learned to be in vain;

Where virtue, love. and justice
Were made to take the place
Of myth and mist and miracle,
To save the human race;
Then would men pay oblation
At reason's glowing shrine,
And hail the Gnd of nature
The only one divine.
GARY H. MoULToN.
Too :Much "I Don't Know" Concerning
God and Future Life.
NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 4, 1893
MR. EDIToR: Will yon permit me to
briefly criticise the critics? (I know yon
will, but this introduction is pro forma.)
I hav heard and read the utterances and
expressions of so many of our popular
Freethinkers during the last ten years to
the effect that, while the existence of a
personal God and the possibility of a
" hereafter " could not be asserted from
facts or sound logic, neither could they be
absolutely denied. Ingersoll "does not
know," and is willing to take his chances
as to the state of future rewards and punishments. Putnam, in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of the 25th nit., observes: "As to where
we are going, no man knoweth unto this
day." So it is, as far tt.s my experience
goes, all along the line. Presumption in
the Christ-man is so disgusting to a
Liberal man that the latter seems to consider it a virtue to oppose it with professed
utter ignorance.
Now, I cannot believe in the honesty of
our critics. To be sure, I measure them
by my selfish standard. Ingersoll and
Putnam, and yon and I, know absolutely
that there is no God and that there is no
hell, heaven, nor hereafter. And we can
prove it, too. Perhaps not unto the satisfaction of a fool or the conversion of a
bigot, but fools and bigots are not supposedly in the jury box. We know who
made God and the other accessories of
priestcraft, and we know the process by
which the present Christian civilization(?)
was evolved. We know also that we successfully negativ any proposition by disproving the alleged facts on which it depends. Freethought has advanced too far,
it seems to me, to longer say to the deluded follower of myths, fables, and lies:
"Well, yon may be right; I don't know,
but I know I can't believe your dogma."
I recognize that evidence is not proof, and
that exact expression in the English language is almost impossible.

If Putnam knows where a fagot goeth
when consigned to the·furnace, he knows.
where we are goilag. If Ingersoll can
prove that there is no "Ohris Kringle,"
he can prove there is no God. But everything should be based on reason, and the
common-sense principle (universally acknowledged, I believe) thatthe burden of
proof rests on the party affirming, applies.
For some time past those who .assert that
there is a God and a hereafter hav adduced
arguments to support their assertions.
Unless new matter be introduced by
them, it is sufficient to sud'cessfnlly combat
their evidence. I do not anticipate any
new matter from their side. To my mind
this is the situation: A prisoner establishes
an alibi; he proves the negativ-tbat he
was not at the scene.
If any considerable number of intelligent men and women substantially coincide with me, I regard myself as entirely
justified in asserting that our oracles do
not tell the whole truth. Only charity
would excuse me for adoptin~ their policy
and holding: Perhaps they do not know,
but I believe they do.
T. B. CoNNER.

The Dying Atheist.
FALMOUTH, N. S., Nov. 25, 1893.
Leave me alone! I am sick of your prayers
and your tears;
I will die us I hav Jiyed, whether guilty
or just.
I hav fought for my faith through a lifetime of wearisome years,
And will stand by it now till this body
dissolve into dust.
·
"Do I not shrink from death?" No; why
should I fear to die,
When I know that death ends all and the
grave is the only goal?
When I know that eternal life is but an
eternal lie,
And the dust alone is immortal in natur·e
and not the soul?
Yon may picture the horrors of hell, you
may pray and preach and plead,
But your faith will scarcely quicken the
cold gray stone and the sod.
With my dying voice I will mock at your
cant and your creed,
And cry with my latest breath that there
is no God.
Hark, how the mighty wind howls! Is the
voice of the Almighty there,
Or is it the crash of the elements waging
eternal strife?
That warfare that summoned the Universe
up from the realms of air
And peopled the myriad planets with
this that we call life.
Yon would blacken with superstition the
beauty of Nature's work;
Yon would startle the peace· of death
with your dreams of a iife to come; The half-hearted faith of the faithless may
call it "a leap in the dark,"
But I die in the hope I hav lived by and
look for repose in the tomb.
"I was a preacher once?" Oh, yea! I
could rail with the best,
And consigned the accursed unbeliever
to death and eternal pain;
But falsehood has fled before reason, like
clouds with the wind in the west,
And I know that your fears are but follies and I know that your faith is in
vain.
If your God in his infinit mercy made man
and has made him to sin
And provided a torment eternal for those
whom he called into birth,
Let me su:ller with those who may suffer;
I care not how soon it begin,
He bows to no tyrant of heaven wh~
bowed to no tyrant of earth.
Return to your flock; yon may tell themThis dust will be cold in the tomb;
No tongue will be near to dispute it, no
thoughtful voice to deny:That the Atheist cried to his God for the
comfort that wonldnot come;
That he prayed too late for pardon, and
trembled and feared to die.
Stand back! let the pure breath of Nature
blow in on my fever-scorched brow;
The lights grow dim in the distance; the
moon has gone from the skies.
What power shall scatter the darkness tbat
stoops to encompass me now?
Oh, welcome, thou slumber eternal! Behold how the Atheist dies.

w. P.LAWB~OJll.
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Infidelity in Southern California.
ELSINORE, CAL., Dec. 1, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: F. ij:. Heald, attorney-atlaw in Elsinore, met us at the railroad s ation, ·two miles away, with carriage. A
quiet, Quaker-like gentleman is Mr. Heald,
and his daughter Edna, who is but eighteen, and already making her mark as a
poetess of great promis, is a highly-refined,
freethinking young woman, with the courage of a Mary Wollstonecraft.
Next day Mr. Heald and daughter, Mrs.
J., and self took a carriage drive of twentysix miles completely around Lake Elsinore; visited alfalfa fields, prune, orange,
lemon, pomegranate, apricot, and fig
orchards; walked over the twenty-fouracre orchards of Mr. Yates; took dinner
with old friends whom I knew at Shenandoah, Ia., Mr. and Mrs. Farnham, when I
..eld my debate with Elder Dnngan-the
best, most gentlemanly debater the Campbellites hav. Mr. Farnham owns ninety
acres near the lake-orange grove, lemons,
etc. He has a fine cement reservoir near
the mountain side. Mrs. Farnham is a
splendid woman. I regret they hav not
fifty years longer to liv.
I wish to mention something of the
Freethonght outlook here. Candidly, it is
not encouraging. The little Freethonght
society is struggling against great odds.
The opposition to it is of the most bigoted
and unreasoning stamp I ever knew. Even
the school children are infected with holy
hate. The brand of piety in Elsinore is as
mean as was that of Ma~sachnsetts in her
Cotton-Mather-Christianity-witch-hunting
times.
Mr. Heald is the "F~ther of Elsinore."
He is a young man of forty; his town less
th'ln ten years old. Why Christians should
hate tbi~ Jesns~like, gentlemanly Freethinker I cannot tell-nor can they, as far
as I am able to learn. Within ten years
he has been a millionaire. Litigation and
Christian love hav tried to lay him low.
If Christians here manifest the "spirit of
Christ," then I know what it is like-it is
simply devilish. Mrs. Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Styffe, Mr. and Mrs L. D. Reynolds,
Mr. and Mrs. AI. Reynolds, of Elsinore;
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Reynolds, of Mani·
fee; Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds, of Temecula;
Mr. Wright, and Mr. Park were out to the
.lectures. Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham came
a. thirty-mile carriage-drive from Riverside. They would like to liv here with
.our Elsinore Liberals, and will visit us
-whenever we hav lectures. Our society
will hav to grow (from the ontsidA world,
by accretion) before we can expect to hold
regular meetings, and perhaps it will
·never be necessary for Liberals generally
to hold meetings every Sunday. Liberals
:do not need to be meetingized continuously
like Christian sheep.
Teaching, more
than pl!eaching, will be the new order.
Science offers a boundless field for Free·
thinkers to explore. Science, literature,
and art will take the place of the "fool·
ishness of preaching." By the way, "Society of Science, Literature, and Art" is
the name of this tiny organization of Lib·
erals in Elsinore. Young and feeble as the
-child is, it has earned the contempt of the
church, which sneeringly asserts that the
name is too grand for its size! Bnir Mr.
· Hea;d has more science in his head, and
more artistic taste, than ninety and nine of
the Elsinore evangelicals. The Liberals
readily admit that the Society's name embraces a wider field of knowledge than
they will ever be able to acquire; while the
saints of Zion hav such narrow and shal: low creeds that they need to grow but a
trifle to discover they hav not a dud which
they hav not outgrown. The joke is, they
try to make us believe that their old Jew
second-hand clothes are fashionable!
I do not know how this venture will ter·
minate. I am to address the people whenever I feel like it. This will be our home.
The climate is superb. Other families are
coming here to locate. By my arrangement with the Elsinore people I am at
liberty to accept calls for lectures any. where between the two oceans. I cannot
consent, not yet, to tie myself down to any
one locality while thousands of my fellowbeings are hungering for Freethonght.
Elsinore, Cal., is my address, and I will
say to Californians, for the present, that if
yon desire Liberal, radical lectures I will
come and giv them.
W. F. JAMIESoN.

Joseph E. Huffman--Funeral Address."' this he was joined to the greatest minds of
·[1\fr.,,Joseph E. Huffman died in Des
Moines, Ia., Nov. 26, 1893. Being a firm
Freethinker, he declared that no-clergyman should officiate at his funeral, and
when first taken ill made a request that in
case of his death, Mr. Franklin S.teiner
sbonld deliver an address at the burial.
Mr. Huffman was a member of the Woodmen's otder, which came out in full force,
making the funeral a very large one. Mr.
Steiner delivered the following eulogy:]
MY FRrENDS : After a painful illness,
.lasting several weeks, our friend and
brother, Joseph Huffman, passed from the
scenes of life. We are here assembled to
pay the last tribute of respect to one whom
we all knew only to love and admire, and
to express our profound sympathy for
those whom the hand of death has robbed
of a kind husband and father, stricken
down by disease in the prime of his manhood.
We realize that death is a mighty monarch. All must one day bow down before
his shrine. 'l'he most powerful must submit to his decree. Before him the weakest
creature in the universe stands upon an
equality with the most powerful. It takes
the father from his fireside, the mother
from her dear ones, and the children from
the homes where they were a perpetual
joy.
Death brings grief to the heart, and hot
tears to the eyes, when we think that we
will see no more those whom the ties of
aff<>ction made dear to us in life. Yet we
should be made to realize that however
irreparable our loss, to him who is suffering from the pains and tortures of a disease that is incurable, and which renders
life itself intolerable, death comes indeed
as a welcome visitor. When we know that
he whom we mourn to-d11.y is free from the
suffering which life imposed upon him,
there is a beam of joy in the thought that
death, many times an angel of mercy,
came to his relief.
The heart may cease to beat, the mind
cease to perform its functions, and the
body moulder into dust, but the power
and influence of the man of good deeds
and noble thoughts is greater in death
than in life. Behold the mighty dead of
past ages, those who strove to make the
world better, and improve the condition
of their fellow-men. Did death cover the
light they shed upon the race? By no
means. Their acts and words liv to-day,
an inspiration to humanity to complete the
work they left unfinished, and to proclaim
new truths that they were not permitted to
know.
Joseph Huffman was a man who made
the world better by his life. While we
regret that he has not lived longer, we can
rejoice that he was permitted to be among
us, as a neighbor and a friend. Honest,
manly, true to his convictions, he bravely
stood the test of true manhood. He suffered as but few hav, but he endured with
a composure that would hav done honor to
a stoic.
Our friend lived for this world. He
knew of no other. He believed all that
could be required of anyone was to faithfully fulfill his obligations to his fellowmen. Having done this, he had nothing
to fear in death. How well can we here
call to mind the words of the poet:
So live
That when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan, that moves
To that mysterious realm, where each shall
take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
Thou go not, like the quarry slave at
night,
Scourged to his dungeon, but sustained
and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy
grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his
conch
About him, and lies down to pleasant
dreams.
After all, it is the life, and not death,
that should concern us most.
Joseph Huffman was a soldier in the
great army of _human progress. He rejected the creeds of the world as relics of
the ignorance and fears of man while yet
in a savage state. His eyes were ever
turned toward the dawn of the age of reason, when superstition should no longer
curse the world, all strife be ended, and
the brotherhood of man established. By

the past and the present, and he now shares
their immortality, the immortalitv of the.
poet, the sage, and the philosopher, who,
though dead, liv in their works.
· To him a future life was a mere matter
of speculation He had no kuowlede-e of
personal existence after death, but he
knew that ·we are unable to fathom all the
mysteries of the world and of life. He
never dogmatized upon this great question. It has been said by the greatest of
living orators, "We do not know whether
death is a wall or a door." ·our friend is
now where all doubts hav vanished. With
him the great problem of immortality is
settled. To us it is still a mystery.
We are about to consign his body to the
earth, there to sleep the sleep of nature,
unmindful of the blasts of winter, or the
bright freshness of the spring time. As
we take a last look at his features, now
peacefully reposing before us, we say:
Forever and forever a long farewell,
If we should meet again, why, then we
shall smile,
If not, this parting was well made.
May his
cred spot,
giv forth
birds sing

last resting-place ever be a saand over his grave the flowers
their sweetest odors, and the
their sweetest songs.

An Adventist Talks to His Sunday-LawEnforcing Fellow-Christiam.
SAN PEDRo, CAL., Nov. 20, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Of the clergy I would ask:
What day do yon recognize as the Sabbath? One would infer from your claims
and arguments that Sunday is the Sa hbath.
No, brothers, yon are mistaken; Sunday
is Constantine's day. What was Constantine? Why, he was a heathen, a sunworshiper; also the emperor of Rome.
He ignored the great and all-wise God's
divine law of the Sabbath and instituted
Sunday as the Sabbath; hence the people
are compelled by law to keep Sunday 'as
tb.e Sabbath. It is wrong to so delude the
people and to preach up such a false doctrin. If yon take the Bible for authority,
God's law must be obeyed. An apostate
church will unite with the powers of earth
and hell to place upon the forehead or in
the hand the mark of the beast, and prevail upon the children of God (the Seventhday Adventists) to worship the beast and
his image. They seek to compel them to
renounce their allegiance to God's law
and yield homage to the papacy. The
savior says: "Blessed are they that do his
[i.e., God the Father's ten] Commandments, that they may hav right to the tree
of life, and may enter in through the gates
into the city" (Rev. xxii, 14). But where
iR that Commandment that speaks about
Sunday? It is not in the Bible, but it is
in the Roman Catholic catechisms. Read
your Bibles through a hundred times with
reference to this subject and yon will
each time become more and more convinced of the truthfulness of the following
notable facts:
1. There is no divine command for Sunday observance,
2. There is not the least hint of a Snr,day institution.
3. Christ never changed God's Sabbath
to Sunday.
4. He never observed Sunday as the
Sabbath.
5. The Apostles never kept Sunday as
the Sabbath.
6. There is no prophecy that Sunday
would ever take the place of the Sabbath.
7. The word Sunday never occurs in the
Bible.
8. Neither God, Christ, angels, nor ·inspired men, hav ever said one word in
favor of Sunday as a holy day.-G. W. .A.
God made the Sabbath at creation (Gen.
ii, 2, 3; Ex. xx, 11).
It was observed before the law was given
on Sinai (Ex. xvi, 23-30).
The command to observe it is associated
with nine moral precepts which are binding upon all men during all time. It is
placed in the bosom of unchangeable law
(Ex. xx, 8-11).
It is a sign between God and his people
(Ex. xxxi, 17; Eze. xx, 20) .
Wrath came upon ancient Israel for
breaking the Sabbath (Neh. xiii, 15-18).
If the Sabbath had been kept Jerusalem
would not hav been destroyed (Jer. xvii,
24, 25).
Prophecy foretells a reform on the Sabbath (lsa. lvili, 12-14).
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The Sabbath will exist in the new earth
(lsa. lxvi).
Christ observed the Sabhath (~hrk i,
21).

He called himself its Lord (Mark ii, 28).
It was his "custom " to preach on that
day (Luke iv).
The disciples "rested" on the Sabbath
while Christ was lying in the grave (Luke
xxiii, 56).
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, who wrote
after the crucifixion and resurrection of
Christ, spoke familiarly of the Sabbath as
an existing institution (Matt. xxiv, 20, 28,
1; Mark xvi, 1; Luke xxiii, 56).
It was Paul's "manner " to make the
Sabbath a preaching day.(Acts xvii, 2).
The "gentile" believers also observed
the Sabbath (Acts xiii, 42, 44).
Paul preached by a "river side " where
there was no synagog, on the Sabbath
(Acts xvi, 13).
He reasoned in the syna~og at Corinth
"every Sabbath" (Acts xviii, 4).
He contin11ed there a year and six
months (78 Sabbaths) "teaching the word
of God" ( A.cts xviii, 11 ).
Finally, in the last mention of the
Bible, it is called the "Lord's day" (Rev.
i, 10. Compare this text with Ex. xx, 10;
Iss. !viii, 13; Mark ii, 28).
And on the seventh day God ended his
work which he had made; and he rested
on the sevent.h day from all his work which
he bad made.
And God blessed the
sevpnth day, and sanctified iti· because that
in it he bad rested from al work which
God created and made (Gen. ii, 2, 3).
Ye shall keep the Sabbath therefore; for
it is holy unto yon. Everyone that defilelh it shall surely be put to death; for
whosoever doeth any work therein, that.
soul shall be cut from among his people.
Six days may work be done; but in the
seventh is the Sabbath of rest, holy to the
Lord: whosoever doeth any work in the
Sabbath day he shall surely be put to
death (Ex. xxxi, 14, 15).
God claimed the seventh day as his own
in many scriptures and at many different
times. He never so claimed the first day,
but gave it to man for labor.
He blessed and sanctified the seventh·
day; he neither blessed nor sanctified the
first day.
He commanded that the seventh day be
kept holy; he never commanded anyone to
keep the first day. There is but one commandment in the Bible for a weekly Sabbath, and that is for the seventh dav.
God uttered fearful threatenings against
those who profane the seventh day. He
has spoken nothing against laboring on
the first day.
He has given great and precious promises
to thase who keep holy the seventh dav;
he has not spoken one word of promis or
blessing for keeping the first day.
Everything that is necessary to giv importance to the day-that is calculated to
induce a proper observance of the day-is
prorlnced in favor of the seventh day.
But nothing of this kind can be produced
in favor of the first day-no sanctity, no
commandment, no penalty, no blessing.-

J. H. W.
The Bible tells us that ''sin is the transgression of the law" (1 John iii, 4). But
what law do we "transgress" when we
work on Sunday? If the reader will find
a text which says, "Thou shalt do no
work on the first day of the week," or
"Remember Sunday to keep it holy," or
its equivalent, then will his Sunday
observance in place of God's Sabbath
stand the test of the judgment; othetwise
it will not. Will yon consider this point?

-G. W. .A.
Let us hear the conclusion of the whole
matter:
Fear God and keep his Commandments;
for this is the whole duty of man. For
God shall bring every work into judgment,
with every secret thing, whether it be
good, or whether it be evil (Eccles. xii, 13,
14).
Blessed are they that do his Commandments, that they may hav right to the tree
of life, and may enter in through the
gates into the city. The word of the Lord
endnreth forever (Rev. xxii, 14).
Will Sunday-law-enforcers obey God?
Respectfully yours,
N. A. STEVENS
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SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

I still claim in one way to be a child, and he says, are conveyPd into the impure or
that is that my childish questions on re- venous blood, by absorption and by the
ligions matters hav not yet been satisfac- galvanic current in its passage to the negatorily answered. I was told to wait till T tiv nole, forming an electric circuit. It is
Edited by Mn;s SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall was older before I asked questions, and also claimed that soluble medicin can be
R~7Jer, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- then as I grew older I was told that it was conveyed along with the oxyeen to the
fio'ls for this Corner should be sent.
wrong to ask questions, and the more I seat of diRease and cures sooner than by
persisted in my inqniriel!! the more T was other method. TbiR force, which is very
censured for it, so I don't know yet when activ, was first.described by Profti\ssnr Lu"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
it would be proper to ask questions.
beck of Berlin, in 1821; and called by him
Comes a pause in the day's occuP-ations
I hav a great deal of sympathy for Electro-endosmosis.
'rhe battery is
That is known as the Children s Hour."
children who grow up wondering and won- charged with chemicals which act only by
del"ing what it all mean~, and why the bad immersing in ice-water of 40 to 50 deg. ·
is justified and the good ignored. I hav F. 1tnd connecting the poles with the body,
He Wrote for All.
sympathy for children who cannot get which is about 92 deg. F. The method is
" 'fhe world is cruel, careless, cold,"
some one to answer their questions. So, not original, it being a iliscovery by ProI sighed," and car• s for naught but gold!
children, I thought I would like to cor- fessor Mateucci as e11rly as 1820."
Why should my troubled pages plead
respond with a few young people under
A brother's woe-a brother's ne(d!
fifteen. I will let them ask two que~tions
OUR. NEWEST BOOKS.
" My song is drowned in 1\!ammon's roar"
in one letter, and I will patiently answer
(I flung my ren upon the floor),
all I can as well as I can. Please write; I
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a ChristianT
"'fhe hand that fortune stoops to bless
think I can interest you; state age.
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
Must crush the buds of tenderness."
EMMA A. ABBlllY.
cents.
·
[Our thanks are due Mrs. Abbey for her Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illus- A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
My toddling wee one put the pen
l:Jmo, aoo pp., $1.
trated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
Into my trembling hand again;
kindness. No doubt our young people
cents.
And, \Jlambering upon rr y knee,
will be pleased to correspond with her, and Religion a Curse, a Lil', and a Disease. Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Said, archly: "Papa, wite for me."
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
By Samuel P. Putn•m .. Paper, 25 cents,
she will be patient with them and answer Design
Argument Fallacie!l. A Refuta- The Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandI wrote-a homely, childis'J. ta'e
their questions promptly and intelligently.
tion of the Argument ;hat Nature Exhibits
Of bope and love-no pensiv wail
some and Interesting BookhWithout SuperstiMarks of Having Been nesigne<l hy an lntel-ED. C. C.]
tionkfor Children and Yout . 'fhe Only FreeOf others' wrongs-but what her smile
Jigent Being-. Bo the Editor of 'fHE 'fRUTH
thin
ers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
Had wakened in my heart the while.
SEEKER. Paper. 15 cent•.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
EAsT ADDISON, VT., Nov. 27, 1893.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
t
vpe,
heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusAnd when the ink had scarcely dried,
DEAR OBLIGING EDITOR OF THE CHILBy M. E. Billin.,.s. Paper. 25 cent•.
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
I heard the song on every side;
DREN's CoRNER: Words are inadequate to Handbook of Freethonght. By W. S.
Address. 'fHE 'l'RU'rH SEEKER 00
It filled the land from sea to sea,
BdL Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.
thank yon for permitting me to speak in the
Wh,le thousands cried, "He wrote for me!" Children's
and Progress: An Attempt to
Corner; also I lovingly thank Pleasure
J. s.
Prove t.hat the Pursuit of Pleasure is the sine
yon for your reproof. If I am a genuin
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, ond Social
by
truth seeker I will be us ready to receive
Development. and that the Promotion of
Some Answers.
Pleasure is the Dutv of Philanthropy and
reproof as I am to reprove.
Statesmanship. Ry Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
The school board education of to-day is
I hav been told many times that I exCloth, $1; PapRr, fiO cents.
not a failure. A day or two ago a govern- pected a greater reasoning power mani- The Creation of God. Tracine the Godment ivspector visited a south London fPsted in my own children than experience
Ide to Its Source_ By Jacob Hartmann,M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper. 50 cents.
school, and the following vive voce exam- warranted, but I never allowed such talk Resurrection
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
to daunt my energy or expectations, and
ination was overheard:
Cloth, 75 cent~: cloth, 40 cents.
now. when people say to me that I hav Facts
and
Fictions
of Life. By Helen
Inspector (to class of girls): Why is very ~?reat reason to be proud of their sucH. Gard~ner. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
America called the New World?
cess, I quietly say, "Yes, my children are Woman, Chnrclt! and State. By Matilda
Bright Pupil: Please, sir, because it was repaying me more than a hundredfold for
Joslyn Gage. Cloth, $2; leather, $8.
my early care in teaching them to hav obmade last.
IN PRESS.
Inspector: No, no; it was niscovered serving eyes and attentiv ears, making it
a rule to tl"y to improve upon all they Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.
last. Who found it?
heard, saw, or did." In this simple manBy Samuel P. Putnam. Sub~cription book,
First Girl; Our teachers.
ele~ant binding, ovtr ono hundred porner a strong reasoning power is developed
traits, $5.
Second Girl (triumphantly): GoverneRs, in the brain of a child at a very early age.
Woman: Four Centuries of ·Progress.
Third Girl (desperately): Why, the in- I learned these things by the study of
Bv Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
~clm!
· human nature; children having proper The Church and Freethonght. By Frankcare
and
instruction
in
the
very
beginning
lin
Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
Their youthful minds could not imagin of lif<~ hav ten times greater capacity for
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettan authority higher than the "government questioning and reasoning than even their
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 C<'nts.
'spector," and the name of Columbus fell own parents and other grown people.
Bible
Inquirer. By Andrew .Jacobson.
very :flat, and was greeted with murmurs Why is this? All because they are not
~ew Edition, Revised and Enlarged,
Paper, 25 cents.
joined to a custom of thinking and doing
of" Who's he?"
at first.
I sincerely hope in good time the
Miseries of Exclusivness.
editorial department will see the necessity
Introduction by
First Little Girl: Your folks is sort o' of adding another page to the Children's
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Corner, giving mothers room to send in
exclnsiv, isn't yon?
By R. WHEELER.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Second Littie Girl: Awfully. Mamma their letters with the children's, expressing such simple, plain reasoning that we
'fhis book is iust what i+,s title implies-thumpwon't let me 'sociate with little girls who cannot help experiencing a rapid progress
TM Traae Suppztea at Special IJtscount11.
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
isn't exclnsiv, and I don't like it, 'cause in building up a higher standard of worth, effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religthus proving that we really do comprehend ion
they is always just as pokey as I am.
impede the progress of man. It shows
some truths It is one thing to say we are thatand
Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are
not
authentic,
and that Christianity is a borseekers
after
truth,
but
it
is
quite
another
Correspondence.
rowed system of religion. 'fhat the Bible is not
to prove that we hav learned even a few of in
accord
with
Science,
the atonement
DoRA, Mo., Nov. 28, 1893.
its s~>crets. We should always guard with scheme is futile and foolish,that
and that religion is
DEAR Mrss WrxoN : 'rhis my second very great care against becoming another not a real benefit to man.
~ Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
attempt to write to the Corner. I was set of vain boasters like the churches.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Religion and Social Matters.
fourteen years old yesterday. Next ThursWhen I read your letter in the ChilAddress 'l'HF. 'Mln'l'lf Rll:lllKW.R
Price, o:Jloth. 1!!1 : oa.per. 50 cen~s.
day is Thanksgiving; we are intendinl? to dren's Corner on your return from the
hav turkey, and also a good time. Our Fair and the Freethinkers' Congress, I
~chool closed last week, but will begin said, Truly Miss Wixon is the right person
-FORagain in about two weeks.
in the right place; she has such a wealth
I like to go to school so much. I study of love and joyous exhilaration that chil~i894.~:
higher arithmetic, history, civil govern- dren, and even the beasts and birds, are
ment, grammar, physiology, and spelling. made glad by her presence.
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
A NE'W NOVEL ..
Ae my letter is getting long, I will close.
Lovingly your friend,
CONTENTS:
Paper, 50 cents.
Prine. cloth, $1.
'fhe
'frue
History
of
the
Bible,
Prof.
Edwin
CLABA FISCHER.
Mns. s~
SMITH.
Johnson;
A
Practical
V1ewofLife,
Charles
Watts;
[Learn all yon can. Education is the
[We did not intend our words as re- 'fhe DPcadence of the Old 'l'heology, Mrs. E.
best treasure in the world.
Combined proof to our correspondent-far from it. Lynn Lintol!j Inspiration in Extl"emis. Samuel
Laing; ·,be uospel of Love, A Poem. Capt. W. B.
with common sense, it is of great help.- But we hav not much space at our disposal, Mc'faggart; Agn stic 'fy~es. H. Bithell, B.Sc ,
Ph.D.; On Spiritual Wickedness in High Places,
. SHORT STORIES.
ED. C. C.]
and, like Col. Ethan Allen, we believe in Edward Clocld; A Prie"' of Nature, '\ Poem,
Han. C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of ImmorPaper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
short speeches and long puddings. We tality,
Frederick Millar: IR Immortality a Dream,
FRIDTLAND, CAL.• Nov. 14, 1893.
thank
our
friend
for
kind
words,
and
her
W.
Stewart
Ross
(r
ala
din\;
Practical
ConseDEAR Mrss WIXoN: As I see but few
quences of A!!:nosticism, F J. Goui<l: 'fhe Religletters in the Corner, I will write again. communication will appear soon.-ED. Ious
Propensity, Furneaux .lordan, F.R.C.S.
One day, while working at my claim, I cut C. C.]
Price, 25 Cents,
my finger oft, so I am laid up. But the
CON'fEN'fS:
Address 'fHE 'fRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
A Splendid Judge of a Woman· 'fhe Lady of the
worst thing of all was Peggy's death; that
Club-Un<ler
Protest
-For the Prosecutwn-a
Electro-Endosmosis.
was my favorit horse. I will tell you
Rusty Link in the Chain-'fhe Boler House
about this place up here. There are
The most recent discovery and method
Mystery - 'fhe 'fime· Lo"k of Our Ance~tors- Florence Campbell's
madrone, oak, poison oak, live oak, white of applying electricity in the treatment of
Fate-My Pa.tient's Fate.
oak, and pine. This is a healthy climate. diseases, is that of electro-endosmosis.
Price, paper. 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Mamma was sickly, but now she is quite The Boston Transcript givs the following
well.
explanation of it:
.
Address THE TRU'fH SEEKER,
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
9/l Lo.fa.vAttA plRNl N'Aw Y nrk
"Be the matter what it may,
"The theory that by the application of
Always speak the truth;
the poles of a galvanic battery to our bodies One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
If at work or if at play,
we can introduce into the sewers of our
the Bible,
Always speak the truth.
system that greatest of all purifiers, ozone,
where it will destroy disea•e germs, dxsease Every Woman Should Read It
" Never from this rule depart,
products, and the vast variety of animaland
Always speak the truth;
A fiineteenth Century Novel.
cules or parasites, which produce such deFix this deeply in your heart,
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
structiv
diseaReR
as
diphtheria,
small-pox,
Always speak the truth."
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
cholera, typhoid fever, etc , should not be
For Her Daily BrPad is the story of two young
I will close, hoping to see this in print. allowed to remain a theory, but shonld be
girls and a younger brother who were left parentthe subject for experiment until its efficacy
Your friend,
MARY E. KIRBY.
less, with a little moneyh fair ednoationh and
~Fiction.
is
either
shown
or
disproven.
Dr.
S.
R.
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng the
[Yes, always speak the truth, and do
world by gomg to Obicago. 'lhe author is also
Beckwith of New York has invented a
BY
DR.
J.
H.
MENDENHALL.
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a hisyour duty well. Sensible advice to every- thermo-galvanic battery, which, when apTHE
tory of a working.girl'slife and experience in the
body.-ED. C. C ] .
plied to the surface of the body with wet Astronomical and Astrologlc- city of Chicago among· bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
sponges under each pole. he claims sets
just such a •tory of human life as we should exal Origin of all Religions.
Box 35, WATHENA, KAN., Nov. 30, 1893.
free from the water contained in the sponge
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I know this Corner under the positiv nole oxygen, and liberExplanatory notes compiled and arranged by whatever he admiroo and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world,
is intended for children only, and, al- ates from the surrounding atmosphere pure the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Price, 25 cents. Address
though there are silver threads in my hair, oxygen or ozone. These curativ agents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

Helen H. Gardener,

Men, Women and Gods.

lS THIS YOUR SOB. MY lORD 1

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

w.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
.A Thoughtless Yes.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

FOR HER DAILY .BREAD.

Christianity
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

..

The C~eation of God.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for. $1.
A Liberal-living in Michigan eaid once that he would give $25 &
YQILI'f to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as tbe frequent lapses

o virtue of the ministers showed how little value ()hristianit7
possesses to make men moraJ.
___we h~j.ve jns~ issued ~he Fourth Edition of the book doine this .
.L..... additions for this new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers"
ehows nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre~otiS editions ~how that within a 1ew years abt-ut

1300 MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation,
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
Goll Save the King.
·
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life,
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Ve~etable,
Organic Life-Anunal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In G6neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

.
.
D 1gest10n and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?
.
dS l .
The Mind.
Sm
an
a vation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams.:_Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

of {me kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo"~ of 1he rrimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once thJ wea.kae•s Jmct
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning ot course the
nlergy,
·
. Notwithstanding 1he many additional pa!l'es. we h!lve kept the
pnce the same, 25 cents. Send for "' copy, and confound the church- Willlliill!~
m~n. Show them )us~ what Rorr. of s~amps !'r(\ the clergy who have
olo.seq the.Wor~d's ~air .o'l ;:>unday. bocau.;e l) IS so holy a da.y th.t to [o.)k u;:>on m!>ollinen ll'
lJamtings m th1s penod 1s "1mmoral."

Addr11ss

THE TRUTa SEEKER t:O.iL".i X,

BOOKS

\

,·

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge,
Morals; Whence They Spring.

The Non Credo.

SALADIN

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Facu !ties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12mo.

Pages

(W. BTEW.A.R'l' BOSS),

Editor of tht

In Cloth, $1; in Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

.wONDON A.GNOBTIO JOUBN..U:..:.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S Lafayette Place, New York.

SABBATH • BREAKING.
',1

Origin o:f'" 'the Sabbatic IdeaThe Je-wish Sabbath-The ·
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabbath-Exaiuination of
Sunday ArguiUents -Origin
o:f 'the Christian SabbathTesti:m.ony of' the Christian
Fathers-The Sabbath du.r•
ing the Middle .Ages-The
Puritan Sabbath--Testiinony
o:f'" Christian He formers.
Scholars, and Di vines-Abroa
gation oCSunday La-w-!!S
-BY-

JOHN

GOD AND.HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrotu to the author: "Yo:n h!!-V& ea.rned il;ll
thanks of all who really think." ItisaworkQf vast.researoh\ of sound crttimsm~,.of canst1o
humor of sledgehammer vehemence of scathing satrre, !)f patnos and elo9.uence. .Lt lB one ot
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the J eWlsh God and the Btble.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity J!le";,ated the woman; it ~hfouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender ye ..rs of the chtld. The o~ject o~ Salad~n s wo!k
is to show the archdearon his error, and he has succee\led. An English wnter sa1d of 1~:
"This cPrtainly 1s one of the most marvelous books ever r•sued from the press. The authorl·
ties cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth. gilt lettered, $2.5().

.JANET SMITH: A PROlUISCUOUS ESSAY CN WOMA.N
This is one of the mo•t delightful of Saladin's bo~ks, a dis •e~tion of W) nan, with in)i•
dental tearing !\part of man-caustic, sarc,tstio. yet pb.ilosopltioal witb.al, and permeateJ with.
a tender reverence lor woman and ex!l.lted opinion or what sb.e is ani should be. A. merciless
satire upon certain of the conventional foibl~• of tb.e day, full of facts. fancies, truth>, rare
touches of genius, and bursts of eloq11.ence. M<l<t of the satirical shafts aimed at the woman
go past her and stick in the man behind her, and it serves him about right.
Cloth, uncut edges, gilt top, $1.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE .SLAVE TRADE.

:e. REoM..SBURCS.

A conden"ation of the known facts upon this subjec_t proving that Christianity did noe
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. ·J:o_which are added such comments
as only Saladin can ma.ke. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
PriC#J, RS Cents.

Address
~B

THE TRUTH SF.EKE/l,
~ plal1e, flt¥1'

rort.

'fHE 1\ESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.

ROSES .AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its snbjeote are: A Last Interview w-_
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Ca.pital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This ma7 be call~>". Sa~
din's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers o. 'tronr ' --"rature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.5().

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

CoNTENTS: The Cbri<tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a. Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pil"te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by !he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodr; l'lfatthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification: The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the RomA.n Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
AddreSI

..-,

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and !cienoe, and of the question whef
the vetted or allegoricFJ portions of the Christian Bible c&II be interpreted by modern scii'J
In paper, 20 cents •.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28Lafayette Pla.ce, New York City.

This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic. hlstoriiY.. __.,.., a.glow in 6'1'9l'J
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is R, story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, Pnd every verse reveals the thinker, observer, r.nd reformer,
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUIA FLOGGING.
B:r one whc endured it. Based upon a. manmmpt in tile PQ.Ie&JDion of Br.ladU:
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who WitS out down from the &allom. lt'rinted froJDID&II."ill'
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on faot. Of this book the OPml Oourt
aaid: "This novel will co=and the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, 'b
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents,

THE CONFESSIONAL.
B<\ing an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Li
'-iousness of the .£'r3.
Reformation Church; Lecher:v of the Confessional; The Priest in Absc. ~on; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and J,iguori; Examination. of tr.. _ '""Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Self~
Indul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics o;f Catholicism and Protestantism
In paper, 25 cents.
8
~"'~ "'-l! Gf *'~ ~~ ,.,'!~~ ~,!'!~""~
'mJI1 TJJ.~ Slil.EKF.,R. • L~uetie :PlAo!l, New y~,

..

Force af\d 1'\atter;

THE ELIMINATOR;

on,

OB

HAND-BOOK

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets.

OF

" Wrtte me no more fables, lest 1 be a fool ana
reaa the rtaazes awr'IJ."

FREE1'H OUGH~'.

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

By W. S. BELL.

.f~inctples

of the Natural Order or the llni
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

lB1r P.BoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
vDNTENTS:
J!fo:mJ and Matt~:t.
The Fitness of Thinge in
Immortality of 1natter, Nature (Teleology),
Immor~ality~of Force, Man,
JLnfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Va.tne of Matter,
Thought,
Motion,
Consciousness,
Foll'lll., . •
Seat of the Soul,
lmmlitabilltyofNatural Innate IdeasJ.
.. ~aws, .
The Idea of tiod,
umversality of Natural Personal Continuanco
Laws,
Vital Force,
!the Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
P••riods of t.he Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Mm·ality,
Original Generation,
Conolud..li:ng ObBerv.
Secular Generation,
tions.

i.'noe, 81.$ Ad<lress '1'W! TRv.rll S.EE!UW

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; The Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the Pentateuch; Ancient Symbolism
aud Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Stories; The Fable of the Fall; Search for the
"Last .&damb·" What Is Known of the New Testament; The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Christ; Jesus and Other Christa; A Reverent
Critique on Jesus; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation • The Thin!{!! Th&t Remain.
Prioe, oioth, $1.50. Fort sale &t this oftioe.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all trnth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables somebodf in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subleots incluae aJ.l the diiPuted pomts between Christiatti~ and Freethou_ght. Prioe
cloth, •1; P•Per, 50 oeuts.
Address
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKER.
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Goms of ~Aou;gltt.
NEVER trade horses with a stranger who
brings his religion forward to secure a

ti'ade.-Galveston News.
THE essential nature of science is that
its formulation does not depend upon our
idiosyncrasies. Science is objectiv, not
subjectiv; and scientific truths are discovered, not invented. Their character is
foredetermined by the nature of things.-

Paul Oarus.

OoMMoN justice requires that the natural
tastes of children should be studied, and
the bent of nature obediently followed.
It is unfair to force a child to a study repugnant to his natural instincts, or to repress a development that his instincts
crave.-.A merican, Balt-imore.
LET us see what this idea of obedience
to fruth means. What is it to surrender
one's self to truth? Surrendering one's
self to truth does not mean lying down on
truth and expecting truth like a stream to
carry us along. Surrendering to truth
means to be an activ servant of truth.-

Henry L. Southwick.

IT cannot be expressed how great unhappiness mankind hav drawn upon themselva by imagining such phantom!! as gods,
and attributing to them wrath and severity; by reason whereof, men's minds heing dejected, everyone trembles with fear
when they hear the thunder, or when
any other phenomenon havpens which he
thinks indicates the anger of his God, and
his intention to punish or awe him, poor,
miserable man.-Epicurus.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
· PDBLicA:TI.ON.
The ~tudent's Darwin. By Edward B.

ALveldmg, D. Sc., Fellow of University College
on o~. The purl/ose of this book is to tell
so"!llethmg of DarWin's work to those who have
ne1t4er. the tJme nor the·opportunity_to inves ti·
gate 1t fully for themselveR. 1. TheN aturalist's
Voyage Around . the World. 2. GeoloGical
W<lrks. 3. Botamcal Works. 4. Zoological
Wo~ks.. 5. Works on Evolution. With a
copwus mdex. Price, $2.

MONEY FOUND.

'I' HE

BRAIN

BIBLE.

Brought Into the
AND
.
Absolutely Reliable Cov... '
OR
ernment Banks Established in
THE CONFLIUI' BFI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
the Interest of and Owned
bv the Whole Peopl.e.
AND THEOLOGY.

By HON. THOMAS E. IDLL,
By EDCAR c~ BEALL, M.D.,
A GREAT BOOK ON RADICAL, SOCIAL, ·AND of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,'
with a preface by
"The Hill Banking System\" and other
ECONOMIC REFORMS.
works of great service to tne world.
R.
G.
INGERSOLL.
The title of the book is
This is the only work of its kind in the literaProfessor Hill has given several years of careture
of
Freethougbt.
Its arguments are based
ful study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to
the
reader's
set.se
of
logic and love of justice.
methods of doing l>usinebs and be easily introIt is eloquent as well as convincing.
duced and universally adopted.
Price,
cloth,
$1.
Address
This book is "just in t1me," is an absolutely
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
original book from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
The author is
n>oney panics and remenies for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
HENRY OLERICH, of Hawarden, Ia,
want yours. Send twent:y-five cents for copy. .
Address 'rHE TRU'rH I:>EEKER.
This book is in ~tory form, well printed on
gooddpape':, well lllustrated, and handsomely
b9~n • .It 1~, a text-book on" Co-opehtive InTHAT STARTED THE REFEHdlTiduallsm. . For many it is perhaps too radical THE BOOKENDUM
MOVEMENT.
on som!l questwns of reform, but it is nevertheleFs emm.ently thought-provoking.
. The umversal uprest manifested b:v the think-olpg "l'frld,, par~lCJ!larly during these "hard
t1me~, plamly mdlCates that our social ecoAnotent Votces
n'?mlC, and rellgious institutions are not id tune By the Citizenship through the
from the Sptrtt
w;1tj:t the best thought of the age. The author
Realm atsclose the
Initiative and Referendum,
v1v1dly portraYS, an ideal world from which all
most Btartltnu Revour pr!lse_nt somal, economic, and religious evils
BY J, W. SULLIVAN.
are ellmmated. For the fulfillment of his
elattons.
prophecv, the author does not rely <'n mira('les
-aPrice, 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
but on the advancing intelligence of thoughtfni
men and WOipen. If Mr. Olerich's ideal state can
PrOVIng
Christianity
ever ~e attamed. the world will certainly be a
paradise. Beaut1fully cloth-bound_,_price $1.
to be of
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
Aadress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A CITYLESS AID
COUBTBYLESS WOBLD.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

01 RECT LEGISlATION

THE PHILOSOPHY

CHRISTIAN JESUS.

Heathen Origin.
[ILLUBTRATJID.]

LIFT not your principles against men as
An important and remarkable revelation conOF
Price, - - - - •uo.
tests, however yon use them for your percerning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
sonal solace and guidance. Ethical or other
It is here claimed that his life and
century.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
societies, holding freedom precious at!d
teachings were apprqpriated and utilized br the
making the claims of freedom, must offer
formulators of the Christian religion in t11e inA. Practical Exposition of
terest of so-called Christianity. Thellagiarism
more generous honors than go with the inNatural Restorative Power.
is made_ plain in this brief history of pollonius
stitutions of the fathers. No matter how
especailly
in view of the historical references and
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
simple your logic may seem to you, nor
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
ACCOUNT OJ!'
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
how obvious your principles to your neighA Book to explain the correct idea of Mental was
suppressed.
bor, who is as good a man, as much con- Healing, and what may be reawnably expected
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Price, 15 cents.
cerned for the public-welfare, as you are, to result from an understanding of its principles.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cenb
1!8 Lafayette place, New York City.
a different chain of reasoning appeals.
Price, $2.50.
Atldress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The condition of fellowship is your birth
to its need, and the proof of your right to
enjoy freedom i~ your willingness to giv
it.- Horace L. Traubel.
MEN in general incline toward the right.
They do not gravitate to squalor when
they appreciate the attractlvness of Tefine~
~
~;.ment. They do not practice obscenity
when they appreciate the felicity of purity.
They do not show• preference for vice
'\\hen they appreciate the advantages of
In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
virtue. When truth iR untrammeled we
lasting
impressions, and please as _well ever:y day
need not fear error. Forcible suppression
in the year. A LiberaJ book 1.0 the nght
of wrong does not further the supremacy
hands often changes the vieU's of several pe<sons.
.
of right. A man is wise, not because he
We have <mite a number of books appropnately.
is ignorant of evil, but because he has a
bound for HoJidal': purchasers, and. we will. pack
knowledge of good. He is good, not bethem carefully so they can go any d1stance m the
mail, or by TJrepaid express. The followmg are
cause he cannot commit injustice, but beall good books for the purpose :
cause he prefers justice. He is noble, not
because it is impossible for him to be
vicious, but because his proclivities are
virtuons.-.Aibert M. Lorentz.
]he Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
voltaire's Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
WHEN that great apostle of liberty
Half ca~f. $4; vellum, loth, $1.50.
clotll, with gold lettering and side stamp,
[Paine], after fuller experiences of revoluf'm· $2.50. In plain boards, $2.
·win and After Darwin
By George J.
tionary strnll"gles than any man who ever
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.
Old
Testame~t Stories Comically Illustrated
lived, confessed that the people could not
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handin cloth, with gold lettering and side
be trusted with power before they understamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.
some and Interesting book1 Without Sustood principles; that the liberty they
perstition, for Children ana Youth. The
Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
might so earn must be a mere word, not a
Only Freethinkerd' Children'~ Story-book
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and
volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50; leather,
fact; we may covclude a fortiori that the
25 smaller; large typo, heavy. toned paper,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
rest of the world had reached that conbroad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
$10.50.
.
clusion. Liberty ceased to be a watchpp., boards, $1.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformword either in l!:nrope or America (where
conway's Life of Paine. Two large, handers.
1,075
pages.
Svo.
Oloth,
$3;
slavery steadily gained sovereignty
some volumes. The best and only comleather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
through the "self-government "
of
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
states).
Although during the century
The Gods and Religions of Ancient an•' Modern
cloth, $5.
which bas intervened siuce the French
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in
parton's Life of Voltaire, Of which the
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume. or $5 for
Revolution, the Africans in America hav
same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mobeen freed, and the serfs of Russia; in
Paine. Half calf. $10; in cloth, $6.
rocco, gilt edges, $8. ·
neither case was emancipation the result
woman,
Church, and State. By Matilda
Jngersotf' s Prose Poems and Selections.
of any popular love of liberty. Slavery in
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth. gilt top,
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk
America committed suicide, and serfdom
$2.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.
in Russia ended by the moral sentiment of
History of Christianity, Comprising all that
a czar.-Moncure D. Conway.
Jngersoll' s Principal Works: Gods and Other
relates to Christianity in the " Decline
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
IN vain the student of nature explained
Some Mistakes of' Moses; Interviews on
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.
the famin, the astronomeT the eclips, and
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig
the general the defeat. Men would hav
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.
miracles, and when they could not find
Buchner, M.D. Half calf, $8; vellum
Life. A Prose Poem. ByR. G. Ingersoll.
cloth, $1.50.
them they invented them. But science,
who touched the fables of the past, and
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
cents.
they vanished like empty vapor, who laid
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.
her finger on the miracles of the Il'edieval
Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
22x28.
Lessons From the World of Matter and the
world, and they faded away like summer
inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
clouds in a twilight sky, is at work in this
photograph ,Oabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.
age, and many are the dreams she is dis50 cents;
Asleep and Awake. A new Liberal noveL
pelling, and many the visions she is disBy Raymond Russell. Cloth, side and
solving. Of all the delusions that hav
Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
·
l
back stamp, $1.
spread themselvs over ~he ear~h, making
Gilt stamp. $1.25.
cosmian Hymn Book. With music to al
and destroying the plulosoph1es of the
Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1.
the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
world, none are so thoroughly disintegratCloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.
ing as that of moral agency. From pole
to pole, from zone to zone, r.ll round our
little pl!lnet, men hav vainly imagined
J6r For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ...themselvs their own Parcoo, the wenvers of
their own destiny. But the old dream of
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, NeU' York.
moral a"'ency is over, and the philosopher
now det~cts the workin~ of natural law, as
much in the rise of a religion or the growth
of a crime as in the revolation of the seasons and 'the flowing of the tide3.-Dr.
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PATENT FOR SALE!

JOHN E.

· MAMMA.: Well, dear,"did you enjoy yourself at church? Oharlie: Oh, yes!-and
papa shut his eyes and prayed through his
nose the whole time!
QUILL : I'm writing a poem on the
"loaves and fishes, "but can't for tb.e life
of me determin what kind of fishes were
used. Screed: Oall 'em sardines. Quill:
Wh~? Screed: Because that rhymes with
marmes.
·

II

IN a small village .in the south of Scotland an elder in the parish church was one
day reproving an old woman, who was
rather the worse for liquor, by saying:
"Sarah, don't you know that you should
:fly from thA tempter?" Sarah (not too
well pleased): Flee yersel'. Elder: Oh, 1
Sarah, I hav flown.
Sarah: A well, I .Abraham Linroln: Was He A Christian?
think ye'll be nane the waur o' anither
For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been. colle.cting matenal for his work, He presents
flutter.
an array of testimony that i" irres stib.e anct overwhe,mmg, aud which must put this qnestwn
at rest forever. In add.tio 'to the tes•im .ny of twenty w. nesses who claim thau L.ncoln wa•
ll
a Chn,ti n, and which is reviewed an l refuted,, e adc!nce 1 the testimOI1Y of more than a hun. . t ,
A WESTERN m1n1s er S farewe sermon to ·
drerl witnes,es in proof of the claim t ~a& Liuco n wa. not&. • Juri tian. These witnesses include
his congregation was pert and to the point.
~is :vnfe an,d ot~,r. r.·L•t\ve"; his th. ea law l!art..~e. s; his ,J•1yate B!lC}."etanes; members of hLi
He said: '• I leave you brethren for three ·
cabmet; his prmcipal b10graphers, and scores of Lis moot 1 tim te fnends.
reasons. First, you
not love ~e· if yon False Claims. Revi.-ed and Enlarged
did yon would pay me.my salary. Second, '
As a Missionary Document it is. naexcelled. Amm ; the subjects considered by :r.~r.
ori don't love one another. if you did
Remsl!nrg are: The Qhurch and l\Iorahty; Crtm l).al f!tatts·".cs,__show.ng the creeds of the pns.'
oners m the pellltentiaries; til" Church and CtvihzatlOn; the uhnrch and Sctence· the Church
here would be more weddmgs and less
and Leuuing; tne enure 1 and Ltberty; tne C mrcn and the Antislavery Reform.;., the Woman's
fighting. Third, the Lord does not love
~ights Movement; the Temperance Hdorm; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent3
you • if he did there would be more fnsmgly; 75 c:nts per dozen.

WORKS.
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ner~ls."- Washington Btar.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Orimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripmre; F ;..,;ehood and Deceptton· Che ... ing; Tneft andRobber;,c; Adultery and Prostitnt\on; Mqrder; Wars of C<JQque. t an l E_xter<l).matio..~_;_ Daspr>tism; ).ntol<Jrance and Pe~oecntlon; IUJustwet-.lWouan; Unkmdness 10 Children; urneltyto Ammals; Hnman Sacnfices;
Canniba.i•m: Slavery; Witchcraft; p l:ygam;; lntem~erance; Po,e.rty and Vagr!J-nCYi lgnoranee and Idiocy; OosceniLy. Przc~, BL..tglJ copte.;, ~ canb; 6 copies, 811. Spee1al d1scount
on larger qnl!.nttties.

S:r.t:ALL Robert had one desire that tranth
1
b'·
l
seende d a ll ~ ers:-name y, a
1~;v:c e.
Now, Roberts fam1ly are of a religious
turn and here was an opporto.nitv to incul~te devotion in the boy. So they told Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work
Robert if he prayed regularly perhaps God
ever written on tha Saboath from a. rationalvoiJi.t of view_. Large and han_dsome print. '.l;'h~
would send him a bicycle. Robert prayed.
questton is dts nssejl under the fo lowin' head;: Or,gm of th3 s.,btJahQ I <lea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Chr,stian SJ iP' n ·es aud the Sa Jbath; Exa.nHn .. tion of Sunday Argnme.1ts;
.
l
After h e had b een praying regu arly for
Ori~in of th) Christi11.n S&bbath; Te; imony of t 1; Caristian Fathers; th~ Sabbath durmg
a~ou~ a mont~ or more the ann.iversaa:y of
th_e _Middle Age-;;_ ~h 1 Pn.it ... n Sa.~bs.th.;, '!' ,s~im ny ?f Chr.is 1an Ref.Jrmers, Scholars, and
his birth arriVed, and the family decided
Divmes, Abrc~gauun of 1::\nnda.y La s. rr.ce, ~5 cents, 6 copied $1.
it was about time to reward his devotion; · ~mage Breaker.
Six Lectures:
but, thinking a bicycle mieht endanger
Declinto.of .Faith: Prot. s·s.nt_Iutolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unthe boy's life, they bought him a tricycle.
believer; Pame and Wesley; Chnstian Sa;bbath. Each 5 cents; bonr..d, paper, 25 cents; pet
Small Robert came down on the morning
doz., 4 " cents. •
,
•
of his birthday and was told that there was . Thomas Pa'tne.
Tells the story of the Author-Hero s Life,
something out in the yard for him to look
deline~tes the leadmg: tra1ts o.f his chara~ter and genius,l'nd v1nd1cates. his n~D).e f,!;OtlJ. the
a'pero10ns east upon it. (;boiCe extr,.cts from ·• Commun Sen.;e," •· Amen·an Cnsis," Right;
at. He went out to see, and there was the
, f Man," and" Age of Reason." are g1ven; also, tribute.; t·) Pltine's character from more tha.n
tricycle. But a tricycle was not what
one hundred not.e4 persons of En~ope and Amer· ca. many of them writt~n expressly .for thi<
Robert wanted, and he looked up to heaven
wvrk. Se~ond editlOn, 160 pa~es, prmted on fine t~nted paper, neatly bound, and contammg .a
• di
t
"0 L d , h
h
hand.;ome steel portrait of .l:'ame. Paper, 50 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
m
sgns •
or ,
e sa1 , reproac - Tl
,
l .+ L ·b t
fully. "0 Lord, don't you know the difW .n...post e 0.1 . "' l!r U•
. ,
.
ference between a bicycle and a tricycle?"
.An ad(lress del!vered m P~me Hall, bef.re theN. E. Freethmkers Convent10n, January
·
29, 1884. Pnce, 10 cent!.
-Boston Budget.
For all the above works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE

ROLLER SLED
FOR SUMMER COASTING,
Patented October 21, IB93. is a complete success.
Any ten-ye'l.r old boy or girl can guide it and
stop it almost instanr.[y, w1thout touching the
gr _.und. It can be readily converted into a wm •
ter sled by removing the trucks. Its construe.
tion i• simple and durable. It can be manufactured on very little investment. I tis sure to be
a great seller, North an I South. The patent is
for sale bv state, or counties.
b'or particulars ad-tress
A. R. AYRE!)
2t49
810 Broadway, Hannibal, mo.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
A new edition of that splendid nrose poem,
"Life," by "the prince of oratnrs,"'' Co:. R. G.
lnJi:ersoll. n is larger and better than the old
edttion, and can be framed or nlaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the ard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the bat>y,
surrounded by the prose poem, which ha3 been
truthfully des~ribed as," one of the masterpieces
of the orator and poet. who now, as far as we
kn·1w, stan -Js alone in the living world." I; will
make a delightful present, and wtll be a onvenir
not only of intellectna' greatness, but of arti ·.tic
workmanshi~. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The size ts 12x16 inches, and the
price only75 cents, post-paid .

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
S~EXEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresA THE TRUTH SEEKER.
WANTED - 500,000 Freethinkers to stop at
Richter's Hotel, Cullman. Ala
6t46

HOW NOAH GOT DRUNK.

Whin ould father Noah kim out av the ark
He felt jist in the moind to go out on a
lark;
But he hung round the bar-room, distrissfuland sad,
As if waitin' for soma one to trate him, bedad.

THE

Truth Seeker Librarr.. THE HOLY CROSS SERIES.

THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Published :Monthly at $3 per Year.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
IssUES OF 1891.-$8.
·ce.
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
Prl
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
Perfected new model, 16 iewels. full aqjnstee
Truth Seeker AnnualJ-.1891.. ··· ... · ..... ····· .. $0 25
It contains very plBin statements, in very nnvarnished langnal!'e, :.nd the unmasking is com- to heat, cold, and position. beantirnl double sunk
He'd laid in good stock, but the voyage Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardial,
and all modern improvements; ouaranteed
dener,
.........................
·..
....
.....
50
plete,
proving_
them
to
have
been
cruel,
inhad been long,
of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illnstri~ning. and licentious men. Considering the a per,ect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
An' a diet of codfish had made the thirst The Age
trated ............................... , .... .. 25
rap1d growth of C~ttholicism in this conntr:y, cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
Answers to Christian Qnelitions. D. M. Benth1s book cannot be too widel:r disseminated. gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
strong,
case $1!8 to $30; hunting $80 to $35; 14 carat,
nett ..................................... • • 25
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
An' whin the ark struck ivery bottle was
ChristianAbsurdities. JohnPeck........... 20 Th A f 1 D" clo
e
f MarIa :Mon k , solid gold, >!'45 to $150. Nickel works, $2 more.
dryVictor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 10
e W D
IS
sur s 0
Re!fular Grade AIDerican 'Vatche••The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..... 40
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dnr- Silverme case, 7 jewels, ·$6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
There wa'nt a drap left of rum, burbin, or SabbathBreaking.
John E. Remsburg....... 25
ine her residence· of five years as a novice,.._and jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels
rye.
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reatwo years as a black nun, in the Hotel .;Jieu $15. ln finer caRes, add :tB above.
l..Raies' ADlerican Gold Watches.-All
son. Robert c. Adams .......•...... •·•• 25
~~f~o1I~·b~~r~~%i1:kel~i~a:e~~~ ~Kr!~~: latest
An' he said to himself: "It's disgusted I
styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller·· .. ··· .. ···
citement. and had such a circulation as thi; $14; 11Jewels,
$15.EO; 15 jewels, :!!00; 14 carat solid
am,
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Putwork. To counteract its effects the Catholics gold, $10 more.
more elaborate, and
25
Wid thim thaves av the world, Shem, Janam............... :. ······ ...... .... .... ..
circulated a story that l\1aria 1\Ionk was "no diamond-set cases,Heavier,
from $5 to 18100 more.
The Hi~her Criticism in Theology and Re- 50
better than she should be," but investigation
phet, and Ham;
All
watches
sent
with
written
guarantee, kept
ligion. T. E. Longshore .... ·· .... ····••
disclosed that her "child of 8hame" was none in order 1 year, and after that time
cleaned for $1
Be the howly St. Patrick, they'll taste av
IsSUES OF 1892.-t8.
other than the child of her priest-seducer. and returned free.
·
the strapInfidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.··.········· 25
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
Sundries. Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
Not to lave their ould father the smell av a Righ\sed~~-~~·... ~~~~~~ ..~~-i~~: ..~~~~~~ 40 Auricular Confession and Popish Nun· $4, and 188. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
triple-plated teaspoons, $1.SO;,,table spoons
drap.
Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.... 10
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five best
$~.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; au for sets of 6.
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. GaryearR a confessing priest. A revelation of the ::lolia
silver spoons, $1.85 per ounce; solid silve1
"Sure I'm manely qnandaried wid wather
dener ........................ · ...... · · · · • 10
licentious practices of thELpriests and nuns in souvenir
spoons. $1, $1.15, $1.50~.,18~ to 188.
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg............
25
these relig10ns brothels. '!'here ia no question
• all round
TneColoueJ
$2.50; orange,
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............ 50
that Ex-priest Hof(an knew the trntli of the $2.75; sugar, $8;lugersoJI.-Tea,
In which haythen people and craytures Pocket Theology. Voltaire.................... 25
tales of vwe, sednct10n,andinfanticide he gives Etched (teas only): gilt bowls, 50 cents more
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babin this volume, and equally there is no qnest10n
were drowned;
The Ttme to be HaPP!I ts Now,"
cock, ......................... · ........ ·. · 15
that if the people generally knew of them, Ca- 50 cents' extra.
,But altho' wid the thirst I'm jist ready to Liber_!y
m Literature.
Testimonial to
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
The
Torch
of Reason Badge, solid gold,
sink,
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
of money now allowed it by our various city enameled in 5 colors.
PiD!!J 18:!, 18.2. 75, and
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75 $3.50. With diamonds,small
That's a mixture that no dacint Christian
185, $8. .Large, $8. $4, $5,
Six
Lectures
on
Asl;ronomy.
Richard
A.
cents.
can drink."
$15.
Charms,
$8,
$4,
$5,
$6,
$7.50,$
·o, $15 $20, 11!80.
Proctor ............................. ;..... 15 The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
Dia~nouds, 20 per cent. below market price.
the system of auricular confession, including Send for price lists. cards in colors and gold of
Jist then an archangel, who'd come down Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 411
Hart .. · • .. · ........ · · ·· • .. · · .. · · · .. · · • · ··
copious extracts from the "Confessional Un- badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prePatct (exfrom on high,
The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80
masked," from the "Master Key to Popery." cept knives and forks) and cash refunded atOPetc. Theworkis aprotestaga.instandanappeal tion. Watch cle·•ned $1.~,.ann returned fue.
To assist in expandin' the bow in the sky, False Olaims of the Church. John E.
10
Remsburg....... .........................
to every American citizen to examine carefully
OTTO WETTSTEIN, R'>chelle. Ill.
Drew, wid foine fellow-falin', a flask from
IssUEs OF 1898.-$8.
and thoughtfully a religions system so inv•sive
P.S.-The "lnszersoll Souvenir Spoon" free
his hip,
'l'homaa Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
of privacy~ so powerful for llvil in licentious with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.
An' politely remarked: "Say, ould man,
G. Ingersoll ................ · ..... · ... · .. ·· 15
hands, so rranght with danger to female modThe Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth~
hav a nip?"
mann..................................... 50
an<f to the freedom of thought, speech. ana
action. Price. paper, 25cmts.
Noah stuck his shillelah beneath his left Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 25
M.
E.
Billings···
..
·····
..
··
..
·····••·····
Priestly
Celibacy Exposed A lecture by
arm:
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox,· of Durham, Engd
h .
th
" Sure your riverence has hit it," says he, Handbook of Freethonght. w. S. Bell...... 50
Religion a Curse; «elig10n a Disease; Beland. Revised American e ition, s owmg e
"to a charm;
· a L'ie. s . p . p n tn am.
result in ~ariehcs of the .Roman decree that
. . . . .• 25
t
li gion
Not a sup hav I tasted-it's truth that I Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
priests sha I not mary. Pnce, paper, 15 cen s.
THE TBUTB SEEKER............
.. ..
15 Sister Lucy awd Hr.r A wfnl Disclo&ores
sayAbraham
Lmcoln:
Was
He
a
Christian?
Respecting
New Hall Convent, BoreSince last night, an' to-morrow will be the
50
John E Remsbn~.
.. ........ ··.. ...
ham Essex England. Showing that convents
third day."
Pen Pictures of l'he World's Fair. lllnsare Li·mica' to chaRti'ty, virtue, and freedom.
tr•ted. S. P. Putnam......... ••........
25
Pric:t' paper~ 10 cents.
Thin he took a long pull, an' he rolled up Common Sense. Thom>lB Paine ...... · . .. . .
15
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
his eyes,
28 Lafayette Place, New York CitY.
Plea.sure and Progress. .Albert M. Lorentz,
An' he smacked his ould lips, an' exclaimed
LL.B.........................
·110
wid surpri&e:
·
Dunn~ the year other standard Freethonght
''Such an illegant drink I ne'er tasted be- works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
fore!
Cl
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
Who the divil 'stilled that, now?-Yis, published in one year. In ordering please say
By
ABA AUGER.
thank ye, once morel"
which _year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
A
condensation
of
the fundamental arguments
Noah tuk the resate, an' meandered away
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
against Chri•tianity.
ll8 Lafayette Place. New York.
An' wint on a roarer that very same day'·
W" I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
But ·how, thin, did he come by the stuff;
A Yuy Good Little Misstonary Work.
LIBERAL, and I trust 1he Freethink us of the land
do you ask?
will give me th8lr patronage and not waste their
time and money on Christian doctord.-Dr. FelPrice, 111 cents. Address
The ould say-dog abstracted the archlows.
angel's :flask!
THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
By M, BABCOCK, Price, 15 cents.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

3IZZ in

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
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THill majority for woman suffrage iU
Colorado was 6,347.
In Paris Napoleon I. is the hero of the
hour in books and the drama.
THE Harvard Board of Overseers has
made the Woman's Annex a part of the
University proper•
.THE Manchester ship canal-connecting
Liverpool and Manchester, England-was
formally opened Dec. 7.
THE New York Academy of Medicin
protests against the wholesale free vaccination which the Board of Health has been
doing.
A PETITION against medical monopoly is
in circulation in New York. It will be
presented to the legislature at its coming
ession.
PROFESSOR TYNDALL'S death was Caused
by an overdose of chloral, given by Mrs.
Tyndall, who thought she was presenting
magnesia.
·
GREAT suffering ~among Russian peasants. Owing to tariff war with Germany
they hav been compelled to sell their grain
at half price.
Mrss GEORGIANA F. PuTNAM, the colored
teacher of Brooklyn, deposed some months
since, bas been restored to the head of her
department.
FACTORY INSPECTOR CoNNOL"LY, of New
York, bas decided that children under
fourteen cannot work in brickyards, nor
any children before 7 A.M.
THE Jesuits in Germany are more flourishing than eh;ewhere, supposedly due to
the fact that their establishments hav been
officially closed for so many years.

ZEKE HAS GOT 'EM AT LAST.
So I went in and saw; and behold every form of creeping things, and abominable beasts and all the idols
of the house of Israel, portrayed upon th'=l wall round about.-Ezek. viii, 10.
'

:fJcutfdJc

AHEW DI}[OVEB y IB ELECTBI(ITY

THE British ship Jason, nine months
from Calcutta to Boston, was wrecked on
Cape Cod December 6th. Of her crew
Within the Reach of All.
of twenty-five, only one was saved.
W AITm, of Colorado, is ~oing
Tr.E SECRET OF TRANSFUSION FOUND AT LAST! to GovERNOR
~ie 3rrt~funer
call an extra session of the legislature
The
s
ropiest
of
all
devices
~ondncts ozone, oxygen, and medicine from a saturated sponge,
<Cine fritifd}e Belcud7tung ~cs pentateud} fiir tLrongh the tissues, into the bloo·l, to the seat of disease. How is this don.,? By Electro. to consider the silver question. He is not
en.dosmos1s. What is that? Read our pamphlet: that will tell yon. Yon will find explanation and generally sustained by his own party.
Wi~erfprnd} 3ur mo~ernen Welton'
eVIdence there that electro-endosmosis ptot1nces molecular changes that restore the organs and re.
fd}auung un~ <5ejittung.
juvenate the s stem. Tumors, cancer, rh.nmatism, ~on"nmpdon, etc.-diseases that might never . THE United StatPs District Court at
been cured bv any other me• hod, succumb at once to th1s treatment. It is the only treatbon ~ot
@. .Sngerfoll, $rci!.l 50 ~ent!.l. have
ment that cuts shortthe duration of typhoid fever, d• strays the ge!·ms of diphtheria. snoplies oxygen Omaha denied the application of the reto the lnnos in asthma, produces sleep m insomnia, cures nervous prostration, db ease of the kidue~s. ceivers of the Union Pacific railroad for
.constipation, neuralgia, headache; reduces the pulse ani! temperature in one hour in acute fever, an order· fixing their salaries at $18,000
etc. Each battery is warranted to produce the requisite Th~rmo-Ga vanic current for two years, or
~ne
refilled without expense. It is not a cure-all, ~ut It has cured the~e. A case of medicine th t anyone each per annum.
can understand 'nd use, is included in the outtit. INvA IDi: A trial will convince yon! PHYBI·
~nile
GF.N. EFFA HuNTON was nc;>minated by
::Jial'B: This is a matter of interest and importance to yon! AGENTS: You can sell one in every
household! PARENTS It is your rlntyto have it al'lf!l,ys at 11and! Consultation free. Describe your the Democratic caucus for the short term
19. 3n~rOunberte.
symptoms. Send for our pamphlet.
S. R. BECKWI1'H, 114 Fifth Ave., New York city.
for United States Senator from Virginia
,Peiene ,P. @arbener, $rei!.l 50 ~ent!.l.
and Thomas S. Martin for the long term,
beginning March 4, 1895.

®ier ~alien fofgenbe Q:ludjer in
'tleufdjer el~radje ll.leldje fe~r lierli~mt finb.

,

I

IDlofee,"

m.

m!ei6 nnb iijre 6telhtttg aur
91etigion ttnb Mit·d)e nm
bee

tJon

roloberne ·®otterbnmmerung,
bon ~oi. m. ® . .SngerfoU, $rei!.l 25 ~ent!.l.
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m!ttnbert~titer,"
$ed, $'reb3 20 ~ent!.l.

, m!mtber ttnb
.So~n

ton

, ®lnu6e ttttb merttttn1t,"
o~er LE BON SENS.

~es

romifd},fatolifd}en priefters Jean Meslier.
Uacl} ~em fran3oifd}en ®rig ina! iiberfeijt von
iftiiulcin lllnna Rnoop.
Seiten, ieinwan~, $(.00, papier, 50 <!:ts.
Diefe Biid}er fin~ in papier Umfd}lag ~n~
flaren Drud'. Unfere Deutfd}en ~efer
follten es weit verbreiten.
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HISTORY OFTHE BIBLE. Darwin. and After Harwin.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

B:r BRONSON D. KEELEB.

COI!ITEI!ITB: '!'he Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fat.b.ers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. '!'he
Heretics. '!'he Christian Canon.
Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

L K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re!Pl·
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im·
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
mbreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
The
False Teaching of the Christian
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York.
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions.'' Price, 10 cents.
TRVEYORS, ATTENTION! The
Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
A rare chance is offered for a snrveror to get a
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centli.
Followers of J esns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritnalism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
We have one for sale, in good order, with
'Price, 5 cents."
Tripod, which cost $160. \"e 'LVill l!lell it for Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
half-price-$80. Address
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Agent'sprofitspermonth Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New art•cles just out.
CHEAP EDITION.
A :!ll.tO sample and terms free. Try us.
UHIDEBTBR & SoN, 26 Bond St., N. Y.
13t46

TRANSIT CHEAP.

$525

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
'l'his is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
6peech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read t!> the Christians, an<l expounded on every occasiOn.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Addrelll
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEXEB,

Travels iri Faith.

BY CAl"l'. ROBERT C, ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthoaoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

An Expos1t1on of the Darw1man Theory.

,

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs.
A ~stematicExi>_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we Joolt to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere through.
out organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
Rnpernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a. purely mechanical phi!oRophy...
All nature has thus been transformerl before thE
view of the present generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible:
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pla<Je in the direction of natural·
18 m, and this to the ~xtent of rend~rin g tlJ.r
mechanical interpretatiOn of nature nmversal, 11
is no wonder if the relig/t>us m~nd has su~denh
awakened to a new and a ternble force m th~
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:vGod?"
illustrated. Price, cloth.J..$2.
Address, THJ!; TRUTH SEEKER.

THE Chilian government has indorsed
the claims of the South American Steam·
ship Company for · $225,772 against the
United States, damages for the seizure of
the steamship Itata during the last Chilean
war.
SALINA, Kan., this month hears a quadrangular debate on political issues. General Caldwell represents the Republicans,
David Overmeyer the Democrats, Mrs.
Leaso the Populists, and John P. St. John
the Prohibitionists.
J. R. SovEREIGN, new master workman
of the Knights of Labor, declares himself
in favor of the free coinage of gold and
silver, at the ratio of 16 to 1, -against the
veto power of the president and in favor
of the initiativ and referendum.
THE poor of Chicago are very destitute.
The number of unemployed is phenomenally large. The Catholic churches of
the North side hav been thrown open to
the suffering, and the Protestant pastors
hav rented a hall for the same purpose.

ON December 9th a bomb was thrown
from a gallery into the French Chamber
of Deputies by an Anarchist, who was sub·
sequently arrested and confessed his deed.
A large number of people were injured, inBOOKS BY
cluding several deputies and the would-be
assassin.
THE symbolical and phvsiological dance
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution called the ''Danae du Ventre " has been
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth, $1.
The Secret of the East ; or, The Origin driven out of New York, the performof the Christian Religion and the Significance ers being heavily fined. One of the policemen who testified against them could
of its Hise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws not tell the location of the stomach, which
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
he said the dancers '' extorted."
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the :auma,n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
DisoRDERLY houses in New York are
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to being raided by the police, under the
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus. stimulus applied by Rev. Dr. Parkhurst
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~i1!2.
and his society. The keepers and inmates
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place. New Yorlr.
are fined or sent to Blackwell's Island,
while the male patrons who are caught in
the dragnet are released, as is customary.

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

IsCon troversy Dangerous

'J

IN Danbury, Conn., the town meeting
. voted $50,000 for the relief of workmen
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
out of employment. This was done by
This little book goes down to the very bed. the hatters, who are in the majority. The
By W. H. BURR.
manufacturers did not oppose the approrock of human liberty.
Second edition, enla,rged to 82 pages; with the
priation, saying that as they own but
25
cents.
Price,
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,10 cents.
one-thirteenth of the taxable property
they can stand the tax if the others can,
Address 'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKEB.
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'a SEEKEB.
Address

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?

I

I

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.

A

FEW

I'I'EMS CONCERNING AN

ANCIENT

PAGAN

O-ld Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated~
,\;>

-·

IT WILL

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER

THE
PARSON.

400 Pages. 200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
flsaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sactm-.
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate", God She./1 Not &"xael.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor,

Boards, IDUDI.lna;ted covers. 81; clo-th, g-ll"t side s"ta:rnp, 81.450.

4cldTe~s

MONEY FOUND.
Brought Into the
Absolutely Reliable Government Banks Established in
the Interest of and Owned
by the Whole People.
By HON. THOMAS E. HILL,
of" Hill's Manual of Social and Business Forms,'
"The H1ll Banking Svstemt and other
works of great service to tne world.
Professor Hill has given several years of careful study to the elaboration of a system of sound
money, that may fit immediately into present
methods of doing husine•s and be easily introduced and universally adopted.
This book is "just in t1me." is an absolutely
original ~ook from the beginning to the end is a
good-sized volume in clear type, and is the clearest exposition of money, uses of money, causes of
'"oney pRnics and remedies for the same, ever
published. Orders are rapidly coming in and we
want yours. Send twent}':-five cents for CO.Pi:·
Address •.raE TRUTH ::IEEKER.
THE BOOK THAT STA.RTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

11--..ESTIVAL.

THE TRUTH SEEK.EB C(h

01 RECT LEGISLATION

By the Citizenship through the
Initiative and Referendum,
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
Price, 211 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

1s Controversy Dangerous?
Bv W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
•

Price,
A.ddreBB

25

cents.

THE TRUTH SEEXEB,

802

THE:TRU'I'H. SEEKER, .l.JECEM.tlER 23, 189t).

The fllost Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
\

Four E:und.red. Years of Freethought.
BY

SAMUEL P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the ~ivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ing-ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, JJiterary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can httil its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the bri..,.htest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions .and DiscovE)rie~ and ennobled 'vith Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who Me still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not enLled and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.

It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory -of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, 11 prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
ancl the Pioneers of our work recognized.
'I
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
PhiloJophy.
Bruno.
Hpinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hum e.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton:
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabelais.
Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot./
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo.
.Emerson.
Burns.
Heine.
Shelley.
Thoreau.
B.vron.
Pushkin.
Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
Phillips.
lution.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
J eft'erson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland. ·
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matild~~oJoslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part cif this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secula·r Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Luc~fer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular U uion, and other Liberal associations
throughout the 'vorld.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. Yi'. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John B. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putn!l.m,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Ad'loms,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
.A:m.y Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whol;le names
should be rememberecl.throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
·

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and l1ot for the same amount of money can there be founcl such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
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"Applied Christianity."-III.
The National Reform Association originated in
the idea that "the great original sin of our nation
consisted in adopting our National Constitution
without any distinct recognition of God, Christ, or
the Divine law-in setting up our national government in the name of the new deity 'we the people,'"
to quote the words of Rev. John Alexander, the
"father" of the Association. On Fe b. 3, 1863, a
convention "for prayer and Christian conference '•
was held at Xenia, Ohio. To this convention Mr.
Alexander submitted a paper elaborating the beforestated idea and suggesting that the preamble to the
National Constitution be amended so that it would
read as follows, the amendatory words in brackets :
"We, the people of the United States [recognizing tae
being and attributes of Almighty God, the divine authority of the holy scriptures, the law of God as the paramount rule, and Jesus the Messiah, the Savior, and the
Lord of all], in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for
the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to onrselvs, and our posterity, do ordain and establish this constitution for the
United States of America."
The paper was referred to a committee consisting of one member from each of the eleven denominations represented in the Convention, which included delegates from seven states. This committee
reported that it "approved the spirit and objects of
the paper." In his paper Mr. Alexander had also
suggested that steps be taken to secure unity of
action by the press and the pulpit and by
memorials "that the Christian patriotic sentiment
of the nation may be brought to bear upon all
citizens-on Congress and the state legislatures,
to secure the adoption of the constitutional amendment that may be proposed." From that da.y to
this "Christian patriotic sentiment" has be.en
brought to bear upon state legislatures, upon Congress and the cqurts, and with such force that
within two years the Supreme Courts of several
states hav affirmed the constitutionality of Sunday
laws, Congress has, by ,an· overwhelming majority,
attached a Sunday-closing amendment to the
World's Fair appropriation bill, and the Supreme
Court of the United States has unanimously decided
that "this is a Christian nation." Hav not the
National Reformers very substantial reasons for
feeling encouraged ?
It will not hav escaped the understanding of observant readers that this movement was from the
first a religious rebellion against the sovereignty of
the people. The principle that " we the people"
are the source of all just government was distinctly
repudiated by Mr. Alexander and his associates.
The conflict between the secular and the theocratic theories of government manifested itself immediately. In Xenia and Cincinnati the clergy did
not giv much encouragement to the enterprise, and
so the Reformers made Pittsburg and Allegheny
the centers of their propaganda. Of the attitude
of Allegheny's three Presbyterian seminaries Mr.
Alexander says :
"The representative of the seminary of the great Presbyterian church seemed to base their opposition principally upon their approval of the secular theory of civil
government, and those of the other seminaries based
their approval upon the Christian theory of civil government, to wit: That civil government is the ordinance of
God as truly as the church is the ordinance of God,
Subsequently Dr. Wilson of the Presbyterian seminary
cordially espoused our cause.,
There can be no doubt that as the Association
and its allied societies grow stronger and their political victories more numerous, the scruples of
multitudes of Christians will grow weaker and
many who thirty, or twenty, or ten years ago, op~
posed the Gad-in-the-Constitution movement will

align themselvs in its ranks. To sincere Christians no appeal could be stronger than "He that is
not for me is against me," and they will be told that
if they ally themselvs with Infidels to support a.
Godless government, they are against Jesus and his
kingdom. And of course time-servers and politicians need no more alluring inducement than that
of success or promised success to carry them into
the crusade for Christianizing our constitutions
and statutes. That activ Christian opposition-except that of the Adventists-to the monarchal
reaction has never since been so pronounced as it
was when the reaction set in we hav the testimony
of Mr. Alexander, who says:
"The arguments in favor of 'the Christian state' as
being God's ideal of civil government among men were
so conclusiv in these assemblies in 1863 and 1864 that
since that time we hav heard but few objections to them
in our meetings."
Following these initiatory and educativ meetings
at Xenia and Pittsburg came the convention of
Jan. 27, 1864, at Allegheny City, when the permanent organization of the National Reform Association was e:ff:ected. The headquarters was removed
to Philadelphia, and there prominent divines of the
Covenanter, Presbyterian, and Episcopal churches
early identified themselvs with the work of the
Association. Here the Christian Statesman was
published until two years ago, when it was removed
to Pittsburg, the present headquarters of various
theocratic societies, including that of the National
Reformers.
There can be no doubt that to this Assooiation is
to be attributed the greater part of the influence
which secured the Sunday-closing of the Centennial
Exposition at Philadelphia, in 1876. It had from
the first the zealous assistance of many men prom- .
inent in education, literature, politics, and jurisprudence. Among its vice-presidents for many years
was Justice Story of the United States Supreme
Court. "At the annual meeting of 1888 one hundred and twenty-three vice-presidents were found
to be enrolled from thirty-two states or territories
of our country, not one of whom is enrolled without his.personal consent," says Mr. Alexander.
" Christian Sociology" is now being taught in
their schools by these advocates of theocracy, and we
can easily conceive that those instructed therein will
be the bitterest enemies of the secular republic and
the most remorseless foes of rational thought and
humane institutions: Desperate efforts are being
made to unite the various branches of Protestantism, that the retrograde march to kingly rule may
be accelerated. To quote again from Mr. Alexan~
der:
"When this unity is secured the combined Christian
patriotic sentiment of the nation will become practically
omnipotent, and so irresistible that alt great national reforms may be made successful, and 'Sunday mails,' Sund!l.y trains, and ' Sunday newspapers ' may all by the
power and force of Ia wand public sentiment be controled
and made subservient to the Chr. stian patriotic sentiment of the nation."
The historian of the Association, from whom we
hav quoted in this article, declares that the two
greatest obstacles which the National Reform
movement has encountered is the secular theory of
government which "is so intrenched in many
minds and churches," and "the deep veneration
almost akin to idolatry in which the Constitution is
held by t.he American people." Freethinkers of to-day
may well be glad that religious liberty is safeguarded by the teachings of the Freethinkers of
the Revolution. It is gratifying to be assured by
the would-be destroyers of the temple of j'ustice that
they hav run against the abattis and stumbled into ·
the moat wisely put about it by Paine and Jefferson
and their compeers who were taught by the great
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Rome, Russia, and National Reform crush out all
Infidels of France and warned by the fearful deeds
Sunday v.· ork and Sunday Laws.
our manhood and c ·rry us back to the Dark Ages
of the state-churches of past ages. Our danger
Barrels of ink and millions of reams of paper are
-the
puny dam will be swept away and the people
consists in the optimism of Liberals, Christian ig- being wasted in a futil attempt to prove that Sunwill
hav
a Free Sunday.
norance of, and antagonism to, the Secular theory, day laws are necessary to protect labor from the
There
is no need of overworking anybody. The
and the lamentable tendency of our courts to ex- exactions of capital.
Christian sociologists are
laborers
are many. There is no necessity that any
plain away and nullify the best provisions of the more than anxious to smuggle their holy day into
man
should
be forced by the fact of Sunday work
Constitution when asked so to do by the priest-led the laws under the name of rest day, and a minority of
to
labor
more
than six days in the week. Keep out
majority.
the wage-workers and here and there an unassigned
The amendment to the Constitution which the gentleman like Dr. Westbrook hav eaten of the the hand of the priest, and everything can be
Reformers seek is but the first step in their program. ecclesiastical gulls' seed scattered by the priestly satisfactorily arranged. As for the farmer and all
gther people who employ themselvs, they certainly
Once they get the amendment any Christian law
caste to catch the unwary.
need no law for their protection. And we do not
will be constitutional, and any tyranny possible.
A Sunday law ig a Sunday law, regardless of
believe that the wage-workers do. But if any of
Mr. Alexander says:
whether it is enacte1 and enforced in the name of
" I would suggest that as the kingship of Christ and the religicn or of rest. Its punishments are equally them need any law to safeguard their right to rest
it certainly is not a Sunday law. All that would be
supremacy of lus law is the central idea. from which all
our proposed reforms logically emanate, we should now painful whether inflicted by the lash of ecclesi- required would be a provision that no man should
crystallize all our attainments in efforts to ha.v our Con- astical or of civil law. What does the priest care be expected to work more than six days consecustitution amended; as, uJJon the principle that thegrea.ter whether a Sunday law is enforced in the name of
contains the less, an amendment, proclaiming the author- God or of rest so only that he is given a monopoly of tivly. Then he could arrange with his employer
ity of Christ over all men and nations, would be an ac- the day for the prosecution of his labors ? He and his fellow-workers his six .. ays of work and his
knowledgment of his kingship, and furni8h an unanswerone day of rest. Under such a system no inan
able argument in our fundamental law for the preserva- wants the church open on Sunday and he wants all would be wronged, either by being compelled to work
tion of our Christian Sabbath and for all the other re- other places closed. That is what he needs a Sun- seven days consecutivly, or by being denied the
forms which we advocate."
day law for and that will be the effect of any Sunopportunity to spend his day of rest in the library,
It was unanimously voted by the Saratoga con- day law, whether called a Sunday rest law or a
at the theater, the beach, or in the field of sport.
vention, which included apwng its members Joseph Sunday gospel law. Perhaps Dr. Westbrook will
Those who worked on Sunday would rest or play
Cook, Bishop Newman of the Methodists, Dr. Her- say that he wishes to stop nothing but work on
on some other day. '.l'here in a nutshell is the solurick Johnson of the Presbyterians, and representa- Sunday; that he would keep open the art galleries
tion of the great Sunday problem. The trouble is
tivs of the Baptist, Episcopal and other churches, and the libraries and the parks and other places of
that we hav permitted the theological cuttle-fish to
"that because the kingly authority of Christ is the -instruction and recreation. But no such saving
darken the waters of counsel, thereby temporarily
central idea of the National Reform movement, its clause is worth the paper on which it is written, as
deceiving the eyes of truth and misdirecting the
principles are destin:d to revolutionize the world." is very easily shown.
sword of justice. The only laborer who needs a
In the advocacy and practical furtherance of these
Sunday work is a necessity--saying nothing of
Sunday law to protect him is the preacher, himRelf
principles the National Reform Association has the the right of the individual to work, whether it is
a Sunday worker. Hence his hue and cry, and the
direct or indirect ass1stance of the American Sabbath- or is not necessary, if he chooses so to do. That i!!
liberal minded man who is deceived thereby is not
Union, of the Woman's Christian Temperance his affair, not Dr. Westbrook's nor ours. But Sunwise. The talk about a universal rest day is arrant
Union, the Young People's Society of Christian day work is a necessity if the people are to rest on
humbuggery.
To be sure, on !'- given Sunday, by
Endeavor, the Prohibition party, and other organi- Sunday. This is not a paradox. A considerable
the
employment
of a sufficiently large force of
zations, saying nothing of the Covenanter church minority of the people must work in order that the
policemen
and
soldiers,
all work-except that of
and large portions of many other church bodies. . others may satisfactorily rest. It is impossible for
the
policemen
and
soldiers-might
be prevented, but
Even the Populists in their national convention giv millions of our people to get into the country, to
that
would
not
secure
true
rest.
Peace
of mind and
aid and comfort to the enemy by putting into their the museums, art galleries, and libraries, to the
self-chosen
use
of
time-be
the
holiday
spent in
resolutions a "recognition of God as the ruler of parks and the seashore, unless hundreds of thouquiescence,
recreation,
or
work-are
the
sources
of
sands of other people work on Sunday. This every
the nation."
healthful
Rest.
Rest,
no
more
than
real,
enjoyable,
It is the purpose of these Reformers to so change person who has got out from under the shade of
constitutions and laws that none who fail to accept his rural birth tree knows, and it is nonsense to religion or morality, is the child of force.
The absurdity of attempting to legislate a unithe principles of political evangelical Protestantism talk of this work as an injustice to the laborer.
versal
:rest day is 'shown by a comparison. The
can hav equal rights in the state. This is shown And even if it did in some instances involve injustice
people
look upon the Fourth of July as a holiday,
by their attitude on the Bible-in-the-schools issue. there are plenty of rational and feasible ways of
and
a
large majority abstain from work thereon,
In a paper read before the last national convention eliminating that undesirable factor without wrapbut
who
would be foolish enough to propose to
of the Reformers by Rev. C. W. Buoy, occur these pmg the country in the icy blankets of Sunday
punish
by
fine or imprisonment those who refused
pa >sages. The italics are Mr. Buoy's:
legislation. '.!;'his is the nineteenth century, not
to
play
or
rest!
Who says that the laborer is not
"Schools are not only a necessity for rule but they the tenth. Ours is the civilization of the nineare also a great social power. We want America. not for teenth, not of the tenth century nor of the Puritans. protected on the Fourth of July merely because
Americans particularly, but for men and women of It ie not a model civilization, but it is a great im- there is no law to punish those who wo• k ? As a
.American principles. If you lay upon the child thereprovement upon that which the church inflicted matter of fact, just as in the case of Sunday, the
sponsibilities of f;overnment you must fit him by educaenjoyment of most of those who do not work would
tion to meet them. We wa.utto leaven up the great mass upon the world. Sunday work no less than Sunbe
greatly lessened were it not for the services of
of our citizens that the burdens of government may be day recreation is a concomitant of this civilization.
those
who labor. This is also true of Christmas
. distributed. How far s~all the state educate the child ? For all the people the latter would be shorn of the
There must be moral education to secure good citizens. larger portion of its joy and benefits were the and other holidays. The minister thinks it a sin to
The state has its demands upon the child; therefore, it is former successfully forbidden. A consistent and work or play on Sunday; therefore, he asks- for
her duty to train him not only intellectually but morally
impartial Sunday law would work immeasurable Sunday laws. If he is cunning in his day and gento meet these demands.
"The state is a conscious moral organism. It is a suffering and disaster. Sunday travel; Sunday eration he says he wants these laws to protect the
moral agent. The state is of God. The education of the transportation, collection, and distribution of mails ; poor laborer. He does not think it a sin to work
child should be such as will protect him along the Sunday cooking and serving at seashore and moun- or play on the Fourth of July ; therefore, he does
avenues of life. The weakest part of our nation is the
!!ot ask for a law to prohibit work and play on that
moral; the state should help to strengthen the youth. tain resorts; Sunday sale of innumerable articles day. However, maybe he will do so, now that his'
What morality shall the state inculcate-not heathen but at the same places; Sunday movement of through
Christian. There is but one· book of morals; as Walter and perishable freight; Sunday care and guarding attention is called to the oversight, so as to preserve·
Scott Eaid on his dying bed, 'there is but one book.' of art galleries, museums, libraries, parks, and other his reputation for consistency and help get his dear·
We hold the child responsible when he reaches manhood similar agencies of civilization·; Sunday perform- Sunday laws enforced. S.ICh a law would be less:
to the morality of this book. It contains just what you
irrational than Sunday laws, for, as the Fourth of
demand of your citizens. It opens to us the highest ances at theaters; Sunday work on the Sunday and July comes but once in three hundred and sixtyavenues of life. It is the basis for civic culture and its Monday papers; Sunday labor in barber shops,
teachings develop the noblest manhood."
restaurants, hotels, bakeries. news stands, meat five days, those wage-earners who work on that.
we need not combat here the extravagant and markets, and lecture halls in villages, towns, and anniversary in 1894 will hav to wait a year before•
absurd claims made for the Bible. Even if it were cities; Sunday work in the great iron industries- they hav another opportunity to celebrate, whereas,.
the best book in the world it would be a crime for all these and many more kinds of Sunday work are as regards the weekly rest day, they would hav to•
the majority to force ·the minority to accept it as a n~cessary if the masses of the people are to be per- wait but six days after their previous period of
book of moral and religious instruction for their mitted to seek proper rest and enjoyment on that recreation.
Sunday laws are in the interest of the church
children. It is a book accepted by a part of the day. Why should not this work be done on Sunalone.
Labor does not need them, for all needed
people as an oracle of religion. Hence it has no day as well as that of the preacher and Liberal
rest
can
be easily· secured without them. If work .
place in the public schools. Right here is the lecturer, and could E.ither of these hav audiences
on
Sunday
is forbidden, the masses of the people
were it not for the assistance of many other people,
cannot
get
the
full benefit of their holiday.
Next week we shall call attention to some other among whom may be mentioned . the janitor, the
Such
are
some
of the irresistible conclusions to
usher, the organist, the car driver, the gripman, the
aspects of this question.
which
a
fair
examination
of the Sunday law and
conductor, the engineer-one or all! It is fatuous
In the next issue of 1 HE TRUTH SEEKER will be to talk of the cessation of SuE.day work, or of its Sunday labor question must lead all reasonable and
published a letter from Dr. R. B. West brook in de- being diminished. The tendency is all the other. unprejudiced men and women.
fense of a "physiol(lgical" Sunday law; to which way; iniquitous laws may temporarily check the
tide, but eventually-unless the allied forces of
"We do not advocate union of church and state, an
will be appended a reply by Mr. S. P. Putnam.
error into which many, ignorant of the subject, hav
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fallen. On the contrary, we are uncompromisingly
opposed to such a system; as it has been well put 'we
desire to divorce church and state, that the state' may
marry religion '-John Alexander, in Christian fiitatesman.
Now what does this mean? Are not you gentlemen continually insisting that the remarriage of a
divorced person is "adulterous"? And do you not
say that the state is a person, and a moral person
at that? Would you hav a moral person commit
adultery, and with religion, the "unspotted" 1 We
are shocked!

Four Good Books for German Freethinkers.
We can supply, in the German language, the
following four books which everyone knows to be
good:
"The Mistakes of Moses," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, 50 cents.
"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck,
20 cents.
These are neatly printed, bound in paper covers,
and are complete. Our German-reading friends
should circulate these widely.
"Serve Jehovah with fear and rejoice with trembling.
Kiss the son-recognize and bow before him and submit
to his authority-'lest he be angry and ye perish by the
way when his wrath is kindled but a little.' When a
Senator was struck with death while battling for the
lottery fiend, and another while doing the will of the disloyal Sunday n<>w paper fraternity, one could but think
of this fearrul warning-' lest ye peri~h when his wrat.h is
kindled but a little."'-J. H. Leiper, in Christian
.Statesman.
We must bow to King Christ or be murdered by
Emperor Jehovah. That is the ultimatum of the
government-by-God people. And what they think
Jehovah will do to rebels they will do when they
hav the power if they cannot secure slavish obedience otherwise. History bears bloody witness to
the validity of our inference.
The conservativ papers of France tried to make
a point against the" godless" schools of the republic by pointing to Vaillant, who threw a bomb in
the Chamber of Deputies, as one of their graduates.
The London correspond"nt of the New York
Times says that the charge has recoiled upon them
in a most curious, unexpected, and disagreeable
manner. They had argued in chorus that, as Vaillant was a product of the irreligious state schools,
therefore the only way to fight against such men
and the class they represent is ''to restcre the education of youth to the hands of the priests and
religious orders. This theory was somewhat injured by the subsequent discovery that Vaillant
spent all his school life with the Christian Brothers
-first at Saint Remy, then in the higher studies at
Mezieres. In both he was a prize pupil, and his
poor old mother has a whole case full of books he
won for piety, decorum, and scholastic ability. :a:e
was an acolyte at Mezieres and subject to religious
ecstasies."
The New York Voice, very religious and fanatically prohibitiv, is neverthEless in some degree
amenable to reason and in a measure susceptible to
the promptings of the spirit of justice. Referring
to the p~-rsecution of the Adventists in Maryland
and other Southern states, it says:
•• These people are, we assume, sincere in their religious
beliefs and they are said to be unusually orderly and
law-abiding. It is a s(>rions question whether the Sunday
law should not be flexible enough to grant such men,
who conscientiously observe another day as the Sabbath,
the right to engage in work in their own fields, where
they disturb the religious devotion of nobody else."
It is a serious question indeed, but we wish to
ask Rev. Mr. Funk whether those only who believe
in some holy day hav any rights on Sunday? If
the Freethinker who engages in work in his own
fields, where he "disturbs the religious devotion of
nobody else," is to be fined or imprisoned, while for
the Adventist, who takes Saturday for his holy day,
the law is to be made "flexible enough" to secure
him immunity if he works on Sunday, wbat becomes
of the equality of citizens before the law? What
beco.Qlef3 qf religioul!l liberty when one ma:g,'a belief

givs him opportunities which the lack of that belief
denies to his neighbor? What has beliefto do with
work or play on Saturday, or Sund<1y, or Monday,
except in so far as the individual has scruples which
impel him to voluntarily abstain from either or
both? What Con~titutional right has law to make
any inquiry regarding the religious belief of the
American citizen 1 Will Mr. Funk answer these
questions 1 One thing, at least, he should tell his
readers, and that is that the Adventists hav never
asked for the suspension of the Sunday laws for
their benefit because they keep Saturday. They
demand their unconditional repeal, as being not
only unjust but a f\lctor of church and state union,
and therefore unconstitutional.
The Christian Statesman givs the papacy some
good advice, which perhaps could be profitably
applied nearer home. Here is a sample:
"If you want to practice your religion in peace in this
land, and persuade the people that you mean well for all,
then Y!>U must, somehow, get your fingers out of the
politics of the country, and do as other denominations of
Christians are doing-attend to your own business, antl
not try to overturn the sacred institutions cemented with
patriot blood and tears. We very much fear you are
making trouble for yourself and for the country. It is
with the utmost sincerity we giv you this pointer and
suggest that you stop and think."
Suppose. Doctors Crafts and McCrory, editors of
the Christian Statesman and physicians in ordinary
to his holiness the Pope, that you take a little of
your excellent medicin yourselvs. It is good medicin, we'll guarantee that, and you need not fear to
administer big doses of it to the Na.tional Reform
and Sabbath Observance associations'. Begin the
treatment right now; get your fingers out of the
politics of the country, and do as only two denominations of Christians-the Adventists and Unitarians-are doing-attend to your own business,
and not try to overturn the sacred secular institutions cemented with patriot blood and tears. We
are sure you are making trouble for yourselvs and
for the country. It is with the utmost sincerity
that we giv you this pointer and suggest that you
stop and think.

-------------------

In the issue of this paper of December 9th, we
re~erred to a story sent by a Shamokin, Pennsylvania, correspondent of the New York World
telling how one James Starks, "an iron worker,"
had been stricken dumb for blasphemy! Our subscriber, J. Ward Diehl, lets in the light upon this
"miracle" in a way that must dishearten good
Christians (see page 810). But the Shamokin liar
is still attending to business at the old stand. The
New York Herald of December 17th bas a lengthy
dispatch from that Pennsylvania town which it
"heads up" in this blood-curdling way.
Awful warning to blasphemers. John Simpkins
sudtlenly stricken deaf and dumb after an outburst of
profanity. Recovered through prayer. Foretold that
he would again lose both speech and hearing, and so he
did. Saw an angel in a vision.
We do not need to examin the dispatch closely;
It is a rehash of the old story about James Stark,
with some additi~nal details and embellishments.
Mr. Diehl states that there are no iron works in
Shamokin, but this Christian miracle manufacturer
says that "James Simpkins was one of the most
faithful employes engaged in the large iron mills of
Shamokin." It is not improbable that the yarn was
spun by some stupid romancer who never saw Shamokin. Be that as it may, no Freethinker need be
disturbed by such .flights of fancy. They can effect
only the most superstitious people, who would not
join our ranks under any circumstances.
But
we should like to know how many readers of the
Herald and World believe the ridiculous stuff.
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set about cooking his breakfast, while the workmen began tearing down the building over his head. The chimney came down with a crash, burying O'Neill in t.he
ruins, who was still preparing his breakfast. He was unconscious when taken out, and is not expected to liv."
"BIRMINGHAM, ALA., November 24th.-Matilda Perkins, aged seventeen, is in the county jail to-night a raving maniac. She was a relieious enthusiast, and on
Wednesday attended the Sam Jones revival meeting.
Sam's preaching enthused her so that she sprang up and
began shouting. While standing on a bench in the presence of seven thousand people shouting she fell, and,
striking on her head, injured it. She is perfectly well
physically. It required three men to tie her and carry
her to jail. She talks about Snm Jones all the time"
"RoNDouT, N.Y., November 14th.- Ira Krum, a fanatic,
who for years has claimed to hav revelations from God,
died at his home in Snyder Hollow, among the Catskills,
last night. His death is thonght to hav been caused by
starvation. He annr unced some time ago that he had
had a vision, in which he had been told that if he should
fast for forty days he would be able to walk U[lon the
water. He fasted the number of days, and then attempted to walk upon the water. He was nearly drowned.
Not long after this he declared that he had had another
vi"ion, in which he had been commanded to f9st twenty
doys more. He started on this fa~t, but became so
broken down that neighbors compelled him to take nourishment, but the intervention came too late to save his
life. Krnm was extremely religious. In recent years he
had many visions, in which, according to his story, he
had intercourse with God."
''ELK RIVER, MINN., November 21st. -Theodore White,
of Dayton, yesterday hacked off his right foot and right
arm with an ax. lt is not el'pt:cted that White can recover. He recently tore out his eye, because 'If thine
eye offend thee pluck it out' was the text he had found."
"Rational" Christians do not do this way. They
know that the Bible is a book which must not be
taken too seriously, so far as the affairs of this life
are concerned. In theory they are believers, but
doubters when it comes to practice.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. Remsburg will start on a tour through Missouri,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and
New England early in January.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetinge
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for December:
December 31st.-Mr. Franklin Steiner.
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at S_o'clock. Lectures for this month:
December 26th.-Volt11irine de Cleyre, ·' Economic Independence for Women-Reply to Professor Cope."
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening, at eight o'clock, in German Masonic Hall, No. 220
East Fifteenth street, New York:
Decem her 22il.-Wa1ter S. Logan, "Arguments for An
Eight. Hour Law."
December 29th.-Ye Club Maketh Merrie. Program to
be announced later.

THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:41>,
prompt. Admission is free. Program:
December 24th.-C. 0. Wilmot, "Do Christians Believe
in Pr~>yer?"
Decembl'r 3ist.-Judge R. W. McNeal, subject to be announced.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry U niversity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, 'llvery Sunda:y
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
THE First Semilar Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
same place at 10.30 A. M.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Rrnol<lyn Philosophical Association. Dec 24t.h.
Boston, Ingersoll Secular Soci.,ty, Jan. 7th, 14th.
Ohio Liberal Society, Cincmnati ••Tan. 28th, 29th.
Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th, 31st, and Feb. 1st.
.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Thoee who desire lectures at any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago durin~
the month of Fehruary, will please write at once to Mr
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
CoLoNEL INGERSOLL gave his lecture on Lincoln in
Religion is one of the surest brain-turners, while Philadelphia, Thursday night.
obeying Bible commands is extra hazardous, in
When Jesus was hung he invited a thief who was
proof of which-if more proof is needed-read the
bung at the same time to take supper with the famaccounts of four recent happenings:
ily in heaven. Thieves and rascals seem to hav
"HoBoKEN, N. J., November 29th.-Workmen this prett.y generally accepted the protection of the
morning began tearing down the house 121 Hudson church since that time.
street, preparatory to building a new engine house. The
last occupant of the place was Hugh O'Neill, who kept a
If a man is very religious it is all right for him to
small store on the first floor, and lived alone. He reget mad and curse loud en?ugh tg }{ill a :tig-tre~
fused to leave, saying that God had put him there, and he
would not go away until God took him. '!'hen he calmly which do~;~s not belone- to lmJJ..
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eommunioations.
The Freethonght Federation of America.

\,

ment of Betts. This case we mean to fight to the
bitter end and show the orthodox world that in this
republic Freethinkers have rights which must be
respected.
IV. We wish to publish and distribute several
documents of vast importance to our cause ; documents which will educate the people to the point
where they will demand their just rights and keep
on the alert for tlie preservation of American in·
stitutions based on pure]y American principles.
If we fail now it will mean national degradation
and national destruction. It is a question now
whether we shall be "citizens of America" or
"slaves of Rome." It is for you, Freethinkers, to
say. There .are enough of you to avert such a
calamity. So step boldly forth, put your shoulders
to the wheel of progress and liberty, and giv it
another turn. Smite the power that would turn·
back the hands of freedom's clock to the dark agE's
of Christian rule.
The orthodox party, emboldened by the actions
of the last Congress, is now working harder than
ever to obtain political power, that it may enjoy to
the full its innate and ineradicable love of tyranny.
We must prevent it. We must ~eep the sword of
civil power out of the hand of the theok gian.
Send your subscriptions in at once to 165 South
Water street, Chicago, Til.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Secretary.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM:, President.

and the engine run down so near the river that the
wheels were in the shallow water. We were near a
lot of frame buildings.
The fire was coming
directly toward us. We could not hold the fort.
Soon the frame buildings took fire. The fire become so hot and fierce that the engineer had to
duck himself in the water to keep from burning up.
Upon the bank of the river above us were a dozen
or more men and women. Some of them had just
made their exit from one of the burning houses.
One woman had a Bible in her hands-the only
a:t:ticle taken from the building. Men and women
were praying. The fire had become so hot at thesteamer that the engineer deserted her and waded
out into the river away from the heat. The driver
was attempting to get the team of horses to the engine, but they would not go within a hundred feet
of it. Some of the firemen attempted to pull the
engine by a rope. They could not move it. The
engineer went and took hold of the rope without
any result. He looked up the bank: The men and
women were praying and pulling their hair. With
a long string of oaths, the engineer wound up with:
'If you God-damned crazy idiots would come down
here and help get this engine up the river it would
do more good than your worthless praying.' They
stumbled and tumbled down the bank and took
hold. Everybody put their strength to the rope,
and the engine was soon dragged to where the
horses could be hitched to it, and it was drawn up
the river. After the new location was reached, that
~ery engine saved what was left of the upper end
of the town, for, after she was given steam once
more, she pumped water for twenty-four hours
without stopping once."
Would some praying gentleman please tell me
whether the prayers of those people or the swearing of the engineer won the day 1 What if all the
firemen had got down upon their knees!
This is no Bible story, neither was it taken from
a Sunday-school book. It was something that actually occurred.
I remember there was one little street urchin who
had helped to pull the engine to the horses. The
come-to-Jesus people began again asking God to
save them and their property, when the steet urchin
blurted out: "I'd like to seed God yank that heavy
engine like we did. He couldn't hav done her."
Watsontown, Pa.
J. WARD DIEHL.

Since the inauguration of the Federation in
September, 1892, its officers have been favored with
valued advice from trustworthy friends, all of whom
agree with us in the course we have adopted, and
are equally desirous for a definite and national
agitation, which shall place the ecclesiastical party
upon the defensive, and, by giving a greater publicity to our principles, increase the number of our
adherents. A desire for extended freedom for our
citizens encourages us in our work. It is our desire,
also, to rouse the friends of our cause from the
dangerous indifference into which they have fallen;
We are constantly engaged in the ordinary business
of life ; we have to depend upon our daily work for
our daily bread, and supposed self-interest might
lead us to remain quiescent, under the delusion
that we have saved ourselvs; but however others
may feel, we find it impossible to remain silent
while we see the stealthy march of superstition
surely gaining upon us. We have waited and
worked for the returning activity of our party, and
"hope deferred maketh the heart sick," yet we shall
continue our allegiance to the cause of humanity,
and we ask your earnest support in the work we
have undertaken.
I desire now to outline as briefly as possible the
God is Not Jtlercifnl.
work we have before us for the coming year, in
doing which we hope to be favored with a generous
I hav often heard people say that God is merciful
support.
in saving ships, railroad trains, etc., from disaster.
I. A bill providing for state support of parochial A preacher once said to me: " For what consideraschools has been drafted for presentation to the tion and explanation will you become a believer of
state legislature of New York during the coming the Bible? " My reply was : "I will become a
session. This bill will be pushed vigorously by the Christian and praying man just as soon as you show
Roman Catholic church, and will be supported by a me one instance where prayer wrought anything, if
petition, in which it is claimed that "religion is the by cursing God would not hav brought about the
true basis of all morality." Rome takAs this step same result." The good preacher thought he had
in order to cement the union of church and state,. a snap and told me he could point out hundreds of
and to endow with public money her ecclesiastical cases. When he came to point them out he found
hierarchy in America. The intention of its promot- differently. He began telling me about a ship which
ers is to aRk for state aid in support of a particular God had a spite at I suppose, and by prayer it was
church, as may be inferred from the language in saved from the angry billows.
which the petition is couched and the source from
"Were you ever aboard an ocean vessel ?" said I.
which it springs. It is our duty, and must be our
"No Rir," honestly replied the dear divine man.
task, to oppose any attempt to use state moneys for
"Well then, my dear sir, you hav no right to
denominational schools or to fmther the interests speak for the vessel's crew. The men who generally
of any religious organization.
To vote public hav charge (I mean the men who do the work of
Sparks From the Lecture Field.
money for the assistance of a church school would climbing anywhere in a vessel) are. not generally
be to " establish religion " by the state, sow the praying men. They know little of prayer and a
My lecture in Boston before the Ingersoll Secular
seeds of discord and ill-will-both of which the good bit about swearing. I hav been upon vessels Society closed my engagements in Massachusetts.
Protestant Bible in the common schools also does when everything would hav been lost had the crew A visit to Boston on a mission of Freethought in-and destroy the unity of our nalional system of knelt down and asked God to help them, instead of variably causes my heart to swell with joy. A sight
education.
rushing about the vessel swearing and doing their of old "Paine Hall" does me good, and fills me
II. In Maryland, too, a circular, emanating from duty. I want you to understand, my dear sir, that with greater zeal to continue the work of that
a Catholic source, has been printed and is to be what I om saying is practical. I do not get my "author hero," Thomas Paine. With Washburn
distributed throughout the state for the purpose of argument from some lying Sunday-school book or in the editorial chair, and Mendum at the helm, the
feeling the pulse of public opinion concerning a pamphlet as you do. Why don't your lying relig- Investigator, which, for more than sixty years, has
scheme to put the parochial schools upon an equal- ious writers take a trip on some ocean steamer and weathered the storms of adversity, still rides the
ity with the public schools, so that they may receive write the truth about such a:fiairs ~ Because it is waves.
a proportionate share of the state, county, and city not the truth you want the young mind to hav.
I return again to New York, where I attend to
appropriations for educational purposes.
You want to scare them into believing."
the business of the Federation and prepare for my
In both these instances the Federation purposes
"But," put in the preacher," "why is it that journey Westward. Philadelphia is my first halting
to meet the issue by circulating literature adverse when these sailors get into a storm they are afraid place. I gave two lectures here, and the largest
to such schemes, and by presenting a counter- of the wrath of God ?"
audiences I hav ever been favored with greeted me.
petition to the legislatures of both states at the
"Kind sir, you were never upon a vessel so what Imagin my surprise when on entering the hall my
proper time. We must meet the enemy in the knowledge you hav is only from lying books written eyes fell upon Dr. Westbrook, who had taken a seat
state capitals and use evny possible means in our by men who know no more about such things than upon the platform. A cordial greeting took place
power to prevent the enactment of any such law.
you do. I will be fair and frank with you. For between us.
Should they succeed in these attempts-which is every five praying soldiers, sailors, or railroad men
The multitude of faces before me was inspiring,
not probable, though possible-it will be the signal you can find, I will pick you out ninety-five who and whether my remarks were appreciated ()r not,
for a national agitation along the same line. Bear swear."
one thing is certain, they brought out a good disin mind how similar influences corrupted Congress
"You are wild, you are unreas'Jnable," put in the cussion. My topic was "Freethought as a Factor
when the World's Fair Appropriation bill was preacher.
in Politics," and it afforded an opportunity for
pending, and secured for the church the fruits of
"I am not; I am only telling you what you can those holding diverse opinions to say something revictory while we were resting in self-satisfied con- find out yourself, and if you do not beliflve it just garding their particular views. All reformers agree
tentment. We must not be caught napping this cut a rope for a sailor, turn the switch wrong for a upon the necessity for a change, but opinions differ
time; great interests are at stake here and a great railroader, or overload a gun for a soldier and hav when methods for effecting it are discussed. 1he
principle involved. We must be ready, with the him shoot it off. Come back and tell me then Socialist and the Anarchist unite upon the main
forces of freedom wheeled into line, to giv real whether they got down upon their knees and prayed pJ;oposition, but their methods are radically differbattle to the enemy.
for you or cursed you. Good-day."
ent. Between the two conflicting systems, the inIt will be the work of the president or the · secrePrayer is not a good thing at a fire, and swearing different observer is left to form an opinion for
tary to conduct an active campaign upon these issues knocks it silly. Here is one instance: "Teams of himself; and this, I urged, is the v ry essence of
in both the states named. But take notice that we horses were standing by. Railroad trains were Freethought; it is the forerunner of true Liberty
cannot do it without financial help. We must have rushing in, laden with firemen and fire apparatus and the only possible method by which human
sufficient money to carry on the fight. We must from nearly all towns and cities within a radius of rights can be maintained. As a systemFreethought
have the substantial assistance of our friends all one hundred miles. Milton was being burned to does not necessarily endorse either, but, as individover the country. It is the fight of all, for the suc- the ground. Milton, beautiful Milton, with her five uals, Freethinkers may adhere to ttny system.
cess of the orthodox party in these states means an thousand people to be homeless, helpless. Churches Personally, I cannot agree with those who declare
extension of the same policy all over the land. We were making just as hqt fires as saloons. Preachers that the church and state are evils alike. The state
must nip the evil in the bud, and so prevent the as well as other citizens were standing in the canal is an aggregation of individuals. Each child born
unholy liaison they wish to bring about.
water up to their chins to keep from burning to into the state becomes a part of the state. Is
Send in your subscriptions at once; let none death. It was 3:30P.M. The fire had two hours' that child and its existence to be declared a part
delay; now is the time to "lend a hand" in start. The whole northern portion of the town was of the evil, inasmuch as it is a part of the state?
earnest.
on fire, and a just God was sending southward a We ourselvs are part of the state, we help to
III. After this we ii!hall be engaged in the prose- terrible wind storm. The canal banks and river make up the state, but who can honestly say that
cution of the suit against C. C. Bonney and his were lined with fire engines. The fire company I our existence is an evil? With the church it is
secretary for damages consequent upon their treat- was with was taken to the extreme north of the fire; an entirely different question; we are not born into
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the church, we are most assuredly born into the
state. Wherever men liv together in communities
there the state exists; where the state exists, ther~
must be government ; where there is government,
there must be law, and where there is law measures
must be adopted for its enforcement. Our purpose,
then, should be to see that only good and benefitlent laws are enacted; and, further, that all who
make up the state shall be equal before these laws.
regardless of color or set. These were the views I
ttrged in my lecture before the League.
ln the evening the old hall was crowded. Everv
available seat was occupied before the lect~r~
opened, and before I got through fully two hundred more came in and had to be content with
"stand-up seats" at the rear of the hall. There
must hav been fully seven hundred people present.
Boston, and Cincinnati, too, will hav to guard their
laurels. The three cities hav splendid organizations, which are doing grand work for Freethought.
George Longford is the backbone of the ·Quaker
City League, and his labors for its success are deserving of the highest praise.
Monday morning, in response to an invitation
from Dr. West brook, I pay him a friendly visit, and
he takes me for a drive through Fairmount Park.
We .talked of old times; mutual explanations were
ma.de, a:l!airs were fully discussed, and old scores
were wiped out and forgotten. I was glad of an
opportunity for this visit. One thing I can say
with the utmost confidence, that however we may
disagree with Dr. Westbrook, he is thoroughly sincere and honest in his personal convictions. That we
do disagree with him upon methods of work and the
proper course we should pursue as an organization
of Freethinkers, is an undisguised fact; yet to disagree is a privilege we must cheerfully accord to all.
The doctor has used thut right, and has spoken
accordingly. He is friendly to our ·cause, and expressed the greatest satisfaction at the progress we
are making. We cannot agree with him in his views
concerning the right of Congress to enact Sunday
laws like the World's Fair Appropriation Bill; but
again, I say it is his privilege to hold such opinions,
and to utter them. It is quite another thing when
the question is raised as to the practical indorsement of such opinions by the Freethinkers of
America. Before I left Dr. Westbrook he presented me with a copy of each of his books, and we
parted upon terms of friendship.
Tuesday evening I attend a meeting of the
Woman's Liberal League, when Mrs. Kilgore, a
lawyer of Priladelphia, gave a splendid lecture upon
the "Parliament of Religions." It was short and
sweet, and brought forth a long and lively discussion. In response to an invitation, I commenced
the debate, being followed by Dr. Westbrook, Dr.
Douset, and several others. The Woman's League
is an adjunct of the Friendship League, and though
a comparativly new organization, it has reached
good proportions, and a splendid future is certainly
before it.
The next morning I am off again. This time for
Alliance, Ohio, where I gave two lectures.
The ·smith family is still with the old ship, and
they seem determined to stick to it until the last.
A sev ~re snow storm had set in just before my lectures, which made the roads so bad that many of
our friends living in the country were prevented
from being present, but the attendance was fair
considering the inclemency of the weather. My
first lecture was a reply to two thanksgiving sermons by different preachers in this town. I p~b
licly challenged them to defend what they had sa1~,
. in open debate, though this is. about all that wdl
come out of it. Old Alliance is feeling the strain
of the present commercial depression; but the
Freethinkers rallied to our call and gave all the
assistance they could. Richard Smith and his wife
entertained me while here, and his "big brother "
tried his best to make things lively for me.
At Irwin, 0., the Christians played us a mean
trick, but that is nothing unusual with them. In
this town there is a wooden structure used as a
church and known as the "Union church." It is
let for' minstrel shows, magic lantern exhibitions,
h
political gatherings, etc., and our friends ad secured the use of it for my lecture, even paying for
janitor service in advance. The ranters prevented
us from using the hall, but they did not stop the
They went to the J·anitor
lecture by any means.
and commanded him to deliver up the keys, which
he did. They then carried them several miles away,
so that if we used the place at all, we would hav to
·
break in and render ourselvs liable to prosecutiOn.
The howling Methodists hav, by trickery, secured
.temporary contr.ol of the building, though never a
red cent did they pay toward its construction, while
· ·
I fi.d 1
the very _people who b mlt 1t, _the n e s, are now,
··by· cunnmg, cheated out of Its use. Had I been
fortunate enoug4 to get into this town two days

earlier, I would hav lectured in that hall in spite of
them. Having paid a sum of money for its use, we
were tenants, by the laws of the state for the time
specified, and I would hav compelled 'these ignoramuses to bring back those keys and giv us admittance un.der pain of arrest. As it was, I did not
arrive there until al:out two hours before the time
of commencing my lecture, so, as a last resort, we
occupied the schoolhouse, where I spoke to a
crowded audience. We had a good time despite the
Christian attempts to shut us out.
The conduct of the church people has reflected
most disastrously upon their own heads. They
have done themselvs more harm than good. Expressions of disapprobation of their actions were
hearrl on all sides. The opinion seemed to be
unanimous, that this one lecture made more converts to the cause of Freethought than all the
preachers will be able to make during their contemplated protracted meetings for the coming
winter season. And what is more, the churches
gave me valuable assistance. The next morning,
mine host, J. S. Van Ness, drove me over to
Mechanicsburg, and this time I had a splendid
audience in the town hall. U p'ln my arrival the
churches speedily organized special meetings for
the night. · Prayer meetings, choir practices, gospel
circles, etc., filled the little town with excitement.
The church bells rang out on the air of night with
discordant sounds, and I recalled the address
given by Captain Adams at our late congress upon
the subject. Truly, they seemed to s~ty: "Hell
and damnation," "no taxation," with emphasis
for the occasion upon the former. Their efforts to
keep the people away from the lecture were without fruit, for t'b.e body of the hall was well filled,
and quite a few sat up in the gallery. The
brothers Van ' Ness-George, Jake, and Johnwere on hand at each meeting. These old Infidels
were in great glee. Mr. Munn had retained much
of the enthusiasm which he derived from the Congress, and he was there, too. The young students
from the high school were out in good force, and
I was pleased to see them there. Our friends are
talking now of organization, and in due time it
will be effected here. Mechanicsburg has been run
by preachers too long. A reaction has now set in
and there is falling off in clerical power. we
only ask for a hearing, and we are willing to make
a wager on the result, wherever Freethought can
be heard against the doctrins of the church.

a

JOHN

R.

CHARLESWORTH,

Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

Truth the Messiah.
[BEE ISA. LIII.]

Who hav believed what we hav said?
To whom is TRUTH revealed?
For he to humble lot was wed,
In lowly garb concealed.
He marked with sign, but no one saw;
He spoke, but no one heard;
The eye was blinded to his law;
Ear deafened to his word.
There seemed no beauty in his face,
That men might him desire;
They looked for one of pompous grace,
In splendor of attire.
He went unnoticed through the year,
Locked out from honor's halls,
From human heart of hopes and fears
Shut out by stony wallf'.
But he has broke his prison chain
And pierced error's wall;
Out of obscurity and pain
He comes to conquer all.
Madison, Will.

0. L.

CALLECOD.

----------------------Churchly Purpose and Performance.

w. Johnson, member of Parliament and Orangeman, is
a bitter opponent of the Home Rnle bill, because, as he
alleges it wonld destroy religious liberty by handing the
Protestants of Ireland over to the tender mercies of the
Catholics. But when Mr. Manfield, Charles Bradlaugh's
successor in the House of Commons, introduced a bill
which if adopted, will giv civil and religious liberty to
snch persons as may desire to bequeath money to Freethought societies, Mr. Johnson at once placed himself
in determined opposition, which shows that his love
of religions liberty is a ho~Io'Y sham, lik~ that of the
American Protestants who ms1st on keepmg the Protestant Bible in the pnblic schools, while they denounce as
"un-American" and tyrannical the Catholics who want
a part of the school money for their educational institutions.
..
The Duke of Grafton forbids his tenants to work in their plots on Sundays and Christmas
and says that "each tenant and his family is expected to attend some place of worship on snch days
with regularity." ·. ·. · The London Freethinker lets in
the light upon a very dark orb, the Christian Weekly
Sun whichshowswhatpions fairnessisworth: "Under
the 'heading, 'A Bradlangh Reminiscence,' it devotes a
quarter of a colnmn to the recent correspond~nce bet_ween
Mrs. Bonner and the Rev. Allen Rees.. W1ll1t be beheved
that the Sungivs the story told by the reverend gentleman,
and the full text of Sir Isaac Holden's interesting supple1
ment, without a single word of Mrs. Bonner's refutation?

'
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Nay. that it does not so much as hint ihat Mr. Bradlaugh's dan~hter regards the story as false? Really the
Chrietian mind seems absolutely incurable in the matter
of nnveracity. It uses the ~>uppressio veri and the suggestio .falsi with equal ease, apparently thinking- that
all is fair a~ainst Infidelity." ·. ·. · After havin~ s-erved
the state for thirty-six years the German ex-minister and
teacher, J. Lovek, has been paid 1128 marks insteaq of
being granted a yearly pension. The trouble was that he
had stilted he agreed with Max Nordean in his "Religions Lies." When he was suspended from his dfice the
chief judge said: "You hav exerted a ~reat influence on
your pnpill'l, but yon hav made a great mistake; yon
could not keep your mouth shut." ·. ·. · The clerical
party has been running Belgium for the last ten years.
During this time it succeeded in abolishine- government
(public) schools, and snbEtitnting therefor a "free" school
system, under which the church or the communes could
establish andmaintainschoolsif they pleased. The present
ministry has now presented a report to the Belgian congre~s
tabulating the outcome of ten years of clerical rule.
Thirty-eight per cent. (2,400,000 people) can neither read
nor write. In FJandem more than half of the pnpulation
hav never entered a school. Belgium has at present five
thouRand ";free" schools. but it has also two thousand
cloisters with 35,000 monks and nuns, and 100,000
saloons. ·. ·. · At the Upsala church celebration a Rev.
Mr. Fehr moved t.hat all who wished to and did leave the
Swedish State Church should cea~e contributing to the
same. The mo.t.ion was promptly votl'd down, inasmuch
as it would cut down the nominal church attendance and
thus publish to th9 world the decline of Christianity in
Sweden. ·. ·. · The Finnish Protestant mission at Ovambnlnat in Africa has worked hard for twelve years anEl has
succeeded in converting six nativs. The cost of the mission for each year has been $6,282, That iF!, the twelve
years' mission work cost $75,384. or $12,566 for each convert. ·. ·. · Wbeu Pope LPo XIII held his jubilee he received from pilgrims, societies. and individu!ll~, the sum
of $1,812,000; of this AmPricans contributed $120,000.
·. ·. · Twelve churches in London, richlv endowed, hav
an attendance, all told, of only two hundred and eighty
persons. ·. ·. · M1~sic and Drama.. a New York paner,
has been debarred from sale in Toronto. . .
Miss
Willaril quotes from tbe London 7im~"R of July 18. 1797:
"On Friday a butcher exposed his wife for sale in Smithfield market with a strap about her waist which tieil hAr
to a railing. A drover was the purchaser at three guineas
and a crown." That occnrrPd, not in "Ingersollville,"
nor in Turkey, but in Christian England at about the
time Freethinkers were rotting in her jails for the crime
of selling Paine's "Rights of Man."
The Toronto Anti-Sunday Car Association is alive and
aggressiv, as its name implies. Of the friends of Sunday
cars one of its members Paid: "The better people can
destroy the influence of the bummer element and crush
every man who opposes us." Another remarks that the
Sunday ca.r movement ''is inspired by the devil," while
a third characterizes the promoters of that movement as
"scoundrels."
..
An Adventist preacher and a
member of his church were fined $50 each in Gainesville,
Ga., Nov. 20th, for having worked on Sunday, although
the charge was disorderly conduct. The case was appealed. As soon as they were out of jail they were required to giv b::-nd to answer to the charge of Sabbathbreaking. Theusualfinefor "disorderlycondnct"isonly
$5 and costs. They were not allowed to show that others
were working on Sunday, incluning men 1n the employ of
the mayor, who imposed the fine. ·. ·. · The movement
for the Sunday-closing of barber shops has reached Denver. ·. ·. · Samuel Pertak, a clerk in a Monroe street
grocery store in this city was arrested for selling a loaf of
bread on Sunday. He was held for trial. ·. ·. · At
Plaquemine, La., more than seventy persons, indicted by
the grand jury for violation of the Sunday law, pleaded
~uilty and were fined $25 each. The judge warned them
that if they were brought before him again on a similar
charge t.hev must expect much more severe treatment.
·. ·. · The Sabbath-Sunday people are doing all they can
to cripple the efforts of the promoters of the mid-winter
Fair in San Francisco, b_:y inducing those able to giv
financial aid to make theu assistance conditional upon
the Sunday clo<ing of the Fair. ·. ·. · On November 19th
more than eighty arrests were made in Philadelphia for
violation of the Sunday laws. ·. ·. · San Bernardino, Cal.,
has taken its place in the Sunday procession, an ordinance
closing all places of buAiness except bakeries, news
stands and 'drug stores, having gone into effect on November 5th. ·. ·. · In Cincinnati the police made fiftyfour arrests on November 19th. for violation of the Sunday ordinance and closed a hall where an exhibition of
Spiritualism was being given, the latter bec11.nse an admittance fee was charged. Of course a collection is never
taken in church. ·. ·. · In Minneapolis the ministers are
trying to run the citv government, so far as Sunday work
is concerned. Mayor Eustis seems to think that the
preachers are not the only tradesmen who may rightfully
keep their places of bnsinees open Sunday. ·. ·. · The
West Virginia Sunday law exempts from its penalties
those who conscientiously believe that the seventh day is
tlle Sabbath and abstain from work thereon. This does
not abstain the Adventist from persecution, however.
The West Virginia JJionitor's correspondent in Newark
writes to the journal: "Not far from here a Seventh-day
adventist has been persecuted in many ways. Not long
since they burned his wheat in the stack." ·. ·. · The law
and Ord9r League of Danbury, Conn., has set to work to
enforce the Sunday laws in that city.
Orthodoxy is runuing amuck in Spain. Exartillery lieutenant Pascual Ravenza has been sentenced to three years and seven months' imprisonment besides a fine of two hundred and fifty francs
and costs. Sr. Ravenza wrote in Las .Dom.inicales
an article on "The Life and Doings of St. Chrysostomus." The article, which we hav read, contains
no more than can be found in Pere Croisset's
"Annee Chreti€mne." But Croisset twangs the
golden harp in the New Jerusalem, while his translator is left to philosophize among thieves' and
murderers on the beauty of Christian tolerance and
love.
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Freethought and Morality-Islam and The- sailing. He can't get along quite so victoriously. reply to myself. After the meeting was over I was
osophy.
After the lecture room was open for discussion and introduced to the reverend gentlemen and lie in-

vited me to take a sleigh ride with him the ;nex~
I lectured at Newark Sunday afternoon on "Free- President .Bird began to probe the lecturer on the
day, which I did. While I was in his company we
thought and Morality," defining first the foundation God question, Mr. Webb tried to dodge. He did discussed the relations of Freetbought and Chrisof morality-namely, the unity of life, which com- not care to meet the issue; it was too big. It tianity, and I found him much more reasonable
pels the recognition of equalrigbts, on which rights seems that while the ignorant Mussulman believes
than most ministers.
are founded duties, and without rights there are no. in a personal God, the intelligent Mussulman does
The following evening the audience was considerduties. The slave cannot be a moral being.
not. God is impersonal, a £:pirit, the cause of all
ably larger. My subject was, "Morality Without
~econdly. The sta~dard of morality-namely,. things, e£:pecially of the good, but also of the evil Christianity." During part of the lecture beans
umversal hum<:n happmess, than which there can be as a necessary contrast to the good. "But," says
were thrown against the windows of. the hall.
no .b?tter. If there is anything in any Bible 01. any Bird, "what is the use of a God behind natur~ T
Christians resort to some very mean and small
rehgwn that makes the world happier we accept Nature is all we want. If the partly intelligent Musmethods. No one this evening accepted my invitai~; if not, we reject. ~reethought as to the past su'man throws aside a personal God, will not a more
hfe of the human race 18 selectiv and constructiv intelligent Mussulman, a truly scientific one, throw tion to discuss.
On Saturday night, " the big time" came. My
and not simply destructiv. But it is destructiv of aside God altogether. like Tyndall,'' etc T "No," says
subject
was "The Great Religious Conspiracy
all that makes unhappiness.
Webb, "we must go beyond science. ScienceChristianity is a failure.
It bas existed for material science-will nob giv us God ; but the good Against the Republic" The audit>nce was not lar." e
when I began, but it doubled during the lectur~.
eighteen hundred years, and has certainly made the Mussulman will never giv up the conception of God,
world no better-probably worse.
. however attenuated it may become. There is a More Christians were out than at either of the preIt is Freethougbt that will hereafter make for the mystical philosophy that explains the theory of a vious meetingR. They had determined to surprise
imp~ovement of humanity by cultivating, first of' God, and that is the higher philosophy of the most me. Before I went to the hall, I saw some bills
scattered over the town stating that the Rev. Mr.
all, m every human being the sentiments of self- advanced Mussulman. Not even an impersonal
ZellhoefAr would begin a series of revival meetir gs in
respect, of sympathy, and of reverence. reverence. God was retained, but a very mysterious thing
for life itself, and not for God.
'
which could not be explained even in a day or year. the Bapti~t church Sunday morning. The reverend
had been in town the day before, and unknown to
It will educate humanity; unfold all its faculties It required an adept." It. then dawned upon me
me,
was at my Friday night meeting taking notes.
physical and mental. It will equip for this life' that this 'advanced Mohammedanism" was, after
Whm .I called for discussion, he arose. The Christeach industry, citizenship, and the duties of pS: all~ an .old acquqintance-namely, Theosophy; and
tians were jubilant. Soon they began to cheer him
rentage, than which there can be nothing more im- I mqmred of Mohammed Webb if he was not a
vociferously.
At first be said that I had talked an
portant. 'ibis world is for uR the supreme world, Theosophist. He did not deny the impeachment
hour
and
a
half,
and by the time he had talked an
the best world, and we can only make a grand here- and admitted that he was a member of the Theahour
and
a
half,
the
audience would be ready to go
after by fulfillng the duties of the present time.
sophical Society of India. So, after all, Webb is
home.
But
he
didn't
talk quite fifteen minutes.
In the Newark Liberal League, as in the New but a Mohammedan-Theosophist, and is really at
Half
of
his
speech
was
a
repetition of what he bad
York Liberal Club, the main criticism of my lecture heart no more of a l\fussulman than Annie Besant.
said
during
the
other
half.
He ended with an exwas that I did not deal with economics. There is The one could just as well pose as a Mussulman as
hortation to all to come out and bear him preach.
a certain cla!ls who can see nothing but economics. the other. And I do not suppose that Webb is
We all recognize the value of economics, but eco- any m~r~ of. a representativ of Islam'than Savage is When he sat down the Rev. Mr. Powell arose, and
nomics is only a branch. There must be education of Chnst1amty. Suppose Savage, or Chadwick, or ~ta~ed t~at as his church was the largest he would
ethics, science in its broadest field, and philosophy: ~lo~d Jones went to India as interpreters of Chris- mv1te h1s reverend brother to come to his church
art, and poetry. It is important to hav wise and ~Iamty. Honestly, would their bearers get a correct and preach. They took several minutes a1·ranging
just economics; but this can never come without Idea of ~eal Christhnity-of the real thing in for the meeting and in asking the people to come.
an intelligent people; and intelligence can only human history! Such is Webb's interpret~~.tion of If any class of men hav cheek, and a superabund~
come by Freethought. FreethoJght is, tberdore, Islam. It is a Theosophical interpretation. It ance of it, that class is the clergy. When I arose
fundamental and necespary in the settlement of every would probably be repudiated by ninety-nine out of to reply I told the two ministers that they should
economical problem. The church bas never under- a hundr2d of the real Mussulmans, as ninety-nine credit me with the large amount of advertising that
taken to do anything in this way. It has always out of a hundred Christians would repudiate Sav- they had received for their churches by means of an
Infidel meeting, although I bad never seen such
been a stumbling-block. But when the Infidel has age's interpretation.
won, then the church claims the credit.
Theosophy is a very variable affair. It allows unlimited gall before. I reminded the reverend
In the evening, with Henry Bird, J went to bear much latitude. One can be a Theosophist and be a that he 1 ad called my arguments flimsy and unMohammed Alexander Russell Webb in the same Mussulman, a Buddhist, a Brahman, a Christian a worthy of answer, ye he would reply to them in his
church when he thought I was. out of town. I also
~all, w~o gave a lecture on Islam. It was quite Spiritualist, and even a Libral in a certain sen~e. said
that his Methodist brother differed from him
mterestmg, and showed the superiority of the re- It .is not t.he universality of Theosophy that allows
concerning
the Effect of Freethought lectures, for
ligion of Mohammed to that of orthodox Chris- t~1s assoc~atio.n with ~ifiArent religions, but its mystianity. Mohammedanism is not the true name of tiCalne~s! Its mdefimtness.. No one has yet given he would not attend, and advised others not to
the religion, but Islam, which means resigned to a defimtwn of Theosophy m which all Theosophists come, for fear they might become Infidels. Would
God. It is pre-eminently a religion of God.
agr.ee. I do not doubt the sincerity of Webb, but the gentleman himself advise his co~gregatio~ to
~obammed never claimed to be anything but an he lB first of all a Theosophist, and then a Mussul- goT If be would be is different from most minordmary man. Hence there are no miracles in his mail, as Mr. Savage is first of all a Rationalist, and isters.
The preacher is going to pitch into me from the
system, no immaculate birth, no total depravity no then a Christian; and it is my opinion that Mr.
vicarious atonem.ent, no fall of man, no garde~ of Webb represents a sect of Mussulmans as Mr. pulpit, as he thinks I am going away. I am c'om~
mg back, however, and be will again bear from me.
Eden, and no nb or whale story. Although the Savage represents a sect of Christians.
FRA:-<KLIN STEINER.
Mohammeda~ prays five times a day, he expects no
Mohammed Webb is doing a fine thing in his
--------~~-------answer to b1s. prayer~, for God is unchangeable. anti-Christian crusade; but, when he comes to
The Heston Loan.
The general ImpressiOn among the intelligent tackle scientific Atheism, be bas more than his
LmERAL
FRIENDS:
As I promised, I will now make a
Islamites is that prayer does a man no burt even match, and must succumb and fall back on faith
statement of the money loaned me up to date or rather
if it does no good. It is a moral drill like 'aress and mystery. He givs one superstition in place of up
to abo~It four weeks ago, for since that tim'e none has
para?e in the army. It preserves disci~lin and the another; a better · superstition, indeed ; but as we been received.
L. G. Reed, New York city, $1; T. R. Burrows, Chatespnt de corps. Mohammed understood human na- wa~t no superstition, the improvement is of no
ture, and that prayer, if it did not effect the deity, avail... The only improvement is to destroy all su- ham, N. Y., $2; W. F. Jamieson, Mosca, Col., $1; A.
B. Bennett, Nllrwalk, Conn., 50c; Louis Levine,
perst1t10n, all mytery, all faith, and stick to science Charlestnn,
was :.tn excellent method of keeping man in trim.
S. C., $5; W. L. Tauber, Gladdens, Pa.
There is no hireling priesthood in Islam no ec- and humanity:
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
$2; Dr. E. B. Foote, New York City, $5·· Ernst Plat~
and wife, BridPsburg, Po.., $2; Charles Gr~gg, Garnett,
clesiastical power _as in Christianity. Tho~e who
Kan., 50c; J. W. GilbPrt. Friend,· Neb., $5; A. T. Mclead in religious services are not "professionals."
At the Front.
Millan, Wamego, Kan., $5; --New Britain, Conn.,
They are engaged in ordinary avocations. They
On my way to Correctionville, Ia., I met the Rev. $5i· C. Putnam, Gibbo~, Neb., $2.50; H. C Mosher,
G1 man, Ill., $2; FranCIS and Ruth Brettell, Rochester,
may be butchers, or bakers, or candlestick makers. J
b Sl tt
h
They occupy the position at the head of the servi'ces
osep
a ery, t e ex-priest, who bad just finished
Y., $2; E. H. Ralston, Elmo, Mo., $2.50; M. J.
a course of anti-Catholic lectures in Des Moines. N.
Lamme, Elmo, Mo., $1,· !!'rank Kidder ' Elmn' Mo. ,. $1·'
out
of 1mere· good-will
and get no pay for it. There M r. Sl a t"-,.ery IS
· very liberal, and a conversation P
·
I 1
r?:f J . H. . Cook, CoJumbus, Kan., 1; Gilbert Lincoln,
IB no c ass ~n sam like our preachers and priests.
'tb b'
r
·
W:IlhmantiC,
Conn., $'25; - - - Akson. Ia., $1; J. G.
Woman IB the equal of man in Islam. She has a ~I
lJ:? upon re l~IOus topics was intPre~ting and
d
mstruct1v. He pa1d his respects to the Protestant Hill, M. D., anil J. Will Hudson, Elma, Wash., $4;
sou1 an goes to heaven like man. In marriage she ministers by saying that they were the greatest· set Et•a Mar~ en, Pennacook, N. H., $1; B. Thorpe, Beaver
bast her t private
and t.be husband cannot of cowards in the world, and, although they know ¥~f:.i $-:~s., $1; 0. ':· Brayton, Brayton, N. Y., $2.
t' apartment
. h
en er a a~y ~~e wit out her permission. She is the great danger that threatens us from the incur~ most hear.tily appz:eciate t!Ie aid whichthese generous
a separate mdividual, and her property rights hav sions of Romanism, they do not care to speak fnends hav given me 1n my t1me of ne~>d and shall repay
been respected for the last twelve hundred years. · against it tbemselvs nor to encourage others to do 80 them ~s soo,n as I. can do s?, but I am not yet out of my
«hfficulttes, and If I can raise a hundred and
. The
bav never converted
Aft er a day~
' journey I arrived in Correctionville,· financtal
· 1 Christian
· t ll'
tmissionaries
lVI
fi~ty or two hundred dollarR more, I can get along, and it
a .smg e I~ e Ige~
~bammedan. They will never a prosperous VIllage of one thousand inhabitants Will be al! I ~sk. I would. be glad to borrow it of anyone
dJscuss.witb
Islamite, for they know 81't ua t ed m
· tb e S ioux Valley, in northwestern Iowa.' ?n a year s timA and pay SIX or even ten per cent interest
tb
ll b an
b mtelhgent
t
ey WI
e ea en in philosophy, theology and A. H. Petty met me and conducted me to the local If I could get it, for I must get help from somewhere or
perhaps be .compelled to stop this cartoon work, which
history every time. When they want convert~ they h 0 t 1
bav to go to the slums and buy them.
e ' which is kept by himself. Mr. Pettv is the I d«? not like to do. I once could giv a mortgage as sefor a loan, but now I hav nothing but my word of
It will thus be seen bow much more civilized re- leading Freethinker of the place. In his office may curity
,
be found copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Fre€- honoz: to offer, which, I am glad to ~ay, has never been
9-uestwned QY those who know me. I do not feel like air·
spectable, and common-sensed Islam is than ortho- thought works.
mg my own private troubles, to explain why I am now
dox
Christianity.
It
is
in
doctrin
much
like
radical
At
tb
h
I
1
t
d
e opera ouse
ec ure upon the subject financially embarrassed, as it would take too Ion~ but
U 't . Ch . t' ·t
m ar1an
riB lam Y·
"Popular Evidences in F
f C · · · ' the shamel~ss rascality of _some parties whom I supfiOSed
So long as Webb is dealing with a Christian he Tested" Ab t t
avorh o
hristi!"mty were my fnends, and the Illn.ess of my wife, hav not only
.
tb fl
'th b'
k
.
on wo years ago, w en Mr Jamieson taken
all I had, but left me m debt. The Truth Seeker
can Wipe
e oor WI
1m and 11ock him out. was here
Ch · t'
th
·
every time Islam is away ahead of Christianity. strongest' CB~J?~.
riB Ian ron
putwforth the Co. yay m~ for my work all they can afford to, and under
Mohammedanism is really a r formation of Chris- ished and d~lB Ill~ argume~ --:-tegdgs.
hen I fin- ordmary Circumstances we cnuld g~ t along well and save
. •t
d ·
t
f
.
1scuss10n was mv1 e
the Rev Mr money, but b~d luck overtakes the best of us at times.
IB grea
ar-reachmg,
and more Powell ' of the Congrega t'wna1 ch nrc
' h mvite
· · 'a all· If any are so situated to make me any Jurther loanfl, they
t 1am ly,tban th
R f er, more
t'
f L
·can send. money by any of the usual methods and address
mora
an e P orma IOn o
utber. But when present to attend his church
th f
S
J)le at th1~ place.
W4TBON f.(EBTO~.
·Webb gets into a Liberal club be finds it different day. He declined to say a~;thi:g \1°';~~lic u~
$a'(t .P~eflo, Cal., Box 24~.
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Observations.
with what Mr. B. F. Undf>rwood used to call their
I read with admiration in THE TRUTH SEEKER of subjectiv thought projected into objectivity. I hav

D~cember the 9th Mr. S. P. Putnam's defense of ~lways be~ieved they were victims of the old relighi13 course in selectin~ Freethought as his special wus deluswn about a future life, and that as tl:: e be-

field of labor, to the exclusion of those reforms
which embrace Socialism, Anarchism, road improvement, local autonomy, prohibition, the finance
q:uestion, the. social evil, and particularly the relatwns of cap1tal and labor. I admired it so much
that 1 was sorry I had not written it myself in
order that my admiration might be unmixed with
envy.
But if Putnam has shown by argument why the
Liberal lecture: should stic3: to his text, like the
shoemaker to h1s last or the postage stamp to its
envelope, Mr. John R. Charlesworth has demonstrated that proposition by illustration. For my
own part, I hav perused no remarks on government
that satisfied my 1ongings like those of Thomas
Paine, who maintained that the state was a neces·
. s_ary evil, like a jail for example, although he did
not refer specifically to that kind of institution.
Following out Paine's notion, I hav been forced to
conclude that we hav as Httle reason to be proud of
the state house where laws are enacted as of the
state prison where they are executed; and that
'\Vhereas the penitentiary is a blot on civilization, the
aforesaid state house is equally so, and a still
greater burden to the extent that it is not so near
self-supporting. Furthermore, if empty jails are a
matter over which we may congratulate ourselvR,
then empty and echoing halls of congress should
likewise be the subject of general felicitation. But
the prospect, as I say with regret, is that while the
progress of enlightenment and the softening influimces of humane teachings bid fair to reduce our
criminal class, and while we may look forward to
the depopulation of our jails, our state houses increase in size and the crop of legislators is multiplying. As Mr. Paine noted in his own day, the
complexit-y of the state and the expense of maintaining it increase ,in about the proportion that they
ought to diminish.
So when I see Freethought advocates exalt the
state ag Mr. Charlesworth does, or proposing to extend its functions and enlarge the evil under the
system of Socialism, as Mr. Wakeman does, I feel
like asking them to reread Mr. Putnam's defense
and resolve to confine themselvs to the fight against
U!!urpations committed in the name of the church
and the church-state. They will find all the strength
necessary to this resolution if they will but consider
'what immense strides Freethought has enabled civ·mzation to make and how little has been accom:plished in that d~rection by labor agitation and
'legislativ quackery. I turn Mr. Charlesworth over
·to the merciful severity of Mr. E. C. Walker and
:that other correcter of popular error, my Uncle
·Benjamin R. Tucker.
: The recently elected Masterworkman Sovereign
the Knights of Labor declares himself to be an
out-and-out free trader ; that is, he believes that
when an American citizen has paid the owner's'price
for an· article in Europe or elsewhere, together with
the cost of transportation to these shores, he has a
right to bring his property home with him. I can
not imagin how the opposit of this proposition can
be defended by any one who ever heard of justice ;
nor can I understand how men who extort from
such citizen in the nam:J of tarifl a percentage of
the value of his property hav escaped the penalty
attached to piracy on the high seas.
o~

Verdicts for damages, aggregating $13,537, hav
been returned against three New York daily papers,
. guilty of libel. Some time ago a man and woman
of Toronto traveled in company from that city to
this, where the woman met her husband. The
papers called it an elopement. and were sued and
mulcted as they ought to. hav been. The e1opement of a man and a woman is a matter of taste,
but malicious libel is a crime. A man and a woman,
though both married to other~:~, may elope with
cleaner minds and hav less criminal intent than the
newspaper managers who publish the facts because
they are supposed to be nasty.
There is a class of people who, when the devil
fails to find other mischief for their idle hands to
· do, fall to criticising their betters. I am one of
that class, and my pr~sent drive is at Otto W ettstein, who, as my conceit prompts me to say, is
wasting time and occupying space vainly, jabbing
away at the spirits. I would as soon think of .barking at the moon, or of trying to bite a chunk out Qf it
with my teeth, as to attempt to disprove the exist'ence of spirits. The Spiritualists mind their own
busiu~ss better than I do, but I bear them no
'grudge on that account. They hold their public
eeances or their little private circles and commune

liev:ers in gods attributed all mysterious things to
varwus and sundry gods, so the Spiritualisf;s refer
them to spirits of various and sundry defunct persons. They mix a lot of new and unexplained facts
with the ancient and unproved theory of continued existence, and there you hav Spiritualism.
Except for the said theory of continued existence,
they would never hav thought of spirits. They
wou1d hav catalogued the facts with other natural
facts, and·would hav. been plain, unvarnished Materialists~ B;It the Spiritualists hav no clubs or
laws, and ask from the state on1y the protection accorded to persons who believe otherwise ; therefore,
they are our friends, or at least not our enemies.
May their tribe increase by continuing to deplete
the ranks of the churchians.
I confess to inability to read Spiritualistic literature with patience greater than that with which
I peruse theological sermons. The language of the
average Spirit-ualist lecturer or writer is awful in its
vacuity, like a bottomless chasm. It abounds in
words of vague meaning, and its construction baffi.es
grammatical analysis. We read about the entical,
the phenomenal, the · auditiv, the translucent, the
psychologi~ally apparent, the intuitivly perceptiv,
the excarnate, the clairaudient, the ethereal, and the
atmospherically diaphanous.
The use of these
terms may be compatible with profound thinking,
but I believe that a balloon inflated with them wou1d
float.
The opponents of Spiritualism hav the same
fault. Speaking of "manifestations,'· Mr. W ettstein says that unless proof is forthcoming
" all phenomena based upon such hypothesis must
be relegated to the repertoire of the theurgist or
vendor of legerdemain." Gaze on these words" phenomena," "hypothesis," "relegated," "repertoire," "theurgist," " legerdemain ! " Under such
a blanket of Greek, Latin, and French it is no wonder the writer lost sight of his original idea,
thought out, doubtless, in Anglo-Saxon. And that
the idea is lost anyone who notes the positions in
which "phenomena " and " hypothesis" are placed
will see at once. Phmomena do not hav a hypothesis for a base. Relativly, the hypothesis is on
top. My observation convinces me that the consideration of Spiritual theories dissipates the moisture of the think-tank, and makes the brain rattle.
Writing and talking persons far advanced in the
study of the occult should return to the dewy grass
and take a fresh start. They may without offense
be misunderstood by others, but it is a more serious
matter when their writing passes the comprehension
of themselvs.
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Englislt Spelling- Immoral.
In Mr. Putnam's notice of Cnlonel Smart's admirable
lectnre on schools befm·e thA 1\:t:<J.nhattan Liheral Club,
given in THE TRUTH SEEKER for Dec. 16th, kindly mention was made of my f<'w remarks on that occagion. I
spoke of the need which existed for 1\ thorough teaching
of pho ics in all grades of schools, and the necessity for a
reform in spelling to lessen the timf' and labor now anent
in learning to read and write. Colonel Swart's lecture
was on "The Relation of State to the Sohools," and he
touched, though briefly, on the teaching of morality in
schools, which he con•idered might be done without religions instruction. He said that when a child was taught
that two and two are four it was a lesson in morality, because it was teaching a truth, and truth was the foundation of morality. · To this ideal of moral teaohingnamely, the presentation of truth alone to children-he
thought that all ·instruction shonlil conform, and that
such instruction ~<honld be exemplified and enforced by
the teacher's absolute truthfulness in all dealings with the
children.
When J rose to express my hearty ooncnrrence with the
lecturer's views, it was my intention to hav called special
attention to Colonel Smart's declaration .that truthfulneB"! should be the. basis of all instruction whether in history, science, or moralR, and from it to deilnce the conclusion that Engli.~h spelling is nne nf the mnst immoral
things that can be taught to children. But there was
not time to elucidate the subject, and so I spared the
audience, trusting to be allowed in TH:m TRUTH SEEKER
al! opportunity to substantiate the claim that English
spelling is immoral because it is untruthful to the law of
phonetics, upon which is baseil the repl"esentation of
moderu spoken lammages; namely, that the letters of an
alphabet are intended to represent the sounds which compose the words of its language.
Lord Lytton asks in his novel, "The Caxtons," "How
can a sy,tem of education flourish that begins with so
monstrous a falseh'lod, which the sense of hearing suffices
to contradict?" The child is taught that b-o-n-e is prono)lnced bone, but that d-o-n-e is called dun,- that t-oe-s
is toes, hut that d-o-e-s sounds duz; th11.t t· o-n-e is tone,
but that g-o-n-e is gawn. The word leaf has ea to denote
the sound of long e, while be•j has P.e for t.he same sound,
and chief has ie. Each letter in the alphahet has from
two to eight varying sounds, and n<>arly every sound of
the language is denoted with from two to half a dozen
differPnt letters or combinations of lettera, and t.hP.re are
no certain rules to guide the learner in the selection of
either letters or sonnds.i so that the spelling and pronunciation of every worct has to be learned as a separate
lesson. In these respects our written and printed language resembles Chinese more than it does any modern
tongue.
In September, 1885, t.he Pop11.lar Science .JJfonthly
published an article by Frederic A. Fernald..!.. now editor
of Our Language, entitled "How Spelling J.Jamages the
Mind?" All Liberals intereBted in education should read
this essay. Mr. Fernald says: "Here is a chief source of
the incnpacity for thinking which academy and college
students bring into the science laboratories. This irrational process, taken up when the child enters school, occupying a large share of his time, and continued for six
or eight years, has a powerful influence in shaping his
plastic mind. When at last he is allowed to take np the
study of nature, at tbe wrong end of his school course,
what wonder that he sits with folded hands, waiting to be
told facts to commit to memory, that he cannot realize
what a law is, and does not know how to use his reason in
obtaining knowleflge? Rational eilncation will never
flourish as it should 1ill a reformation in the teaching of
reading ani! spelling has been accomplished."
Furthermore, Mr. J. H. Gladstone, member of the
school board for London, has computed the number of
hours spent by children in learning to read and spell English to be 2,320, while, in gaining an equal knowledge of
their nativ language, Italian children spend only 945
hours. The difference amounts to nearlyt.wo school years,
and shows under what a disadvantage English-speaking
children labor.'
Note what the distingnishPd Max Muller says in reference to the anomalies of English Ppelling: "I know there
are persons who can defeJ)a anything, and hold that it is
due to this very disciplin that the English character is
what it is; that it retains respect for anthorHy; that it
does not require a reason for everything, and that it does
not admit th>Lt what is inconceivabl<l is therefore impossible. Even English orthodoxy has been traced back to
t.hat hidden source, because a child accustomed to believe
that t-h·o-u-g-h is tho, and t-h-r-o-u-g-h is thr>~., would
afterward believe anything. It may be so; still I doubt
whether even such objects would justify such means."
The effect of this constant dependence on authority
alone-of calling that cnrrect spelling which is utterly repugnant to reason and common sense-works injury to
the mental powers. It is calculated to dwarf the rPason,
to cripole the judgment, and to prepare young people for
unhesitating credence in all the snperslitions of the past
and present age. A~trological and theolo!?ical dogmas,
which call for implicit faith in spite of reason, hav the
way prepared for their acceptance by the arbitrary decisions of the dictionary. The spelling of every word is,
in fact, a miracle which the child is peremptorily called
upon to believfl; and when the young student is thor·
oughly convinced that althou~h b-o-n-e spells bone, o-n e
sounds wun, he is prepared to believe that myths are
facts, and that caprice and not law rules the universe.
Such spelling is immoral, and should be especially obnoxious to Freethinkers.
ELIZA B, BURNz.
SPELLING REFO'lM RooMS,
24 Clinton Place, New York.

At the old Koster and Bial theater, Twenty-third
street and Sixth avenue, there are on exhibition
about seven hundred specimens of the instruments
of torture used on church and state offenders in the
Middle Ages. A few. days ago the Editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER detailed me to visit the exhibition
and write a description of it for these columns. I
did the visiting and inspecting with the idea that
the result could be used as material for a pa~agraph
in these Observations, and with that thought in my
mind, I began the work of telling the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER what they would see for the ad~
mission price of fifty cents.
I had read of these
instruments of torture, and presumed that I
knew what they were; but I now find that simple
description could convey no notion of them. As
the advertisers say, they must be seen to be appreciated; but as everybody cannot see them, the only
recourse is to illustration, and the Editor has suggested the introduction of ·cuts. Furthermore, the
exhibit is so large that my essay has grown to considerable length, and I hav got permission to make
a special article on the subject, which, with tee
cuts, is likely to occupy two or three pages of this
paper, and I shall not complain if it is made into a
pamphlet. It is a gruesome subject, not to be
lightly treated. These old instruments of torture
show how Christianity was propagated a few hundred years ago as plainly as old spinning-wheels
and looms show how the manufacture of cloth was
WM. CooK the veteran Freethinker of Savannah, Mo.,
introduced. I am not bragging about my treatment of the case, but I wish that a million people sa.vs: "I hav read 'Abraham Lincoln: Was He A
Christian?' It is a grand effort, and shows a master
could. s2e the illustrations.
As exhibiting the workman."
method by which the religion of love got followers,
DR. L. G. JA.NltS delivered a very brilliant lecture on
they cannot be equaled.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
''Cosmic Evolution as Related to Ethics," before the
Brooklyn Philosophical Association laPt Sunday afterOn Sunday evening next, 24th, Dr. J. H. Duren Ward noon He tried to show that Nature was just as moral as
will giv a free lecture under the auspices of the Science man, and that she taught jnst as many moral lessons as
Sermons Society, in the lecture room of Rev. Robert the life experience of man does. One critic said he did
Collyer's church, Park avenue, corner of 34th street,
not owe nature anything, not even his existence, but the
The ~ubject will be "A Christmas Sermon, with the His- doctor soon showed him that he did. It was, as all agre€d 1
one of the best lectures of the season.,
tory of Christmas,"

•
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CnosBY, TEx., Dec. 9, 1893.
Mn. EDITOR: Send THE TRUTH SEEKER
to the appended address. Find inclosed
posts] note for $3.
There are several
people in this county who would be Freethinkers if they knew how. Some friend
·sent me a copy of your paper, which has
been the means of my sending you this
.subscription.
J. C. HARVEY.

and the whale is by Talmage sufficiently
chewed and rechewed, some of his listeners may, to please him, try to swallow it,
but many, like the whale, not being able
to digest Jonah, vomit him forth. The
learned reverend might, with much more
propriety, put another "if," and ask:
" 'If' the Lord had not opened the month
of the ass and the eyes of Balaam, what
would hav been the consequence?" Or,
"If yon stop paying the preacher, would
there be much preaching?" Not much!
H. BERNHARD.

Well Pleased with Heston, of Conr8e.

Wants Paine's Eye Opener.

R-reD CANoN, 'VYo., Dec. 2, 18113.
1\fn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed monev
·ori!er for $3.50, for which send THE TRUTH
SEEKER for one year, and" Old Testament
Stories Comically lllustrated." If the
times were not so hard I am sure I could
get quite a good sized club here. We are
all well pleaood with Mr. Heston's cart.oons. John Peck is a full bushel.
0. W. PURLEIGH.

AsToRIA, ILL., Dec. 4, 1893.
1\ln. EDIToR: Inclosed please find
twenty-five cents, for Thomas Paine's
"Age of Reason." I hav heard quite a
good deal about it and want to read it.
I was amused the other day, when looking through my brother's TRUTH SEEKER,
to read the letter written by the man who
saw so much superstition at the World's
Fair on Sunday. I at~ended the Fair one
Sunday and don't believf'l I ever thought
of superstition once. My comrade and I
took a boat ride in the morning, and when
the church bells were ringing I remarked
to him tbat this seemed less like Sunday
to me than any other Sunday of all my
life. How differently people see things in
this world. I don't hold to any belief
strictly and don't see anything so terrible
about churches. If the man that gave
Shenandoah, !a., such a bard name will
come to Astoria he will find a town with
plenty of church people and as good as
any for morality. I don't claim that the
churches are responsible for our good
little village, but we are certainly no worse
off for having them.
J As. H. HoRNE_R.
[The man who found the superstition at
the World's Fair on Sunday had his mind's
eye open and so knew that most of the
exhibits were covered because superstition
had the brains of the exhibitors in its
grasp, making them believe the ridiculous
nonsense that it is wrong to look on the
productions of men and the beauties of
nature on a particular day of the week.
Mr. Horner altjo saw, but he did not ask
why. Knowledge is necessary to enable
ns to mall-e good use of the forces of
nature. Money put into churches and
preaching is wasted because it i"' used to
instruct the people in regard to supermundane persons and places about which
the teachers know no more than their
pupils. Hence Astoria-and every other
place where churches exist-is distinctly
worse oft because of their presence.
And again-how long could our correspondent say that his Christian neighbors
are "as good as any" if they put in practice the teachings of their sacred book?ED. T. S.]

What a Sample Copy Did.

A Subscriber for Twenty Year~.
FoRESTVILLE, N.Y., Dec. 6, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to say that I hav
taken THlll TRUTH SEEKER for twenty years
:and more and I do not propose to do without it now, althon~h I am in my Pightythird year. Please find inclosed $4, for
which I want the paper another year,
"Religion a Curse," ''Crimes of Preach·ers," and "Old Testament Stories Comicslly Illnstrated." MRs. J. W. BENNETT.
It Will Go All Right.
OxFoRD, N. S., Dec. 6, 1893.
1\'In. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postoffice order for $3 to renew my subscription. Not long ago I owned a book entitled "The Bible Analyzed." One day a
rChristinn friend of mine rmw this book
ani! wanted to reail it. I let him hav it,
and he thought so much of it he wanted
to keep it, so I made him a present of it.
If you hav another one for me. and think
you can get it throngh the mRils, send it
along and I will remit the price.
E. H. SCHURMAN.

Has Little Faith in the Leading Parties.

BuCKLEY, WAsH., Dec. 1, 1893.
Mn. EmToR: Good, Brother Peck! keep
on with your financial articles., There are
many Liberals in this country who know
nothing about finance, and at the s~me
time think they know it all. I am afraid
we will soon be in the soup if nothing is
done wit.h our money and banking s:vst&m;
but the question is, Can it be rie-hted by
voting for McKinleyism and Clevelandism? It is high time the Liberals of this
land woke up and studied this important
question.
Inclosed find Uncle Sam's order for $3
l\listaken Identity ; or, a Plain Drunk
for the grand old TRUTH SEEKER.
Transformed to Religions Intoxication.
Yours truly,
MARTIN GnAw.
WATSONToWN, PA., Dec. 10, 1893.
Talmage BelievE's the Dible,
Mn. EDIToR: Thf'l Shamokin, Pa., corSTRASBURG, ILL., Dec. 3, 1893.
respondent of the New York World will
Mn. EmToR: Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, please stand np to hear me denounce him
in his recent sermon on the "Ifs" of the as a liar. I refer to the dispatch printed
Bible, asks his listenP.rl'l, readers, and on page 773 of THE Tnu rH SEEKER, Dec.
flupes: "If the boat of leaves made water- 9, and taken from the New York World:
tight, in which the infant Moses sailed the
"James Starks, an iron-worker, was
Nile, had sunk, who would hav led Israel stricken dumb eight months ago for blasout of Egypt?" We refer the reverend phemy."
to Numbers xx, 16, where MosPs himself
J nst think! an iron-worker in Shamokin!
Aent word to the king of Edom, saying: Who ever heard of iron works in Shamo"And when we cried unto the Lord, he kin? The dispatch is dated November 23heard our voice, and sent an a11gel, nnd and I was in Sham-okin on November 1:1:
had brought ns forth out of Egypt." The and could find no works save coal mines.
learned divine does not ask his dupes: ''If But then, I suppose, the iron works and
Moses had not commanded his people to iron workers got into Shamokin between
borrow from the Egyptians, where would the 17th and 23d of November. Only six
hav been the golden calf?" Nor does he days erecting iron works and getting iron
tell them that "If" the boat had sunk, workers!
Moses could not hav told of his birth, his
Bnt this did not happen in Shamokin,
death, and the whole creation story.
nor eight months ago. It happened at
He says: "We hav theological semi- Milton, Pa., which is twenty-five miles
naries which spend most of their time and from Shamokin. Yes, the man was
their learning and their geuins in the stricken. It was probably over a year
manufacturing of ' Ifs.'
With that ago. At the time the Milton /S'tandard, a
weaponry are assailed the Pentateuch, and paper owned and edited by a lot of temt.he miracles, and the divinHy of Jesus perance fanatics, gave out the news first.
Christ. Almost everybodv is chewing on No f!Ooner had it appeared in that paper
an "If." Mr. Talmage himself chews and than my friends made a rush on me with.
rechews the same ends for half an hour, copies of the paper: "It would hav a tenbut we cannot know what part of the ends dency to bring Mr.· Piehl over to the fold,
his mental stomach is able to digest, "if" as we are in need of bright young men
any. He seems to think himself called upon like him," said one of these moral suckers.
to chew ani! rechew and leave others to do But the flattery. Holy hump, what a
the swallowing. "If" the story of J o I. a bright young man! Gee whiz! Bnt when

the horrible agonies of this man Starks
were all explained to Mr. Diehl he was
reticent, but refused to believe the story
until it was investigated. At his leisure
Mr. Diehl investigated the case. Here is
the result of the investigation:
Mr. Starks, iron-worker, drunk for one
year. At times could not talk. Some religions friends got him sober long enough
to go to church. When sober he could
talk; when drunk be could not.
I most cordially invite the liar of the
World to investigate the case and Prove
himself a liar and save me the trouble.
I want to giv a tip to the telegraph editors of the metropolitan papers that this ill
a bad cottJ.mnnity to hav such dispatches
sent out from. Your humble servant reads
every daily and weekly newspaper published in central Pennsylvania, and is personally acquainted with half the editors of
the state.
The church, in this case, is to be congratulated for getting Mr. Starks sober
long enough to giv him a dose of religion,
but when .that wore off he again began to
wet his whistle and could not talk or hear.
Or, in the words of the closing paragraph
of the dispatch: "When it [the vision)
vanished, he was unable to speak or hear.''
The fact of the whole matter iii it was It
plain drunk such u.s we rell.d ot in the daily
press e'Very day.
Oross exablination most respectfully solicited.
J. WARD DIEHL

A Stirring Eleemosynary Appeal.
BRoNsoN, MICH., Dec. 11, 1893.
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, My Dear !Sir:
I cannot conscientiously longer postpone
a sadly neglected duty, and therefore
take the liberty of addressing yon in
regard to a matter that has at various
times been uppermost in my mind only to
be temporarily crowded out by something
else requiring immediate attention.
Cannot something liberally generous be
done to relieve the wants, so nearly approaching destitution, of our superannuated agitators, thinkers, and writers in
the Freethonght cause? Is it not a crying
dise-race, a cankerous shame, that the
brave, self-abnegating pioneers of "auld
lang syne," who so grandly poured forth
upon progression's altar their time, their
talents, their money, and their strength,
should be allowed to die by inches during
the last few years of their lives, isolated,
neglected, forsaken, and forgotten? Is
there any other sect, clique, or clan in the
world of civilization that thus treats its
lifetime loyal evangels?
It is enough to make one's heart bleed
to listen to J. H. Cook's narration of how
he is compelled to exist in a board shanty
on :fifty cents a week; and then to think
that poor, conrageonsoldJeremiah Hacker
is trying to be contentedly comfortable on
an annuity of $1001
It was an inspiring sight to witness the
exuberant joy of the venerable Dr. Cook
as he bent forward to pick np the dollars
that were showered at his feet during the
late Chicago Freethongbt convention, and
to hear his heartfelt exclamation of "Frt.>e
silver! Free silver I" The episode is an
indication (if any were needed) that Infidels are not without charitable impulses
and that all that is lacking is a concerted
movement to attract their attention to the
imperativ needs of their fellow-creatures.
The world owes yon a debt of gratitude
that it never can fully repay for your
noble contribution of time, strength, and
money, by which the rugged pathway to
the grave of grand old Walt Whitman was
smoothed down and made easier endurable. Like all prominent Humanitarians,
yon no doubt are in these dread days of
:financial depression met with frequent,
ever-recurring draughts upon your fund
for charity. Still, can you not in the near
future find the leisure to devote the time
and proceeds of at least one lecture to in
like manner put beyond want for the hal-.
ance of their not many remaining days a
few more such worthy retired warriors in
the :field of rationalistic propagandism?
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES.
·NOTE TO TRUTH SEEKER READERs.-In
the meantime, while awaiting the satisfactory arrangement of some practical
plan for the permanent amelioration and
relief of the poor and aged veterans, who
are impelled, by time's inroads on tpeir.
vitality, to step down from activ campaign-

ing, why should not every peruser of this
appeal take upon himself the self-imposed
pleasure of at once remitting to .T. Haeker,
Vineland, N. J., and J. H. Oook, Columbus; Kan., also to any other known
deserving parties similarly situated, a few
dollars or dimes as a holiday present? Mr.
Hacker will return copies of his bree2!y1
rollicking rhymes, all of which ate well
worth reading, t hav set the eltampte
myself by contributing in advance of the
inditing of this effusion, all of which has
been wh(llly unsolicited by any of the
parties hoped to be benefited by its
preparation and publication.
J. F. R.

My Talk nt a Funeral.
CoLuMBus, KAN., Sept. 22, 1893.
Mn. EDIToR: My best friend~ and neighbors, who came here just after I did
twenty-three years ago-Mr. and Mrs.
Evans-are noble, kind, honest, industrious, genial, progressiv Freethinkers.
They took THE TRUTH SEEKER ten years,
Their house has always been freely and
gladly open to all Freethinkers and itinerant lecturers, who were made welcome
and departed with happy and lasting. fll1•
pressiotl!i.
These parents ha~ been very unfortunate in losing children, as well as in many
other losses. On September 19th I was
called upon to speak briefly at the funeral
of their son, a promising, industrious,
affectionate boy ten years old. He died
so suddenly and unexpectedly-being sick
but a few days-that the family were inexpressibly grieved, and only copious
tears could relieve the pressure. The
grief was sympathetically shared by all
present, and it was a sorrowful audience,
Christians and heretics mingling their
tears. Mr. and Mrs. Evans, although
Freethinkers, hav many friends and few
or no enemies.
Two nights before the funeral 1 came
near dying myl!elf. alone, in one of my
states of "nervous exhaustion," and 1 was
in poor physical condition to· speak.
There was no one· else to represent the
views or voice the sentiments of the
parents.
Most of those present ware
Christians. There were two datholics
and Eeveral " holiness people,,; whose religion is greatly emotional, bas"d upon a
blind faith, and who say they cannot sin!
This was the eighth time T had spoken
in that house-at the funerals of six of
their own children, one adopted child,
and a brother of Mrs. Evans, Most of
those who were there would not hav come
to hear anything from me they did not
believe on any occasion but a funeral.
Some of them were so full of ignorance
and prejudice; that they did not want to
hear a single word oonoerning the saving and human truth I told them. It
a Christian preacher had said all I did, it
would hav been, at least much of it, "all
right." What I said was to the living, not
to or for the dead, I ga'Ve briefly my
views of this life; its significance and how
to make the most of it. I pointed out to
them the fallacy of always going to be
happy, but never getting to it; cheating
onrselvs out of life now and expecting to
make it np in "mansions in the skies";
in some imaginary, improved, impossible
"heaven above."
I briefly advocated cremation for sanitary and economical reasons. I .cannot
write all I said. Of course to some it was
an awful funeral talk. A German Mennonite preacher present said I did not
"giv much consolation." I suppose he
thought I should hav spoken of his Christ,
the savior; of the Christian's airy-built
heaven; of the dead boy's immortal soul,
and said that his affiicted parents would
meet him "beyond the river"; of all of
which I knew nothing and neither does
he. I closed by quoting "The world is
my country, to do good mv religion,"
from Thomas Paine, whom Christians
hate. I said I wanted everybody to be
healthy, long-lived, and happy; to be
honest, just, and truthful; to Iiv free,
natural lives; to hav all the products of
their labor, aud all their wants supplied.
That, I said, is my religion. If any one here
has anything better I will. drop mine an l
accept it. One woman exclaimed; " I
hav," and I presume she felt so. . When I
had stopped talking, an ignorant, credulous, misled, emotional "holiness woman •
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knelt before Mrs. Evans and prayed for
her " soul."
At the grave I sang two verses from
Pope's "UriivArsal Prayer," and thus
ended one of the most pathetic and, to me
impressiv funerals I ever attended.
'

acting upon the surrounding coldness, so
to speak, generates some more of his
"goodness and mercy," in the form of the
ring-tailed, rip-roaring, snorting, deathdealing, and hell-raising cyclone that playfully chaseth other thousands of the aforesaid American people up the p:roverbial
morning glory vine.
Then as soon as the dear American people hav planted their crops, your God goes
to work and cuts up what "goodness and
mercy" he had left over from making
snow, double-geared lightning, and bobtailed cyclones, into smaller pieces (so that
they will go farther) to each of which he
attaches several pairs of legs and wings, a
pair of eyes, and then, after injecting
sleepless appetites, sends them forth in the
shape of cut-worms, chintz-bugs, grasshoppers, etc., to destroy the crops of the
farmers 80 that they will hav no doubts
that your partner's ''goodness and
mercy" are surely following them. Sometimes this omnipotent cuss gets recklessly
generous and magnanimous toward the
American people, and cuts his "goodness
and mercy" up into strips from two to ten
feet long, and puts a lot of rattles on one
end of these strips and a pair of wicked
and fascinating eyes, a forked tongue, a
Pair of sharp and poisoned fangs, and two
self-filling-and-never-empty-sacs of deadly
poison on the other end, and then sends
these writhing and hissing pieces of
" goodness and mercy" into the grass the
harvest fields, the orchards, the wood~, by
streams and waters among the fruits and
flowers, and in th~ paths and high-ways,
so that the American people will hav no
trouble in finding them.

81.1.

I nibs would certainly make a jim dandy lunatic are not, except with priestcrsft,

secretary of agriculture. As " his eyes synonymous.
were as a flame P.f fire and his feet like fine
In plain English, the Lord had better
brass, and a sharp, two-edged sword sticks stav where he is. Should he come here, his
out of his month" (Rev. i, 14, 15, 16); and visit is likely to end in his getting hanged.
"smoke comes out of his nostrils, and If the record be true, he got crucified
fire out of his month" (2 Sam. xxii, 9); when he visited us before, and to come
Like leaves on the trees the race of man is
and get hanged now is a poor prospect. It
and ''horns coming out of his hands" is likely the fact of this prospect before
found:
Now falling off, now withering on the
(Hab iii, 4, 5); and "his tongue is a de- his mind's eye keeps him awav. In reground.
•
vonring fire" (lsa. xxx, ~7); a_?-d as he gard to the hanging of the Lord, the seer
So g-enerations in their course decay·
makes and controls the hghtnmg_. s, cy- of Ecclefechan inclined to my oninion.
So flourish these when those hsv passed
th
k
fl. d
t1
One evening, at a small literary gathering
01
ones, ear qua es, 00 8• pes 1 ences, at which Carlyle was present. writes areaway.
08
and can walk upon ~he sea, and
,?- fe~d cent anecdotist, a lady, who was somewhat
,'f. H. Coox.
five thons~nd men ":th five small blscmts .noted for her "muslin theologv," was beand two httle sardmes, and hav twelve wailing the wickedness of the Jews in not
basketfuls left over afte_ r the men had _all receiving Christ, and ended her diatribe
d h
1 t th
t
t
t
against them by expressing her regret that
gorge t ems.e vs 0 eu u mos capaCl Y he had not appeared in our own time.
All About God's "Goodness and Mercy"
(St. John V1, 10-:13), he would surely "How delighted," said she, "we should
to the American People.
make the bsngest km_d of a ban~- up score- all hav been .to throw our doors open to
tary of war. There 1s not a natwn on the him and to listen to his divine precepts!
DENVER,. CoL., Dec. 6, 1893.
face o{ the earth who would dare to tackle Don't yon think so, Mr. Carlyle?" "No,
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND, near Sir: In
f
fi - h fi ht
t
madam, I don't. I. think that, had he
~R _or a ms
g
or _0 even spar 6 come very fashionably dressed with plenty
concluding your inaugural address on
1
hm~ted n~ber ~~ rounds, ~ we,~ad such of money, and preaching doctrine palataMarch 4, 1893, yon said: " Above all, I
a np-snortmg
heavy weight at the able to the. higher orders, I might hav had
know there is a Supreme Being, who rules
head of our w_su department. W~ wonld the honor of receiving from yon a card of
the affairs of men, and whose goodness and
not need to. bnlld any more expens1v, stee1 invitation, on the back of which would be
mercy hav always followed the American
d
1d
d d
t th
written, 'To meet our Savior;' but if he
arm
ore uonc a 8' an
ecora e · em had come, uttering his sublime precepts,
people, and I know he will not turn from
with cann?n: Krupp g~ns, to;pedoe~; and and denouncing the PharisP.es, and assous now if we humbly ~nd reverently seek
other ?hnstmn toys With ~.hlCh to love ciating with the publicans and lower orhis powerful aid."
our neighbors as onrselvs, all we would ders, as he did, yon would hav treated him
Now, Mr. Cleveland, as you know there
hav to do to make_ our coast d_efense per- much as the Jews did, and hav cried out,
is a Supreme Being, yon are just the man
f t
Id b t 0 t th Am
f1a t
'take him to Newgate, and hang him!'"
~c won_
e
~e
e
encan g _ 0 Hugh Price Hughes might, as a bnsinABB
for whom I hav been looking these many
his ommpotent tall, and t~en hav ~lm speculation, interview the Lord for the
years. I hav been offering $20,000 reward
walk up and down the Atlantic and PaCl~c JJfethodist 1imes, and ask him his npin(and the offer is yet good) for proof of the
coasts every day on the water, so that h1s ions of his (H. P. H.'s) celebratad "Conexistence of said Supreme Being, but I
feet would not get hot from_ walking. _
verted Atheist Shoemaker." The Lord
hsv never yet been able to get one iota of
G
might bluntly remind H. P. H. that car1usion 1 tain
Now,
my
dear
rover,
m
cone
parties shall bav their portion in the
proof. How do yon know there is such a
must again request yon to send me. the lake which bnrneth with fire and brimbeing? Did yon ever, or can yon, see him?
proofs of the existence of a supreme stone. H. P. H. is a "superior person,"
Did yon ever, or can yon, hear him? Did
being who is always tagging around after and wonld not stand being spoken to in
yon ever, or can yon, taste him? Did yon
the American people, and yet will not do a this fashion. He would pick up his hat
There
are
thousands
upon
thousands
of
ever, or can yon, smell him? Did you
blame thing for them unless they pat him and gloves and walk out, leaving the Lord
to ruminate. Outside we. can fancy H. 1'.
ever, or can yon, feel him? If you ever the American people whose faces are all
on the back and say "pretty please" to H.meetingHolyJoeParker. "Havyonso
saw him, what does he look like? About horrible pitted and scarred from having him. Send me the proof and I will pay soonquittedthepresenceoftheLord?"asks
how old is he? How tall is he? How come into contact with some choice bits of yon $50,000 cash for your trouble, and Parker, in devout astonishment. "Lord,
much would his nibs weigh in his stocking your partner's "goodness and mercy," in will also apologize for l11inking yon a indeed! A pretty Lord. Do you know
feet and his right mind? What is his the shape of small-pox. Oh, yes, Grover, demagog and fakir. The proof must be that over that Atheist shoemaker story of
he asgoodascalledme a--?" "Oh,
complexion? What is the color of his hair there is no doubt. but that God's "good- such as would be admitted in tbe supreme mine
never mind that. Consider yourself highly
and eyes? Does he wear whiskers? What ness and mercy" sleep with their clothes court of the United States, and as you are honored in that he has taken any notice of
is his nationality? What are his politics on so as to ''always" be ready at a mo- a lawyer, yon know the rules governing you at all. Between yon and me, Parker,
sud religion? How did yon discover his ment's notice to follow the American peo- evidence. What a pity we cannot elect a I do not really mind so much his callin,q .
a novel,ist over the ' Shoemaker ' sfsex? Is he, or was he, ever married? If ple. Why, I hav known Old Man God's president who is intellectual and honest me
fair; but the unpardonable thing on his
so, where is Mrs. God? If yon ever heard " goodness and mercy " to be so thick in enough to make a patriotic and statesman- part is he proved 1 was one. If he were
him, what does he sound like? Does he places that one could cut it with a knife. like speech on a great occasion without ten times the Lord, I would not stand this
sing? Is his voice a bass, soprano, tenor, Why, it accumulated to such an extent in descending to lying and demogogery and of him. I assured him that the 'Atheist
alto, baritone, or contralto? If yon ever Chicago, in 1871, that it burst forth in the resorting to the street fakir's tricks!
Shoemaker' was invented for his glory."
D c w M
'' Ah, Brother Hughes," sighs Holy Joe,
tasted him, what does he taste like? Does form of flames and destroyed most of the
Respectfully
yours,
r.
·
·
AK.
"that is the worst of having the Lord too
he taste cold or warm, bitter or sweet, acid city. And at Johnstown, Pa., his "goodclose at hand. 'Nearer, My God to Thee,'
or saline? If yon ever smelled him, what ness and mercy" accumulated to such an
is all very well in a hmyn; but, between you
enormous
extent
that
they
"busted"
the
does he smell like? If yon ever felt him,
and me, tlie further off he is the better for
dam
in
order
to
follow
the
American
peogentlemen of your vocation and mine. We
what does he feel like? Does he feel hot
will hav to get him bundled back to
or cold, hard or soft, smooth or rough, ple more closely, and then did follow them
heaven, or anywhere but this planet. If
damp or dry? Where does he reside, and so closely and pers~stently for the next few
he stay here a fortnight, he will ruin our
IMPoRTANT news has broken on this business.
where is his place of business? Yon say days that thousands of them received dam
The worst thing that can befall
damp
deaths
as
souvenirs
of
your
almighty
dull
world
at
last.
The
Lord
is
coming!
he is a ruler-that he rules the affairs of
us is the 'Second Coming of the Lord;'
partner's
"goodness
and
mercy."
I
supHe
may
be
expected
any
moment.
He
is
the half~yearly coming of the devil would
men; well, then, if Mr. God rules the
and coming for the second time. He has not be as nothing to it." "I don't care, Paraffairs of men, for what purpose did the pose that your pal's "goodness
f 0 ll
th yet come for the first time. But he is ap· ker; I've been insulted, grossly insulted.
owing
e parently to come the second time, and then He has actually proved to my face--.
Amerillsn people elect yon? Surely a su- mercy" were "always
American
people"
from
1861
to
1865,
and
he can come for the first time afterwards, Hane: it all, I had rather he had made use
preme being would not require any assistance. But if yon and he are going to form got so infernally thick at Appomattox that at his leisure. Yon must expect him to of his favorite epithet and called me a
a partnership for the purpose of ruling us the Confederacy was unable to wade torn the natural order of things a little 'viper,' or even 'a generation of vipers.'
topsy turvy. "The Campbell~ Are Com- What shall I do, Parker? Go for him in
poor devils, I hope yon, Grover, will see through it any longer and was compelled inoo"
is a tune now out of fashwn. "The the JJiethodist Times?" "Take my adthat he does not get drunk, as he used to, to surrender?
Lgrd is Coming" is its successor. Always vice, Hughes, my boy, and leave him
I wonder how the good Southern Dem- something coming-the Campbells, the severely alone. [ am, as yon know, a
and swear and roar and ride on
horses and asses and storms, and order ocrsts will like to be told by yon, Grover, Colorado beetle~~,.. or the influenza; and business man. Do not giv a line in the
- d
f 11
d now here is the Lord, the most appalling llfeth1dist 1'imes, unless he pay for it
pregnant w:omen disemboweled with the at this late d ay, that th elr
own 6 an
item of all. Since he left Palestine, nearly
sword, and make all the people drunk and the liberation of their slaves was the result two thousand years ago, if he has ·been down on the nail. And he does seem to
hav twopence. I hope he will not turn up
raise hell generally. Also try to persuade of God's "goodness and mercy" "always" traveling ever since at the rate of a can- at the Citv Temple. His clothes smell and
him that it is decidedly ontre to shave his following them? Grover, was God's good- non ball, he has not, as yet, reached Sirius, he has a doss-house appesnnce about him
feet and head with a razor any more, and ness and mercy" following the Ameri- the nearest of the fixed stars; and heaven that would frighten the best-paying memthat ~tis considered hic-hoc-jimjsmicns by can people in 1888, when yon were de- is beyond that-at least, the telescope has bers of my congregation out of their pews.
shown us Sirius, and no heaven between
the 400 to appear at breakfast in full even- feated, and that sniveling, pions hypo- here and it; 80 it is really awfully good of Not tho.t I am a bigot. There is room in
the City Temple for either the Lord or the
ing dre~s and a grog~y tout ensemble. crit, Harrison, elected? I suppose the ten him to come 80 soon, before he has given devil-or both of tbem at once, if they
Also see that his majesty uses a saddle million of mortgages on the . homes of himself time to hav reached heaven at all. like-only they must come respectably
when he rides a storm, so that he won't the America:o. people are but financial He has been in a hurry back. When here, dressed, behave themselvs decorously, and
ruin. his clothes if the storm gets to sweat- nom de plumes of God's "goodness and somebody (the Jewa ·got the blame) if they are to be welcome back again,
knocked nails into him. Yon would hav
ing. You say he rules the affairs of men, mercy" still following said American peo- thought that such usage would hsv made they should put something handsome in
the plate." "Just think of it, Brother
but don't say anything about the women. ple? And doubtless all the penitentiaries, him reluctant to return to the planet of Parker, he proved I was--" · "Ah, well,
Are we to presume that he is not man asylums, and prisons in the United States such hammer·and-tongs receptions. But be thankful it is no worse. Hark ye, we
enough to rule the ladies, or hsv the fair are but other forms of God's "goodness apparently he would rather run the risk of must get rid of him. I think I see my way
ones got sense enough to rule themselvs? and mercy," dogging the footsteps of the having a pound of tenpenny nails knocked to having him lodged in a lunatic asylum.
into him than go on flying through space
Yon say his "goodness and mercy hav al- American people. And I hav no doubt, forever, like a cricket-ball batted by Satan. As long as we hav our bread to win, it will
ways followed the American people." Grover, but what the half million of pros- He set Ahssnerss, the Wandering Jew, on never do to let the multitude know that
the Lord has actually come a second time.
Where is his "goodness and mercy" in titutes in the United States and Canada his everlasting tramp, while he himself We must hav him locked up, otherwise he
all of the thousands of fires, wrecks, floods, are but God's •' goodness and mercy" took his everlasting fly. They are a couple will expose the swindle by which we make
diseases, famine, and disasters that an- masquerading in dresses, so as to more of Wandering Jews. The one is wander- our living. We hav got the New Testa- ing over the earth under the curse he re- ment; we do not want the Old Testator.
nually cause the most intense suffering, effectual! Y camp on th e tr 61'1 0f th e Amerlceived at Jerusalem; the other is flying
and the destruction of thousands of the can people, especially, the male portion of through space from the impetus of the We hav got a book about him; we don't
want him. " '' Quite so, Brother Parker,
American people? Where is his "good- the American people. It is a wonder to jump skyward he gave from the top of quite so. But just think of it. He--.
ness and mercy to the American people " me, Grover, that you did not invite this Mount Olivet. A pretty couple verily: No wonder they crucified him! I'm all of
in making two-thirds of their country so Supreme High Cock-s-lornm into .your two tired dearies they must be! What a shake. We hav not our white chokers.
infernally frigid during half the time that cabinet, for he is well qualified for most Beneddic?tine monk invented this divine We will not be recognized here. Let us
- t
tf r
· IJ eome y He must hav been a cracked go and hav a brandy and a cigar. Except
thousands miserably perish with the cold any of the cab me
por 0 108• espeCis Y cleric writing for a cracked world. Are
every winter? Then when he lights the the agricultural or war departments. As , there "truths" here to be discerned by a long way off, no more of the Lord for
me!" Exeunt.
pleasant tires of spring in the great cook he orders and controls the weather, sea- · our spiritual eye? I should say they appeal
-Saladin, in Agnostic Journal.
stove of summer, the heat thus produced, sons, etc., and rides upon the storms, his to our lunatic eye;. and spiritual and

Jfot for 'I)a,rsons.
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E t· teu t;y ltiiBS I::!USA.N H. WIXoN, Fall
.R .., er, Mass., to wh.om all Oommunicatio • for ttis Oorner should be sent. ·
"Between the dark and the daylight,
I\ hen the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
'!"hat is known as the Children's Hour."

The Doll.
It usuallY comes about Christmas lime
When baby'~ asleep by half-pa3t nine,
On it• whikity, sleepity cot.
Sometimes it come~ nakeJ, with nothing to
we: r,

Sometime, dressed findy, with beautiful hair,
0·• its mnkity, sleepity cot.
You can't m1ke it eat, and !Oll can'h make it
dri k.
It somo imes can stan~. udsome~imes can. wink,
On its wink~ y, sleepity Cjt,
You love it, care's it, ta~k it, ·nd dress it,
Take it out ri mg, a , d come home and bless it,
On its winkity, sleepity cot.
There is nothing from the dear little thing to
h1de,
It will lie in the cradle, or perhaps by your sidt>,
On its wit·kity, sle' pity cot.
But the ugh you talk mo;her-like, it won't answer
at a:l.

Well, how can the dumb thing, when L's only a
dolL
Oa its winkity, sleepity cot?
L R.

Concerning Christmas.
ChristmaR is of pagan origin, as are
some other holidays and observances.
Originally, the season was celebrated and
known as the festival of the winter solstice,
and many beautiful recollections are interwo'fen with the ancient custom.
The .old Drni.ds performed their rites
and ceremonies in the deep recesses of
forests, and the fashion of decorating
dwellings with evergreen and holly berries
comes from the mystic shadows of the
leafy temples wherein they were wont to
assemble to worship at the shrine of
Nature. The Druids supposed that the
mistletoe was invested with strange and
mysterious properties, and their high
priest was accustomed to cut it with a
sickle made of gold, and at the same time
two snow-white bulls were tied under the
branches of the old oaken tree aud sacrificed. The Druids believed that the
mistletoe was ~ shield from the harm that
evil spirits might inflict and that one who
wore it could never be susceptible fo
poison.
The old Scandinavians celebrated this
season of the year and made great feasts
in honor of their god Thor, for whom we
find named one of our week days-Thursday, otherwise Thor's day. It was yuletide with them, and they always made sure
to burn in their big fireplaces a log of
wondrous size, which they called the yule
log. While this old log was burning and
crackling-, and its cheerful blaze lighted
the room, friends gathered from near and
afar, stamping the snow from their feet
and bringing in the little children all
muffled np in warm furs and blankets, so
that f\ne could only catch a glimps of a
rosy cheek, or a dimpled chin, and a pair
of bright and sparkling eyes.
In ~the presence of the burning log all
old fends were forgotten, they who had
been enemies became friends, and, in the
light of the dancing flames, old differences
of opinion were put aside and the hatchets
that had divided friends were buried too
deep for rllsnrrection.
Much merriment and jollity prevailed
upon the occasion; there was feasting and
fun, there was cracking of nuts and cracking of jokes and a general good time all
around, It, was the habit, which became
an unwritten law, to sa.ve the remains of
the log from year to year. They thought
it spared them from epidemics, plagues,
and drouth.
Then, when the new log
would be brought in, all stood backrespectfnlly and silently lifted their hats, keeping them raised while the log was being
put in position. If anyone happened in
who had a squinting flye, or, what is
termed crossed eyes, or should one come
in with bare feet, before the wood was
burned out, it was thought to be a very
unfortunate omen. By the first of February the fire of the log must be out, and
all the evergreen and holly be put away.
If not, they had a superstition that a sprite
or goWn would tippear Jor every little

twig or leaf left, and a death would be in
the family before the year would be gone.
Folk-lore is full of fanciful stories, vagaries, and Eriperstitions relating to this
time of the yPa.r. Hence it is not wonderful at all that Christianity assumed that
the birth of Christ was at this season.
This is not true, however, since the date of
his birth is quite unknown, and many
scholars are in doubt as to the existence
even of a being of that name, while the
miraculous tales concerning him are regarded by all honest and unprejudiced investil!'ators as entirely false. Therefore,
such a being has no more to do with the
origin of Christmas than yon or your favorit kitten.
Christianity, in investing
several pagan holidays with its own peculiar significance, has broug-ht and taught
many superstitious tales. For instance, it
is thought in some old countries that bread
baked on Christmas I'Ve could never get
moldy. Reason teaches, however, that all
bread will mold if kept long enough, or if
subjected to a moist atmosphere.
In some parts of Wales the folks bake at
Christmas eleven puddings, one for each
of the apostles, except poor J ndas, eating
one a month, in order, as they think, to
hav good luck. In Devonshire, it is said
that the people hav a custom of dipping a
bot cake in cider at Christma~>, then, carrying it to the orchard, they fire guns and
sing to the trees:
"Bear good apples and pears;
l3arns full, bags· full, sacks full."
They expect this will insure plenty of
fruit the coming season. In Scotland,
among the superstitions, they would not
do any spinning on Christmas, fearing if
they did that the sheep would get lame or
run mad.
There is a story told that the inhabitants
of Kronz, on the Moselle, at Christmas rig
np a wheel in straw, set it on fire, and
start it rolling down-hill. If it is still
burning when it gets to the water, it is a
sign of good luck for the year.
There is no such wizaTd, spook, fairy, or
goblin as Santi\ Clans, or St. Nicholas.
He is a myth, invented by the Germans,
from whom we get the pretty fashion of
giving gifts at this latter part of the year.
It is our relative and friends who bestow
upon us good gifts, and perhaps it is sometimes amusing to invest the custom with a
little mystery, which ought always to be
satisfactorily explained afterward.
The Catholics and Episcopalians observe
Christmas as a religions festival, and all
Christian sects regard it with a religions
superstition; but it has no claim for the
ceremonies and rites performed upon that
day and the eve preceding it.
As a general holiday, a gift season, a
time for merry-making, a p<:~riod of forgivness, of renewals of friendships, of remembering the poor and unfortunate, of sharing our bounty with others, it is of value
and significance.
In the British Museum there may be
found the original copy of the following
lines:
" If Christmas day on Monday be,
A great winter that year you'll see.
And full of winds, both loud and shrill·
But in the summer, truth to tell,
'
High winds there will be and strong,
Full of tempest, lasting long;
While battles they shall multiply,
And great plenty of beasts shall die,
They that be born that cl•y, I ween,
They shall be strong each one and keen·
He shall be found who stealeth aught; '
Tho' thou be sick thou diest not."
This year Christmas comes on Monday,
and-we shall see what we shall see.
We wish all our friPnds, both great and
sm'lll, a. merry holiday, good health, much
happiness, prosperity, usefulness, and long
life.
S. H. W.

NEw YoRK, Dec. 5, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is mv first attempt to write to the Children's Corner..
I am nine yearR old. I go to school and
· stnoy adthmetic, spelling, writing, and
reaoing.
My grandpa has taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER for rnanv years.
I hav "The Story Hour" and hav read
the story of little Rosie.
Hoping to see this letter in print, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
EsTELLE ·BoYD.
[Welcome to Estelle, and may we hear
from her often.-En. C. C.]

FoRT FATRFIELD, Nov. 20, 1893.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This is my second
letter to the Corner. Every week I read
the Children's Corner, and never read a
lAtter from this place. I think THE TRUTH
SEEKER is one of the best papers in the All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romanoe.
world. Mv father takes it, and we all
1~mo, 300 pp., $1.
·
read it. We could not do without it. I
Apples
of
Gold.
And
Other Stories· for
think everybody onght to read it. Some
13oys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
of the Christians turn up their noses at it,
but I don't. I clon't go to church or Sun- Tl1e Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstiday school. 1\fy papa and mamma hav
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Freejoined the Liberal Leag-ue, and as soon as
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
f get old enough, I am going to join it.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, hlavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusFor fear my letter is getting too long, I
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
will close. Hoping to see this printed, I
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
remain one among your Li.beral friends,
ETHEL M. GRANT.
[Who will dare say that Ethel is not a
true Freethinker? We certainly hav the
brightest and bravest children in the
world in our Corner.-ED. C. C.]

Books by Helen H. Gardene1

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian1
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Tilnstrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
cents.
Religion a Curse, a Lie.,_ and a Disease.
. By Samuel P. Putn•m. J:'aper, 25 cent&,
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument 'hat Nature Exhibits
M·,rks of Having Been "esig~erl by an lntelligent Bein~. B the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER Paper. 15 cent<,
Crim('S of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billin"'s. Paper. 25 cant•.
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Pr,ogri'SS: An Attempt to
Prove t.bat the Pursuit of PleaRnre is the sine
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, •nd Social
De<'elopment. and that the Promotion of
Ple.snre iR the DutY of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. Ry Aibert M. Lorentz, tL.B.
Cloth, $1; oaper, ~0 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracine- the GodIde to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper. ~o cents.
Resurrection of Jl\sus. By Don Allen.
Cloth. 75 cent•: cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. GardPner. Cloth, ill1j paper, 50 cents.
Woman, Church and State. By Matilda
Joslyn ()age. doth, $2; leather, $3.
IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Snb•cription book,
ele~aut binding, over one hundred portralts, $5.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
Bv Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 'Ocents.
The Church aod Freethonght. By Franklin Rteiner Paper, 10 cents.
The Giant Drlnsion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 c~nts.
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.
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N"ew Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women anrl Gods,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
'1~

Price, oloth, $1; :paper, 50 cents.
Traae Suwztea at S:Pecial IJtscount..

:S THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths
Religion and Social Matters.
Price. cloth. $1 ; Da-Per. 50 cents.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

on

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Price. oloth, $1.

PushedSHORT
by Unseen
Hands.
STORIES.

By R. WHEELER.
Paper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
This book is just what i+,s title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
CONTENTS:
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not autnentic, and •hat Christianity is a bor- A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
Club-Uncler Protest -Fort he Prosecution-A
in accord with Science, that the atonement
Rusty Link in th~> Chain-The Boler House
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion iP
Mystery The Time Lo<>k of Our An- ·
not areal benefit to man.
ce~tors -Florence Campbell's
Fate-1\Iy Patient:s Fate. ·
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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A Thoughtless Yes.

9F Lo.favet.t.~

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
-FOR-

Correspondence.
MAuSToN, Wis., Dec. 19 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is ~y first
letter to the Corner. I am thirteen years
of age. My father has taken THE TRUTH
~EEKER for over twelve years and he likes
1t Vflry much. Our school began the 20th
of November The town I liv in h
.
aBSlX
'
.
.
c h 11rches. We hv four miles from the
city.
There are a great many bluffs
around. It snowed the 21st f N
b
. b
· o
ovem er
qmte ard. Well, as my Jetter is getting
quite long I e-ness I will close.
I remain
ALMA R
OBINSON.
'
.
[Dear Alma, let not this lettt:l~ "Qe the
last one -ED C C J
..

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

~i894.~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
0

The True Histor~ ~fEth~s~iblt> Prof Ed ·
, Johnson: A "Practical V1ew of Lift>, Charle~ Watt~~
~he Der.adence of .the. Old 'l'henlogy, Mrs. E.
Lyp.n Lmto~ Inspu•tton in Ext1·emts. Samuel
JJnl"g; beuMPelnfLnve,APoem.Capt.W.IJ,
McT"ggart; Agn sfic Ty, es. R. Bithell BSc.
Ph.D.; On Spiritual Wickedneas in Hio:h'P ;,ces,
Edward Clodd; A Prre5 of Nature, ' Poem,
Hon C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immort-nJitY. Frer1erick "Millar: I" Immortality a Dream,
. w. Stewart Ros•. ! a!~ dim; Practic•l o nse1 quences of Agnost1msm, F J. Goulcl: The Relig' ions Propens;ty, Fum<anx ordan, F.R.C.S.
Price..25 Cents,
t\.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
fj8 Lafa;vette place, New York,
't

l

..

nh••e

]\lpw

York

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century ·Novel.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For H~r Daily Broa'! is the story "f two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little money, fair e..Jucationh and
much courage, to make their Wll.Y thrOu!!' the
world by goiug to C~icago. ~·he aut nor is also
tl•e heroi"e 'l"he nurati"Ve is, in the main, a history of a w ·rking-girl's lif<> anrl experience in the
city of Chicago >tmong bluff buein"s•-men, kindheArted folks, and d"sreputable hypoorits. It is
jnHt ~uo.h a tory of human life a8 we shonld expect Col0nel Inger· olt to be i "terested in; and
whntevBr he adwires and appreciates i• sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world,
Price, ~ c~Jn~s. A<ldress

.

'fH~ ~RUT~ SE;E~~.
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New Publications.

\

81.3

1893.

New Publications.

New Publications.

New Publications.
I-------------------------------- -----------------RELiqiON A CURSE,
PfN PICTU~fS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.
RELICION A DISEASE,
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
RELICION A LIE.

----~----------

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval•
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHA.T TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
IJetUoatea to the Amertoan Oonoress, or 1892, whtoh tor the sake QJ Reztoton, Stabbea Ltberw gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other usefulinformation to the visitor.
to the Heart.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
A work burning !lith indignation jnspirPd by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
on Sunday-au act which pra•Jt!Cally umted the gov~rnment and the Christian ch'lrch.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, and is,
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Suntlay closing.
Sy San).tiel 1=1. J=lutl'\an')..

Also the following EsHays and Poem,; by Mr. Putnam, which have nev.r before been _put in
boo~ form! Ort~odoxy; F~ee~hunght; M!Ln, N~t God (written for a ~aine anniversary); The Statue
of L1bertysnd 1homa< 1 all!!!• a_IJ em wntten for the opemng exerms~s of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; De!L~h aJ?.d L1fe; The ~o!den Age; Shut the Door (a ;;:oem on the closing.of the
Centen.ll!al E~pos1t10n.m Pi!·la<'elphl•, m 18i6),
. The· mam eFsa.y m th1s ~or>< i" on·· of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
wh1ch cramps and fetter~ the m1p.ds of thA p~ople of this con· try, It should be distributed widely.
It has be~Jn commended m the h_1ghe~t term8 as it appeared in 1'HE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader wlil buy a copy to lend h1s neighbor and arouse thought.

A. MA.P OF JACKSON P A.RK, ellll.bling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration Building.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

Price 25 cents; Five coptes for $1.
Address

ILLU~TRATED.

THE TRUTH SE~KER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

-THE-

fREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL. TEXT-BOOK.

THE PRI:NCIP.A.L BUILDINGS:
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Building.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEEKER-that
it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.

SHO"\VING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BE:I\EFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RE·
VEALING THE ABCSES
OF A UNION OF
OHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

:Fun...Page

Single copy, 25 cents.

Five copies for $1.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FICTIOXS OF LIFt.

lllustratiorts.

COPIOU 3

C/1 t; TIONS

CONTENTS.
OJ

FIJCTS,
HISTORY,

87A TIS TICS,
AND

OPINIONS

OF

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SCHOL

ARS
70 MAINTA N THE AR<;UMENT Of
THE A'FIST

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An 1- respo,,sib.e Educated CJ.ss.
'l·he Mori!J Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman a~ an Annex.

Sex in Brain.
HerPdity in Its Relations to a D~uble Stand&rd of
Mauls.
'
Divorce a•rd the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Lega·y-.
Common Sense in Surgery.

At the Woman'~ CongresR at Chicago Helen Gard~ner delivered as an address one of the chapters of tfrs book. The Chicago Times said of it and her: "Bn•. toe Jast addrass, d"aling wt~.h the
most delicate of the problems of refoc·m,cle•r, unhesitant, mod~st, bu .• uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its H~Ja·ion to a Double
St~tndard of Morah,' and 1t was delivered by the one worn tu of all others beRt qualified t >speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardenec. Pet•te, graceful, eloquent with tue bttrden of her thou!lht,
l.'ili•s G rdene1· enchained every auditor\ ani when she had finished received a J?erfect O'fatio '• which
her courage anct devotion had so wortmly wou. The evening session was highly inr.ere ring, but
tha·; of t.he morning will be set down on tne tl\blet of the memory of those present as one of the dis·
tinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

IJESIG''·"~

BY WATS~N HES'l'OlV
WITH P ' TR I i' OF
Ti:lE DESIGNER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
'l'he Church Lobbing the People.

..

8
6
14
10
6
4

"

·"

3

15
1
4
4

2

10
1

Thanl<:•giving.
Saubath Laws.
Chillren ana the Church.
Woman and ,he Church
The UhJ.tch and Thomas Paine.
Studieg in NaLUral History.
The Bible and 8cieuce.
The C;e,·gy and 'l'heir Flocks .
Piet r in Our Pe~itentiaries.
The Atone men r, Scheme.
ThtJ Lord and H1s Works.
Praver.
ThJ Crezds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 repr~sent Samples of Christianity's Work

5
1

25

1

2

4
~

1
4
9

12
3

6

7

"
"

l\Iisswuaries.
'l'he L rd', Im.truments.
Bible o.,ctriues and Their Results,
. The Chutch and Slavery.
P.i· sts and l'ohtics.
Irehmd and LIHJ Chu·ch.
Chur..ro'; idea of • iviJizatio::t.
'l'he Uses • f the Cross.
Unkind •. etlcctions on the Church,
Persecut.ions uf the Church.
' So ue Allegories.
He~tven.

A most extraordinary publicati ·n. We venture the assertion that llilthing: like it ha~ ever be
fore appoared i' this country, anct it is very douutful if another OJ?.tlli•e it Wlll!Jver again be pub
lisht-d. Wemo1st ghe th;; Truth Seeker Campau)· the cn·d.t f pmtmg the book m th~ reach ot n.!J
At t.wtee the J.ricJ ,t would havo b ·en a cheap l'ook. Art st Hest.on as a portrait pamter and de
signer is a wonderful Sotcces. an l WJ jud,:e from our own f elin~s that near.:y every Li er~I L
America wi1l desire a copy of thb most w .nde"ful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme,
l\'Ir. Heston deserves' o he called the artist-hero of LiberFJism ~e has dedicated h:s geoin~ t
ht, aud hiLs done f,i hl'lll fllld noble work for the canHe ofr1ght and truth. !;nt tire. 1<'1
do not make up the whole of Ins' o 1ume 'l'here ate nearlyt" o hundred pages "t n a.l11'
matter th t "e ve first aH exp.ILoatious of th 1illnst!·ati m, and SPCondlv a.s texts to Jll'"Ve tiw t t
faJ., ty of the chnrcil's profe· swns and .the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Alto.;etlH:r 1.
book i J flne of Le best weapons against Christianity ond the church ttla; has ever been put .11 tJ
hands of ]\eethmkers.-[Bosto:t Investigator.
Freethon~
ur~s

so.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1 •.
"ar

' A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would give $25 a.
to have the Orimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of -virtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristi&nit7
possesse• to make men moral.
We have jusG issued the Fourth Edition of the book doin~ tbh.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

~'Crimes

of Preachers"

ehOWI! nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre~ous edit1ons bhow that within a. iew years abe>ut

1300 JIINISTERS HA.VE BEEN G'UILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once tha weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
t>ler_gy.
Notwithstanding tho many additional pages, we have kept the
price the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- •••-.Jt::~
men. Show them just Wh&t son of sc&mps are the clergy who have
closed the World's Fair on Sunday. bscarue it is so holy a day that to look upon ma.chineiT
~aint;ings in this period is "immoral."

Address

THE TRUTII SEEKER COM.PANY.

By Matilda Joslyn Cage..
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:

He!.
Miscellaneous.

p_ ic!!', board covers, $Z; clo1:h 9 $Z

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.

or

e

The firet chapter-th,. lliatriarchate-shows that under the old civilization~ woman had great
freedom. but that the tenden ·yo! Lhti<tianity from the first wa-; to restrict her libert.y. In this
cbapter !llr.,. Gage claims 1h .. t 10 the J\latri&rchate-or J\lother-rule-the world is L..debted for its
firot conceJ,>tiOI. uf iuherent rights
Chapter ti deals with the theological dogmas of o: iginal sin a".d celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a lmman being; marria".e was l·>oked upon as vile\ wives were sold
as s.av s; women dnven t • suwi •e; the influence d the church wa; unfiLvomble to virtu!!. The
cdibacy of thtJ cl rgy prodnc.e<l · egrudin.( sensn.tlity, and woman" as the victim of these brutes.
Chaptet• III is on 'l'lw Canon L~w, showin~ how th·' !'burch controle,J woman by making the
legitimac ·of ,.,,arriage dePend U\>011 It; own control of the ceremony. Anc.ent ci:v·ilization gave
p!aee t 1 Christi n b.Lrbartsm. the c ergy became a diotinct body-at, once a " holy" and an unholy
caste. Learn ng w s prohi-lHted to wome ·,lmsban s pwhib•ted f1 om leaving th m more than onethird of their property; d~ughterJ con <!be d.sinheritcd, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
· Chapter IV'-Ma ·quet · e-is o 1 Fend"Fsm and its dograda!ion of wom~n, the rights of "lords
spiritual," the irnmorahty of the heads of t·he church, bapti>m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. Jt also deals wiLh somE! of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English deuau,·heries, eovernmet•t.l cri" e-makers, et.r.
ChapLer V-W1tchcraft. In the days f tLis pha"e ofrdigiou" insanity!l!r• Gage shows how the
posseesion of eve· a Jittle learningwa • bUfficient cause to suopect a:womau o_fwitch.craf~. that to keep
a pet was oangerons 1 su ru bid W< r J the cler. y not to >UffH :, Witch t • h ~. '1 h1s pel'se ut1un for
witchcraftw«s a cont10uau ·e of the clbrcl!'s policy for obtaioin<: un verso! <lom.nion overmaukinct.
Women phvswians ot the llficltlle Ar.:es were persecuted, and the" Pilgnm Fa the• s" continued it in
America. The first synod co vene<l in Am.rica "'a; to try a woman for hcre"y, and others weN
strip:®d and whippe-l fo ·not agreeing wi•h the clerll'Y
Thectlapteron "'W.ve.;" sh JWR how thedisrnptwn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and vro; riet~ry ~;ghtd r.f 'YOI,llaiJ-t at tl.e sal<" of daughter~ wasp ac'iced m En!'lanc!
Raven hundred years after 1t wa• Chnstmu1zed-that Le practwe oc buywg Wives wa. regulated by
Jaw-that women wer.J not pe1mitted to rPad the Bible-t.llat they were not adm.ttcd as witness2stl!at civil mar iag(3 •S "I>PO•ed b. the< burch.
In C .apter VII is fhown hoiV poly'!a~y waq. SJ;>stajneo] by the Christian church, that the first
s m~d of the Hef'lrm,tio 'c.mvened to •anctwn this mst1tutwn, that Luther and the other·· prmc pal reformers" favor, d it, as W,J I loS thA American J3oard uf Foreign Mis"ions. The J\lormon theoc!·acv is shown to be similar to t.hat of other Christim sects.
In the 1ast thre} chapter~ l\Irs. Gage treat< of the opp·1s•tion of the ch!!rch to the amelioration
of w ·ruan's s·1fferinl!s a; interfer. nc' w .th her' cu,se, 'of woman's de~udatwn by th3 church to
labors unfit for blav"s~ of woman's" inferiority," ai taught cy the church oO·d&y, and of how litt!J
value Chnstiamt_: has oeen and IS to civ1liza.tion.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $:..>; in iialJ-leather binding, $3.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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A. Rattling Book.

PLEASURE AND PRoGRESS. An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the
Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral,
and Social Development, and that the
Promotion of Pleasure is the Duty of
Philanthroi>Y and Statesmanship. By
Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B. New York:
The Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place. Price, 50 cents.
This is a spirited, rattling sort of a book
that skates right along over the deepest
subject without much thought whether the
ice is thin or not. It answers the greatest
question-What is the use, object, motiv,
purpose, and summum bonum of life, and
the real cause and motiv of progress?-by
one word, PLEASURE! The real cause of
progress, like the real cause of the iall of
the Roman empire, has been about as hard
to find as the source of the Nile or of life
itself; but our author is sure that we hav
it now. In a blocky, chunky, most interesting style he takes history from Vico,
Kant, Herder, Condorcet, Comte, Spencer,
Draper, and Ward, and bringll it to prove
his conclusion in this memorable way:
"The tribes were united into nations.
Civilization now diverged into two general
directions. In one case the union consisted iu subjection to a conqueror. In
the other it consisted in a confederacy for
offense and defense. The first form prevailed in Asia, the lt.ttter in Europe.
"Of course, subjection of the people to
a despot involves submis3ion. He extorts
from them everything but absolute necessities. With his extortions he creates
palaces, works, and institutions of unrivaled proportion and splendor. But as
his magnificence advanced, the people's
circumstances declined. They had never
ceased to progress while industry was rewarded by enjoyment. When production
ceased to afford enjoyment it ceased to
exercise ingenuity. A state of unprogressivness followed. As a river is unchanged
by the waters that come and go, so Oriental
civilization remained unchanged by the
generations that lived and died.
" In Europe a union was more in the
nature of a confederacy. The king was
bnt the most influential chief. In time
of war he engrossed much of the authority.
In time of peace it lapsed to the <I!fferent
chiefs. The people were thus vutually
governed by many rulers instead of one.
'rheir tribute, as a rule, was fixed by custom instead of by absolutism.
They
yielded a definit service, a definit share,
or a definit payment. In any case, additional diligence on their part received
additional reward. They thus had an inducement to perseverance. They continually found new means of pleasure. They
continually found more expeditious ways
of production. There continued to be a
slow but -steady progress of manufacture
and the arts.
"This condition of things was improved
by gradual emancipation. As war declined
the chief's authority waned. A decline of
authority was usually equivalent to arelease from subjection.
Many freemen
collected in cities. Their devotion to
manufacture and commerce was rewarded
with opulence. Not unseldom they expended theil· gains in purchasing the posseBBions of surrounding chiefs or lords.
Such purchases redounded to the freedom
of persons still enslaved. And as freedom
became more general progress became
more rapid.
"For a time, however, it was interrupted. In places, where war was frequent, the power of the kings became
more formidable. At times they became alahllost as absolute and rapacious as oriental
despots.
But happily the people had
learned to value liberty too well to relinqui&h it with willingness. Men who
had become accustomed to freedom, chafed
under restraint. Men who had worked to
serve themselvs were reluctant to pay a
tribute that was not requited by a benefit.
The king's unjust aggressions were met
with indignant resistance. 'rhe conflict
lasted for centuries. On the continent
the people lost. In England they won.
But when the people of England won freedom for themselvs they won freedom for
the world. Thl'y preserved the spirit of
liberty from extinction. By them it was
again communicated to the continent.
Again the people rose in revolt. Again
the issue hung in the balance. But justi.ce
this time triumphed. Kings were deposed
or restrained. Where they retained their
rank, it was by the people's sufferance and
not by their own might. Parliaments
performed their functions or directed
them. Government ceased to be an instrument of oppression and became an
instrument of protection.
"The abolition of tyranny was practically an abolition of restraint on enjoyment. When the right to enjov their products became unquestioned the people's
enterprise became unbounded. Civilization advanced with sudden strides. Science flourished with unheard-of vigor.
The arts improved witb marvelous pace.
Inventions served man's wants and excited
his amazement. When pleasure became
the mainspring of action, prosperity be-

came the normal condition. .A.a men at-

tached greater value to liberty, they
showed greater willingness to concede it
to others, and intolerance declined. As
men h.ated oppression more, they became
less disposed to practice it, and justice
reigned. As their desire for enjoyment
beca~e more intense, their sympathy for
suffermg became more acute, and charity
became common.
Our civilization began when royal restraint on enjoyment
ended. O~r civilization, I say again, is
due to tho mdulgence of our desires. Indulgence of desire is the inducement to
industry."
Then, after showing that industry is the
real cause and basis of civilization, the
author proceeds:
"Instead of encouraging civilization,
Christianity actually reta-rds it. Religion
consists in serving God. Religionists serve
God as subjects serve kings. In both
cases, means are sacrificed for the benefit
of the superior. In both cases they rely
for happiness on supplication · · · Now, is
a person benefited by sacrifice? Is his
character elevated by supplication? Is
his disposition refined by fulsome flattery?
Is his knowledge extended by credulitv?
On the contrary · · · povPrty, meanness,
illiteracy, debasement, and subjection are
the natural and inevitable consequences.
"In truth, the prosperity of man is not
the purpose of Christianity at all. All this
is an after-thought. Modern man reselved
that his duty is to serve himself. Then
theologians asserted that man serves himself by serving God. But despite this
claim they still ignore man's interest and
constantly insist on God's interest. They
place abnegation above acquisition, prayer
above performance, and credulity above
curiosity. A man who earns gratitude for
his benevolence may receive hell for his
irreligion."
We ask the readel"'s careful attention to
this long passage, because we hav no
room for more, and because it is one of
the most useful summaries of history ever
made, especially in its contrast of the
Asian and the European, and then of the
Northern and Anglo-Saxon modes of government. This extract is a fair specimen
of the author's remarkable style and logi-

cal power- and the next thing to do is to
get hold of the book itself and see with
what copious illustrations, arguments, defenses and conclusions his solution is sustained.
We ask the reader to do this, for we
hav not the time or space to add more
than a few words to this pleasure or enjoymimt theory of life as the cause of all
progress.
In a certain short and first-hand way
this joy-solution seems true and good.
But it is like the early explorers of the
Nile giving us Lake Albert Nyanza as its
source. True, its waters do come from
that, but that is fed by the larger Victoria
Nyanza, and other lakes, rivers, and
creeks, until we find the real Nile source
to be the whole southeastern water basin
of Africa. The egoistic pleasure (Hed~n
ism) of the first lake or supply of motiVB
must be had by the larger and deeper lake
of altruistic relations and motivs, which,
as Darwin shows, by natural selection, imposes duty as tile main .object of life a~d
of progress in and of Itself, as the mam
end of the individual and of the race. The
pursuit of joy or pleasure may giv a kind
of happiness, but only short and unsatisfactory, even when life simmers out in the
fat of its "agreeable consciousness_." Evolutional science shows that true JOY and
happiness is the harmonious hum of the
well-oiled machinery of life in the performance of the duties which the family,
society, the state, the race require of the
individual. To reach that hum is more
than happiness, for it is blessedness, which
Goethe's Faust finally accepted, and
which science accepts as the fulfillment of
life.
·
All the great religions, philosophers,
poets, statesmen, and scientists are not mistaken when they substantially agree that
duty and not joy is the summum bonum,
the greatest thing of all. Natural selection
makes duty the mother and cause of love,
progress, joy, happiness. As certain as
our own poets hath said:
"Not enjoyment, and not sorrow
Is our destined end and way,
But to act that each to-morrow
Find us further than to-day."

As to the past, with its authority, 1\{r.
Lorentz's jubilation of joy is good, but
science requires him to giv us a companion volume on duty as .the altruistic
source from which it must be fed under
the volnntary and co-operativ government and social relations of the future.
T. B. WAKEMAN.

Short Notes A.bout Books.
A curious specimen of modern epicureanism in philosophy, from the Truth
Seeker Company, New· York, is "Pleasure and Progress," by Albert M. Lorentz,
who sets himself to prove that human development, moral and social, is effected by
the pursuit of pleasure. The argument is
elaborate, but mostly leaves out the other
half of human life under civilization, the
pursuit of duty.-Brooklyn Eagle.
Samuel P. Putnam, well known as a
lecturer on this coast, has issued through
The Truth Seeker Company, New York, a
pamphlet entitled "Pen Pictures of the
World's Fair." Mr. Putnam can neither
speak nor write without lugging in something against the Christian religion. So
one finds lots of it scattered here and there
in what would otllerwise be an interesting
lot of matter. Obtrusivness of motivs and
beliefs are almost unpardonable in such

cases.-Oregonian, Portland.

"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" by John E. Remsburg, is the title
of a book just published by the Truth
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New
York. "I havprosecuted these investigations," says the author, "not in the interest of any belief or creed, but in the
interest of truth. . . . In proving Lincoln a disbeliever, I do not presume to
prove Christianity false ~r Freethought
true, but hav shown that lome Christians
are not honest, and that an honest man may
be a Freethinker." Those who are anxious
for a decision of this question will here
find much testimony for the negativ side.

-Open Court.

I................................................,~
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PI\tStXTS :: FOR
THt =: f{OLIDA 1S.

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions, and please as )Yell ever~ day
in the year. A LioeraJ book _Ill the right
hands often changes the VIews of sev•
er;! J'a~~so~f; a number of books appropriately
bound for 'i!loliday purchasers, and. we will. pack
them carefully so they can go any d~stance lll the
mail or by nrepaid express. The followmg are
all good books for the purpose :

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated.

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

oarwin and After Darwin, . By George J.

-Old

Testame~t

Half

The Story Hour.

volumes, red doth covers, $6.50: leather,
red edges, $9.50 ; morocco, gilt edges,
$I0.50.

The World's Sages, Think~rs, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Bvo. Cloth, $3;

conway's Life of Paine.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient a·1'' Modern
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in

woman, Church, and State..

Selections.

In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28.

mcbes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents

photograph , Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.

History of Christianity, Comprising all that

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Gilt stamp. $I.25.

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

relates to Christianity in the " Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

Force and Matter.
·

$1.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $I.50.

Half calf, $3; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.

essons From the World of Matter and the
L
World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

50 cents.

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top,
$2.

Silk

A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.

Of which the

same can be sa1d as o~ Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; m cloth, $6.

Jngersol/'s Principal Works: Gods and Other

Ltfe.

Two large, hand-

parton' s Life of Voltaire,

prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some l\Hstakea of Moses; lnterv1ews on
'falmage; Wnat Mu"t We Do to Be s ...ved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
l,I4I pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

,

some volumes. The best and only COJ:llplete life of Paine. Half calf, $IO ; lll
cloth, $5.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Poems· and

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book Without Superstition for Childre.n an4 Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Ch1ldr.en s Sto.ry-book
ever issued. 66 full-page 1llustrat10ns and
25 smaller· large type, heavy. toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $I.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4

From his Writings and Saying.:.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

$4; vellum cloth, $1.5J.

Uomaues. Silk cloth, g1lt top, $2.

Stories Comically Illustrated

in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $I.50. In plain boards, $1.

JngersoJ/' s Prose

ca~f.

A new Liberal novel.

.By Raymond Russell. Cloth, side a.nd
back stamp, $1.
.
.
I

cosmian Hymn Book.

With musiC to al

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, g1lt side stamp, $1.50.

JE:ir For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . .at
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York,
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P A 'I'ENT FOR SALE!
THE

JOHN E.

Tmn indications are multiplying 'on
every band, in the pulpit, at the bar, and
iii. literature, that many so-called educated
men hav never learned to think exactly or
to express their meaning with clearness
and accuracy. And in this fact there is a
hint for the colleges.- The Watehman.
"Gon will surely bear our prayers,"
said Georgina Barret~, a poor old lady of
seventy, wboJ with her sister, bad lived
for weeks on oread and water, in dire pov·
erty, under the eye of their Almighty
Father in this Christian land. For two
weeks they bad but a pennyworth of coal
to keep warmth in their bodies. Bnt no
help came, and she died at 80 York street,
in the West-end of London, surrounded
by wealth, gaiety, and fashion. What a
triumph for Christianity that the last recorded utterance of a woman starved to
death should be, ''God will surely bear
our prayers." -London Freethinke1·.
Suoa is the confirmation of Napoleon
Bonaparte's discovery, uttered to one of
his instruments in these words: "The people do not care about Liberty; what they
want is equality.
Those who care for
Liberty are a few peculiar persons." In
those words lay the secret of Napoleon's.
power. He was the one man able to read
the revolutionary rune-" Liberty, Equality, Fraternity." He knew that Liberty
could not coexist with social equality.
That; it was social-not merely legalequality the revolutionists aimed at, was
proved by its association with Fraternity.
If people bav liberty they may accord liberty to all others, but socially they will
distinguish between equals and inferiors,
and fraternize with those who can exchange
advantages. '.[his is true among all sorts
and conditions of men, high and low. So"
cial equality in a free community is vision-

ary.-Moncure D. Conway,
BUT, for good or evil, the intellectual insurgence that gathers in volume ·as this
century declines, more and more forces
from the temples and academic seats to the
consciences of the educated laities the balance of right and wrong in every problem
of moral import. There is danger to the
poor and friendless in hospitals in the
craze for renown by experiment; there is
a grinning menace to the future of rea.soned conduct in the legalization of the
:scientific shambles. The greatest good of
mankind is morality, even without recompense-nay, with sacrifice of the material
to the unseen good, because it is good, as
our own souls acknowledge. When the
balance of determination trembles let the
doubt decide for mercy.
Whosoever
avows his diffidence to arrange evidence,
yet willingly resigns his moral responsibility to a caste-perhaps not guiltless of sin•
ister blots-is surely blindly following, instead of brightly leading.-.A.mos Waters,

in Agnostic Journal.

SUPPOSE a mighty magnate would compel his subjects to prostrate themselvs
around him.
One man, who desires to
minister to the delight of his family, is
conl!ltrained to expatiate on this autocrat's
wisdom. Another, who de sues to enga"'e
in philanthropic work, is coerced to
liver rhapsodies on this autocrat's goodness. Your vocabulary would hav to equal
an unabridged dictionary, before you
could adequately express your indignation
and contempt. An apologist for the autocrat would share the contempt.
Yet a
similar requirement of God is approved as
wise and humane.
A person who denounces such a demand is looked upon as
a blasphemer, deserving eternal torments.
I agam expose myself to the charge of
blasphemy. I again hurl the charge back
>into. the teeth of the the accusers. · I
:again ask wlio is the blasphemer-the religJi.onist who imputes to God the vain-glory
.of a school-girl or I who repel the imputa-

de-

ttion?-.A.lbert M. Lorentz.
RO:MANISM: ITALY-SPAIN-IRELAND,

Where the waves whitely break upon the
•-· -beach
!!'And s~ift receding leave the ribbed
:~sands bare,
~I saw two corpses. One had ebon hair,
And one had golden; and the hands of each
Were strained towards a goal they did not
:;;.;..-:reach;
~ tAnd both fair faces wore white despair:
f:l.\l greatly marvelled who these women

a

~~were,

And what sad lesson might their dead lips
preach.
Turning, I saw a younger maiden yet
Prone on the sands; with pleading, piteous
eyes
She gazed across the waves, and never
ceased
;Struggling to rise; but; lol a foot was set
Upun her slender neck. I heard her
··sighs,
,jAnd saw o'erhead her bane, her curse-a
priest.
-Donegal,

WORKS.
AbTaham Lincoln:

Was He A Ch'f'istian?

}'or fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting matenal for his work, He present,
an array of testimony that i" irres•stib!e and overwhetmmg, l\ud whiuh must put this questJOn
at rest forever. In addttion to the·test.im my of twenty W1onesses who claim that Lmculn wa
a Chri~ti.n, anq which is reviewed and refu.ted,.J,e adduce; the pe~timonr, of m9re than. a hnn~rerl w1tnesses m p1·oof of the claim that Lmco!n wa.; not f> Ohn, t1an. '1 hese w1tnesses mclude
:t\8 ;wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his privat<> secretaries; members of hi,
cabmet; his principal biographero, and scores of J..is most 1 tim. te frientl.s.

False Claims. Revised and EnlaTged
As a Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Amor.,; the subjects considered by 1\Ir.
Remsburg are: The Church and 111:orality; Crim nal Statis·~:cs showmg t.he creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and S01ence; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the Cnurch aud the Antislavery Reform.;. the Woman's
~ights Movement; the Temperance Heform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent;
smgly; 75 c;nts per dozen.

Bible MoTals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

ROL.LER SLEL
FOR SUMM:ER COASTING,
Patented Oc~ober 2!, 1693. is a complete success.
Any ten-ye'l.r old boy or girl can guide it and
stop it almost instan,ly, Without touching the
gr.,uud. It can be readily converted into a wm.
ter sled by removing the trucks. Its construe·
tion is simple and durable. It can be manufllctmed on v·ry little investment. It is sure to b =
a great seller, North and South. The patent is
for sale b~ state, or counties.
!'or particulars aduress
A R. AYREl,
2tl9
610 tiroadway, Ha!!mbal, Mo.

·•With Daughter's Babeilpon
His Knees."
A. new edition of tnat Rplendicl pro•e poem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Col. R. G.
In(:ersolL It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the
table as an m·nament. In the center of the ~n1·d
appear the portraits of the Colonel a11d the ba r,
bUrrounded by t,he prose poem, which has been
trut.hfully des~ribed as, •· one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J?Oet. who now, as far as we
kn<•W, stands alone m the living world." It, will
make a delightful present, and w1ll be a· ouvenir
not only of intellectual greatness, but of arti.·tic
workmanshi u. It is printed on heavy board, gil &
boveled edge, The size is J2x16 inches, anct the
price only".5 cents, post-paid.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

Scripture; F<>lsehood and Deception; Chei!.ting; Theft and Robber;y; Adultery and Prostitu.
tion; Murder; Wars of Co~!gue-;t an1 Extermmation· Despotism; lnt.>lerance and Perilccution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Hnmaa Sacrifices;
Cannibalismi Slavery-; W1tchcraft; Pol:ygamy; Intemperance; Poverty a1d Vag!'ancy; Ignorance and Iaiocy; Obscenity. Pr10s, s1ngle copies,ll5 cents; 6 copies, $!, Special d1scount
on larger quantit1es.

AND
THE~TRUTH

SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. 'rhe
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
BEEKER one year for $5.

Sabbath-BTeaking. This is the best and most thoTough work
ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and lutndsome print. Th·,
guest10n is d1scussed under the fo lowin·0 heads: Origin of th3 SabJaticillea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Christian Sotiptures and the Sabbath; EnmmlLtion of Sunday.Argume..tts;
Ori5in of th3 Christian Sabbath; Testimony of tll<l Cb.ristian Fatllers; tha Sabbath durin•<
tne Middle Ages; tha Puritan Saobath.;., Tastim1ny of Chris,ian Ref _,rmers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copie3 $1.

I.ma,ge BTeakeT.

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

Six Lectu'res:

DeclinEl of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Je'ft'erson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; pe;
doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

THE

Tells the stoTy of the A.uthoT-HeTo's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
a~IJ(lrsions cast upon it. ·Choice extracts from ·• Common Senoe," •· American ·Crisis," ·• Hight;
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more than
one hundred noted persons of Enrope and Amer'ca, many of them written exoressly for this
work. Seoond edition. 160 pa&'es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
hand.ilome sted portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Apostle of LibeTty.
29,

An address delivered in P•ine Hall, bef.re theN. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January
1884. Price, 10 ce!l.ts.
For all the above works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
~6Lafayette Place, New York.
THE

Truth Seeker Library. THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIESs
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
Pn·ce.
Truth Seeker Annual,)691 ..................... $0 25
Man, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener, .... · .......... · .............. ·...... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine~ illustrated.... ....... ........ ...... ...... .... .. 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben· nett....................................... 25
Christian
Absurdities.
Peck..........
............· 20
Victor
Hugo's
Oration onJohn
Voltaire
10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated..... 40
SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg....... 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams...... . .. .. .. .... . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.. ... .... .......... ............... ..... 25
The Hi~~:her Criticism in Theology and Beligion. T. E. Longshore................ 50
IssUES OF 1892.-$3.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W·Foote............. 25
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illustrated........................................ 40
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... ·10
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener · ... · ...... · ......... · ........ · .. · .. · 10
Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg............
25
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............ 50
Pocket Theology. Voltaire...................
25
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock, .......... : ............ · .......... ·.. 15
Liberjy m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. IngersolL............. 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart·"· "" "" ........ · ~"" """" "" 40
The Hol;y Bible Abridged ......... ·............ 80
False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg.. ··"· .. "" ·"" · "" "" ..... 10
ISSUES OF 1893.-$3.
mhomas Pal'ne v1·ndicated. CoL Robert
'
G. Ingersoll .. ·............................ 15
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann ............................. · .... ·.. 50
Grimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings·
............ ·" .... """.. 25
Resurrection
of Jesus.........................
40
Handbook of Freeth ought. W. s. Bell......
50
Religion a Curse; Helig10n a. Disea.se; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.............. 25
Des1gn Ar~rument Fallacies. By Editor of
THE 'l'RuTu BEEKER............. .. . .. ..
15
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
.
John E. Remsbu!!r.... ....... .... ......
50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllust t 6 d. s. p p t
25
• u nam. ........ "" ......
ra
Common Sense. Thomas Paine............ . .
15
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Pa.ine..
15
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
LL.B............................... .....
50
Durm!f the year other standard Freethonght
works W1ll be published and· sent to subscribers
as the;y appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering plea.se say
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2B Lafayette Place. New York.

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the m•Jst noteii of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they haYe done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.iu statements, in very unvarnished langua .. e, :..nd the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
l'apid growth of c ..tholicism in this country,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
11
u
Price,paper,50cents; cloth,75cents.
The Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durine her residence of five years as a novice..._and
two years as a black nnn, in the Hotel .Jieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti.
Catholic boolt published bas created more ex.
citement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circnlated a story thnt Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents,· cloth 75 cents.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nunneries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
!years a confessing priest. A revelation of the
icentious vractices of the priests and nuns in
these religwus brothels. There iii no question
that Ex-vriest Ho&"an knew the truth of the
tales of vlCe, seductiOn, and infanticide he gh·es
in this volume, and eqnall v there is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is aprotestag~tinstandanappeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
h
·
'
'
and t oughtfully a religwus system so 1nvns1ve
vf privacy so ]JOWel'ful for evil in licentious
hands, so fraught with danger to female modestv, to the ingenuous openness of .YOUth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech, and
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.
Priestly Celibacy Exfosed A lectnre by
the Rev. Geo. Towns en Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American ed1tion, showing the
result in pariFhes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.
Sister Lucy and Her A wfnl Disclo!.ores
Respecting New Hall .Convent, rloreE
S
·
t
ham, ssex Eng1and. howmg that conven s
are l.llimical to chastity, virtue, and ft-eedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
E TRUTH SEEKER CO
TH '
'
.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York C1ty.

By M, BABOOOK, Price, 111 oenis,

Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjuste~
to heat, cold, and position. beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteed
a per,ect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case~ $28 to $30; huntingk $80 to $85; 14 carat,
solia gold, $45 to $150. Nic el works, $2 more.
He!fu.lar Grade A.tncricau. '\l'atcbcsoSilv~rme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ctitto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. ln finer cases, add as above.
L.ad.ies' ADlerican Gold. \Vatcbcso-~ll
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 jewels, $15.00; 15 jewels, :i<20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and retnrned free.
sundries.- Lower grade nickel watches, $5.
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons
$~.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets of 6.
i:lolid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; solid silve1
souvenir spoons. $1, $1. <5, $1.501 $·J to $3.
Tbc Colonel lngersou.-rea, $2.50; orange,
$2. 75; sugar, $3i gilt bowls, 50 cents mor'e
Etched (teas onlyI:
" 'l'he Time to be HaPP11 is N oto,"
50 cents extra.
The 'I'orcb oi Reason Badge, solid gold,
enameled in 5 colors, small pins $~. $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $3, $4, $5,
$15. Charms, $8, $4, $5, $6, $7.50, $:0, ;!!!5 $20, $80.
Dialllond... 20 per cent. below mhrket price.
Send for price ltsts. cards in colors anu gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods pre ... atd (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle •ned $I,~..and returned fr e.
O'l'TO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, IlL
P.S.-The "Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon" free
with every $20 order. 5 with 1!!100 order.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
Those

AIHictcd
with
Early
Decay,
Loss of

Man•
hood,
"Rsting
Dis-

cl•nrgcR,
Vnrif'O•

Debility
cured. a
for

J'{utsheZZ.
By ABA AUGER.'
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.

A Ytry Good Llttle Misstonary Work.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS,

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

l'rice,

1~

cents.

Address

THE TBUTB BE.ERBB.

DR. R. P. FELLO\VS,
Flfl~

where- vntJ snw this ~rl\1AJ
IY"' I wish to say that I

\'Sneluud. N • .J ..

am an out-and-out
LIBERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the lan.d
will give me the1r patro~a!l'e and not waste therr
time and money on Chr1st1an dootors.-.Dr. Fe~
lotos.
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CRISPihli.s succeeded in forming a new
Italian ministry.
LAST week shocks of earthquake were
felt in Indiana and Illinois.
IN Ohio efforts are being made to get a
medical monopoly bill through the legislature.
BILt.S admitting Utah and Arizona to
statehood hav been 'passed by the House
of Representative.
.
FIVE square miles of South Buffalo were
inundated on December 15th by the overflow of Buffalo creek.
SAMUEL GoMPERs was reel~cted president of the Federation of Labor by a vote
of 1,314 to 1,222 for John McBride.
JRRRY SIMPSON denies that he favors a
new party in the interest of silver alone.
He stands with the Populists as before.
REv. H. T. CoLT, rector of the ProtestantEpiscopalMissionofSt. David's, Brooklyn, has become a convert to Catholicism.
FAR West newspapers seem inclined to
boycott Eastern ink manufacturers because of the passage of the silver repeal
bill.
IT does not seem probable that the German ministry will giv pffect to the vote of
the Reichetag readmitting the J estii~s to
the empire.
THE Wilson tariff bill is threatened by
organized attack from Democratic representative whose constituents' interests are
not "protected" by the bill.

--=--

ZEKE SEETH A GREAT ABOMINATION.
And he brought me into the inner cqurt of the Lord's house, and, behold, at the door of the temple of the
Lord, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty men, with their backs toward the temple of
the Lord, and their faces toward the east; and they worshiped the sun toward the east.-Ezek. viii, 16.
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411 •• d . IMETROPOLITAN INFORMATION CONCERN ANSWERS ANY QUESTION
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BIBLE
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EXECUTES ORDERS 50
Scientific, I.iterary, Artistic, 50c
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mbrelfire, "The Truth Seeker."
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York.

SURVEYORS, ATTE~TION!
' get a
A rare chance is offered for a surveror1'(

TRANSIT

'"

CHEAP~

We have one for sale, in good order, with
Tripod, which cost $160. We U'ill !ileJI it for
balf·price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Agent's profits per month Will prove
it or pay. torfdt. New art cles just out.
A $1.W sample and terms fr' e. •rry us.
L'BIDJcSrBB & so_,, 26llond l:it., N.Y.

$52 5
13t46

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At MorriBtown, N. J.
This is the greatestargnment ever made in a case
of thie kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen i• nnsurpassed. its eloqnence never eqnaled. Wherever Christian persecntion is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read t!> the Christians, and. ex·
pounded on everY oocaston.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
A,ddress
'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER,

158
HOUSE
YORK.
SEND FOR PLAN & 'REFERENCES,

0.

UR•

C. Ul.
CommerCial, Le~<al, Personal.
AmongtheseareR~v.L>r.Gottheil,Hen•·yGeo•·ge,Gordon & Dilworth, New York; Edw.Osgood Brown, Chicago. EACH,

. A SMALL

A SHORT

Fraathon~ht Library, HISTORY. OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

.ALL FOB $1.50.
Evolution.
By B. F. Underwood ................ Price 6 cents
The World's Parliament of Religions.
By Tenney ......................... Price 10 cents
The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ..•..... Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club... Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
By McCann ........................ Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
Tha Bruno Monument in Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Church and State.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanity.
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4.cents
Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
Christian Religion.
By an Old Farmer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of C~ristianlty.
By Holyoake....................... Price 10 cents
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By IIolyoake ...................... ,Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By II. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
ReligiOn in the Republic.
By M. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (IItustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed ................... Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cents
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
OoNTE:t!TB: The Hebrew Canon.

The New Tes·
ta.ment. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Qnoted a~ Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocrypha.!. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
P,.,n<>~ ~n CAnt• · olnth. 7li oentl!.

Darwin.· and After Darwin.
An Exposltion of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J. ROMANES.
A systematicExi>.osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the general reader rather than to profe,sed naturalists.
lllr. Ito manes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
beside• r"nlnng w1th Pr.ofessor Hu;le;v in scientific knowledge and ab1ltty. And th1s 1s a part of
his "onclusion regarding the great -subJect of
Design, to which the cbnreh so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to t.hose of be•nty, even·where throughout organic· natur<J we meet with abundant
.evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
enpernatural 'design. • • • Adaptation a!ld
\Jeanty are alike r~ceiving their explanation at
the hands of a. pnrelymeebanical philoeophy ...
All nature bas tbns ueen tranRformed before thf
view of tb!' pre•ent ,;entratiou in a manner and
to an 'extent that has never· before lwen pns•ihle;
and iuasmn<'J1 as the cnange which has tal<en
place ha• taken pla"e in the direction of natural.
tsm, and th.fs to t.be 13xtent of rend~ring th.e
mechanical mtPrpretatlon of nature nmversal, 11
i• no wonderif tlie religious mind has sudden!}
awakened to a new and a terrible force in thA
word~ of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th_y_God?" ·
lllnstrated. Price, cloth~$2.
Addrees,
THJ!; TRUTH SEEKER.

THE American Federation of Labor, in
session in Chicago, adopted resolutions
indorsing Governor AltgeJd for his pardon
of Fielden, Schwab, and Neebe.
IT is conceded that the bomb Vaillant
threw into the French Chamber of
Deputies defeated the bill, then pending,
for the amnesty of political prisoner!i.
REPORTS of great deetitution come from
all the cities of the country and unusual
efforts are being m.ade to relieve the multitudes who are on the brink of destruction.
SIXTEEN vacancies in the Mississippi
legislature were filled by election last;
week. Democratic representative . were
selected in all, including strongly Populist
counties.
CATHOLIC dignitaries and papers in New
York are generally repudiating the Spellissy bill, which contemplates the division
of the public school fund for the benefit of
church schools.
Two spans of the brid~e in course of
construction across the Ohio river at
Louisville collapsPd December · 15th.
Twenty or more lives were lost and a number of workmen injured.
THE Provisional government of Hawaii
seems to be determinlld to wage war
against the nation [the United St&tes] to
which it wishes to annex Hawaii, if it
does not get what it wants.
ADMIRAL DA GAMA has declared against
the Peixoto government in Brazil and
joined forces with Mello. The latter
favors a republic, while Da Gaina announces himself a monarchist.

"IT is to be noticed that wherever a
large vote was polled by women at the municioal elections [in Massachusetts] it was
drawn out by religious or race antipathies," says the Boston Journal.
Russu has declined the offer by France
of a naval station in the Mediterranean,
Admiral Avelan having reported that he
could not guarantee the loyalty of the
c::-ews if ·they were permitted to visit
French ports regularly.
•
WALTER DAMROSOH'S symphony orchestra struck in Music Hall, New York, on
BOOI{S BY
December 17th. The cause of the trouble
was the employment of a 'cellist not a
L.
member of the union, and he could not be
SnLday and the Sabbath. "A law regu- fbe Bible of Nature: A Contributiol a member because he had not been in this
lating human condnct on the Sabbath is an imcountry six months.
to the neligion of the Future. Cloth. ll!l.
peltinence." Price. 10 cents.
l'be S~>cret of the East; or, The Origh
THE Tories are. biocking legislation in
The". False Teaching of the Christian
of the Christian I:eligion and the Significanc•
of 1ts ftiso and Decline. Cloth. $1.
the British House of Commons by obChn: ch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the C ristian church are thirty-nine poor. Physical Education; or, The Health-Law~ structiv tactics in connection with the
of Nature. Cloth. $1.
broken- own opinions." Price, 10 cents.
Parish Councils bill. It is their all but
The FooD~ ness of Prayer. " Think of llon~eholll Ut>mt>dies for the Prevaleni avowed intention to block Liberallegisla·
Disor.lers of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $ ·
a mini~ter's 1'- 'ng God to kill grasshoppers,
tion until Gladstnne's death. A crisis,
or trying to in •. e the Deit;y to undertake a Zoological !->ketches : A Colltributiou t•
which may end the House of Lords, is imcrusade of one ag : t the Colorado beetle I"
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illu"
Price. 10 cents.
_
trated by H. )faber. Cloth $2.
minent.
4.<1rlrA•• '"'.THE ThUTH
Followers of Jesus. Pr " 10 cents.
. ' Rl<;EKFm,
,...
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE BARNARD of
Spiritualism: Is It a Fait or a Fact t
l>rice, 5 cents.
New York found John Y. McKane and
CHEAP EDITION.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
four· of his associates in the Gravesend
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
election proceedings guilty of contempt of
The Public Schools and the Catholic
court and ordered each of them to be imChurch. Price, 5 cents.
prisoned for thirty davs and pay a fine of
$250, the hlgh .. st prnalties allowed by the
BY OAPT. ROBERTO. ADAMS.
law. They hav asked for a stay. But
Being the story of his menta.! journey from McKane remains Sunday-school superACCOUNT OF
orthodoxy to Rationa.lism.
intendent and otherwise has unimpaired
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
standing in the Methodist church. at
Gravesend.
Paper, GO cents; cloth, 75 centa
Address
'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER.

L K. Washburn's Works.
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POPERY.
TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the many points of excellence of the Paper.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
·
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each pictme is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
THE '11RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
ca.use of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainly the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our movement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, pbaosopher, logician, has been
.engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country,
:and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH . SEEKER gives all the news of Free thought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
1he Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country. On that THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people as against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinke'r, you want it and ought to take it.
We .appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PREMIUM OFFER FOB NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
these o:ft'ers, or send $3 for a Yes.r's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethou.ght Press.

How··To GET.

FourHunared. Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL

P •. PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the {Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll,.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can. be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day~to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d
Progress. The strucrgle is not ended and what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal VIgilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL C.A.N .AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the GYeatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
'l1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Sphit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
" The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philo ophy.
Science. Education and
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Bruno.
Copernicus.
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gambetts.
Madame Roland.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Spinoza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Descartes.
Kepler.
Comenius,
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Locke.
Lucretia Mott.
Hume.
Newton.
Froebel.
Sh¥spere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hobbs.
Humboldt. Combe.
Lydia Maris Child.
Kant.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
I Jefferson.
Sumner ..
Margaret Fuller.
Hamilton.
Darwin.
Owen.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Comte.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth· Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Buchner.
Hurley.
Haeckel.
Pnshkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Warren.
Matild<J.J oslyn Gage.
Feuerbach.
Girard
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Lick.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad .Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
.T. P. MPndnm,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillhbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E:. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin St~iner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Eliznr ·wright,
T. 0. Lelanrl,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy·N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout-the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
·

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
·
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
·

The Tut'frte of evm·y Subscriber who sends jive (lollars before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DOB'T FA1L TO· SUBSCRIBE AT OBOE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
H will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frie~d~ when they as!c, What is Freet~wught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
Tins IS the most umversal presentatiOn of Freethought eYer given to the public, and no Freethiuket
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
---.
Address orders to
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

'

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and we will send
the Getter...-up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the Bew Subscribet•s as a
Premiu,m,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA.1SON HESfON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of F'reethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to ·each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these.
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up .these Clubs will
receive their copies of" Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Olub and
Four B ew Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have thei'r names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.
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on any case involving this question which it may be called
on to decide. The Oongress of the United States has real·
What are the fruits of the thirty years' cultiva- ized this, and acted upon it in advance, in the legislation
tion of the public mind by the National Reform As- which it passed in reference to the Sunday closing of the
FOUNDED BY D. ltlo BENNETI'o
sociation 1 In the crHsade which it has led for the World's Fair. The principle, then, that the church may
E. M. MACDONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. subversion of the secular institutions ~st11.blished by employ the power of the state-that Secular laws may en·
force religions observances, and that the authority of
the fathers, what victories has it won! Are the church and state, combined, shall dominate the con·
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
people more, or leas, familiar with and favorable to science, is settled in theaffirmativ in this country."
• DEOEMBER 30, 1893. the idea of a close union of religion and law than
SATURDAY.
We are face to face, therefore, with an enemy
they were in 1863 T Hav the ministers, as minis- intrenched in the rifle pits of state and federal
ters, and religious bodies, as such, greater, or less, legislation. Hereafter we m~st in the open do
SUBSCRIPTION RATES,
Single subscription, in advance ................................ •3 00 influence in the halls of legislation than they had battle with a foe that, when hard pressed, m!\y take
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ :i 00 three decades ago T In answering these questions
refuge in the casements and bomb-proofs of jurisTwo new subscribers ............................................. :i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 we shall quote somewhat at length from the Chris- prudence. To be sure, we hav the Constitution
One suhscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ 'f 00 tian Statesman, the official organ of the National and many state bills of rights, but politicians, at
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitReform Association, as we hav done in the previous the dictate of priest01, hav disregarded and trampled
tance ................. , ..................................... S :iO papers of this series, and abo from the American
these before, disregard and trample them now,
One subscription with four new sub~cribers, in one remittance .......................................................10 011 Sentinel, the Second Adventist paper of this city, and will continue to disregard an:i trample them,
AnY number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
which is as distinciivly representativ of the Chris- until we show them-the politicians-that we can
remittance.
tian opposition to the theocratic movement as the command more votes than the priests can and are
Christian Statesman is of the Christian sentiment determined to be free from clerical domination.
Mon6fl srwuza 11e sene lit/ ezJ)ress companfl's monet~ oraer,
J:J Js&al oraer, araft on Neto Yor:t, or. lit/ reatseerea zeeeer. favorable thereto.
Referring to the source from which has sprung
. A.aaress oommuntcaetons ana malce ara.ftB, c7lec1cs, post-otlloe
Our "Churchly Purpose and Performance " col- this polluting and death-d. aling stream of churchE. M. MAOIJONALIJ,
ana ezpress monev oraerii:Da!lable to
28 Laravette place, New Yor:t. - umn givs some idea of the triumphs which the Sab- stateism and calling attention to the ttibutary
batarians are constantly achieving, although our waters now pouring into the older current-the
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our record is manifestly, but unavoidably, incomplete. combined volume threatening to sweep away the
readers if they will send us the name and address of
The enemies of the Free Sunday are forcing the remnants of every cherished edifice of liberty to
any Freethinker 'Who is not a regular subscriber.
fighting all along the line, and they are justified in which we yet cling-Mr. ~cKee says :
feeling. greatly encouraged. They are getting new
"Every statute and municipal ordinance in th1s connSOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
ordinances and statutes in their favor, and old ones try, enforcing or promoting religion and religions observTo induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- interpreted against liberty by administrativ of- ances has had its origin in the church ann state laws of
the o'riginal codes from which our system of jurispruals on the part of our friends we make the follow- ficials and enforced by peace officers. The courts dence is derived. The same spirit of church and state
hav within a few years rendered many decisions uping handsome premium offers:
union which established these Jaws in the first place has
holding existing Sunday laws. Su<~h a decision retained them in our statute books. These dormant seeds
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one once handed down by a state supreme court placPs
of persecution which hav lain covered and uncultivated
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred the people of that state at the mercy of bigots in in the statute' books now for three generations, hav,
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage and out of office. Every new statute enacted is so within the last few year11, been brought to the light with
of this or our Fr~e offer of the book (see oppo,it much clear gain for the first day worshipers. A the promis of an immediate and rapid growth. A body
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in multitude of laws are created with the utmost fa- of associated religions organizations, such as never before
existed, has undertaken to foster and cherish the growing
the country should not possess this splendid work. cility, but when it comes to repeal, no matter how
iniquity. ·. · ·
.
.
.
''That principle, which is the baHs of papal policy, Is
For $5 we will send THE T;aUTH SEEKER one unjust the hw may be, the advocates of reform find
year ($3) a.nd "Paine's Great Works Complete" themselvs confront.ed with influrmountable ob- now firmly fixed in the statutes and judicial precedents
of the different states. The farther development of this
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a stacle·.
destructiv policy is· being rapidly h~stened, not only by
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
Says H. H. George in the Christian Statesman : the machinations of the Roman Oatholic church itself,
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
"The same public sentiment that molded Oongress into but, even in a much greater degree, by the mistaken
the making of the Sabbath regulation for the World's course of Protestant denominations and the various other
Rochelle.
organizations more or less avowedly religions in charFor $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one Fair, will speak again whenever called upon, will speak acter. Some' of these organizations are willing to join
upon the same side it did before, and will speak more
year ($3) and " The World's Sages, Thinkers, and positivly, more loudly, and more determinedly than it did hands with the Roman Oatholic church in securing strict
legislation as to the observaD:ce of Sunday, an~ .are,.in
Refor1;11ers" ($3). By D: M. BeDI\ett.
before."
fact desirous that the Oathohc power should JOin with
No
doubt;
and
it
will
speak
just
as
fraudulently
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
the~ in obtaining a severe interpretation, and enforceyear ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- as before, but we hav no guarantee that Congress ment, of those laws by the courts. Other organizations
ory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one will not bow just as abjectly in the presence of the believe themselvs to be antagonizing Roman Catholicism,
wants this book. It has over a thousand large new forgad petitions as it did in that of those de- and even confessedly make that the main, and, in some
instances the only purpoRe of their existence, stiU they
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. manding the closing of the World's Fair.
ignorant]~ serve the same ends by accompli~hin~ the same
" Our Supreme Oonrt in 1885 unanimously declared thing, only under the name of Protestantism, mstead of
It is a. digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific that labor's need of a rest day was justification enough Catholicism."
for Sabbath laws, to which should be added as a basis for
The only thing that at present postpones the
matters.
their defense a part of our Christian National ConstituFor $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one tion, that ot,her unanimous decision in 1892, 'This is a union of Catholic and Protestant against civil
liberty for non Christians is the fact that the Protyear ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- Christian nation.' "-Christian Statesman.
"Oongress published a larger number of the hearings estants control the public schools. Shut out their
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
on the Sunday Rest bill (42,000) than it published of any Bibles and prayers and songs and school-book seFor $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year other public document, except the Agricnltoral Reports."
lections and how long would it be before they would
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" -Wilbur F. ()rafts.
join hands with the Catholics in a division of the
in boards ($2).
Editor William H. McKee, of the American Sen- school fund for the support of church schools! No
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year tinel, sums up the situation in these few sentences: man would grow gray in the time they would spend
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic''In every state there has been agifatio:a for the en- in deliberating upon the question, you may be sure.
forcement of Sunday laws. Oases under the Sunday laws, How do we know they would do this! We know it
ally lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
in one form or another, hav been brought before the
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one courts of almost all the states. In several states these because they insist upon keeping the Protestant
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically laws hav been avowedly used for religions persecution. Bible in the common schools. We know it because
Although the religious statutes, under which this is done, they insist upon forcing upon the children of nonIllustrated,'' in board covers ($1).
contradict both the spirit and the terms of the bills of
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books rights of the Oons.titntions of the different states, and of Protesta.nts religious ideas that are repugnant to
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- the United States, still they hav been, without excep- those non-Protestants, who help support the schools
which are thus perverted into nurseries of Protestingly low price.
Old and new subscribers can tion, thus far, sustained by the decisions of the higher
state courts. The Supreme Court of the United States antism. If they loved justice they would take their
a.vail .themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our has, by concurring in J nstice Brewer's opinion in the Bible out of the public schools. If they really bepresent readers will call the attention of their Trinity church case, February 29, 1892, that this is "a lieved in non-sectil.rian instruction they would volChristian Nation," given notice what position it will take
friends to the values o1fered.
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untarily stop thrusting their religious notions int0
the minds of children not their own. They oppose
a division of the school fund because it would
benefit the Catholics, not because they are opposed
to the principle involved in division. Put them in
the position of the Catholics and they would demand what the less discreet Catholics are demanding. They are perfectly willing that public money
shall be used for the purpose of propagating religion in the schools, because the religion so propagated is their religion. Take from them this monopoly and see how quickly they would lose their
truly wonderful love for the public schools.
Catholic and Protestant are practically united in
regard to all the other ligatures that connect church
and state. They both believe in Sunday Ltws;
both approve the appointment of chaplains in the
military and civil service ; both indorse the action
of the president and o:P governors in issuing religious proclamations; both wish to hav church
property continue exempt from taxation; both
defend the judi('ial oath ; both stand for the "law
of Christ" in regard to divorce ; both believe that
civil authority comes from God. They differ only
as to the relation of the church to public education,
and that only because one is without and the other
within the charmed circle of state favoritism. We
are glad they hav this bone of contention to partly
occupy their attention. Possibly the Protestants
-that is, the more reasonable ones-will be taught
something by the parochial school fight. They
may get their eyes open enough to see that the
only safety for themselvs as well as for other minorij;ies is. to take and keep religion out of the
public schools, and in all other ways secularize tha
state. To quote Mr. McKee once more :
"Those who are assisting to create a Protestant similitude to the papacy while ardently fighting Roman Catholicism, as they see it, are legion. The subtle deception
under which these labor and the delusion which they
throw around those whom they draw into their ranks is
unique. Roman Catholicism may well cherish them as
its dearest friends, the enemy, It is a frequent, though
paradoxical, statement that· the longest way round is the
shortest way there-this is vividly exemplified in the case of
those who are now antagonizing the progress of the papacy
in this country by the use of papal methods. No quicker
way of securing a papal-Protestant domination in civil
affairs could possibly be devised than that which has been
taken. The possibility of the Roman Catholic church,
as now existing and organized in this country, obtaining
the political ascendancy has aroused a selfish opposition
which demands the same thing for itself, and proceeds
to obtain it by means which are in themselvs Romanizing, and will very shortly bring both parties into companionship in a mutual attack on the same fold."
This is wholly true. As we ~av said, the only
thing-aside from doctrinal differences and inherited prejudices-that keeps them apart in their
crllsades against the secular state is their selfish
scramble over the schools. Let the battle go on;
we believe that it will hav a great educational value;
that it will bring tens of thousands of recruits to
our ranks, and it may save the day for liberty.
When the United States Supreme Court unanimously declared that "this is a Christian nation"
the black flag was raised. That was the hour of
destiny. After that any law in the interest of
Christianity might be enacted, and there remains
no authority to nullify it. The highest tribunal
has said in advance that it is constitutional. To
this complexion we hav come at last. The Supreme
Court has been known to reverse it!l own decisions,
but, as regards the relations of church and state,
there is no hope that, with its present personnel, it
will do so unless we first raise the country to a
white heat of protest. And then it might I!ot, for
such bodies move slowly. In all likelihood that
decision will stand until a majority of new men sit
upon the Supreme Court bench. And perhaps
many a long year thereafter. While it remains a
part of the law of the land we can never know peace
and safety. The actual writers of that decisionthe National Reform Association and its federated
societies-will not scruple to use all the power it puts
into their hands. They will apply Christianity in
every way possible. In the name of "The King"
they will destroy the republic if we do not defend
ourselvs. They will strangle religious liberty if we
put our trust in "the spirit of the age." We might
as well trust in God and die. Concentrate and

fight. Teach· the people. Meet the theocrats on
the platform, in the press, in the school meeting,
in educational conventions, at the bar of justice,
in the state . legislature tnd Congress. Stand
squarely for our principles. Expose that fraud, the
"Sunday rest" law. Be men and women. Preserve liberty in the land.

Woman and Christianity.

four hours Dr. Craven devotE:d himself to the taE.k
of proving from the Bible woman's subjection to
man. .A.nd he proved it. He knew the Bible and
Christianity better than do many of his brethren
who hav been partially civilized by Freethought.
Here follow a few of his asseverations :
"I believe the subject involve the honor of my God. I
believe the subject involve the headship and crown of
Jesus. Woman was made for man and becrune first in
the transgression. My argument is that subordination
is natural, the subordination of sex. Dr. See has admitted marital subordination, but this is not enough; there
exists a created subordination; a divinely arranged and
appointed subordination· of woman as woman, to man as
m'an. Woman was made for man and became first in the
transgression. The proper condition of the adult female
is marriage; the general rule for ladies is marriage.
I'Von>en without children, it might be said, could preach,
but they are under the general rule of subordination. It
is not allowed woman to speak in the church. Man's
place is on the platform. It is positivly base for a woman
to speak in the pulpit; it is baAe in the sight of Jehovah.
The whole question is ooe of subordination."
He was sustained by the Synod of New Jersey,
which censured Dr. See for his anti-Christian liberality, An appeal was taken to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of the United
States, which confirmed the verdict of the Synod.
Woman's subjection to superstition is brought into
painful prominence by the fact that, in the face of
this shameful Christian treatment of the sex by the
Presbyterian Church of the United States, hundreds of thousands of women remain members of
that church. The baleful influence of Christianity
upon women could not be demonstrated more conclusivly than by this slavish submission to the
power that denies them equal rights as human
beings.
Rev. H. H. Strong, president of the Rochester
Theological Seminary (Baptist), said in 1878:
" She is subordinate to man in office, she is to be
helper, not principal. TheTefore man has precedence in
the order of creation, woman is made of man, and to
supply the felt need of man. The race, therefore, is
called the race of man and not the race of woman. For
this office of subordination, and whether they assert it or
not, women are fitted by their very constitution, and in
the very creation of mankind in the garden of beauty undefiled by the slimy track of the serpent as it was, God
ordained the subordination of woman and the differences
of nature that make her subordination inevitable."
Modern American lawmakers hav removed many
of the disabilities imposed upon woman by the
spirit of Christianity, but there is still ample room
for the work of repeal. Recently an elderly woman
fell and injured herself upon some ice at Rome, New
York. The ice had formed from the overflow of
one of the tanks of the New York Central Railroad
Company. She brought an action for damages and
for compensation for loss of time. She was married,
but her husband had not lived with her for twelve
years, and she supported herself and children by
cleaning and taking in washing. The company's
lawyer asked the judge to charge that she was not
entitled to recover for loss of time from household
service, but that her husband, if anyone, might recover damages for all loss of household services
occasioned by the accident. The trial judge said
that he would not charge in that way in that case,
as the husband was not living with his wiff'. The
General Term, therefore, reversed the judgment for
the plaintiff, and ordered a new trial. The decision
of the General Term appears to be "good law."
Such a manifest wrong shocks the sense of justice of
even men and women who call themselvs Christians,
but it is merely a survival. When Christianity was
supreme the canon law refused to recognize that
a woman had .any rights apart from her husband,
and even questioned if she had a soul.

"What women are by nature it is presumptuous to assume, nature so far having had very little and custom
and society having had a great deal to do with my sex.
The feminin product evolved from six thousand years of
absolute subjection-absolute at least uutil the advent of
Christian civilization-does not look kindly on innovation. "-Kate Fwld.
Kate Field is too well-informed a woman, too free
from many common superstit.ions, and too indepPndent in every way, to be the author of the statements contained in the foregoing sentences. How
they could flow from her pen we do not see. We
allude, of course, to her certification of the· truth of
the " six thousand years" delusion and her apparent concession of the validity of the unfounded
Christian claim that to " Christian civilization"
woman is indebted for her present comparativ freedom. Anent the latter we respectfully suggest that
she carefully read "Woman, Church, and State," by
Matilda Joslyn Gage. Therefrom she would learn
that, in the words of Sir Henry Maine, " The ju'risconsulists had evidently at this time assum!Jd the
equality of the sexes as a principle of the law of
equity. The situation of the Roman woman whether
married or single became one of great personal and
proprietary independence; but Christianity tended
somewhat from the com-rencement to narrow this
remarkable liberty. The prevailing state of religious sentiment may explain why modern jurisprudence has adopted these rules concerning the
position of woman which belong to an imperfect
eivilization. No society which preserves any tincture of Christian institutions is likely to restore to
married women the personal liberty conferred on
them by the middle Roman law. Canon law has
deeply injured civilization." See Maine's "Early
History of Institutions," "Roman Law," and "Ancient Law" for further information on this point.
Under the canon law daughters could not inherit
with brothers. In Rome it was different. Says
Blackstone: ''The preference of males over females
in succession was totally unknown to the laws of
Rome. Brothers and sisters were entitled to equal
parts of the inheritance."
The Christian view of woman is well shown by
this paragraph from Loredano's "Life of Adam"
(published at Amsterdam in 1696) :
"It was the effect of God's goodness to man that suffered him to sleep when Eve was formed, as Adam, being
endowed with a spirit of prophecy, might foresee the
evils which the productio:a of Eve would cause to all
me,nkind, so t.hat God perhaps cast him into that sleep
lest he should oppose the creation of his wife."
Of woman and the church Elizabeth Cady Stanton says: "As the Christian church grew stronger,
woman's fate grew more helpless. Even the Raformation and Protestantism brought no relief."
The old Christian view of woman survived to this
century, to this generation, to this day, despite the
humanizing, the enlightening, the liberating influence of rationalism and science. In 1843 the Hopkinson Association of Congregational Divines of
New Hampshire adopted this rule to govern the
conduct of women in their churches:
" But as to leading men, either in instruction or devotion, and as to any interruption or disorder in religious
meetings, 'Let your women ktlep siiEmce in the churches;'
not merely let them be silent, but let them keep or preserve silence. Not that they may not preach, or pray, or
exhort merely, but they may not open their lips to utter
Wanted-New Subsc::i!>ers.
any sounds audibly. Let not your women in promiscuWe solicit the kind attention of our friends to
ous religious meetings preach or pray audibly, or exhort
audibly, or sigh, or groan, or 11ay Amen, or utter the the need which exists of increasing the subscripprecious words, 'Bless the Lord,' or the enchanting tion list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
sounds, 'Glory! Glory!'"
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
While Miss Field has her mind directed to the
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
"subjection" of wom n, we will call her attention
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
to the famous See case in New Jerseyin 1876. Dr.
See had admitted two women temperance speakers the work of Freethought. 1 he church is ma.king
to his pulpit. He was put on trial for this offense, great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
which Rev. Dr. Craven, the prosecutor, declared people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
was "an indecency in the sight of Jehovah." For tyranny. And those who read Tm: TRUTH SEEKER
0
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are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we ·owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
·of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, 'and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns" we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of :financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the .regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy ot that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we win offer them as a premium either. of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
~he other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at ~ great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper,. to be found in the :first column of the :first.
editorial page of THE TnuTH SEEKEB. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage -of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye l;le turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal c=a=u=s~e._ _ _ _ _ _ __
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victims. Women are fined and sent to Blackwell's they shall preach? Stone upon stone and brick
Island, but the men, their companions, are dis- upon brick rises the state-church.
charged.
Some notable views were enunciated in the reThe next issue of THE TRUTH SEEKEB will contain cent Congress of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
an illustrated article e~titled " Historic Means of 'l'he subject under discussion was "The Duty of the
Grace," being a description of the implements of Churches of the Anglican Communion Towards
torture and relics of the Inquisition belonging to Roman Catholic Countries." Revs. Hall Harrison
the Nuremburg collection. These instruments, and William Kirkers thought that "intrusion into a
now on exhibition in New York, are not duplicates country heretofore exclusivly Catholic was wrong
but the original products of Middle Age ingenuity and unwarranted." Also an impertinence. Tl.ey
in the framing of arguments for the confusion of did not state whether this rule held good in. the
heretics, and many of the numerous illastrations case of Mohammedan and pagan countries. An exhav been prepared especially for these columns. planation of the omission would make interesting
We hav never seen so complete a description of the reading. Mr. Kirkers also said that " Roman
collection, and the cuts in most cases are the only Catholics capnot be converted by external influences,
ones in existence. The literary part of the work and that deserters from the faith of Rome would
has been done by Geo. E. Macdonald.
make good Infidels, but not devout Episcopalians."
No; a man who reasons his way out of Catholicism
We hav received from C. P. Farrell a new edi- is not likely to stop in any half-way house. Of
tion of that splendid prose poem, "Life," by" the course a few do, but most of those who leave Rome
prince of orators," Col. R. G. Ingersoll. It is march straight into the Freethought camp.
larger and better than the old edition, and can be
framed or placed upon the table as an ornament.
A Miss Mercedes Plowes recently committed
In the center of the card appear the portraits of the suicide at the Loretto convent, in Hamilton, OntaColonel and the baby, surrounded by the prose rio. She had been a Protestant, but went from
poem, which has been truthfully described as " one Chicago to Hamilton to enter the convent, having
of the masterpieces of the orator and poet, who decided to accept the Catholic faith. The testinow, as far as we know, stands alone in the living mony given at the inquest showed that she had said
world." It is printed on heavy board, gilt beveled to Sister Francis, when she confessed that she had
edge. The size is 12xl6 inches, and the price only taken poison : "I may never be so ready to die
75 cents, post paid. We would advise our friends again, and I waut to die when I feel sure of going
to get this at once. The words alone are worth the to heaven." Now there was a keen-witted and conmoney.
sistent Christian for you! We hav always thought
that the Christian who was sure he was " saved" had
Wherever he may be found, the " ambassador of better die at ·once ; nothing could be more foolish
God" is sure that he has a commission to regulate than to run the risk of losing the way to heaven
the conduct of the people. At Bloomfield, N. J., and dropping into hell just for the sake of a few
Rev. J. M. Nardiello is running amuck against balls uncertain years on earth. Nevertheless Miss
and sociables given by associations composed Plowes seems to hav had some peculiar notions
chiefly of members of his church. The other even- about veracity. It was testified that she requested
ing he intruded himself in a ball-room. The peo- Sister Francis to tell her relativs that she had died
ple there assembled were all dancing, but when of heart failure. It is plain that she thought God
they caught sight of the "holy father," they started would forgiv both the self-destruction and the lie
for the exits. "Consternation " reigned; '.' every- she had commissioned Sister Francis to tell.
body made a rush to escape," and young men
jumped from the windows to the ground. It does
On a recent Sunday Rev. Dr. William S. Rainsford
not seem to hav occurred to them to gently inti- preached a sermon in the church of St. George, this
mate to the man of the Lord that a walk would be city, upon the treatment of criminals and the edugood for his health. It must be real pleasant to be cation of children. He said some good and timely
able to safely lash slaves or frighten them half to words and he also uttered some just the opposit.
death.
"You cannot teach duty to man except as it is based
on duty to God." This was prefatory to saying
Referring to Professor Tyndall's "prayer test"
that there must be religious instruction in the
suggestion, the lV'ati~n remarks :
schools. "I do not advocate a division of the
"In this he was substantially anticipated in Hawaii,
"I see no insuperable
where the native, years before, had challenged the mis- school funds," but
objection
to
having
children
taught by clergy of
sionaries to a competit.iv test of the value of prayer and of
heathen sacrifices as a means of stopping the dangerous different Christian bodies to which their parents
flow of lava from Mauna Loa."
belong ; taught at regular hours within the school
We may l;>e thought feeble-minded, but neverthe- buildings, I mean. In no other way can they be
less we must confess that we fail to discover any fitted for citizenship. If Protestant churches can
"substantial" resemblance between a competitiv not systematize their work so as to giv this, then in
test of two kinds of prayer-one abstract and the God's name let the church that can supply it." Dr.
other concrete, so to speak-and the scientific ob- Rainsford does not state what is to ba done for the
servation and tabulation of the results of the appli- children of Freethinkers and for those of the great
cation of one kind of prayer. Be this as it may, unchurched masses. His attitude is another evihowever, it iR not recorded that the missionaries ac- dence of the existence of an undercurrent of thought
cepted the challenge of the Hawaiians, which would among Protestants favorable to union with the
Among the recent conspicuous answers to prayer indicate that they knew more but were less sincere Catholics if it is not otherwise possible to control
education in the interest of Christianity.
was that given in the case of Mary Porter, of Pendle- than the "idolaters."
bury, England. She was kneeling at p~ayer. when
In logical sequence the state-built church follows Four .Good Books for German Freethinkers.
her nightdress became ignited. She med m the the state-paid chaplain. Hence we need not be
We can supply, in the German language, the
hospital. Her mother, in trying to save her, was .so surprised that Senator Cullom, of Illinois, presented
following
four books which everyone knows to be
badly burned that no hope is entertained of her re- the other day in the United States Senate a petigood:
covery. Respectfully referred for explanation to the tion signed by a large number of Chicago clergy"The Mistakes of Moses," by Col~ R. G. Ingersoll,
ministers and the headline writers of the World and men asking Congress to make an appropriation50
cents.
Herald.
Senator Cullom thought not to exceed $10,000-to
"Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. GarChristian love and charity are much the same the build a small chapel in connection with the marine dener, 50 cents.
world over. Here in New York they turn hundreds hospital in Chicago. This on the ground that it be"The Gods," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, 25 cents.
of women into the streets on the worst night of the longs to the government, and is in part occupied by
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John Peck
winter while down in Alabama and out in Nebraska the marine hospital. No doubt most of the minis- 20 cents.
they strip other women naked and whip th_em until ters signing the petition hav already made themThese are neatly printed, bound in paper covers
the blood flows in streams.
Parkhurst1sm and selva more or less conspicuous in denouncing the and are complete. Our German-reading friends
Whitecapism are respectivly the legal and illegal Catholics because members of that church want a should circulate these widely.
outbreakings of the same spirit of self-righteous division of the public-school fund. How do they
Christian moralism which has ever stood helpless in excuse their inconsistency? And if the governm~nt
Readers will aid the cause by forwarding u
the face of social evils. It knows no cure but ven- may rightfully appoint chaplains and build churches names of their friends who might be interested in
geance, a.nd tha.t for only the mor~ helpless of the for them; why may it not prescribe what doctrine sample copies of THE T:auTH SEEUB.
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The spirits hav come to us, and by means found an organism which requires such a powerful instruin their life and surroundings they come back and ment to reveal it to our eyes, and yet there it is, a
instruct us of a great and beautiful spirit world, and perfect animal. And you no doubt will ask, "Why
by such means as no mortal can do or imitate they can't I see a spirit organism .the size of a spirit man
Spiritualism Defended.
Otto Wettstein says some funny things in reply assure us of an immortal life. They precipitate with that wonderful microscope r' I will tell you.
to my strictures to show to him that Idealism and pictures of flowers, pictures, intelligent messages of The spirit body is still much finer even than· any
Spiritualism are not one and the same ; but in his love and wisdom, and 1·efer in these tests to such animal germ. It can be seen, but it requires the
reply he takes good care to drop the subject alto- things as identify themselvs to us by addressing sensitiv eyes of the clairvoyant, whose spiritual
gether, and does not pretend to defend the former our senses and our memories of tbemselvs, by writ- vision is keener than the best glass instrument, and
statement. He makes many others, however, just ing and saying things which no other mortal or even then it often happens that the spirit must atas inconsistent with facts, which it were too tedious spirit could say, and by such incontrovertible proofs tract to itself material sustances of a coarser qualto ·attempt to contradict. He gets a man-out of we are led to see that spirits bav simply been born ity in order to manifest. Bu,t I hav seen all parts
whom the breath of life has 1lad-and attempts to again, and hav thrown aside the old body as a use- of spirits, hands feet, fingers, and parts of spirit
show me how absurd it would be to hunt for a lEeR garment; and while all these grand trdhs are bodies, as well as the whole form materialized so as
spirit in a dead man by dissecting him, and, after being given to the world, the Materialists are found to be readily seen. The human spirit, or man, is
slashing away at this corpse, insists that if he had cutting and dissecting the dead body, and saying composed of three essential things. First, and
a spirit the dead man should sqirm ·and kick at that because it will not squirm there can be no sucl:. most interior, is the soul or life element, which is
every thrust of the knife. Now this illustration is thing as a spirit. Fie on such reasoning ! lVIr the conscious monad that through animal organijust about as reasonable as a Materialist can be. Wettstein is dogmatic, but n: t argumentativ. He zation is developed into a phyE~ical body from the
They are always hunting for something in a place never meets an argument, he simply asserts his human germ. This germ at conception entered into
where there is no likelihood of finding it, and re- points. He says "man is an animal; as such sub- the ovum, and therein was nurtured and built up
minds me of the farmer who wanted his boy to hunt ject to all conditions and laws governing the animal into a physical organism, taking on the form of the
for a calf; not finding it, the boy told his father world." No one disputes this. Why put that in 1 mother, and at the same time perfecting a spiritual
that he had hunted every place where the calf Hav I said that man is not an animal? Then be- and a physical body around it. During the period
would be likely to be. "Well now," said the father, cause man's body dies and vanishes, he says "man of fcetallife, all the faculties pertaining to man and
"my son, please hunt where there is no likelihood is no more-this is self evident." That is no argu- his bodily wants are mpplied, all the senses estabof a calf being, and you may find it." Now, Mr. ment to assert that a thing is self-evident which lished, such as sight for the eyes, the organ of
Wettstein no doubt thinks the most likely place to millions of learned people are diEputing. .\thing sound, the ea1·s, the whole nervous system, o'r feelfind a spirit would be in the body of a dead man ; is not self evident which admits of diFpute; and ing, and sensation, the part of which makes the orbut, like all his kith and kin of philosophers Ma- you a· e simply begging the whole question when gans of smell and taste, and these were perfected
terialistic, he is looking in the wrong place. He you make such statements. 4.s many as twenty before being born into the life where they could be
should try to find it outside of the dead body, and times you state things as self-evident which are the used, so that it is not light which made the eyeballs,
it may be if he looked a little into outside phe- things in dispute, and one of your most self-evident or sight, it was not sound that developed the tymstatements is that" when a man is dead he is dead." pania, as no sound ever vibrated there. The taste
nomena he would find the spirit of the man.
He goes on to state what he believes. He be- Now, I deny that the real man died; the spirit, of the tongue was made before the infant sucked
lieves "man is bred, born, livs, dies, and vanishes as which is the real man. did not die, but simply its mother's milk. So of smell, and all the senses.
such form." He believes "man's physical body is changed conditions. There is no death for spirits, Hence the spirit is born with the body and partak. s
both of the male and female progenitor!', _but tl e
the cause, consciousness or mind, the effect." Then as their manifestations prove.
he states what Brother Perry believes. He says:
Your illustration of the dissection of a dead body soul or monad takes upon itself the sex relation
"Perry believes and insists that the effect can con- is simply laughable in its absurdity; but, after you during gestation or fcetal life. When the child is
tinue when the cause has vanished." This, Perry did all your cutting and mutilating of that poor born into this life, the exercise of being develops
believes only in a certain sense. A man can build body, at last you say: ''And just then it occurred consciousness of external life, and is retained as
a house or an engin, and the house and the engin to us what a big fool we were to expect to hurt, memory, being impresEed upon the conscious monad
will still exist, continue, when the man is dead and wound, or kill an immortal spirit, who by virtue of or soul. At the death of the man, the soul, and the
buried. Certainly it can, just as a spirit which was his (miraculous) being is beyond injury from carv- body of the soul, or what is termed the spirit,
produced by the natural body can continue after ing-knives, guns, or dynamite!" Now, just there leaves the dead body and is immediately united
the . body from which it came has decayed. A you hav spoken wiser than you intended, f•r no one into a spirit form, of the exact form and shape of
mother produces a child and she dies, but it does versed in the subject of Spiritualism would be such the natural body, and the soul or conscious entity,
·not follow that the child must die because the a fool as to think ot hunting for a spirit in a dead retaining all its former knowledge and peculiarities
mother who caused the child to liv has died. If body; but then you immediately go on asser!ing of character, is started on the new life just as it was
Brother Wettstein will only take time to look at it things which you can't prove and are taking for started on the physieal plane when it entered this
he will see that his argument or inference i~ granted. You say, "finding nothing outside of the life. It has all the properties of substance suited
illogical.
body that has tangibility, weight, chemical at- to its new environments, and while it was a triune
There is no reason in the world why a spirit tributes," etc.; "nothing that has color, taste, smell, mortal, it is now a duality, having only two bodies
body may not be formed from the finer ele- solidity," etc; "I insist, is it not amusing that sen-· or parts.
ments of the natural body and continue to liv after sible men and women believe their individuality can
I will now refer to a quotation from Mr. Weftthe nalural body is dead, just as a man livs after his be perpetuated during all eternity with an airy stein. He says: ''But our good and, no doubt.
mother dies. He sayr:J he "believes that conscious- nothing?"
earnest friend ingeniously refers ·•to the unseen
ness, as manifest in monad or man, is generated
How lame such an argument! You say there is forces of nature, which a.re such potent factors in
from the vitaf electro-magnetic forces, engendered nothing outside of that dead body. Now, I am cosmic phenomena. But it avails him nothing to
by means of the subtle and complex chemistry of sure you are off your base when you assert that seek an analogy for spirit here. To be a spirit and
the living animal organism." Here our friend bites there is nothing in this "airy nothing." The air all it implies, it must be organic. To be a husband,
off a bit that I fear is too big for him to chew, and contains all the chemicals, substances, forces, colors, wife, dac•ghter, son, to us in the 'sweet by and bye,'
I fear he will not be. able to digest such scientific solidities, and every other tangibility that can be such spirits must be of organic form. This, again,
fodder. Please, Otto, explain what you mean by found in nature. Millions of tons of water, gases, implies anatomy,_ organs, circulating 1luid, and
"the consciousness of a monad." You said in your odors, and real substances exist all around us. The heart, also brain, etc. Can the outline and funcarticle that "consciousness was the result of the or- air is full even of germ life, and to say that a tions exist without interior organism to create such
ganization of the body, and the result of food sup- refined spirit body could not be where every other on tline and functions? Can such <n·gans, 1l uids,
plies," and now you speak of a "consciousness of a invisible thing exists, is making an assertion with- chemistry, etc , exist without being manifest to our
monad." If a monad manifests consciousness, I out proof, and we know it is false and unscientific ordinary senses, or in the open court of science T"
suppose an organism is not needed to produce it. to make such statements. There are millions of Again he says: "Can such organism resemble air,
How is that, and how can you prove that a monad things in th~ air which chemistry can and does ether, electricity, or other organic forces of nature?"
has consciousness 1 Do you say so because Spinoza cognize, and has established to the reason of man, Now, I did not refer to these forces of nature to
teaches of the life of a monad? Come now, Otto, but which he cannot see, feel, taste, or smell. So show that a spirit resembled any such forces, only
before you know what you are about you wilfhav a much for your assumption and your self-evident so far as to establish that such forces were not
spirit entity or . monadic life to build an organism statements. Where will you find your conscious tangible to the senses. On the contrary, I hav been
on. Then agam you are, I fear, striking out into monad, if not in your " airy nothing "? Where do saying all along that a spirit is an organized entity,
deep water when you speak of "vital-electro- you find all the forces of nature but in this "airy and can on that account be recognized by its form,
magnetic forces engendered by the complex chem- nothing?"
size, color, and general appearance; also l:y the
istry of the living animal organism."
You assert that to be a spirit "it must be or- mental characteristics, its loves, affections, mantal
Don't you see by such talk that you are asserting ganic." Well, who says a spirit is not organic? strength, or weaknesses, in all re:pects correspondan animal germ, a monad, the smallest atom of a My dear sir, you are beating the wind, like the man ing to its former self, while an inhabitant of this
living organism, an entity! Why, you are confirm- who fought the windmill of Spanish notoriety. Of iife, and the ~orner-stone in the temple of Spiriting my statement, that man is but the result of a course a spirit is organic. There· are millions of ualism is made up of the evidence of identity
monad, an entity. Take care, my friend, you are on germs that 1loat m the air or liv in water, and it through phenomena, and phenomena are identical
a teeter when you place yourself on such a doubtful may require a microscope of thousands of diameters with the occult forces of nature, and these forces
pinnacle.
of magnifying p':>wer to bring them up to our dull are used by the spirits to manifest their intelliNow, sir, if you can prove what you hav stated vision ; yet they are organic. They hav locomotion, gence to us, just as a wire and a battery are used by
~hove, you are pro~ing. that the essential life begins they hav legs, arms, and what corresponds to bones, a telegraph operator to send a dispatch to a distant
m a monad, the pomt m nature whe1·e life and mat- muscles, tendons, fibers, and a perfect organization city and order a bill of goods for me, which the
ter first unite, where they start in the perfecting of of animal life. They squirm, kick, dive, 1loat, and merchant, who knows me in my business relations,
org~nic life, and that smalle_st beginning is a germ, move about, and exercise intelligence and apparent· will recognize and honor by Eending the goods.
or bfe center, and tl:at as It advances it takes on judgment. They liv in races and associate like The spirit, the man, is not t~e wire, nor the poles
other life elements until it culminates in man. Here micro3copic nationalities ; move in groups and on which it swings, nor the battery nor the elecyou stop by butting your head against the walls of families as well as in pairs, and seem to perform all tricity which vibrates, but the intelligence. And
Materiality, but I follow the same life still onward the offices of their animal lives which we can see. what we are after in the search of the spirit, is not
and find in Spiritualism the manifestations of the Now, why! Knowing these things to be so, slate, nor the writing or color of it, nor the paintidentical personality which resided in the body by although unseen by your naked eye, how can you ing, but we want to recognize the man or woman
means of such evidences as appeal to my reason and with any show of consistency talk about the impos- through the intelligence he or she sends us for rejudgment, and the original conscious monad, im- sibility of a spirit organism outside of a dead body? cognition, and if Materialists were a litt~e more in
proved, livs on.
What must be the fine and delicate mechanism of earnest in grasping the truth jpsteag of ~ar~ding
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their learned ignorance before the world, they
might learn a thing or two occasionally. We are
talliing about matter, what it does and what it
can't do, and in truth we are as ignorant as oxen
about it. We can't tell what is in store for us or
what things are contained withi~ the confines of
nature.
Talk about science and scientific facts and knowledge 1. Why, science is nothing but a record of
facts, and facts are all found in nature, and one fact
in-nature is just as scientific as another.. There are
men writing about science who hav no idea what it
means, and most of them are using the word
"science" to bend it· to their OWJ,l. narrow dogmatic
ideas of truth, when often what thE)y SU'J>pose to be
the whole truth is not within a mile of it. I
ad_mire a man who· in humility is willing to study
science, who takes account of all the facts, and tries
to generalize them into a system of knowledge and
philosophy; but the man who attempts to ignore
one-half the facts of nature, and the most important
part at that, will never· astonish the world with his
discoveries, and know only a trifle in the end.
.. Mr. Wettstein has been on the wrong scent;
he is barking up the wrong tree. He seems to
think I take a spirit to be made. of electricity, ether,
air, or something of the imponderables. Now,
there is where he is all out of joint. I hav always
sai.d a spirit has a body and parts-an organization.
It is not made of nothing, it is made of something;
has a body similar to the one it inhabited while a
resident of this earth-in fact, may reside on this
earth for a time as a spirit, or can come here at will
and influence us to do things which we would not
do had not such influence come. It has the power
to make raps ; move tables; operate electrical telegraphs and telephones; move furniture and objects
about from place to place without human contact;
can disintegrate one piece of matter and pass other
matter through it; has the power to convey flowers,
birds, fish, and other things, long distances and
bring them to us; can materialize hands, feet,
fingers, or its whole body, and, under good conditions, make a perfect likeness of its former self, so
as to be recognized, and a hundred thousand other
things whereby it proves the fact of spirit life, and
this is all done by and through natural laws and
forces, not by any particle of the miraculous. There
is no such thing as a miracle in nature;. what occurs
in the world is all in accordance with natural law
with an intelligent force behind it or Within it. All
the slate writings, precipitations, paintings with
natural substantial paints, and phenomena· which
require materials to perform them, are abstracted
directly from the atmosphere, which contains everything needed in the shape of matter.
All the parts, therefore, of Mr. Wettstein's article
which refer to the idea of a spirit being a nothing
hav no weight and shows plainly that he does not
know what Spiritualists know or believe. They don't
teach that a spirit is nothing, but a something.
They don't say a spirit has no organism ; on the contrary, they say it is an organized entity. They don't
say it is electricity, magnetism, or made up of
forces; but that it can use these things to act upon
us and upon other substances to manifest its
identity and individuality. So that when I teach
such stuff as Mr. Wettstein has been trying to
knock out, it will be time enough for him to argue
the case. A spirit is substance, but so fine that
most Materialists can't grasp it, no more than they
can grasp an organism in nature which requires to
be magnified a million of times its natural size to
be seen by us.
"J. R. ·pERRY.

Sunday Laws.
There seems to hav arisen some difference of
opiniol!l. as to whether we should hav any state laws
regarding Sunday, so I hav carefully collated what
several of · our Secular societies hav said on this
subject.
I. The National Liberal League was formed
during the Centennial Fair in Philadelphia, in
1876 and representative from all sections of the
Unit~d States were present. Among its specific
objects set forth in due form it proposed: " The
repeal of all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as .the Sabbath!' Mr. Francis Ellingwood
Abbott, formulating what has been known as the
Nine Demands, used precisely these words in stating the. Seventh .IJemand.
·
II. Nine years afterward the name of the National
Liberal League was·changed to the American SemilarUnion, but no change was made in the" specific
objects" or the "Seventh Demand~"
III. At an annual Congress of the American·
Secular Union, held in Philadelphia, in 1889, upon
lawful notice, the following amendment was unanimously adopted: " That the repeal of all.laws .enforcin(l the ob~Jer'l)ance of Sunday all a relifiiouq

instituti?n r'!ther than an economic_ one justified
by physwlogzcal and other secular reasons."
·
IV. At an annual Congress of the American
Secular Union, held in Chicago, in 1892. an amend~ent was adopted for the repeal of all laws relatmg to Sunday. I hav not a copy of the precise
words. It is alleged that this so-called amendment
was not adopted upon due notice "published one
month previous to the meeting," and therefore has
not been adopted.
V. The .Canadian Secular Union states the
Seventh Demand of Secularism in the following
words : " We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday or the
Sabbath shall be repealed."
This society has
adopted several explanations of its demands, and
to show clearly its views on the Sunday question,
has adopted the following explanation on the Seventh Demand:
." There appears to be a misconception in the
~mds of .many persons ~s to the legitimate meanmg of th1s demand. It Is thought by some that it
implies that, as SecuJ,arists, we desire to make Sun~
day an ordinary working day. This, however, is
not so. We do not object to a day of rest; our
objection is against a day being set apart and enforced by law for religious observance. So far from
Secularists having a desire to compel men to work
seven successiv days, they would oppose to the last
any such despotic attempt. Let it be distinctly
understood, therefore, that· Secularism does not
seek to abolish Sunday as a day of cessation from
labor, but only to divest it of its so-called sacred
character, and thus leave its use (that is, the way in
whieh it should be spent) to the judgmentof the
individual. Let it be a day of rest from the fatigue
of bodily labor, refreshing to the poor man, and
supplying him with the means of reinvigorating his
body and informing his mind. Such a day Secularists would hail as a boon to mankind. Indeed,
to those who choose to devote it to religious purposes, thue can be no objection to their doing so,
only they must not insist upon regulating the way
in which others who differ from them are to spend
the day." The undersigned may be a "tyrant" or
a "despot at heart," and it may be that he ought
to be read out of the Liberal ranks, and handed
over to the Sabbatarians, but he nevertheless believes in &cular s~mday laws for the protection of
labor from the grasping exactions of capital,
and judging from the demands of our Secular societies as above presented, he finds himself in very
good company, and the day is far distant when all
Sunday laws will be repealed. R. B. WEsTBROOK.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. Westbrook does not seem to undGrstand the
point at issue. He thinks he has good company;
but the good company are not wit,h him. They are
simply in favor of SundtJ.y, but not "Sunday laws."
I am heartily in accord with the statements above
quoted. Not o11e of them is in favor of a compulsory Sunday, but a voluntary Sunday-a Sunday
that ·people want, not one that is forced upon them.
The Sunday is a good thing. Keep the Sunday for
the improvement and civilization of the race. Dr.
West brook and I thoroughly coincide as to the
benefits of Sunday. That is not the question at
issue. Let me try to state the issue, and see just
the point of divergence:
Let it be understood that I hav not as yet opposed any opinions of Dr. Westbrook. This is not
a phi~osophical bat.tle, but a political battle. Let
.it be granted for ~he sake of argument that Dr.
Westbrook and myoelf hav the same opinions. As
a matter of fact, we do agree pretty well on opinions. The issue between us is one of method
purely. For the enforcement of his opinions he
desires to use force. I do not desire to use force,·
but simply reason and persuasion.
Let me illustrate : Dr. Westbrook and I are together on an island. We agree to rest from our
labors on Sunday, not from any religious motiv,
but because we think it a common-sense thing to
do. We are in perfect harmony on the· question,
and no disagreements arise. We work six days,
and on Sunday rest. . We are both Liberals in sE)ntiment, free from superstition, etc., and we get on
famously together. We talk science, philosophy,
literature, and no quarrels occur.
Now, a third man enters the island. He is not
settled upon the Sunday question. He doesn't
know whether it is a good thing or not. At any
rate, he will do as he has a mind to on the matter.
But say·s Dr. Westbrook: "You shall not do as you
hav a J!lind to; you shall not exercise your choice
in·this.. You are wrong. l'utnam and I know a
thing or two, and we do unanimously affirm that
Sunday is a most beneficial institution, and as we
are in the majority-two to one-we propose to
bring the state to forceyou to rest on Sunday."··
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But here I chip in: "No, you don't, doctor; I
agree with you fully as to the v~lue of the Sunday.
I think it would be better for this man to rest on
Sunday ; but I am not going to force him. I will
reason with him, appeal to his good. sense, and. try
·to persuade, and if I convince, all right.
But
if I don't convince him, I must still let him do as he
chooses."
Right here one sees the issue is radically changed.
It is no longer, "Is the Sunday a good thing!" but,
"Shall we force it upon this third individual!" .J?r.
Westbrook says: "Yes; reason and argue; but
whether or no you convince, make him do as we do."
Is it not as plain as day that while I am with Dr.
Westbrook as to the value of Sunday, and with him
will make it a day of rest and recreation, and will
join with him in trying to convince others that we
are right; yet when it comes to the question: Shall
we force another to conform!" then I am radically opposed to him. However liberal Dr. Westbrook may be in his opinions, when he would compel men to adopt them, he is then orthodox, he is
despotic, he is tyrannical. It is just as despotic and
wrong to force Liberal opinions upon people as to
force orthodox opinions.
Dr. Westbrook has not shown that Abbott and
the Canadian Secular Union are in favor of using
force. There is no desire to abolish Sunday as an
institution; but to abolish its forcible observance.
Dr. Westbrook will hav to try again for his authorities. What he now brings forward are on the line
of my own opinions. Let him bring his authorities
for the use of force in this matter of Sunday observance.
Had Dr. Westbrook simply, on grounds of physiology, argued in favor of closing the World's Fair
on Sunday, I should not hav attacked him as I did.
I did not attack for any opinion, pro or con. I did
not declare him no Liberal because he wanted the
World's Fair closed on Sunday, but· because he
wanted the World's Fair closed by an act of Congress. This latter clause contains the gist of the
whole question, and that is why Dr. Westbrook is
not a Liberal. He was in favor of using force ; and
this is the fundamental question of to-day-in regard to human belief and action, outside of crimeshall we use force, or shall we use reason T As
long as Dr. Westbrook is in favor of knocking a
man down for conscientious exercise of his right as
to the observance of Sunday, I must place him
where he belongs, with the party of persecution and
tyranny.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Freethought Progress.
The Snnday-opening question has come up again in
Chicago. The Art Institute was recently opened on the
lake-front, and it has been decided to admit the public
on the first day of the week as well as on the other six.
Last Sunday was the first trial of the system, and between one and five o'clock in the afternoon nearly five
thousand persons passed through the various halls, enjoying the paintings, statuary, and other collections.
The great majority of the visitors were working people,
and the Tribune reports that "they were orderly, wellbehaved, delighted, and in many cases critical spectators.
They had a pleasant ard profitable afternoon, and when
the door closed went home satisfied and happier for coming." Even the most fanatical Sabbatarian must hesitate,
it would seem, before clamoring for the denial to the
public of so elevating an induence.-N. Y. Evening
Post.
The Bible in the Fchools qnAstion is to the front in
Montana. Recentlv Martin Peel, of Ellis, wrote to
Attorney-General Haskell complaining that the teacher
in his district insisted on Bible reading and hymn singing
in his school. He required the pupils to bring Bibles
and hymn books. Mr. Peel said that the people of the
district objected "to the expenditure of school moneys
in attempting to convert their children to the .Methodist
faith." The attorney general was S8ked if the people
could obtain any relief. In his reply the ~~.ttorney general
calls attention to the declaration of rights that no person
shall be required to attend any place of worship, or support any religions denomination, against his consent, and
that no privilege shall be given by law to any religions
denomination or mode of worship; also to the second article of the state constitution, imposing on the legislature
the duty to establish and maintain a general, uniform,
and thorough system of public schools; and that no sectarian tenets shall be taught in any public institution of
the state. He quotes from the school law of Montana,
one section of which says that "no books, tracts, papers,
catechisms, or other publications of a partisan, sectarian,
or denominational character shall be used in any school,
neither shall any political, sectarianJ or denominational
doctrin be taught therein." Evidently Attorney-General
Haskell thinks that the Montana constitution contains
these inhibitions of religious teachings in the schools
bPcanse they were demanded by the foreign-born citizens
of the state for their especial protection. He says:
"Among the framers of the constitution of the state of
Montana were Catholics, Jews, and adherents of many
Protestant sects, who framed these positiv prohibitions
against permittin~ sectarian tenets to be taught in the
public schools. The constitnti<'n was in this connection
framed with the view of protecting those settlers and residents of Montana who came from countries in which a
state religion is maintained and enforced, and who hav
suffered under the disabilities resulting from their rejection of the established religion." From which it would
appear that Mr. Haskell tblnltl! tl,lat nativ A!lleficanl! do
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not know enough"'to guarantee religious liberty by forbidding sectarian• instruction in the public PChools. We
will not say that· he is wholly mistBken. The attorneygeneral closes a panPI!VJ'iC upon the Bible with these
words: "But the reading of the same in the public
schools is a relilcious exercise, and its use therein is in
effect the adoption of it as a tAxt-book of the common
schools, which is not only inhibited by the constitution,
but prohibited by the law."
After quotin!( Peveral opinions in support of the position
that a union of church and state is not recPgnized in this
country, the attorney-general says: "The orner made
by the school-t{lacher ·commanding and requiring the
pnpils of her school, in school district No. 14, to bring
their Bibles and hymn-boob to school for nse therein has
all the force and effect of adopting the Bible and hymnbook as text-books in said public school; it therefore
brings such books within the prohibition laid down in the
constitution and the school laws of Mont.ana. The constitution of the state of Montana prohibits all religious or
partisan tPsts as a condition of admission into any public
educational institution of the state, either as a teacher or
student~ and likewise prohibits the teaching of sect.arian
tenets therein. The Je!rlslature in executing thes~> wiRe
and beneficent provisions of the constitution dPfinitly
prescribes the text-books that shall be us"d therein for a
period of six years commencin<? Jnlv, 1889.
"If the teacher of school district No. 14 may adopt the
Bible as a text book in the public school, it means that
sectarian tenets may be taught therein. If this be so,
such teachings must be complete and accurate. Complete
and accurate teachin~r of sectarian tenets to a Methodist
is the tPaching of Methodism; to an Episcopalian, of
Episcopalianism; to a Catholic, of Catholicism; to a
Presbyterian, of "Presbyterianism; in the sense of Spinoza
of Pantheism, of Hume of Deism, and to the Baptist mind
it involves immersion. Each denomination. sect, or
creed differs 11s to the correct version of the Bible, but as
to God's omnipotence, thPre is no cavil, for it is seen in
lifP, death, and the world's existence. An honest difference of opinion exists among theRe doctrinal denominations concerning the bookR that come within the purview
and meaning of the term 'Holy Bible.' The J PW regards
the Old Testament as alone inspired; the Catholic adds
the Apocrypha and New Testament, while the Protestant
repudiateR the Apocrypha. Will the Catholic dispense
with the Douay version of the Bible, which is the only
one recognizea by the Catholic church as correct, and accept the King James version of the Bible without the
Apocrypha?
"The provisions of the constitution inhibiting the
teaching of sectarian tenets in the pnblic schools are prohibitory and the declarations in the statutes providing a
series of books are mandatory. As the Bible, the use of
which in the public schools by the teacher has all the
force and effect of adopting it as a text book therein,
comes within the prohibitory Provisions of the constitution and the mandatory provisions of the law, the reading
thereof cannot be permitted in our public flChools without
violating- the plllin prohibitory terms of the former and
· the expresR mandatory provisions of the latter. The fact
that the board of trustees refuse to order the teacher to
desist from using the Bible in the public schools has the
effect to ePtablish a rule adopting it. 'Regulations
adopted by persons in charge of a RChool are analogous to
by-laws enacteil bv municipal anthoriti~>s and other corporations, and both will be annulled by the courts when
fonnd to be unauthorized, against common ria-ht, or
palpably unreasonable.' Another effect of the rf'fnsal of
the school trustees to order the teacher to desist will be
to cause this district to lose its portion of the school
fund."
The opinion shuts Bible reading out of the Montana
public sohools, but it seemingly leaves the door open for
the inculcation of Theism, the attorney-general claiming
that "as to God's omnipotence there is n€1 cavil, for it is
seen in life, death and the world's existence." It may
SAriously be questioned if an officer of the state of
Montana. has ri~rhtful authority under the constitution of
that state to officiallv approve any religious dogma, aB
Attorney-General Haskell has undoubtedly done in this
instance. It is no part of his legal duty to pass upon the
trnth or falsity of religious tenets. As a man he has the
same right to express his opinion that any other citizen
has, but when he, as au officer of the state, affirms that
there is or is not a God, he transcends his duties and violates bis oath of office. However, the people of Montana
are to be congratulated; thevhav much more to be· proud
of than most of the other states and they must guard
their heritage of religious liberty.

The Cause in Oregon.
To THE LIBERALS OF OREGON : It would seem that
the knowledge you hav of the aggressivness of
Christians in every part of our country would
awaken you to a realization of the necessity of
identifying yourself with an organization whose
fundamental object is the separation of church and
state, without repeated calls to do so from the officers of said organization.
Your indifference to the great cause of universal
mental liberty makes an almost clear field for those
who are putting forth every effort to enforce their
Sunday laws, keep their Bible and religious songs
and prayers in our public schools, and frighten politicians inti) obeying- their commands.
You, who are readers of Liberal papers, are certainly acquainted with the numerous outrages committed on every side by Christian fanatics, yet what
are you doing to counteract their influence T Hav
you read the proceedings of the fifth annual con-.
vention of the Oregon State Secular Union, and do
you realize that we now hav an organization which
is endeavoring to combat all encroachments of
Christians on our liberties, and will do it provided
you, each one of you, identify yourselvs with and
work for that Union T
What do you think of work th~s far accomplished,
and what of the plana l~d out T Let me call your

.attention especially to the organization of local
unions, and putting a lecturer in charge who shall
deliver regular addresses at regular times and
places, organize Secular Sunday-schools, etc., just
as the Christians do.
Are you not so situated that your town or city or
neighborhood can be included in a circuit where a
lecture can be given once a· month 1 As fast as
lecturers can be found, competent and worthy
to be placed in charge of a circuit, they will be appointed and commissioned by the State 'Onion and
sent out to form auxiliarie'l and take charge of
circuits.
lt is the opinion of the executiv board of the
Oregon State Secular Union that the sure way to
make auxiliaries liv and 1lourish is to include them
in a circuit, with a competent lecturer in charge,
whose business it is to make them 1lourish, for it
has been our experience that local unions cannot
and will not thrive while they depend on the body
of their members to furnish the entertainment.
Our locsl unions heretofore had no head, and while
enthusiasm kept the body alive during a few meetings, yet without exception these unions hav died.
There is but one live local union in the state of
Oregon to-day, and that one is the First Secular
Church of Portland and its Secular Sunday-school.
What is to hinder you from having a similar successful organization T
Anyone who can read, and who is willing to devote a little time to it, can conduct a Secular Sunday-school, with the paraphernalia used by our
Portland friends.
Is it not far better to establish one permanent
Secular church or union, where Sunday after Sunday you hav an opportunity of listening to a
scientific or Freethought lecture, than to hav our
lecturers roaming from place to place all over the
state, lecturing in your locality at uncertain times,
and leaving results which can hardly be called
satisfactory, because they awaken but temporary
enthusiasm, arouse the Christians to a special effort
to overcome the good that has been done, and,
when the lecturer has gone, by falsehood and slanders, frighten the timid from further investigation T
Instead of this just fancy how much good can be
accomplished when a capable and honest man· or
woman each Sunday expounds the principles of
Secularism ; a man or woman whose conduct
in the community would be sufficient to demonstrate the greatness of our teachings and would
" always be on the spot," ready to debate with our
opponents ; to reply to their slanders; ready to organize Sunday-schools, officiate at funerals, solemnize marriages, visit the sick, and take the lead in
all entertainments conduciv to the pleasure of the
congregat.ion and the upbuilding of the organization.
It is incumbent on these commissioned lecturers
to make regular reports to the state organization,
and the state organization in turn must stand by
the local unions.
Now what is your opinion of such a working system? What can you do to carry it into successful
operation? You can at least giv us your name and
join us.
Do not put it off any longer. Write immediately
for membership blank and join the state organization. Membership is free. What financial support
you giv it is voluntary. Oregon is full of Liberals.
.. e want the name and co-operation of every one of
them. Do not forget that " united we stand, divided we fall." ·
Since last report, the following sums hav been
received by me: J. Henry Schroeder, Arago, $2;
Emily Schroeder, Arago, $1; Wm. H. Schroeder,
Arago, $2.
Twenty-six new members hav been added since
October 20th.
·
Henry Addis of Portland, well and fayorably
known as a Freethought lecturer, has been ap·
pointed and commissioned to lecture under the
auspices of the Union.
The executiv committee has authorized me to
correspond with other lecturers with a view to having them take charge of circuits.
··
Whether you look with favor on this plan or not,
let us hear from you. Do not let the few struggle
and worry over that which would be so easily accomplished if all come forward and join us.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.
A. B. Williams, a noted lawyer of Washington,
D. C., whose death occurred on the 25th ult.,

shortly before he died dedicated the following telegram to Colonel lngersoU, then at New York; "I
am dying to-day and want you to know that I died
as I lived, an Infidel.'' Colonel Ingersoll im~e
diately resp~mded: "Just heard of your sickness
to-c;Iay. My he$rt is with yo"U.. Cling to the willows and liv. Giv yourself my 1Qv{l,"=-.!ronclad Age.

Four Hundred Years of Freethonght•
William Emmette Coleman, of San Francisco,
who has done so tnuch for Freethought jn the lines
of Spiritual philosophy, sends me a cordial greetillg
from San Francisco and subscribes for "Fottr
liundred Years of Freethottght/' anticipating its
great success and value. I am glad to hear from
what is sometimes called the " other side of the
line ":-.a "line !I as to resul~~~ l suppose, but not ~S
to spll'lt and method. Fnend Coleman wants to ~
know if r am going to include the great work of
Spiritualism in my history. Of course l atn. .When
Spiritualism has such representative as Professor
Denton aJ:\d Mr. Coleman there must be something
in it that is for Freethought and progress. l don't
say that all of it is. In my judgment, there may be
a new analysis and a new synthesis of this vast
movement. 1 am an out-and-out Materialist and
Atheist. I am built that way, but I hope that tny
philosophy will not blind me to anything that is
true and beautiful and good in human history. r
do not agree with Bruno or Spinoza, but I do not
think that one who accepts _their belief could value
any more the greatness of their work. They are
Freethihkers, whatever may be their results. ln
the list which I giv are :tnany with whom l differ
radically on many points; but in that which constitutes their real life work they contribute to a
true science and philosophy. My endeavor is to
show just the very point where they thus aid human
advancement, and so come into relation with Freethought, as factors of its triumph. ln this manner
t shall treat of Spiritualism. I shall endeavor to
unfold its real deep meaning and to do honor to
such noble representativs as Wallace, :Denton, atid
others. It is sometimes considered that an Atheist
and Materialist is narrow-minded ; that he won't
acknowledge the va ue of any system but his own.
I hope that my book will demonstrate the opposit
of this and that scientific Atheism is as inclusiv as
the universe. And not only shall I endeavor to do
justice to Spiritualism, but also to Theosophy, and
try, if possible, to unfold the progressiv elements in
this philosophy which so many intelligent people
accept. And Unitarianism, even if it is but a half·
way house, has been for Freeth ought. We are all
on the same stream, and the stream of human progress is a mighty and manifold one. What I shall
fighli against, and hit whenever I can, is orthodoxy,
which, in whatever shape it appears, is diabolical.
It always was diabolical, is to-day, and ever will be.
I shall make no compromise with that damnable
power which has so blackened the pages of history,
and there is no safety until it is utterly destroyed.
That is the purpose of "Four Hundred Years of
Free thought "-to express the glory of Freeth ought
in every direction, and to strike the most powerful
blow possible against all organized superstitions.
I believe that Freethinkers of all opinions should
work together, but I will never under any circumstances or for any purpose strike hands with orthodoxy. From beginning to end, and in every manifestation of it, it has been a curse to the human
race.
Friend Stevens sends me the following cheerful
note. There is always a good ring about what he
say!!:
Inclosed find $8-$5 for your book and $3 for THl!l
TRUTH SEEKER. I am delighted that George Macdonald
is to become a constant contributor to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, adding to its pre-eminent excellence the best
thonghts of one of the brightest poets, humorists of this
or any t1me This galaxy makes THE TRUTH SEEKER
the grandest Liberal paper in the world. Success to it.
I must say that I also rejoice that George, of
the badge pi:fi, ha.s come back to the old campingground. We had a jolly tough time of it on the
coast. We did our level best, but the fates were
against us, but I don't regret that we went in a8
we did. We made splendid friends, and if we
didn't make money, we got a lot of experience, and
we propose still to keep up the fight, although in a
different field. We hav concentrated our forces,
and the old flag floats. If we don't hav any providence to help us, we can help ourselvs, and make
our way-if not at one point, then at another. So
it is a pl~asure to be shoulder to shoulder again,
after, like Ulysses, we hav wandered over sea and
shore and become a bit gray, but not the less hopeful and equipped for battle. Ever since I started
on "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," somehow everything has been favorable to its progress, the
International Congress and all, and among the best
·of these fortunate coincidences is the revival of this
old comradeship of the "Golden Gate ;" for if I
want 11-ny help I knq.w.now where to get it, and feel
perfectly sure, cori:fe what will, that fortune will .
await not only "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," but all the labors of the future; and I
guess that is the feeling among all our friends.
'l;'he.reforf:!, we wiH }}_av a merry Christmas and a.
happy·N~~ ¥e~r·
SAMuEL P. PuTNAM~
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Observations.
There was formerly connected with one of the
Freethought papers of England a gentleman of the
name of Edward Aveling. I ha.v not heard of him
for sev~ral years, b?t a ~ook that has just come to
my n~tiCe recalls hm1 picturesquely to mind. The
book HI No. 1066 of Lovell's Library and is entitled
"A~ American Journey," !rom which book it may
be· JUdged that Dr. Avehng was not altogether
pleased with us. New York manners he says are
.
'
'
-mos.t extraor~mary.
. For example, upon
promenadmg tbe anstocratiC quarters of tbe city, he was
stared at by some. of the population, while many
persons actually giggled. Indeed, says he, "I hav
never suffered so many stares since I went up the
Monument "-a pun thrown in to show that be bas
recovered his spirits. But Dr. Aveling should be
informed that it wes not himself tha;t folks were attracted by. It was his clothes ; for these we1·e so
striking, and so vociferous in their loudness that
the man inside of them was likely to escape ~tten
tion. I hav forgotten Dr. Aveling; -but I remember. his clothes ; above all, his flamboyant necktie,
which was red as the running-gear of an express
wago~, a~d flowered in a gorgeous, Chinese way. It
was tied m great bows, that spread outside his coat
and flapped their square yard of dry goods like wings,
as the doctor teetered along in his peculiar, dudish
way. It would require a person of very striking
appearance to attract more than casual notice in the
presence of such a tie. The doctor was further obliterated by Mrs. Aveling, who wore a gown cut in
the Mother Hubbard style, out of Dolly Varden material that harmonized in figure and color with her
husband's cravat. Both bad odd-looking hats on;
and when this assorted couple, reminding me of a
king and a queen from a deck of cards, blew into
THE TRUTH SEEKER office, I will not deny that I uttered words like those attributed to a guardian of
the peace when he saw Mrs. Aveling for the first
time. Dr. Aveling avers that tle policeman inquired of his relief: "Soy, what the hell is that?"
Mr. Aveling came to America to lecture to the laboring man on the iniquity of affi.uence, and his
story of how difficult it was for him sometimes to
get champagne in a prohibition town is really tearstarting; but be says his book is written to let
Americans see " how they strike a stranger coming
in tl eir midst." It might be no more than fair for
some American to write a book to let Englishmen
see how they strike Americans. I am not competent to the task; for after having inspected Mr.
Thomas Huxley, Mr. Richard A. Proctor, Mr.
Charles Watts, Mr. Charlesworth, and some others
whose names are better known in England than in
America, I bav to say that they struck me as being
Amer~ans until I found out their names. This
mistake could not be made in the case of Dr. Aveling; neither would it occur in the case of Mr. Tug
Wilson or of Mr. Charles Mitchell, who came to see
how Americans would strike them and had the system illustrated by Mr. John L. Sullivan.

plied, there would always be enough left out in the
cold to raise a protest.
. ~hE> meeting was held in Cooper Union hall, to
which I was conducted by my friend Counsellor
Sherman, who had tickets. The tickets did not
adl:'lit bearer to the very front seats, which were
reserved for " special guests," but we got there
equallv, for Counsellor Sherman is a kicker. When
he ente~s ~ place he pauses to glower upon all concerned m Its management long enough to convince
them that he is not to be trifled with. Then he
~eads for the most advantageous position. and holds
It by any lawful means at his command. In the
present instance, after we had been warned out of
the seats we wanted, Sherman appealed to Mr.
Quinlan, who bad influence, and who told us to
take the front row or a chair on the stage if we
preferred.
The opposition being ignominiously
sqri~lcbed, Mr. Sherman paralyzed the usher with a
glance, and we sat down. Many spAech-makers
made'· speeches, including ex-Mayor Grace, who is
supposed to be the power behind the platform, all
agreeing that it was their duty to get the Democratic patronage out of the hands of 'fammany
hall and to control it themselvs. One gentleman,
dropping into metaphor, alluded to the hydraheaded monster with which the Tammany dragon
had polluted the political atmosphere of the municipality. "The sink of iniquity," be said, "should
be leveled to the ground, and the vultures, whose
hands were ever extended for more, should be
nipped in the bud." • 'J'bere was great applause.
The secretary read a letter from the Hon. Mr
Coudert., whose name he pronounced" Kewdurt."
As most of the audience knew the sound of the
word was Coodair, they did not at first identify the
writer, and the letter fell. rather flat. Nevertheless,
there was plenty of enthusiasm, and the State
Democracv. as an organization, will doubtless flourish until Tammany gets ready to absorb it and giv
the leaders what they are after.
A man wearing a Freethought badge-pin that has
been moistened by the spray of the Atlantic and by
the mists from off the Pacific, besides reflecting the
red sun of New Mexico and getting frosty in northern latitudes, occupied a seat, or a seat and a half,
at the laRt meeting of the Liberal club. The audience which attended these meetings aforetime was
not present. It b<JB been replaced by a younger
and possibly more modish assemblage. Mr. Wakeman, of course, was in attendance, resembling as
ever the pastor of a prosperous congregation, and
it is presumed that he slept comfortably until it
came his turn to discuss what bad been said.
Young Dr. Foote, who now wears speclacles and is
precociously hard of hearing, bad a place aruong
the listeners. Likewise Moses Oppenheimer, with
hair, whiskers, and voice in a superior state of cultivation. But the visitor saw no others of the old
stand-bys. Mr. Shook and Dr. Eccles of Brooklyn
were invisible, and a call for Cohen, Hunn, Langerfelt, or Vaughn would not hav been responded to.
A woman president occupied the chair, while a
swallow-tailed speaker addressed the audience on
the subject of an eight-hour law. ·His name was
Walter Logan and he advocated a statute making
it a misdemeanor for any person employed in a
manufactory or establishment hiring more than six
other persons to work habitually over eight hours
out of the twenty-four- The laisRez-.faire theory
and the doctrin that the individual has rights
which society may not abrogate, said Mr. Logan,
are played out. The individual amounts to but
little; he is a pebble in the conglomerate rock.
Society must be put first, the individual afterwards.
The speaker did not insist that the question was
grave enough to justify a revolution.
Friday evening, the 29th, the club will. hav a social, when it'will indulge in such festivities as may
comport with the austere character of a society
organized to debate grave issues.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.

The New York Sun calls attention to the following statement of facts:
Here are the names and addresses of the leaders of the
Ways and Means Committee:
Chairman Wilson, Charleston, W. Va., population,
2,287.
Renton McMillin, Carthage, Tenn., population, 478.
Henry G. Turner, Quitman, Ga., population, 1,868.
Clifton R. Breckinridge, Pine Bluffs, Ark., population,
les~ than 1,000.
Alexander B. Montgomery, Elizabethtown, Ky., population, 2,260.
The Ways and Means Committee of the National
House of Representativs passes upon matters
affecting the industrial interests of the country ;
and yet there is upon that committee no one to
represent the interests of Snohomish, Snohomish
county, Wash., as the Sun should bav hastened to
remark. But the Sun is not thoroughly informed
about Puget Sound affairs, as it showed the. other
day in spea!dng of an influential Indian of that
country as a " grand sachem." Reference to the Christian Maltreatment of the Jews in Siberia.
leader of the salmon-colored four hundred as a
Agapius lfoncbarenko, proprietor and editor of
"sagamore'' might hav barred criticism, but the the Russian political journal published in this city,
offic\sl title of a siwash chieftain is Hyas Tyee.
received a letter last week in which it is stated
that the Russian officials hav hit upon a new plan
I attended last Thursday evening a meeting to rob the unfortunate Jews in Siberia. Hitherto
.f'alled by certain influential Democrats of New the plan has been to squeeze all t,bey could out of
York city for the purpose of organizing the State the unfortunate peopls before they could escape
Democracy. The State Democracy represents the from t.he country, but no effort was made to control
Democr~~ots out of office as opposed to Tammany the direction of their going.
So f.f!.r all the Jews who hav escaped hav done so
Hall, which represents the Democrats in office.
The· Hon. Mr. Fairfield, one of President Cleve- by way of Japan, but that road is blocked now.
land's former secretaries, was chairman of' the According to the letter, the wealthy Jews, who are
meeting, and revealed the inner lining of the or- the ones selected for prosecution, are now forbidden
ganization when he stated that, no matter how to hav any communication with the Chinese frontier
much . patronage a party might control, and ilO or the coast near Japan, and are forced to pass
m~~otter how offices and sinecures might be multi- ·through eastern Siberia in order to reach the coast.
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Here all transportation is by means of dog-sleighs:
in winter. The sufferings of the poor people thus:
forced to travel through the coldest and most barren part of that bleak country may be imagined. It
is said that those who framed the new erHct did so•
in order to force the exiles to remain in the country
as long as possible, in order that there may be more·
chances to rob them.
Navigation on the Siberian coast is entirely suspended during the long winter months, and those
who reach the coast during the winter will bav to
remain on Russian soil until April before ships will
arrive to carry them out of the country. The letter
places the number of Jews in Siberia affected by the
edict at twenty-two thousand, and it says that not
more than two-thirds of that number will survive
the rigors of the climate and the cruelties of the
Russian officials. According to the letters be bas
received from friends in Siberia, Honcbarenko says
not a single exile will be able to get out of the
country with a dollar in his pocket. They will, accordinglv, be thrown entirely on the mercies of those
willing to assist them after they manage to get away
from the land of the Czar.-SanFran cisco Chronicle.

Lectures and 1\leetings.
CoLONlliL INGERSOLL gave his lecture on Lincoln in·
Philadelphia, Thursday night.
CoLONlliL INGERSOLL will lecture at the Hoboken Theatre,
Hoboken, N.J., Thursday night Dec. 28, 1893. Subject,
"Liberty of 1\fan, Woman, and Child."
CoLONEL INGERS"Lu will lecture in Philadelphia, Pa.,
Jan. 8, 1884, at the New Park Theatre. Subject,
"Abraham Lincoln."
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Boston, Ingersoll Secular Soci..ty, .Jan. 7th, 14th.
Northport. L. 1., Jan. 18, 19, 20.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 2l.
Ohio Liberal Society, Cincinnati, .Tan. 28th, 29th.
Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th, 3lRt., and Feb. 1st.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Thoee who desire lectures a~ any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of February, will please write at once to Mr
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Cluh Friday Dec. 29~h. Subject of debate will be, "What's the matter with '93 and
what's in store for '94?" five minute talks interspersed
with music, singing, and recitations.
J. E. Remsburg will start on a tour through Missouri,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and
New England early in January.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for December:
December 31st.-Mr. Franklin Steiner.
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenne and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Snnday. evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Admission is free. Program:
Decembrr 31st.-Judge R. W. McNeal, subject to be announced.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central L~obor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
same place at 10.30 A. M.
The Lord, through our blessed savior via.
Paul, the sainted and beloved disciple, ordered
women to keep silence in the church (which was the
government), and be advised men not to marry (except when they bad disgusting diseases). Nowadays women who never stop to reason or think
will wring their hands and shed crocodile tears
whenever the sufferings of these vile tramps are
mentioned. For shame! Go and sew a button
for your own husband, who would love you if you
would let him.
"Honor the Lord with thy substance and with
the first fruits of all thy increase." His ministers
and' priests bav need for all they can get, and must
liv by the " sweat " of those who do not ask questions. Be sure and do not forget that questioners
will be burnt in hell forevermore. Amen.
In picturing the joy of heaven be sure to remember the pleasure of reclining in Abraham's bosom.
Never mind about the Hagar scandal and the little
boy Ishmael who was fore~~d out into the desert to
die. That was only one of God's ways, and all
things are possible with him.
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She Is Welcome.
WAGNER, On., Dec. 4, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for another new subscriber to your good paper.
Yours for the good cause,
G. N. WAGNER.
Plenty of These and The Trnth Seeker
Can Force 1l1e Figltting.
NEw YoRK CITY, Dec. 12, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find check for
$6.50, my subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER and s. P. rutnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
JAMES L. pARSHALL.

Wante,<!

Fhe Thousa111I Such Le1ters.

a tireless worker. .Another of the veteran
Freethinkers of Kansas is Hon. R. A. Van
Winkle, of Arrington. He is familiarly
known as "Uncle Van." He is very pronounced in his Freethonght views, and is
noted for his fighting qualities.
At a
Fourth of July celebration held in his
town a few years ago a preacher, who was
the speaker of the occasion, undertook to
ignore Paine's services in the revolution.
This was more than "Uncle Van" could
stand. He sprang to his feet, and in a
fearless manner proceeded to defend his
dead hero. The crowd hissed and jeered
in bitter vituperation, and even the band
st.rnck up and tried to drown his voice,
but all in vain. "Uncle Van" was equal
to the occasion. His voice rose to its highPst pitch, which even the thunder of cannons could not have subdued, and he
finnlly retired with the consciousness of
having vindicated tbe author-hero of the
revolution.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG,

was the family circle. She sacrificed her
own comfort to promote mine and the enjoyment of her children. Her kindness
was ever apparent among her friends.
She had no thought of another state of
existence. This world was all she cared
for and she died without any regrets for
the•past or fears for the future.
Her
countenance appeared, when dead, as
though she had fallen asleep and was enjoying pleasant dreams. It seemed to say
to those around her: "Mourn not for me,
but do right and be happy, as I am happy."
She looked upon death ag a long, quiet, and
peaceful rest.
My wife died as she had lived, without
faith in any of the religious doctrins of the
day. She believed in known truths and
not fictitious ideas.
She believed that
right, truth, and justice, accompanied by
kindness, were the great!'st sources of happiness, and without these no real happiness
could be enjoyed.
She believed .that
doing good to others should be the first
object in life; that the belief that she had
done some good and no harm would be a
much greater consolation on a death-bed
than all the hopes of an imaginary heaven.
This she taught to her children. She had
no patif'nce with the piety teachers, and
one of the greatest sorrows of her life was
that these teachers had so much influence
Ql,Ter her sex. She thought if they were
emancipated from that slavery there
would be much less hypocrisy in the world.
The early teachings imparted to children
would be more truthful and better, and
consequently a much better state of society
would result.
She had often ~aid she
wanted no ceremonies over her remains
and no fashionable mourning at her grave,
so we had none. The hearse took the coffin from the house to the cemetery accompanied by the relativs and friends and thf're
we quietly laid her in her last resting- place.
DR. E. B. SoUTHwiCK.

BISBEE, .Amz., Nov. 27, 1893.
"MR. EDITOR: Inclosed plel!se find money
order for $5, for which send THE TRUTH
· SEEKRR one year .to two new subscribers,
Ole Nielsen and John Erickson.
How a Revivalist Does His Advertising
Yours ever truly,
NEIL ERICKSON.
-He Bids For the Mob.
[The pros.eention of the pe1·sons to
MILFORD, M.ass., Dec. 10, 1893.
whom yonr qne~tion referswa.s dropped.MR. EDIToR: "It is an ill wind that
En,. T. S.]
blows good on nobody," and hard times
are a godsend to revivalists. I send yon
BnUer for Cllri~t's Salu•.
a clipping to show what is in store for this
GJ>L>l!!:S'I"'ON, TEx.. , Nov. 9, 1893.
town. Weber is advertised by sensational
MR. EIDI!'OP.: Incinsed find $3 for your article~, the same as a prize-fight is. These
p'aller, which was brought. to my notice by are samples:
a friend. In the colll'se of a fifty years'
This man is a wonder. He does nothing
sojourn on this sphere I hav given toward as anybody else ever did it. Our ideals of
sust.aining and bnilding two churches, yet propriety are completely shattered, and we
cannot see the slightest good that has wonder that such methods can accomplish
accrued from it. But "it's never too late any good; but Mr. Weber has been instrumental in leading many thousands to a
to mend."
better life. His early life was very wicked,
Here is a specimen of Christian charity: and he knows the whole conrae of wickedA poor miner out of work applied at the ness, and has a faculty of letting the whole
door of a Lake Charles (L!\.) preacher for truth right out in meeting. You may not
something to eat. The reverend came out always agree with him, but you will hav
with a piece of dry bread and said: "1\Iy no difficulty in understanding him, for he
does not hesitate to use the most common
fellow, I dr:l not believe in encouraging talk of the streets to press home his points.
tramps, but giv this for the Lord's sake."
The old Scotchman said: "They are all An Appeal That Should Be Promptly
The man turned it over and, handing it
honest only when well watched." I shall
Heeded.
back, said: "Please put some butter on not attend a service to watch him, as I h!lov
GARNETT, KAN., Dec. 14, 1893.
for Christ's sake."
A. J. PERKINS.
faith in the sense of the conundrum, "Why
MR. EuiToR: I am strongly impressed
A Good Record- Go Others and Do are sermons like bagpipes? Because they with the idea that we members of TIDJ
sound the best when you don't hear them."
Likewise.
TRUTH SEEKER family are not doing our
Fraternally,
CHARLES C. JOHNSON.
GoLDEN PoND, KY., Dec. 14, 293.
duty to our much-esteemed and deserving
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find check
co-laborer, Watson Heston. He has served
Work the Federation.
for books ordered. Very hard times here;
us faithfully as a cartoonist of the most
PIERSoN, I.a., Dec. 12, 1893.
still we must ever remember to lend a
masterful type-now some six or seven
l\fR. EDIToR: This little town has enhelping hand to those who think and write
years-and has given the cause of Freefor the great cause of Freethonght. .l!'ive joyed a Liberal "awakening." We hav thought a most wonderful push forward by
years ago there was only one Freethought just listened to three lectures by Mr. his inimit.able pictures of historic and
paper delivered at this place. Now there Franklin Steiner, of Des Moines, and the comic interest. And his work is not only
are nine, and I think I can raise that effect is most satifactory.
of an instructiv and amusing character,
Mr. Steiner is a very convincing orator.
list to fifteen in the next few months. We
but, in my estimation, has become a necThe
weather
was
stormy
and
cold,
so
can see many people are not so afraid of
essary adjunct to the successful promulgaFreethought literature now, as hereto· the attendance was somewhat reduced, tion of the cause that is nearest to all our
fore. We are pleased with the progress of but was yet good for a town of two hun- heart&, "Universal :1\'lental Liberty."
Some Christian
the Oregon Liberals; wish I could attend dred and fifty souls.
Now, I hav found out "by the way of a
champions asserted that Steiner would not
their First Secular Church at Portland;
slant" that Watson Heston is in needy
get
three
names
to
his
"I~fidel Federawould be glad to liv where Liberals meet
circumstances; that the sickness of his
tion," but what was their aqtonishment
often; would like to correspond with some
wife, which is of long standing, and his
when, at t.he close of his last lecture, he
Liberal living in Oregon who can tell me
own not very rugged constitution, tounrolled the petition on his desk, and the
something of the country, etc.
Freethinkers swarmed round him in such gether with misfortunes that hav visited
Yours truly,
E. W. RoDES.
numbers that a second petition had to be him of late years, hav conspired to bring
brought into reqniRition, and in less than him to a low estate financially, so that it is.
Kansas Notes.
twenty minutes thirty names went down. perplexing him to know how he is even goATCHISON, KAN., Nov. 25, 1893.
ing to escape the shoals of destitution and
MR. EDITOR: From the statistics it is Neither of the two churches in this place want. I think it is a shame to let such
evident that the Kansas penitentiary is can boast a larger membership, though a valuable helper of our cause as is Watson
they hav expended· thousands of dollars,
the most religious institution in the state.
Heston even approach the plane of want,
Here is the kind of philosophy the Ef- and exhorted and "beseeched" for seven aR lone: as we hav fifty cents or a dollar
long
years.
And
the
end
is
not
yet,
for
the
fingham }Vorld pours out every week:
that we can spare. He has surely edified
"Some men, when they can do nothing major part of the Liberal friends are yet each and every truth seeker far more than
When they are all
else, go to preaching. Too many preach- to be heard from.
those sums represent, if edification is to be
ers go after the almighty dollar instead of gathered into the Freethinkers' "happy estimated in dollars and cents. Now, let
the almighty sinner.
The only honest family," no one will join a church in Pier- us truth seekes help our own, and not let
son '' to be in the swim."
word in some people's prayers is Amen."
the bigots get the laugh on us and taunt
Every IJiberal community should secure
Mr. Frank Oliphant, a bright young
us "ith being picayunish and permitting
Kaman, proposes to enter the lecture a course of Mr .. Steiner's lectures. He our workers to suffer for the necessaries of
seems
to
be
thoroughly
equipped
to
meet
field and devote his life to the cause of
Iife. I hav done what I could, and am
mental liberty. He is a young man who the enemy, and his reduced prices. are willing to do more, as my means· will
surely
within
the
reach
of
the
smallest
has the courage of his convictions, and
admit.
givs promis of becoming a power in the community. He is a strong force on the
Watson Heston's address is San Diego,
ranks of Freethought. In introducing Liberal platform, and should be kept busy Cal.
CHARLES GREGG.
every
day
in
the
year.
S.
F.
BENSON.
him to the public I ask for him only recognition and appreciation, and he will do
Beware of the Machinations of the Heirs
Fell Asleep in Natnre.
his duty in his chosen field.
of the Witch-Killers.
Henry Bender, one of the oldest settlers
SHERMAN, MICH., Dec. 15, 1893.
JEANNETTE, PA., Dec. 14, 1893.
of Doniphan county, will devote the reMR. EDITOR: My wife died on the morn1\In. EDITOR: Looking over the many
mainder of his life to Freetb.ought work. ing of July 31, 1893, at our home in Wex- letters from friends that appear from week
Every week, after he has read his TRUTH ford. She was born in New Hampshire, to week, I fail to find any Irom this part
SEEKER, he leaves it where he thinks it and we were married in Centerville in the of the country, and I am certain that your
will do the most good. He has a copy of southern part of this state, and hav lived paper has a large number of reade.rs here.
Watson Heston's "Bible Picture Book," together nearly half a century.. We hav. Times hav been hard with us, and lectures
which he constantly carries under his arm four children and five grandchildren. cannot be had for nothing. But I wish
for ammunition.
1\Ir. Bender is very She was sixty-eight•. She lived in her own we could hav one of 'those men of light
aged, but his mind is still activ, and he is sphere, and was seldom out of it, and that and truth here once in a while.

Although the Infidel has suffered, flo
has the Christian, and the God of the
latter seems to be in a starving condition
also, for if his children ever needed bread
they Iieed it now. But it. seems he cannot
spare any of his heavenly manna or angel
cake; surely his heart is not as big as
those of his earthly children, for they will
share with each other, while he and his
agents hav enough and lots to spare. ·The
Bible is my informant about him; I see
for myself what his makers are doing.
While his poor dupes are starving his
agents are living in luxury, plotting how
best they can enslave the daring few who
are bold enough to speak out their own
opinions. The traitors hav had a convention here in Pittsburg, and my blood boils
with indignation when reading their
traitorous speeches. What a life of freedom we would hav if those fanatics could
hav their way, and what a good chance
they hav to do so with their millions of ignorant followers, who look upon them as
their leaders and in whom they place
entire confidence.
Friends, awake from your slumbers; if
you want to be free you will hav to fight
for freedom, for bigots on all sides of you
are organizing to bridle your tongues, to
own yon boclies and wills. If you want
your liberty fight them with their own
weapon, organization; for, although we
hav right on our side, they hav might, and
through the ages might has always proved
to be right, by the force of numbers. In
the old days swords ruled; in these, votes
rule. We hav as much to fear from the
votes as our fathers had from the swords
and fire. Good citizens must fear the law
when bigots enact it. The votes elect the
men who will make the law, and as the
bigots hav the numbers they can make
laws to make us criminals. Now is the
time to strike; we must organize to prevent, if possihle, the success of these
enemies of religions freedom.· If we hav
no Christian laws we hav no crime against
God, for religions law makes fictitious
crime. Even if we did not hav anything
to fear but the plotting of these rogues
there are still hanging over our heads the
old Puritan blue laws, which are liable to
be put in full force at any time for the
amusement of these worse than snakes.
What can we expect of the agents when
we see the example set by the boss, who
said, "Suffer not a witch to liv?"
J. ADAMSON.

....
Of Snell Is the Kingdom of Heaven.
KANSAS CITY, KAN.
1\IR. EDIToR: The twin cities of Kansas
City, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., comprise a population of about 175,000. There
are 185 churches and religions societies
here, most of which seem to be doing a
flourishing business. The Protestant institutions number 161, the Catholic 21.
There are 65 public schools and 20 parochial educational institutions. The public
schools, especially in Kansas City, Kan.,
are thoroughly permeated by superstition
and Bible reading; prayers and hymn
singing are part of th" daily program.
The religions atmosphere in the two cities
is dense; and the oft-resounding clang of
the deep-toned church bells is a constant
reminder that the erroneous past still
wields a mighty influence among the unthinking and credulous mass of humanity
called "the people."
The clergy here are somewhat impertinent, and hav undertaken crusades
against Sunday theaters, saloons, gambling
houses, barber shops, etc.
Kansas City is a rich field for professional evangelists. During the last three
years some great religious revivals hav
been held. One of the most novel and
ridiculous of these was that presided· over
by two superstitions clowns calling themselva the "Morrill Twins." They were
probably as nearly alike in mental as well
as physical proportions as any two men on
earth could be. Two of the specialties
with which they amused their unfortunate
audiences was the act of delivering the
same sermon at the same time, and the
taking of u.lternate sections of the same
discourse. Musical concerts were a feature with the "twins," and they had no
trouble, I am told, in gathering a bountiful harvest of gold, although they " saved"
only a few " souls" on a.cconnt of th~
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mirthful a.nd circus-like character of their
performances.
The next exhoder of importance to appear upon the scene was Major Cole. an
e~-b~~onker of Ohio, who created a considerable furor in the r~>ligions ranks and
made a round-up of fvnrteen hundred converts during a stay of two months. After
receiving the insignificant sum of $1 200
for.his services, he went his way rejoi~ing
that salvation is free.
A few months ago a theological phonograph named Mills arrived. His coming
was heralded far and wide and the newspapers gave him nearly a page a day during his sojourn. His work resulted in
leading several hundred unsuspecting victims of ignorance into that vast procession
which knows not reason and nndonbtiogly
follows the jack-o'-lantern called the
«Iigh t of Christ." It is understood that
Mr. Mills was well pleased with the financial proceeds of his siege against Satan.
The latest and perhaps the most disreputable "whooper-np" who has loomed
np in the superstitious fog which sur·
rounds the God-houses is one Vernon,
who claims to be a "converted Infidel."
This fellow says he has lectured on the
Infidel platform, and one of his methods
of illustrating the absurdity of religion
consisted in drawing cartoons of Jehovah
and his son J esns. He said he felt so
"rocky" while following this business
that he sometimes thought of quitting it
and going to work; but one day he had a
conversation witu an old "t?ranny woman," who put him on to some things
about the BiblA that had never attracted
his attention before. He began to feel
"curious," and in a day or two di•covered
that the Lord was "wc.rking on him."
He soon surrendered to superstition, was
immediately offered a job at puaehing,
and since that time he has enjoyed himself
immensely. [Who ever heard of this
"Liberal" lecturer, Vernon, bPfore he
became an evangelist?-Eo. T. 8.] During the engagement of this mountebank
he delivered an alleged lecture entitled,
"Infidels and Infidelity," which was
Iistl'ned to by a. large concourse of people,
among whom were many Freethinkers.
This lecture was announced as "the most
scathing arraignment of Infidelity ever
delivered from ·a Christian pulpit," a.nd it
was hoped by some that he would depart.
from the well-beaten track n1mally purlined by preachers in dealing with the subject of Infidelity anti say something
original, whether it was true or not. We
were doomed to disappointment. Every
utterance had the theological trade mark
blown in the bottle. About the first thing
he did was to rehearse the well-known and
oft-exposed falsehoods concerning the
deathbed experiences of Paine, Voltaire,
and other great Infidels, to whom we are
indebted, more than to all theologians that
ever lived or ever will liv, for light and
liberty. Ingersoll, he said, is a feeble
imitator of Voltaire, and is not so honorable nor useful a citizen as Corbett, the
pugiliet. Gibbon was only an inflated
Darwin's theory is without
egotist.
foundation. Evolution is a three-le~ged
stool. To talk of the laws of nature is
nonsense. There are no laws but those of
God. There is no knowledge that did not
proceed from the vast fund of wisdom belonging to the almighty, There is no
genuin morality, no love, no real sympathy, no honor, apart from the religion of
Christ.
For one month's. BPrvices at theologies}
lyin,g Mr. Vernon received the modest
sum of $300.
T. J. TANNER.
The Brother Givs Us His Experience.
SEATTLE, WAsH., Dec. 10, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I htv just finished reading
my. TRUTH SEEKRR of December 2d, and
found, as I always do, very many interesting and valuable articles upon Freethought. I hav wanted to write yon my
experience, but I am afraid it would be
too long a tale and uninteresting to many.
I am always. amused with our friend HestOn's work ; his illustrated ideas prove
him to be a Liberal in the fullest sense of
the term. Our friend Dr. Murphy, of
Kansas City, has got none the best of me
a~ b~iog blind.
I was stone-blind for
twenty-three yearl', and had no desire to
see anything but orthodox religion. I
prayed God earnestly for four years. The

more I prayed, th.e· more miserable I was, deny the truth of what I hav said. I want
but after awhile I said: There is no happi- no answers founded on the· Bible. I hav
ness in living this way; I will investigate just broken loose from that. I only want
and I did. I found superstition had got some one to giv me his opinion. It does
into my blood, and it needed a very not call for much of an argument, for I
powerfnl alterativ to set me right.
I a.m not addressing myself to Christians. I
tried "The Mistakes of Moses," and found am talking to Freethinkers, who· are willMy next treatme:rat was ing to discuss the truth of any subject.
I felt better.
" Skulls," and the.n .~tQhosts." By this The term Liberal does not apply to religtime I was not afJiaid to read "Hell," by ion alone, but means liberality in everythe same anthot,>and when I had finished thing-freedom, Freethonght, and charity.
these I was as completely cured as though
ARTHUR LINCOLN.
I had never been afflicted. I hav since
continued to read, study, and advance,
The Six Alls.
and to-day I am as. happy a man as the
RocHESTER, N.Y., Dec. 18, 1893.
world contains.
On the back of this
MB. EDIToR: Sixty seven years ago and
sheet yon will find two pictures, the originals of both of which I see as I sit at my several years thereafter, a small band of
table. One, the main point in the picture, brave men were working with all the
is Mount Rainier, rearing its snow capped knowledge and energy they possessed to
head 14,444 feet above the waters of Puget create a public opinion, for the pnrpose·of
Sound, which, we see, is another principal changing: the law on the subject of labor.
feature of the scene. The Olympic mount- 'rhey were not trying to hav the word God
ains to the west (also snow-capped at this inserted in the Corietitntion, or to hav
time of the year, but not perpetually) form Jesus Christ proclai.ined the ruler of the
. a v.ery beautiful picture, and as the sun nation in order that they might be ·his
strikes them early in the morning it representative, but they were pleading for
makes an effect to gladden)he heart of an thousands upon thousands of men, women
and children, especially ~hildren, of whom
artist.
The climate here is such as.to.make one I was then one; they were thus engaged for
forget it is almost mid-winter ... This scene years in trying to hav ten hours made a
a few years ago would hav made me miser- legal day's work instead of twelve. One
able. I should hav felt at once: Oh, if. I of them was a doctor, and in one of his
were only sure of heaven, I should be lectures, which I read in a labor paper, he
happy. To-day it does make me happy, specified the injuries that were inflicted on
for I look upon this scene with a light the children, especially little girls, by the
heart and an untroubled mind, and I am long hours, close confinement, and other
glad it is my privilege to see nature in all things incidental to the· conditions. I
her glorious aspects and beauty. I hav fairly shivered on reading that lecture to
had the amusement of mixing up in argu- think of the evils that I and thousands of
ment many of my old acquaintances, on others like me had to snfter, with no posthe subject of the Bible and Freethonght. sible means of helping onrselvs. The
I would not attack the old Christians, reading of that lecture, with others of like
those who hav not long enough to 'liv in character, made ·me a thinker, an investiwhichto recover from the shock of finding gator. I wanted to know whv things
their golden city and pearly gates all a should be so, and hav never ceased wantdream, and they on the edge of eternity, ing to know. At that time ·and for several
bound they know not whither. But I do years after I had to pass every day a
love to ask an intelligent man, who tries tavern, over the door of which. hung a pe_
to believe the Bible, What would be the culiar sign, called the '' Six Ails." At the
result of stopping the sun or turning it top in the center the king was represented
back ten degrees? He stands and thinks, decked in his robes of state, and under
and then answers me by saying: "Oh, was written, "I rule all." On the rightbut, Lincoln, all things are possible to hand side, one beneath the other, stood
God." It is my opinion that even a ·God tlie doctor and the lawyer; the one said,
has got to recognize some law; he has no "I plead for all;" the other, "I cure all."
license to violate laws he has already es. On the left hand, the one beneath the
tablished a.nd given to us as inexorable other, were the preacher and the soldier;
(if, indeed, he has had anything· to do one said, " I prs.y for all;" the other, " I
with it all). I wish I could express myself fight for all." At the bottom, in the cenas to a general power at work through in- ter, stood the workingman, dressed in
finit space. I am wholly unable to giv it his common garb, who said, "I pay
form, and yet I am inclined to think that for all;" and truer words were never
it has brought us into existence, a.nd W"Jl spoken, as very slight examination will
take care of what remains when our forms prove. The emperors of Russia and Gerare changed by death, and we are ready many are exhibitions of what the idea of
for what comes next. I would like the the divine right of kings when carried out
ideas of the Editor and readers of THE can produce; the productions are poverty,
TRUTH BEEKER. I am quite well aware ignorance, crime, and war with a.ll its atthat no definit answer can be given, but tendant evils. The lawyer, doctor, and
we must not forget what science teaches. preacher are all collegians, and what do
A thing once created can never be de- they produce? Nothing that we can eat,
stroyed; -whence, then, is the thinking drink, wear, or be sheltered by. The
part, the better part of man, going? It soldier is the eame in that respect, only
exists, and since we can't destroy it, how that he hires himself to kill or be killedthousands of men in the past few months
shall we dispose ofit?
Now, once more: I hav a dog- a great hav thus hired themselvs, not from paDane. He loves me and he is full of grati- triotism, but to save themselvs from startude. He is big enough to eat a man up, vation. Now, there are thousands of good
and he would do it if one attempted to in· uien in each of these professions, there can
jure me. Why? Because I never spoke a be no doubt. One of the phyJ,icians who
cross word to him, nor abused him. I stood at the head of his profession, Dr.
hav aroused his gracious instinct, and he Rush,. said if there were fewer physicians
responds by loving me. What is to be· there would be fewer deaths, as the praccome of him when P,e dies? We cannot ig- tice was very much a matter of experiment.
nore the fact that the dog thinks; why, he With reference to lawyers, if we attend
lies here on th.e floor by me now, and rolls court during a trial, especially if there is
his eyes toward his master, showing how much money in the . case, the twistings,
plainly he knows me and what he would turnings, and cross-questioning forcibly
do for me. He exhibits as much intelli- remind us of the circumlocution office, of
gence and more gratitude than nine men how not to do it, and that men are someout of teu I meet every day. What shall times hired to make the worse seem the
be done with my dog? Is he not entitled better cause. It l.s lawyers who formulate
to all I am entitled to? And why should our laws, but it is through the voters of
the same virtues he revered more under the country, the men, that bad laws are
one title than under another? I mean to allowed to remain on the statute books
say that "man " is no better than "dog," The women are not in it; their skirts ar~
as far a.s the J;lame goes; it is the principle clear of that matter. Now, the question
and intelligence that count, and place ns to my mind is, What do the seventy thouon a plane higher than· the dog; and yet sand preachers produce? They liv in fine
all men !!ore classed together, when t.he houses, wear good clothes, hav large club•
only advp.ntage some voters to-d.11y hav houses to meet. in on ;Sundays, for which
over my dog is that they Olin speak Eng- ·they pay no taxes. The question is, What
lish; but they lack love, gratitude, and . are their labors' and the, groundwork for
intelligence. Now, as a Freethinker, !·am their labors and for which some of them
entitled to -spt>ak ·as· I 'hav·; no one can .'receive very large salaries? They. say there
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is a God whom they are serving, that
their business is to teach others to serve
him; also they say their God has neither
body; partR, nor passions-cannot either be
seen or felt, yet created the world and all
that is in it, man included. They say he
iR all-wise, yet because the first man and
woman ate an apple, he became angry,
turned them out of the garden, and curl!!ed
them and their descendants forever. A
long time after that, although they say he
is unchangeable, he changed his mind and
became a trio, three in one, and one in
three; being, so they say, fabher, son, and
holy ghost; and he concluded that if his
son, a part of himself, wa.s killod, his anger would be appeased, and whoever after
that believed in the doings of this trio,
though their sins were as scarlet, should
become white as snow; and whoever did
not thus believe should be damned and go
to a very warm place, which Dante and
Milton hav described in glowing colors.
This is a ground which preachers hav
to work from, for which they receive
high salaries and exemption from taxation.
The soldier is taken from the ranks of the
workers; he hires himself to kill, it may
be his own father, mother, or friends, if
so ordered by his superiors, and to take
his chances of being killed. It matters
n_ot whether the cause is just or unjust,
r1ght or wrong, he has no choice or voice
in the matter; he is a mere machine. The
working man furnishes supplies for all the
rest; he delves in the dirty ground, and
from the deep and unhealthy mines brings
forth tbe coal, iron, silver, gold, and minerals of all kinds; builds the palaces, shi.ps,
churches, and all other buildings. The
tenements and hovels he is allowed to
inhabit, if he can pay the rent. He produces by his labor everything which he
and all the rest mentioned eat, drink, and
wear, and are sheltered by, yet the mass
of those whom he thus supplies look upon
and speak of him as though he were the
scnin of the earth. Now, if men can go
through college, get their diplomas, still
believing the dogmas just mentioned, the
fewer colleges we hav the better. Instead
of the teaching the clergy giv, they should
tell their congregations that during the
past fifty years the inventors, brain workers, and handworkers had made so many
improvements that if all men and women
who are able produced something useful
and beneficial, three hours labor per day
would be sufficient to produce all the comforts and luxuries of life, leaving the rest
of the time for recreation, rest, or improvement; that at the present time there
are thousands of children born in tenement houses and slums of all our large
cities who never know what it is to hav
sufficient food, clothing, or shelter, and
for whom there is no adequate provision
made for scholastic training; while, at the
same time, we hav in this country thirty.
one thousand millionaires who hav become
such through the government having
allowed them the monopoly of large areas
of land, the exclnsiv possession of the
coal, gold, silver, and other mines of all
deecriptions.
These monopolies, with
me,ny others, taken in connection with the
facilities for producing so much of everything in so little time, hav been the means
of throwing nearly two millions of workers
out of employment, thus turning what
should be useful men and willing workers
into tramps, dangerous alike in city or
country. Our country is at peaCle, yet,
notwithstanding all this poverty and destitution among the producers of wealth,
Mr. Herbert, the secretary of the navy,
tells us for the year ending June 30, 1893,
the expenses were $51,966,074.89. The
appropriations for the fiscal year ending
J nne, 1894, were $48, 023, 525.79. The estimates for the fiscal year ending J nne 30,
1895, are $52,846,499.75. The war department is still more expensiv, as any of yon
can certify for yonrselvs by reading the
report of the secretary of war. War is
barbarism unmitigated. We had better
think deeply on existing evils, and I think
we shall come to the same conclusion with
the traveler from Altrnria to whom Mr.
W. D. Howells has introduced us in the
Cosmopolitan, that society has arrived at
such a condition that nothing but a thorough reconstruction can be of any sen ice.
For the future we will do all. we can to
bring about this desirable end.
MRs: RUTH BRETTELL.
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jgtited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXON, Fal
Mass., to whom all Oommunica·
''i"tJ 1• for this Oorner should be sent.
)R;~,er,

".Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the daY's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Swing High and Swing Low.
<~wing

high and •wing l'lw
While the bPeezes they blow.
It' 1 off for a sailor thy [a her would go,
And it' 1 here in the harbor in sight of the sea
He h<tth left his wee babe with my fong and with

me.
Swin~

high and swing low
While the breezes they blow!
Swinghigh·and swing low
Whil3 the breezes they blow.
l's oh for the waiting as weary dayg go!
An l it'< oh for the heartache that smiteth me
whea
l sing mv son~ over and over again:
" Swing high and swing low
WhHe the breezes they blow!''
"Swing h\gh and swin~ low," the sea singeth so.
And it waileth anon in its ebb and its flow,
An<! a sleeoer sloeps on to that son~ of the sea,
Nor recketh he ever of mine or of me!
"Swing high and swing low
While the breezes they blow.
'Twas off for a. sailor thy father would go!"

-EuQene Fieza in Ohicauo News-Record.

Letter to the Children.
DEAR YoUTHFUL CoRRESPoNDENTS oF
THE CHILDRE!;'s CoRNER: By Editor's permiRsion I will address a letter tr. yon, wishing to prove my kind regards for your
enoeavors to speak against old ideas
which hav corrupted the minds of the
whole human familv for many thousand
years. I am a firm believer that youthful
worker can do as much to aid the truth
seeking cause as the scholarly, learned
members who hav so much tu unlearn and
nndo, which old ideas and customs hav
fastened firmly upon them. By the perusll.l of each one of your letters I am able
to learn the kind of influence which exists
around yon. The expression of your ideas
makes me acquainted with yon, your parents and teachers; thus your letters are
of more than common interest to me.
Bnt before I proceed, I must sincerely ask
your. for¢vness for expressing my mind,
October 9th, in a way which would giv
the impression that your letters were not
of interest to me; they certainly are of
double interest, or I should not hav said
I would write to yon through the ChildrPn's Corner.
When yon come to know me better, yon
willleal'D that I would not intentionally
speak to yon in such cruel, deprecating
manner, for I know just how easily children's and mother's feelings are hurt. If
it would not make so lengthy a letter, and
crowd some of yon ont, I would now tell
yon a true story of two beautiful children as
nature ever made; how they were ruined,
one bv receiving all the appreciation, and
the other receiving none; bnt the one who
did not receive any turned out much the
best. The facts in regard to these children are something every mother and
child ought to know as a leBBon of fairness and equal respect towards children,
to learn that no matter bow great a difference there maybe in children's gifts, each
shon 1rl be equally appreciated, making
heaven for all. My hasty way of speaking about (the usefulness of your letters
broug-ht the circnmstanceR attending
these children's lives so vividly before my
mind that I will tell it to any of yon taking
the trouble to write directly to me. I dirl
not intend Miss Wixon to allow what I
wrote on a separate slip of paper to be
t>rinted; bnt, in my great haste to get my
letter ready to post, and my great anxiety
that it should escape the wastebasket, I
fo.,.g-ot to tell Miss Wixon my wish.
There is a very good saying, tbat a miss
is as good as a hit, because it brings ont a
greater power of reasoning. Another saying is that a bad begiuning sometimes
makes a good ending.
Can we not between ns manage to make
my mistake push ns ahead in truth seeking instead of slackening zeal?
The reason I begged a place in your
Corner is, I understand that entirely new
ideas, which hav not become popular
among even a few, are always treated like

a poor, sick, deformed little orphan child
that. no one can stop to notice or care for
mr r et;'lan to say, "Poor little unfortunate,
let those who hav more time attend to yon •
&
wants."
NEW YORK,
Estab. 1859.]
Also, I had learned by the experience of
twenty-one years that no man would be
persuaded by my asking to print such unpopular conclusions as were contained in
$150 to $1500.
i
$25 to $500.
that letter. Now, I never can thank Miss
ffiE
send o. Beantlf\1l Catalogufl F•·ee to nil who
Wixon enough for granting me the favor
wish to buy. It lliVes full description of many el~gant
pianos and orgunB and tells Ynn how you can In the quiet of
I wish all yon dear ones would help me
your bome select an instrument, J~ali;e your o'vn ter 1ns,
thank her by putting forth new energy to
t~g/s~~"e i~fre;t~dl~s~o~fa":o ~~'ik~~~ certamty of getting a
y
make every letter for the Corner speak
louder for truth.
I hav been a truth seeker for twentyone years, discarding church ways of
teaching, becoming an investigator, with a
firm, nnabating endeavor to understand
, cause and effect, arriving at conclusions
which I never heard uttered by any human
being bnt myself. This fact is B1lfficient
to make every man, woman, and child hate
me and the conclusions, because every set
of ruling teachers forget that the greatest
number of adherents to conclmrions does
SEEKER, believing every organized body that much maligned book made greater
not prove the conclusions true; as in the
of teachers orthodox. I knew by experi- progress than ever. Six million copieR in
case of Galileo, who by careful observaence, if I wrote ideas corresponding with thirty different languages were all that
tion found ont that the world· turned
those of the organized body, that in their were issued till1800. In 1880 the statistics
around every twenty-four hours; not that
of eighty societies with their numerous
time and order they would be printed. I auxiliaries and agencies gave report of
the snn went around the world as men believed by trusting to old Joshua's ideas. never heRrd of THE TRUTH SEEKER until a over one hnndrfld and six translations.
little over a year since, then subscribed This does not include the Bibles printed
Then they ill-treated Galileo even to sbntand circulated by private companies. .
ting him np in prison a great number of for it immediately, and on perusal believed
"OLD SoLDIER (for the Band)."
I
had
found
friends
and
an
association
of
years to keep him from expressing his
The Crusaders are now at Manchaug,
ideas.
It
truly
has
been
a
very
great
an anjoining village.
ideas among the people.
There is a mammoth chasm in the southI hav been ill-treated in every possible source of pleasure to me every week to
way according to tlilil age to keep me from examin each writer's ideas in regard to eastern Part of Sutton, called "Purgatory," which attracts visitors and picnic
expressing new ideas. Had I room to tell seeking truth, aiding me much in the parties. ThiR chasm is a bon t. eighty rods
study
of
human
nature,
causing
me
to
see
yon about it, yon could see that I know
tn length and the ledges are from thirty to
how to sympathize with every man, wo- that each temperament has a fashion of fort~ fe~t wide and from five to seventy
man, and child belonging to the truth reasoning befitting itself. In this way it feet In bight. Where the greatest depth is
leaves no place for deception or church water issues forth from the crevices and
seeking order who are real workers.
style of gibbering like parrots and mock- hangs in icicles and solid ice in J nne alDear little correspondents, if any of yon ing birds, which are always repeating the though the descent is toward the so~th.
bav inqnisitiv natures yon will say in your things which hav been taught them.
People may enter some rods under the
ground, or rocks, and through thl'l cracks
minds: "How did that woman come to
Dear little trntll seekers, kindly let ns drop pebbles, which are heard to fall into
form ideas differing in the main from help each other to come entirelv out from
the water below. The only pulpit that I
all other people?" It was in this way: I church ways.
MRs. S. W. SMITH.
ever heard of Satan possessing is said to
and two .others were left at an early age
be situated in this chasm and is called the
without onr kind, loving parents' care, to
" Devil 's pulpit."
Correspondence.
About three years ago I read the New
be separated far from each other, nearly
Testament through to my grandmother·
WEsT SUTToN, MAss., Dec. 3, 1893.
killing ns with grief.
MISs WIXoN, Dear Friend: As it has she then wished me to read the Old, but:
A miniilter and a deacon took charge of been
some time since I last wrote to the after reading several books, the cruel wars
selling our estate, thinking it best to hustle Corner, I will again take the pleasure of and sacrificE's shocked her sensitiv nature
business, as we were too young to see to occupying a short space within its columns. and she requested me to de~>ist reading it. i
I am sorry to say that there are bnt very then read to her of Mr. George Bancroft
anything; the deacon auctioned away farm
and all at a low bid; the minister was the few Freethinkers in this town. Some which seemed a pleasure, they being aboni
buyer, leaving ns almost penniless, enrich- years ago the town of Sutton supported the same age. It is now two years since
nine churches. Later one Methodist she passed away at the age of ninety-one
ing themselvs and educating their children church was remodeled into a store and years and two months.
in grand style, while we, poor orphans, post-office, one Baptist church was sold
Among other books, I hav read "All In
must work early and late without being and moved away, and a building in which a Lifet.ime." and " f s This Your Son My
loved or cared for, only for onr labor and the Universalists held their services was Lord?" both of which !think attracti; and
onr health to serve well. The people I lived converted into a dwelling. If the fntnre lifelike. We hav "A Thoughtless Yes"
is judged by the past the churches that and "Pushed by Unseen Hands" in onr
with told meitwas better for me not to covet now exist will be put to better uses than Public Library. I am now reading
education, as I was so poor and would places of worshiping an imaginary supreme "Bible Morals" and "Men, Women, and
hav to work hard all my life. I was not being.
1 Gods," in which I am becoming intereRted.
The Baptist church of this place has I am anticipating reading "Fonr Hunallowed for my labor more than half price,
though I was told that I did more work held what the members are pleased to call dred Year~ of Freeth<>nght," for which I
revival for the past three or four weeks hav subscnbed.
and as well as those having full price. I aaided
by a band of Christian Crusader~
I obs.eryed in Lucifer that Watson
was often insulted by being told that be- with theit: tambourines. They assembled ;Heston Is lD cramped. "ircnmstan~es, and,
cause I was poor I must expect to hav each evenmg at the church to pray sing m. return for the aid he has given the
only the very common things, nothing like God's praises, convert the sinners' and Liberal cause, I hope the Liberals will
that which others enjoy. Life grew revive the backsliders. Although "~alva- hasten to relieve his embarrassment.
is free," they took a free offering at
I hav read "Woman: Four Centuries of
harder and harder until I became so tion
each meeting, and their last night here Progreell," which I highly esteem. I wish
stricken with grief that it actually spoiled they said the offering of the week had ~bat all women might read it, for I believe
my face and nearly spoiled my natural dis- been very small and asked for a thanks- It would do thE-m much good.
giving offering to the Lord. According
I was seventeen years of age on the 17th
position of good will and confidence.
their report they saved about twenty nit.
I shall endeavor to increase my
All this time the craving for knowledge to
persons from the burning. I suppose knowledge much more during the next
grew stronger _and stronger, until life to they hav taken that number of sheep from seventeen years that I may be able to lend
me seemed unendurable without it. I the goJ.ts or transformed the goats into a helping hand to the Freethonght cause,
and, according to my best judgment, do
coveted books and time to read, that sheep.
During the day they visited the people RP nearly right as possible, not merely
I might obtain knowledge from learned
Thei; lD fear of the hereafter, bnt because it is
people; bnt I had no means to obtain bnt entirely forgot onr family.
answers for many questions were: "Taste right to do right.
books or the time to read. I then re- for yourself, then yon will know."
Ever your Liberal friend,
membered the saying, .. Where there's a "After yon are converted yon will under_Lucy W. PHELPS.
will there's a way." Then, all at once, it stand," and the like. Not very strona
[We are proud of such young ladies as
d 1
dawned upon my benighted, crushed mind arguments, :r'hey had salvation song~ L
books and copies of a weekly paper entitled
ncy, an P eased when they remember
that I could study humanity and nature in the Herald of fjalvation for sale. I will the Corner to which they were welcomed
spite of all the opposition of the whole quote part of a letter written by one of in childhood.-ED. C. C.]
world and yet do all the work demanded the Third Michigan Crusade Band at
of my hands. In a very short Fpace of Brant Center, Mich., concerning InfidelWhat the Little Folks Are Saying.
A little girl of five years recently used
time it seemed as if every door to knowl- ity and the growth of the Bible, which was
edge was opened wide before me and as if in the Herald of November 18th. In the expression "postmortem judgment."
of Chicago, he said:
u pon her b roth er •s questioning her and
I were in an entirely new world. Now, speaking
"We find some. here, as well as elseafter twenty-one years of careful study of where. who try to destroy the Bible and insisting that she should define it, she
these things, I would not exchange what I its sa.Cred teachings. 'In less than a hnn- aaid: "Well, if you do a thing and then
hav learned for the most polished popular dred years,' said Voltaire, 'Christianity afterward wish yon had done another
will be swept from the earth and hav thing, that'e postmortem judgment."education obtainable in the land.
into history.' A century has Journal of Education.
When I begged Miss Wixon to allow my passed
passed away and Voltaire has passed into
meBBage to be printed in the Corner I had history, and not v~ry respectable history
Boston mother: Tommy, if yon don't
become so discouraged to think that every either, and his old printing-pre@s is now keep quiet I shall be compelled to whip yon
man, woman, and child's ideas could be used to printthewordofGod, and hishonse verv hard. Thomas (retat six)-Mother!
represented bnt mine. I determined that is the headquarters of the Geneva Bible How illogical. Does it not <'CCUr .to you
Thomas Paine attacked the Bible that a severe castigation will only hav the
if I failed thai time I would beg of no one Society.
with his logic, but, after he had crawled de- eftect of increasing the volume of sound l
again; would giv np taking T!Ql; TnllTII spairingly into a drunkard's ~r!J.ve j.n 1809 may be producing.- Chicago Record!
1
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New Publications.
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New Publications.
~----------------

New Publications.
I------------------

Pleasure and Progress. PEN PICTURES Of THE WORLD'S fAIR.
AN ATTEMPT TO PROVE TlJAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that Tile Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM:.

A Full Description of the Fair, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WIIA.T TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Chicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contai~:., and is,
Prudence. all in all, the very best picture of the Fair 1hat can be painted with a pen.

By Albert M. Loren-tz. LL.B.

CONTENTS:
BooK 1.-PLEABURlli: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Chap. H.-Material Plea.sures. Chap. ffi.Jdea\ ~Ieasure>. Ch.ap .IV -Somal Pleasures. Uhap. V -PI_easnres of the Savage the
Barb•n· nand the C1v hzed. Ch •P· VI.- Genesis of religion•. Chap. VH.-Chrbtia'nitY.
BooK H.-INTELLEJTUAL DEvELOPMEoT: Chap. 1.-Purpo•e of life. Chap, H. -Mater 1 al Plea~ures.
ChaS.IIL-[d.,al Piea.ures: Knowlorlge. Chap. IV.-Ideal Plea•nre•: Reason. Chap.-V.
~~~fs!.leasnres: Character. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VH.-Pedagogwal Des-

BoOK IH.-MoRAT._ DEVELOPJ)IENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. H.-Material Pl~asnres:
Chap. I 1.-Matenal Pleasnfe~:. Re.finement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresi_g:ht,
Chap. V -ldeltl ~leasures: Uivlhzatwn. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII-V1ce
Cau-ed by ltestramt.
·
BooK IV.-8':'01:\L DEVELOPJ)IENT: Chap. L-"rogress. C :ap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somah~m: Respe t1vly ~n Aetna\. !tn Imminen.t. and a Proposed Violation of Individual
S,pvereu~nty. Chap III -;-C?nduwn of Agn ulmre. Chap. IV. Public S,ho'>ls, the
lhel)e. ME.me. Tekel of oomlt!Ism. Chap. V.-Pro,ince of Governm.,nt. Chap. VI.-Our
Social Disorder.
Here ar!_l some of the verd 'cts OJ!- th;s remarkable production which have been render-ed by
men who are In every wa, qn,hfied as JUdges 01 book :
This i• a •pirit<d, rattling~ r~ of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject. without mn. h thongnt whether the Ice IR thm o · not. It answ rs the greatest· qnestwn-What IS the
us , <•bJeet mot ··e, purpo e, and summum ~onum of life, and the real can e and motive of prQgresd?
-by on wordtPl•,., urel-'Utalldeus B Wakeman,
He sharp! a ta ks, al o_, mod~rn me··h!J-B of .fldu•ation, and in this he is most abnnd•mtly
borp.e ut uythe fa •,s, an hi< arra~<mment 1s p·act1eallv unanswerable. His b .. ok is alto!!ether a
cunous and snggestt 'f! one.:-New York Commercia! Advertiser.
.
,
·rpe man who wrote th1s boo~ knows how tJ write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There IB not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill np with ords for Ja k of
knowledge. The • uthor deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for rtalities and
truth. Wtt do not see h'lw anyonE! can re ·d this book and d•sagree with tlle leading pronositions,
The work IS good; every chapter IS worth read in r. lt is a w<>rk of commoo-sense SQcia\i~m. 'rhe
chapter on pubilc s •.hauls rught to b~ Put 1nto a tract ani sent to every teacher in the tand. 'l'bonsands of sentence• are .worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung np all ovet the nation.
f'h' book deserves ~ w1de read n,~} not only for its literary style, which is clear an.! incisive, but for
Its bold, ho •e>t s •Ying~ -L. K washburn.
1l ere. we have p ilosophy no to d~tte, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse,diseour8e, bnt a common-sense essay in plain wor.!s upon toe oondn~t of life. and a l iilnstrated w1tn such an abnud .. nce of anecdotd and me aohor as add real entertainment to solid instru ;ti"n· f'l)is is ap •mnortant book striking ot superst-ition and nnre_as 'nable trad,tion\Jtn'1 DJ.l·
h'lldmg mdiVIdual hb,rty •n defhnce of g ·vernmental law and so ·ial ens tom. After reaamg thlB
book one fe.els tha~ the an thor will nevPr be able to wri' e another. for he has pnt all his life and
knowledge mtf! h1s one. Every page bristles with poi'lts; there is no oadding or tilling in. no mere
ltterarY em ellishment; bnt clean-cut apothegms abound, and every line is dictated by nard-he~d,d
common-senso -Oapt. Robt. 0. Adams.

After yon read this b'lok yon will be as enthneiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
InvEstigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pagos. i splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel.
lent parer, and costs, bonnd in cloth, $1; paper covers, tO cents.
Ad-:Iress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye~te Pl., New York N. Y.

ILLUSTRATED.
A MA.P OF JA.CKSON PA.RK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.

A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FA.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF A.LL
Woman's Building.
Administration BUilding.
Electrical Building.
Machinery Hall.

THE PRINCIP A.L BUILDINGS :
Art Palace.
Fisheries Building.
Man)lfactures and Liberal
Agricultural BuildinK.
Arts Building.
Transportation Building.
Horticultural Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in TnE TRUTH SEEKBR-that
it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

A New· Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FlCTIOXS OF LIFt.
CONTENTS.

-THE-

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSVRDITY AND rNTRUTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
OENT INSTITUTION, AND BE·
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

Fun ...Page
CI7ATIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS
TO MAINTA'N THE ARGUMENT OF
THE AI/7/ST.

IJESI(}lf!R BY WAT.'I-N HESTO:N.
WITH p,,~; TR ,Ir OF
THE JJESIGN.ER.

The Illustrations

are classified as follows:

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church !lobbing the People.
3
"
Thank•giving.
6
14
•0
6
4
3
15
1
4
4
2

10
1

Sabbath Laws.
Chi! lren ana the Church.
Woman and ,he Uhurch
The Uh.:trch and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Na!Ural History.
'rhe Bible and l::lcience.
The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
Piut r in Ullr Penitentiaries.
The AtonemenG Scheme.
Thd Lord and H1s Works.
Pta~er.

The Creeds.
.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent S~tm{lles of Christianity's Work
5
"
l\'Iiss10naries.

1
25

1

2
4
~

1
4
9

12

3

6
7

"

'rhe L -rd'; Instruments.
Bible o,,ctrines and Their Results,
The Church and Slaytry.
Pd2sts and Pohtics.
Ireland and the Church.
ChuNn's !dea of t,ivilizatio:l.
The Usea <f the Cross.
Unkind rleficctions on the Church.
Persecutions of the Ohnrch.
·
So ne Allegories.
Heaven.
He\:.
Miacellaneons.

A most extraordinary publicati ·n. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha~ ever before appoared i 1 this cou•otry, an:t it is very douutful if another one !i.e It will ever again be pub
Ji.,lll d. w., must give tl~<• Truth Seeker Companv the cred t f porting the book in the reach ot all
At t,w;ce the l,ricJ ,t wo,·ld havtl h '~n 11 cheap book. Art Ht Heston as a portrait painte:t: and d.e
signer is a wonderful s cces an l w-1 judge from our own f elin~s that near.:y evt>ry L1 er..l w
America wLlllesiro 11 co1 ·of thi~ most w nde,ful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.
1\fr. Hesl(ln dPservcs 'o he called thll artist-hero of Liberr.lism He has dedicated his genin• t
FrEethou II•, an<l has done t .. i hfnlt,nd noble work for, n" cuuse of right and truth. lint the 1in
urts do not mal;e n p the whole of lns o'11me 'l'hp•·e n. e nearl:c t" o hund1·ed pages ••f r~aduo
matter th t "'' 'e 1i1st '" cxp aollt;ous of th illugtrati n•, alld sucondlv ltR texts to pr,•ve the ·· tt
fa!,. ty of the ch, I'Cu 's profc s.ons au<l 1ho I•VP<~tris\" of those who uphold them. AltogethH Tt
book i< •'ne oft e hest weapons against Christianity, nd the church tha> has ever been pnt :n tJ,.
hands ofF ~eeth.nkers.-mosto ~Investigator.
··

:Price, board oovers, $2.;- clot}), $2-..SO.
Addres111 THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Sex in Brain.
Her.,dity in Its Relations to a Dauble Standard of
Morals.
Divorce aud the Proposed National Law.
Laws nit or Lega·}y.
Common Sense in Surgery.

At the Woman'• Congress at Chicago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chap.
ters of this booB:. The Chicago Ttmes said of it and her: "Bnr, tlle last address, daaling wtLh the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clear, unhesitant, modlst, buG nncmnpromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was' Heredity in Its Rdla•ion to a Double
Standard of MoraL~.· and It was dehvered by the one wom~n of all others begt qualified t 1 speak
nl!on that snbiect-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with tne burden of her thought,
1rllss G•rdener enchained every anditort an·i when she had finished received a \)erfect omtio ~.which
her courage ana devotion had so wortnily won. The evening session was highly inGere t.ing, bnt
that. of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the distinctivly great features of the week's congress."
Oloth. et; paper, 110 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

lUustratioqs.

COPIOUS

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An I'responsibte Educated Ci•ss.
1'he Mor&l Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman a.s an Annex.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church hal'l enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-th.. Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizatiom woman had great
freedom~ put that the tenden•'Y of ,Christianity from the first wa• to restrict her liberty. lri this
chapter mro. Gage claims th•t to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is iudebted for its
ftrot conceptiot. of inherent rights
Chapter ti deals with the theological dogmas of original sin a d cE:libacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria~e waR hoked upon as vile; wives were sold
a.s s 1av, s; women driven t•> suici-!e; the inllntnce of the church wa< unfavorable to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced • egradinl{ sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on '!'he Canon Law, showin.! how th~ church controle<l woman by making the
legitimac' of 11.arriage depend npon it• own control of the coremony. Anc,ent civilization gave
place t•> Christi· n bll.rbarism. the c ergy became a di•tinct body-at once a'" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learn ng w s prohi-tnted to·womGn, hnsban<'B prohibited f1 om leaving th m more than onethird of their property; d .. nghterd con:d be dtsinheritcd, sons conld not. The Reformation effected
no change.
.
,
.
.
.
Cha~ter IV-Ma,qnet'e-Is on Fendahsm and Its dPgradahon of wom?n, the rights of "lords
spiritual, • the immorality of the beads of the church, bapti>m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debanuheries, governmimtul crin.e-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the' days ' f this phase of religious insanity llirs Gage shows how the
possession of eve·· a little lear;ningwa• sufficient cause to suspect a :woman o.f witchprafL, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rNbld Wtrt~ the clen,y not to snft'H ,., Witch t • ilv. 'Ih1s perse, utwn for
witchcraft was a contmuan~e of the chnrch's policy for obtaining un verso! dominion over mankinrl.
Women phvs1cians of the Middle 4-gfi\S were persecuted. and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod coovened 1n America was to try a woman for heresy, and othe~s werd
stripi>ed and whippen fo,· not agreeing whh the clerll'Y· •
The chapter on" W"ved" sh~wshow the disrnpt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and _llro,rieta,ry rights pf woman-t, at tl1e sa,le of daughters was p acticed m England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that tue practice o( buying w1ves wa• regulated by
law-that women wera not permitted to read the Bible-tuat they were not adm1tted as witnessesthat civil mar iag!l._oB "PPO>ed b., the .<·burch.
In C 1apter VII is ~how a how polygamy was snstaineo by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Keformatio ' !lonvened to 8anction (his institution. th~t Lut,he).' and the other ·• prinCipal reformers" favored It, as we l as thA AmeriCan Board of Foreign M1So1ons. The Mormon theocraov is shown to be similar to that of other Uhristim sects.
In the 1ast thre3 chapters ll1rs. Gage treat< of the opp<ls•ti"n of the church to the amelioration
of w man's s11fferings as interfer<·ncq w th her' "nrse,' of woman's de~radation by the church to
labors unfit for •lavesl of woman's" inferiority," a'l taught Ly the church to-day, and of how little
value Chnstianit; has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as histor.y. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religions iostitntion
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good i~
will do.

In cloth, ti; ln. M1J·leather binding,
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HAND-BOOK
OF

f.REEl'H OUG H1'.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions dootrines of Christianity: As a book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
, .·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason\ It enables some od:y in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects inclnae &l1 the disputed vomts between Christianit.Y_!!.!!d Freethou,ght. Price
loth, *l; vaper, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
·----·-

lJECEMBER~30,

----------------------

We bel eye that no~ only em good be done bu \
money made by any Lih ral wn~ '"ill ranva•s f•r
our book 'Old Testa Ill• nt Ston:s Com·call.v !1lnstrat d." Infa..t·weknowonemanwhoworked
at it bur. a few honr• w ·•kly and sod ne.rly
fifty co pi sin a month. The price is l 'w; ev,r.r·
body knows the Old Testament stories, and
nea~ly e-er>b~dy wcn'd like a orok app'>ing
nineteel'th-centnry 'Ill it and knowl€dge to th,m.
People li!re to laugh. Reverel).oe for the 011.
'l'estament tales h•s largely disapr eared anti
iokes at the e~pens~ of Jonah and Jo,eph alld
Es~n and Samson and D via, and the other wor.
th i s or unsavory reputation, are keenlr. a pore·
cioted. It saems to ns that the b'ok 'Will sell at
sigrt. It dces here in the ~tore. Li~erals out of
employJllent will find thi• a good way to make an
hone;t d•Jilar.
TerJDs to Agents Sent on Application.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLIL'f BEfWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.

UfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.
A. Re:futation o:f the Argu:.n.en·t That Nature Exhibits

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,

Marks o:f Having Been Designed by

with a preface by

an Intelligent Being.

B. G. INGERSOLL.

SYNOPSIS:

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's se1.ee of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as qonvincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address.
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

I. Tbe Desi~ro ArgnmeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of DesignHs
II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
IlL If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Aie Egregion•l;y Slow,
They Aie Egregionsly Wasteful,
They Often Serve No URe,
'
They Have Produced Fanltv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Desilfn Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Aignment Is lliegitima .....
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. AstronomY and Design
VII. The Aignment of s. First Cause.

for I)a-rsons.

REv. DR. PRIMROSE: "That's a fine bird
yon hav." Uncle Rastus:" 'Tis, sah; cunsidderin' dat I picked him out in sech a
hurry. "-Judge.
"LoT journeyed wearily on," ~>'lid the
parson, ''with the fate of his poor wife fresh
iJl his memory." "How could that be,"
his little son asked him after the sermon,
"when she was salt?"
.. W'EN yo' start on de slide toe perdition, breddern," said UnciA Moseby, •• yo'
'll fin' de bo'hds greased; but yo' won't
fin' dat anybody 's took de pains toe shabe
off de slibbers!"-Puck.
MERRITT: "How did yon get square
with the minister?" Brown: "He had
been lecturing me about gambling all
summer, so when I won a turkey at a
raffle I invited him to dinner. "-Judge.
DEACON HuMSTED: "I traded the old
boss I had last year off with Squire Keeler." Mr. Murray Hill: "Did the squire
know the horse was blind?" Deacon
Hnmsted: "Certainly, arter he'd had
him awhile."
FIRsT GREEN Goons MAN: " How is it
yon hav so many more replies to your circulars than I?" Second Green Goods
Man: "Oh, I and the religions newspapers swap mailing-lists regnlarly.-Kate
Field's 1Vashington.

THE Rev. Mr. Munha-ll, of Philadelphia,
has been scoring the World's Fair by saying it was a ''cursed thing" and had ''done
COSMIAN HYMN-BOOK. the
devil's work." We suppose that was
A COLLECTION OF
tlle good pareon's "ay of saving it was a
devil ofa snccess.-Spr-ingfield (Ill.) Monitor.
FOR
IN a town near Ros~, in the Highlands, the
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a. Sketch of Astronomy.
Liberal Bl"\c:l et~feal Seeietfea
bellman made the following proclamation:
fer Se~eela Bl"\c:l
"0 Yes. 0 Yes, 0 Yes, and that's threo
t~e Hel'Yl••
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
times! Ye'Jl all pre tak notis, that ther'll
-With Mnsio Written to All the Bongs.pre no Lord's-Day next SR-bbath, pecanse
OoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN,
the
Laird's wife wants ta Kirk ta dry her
Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette·Pla,ce, N Y.
PrJ·p, $1.!\11,.
ll'nr •ale at THI~ OFFTCW.
claes in! 0 Yes, 0 Yes, 0 Yes! Got safe
ta Queen!"
AT the American chapel at Lucerne, a
Protestant Episcopal minister from America (Low Church) read the lessons with such
naturalness of manner and propriety of
emphasis as to elicit the admiration of a
visitor, who afterward remarked: "How
delightful to hear the scriptures read with
such sense and feeling!" She was surprised to hear the sieter of a (High Church)
In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
rector, American also, exclaim: "I can't
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions. and please as well every day
agree with yon. I think it almost blasin the year. A LiberaJ book in the right
phemous for a man by such stress and
hands often changes the vie-ws of sev•
emphasis to impose his own interpretation
eral perso11.8,
We have q1lite a number of books approPriately
on the word of God. 'fhe scriptures should
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
be read in monotone."
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by orepaid express. The following are
SoME years ago a middle-aged agriculall good books for the purpose :
tural laborer called upon the session clerk
of Alloa and asked him what the charge
was for publishing the "cries "-i.· e.,
voltaire.· s Ro~ances, Profusely Illustrated.
]he Freethinker's Pic tori ~1 Text-Book, in
banns of marriage-three times on the
Half ca:f. $4; vellum doth, $1.50.
same Sunday. "A pound," replied the
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In phtin boards, $2.
oarwin and After DJJrwin. By George J.
clerk. "Aye." said the other, "an' what
d'ye tak' when ye tak' two Sundays to
I!.omanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.
Old Testame7t Stories Comically Illustrated
doe't?" " Half a guinea," was the reply.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handin cloth, with gold lettering and side
•·An' what d'ye chairge when ye tak' three
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.
some and Interesting bookl Without SuSundays to't?"was the rustic's next query.
perstition, for Childre.n ana ¥onth. The
Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
unly .l!'reethinkers' Children's Story-book
"Seven and six," answered tbe clerk, with
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and
volumes, red cloth covers, ~6.50; leather,
an amused air. "Aye, man," rejoined the
25 smaller; larga typd, heavy. toned paper,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
qnerist, "I see the Ianger ye tak' to dae't
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
$10.50.
pp., boards, $1.
the cheaper it gets. J nst cry awa' till ye
]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reform·
pay yersel'!" And he took his departure
conway's Life of Paine. Two large, handers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3;
without more ado.
some volumes. The best and only comleather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

ORISINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
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PI\tStXTS ::FOR
THt :: f{OLIDA )1S.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient arFI Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume. or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngerso/1' s Prose Poems and

Selections.

From his Writings and Sayings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

Silk

Jngerso/1' s Princir-at Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some l\Iistakes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; Wnat l\Inst We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Ltfe.

A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents

· photograph Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.

Gilt stamp. $1.25.

~For

$1.

Half calf, $10; in

part n' s Life of Yo/ taire,

Tms is a Scotchman's prayer: "0 Lord
what are we in th;r sicht this nicht? a
wheen puir casieos1es. Gie ns a blessin'
this ae time; its no' aften we bother yon.
Gie ns a' wee wark and big wages, an' a'
breed an' cheese like Ben Nevis and
whns'ky like Loch Long. Gie ns hull's
pork, sheep's beef, an' calf's mutton, an' a
new-born egg till better meats be ready.
Send a blessin1 donn the lnm, an' bless the
kail pat an' the Duke of Argyle, the Lord
God of the Hielans; an' keep ns frae a'
the ghaists and wntches and lang-nebbed
things that crawl amang the heather.
Build a big wa' between ns an' the deil, an'
a far bigger ane between ns an' the wild
Eerishmen, an' put broken bottles on't."

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf. $10; in cloth, $6.

By Matilda

woman, Church, and State.

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth. gilt top,
$2.

History of Christianity, Comprising all that
relates to Christianity in the "Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

For.e and Matter.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Half calf, $8; vellum

/)ynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.

Lessons From the World of Matter and the
World of Mar.. By Theodore Parker.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

50 cents.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

plete life of Paine.
cloth, $5.

A new Liberal novel.

.By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

cosmian Hymn Book.

Cloth, side a.nd

With music to all

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..2!11
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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THE late Henry de Mille, who collaborated with David Belasco in a number of
plays, used to tell this story: "I once had
an opportunity in a play Dave and I had
written, to make use of the third verse of
Psalm xciv., 'Lord, how long shall the
wicked, how long shall the wicked triumph?' The actor who had this to speak
came to me at rehearsal, one day, and objected to the line, which he said he considered very weak. He concluded his objections by asking if I was 'stuck ' on the
line. I said I rather liked the line, but
had no personal interest in it, as in this instance I was onlv an adapter, the line being David's. 'David's eh ?' exclaimed the
actor; 'that's just wh!lt I thought. Any
one could spot that for some of Dave Belasco!s bad English.' "-Sun,

:THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 30, 1898.
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THE love that is dumb until it speaks on

a tombstone doesn't say much.-Ram's
Horn.
PoLITICS seem to hav been designed for
those who hav no profitable business to
attend to. It is the refuge for idlers.-

Galveston News.

WHAT can we do? Open man to manshow that intentions may shake hands
across the paltry objections of statistics
and laws of party and church. Old axes
are rusty-the edge is lost. Shall we
covet new axes for fresh uses of spiritual
headsmen? Linger not near the block.
Come into the open fields, away from the
sophistications of ancestral myths.-Hor-

ace L. 'l'raubel.

JEws hav become the scapegoats of an
offense that would be visited apon nine
out of ten radical Freethinkers, if individuals could not more successfully escape
the attention of bigot mobs than communities with regular and organized systems
of worship. Unitarian synagog-members
pay a penalty which isolated converts of
David Strauss manage to evade, for the
same reason that individual skeptics disregard the Sabbath laws with an impunity
that is denied to a colony of Seventh-day
Ba.ptists.-Felix L. Oswald.
WHEN Mr. Noyes reaches Japan he will
find that he is "carrying coals to Newca.stle.z" for his enlightened theology
alreaay prevails in Jap11n. Durin2' the
late Parliament of Religions I had the
pleasure of meeting, at the house of a
friend, some Buddhist bishops from Japan,
and I spent some hours in conversation
with them on matters of theology. To
my delight I found that all of them entertained a. "reasonable hope" that God has
made some provision by which the Christians who die without any knowledge of
Buddha may nevertheless be saved. And
I met a Mohammedan who hoped in the
same way.-hi. M. Trumbull.
SHALL I ask the brave soldier who stood
by my side
In the cause of mankind, if our creeds
disagree?
Shall I giv up the friend I hav valued and
tried,
If he kneel not before the same altar
with me?
From- the heretic girl of my soul shall I

fly
And seek somewhere else a more orthodox kiss?
Perish the heart and the law that would
try
Truth, valor, and love by a standard like
this!
-Thomas hfoore.

IN the beginning of· the American War
of Independence, the two men who above
all others recognized the large principles
involved, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas
Paine, framed a new constitution for
Pennsylvania, and thought they were
securin"' absolute religious liberty when
they p~ovided religious equality for all
who believed in a deity. Probably neither
of them had ever met an Atheist, and considered the exception merely nominal.
How fa.r short of the supersacred rights of
intellectual liberty they had fallen they
discovered, no doubt, when they were
presently in France meeting philosophers
who regarded the King of kings as the
figure-head of all royalism.
"Who can
understand his own errors? Cleanse thou
me from my unconscious faults." That
was a profound praver of the old Hebrew.
Many a liberal mind, having all the freedom of thought and utterance it requires,
may still be sanctioning limitations on tho
liberty of others, engaged in other departments of thought and action.-1l£oncu1·e
D. Conway.
~'ANn herein lies the true immortalitythe immortality of thought, of work.
Every true thought, every thorough act,
in one way or another, seen or unseen,
livs on, moulds the lives of those who come
after us, fashions for them, by little or by
great, the world in which they shallliv. In
so fa.r as you hav lived truly, in so far shall
the heritage you leave behind be rich and
noble and great, and in so far will you hav
helped to build higher the edifice of which
in life you form a part. You hav reaped
where your ancestors hav sown;lou are
the heir to all the literature an science
and art, all the beauty and music and
poetry of those who hav gone, aye, and
the heir also to the failings and weaknesses,
the littlenesses and vices. of the dead
yesterday. But you in your turn can help
to Jessen the evil heritage and augment
the good and so leave to the future a
larger and freer and purer legacy than the
past left to you. Surely here is an ideal
to place before you; here something far
more worthy of attainment than the empty
heavens and hells of the creeds. Here is
an ideal of beauty and of joy; here the inspiration of love. There you hav the
inspiration of the creeds-tlie incentiv of
selfishness, of salvation, and of hate.-

Freder·ick Ryan.
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Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated,
11 WILL
IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

2QQ

FuU-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
R Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
1!8aac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and £sau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon_ ~

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sactm......
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not !'xc•;,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. illundnated covers, 81; cloth, gilt side sta:rnp, 81.50.
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Trutb Seeker Library. THE HOLY CROSS
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891. -$3.
Price.
T rut h Seeker Annua!J-.1891 ..................... $0 25
l\fen, Women, and t:tods. Helen H. Gardener, .......... · ....... · ...... · .... .. .. ... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustrated.... .... ...... ....................... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben-

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most no tea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerQnts of God, showing what
they ha-ve done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in .statements, in very unvarnished lang1Ia<!e, :.:1d the unmasking is complete, proving them to h1we been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Ctmsidering the
rapid growth of c•. tholicism in this country,
this book cannot he too widely disseminated.
Chris~ie;~·A'bsu~Ciftiss."Y~:hii':P~cli::::::::::: ~g TrricA,pfPr·D~cenlts; cloth,7f5cMents.i ,.1 k
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire............ 10
te W n
ISC osures o
ar a "· on ,
as exhibited in a narrative of her suffering~ darThe Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..... 40
Sabbath Breaking: John E. Remsburg .. _.. .-. 25
in" her resi,lence of five years as a novice,_,and
'!'ravels in Faith from Tradition to Reatwo years as a black nun, in the Hotel 0ieu
son. Robert C. Adams.................. 25
NunnerY, at l\IontreHI. Perhaps not any anti.
Catholic hoolr published has created more ex.
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putcitemen t, and .had such a circulation as this
nam........... .......... ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. 25 · work. To cminteract its effects the Catholics
The Higher Criticism in Theology and Recirculated a story that 1\Iaria J\Ionk was "no
ligion. T. K Longshore ..............• , 50
better than she should be," but investigation
!&SUES oF 1892.-$3.
disclosed that her "child of Rhame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
I fid 1 D th B ds G W F t ·
25
R~ghrs 0~aM~n~ Thoma~ P~i~e.'"ill'tisi;&:
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
ted........................................ 40 Auricular Confession and Popish NunWas Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Garyear• a confessing priest. A revelation of the
dener .......... · ..... · .................. ·• 10
licentious practices of the priests and nuus in
these relig10ns brothels. There ia no question
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... · 25
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............ 52 ~ that Ex. priest Hogan knew the trtith of the
Pocket Theology. Voltaire................... 25
tales of Vlce, sednction,andinfant.icide he givPs
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babin this volume, and equau v there is no question
that ift.he people general1y knew of them, Cacock, ...................... · .. ·............ 15
Libert.y 1ll Literature. Testimonial to
t.holicism would not be given the vast amounts
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
cents.
Proctor ..................... · ........... ·· 15 The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 40
the·system of &uricular confession, including
Hart·"·""""""
• ...............
·• 30
copious , extracts
UnThe Holy
Bible Abridged....
.........
-.............
f'
hfrom
, the "Confessional
p
False Claims of the Church. John E.
maskerl, rom t e ' 11Inster Key to opery,"
Remsburg....... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 10
etc. The worlds a protest against and an appe~tl
IssUES oF 1893.-$3.
to every American citizen to examine carefully
'l'homas Paine Vindicated. CoL Robert
and thoughtfully a l'eligious system so invnsive
::>f privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentions
G. Ingersoll .............................. · 15
hand,, so rraught with danger to female modThe Creation of. God. Dr. Jacob Hartesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
mann .................. -.. · .. · .. · ........ · 50
ana to the freedom of thought, speech, and
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
action. Price. paper, 25cmts.
M. E. Billings............................ 25 p I tl C l'b
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
r es Y e 1 acy E xpose d A 1ec t ure by
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, Eng.
Religion a Curse; Heligwn a Disease; Reland. Revised American edition, showing the
ligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam. ___ .. .... .. 25
resnlt in pari,hes of tlw Roman decree th::;t
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 15 cents.
THE 'fRUTH BEEKER ............ -.......
15 Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclof>ures
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
Respecting New Hall Convent. 13oreJohn E Remsburg...................... 50
,
ham, Essex Engiltnd. Showing that convents
Pen Pictures of 1'he World's Fair. lllustrotted. S. P. Putnam...................
2!5
are mim1eal to c.ha,tity, virtue, and f•.eedom.
15
Price, paper, lO cents.
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..............
15
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Pleasure and l:'rogress. Allbert M. Lorentz,
28 LafaYette Plllce. New York CitY.
LL.B.....................................
50
Dunn!!' the year other standard Freethought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
c:t
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
By ABA AUGER
which year is desired.
Single numbers sold at Prices quoted.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
against Christianity.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
A new edition of. that splendid prose p_oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Col. R. G.
In(l'ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or olaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the oard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
sun·onnded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully des<>ribed as," one of the masterpieces
of the orator aud poethwbo now, as far as we
know, stands &lone in t e living world." It will
make a delightful present, and will be a- ouvenir
not only of intellectua' greatness, but of artL·tic
workmanshiu. It. is printed on heavy hoard, gilt
boveled edge. 'l'he size is J2x16 inches, and the
price only75 cents, post-paid.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
By l\f, BAJ300CK, Price, 15 cents.

JYu;tsheZZ.

A Yory Good Little Misstonary Work.

Price,

1~

cents.

ANEW WORK
BY

SEBIESn

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtnl;er.
Price, $1. Order at once.
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"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels. full adjustee
to heat, cold, and position. beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; uuaranteea
a per,ect ttmer_ Price, in silveriae dust-proof
cases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $23. In best filled
gold caHe, open-face, dust-proof, $26; hinged
case, $:!8 to :lno; huntingk 11130 to $35; 14 carat,
solid g-old, $45 to $150. Nic el works. $2 more.
ne!;'ular Grade Arnerican \VatcbesoSilver!Oe case, 7 jewels, $6; l1 jewels, *7.50; 15
jewels, $9; aitto, adjusted, $\1; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. 1n tiuer ca-cs, add cts above.
Lll.dies' American Gold \Va.tcltes.-\ll
latest styles. in p]ush caqes; best titled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 jewels, $15.1:0~ 15 jewels, :!l20; H carat so tid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-Ret cases, from ~5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written gua.rantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
su .. drics. Lower gradg nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; be<t razor, $2~
best t.riple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; tabla spoons
$~.60; l!:nives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets.of 6.
Solid silver spoons, $1.35 per ounce; sJI!d Slivei
souvenir spoons. $1, $1. ;5, $1.50~,-;'!!l to $3.
'l'lleColonellngersoli.-Tea,$2.50; orange,
1!12. 75; sug&r, $3i gilt bowls, 50 oent.i moL's
Etched (teas only/:
" Tile Ttme to be HaPP'U is Now,"
50 cents extra.
'J'be 'J'orch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
enamelee\ in 5. colors. small pin~ $~. $2-75, and
$3.50. W1th diamonds, 1!15, $8. _t,arge, $3. $4, $5,
$15- Charms, $3, $4, $5, $6, $1.50,$ ·o, $15 $20, >!130.
Diamonds. 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods preoat<t (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cle 'ned $1tan<1 returned free.
OTTO WE TSTEIN, lbchelle, Ill.
P.S.-The "ln~rersoll Souvenir Spoon " free
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

THE TRUTH SEJnK:E):R, DECE:M::B:E:a.:so, '1898.
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IT is probable that western Australia
will soon follow New Zealand· in granting
fnll suffrage to women.
A CAREFUL canvass of this city shows
that there are at present here about eighty
thons~d unemployed men.
WAYNE MAoVEAGH, of Pennsylvania, has
been nominated and confirmed as ambassador to Italy, vice J. J. Van Alen, resigned.
AT Newtown, L. I. the chapel of St.
James EpiscopAl church was stripped of its
furnishings by the deputy sheriff to satisfy
a. debt.
GLADSTONE has again led his party t 0
victory by preventing a vote of censure in
the Commons on the condition of the
British navy.
EviCTIONS for non-payment of rent are
becoming quite common in New York.
One family was put into the street at 9
o'clock a.t night.
AT the special mayoralty election in
Chicago J. P. Hopkins, Democrat, -was
elected to fill out the unexpired term of
Carter H. Harrison.

-
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THE situation in Italy is very grave. In
addition to other causes of anxiety, a,
Sicilian deputy declares that that islandl
will pay no more taxes.
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SOME OF GOD'S SOLDIERS.
And, behold, six men came from the way of the higher gate, which lieth toward the north, and ever:y man a
slaughter weapon in his band; and one man among them was clothed with linen, with a. writer's inkhorn by hiS stde: and
ibey went in, and stood beside the brazen a.ltar.-Ezek. ix, 2,

IDtutfd]t £r£ig£ift--f»iid]rr.j METROPOLITAN INFORMATION CONCERN ANSWERS ANY QUESTION
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£ine fritifd?e Eeleud?tung bes pentateud? fiir
Wiberfprud? 3ur mobernen Weltan' fd?auung unb <Befittung.
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Seiten, £einwanb, $\.OO, papier, 50 <!:ts.
Diefe Eiid?er ftnb in papier Umfd?lag unb
flaren DrucJ.I. Unfere Deutfd?en f:efer
foUten es weit verbreiten.
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"The Truth Seeker,"

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION 1
A rare chance is offered for a siirveyor to get a

TRANSIT CHEAP.
We have one for sale, in good order, with
Tripod,whichcost$160. fte 'viii sell it fc>r
half•price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

$525
18t46

Agent'sprofitspermonth Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New art·cles jnst ont.
A $l.W sample and terms free. Try ns
CBIDl!.SThB & Sot~. 26 J:lond St., N.Y.
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• R • G• Ingersoll
ARGUMENT
IN

THE

/Reynolds Blasphemy
.At Morristown, N. J.

Trl·a/·

1 ,

A SMALL

FBEE ~:t~i~gge ai!res:r:!~d p~.~~~ OLD COliS
6mt
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This is the greatestargnment ever made in a case
of .this Jrind, and will be a model for the Bar so
:.U,ng &II the Christians nsl) force to repre~s free
.speech. ltslegal acnmen 1s nnsnrpass~d,,lts elo_.qnence nl)ver eqnaled. Wherever Chnst1an per<l!ecntion 1s ~oing on thlS argnlJl.e~t shonld be
~freely circnlated, read t!J the Christians, and. ex,,ponnded on every occasion.
·
In paper, 2li cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
• d drill
THE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB,

paid tor. Send wostamp"f
.N ...tional Coin Co.,
Clerk 17, 832 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.

Music Free to You.

We will send 161 Popnlar Songs, words and
music, ~~ntimental. 1·athetic, and con..io, ab •olntely f ~e if l o.J. send 1.1 ents or 1hree m' n~hs'
snb.<c iptio.U to ..Amer.can ~ation; onr charm1 ng
illn~tratedmagazin • 'l"hts mnsic inc n<ies Li tl
l!'ish~r ~~ ai en. •ra ra ra Boc-m dP ay, I Wu••tle
and Wait for KatiP, Af,er the Ball, C mradeR,
O,d ~· adriil, and 150 oth r•: ·Bear ,in min • yon
fhall have this imm~me qnanttty by sending JOe,
s lver Yon wi.l be delight"" Address, AMEBI·
CAN MusiC Co ,825 Washington st., Hoston, Mass

ALL FOB $1.60.

®. -3ngerfo11, ~rei~ 50 ~ent~.

non {>elene {>. ®arbener,

L~:ot~8HL~o"u~,R~flfu'~c\\· EXECUTES ORDERS 50c. & UP.• ~~~~~~~laf.i~:;~i,· #~~~~l. E5AOCHC•

Among these are Rttv. Vr. Gotthen,Henry George, Gordon &; Dilworth, New Yqrk; Edw. Osgood Brown, Ohlcago.

Froothon~ht Library,·

11

A PETITION, carrying the names of 150,a national road department, was presented in the United
States Senate this week.
THE movement in favor of the "Gre:ater
New York" is growing stronger. Annexation meetings are being held iii Brooklyn,
Long Island City, and other places.
PEDLERS in this city may not stop more
than ten minutes in one place with their
push-carts. As a rule, a thief has a better
chance than a poor man who" tries to earn
his living.
·

000 signers who ask for

Evolution.
By B. F. Underwood ••••••••••••• , •• Price 6 cents
The World's Parliament of Religions.
By Tenney•••••••••••.••••...•••••• Price 10 cents
The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) .••••.•• Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club ••• Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
By McCann •••••••••••••.•...••••••• Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank ••.•••••••.••••.••• Price 25 cents
The Bruno Monument In Rome •••••••• Price 12 cents
Church and State.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanity.
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling •••••••• Price 4_cents
Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
Christian Religion.
By au Old Farmer................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of Christianity.
By Bolyoake•• , •••••••••••••••••••• Price 10 cents
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up lor Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
Religion in the Republic.
By M. A. Freeman••••••••••••••••• Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (lilnstrated).
By Flower & Wakeman .•••••••••• Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed••.•••••••• ." ••••••• Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
By Vindex •••••••••••••• .-.......... Price 15 cents
Audress 'l'liE TltU1H 1:\EEKER.

Darwin and Alter Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs.
A !!YStematicEx);losition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !(eneral reader rather than to profe .. sed naturalists
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enjl"lish writers npon evolnt!on,
besides ranking wtth Professor Hnxley in smentific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
uis r.onclnsion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the chnrch so often refers:
"Thns whether we look to the facts of adaptat.ion or to t-hose of beanty, ever:rwJ:>ere through~
,nt organic nature we .meet 'Ylth abnndant
"vidence of natnral causation, wlule nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
npematnral design. • • • Adaptation and
heanty are alike receiving their explanation at
he hantls of a purelY: mechanical philo~ophy•••
\II nature 4as thus been transformed before th£
,•iew of thE' pre•ent gpueration in a manner. nno
to an extent that }las never before ]?een pos>tble;
-•nd inasmnch as the change whtch haR talten
place ha• talten pla<Je in the direction of natnral·
tsm, and t~is to the _!lxtent, of rendflring th.r
mechanical mtPrpretatlOn of natnre nmversal. 11
i• no wonder if the religions mind has snddenJ:o,
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th•
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thv Goil?"
Dlnstrated. Price, cloth-.~. $2.
SEEKER
Address.
TH ~; TRTJTH
•

AT the by-election in the Aoorington division of Lancashire Joseph Francis Leese,
Gladst.mian, was elected over Herman
Hodge, Conserva.tiv, by a vote of 5,822 to
5,564.

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has submitted to
tbe Sflnate and Honse a special message on
the Hawaiian situation. It is ·a concise
statement of the work of the pres•nt administration.
·
DR. HENRY C. F. MRYEB, on trial in
New York for alleged poisoning of Gustav
Banm for insurance money, must be trierl
aeain. One of the jurors went insane near
the close of the first trial.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Society of
Americ'ln Artists unanimously voted in favor of free art, demanding tbe removaL of
all duties on painting and sculpture. This
is strong support for the Wilson ta.rift bill.
which removes all such duties.
THE United States grand jury, sitting at
Dubuque, has found twenty-eight indictments against Agent Van Lenven for accepting illegal pension fees and making
false ~;tatemente. Indictments are also
found against Drs. Pegg and Kissell of the
examining board at Ossian, Ia.
A soOIETY antagonistic to the American
Protectiv Association has been formed
in Colorado. It is composed almost entirely of non-Catholics. Its membership
is already large. No inquiry is made re·
garding any man's relfgwus belief. On
the contrary, it exists solely to make war
on the American Protectiv Association be- ·
cause the latter makes religions belief a
test for fitness for public office and private
employment. The new association is caijed
the "Society of Liberty and Lnyo.lty."

IN Paris, health is sometimes. "pro·
tected" in peculiar ways. A dispatch to
the Berald givs an instance: "A grand
vaccinQtion ceremony took place yesterday [December 20th] at the Mimstr;v of
the Interior. A heifer was brought mto
BEING
the courtyard, and the clerks, from the
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development highest to the lowest grade, and all the
servants, children, and porters were orof the Canon.
dered to be inoculated. The weather was
By BBONBON D. KEELEB.
cold and damp, and therefore ·_the exposing. of arms 'u,~til trhe vaccine took wa~ a
Ool'ITEl'ITS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Tes.
tAment. The Early Controversies. The Books at trymg ordeal.

L. K. Washburn s works. HISTORY OF THE BIBLE •.

-------

A SHORT

'

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

re~

lating hnman condnct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price. 10 cents.
·

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. " The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian chnrch are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The J<'oolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a mini~ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers, First Not Considered Inspired. Were th~ Fathers
or trying to indnce the Deit;y to nndertake a Competent? The Fathers Qnoted a~ Scriptnre
crnsade of one against the Colorado beetle I" Books Which are Now Callea ApocryphaJ.. The
Price.10cenb.
Heretics. The Christian Canon.

A BALTIMORE special to the World says:
" Rev. D. B. Grejgg, of the Twelfth Presbyterian church, who has had trouble with
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
1'"-""'"· ""'Mnt.A• ~lnt.h '7~ nAnilll.
the elders on account of his qualified supSpiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact
Price, 5 cents.
port of Dr. Briggs and because of his libCHEAP EDITION.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
eral views generally, called a. meetmg of
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
his congregation together last night, in diThe Public Schools and the Catholic
rect opposition to the command of the
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Presbytery, and made· his defense before
it. Resolutions were adopted indorsing
BY CAPT. BOBEBT C. ADAMS.
POPIS AHD TJ:t~llt DOJHGS Being the story of his mentaJ. jonrney from the pastor and condemning the elders. If
forced out of the church, Mr. Greigg will
ACCOUNT OF
orthodoxY to BationaJ.ism.
probably take two-thirds of the congregaPnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
tion with him,"
.
,.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
Paper, &0 cents; cloth, '1'1 cent-
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Travels in Faith.

